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■ SCIENCE OF HYPNOTISM.

click, and the person would, after a sec-

it was even found possible tomake a per-

peated as often as desired. The tone in 
such cases was a pure hallucination,

hypnotized in any way whatever.. Dr, 
Scripture regards as a most potent fac
tor in the application of his. results the. 
fact that they open out a fruitful field of

person by walking,a certain number of 
feet to see a spot where there is none.

the future will be basediargely on “sug
gestion.“ .

struck him on the head and then 
him in the water of the pond.

any member of the family is imminent, 
She is regarded as the ancestress of the

produced by suggestions from the first 
ten experiments. In a similar manner 
hallucinations of smell, of taste, of 
touch and of heat were produced, and

brightly burning gas jet. '.
“I-know it's a book,” she said, “but I

ord is realized, more nearly will 
England’s estimate’-of a remarkable 
Englishman' appSpilAate itself -to his 
deserts. . /', • /. ' ■' .; .
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THf. SECUL/VR PRESS
INTERESTING ITEMS OF A PHENOMENAL NATURE'GATHERED FROM 

VARIOUS PAPERS.

"T" HE following items from the seen- j says a local paper of July, 1835, “a calf of is the roaring of a Hon, and in others
|; ular pressure only a small portion this description has been born whenever the howling of a dog. Occasionally a
I of the pullings—a mere “drop in1 a death has happened to the family of similar announcement was made by the 

the bucket’’—of the recorded phe- lata years.” Jt appears that the death tolling ofa bell, or the striking of a
. nomena directly in line with our grand of the seventh Earl Ferrers, and of his ; clock at an unusual time. Then there

spiritual philosophy: । countess, and of his son, Viscount Tam-', 1b the time-honored white, lady, whose
iztrc-D connizc im tufip camii if«; worth, and of his daughter, Mrs.William mysterious appearance has from time 
mL u - t 4». ' I Joiiffe, as well as the deaths of the Bon ' immemorial been supposed to indicate
Tbe belief in death omens peculiai to an^ jjgjp earl and of his some event of importance. According

. certain families outside. of Ireland has ¿aughter, Lady Frances Shirley,- were to a popular legend the white lady is 

. long been a fruitful source of supers«- each preeeaea by „the ominousblrth of seen in many of the castles of German 
tIonL?:ri;the fatal-hued calf. This tradition has princes and nobles, by night as well as 
strange legendary romance. Such fam Jjeen ma(jQ j^e subject of, a romantic by day, especially when the death of 
Hy forewarnings of death are of a most 8to entitled “Cbartley; or, The Fa- ’ ’ “ ........................ "
varied description. ;. , , ■ I talist"

An ancient Roman Catholic family in
Yorkshire, by the name of Middleton, is 
supposed to be apprised of the death of . ,
n™ nf it« mpmhnrn hv the ftnnarltlon of strael" informs us how, on January 1, 
a Benedictine nun; and Sir Walter, ’’efore the war broke out be-
Scott inhiB t'Peveril bfthe Peak” tells tween the houses of York and Lancaster, 
how a certain spirit is commonly be-, tdeBiver Ouse suddenly stood stilLat a 

/ Heved to attend on the Stanley family, ^acecaHed Harewood about five miles 
warning them,, by uttering a loud .*0 “!nBedfori^I,» that below this place 
shriek, of some approaching calamity, । tKe bed of the river-was left diy for 
and especially wee ping and bemoaning three miles together, and above it the । 
herself before the death • of any person; waterswelled to a great height. 1 he 
of distinction belonging to the family.! same thing is sard to .have happened at 
In his "Waverly,” tooAe alludes to the the same place in January 1M8, which 
Bodach Glas,’6 • dark gray man. Mr.: was just before the death of Charles I., 
Henderson says: ‘’Its appearance fore- and many persons have Bupposed both 
told death in the clanof —and Ihave.| of the8e utacnations of the Ouee to be 
been informed on the most-credible tes-^uP61’“^ and portentous; others 
timony of its appearance In our own day. । suppose them to be the effect of natural 
The ehrlof E., a nobleman alike beloved . causes though a probable natural cause- 
and respected in Scotland, was playing ^?en aS!d£ned' ■
on the day of his decease on the links of „ ^he following curious anecdote, 8tyled 
si cnif Sndannlv An Irish Water Fiend," said to be perSt*  Andrews at golf, buddenty i»el v t ,

HAIR-RAISING TRADITIONS'. '
Walsingham in his “Ypodigma New-

stopped in thé middle of the game, say
ing: ‘I can play no longer; tn'ere is the 
Bodich Glas. . I have seen it for the 
third time; something fearful is going 

. to befall me.’. He died that night as he 
w.as hqndipg a candlestick to a lady who 
was retiring to her room.”

SCOTTISH FAMILY GHOSTS.

feotly well authenticated, is related - in 
Burke's “Anecdotes of the Aristocracy.”

' According to Pennant, most of the 
great families of Scotland had their 

• death omens. Thus It is reported that

The hero of the tale was Rev. James 
Crawford, rector of the' parish of Kil- 
linc, County Leitrim. In the autumn of 
1777 Mr. Crawford had occasion to cross 
the estuary called ’’the Rosses, on the 
coast of Donegal, and on a pillion behind 
him sat his sister-in-law, Miss Hannah 
Wilson. They had advanced some dis
tance, until the water reached the sad-
die laps, when Miss Wilson became so’ ft 1 ft M »«% n n ft I. ft Rff %« I" nr—the family of Grant Rothiemurcus had alarmed that she, implored Mr.^Craw- 

the “Bodach au Dun,” or the Ghost of । to KP back as fast as possible to 
• the Hill; and the Kincardines, thc,^. “I do not think there can be dan-

“Lham-dearg,” or the Specter of the ger, ’ replied Crawford, “for I see a, 
Bloody Hand, of whom.Sir Walter Scott Horseman crossing the ford not twenty 

; had given this account from Macfarlane’s yards before us. Mibb Wilson also saw 
¿manuscripts: “There is much-talk of a the horsemani. You had better hail

spirit called ‘Ly-erg,’ who frequents the' 6^e' and inquire the depth
Glcnmorc. He appears with a red hand,. of the intervening water.” Crawford 
in the habit of a soldier, and challenges checked his horse and halloed to the 
men to fight with him. As lately as the । other horseman to stop. He, did stop 
year 1609 he fought three brothers, one and turning round displayed a ghastly 
after another, who immediately died, face grinning fiendishly at Crawford, who 
therefrom." ’ ■ ' ' waited for no further parley, but re-

The familv of Gurlinberg was haunted । turfled-as fast as he could. On reaching 
• by Garlin Bodacher, and Tulloch Germs > home he told his wife of the spectral re- 

by May Moulach, or the girl with‘the pontre. The popular belief was that 
hairy left hand. The synod gave fre-1 whenever any luckless person wasTore- 
quent orders that inquiry should be doomed to be drowned in that estuary, 
made into the truth of this apparition, the fatal event was foreshown to the 
and one or two declared that they had doo“ed person by some such apparition 

. seen one that answered the' description. ,as_ Crawford had ^een^ Despite J;his 
/ An ancestor of the family of McLean of "
' Lochburg was commonly reported, be

fore the death of any of his race, to 
gallop along the seabeach announcing 
the death®by dismal lamentations, ana

monitory warning Mr. Crawford again 
, attempted to cross the ford of ' the

Rosses upon September 27, 1777, and was 
drowned in the attempt.

the banshee of Loch Nigda, used to be 
arrayed in a -silk dress of a greenish 
hue.

THE WHITE LADY OF AVE « EL.

race, shows herself always in' snow
white garments, carries a bunch of keys, 
at her side, and sometimes rocks and 
watches over the children at night 
when their nurses sleep.

The earliest instance of this appar
ition was in the. sixteenth century, and 
is famous under the name of “Bertha of 
Rosenberg," in Bohemia. The white 
lady of the other princely castles -was 
identified with Bertha, and the identity 
was accounted for by the intermarriages 
of other princely houses; with members 
of the house of Rosenberg, in whose 
train the white lady passed into their 
castles. According to Mrs. Crowe, in 
her “Night Side of Nature," the white 
lady was long supposed to be a Countess 
Agnes of Orlamunde, but a picture of a 
princess called Bertha, or PerchataVon 
Rosenberg, discovered some time since, 
was thought so to resemble the appari
tion that it is a disputed point which of 
the two ladies it is, or whether it is or is 
not the same apparition that is seen at 
different places. ■

Cardan and Henningius Grosius relate 
a similar marvel of some of the ancient 
families of Italy, the following being 
recorded by the latter authority: 
“Jacopo Donati, one of the most im
portant families'in Venice, had a child, 
the heir of-the family, very ill. At 
night, when in bed, Donati saw the door 
of his chamber opened and the head of 
a man thrus£ in. Knowing that it was 
not one of’his servants, he roused the 
house, drew his sword, went over the 
whole place, all the servants declaring 
that they had seen such a.head thrust 
in at the doors of their several cham
bers at the same hour; the fastenings 
Were found all secure, so that no one 
could have come in from without. The 
next day the child died.

Dr. E.W. Scripture of the Yale psycho
logical-laboratory, who for the last two 
years has been investigating various 
hypnotic phenomena Las established 
certain wpll-defined fqfVupon which a 
science of hypnotism can be erected. 
Dr. Scripture has just given full details 
of the discovery, which he announced • 
some time ago, of a method of measur
ing hallucinations. He has found a way 
to measure, in specific candle-power, a 
suggestive effect of light, to produce 
hallucinations of tones that are equal in 
intensity to real tones, whose physicalOne of the most celebrated ghosts of ______ v _ ____ —_ ..

this kind in Britain is the White Lady. energy can be measured, aUd to cause a
----  of Avenel, the creation of Sir Walter  -----K--—------ — ■------- 

Tne evil genius bf the Byrons'ap-; Scott. In the highlands it was long a 
peared in the guise <rt a black friar, and common belief that many of the chiefs 
his appearance was supposed to forbode ¿ad some kind of a spirit to watch over 
misfortune to the member of the family the fortunes of their" house. Popular 
to whom it apperead, and Mr. Hunt has tradition had many well-known legends 
described the death token of Vingoes. ■ about white ladies, who generally dwell 
It seems that above the deep caverns in in forts and mountains as enchanted
a certain part of the Byrons’ estate maidens waiting for deliverance. They 
rises a cairn. On this, it is as;erted, delight to appear in warm sunshine to 
chains of fire were formerly seen ascencL poor shepherds or herd-boys. They are 
ing and descending, which were fre-^ithercombingtheirlonghai^orwash- 
?;uently accompanied by loud and fright-(ing themselves, drying wheat or spin- 
ul noises. But it is affirmed that these , ning. They also point out treasures, 

warnings have not been heard since the etc. They wear snow-white or half
last male of the family ‘came to a violent white and black garments, yellow' or 
end. Whenever two owls are seen ¡green shoes, and a-bunch of keys at 
perched on the family mansion of the their side. All these and many other 
family of Arundel of Wardour. it is said traits that appear in individual legends 
that one of its members will shortly die. may be traced back to ’ the goddess of 
The appearance of a white-breasted German mythology' who influences birth 
bird was thought to .be a warning of, and death, and presides over the qrder- 
.de’ath to a family named Oxenham in ing of the household; -;
Devonshire. ...... - . . > ., •

THE WRAITH OF CUETON HALL.
? An Interesting instance of a death
warning among : uncultured tribes is

- - x ... told on the authority of J. J. Atkinson,Equally strange is the omen with <.v.„ vnnmA
whichtheold baronets family of Chf-1 which is curious, because it offers 
ton of Clifton hall,_ Nottinghamshire, is among the kanakas an. example of a 
forewarned when death is about to visit current in Breton folklore. Mr. 
pne of italmembers, It seems that, in Atkinson relates how one day a Kan*  
this case, theomen takes the form of a a^a oj ¿£8 acquaintance paid him a 
sturgeon, which is seen forcing, itself up ^¡B^t an^ 8eenied loath to go away.

• thB.. River .Trontt . wnos© Danl£ ..tnc.’ \ ftAr botda hesitation ‘he exnlained. that 
mansion of the Clifton .family is- situ- jje'wa8 about.to die And would never see 
■ated*..,  ‘ v Kis English friend again; as his fate was

In fact, hypnotism is shown to be a won
derful “force” which is just emerging 
from thw cloud of charlatanism which 
has obscured it for ages, and which 
must now be classed among legitimate 
and scientific phenomena. One óf the 
typical experiments tried by Dr. Scrip
ture, in conjunction with Dr. C. E. Sea
shore, was on the sense of hearing. A 
person from outside the laboratory 
would be invited to enter for the pur
pose of having his heaing tested. He 
was placed in a perfectly quiet room. 
He was'told that a telegraph sounder on 
the table beside him would make a click 
and that then a very faint click would 
be produced in the room. The tone at 
first would be toó faint to be Heard, but 
gradually would grow louder. Just as 
soon as he heard the tone ■ he was to 
press a. telegraph key. He was left 
alone, and the experimenter went to the 
apparatus in another' room, where he 
could manipulate’the telegraph kky, the 
tone, instrument and the recording ap-’ 
paratus. He first made the sounder in 
the other room click, and then he slow
ly increased the’ intensity of the tone 
till the person just heard -it. A record 
of the intensity of the tone was then' 
made. This was repeated ten times, 
After that no tone whatever was needed. 
It was sufficient to make the sounder

IDA NELSON SEES A VISION.
The hamlet of Pleasant Valley, Adams 

county, Ind., is in a state of religious ex
citement over an incident that occurred 
during revival services, at the Friends’ 
church-last week, one of the. members, 
during a period of unusual fervor, going 
into a trance and' having a remarkable 
experience. ■ 1 ■

Miss Ida Nelson, 18 years of age, is a 
modest and retiring young lady of the 
village and is known among the mem
bers of the church as an exceptionally 
devout but rather retiring Christian.

One day during the services she en
tered the church-and took her accus
tomed seat near thp altar. During the 
progress of the meeting Miss Nelson was 
seen to slide forward in her pew and her 
head fall back,' unconsclo'us, She was 
taken home, and remained In thia con
dition three hours, when consciousness 
returned, and with it the power of 
speech and motion. To those around’ 
her she told substantially the following 
story: ’ ; • ?

' As she lost consciousness of things 
around her she seemed to be enveloped 
in a peculiar vapor, which resembled a 
fleecy cloud, ana a voice spoke to her, 
Baying that the efforts of the -church 
should first be directed to saving the 
sinners in the church; that-the„-tabèr- 
nucle of the Lord i should be purified, 
the ungodly in the church brought to an 
acknowledgment of their sins, and when 
this was done the prayers of the church 
would avail againstthe devil, and not 
till then. She asked for direction, and 
was told to seek put the sinners in the 
church and point out’tp them the evil of 
their ways. When ¿he asked how she 
should know the sinners in thé church 
the voice replied: “By’their acts.”

The next day Miss Nelson appeared at 
the church and related "her experience 
and made fervent appeals to those in the 
church to examine-themselves and- see if 
they were not standing in the way of 
sinners outside of.the’church.

Miss Nelson' is deeply impressed by 
her vision and firmly believes that she 
heard gwoice front thé other world call
ing hertb the discharge’ of a Christian' 
duty. ' ; ■ -,

.DREAM-
From the early days of .his work on 

the diamond fields of Kimberley, -Cecil. 
Rhodes cherlshed-the:(then it Beèmed) 
Utopian dream of winning the north 
and the whole, backbbne 'of Africa for 
England. Ho siiw frbm the first that 
two inB.trûmènts were neoded. fo. realize 
his dream—political power and financial 
power. After many years of ceaseless 
labor, withAhe great lend steadily kept 
before his future-seeing eyes, he ob
tained the instruments, and with them 
gained an improbably and astonishing 
success. He made an' immense fortune 
himself, and gained tjie confidence and 
support of thé most honorable and able 
of the South African capitalists.' He 
gradually conciliated and won the 
Dutch, apd became the darling of the 
Afrikander bund. .

He s^ceededi too, in, the improbable 
realization of hisj early dream, and 

-saved to England the; immense hinter
land up to Lake Tanganyika. One of 
these two' instruments, and that the 
most difficult to obtain and the most 
valuable -his'/'nfluHne'e over- the Dutch 
of South Africa-'-pahas lost through the 
blunder of his lieutenant; the other he' 
retains, and with /it -What is. far more 
important—his own singular combina
tion of business ability? tenacity of pur
pose, foresight and clear-eyed, and saga
cious judgment on the real nature of. 
the problems and .the difficulties with 
which he has-to deal. He has made 
history in South. Africa for some years 
past, and he.is likelyjso far as the chart
ered dominions are concerned, to con
tinue to make it; por is it at all improb
able that he may ohé day make it. on a 
larger scale elsewhere.

The great problem of jour time in im
perial politics is how. to keep our colon
ies, how to bind thpm with ties of self
interest, as well as;-sentiment,.to the 
mother-country,' and’ there is probably 
no one who; -better- understands this 
problem ih all Jts' Aspects than. the 
statesman-, whose ’.success ’ in South 
Af rica has been hitherto so remarkable, 
but whose great equalities have long 
marked him out to ¡serve his country on

worshipers. The book was in Italian, 
and was published anonymously. The 
first part of the book is devoted to a’de- 
scription of the manner in which the 
Prince of Evil may be summoned by 
those who'desire to have communica1 
tion with him. Complete rules are 
given, and with them the assurance that 
those who follow them could not fail of 
success. When the devil appeared he 
would present a contract to his would-be 
devotee and would agree to serve him in 
every way in return for his soul, which 
must be given in payment at the end of 
twenty years. The manual also gives 
many prayers to the devil. One of them 
is as follows:

"O, great Lucifer, I command you to 
còme to me in accordance with your 
agreement, without loud noise er vile 
smell; that you hear my wishes and; that 
you.may grant them,” ' .

The book then provides that if the 
devil does not appear the devotee shall 
say: - / '

"O, great Lucifer, I have called upon 
you ana you have not answered. If you 
dò not' come now, by the potoer of this 
compact, I shall give you no rest, 
wherever you may be, Tintil you answer 
me.”

Some of the prayers aye of a more 
humble characterj - but not many of 
them, for the black book distinctly pro
vides that the devil must be subservient 
to those who have sold their souls to 
him. Rules -are also given for the pro
tection of the life of the Devil’s servant, 
and hieroglyphics shown by the coroner 
are said to have been tattooed upon the 
body of the dead man. By the use of 
them it was imagined his life was se
cure from death by steel, poison or bul
lets, and this, as Count Alberto, the 
Italian vice-consul at New York, and 
Dr. Spagnolo believe, explains the un
usual form of his death. Their infer
ence is that, believing he could’not be 
killed by ordinary moans, tfie terrified 
compatriots enticed him to th« woods,

NIGHTIS DAY TO HER.
Thbusase of ffilie Hardy, a 9-year-old 

girl, llvmg^wlth her father at No. 289 
Central avenue, Brooklyn, has been 
brought to'the*  attention of a number of 
prominent medical men, and the doctors 
are at work trying to solve the problem, 
the solution of which, they’say. will be 
of great value to Science. Although it 
is khown that the child is suffering from 
hemeralopia, or day-blindness, there are 
mpny qther things connected,.with the 
case Which are interesting the doctors. 
•Little Tillie’s head is covered with sil
very white hair. The eyes are of 
changeable colors. She has the figure, 
though not the stature, of a grown wo
man, and her mental powers are remar.k- 
ble. With never a day’s schooling she 
can read and write, and is a bright ac
countant and ready calculator.

Among the neighbors little Tillie 
Hardy is known as an ^albino. But a 
physician who examined the girl said 
she not of that class of individuals. 
The albino nas eyes with iris deficient 
in,the black, or blue, or hazel pigment. 
But in this girl's case the iris does not 
lack color. The albino is also said to 
lack the strength of other persons. Til
lie Hardy is remarkably strong. The 
albinos are deficient not only in physical 
development, but in mental-capacity. 
But Tilly**  Hardy is*  better developed, 
And possesses a stronger mind than 99 
per cent of the children of her age. The 
only reason that could possibly be given 
for classing her with'the albinos is that 
her hair is white, and that her eyes are 
better suited to darkness than to day
light. Linneeus called the albinos noc
turnal men. Little Tillie Hardy might 
be called a nocturnal woman.

The parents of the child were strong 
and robust. Her mother died in August 
last. Before her death Mrs. Hardy 
brought the girl to this city, and she 
was taken to a clinic, where her case was 
partly considered. But the mother in
terfered and took the child away before 
the doctors had concluded their investi
gations. The result was that the pe
culiarities of her eyesight were never 
thoroughly tested or understood. Some 
of the doctors who, with the father’s 
permission, intend to give the case a 
full investigation, believe that it may 
be possible for the girl to see better and 
clearer than the majority of human be
ings.

, READING IN THE DARK.
A Sun reporter saw her at her home 

In Brooklyn at night. She took a child's 
story book and tried to read it with the 
Aid of the Shaded rays bf light from a

■Tir’ft. L. u--wuuui K i ms isngiisn inenu againj as uis laiewas ciica, ana we person would, alter a sec- With this curious .tradition may be 8eaied.. He had lately met in the woods J ond or two, declare that , he heard the 
one whom he took for theKanaka girl of tone just as before. This could he re-•al 1 cin.tr/ wninn iff Mmmnnlv rAnnrrAn , . » _ •. .■. ... i• / v - -_ * -__ . - x _ _ *■.-  ■ - , — —. . .

compared one connected . . . . w..,,...• • a ’vi v ♦ • « UUQ WuUlU Hu Uvwxi. Uli burr axtsUUtkcb git 1 UA
■ well Oa»K| which is cotnmoDiy reported Iipa-t*! - Hiit Ka hp<*fl.Tnp  awafa ton Ià4a 

to indicate the coming death of an in- • ♦ - » ’ • •
mate of thé Castle Dalhousie, by the fall

a wider stage. •
These, however, are matters of opin

ion, and the future alone dan prove the 
accuracy or error of such; a forecast. 
One thing is cettain^Ehgland already 
owes Rhodes an immense debt' of grati
tude for the best part'of South Africa, I _____ __________ , _______, ____
gained.fqr oùp ràce entirely by his1 far- can’t see it. I can tell it’s a book by 
sighted dreams df<pxpansibn, and the t it- ” 
extraordinary .abilitj with;which hé has 
brought them -ouftol the realm of the 
imagination; into thé-realm'ôf the ac
tual. The- poBsessiCnS"of Rhodesia and - 
the regions,northmf'tlie Zambesi are an 
accomplished fact; ¿nd it is the work of 
Rhodes. -As the greiUness of this reo-

that she was no mortal, woman, -but a 
~v lx. v. -o.-,' ...-wood-spirit in the guise of his beloved.°/.one .°f.lts branches.. Burke, m his Ä8 he said, sö ILhappened, for the un- 

‘ Anecdotes of the Aristocracy?’ says luck mr àórtiy afterward died, 
that oppos te the dining-room at Gordon ilThf8 is the‘ groundwork,’’ adds the

narraztor, “of the Breton ballad of ‘La M was even iouna pessime tomaiteaper- 
the history of which is somewhat smgu- sieur Nann.’who died after his intrigue son actually see an object that did not 
lar. DukeAlexander, when four years wlth the foreign spectre." A version of .'exist. Strange to sav, also, although 
°fage, planted thmwiHow in a tub fiHed the ballad is. printed by De la ViUe- " " ' * .
witheartli;.the tub floated .about in a mal,qu0. Rayzaz-Breiz and variautsex-

- marshy piece of land, till the shrub, ex- jst in Swedish, French and even' in a low
’ pandin^t ourst its cöreniönts &>pu struck innd Scotch version, sun? bv children in

. root in the earth below. Here it grew a któd 0{ daijolng ga51e- . '
and prospered till it attained a goodly । Another story quoted by. the same

. - size. The duke regarded the tree with author tells how, in ¿I860, a Maneroo 
. a sortof fatherly and.even superstitious black fellow diòd ih'thè; service of a Mr. 

■ regard, half-believing-that there was jyu yQ_ “The day before he died; hav*
. some mysterious affinity betweèn its for- dllg been ill some time, he said that in 1TO!l bUuv uwy u»>u vu. a mium uem ui 

tunes and his own. If an accident hap- |ke night his father, his father's-friend ■ investigation into mind disease. Thè 
■ pened te the one by storm or hgbtning, and a finial? spirit hud. come: to..him ! greatest-public interest lies in the proof 

; somemisfortune was not long in befall- and said that he woulddiebext day and? that these phenomena are not really ab-, 
ing the other. _ . .¡that they would wait for him. ’’Mr. Du’ normal, 'but are goingon around us all

J Ve adds j that ¿though-previously, -the the time. We. ourselves are'influenced
Chai tley, near Lichfield, has_ Jong been Christian belief had been explained*  io continually bv suggestion without know-
preserved, the breed pi the indigenous this man, it had entii’èlyfailed, and that ing it. Owing to-suggestions, much of
Staffordshire cow of sand- white color. -uu -uud T v *^,¿¿4 ~ ! . ..

. In thö-battle of Burton bridge a black . uimahood. ‘.‘But cases of this kind, it
. palf was born, and the year of the down- wouid appear," concludes Mr. Dyer in

fall of the house of Ferrers, happening. “GilOst World,’’.‘.‘aremot uncommon
■ about the same time,«gave rise to the ------- - -j----------- 1
, - tradition that.the birth.of the parti-col

ored calf from’the' wild herd in Chartley 
park is a sure omen of death within the 
same year to a member of the family.

; Thus/ f’by ’a noticeable coincidence,”

all the ppople experimented upon were 
perfectly sane and normal, yet the va
rious hallucinatory symptoms of insan
ity- could be produced • on a small scale 
by appropriate suggestions. Almost as 
curious' is the fact that they were not

“ he had gone back to . the belief of hls i^hatta see i4 not true; much of what 
*'-!- “"i we think is false. Although over 2,000

books are known to have -been written

ainong rude races of comparative folk-
lore.” ' . . ' .

FESTIVE TEUTONIC GOBLINS.
In Germany severalprinceshave their 

warnings of death. In some instances it

oh this subject, it is being placed1 on a 
scientific basis for the first time./ The 
influence of certain “healers" .now can. 
be’easily accounted for, and one of the 
first physicians in this country holds the 
opinion that the medical treatment of

i SOLD HIS SOUL’TO THE DEVIL,
Another and a .¡decidedly uncanny 

chapter in the. Qudranta mystery in 
Providence,. R. Lj tab developed when 
the coronet;filed hi^-report upon the; 
death.of the I'laliati.“1- Quaranta was a 
laborer .whb'/ijesfded’ in the’ Charles 
street colony./ He ^disappeared last 
August and'^is 'Body was afterward 
found iiv/h pond;'; iA long section of 
heavy;pip& had; been attached to his 
body, and hie skull‘had been fractured 
by a bldw-frOm a club. .. . ,, . •

: According ; to the .general belief, 
Giovanni Qliaranta~was-A ■man of rays-» 
tery. All hih.neighbors believed that 
he had sold his sOup .t-o the Devil,¡and 
:that Hjs "Satknicj-Maiiesty waited upon 
; his beck and ball. '. ’Theysaid- he had a 
jstrong'influence.over them, and could 
make th em do atiything."he,deslred. Dr. 
Spagnolo told' the coroner that the 
strange influence was merely hypnotic, 
but.he could not account for the people’s 
belief in his .diabolic.possession.. .

This.was explained in- the investiga
tion, however; when ablaok book, found 
in the .maniatrunk, was discovered io. be 
the manual df a soqret^pclety Of devil-

.eeling it.” .
The light was turned low, so that the 

room’was in darkness; '
; “Now,” she Said, opening the book, 

•■‘:T can read;it easily.” Then she pro
ceeded to read.' ....'

’ A newspaper was handed - to her and 
she read from it, although, no other Per" 

■ son in the ■ room could- see,, the print. 
Her father and her - aunt, who were
present, then requested, the newspaper 
man to turn the gas'on full and hold 
objects up so that the girl’s sight might 
be tested in a light. A metal badge 
was he.d three feet away; but the girl 
declared she could not see it. Lowering 
the light so that the room was in partial 
darkness, the piece of metal was-again 
held up. _\

“That's a watch,” said-the girl, 
' The light was turned still lower and 

looking at the metal badge again, the 
girl exclaimed: '.

“Why,no, it’s .a piece of tin.” The 
light was turned still , lower, and she 
said: “I see a pin attached to the back 
of it.” -./.'

• None of the others in the room could 
;see the piece of metal, but the girl de
clared’that she could see it plainly, and 
she even read the inscription on-it.'

‘-‘.The sunlight hurts my eyes.awfully,” 
she said, “and when I go out in the day
time! have to'hold' my hand over my. 
eyes.”-' ' ■ / ■/■ ■,-. , ■
. “Can you.see anything in daylight?“, 
she'was asked. . ■./,■- ;; ■'
. ? “If I covbr up my.'.eyes with my 
hands," she said-, “I can see a man or 
woman passing, but I can’t tell iust what 
it is. i I can only see the form bf the per
son—jiist a dark 'object? and to see that 
much I have to shield my eyes with my

hands. I never cross the street unless 
some one takes me by the hand, and I 
never go away from my own door for 
fear of being run over.” '

The history of the case is reserved for 
the guidance of medical men. but the 
child was born shortly after the mother 
had undergone a fright.

WHAT THE DOCTORS SAY.
One of the doctors, when spoken to 

about the case, said: . ■
“It would be useless to venture an 

opinion at this time, but when a test has 
been made of the girl’s eyes. I am sat
isfied that the result will be highly In
teresting to uidn in general, and to eye 
specialists in particular. In the first 
place the fact that she is known to be 
suffering from day-blindness is in itself 
interesting, for there are very few cases 
of this kind that have been thoroughly 
investigated. Hemeralopia, which is 
the medical term for day-blindness, is 
often incorrectly termed nyctalopia. 
Sometimes it is a symptom of diseases 
of the retina and of the optic nerves. In 
some oases it is found in certain congen
ital faults of the eye. Among nocturnal 
animals, such as owls and bats, it is the 
normal condition. That it seems to be 
the normal condition in this case makes 
it of unusual interest to science.

“So," continued the doctor, “we know 
that the clearest sight is very restricted, 
but in the case of this girl in darkness 
the clearest sight is that which covers 
the large field, the vision being sharper 
over this area than it is in ordinary in
dividuals. But there are half a dozen 
important points to be considered in 
this case, points vVhich will prove of 
great value, when fully explained, to 
the medical world, and points which 
cannot be discussed at present.”

' ' GHOSTS AT THE CAPITOL.
Do you believe in ghosts? Do you_.wish 

to collect a rich and rare stock at flesh- 
oreepiBg spook stories? If ¡¡o, hie your
self to that great white building on the 
hill known as the Capitol, give one of 
the blue-coated guides an extra tip and 
he will take you through the mazes of 
that wounderful building and regale 
you with enough dark tales to last you a 
lifetime. Or, if they do not satisfy you, 
pick acquaintance with one of the seedy, 
huhgry-lqoking individuals you will find 
at the foot of the grand staircase, whp, 
ten to. one, is- a professional guide also, 
and ask him tp point out to you all the 
haunted'houses , in'the city and-tell you 
their weird'histories. And either of 
these gentlemen will tell you what they 
believe to be the plain, unvarnished 
truth.

The Capitol police have strange things 
to tell about the uncanny doings in the 
vaulted corridors after nightfall. The 
ghosts they tell about are not simple, 
everyday visitors from the land of the 
unseen, but the shades of 'distinguished 
men in the nation's history.

The majestic spiritual ego of John 
Quincy Adams, once President of the 
United States; of Vice-President Henrv 
Wilson, a Massachusetts statesman, and 
of Gen. John A. Logan, famous in field 
and’forum, are said to haunt by night 
the echoing halls Where legislators 
tread by day.

When the redoubtable Andrew Jack- 
sou was inaugurated, Miirch 4, 1829, 
Adams retired for a short while to pri
vate life. It was not until February 21, 
1848, that he died. He was at that time 
a Representative, and his passing away 
was tragic. During a session of the 
House he suddenly slipped from his seat 
to the floor. Apoplexy, the doctors 
said. He was borne to a room near by, 
where not many hours later he died, 
with but a few murmured words.

It was not long after the unhappy 
event that there was whispering among 
the officials who took care of the Capi
tol building after dark that some one 
like unto the dead Adams was seen 
nightly to pass out of the Speaker’s 
room, in which the ex-President had 
died, into the House chamber, which is 
now statuary hall, and wander about 
among the seats. It would pause beside 
the chair occupied by'Adams, then grad
ually fade away into nothingness. Af
ter the seats were removed aud statues 
placed in the hall the change apparently 
disconcerted the distinguished ghost, 
for, according to the best authorities, 
those who claimed to have seen the 
whole proceeding, the shade of the 
statesman wandered around and around 
the chamber, and finally passed out 
without apparently having found his 
former place of daily occupation. But 
later, a small bronze tablet was inserted 
in the floor, through the good offices of 
somebody who felt sorry for the ghost, 
upon the spot where John Quincy Ad
am’s chair used to stand, and then it is 
said the ghost walked as before, with 
every evidence of being again at peace. 
This particular shade was seen on Feb
ruary 21 last, and is not expected again 
until that date.

■ What purported to be the ghost of the 
Vice-President is said to move and have 
its ethereal being in the Vice-Presi
dent’s room, the marble room, where 
the. Senators receive their callers, and 
in the corridors thereabouts. It was 
in the first-named apartment that Mr. 
WilsotL was also suddenly visited by the 
angel o! death, November -10,1875, who 
remained with him till Nov. 22, when 
he died, after three severe shocks of 
apoplexy. . ' '. , '

The apparition supposed to represent 
this poor man is occasionally declared 
to manifest itself suddónly, as if evóluted 
out of the thin air, and as quickly van
ish upon the approach bf a mortal. -

The spirit of Black Jack Logan is said 
to make its appearance 'at exactly -twen
ty minutes alter 12'o'clock midnight. 
The general was at one time chairman 
of the committee on military affairs, and 
put of this committee room he emerges, 
taking care to closer the door after him, 
and glides, swiftly. down the corridor, 
.to disappear. without trace or sound. 
This is perhaps the most substantial of 
all the Capitol' ghosts, for there are 
numbers of persons , ready to attest hav
ing witnessed his mysterious passage 
through the gloomy hall.
' ' But it does not take the actual appear- 
ahce of these shades .to make the Capí- 
.tol a place of grewsomeness and awe at 
night. In the stillness that pervades, a 
door shutting at. one end of. the long 
building may' be faintly; heard at the 
other, and ;a step; in thej rotunda will 
come back from all sides with' startling

echoing:. It is one of the stories that 
every night there is a sound in the por. 
tlco of the Senate wing as of some ona 
scrubbing the marble floor, and tha 
noise of water being thrown down on it 
is plainly audible. Capitol officials tell
of an aged negro who used to be one of ’ 
the sweeps, and who died a number of 
years ago, and whp, they say, performs 
his early morning duties of washing up " 
a few hours before daybreak each day. 
This ghostly individual is the unseen 
terror of "all- the negro laborers who 
cleanup around the Capitol, and they 
will not work without plenty of light on 
the subject. * .

It would give a timid person the fright 
of his life to walk across statuary hall at 
midnight and in the dark. In no placa 
in the vast building are the echoes so 
strange or so ghostly. There are a num
ber of what are called echo stones, by 
stepping on which and speaking one is 
astouneddto hear his voice coming up 
apparently beneath his feet. "It is a 
trick the guides have of startling their 
customers by stepping behind some pil
lar and, just at the moment.when the un
wary tourist stands on a certain stone, 
giving voice to a harsh and sepulchral 
whisper that will reverberate in ghostly 
accent close in his ear.

But the crypt is the place most sug
gestive of the powers of darkness. Its 
influence is such upon dervous tempera« 
monte that it would be a serious matter 
with many to venture to spend the night 
there alone. The story is told, ns an in
stance, that once a newly-married Con. . 
gressman’s wife made, during her first 
visit to Washington, a trip through the 
crypt with a number of friends. She 
became separated from her friends in 
the gloom and lost her way.' When the' ' ■ 
party missed her a search wasm'ade and 
the given up upon the general belief . 
that the young woman must have wan
dered out and gone home before them? 
Next morning the party searched again,, 
and finally the Congressman’s bride was’- • 
found in a most secluded and dark cor-; 
ridor, insensible. They never learned : 
what she experienced, because she was 
a raving maniac. She afterward re. 
covered, but she was never asked to tell 
-the story of that fateful night In the 
crypt. No ray of natural light, no fresh' 
air, has ever entered Into this crypt, It 
was once suggested as the place for the 
last tomb of the father of his country,, 
but the idea was’.glven up as ridiculous,’

WHO THE MAHATMAS ARE. - ’
Ernest T. Hargrove, the noted Eng*  

lish Thepsophist, lectured before the H. 
P. B. Theosophical Society, No. 142 
West 125th street, on “What-Is a Ma« 
hatma?” last flight. Mr. Hargrove is a 
person likely to be ip the eyes of the 
public a great deal henceforth, as 
ne-will probably be elected to some im-' 
portant office at the coming theosoph 
leal convention. . :

“You are all familiar with the word 
‘mahatma,’ ” he said, “and if you read 
the newspapers you will get a good idea 
of what a mahatma is not. This, how
ever, is no fault of the reporters, as tha . 
subject is enveloped in so much confus« 
ion. .

"To understand what a mahatma is, 
the theosophical belief in reincarnation'. 
has to be kept dn view. Man lives on' 
earth, not once, but many times. Those 
who through the ages have lived lives 
of purity, of unselfishness “Rnd ceaseless 
toil for the elevation of their fellowmen, 
have reached a point where they are 
gods incarnate. Such are mahtitmas. 
But they are men, and they are not su
pernatural. There is no such thing. ,

“There are mahatmas in all countries. ’ 
There are adepts in both Europe and 
America.” - ■

A man with a gray beard then got up,- .
“Can you give one verse in the Bible,”' . 

he said, “that warrants your believing / 
in reincarnation?” ,

“The Bible has a number of verifies- ? 
tions,” answered the'speaker, "butthe 
best place to look is in the works i of the 
Gnostics, the great philosophers of the 
early Christian era. Their writings are ' 
full of references to it.”

SPIRITS VISIT NEIL PUNCHES. ■
Neil Punches, a wealthy Elkhart 

county, Ind., farmer,jpot Jong since be- ■ 
came the victim of fPbtrange hallucina
tion. Punches says that every night as/ 
soon as he retires a spirit comes to his . 
bedroom and arouses him, although he ■ 
frequently locks the door to keep the 
spirit out. When he locks the door the 
spirit, he says, begins to play a tune on ' 
the panels, and he is at last forced to 
arise aud let him in. Then they go to 
the dining-room table and hold aeon* ’ 
versation. Punches says the spirit has ■ 
revealed to him the hiding-place of gold 
in his orchard, and has commanded him 
to dig for it. He declares that the’ spirit 

. has the form of a man. and that for two ! 
years it has been making visits to h'is I 
home. Friends of 'Punches who have ' 
passed by his house say that he has ta- ( 
ken out at least forty loads of dirt in his 
search for tjje hidden treasure. He is 
about (i() years-of age. ■

It is esteemed a great privilege to be 
given the first page of The Progress
ive Thinker through which-to .present 
to the world the foegoing items 'from 
our voluminous collection. To find a 
record of'something.new and phenome
nal, scientific and mystifying is not 
now so rare as in the past, in the col
umns of the secular press, and we gen
erously “give that we have received.” 
' . Dr. T. Wilkins.

Has Fasted Eighty-Four Days.
Mrs. Henry Ingram, of Battle Creek, 

Mich., is still fasting. It is now eighty- 
four days since she has taken a morsel 
of food of any kind, and now she does 
not want or appear to need anything to 
eat; Her health remains about the 
same. The strange condition of Mrs. 
Ingram, and the accpunt of the case 
published in the newspapers, will be the 
means of bringing together soon two 
brothers who did not know whether the 
other was dead or alive. Mrs. Ingram’s 
husband. Henry.Ingram, had a brother, 
George Ingram, who left Lyons, N. Y., 
in 1’859, going west. Henry removed tq 
Battle Creek a year later. . George lo
cated in Detroit, and the two brother« 
have known nothing of each other all 
these years.' ' _
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UNION AND DISUNION.

Thej-epf,

of life; then by decay and' decomposition 
become extinct. '

The Law of Attraction and 
Repulsion of Matter.

And' the Spiritual Significance

We find that everything is formed by 
the union and disunion of something", 
yhich, I think, is caused by attraction 
or repulsion of some kind. The God

- Worebiperselaim .it is .their. God that 
does it all. The faithists believe it is 
their AllPreseut-rtheir Jehovah—their 
Creator, or, rather, former; Organizer 
tiiid Causer of all things as they are— 
|he soul and cause- of all action in all 
matter. • • •

1 । These are all beyond our coiriprehen- 
sion, nor can we in any way conceive 
their existence, except by imagination 
«nd faith. So it is with attraction and 
repulsion. Bqt we think we have got 
one notch farther from the unknowable, 
and one nearer the understandable; we 
Can comprehend the effect of the attrac- 
5ion and repulsion in mattér, 'but the 
ithers we cannot.

We believe there cannot be an action 
Without cause, yet we cannot always 
discern the cause, but that is no reason 
that there is no cause, or that we have a 
right to imagine one and call it a truth.

In my observations, I do not intend to 
Introduce anything but known facts, and 
comparative reasoning from facts, so 
that all may know that know the facts
and all should know them before they 
decide on anything. y. '

We find that chlorine and sodium, 
when united, form salt; also that hydro
gen, oxygen and carbon, when united in 
the right amounts of each, make sugar, 
vinegar, alcohol, gamboge and many 
other things; but none are made with
out a union or disunion and change. ' So 
with every individual thing that exists, 
from the smallest atom to the largest 
world, and each has its peculiar praper- 
ties, such as its parts did noj. have. Salt 
has its preserving properties, sugar its 
gfreet, vinegar its sour, alcohol its stim
ulant,. gamboge its medical or poison 
properties, and their parts had none of 
them,

Tlie perfect flower has stamens and 
pistils, and the anthers on the top of the 
stuine nsand the stigma on top of the pis
til, both open at the same time and from 
the anther exudes the pollen, and the 
Stigma contains a*  moist, sticky sub
stance and when the pollen comes in ion
tact with it the pollgp bursts, and a very 
fine powder is thrown out, which being 
held by moisture, is carried down 
through the style to the germ, and 
unites with its contents and forms the 
first union or compounds of a number of 
changes, unions, compounds and addi
tions, until it is matured and thrown out 
of its pod a perfect seed. This is called 
growth. It has started by the union of 
two or more parts of matter, and by 
qontinual acting and changing it has be
come what it is.

Every new compound has new proper
g, and always the property of aftrac- 

i or repulsion, or both; but.they may 
pot be like those of the previous cotn- 
pound for they may attract'such matter 
as the other repelled, or they may repel 

• what the other attracted; arid this 
Change and the forming of new com
pounds, continues through all growth 

-and decay until the final dissolution of 
that body—and the growth of that body 

. denends entirely upon the amount of 
matter and on the kind of matter in its 
environments that will make up its 
growth', and the ability of the com- 
poundi-fcrattract such matter, and when 
it is no longer able to attract matter 
tnat will make growth, it will attract 
such as will cause decay; and so on un

. til final dissolution and end individually.
We find the same general action in the 
animal and the human existence.

In the human, like all others, there 
are two or moro parts Of matter united 
by attraction or affinity into one com
pound, with' properties that attract oth
er matter, producing a change and form
ing another compound, and so on until 
the perfect foetus is formed and the 
child is ¿town and born. At what time 
or in what change or compound the 
property of life first exists we cannot 
tell. But comparing it with the growth 
of the body, and its growth after birth 
and Anal decay with the body, we con

dude it commenced very fine in some 
stage of the foetug and grqw up in the 
numerous changes until at the birth of 
the child we find it what it is. To show 

■ that life is a property, we see that the 
- heart of the turtle continues to beat after 

it has been taken out some time, and the 
turtle consumed by heat; the reason is, 
the heart has not changed out of that 

- compound that has the properties of life.
We see frequently the property of life 

-■ in one compound and not in-the next.
When the child is born into existence 

. it appears to be physically perfect, 
: though some of its parts appear to need 

‘ ■ practice to be used. The heart beats, 
. the lungs breathe, the secretionsand 

excretions act; but the senses are dor- 
;■ marit, or if they act, we have no way of 
? knowing the fact. We. after a time, 
' ■ discover a new organization/ or if 

i formed before, it is just cortrtng into ac
. tion slowly, and by it the action of the 

•'? senses are known. This is the brain, 
? und the many littlafflbers running from 
. it to nearly evéry: jmrt of the physical 
■ system called nerves. There are other 
' collections of nerves that are supposed 
? to control the regular action of the sys

tem—such as breathing, heart-beating, 
and many others: but the brain has the 

* optical nerve that connects with the re- 
.tma&Lihe eye, the auditory nerve that 
goes to the ear, and a special nerve to 

7 each of the five senses, that conduct the 
action Of these senses the brain. It 
has a set of nerves running to many 

¿parts, called motor nerves—thege .are 
.•■.*.:■  supposed' to 'cause action. The five' 
, senses are supposed , to act by a set of 

nerv es peculiarly their own. ,
There are many nerve combinations, 

but this one that has the brain for its 
center does not act with the others, ex
cept by sympathy, In this combination 
of nerves or nerve-center that we call the 
brain there-are many properties visible 
•—memory, reason, understanding, con
sideration, conclusion, ■ and very many 
others like'the mind, so many that it is 
not to be wondered at that so many 
•think the mind and this organ áre one; 
but I think I will be able to show they 
are two different organizations.

The first, or physical organism, ap
pears to be perfect in the child when 
first born; it grows by its action on its 
surroundings and comes to maturity. 
The nervous organism shows no action 
for a long time after the physical, then 
very little, increasing slowly, showing 
it was growing from the action and 
change of the physical, anQ had its ori
ginin the physical. The physical goes 
pn to maturity, and soOn it goes through 
a change that shows, decay, and contm- 

"■' Ming in that downward -course it finally 
1 makes the change that forms the com

pound that has not the properties of lite, 
then begins the change of decomposi- 

-'tlon. .
: The nervous organism appears to 
grow fora time after the physical has 
come to maturity, but after a time it be- 
■gins to wanc—tlie memory fails, the 
eight Vrows dim; 'the hearing is dull,- 
the action is slower, the feeling is less 
¿Cute, andall directly belonging to this 
Organism are going;*down,  until with 
the physical they unite in the change 

iplbose compound'has not the properties

DU ADAH SHEEHAN
But while we see these organisms 

waning, we discover those ■ pivppertlos! 
that appear of the mind' growing, in
creasin'»,- expanding; and of much great
power thaq ever before: and still grow
ing iu calculation; reason, comparison, 
judgment,: decision and the like; thus 
•theyjnanage to do more and better-work 

—. |-thuii-bofow,-- The growing and increas
ing ability shows that these properties 
are not of an organism that is waning— 
they must be of onethdt is stilLgrowing; 
which shows there has a new/organism 
grown up from the nervous, asrt nerv
ous did from the ' physical, and „ the 
physical did from the first combination

Lectures Before the Lima Iteligio- 
Philosophical Society and 

Arouses Much Interest.

of matter, which was the germ the/ 
foetus. .'■" . • ' ( y

Some claim that this organism 6es 
not exist, because the demonstrator of 
anatomy caunpt find it with his scalpel 
and tweezers. They mi^ht as well say 
the air did not exist, when, set in mo
tion, it brings down train and building; 
or that the eye does not see, because we 
cannot tell how it sees.'. There is no in
telligent person at the present day that 
does not know that there are many 
grades of matter too fine for us to see or 
comprehend; we onlv know of them by 
the consequence of their action. This is 
the ease with mind, yet we know it ex
ists, for reason, judgment, caution, cal
culation and decision are growing bet
ter, showing that the organism of which 
they are the properties is increasing in 
ability, that it is increasing in power 
is shown by the greateb action as 
it gets older. It is said that Vander
bilt did the greatest business act of his 
life when he made his will; that the 
greatest fact Laplace ever uttered was 
his last words: “Men follow nothing but 
chimeras.” ->•

The Bible says that David, in his last 
days, made Solomon promise he would 
take vengeance on some of his enemies 
—showing his mind did not go down 
with his body. And we frequently get 
best advice, greatest wisdom, the sound
est reasoning, from the oldest.sage just 
before death. Also, we often find the 
most active and strongest mind in a 
weak and frail body, and in the strong 
and h'ealthy body the weakest mind
showing they do not always agree, but 
are separate organisms. All these 
things show that mind has grown up out 
of the nervous organism, and is the 
greatest at the time the other become 
defunct; and as the other existed some 
time after maturity, before decease, 
will not the mind, like the others, exist 
for a time also? 1 think it is so apparent 
from comparison we need not hesitate to 
call it a fact.

Until now we have dealt only in facts 
which I think any observing person 
can see, and can be proved, but of the 
future of the mind we must use compar
ison and reason with facts.

We see that all organizations begin, 
grow upland are supported by the mat
ter they draw from what surrounds 
them; and the mind is no exception to. 
the rule. Now, if the mind is grown 
up from the coarse matter that produces 
avarice, love of money, desire of praise, 
the tiinixfll be of that. If among the 
ambitious, revengeful and selfish, it Will 
be like them. If with the luxurious, 
lustful druukard, and those that indulge 
in all manner of vice, such will be the 
mind.; and as this class of mind draws 
support through the other organisms; 
and they are dead and have no attrac
tion for any matter fine enough for them 
to use, their minds must decay, decom
pose and become extinct, like the other 
organisms, for the want of such matter 
as they can attract and use.

But there is another class of minds 
that grow up amongthe good and noble, 
free from all vicious acts, always doing 
right and seeking to benefit others, just 
and unselfish—as these minds grow up 
among these they are of fine matter and 
will attract other fine matter and make 
a growth, and not go into decay, but by 
change from compounds that have the 
properties of life. And its the first parts 
of matter united and formed a germ 
that grew up a physical body, and as 
matter in the physical united and 
formed a germ that grew up the nervous 
or sensual organism, and by union of 
matter in the sensual a compound was 
formed that produced mind, must we 
not conclude that the mind thatja made 
up of fine'matter, and by its power to 
attract fine matter make a growth and 
live., and that it will form a germ there, 
and when it has grown to maturity the 
old mind will become defunct and de
composed, and if the new mind is made 
up entirely of the matter of the sphere, 
it will finally decay like others that have 
gone before it.

But if it is made up of the fine matter 
of the next sphere, it will grow up and 
mature, and from it will grow up anoth
er mind which after a lime will separate 
and live on, while the old one goes into 
decay and decomposition; and this new 
mind, if it is made up wholly of the mat
ter it originated in, will hover around 
that class until, like them, it sinks into 
oblivion. But if it is made of the fine 
matter of the next sphere, it will attract 
matter from it and grow to maturity, 
and so on until it arrives at the Budd
hists' Nirvana, or the final' end of all 
minds. To attempt to guess how long 
this would be is the height of folly. We 
might guess a hundred years or we may 
say a hundred millions, and one guess is 
as likely to be right as the other. .

These are the changes of men, and 
the same causes produce everything 
that is—attraction, union, composition, 
change, repulsion, decomposition and 
decay. Attraction produces change 
and new compound; new compounds pro
duce new attractions infinitely.

Dr. E. B. Southwick.
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The movement of Spiritualism in 
Lima, Ohio, isby no means uncertain. 
Although the outward manifestations of 
the work may not be so very ostenta
tious; yet the undercurrent has a trend 
that is but little short of the sublime— 
if there is sublimity in silent progres
sion.. It is the undereurrent-ivejjaiuIiL 
bemiadfuldf,’ for,¿wiih" it in a good sta
Me condition, we know that sùbstan-. 
rtial progress is certain, and that the 
straws will mark good indications.

Indeed, it has only been within the 
last year that thè manifestation of spir- 
tual development in this region has as

sumed any marked degree. Beginning 
with the earliest history of the city, we 
find ‘it has always been well infested 
with Spiritualists. But not until, the 
coming of those peerless workers, Moses 
Hull and J. Frank Baxter, à few 
months ago, did- the Spiritualist? 
awaken to the fact that, “it is inorq 
blessed to give than receive," and since 
that time there has been a vigorous ef
fort made to spread the light into all 
parts of the city. , .

With the close of J. Frank Baxter's 
series of remarkable lectures, on Sun
day, March Kith, came a feeling of much 
consternation as to whom the society 
could and should secure for the remain; 
ing Sundays of the month. E.. W,’ 
Sprague had been secured as lecturer 
for the month of April; and it was the- 
desire of the society to allow no break 
in the successful campaign that had 
been going' on since its organization. In 
looking over the Spiritualistic rostrum 
the committee’s eyes rested upon that 
indefatigable worker, Dr. Adah Shee
han, Application was made, and it so 
happened we found it possible to engage 
her for the two intervening Sundays.

Dr. Sheehan came with her wealth of 
magnetism, power of logic and the h°w 
of eloquence, and with' these natural 
gifts moved the society and the commun
ity up the scale of Spiritualism several 
degrees. At the conclusion of her 
fourth lecture Dr. Sheehan was accosted 
by a large number of our most stable 
citizens, including Protestants, Cath
olics and materialists, and many were 
the evidences of their appreciation and 
esteem.

With such clear-cut workers as Dr. 
Sheehan upon the Spiritual platform, 
there need be no fear as.tp the proba
bility of the growth and progress of 
Spiritualism. Through her instrumen
tality it may be truly said,
“The germs of Truth unfold and reach 

Toward free expression as their goal;
To blossom out in flowers of speech, 

Rich with the fragrance of the soul.
Then give them place and let them 

grow ’
For, wheresoe’er..that seed shall fall, 

The simplest truths must ever show .
Much good for some! some good for

all.* C. W. Taylor, Seo.

Time was when mear¡hell’s frowning 
-' fiortal drew fu

On weary wing ppd maternal soul^
Her pinions, gepjmea with heaven’s re

fulgent dew, |. < . .
। Had- steered night's ¿nether void to 

this sad goat?, ' ' .
Whose'threat’ning' pattleinents barred 

further fligM;(1. ’.? .
And at the cumbrous gates her feet 
- _ alight . . _ . '

Her care: how ^nlrdhce ^ftinJaJElutoa’- 
realmofsiij^, j '

How to love’s mission its grim warder 
win? ■. . ■

Arrived within the portals’ gloomy 
shade, ; • ..

In accents blended with love's glowing 
fire ' . '

She'cried: “Grim wqyder! open wide 
' hell’s ¡»ate . '
To ope dead io all joy; all forift desire, 

To bask in heaven’s bright celestial 
smile, i- '

Or, in sweet hymning seek time to be
guile, - ; .

-While, ’midst hell’s - fires by heaven’s 
immute decree ■ -

Eternal tortures claim my child ifrom 
. me.”.. . .-•¡.-j . ,. .. ; ’ '•

A voice discordant;1 yeriomed by fell
, hate, - , '' .. '?:? ■ 1 ’
In answer to her summons thus re

. -plied: :. ?:
“fly hence, bright messenger, back to 

heaven's gate, " 1
From whence thou art) hero may’st

- thou not abide.- :
These gates may. not unbar to such as 

thou; 11
Go learn thy neck' to heaven’s yoke to1 

bow;
This realm of death stern fatp hath thee 

denied, . . , ??
Heav’nward again steer thy returning 

flight," . 7 . . • .
“Yet, Warder!" she in pleading ao- 

■ cents cried; ? . ■ •
“Retuse not entrance to a mother’s 

love, .
Whose all these cruel walls from her 

divide, .
" Has drawn her from the realms of 

peace above, .
To dare the black abyss, "nights’ bourid*  

less void, ■
And hither has her restless wing de

coyed.
My yearning soul refused heaven’s pure

• and perfect joy,
While memories sad its chastest pleas

. uyes cloy."
“Love finds no answering echo in a 

breast
» Formed but for hate. Thy pleadings 

here are vain/' ■ .
Now coirie the gruff response with grov» 

ing zest: ■ f
“Avaunt! or, shouldst 'thou lingfer, 

hell may fain
Mar thy fair plumage-with its blasting

-Vies with tho iightniny in its hurried
-flight. ■ ■ - ■ . .

“Hell’s center shook.” Its totfring tow
ers fell .

In heaped ruin beneath the growing 
spell

Of mercy’s bright’ning light shed by 
■ the angel band;

Hell's adamant such flood could not 
withstand. ,

Askance the mother soul the pageant 
viewed;

■ She felt beneath her feet hell’s thresh
- old quake;
Hei'yearning gaze, with lovers .bright 

' —flews subdued,' ..... '" '
Saw each embattled tower its trust 

forsake. .
Soon from amidst hell’s murky atmOs- 
• phere" '
A loved form appeared; pleased, it drew 

near; .. ...
’Tis her soul’s treasurer soon in a moth

er's fond embrace ■
The lost hath found at last a resting

place. ' ‘
Heaven’s holy light around the twain 

now shone; 1 ,
•Erich soul was bathedin the celestial 

ray. ■
"A mother's love for all thy sins atone." 

Th’ archangels sang (and chased love’s 
■ tears away),

“No more the bounds of hades shall de
’ bar ‘

CelestiM visitants guiding sweeOfer- 
. cy’s car; ' ¿9
Maternal love hath from hell’s dreaded 

• warder wrenched '
The keys; for aye the Uries of torment 

quenched. ■
“No more the sighs from hell’s debp-bot

tomed; places,
Nor groans wrung from its victims’ 

. tortured souls, ■ . . ,
Shall rise to heaven. God’s love for aye 

' : erases . ■■ ■■ ;•
The mythic blot, and o’er the abyss 

-rolls - ' .
Sweet Mercy’s silvery cloud, lit by 

J Truth’s ray,
To guide earth’s straying wanderer on 

the way, '
Through error’s windings, to clear men

tal day.” Z
H. Dersh, Medium./

JU8T CONCLUSIONS. / 

_ — / u
They Should Accept Dr. Hol

brook’s Liberal Offer.
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Chesterfield Cainp Notes.
The officers of the Indiana Associa

tion of Spiritualists are not idle, but on 
.the contrary, are actively engaged in 
getting-ready for the coming sixth an
nual camp-meeting, which convenes 
July 10th. Improvements are being 
made. The dining hall has been newly 
plastered and leased to a-capable cater
er. New cottages are in the course of 
erection. .

Work is soon to be commenced on a 
deep well which will tap a snbterranean 
stream of medicinal water which exists 
in this vicinity, and which, it is hoped, 
will prove an inexhaustible supply of 
nature's own beverage. Arrangements 
are being made for reduced railroad 
rates all over the State. Cottages are 
in brisk demand and those having tents 
would do well to bring them here this 
season.

AbleJectjirers and reliable mediums 
will be present in number to supply the. 
spiritual needs of our visitors who are 
expected to be more numerous than 
last season if the letters of inquiry re
ceived are any criterion. •

A grand union basket picnic was held 
on the grounds last Sunday by the lyce
ums from Muncie, Anderson, Alexan
dria and other surrounding towns. The 
exercises were all given by the children, 
and outsiders who were present ex
pressed surprise at the talent and pro
gressive spirit displayed by Spiritualists 
in their lyceum work. A. splendid time • 
was had by all.

The official programmes of the Ches
terfield Camp-meeting will be ready for 
distribution in a short time.

F. J. Macomber, Sec’y.

Peculiar People.
Rev. Edwin S. Wallace, United States 

Consul at Jerusalem, writes about some 
of the gegulls^ people
Jerusalem. First are those who believe 
in the immediate coming of the Mes
siah. "I want to be there,” said a good 
old lady, “and be the first to offer him a 
cup of tea.” The arrival of pretended 
messiahs is continuous. Then there are 
the “Overcomers," who make no prose
lytes, but wait, overcoming the weak
ness of the flesh. Next are the various 
individuals who believe themselves 
sent to build the new Jerusalem. They 
get discouraged at the Lord’s delay and 
depart, but others follow in their train.

Fine feelings, without vigor or reason, 
are in the situation' of the "extreme 
feather of a peacock’s tail—dragging in 
the mud.—Foster.

Had I a dozen sons, each in my. love 
alike, I had rather have eleven die 
nobly for their country, than one volup
tuously surfeit out o.i action.—Shak- 
speare. '

Most frequently we make confidants 
from vanity, a love of talking,,» wish tq 
win the confidence of others, and to 
make an exchange of secrets.—Rous
seau. ' _ ' ’ ‘ ■ '■

CONSUMPTION
To the Editob—Please inform your read

ers that I have a positive remedy for the 
above named disease, Bv.its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases have been per
manently ciirei I shall be, glad to send 
two bottles of my remedy free to any of your 
readers who have consumption if they will 
send me their express and post office address. 
TXSlocum,M.C., 183 Pearl St^, New York.

IN MEMORIAM.

(Written on the transition of one of 
our bright spirits to immortal life.) , 
In the cold, gray dawn of the Lenten

morn A

Of night’s black rbalm. And Ums de
prived of heave re's bright hope

Thee doom eternal with chaos to cope.”
The mother’s heart abashed.not at hell’s 

threat; Jfr.®
But more ref ulg?hWill the lovelight 

shines. ■
A courage new within her soul was 

bred, •
Which has found voice as round her 

heart it twines-/*
“Think hot with threatening voice, or 

awing tone, "
To thwart a soul bereft, who dared 

alone— f-R ■
With love: maternal Her sole stay, sole 

beacon guide,
The pathless depths which > hell from 

grace divide. ■ >
“My wing spanned not the black, un

bottomed void,-
An outcast from heaven’s bliss thro' 

mother love,
Nor think with fickle fortune thus I’ve 

toyed—
■ Without hope's glimmer from the 

throne above, .
I come to"find a loved pne, a dear child, 
Who earth’s ill fortunes to your shores 

beguiled; ,
I come with him eternal in your realm 

to dwell, ■
As heaven without him were to me but 

hell.

Which h

Lay the fair young lord, to th » manor 
born— ’

Tender and strong, with his young old 
soul,

Theosorthe knight of the broken bowl.
Oh, full heart, stilled in the morning

tide! ' .
The current was deep and the river 

wide,
And the anchor, true steel, had a nar

row play; '
And the voice that hushed at the break 

of day, ’ ■ .
Weary of battling the powers of night. 
In the groove of the world of right of 

might.
Ah, if barks are barred with their pre

cious store—
Baffled from right, and a destined.

Hush thee, nor chide thou the wind-beat 
craft : -

When its wheels are still to the restive 
draft.

Theoso! God gives, arid he galls back his 
„ °.wn'. . ' ., 

Ere the hour seems to wane, for the 
seed has been sown,

And we know not the work that'was 
kneaded in pain—

And ere the sheaf falls it is garnered 
again. - ' .

And thou! ah, 'tis o'er—and the tremor 
of death . \ '

But lifteth thy soul to far heights in a 
breath— .

And for .us there is left but the touch of 
a hand ’ . .

'Erst pulsing -responsive, life’s magical 
wand! ' . . ' ,

And the calm, placid brow-that is borne 
from bur sigih’t ■

Is as silent and cold as the mid-watch of 
. night. . .
It is well, for, outlasting the tomb and 

the tear, ' : .
We hold mem'ry anchored, a page wrlt- 

ten clear, ' ’.
And ■on its. white margin; 'neath lines 

whose firm stroke • ■ :
The trace of' a clean, true, endeavor be- 

■ ■ toko: .. ■.' . .. < ...•
As we bend to the rod—for his ways are .

. the best, ... . -. '
Let us whisper the heart’s tender voic- 

. ing: "Godrest.!' . .........

......... ' “EELA'GiBSbN Magoon. '

To me (who might have dwelt in heaven 
his own) .

That love's maternal sricrifi.ee be not de
nied

Your hated realm, the embrace of my 
child.”

Now from the huge portcullis, dark and 
dread,

With : horrid din, fierce threat'ning 
accents dire;

Midst quakings of hell’s adamantine 
beet, ■ '

And swift devouring" flame of livid 
fire, r'

Hell’s dreadful ultimatum now is heard.
The mother’s soul,in love’s strong armor 

girt, ' ■
Shrinks not from mercy's mission; 

knows not despair’s sway;
Heaven’s hope illumes her heart with 

bright’ning ray. ‘

In these few words to Vindex, I' wish 
to correct some apparent errors ho has 
inferred from my article of a few weeks 
since.

I am classed as a dissatisfied investi
gator.^ He is decidedly wrong. I have 
been one of the most blessed; I have re
ceived abundantly, much more than my 
deserts; much more than many who are 
far more worthy than I. After begin
ning investigations, we formed a family 
circle. After about six months’ regular 
sitting my wife developed into trance 
mediumship and could discern spirits.

We have visited all the noted materi
alizing mediums in New York City— 
some who have been years in the busi
ness and have large circles of deluded 
friends and confederates to sound their 
praises and marvelous pofvers, for a con
sideration. One of these celebrated 
mediums was selected and sent"to Paris 
as the best representative of this phase, 
by the Spiritualistic society of New 
York. It is public property how she 
was exposed by our friends across the 
water, and is now doing business at the 
old stand.

After visiting a seance, we sit at home 
on our regular, night .and my wife’s con
trol tells us how material our spirit 
friends were at the last seance. He says 
he never saw any materialization and 
does not know if it is possible.

I never anticipate at a circle. Every 
seance must stand alone. I am always 
harmonious and simply «wait develop
ments. '

Brother Vindex's remarks about the 
almighty dollar are simply uncalled for; 
it is not parted with reluctantly; it is 
being swindled so barefacedly that galls. 
The highway robber is the more honor
able of the two; he takes chances of be
ing worsted, but the fake medium will 
not take any chances.

Test conditions will not injure the 
medium, if genuine: her spirit friends 
will not manifest if they forsee any dan
ger. I would not visit a seance' if I did 
not expect to find ladies and gentlemen.

Dr. Holbrook’s offer should be accept
ed, if materialization can be proven; it 
has received great publicity and is a 
standing denial of this phase of Spirit
ualism. There is no use theorizing 
about the intentions of our spirit 
friends. Any spirit that is opposed to 
truth should be ignored.- Any medium 
who can produce materialization, and 
will not try to establish the fact, does 
not do his or her duty. '

Facts alone mark progress. Kickers 
and cranks move the world and should 
be fostered in place of being abused. 
Now, Brother Vindex, you must see the 
necessity of Dr. Holbrook’s offer being 
accepted, or common people will still 
persist that materialization is a delusion 
and a snare. If I can arrange matters I 
will be more than pleased to accept the 
offer Vindex has so kindly and court
eously offered. H. M. Edmiston.

Hell’s wrath assuaged; its direful threat- 
’ning’s. stilled,

Her pleadings, soft entreaties, ’gain 
are heard: ■ .

If heaven’s decree immutably hath 
willed -i

A mother’s saerpd - arm«.' shall never

Her offspring'’ midst .your dread infer! 
nalfire; '

Y et ’tis not willed dthaj^ midst the dark. 
empire .

Of night; its cheerless; black, unfath
omed, horridyoid. .

The perfection of conversation is hot 
to play a regular ^sonata, but, like the 
aeolian harp, to await the inspiration of 
the passing breeze.—Burke. ~ ■

“Oh, list, then,to tire-pleadings of a soul 
Who seeks not to transgress immutive 

- law, ’■ rO • 1 ,
But seeks God's boimdless -mercy to ex-

-■ tol) • . 'H/' Il . . ■
His high decrees obey« with reverent

' . awe, ... . 'q -1 ■.. ;.- >.
Amidst the void wherelchaos reigris/su-; 

preme, • xi .'. ' .
Where bight holds ^heaven’s rule in Sad 

- esteem; ' p D vi’ /
There let my yearning arms my suffer- 

‘ ing own embrace - - .
And from the memory’s dream the past 

: erase, .
"There! midst th’ iinmensity of bound- 
~ -lessspace, ,.. ■

Far frotn hell’s -realm of pain, or 
' : heaven’s joy, ',-

Lost in eternal night, ,I'd seek to trace 
A haven of peace: would there love’s 

art employ,” .
Her pleadings end; d$rk, dreadful si
. ./lence reigned, . , '
Till fronrnighvs gulf—in cadence, sweet' 

. and faint, .
Angelic symphonies come floating to 

< her soul, ‘ .
•And from, the black abyss the shadows 

roll.
All on a sudden, through the void pro

found '
’ A phalanx of archangels sho descried. 

Retiring chaos with tumultuous souqd

DOUND IN CLO1H WITH GQLD _____
kJ »Ide, and containing 820 page». Thia »plendld
book, Juat Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec- Cj;» "¿.IL Uic „JtL
turcs upon occult subjects, together with other nrtl» i evidence. It appeals to Christiana and Spiritualist« 
clcs from various newspapers, relating to the grea: ' alike, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit maul
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures issued <*»>>•»«>♦  ».»»«*»  wi.ioh th»
in 1892, and three others ou the Human Soul, which 
are aloft*  worth the price of the book. This wonder
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science au/1 
Truth. Price el.25, postpaid, to any address. For sal J 
ct this oflin*

Clinton, Iowa, Camp-Meeting.
Arrangements are now completed for 

the season of 1890, «nd the outlook for a 
successful camp is most promising.

The following named persons, and in 
the order named, are engaged as/prin- 
cipal speakers, to which otherBzwill be 
added as circumstances demand: .

Willard J. Hull, J. Frank Baxter, H. 
D. Barrett, president N. S, A.; J. C. F. 
Grumbine and Mrs: A. H. Luther,

The park will be open to cottagers and 
tenter-a- from.. June. lit.until Ssutepiboc, 
15, and the camp-meeting will open 
August 2 and close August 30. .

Prof. Hoffman’s celebrated orchestra 
will furnish the instrumental music, and 
a first-class quartette, urider th« direc-, 
tion of Prof. F. E. Lofgreen, of Musca
tine, Iowa, will render the vocal selec
tions. '

Arrangements for the usual reduced 
fates on railroads are pending, and the 
result will be announced, in The Pro
gressive Thinker and the Light of 
Truth. ? .
• Among the mediums'who have de
cided to be present are: Mrs. L. A. 
Roberts, of Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. W. L. 
Thoinpson, Keokuk, :Iowa; Mrs. J." M. ‘ 
Trippe (formerly Gilman), Beltom.Tex.; 
C. E. Winans,' Edinburg, Ind.; Dr, A. 
W. S. Rothermel, John E. Johnston, St. 
Louis, Mo.; Max Hoffman, Chicago, Ill., 
and inany others. ■ ' ■
„ Edgar W. Emerson will be present 
the last five "days of the camp and give 
public seances daily in the pavilion.

The present season at Clinton "camp 
will afford unusual opportunity to hear 
the philosophy of Spiritualism discussed 
by the most able speakers on pur ros
trum, while the phenomena presented 
will challenge the attention of all inves
tigators. " ■ '

Circulars containing full .particulars 
rind programme will be mailed ,June 1. 
Al! requests for information should be 
addressed to Will C. Hodge, 710 Prairie 
street, Milwaukee, Wis.; and all. orders 
for rooms, tents and cottages, to Solon 
J. Smith, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. Pleasant 
Park). . . Wild C. Hodge.

- Sec. M. V. S. A;

Religion of the Future. By S. Well. 
Cloth; 81.25; paper, 50 cents.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT^ 
xjL tiaUain—ao-called—from its Inception at Hydes*  
vllie. N. T., Including the experiences of the Fox FanV 
Hy, spiritualistic ana otherwise, could not fall to |>e 
very intereatlng, and the Interest It*  Intensified when 
that account Is written by one of the Fox Sisters. 
Such Is the fact In this instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

"THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its ¿arller modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched with a number of fine ea*  
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1,50, For sale at this office.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the Trut 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price, 15 cents.

THOMASPAINE. ’
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cent..

LIFEfTNOVEL r
It beami with advanced thought, and la fasclnatfnr 

Price, 50 centa.
~HELEN HARLOW’S V0W;~' 

Or Self-Just ice.
By Lola Walsbrooker. Many have read thia book, 

many have re read It, and many others out to read (t. 
It should be read by every man and woman In tbs 
land. It shows the falsities rainpant tn aonfeiy tn 
matters of moral and social import, and the wrong? 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains n fine likeness of the author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry aa to whether Modern Spiritual!»!» 

and other Great Reform» come from HU Satant» 
Majesty and HI» Suboidlnatc» In tho Kingdom ol 
parknera. eOpage». By Moses Hull. Price. 15 cent». 
For sale at this office.

STARNOS. ’
By Dr. Della R. Davis, A rosary of pearls, culled 

from the worksof Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
for the light and solace of every Sorrowing and 
stricken hearU Price 50 cents.

~WAYSiDE7otTINGSr~
Gathered from tho Highway», By-way» and Hedge» 

of Life. By Mattib E. Hull. Tht*  la a marvelously. 
neat book of «election» from Mr«. Hulls best poem», 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, algo a portrait of Moaea Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, »1. For «ale at this 
office. .

HOW TO MESMERIZE?
By Prof. J.Ws.C&dwcH, one of the most successful 

ucsmcrlsta In America. Ancient and modern miro*'  
dos explained by. mesmerism. An Invaluable work. 
Price, paper, 50 unta. -

BEYONDTHE QATES.~ 
^B^ElUaboth Bttiart Phelpri. A highly ent«tatolB| 

Why She BecamTa Spiritualist, 
Twelve lecture». By Abby A. Judson. This booh 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Price >1.00| 
postage 10 cents. . .

SOLAR BIOLOGY.
By Hiram E. Butler. • A scientific method of dcllne 

atlng character, diagnosing dlicasea, - dctcrmfnlm 
mental, physical and business qualifications, conjug^ 
adaptability, etc., from date of birth. lllUBtratci 
with seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon am 
planets, from IS20 to.1900 InclufilK Largo 8vo,, cloth 
S5.V0- Postage, 20 centa. ; .

“THE WATSEKA“ WONDER.”
To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

Is Intensely Interesting. ¡1 gives detailed acconnta <X 
two cases of “double coniclouencBs,” namely Man 
Lurancy Vennumt of Wataekvlll;; Jthd M'ary Re/ 
nolda, of Venango county» Pa; tot ttie at this office. 
Price IS cents. *

sricrifi.ee


TUTTLB *

M.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

A-Chance to Make Money.

A Brilliant Reception, and Other 
News. -

- By tmie-Dot«iv- -WMBe-poemKro a» .»teat« u 
tugar. Frico 11.00. ■

A Manual of Physical, Intellect* 
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Gammon Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc 

Rtaitrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, 61.00;' 
postage, 30 cents. .

CHURCH AND STATE, i
Tbo Bible In the Public School»! the New "Amer.' 

lean' Party. By "Jcflerson." Third edition. Thia 
beautiful pamphlet or 23 page. Is the most tboiougfi 
presentation of tbo Church and State question that 
V*» appeared. Price 10 cents. •

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies. '

Children’s Progressive Lyceum. ’
A manual, with directions for the organization and' * 

management of Sunday schools. Bv Andrew Jackson 
Davis,. Something indispensable. Price St) ceuta. • . - \

Romanism and the Republic?-
By Ber. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patriot 

«houli read it. . Price »1.00.

REV. E. ANDRUS TITUS.
With the’prominent, workers already

THE CODS.
_By-Col.-R. G»-IngersolL -A pamphlet of 40 pajrei.
Worth tu weight In gold. Price 20 ccnta.

MIND READING AND BEYOND;

- THE SOUL,
Its Nature, Relatione and Expression In Human Eni’ 
bodlmente. Given through Mre. Cora u V. RiciV 
mond, by her Guides, A book that every one who 1| 
interested in re-incarnatiou should read. Price 11.001,

THE TALMUD.

¿^^rief aketchceof the men who made and*com-
ZmI-oT1 1U By Pol“nB- 359 »“ TrtS

Views of Our Heavenly Home?

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE»
By Andrew Jaskson Davis. Something you should 

read. Price 75 cents. ®

Thô Religion of Humanity ;
A- PhUowpW of Life. By J. Leon Bcnwcll. A , 

.bewtlful paper-bound nsmpMot. w th ¡Ikeno«« of 
author. A mo«t valuable. publication.to circulât« 
among Christian people. Price 15 cent«. . -■

^MGÉLÜVfflSPERINGS ,
For the Searcher After Truth. • .

BY ILilTIE JT. BAY. -
All who love genuine poetry, of excellent morei .. 

and spiritual 'quality, should read this book ThU 
work is handsomely bound and Is clearly printed o< 
good paper. For «ale at tbn oftlce. Price «1. ____ ■

I THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of the Prophecies^' 

A consideration of the vusasee (u the New Te«Z’
Befit, quoted frojn the Old« and called Prophecies Oea 
•enilngJesuÇbrUk Price 15 ceuu.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Or a lew thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. ByMoeusHuiL. Just the IpoS 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate yuur spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; In paper cover, 25 
cents For sale at this office.

POEMS.
By Edith Willis Linn. A volume of sweet outpour- 

mgs of a gentle nature, who has no thought of the 
bitter cruelty of eartb-Hfe. These arc sweet, winsome 
and restful. Price 1100« •

WHITE MAGIC
T«u«bt In "Three Seven»,” a book or 271 pace». It ta 
really a very Interesting and »uggestlve work. Prlc. 
$1.25. For sale at this office. ■

Salf-Contradictions of the Biblç, 
Oae hnndred and forty-four proposH.onB, theological', 

moral, historical and speculative; each proved affirm« 
atlvely and negatively by quotations trom Scripture.' 
without comment. PrlcelSceuts. :

Fifty Years in the Church of Komi
By Hey. Chas. Chlnlquy-uatprleiU A remarkable 

book. Page», 832. Price Î2.MT- ■

THE AGE OF REASON.

tlon, from new plates and new type; 186 pagea. Dost • • 
8vo, Paper. 25 cents; c.oth, ¿0 cents.BIBLE MARVErWOKKERSj

AND THE .WONDROUS POWER 
»cl which helped or made them perform mights 
works and utter inspired words, together with somS • • 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apo* 
tics, and Jesus, or New Readings of “Tdq Miracles.^ 
by Allbn Putxxm. Price 75 cents. For sale at tu| 
office. .

. PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
Bl Helen H. Gardener. Ono ot her brightest rrit 

lle»l and »trongeit lectiireB against the Bible, EVtar 
womatf .hthild read it and know her friend» and en. 

,mtei. Price 10 cent». .

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomas Paine. Parts I and II, Being aa 

answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the Frenofi 
Revolution. Post 8vo„ 279 pages. Paper» 80 centSt 
cloth, 50 cents, ..

llEDIUMISTICEXPERIENCES
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of the Heckle», with Introduction b 
J. S, Loveland. This 1» the history of one of th 
most wonderful medium» that ¿ver lived. ISl lars 
pages. By Moas» Hull. Price, 50 cents. For sal 
at thli office.

The Development of the Spirit« 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The orh 
gin of religions, and their Influence upon the mental 
development of the human race.' Tranacrlbed at th< 
request of a baud of ancient philosopher». Pried 
10 cent». .

THE VOICES.
By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voice» contain 

poems of remarkable beauty and force. They at« 
moat excellent. Price «1.00. '

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing;
A series of lessons on tbo relations of the snlrltta 

Its own organism, and the Inter relation of bumad 
beluga withi reference lo health, disease andheallum 
By the jplrlt of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the rae- 
dfumabtp of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book that 
every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price ,1.50. For sale at this office.

THE QUARANTINE RAISED.
jhe Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 

E.n.l°.d- Mos» Hum. Prloe 10 ccnta, For sal« 
it tbit office. .

THEHISTORICAl/jESUS
And Mythical Chrlat. By Gerald Massey. 130 paces.- 
I2mo. Price 50 cents. • » • r
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TftE NORTHWESTERN SPIRITUALIST 
G/WIP-MEEETING.

SKETCHES OF SOME OF THE SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS WHO WILL BE 

IN ATTENDANCE AT THE QOMINC MEETING.

0N.Sunday, Juno 21st, 18911, the 
i Northwestern Spiritualist Camp

Meeting Association commence 
their sixth annual camp-mceting.

- Sho 'was bora" in Cuba, Alleghany 1 mentioned,' we now Eave the pleasure of 
county, N. Y. Her father, David W. presenting to the readers of' The Pro- 
ScqjLwas independent in his religious gressive Thinker Rev. E. Andrus 
views, and. at the present day would Titus, of Boston, Mass. Mr. Titus was VL«inl\ri)\l., L. a Ir^n.irw nr, n .LiAnikllilrn.i nzlnzm4-nzA . n 41iz*«  r.4-«llr«4 fmilWtl nr TI1Z1if probably be known as a «freethinker, educated after the strict forms of the 

, Iio was a searcher for truth in all direc- orthodox faith, and designed by his par-
The grounds are loeared at Twin City 
Park, midway between the cities of St. 
Paul and Minneapolis, on Langford ave
nue. Street cars from either city land. . . ...... , __
their passengers within three blocks religious in her views, being a member college under the watchful eye of one of 
of the grounds at a five-cent rate of fare of the Presbyterian church. - ‘ I the most pronounced orthodox divines,
trom either city. The ground« adjoin 11"" ,i“'‘ T----- l

tions, and-was willing to receive it from 1 ents for the ministry. At fourteen years 
any and all sources. Her mother was 'of age he was sent away to ^prepare for * * • * ■ r*  Ik I *-»  n »-wi x. Hr. li /-> 1*  ' 111 1 r*  f* i.m/4 ziii 4-V. j-x 4 zi 11 f« « 1 A Zk i rt W A

ihe beautiful .Como Park of 320 acres 
which is, without doubt the most beauti
ful park in the Northwest. The State 
fair grounds;are adjacent to thé camp; 
making the surroundings of. the Spirits 
ualist camp? vbyy inviting and pleasant, 

The management have This year de
cided to havek.six’Week’s session instead' 
of four weeks as forïnerlyi.ànd have se
cured the best talent, both as speakers 
and médiums, to bo obtained' in this 
country. An application has been made 
to the Northwestern Passenger Associa
tion for reduced rates, which it is hoped 
and expected will bé obtained, due no
tice of which'will be.given through the 
columns of both the Spiritualist and sec
ular papers, Tile management take 
great pleasure in .presenting to the pub
lia through the.columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker, the photographs, 
and a sketch of the life and work of 

’some of the prominent mediums and 
speakers who are to be present «with us 
during the camping season. •

PROF. H. D. BARRETT.
The first name presented to our read

ers will be that of Prof. H. D. Barrett, 
of Washington, D. C., President of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association, 
whose brilliant attainments and. great 
executive ability have' caused hint to 
be elected President of the Association 
(or three successive years. Educated 
[or the ministry, he soon found that his 
progressive mind could not be satisfied 
with the old orthodox ideas, and in

tytei'ian church. • • I the most pronounced orthodox divines,
Her first knowledge of Spiritualism 1 who instructed him that, should he 

was given to her when a chijfl at school.1 prove to foe one of the non-elect. he 
She had taken herniate and gone to the 1 should be just as grateful and ba able to 
arbor in the garden'to write a composi- glorify God as though a glorified saint, 
tion, Which was required of the schol- Graduating in the Evangelical ministry, 
ars. Other children’ playing in the gar-! under such guidance, it is no wonder 
den,noticed that Cora Scott wak usleep, that he was very zealous and very nai'- 
but still her.’hand was writing upon the |ro,w, but he says the actual and. prac- 
slate. Tljey went into, the hoyse and tical of life gradually Opened his eyes to 
told her . mother that Cora was Jq.the see the inconsistency and probable fal- 
arbor writing in heii sleep. ‘ sity of many of the tenets of so-called 
: The motber.thinking it-mereplay said orthodox Christianity, and he gradually 
nothing about it,,but when the slate was and almost imperceptibly drifted to
presented covereil With writing, which • wards agnosticism, arid -at last thor- 
began, “My Dear Sister,” and was signed j oughlv distrusted the infallibility of the 
with the name ofadeceased sister- of the so-called scriptures or Word of God. 
mother, whom Cora had never seen, the Spiritualism came into his own family.1 
mother became frightened, put the slate at this time through the mediumship of 
away and said nothing |o Cora of what' a well-loved daughter, and while kndw- 
the children haji told her. From that: ing nothing whatever of Spiritualism, 
time on the spirit forces through her he formed the acquaintance of Dr. H. B. 
gained rapidly, and they soon placed her Storer, president of the Onset Bay 
as a child before the public. She ad- camp-meeting, Mass., in 1892, and was 
drqssed immense audiences,' yisited all invited to visit him at his place, which 
'the large cities bf the country; lawyers, he accepted. Many mediums were up- 
seientists, editors,; judges and divines on the grounds, and he at once com- 
visited her and listened to the words of. menced-the investigation of Spiritual

’ ” *.................................. ism. ' '.spiritual inspiration which.fell from her 
lips. Subjects would be given her from 
those in the audience, upon which she

reaching out tor something more con
genial, he found that the knowledge 
given him*through  Spiritualism was 
more satisfying to his progressive, na- 

and after becoming thoroug''

would give lectures oecupj'ing from one 
toone and a half hours in their delivery.

As a,sample,Prof. J, J.'Mapes, of New 
York City, an avowed skeptic, came to 
Buffalo and attended one of the morning 
circles. The spirit controlling Gora 
Scott asked him if he would give the 
child a subject for the afternoon lecture, 
When the afternoon came 'the hall was 
packed. Cora took the platform and as 
soon as the choir had finished the hymn, 
camo forward with her countenance
illuminated with the light of the spirit.lure, and after becoming thoroughly Her guide asked fora subject and asked; 

convinced of its truth, his whole soul <<i8 ¡t ft.om tile Bible?" Prof. Mapes 
and mind have been given to the ad- aro80 iQ the audience and said, “No, the 
vancement and education of humanity, subject I will give the medium is''Pri- 
He has inspiration of a very high order: mary R00ks,’ ”
his address is pleasing, fils magnetic What a subject to give an uneducated 
force and delivery has power to carry girl of fourteen, but it was handled in a 
his audience with him. He is a young i manner worthy .of the mind of’a sage or 
man in the prime of life, and all who 1 a scientist of great renown. After the 
hear him will be pleased and delighted ' lecture the control of the medium called 
with the flow of eloquence which falls on p^of, Mapes to speak upon the sub
join his lips. ‘ ject himself. HeUame upon the platform

He will bo with us from the opening a wlthtear8 in his eyes said: “lam

mary Rocks.1 ”

was handled in a

“At the .very first opportunity offered' 
my mother, who had passed to the 
higher life and who had trained me for 
the ministry, came to me with such 
overwhelming proof of her identity, 
stating that she had never died, and for 
ten days and nights multiplied the 
proofs of astonishing directness and 
breadth to prove to me the absolute, 
truth of Spiritualism, The result was 
the public avowal of my honest convic
tions of the truth of modern 'Spiritual
ism, and since that hour, the 7th of 
August, 1892.1 have devoted my chief 
energies to lead other souls, befogged 
and stranded, into this glorious illumin
ation of the truth.”

He said to the writer of this article, 
who was present at the camp-meeting at 
that time at Onset Bay, that the three 
weeks he had speht there, he was free 
to say, were the happiest three -weeks of 
his life. " V.

He will be with us during the entire 
camp,

Spiritualism whguaper she has been 
called to addFess tne^people."*She  will 
be with us during the camp, and will be 
given an opportunity to ■ address the 
people, who, I am euro, will be pleased 
to hear from her and her guides.

^ALLEN FRANKLIN BROWN.' .
The secretary of'our society, Allen 

Franklin Brown, who is well a/id favor
ably known both nére and throughout 
the country, where fie has been engaged 
as an inspirational speaker of ability, 
psychometrist reader and platform test 
medium, also has a 'date upon our pro; 
gramme, and we know the friends will 
not only be sui'prisndj butpleaged.at the 
rapid strides whje^ IfeUas-madé’ìn'IIié 
development. .
MRS. LEPPER AND. MRS. ASPINWALL.

Mrs. Emily Lepper and Mrs. Bessie 
Asjiinwall. both members’ and officers of 
the association, will donate .one lecture 
each for the benefit of the association, 
and as their ability to interest an audi
ence is well known, we trust a large at
tendance will greet them.

PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS.
It is now with pleasure that we pre

sent to the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker the names of the phenomenal 
mediums who have promised to be with 
us during the camping season. '

While all phases of spirit phenomena 
are convincing to the public who'inves- 
tigate with honest motives, perhaps that 
of materialization is the most convinc
ing, when persons can meet face to face 
those whom they call dead, and through 
their looks and mentality can give posi
tive proof of their identity. .

Honest investigators must admit that 
there is no death, that the change 
which we call death is simply the with
drawing of the spiritual from the ma
terial body, ■’ \

O. L. CONCANNON.
The first medium on our list of that 

phase of mediumship is the Rev. O. L. 
Concannon, one who is perhaps as suc
cessful in his line of work, or phase of 
mediumship, as any- before the public 
to-day. He has for the past year given 
his manifestations to the differentcamp
meetings, and in the city of New York 
has demonstrated, under full test condi
tions, to thousands of people who- have 
been convinced of the truth of material
ization, He-has spent the winter at the 
Lake Helen, Fla., camp-meeting, where 
he has been thoroughly endorsed by the 
management. He has positively agreed 
to be with us during the entire camp 
season, and has ordered one of the best 
and largest cottages on the ground re
served for him.

HATFIELD PETTIBONE.
The Uext in order comes Mr. Hatfield 

Pettibone, the renowned physical me
dium for materialization, public tests, 
independent slate-writing and.physical 
manifestations, under strict test condi-

MRS. S. F. DE WOLF.
can take the elate containing. the mee- 
■sages home with them ae »’memento of 
their experience with the medium 
through whom the messages were ob
tained. We shall have with ue for that 
ihase of mediumship, Mrs. 8. F. De
Wolf, of Chicago, Ill., who is known to 
be thoroughly honest in her work and ■ 
who numbers her friends by the thou
sand in the Northwest. We present a 
picture of the lady. All who look upon 
,.t will see honesty written in the face.

MRS. ISA WILSON-KAYNER,

une office, and asked the editor if 
there was anyone connected with the 
paper who understood photography. He 
said there w’aS] apd I then asked him if 
he would allow Iilm to accompany me; 
that there was a gentleman here who 
professed to take spirit photographs 
who desired us to interview him. He 
called the gentleman, who went with 
me, and, after an introduction to Mr. 
Foster, inspected his camera and mate
rials, and then said: “I would like to 
take your holder from your camera 
[which was a double one] and have it 
filled with plates from one of my friends 
in the city.” Mr. Foster said: “Do so." 
-■-We-tqokitr down to "Prof: Beals’ gal
lery; had him put in two plates and 
mark them so that he would know t^at 
they were the plates when re
turned; took them back, and each of us 
had a picture taken on those plates. 
The gentleman put the holder into the 
camera himself, tying it up so that it 
could not be handled. Mr. Foster never 
touched the plates or ■ had them in his 
possession after the exposures were 
made. We took them down to Prof. 
Beals and had him develop them for us, 
and each of us had a distinct recognized 
face upon the plate with our own.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bach, then resi
dents of this city, had the same experi
ence under conditions more strict, -if 
possible. I

. Many receive positive proof and iden
tify their friends, while others do not; 
but we are satisfied as to his genuine
ness and honesty. He will be with us 
during the camp. Also the following 
physical mediums, who each have varied 
and’ convincing phases: Benjamin F. 
Foster, C. H. Figures, H. P. Roberts, 
W. A. ^heldgn, A. Wheeler, Dr. 
Weaver and Prof. White. All of them 
have positively promised to be with us, 
besides a great many of our local medi
ums from Doth cities, :

All desiring programmes please no
tify the secretary or president.

S. N. Aspin waul, President.
2433 Fifth Ave., So., Minneapolis.

A COLLECTION-of music and *■
Boagi, Golden Chain Recitation!, Memory GenuL 

Choral Responses, Funeral Ser Hees, Programi (oj 
fieiiloni, Parliamentary Rules. Initrucllous for Grt 
ganlzlng and conducting Lyceums, Inatructloni M 
Physical Culture. Calisthenics and Marching; Ban*  
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a ProgressiveXyceum, a Spiritual of 
Liberal Society mar bo organized and conducte/ 
without other aiiiatance. It supplies the waiRaoi 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old byninologZ 
It furnlehcsa uplquo selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no other selection contains, It give« 
a practical system of graceful calletlieuici. every step 
of which Is made plain by engraviugs. It gives ifi' 
struettonshow to make the badges and banners and 
Instructs tn marching. It shows bow to establlih« 
Band,of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and hai 
1U the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
op by that movement. '

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor ini thrf 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical worlf 
and tested by the interest awakened in the actuMi 
session of the Lyceum.

While Intended for the -working Lydeum, the guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, (im
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and word! 
found nowhere else, except In sh?et form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at .th< 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. . ', 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker»

40 Loomis St.« Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights. Ohio.

until July 1st.

tions. He gives his manifestations both 
in private and public, sometimes before 
audiences numbering one thousand 
people. The management of the differ
ent camps endorsQ.him as a thoroughly 
honest medium, gentle, manly, and one 
whom we expect will-bo an honor to the 
camp and a pleasure to. those attending 
the seances. ' '

<The Harmonial Spiritualist Associa
tion of Los Angeles, CaL, gave a brill
iant Reception to H. D. Barrett, Presi
dent of the National Spiritualists' Asso
ciation, at the parlors of Mrs. Nettie 
Howell, 41&J- South Spring street, Mon
day evening, 4th inst.

The throng of guests that crowded the 
pretty rooms from early until late in the 
evening, more than testified to the many 
friends of the president of the N. S. A. 
A tribute to Mr. Barrett, Mrs. Longley 
and to M rs. Ada Foye, a proof of the 
warm feeling that exists between the 
friends and workers of our society, was 
shown by the manner their chairs were 
decorated with such beautiful.flowers.

Mr. Barrett responded in sincere and 
feeling terms to the kindness and 
thoughtfulness of our people. Mrs. M. 
T. Longley also responded and gave fis 
some of her grand and happy thoughts. 
Mrs. Ada Foye, in her genial and pleas
ing way/¡spoke to us of spiritual matters 
ana unity of action.

The rooms 'were.J-feharmingly dec
orated with a variety of flowers, inter
mingled with vines and smilax. Sweet 
peas were festooned over doorways and 
caught up here and there with dusters 
of the same flowers. The tempting vi
ands were presided over by Mrs. White, 
Mrs. Howell, Mrs. Dye, Mrs. Galbraith 
and the Misses Lillie B. Miller and Gus
sie Raiford.

The evening entertainment consisted 
of a musicale, and those participating 
in the programme were Mrs. Emma 
Sherwood, the noted contralto; Albert 
Rosenthal, Prof.'Barnett and daughter, 
little Zoe (who sings by inspiration); J. 
Frank Ballard, and Arthur Cohnreich. 
Among the guests were Mr. and Mrs. 
Henley, Dr. Hamibau, Miss Wymouth, 
John Y. Briggs, who is the president of 
the Truth Seeker Spiritual Society; 
Geo. Brown, W. L. Wolf, Mary Agnes 
Zombaker, Miss Hosgitt, Mamie Hos- 
gitt, Mr. Ballard, Wm. Howell, A. C. 
Murphey, Miss Murphey, Mr. and Mrs. 
Dau, Miss Dau, Wm. Browning, Mrs. 
Browning, Prof. D. Allen, Dr. S. A. 
Willcox, V. H. C. Sandy, F. C. Wright, 
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Humphrey, Miss 
Humphrey, M. L. Patrick, W. Wiggin, 
Dr. Bucher, Miss Knight, Mr. and Mrs. 
C. D. Galbraith, Mrs. Sanford Johnson 
(a noted independent slate writer', Mrs. 
Ada Foye, Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Longley, 
Mesdames Wright, Candlish, Long, 
Rose, Buchanan; A. C. Long, Fred 
Christopher Barns, Robert S. Ewing, 
Prof. H. A. Straight (spirit artist), H. 
M. Young, Mrs. H. Perry, Mrs. J. B. 
Dolhamers, Dr. Carpepter (president 
First Spiritual Society), E. G> Sickens, 
Chas. W. Cawley’, Foster Pierce, Mrs. 
Ella White, Bertha Curry, J. N. Martin, 
Mr. Solomon, W. H. Hill and wife, Dr. 
Elizabeth Palmer, Mrs. E. H. Cobbs, 
Prof. Longley. The evening was a de
lightful one, and the hour late when the 
guests took their departure and the 
good night said.

It is seldom wp have the pleasure of 
reading anything pertaining to the spir
itual work 'from this'the “Land of Sun
shine” %pd perpetual roses. 'WL few 
short years ago our numbers were easily 
counted. Now we have three large and 
flourishing societies in Los Angeles. 
The Harmonial Spiritualist Association 
occupies one of the largest and most 
central halls in the city, with an attend
ance of from five hundred to fifteen 
hundred eager searchers for the truth. 
Mrs. Ada Foye is our pastor, and we 
hope to keep her for some time to come. 
Mr. Edward K. Earl, the wonderful

We also have for that phase of medi
umship, Mrs. Isa Wilson-Kayner, whose 
iicture we present to the readers of 

‘he Progressive Thinker, many of 
whom will recognize her at once. She 
is a daughter of E. V. Wilson, who was 
one of the most positive platform test 
mediums this country has produced. 

"Mrs. Kayner has followed closely in the 
footsteps of her father. Her first phase 
of public mediumship was speaking in 
unknown tongues, followed by playing 
music under inspiration. She traveled 
for a time with her father; she after
ward developed the phase of handling 
fire without harm to herself, and is 

Tcnown throughout the country as the 
wonderful fire-test medium. Her phase 
of independent slate-writing- is a new 
development, one which has come to her 
in the last year. The guides have pro
gressed very fast in that line of work 
and they are able to give manifestations 
of that kind in public as well as private. 
She also gives public platform tests in 
which she is very successful, and is 
translating ancient writing given 
through the hands of other mediums. 
She will be with us during the entire 
camp.

i.’1 - J
a college educated man, and have been 
all my long life an investigator of scien
tific subjects, and associated with scien
tific men, but I sat here this afternoon 
dumb before this young girl.”

This was a. remarkable tribute io her 
mediumship by one of the most profound 
scientists of the day.

It is unnecessary to say more of this 
remarkable medium. We can only con
gratulate the people of the Northwest 
that they will have an opportunity to 
hear her from July 1st to 15th inclusive. 
She has many friends here and we have 
no doubt this year will add thousands 
more to them.

. MRS. JULIA STEELMAN-MITCHELL.’
The next star upon our programme is 

Mrs. Julia Steelman-Mitcnell, of Ken
tucky, who is one of our most earnest as 
well as «successful workers in the vine
yard of Spiritualism. Born near Cassa
daga, N. Y., she emigrated with her 
parents to Wisconsin, where she passed 
the eal’ly days of her life. Her father, 
Wm. H. Stewart, was an excellent Bib
lical scholar and was a good debater on 
religious subjects. Her mother, Eliza 
Smith Stewart: is a lady of great spirit
ual attainments, is a pioneer Spiritualist 
and as a speaker has done much for the 
cause of temperance and " woman suf
frage. _

Mrs. Mitchell, as a child, was deli
cate and very» sensitive, but fearless as 
to danger. Turning in retrospection 
the leaves of her life-book, Mrs. Mitch
ell traces from page to page the evi
dence that spirit guides were fitting her 
for the position sho n'dw aspires to fill, 
viz.: a message-bearer from spirit-life to 
mortals. ?

She developed her mediumship in a 
quiet way, the spirit of prophecy being 
especially good. After the death of her 
husband in 1890, finding her children 
and herself dependent upon her exer
tion's, she resolved to fit herself for a 
public speaker and test medium. Her 
progress was rapid, her first engage-. 

' ment was at Toledo, Ohio, where sue 
met with decided success, attracting the 
largest audiences in the history of the 
society.

As a-speaker Mrs. Mitchell is mag
netic, original and constructive, and 
ranks with the best speakers in the lib
eral and spiritual cause in this country. 
Her phases of mediumship cover the 

■ full range of clairvoyance, clairaudi- 
ence and trance, gives messages from 
sealed letters or photographs before 
thè publid, gives poetical Improvisations 
aneto has beceme—known -as-rmo of• our' 
best public platform test mediums.

The Northwestern. Camp Association 
has engaged Mrs. Mitchell from June 
21st to July 4th. inclusive. ’ . ..

We aré satisfied that she will make a 
name and friends among the Northwest
ern people, who will always be glad to 
welcome her in their midst.

LYMAN C. HOWE.
Mrs.The next in order following 

Richmond is that veteran worker and

MRS. LEO F. PRIOR. .
We are glad to be able to inform the 

friends and yisitors of the Northwestern 
camp, that Mrs. Leo F. Prior, One of the 
earnest workers in the case of Spiritual
ism, a trance speaker and platform test 
medium of well-known ability and highly 
endorsed by Prof. H. D. Barrett, presi
dent of the’National Spiritualist Asso
ciation, has notified tis that she will 
spend a few days at our camp the last 
week in Juhe, as she is on her way from 
Denver to New York City to fill an en
gagement. , . .

We are glad ' to welcome her /and 
know that the friends will not ’only be 
pleased and gratified, but will see and 
near just enough of her to desire her 
presence with ús gigain at some future 
convenient time. " .

PROMINENT DIVINES TO APPEAR.
We also take pleasure In presenting 

the names of three of the most promin
ent liberal divines in our city, who have 
each promised to give a lecture to the 

association from our platform some time 
TLuring the camp, the time to be deter
mined hereafter, of which due notice 
will be given through the daily papers. 
We refer to the Rev. Marion D. Shut-

profound philosopher, Lyman C. Howe, 
of Fredonia, N. Y.

.. Mfr. Howe is contemporaneous with 
*Mr. Richmond, and commenced the 
work Of Spiritualism as a spirit medium 
when it cost something to espouse an 
unpopular cause. The masses of the 
people at that time, or at the time of his 
commencement in the work of Spirit
ualism, looked upon it as the efforts of a 
few long-haired men and short-haired 
women to revolutionize the world of or
thodoxy, and its readers and speakers 
were often treated with great disrespect 
and contumely as all leaders in advanced 
thought havg been heretofore, and were 
many times in danger of their lives. 
The world grows and human thought 
advances, and most of the leading 
minds of the world are to-day either

CHARLES E. WINANS.
The well-known medium, Charles ' E. 

Winans, who is well and favorably 
known throughout the Northwest, will 
also be with us during the camp. His 
phase is full-form materialization,which 
he presents to the public under strictly 
test conditions. He has been in the 
work for many years, has visited this 
city and vicinity, and numbers many, 
many friends, and makes many converts 
to the cause which he has espoused.

Thousands will testify that they have 
met. talked with and embraced those 
whb-once lived úpon this mortal plane, 
and are now by... the world called dead, 
and we know that those visiting his se
ances will be satisfied with the genuine
ness of his mediumship. He has alsq^an- 
gaged one of the largest cottages upon 
the grounds for the season and writes us 
that he will positively be here and assist 
in making the Northwestern Camp
meeting a successful one this year.

Spiritualists or materialists.
The subject of our sketch is a gentle

man'of fine address and profound phil
osophical mind, and is used by the spirit 
forces in a way which cannot help but 
convince his hearers that a force outside 
of—himself-is . addressing Shenr. -• He'-fs- • 
under complete unconscious trance when 
used by the spirit forces, and is sought 
for and engaged by the leading societies 
of liberal and spiritualistic thought 
throughout the country. He is at,pres
ent filling an Engagement (which is his 
second this year) at the Ayer’s Spiritual 
Temple, of Boston, Mass.-, a temple cost
ing $250,000, and whereat is considered 
an honor by any speaker to be engaged.

He will be with the Northwestern 
camp the last two weeks in July, and 
we are satisfied that all-who hear him

:. MRS. CORA L. V. RICHMOND.
The next speaker engaged.for our 

famp is the worliLrenowned -Mrs,- Gora 
,1.. vi Richmond; ' There is .no speaker’ 
Sr medium before the public to-day who 
has the extended reputation in-both the- 
id and new world as the lady men-

oned above. Commencing her work 
m the spiritual cause when but a child 
)f II years of age, she has continued in 
Siat work until, the present time, giving1 

ght; knowledge and truth to thousands 
and thousands of her fellow-beings,. .

ter, the beloved pastor of the Church 
of the Redeemer, whose public utter
ances and profound thought, have filled 
to its utmost capacity their large and 
elegant church. His series of lectures 
this winter and spring upon creation, 
evolution and kindred subjects have 
placed him in the front ranks of the 
divines of liberal thought. .

The Rev. H. M. ’ Simmons, a beloved 
pastor of the First Unitarian Society of 
this city, has also consented to give us a 
lecture some time during the camp 
season. Hé is known to be in hearty 

adAl^eil .tMgJiteand.. 
on bottushcular and spiritual tonics 
commands the attention of the best 
thought and mind in the .country. Those, 
who have heard' him will be glad and' 
instructed by his utterances. He is the 
friend of the masses of the people, and 
his sermons and lectures give food for 
thought and tend to elevate and advance 
all those coming under h,is administrar

and his guides will never afterward 
miss an opportunity when it'is possible 
for them to be present. ’ *

tion.
Thé Rev. W. C. Gibbons, pastor of the 

Church of Christ, or Christian Science, 
has also promised us one of his lectures 
from his standpoint of Spiritual unfold- 
ment. He is a very magnetic and at
tractive speaker, pleasing and agree
able in his address, and his line of, 
thought harmonizes very closely with 
that presented by the spiritual speakers. 
We are satisfied.that all who hear him 
will be pleased not’ only with him, but 
with the spiritual thought’ emanating 
from him. His belief that all is spirit 
and that matter is simply the servant of 
spirit is accepted by many in our ranks., 
We'knbw that his address will be list
ened to with profound interest and that 
many will seek to know more of him. 
He numbers his friends by the thou
sands. Due notice will bo , given of the 
time when he is to address us. . .

MRS. CLARA Â; STEWART.. ■> : .
■We aièo take pleasure in Introducing 

Mrs. Clara A. Stewart, of Stevens Point, 
Wls., who-was born and raised a 
Catholic] but the spirit-power made it
self manifest through her organism and 
forced her into the work of enlightening 
the people as to the truth of immortal
ity. ’ She has been speaking to the 
people in her own homo and city, and 
has made many, converts to the cause of

. A. WHEELER.
We have received letters from Mr. A. 

Wheeler, who writes that he will be 
with us during , our camp and'tbat his 
phase of mediumship is varied. Inde
pendent elate-writing, independent- 

:;rümpet-speaking, independent voices, 
the materialization of hands, faces, 
flowers, etc. We shall be very glad to 
welcome him to our camp. He has en
gaged a cottage and promises to be with 
us. As

. , PLATFORM TEST MEDIUMS, 
we present ttie names of Julia Steelman 
Mitchell, who has had wonderful suc
cess in that line of work, her tests being 
clear-cut, positive and almost universal
ly frecognized.

Mrs. Edella D. Concannon, the wife of 
O. L. Concannon, the materializing me
dium, has also a name for that phase of 
mediumship of which any medium should 
be proud. She has'deen the chief plat
form test medium of the Lake Helen, 
Florida, camp-meeting during the last 
winter. She has been ill since her fre
turn from Florida, having passed 
through a serious operation in St. 
Mary’s Hospital, New York, but her 
husband writes me she has been through 
it safely and will be out again in about 
two weeks. We hope nothing will oc
cur to prevent her being with us.,

Mrs. Isa Wilson-Kayner, also a public 
platform test medium, will take part 
with us in that line of work this season. 
She is very successful, giving names and 
dates of evénts, changes in your life-line 
almost without a mistake.

Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone, a successful 
platform test medium of ability, always 
accompanies her husband, Hatfield Pet
tibone to assist him in his work, and 
gives public demonstrations that the 
spirit lives, and thbse visiting our camp 
will have an opportunity to see and 
judge for themselves.

Mi's. Emma Foster, wife of Benjamin 
F. Foster, the phenomena medium, is 
also a public speaker and platform test 
medium] and we are satisfied will make 
many friends in the Northwest through 
her different phases of mediumship.

In placing the names of those above
mentioned as platform test mediums, 
the management have thought it best to
have a variety of that phase of medium-' 
ship, instead of simply one, as has been 
done heretofore, feeling that they will 

"be alite ’to reacli'a gTeater number of 
persons who are desirous of getting 
messages from their spirit-friends, than 
they would through a single individual, 
as it is impossible for one medium to 
come in contact and harmonize with the 
different forces or friends surrounding 
each individual.

MRS. BESSlfe ASPINWALL, ...
It is hardly ■ necessary, in- presenting 

the name of Mrsiïkissié Aspinwall, to 
make any extendeij ' remark^ in regard 
to her or her mediumship, having been 
before the public as a materializing me
dium for thé last sjventeen years, ten bf 
which have been spent in Minneapolis. 
During that time over twenty-five thou
sand people haveejviajted her seances. 
Her friends are many, and she says: 
“Let my manifestatieks speak for them
selves. ■ She,will hie present during the 
entire camp, and ibeiug one of the offi
cers of the Ladies’ Auxiliary, will assist 
in every way to further the interests of 
the Northwestern Camp-Meeting Associ
ation. , ■ ■ ■• n * n

We have received r,letters from two 
other materializing .mediums, who have 
signified their desire to be with.us, but 
positive arrangements hate not yet been 
consuimimted. : ’

Independent slate-writing is thought 
by some to be the most convincing phase 
of mediumship, and it certainly is a 
phase which is ’¡host satisfactory and 
pleasing to those who obtain independ
ent spirit messages from their, loved 
ones, who have gone before, when they 
are able to return and give tHbse mes
sages of love and coinfort to those whom 
they have left behind, many times in 
their own handwriting-and signed by 
thoir full name. When the medium 
through whom the'messages come is an 
absolute stranger both to the sitter and 
to the spirit giving the message.it 
would seem impossible for one to doubt 
its truth-and genuineness, and it gives 
them something- tangible because they

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.
We present Frank N. Foster,- the well- 

known spirit-photographer, to’ the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker, as 
an honest, conscientious medium for 
thatphase. The writer has:had oppor
tunity, as well as others of his friends, 
to test the genuineness of his work. On 
Mrp-Foster’s first visit to this city, he de
sired that I procure a, photographer who 
understood the business thoroughly to 
inspect him and his methods. 1

I visited the Minneapolis Daily Trib-

Memorial Oration by CoL Ingersoll
On Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before tbo Kev 

Blate-WritiM and test', medium, is also Y°rkLecture.May9,1888. Prlce.doena. . 
with us. .We consider ’ Mr. Earl one of PiTR'llfSI TTROM 'FTTR' TNIWR T.TW the grandest mediums in-the field. He ffl'-
is-notomfy a rmnarkalfte' fheYUtiin, but a 
gentleman in every respect. Prof. H.
•A. Streight, the spirit artist, of national 
reputation, is also dwelling with us
among the golden fruits and ever-bloom
ing Bowers. The indications at present 
look favorable for a camp-meeting at 
one-of our beaches during the month of 
July or Augiist. ,

■ . 8. D. Dye, President.

• I have berries, grapes and peaches, a , 
•year old, fresh as when picked. I use 
the California cold process; do not heat 
or seal the fruit, just put it up cold; 
keeps perfectly fresh, and costs almost 
nothing; can put up a bushel in ten min
utes. Xast week I sold, directions to 
over 120 fariiilles; anyone, will pay a dol
lar fpr directions when they see the 
Sei^^Ul^e  ̂ S0U£
sider it my fluty to give my experience famf By c. “Eon&n
to such, and feel confident anyone can Price 11.25. Postage 15 cents. .
make one or two hundred dollars around ’
home in a few days. I will mail sample 
of fruit and complete directions, to any 
of your readers; for eighteen two-cent 
stamps, which is only the actual ■ cost of 
the samples,.postage, etc.*,  tome.

. I ' FRANCisCASEY, SV Louis,'M6. - 
339eow6t \ . ' ■' •

i Where painting .is weakest, namely, 
in the expression of thp. highest moral 
and spiritual ideas, there musio is sub
limely strong.—Mrs. Stowe. :

I hate-a style that is wholly flat and 
regular] that slides along like an cel and 
never rises to what one can call an in
equality.—Shenstone. ?> ■

message.it
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r Ka Expurgated Edition.
y ft appears the Christian sisters who 
want the Bible read in the schools 
have prepared an expurgated edition, 
Wherein much objectional inspired mat
ter is dropped out of the holy record. 
Wonder if they omitted an account of 
the drink-offering of "the fourth part of 

• a hin,” mentioned in Numbers,’xxviii., 
7, which was to be made day by day to 
the Lord? The command is uncondi
tional: “The fourth part of a hin of 
Strong wine” was to be poured unto the 
Lord for a drink-offering. A hin was a 
Hebrew measure of six quarts. One
fourth of this, three pints, was to be 

. given the Lord each evening. With 
J |his fact in mind we turn to Jeremiah, 

’T xiii., 13,14, and read:
"Thus saith the Lord: Behold, I will 

fill all the inhabitants of this land, even 
the kings that sit upon David’s throne, 
And- the priests, and the prophets, and 
all the Inhabitants of Jerusalem, with 
drunkenness; and I will dash them one 
against another, even the fathers and 
the sons together, saith the Lord: I will 
Sot pity, nor spare, nor have mercy, but 
estroy them.”
If a man should make such awful 

threats, knowing he^yas drinking three 
pints of strong wine daily, a zealous 
effort would be made to induce him to 
sign a temperance .pledge. The preach
ers will tell us this wine-blbbling and 
these terrible threats of producing 
drunkenness have a spiritual signifi
cance; but all these passages which rep
resent God as a brutal character were 
reflections of the vileness of the writers, 
and it is simply shameful to impose them 
on the world as the "Word of God.” 
Though emasculated in the interest of a 
higher civilization, what remains will be 
inferior to modern thought.

To the Front Again.
The God-in-the"-CohstltuUon party are 

still active. Though often defeated, 
they bound up in a new form. Now it is 
proposed to do in detail what they failed 
to accomplish in mass. A religious 
crank by the name of Willis, from Flor
ida, has introduced a joint resolution 
in Congress, setting forth, that as the 
proposed amendment to put God, Jesus 
Christ and the Bible into the Constitu
tion is objectionable to Unitarians, Jews 
and Theists, therefore he proposes to 
substitute “Trusting in Almighty God” 
in the preamble where it was proposed 
to insert the trinity. Jesus Christ and 
the Bible are to be assigned back seats 
until the principal character is en
throned.
’ Fellows of the Willis caliber put ‘'In 
God We Trust” on our national coin. It 
never added a farthing to its intrinsic 
value, increased its debt-paying quali
ties, strengthened a love of God, or min
istered in any manner to the happiness 
of the people. It was a device, like 
this proposed addition to the Constitu
tion, to strengthen the arm of the priest
hood at the expense of liberty.

Co early as 1789, the presbytery, con
vened at Newburyport, Mass., addressed 
a letter to President Washington, set
ting forth that—

“We should not have been alone in 
rejoicing to have seen some explicit ac
knowledgment of the Only True God 
and Jesus Christ, whom he hath sent,in
serted somewhere in the Magna Charta 
of our Country.”

Washington replied; December 5, ’79, 
saying:

"The path of true piety is so plain as 
to require little political direction. To 
this consideration we ought to ascribe 
the absence of any regulation respect
ing religion from the Magna Charta of 
our country.” ' • _

But from that day to the present these 
marplots have been “bobbing up serene
ly,” ever trying to get their man-God 
recognized as the supremo power in the 
State, to the end that they or his inter
mediates may occupy a controlling in
fluence in legislation.

Not a Barber.
A barber is defined as “one who cuts 

hair and shaves the beard.” The good 
prophet Isaiah, 7:20, after telling his 
readers that the Lord shall bring upon 
the people “days that are to come,” 
“that the Lord shall hiss for the fly that 
is in Egypt, and for the bee in Assyria,” 
then goes on to say: .

“In the same day shall the Lord shave 
with a razor that is hired;” he is to cut 
the hair of “the head, and the hair of 
the feet, and shall also consume the 
beard.”- -

. We bow in profound adoration before 
that eternal principle, by whatever’ 
name it may be known, which calls 
worlds into being and wheels planets 
and suns in majestic grandeur around 
each other, and the whole, doubtless, 
around some mighty central orb, so dis
tant as to escape the attention of our 
largest telescopes: but we cannot wor
ship a barber God, who hires razors to 
shave heads and feet, and consumes 
beards. Were not this statement in the 
infallible “Word oi God” we should 
doubt its correctness. Is a God who en
gages in such menial employment 
needed In our national Constitution? 
The God we worship is not a barber, nor 
the son of a barber.

. Women in Germany.
“German women have sent a petition 

to parliament protesting against some 
clauses in the new civil code. Accord

’ ing to this code, a married woman, for 
• instance, has, if no special contract has 

■ been made, no right to dispose of her 
own fortune without the permission of 
her husband. Moreover, the latter is 
solely entitled to administer and to have 

‘the usufruct of her money, evep of that 
which she earns. Every financial 

■’'transaction- entered' upon by- a-woman 
without the knowledge and consent of 
her husband can be canceled. Except
in a few cases, women ace unabletoact 

. ' as guardians. They are also excluded 
from family councils, and so on.”

What is now true in Christian Ger
many, in regard to the disabilities of 
woman, was true of all Christian nations 
down to the period of the American 
revolution. Thomas Paine, in ia’lengthy 
article in the Pennsylvania Magazine, of 
Which he was the editor, 1775, set the 
ball in motion in regard to woman’s 
rights. It is hoped it will roll on until 

, the fair sox has every liberty, the law 
has awarded her brothers. On^tbe 

■Slavery question, as in opposition to the 
use of Intoxicants, the so-called infidels 
took the lead, So, too, they have cham
pioned the rights of woman. “Lament, 
ye priests; howl, ye ministers of the 
altar,” these are startling facts. % ’

. ■ ’. ’ r ~i ‘ " **■  ■
Sensational Preaching.

Tho Boston Globe says two sermons 
were lately preached on Sunday in New 
York, one of which was entitled’"To 
Heaven on a Bicycle;” the other in a 
Presbyterian church wherein cheap fee 
was referred to as “In the summertime 
a chunk of heaven on the brink of hell,” 
Anything to gain a,hearing is the motto 
Of these sensationalists.

I will not be as those who spend the 
day in complaining of the headache, and 
tile night’ in drinking the wine that 
gives the headache.—Goethe.
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A Marvel of Cheapness.
Good words from all quarters still 

come to us in praise of The Progress
ive Thinker. The last few numbers 
have received special commendation. 
How any Liberal of any phase of belief 
can manage to get along without its 
reading is the wonder of all who are ac
quainted with it. We well know the 
stringency of tha times; the terrible 
business depression resting on the whole 
commercial world; the impossibility of 
labor to gain its proper reward; but a 
dollar for fifty-two weekly symposiums 
on all subjects pertaining to the relig
ions, a constant reminder of advancing 
thought, new .revelations in science, 
new discoveries by the explorer, and 
learned criticisms on past erroneous 
teachings, are worth many times the 
cost of the paper, and cannot be dis
pensed with without risk of falling in 
the rear of the car of progress. Twenty- 
five cents for three months, a marvel of 

.cheapness, that the reader may have 
some conception of what he ’is missing, 
is a beggarly amount for almost empty 
pockets. Better drop out one dinner, or 
omit a few of the customary cigars to 
save the money to buy this thought- 
awakener, than try to get along with
out it.

What Did He Mean?
Prescott, America’s ablest and most 

voluminous historian, whose grand mis
sion was to write facts, made this observ
ation in one of his great works:

“Strange, that in every country the 
most fiendish passions of the human 
heart have been those kindled in thé 
name of religionl” .

Col. Ingç.rsoll only entered into great
er detail when he inquired:

“Why should we think the brave 
thinkers, the investigators, the honest 
men, must have left the crumbling shore 
of time in dread and fear, while the in
stigators of the massacre of St. Barthol
omew; the inventors and users of thumb
screws, of iron boots and racks; the 
burners and tearers of human flesh; the 
stealers,the whlppers, and the enslavers 
of men; the buyers and beaters of maid
ens, mothers and babes; the founders of 
the Inquisition; the makers of chains; 
the builders of dungeons; the calumnia
tors of the living; the slanderers of the 
dead; and even the murderers of Jesus 
Christ, all'of whom died in the odor of 
sanctity, with white, forgiven hands 
folded upon the breasts of peace; while 
the destroyers of prejudice, the apostles 
of humanity, the soldiers of liberty, the 
breakers of fetters, the creators of light, 
died surrounded by the fierce fiends of 
God?”

(From a discourse at-Salem, Oregon,-by 
S.C." Adams.)

Through an increasing and clearer 
knowledge of the relations of cause and 
effect, the time will certainly come 
when every “revivalist" .will be re
garded as a libeler of God and an enemy 
of man. . ,.

To the unbiased psychologist, every 
popular “conversion” is known to be a . 
perversion of the Creator’s handiwork, 
and a wicked distortion of man’s divine 
human nature. It is as unnatural and 
far more injurious than the cramping 
•and distortion of the young Chinese 
giri's^eet, or the flattening of the infant 
Indian’s head. The religious belief 
which causes either and all of these acts 
does not change their unnatural and 
barbarous pharacter in the least.

If the vegetable and animal products 
of this earth were the designed results of 
intelligence and wisdom, then all things 
are good and right, and fully meet all 
the expectations and possibilities of 
their intendment. It is a well-known 
fact that every necessary faculty of 
their ultimate development and perfec
tion of being was contained in their em
bryonic germs. Those innate faculties 
might be fed and developed to their 
highest possibilities of perfection; or 
they might be dwarfed or grossly per
verted, but no new fatuity could ever 
be added. But beginning in the primal 
germ, which' is the natural and Invari
able order, the only method for its ulti
mate and intended perfectionds to grow. 
And in order to its natural and healthy 
growth, the most adaptable and natural 
food is indespensably necessary. Un
natural food and intoxicating stimulants, 
either to the mental, moral or physical 
natures of the child, are obviously in
jurious, and'ean only result in a perver
sion of Nature’s highest purposes and 
best results. Such food will doubtless 
cause a "conversion” of Nature’s pur
poses and of the organism, but it is more 
properly a wicked perversion, whose’ 
only tendency is towards its mental, 
moral or physical degeneration. In
struction in every practical principle of 
life, and the paramount importance of a 
knowledge of all that is good-and right, 
isboth natural and highly profitable; 
but the unnatural orgasm or delirium 
caused by the fevered and intoxicating 
process of the revivalist and "convert
er,” are as perverting and injurious as 
the delirious frenzy caused by the im
moderate use of ardent spirits. The in
toxicating and demoralizing effects of 
the "revival, meeting” and of “the 
saloon” are almost identical, as they 
both dethrone reason and are equally 
pernicious to the young and immature. 
The results of both, when protracted, 
are but different stages along the road 
of insanity, and often end in the mad
house. No one can be “converted” at a 
“distracted meeting” until reason is first 
dethroned. Thousands of helpless vic
tims have testified to this fact, and with 
very many the nervous orgasm produced 
is ignorantly supposed to be from super
natural Influences. Every intelligent 
person must admit that the physical or
ganism of the well-formed child is a 
complete and perfect type in miniature 
of its future manhood, and that no con
version or distortion of its body is at all 
necessary for its ultimate perfection. 
Then why, in the name of reason, is not 
this equally true of its mental, moral 
and spiritual natures? If natural and 
adaptable food and rational cultivation 
are the only-T6quireiqents for the plant, 
the tree, and the physical organism, in 
order to their highest state of excel
lence and perfection, why is the heath
enish principle of foot and head conver
sion encouraged or even tolerated by 
civilized and enlightened people? For to 
the rational and philosophic mind the 
unnatural methods of foot and head per
version by cramps, and of brain perver
sion by intoxicants, are not dissimilar to 
the.perversion of the mental and -ner
vous system in “conversion” by the 
overpowering influences of the hypnotic 
revivalist. -

The welfare of society would equally

Priestly Rule.
A news dispatch from Quebec tells 

how the priesthood control elections in 
the Dominion of Canada." They are anx
ious to secure the 'passage of their re
medial bill, compelling Manitoba to di
vide the school funds with the parochial 
schools, so the bishops in session in the 
archbishop’s palace sent but a command 
directing now the faithful shall vote in 
their coming election. This order was 
to be read in all the churches On the 

' following Sunday. It is said the in- 
st.ructiqns^tp pp aqt camfiJrPKLBQmm.. :

God in the American Constitution 
. means similar priestly dictation in all 

' the affairs of government. "The Lord 
'- called unto Moses out of the mountain 

* * * ye’ shall be unto me a kingdom 
of priests.”—Ex., xix>, 3, 6. That is, 
they shall be ruled by priests. This is 

’ substantially true at this time in all 
i Catholic countries, and this is what the 

church party intend to accomplish ev
’ er.ywhere. -

Queries.
। I? it advisable fpr professional teach

ers in church pulpits, who occupy ad
vanced positions as reformers, to be
come informers and prosecutors of the 
vices common to our great cities? Do 
they not become smirched and lose their

. high standing by such action; and great
ly impair their field of usefulness? May 
not the unpleasant .work be done by 
those less prominently before the pub-', 
lie with greater advantage to the cause 
sought to be advanced? AU good per
sons gladly welcome worthy efforts to 
suppress demoralization; but cannot the 
preacher better inculcate good habits 

; by precept and example than by a resortr 
to law which always has a sting, fre-

' quently barbed, and very - liable to 
wound the prosecutor as the prosecuted?

The use of time is fate.—Chapman.
Suspicion shall be all stuck full of 

eyes.—Shakspeare. . , \
Death and life are in the power of the 

tongue.—¿Bible. ■ ' ' .
A thought often makes us hotter than 

a fire.—Longfellow. .
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justify invoking the power of statute 
law to suppress the . evil influences of 
the one as the other. But while they 
may be tolerated and regulated, the 
principles of human liberty’do not per
mit of their suppression by law, as the 
only remedy is through education and a 
higher enligh tenment.although it cannot 
be denied that in either case the moral 
irresponsibility of the victim is obvious 
and lamentable. For it is well known 
that by all the subtle Influences of the 
expert enchanter and hypnotist the 
judgment is dethroned and the emotion-. 
al and nervous system of the simple and 
unwary are excited into an orgasm of 
frenzy, until the fevered delirium is 
hailed aS' conclusive evidence of a 
"sound conversion.” Lamentably, it is 
an unnatural and orthodox “conver
sion,” but it is far more jproperly ex
pressed as a “perversion” jpi the divine 
handiwork of Its Creator.-4 By my own 
sad experience in childhood, and the 
bitter recollection of many thoughtful 
men, I can bear testimony to its perni
cious effects. As you value the future 
welfare and happiness of "your innocent 
and unsuspecting children, do not allow 
them to “be converted.” That it is an 
unnatural distortion of our divine and 
compassionate human nature, is evi
denced by the blasphemous statements 
M Janathaii Edwards a&d_pjhexJnsine 
revivalists: "that nd one is fully and 
soundly concerted until he is willing to 
be damned for the glory of God,’’and 
“can even glorify God wnilc their loved 
ones of earth were suffering in the" 
flames and torments of hell!” Aman 
who had cut his wife’s throat with a 
butcher’s knife and had been “con
verted” while in prison awaiting his 
execution, expressed his sad regrets 
that his podr wifehould not enter heaven 
with him, s she had Jjeen cut off in her 
jins and without the opportunity of con- 
"version which he had enjoyed I If such 
an effect of “conversion” is not conclus
ive evidence of insanity—the loss of 
reason and of natural affection-or of 
monumental lying, then there is no vir
tue in reason, goodness or justice. I 
now assert, without fear, of successful 
contradiction by any intelligent biblical 
student, that the ^scriptures contain no 
warrant or justification for the hypnotic 
and unnatural results of the mesmeric 

, revivalist called “conversion.” It would 
make nodifference in its.false and per
nicious philosophy if there was, as it is 
a well-known fact that the Bible, con

’ tains a record of many immoral and 
vicious principles and practices. As no 
"unconverted” or sane man will in
sist that the retaliatory command, of 
Moses of an "eye for anreye, tooth for 
tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot” 
(Ex. xxi:24), nor the murder of the 
priests of a different chprch, as recorded 
in II. Kings x, are "infallible rules for 
our faith and practice,” I • need only 
say that in searching the. scriptures for 
precepts and precedents we should dis
criminate between what is g'ood and 
what is bad, and what is false and what 
is true. Besides this, every intelligent
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An Unparalleled Offer. ■
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENOYCLOPÆDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY. -

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers. 
In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends. 1

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies, of -The Enoyclo- 
pædia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, yoh can not fail 
to, rejoice. -You would not take $2 for 
it if you could not get another copy.

H3^"Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will send us a new three months’ 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending in not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of thé book.

EjFIn consequence of the great inter 
est of Spiritualists and thinkers gener
ally in spreading the truth in regard to 
death, we have concluded to extend the 
above offer through the month of May. 
------------------------------«4--------------------- 
preacher will tell you that “nothing in 
the Bible is true because if is in the 
Bible, for it was true before it was writ
ten, or the act of writing it could not 
have madó it true.”' It has been the 
work of modern .scholarship to distin
guish between truth and error, as well 
as to determine the real meaning of the 
original term, i '

The revisers, (not translators) of the 
"authorized versipn”-Jiave very improp
erly given us the,ambiguousvand^theo- 
logical word “concert” or “wffverted” 
in several places, instead of "turn;” and 
which is very fag. fypm conveying the 
same idea. In prqpf„of this fact "I will 
only.give the conlmflhts of Dr. Albert 
Barnes, the noted Presbyterian exposi
tor, in his "NotesT’ upon the words “be 
converted," as foafid-in Acts iii:19. He 
says: "This expression conveys an idea 
not at all to be found'in the original. Be 
converted, as thongh-they were to yield 
to some influence,th0?) were now resist
ing, * * * To be’ converted cannot 
be the duty, of anyone, while to turn to 
God is the duty of every man.’* .

Now, as credited to Jesus, he said: “I 
came not,to call righteous men, but sin
ners” (to turn). It is the obvious duty 
of every map who is a "sinner,” or an 
evil-doer, to turn from evil-doing and do 
right. And upon no class did Jesus en
force this duty, as he did upon those who 
were trusting in “church righteous 

.ness,” or that of the scribes and phar
isees, which he so bitterly denounced.

From that same righteousness Peter 
exhorted them to "change your thoughts 
and turn.’’ It consisted largely iu “go
ing to church,” in “observing Sabbath,” 
in “making long prayers, to be heard of 
men,” and in "compassing sea land and to 
make proselytes." As such righteous-, 
ness contains no moral principle and 
cannot form a manly and Christ-like 
character, its only tendency is to self
righteousness, hypocrisy, bigotry, in
tolerance, cant and moral and manly de
generation. All of these debasing char
acteristics are seldom manifested in any 
one unfortunate victim’of the revivalist, 
though some of them are obviously dis
coverable to every rational observer. ■

The absolute necessity of supplying 
your children with such natural and 
adaptable food for body, mind and soul*  
as will secure their most natural growtji 
and development, cannot be too strong
ly insisted upon. As you value their 
future manliness and nobility of charac
ter, do not allow them to be converted 
or perverted by the distracted revival
ist. Exercise the same reason and com
mon sense in feeding and developing the 
physical, intellectuaband moral faculties 
of your children as you would in feeding 

( and cultivating your domestic animals 
’ and your choicest plants. Trust in the 
truthful statement, “of such is the king
dom of heaven,” and do not allow the 
divinity of their human natures to be 
perverted by the unnatural and demoral
izing superstitions of "orthodoxy,” but 
instruct it in the divine principles of 
righteousness. ■ This is simply a right- 
wiseness, or “a wisdom in all that is 
right.” Teach it that the only purè and 
true “religion” is the principle of right
eousness, and the principle of goodness 

. indelibly, implante^.within. the heart . 
and that all else is« spurious and per
nicious.’ Take it .to a saloon forms 
bread and water oLlife’ as soon as you 
would take it to a ’’revival meeting” to 
"be converted.” For the disturbance 
and demoralizatiopiin'Kthe former case 
is scarcely equaled by the unnatural 
effects of a hypnotic cflpversion. ., 

'God knew enough "and was good 
enough to create ” y olir ' child exactly 
right and just as he wanted it when it- 
was born, which tfip teaching of the dis
tracted revivalist qnd °*-  orthodoxy is 
blasphemous and false1; As you love it, 
therefore, feed it and nourish it with 
natural and wholesome food, but take it 

.to a Chinaman for |he perversion of «its 
feet as soon as you would take it to the 
insane influencés of a revivalist or of 
orthodox religion fo‘r the perversion Of 
its divine human niiture by the delirium 
of hypnotic”‘conversion.”

Proposed Burial Trust. '
The undertakers of New York are or

ganizing to jadvance rates for burials. 
They say there are 1,400 undertakers in 
the city, and only-an average 850 
deaths a week, so to pay expenses the 
prices must be advanced. They never 
stopped to consider that the cost of fu
nerals is already so great that a man, 
unless he is very wealthy, cannot afford 
•to die.. If there arc too many under
takers to'make the business profitable, 
there is one way out’ of the difficulty, 
and that, to reduce the number. If the 
prices are advanced, a few persons will 
reduce the'already exorbitant rates and 
monopolize the business, while the 
others will go to the wall.

HE PROGRESSIVE THINKER 
of March 14 contains Chapter 
II. of Dr. Hudson’s scientific 

exposition of the origin of soul, or 
spirit, and of matter—I say scientific, 
for such it appears to’me to be, and it 
is so cogently presented that I am 
almost persuaded to become, not a 
Christian, but a convert to the doc
tor’s theory; and, indeed," I fear I 
should . be quite convinced could I 
perceive that the solution of the prob
lem of the origin of spirit and matter 
was one which belongs to science 
alone. '

While the doctor deprecates the 
fact that he had failed to convince his 
“reviewer" ‘‘that’ matter is the pred
icate of spirit," l am also a little dis
appointed that the doctor manifests 
no evidence that he has appreciated 
my position that the principle, or per
missive possibility of the subjective 
archetype, must precede' the manV 
ifestation of the individual in material 
form.

"EINE FESTE BERG.”
.Before entering into a further dis

cussion of the subject at issue, read
ers will pardon me if I diverge to 
assure.the doctor that personally I 
have inherited no “Godistic, super
natural, and therefore superstitious 
view of cosmogony. ” My good pa
rents were both of that liberal per
suasion known as’ Hicksite Friends, or 
Quakers, and almost coincident with 
the birth of Modern Spiritualism they 
became aware of its momentous truths, 
and that knowledge and philosophy 
has been my feste Berg from 
youth up. "

It does not seem to me that the 
doctor’s illustration of the “house” 
and its “tenant” is a good one for his 
side of the question. ,He likens mat
ter to the house, and spirit to the ten
ant, and holds that “matter precedes 
spirit;” but the point of the com
parison seems to me to be lost when 
we ask: Who built the house? Was 
it the tenant himself or was it some 
great monopolizing landlord—like, for 
example, a universal principle of in
telligence, unorganized yet potent, and 
being that by which all things are that 
arc?

Yet this is not strictly to the point 
of the doctor’s argument, and I duly 
apologize for the diverting allusionj 
and proceed to the more serious task 
of endeavoring to find the weak spots, 
if any there be, in his reasoning.

SPIRIT AND MATTER.
Let me declare in the outset, once 

and for all, that, though not a scient
ist, I utterly rebel, and think I ever 
shall, against the dictum that “spirit 
is naught but matter refined and sub
limated,” How does science know 
that spirit in its ultimate definition is 
matter, rather than matter is spirit? 
The assumption implies that science 
has reached the ultima thule, and that 
the riddle of the universe •is solved I 
But science does not so teach. As to 
matter itself, it but claims, ihfer- 
entially, not demonstrably, that it is 
atomic; while there is as yet no such 
teaching or claim that I know of with 
respect to spirit. If spirit is naught 
but matter, it is a misnomer to call it 
spirit. ,

Dr. Hudson meets' the old stum
bling-block over which so many ma
terialists stumble. He says: “Not to 
be matter is to be void and nothing, a 
nonentity. A nonentity cannot be de
fined. Spirit is definable into a com
prehensive personality. ”

ELEMENTS AND CONDITIONS.
I have before this many tunes asked, 

and I now repeat: Is space matter, or 
is it nothing? Is time matter, or is it 
nothing? Is the principle of motion 
matter, or is it nothing? Are the 
principles of mathematics matter, or 
are they nothing? Must all laws and 
principles upon and by which the 
whole universe of mind and matter is 
functionally operative be looked upon 
as'matter, or are they nothing? None 
of these are matter, nor are they 
nothing? What better general term, 
then, can we employ to explain the 
moving principle of even the material 
universe than spirit, the life-giving 
prjjieipJe, .the potentiality back of jm<l 
within all forms of the visible world? 
In order to explain the material 
universe as we behold it, we must 
posit the existence of two elements 
and at least of two conditions; first as 
an element of being, the possibility or 
principle by which substance and its 
forms may exist; second, substance, 
or the thing to be affected; and, as 
conditions, space and time. <To lose 
all these distinctive manifestations of 
being in one definition is to confuse 
rather than to elucidate the problems 
of nature and origin. •

INDIVIDUALITY.
But we borne to personified spirit 

when we come to the individuhlity of 
man. Dr. Hudson calls spirit “a com
prehensive personality,” by which he, 
of course, does not mean: an omni
present personal deity, although, his 
real meaning is not clear to me.. Is 
this comprehensive personality sub
limated matter, “only this and noth
ing more," or is it an entity per se?

company with two or three little 
chums working its way “from monad 
up to man.” ■

It is a maxim derived from scien
tific observation that no stream rises 
higher than its fountain; but if this 
be true, and if. matter is the only 
entity and had existed with all of its 
possibilities from eternity, there could 
be no such thing as evolution, since 
eternity would have been sufficient pt 
any point in time to have exhausted 
the resources of matter and brought it 
to a state of absolute perfection in 
form, ,

UNFULFILLED IDEAL.
But—and I wish to impress this 

thought upon the mind of the evolu
tionist—It is because of the unfulfilled 
ideal within the bosom of nature that 
evolution takes place. Hot only are 
the conditions of earth clarified and 
improved by the play of “cosmic 
forces,” but the ideal types of higher 
forms of material expression abide in 
the supra-mundane or spiritual world, 
and thus does it become possible for 
the higher type to become evolved.

What is the trend or tendency of 
nature as a whole—or so far as we 
can observe it? Matter as a primal 
substance rising and sinking altern
ately from one form to another, but it 
is by a process of disintegration and 
integration. The principle of life 
manifesting itself in the varied forms 
of organic expression is the vehicle 
by which matter is rescued from the 
eternally dead calm of inertia.

Dr. Hudson reasons in this wise: 
“Irritability and. sensibility, being the 
predicates of psychic, are the acquired 
properties of matter, and typify mind 
and soul. Hence we ask which has 
priority in time,,matter or its prop
erties of soul-predicates? Clearly it 
is matter. -Matter is the house; spirit 
is the tenant. One is the dwelling, 
the other the dweller. Therefore, in
asmuch as matter is endowed with the 
properties of heat, irritability and sen
sibility — psychic forerunners — in
somuch does matter come to possess 
or evolve’ spirit; and not for spirit to 
possess or evolve matter. Can you 
avoid this conclusion, Mr. Griffen?”

RETITIO PRINCIPII.
Most certainly I can avoid that con

clusion, and do so in all fairness. 
The whole paragraph is simply an ex
ample," in my view, of the petitio 
principii—begging the question, as
suming that which is to be proved. 
First, it is assumed that irritability 
and sensibility, properties of matter, 
are predicates of soul, the predicate 
of soul being the thing to be proved. 
If anything is proved by the fact that 
matter is susceptible of agitation, as 
in a state of sensibility, it is that it 
has come to possess a function not 
purely nfechanical. It has “acquired” 
something from a source not itself, or 
it has been given, or become “en
dowed with” a supra-material quality 
which it did not possess in its" original 
state. Hence spirit is beginning to 
manifest; the tenant has commenced 
to build his house, and as he wears 
out the old houses he builds new ones, 

. throwing away the old rubbish as he 
goes on in his building, until at last 
he constructs a tenement to his 
liking, and one in’ and through which 
he can express more fully his Godlike 
powers.

A RADICAL ERROR.

■mental process2_it is in jtself _th« 
same. , The advent and development 
of consciousness, although progress
ively converting reflex action into in
stinctive, and instinctive into rational, 
does this exclusively in the sphere of 
subjectivity; the nervous processes 
engaged are throughout the same iu 
kind, and differ only in the relative 
degrees of their complexity."

In conclusion it seems to me that if 
Dr. Hudson’s theory of the priority of 
matter and the_ sequence^of spirit js 
correct, spirit would be subject to the 
same laws and tendency as is matter, 
that is, to the law and tendency of 
progression and counterbalancing re
trogression, and that at the physical 
death of man he would meet his 
spiritual death, matter and its se
quence both lapsing to the original 
elementary.state. But we know from 
the evidences of phenomenal Bpirit- 
-ualism, as well as from facts of pliys. 
iology and psychology, that the true 
personality of the individual lies be
yond the reach of the ¿destroying 
chemistry of physical processes, and 
hence we say that • this personality in 
its essential nature is different from 
and more permanent than the organic 
forms of matter, though it can be ne 
more enduring than elementary mattei 
itself, since that also is indestructible 
and therefore eternal. ’

A. M. Griffen.

LOUISA M. ALCOTT’S CAEEER.

Taught That “The Love of Good
ness Was the Love of God.”

Farther along the doctor says "spirit, 
like life, w ' a séquence, a product” 
of. matter, evolved from or “built up” 
with matter. There is, to him, no 
causal principle, no ‘ ‘primordial spirit 
moving upon the waters of the deep;” 
but just simply a tiny cell of matter,- 
soul-stuff,, star-dust, Bathyblus, a 
speck of what-is-it, all by itself or in

The radical error, in. my estimation, 
of the ordinary evolutionist is that he 
conceives evolution to imply merely a 
development or progressive change of 
matter per se, whereas the matter or 
substance which composes the higher 
organic forms is the same in essence, 
though the form be more complex in 
function and structure, as is the mat
ter composing the lower or less de
veloped organism, the real advance 
being an advance of the spiritual, or 
subjective, individuality, or entity, 
which manifests itself in the material 
world, through physical embodiment.

As Dr. Maudsley has said (Body 
and Mind, page 224): “Elementary 
matter passes upward into chemical 
and organic compounds, and then 
downward from organic to chemical, 
and from chemical compounds.to its 
elementary condition.”_____ _ __ ,

If Dr. Maudsley is right, br. Hud
son’s reference to the two kinds of 
lime loses its force as an argument to 
establish the progressive development 
of matter itself; but in any event -we 
must insist that the’ true principle of 
evolution is morphologic, and not ele
mentary, so far as matter or sub
stance. is concerned.

THE SUBJECTIVE PRINCIPLE.
The doctor traces the origin of life 

to the cell of protoplasmic matter, 
quoting Buys and. giving illustrations 
of cellular combinations, and .then 
flatters himself with the idea that he 
.stands “face to face with the dawn of 
a personal individuality.” I am cer
tainly ready to admit that, had there 
been no simple beginnings in the or
ganic world, there would nor could 
have been no higher or more complex 
forms of organic life;, but us to both 
the simple and the complex, I have to 
observe that what precedes the or
ganic structure, and upon which it is 
based, in my view, is the subjective 
possibility, or principle, around which 
and in obedience to which the objec
tive, or tangible element, or substance, 
forms itself. Prof. George J. Bo- 
manes, in his work on Animal Intel
ligence (Introduction, page 12)-, re
marks as follows: “Whether or not a 
neural process is accompanied by. a

In a Humber of letters written at 
long and short intervals from 1872 to 
1886, by Louisa M. Alcott, to five 
little girls in Allegheny county, Pa., 
-the author of “Little Women” dis
closes her nature, and the missives 
are given to the public in the April 
Ladies’ Home Journal. In one of the 
tenderest of these letters, invoked by 
the sad information of the death oi 
one of the sisters, Miss Alcott wrots 
her sorrowing correspondent:

‘ ‘I will tell you my experience, and 
as it has stood the test of youth and 
age, health and sickness, joy and sor
row, poverty and wealth, I feel that it 
is genuine, and seem to get more 
light, warmth and help as I go on 
learning more of it year by year. My 
parents never bound us to any church, 
but taught us that the love of good
ness was the love of God, the cheerful 
doing of duty made life happy, and 
that the love of one’s neighbor in its 
widest sense was the—best help foi 
one’s self. Their lives showed us how 
lovely this simple faith was, how 
much, honor, gratitude and affection 
it brought them, and what a sweet 
memory they left behind, for,.though 
father still lives, his life is over, as 
far as thought or usefulness are pos
sible. Theodore Parker and Ralph 
Waldo Emerson did much to help me 
to see that one can shape life'best by 
trying to build up a strong and noble 
character, through good books, wise 
people's society, an interest.in all the 
reforms that help the world, and a 
cheerful acceptance of whatever is in
evitable; seeing a beautiful compensa
tion in what often seems a great sac
rifice, sorrow or loss, and believing 
always that a wise, loving and just 
Father cares for , us, sees our weak
ness, and is near to help us if we call. 
Have you read Emerson? " He is called 
a Pantheist or believer in nature in
stead of God. He was truly Christian, 
and saw God in nature, finding 
strength and qeitifort in the same 
sweet influences of the great-Mother 
as well as the Father of all. I, too, . 
believe this, and when tired, sad or 
tempted, find my best comfort in the 
woods, the sky, the healing solitude 
that lets my poor, weary soul find the 
rest, the fresh hope, or the patience 
which only God can give us. People 
used to tell me that when sorrow came 
I should find my faith faulty because 
it had no name; but they were wrong, 
for when the heavy' loss of my dear, 
gifted sister found me too feeble to 
do anything but suffer passively, I 
still had the sustaining sense of a love 
that never failed, even when I could 
not see why’ this lovely life should end 
when it was happiest. As a poor, 
proud, struggling girl, I held to the 
belief that if I deserved success it 
would surely come, so long as my am
bition yyas not for selfish ends, but 
for my dear family, and it did come, 
far more fully than I ever hoped or 
dreamed, though youth, health and 
many hopes went to earn it. Now, 
when I might enjoy rest, pleasure 
and travel, I am still tied by new du

' ties 'to' my’baby, and ' give tip my 
dreams, sure that something better 
will be giveq. me in time. Freedom 
was always my longing, but I have 
never had it, so I am still trying to 
feel that this is the discipline I need, 
and when I am ready the liberty will 
come.”

Mrs. Ella M. Dole.
We are glad to welcome back to the 

field of active labor in the cause of 
truth, Mrs. Ella M.'Dole. For several 
years circumstances have .been such, 
with her that she has not-exercised her 
mediumship for the benefit of the pub
lic. She possesses rare gifts as a me
dium. Her prophetic sight is most re
markable. She U both clairvoyant and 
clairaudicnt, and seems to be able to 
trace the life-linS^of her sitters into the 
future, as well as the past. She is now 
located at 1G80 North Clark street. You 
can make an engagement for a sitting 
with her by letter.

The sugar coating on Ayer’s Pills not 
only makes them easy, to take, but pre
serves their modieinal integrity to an 
indefinite period. It dissolves iminedl- 
ately after reaching the stomach and 
.thus permits the full effect of the physic - 
to be speedily realized;

Nothing precludes sympathy so much 
as a-perfect indifference to it.—Hazlitt,..

Men more easily renounce their inter
ests than Their testes.—Rochefoucauld.
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Buckingham's Dye for the Whiskers is 
a popular preparation in one bottle, and 
colors evenly a brown or black. ’ Any 
person can easily apply it at home,

Jesus Christ
' is

- -BY
NICOLAS N0T0VITCH. ■

Since thé writing of the New Testament no book has 
appeared of as great linpurtsuco to Christianity as 
the Unknown Livs of Jzsua Christ.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manu
script, contains a thrilling account of the privations 
and perils encountered Iq his search for it, a literal 
translation of the original manuscript, aud lastly à 
critical analysis of what It contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, .and if 
published on the basis of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Pape? 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents. . '
Address Uiis office, 40 Loomis St,, Chicago, HL
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PSYGIVI6SCIENCE.
IU. , - ' __

Thoughts and Facts Relating 
Thereto.

I HAVE just beeii readiiig tliiit val-Jjgan, .died.._August- l,.-1891, in the 
uablo little volume by our es- j morning, and the news did not reach 
teemed brother, Hudson Tuttle, ' ' - -

(‘Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psycbjc Science,” and the chapters on 
The Sensitive State, aud Sensitiveness 
Proved- by Pay chome try, recall to 
jnind that what is popularly called 
<‘my double’’ has been seen quite a 
dumber of times and heard, when I 
wa^ sometimes miles away, and knew 
hotlihig whatever of the occurrence.

The first time, about, fifteen years 
ago, I was seen on my way home from 
q neighbor’s, when I was three miles 
distant. Three years ago my mother- 
Jn-law, Mrs. E. Ryder, who is a fine 
medium, saw me distinctly, one after
noon, coming down the road with my. 
dinner-pail in hand (I am a school
teacher), and instead of entering the 
house-yard I climbed over thq fence 
into a field and went in another direc- 
tlon. Coming downstairs, she looked 
all about the house and premises, but 
pf course failed to see me, for I was 
three miles away and did not reach 
home for several hours afterward. 
Furthermore, I never had occasion to 
pass through that field with my din
ner-pail at any time, j

Another time, the family was eating 
supper, they heard me step on the 
porch, enter the house by a side door 
and pass into the sitting-room, which 
I often did -before going into the 
dining-room. They waited some min
utes for me to appear, and as I did 
not, some member of the family looked 
(for me—and did not see me, for I was 
then on my way home, and reachèd 
there a few minutes afterward, enter
ing tlie house that time by' the dining
room door, and not by the other door.

I have been seen other times, but 
■ the correct incidents I cannot now re
call. This “double” business, how- 
over, is nothing new to me, for long 
years before I became a Spiritualist I 
was seen several times bo, and my 
mother was several times seen by her 
piother-in-law ; she herself saw my 
oldest sister’s double when thé latter 
was a child, and also a man who was 
fox-hunting, when he was Bix.. miles 
distant; and my father saw a man in 
his house-yard two .weeks before he 
pver saw or became acquainted with 
the man. My mother-in-law saw her 

i eldest son’s double one morning when 
! he was over a mile distant-at work.

, PROPHETIC DREAMS.
The chapter on Dreams recalls to 

me that I have had many dreams that 
¡jiave been prophetic, some occurring 
Several years before becoming real
ized, and repeating themselves at in

i' tervals. With me,, dreaming of high 
[Water, if clear, is a good omen; if 
! dirty or roily water, a bad omen. 

Crossing bridges or drifts successfully

9 o’clock, my two youuger sisters and 
two neighbor girls were in the yard, 
aud in the sunlight saw a dark cloud 
or patch upon the ground, which rose 
and expanded till it took the shape of 
a man dressed in black, then it dis
appeared. Not long after, my young
est brother, who was plowing in a field 
below the house, chanced to look up 
from his work and saw a man coming 
toward him, and the thought flashed 
through his mind, “That is Uncle 
Sam," and he continued looking at 
him a few moments, when his atten
tion was drawn to his team, and on 
looking again the man was gone,- Sev
eral hours afterward, another sister 
came home with a telegram from her 
aunt, addressed to my mother, dated 
the day before, and reading: “If you 
wish to see your brother alive," come 
at once. ” Next morning my mother 
started, and on reaching her brother's 
found that he had "died on the morning 
the apparitions were seen.

"MY NAME IS DAVIS."
..Some years ago mwiXther-in-law, 

who is clairaudient, on coming down
stairs in the morning, said; “I heard 
a voice last night that said, ‘My name 
is Davis. I lived at Fort Wayne. I 
was drowned in Devil’s Lake yester-

Iq dreams are tokens of success of 
■Whatever matter is in hand; while 
trouble in crossing, or inability to do 
Bo, portends trouble in such matters.

Last fall, a few weeks before my 
little daughter,. one year old, was 
stricken witir typhoid ^jgyer, from 
which no one but myseH^thought she 
would recover, I saw her distinctly 
Bitting in her little rocker, plump and 
healthy; and when she was con
valescing I saw her walking alone, 
Which she did not do for §ix months 
afterward. .

During my wife’s sickness with 
typhoid fever at the same^-.Ae, I 
once saw her, when her lif? lvas‘de
spaired of, sitting in an arm-chair by 
the stove, and she has fully recovered. 
tChese two cases, however, were real 
visions, not dreams. This spring I 
have Been suffering considerably from 
an aggravating kidney trouble, and 
some of the symptoms are precisely 
what I have dreamed at least half a 
dozen times, dating back three years. 
Then I did not know what the dreams 
meant; now 1 do. '

PROPHETIC IMPRESSIONS.
I will relate a few actual occur

rences which come in. line with those 
related in Brother Tuttle’s chapter on 
Intimations - of an Intelligent'Force: 
Three or four years ago, my mother
in-law, who prophesies in a perfectly 
normal state, and is called a “fortune
teller" by the 'Uninitiated, told my 
^father Jljat, withineighteen^, months, 
the following incidents would occur— 
all of which did occur: First, he 
■would be seriously injured by falling 
out of a wagon; she could see*him  
lying on the road with his coat over 
his head, This literally took place a

outdoors after sundown after that ex
perience. ' ' ?

OUT ON A LARK. •
Once my mo ther’a. father was coming 

home from a neighbor’s, when he was 
met by a man who told- him to follow 
him, and led him over the’country 
nearly all night; finally, near morning, 
he got tired and Baid he would go no 
further; whereupon the man left him, 
and after going a Short distance rose 
in the air and gradually disappeared 
from sight. At one point, in the 
'courser-'dF’liiA'^

day. ’ ” Later in the day Mr. Russell, 
the creamery man, called and said: 
1 ‘I saw a man drowned in Devil’s Lake 
yesterday. His name was Davis, and 
he lived at Fort Wayne.” Now, how 
under the sun could these two state
ments be so correct if there were no 
independent intelligences to control 
thoughts and feelings'suffleient to im
part information? And how and why 
could and did the spirit of Davis come 
to Mr. Ryder when he never knew the 
the man? Wop it because of a current 
of thought from spirit intelligences 
flowing from the atmosphere of Devil's 
Lake down across the country to Fort 
Wayne, and happened to find Mr. 
Ryder’s sensitiveness sufficiently acute 
to receive the import of the flow of 
thought-ether? '

FLITTING LICHTS.
I remember that about eleven years 

ago, while I was yet at home, lights 
were seen, flitting about the country, 
generally starting frofoti a point four 
miles distant and crossing down across 
my father’s farm. I saw this several 
times; it, looked like a large lantern 
whirled high in air. Once it shone on 
one of the barns near where cattle and 
sheep lay asleep ; it lit up the whole 
yard, then disappeared. On going out 
with a lantern, however, the cattle 
and sheep awoke and jumped to their 
feet, showing plainly that the - first 
light had not affected them. Another 
time the light passed over the fields; 
my father told my oldest brother to 
go down to the ‘ ‘lick” (an old stopping
place for deer), on the bank of the 
river, and wait for the light to cross 
there. He had scarcely spoken the 
words when the light disappeared and 
showed up at the lick, like a flash of 
lightning in quickness of. time. Next 
morning he went over the ground 
traversed by the light, and not a track 
was seen, clearly showing that an in
visible intelligent force was carrying 
that light

PUSHED HIM DOWN.
About thirty-five years ago one of 

my father’s brothers occupied a log 
house almost in line with the track of 
the light just spoken of, and one night 
he heard something climb up the side 
of the house that clattered as if it 
wore hoofs; on reaching the roof it 
ran around like a cat, then suddenly 
it was on the floor over the bed, and 
appeared to have a heavier weight; 
then it again passed to the roof, 
sprang onto a rail fence 'near the 
house, that shook and rattled under 
the weight, then to the ground, and 
galloped away with the sound of a 
horse at full speed. Now, what kind 
of a force caused such queer man
ifestations? This same uncle was in 

' the battle of Shiloh, or Pittsburg

was requested to follow the phantom 
over a drift in the river, and was told 
to “Come on, you have only one more 
to cross." This was prophetic, for in 
a few weekends boat went over a mill
dam and he was drowned. At the old 
Cameron farm they stopped in the 
barnyard, where the double of Mrs. 
Cameron was milking a cow, and told 
him many things, which he said he 
dared not repeat. It is supposed that 
if he had followed his ghostly guide 
it would have led him to the grave
yard where he was afterward buried. 
If this was not an inhabitant of 
another world out on a lark, then 
what was it? ;

One of my father’s old neighbors, 
Robert Kibble, who went to the war 
and died there, had a ghostly visitant 
who caine to him in daylight and 
talked to him, and made himself 
otherwise very much at home, and 
was seen by others as well as Mr, 
Kibble.

THE DOOR OPENED,
My father's father, the only grand

father I ever knew? told me that when 
'he was a boy he slept with another 
brother in a building used for storing 
flax, adjoining the dwelling, and one 
night he awoke and found the door 
open. He shut it and wrapped the 
latchstring around a peg on the door
post. As soon as he was safely in 
bed the door flew open again. Again 
he shut it, and again it opened with 
a slam, and something, he could not 
see what, came in and walked over the 
floor all night; its feet scratched on 
the floor as though they had nails like 
a dog. Another time he went out one 
night and saw this building apparently 
wrapped in flames; but next morning 
nothing was seen .to be the matter 
with it.

One week before my grandmother 
died, and the night before she took 
sick, my grandfather said after they 
had. retired, what seemed to be like a 
heavy stone appeared to crash through 
the roof and down on the floor at the 
foot of their bed and rocked back 
and forth. Both took it for a sign 
that one was to be taken, and such it 
was, for in a few hours over a week 
my grandmother passed away.

QUEER NOISES.

times compelled;/Jp viait graveyards, 
especially a pariictitar grave on a hill
side; and- : talk 1$ the earth-bound 
spilite who inhabited Jhem. Wis 
particular graveyard is pleasantly lo-’ 
cated, with Howel's, grass, evergreens, 
and flag's on several soldiers’ graves, 
and there are a number of vaults 
above and below the ground. I have 
talked to these eprth-bound spirits of 
the spiritual resurrection, and have 
been compelled eft' times to go down 
■into Jhe yery gyq^ .t^take^Yiewfl of 
ths'~ldatiisbhie' coments" for the ben
efit of? and for illustration to, the 
spirits who are vainly waiting for the 
resurrection day, that they might 
claim their bodies and go to meet 
Jesus jn the clouds, aud with him 
again live upon a new earth that is to 
come. This is the result of cast-iron 
orthodox teachings.

These experiences were extremely 
unpleasant to me, yet must have been 
for some special purpose; I know not 
why I was delegated to undergo such 
awful trials, at the recollection of 
which my soul turns sick with horror 
and'disgust. The last time I clair- 
voyantly in the astral form visited a 
graveyard, I distinctly remember 
speaking to a company of white-robed 
children who, had died before being 
confirmed into . the Roman Catholic 
Church“., My work . with them was to 
unburden their minds of the fallacy of 
staying where they were bound to 
childish creeds and fables, and to bid 
them go away when bo inclined, and 
visit beyond the graveyard, and they 
would be ‘-‘redeemed. ”

CREATURES OF THOUGHT.
Since having these experiences, I 

have read the book called “Dreams of 
the Dead," which to a remarkable de
gree corroborates my graveyard ex
periences. But I wish to point out 
the important differences between my 
interpretation and that of the author 
of that book. He says these spirits 
inhabiting graveyards are the shells 
of the astral body; that is, the last 
thoughts of the dying brain take' shape 
and are held to the vicinity of the 
tomb until the, dead brain moulders 
into dust; then it disappears. My own 
experiences emphatically contradict 
this, as far as the astral shell is con
cerned. I do not dispute that the 
last thoughts of the dying brain take 
shape, ahy more' than I should dis
pute that the th'olights of the living 
brain take shape^.wlpch I do truly be
lieve, *viz. : That mankind is sur
rounded by a worldaqf shapes that are 
the creatures His thoughts, and 
which are often^ti^en for spirits of 
the departed. >n. j U. G. Figley.

will, but from the divine will; and so 
becomes virtually God's word to man, 
}n ^hat he says and does, and should 
be recognized as such because of the 
truth he utters.

The world is in a turmoil physically, 
mentally and morally; and yet the 
conditions are here, through the sev
eral great movements of spiritual 
thought, labor reforms, social reforms 
and peace agitation, to reconstruct 
society, spiritualize it, aud ultimately 
bring. harypny . out .of „„conipfli'Atiy&: 
chaos. But in all other great spirit
ual movements there was one special 
central figure, who gave force and 
character to them, and whose name 
has come down to us as the exemplar 
and leader of each special system, 
whether it be Buddha, Moses, Con
fucius, Zoroaster or Jesus.

The world was too large and races 
too different for one standard-bearer 
or one religion to do it all, and so 
there were many. .

But truth is many-sided and must 
be viewed from. all standpoints to 
ultimately reach the whole on ultimate 
truth, therefore a new shepherd to 
lead mankind out from the wilderness 
of skepticism and doubt into truth 
pure and simple seems >. natural in 
God’s wisdom—a universal Christ of 
all truth that shall picture the bal
anced, "harmonious man, the man of 
love, wisdom, and truth.

W, J. Cushing.
Brooklyn, N. Y. _

Logue’s record is probably un
surpassed in the history of crime, for 
the number of burglaries, frauds and 
thefts ho has perpetrated throughout 
the country, lie has been associated 
with some of the most expert bur
glars in the United States, although ' 
he has almost always been captured.

The above, from the Globe-Dem
ocrat, illustrates and emphasizes a 
yery. Important, fact, Jhab-parental-ia- 
fluences affect for good or ill the moral 
character and propensities of the 
child; and that these propensities 
cling to and color the whole career 
through life, -

Children may be born with in
stincts of murder, theft, crime and 
vice in various forms, in consequence 
of wrong, vice-producing conditions 
in their parents, or even progenitors 
still further back.

Hereditary influence is a tremen
dous factor in the moral status—the 
weal or woe—of humanity.

- X-Ray.
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... THE GREAT ... J 
Year Book of the Heavens

FOR 1896.
’■ ----- :-------0------------ ■ .

PtANETB ¿ND P1OPLE, th© Astronomical BDd As< . ? 
trologlcsl Monthly which has attracted io much at- . 
tention durhig ilig ot becamee-oi tho*-wo&dsr« ——

Tully accurate predictions made therein, and the very , - 
valuable and highly Instructive lessons on the lo.fl.u- . 
ence of the stars, bb well ns the choice literary, aclen- 
tlfic and political contributions, will bo Issued In one 
complete volume for the year 16S0.

The reason for this change Is because many sub
subscribers prefer to have the entire year's conditions . . 
In advance rather than by the month. •

It will bo profusely illustrated with about 100 cute 
elaborating upon the science of planetary life, and the 
relation or the people to the sture.

FIFTY-TWO LESSONS
on the general weekly doings for the year, to the 
feature of the work, and together with a world of 
other Information and special matter make up the . 
most martelous book on the wonders of the heavens 
and earth ever before published.

Subscribe now and secure a copy of the first print 
Which will ba ready December 1st.

THE CONTENTS OF THE WORK AREl
Preface.
Introduction,
Signs and Figures. ■ .
Advance Weekly. Star Reports for 1898, con, 

talnlng 7(1 pages of matter pertaining to Hqro*  
scoplal delineations relative to the times. 1

A group of Mystics, emblematically lllua< 
trated.

A group of Vegetarians, emblematically 11. 
lustrated. ‘

A group of Bet ormers, emblematically illus. 
trated. .

Personal Character Delineations, giving _ 
numerous occult lessons for students of the

Ormsby’s Calendar Ephemeris, a marvelous 
compilation of facts for the year 1890. ■

Agricultural Pointers—a guide for farmers 
and gardeners. _ . . . . ,

Weather Bulletin—showing storm periods 
for the year.

Physicians’ and Burgeons’ Anatomical 
Chronometer.

Health Department—giving numerous hints 
and suggestions of valfle to all.

Editorial Mention, Reviews, Special Matter, . 
Etc., Etc. .

Price; Paper, $1,00; Neatly Pound its :.. 
Cloth, $1.50. Address all orders to .

40 LOOM1S 8T.. CHICAGO, ILL.

year afterward. Second, a member 
of his family or grandchildren would 
be kicked on the head by a white or 
gray horse, perhaps fatally. He said: 
(‘You are wrong—must be a mule."

“No, it is a horse.”
About a year-afterward, a grandson 

was at a neighbor’s and was kicked in 
the face by a gray horse and was se
verely injured« Third, someone near 
to him would be very dangerously ill— 
and she described the room. This was 
my eldest sister, and occurred as de
scribed. Fourth, epmeone, a young 
man, would be killed by machinery on 
or near his fjH'm—not a relative. A 
young man was killed in a sawmill by 

‘ being caught in the belting, and was 
literally threshed almost to pieces, on 
land adjoining his property. Here are 
¿out prophecies actually fulfilled m 
the time specified by a medium, who 
¡merely gave the impressions that were 
thrown upon her brain. Scoffers will 
please answer the question,^j>Where 
from?" । ' a

My mother’« brother, who. resided 
about fifty miles from hero, inMich-

Landing, in the Civil War, and said 
for th6 life bf <hlm lie'could' rio£ keep 
his feet while running out of the 
awful dangers and fire the Union sol
diers were under. Something seemed 
to push him down whenever hp stood 
up. Was it a guardian, angel that 
kept life preserved and sent him 
home to die a natural de$th years 
afterward? Or what kind of a force 
was it?

ANNOYED THE .YOUNC FOLKS..
The Cameron farm,, lying north of 

my father’s, was the seat of a large 
array of ghostly talent in the years 
agone. The young people, who used 
to “keep c6mpany" would be annoyed 
while sitting by the fireplace, by on 
invisible guest who walked in at the 
front door and in between them and 
the fire, then upstairs, and threw down 
invisible hickoiy nuts or walnuts all 
around them; and after walking 
atound on an invisible floor (for the 
real floor had been taken up), came 
downstairs-and went out, banging the 
door after he, she, or it, whatever, it 
was. Once my father’s cousin. Robert 
Armstrong, ran down the hili during 
the course of an evening party, and 
hearing someone coming, stood still 
to see who it was. Imagine his horror 
when a man with a hairy coat on, and 
no head, walked up against him! It 
was. months before he would venture

Thirty-nine years ago, when my 
parents began housekeeping, they oc
cupied an old log house near his 
father’s, and sundry queer noises were 
heard about the place. My mother 
thought nothing of them, attributing 
them to common causes, such as cats, 
rats, etc., till once she was effectually- 
cured of that idea, and learned that 
ghostly gentry were doing jhe busi
ness. They had two large meat-barrels 
,upstairs, covered with boards and 
heavy chunks of wood for weights; 
several times these chunks appeared 
to fall oh and rocked back and forth 
on the floor, jarring the house. My 
father would go upstairs and talk of 
the cats rolling the chunks off, and 
pretended to replace them; I say pre
tended, for one day, when he was not 
at home, the chunks rolled off the 
barrels with resounding clatter, and 
my mother ranvall the way upstairs 
against the barrels before she. stopped 
to notice that the chunks were not off 
the barrels. She was so scared that 
she backed all the'way downstairs.

"SUCH A PRETTY HOUSE."
My oldest brother had a little boy 

pass away when between three and 
four years old, and he says the boy 
has come to him and talked to him 
several times since. Just before he 
died he raised himself on the bed and 
said: “This is such a pretty house. 
Me see so many people. I want to go 
over there," (pointing across tie 
room). Who can say with certainty 
that he did not see with a spiritual 
eye, and behold the wonders of the 
world that is filled with the music of 

■invisible singers and the patter of 
ghostly feet? • . '

TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP.
My father says that when he was a 

young man,.he often came home from 
dances and other places oK amusement 
closely followed by an invisible guide. 
He would climb fences in the moon
light, and.a.moment after, something
else would follow; the noise and 
shaking of the rails could be easily 
seen and heard.. He would stand still 
and the something would walk around 
him in a circle. Sometimes he saw a 
large black shadow following. He 
has followed it, kicked at it, cursed 
it, but it availed nothing. He has 
gone hunting .when tie dogs would go 
a few rods, whine and return to him 
and lie down and refuse to budge, 
while tramp, tramp, tramp, went the 
invisible guard, around and about 
him. One of my brothers was out 
hunting, not many years ago, and had 
this same experience. This some
thing that followed seemed -to always 
ward off danger, and was, I suppose, 
a guardian angel in every sense of the 
word. -
WEIRD CLAIRVOYANT EXPERIENCES.

In my own family, my father’s, and 
father-inJaw’s, we have had-spiritual 
experiences of almost eyeiy descrip
tion, some of which’would.uhdoubtedly 
be hooted at as phantasies of an over
worked imagination; nevertheless, we 
are satisfied with the manifestations 
made familiar to our senses. I will 
close this somewhat rambling article 
with an account of several remarkable 
clairwyatft experiences which I do 
not care to have again, • • ■

In the year 1892, I was several

Although such 'Advanced teachers 
as Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond and 
W. J. Colville have prophesied the 
advent of another messianic teacher, 
yet the large mass of Spiritualists do 
not look for the fulfillment of such a 
prophecy, though coming from a rec
ognized source, and for the same rea
son that liberals do not—because they 
have left the church and its doctrines 
behind for the actual knowledge to be 
found in material and spiritual facts.

In the Christian Church as a whole, 
and\especially in that branch termed 
Second Adventists, we see them anx
iously^ looking for the return of that 
Messiah hpon whom was centered the 
strongest evidence of more than hu
man power, the return of the so-called 
dead, and the focalizing of the higher 
or divine attributes of character as 
the ideal to which ¿humanity might 
grdw. The Swedenborgian, or New 
Church, holds that the spiritual or 
heavenly sense of the scriptures was 
virtually the “second coming,” though 
they make no claim of the instrument 
■for that corning, and the spiritual 
thought- given through him, os a 
Christ or Messiah.- Upon the very 
night that thb first raps were heard at 
Hydesville the Millerites were ready 
for the end of the world (literally) 
and the coming of the Lord, and 
though they seenJingly were at fault, 
yet in the main they were right—for- 
Spiritualism’s dawn marked the ‘ ‘con
summation of the age" (new version), 
and in that movement, “Nazareth” 
though the world at large judges it to 
be, they wiD ultimately find the 
teacher, under direct heavenly in
spiration, whose coming they and 
others seek; and instead of the end of 
all things material and. spiritual, the 
reconstruction of the same. • 

■ 'A' ” Chflflt^ih'edium-Aa’' master-me
dium—is one who is not simply under 
control while spe^khfe upon the plat
form, but who at allj times, in action 
and word, is thorqughly and com
pletely, subject to rP-nd moved by 
another and lugller' will with which 
his will has becoiqp /.‘as one” through 
the discipline and ¡development of 
long-suffering, BSlitflde, meditation, 
humiliation, and fli^ “bearing of the 
sins of (common /ojBthe world upon 
his own shoulders.'”: o< -

Through this specidl experience put 
upon him from a bijyj^fitil the present 
time, he has becqmejiwise' enough to 
know the extremes ¿f good and evil, 
and this, with the’illumination of his 
mind througb the spiritual senses un
folded, prepares him to bq an ex
pression for the highest wisdom from 
on high, which can flow through him 
uncqlored by the ’ ideas dr prejudices 
of a; positive, unattuned mmd. ■

Such n one is not'a positive man of 
himself, but may express a positive 
character if necessary. He is not 
learned iu book knowledge through 
the mortal mind, but taught from 
speakers upon Our rostrums’ in the ad
vance cause, from life, and Jrom in
tuitive dr spiritual.impartatlon. - ■

Thus you seo that a man, to fill this 
office, termed in the olden times a 
Christ, should not speak from his own

A CASE WHICH ILLUSTRATES THE WON
DERFUL POTENCY OF PRENATAL IN
FLUENCES.

The criminal career of an old man 
thought to be dying in .Sing Sing 
Prison is of great scientific interest. 
His counsel, John F. O’Brien,- is of 
the opinion that through the phe
nomena he will obtain a-pardon from 
Gov. Morton. The application was 
mailed to the chief State executor 
this morning. James Logue is the 
prisoner’s name, and he has been 
styled “the prince of crooks," prin
cipally because of his rare audacity. 
He has served over half of his life be
hind prjson bars. While the counsel 
was considering the best means of ap
plying for a pardon, a document, sup
posed to have been written by his 
client’s mother before her death, some 
eighteen months ago, was presented 
to him. The bearer was a woman, 
who claimed to have been present as 
a nurse at old Mrs. Logue's deathbed 
in St. Louis, and into whose hands it 
had been entrusted to deliver to the 
convict. The old woman knew her 
attendant, whose name is given as 
Mrs. Jennie Sullivan, “residing with 
her brother at No. 420 West Forty
seventh street," in the pardon papers,

MB

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
Is, by remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Enoyclopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyelopædia.

In ordering one volume of the 
Enoyclopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

' BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Enoyclopædia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printer 
-'and substantially stitched, is sent out as

was soon to come East.
The document is a remarkable piece 

of evidence, giving rise to a grave 
popular scientific question. Through 
it Mr. O’Brien hopes to establish a 
reasonable doubt as to whether Logue 
has ever been mentally responsible for. 
his misdeeds. He has Mrs. Sullivan 
to testify as to'its authorship and how 
it came into her hands. The paper, 
which is in the form of a letter, and 
addressed to “My dear son,” cer
tainly affords new opportunity for’dis
cussion on the responsibility of crim
inals. Here is the letter, which was 
probably written some years ago:

“It has almost broken my heart 
many times seeing you, the boy I love 
so, growing up a criminal. Our folks, 
nor you, have never known the reason 
which I believe to have been your 
ruin. They know your father and 
myself to have been respectable and 
honest. I was particularly careful in 
raising you, from reasons only known 
to myself, but in spite of all you have 
been a desperate criminal fronKyour 
youth. It was a great blow to me. 
when you were first sentenced, but 
knowing what I do I cannot feel hard 
toward you. For it is now my firm 
belief that I myself, your poor old 
mother, am responsible for your bad 
and unlawful habits.

“I once consulted Detective Des
mond, of this city (meaning St. Louis), 
about your case. He could not com
prehend how the son of honest parents 
could develop into such a criminal, 
but when I disclosed to him my theory 
he agreed with me. It is this:

“Just before you were born your 
father was drinking.iquohmore, JhjjiL 
was good' for him, and would spend 
all his wages in drink if he had an 
opportunity. I found it very hard to 
.get any monp^from him for our bread 
and meat'. At last it got so that the 
only way I cofllc] get his money was 
by waiting until he was asleep at 
night, and then picking his pockets. 
Many and many a night I have got up 
when he was asleep in the bed by my 
side, tip-toed over to where his clothes 
lay,' and - like a thief go through his 
pockets and take what money I found 
there.-. He was atSthat time drinking 
so hard, that every night almost he 
would go to bed drunk, and the next 
morning he could not remember 
whether or not he had any money 
when he came home. But, he had a 
hot temper, and I was always afraid 
when I would be picking his pockets 
lie would wake and find me doing it. 
Thus I went through all the brain 
sensations of 'a daring burglar, even 
such as l am informed you have be
come. Shdi'tly after thdt you were 
bora, and I firmly believe .you' came 
.into' the world a thief, owing to that 
crime-like, though necessary, practice 
of mine. I feel that you should know 
this; that your mother suffered all 
along during your wicked .career( and 
that if you ever feel sad and repent
ant, it will be some comfort to know 
these circumstances. May God be

a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo- 
PÆDLA, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Enoyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in^connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal - 
Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos» 

fug the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and aog> - 
malic Christianity, containing many al&rtllng conclu< 
alons never before published, showing clearly the . 
mythical character of most of tbo Old and New Testa« 
meat stories, and proving that Jesus was an iinpersou*  . - 
atton and not a person. A genuine sensation. t ■ ’: 
Price For Sale at this Office.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
81.00. For sale at this office.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who Would gain- a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

"Woman, Church and State." By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than -common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; snowing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by everyone. Price 82, post
paid. .

“Vashti, ofd and -New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, $1. For 
sale at this office.

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
t-he brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office. Price 50 cents.

A new edition of “Three Sevens,,, by 
the Phelon’s, is just issued. The May 
Arena says: - “The gist of such books as 
Dr. Phelon’s “Three Sevens,’’and other 
works descriptive of _or alluding to.the. 

'variousoccull societies, “wEioh seem to 
have existed for ages, has never, until 
recently, been said so'openly and plainly 
that‘he who runs may read.’” Cloth 
$1.25, postpaid. , Foresale af this .office.
^“The BvicIge Betfveen Two Worlds.” 

By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit- ■ 
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
81; paper, 75 cents.

Right Living.!’ By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teachij® the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily Comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
•Lyceum. In the hands of mothersand 
teachersit inay be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It, 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.
' “From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church," "By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in pnssingYrom the old faith of her 
parents to thi_Hght and. knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
npirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15cehts. ' .. -

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
This It a molt valuable book. It comes from an Ex*  

Priest, whose character Is abovo reproach, and who • : 
knows what he Is talklug about. Everybody should । 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains tho following chap« 
terax ,-
______ ... CHAPTER!. ... .... : 
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self« .

respect in the Coulcsslonal. '
. . . _ . CHAPTER IT. _ ... . .. '
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for thl .

Priest.
. .chapter III.. 

The Confessional la the Modern Sodom. -
„ . CHAPTER IV. . . ■
How the Vow of Celibacy of tho Priests Is made easj , . 

by Auricular Confession.
______ _  . CHAPTER V. . . _
The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con* 

fess.lonal—What becomes of her after uncondiUoO« 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Bala. '

CHAPTER VI. :
Auricular Confession destroys nil the Sacred Ties Qi 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clvlb 
ized Nations? -

_ . . . CHAPTER VIII. .. ..
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrllegloui 

Imposture. ■
. .. CHAPTER X. . . ..

God compels the Church of Rome to confess th< < 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

. . . .. . CHAPTER XI. . . .
Auricular Confession tn Australia, America, and

France. '
. „ . . .. CHAPTER XII... .. _
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Httfe 

bands and Fathers—Some of die matters on whlca * 
the Priest of Romo must Question his Penitent» .

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.OO*

Researches in Oriental Histojg%- 
BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.

On« FoL limo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION. ...
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
S. RESEARCHES IS ZOROASTRIANISM.
R. OERIPATION QE CHRISTIANITY. I 
<t. WHENCE OUR ARIAN ANCESTORS? | 

Tbe whole comprises an earnest but fruitless scardi - 
for a Historical Jesus. . . -

In this volume the Jews aro clearly shown not ta 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been« The Messianic idea Is traced to the Bae*  
trtan Philosopher» 2350 years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until iHa 
fully developed kilo Cbrlallanity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. . i

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cett’ 
tra) boro aro mythical ; ttyit the whole system 18 based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force: and that 
Its rites, ceremouiala, dogmas and superstitions ar® 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast ro
search among the record, or the past: It. tacts m 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per*  
son can read It without I istructk'o and profit, whether 
he reaches tho.samc conclusions with the author on 
otherwise. For talent thlLofflcG. ' . ••

JUST PUBLISHED!

AUTOMATIC WRITING
[SO-CALLED] WITH OTHER 

PSYCHIO EXPERIENCES 
-BY

SARA A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Spec!« 

men Pages of the Writing.

Handsomely bound in Cloth.
Price, $1,50,. Postage-lOe extra.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT
SLATHERED FROM THE TREE OR 
V7 Life. Containing eomo of tbo experience, nt a 
rptrlt who ba, been In spirit life fittr-ieven j-ear». By 
B. E. LltchCold. Thia work of 287- page, contain, I 
ra,t fund of Information. It gives the experlencea <4 
a spirit, and therefrom an important leuon 1, learned. 
He Thlta the home, of thefaUen, seeking to bless ,omi 
of them. His soUloqny, u ho enter« the dark valley. It 
very Interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice lead, bln to the Tempi, of FrogreM. 
HU philanthropic work U vividly portrayed. ThU 
work contain, «lateen chapter, of valuable Inform*  
Mon.1 Price 11,00. Tor tale, at tbU offloe. , \ r .



A WHEEL IN HIS HEAD.
It Turns Around Vigorously,

CINCINNATI NOTES.

Good Words from an Author,

ed in making the fair profitable. The

>. agd muperatition in all 
Ives placo to the light af-

Mrs. Jeffery’s home years ago,.

■against nearly all sorts of obstacles, es

came a strong and respectable church,

be

. Mrs. G. Partridge’s address is 3140
Rhodes avenue, instead of 3142, as an-

sume. Leave orders or address 3140 
Rhodes avenue, or at The Progress-

Grove oar south to 31st; Rhodes avenue, 
is one block west.

Mrs. Lora Holton can be addressed at

sufficient number to form a local branch 
of the State Association (a local society) 
at least a developing circle might bo or-

and superintendent of the Sunday
school, the attendance being two hun
dred little children.

ive Thinker office, where he can 
seen during the week-days.

had collected" the largest amount, over 
$45. ■

Auditors elected-were Mrs. A. E.
Pierce and Dumopt. Kingsley, of Hart
’ Committee fo^’tâssion work, Mrs.-

Connecticut Association.
The Connecticut State Spiritualist 

Association held its Tenth Annual Con-
vention at Hartford, Saturday, ‘ May 2, 
at 10:30 a. m. BusinesS'meeting at Uni
ty church; reports of officers; reports of 
societies. Election of officers resulted

nounced last week. Take Cottage

sang and gave tests. , r 
M. W. Lyman.

10, and at Cassadaga, August 11 to 19. 
He has two Sundays remaining in Au
gust open for engagement^ In the 
presence of the agplysis and demonstra
tion of nature’s principles, and

y . 1x ,, v , ,. , i -* lots is unaouDteaiy < yet to translate^ but when published, as books ever published. 
I think it certainly will be, will be very ...... ..........
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fGENERflL SURVEY
The Spiritualistic Field—Its 

Workers, Doings, Etc.

THBPftÖGRBGmVBTHINKBR.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 

. whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers toeciid 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be reah 
By at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning,, and items must reaca ■ 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 

• order to have immediate insertion' \
Lyman C. Howe will lecture at the 

Temple in Boston during the month of. 
May. His ramp engagements are as 
follows: The Northwestern camp the 
last two weeks of July; Cassadaga, the 
first week in August; Island • Lake, 
Mich., August 8 to 15; Grand Ledge, 
August 1(1. .. ■

■ Frank T. Ripley, speaker and test me
dium, has a few open dates for July and 
August for camp^medtings and grove
meetings. Address him at Erle, Pa,, 
for Muy: for June, at Chicago, Ill., 40 
Loomis street. y . •

C. T. S. Cook writes that on Sunday 
evening, at Vicksburg, Mich., C. E. 
Dent, of Vicksburg, affirmative; Hon, 
W. T. Smith, of Battle Creek, Mich., 
negative, debated the question: "That 
the manifestations of Modern Spirituaj- 
ism harmonize with Bible teaching." 
Owing to u funeral, a change was made 
from afternoon to evening, and many 
were not present, not knowing of .the 
change. A good . interest was mani- 
tested by those present, and both speak
ers scored good points. ■

Friends of John A. Johnston, of St. 
Louis, Mo., met at his residence, on his 
46th birthday, May 9th, and surprised 
him with a handsome silver ice-pitcher 
and a bouquet of exquisite roses and 
pinks. The presentation was made by 
Mr. Rumsey in well-chosen remarks, re
sponded to in a happy manner by the 
band of Mr. Johnston; after which a 
trumpet circle was held and some grand 
tests wore given.

Wm. T. Bradford writes of the great 
satisfaction Spiritualism lias given him. 
His spirit wife and brother have re
turned to him and conversed with him.

Mrs. Kate Blade, the slate-writing 
medium, is now located at No. 37 Thirty- 
third street, top flat, Where she will be 
pleased to seo her friends.

. Mrs. Jennie Ehrhardt, the spirit me
dium and prophetess, has removed to 
716 W. Madison street, corner of Honore 

. street, whofe she will welcome her 
; frienflsjyji-ieuasttaators.

J^WlNewcomb writes: “Your book, 
entitled 'The Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World,’ reached 
me according to contract, and I have 
carefully read the greater portion of 
its contents, and must .say that it is as
tonishing to me how and why the human 

■ race has believed, or can still believe, 
that death came into the world by sin or 
by any other little accident or mistake 
of some hero; but such are the facts in 
the case. At least nine-tenths of the 
people in this vicinity believe in such 
unreasonable, trashy doctrines; but I am 

chappy to say that there are a few 
Okus who have risen above the mist and 
fog of superstition and ignorance and 
have caught a gleam of Iteht of the new 
day when men shall us^ their reason 

. and not be gulled by fish stories and wa
ter walled up in Jordan or anywhere 

■ else; to inspire the ignorant to deeds of 
heroism and enthusiasm for an imagin
ary God and heaven which they know 
nothing about.”

■ C. J. Barnes, trumpet medium,writes: 
“lam ready to start East. Would like 
to make engagements for trumpet se
ances. Would stop at Dayton, Spring
field, Columbus and Akron, Ohio. Ad
dress me at 178 South Noble street, An
derson, Ind.”

Wm. J. Masters writes: “A most en
. joyable test seance was given by Dr.
Willis Edwards at his residence, 162 
Dearborn avenue, Wednesday evening, 

, .May 13, to a large and appreciative au
’ dience. The programme was excellent.
The doctor was assisted by the following 

, talent; Mr. Lon Howard, the ifispira- 
tional pianist. He delighted those pres
ent with selections from Liszt and Mo
zart. Dr. Edwards gave many fine tests. 
He sketched spirit picture^ of friends, 
which were fully appreciated. He con- 
eluded his part of the entertainment by 

■ giving independent slate-writing tftider 
. test conditions, in the light. Mr. Harry

Miller, the remarkable soprano, ren
dered selections during the evening. 
Rev. Geo. V. Cordingley gave poetical 
improvisations from subjects taken from 

■ the audience, closing with tests given 
with the clearness for which he is noted.

■ • At the close of the public exercises a se
lect number of invited guests were en- 

■•■■tertained by the doctor and his wife to
O most delicate and appetizing luncheon. 
Dr. Edwards’ private secretary, Mr. 
Kelley, has a pleasant word of welcome 
for all, making them feel at home. 
These musicales and seances are given 
■by the doctor, assisted by other talent, 

; every Wednesday evening at his resi
’ dence. The public are cordially in

vited.
Mrs. N. Howell writes from Los An

: geles, Cali.: “We were made extremely 
• happy on Sunday morning, May 3d, by 

■ the coming of H. D. Barrett,president of 
the -National Spiritualists’ Association, 

• to our city. He dropped in on us like a 
sunbeam. In the morning he gave us 
an insight into the workings of the asso- 

■. elation, and was followed by W. J. Col- 
villo in a brief address. In the fifter- 
noon he gave us a lecture on ‘Evolution,’ 
and was followed by Mrs. AdaFoye with 

, some pfher grand tests, and also by a
Bong, "*The  World is Moving On,’ ren
dered most pleasingly by Mrs. Sherwood. 
The audience was a large and interested 
one, and the hearty applause given Bro. 
Barrett must have been an assurance 
to him that he was more than "welcome.

, In the evening he spoke at the Truth 
Seekers and also at the First Spiritual

- Society; in both places he was greeted 
by large audiences. At the First So- 
cioty, W. J. Colville is the speaker, and 
io generously gave way to Bro. Barrett, 
ie was tendered a rousing reception at 
Urs. Howell’s parlors, made pleasanter 
>y the fact that the three societies were 

well represented.”
J. S. writes from Greenwood, Wis.:. 

"Mrs. M. K. Barton, a medium from 
Mirineapolis, Minh.,' came here over a 

r. year ago to give‘some lectures'and tests, 
-1!he most striking of which was1 one She 
gave to a widow, who formerly lived' 
Hore and was'back on a visit. After 

• Mrs. Barton's lecture she told the lady 
■ her pas.t'and future, and up to the pres

ent time all she told her has come true. 
Amongst other striking things she told 
was" her marriage to a man she had 
never seen at that time, describing the 

.;■ man; also the death of Her son, before a
Certain time; oil of which has come 

■ true.”-.- ........... . ....
C. C; does not coincide with the view 

: that the materializations are all fraudu
lent. He writes: “Hod I time and 

. .apace I could tell of wonderful things 
thatlhave witnesBed through the me-

dlumshin of a young boy, who Aos' hod 
seances lor doctors, lawyers. profesBors. 
and, in f»ct, all classes of people, and 
convinced them of spirit return. It 
would seem that they should be able- to . 
judge of the genuineness of what .they 
saw.”' -

Bishop A. Beals started from Sum
merland, Cal., on Mjiy 7, for Portland, 
Ore., where he is to remain for a timé.

Dr.’ Dean Clark is stopping at various 
places on the Northern Pacific R. R,, 
doing missionary work.. Wherever he 
goes he Awakens great', interest 
by his stirring eloquence and forcible 
presentation of 1 the facts and phi
losophy he so thoroughly under
stands. At Ellensburg and North Ta- 
kima. Wash., he created great interest, 
and his lectures won marked approba
tion from the .most cultured and influen
tial citizens. At last accounts he was 
in Spokane, Wash., »nd w»s expecting 
•soon to roach Minneapolis.

J. W. Magoon, M. D., writes: "We 
are now in Milwaukee, en route to the 
Northwest, and will be .engaged here 
for some weeks yet. Several flourish
ing meetings are' held in this staunch 
old city of the yellow walls and honest 
Germán faces and hospitable hand*-  
shakes. We have found many pleasant 
friends among the home-workers in thia 
city, zealous for the cause and eager for 
progression. Should , this letter meet . 
the eye of any of our Spiritualist frlehds 
in Sheboygan, Oshkosh, or other Wis
consin towns north or west of here, 
would be pleased to correspond, relative 
to lecturing, searice-work, etc., in their 
town. One of Milwaukee's genial Bpirl 
Its in the cause, Dr. Mehrton, holds suc- 
ceseful Sunday evening meetings at cor
ner. of Third and Reservoir streets, and 
is an indefatigable worker in our 
ranks." . .'

W. P. Clifford writes: “Now that I 
have got a little start In the way of get
ting subscribers, I shall continue and 
try and raise at least ten subscribers and 
as many more as I can. In these hard 
times and tribulations that tries men’s 
spnis, it certainly behooves every true 
Spiritualist, and all those interested in 
the uplifting of humanity, and all whoare 
free from the selfish goals of this planet, 
or’who have the uplifting of their feh 
low-.nen at heart, to make an effort, at 
least, to secure subscriptions for that 
class of literature that elevates man
kind and brings joy and happiness, not 
only here upon earth, but in the spirit- 
wofld for all eternity. The tree shall 
be judged according to the fruit It bears, 
and man shall be judged according to 
the deeds done while in the form upon 
éarth, be they good or bad, and reap his 
reward accordingly.”

E. W. F. Sprague writes: “I have 
just finished reading “Philosophy of 
Spirit,” by Hudson Tuttle. 1 think it is 
a most excellent book, and one that all 
may read with profit. Like his other- 
writings, it is philosophic and scientific, 
and bears the imprint of true inspira
tion throughout. Such teachings need 
to be placed in every home. May its 
author live many years on this plane to 
do the work of the Spirit-world."

John C. Wray writes from Butte, 
Mont.: “lam forty-five years old, and 
up to the past week have never had the 
slightest faith In Spiritualism nor medi
ums of any kind. I was, However, pre
vailed upon last Friday afternoon by a 
friend to visit Prof. Snowden, who Is for 
the present at 321 West Galena street. 
Tbe room was perfectly lighted by the 
sunshine, and to my utter astonishment 
I received a direct com mu nidation from 
my wife, who died eleven years ago. In 
that communication she advised . me 
concerning affairs unknown to any liv
ing person, told’me the exact hour, date 
and place of our marriage, and gave her 
name as ‘Issy,’ which is what I always 
called her, being short for Isabella. I 
have also heard of several other remark
able tests given by Snowden.”

Etta S. Eamons, of Concordia, Kan., 
and Mrs. Hammond, test medium, of 
Topeka, Kan., are reported by Brother 
Luther as doing some excellent work at 
Green, Kan. He writes: .“Mrs. Ham
mond’s tests consisted of seeing, describ
ing. and conversing with spirits, giving 
names in full, dates, ages, eto., to the 
entire satisfaction óf those present. 
Mrs. Eamons; lectures wore grand.”

C. F. Sherman gives an account of 
how certain “revivalists” conducted 
themselves at Palmyra, Wis. They ac,t 
tl\e same the world over. They exhibit 
neither reason nor common-senee in 
their efforts to make converts. If one 
happens to die in a family, that occur
rence is made a lever to produce con
verts, and monstrous Iles are told to 
bring about the result desired.
» R. L. Taylor writes from Michigan: 
“Having commenced reading The Pro
gressive Thinker,.! cannot, fora mo
ment, think of being without it. It fur
nishes mental food for which -I have 
long been hungering. I was born and 
brought up to my twenty-fourth year 
under the teachings and - discipline of 
the Presbyterian faith—school of Jon
athan Edwardst and what a grand, glori
ous sense I now feel of liberty and free
dom from the dark, cruel, chilling dog- 
jnas of that old priest-accursed theology. 
I greatly enjoy the sharp rapier thrusts 
of Eva A. Cassell, and the grand, noble 
utterances of Richmond, Moulton and U 
score of others.” . '

Mrs. M. Summers has’ discontinued 
her meetings for the summer months. 
They have been very successful,

A grand Indian council and spiritual 
basket picnic will be given by Rev. 
Geo. V. Cordingley, pastor of the Pro
gressive Spiritual Church, Saturday, 
May 23, 1896. To the general public, 
societies, speakers, mediums, and offi
cers offtSame: You are all cordiaUy in
vited to be present and take part in the 
exercises of the day. The Indian coun
cil at 11 a. m. Address and tests by dif
ferent mediums at 2 p. m. A grand 
camp-fire, with address of welcome ‘by 
the Indian chief Red Jacket, at 8 p. m., 
assisted by the Indian controls of other 
mediums. Take Madison street cable 
going west, transfer to the electric go
ing to the river Desplatees, get off on 
the east side of. the river at the-picnic 
frounds. Positively no intoxicating 
rinks allowed. Ice cream and other 

refreshments for sale on the grounds.
Marguerite St. Omer is ready to an

swer calleas an inspirational lecturer,: 
psychometrist and test medium for 
June; also for camip engagements and 
season of ’96 and ’97. Address 738 Rich
mond street, Cincinnati, O. ,

C. H. H., secretary, writes from Port 
Huron, Mich.-. “In accordance with 
the unanimous expression of thé Port 
Huron Society of Spiritualists, Mrs. 
Anna L. Robinson has again accepted 
the terms offered to her to lecture for 
them another year. Othqr societies will 

' please take notice that hereby all her
Sundays from September to June, 1897,. 
are thus engaged; We fully appreciate 
that we are very fortunate lH being able 
to retain the services of one of the*most  
popular lecturers in the-field,- aud are 
anticipating a prosperous year for our 
cause, not’only on the rostrum, but also 
in the children’s progressive lyceum. 
We also have in Mr. Renwick (a mcm- 
ber of our society) a fine medium . for 
materializatlpnB, and ¿re thus prepared 
to demonstrate to all Investigators the 
truth of Spiritualism." ■ ■

F. E. Schaar writes from Seattle, 
Wash.: "The .First Spiritual Society 
has secured the services of the well- 
known lecturer and test medium, >Mrs. 
Georgia Cooley, of Portland, Ore., for 
the period of her stay in this city. As

she is so woll kpown it je unnecessary 
for us to recommend her, no we will 
'only say we are glad she is with us. 
The society would like to hear from any 

.’mediums traveling thle. waywho have 
the cause of Spiritualism at? heart pre
dominating over the money question. 
The society is just starting upon its sec
ond year of existence, and.we have had, 
and still have, many opposing forces to 
overcome. Our whole desire is to get 
as much of the truth to as many as pos
sible, and in consequence are not mak
ing any charge at the door, or for mem- 
befl'ship dues. We are paying a large 
hall rent, considering our income, which 
consists of Sunday evening contribu
tions, which are not overwhelmingly 
large, and the proceeds from one social 
a month. So if we -eeure mediums they 
must necessarily be such who are situ
ated and willing to make a little sacri
fice upon the money question. All such 
may write to F. E. Shaar, 2017 Western 
avenue, stating terms, phase, etc."

The Spiritualists of San Francisco 
will hold a convention on May 24, 25 and 
26, on which occasion Harrison D. Bar
rett, Of Washington, D. C'., President of 
the National Spiritualist Association of 
America, will take a leading part. Ar- 
rangeinents for the convention are prac
tically completed. The convention 
promises to be the most important event 
In the history of Pacific Coast Spiritual
ism. There are to be three sessions Sun
day, May 24, in Golden Gate Hall, and 
sessions in Metropolitan Temple on the 
Monday and Tuesday following. Mon
day evening a grand phenomenal demon
stration will be held in the temple. John 
Slater, of Brooklyn, and Mrs. Whitney, 
of San Francisco, test mediums, and 
Fred Evans and Mrs. Francis, of San 
Francisco, slate writers, will appear 
among, other mediums and lights of 
their cult in the demonstrations. The 
Sunday’s session will be confined to serv
ices, as business matters are to be con
sidered only at the week-day sessions. 
It may be that as a result of this con
vention the Spiritualists will build a 
church or hall In San Francisco. The

ganized for' the.pprpose of developing 
the local mediumg who will in time ren
der service to th» cause, either in their 
own localities or ,tq the public at large. 
Thue it seems pqseible to create and 
maintain an intent in even the most 
remote portions of the general field, and 
establish measuregj'of practical coopera
tion throughout every State. If these 
State Associations become properly re
lated to the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation, as .they should .be. Spiritualism 
will be able to hold its position assart or
ganic fact and factor in the great drama 
of human events. ¿With these purposes 
in view I would solicit immediate corre
spondence with all -Spiritualists and lib- 
eralists within this State and elsewhere 
who would cooperate with me in the 
furtherance of said purposes, and adopt 
such measures of cooperative action as 
.will enable us to present the claims of 
Spiritualism logically and acceptably to 
the people everywhere. Address me at 
No. 233 Commi’i'clal street,'Springfield, 
Mo.”

A subscriber writes: "Gospel Temple 
at National Hall, 681 West Lake street, 
if progressing, every Monday and Fri
day evening under the management of 
Revs. E. and H. Raphael, and now we 
are making arrangements for a large 
outing party for the Sunday-school chil
dren, to take place sometime in July., 
All children are welcome. *

Alberta Howard writes from Dubuque, 
Iowa: “Being one of many that feel's 
anxious to see the grand work of Spirit
ualism advanced in this stirring city of 
Dubuque, it is only just that those to 
whom credit is due be. mentioned for 
their long and continued service in lay
ing the foundation of this great cause 
that is spreading and the good that is 
lodging in the hearts of so many that 
want the truth. The city has many 
grand and noble workers that have given 
their time and means. The ladies of 
Liberal Spiritualist Society have held a 
fair, just closed, which was a success; 
the proceeds to go towards fitting up 
rooms for the society meetings. Mrs, 
F. M. Cox., Mrs. L. Spiese, and many 
others hard and faithful workers assist-

Progressive Spiritualist Society of San 
Francisco has property valued at 850,
000, bequeathed by Mrs, Eunice Sleeper _ „ ... • , , , ,
for the object of establishing a meeting- 60elety will miss that lovely inspirational 
place and supporting the society. This ?Ç?,ak.er,' MraL?te,01' who,lef‘ h,eie I0,1' 
money, with more to be collected, m'ay Milwaukee. The Progressive Spirltual- 
be soon used in building a headquarters. Society has a great leader in Dr. O. 
There are seven incorporated Spiritual- Adams, a,noted “philanthropist 
ist societies in San Francisco.

A. D. Clark writes: “Memorial serv
ices for the late Lauretta M. Hendee, an 
old time Spiritualist and healer, who 
passed over at Cook County Hospital, 
April 14th, 1896, were held at National 
Hall, under the direction of Father Wil-

Prof. Lockwood is home for a few 
days from his eastern engagements. He
goes to Watseka, Ill., to give three lec
tures, commencing May 30th. In Jupe 
he goes to Buffalo, N. Y. His camp en
gagements are as follows: At Onset, 
July 9 to 18; Lake Pleasant, from July 
19 to 24; Chesterfield, Ind., August 1 .to

Dams, on Sunday evening, May 10. 
Mrs. DeWolf eloquently and effeatively 
portrayed the consolation afforded by 
the basic facts of Modern Spiritualism, 
in assuring us of a continued individual 
existence beyond the transition called 
death, and the necessity of preparing 
therefor, by living in accordance with 
tbe highest inspiration presented to us. _____  t w, • * •
Mr. Harry Dalton spoke earnestly and their application to the philosophy of 
appropriately. Mr. Riley paid an affec- Spiritualism, as ^presented by Prof, 
tlouate tribute to the memory of the Lockwood, materialism and eccleslastl- 
arlsenone. Mrs. Jaquet and Dr. W. T. cism are dumb. ‘ "
Parker spoke briefly and pointedly. At of its phases, gives place to „ 
thd request of many friends Father forded by scientific .^verification. The 
Williams will resume his Wednesday time is at hand when thinkers will de
night meetings at National Hall, No. 681 
W. Lake street. All are cordially in
vited/ There will be good speakers and 
mediums in attendance.”

P. O. Hudson, Michigan's favorite 
singer and musician, has published a 
piece of music entitled, “The Bible that 
My Father Read Is Good Enough for 
Me.” It will faterest Spiritualists at 
their meetings In the future. ■

Mrs.1 Mary Jacobs,' from Minneapolis, 
Minn., is now located in this city at 63 
Elizabeth street. She is a trance, test 
and business medium.

Mrs. Buss, an' excellent medium of 
Goshen, Ind., is visiting Mrs. M. A. 
Jeffery, 546W. (53d street. Goshen was

mand thinkable data to account foMho 
phenomenon of life afrd its progressions. 
Prof. Lockwood (Jmsj had phenomenal 
success In his Eastern engagements, his 
lectures attracting lithe attention of 
minds eminent in-science. His perma
nent address is 9^ Og^en avenue.

Mrs. Sarah E. ¿Bromwell writes: “I 
have returned from Springfield, having 
a pleasant tour visiting friends, and en
joying’all pointe’¿I1 interest at thé capi
tal; visited the tomb of our martyred 
President. I also saw the flag that was
carried by Captain Moore’s regiment, 
with others of note. I was especially 
interested, as Captain Moore is known 
as one of my guides. Last, but not least, 
I was delegated by the Sunlight Center

, n I ' ' r,. Band to make application to the SecreChurch ot' Fraternal Endeavor, Sig- tary of State for a charter,-which will
ler s Hall, 528 W. 63d street, over post- hn arahttd nnxt wook .
office. Services Sunday, 8 p. m. ftev. C i-™ a,
Mrs. M. A. Jeffery, pastor; residence, , W- H. Bach yvillbe at FindlayrOhip, 
546 W. 63d street. Meeting Sunday af- during the rest of May, where he can be 
ternoon at 3 o’clock, and Friday evening addressed for engagements. .
at 8 o'clock, at pastor's residence. Mrs. 
Wilson N. Abbott, teacher of voice, 
7436 Eggleston avenue, will furnish mu
sic and singing at the services.

Wm. Hessman, president, and Wm. 
F. Schumacher, secretary, write: “The 
Spiritualistic Church of the Students of 
Nature, meeting at Munson’s Hall, 1052 
Milwaukee avenue, now adjourns until 
autumn.- Less than two years ago this 
was only a neuclus of a society, meeting 
in an inconvenient hull of limited dimen
sions. Mrs. M. Summers was elected 
iiastor, and she devoted her energies to 
ts interests, working shoulder to shoul

der with the few faithful members

3815 Michigan avenue, Chicago, for en
gagements af the camps, as music di
rector and teacher of Delsarte physical 
culture, and voice culture.

Rev. 8. W. Edmunds wUl answer calls 
to lecture<to societies and camp-meet
ings during summer, autumn and win
ter. Address him at 2433 Freret street, 
New Orleans, La. . '

Dr. T. Wilkins again announces him-CKo-iiiou ucanv oviw ur vwouavicc, ©□ _ .____ _________ a_ __________ x.__________ x
oecially detraction, until the society be- SQH ill readiness to give magnetic treaty 
• - -mentss His old patients, so many of

whom no cured, will no doubt be pleased 
with this information. His helpers on 
the othgr side are equally anxious to re-

with no debts on hand and nearly one 
hundred dollars in the treasury. Meet
ings were held every Sunday evening 
during this period, and circles and so
cials every week. Credit for the suc
cess of this organization is mainly due 
to our beloved pastor,, who we hope will 
return to us next fall for another year, 
after a summer’s rest and recuperation. 
Thanks are also due to several mediums 
and lecturers from other localities who 
have greatly assisted with their talent.
The Wednesday evening circles will be 
continued regularly during the summer. 
Thus it seems that in this locality Spir-. 
itualism has come to stay, and this re? 
liglous organization, in many respects, 
is like the Church of the Soul, and our. 
favorite pastor sustains the same per-, 
manent relation to it that the celebrated

, Mrs. Richmond does to that society. A 
number of the susceptible students have 
been developed into good mediums. The

in the choice, of O. È. Bingham, of 
Cheshire, president; ;, Mrs. A. E., Pierce, 
Hartford, vice-president; Mrs. j. E. B. 
Dillon, Hartford, secretary and treas
urer. Reports of. committee of solicitors 
for funds showed that Mrs. Nora Dowd

gifts of healing, etc., have also been 
brought out, the weak in the faith have 
been made strong,, and many doubters 
settled in the great truth of spirit: com
munion " vuuiiuivvee ivr .uuwiini wurti, iurs.-

m l’ -nrr-n-ftT,- _ » - i _ ■ J-A. Chapman, éf Norwich; Mrs. H.
Phebe Willet Dean quotes, In oppost- -nrr Wale Meriden'üánd Mr« BiUnn 

tion tothe teachinffsof some writerscon- tn th« rtN’dHnnjd CnhvAnHnri
cerning evil spirits and their ability to Mrs J ^'StórrH. HartfnrrT
return and Control mortals, from a work . pAmmífhte nn ¿sWAlntínn» w . , • ... * . . .»■ vommiuree uu "-icíjchuliulidí vreo. w.
on mental diseñes, written by Andrew Burnham,Willlmdfitíú; Mrs. J A. Chan/- 
Jaokson Davis.in 1871, wherein he says: mnn Mr« T. D Starrs - ‘ r
“Believe me, the police and philan-' Tu’the afterñoohJ'JÍFrank Baxtér'of 
tnropic arrangements for the prevention Mn-a • lerftn^d Ranrr ána cri va'
of crime and for the4care and curing of ^sts w He ■
the great army of criminals and unfor- a t MaxKftniJ th« awaa*.  «ino-Ar 
tunates constantly marching from earth, Washiriffton enlivened all of the 
are Infinitely more perfect and effective mPpfin)rB hvbi« íiéiiinfiil meln<Hns , .i. - r, - , -r A» x. J . niCCblUKD Uy XiXn UVUUVIIUA UltilUUluo.. „
&?u?5?5ffdft'±m^ Ye';e?xA6t 7:30 P. m.—Song Mr. Baxter; iff-
foreshadowed m best terrestrial institu- vndAtinn hr Mfr nmtfnnmh nf Rnrino*.  tións.” This, She declares, is good sense, fieW’Mas? lecU^bV Mrs Tennfe Ha- 
from good authority and hetos to make an ta.k80’h| of fflraSd Rapids, Mich., 
the Spiritual philosophy still more beau- . * ¿ imnrnvi«d nAfrmqbv Rnrn» üa! 
tlful, instead of rendering It hateful and fore ehe Jgave ereetings
obnoxious. . which she brought from the Massachu-

Rev. M. Theresa Allen writes from setts State convention at Salem, from 
Springfield, Mo.: “As general organizer May S. Pepper and F. B. Woodbury, 
for Missouri and Kansas, I have visiteff secretary of the National Association, 
quite a number of: the smaller towns in At the close of the lecture and poems, 
these two States, lecturing and giving" J". D. Stiles gave 121 tests, nearly every 
tests -wherever»the" friends of our cause one of which was recognized.
made ready for ine. ; I have had excel- : Sunday, 10:30 a. m.—Conference 
lent audiences and the best of attention Odd Fellows Hall; report ol committee 
given to the claims of Spiritualism—its on resolutions, which were freely dis-- 
Íihenomena, philosophy, science and re- cussed; report of ’ committee on mission 
igiQD. In addition to the general dis- work. ' ' -

semination of the truths of Spiritualism, " ' . .
my purpose is to form societies, wher
ever it is feasible to do so, and bring 
them into organic relations with their, 
respective State Association, by means 
of sub-charters. Where there is not a

2 p.jh.—Mr.Baxtersangj'Only a Thin 
Veil Between Us,” one of O.P.Ixmgley’s 
songs; Mrs. Jackson improvised poems 
and a lecture on various subj’ects pre
sented by the audience. J. D. Stiles 
gave very rapidly 177 tests. ■ ■ -

■ 7:30 p. m.—J. Frank Baxter lectured,

AND PRODUCES SCINTILLATIONS OP ’ 
VARIOUS KINDS, WHICH WILL INTER 
EST THE READERS OF THE PROGRESS- , 
IVE THINKER. . . ;

I got back from Philadelphia safe and 1 
sound. The medium arresters either 1 
did not regard me as a medium, or 
thought I was not of enough importance ’ 
to engage their attention. It is just 1 
possible that it is not wise for me, to 1 
crow too loud or too soon. Things have ■ 
unexpectedly shaped so that I am to re- 1 
turn to Philadelphia next November; 1 
my time may come then. All things j 
considered, I had a good time, and, I | 
trust, did some good In the City of , 
Brotherly Love, and I shall be happy to • 
greet the friends there again in tne au- 1 
tumn, , ■
_ The latter part of April was very hot I 
in Pennsylvania, more so, it was said, 1 
than has been known since a record was 1 
kept. In many things Boston is a fast 1 
city compared with the "Quaker City," 1 
but in point of climate this year, Phila- j 

'd’elphia began its heated term at least ' 
two weeks ahead. Just now, however, j 
Boston is on the home stretch, and beau- J 
tlful spring has already turned into a 
foretaste of dogdays, if not something 
more torrid. The summer hegira from 
Boston has already begun. Why, bless 
you, Mr. Editor, even the trees on Bos? 
ton Common, the ■ biggest place of its 
size on earth, and the coolest place in 
Boston, are leaving.

The bicycle craze has become epidem- , 
ic here. AD the men,.women and chil
dren are on wheels or have wheels in 1 
their heads. I think I am the only per
son who has escaped; and a fair diagno
sis of my case, I fear would lead to the 1 
conclusion that I had been slightly af- 1 
Dieted with the same malady. Iwas 1 
not to blame for catching it. It oe- 1 
curred to me in this wise: It- is the old, 
old story. - “The “woman thou gavest 
to be with me, beguiled me." . The fact 
is, no “feller” can watch his wife unless 1 
he can know something near where she 
is, and when ' a woman gets on wheels 
the “sharer of her joys and sorrows” 
must get a wheel or he will fail to keep 
up with the procession in which hie 
wife moves, Well, that is the.whole 
story. Under those circumstances, “ne- 
cesslty was laid upon me," “the woman 
gave the fruit to me, and I did eat." .1 
am following Mattie up the most ‘of my 
spare time. .

I warn the world that women arc not 
whatthey used to be when my good 
mother was a woman, She was content 
to use a spinning-wheel; but try to fit 
one of our mothers’ wheels to your, wife 
or mine, Brother Francis, and we will ■ 
soon learn that we haven’t got such 
wives as our fathers had.

To be real honest, the craze came so 
near to me that it came near being the 
death of me. My “bike” and I got 
caught in a jam, in the crowded street, 
and I had to hastily desert It in order to 
save my head. I think more of my head 
than I do of my wheel; I escaped, but 
my “bike” did not. It had to go to the 
hospital to be doctored; it came out as 
good as new. It is wiser now than it 
was; it now keeps out of crowded 
streets. Mrs. Partington, the dear old 
soul, warned Ike that there was “great 
danger of his getting killed in some of 
his narrow escapes." I shall profit by 
the old lady’s wisdom and avoid ‘ ‘narrow 
escapes" in the future.

Before leaving this subject, permit me 
to raise my pen in solemn warning to 
persons riding untrained “bikes," to 
keep out of danger when going down 
hill. The most of us go down hill a good 
deal; when one gets started on the down
ward road there Is no knowing to what 
depths he will go, and there Is always 
danger. It Is so easy in this life to get 
started down little declivities, and, in 
such cases, the further one goes the faster 
he goes, until too late, he finds where he 
is at. That was my case.

lam again occupying the rostrum in 
Berkeley HalL...My audiences, though 
not so large as they were in March, are 
quite as enthusiastic as ever.' The 
heated term and the wheel business are • 
to blame for the ensmallment of our 
congregations. Misery loves company. 
The same causes have emptied, or near
ly emptied, all the churches. Even 
.among those who believe they must ao 
to church or to hell, many have delib
erately chosen the latter, and are tak
ing their chances to out-ride his Satanic 
Majesty on their wheels. Une minister 
thinks the trial a dangerous experiment 
and has announced that “Boston is go
ing to hell on wheels." Another minis
ter has recognized tbe fact that unless the 
wheel is converted and u^ed to wheel 
sinners to church, the churches will run 
empty, hchven will be depopulated, and 
all over its walls will be placarded, 
“Rooms to Letl"

This clergyman urges his church to 
fix a place tor blcyeles and appoint a 
new church officer, whose duty it will 
be to check and carq for all the wheels 
that come .in, and they must admit 
ladies and gentlemen in their bicycle 
costumes. As soon as I read that I went 
and got.Rie most religious-looking cos
tume I could find. Last Sunday the 
church tried it (the minister’s experi
ment, not mine) on a small scale, and 
thirty-five religious bicycles went to 
church. The minister, after praising 
them for wheeling themselves to church, 
and telling them that there was no more 
sin in riding.on Sunday, providing they 
rode in the right direction, than there 
was in walking, went oùt, even before 
he had disrobed himself, to see his 
cyclers mount and start home.

The fact is, there is a general stam
pede away from the churcnes just now. 
The Globe of last Monday morning said 
that there were .only fifteen people in 
one of the largest churches in the city. 
-The churches must keep a little nearer 

• up to the time's, Q^they will be deserted 
for other and more entertaining club- 

Èèes. Four Congregational churches 
now holding business meetings With 
idea of uniting and forming one 

;e church. All on‘account of a lack 
4 Of funds and hearers to sustain the four. 

Thus ¿comes the--évidence from every. 
. source that “The Old Ship. Of Zion” is} 

floundering among the breakers. __J
The quarterly convention of the State 

Association of Spiritualists met in thé 
city of Salem on the 30th jilt. Spirit
ualists assembled from all-.parts of the 
State: that with the crowds that came 
-from Salem and adjoining towns' filled 
the hall toits utmost capacity. People 
stood tip in the halls and the ante-rooms’ 
airthe afternoon and evening. Boston, 
turned out the largest crowd that it ever 
sent to a Spiritualist convention any
where. . -

There were so many, speakers and- me
diums present that I will not’ mention 
any of them by name. I know I could 
not think of half of them, and I fear 
those notméntioned woùld think I had 
purposely'slighted them. >' ? '

The speeches were, for the most part,' 
■ good and right to the point. AU seemed 

bent on setting out anew hud united' to 
make the world understand ■ what Spir
itualism is. There were7 so many 
speakers present that nôimorc than half 
of them had a chance to be heard. The 
talk is, I believe, that the nextquarter- 
erly convention will ,be held in Spring
field.

The hot weather has set most of the 
• Spiritualists hereabouts to anticipating 

the annual camp-meeting outing.- All

who can getaway from the city, bo far 
as I can learn, intend to go to some of 
the numerous camps. From memory I 
edn now count up nine camps which are. 
to be held in New England; and still 
there are-more in incubation. I wonder 
if tlie camp-meeting business is not just 
a little overdone.

Three more Sundays here, then I will 
be on the wing, with very little rest day 
or night.until October. Juno 7 to 151 
am to be1 in Somerville, Conn. Then I 
go to Lima, O., for June 21 and July 5; 
to Bluffton, Ind., for June 27 and 28; to 
the Derry, Kan., camp for July 11 to 21; 
then to Grand Ledge, Mich: then to On
set, Mass.: next to Brady Lake, O.: then’ 
to Mantua, O.; then to Haslett Park, 
Mich.; then to Etna, Me.; then to Ash
ley, O. After that to Hayesville, Iowa, 
and Unionville, Mo. October I will 
spend in Allegheny City, Pa,; Novem
ber : in Philadelphia, December in 
Watertown, N. Y. Then back to New 
England, and so on to the camp Beason 
of ’97.

Before closing, Mr. Editor, let me ask 
you to hold yoiir ear close, down to my 
pen, while I tell you that I have two 
more books on the brain, one large onq 
and one small, one, and there is no rest 
for me until I write them off, When 
they are where they can get hold of the 
brains of the public and make them suf
fer, l ean have a short rest. This is my 
kind of vicarious atonement.

Boston, Mass.: Moses Hull.

To the Editor:—The cause of Spir
itualism, under the teachings and in
structions of Miss St. Omer, is in a fair 
way of becoming one of the permanent 
Institutions of this city, This lady 
stands at the head of her profession as a 
speaker and a psychometrical reader, 
and is making hosts of friends wher
ever she goes. The angels make a good 
use of her time on- the earth, for she. 
has a limited stay, with us. As the 
physical continues to weaken, the spirit 
strengthens, and her readings are simply 
marvelous. -

Miss St. Omer is one of "the Balt of 
the earth." Her heart beats in unison 
with the poor and afflicted. She not 
only gives freely of he? inspired 
thoughts, but her purse-strings are 
often loosened, as many poor arid unfor
tunate ones will testify.

One by one the old speakers and me
diums are passing away, and no one 
thinks of doing them honor until after 
they have departed this life. Let us 
speak kindly of all those that are striv
Ing to do their duty for poor humanity, 
who know so little about the beautiful 
teachings of our new religion. Let us 

.aD.'.old and young, unite in the cause of 
truth, and work together In harmony 
and give to the world the best we have 
In this most holy cause, the truth of 
which has beeri handed down to us from 
the heavenly kingdom.

When Modern Spiritualism becomes 
better known, a flood of light will sweep 
over the earth such aa has never been 
known before. ■' “

Let us organize under the banner of 
truth, and flood the world with spiritual 
literature, such as will free the minds 
of the Christians from the shackles of 
old theology, and give them a better re
ligion, such as Jesus taught, which is 
the same as that the angels are striving 
so hard to Instruct, us in at the present 
time. .

If all the,speakers and mediums 
would devote their whole time to the 
cause of our beautiful philosophy as 
Miss St. Omer does, the angels would 
bestow upon them gifts of the higher 
order. “These signs shall follow tljem 
that believe.” Wm. Cleveland.

BY MOSES HULL,

BY A. B. FRENCH.

—AND—

founded on justice and equity—is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, tn larger 
clear typo, with portrait and Illustrations. OnovoL, 
postSyo, 2*8 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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THE LAW OF NATURE, 
.'. TO WHICH II ADDED

Volney-! Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and

Constellations by the Editor; -
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Heavens a 

' the Ancients.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
... OF...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
.. . OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal paetagn of the O[d and New

Testament Serlpturee which prove 
or imply Spiritualism/ ■

Together with a Brief history of the origin of many ot 
the Important books of the Bible."

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE,

PRICE, SI.O0, POSTPAID.

VOLÑÉÜS“BIJINS

MAY 23, 1806

■4
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This Instrument Is substantially the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare in bis early inveatigaUoni. 
In Its improved form It has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and 1n the hands of thousand! 
of persons has proved its superiority over the Flan, 
chette, and all other Instruments which have beta 
brought out in Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received bp 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship. •

Vo you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Vo you wish to develop Mediumship?
Bq you desire to receive Communicdtlons?

The Psychograph la an invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware ot 
their medlumlstlc gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with it as an amuslug toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling it knew more than them*  
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I bad 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave*  
stones »re moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism Is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
loss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, ^Jiose writings have made his 
name familiar to those Interested In psychic matt 
writes as follows: '1 am much pleased with the 1 
enograph. It ts very simple hi principle and const] 
tion, and I am sure nmt be far more sensitive to I 
Hua) power than the one now in use. 1 believe It ’ 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Mr. and Mrs. Kayner at Minne
apolis, Minn.

To the Editor:—Mrs. Isa Wilson- 
Kayner united in marriage last Sunday, 
the 10th test., Mr. William Snyder and 
Miss Alpha E. Tinklepaugh, at the 
home of Mr. Archibald Tullock, 2643 
Colfax avenue, this city. The young 
people were married at the home of the 
/H-ide1B-eiBter,.i;r the presence of rela
tivesand friends, and all things moved 
along quietly and in order. The cere- 
mohy was fbllowod by a wedding supper 
which was very nicely laid, and was 
heartily enjoyed by all present.

Since I last wrote you we have stepped 
out of the hall at 101 Washington av
enue, So., zmd taken the K. of P. ball, 
in the Masonic Temple, one of the finest 
halls in the city, and’ one which all the 
prominent speakers of our philosophy 
have taken when passing through this 
section of the Northwest. We are rfbw 
located In one of the finest parts of the 
city, and hope to reach some of the best 
people of Minneapolis, who are becom
ing a little interested in the question of 
proof of immortality. The tests by the 
teachers last Sunday evening were all 
pronounced correct, and some of them 
marked. ■

There are many people heré who 
knew E. V. Wilson well in the days that 
have gone, and every few days some 
person drops in fora moment, saying 
that they wish to meet and get ac
quainted with his daughter. One of 
tne phases that is developing very 
strongly with her at the present time, 
is the translation of various kinds of 
character writing through different me
diums, some of it being very ancient. 
It first came from a line or two being 
written upon the slate, and then read, 
and copied upon paper. The forces 
have now become so strong, however, 
that she hears the language in English 
and gives, it aloud, "when it is taken 
down by myself. We have one large 
book in hand that will take some time

interesting.
We have a series of short lecturea to., 

translate that were written automatic
ally through the hand of a German én- 
gineer, who is on duty at night, and gets 
the writing while watching a stationary 
engine. He cannot read or write Eng- 
glish. They appear to' bear upon the 
question of labor sometime in the Ro
man period. It seeing that if there is 
any of these Characters that the teach
ers cánnot readily master, that they get 
one of the people of that country for a 
time to come and attach themselves to 
our band of workers, and in this way we 
seem to be able to help the mediums,, 
who can make nothing out "of their 
work, and the spirit forces that at all 
times are trying to give souie instruc
tion and history from the country and 
times in which they existed in mortal 
form;' ■ '

Since spring has come there has beep 
a great transformation here, and I must 
say that Minneapolis in silmmer is in
deed a beautiful City. : ,

: ■ T. D. Kayner.

. “Voltaire’s Romances,” translated 
from the French. With numerous il-.' 
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely interesting, Price $2.' ■ •■ ' . ■ •• ■

Much that Is In this book appeared In an abridged 
fornlln a series of nine full pages of Thk J’roorkss- 
ivk Thinker. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritual!»ts who felt the ne6d of 
somoklndof document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Thoauthor, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Bpirituallstistic aud other themes and each one fa 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr 
Hull, in bis Introduction of this work says:

‘•Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its ‘sanctified’ enemies, it will not •spike’ It, but will 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send it out on its errand of en
lightenment with the bumble prayer that It win prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.''

Tmk Encyclopedia of Biblical Spir'tualism 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed ou good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author ana Is 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

GL€AI41HG3~
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

Thia work la one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare ¿e:ns of thought, prad*̂  
tlcal aa well aa profound. There la sunshine and 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work Is deaf 
cated to the author's favorite slater, Sarah French. 
Farr,' now passed to Bplrlt-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,O|tlo, gives an Interesting sketch of th, 
author's life.

CONTENTS: <
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, French.
William Denton. . . ■
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and War« of

Islam. ■
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon 
Conflicts ol Life.
The Power and Permanency of Idea«, 
The Unknown. • ;
Probability of a Future'Lift, 
Anniversary Address. ’ 
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address. -

This Is undoubtedly one of tbo best and moat useful 
It eloquently advocates the 

best Interests of mankind, and clearly point« out the 
sources of human ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet in tbo ruins of Palmyra an apport*  
tion or phantom, which explains tbo true principles of 
society, and tbo causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of tne 
nations' Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern*  
ment, and of laws disr-usaed, and the Law of Nature—

-in the- ’
,J4S'i; PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

' A POPULAR ACCOUNT
. -isultj. if recent .scientific research regarding th! 

origin, position and prospects of mankind. * 
» From the German of

‘ DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Forqe and Vatter,” Essays on Nature utfl 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “six Lee*  
tares on Darwin,"»Etc.

' “The great mystery.of existence qonslsts in perpçfr 
•al and uninterrupted change. Everything Is immof- 
’1 and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well aif 
ho most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sàni 
,*aln  ot the water drop aa well as the highest being In 
rcutlon, man and hie thoughts.. Only the forms tn 
hlch being manifests Itself arc changing; but Being 
iclf remains eternally the same and imperishable, 
hen Tvc die we do not lose ourselves, but only oup 

ersonal consciousness. Ke live on In nature, in Our ■ 
cc, In our children, in our deeds, In our thought»-**,  

i short. In the entire material and physical contrlbu»
-n tihich, during our short personal exlstencci wo 
vciurnlBhed totbe snbslstenccof mankind and of 
turn in general.”-Buechner. • . •

vol., pout 8vn.. about 850 pages, vellum cloth, 11.

JESUS^iD THE MEDIUMS,
’ -OR- r
CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Careful comparison of some of the Splrltuallam 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Musks Hull. An invincible argument proving that- 
Jesue was only a medium, subject to all the condb 
tlontfof modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa» ■ 
ment were under the same /condlUpni that medium! 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the rfr 
turn of mediumship to the world, 48 pagei. Price»; 
10 cents. For vale at this office.
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Thi/i Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium • '

Hudson Tuttle. ;
Address him at Berlin heights, Ohio.

W. P. Williams, Oregon: Q. (1) Re
cently I found in -a book a statement to 
this effect:. I’hat when communication 
had beep established with the mysteri
ous agency that produced rap.s in the 
Fox home at Hydesville, N. Y., it 
claimed to be the spirit of a peddler who 
had long before been murdered and his 
body buried beneath the house where 
the skeleton would be found; that a 
thorough search w& made by digging 
under the building, tali Jio bones of a 
human being were exhumed. Is that a 
true statement or not? ,

(2) Do you believe the time will come 
when the .human spirit can be photo
graphed as it separates from the mate
rial body at death? - '

A. (1) This question .has been an
swered at length in a preceding number 
of The Progressive Thinker. 
Briefly quoting from Emma Hardinge 
Britten’s “Modern American Spiritual
ism,” after stating that the first attempt 
at digging for the remains was baffled 
by the flooded condition of the cellar:

Vin the summer of 1848, when the 
ground was dry, and water lowered the 
digging again, commenced, when they 
found a plank, a vacant place, or hole, 
some bits of crockery which seemed to 
have been part of a washbowl,- charcoal, 
quicklime, human hair, and,, bones, de
clared on examination by a surgeon to 
be human, and a portion of a human 
skull."

(2) The discovery of the X rays has 
called forth a great deal of speculation 
in the applicability of the discovery to 
Spiritualism, and the possibilities of 
seeing spirits thereby, but the X rays 
Are related to physical and not to spirit
ual things quite as much as other light 
rays, and are of no more availability in 
revealing spirit. The spirit form can
not be seen at the moment of its de
parture from the physical body more 
readily than after complete separation. 
At that moment it would be too preoc
cupied to take on the substance neces
sary to reflect light for a photograph.

It is possible for a spirit to attract to 
itself sufflcient materiality to reflect 
such a picture, and that, too, without 
becoming visible to the eye.

P. T., Goshen: Q. Why is itthat we 
never hear anything about Christ in 
spirit communications or clairvoyant 
revelations? ,

A. There have been many communi
cations, even purporting to come direct 
from Jesus, but not one that has been 
undeniably of such origin.

Two thousand years of progress ought 
to remove him far from the earth
sphere. Spirits rarely cialm to have 
seen any of the sages of antiquity, and 
it is quite improbable that they should.

Communications signed by great 
names should be regarded with suspic
ion, and their character is usually such 
as to belie their claim. ■

to remain, or gravitate, to.some remote 
region? ‘ . 1 ’ ..

(3) A young man.desires to labor for 
humanity as a physician, using refined 
solar and electric • influences. . He finds 
that he is mediumistic. How can he 
cultivate that faculty? ■ ..

(4) Can spirits communicate^ more • 
easily through those who ’ are -engaged 
in fee same Jine of work they pursued 
while in fee mortal form?

A. (1) By the -term universe is 
meant all the stars and -worlds that can 
bg seen by fee telescope, and incompre
hensibly more. Only in one direction 
can fee most, powerful glass look 
through out into space, beyond which 
there are no . stars. We are near that 
side. All these stars revolVe around a 
common center, and there is : a limit 
which may be called the circumference. 
But this is. one of an infinite number 
jvhich revolve- aromid their common 
center. (2) Hence, . the “end of fee 
universe” is in the limitation ofthe 
mind. The Spirit-world, the zones 
formed by the sublimation of matter; 
will remain, after the worlds from which 
they sprang are dead. ’

(3) By the rules for cultivation of me
diumship, repeatedly stated in this de^ 
paiement.' If he desires success, lefchim 
understand that fee essential to a per  
feet healer is devotion of self for fee. 
good of others; a perfect, unselfish love. 
Let him question himself, if it really is 
for the good of humanity, and whether 
desire for fame and ' gain have any part 
in it.

*

(4) Intensity of thought in the direc
tion of the communications that are de
sired is a most important element in pb

. taining thpm.

J. L. Fryer: Q. Wife profound in
terest T read your .answer to “Critic,” 
and now would ask: Has Christianity 
ever taught anything in fee line of sci
ence, or established a school for the 
promotion of knowledge or enlighten
ment of mankind, or is there any inten
tion of disseminating knowledge? .

A. On th.e contrary, Christianity has 
persecuted to the death all those who 
have brought forward.new ideas, and 
the advance of thought -has been a con
stant battle, every inch of ground being 
fought for to thé death. Every page of 
history for the past two thousand years 
fives an example of the desperate en- 

eavor of Christianity to keep the mind 
in chains. Galileo would have been 
burned for saying that the world moves 
instead of the sun, had he not recanted. 
Bruno was burned at Romo because he 
said there were more worlds than this. 
The great obstacle in the way of the 
theory of evolution was theology. , So 
far as schools being established to en
lighten, they are to enlighten in the 
knowledge the church pronounces safe, 
that is, the old. Diplomas are granted 
to those who have absorbed tho old. No 
theological school ever offered a prize 
for a new thought. Those who have 
new thoughts are ostracised as heretics. 
Had the Christian Church had its way, 
we should be still believing in a flat 
earth, supported by four pillars at the 
corners, with the sun coursing round it; 
that the stars were holes cut in fee firm
ament, and that the more dreadfully 

. miserable we made this life the better 
for us in the next. ~

Tbe beastly ignorance and coarseness 
of the Middle Ages, is an example of 
what mankind would be under the com
plete and absolute sway of the church, 
with God in the Constitution,-and God’s 
vicegerents, the priests, as rulers.

Mrs. L. M. Wells: Q. At tbe resur
rection of Christ there were two women, 
Mary Magdalene and the other Mary. 
Who was the other Mary? I have been 
told it was Christ’s mother; also that it 
was her sister. If her sister, why two of 
a name? ’

A. According to St. John, xx., 1, 
Mary Magdalene alone, no one being 
with her. when “the first day of the week 
cometh Mary Magdalene early, when it 
was yet dark, to the sepulcher,” etc. 
According to St. Luke, xxiv., it was 
“Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the 
mother of James, and other women,” 
etc. ■

• €
Mrs. E. A. King: Q. In The Pro

gressive Thinker of March 7, in an 
article entitled “A Week in the Spirit
World,” Mrs. Hartman tells of seeing 
“dishes and cooking utensils, lined with 
something to keep the food from touch
ing the metal:” also of “eating at a ta
ble laden with very appetizing food and 
drink.” In your opinion, is such a con
dition probable or possible?

A. I have already answered simi
lar questions relating to the astounding 
communications in Or. Crowell’s book, 
and by Jiidge .Edmunds. The answer 
given fs, that such views are subjective, 
and have-no objective reality. '

G. W. Yarner: Q. Is space infinite?
A. Whatever is beyond our compre

hension in its extent, dimension, or mag
nitude, is infinite. There catu.be no 
conceivable boundary to the universe.

A. S. Coffman: Q. I am much inter
ested in your query column, and would 
be pleased- to have you .answer the fol
lowing questions: .

(1) Did Joseph Smith, the founder of 
the Mormon church, -believe in and 
practice polygamy.

(2) I have heard that George Wash
ington was born in December. If this 
is true, why is the 22d of February ob
served as his blrth’day.

(3) Your explanation as to why 1900 
is not a leap-year is hardly satisfactory, 
sidee 19 is not divisible by 4 without 
leaving a. remainder, and 1900 is not a 
leap-year for that reason. What is to

U. G. Figley: Q. ’ (1) I sometimes 
have tfid sensation after reading, seeing 
or experiencing occurrences, that I 
had known all this before, at some other 
time. This ’ has been argued as a part 
of reincarnation. Is it really due to 
some disturbance of the nerve system, 
by which one side of the brain records 
and kuows before the other side?

(2) Dr. Daniel Calkins, Spiritualist-, 
of Williams Center, O., claims that he 
has discovered the circulation of the 
nerves. What is your view of the idea? 
If true, are diseases of the nerves 
caused by defective circulation of the 
nerve fluid?

(1) The best physiological explana
tion is the one referred to in the ques
tion. th at-the brain being composed of 
two hemispheres, unlfes thought acts on 
each simultaneously, two distinct' im
pressions are received, one following 
the other. But as there is no measure 
applicable to the intervening time, if 
only a thousandth part of a second, it 
may-seem like years.

Another explanation is, that the spirit 
may have, in a superior state, had the 
scenes presented, and their coming be
fore the physical eye recalls the mem
ory. .

(2) The circulation of the blood in 
the nerve-tissue is the only determined 
circulation of fluids. Of course there is 
constant transmission of nerve-force 
from the nerve centers to -the vital or
gans, and from the brain to the volun
tary muscles. '

C. S. Tisdale: ,.Q. I have been read
ing the “Arca.n&'-Of Nature” for the sec; 

■ ond time, and I desire to congratulate 
and thank the spirit-authors and their 
medium for its production. ' Thè vast 
subjects on which it treats are handled 
with simple and plain reasoning that a 
child can. comprehend. To ine it.isa 
miracle of condensation. In reading,, 
the following questions, formed in iny 

. mind: . - . '
(1) - If the same.law which moulds a 

dewdrop, moulds worlds and suns, will 
not this hold true of the universe, and 
if so, ^as it- not a center and circutnfer-. 
enee? ?... . „ J ' .. .

(2) If this be true, would there not 
be an end to thè universe, an “existence 
beyond the stars,” of a spirit-atmos
phere, and possible, after out'earth and 
all other planets are ' resolved back to 
their Original state, for the spirit-world.

Just now the earth-world i'Sj undergo
ing a gi'eat change;' it is crying in fee 
agonies of birth and death—death to the 
old and birth to the new, and everybody 
is feeling more pr less’ these changes 
that are coming, and that are here; but 
they do not know the cause of.it. Old 
things are passing away, and all things 
are to be made new through the Jmieti- 
fying power of the spirit, ahd nnich is 
being'lost sight of as we merge into the 
new. Old race-thoughts—old Chide- 
bound creeds and dogmas have w go, 
and the sooner the-people let go of them 
the sooner will they realize spiritual 
benefit and growth in the flight direc
tion. .

This old earth has been evolving 
.slowly—(for the mills of the-gods grind 
slow, but sure)—this higher and more 
liberal and spiritual [condition through 
tho ages, Slowly has she climbed out' 
of fire-mist, out of protoplasmic, cosmic 
conditions, mineral,' vegetable, animal, 
up,-up, ever upward into a "purer and 
more refined atmosphere, and m'an, the 
last and mightiest evolution, king over 
all lower grades of life, has, with his 

'limited knowledge, been trying to bring 
about what he considered better condl? 
tions for humanity. He has done thé 
best he could—why should, we find 
fault? We should go ahead and remedy 
mistakes. . How could unspirltuplized 
man evolve a code of moral and ethical 
laws to live by? He is not yet, at this ' 
day and age, progressed enough to make 
such laws, although we hope thfe time 
is’not far distant when he will, for this 
old planet is breathing herself into 
newer and better conditions each year— 
every twelve months marks a notch in 
the wheel nt progress for the'better
ment of fee world at large. ‘ But oh, 
there is so much yet to be done—so. 
much unspirltualized thought-stuff to be 
cast' into the chemical "workshop of na
ture to be ground up, chemicalized, and 
brought forth In new and beautiful pat- 
terns.and designs for the future use of 
man, ere this old earth can reach the 
apex of life on thie whirling globe. '

Now, this is not being brought about 
through any solar or lunar difficulty, 
but by and through a spiritual disinte
gration of atoms that have lost their pri
mordial essence or life-giving force and 
have to be submerged into the newer 
and more active forces that are now be
ing brought to bear upon the, earth in 
almost ' a cyclonic way, all, however-, 

. moved upon by natural laws, but in such 
a way as to cause men to reason, think 
and question, in regard to the gigantic 
movements and demonstrations that are 
constantly being evolved in these days 
of startling discoveries. Time is an ao- 
sorber,.and rapidly is nature absorbing 
the old, effete beliefs and mistaken ideas 
of the past ages; and because of the 
earnest seeking and aspiration for high
er unfoldment by enthralled humanity, 
has the awakening come all along the 
lines, and to-day. we have a richer and 
more nutritious spiritual diet that is be
ginning to satisfy the hungry, starving 
souls, and is finding a lodgment in the 
hearts of men and women as never be
fore. We are now ready for this child 
of love to be born that is to free the 
world from sin-sickness and death, and 
bring in their place wisdom, health and 
life eternal.

And why should we stay in the 
mouldy, dingy, and malarial conditions 
of the past, when the glorious and efful
gent rays of a spiritual, as well as phys
ical sun,wife its dewy morning light,’ is 
inviting us out into the white fields of

suits that are. to ‘follow aro great; 
the-world is to ba1'tìtaritually ematici- . 
pated, and men ,and-u#dmen are begin
ning to learn how to 114o aliündred or two 
hundred years if they see fit, ahd round 
out their lives in goed! deeds anas,.noble 
living, and peacefully 'enter into iinmor- 
tality that awaits ifee’ God-like soul, 
Can ye lengthen? : . ' .

THE HYMN öl’^HE BATTLE. i

[From Lyceum Guide.-]
Can ye lengthen thè hours of the dying

. night, '
Or chain the win¿9 of tho morning 

light?. ■- - ■■■ ' .
Can ye seal the 's^-ifigs of the ocean

; deep, - ■-. •
Or bind the tempests in silent sleep? : 

The sun that rises, the seas that -flowi 
. The thunders of heaven, all answer, 

‘ No! ■ .
Can ye drive -young spring from the 
- blossomed éurth, - .
The earthquake still in its .awful birfe?
Will the hand on Time’s dial backward

' flee, ■ .. , ' ' ■ . .
Or thè' pulse of .fee universe pause for 
■ ‘ thee?. . . -
, The shaken1 mountains,- fee flowers 

, feat blow; ' • • • ;
’ Thepulse of the universe, answer, No!

Qan ye burn a Truth ; in the martyr’s- 
fire, - .. .' :. - ... . . .

Or chain a thought ip fee dungeon dire? 
Or stay fee soul, When it soars aWay 
In glOTious life from mouldering'clay? 

. The truth that liyyth, the tho’ts that 
e ' g°> ‘
The spirit ascending, all answer, No!

.0 priest! O despot!' your doom they 
speak, ■ •

For Goa is mighty as ye-are weak;
Your night and your winter from earth 

mustroll, >
Your chains shall melt, from the limb

• and soul;. . -
• Ye'have wrought us wrong, ye'have 

bro’t us woe-* ' ; . ’
Shall ye triumph longer?.’ - We an- 

swer,-Nó! • . ‘
Ye have buildèd your temples with gems 

impearled .- • .. '
On the -broken heart .of a • famished 

iV’oild;
Ye have .crushed its heroes, in desert 

graves; ‘ ‘
Ye have made its children- a race of 

slaves, y. ■
O'er the future age shall the ruin go?
We gather against yè and answer, Nói

Ye laugh In scorn from your shrines and 
towers, . ■

But weak are ye, for fee'truth is ours; 
In arms, in gold, and in pride ye move, 
But we are -stronger—our strength is

. Love. . ■ •
Slay Truth and Love with the curse 

anfi "blow?
Th’e beautiful heavens, they answer, 

No! . , .
The winter night óf fee world is past, 
Thè day of humani&'dawns at last;
The veil is rent frèni1 the soul’s calm 

eyes, ‘
And prophets and0" heroes and seers 

arise; 15 f1 • .
< Their words and Fde'Jds like the thun

ders go; '
Can ye stifle their voices? They an

swer, No! ft/ ’’ M. A. Rbed.• j. nJ
----- '----- -------------------- ■

LILY SOCIETY*  OF PH1L0S0- 
PAY,

Editor anb Readers:—I completed 
my winter's work in Pbitland 'and 
vicinity about the middle of April, 
¡and at a reception tendered me by my 
friends, qnder the a'uspices of Mrs. 
Judge Malory, the able editor, printer 
and publisher of “The World’s Ad
vanced Thought,” I bade a reluctant 
aijieu to scenes and persons endeared 
to me by association, to take up iny 
pilgrim staff again, Eastward bound, 

" Concluding at last to journey via. 
the Northern Pacific Railroad, instead 
of the Union Pacific, .as I had an
nounced, I am now en route, stopping 
to do missionary work on. ground I 
never before traversed. I stopped, at 
Ellensburg, Wash., where two old 
friends abide, and give one lecture in 
the Opera House to a very select and.

■■ “The A. P. A. MANUAL contains much Interesting and Instructive matter aaO a 
wide circulation of the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agarft 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants jo the true conditions thaï 
surround them. I .should like to see It given a wide circulation “ ' Mi

t . C. P. JOHNSON, State President A. p. A. of Illinois.

become of th o' day that we otherwise 
would have aflued to February, 1900?

(1) Not until in »Nauvoo, where in
flated'by the rapid increase of the settle
ment there established, he received a 
series of inspirations, one of which was 
for the establishment of polygamy by 
the Saints. It was a revival of the old 
custom of the patriarchs of the Bible; a 
return to the early tenets of religion. 
He could not have practically applied 
this doctrine, as he was soon after killed 
by a mob. •

Brigham Young succeeded in estab
lishing polygamy as a part of the Mor
mon faith, in 1852. .Tne doctrine from 
the first had violent opposition in the 
church. •

(2) George Washington was born on 
the 11th of February, old style, to which 
eleven days have to be added to make 
new style, by Which we now count time.

(3) The astronomical year is thje exact 
time it takes for the earth to revolve 
around the sun, which is 365 days, 5 
hours, 48 minutes, 51.6 seconds. The 
Roman year consisted of 365 days, with 
a day added every four years. But this 
added 6 hours for a year,.while it should 
have added only 5 hours, 48'minutes, 
51.6 seconds. -This small error in 1582 
had amounted to about ten days. Pope 
Gregory XIII. corrected the calendar' 
by tbe addition of eleven days, and in 
order to henceforth maintain accuracy 
the following rule was adopted:

“Every year whose number is not di
visible by four without remainder, con
sists Of 365 days; every year whjch is 
so divisible, but not by 10.0, of '366; 
Every year divisible by, 100 bufeiot by 
400, of 365, and every year divisible by 
400, of 366.” ’

The reason of this i9 that adding 
one day every four years is too much, 
so that in 100 years it accumulates al
most three-fourths of a day, hence every- 
hundredth year has only 365 days, or is' 
not a leap-year. But white the acctimu- 
latcd time is only three-fourths of a day, 
a whole day is addbd. This error of 
one-fourth of a day in 400 years would 
become a whole day, and is corrected 
by making it a leap-year, or ot 366 
days. •
, This system of time is so accurate that 

it only gains a day in 4,237 years, and 
if the 4,000th year is made a com
mon instead of a leap-year (a year of 365 
days).a correction qf only a day will 
have to be made at the end of one- hun
dred thousand years. •

' Thus, if 1900 was made a leap-year, 
or a day added, the time already three- 
fourths of a day ahead, would be counted 
a whole day, but by making it of -365 
days, the error is corrected.

“Th^ Religion of the Future.” ByS. 
WeiK This is a work-of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualisfs.who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, wRl be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
50cents. . » . .

“The Missing Link in Modern Spirit
ualism.” By A. Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume, of especial 
interest to all Spiritualists. A. Leah 
Underhill was one of ■ the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was the inception of the 
modern Spiritual movement, She nar
rates many incidents and spiritual oc- 
'currentes in the experiences of the Fox 
family. Price, cloth, 81.50, postpaid

inspiration of the new but old spiritual - 
thought gathered and culled from the 
master minds of the ages.

There have always been a few good 
men and women souls that have helped 
and tried to teach the people how to 
live and purify themselves for the high
er truths that were made visible 'to 
their intuitive and spiritual natures. 
They have done good and left a record 
of good deads that has helped humanity 
to better living. This has been the his
tory of the world; good, bad and indif
ferent people.have been coming and go-' 
Ing through the decades of all time and 
leaving their unmistakable, imperish
able selves imprin,ted upon the mysteri
ous pages or records of time.

But each cycle brings a higher and 
better-privileged class of men and wo
men and a more refined and purified at
mosphere; and better vibrations. To
day the magic bells of truth are ringing 
out their wonderful melody upon the 
listening ears of menj women and chil
dren of many landò and tongyes. Na
tions are waiting*  and watching-for the 
inflowing tide that is to wash away from 
this priest-ridden world tyranny, big
otry, superstition, hypocritical and dog
matical beliefs that have bound and 
chained the masses of the people 
through fee ages, until the very stones 
cry out: Enough! Now let us have a 
reign of peace and love, and brotherly 
kindness; a stronger faith in God, with 
grander, and more potent religious ideas; 
with more truthful, honest, upright 
men and women; • a greater spiritual 
awakening everywhere—life unfolding 
in every direction on higher planes of 
being and an appreciation of the many 
blessings that have and are constantly 
flowing to us. ' .

All this is cdusing great electrical and 
magnetic disturbances in the subtile 
metaphysical, spiritual and physical 
worlds, because all three are linked.by 
strong and mighty chains of possibilities 
of adaptation. Can we wish for any
thing better than that? All hail, the 
glad day when the old subserves itself 
into the glad morning of the new; when 
faith, hope and charity shall sit en
throned in every-heart; when , the glad 
anthem of praise shall be sung from 
shore to shore; when man shall not hate 
man any more; when wars shall cease; 
when the weapons- of warfare will no 
longer be needed, But will be melted " 
and molded into steel for. the building of 
factories and homes,' and for temples 
with doors wide open day and night, tor 
tho ingress and egress of those who wish 
to consecrate and dedicate themselves 
for the work of uplifting humanity to a 
still higher plane of living; with libra
ries and reading-rooms for young and 
old, free of charge; also rooms where 
people can be taught how to live practi
cal, ethical lives and be promoters of 
food, and peace-abiding Citizens. Again

sav: “Airhail! to this nineteenth spir
itual era!” . '

What say ye, ministers, priests, doc
tors, lawyers, people—shall we make 
ourselves ready for the onward march of 
this disintegrating force that , is making 
the world ready for such_powor and wis*  
dom as is here to-day? . Let us be ready 
to receive it, welcome it, get our bodies,. 
souls and spirits ready for a higher and 
more divine living.,, . > ' ;

And let me warn you now, if you do 
not prepare willingly, you will be made 
to, for the more refined vibrations of 
thought will successfully dissolve the 
crystallized undeveloped thought of the 
past Science has unfurled her banner 
to the breezes, and the age of inventions 
is upon us; mqn’s squls are awaking as 
never before: the seeds of thought have 
been sown all along the slopes of time, 
and the harvest is ready; and the i-e-

To THE "EDITOR'^rEver sln.ee Spirit
ualism was first brought- before public 
notice it has been'a constant-source of 
annoyance and regret to its, advocates 
that deceptions have been- practiced 
upon the people to so great an extent as 
to make It very difficult for the earnest 
Investigator to discriminate, between 
the fraud and the sincere Spiritualist, 
and many desiring to know somethin2 
about the philosophy and phenomena of 
Spiritualism have fallen into the hands 
of these impostors—of course at a sacri
fice of both time and money—finally 
abandoning their investigations with 
the conclusion that it is all a hoax. 
This has served to make it extremely 
difficult for speakers advocating the 
cause to convince their audiences that 
there is any truth in occult phenomena 
whatever, and it is a self-evident fact 
that until axcheck has been put upon 
the practices of these impostors, Spirit
ualism will' never be accepted by the 
thinking world, for few individuals will 
bo willing tq admit a belief in spirit re
turn so long as it Is scoffed at by the 
public as an invention bf “frauds” or a, 
delusion of a few brainless men and wo
men. It certainly- looks as though the 
majority of humanity will never learn 
to realize the advantage of following the 
rule of Gautama Buddha, to wit: “Be
lieve nothing which Is unreasonable, 
and -reject nothing as unreasonable 
without proper examination.”

Realizing this condition of affairs, the 
members of the undersigned society— 
which we may state has only recently 
been organized—have decided, as one of 
their principal objects, to do what lies 
in their power toward pointing out the 
sincere and insincere workers, that the 
public may know to whom to apply for 
the truth, and learn to appreciate the 
beauty gl the faith. '

Therefore the members of this society 
solicit your cooperation In the matter so 
far as to give this letter a place in your 
columns in the hope that it may reach 
any discouraged investigator and en
courage him or her to a proper examin
ation before rejecting thé phenomena of 
Spiritualism as something unreasona
ble. Respectfully yours,

■The Lily Society of Philosophy 
of Chicago. J. G. Message, '

Miss E. M. Pitkin, President.
Treasurer. -

- H. E. Wells, Secretary.

appreciative ^audience. Thence I 
Journeyed to North Yakima, where a- 
few of the .prominent citizens have 
raised the standard of our philosophy,« 
and gave' three lectures, the last in 
the Opera House, to a large and in
telligent- audience composed of the- 
elite of the city. Iwas informed by 
several that iny lectures were uni
versally extolled by both friend and 
foe of our faith, and much regret was 
expressed that I could hot longer re
main. •

From there I came on' to the am
bitious and prospectively great city of 
Spokane, where, aided by the efficient 
services of Judge H. N. Maguire, 
long known as a prominent worker in 
our ranks and all reformatory work, I 
expect to do efficient work in his 
“Eclectic” Society, in whose exten
sion Eastward he solicits' mj' efforts. 
Should I conclude to comply with his 
plans and fishes, I shall be longer bn 
my way to Milwaukee than I antic
ipated. ' ’

As I neglected to report a very sue-i 
cessful seance held in Portland with a) 
rising independent slate-writing me
dium, Mrs. A. Brockway, on .April 
26th; I wish now to endorse .other re
ports -that have been.made as to her 
genuineness.and high order of- man
ifestations. I cleaned fotlr-slates, and 
held one end. of them above the table; ■ 
bound in pairs with rubber bands, but' 
both pairs placed. in contaqt, with no 
pencil between any of them, but with 
a small basket containing ‘ colored 
crayons and bits of pencil, placed on 
top of the upper -slate. Mrs. B. held 
tiie other end of them, and while the 
writing was going on between the 
slates she named bjr impression the 
names of my father, mother, J. J. 
Owen and John Parker, which are 
signed to pointed Communications 
which I found written on opening the 
slates, three of which were written 
full, while the fourth was covered with 
a beautiful symbolic picture in colors, 
where a dark stream, meandering 
among wooded hills, represents “the 
stream of death,” and a lighthouse, 
above which in arched form appears 
the word “Spiritualism”—lighting the 
murky waters beneath. The com
munication from J. J. Owen, former 
editor of the Golden Gate, published 
in San Francisco, was in a fac simile 
of his chirography, and its sentiments, 
I should say, very . characteristic. 
Also' the signatures of my father and 
mother were very exact. I commend 
her mediumship to skeptics, and pre
dict a very useful career for her.

Mrs. Addie R. Smith is reputed one 
of the foremost test mediums of Port
land, and Mrs. A. L. Stevens, though 
young in the work, will take rank with 
several .other good instruments that 
Portland permanently maintains to 

'' carry on spiritual work. .
Since writing the above, I spoke 

Sunday last for both the “Eclectic 
Society," on Evolution, and the Psy
chic Research Society, on Spiritualism, 
at both of which I had crowded houses 
of many of .the leading citizens of 

' Spokane, and an interest has been 
aroused that ' asks for more,' and ar

' rangements are being made for at 
1 least three more.
1 Judge Maguire stands high in the 
. respect of the citizens of this city, and 
> his .influence in behalf of liberal 

thought and our all-comprehensive 
, philosophy, is leading many of the 
. foremost citizens to investigate. He 
. is negotiating with prominent parties 
■ in Idaho, Montana, and North Dakota 
i to secure my services, so I may not 
! reach my destination till July if many 

respond. The papers here have given 
’ me fine notices and reports, a courtesy 

I wish thus to acknowledge. The 
’ Daily Chronicle of Monday published 

the following editorial note:
“Last evening was a gala occasion 

for the Spiritualists of Spokane, whenPassed to gpijrlt-JLlfe.
On the 26th of Feforu&t-y, at his home 

in Grand Rapids, Mich-,, William Leroy, 
a faithful Spiritualbixnd one of tbsieat 
of men. .passed beyond this shaddy' 
vale. He was sevgfdy-four years old A, f 
had lived here fo?tyroqp years,, engaged 
as ap artisan .andg-fliRnufacturer. He 
was a member of fee. i)ld Settlers' As 
sociatibn and of thq-Mftbonic order, And 
the. remains were followed to. the grave 
bvifee entire, lodge fe gfeich he had be- 
.tanged. He was yja <> very consistent 
Mason, always puttiflg.fee principles .of 
Masonry into practice. g; . '

Mr. Leroy-began fo: ¿investigate Spir
itualism about the ..time of the Hydes
ville-rappings, butfeopgh deeply inter
ested; he was still a little skeptical, un
til all doubt was swept away at certain, 
seances, where some of his spirit-friend^ 
Slainly appeared. Long before this,- 

owever, and ever after he gave liber
ally for the support of the cause. He 
loved our beautiful philosophy. - It gave 
him new strength to do the duties and 
bear fee ills of thisjife and asstlred him 
of a happy future. .

A man of refined sensibilities, Mr. Le
roy was averse to familiar fellowship 
with those less finely organized, though 
his native kindness and sense of humor
enabled him to overcome this natural 
antipathy. Strict business habits, just 
dealing and steady industry gained him 
a competence, and'with his solid virtues 
and generous deeds made hiS esteemed 
and beloved. <•.......

Mr. Leroy loaves a widow and an only 
son, both of whom ho’tcilderly loved. ..
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•5 A. gg or THE PRINCIPLES a OBJECTS

fFi- ^AMERICAN PROTECTIVE Á550CW1QN|¡0tltí 1 w,,.»™« . . ' . ¿
Illustrated Edition conta’ns 80 pages. Sent on receipt Qf IS cents 2 copies tor 

.. - 25 cents postpaid, The MANUAL sells at sight.
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE

TWO IN ONE
•• A COMBINATION OF . ’

“The Question Settled” arid “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.
This highly instructive and interesting work la s 

combination into one volume of two of Mr. HuH’a 
splendid work!. By this arrangement the coat la auch 
that the reader la enabled to secure the two books 
comXnsd at the same price as was formerly asked 
for them separately, This volume cuutala« 4C2 pages 
and la handsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex
cellent portrait of the author.

' . THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit- 
uillfim. No book of the century has made so tnahy 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author’! 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible wtjh modern 
Phenomena and philosophy,-has been accomplished.

be adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human
ity; Its moral tendency; tbe Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tion® offered to Spiritualism, are all coilsldertd In the 
light of tho Bible, nature, history, reason and coihmon 
sensi and expressed clearly and forcibly. \

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 
la a perfect storehouse of facta for tboae who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR'SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

one of their foremost platform ad- 
advocates, ' Dr. Dean Clark’e, ad
dressed one of the largest audiences 
that ever crowded into Oliver Hall on 
the.'subject, ‘Is Spiritualism a Fraud 
of a Fact?’ It was a thoughtful and 
appreciative audience,- in which were ■ 
-some of the most prpminent and in-, 
telligent citizens. The address was. 
given', under the auspices of the Spo
kane Psychical Research Society, Mrs. 
Galland, president of the society, oc
cupying the platform with the speak
er. Thè Psychical Research Society 
now feels confident that Xt can go 
ahead with the movement and from 
time to time secure other speakers of 
national reputation. ” .

Dean Clark®.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interfeting.. It gives 
detailed.accbu.nts of two cases of ‘.‘double 
consciousness.” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of .Watseka, Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of. Venango county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15o, .

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By,Sydney 
Flower. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the authdr presents very success

. fully a condensed account of hypnotism, 
its theory and practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. Sold lit this 
office, >

HE WFEL’f« 
IT IS A MOST EXCEL- 

LENTJWORK-
ThHworkUbyDR. M. L..SHERMAN, aishted b> 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Horetpfore It baa been sold for 
12, but the price now has been reduced to 61. It Is a 
book that will Interest and instruct It contains. 480 
pages, qnd Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare q^oUtlea, and b(s work la a 
reflection from the celeBtla/fipheres. It treats of tbe 
Soul of Things', Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvacion; Discords; Good ahd Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles aro 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author »ays'. “ Each Individual partakes of. 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest pr layman, teacher or pupil 
My physical expands by virtue of chat food and nour- 
Isbmentof which I Individually partake.and digest, 
aiy wul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I Individually gather and comprehend or digest.” 
For sale at this office. ‘

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

- Markley & Son’s Lately Improved System of 
‘ Dress or Garment Cutting.

Agents wanted In every city, tdwn and village tu 
the United Simes ayd Canada. 'The system isa marvel 
of succeBs. It ha« every element of lilting thetem- 
Lnlnc figure,yet Boslmnllfled thatladles soonleayuto 
use ItLaucccssfully with the aid of a book of tnstruo*.  
tlou. Correspondence solicited. For terms to agents 
address, inclosing two-cent stamp, to *

MARKLEY & SON
Box 1815. TnnrVn. Kan

~~ LIFE WORK
' . -OF- ■

COU I, V. WHMWD.
COMPILED AMD EDITED BT

HARRISON Q. BARRETT.

With portraits representing Sirs. Richmond in 
18À7, in 1810, and in 1884. .

A Scientific and Philosophical 
' Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Cortintb: The Beginning«; Fundamental prineb. 
pies; Formation of Constellations, fiystems. Suns 
Planet« and Satellites. The Origin of Meteor- and 
Comgts; Tiid Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man.; 
Man—HIb Attributes and rowers; Tbe Sool—How It 
Receives aqd Imparts Knowledge; How the 6oul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
Seneration; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tbe 

ible; The Bible and Cbrlit; Tho Summary: “What 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For Bale at thia Oiflce

Price, Cloth. $1,25. Paper, 50c

MARGUERITE HUNTER.
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

. the Material and Spiritual
Spheres,.

Transcribed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined 
■with chosen media ot earth. It was given through In
dependent slnte-wrlttng. Tho Illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists. It 
Is not a Action, but a narrative ot real life, without a 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition of tho philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism Tho book contains 260 pages 
with six Illustrations dn balf-tonc, and twelve pages 
In'original Independent writing. It is beautifully 
bound in blue silk .doth, stamped In silver. Price, 
Sl.25. For sale at this office. -

AN EXCELLENT WORK. 
J~\EAT& AND THE AFTER-L/FE.

X-X The “Stellar Key” la thJ nhllosophlcai Intro
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Borne Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Scenes Ln the §ummcr*Latjd;  S—Society lathe 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultlmatcs In the Summer-Land: 8—Voles 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter tn fon

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS: 
Integduotion. .■
Chapter I, Parentage—Vlacft of Birth-Childhood-*  

School Experiences—Pipit Mediumistic work, etc. 
Chapter II. Hopedale—Mr. Scott In Massachusetts--. 

Removal to’ Wlsconstn-j-The Ballou Family—Adin 
Ballou’s Work—Work of Spirit Adin Augustus 
Ballou.

Chapter HL Oulna—Her Earthly Life and Tragic 
Death—Her Mission In Spirit-Life. .

Chapter IV. Other Controls—The Guides.
Chapter V. Work In Cuba, N. X— Buffalo Pastorate 

—Workers in Buffalo—Thomas Gales Forster—Sarah 
Brooks—Horace H. Day—Removal to New York 
City, I85&—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore.

Chapter VI. Workin Nevr York City.
Chapter VII. New York City (continued). Prof. J. 

J. Mapes—Hon. J. W. Edmonds—Dr. Gray—New 
York Editors and Clergy—Other Places In the East 
-Meadville, Pa., 1864-Hon. A. B. Richmond,

Chapter VIII. Washington. D. C—Reconstruction— - 
Senator J. M. Howard—George J. W. Julien—Gen. 
N. P. Banks—Nettie Colbern Maynard—Statement 
of Geo. A. Bacon.

Chapter IX. England—Rohm Dale Owen—George 
Thompson—Countess of Caithness -r Mrs. Straw- 
brldae—Mr. and Mrs. Tcbb—Mrs. Nosworthy—J. C. 
Ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross,

Chapter X. Work In England (Continued In Three 
-Subsequent Visits.)

Chapter XI. California Work, 1875—Other Vtetts— 
Letter of C. M. Plumb—Letter of Mrs. John A. 
Wilson.

Chapter XII. Chicago Work. 1876 to 1815—Fir«. 
Society Chartered, 1869—Complete Account of Work 
in Letters and Statements ot. Members of the 
Society.

Chapter XIII. Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga—. 
.Lake Plcasantr-Onset Bay—Lake Brody—Lookout 
Mountain, etc. *

Chapter XIV. Literary Work—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Discourses and • iectu -os—psychopathy; Soul 
Teachings—Poems—Other Literary Work.

Chapter XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
on Gyroscope, 1858—“The Shadow of a Great .Rock • 
Ina Weary Land," 1887—Poems—Choice Selections 
In Prose and'Verse—Work of William RlchmoncL

Chapter XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from 
Orpha E, Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and others 
—Appreciation of the Work from Those Best Qual
ified to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C. 
Warner—Dn. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.

Chapter XVII. Mrs Richmond’s Experiences Whllo 
in the Trance State, W rltten by Henelf. •

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
tills office.

The To-Morrow of Death.
. -.-OR THE--- '

Future Life According to Science, 
BY LOUIS FIGUIER. ’

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH , 
' BY S. R. CHOCKEE. . , ’

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been -entitled

Vftn‘*7t7.7? Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written met edition^, and Is enriched, by a beautiful front!» . in that necnllar Interestlna stvle In which French
piece, Illustrating the formation of the Spiritual writers excel when they would nonntartze ncfcntlflc ■f _ W 14LUIo vAVvl ” UvU VULJ HUUIU pupUlUl 1LV DvlVUUllU75 cento. Postage 5 cents. Tor dale subjects in adaptation to tho needs of tho general
at mis pmcc.______ _______________ .________ • reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—ho even~
----------- —t‘1 ---------- * mentions Spiritualist» as “devotcci of a now supSr- A VAI HARI I------------------Btltion,” eta, etc., in which bo manifests tho ufcual

n VHLUHDUU ÏVUrVix. animus of tho “Bcicntiflc class,” yet he says again:
Researches in 'Oriental History. “Tbere Is a true and respectable Idea in Spiritualism,” 

y-—- a« . and regards as proved “the fact of communication
between superhuman« and tho Inhabitants of Earth;” 

opment of Zoroastrianism and the Derivation- ot andhetrocsontorrl&teinBtancpRof fact in evidoiief*  Christianity; to which U added: Whence Our Aryan There Iato»iSutrltuaUsfman“teat dlaCTenanci In 
Anceitor«?-ByG.W.Brown.M.D. Oneofthemort 
Valnaljlo works ever publlihed. Price 11.50.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. Tho first time 
In the history of the world that & Christian Association 
ever invited a noted fnOdd to lectufo before them 
The lecture is a grand one, and waa received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed.’ 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the authors’s Ideas, but the well-read tnlnd will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and but of the 
whole win find not only good mental culture, but

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Embracing-B^rltuallsm, past and present. By J, 

M. Peebles, M. D. An^pncyclopsedia of Interesting 
and Instructive facts. Price 62.00.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, nd- 

dreised to tho Inhabitant! of America In 1776, with 
explanatory, notice by an English author. Paper, 
WcenU. • ' . • . . .

much valuable information. The author bold! th« 
theory of reincarnation. Price 61.50. For sale at 
this office.

“jOan, the Medium.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orlc.nn. Spl'rlluallrm 

nt Lender of Armlei. By Mosbs Hull. Thia la nt 
once the most trutUtul hHtorjr of Joan ot Aro, nnd 
ono of the moit convincing argument« on splrltuali™ ' 
overwritten. No novel wm over more thrhllngly In
teresting; no hlitory more true. Price In cloth, <0 
cents; paper cover, 23cent«. For «alo at thl« office,-

The Evolution of the Devil. , 
By Henry Frank, tho Independent preacher of New ' 

York City. The mo«t learned, accurate, actentttc Md 
phtioaophlcal analyali.ot HI, Satanic Majeity ever 
published. The book contain« CO p.gpi, end 1« beau- 
tlfully. bound, with llkeneti ot author on title an. 
Price 13 oeau. '
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ÜB GOLD FEETJ.M. PEEBLES, M.D.

Some of ble cures, like Schlatter’s, are

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGESTHE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

ASTONISHING OFFER, INVALIDS

DR. J. S. LOUCKS

FOR BEGINNERS

15J? Cedar Ave.

VEGETARIAN HOME. PARTIES WISHING VEG- 
Y etarlan diet can be accommodated with board and

rjoffi ot212Q Michigan avenue. 841

Mention this paper, 88-tf

339

Testimonial.

ie to Soi lists.
40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

THE WOMAN'S BIBLEdied soon afterwards. J. U.

PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

HUMAN CULTURE S CURE

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.

lib-MAJ. C. F. How&r< 
i—O. A. Miller, Jlçoiickton. Mmb.; lewisD1HKCTOHB-

8 00
5 00

42 23 
■ 8 50

WHY SHE BECAMEASPIRITUALIST. 
254‘pages. One oopy, »1; tlx copies, 15.

FROMNIGHTTO MORJff
- Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church.

82 pages. One copy, 15 cenu; ten copies, »1.

Cleveland, O, 
1 339«

Uhronir Diseases a Specialty.
Send full name, age, sex, and two stamps for frbb 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being mad&dx 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson. Mich.

•'In .Tory «oul there l> bound up tome troth and 
,ome error, and each gives to the world ot thought 
what no other one possesses.”—Cousin.

31 Cb.1a Jl,vo., 
ITO »AJKEDS. MICH.

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL- 
0PMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

. Send ’three two-ccht. stamps, lock of hair, name 
age. sex, one leading symptom, and your disease will 

■bediagnosed free by spirit power^ (
MRS. DR. D0BS0N-MRKER,

One thousand more on file at our office. Watch 
this space as new testimonials wilT appear every 
two Weeks. ......... ..... ' . .

Ai the Sunflower turns It» 
face towards the sun, so Spir- 

_ _______________ Ituall.m turus the race» ot ha- 
manity from darkness au<| superbiltion towards the 
Sunlight ot Truth and Progression.

PRICESi

DR. T. WILKINS, 
,3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO, 

Treats Magnetically all Chronic Lineases.

Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm..................
: Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant............. .........
I Solid Gold Maltese Pendant................................

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

DR. E. A. STEELE,
1428 Market street. San Francisco. Cal. By eudoilna 
lock of balr. age and stamps for reply, I wbl send co’ 
reel dlagnoslb and terina of treatnieut. which Iswlth,' 
in rpacb of all. •

ñn.'in<EiV.nfl0'!'?r AíWelr/' 75 cenu “ ‘»»O- MAGI 
BADGE, gold, eS.'JU. A, P. A. BADGE, gold, «1.50. 
Sentí stamp for 11 u$triied circulars of above with rpndliiir nf f >1.» Qtii.... ■<_. i. _ j .. ~ “

J vu*««, uw oviiiuiusr Pi »r«
4 J INSTANTANEOUBi lu other cases months- 
< > are required. .

Restore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 
JbuwIoK Styles and price« and phuto of Spirit Yarma 

•who developed this clairvoyant power In me I <J!

pS. «J

Tbe bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep interest, and thrtfW a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to-woman. All should read It,
Price 5Oo. For sale at this Office.

MANSILL’S y^LMANAC 

-OF-
PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

Guide «nd Now System of 
18?°‘ oontll,»‘ » planetary chart ot 

igShalfionth: ’howlnii the position ox tho planets In 
the different houses la tho Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
.'.‘?co!?gy »oA.MICrcscopy Illustrated" 

Coheshe Attraction and^be Formation of World.” 
Uulverssff Change in NaturalJStetpenw,” etc. Price 

¿5 cents. I-or sale at this offififl^^" -

The Play of the Planets.
., ;--------4k--------- .

Tbta wonderful educator Is attracting tbs attention 
of thousands of people all over the world as its alm* 
pllclclty gives one '

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE -
concerning tbe Influence or tho planet« and the stnu 
of tne Zodiac In human Ure.

EVERY CHILD can loam to tue It and accompllab 
wonder.. ■ • x *

The Coming Study in Occult Ast 
- • . trimomy. ....
This wonderful invention makes it easy for all/to 

learn this sublime science and ; ’ •» v

FIND THE RULING STARS •
of every person born for 75 yeanTpast, and also to de* 
llneate the HOROSCOPE. ,

A few of the first ediHon left which will 
be furnished at each. For sale at this 
office. . • •

Coffee Go., Ayer, Mass; By mail, 30 
cents a package, 4 packages $1. ’

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection, of Vooîü Music for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social 
. Circles. .

MRS.G. PARTRIDGE, 
1 Th? well-known Puychometrlst and Business Medium.
Readings personally or by letter 21.00. Three rea

___________BAN JOSE. CAL., Box 183 • MS

DR. GARLAND’S ~

VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS
Are put up In slx-opnce tin boxes and are guaranteed 
to give satisfaction or money will bo refunded by the 
proprietor, Dr. M. H. Garland. Send 25 cents in 
stamps and receive by return mall a box of this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
aevou will find it a blood cleanser as well as a Throat 
and Lung Remedy. Over 200,000 boxes sold and all 
recomniend them. Addreea all orders to DR.
Garland, 882 Sixtieth Mace, Station O., Chicago, 
Dltnma. 822tf

PllC^£TJiY< CONSULT WITH 
nraMkli ^,r?' Be«rauce In all matter« pertaining ta

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Eito Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stomach, liver and kiduev <11^™.

.v?.?™P‘lck,so<,,.ourM,K|ll!tl“d Compound for acre 
ere« or poor eye.lght. Ha> been used and wal.ed h! 
thouaauda In all part, ot the world. Sent for lx) court 
or all three sept postpaid for «1.00. wlih Yarmri 
photo and Instruction« Low to live tOOyean. *

1 TL HO WILL SEND TOUR CENTS lit

■*' < t’^î ’ r« 1 "i ‘e-(1.. * ‘

THB FROGRBOBIYB THINKER
astropathy

THE ART OF HEALING 
UNDER PLANETARY LAW.

DR. CARL SEXTUS
i„r u usirateu circulars of above with i ,n“W|l»m; develops latentreading of tbe Spiritualist badge. W. H. BACH. M'fr“ Ee’tter hLmU» AHo treatnu-nl by me.iuerlim,

w ass

A moat excellent and very, valuable work, br the 
Dean' of .the College' of Fino Forcea, and author of 
other Important voliunea on Health; Social Science, 
Religion, etc: . - -

Prlee, ciotti, ISeenU. Jbr at thit office.

H°h7n,xS- A medium IN YOTIB own
'eni1 « iwiuphlil giving Inslruetlon® 

delineate your phasesof inedluin.iitp, and a.olrltual'
A,n for 25 ■ Addreaa Mm J. A. BHa«,

4921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, Til.

It. i\'!NQU,iT-.,UIJ?.l.h'’?SS,.AXD'-TEST MEDIUM.
A- Heaillitga dally. CirclesWidneedayifat 2::t,j p.m, 
Saturdays at, :3!)p. in. w West Monroe »treet. Cbl
C&gO, HI. •

MRS ESTELLE F. HOWES, PSYCHOMHTIUST.
Six quratlons answered for Zl (silveri aud two 

postage staiups: Earth aud spirit life. P. o. Boi 1TL , 
Elly Dale. N. Y. SSisir

. 1OBO Market St., '
SAN FRANCISCO, O AL. ï 
‘__________ * 888 .

; ;»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«
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APPARATUS

seen.

ratus

'miles.

ROENTGEN RAY.
A New Application of It.

FOR TUB BLEOTRIOAL 
TBANSMISSION OI' LIGHT FOB SEEING 
LONG DISTANCES BY WIHE.

. Dr,'Frank M. Close, of Oakland, 
Cal., has diseovertd a new applica
tion for the X or Roentgen ray, by 
which lie expects to develop an ap
paratus for the electrical transmission, 
of light, so that in the futifte it will 
be possible to see long distances 
through the medium of electric wires, 
says the Boston Transcript; ■ “Telec
irostope” is the name Dr. Close ap
plies to this apparatus, which in its 

■present crude state is little inorb in 
appearance than two cigar boxes con- 
nectecl witli ten feet of wire, one of 
which is called by its inventor the 
transmitter and the other the receiver. 
In front of the receiver a piece of 
tourmaline or Iceland spat’ is placed, 
and to this the eye of the person-test
ing the apparatus is placed; In front 

' of the opening of the transmitter- is 
placed a lighted candle, and - imme
diately the eyo perceives the flame of 
the candle, though ten feet distant 
and in an adjoining room. For the 
purpose of the experiment the tour
maline of the .receiver is removed, 
and, though the lighted candle re
mains at the transmitter, no light is

The explanation of this phenomenon 
Dr. Close demonstrates to be very 

i simple and analogous to the trans- 
■ -mission of sound by electricity, “I 

was first led into .these experiments 
.by the discovery some. .years ago of 
the thermal ray, a hitherto unknown 
property ol light. By passing a ther
mometer back and forth along the 
solar spectrum, it was .found that 
ijeitlier of the seven color rays had a 
perceptible influence upon the mer
cury,'but that at a certain distahce 
beyond the red ray there occurred a 
remarkable effect, the mercury rising" 
rapidly. Repeated experiments dem
onstrated that the effect was the result 
of a peculiar invisible , heat property 
of. light. Afterward Dr. Vogel, the 
eminent photographic scientist, dis
covered the existence of the invisible
’actinic ray

“Proceeding along this line of ex
periment I passed a magnetic needle 
bock and forth along the spectrum, 
and discovered at a certain distance 
beyond the violet ray the existence of 
an electric ray, or, more properly, an 

_ electric division of the ray. Proceed
, '. ing further with the experiment, I 

•found that an ordinary machine needle, 
suspended by a cobweb, passed back 
and forth-along the spectrum, was at 
a certain point between the' electric 
and actinic'division plainly influenced 
by an invisible force,- and that, there- 

•forc, light had a magnetic as well as 
an electric property. •

“I made no attempt to utilize these 
properties in any other manner Jhan 

i to make the discovery of the means of 
transmitting light electrically after 

r the manner of sound by the telephone. 
Sound' in the telephone is transformed 
into electricity in the transmitter, and 
is conducted by wire to the Receiver, 
where the electricity is transformed 
into sound;' So it is witli my appa- 

It is simply a soft-iron mag-. 
. net inclosed iij a' box, connected by 

, ten fedt of wire with (i similar soft- 
iron'magnet at the other-end. A 
lighted candle plaped in front of 

•-the opening in one box, means of 
those invisible properties, excites 
current of electricity, which is trans
mitted to the other magnet .and'there 
reconverted*into  its original form. By 
interposition ¿frrprjsm the-light is 
reproduced. I,make no claim for this 
discovery beyond the opening of a 
new field of possibilities and .experi
ment., The Roentgen raj' is denoted 

■ X ray because its properties are un
known. 1 believe the X ray and the 
ray 1 have utilized are the same. - It 
peems to me possible to develop this 

, discovery of mine into a means of 
enabling a man to see great distances.

■. “In my present apparatus only 
about ten feet of. wire is used, but the 
result -would’ be the same with , ten 

It is crude, but so was the 
first telephone. It was long- after 
sound was first transmitted before 
articular speech could be heard at 
great distances. It may be years be
fore the perfected ‘telectroscope’ is a 
perfect'realization, but I believe that, 
whether J succeed in perfecting it- or 
not. someone will solve all the dif
ficulties that stand m the way, and 
'that it will be possible sometime to 
stand at an instrument in San Fran
cisco and not only hear but see- the, 
man with whom we talk in Oakland. 
That is why 1 have called it ‘telectro- 

By a perfect ‘telectroscope’scope.
photographs may some day be taken 
in San Francisco of a subject in Sac
ramento, or even farther away, and 
the transmission of photographs 
around tire world in as short a time as 

l a' caBlegram is now sent becomes a 
possibility. Dr. Close is also the in
ventor and builder of the electrical 
automobile submarine torpedo. •

"Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No authoy was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet. than Godfrey .Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. -For sale-at this office.
Price, 25 cents.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to thdPope” will
' oially interesting to all

__ sire to make , a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible, Tho^historic 
facts he states, aud his keen, scathing 
review of Rojnish jdeas and practices 
should bo read by all. Sold' at this 
office. Price, 25 cents. . .
-"Tho Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 

Waisbrookor. Throe pamphlets aro em
bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race aro 
fliecuBsed from the standpoint of.an ad
vanced social reformer.; Price 50c.

be four
who would

GH-ftS. E.
WftTKINS, 
M. D. ...

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 

• his great success. . " ■ ■
ANOTHER REASON is that he does 

not try to run down other doctors.:
ANOTHER REASON is he is ac

knowledged by all to have the most 
i wonderful psychio powers by which 
\ he can locate the cause of disease.
A1SOTHER REASON is that he has 

his patients write him each week, and 
,he\^ends them.' weekly instructions,. 
thus., showing that he’ watcher each 

. case closely, . ’ ,
ANOTHER REASON is he gives 

only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some eases gre, cured

■ without any medicine. '
ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
; the.price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers "not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in ev§ry respect. '

Send a 2-cent Stamp for H18 
BooR. on - . '

"CHRONIC DISEASES,’’ 
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
cpnsult him • .

Sqrid Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. G. Ê. WftTKINS,
AYER, MASS.

• Blessings of the Pope

THE BANEFUL EFFECTS THEYHÀVJB ON 

THE RECIPIENT.

To the Editor:—Believing that the 
record of the 'bombastic, claims of the 

. “infallible” and omnipotent occupant 
of the chair of St. Peter will interest 
you and your readers, I enclose a 
clipping from the Southwestern Pres
byterian, which, by ’a x remarkable co
incidence, goes to ptove. the awful 
effects of papal anathema. ‘ .

Will the- time never come when 
church people 'will need a larger hat 
than a No. 5? ' . ' '

Wishing that my name does not 
appear in print, I sign myself,

Yours respectfully, • , No. 7|.
New Orleans, La.- ’

THE POPE'S BENEDICTIONS MORE TO' 
BE DREADED THAN HIS MAL

EDICTIONS I ’
TRANSLATED PROM THE GERMAN 0HBI8- 

TIAN APQLOGIST OF CINCINNATI, O.

It .is a remarkable fact, says the 
Primitive Catholic, that as soon as the 
Pope had bestowed- his blessing on 
Jefferson Davis and the Southern Con
federacy, affairs at the South took a 
turn for the worse, whilst the North 
was correspondingly prosperous, and 
finally achieved a complete triumph; 
This statement may appear somewhat 
strange, but it is only.a further cor
roboration of facts'and occurrences 
taught by the history of the world, in 
which the Pope’s benediction^ -were 
turned into nurses, ifis.no difficult 
task to bring proof of this by many 

. recent occurrences. - ' ,
The Pope bestowed his blessing, to

gether with the “golden rose” (a mark 
of- special favbr), on King Bomba, of 
Naples, and in less than twelve months 
he lost ' both his crown and hi^Jiing- 
dom. '. <•

The Pdpé sént his blessing-to' Fran
cis Joseph, Emperor of Austria, and 
within a year he was defeated at Sa 
.dowa, and lost hiff Venetian posses1 
siohs. . '1 . ■ ■■ ' ■ ■

’ Queen Isabella, of Spain, upon 
whom a similar favor was bestowed, 
Jost-both crown and kingdom a short 
while thereafter. :

The next recipient of the fatal ben
ediction was Louis Napoleon, or, 
rather, Empress Eugenie, which latter

’ ’ SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC
;; . DISEASES.
< , —Depends for bls remarkable cures, not 
. , upon tbe old drastic drug system, butnpon 

tbe knowledge of diseases and their proper 
remedies—upon science and the finer psf

’ chic forces. t- ... • •

- aro required. \
* > ■ > Having carefully studied all the therapuu*  

tic agencies jn connection with rilflongmed- .
i t lool experience, he uses those heat adapted 
< > to each case with unvarying success. ■.< 
o t Hundreds are'Jovfully writing the Doctor: 
A ‘ I am bettei'i” or “I am cured." “God bless 
< ►. Zou* ’* ’ . ' ’ •
| * HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING! 
T Dyspepsia, diarrhica. dropsy, epilepsy, ec 
x zcrna, erysipelas, falling sickness/ rheuma- 
T tisin,. scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, ■1 
X headaches,, heart disease, kindey complaint, 

female weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia,
w paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, ' 

bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, plmplea > 
upon tbe face, uterine- ’diseases, weaknesses <

«> of men, barrenness, lusauity. drunkenness. , 
&> constipation, la grippe and all chronic , 

diseases. And further, he furnishes ' . <
X ’.FREE/TO ALL ^TJENTS | 
$ Hygenin arid Phyaiolbgical literature, en
Y abllng tbelu when cured, to remain healthy, v 

| Correct Diagnosis Free, t 
X By enclosing name; age, sex, § 
® . leading symptom and stamp X 
$ for reply, &
T . - ■; ' ■ —-___ ■ ■ <s>
| REMEMBER TO ADDRESS |

£ SAN DIEGO, CAL. a 
4 . . ■ saitf . A

fact, is the more remarkable sinqe she 
called the Franco-Prussian war “her” 
war, and here again,, as in former 
cases,: crown-, imff empire 'were lost 
withm a year after its reception. 
France was. conquered by Protestant 
Germany, and ite Emperor had to seek 
refuge in. Èrptestant England, where 
he lived as .an exile to the day of his 
death. '
. Mrs, Generai Slièrjgjm wgs, another 

recipient, qi-; the - “góldeh, róse,,r in 
recognition jof - her. seiviges : tq the 
church’, and' she died soon thereaf ter. 
„ . 'The Pope. cursed ■ Italy, as \ he r had 
.dqnè; Èngltind under Elizabeth,’ be- 
causg^Y'iotqr Emanuel had tahen '/pos-1 
sq'seion pf -tbe States of the Church. ‘ 
Blit what occurred?: Italy; which up 
,tg tjiat time had a mere existence as a 
nation,.-rapidly rose to be..'one ‘of the 
great powers of Europe.

The Pope cursed - the German Em
pire, and’it became the greatest power 
of Continental Europe. .
’ General Boulanger, the French hqt- 
ppur, was another recipient of the 
papal benediction, but his star was 
not long in the ascendant. He had 
to flee from France, and ended his life 
with a bullet. -

The Princess of Brazil had asjigd 
for ’the papal benediction upon her 
unborn child? It was granted, but 
the child was greatly deformed.

- Maximilian, Emperor : of Mexico, 
was killed Bflortly after receiving the 
benediction ; arid his unfortunate wife, 
Empress1 Carlotta, is hopelessly in
sane, ’ ......... .. .... '
’ The Pope rose from official business 

ip order to bestow a special blessing 
upop an English steamer which was 
to bring some Sisters of Charity to 
South America in 1870, The steamer 
never arrived at its destination.

The Empress of Brazil broke her 
leg thr.ee days - after receiving thè 
same favor.

It will -be remembered that the 
Floating Palace delayed its departure 
from Montevideo to Biienos Ayres, in 
order to have the Pope’s blessing be
stowed upon her. The steamer 
"weighed anchor, went out to sea, and 
sank two days thereafter.

Dr. McGlynn.asserted, that he felt 
very happy whilst under eicom- 
munication. ■

The editor of the paper quoted 
above says that he has reason to 
thank God for the day when Abbot 
Benedict anathematized him with the 
bell, book and blessed candle, and 
when he left the Monastery of Geth
semane, in Kentucky, with the brand 
of Cain on his forehead, as asserted 
by the said Abbott; for when he got 
outside of the enclosures of the mo
nastery, and breathed God's free air 
once more, new blood coursed through 
his veins and he regaii >e<i his shattered 
health in a very short time. • The old 
man who pronounced the curse on 
him was «struck .with paralysis and

[Non.—The’above translationfrom 
a German paper has been furnis.hed us 
by an intelligent elder, of one. of our 
qhurches, long’connected with the ed
ucation of our youth. It, at least, 
presents an array of curious facts. 
We "believe the Boman Pontiff has 
about as much power to curse and to 
bles^.as Balaam, the son of.; Beor. 
The history recited certainly,-at least, 
demonstrates the worthlessness of the 
papal blessing.—EdiTor S. W. P.] '

Psychic Phenomena.
"The New York Sun’s Paris-letter;

S&JTS*  ,. . ■> ’
Examples of the, strange revival of; 

superstition and incredulity in France 
multiply rapidly., Even-the Society of 
Psychical Research is hopelessly di
vided over thè question of the super
natural nature of Mlle. Couesdon's 
prophecies. • Now a fresh story comes/ 
from Tilly sur Seniles, a town in thtA 
Department of Calvados. One after
noon, a month ago, a littje girl in the 
convent school suddenly exclaimed to 
her teacher; ,

“Look;out of the window. There 
is the gopd Virgin?’ ’ ’

The nun and' fifty pupils turned 
their eyes in that direction and de
dared that they beheld what appeared 
to be a statue of the. Virgin,, with the 
infant Jesús in hei arms, at the foot 
òf a treV'surrqu'nàed by a brilliant 
halo.

... This story has sufficed to attract 
any number of pilgrims to the spot, ' 
not only from every corner of Cal
vados, but from the neighboring de-, 
parimente of Orne and Manche. On 
last Sunday upward of 1,200 cred
ulous folk traveled to Tilly sur Sdulles

FORSTER, BR. W. M,
THE NOTED ‘ '

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THI!} PACIFIC COAST,

Will send a free diagnosis and terms for treatment to; 
all who will send their name and address—In the!?’ 

.handwriting—with postage ¡stamp for reply. '
Tlie. Pacific Coast Splrltunllst” of Deo. 80. 1893.’ 

says of Dr. Forster:- ■ = • ?
.'-‘Since his coming here he has made himself highly 

respected and. beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, aud hie straight*  
forward course of integrity and honor."

Address, -

DR. W. M. FORSTER,

for the purpose of visiting the spot,' 
and every evening fully 600 persons 
gather round the tree to pick off the 
bark for relics. In short, the whole 
country is in a state of excitement, as 
might have been expected. Reports 
have spread that miracles have already 
been wrought.

The natural explanation of the phe
nomenon is to be attributed to the 
phosphorescent effects • produced by 
the lime -kilns, which are numerous 
there. . •

Aphorisms^
. Moderation in all things is nature’s 
path to heaven. ■ . ..

If you cannot be a great light, be 
content to be what you can. .

The pits which Error digs for Wis
dom’, Wisdom always buries Error in.

The best way to demonstrate a fact 
to some people, is to let it demonstrate 
itself.

Those who. think they are superior 
to others, often, by thinking so, make 
themselves inferior. ■

Every time we> think evil of others 
we are ingoribingon tablets indestruct
ible the record of our folly.

Jhe most undeserving of merit are- 
usually those who think -themselves 
the most deserving. -

Be not disturbed over what you 
cannot avoid „for, then many things of 
greater consequence you will avoid. 

When you have got g truth stand 
by it, live for it, and it will bless you, 
eventhough the world despises you.

When we begin: to practice what we 
realize, then we’ll- feel the joys of 
heaven in olnwsouls, working oüt á 
grander d.estiiiy in the future. ’

In all things there is a combination 
of causes, and as we become-familiar 
with them through our intellectual 
exertions, mysticism ceases, prejudice 
dies,, and virtue becomes supreme.

Bvron Langham.

1 ‘Human Culture and' Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D.-Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forcés, and anthor of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office. '.
. “History of’the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution , known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the-, ruling powers of 
thé Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The dévillshness and murderous ma
lignity of the "Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25o.-

“Mediumship and Its Development- 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel, 
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the jaws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper. 25 cents. .

“The" Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” .By Hudson Tuttle. A 
movable and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject.- Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy, of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book; Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office. -

“The Priest, the Woman, and tue 
Confessional. ” This book, by the well- 
knowntFathen Chiniquy; reveals-the de
grading, impure influence and. results of 
the Romish: confessional, as-proved by 
the sad experience of -many wrecked 
ives. Price, by mail, .$L.l For sale at 
his office. ’ ■

“The. Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.’’ By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
■Prof,-Dockwpod..iis recognized as one of 
the,ablest, lecturers, on' the spiritual ros 
tr im. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form-the,Substance of his lec
tures bn the Molecular Hypothesis of 
•Nature: and presents his views as dem-; 
bnstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual-1 
isin. -The book fe commended to all who. 
Ibve to.study anftithink. For sale at this' 
office. Price fiavents. . ..v .
-. “The Fountaiff of Lifej or The Three 
fold Pqwer-Of Hex'.” -By Lois Wais 
;brooker.. One of-the author’smost useful 
books. It should Ue read by- every man 
and woman.Pried dfle. -■ ■

■ ‘SEncyclopediaii of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the.Old.and New Testament 
Scriptures whiqh prove bi- imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 

.books of the Bible.” By. Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of the Biblelp its 
relations'to Spiritualism. As its title 
.denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the’.subject; Pficb$i;, 
For sale at this office. -

J. 6. BfITDORF, M. D.
’. r ■ -----—------------ ■

SPECIALIST JN ALL CHRONIC
DISEASES.

, ... ... o ,,.

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS 
DRUGS!

-——^o-------- -
BRIGHT'S DISEASE BAFFLED.

, DB. J. O. BATDOBF:-lu the fall of ¡8« I wan 
taken wlth-Brlght'a disease of the kidney,. I was 
very sick al! winter and In March. 1888,1 felt the iii-st 
symptoms of diopiy. ■ 1 engaged the very lest pliysl- 
ciuoB In the county, who treated me two -weeks but 
did me no good. Then.I wfiiit to B. H. Falls, Wh.. 
aud boarded three week«, 'jin doctor said he could 
cure mo. Jle cluimed 1 bad;uo dropsy ut first, but 
5“c_r^bttd me two weeks be found I had 
drtmby as well as kidney trouble. After treating mo 
three weeks he gave me up. During all this time I 
continued to bloat: could not get up without help; 
could not lie down in bed for over one year; could 
hardly get. my breath, and Hardly keep enough on my 
stt much to keep me alive. I then sent to Dr. Green, 
or AtUut*,  Gm. the great dropsy physician, but de
rived no benefit from ills treatment. Then tried Dr. 
btjeru nu. of New York, then Dr. Grayden, of Ohio. 
Ibey both thought I bad consumption, and I received, 
n* । benefit from either. When all hopes had fled and 
I Ihiiugiitlmustdlci I saw your advertisement and 
resolved to write you. I then Font for medicine; did 
nut know as I ahuuld live until tho. medicine reached 
ine, outdid, cud from tho lime I took the first dose of 
your wonderful medicine. 1 begun to get better and 
continued to improve until I am well. Before your 
medicine reached mo.'iny limbs' had burst In four 
Places, but to-day I am enjoying hotter health than I 
ever aid before, and am Imj-py to ssy I owe my recov*  
erytoyou. Had 1 not seed your advertisement!- 
would have been In my grave. I have not words to 
express my gratitude. Youra very truls <

MRS. CLARA ETfrAUGHTAl;.
< ’ ! • ■ • - Shamrock, Wis,

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex. 

look of hair, leading symptom, and 
two. stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. 0.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

... .■ SS8U

of Sblrlevville, Mass,, the well-kuown magnetic phyal* fil*IIllTUAL18T8 Vi SITING CHICAGO JAN FIND 
practice. His practice ex- eQU*i u th,,se at ll0l,,h<' with Alends Into all paru of the United Statesand Canada; I ^ritualist umily, at3« St. Jubu’q Place, uear Unloi 

aho In some parts of Europe. He Is making wunderfu purk- r.llrRH wlrii >iia ili..».!.., j»_. .. _ .... ..... . - _______

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

A Grand Chance to Make Money.
The Golden Laxative Coffee Gb. will 

sell any State outside of New England 
to any one, and the rightto manufacture 
and sell the coffep in that State. They 
have some States that they will sell as 
low as $100, amLpthers for $500, that be
ing the higiqHt. This company has 
made over 600 per cent, on their capital 
since December 12,-1895. Any one buy
ing a State right for prices offered can 
double their money the first two months^ 
Send all letters to The Golden Laxative

V»B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear 
Friend: Your Melted Pebble Spectacles 
received. They are a perfect fit. The 
cooling treatment the eyes receive while 
wearing them is Very restful 'and 
strengthening. Hoping you may live a | 
hundred years to help, humanity, I re
main most thankfully your friend,’ .

. Dr. M. A. B. Mount.
574 Lexington Ave., New York. .

I will mairS3s"week’s trial treatment 
of-the famous, Australian Electro Pill 
Remedy free to all readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, qr seven weeks’; 
treatment for only $1.00; for catarrh, 
kidney, liver and stomach, and general 
complaints. ' Special ’ terms to agents. 
Address with stamp. Dr. E. J. Worst, 
Ashland Ohio ■ 352

Mothers will find ‘‘Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy. ■

WARMED
AND KEPT WARM.
1 he suffering is not the worst 

of It. ItHEUMATlHM. NkUBALGIA, 
Swelling of the Ljmjib, Con* 
Dirairi'iuN uTe ull thu direct icbuIc 
of cold feet. -Those FOOT BAT*

-ix- TERIEb reiuGte ull aches and' 
, — ' pains from feet and limbs, cause 
ifeJS » feeling of ucw Ilfo autl vigor, 
' -—. eauul to the days of. youth.

^53. Think of the luxury of warm feet 
all wluterlu all weather! These

SomethingnewHDd etart» 
ling. Thia knowledge U 
from a higher sourco an4 
ie fully explained in tkg 
“AbTlUL Guide?’ wMch 
will bo pent FREE to any 
addroBfi upon receipt of a 
two cent Btamp for postage.

Aetrblogical students. 
Physicians, Healer«, 
N u r e o e, Everybody MUM 
have the “Guide,” •

L. J. SHAFHR, 
Chemist,MAGNETIC BATTEHIES tn- 

creuse the flow of bloud. vitalize 
six?- It und cause d most -delightful 

feellug thewoment your feet rest 
/fl71H Wvw upon ineso powerful MAGNETIC 

■ , , IN30LEB. They will cure Rheu-
mattsin, Neura'gla, and SWELLING of tho LIMUS. 
Mery pair plvoa comfort ami autlafaetlou. if you 
Keep your feet wuim you cannot catch colL What's, 
ou°t feelkga8! Tpair'of“u‘r-B<1 “rCd' “11'E0“e’ T, Collage of Magnettc.,]

MAGNETIC FOnT rattfrifq OF REFINEDlYIAUnjt I It» t-QQT BATTERIES ! /I theraputldf Including the Sun Cura vital 
w»j act like a charra on your blood, and give vou a j.am> BlectrlcilKMlnd Cure, aud a higher iclenreof 
•eueatlon of WARMTH aud VIGOR at once. Try a Chemical affinity and bmlu prlucffi develoDed 
pair of them quick, el .00, or three pairs for »2.00. . wHb|thelr marvellous application«. Shidenta \n four 
any »ize by mall, beud for our book, “A Plain Road continent! Jiave Uken the courae. The col eti u 
to henlth. ItlB instructive and interesting to the chartered and confer» the degreeof D.M.. DoeSSil 
sick or well. . . . e By a system ot printed quwHons rudenti

Chicago Magnetic Shield Co., |

A. B. MASONIC TgMPLE, ■ - CHICAGO. Jerre“ ’ Dean’ 282 1I“”’ '

Melted Pebble Spectacles;

r

DOYiUlE DEVELOPS 
rdiunc MEDIUMSHIP
And gives commulcatlong. Price, delivered, »1.20. 
Mediumship and How to Mesmerize, 
.n?ver^ Spiritualist «nd Inveailgaior should have ft. 
103 pages of explicit directions for developing all 
plHV.es, with portrait of author. Paper, 25c; cloth, 
50c., postpaid. ’ ’

SPIRITUALIST BADGE

cures with his magnetic remedies, oa hla certlrtcateB of 
cures will »bow. Beud for one. Many are cured when 
given up to die by the M. D’a. if you send litih a lock 
hiy.2ni l^n’.numo,lftge’?ex’ aud four 2-cent itumps, 
he will tell you what be thinks of your ease; also 
what the prospects are for a cure. Try Ulifi aud be 
convinced. Addrea, DR. J. s. LOUCKS, Shlrloy 
ville, Mass. r-847

DR. MANSFIELD’S
REFINEDHOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES

Reach the sore spots.
Heal the raw plan s. .
Go to the seat of disease.
Penetrate obtourc localities.

se*’i ftnd Jead*uif sympLomiObrlng you ai 
8 c?“’“e,oi ihedlciuc coinpoumleii clalr» 

aHy. f°r you. from my houieopathfà 
* “3 ft ful1 fr.tìe diagnosis reveallug thj 

true nature and cause of your trouble. If yuu ar J 
S?AìieJUr.In Be\0D ^Ry" y°ur ^Har will be tmme*  
» Ai -1“ •

W. A. MANSFIELD,

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A Now Badge tn solid gold 
with blue and black enamel, 
with the pyramids, obelisk 
aift sun's rays tn gold. Every 

.. . ............... My,tic should have one of
these bcuumul emblems. Price «2. Fur sale ut this 
office. •

Hermann hoppe, .magnetic healer-no.
15 SO. Elizabeth St., 1st Flat, Chicago. 839

PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS READING, OR 
six questiona answered, 50 cents and three stamps. 

Marguerite Burton, 20 Beuuett Street. Boston, Maus.
. 343

SPIRITUALIST BADGES. 
every .... 

SPIRITUALIST 
SHOULD .V. EAr? THE 

SUNFLOWER 

■ JEWELRY.
. REMOVED.

Dr. ,Willis Edwards, clairvoyant psychic, pastor of 
the Church of tbe Spirit, 55L N. Clark street, gives 
readings dally at'bls* residence, 162 Dearborn avenue. 
Seances Wednesday evenings at 8 o’clock sharp. Office 
bourse 10 a. m. to 12 in.; 2to6 p. m. -Services at the 
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THE FRAUD QUESTION.SPIRITUAL ÜNFOLDMENT
Pc Lecture by Cora L. V. Richmond

And

The appliances which are often sought

life’attested it, while thosp sticklers for

of life was necessary for spiritual unfoldr

came

ual wish, heyond the control of the indi-! S, ” nT “P11™?1 UI?’f

•ssjsJLJSa, tri rs :8W..5SUa.,wrKi5

¿genuine result? You frequently see r> Zl .T . 1 H 1 , n A n-^1 M 1 «« 1 • « -t t _au.unuoou 111 UUU O|ZllXUUCbXLCUHJ JUUJ UitLS) 
methods and outward appliances for the

cessible to kings or rulers, to priests of

theof

It’s'the proof of the puddiri’, if!- 
Añd I say he’s a good on’ . {

Ô*.'

I

i

testations may or may not have aroused 
within • them the desire to do and bo

■h

True, there may have been many sa
cred orders of men and women, among

The Barden Rests upon Spirit- 
unlists.

comes from within.
Among certain orders in. the Orient, 

• where severity of life and withdrawal 
from the world accompanied spiritual

quently fly to these, supposing by some 
8abtJe. pov>r a £lft. may be bestowed

venticgl life has constituted a denial of 
the spirit, because if one has a spiritual 
possession the world cannot -Interfère

ig ip the world He still was not o 
and all the teachings which He gave re
vealed that the unfoldment of the spirit

How We May Best Dispose 
. of It.

B

W'X.”' ErS3las • 

ssbs gSi WE 

foldeS utoio the auemThUtlon^r snlr"1 Mediums are det-eloped almost instantly 
toll aifts Wto the auXntatK 'for8piritual work. ■ Mediums who are 

thefr individual^niritua^mtamnent and i ?°A.USL_d ,f?r Bpb’^ua^ ^0,’i sPe?‘dca^y

over all tjie tHumphs and disappoint- better; even the desire'to do and be bet- 
ments of social life. ' ' ' ’ ' “

H EEK ye first the kingdom of 
* • God and its righteousness, and 

all things shall be added unto 
Fou.” .- . . . , „ ■

“Covet earnestly the best gifts- ■ 
Added to this Socrates has said; "Man 

can bestow nothing upon the gods, but 
if he be willing the gods can bestow all 
things upon him.”

The first paragraph quoted from the 
New Testament indicates man’s spiritual 
state. The second, "Covet earnestly 
the best gifts,” we would render, seek 
earnestly, or desire the best gifts; this 
refers to that which may be'■bestowed 
by an outside power, and both are in ac
cord with spiritual unfo'dment.

It has been, however, a mistaken sup
position in almost every age of human 
history, that by some external device, 
some formula, some outward appliance, 
man reaches spiritual unfoldment. So 
far was this carried among the early 
Christians that, especially after the for
mation of tho Roman Catholic church, 
there were orders of monks,, nuns and

You even cpme to know that , though 
monks are supposed to be consecrated to 
a life of fasting and prayer, that their 
sins are proscribed, they are very often 
engaged in revelry, and feasting instead 
of fasting, in wine-drinking (which is 
sometimes permissible in the church); 
the real life of the monk is not a life of 
the consideration of spiritual things so 
much as a conformity to certain external 
usages on certain times and occasions; 
the "sound of convent bells would . fre
quently bring them from the wine-bottle 
to the altar; but that they should be 
summoned from such indulgences to the 
outward form of prayer is evidence that 
the form and not the spirit had taken 
possession of their Ilves. ”

ter may not have succeeded in controll
ing and governing their lives. The 
manifestations do not do it, Many peo
ple say: If spirits have a controlling in
fluence on human life, why do they not 
iirevent such things as have been mani- 
ested by the Fox sisters, andmani- 

fested in the cases of others who have 
received spiritual gifts.

But the great lesson which is apna- 
rent is, that while the spirits may guide 
and teach mortals, they cannot govern 
them; the moral government of an indi
vidual is not entrusted to any spirit, it 
must be a matter of individual growth, 
there must be unfoldment and individual
responsibility. If you knew the secret 
of those lives you would find that not 
only have they had the advice of every 
earthly friend, but the advice and guid- 

of spirit friends also. .A spirit can' ' - • ■ ■ _ a gpjrit,
creo oraers oi men ana women, among ance of spirit friends also. A spirit can 
whom asceticism was the resultpf a gen- prevent a man from drinking, a spirit 
nine conviction; many of those lives-in can prevent h human being from doing 
their severity illustrated the principles anything wrong, but it would be of no 
which they espoused. But even tho^e moral value*  to take hold of a man ph vs- 
lives could have found nobler expression iqaiiy or by psychological force and preIn tha Antonin titowM nni il «4 iknoo »n ol 1 . . ..i • .« * - - . - J- . .

priests, monasteries and convents were. cuiuu u»vo iuuiiu uuuiec lqaUy or by psychological force and pre
established: it was believed thatpne in the outside world, could ‘have met vent an action; itxVbilld not be unfold- 
could not obtain spiritual unfoldment, and conquered more evil, could have en-, |ng him in spirit. It is not given to any 
or real exaltation in spiritual things,, coura^ed more people to higher ways, | spirit to take charge bf man’s moral 
without separation from the world. How; could have-found expression in assisting I nature; spirits do, sometimes, as do hu- 
this has succeeded in past ages you can, others rather than in watching their j man friends, succeed in preventing a re
well understand. In many instances, own individual existences until they be- currence of a certain tendenevinphys- 
there have been spiritual gifts and en-. came almost -corroding and rusting . icai Hf0i whether it Is that ot drinking or 
dowments among those who'have with- things. . I whether of. other physical habits or
drawn from the world, as they called it; There are many people In the world vices; the prevention is not the conquer- 
but the entire svstem of monaSticor con-1 to-day who receive the evidences of spir- (ng of the cause; the cause can only be

with it. ,
The mad of God, Jesus.'of Nazareth, 

was “in the world, but not qf the world,” 
and he could sit with publicans and sin
ners. He could partake of the hospi
tality of the worldling and not b'e affect
ed by it, for he Ivas not of the world; 
His spirituality was from within and dot 
a semblance from without.1 His.' whole

_ __ _ • «x _1 va-uov vuu uuw UC itual presences, to whom spiritual gifts1 overcome bv the individual perception 
have come with or without their own' of the wrong, and the individual aim 
seeking, who nevertheless, have not and strength'to overcome it. All helps 
spiritual unfoldment. jThis is. the sub- • are given in this direction, but, unless 
ject (spiritual gifts) which is side by side man ¡g be made u moral machine In- 
with.that of which we wish to speak. 8tead of an unfolded spirit and angel, he 
“The best gifts” spoken of, when you must win the light of spiritual Jruth the 
are commanded to seek earnestly tho same as any other growth, from his own 
best gifts, is not that you should seek one inward light and strength 
gift as greater than another, but the-gift Tv . , ° x* ___________________________aLic &uoiiauccswnictk areOiten soupdthat is,most desirable for you individ- for the 'development of mediumaEip 
ually. If one seeks a spiritual gift, one ---- •
cannot seek: earnestly, prayerfully, with- 

«evnrltv °“t knowing that there is a power be
yond the individual that, must bestow

tne development of mediumship 
are often mistaken for spiritual unfold
ment; many people suppose themselves 

, to be growing spiritually if the hand is 
oi me was necessary ior.spin»iM.a>uuiur v- m,,of u... i¡controlled to write, or there are other
ment, complained. John the Baptist ihan^th^ indiv?duaiCm whatoHft is manifestations in their pdoms, or if in a 
came from-thewilderness with baptism, ‘b“ Ba“ine »oh I would blike Uttle ?“'cle any one of the members is 
fasting and jvith prayer; there- here °> l,n8t®ad,°’ Bay‘nff> '^«¿iritaal e-ift-1 controlled to speak, or see, or think, or 
among the ancient Jews those who had I “ .i^. tbis .or that spiritual gift, I do that gives evidence of the
established orders of severity of life; to t° 868 “ presence of spirits! This is not spiritual
have the Messiah come or claim to come “1unfoldment: » may be mediumship, it
and sit’down with the publicans and sin- f . “i ” ” । ,E,„ „ ™hy often is mediumship, but frequently tills
ners was to them a sei ore shock; but be- T^ild -be better t^ raedIum8hlp’80 unf°!ded’ Produces no
ing in the wo. Id He still was not of it ^Stoi1 thttt t%e^ 8He6‘fio re8U,ts’ Frequently there are
flfS nil t.hrt tnfu'hinorK whir.h Rft yave 1’6- . Cueeillllly any gift mat IS given. Qlio-ht «vidpnrAR In Hip mft.nifAQt.aHAM« nf

gifts, there was something more to.be 
considered than the .mere Separation 
from human kind. , That the "pftrsiiit of 
spiritual things, the exalting of the 
mind and spirit might not be distracted 
by earthly considerations caused men to' 
withdraw often from the. world; but the 
double purpose of preserving spiritual 
gifts, or those endowed with them, free 
from interruption and persécution, as 
well as to-keep themselves in the proper 
frame of mind to receive spiritual gifts, 
may explain the many orders of recluses 
in the Orient. • ' .

In certain lines of spiritual descent, 
which, however, are not now in exist
ence, there were certain expressions of

, •. v /h . spec wo results, rreciuenuv mere aredept cheerfally any gift that is given. B{.ght evidences in th| ®anftestat,ion8 of

fess*  ’is
individual to-whom a gift came, illus-’ye“8>bolfeafPS ’ 
trating ajl the more perfectly that the' nothing but a s ight movement of tte 
gift is something outside of the todivid- hand j ™

life, which are carried forward now in 
a different manner; but were represent- ___  __ ___ _ ____ ___ _____ ___ .
ed.in the ancient orders when govern- their individual spiritual e'njovment and
ments persecuted every form of gift not1 usefulness. Imay’ by, ^ps-contmued effort m some
recognized by kings; when men of I The line of manifestations from the 1 ?5H?Ui?efnOr ®nla
learning and inspiration ' apoused the | spirit-world to mortals is the line of what 8v8ald.b®fore>18 tbls
jealousy of monarchs and -rulers, it was i8'called spiritual gifts in the Bible, and a/en,-lnfrequently see 
needfbrthat they should withdraw from t their manifestations come to those who ^tw8plaltua r tlC J01?,'naJ8’
the world, should conceal themselves in are in the shadow, or in the light; to
caves, should withdraw to mountain I those who are ignorant or those who iP'n- u°U f1’0'
fostnesses-to pursue the divine inspire- have knowledge; to those who have Kf a
tion’enjoined upon them. But this was moral infirmity or to those who are mor-18 „1-6 Pow®r a,fflft may be bestowed
less for spiritual unfoldment in itself ally enlightened; to those who are phys- 2<n h»1 nf° d?u-bt a
than the protection and preservation of ieally imperfect or to those who-are ffiitwlll,be bestowed that qf wisaom,
those gifts for the benefit of others; for physically healthful; there is no dis
had the ancient discoverers of .science 1' ■' ’ .................... ’

, or experience, or something of the kind, 
tinction ’and no discrimination; and' may be true that, by

through inspiration been at all times ac- when the gift is given the condition of J0?“6 message received, some letter or 
cessible to kings or rulers, to priests of the individual does not seem to affect ££ P^Q ,Otr’
formulated religions, they would have the nature, quality nor capability of the ' ìvt, i oduQed in one
been subjected to the same kind of j expression of the gift. The bestowment A^ en&bte one s individual friends
treatment that Galileo endured, that of these gifts is from a distinct outside1 „° n?meillumehip in its
Socrates received, that Bruna suffered; power using the human organism or a 18 “J1 d.e’
the gifts of the spirit would have-been mechanism, and if it uses the faculties ' vel?J)ed that way. Almost as suddenly 
blotted out in the expression of their | that are there it uses them in the'direc- “?,^6 Pau ^9hrlsV?n ty;
lives, so far qs they, individually were tion that they hre unfolded; it does not'' „r8e^lhS rather to 
concerned. ' ' ' I require anything, it does not claim the theChristians; as suddenly as

Whatever answers the best purpose of individual, it does not bestow anything ' Jhat came^the^iscioles while walking 
the individual; whatever leads the indi- excepting the gift itself. ;. . I ca“efi™“8‘'*P l
vidual away from that which is.e'nthrall-1 In illustration of this the alleged ex-1 . jesus_?bus suddenlv^so^e.tim^ and 
ing materially to that which is govern- posure by the Fox sisters, the two'“^“ai«± Imes ^e 
ing spiritually is the best. If one finds1 younger, Margaret and Katie, were 'n wÌiènT is indicted when a: 
that being in the world makes him of. among the first instruments of spiritual ' dÌBt;n?t' *h»n'
the world, it may be better to withdraw manifestations (thp oldest sister also be- ' XS 8
from it; however, it is not the greatest, ing a medium); the lives of those two ' teads to^vg narHnniar
victory to fly from temptation; no real, havenOt been affected; their individual Ì?ethfd then thè method should b^fnl: 
conquest has ever come to any human, unfoldment has not advanced nor have ' X ontwarf annitanl«
being by seeing a conventicle life; it is they especially soughtor received spirit- ' Xr human boinff
simply a refuge, but it is not a place of, ual enlightenment from the mariuesta-1 ' _
growth; it may be a place of safety from tions through them; so they being the S’ ‘XUar h^I±P 
some forms of temptation; but after all, subjects’of the manifestations, but not “ ^edtamsh Ò werl to
the real temptation comes from the per-, being endowed -with spiritual unfold- hXVb,.0aav meth^d^levier whirh 
son. No amount-of formal prayer nor ment from within, the result has been ' “a’Q,£vb„y ?.r
external, fasting can*  keep 'nuns and that when for self-interest or other,&^SSmu2ZS 
monks from the little bickerings and causes, this power ceases to control I festat,0 ??jealousies that grow out of their indi- their Uites through themb^®ir reah nA j^ich that stì ^%SeS
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ening enlightenment from within; One 
cannot be In daily and hourly communi 
ion with those who are guardian spiriti 
or ministering attendants without some 
unfolding of the' aspirations that arè 
withim-hence there is a perceptible 
spiritual change in the world; human 
thought has grown many degrees since 
the mivent of Modern Spiritualism. It 
is not only the palpable demonstration 
of. spirit presence land power which is 
valuable in an; intellectual and physical 
sense, but iKere is that which is much 
greater^ which far exceeds in value 
whatever has" outward manifestation; 
that which is perceptible in tho awak
ened spiritual cognition of all; the rec
ognition of a. spiritual atmosphere in 
the world that people did not confess 
fifty years ago; substantially the recog
nition of man’s spiritual nature, the rec
ognition of his spiritual powers, and the 
confession of a higher strata of exist
ence than that which was in the worjd 
even a quarter,of a century ago. This 
spiritual unfoldment, of which the out
ward and^exciting cause is the physical 
phenomena; the inward and dominating 
cause is the aspiration and need of the 
human spirit ■ fop greater knowledge of 
spiritual things.

The only method which can be - ad
vised with referétìce to spiritual unfold
ment is the recognition and pursuing of 
stich spiritual light, as each individual 
has.' If you wish for growth Or unfold
ment in any diréction, you turn your 
thoughts in that direction. You may 
seek all human knowledge upon the sub
ject, but you will have no real growth 
unless you have it from within. A 
great many illustrations might be given 
that are trite apd familiar—if one is not 
an artist, who may ¿intellectually desire 
to be one, seeking all information, all 
knowledge, that is; possible on the sub
ject of art, he may have the perfect 
formula of painting « picture correctly, 
but between that picture and a work of 
art will be as great a difference us be- 
tween'a dead and ai living body. One is 
a cultivated, éxtekntfl appliance of art, 
the galvanized or; electro-plated ware 
which cannot pass for the pure gold; 
the other is the spirit of it, using all out
ward appliances 'fobthe perfect expres
sion of that whic& fthe spirit iilly tools. 
The same is true bf music. There are 
millions óf excellent performer? in the 
world; but geniuses.,of music [can be 
counted. The perfòrznersdo good work 
in physical and mental accuracy; but 
when the genius steps upon the stage 
the whole world knows the difference.’ 
Between the physical and functional ac
quisition and the gift that springs from, 
within is to befqifhd'aslahaardol'the 
difference betwéqn>outward ’appliances 
for-spiritual and religious thought and 
that .’which is the result of inward 
growth. ' '. ’

Entering the realm of spiritual 
growth again; we wbuld slmply say:, No 
human being is destitute of that divine 
spark, that spiritual life which Ailtir 
mately will unfold;’ none that do not 
somewhere have promise of its expres
sion here; but those who are seeking 
that expression- here and now; those 
who expect to arrive at the results be
fore they travel all, the steps necessary 
for reaching thè. results; those who de
sire to be spiritually endowed and gifted, 
as well as to be mediums of spiritual 
communications; m,Ust remember that 
every step of this unfoldment must be 
taken from witbin;;that no outward ap
pliance, no benediction or blessing of 
ministering spirits, no message, however 
.exalting, can1 magé’hohe exalted. You 
may aspire until yo,ti reach the height; 
you may be there already: if you are, it 
declares you. Many, people mistake pe
riods of exalting inspiration, when by. 
the light of thè spirit they are given 
glimpses of its surpassing state, for act
ual growth. This èxplains why, pardon 
us fora few moments, there are so many 
people in the wbrld' who claim greater 
powers than they possess, who individ
ually desire to ,be' recognized as some
thing greater than they are. Just 
think of it— in'the forty-eight years of 
the existence of Modern Spiritualism a 
great many people Jiave supposed them
selves to be its Christ. There are peo
ple outside of Spiritualism who suppose 
themselves to represent the second com
ing of Christ. -This’is not altogether a 
willful deception; sjich people are en
dowed momentarily, or for periods of 
time, with inspiration; they are intel
lectually deceived’[by the exaltation 
which they feel. It'Js easy[ just as’easy 
for the mind to’have obliquity in the di
rection of selfj.a? it is.for tne body to. 
:Of course, theSè. people are endowed, 
primarily, with sufficient appreciation of 
themselves, and1' wlién,' added to that, 
they feel the light of an exalting pres-’ 
enee, it suddenly resolves itself intoàn 
egotism which, taking possession .óf 
them, usurps, the . place of reason and 
cómmon sense, . So these are only larger 
worshipers ai their own shrine than or
dinary mortals. ’ ... "

But this presence, which thrills and 
fills humanity1 to-dayj not only dispels all 
such mists from thè 'mind, but ultimate
ly makes human - existence a clear, 
sweet and pure^hipression of humble, 
beautiful spirituality; a spirituality that 
doeshot compareiftelf with others, that 
does not claim any thing for itself; that 
does not place itself upon a mountain of 
exaltation, and' declare, that to be the 
point which the world must.attain; but 
,in its true and .perfect humility receives 
the light and. ùnfòlds' in its presence as 
thè fragrance of—the' lily, as the beauty 
of the rose, and expresses this light in 
human life, while' others who are aware' 
of it receive its glory! and brightness.

Thus may we loo.lrTor the, results of 
spiritual unfoldment In sweet and silent 
ways; in livès'thatÈave been madp more 
healthful, and beautiful, and pure; in 
those palhways whfere sorrow has been 
brightened) ;where>niisery, poverty and 
wrong have .been éet aside for, the up
lifting power oh thè spirit; where the 
daily task Has beeyn made easier to bear; 
where feet have walked more patiently 
and uncomplaininglj'pver.all the thorny 
ways of Hamah existence—fierp is where 
Wé find its strength. ¿Then we find it in 
the great undertone that, like the sound, 
of the seo, is forever. heard in its won
dermis monotone proclaiming that hu
man life, and all its varied’disappoint
ments, is but a lleeting and transient 
hour of experience'; while the spirit, at
taining its full expression, will ulti
mately reveal1 that' this vast undertone 
is the promise,'fulfilled at last, of the

great triumphiof the spirit in its con
quest over earth. . ; ,

[The following impromptu poem, the 
subject being suggested by a member, of 
the audience, was given:]

OKI FOR THE BEST GIFT I
Not such gifts as the human mind, 

In its feebleness, might deem the best;
For these might serve the spirit to bind 

And not answer its sweet,behest; ,
But such gifts as are suited best '

Unto me, O, God, I ask instead; 
And the spirit, in its earn est quest,

Would receive Thy blessing, where'er 
it tread.

Not such as in our selfishness,
Wishing to dazzle the earthly state, 

Or, as some power would express,
That which prophets welcome, though 

iate - ; .
This gift might come unto the life,

Still whatsoe'pr is best for me, 
What'best may conquer the earthly.

strife .
Or lead mankind to eternity;

If it shall be healing power, whereby .
The sick In form are made more 

whole;
If it shall be of prophecy;

The power of teaching from the soul;
If it shall be the gift of tongues, 

Or wonder-working here below;
Whatever gift Thou deemest best, 

O, God, let every mortal know;
Or if it shall be best to wait, 

And if no sign, no gift, appear, f/
But only know that by the gate

Of heaven the dear ones hover near, 
That they, entering the shadowy room;

Take up their places by my side, 
Dispeljing doubt, and pain,’and gloom,

Then let that gift alone abide.
Whatever gift is best for me,

Let every spirit ask in love, 
AndTo! the heaven of potency

Makes answer from the world above:
Even as ye seek so shall ye find, 
And all “best gifts” your lives shall 

bind.
BENEDICTION.

Even as the unfolding rose, or as 
worlds that blossom ’neath Thy hand in 
space, so may Thy children find unfold
ing the pure and perfect light, the in
ward grace, that leads them ever to 
Thy Love, and makes them one with 
Thee. ________ \ _________

VI$ MÉD1CATBIX PEDIS.

I reap in'the'TÉiNKEB—
. And it wasweymwtnker— J 

Of a medicine new, yet old; 
■ . A grandma’s recipe, -

.. Though a late'discovery, 
Which would cure consumption and 

. cold.
But the professtonaj “guild,”
Who the people have pilled, 

Are down on the Science Hussars; - '
It’s' a medical rock— '
This tincture of Sock— •

And they scream, - “O, Lord, and the 
stars!” .

Good old Doctor Peebles,
Who tends the sick peoples

Way down where the limetree grows,
To him it's a shock, 
Thé tincture of “sock,” 

Or to thrust one's nose in his shoes.
But we’re left to wonder

' Why in the thunder, 
If the salt goes into the feet 

And brings on catarrh, . 
And membranous war,

Why we can’t have an alkaline teat?
The world is in strife •
The whole of its life,

And ignorance none will confess;
One lauds to the skies
What another decries;

And doctors and laymen—they guess.
One for microbes takes
Whisky; another says snakes

Swim in liquor—go'flirting their tails 
Like fish in'we sea,

® As real as can be, 
Or crawl in slime, like the snails.

Most anything goes
Up a poor sinner’s nose, 

When the doctors say ithnust be;
But they raise a big fqss 
If some other cuss A 

Takes a notion to swallow sock-tea.
But I say, if a man, 
By philosophy's scan, .

Or, if he learn from grandmammas 
• wise. ■

■ That the whilom “toe-jam” 
Will cure a flim-flam, 

Pulmonary decline, or disease 
eyes, '

Why, let it be sour, ■ 
Ór as sweet as a flower, 

Or as salty as-salt can be;- ■
Let him burn up his sock,. 
And smell of thè smoke, 

Or boil it and sip of the tea.

And I say he-8 a good on’ . 
Who finds in the earth or the air

What n6 man has found, 
• Though of learning profound, 

How to lift a man out of despair. '
Now, don’t raise a sweat, ‘ 
Apd simper, “You bet,”• 

That the salt is not in the shoes,

fraud; but the. first article still holdi’ 
good. Spiritualists must assist inridu 
ding ourrankdof fraud. Many genuine 
mediums have stated to me that the] - 
would willingly co-operate in sbme good - 
plan to put mediumship on a higher 
plane. This can be done in but one wayl 
That is, by a National Examining 
¡Board, composed of honorable people 
and upheld by the Spiritualists and me« 
diums.

The majority of mediums, if assured 
bv this plan of an honorable opportunity 
oi demonstrating their powers, would 
welcome it as an aid to their work. The 
opposers will be among those who call 
themselves Spiritualists. Let us hear 
from the phenomenal mediums on the 
point. w. H. Bach.

To the Editor:—Since writing my 
last letter to The Progressive 
Thinker, I have completed' ;he time 
allotted at Elkhart, Ind., an am now 
located In Findlay, Ohio, for a two 
weeks' s[ay,and have two distinct offices 
to perform. First, we have a very fine 
developing circle organized, and if the 
first three circles are any criterion 
there will be some remarkable results. 
So far, an unconscious trance medium 
has been evolved, and my host has se
cured some very peculiar results in the 
line of spirit-photography—one picture 
having three bands upon the breast of 
the sitter in addition to the two hands of 
the sitter, which are in full view. I en
close a copy of the picture. You will 
note that two of these are right hands 
and the third a left, also that they are 
of different sizes. In our circle three 
people have shown more or less marked 
evidences of mediumship in addition to 
the ones mentioned, and I have a strong 
hope that we will get at leostiive medi
ums developed by the time the twelve 
circles are completed. •

■Second: The clergy, especially the 
Rev. Brooks, of the Christian church, 
have been opening tbe eyes.of the peo
ple. Recently Rev. Brooks gave a very 
untruthful and decidedly slanderous de
scription of Spiritualism, and I am to 
answer his sermon to-morrow evening.

I find here a very great Interest in 
the subject. A society has been organ
ized and there is every prospect of a 
goqd work being , done. As yet there 
are few who come boldly to the front, 
but the interest will increase and more 
will come out. ,

I see by the papers of the last taw 
weeks (which I have not seen until to
day) that I have been “catching it” 
from some quarters. Well, a difference 
of opinion is a good thing. Decidedly 
so, I am extremely thankful to Brother 
Francis for his kind approval and ex
planation of my position pn the matter 
of fraud, but really, I think that Brother 
Richards gave his whole case away in 
his artiple. ’ . , -

He speaks of the''alleged exposes at 
Lily Dale. I do not pass judgment upon 
either party, as I know nothing of the 
inside of the case. But he admits that 
Spiritualists (so called, at least) pro
tested at once when these exposes took 
place. What more did I claim than 
that? I believe I stated that Spiritual
ists demanded more than could be given, 
and, as a result, opened the way for 
frauds. Brother Richards has admitted 
this in his article, while criticising me. 
That was all I claimed. Then why find 
fault with my position?

A gentleman (?) from Franklin, Penn, 
(one who wrote me a couple of years 
ago that he had Jesus and the apostles 
for his controls), took exactly the oppo
site position, and in a personal letter, or, 
rather, two of them, denounced me 
roundly for being in league with the 
frauds and afraid of ithem. So, really, 
I do not know where I stand now.

But leaving .all this out of the ques
tion, who makes it possible for these 
people to exist? ■ Certainly it is the 
Spiritualists. Then, what remedy can 
we suggest except the one given both by 
Brother Richards and , myself? We
agree fully upon the matter. Who 
made it possible for Clifton to give his 
fraudulent work in Chicago, and take 
$2,000 out of.the peopje, without giving 
a single genuine manifestation? Yet 
Brother Francis was r$Jmdly condemned 
by Spiritualists for giylnga full expose 
of hie methods, in The Progressive 
Thinker. He has been shamefully 
abused many times for declining to pub
lish puffs of alleged mediums who have 
been publicly proven to be dishonest in 
their mediumship and depraved in their 
Sersonal habits. The people who have 

one this profess to be Spiritualists.
The people who are assisting the ex
posed mediums, whom Brother Richards 
mentions, to get before the public again, 
profess to be Spiritualists. But not all 
Spiritualists did so, neither did' I state 
or insinuate that they'did.

Now, there are two remedies for this. 
First—do not admit of. any alleged ex
posures. Two-thirds of the exposures 
are’ worth absolutely nothing. If sev
eral days elapsed between the time the 
Lily-Dale mediums left their rooms or 
cottages and the discovery of the para- 
ithernalia, I would not give a picayune 
or the evidence- thus presented. By 

saying this, I do not mean to traduce 
the Officers of Lily Dale, allot whom I 
am personally acquainted' with and 
would nqt consider fpr one minute were 
anything but honest in the move they 
have made.

, Exposures that do not give evidence 
conclusively by the discovery of para-, 
phernalia, and_the internal and external 
evidences of fraud, are absolutely worth
less. Get a complete expose or keep 
still. ' . -

Second—When a full and complete 
expose has been given, give it the widest 
possible circulation, and let all Spiritual
ists shun the exposed individual. '

t There is no question of the genuine
ness bf the phenomena. The only ques
tion is: Does so and so get it? -

Brother White says he does not think 
materialization is possible. Yet he ad
mits etherealization. Brother White, if 
etherealization is possible, you admit the 
principle. Then, if the principle exists, 
there is. but a difference intensity to 
produce-a materialization. If the spirit 
can make its body visible by an ethere- 
alization, give it a little more strength 
and it, will be able to sufficiently con
dense to intike itself “feelable,” as well, 
as visible. • ,
' I do not believe there is one of our 
genuine’mediums who will decline to 
give strict test conditions, if approached 
in the . proper spirit; but they'will de

, cline when ordered to prostitute their 
gifts to a level with rpountebanks. We 
nave some grand, good people who are 
engaged in 1 mediumiptic work. It 
would be an outrage to say they were 
not so. It would also be an outrage to 
say that all so-called Spiritualists uphold

THOUGHTS ON DEATH.
Some Beautiful Reflections 

Thereon

Some False Notions Cor
rected.

introducing some
rlt power, or condii

mani-

Thesaine is true with reference to

could succeed ii
jealousies that grow out of their indi- their hves.through them, their real ua- 
vidual natures, even though hedged ■ ture steps in,'and if that-niturajiae not 
around with the walls of a monastery.' been unfolded in spiritual ways, if the 

’They may not have a burning desire for outside manifestations have made no im- 
Influencing others, may not have the pression bn the spirit, if the rappings 
same kind of ambition for conquest in and other phenomena occurring in their 
societv and worldly ways that comes to presence have not given them enlighten
those in the outer world; but even that ment of the spirit, and the moral- nature 
■which is worse. The petty jealousies, i has turned traitor to itself, as in. this 
the narrow and limited ambition of the case, and in many other lives, the mere 
small heartburns ahd corroding cares of ¡External manifestations have not affect
life in a convent are much more likely, - ed the conscience, they have not been 
if Anything can affect spiritual growth, morally i-esponsible. ‘ ‘
topreventit. than a greater ambition ' ' ' . '" '_____
which leads, sooner to a reaction. many mediums-for physical manifesta-

You have’heard or read,of those who. tions; they are no worse and no better 
' ' ' ' ’ th^ajhe average of human beings, than

the human beings in the same condition 
with themselves outwardly or in any 
other . sense;, the ; endowment, from 
spirit-life of the'gift of physical mani-

have withdrawn from monasteries qnd 
convents. Tljoy declare that there 
sometimes were- more bickerings, more 
heart burnings over the wearing of a 
collar, the wearing of a string of beads 
just where the rosary should be sus
pended, or upon the cut of a bonnet.than

I which that spirit. power could be made 
, manifest, then, in the aggregate, it 
would not be called, by us, spiritual un
foldment. What the manifestation does 
in your lives; whqt the presenee of the 
gift causes to be stirred up and grown 
within you;.what the contactof minister
ing spirits may produce in your dailv 
thought and aspiration; .what the grad: 
ual unfoldment and the recognition of 
spiritual powers wlR do in the world and 
in individual lives—this we denominate 
spiritual.unfoldment. , ,■ ■ ■. ■ .

it is utterly impossible that'the major
ity of mankind, or the average of those 
who have communion with tho Spirit
world, shall be in constant communicar. 
tion with spiritual presences and not be 
uplifted thereby. One cannot' continue, 
to seek for messages from the Spirit
world, especially messages pertaining to 
spiritual unfoldment, without its await

' : That the old maid's stocking, 
As she sits a-rocking, .

Won’t cure the neuralgia and blues., 
. A Catholic layman, . ' '

I think lie was a drayman, - 
Ran up to airiest who fell dead, . •

With his heart out of'beat, 
' And made barehis feet, 

And wrapped his hose all round hie 
head; ' ■

And his breath it came back,
When his nose caught the brack, 

And he’s Living, this day, it is said; -
Through his old socks’ stinking.
He's eating and drinking 

The choicest of wino that is red.
Now, for good health and luck, 
Don’t laundry’your sock, :■ .

But lay up the treasure of your toes,- :
And when the doctor gets-gay ’

■ Just show him.thoway -.
By putting your shoe on his hose.

; Samuel Joseph Daily, m. D.

Consolation indiscreetly pressed upon 
us When we are suffering tinder affliction' 
only serves to increase our pain, and to 
render our grief more poignant,—Rous-

,seau.- .. .. •. ■ • ■ .- j - i . ■

Is it possible forone dwelling in the- 
mortal to think or write ffièarly upon 
that which makeshim mortal? Lei u| 
see? ’ ■

Like everything else presented to oui 
minds, death has both an outward and 
an inward aspect, Animals die-—our 
friends die—and we attain a.certain 
familiarity with the phenomena pertain« 
ing thereto. The lapse of all bodily ao« 
tivities, the. coldness, finally the decay- 
of the body, are outward manifestations 
of what has taken place, namely, tha 
departure of the tenant from' tho abode' 
so lately and so Intimately inhabited. 
But this outward aspect of death is iti, 
aspect to others, and not to the one most 
interested. . ■ :

Let it be said, then, that even to tha 
one who dies, death has two differing 
aspects. One may be described. as tha 
process of leaving the body. Where 
there is no terror to disconcert, and po 
disease to benumb the faculties, this is' 
most curiously interesting. It is- the 
entering of a domain which is instantly 
.recognized as natural, yet possessing a 
characteristic which renders it a realm 
unknown to that just Iqft behind. What 
is this characteristic? The only answqi*  
to this question Is that familiar to stU« 
dents of the “fourth dimension.”

Bodies having three dimensions have 
a certain superiority over^those pos
sessing only two. Tne cube compared 
with the square, tho globe with .thq 
circle, illustrate this. The new form 
still possesses its former attributes, but 
it has added to them another that can- 
only be explained In its own terms. It 
can only be limited to those who still 
dwell in the lower. •

The consciousness of the individual’ 
springs forth to meet the new condition, 
and is surprised to find itself calm. .

How utterly blind I have been! is opa - 
of the first and most natural thoughts] 
and this introduces the second aspect of 
death to him who experiences it, name«; 
ly, that which is not so much observed 
as felt, the change In the consciousness.

While comparatively few maintain; 
that degree of mental clearness during ' 
the passage as to enable them to critic* . 
ally observe what is taking place, all 
have the inner testimony of conscious« 
ness of a change which follows the pass« 
ing. While the unreflective may not, 
for a'long time, understand what it li 
that has happened, and their false no« 
tions of what death is like to the subject 1 
of it may stand as a bar to their com« 
prehension, yet the strangeness is suf- 
nciently apparent. Spirjt-forms at odee i 
become as real and tangible as any evei ■ 
seen, and although they may talk with 
the eye, rather than with the voice, thia 
seems to add to rather than detract from 
their personality. . , :

A feeling of bodily helplessness may 
be associated with the change, an<J .
When there are enemies that have been ' 
made, in earth-life, these immediately - 
become a very Important factor in the ' 
new existence entered on. ■ .

One of the things which we take with 
us into this new place, which may not be •' 
removed at all in distance, is our esti« - 
mate of ourselves.

Woe to the man with enemies when -. 
he has too high an opinion of'himself.

They will make it their happiness to ' 
set him right. Their powerful advan- : 
tage over him consists in their knowl
edge of their surroundings, and of - what 
may or may not be done. They will also , 
be able to listen to his thoughts until he 
discovers that thoughts are audible in 
the epirit-real, and by this means will 
guide themselves in dealing with hjm. 
Happy are those who have friends to ■ 
meet them, instead of enemies. How ' 
tenderly these will guard and nurse the ’ 
newcomer until he attains the power to 
protect himself.

These facts, for they are nothing less; ■ 
give rise to'certain reflections based up
on them. ' ■*

Death, as a scientific fact, includes < 
more than its observed effects on living 
organisms: It includes the passage to 
another state. If we make the mistake 
of confining our thoughts and estimates 
to the former aspect of it, it will be al
ways a mystery, associated with the ex
tremé of pain and distress, but if wo can- 
attain to that degree of knowledge 1 
which shall enable us to view it from - 
the latter standpoint, then the only con
sideration that will prevent us. from ar
dently longing to experience the changé 
will be the question: Have I ceased to 
love the earth-state, or have I finished 
my work in it? '

It. may be added that the power to 
leave the earth-body and return again to 
it has been sought and attained by some. 
This is considered an addition to tha 
powers of life, because the spirit-form is ■ 
wonderfully refreshed and strengthened 
by such a visit to its native element, 
and it is sought for by some, as though- 
by this means a kind of immortalityin 
the flesh might be attained. ' -

• As this may begin and end in a motive 
purely selfish, it only need be said that 
such have yet to learn that death is not, 
in the last analysis, a del usion. • .

It is' a scientific fact- iu regard tq 
which, because Of the mystery attending - 
it, a great many, delusions are current
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we» shall not ¿tír from this 
roÿm ..uptil the time for this investiga
tion expires, whtyh will be at.6 o’clock wbich i'esulted so painfully.

.‘'She was- queer frpm'childhood up, 
.never understood, -therefore never
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A REVIEW OF THE PROGRESS OF SPIR
ITUALISM—-BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES 

—LECTURES—ESSAYS AND POEMS— 
TRUTH ABOUT THE FOX FAMILY.

The secret of the inspiration of the 
Bible is the fact that each one of 'its 
Numerous “books” represents the life
Work and teachings of some “worker 

' In tite vineyard" of the age in which 
jje lived, focalized into a mere pamph
let or chapter.

■ So with Mrs, Schlessinger’s book, 
entitled “Workers? in the Vineyard.” 

-She has condensed or focalized the 
life-work and experience, together 

' with some of the teachings given them 
in poetry and prose “from the other 
¿hone,” of many of the noble workers 
of our cause. Among those repre- 
?ented in tlie work, are J. J. 'Morse;
Falter Howell, James G. Clark, 

iilizabeth Lowe Watson, Dr. N, F.
lavlin, Moses and Mattie Hull, Chas. 

H. Foster, Charles Dawbarn, Mr. and 
Mrs. Longley, Joseph Rodes Bu
Chanan,' Dr. J. M. Peebles, William 
Emmette Coleman, ,W. C.’ Bowman, 

• Bishop A. Beals, Hon. John A. Col
lins, Addie L. Ballou, J. 8. Love
land, Georgia Cooley, and. if-it be 
worthy of note, the reviewer, besides 
many others of local fame.

Mrs. Schlessinger’s ten years’ ex
perience as editor of the Carrier Dove, 

। and later of the Gleaner and Pacific 
i - Coast Spiritualist, has peculiarij^tted 
i her for this work, which is the crown- 
i • iug effort of her life, although she 
। promises future volumes if the present 
’ one is well received.
! Should all literature but a-few 
- copies of this book be swept away, 

:■ and-the race step backward a thousand 
■ years in its unfoldment, a few gen
- ■ (¡rations hence ‘ ‘Workers in the Vine- 
i ■ yard!’ would be called “the divine

. Word of God,” and held as sacred as 
the Bible is by some of our orthodox 
friends to-day, Every sketch in it is 
so focalized as to fill the soul of the 
reader with the inspiration of the sub- 

■ -ject, and leads one out into broader 
, fields of new thought. * 
■ The book is printed in double- 
• column pages, upon the heaviest 'and 

■ finest quality of bOok-papey, commonly 
used for half-tone engravings.

. THE AUTHOR’S PREFACE.'
From Mrs. Schlessinger's preface I 

s take tire following as illustrative of 
- .: the scope of the work:

“The author has endeavored in this 
volume to present a brief historical 
sketch of the progress of Modern 
Spiritualism, since the raps at Hydes
ville announced the ushering in of a 
new dispensation, bringing light, truth 
and proof of immortal life to hu-

, snapping their fingers anti clapping 
their hands, j Cathie, the youngqst; 
said:. ‘Mr; Splitfoot, do as I do,’’ cl^p- 
ping her hands, ? T'jie sound instantly 
followed.her with the same minjber of 
raps. Then Margaretta said:. ‘Now,

• do just as I do ¡ count oiieftwo, three,' 
i four, ’ striking one hand against the 
■ other, which was immediately-imitated;

as beforq, by the raps. Mrs. Fox .then 
, began to ask questions, and obtained 
। answers by the raps. She asked the 
. spirits to rap out her children’s ages, 
. which was done correctly each time. 
! Mr. -Fox was so much' astonished at 
. this that he went out and invited a 

neighbor to come in, who, in turn, 
went out after others, until a large 

' company had assembled. By asking 
, questions which could be answered by 
• yes and no (two. raps signifying no,.

an^l three raps yes), it was ascertained 
• that a peddler had been .murdered in 
, that house some y.ears.before, and his, 
. ijpdy buried in the cellar,, and the 

ñame of . the'murderer given. This 
created a great, excitement, and the 
next day hundreds of people visited 
the house..- The- excitement increased, 
and/ it was ,found impossible for the 
family to remain there longer. They 
went to. the residence of a married 
son, David Fox, living about two 
miles distant, until their- own house, 
which was not yet completed, should 
be ready for occupancy'. The raps 
followed them, and it was soon dis
covered that the two little girls were 
the mediums. The eldest sister, A. 
Leah Underhill (then Mrs, Fish), was 
residing in Rochester, and hearing of 
the s.trange occurrences at Hydesville, 
determined to visit her parents and 
ascertain what it all meant. Arriving 
at Hydesville, she found the ‘haunted 
house’ deserted, and learned that the 
family were living with her brother 
David. ' She found her mother almost 
ill from the effects of the trying 
scenes through tfhieh they- had been 
called to pass. After remaining two 
weeks; during which remarkable man
ifestations occurred, Mrs, Fish re
turned home, taking the youngesk 
sister, Katie, with her, the mother’ 
thinking that on the separation of the 1 
family the disturbances would cease. 
In this they were disappointed, as the 
raps followed them on the journey' 
home, and on arriving there they 
found it impossible to sleep nights, 
the disturbance was so great Artimes 
of furniture weré moved, doors op/ned 
and shut, the sound of persons walk
ing about was distinctly heard, the 
beds upon which they were sleeping 
would be raised from the floor and 
dropped down again, until they were 
.obliged to lay the bedding on the floor. 
Many other startling things occurred, 
until it was thought best to send for 
Mrs. Fox, as the little daughter was 
almost ill through fright. She imme
diately- left for -'Rochester, taking

,P- m.’ < The ; following is- what-^oc
curred,, as related by Mrs. Underhill:'

“ ‘.Some of the committee exclaimed :. 
“Good for the rappers. That looks 
like business, Ladies and gentlemen, 
let us have dinner in this room. We- 
will give the girls fair play." A 
sumptuous dinner was prepared and 
Drought to us, and all took seats at 
the table. They taunted. us in every 
way... Sometimes- we felt oursplves 
forsaken, and were disposed to give 
up in despair. Our friends were 
locked out, but we could hear their 
faithful footsteps outside the door, in 
the hall of the hotel—Isaac and Amy 
•Post, Mr. and Mrs. Pierpont, George 
Willetts, and others.

“ ‘My young sister, Maggie, was by 
my side, bathed in tears,. Dr. Gates 
was carving. I was struggling with 
a choking emotion, and could not 
taste food. The party were joking 
and funning at our’ expense, when, 
suddenly, the great table began to 
tremble, and raised first on ,oue end 
and then on-the other, with loud, 
creaking sounds, like, a ship strug
gling 'in a heavy gale, until it was 
finally suspended above our heads. 
For a moment all were silent, and 
looked at each Other with astonish
ment; The waiters fled ip every direc’- 
tion, Instantly the scene was changed. 
The ladies .threw their items around.- 
us, one after another, and it was their 
turn, to cry. They said to us r “Oh/ 
-you poor girls, how you have .been 
abused! Oh, how. soj-ry .we are for, 
you. After oil, it is true 1” The gen
tiemen, with one accord, said: “Girls, 
you have gained a victory. We will 
stand by you to the last. ”

“ ‘Let it be understood that this 
committee of ladies and gentlemen 
took us to the parlerà of the Rochester 
House, which could be divided into 
two rooms by closing the folding 
doors. After, dinner the gentlemen 
insulated the table by'putting glass 
under the legs, procured two sacks of

|oi;s, speaking in-‘tones as sweet as 
Angels use; thus "kinging in their 
biVksts- the fire -of'linsfiii'ation, and 
aiding them up tiiefjjteeps of Mount 
Discipline, whose summit is bathed, in 
tlie mellow light of heaven.'.’ .

. Georgia. Cooley,-—The psychic ex
periences of Mra. fjWorgia Cooley are 
simply’ mar.ve|ous.'<iiJtfome of them are 
peculiarly so to me,-as I -have passed 
through the saufe raexperienee, . as 
shown in my biogrkpliy in the book, 
thinking that no one else had ever 
had a similar experience,
. Elizabeth Lowe Watson. —From 
the experience, of Elizabeth Lowe 
Watson I .select’ the following from 
the opening chapter of her career: “I 
was first entranced in a home circle, 
and almost ' immediately - began to 
speak’in a'semi-conscious state, from 
seriptural texts usually .chosen by my 
audiences,,which were comprised of 
neighbors and friends’for the first few 
weeks; but. soon the'crowds of listen
ers was so great, that’ we adjourned to 
an old' Methodist church,'and from 
that day calls came to me from 
every direction. School-houses, barns,- 
groveaZl Universalist /churches, and 
every available place ,for . a hundred 
miles around, was utilized, it being a 
common thing at thgf “tinje for people- 
to drive twenty miles to hear a morn
ing lecture. I was'at this time a frail, 
slender girl of fourteen years of age, 
whom ¿he neighbors, said would not

treated as her nature had need of. First 
we.say, she was tlie last of a long line of 
descendants from a pair of those 
strangely nervous temperaments which 
rendered them- all, and her especially, 
susceptible to moods and sensations that 
proved by physical conduct the kin,d of 
this sjlept force play. She was at oppo
sites with all things in her wishes, 
wordsand conduct. -The entailed evil 
legacy made it possible that these forces: 
active in such conditions were centered 
upon her, ana-created around her her 
own tempestuous atmosphere; though 
her family relations were' looked upon 
as pleasant from the world’s stand
point. '

“She was, in her way, a good wife 
and mother; but her senses seemed 
nover'quickened to things spiritual. She 
was all for this world, and jealously 
guarded against all things that would 
take from, her any of these material 
treasures. Her future was always dark 
and hopeless she never thought of it. 
Otherwise, therefore never expressed 
hersdlf otherwise, Her.strange behav
ior prior to her release’from this worn-. 
put body was dudto this fact.” 1 ,

Here came a voice, her own voice, 
breathing out. in the same gasping way 
as she was wont to do before her death, 
paying: ' r ;
‘ “Whichever way I fly Is hell; myself 

’am hell, and in the lowest deeps a lower 
deep, still threatening to devour, opens 

-.wide, to whiqh th®' hell I suffer, seems a 
heaven.” - ■ ■

This, I believe, is from Milton’s im
agery, which she must have read and 
committed while living, but whichper
fectly expressed the situation. After 
this came and were, voiced these words: 

■ “We -behold this, newly-risen spirit 
with infinite pity, whose strangely 
treacherous heart and active mind 
npver felt the luxury of even a ray of 
heavenly siltishine or spiritual comfort.

"The five senses ;yere active in mate
rial interests, and subtle actions were a 
frequent unexplainable experience of 
the household and others. Now that 
this sensorium is separated from the 
sadly warped and deformed brain, it ap
pears as if encased in an icicle, and 
needs the sympathy of earth and heaven 
and the love of God, angels and mortals 
to warm it and melt its icy bounds; to 
change its rigidity and impel the prpper 
action of the senses. Then only can tliis 
spirit realize that she has other duties 
to perform, and that increasing strength 
and corresponding, happiness depend 
upon the performance of said duties. , 

“Friends, we call upon you to let your 
sympathies flow freely out to this spirit. 
It will be jmpplemented by the pure 
sympitjiy <h angels, for whocould blame 
one so unfortunately conditioned, the 
greater part of which was not the man
date from her individual constituency 
proper, but largely an evil entailment, 
as we have said, the damaging work be
ing done during the process of gesta
tion. ■

“Thousands, of similar temperaments 
and susceptibilities, have been burned 
as witches in the past. The present re
veals mtich of this sort of experiences 
by crude sensitives. We behold num
bers who are like her in many, but not 
in all respects. ‘ '
, "Generally such conditions and attri
butes are deep-rooted and have, there
fore, strong impetus usually for evil, be
cause not understood, bridled and made 
use of for good. . '

“It is. with individuals as it is in na
ture-poisonous weeds and nutritious 
herbs grow side by side, and it is the 
husbandman's duty to cultivate the 
good, remove the tares, and by proper 
decomposition cause them to yield their 
strength to the good plant.

“The portion of Scripture we selected 
is very applicable to this case. She, 
like Job, nad seen images pass before 
her face and had been frightened. She, 
too, was afflicted, only in quite a differ- 
ent'-way. It pleads her case, because if 
this impurity was within her and the 
sympathetic force stream which would, 
have changed her nature were with
held from her, she is not to be blamed, 
but pitied and aided; and our purpose 
here to-day is to impress all with the 
fact that they owe kindness, love and 
sympathy to one another while they so
journ together, and that for earthly and 
future happiness it is necessary to be 
spiritual-minded and to constantly tem
per the worldly with spiritual thought.

“It gives strength to live upto the 
golden rule. It is means to ends for the 
soul’s true ascension, so that when she

cause as
of ^ore.
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< inanity. Nearly half a century has 
' passed since that memorable day, and 
■ piany of the pioneers who went forth 
i proclaiming the new revelation to the 

world have passed to spirit-life, leav- 
; ing no record of their labors save that 

which lingers in the hearts and mem- 
■ ories of those who were blest through 
: their ministrations. This lack of au
- thentic records of much that should . 
- have been preserved and formed the 
•’ history of so great a movement, is an 
g irreparable loss to Spiritualism, and 

■ an injustice to those who so grandlj' 
■ proclaimed the truth when it required 

almost the heroism of a martyr to 
- brave the taunts and ridicule, the ig- 

polance and intolerance of friends and, 
foes, and the vituperations of .pulpit

. and press. Such persecution is not 
í the lot of the present-day worker, save 
I ■ fronmarrow minds whose avenues of 
; information and enlightenment are 
¡-. limited,'or whose eyes are so blinded 
( by superstition that the truth cannot 
1 be seen when presented to them.
fc.v “The value of the lessons to be 
¡' learned from the experiences, the 

struggles, defeats, and conquests of 
i I "-other lives, cannot be overestimated. 
' They serve as' beacon lights along á 

। stormy, rock-bound shore, warning 
k’pthers of the dangers, reefs' and 
L.-shoals, -and pointing the way to a safe 
f/. J^arbor. In the brief histories of in-

dividual effort and labor in the field 
'Of reform, as depicted in these pages, 
Such lessons can be gleaned by coming 
generations long after the workers in 
the vineyard of to-day have gone to 

■ their eternal homes. They will bear 
.fruit' in the heroic lives, demotion to 
truth, and grand ‘humanitarianism of 
those who are to follow. ”

Mm. Schlessinger’s preface is fol
lowed by a very interesting introduc
tion by 'William Emmette Coleman.

Then follows a review of the pro-
, gross of Spiritualism, in which the 
¡5 author shows her ability to condense 
' ’volumes of history into pages. As an 

example, I give her summary of the
HISTORY OF THE FOX SISTERS.

commencing at page 19:
“In a book entitled ‘The Missing 

. Link,’ written by A. Leah Underhill, 
one of the ‘Fox Sisters,’ it is stated 

’that the raps, which had been heard 
for some time in the house at Hydes
ville, ¿row to be so annoying that at 
Jast the neighbors were called in to 

1 witness the manifestations and decide 
-’upon their origin and meaning. Upon 

the eventful night of March 31, 1848, 
I the family, consisting of John Fox, 
’ his wife, Margaret Fox, and their two 
i‘ ’ daughters, Margaretta and Catherine, 

or ‘Cathie,1 as her mother called her, 
f had retired early in the evening, 
L' hoping to have a good night's rest, 

V free from the disturbing noises which 
had so annoyed them for several weeks 

f previous. They had no sooner retired; 
Lv however, than the fapping began, and 
L tlie children, who slept in the same 
f|rooni'(haviiig been brought in .on ac- 
(»(¡OOunt of their lear when, occupying a 

! ■‘ loom alone), imitated the sounds by

of

the other daughter, Margaretta, with 
her. Upon their arrival' a family 
council was held, but nothing could 
be decided upon but to pray for pro
tection and await events.

“The manifestations increased in 
power until—feeling that they could 
no longer bear, it alone—they con
sulted with Isaac and Amy Post, who 
w$re much amused at what was told 
them, and believed that the family. 
were ‘suffering under ‘ some psycho
logical delusion.’ But when they 
witnessed some things in their own 
home they became interested, and in
vited some friends to witness the 
manifestations also. Though . the 
family begged that everything be 
kept a profound secret, they soon 
found that it was not so kept. The 
spirits were determined that the truth 
should be given to the world, and 
these were the instruments through 
whom it was to be given. They di
rected that private circles should be 
held at different houses, ‘ and they 
would manifest for promiscuous com
panies. The first meeting was held at 
the residence of Isaac and Amy Post, 
the spirits directing whom to invite. 
They were all prominent persons— 
lawyers, doctor's, and editors. Among 
the number was Frederick Douglass, 
editor of ‘The North Star.’ After 
several very satisfactory meetings, at 
which the spirits demonstrated their 
ability to rap sufficiently loud to be 
heard in a large hall, they instructed 
the mediums to give public seances in 
a large hall. ■ .

“Corinthian Hall—then the largest 
in Rochester—was designated. It was 
engaged, and the meeting was adver
tised for the evening of November 14, 
1848. At the meeting an invest
igating committee of five prominent 
skeptical gentlemen was appointed to 
make a report at tlie next meeting. 
Contrary to the expectations and 
wishes of the audience, the report of 
the committee was in favor, of the 
mediums, and another committee was 
appointed to make the next report. 
The report of this committee was also 
favorable, as no solution could be 
given of the method by which the 
raps were produced. The excitement 
was at this time intense, and, there' 
was talk of mobbing both mediums 
and committee. At the third meeting 
those who expressed most dissatisfac
tion with the previous .investigations 
were appointed, and formed what was 
called the ‘Infidel Committee.’ They 
met nt the rooms of Dr. Gates, in the 
Rochester House. Three ladies were 
appointed, who took the mediums into 
a private room and had them disrobe 
and put on garments that had'been 
selected for that purpose. They were 
then conducted into' the- presence of 
the committee, composed of five gen
tlemen, who were cletennined to 
‘fathom the fraud.' After waiting 
sqme time, and no manifestations of 
importance occurring, the girls-were 
told they could go home and get their 
dinner, and perhaps then the ‘ghosts’ 

.would be more sociable., Then Leah

then closed the doors and retired, 
leaving us and the lady- members of 

1 the committee alone. By this time 
the committee had become kiudly dis
posed towards us. They suggested, 
that we should stand upon sacks of 
feathers on the table, with our dresses 
tied tight above out ankles. We com
plied with all their suggestions cheer-, 
fully. Immediately the sounds were 
heard on the table, floor: and walls. 
The ladies opened the doors, and the 
gentlemen caihe in and witnessed the 
manifestations themselves. ’ .

‘ ‘At the conclusion of this invest
igation the committee received a note 
warning them that if they went’ to the 
hall that evening with a report in fa
vor of the girls they would be mobbed. 
The friends of the. mediums also 
urged them to remain, at home, but 
the spirits said: ‘Go; you will not be 
harmed.’ Accordingly, at the ap
pointed hour, they went and found a 
rowdy- element in the audience who 
would have stopped at nothing shprt 
of violence had-not the police (notified 
of the anticipated trouble) been pres
ent in sufficient numbers to quell the 
disturbance, which was commenced by 
the explosion of torpedoes in every 
part of the hall. The mob was quickly 
dispersed and the mediums publicly 
vindicated. -

‘ ‘Thus was inaugurated the public 
work of these chosen ones, and con
ducted at the risk of their lives many 
times before the ignorant, bigoted 
masses could be convinced that, they*  
were not in league with his Satanic 
Majesty, and that they would be do
ing God’s servie? by killing them. ’

‘ ‘In a brief sketch like this it is 
impossible to give but few. of the in
teresting events in the lives of these 
world-renowned mediums^ The pio
neers in the ranks of Spiritualism are, 
many of them, personally- acquainted 
with the subjects of this article, and 
have, like them, suffered persecution 
for doing the bidding of the angels; 
therefore it is not fórthem that this 
record is given, but for those who áre 
at present? investigating this great 
truth, and for those recently con
vinced who are unfamiliar with the 
origin of the movement. ”

About a page and a half is^given to 
the career of the Fox Sisters, in which 
it is shown how three consummate 
ignoramuses, with the title of M. D.. 
attached to their names, tried to con
vince ah intelligent public that it. had 
been humbugged for three years by 
“toe and knee-joint raps,” but which 
theory was soon proven to-be absurd 
by a commission of scientific gentle
men. , '
NOTES FROM THE BIOGRAPHICAL 

SKETCHES.
James • G. Clark.—An excellent 

sketch of the “Poet of the People,” 
James G. Clark, is given,1 including 
the biographical sketch in the Arena, 
and a number of his greatest poems, 
one^a remarkable vision in three 
parts. ,

J. M, Peebles.—The biography of 
Dr. J. Mt Peebles js by Prof. E. 
Whipple, and contains many events of 

'interest in his career which I have not 
heretofore seen in his numerous biog
raphies. Among these were some of 
the Doctor's teachings, a paragraph of 
which I will give hère, as it should be 
the watch-word, or motto, of every 
true Spiritualist: “My country, is the 
universe; my home, the world; my re
ligion, to do good ; my rest, wherever
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BrntW-ILPreko,who makes a specialty of Epilepsy, 
has without doubt treated and cored more cases than 
«myllvingrtysictathlsBuccesBlsastonlshing. Wo 

, turebesrdofcaacoofWyeare'Btandlngcutedbyhtm. . 
nopubliahesavaluableworkonthledleeasowhlchba 
■end*with  a large bottle of bls absolute cure, free to 
snyauffererwhomayscndthelrF.O.andExpressad*  
drese. WeadviseanyonewlBhfngaCTretoaddreea, 
ltotW,H.PEBK%F.R,4Ce3ttBL,N«rYoS

live.for three months, but much fo 
thetonstoijishment (and,: I fear, to the 
disappointment of. not - a. few pious 
souls) I thrived under the, tax of 
three lectures every Sunday, and often 
four or five during the week, and' at 
eighteen years had almost a perfect 
physique. ” Some of this grand 
worker’s inspired poems and lectures 
arm given. An excellent half-tone 
portrait of her is given..

Charles Dawbabn.— Charles Daw
barn, from England, and old Baptist 
stock, was converted to Spiritualism

family. An excellent though brief 
sketch of his career and work for the 
cause is given in this book, together 
with a fine half tone portrait. It is 
stated in the biography that it was 
through reading “Bupkle’s Introduc-- 
tion to the History of’ .Civilization” 
that he was first stiwedlto independent 
thought. In his w^tiiijjs and lectures 
he has done muc^,’ ,'fo promote pro
gressive thought among Spiritualists, 
and in his devotion to the cause he 
has not only sacrificed' valuable time 
and money, but d^pe^tic happiness, 
the greatest sacrifice tinman can make.

Job, iv.: 12 to 20:—“Now a thing was 
secretly brought to me, and my ear re
ceived a little thereof. In thoughts 
from the visions of the night, • when 
deep ¿leap falletb upon men, fear came 
upon me and trembling which made all 
my bones to shake. Then a spirit 
passed before my face; the hair of my 
flesh stood up: it stood still, but I could 
.not discern the form thereof: an image 
’was before mine eyes, there was silence, 
and I heard a voice, saying, Shall mor
tal man be more just than God? Shall a 
man be more pure than his Maker? Be
hold, he put no trust in his servants; 
and his angels he charged with folly: 
how much less in them that dwell In 
houses of clay whose foundation is in 
the dust, which are crushed before the 
moth."

About twenty years ago, among my 
many mediumistic experiences, was this 
strange one. A spirit appeared before 
me and requested me to turn to the 
above chapter and verses of the Book of 
Job. He further said that there was a 
significant object contained in this, 
which would become known to me later.

It passed from my mipd like many 
other things of this kind; and I never 
thought of it again until two years'ago, 
when there occurred in our place the 
death qf an old lady whose funeral serv
ices I was called upon to conduct. My 
spirit-friends promptly gave me the 
above passages and insisted that they 
had long been selected for this very oc
casion. Then, of course, I remembered 
the circumstance, in full. Many things 
had come under my observation in con
nection with this life- that had just va
cated its mortal house, and many had 
come to me by report;

These things were mostly of an omin
ous character, and her own people, 
called her the family mystery. She be
haved in a strange manner during her 
last illness, and-.- to mé.'lt was -pitiful.. 
She would scream fearfully at times and 
wanted her friends to use a magic wand 
to keep “them" off; ffié 'said she saw le 
gious of ugly spiritsffàt sliCh times, and 
feared to die, for wfiidh'‘reason she 
Screamed so and implored help to save 
■her from dying, which»'■however, was 
impossible. ■ K'.-ra;..'

I' felt sad,.therofoiS5j o&this occasion; 
I considered it a mortesolèmn duty than 
is the common soletflidiy of such occa
sions—paying the last tribute of-honor to 
our departed -friends, Ifjknew too well 
that I should be otfntrelled to voice 
those things'which wifiildlbe helpful for 
that spirit; but perhaps-displeasing to 
the remaining’ ones':1,- However, they 
took it all kindly, -ta.'.-l ■ ■

A few things of all that was said lin
gered in my mind, and I could not get 
rid of them after I returned home, until 
I made notes of them. Now I have 
been admonished to look for them and 
write them out for. the pkper, as they 
would be helpful to others in solving 
similar conditions and cases which here 
and there are puzzling- ardent students 
of occult force play. The notes read 
like this: ■' ' -

*The voice of duty is the' voice of God; 
therefore, though we shrink,- in one 
sense, from- this duty Of » pointing out 
causes of which the dear sister has real
ized tlie unpleasant effects, which were 
observed as; well as experienced by the 
household, yot wo are obedient servants 
and beg that it be as kindly received as 
it is meant. The deceased is what we 
call a famished spirit, soul-shriveled

is called to pass through the grand arch 
above the finite spiral stairway, it may 
be realized as a triumphal occasion of 
well-merited bliss, happiness and soul 
reunions.” Mrs. M. Klein.

Van Wert, O.

Devil’s Lake Camp, Mich.
Devil’s Lake Spiritual Camp-meeting 

will be.held at “Beardsell’s Landing,” 
Devil’s Lake (only 80 rods from Manitou 
Station, on C., J, & M. R. R.), from July 
24 to August 10, inclusive.

PROGRAMME.
July 25—Saturday—2 p. m., Address of 

Welcome, by the chairman, Dr. M. F. 
Hammond, of Vermont, and Dr. P. T. 
Johnson, of Battle Creek, Mich. .

July 26,10 a. m. and 2 p. m., lectures 
by Dr. Johnson.

July 27,2 p. m., lecture by M. F. Ham
mond.

July 28,10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., 
lecture by Dr. P. T. Johnson.

July 20, 10 a.jn., reading circle; 2. p. 
m., lecture by Dr. P. T. Johnson.

July 30, 10 a. m., lecture by M. F. 
Hammond; 2 p. m., lecture bÿ Dr. P. T. 
Johnson.

July 31,10 a. m., conference. This day 
will be devoted entirely to the G. A. R.

August 1,10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., 
lecture by Dr. P. T. Johnson.
' Aug. 2,10 a. m., lecture by Dr. P. T. 
Johnson; 2 p. m., lecture and platform 
tests by Julia Steelman Mitchell, of New
port, Ky. . '

Aug. 3,2 p. m., lecture’by Mrs. Mitch
ell. .

Aug. 4, 10 a. m., lecture by M. F. 
Hamtaond; 2p, m., lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Mitchell i......................

Aug, 5,10 a.' m., business meeting of. 
Devil’s Lake Spiritual Camp Associa
tion; 2 p.m.,. lecture and tests by Mrs. 
Mitchell.

Aug. 6,10 a. m., lecture by M. F. Ham
mond; 2 p. m., lecture and tests by Mrs. 
Mitchell.

. Aug. 7,10 a. m., public circle for all 
mediums; 2 p.m., lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Mitchell. ' . “

Aug. 8, grapd temperance rally.
Aug. 9, 10 a. mM lecture by Mrs. 

Mitchell: 2 p. m., lecture and tests Ky 
Mrs. Mitchell. ■. ■ ■

' MEDIUMS.
James Riley, Mrs. SteelmanMitchell, 

Mrs. Frances Ruddick and J; Knight 
Perkins will be ¿resent, while Dr. P. T. 
Johnson and M.'F. Hammond and others 
will satisfy all in the different phases of 
the phenomena of Spiritualism.
i MUSIC. ■ '

, .The music will be under the direction 
of Mrs. Florence Sanborn, of Grand 
Rapids, MicfiTf a talented singer and pi
anist. . . ..

TENTS. . .
••• Tents will' be furnished at only actual 
expense of procuring them, which will 
not be more than 81.50 for the season.
. For programmes address the secre
tary, Mrs. D. P. Hughes, Wheatland, 
Mich. " ,

With portralu representing BlchmoKiin
~18B7,in 1870, anil in 1804,

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS! 
Ihtboduotiok. ' .
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WASLlMCOLH
A SPIRITUALIST?

— OR —
Curious Revelations from the Life 

‘ of a Trance Mediuin.
—BY —

MRS. NETTIE COEBURN MAYNARD 
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav*  
Ings and Frontispiece of Lin- h, 

coin, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
- By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French«
THB TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrltea ti 

tevelop the idea of the principle of the permanent 
at the human sou! after death, and Ite relncarnattoi 
in a chain of new beings, whose successive links ar< 
unrolled in the bosom of etlicrial space. “Bbyoni 
the Threshold” continues on the same lines en> 
largltfg and expanding the idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy;claim*  
Ing that the. certainty of a new birth beyond ou| 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science aud philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re« 
ilgions. From beginning to end It Is Interei'ilnK. en
tertaining, Instructive and faacInsiiD^. and whethei 
one accepts It ail or not, much wlu hav«». ‘.eer , J’*rned  

much pl***»*nr*»  “»linvod *-  it« n..*-..  v

The To-Morrow of Death.
- ---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science,

—BY LOUIS FIGUIEB.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. B. CBOCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitle 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is wrlttq 
in that peculiar interesting style in which Frencl 
writers excel when they would popularize sclentlfii 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the genera 
reader. The author la not a Spiritualist—he eve| 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super 
stltlon," etc., etc., in whlcft) be manifests the usua 
animus of the “scientific class,” yet be says again 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea In Bplritunilom/ 
and regards as proved “the fact of commnnicatloi 
between superhumans and the Inhabitants of Earths*  
and he goes on to relate instances of fact in evidence, 
There Is«.to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy lq 
the autbors’s ideas, but the well-read mind wid readily 
select nod arrange the pros and cone, and out of the 
whole will find not ouly good mental culture, but 
much valuable .Information. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price |i.5O. For sale a| 
this office.

“GLeAjMiNes- 
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

TbU work 1« one that every one should read. II 
beam« throughout with rare ¿etna of thought, proa 
ttcal aa well as profound. Thore Is aunshlne an! 
beauty In every sentence tittered. The work 1« doth 
cated to the author'« favorite litter, Borah Frencl 
Farr, now paaaed to Splrtt-Hfe. Hudaon Tuttle?« 
Berlin He!ght«,Ohlo, gives an Interesting sketch of th] 
author'« Ute.

CONTENTS: 
Dedication. .
Sketch of the Life of A. B, French. 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and Wars oi 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book ofSformoi 
Condicts of Life. '•
The Power and permanency of Ideas 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Ufts 
Anniversary Address. * 
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address..

PRICE. $1.(50, POSTPAID, 
THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
jJ COMPILATION OF THE LEO

tures given by the Spirit Band through the mt- 
dlumahip of Mra. MagdalcnaKllne. This volume cos*  
slot« of b Bcrlce of lectures, mcssagci and poemt 
written and delivered In public through the mental or« 
ganlsm of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrvoy« 
ant and Inspirational medium. Tbetrtono Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may dal 
some Ideas that differ from those ho has held, yet hl 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct. Thf 
reverence with which Jeans La mentioned will plea» 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jcia 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard 
The book contains 489 large pages, and will be sas 
postpaid for IL5Q. For sale at this office.. -

NEW THOUGHT.
Volmnol. Nlcelybound In cloth, 57> Urge, be«utt 

fully printed page«. PortrelU of acvcral of tbo boil 
«peakers and mediums. The matter all original «3 
presenting In an attractive form tbo blghoit pb««e oi 
tbo Spiritual Philosophy. By Moiu Bull, Prlc, 
onlyil.SU. Foriolo at this otuco. .

Volume II. SSI pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Origin«! matter. Six portrait« Cloth' 
bound. <5 cent«. By Moan Hull. For «ale at thU 
office. . ' ■ . -

onlyil.SU
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COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
* TUTTLE.

TWO IN ONE

BY MOSES HULL.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

A COMBINATION OF .
“The Question Settled” and “Thu 

Contrast” Into one Volume, i

The price of this admirable work Is 11,25. All bookl 
advertised la The Progressive Thinker ara 

_____For sale at this office.____ .

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect» 
ual and Spiritual Culture.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records.

BY. DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the au^ . 
pices of the Rev. Shaku Soyeu, delegate to the Pat< 
Ilatneut of Religions. Was lately published in Japus ' 
Price IL For sale at this office.

AN.EXGEMTWOK,
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. 8INNETT. ...
This excellent work treats ol the following subjecti:

I. Old and New Theories.
II. The Mesmeric Force. * 

HL The Retd Literature of Mes-

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

OLDEST RELIGION.

AN IMPEACHMENT.

BY MOSES HULL,
our-

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE

IV.

Comparecí with Other Religions, 
It Is Found' Wanting.

IT IS A MOST EXCEL 
LENT WORK.

What Some Ancient Christians 
Believed.

Facts Concerning the Mak
ing of the Bible.

SABA A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Halftone Portrait and Speci

men Pages of the Writing.

Handsomely bound in Cloth* 
Price, $1.50, Postage 10c extra*

Christianity Antagonistic to 
True Reform;-

JUST PUBLISHEDI

AUTOMATIC WRITING 
[so-called] with other 

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES

ENCYCLOPEDIA
... OF ; ..

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and Neu 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism]

Together with a brief hletory of tho origin of many of 
tho Important book« of tho Blblo.

THE PSYGH06RflPH
■1 " • ■- •■ ■ —OR— , .

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

MAY 90, 169«

MEDICAL DESPOTISM.
Religiop ang Medicine Twin 

Offsprings of Super
stition.

The Slaughter of the Innocents. 
, in the Nineteenth Century.

Religion and medicino.. are twins. 
They were conceived in ignorance and 
born of for. They were giuss supersti
tions ip their Infancy. They arc re
fined superstitions now. The fivst doc
tor was noth priest and physician.

ORIGIN OF PRIESTS AND DOCTORS. 
i The forces of nature inspired the 
primitive man with awe and terror, He 
believed that they were! produced by in
visible beings, of supernatural powers 
and variable temper, who controlled his 
destiny. If health, happiness and pros
perity crowned his life, the gods were 
kind.- When sickness, sorrow or priva
tion visited him the gods were angry. 
The common people dared not approach 
the gods to placate .them, but in the 
early youth of the race there were 
men of exceptional endowments and 
ambitious presumptions who professed 
to be in intimate relations with the gods 
and to have great influence with them.

These men were taken at their word 
by the people, and were set apart as a 
sacred order, under the title of magb 
clans, or priests. These inen told the 
people that the gods . wore very capri
clous, but that if properly approached 

' they were easily placated. They were 
very approbative, hence flattery'was a 
chief means of keeping them in good 
humor, and of, securing, their favors. 
They were also very avaricious, hence, 
open to bribery. The priests' were the 
custodians of the gifts qf the people to 
the gods. They were usually v^ry ex
acting. They demanded large gifts pf 
gold, silver, diamonds and other costly 
things from the people in payment for. 
divine favors and protection,

GOD’S PRIESTS AND KINGS.. -
Governments were despotic monarch

ies. Kings ruled by authority of the 
gods, and priests were a part of the 
State machinery. God, king, priest 
formed the trinity pf powers by which 
the people were enslaved and robbed.

■ Just when religion and medicine were 
divorced is not quite clear. But for 
some centuries priests and physicians 
have formed two distinct classes. They 
are both doctors; the priest prescribes 
for the soul and the physician prescribes 
for the body. ■

Physicians, as a class, dq not believe 
that man ha? a soul, and a majority of 
them regard the doctor of the souls as 
an ignorant or designing impostor. 
That man has a body is a patent fact, 
and that men’s bodies are often out of 
nealth is equally well known, hence, 
there is a legitimate field of effort for 
the physicians, hence he is not imposing 
upon the credulity, of the people. ■

ARRANT PRETENDERS.
Let us- see whether or not the priest 

Is a greater impostor than the physi
cian, and whether they are not both ar
rant pretenders. ■

DOCTORS OF DIVINITY.
Tho priest,if a graduate in his profes

sion, wears the title of Doctor of Divin
ity. The meaning of this is that Jie is a 
doctor of souls, and -that his remedies 
are divine medicines.. Is there any 
good ground for believing that the doc
tors of divinity knew anything'about the. 
human soul, its anatomy, physiology or 
pathology? They are divided into'hun
dreds of sects, each sect holding differ
ent opinions about the soul from the 
other sects, and each holding to a some
what different pathology and treatment. 
They cannot all be scientifically correct 
in their theory or practice. It is not 
Íiosslble that more than one of the theo- 
ogical sects can bo sound in theory and' 

scientific in practice./ It is possible, 
indeed probable, that they all hold 
false theories of the soul, and false rem
edies for the cure of human depravity; 
and that all the doctors of divinity are 
arrant quacks, ignorant or impudent 
pretenders.

THE DOCTORS OF MEDICINE.
The physician who graduates in his 

profession is called a Doctor of Medi
cine. This title is intended to mean 
that hg who receives it has a scientific 
knowledge of the human body, its struc
ture, functions, etc.; the diseases it is 
liable to and how to cure them. The 
doctors of medicine are divided into 
quite a number of sects, each holding to 
different theories of diseases, and using 
different remedies to cure them. It is 
not possible that more than on£ medical 
sect is sound in theory or scientific In 
practice. It is possible, not only, but 
probable that all of them are wrong in 
theory and unscientific in practice, and 
that tne doctors of medicine are arrant 
.quacks, pretending to knowledge they 
/ do not possess, for' the sake of fees which 
they do not earn. , 7 -

As there are doctors of divinity who 
do not possess the/mentai capacity to 
discover the absurdities of their creeds, 
and hence, sincerely believe them, bo 
there are doctors of medicine who ac
cept without duestiort the theories of 
the medical Sect to which they belong 
and give tho treatment laid.down in the 
standard books of the sect without ques
tioning its being just right Those 
small-brained machine doctors are hon

, est simpletons; -while the bright, brainy 
doctors who know that their systems 
are false, and their remedies powerless 
•for good, but potent for evil, and still 
profess to believe in the theory, and 
follow the practice of their sects, are 
medical impostors of the most con
temptible variety. .

DOCTORS ANCIENT AND MODERN.
The priest-physician of the.olden time 

was pretentions, assertive, pompous and 
despotic to thq.last degree.- The two 
classes of doctors of moedrn society are : 
pretentious, dogmatic, pompous and 
overbearing to a degree not approached: 
by any other class of men,’ The des
potism of the church and of the medical 
society are survivals, in the midsfof po
litical' freedom and social equality of the 
worst forms of tyranny ana dhste with 
which the world"was dominated and hu
manity cursed during the Dark Ages.. 
The American Revolution washed with 
the blood of martyrs to liberty the last 
foul blot of political distinction and pro-, 
fessional caste from the soil of Cdlumbia. 
But the spirit of despotism arid caste 
survived in tory hearts, and ere long it 
raised its serpent-head in our legislative' 
halls as well as in social circles bf \this, 
country. . - ’ ■< ' .

The priest has not been able.to secure 
much special .legislation in his interest, 
for the tonson that a dark rind bloody? 
history of priestly rule is against him? 
But the physician has inet with great 
success in subverting tho people's gov
ernment and converting ' the repub
lics of the States and the .nation into 
professional despotism; and in tho cities 
the official physicians, uhdérthe title of" 
health officers, rule the' people with a 
degree of tyranny scarcely paralleled 
in an Asiatic satrapy. ’

*. SAMPLE TYRANNY.
I have before me as I write “The Man

ual of the Health ■ Department of the 
City ot Boston." On pages 12,13,. 14,15. 
16 and 17, I find 88 sections each of 
which begins:. "No person shall,” and 
—of which proscribes ■ the citizen#

from doing some very simple act under 
penalty of fine, .unless permission-is 
asked and obtained from the Health 
BpavcL , - .........

th-?
Healtn classes diphtheria,cfpnn and ty
phoid fever with small-pox, yqjlow fg- 
ver and cholera, and persons who may, 
ip the 9plnion of an official doctor, be 
fqupa guilty of having one of thosejforms 
of disease is, at the arbitrary discretion 
of that medical despot, taken from 
his or her home, thrust into a pest-hos
pital and stuffed with poisons. If it is a 
child with ¿-sore throat, the health
board doctor, “Heaven eave the mark,” 
injects into itsdyetem a Jot of blood se
rum from the veins of a diseased horse, 
avowedly swarming with disease^germs. 
On the same page it is provided that 
"No pupil shall be admitted to the pub
lic schools unless it can show a certifi
cate of vaccination.

. The Medical Times, Medical Brief, 
Medical Tribune and Medical'World, 
tho four ablest-medical journals in 
America, denounce tlie anti-toxin treat
ment for diphtheria in strong, terins. A 
largo majority; of the medical journals 
of all the scnqols condemn i it and de
nounce the despotism and quackery of 
official doctors. . The • editor1 of that 
great medical magazine, “The Brief,” 
Lawrence. A. M, M,,April, 18|)7, saj’s: . 
’ “The liberty granted our. Health 
Boards has been .turned into license.. 
They have assumed a censorship of, and 
dictatorship over, the medical, profes
sion both mortifying and dangerous.”

He further says: *'lt  has been suggest
ed from more than one quarter, that the 
election of business mentó such offices 
would give us practical sanitation in 
lieu of absurd and impractical theories.”

Again I quota: “If Health Boards 
were what their name implies, they 
would utilize some, of their fondness for 
law by getting out injunctions against 
manufacturers of , anti-toxin, instead of 
endeavoring to force this dangerous fad 
(anti-toxin) upon Us,” .

A GOOD SUGGESTION. ''
Dr. Lawrence suggestr that the official 

doctors ¡ inject the filthy stuff into each 
other, and not poison the blood of the 
blossom's and buds of humanity. He goes 
bo far as to advise parents to fight ter 
their babies in such case.

KILLED HER, •
I have before me a letter from Mr. L. 

H. Riehn, president of the First Nation
al Bank of Nora Springs, Iowa, dated 
May U, 1896, inclosing his fee of one dol
lar as a ■ member of the “American 
•Health Club,” and a history of the mur
der of his lovely six-year-old daughter 
Olivia, in 1894, by an official doctor, who 
killed her with “vaccine virus.”,

OFFICIAL MURDER.
Recently, in the city ef New York, a 

father protested against his child being 
vaccinated. The official doctor took a 
policeman with him arid through his 
aid forcibly performed the vile -opera
tion. The child died from the effects of 
this violent assault, anda sensible judge 
fined the doctor fifteen hundred dollars 
ter that act of official murder. The 
judge should have had legal power to 
send the doctor to state’s' prison for life. 
The despotism of the doctors must be 
broken and utterly destroyed, or liberty 
is doomed to perish at their hands.

T. .A. Bland, M. D., 
President American Health Club, Bos

ton, Mass.

■ THE MANSIONS OF LIFE.

I awoke in a beautiful dream-land, 
And 1 saw a bright angel afar:

He was clothed in a garb like the sun
beams,' - ■

On his.forehead there glistened a star; 
While I gazed in a mystified wonder, 
‘ Cqme a voice like the wavelet's soft 

.roll: .
“Would’st thou look on the glories up

■ yonder
In the transcendent home of the soul?”

Then he waved the bright wand that he 
carried,

Through the wonderful star-spangled 
night; . ' '

And my -eyes—they were dazzled and 
: blinded ,

By the radiant glow of the light.
“Then, behold! I have opened the por

That your eyes with their earth-light 
may view, • .

Just one moment, the green fields im-. 
mortal

Of the highlands of life ever true."
Then I saw, O’er the. landscape before 

me, ' •
Many mansions of beauty, .untold;

But in numbers they could not be 
; counted, .. .

And their turrets seemed* glittering 
gold; :

. But they differed in grandeur and glory,' 
And no two seemed the same as to 

size: '
Though the—love-light that gleamed 

from each story
Was the same to my wondering eyes.

Then I turned from the landscape be
fore me, ‘

And I cried in.my rapture aloud: 
“Wilt thou tell me, O, beautiful angel, 

Do I gaze on the homes of the proud? 
Are the riches in earth-life collected

Carried on to this region more high? 
Are the honorsof money reflected

In this land of the. sweet by and by?”
“Nay, not so," came the soft-spoken an

swer;
‘■‘When you pass through the vale to 

this side.
If you've nothing btft gold to bring with 

* you, , •
You’ve no mansion in which to abide. 

You behold in this grandeur and beauty, 
In these radiant houses and lands, 

The fair dwellings erected.by duty, 
The'pure mansions not builded with 

hands. ' ’
‘'Every "deed that is worthy and noble, 

Every fearlessly outspoken thought, 
Helps to make up the glowing material 
• Out of which these bright Structures, 

are wrought;
Every aid that is given some brother, 

Whose sad spirit in darkness may 
■ roam; ■; ■ .
Every love-light shed over some other— 

It will broaden and brighten this
• home.; : r .

"Every word that is tenderly spoken 
That may gladden some Heart full of 

tears;
All the sunbeams in earth-life scattered 

Form the light o£ these beautiful 
spheres;

For each life makes its mansion of 
beauty, . ■ ■ r ■ •■ • •

Or it forms its dark dwelling'of woe, 
. From its glorious harvest-pf duty, ' 

Or the seeds of the. wrongs it may 
■ 'sow. ■ • ' . ■' ■ ■ ■ ’

“PoOr, indeed, is .the spirit that bring- 
■ ■ . eth ' • ■ ■. ; --■■•■

■’. Ff-om an; earth-life; :so;-.useleft and 
'.■» ' ‘ COld, „ . ’ > .
To the wonderful highlands'immortal 

Nothing more ■ than its glittering^ 
■' goll”'. . <;"• - -J '.J

Tljen a darkness name o’er me in seem- 
;■ ing, .<■-■ ■■
And an echb.-of. words .that'were said, 

As I woke from the land of my dream-.
•’ ing> ■ .. ’ "■■■
And the beautiful angel had fled. !

Blit there ever remaineth the picture 
• That; my spirit had caught on that 

■ night,' ■ ' ■ ■
In the. realms of the wonderful dream

land, ’
Where my. soul 'was so flooded with 

’ licrbt.

And I think of the.beautiful story, ’ 
Qf th*  manetone of which Jesus told, 

And I wonder sometimes if their glory 
■Is not made more of duty than gold.

And I look at the lives all about mo; . 
At the sinning, and sorrow, and strife;

AffiLI wgnder what kind of a mansion 
We are building up there in that life.

Are we cheering some heart bowed in 
' Are we^foirig a labor of love? •' • 
Are we painting fair pictures of glad

nest, . . . .
That shall hang in our dwelling 

above? ■
For the home that we build we shall 

find there,
Whan we pass through the gates of 

the tomb,
If it be a bright mansion of beauty, 

Or a hovel of darkness and gloom.
As the sun of our life nears its setting, 

Arid we pass o’er the murmuring 
stream,

Shall our spirit be sad. with regretting, 
Or the real be bright as the dream?

. Emma Tbain.

rr ——■***-'--

OUR CONSTITUTION.
The Rev. Jenkin । Lloyd Jones 

Does Not Favor Put
ting Cod In It,

And So States to »Large Audience 
at Oakland Music Hall.

Correct reasoning will not insnre cor
rect conclusions when the premises or 
basis of reasoning is wrong. Earnest 
and honest work for the betterment of 
mankind mays prove utterly abortive 
when not founded on the true principles 
of reform.

The Christian churches are honest and 
sincere in their efforts to elevate the 
race, and yet every phase of crime, from 
misdemeanor to murder, has ever been 
far more rife and common in Christian 
than in heathen lands. Why Christian 
zealots cannot realize this .fact, and re
nounce a system that has ev.er been a 
moral failure, is beyond my power to ex
plain. ' /

The great drawback to the evolution 
of the church is that its offensive dogmas 
dominate the iniiKU-of its devotees, and 
will admit of rio doubt or disputation.; 
To doubt is to be damned.

That there is asignificant relationship 
between Christianity and crime, cannot 
be truthfully gainsaid. A mountain of 
1'eliable statistical evidence proves it.. 
The blind .zeffiot may become indignant, 
and work himself into a state of frenzy 
over this statement, but still the fact re
mains unchanged.

America is. under the moral tuition of 
100,000 ordained ministers, and yet 10,
000 mprders were committed in the 
‘‘year of our Lord” 1895. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred murderers exe
cuted are devout Christians, and expect 
to ascend from the scaffold to Abraham’s 
bosom in virtue of the blessed jesus- 
paid-it-all doctrine.

The Christian City of New York, with 
its 1,500 churches, is foraed to expend 
six million dollars annually to pay men 
armed with bludgeons to patrol the. 
streets day and niglit te keep the peace 
and secure the safety of life and prop
erty, and even this immense expense 
fails to accomplish the ends desired.

The Tablet, a Roman Catholic journal 
published in England, recently, con
tained the following truthful admission 
in regard to the fnlluence of Chris
tianity: . .

“By.converting.the nations of-India to 
our belief, we lower their moral status,. 
Their natural morality is so high, that 
although becoming Christians, we can
not make them so immoral as we
selves arojbere it is admitted that 
Christianity fosters immorality).

“The-figures showing the proportion 
of criminals are as follows:

"Europeans, one criminal to every two 
hundred and seventy-four population; 
native Christians, one criminal to sevep 
hundred and nine population; Hindoos, 
one criminal to every thirteen hundred 
and sixty-one population; Buddhists, 
one criminal to every three thousand 
seven hundred and eighty-seven popula
tion.

“Mathematically considered, Chris
tianity ■produces & fourteen criminals 
where paganism produces One, and the 
conversion of the pagan to Christianity 
increases his liability of èrime over 550 
per cent; and this conclusion rests on 
Christian data.” .

The article in The Tablet concludes 
with the following sensible advice: “Wo 
should contribute our superfluous pen
nies and efforts to the inorai improve
ment of Our own countrymen, in the 
place of trying to destroy the morality, 
of ¿ people who, in .truth, should send 
missionaries to convert us.”

Notwithstandirig that it is admitted 
that our missionary work “destroys the 
morality” of the pagans, yet millions of 
blind and deluded chrirch fanatics of 
America and Europe contribute mill
ions every year to degrade those who by 
nature ¿re moral and upright. Ac
cursed be the system of religion that 
so perverts and distempers honest peo
ple’s sense of duty. '

Christians having become discouraged 
over the utter dearth of moral results 
attending their stupendous effort to con
vert the jnasses, are now changing their 
tactics and relying on the enactment of 
secular law and the police club to en
force Christian morality. It is the de
grading. doctrines of supernaturalism 
taught by the church, and .the igno
rance of the masses in regard to proper 
generation and correct educatipn, that 
holds man down to. a low plane of ani
malism, forestalls his physical health 
¿nd his intellectual and spiritual prog
ress. Wabken Smith.

“The Molecular 'Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturer's on the spiritual rbs 
trum.. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of ■Spiritual
ism. The book is ¿bmmended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents. .

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three 
fold Powqr of Sex.” By Lois. Wais 
brooker. One of the author’smost useful, 
books. It should be read by every man' 
and wotnan.Price 50c.

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1.' For sale at this office. 
' "The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 

Spirit-World,” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important. subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 

. should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
SI. For sale at this office. , :
‘ “The Missing Link in Modern Spirit
ualism.” By A. Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume, of especial 
interest to all Spiritualists. A. Leah 
Underhill was one of the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was the Inception of the 
modern Spiritual movement. She nar
rates many incidents, and Spiritual oc- 
currencefi'in the experiences of tho Fox 
family. Price, cloth, $1.50.Dostnaid

The following from the Chronicle, rif 
this city, gives something of an idea of 
the opinion of this eminent Chicago 
divine, regarding the attempt to put 
God in the Constitution; -

“The preamble to the Constitution of 
the United States runs as follows:

“We, the people of the United States, 
in order to form a more perfect union, 
establish justice, insure domestic tran
quility, provide for the common defense, 
promote the general welfare, and secure 
the blessings Of liberty to ourselves and 
our posterity, do ordain and establish 
'this Constitution of the United States 
of America. ;

“There is now pending before Con
gress a resolution introduced by Rep
resentative Morse, of Massachusetts, 
proposing an amendment to this pream
ble, which will introduce a parenthet
ical clause immediately after the phrase, 
"We, the people of the United States,” 
to run as follows:

“‘Acknowledging Almighty God as 
the source of all power and authority in 
civil government, the;Lord Jesus Christ 
as the ruler of nations, and his revealed 

.'will as the supreme authority in civil 
affairs.’ etc., etc.

“This resolution, introduced early in 
the session, was referred to the judicia
ry committee. This committee, on the 
11th day of March, appointed a nearing, 
at which time arguments pro and con 
were presented relating to the amend
ment. Two hours’ time was allotted, 
but over four hours were consumed. 
Being in Washington at the time, I was 
invited to be one of (he speakers to pre- 
sént the argument against the amend
ment, which was ably urged by a large 
committee of clergymen representing 
various demonstrations, but receiving 
its executive energy apparently from an 
organization created expressly for the 
purpose, with its headquarters at Pitts
burg, and representing chiefly, I think, 
the United Presbyterian fellowship. 
The cause has its published organ and 
has called into being a considerable lit
erature. Should the judiciary commit
tee report favorably and the resolution 
win its way by a two-thirds vote through 
both houses of Congress, it will then be 

'submitted to the legislatures of the sev
eral States in the Union, and will re
quire a ratiflcation.on the part of three- 
fourths of the. several States before it 
becomes a part of tho Constitution. 
There does not seem to me to be the 
slightest chance that'this resolution will 
ever successfully -rqn wch a gauntlet. 
Indeed, it is not probable that it will 
ever be started ori'th'é race. "It will 
probably meet its Meath at the hands 
of the committee. I oi -

"If the amendment if, all true it does 
not make it more true by putting it in 
print at the head Of the Constitution 
which few people rSadpWhich is itself a 
creature of interpretations and applica
tions. It ip : one move pheap substitute 
for piety, a makeshift for devoutness; it 
is adding the sin or hypocrisy to what
ever error and infidelity may abouhd.

Whatever we think j;of God, he is 
something more tban^a Saxon word 
of three syllables which wé use as 
a symbol. RowevbH jve may Interpret 
the phra.se ‘Lpr'd JeSis Christ,’ .the put
ting of him into the.Constitutton in a 
bracketed sentence does not make him 
‘ruler of nations,’ and the leaving of 
him out does not unmake his kingship. 
However we may think of the Bible, it 
is not one whit the more or one whit the 
less authoritative in ‘civil affairs’ be
cause it is declared to be such in a paren
thesis thrown into the ..preamble of the 
Constitution. The actual result- of such 
an amendment would be only to contrib
ute to the debasement of the Bible, 
which makes it an external fetich such 
as it already is when living lips kiss it, 

..when with solemn oath they assume re
sponsibilities which they proceed at 
once to desecrate and violate. It is a 
fetich when hands foul with violence 
touch it in courts of justice as they 
swear the truth and proceed to outrage 
the same. • •

“This movement on the part of relig
ion to enhance its dominion and to in
crease its power is a movement back
ward toward the primitive sources of 
religion, when sanctity-was vested in 
certain things, some holy place,- some 
sacred memento, some- mystic phrase. 
The lucky stone the African wears 
around his neck, the talisman which 
is supposed to ward off diseases, the 
texts mumbled in front of battle, that 
victory may be obtained, the pious phi- 
lacterv worn on brow or arm, the cere
monial value of water or wafer, the soul 
saving power of koran or of Bible, were 
all instinct in their time and place with 
religious, emotion; all still .suggest pa
thetically the gropings of the human 
heart toward its ideal,, the hunger of 
soul for peace and adjustment; but it is 
all religion on its lower planes, religion, 
may we hope, largely in its outgrown 
form, and this attempt to legislate a na
tion into devoutness, to exalt Jesus into 
regal position by a resolution and to 
make a book biblical by an act of Con
gress, is, in so far as it is sincere, kin
dergarten spirituality^ a movement of 
the baby soul of mankind which in the 
very effort to express itself, and before 
the formula is found, the thing to be 
formulated has moved on. In so. far as 
it is not sincere it represents the'pnholy 
delusions of the unrighteous. It is a 
profane touching the cap to the name 
Of God that ^godless lives may be less 
suspected. We hay.e too. much of this 
printed piety, too 9111$ religion of the: 
book and not enough.LreHglon of the 
life. ..... - ■ ... c ; .

“This legislated ¿lew, foreign, as I 
hope to show,to the’gewus of thè United 
States, still has beqn tpjed in a limited 
way. The silver ppfnc of the United 
States bears thè Iqgeqd, ‘In God We 
Trust,’ but the gambler builds his sil
ver pile and stakes & upon the throw of 
the die, knowing th^t if ffie wins another 
loses unrighteously yjupfe the same. ‘In 
God We Trust,’ saffjs Jhe coin which 
buys the maddening ¿iraùght which 
takes the place of the child’s bread and 
the wife's dress. ‘Ip God We Trust,” 
says the coin of tho extortioner, the coin 
that jingles in thejpricket of the man 
who has turned to bank deposits the 
lives of the pale mejrand women of the 
sweat-Bhops, who has crowded hisqjn- 
ployes to the wall, refused to reason, 
and denied them the right of a hearing 
and the protection of the modern right 
arm of justice, arbitration. No; self
seeking Congressmen and unholy legis
lators cannot ‘put God in the Constitu
tion.’ They cannot make Jesus Christ 
the ‘ruler of nations,’ and they cannot 
make themselves to be heard on the 
question of what is the ‘revealed will of 
God.’ Not though such a phrase in the 
Constitution might carry the question to 
the Supreme court of the United 
States.” : . ........

Mr. Jones, the champion of the anti’s, 
proved himself the right man in the 
right place. No other man could per
form as effective service as a Reverend, 
and no other Reverend-could have done 
better than did the Rov. Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones in the premises. Agnostics, Spir-

itualists, Atheists, Jews. Catholics, etc., 
are all up ip arms, but the Innate preju
dice PEmilinv against the tJrst four 
rianjey lluorty-Iqvinf organizations ren
ders Impotent any words they may use 
in a matter of this kind. ■

This great humanitarian, of Chicago, 
has “bujiejed wiser than he knew,” and 
built pot to catch the popular heart— 
this he already has—he only pleads for 
justice, for human liberty, and went 
ov-er to the Capitol and hit the thing in 
a fatal spot. Others equally as smart 
were with Mr. Jones, but no .one could 
speak stronger words from a religious 
standpoint than he. It never showed 
up from the committee—“died, in em
bryo.” ■ ,

We commend the words of this faith
ful, servant to the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker with our most en
thusiastic indorsement.

Dr. T. Wilkins.

It is <a fact known to few. perhaps, 
that Spiritualism, instead of being a 
newly-developed theory, is in reality 
the oldest religion of which we have any 
knowledge.
- A Christian named Cerdo came to 
Rome about 140 A. D., and founded a 
sect known as the Cerdonians. His fol
lowers were of the most learned among 
the first Christians, but afterwards were 
considered heretics by the ruling jarty. 
They denied the humanity ot Christ; 
taught that instead of having been mi
raculously born, and having passed 
through the impotence of infancy, boy
hood, and adolescence, he had descended 
on the banks of Jordan in the form of 
perfect manhood; that he had ’ Imposed 
on the senses of his enemies and of his 
disciples,. and the ministers of Pilate 
had wastpd their impotent rage on an 
angry phantom; and the very ancient 
historian, Cotelerius, says it would be, 
as it were, to deny that the sun shines 
at midday, to question the fact that this 
was really the first way in which the 
gospel story was related’.

The Cerdonians were positive in their 
convictions, and taught with great earn
estness, that Christ was not born of a 
virgin, nor did appear at all in the flesh, 
nor had he descended from heaven; but 
that he was seen by men only putatively, 
that is. they fancied they saw him in 
reality—for he wan only a shadow, and 
seemed to suffer, but in reality did not 
suffer at all. -

They had a system of morals which 
partly consisted in prohibiting marriage, 
the use of wine, and the eating of flesh; 
advocating fasting, and other sanitary 
measures. '

Would it not bé unreasonable to claim 
that these people had no cause for this 
belief? Did they manufacture and pro
mulgate this theory regarding Christ at 
the risk of being put to death, simply 
to be doing something to arouse the fe
rocity of the hordes of sordid, vicious, 
licentious priests, and their ignorant, 
villainous, superstitious followers?

Thirty years later, covering this pe
riod of most inhuman, cruel, bloody 
strife, that fiend, the royal, Christian 
murderer, after cutting the head from 
the shoulders of his son, boiled his wife, 
and murdered her father, and many 
.kindred, he the great, the good, the 
glorious, Constantine, the powerful, the 
mighty and noble emperor, in the name 
of the bishops, priests and the people, 
issues a flat in which he triumphantly 
proclaims: “Having, by God’s assistance, 
gotten the victory over mine enemies, I 
entreat you, therefore, beloved ministers 

.of God, and servant of our Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ, to cut off the heads 
of this hydra ot heresy, for so shall you 
please both God and me." '

Kind Christian friends, please do not 
overlook the well-authenticated histori
cal fact that it was at this period, about 
tfie year 170, the first Christian church 
began to form, and that it was during 
this period when this bloody, brutal 
beast convened the council of priests, 
that brought before it all the pretended 
or supposed sacred writings that could 
be found or manufactured, each one 
having kindly done the best he could to 
please the emperor by producing a book 
written by God; but it appears to have 
been a mistake equally as great as that 
made by the 'old negro who. had been 
made to believe the Lord would provide 
him with everything he earnestly 
prayed for, so he began to pray for forty 
acres of land, a mule, a plow, a barrel 
of flour, a barrel of salt, a barrel of pep
per—oh, no! Lord, stop!—too much pep- 
Ser! Same in this council occurred, only 

, was too much Bible instead of pepper 
that discomposed the royal highness. 
The loads or inspired manuscript that 
piled up soon caused arguments that led 
-to more disreputable scenes than aré 
ever witnessed at our vilest ward pri
maries. It is an incontrovertible fact, 
these proceedings were repeated day 
after day, even month after month, when 
Emperor Constantine concluded that the 

■people should suffer no longer for the 
want of a Bible. He then empowered a 
small committee of his choice to destroy 
all except such books as best suited 
themselves. He used the power of his 
soldiers to accomplish this work, apd 
when done, another flat was issued in 
the name of God: .

“This is the Bible. Believe it or be 
damned!”

G. Warben Campbell. 
Stockton, Cal.

"Mahomet, the Illustrious. ” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction With 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

■. "Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found, especially interesting to all 
who would desire to' make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
reyiew of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by ;all.. Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents. ■

"The Priest, the Womati, and the 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influence and results of 
the Romish confessional, as proved by 
the sad experience -of many wrecked 
ives. Price, by mail, 81. For sale at 
his office. ’ '

“The Religion'of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value,. by a bold, 
untramffielefl thinker. Spiritualists .who. 
love deep, clear'■ thought, reverent for 
truth alone,be ¡pleased'with it,:and- 
well repaid liy ,Its perusal. For salp at 
this office. 'Price; cloth, $1.25; paper, 
SOccuts. .. . '

“Voltaire's Romances,” translated 
from the French? With numerous il
lustrations. These lig’hter Wprks Of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind,. Price $h50. For1 sale 
at this office, ■••. ■. :

This Instrument is substantislly the same as that 
employed by-Prof. Haro In bls early Investigations. 
In lu improved form It has been before tho public for 
more than seven years, ànd In thè hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Pish*  
chatte, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out in Imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Its aid« and as a means or developing mediumship.

Z)o you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Doyoudesireto receive Communications?

The Psychograph. Is an Invaluable sMktant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
. of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumistic gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with it as an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave*  
BloneBaro moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Splr*  
ttuansm ta Indeed true, and the communications have 
? liven iny heart the greatest comfort in the severest 
cm I h&ve had of son, daughter, and tlrélr mother.”
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 

name familiar to those lnteyept|d la psychic matters, 
writes#■ follows: ‘T am much pleased with the Psy*  
chograph,. It Is very simple in principle and construc
tion. and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual. power than the one now In use. I believe it will 
-generally supersede the latter when its superior 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for Addresst

HUDSON TUTTLE,
- Berlin Heights, Ohio.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND '
Bongs, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gem*  

Choral Responses. Funeral Serdces, Programs foj 
leHiou, Parliamentary. Rule». luatravtlon» for Qi- 
gaulxlng end conducting Lyceums. Instructions for 
Physical Culture. Callbthenics and Marching; Ban*  
ners, Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book bfr 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other asMstaoce. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old byuinology. 
It furnishes a unlade selection of choice reading*  and 
responoH such as no other selection contains, Itglvel 
a practical system of graceful callatheulca. every step 
of which Is made plaju by eugruvlugs. It gives in*  
strucllop*  bow to make the budges and banners and 
instructs in marching. It. shows-how Jo establish! 
Uhdof Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and hai 

all the most beautiful songs which have been gatberei 
up by that movement. •

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminent!! 
E reparea for the task by years of devoted labor in th< 

yceum. The book is the result of practical wori 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for the working Lyceum, theguldf 
is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, supi 
plying 76 pages of hew spiritual music and word! 
Mund nowhere else, except in sheet form at man! 
times the cost. The book lias been placed at thi 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid.. - • 
For Sale by The Progressive Thiu4»r|

40 Loomis St.« Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio. ’

This highly Instructive and Interesting work fl ( 
combination Into one volume or two of Mr, HullS ■> 
splendid works. By this arrangement the cost is sue! 
that the reader le enabled to secure the two booty • 
comj.ned at the same price as was formerly ask« - 
for them separably. This volume contains 463 paga 
and Is handsomely bound in cloth, and contains an - 
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a careful comparison of Biblical and, Modern Spirit : 
ualletp. No book of the century has made so man! 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author: 
alm, faithfully to compare thè Bible with modln 
phenomena and philosophy, nas been accomplished 
The adaptation of SpIritualiBin to the wants of human 
Ity; its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angd 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and the objlà 
tiene offered to Spiritualism, are all considered In tq< 
light of the Bible, ns lure, history, reason and common 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

. THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most abjq produetión, and 
16 a perfect storehouse of facts for thpsp who Willi 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against thè 
assumptions of Orthodoxy. ' ■
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated.

"I choose that a story should be founded on prob*  
ability, and not always resemble a dregjn. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I dqslrJ 
abovejjjl, that finder the appearances of /able, tbdre 
may appeat somè latent truth, obvious to tho disdefnr 
ing eye. though It escape the observation of thd 
vulgar."—Voltaire.

Contexts: "The White Bull," a Satirical Homanoei 
“Zadlg, or Fate," au Oriental History; "The Sage and 
the Atheist;" ‘‘The Princess ot Babylon;" "Tho Maj 
pt Forty Crowns;" "The Huron, or Pupil ot Natu---'1 
“Mlcromegas," a Satire on Mankind; "The Worl 
it Oom;" "The Black and the White;” ''Metnnon 
Philosopher;" "Andro Dee Touche*  at Slain;” " 

y.IP0 S'uay ot Nature;” "A Convorsi 
With a Chinese;" ‘’Plato’s Dream;" "A Pleasui 
Having no Pleasure;" "An Adventure In India;“ 
"¿,®ttnI‘ot flcd Colin, "Travels ot Scarmentado;” 
“The Good Brabmtn;" "Tho Two Comforters;" "An- 
clrut Faltt, »nd Fable."

Ono volume, pout 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and M 
illUHtrailons. Extra yellum cloth, 41.50; postsM 
15 cents.

‘‘‘Voltaire’s satire wqs keen and fine-pointed ai I 
rapier.”—Magazine of Am. History.

"A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.* 
—Boston Commonwealth.

. Much that Is In this .book appeared Id an abridged 
fortn in a series of nine full pages of Tn« Proovbss- 
ivx Thinker. Theee articles were prepared at the 
call or hundreds of Spiritualists who felt tbo need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Theauthor, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Bplrltuallstistic and other themes and each one is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr 
Hull, tn hts introduction of this work says:

‘’Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; ana that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its sanctified’ enemies, it will not ‘spike’ It, but will 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send it out on its errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.* ’ ,

Th« Encyclopedia, of Biblical SPrarruALia« 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and Is 
handsomely boundlu cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have tbla work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Thi*  work la by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, aaaieted ba 
PBOF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
12, but tbo price dow ba*  been reduced to 11. It 1b a 
book that will Interest and Instruct, It contains 480 
pages, and la full of suggestive thought!. Dr. Sher*  
man was a medium ot rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In*  
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History« Progression; inher
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Hthven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: " Each individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him*  
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nonr*  
tahmentof which 1 individually partake and digest. 
mv soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I Individually gather and comprehend or digest.” 
For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
TO WHICH IB ADDED , 0

Volney*!  Answer to Dr. Trieatly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Darn, and the Zodiacal Signs and

Constellations by the Editor;
▲bo, a Map of thé Astrological Heavens o 

. .. * the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper,, from new plates, fa large; 
clear type, with portrait and' illustrations. One voU 
poitSTO, 248pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cente.

This Is undoubtedly one of the best and most-useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human. Ignorance and misery. The -author 
|! supposed to meet In tho ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom. whlch explains the true principles of 
society, and tho causes of both the prosperity and tho 
ruin of. ancient states. A general assembly of the 
nations h at length convened, a legislative body 
formed,, tho source and origin of religion,-of govern
ment and of laws dismissed, and tho Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world. - *

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
kjF Life. Containing aome of the experiences of & 
fplrlt who boa been In spirit life fifty-seven years.. By 
B/E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains« 
vast fund of information. It gives the experiences ol 
a spirit, and therefrom an importanticssou Is learned. 
Ho visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, ns be enters the dark valley, Is 
very Interesting. Ho accosts n sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to tho Temple of rrogress. 
His philanthropic, work la vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of. valuable inform*»  
lion; Pflco 11.00. For sale at this office.

jt)AN, THE MEDIUM?-
Or. Lhd Iniplred Heroine of Orleans. Splrilualleni 

a. a Leader of Armies, By Mosbs Hull. Tills Is at 
onco the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 

, one of tho most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrilllngly In
teresting; no history more true. Trice In cloth, <0 
cents; paper cover, M cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS" 

AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.
Or a tew thoughts-on bow to roach that allltudo 

where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portralL By Mosxs Hull. jBst tho book 
to teachyon that you arc a spiritual being, and to 
■how von bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; Id paper cover, 25 
cent!' For sale at this office. .■. ■ • . . • .

V.
VI.

vn. 
vm.

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena, ■■?’
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rigi • 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance. <
Mesmeric Practice.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERNSPIRIT- 
ZjI uftlliin—Bo-called—from Its Inception at Hydei*  * 
vllle, N. Y., Including the experiences of lheFox,Fam» ' 
ily, spiritualistic ana otherwise, could not fall to bo 
very Interesting, and the Interest Is Intensified when ' 
that account h written by ono of thp Fox Sisters. ■ 
Such Is the fact In this Instance, the volume having • 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with : 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experiences, trials and. -. 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most cntortalnlngmanncr. and wlthmoro 1 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is * ' 
most important part of tho bistorv of the great Spirit* ' 
ual movement which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have .

"THE MISSING LINK”.
to. aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism; and* 
better knowledge of its earlier modern origin and life. 
Thevolume Is enriched with a number of fine cn- \ 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

. Price, $i.50. For sale at this office. ,

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by the 

aid of new, reflnod and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt,- M. P., aulbor of “Principles of . 
Light and Color,” “Philosophy of Cure»” etc. Price» 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather..8a cents. >

AN INVAL^LuE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 aud Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work cont&ids what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil; say of their dwelling places. Give us'.details ' 
—dclalls and accurate delineations of HTc In-tbe Spirit*  
world!—lathe constant appeal of tboughtlul minds. 
Death is approaching. Whither—oh, whither! Shall' 
I know ray friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? V?hat Is their present condition, and whst Ihelr 
occupations? In this volume tbo spirits, dlflerlngal . 
they may. arc allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man io belter qualified than Dr. Peebles, to plate a 
work of this kind before the people. lie treats of 'the 
Mysteries of Life: Doubts and Hopes; Tbo Bridging of ? 
the River; Forcgleams of the Future; Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth anti Perfection of tbo Spiritual 
Body: la it the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing U 
tbo Spirit World; Our Little One*  In Heaven; Therei»

; «Onfil Experiences nf Aaron Knight; Tho Red Man’s 
Testimony: Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians^' 
Spirit Life; The llunit's of ApoMles and Divines. The 
Friendsand Shakers (u Spirit Life;-Splr’t Homes of < 
Bruno and Othm; Many volm from tut SDlHl Land. 
Many other matters are irraled too numerous to mn*  
lion. Price ll.W; poetsgo r2eeati. Forulatittk 
nffica.
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REMARKABLE SERMON,
r' ~

SATURDAY, MAY 30, 1606.

The creation of a thousand forests is 
one acorn.—Emerson.

Anff What She Says Will Interest 
: 1 Spiritualists.

In Which Impressive Truths 
Are Told. J

She Talkfc on the Subject of 
. Suicide,

>-
Ik V

showing That the world is progressing.

PH FnOGWSIVijTHiNKEh, 
^^WM»(MM»****̂*̂f* R**̂*< >f*̂̂** >*fc*̂̂** M*̂*?**̂*'  
ISlilKWEiTMJtrti ri'I *t ”~ "«t-t-w—-» 

l,R Francis, Editor and Publisher.

MVhicagp Pcrtofflce a* Xdclaumatter

. ■ Terms of Subscription.
:TssP«os»«»»iv»Tin><oi< will bo furnlabed unit! 
farther notice, st the following ternu, Invulcbly In 
Atence:
Ineyoar. ■. - - - • •»■oo
Unba of ten (»copy to tbo one Betting up
T ■ tbeelub) M.50
hlrteea week« - - - - - • Kcw 
lUfiecopy - . “ r " 60U
!■ •■ BXMITTANCEB.

1 Remit by FoBtcfflce Money Order, Reglatered Letter. 
KdrUtoD OUIcsro or New York. It co»U irom 10 

15 cent» to get draft» caaiied cp local bank#, bo don’t 
Band them unit## you wish that amount deducted from 
tk» amount aeuL Direct all letters to J. B. Francia*  Re.BOLooml»fiUChicago. 111. >
PLU&B! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION! 
i . A.» there are thouaandi who will at first venturi- 
taly twauty-fivo cants forTHKpnoGBKSBivBTniNXBu 
thirteen waeka, we would suggeetto those who receive 
»•ample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from >1 to 110, or even 
Stban the Jatter sum. A large number of little 

mts will make a large sum total, and thus extend- 
eld of our labor and usefulutcj. The aame aug- 

Sesllon will apply Iu all case» of renewal of aubccrlp- 
Ions—aollcltothera to aid In the good work. You will 
iperience no difllculty whatever lu Inducing Splrltu» 
lisle to aubicrlbo for ThePboobbisiyb Thinkeb, 

[or not one of them can afford to be without the valua» 
bla Information imparted therein each week, and at 
Ike price of only about two cent» per week.

IA Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
r Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we (an 
■Ire you for 25 cents? «Just pause and think for a uo» 
pient what an Intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Thb Pao- 
•iBsaivE TuiNSER thirteen weeks u only twenty-five 
kanieI For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
Br pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 

Kl-refreshlng reading matter, equivalent to a medl- 
-sized book! . '

--------------------------------------------
Take Notice.

! IT At expiration of Bubtcrlptlon, If not renewed, 
the paper la ghcoullnued. No bill» will be sent for ex
tra number#. .

CT if you do not recelre y<mr paper promptlr, 
Write to ue, and error» In address, will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
i (9**  Whenever you dealre the addreaa of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It Is th e u sent, or the clianse cannot bo made.

Joy In Heaven.
Heaven is populating at an unprece

dented rate with murderers, if all whom 
iiriestly hands and priestly prayers fit 
or that abode wing their way thither. 

Holmes, the multi-murderer, who went 
pp on a rope from Philadelphia; Taylor, 
{’ho murdered the Meeks’ family in 
lissouri; and Fields, the colored boy, 

who murdered Mrs. Randolph in this 
city, and was executed on the 15th inst., 
begging officers and witnesses to meet 
nirn in a better world, all had “made 
their peace with God," as did Nic Mar
kon. who was temporarily reprieved by 
executive interference. Of course, all 
|hese vile wretches, unworthy to live, 
(mount to glory, and spend an eternity 
shouting praises to their Redeemer.

A very large majority of those who 
buffer on , the gallows are Catholics. 
That church seems to have a special 
affinity for cut-throats; but all the or
thodox churches contribute largely of 
their numbers to swell the heavenly 
host.
: During the forty-eight years Spirit
ualism has boon a factor in religious 
thought,, while their numbers have 
Swelled to millions, and now count more 
islievers in the United States than do 
ho Catholics, we recall the execution of 
nit a single Spiritualist, and he died 

protesting his innocence. If guilty, as 
proved, there were extenuating circum- 
btances surrounding the crime. There 
inay have been other cases, but we do 
ppt recollect them.
''Mosheim, in his Ecclesiastical History, 

Century 2, Part 2, Chap. 5, Sec. 14, tells 
bf the good Christian Father, Carpocra- 
ties, who flourished during the second 
Century, who “not only allowed his dis
ciples full liberty to sin, but reeom- 
jnended to them a vicious course of life, 
Jis a matter both of obligation and ne
cessity; asserting that eternal salvation 
yvas only attainable by those who had 
committed all sorts of crimes, and had 
daringly filled up the measure of iniq
uity.” ’ '

Is not this position the logical outcome 
tf Luke xv., 7, wherein Jesus told*the  
Pharisees and scribes: “Joy shall be 
in heaven over one sinnor that repent- 
0th, more than over ninety-nine just 
persons who nded no repentance.”

'' Doctor of God.
- 1 D. D. attached to the name of a cler- 
■gyman does not convey the idea of a 
■' broad-minded man nor one deeply

Schooled in ethics. It only signifies 
that he is well educated in his church 

' creed, and bends all his energies to 
,inake that creed paramount. The claim 
' ■ that he is a Doctor of God is humiliating.

Se knows scarcely more about Omnipo
nce than does a babe in his mother’s 
S arms. He may apply big terms to what 

■' .fie imagines the ruling Cause, but the 
- finite cannot grasp the Infinite. His 

■; • science is thesoience which was evolved
Jn the barbaric ages. His theories he 

• credits to revelation, but with more 
' truth it can be said they were invented 

: py demons of darkness. •
• • Doctor of Divinity, otherwise Doctor

Of God! It is claimed the degree was in
> vented in the 12th century at Bologna, 

s/in Italy, but the evidence of itsexist- 
(fence at that time is by no means satis

* factory. It would be supposed a man of 
’ grains would shrink from such a title. 
' ■ Akin to D. D. is Reverend. There 

' fire persons who covet that title. An 
‘ aged and learned friend, formerly a 

pollege professor and president, «wrote 
' Us a few days ago: “I beg my friends

hot to put Rev. before my name. I 
L ' .Would as soon be called a horse-thief.

The title is odious to me, as it seems 
synonymous with bigotry, superstition, 
hypocrisy, salacity and lechery,” His 
16 an extreme case, but he is not alone 
in his dislike of the craft.

Still Another Black Eye.
The Supreme Court of Illinois has just 

(banded down its decision, sustaining the 
ruling of the inferior court, that the 
Cody law, making it unlawful for any 
¿erson to keep open any barber-shop, or 
fearry on the business oFshaving, hair
Cutting, or the doing of any tonsorial 
tfVprk on Sunday, is unconstitutional, in 
that it is class legislation. Judge Craig, 
who wrote out the decree of the court, 
Baid: "The law cannot be considered a 
ianitary measure, nor does it come with- 
n the scope of the public powers,# the 

gtate.” ,
What will the agitating Sunday bigots 

i.ttempt next? How unfortunate for 
heir success that we have' a constitu- 

!ionol government, in place of an arbi- 
rary one, such as prevailed When super- 

ititlbn gained its great victories, aided 
>y the lash of scorpions, the dungeon, 

the thumb-screw, the wheel, the stake 
¿nd fire-brand,'and other mild methods 

, 'Which the early ■ Christian civilization 
^,:'^»ve to tho world!

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.Still Flndiug Holy Books.
The worshipers of the Bible are again 

delighted, for there comes an account 
Of another discovery of ancient- manu
scripts of the Gospels, claimed to have 
been found among thé rubbish of the St. 
Catherine Convent, on Mount Sinai, It 
is said to be more precious than any pre
vious find of holy records. Let those 
whose eternal salvation is contingent on 
the genuineness of these wonderful man-4 
iiscripts tell theii- own story: We quote:

“Tliis copy is not only complete in 
every page and line, but it is as fresh 
and legible now as if it were almost new, 
and it Is an example of rich embellish
ment not surpassed by any other simi
lar document on earth.

“This newly-discovered^ copy of the 
gospels is a marvel of exquisite work
manship, and the antiquarians who 
have examined it assert that its manu
facture must have occupied at least a 
quarter of a century of painstaking la
bor. Its pages are made of the thinnest 
of vellum. It is a quarto volume and 
there.are two columns on each written 
page.r The pages are dyed an exquisite 
royal purple, which is delicate but brill
iant. It is in the writing, however, 
that this precious volume is unique. The 
letters are written in gold and silver. 
Every one of the .proper names, includ
ing those of saints and holy places, is 
written altogether in gold. The abbre
viations of whiohfthere are many in the 
book, are likewise written in gold, The 
rest of the text is altogether of silver. 
The precious metals used in this letter
ing are as bright and untarnished to-day 
as when the original writing was done a 
few hundred years after the death of 
the Savior by some devput monk who 
was an artist in his line.

“This volume was evidently made to 
withstand the effects of time, by one 
who well knew the best materials to 
use. The vellum of which the leaves 
are made was carefully chosen sheet by 
sheet. The binding was done with the 
strongest thongs. The covers are heavy 
and solid. The whole was well calcu
lated to keep out dampness and to resist 
the attacks of moths, bookworms or 
other insects.

“The old book is in Asia Minor, and 
the news of its discovery in this splen
did condition only reached Constantino
ple a few weeks ago. It was stated 
at the same time, that the precious, 
manuscript had been secured- by the 
Russian government. It will, it is ex
pected, be placed in the great Russian 
national museum alongside the celebrat
ed Codex Sinaiticus. The latter con
tains parts of the Old and New Testa
ments and was published by the Czar, 
who procured it from the antiquarian 
Tischendorf discovered the Codex Sina
iticus in the identical convent in which 
this new and richer gospel manuscript 
has just been found. That is the cele
brated convent of' St. Catherine, on the 
summit of Mount Sinai. This old con
vent, which is 1,400 years old, stands 
close to the scene of the miracle of the 
burning,bush, and is a veritable mine of 
biblical manuscripts. There, but three 
years ago, two women from Cambridge, 
England, discovered by accident an an
cient scroll which, upon translation, 
turned out to be a story of the gospels 
in Syriac, and thought to have been 
written soon after the death of. the last 
of the apostles."

The newsmonger who wrote up the 
story supposed this convent and Mount 
Sinai were in Asia Minor, whereas they 
are hundreds of miles south, on the pe
ninsula in •that part of Arabia lying be
tween the gulfs of Suez and Akaba. 
Mount Sinai rises from the plain about 
8,500 feet. The Convent, instead of be
ing on the summit, as stated, is in a 
wady or valley only about half way to 
tho summit.

This old monastery, which Catholics 
are very ambitious to have the world 
believe'was founded in the Sixth Centu
ry, has been wonderfully prolific with 
sacred manuscripts. Whether manu
factured there, or merely deposited to 
be brought out on suitable occasions, 
we cannot know; for the secret is with 
the members of the guild, and they have 
too great an interest to yield it up vol
untarily.

These costly manuscripts are made 
for kings and emperors, and command 
magnificent prices. This is probably 
the principal incentive for their produc
tion. '

It has been said: “Good men will not 
forge a book so good as the Bible,” but 
if is well known forgers are not only 
making Bibles, but every variety of 
professedly sacred literature, and are 
imposing them on the world as genuine. 
Wete their prototypes more honest than 
are the present forgers?

Pulpit Logic.
An Oregon newspaper reports Rev. J. 

D. Driver as having.made the following 
statement in his pulpit quite recently:

“No infidel’s progeny descends to the 
fifth generation. God Almighty de
termined they should not extend the 
curse so far. Four notedJflÇdels, who 
came to this coast ip an e&Îÿ day, viz., 
Sam Culver, Jesse Applegate, Pengre 
and Senator Nesmith, all died insane, 
after 63 years of age. Christians, on 
the contrary, die sane.”

■ A correspondent writes from the Pa
cific Coast: “Rev. Driver is a heavy
set, big-necked Methodist preacher, 
with coarse, gross features, and looks 
more like a bull-driver than a preacher. 
He is the Talmage of Oregon, and the 
extract is characteristic of ips false
hoods. The men he refers to were all 
prominent and good citizens, but not 
church-members. Their progeny are 
far ahead of his, as his have all gone to 
the dogs.”

“Christians die sane,” said the rev
erend libeller. The daily press is full of 
the evidences of Christian sanity! Here 
is one we clipped a few minutes after 
reading the above jargon of concentrated 
silliness: ■ '

Wooster, O.—Christian Geiger, a 
farmer, became crazed, suddenly on re
ligion and imagined that the Almighty 
had commanded him to kill his father, 
mother and cousin, Christian Zedecker. 
He attempted to obey the coinmands re
cently, and attacked his father with a 
hoe, nearly severing the old man’s head 
from his body. He was overpowered 
with great difficulty and on being ad
judged insane was taken to the asylum.

The injured man cannot recover.

The lovely body of an unknown suicide 
attracted the curious and the bereaved. 
to that Mecca of sorrow—the Morgue— 
during the greater part of last week, 
says Ella Wheeler Wilcox in the New 
York World. Suicides in New York 
are almost daily events, but this one was 
peculiar and unusual in 'many respects.

A young arid elegantly-attired woman 
came alone to the Colonnade Hotel a 
week ago last Wednesday and registered 
as “Mrs; Everett, of Boston.” On Fri
day she was found dead in her .room, 
shot through the head by her own hand. 
Every mark of identification had been 
removed from her elegant clothing, her 
dainty linen, her tiny boots and gloves. 
A not0, unaddressed and unsigned, read: 
“Hereditary insanity. Please cremate 
and pay landlord for damages. Have 
no family, .'so beg that my wishes be 
obeyed.”. Eighty-nine dollars accom
panied the note.

On her arrival Wednesday at the ho
tel the clerk noticed that the woman 
was a little brunete, who mightbb twen
ty-three years of age, and who might 
be thirty years. She nod laughing black 
eyes of rare lustre, wavy hair that was 
black as jet, a white transparent skin 
and lips that were curved in an almost 
continuous smile, revealing small, everi 
teeth. . Her dress was a short waist of 
maroon velvet, with an Antoinette col
lar, trimmed with rich white lace, fas
tened at the neck with a brooch of gold 
and black- enamel in which nine small 
diamonds were set. Two small diamond 
rings sparkled on her little finger. Her 
skirt was of turquoise silk and she wore 
a hat that was evidently an Easter crea
tion. It was of mixqd straw, trimmed 
with tulle in pink and green effects, and 
with a scarlet peony; She wore a very 
gauzy black dotted veil.
HER EVIDENT CULTURE AND REFINE

MENT.
Her conduct during the brief time she 

passed in the hotel-room and parlore 
was that of a refined, quiet woman, in 
good spirits and health, who made-no 
effort to gain or avoid observation. All 
the details of her toilet and wardrobe, 
as examined after death, indicated a 
woman of culture and even wealth.

In all probability before these written 
words are reincarnated in print the my s
tery surrounding the week’s tragedy 
will be solved and forgotten by all save 
a near few.

The sympathy of the public needs the 
stimulus of curiosity to keep it alive.

When the world understands it be
comes indifferent.

This is not because the world is cal
lous as because the literal facts concern
ing suicides are frequently unromantic 
-and commonplace, and that most com
monplace of all created things—public 
curiosity—abhors the commonplace and 
will not abide it.

The tragic end of many a life has been 
reached through a series of farces. 
Death, the greatest of all idealists, casts 
a lurid glamour for a few brief hours 
upon an existence which was sordid or 
silly, and ennobles sorrows which were 
self-induced or imaginary.

I have seen a pile of rubbish grow 
beautiful and picturesque iu the leaping 
flames of a bonfire.

The suicide of the week surrounded 
her exit from this realm with sg much 
mystery that she has held the novelty
craving public’s attention an unusual 
length of time. The environment of the 
tragedy was picturesque and lent color 
to the gloomy scene. Ifoung, beautiful, 
and with a comfortable*competence  for 
the near future, yet this woman had 
deemed death, with all its unsolved mys
teries, preferable to the burden of exist 
ence. ~ ' .

•LIFE’S MOST TRAGIC HOUR.
It is a tragic hour when any soul finds 

■the “If” of death easier to face than the 
“is” of life.

More terrible than the orthodox idea 
of hell must have been the mental agony 
endured by this woman, duringher days 
and possibly weeks of preparation for 
the act. A thinking woman once said 
to me: “It is not the moment of self-de
struction which is so fearful to contem
plate, but the anguish which has led to 
and made the tragedy possible!” ' 

; The law of preparation governs the 
universe.

There are earthquakes which sudden
ly rend open the earth, but long before 
the shock, hidden angry forces have 
writhed their agitated Jway through na
ture’s bosom.

The tree which falls during the storm 
has been slowly undermined for years.

The suicidal act which so frequently 
seems to be a sudden, unaccountable 
mania has been preceded by mental 
preparation.

There is scarcely one mature mind in 
a hundred wherein the microbe thought 
of self-destruction has not at some time 
lodged.

By the healthful, well-ordered mind it 
is quickly cast out and not allowed to 
return. But in the melancholy or the 
hysterical it thrives and propagates. A 
season of success 'or a change of scene 
will seem to eradicate it, but with a new 
disappointment, a sorrow or an illness, 
it returns like the recurrence of mala
ria in bad weather, and by and by the 
idea of suicide becomes so familiar that 
the act is accomplished almost without 
thinking and the world calls it “a sud
den mania.”

The unfortunate subject of our sketch, 
in dying by her own hand, evidently 
carried out a long-conceived and care
fully-planned act. What was her espe
cial sorrow? Suicide is a crime which 
is rapidly increasing, and the unhappy 
perpetrators are mainly women.

-Long ago the world believed a wo
man suicide must be one of two classes 
—the disappointed in love or the fallen.

Time and increased population have 
multiplied these classes.

Drink and drugs no longer confine 
their devastating work to'the male sex 
or to the lower classes.

Opiates dig more graves than sin or 
sorrow. In the beginning Satan took 
the form of a serpent; in modern times 
he reappears as a- hypodermic syringe.

But the pale mystery of the Morgue 
left no evidence that drink or opiates 
had undermined her character. Clean
liness and order never dwell with these 
habits.

What is disappointed love?
The disappointed maiden of to-day is 

seldom a suicide. She does not sit in 
the moated grange and grow mad with 
her sorrow. She adopts a-profession, 
bustles abbut among people and marries 
another man. Perhaps, like many an
other modern woman, she was the vic
tim of unwise ambitions. Because wo- 

■men are allowed to do So many things 
in these days; they strive to do every
thing. The tendency of the times is to 
dissipate and scatter, not to'conserve 
and concentrate our mental forces. 'She 
who essays everything fails in all.

WOMAN'S WORST MANIA.
The curse of the modern maiden is her 

mania to be unusual. Sho: hungers to 
b'o talked about in the papers, to be be
fore the public eyo. So many •women 
are ‘.‘doing things.” She Is consumed 
with what she believes the fires of am-

An Unanswered Question.
In the light of advancing knowledge, 

and the new discoveries science is un
folding, the thinker is dumbfounded. 
Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of 
the telephone, at the National'Electrical 
Exposition, in session in New York, was 
listening through one of his instruments 
to the roar of Niagara Falls. This of 
itself would have been a wonder a few 
years ago. Still listening, his eye caught 
the familiar form of Thomas A. Edison 
approaching. Grasping hands, Bell re
marked: “This is the meeting of my 
life.” “Conie and see the fluoroscope," 
replied Edison, and awaÿ thoy went to 
look upon the latest invention of the 
Wizard of Menlo Park. An instrument 
was shown which enables the visitor to 
look at his own hands, see the bones or 
foreign ^substances in them, or those in 
other exposed objects presented for ob
servation, or«tirgical operation.

Where and when are these great dis
coveries to end? . .

%
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An Unparalleled Offer,
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPEDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO HE GIVEN AWAY. ‘

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers. 
In order to do it we miist make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends. '

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise; The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
onee. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
it if you could not get another.copy.

tS’-Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will send usa new three months’ 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending in not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

JSTIn consequence of the great inter 
est of Spiritualists and thinkers gener
ally in spreading the truth in regard to 
death, we have concluded to extend the 
above offer through the month of May.

bition; but they are more frequently 
the fires of mere vanity. Great names 
archer incentive, but great examples 
are not her guide for conduct. She who 
seeks to be famous without toil becomes 
infamous without .effort, as a rule.

She reaches her g'oal at last, and Is 
talked about in the papers—an adven
turess, a co-respgndpnt and finally as 
the latest suicide. । j

Yet, it is not alway^ the sin-sick wo
man who commits'suWide. I have known 
it to be attempteduby one weary of vir
tue; one who felt fj>at,in her case virtue 
was not its own reward, since it left her 
facing the shadows or middle life with 
no lamp of human'lbv# to light the way.

There are some women to whom the 
lack of male’ companionship is as great 
a tragedy as the loss of virtue is to 
others.

The despair of the unpossessed can be 
as wearing as the remorse of the erring. 
We hear'little of ^ha'.pne and much of 
the other. Sorrowing virtue is more 
ashamed of its woes than unhapny sin, 
because the world has tears for the lat
ter and only ridicule for the former.

When the wretched Magdalene com
mits suicide we say, “Poor creature, how 
she has suffered!" and straightway make 
a heroine of her. When we read that a 
lonely spinster has committed suicide, 
cause “melancholia,” we say “Toobad,” 
and straightway forget her.

To touch the world’s deep fountains 
of sympathy one must be wicked and 
die of remorse. ,

If you commit suicide through regret
ted sin, the newspapers give you the 
.first page and large headlines for three 
days! If you break your heart through 
unrecognized goodness and worth they 
dismiss you in a paragraph.

Among the many thousand readers of 
The World there will be those who, 
while scanning these lines, hide deep in 
their hearts thoughts of self-destruction. 
To' all such let me say a few personal 
words:

LIFE BEYOND THE CRAVE.
Whatever the skeptic and the scoffer 

may urge as arguments that there is no 
life beyond the grave, remember they 
are only arguments. Opposed to them 
stands the testimony of thousands of in
spired souls who havfe seen visions and 
heard sounds from another world. To 
those who care to study the subject dis
passionately, from well-authenticated 
sources, convincing proofs of an after life 
exist and can be obtained.

It is not reasonable to suppose that 
in a few moments of time a wretched 
soul can npss from misery -to bliss, from 
sin to virtue. Do not imagine that you 
are going to step from hell to heaven by 
your own rash act in a moment’s time. 
Such sudden journeys—from one ex
treme climate to another—are nor, pos
sible in this life or the next. You will 
find yourself just as miserable when you 
awake out of the body as you were in it; 
we must grow out of sorrow; we can
not leap out of it, even by death, espe
cially if death is self-induced.

Besides, it is very impolite to go 
where you are not invited.

You will not be welcome until your 
time arrives, and a message is sent you 
to come quickly. •

Wait awhile. You never can tell what 
a day, a week or a iflonth will bring you.- 
To the earth the' plough seems cruel! 
But.later the hartfests glorify it. The 
sorrow and anguish you, are enduring is 
but a preparation 'for' joy, if you will 
only utilize it. '

Believe me, forVI'know whereof I 
speak! Every soul l^asoa guardian angel 
near it, who willh^to ^pd sustain, if re
lied upon, in times oTterrible trial. The 
angel is not omnipotent*and  cannot save 
von .without your ofrn-ifti-operation; but 
It can and will helpffonio overcome and 
conquer sickness, despair, poverty, 
.shame and sorrow, if you will believe in 
it and in yourself. 1- 2.

There is nothing the soul cannot 
achieve when it hglip^es in its divine 
origin. Instead of |pjanuing how to get 
out of thef world, say tiryourself: “I am 
here, and here for a purpose. I have a 
right to health, happiness and prosper
ity. These are my birthrights, and 
they will come to me if I demand, them. 
I am the temple of a divine spirit, and I 
am going to face life without fear or de
spair!” ■ • .■ . ■'

. You will be amazed at the courage 
and strength which these words, will 
bring to you if you will say them and 
think them over whenever you are. 
tempted to “make an' end of .yourself."

Invisible forces will, come near to sus
tain you. Say, ।
However full the world,

There is room for an earnest man, . 
The fact stands clear that I am hore,

And horo to strengthen the plan.
And you will find strength given you 

to fulfill your words. I know it is so.

SIGNIFICANT Tf+OdGI+TS

A tilling discourse delivered in 
THE UNITARIAN CHURCH ON BUNDAY 
FORENOON BY REV. SETH 0. BEACH, 
THE PASTOR.

- In the Unitarian Church; Bangor, 
Me., in the course of the usual Sun
day morning worship, the pastor, Rev, 
Seth 0. Beach, preached a r sermon 
upon the text, “The letter killeth, ’’ a 
clause from Corinthians, 2-3-6. 1 The 
opening passages of tlje discourse were 
directly in the -line of the text, the 
first sentehpe indicating in its inter
rogatory the entliié idea: 'What is 
there that stands as it did fifty years 
ago?"

The speaker reviewed the progress of 
the churches, regarding the orthodox 
and Unitarian denominations com
paratively, and elaborated upon the 
familiar quotation that the orthodox, 
so-called, of to-day, is more “liberal” 
than the Unitarian of seventy years 
ago. After remarks concerning the 
broadening of theology and the ren
ovation of religious thought, Mr. 
Beach proceeded to consider the fun
damental springs of religious action 
in the light of a new spirit and a more 
rational attitude, thus:

A significant mark of the new atti
tude of religious thought is shown in 
the form in which certain fundamental 
questions are being put.

It was perhaps a dozen or more 
years ago that a small sensation was 
created by a paper read at the Boston 
Unitarian Club, maintaining that the 
Bible is orthodox. It was sufficiently 
remarkable that such an argument 
should have been presented to a 
Unitarian audience, but what was still 
more remarkable was that the audience- 
received the paper with applause. I 
have heard the same doctrine, i. e., 
that the Bible is orthodox, defended 
in a body of forty Unitarian ministers 
and received in like manner with ap
plause and without a protest. Now, 
the question fifty years ago was not 
whether the Bible orthodox, but 
whether orthodoxy is Biblical. What
ever is Biblical is true; that was as
sumed and conceded all around. Do 
you see the difference? Do you see 
where we are, when an eminent 
Unitarian, in a body of representative 
Unitarians, not one of whom accepts 
the distinctive doctrines of orthodoxy, 

' rises and says that in its plain mean
ing the Bible is essentially orthodox? 
It means that to-day it is not merely 
orthodoxy that is in question, but that 
to which it appeals; it means that 
among Unitarians, at least, the Bible 
is no longer accepted as the end of an 
argument. No matter if you ■ can 
prove your doctrine by a text, or by 
twenty texts, or by no matter how 
many texts, we still ask is it true? If 
it is not reasonable we do not hesitate 
to say it is not true, '

Not only is |his our position, it is the 
position of the scholarship, science, 
philosophy and literature of the pres
ent day. Since the slavery debate was 
over, when have you seen a question 
seriously argued on the basis of scrip-, 
tute texts?. What would be the weight 
of a text in settling any controversy 
in the schools and among the thinkers 
of the present day? It would, as 
everyone knows, be worth exactly as 
much from Shakespeare as from St. 
Paul. That is to say, the Bible has 
ceased to be a standard of ultimate 
appeal, and has become a fragment of 
ancient literature, to be quoted for 
illustration or embellishment if it 
serves a turn, but not to be put in 
evidence or appealed to as authority.

Every reading person knows’this is 
the present situation, and every read
ing person knows also that fifty years 
ago it was the first business of a man 
of science or philosophy to show that 
his views were scriptural. To come 
into collision with a scripture text was 
his ruin. Now it is with -him silnply 
a question of verified facts.

I leave .you to ,say whether this is 
gain ; it certainly is change, and by 
nothing is the change more marked, 
and in nothing is it more significant. 
It alters the position of all the old 
questions in controversy.

We no longer ask whether ortho
doxy is Biblical. No matter if it is. 
We ask what is the. Bible? This is 
the present question.

The new which is coming to prevail 
is that it is not a book straight out of 
heaven, but the literary deposits of a 
race whose genius was pre-eminently 
religious, and hence, that it is pre
eminently a religious book; but a book 
gleaned from many generations and 
representing many phases and stages 
of religious life, in all of which there 
are traces-of the traditions, misconcep
tions and superstitions current in 
those times. If this is the Book we 
have, it is a simple truism to say that 
you will find in it more of an old the
ology than you will of the new. The 
older your theology the more of it 
you will find. If what you want is a 
scheme of doctrines which yo.u can 
find in the Bible, go back, to tlie Pu
ritans and find your doctrine of witch
craft in the ‘ ‘possessed with devils 
go back to thé early church and find 
your asceticism—your hermits of the 
desert—in John the Baptist; go back 
to the second century,-when all Chris
tendom was alive with expectations of 
the last day, the general resurrection 
and the thousand years of the saints, 
and find it all in the Revelation of St, 
John; go back to the very level of 
those buried centuries and find what

the slaveholders found in the legisla
tion of Moses, what the Mormon finds 
in the record of Solomon and Abra
ham. • ■

The more you make yourself a mere 
relic of antiquity, the mpre you will 
find yourself at home in the bosom of 
antiquity.

I have no doubt that orthodoxy 
stands more squarely with the letter 
of the texts than we. Not of all the 
texts, however. ‘ ‘My Father is greater 
than I,” is not an orthodox text, 
“Work out your own salvation;" the 
orthodox doctrine is that you cannot. 
“Though I have all faith and have 
not charity, I am nothing;” the ortho
dox statement is exactly opposite; it 
says: “Though I have all charity and 
have not faith, I am nothing," “The 
light that lighteth every man that 
cometh into the world;" the orthodox 
statement is that it does not‘light 
every man. The orthodox man has 
to go in the teeth of all such texts as 
these. But then he, too, has his 
texts, and they are tremendously his,

It is in this sense that the Bible is 
orthodox; the orthodox texts are 
these: “Taken in the orthodox way,” 
said Dr, Ellis, “the Bible is an ortho
dox book." That was the statement. 
Now, what is the orthodox way of 
taking it? As I understand it, the 
common orthodox way is to take the 
Bible from cover to cover, in its plain 
meaning, as unadulterated truth.

Well, now, it is idle to say that, 
taken in this way, you cannot find the 
substance of orthodoxy and a good 
deal more. The older the orthodoxy 
the better it will fare.

Open your Bibles, and in the first 
chapter you find that the universe was 
created in six days. You find that on 
the sixth day man was created from 
the dust and woman from a rib of the 
man.

In the third chapter of Genesis you 
find “the Lord God walking in the 
garden in the cool of the day;” in the 
eleventh chapter you find that “the 
Lord came down to see the city and 
the town which the children of men 
builded;” in the eighteenth chapter 
you find that “the Lord appeared” to 
Abraham in the form of a man, and 
that Abraham washed the Lord’s feet 
and refreshed him with food; in the 
book of Exodus you find that the 
Lord spake to Moses “face to face as 
a man speaketh to a friend;” in Deu
teronomy we find that “there arose 
not a prophet since in Israel, whom 
the Lord knew face to face,” that is, 
it was no figure of speech.

Now, what is the plain meaning of 
all this? A modern Unitarian says 
you have struck a stratum of very old 
traditions, in which God was conceived 
in a very crude, materialistic and sen
suous way; but what must an ortho
dox do with it on his principle that 
the Bible, in its- plain, fair, honest 
meaning, is unadulterated truth?

I need not go on with the story of 
Balaam and his beast, of Joshua and 
the sun, of Jonah and the whale, all 
of which, I suppose, are accepted in 
good faith by thousands and even 
millions of orthodox people, and all 
of which ought to be accepted in good 
faith by all orthodox people who pre
tend to take the Bible from cover to 
cover in its plain meaning, as un
adulterated truth.

Nor that you can find, if not the 
trinity at least the deity of Christ, 
the fall of man, original sin, the 
atonement, predestination and elec
tion, a personal devil, the resurrec
tion of the body, and a lake of fire 
and brimstone, I, for one, have no 
disposition to dispute. Nor, as I 
understand it, has any intelligent 
Unitarian of the present day?

In this sense the Bible is an ortho
dox book; it contains orthodoxy. But 
in the same sense it is a very heretical 
book. It contains heresy in immense 
quantities and of almost all kinds. It 
might be said that the Bible, fairly 
interpreted, yields some half dozen 
schemes of doctrine—Calvinism, Uni
versalism, Antinomianism, and even 
Agnosticism. And why should it not? 
The contents have been culled from 
the traditions and speculations of at 
least thirty generations; they have 
been written out by at least sixty dif
ferent hands, and it is idle to suppose 
they, present one continuous, uniform, 
consistent scheme. Nothing could 
have made them do it except an un
broken miracle, which, by the way, in 
the writing, preserving and trans
mitting, is what the orthodox view 
supposes, but what we did not have.

But someone may ask—an orthodox 
person would be almost sure to ask— 
if the Bible is not with you an au
thority—a standard, of appeal—why 
do you keep it on your pulpit and 
read it in your services. That is ex
actly as far as certain people can see. 
If I do not accept .the tradition of the 
deluge as matter of history; if I do 
not accept the angel Gabriel as a real, 
authenticated personage; if I do not 
accept Paul’s doctrine of predestina
tion and election as absolute truth, 
the beautiful chapter upon charity, 
the touching parable of the prodigal 
son, the sweet beatitudes, the devout 
strain of the twenty-third psalm, and 
the ringing ten commandments, must 
be all waste paper.

Not at all. '
Thefie ings are just as choice and 
ccious when taken out of their acci

dental setting, and taken clean, as 
they are when they are made to drag 
after them everything indiscriminately 
in both Testaments. There are things 
in the Bible which one do$s not need 
to be a Calvinist to enjoy. We keep 
it for these. We give the doctrinal 
texts' to whoever wants them. We will 
toko the spiritual texts.: The letter

killeth; take jt if youwilL It is th*  
spirit that giveth life. Let'us see, 
my friends, that this treasure we do 
not lose, _ I ■

The question, “Is the Bible ortho
dox:?” cannot be answered by yes or 
no. It is not all of one piece. Much 
is orthodox; some is not at all ortho
dox. To say that the Bible is ortho
dox is like sayiug that the American 
people drink rum and beat their wives.' 
That the Bible is a religious book will ! 
be true as long as it contains the 
psalms and the parables.

The above sermon is pregnant with 
grand truths. It exhibits the trend 
of modern liberal thought in its right 
light, and should be carefully read by 
every subscriber to The Progressive. 
Thinker, Truth Seeker,

«

VOLUME II.

Of the Encyclopædla of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. ' 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will gqt The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopaedia.
jy In ordering one volume of the 

Encyclopaedia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vo). 1. of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
paedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopaedia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year's subscription, and at prices stated 
above. .

Ancient Man.
“The discovery of a human skull, in a 

good state of preservation, by well-dig
gers, at a depth of forty feet, beneath a 
solid, four-foot vein of coal, is attracting 
a good deal of attention at Dickinson, 
N. D.”—News iWm.

These discoveries of human remains 
grow more frequent from year to year. 
While observation was limited to the 
surface of the earth little was found to 
tell of ancient man: for the corroding 
elements have been active and have 
swept nearly everything away.

But traces of humanity found under 
glaciers, and under beds of coal, tell a 
different tale. If that skull is genuine, 
and was found wherq it purports to have 
been—and we see no reason lor contra
dicting the report—then we are carried 
back to a period prior to the formation 
of that bed of coal, which was originally 
a forest. The country on which that 
forest grew was dry land, over which 
man lived, and roamed, and multiplied, 
subsisting on berries, and nuts, and the 
chase. It tells that this forest was 
thrown down by an overwhelming ocean 
wave, and was buried under sand, 
gravel, or other debris of the ocean, a 
portion of which probably hardened into 
rock; that it remained for countless ages 
the bed of the great sea, over which the 
wavesand tides ebbed and flowed; that 
for aught we can know, millions of years 
parsed away, when the bed of the ocean 
was again uplifted, the waters receded, 
and a continent was unveiled. Finally 
the fauna and the flora of modern times 
appeared, and man, digging for water, 
accidentally meets that skull, preserved 
from “time's unrelaxing grasp,” be
cause it was buried so far below rains 
and frosts, and sunshine, or in fact all 
the disintegrating agents, as to be 
but slightly influenced by their destruct
ive action.

Married.
C. H. Horine, of Chicago, prominent 

asa Spiritualist and worker in thecause 
of truth, was married a short time ago 
to Miss H. Bowser, late of San Francisco, 
Cal., She is a medium, an ordained 
minister of the gospel, and a most esti
mable lady. We heartily congratulate 
the happy pair. -

Married at the home of P. S. Stillings, 
near Brainerd, Minn., Sunday evening, 
May 17th, 1896, Mr. Frank A. Merriott 
and Miss Mary Goller, Rev. A. Wheeler 
officiating. This was a purely spiritual
istic wedding,only a few intimate friendb 
present. The floral offerings were beau
tiful, and the ceremony was eloquent, 
and beautiful. The worthy couple are 
now at home to their many friends, on 
South Seventh street. P. S. S.

Wholesale Forgery.
Talk and write as learnedly.as we may 

about fraudulent Christian history, 
forged coin, forged scriptures and forged 
Gospels, they don’t approach in infamy 
the forged mummy business. A late 
news item says:

"It is about foUr years since seven
teen Egyptian mummies in the old mu
seum of Berlin proved to be the bodies 
Of fellows who, a short time ago, took 
their beer in the saloons of the capital 
of the empire of William II. It is now 
believed that there is not a museum in 
the world that has . not been Imposed 
upon by frauds of this kind."

Disease is not cured by magical incan
tations, but by medical science. Hence 
it is that Ayer's Sarsaparilla cures, and 
that it proves so eminently successful. 
It is a skillfully-prepared and strictly 
scientific blood-purifier and tonjo, the 
only one admitted at the World’s Fair,
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MEDICAL DESPOTISM.

■T

The Slaughter of the Innocents, 
in the Nineteenth Century. 1

Rei ¡glop and Medicine Twin 
Offsprings of Super- 

©tition.

ip?

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
f'ATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
V7 Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 
spirit who baa been In spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. LltcMeld. This work of 287 pages contains a 
vast fund of Information. It gives tho experiences ol 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson Is learned. 
Ho visits the homes of tho fallen, seeking to bless tome 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enters tho dark valley, to 
very Interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 

. by kindly advice leads him to tho Templo of Progress. 
His philanthropic work- is vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of. valuable Lnfprma» 
tion; Price stop. For sale at this office. _____

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, tho Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

as a Leader of -Armies. By Moses Hull, This is nt 
once tbe^most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more tbrilllngly in

k tercstlng; no history inoro true. Trice tn cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. Foy sale at this office. <

THE SrtRITUAL'ALPS“

AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM»
Ora few thoughts on how to roach that nlhtiido 

7 where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
/ it. With portrait By Mosxb Hull. Jfist the book 

to teach you that you arc a spiritual being, and to 
show you hbw to educate yuur spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; in paper cover, 25 
conta For Mie at this office, . . '

VOLNEY’S RUINS 
—AND— 

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
A TO WHICH IB ADDED A

Volney’* Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Blogr&pblcal Notice 
by Count Dara, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by tbe Editor;

Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 
tbe Ancients.

ENCYCLOPEDIA 
. ..OF.?.

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
ToOie principal paMaget of the Old and Neu>

Testament Scripture» which prove 
or imply Spiritualism}

Together with «.brief history of tho origin ot many of 
- tbe Important books of tho Blblo?

Religion and medicine are twins. 
‘They were conceived in ignorance and 
born of for. They were gross supersti
tions ip their infancy. They are re
fined superstitions mow. The fivstdoc- 
tor was both priest and physician.

ORIGIN OF PRIESTS AND DOCTORS;
The forces of nature inspired the 

primitive man with awe and terror, He 
believdd that they were produced by in
visible beings, of supernatural powers 
and variable temper, who controlledh.is 
destiny. If health, happiness and pros
perity crowned his life, the gods were 
kind. When sickness, sorrow or priva
tion visited him the gods were angry. 
The common people dared not-upproach 
the gods to placate them, but in the - 
early youth of the race there were 
men of exceptional endowments and 
ambitious presumptions who professed 
to be in intimate relations with the gods 
and to have great influence with them.

These men were token at their word 
by the people, and were set apart as a 
sacred order, under the title of magi
cians, or priests. These men told the 
people that the gods wore very canri- 
cious, but that it properly approached 

' they were easily placated. They were 
very approbative, hence flattery was a 
chief means of keeping them In good 
humor, and of securing their favors. 
They were also very avaricious, hence, 
open to bribery. Tho priests were the 
custodians of the gifts of the people to 
the gods. They were usually very ex
acting. They demanded large gifts of 
gold, silver, diamonds and other costly 
things from the people in payment for 
divine favors and protection.

GOD'S PRIESTS AND KINGS.
Governments were despotic monarch

ies.' . Kings ruled by authority of the 
gods, and priests were a part of the 
State machinery. God, king, priest 
formed the trinity of powers by which 
the people were enslaved and robbed.

Just when religion and medicine were 
divorced is not quite olear. But for 
some centuries priests and physicians 
have formed two distinct classes. They 
are both doctors; the priest prescribes 
for the soul and tho physician prescribes 
for the body.

Physicians, as a class, do not believe 
that man has a soul, and a majority of 
them regard the doctor of the souls as 
an Ignorant or designing impostor. 
That man has a body is a patent fact, 
£nd that men's bodies are often out of 

ealth is equally well known, hence 
there isa legitimate Held of effort for 
the physicians, hence he is not imposing 
upon the credulity of the people. '

ARRANT PRETENDERS.
Let us see whether or hot the priest 

is a greater impostor than the physi
cian, and whether they are not both ar
rant pretenders. _ '

DOCTORS OF DIVINITY.
The priest,if a graduate in his profes

sion, wears the title of Doctor of Divin
ity. The meaning of this is that he is a 
doctor of souls, and that his remedies 
are divine medicines.. Is there any 
good ground for believing that the doc
tors of divinity knew anything about the 
human soul, its anatomy, physiology or 
pathology? They are divided into hun
dreds of sects, each sect holding differ
ent opinions about the soul from the 
other sects, and each holding to a some
what different pathology and treatment. 
They cannot all be scientifically correct 
In their theory or practice. It is not 
possible that more than one of the theo
logical sects can bo sound in theory and' 
scientific in practice. It is possible, 
indeed probable, that they all hold 
false theories of the soul, and false rem
edies for the cure of human depravity; 
and that all the doctors of divinity are 
arrant quacks, . ignorant or impudent 
pretenders.

THE DOCTORS OF MEDICINE.
The physician who graduates in his 

profession is called a Doctor of Medi
cine. This title is intended to mean 
that he who receives it has a scientific^ 
knowledge of the human body, its struc-. 
ture, functions, etc.; the diseases it is 
liable to and how to cure them. The 
doctors of medicine are divided into 
quite a number of sects, each holding to 
different theqries of diseases, and using 
different remedies to cure them. It is 
not possible that more than one medical 
sect ie sound in theory or scientific in 
practice. It is possible, not only, but 
probable that all of them are wrong in 
theory and unscientific in practice, and 
that the doctors of medicine are arrant 
quacks, pretending to knowledge they 
do not possess, for'the sake of fees which 
they do not earn. .

As there are doctors of divinity who 
do not possess the mental capacity to 
discover the absui-dities of their creeds, 
and hence, sincerely believe them, so 
there are doctors of medicine who ac
cept without question the theories of 
the medical sect to which they belong 
¿nd give the treatment laid down in the 
standard books of the sect without ques
tioning its being just right. Those 
small-brained machine doctors are hon
es; simpletons; while the bright, brainy 
doctors who know that their systems 
are false, and their remedies powerless 
for good, but potent for evil, and still 
profess to believe in the theory, and 
follow the practice of their sects, are 
medical impostors^oi the most con
temptible variety.

DOCTORS ANCIENT AND MODERN.
The priest-physician of the olden time 

was pretentious, assertivdj pompous and 
despotic to the last degree. The two 
classes of doctors of moedrn society are ■ 

' pretentious, dogmatic, pompous and' 
overbearing to.a degree not approached 
by any othei1 class of men.- The des
potism of the church and of the medical 
society are survivals, in the midst of po
litical freedom and social equality of the 
worst Terms of tyranny and dhste with 
which the world was dominated and hu- 

v inanity cursed during the Dark Ages. 
The American Revolution washed with 
the bloo'd of martyrs to liberty the last

• foul blot o£ political distinction.and pro-, 
fessional caste from the soil of Columbia. 
But the spirit of despotism and caste 
survived in tory hearts, and ere long it 
raised its serpent-head in our legislative ’ 
halls as well as in social circles of this, 
country. . , .

The priest has not been, able to secure 
much special legislation in his interest, 
for the reason that a dark and bloody; 
history of priéstly ruléis against hiin.' 
But the physician has met with great, 
success In subverting the people's gov-: 
eminent and converting ' the .repub
lics of the .States and the nation into 
professional despotism; and in the cities 
the official physicians, under the title of' 
health officers, rule the • people with a 
degree of tyranny scarcely paralleled 
in an Asiatic satrapy;

. . , . SAMPLE TYRANNY. .
1 have before me ¿s I write “The Man

ual of the Health Department of the 
City of Boston.” On pages 12,13, 14,15. 
16 and 17,« I find 88 sections \ach of 
which begins: “No person shallX and 
—ob which nroscribes the citizens

OLDEST RELIGION.

AN IMPEACHMENT.

TWO IN ONE

BY MOSES HULL.

BY MOSES HULL.

I.

HL

VIL

Price, 25 cents.

And So States to aLarge Audience 
at Oakland Music Hall.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL. 
One of the Fox Sisters.

Facts Concerning the Mak' 
ing of the Bible.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-

Compared with Other Religions, 
it Is Found Wanting.

A COMBINATION OF
“The Question Settled” and “Thfl 

Contrast” Into one Volume. !

What Some Ancient Christians. 
Believed. -

V.
VL

THE LYCEUM GUIDE. >
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

Christianity Antagonistic to 
True Reform'.

. The Nature of Sensitiveness
VIH. Clairvoyance.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
-OR- 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

JUST PUBLISHEDI 

AUTOMATIC WRITING 
[so-called] with other 

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES

OUR CONSTITUTION. 
~ '■ .1(1 . ■■ ' .

The Rev. Jenkin i Lloyd Jones 
Does Not Favor Rut

ting Gocj In It,

IX. Mesmeric Practice. '
The price of this admirable work Is 11,25. All bookl 

advertised in The Progressive Thinker aro ■ 

_____ For sale at this office.____ _

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

3- ■
from fiolng some very simple act under 
penalty of fine, unless permission is 
aske<l and obtained h'pm the Health 
Boarl- ■ -

OflpaffSjTJ .W flUd Bosid of 
Healtn classes irpi;theiTa,cf^nn'afid ty
phoid fever with sinall-pox, yellow yj- 
ver and cholera, and persons who may, 
in the ^pinion of an official doctor, be 
found guilty of Saving one of thosp.forms 
of disease is, at the arbitrary discretion 
of tEal medical (despot, taken] -from 
his or her home, thrust into a peqt-hos- 
.pital and stqft'ed with poisons. If it is a 
child with ¿ sore throat, the health
board doetorj “Heaven save the mark,” 
injects into ite system a lot of blood se - 
rum from the veins of a diseased horse, 
avowedly swarming with disease-germs, 
Pn the same page it is provided that 
“No pupil shall be admitted to the pub
lic schools unless it can show a certifi
cate of vaccination.' .

. The Medical Times, Medical Brief, 
Medical Tribune and Medical World, 
tho four ablest medical journals in 
America, denounce the anti-toxin treat
ment for diphtheria in strong terms. A 
large majority of the medical journals 
of all the schqols condemn -it.¿nd de
nounce the despotism and quackery of 
official doctors. The ■ editor of that 
great medical- magazine, “The Brief,” 
Lawrence, A. M, M.,April, 18?7, say's: .

“The liberty granted our. Health 
Boards has been;turned .-into license. 
They have assumed a censorship of, and 
dictatorship over, the medical, profes
sion both mortifying and dangerous."

He further says: “It has been suggest
ed -from more than one quarter,- that the 
election of business men to such offices 
would give us practical sanitation in 
lieu of absurd and impractical theories.”

Again I quote: ■ "If Health Boards 
were what their name implies, they 
would utilize some, /[their fondness for 
law by getting outrhijunctions against 
manufacturers of . anti-toxin, instead of 
endeavoring to force this dangerous fad 
(anti-toxin) upon ub,” , .

A GOOD SUGGESTION. j
Dr.. Lawrence suggestr that the official 

doctors inject the ffithy stuff into each 
other, and not poison the blood of the 
blossoffis and buds of humanity. He goes 
so far as to advise parents to fight for 
their babies in such Case. .

KILLED HER, ■
I have before me a letter from Mr. L. 

H. Riehn, president of.the First Nation
al Bank of- Nora Springs, Iowa, dated 
May 6, 1896, inclosing his fee of one dol
lar as a member of the “American 
Health Club," and a history of the mur
der of his lovely six-year-old daughter 
Olivia, in 1894, by an official doctor, who 
killed her with ‘^vaccine virus.”,

OFFICIAL MURDER.
Recently, in the city ef New York, a 

father protested against his child being 
vaccinated. The official doctor took a 
policeman with him and through his 
aid forcibly performed the vile -opera
tion. The child died from the effects of 
this violent assault, and a sensible^judge 
fined the doctor fifteen hundred dollars 
■for that act of official murder. The 
judge should have had legal power to 
send the doctor to state’s prison for life. 

-The despotism of the doctors must be 
broken and utterly destroyed, dr liberty 
is doomed to perish at their hands.

T..A. Bland, M. D., 
President American Health Club, Bos

ton, Mass.

THE MANSIONS OF LIFE.

And I think of the beautiful atory,
Pl th« mansions of which Jesus told, 

Add I wonder sometimee If their glory 
Is not made more of duty than gold.

And I look at the lives all about me; . 
At the sinning, and sorrow, and strife;

And I WQader what kind of a mansion . 
We are building up there in that lite» 

Are we cheering some heart bowed in 
Are le^ofng a labor of love?

Are we painting fair pictures of glad
ness, . . .

That shall hang in our dwelling 
above? '

For the home that we build we shall 
find there,

When we pass through the gates of 
the tomb,

If it be a bright mansion of beauty, 
Or a hovel of darkness and gloom.

As the sun of our life nears its setting, 
And we pass o’er the murmuring 

stream, •
Shall our spirit be sad with regretting, 

Or the real be bright as the dream? 
. . Emma Train.

I awoke in a beautiful dream-land, 
And i eaw a bright angel afar:

He was clothed in a garb like the sun
beams,. ' ■ ■

On his forehead tjiere,glistened a star. 
While I gazed in a mystified wonder, 

Chme a voice like the wavelet’s soft 
roll:

“Would’st thou look on the glories up 
vender’

In the transcendent home of the soul?”
Then he waved the bright wand that he 

' carried, •
Through the wonderful star-spangled 

night; ' ’
And my -eyes—they were dazzled and 

blinded ‘
By the radiant glow of the light.

“Then, behold! I have opened the por
tal

That your eyes with their earth-light 
may view, .

Just one moment, the green fields im
mortal

Of the highlands of life ever true.”
Then I saw, o’er the landscape before 

me, ' •
Many mansions of beauty untold; '

But in numbers they could not be 
counted, ,

And their turrets seemed glittering

But they differed in grandeur and glory, i 
And no two seemed the same as to 

size;
Though the love-light that gleamed 

from each story
Was the same to my wondering eyes.

Then I turned frotq^he landscape be
fore me,

And I cried in.my rapture aloud: 
“Wilt thou tell me, O, beautiful angel, 

Do I gaze on the homes of the proud? 
Are the riches in earth-life collected

Carried on to this region more high? 
Are the honors of money reflected

In this land of the sweet by and by?” 
“Nay, not so," came the soft-spoken an-, 

swer;
“When you pass through the vale to. 

• this sidej
If you've nothing but gold to bring with 

yoUj ■ ■
You’ve no mansion in which to abide. 

You behold in this grandeur and beauty, 
In these radiant houses and lands, 

The fair dwellings erected .by duty,
The pure mansions not builded with 

hands. ’
''Every deed that is worthy and noble, 

Every fearlessly outspoken thought, 
Helps to make up the glowing material 

Out of which these bright Structures, 
are wrought;

Every aid that is given some brother, 
Whose sad spirit in darkness may 

’ roam; . i .
Every love-light shed over some other—

It will broaden and brighten this. 
. home. : ' r ,

“Every word that is tenderly spoken
That may gladden1 some heart full of 

tears; ■
All the sunbeams in earth-life scattered 

Form the light of. these beautiful 
spheres;

For. each life makes its mo.nsion of 
’ beaiity, h ■ ■ : ■■ ■ ■ ■

Or it forms its dark dwelling’of woe, 
From its glorious harvest of duty,

Or the seeds of the jyrongs it may
1 SOW. '■ ‘ • ' ■ l'

1‘Poor, indeed, is .the spirit that liriug- 
oth ' h ■ ■ ■

: Ff-om atf ! earth-life/ iSt> - useless and 
cold, • . -, ■

To. the wonderful highlandS'iihmortal
' Nothing more than its glittering 

gold.” .V
Then a darkness came o’er me in seem- 

• irig,
And an echo-of Words that were said,. 

As I woke from the lahd bf my dreani- 
ing, ' ■ ' ■

And the beautiful angel had fled.
But there ever remaihoth the picture 

That my' spirit had caught on that 
night, • ' : ■

In the realms of the wonderful dream
land, . ...■■•••

Where my soul was so flooded with 
‘ Iteht .

Correct reasoning will not insure cor
rect conclusions when the premises or 
basis of reasoning is wrong. Earnest 
and honest work for the betterment of 
mankind may prove utterly abortive 
when not founded on the true principles 
of reform. ■

The Christian churches are honest and 
sincere in their efforts to elevate the 
race, and yet every phase of crime, from 
misdemeanor to murder, has ever been 
far more rife and common in Christian 
than in heathen lands,' Why Christian 
zealots cannot realize this fact, end re
nounce ¿'system that has ev.érbéena 
moral failure; is beyond my po wer to ex
plain. • Y

The great drawback to. the evolution 
of the church is that its offensive dogmas 
dominate the minds of its devotees, and 
will admit of no doubt or disputation,. 
To doubt is to be damned.

That there is a significant relationship 
between Christianity and crime, cannot 
be truthfully gainsaid. A mountain of 
reliable statistical evidence proves it., 
The blind zealot may become Indignant, 
and work himself into a state of frenzy 
over this statement, but still the fact re
mains unchanged.

America is. under the moral tuition of 
100,000 ordained ministers, and yet 10,
000 mprders were committed in the 
“year of our Lord” 1895. Ninety-nine 
out of every hundred murderers exe
cuted are devout Christians, and expect 
to ascend from the scaffold to Abraham's 
bosom in virtue of the blessed Jesus- 
paid-it-all doctrine.

The Christian City of New York, with 
its 1,500 churches, is forced to expend 
six million dollars annually to pay men 
armed with bludgeons to patrol the. 
streets day and niglit to keep the peace 
and secure the safety o! life and prop
erty, and even this immense expense 
fails to accomplish thp ends desired.' 
. The Tablet, a Roman Catholic journal 
published In England, recently con
tained the following truthful admission 
in regard to the influence of Chris
tianity: ■. .

“By converting.the nations of Indiato 
our belief, we lower their moral status. 
Their natural morality is so high, that 
although becoming Christians, we can
not make them so immoral as. we our
selves are (here it is admitted that 
Christianity fosters immorality).

“The'flgures showing the proportion 
of criminals ¿re as follows:

“Europeans, one criminal to every two 
hundred and seventy-four population; 
native Christians, one criminal to seven 
hundred and nine population; Hindoos, 
one criminal to every thirteen hundred 
and sixty-one population; Buddhists, 
one criminal to every three ' thousand 
seven hundred and eighty-seven popula
tion. •

“Mathematically considered, Chris
tianity produces fourteen criminals 
where paganism produces one, and the 
conversion of the pagan to Christianity 
increases his liability of crime over 550 
per cent; and this conclusion rests on 
Christian data.”
• The article in The Tablet concludes 
with the following sensible advice: “We 
should contribute our superfluous pen
nies and efforts to the .moral improve
ment of our own countrymen, in the 
place of trying to .destroy the morality 
of ¿ people who, in truth, should send, 
missionaries to convert us.” «

Notwithstanding that it is admitted 
that our missionary work “destroys the 
morality" of the pagans, yet millions of 
blind and deluded church fanatics of 
America and Europe contribute mill
ions every year to degrade those who by 
nature are moral and upright. Ac
cursed be thè system of religion that1 
so perverts and distempers honest peo
ple's sense of duty. ■»

Christians having become discouraged 
over the utter dearth of moral results 
attending their stupendous effort to con
vert the masses, are now changing their 

.tactics and relying on the enactment of 
secular law and the police club to en
force Christian morality. It is the de
grading doctrines of supernaturalism 
taught by the church, and the igno
rance of the masses in regard to proper 
generation and correct education, that 
holds man down to a low plane of ani
malism, forestalls his , physical health 
and his intellectual and spiritual prog
ress. Warren Smith.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. Iw-this little volume he presents 
an sucoinctform the substance of his leo- 
tures, on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
castrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is Commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price-25 cents. -

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three 
fold Power of Sex.” By! Lois, Wais 
brooker. One.óf the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman.Price 50c.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Cóntainshiscelebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of -let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological «subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1, For sale at this office. 
'• “The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.”, By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most.able and interesting presentation 
of a most important. subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 

-81. For sale at this office. \ ’
’ “The Missing Link in Modern Spirit
ualism.” By A.' Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume, of especial 
interest to all Spiritualists. A. Leah 
Underhill was one of the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was the inception of the 
modern Spiritual movement. She nar
rates many incidents and spiritual oc
currences in the experiences of the Fox 
family. Price, cloth. $1.50. postpaid

The following from the Chronicle, òf 
this city, gives sotnç/ffiing of an idea of 
the opinion of this,eminent Cnicogo 
divine, regarding the attempt to put 
God in the Constitution: ' •

“The preamble to the Constitution of 
the United States runs as follows:

“We, the people of the Uniiefi States, 
in order to form a more perfect-union, 
establish justice, Insure domestic tran
quility, provide for the common defense, 
promote the general welfare, and secure 
the blessings Of liberty to ourselves and 
our posterity, do ordain and establish 
this Constitution of the United States 
of America. • :•

“There is- now pending before Con
gress a resolution introduced by Rep
resentative Morse, of Massachusetts, 
proposing an amendment to this pream
ble, which will introduce a parenthet
ical clause immediately after the phrase, 
“We, the people of the United States,” 
to run as follows:

“ ‘Acknowledging Almighty God as 
the source of all power ¿nd authority in 
civil government, fhe;Lord Jesus Christ 
as the ruler of nations, and bis revealed 
willas the supreme authority in civil 
affairs^ etc., etc. '•

“This resolution, introduced early in 
the session, was referred to the judicia
ry committee. This committee, on the 
11th day of March, appointed a hearing, 
at which time arguments pro and con 
were presented relating to the amend
ment. Two hours“ time- was allotted, 
but over four hours were consumed. 
Being in Washington at the time. I was 
invited to be one of (¿he speakers to pre
sent the argument against the ¿mend- 
ment, which was ably urged by a large 
committee of clergymen representing 
various demonstrations, but receiving 
its executive energy apparently from an 
organization created expressly for the 
purpose, with its headquarters at Pitts
burg, and representing chiefly, I think, 
the. United Presbyterian fellowship. 
The cause has its published ■ organ and 
has called into being a considerable lit
erature. Should the judiciary-commit
tee report favorably and the resolution 
win its way by a two-thirds vote through 
both houses of Congress, it will then be 

'submitted to thé legislatures of the sev
eral States in the Union, and will re- 
?uire a ratiflcatlon.on the part of three- 
ourths of the several States before it 

becomes a part of tho Constitution, 
There does not seem to me to be the 
slightest chance that'thio resolution will 
ever successfully -run wch a gauntlet. 
Indeed, it, is not probable that^ it will 
ever be started oirthp rae'e. ''It will 
probably meet its Jfieath at the hands 
of the committee. I o:-

“If the amendment ifj all true it does 
not make it more true by putting it in 
print at the head ’6f the Constitution 
which few people réadp’which is Itself a 
creature of interpretations and applica
tions, It is one more pheap substitute 
for piety, a makeshift for devoutness; it 
ÌB adding the sin or hypocrisy to what
ever error and infidelity may abound.

Whatever we think:;of God, he is 
something more than a Saxon word 
of three syllables ~ which we use as 
a symbol.. HoweyëM jve rpay interpret 
the phrase ‘Lord jeSip Christ,’ the put
ting of him into the Constitution in a 
bracketed sentence does not make him 
‘ruler of nations,’ and the leaving of 
him out does not unmake his kingship. 
However we may think of the Bible, it 
is not one whit the more or one whit the 
less authoritative in ‘civil affairs’ be
cause it is declared to be such in a paren
thesis thrown into the preamble of the 
Constitution. The actual result of such 
an amendment would be only to contrib
ute to the debasement of the Bible, 
which makes it an external fetich such, 
as it already ie when living lips kiss it, 
when with solemn oath they assume re
sponsibilities which they proceed at 
once to desecrate and violate. It is a 
fetich when hands foul with violence 
touch it in courts of justice as they 
swear the truth and proceed to outrage 
the same. -. .

“This movement on the part of relig
ion to enhance its .dominion and to in
crease its power is a movement, back
ward toward the primitive sources of 
religion, when sanctity was vested in 
certain things, some holy place, some 
sacred memento, some- mystic phrase.. 
The lucky stone the African wears 
around his neck, the talisman which 
is supposed to ward off diseases, the 
texts mumbled in front of battle, that 
victory may be obtained, the pious phi- 
lactery worn on brow or arm, the cere
monial value of water or wafer, the soul 
saving power of koran or of Bible, were 
all instinct in their time and place with 
religious emotion; all still suggest pa
thetically the gropings of the human 
heart toward its ideal, the hunger of 
soul for peace and adjustment; but it is 
all religion on its lower planes, religion, 
may we hope, largely in its outgrown 
form, and this attempt to legislate a na
tion into devoutness, to exalt Jesus into 
regal position by a resolution and to 
make a book biblical by an act of Con
gress, is, in so far as it is sincere, kin
dergarten spirituality, a movement of 
the baby soul of mankind which in the 
very effort to express itself, and before 
the formula is found, the thing to be 
formulated has moved on. In so. far às 
it is not sincere it represents the'unholy 
delusione of the unrighteous. It is a 
profane touching the cap to the name 
of God that godless lives may be less 
suspected. We haye too; much of this 
printed piety, too mucj religion of the 
took and not enough -^eUglOn of the 
life. Uy- : c■'■ \.■•■•■-

“This legislated ¿jelly, foreign, as I 
hope to show,to the geiÿus of the United 
States, still has beqn tijjed in a limited 
way. The silver polfic of the United 
States bears the legeqd, ‘In God We 
.Trust,’ but the gambler builds his sil
ver pile and stakes it, upon the throw of 
thé die, knowing that if <he wins another 
loses unrighteously ÿjush the same. 'In 
God We Trust,’ says Jhe coin which 
buys the maddening draught which 
takes the plase of the op.itdWbread and 
the wife's dress, ‘In God We Trust,” 
Bays the coin of the çxtqj'tioner, the coin 
thatjingleB in thejpóqket of the man 
Who has turned to bank deposits the 
lives of the pale men and women of the 
sweat-shops, who has crowded his em
ployes to. the wall, refused to reason, 
and denied them the right of a hearing 
and the protection of the modern right 
arm of Justice, arbitration. No; self
seeking Congressmen and unholy legis
lators cannot ‘put God in the Constitu
tion,’ They cannot make Jesus Chrlst 
the'ruler of nations,.’ and they cannot 
make themselves ' to be heard on the 
question of whatis the ‘revealed will of 
God,’ Not though such a phrase in the 
ConstitufieB might parry the question to 
the Supreme court . ; of the United 
States.” ■ . ■ ■

Mr. Jones, the champion of'the anti’s, 
proved himself the right man in the 
right place. No other man could per
form as effective service as a Reverend, 
and no other Reverend could have done 
better than did the Rev. Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones in the premises. Agnostics, Spir-

itualists, Atheists, Jews. Catholics, etc., 
»re all up in arms, but the innate preju
dice prevailing against the first four 
panjejl Hqpi-ty-Iqvintf organizations ren
ders impotent any words they may use 
in a matter of this kind.

This great humanitarian, of Chicago, 
has “builded wiser than he knew," and 
built not to catch the popular heart— 
this he already has—he’only pleads for 
justice, for human liberty,1 and went 
over to the Capitol and hit the thing in 
a fatal spot. Others equally as smart 
were with Mr. Jones, but no one could 
speak stronger words from a religious 
standpoint than he. It never showed 
up from the committee—“died in em
bryo.” •

We commend the words of this falth- 
ful_servant to the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker with our. most en
thusiastic indorsement.

■ ■ Dr. t. Wilkins.

It ie <a fact known to few, perhaps, 
that Spiritualism, Instead of being a 
newly-developed theory, is in reality 
the oldest religion of which we have any 
knowledge.

A Christian named Cerdo came to 
Rome about 140 A. D., and foun.ded a 
sect known as the Cerdonians. His fol
lowers were of the most learned among 
the first Christians, but afterwards were 
considered heretics by the ruling party. 
They denied the humanity of Christ; 
taught that instead of having been mi
raculously bdra, and having passed 
through the impotence of infancy, boy
hood, and adolescence, he had descended 
on the banks of Jordan in the form of 
perfect manhood; that he had'imposed 
on the senses of his enemies and of his 
disciples,.and the ministers of Pilate 
had wasted their impotent rage on an 
angry phantom; and the very ancient 
historian, Cotelerius, says it would be, 
as it were, to deny that the sunshines 
at midday, to question the fact that this 
was really the first way in which the 
gospel story was related'.

The Cerdonians were positive in their 
convictions, and taught with great earn
estness, that Christ was not born of a 
virgin, nor did appear at all in the flesh, 
nor bed he descended from heaven; but 
that he was seen by men only putatively, 
that is, they fancied they saw him in 
reality—for he was only a shadow, and 
seemed to suffer, but in reality iid not 
suffer at all. ■

They had a system of morals which 
partly consisted in prohibiting marriage, 
the use of wine, and the eating of flesh; 
advocating fasting, and other sanitary 
measures. ' k

Would it not be unreasonable to claim 
'that these people had no cause for this 
belief? Did they manufacture and pro
mulgate this theory regarding Christ at 
the risk of being put to death, simply 
to be doing something to arouse the fe
rocity of the hordes of sordid, vicious, 
licentious priests, and their ignorant, 
villainous, superstitious followers?

Thirty years later, covering this pe
riod of most inhuman, >cruel, bloody 
strife, that fiend, the royal, Christian 
murderer, after cutting the head from 
the shoulders of his son, boiled his wife, 
and murdered her father, and many 
.kindred, he the great, the good, the 
glorious, Constantine, the powerful, the 
mighty and noble emperor, in the name 
of the bishops, priests and the people, 
issues a flat in which he triumphantly 
proclaims: “Having, by God’s assistance, 
gotten the victory over mine enemies, I 
entreat you,therefore, beloved ministers 
of God, and servant of our Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ, to cut off the heads 
of this hydra of heresy, for so shall you 
please both God and me.”

Kind Christian friends, please do not 
overlook the well-authenticated histori
cal fact that it was at this period, about 
the year 170, the first Christian church 
began to form, and that it was during 
this period when this bloody, brutal 
beast convened the council of priests, 
that brought before it all the pretended 
or supposed sacred writings that could 
be found or manufactured, each one 
having kindly done the best he could to 
please the emperor by producing a book 
written by God; but it appears to have; 
been a mistake equally as great as that 
made by the old^egro who had been 
made to believe the Lord would provide 
him with everything he earnestly 
prayed for, so he began to pray for forty 
acres of land, a mule, a plow, a barrel 
of flour, a barrel of salt, a barrel of pep
per—oh, no! Lord, stop!—too much pep
per! Same in this council occurred, only 
It was too much Bible instead of pepper 
that discomposed the royal highness. 
.The loads of inspired manuscript that 
piled up soon caused arguments that led 
to more disreputable scenes than are 
ever witnessed at our vilest ward' prP 
maries. It is an incontrovertible fact, 
these proceedings were repeated day 
after day, even month after month, when 
•Emperor Constantine concluded that the • 
people should suffer no longer for the 
want of a Bible. Hethen empowered a 
small committee of his choice to destroy 
all except such books as best suited 
themselves. He used the power of his 
soldiers to accomplish this work, aqd 
when done, another flat was issued in 
the name of God: '

“This is the Bible. Believe it or be 
damned!”

G. Warren Campbell.
Stockton, Cal.

“Mahomet, the Illustrious." By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied-to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Gbdfrey Higgins, 
and this volume- is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon's work. For sale at this office.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to thePope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be j-ead by .all. Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents. ■

“The Priest, the Womafi, and the 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influence and results of 
the Romish confessional, as proved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
Ives, Price, by mail, 8L For sale at 
his office. " . - ■ /

“The Religion of the Future.” ByS. 
■ Weil, This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled.thinker. Spiritualists .who. 
love deep, clear. thought, révèrent for 
truth alone,. Will he pleased with it, and 
well repaid by Its perusal. FÔr sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
50 cents. . .

“Voltaire's Romances,” translated 
from the French.'. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of. the Catholic Church, are worthy' 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1,50. For sale 
at-this office. .

Thli fnitrument to «ubBt&ntially the tame ai that 
CBplored by Prof. Hare An b|i early InYeBtlgatlona. 
In Ito Unproved form It been before the public for 
more than aeven years, and In the hands of thousands 
of persona has proved Its superiority over the I’lah- 
chatte, and all other Instruments which have been 
brouyht out in Imitation, both In raaard .to certainty' 
and correctness of the communlcaBons received by 
Its aid. and as a means or developlng\nedlumsbfp.

Do you wish to invMligate ffplniu^lismf 
Do you wish to develop Mediumsh^it 
Doyou desire to receive Communications?

The Fsychograph Is an Invaluable assistant, A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumiatlc gift, have, after a few sittings,' 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory'letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling it knew more than them 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y., wrltesi “I had 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave« 

.atones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Bplr- 
Ituallim Ie indeed true, and tne communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort in tbe severest 
loss I have had of eon, daughter,' and th61r mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bis 
U> too« interested in psychic matters, 

writes as follows: “I am mucn pleased with tbe Psy« 
cnograpn. it is very simple in principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now In use. I believe It will 
generally supersede tbe latter when its superior 
merits become known.’’

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for Address»

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
z Berlin Heights, Ohio.

SARA A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Spcoi- 

men Pages of the Writing.

Handsomely bound in Cloth* "
Price, Postage 10c extra*

Much that Is in this book appeared In an abridged 
form in a series of nine full pages of ThhmProqresS' 
iyk Thinkbb. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt tbe need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Tíó.a.u^?r*  Moses Hull.'has written many volumes 
on SpIrltualiBUstic and other themes and each one Is 
full of careful study on the Subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, in his Introduction of this work say?:

‘•Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubtand despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested tbe Bible from 
Its‘sanctified’enemies, it will not'spike’ It, but wjll 
use it to batter down tho walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send U out on Its errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that it will prove 
adivine benediction to every reader.”

Tax Encyclopedia of Biblical Spibitualibm 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of tbe author ana Is 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spirit ualist should 
have this wort •
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

This work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted be 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 

but tho price now has been reduced to II*  It Is a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and ie full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treat« of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal in
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural ideas; Church History; Progression; inher
ent tn Substance; Tho Nebulous Theory; particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
'Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit' 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master«, etc., etc.

The author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical ahd mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that la all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I Individually partake and digest. 
My soul'must expand by virtue df the soul essence 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend or digest,” 
For sale at this office.

Printed on heavy paper,.- from new plates, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and’ illustrations. One voL, 
poit8YO,248pagesi paper,SO cents; cloth, 75 cento.

Thia is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published.- It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
to supposed to meet in thoruins of Palmyra an apparl*  
tion or phantom, which explains tho true principles of 
society, and tho causes of both tho prosperity and tho 
ruin of. ancient states. A general assembly of the 
hations Is' at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tho source odd origin of religion,'• of govern« 
ment. and of laws discussed, and tho ,Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world. ' ’

A Manual of Physical, Intellect» 
ual and Spiritual <-ulture. ,

COMPILED. BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE,

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
•*4  fiongi, Golden Chain RetltatlouB, Memory Geinf. 
Choral Responses, Funeral Senfces, Programs fol 
sessions, Purilamentery Rule«. Instructions for Or- - 
Banking and conducting Lyceums. Instructions for 
Physical Culture. Caltotiienfci and Marching; Ban. 
nera, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book bt 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may ba organized and conducted 
without other assistance. Il supplies the wantsol 
Spiritual Societies for fresh spiritual Bongs, with • 
music free from the dismal tone of the old bynmology. 
It furnishes a uplque selection of choice readings and 
responses such asiio otbtr selection contains, 11 gives 
a Practical system of graceful cullstbeulcs. every step 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives In. 
atructlons how to make the budges aud banners and 
Instructs in marching*  It shows howto establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and hai • 
all tup most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement. - '*

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminenti! 
prepared for the task by yean of devoted labor in thi 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical w.oyi . 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
Session of the Lyceum.

While intended for the working Lyceum, tbeguidf 
1b admirably adapted to (he needs of the family, sun 
plying 76 pages of hew spiritual music and word! 
fduud nowhere else, except in sheet form ut mani 
times the cost. The book baa been placed at th! ■ 
remarkably low price of 50 ceste, sent postpaid. ■ • 
For Spie by The Progressive Thinft^, .

40 Loomis St.. Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Height«. Ohio. '

Till« highly instructive and Interesting work It t 
combination into one volume of two of Mr, HulH 
splendid wqrks. By this arrangeqjent the cost is sue! 
that the reader is enabled to securo the two boold 
coutJ.nad at tbe same Price as was formerly askri 
for them separately. Title volume contplas 462 page 
and Is handsomely bound In cloth, aud contains an e> * 
celient portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a careful comparison of Biblical aud fodera Spirit 
Uallsip. No book of the century has made so .man] 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author^ 
alm, faithfully to dompare thè Bible with modffl 
phenomena and philosophy. Has been accomplished 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants or human 
lly; its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angd 
ministry; the spiritual natureof man, and the objla 
tlonsoffered to Spiritualism, are all considered In tnt 
light of the IHhle, fatare, history, reason aud common 
sense, and expressed clearly aud forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
aud Spiritualism. It h a most ftblq produclíóñ. and 
19 a perfect storehouse of facts for thos? who viten 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against thè 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A yew Edition, Profusely Illustrated»

“I choose that a story should be founded on prob
ability, and not always rc8eujble a dregm. I desire tq 
find uotblngip It tr|vlal or extravagant; and I dqslra 
above ¿JI, that Qnder the appearances of fable, thirS 
may appeal som6 latepl truth, obvious to tho dlsdcr’ni 
ing eye, tholigb 15 escape the observation of tUd 
vulgar.”—Voltaire.

Contexto: "Tho Wb[to Hull," a Satirical Romance! 
"Zadlg, or Fate," au Oriental History: -rhe Bago and 
the Atbolot;" "The Prluceas of Babylon:" “Tho Man ' 
of Forty Crown.-," "The Huron, or Pupil of Nuturoi'1 
"Mlcroinegfts," a Satire on Mankind; "The World fa 
It <1om;' "The Black and tho White;" Hiomnon, tffl 
Philosopher;" “Andro Deo Touches atBlam;" "Bab. 
abac; "The Study of Nature;" "A Convorsatloq 
With a Chinese;” ‘•Plato’s Dream;” "A Pleasura In - 
Having no Pleasure;” “An Adventure in India;” 
“Jeannot and Colin, “Travels of Scarmentado;” • 
“The Good Brahmin;” “Tbe Two Comforters;" “An« 
clrnt Paltt) and Fable.” ’

Oho volume, pout 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 8J . 
Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, si.BO; postage 
15 cents. .

“Voltaire's satire was keen and fine-pointed as s 
rapier.”—Magazine of Am. History.

“A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.“ 
—Boston Commonwealth. •

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

■ BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the ao% 
Filccs of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Pari 
lament of Religions. Was lately published in Japan* 

Price IL For sale at this office. *

AN.EXCELLENT WORK? 
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. SINNETT.
Tills excellent work treats of the following subjects ■

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMeS’ 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Ri» 

idity.- '

A N A CCO UNT OF MOD ERN SPIRIT- 
ajL ualtom—so-called—from Ite Inception at Hydes« 
vllle, N. Y., Including the experiences of theFox.Fam» 
lly, spiritualistic ano otherwise, could not fall to be 
very Interesting, and the Interest Is Intensified when 
that account to written by one of th? Fox Sisters. 
Such to the fact In this Instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and. 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most entertaining manner, aud with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It Is a 
most important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers Its votaries by' 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to'a full Understanding of Spiritualism; and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life.' 
The volume is enriched with a number of fine en
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family. . .

Price, $1.50. For sale at thia office.

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbulldltig by the 

old of now, reflnpd and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D«. author of "Principles ol ' 
Light and Color,” “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Prica^ 
doth, 25cents; Leather, cents. .

AN INVALo/LuE WORK.
rMMORTAL/ry, OR FUTURE HOMES 

£ and Dwelling places. By Dr; J. M. Peebles. <Tihs, 
'admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good > 
and evil, say of tbclr dwelling places. Give ub .detain ' • 
—details and accurate delineations of life tn tbe Spirit. ’ 
world!-la the constant appeal of thoughtful minds;.

«DeathIs approaching. TTbltbcr—oh, whither’ Shan 7 
I know ray friends beyond tho tomb? Will they know

-me? 5Vhat Is tbclr present condition, and what ihelr 
occupations? In thli volume the spirits,« differing at'. 
they may, arc allowed to speak for jbcmsclvcs. No ; 
man Is better qualified than Dr, Peebles, to pines a ■ 
work of this kind before tbe people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life: Doubts and Hope»', The Bridging of 
tbo River; Forcglcams nf tho Future: Testimony of 
Batnts: The Growth and Perfection ortho Spiritual 
Body: la It tbo'Soul or. Body that Sins?; Clothing la 
ibo Spirit World; Our Little One*  In HcnvcD; Ths Per*  
sonnl Experiences of Aaron Kulgbttl Tho Red Man’s- 
Testimony; Kvli Spirit«; Testimony of Physicians Ip . 
Spirit Life; The llumes ot ApoMlea and Divines. The 
Friends and Shaker« lu Sr-trit Lift: Spirit Hnmtl Of« 
Bruno and Olhcrst Mnny vob’rs fn>m the Sblrit Lsfid, 
Many other matters arc treated too numerous to mafe< 
lion. Price 41.50; postage 12 cents. No: sals at thli 
simna. ■ • . . • • ■ . ■ ■
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PHENOMENA IN EUROPE.
MLLE, CONEDON, THE PROPHETESS OF FRANCE

To the Editor:—As a matter

ASTRONOMY.

It Is the Ally of Spiritualism.

5,000 million

orbit, floating like a soap-bubble 
through the infinities of space, hold
ing her galaxy of moons, she presents 
a system within herself, a type of the 
solar system, and the clusters aflcb

Light, heat, 
gravity, and

■ Twenty-two moons; 
comets.

Swarms of meteors, 
electricity, cohesion,

Nearly all women have good hair, 
though many are gray, and few are 
bald. Hall’s Hair Renewer restores the 
natural color, and thickens thd growth 
of the hair. .

It? .Sublime and Wonderful 
. Revelations.

Worthy of thought by the readers of 
'the “Thinker," which is “Progress- 
■ Ive," worthy its suggestive title, I en- 
■ close three articles from metropolitan 
borrespondeuts in London and Paris, 
in reference to the still reigning sen- 
nation in the latter capital, Henrietta 

■ Conedon, the French sibyl, whose ful
filled and yet unfulfilled prophecies, 

- mostly of a national and international 
. character, are exciting all orders of 
the - people in France, both laity and 
clergy. <
' Singular coincidences, simultaneous 
with the pouring out of the spirit, in 
these “latter days,” far: later than 

'those in which, on the Pay of Pen- 
■■fecost/Peter quoted the prophet Joel;
“It. shall come to pass in the last 

'days,, your sons and your daughters 
shall prophecy, and I will pour , out 

■my spirit upon all flesh," etc., that a 
'little Vendean maid has been gifted 
with clairaudient power; and, like 
Henrietta Conedon, is, one of the 
“handmaids" upon whom, as declared 
by Joel and Peter, he woujd pour out 

■ his spirit and they should prophesy.
The Vendean medium, who appears 

in tilt*  South of France simultaneously 
with the1 Paris sibyl, is Marie Char
lier. A French correspondent says:

“She is a little shepherd girl of the 
village of St.'Gervais, who pretends 
that she hears voices and sees the 
Virgin, just as the little Soubiron 
girl did at Lourdes. The country 
people around about are rushing in 
crowds .to see the miraculous child, 
■Whose name is Marie Chanier. The 
elm tree under which . she says that 
she saw the apparitions has been re
moved piecemeal by the peasants, who 
have made relics of its wood.

“The Charrier girl declares that the 
Virgin wished a chapel to be erected 
on the place where the apparition was 
seen, and that pilgrimages should be 
made to it after August 15th, 1897. 
She has also predicted that a spring 
will soon be discovered. All this re
sembles very much some things that 
we know already, but is it not strange 
to see the capital of France, the Ville 
Lumiere, joined to a little hamlet in 
the depths of the Vendee, in the same 
rush for the supernatural?" •

Of the Pans medium, Dr. Albert 
Robin, one of the most eminent of his 
profession in Paris, writes: •

“What is this young woman? Is 
She diseased? A nervous patient? Is 
She a visionary, a hysterical subject? 
That’s easily said. ' If-Jeanne d’Arc 
lived in this year of grace 1896, it is 
probable that most doctors Would 
treat her disdainfully as hysterical. 
Jeanne d’Arc hysterical? 80 be it. 
That does not prevent her having ac
complished wonders and having been 
a grant woman. What is there under 
all this? Remember Biot’s phrase, 
'•What yoii'know is nothing compared 
to what you don’t know; what you 
don’t’ know is nothing compared to 
what you will never know.’ After 

’ that (b deny at once because the' 
causes ore not familiar to us, because 
the facts disconcert us, because wè do 

• not know, would be mere madness. 
' We must wait and see. Perhaps some

thing may come of this. Let us affirm 
nothing, .let us "deny nothing, let .us 
wait."

The analogy between the ocbult 
powers of Joan of Arc and the ‘ ‘maid 
of Breton” in the national significance 
of their previsions (which we pointed 
out in a former article in The Pro
gressive Thinker) seems not to have 
escaped the observation of the French 
savant, Dr. Robin. Those who think 
Henrietta Conedon is not such a 
prophetess as Joan of Arc, but pos
sibly a self-deluded, hysterical vision
ary, possessed of à lying spirit, to 

. quote whom is to jeopardize the truths 
of Modern Spiritualism, to such we 
commend the observation of Dr. 
Albert Robin:

■ “If Jeanne d’Arc lived this year of 
grace 1896, it is probable most doc
tors would treat her disdainfully, as 
hysterical. So be it. That does not 
prevent her haring accomplished won
ders and having been a great woman. 
Perhaps something may come of this. 
Let us affirm nothing, ■ let ils deny 
nothing, let us wait.” .

- Dr. Encans is still more positive in 
his opinion of Mlle. Conedon. He 
says: ■ . ■ - ■
I . “There is' something real there, 
■Rhich brings up once more the prob- 
Îem of thé relations between the via

ble and the invisible worlds. The 
Sarcasms and jests of those who deny 

verything do not prevent facte from 
existing. I believe that an ‘influence’ 
¿lakes itself manifest through Mlle. 
Conedon’s agency. What is the na

' tare of, this influence is the question 
to be studied. The subject has never 
had any fits, she presents no symp
toms of either anaesthesia or hyper
esthesia, she passes from the normal 
state to the prophetic state without, 
showing any of the known phases of 
nervous sleep. It is, therefore, no 
question of a hysterical girl. Besides, 
She shows no traces of a lack of sym-’' 
metryin the face, and she is religious, 

' but not to excess. She is, therefore, 
not insane. Is she a pretender? Then 
how can you explain the correct 
visions that she has hadï An abbe 
comes to her and is told, ‘Your sister 

■ Js sick. ’ The abbe protests and thinks 
, that a mistake has been made. He 

goes home .and finds a. letter informing 
him of his sister’s illness. I select 
this case from many others because I 
know the witness, because the nature 
df the fact does away wiih any idea of 
inquiries about the person who comes 
to consult—an absurd idea, evidently, 
When fifty, persons a day ore received,

and because it was unknown to the 
inquirer himself. ” J > ,

After Crookes, of London, and Dr. 
Richer, of Paris, had given the world 
the benefit of their marvelous re
searches into the occult phenomena of 
Modern Spiritualism, a society for 
psj'chical study was formed in Paris, 
with the object of studying scien
tifically the rational origin of phe
nomena which have a supernatural 
appearance. This society includes 
among its members priests and doc
tors, Catholics and Atheists. A com
mittee. to examine the case of Mlle. • 
Conedon, consisting of Drs. Dariex, 
Le Menant de Chesnaies, Bois, Eu- 
caus, Mgr. Meerie, a papal prelate; 
the riear of. Notre Dame des Victoires, 
Abbe de Beissonnies, and Dr. Hacks. 
Here, too, priests and doctors have 
different opiiiions. Dr. Hacks, who 
was told to draw. up . the’ report, had 
come to .the conclusion that it was a 
deception; The ‘ report was unan
imously rejected by the cominittee, 
which asserts the perfect good faith 
of the visionary. Moreover, the com
mission unanimously put away all 
thoughts of hysteria or of madness.

Two of the cliibf members of the 
committee, Abbe de Beissonnies and 
Dr. Enqaus (whom we have .already 
quoted) have spoken.- The former has 
published many interesting studies on 
the spiritual phenomena under the 
name of Papus. He says, when in- 
teirogated:

“You want to know, my opinion 
about Mlle. Conedon, and about the 
reality' of the intervention of the arch
angel Gabriel? Well, I will answer 
you that, on the one hand, I believe 
in the perfect honesty of the young 
woman, and, on the other hand, that 
I do not believe at all in an angelic 
or a dime intervention. Do you 
suppose,” he adds smiling, “that a 
believer can admit for a moment 
that the angel Gabriel should come 
and hold a consultation office in the 
Rue Paradis from nine in the morning 
until six in the evening? 'Neverthe
less, in Mlle. Conedon’s answers there 
is a strange divining power. She told 
a person who is employed in this 
church,' who is eighteen years old, 
that he had been found in a church, 
which is perfectlj' true, for he is a 
foundling left by some unknown per
son' in the Church of Notre Dame des 
Victoires, whom the priests adopted. 
She told Gaston Mery that his mother 
was sick in the country, a thing he 
did not know, but on returning home 
he found a letter in which was this 
sad news. Side by side with this she 
makes fearful blunders, which she 
sticks to energetically, a fact that I 
consider to be an additional proof of 
her good faith.”

“And what is your conclusion, M. 
l’Abbe?” I ask. . ' -

“She is a girl in perfect health, but 
of mediocre intelligence. • Her good 
faith, her unselfishness, are undenia
ble, but it may be that she has been 
led on to this part of a visionary. 
Her case belongs to science rather 
than to religion. We must wait before 
judging it.”

The London letter of Sunday, May 
10th, to the New York Sun, says of 
the decision of the committee on the 
Mlle. Conedon case: '

“The second committee of the Paris 
Society of Psychical Science, which 
have been investigating Mlle. Conedon, 
the famous prophetess, have made a 
report, which, strangely enough, does 
not wholly condemn her as a humbug. 
They declare that it is easy to deceive 
her by putting insidious questions. 
She frequently replies incorrectly and 
with childish common-place to ques
tions put irfgood faith.

“The favorable evidence consists in 
the assertion that she has read 
thoughts. The report gives examples, 
certified by persons whose word in
spires confidence. Mlle. Conedon has, 
it is said, affirmed facts known to per
sons who came to consult her, and to 
them alone, and has revealed facts 
unknown to all, but which were sub
sequently ascertained to be true. The 
report concludes:

“ ‘Notwithstanding all the reason 
we may have for mistrusting Mlle. 
Conedon, we acknowledge that the 
facte of clearsightedness attributed to 
her by numerous witnesses are thor
oughly worthy of credence, and could 
not, in the present condition of sci
ence, and without trickery which 
seems'impossible, be explained by any 
natural means.’ ? ,

“Dr. Chesnays, the author’d/*  the 
report, thinks that to ascertain the 
nature of the phenomena in question, 
it would be necessary to study care
fully the extent' of human clear
sightedness. The report, therefore, 
concludes by the suggestion that a 
new committee be appointed for that 
purpose."

We go thus into details as to the 
reception given in Paris to the^new 
Sibyl of France, who- threatens'ttb 
rival Joan of Arc in the momentous 
character of her vaticinations as to 
the events which shadow the future 
of not only her native land but 
Europe and America as well—because 
we know, as a profound student of 
history and contemporary events, that 
we stand on the tlireshold’of an epoch 
of greater significance, historically and 
spiritually, than has dawned; on the 
race in liny former 'age. . '

It is true, that "
‘ ‘In the last days God will-pour out 

his spirit on all flesh, and our sons and 
daughters shall prophesy, and our 
young men shall see visions, and our 
old men dream dreams, and upon his 
servant and his handmaidens will he

pour .out his spirit and they shall 
prophesy."

For this reason we challenge the 
Scribes and Pharisees of this latter 
day who presume to deny the power 
,of God and of “his angels, which are 
spirite; and his ministers, a flame of 
fire"—to give mankind further rev
elations; and .>vho practically affirm 
that the Supreme Deity of ’ the uni
verse has gone out of business, and 
left a man to assume the role of Vicar 
of Christ on earth and theological 
graduates as the sole interpreter ’ of 
his will. ■ ■

Mlle. Conedon has foretold already 
that her special enemy would be the 
Archbishop of Paris, who has issued 
his edict forbidding his subordinate 
clergy from visiting this medium, who, 
having heard celestial voices, has (she 
declares) come to the knowledge that 
ghe has been chosen of God to warn 
her, contemporaries of great events 
that were to happen.

I conclude with a sketch of her by. 
à repotter ofirihe Paris Temps:

“The prophetess of the Rue Paradis 
is twenty-four years old; sire was born 
in Pails; her father,is managing clerk 
in a lawyer's office; her mother is a 
distant relative of M. Brisson; pres
ident of the Chamber of Deputies, 
Mlle. Cpnedon is . a young woman of 
middle size and well built; her very 
dark oliestaut hair, of which she has 
large quantities, is done up in thick 
masses, and held in place by a large 
tortoise-shell comb; her color is high, 
her pose arched, her teeth very white 
and large; her eyes, of a changeable 
blue, are big and overhung by black 
eyebrows, Mlle. Conedon, whose 
manners are very simple, is quick and 
sprightly. M. Mery, who has become 
the biographer of the visionary of the 
Rue Paradis, and who has published a 
little book about her, of which 26,000 
copies have been sold, tells how Mlle. 
Conedon became aware of . what she 
calls her mission. For some years 
past'the Conedon family used to visit 
a Mrs. O., who lives at 86 Fau
bourg St. Honore. This lady, who is 
elderly now, it is said formerly pos
sessed the gift which Mlle. Conedon 
now has. Rut the angel withdrew 
from her because, Mlle: Conedon says, 
she had sponged on him. Now, the 
end of Mme. O. 's mission coincided 
with the beginning of that of Mlle. 
Conedon, under' the following cir
cumstances:

Oh August 5, 1894, Mlle. Conedon 
was at Mme. 0. 's house. It was about 
10 o'clock in the morning, when she 
fell suddenly into an ecstacy that 
lasted several hours. They thought 
that she was sick; they tried to wake 
her up. Then, as the phenomenon did 
not recur, it was forgotten. Now, a 
year later, day for day, on August 5, 
1895, and it is only long after that 
they noticed the coincidence of the 
dates, Mlle. Conedon fell into another 
ecstacy, during which she spoke for 
one hour continuously without stop
ping. She was then in her own house, 
Bitting in the parlor talking to a lady 
friend. The latter was frightened, 
and called in the young woman’s 
father, to whom the predictions, which 
afterward came true, were made at 
once by the spirit which borrowed his 
daughter’s voice and declared himself 
to be the Archangel Gabriel. The 
spirit also said that he had been sent 
by God to announce to men the evils 
that threatened them, and to foretell 
to France the return of the monarchy. 
Mlle. Conedon takes up these predic
tions and develops them in the public 
meetings, to which all those who have 
already consulted her in private are 
admitted. Some have tt/clo with cat
aclysms of nature. .

“Ihe seasons, which have been dis
turbed for some years, wiU resume 
their ■ natural coursé, but ‘we shall 
see there where the sea has flowed a 
continent Arise.’ New massacres, like 
the Armenian one, will take place in 
foreign parte. France will be pun
ished for its long impiety and faith
lessness to its kings, the Hotel de 
Ville and the Opera wilL be set on 
fire, and a part of Paris will be burned 
down. An epidemic will "break out, 
during which persons afflicted will 
have their skin covered with blood-red 
spots, Prophets will arise on every 
hand; there will be many conversions. 
Before this, however, one astounding 
conversion -will have struck France 
with amazement—Mlle. Yvette Guil- 
bert will become a nun! > At the end 
of the year, in fall, war will break 
out. The angel Gabriel says on this 
subject: ‘I see men massacred and the 
Seine stained with blood.’ The na
tions which will suffer most by this, 
war will be France, and England. 
Finally the clergy, on account of its 
impiety, will be decimated, and the 
Jews will be driven out of France. 
He who will come to France from all 
these Woes will be a-prince of thé'i 
house of Bourbon, who .will reign 
under'the name of Henry V. As the 
Count de Chambord bore the title of 
Henry V., and is dead, this prediction 
seems strange, but Mlle. Conedon has 
declared that for centuries "those who 
reigned were usurpers, and that if 
I^uis XVI. was martyred, he was not- 
the martyred king. She added that it 
was the younger brother who had de
throned the elder brother, whose de
scendant will save France, coming from 
an icy country. Very serious persons 
have tried to solve this enigma, and 
are agreed that the future King of 
France must be a descendant of the 
Iron Mask.” . ■ .. ’

The appearance of mediums of great 
power recently in France, is a subject 
worthy of note in America among 
American Spiritualists.

It serves to demonstrate to invest-, 
igators the prevailing universality of 
Modem Spiritualism, and .it-will aid 
in arresting the attention and deepen
ing the already awakened convictions 
of a large class of liberal minds, pre
pared to accept our philosophy of pro
gression—not retrogression—on' the

fouodatiou- of fits gradually all-per
vading phenoBj^Ua. : ,

We are on the eve of a war with 
Spain (as fomold by.the Paris me
dium), and rqr intelligent man will 
question the ¿4'ly occurrence of his
toric tragedies'- without parallel now 
impending in Europe.

By-the-by, the most intensely in
teresting numbers of your paper were 
those which.^pnee a month, ypu 
devoted exclu^yely to' articles- from 
foreign Spiritual}journals.

That was a ¿rand feature of The 
Pkoobessivu Thxnkeb. Why not re
sume? It served to demonstrate (as 
I am seeking to do in my late articles) 
the universality of the phenomena of 
Modern Spiritualism and its sublime 
truth in all. lands. Yours sincerely,

. W. H. Pabbons, 
Washington; D. C.

Among the vast cluster of sciences 
known to .man, no o'ne branch has 
more to do in liberating the human 
mind from the bondage of ignorance 
and superstition than that of astron
omy. In the realm of final causes it 
is the ally of Spiritualism. It becomes 
a potent factor in the elevation of the 
individual and the race, inasmuch as 
it presents the material cosmos to our 
admiring gaze, and this becomes a 
type of the spiritual world and those 
unseen but marvelous forces that lie 
beyond our natural vision. Light, 
heat, electricity, gravity, magnetism 
ore substantial entities in the universe; 
while along these lines the most re
markable discoveries -are being made.

The seer of the_nineteenth century, 
casting the horoscope of the future, 
sees infinite possibilities awaiting the 
race, and marvels undreamed of 
gleaming in the evolution of the ages. 
What thought could be more en
nobling than the fact that connected 
with the earth upon which we live, 
and the system to which we belong, 
there are nearly three hundred worlds, 
some of them!1 small, indeed, but one 
at least that would make 1,400 worlds 
as large as ouro. f

‘THE SUN.
The sun in t^ie center, nearly a 

million miles ¡ip,«diameter, possessing 
intensities ofc force that no human 
mind can confpreliend, filling the solar 
space (6,000 miUfbn miles in diameter) 
with light, magnetism and gravity, 
and guiding with steady hand and re
sistless powef’thé worlds that circle 
around it. '

The sun ceftter to which we belong 
is a vast aggregation of cosmic sub
stances, holdihg- In- embryo the pos
sibilities of all the primary and sec
ondary planets, and in the eras of 
evolution the possibilities of the in
dividual and the race ; nay, more than 
this, the possibilities of everything 
that may have an existence upon any 
of the individual planets. What is 
the final destiny of this sun’s center, 
with its bright retinue of worlds, no 
human mind may ever know; That 
it-is moving eastward with rapid 
velocity — carrying its gorgeous ap
pendage of planets and satellites, 
every astronomer weU knows. That 
its rays paint the landscapes of every 
planet, filling the summer cloud’with 
pencilings of untold beauty, and has 
for ages stored up its energies for the 
uses of man, is a fact

CREATIVE FORCE OF LICHT.
Just above the color-vibration of 

the sunbeam, above the violet, which 
is the. highest number our eyes can 
.detect, is a chemical force; it works 
the changes on thé glass plates in 
photography; it transforms the dirk, 
cold soil of earth into beautiful flowers, 
luscious fruit, and mantles the valleys 
of earth with beauty; more than this, 
it is closely allied to the X ray, by 
which we may look through a human 
body, and take perfect pictures 
through twelve inches of solid wood. 
We predict that some of thé greatest 
discoveries of the coming century will 
be along this borderland of material 
science.

INFERIOR PLANETS.
The inferior planets—five small 

worlds, Vulcan, Mercury, Venus, 
Earth, Mars—are very near the sun, 
yet a space whose radius would re
quire a locomotive five hundred years 
to traverse, intervenes between *them  
and it. Here are a galaxy of worlds 
very similar to our- own, and unless 
they are “man-bj’aring” systems, de
signed for thq(jB.v$ïution of spiritual 
beings, we are atoloss to account for 
their existence-'as-an integral part of 
the solar system. They move in fixed 
orbits, have ¡¡day and night, and 
changing seasons; clouds and sun
shine, while snowstorms have 
been observecÇi^tocour on Mars, tad 
astronomers haye jwatched with eager 
interest a sisten pianet very similar to 
our earth.

io U ■ 
ASTEROIDS.

-□Between thh orbits of Mars tad 
Jupiter, at a dfettace of 200,000,000 
or 300,000,000; m^es from the sun, 
rotates a vast group of minor worlds. 
Two hundred and fifty have already 
been discovered, the smallest about 
six miles :in diameter, the largest four 
hundred. For many years astron
omers supposed they were fragments 
of a large world that had been blown 
to pieces in some great seismic con-, 
vulsion. The trend of thought now 
is, that there : is an almost infinite 
diversity in tlie solar system, as in 
other parts, of the cosmos.. That these 
miniature worlds are as orderly, a 
part of the planetary, system’as the 
colossal planets Jupiter and Saturn, 
with their magnificent retinue of sat
ellites and rings; that the'present or-

der is one of evolution; that it matters 
not whether a world is six miles in 
diameter, as in the case of the sat
ellites of Mars, or 90,000, as that of 
Jupiter; whether a world or an atom, 
a sun or a system, they are governed 
by laws ineffable and sublime.
“All are but parts of one stupendous 

whole, ■ .
Whose body nature is, laud God the 

_ soul. .
Warms in the sun, refreshes iu the 

breeze,
Glows in the stars, and blossoms in 

the trees, . ; > .
Lives through all life, extends through 

all extent, . ’.
Spreads undivided,' operates unspent.: 
To him no high, no low, no great, no 

small;
He fills, he bounds, connects and 

equals all." .
What is the design of those 250 

small worlds we may not be able to 
comprehend, neither may we ever 
know the ultimate design of the uni
verse, or even the system of which 
our eairtit is so small a part..

SUPERIOR PLANETS.
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune-r

a group of magnificent worlds—are 
oaUed the superior planets. Jupiter 
is 90,000 miles in diameter, has a day 
of ten hours, and an annual revolu
tion of twelve and a half years. It is 
accompanied by five moons, four of 
which are worlds nearly as large as 
our earth. The fifth moon is near the 
planet, and makes a revolution around 
its primary in seven hours. Were we 
an inhabitant of this moon, a year 
would equal seven hours and twenty 
minutes; upon Mars, 588 days; upon 
Jupiter, twelve and a half years; 
Upon Saturn, twenty-nine years; upon 
Uranus, eiglity-four; while on Nep
tune 165 years would pass before we 
became a year old. Were it possible 
for an individual to live on the sun, a 
year there would equal 35,200,000 of 
ours.

JUPITER AND SATURN.
Jupiter and Saturn present a grand 

view to the observer through a good 
telescope« The former is equal to 
l,40U worlds like ours. Poised in its

galaxies that lie scattered in such 
boundless profusion through the 
depths of space. Saturn, withfher 
seven moons and luminous rings, 
presents a system in process of evolu
tion, rings not yet condensed, cosmic 
substance not yet formed into worlds, 
which in the ages to come will add 
other splendid satellites to the already 
coroneted brow of this marvel of the 
solar system.

URANUS AND NEPTUNE.
Uranus and Neptune, so far re

moved from the sun center that the 
mind staggers at the thought of the 
distance; the -former 1,800 million 
miles, the latter 2,850 million miles, 
each about 35,000 miles in diameter; 
one making an annual revolution in 
eighty-four years, the other in 165. 
So far as now known to material sci
ence this is the boundary of the solar 
system, but we predict that another 
planet more magnificent than any of 
the rest, will be discovered in the 
coming century, at a distance of 4,500 
million miles from the sun, thus en
larging the boundaries of our system 
until'its diameter will be 9,000 million 
miles. Spine idea of this distance 
may b^formed when we say it would 
eqtjke 20,000 years for a lightning 

rxpress- train to cross it.
e Let us glance for a moment at the 
solar system:

The. sun, nearly a million miles in 
diameter.

Nine large primary worlds.

rivers of magnetism, pouring from the 
center to the remotest planet. Every 
world and every atpm impregnated 
with spirit, vitalized by force and 
dowered with infinite possibilities—. 
and this is only the first lesson in the 
sublime revelations of astronomy.

Db. E. J. Morrison.
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' Bottlebinding.?
/esSuei-Ai-.'.-

■ can't judge of the quality 
of a book by the binding, nor 
tell the contents by the title. 
You look for the name of the 
author before you buy the book. 
The name of Robert Louis
Stevenson (for instance) on the

' back guarantees the inside of • 
the book, whatever the outside -
maybe. -WS«!

> * There's a parallel between 
I books and bottles. The bind

ing, or wrapper, of a bottle is 
' no guide to the quality of the 
1 medicine the bottle contains.

The title on the bottle is no 
! warrant for confidence in the 

contents, It all depends on the 
author’s' name, Never mind 

, who made the bottle, Who 
; made the medicine? That’s 

the question,
1 Think of this when buying 
! Sarsaparilla. It isn't the bind- 
1 ing of the bottle or the name of 

the medicine that you 're to go 
by. That's only printer’s ink and 
paperl The question is, who 
made the medicine? What’s 

, the author’s name? When you 
see Ayer’s name on a Sarsapa
rilla bottle, that's enough. The 
name Ayer guarantees the best, 
and has done so for 50 years.
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DEAFNESS
and Head Noises relieved by using 
Wllion’s Common Sente Ear Drums, 

New uclentifio invention: different 
from all otherdevlces. Tho only uafe, 
simple, comfortable and Invisible 
Ear Drum In the world Help» where 
medical skill falls. No wire or string 

/atUuihmenC. Write for pamphlet.
WILSON EAR DRUM CO.,

I Office*  I ?84Tru,t Bldg.. foutovlUe, Ky, •Umcea i B. 8iO, US1 Brosdwsy JU Y.

RIGHT LIVING
-BY - '

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author ot "Apple« ot «old.” "Au tn a Lifetime," 

"The Story Hour," -‘Summer Day« at Ousel,"
. “Sunday Observance," etc., etc.

“Living U an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions; In fact, the highest method, the noblest 

the arta.”—Tuosla* Staul King.

This book gives an admirable course of study In 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of an etUlcil 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, as well as older persons whom It is wisely 
and appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

The author shows a wife practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives uad anec
dotes, which reader the book more intereating and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
for use in children’s lyceums. In the hands of moth
ers and teachers it may be mode very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by Lt. It is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTSi
Right Living. What Is Morality? What Is Ignor

ance? Knowledge tbo Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
Wbat Know Yc of Justice? Fortitude u Noble Pos
session. Temperance aud Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name lor Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Ea’sehood. What is an Oath? or 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Poison 
of Slander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 
• Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. Self-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly- Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Mam. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living. Ln Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver of 
Strength and Honor. Value of Wealth. Avarice. Not 
a Means to Life’s Best End. Good Nature, Oue of 
Life's Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Free Speech. A Free Press. Rights of Animals, 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued —The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office.

BOSNIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Fthical Soclelit*,  for School» 

and the Home»

COMPILED'BY L. K. WASHBURN.

Thia volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody
ing the highest moral sentiment, and tree from all 
sectarianioiu. Price 50 cents. Sold at this office.

THE UNKNOWN UFE
-OF-

Jesus Christ
■ . ’ ' • V

■ " —BY—
NICOLAS N0T0VITCH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Since the writing of the New Testament no book bfti 
Appeared of &i great Importance to Christianity 
tue Uhkmowm Life of Jksub Christ. •

This, volume, written by (he discoverer of the manuj ■ 
script, contains a thrilling account of the prlvationr 
•nd perils encountered In hU search for ft» a literal, ' 
translation of the original manuscript, and laatiy il i 
critical analysis of what it contains. f-

Thls work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is 
published on the basis of combining- cheapness anol 
excellence. Price, neatly bound,, one dollar. Panel... 
cover,price 25 cents, postages cents. t
JLddre»» this office, dOLoomistit», ChicagotHl^

jMzyvixr
l-in the- .

PASI; PRESENT, AND FUTURES
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Results Of recent scientific research regarding th® 
origin, position and prospect^ m mankind.

From the German or . I
DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 1

Author of “Force and Matter,” Kasaya on Nature ml 
Science,” “Physiological pictures,” ‘'¿lx Lee 

tures ou Darwin,” Etc.

“The great mystery ot existence coualata In perpeb» 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything Is iiuuiorv- 
tai and Indestructible—the smallest worm aa well as 
ifee most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand'- 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being tit 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only the forms la-, 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being, 
itself remains eternally the same and imperlahablei- 
when we die we do not lose ourselves, but only out; 
personal consciousness. We live on in1 nature, in our 
race, hi our children, In our deeds, in our thoughts?« 
In short, tn the entire material and physical contrlbuf1 
tlon which, during our short personal existence, wfl, 
have furnished to the subristence ot mankind and OL 
nature In general.“—Buechner. V,

vgi,, num iibinu 35Q pages, vellum cloth,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES, I
A Fascinating Work. ।

The readers of The Phooressivb Thinker will rd/ 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson« 
Tuttle, which was published iu Its columns. . At ths 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified. IC 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in style and form like tha 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart," with a flnely-engraveq 
likeness of the author on the coven The scenes of thw 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres!' 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation ano'-' 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in. thu',' 
pleasing formol narrative. >.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction if 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser: The Lota 
Societies; Hades: Chrhtmastlde in the Spheres of; 
Light; Chrhunutldc and the Golden Gate; ThoUnAp 
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; AVlsIttdU; 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to th®: 
Knowledge of tbo Light; The Society Again VislUT 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion;/^ 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Splrlt-woridf j 
Coutentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage. 11

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; ffi*  
book in which tbo investigator will find answers tq. 
eyer-rccurrlng questions; a book which will IntereM . 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced/ 
The price in paper b60 cents; muslin fl; postpaid^

THE MEDIÜMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown.

I

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introductionbj
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND. .

This book should be in the hands of every one Inter*  
Sited iu Spirtunlfsm.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Cbaptlf 
X Tbo Heavenly Mannion. Chapter 8, Removal t< 
California; Return of HU Guide. Chapter 4, Remark! 
able Testa. Chapter 5, HIb Work as a Healer. Chaff 
ter 6, Leaven the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spins 
L&nd. Chapter B, Methods Used by Spirits to Commw 
nicate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Miscet 
laneous Articles. Chapter W, A Strange Experiencq 
Chapter It, Remarkable Muulfcstatlon of Spirit PoW] 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative Or 
Prophetic visions. Chapter 13, The First Bresg M 
tbo Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Cbaptcl 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Oln-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price H, 
cents.__________ • ,

NARGUEmiNTElTl
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual .
Spheres,

Tfonscrlbed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined: 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through till 
dependent slate-writing. The illustrations were Rlvea 
inoil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists. IB*  
is not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel in the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear-*  
and succinct expotUloa of the philosophy, religion and; 
science of Spiritualism. The book contains 260 page*!  
with six illustraiions In half-tone, and twelve pagefY 
¿a original Independent writing. It Is beautitullY« 
bound in blue Bilk cloth, stamped in silver- PrlcAi 
•1.25. For sale at this office.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

i

“From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
,Tuttle. Lovers'of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
81.00. For sale at this office. -

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records, ” Told- by Paul Carns. 
This book is heartily commended to atu- 
denta of the science of religion?, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of. 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

‘ ‘The Watseka Wonder. ” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two case&of “double ' 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Venn urn .of Watseka, III, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango county, Peu. For 
Bale at this office. Price 15c.

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. In the form of dialogue and 
Btory, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism, 
its theory and .practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. Sold at this 
office." ,

"Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as itsLcom- 
ical pictures, based on Bible texts? tend 
to induce •uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
Sit cloth 81.50. . For sale at this office.-

‘“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance, by Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide expérience in Spiritualism 
and her study of occult science have 
prepared her to write this romance, 
which will" be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth 81. For sale 
at this office. . :

THE FREETHINKERS’ 
PICTORIAL_TEXT-BOOK. 

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN-
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S

CLAIM TO ¡BE A DIVINE AND BE
NEFICENT INSTITUTION,] 

AND REVEALING THE .
ABUSES OF A UNION ’

OF OHUBOH AND STATB.

185 Fall-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OP FACTS,

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por> 
trait of Designer.

Tun Illiutnttoiu are classified an rollgin: 16 rep. 
renecu Uncle 8am end tho frlraU: 2, The Church 
RokHig the feoplo; A Thanksgtvlng; 0, ‘Sebbeth 
Lein: H Children -end the Church; 16, Woman ud 
the ‘Juurch; 6, Tho Church and Thomas falno; 6. Btud- 
lottu Snturnl History: 2, Tho Bible and Bclenee; 15, 
The Clergy and Their Jflocta; 1, Piety In Our Peniten
tiaries; 4. Tho Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
HI« Works;2, Prayer; 10. TheCreed«;2,Christian« usd 
Mohammedan«; Z Samples ot Christianity's Work; 
5, mutautrlea; l.The Lord's Instruments; 25, Blbla 
Doetrtnee end Their Result«; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priest« and Politic«; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church'« Idea ot ClvtlUatlon; 1, The Use« 
ot thoCrora;4, Unkind Beflecttou on the Church;», 
rersecnJgn« ot the Church; 12, Some Allegortea- 
8, Heaven ; SrHcll; 7, Miscellaneous. Price42.

For Sala at this office. ______
CHURCH AND STATE. •

The Bible In the Public School«: the New "Amer- 
lean" Party. By "Jctleraon." Third edition. Thia 
beautiful pamphlet or 23 pages ts the moet thorough 
ireoentatlonot the Church and State question tbat 

m appeared. Price 10 cents.

ZVE QUESTION OF A ONCB-IN- 
habited but now submerged part of this gloM 
known as Atlantis, 1b one of much Interest. Th( 

data gathered from ancient and modern sourcew 
from classical authors—from, traditions, legends an4 
mythologies; from the deep sea investigations 01 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches Inthi 
moundsand the ruins of ancient cities found on thi 
American continent—are here arranged tn compaod 
literary form, in this very Interesting volume. Tns 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualist# bt> 
cause of it# affording corroborative evidence of th( 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting, 
to be given by spirits of ancient AUantlans concern? 
Ing the factof an Atlantis and a great people of th<- 
name, once existing .on this earth. For sale at thli 
office. Price 2.00.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS,
-OB

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP."
comnartwn .Of some of the Splritealtsm 

and Mediumship of the Bible \v!th that of to-day. 
MosxsHull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all th*  
tlons of modern mediumship. It also show*  that a*j  
the manifestations throughout tb.« o:g and New ,' cj’’4S 
mont were under tbo same conditions that medium! 
require to-dqy; and that the coming of Christ is the re» 
turn of mediumship to the world. 43 nsaefl- Pricel 10 cents. For sale at this office. 1 a v

THE VOICES.
■ By Warren Bronner Barlow. The Voice« contain 

poem« of remarkaMe beauty and force. They are 
moat exceUent Price »1.00. • . L

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing.
Aierieaoilcasonaon the reutiomof the spiritao 

It*  own omnlra, and the Interrelation of human 
/being»with reference to health, dlieaio and healing. 
By the wlrtt of Dr. Benjamin Rush, tbfcuch the mo- 
diunuhlp of Mrp. Cora L. V. Richmond.. a. book that 
every healer,jihyalchn and Spiritualist should read. 
PriceFor aale nt th!» office. -

Memorial Oration by CoL IngersoH 
On Bcneoe Conklin». Delivered befn*  Um New 
YorkLegüüatñre, Mw »,1888. frica, d O«at(.

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Itdtb Doten. Thore poem« tro t, «tap!, u 

,u«»r. frico ,1.00.

1 >y Iter. Imo J. Lanrtng/M. A. Krar patriot 
ahtmldwaltk Price tuA __M

THE GODS.
By Col. R. G. IbkuioIL A pamphlet of <0 page*. 

Worth It* weight In gold, rrtcosoeeou.

Romanism and the Republic.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, >1.25. • . « • Paper, 50 cents-
This is a work of great value,' written by one of tha 

keeneat, most powerful and most truly rcHgfoui- 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work wlilcll 
should be put into the hands of those who have freed 
themselves from tho dogma«, of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and scums are not the whole ot life. ■ , '

The chapters reveal a new method in psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral-' 
cooxualon; 'that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the (ffilldhood period of faith and fancy will be supert 
seded by knowledge and facte. For sale at this office,ROMANISM AND THE RE<PUBLIC. 4

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OF 
alL Ms country should have at band forconault^’ 
tlon. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a mod' 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purpose» 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Bomari 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contain» 44? pages, 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information faL 
every patriot ia the tend. Price n. For Mie at Uiif- 
wfltoo» -_____________  i/’ .

Soul of Things ;/>r Psyphometria
Researches and Discoveries.

OF AND ELIZABETH M. F.
LJ Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise at' 
a text-book, tt la as fascinating as a work of Action. 
The reader will be amated to seo the curio u tact*  
here combined In repport of tbl, newly-discovered 
powerof the human mind, which will resolve a then 
Bind doubt« and difficulties, make Geology as plain, a*  
day, and throw light ou all the grand aubjecta Edw obi 
«cured by time. ■
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth..,............................... ....................
■ ■ ■ Poitago Idcenta

Soul of Things—Vol II.
’ Ulustxated. 450 pp. Cloth...................

____ Postage 10 cent«.
Soul of Things—Vol. HL 

niirfrated. 862 np. Cloth.......
Portage JO cents.

•usa

u»

4L»

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

Br Lola Walsbrookar. Many have read this book» 
many have re-read It, and many others out to read IL 
Itshpuldbe read by every man and woman in Im 
land. It shows ths talilnes rampant tn society £ 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wr a 
that flow .therefrom to Innocent, victims of ioeisj 
osinolsm. It contains a flue likenest ot the autMn, 
Fino cloth, 190 pages. Frice 11.00 /

1 1
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“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and

SB

The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc.

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. 12mo, 401 Pages, Cloth, fl.SO, 

GENERAL DIVISION.

But He Isn’t Sure that She, Can 
Legally Perform Marriage 

Ceremonies.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

She Ha? Been Ordained to 
Do So,

W

•At

E. V. WlLSOIft WORKS.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

worth'

ft

■’. ' Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
r .ipublish weekly-reports of meetings. 
. I Whenever a change is made in speak
> erg, or anything of special interest, send 

.’us a brief item, please. A great deal 
; can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 

- long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest ónly. We extend a 

-, cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reaen 

, us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
. order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac- 
cpmpanied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.’

- ■ Mrs. John Lindsey will be at tbe spir
itual camp-meeting at or near Paw Paw,

• Mich., and also at Grand Ledge, Mich. 
Anyone desiring to engage her for leci 
tui'es and tests can correspond with her 
at 26 Turner street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. She will be at liberty to fill en
gagements after the close of the camp 
fit Grand Ledge,

The Indiana State Medical Associa
tion holds its annual meeting at Fort 
Wayne, May 28 and 29. Over 500 phy- 
sieians,representing every county in the 
State, are expected to be present. Dr, 
H. V. Sweringen lias been selected by 

■ the physicians of Fort Wayne and Allen 
county to deliver, in their behalf, the 
address of welcome to the State society.

“Lucifer,"of which the unconquerable 
Moses Harman is editor and publisher, 
announces that it is to be issued from 
Chicago, at 1394 West Congress street. 

• Geo. W. Carpender, M. D., is open for 
calls to lecture in any part of California, 
especially near Los Angeles, his home.

Mrs. C. H. Hinkley, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., writes; “The article in The Pro
gressive Thinker, of May Kith, en- 
titled‘The Spiritual Ministry,'by En

. doraB. Marcen, is terse and to the point. 
‘Thein’s my sentiments to a dot.' Write

. some more} Endora.”
. Mrs. Parker, trumpet medium, and 
■ Geo. Parker, automatic writer and 
rapping medium, have open dates after 
June for camp-meetings. Address them 
at 256 Michigan street, Elgin, Ill.

A subscriber writes: “The meetings 
under the direction of Mr. and Mrs.Per- 
kins at the Masonic Temple, 617 North 
Clark street, are exceedingly interest
ing; various speakers and mediums take 

. part in the 3 o'clock meetings. Songs 
- and instrumental music and poems 
are rendered in the evening by local 
talent, that adds new life to the exer
cises. The lectures and tests by Mr. 
Perkins are convincing, as is also the 
clairvoyant and clairaudlent messages 
of Mrs. Perkins. A very interesting 
program will be rendered the 31st of 

' May in memory of the nation’s heroes 
■who gave their physical lives for their 
country. Mr. Smith with the mandolin 

"band will furnish charming music. Miss 
Dexter and others will sine solos. Mrs. 
.Hamilton Gill will give tests. Mr. and 
Mrs. Perkins will also give the audience 
choice selections from their spiritual 
and mental reservoir, and others will 
assist. Remember. 2:45 and 7:45 p.m. 
Daily readings given at 514 North 
Wells street.1’

Thos. E. Addy writes from Joliet} Ill.: 
“Myself and wife are looking up the 
‘faithful’ in this city. We findmit very 
few and those seem afraid to let anyone 
know that they are Spiritualists. We 
will try a little missionary work here 
for the good of the cause, and see if it is 
not possible to get the old-timers woke 
up again. As we give our services and 
time free, it seems as though the others 
might try to aid us. We expect no re
ward on this side. It is the future we 
are looking forward to. We will hold 
our first circle May 24th. We were in 
Ottawa two weeks. ' There is an unor
ganized society there of fifty or sixty 
Spiritualists and honest investigators. 
Tney hold meetings twice a month at 
Mr.Chester Martin's, and great interest 
is taken in all the meetings. A iew 
come many miles to attend them. Mrs. 

. Chester Martin conducts the meeting's.
The lady is undoubtedly one of the very 
best dead-trance mediums it has been 
my good fortune to meet, and the fùll 
names, messages and tests given by her 
controls are convincing to all.”

Mrs. L. Hamacher writes: “Mrs. 
■ Kratz, of Evansville,,Ind., visited us for 
a few days. Those wishing to engage 
an inspirational lecturer, psychometrist 
and test medium, would do well to se
cure her services: Mrs. Kratz is a lady 

.:both in refinement and culture.”
F. S. S. writes from Brainerd, Minn,; 

-‘•We have the good fortune to haye with 
us at present the Rev. A. Wheeler, of 

. the Illinois State Spiritual Association.' 
He has done us great good by coming 

- here, and has brought the truth of ad
vanced life into our midst. His seances 

■ are grand, and.his tests are marvelous. 
: Upon his arrival only three or four peo- 
.ple here could be termed Spiritualist, 
but now there number more than 30 per
sons who are avowed to our beautiful 
philosophy. He has reached a class of 
thinkers here, who will doubtless tell 
the glad story to other hungry souls. 
We can truly endorse him as being an 
honest,(trustworthy teacher of our phi
losophy." ,

Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jackson will lec-; 
turej}n Sturgis, Mich., June 13 and 14;' 

i at Mscosta, Spiritual Temple, the even
ing of June 20, and Sunday, 21; June 28 
at Lake Cora, Mich., near Paw Paw. 
Mrs. Jackson has July’4 and 5 unen- 
faged. She speaks at Onset, Mass., 

uly 12, 14 and 15; Harwich, Mass., July 
17,19 and 22—leaving July 5 and 26 un

, engaged. August 15 and 16 are engaged 
at Antwerp, Ohio; Grove Meeting, Au
gust 20 to 24, at Cassadaga, N. Y. Mrs. 
Jackson will make engagements for Au
gust 2 and 9. She. will attend the camp 
at Fort Worth, Texas, again this fall. 
Texas friends wishing for her services 
can address her at 399 South Lafayette 
street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

W. H. Bach writes: “Owing to the 
i failure of several of my engagements for 
- the month of June, I Can answer a few’ 
, short calls between now and July 1st. 

• / Points on the Erie line between Kenton 
•- and New York City preferred. Address 

■ Kentou, Ohio, where I will be May 27, 
28 and 29.” .. :

Tho Sunlight Center Band will hold 
its first open meeting Sunday, May 24/ 
at2p. m., in Hygeria Hall, corner of 
Washington boulevard and Paulina 

. street. . ’ ■
F. H. Barnard writes from Jackson

ville, Fla.: “By the request of many 
* nere, I write a few lines, in behalf, of, 

Jdrs. J. De Bartholomew, whd leaves 
■ - ohr, citv soon to spend the summer in 

ft. Louis, Mo. She has been, while 
ère,'instrumental in bringing many 

Into the knowledge of Spiritualism. 
Skeptics1 will find her to be one of the 
best in our rahks. Those who may be 
fprtunabAwjough to meet this lady will 
find her4w be an honest and excellent 
Trumpet, test, trance and clairvoyant 
faedium.” •

W. H. Hale writes: “For the benefit 
rf those readers of your valuable paper 
that visit Jacksonville. Fla., during the

winter months, I will say that there is a 
resident medium here that stands second 
to none that I have ever visited, and I 
have been in many of the large cities 
both North and-South. I have been in 
Florida over three months, and all that 
have visited her are more than'satisfled. 
Her name is Mrs. Amy Buchanan, and 
her residence, is at (¡01 > East Adams 
street. Oue word to my Spiritualist 
friends who may come South during the 
winter of (9o-’97: Do not fail to call on 
this truly wonderful medium.” ;

Miss Maud Klinger, secretary, writes 
from Derry, Kansas: “Our third annual 
camp-meeting of Elk Grove Spiritualists 
and Liberalism will be held at Winfield, 
Kan., July 11 to 21, in the beaùtiful 'Is
land Park,’ fronting Main street, five 
minutes walk from depot, street cars 
running to and from. Best accommoda
tions for allwho come. A beautiful lit- 
tie city of 10,000 inhabitants; good rail
road center. We were challenged to a 
debgte upon the Bible. The same will 
take place July 12 and 13, between Moses 
Hull and a Christian minister. Want 
to correspond with a good Independent 
slate-writer.”

S. N.. Aspinwall writes from Minneap
olis, Minn.: “The programmes for. the 
Northwestern Spiritualist Caqip-meet- 
ing are out and will be mailed to anyone 
sending me their address.”

Dr. Theodore F. Price1, owing to 
change of date, Unexpectedly has open 
time during May and June, and would 

■like to do as much as possible in the line 
of his profession beforo.his engagements 
at the camp-meetings begin; Ills time 
for the coming season is being1 rapidly 
filled, so that those societies who desire 
the services of this highly-gifted speaker 
and test medium will do well to write 
Trim at once.’ No worker in the spiritual 
vineyard has reéeivéd higher commenda
tion than this earnest worker, who has 
stood true to his principles when it re
quired nerve so to do. The New Eng
land societies where he has been en
gaged this spring, have written of his 
work in the highest terms of praise. 
His address is 15 Dwight street, Boston, 
Mass, . ... ......... "

,H. W. Sorg, president, writes that the 
First Society of Spiritual Research, of 
Allegheny City. Pa., has Mr. Frank 
Ruter for speaker. His lectures and 
tests are very good, and satisfactory to 

Jill that hear them.,_ _
Hugo' Putner writes: “Hynnotism is 

a universal.power through which we re
ceive our understanding of the spheres; 
but if .uneducated, unfeeling or undevel
oped minds have the power to use it, it 
is more dangerous than apy other 
power in effect, It wfll very often lead 
to- murder under cover; therefore I 
think it is not too. early to pass laws to 
restrict those people who have that 
power, and thereby avoid greater mis
chief and suffering."

U. G. Figley writes: “I want to say 
that no better books were ever pub
lished than Hudson Tuttle’s ‘Arcana of 
Nature/ ‘Philosophy of Spirit,’ and 
‘Psychic Science;’ and I am very glad to 
know that his ‘Origin and Antiquity of 
Man' will be republished in England 
this year, and that 'another edition of 
‘Arcana of Spiritualism’ will soon be 
out. I hope that a book of his questions 
and answers will soOn be out."

E. A. Marshall, corresponding secre
tary, writes from Portland, Ore.: “The 
First Spiritual Religious Association of 
Clackamas County, Ore., will hold their 
annual camp-meeiing at New Era, Ore., 
commencing June 20, continuing to July 
12, inclusive. The grounds are much 
improved, thepe being an addition to 
the hotel and a six-foot fence surround
ing the grounds, also shrubs and flowers 
scattered here and there to make it in
viting; in fact, all modern conveniences 
customary to camp-meetings cgn be se-. 
cured by the campers. We have se
cured some of the best talent of the Pa
cific Coast, as lecturers, teachers and me
diums. Dr. N. F. Ravlin, the renowned 
inspirational lecturer and teacher, of 
California; also Mrs. Georgia Cooley, 
the noted medium, of Portland, Ore., 
have been engaged for the entire camp. 
W. L. Freeman, M. D., of Washington; 
Louis A. Ward, LL. D., president of 
the Theosophical Society of Portland; 
Wm. Galvani, president of the Vegeta
rian Society of Portland; Everell Can
kin, a pioneer Spiritualist, and others 
will entertain. There will be two or 
three meetings every day; conference, 
lyceum for children, Indian Day, etc. 
Boats and trains will run to the grounds 
from all points daily, at reduced rates.”

J. C. F. Grumbine will be at Lake 
Brady Camp from July 25 to 31, and at 
Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, the 
last two weeks‘of the camp. He has 
officially announced to conduct classes 
in development in psychometry, clair
voyance and inspiration, while at these 
camps. He will not attend the North
western camp, nor will he be able to ac
cept any Sunday engagements in the 
Northwest, for the season 1896-97. In 
December and January he will be at the 
First Spiritual Temple, Boston (Mr. 
Ayer, president), and in February and 
March, -97, he will be in Brooklyn, 
N. Y. Societies in California wishing 
his services for the season of 1897 and 
1898 will kindly address him early 
enough so that he can arrange his pro-, 
gramme. (See advertisementon another 
page, for development.)

Those desiring the services of Mrs. J. 
W. Kratz, for camp-meetings or socie
ties, as a lecturer and psychometrist, 
can address her at her home, No. 1 Mad
ison avenue, Evansville, Ind. Terms 
reasonable. .

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson's camp en
gagements for ’96 are as follows: Bank- 
son’s Lake, June 6 to 10; Orlon, June 11 
to 13: Paw Paw, June 27 to 29; Marcel
lus, July 12; Grand Ledge, July 18.to 23; 
Island Lake, July 25 to August 3: Has
lett Park, August 8 to 13; Lake-Brady, 
O., August 22 and 23:- Liberal, Mo., Au
gust 30 to September 10. August 16 is 
not taken. ’ She would be glad to hear 
from some camp for that date. - Address, 
Port Huron, Mich, .

Mrs. M. A. B. regards prayers, invo
cations, etc., to whomsoever addressed, 
spirits or otherwise, as a species of idol
atry, and that one may as well invoke 
the medium, the1 cabinet,-or the rope 
that binds thé mediuïd^às'to invoke, our 
spirit-friende. "If we must Invoke, let < 
it be to the almighty power1 that rides 
all things, or altogether cease' our idol-, 
atry.” 1

Ella Lucy Merriam writes: “Three 
flourishing societies bespeak the condi
tion of Spiritualism in our pretty, pro
gressive city of Los Angeles, Cal. In-, 
stead of being away off by ourselves, we 
bear resemblance to and comparison 
with any Eastern city; and in point of 
climate we think none excel. The First 
Spiritual Society, the first to inaugurate 
even under difficulties, is presided Over 
by Dr. Geo. Carpender, a gentleman and 
teholar. W. J. Colville is with them'at

our genial clitqe, but I .believe ie only 
loanefl to us. 1 can imugipo how deeply 
heraudience and friendi. in Chicago miss 
her. The Truthscekei's, from a mei'o 
few, are now filling a prominent and use
ful niche in the spiritual field. Two or 
three years ago, John Briggs, an untir
ing, modest Spiritualist, undertook to do 
hia part in organizing the society. Har
mony , has ■ alwayfc characterized the 
meetings,-and many souls have been 
blessed thereby, So you see the work 
is very encouraging in our midst. Your 
paper reaches many in all societies.”

C. Fannie Allyn writes from Summer
land, Cal.: "I leave California about 
June 2, en route for Boston, via Rio 
Grande, thence to Kansas City. I ex
pect-to stop in Leadville and Aspen.’ 
Would like to stop and. apeak along tlie 
route for Liberals and Spiritualists. 
Terms: Whatever can be given by col
lection, and entertainment. Do not'wish 
to take any more than san be really af
forded by the people consistent with 
other duties. There is good work being 
done in this State by H. I). Barrett, J. J. 
Morse, Clegg Wright} Bishop A. Beals 
(who has lately won a charming wife), 
W. J. Colville, Ada Foye, Carrie Down
er Stone of San Jose, Lydia A)len} ,Prof. 
Loveland, Dr. Ravlin and many others. 
I have been hospitably entertained by 
Henry B. Allen and his pleasant wife, 
Hie circles are well attended, and I 
have never heard any dissatisfaction ex
pressed with them; instead, all com-; 
mend them highly.” .

,H. C. Andrews, who has been doing 
some efficient work for several months 
in New Orleans. La., passed through 
the city last week on hjs way to a grove 

■meeting, to be held near Benton Harbor, 
Mich. He can be addressed for engage
ments at his home in Bridgeport, Mich
igan. . ,
. Mrs. S. C. Scovell has closed her 'ef
ficient labors at Elgin, 111. She will 
make a visit during the summer at Ga
lena, Kansas. , . .

Wm. J. Masters writes: "On .Friday 
evening, May 15th, at the residence of 
Mr. and Mrs. D, L. Druliner, the presi
dent of the First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, many friends and mediums 
were invited to be present and take part 
in celebrating the thirtieth birthday an
niversary of their spirit daughter. The 
house was most gorgeously decorated 
with flowers—resembling a garden of 
roses, irivlng a most spiritual and pic
turesque effect to the eyes of one’s soul. 
The programme of the evening was 
grandly rendered by the following: Mrs. 
Nickerson Warne, Mr. J. M. Temple, 
Mr., Sawyer, Rev. Geo. V. Cordingly 
and Mr. Mary Miller; last but not 
least, Mrs.Drufiner, our worthy hostess, 
had prepared a grand feast of ice cream, 
strawberries and cake. The «table was 
most beautifully decorated, and at each 
plate was placed a buttonhole bouquet, 
to which was attached a celluloid card 
with a verse and bunch of forget-me-nots 
painted thereon." . ■

W. H. Bach writes: “We had two 
rousing meetings Sunday, and are meet
ing with good success in our developing 
circle.” ■ ■■

Hr. Dean Clarke writes from Spokane, 
Wash., under date of May 18, that he is 
having great success at all points along 
the Northern Pacific Railroad, and may 
not reach Milwaukee, his objective 
point, for three or four weeks. Spirit
ualists who secure his services help their 
cause most efficiently. .

Father Williams writes: “Prof. W. 
M. Lockwood, the noted scientist, will 
deliver one of his intensely interesting 
scientific lectures, illustrated with many 
physical experiments, at National Hall, 
No. 681^W. Lake street, on Wednesday 
evening, May 27, at 8 o’clock sharp. 
There will be good mediums present 
and a thoroughly Instructive ana enjoy
able time may be anticipated. All are 
welcome.”

The Seventh Annual Camp-meeting of 
the Spiritualists at Summerland, Cal., 
will commence on the 26th of July and 
close on the 15th Of August. The S. S. 
Association will conduct it, as for the 
four years past. Those wishing, informa
tion about the meeting may address 
Wm. P. Allen, secretary, Summerland, 
Cal. •

A pleasant time, was enjoyed on 
Thursday of last week by the friends of 
equal suffrage, at “Rose Cottage,” 
Edgewater, 111., the home of the late 
Rose Miller Avery. It being the anni
versary of her birth, Mr. Avery kindly 
invited the friends to be present, as had 
been her custom to do on this day. Her 
home and ' life were dedicated to the 
cause of woman. A number present saw 
her form flitting about among the guests 
with a smile of welcome, and a touch of 
the hand, as in the old days, and many 
beautiful tributes were paid to the loved 
oue. Among those present were Mrs. 
Ella Dare, Mrs. S. A. Underwood, Mrs. 
Hattie Davis, Mrs. McKinney, Mrs. 
Bishop, Mrs. Springer, and others noted 
in humanitarian work.

On his1 recent visit to the East, Father 
Esbasch, Superior of the French Semin
ary in Rome, asserts that he made a 
most interesting discovery. It is the ru
ins of the house inhabited by the Virgin 
Mary and St. John after the ascension of 
Jesus, at a place about three miles out
side of Ephesus. He says there can be 
no donbt of the fact because some years 
ago Anne Catharine of Emmerich de

. scribed the house as She saw it in a vis
ion, and the ruins found by him corre
spond exactly with her description. The 
Rome journal, Italie, says that the pope 
and the cardinals are much interésted • 
}n the discovery. The divinity of Christ, 
or the doctrine of the immaculate con
ception by Mary, rests upon the same 
authority—a dream, by Joseph, her hus
band. ■ -

Mrs. Concannon, the wife of the ma
terializing medium, is fast recovering 
from her illness, and expects to be at 
the Northwestern camp in June.

■ J. C. S. writes -from Council Bluffs, 
Iowa: “We welcomed Carrie Fuller 
Weatherford to our midst with joy} and 
saw hen leave for Des Moines with sor
row. She called out the largest'audi
ences we have had for years. Omaha- 
people adopted resolutions recommend
ing ner to all societies. Her lectures 
are good and tests are the best of trance
psychometric work. They are almost 
universally recognized." 1 : -

J. S. Phillips writes: “I would like to 
say to my many correspondents that my 
address will be Brighton, Livingston 
county, Mich., until after the close of 
camp.- People writing please bear this 
in mind.” ‘ ■

Frank’ T. Ripley, speaker and plat
form test medium, hàs just closed a suc
cessful engagement for the First Society 
in Erie, Pa, and goes to Chicago, III., for 
the Sundays in June, for the First So
ciety'there. Mr. Ripley has open dates 
for July and Augusffor camp-meetings, 
grove meetings, etc. Address all letters 
to 40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

present, and they are, happy under his
famous eloquence and power.- Their ex- - ---------- , —-------, - ---------- —
ercisesare always, interesting in musly -Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
cal selections, etc. The Harmonial So- ,o fi nf T-ihrnn» nr-.T.ikQ>.ni 
ciety Is doing very well. Edward K.
Earl, the renowned test and slate-writ
ing medium, has just closed a most suc
cessful engagement of about six months. 
I think he is’truly the greatest medium, 
of his peculiar phases Los Angeles 
has ever entertained; We canall reo-

is No. 6 of the Library of-'Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the teach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

ommend him, world-wide, without any 
fear of disappointment. Mrs. Ada Foye, 
whose name is a household word on both 
continents, is now officiating for the so
ciety. Her lectures and tests are appre
ciated by large, and attentive audiences. 
She is recuperating impaired health in

“from Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of .hqj 
parents to the light, and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sWeet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the । hands of Christian people. Price 
IScents. ■ ■ ■ —

Tribute to a Great Medium.
' —G .■

TO THE EDITOR;—I -have just read E. 
V. Wilson’s great work—“The Truths 
of Spiritualism,” and J don’t know in 
what way I can do inore good to our 
c^use and in helpingl.fto eradicate the 
current theology than iy recommending 
everybody to read it",-- •'

Although I had ,thg pleasure and 
profit of attending teyeral of his lec
tures, and witnessing; his wonderful 
clairvoyant and psychqtketrlc tests,' and 
received from him excellent tests per
sonally, still this great work quite be
wilders me with its record of wonderful 
tests throughout the country, and his 
stalwart, inimitable encounters with or
thodox priests and other opposers of the 
spiritual philosophy. , '

Wilson war the great spiritual war-, 
horse of his time.

With your permission, with the view 
of inducing others toh.elp Farmer Mary 
and the cause her husband loved so well, 
1 propose copying a short chapter from 
the work; fully believing th it the pe-’ 
culiar style in which it is written, and 
the most remarkable results attendant 
on his labors will induce many to buy 
the book.

lam astonished to find no allusion in 
the work to several trips he made to 
Minnesota, and to the many most won
derful tests and able’lectures given 
there. I have seen him go through an 
assembly of hundreds, give thirty tests, 
and on an average twenty to each one, 
giving names and dates, and not over 
two or three fail of complete identifica
tion on the spot. History gives no au
thentic account of a more wonderful 
seer than E. V. Wilson,

’ ' V. Fell, M. D.
Nashville, Tenn. 1

CHAPTER XLVII, OF Er-V, WILSON’S 
WORK,

On Thursday and Saturday evenings, 
January 23 and 27, we gave seances'in 
Camden, New,Jersey, to good audiences, 
giving many fine tests, among which 
are the following: .

To a man we said: We see by you the 
spirit of an old. man. He is tall, spare, 
and of dark complexion; his hair is 
iron-gray; his brow is broad and reced
ing; he died many years ago. We also 
see a hillside or country home. It is a 
fine estate; the mansion is a fine one, 
standing in a fine park of trees." We 
then described the buildings, gates, 
walks, etc, “This spirit now shows us a 
package of papers. He takes one of 
them out of the package and holdsit 
put toils. On it we read‘The Last Will 
and Testament of 1781, ! Ón the second 
paper we read: ‘Covenant and Bond- 
1804, with’—These papers are of value 
to you, and you are looking after them. 
They are far from he^e/ip another part 
of the world. They qi'Q, jsecreted in an 
attic room, in the nignsfim on the hill
side that we saw and,payp described.’

"I am Mr. H—ifany here know 
who-I am. I recognise The spirit.. All 
the statements are ajfmtly true. The 
will was dated 1781, an^, the Covenant 
and Bondin 1804. 'jh^y are of great 
value to me and othejgsf-0and the suppo
sitions of all concerned^are, these pa
pers are secreted in the mansion on the 
hillside.”

“Mind-reading," “said.' ¡a voice. To 
which Mr. H----- reppefo “Not by any
means, sir, for I was, thinking of a mat
ter entirely foreign Jp .the communica- 
.tien just given by Mri Wpson.”

To a lady we,said; “Hgreis with you 
a man-^describing hipi.., He was a phy
sician. He is Dr. Henry."

“I recognize him well. You are right 
in your statement, sir."

To a man came’ two spirit sisters who 
were fully described and readily identi
fied.

To an old man came a lovely little 
girl, just as she wds in health and life, 
before death called her home. ''Then 
she stood forth in all the pride of well- 
developed womanhood of spirit-life, ex
claiming: “My father, I live to love you 
and will meet you with joy ere long in 
in the Summerland.’’ The spirit was 
fully recognized.

To a young man- we said: “We see 
you when twenty years old. It is after-" 
noon of the 16th of August. There is a 
heavy blow given you from behind; it 
looks to us like a handspike in the hands, 
of anothpr man, The blow is a glancing 
one, hurting your head and left shoul
der, as well as arm.”

“You are right, sir, and the blow 
came near killing me; had it-fallen, fully 
on me I should not have been here to
night,"

“What day of .the month, and’ what 
month of the year did this accident oc
cur to you sir?” - ...

“On the 16th of August, in the after
noon of the day; I remember well the 
time.” -, - • j

“We see by this man, a boy—his son; 
this son, when 14 years old, Was drowned; 
he would be 26 years old, if living to-' 
day.” '

“You are correct," replied the man.
These are but a few- put of sevgnty- 

two tests given on these evenings in 
Camden. Thus the work goes bravely 
on.

. Mrs.:

The above book Is for sale bt> t 
ow, Mrs. Mary Witeoffi 
the price askedior it—one d 
Wilson is penniless,and needs assi? ce 
badly. Buy the Book,‘and while you 
get a full equivalent,’ you will help a 
grand old lady. Address Mrs. M. E. 
Wilson; 91 South Locust street, Valpa
raiso, Ind. ’ '

“The Woman's Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateucn. Comments. on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy," The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brayp jwomen and the 
thoughts of the ortho£o}x, world, during 
all time past, is very? spiking. ¡Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless} 
adherence to the r(ghtj characterize 
this very interesting ..effort of some of 
the brightest minds oLto-day. For sale 
atthiaspfflee. Price 50 eppts. , '

“Poems of iProgreps.il By- Lizzie 
Doten. In this volqpiej this'1 peerless 
poet of Spiritualism n^yi jbe read in her 
varied moods, “from firay.e to gay, from 
lively to severe.” Ij: ig- a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, .qnd. especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is -tastily 
printed and bound. ’ Hrieg $L Por Bale, 
at this offlee. -0 & : "• 1 1

' Right Living.” ByJSusau H. Wixon 
The author shows a wisespracjiicality in- 
her method of teaching ¡the principle of. 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives'and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be: benefited by it 
Cloth SI For sale atthis office. .
“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 

By Abby A, J udson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies ‘ with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
■intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is 'written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. - Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents, ".

I’nsfed to Spirit-Life.
At 7:30 p. m., May 4, 1^96, Alberta 

Whitney passed to tbe higher life, from 
the home of her stepfather, Dr, Geo. E; 
Bliss, in the village of Maple Rapids, 
Mich., aged 13 years, 9 months and 17 
days. : .

Quick consumption caused her early 
transition to join a beloved mother who 
hud preceded her by about two years, to 
that land of light and beauty.

Deceased was truly a sensitive, inher
iting the same from the fine mediumls- 
tlc qualities of her mother, and sho 
lived far in advance of her years and 
was noted as an exemplary child and 
scholar, and beloved by all that knew 
her. ■

Mrs. Cora L. V.'Richmond, of Chi 
cago, delivered the funeral discourse to 
a crowded house of attentive listeners, 
•at the Christian church, at 2 p. m., on 
May 6.

IN MEMORIAM.
O, flowers rare, with fragrant breath, 

Your presence finds my soul in gloom;
To-day you smooth the pall of death, 

And wreathe the portals of the tomb.
With awe I touch your velvet leaves, 

. Your beauty sweet I must share; ' 
Since on her silent form ye.lay :

And shed your cheerful fragrance 
there, ’

Deatli so soon has claimed its own, • 
Beside I linger in despair; , .

The form grown cold, the spirit flown;
Death has placed its silent signet 

there.
Relentless Deathl Why take my child? 

Why sink piy heart in deepest gloom?
Why cover life in darkest pail}'

And lock my treasures in the tomb? 
I’ve called to her with fervent prayer;

I’ve held her marble hands in mine; 
I’ve kissed her forehead, white and fair,

And yet she gave me back ho sign.
O,.Father! In Thy tenderest love, 

Open wide Thy sheltering arms;
As Thou didst receive the wife I loved, 

So, also, shield our child from harm.

Among the questions which came be
fore Clerk of; the District Court C. N. 
Dickey for decision is one as to who are 
qualified to perform the marriage cere
mony. The statute provides that “any 
ordained minister of the gospel in regu
lar communion with any religious soci
ety” may perform it.

This morning there was filed with the 
clerk the ordination papers of Rev. Mrs. 
Isa Wilson-Kayner as “a minister and 
teacher of the Spiritual Philosophy, ac
cording to the constitution and by-laws” 
of the Progressive Spiritual Society of' 
Chicago, Ill. The paper is sealed with 
the seal of the society, and is signed by 
H. M. French, president: I. D. Guest, 
secretary; and Rev. G. V., Cordlngly, 
ordinator, and the question which Mr. 
Dickey is trying to decide is whether 
the Rev. Isa comes within the provisions 
of thè law, and is entitled to perform 
the ceremony or not.

The Molecular Hypothesis 
0F NATURE-

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD,

. only ,cvc.r 0<rci'ei1 ‘Ho reading an«, 
thinking public: In tho Interest of modern Sidrltuall 
tain, that Id absolutely free from the theories oi eunej. 
eitliluD) and which ; ¥ ■
Demontli'ates continuity of Hfe and out*  envt*  

ronmentofapirltltualinjlucnces,
of moiler11 Physical and physiological fiClCIlCG«

_ Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation of 
Bclentlllo data and verified iucti.

To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of th® 
Invisible energies operative In Nature’s formula of 
evolution. •

To tho ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a now earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con« 
densed volume of »olentldc Information for 25 cent». 
Address your orders to
Tho Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis street, 
Or to W. M. Lockwood, «1 West Madison »treat

Chicago, Hi.

THOMASPAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Cease, O, SquI! God knoweth best;
Drive from my life this weight 

gloom;. k .
Tenderly her form was laid to rest— 

Her spirit gathered to its home.
Farewell! The music of the spheres 

Drowns the.wail of earthly woe;
As she passed the boundary line

tears /
Her song of joy reached me below.

I know these flowers soon must fade;
Their perfume, now so sweet and rare, 

Be wafted to a higher glade
To mingle with the fragrance there.

From out this wreck of perished hopes
Two soul-flowers now shall bloom for

me;
catch the cadence of. their glorious 

notes.
Which lifts my soul from earth’s 

tears free.
Geo. E. Bliss.

Dr, Lyman P. Harris passed to his 
home in the higher life from this city, 
May 12, '90. He was born near Cleve
land, Ohio, 78 years ago, on the 12th of 
August; has beena consistent and ener
getic worker for the cause of Spiritual
ism for forty years, and for twenty-five 
years prior to that time was a member 
of the Methodist church. He was elected 
president of the first society that was 
organized In this city, and remained as 
such until his impaired health caused 
him to resign his position, being almost 
an invalid for the past four years. The 
Doctor always had a pleasant greeting 
and a kind word for all who called to see 
him in his last hours of affliction.

The services were conducted at his 
home by his esteemed friend. Dr. H. V. 
Sweringen, who portrayed the beauties 
of the glorious truth, that was well re
ceived by an audience that filled the 
house to overflowing.

Dr. Harris was well prepared to meet 
the change. Death was to him only the 
opening of the beautiful gates that freed 
his spirit from the cares of eartii to join 
his loving wife, who had passed on be
fore. He -leaves two daughters, Mrs. 
Wells of Chicago, and Miss Dr. Ella F. 
Harris.of this city, to mourn his loss, 
l?ut with a consoling thought that does 
not leave them in despair at the tomb of 
tfieir loving father. We would say, in 
the words of Dr. Alcott, the poet: 
“There is joy in that upper and beauti

ful land,
As sins of the mortal find them no 

< ipore;
Upward and onward they wing their 

bright way, ■'
Released from earth’s fetters, their 

‘ trials are o'er.” .
. D, L. Carpenter.

Ft. Wayne, Ind. .

’To the Editor:—I take the above 
clipping from one of the Minneapolis 
K'S, the other papers of this city 

ig similar items in them, and I wish 
to ask you if the question was ever 
brought to your notice before by any of 
the ordained speakers in the field? It 
seems that Mrs. Richmond has per
formed the marriage ceremony In this 
State; also a Mrs. Tryon, of tnis city, 
and there has never been anv-question 
of their right in the matter." But just 
now there has arisen in the"mind of 
someone connected with the Clerk of the 
District Court, the question: “Is Spirit
ualism a religion?" One of the judges 
here has told him that it is no;, and as 
the statute of Minnesota requires anyone 
performing the marriage ceremony to 
be a minister of a religious society, he 
wishes us to bring proof that our doc
trine can be called religious. I told him 

zthaMt was a religion, and that in time 
it would be the religion of the world. 
He lituehed and said that they all 
claimed that. I said “Yes; but all the 
creeds and denominations of the past 
have taught faith and hope in immor
tality, but our religion brought proof, 
and in time our proof would overcome 
their faith and hope, and bring them to 
us, and it would reach every creed, na
tion and tongue.”

I then went to a law library here and 
copied the statute of Illinois bearing 
upon the forming of religious bodies, 
and I had a copy of the circular bearing 
upon the marriage question from the 
National Spiritualists’ Association, 
which I left with him until he decides 
to record our ordination papers, as the 
law of this State requires all ministers 
to do. T. D. Kayner.

Life of Thomas Paine, *
■ By Editor of the National with Preface ftDd Notei 
by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the ol{ 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle) also, portrait! of Thoui&fl Clio Rickman. 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wolbtonccraft, Madame Roland. 
Condorcet, BriBaot, and tho jnoat prominent of Palne’l 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason; . '

Being an Inveatlgation of True and Fabulous Thfi*  
ology. Anew and complete edition, from Dew plates 
ana new type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cents: 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to theinhalx 
Itauta of America in 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II, Being an answer to Mr. Burke*|  
Ittackupon the French Revolution. Post Bvo., 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine’s Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etfr 

Blue.edition. PostSvo., 482pages. Cloth, 11.00
Paine’s Political Works.
, Common Sense, The Crlsia, Rights of Man, eta 
Illustrated edition. Post 8yo., 6W pages. Cloth, 11.001 
postage, 20 cents.

THEELIMINATOR~
-OR-

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo. 

Ing tho fabulous claim, of eucleui JudaUm and oog> 
malic Chrl.tlanlty, containing many elartilng conclL 
»Ions never before published, showing clearly Ila 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa
ment stories, and proving Hint Jesus was an Imperson- 
atlon and not a person. A geuuluo sensation.
Price Si.50. For Sale at this Office. 
Researches in Oriental History.

Sister Emmaretta K. Hesford passed 
to Spirit-life on the 9th of May, at Lib
eral, Mp., after a long and protracted 
sickness, which she bore with patience. 
She leaves a companion, George Hes- 
ford, and one son, David Hesford, with 
hosts of friends, for “none knew her but 
to love her.” She was a worker in the 
cause she loved most and best, for 30 
years. She’was an Instrument of the 
angel world, passing some remarkable 
phases of mediumship. The angel-world 
was hovering near when the parting 
hour came..- Brother G. H. Walser, as
sisted by the “relief corps,” at her re
quest. spoke comforting words at the 
Spiritual hall, where many assembled 
to-pay their last respects to all that was' 
left of Emmaretta.

L. H. Thompson.

Tortured to Death as a Witch.
News comes from Seattle, Wash., that 

in the jail at Juneau, awaiting trial on 
the charge of murder, is Chief Ye Teet- 
lech, the tyee of the Hoonah Indians, a 
small tribe of some hundred members, 
occupying Chicakikoff Island, about a 
hundred miles, southerly from Juneau. 
The offense with which the old chief is 
charged is the murder by torture of his 
nephew, whom he accused of witchcraft. 
The chief had a. disease affecting his 
right leg, whjch had gradually eaten 
the greater phrt away. He dreamed 
that his nephew had.bewitched him and 
on the strength of this he proceeded to 
inflict punishment due thq crime. The’ 
victim’s knees were bent close back, and 
in this position he was bound .tightly to 
atree. An iron band, a'quarter of an 
inch thick, Was then placed around his 
face, sinking' into the nose and covering 
the eyes,-and'this was also made, fast to 
the tree, so that he was unable to move 
his head in any direction. He was left 
in this position to ■ starve to death. He 
lived five days. He was 20 years of age.

Priest Slaps a Man for Pew Rent.'
In the-little town of Kickapoo, Ill., 

Father A. Buehler, the priest of the 
parish, it is Said, deliberately walked 
down from- the altar and struck Joseph' 
Heinz in the face, The senior Heinz is 
alleged to owe a bilLfor pew rent and it 
irritated the . priest to tee a member of 
the family occupying the pew. Father 
Buehler was arrested and ■taken before 
Squire Bullard 'and entered a ple’a of 

‘'guilty and the ijpurtassessed a fine. The 
senior Heinz denies thecharge that he 
owes for pew. rent and hits lodged com
plaint against Father Buehler and asks 
.that the bishop remove him. The mat
ter will be laid before Bishop Spalding 
When he returns from Europe. -

Fellowship in treason is a bad ground 
of confidence.—Bfirk*.  .

Bankson Lake (Mich.) Camp
meeting.

The Spiritualist Camp-meeting at 
Bankson Lake, Mich., commences Sat
urday, June 6, and closes Monday, June 
22,1896.

Bankson Lake is situated about four 
miles south-east of Lawton, Van Buren 
County, Mich., nine miles west of 
Schoolcraft and nine miles north of Mar
cellus, Mich. People coming on the 
Chicago & Grand Trunk Railway can 
get accommodations from either School
craft or Marcellus, but all who can 
should go to Lawton, where they can 

‘get cheaper rates to the camp-grounds.
PROGRAMME.

June 7—Sunday—10:30 p. m., opening 
lecture by Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of 
Port Huron, Mich.

June 8,10:30 a. m., conference.
June 9,10:30 a. m., lyceum; 2:30 p. m., 

lecture and tests by Mrs. A. L". Robin
son.

June 10, 10:30 a. m., conference; 2:30 
p. m., lecture and tests by Mrs. A. L. 
Robinson.

June 11,10:30 a. m., lyceum; 2:30 p. m., 
lecture and tests by Mrs. Minnie Car
penter, of Detroit..

June 12,10:30 a. m., conference; 2:30 
p. m., address by chairman.

June 13.10:30 a. m., lyceum. .
June 14,10:30 a. m. and 2:30 p. m., in-’' 

spiratlonal lectures by Mrs. A. E. Sheets, 
of Grand Ledge, Mich. '

June 15,10:30 a. m., conference.
June 16,10:30 a. m., lyceum; 2:30 p. m., 

lecture by Mrs. A. E, Sheets.
June 17, 10:30 a. m., conference; 2:30 

p. m., lecture by Mrs. A. E. Sheets.
June 18,10:30 a. m., lyceum; 2:30 p. m., 

lecture by Mrs. A. E. Sheets.
June 19, 10:30 a. m., conference: 2:30 

p. m., lecture and tests by Mrs. Minnie 
Carpenter, of Detroit.

June 20,10:30 a. m., lyceum.
June 21, 10:30 .a. m., and 2:30 p. m., 

lectures and tests by Mrs. Minnie Car
penter.

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH BISTORT, 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIVATION OP CHRISTIANITY. )l 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS! ' 
The whole oomprUee an earnest but fruitless Bcarci 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim tq 
have been. The Messianic idea Is traced to the Bag*  
trlan Philosopher, 2850 years B. C., and its history ft 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It I| 
fully developed Into CbrlsUunltv, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, Ip Egypt,-boon after the commeuccmepi 
of the Christian era. • ' .

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cew 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system la based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and tqit 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
byt survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re*  
search among the records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per*  
son can read It without I istruction and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author off 
otherwise. Foraaieat tbiaoffice.

MEDIUMS.
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port Eft- 

ron, Mich., tests; Mrs. Abbie E. Sheets, 
of Grand Ledge, Mich., psychometric 
reading; Mrs. Minnie Carpenter, of De
troit, Mich., tests; Prof. Geo. Parker 
and wife, trumpet and rapping mediums: 
James W. Riley, or better known as 
“Farmer Riley,” materializing medium, 
will be at the camp throughout the en
tire meeting. Other good mediums are 
expected.

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip- 

tlons and Reminis
cences.

ID Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
JD largely a record of the facts and demonstrations 
which the author has seen, heard of or precented Id 
M. own experiment.. The htatory ot the varloS 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and th« 
Various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert, 
meats described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of ths 
book, which will be found very Interesting to tbe gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
•tudent. The work is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, For sale at
the olllce of Tub Prooressivb Thinteb,

MUSIC.
There will be good music, dancing and 

other amusements, daily during the 
camp.

Season tickets, $1. Single admission, 
10 cents. Meals, at the dlning-roon,. 25 
cents; by the week, $3.50. Rooms, $2.50 
per week. .

No ground rent will be charged, and 
all parties sending their tents in ad
vance will be attended to and put up in a 
desirable place. Those wanting tents or 
rooms furnished them should apply to 
León Fellows, Lawton, Mich. If cots 
are desired they should so state. Bring 
your own pillows and blankets whether 
you hire tents or not. Groceries can be 
obtained at the stand on the ground. 
New stalls have been built to accommo
date forty horses. Charges reasonable.

Barney Odell, Chairman.
Paw Paw, Mich.

House Pictured by Lightning.
A remarkable circumstance occurred 

at Wakelee, Cass County, Mich., re
cently,.during an electrical storm. The 
lightning photographed a house, much 
resembling the work of X rays; A farm
house was struckby lightning and in an 
upper front room was a blank, upper 
white1 wall, opposite two windows 
that ’ faced the road. . The first visitors 
to the sCeno were astonished to find oh 
the blank wall an exact picture of the 
front.of the house, just as it appeared’ 
from the road. The picture, was perfect 
and distinct as a negative. After nine 
days it gradually disappeared from the 
wall without even being copied.

“Atlantis: ■ The Antediluvian World} 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all ln- 
formatloh relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is Intensely Interesting; Price $2,

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of ‘‘Helen Harlow’s Vow?’ “The Occult 
Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
»therwork». Price 25 cents. For <ale at thli office. . 

añTexcellent work,
T\EATH ANT) THE AFTER-LIFE, 
IS The "Stellarxey" Is the ihllosophlcal IntrS- 
auction to the revelations contained In this boot, 
Borno Idea of.tbls little volume m»y be gained from thi 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the Aft® 
Llfei 2—Beenes In the Bummer-Land; 3—Society IntSfc 
Bummer-Land; 4-Soclal Centres In the Summer-Lamb 
6—Winter-Land and Summer Land; »—Language an. 
Life In Summer-Land; 7-Materlal Work for Spiritual 
Worker»! 8—Ultimate. In the Summer-Land: 9—Vote, 
from Jame» Victor Wilson. Thia enlarged edition cifc 
tarns more than doubictbe amount of matter tn foi 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful frontín 
Stece, Illustrating the “formation of tbe Snlrltntf 

ody." Cloth K nenia. Postage 5 cents. For imm 
nt this office._________________ -.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 

Comtikts: The Bfijflnnlngi; Fundamental Prloeh 
plfeB; Formation of Constellations, Svitems, Buna 
Plancta and Rateimei. The Origin of Meteoi*  an( 
Comet«; Ttie Organic Kingdom; Tho Origin of Mmi 
Man—Bls.Attribute! end Powers; The Soul—How Jt 
Receives and Impart? Knowledge; How the Soul Rb*  
eelves Its Highest Impression«; The Record Book, of 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth ana D£ 
generation;. Morally, Spiritualism Proven py thq 
Blblo; The Bible and Christ; The Summary; “Wnat 
Huet. We Do to Bo Saved?' For sale at thia officii

Price, Cloth; $1^5. Paper, 50c.
The Coming American Civil War.
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTOX1 Huntington, Is written tn tho Interest of tra*  

inanity, of liberty, and oi patrlotlsm—a book written 
for tho purpoio of calling attention to tbe deadly 
danger! that beset us on .every sido. and more cepc*  
dally to tho hostile attitude end the insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe* 1 
tho Catholics. Wasnlngton'e words of warning 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant aro nil Included in tho volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, in a recent sermon said: “Th# 
church tolerates heretics where sho is obliged to do 
so, but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
u«en al! her power to annlhllato them. Our cnemici. 
knowhow she treated heretics in tho Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today whore abe has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming tho Holy Ghost rmd tho jriucea of 
tbe church for wbat they have thought fit to do?*  
Every ono should readthln work. Paper, 1100 pagei, 
U-wifi bo sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, Por Mie U 
UUioffice.

iProgreps.il
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It stands to-day the great rival-of the

;. ÎÀ>?

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

PERFECT MUIHEKHUIIU;
, Or Mabel Haymond’s Besolve.
Dy LOIS WAISBROOKER. ‘ THIS IS 

JD a novel written with a purpose., and that’’ 
purpose Isnot 'merely to enable an unthinking,ddla, 
mfndlowbllo away the Umo In a state of idle blessed® 
non. devoid of earnest’ thought or care for either 
lelDlmprovemcntor tho good of humanity. It la a *-—■*- ’ - - * ’ Z-- .t, ."4 .

'j ’ -y >

.fc »

Thia Department is under the manage
ment at- ths distinguished author, 
speaker and medium . ,

Hudson Tuttle,
Address him at Berlin Heights, Qhio.

S. B. York: Q. (1) What is the mean
ing of the words positive apd negative, 
as applied io persons-r-are-they mental 
conditions or merely conditions of the 
will? , , .(2) Is magnetism a physical or men
tal force, and is it under direct control 
of the will? Is it the medium of com
inunication between the natural and the 
Spirit-world? ' ' : '

(3) Is magnetism dependent upon 
health conditions, as. to quality and 
quantity? . f . .: .

(4) Is table-tipping always evidence 
of tpirii-ptosencq? ' , '

A; (1) Probably no terms have been 
more erroneously used, or leu to more 
misunderstanding tlian positive and neg- 
ptive. Receptivity isa better term than' 
negative, and impar.tivity than positive, 
These words exactly convey the rela
lions sustained. They are not, prima
rily, conditions of the will, but of the 
spiritual being.

(2) It may, or may hot, be under the 
control of the will, that depending on a 
knowledge, of its use and laws, .

Every individual' is a center from 
which vibrations called magnetism gq 
forth as waves of light from a lamp. 
Hence it is a force manifested in and by 
the sph'lt-ether. They may go outas 
Simply magnetic waves, or bear thought 
with them, which, impinging onarecep
tive—sensitive—mind, may become re
produced. .Here is the explanation of 
tliought-tra^ference, as vaguely seen 
between physical beings, and the meth
od by which'spirits flash their thoughts 

• to each other. •
(3) Upon the soundness of body and 

of mind, and the purity of moral char
acter.

(4) A table moved by spirits is only 
in evidence.

H. C. Williams: Qv (1) If spirit-sub-, 
stance is governed by thiesame laws that 
material matter is, I would like to know 
where the germ of spirit matter comes 
from, and why it does not exhaust the 
same as material matter would if not 
fed?

(2) Please explain why spirits prefer 
darkness to light—it is,a great lever 
used against Spiritualism?

(1) This question has been asked in 
various forms, and answered more or 
less fully, and I would refer, for the ex
tended answer necessary to fully satisfy, 
to “Psychic Science,”'

(2) I do pot think that darkness is es
sential for spiritual tnanifestations, and 
it would be better for the cause if Spir
itualists did not place ih evidence pne- 
nomena which come only In the'dark.

There are a great variety of manifesta
tions which come in the light, against 
which no objection can be urged. It 
must be remembered that the burden of 
proof rests with the Spiritualist, and. 
that one incontestable fact strengthens 
the cause, while phenomena .indistinctly 
observed, detract anibweakefi. "";

winter, the, object or too prejudiced to 
arrive qt ap impartial conclusion, r , '

The report says:. ’.‘The commission is 
composed of men, whose days are al
ready filled with duties which cannot be> 
laid aside,and-to such*men,-hurried  
and bustling, w.as committed the investi
gation of the most important matter of 
the century. ■

They induced several noted mediums 
to come before them. .

Mr.. Furness, who acted as chairman, 
secretary, and really was all th'ere was 
of the “committee," says that Slade was 
easily detected in his slate-writing. 
Whatever Slade may have dime before 
the commission, there are hundreds of 
investigators, as critical as Mr. Furness, 
who have received messages on slates in 
the presence of Slade when imposition 
was impossible. '

The commissioners secured jugglers, 
and report on such fakes with all the se
riousness that they do on Katie Fox- 
Kane. The two seances she gave were 
not satisfactory,' although she was not 
detected in any trickery. That she de
ceived was inferred because she refused 
to sit after Mr. Furness had. told her, as 
he repdrts, that: ' ' '-
• “I felt it my duty to add that in that 
case (a third seance) the examination 
would be of the most searching descrip
tion.”

After such announcement of foregone 
conclusion and intention, Mrs. Katie 
Fox-Kaiife could not preserve her self
respect otherwise than by a refusal to 
subject herself to the threatened insult.

.As illustrating the character of Fur
ness, and his methods of investigation,, 
he secured a package of. “magnetized 
paper" and slates, of Caffray, a notori
ous impostor, and began sitting alone 
for slate-writing. He sat every evening 
in the dark, according to his own story, 
for two months. He says: .

“Does not a hen set for three weeks? 
When a hen gives a week, shall not I 
give a month? Is not a medium worth 
more than a chicken? * * * not a 
single evening did I break my rule, and 
so it went on. The three months be
came four, became five, became six) 
and then an end with . absolutely virgin 
slates. I had used enough blotting pa
per (magnetized by Caffrey), it seemed 
tome, to absorb a spot.on the sun. I 
dare not calculate the number of hours 
I had spent in darkness."

All this time Mr. Furness knew Caf
frey to be an imposter; knew there was 
no virtue in his “magnetized" paper, 
and yet was setting as patiently and res
olutely as a hen on a collection of porce
lain eggs and corncobs!

The man who writes and publishes 
the above statement shows his utter un
fitness for the investigation. He plays 
buffoon before the high court of in
quiry, and should be given the cap and 
bells of a court fool.

Such was the material of the Seybert 
Commission, and their report. The fact 
is, they made ho investigation worthy 
the name. The money was appropri
ated, but so far as the intentions of Mr. 
Seybert are concerned, they have been 
ignored and every effort been made in 
direct opposition. .

THOUGHTS ON DEATH.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1. . AN ENTOVfED PRIEST.

Viewed from the highest standpoint, 
death is an attainment to which the 
dropping of the flesh may be only one of 
the steps. Only when the thoughts and 
aspirations all mount upward, and 
through the inspiration thus gained the 
love-kindled soul turns back to labor 
with those in shadow, has death really 
been attained. A. Chesbord, ■.

NOTORIOUS TALMAGE.
He Wants God Put in the 

Constitution.

He Ik Extremely Desirous That 
Each of the Political Parties 

Acknowledge God.

In the Valley,sot the Shadow 
of Death;

An Important^1 Question to Be 
Consklpred^Çan Spirits Be 

Entombed in Matter?

J. R., Wash.: Q. I enjoy the ques
tion department and receive fresh-bene
fit from it. We have a circle, andAtt 
trance medium. The control wishes her 
to enter that state deeply and for such 
time as it wishes. She is fearful that 
she will lose control over herself. IsAt 
desirable that she follow directions?

A. The profound state of trance re
quires passivity and surrender of the 
will, and can be attained only by so do
ing. It requires trust in the dominat
ing intelligence, and in the surrounding 
conditions. If the circle is harmonious, 
its members actuated by pure and ex
alted motives, with the desire for spirit
ual knowledge, and remain undisturbed 
by curiosity or fear, there can be no 
danger to the medium. Yet she does 
well in approaching the state slowly, as 
she is prepared for it, and maintaining 
a positive will.

J. G., Reece, I^nsas: Q. (1) It has 
been claimed by a clergyman here, and 
also by some others, that they had in 
their possession or could obtain sworn 
affidavits made by the Fox girls on their 

• deathbeds, to the effect that their spir
itual rappings were made by them (the 
Fox girls) popping their big-toe-joints. 
Is there any 'truth in the assertion, to 
youi; knowledge? If so, what was the 
cause of their making such statements?

(2) Is there not a common' or univer
sal language in the Spirit-world by 
which all understand each other? ''

A. (1) This “orthodox lie" Is a par
allel of the “horrible deathbed repent
ance of Tom Paine,” which has been a 
stock falsehood descanted by the pulpits 
ever since the death of that great man. 
The truth in the matter is soon told. 
Katie Fox came from England in broken 

'health and fortune. Under the influ
ence of a Catholic' priest, she consented 
to give a public exhibition and tell how 
the rappings were produced. She gave 
the exhibition, but the raps came' here, 
there and everywhere! When she at
tempted to explain, as she had agreed 
to do, as a part of the show, the raps 
contradicted her, and were so loud and 
beyond her reach that they setter ex
planation at naught. She did not give 
another show, as advertised,' but the 
Spiritualists of New York united and 
furnished her a home, raising a fund, 
and she continued, until her death giv
ing private circle's, and everyone was 
satisfied that she was honest. .

(2) Spirits can -converse . by ' direct 
thought-transference, without the inter- 
vei.’tiqn of language. They thus have a 
“universal language.’! .

J. E. F., Pulley’s Mill: Q. In refer- 
ing to. “Zell’s Condensed- Cyclopædia',”' 
for his account of Modern Spiritualism, 
I notice that he says: “The recent'cbn- 
fession of Miss Fox, the early apostle of 
Spiritualism, and the report of the Sey- 
bertCommission (1888)', 'have lessened 
the number of believers in Modern Spir
itualism." Will you please tell us what 
you know abont Miss Fox’s confession, 
and the commission spoken of?

A. Spiritualism did not receive the 
least check from the report of the Sey- 
bert Commission. It ,was so prejudiced 
and unfair that only bigoted zeal could, 

’ have given it favor. '
Henry Seybert. was, an-enthusiastic 

believer, and left a sum.of -money, to the 
University of Pennsylvania sufficientto 
found a chair of philosophy, on condi
tion that the University should appoint 
a commission to investigate: ; “All sys
tems of mdral\ religion' or philosophy' 
which assume to represent the truth, 
and particularly of Modern Spiritual
ism.” /

The University/wanted the money, 
and a commission AVas appointed to con
form to tho conditions, although there 
was no intention of entering into the in
vestigations as tho donor desired.

Had there been, mon capable and 
qualified would have l^een chosen, in- 
■tead of thosj who were either too igno-

J. J. Fly, M. D.: Q. In a. work I 
have read, it is affirmed that,, ip . the 
power called spirit or soul-force pl the 
state which is represented in man, is his 
individuality, and that individual entity 
has an independent conscious existence, 
aside from the physical body: that the 
spirit need not necessarily occupy the 
human body, and need not necessarily 
have- human shape in accordance with 
your ideas of form and shape. Carrying 
out this idea more fully, it is asserted 
that, behind the primordeal germ in 
the protoplasmic substances, or which 
leads to the development of theis plasmic 
element," the spiritual entity of man 
poses, as a director or dictator of the or
ganic forces that control and propa
gate the nutritive processes through 
which the body is evolved, from the em
bryonic stage onward through natural 
life. It is further asserted that “From 
soul to humanity is a graduated scale o£ 
declension and not ascension; the scale 
descends from soul to man, but rises 
from the primordial germ to man.”

A. It will be noted that the state
ments to which attention is called are 
simple assertions without the least at
tempt at proof. It would be useless to 
endeavor to prove, for they enter a do
main where demonstration is impossible. 
The first appearance of life on the earth 
is in protoplasm, a material almost of 
itself hypothetical, not organized, but 
capable of being organized. A detached 
fragment of this becomes a protozoon— 
the beginning of organic being. To 
suppose that the spirit of man existed 
outside of this, and through it fashioned 
a physical body, may be a pleasing 
dream to some, but to'most it would be 
a dreaded nightmare.

The spirit is not confined to a physical 
body, for it has a spiritual, celestial 
body of its own; but the moment we ad
mit that the form of the body need not 
be of the-bumau shape, we are adrift in 
a wide ocean of conjecture., .

There is a perfect scientific explana
tion of the origin and evolution of the 
spirit, which, however, is opposed .to re
incarnation.^ If that Ife believed, tho 
theory of spirit origin must be changed, 
and the method whereby the spirit 
clothes itself with matter explained.

That it is introduced for the purpose 
of explaining that old and discarded 
theory, is sufficient for its condemna
tion.

Is it not impossible for us to conceive 
of "a human spirit except to human 
form? ‘ ” ...........

The explanation of this theory is so 
obscure .that it is difficult of understand
ing, and if it was clear in the writer’s 
mind, she has not succeeded in making 
it clear to the reader. So far as it is1 
possible to understand, I would give the 
negative to every affirmation made of 
reincarnation; it is one of those strange 
excrescencies which have grown out of 
the spiritual philosophy. ’

That any well-informed person can en
tertain it, is an example of mental re
version. Admit that it is true, and 
.Spiritualism, as a doctrine of future life, 
the continued love of departed friends, 
their coining to us, is wiped out as ef
fectually as the sponge clears the fig
ures from a slate., "We have no assur
ance that we have a' single spirit friend,- 
for everyone may be embodied some
where, and perhaps while we think we 
are talking with our grandfather, he 
has encased himself in our baby, that we 
are holding on our knees! Perhaps the 
other child is, the embodiment of -a can
nibal, or-Captain. Kiddj and we are not 
sure but we are, or were,' our ' grand
mother's spirit! •

Lake George Camp.
Arrangements have been made for 

successful meetings at the Lake George 
Camp. The season will commence July 
11 anfi continue until September 7. The' 
circular-programmes will soon be ready 
for distribution.; Among.the prominent 
lecturers and mediums who are expected 
to contribute to the -platform are Tillie 
U. Reynolds, Dr. S. P. Wait, Ida P. A. 
Whitlock, Dr. W. B. Mills, A. E. Tis
dale, Meredith B. Little, .Cora L. V. 
Richmond, Maggie Gaule, Carrie E. S. 
Twing( J. Miltou Young.

'An, illustrated booklet, including the 
announcements, will' be mailed to all 
.who apply for them. Address the treas
urer of the association, E. L. Seflye, 
Lake George, N, Y.

■ Hore is a day now before me; a day is 
a fortune, and an estate,—Emerson.

To the Editor:—The “great” min
ister óf the gospel, Talmage, in a late 
sermon said:. . ; .

“The gavels of our two Houses of Na
tional Legislature will soon fall, and ad
journment of two bodies of men as tal
ented, as upright, and as patriotic as 
ever graced, the Capitol, will take place. 
The two or three unfortunate outbreaks' 
which you have noticed only make 
more conspicuous the dignity, the fra
ternity, the eloquence, the fidelity 
which have characterized those two 
bodies during all the long months of im
portant and anxious deliberation. We 
put a halo around great men of tbe past 
because they were so rare in their time. 
Our Senate and House of Representa
tives have five such men where once 
they had one. But it will not be. until 
after they are dead that they will bfe ap
preciated.

“Thé world finds it safer to praise the 
dead than the living, because the de
parted, having a heavy pile of marble 
above them, may not rise to become ri
vals. But, before the gavels of adjourn
ment drop and the doors of Capitol Hill 
shut, there are one or two things that 
ought to be done, and let us pray God 
that they may be . accomplished.. More 
forcibly than ever before, Congress has 
been implored to acknowledge God in 
our Constitution. The Methodist church, 
a church that is always doing glorious 
things, has in its recent Wilmington 
conference requested our ' Congress to 
amend the immortal document, which 
has been the foundation and wall and 
dome of our United States Government, 
by inserting the words, ‘Trusting in Al
mighty God.’ If that amendment is 
made it will not only please all the good 
people, but will please the heavens. v It 
was only an oversight or a mental acci
dent that the fathers who made the 
Constitution did not insert a divinely 
worshipful sentence. They all, so far as 
they amounted' to anything, believed in 
‘God, the Father Almighty, the Maker 
of heaven and earth, and in Jesus 
Christ, His only begotten Son.’ The 
Constitution would hare been a failure 
had it not been for Divine interference.

A NOTABLE EXCEPTION.
“The members of ihe convention could 

agree on nothing until, in response to 
Benjamin Franklin's request that the 
meetings be opened by prayer, the Lord 
God was called on to interfere and help, 
and then the way was cleared, and all 
the States signed the document; a his
torical .fact that all the rat-terriers of 
modern infidelity cannot bark out of ex
istence! I know that there was an ex
ception to the fact that the prominent; 
men of those times were good men. Tom 
Paine, a libertine and a sot, did not be
lieve in anything good until he was dy
ing, and then he snrieked out for God’s 
mercy. And Ethan Allen, from one of 
whose descendants I have received with
in a few days a confirmation of the inci
dent I mentioned in a recent sermon, as 
saying to his dying daughter that she 
had better take her mother’s Christian 
religion than his own infidelity.

“The article sent me says: ‘The 
story has been denied by some'of the 
Allen family, but the Bronson family, 
some of whom were with the dying girl, 
affirm that it is substantially true. In 
such a matter one confirmation is worth 
more than many denials.’ So says the 
article sent me. There is no doubt that 
Efhen Allen was the vulgarest sort of 
an infidel, for, sitting in a Presbyterian 
church, his admirers saw he struck the 
pew in front of him and swore out loud, 
so as to disturb the meeting, and no gen
tleman would do that. I do not wonder 
that some of his. descendants are 
ashamed of him; but of course they 
could not help it, and are not to blame. 
But all the decent men of tbe Revolu
tion believéd in God, and our American 
Congi-ess, now assembled, will only echo 
the sentiments of the fathers when they 
enthrone the name of God in the Consti
tution. We have now more reason for 
inserting that acknowlegement of Di
vinity that our fathers had. Since then 
the continent has been peopled and 
great cities from the Atlantic to the Pa
cific., built, and all in peace, showing 
that there must have been 'supernal su
pervisai.' Since then the war of 1812, 
and ours the victory! Since then great 
financial prostrations, out of which we 
came to, greater prosperity than any
thing that preceded. Since then san
guinary 1862, 1863,1864 and 1865, and 
notwithstanding the fact that all the 
foreign despotisms were planning for 
our demolition, we are a united people^ 
and to-morro.w you will find in both 
Houses of Congress the men who fought 
for the North and the South, now sitting 
side by side, armed with no weapon ex
cept the pen, with which they write 
home to their constituents who want to 
be appointed, postmasters.

“Lift-up your heads; ye everlasting 
gates of our Constitution, and let the 
King of Glory come in! Make one liní 
of that immortal document radiant with 
Omnipotence! Spell at least one word 
with Thrones! At the beginning, or at 
the close, or in the center, recognize 
Him from whom as a nation we have re
ceived all the blessing of the past, and 
upon whom we are dependent for the 
future. Print that word ‘God,’ or ‘Lord,’ 
or‘Eternal Father,’, or ‘Ruler of Na
tions,’ somewhere between the first 
word and the last.

GOD IN PARTY PLATFORMS.
“But now that I am speaking of na

tional,affairs from a religious standpoint 
I bethink myself of the fact that two 
other gavels will soon lift and fall, the 
one at St. Louis and the other at Chica
go, and bqfore those national conven
tions adjourn I ask that they acknowl
edge God in the platforms. The men 
who construct those platforms are here 
this morning or will read these words. 
Let no political party think it can do its 
duty unless it acknowledges that God. 
built this continent, and revealed it at 
the right’ time to the discoverer, and 
has reared here a prosperity which has 
been given to no other people.” ’

The above exhibits the wishes of the 
“great” divine. ' He.wants God acknowl
edged In the Constitution. He desires 
also to have his name mentioned prom
inently in the platforms bf all the polit
ical parties. Such men as Talmage and 
others must be carefully watched^or 
they will eventually succeed in their 
wish. * . . W.B.

"Washington, D. C. .

For they conquer who believe they 
can.—Virgil. .

I was awakened.at day-dawn, after 
experiencing a rejhprkable dream. It 
was to the following] effect: ■

I was in a convent; monastery, or sim
ilar massive buildlpg of the olden times.. 
I walked along a corridor, and stopping 
at what appeared to be a solid wall 
pressed a secret button or knob. To 
my astonishment a door in front of me 
immediately opened silently and 
smoothly. I was struck with the great 
thickness of tbe door and with its mas
sive nature. I entered1 into a small 
room or cell about nine feet square and 
ten feet high. Out of this I noticed a 
still smaller cell or room. There was no 
window in either' room. I walked,to
wards the smaller cell, but my entrance 
was barred at. the doorway by what 
seemed to be a curtain made of the 
white robes of a priest, surmounted by 
a black cap. Pushing these robes aside 
I noticed one side of the cell was a bed, 
or bunk as on shipboard, and on this lay 
the dead body of a man. His face I 
saw quite distinctly; he was apparently 
about 35 years of age, was good featured, 
clean shaven and placid. He Was lying 
on his back. On the bed, were signs of 
a lack of that revereneb and attention 
usually accorded to the dead, and I no
ticed what seemed to me to be remnants 
of female attire scattered about. While 
gazing at the bed a man issued from the 
drapery at the doorway, and went to the 
bedside. I noticed he was the counter
part of the dead body, He wiped the 
dead face, smoothed the hair and left- 
through the open door. I gathered up 
the fragments of dress, feeling somehow 
that they were out of place with tbe 
dead, and left, shutting the door after 
me.

The explanation of this dream was 
then clairaudiently given to me, The 
purport of it was to make known that a 
spirit may be entombed by matter and 
unable to extricate itself; and its spirit
friends be quite unable to help it to as
cend to the Spirit-world. Readers will 
find this statement confirmed in an in
stance which came under the immedi- 
a),e notice of>A. J. Davis, and related in 
one of his works.

The spirit wbo induced this dream 
then spoke to me. He said it was his 
own experience. A very long time ago 
he was a priest on earth. Though a 
priest he was not a good or even a moral 
man, and his purpose on entering this 
cell was an evil ono. The door, a secret 
one, was so made that it was impossible 
to open from the .inside, and from the 
outside only by tUosdwho knew the se
cret. He,had entered', and the door had, 
unintentionally tb 'HJm, closed. Conse
quently he had starved to death, for no 
one knew. where Jje had gone. After 
death his spirit nad formed in the cell, 
and being finally formed could not get 
away except throiigkaome opening. No 
one came, and there he remained for 
twenty-five years’of Earthly time, but to 
him it seemed eterriftyr At the end of 
that time he was released in the manner 
shown in my dream. 0 .

I asked him why, (being, a priest, he 
had not prayed when.lie was dying? The 
reply was that hd’ had done so, but no 
help came. Expressing my surprise at 
this, he said that’.hç now knows that, 
having entered .the,.cell for purposes 
that were evil, it Was -impossible for 
such spirits as would’ help him to enter 
into the evil magnetism thus generated, 
and confined as it was in such ponderous 
material as a dungeon wallof those days, 
so he had to be left to his fate. .

The usual method adopted by our 
spirit-friends in similar cases is for them 
to impress someone to open the door of 
the vault, for such instances can occur 
only under the old-fashioned custom of 
interment in large family vaults, and 
the person is interred not being really 
dead, or under such very occasional cir
cumstances as of this priest.

But if this lesson had not a far wider 
applicability than in such exceptional 
instances just mentioned, I doubt if it 
would have been known to me. At the 
time it was given there was great ex
citement in this colony through an acci
dent that entombed some of our miners. 
As it was supposed- some of the men 
might be alive, great exertions were 
made to extricate them, but when the 
spot was reached their dead bodies only 
were got. .

Now, supposing that these bodies had 
not been recovered, perhaps through 
apathy on the part of tne rescuers, feel
ing certain the - men could not be alive, 
then the spirits of these men, who were 
not crushed to death, but who died of 
starvation in the chamber at the end of 
the drive, would have left the body, and 
having abundant room, would have ful
ly formed in the cavity, and there they 
might remain for an era of our time 
unless someone drove a passage to them, 
or a further natural fall of earth re
leased them by making an opening.

It is a remarkable fact that in such 
cases the rescue parties generally work 
with as much zeal to obtain the body as 
they do when they know the poor fel
lows are alive. Undoubtedly this is 
owing partially to the great influence 
which is brought to bear upon the rela
tives, friends and all concerned by the 
Spirit-world to prevent such an occur
rence as the entombment of these spir
its. It should be recognized by the pub
lic that at all hazards no one should be 
allowed to remain after death an en
tombed spirit.

If a body is crushed to death by a fall 
of earth, the spirit then oozes up 
through any number of feet of superin
cumbent matter and forms on the sur
face. So there is ' no,entombment; it is 
only so when meh hre' blocked up alive 
in the end of a d^.v'é 'or tunnel. It is 
indeed a truth thà|r Spirits so entombed 
may thus, remain for=an era of earthly 
time, a veritable %tdrnity to them. So 
awful is this trutH'cthat it cannot be too 
widely made knowii. jc ’

Water, I am inforined, is as great 
hindrance to the.fôrffiation of the spirit 
form as is .earth, thSfefore, in the case 
oLamine being fiWftd and the miners 
drowned, the spirftuàl matter oozes up 
to the surface befdl-é 'îorming and there 
is no entombment. i-R is thé same, too, 
in the case of a éhifi sinking in deep 
water, the spirits 6f those on board form 
on the surface of tho ocean.

It occurred to me tp ask my teacher 
what would happen supposing a fall of 
earth, •completely'filling ¡the cavity of 
the drive, afterwards occurred upon’the 
entombed spirit? The reply was, that 
in such ca.se the.spirit beingstill largely 
imbued wrçth physical substance would 
be completely disorganized and in that 
state would ooze to the surface and re
form. ■ :

In the instance just related of the 
priest, it would be interesting, to know 
what became of the female spirit. In 
my dream I saw only the body , of the 
priest, I have since been unable to get 
en rapport with the narrator of the ex
perience so as to ask him, but my teach
ers tell me, that, though they knew 
nothing of the truth of the instance, in 
such circumstances the fetbalo would bo 
entombed as well, even though she wore 
a pious, prayerful nun; for the evil mag-- 
netism or the man would, in such a con-

Sued especially if such, magnetism 
be sensual, be an absolutely impassably 
barrier to the exalted spirits the nuu’s 
disposition would otherwise bring to her /VTTk mnnm i T,r-r.^-rm 

aid. If slto had been by herself, then (JL]) TESTAMENT STiYRIRS 
her spirit friends would nave been able —-AJU 1. kJ AvAwilUM
to have approached and prevented the 
organization of her spirit until it had 
reached the surface. Presuming the 
story to be true, in all probability the 
female had been in the cell previously 
to the priest's visit, and as he entered 
rushed out and pulled the door to; doubt
less fear of consequences would cause 
her to never tell any one of the occur- ■ •
rence. Therefore the priest had simply upusire 
disappeared, no one knowing how or 
why.

The above from the pen of Sugkamno, 
in the Harbinger of Light, of Australia, 
brings out a beautiful lesson, when right 
interpretation can be had. RMIimiIa

In the first njaee, it is plain enough 
that the secret cell with a bunk in it

<*  ^WítóUÉ BIBLE PlCTURt-ou^a

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATE^

illustrates the place of confinement of a 
victim of priestly lust, not alone confined , 
to the ‘dark centuries in the past, but an 
Institution of the present day in many 
places, and the law of justice has made 
him the victim of his own base inclina-
tions: the law of compensation made 
him pass into the solitary confinement 
he hud prepared for another.

As to the entombment of a spirit be
neath a thousand feet of earth or a very 
thick wall, if that ego was conscious of 
a life after death, and knew of no possi
bility of escape from death of the body, 
that preparation ought to be sufficient 
to eliminate the spirit that lias broken 
its natural bonds. Matter, as under- - 
stood in the spiritual philosophy, is no 
obstruction to conscious spirit.

IMMORTALITY.
If a Man Die, Shall 

Live Again?”

T.

He

Timely and Pertinent Thoughts 
and Queries.

The following thoughtful, well-timed 
and well-worded communication was
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sent to a Cleveland (O.) daily, but was 
declined. It presents thoughts worthy 
of consideration, hence we present it to _______________ ________ „___ „„
our readers, honing that it rnav reach trologlcal Monthly which has attracted so much 

. i . tention during the past year, because of the wontthe eye of some, at least, of those for fully accurate - *•»--•  • •
whom it was specially designed:

To the Editor:—As the general con
ference of the M. E. church is now in

For Sale at the Office of The Pro« 
gressive Thinker. r
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FIFTY-TWO LESSONS «in!lwuo(1 to doth' 10 ceul'" 15 eoW‘the general reader:
The M. E. church is probably the 

most numerous in point of numbers and
influence. The question arises, is that 
great influence being exerted for the 
good of the human family? If I under
stand anything in regard to the ethical 
teachings of Christianity, it is that 
right living is, or should be, chief 
among the cardinal requirements to con
stitute a good subject of Christ’s king
dom on earth, so as to inherit "eternal 
life" in the great future that awaits us 
all.

Let us see what are some of the utter
ances of the Christian clergy in regard 
to the future life: Do they encourage 
us to try to inherit eternal happiness?

I will quote the agnostic utterances of 
Bishop Foster, one of the magnates of 
the church, upon the subject of a future 
state, and leave the intelligent reader 
todrawhieown conclusions. "In case 
there is a future life,” the good bishop 
accepts the Spiritualistic view of the 
resurrection, or, in other words, rejects 
the theory of the resurrection of the ma
terial body. -

Bishop Foster is the author of a deep
ly interesting book entitled “Beyond 
tne ‘ Grave.” I quote from the book the
following clear-cut sentences:

“However it may awaken surprise, 
truth demands that we should make the 
confession^that we do not know that 
death does not end all. There is not a 
single fact within our reach that fur
nishes us absolute knowledge. We have 
neither sense nor mental vision of man 
after he dies. He does notappear with
in the range of our faculties. We do 
not find him. Where he is, or that he 
is at all, is absolutely unknown to us.
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or Death and Its To-Storrou’. IFtERESY
. . . OR

LED TO THE LIGHT.
Our consciousness is silent on the sub- AThriuino ,,
ject. The dead d o not come back to us, ff! story of Evangeii-
and we are not able to go to them. This, 
without doubt, is the common experi
ence of humanity.”

Now, if our good brother had known

section and Free Thought. It it to Protest-
an«#»» what the •★Secrets of ths Con

vent'*  is to Catholicism,

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.anything in regard to the great truths
of Modern Spiritualism, or indeed had ______ _______________ _
accepted ancient Spiritualism, as por- 2? The p?o®«.«s»xys
trayed, very plainly, in the Christian i’owMhmb^'”' 
Bible, he would not talk as he does. ' " "

There is too much “infidelity” in the 
church, and that is what is to-day gnaw
ing at its vitalaand sapping its founda
tion.

In Bishop Foster’s book he totally ig
nores the experiences of a large and in
telligent portion of our people, who 
know positively that those we call dead 
do come back to us; and that we can 
and do hold intelligent coqyersatipn 
with them; that they do cdfhmumca/te 
information to us unknown to anyone 
else. The number of people who know
these things to be true are counted by 
the millions. The Christian church is 
permeated with them, and they main
tain their standing therein and contrib
ute largely to the support of a colossal 
organization that ignores completely 
the great question: "If a man die, shall 
he live again?”

This question, in the light of the phe
nomena of Modern Spiritualism, is now 
and has been receiving the profound at
tention of the scientific world for the 
past forty-eight years. That "the 
church militant” has not embraced it, 
and made it a part of its theology, as es
sential to a complete Christian oduca-

Tbe distinguished witüor. Hudaoa Tuttle, requires

Thinker, but the following headings of chapters win 
?bow tbom what they mawexpectfrom the book:

CoNTttrrej-An Idyl — F jrdbstn - Building the 
Church—Tho Evangcllst-Blood-Tbe Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Souls—Jane 
Grey—The Mothes of Gain-Evolution—Stella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward-Tbo Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette-The Bank Bobbery— 
Liberty-All la Well That Ends Well-The New 
Church—The New Way; Led to the Light.

Every chapter ta devoted to one idea, aud the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist Is con
trasted with tho Character of the honest minister and 
the thinking agnostic;. The steps by which a preacher 
emerges frt>m the church, and the difficulties he meets 
arc graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyceum evolved out of tho old, form an In
teresting srudv to those seeking new methods.

It Is a beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
tn accordance with our new departure, is SO cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for $125. For sale at tbs 
office nt Ths PioAtHMtrv Ttukxsit.

Tbo Spiritual Idea ef Death, Heaven and Hell, BJ 
Moaxa Hull. This pamphlet beside« giving the Bplfl 
Uuallatlc tnterpretatjon of many things In the Bible?] 
Interpretations never before given, explains th« 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists. Price; 
10 cents.

Jhe Quarantine Raised, >
Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Workel 

Ended. Priee 10 cents, 
SplritualnSongster,

By Mattis E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs- Hull’f 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the ui< 
of congregations, circles and families. Price. 10 ctu 
or $$ per hundred.
The Mediumistic Experience I

of John Brown, I
The Medium of the Rockies, with introduction M 

J. S. Loveland. This is the history of one of thi 
most wonderful medlunlB that ever lived. 167 Urg] 
pages. Price, &0 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists,

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. Bi 
Bosks Hull, Price, 5 cents.
IFho Was tho Hebrew Jehovah?

An argument on the origin and character of th( 
Jewish God. Price, 5 cents.
Was John Calvin a Murderer? 

Price. S cents.

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Statua 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of thè Matri- 
< archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.
tion, is a wonder to intelligent minds. -------

Rev. Charles Beecher, a distinguished .----- -  ------------ ---------- '
clergyman, said: “It proves eternal _ __
progression, and renders Hades a pas- volume of 53ipa^i'is_ïiaztng.”Thê' title, «"above 
fiAfFP In hiirhfiF HuhsrpH hv a trraniial SlTMbftfls to snides of the fulness snd con*  sage w nigirer syneres uy a graauai nleteneu with which the subjects sra treated. The 
growth, instead-Of a Budden transform*-  Matrisrchat^orMothCT-h)le, iB thethenjedftiieflrBt

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE TN. 
J formation raccfnctly and dearly stated In this

chapter, tn which much lore, quaint, queer and curb
T3«», --a oub, 1b brought to view in elucidation of the subject.Rev. Alexander Campbell; not un- Thia ««fallowed by chapter« on LcUbacy, Canon Law, 

known to fame as a Christian clergy- Marquette, WltcbcraftJWtvcs, Polygamy, Woman and 
man and whn wau th a fnnnrinr n? n. Work. The Church of To-d»y, Put, Pre.,mt, Future; man, ana wno was me lounaer OI a and there Is not a chapter tn the book that la not 
church, published an article in -his bandied In amasterlymanner, and that for quantity 
"MillAnint rrnrhimrAn” rfnnm T and quality of Information. Is not worth tho f nil priceMiHenuu naroinger (irom. which 1 Oftho ,volume, it i« packed with knowledge wen- 
quote), m May, 1853: arranged.and Intensely Interesting from beginning to

“lam forced to acknoWledM rnvbe- Nyon® can possibly regret bnylnglt; It Is a rat, . v .* UI , a “ ° ue- uabls addition to the library of any fro. sad truthrlov-lief that spirits do really communicate tngmind.
with'us, and the intelligence can be L Price, $3.00. For sale at this 
traced to no other source.’’ • office. - '

A committee of the London Dialect!*  -------i--------------------

tlon, as has been generally believed.” 
Rev. Alexander Campbell;

cal Society, of which Sir John Lubbock, Th» Other Wnrlri and Thia F. R.S., was president, reported that ' nB vlner wor»q ana * 018. 
,<themost skeptical’of the committee _ _ ■ - *’ —
were slowly and reluctantly convinced Compendium of Spiritual Laws« 
that the [Spiritualistic] phenomena — .
were ve ri tame facts.”

Christian church. Asoné of its intelli- ; _ . ■
gent exponents says: "As a preventive TN THIS ..VOLUME THS AUTNQE to crime, it offers individual goodness, 1 August*  w.Futchw, m. d, tn 
individual ¡morality, individual growth SS®“1 .. A------------- ----------
and attainments - toward perfection; it ¿¡St? 
offers the individual guidance and com
munion with loving friends.” „

Tbe . number of eminent men in the it win prove a rich addition to wry BpiritunHif« 
TTnited Strites who hnvñ nlupfid thAro- -P^rery. and a most excellent book for- any ono sacie unnea ouiteb wuv uave piacea inem- ug information concerning Splrtutíüm and Ite teach 
selves on record during nearly half a lag«. ® .
century past, as knowing Spiritualism 
to be a groat truth, are so numerous

THE PBIESTJHEWOMAN
—AND— •

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
Th!« 1« a moat valuable book. It comes from an Ex} 

Prle«t, whose character la above reproach, and wW 
knows what be is talking about. Everybody should 
read it. Price, «1.00. it contains tho following chap 

’ ’ CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Selfi 

respect in the Confessional.
, CHAPTER TL •

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for Um 
Priest. •

CHAPTER III.
The Confessional is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made qbM 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The^highly-educated and refined Woman in the Con 
fessional—Whst becomes of her after uncondlUon 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

, ' CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all tho Sacred Tlei Qi 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VIL

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among ClvU* 
izedNations? . ■■

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?

CHAPTER IX. >■-.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. .
„ a CHAPTER X. .
God compels the Church of Rome to confcia lh(

Abominations of Auricular Confession. .
a CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession in Australis, America. Md

France.
. CHAPTER XII. . <
A Chapter for tho'ConsIderadon of Legislator«. Hui- 

bands and Fathers—Some of tbe matters on which 
the Priest ot Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

S3 dirc"ue.T^'SvartMj“•tok««lined
----- tag to SdlrttwUltm. ta- r 1«“«’!><’*°  “ F1.®1”®”', •>« Rcondly, through 
Mint. ■ Sho.orlDees the pottosof » mined thtata?. I mo«««: J®, cfTcc «» wcll-telng and bapplnqu of both In matter of thougtiLand Une Utorarr ««leWS tlI"yc- It hrlnw atrongly and clearly to view te. 
cspabttyot thought orprtnlon. The -rnbiecu are reeultupra thochild of proper eurroundlnge and Into 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness, “®“ bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. T*. ------------------_ _s.\. - _ .*  — Tncfdantnllv fhA ftnthnf*  tniir.hna unnn tarlnne ihlnoW

that I dare not trespass on your space to 
najno them. C. H. MATHEWS.

New Philadelphia, Ohio..

For sale atthiaollice. Price, $1.50.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert O. Ingersoll. One of the beet paper*  Cot» 

net Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with it*»  
mm of author, race, laccate; twelveoerdee for »1.00.

Incliantally tho author touches upon various things' 
in modern social and buKtncss KTe, wbteh are unjuit, 
and fix. unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos*'  
IngaocfotyMi.whoTe.- Tho book Is trenchant, inatruc*  
tlvoand very lutereulng, even when regarded merely ; 
a« a novel, and Is especially commended to ‘^owen 
everywhere.” to whom It is dedicated. It also tbot® 
oughly shows up the Jesuitical iplrlt of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relattagiotbo Spiritual phU-i 
psophy are introduced. It contains a fine likened of 
iiV'liiF’“ vn «• !>•*«.  neatly bouhd la cotfu Files by null, prepaid, n. ■
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’ METHODIST DECADENCE

The Cause Thereof Plainly 
Indicated...... .

The Truths of Science Must and 
Will Prevail. , Grt/VS. E

The religious press pathetically 
comment upon'the falling-off in Meth
odism. The Wesleyan returns, just 
published,' reveal that during the jjast 

. year there has been a decrease in 
membership of 2,275. The Christian 
World asks how it is that 2,000 min
isters, assisted by an army of zealous 
workers, have--failed to add a single 
member to the church. This- ,cpm- 

-plujnt, appearing-in thè secular press, 
lias just reached . us from England, 
Let us see if we can discover the 
cause of these‘-grand hailing signs 
of distress” from orthodox sources,.

While the untiring progressive spirit 
of the dying century is bearing us on 
to a destiny inconceivably grand;, 
while mathematics, astronomy, spec-: 
troscopic analyses, chemistry and^lec-; 
tricity are revealing the wonderful 
harmony of earth and skies; while in-: 
tellectual stars, scintillating in the 
scientific galaxy of the world, have 
shown and are still showing that evo
lution is the rilling principle of the 
universe, that the earth and every 
star that sparkles in the infinitudes of 
space have had a natural, nebular 
origin,'and all the living things, in
cluding' the genus homo—the dom
inating intelligence of this planet—, 
have ascended from lower to higher 
orders of life ip a purely natural why; 
and while the invincible ■ power of 

‘ genius, in working opt the intricate 
problems of the cathode rays and 
other; unknown and seemingly un
knowable principles- is vying, as it 
were, with denizens of the immortal 
realm, we drop from our dizzy pin
nacle, whence we have been contem- 
-plating the loftiest scientific achieve- 
menta of the century, to find ministers 
as of yore, beating a mythical book 
with both fists and screaming in fren
zied prayer to an imaginary God to 
deliver the world from sin and from 
'the grasp of that other imaginary be
ing so famous in history—the Devil.
“Science has shed her lucid ray 
.O’er hinds that long in darkness lay.”

Her calcium light has penetrated 
the nooks and corners of civilization, 
and found buried beneath the mould 
and mist of forty centuries the four 
gigantic myths representing thé fun
damental principles of the Christian 
religion, namely: The miraculous cre
ation, fall of ms'll, immaculate con
ception and vicarious atonement. 
Science has determined, logically, that 
in all the countless worlds, where suit
able light, heat, air, water and soil 
are found, life also exists, and that 
these earth-like conditions alone are 
the • ' life-giving and life-supporting 
forces of the universe; and that thé 
supernatural creation that has been in 
open conflict with the general trend 
of scientific thought for five hundred 
years or more, is an absolute fallacy. 
That man has never fallen, has never 
needed a redeemer; that a ghost, 
whether holy or otherwise, has never 
fertilized a virgin and become the un
natural father of the most unnatural 
being—a man-God; and that the 
alleged vicarious sufferings of Jesus 

: Christ redeem humanity from the 
. curse of a violated law that has never 
been violated, are the craziest of all 
theological nightmares.

When a boy on the old farm in 
Kentucky, if we wanted to destroy a 

■ bumblebee’s nest, we heaped rubbish 
upon it early in the morning, when 
the bees were all at home, and burned 
it. No fire-swept nest of bees has 

■ ever been more completely destroyed 
: than the basic structure of Christianity 

under the absolute triumph of Darwin
ism.. Let memory for a moment sketch 
the weird and desolate ruins, Where 

. now is that chimerical scarecrow—the 
• Adamic sin of last generation? Where 
is the flaming sword guarding the tree 
of life? What about the rib origin of 

-Mother Eve in the mythical garden 
and her subsequent beguilement by 
"the snake? What an. affliction it must 

. have been for that proud snake to 
crawl on its belly like other legless 
thingsl ' '

■ The lake of fire and brimstone is 
•- gone.- Hades, the everlasting hell of 

the old-translations, as now rendered, 
, ■■ is the intermediate state of the dead 

and as cold as a skating-rink. Sheol, 
the New Testament word for hell, is 

• not hell at all, but simply the grave. 
Well, the grave is sad and gloomy 

■ enough, it is true; but “don’t it beat 
hell?" Hell has ceased to exist ex
cept as a figment of the human brain 
and a tithe collector that levies tribute 
upon ignorant, priest-scared cowards 
to support the church, . “

Science knows no creation except; 
natural one, and no creator except, 
evolution. Among the warring falc- 
tions of Mosaic times and later, there 
were many gods. In some countries 
theye was a god of the mountains and 
also a god of the valley. Whenever. 
Moses or anyone else saw God. in 
those days,'he was an anthropoid 
god—a god in human form. ..

■ There is an inherent tendency in 
the human family to enjoy scenes of 
strife. This made bull-fighting and 

. other physical contests popular. No 
one was truly great until he' had 

■ measured his strength with some-mor
tai foe and conquered. It was. then, 
somewhat more than- now, a world of 

■ hero-wofshipers. It was then that 
the God of the present century was 
conceived in the minds of men and 
given to the world as a reality. But 

.God, in order to be an object of 
adoration, must be' a hero, a rep
resentative of infinite goodness, wis

t dom, power aud mercy. To demon
: titrate his merits on these lines lie 

must be put to n practical test. In

WftTKlNS
M. D

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful ip treating Chronic. 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for

; his great success. ’ • ' , • .
ANOTHER REASON is that he does 

not try to run down other doctors.
ANOTHER REASON is he is ac

knowledges by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic'powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease. ’

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, • 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely,

ANOTHER REASON is, he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 

■ without any medicine. \ ’ •
Another reason is he uiakes 

the price ot-treatment right to all.
HE IS ENDORSED.

by all-the Spiritual papers not only as 
a fine’ physician, but a perfect gentle-, 
man and honest in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more then repay 
you. Should you desfc’e to . 
consult, him ■

Send Two 3-cent Stamps, Age. 
Sex. ftpd JjPWdtag Symptom.

DR. 6. WATKINS,
AYER. MASS. 3

ti+tWtWH**********^*

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
1 SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC $ 
♦ V .DISEASES. |
T —Depfanda for his remarkable cures., not x 
T upon <h& old drastic drug system, but upon x 
Y the knowledge ot diseases anil tliclr proper Y 
Y remedies—upon science aud the finer pay v 
Y. elite forces. ■ ■. . MP
9 Some yf bls cures, like bchianer’s, urc 0 
f INSTANTANEOUS; lu other canes months $ 

are required, • 4»
v Having carefully studied all the tbcrapeu- 
£ tic agencies In connection wltii jilslougme4*  
A leal experience, be uses those pest adapted <$> 
& to each case with unvarying success.' ' \ X a Hundreds are Joyfully writing the Doctor: X 
X “I am better,” or ‘‘J am cured.” "God bleis x 
X you." - • x
| HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING: J 
T Dyspepsia, diarrhea, dropsy, epilepsy, eo v 
x zema, erysipelas, fulling'sickness, fheuma- T 
X tlsm, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
Y , headaches; heart disease, kludey complaint, <9 
$ tyinale weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia, 0 
§ paralyslti, bleedingpiles, bronchitis, asthma, ® 
w bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples & 

upon the face,'uterine diseases, weaknesses ®
& of men, barrenness, insanity, drunkenness, a 
¿ constipation, la grippe and all chronic a 
A diseases. And further, be furnishes; ' X 
I FREE TO ALL PATIENTS X

V • llygculc and Physiological literature, en- $> 
Y abllpg them.when cured, to remain healthy. ® 

| Correct Diagnosis Free, t 

$ By enclosing nunie, age, sex, a 
$ leading syinjitom and stamp 

ioi*  reply. • w

> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS <

ÍJ. M. PEEBLES, M.D., 
! SAN DIEGO, CAL. ¡ 
> . ' . ‘ 820tf. <

HON. A. B. RICHMOND.

He is Takipg a Hand In Eid 
deavorlug to Have Mediums 

Placed Right Before 
the Law.

order to do this, another being, the 
absolute antipode of God in every
thing^Was*  conceived,- brought forth 
and arrayed in open and aggressive 
conflict with the alleged creator of the 
universe,' who “made the .. stars Meo ■ 
and set them in the firmament to give 
light upon the earth. ” This being, in 
modern language, is called the Devil.

When Darwin’s “Derivative Origin 
of Species,” in 1859, and later works 
regarding ■ the ascent of manicarne 
into merited prominence about tÙifty 
years ago, there was'a widespread 
panic among minister’s and church 
people. The ministry snuffed the bat
tle afar off. They saw that tò accept 
the doctrine of Darwin meant to aban
don the theory ofra-supernatural cre
ation. This implied -the absolute 
abandonment of a supernatural cre
ator. For centuries science had been 
trying to shake off the fetters of 
orthodox- superstition, but had been 
constantly restrained by the supposed 
supernatural origin of. life. With open 
arms and a shout of triumph that 
rang throughout thé length and 
breadth of civilization, it greeted the 
doctrine of evolution.

The two mythical characters rep
resenting good and evil, whose origin 
has been briefly outlined in this paper, 
have been relegated to the shades of 
oblivion by the acceptance of evolu
tion as a settled and somewhat definite 
science. , . ■

If it is true that everything in the 
universe has had a natural origin, it 
is equally true that the creative forces 
are also the governing forces, and 
hence we. have no use whatever for 
any god except what the Spiritualists 
are pleased to call the god of nature, 
which is simply another term for evo
lution. ■ ■■■

With all the basic and life-pupport
ing principles of Christianity swept 
away as if by a cyclone, and the world 
becoming keenly aware of the decep
tions that have-been fostered from 
time immemorial by a' belief in the 
supernatural, is. it any wonder that 
2,000 Methodist ministers of England 
have been beating the tushes for a 
year and failed to get a single recruit?. 
• It is hoped that somewhere beyond 
this life, withits cares, and fitful fe- 

• vers, there is a world of joy'and-peace 
for all the countless Children of men; 
and that there, aloof from the conflict 
and Cumbersome crudities of a phys
ical life, we shall be able to get along 
much better—God or no God—than 
here ; aud that nòne of the millions of 
earth may ever encounter conditions 
so -hopeless and desperate as those 
under which a hundred thousand pray
ing Christians perished at the hand of 
the Turks. '. ■ ' ' •' ' ■

John Wesley Daily, M. D.

"The Occult Forces of • Sex." By Lois 
Waiebrooker.' Three paihphlets arc em
bodied in this volume', in which quest
ions of great’importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced. social reformer. Price 50c.

“Human Culture and Curd! Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By. E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL. D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Force?, and author of1 other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence,. Religion, etc. Price,: cloth, 75'tx 
For Bale at this office. .

rw
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FORSTER, DR, W. M,
• THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

Will aenda free diagnosis and terms for treatment to 
all who will send their name and address—In their 
own handwriting—with postage stamp.for roply. , 

.‘vriie Pacific Coast Spiritualist” of Dec. 30. 1893, 
says of Dr. lfdrster:— , .

‘‘Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
/respected.aud beloved for his benevolent -work, his 

humanitarian Ideas and practices/and his straight*  
forward course of integrity and honor.'*  - ,

Address, . ’

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
10S9 Market St.',

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
. ' . - 833

BEP0RT FROM THE 'MEDIUMS’ DEFENCE 

COMMITTEE OF PHILADELPHfA.

At' a meeting ;of the Mediums'- De
fense Committee, held April 29,th, the 
8ub-Comniittec on Law reported that 
the attorney for’the defense liad con
ferred with the' District Attorney, , re
questing him to set a date when the 
cases of the mediums now out on bail 
could be given a hearing.- • The. Dis
trict Attorney promised -..to do this in' 
May, saying that the cause of the de
lay was that the pregsiire of other 
cases of those who were not out on 
bail must be tried : first. (The cases 
referred to are criminal cases, not me
diums.) Those who are familiar with 
the slow processes of law can readily 
understand that we are obliged to 
wait the movement • of the legal 
authorities, nó matter what incon
venience may be caused by the delay,

Mrs. Mi E. Cadwallader, chairman 
of the Finance Committee, made a re
port of the donations received from 
societies and individuals since the last 
meeting, -with an itemized account to 
date. Mrs. Cadwallader referred to 
the many courtesies extended to her 
by the Spiritualistic press in the pros
ecution of her labors, as well as the 
help rendered her by the officers and 
wOrkers? iii the various societies. She 
said that the kind words from many 
public workers, as they bade her press 
on, and the letters which had come to 
her from all over the country, testify
ing how closely the people were watch
ing the struggle for right and justice, 
had made her strong for the work 
which she hád taken up, and would 
never lay aside until victory was won.

Capt. F. J; Keffer, president of the 
First Association of Spiritualists, and 
Thomas M. Locke, president of, the 
Philadelphia Spiritualist Society, were 
appointed , auditors,-and reported the 
account of the Finance Committee 
correct. ' ' ■ •

The committee appreciates the un
tiring efforts put forth by Mrs. Cad
wallader in collecting funds, realizing 
how futile would have been our work 
without her‘assistance, as through her 
efforts enough money has been col 
lected to defray all expenses so far, 
in the local ’ contest, in connection 
tyith what was collected at the so
cieties here. .

: The committee takes this Oppor
tunity to extend its thanks to all who 
have contributed to this fund, and 
they may jest assured that it will be 
expended for the purpose for which it 
was given.

. . Under the head of new business, 
the corresponding secretary, Mrs. 
Cadwallader, reported that she had 
been in correspondence with toe Hon. 
A. B. Richmond, .and at her request 
he had framed a petition and amend
ment, with the view of presenting it 
at the next session of the Legislature 
of Pennsylvania, asking for the pass
age of an amendment to the present 
law, which, as construed by the courts, 
is deemed unjust to mediums. .

Mrs. .Cadwalladgr stated that the 
petition and amendment, as drawn by 
Mr. Richmond, was offered for the 
consideration of the committee, and 
that it was the opinion of ' Mr. 'Rich
mond, Rs denoted in his correspond
ence with'her, that the passage.of 
such amendment would place the me
diums above persecution in this State. 
After some discussion it was the .sense 
of the committee that it was ab
solutely necessary that such a move
ment be made,by toe -Spiritualists of 
Pennsylvania. The -. committee then 
adjourned to meet at the call of the 
chair. B. B. Hill, Chairman. ■ 
' F. H. Morrill, Secretary.’

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: dr a Concordance of the Princinal 
Passages of. the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or: imply Spirit
ualising together with a brief history of 
the origin, of many of the important 
books of the Bible." By Moses Hull? 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied th6‘ results of 
hie many years’ study pf the Bible in its 
relations, to Splt-itualjBm. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable'encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price $1. 
For sale at this office. , -

. "Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op-- 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babin it, LL. D.; M. D. ■ This comprises 
tho - .ast .part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper . eoverK 15c. For sale at 
this office. i . ' ■■■■

TRUMPET SEANCE.

Long Conversations in French 
and German.

J.G.BftTDORF.M. D,
: . ---- ;----- -0------------ ■_ ■ :

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 

~ DISEASES. i ' 
-,---- _o--------  .

PiœsCKIBKS NO POISONOUS
DRUGS!

> 1 ----------- o——

BRIGHT’S DISEASE BAFFLED.
DR. J. C. BATDOliF:-In the fall of 1837 I WM.

taken with Bright's disease of the kidneys. I was 
very sick b|! winter and in March, 1888,1 felt tho first 
symptoms of dropty. I engaged tue very Leit physi
cians lu the-uounty. who treated me two weeks but 
did me no good. .Then I went to B. P. Falls, Wis.,

DR. J. S. L0U6K5,
SHIRLEY VILLE, MASS.,

The Well-Known Magnetic Physician 
of About 80 Years1 Practice,

His practice extends Into *11  parts of the United 
States and Canada; alsoln some parts of Europe. He 
is making wonderful cures with his magnetic dteme*  
dice, as his certificates of cures will show. Bend for 
one. Many are cured when given up to die by the 
M. D’s. If you send him a lock of your hair, name, 
age, sex, and four 2-cent stamps, Ue will tell you 
what he thinks of your caee; also what the pfds*  
pectsare fora cure. Try him and be convinced.

TESTIMONIALI
Pncofmauy grateful, Buffering patiente telle her 

own etory, unasked: •
did me no good. Then I went to B. P. Falls, Wis.,, DR. J. S. LOUCKS, Shirley ville, Maes.j-I re*  
and boarded three weeks, 'lb; doctor said he could • celved and have taken nearly all of your remedies, 
cure me. He claimed J bad no dropsy at first, but 1 When I begas the use of them I was very sick indeed, 
after he had doctored me two weeks he found I bad j The first two days the remedies worked on me very 
dropsy as well as kidney, trouble. After treating me j much; it seemed to me they were searching af 
three weeks he gave me up. During all this time IJ *’*-  ........... .. '—•* *'• — J------'* ------- J ’ *------
continued to bloat; could not get up without help; 
could not Ue down hr bed for over one year; could 
hardly get my. breath, and hardly keep enough on my 
stomach to keep me alive. I then sent • to Dr. Green, 
of Atlant ■, Ga., the great dropsy physician, but de
rived no benefit from his treatinept. Then tried Dr. 
Sbera.au, of New York, then Dr. Grayden, of Oblò. 
They both thought I had consumption, and I received 
1V.» benefit from either. When all hopes bad lied and 
I thought J must die, I.’saw your advertisement aud 
resolved to write you. I then sent for medicine; did 
not know as I should live until the medicine reached
me, biit did, and from the time 1 took tUe'flrst dose of 
your wonderful medicine, 1 began to get better and 
continued to Improve uutll I am well. Before your 
medicine reached inp, my liinb'a had burst in four 
places, but to-day I am enjoying better health than I 
over did before, upd am ba; py to say I owe my recov
ery to you. Had 1' not seen your advertisement I 
would have been lu my grave. I have not words to 
express my gratitude. Youra very truly»

MRS, CLARA E. WAUGIITAL,
, . .. r..- > . •’ . Shamrock, Wis.

One thousand more on file .at our office. Watch 
this space as new testimonials will appear every 
twowecka, ■ • • • * ■

- MAY 30,1800 -
■ ' • ; ■ '■ • ■ ’■>

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.
Something new and eUrt*  

ling. Thle knowledge la 
from a higher aonreo ana 
is fully explained In the, 
“Abtiul Guide,” which 
will be eent FREE to any 
addreae upon receipt of a 
pwo cent Btamn for postage

Aetrological students', 
PhyelcfunB, Healers, 
Nurses, Everybody must 
have the “Guido."

L. J. SHAFER, 
Ohemlet,

Qi. CalldaiB X-v»„
3srx> RAjprns, men. •

Íí COLLEGE OF FINE FORCESthn ugh iny sybtem, and three days afterward I began . . . --
tofeel achaugefor the better. I had employed two [Formerly N. Y.. Oollewnf u«i™tui ’ pI»’Blclun> anJ they lulled to relievo me. My dl.eusee . ,, Magnetlca.J
were liver complaint aud general weukueBa.exbauated | INSTITUTE. OF REFINED 
vltullty, weak nerves, slow diseuse or the kidneys.and Jr! theraputlcslnciudliig the Suu Cure Vital Muiraeh. 
utomneh, teuerjl dérangement of the system, womb Ism, Electricity, Mlud Cure, aud a hlirher uieneeof troubles, shortuets or breath, and heart trouble quite 1 We. Chemical udlulty aud baste prluclolos derelonêi 
severe, sud I had beeu suffering over a year; aud with their marvellous applications. Students lu roui 
now, less thun two mouths’ treutment, I reel cured, continents have taken the course Therollen I. 
May bculth and louK life be yours. Is the prayer ot chartered and contera tho degree ot D.M.. DocmroJ.. ----- - ----- id long life be yours, Is the prayer

- MBS. MEDAISE TELENIN, 
Broussord P. O., Lafayette Parish, La.

January 21, 18SH5, [See date:] '

Wo Wow no horn to excite; simply state a few facts 
or statements of jiatlents relieved. We have iriany 
that cau be seen nt our. office. Ope hundred dollars 
for any one found untrue that we publish. -Address

DR. J, S. LOUCKS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, - - - MASS.

chartered and confer, the deireeot D M„ Dooiiil 
a 01 Printed que.tlons etudenu 

can take the course and receive tho diploma, at thett 
own home.. In.tltutlon. removed to Eait Orange, New Jersey, a delightful suburb ot New York."IL 
?;.?An8,TTl. 1wD'’tL,''D'’ Dean> 282 ““'n 8tre“l» 
East Orange, New Jersey, 359*
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THE MEDIUM ABLE TO SPEAK : ENG
. L1SH0NLY.

■ . To the Editob:—Probably one of 
the most satisfactory proofs of the 
ability of a departed soul to return to 
earth, under favorable çonditions, and 
speak its native language in a voice 
audible to mortal ears, was accorded 
me a short time- since at a trumpet 
seance given by Amae Wheeler. The 
young gentleman is an acquaintance 
of mine, and I have watched him de
velop from simply a clairvoyant to a 
materializing, trumpet and slate
writing medium, and I positively 
know that he does not know two 

..words in French or a dozen in Ger
man, At the seance under considera
tion there had been some very good 
tests given' by departed friends in the 
English language, when the medium 
said: “Quite an elderly lady calls for 
Esther. Does' anyone present bear 
that name?” A lady who had been 
introduced to the circle, just previous 
to . its formation,(said: “That is my 
name.” The momentary silence was 
then broken by f a- weak, quavering 
voice; saying: “Sprechen sieDeutsch?” 
The lady entered, i into a conversation 
with the spirit, each party speaking 
German with apparent volubility. 
After five minutes i'had thus elapsed 
the lady said in En^ish: ‘‘Won’t you 
speak in English,mother? You know 
T don't speak good German.” The 
reply was:'“Neintnan! Sprechen sie 
Deutsch?” and :the:'convei'8ation was 
resumed. Whendt ceased the medium 
said: “A spirit gives the name of 
Rose. Does anyone recognize her?" A 
gentleman replied: “I had a sister by 
that name.”:. “Parlez vous Français?” 
was the immediate rejoinder through 
the trumpet, and a .conversation en
sued in the French .language for nearly 
ten minutes; the sister, father and 
mother of the gentleman participating, 
which was apparent1 to the remainder 
of. the circle by the difference in 
voices! Finally the. spirit said, in 
English: “Sing your favorite song, in 
French, and ,1 will accompany you 
through the triimplet. ” Unknown to 
anyone in the circle, the gentleman 
who had been conversing with- the 
spirit was a native of Alsace-Loraine, 
and he sang one of the patriotic songs, 
of four vèrses, peculiar to that, coun
try, and the voice followed him 
through the trumpet, with exactness 
and precision, he afterward informed 
us. The gentleman and his wife were 
of the Jewish' faith, and were great 
favorites of the spirits. They were 
completely awed by. the evidence 
which came from across the seas, and 
out of the infinite,' to remind them of 
their native land. At the moment of 
commencing the seance, it. was not 
known that anyone in the circle 
could speak French, this gentleman 
and wife, upon a sudden invitation, 
taking toe place .of two absentees. 
Should anyone desire Mr. Wheeler’s 
services I will take pleasure .in making 
arrangements for mutual introduction.

Avoca, Iowa.» ; Don Cbamkb.

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. D„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

■ . ■ 838«

Wyoming Mineral Water
FORMERLY KNOWN AS

WATER OF LIFE,
Is a natural spring water containing lugredlentsand 
chemicals which make it one of the most valuable 
medicines for Kidney, Liver and'Bladder Troubles, 
Constipation, Gout, Grippe, aud Indigestion. It is 
peculiarly beneficial as an eyewash, This water has 
been on the market for the past six years and has 
cured thousands where all else failed. If you are af
flicted send for a free descriptive catalogue which 
contains many testimonial letters, aud learn some
thing of nature's remedy.
Cured Bright’s Disease and Sore Eyes 

•MR. U.N. PERRY: S™aKW. Marob 6, 1898.
Dean Sir;—Five years ago I was greatly troubled 

with Bright's Disease of the Kidneys. I was com
pelled to go to the doctor three and four times a 

WYOMING MINER
AL WATER, and foy over one year only visited the 
doctor twjtje. I have »luce used the water with 
marked benefit, ano am pleaied to recommend It to 
any who are afflicted with this dreadful disease. I 
have also used this water ai an EYE WASH and can 
say It has completely cured iny eyes after Iwas com
pelled to give up roading, on account of their very 
sore and weak condition. 'Yours truly, 
, ran „ _ . . ' MRS. CORA DONLLN.
1482 Capouso Avenue, Scranton, Pa.

Address all communications to

U. N.. PEBBY,
Mention tbla paper. WILKESBAliRE, PA.

■ 840

rz HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN

M0« I |a0MAS battery company» 
——— i _ . — u

p^YCHOMETRY, CONSULT [YITH 
Se’e™nee In all matter, pertaining la 

£aîrUoî iJIÎSJ'hh J'our «PMMrlend». Bond lock of 
pair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will nnswA» three queitlom free of charge. Bend for circular? 
Addreaa, 110Prairie.treet?MTlwauke°e. $, “««•

BETTER THAN GOLdT
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure, all form, of .tomach, liver aud klduev dl.eaan> also constipation. Asure cure Lr that tired/worn-oul 
feeling, Guaranteed to assist your system to health 

8uflklei“
One package of our Magnetized Compound for sni*»  ?ls been “raw! bj

or all ïhîJ» .Oi IS®.world' SeM for «• eeeta.
I?e /or S1.00, With Yams’*photo and instructions how to live 100 years.

vumSi
Melted Pebble Spectacles!

.b™’ilorel,”,1 vision. Write lor Illu.trsted Clrcojm ’"■‘‘S®' and V1’0111 of BP|rlt Yartti! 
who developed this elalrvoyaut power In me. I catf 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles a. perfectly H 
nflb.. ®* !> vour own home as It you were In mi 

» thousands can testify. Send stamp
photo. B.F.Pooni, Clinton. Iowa.

i»
L

i

FOK BEGINNERS.
The Play of the Planets.

-■-------- -o—■

, This wonderful educator Is attracting the attention 
of thousands of people a:i over the world as its slm* 
pliclclty gives one .

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the influence of the planets and the signs 
of the Zodiac In human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to me it and accomplish 
wonders. . .

The Coming Study in Occult As- 
trdnomy.

ThU :wonderful invention makes it easy for all to 
learn this subli me science and
' - FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born for 76 yean past, and also to de*  
llneate the HOROSCOPE. .

A fetv of the first edition left which will 
be furnished at each. For sale at this 
Office.

’ "Cosmian Hymn Book.” -A collection 
of original and. selected hymns, for lib- J 
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and. the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want'. It comprises.258 choice selections 
of poetry and- music, embodying thé 
highest moral sehtiment, and free from 
all sectarianism; Price, 50o. For sale 
at this office. ;

: “History of the :Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history ofthdt Romish churchly 
institution known) as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Ronlanisin 'against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the’ ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these.statemente of veritable history. 
The devilishness ..-and murderous ma
lignity of the "Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled: in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office,;and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c. . '

. "Mediumship and lts Development- 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel, 
opinent.”-By W. H\Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.. ■ .

"Womafi, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. _ A royal volume/ 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 

. of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2,;post/ 
paid. •

"Vashti, Old and New. : A Roniaùce 
of the Wheel.’!: By Marvel Kay.ve, A 
remarkable book,- contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with tho Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest- 
ivè. : Paper, 30 cents; icloth, $1;, For 
sale at this office. ■ ' ■

SPECIAL-READING NOTICES.

Testimonial.
B. F, Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear 

Friend: Your Melted Pebble Spectacles 
received. They are a perfect fit. The 
cooling treatment the eyes receive while 
wearing them is very restful and 
strengthening. Hoping you may live a 
hundred years to help humanity, I re
main most thankfully your friend,

• . Dr. M. A. B. Mount.
574 Lexington Ave., New York.

Free to Spiritualists.
I will mail one week’s trial treatment 

of the famous Australian Electro Pill 
Remedy free to all readers of The Pro
gressive. Thinker, or seven weeks’ 
treatment for only $1.00; for catarrh, 
kidney, liver and stomach and general 
complaints. Special terms to agents. 
Address with stamp, Dr. E. J. Worst, 
Ashland Ohio ' - 352

Mothers.wIU find “Mrs. Winslow’» Soothing 
Syrup" the best to use for.children while 
teething,; An old and well, tried remedy. '

ONSET BAY GROVE
ASSOCIATION.

PROGRAMME, 1896.

t . JULY. .
5—a. mH Oscar Édgérly: p. m., Mrt. Helen L. Palm

er. Teats by Mrs. M. S.Pepper. -
7—O?car Edgerly. Tests by Mrs. M. B. Pepper.
8—Mrs. Helen L. Palmer.
’0 ándll—Prof. W. M. Lockwood.

. 12^-a: in., Mn. Jennie H. Jackson; p. m., Prof. W.
M. Lockwood. Testa by Joseph D, Stiles.

18—Próf. W.M. Lockwood. •
14—Mw. Jennie H. Jackson. Tests by Joseph D. 

Stiles.
. 15—Mra Jennie H. Jackson. Tests by Mn, M. 8. 
popper. ■ - ... .

16—Prof. W. F. Peck. Tests hy Joseph D. Stile*.
17—A E. Tisdale. . -

' 19-a. m,. • Prof. W. ’F. Peck; p. hl, A. E. Tisdale.
Tests by Mrs. M. 8. Pepper. . . ; .■

20—C.W. Hidden. . (
'21—A.E.Tisdale.- '
22-C. W. Hidden, ' ■
23 and 24—H. D. Barrett, presiden National Spirit* 

uausts’ Association. .
26—a. nt, h.D. Barrett; p. J. Frank Baxter. .
28—J. Frank Baxter. ■ < . .
29—MosesHull. - ■' --
80—J. Frank Baxter. ■
81-Moses Hull.

■ AUGUST. ,
2-a, m.. Moses Hull; p. mM F. A. Wiggin. .

• 4and 6—F. A; Wiggin, - ' ’
7—Mrs.CarrieE.-B.Twin?. .. .
9—a. m., Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twing; p. m. Theodore P, 

Price. • ■" ’ • ~ . •
11—Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twlng, '
12 and 18—Theodore F. Price. -•
16—a. m. and p. m.. Veteran Spiritualists' Union.
16—a. m. to be billed later; p.m., Mrs. Adeline M.

Gladding. .
18 and 19-Mrs. Adeline M. Gladding. .
20 and 21—Mrs. Sarati A. Byrnes.
23—a. m., Dr. Geo. A.Fuller; p. m.,Mrs. CoraL. V.

Richmond. ' ■ . •; • :
24—a. m. and p. Massachusetts State Association

of Spiritualists. • . .
23—Mrs.CoraL.V. Richmond. ' . •
26-^-Dr. Goo A. Fuller;
27—Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. •
28—Willard Hull. . ' '
30-a. m„ Willard Hull;' p. m., Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich

mond« . . . . ■ - X
. . OFFICERS FOR 1896.

President—Dr. H. B. Storer, BokaiL-Masa; Vico*  
President—J. Q. A.Whittemore, Newton, Mass; Clerk 
and Treasurer—Maj. C.T. Howard, Foxbora,' Mass. -

Dibectors—O. A. Millen Brockton. Mass.; Lewis 
E. Bullock, Beaton, - Mass.; Chas. Whittemore, New
ton, Mass.; Mr*C.-M.Bobbin«.  Fitchburg, Mass.; C. 
Hoban Davis, Boston Mass.; J. H.< Burgess East 
Wareham, Mass., ‘ . 341
^ SPIRITUAL HARP?^“

GOLD FEET 
WARMED

AND KEPT WARM.
The suffering li not the worst 

of It. Rueumitibm, Nbubalgia» 
Swelling of the Limbs, Con*
sumption are all the direot result 
ot cold feet. These FOOT BAT- 
TEHlEb remove all aches and 
pains from feet aud limbs, cause 
a feeling ot new lite aud vigor, 

K-----  equal to the days of youth.
Think of the luxury of warm feet 

IBg~ all winterin all weather! These 
apj MAGNETIC BATTERIES In

crease the flow of blood, vitalise 
PvskV H and cause a most delightful 

fooling the moment your feet rest 
"£0» these powerful MAGNETIC 

■ lb BOLES. They will cure Bheu- 
u...gia, and SWELLING of tho LIMBS.aj_*  Pl DO.

Every pair gives comfort and satisfaction. If you 
keep your feet warm you cannot catch cold. What’s 
the use of suffering from these tired, all gone, worn- 
out feelings! A pair of our

DR. CARL SEXTUS 
£,JS!-,Ui®“” Yital magnetism; develops latent 
psychical powers. Also treatment by meimerlffi. one dolllr 
teSp.'m. n®* rbornA'®-. Chicago. Office bourjj 

QPIBITUALIBTS VISITING CHICAGO CAN FIND 
Si ®ozy/ooms, equal to those at hotels, with a SpIrituaUst family, at 88 St. John's Place, uiur Uulo*

DR. MANSFIELD’S
■-REFINE»HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES

Reach the sore spots, 
Real the raw placts, 
Go to the seat of disease. 
Penetrate ob cure localities,

"x>, .•*  ,ni1 leadline aymptomsLbrlng you al 
once a week a course of meolclne compouudcd claln 
voyantly, especially for you, from my homeopathic A iuiI 1r*ee reveallag thl
!S<>»n#ur^ aDd cau,86 of your trouble. If you ar] 
jo} better In seven days your dolfar will be imino

w. A. MANSFIELD, I,

MAGNETIC FOOT BATTERIES 
will act like a charm on ybur blood, and give von a 
»»Mallon of WARMTH and VIGOR at once. Try a 
palrof them quick. »1.00, or three pair, for is'oo, 
any also by mall, bend for our book, "A Plain Road 
to Health." It la Instructive and lutcrcatlng to the 
lick or well.

Chicago Magnetic Shield Co., ' 
A. B. MASONIC TEMPLE, ■ ■ CHICAGO.

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of hair, name 

age. sex, one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER, 
___________ SAN JOBE. CAL., Box 183 846

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up In six*ounco  tin boxes and are guaranteed 
to give satisfaction or money will be refunded by the 
proprietor, Dr. M. H. Garland. Send 25 cents in 
sumps and receive by return mall a box of this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will And It a blood cleanser as well as a Throat 
and Luug Remedy. Over 200,000 boxes sold and all 
recommend them. Address all orders to DR. M. H. 
GARLAND, 832 Sixtieth Place, Statloa O., Chicago. 
Dilnola. 822t°

DR. T. WILKINS,
• 3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO, 

Treats magnetically all Chronie Vlseasee.

noynuc develops 
rdlunc MEDIUMSHIP
And gives commulcatlona. Price, delivered, »1.80.
Mediumship and How to Mesmerize.

Every Spiritualist ud Investigator should have It. 
103 pages ot explicit directions for developing all 
phasea, with portrait ot author. Paper, 25c. : cloth. 
50c., postpaid. .

SPIRITUALIST BADGE
and Sunflower Jewelry. ,5 centa to »»00. MAGI 
BADGE, gold, »W. A. P. A. BADGE, gold, »1.50. 
Send »tamp for ,11'nstrated circulars ot above with 
reading of tho Splrltuallat belge. W. H. BACH, M’tr. 
_________ ' ._______ • Aberdeen, 8. D.

ft|ANSILL’S y^LMANAC

- OF -
PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

Weather Forecaster«’ Guide and New System of 
Science for 1896. It contains a planetary chart of 
each month, showing the ddbIUo-i ox the pianota In 
the different houses In the Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
Author'ot “Geology and Mteroecopy IHuatrated," 
“CoheHve Attraction and the Formation ot World." 
‘'Universal Change In NaturaKEtemenu," etc. Price 
25 cents. For-salc kt this office.

Chronic Disease? a Specialty.
- Send'full name, age, sex, and two atampa-for th« 
Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W, W*  Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich:

Mention this paper, . ' ssstf '

REMOVED.
Dr.. WIUlB Edwards, clairvoyant psychic, pastor of 

the Church of the Spirit, 551 N. Clark street, gives 
readings dally at his Tcsldence, 162 Dearborn avenue. 
Seances Wednesday evenings at 8 o’clock sharp. Office 
hours: IQ a. in; to 12 m.; 2 to 6 p. m. Services at the 

.church on Sunday at 2:45 and 7:45 p. m. S32tf

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychbmetrlst »nd Builneu Medium. 
Beading, personally dr by letter 31.00. Three rea 
aonable question, answered by mall for 25 cents. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
home ot tho patient. SHO Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
Ill. Take. Cottage Grove avenue car to Thlrty flrst 
street. Residence, ouc.block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near ThlrtyHrst. .• goo«

EXTRAORDINARY TEACHINGS 
BY “WHITE ROSE.”

J. C. F. ;Grumbfno offers a special reduction to 
■those wishing development tn psyebotnetry, clair
voyance. Inspiration. Development is. bh specialty. 
Send a stamped and addressed.envelope for'terms, 
endorsements and booklet to Rev. J. c. F. Grumblne, 
Geneseo. 111.. Clairvoyant readings, descriptionsol 
guides and spirit friends, advice on business and

I health. »2 for fun reading. • ' Si*
A Collectioti of Vocal Music for the 

: Choir,.Congregation and Social
. ' ' . .Circles. । , , ; 7----- -

, By J. M. FoobleSTahd J. O. Barrett- E. H. Bailey, I PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS. 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide t -hviuld,
field of lltoraturo with the most critical care, free
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of -IHustrfttcd edition. Post bva; 650 pages. Cloth, li.OO; 
Inspiration, embodying, the principles and virtues of postage, 20 cents. . . . - -
the spiritual philosophy, set to the moat cheerful and _______- ■ ' ■ - ' - ■
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all ... , n. • t ■
occasions, It la doubtless tho most attractive work ot I vlllldreil S PTOffreSSlVO LVCeHIll tlmklnd over pnbtlslicd. Its beautiful songs, dueta I . ... ,
,nd quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon aecbm- Ln" luannal. wltn dtrcctlona for the organization and 
panhnent, adapted both to ■ public mcetlnga aad th. bfpntKcment ot Sunday.achoola. By Andrew Jackson 
aortal circles. Cloth, »2.00. Postage H cents, Davi»; Something indispensable, price M cent».

152 Cedar Ave. Cleveland, O. 
339«

H°JLI0 A med.1UM IN YOUR OWN 
AX home. Will .end a pamphlet giving In.truetlona, 
delineate your phase«of medinmelilp. and asplrltud 

cents. Address Mn J. A. nil««, 
4921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, Ill.

It n BUSINESS AND TEST MEDIUM.
Circles Wcduesdays at 2:30 p.m I 

cagoa’i ti:3°P'm' 887 'VeM Uo“roc «trcet.CUl

TlfRS ESTELLE F. HOWES, FSYCHOMETHIBT. 
JU- Six questions answered for 25 («liver) and two 
postage stamp«. Earth aud spirit life. P. 0. B0117A 
uiiy uale n. y. 335«

DR. E. A. STEELE^
1428 Market «tract, San Francisco. Cal. By enclosing 
lock of 1,air. age and atamp« ror reply, 1 will send co “ 
rcct diagnosis aud terms or treatment, which Is with- 
Id reach of an.

T?oFr? FEADIKGS 25 cents. DR S. Z. BARNEY.
-U 362 Logiin street, Grand Rapids, Mich. 840
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SI
THE NEW C/ESAREA CODEX AND SOME OTHERS 

-WEHRE AND HOW DISCOVERED.

A-

Professor Albert J. Long, of Constan- sary to salvation. They ought, there- 
tinople, givespin the last issue of “The fore, and especially in this age of erft
Independent” a most interesting account (ical research, to nave some .intelligent 
of his attempt to secure for the United understanding of its,history, so that they 
States the fine manuscript of tjie Gos-1 will know what are th$ credentials of 
pels that was recently discovered in a the volume which they’hold in their 
little village in Asia Minor, near Caes-; hands arid Iqok upon as the literal word 
area, together with a description of the of God. Everybody knows, of course, 
manuscript itselfi It is not. perhaps,1 that the English Bible is a translation 
exactly accurate to say that the manu-lfrom the original Hebrew and Greek, 
script has been discovered, for the . But everybody does not know that there 
church and village authorities to whom is no copy in existence of the Scriptures' 
it belonged havealwavs been aware of its dating from the days of the Apostles, 
existence, but until recently were utter- In the first and second centuries of the 
ly ignorant of its great value, a fact, by Christian era the books of the Bible 
the way, that suggests the'existence .of were commonly written oh papyrus, 
other ancient writings, even more valu- (with a reed, But papyrus was very per- 
able, in out of the way monasteries and 1 ishable, and no early copy of the Bible 
churches of the East. has come down to us, except a small

It was on .1 une 2», 1892, that a young1 fragment of the First Epistle to the 
Cappadocian Greek called on Professor Corinthians. The oldest copies of the 
Long, in Constantinople, and placed in I Scriptures are generally in quarto or 
his bands for inspection a single vellum smaller form, and the material is parch- 
leaf of an ancient manuscript of the Gos-j njent, made from the skins of sheep, 
pels. He explained that the leaf was ‘ gouts, calves or asses, or vellum, made 
part of u volume that was the property! from the skins of very young calves or 
of a village community in the district of i other animals. As such writing mate- 
Caesareii. As the community was poor,1 rifl was expensive, it occasionally hup- 
somc of the leading men thought that pened that a manuscript was partially 
they might be able to sell atagood price , erased and used a second time. Such 
this old book, which had been in the manuscripts were called palimpsests, 
parish church for many years, and with ! Cotton paper began to be used in the 

’ ‘ ’ ’ tenth century, and linen paper in the
twelfth century. The oldest manuscripts 
were written in capital letters, which 
were called uncials, from the fact that

the proceeds support a village school. 
Professor Long asked the young man to 
let him keep the leaf for two or three 
days for examination, to which he read-
U.v consented.

The result ot the examination con
vinced Professor Long that the manu
script was oi great antiquity and very 
valuable. When the young man re-

originally their dimensions were an 
inch. It was not until the tenth century 
that small letters began to be used, 
which were called cursives, because
they were written in arunning hand, in-'VUIUHtUlU. VV 1WU tlJU VUUUk U«<*U  r__  1 . » ■

turned, therefore, he asked him if he stead of being formed separately, 
was authorized to sell. The young man In the earliest manuscripts there was 
wasnot, of course-such a simple method 1 no division of words or sentences, except 
of business would be contrary to all the . at .the beginning of new paragraphs, 
traditions of the Orient. But he was au- Neither were there any accents or 
thorized to receive an offer. Then on- breathings. About the middle of the 
sued along period of chaffering, during «'th cefltury a dot at the top of the line

■%

uuutt a*  -—vnr*"'  * v • x... •*  * — • o,^ ।
which Professor Long was enabled, 
through the generosity of J. S. Kennedy, 
of this city, to offer for the manuscript 
a large sum, proportionately far exceed
ing iqrit paid for the great Sinaitic man
uscript, . discovered by Professor Tis
chendorf in ld5H. Under these circum-

to divide sentences began to be used. 
In the year45H, Enthalius, Deacon of Al
exandria, issued copies of Paul’s Epistles 
divided into short lines, according to 
the sense. He called this “stichedon

kfo

3T

stances he naturally felt hopeful of get
ting the prize for this country. But he 
did not know until a few weeks ago that 

■ he had a powerful competitor, generally 
understood to be the Czar oi Russia, 
who was Anally successful in securing it. 
While Professor Long naturally regrets 
this outcome, he feels confident that the 
scholarship of the world will not lose 
anything bv it. “I can fully understand,” 
he says, “how the owners of the one 
treasure would insist upon having the 
other to place alongside of it. If the 

, samo liberality is shown with this small 
’ coucx as was shown in the publication 

of the great Tischendorf manuscript, the 
respectful thanks of all lovérs of the sa
eyed Word will be due to His Imperial 
Majesty the Czar of Russia, as the au
gust patron of the science of Biblical 
criticism.” .

APPEARANCE OF THE MANUSCRIPT.
Professor Long furnishes the following 

facts concerning the manuscript, which 
he learned from an examination of the 
sample leaf: It is of the finest and thin
nest vellum—in fact, as thin as what is 
called “gold-beaters' skin,” and is of a 
dark reddish purple color. There are 
said to be 184 or 186 leaves altogether. 
The size of the page is 32 by 26 centime
tres, and of the text 22 by 10 centime
tres, in two columns of sixteen lines 
each, the spaces between the lines being 
the same as the height of the letters, 
namely, six millimetres. The letters 
are square, upright uncials, in silver, 
with the abbreviations of the sacred 
name in gold. The average number of 
letters in a line is ten. There ai e no 
spaces between words or clauses, and no 
punctuation except an occasional trian
gular mark on a level with the top of 
the final letter of a word. A similar 
mark is used as a “breathing” in a few 
cases. In one instance it appears as an 
acute accent. ' Initial iota has two dots, 
and initial upsilon one dot. The letters 
upsilon and' rho extend below the line, 
and their lower extremity is beveled 
Off. -
'After going into other minute peculi- 

aritiesof the manuscript Professor Long 
says’. - .

“Froni the above data I could come to 
no other conclusion than this: That the 
old volume in the keeping of. ignorant 
villagers, and liable to be destroyed by 
fire or by rats,, or to be carried off by 
brigands, or to be gradually stolen, leaf 
by leaf, so as to be used as a charm by 
ignorant people, is a valuable codex of 
the holy Gospels, not later than the 
sixth century. • ’

“1 consider it also very probable that 
it will prove to be the original from 
which the 45 folios, known as ’Codex N 

’ Purpureus,’ have, been stolen. Those 
six leaves in the Vatican, the four in the 
British Museum, and the two in the Im
perial Library in Vienna, which Were 
collated bv Tischendorf, were declared 
by him to be parts of one volume. Upon 
the testimony of Sakellarion, he added 
to them the thirty-three leaves'found at 
Patinos, and called the whole ‘Codex N 
Purpureus.’ The resting-place of this, 
old'volume for very many ybars having 
bbon near Caesarea, Cappadocia, it can 

.vary easily be the source from! which 
these forty-five leaves were carried off.. 
The question can easily be settled. If 
the contents of Codex N are found also 

■ id this volume, then we have riot the 
original of Codex N, but wo.have a now 
Pimple Codex -pf'the same age,.if not, 
indeed, older.” v

There uro - many intelligent people 
who haf eTittle or no idea of the .way. in 
which aricierit books have been pro- 

isorved through thé ages.. In the case of 
'ordinary books, this ignorance works ho 
serious barm. But the Bible is not nu 
ordinary hook; it. is believed by most 
Christians to be a divine'revelation, an 

■' .acceptance of which, as. such, is neces-

graphein,” “writing by lines”; and, 
therefore, this method of writing is 
called “stichometry?’

From all this it will be readily seen 
how easy it was to fall into mistakes as 
to the meaning of the original words. 
Let an English book be printed without 
any spaces between the words and sen
tences, and with no punctuation marks, 
and differences of opinion as to the mean
ing here and there would be inevitable. 
Even if it be admitted that the Bible, as 
it exists to day, is the word of God, man
kind is indebted to fallible men for the 
present arrangement of the text, and, 
therefore, that arrangement may be 
called in question. - ......... - ■

THE' CODEX SINAITICUS. .
As has been said, there is no copy of 

the Scriptures dating from Apostolic 
titpes. The most ancient manuscript is 
the Codex Sinaiticus. owned by the Rus
sian government, which probably dates 
from the fourth century. It was discov
ered in 185u, by Professor Tischendorf, 
in the convent of St. Catharine,, on 
Mount Sinai, where forty-three leaves 
of the Septuagint, which afterward 
turned out to be part of the same manu
script, had been found by him in 1844. 
This splendid manuscript consists of 
3464 leaves of thin yellowish vellum, 
made frdm the finest skins of antelope^, 
134 by 141 inches in size, 1!)’.) leaves con
taining portions of the Septuagint ver
sion. On every page there are four col
umns, each column containing forty
eight lines, except in the poetical books 
of the Old Testament, which are written 
in “stiehoi,” and have two columns to 
the page. The volume, which does not 
contain the Bible complete, has many 
corrections. Some of these corrections 
were made by the original scribe, others 
probably by a contemporary editor, oth
ers by two writers of the sixth century, 
many by some one iri the seventh cen
tury, and a few _ by some at a still later 
date. In all,’Tischendorf sees the work 
of ten correctors. Through the munifi
cence of the Czar of Russia a beautiful 
edition of the manuscript was printed in 
1862. The edition was limited to 300 
copies, 100 of which were given to Tisch
endorf, while the remainder were dis
tributed aS'presents by the Russian gov
ernment. ’

THE CODEX ALEXANDRINUS.
The next manuscript in the order of 

antiquity is the 'Codex Alexandrians, 
whioh was placed in the British,Museum 
at its formation In 175;). Cyril Lucar, 
Patriarch of Constantinople, probably 
got it from Alexandria and gave it to 
Charles I of England. It is a quarto, 13 
by 10 inches, consisting of 773 leaves, of 
which 63l> belong to the Old' Testament: 
There are two columns on a page, on 
each of which there are fifty lines. The 
best critics assign it to the fifth century. 
It contains nearly the whole of the Old 
and New Testaments, the First Epistle 
of Clement.'except tnree leaves, and a 
part of the.Second. ,■ _

THE CODEX VATICANUS.
The Codex Vaticauus, sb called be

cause it is iii-the Vatican Library, where 
it-was probably placed by ibph Nicholas 
V, attUo'foundatiori qf. the library, in 
1448, is a' .qiml’tb volume® consisting"of 
759 leaves of thin yeiluin,T42bf' ’which, 
belong To the New Testament. - There 
are noTntdrvals between the words ex
cept at the, end of a paragraph. It con
tains: riiost of the Old \Testamerit, the. 
Books of'Maccabees and the New Testa-* ’ 
nient to Hebrews; lx," 14, breaking off in 
the middle of a word, “Katha—In 
this manuscript .also there are correct- 
tions by various hands. The last editor 
—probable in the tenth or eleventh cen
tury—retouched-the faded Irik' of the 
manuscript, anti- supplied : accents and 
breathings. Tregolles, Westcott, Hort, 
Lightfoot and Weiss give this manu
script the first place from a critical 
point of view, ranking tlio Smnitic next

to It. Others . regard it as vicious and 
corrupt. •

THE CODEX EPHRAEMI.
The Codex Ephraemi, in the National 

Library of Puris, is a palimpsest, con
taining portions of the Old Testament on 
sixty-four leaves and of the New Testa
ment on 145 leaves. In the twelfth cen
tury the old writing of the Scriptures on 
the manuscript was effaced to receive 
.certain Greek words, of Ephraem, the 
Greek Father. It was an act of stupid, 
though, perhaps, excusable vandalism. 
But, though Ephraem was a great 
enough man in hfs day to take the place 
of the Bible, his only claim to immortal
ity tef-day is due to the fact that by the 
use of chemicals the sacred words that 
were rubbed out to make room for hffi 
words have been restored. The manu
script was brought from. the East to 
Florence in the sixteenth century, and 
to France by Queen Catherine de Medici. 
Its date is probably the middle of the 
fifth century, and it has been corrected 
by two hands, one in the sixth and one 
in the ninth century. -

THE CODEX BEZAE.
The Codex Bezae, in the University 

Library at Cambridge, England, is a 
Greek and Latin manuscript of .the Gos
pels and Acts. It was presented to the 
libitary by Theodore Beza in 1581. It is 
a quarto, 10 by 8 inches, with one col-' 
umn to a page, each left-hand page hav
ing the Greek text, and the right-hand 
the corresponding Latin,. It has had 
eight or nine corrections, besides those 
of the original scribe, extending over 
several centuries. The text preserves 
many primitive readings, but Scrivener 
says of it: “No known manuscript con
tains so many bold and extensive inter
polations, six hundred, it is said, in the 
Acts alone, countenanced, when they 
are not absolutely unsupported, chiefly 
by the old Lutin and Curetonian ver
sions.” Scrivener published an excel
lent edition of it in 1864.

There are other uncial manuscripts, 
but these four are by far the most im
portant, chiefly because they are the old
est. The cursive manuscripts are many 
more in number, being more than 
and many of them are of great value. 
But neither the uncials nor the cursives 
agree in the text and contain many in-- 
terpolations and mistakes. Two whole 
paragraphs, namely, Mark xvi, 9-2U, 
and John vli, 53-viii, 11, are wanting in 
some of the best manuscripts. Some 
contain passages that may have crept in 
from the margin, as, for instance, I John 
v, 7-8, and Joan v, 4. Words are some
times mistaken one for another! ’Pass
ages are sometimes put in one Gospel 
which belong In another. Occasionally 
copyists have made corrections in quota
tions from the Old Testament, and, last 
of all, there are slips of the pen and va
riations in the use of synonymous words.

From all this it will be seen that there 
is a wide margin for the exercise of 
critical judgment in deciding from the 
great mass of manurcripts just what is 
the true text of the Bible. Undrir such 
circumstances, textual criticism cannot 
be an exact science, since there are no 
original autographs in existence to settle 
the question.

Of late years much attention has been 
paid ’to Biblical study by American 
scholars, but, owing to the lack of orig
inal' manuscripts, they are weak in text
ual criticism. Though so much has been 
done in this field, much more yet re
mains to be done, as there are thousands 
of manuscripts uricollated.

Mr. H. C. Ho»kier, a young and suc
cessful Wall street broker, of New York 
City, has made an exhaustive analysis 
of the Egerton manuscript 2,(1 lb, in the 
British Museum. In speaking of his 
work, Professor Sanday, the great Eng
lish Biblical critic, says that it is "a 
piece of very honest, careful and valua
ble work, which may be counted for the 
future among the really trustworthy ma
terials for the criticism of the New Tes
tament.” This shows in a striking way 
that a theological training is not at all 
necessary for success in this line of in
quiry, which may be taken upas a hobby 
by any intelligent man and made to yield 
valuable results, while at the same time 
it may .become a fascinating recreation 
to the investigator.
SOURCES OF AMERICAN COLLECTIONS.

Most of the Biblical manuscripts now 
in this country were obtained through 
the generosity of laymen. Those in 
Harvard came chiefly from Edward Ev
erett, Charles Sumner and Lewis Cass. 
The Haverford collection came .from 
Walter Wood and J. Rendel Harris. 
The Lenox Library manuscripts were 
presented by Mr. Lenox, the founder of 
the library, and by Robert L. Stuart, of 
New York City. S. Brainard Pratt, of 
Boston, ..and Robert S. Williams, of 
Utica, N. Y., are the owners of manu
scripts,one of Armenian and oneof Syriac 
origin. The famous Latin manuscript, 
sometimes called “The Golden Gospel of 
Henry VIII,” is the property of Theo
dore Irwin, of Oswego, N. Y. ' The Uni
versity of Syracuse is the owner of Cur
sive Codex tiOS, of the Gospels, presented 
to it by Mrs. Caroline S. Reid. . ..

The library of the American Bible So
ciety has a fine copy of the Bible in 
Latin, which is said to have belonged to 
Charles I, of England. Its date is sup
posed to be the fourteenth^century. It 
was presented to the society by Charles 
J. Baker, of Baltimore, Md. The soci
ety also has a Lectionarinof the Gospels, 
in Syriac, probably or the thirteenth 
century, and a Slavic Gospel of Matthew, 
ending at chapter xxii, which is assigned 
to the fifteenth century. . < '

In the Astor Library are a LectiopaiY 
of the Apostles, probably of the fifteenth 
or. sixteenth century; an Evangelistry 
in Latin, dated^A., D. 87u, and 'a large 
folio entitled “Biblia Sacra Latina,” 
dated A. D. 1350, It is in perfeettaondi- 
tion, beautifully written,' and contains 
many superb miniatures in gold and col
ors. ’ • •' ■ ■.. / . .. 7■_ '

Among theother Biblical manuscripts 
of note in this country are .those in.tho 
Boston-Athenmum, ■ Browri?UriiVersity, 
Colgate University, Cornell University, 
Drew Theological Seminary, which ¿as 
no less than twelve:» the Metropolitan 
Museum, of New York City;-in the pos
session of Dr. I. H. Hall, Harvard JJni- 
versity; the George Livermore^ collec
tion, Haverford College, Lenox Library, 
Newberry Library, Princeton, and Un
ion Seminary, of New York City. While 
most of these are of a lute date, many of 
them are of great value, and a careful

study of them wo;ild undoubtedly add 
something to the silm of Biblical knowl
edge. ’ ; _ '

In conclusion, à word or so may be said 
about the Sinaitic palimpsest of the four 
Gospels, discovered by Mrs. Agnes Smith 
Lewis in St. Catharlene’s Convent, on 
Mount Sinai, in 1892. The text of this 
valuable discovery, with a translation, 
has just been published by C. J. Clay & 
Sons, of London,: and the Biblical schol
ars of the world are now making a crit
ical examination of ft. It is a new thing 
for a woman to enter this field, but Mrs. 
Lewis has shown that she is fully com
petent to do so; and her story of how she. 
found the - volume . and how she 
overcame the difficulty of transcribing 
the palimpsest,. sCtqetimes almost unde
cipherable, is ope of the most interest
ing chronicles of modern scholarship. 
She was much assisted in her work by 
the late Professor Bensly, J. Rendel 
Harris and F. C. Burkitt.

From the foregoing - instructive ac
count, it is plainly to be seen how flimsy 
are the usual “proofs” offered tn favor 
of the authenticity and genuineness of 
the Bible as the inspired “word” of God. 
The attempts to trace the books of the 
collection that has received the name of 
the Holy Scriptures, or Holy Bible, back 
to the time of th'eir purported author
ship, are, at best, an impotent, labored 
fared. . ;

In fact, the only real proof that may 
be considered worthy of attention, lies 
in the intrinsic moral and spiritual na
ture and value of what is said in the 
writings, and not in any effort to con
nect them with their purported authors 
by any line of litqrary descent.

So far as the leachings of the Bible 
are good and wholehome, they aye to be 
accepted at their full intrinsic value, 
with no espeoial-.eùnctity .above other 
truths taught elsewiinre.- X. Ra’y.

-, ■ 
‘ CHaRFTY.

—4-----
While pensively nuisingon man’s selfish 

ways . . 1
In dealing with others, in these latter 

' days, ' •
The thought camé tame of the change

we might saq
If all hearts wéie governed by kind 

charity. ,. । ;
This does pot mëan indiscriminate giv

ing, . .
To all who. may fails to obtain a good

A GENERAL DELUGE
From a Geological Stand

point

BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.

■ A tradition prevails among all nations 
that a general deluge has inundated the 
world, and that the globe has been peo
pled from the East.

Without regard to the sacred writings 
of different nations, let us see if there is 
any probable foundation on which to 
predicate an opinion, that a universal 
flood has swept over the earth, and de
stroyed all life which it contained, save 
such as was preserved in some miracu
lous manner for the perpetuation of the 
species.

It is well known to geologists that con
tinents and islands have been frequently 
submerged by the ocean, and have as 
frequently emerged from their watery 
beds. It is on such a hypothesis alone 
we can account for the immense lime 
formations, with their fossil remains, 
lines of stratification, and other evi
dences of aqueous formation, extending 
over almost limitless regions.

The microscope reveals the fact that 
all our “native coals, even anthracite aud 
cannel, have a ligneous origin. They 
are the products 01 the immense vege
table growth of the carboniferous pe
riod, when the earth and temperature 
were especially adapted to the produc
tion of this form of life. By some 
mighty convulsion the continent on 
which they had grown sank below the 
sea level; the waters rolled over them 
with great force, prostrating the dense 
verdure. Each succeeding wave brought 
a fresh deposit of debris, which buried 
it deeper and still deeper beneath the 
ocean bed. The phosphate of lime, 
held in solution by the higher tempera
ture of that era, was precipitated by its 
reduction, in which are now found the 
fossilized remains of the moll uscan and 
crustacean formations of that era, and 
adapted to its elevated temperature.

Again the bed of the ocean was ele
vated and became dry land. Another

the difference of species of animals, liv
ing representatives of which have been 
long extinct, their bones, however, fre
quently fpund deep in the earth. By 
some of the swells of the {ocean, during 
these paroxysms, a whole continent 
would be swept over, and thus the Bible 
expression, “all the fountains of the 
great deep were broken up,” is as cor
rect as expressive. .

The American continent, with its pre
historic mounds, the products of an an- 
cfent and long extinct race, may have 
been overwhelmed by some of these gi
gantic ocean waves, when the waters 
were seeking their level, though the 
continent itself was not permanently 
submerged. A few inhabitants may 
have escaped, who chanced to be on*  
mountain tops. They were the progen
itors of the red man, found here by our 
European ancestors. As the. water re
ceded to its former bed, with the return 
wave, and rested but a short period on 
the surface, the general face of the 
country, save as regards vegetable and 
animal life, was but little disturbed, if 
this tidal wave swept from the southeast 
to the northwest, we can account for the 
treeless prairies, all verdure being de
stroyed, followed on the subsidence of 
the flood by grasses which were the 
readiest to take root, the seeds of the 
forest, being less tenacious of life, were 
destroyed with the parent tree.

go on forever the revolving, renewing 
life-forces, changing continually. Life 
and death (change) following each other 
forever and forever, and so mote it be.

Yours, J. W. Dennis, 
Amanuensis.

KILLED DY KINDNESS.
Bishops Bowman and Foster, 

of the M. E. Church.

The Reason for Their Retire.
•> inent.

W? ; . ' V-

* Note—Classical writers 
that Deucalion reigned over 
Thessaly. In his age, they 
1,5.011 years before our era, 
earth was overwhelmed with

inform us 
a part of 
say, some 

the whole 
a deluge.

growth of vegetable life followed, to be 
In turn submerged, as in the» preceding 
instance, and them emergences and de- 
iiressione followed each other through 
orig cycles; as numerous as different

The impiety of mankind had irritated 
Jupiter,who resolvedjto destroy the race, 
linmediatoly the whole earth exhibited 
a boundless sea. The highest mountains 
were climbed by the frightened inhabi
tants, to escape the rising waters. This 
seeming security was soon overtopped 
by the swelling flood, and no hope was 
left of escaping the universal calamity. 
Prometheus advised his son. Deucalion, 
to make himself a ship, which he did, 
and by this means escaped, with his 
wife, the general disaster. The pigeon 
and the olive branch play their part in 
this as in all other narrations of the 
kind, showing a universal paternity 
somewhere. ■

[To be continued.]

living1 ' ■ pressione followed each other through
For some wiil-be.ioop-they seem té en- cycles, as numerous as different

joy it— i ri-4————SHpccposcd one above 
Though ample thélr inoonié, did they

wisely employ it. ■'
Some men seem born to be delving in 

ditches, 
While others are destined to revel in 

■ riches; .
But if robbing the poor hath made them 

the richer, '
They shouldn’t be envied by the honest, 

poor ditpher.
Of the trio of graces, with Paul all' 

agree 1
That the greatest among them is sweet 

Charity:( -
She thinketh, ¿Jie epeaketh, no evil of 

others,. . •,
But ever rememb’reth that all men are 

brothers,', p
No mortal is perfect—that scarcely can 

- be, ■ .1-
Yet how quickly the failings of others 

we seel -fi '
Were we thus environed, who among us 

could say; ' -
We might not imye stumbled as sadly 

. as they? ; '
Then-exercise charity, one toward an

other; / . ■'
We are best serving God when serving 

our brother;
And though he'does stumble, he should 

be forgiven-®'
The Master has taught us to—“seventy 

time? seven'.’1

another.. • . The chemical - -conditions 
which prevent wood from decomposing 
under water, deprived of the oxygen of 
the atmosphere, to which were added 
immense pressure, effected its trans
formation into coal.

* A, E. Bennett.

THERE IS NO DEATH;

■ pro's. J. b.]
There is no ^eatl). . Let us hope that 

this is trite, .r
And stars fhat,cease to shine upon 

these -shores of time
Will light sortie'iar off world and glad

den me 'pndyQu
In some other.'reqjm—some sweet, im

mortal jeflime^ '
No, there's.-, no. death, for no one really

• - dies; ;■: .<4 J<- .
Hopes may dle arid forms may perish 

■ in struggles |erce, '
But somewhere,' in®the great immortal 

• skies, s**j‘. fe... ' . ' . .
All will.bq.citizens of the universe.

When with!acliiw .heart we-see our 
loved qpeqdse-^ ‘

No, not die, upward rise to a 
grander bfrih— ' ■

'Tis hard to thiik'that they In- thought
less siletiA l|e,

Merely as a piece of cold and lifeless 
earth;' .; ?; , , .- ■_ •

They are not'doad^ though grosser forms 
have •turned'; to clay.

At the grave Kff buried love none 
should .fever kvqepj

For they tyho' dlq, .siinply pass front
•earthy foriyr'

’ To placid scenes df life beyond their 
mortal sleep.-. •

John. Wesley Daily, M. D.
-- .'•■-■(*»  - • • ■

TRUTH-aEEKING. ’

The poet<.Wij?'s£6k truth, in earnest 
,..wpr;...v ■ •- "..

Holding the mirid receptive for the 
. light ; -v ■■■■■■ ■c-/-..:;.■■•;;. 
That floods inirom around, translucent, 

• ■ • white; U:;■.fl■-
But yet iniujt’ passMrpugh that strang'e 

■ : ;prisrrt*ijselff 4 ■ .7 ' : ’
Be touchedjaud cqlqr'ed by the varying 

. ¿moqds' ?<. ■ T.
Of temperament,’ race,-environment and 
- ’ ■ all1 < :•■■ ■J- ■
The myriad powers that go to make the 

■ ■ , man;. • ■ — ' ' ■■
Yet passing these, remains, in some. 

' wayptruth, < >. . , • .
■’ >’ C. AdSle Carpenter.

Books are the immortal sons deifying 
their sires.—Plato. • *

Recognized nrobity is the surest of all 
oaths.—Mme. hieckor.

Volcanic eruptions, more grand and 
terrific than anything we have any con
ception of, In consequence of the then 
comparative thinness of the earth’s 
crust, tho interior heat of the molten 
mass beneath, and the denser atmos
phere surrounding it, made the depres
sions and upheavals more frequent than 
through subsequent periods.

When the temperature of the surface 
was sufficiently reduced to admit of it, 
evidenced by their fossilized remains in 
the rocks, the earth was peopled with 
higher and higher forms of life, each 
emerging from lower forms, until, last
ly, man appeared. Through the long 
and almost interminable ages that fol
lowed, his successors spread over conti
nents and islands. Each was populated 
with such orders of life as were best 
adapted to its peculiar climate and pro
ductions. Thus' animal life was adapted 
to the surrounding conditions, not the 
condition to the needs of the animal, for 
it was of a later creation.

Those immense bodies of land, now 
covered by the Pacific, Indian and At
lantic oceans, sometime in the very re
mote »past were continents. At the 
same time much, and perhaps nearly all 
the continents of Asia, Africa, Europe 
find America, formed the beds of cotem- 
poraneous oceans.

The gases continually escaping from 
the interior of the earth, bringing along 
with them a vast amount of scorae, 
through the immense volcanic craters 
of an earlier period, reduced the amount 
Of molten mass within, and unfitted it 
longer to sustain the heavy crust rest
ing upon it. After rocking, heaving 
arid swelling for a time, like a ship on a 
billowy sea, fissures were formed, the 
compressed gases escaped, the crust fell 
down upon the fiery mass, the Andes. 
Rocky, Himalaya and other great moun
tain chains rose from the-plain and now 
mark the site of these magnificent oper
ations of nature. Tranquility followed 
for a time, when lesser disturbances en
sued. These violet£E agitations of the 
crust, of the earth everywhere ruptured 
the inflexible rock, sometimes leaving 
wide spaces into which were injected- 
the molten mass from bejow, forming 
the perpendicular veins of metamorphic 
rock, the admiration of all who look 
upon it.

. With the subsidence oL a continent, 
beds,of oceans were elevated, and the 
waters, in seeking their equilibrium, 
swept over receding continents, perhaps 

•engulfing-them until another great up
heaval followed. Amid these awful 
paroxysms of a convulsed earth, the 
principal inhabitants were swept away. 

■The few survivors, with ho historic rec
ords, .communicated from generation to 
gérieraiipii, in their rude language, as 
clearly as they were Capable, an accoifht 
of these wonderful and startling opera
tions of nature. Wherever survivors re'- 

-plained each had a vivid recollection of 
the grand cataclysm, and' imparted his 
impressions of it to his successors, and 
thiis on from parent to son' through all 
the ages. ■■ . ■ ■ , .

Tiie present eastern coast of Asia may 
have been the western coast line of a 
submerged continent. The Adam and 
Eve oFHindoo, Assyrian and Hebrew 
story may have been the only survivors 
of SMne_pf these grand operationsofa 
convulsed globe in some locality, while 
Noah end his'family -may have been the 
remnants saved in another. Or each 
.may..have bbdri survivors of widely-sep
arated occurrences to which we have re
ferrod. ■ ...

A portion of the inhabitants may have' 
been saved by boats, corroborating the 
»traditionary accounts of the aboriginees 
of America, as well as tho mythical and 
sacred books of .different nations. * •

Thia view of the subject best explains,

if

IMMOBTAL SPIRIT.

When ana Whence Ite Incep
tion?*  ,

WHAT IS TO BE ITS ETERNAL DESTINY?

Buffalo, N. Y., May, 1896.
BRO. J. M. Peebles:—I find the fol

lowing query in the May number of the 
Temple of Health:

-“Query—Admitting that all organic 
forms, even the highest—man—has come 
up gradually in the eourse of the geo
logic ages from, the lowest monadic 
point of matter: where in this gradual 
evolution from unthinking matter up to 
reasoning, rational man, did the con
scious immortal spirit' come into the hu
man organization? And. where did It 
come from?”

And it is also asked of Bro. Hudson 
Tuttle to answer. Now, allow me to say 
that some crank must have incited the 
above question, and as I have a crankfof 
an attending spirit, he says that he will 
make an attempt to answer, or attempt 
to explain some facts in natural law.

Suppose a farmer wishes to raise a 
crop of wheat—what does he do? Why, 
he puts his field of land, upon which he 
wishes- to raise the crop, in a chemical 
condition, fitted for the reception of the 
seed of wheat, and just as soon as he de- 
ftosits the seed wheat upon it and covers 
t up with chemicalized matter, “it 

makes a condition,” that the life-giving 
forces of nature can touch it, of come in 
contact with it, and from that instant 
your farmer’s crop bggins to grow, and 
under no other conditions can it grow.

Let me explain a little further: Sup
pose a properly mated couple of human 
beings wish to propogate, raise, culti
vate, or bring into earth-existence, a 
child after their own kind, what is done 
is all in accord with the natural law of 
our being. Why, first the chemical 
condition must be just so, in accord with 
the natural law again. The chemical 
fluids of the male are brought into con
tact with the chemical fluids of. the fe
male, and this combination gives life to 
the sperm of. the male, and just as soon 
as the chemical combination is perfect, 
just at that time the life-giving forces of 
the universe come in contact with this 
chemical condition, and you have what? 
An Individualized material body, that 
takes just as much of spirit-life and soul
life as it needs for its present condition 
and growth, as this material body, this 
Individualized body, grows from day to 
day, and each moment of time takes up 
from the world of spirit around it just as, 
much as it needs and no more.

We live and move and have our being 
within the'great spirit-world around us? 
Where does the spirit life come from? 
I say from the great reservoir of eternal 
life around us. Where does the soul, 
the ego, the intelligence, come from? I 
say from the yet higher and grander 
a^nd greater lite of the universe that is 
sometimes called the soul .of the uni
verse.. As man is a spark from that 
higher' soul-life, the only question at 
stake is, does’man’s soul make a contin
ual abiding-place within the human 
body and spirit, or is" it a part of the 
universal whole and never fully sepa
rated from the eternal intelligence?

So you see I differ from most Spirit
ualists, and in fact I would rather be‘ 
classed as a "Naturalist’’ than anything 
else; for there is not one idea within mo, 
n.or ever was, but what was in accord 
with the natural laws of the world 
around us. As the. tog rise» from old 
Ocean and drifts to the mountaintop, 
and then falls in refreshing' rain and 
bills back to old Ocean again, refreshed, 
renewed, arid pure, so does;man’s soul' 
aud spirita^rift from the eternal life
forces of nature to the heights of indi
vidualized life; then at last in the ages 
before him, he, purified, perfect and 
renovated, drops hack into the great 
fountain from which ho came, and then 
he rests in the bosom of Mother Nature, 

■ never to bo known as the same individ
ual again; eternal rest, eternal peace, a 
part of the whole grand plan. And so

A Methodist minister in the city of ■ ! 
Fort Wayne, remarked to a Spiritualist, ! 
a few months ago, in regard to some J 
unorthodox utterances of Bishop Faster, ! 
that charges had been preferred against 'j 
Bishop Foster at several of the past*  .'ll 
General Conferences, but they had in- ■;] 
variably been pigeonholed. I

The recent act of tho General Confer- I 
ence, now in session at Cleveland, re- I 
tiring Bishops Bowman and Foster from I 
the episcopacy, ostensibly on account of I 
their age, naturally raises the question: I 
What was the true reason of their re- . I 
tirement? 1

Bishop Foster announced to the Gen- I 
eral Conference a few days ago that he I 
had “received alarge number of letters I 
denouncing the notion of the conference I 
in retiring him as cruel, brutal and an I 
outrage.” “These letters,” he contiu- I 
ued, “come from the best Methodists In I 
the country. ’ 1 want to say that these J 
good people are misinformed. There • I 
comes a time in all men's lives when I 
they must retire, and the conference • I 
recognized this fact. They did right, I 
and I respect them for it. I go tore- I 
tirement, but will carry the office of the -I 
Episcopacy to the grave. I. love my 4 
brethren, and I believe most of them I 
love me.” I

Now let me give the true reasons for I 
the retirement of these eminent bishopp I 
by the General Conference, which was I 
not at their own request <1

The retirement of Bishop Foster is I 
due to the fact that in a book he had- I 
written entitled “Beyond the Grave" he I 
uttered the following agnosticism: I

“However it may awaken surprise. I
truth demands that we should make the I 
confession that we do not know that I 
death does not end all. * * * There' I 
is not a single fact within our reach that- I 
furnishes us absolute knowledge. We . I 
have neither sense nor mental vision of - 
man after he dies. He does notappear 
within the range of our faculties. We '• 
do not find him. Where he is, or that 
he is at all, is unknown to us. Our con- • 
sciousness is silent on the subject. The d 
dead do not come back to us, and we are , '| 
not able to go to them. This, without 'I 
doubt, is the common experience of hil‘ 
manity.” ■ '.•■.■:

It was this honest confession of doubt, -; 
together with the adoption of the eplr- • 
itualistic view of the resurrection, that .= 
retired Bishop Foster, whatever else- . 
maybe said to the contrary notwith
standing.

There is such a thing aa^ehuroh poll-' •: 
tics and diplomacy, and that both were' - 
practioed in the General Conference at - 
Cleveland, the necessity for the ap- ■ 
potntment of several policemen oiser»' ■ 
geant-at-arms to keep order would1 '■ ’ 
rather substantiate. '• J

What was the cause for retirement of ■ , - 
Bishop Bowman? It was because in q, ■ 
sermon upon “The Pearl of Great ' 
Price” before a conference of preachers 
a few years ago, he preached what was 1 
denominated by the conference “rank1 
Spiritualism.” <

These two bishops present a peculiar • 'S: 
picture: the one expressing doubt of a 
future’ existence but adopting the ' 
spiritualistic dootrine of the resurrec- : 
tion, the other openly preaching Spirit-’ ' 
ualism to a conference of preachers. : :

Had Bishop Newman been a little old- 1 
er he too would have been retired os
tensibly on account of his age, but actu
ally on account of his having given ex
pression to the following: .

“That the spirits of the departed have c 
returned to earth is a belief that is al- : ’ 
most universal. Those eminent in the ' 
church for learning 'and piety have' " 
cherished this common faith. It was - 
the opinion of Wesley that Sweedenborg 
was visited by the spirits of his departed- ■’ 
friends, and it was Paul who said: ‘Al’6 
they not all ministering spirits?’”

Spiritualism seeins to be worrying the 4 
M. E. Church, as itisall other churches, 
Indeed'no other ‘istri'draws with such - - 
mighty force from all churches, creeds ■ 4 
and isms as does Spiritualism. •

If Spiritualism spreads as rapidly in \ 
the next four years as it has in thelasi < 
quadrennial, the M. E._ General Confer- • ? 
ence of 1900 will have several- more' ■’ 
bishopq to “retire.” -

. h. v.. sweringen. ;

MUSIC TRIUMPHANT,

Come, sing, all ye people, a song of great
: . joy, \
Since in this devotion we find sweet em- ‘ 

ploy;
Bright angels of love will unite with us ■ 

here .. ..
In strains of grand music, triumphant > 

and clear. . ' ‘
Let songs of rejoicing our feelùigS iéri-: 

gage, .
And every great ^sorrow thus strive to 

assuage, ■ '■ 4;- :" :
While we journey on to the bright sum- ' 

mer land, - : ' .
Where we in pure love may walk hand 

in hand. . • . . :, ; ,
Awake from your slumbers, ye dwéllèr^ 

in time, " J < 1 '■'J
And view, in the spirit bright mansions 

' .. sublime; -
Break loose from the thraldom of earthv 

ly domain; .
A sure home in glory ail strive' to pb«. 

tain. ■ ....... . ■ >
By acts of pure kindness'and works of 

: true love . . '■ '.
We build for ourselves grand'homes far 

above. • ■ '
Then sing, and be happy,- ye pilgrims 
_ below, ■ • ■■ .
For soon to a heaven supernal we go.-

•’ - E. D. Blakeman.

A life that, is worth writing at all i*  
worth writing minutely,—Longfellow,
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BY A. B. FRENCH.
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By members of the Spirit-Band ot Miss M. T. Bhelha- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cto 
cle. Cloth ,1.00. Postage 10 cents. For sate at 
this office. . . ■
~THOMAS PAINE.

Was He Junius?
By Wm. Henry Burr. Price io cents.

THE R.EAL ISSUED
> flrtu icampouudQf the two pamph
let^ The Irrepressible ConHIct," and “Your Answer 
or \ our Life ¡"with Important additions, malting a

» cellt8- '‘’I11’ book contains 
staititlcs, facts andtlocuinent», on tho tendencies of 
the time», that every pno should have. For sale at 
this office. • •. ■

THE "KORAN.
"AIkoran of Mohammed.* Into English from the original Arabic, with 

^c8 tokeafrom tbe most approved com’ 
mentaton. With a nreltmtnary discourse by Geo. Sale. Price, cloth, »1,4 For sale M this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
ByEdttorof tho National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Muuuineut, at New 
Bochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland 
Condorcet, Bristol, and the moit prominent of Paine's 
friends lu Europe and America. Cloth, <5 cents

THE RELATION
Of‘ho Spiritual to the Materlal Vnlrerse; and the 
Law of Control.- New edition, enlarged and. revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. • .

Who Was the Hebrew Jehovah?
An argument on the origin and character of the 

Jewish God. Dy MosBSHuLL, Price, Scents. -For 
sale at this office, . . -

GOSPEL OF NATURE?"
By M- L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete 

with Spiritual truths. Price »1.00. s

< ■■ A STRIKING TEST.
I rarely say anything In regard to-the 

{ihepomena and the philosophy of our 
jeautiful religion- (for 1 .so consider it) 
But having recently had1 a striking test 
through a medium in Chicago, whoso 
game 1 do not know, nor does it matter, 
1 mention, it: A daughter who passed 
iver nearly nine years ago, attended a 
apance in Chicago a few days ago: gaye 
her name and called for another young 
lady, a resident in the city and a friend
Of hers, not present, but was known to 
pome in the oiiule. The lady called for 
repeatedly was “Jean McG.,” and being 
lotifled, attended next evening, and re- 
jelvefla menage from a beloved, de- 
ieaseff friend, my daughter. The three 
>Crsons, two here and one “beyonfl the 
'eil.,-” were strangers,.until that evening. 
iow? that young lady (J.), who knew but 
ittle in regard to Spiritualism, will 

probably investigate' farther, and in 
time become conversant with the grarid-
^st/truth that has dawned upon our 
world in the nineteenth century.

BISHOP DOANE ANSWERED.
In his wisdom, Bishop Doane of Alba- 

By has furnished a paper to show “Why 
Women Do Not Want the Ballot.” But 
Bow comes Margaret Noble Lee (a very 
appropriate name), and knocks the ar
guments of the Bishop higher than 011- 
aeroy’s kite. Her able and. convincing 
article will be found in the Mai;oh num
ber of The Arena, and I advise all the 
women to read it. To use a homely 
phrase, this noble lady “doesn’t leave a 
grease spot” of the Bishop. .

, "THE WORLD DO MOVE.” ■ 
’ An intimate friend of mine, who 30 
years ago was a Universalist preacher, 
and is now in the newspaper business 
in Colorado, writea me: "Many thanks 
to you for your remembrance of me by 
sending mo copies of The Progressive 
Thinker. It is in some respects a great 
paper. I propose to exchange with it. 
Your briefs hit right and left. Keep 
un the ‘hitting? ‘Tne world do move,' 
By this I am reminded that lust thirty 
years ago this same Universalist preach
er, who had "a charge to keep” in this 
town, was berated as worse than an infi
del. In those days "infidel” was the 
piost opprobrious term that could be ap
plied to man or woman. To preach un
belief in the doctrine of “hell-fire and 
brimstone”\Was considered „ very wrong 
iqdeed. But, somehow, people are be
ginning to outgrow these antiquated no
tions, and, as our Universalist friend 
says: “The world do move.” Yes; it has 
moved forward somewhat since 1831 or 
1838, when Abner Kneeland was fined 
and imprisoned in Boston for saying 
that “the Uulversalists believed In a 
God which he did not?’putting a com- 
jna (,) after the word God, so as to make 
the crime of blasphemy. (!) This was 
Within my recollection. The day of his 
release from prison, will be celebrated 
in August. -

- • SOME PLAIN TALK. ,
I have often railed at the.secular press 

for jheir shortcomings. Hayingbeen. in 
ihe newspaper.buainess for'over forty 
years, I: ought to know.something about 
It.- It is seldom that they talk as plain 
as the distinguished journalist/ John 
S winton,, js alleged to have spoken at a 
banquet of New York newspaper men. 
in 1883: “There is no such thing in 
America ns an independent press, un

: ■ less it is out in the country towns. You 
, are all slaves! You know it and I know 

-it. There is not one of you that dares 
’ expressan honest opinion. I ampaid

S1150 per week for keeping honest opin
ons out of the paper I am connected 
■ ith. The man who would be so foolish 

as to write honest opinions would soon 
.' beout on the street hunting for another 

■job. The business of a New York jour
nalist is to distort the truth; to lie out

. right: to pervert; to vilify; to fawn at 
■ the feet of mammon, and to sell his 

pountry and his race for his daily bread.
■ i We are. the' tools and vassals of rich men 

: bchind'thc scenes. We are intellectual 
prostitutes, and our tinte, our talents 

■ pntl our possibilities are all property of 
Other men.” If this was true thirteen 
years ago, how much more true it is in 

- 1896, when Mammon, has -increased his 
: More, and his ability to control a cor

rupt press is increasing daily. An in- 
(elligent playwright, writing for a form

: er age, puts it thus:
; “There is now

No public virtue left In Syracuse.
• ' What should be hoped from a degener- 

•' , ate, ■ ■
:> Corrupted and voluptuous populace, 

When highly-born and meanly-minded 
‘ . nobles

-¿Would barter freedom for a great man’s 
- feast,

■■ ■ .■: And’sell their country for a smile? 
t. . The stream

With a more sure eternal tendency 
' Seeks not the ocean, than a sensual 

•' ; race
. Their own devouring slavery!” 
?—Damon. 
' » In regard to the decadence of the 

United States, I feel like,saying, with
’ the Boston poet, who wrote in 1841: 

.‘i -"Guard it. good angels; keep it unpro- 
y. y faned:

Guide it, lest lured by politics or gold, 
•’ Ite rights be bartered- and- its empire 
- sold!”

ries." Mr. Hartman,-of Montana, at
tacked the President’s utterances. H6 
denied the right of the President to thus 
insult the citizens of any part of the 
country; and said that “the greatest 
need of the schoolmaster and mission
ary was to he found in the. White 
House.” ■

If the “alien and sedition laws,” which 
were enacted in 1796, during John Ad
ams’ administration, were now.in foitee 
Mr. Hartman might have to pay the 
■penalty for his disrespectful (!) criti
cism of the President. . .

But what cares the President?: dr 
what care the missionary people? It is \ 
said that.they raked in $300,000 in con
sequence of putting forward Mr. Cleve
land as a drawing card, f oi' the meeting. 
A prominent city paper says: “It seems 
to be a maxim of this administration to 
abuse the people who chose them as 
their officials." It Is alleged- that the 
Presldentgoes fishing on Sunday, but 
when he gets into a missionary meeting 
he says: “We still profess to be a Chris
tian people, and will find our safety and 
welfare in enforcing upon dur-publio 
servants the observance of the mandates 
of Christianity.” Woe unto you, hypo
crites!‘

ISHE A JOKER.
Delegate Berkley, in tlie Virginia 

legislature, has presented a measure 
that if it becomes a law, qjergy will 
have to earn their salaries. A minister 
applying for’authority to celebrate the 
rites of marriage, ^iust be a person who 
preaches the doctrines of the persuaeion 
to which- he belongs, and has visited at 
least twice every thirty days every in
dividual member of Ms'; congegdUpn; 
and held family worship, and visited 
the bedside of every sick person, price 
in thirty days; and who has. hot been 
absent from his church more than four 
Sundays in a year. . The penalty will 
not be less than $10, nor more than $500. 
The legislature had better provide dele
gate Berkley a place in the insane asy
lum without delay, and then provide for 
a legal union of church and State in tlie 
“Old Dominion.’’ Delegate Berkley is 
a joker, maybe. .

. HEARD THE ANCELTBLOW. ,
Ever since it was reported that Per

rine’s comet would strike the earth 
sometime in March, .the people'of East
ern Kentucky have been holding relig
ious revivals, especially in Knox county. 
The preachers believe and preach that 
the end of the world is. at hand .and’ ex
pect their hearers to “make peace with 
God.” , While Rev. Carpenters was ad
dressing an immense meeting in Hind
man courthouse, a young reprobate who 
doesn’t care whether the world comes 
to an end or not, got behind the building 
and blew three unearthly blasts on a 
dinner-horn. One of the excited women 
in the congregation shrieked: “I told 
you the. Lord was coming! Don’t you 
near his angel blow?” A panic followed 
her words: and it is alleged that many 
excited people have fled to the caves in 
the Cumberland mountains. Twelve 
different Baptist preachers caused the 
rumpus.

’ WAS HE PREPARED.
On Tuesday night, March 17, a man 

was seen, to jump on fall Jnta the river 
at Cincinnati, from a barge» The body 
was Identified as that of “Father M. 
Robinson, »Catholic priest, of the order 
of the Holy Cross.’!. .The priest thought 
he was “prepared to die,” being himself 
a dispenser of pardons for sins. He will 
wake up In the Spirit-world, and find 
that he will have to yet work out his 
soul’s salvation in a. land where no de
ception can be practiced.

SOLOMON’S SONG.
Rev. Dr. Talmage says in one of his 

blood-and-thunder sermons: “If a man 
cannot read Solomon’s song, without 
impure suggestion, he is either in his 
heart or in his life a libertine." If 
there are any impure suggestions in 
Solomon’s Song, perhaps that is the 
cause of so many preachers going astray, 
and being hauled up to answer in eccle
siastical courts? Perhaps the new Wo
man’s Bible will expurgate all tho vul
gar, obscene passages from the Holy 
Book, so that it won’t be necessary to 
imprison people for printing passages 
from the Bible, without note or com: 
ment, as has been done in the last twen
ty-five years? America may “be “the 
home of the brave,’! but sue isn’t so 
much, “the land of the free" as she used

This Biblical Story Compre
hensively Reviewed. - 

. ——L ■ I
Many Items of Interest Given to

Illustrate the Exact Status of 
This Ancient “Miraele.”

Tho book of Jonah tells a wonderful 
story. The Lord had commanded Jonah, 
the hero of the narrative, to go to Nin
eveh and warn it of impending destruc
tion. Jonah, however, evidently not 
liking the job; or being doubtful of the 
nature of his reception, went to Joppa; 
in order that he might take a ship to' 
Tarshish, escape from the Lord, and 
thus avoid his mission; but he reckoned 
without his host, as the Lord was not sb 

.easily gotten rid of, and after he had, 
taken ship to Tarshish, there arose:;a 
great storm. As this storm did not 
show signs of, abatement,, the supersti
tious sailors cast lots to determine whom, 
the guilty person was bn whose account 
the Lord had sent the storm. Jonah 
proved to be the one, according - to this 
method of determination, and was cast 
overboard. “Now the Lord had pre
pared a great fish to swallow Jonah, and 
Jonan was In the belly (or bowels) of the 
fish three days and three nights.”— 
Jonah 1:17, ...

■ Joppa is on the Mediterranean Sea; 
the site of Tarshish is slightly doubtful 
and the species oi fish" exceedingly so. 
Early writers with unanimity called it a 
whale. But when modern science be
gan its investigations of the family of 
cetaceans, they soon learned that the 
largest whale could not swallow a man’s 
fist, to say nothing of his whole body. 
What an ox could readily swallow would 
choke this Immense animal. ' .

The next theory was that it was a 
shark. This was soon ' discarded, as 
sharks have large teeth; apd Jbnali 
would have been more fitted for sausage 
meat than for a prophet of God when 
the fish got through with him. • . -

Another writer concluded that lie was; 
not really swallowed, but lay in a fold in 
the lips; this could not be recelved, as 
the passage and marginal notes, both 

■agree that it was lower down;“ the words 
meaning the "belly,” dr “bowels:” thé; 
quotation reading, “and Jonah'was; in 
the belly of the fish three daysand three 
nights.” Even could this have been the 
case, it would presontdlfflcultLes e.qually 
as great as the other. It is the custom 
of whales to open the mouth and rush 
through the water at great speed1’to 
gather food. This would have been a 
very unpleasant proceeding,, as far,as 
Jonah was concerned, had he been hjd-; 
ing somewhere in the lips of the fish? 
Air also would not have been' easily bb- 
tained under those circumstances..'. ■ . : ■

But supposing a fish had existed, suit
able for the purpose, how long could 
Jonan have existed inside its body? 
First: Man cannot live without oxygem 
for his lungs, and carbon for his. stom
ach. Jonah would have-been, where-

• STRINGENT LAWS NEEDED.
On the-5th of March, 189ff, Rev. Dr. 

' c C. O, Brown was too ill to appear at tbe 
■1: meeting of tho Congregational council, 

where ne was being tried for alleged 
immorality. Miss Overman, on cross 

1 -examination, admitted that Mrs. Tun- 
w noli, the witness whom the council. 
_ ■ would like to find-(and whom, the pious 

preacher does not want found) had no 
means, and that money had been furn
ished by Dr. Brown, and when asked 
why he should send money to Mrs. Tun- 

-■■ jiol, asked: “Why should he not?” Miss 
s Overman is the. young woman whode- 

■ ¿lares that Dr. Brown was made the 
victim of a blackmailing conspiracy by 

■ herself and Mrs. Davidson, who is now 
- in jail on the charge. Is it not about 

■■ ■ 'time that we had more stringent laws 
- against, blackmailing, and particularly 
’’ against the blackmailing of Christian 

: preachers, who are so often getting into 
.. trouble on account of the unfortunate 
-- “sin of Eve in the garden of Eden?”

A STROKE OF POLICY.
■ •Having an eye strictly' to business, 
tbe Presbyterian Board. of' Home: Mis
Bions got President Cleveland to preside 
over their recent meeting “as an adver
tisement and to bring money into their 
treasury?’ The President “made his 
little speech, and his wordshad so much 
lignification that they were thought 
worthy of discussion in Congress. It 
tas at Carnegie Hall,, New York,

here the President spoke of “the im- 
■■ bortauca of religious teach mg and Chrls- 
■? Man endeavor m badly regulated mu- 

iiicinaitiies, corrupt and .unsafe Terri-: 
tarieajmd undesirable. States.”: He if*  
jfepijttei assaying that/-sompespecial 
•«Sm« o? ^^'Befifl^rl‘..iniiBlniia.-

tabs. Them’s my sentiments.
The. doughty Di. Talmage says: “Now, 

this oM Gospel ship, what with the roar
ing of earth and hell around the stem 

’and stern,-and mutiny on deck, is hav
ing a very, rough voyage.” Well, the 
Doctor ought to know. "Yet he says in 
the some sermon that; he would not ex
purgate the scriptures, “because the so- 
called indelicacies and cruelties, of the 
Bible have demonstrated no evil result." 
I think it was evil to imprison good 
men for printing the “indelicacies.” -

WAFFLES AND COFFEE.
A novel way of raising money for 

church purposes has been discovered. 
It is called a “waffle supper," It was at 
the United Brethren church. Over 
two hundred people spent a delightful, 
evening in pleasant social chat and par
took of waffles and coffee and a large 
variety of dainties. The young ladies 
Of the congregation engineered the mat
ter and it was, ot course, a success. If 
it were not for the women, the cause of 
Christianity would soon die of the dry 
rot. .
THE SAME OLD SONG, WITH OTHER 

WORDS FOR THE OCCASION.
The Bakersfield,Echo tells of a citizen 

of Delano who loaned $3,000 to a farmer 
of that vicinity, the loan being for farm: 
ing purposes only. For the loan he was 
to receive 1 per cent per month interest 
from the time the first draft on the 
83,000 was made, and in addition there
to he was .to receive a bpffus ’Of 81,500. 
The nbte was Secured by mortgage. Con
cerning the • mortgage the Echo” says: 
“Mr. Shylock, it seems fair to remark, 
does, not reside in Wall street, nor does 
he own a bank. He is an humble rest
dent of Delano,is a devout church-mem
ber, and loves to sing, ‘Jesus Lover of 
My Soul? ” But the Echo probably did 
not know that the devout man sings his 
own version of the good old song. Here 
is the way he singsit: . '»?
Jesus, lover of my soul, .

। Give me 62 per cent. : ’
While the Waters nearer roll

I’ll he filled with sweet content. . 
Hide me, oh, my Savior hide,-. .

I will hide most all the reSt. . : ;
Hide them, skin them, serve them fried.

Oh, receive my soul at last. • 
Other refuge have I none, •

Save’my mortgage wild and free, 
As I skin them one by one,
.Still support and comfort me. j . • 

All my trust in thee is stayed;
To my usury I cling, ■ ■ ;

So mv game is doubly played .
’Neath tho shelter of thy wing. . .
And may tho Lord have mercy (if He 

desires) On the man who thus masquer- 
adcs in. religion’s cloak while.he aquaez-. 
es blood-money- from tho unfortunate.-— 
Rcpubliean, Fresno, Cab ■

. ‘ „ G. II. Mathews,
■ NrwsPhiUMvhla. Ohio,--< - „----- ■ ( >■/.O1«W». w

there was no oxygen and his body could 
not have stood the action of the gastric 
juices, nor his lungs the carbonic acid 
gas of the stomach. ,.

If you wish to see the effect of these 
forces on flesh, take a bottle of common 
pop and put a piece of raw beef in it, 
corking it carefully afterwards. You 
will see the meat slowly disintegrate as 
the chemicals operate on it. After wit-; 
nessing this experiment, you will, be 
able to imagine what Jonah Would- look; 
like after being in such quarters three’ 
days and three nights, and'will not. won
der that the king of Nineveh put on 
sackcloth and sot in ashes when he ap
peared. On the contrary, you will won
der why he did not order out the royal 
scavenger, and after applying disinfect
ants, anchor Jonah in the middle of the 
Tigris river. Finally-“the fish, vomited 
Jonah out upon dry land.”

Where he was when this (to him) yery 
pleasant event took place, we are not 
told but we have some measurements 
that will astonish those who have never 
examined the story. '

As near as can be determined, Nin- 
eveh,was on the Tigris river, about 700- 
miles from the Persian Gulf, 600 : miles 
from Joppa, in a straight line, and 435 
miles from the nearest point on the 
Mediterranean Sea. In Jonah, 3:3, we 
are told: “Now Nineveh was an exceed
ingly great city of three daya’ journey.” 
In all these calculations the Oxford Bi
ble is taken as authority, and it says a 
day's journey was 33 miles, 384 feet. 
The ruins and also-tha ancient descrip
tions of cities show them to have been 
built square. Even the Hebrew con
ception of heaven was a walled city, 
perfectly square, stretching over 1 ;500 
miles in every direction, length, breadth 
and height—Rev. 21:16. " ■ , -

Using these well-known plans as o.ur 
basis, we would have a city much great
er in extent than any city we know of in 
either ancient or modern times. Chi
cago would be a city of but little-over 
one day’s journey, as it stretches along 
the shore of Lake Michigan a distance 
of about 40 miles. If Nineveh was a 
city of three days’ journey, built.accord- 
ing to the custom of those days, perfect: 
ly square, it would have been a city 99 
miles, 1,152 feet in each direction, or 
cover a surface of 9,944.21 square miles.

Acco rding to the report of the Ch icago 
. Board of Trade for 1893, that city covers 
1186.2 square miles of territory and has 
a population of 1,700,000. If Nineveh 

’ had the same proportion bf population 
to her area, she would have had a popu
lation of 90;780,0(X) or about 20,000,000 
more than the entire United States.-in 
1895» If internal improvements were 
proportionate, it' would have had .131,
737.8 miles of streets.

Rev. A. H. Sayce, in. "Higher Criti
cism and the Monuments,” says: “Nin
eveh is said to have been ‘an exceeding;- 
l'y great city of three days’ journey? and 
to have contained 120,000 children ‘who 
could not discern "Between their right 
hand and their left? .

; “These statements are in strict accord
ance with facts if we include within the- 

^ circuit of Nineveh, nbt only Nineveh, 
but Catan on the south, and Dur Sargon.

. on the north. "The circumference of the 
whole district is about 90 miles, which 
may be roughly described as a three 
days’ journey. Dur Sargon, however,; 
was not built until the reign of Sargon, 
a hundred years later, than the time 
¡when Jonah of GathvHeper delivered 
'his prophecies in the kingdom pt Sa- 
•mana.” ■ '
. ' The latter part of this quotation in
validates the entire claim as it professes 
to include a city which hod no existence 
until 100 years- after the event .took 
place. What would Prof. Sayce, or any 
other theologian who is using such ar
guments to prpvo the Bible to bo in 
strict harmony with history, say if I 
made the statement that Chicago had a 
population ot 10,000,000, and when they 
took me to task for the misstatement, I

sa1dr"Oh! 'I’ included the people who“ 
will move and be iUn thiira for the next 
100 years. -.Then «will lave .that population.” "* ....... 1 ™ : ■

No cities of the mze' necessary to fill 
thcAQ rgquirementa-isave, existed since 
historical records ’weresltept. :and wef 
must therefore couqlijle f^at the writer 
meant that Ninevan was "a great city 
three days’- journey "from the point at 
which’ Jonah wps whin he- escaped fropr 
the fislb ‘ ‘ '

But we have already seen that Nin- 
evah was 425 mllgs Jroip. the nearest 
point on the Mediterranean Sea, while 
three days’ journey5 vvas but DO miles, 
1,152 feet. ■ Jonah^mdbt' have been a 
marvelous ’‘sprinter!' to cover so much 
ground in soshort a jime. . The nearest 
point on the sea coast (and we have 
nevér heard it mentioned that the fish 

7 took him inland any’ distance, although 
so remarkable a fish1 would be likely to
do most anything) wps 425 miles, while 

■ the distance from Joppa to Nineveh was' 
600 miles in a straight line. From ¿he 
nearest point on thè-sea;coast, had he 

: been able totravel in a perfectly straight 
Hue and not go out of ills,way to dodge 
mountains, rivers, • lakes,; .or. the savage, 
inhabitant's of thè ''dotilitr^ he would 
havé'had to teàvel at the’rate of-141' 2-3 
miles each-24 hours In order to accom
plish his jourpey in three days. If. the. 
fish left him at Joppa, ho would have 
had to travel 600 miles, or at the rate pf 
200 miles each 24 hours. -

It is not to be considered that a man 
could travel without rest. ,,If he walked 
or ran half of tho time gild. rested the 
other half, he would have had to travel 
11.8 miles per hour’ from the nearest 
point on the sea coast, and 16 2-3 miles 
per hoiir if from Jqp;a, This always 
allowing that he traveled, in a perfectly 
straight line, which is not possible.

In these days of fast express trains 
and electric cars wre-do- not think this 
very- fast traveling; but ¿when we re
member that the .fastest method em
ployed by the Israelites at this time was 
walking and with slow animals, we can 
appreciate it. - Wo have.had soqjp fast 
walkers of late years, but not one who 
could keep in sight oi Jonah for an 
hour. '

“But," says another, "why could not 
the whale carry him ‘ near or quite to 
his destination?” This view does not 
better the matter any. ...

Joppa was on the Mediterranean Sea, 
and as the Suez Canal Was not con
structed - at that time, it-would have 
been necessary for the fish to. have trav
eled the entire length of the, Mediterra- 
jeari, out of the Strait óf Gibraltar, 
round the coast of Africa to the Cape of 
Good Hope, and after , rounding it, to go 

■ up the east coast of Afi-jpa, through the 
Mozambique channel, arpund -the coast 
bf Arabia, up through the Persian Gulf 
,tó the mputh pf the Euphrates River, a 
distance; of about 15,500 miles, after 
¡which, he would still be a distance of 650 
or 700miles from Niqevahj If the fish 
ventured up the Euphrates and Tigres 
rivers io Nineveh, it would have to 
travel over 16,200 amilfes in the three 
days, or at the.rate/[pf <0.400 miles per 
day, 225 miles per tapp,13 3-4 miles per 
minute, and 330 feetj eàph second of 
time, if it spent hàSf of8 the time rest
ing and feeding, the.- fepeed would have 
to reach the enormppsufiftte of 660 feet 
per secònd. Such aspe^d would be suf
ficient to throw all the water in the river 
out of the banks, léàvfng dry land be
hind him. Some idea of ’the speed can 
be obtained by c^jppM'ing it with a 
railroad train. -Fevyj trpjns travel ata 
rate exceeding 40 mites an hour. This 
iaat the rateof 58 W 'feet per second. 
The speed necessary for the .fish to travel 
to accomplish its; journey would be 111-3 
times that of the, or,wuary. passenger 
train. ' ‘ .

We are told that Jonah finally reached 
the city and began his story of death 
and destruction. To-day. we -would put 
him in the insane asylum, but then we 
are informed that the people believed 
him. This is quite as unlikely as the 
rest of the story. The people of Nin- 
evah -were Assyrians and believed in 
their own God, Asshur. .They had no 
more regard for Jehovah than the peo
ple of the United States have for Mo
hammed or Allah. Imagine a prophet 
or a preacher of the Mohammedan faith 
coming with such a message to this 
country and you have thè same compar
ison that would be presented to the in
habitants of Ninevah at Jonah’s appear
ance. .

Of this, the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
says: ..“From a purely literary stand
point, the marks of a story óre as paten t 
in the book of Jonah as in any of the 
tales of the ‘One Thousand ; and Ono 
Nights? The greatest of the improba
bilities is a moral one; can we conceive 
of a heathen city being converted by an 
obscure foreign prophet? To judge of. 
the degree of this improbability, it is 
enough to read any . inscription you 
please of an Assyrian king. Fancy Sar
gon of Sennacherib in the presence of 
Jonah! How coijld the Ninevites give 
credence to one who was not a servant 
of Asshur?” ..

In a footnote it also says: "It is 
worthy of note that the fish of Jonah is 
found in the Roman catacombs assigned 
to the first centuries, and is distinctly a 
dragon.” - - '

When Jonah learned that Nineveh 
was not to be destroyed] he went outside 
of the city and built film a booth and 
sat under it in the shadow. But when 
night came, behold,a gourd came up out 
of the ground and grew sufficiently large, 
to shelter him. Whatagrpwth. SuCh 
things were done in thè dàrk for some 
unknown cause, and, as plants do not 
thrive very well at other seasons, it was 
doubtless' summer. , Therefore, the 
work must have been accomplished be
tween darkness and daylight; - - A plant 
to act as a shade for A man-would -have 
to be at least eight to ten feet high, 
with a corresponding growth ofbrancbes 
and it must have grown at the rate of at 
least one footaii hour. - Yet, -after all 
this trouble, when thèGSttn came up, 
"God prepared a worm, aud it smote the 
gourd that it withered?’, But what did 
Jonah want this gourtrfor? ;He already 
had a booth for sheltéfc; >thé gourd was 
superfluous» , .gcu-';

This was a great gonrd,la little-worm, 
but a monstrous big.storjyand if it had 
been told in anything'butzthe- Christian 
Bible, would have beeft pi-operly placed 
with such stories as iCJafck, the Giant-

.'Ever Binoe that time I have believed 
ithe etory of Jonah and the whale.”

It la also related that early in the hts- 
.tory pf,Christian missions umouK the In- 
■ diafab, a priest started to tell them the 
Istory of Jonah. They sat quietlydisten- 
jiny to the narrative until they heUrd 
.that Jonah had been swallowed by a fish 
«and after remaining thero three days 
!hadkbeen vomited out and still lived, 
¡when the leading man o£ the tribo got 
>up; ■ shootf himself and said: “Heap 
d—u lie,” and walked off, followed by his 
people. . ’ •

: Whether both of these stories are true 
.or,not, I leave to the reader to judge, 
(but many people to day have the In
dian’s opinion of the story. - 

, . W. H. Bach.

to decide how to cut me up, Ono argued 
one way, while the other doctor took 
another view of the matter. All this I 
witnessed through my half-open eyes, 
My. sense' of bearing was remarkably 
acute. Both approached the table and 
opened my mouth to take out my tongue, 
when, by superhuman effort, my eyelids 
were slightly raised.. The.next thing I 
heard was:

“ ‘Look out, you fool, he is alive!1.
“ ‘He is dead,’ rejoined tho other doc

tor. .
“‘See, he opens his eyes,1 continued 

the first doctor. The'other physician 
let his knife drop, and a short time after 
that I commenced to recover rapidly. 
Instead of cutting me up they took me 
home. There was great rejoicing among 
my relatives, I owed my life to the doc
tors' dispute as to what ailed me during 
my illness., I suppose Iwas kept alive 
for some purpose,” continued Mr. Hay
ward, as he.finished his grewsome tale, 
“for l am the father of ten children.”

Mr. Hiy ward has been a resident of 
Independence for some years, and is 
highly thought of as a citizen. He is a 
member pf the Latter Day Saints’ 
church.

LIFE WORK
- . -OF-

GORA L V. RICHMOND.

With portraits representing Mrs. Richmondin 
1867, in 1878, and in 1804,

CONSUMPTION
To the Editob—Please inform your read

era that I have a positive remedy for tho 
above named disease. ■ By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases have been per. 
manentlv cured. I shall be glad to send 
•two bottles of my remedy free to any of your 
readers who have consumption if they will - 
aendme their express and post office address < 
TA.Kocum,M.G., IKPeaHBL.NewTdrL :

. An old, retired sailpr y?ps asked if in 
his travels he had evpr?§een .anything 
tp prove the truth of . the itoi-y of Jonan 
and thd whale. He fiijflied:’'- ‘ .

■ “I never believed tHht slory, until we 
bad an oxperience 'omonaiof my voyages. 
We started around the.“ Horn and had 
with us-besides our cr.qw.an ‘.old‘ gentle
man and his grandson. They were much 
attached to each other, and just as we 
reached the straits, the old. gentleman 
died. •

“The boy was inconsolable, but we 
made preparations for a burial at soa. 
Not having anj’ shot, we f,ied to the foot 
a grindstone, soma scraps of iron pipes 
and some barrel hoops and cast.the body’ 
overboard. Hardly had it struck the 
water when the boy leaned into the sea. 
As it was storming badly we could do 
nothing but go on, leaving him to his 
fate. A few days later, when in the Pa
cific Ocean, we saw a shark playing 
around the ship. We rigged a tackle, 
caught it and naled it on deck." When 
we cut it open, we found tho oldtnan and 
the boy inside of -it. They had taken 
the grindstone and mounted it on the 
gaspipe and were sharpening the barrel 
hoops sor they could cut their way out.

’H'S’"

DOCTORS DISAGREED ABQUt \VHAT PIS- 

EASE KILLED HIM—WHILE THEY AR
GUED HE REVIVED—VOUCHED FOR 
BY THE KANSAS CITY JOURNAL.

Tobe buried’alive while sorrowing 
friends are standing about the open 
jrave, and then come to life in a dlssect- 
ng room, is the actual experience of 

George Hayward, an Independence jew
eler, says the Kansas City Journal. Al
though years have elapsed since he was 
lowered gently into his grave, the Mem
ory of the moment when the undertaker 
screwed down the lid of his coffin, shut
ting out the sunlight', and the sensation 
he felt as. he was, lowered Into the grave, 
while a fiineral dirge was being chanted 
by the village'choir, still remains to 
him as a horrible dream. He was con- 
sciousjrom the time he was pronounced 
dead until" he was snatched from the 
grave by the medical fraternity and laid 
oh the dissecting table in the “interest 
of science?’ :

Mr. Hayward still retains the grim 
recblleetion of hearing the damp earth 
falling on the'coffin-lid, a mournful ac
companiment to the sobs of relatives. 
He was-unable to help himself or make 
a sign, and knowing this, his agony was- 
at timesinteH.se. His greatest agony of 
mind occurred-when the sexton rounded 
up hisgrqve on top and the sound of re
ceding footsteps smote his ear. Mr. 
Hayward says, that at this moment he 
fell into the dreamy sensation peculiar 
to a drowning man. How long, he re- 
maihed in that condition ha does not 
know,.but ble sense of living again came 
over him when he heard a scraping on 
his coffin-lid some little time after he 
had been burled.

Mr» Hayward is a man 69 years of age. 
For ÿèars hé has been in jewelry busi
ness at Independence, ana at present 
conducts a shop on South Main street. 
He has the belief that many people are 
buried alive, and now his own experi
ence has. a tendency to confirm this be
lief. To'a reporter Mr. Hayward related 

, his burial and resurrection with the un
concern of a man who does not fear 
death.

“It was in Marshville,, England, coun
ty Gloucestershire, where I was burled.” 
sald.Mi’. Hayward, very grimly. “My 
father had a large family of boys, and 

, he. raised us. all on the - farm near the 
village. I was quite young, and it was 
my chief delight to go to the fields with 
my older brothers. In those days the 
farmhouses were surrounded with big 
yards filled with' straw.. This straw was 
allowed to rot, and in the fall of the 
year It was loaded into wagons and cart
ed to the fields as a fertilizer. It was a 
bright morning whqn we started for t.ha 
fields, and I ran ahead of the horses. 
The horses in England are not driven 
with reins, but they follow the command 
of the voice. After reaching the field 
the pitching of the straw commenced. 
The’ men used hop picks, which are 
fashioned somewhat after a heavy pitch
fork. While standing near one of the 
hands,, by accident I was struck on the 
head with one of the picks. Impene
trated my skull and at the time made 
me feel faint and dizzy. My injury was 
not considered, serious. After returning 
to the hoüsèl was sent into the cellar, 
and, much, to my surprise, I could see in 
the dark as welt as In the light. After 
coming’ from the cellar mv strength 
failed me and I was soon bedfast. Two 
doctors were called. One of them in
sisted that my condition was due to the 
blow on the head, the other that I had 
pleurisy, At ‘ any rate, two weeks 
elapsed and my eyes closed in supposed 
death.

“It was-death as far as my relatives 
ware. concerned. Yet I was painfully 
conscious of every movement going on 
around me. My eyes -were half-closed 
and I was laid out. I heard my elder 
brother, John, walk into the house. I 
saw him approach the cot with tears in 
his eyes and. sympathizing friends con
soled him by asking him to dry his 
tears. ‘He is gone? they said, and other 
similar expressions were used around 
the bier. Well-known faces would peer 
down at me as I lay with my eyes half
closed. Tears rained on my face as the 
burial shroud was wrapped around my 
body. As soon as the undertaker ar
rived I knew that I was to be burled 
alive. Try as I would, nothing could 

: break the spell which bound me. Ev
ery action and every word spoken are 
as distinct to my mind now as then. "

“Well, the time for the funeral ar
rived and the service was preached over 
my living but rigid body. The under
taker approached and-the lid of my little 
prison-nouse was fastened down. Life 
seemed all but gone when this took 
place, but, as I stated; no effort of-mlne 
could break the spell. The coffin; was 
shoved into the wagon and the trund
ling of the vehicle sounded -in my ears. 
I was painfully conscious -of the fact 
that I was soon .to-be lowered into my 
grave. Strange as it may seem, at 
'times I did not feel fear at my impend
ing fate. The coffin was taken out of 
the wagon and . lowered into the grave. 
In those days boxes were not used as a 
receptacle-for the coffin. The clods of 
earth fell heavy on the lid of the casket. 
There I was, being entombed alive, un
able to speak or “stay the hands of my. 
friends.- My effort to move proved fu
tile,: and tne dose air of the coffin 
seemed, stifling to me. .Suddenly the 
shoveling ceased and the silence of the 
tomb was complete. I did not seem to 
have the fear then that a person would 
naturally expect under such circum
stances. AIL 1 remember is that the 
grave is a lonely place and the silence of 
Hie tomb: was horribly oppressive. A 
dreamy sensation came over mo and a 
sense of. suffocation became apparent. 
My whole system was paralyzed; were it 
otherwise my struggles would have been 
desperate. : . , .

■ "How long I remained in this condi
tion I do'hot know, The first sense of 
returning Hie came over me when I 
heard the scraping of a spade on my 
coffin-lid. I felt myself raised and borne 
away. I was taken out of my coffin, not 
to my home, but to a dissecting-room, I 
beheld-the doctors who had waited on 
me at my home, dressed in long, white 
aprons'. In their hands they had knives. 
Through my half-closed eyes I saw them 
engaged in a dispute. They, were trying 
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WASASRAHAri LIFiCOLli
A SPIRITUALIST?

— OH —
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poenfs. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startlingl 
—more bo than auy work Issued since Uncle Tom’! 
Cabin. It breathe*  forgoltcu whispers which tbe rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deal» 
with high official private life during the mostmoment*  
ons period In American Utatory, and is a secret psgo 
from the life of Ulm whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and moru understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, 18mo, illustrated, pp, 864, 
Paper, 75 ce«M.

For Sale at this office.
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Beyond the Threshold A Seqnel to
TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

By LOUIS FIGULER.
Translated from the French»-

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wai writea to 
tevelop the Idea of the principle of tho permanence 
»f the human boiH after deatli, and Ito reincarnation 
tn a chain of new beluga, wbuse successive links art 
unrolled tn the bosom of ctbertal space. “Bbyond 
tbs Threshold” continues on the eame lines en
larging and expaudtugthe idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn frcnftciencc and philosophy; claim*  
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is tho best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In tbe presence of death, and 
that tbe help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It h lnter*!Pilng,  en
tertaining, Instructive and faffchiutin^, su.' whether 
one accepts it nil or not. much wilt hev*  ‘.et»n Hirned

A VERY FASCINATING WORK,
Thia fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
In that peculiar Interesting style tn which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. Tbe author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists os “devotees of a new super*  
itltlon,” etc., etc., In which ho manifests the usual 
animus of the “sclentiflc class,” yet ho says again: 
“There la a true and respectable Idea in Spiritualism," 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhurnans and tbe Inhabitants of Earth]" 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact tn evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In 
the anthors'8 Ideas, but the well-read mind wLi readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of tho 
whole will find not ouly good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. Tbe author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price »1.50. For sale at 
this office.
"GLeAHiNQS" 
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WILL SPIRITUALISTS RESPOND
TO JHB GALL FOR ACTION?

Thqse who have closely followed the I by cards, tokens, the inspection of the 
articles in the various Spiritualistic pa-1 head or hands of any pertqn, ¡or by any 
pers .during the last few months, are .one’s, age, dr by consulting the.move- 
awure that the mediums of Philadelphia ments of the heavenly bodies; or who 
were arrested as fortune-tellers, and'' shall, for gain or lucre, pretend to effect 
that though every effort was made on \ any purpose by spells, charms, necro- 
the part of the attorney for the defense ‘ muncy or incantation, shall be guilty of 
to introduce evidence which ¡would show ■ a misdemeanor, punishable by atty court 
that Spiritualism was a religion, and of quarter sessions in this common- 
that its adherents and mediums, in com- ¡wealth, with fine and imprisonment, or 
mon with adherents of other denqmina-! both or either, at the discretion of the 
tions, were entitled to religious liberty ! court; the first offence shall be pun

’ ’ " ’ " ished with not more than two years’im
prisonment, nor less than fifteen days, 
and a fine of not more than one hundred,

and protection under the Conetitution, 
it was unavailing, The court ruled that 
no evidence of that kind would be per-

‘ mitted, consequently mediums were 
classed as fortune-tellers, who had brok
en the law by receiving money for sit
tings. . o

in order to properly present this mat
ter to the Spiritualists, it becomes nec
essary to give a brief resume of the case. 
When the mediums were arrested a 
committee was organized, composed of 
representative Spiritualists from the 
different societies, for the purpose of 
defending them. After carefully con
sidering the situation, the members of 
the committee decided that the time 
had come when mediumship must be ac
corded recognition by those in authority. 
The committee maintained that it would 
not do for the Spiritualists of the coun
try to allow their mediums, who had 
been the means of bringing to them the 
light, to be arrested in the different 
States, under the laws governing frauds 
and fakirs, without entering a strong 
protest, and petition for discrimination 
to be exercised. ■ To' this end has the 
committee labored earnestly, appealing 
for aid. to carry on the defense, never 
for a moment doubting that when the 
evidence was presented, showing that 
Spiritualism was a religiop, and that 

• Spiritualists only asked for , proper, dis
crimination to be exercised towards 
those who were entitled to protection 
on the basis ‘ of religious liberty, that it

• would be granted. Such was not the 
case, however. The court refused to 
discriminate, and the innocent suffered 
with the guilty. In spite of all obstacles 
the commit.ee has kept on with its work 
and is still doing all in its power to car
ry out its orginal intention.

The writer from the outset has care
fully watched all proceedings—has sat 
in the court room with the mediums who

nor less than ten dollars; the second of
fence, with any term of imprisonment 
and fine, not exceeding five years, or five 
.hundred dollars, as the court may deem 
proper.

. FORTUNE TELLING.
Whosoever shall pretend, “for lucre 

or gain, to tell fortunes or foretell future 
events, by o;her means than these afore
said," shall be guilty of if misdemeanor, 
to be prosecuted as offences against pub
lic law are now prosecuted, in this com
monwealth, and to bo punished as pro
vided in section of this act, : 
ADVERTISEMENTS TO BE EVIDENCE.

If any person or persons shall publish 
by card, circular, sign, newspaper, or 
any other means whatsoever, that he or 
she shall or will predict future events, 
the said publication may be given in ev
idence to sustain an indictment unfier 
the first and second sections of this act.

WITNESSES. ’
Any person, whose fortune may have 

been told, os aforesaid! shall be a com
petent witness against all persons 
charged with any violation of tne pro
visions of this act.

Similar laws exist in the various 
States, but in view of the fact that the 
voice of National liberty was first heard 
in the Keystone State, it seems em
inently proper that Pennsylvania should 
iWd in this movement.

Why should not Spiritualists and 
their mediums ’have the same, religious 
liberty as the Christians and their min
isters? This is the question that con
fronts us to-day, hence this appeal to 
the Spiritualists of Pennsylvania, and 
other States, for their co-operation.

The following petition and amendment 
was drawn by the Hon. A. B. Richmond 
of Pennsylvania, after examining the 
aforesaid law, and should receive the

were notified to appear for trial—care
fully noting the ruling of the court upon 
the evidence offered by the defense— 
has noted how in every case where the , ..
plea guilty was entered, the person so , endorsement of every Spiritualist, 
entenng was dismissed with perhaps a I " —
nn nnlivinnrl n ell z*Yi  i fi r.zi 11 tY/ tn fri tri n IT ’ —. ___ .. __ .reprlmand, or a slight fine, upon giving 
security that he or she. would practice 
no more what was designated by the 
court as fortune-tolling. If the person 
so entering the plea of guilty had de
frauded the public, it was eminently 
proper to make any terms with the court 
necessary for the restoration of their 
liberty. But no medium could consist-

To the Honorable, the Senate and' 
House of Representatives of 
the Commonwealth op Pennsyl
vania, in Legislature Assem
bled:
The petition of the undersigned citi

zens of the State of Pennsylvania, re- 
„„h,. spectfully represent that the Act of As-entiv acknowledge, oy a plea or guilty. r J j.n j _thnt hv the exercise of mediuinshin! sorabl/> entitled “Fortune Telling,” vIlUL Uy vile vAvlClBU UI lUUUlUIUflllip ..„..„„J xt. _ uiL _ r i - Iflui r,fhnv haH uinlntzirl fhD low nf thn Innfl pa-feSCQ tllG 8th OI April» 1861, B8 COD*  tnov naa vioiavea me law oi uie ¿ana. * , . __ - .r ♦»,?«Ti tkn tk.,+ »11 wi.M struea by some of the courts of thisIt must be understood that all wno were t J ... . . » . ,firvoxtftd did not claim lobe mediums in commonwealth, is calculated to do and 
the sense of tbe word as ths Spiritualists' las ^oue ffreat wrong and injury to

- - • - . L. - innocent and law-abiding citizensunders.and it—that is, mediums for 
communication between the two worlds, 
consequently some who were arrested 
were glad to secure immunity upon any
terms. ■

The others bravely stood by their 
colors, stood by the Spirit-world, even 
at the peril of a term in the county jail, 
and it seems to the writer that in con
sideration of this fact, that it becomes 
the dutyof all true Spiritualists to appre
ciate the loyalty of all worthy mediums 
and.awake to the necessity for action, 
as well as a realization of their respons
ibility in this connection. Had the me
diums plead guilty, and promised to dis
continue the practice’ of their medium
ship, they too would have been leniently 
dealt with. This they absolutely refused 
todo. ... ,

Judging from the various arrests of 
mediums under the fortune-telling law, 
as well as the new laws that are being

thereof; your honorable body is there
fore respectfully asked to enact the fol
lowing amendment to said Act of 1881; 
AN ACT TO AMEND AND EXPLAIN THE

ACT OF ASSEMBLY OF APRIL 8TH, 
1061, AS FOLLOWS: . .
Be it enacted by the Senate and Leg

islature of the Commonwealth of Pdhn- 
sylvania, and it is hereby enacted by the 
authority of the same, that the said Act 
of April 8th, 1861, shall noUapply to 
Spiritual , mediums, holding, seances 
either public or private, provided that 
said mediums do not pretend to tell for
tunes, or predict future events except 
such as are^made manifest by natural 
phenpgfena, which may be proven in 
court in defense of any person arrested 
and tried under said Act, as any other 
phenomena are proven by the testimony 
of any learned and expert witnesses in 
psychical phenomena.passed classing all clairvoyants, etc., as _____

fortune-tellers (tho latest of which is in ; ' , x
Ohio, and taxes clairvoyants $300 per The writer submits these comments 

■ ' ' ". and suggestions as herein set forth, as
■’ lit of practical experience in the

year to exercise their gifts), the only ' _____ _________ ,___ , .
thing which seems possible in order to the result of practical expei lence in i
secure permanent relief is to carefully defense of mediums in Philadelphia, 
examine the laws in the different States ""
bearing upon the subject and then 
secure either their repeal or amend
ment, in such form as will secure to 
Spiritualists their rights without mo
lestation.

It can readily be seen that this can be
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A WASTED LIFE.

Far from the crowd' of discontented 
souls

I find repose amid the tranquil culm;
With naught to break the charm of 

quietude, '
I breathe from Nature's soul a sooth

ing balm. •
The rippling waves, tossed gently on the 

shore,
Vibrate to Evening's ear a soothing 

i»y> i
And vernal zephyrs breathe in waving 

leaves i
A farewell ode to the departing day.

Light clouds aré floating through the 
azure space,

Their fleeces bathed in sunbeam’s fad-' 
ing glow; . ~ :

And tinted rays shoot through the' 
balmy air '

To paint the waters of the lake below.
Yon babbling brook, that wanders from 

the springs . •
Of distant woods, is softly flowing by— 

To meet and mingle with the deepbluo;
lake

Whose depths reflect the twilight’s
. softened sky. r

The orchard grove is white with 
fragrant blooms,

: Where birds sing drowsily their good
night song; 1

A wondrous calm enshrouds the move
less scene, .

That lulls to rest the gay and' feath- 
' ered throng. .

Yet not for me alone throbs Nature’s, 
heart—. . ■■ ■

■Nor could I wish g friend more fair , 
and true ... .

Than she who rests with me in solitude, 
Beneath the starry dome of heaven’s 

blue. , '
How every bursting bud and blushing 

bloom. ’
.The carol of the birds, the bright 

spring days,
The silent nights, the softly-rushing 

winds,
Vibrate to her their animating rays!

While basking in the sunshine of her 
love, .

How fades the glory of the earth and 
sky: '

For in her veins the life of Nature flows;
Within her soul the treasured sun

beams He. ‘ ,
Ambition burns within my youthful 

breast; ■ ’ '
Stirs up my yearning soul to do—to 

dare; 5
And high above all other thoughts the 

love
Of grandeur, and the crown of fame 

to wear. ■ ' '
Farewell, dear heart! I go beyond the 

seas, - . .
To search in distant lands for wealth 

and fame;
To weave from golden skies a jeweled 

crown; .
To reap from life’s rich fields a death

less name.
Alas! how soon the fleeting years speed 

ty,
And youth’s faia dreams awake to use

less strife!
Awake to see the strength of manhood 

gone:
A few brief years' of toil—a wasted 

Hfe. ' '
With age-dimmed eyes and locks of 

growing gray
I wander back to childhood's happy 

home;
Back to the scenes I loved in years 

agone— ■ :
My native land

dome.
No faithful friend 

smile;
No loving word 

way:

beneath

to greet 

to cheer

k, as~
well as noting carefully the action of 
similar laws in other States. If Spirit-
ualists are to take hold of. this matter in 
earnest, in the different States, it means 
much work, as well as considerable ex-
pense. No intelligent Spiritualist can 
reasonably object. to laws to protect the 
public from the practises of frauds, fakes 

effort, and all should rally to the ’support and pretenders, who use the cloak of 
of the National Association, which has Spiritualism to cover their deceit. On 

■ • • ■ ■ ■ the other hand they cannot fail to see
the importance of defending all worthy 
mediums in their rights to exercise.

accomplished only through organized

this for one of its main objects. In 
March 1895, an attempt was made in 
Massachusetts to secure the passage of 
an amendment to the Sunday bill, but their gifts.
owing to the lack of organized effort on 1 Let the Spiritualists of Pennsylvania, 
the part of the Spiritualists, and the iL*-  least, work together for this end. 
well organized power of the promoters Take this petition into1 their meetings 
of the present law, the efforts of the few i and discuss it, and take some action, so 
were futile. According to the opinion that when the Legislature assembles we 
of a leading lawyer of Boston, who had shall be ready to make our appeal and 
the matter in charge, a complaint can have it endorsed stronglyr Not a Spirit- 
be made against any medium who gave ualitt’ but owes it lo those who brought 
sittings upon Sunday and charged an him or her the light to do something to 
admission fee, the penalty being five aid tin the protect ion of mediumship. _ 
dollars fine for every person present, and Spiritualism will never be accorded 
the manager being fined a much larger tbo recognition to which it is entitled 
sum, for violating the law. i '1®R Spiritualists organize upon the

In view of the decision in Pennsyl-, basis of co-operation—not until they are 
vania,-that all mediums are to be tried willing to work for posterity instead of 
strictly under the fortune-telling law. . present and personal ends. Never rest- 
what is our duty? We answer: To ob-: »>? until the end is gained and medium- 
taln the repeal of the law in its present ship is accorded due recognition. Then, 
form, or the passage of an amendment and not until then, will true Spiritualists 
in relation to Spiritualist mediums «ease their efforts in this direction, 
which will admit of evidence for their Before this is accomplished, however, 
proper defense earnest men and wouien miist toil ardu-

During the labors of the writer in be- ously and unselfishly, overcoming all ob
half of the mediums, it was evident that Stacies, until at last, as they look back- 
some concerted action must be- taken, ' ward upon the toilsome path they have 
therefore a letter was written to Hon. trod, they will see that bv their labors 
A. B. Richmond, asking.for his co-oper- the way was opened for others to follow 
ation and assistance in drawing up a in the lipe-of. progress. O, Spiritualists, 
suitable petition and amendment, which awake, for the day is at hand when we 
could be circulated among the Spiritual- must prove true to the trust, reposed in 
ists and liberals for their signatures, j us by virtue ot the light we have ro
und presented to tbe Pennsylvania leg- ceived. • " .
islature at its coining session. Mr.1 Spiritualists and Liberahsts, what will, 
Richmond not only promptly responded y°u <lo to in this struggle to gain 
to the request, but added that the pas- equal rights and liberty foi*all  before 
sage of such an amendment would put the law? M. E. Cadwallader.0»0U UI OUVI1 MU UU4V11UU.VUU ■■WIUVI 
an end to the persecution of mediums.

The act of legislature, of Pcnnsylva-• -"„J ,u “Old Testament Stories Comically
ma. passed Api il 8, 1881, as construed mustrated.” Church, people are! cau- 
by the court in Philadelphia, has caused yoneij not open this book, as its com- 
ffreat iniustico to oe cions to many tnou- ?p«>i ninhiiFPR HaaaH an taxta tönd 
sands of Spiritualists who are law-abid- to induce uncontrollable levlty. It is a 
inn citizens, and who believe in the ¿¡jok for the freethinker who wishes to 
phenomena and philosophy of Spiritual- rePj from busy cares, and drive away 
Ism, because they have been convinced ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
of the truth of the same. Under the cioth $1.50. For sale at this office, 
ruling of the court, it is of little use to 
contest these cases in view of the pres
ent law. There being no law in Penn
sylvania governing mediumship, intor- 
der to reach, them it was necessary for 
the prosecution to class the’mediums as 
fortune-tellers. ■. -

I inclose a copy of the law: which we' 
hope to amend. . It shows Jww; narrow,*.:  
minded our law-makers are. I mark in 
quotations the points which the district 
attorney'laid the most stress upon. ,

“Atlantis: The.Antediluvian World. 
By Jgnatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent

the

me

my

azure

with a 

lonely

CALM "WORDS
Concerning Theosophy 

Spiritualism.
and

An Appeal for Härmonious Effort

The idol of my youth—my only love— 
Has passed beyond, to life’s eternal 

day.
No waving grass upon her silent grave;

No clinging vines entwine the humble 
stond;

Beneath the barren soil her body lies, 
A virgin youth marked for a brighter 

zone.
The autumn sun is set—the bleak winds 

moan; -
The chilly waves beat wildly on the 

shore;
The cloudless night is decked with brill

iant stars, ’
And in their depths- they glitter as of 

yore.
But brighter than the brightest star 

was she—
The sunlight of my life, who passed ■ 

. away;
And now the world is fading into night;

No rays from her to cheer my twilight 
day..

O, restless mortals, longing tb be free, 
Let not ambition lead your, souls 

astray; . -
Nor love of glory take you from your 

own; ■ ■ ®
For fame, like mist at eve, will fade 

away. Uriel Buchanan.

CALIFORNIA MEDIUMS.
_ '______ .. :_____ 1

Special Mention of Some of Them.

again'and again tried to “swear off," 
and had failed. Of this we do not 
speak from knowledge, but it does r ' ' 1 THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
WJ

him as master of the self, 
¡astern philosophers (Ma-

Act of Legislature, Passed April 
8, 18flL Pennsylvania Legisla
ture, 270. Fortune Telling, Etc.

CHIROMANCY, ASTfiOLQG'i’, NEGRO- 
■ MANCY, ETC.- :

Any person who shell pretend, “for 
-ain òr lucre, to prel.. 'uture events,”,

of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as'veritable history 
It is intensely interesting. Price 82.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrim ” ¡By Edward -Gibbons, . This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal 'Clas
sics. It js conceded to be historically 

^correct; and so. exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Religious and Theological AVorks of 
Thôplas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Agé of Reason,” and a number pf let
ters 'and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth, binding, 430 
pages. Price 81. For sale at this office.

To the Editor:—To-day my attention 
was called to a .communication by Em
mett Coleman, of-this city, describing 
several slate-writing seances with Mrs. 
Clara Read, well known to many Spir
itualists of San Francisco, but now de
clared, as I learn. She was a good, hon
est, truthful medium, and respecetd by 
all who knew her.

This city and coast has had, and now 
has, many worthy mediums, who are a 
credit to themselves and to the cause 
they represent. Without any intent 
to slight or disparagement of the nu
merous mediums here, I can only men
tion two or three at this writing. ■

Mrs. J. J. Whitney stands at the head 
and front as a trance platform medium. 
She Eas no superior on this coast, and I 
doubt very much whether she has an 
equal in giving names, times, place and 
circumstances. Her parlors are crowd
ed with seekers after truth, and the uni
versal testimony is that site is a power 
in her mediumship. She is going east 
in June, and intends to visit the camp
meetings east of the mountains, as well 
as several eastern cities. • -

The other medium is Prof. Fred. P. 
Evans, of this city, a psychographist of 
wonderful power. His slate-writing 
seances are far in advance of any other 
medium of the kind on this coast, or 
any that ever favored us with a call. 
People take their own slates if they 
wish, and never fail to get a respoúse- 
from their fçiend “over -there.” • A 
large book of his wonders' hap 'been' 
published, and should bo read by all 
who are interested in the cause. . 1

I could .give some astounding-tests, 
from sittings I have h¿d with him,-but 
there is no room in an ordindry commun
ication for detail. • > ' .

Good, honest, truthful médiums ás 
Mrs. Whitnéy and Mr. Evans wé can 
all commend to the. public as reliable. 
If there are any who doubt it, they can 
soon be convinced by test trial,

Our cause is growing: meetings in 
the city are numerous and prosperous:

We are expecting President Bàrrètt, 
of the N. S. A., to visit'our city in a 
few days, when it is intended to give 
him a rousing reception. . - - s- .,"

R. B. Hall.

Honest seekers 'after truth have 
often questioned’ to know the differ
ence between tljje teachings of Spirit
ualism and theosophy, if there be any.

One would.be led to think, from the 
loud and virulent denunciations of 
some of those who make -up the two 
sides in the matters at issue, that 
there-must be something essentially 

-heinous in one piije or the other, to be 
determined by the jury to whom the 
case was to be appealed. Let us do a 
little examining of tbe claims of these 
rivals for the support of investigators 
desirous of separating the real from 
the unreal, or, in the words of the 
ancient philosophers, the gold from 
the dross, in the light of late de
velopments. • •

As to my right to plead before tbe 
bar of public opinion, in this case, 
permit me to say,; as a Spiritualist of 
forty years’ standing, I have for the 
past thirteen years been a student of 
the theosophical teachings, and also, 
for a port of the ti me, a member in 
good standing of the Theosophical So
ciety. But I am, and have been, first 
and all the time, a Spiritualist. I 
have never found it necessary to ab
jure my spiritual beliefs, nor found 
any point of real disagreement in the 
underlying-principles and doctrines of 
these two bodies of students of the 
occult.

If theosophy teaches anything, it 
asserts the continued existence and 
power of the spirit, whether embodied 
or disembodied. It recognizes the 
entity and capacity of the spirit to 
act independently of the body while 
yet holding its own bodjr in leash; and 
its action when disembodied must fol
low as a logical conclusion. This is a 
step beyond what had been unfolded 
in the Spiritualist ranks. Theosophy' 
also maintains that an ego may have 
a series of bodies, from time to time. 
There is nothing in the teachings of 
Spiritualists that would make this im
possible.

Spiritualists shave been content to 
seek to draw the disembodied into a 
renewed interest with the affairs of 
the earth, instead qf seeking to raise 
.themselves to higher planes of thought 
and action, as Was their privilege.
- They have forgotten the words of 
the “Record o^Ztl^ Adepts:” “Seek 
ye first the kingdom of God” (power 
of universal spirit^ ‘-and his right
eousness, and all th'fese things” (phys
ical conditions). (S'siiall be added unto 
you. ” We are itO’. seek the spiritual 
power, that in these latter days is so 
fully demonstrn’tedi1 an'd'tfie things.wb 
desire to control along the physical 
line will be placed in opr keeping. 
We cannot control spiritual power on 
planes that lie above us; but we can 
control all that lies below. This is 
the teaching of theosophy. If the
osophy is the wisdom of God, or 
spirit, then it is the manifestation of 
the one truth, and no one can suc
cessfully deny that Spiritualism is 
also the unfolding of the same truth. 
Therefore their object must be the 
same, although tjieir methods are dif
ferent. There is room enough in the 
Spiritualist ranks for all the theoso- 
phists who may be seeking help in the 
understanding of the unseen.

These remarks are made in view of 
the condition of the Theosophical So
ciety to-day, which is undergoing a 
crisis—in fact, it has never been happy 
unless it was in a crisis. Madame 
Blavatsky, one of the ablest women 
the world ever saw, audacious in de-, 
sign and paralyzing in execution, in
vented the theosophical 'crisis, with 
all its Salvation Army variations, and 
the present managers of tbe society 
are now traveling in the well-beaten 
track.

But, constantly in public, Spirit
ualists who had affiliated with the 
Theosophical Society were having a 
hard time under the denunciations and 
slanders of such of the speakers and 
writers as were bn a materialistic, in
tellectual basis. In California, a 
woman claiming to be an exponent of 
theosophy, on a public platform de
clared she had'1 ‘no use for Spiritual
ists." Really, there would never 
have been any Theosophical Society if 
Spiritualism had nofopened the hearts 
of men to perceive the grandeur and 
beauty of its doctrine. ' ,

Again and again has W. Q. Judge, 
the most brilliant intellect and most 
eagerly persisWifyTiorker in the ranks

batmas) tersely put as 1 ’knowing the 
doctrine and living the life. ”

There is room enough in this world 
of ours for all organizations of 
earnest souls, who seek to know con
cerning the hidden truths of the spirit 
and of its wonderful powers. But 
there is no room for bitterness nor 
wrangling. As there is the lower con
sciousness and the higher conscious
ness, so there must be development of 
spirituality on the lower planes, and 
on the higher planes of the physical. 
If we are content to remain in the 
preparatory' department of our col
lege, we may. But if we seek the 
higher, whether we call it Spiritualism 
or Theosophy, it is exactly' the same 
thing that we are seeking, and by pre
cisely the same methods. Life is too 
short to waste our odyllie force in 
squabbles over the unessentials. If 
we will only seek to know, to dare, to. 
do, and to keep silent, we shall find 
our stock of real wisdom rapidly in
creasing, under whatever banner we 
march. W. P. Phelon, M. D.

A DESERTED WIFE.

She Desires to Be Heard in Her 
Own Behalf.

to

For the Home, the Lyceunv 
and Societies. ;

A Manual of Physical, Intellect*  
ual and Spiritual • alture.
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-THE PSYCHOGRAPH
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

COMPILED BY EMU HOOD' 
TUTTLE.

of the societ 
pen that the

red by voice and 
not communicate

with the living. But it is now well 
known that all hist Actions and move
ments in the socilijx were directed by 
a medium in ^e^York City, whom 
he constantly, oconsulted. It is not 
likely that he went to her for her per
sonal advice,' tflit 'that he sought the 
direction of thf w^e among the dead, 
and was guideij. thgreby. Wé aré not 
objecting to tbps - jpethod of obtaining 
advice; but we^ar©kicking because-he- 
abused us, !¿S Spiritualists, hardly 
allowing ug.coinmon sense; ¿'hilé at 
the same time he was depending upon 
the-unseenguidance for his best work.

The tenets of theosophy .treat con
tinually of brotherhood, of purity of 
life and control of the appetites. ’’ A 
society that declares it has no use for 
Spiritualists has; left out a very large 
factor of the ¡world's t&ihkersjn the' 
makingrupof ¿universal brotherhood.’ 
Enough would be left out in the sum
ming up to destroy all claim for 
universal.

It is said by. intimate associates' 
with President Judge, who have 
“ceased to speak as they pass by," 
that his death was caused by con
sumption of the throat, the result of 
excessive cigarette smoking; he had

To the Editor:—I am a constant 
reader of your valuable paper. The 
notices under the heads of important 
questions and fraudulent mediums 
have caused me to write a few words 
for publication in regard to my ex
periences and troubles in the last four 
years as an honest and earnest in
vestigator of true Spiritualism. It is 
simply justice that believers and non
believers should -hear my story. My 
husband, James Sanford Cravens, at
tended the Liberal- camp-meeting, 
where lie was advised to form a circle 
at home, the medium telling him he 
would develop as a medium. He set
to work to follow their directions, with 
some apparent success. Three years 
ago he attended the St. Paul Spiritual 
Camp as a spirit photographer. After 
that he was at home very little. Two 
years ago he went to Kansas City in 
company with a woman from Joplin, 
Mo., by the name of Shepherd. From 
there he went to the State of Kansas, 
taking-with him a girl sixteen years 
old, representing her as his wife. They 
are now traveling somewhere, claim
ing to be lawfully married, although 
he has no legal separation from me.

We lived together nineteen years 
and have six living children, ranging 
in age from eighteen to three years. 
They are all girls but one. We had 
some property and were raising our 
family in some kind of oomfort when 
he commenced his investigations, but 
he jvent through with it all and left 
me entirely' destitute and in broken 
health. He now; as I learn, calls 
himself a healing medium, and as
sumes at different times and places a 
number of names that do not belong 
.to him. He has been known, to give 
his name as Doctor James, Doctor 
Standford, Doctor Sanford-Schofield, 
etc.

Now, what I want is a reckoning 
with the mediums and old friends who 
were at our-home and who sat with us 
when he was exerting himself to de
velop in mediumship. They know I 
was not to blame for his leaving home. 
They knew his little children needed 
his support; they also knew him to be 
practicing fraud; yet these same me
diums, wjiose mission it should be to 
purge our cause from all that is vile, 
have met him under his assumed 
names and in all his fraudulent pre
tenses, and yet have not exposed him, 

.but left him to go on with his work of 
breaking up homes and disgracing 
himself and all who are related to him, 
either socially or in belief. He is 
forty-two years old, six feet tall, light 
complexion, blue eyes of a light shade, 

■ dark hair, mixed with gray, and sandy 
moustache. He claims for his guides 
Fritz Weber, Theodore Parker, Paul 
Castor, and many others.

I am a Spiritualist, but I want 
nothing to do with fraud and deceit. 
I Would have been proud of my hus
band’s mediumship had he been dis
posed to have been honest in it, but 
he was not, and because I would not 
approve of his practicing imposition 
he mistreated me and finally left me 
in the way I have stated. In view of 
all that I have experienced I cannot 
bear to hear the statements that prom
inent Spiritualists’ sometimes utter, 
that such and such characters are ob
sessed by vicious and malign spirits. 
I think that this is too good an ex
ouseforthose who have bad passions 
and who only wait for a chance to let 
the same run wild. If this is pub
lished in The Progressive Thinker, 
as it ought to have been long ago, 
there will.be no further excuse, for 
Spiritualists, at home or abroad, tol
erating this poor, miserable character 
in his career of sin.

With love for Spiritualism and for 
■all true Spiritualists, and for hu
manity generally, .and a pity and 
eternal loathing for fraud and decep
tion, I am, with great respect, yours,

- Mas. M. J. Cravens.
209| East Commercial street, 

Springfield, Mo. .

, “Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 

.Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
¿nd this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should fie read in conjunction with 
Gibbon's work. For sale at this office.' 
Price, 25 cents... ..

“From Night.to Morn, or An Appeal 
;to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written iw a sweet 
npirit, andis well adapted to place , in 
the .hands -of Christian people.. Price 
16 cents. • •

This foBtrument !i substantially the same ai that 
employed by Prof. Hare In bls early InveBtlgatkmi. 
Id Ui nnprovedform It lias been before the public for 
more than leven years, and in the bauds of thousands 
of peraoni ha® proved 1U superiority over the Plan*  
cbette, and all other jnetrumencB which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of tbe communication! received by 
its aid, and m a means or developing mediumship.

Bo you wMi to investigate Spiritualism? 
you wish to develop HediwnsMp?

Do you desire to receive Communications?
The Piycbograph Is an Invaluable assistant. A 

pamphlet with full directions for the
Forjnation of Circles and Cultivation 

of Mediumship
with every Initrument, Many who were not aware of 
their meolumlstlc gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be Ailed with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling it knew more than them 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y„ writes: “1 had 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave*  
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism is Indeed true, and the communications hr.ve 
f’lven my heart the greatest comfort in the severest 
Oss i have had of bou, daughter, and their mother.”
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 

Dame familiar to those interested In psychic matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Fay- 
cbogruph. It Is very simple in principle and construc
tion, and 1 am euro must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now In use. 1 believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when it*  superior 
merit« become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Peri1’’ Hechts, Ohio.

JUST PUBLISHED!

AUTOMATIC WRITING 
[so-called] with other 

PSYCHIO EXPERIENCES 
-BY

SARA A. UNDERWOOD, 
With Half-tone Portrait and Speci

men Pages of the Writing.

Handsomely bound in Cloth.
Price^ $1.30. Postage 10c extra*

ENCYCLOPEDIA
. . . OF . ..

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and New 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Splritualismi

Together with a brief history of the origin of many 
the Important books of tbo Bible.

01

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that is in this book appeared in an abridged 

form In a series of Dine full pages of The Progress
ive Thinker. These articles were prepared at tbe 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some kind of doedment for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet tbe appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

The author, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on DptrltuaUstlsUc and other themes and each one Is 
full of careful study on tbe subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, In bls introduction of this work says:

‘•Hoping that this book will serve ¿o lead the people 
out of tbe wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its sanctified’ enemies, it will not ‘spike’ it, but win 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance, I send It out on its errand of en
lightenment with the bumble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

The Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed od good paper, 
contains a fullpago portrait of the author and is 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.'-
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE,
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK-

This work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted by 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
<2, but tbe price now has been reduced to SI. It Is a 
book chat will interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of tbe 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Dlacords; Good and Evil: 
Unnatural ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Panicles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of tbe Virgin; Tbe 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter aod Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: “ Each individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour*  
isbment of which 1 individually partake and digest 
¿fy soul must expand by virtue of tbe soul essence 
which I individually gather and comprehend or digest” 
For sale at thli office-

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
’ TO WBIOB IB ADDEb

Volneys Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and

. constellations by tbe Editor;
AlsoMa Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in large, 
.clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol- 
post8vo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

■This is undoubtedly oner of the best and most useful 
books over published. : It eloquently advocated tbe 
best interests of mankind, and clearly points out tbe 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 

.society, and tho causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient Blates. A general assembly of tlio 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative bofiy 
formed, the eourcb and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws discussed, and tho Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
(FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
\J Life. Containing somo of the experiences of a 
iplrlt who has been in spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 237 pages contains t 
vast fund of Information. It gives tho experiences ol 
a aplrlL and therefrom an important lesson Is learned. 
Ho visits the homes of tho fallen, seeking to bless tome 
of them. His soliloquy, as bo enters tbo dark valiey, ti 
very Interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly.advice leads him to the Templo of Progress. 
His philanthropic work la vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa*  
tton.’ Price 11.00. For calc at this office.________ _

JOAN?THE MEDIUflT“
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

as a Leader ci Armies. By Moses Hull. This is at 
onco tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of tbe most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel was ever more thnUlngly In
teresting; no bistory more true. Price In cloth, <0 
cools; paper cover, 25rents. For sale nt this office«-

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS'

ANDROV WE ASCEND THEM*
Ora few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

where snirltls supreme and all things are Subject to 
IL With portrait. By Moses Hull. - JUBt.thq book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual , being, and to 
show von hbw to educate yuur spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth,; <o cents: la papcf Oliver,>25 
cents For sale at this office.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND
Songs, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Genii, 

Choral Responses, Funeral Ser.ices, Programs for' ■ 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. luatructlon» for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
-Physical Culture, CuHbILcdIcb and Marching; Ban*  
ners, Standards, tbe Band of Mercy, etc,; a book by 
the aid of which a progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or ’ 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted- 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual song«, with- 
music free from tbe dismal tone the old byinuology. ■ 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such asno otherseleetiou contains, it gives- 
a practical system of graceful cuilstbeuicB. every step*  
of which la made plain by engravings. It gives lih 
etrucUons how to make the badges and baunv-ra and- 
Instructs In inarching. It shows howto establish»- 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has- ; 
all the inoat beautiful songikwblcb have beeDgMUerei- 
up by that movement. .

Tbe author and compiler of this Guide Is em'nentlr *'  
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in thw ¡; 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practiced work ' 
and tested by the interest awakened in the actual /- 
session of the Lyceum. ’

While intended fur the working Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to the needs of tbe family, sup > 
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words । 
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many 
times tbe cost. The book has been placed at the i 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. I
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker, I

40 Loomis St., Chicago. (
Also by Hudson Tuttle, '•

Berlin .

TWO In- ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The. 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and interesting work tfl s 
combination into one volume of two of Mr, Hull'? 
splendid works. By this arraugeiueut the cost la men 
that the reader la enabled to necure tho two books 
conu.nad at the iame price as was formerly aikha 
for them separately. This volume conuliiB 462 page« 
and Is handsomely aound In cloth, and contalna an bv 
cellent portrait of tbe author. -

THE QUESTION SETTLED
li a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern SplrlU 
uallem. No book of the century has itiade eo many 
convert« to Modern Spiritualism as this. The autiior'i 
aim, faithfully to compare tbe Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accompllshedi 
The adaptation of Splrltualhm to the wants of numaffi 
Ity; its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry: the spiritual nature of man, and tbe objetf 
tloniaoffered to Spiritualism, are all considered in thl 
light of the Bible, nsture, history, reason and common 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly. ' •

THE CONTRAST •
consists of a critical comparison of Evanffellcallen) 
and Spiritualism. It Is a moat able production, and 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts tor those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find argument» against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy. '■
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

OLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.
A aew Edition, Profusely Illustrated.

"I choose that a story should be founded on prob« 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire M 
OjKl u^ynKlnUtrlvlmor extruvnt-uuti »nd I duffl

HwaopearauceB M fable, tier, 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dlBceflh 
Ing eye. though It escape tho observation of tlii 
vulgar.”—Voltaire. -

Contents: “The White Bull,” a Satirical Romanoet 
"Zadlg, or Fate,” an Oriental History; “The Sage and 
the Atheist;” “The Princess of Babvlon;” “Tho Man 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature?! 
“Mtcromegas." a Satire on Mankind; r‘Tbe World as 
It Goes;” “The Black and tho White;” “Memuon, the 
Philosopher;’’ “Andre Des Touches aifllam;” ‘‘Babi 
SSfc?» Nature;” “A Conversation
With a Chinest;? “Plato’s Dream;” “A Pleasure in 
Having no Pleasure;’’ “An Adventure In India;’’; 
“Jeannot and Colin;1’ “Travels of Scarmentado;1*-  
“The Good Brahmin;” “The Two Comforters;” “AAV 
clent Faith and Fable.” '• l-■:

One volume, poet 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 8J 
illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, »1.50; postage;’ 
15 cents.

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and 'fine*pointed  as ft 
rflPI,er:’ —Magazine of Am. History.

A delightful Reproduction, unique and refreshing.*.  
—Boston Commonwealth.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records. ‘

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japanese, made under the aug£ 

flees of the Hev. bbaku 8oyen, delegate to the Pay» 
lament of Religions. Was lately published In Japan» 

Price IL For sale at this office. ;

iOXGELLEiirwORX
The Rationale-of Mdsmerism

BY A. P. 8INNETT.
This excellent work treats of the followtog subject,.

L

IV.

V.
VL

vn. 
vin.

IX.

Old and New Theories. 
The Mesmeric Force. 
The Real Literature ofMeff 

merism. '
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena»
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Bigt 

idity.
The Nature of SensitiveneS! 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practiced

The price of this admirable woriUp 11,25. All boolfl 
advertised in The Progressive ‘Bíinkkb aro '

For sale at this office.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

A N ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT*  
2*1  uallsm—so-called—from Its Inception at Hydes*  * 
vllle, N. Y., Includingxhe experiences of tho Fox Fam*  
Uy, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to ’ ba 
very Interesting, and tbe Interest Is Intensified when 
that account Is written by one of the Fox bisters. 
Such Is the fact In this instance, the volume having 
been written by A- Leah Fox, after her marriage with’ 
Daniel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and . 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are / 
narrated In a molt entertaining manner, nndwlHimore 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It Is ft 
most important part of tbe history of the great Spirit*  
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by . 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Us earlier modern origin and life.' 
The volume Is enriched with a number of -fine ca« ’ 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family. .

Price, $¡1,50, For Rale at fhi*  office, •.

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by the 

aid of now, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles of 
Light and Color.” “Philosophy of CurCt” etc. Price, 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather, .85cents. ।

AfFlNVALuritsL-E WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

L and Dwelling placet, By Dr. J. M. Pciblcs. Thli 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of their dwelling placet. Give us details 
—details and sccurntc delineations of life tn the Spirit*  
world!—lathe conaunt appeal of thouchiful minds, 
Death is approaching. Whithcr-oh, whither! Shall 
I know my frlenda beyond the tomb? Wilt they know 
me? What Is their present condition, and whnt their 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing as 
they may, are allowed to apeak for themselves. No 
man Is better qualified thou Dr. Peebles.' to place ft 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life: Doubts nnd Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Forcgleams of the Future; . Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth nnd-Perfection-of the Si irltual 
Body; Ie it the Soul or Body that Sina?; Clothing li 
.he Spirit World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tbe PM*  

. tonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’» 
Testimony: Evil Spirits;: Testimony of Fbysldtaalft 
Spirit Life; The Home*  of ApoatK»*  nnd DWIncfc; Th» 
Friends and Shakers tn Spirit LIM; Spirit Homo» of 

.Bruno and Others; Many volcra from the Spirit Lu< 
Many other xnatteY» are treated too numerous to tnh*  
tion. Price U.Wi-postage ttcentaj' FomlfrftMh*  
offlea. • • • . . .

$

commit.ee
would.be
will.be


GAIL HAMILTON STRICKEN.

sia; who 
where, he

Man is the weeping animal born to 
govern all the rest.—Pliny. -

The Attack Is Similar to That of 
Last Year—Little Hope Enter

tained of Her Recovery.

away as eààily a? a simple arithmetical 
problem. When once interested, the

it- Thanks.
. “The Lord mado me and then lost the 

^pattern,”/says the Rev. Sam Jones. 
Î^Æhanksbe to the Lord!

The Cyclone. .
It came near laying in ruins tho whole 

of St. Louis. Where was the orthodox 
God, thafho did not stop it. in its mad 
career? . ■

B ate y * lSei)siíivi’-IW 

AN IMPRESSION REGISTER.

k *•gjyyy .. ..... .. .....
MNo.ÌOLoobUStreet

SUBU1’.'.1 ■■Z’’'-"-.'■''Vntacls, Editor and Publisher.

•records several instances p.vu.^u,, ...uwTOw .mw.wv™, »» 
received ' these impressions! learned English, scholar. became in-

•<- Terms of Subscription. .
s Tg«FEWlXB8lYElMINKEE wlUllO fuVtlUhed UUtll 

ÜJ6 following Lems» lovai Ubly u
! ................... _ |100

•7.50

Get*
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FJWGBEHBlVfc THINKEK ABNORMAL PHYSICAL IMPRESSIONSMRS. MAUD LORD DRAKE
Wf Chicago Potloßlce as Bdclau matter

•«

Her Case Before the United States 
Court of Appeals at 

St. Paul, Minn.

A Noble Fight for Personal 
Rights.

GREAT 
INDUCEMENTS

Wl NEVER BEFORE 

OFFERED 
BY 

ONE PAPER.

VITAL MAGNETISM AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 

' BY A. FREDERICK COLLINS.

« -
J. Clute vt ten (• copy to the one getting up 

the club) - - - - -
¡■Thirteen we«k» r. - - - •
-.»Ingle copy - - - - - ■

jTTNE 0, 1800

'■■' . REMITTANCE*.
t Hewitky Toriofflce Money Order, Registered Letter, 

draft on Chicago or New York. It cotta from 10 
"to 15 cent* to get draft* cashed tn local banks, so don't 
■■■ fttnd them unless you wish that amount deducted from 

the amount tent. Direct an letter* to J. IL Francia1 
Jfo. 40 Loomis St.. Chicago« IU.
CLUBS! 1MPOKTANT SUGGESTION!

Aa there are thousands, who will at first ventuu 
inly twenty-five cunts forTiiEFfloovEssivE Thinkel 
thirteen waeke, we would suggest to thosd whwreceive 
isaniplo copy, to solicit (Several-others to unite with 
them, and thus be able td remit from 41 to • 10, or even 
more than the latter sum. A large, number of little 
amounts will make a large puin total, aud thus extend 
Ae field of our labor arid uigfiilntw. Tho same sug 
rfaation will apply In all cases of regewM of subscrip 
lien»—solicit oUers to aid in the good work. You will 
experience no qifficulty whatever in Inducing Splrltu- 
Austs to aubscrlbe for TuePeoobbssivb Tkinkeh, 
fet not ona of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

I A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cento
’I Do you want a ijioro bountiful Uarveit than wo < an 
five you for 25 ceuU? Just pmc ana think for a i io- 
Bieut what an intellectual fem that email luveitmeut 
will furnhh you. The iubacrlptlon price of The Pho- 
•■E6BIVE Think eh thirteen week* ’* only twenty-five 
cental For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pagea of solid, eubstantlRl, aouVelevatlng and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a inedl- 
w-sUed book!

Take Notice.
. ,.ty At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 
the paper la discontinued. No biUs will be seat for ex
tra number*.

If you do U9J receive your paper promptly, 
Sprite to us, and errors In address will be promptly 

orrccted, and mlailng numbers supplied gratis.
LIT Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give the address of the place io which 
it is then sent, or the cbae.ce cannot be made. .

r Christian Truths.
! Rev. Henry, of the LaSalle avenue 
Baptist Church, preached a sermon to 
the sisters two Sunday evenings ago, on 
marriage. He took his text from the 
love-story of Ruth and Naomi. He ad
monished the young women not to mar
ry an irreligious man, nor one who is 
opposed to Christianity, or is a confirmed 
skeptic. He said the husband should 
respect the gospel and reverence Chris
tian truths.

Now right here is where the trouble 
begins. What is Christian truth? The 
reverend divine did not tell. And yet 

-that is the important information we 
need, Christian truths of half a century 
ago have proved to be Christian errors. 
Scarcely will two Christians meet in 
private conversation and agree as to 
■what is truth. A friend at our elbow 
was expelled from the Baptist church 

i - (sixty years ago, because he could not 
* believe in an endless hell; but it seems 

there are good Baptists to-day in full 
' fellowship—even preachers—who reject 
this endless punishment theory. Oth- 
ere reject the original sin and total de
pravity nonsense, and many don’t be- 

■ lieve God required ' human sacrifices, 
nor even the sacrifice of doves and 
lambsr to appease, his anger. And then 

- that story of a virgin bearing a son, God’ 
being the mysterious father smells so 
strongly of Grecian and Roman mythol
Ogy the better educated have discarded 
it. ... ,

An inerrant Bible is not talked about 
in tho pulpit bo flippantly as it used to 
be; and the' God who directed Moses 
find Joshua to pillage, burn and slaugh
ter indiscriminately men, women and 
children, leaving nothing alive that 

■ breathed, have ceased to be recognized 
as the true God by many good Chris
tians.
/ During his discourse Rev. Henry is 
reported to have said to the dear girls:

' “Beware of the perfect man; perfect 
menus husbands have frequently proved 

■ not only to be a white elephant, but a 
■whole menagerie of untamed beasts.”

Now, The Progressive Thinker 
Will strike hands with the faithful 
preacher in that utterance, and it will 
add, that those Christians, whether 

■ preachers or laymen, who imagine all 
tnen vile, and unworthy the marriage 

:■ delation, who do not indorse the.dogmas 
’ of the church, are the very persons the 

'■■ ’’bachelor girls” should shun, for the 
■penitentiaries are literally overflowing 
with that class of Christian believers. 
They who put on, holy airs and appear 

-’ the most perfect are the embezzling 
-bank presidents, cashiers and mercan

. - tile clerks who are trusted because of 
~ their surpassing love for Christian 
i truths. They are just the persons good 

■ girls should have nothing to do with; 
••’while the honest skeptic who dares 

■ .‘‘face a frowning world” in the advoca-

A Bloody Object-Lesson. .
That history is over repeating itself’ 

we have abundant evidence. The 
French Revolution, followed by those 
terrible scenes of violence against the 
nobility and clergy, had its counterpart 
in Persia some 2,400 years ago. The 
Magi, otherwise Zoroastrian priests, had 
so managed the great Persian empire as 
to impose one of their own number, 
known as Smerdis, upon tho people as 
the son of Cyrus, and the legal heir to 
the throne, after the death of that mon
arch. In due time the fraud became 
known, and a rebellion followed led by 
Darius, the son of Hystarpes, a royal 
prince, and six nobles. The accounts 
are conflicting. One says the palace 
'was entered, the Magian king was cap
tured and slaughtered; the other, that 
his death occurred at a distant point. 
Let Rawlinson in his history of Persia, 

,phap. 7, tell the story:
“The vengeance of the successful con

spirators did not stop here. Speeding 
to the capital, with the head of the Ma
gus in their hands, and exhibiting 
everywhere this proof at once of the 
death of the late king and of his impos
ture, they proceeded to authorize and 
aid in carrying out a general massacre 
of the Magian priests, the abettors of 
the late usurpation. Every Magus 
[priest] who could be found was pon
iarded by the enraged Persians; and the 
caste would have been well-nigh exterm
inated, if it hud not been for the ap
proach of night. Darkness brought the 
carnage to an end. The sword once 
sheathed was not drawn again. Only, 
to complete the punishment of the am
bitious religionists who had insulted and 
deceived the nations, the day of the 
massacre was appointed to bo kept an
nually as a solemn festival, and a law 
wasqtassed that on that day no Magus 
should leave his house,”

This object-lesson from the remote 
past illustrates the usurping tendency 
of the priesthood in all countries, and in 
all times. The wise among them see 
the danger that menaces them; but the 
great mass seem to suppose they are so 
entrenched in popular favor they have 
nothing to fear from those they oppress. 
The bow bent too far always breaks, 
and somebody is liable to be hurt.

Moral: Keep all Gods out of the Con
stitution, and hasten the secularization 
of the State in every feature as speedily 
as possible. .

Spite Against Churches.
Reports of the cyclone which swept 

over northern Kansas and southern Ne
braska, on the 17th ult.,- is full of amaz
ing recitals, Thirty to forty persons 
were killed, and property to the value 
of millions of dollars was destroyed. 
The fantastic capers this cyclone per
formed almost suggest it was directed 
by a wonderful intelligence. Says the 
press dispatches:

“The gyrating funnel seemingly had 
a special spite against church edifices, 
every church building in its path, re
gardless of denomination, being demol
ished. Preacher Mason, at Parnes, 
while occupying his pulpit, had a leg 
broken. His congregation was scattered, 
many being injured, and his church was 
wrecked.” '

If such freaks of the elements were 
displayed in Bible days, it is no wonder 
an uncultured people, ascribed their 
doings to an all-powerful God. The 
wonder is that modern knowledge can 
endorse these reports of'ancient wind
storms, call them miracles, and insist 
they were directed by Infinite Wis
dom, and that the making of the record 
was also inspired by Him.

A Thlnklet for Thinkers.
Not long since, in a mine in the Flenu, 

Belgium, district, called “St. Henriette 
des Produits,” a rich vein of coal was 
struck at the extraordinary depth of 
4,188 feet.—News Item.

About four-fifths of a mile has been 
silted up since that coal-field was a for
est. Think of the great lapse of time 
since an ocean rolled over that forest, 
and all the deposits above it were made, 
then the land emerged, like Venus, from 
the sea, verdure sprang into being, and 
the country was fitted for the abode of 
man; other forests have grown, been 
wasted by age, and new ones have suc
ceeded them, not once but hundreds, 
probably thousands of times. And the 
probabilities are that there are many 
veins of coal hundreds of feet below the 
one mentioned, in this item, each vein, 
however numerous, marking a corre
sponding lause of perhaps millions of 
years to produce all the conditions nec
essary between vegetable growth and 
perfected coal formation. The author of 
the story of creation, in Genesis, knew 
nothing of geology. '

The forty thousand readers of this 
paper, as well as every citizen of the 
United States, can but be deeply inter
ested in the persistent fight Mrs. Maud 
Lord Drake is making for the rights of 
citizens under the laws of Missouri. The 
case has reached that stage whoro the 
United States Court of Appeals, sitting 
at St. Paul, composed ,of Hon. Henry C. 
Caldwell, of Little Rock, Ark.; Hon. 
Walter H. Sanborn, of St. Paul, and 
Hon. Amos M. Thayer, of St, Louis, 
must pass upon points of law most vital 
to the rights of citizens, and the liberty 
of individuals, Should the court decide 
adversely to Mrs, Drake in this case, no 
citizen, no man’s wife or daughter would 
be safe in their personal rights or lib
erty, if they chance to incur the dis
pleasure of a petty officer of the law, or 
any member of the rings that dominate 
the politics of our cities. -

This caje Is one of more than ordinary 
interest p'om the fact that one. United 
States Judge, the Hon. John S. Phillip'S, 
lius passed upon the points of law, clear
ly defining the rights of citizens and pro
tecting the liberties of the people, white 
another judge, one J. 8. Priest, of St, 
Louis, who thought it proper to resign 
from the bench before the consequences 
of his rulings came home to him for do
ing the bidding of the ring that domi
nates and disgraces Kansas City, re
versed every point of law passed upon 
by Judge Phillips, and ruled against 
Mrs, Drake’s attorneys upon • every 
point raised, shutting out all the evi
dence, refused to permit the case to go 
to the jury, and directed a verdict upon 
every count for the defendant. ■ •

The people of Missouri will watch for 
the opinion of the Court at St. Paul with 
much interest, for its bearing upon the 
practice in that State,as well as its effect 
in defining and interpreting the rights 
and liberties of the people under the ex
isting laws.

The spitework on the part of the de
fendant, and the church influence he 
has called to his aid against. Mrs. Drake 
for her liberal teachings and her work 
in the~ reform movements of the day, 
dates back, especially on the part of the 
church, to October, 1878, at which time 
Mrs. Drake took a fearless stand in de
fense of an unfortunate young girl em
ployed at the convent of the Franciscan 
Brothers, in Quincy, Ill,, in which case 
the girl claimed to be ruined by some of 
the brothers, a sensational account of 
which was published in the Chicago 

. Times of that date. While Mrs. Drake 
had nothing whatever to do with the 
confession of the girl, as parties living 
in Quincy to-day can testify, she did pro
tect the girl after it was made until they 
g<Jt her away from Mrs. Drake’s protec
tion. ; ,

The defense in this case have canvassed 
the country from Boston to San Fran
cisco, and all over the country wherever 
Mrs. Drake has ever lived, to find some
thing detrimental "tocher character, 
Bomething,perniciouB and wrong in her 
teachings, something against her as a 
lady, as a woman, only to find that she 
has hosts of friends ’ wherever she has 
been; friends in the churches and out of 
the churches; strong,determined friends 
even among Catholics; friends among 
the wealthy and the poor; ’ among the 
best and most noted names of the land, 
so/¡lean and unselfish has been her life 
and her labors. Hence, the ring that 
conspired to injure her has been obliged 
to come to bar on the law in the case. 
It is a matter of congratulation that Mr. 
Drake has the ability and disposition to 
protect and defend his wife and her good 
works against all comers, even the des
perate ring that dominates Kansas City; 
and that he has been fortunate in the se
lection of attorneys whom the ring were 
not able to buy orintimidate.

The St. Paul Pioneer-Press, of May 
12, says of this case: '■

SOCIETY WOMAN IN JAIL.

An Unparalleled. Offer.
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENOYCLOFÆDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers. 
In order to do it we must make a great1 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pageà, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends. ■

We wish to do a philanthropie work. 
Many thousand copies of The JÇncyclo- 
pædia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
It if you could, not get another copy.

ÎSÉ'Any one of our présent subscrib
ers who will send usa new three months’ 
subscriber with iris—own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book. .

K ey Of the teàSHings of nature are the 
•js tones to tie to with hooks of steel; for 

: whatever their other faults they have 
’ the bravery to be faithful to their con

fi'" victions.

' £Domineering Priests.
, The Lord God of Israel, according to 

.5-, I Samuel, it, 35, determined to raise up 
I’k: a faithful priest, and build a house for 
' iz! him. That seems a very proper act. If 
I» God wanted a priest to minister to him 
¡fewhy should he not build the house, and 

not tax the laborer who got no share of 
ite the fat bullocks and lambs and doves 
1 ~ Which were sacrificed? This statement 

.*  *'  is followed, in verse 36, by what seems 
J designed for a prophecy, telling that 

persons would come and crouch to that 
¿Z - boss priest for a piece of silver and a 

l*sel  of bread, and say,. “Put me, I 
H L .pray thee, intoone of the priests'offices, 
U| ; that I may eat a piece of bread.” ‘ 
lit:- . : We wOnder if God, when he made 
I'), that prediction, had any idea that those 
|y|:. crouching, beggarly priests, praying for 
IJi (silver and a morsel of bread, were to as
I ì ' ¿ume control of public affairs in an after 
k;Bge, claim the right of legislation for 
■i - the world, dictate the laws, make kings

■ bow before them, hold statesmen in 
I - tiira.ll. and allow them to demand sala- 

ties of 810,000, $25,000, $50,000,' and in 
■ l- : tone instance, at least, $80,000 per anhum U f jor their worthless-services? It is sus
fiA:- »ected, had he seen the outcome, and 
H;: thè arts to which these begging priests 
■v; Would resort to gain pelf for themselves 
Uf'pnd to enrich the church, it is more 
Ui-'lhan probable he would never have 11 made the Jews “a nation of priests.” or I provided for the perpetuity-of the dom- 
■ £ Ineeriug craft.

- He who, silent, loves to bo with us, 
*pd who loves us in our silence, has 
touched one of the keys that ravish 
hearts.—Lavnter.

A Lawyer’s View of It.
“Aside from everything else, says the 

Chicago Tribune, the trial of Jesus, 
from a lawyer’s point of view, and from 
the rules of Jewish tribunals, was ille
gal. No accuser presented himself; the 
judge himself took the office in utter vi
olation of all propriety. Witnesses 
against the prisoner alone appeared and 
were eagerly brought forward by the 
S: but. not a single witness in his 

se was called, and no baal-rib — 
counsel—was appointed, nor were any 
facilities provided, or even possibility 
offered, for his calling -witnesses in his 
favor. The court from the first sought 
to condemn, which is contrary to all ju
risprudence.” ' .

It would be amusing, if not such a se
rious matter, at times, to note the con
stant errors of romancers, when they at
tempt to describe legal procedure. 
They who write from observation will 
not go very far astray. ,It is those who 
make heavy drafts on their imagination 
who commit the principal blunders.

A General Want. *
In a sermon in Portland, Ore., recent

ly. the Unitariat minister, Rev. T. L. 
Elliott, said what the city needed was' 
ten righteous men to govern it.—News 
Item. . ■

The Oregon city is not the only one 
which needs righteous men to manage 
its business affairs. They would be ac
ceptable in Chicago, but they are a 
■scarce commodity. - '

US' as the demand tor this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life In 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing, the great good being done 
through its instrumentality ■ and The 
Pbogressive Thinker also, we extend 
tho above terms for a few weeks'longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered. ■ •

CAUSE OF A SUIT NOW IN THE COURT 
OF APPEALS.

A case originating in Kansas City, 
and which created a great sensation at 
the time it came up on account of the 
people involved, was argued In the 
United States Circuit Court of Appeals 
yesterday, and it was one of the most in
teresting suits on the docket. The case 
was that of Maud Lord Drake against 
H. P. Stewart. Mrs. Drake is a niece of 
Stonewall Jackson, the wife of a] promi
nent capitalist and is a leading society 
woman. While visiting in Kansas City 
about two years ago a report reflecting 
on her is said to nave appeared in the 
Kansas City Star. A reporter of the 
paper interviewed her the next ddy.and, 
it is alleged, struck Mrs. Drake and she 
retaliated by slapping the reporter’s 
face. The latter had her arrestedton 
the charge of assault and Mrs. Drake 
was put in jail. .

The allegation in this case is that the- 
marshal entered into a conspiracy to 
prevent Mrs. Drake from procuring 
bail, in consequence of which she was 
compelled to remain in jail, although a 
-cash bond and solvent sureties were of
fered. The deputies, it is alleged, 
would accept neither,' stating to the at
torneys for Mrs. Drake that they were 
instructed not to accept bail.

In the first trial of the case Mrs. Drake 
got a verdict of $12,000 against , the mar
shal. A new trial was secured and in 
the second trial a verdict was directed 
for Marshal Stewart. Theipresent case 
is an appeal from this decision.

Argument was made yesterday on be
half of Mrs. Drake by John W. Beebe, 
-who is a prominent attorney in Kansas 
City, being counsel for the Union Pa
cific railwayjin that district.. He is also 
well known in St. Paul and has had bis 
summer'residence in .this State for sev
enteen years. The arguments consumed 
a large portion of the afternoon.

Hell for the Rider and His Wheel.
“I tell you, the bicycle-rider of the 

Sabbath-day hath self in front of him, 
self behind him, self on the right of 
him, self on the left of him, self .above 
him and below him, and hell before him 
for himself and his wheel.”

Such was the complimentary language 
of a preacher^ in his discourse a few 
Sundays ago, referring to those who 
preferred exercise in God’s free air to 
listening to a discourse on hell from a 
droning pulpiteer. .

Ethical Culture Society.
This new organization, with no creed 

but to do good, has an able representa
tive in M. M. Mangasarian, of this city. 
In a late discourse at the Grand Opera 
House, commemorative :of its twentieth 
anniversary, Mr. Mangasarian gave a 
brief outline of the pijjeot of the move
ment, and reference tq( its origin. We 
are stn-e many of our rpaders will be in
terested, so we copy'■from the Chicago 
Chronicle:

“Progressive religiojls movements are 
very popular with ttje'-Anglo-Saxon peo
ple here and in Europe. The English 
and the American people feel more real 
interest in religious thought and enjoy 
a'larger religious liberty than, perhaps, 
any other people. Btit’ tie ethical move
ment Is a new spiritpjnni a new ism. Its 
mission is to: refornjuirot to destroy. It 
has not come to takp, away from people 
their faith, but to rationalize all faiths. 
The message of ethfd^ls not a message 

■ of despair, but of hope;i- Agnosticisni iB 
: not the last .woi'do^umgn progress, ahd 
ethicaVculture is.not bassd upon agnos
ticism. No thought that is born of un

certainty can; be virile. The gauge of 
power In a-new movement is in its abil
ity to perform a double task—to show 
that the old is dead and to createlhe 
new.

“Again, ethics is the largest word in 
the religious vocabulary of man. One is- 
converted to the dogmas of the Catholic 
or the Protestant churches, just as one 
has to learn a new language, but" all 
mankind speak and understand the lan
guage of righteousness.: Ethics is the 
full chorus of humanity. What is the
ology? The point where men and minds 
separate. What is ethics? The point 
where they touch and mingle..

“The ethical movement began in New 
Yprk in 1876. It was at first a little so
ciety and attracted but little attention. 
The first child of thls new religlot® 
movement was the Chicago Society of 
Ethical Culture, under the leadership of 
William M. Salter, who was also the 
first to embrace the gospel of -ethics as 
interpreted by the eloquent leader of 
the New York Society, Professor Adler, 
The Society of Philadelphia was next 
organized, with S. Burns-Weston as its 
leader. At the end of another year a 
third society was established in St. 
Lotiis, under the leadership of W. L 
Sheldon. But the ethical movement has 
crossed the ocean and found a large .and 
enthusiastic welcome in England and on 
the continent. There are four ethical 
societies in London and about as many 
more in the university towns and in Ire-' 
land. In Germany the movement has 
attracted the interest of the educators, 
and has its stronghold in the great cen
ters of learning and culture. Some of 
the best known and most revered names 
of intellectual Germany are to be found 
among the supporters of the ethical 
cause. '

“To all who feel that there is a real 
contradiction between their deepest con
victions and the standards of the 
churches to which they belong; to all 
who believe that it is morally hurtful to 
profess one faith in public and hold to 
another in private; to all who consider 
it a.case of conscience.to seek a fellow
ship where they can lead a religious life 
without dissimulation’ or self-suppress
ion; to all whp, being of a Une and sen- 
sltive nature, hesitate to. give even so 
much as a nominal assent' to tenets and 
practices-which no-nlotiger command 
their respect; in one>f.word,.to all who 
hold that the. moral life is the supreme 
and sufficient thing irrteligion and is in
dependent of opinions, creeds and ritu
als—the Society of Efhiqul: Culture of
fers a home. Let al^. iyho accept its 
idatform intellectually' lift their daily 
ives to the stature of its ¿oral require

ments,. and defend.andfBupport'lts inter
ests with devotion-andpourage. . To pos
sess the truth and not-jto.¡preach it is to 
persecute the truth.’l j ' ; .

- A Devout Catholic.
John S. .Jones, harffeiU at Murphys

boro, Ill.,'May 19, for. the brutal murder 
of a woman, had the ÿfflciating priest
ri great necessity in hanging bees—read 
alerter-from the scaffold anloment be
fore he dropped to glory, concluding: 

• ‘‘I die a devout Catholic. Farewell; 
may' God have mercy upon my. soul and 
yours.” . ; ■ . ' .. ■ , , ■

■ Mémorial Day.
■ It was.a grand 'day in Çhicago, this 

year! The patriot soldiers of the rébell
ion were duly honored on the occasion.

For one dollar, you may buy a bottle 
Of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, which, if taken 
in time,- and according to directions, 
may save'a great many dollars in doc
tor’s bills, and thus exemplify the truth 
of the old maxim, “Prevention is better 
than cure,” , . . : .

IN looking over the posthumous 
writings of the noted American 
investigator, Robert Hare, 1). D., 

professor of chemistry at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania during the 
year 1850, says the Chicago Inter 
Ocean, I found some important notes 
on the effect of vital magnetism acting 
on the nervous system of certain sen
sitive people.

1 During the twilight of his useful 
life, the learned professor undertook, 
in the interest of truth, science and 
religion, to investigate the subject of 
spiritualistic phenomena, for which 
Philadelphia, at that time, offered ex
ceptional opportunities. His pen
etrative ability in searching for un
known chemical and singular phys
ical singularities did not desert him 
in this unique field, as is evinced by 
the records containing accounts of his 
experiments.

In these valuable documents ate de 
tailed the construction of apparatus 
that at once illustrate the doctor's re
markable sagacity by their eminent 
adaptability. Among those instru
ments, two in particular deserve es
pecial mention. The first he named 
the “spiritoscope;” it is a clever de
vice for witnessing, under better ad
vantages, trajeetion of master in the 
fourth dimension of space, and is 
fully described in hie pamphlet, “Ex
perimentar Investigations of 'Spirit 
Manifestations.”
. To the second he gave the title of 
“Neurotigraph, ” and this was em
ployed to detect and define the char
acter of impressions perceived by the 
sense of touch, and will be f ully ex
plained in this article.

Before entering more deeply into 
■the technical' points of the topic, I 
will cite a few typical cases to explain 
or convey more explicitly the meaning 
of the term impression as referred to 
above.

It is not an uncommon occurrence 
at a spiritualistic seance to receive a 
slap upon the cheek, a strong pressure 
on the limbs, a squeezing sensation at 
the throat, and other abnormal tests 
that are of such a forcible nature*  that 
one is led to believe that Spiritualism 
has in this particular phase developed 
into a very' strong materialism.

These marked manifestations are 
quite startling, for, with but few ex
ceptions, are these splendid . displays 
of latent nervo-vital force accompa
nied by materialized hands or other 
luminous forms.

These results, when the medium is 
in close proximity to the observer, 
leads' tile imagination to form quite a 
different mental image than when the 
consequences are quite wholly un
expected.

himself, but could not explain th&ir 
nature other than by tho great Spirit
ualist's theory. In an extract from 
one of his writings he says:

“Suddenly a grip upon my hand 
and upper left arm held it with a 
powerful pressure for over thirty sec
onds’ duration. It came so suddenly, 
so forcibly and unexpectedly that I 
hud hardly time to divert my atten
tion from the slate which I held with 
my right hand; yet I noticed par
ticularly that Mr. Slade's hands were 
on the table at the instant the pressure 
began,” (G. M. Sr.)

Professor Zollern, in repeating the 
experiment with Mr. Slade, says that 
he was so violently pinched on his 
right hand during the four minutes 
he held the slate that he could not 
help crying out.

To complete the account of tangible 
pressure which so frequently occurs, 
it is now a common test to prepare a 
paper with soot or flour so that the 
imprints may be seen. These visible 
effects often assume the shape of a 
hand or foot, but more often the form 
of some geometrical design.

Dr. Hare was the first, to my knowl
edge, to employ paper so prepared to 
obtain these lasting results. I have 
one of the original copies in my 
possession, where it may be seen at 
any time.

The paper is coated with lampblack 
or covered with soot from the smoke 
of an oil lamp. After the impression 
is produced the paper is flowed care
fully with shellac varnish very much 
after the manner employed by photog
raphers to harden the surface of neg
atives. When this is dry the im
pression will last an indefinite length 
of time.

This idea probably suggested the 
neutrotography to the learned doctor, 
as it will be seen that the instrument 
utilizes the advantages gained by the 
paper test.

On a glass plate (A) about two dec
imeters square and supported by in
sulating columns of hard rubber, is 
sprinkled finely powdered graphite 
(black lead). At the extremities of 
the glass are fastened two copper con
ductors, Jt is on this plate that the 
force is to imprint itself.

Leading from the copper contacts 
ere wires that connect with the bat
tery (see fig.) and to the recording 
portion of the apparatus (B). This is 
simply an electro-magnet, shown in 
detail at F, near which is a vibrating 
tin plate (C), to which is affixed a 
stylus, or needle point, on a small 
multiplying lever; beneath this stylus 
a strip of paper, covered with lamp
black (D), moves automatically by 
clockwork. When a change takes

AT -THE OLD UNIVERSITY.
I remember a case of the latter 

kind very well. My brother, T. Byard 
Collins,, then a student attending the 
old University of ®hicago, but now a 
doctor of divinity, passed through an 
ordeal several years ago never to be 
forgotten. During the warm summer 
months the students were wont to re
turn to their apartments in the dor
mitory rather late on certain even
ings, Sunday especially, and, on com
ing through the great building from 
the Rhodes avenue entrance, would 
stop and partake of a cool glass of 
water from the hydrant in the latindry- 
room.

My brother, like many others, knew 
this plate so well that a light -was not 
needed to find the glass or turn on 
the water. As he lifted the glass to 
his lips a sharp slap on the back 
caused him to lower it again. Sup
posing that some of the students had 
attempted a joke (or what would pass 
as one with them), he spoke kindly to 
them—he always spoke thus—but no 
answer came from the solemn somber 
of the great, barren room. He lit a 
match and. searched carefully about, 
but discovered not the slightest clew 
to indicate the présence of any living 
being. '

It was- not until several months 
elapsed that I discovered a seance had 
taken place in the private apartments 
of a strident in the old dormitory on 
the very night the strange event hap
pened, and that a number of remark
able tests occurred at the identical 
time. thé. bloV stiuck my brother. The 
medium was a college boy, and the 
seance given for tlfe advantage of a 
few students interested in Spiritual, 
ism. These, meetings were kept for 
some time a profound secret, for the 
medium and his fellow-students who 
witnessed the remarkable perform
ance would have been placed in an 
awkward position: had the .faculty 
been made aware of its existence, In 
probing my brother’s affair I learned 
from a fellow-student of the seance, 
which was in many respects similar to 
those given by Mr. Slade.

SLADE AND THE GRAND DUKE.
During Mr. Slade’s sojourn in St. 

Petersburg he gave Several sittings to 
the Grand Duke Cbnstaritine. of ■ Rus-

place in the particles of black lead on 
the plate (A), even though impercept
ible to the naked eye,, the stylus re
cords it on the black lead plate (D), 
for the strength of the current of elec
tricity varies as the resistance between 
the two poles is changed by the fluctua
tions of the particles of black lead. 
As the current varies the electro-mag
net becomes more or less attractive, 
and the diaphragm of tin plate is 
swayed to and fro accordingly.

THE AUSTRALIAN MEDIUM.
By means of this ingenious con

trivance it was discovered by its in
ventor that the particles of black lead 
moved almost continuously from the 
moment the medium came into the 
room until he left it..

By the aid of a powerful microscope 
Professor W. Clark Crandall, the in
sanity expert, traced the most beau
tiful designs, geometrical and other
wise, when examining the insanity 
case of .Henry Botsford, the Austra
lian medium who created a sensation 
in court by the marvelous feats which 
occurred through him.

The stylographic. impression illus
trates the markings that are virtually 
the tracings of the force of animal 
magnetism. .Dr. Hare, however, came 
to the conclusion that the force rep
resented was of a spiritual nature. 
My theory is that the wires connect
ing the glass plate A with that of D 
represent the censor nerves, through 
which conduits the .whispers of the 
world are sent back to man. When 
these expositions of force take place, 
and the objective point is the human 
organism, the mind fa the receptacle 
that receives it. Likewise through the 
motor nerves of the sensitive, then, 
must these messages be sent to the 
man. . . ■ , '

This hypothesis seems all the more 
reasonable when we reflect that all 
mediums and sensitives are more or 
less exhausted .after such t^ts have 
been performed. .

When Professor Crookes announced 
his intention of examining, all spiritual 
phenomena based oh thé above theory, 
materialists hailed with great joy this 
determination, for they asserted that 
before , this . eminent scientist tho 
strange phenomena would be explained

fatuated with the subject, and not 
until he had cai'efully investigated 
every possible phase of spiritual phe
nomena did ho make known the re< 
suits of his labors, Had many men 
of less eminence deduced the sumo 
conclusions as Professor Crookes they 
would not have dared to risk their 
reputation in making known their dis
coveries in the face of public senti
ment and opinion.

But Professor Crookes is a man of 
iron nerve as well as an intellectual 
giant, and was not deterred from is
suing his opinions whatever the result . 
might cost. •

But let us seo what these mighty 
egotists who had declared that Spirit
ualism would be entirely overthrown 
by his researches said when they 
learned that his deductions differed 
from their own, when he declared that 
certain lights produced were not by 
direct chemical afction, and that cer
tain forces were not direct physical 
productions, but instead were caused 
by the emanation of a physical force 
through the medium. It was then 
that these sages proclaimed that some 
mistake had occurred or that Pro
fessor Crookes had been deceived, and 
challenged a reproduction of some of 
the more startling phenomena under 
conditions of their own contriving,

“History repents itself," for pre
cisely the same results were produced 
by Dr. Hare’s experiments in 1850.

ARGUMENTS OF NON-BELIEVERS.
The great argument of the majority 

of non-believers is that of producing 
a certain condition to prevent a cer- 
'tain spiritual phenomenon from taking 
place. This is the silliest and most 
illogical argument that can well bo 
thought of. These would-be censors 
might as well challenge an expert 
electrician to produce a current from 
a dynamo after the wires had been 
severed on the armature or after hav
ing deprived the machine of its field 
magnets. It is a simple matter to 
impose conditions, but difficult to pro
duce any phenomena except under th« 
most favorable circumstances.

Never before in the history of civ
ilization have there been more ex
perimenters or more experiments pro
duced in this branch of scientific re
search, and day by day the del vers 
into what was formerly called occult 
manifestations are being repaid for 
their laborious efforts by proving their 
assertions with special scientific in
struments that are so exact that they 
leave ho room for any but authentic 
proof. Mind reading, thought trans
ference, spiritism, hypnotism, and all 
other demonstrations that are due to 
the general force of animal magnet
ism, are similar in character, and tho 
very fact that a chair of psycho-ther, 
apeutics has been introduced into the 
curriculum of the Illinois Medical 
College in this city should be sufficient 

' evidence that the force is not an im
aginary one, but is an established fact, 
has been demonstrated to those who 
have taken the trouble to investigate 
it in an impartial manner.

As 1 have many times before stated, 
animal magnetism is only a higbei 
form of vibration, but special instru
ments must be contrived to measure it.

Take, for instance, Keely’s motoi 
and its accessories; because it is not 
readily understood it is sometimes 
condemned simply because it is not 
understood.

Mr. Keely can, by producing vibra
tions equal to sixty-four a second up 
to 10,000, convert through his 
spherical etheric engine vibrations 
higher than any heretofore produced 
by any means except pure mind vi
brations.

Before the twentieth century has 
emerged from its swaddling clothes 
this misunderstood, misconstrued and 
abused science, instead of being 
known by a very few and condemned 
by the many, as we find it in the lat
ter part of the nineteenth century, will 
be understood by our great-grand
children, and will be as much a matter 
of course in commercial pursuits as 
steam and electrical power are to-day.

A. Frederick Collins.

Gail Hamilton (Abigail Dodge)sud
denly fell sick again, May 21st, at her 
home at Hamilton, Mass., and very 
little hope is felt for her recovery. 
The attack is similar to the*  one from 
which Miss Dodge suffered just a year 
ago in the Blaine mansion in Wash
ington.

At that time Miss Dodge, wllo had 
been very strong and well, was found 
apparently dead in her room, and a 
report to that effect was sent over the 
country, which caused hundreds of 
obituary notices about her to be 
printed. Many months later she 
wrote an account of her sensations 
during the time that she lay in this 
comatose condition. She said that her 
two dead brothers, Brown and Stan
wood Dodge, came and talked with 
her, and she told’at some length what 
they said.

Since that attack Miss Dodge has 
been living very quietly at her old 
home in Hamilton. Although weak 
bodily, her mind, has been as strong 
as ever, and sho has kept in close 
touch with the affairs of the world.

.’‘Social-Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and tho Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt) LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. ' For sale at 
this office. .

“Talleyrand’s Lettor to the Pope” will
be found especially interesting to all ■ 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The bistorta 
facts he states, end his keen, scathing - 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should bo read: by all. Sold at thid ■'■ 
office. Price, 25 cents.
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OBSESSION.
Many Suggestive Cases 

Quoted.

MANY WHO SUPPOSE THEY ARE OB- 
SEB8ED ARE NOT—AN EXPLANATION 
OF VARIOUS CASES.— A COMMON-. 
SENSE VIEW OF THE MAHATMA. ‘

To the Editor:—The matter of ob
session lias been pretty well aired in 
your columns of late, but I wish to 

-pay a few more words about this very 
important matter, as Bro. A. J. Lang 
worthy, of Muskegon, has brought up 
Hie subject of sanitariums in connec
tion with it. .

Now, Mr. Editor, while I have had 
quite a little experience with cases of 
obsession, I must hold that the matter 
is not well understood even by Spirit
ualists. I find that very many people 
who suppose that they are obsessed 
are not obsessed at all, but have sat 
for mediumship until they have be
come so very sensitive that they can
not resist the natural condition of the 
Spirit-world about them. A man with 
the tremens or alcoholic delirium, is 
only in so sensitive a condition that 
he comes in contact—close contact— 
with the lower grade of spirit-exist
ence, and he actually sees many or 
most of the things that he describes. 
In the early days of my mediumship 
I have had the sense of a spirit 
crowding me on one side while in bed 
at night, and while I would attempt 
to drive it away another would crowd 
me on the other side. Many a njght 
I havp-put in my room a dim light, 
and calling a crowd of spirit-children 
around me, would have a half hour's 
romp with them, they walking and 
tumbling all over me. My condition 
then was simply top sensitive for 
earth existence, and I had sense 
enough left to withdraw from that 
condition and become my normal self. 
Some told mo that I was obsessed, but 
I knew better and know better now.

-Obsession “rarely” comes to me
diums or sensitives if they are in good 
bodily health and the brain in a sound 
condition; but an obsessing spirit will 
find a place to hold onto, either in the. 
low condition of the disorganized 
brain or a defect in the moral make
up of the sensitives. Sometimes a 
low spirit, or one even of the higher • 
class, will take possession of a me
dium and hold on for a long time,. 
until they learn the royal road to a 
higher life. If the patient only rightly 
understands the matter, they can rid 
themselves of .all obnoxious or en
croaching spirit power.

I find in our New York State Hos
pital here about one thousand pa
tients, in all conditions of mentality, 
and I am at times called to visit this, 
asylum to see if I .pgn toll whether; 
they are obsessed or not. One case 
was a girl of twelve or thirteen years, 
who would most of the time be. a du
tiful and good child; then qll at once 
she would leave home and be found 
soon after at’ some of the near-by 
towns and want to get home. As soon 
as I came in contact with her I.said: 
“Too much mother spirit and too 
much stepmother,” and so it proved. 
Her own mother controlled the child 
apd took her out of the reach of a 
tyrant of a stepmother. Now the 
child lias been put in a good, home, 
Where she is kindly treated, and her 
spirit mother controls her to run away 
no more.

Another case was of a married 
woman, thirty years .of age, who 
would leave husband and children and 
wander away for months. Well, as 
soon as I called upon her I said: 1 ‘Too 
much mother-iu-law to control her at 
home, and too much spirit mother', 
who tried to take her away from a 
tiger of a mother-in-law,” and I was 
right.

These and other cases of a’similar 
character can be cured. They are not 
insane ijpr obsessed, but are cursed 
by circumstances that ruin them for 
the time being.'

Another case wos of a young man 
of about thirty years of age. As soon 
as I met him at the asylum I made 
the remark that he had had the brain 
fever, arid that he had been controlled 
by bromides, or he would have been 
now a raving maniac. His mother 
confirmed my affirmation, and I found 
that his father had control of him as 

: a spirit, and that no obsession could 
take hold of him. , •

AH of the above cases were called 
cases of obsession, but they were not.

This subject is so broad that I fear 
that I am taking too much room in 
your valuable columns, but I will go 
a little farther with my experiences in 
this line. An Irishwoman came to 
my house and wanted a.half-dollar for 
a photograph of E. V. Wilson. Wliile 
I sat talking to her I heard a voice 
that was uttering a continuous stream 
of Irish vulgarity and abuse to the 
woman. She appeared in a half dazed 
condition,.and it was evident tliat the 
spirit that did the talking in a spirit 
sense to me was in perfect possession 
of the woman.

Now, this was only a .possession— 
not an obsession. ‘ She told me that 
it was the spirit of .her husband that 
had gone out into spirit-life about a 
year ago while he was in a drunken 
condition.. He continually advised 
her, and kept her from doing any 
work’ and she was willing to abide by 
the spirits’ad vice, but’if she sb willed 
it she can at times throw off the con- 

■ ttol and be herself. ;.
Another case was, of a woman of 

about.. thirty,, who ’ li^d a continual 
Control or actual obsession, and after 
repeatedly trying to aid - her and rid 
her of the obsessing spirit, I called in 
an M. D. , who made a thorough ex

. amination of the case and proved to 
me that the subject had an attack of 
spinal meningitis, and that the dis
ease was of such a nature that it was 
almost incurable. Sho is now at the

hospital, and just so long as her brain 
is in this dilapidated condition she 
will be. obsessed. I can call the ob
sessing spirit to myself for a night or 
a few hours, and ¡then I have to send 
it away, and, of course, it returns to 
its own medium.

Take the case of what the Theoso- 
phist calls a Mahatma. One says: I 
am 300 years old; I cóme and go but 
and • in this body of mine at will. 
What is the situation here. It is this; 
A lazy old East Indian has simply 
given himself1 up to a spirit control, 
who may or may not be 300 years old, 
and for years he has laid around in 
the shade and begged his living, and 
has allowed the control a continual 
possession of his body until the con- 
troling power does all the talking, and 
finally the original spirit that the man 
was born with is so completely put 
aside that he says no more—does 
nothing but merely hold a human 
body, until the controlling spirit pro
claims that this isjiis body, and that 
he is 300 or 400'or 500 j’ears old, as 
the case may be; and the ignorant be
lieve that in fact the person calling 
himself a Mahatma is a very old man, 
who caii prolong his life on earth for 
any length of time. The delusions of 
the whole matter would, if they were 
written up, make a very large volume.

Spiritualists as a mass know so very 
little about real facts in natural law 
that the whole matter is marnosi 
miserably mixed-up .condition. Many 
claim to have received a benefit from 
the aclvice that I have, given them, 
but if any have been aided it has been 
done through the assistance of a very 
natural law, handled by the guides 
that work through my organism,- for 
I claim nothing of myself.. Hoping 
that I can aid all that are in deep dis
tress, I remain yours,, fraternally,

J. W, Dennis.

“GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.”

to Congress in fa vox. of ■ the measure, 
however, warns me that our order 
mn not afford to remain inactive in the 
matter, but it is oWduty to, aS far as 
possible, disseminate such literature 
uud other information us will point 
out to the honest ¿hid .Protestant sec
tion of these petitioners the danger 
Into which they ar^ being blindly led 
by those who seek to destroy not only 
religious liberty, but Protestantism 
itself, for the enlargement of popery.

Trusting and believing that the out
come of our deliberations and acts will 
be the accomplishment of our aips 
and purposes within the present year, 
I remain yours in F. P. P. '

W. J. H. Traynor, 
Supreme President A.. P. A.

WONDERFUL P8YCHOMETRI8T

Marguerite St. Omer Gives 
markable Readings.

Re

CHICAGO THEOSOPHS.

They Regard the Movement in 
NeW York as a Fraud.

Supreme President Traynor Gives 
. His Views on the Proposed 

Legislation.

A DEMAND FOR MAHATMAS FOR 0HI- 
OAGO. .

The Chicago Theosophists should 
have selected some other time for be
coming obstreperous; The announce
ment of the Chicago president that he 
can stand the fraud and deception of 
the new school no longer, may put a 
damper on the flow of stolen, jargon 
of mangled Hindoo philosophy that 
has proved so entertaining. He might 
have waited jmtil the precious organ
ization in New York had run the 
gamut of its grotesque chicanery and 
permitted the humble public which has 
not had an opportunity to flit through 

, the centuries in the jungles of Thibet 
to observé how far the abnormal de
generates would . carry their hysteria 
'and fanciful philosophy. The Wright 
combination, which is credited with 
having begun its unlimited engage
ment on earth a few thousand years 
ago, has just got its Chelas in good 
working order, and any untoward in
cident that precipitates a preniature 
farewell appearance of this prehistoric 
alliance must cause an unpleasant 
thought-wave to sweep over Mahat- 
madom and disappoint a large and 
expectant mundane audience. But 
although the radical step taken in 
Chicago may be premature, no one 
here will question its wisdom from a 
practical point of view. New York 
has begun to fear already that Chicago 
will start a society of' its own, and 
this is what the general public will, 
demand. If Theosophy is to flourish 
in Chicago, it must be as an independ
ent or parent organization, and not 
the tail of a New York kite. If brains 
are to be addled by impossible science 
and puerile religious concepts, Chicago 
should have its own Mahatmas do th^ 
business. These New York spirits 
have been objects of suspicion since 
they began to perform marriage cere
monies hid behind cotton sheets. If. 
sound morals, sound religion and 
sound science are to be perverted, 
Chicago has its own adepts who can 

-attend to all the details with neatness 
and dispatch, without importing at 
large expense an inferior article from 

■Yorklyn. If some of the shadowy re
cesses of Chicago's social organism are 
to be cut off from the wholesome light 
of common sense by a murky occult 
veil, Chicago should intrust the work 
to its own occult contractors, and not 
discriminate against home industry by 
taking straw bids' from irresponsible 
seers from Greater New York. Chi
cago, in fine, has reached" the point 
where it must have its own complete 
outfit of Karma, Chelas,, Mahatmas, 
adepts, seers, thought-waves/and.any 
recent additions to the aggregation, 
and, if necessary, a commission should 
be sent to India to catch a few of the 
finer specimens in their native lair.— 
Chicago Tribune. '■ •

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled-byL. K. Wash
burn. This volume .meets a. public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price,- 50c. For sale 
at this*office.  ’

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages otthe Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism: together with a brief history of 
the origin of. many of the important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of the Bible In its 
relatione to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price 81. 
For sale at this office.
, “Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes an Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office. .

In a recent letter to the members 
of the A. P. A., President Traynor 
said: “ ■

I would draw the attention of the 
membership of the order to a piece of 
projected national legislation which 
will, I am assured, when properly un
derstood, meet the condemnation of . 
every loyal member pf our organiza
tion, and of none so much as our 
protestant clergy who are members 
thereof. I allude to the matter from 
ásense of imperative duty, not im
mixed with regret that. I should be 
compelled to oppose a measure ad
vocated by some whom I have every 
reason to respect, believing that they ; 
aré acting in the best of faith, though 
under a dangerous and mistaken con
ception of the principles of our. Con; 
stitution.

I refer to the joint resolution, in
traduced by Congressman Morse, to 
amend the Constitution of the United 
States ■ by inserting the , following 
therein: “Acknowledging Almighty 
God as the source of all power arid 
authority in civil government, our 
Lord Jesus Christ as thè ruler of ¿a; 
tions, and his revealed will as thé 
supreme authority in civil affaira.”

If this remarkable and dangerous 
proposal had emanated from the pen 
of tiie Pope of. Borne himself,, it could 
not have been mòre ' inimical to the 
true spirit of our national form of 
government nor more conducive to, 
ultimate papal supremacy and the 
subordination of the rights and priv
ileges of the lay majority to the will 
of the clerical minority' .In fact, so 
pronounced is the-papal ring per
vading the entire proposition that thè 
intelligent reader cannot but form the’ 
conclusion that the suggestion came: 
from Rome itself, and that well-mean-’ 
ing but shortsighted and overzealous' 
Protestants have been induced to 
champion the thing which the papacy 
most desires and our organization 
most thoroughly dreads and opposes— 
the union of church and state, with- 
the state subordinate to the church.

The consequences that would follow 
the incorporation of such a principle 
in the National Constitution would be 
dire indeed. Not only would a large 
proportion of the citizens of the United 
States, composed of Jews, infidels, 
agnostics, freethinkers, Spiritualists, 
Universalista, Unitarians and other.; 
unorthodox bodies, be virtually diH 
franchised, but the one and only sect' 
which claims by divine right to in
terpret the revealed will of Christ, the 
papacy, would by the unity of its 
parts and thp perfection of ite political 
and clerical organization, and the dif
ferences of opinion and creed existing 
between Protestant sects, be placed in 
the position which it enjoyed for ages 
in Europe, the repository of divine in
terpretation and inspiration, without 
whose sanction no law would be con
stitutional. This is not a mere theory, 
but an inevitable condition resultant 
upon the adoption of such an amend
ment.

While I have learned with regret 
that some well-meaning members of 
our great order have subscribed to the 
proposed amendment, I am pleased to 
observe that the consistent members 
denounce it in no uncertain terms. It 
should be apparent to all that to en
dorse or countenance such a proposi
tion is to resign all right to member
ship in the American Protective Asso-' 
ciation. , . .

The primary object of the order is 
to eternally divorce the church from 
the state; to leave religion to the con
science of the individual; and govern
ment to the masses; to leave the ques
tion of eternal rewards and punish
ments between man as an entity and 
God. his Maker, and politics to the 
people as a nation. Under our Con
stitution, as it at present exists, the 
orthodox and unorthodox, the Chris
tian and un-Chrigtian, have equal 
rights. Under this proposed amend- 
meni only the orthodox would possess 
any rights, civil or social, and it is by 
no means the most dangerous and dif
ficult condition of the whole prop-, 
osition that thé Government of the 
United States would be called upon to 
declare which sect of the Christian 
faith should be acknowledged as the 
exponent of the revealed will of God 
and the interpreter of his laws.

. I-believe this is a subject that our 
Protestant pastors should take up. A 
rebuke from them to their deceived 
arid mistaken brethren in orders would 
come mofé gracefully than from any 
other source, and would reveal the 
Jesuitical conspiracy which Underlies 
th?- proposed amendment. :. I have re
frained from touching upon the sub
ject before, believing that the good 
sense and discretion of .all thinking 
men, unbiased by creed, would discern 
the trend and danger of the movement 
and kill it before it had time to de
velop. The large number of petitions

remain, and so the vessel from sheer 
necessity has run into New Haven 
harbor, in hope ■ of shipping a new 
crew. The captain cannot explain the 
mj’stery and the crew shudder and 
dislike to talk about it.

THOUGHT PHOTOGRAPHY
_ I — , •

Are Thoughts Things? Can 
They Be Photographed?

To the Editor:—For several years 
I have been an honest investigator of 
Spiritualism in all its different phases 
of phenomena; also a close student of 
its philosophy, which is grand. I have 
found all manner of fakes, but if 
there was no truth, no genuine, there 
would be nothing to fake, I wish to 
say that in the science of psychom- 
etry—which I define as one of, or the 
highest of the medlumistic gifts, and 

■one in which there is the least chance 
for a fake—no person investigated 
through.’ a more honest motive to find 
the truth; and I don’t believe anyone 
could be more skeptical than myself, 
But last evening I received a letter 
from the State of Washington, from a 
person who thought he was a relative 
of mine, I had never heard of or 
seen the person, only as a letter was 
handed me from th? Chief of Police 
two weeks ago. The letter, out of 
curiosity, I answered. The letter I 
received- last evening, Tasked Mar
guerite St. Omer to give me a reading 
from it—she not knowing whence it 
came, or even looking at its contents. 
But qqick as a flashj and straight as 
an arrow, she said:

“I get the magnetism of a male 
person, a long 'distance off, in the 
Northwest, one whd is seeking to find 
some relative. Tie'c comes in your 
family tie, not t$ S brother, not as 
near as a cousin, more distant, 
not on the mothers, but on the 
father’s side of tl^ । Jamily. Helms 
no motive in seeing- your acquaint
ance other than that» of establishing 
his relationship ^between you ana 
blm.” ' .

The. above, is afe truthful a reading 
as I ever. saw or heard, as the person 
is the youngest'WiF of my father’s 
cousin, a person ^^er heard of be
fore. Now, the ¡mystery to me is,, 
how Miss St Omer' yiuld select this 
person’s t magiietiflfif-Tidih' • ‘perhaps' a 
dozen of othera’^lio!',inay have han
dled, the letter in the course of the 
thousands of miles it had traveled.

Psychometry is a wonderful science, 
of which Miss St. Omer seems to be 
master. I saw her one Sunday even
ing stand upon the rostrum, and while 
she was blindfolded tell the audience 
that an article had been placed before 
her for a reading. She said: “I sense 
the magnetism of an article before me 
which belonged to the unfortunate 
Pearl Bryant I. shall positively re
fuse to read the article.” I saw a de
tective place it there; but how she 
knew, without touching it, is what 
puzzled me, and I can only come to 
one-conclusion: That there is no limit 
to the science of the soul, or psy
chometry, and that personal’contact 
is not requisite to one so well qualified 
to read the souls of individuals, pres
ent or absent. She is doing'a grand 
and glorious work : in this city, in 
opening avenues of thought in the 
minds of the people,- and is the most 
wonderful woman I ever saw; and I 
believe had she lived in old Puritanic 
times would have been burned at the 
stake. . - .

She informs me she is often con
sulted by inventors, who for years 
have got just so far, and could not 
perfect their inventions, and she at 
once sees the defect; also tells them 
of it and the change to be made; and 
patent rights have recently been issued 
on several through her psychometric 
powers. All l ean say is, her powers 
are beyond my comprehension. Re
spectfully yours,' , .
• . Chas. W. Brownfield.

Cincinnati, Of

A HAUNTED LIGHTSHIP.

MOANING VOICE^ .wj^LAUGIITER AND 

UNEARTHLY NOIa&SiPRrVE HER CBEW 
TO DESERT HER FBOM FBIGHT.
The schoqneT ^q^ert Laing is 

haunted. So says jhe,captain. So say 
the crew. She liBB-ibeen used as a 
lightship at the jj'enij'ance of New. 
Haven, Ct, Farbo^iq^’ a year past,.' 
and during that ¿(jimB has been a 
source of singularimytyery. Strange 
voices have beeii heard calling at all 
hours of the day and night; some
times the name of.Jthfij captain would 
ije vigorously called,,qud when Cap
tom Hall would go' ,tfi| investigate no 
one was there aud,. t^e crew, were all 
accounted for. - , , -

At first it was thought some , one 
was flaying a practical joke on. the 
skipper and his ment but as-time 
passed and the strange voices con
tinued, fear took possession of the 
men and they, began to desert the 
ship. Sometime in the quiet watches 
of the night hysterical laughter would 
be heard In the- ' rigging. Then weird 
voices would cóme moaning from be
tween decks. -There was something 
strange and uncanny in these voices 
ever calling. The vessel has time and 
again been searched fifoni stern to 
stem, but no searchi has ever detected 
the ghostly visitor. • ' .. . .
. Finally the situation became un
bearable. The crew refused longer to

RIGHT LIVING
“ BY ■

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of •‘Apples of Gold,’’ "Au In a Lifetime,1' 

“The Story Hour.” -‘Summer Days at Onaet," 
. "Sunday Observance," etc,, etc.

’‘Living is an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions: lu fact, the highest method, tUo noblest 
of the aru.’*—Tuomas Stauu King.

To the Editor:—The Progressive 
Thinker for May 9tli is at hand and : 
perused with pleasure. It is read by 
many here, and I am doing what I 
can to increase its circulation.

I visited San Diego Saturday and 
Sunday. Was at a reception given to 
Brother Newman, late of Chicago, 
and his wife, at the house of the old 
veteran, Brother Peebles. . Brother 
Newman is here to establish the Phil
osophical Journal, and they hade him 
God-speed.

Sunday J listened to Dr. Peebles 
for the first time. Brother Newman 
and others and I addressed a good
sized congregation with them twice. 
There are about a thousand Spiritual
ists in San Diego, and the cause is 
growing there as well as here,

I am acting as president pro tern 
of the First Society of Los Angeles. 
It ig prospering and we hope for har
mony. Mrs. Ada Foye is speaking 
for the Harmonlal Society and is well 
liked. Brother Colville is speaking 
for our society ; he is being appreciated 
well. Spiritualism is on the advance 
here. Well, so mote it be.

I wish to gay a few words in regard 
to thé answer of Hudson Tuttle to 
questions by B. B. A. in relation to 
the science of thought photography, 
which J think can be done as readily 
as bones can be photographed. 
Thoughts are things; not material 
things, but things all the same, made 
out of something—J call it thought
stuff ideas. Whether material or not 
material, they have form and prop
erty. Every' thought, to be recog
nized by consciousness, must assume 
form in the brain.

. Science shows on the cortex of the 
brain about 600,000,000 of tubuli, 
which are thought centers, and are 
thé forms manifesting the thoughts 
which produce them. They proliferate 
as rapidly as thought, and they are 
material, being produced in the form 
of the idiom or language spoken or 
written by the thinker.

Now, if the science of the X ray is 
well understood, and instruments 
properly constructed, à snap-shot can 
be taken by a kodak which will reveal 
the thought as surely as a photograph 
can be taken of the face. And the 
time is not far distant when the 
thoughts' can and will be as easily 
taken as the face. Spirit pictures are 
taken, and thoughts are not more 
ethereal than spirit—the difference be
ing only nominal, the features being 
an aggregation of thoughts, while 
thought is a particle or small part of 
the same material or substance.

To think or say the means is a 
Rechen, X or cathode ray, does not 
approach the true knowledge of the 
wonderful phenomena. To under
stand the subject we must approach it 
from the psychic side of life, But 
that thought and mind can be photo- 

_graphed, and will be in the future, I 
have no doubt. '

In the phonograph/ thoughts are 
recorded all by the same point on the 
same kind of surface, and by the force 
or motion of speech. With the best 
microscope no difference in the im
pression can be observed, yet the dif
ference, both in sound and in tone of 
the émotions, can be repeated at 
pleasure. It will be no greater pKe\ 
nomenon to photograph a thought 
-than to make*  an impression of one on 
à metallic film.

I reiterate, thoughts are things 
made of ideas, and ideas are ultimate 
particles of mind—molecules, if you 
choose to so call them. There are 
said to be eighty billions of molecules 
in one drop of water. Each molecule 
has two ideas, form and. property; 
We can think both form and property 
are thoughtrstuff and things, hence 
can be photographed and seen.

In a future article I will tiy to ex
plain the modus operandi and show 
the relation of the X ray to the corona 
of the sun, and what the X ray is and 
how produced,.if this article is con
sidered worthy of a place in your 
columns. .

And now let me bid you God-speed 
in your great'work. With best wishes 
for the cause and mediums of Chi
cago, T am j'ours fraternally. ,

Geo. W. Cakpender, M. D.

Thia book glvea an admirable courao of study tn 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt waut of on ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
cblldren, as well as older persons whom it is wisely 
and appropriately designed tq interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical Itssdna.. .

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
pl teaching the principles of ethics.' She Illustrates 
her suWeot with many brief narratives and-anec
dotes, which render the book more interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use In children’s lyceums. In the hands of inotli*  
ers and teachers it may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. It Is » most excellent 
book and should ba widely circulated.
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PHILOSOPHY ÜF SPIRIT 
- AND - 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able and Intereatlog presentation of a moat 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist »nd every In
quirer into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual
ism should have thia excellent book. Its value 1*  rec
ognized and acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
cloth. *1.  For sale at this office.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ. ' .

This work li one of tho Library of Liberal Classic« 
No author wai better qualified cp write pa Impartial 
and Rouen Hie of Mahomet than Godfrey Hlgdlns, 
end this volume la Intensely interesting. It should be 
read In conjunction with Gibbon’» work. For sale at 
this office. Price, 25 cents.

J/IAfiOJVieT,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

’ This is Np; 6 of the Library qf Liberal Cluaslca. ' It 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect hi every detail as to Ue practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. Tblswoidc will be found 
intensely interesting. Price, 2jcr Sold at thia office..

■ r-IN THE— '

PAS'i; PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF ■

Resultt of recent scientific research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DB. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Matter,“ Essays on Nature and 

Science," “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lee- 
tures on Darwin," Etc.

"The great mystery of existence consists In perpet« 
uul and uninterrupted change. Everything Is Imiuor- 
tal uud indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being tn 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms In 
which being manifests Itself aro changing; but Being 
itself remams eternally tbe same and Imperishable. 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only our 
personal cotnolousuess. We live on In nature, in our 
race. In our children, in our deeds, In our thoughts— 
In short, In tne entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, wo 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind, and of 
■»ture In geaeral."—Buechper. ........................

nr.ft vol., post «vo.. «bout 850 pages, vellum cloth, 81.

Hall’s Hair Renewer renders the hair 
lustrous, ¿nd silken, gives it an even 
color, and enables, women to put it up in 
a great variety of styles. -

' “History of the Inquisition.” -Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history .of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity ■ of. the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. . It is for 
¿ale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c. ; .

^‘Mediumship and Its Development- 
and How to Mesmerize to- Assist Devel, 
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek Jo know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price; 
cloth, 50 cents; paper. 25 cents. ■ 

■ ' “Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyii Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
Tha-' subject is treated with masterly 
ability; snowing what the. church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price 82, post
paid.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody
ing the highest moral sentiment, and free from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Bold at this office.

HUMAN CULTURE 8 CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL.D,

▲ tnpet excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean/of the College' of Fine Forcea, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Bellgion, etc.

Price, cloth, 76 cent». Por »ale at this office.

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW
- OR -

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

Aflneprofre poem; a *tory  of tho “NaW Woman w 
who Is the true woman of all the conturiea.^A re
markable book, contracting the modern Vashti with 
the Vaahti of ancient, Bible times. Interesting and 
iuggestlve. Clotli, »1; paper, so cents. For »ale at 
thia office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCI

Comment» on • Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
. and Deuteronomy, by

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, XiUto Devereux 
Blake, Bev, PMe Hanaford, Clara J3e- 

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
HrSh Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula M Gestefeld, and 
Frances E» Barr»

“In every loul there Is bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the world, of thought 
what no other one possesses.’’—Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deed Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on tho Bible teachings relating 
to woman. AU (hould read lu
Price 50c. For sale at this Office.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work. 1

Tho readeri of Tub PnoaBEiaivB Thinksb will r«*  
member the story under tbe above title; by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in Its columns. Attba 
time, constant Inquiries were made aa to Its appearing 
in book form. This whb has now been gratified. It 
makes a Volume of 219 pages, In stylo and form like tbs 
“Convent of the Bacred Mean,“ with a finely-en^raved 
Hkenoae of the author on tbe cover. The scenes of tho 
story alternately shift from earth to tho spirit spheres, 
and tbe plitlosophy of SplritualUm, the occupation and 
modes or life of spiritual beluge, are presented in tho 
pleasing form of narrative. ,

The followlua are the chapter-titles: Introduction« 
The House of tnOSage; Home of the Miser; Tho Lov^ 
Societies; Hades; Cbrlstinastlde lu the Spheres or 
Light; Cbrlstmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Um 
happy Marriage; Faster Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken- and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-world; 
ContentednessNot Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It 1» a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which tbe Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced, 
The price in paper is 50 cents; muslin•); postpaid«

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In the hands of every one Inter
ested in Spiritualism.

Chapter I, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2, Tbe Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guido. Chapter <, Remark« 
able Tests. Chapter 5, HU Work as a Healer. CUajh 
ter 6» Leaves tbe Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Bplrfo 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma 
ntcate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mfscei 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience 
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, Now Experiences—Illustrative o| 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18. The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptcl 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrlda.

For sale at tali office. Heavy paper cover» price ul 
oenta.

MARGUERITE HUNTER
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Transcribed by a Co-operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of. earth. It was given through In. 
dependent slate-writing. The Illustrations were given 
tn oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artiste- It 
Is not * action, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel in the literature of Spiritualism, being a dear 
and succinct exposition of the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism T'bo book contains 260 pages 
with alx Uluitratlons in half-tone, and twelve pages 
tn original Independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound in blue silk cloth, stamped in silver. Price, 
»1.25. For sale at this office. .

An entertaining manual of bypnoMsm, useful to. 
students of the subject. In the form of dialogue ant 
story, the author presents very successfully a con
densed account of hypnotism, its theory and practice 
up to date. Frlce.:paper, 25 cts. Sold at this office.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITEALIIBT.

SM pages. One copy, tl; stx copies, »5.

FItOtr WIGHT TO SIOEIff 
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church. 

ro pages. One copy, is cents; ton copies, IL .

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, 
■ 2M>atys. Oue copy, bound tn cloth, 11; paper, 75 

cents. . ■ •

For Sale at thio Office, 40 loomie Street.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
. . —OR-

THREE-FOLD POWER OF BEX.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This la one of the author’» moat useful and in
structive books. ■ This work should be read by every 
man and woman, Price, 50 cents. For sale nt thU 
office. . - .

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work-consists of three; pamphlet» 
embodied in one volume, in which questions of great 
importance to the race are discussed from the ttand- 
point of an advanced fioclal reformer. Price 50 cent». 
For »ale at this office. •

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE. 
- Itai» worts will be foud eipeclrtlr Interesting to *1  
wbo'wotnddeBfrt tomato*  «tedr of Bomanlnn and 
tMMM».nai kM«rfe faetn stated, nd Ue keto, 
BcitMacHrrtewetBwnlih'IdeaBind nracUoetltaonli I 
bere»d»r*lL  Price,SSe. BoHMthl,oBce. .

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

'THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
J. habited but now submerged part of this globq 

known as Atlantis, Is one of much Interest. The 
data gathered from anclcut and modern sources-# 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches in tbfl 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged in compact# 
literary form, in this .very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be"1 
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to bo given by spirits of ancient Atlantlana concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
—OR-

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Careful comparison of some of Clio Spiritualism 

and Mediumship ot the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Mesas Hull, in Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to an cl'“ -ocd*.  
tlons of modern medluinsblp. It also shows cbdl ait 
the manifestations throughout ths o:r. and New Ivhi- 
meat were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is tho re
turn of mediumship to tho world. 43 pages. Price, 
10 cents. For sale at this office. ■

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth. |t.23. Paper, 50 cents.
Thia 1» a work of great value, written by one of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put Into the hands of those who have freej 
themselves from the dogmas of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses arc not the Whole of Hie. ■< -

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendouA taoral cosmos that win supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super- 
aeded by knowledge and facts. For sale at thia office»ROMANISM AND THE Rif PUBLIC.

/J WORK THAT EVERY LOVER Ob 
¿L bis country should have at band for consult*  
tion, By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is amos\ 
able work, conststlng of a Discussion of the Furposer, 
Aoumptlons, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains U? pages, anil 
may beconaldercd amine of valuable informationftn 
every patriot to tho tend- Price 11, For sale at thlj 
eflice. - -

Soul of Things; or Psychometrie 
Researches and Discoveries.

UY WMe AND ELIZABETH RL
LJ Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise nd 
a text-book, Il Is as fascinating as a Work of fiction, 
The reader will be amaxed to see the curio is focta 
here combined in support of this ntfriy-dlscovorcd 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thod 
sand doabu and difficult! es, make Gwlogy os plain tut 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects no »rob*  
scured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth- '
Foatago 10 cent».

Soni of Things—Vol II. 
lIluBtnted. <50 jp. ciotta..... .....
.. ■ Foitage 10 cents.
Soul Of Things—Vol. IB, 

III legated. 363 pp. Cloth.......... .
' ' ' Postage 10 cents. ■

.11.8)
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.»U5J

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW; 
Or Self-Justice.

By Lois ■Walshrooker. Many have read thts boot, 
many hare ro-rosd It, and many others ant to rend It. 
It should be read by every man and woman tn th. 
land. It abova the falsities rampant In society In 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrong, 
that Sow tbcrotrom to Innocent victims of social 
'ostracism. It contains a Ono Ukencis of the author. 
Wire ciottL280 page». Price »1.00 ’ ’ .

Romanism and the Republic. ' 
By» er.-Isaac J. Leaving, M. hi Every patriot 

ihooldread IL Price 11.00. . •



THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

ANOTHER STEP.

Violin solo, Miss Olive Whiting: Re
marks bv youngqptiipale member, Lewis 
Bushnell; Remarks, by youngest female

from that dear mother.

The

ers.

For further ii

sealed.” .
Mrs. M. Summers has been at Wil-

The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc.

which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and.studies. Cloth $1. ■ For sale 
atthisoffice.

ries,and the happy social time we always 
have will, we anticipate, bring a large 
crowd. C. Catlin, Secy,

ions of the Supreme Court on all ques
tions that do not appeal to the five 
senses, although I practiced before that 
court for fifteen years prior to 1889, 
when I became convinced that there

Anew edition of “Three Sevens,,, by 
the Phelbn’s, is just issued. The May 
Arena says: “The gist of such books as

...o, Madame Bourgeois; Ordination of 
pastor, Dr. Busfihefl; Remarks by the 
Elders, Mr. SKfeutt and Mrs. Haire;

give all true mediums their justly- 
earned meed of praisS.

'■ What we have long been waiting for 
has at last arrived, and through the 
mediumship of this young man phys-

A Trio of Very Remarkable Me- 
diurna.

— irt r—--
Church of the Soul.

and Marion Pickett. These are elected 
by the church, and will attend strictly 
in the financial aqd business end, whilst

rium, now nearly completed, will, be 
dedicated June 21st. It is 60 by 90, and 
will, when completed, be one of the best 
in this country,” ‘

'.nsj^iusic.

character are produced under con. 
ditions that preclude all idea of col-

ical demonstrations of undoubted

The work of organizing is now com
plete, and while the basis of this is en; 
tirely different frpm any existing form 
of church government, we believe we

Not content to convict one according 
to the laws of his own country, the 
court was guided by English statute law

IGENERALSURVEY^
j,-,

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
ub a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports wilt not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 

.us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ae- 
companied by the fjill name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 

- paid to them. ,
¿As Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly will be lo- 

'caled at Holliday.Kansas, a town within 
ten miles of Kansas' City, Mo., during 
the month of June, lie will be pleased to 
jiiake engagements for either Sundays 
or week nights, to lecture and give tests 
with societies located within a hundred 
miles of Kansas City, Mo. Mr. Edgerly 
has engagements with the following 
named camp-meeting associations: On
set, Mass.; Lake Pleasant, Mass.; Tem
pie Heights, Maine, and Vicksburg, 
Mich. Address during May and June, 
Holliday, Kansas.

Mrs. Boothe writes: “Friday evening, 
May 22, I attended a very interesting 
circle at 113 8. Paulina street. After 
Mrs. Pierce had given very satisfactory 
tests to about twenty, Mr, Heller, a 
hypnotist, selected three from those 
present and in a few moments had them 
under his control. Upon awakening 
them they gave tests to strangerspres- 

. ent. Mrs. Pierce's circles are very 
harmonious and all attending ex
press themselves satisfied as to the 
truth of the messages. She expects to 
go to »Cassadaga, and we are sure her 
good work will be appreciated while 
there.”

W. B. Morrison writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “An association for the 

... study of Spiritualism and other kindred 
subjects, to be called 'The Grand Rap
ids Band of Harmony,’ was organized 
with a membership of twenty-two on 
Saturday evening last. The following 
officers were elected: President, Mrs. 
W. C. Coffman: secretary, W. B. Mor- 
risen: treasurer, H. W. Boozer; and af
ter somesfurther business was transact
ed the guides of Mrs. Coffman and Mr. 
Samuel Smith made some remarks ap- 

■ propriate to the occasion.
Dr. W. Martin is conducting spiritual 

services every Sunday in Union Hall, 
1712 Curtis street, Denver, Col., where 

• he has lectured and given tests for nearly 
two years.

: On Tuesday evening, May 26, a'com- 
pany of invited friends met at the par
lore of Professor and Mrs. W. M. Lock
wood, in this city, where they had the 

. pleasure of a very unique and enjoyable 
evening's entertainment, and one which 
they will long and vividly retain in 

; memory. Professor Lockwood gave an 
exhibition of his graphophone and its 
wonderful renditions ot the human voice 
in song and speech, also its reproduc- 
-tions of instrumental music. The exact
ness of the instrument's reproductions 
almost make it seem to possess a con
scious intelligence oMts own. The pro
fessor uses t he graphophone in his lec- 

■ tures, in demonstrating the correctness
of his theory of the “Molecular Hypoth
esis.” It affords very fine and wonder
ful proof of the soundness of his views.

We upderstand that Doctor W. P. 
‘ Phelon, who is well known to the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker, by 

i • many articles in its columns, defending 
Spiritualism and its believers, is to be 
in Boston and its vicinity during the 
months of June and July. He is to give 

' a series of lectures on the “Higher 
Philosophy of Spiritualism,” and talk as 
he may have opportunity. He is called 

- hither by the growing strength of the 
- Hermetic Brotherhood, of which he is 
one of the Elder Brothers. Qn the sub
jects of .which the Doctor writes and 
speaks, he has no superior. He is both 

. interesting and eloquent, whether he« 
- addresses his audience by his pen, in 
• trance, inspiration, or in his own per- 

■ sonality. His address for the next two 
months will be 32 Ruggles street, Bos
ton, Mass.

Mis. Annie Lord Chamberlain has 
. .. gone to Azusa, Cal., where she will re

main a year. J
Dr. .Willis Edwards, pastor of the 

. Church of the Spirit, on North Clark 
street, this city, recently visited Streat- 

- or, and gave a lecture on Spiritualism, 
Its Place Among the Religions of the 

\ Wcn;kL and followed the lecture with 
teste. Much interest was excited by his 

: .work, and he is to return and hold 
another service there on June 4th.

: Thore was a large audience at his meet- 
irg, and many expressed gratification 

. receiving messages from the loved 
- ones gone before.'

-Dr.- Mansfield, who resides at 152 Ce
: dar avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, has a won, 

derful gift of slate-writing and clair
voyance. Thousands have been con
vinced of a life beyond the grave 

- .through his mediumship. 'The Doctor 
has served the Lily Dale, N. Y., Camp 

\ ^Association twelve consecutive seasons.
Investigators have gone there from all 
quarters to witness the startling phe
nomena that occur in his presence. His 
reputation for honesty is above re

; proach.
. . Dr. Caird and Mrs. Caird, nee Hansen, 

have located at Danvers, Mass. The 
Doctor stands high in reputation as a 

^ physician, and Mrs. Caird has been long 
"■ and well known in this city as a fine me
' dium. We wish them joy and success in 

their Danvers home.
. Dr. Harry W. Abbott, of San Fran- 

■■ cisco, California, has lately arrived in 
this city, and is temporarily located at 
0(i Thirty-first street. He will form 
classes for development on Mondays and 
Thursdays. He will respond to calls to 
lecture and give tests in Chicago and 
vicinity.- .

J. A. Gregorwitsch, the celebrated 
• hypnotist, is now on his way to Europe. 
He will visit London, Eng., and Berlin, 
Germany, and then go to Moscow, Rus
sia, his native land.

If tha»one who sent a spirit communi
cation toussigned “America to Zerelda,” 
will send his (or her) name and post 
office address to this office, the 25 cents 
will be returned. We' do not publish 
communications in the manner desired.

Rev. Father Yorke delivered a sermon 
at Haywards, as reported in the San 
Francisco Bulletin, which illustrates the 
trend of the Catholic church. He called 
attention to the important work con
fronting the Catholic young men before 
aim. He said it was hard, when wp 
looked Xlporf the Catholic youth of 
the country, not to think of their future, 
f'l come to speak to you,” he resumed, 
“not as a delegate to your body, not as a 
citizen, but as a priest of God. I come 
to tell you there lies before you a‘great 
work. Let neither fear nor cowardice 

■ swerve you from your purpose. It is the 
mission of the Catholic church to make 
this country Catholic,"

Robert Ward writes that a new sod" 
ety has been organized at Denver, Col. 
The officers are: W. L. Rice, president; 
Dr. Ernest Green, vice-president; Rob
ert Ward, secretary; John-M. Bicker, 
treasurer. Trustees: Mrs. Georgia 
Maynard, Mrs. Florence I. Rice and 
Wm. Bevington. '

S. C. T. writes in commendation of 
Mrs. F. A. Logan's plan of conducting 
Spiritual meetings, open and free to all 
to express their thoughts. Also of suc
cess in cases of obsession, and of the 
great happiness derived from this work 
of relieving the obsessed, both In Spirit
life and mortal life.

Frank T. Ripley lectures in this city 
during June. He can be addressed ih 
careoi 40 Loomis street for engagements 
at camp and grove meetings. ।

Dr. H. C. Andrews writes: “After my 
very pleasant call upon you last week I 
started as I expected and arrived at 
Pipestone, Mich., and addressed a large 
audience On Sunday morning and after
noon upon subjects chosen by the audi
ence. I shall lecture next Sunday at 
Benton Harbor, and the following Sun
day at Coloma. I will answer calls to 
lecture Sundays and week-evenings, offi
ciate at weddings and funerals, in 
Southwest Michigan or Northern Indi
ana, on reasonable terms. Address me 
at'Pipestone, Mich.”

Mrs. H. L. Bigelow writes of the 
“Rose Carnival," at San Diego, Cal., 
which was in all respects an “Immense 
affair. The procession was four miles 
long, and the display of roses, etc,, was 
a thing of wonder and beauty, Thhl8th 
of this month the Woman Suffrage Con
vention will begin its session at the' Uni
tarian church. Another good thing- 
all the main speakers—Susan B, Antho
ny, Rev, Annu Shaw, Mrs. Cooper of San 
Francisco, will hold forth. We have 
with us at present Prof. A. J. Swartz. 
On May 21 he will begin a course of lec
tures on mental or psychic science. 
Brother Barrett, President of the N. S. 
A,, is on the coast and intends visiting 
this place. Surely we should be greatly 
benefited in having the opportunity of 
listening to these great teachers. The 
last few Sunday evenings our society 
has been favored with one of our own 
mediums, Mrs. Carrie Downer Stone, 
who has answered questions handed in 
by the audience and afterwards given 
tests. Spiritualism is gaining ground 
slowly but surely. Many in the churches 
are investigating, and step by step will 
come to the light. The Encyclqpiedia 
of Death, an'd Life in the Spirit-World 
is doing its work and should be handed 
around freely so that many more will 
read it.”

A. Hasenclever, M. D., test and trum
pet medium, is now located at 794 W. 
Van Buren street, Chicago. Seances 
Wednesday and Saturday. _

Mrs. E. M. Edgely writes from El 
Paso, Tex.: “While en route to Cali
fornia 1 waited over a few days in El 
Paso, Tex., and seeing the inclosed cir
cular setting forth that Abraham Lin
coln would lecture at the Opera House 
through the mediumship of Dr. Meyer, 
I dropped in to hear his remarks. It was 
well put, firmly set, beautifully ren
dered; logical, forcible, and masterly 
delivered. I became very much inter
ested in the history of the speaker and 
forthwith give it in the abstract: Dr. 
I. L. Meyer is a regular graduate of 
Germany, A. M., M. D., and for years a 
successful practitioner. For fifteen 
years he was a materialist and claims 
that he was only convinced of the truths 
of Spiritualism about ten months ago, 
when through his personal experiences 
he felt the power of the spirit. Upon 
further inquiry I .learned that the Doc
tor came to El Paso under very great 
discouragements, but by the able sup
port of his controls and the convincing 
force of his tests, he has attracted the 
thinking people, having delivered here, 
in the past two months, some twenty
eight lectures. The majority of-the 
subjects treated were selected by the 
audience, and disposed of to their entire 
satisfaction, evidencing a knowledge al
most transcendental and bearing the
very imDress of superior inspirational 
talent. He is truly a rising star, and a 
competently equipped medium cham
pioning the cause of Spiriturlism. It is 
only necessary to listen to the pearls of 
thought falling from the lips of this in
strument of the Spirit-world to be con
vinced that the lips of the dead are un-

etationrry store, where all of the pro
gressive and spiritual periodicals are 
sold, and standard work's from our best 
authors and writers in and out of the 
spiritual ranks. The New Era Camp
meeting commenças its sessions located 
near this city the second Sunday ip June 
and continues until the second Sunday 
in July. I have engaged to speak the 
first Sunday in July,the 5th, also the fol
lowing week. The Progressive 
Thinker finds a welcome in every epir
itual family here, and its weekly visits 
are looked for with eager expectation. 
Address me: 291 Alder street, Portland, 
Oregon.” .

Dr. Albert Sawin is in the city, and is 
located at 30 j Laflin street.

Corresponding Secretary writes from 
Columbus, Ohio: “I want to say for the 
benefit of the readers and the societies 
elsewhere, that if you want a genuine 
interest awakened in spirituhlistic af
fairs, you would do well to secure the 
services of our present speaker, Mrs. 
Twlng. We have made many arrange
ments for the programme in future, and 
although the coming summer months 
will have something to do with our hall 
meetings, we shall not be lacking: other
wise, socials of course will play a promi
nent part, and excursions will also be 
indulged in, one or two of which is now 
upon the programme. Our present 
speaker, Mrs. Twing, baptized no less 
than nineteen children and young folks 
Sunday evening last, after which she 
delivered a lecture which added to her 
fame. In conclusion I wish to say that 
the writer is one not given to visionary 
views of these matters, but makes it a 
point to always make a plain statement 
of the facts as seen by others as well as 
himself, and from the unceasing re
marks that can be heard on every side, 
we know that too much cannot be said 
of our present speaker, as she stands on 
her merits."

G. F, Perkins, lecturer, singer and 
test medium, is open for engagements 
during the week for lectures within a 
hundred miles of Chicago. Will accept 
engagements one Sunday at a timé if 
desired by the societies. ' Seances held 
at private houses in Chicago, by giving 
notice several days in advance. Send 
for terms, stating about how much 
money can be raised by the parties de
siring the medium’s services. Address 
or call at 514 North Wells street, Chi
cago. ■

Mrs. C. J. Dixon writes from Spring
field, Mo., _of the Spiritual memorial 
service: “A large and cultured audience 
greeted Rev. M. Theresa Allen at Grand 
Army hall, St. Louis street, last Sunday 
night. She handled her subject in a 
manner that suggested great familiarity 
with the theme. Mrs. Allen delivers 
all her discourses in the inspirational 
trance state. Next Sunday shé will 
speak and deliver a poem from subjects 
presented by the audience. She is the 
regular speaker for the South Side Spir
itualist Society, assisted by her husband 
—James Madison Allen—when present. 
This society is in a flourishing condition 
and is in hearty sympathy and co-opera
tion with the State Association. Mr. 
and Mrs. Allen are the regularly ap
pointed State missionaries of Missouri, 
and Mrs. Allen also holds credentials as 
missionary for the N. S. A.”

Prof. Lockwood spoke at Watseka, 
Ill., last Saturday evening and Sunday. 
His new lectures upon “The Origin of 
the Term Spirit," with its historical 
and physical demonstrations, and upon 
“What Is Spirituality?” will evoke a 
line of thought among the thinkers cal
culated to extend the horizon of the 
proper conception-and application .of. 
these terms. In these lectures, as in all 
others, Prof. Lockwood demonstrates!

£!. H. Meny writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: “After a sojourn of five months in 
St. Louis, the justly-celebrated physical 
mediums, Hatfield Pettibone and wife, 
leave this field of garnered sheaves for 
Lake Bradv Camp. The Pettibones ap
peared in this city at an opportune time. 
The spiritual atmosphere was laden frojn 
centre to circumference . with the cry 
and qmoke of fraud. The severe test 
conditions under which the Pettibone 
seances were given - silenced all ad
verse criticism at once. Under their 
ministrations confidence in the verity of 
spiritual phenomena has been restored;”

S. N. Aspinwall, President of the
Northwestern Camp-meeting, explains, 
as follows: “I advertised Mr. Hatfield 
Pettibone and wife as phenomenal me

--  ....----------  — ----- .. diurne, who were engaged to visit the 
mington, Ill., doing somp missionary Northwestern Camp-meeting, this seas- 
work in the cause of Spiritualism. < ’ ’ ’ ‘ .....................

Miss Clara Marsh wntes from Roches- 1
ter, Mich.: ‘My lecture of April 29th, 
on “The Contradictions and Inconsist
encies in Bible Teachings,’ was well at
tended and well received, notwithstand
ing the refusal of our editor to give it 
public notice. This was followed by a 
series of three lectures, with chart illus
trations: 1st, ‘Something of Geology;’ 
showing a section of the earth’s crust, 
representing the seven great ages the 
earth has passed, through in its growth 
up to its present condition. 2d, The So
lar system, showing the different plan
ets, their size and distance from the sun, 
etc., with the change of seasons, and 
the Nebulas, which is called ‘Our Clus
ter.’ These lectures were to show the 
mighty work that has been going on in 
space, and on our planet, in past ages, 
and the impossibility that it could all 
have been accomplished in six days, and 
also to show the creative power of the 
universe is still at work. Then followed 
a lecture on ‘God and the Celestial 
Heavens.' The chart arranged to show 
the ¡progression of the soul after the 
change called death; how our homes 
are builded in the beyond, and what 
makes our heaven there; how we receive 
spiritual blessings and how the spirit 
would receive from us, and many other 
topics I have not space to mention.”

C. C. Howell writes: “I am greatly 
pleased with The Progressive Think
er, also with. The Encyclopaedia of 
Death. The article in last issue by Dr. 
Hudson on ‘Soul Genesis’ is alone worth 
the price of a year’s subscription, to say 
nothing of all the other grand features 
of the paper. Dr. Hudson’s ¿tide ought 
to be published in book or pamphlet 
from.”

O. A. Miller writes: “Mr. and Mrs. 
Perkins, Sunday afternoon conference 
meetings held at Masonic Temple-fiI7 
North Clark street, are very interest
ing.- New mediums are brought to the 
front with their various phases of medi
umship. . Mrs. M. Gregory, a newly de
veloped medium, gave tests for the first 
time in public tne 21th inst. Her tests 
were well recognized and applauded. 
She also played under inspiration^and 
sang in foreign tongues. -

on, but having seen an article signed hy 
him saying they were to visit Lake 
Brady Camp, and would commence their 
work there in June I naturally conclude 
they will not be here, although I have 
not been notified that they had charged 
their mind. I consider it my duty to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker
and a justice to myself to say that 1 have 
letters written in March to me by Mr. 
Pettibone, saying that he was positive 
they could be with us t/iis year. He em
phasizes this year because they engaged 
to be here last year, but failed to come. 
Those who have seen our programmes 
will notice that there are a number of 
mediums who give the same manifesta
tions who will be present, therefore the 
visitors will uot miss their their pres
ence.” _

The secretary writes: “Mr. Frank T. 
Ripley will begin his engagement with 
the First Spiritualist Society of the 
South Side, at the Masonic Home Tem
ple, No. 3120 Forest avenue, on Sunday, 
June 7th. Mr. Ripley needs no intro
duction to the Spiritualistic public, be
ing one of the oldest and most successful 
workers in the field. As a speaker and 
platform test medium he is acknowl
edged to be without a peer in his phases 
of mediumship. After having filled very 
successful engagements at Boston, 
Brooklyn, N. Y>, Pittsburgh, etc., he. 
comes again to Chicago to meet his hosts 
of friends and to give them the benefit 
of his wonderful medial powers. To sci
entists and investigators of the spir
itual phenomena we would say, come and 
see Mr. Ripley and what is given through 
him will be will worthy of your investi
gation. He will be, with us only during 
the Sundays of June.” ■ •

Thos. Lees writes: Mr. and Mrs. Hat
field Pettibone, the physical and test 
mediums, who barely escapefl with their 
lives in tne-terrible St. Louis cyclone, 
arrived in Cleveland, Friday, May 24th, 
and will be located at 387 Prospeet 
street until the 'opening of the Lake 
Brady Camp." '

H. Baxter writes from Ashley, Ohio: 
"Say to-your numerous readers that the 
Ashley Camp Association is progressing, 
in the right direction. . Our new àüdlto-

TO THE EDiTORt—Will you permit-me 
to notify yourreafiersof the special serv
ice In Schiller 'liqatreon June 7ih, 
when the dedicatirin’of the new Church It IS Made Against Medl- 
of the Soul, the ordination and installa- , i
tion of the Pastor. $fra. Gora L. V. Rich- UIT18. ।
mond, and installtiijQn of the Council of - ~. 1
Twelve will take place. The service Mediums Liable to Arrest and 
will be an exceptionally interesting one, ___
No effort will be snared to make it wor- imprisonment,
thy of the occasion! Great enthusiasm -------
has marked this'dhange,'all feelinp it to To the Editor:—In the case of the 
be the forward step? Sweepingas it has People vs, Arthur Elmer, a medium, 
been, not a dissenting voice has been the Supreme Court of Michigan, predi
heard, not a member of the old with- eating its opinion upon an old English 
drawn. On thecontrary, a very large ad- ..............................- ■ •
dition has been made, and The Church 
of the Soul starts with a charter list of 
live members, stronger than ever the 
old organization could boast. .

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

the departure of a dear mother and eis-

j

In New London, Conn., Sunday morn
ing, May 17, of Bright’s disease, Mrs. 
Catherine W. Lewie, wife of the late

happy, and brought to a kowledge of 
the sublime truths of the Spiritual 
philosophy.

Three sons and two daughters, a 
brother and two sisters are left to mourn

Henry Tooker, aged 56. A good woman, 
a devoted, loving mother, a faithful sis
ter, friend and neighbor, has passed

Ut VwipUUwl) lulo. IHulJ AJ» L<vv) 
Mrs. Helen Stuart Richings, Mrs. Au
gusta Ferris, Dr. A. B. Spinney and 
Mrs. N. M. Russell.

Mrs. Elizabeth Winiger passed to 
Spirit-life, at her home in Denver, Col., 
May 18,1895, aged 50 years. Mrs. Win
iger survived her husband about four

May 26th, at the residence of the 
bride’s parents, Miss Minnie Bennett to 
Mr. Wm. Edmonson.

William Carter, of Darien, Wiscon
sin, passed to Spirit-life, May 16, 1896. 
He was one of the earliest settlers of 
Walworth County, and for nearly sixty 
years has been Identified with its

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Mr. D. P. Dewey, 
Mrs. Eva Payne Hopkins, Mrs. Anna L.

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

ter, whose blessed memory and tender 
ministrations will be kept in perpetual, 
loving remembrance. The writer offi
ciated at the funeral, at which was a

JUNE 6, 1886

A wife survives him, who, like him-

SPEAKERS.

Married. _>
following named persons were

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Henry Van Buren departed from this 

life April 27,1896, aged 83 years. I am 
informed that he was one of the earliest 
subscribers for The Progressive 
Thinker and the Philosphical Journal, 
extending as far back as thirty years, 
which is quite an example of steadfast
ness and unwavering belief.

Mrs. H. Van Buren.
Albany, N. Y. .,

The Molecular Hypothesis;
ORNATURE.

statute, has just sustained the conviction years leavinrr four child ren — one
in the lower court and decided that "ev- daughter and thi-pnsons all vmmnn- 
ery person pretending or professing to aiso other nenr »l»tiv««
tell fortunes shall be deemed a rogue ... >
and a vagabond,” and that “no person, 
not a lunatic, could believe that a medi-
um has the power to foretell the future.”- 
Under this decision every medium who 
pretends to foretell the niture is liable 
to arrest and imprisonment, for the de
cision of one State Supreme Court is a 
precedent for all to follow.

uiou unu oiotciD aim umcr ucur relatives, 
as well as many kind friends, to mourn 
the loss of her kind physical presence. 
Formerly she had been a very devout 
Catholic, but under my ministrations 
with some of her children and one of

The only treatise ever ottered the rending and 
thinking public In the luterest of modem Sulrltutl- 
1BU1, that la absolutely free from the theories oi tuner- 
atltloa, and which
Denionatratea continuity of life and our envi

ronment of epiritituallnfluencea,
ot moderu Mo-nlcnl and phyalologloal-

A1!0 fiPUltuallat, an Impregnable foundation of 
Bdenttfic data and verified facta. * ‘

To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of the' 
evolutlonen<!re operfttlve lu Nature'» formula of

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a new earth.
A book to read, to study and think about. A con- 
deneed volume ot ectentltlo information for 25 cent». 
Address your orders to
The Proyresalve Thinker, 40 Loomta alreet,.

to N. Lockwood, 471 West Madison streets 
Chicago, Ill.

have a perfect, and may say, ideal or
ganization for the building up and suc
cessful carrying on of a Targe church. 
The executive Board consists of presi; ’ 
dent, Dr. J. E. DeWolf; vice-president, 
Dr. Nutt; secretary,. Mrs. M. Haire; court was guided by English statute law 
treasurer, Mrs. S. A. Rouse; trustees, that has been obsolete for a century. I 
Dr. Bushnell, Dr. J.E, De Wolf, Dr. Nutt, have but very little respect for the opin- 
Messrs.W.M. Lucas, C. H. Catlin, E. -------- --- - "
A. Rice, S. M. Biddison, L. A. Rouse

added to these will be a Council of 
Twelve (or twelves), these being ap
pointed by the guides. The names will 
be announced, and they themselves In
stalled at the public service on Sunday.

From this Council of Twelve all com
mittees for the carrying on and exten
sion of the work will be formed.

As we expect a very large attendance 
on that day, in order that our friends 
may be comfortably accommodated, tick
ets of admission for reserved seats can 
be had free upon application to Mrs. C; 
H. Catlin, Homan avenue, any of the 
officers of the church, or on Thursday 
evening, June4tb, at the entertainment 
in Orpheus Hall, Schiller building. 
This entertainment will be a very spe
cial one, being the farewell to the old 
church and welcome to the new, it will 
be participated in by Sunday-school, old 
society, and new cnurch. A very fine 
programme has been prepared, which, 
together with ice cream and strawber-

was very little, if any, justice in law, 
and quit that profession.

No man can tell what the law is for a 
certainty on any subject. Court decis
ions, from justice courts to the Supreme 
Court of the United States, are but 
“guesses” from- start to finish, and I 
challenge proof to the contrary. A law
yer will tell what the law is that will fit 
your side of a case; but the lawyer on 
the other side will produce an equal ar
ray of “authorities" on the other side 
when the case comes to trial. Then the

her sisters, a; true Spiritualist, Mrs. 
Winiger became very favorable to and 
much interested in Spiritualism, and as 
she at times felt the presence of the de
parted ones, it fitted her for the Spirit
ual transit, taking away the fear of 
death. She selected a hymn, “There fs 
No Death,” and ¿mother, “We Shall 
Know Each Other There,” to be sung at 
her funeral, about two months before 
passing on, Also at that time she asked 
me, of her own accord, to preach her 
funeral sermon. Both requests were 
granted. She very patiently, without 
complaint, submitted to the fatal disease 
of cancer in the stomach, often wishing 
that the dear spirits could take her with 
them. She was conscious to the last. 
The funeral services were conducted at 
her home by-myself. .

Rev. Dr. W. Martin.

decision must depend upon the compre
hension of the. Court as to the subject . „ , .
matter in controversy. away. Through her medial powers

Now, in the case of Mr. Elmer, it hundreds have been blessed and made 
would be impossible for a court to com- happy, and brought to a kowledge of 
prehend the “fact" that the future can ' ‘ - ■ ■
be told, for the reason that none of 
them have given the matter any consid
eration. And yet they presume to pass 
judgment upon subjects of which they 
absolutely know nothing. That was 
just what the pagan Catholic priests did 
centuries ago, and the Inquisition, the 

v. vatu«, oevy, dungeon, the rack, the faggot, came 
First Spiritual Church, Into requisition and by which ten mill
-------  ions of men and women tasted death.

Life of Thomas Paine, , :
By Editor of the Nation?) with Preface and Notet- 

by Peter Eckler, Hlufitratcd with views of the old 
Paine Homestead end Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thoma*  Clio Rkkman. 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Rolana 
Condorcet, Brlssot, and the most prominent of Paine's 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, 76 cento.
The Age of Reason;

Being an Investigation of True and Fabulous The 
ology. Anew and complete edition, from .new plates 
and new type; 18$ pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cental 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to the inhab
itants of America lu 1776, with explanatory notice bj 
an English author. Paper, 15 cento.
The Rights of Man. *

Parts I and ]]. Being an answer to Mr. Burke'o 
it tack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 270 
pages. Paper, 30 cental cloth, 60 cents,
Raine's Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason. Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Pos 18vo., 432 pages. Cloth, 11.00
Paine's Political Works.

Common Sense. The Crisis, Rkhts of Man, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, ll.OOi 
postage. 20 cents. •

THE ELIMINATOR S

large attendance, many hearing for the 
first time the enunciation of the princi
ples of the religion of Spiritualism. 
The interment was at Cedar Grove Cem
etery, New London’s beautiful necropo
lis of the dead. Joseph D. Stiles.

PROGRAMME. Are we on the eve of another such an
Snndav Tune 7th —Violin vnlnntnrv eray 11 Would 6eem SO when we con

Miss Olivo Whltlnw Dnxninwv Pnnm-n aider the decision in the Elmer case. Son- Children’s ^ne Snn^v-Sfl- What can be done? • Fftcts are 8tub’ 
invocation Pastor-g’ Chant^Lord^ born tbinff8’ and one substantiated 
Prayer—Council: collection; Offertory Jhmwh0h»^61116 V Passed to SpirlUife, about the last of
solo; Madame B^tgeols; Ordination of denc 8i°DtH/thottuh ; April, 1896, Peter Buck, of Sturgis, 

" “ llt 8 PaB8ed oy the English House of M[ch’ He was 87 vears old and a n-roat
P&rliaDient. If th© mediums of th© W/)r|rer thft nmiRe nf SnirihiAliftm _ti -»I  v _ .• WvInUl 1U1 liUB UUUbU UI ODIJ XvUallalU.United States, and all others having Tje sturt/lR a vAaraanand Hva/i -- a— xu _ x'lii___ r DO lei i> ¡□LUiuiD a yoal aEUUHU JlVcU“facts” as to the foretelling of events, „uk nniv q«» ’n«n».ir6r «t 
will send me a detailed statement of the wichita Kansas Hi Ie ^tae're the’lst - - - - - VY1UU4LU, JXaUoaD» Hu lulu VllCIc VUu JbLnubuuttii rvemuuKH, uy youngesi lemaie — ------1 smember Manda Potts- Tribute bv chil- ,act8 of whIoh they are conversant and dren Christen^ ceremonv'The Vorn- oan be Proven’1 wlU edit and Pub’ 

Licht is Broakteir Concrairation- Tn them for the benefit of the mediums 
staBation address ifii De Wolf ^Resnonsp tbat tbey may DOt be classed with 
The <Guides- BlestM Tie cE’ “ro^uee and vagabonds,” and for the 
cation- Inspirational Poem—Ordination benefit of Spiritualism, that has saved 
and Tnstallatinn—rftiina the world from materialism, into whichand iPStallatlon-Oulna. it wag fegt drlIting when Modern 6pirit.

. x, ualism came. Such a book would beat
AN EARNEST SEEKER. "Prayer, and Its Remarkable Answers,” 

tlzlu— that has so misled humanity.
Convineed Attar' Thran Yaara af T,Direct to 58 Monroe street, Grand vonvincea Alter , inree xears or RapjdB) Mich.. Give the time, place and 

■ ’ Investigation. • • names of parties connected with the
1—■ • foretelling and the sitter, and have them

At the.3 o’clock Sunday-services. May 
10th, of the Church of Fraternal En
deavor, at [546 W 63d street, the parlors 
of the pastor, Mrs. M. A. Jeffery, a lady 
whose heart yearned for some positive 
proof of Spiritualism, and of conscious 
life beyond the grave, received the fol
lowing test:

An elderly lady standing at that side 
of the room’was described by Mrs. Jeff
ery as a spirit appearing to be about 
70 years of age, ana saying she had nine 
children. The description and number 
of children seemed to suit two sitters, 
when the controls said: “The lady spirit 
is now'70, but died when'she was 63 
years of age.” This proved exactly the 
facts of t(ie death of the mother of the 
anxious daughter who had been craving 
and searching for. a message—a word

substantiated, when possible, by the 
other party. I am now a publisher of 
books. Yours for truth,

Charles Howell.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

AN UNCOMMON^COMBINATION.

Then followed a full description of the 
home, the flower-beds that had been the 
mother’s especial care, and the state
ment that now she had fields of lilies of 
pure white. Added to all these proofs 
came instructions what to do with cer
tain papers in the. hands of the sitter, 
and caution against some persons that 
were attempting to prevent justice be
ing done; then a large number of ques
tions were asked, because no one but 
that dear spirit mother could answer 
them, and all were fully and perfectly 
answered, fully convincing that loving 
daughter that "her mother lived and was 
nearer ¡to her and watching over her 
even more than when on this earth; and 

.the spirit said: “There is no unhappi
ness, no suffering for me now, dear 
child: all is peace and joy. I am with 
you al way.” •

Another of the many glad hearts made 
so by the grand, work of Mrs. Jeffery, as 
in the lady’s own words she addressed 
her, saying: “Now I know; I have tried, 
oh, so hard to believe; for years I hoped 
for a word that would.,remove all doubt, 
and you have given me the true light, 
have brought my mother to me, and I 
know she lives; I.know we are immor
tal.” '■ Dr. S. C. Borland.

Englewood, Ill. : . .

Bishop A. Beals writes from Portland, 
Oregon: “I commenced an engagement 
here before the First Spiritualist Society 
the third Sunday of this. month, to a 
large and appreciative audience, and 
am- the guest of Brother McMillen, an 
old pioneer residing here, and he and ----------- -------------------- -- ----
his amiable wife are staunch supporters Dr. Phelon’s “Three Sevens,"and other 
of the spiritual cause. Notwithstanding: works descriptive of or alluding to the 
the political cauldron kettle is sending various occult societies, which seem to 
forth vapors and clouds of steam to the have existed for ages, has never, until 
extent of almost total blindness to all recently, been said so openly and plainly 
other subjects yet Spiritualism and its that ‘he who runs may. read.’” Cloth' 
kindred subjects, keeps apace of the $L25, postpaid. For sale at this office . 
times and has .many noble advocates "The Dead Man’s Message,” an occul} 
here who make the cause of spiritual romance, by Florence Marryat.. The 
enlightenment their study and assist author’s wide experience in Spiritualism 
the cause of human progress in every and her study of occult science have 
way. But as yet there is a great Iqck prepared her to write this romance, 
of unity and organic effort among them :
to make the worit as effective as it might 
be. Brother W. E. Jones, located, at 
291 Alder street, has a fine book and

of April, to visit friends in Oregon. The 
son, not hearing from him, became 
alarmed and wrote to the friends here, 
but no tidings were received until a let
ter was received from the coroner of 
Grand Junction, Colorado, saying that 
one Peter Buck was found dead in the 
Grand Valley Canal. A second letter 
from the coroner, giving a description 
of the body found, leaves no ddubt as to 
his identity. The coroner says the body 
was found in the Grand River Canal: a 
coat, vest and shirt were on the body, 
but no pants, drawers, stockings nor 
shoes; no marks- of violence. Inside 
vest pocket contained fifty-one dollars 
in bills, and an envelope addressed to 
Sturgis, Mich., and forwarded to Wich
ita, Kansas, addressed to Pete:- Buck.

' C. Cressler.

BY DR. B. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos

ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog- 
malic Christianity, containing many alartltng concla- 
fllona never before published, showing clearly‘tha 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa
ment stories, and proving that Jesus was an imperson
ation and not n person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.60. For Sale at this Office. 
Researches in Oriental History.

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
Om Vol» lUmc, 401 Pages, Cloth, $1.50,

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. PE8EAJICIIES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM, 
3e DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY, d 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? | 
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus. i
In this volume the Jews aro clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea Is traced to tbo BacJ 
trlan Philosopher, 2.S30 years I). C., and Its history 1« 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it la 
fully developed Into Christianity, wlthamythlcal hero, 
at Alexandria. In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. .- '*i

The book dctnoDstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions ard 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without I istruction and profit, whether 
he reaches the aame conclusions with the auvher an 
otherwise. For sale at this office.

______  growth and development.
T. . , . . , . , He possessed a sterling integrity ofIt is always a pleasant task to make character and was regarded by all as an 

public genuine phenomena, and to honorable citizen and honest man.
' “ ” ’ ‘ Had he remained in the physical until

July, he would have completed 84 years. 
For many years he was an investigator 
of the Spiritual philosophy, believing 
that it was the most satisfactory solution 
of life’s problems, and he passed from 
the body quietly and painlessly, like one 
going to sleep.

. . self, is sustained by the philosophy of
lusion or trickery, and in a bright Spiritualism, and realizes that he has 
■ • - ■ only preceded her to a higher and bet-light. . ‘

The dark seance has its uses, but it 
will readily be admitted that no mat
ter what test conditions may be im
posed, the element of uncertainty 
nearly always attends them.

The Fosters, F. N., the photog
rapher, his son Ben, and Mrs. Ben 
Foster, are now located at 407 Cedar 
street, Milwaukee, Wis., and are de
lighting investigators with their mar-

Orion Lake Camp.
The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet-, 

ing at Orion LakeirMich., will be held 
at Island ParkpcOmmencing June 6th 
and closing Junehilth.

• ’ SPEAKERS. ,

D. P. Dewey, $1 ri F. E. Odell, Giles
B. Stebbins, Anna u. Robinson and otb-

ter life.
A large concourse of relatives and 

frieftd.s assempled at the home, May 19, 
to pay the last tribute of respect.

Beautiful and appropriate selections 
from the Spiritual Harp were rendered 
by a choir of sweet voices, while the fu
neral discourse was given by the write,:-, 
taking as the basis of the discourse a 
selection from the poems of Helen Hunt 
Jackson, entitled, “Released.”

Will C. Hodge.

velous seances. Materialized hands 
of all sizes are produced, musical in. 
struments are played, messages that 
contain conclusive tests are written, 
creditable and beautiful portraits are 
made upon handkerchiefs, while the 
fact of passing matter through matter 
is conclusively demonstrated.

Writing is produced between slate 
frames that are securely bolted to
gether, the upper frame containing a 
glass, while the writing appears upon On M Mr. wlllet form. 
the slate underneath the glass. eriy of Moline, Ill., and Miss M. É. Fos-

Obiris are almost instantly trans- ter, of Mt. Pleasant Park, Iowa, were 
fprmrl ’ hntwpHn th« o-lasH and «lato mobried. L know their many friends

j • ii ° j j ii will unite-in wishing them many yearsand are as quickly removed, and all of happlne8S. Dr. J. C. Phillips. 
under such conditions as to leave the , ■ ' , - . - -_______

married at Port Huron, Mich., by Mrs. 
Anna L. Robinson:

May 22nd, at the residence of the 
-bride’s parents, Miss Maude Leonard to 
Mr. Lewis Cameron, of Indianapolis, 
Ind.

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
XD largely a record of the facts and demouHratlonfi 
which the author has seen, beard of or precented In 
bls uwn experiments. The history of the various 
phases of the science is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to tbe Interest and value of thé 
book, which will be found very Interesttug to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
•tudent. The wôrk is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, $H.OO, For sale at 
the ofllce of Thx Pbogrbsbiyk Thiktir.

investigator no opportunity for cavil- |8|and Lake Camp-Meeting, 
ing, nor do they' ever toy to offer any Mand c opens JuI 15 
solution or hypothesis other than the continues to August 23.
spiritual one.

Trumpet manifestations in a sub-■ Music by Prof. P. p. Hudson.
All mediums, and*  speakers are cord- - . .. _ . . ...

dially invited, receive public a"6“ hght, are aIso g1'6“» but 
recognition wh^11- " “" " <■ .n—•—-  ----- 1—i-^opportunity otters.. sufficient illumination to see plainly Robinson, ‘Mrt. Nellie S. Padgham, 

-------------- ji-Siaiion and full pro- ev^ry member of the circle, and in all Mrs. Minnie Carpenter, Mrs. C. M. 
gramme apply talMrè..Rachel B. Dewey, thpqp manifestations the medium is in Nickson, Lyman C. Howe, Mrs. A. E. Grand Blanc, MffihF ?®8e ,man«estatl0n8 tne medium is m gbeet8) .Hon L v Moulton, Rev. Oliva

■ . —:——Hi'.ife .  ----------— . full view or all. j. Carpenter, Mrs. _ Mary L. Doe,
Glory .is like7.h cfii-cle in the water, It has been my good fortune bo 

which never cetfeefjlrtb enlarge itself) attend two of these remarkable se- 
till by broad- s^irehhing it disperse 4ii) nnnpq And T nnheQite.tnno'lv affirm thev 
naught.—Shakspeare. .J . . mn.mfeRtn.Rons of the kind «MEDIUMS.

The poets did well to. conjoin music. ^atT have „ver witnessed and I am Mrs. Augusta Ferris, Edgar W. Em- 
and medicine, because the office of med- 1 nave ever wiinesseu, ana t am Hatfield Pettiboneicine'is but to tuneAhe curious harp of . not alone in my opinion. Mrs, Foster erson a ■ Ha ■ F?ttlbone- 
man’s body.—Baqoh. ’ ’• is an excellent trance, clairvoyant and . music. • .

The merit of originality is not novelty, clairaudient instrument, and has con-. Music by Prof, P. O. Hudson, sup- 
it is sincerity. ' The believing man is .ii demonstrated her Dowers P°rted by an orchestra of four ormore 
the original man; he believes- for him- cl1u.8,lye1/ ? ?T . pieOes. : ; . >
self, hot for another.—Carlyle. / while. rank N. is still puzzling the For full particulars and programmes

Despise not any man, find do not spurn wiseacres in his demonstrations of address ' . J. S.-Phillu’s, , 
anything. For there, is no than that spirit photography. - . ' ■ • . -. Brighton, Mich,
hath not his hour, nor is there anything They are a great combination and ’ ri' «ft™
that hath not its place.—Rabbi Ben -• i ' » ® j j n Right Living. By Susan H» WixonAzai. ' very pleasant people to meet, arid they The author shows a wise practicality in

• —------ - - . A- ■ -------------- afford a grand opportunity for all her method of teaching the principle of
“Yoltaire’s Romances,” translated nnrneqt investiaators to witness nen- ethics. She illustrates her subject with from the French. With numerous il- “Jtennitestefinn« ®any brief narratives and arieedbtes, 

lustrations. These lighter works of the- Pine ■ a, surprising mamfestatiqns render the book more interesting 
brilliant.Frenchman,^and invincible An; under absolute test conditions. ' and more easily comprehended. It is 
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy - : Will C. Hodge. especially adapted for use in Children’s
of wide reading. Witrphilosophy and - T Knu'tilv eoncur-in the above nr- Lvceum. In the handsof mothers and romance are combined, with the skill of. , “ teachers it may "be made very useful,
a master mind>/i>rice $1.50.' For sale count of the Foster seances. Young and old will be benefited by it
atthisoffice. ■ .... • A. B. SEVERANCE. Cloth 81 For sale atthisoffice.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBBOOKEB,

Author of “Helen Harlow’« Vow,” “The Occult 
Forces of 6cx,” "Perfect Motherhood," and many 
Kher works. Price 2J» cents. For «ale at this office.
AN‘EXCELLENT W0RIC 
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

JL/ The “Stellar Key” Is tho nbllosophleal intro*  
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume maybe gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After» 
Lite; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Soclal Centres In the Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6—Language and 
Life tn Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« in the Summer-Land: 0—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition com 
taint moro than double the amount of matter in foA 
mer edition«, and Is enriched hy a beautiful frontis» * 
Piece, illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body.“ Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For tiala 
at this office. .

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and PhUosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 

Contents: The Beginning«; Fundamental Prlnofc 
pies; Formation of Constellation«, Systems, Suns 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Mcteo”* and 
Comets; Tile Organic Kingdom; Tho Origin of Mon; 
Man—His Attributes and rowers; The Soul—How It 

, Receives and Imparts Knowledge: How the Soul Re*  
ceivcs Its Highest Impressions; Tbo Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do*  
generation: Morally. Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; Thu Bible and Christ; The Summary: ’’What 
Mutt We Do to Bo Saved.“ For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, Paper, 5Oc.
The Coming Amencan Uivn war. 
'THIS KOOK, RY BURTON AMES 
•L Htnmx’GTOs, I» written iu tbo Interest ot hu- 

mantty, ot liberty, andot patrlottem—a book written 
tor tbo purpose ot calling attention to tbo deadly 
danger» that beset ns on.evcry elde. and moro cape, 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tbo Insidious wlloaof 
an ever-present, tbougb secret, unscrupulous toe— 
tbo Catholics. Washington’s words ot warning 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy ot -Genera 
Grant are nil Included In the volume. Archbishop 
By»n, ot Philadelphia. In a recent sermon said: ‘Th« . 

'church tolerates heretics‘where sho Is obliged todo 
■A, but sho fanes them with n deadly hatred, and 
naca all her power tn annihilate them. Our enemies . 
know bow sho treated heretics In the Middle Agds, and 
bow sho treats them today where eho has tbo power. • 
We no more think ot denying these historic tacts than 
wc do ot blaming the Holy Ghost and thOTrlnccaot 
tbo church tor wbat they havo thought it to do.” 
Every one shónld read thia work. Paper. <100. pasea. . 
|v will be sent, postpaid tor fifty neats, For Sale nV-" . 
Ihlsofflc«.
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ANSWERS
This Department is under the manage

ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium.

Huc^on Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.1

N. II. D.,Bridgewater: Q. With deep 
interest I read your answers in The 
Progressive Thinker, and now ask 
von the meaning of the terms spirit, 
soul, mind, thought; are they separate 
entities, or are they all one thing or be
ing, as the ego, I, myself?

A. These words are used so loosely 
that often synonymously their meaning 
is obscured, and yet each has a well- 
defined limit. ..... ,

In tlie old division into body, soul and 
spirit, soul had no consistent meaning, 
except to make the desired trinity sup
posed to exist in all things. _ ,

There is a physical body and a spiiit- 
ual body from which the mind emanates.. 
If soul has any application, it is to. the 
e’itual body. The spirit is the spirit-

y, and the mind Is .the soul, or the 
spiritual being. ■ . • ' ., _ ■

■ The product of the activity -of the 
mind is thought. Hence all these are 
included in ‘*1  myself.” .

Tlios. Pepler: Q. I acknowledge my 
deep interest in the question department 
by the following queries: , , ■

(I) What is the difference between 
an atheist, a deist, an infidel, and a 
Spiritualist? ■ ■ , .

(2) What is the difference between 
obsession and spirit control? In other 
words—the obsessed and the medium?

(3) Is automatic writing produced by 
pbsession, or otherwise?

(4) Why do we scarcely ever get in
disputable evidence from those we most
ly expectit from, viz.-those who were 
tne foremost and most ardent searchers 
into the psychic side of life before their 
transition? We naturally expect them 
to come and clinch the nails they so 
earnestly drove from this side.

(Í5) If a spirit can appear as a mortal, 
clothed in apparel, what would hinder 
the spirit from assuming any character 
or personage the mind suggests?

A: (1) An atheist is one who does not 
believe in the existence of God; a deist, 
one who believes in . the existence of 
God, but not in the divinity of Jesus 
Christ; infidel is a broad term and 
means simply disbeliever, although re- 
Btrictcd to one who disbelieves Christi
anity; a Spiritualist is one who believes 

■ in a future life of.1 eternal progress, and 
- the communion of spirits, and beyond 

' that is broad and free to accept or re
- ject all beliefs according to the dictates 
of his reason. Spiritualism Is a unlver- 
sal eclecticism. ... . ,

(2) It is a matter of degree.
' (3; By controlling the muscles 
through the automatic or reflex nerves, 
a process which, by partially involving 
the . sensitory nerves, reveals the 

- thoughts of the. spirit to the medium 
and produces the impression that the 

- movements are suggested by the will.
(4) Why such spirits do not more 

commonly manifest depends on peculiar 
causes in each individual case. They do 
communicate more frequently than the 
oel'resronflcnfr intimates, but they find 

- thè difficulties intheir wajt greater than 
they imagined while in this life.

(5) As- a subjective appearance, or 
mental impression, spirits appear in any 
form they desire, or in any habiliament, 
precisely as the hypnotist makes his 
subject mistake a cane for a snake, 

- pr water for wine. Spirits make the 
• medium see them in any form’ they 

~ please. This is the opposite of the di
rect objective being. ■

herently the power to produce them,’’'
A. Questions on the.’ book of Mr. 

Hudson have been repeatedly asked'and 
answered. When an author handles a 
subject on which he is informed, his con- 
cjusions have value, but when he is 
wholly ignorant and. pretends .to know, 
he is not worthy of a passing thought. 
Such is Mr. Hudson, and his pages of 
assertions, concealed in scientific 
phrases, are of not sufficient value to 
call for extended criticism. ■

(1) That the mind of man is “dual” 
is an assertion, and the exact reverse, 
the unity of the mind, admits of demon
stration. The mind is able to’receive 
subjective impressions, but that no inpre 
proves it dual than that it sees'with the 
eyes and hears with the ears proves 
that there is a mind to hear and a mind 
to see. • .. ■ . .■

(3j If there .is no subjective mind ¡it, 
of course, cannot have, physical' power. 
Tills is the wildest assertiomnade, and 
yet even wore all three propositions 
proven, it would not establish. the con
clusion that all physical spiritual phe
nomena are thereby accounted, for;

BUDDHA, OR KRISHNA
The Indian Philosopher and 

' His Teachings. '

The Purity of His Moral Code.

J. J. Crane: Q. (I) ‘Does the’Spiritual 
world revolve in spade, to obedience to 
the same immutable laws thM;govern 
and control the physical world?

- (2) Is the Spiritual world'the out
growth of the physical world? If so, 
what will be the condition of; the physi
cal world when exhausted? ■ ‘

(3) What will feed and maintain tlfe 
Spiritual world wlien the physical,world 
is exhausted? ’ ' \ .

(4) Does the earth aggregate to itself 
as fast as it throws off? If so, from 
wh’at source does it get its supply? "

A. (1) Yes. ..'
(2) The Spirit-world is the resultant 

of the physical, and when the latter is 
“exhausted," the residuum will probably 
again be thrown back to fire-mist, to be
gin a new creation. ,

(3) It, having become completed, will 
require no further addition, 'r .

(4) No. There is constant loss; The 
supply of meteors" and cosmic 1 dust, 
wlijcn falls on the surface as it passes 
through space, is not equal to the waste,

' H. W, Ricker: Q. A sermon was de
livered here on “Persecutions;-”1 and it 
was claimed that the Ch urch of‘. Romo 
was responsible,for everything in that 
line, while at the same time all people 
who have taken any pains ttf ihform 
themselves know that there were per
secutions on the Protestant si’dealso. I 
have found the following’parties who en-' 
gaged in them: King'.Hehry VIII, 
Queen Elizabeth, Martin Luther, Cotton 
Mather, John Calvin and the Ppritans. 
Will you mention other cases? '

A. The citations above pretty :well 
cover the field. There Have been as in
human barbarities perpetrated-in the 
name of Protestantism as in that of Ca
tholicism. Religious bigotry, given 
power, is always the same- inhuman, 
monster, and there would be small 
choice were the Catholics, Presby terians 
or Methodists to have complete control 
and ability to enforce belief; Christian
ity, unlike the mild and delightful pa
ganism it supplanted, corrupted the feel
ings at their source and made persecu
tion possible; ■ ■

W. F. Specht: Q. Well pleased am 
I with the. Progressive Thinker 
and especially with, the question depart
ment. I submit’you the following:

(1) In Luke xvi, we read of “the rich 
man and Lazarus"—How are men divid
ed after death?

(2) Will there be memory in the life 
to come? .. •. •• •’ ;• ■

A.; (I) By the same law of attraction 
and repulsion that separates them on 
earth, but more'imperative.

(2) Every thought and action of the 
past life will be remembered. .

Fanny Field, III.: Q. What should be 
the test of American citizenship?

A, Every voter should be required to 
be able to read, and to answer, Before a 
commission appointed for that purpose, 
such questions as test his or her under
standing of the constitution of the gov

. prnment and duties of officers. Sex 
■ • should not debar from the elective fran- 

bhiso, for woman is under the law, and 
- to be compelled to obey laws in which 
they have no voice in the making is tyr- 
auny. In the vote of the ignorant Ues 
the danger of the republic, and this is 
mainly the vote of unassimilated for- 
0ners, who have not the least apprecl-

>n of the value of their votes, or the 
degradation of its sale. It is the vote 
controlled by the ward boss and the 
priest. ■ .

A. D. Harrison: Q. (1) At what stage 
of man’s development from the beast or 
savage state did his spirit become in
vested with the attribute of immortal
ity? ■ . ,(2) Are there human beings on the 
earth at presentso  low as not to survive 
the death of their physical bodies?

*

1- (3) In the passage of a spirit through
space is time required?

■ A. (1 and 2) These questions are an
swered in “Philosophy of Spirit,” just 

' republished, and I briefly quote: 
■ ’ “A spirit is not necessarily immortal, 
- but can become gradually extinguished, 
:•like a lamp burning for a definite time, 

- and then going out. Such is the condi- 
tioii of the lowest races of mankind. 
They exist after death, but with them 
there is no progress, no desire for-the 
immortal state, and slowly, atom by 
atom, they are absorbed into the bosom, 
of the universal spirit-essence, as the 
spirit of the animal is immediately after

■ death.” . , ,
In “Psychic Science.” to this is added: 
“If it no asked at what age, or stage, 

the spirit of man retains its. identity, it 
may bo said in reply, that no certain 

' data can be given, as with the child it 
varies with the development of the pa
rents.” • •

It is as difficult to draw the line be- 
tweeqn barbarous man and civilized 
-whore identity is retained, as between a 
hill and a valley, saying where one 
leaves oft and the other begins.

In “Philosophy of Spirit, and “Psy
chic Science,” this subject is treated at 
length, as well as the untruthfulness of 
the'bft-repeated-assertion that if a thing 
have a beginning it must.have an end, 
as applied to immortality. - ’

(3) Yes. The rapidity Of their mover 
ment approximates to that of the forces 
bt light, electricity,'etc., but does not 

. equal them. ' \ ’

J. D.' Rockwefflr Q- For some time 
past I have been, reading carefully T. J. 
Huckans “Law of Psychic Phenomena.” 
On pages 207 and 208 he says: ■

“I. The mind of man fls dual in its 
nature: objective and subjective. ;

“2. This subjective mind is constantly 
controlled by suggestions. ■’' •. ■ ■ -

“The subsidiarv ■ proposition, which 
applies to the phenomena (Spiritism) 
under consideration,, is that . .

“,J. The subjective mind, or entity, 
possesses physical power; that is, the 
power to make.itself beard and felt, and 
to move ponderable objects.” ,

He further says: “It will tcadily be 
seen that if.those three propositions can 
be cstablisled, all the physical phenom
ena ct Spiritism can. be accounted for on 
tbfe' jfrodiid that possesses in-

R., Atlanta, Ga.: Q. (1) Some Spirit
ualists claim that there never was a man 
named Christ, while others say there 
was; now, according to “Antiquity Un
veiled,” the character of Christ is taken 
from some of the old, ancient Scandina
vian and Egyptian Gods;, what is your 
opinion; also, of the work referred to?

(2) How can you account for a- person 
seeing their own figure at a distance of 
fifteen feet from themselves, walking 
during the daytime, and when they are 
wide awake? ”

A. (1) The man, Christ, probably 
lived and ran bis brief mortal career as 
a prophet. •

The ideaiChrist,. the Christ whose his
tory is given by the Evangelists, is made 
up of the plagiarisms from older religious 
myths. ‘‘Antiquity Unveiled;” while 
unauthentic, is not far from the truth in 
its views about Christ. - ‘

(2) As a purely subjective phenome
non. .

W. C, Dowley: Q. My habits have 
been changed, for the past three months. 
I have not eaten any meat, drank neither 
tea or coffee, and stopped the use of to
bacco. I never was much of a liquor 
drinker, but used to drink a glass of it 
occasionally, but have quit that with the 
rest,, and do not crave any of them. I 
also have different ideas of things polit
ical and social, than I did, without real- 
king just how or when I changed my 
mind.

How shall I account for this?
A’. This is a fine example of an indi

vidual becoming sensitive to impress
ions—mediumistic-and having1 their 
character moulded by unseen influences, 
imperceptibly and without their knowl
edge or volition. Herein mediumship 
becomes one of the most potent educa
tional forces for uplifting and reforma
tion. ■ ■

Harry Huebner: Q. Is it true that 
mediums cannot advance until repeat
edly hypnotized? , '

A. Hypnotizing, in some Instances, 
is sometimes beneficial, butoften the re- 

.verse. If desirable, it .will cpme from 
¡the spirits who communicate.; It is a 
• mistake to suppose that it is essential, 
’or any great benefit.

i W'. H. Johnson: Q. T. have beeii sit
ting for materialization-a Tittldovet a
year, without results. Is it advisable 
that ! continue? . ■ ■ 1 ■■

A. There .is no use d your sitting 
'longer.- The anxiety you feel and the 
positive determination to receive-mate
rializations or nothing, of itself will 
prevent your doing so. If you desire to 
go on, get new members to your circle; 
sit at regular appointed times, and ' 
not desire any especial phase. -

do

A Chance to Make Money.
I have1 berries, grapes and peaches, a 

year old, fresh as when picked. I use 
the California cold process; do not heat 
or sea!the fruit, just put it up, cold; 
keeps perfectly fresh, and costs almost 
nothing; can. put up a bushel in ten min
utes. Last: week I sold directions to 
over 120 families; anyone will pay a dol
lar for directions when they see the 

■beautiful samples of fruit. As there 
are many people poor like mysolf, I con
sider it my duty to give my experience 
to such, and feel confident anyone can 
make one or two hundred dollars around 
home in a few days. I will mail sample 
of fruit and complete directions, to any. 
of your readers, for eighteen two-cent 
stamps, which is only the actual cost of 
the samples, postage, etc., to mo. . 
‘ ..‘-JFrancis Casey, St. Louis, Mo.

iSSqowflt; ■ ■. . . : : :■ . - . ■

BROTHERHOOD AND SYMPATHY—AB- 1 
■. STRAOTION FROM WORLDLINESS— I 

‘ SOME TRANSLATED SENTENCES. i

Buddha or Krishna was born 543 B, C. ‘ 
of a virgin mother, Maja, and, accord
ing to the logend, was crucified and .died 
for sinners. All the traditions surround-, 
ing him were superadded centuries 
afterwards to Christianity, He himself 
represented the ideal man, without any 
claim whatever to divinity, except.thè 
divinity in himself as a man. .

Buddhism is the most prevailing faith 
in the world; it is followed by nearly 
one-quarter of the human race. And 
this notwithstanding that it is Atheism; 
pure and simple, without belief in a god 

; or in the existence of the soul. The 
“Indian Christ” set himself to purify . 
the Brahman or priestly religion which 
he found establisned. of the elements of 
witchcraft,- astrology, the caste system, 
its(. trinity of gods—Father, Son and 
Spirit—and other- corruptions. Self
conquest and universal charity were the 
two roots of its, teaching, He was the 
first Socialist, the apostle of the broth
erhood of man.

‘‘A feeling of brotherhood and sym
pathy to all—the idea, in fact, of human
ity—was first pronounced by the Bud
dha,” writes Professor Max Mueller.

It is important to repeat that the idea 
of God is utterly absent from the Bud
dhist mind. Buddha knew of no beings 
of greater supernatural power than man 
himself is capable of attaining by the 
exercise of virtue and austerity, under 
the guidance of self-control. . . ; :

The moral code of Buddha is one of 
the purest in the world; and to the phil
osophy underlying it modern thought 
has been drifting more and more. He 
asserted the utter vanity of all earthly 
good, and called attention to the inevi
table law of rebirth, decay and death— 
that is to sayj a perpetual change. This 
world to the Buddhist is a mere fleeting,- 
transitory abode of woe and wretched
ness, preparatory, perhaps, to a higher 
spiritual life to be enjoyed in eternityt 
in Nirvana, th estate of emancipation 
from ¡ worldly miseries. If man' has: a 
soul, it is.not a thing apart from the rest 
of him,'which dissolves at death. Nir
vana is not a heaven, or a paradise,'but- 
simply extinction. In thia mysterious 
sphere, this state of the annihilation of 
conscious life, the law of re-birth, or 
change, holds good. The forces that are 
personified in a man, after his death re
combine In the course of nature in some 
other way. He is reincarnated, in fact, 
and is unconscious of .the process. . -

A human being, accordingly, in.; the 
Buddhist view, may have passed through 
all possible states of being, human and 
animal, and even inanimate.

This is each, ana’s Karma, the arbiter 
of his fatei the chain of linked events,-; 
which recur-in regular sequence, by 
which all things in the world are deter-’ 
mined—in other words, evolution—the 
great theory of existence,.of which Dar-' 
win and Herbert Spencer have filled in 
some Of the gaps. ■ ' '■

Karma represents the sum of' a man’s 
merits and demerits. Everyone has 
more of the latter qualities, owing. to 
ignorance, and- so - will remain- plways' 
until he has attained his Nirvana—“the 
peace that passetti understanding.”

BuddbA’s ideal of spending, our una
voidable existence, then, is to ever 
struggle along the path of virtue; to suf
fer persecution’, but never to persecute; ■ 
to honor our own faith and never abuse 
the faith of others; to unceasingly con
template the Deity which is within us, 
that we may rise from the sordid to the 
Divine. These doctrines, and all the 
precepts of morality that we know, he 
laid down in-his “Sntra,” or the book of 
his discourses, which were collected by. 
his disciples.

As in the case of Christianity, the 
original morality of Buddhism has been 
perverted: He himselAdccreed no form 
of ritual or worship’, ** .,

His followers were not priests or clergy 
in our sense,, but there mendicant monks 
who despised riches and comforts, and 
lived a life of sanctity and austerity. 
He is now worshiped in temples not as a 
god, but as a saint—a man who’ strove to 
be a god. His Image, like that of the 
crucified Christ, is an object ol adora
tion, and his relics are deposited in sa
cred shrines.

The grand philosophy—the complete 
abstraction from all worldliness—called 
the Yoga, is no longer understood as he 
taught it. It has degenèrated. into a 
cult which regards idle contemplation 
as more meritorious than useful activity, ’ 
and sects and schools have sprung.up to 
raise the dust and miss the aim. His 
ideas were the fructifying source from 
which tne German philosophy of the 
Fichte and Schopenhauer type of pessi
mism: the uselessness of living in asense 
other than that declared by Buddba— 
sprang, and the spurious theosophy of 
to-day, and the acute but splendid inco
herency of Ibsen, are but echoes of 
'thoughts current nearly 2,500 years ago 
on the banks of the Ganges.

Here are somè sentences, translated 
by Anne Besarit,.from
THE BHAGAVAD GITA, OR LORD'S SONG.

The Blessed Lord said:
When a man abandoneth all the de

sires of the heart, and is satisfied in the 
self by the self, then he is called stable 
in mind. '

He whose Manas (mind) is free from 
anxiety amid pains, indifferent amid 
pleasures, loosed from, passion, fear and 
anger, he is called a Muni (saint) of 
stable mind. .

Hè who on every side is without at
tachments, whatever hap, of fair and 
foul, who neither likes nor dislikes, of 
such à one the understanding is well 
poised. .

When, again, as a tortoise draws in on 
all sides its limbs, he withdraws his 
senses from the objects of sense, then is 
his understanding well poised. ..- " ’

The objects of sense, save those.of 
flavor, turn away from an abstemious 
dweller in the .body; and even ■ flavor 
turneth away from him after the Su
preme is seen. ' ..:

The aroused senses of (even) a.wise 
man, though careful, impetuously carry 
away his Manas. -

-Having restrained them’all, he should 
sit harmonized, devoted wholly to me; 
for whose senses are mastered, Of him 
the understanding is well poised.

If man, musing bn the objects of 
sense, conceiveth an attachment to 
these, from attachment ariseth desire; 
and from desire anger cometh forth.

From anger. proceedeth. delusion; 
from delusion wandering memory, the 
destruction of Buddhi (understanding); 
from destruction of Buddhi he perishes.

But the disciplined self, moving 
among sense-objects with senses free 
from attraction and repulsion, mastered 
by the self, giveth the peace. ■ ■

In that peace the extinction of all 
pains’ariseth; for him whoso heart is 
peaceful tho Buddhi soon attainqth 
equilibrium.

There is no Buddhi for the non-har
monized, nor for the non-harmonized is 
there concentration; for him without 
concentration there is no peace, and for 
the unpeaceful how can there be happi
ness? ■ ■ • ■ ■

Tho Manas-of him who yleldeth-to-

the roving sentes destroyeth the Under
standing, just as.the .'gale (destroyetb) 
aMpa,upon the wafPKfe . -is , 
. .Therefore, O -mighty-armed, w^o^ 
sefl^os are all c.mipletely restrained, 
from their objects oGsense, of him #ie 

¡understanding is welj^oised. • '
: He attainetn peace, into whom ap dori 
■alre(f. flow as rivers into the ocelli,. 
¡which is filled with y.ater, but remain-1 
>eth unmoved—not' who desireth dg
i Jfeioso forsaketh'aj^-esires and goeth 
iohwhrds free iron} ¿yearnings,, humble 
¡and jhselflsh—he goylj) to peace, •f ’.

This is the Brahp^q state, O.sqp/pf 
¡Pritha. Having'attained thereto, none 
'is . bewildered. Who. is at the déqtlv 
hour established therein, he, too, goeth 
to the nirvana of Brahman. ■■ ■ 

“What is action? ' What inaction? 
Even the wise are thereby nerplexed. I 
will declare to thee the action, by know
ing which thou shall be loosed from 
evij.; ' ....... . ■ :

It is needful to .discriminate action 
and tb discriminate réaction; difficult to 
tread in the path pf action. .

Ue who can see inaction in action, and 
action in inaction, hé is spiritually wise 
among men, he is harmonious, he hath 
performed all action. '.. : . .

Whose works are all free from thé 
moulding of desire, whose actions are 
burned up by the fire of wisdom, he is 
callled a sage by thé spiritually wise.

Haying abandoned all attachment -to 
the fruit of action, always content, seek? 
ing refuge in none,although doing actions 
he is not doing anything. 1

Free from desire, his thoughts con
trolled by the self) having abandoned 
all attachment, performing action by 
the body alone, he doth not commit sin.

Content with whatsoever he receivoth, 
free from the pairs of opposites, without 
envy, balanced in success and failure, 
though ho hath acted, he is not bound.

THE BLESSED LORD SAID:
Renunciation and Yoga (union orhar- 

mony) by action both lèad to the highest 
bliss. Of the two, Yoga; by action, is 
verily better than renùnciatlon by ac
tion. - ■■ '■- . ■
-He should be known as a perpetual 

Sannyasi (ascetic), who neither hateth 
nor desire th; free from' the pairs of op
posites. O mighty-armed, ne Is easily 
set free from bondage. ■ '

He who is hdrmpnized by Yoga, the 
self-purified, self-ruled, the sense-sub
dued, whose self is the self of all beings, 
although acting, he' is not pulluted.

The harmonized man, having aban
doned the fruit of \action, attalneth to 
everlasting peace; thé non-harmonized, 
impelled by desire, attached to fruit,are 
bound. ' • ■
_ One should neitherrejoiee in obtain
ing what is pleasant, nor sorrow in ob
taining what ie unpleasant. With Bud- 
dhi firm, unperplexed, the Brahman
knower is established in Brahman.

He whose self is jiqat'tached to exter
nal ' contracts finds,.‘.jo^in the self; and 
he, -having the seli„p^rmonized with 
Brahman by Yoga, ejjjqys happiness ex
empt from decay. -, ,a-

' THE BLESSED1-LORD SAID: .
Again, O mightyt&ffted, hear thou 

my supreme word, Æat, desiring thy 
welfare, I will déclaré ’te thee who art 
beloved. •yi“3'

Tile multitude of tfie.^bds or the great 
Rishis know not my forthcoming, tor I 
am the beginning of .fflPihe gods and the 
great Rishis. uU .

He who knoweth 5Tê,*unborn,  begin
ningless, the groat fcUEJt of the world, 
he among mortals is-wlthout delusion, 
liberated from all sin.
, I am thé' generator df'ill; all evolves 
from me. Haÿing7jto»vthbught, the 
wise adore Me, partaking of My nature.

Asuric (enemies of the gods) men 
know hot either action or inaction, nor 
purity (of body), nor even purity of con-; 
duct,' nor truth is in them. ‘

“The universe is without truth, with
out (moral) basis,” they say, “without a 
God (ruler); brought about by mutual un
ion, and caused by lust and nothing 
else.” '

Seeing thus, these uncurbed, ruined 
men, of small intelligence, of fierce 
deeds, come forth as enemies for the de
struction of the world.

Surrendering themselves to insatiable 
desires, possessed with' hypocrisy, con
ceit, and arrogance, holding evil Ideas 
through delusion, (they) engage in ac
tion with impure resolves. Giving them
selves over to numberless plans, whose 
end is death, regarding as the highest 
the gratification of lusts, feeling sure 
that that is all. -

Held in bondage by a hundred ties of 
expectation, given over to lust and an
ger, they strive to obtain by unlawful 
means hoards of wealth by sensual en
joyments. '

“This to-day by me hath been gained, 
that desire kshall obtain; this wealth is 
mine already, and also this shall be 
mine in future. ‘

“I have slain this enemy, and’Others 
also I shall Blay. I am a lord, I am the 
enjoyer, I am successful, I am powerful, 
happy. :

“I am wealthy, well-born. What oth
ers is there, that is like unto me? I will 
sacrifice, I will give (alms), I will re
joice.” Thus deluded by Unwisdom.

Bewildered by numerous thoughts, 
unmeshed in the Web of delusion, at
tached by the gratification of desire, 
they fall downwards into a foul hell. '

Self-conceitedj obstinate, filled with 
pride and the intoxication of wealth, 
they perform lip-sacrificés with hypoc
risy, contrary to spiritual ordinance.

Given over to egotism, power, inso
lence, lust and wrath,- these malicious 
onea hate -Me. in the bodies of others, and 
in their own. ■ 1 : ’

These haters, pitiless," vilest among 
men, impure, I ever throw down in- the 
.worlds into asuric wombs.

g, SOIÉNTUS POETA.

“The Missing Link in Modern Spirit- 
-ualism.” By A."Leatii-'Underhill. A 
deeply interesting- volnme, iof especial 
interest to all Spirltlialists. A; Leah 
Underhill was one of?the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was tea ¡inception of the 
modern Spiritual mfirotaent. She nar
rates many incidents and spiritual oc-. 
currences m the experiences of the Fox' 
family. Price, clotny'$f.50, postpaid

“From Soul to Soul ."’„By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic dlctlpn in this hand-: 
some volume, wherewih to sweeten 
hours of leisure and Enjoyment. Price 
$1.00. For sale at this iijnee. . • ,

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old, Records,” Tol<|, by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily jeon) mended to stu
dents of .the science pf ijpligions, and to 
all who would gain a fait conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or . Christian can 
-scarcely read it without spiritual profit; ’ 
Price $1. For sale at this office. .

: “The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary,Luranby 
VCnnum of Watseka, Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of Vefiango_ county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c.

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney. 
Flower. In the form of dialogue and 
story, tee author presents very success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism, 
its theory and practice up to date. 
Price,-paper, 25 cents. Sold ati-this 
office. " ■ • • ■ ■ '
i ¡Religion of the Future.. By S, 
Cloth. .81.25; .paper,.GO cents. ..

WAS IT A DREAM?
If, It Was, It Inculcates a 
- - Good Lesson,

In the Guise of a Spiritual Story.

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BQÜS^

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES 4
COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED;

aro aboard a fast morning train. 
It ia a warm June day, so warm that 
even the. rushing of the coach does not 
temper, the. atmosphere.
' Across the miles of unbroken prairie 

a dark cloud lies low, and occasionally a 
lurid- gleam shoots across it which beto
kens the coming of an electric storm.
••• Our book is no longer interesting; our 
fellow traveler too tired or indifferent 
for conversation. The motion of the car 
is tirpsome. The voices of its occupants 
fall upon our ears with a dull, droning 
sound. Our eyes close. Our head falls 
back against thé hot and uncomfortable 
seat, and we drift into dreaming.

Presently we are no longer upon the 
train, but noiselessly and unseen we 
glide through the door of one of thosé 
small, old school-buildings, that here 
and there dot the hills and vales of our 
Eastern and Middle States. • : 1 •

■ Here, too, the air is close and hot. 
The rays of the glaring sun fall unre
stricted through the windows. The 
faces of the children are flushed with 
heat. There are not many of them, only 
a half-dozen or so little tow-headed, 
barefooted tots, who ■ nestle and squirm 
under unpleasant restraint. ■

The teacher, a black-haired, black
eyed young woman, sits at her old-fash
ioned high desk and crochets. -The les
sons are all “said” for the day, but be
cause the hands of the schoolroom clock 
do not point the one point to twelve 
and the other to four, the children may 
not go. * . .

Sitting apart from the other urchins, 
is a: blue-eyed, brown-haired little girl 
of perhaps seven years. Her calico 
dress is old and faded, hut scrupulously 
clean,,gs are also her sunbrowned face, 
and. slender. hands. She sits behind a 
wooden desk, and so high is her seat 
that her tiny feet do hot rest upon the 
floors- ■ . .

These are the visible occupants of the 
rpopL , But, there are others, like our

; selves, not. seen by teacher or pupils. 
Near the child, that has attracted our 
attention are two of these latter person
ages. One is. a brown-haired, sweet
faced woman whom we instantly recog
nize as thè child’s mother. She bends 
Over the little one and endeavors to 
stroke her disordered hair. The little 
girl feels the touch and with her hand 
brushes away "the fly,” as she supposes, 
and bends more closely over the open 
bòbjc before her. .

Again she feels the caress. It is like 
a soft kiss upon her cheek, and she 
places’her hand upon the spot as if to 
hold the sensation there.

Endeavoring to come between mother 
and. child is a black-robed, smoothly- 
shaven man. His face is not a good one, 
and wé instinctively shrink from him. 
He, tries to force his person between the 
twain, and the mother attempts to clasp 
her arms about her offspring as if to 
protect her from this strange man. But 
his power is stronger than her own. She 
is thrust aside and “the father” takes 
her place.
. The child seems to sense the stranger. 
She nestles uneasily upon the bench. 
The black,-robed man is not so tender of 
and gentle to her as was the woman, for 
he draws by force of his will emanations 
fypm her tiny form. These ha uses for 
a. strap^e purpose. With them he 
causés thè lifting and falling back of 
thè hinged coverof the desk upon which 
-the little girl leans.

The sound of its falling attracts the 
children’s attention and the teacher 
glances sharply at the brown-haired lit
tle girl. The warm color is intensified 
upon the little one's cheeks, and she 
bends still more eagerly over the open 
book. *

Again the cover is lifted and dropped 
with a sharper sound. One or two of 
the children titter, and the teacher’s 
voice is heard bidding the child: “Do 
not lift or drop that cover again.”

Thè little creature looks frightened, 
not alone because the teacher's voice is 
stern, but because she has caused no 
movement of the desk.

Up and down, up and down the cover 
rises and fails again. ‘

A look of fiendish satisfaction is upon 
the face of the black-robed man. The 
mother wrings her hands in despair. 
This time the children all laugh. They 
are not. repulsed by the instructress. 
She only has reprimands for the sup
posedly disobedient child.

The little-girl is commanded to “come 
out upon the floor.” Very much fright
ened, she. obeys. The mother follows, 
but.the priest is nearer than she.

Aa the teacher rises to meet thé child, 
by her side for the first time we see 
another “father.”

She takes a small stand from one cor- 
ner.of .the room, and almost roughly she 
seizes: the child and places her in a chair 
at its side. Paper and pencil are given 
her,, and . work, long and difficult, is 
given for punishment.

The little head falls upon the stand 
and the sobs come readily. They are 
hushed at the teacher's harsh rebuke. 
The task is begun.

For a time all is still. The children 
are made less restless by the example 
before them. The teacher crochets and 
nods between the stitches. Then the si
lence is broken by the tipping back and 
forth of the.stand. The children laugh 
again. . /

The.teacher starts up. The little girt 
grasps the small. table to keep it still, 
but in vain. Rap, rap, rap, come the 
sounds. The stand is both tipping and 
being rapped upon without the volition 
of toortaf means. .

The two priests laugh in triumph; the 
mother’s hands reach forth to stop the 
sound and motion. She is roüghly 
thrust back and the teacher is permitted 
to and does seize thé little gid, and the 
blows fall thick and fast Upon her frail 
body. •. .

In vain the child cries out, “I didn't 
do it,” in vain she bogs for mercy. The 
blows only fall thicker and faster, be
cause the teacher believes she is lying, 
and, mercy has no part nor place. The 
little one-is hurried into a seatand, un
der the teacher’s stern command, stifles, 
as best she Can, her sobbing.

We are indignanfat the disgraceful 
proceedings, buthavebeeh powerless to 
interfere. The” Jesuits- have accom
plished their purpose for the time at 
least, and., they retreat , from the place. 
The mother takes her child in charge 
and from her wo-hear a story. •

The little girl has no earthly relatives 
and has, by a worthy but poor farming 
couple, been taken from an orphan asy
lum. They are Spiritualists; the little 
girl is a medium; the angel-world knows 
this; so does the world of earth-bound 
influences, and a battle is being waged 
between the good and ill. ■'.’V 
: Which will triumph? Who can tell?-

A hand rests heavily upon our shoul
der; we start; we awaken.- We are still 
upon the train. The storm has buret. 
Overhead the lightnings flash and the 
thunders reverberate. Our companion 
is-bidding us hasten. Our destination is 
reached. Lucy Burton Powers.

A memory without blot or contamina
tion must*be ’an exquisite treasure, an 
inexhaustible' pource -of pure refresh- 
mehtf—C. Bronte, ■- ' ■.
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PLANETS FEOFLB ;- :- o—- -
.., THE GREAT. ..

Year Book of the Heavens
FOR 1896.

------------ 0------------

Planets and .People, the Astronomical and As- 
trologleai Monthly which ha*  attracted bo much at
tention during the Met year, because of the wonder
fully accurate pfedlmioDs made therein, and the very 
valuable and highly Instructive lesson*  on the influ
ence of the stars, aa well.as the choice literary, scien
tific and political contributions, will be Issued In one 
complete volume for the year. 1896.

The reason fçr this çhange Is because mauy stib- 
subscribera prefer to have tile eutiro year’s conditions 
In advance rather than by the month. ’

It wlll.be profusely Illustrated with about 100 cuts 
elaborating upon the science of planetary life, and the 
relation of the people to the stars.

FIFTY-TWO LESSONS
on the general weekly doings for the year, 1*  the 
feature of the work, and together with a world of 
other Information and special matter make up the 
most marvelous book on the wonders of the heavens 
and earth bref before published.

Subscribe now and secure a copy of the first print 
which will be ready December Ut.

THE CONTENTS OF THE WORK ARE:
Preface.
Introduction.
Sign, and Figure,.
Advance Weekly Star Report, for 1896, con

taining 75 pages of matter pertaining to Horo- 
scoplal delineations relative to the tunes.

A group of Mystics, emblematically lllus-
A group of Vegetarians, emblematically il

lustrated.
A group of Reformers, emblematically illus

trated. , , , ;
Personal Character Delineations, giving 

numerous occult lessons for students of the 
law. , .

Ormsby’s Calendar Ephemeria, a marvelous 
compilation of facts for the year 1896.

Agricultural Pointers—a guide for farmers 
and gardeners.

Weather Bulletin—showing storm periods 
for the year.

Physicians’ and Burgeon,’ Anatomical 
Chronometer.

Health Department—giving numerous hints 
and suggestions of value to all.

Editorial Mention, Reviews, Special Matter, 
Etc., Etc.

Pricer Paper, XeaUff Bound <n
ClotJh (1,50. Addreu all order, to

40 LOOMIS ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.
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LED TO THE LIGHT.

A Thrilling, PtytMogloal Story of Evangeli
sation and Ifree Thought. It is to Protest

antism what thé •* Secrets of the Con- 
went**  is to Catholicism.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
The dlatlnvnldied author. Hadaon Tuttle, require, 

do introduction to the readers of Th« Progbrebivr 
Think««, but the foltowins headings of chapters will 
show them what they may expect from the book:

Contest*: —Aa Idyl — Firdham - Building the 
Church—The EvangeUat—Blood-The Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Sonis—Jabe 
Grey—The Mother of Cain-EvOlutloQ-htella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward-Tbe Home Clrole—The 
Double Role—Hertsy-Annètte-The Bank Robbery- 
Libeny-AIl Is Well That Eude Well-The New 
Church—The New Way; Led to the Light.

Every chapter is devoted to one Idea, aud the whole 
presenta so many tableaux moving onward to the ell« 
max. The fiendlab career of the revivalist‘is con
trasted with the character of the honest minister and 
the thinking agnostic. The steps br which a preacher 
emerges from the church, and the difficulties no meets 
arc graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyceum evolved out of the old, form an la- 
cerasti«« »tody to those seeklus new method*.

It Isa ncaudfal volume of 223 pages, and the price 
la accordance with our new departure, Is 80 cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for ei.25. For sale at the 

..♦»ffloe of Th« Fbooressivi Think««.

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Accountof the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
... . archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

•TTTE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE TN. 
J. formation succinctly antT clearly stated in this 

volume 0t5N pages is amazing. The title, a*  above 
given, falls tn convey on Idea of the fulness and com- 
Ïletenes*  with which the subjects are treated. The 

latrlarchatc, or Mother-rule, Is the theme of the first 
chapter; In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, is brought to view Inelucldatlon of the subject. 
This. *«  followed by chapters bn Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft,. Wive», Polygamy, Woman ana 
Work. The Church of To-day,' Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In the book that I*  not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quàUty of Information. Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is pecked with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylngit; it I*  a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lor*  
Ingmlnd.,- ■ ’. , . x

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

The Other World and This.

A Compendium of Spiritual "Laws. 
. No. 1, New White Croas

: Literature.

T^TffTS VOLUME TUR ¿&T&OR 
x Augutta W. Fletcher, M. D., tn tift thlrty-ntna 
chapters discusses a wide variety at subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand*  
eotnt. 8ho evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 

oth lu matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capablty, of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet. with clearness. 
It win prove a rich addltldn to any Splrltunilit’i 
library and« most excellent book for any one sseb 
Ing Information concerning SpUtusIlsm and Its teach 
Ines-' •- ‘ • .................. ' .'

For «*Fe  atthl» office. Price, $1.50.
~~GodbFtlie^C<nistitntion7~^
• Bv Robert O. Incenoll. Oo.oflhe belt paper. Colo
Bel tnxenon ever wrote.. In paper rover, with like- 
MMMtttlor;'Mm.W.iae»; twavecopleafcrvi.OT.

MOSES HULL
A Catalogue of His Princi 

pal Works.

For Sale at the Office of The Pro« 
gresslve Thinker. •

Wayside Jottings.
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattia E. Hull. This 18 a mawelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best ppctaffi 
sermons and essays, and contain*  a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait al Mose*  Hull. Fricei 
neatly bound In English cloth, Cl. '
The Spiritual Alps

and Hew We Ascend TItesn, ’
Or a few thought*  on bow to reach that aHltude 

where spirit is supreme and all thing*  are *ubject  to 
It. With portrait. By Mosju Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 ccuuq in paper cover, 2d 
cent*  .
New Thought. '

Volume L Nicely bound in cloth, 570 large, buntli 
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the beat 
speaker*  and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form the. highest phase ol 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 11.50.
New Thoughts

Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter, felx portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents.
Joan, the Medium»

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull. This 1*  at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thriUtnglr In» 
tereating: no history more true. Price In cloth, «0 
cents; paper cover, 25 cent*.
The Real Issue.

By Moses Hull. A compouiulof thO two patnph« 
lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict," and **Your  Answer 
or i our Life;" with important addition*,  making a 
book of 160 pages all for 26 cents. Thia book contain*  
statistics, facts end documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should hive.
All About Devils. .

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Satanlu 
Majesty and HI*  Subordinates in tho Kingdom of 
Darlenes*.  60 page*.  Dy Mosss Hull. Price, 15 cent«*
Jesus and the Medlunut

- or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull.- Ah invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all tho condb 
done of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New TestAF 
Ujent were under the same condition*  that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is the re*  
turn of mediumship to tho world. 48 pages, price*  
10 cent*.
The Spiritual Birth, '

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Hoav*n  and Hell. Bp 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet beside*  giving the Splr« 
tyuallatlc interpretation of many thing*  In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavena-ond hells believed in by Spiritualist*.  Price. 
10 cent*.  ■
The Quarantine Raised.

Or tho Twenty Tear*  DaUIo Against a Worker 
Ended. Prleo 10 cents.
SpiritualQSongster. >

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. null’« 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for tho usa 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 ct*H  
or 66 per hundred. .
The Mediumistio Experience

of John Brown,
The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. 8. Lovelaud. This la tho history of one of the 
moat wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 largo 
pages. Price, 50 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists.

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Mosks Hull. Price, S cents,
Who Was the Hebreto Jehovah?

An argument on tho origin and character of tho 
Jewish God. Price, S cents.
Was John Calvin a Murderer?

Price. 5 cents.

THEPRIESTJHEW®!
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
Tht*  I*  a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex*  

Priest, whose character ip above reproach, and wba 
know*  what he i*  talking sboiiu Everybody should 
read It. Price, 61.00. It contains tho following chap

* CHAPTER T.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self

respect in the Confessional.
, , CHAPTER IT.
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for tho 

Priest. ■
. CHAPTER III.

Tho Confessional I* the Modern Sodom. -■
CHAPTER IV. ‘

How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made cm 
by Auricular Confession.

_ ■ -CHAPTER V.
The highly-educated and refined Woman In (beCon- 

fcisfotiBl—Whu*t  becomes of her after uncondltlom 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

. , CHAPTER VI. .
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties ol

Marriage and Human Society. - . - .>/
\ . . CHAPTER VIL '
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil-

Ited Nations? • . ’ ■
, CHAPTER vnr. • ? ' .

Doc*  Auricular Confession bring Peace to tho Soul?
CHAPTER IX.

Tho Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrllcgtout 
Imposture.
, CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. ■

. , CHAPTER XI. ■
Auricular Confession ln> Australia, America, and

France.
, _ CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter,for the Consideration of Legislators, uU*  

band*  and Fathers—Some of the matters on WWA 
the Priest of Home must Question hl*  Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00,

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
Jjy LOTS IVATSRROOKER. TTTTS TS 
JD a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not inerety to enable an unthinking, idlo 
mind to while away the time In a state of Idle blessed
ness. devoid of earnest thought of care for either 
self-nnDrovementor (he good of humanity,-’ It is » 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother; and 
those who aro to be mothers: ajd secondly, through 

. the mothers, to effect the wcll-tclng and happiness of 
tbersce. It brings strongly and clearly to view th.« 
result upon the child of proper surroundings Rod inCu 
enccs bearlug upon ttic mother previous tt> maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches .upon various things 

4n modern social and butincis life,- which ar*  unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon (bo Individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant. Instruc
tive and very Intcrertlng, own when regarded mrreiy 
as a novel, and Is * especially commended, to ''women 
■everywhere," to whom it is dedicated. It also thor
oughly, shows up the JcsutttcsBpjrlt of the Catholic 
Church,; advanced Idras relating to ths Spiritual phll 
iMopliyOclhirodiiced Ircontattiis-a fine lUrtaest 
>ti1c author. - It .contains ^<5 pages, neatly bound UI 
Aottr. „Price by tnail, prepaid, n, • -.

wlll.be
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THE. FAMOUS SPECIALIST

HHIRLEYV1LLE,

H CHRONIC DISEASES,”

FOR BEGINNERS
BAN JOBE. CAL., Box IKI 846

SPIRIT PREDICTED MURDER.

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

THE GOD IDEA.

The Con-

room at 2120 Michigan avenue. 341

Mention thia paper. 835tf
Rapids, Mich. 842

s

Electro-pinto Badge 
■Rnllrrt'Plnfe Burien.Rollcdrlate Badge.- Semi rin or Lapel Button... 1 25
Solid Gold Bndge, Scarf Phi ur Cupel Button-. .. 1 7$
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm.

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

Wareham, Maes. 311

Scott Briggs.of God.

»Sciate

«

.s

A

dull or 
all, the 
coarse,

The Experienced Observation of a 
Devotee of Powder and Baths.

eyes, which either become 
fiendish. Most seriously of 
complexion suffers, growing 
leaden-hued and repulsive.

Rolled Piote Bar Pin. 
Solid Gold Bar Pin..-.

.42 23

. 8 50

Reach the sore »pets» 
Heal the raw places. 
Go to the neat of disease. 
Penetrate ob'oarj localities.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

MASS, 
340«

THE FREETHINKERS’ 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm...... 1........
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant..............................
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant..............................

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

Views of Spiritualists 
cernlng God.

Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. T. WILKINS, 
3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO, 

Treat, Magnetically all Chronic Disease,.

Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I am feeling 
very much better; feel stronger every 
way. I seem to be making rapid strides 
toward health. Mrs. George Buck, 
Shrewsbury, Mass. *

This lady was pronounced incurable 
by the physician in Taunton. I took 
the case under protest, but she is now on 
the road to health. -

Dr. C. E. Watkins.

Correct Diagnosis Free,
By enclosing name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stamp 
for reply. '

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
... By LUtlo Doten. These poems are as staple u 
lugar. Price 11.00. - •; .

of Spiritualists. . ■ 
21—Mra.CoraL.,V. Richmond. 
2C—Dr. GcoA.'Fuller.
27—"Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond.

“The Fountain of Life, or The Throe 
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais 
brooker. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman, Price 50c.

Geo. C. Bronson, of Hopbottom, Pa., 
says; “Dear Doctor—I am free from the 
asthma. Thiqk this month’s medicine 
is all 1 need. Hastily yours."

Mrs. Diana Billing, of Perham, Minn., 
writes: “Tumor is going away fast, and 
I have no new symptoms—or old ones, 
for that matter. Feel assured I shall be 
wholly cured.” - .

Mothers will find ‘‘Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedv.

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up In six-ounce tin boxes and are guaranteed 
to give sattsfaction or money will be refunded by the 
proprietor, Dr. M. H. Garland. Send 25 cents In 
stamps and receive by return mail a box of this .

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will And It a blood cleanser as well as a Throat 
and Lung Remedy. Over 200,000 boxes sold and al! 
recommend tbem. Addreas all orders to DR. M. H. 
GARLAND, 832 Sixtieth Place, Station O.. Chicago.
Illinois. 822tf

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A New Budge In .olid gold 
w 11 blue and black enamel, 
with the pyramid., obplUK 
and sun's rays 1n gold. EV6Yy 
Mystic should have one of

these beautiful emblems. Price 12. For »ale at this 
office.

As the Sunflower turns 1» 
face towards the sun, so Splr* 
Ituallsm turns the fuecs-of hu

manity from darkness and aupemltlou towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICESt

> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS |

: J. M. PEEBLES, M. D„ j
: SAN DIEGO, CAL. i
> 820tf A

’ • ■ • • - ■

. 8 00 

.6 00 . 8 00 : 
5W

ONSET BAY GROVE 
ASSOCIATION.

PROGRAMME, 1896.

SOCIAL-UPBUILDING,
Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper corer, 15a. For sale at 
this office. ■ ■.

THE GODS.,'
By Col. R. G. Ingtreoll. A pamphlet of <0 pages. 

Worth Itswcigbtlugold. Frico SO cents, '

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The wefi-known PsychometrUt and Business Medium. 
Readings personally or by letter 11.00. Three rea 
sonablc questions answered by mall for 25 cenu. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
home of the patient. 8140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
Ill. Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty-first 
street. Residence, one block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thirty-first. scoti

- •

DCVPUC develops 
rdlunt MEDIUMSHIP
And gives commutcatlons. Price^dellvered, 11.20.
Mediumship and How to Mesmerize.

Every Spiritualist and Investigator should have It. 
103 pages of explicit directions for developing all 
Sbases, with portrait of author. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 

)c.| postpaid. .
SPIRITUALIST BADGE

and Bunflower Jewelry, 75 cents to 45 GO. MAGI 
BADGE, gold, 82.03. A. P. A. BADGE, gold, 11.60. 
fiend stamp for tl’ustrated circulars of above with 
reading of the Spiritualist badge. W. II. BACH. M'fr.

Aberdeen, B. D.

EXTRAORDINARY TEACHINGS
BY “ WHITE ROSE.”

J. C. F» Grumbine offers a special reduction to 
those wishing development In paychometry, clair
voyance, Inspiration. Development Is his specialty, 
fiend a stamped and addressed envelope for terms, 
endorsements and booklet to Rev. J. C. F. Grumbine, 
Geneseo. Ill. Clairvoyant readings, dcecriptlons of 
guides and spirit friends, advice on business and 

eaith. 82 for full reading. 844

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Beforo tlio Now York Unitarian Club. The flrn tlmo 
In the hlitory of tlio world that a Chrlatlan Association 
over Invited n noted Inddel to lecture before them. 
The lecture, la a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning toend. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of now and beautiful songs, with 

.music mid chorup, in book form. By C. p. Longley, 
Prlco4l.it. Postage 15 cents. —

Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll 
On lloscoo Conkling. Delivered bofore“the Now 
York Legislature, May 9, IBS». Price, 4 «eitK

BoiuetlHng now and start* 
ling. . Tills knowledge la 
from a higher source and 
is fully explained in tlio 
“Astbal Guide/’ which 
yt ill bo eent FREE to any 
address upon receipt of a 
two cent sUini) for postage.

Astrological student^ 
Physicfune, Uealore» 
Ji u r b e s. Everybody mub® 
have the “Guide.”

r. ¿r. shaper, 
■ Chemist,

31 Co.lld3xa

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y„ College or Magnetic,,]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
¡n theruputtc,Including tlio Suu Cure, Vital Magnet- 
i.in, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science ol 

ca uiiiU and bi'elc principle, developed wllli their marvellous applications. Students in four 
continents have taken the course. The college is 
chartered and.confers the degree ot D. M.. Doctor of ft 8yBte?1 oi P^ted questions student! 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution, removed to East Orange, 
hew Jersey, a delightful suburb ot Row York, e!

J41'-11-' Mun street.
East Orange, Now Jersey. ggg *

invalids ’ 
TZ, HO WILL SE/ID FOUR CENTS IN 

»./I» diieaie, or «ymptoms. will racai™

PSYCIIOMETR Y~CONSUL T Ii'TtFi 
waetkai ur?’ ‘“A" ml“ter• Perlatalng co
£ak o? j JSfl“P|rlt-'rl»ud.. Bond lock of

* or handwriting, and one dollar Win miw 
Que.tlon. tree ot charge. Bend tor circular.Addre.e, 710 Prairie .treat, MTlwaukee. wf,.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Elfe Nos. One anil Two 
Cnrca all torm. of alomach, liver aod kidney dlieaae. 
•Uoconitloatlcn. Asure eurcMr that“rjiI wore oul 
fee Ing. Guaranteed to aa.lat your w.tem U health

thousands In all purls of the world. Sent for GO cente 
O’ th[ee sent postpaid for 81.00 with YarmS 
photo and fnitructlons how to live »»years • 1 rmal

Melted Pebble Spectacle«.
Rtstorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular« 

“bywliig styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarrn? 
who developed this clalrvovioit power in me I eai(

p!S. TScM-,Beud
CPIKITUALIBTS VISITING CHICAGO CAN KIND 
p cozy room«, equal to those at hotel» with a 
Park ‘ “l38 BL J"1"1'6 near Union

irmsfiELDT
REFINEDHOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES

FORSTER, DR, W, M, 
THE NOTED 

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT 
OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 

Dlaqnoalaand terme for treatment to 
all who will send their uamo and addresfi-lu their 
’’’Sm.’ÆrP?«*!!« »t»mp for reply.

Ibe J aclilc Coast Splrltualtat" ot Dec. W, 1893, 
says çi Dr. Forster:— .

“Bluce his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved, for his benevolent work, his 

«humanitarian ideas aud practices, and hti straight
forward course of Integrity and honor.” 

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1050 Market St..

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
833

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I am 
getting along so nicely' I think, this 
month will bring ino^hrough all right. 
Joseph Croucher, Concord, Mass,

an<1 le.udlnk »rinplomfi bring you at 
“,,wee‘c * courae of medicine compounded ,-lalr- 

, tyantly, especially for you, from my IiomeonaLhlo laboratory; aUo a full free dlaumcfil» revi" luu thS 
true nature and cauae of your (rouble If yoi 1« 
nut better In aeven day» your dollar will bo imine, 
dlately returned. Many troubles are befcled lu a 
week. Term« for further treatment, low.

^ANSILL’S ^LMANAC

-OF-
PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

Weather Forecasters’ Guido and New System of 
Science for 1896. It' contains. a planetary chart of 
each month, showing th^to*aoa ot the planets in 
the different houses in Hjsj&raac.

BY KlCHAItD MANSILL,
Author of “Geology and Microscopy Illustrated,” 
•’Cohesive Attraction and the Formation of World.” 
“Universal Change In Natural Elements,” etc. Price 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

• Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Send full name, age, sex, and two stamps for frzb 

Dlagnoslf. Many wonderful cure» being made by 
W, W, Lathrop, M. D., Jackson. Mich.

Oiginal Jucket’s Magnetic Salve.
THE KIND GRANDMOTHER USED,

Positive cure for cuts, bruise.«, burns or any other 
sore spots. N. B.—This Is not a new remedy, but the 
genuine DR. JUCKET’S SALVE which lias been in 
constant use la-thousands of families for half a cen
tury. Accidents will happen—You need a supply of 
salve in the house. Sample, full-sized roll, 25 cente. 
Three rolls, 50 cents. Dozen rolls. *2. Prepaid any
where In the United States. Your money back If you 
want it. L. JUCKET & CO., Chemists, Elgin, III, 

841-

Advance Thought Circulating Li
brary aud Book Exchange.

Books at a cost of one cent per day and postage 
on cac’J book. All the Le<t metaphysics! publica
tions including Mind Cure, Mental Science. Spiritual 
Science, Spiritualism. Theosophy, Psychometry and 
Telepathy. A thorough course of study which will 
enable you to recognize the mighty power within 
yourself, and help You control your surroundings. 
Sena a self-addressed stamped envelope fur lartlcu- 
lars. ROWLAND J. BROWN, Box 153, Austin, 
Cook Co.. Ill. 841

W. A. MANSFIELD,' 
162 Cedar Ave. - . Cleveland, O. 

____________________________ 3<39tf 
BOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 

Jiome. Will send a pamphlet giving Inriructfons 
ocijneate your pbusesof mediumship and a spiritual

DR. E. A. STEELE, 
1428 Market street, San Francisco, Cal. Hr crirlostntr lock or li,lr, a,c and stamp, ror rl-ply, I will »"nd ™r 
SreJlWl'i au<1 ter,nB which Is with
in iincn oi an. % gjj

What All Married Women Want. 
...r?"1.!? ce“tf’ “llvi'r or oril<ir.tor Or. Jones’

Mrs. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Ib clairvoyant, clalraudlcnt 

?6{ohNSntr)’>‘ini I'T0,‘heUxi CBn be «rutted at No. 
hv C rk btreel- EugngementB can be made 
Dy lcucr- oSWtf

8
HUDSON TUTTLE’S WORK.

The Philosophy of Spirit and the 
, Spirit-World.

The great object of human life is to 
unfold the potentialities of our organ- 

• iem that they may perform their part 
in the economy ol nature. .

Man has Wen doing this with more 
or less success since he had a being.. 
and has been unconsciously controlled 
by the law of evolution; yet his pro
gress lias been slow and his mistakes 
ijmny. Uis great mistake hag. been 
taking the means for the end. Money 
is a means which answers many ends, 
but is often made an end instead; and 
the love of it—not tile thing itself— 
is the root oi all evil. Arid so of all 
earthly things, when made the. end in
stead of the means, the true end: can
not be accomplished without great in
convenience.

It has often been, said, with great 
truthfulness, that ignorance is man's 
greatest enemy. We may set beside 
this the self-evident ■aphorism, that 

.ignorance is criminal when the means 
of knowing is within our reach.

Hudson Tuttle has put within the 
reach of every reader the means of the 
highest and best knowledge tbat.man- 
kind can [lossibly obtain in this world, 

. in a cheap volume with the above title.
We will not attempt an extensive 

review of this work, as we could not 
possibly do it justice. It must be 
read to be appreciated, and those who 
fail to read it deny themselves of one 
of the greatest boons in a,ny literature, 

. sacred or secular.
Mr. Tuttle sets his readers on an 

eminence from which they can see the 
human race in all its .movements, 
from the dawn of intelligence to angel
hood, the harmony of the universe, 
the nature ot the elements, and man's 
power to control them for his own 
benefit; and. above all, the practical 
use of this knowledge, which, if prop

- erly used, would not only do more to 
-prepare people for heaven than all the 
theology in the world, but would bring 
the kingdom of heaven to earth.

We heartily endorse this book, and 
as heartily advise every reader to save 

■ from something not absolutely neces
sary and send lor it, and after you 
have read communicate its contents to 
others. By so doing you maj- do a 

. great good.
For sale nt the office of The Pko- 

GBE8S1VE Thinkkh. Price, $1.00.
• , R. Neely.

JEROME CQUNURLL, AOCURED OF KILL
ING HIS STEP-PARENTS, SAID TO 

. HAVE BEEN THE MÈDIUM OF A
STBAJiGE COMMUNICATION FROM 

: SPIIiW-LAHD.

. Henry Bitter, of Baltimore, Md., a 
" barber and a Spiritualist, gave some 

extraordinary testimony, May 13th, in 
.the course of the trial of Jerome 
Councell, the boy who is accused of 

■, the murder of Capt. Lang and wife, 
’ Councell’s adopted parents. Bitter 

testified that Councell attended a 
seance at Ritter’s house on the Friday 
preceding the murder, and consented 
.to act as the medium.
. According to Ritter, the spirit of 
Jerome’s father manifested a desire 
to communicate with his son. Jerome 
was persuaded to take the pencil, and 
the spirit of liis father, according to 
Ritter, guided his hand to form the 
word “money.’ Then Jerome jerked 
his hand away, rubbed his arm, and 
swore lie would not have anything 
more to do with it.- Then Ritter asked 
the spirit if it would communicate 
through him. The spirit replied, 
“No, ” with one distinct rap. Jerome 
was then persuaded to take the pencil 
again, and these words were written 
on the paper: .

“Lang. Murder. Two men will 
do it. Will in your favor. ”

After- the manifestations had been 
concluded Ritter said Councell was 
dazed and like a man coming out of a 
mesmeric trance. They aeked^ the 
spirit whether the Langs could not be 
warned, and the table replied with one 
distinct rap. They asked whether the 
murder would occur within a month, 

< and the spirit gave three raps, mean
- Ing’“Yes.” '

- “Within a week?” they asked. 
“Yes,” replied the spirit again.

: Ritter produced in court the paper 
on-which the words were written. The 

• words were in a shaky handwriting 
. with a hard pencil. The jury’ and the 

judge gazed at them curiously.

Gft/VS. E
WftTKlNS, 
M. D....

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice.. This is one reason for 
his great success. .......

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
- not try to run down other doctors.
ANOTHER REASON, is he is ac

knowledged by all to Have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely. i

ANOTHER . REASON is; be gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Somo gases are cured 
without any medicine.-L:,".’-^. „

ANOTHER REASON Is he .makes 
the price of treatment right to*all.'

HE IS ENDORSED .
by'all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a'periegt gentle
man and honest in every respect.

DR. 6. &. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

Dr. U. E. Watkins' Great Work.
To the Editor:—It is a pleasure to 

speak of the great good that tne famous 
doctor and medium, Dr. C. E. Watkins, 

. is doing for the sick. Ho seldom fails to 
cure when he says a case is curable. As 
a medium, and as a psychist-he for years 
stood the tests of the most critical skep
tics. All who ever sat in his seances 
were convinced of his wonderful powers, 
and to-day he stands just as high as a 
healer, curing the sick where all others 
failed. We hear of his success all over 
the country from almost every State in 
the Union." He is a man who has won 
his way to his present high position by 
honest dealing with his fellow-men as 
much as he has by and through wonder
ful gifts. Though he has met with those 
who have through jealousy and envy 
tried to injure him, he has never tried 
to injure them, but has kept on doing 
his own work in his own way. Below is 
what a few of his patients say:

Dear Doctor:—I do not think I will 
need any more medicine, as I consider 
myself cured. 1 thank you for your 
kind attention and skillful treatment of 
my case. Yours with gratitude, Leo
nora S. Melvon, Tilton, N. H.

Dr. C. E. Watkins—My Dear Sir:—I 
am happy to say that my health is very 
much improved. ,The pain across the 
kidneys is gone. My- appetite is very 
good and foofl does not distress me. 
Have no symptoms of rheumatism. Geo. 
T. Crawford, 85 Water street, Boston.

' “The Occult Forces of Sex,” By Lois 
- Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em

bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50a

“Vashti^ Old and New. A Romance 
of the-Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting • and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 81. For 
sale at this office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture. ’’". By Prof. . W. M. ¿Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is. recognized as one of 
the'ablest lecturers ou the spiritual ros ’ 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an’succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on .the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature'; arid presents his views os dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The bobk is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
81| For Balo at this office.

"The Religion-of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. , This is a work of fai- more than 
Ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untramnieled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent’for 
trqth alone, will be pleased with itj and 
well repaid by. its perusal.; For sale at 
this office". Price,: doth, SLSfo;- paper, 
iOccnts, .

THB FRÖSRBaeiVB THINKER

J. M. PEEBLES, M.D.
| SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 'I 

f ' DISEASES. |
A —Depends for his remarkable cures, Dot X 
X upon the old drastic drug system, but upuu x 
X the knowledge of diseases and their proper 
X remedies--upon science and the finer psy- T 
Y chic forces. ’ •. ’ x
X Some of hja cures, like Schlatter’s, are , V 
Y INSTANTANEOUS; iu other cases months & . 
<?> are required.. . . . <$
$ Having carefully studied all the tberupeu- &

tic agencies In connection with hlBlongmed- <5) 
® leal experience, be uses those best adapted & 
& to each case with unvarying success. . X 
$ Hundreds are Joyfully writing the Doctor:’ a • 
& “I am better,” or ”1 am cured.” "God bless x 
X you.” y
| HE TREATS THE FOLLOWINGi | 
X Dyspepsia, dlurrhica, dropsy, epilepsy, co y 
x zeinn, erysipelas, falling sickness, rheuma- 
X tlsm, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, T

headaches, heal-t disease, klndey complaint, ® 
2? female weakness, liver dlftlculiy. neuralgia, 

paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, <•> 
$ bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples <s> 
® upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses & 
w of men, barrenness, insanity, drunkenness, & 
& constipation, la grippe and all chronic A 
& diseases. And further, he furnishes a 
t FREE TP ALL PATIENTS | 

X IlyKenfc and Physiological literature, en- 4> 
Y aiding them when cured, to remain healthy., y

DR. J. IS. LOUGKS,
SHIRLEY/VILLE, MASS.,

The Well-Known Magnetic Physician 
of About Years^ Practice. ,

’ His practice extend*  Into all parts of the United 
States apd Canada; aliotn some parts of Europe. He 
Is making wonderful cures with his innguetlcreiná- 
dlos, ns bls yertificqteAof cure*  will show. Send fur 
one. Many are cyrtd when given up to die by the 

,.M. D’b. If you aeud'-iblur a lock of. your hair, name, 
age. sex, and four 2-cent sínmps, lie will tell you 
what he thinks of; your caso; also what the pros
pecta we for a. cure, Try him and Ue convinced.:.

Dr. Watkins in the month of April 
dischargefl 56 cases as cured, and this 
month of May he believes that the num
ber will be over 100 cured. We know 
of no one who is performing greater 
cures than Dr. Watkins. , His patients 
all write him once a week: and their let
ters are always answered prpmptly. His 
/latest book bn Chronic Disease shows 
that he understands this class of disease 
thoroughly. This book will be sent free 
if you remit to him two 2-cent stamps. 
We have only published a few of the 
testimonials'sent us as It would take up 
too much space, but we felt lie ought 
to publish a^ few as Dr. Watkins lea 
true worker in the spiritual vineyard as 
a medium who is used by the spirit
world for the good of humanity.

BEAUTY IS’SODL DEEP.

‘ ‘They say beauty is only skin deep, ” 
observefl a devotee of powder and 
baths, “but I tell you it is soul deep. 
1 know what I am talking about, for I 
have vafely done my best these twenty 
years to put on artificial beauty, 
without possessing a beautiful soul. ”

She was evidently in earnest in 
what she said. She declared history 
had never recorded a case of a beau
tiful lunatic or even a comely idiot, 
Shakespeare to the contrary not
withstanding. She pointed out that 
asylum records abundantly show that 
upon the downfall of the spiritual em
pire invariably and speedily follows 
that physical degeneration which to
tally destroys whatever -of beauty the 
unfortunate may have once possessed. 
The features lose their harmony and 
the divine light vanishes from the

Petty and unkind thoughts, envy, 
jealousy- and small worries she cited 
as members of the “demon within”— 
fiends to be met and conquered before 
women can hope to escape the ugly 
lines which come about the mouth 
and settle around the eyes.

This view of the case by a woman 
who claims to have studied the subject 
scientifically in all its phases, at once 
contradicts and verifies two well-worn 
theories. One is the assertion, which 
has always gone undisputed by the 
men themselves, at least, that women 
are much better than men... This is on 
the negative side, and on the other 
hand it js but an added proof of the 
unkindness bf women to one another.

There is doubtless much ground for 
the belief that unpleasant emotions 
have a tendency to arrest digestion 
and a healthy circulation, and this in 
turn reacts on the skin. But it is 
also true that many of the worries and 
cares to which a woman is subjected 
as wife and mother can in no way be 
connected with selfishness or envy.— 
Chicago Tribune. ■ '

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Sir:—I send my- 
report this week. Will say I airi feeling 
fine; better than I have for six months. 
Have no headache and no sign of any; it 
is such an unusual thing to be clear of 
headache, that I can’t think 1 am'my
self. Geo. Buchanan, Haverhill, Mass.

Miss Ella Buchanan,'Haverhill,Maes., 
says: “I am still feeling better.”

A letter received yesterday from Mr. 
Buchanan says: “Dear Doctor:—You 
need not send wife and I any more medi
cine as we consider ourselves cured. 
We thank you ever so much for health."

This ’is a bad case of cancer of the 
breast: ' . '

My Dear Doctor Watkins;—Thè can
cancer is all healing up; have not had a 
pain in my breast for a long time. Doc
tor, my friends do not know what to 
think to see me getting well. They all 
say it is a miracle, and my- old physician 
Isas much surprised, .as anypnei He 
asked ‘Mr. Clark how I was getting 

¡along, and how was my-stomach, and did 
I.sleep well? Mr- Clark told him I could 
eat anything, and that I slept all night, 
long. ■ When I told our family doctor 
that. I was going to doctor with voti, ho 
warned me; he said he knew what you 
would givo me to take; then he said: 
“You know, Mrs. Clark, you have-no 
stomach.” I suppose . he said that be
cause I could not take his medicine. I 
would like to tell you'all that has been 
said for I am very well kno;vq,hoi'e. and 
all thought I would die.- Now they do 
not know what to Any. Yours, with 
love to votii' dear wife, Mrs.. Francos A. 
Clark, (Ì3 Cohannet St., Taunton, Mass.

ONE MORE SUFFERER CURED.
DR. J. S. LOUCKS, Shlrleyvtllc. will

try pud ßl'ü you a truthful muinent of my caee, 
For teu or twelve years past I hail becu fuilli g, did 
not employ imv doctor, as m/ huubaud wui a ductor 
uud wub treating me. I tupposed my tige wai the 
cause of all the troubles, but as soou as that period 
had passed, ala«, three years.ago, my health failed 
very last, aud heart failure, and nt times a profuse 
ulbchuig.; of water would paislyoui the utoruu, cauc- 
Ing a general weakucsH of the system, uutll in Janu
ary. 1BU5,1 took la grippe, which located on my luugi, 
which caused a most dlitreshluj cough, and my heart 
would stop beating and was just alive. 1 saw your 
name in the L’ght of Truth, but I wrote you fc.ilng 
niur.t curiosity thau hope. 1 did not think il puhslble. 
to tell me my troubles and for you to treat me at such 
a distance, but you surprised me by telling mo truth- 
lully all my diseases. Outlie 26th of May 1 received 
your tie tment which worked like a-charm, and in 
three months 1 felt as well as 1 ever did liriny life. I 
feel that Dr, J. B. Loucks has saved my Hie by his 
ire .tment, and am butter now than I have been for 
ten , c irs. I thauk you and your spirit band for It. 
Muy you live long and be such help to otberi, Is'iny 
dally prayer, Very sincerely,

Prluceton, Mo. MRS. J. C. MoKIDDY.
January 29, 1696, [Sec date.]

IVeblow DP horn to excite; simply Mate a few facts 
or statements of patients relieved. We have many 
that can be seen at our office/ One hundred dollars 
for any one found-untrue that we publish. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D
SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC

■ DISEASES. 
. ------- -----o----

PRESCKIBISS NO POISONOUS 
DRUGS!

------------ 0-—--------- . ,

. BRIGHT’S DISEASE BAFFLED.
DR. J. C. BATDORF:-ln the fall of 1B37 I was 

taken with Brlglit'tj dlseube of the kidneys. I was 
very rick’all wlnteruud iu March, 1888, 1 felt the first 
symptoms of dropsy. 1 engaged tho very be4 physi
cians lu the cuuuty, who treated me two week« but 
did ino uo good. Then I went to B. B. Falls, Wls., 
and boarded three weeks. «Th? doctor said he could r 
cure me. He claimed 1 had no diopay at first, but 
after he bad doctored me two woeks be found Iliad 
dropsy as well us klduey trouble. After treating tne 
three weeks be gave mo up. During all this time I 
continued to bloat; could not get up "without help: 
could not Ho down in bed for over one year; could 
hardly get my breath, and hardly keep enough on my 
stomach to keep me alive. I then scut to Dr. Green, 
of Atluula, Ga., the great dropsy physician, but do- 
rived no benefit from ills treatment. Then tried Dr. 
Sherman, ot New York, then Dr. Grayden, of Ohio. 
They both thought 1 bad consumption, aud I received 
no benefit from either. When ail hopes had iled aud 
1 thought I must die, I saw your advertisement aud 
resolved to write you. 1 then sent fur medicine; did 
not know as 1 should live until the medicine reached 
me, but did, and from Hie time 1 took the first dose of 
your wonderful medicine, 1 began to get belter aud 
continued to Improve until J am well. Before your 
medicine reached roe. iny limbs bad burst in four 
places, but to-day I am enjoying better health than I 
ever did beforehand am happy to say 1 owe my recov
ery to you. Had I not seen your advertisement I 
would have been In my grave I have not words to 
express my gratitude. Yours very truly,

MR6. CLARA E..WAUGHTAL. 
- • Shamrock, Wis.

Mr. Editor:—You know the old max
im that “Truth is stranger than fic
tion;’.’ none will apply better iii this 
statement I write, and as mediums of 
note are coming into public notice, 
and this no doubt is demanded by the 
liberal thinking minds of the more lib
eral public, I think it will not be out of 
place to say that 1 have been personally 
acquainted with Dr, J, S. Loucks (now 
of Shirley villa, Mass.) for the last thirty 
yeai-B. During these years he has been 
a public medium, and his success as a 
healer 1b marvelous and has no equal.

The touch of his hands has done 
greater wonders in removing diseases 
than anything that has come to our 
knowledge in the past.

Space will not permit me Mating cases 
well known to me, and the most wonder
ful cases are the many astonishing cures 
instantly made at long distances away, 
and positive proof of the fact. Cases of 
this kind are noton record except in the 
Bible history. Cures made by others 
have been made by personal manipula
tion or hand treatment.

We truly believe Dr. Loucks will do 
greater cures and more of them without 
medicines than any’ medical practitioner 
can with all his.drugs. '

Dr. Loucks ¡Ban educated, registered, 
legal and recognized physician. This is 
not his only phasa of mediumship; he is 
also a public speaker of note and speaks 
in different ancient languages, and for 
the last twenty,,- years hue been able to 
converse with ’the spirits as freely as 
could be desired,land is one of the mar
vels of the age, and is intelligent, indus
trious, honest andioharitable. As a psy
chic he is perfectly reliable. His exam
inations are correct, as has been fully 
tested. He isa; philanthropist in the 
true sense of the-word and his practice 
extends to all parts of the United States 
and Canada, as well as some parts of 
Europe.

His prices are.-very-low, only two dol
lars (82.00) a month; "many poor receive 
treatments free. ■■■■■ ' ■

P. S.—If you will send him your name, 
age, sex, and lock of your hair, and eight 
cents in stamps, you will receive a diag
nosis of your case. No symptoms asked 
for; a good psychist needs none.

W. M. Livingston.
Glens Falls, N. Y.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
'their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, tqcome into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. ' Price, cloth, 
81; paper, 75 ceqts.

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy." The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to tri^: right, characterize 
this very inte.rëâting effort 'of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this, office. Price 50 cents.

“Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
Dqten. In this volume; this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gaÿ, from 
lively to severe." It is à book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all wh<? 
love genuine poetry, and especially/ by 
Spiritualists. .The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1. For sale 
at this office. . . •
-, “The Priest, thé Woman, and the 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy,' reveals the de
grading, impure influence and results of 
the Romish confessional, as proved By 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
ives. Price, by mail, 81. For sale at 
his office. . . .

“Angel Whisperings lor tlje Searcher 
After-Truth.” By Hattie J. Ray. • A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
pleased and benefited by it. . For sale at 
this-ofllce. Price 81

To the Editor:—In a recent issue 
of your valuable paper is a most ex
cellent article in regard to music, 
singing, praying, etc. I disagree with 
the writer on the statement that 
“Almost all advanced Spiritualists 
discard the God idea. ” Who can but 
feel that there is a God permeating all 
nature? Not a personal God, but a 
great pervading power that is life, 
truth and love? It is natural for 
everyone, when in trouble, to look to 
a power superior to themselves.

It is satisfying to know that we are 
led by a force that is shaping our 
lives for out best good. That which 
we regard as trouble, affliction and 
ill-luck, is just what we need to bur
nish and perfect our natures.

I will copy a few verses of a poem 
entitled “What and Where is God?” 
written by Dh-Dean Clark, an in
spired lecturer, .and one of our “most 
advanced Spiritualists:”
“Can we conceive of any place 
Where God is not, in boundless space? 
Can we for him fix mete or bound, 
’Til one for nature has been found?
Though stars and suns are each his 

throne,
Their king must be the Great Un

known; .
For man at mosfris but a mite, 
And cannot getop the infinite.
Then let us n<rt expect to see 
The one who flHflimmensity; . 
Yet we may know, however small, 
Thqre is a God—the “All-in-All.” 
We worship God at nature’s shrine, 
For there we flhd his life divine; 
The universe etashrines his soul, - 
Whose boundless- being is the whole!" 

. “Nearer,.myGod” (Good) ‘ ‘to thge,?’ 
is a piece that skeptics and invest
igators can join with us in singing, 
and unless there, is a choir (as would 
be desirable) their singing is a great 
help and-is needed,

The statement that “almost all ad
vanced Spiritualists, discard the God 
idea,” keeps people who would in. 
vestigate away from us. ahd makes bur 
neighbors scorn us, I have known 
many such. I write how by request 
of an old gggtJeman, a subscriber to 
the Spiritual papers, who was very in
dignant at the statement. Few Spirit
ualists believe ' in a personal God, or 
think we.are created in his image 
physically. Spiritually we arc a part

One thousand more on file at our office. Watch 
this space as new testimonials will appear every 
two weeks. . .

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

s GOLD FEET 
WARMED

AND KEPT WARM.
The suffering is not the worst 

Of it. ItHKUM VH8N. NKUIULGlA» 
fiWELLlNQ OF THK L1MBS, COK*  

- sumption are all the direct result 
of cold feet. These FOOT BAT- 
TEH IES remove all aches and 
pales from feet and limbs, cause 
a feeling of new life aud vigor, 
eaual to the days of youth. 
Think of the luxury of warm feet 
all winterin all weatijerl These 
MAGNETIC BATTEBIES In
crease the flow of bload. vitalize 
11 and CttU8fi u most delightful 
feeling the moment your feet rest 

i/V777Mpw ' uP°n these powerful MAGNETIC 
_ . 1NSOLKS. They will cure Rheu
matism, Neura’gla, and SWELLING of the LIMBS. 
Every pair gives comfort and satisfaction, if you 
keep you;- feet warm you caunot catch cold. What's 
the use of Buffering from those tired, all-gone, worn- 
out feelings! A pair of our

MAGNETIC FOOT BATTERIES 
win act like a charm on your blood, and give you a 
sensation of WARMTH and VIGOR at once. Try a 
palrof tbem quick, tl.00, or three pairs for 12.00. 
any size by mall, bend for our book, "A Plain Hoad 
to Health.” It Is Instructive and Interesting to the 
sick or well.

Chicago Magnetic Shield Co., 
A, B. MASONIC TEMPLE, • ■ CHICAGO.

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Beud three two-cent stamps, lock of hair, name 

age, sex, one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed, free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,

The Play of the Planets.
-------- o--------

This wonderful educator Is attracting the attention 
of thousands of people all over the world as its sim- 
pllclclty gives one .

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the.Influence of the planets and the signs 
of the Zodiac in human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to use It and accomplish 
wonders.

The Coining Study in Occult As
' tronomy.

This wonderful Invention makes It easy for all. to 
learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person btfrn for 75 yean past, and also to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE.

A few of the first edition left which will 
be furnished at each. For sale at this 
office.

Testimonial.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa:

Dear Brother in the cause of Progress 
—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles re
ceived and fit me perfectly. Also Spirit 
Yarma’s instructions how to live one 
hundred years, h fully endorse every 
principle presented In your circular. I 
would emphasize many of the state
ments, as I know them to be of the ut
most importance, in regard to the pres
ervation of health and the happiness of 
mankind. Yours for the best there is 
for humanity, Mattie E. Hull.
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Free to Spiritualists.
I will mail one week’s trial treatment 

of the famous Australian Electro Pill 
Remedy free to all readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, or seven weeks’ 
treatment for only 81.00; for catarrh, 
kidney, liver and stomach and general 
complaints. Special terms to agents. 
Address with stamp, Dr. E. J. Worst, 
Ashland Ohio 352 .

JULY.
5—&. m., Oscar Edgerly; p, m., Mn. Helen L. Palm

er. Tests by Mrs. M. 8.pepper.
7—OfcarEdgerly. TesnbyMra. M.S.Pepper.
S-iMrs. Helen L. Palmer./ 1
ifi and 11—Prof. W. M. Lockwood.
12—a. m., Mrs. Jennie H. Jackson; p. m.. Prof. W. 

M. Lookwood. Tests by Joseph D. Stiles.
18-Frof.W. M. Lockwood.
14—Mrs. Jennie H. Jackson. Tests by Joseph D. 

Stiles. _ . „ _ . _ . . . ‘___
15—Mrs. Jennie H, Jackson. Teste by Mrs. M. 8. 

Tepper.________ . _ . . . _______
16-rrProf. W. F. Peck. Tests by Joseph D. Btllpe.
17—A E. Tisdale.
19—a. m,. Prof. W. F. Peck; p. mu*  A. E. Tisdale. 

Tests by Mrs. M. 8. Pepper.
20-C. W. Hidden. •
21—A. E. Tisdale. • \
22—C. W. Ifldden. ,
23and24—H.D. Barrett, preslden National Spirit

ualists’ Association.
26—a. m., H. D. Barrett; p. m., J. Frank Baxter.
28—J. Frank Baxter.
29—Moses Hull.
80—J. Frank Baxter.
81—Moses^nll.

AUGUST.
2—n. mn Moses Hull; p. m., F. A. Wiggin.
4 and 6-F. A. Wiggin,
7—Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twlng. •
0—a. m., Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twlng; p. m. Theodore F, 

Price., ■
11—Mrs. Carries. 8. Twlngj . .
12 and 18—Theodore F. Price.
15—a. m. and p. m., Veteran Spiritualists’ Union.
16—a. m. to be billed later; p.m., Mrs. Adeline M. 

Gladding. " •
18 and 19—Mrs. Adelino M. Gladding.
20 find 21—Mrs. Sarah A. Byrnes.
23-a. m., DCrGeo. Ai Fuller; p. m., Mrs. Cora L. V. 

Richmond.
24—n.m. nndp. m., Massachusetts State Association

■ 28-Wnt*Td  Hull.
. 30-a.m„ Willard Hull; p.m.,Mr8. Cora L. V.»Rich
mond. - ■ ‘ .

OFFICERS FOR 1896. -
President—Dfi H. B. Btorcr, Boston, Mass; Vice

President—J. Q.-A.Whittemore,.Newton, Mass; clerk 
and Treasurer—Maj. C. F. Howard, Fojiboro, Maas.

DmEcTorts—O. A. Miller, Brockton, Mass.; Lewis 
E; Bullock. Boston, Mass,; Chas. -Whittemore, New
ton. Mass.; Mrn. C. M. Robbins, FlUbburg, Mass.; C. 
Hobart Davis, Boston Mass.; J. IT. Burgess, East

BIOPSYfreeO 
withyegetableBemedlcs.Haye ■ 
isandcasescalledhopeleB8.e In |

10 days at least X of all symptoms are removed. ,
Book of testimonials of cures and 10 days treat IfN’ 
mait/teebymail. Drs.Grcen & Sons, jmUTro

SHOWING'’ THE ABSURDITY AND UN
- TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S

CLAIM TO BE A DlflNE AND BE
NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;

. AND REVEALING THE 
ABUSESOFA UNION ‘ 

; OFOHUBOH AMD8TATB.

185 Fall-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por*
■*  ' trait of Designer.

Too Illustrations are classified aa follows: 16 rep- 
reseula Uncle Bam and the Priests; 9, The Church 
RotUat the People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Babtyth 
Lew; 14 Children and’the Church; 16. woman and 
U/iUuuroh; 6, The Church and Thomas Paine; 4, Stud*  
letlusatnral History:!J, The Bible and Bolenee; 15, 
ThcOlergyand Their Flocks; 1, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
HisWorks:2, Prayer: 10. The Creeds; 2, Christiane and 
Mohammedans; 2, fiamplei of Christianity’s Work; 
5,Missionaries;.!,The Lord’s Instruments: 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results: 1, The Church and 
Slavery: 2, Priests and Political 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church’s Idea of Civilisation; l,Tho Unes 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
rmocutlonB of the Church; 12, Some Allegories' 
B, Heaven ; 6; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price 12.

For Salo at thta office. /

f&ÍJj'si

PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS READING, Oft 
six questions answered, 50 cents and threcjttainp», 

Mataucrlte Burton, 20 Bonnett Street. Boston, Mass. 
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VEGETAH1AN HOME. PARTIES WISHING VEO- 
clarion diet can be accommodated with board and .

Readings through june at your own 
price. AIjNA DENSON, Greenup. 111. 841

HOW TO DRAW YOUR SPIRIT FRIENDS 
around you with tallyman. 10 cent*  silver and 

stamp, Prof. James Hilling, 1 Essex Street, Somer
ville, Mass. 342

Y/eADTNGS 'ANDAN8WEKB TO SIX QUESTIONS 
-TV during June, 60 cents, two ¿tamps, age aud your 
wrlllng. D. SIBERT, 110 N. Division street, Grand

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD W EAT THE

SUNFLOWER' 

JEWELRY.
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P/VGIFI6 CO/VST 
PEN-FL/YSH-ES.

WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE CONVENTION.
The Women Suffragists of California 

have recently held a very enthusiastic 
convention here in the city of San piego. 
The meeting was a perfect success. It 
is expected that California will soon 
wheel into line with Utah, Colorado 
and Wyoming, granting women the 
right, the inalienable right of suffrage. 
Mrs., Warren Kimball, an old-time 
Spiritualist, was the presiding officer, 
and she tilled the position with great 
ability, dignity and grace.

MINISTERIAL HE-CONFERENCE.

to impress and inspire their medial in
struments.
STILL THE VERBOSE FOUNTAIN FLOWS

Friend Armstrong, of Springfield, 
Mass., a reader of both The Progress
ive Thinker and Mrs. Willman's Free
dom, printed tn Boston, asks me to re
ply to these teachings of Isabel Lyle’s, 
which she denominates the “bed-rock
truth of^mental science. ” ■

“The body and mind are one. Man is 
self-creative. Man and the life-princi
ple are one. All is mind—all is intelli
gence; the body Is the soul, and the 

, , soul is the body; all is mind. The only
In this progressive State advocating wo- reality is God. Dlsease-pain-death- 
mans suffrage .and womans equality are unreal. They are beliefs. They are 
"With man, the little State of Delaware—! inusiong »

of.AJne.rio?-haJd i?..86S8l0,na I It is very difficultto reply to the above, 
Methodist conference; and this confer- which sentences embody the gist of 
ence voted 107 to 7 that women should | Christian and Mental Science. Hard, 
not be admitted as lay delegates Into the’ " .. r. .. >
conference. Was. not this treatment of 
women most contemptible by this minis
terial he-conference? And yet these wo
men largely support the churches. In 
membership they far exceed the'men. 
In church attendance they rate seven 
women to one man. The women get up 
the festivals and other shows to pay the 
preacher’s salary; and yet are not to 
vpte or be recognized in the govern
mental affairs of the church! Such are

Andyet, while men' and women were

Methodist justice and liberality!
REV. SOLON LAUER AND SPIRITUALISM

What was pleasingly noticeable at the 
late anniversary of Modern Spiritualism 
in San Diego, was the number of Prot
estants and Roman Catholics present. 
Let us be patient—the world moves. 
The Rev. Amada Deyo, pastor of the 
Universalist church,. was present and 
gave an excellent address endorsing the 
great centra] truths of Spiritualism. 
Rev. Lauer, pastor of the Unitarian 
church, and Spiritualist, unable to at
tend. eent the following note to the 
president of the Spiritualist society:

“Please convey to your people, the 
Spiritualists, my earnest congratula
tions and my best wishes for success in

*
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— ----- tai boience. Hard,
because they are a tissue of bald asser
tions. “It strains one," said the humor
ist, “to kick at nothing." I repeat, 
they are a jumble of unproved assertions. 
My polly-parrot who sits out here under
a banana bush, could be taught in a few 
days to say them just as well, and she 
makes no pretensions to being a Meta
physician or Mental Scientist. When 
it comes to solid, logical.reasohing, par
rots and the most Christian Scientists 
stand upon about the same level.

This Christian Science theory, so far 
as it is worthy of the name theory, is 
the rankest and shabbiest pantheism, 
reducing all to a homogeneous lump 
of God. Deity and diamonds; barn 
compost and pigs' ears, God and 
grasshoppers are all one—all is mind! 
Such is Metaphysical Science. Pain, 
disease, death are only “beliefs.” And 
yet, Christian Scientists have-the la 
grippe like other people—get. sick and 
groan like other people, have tumors 
and cancers and grunt like other people, 
and die—die just llke.othqr people!
' Let us be patient with these auto-hyp
notized fanatics—these-postponed possi
bilities of full-orbed human beings, and 
see where their fanciful chimeras will
carry them. If there’s nothing butav I a » wn . s , vanv lUUHl. Al UHWlua ilUijlllUU UUutheir and your work. Whatever may be “mind:” if there’s no naln there Can be 

naS t0 thT-e phen?n?ena no physical pleasure. If there is no 
Spiritualism, however he.mayinterpret heater cold, there ie no comfort. If 
them, in whole or iq part, tniamuch It -there ie no weariness, there is no rest.

eye«ry i If the body never wears' out, never is' impai tial mind. that from its first in- torn or bruised, the coat' or dress never 
ceptlon Spiritualism, as interpreted by wears out, neither does it ever need to 
its best advocates, has stood steadfastly be monded. The rope or the sail is as 
for every good reform, has advocated1 gr ^>- " »- - -

. high ideals of living, has promulgated,a bi 
philosophy of life tree fiom the terrqrB 
of the old creeds, and has brought con- < 
eolation tO- millions Of human hearts, her is sound and fit tn nut nndar tJio ^--v:_v __.1 s__ __ i • n _ U01 lo oUUHU. uUU Ilir LU pUu uuQcr vilewhich/ without its heavenly influences flnnr nf th a hnntA Th*__  __ »_v t- nuui UI Lifo uuube, ine sreei oar never might ha\e remained dai kened by m- has a crack or a flaw. There is no pois- 
consolable sorrow. At*  this season we ’ On Then let us Hve nn All-temnArnmA. . • a • ... e • i a»«» i luv ua giiu uu oh vcLuperunoeBhould put aside all superficial differ- legislation, for alcohol £ as harmless as

■rood and safe as though it had never 
>een exposed to wear and storm.
There is no decay in the bodily parts, 

in teeth or lungs. Then'the rotten tim-

i: should put as[de; all superficial differ
ences of opinion and unite as common 
heirs to immortality in celebration of 
this transcendent fact—the demonstra-
tion of a future existence!

BUILDING SPIRITUALIST TEMPLES.
We boast of having in our ranks the 

brainiest men of the world—we boast of 
11.000,000 of believers! And where are

legislation, for alcohol is as harmless as 
water. Sanitary laws do not hold. The 
coast of Africa, therefore, is as healthy

. our universities, colleges, schools, tem- 
: plcs of-worship, consecrated rooms, and I

? Other manifestations of such a triumph-1 
ant army rejoicing in the knowledge of

:’ angel ministries?' True, there’s an occa- 
Biohal sunny spot—a gladdening oasis— 
knowledge manifested by correspond
Ing goodivorks.; The following para
graph appeared in one of our recent

■ dailies in San Diego:
: “The First Spiritual Society of San 
Diego has received from Mr. and Mrs.
A.: A. Pierce a deed for 155 acres of land 

.■. in the Temcscal valley, five lots in San 
" Diego, one lot in Oceanside and three

as a New England hill; Hons And mos’- 
quitoes do not signify. Cleanliness and 
filth are one. ’ - .

Let,us go further. If .pain has no 
place in the human body, then animals 
never suffer. Let men beat their horses 
or not; it makes no difference. Let men 
starve their cattle, if they like; they 
cannot kill them. AH is mind-and 
mmd cannot be killed. '

If man has no need to keep sanitary 
laws for himself, he has.no conditions, to 
keep for his plants and flowers. One 
soil is the same as another; dryness ana 
moisture are one. -

■ lots in South. Riverside, the proceeds of 
thqrsale of which are to be used in build
ing achurch for the society.. It is ex
pected that this magnificent structure 
will; be erected by the society within the 
present year.” ,

These elderly parties, Mr. and Mrs. 
Pierce, both patients of mine during the’ 
past year, excellent, sound-headed peo
ple, resolvedlo do something practical 

’ and permanent for Spiritualism while 
they lived. Is it not both sensible and 
noble in them? How many wealthy 
Spiritualists are doing likewise? How 
many intend to do likewise?—and intend 
to do it now? ’

. IN HADES.
. Durlngrthe past forty years I’ve per

sonally known scores of -wealthy Spirit
ualists, some of them millionaires; and 
yet not leaving in their. wills a penny, 
for the upbuilding of the truth they pro
fessed to love. They were usurers. Tney. 
loaned money at 12 and. 15 per cent, and 
tucned the poor man out of his rented 
home. They lived for and clutched 
their gold, their deeds, their mortgages 
and bonds till the very last. They 
struggled, died—and where are they? 
Their bodies, cold and worm-eaten, áre 
rotting back to earth, just as do the bod
ies of poor men; and their souls are in 
hell—hades—the invisible, hidden state 
—the lower spheres—the Cimmerian 
sphere of worldly selfishness, where the 
scalding tears of regret flow; where the 
Worm of memory does not die, and where 
the figurative fires of remorse are not

Again, have we not ruled out sympa
thy? If my sick Iriend has no right to 
be sick, if he really has no pain, if my 
thinking.of his supposed pain is only 
a subtile condition on which his illusion 
of pain depends, what becomes of all 
human sympathy? -rO

To think syphilis away would not only 
delight the vile libertine, but would be 
a pleasant method of getting rid of one 
of the most terrible blood-poisons known 
to the medical profession, To think Old 
ulcere and cancers away, when they are 
daily enlarging—to think away, a ’-‘pro-, 
nounced^jflbroid tumor -when it was a 
healthy foetus, looking forward to a baby 
birth into mortality—to beHeve all pains, 
aches and diseases away, is to belieye 
one’s self out of God’s universe into the 
realm of. chaos and moral insanity.

God is absolute consciousness—the in
finite, unchangeable life of the universe, 
and matter is the outer manifestation, 
the garment of God. And by studying 
matter scientifically, and using material 
things as. counters, we learn spiritual 
values. We learn by and through the 
facts of material differences. - , 
: The child learns a : moral .lesson as 
soon as he learns to lové to be clean. 
Hé finds this a world of 'weights and 
measuresand limits. No juggling wiH 
make a pint contain a quart. No magic 
will lifta stone fr.omfthe ground. Noth
ing but skill will make the joint fit truly. 
Nothing less “than accuracy will serve 
In the machine:shop. -No flight of im
agination will make à rotten timber 
sustain thé floor, or, • if the floor gives 
way for .want of honest sujiport, will re
lieve the buildpr from the consequences 
of fraud. We like and respect such a 
world as his. ' _

We admire our bodies. They are real 
to us. They are as necessary as are 
husks to the growing corn. Especially 
do I enjoy my body. I am .on good 
terms with it. For some seventy-five 
years I have been living in it, and from 
time to time, changing; repairing and 
modifying it to my- taste. Also, do I ad-

quenched till the last farthing is paid 
and justice done. •

It is the purpose of the Spiritualists of 
this city to use these funds with, more i 
that they can readily collect for the con- _
itruction of a temple.for lectures, lyee- modifying IV to my- taste. Also,dolad- 
uin, seances, social confei^nces andoth- mire mature—its mountains; fields; for- 
ergatherings connected with .the dis- ’ —" T ........ . ...................
Semination of Spiritualism. ■ Have not 
Spiritualists throughout the country oc
cupied Second-class rickety edifices' and

ests and flowers. I ■ accept! it with its 
shadows and : its penalties.' L would in-
finitely rather suffer, . occasionally, liv- 

cupied Second-class rickety edifices and ing in the world, than to run away from 
old, dingy, ill-ventilated halls ingrained it: or by some jugglers tricks try to 
with dirt, magnetized with poisonous; think—try to beiteve a part ol it out of 
auras ahd decorated With cobwebs, about ~ "
long enough? What arc the 11,000,005 
doing?. '. ■ - . .

THANKS-THANKS. > ■
But thanks—thanks to the San Diego 

■Piffhces. They have shown their faith— 
ttosjr knowledge of the truth. by their 
jnwts;<~. How many will go and do like- 
WiM? Spirits like clean, sweet and con- 
•Mrajed rooms to waaUest in, and also

existence. Decidedly, would I prefer to 
run. the risk of . its poison, than to. lose 
my senses altogether,: and not know the 
contrasts-and differences, the sweet
nesses, .by which the moral universe 
speaics to, my consciousness. ’ .
MAN AS A UNIVERSE BUILDER AND 

REGULATOR. .
Helen Wilman’«. Freedom gives us', 

information, throi’jh Mr.W. J. Col-

i

ville’s pen, in his “Outlines of Theoso
phy." that:

“Alan contains within himself all pow
er to regulate the objective universe, 
the very planets themselves being under 
direction of spiritual entities who have 
learned the law of governing worlds by 
first obtaining complete mastery in their 
own micro-cosmic kingdom. The great 
reality.the infinite Law, remains forever 
unalterable; but we, as we come to fath
om it, can through its aid in harmony, 
with its unalterable dictates build a 
planet as easily as most of us can now 
regulate the petty concerns of our own 
diminutive households. Human power 
inside the Law has no limit."

“Mark well:” To speak Masonically, 
I do not say that man does not contain 
in himself all power to regulate the 
universe;” nor that he cannot “build 
planets.” I only want to know how he 
goes about it, and -what he builds them 
out of. If “all is mind,” as this journal 
affirms, for which Mr. Colville writes, 
then we have-the anomaly of mind 
“building a planet” out of mind, which 
is paralleled by, involves the principle, 
and measurably explains, how human 
adepts lift themselves over hedges by 
their boot-straps. Great is the mystery 
of Mental Science when veneered and 
theosqphied! I

Sitting now at the feet of Mahatmlo 
wisdom seeking for knowledge and truth, 
I ask Mr. Colyille: .

J. If he knows that man has the pow
er to regulate the objective universe? 
And if be knows it, how does he kbdw 
it? • -. . ' -

2. Does he know that man can build 
a planet as easily as most of us can now 
regulate bur households? If he knows 
it/how does he know it?

•Knowledge,not moonshiny dreams, are 
called for. In fact, this scientific Emer
sonian age of condensed thought and 
clear Critical statement does not hun
ger for fanciful speculations, nor glitter
ing generalities rattling around loosely, 
vibrating and echoing in a wilderness 
of words. That God appoints, and em
powers hierarchies of angels to con
struct . and. modify planets is quite a 
Plausible theory—but .theory only.

'hinking Spiritualists desire nourishing 
pabulum, theories that admit of proofs 
and truths that allow of demonstrations. 
In apostolic times Paul was sorely 
troubled by a class of Corinthian zealots, 
who had the gift of continuance. Em
erson did not grace the old Pauline era 
of the world.

PRAYING FOR RAIN.
A cablegram appearing in the New 

York journals of May 4th Has the fol- 
lowingi

“This city, Madrid, was the scene to-' 
day of an imposing religious ceremony, 
the object of which was to procure tfie 
intercession of St. Isidro, the patron 
saint of Madrid, who lived in the thir
teenth century, to bring about the end 
of a long drought that has done, great 
damage throughout'the country, and 
also to effect the suppression of-the 
Cuban rebellion. ■ . .

“The remains of the saint, enclosed in 
a silver casket, were carried through 
the streets, escorted by. eight hundred 
priests, thousands of members of relig
ions \ congregations arid , the civil and 
military organizations. All carried 
lighted tapers And the scene was most 
imnressive, . ' .
' “Nothing similar to to-day’s ceremony 

has bedri seen m Madrid since the seven
teenth century. Services will be held 
for mine days in the cathedral, their ob- 
jectlbeing the same as that of to-day’s 
procession.”

Monarchial Spain is preeminently the 
land of Roman Catholicism,, bull-fights 
and bigotry. Spanish priests praying 
for-rain anq for the putting down of the 
rebellion in Cuba, are simply wallowing 
and swirling in seventeenth—century, 
aye, worse, thirteenth century Christi
anity. This praying to and teasing the 
Almighty for rain becomes the .child- 
Hodd of the race. . When tfie terrible 
drought occurred some fifteen years ago, 
in Madras and Southern India, 500,000 
perishing by starvation during six 
mouths I saw - Hindoo priests, Moham
medans, and Christiari missionaries upon 
different days .praying ftr rain—but no 
rains came till the moist monsoon winds 
came. ’ ,

Californians have come, to the conclu
sion that rhe'most successful way: of se- 
curihg water is irrigation. Fred Doug
lass used to say that for years he prayed 
God for his freedom—but when he 
prayed to his “legs and run North like 
the devil, he got it.” Seriously, I be-■ 
lieve in prayer, aspiration and the invo
cation of angel-hosts. But no prayers 
change the Infinite One, nor the immut
able laws of Nature.
CALIFORNIA CLIMATE DETRIMENTAL 

TO CLERGYMEN AND DEACONS..
Deacon Oldham, of Ukioh, Cal., who 

was convicted of Stage robbery last July, 
and brought from Folsom to this city for 
a new trial, was brought' before. Justice 
Sullivan on a charge of perjury com
mitted at a former trial He was held 
in $5,000 »bonds. .

A'very noted traveling revivalist and 
evangelist was forced, under a threat, 
to leave.Fresno, which he did in great 
haste, a few weeks since.

Hardly had .the Durant (ex-Suriday- 
sohool superintendent) trial for murder 
ended, than the Rev. Dr. Brown’s com-, 
menced, involving urimiriisterial conduct, 
lying, and severa] w^men not canonized 
as saints—and now it is announced that 
Rev. T. J. Simmons, of Calistoga, who 
eloped with Miss Mary J. MeCroskey 
from Hollister, has been caught and 
jailed. As a physician, we recommend 
;and prescribe for-these reverend sinners 
caught—and : for others, ; equally 
guilty, but not caught—salix nigra upon 
retiring, cold water baths,:abstinence', 
from oysters and all meats,-a cooling 
vegetable diet, much fasting, more Spir
itualism, and prayer without ceasing. . 
. ■ KORESH. ' - -
. A good, conscientious Shake!’brother 
writes, inquiring if I seo the Flaming 
Sword, and if there are any Koreshites 
in. California. Yes, there-are some in 
San Francisco, a city whose magnificent 

,maw has hatched out several sand-lot 
Messiahs. There seems to bo.a division 
among reformers, communists and so
cialists ns to whefher Teed; the self
elected Messianic Koreshite is a saint, 
a knave, , a lunatic or a fanatic. ■ It is 
certain that ho at one timeapeci Shaker- 
ism*  wd tided lo scoop trip Sbakcj ?o-

cieties into the Koresh net—a sort of 
‘’come into my parlor, said the spider to 
the fly.” The Shakers refused to bite 
the Koresh bait. Sensing a sort of 
pompous selfishness; they wisely kept 
aloof from any conjoint business with 
that Flaming Sword. The emblem of 
Zion and Lebanon is the olive branch of 
peace. ■

Should the reader wish to know how 
to address the royal “unity” of the Flam
ing Sword community, the following 
balloon paragraph in the last number oil 
the Sword will giye due information. 
Up, unto your stilts! ■

"Victoria Gratia is Pre-eminent of the 
Koreshan Unity. She is the Head of 
the Koreshan Church and State, the 
highest official in. the Koreshan body. 
She should bo addressed:. Victoria Gra
tia, Pre-eminent, New Jerusalem, Es
tero, Lee County, Florida.”

HAVE YOU. ANY SUCH RIGHT? ’
“I have a right,’,’ says one, “to use my 

body just as I please." No, you have 
not! You have no right to make your 
body sick, becoming a burden to your 
friends or to the community. Bodies 
are the temples of indwelling souls, and 
no one has a moral right to so mar and 
impair the temple as to blunt the sensi
tiveness of the spiHtual nature, or in
jure its divine manifestations. A man 
has RO right to put intp his body tobac
co, whisky' and: opium—no right/to 
weaken and poison his body bybrutal ll- 
centlousness—no right to auuse, pervert, 
despise, or In any way maltreat the 
physical body, so necessary for external 
observations and earthly experiences.

Am I not hearing'some one say, “Does 
it concernyou?" Yes, it does me; for 
humanity Is one, I'am one link In the 
chain of being—one thread in the warp 
and woof of the unity of races. Thus 
connected, each and.all of us are natu
rally and necessarily Interested in and 
affected by the conduct and welfare of 
every individual upoirthe, planet.

In a partnership'for any industrial 
purpose every member Is vitally con
cerned with the conductof the others. If 
a partner were accustomed to get drunk 
dally, or to gamble ¿hightlyf although in 
the privacy of his own house, he would 
be justly held to account by his associ
ates; and if he attempted to plead ithat 
his drinking and ..gambling were; his 
“own affairs”—that 'he; owned his body 
—they; would teach him peremptorily 
that the house was a. part of the body» 
corporate,-and that ho part of the body 
could be wounded, crim the least Im
paired. without the whole body's suffer
ing. And so all this ‘loose “social-free
dom” style of talking^ “We own our own 
bodies and have a right to use them 
when,and as we please,” is not only iin-. 
physiological—not only false as a philos
ophy, but decidedly detrimental to mor
ality and spiritual culture;of the soul.
. ’ ' BROAD«MiNDEl?NESS.

Besides nearly every Spiritualist jour
nal published, 1 take' thé Chicago Isra
elite, finding it à very ably-conducted 
weekly. Moses prés: a -better hygienist 
than Col, Ingérât and. circumcision 
was,a wise command, in the interest of 
oleanli».eS6 and health. ;

I take the Moslqm World, printed in 
New York, in thé. interests of Moham
medanism. It contains excellent matter, 
saying Httle or nothing in favor of po
lygamy, 'The Koran .permits the hav
ing of fotir' wives] and forbids ' wlne- 
drïnking. - I t^ke a Brahminieal jour
nal, published in Lahore,'India, that is 
rich in Oriental mysticisms, and Vedic 
lore. I do. not take any-Roman Cath
olic publication] nbt. wishing, according 

• to the Scripture, to', offéù|. any of “the 
little ones;” but do belongs to many so
cieties and churches. - If arraigned for 
heresy, lam ready for trial.

In Une with the above'is the follow
ing;- ' , u-' ; '

At a recent installation In Brooklyn, 
Robert Collyer said in his sermon: “My 
old mother w;as a Baptist right down to 
the water, and she took great comfort in 
thé ‘green pastures and beside the still 
waters,’ in which- she had been im
mersed. I was baptized in the Episco- 
iial church, and I am styongiy drawn to 
t yet. I toll Bishop Rbtter he is my 

bishop and he cannottdlsown me. I was 
brought up.in ah old-fashioned Congre
gational Sunday-school. I was a ‘Meth- 
oaist for ten years, and Methodism was - 
a good nurse and spanked .me well, and 
I go back to hffr for good bread and 
milk. So you .see . I;, have gone aU 
around, and I .can’t .say that l am all 
right arid that they are all wrong."
.Thatlcallbroad-mindedness: “Ican’t 

say that I am all right arid that they are 
all wrong." : No denomination is all 
wrong; neither is any person all wrong. 
Let us magnify their virtues and mini
mize their vices.. iPaul put’charity 
above faith and hope, j . ' , -
' ’ THEOSOPHJC BLQAT. '

In the opening; address of Dr. J. N. 
Buck, Cincinnati, ] Ohio, delivered in 
New York, upon the convening of the 
Theosophical Society fpr the election of 
officers and other business,. 1 perceive a 
most pitiable exhibition of 'stilted pre
sumption and. puffiness.*'-  Such’ ballodny 
bumptiousness -" carries little weight/ 
Here’s a sample:' " " , . ’

“If we (Theosophists) fall or grow 
weary we deserve only .the scorn and con
tempt of mankind, ' Our literature ex
tends backward to.the''<lawn of history.; 
Our grand masters laid: the foundations 
of the pyramids, solVed- the riddle of 
the .Sphinx, and npapped' out the con
stellations. The mysteries of Greece, 
from . which- -Pythagoras and Plato 
learned their secrets ,and became im
mortal in the memory of man, lie open 
to us. The. shepherd longs and the- 
wise men s'of the -East are ..our elder 
brothers.”: ' :.
- Well, if So,-sand' if they cogniz«»such 
egotistical •vap'briugSi they must be 
heartily, ashamed off you; for the wise are 
modest,' while.noodlee are ever noisy. - ■ 
. This theosophy; invented and cradled' 
upon the besom pf Madame Blavatsky, is 
a very different- matter from ' Divine 
Wisdom-rthe theosophy of: the ages! 
This latter is only another namefor pure 
Spiritualism. n : • .

Modern theosophy Is little more than 
crude,-ancient, Hindoo Spiritualism, re
vived under, a new name. And this kind 
of theosophy bears about the same rela
tion to English and American Spiritual
ism that the present--civilization of In
dia boar? to English and 'American civ- 
llizatior science end culture. Why J

b”

Seek the living among the dead? Why 
rake over Judean solifor nuggets of re
ligious truth? or dig up the musty, 
mouldering rubbish of the Vedic ages 
for philosophy and wisdom? It Is im
possible to build a living temple out of 
antiquated archaic tombstones and cast
off grave clothes. Live men and women 
require living spiritual food—the living 
bread of to-day rather than the unsav
ory excrements of Hindoo imagination 
and superstition.

Some of our speakers and writers, in
spired if not controlled by the mighty 
gas-gods of India, to appear learned are 
wriggling and twisting into their public 
lucubrations Karma, Koot, Hoomi, Lal, 
Sing, Devachan. How is that for a 
starter? Here is a cabalistic, Hindu- 
stanic, theosophio, occult evocation: 
Tridandln Tridicayondam Tridiram 
Tridimas Trikalam Trayidarman Trija- 
gat. How do you like it? Does it not 
scent of Oriental erudition?

Our good, solid English language con
tains something like 100,000 words— 
words enough to convey the meaning of 
all that any Theosophico-Splritist knows 
—and infinitely more than he knows. 
Get down, then, off from those stolen 
Sanskrit stilts, study Emerson, and 
speak and write in good, clean, compact 
English; and no more of this Karma, 
Kama-Loka business, in the name of 
demonstrated truth. J. M. Peebles.

A WOODSMAN'S STORY.

Well, stranger, you’re right, I reckon, 
When you say I must feel quite alone;

Whatever I set myself adoing 
A hard row it is, I must own. »

My Jane was a wife good as ever
Came up from the old Buckeye State, 

And together we worked for this home
stead,

Most faithfully early and late.
I thought in the West ’twould be better 

. Than cramped in our old Eastern 
home; •

And, she in her goodness consenting, 
We left those we loved, here to come.

Three years since we came to this coun
try; -

Ah! sir, I remember it well,
How tho first night she cried when the 

sun set
And the darkening shadows fell.

. Not a bit did I blame her for it;

SOur cabin was roughest logs, 
nd a dismal chorus was chanted 
From a. Wilderness fall of frogs.

By the side of the logs a fireplace, 
With a hole in the reof for a flue,

Smoke and dirt everywhere about tis— 
To cry seemed the right thing to do.

It was hard—the two years we struggled 
Before we felt sure of success,

And then came the terrible fever
Arid snatched from us sweet little 

Bess. .
Shp was the youngest—the dear baby;

A sweet child—don’t mind if I cry; 
Just as hard was it when our eldest—

Our three-year-old Will had to die.
We are tough, I can tell you, stranger, 

And our hearts are toughest of all;
I guess they are made just to trample— 

Just to gather up sorrow and gait
With aH-her long watching and waiting, 

And grief over all we had lost, .
My Jane drooped anfl-paled like a flower 

That had felt the blight of the frost
It was in. the chill of December— s.

I shall never forget me the day— 
When the bars of the body were broken, 

And her spirit unbound from ite sway. 
No mourners Hut three or four neigh

bors, ।
No flowers except the snowflake,, 

For the tears of the heayens were frpzen
And shrouded the earth for hereake.

Yes, alone with my eight-year-old Susie, 
And the prospect ahead, I own, dark;

My world, stranger, lies under the pine
tree— ’

Three graves where the flowers you 
remark. «

Sue and I planted those wind-flowers, " 
The trailing arbutus and moss,

And under the pine in the shadows ' 
We sit and talk of rmr loss.

I know you will call it a fancy 
When 1 say that they come like a flame

And often I heAr their low .whisper, ' . 
That they love us forever the same.

You may call it fancy delusive;
Then I wish thus deluded to be, 

For Hfe would be utterly worthless
If these dear ones could not come to 

me< , : .
You will soon be out of the wood, 

stranger, ...
The clearing is .not far, you see, 

My angels have blazed my path clearly
To the heaven they Eave (fashioned 

for me.* . ' ! Hudson'Tuttle.
■ AMES^AGE. - .-.

■ Queen of my life, inpurity unfolding, ' 
Rose of- my life, thy radiant hue 

Enchants me, from the Spirit-world be
' holding,. ,1 ,

To see a flowbr so fair and true;
Bich as the rpby of , those velvet hearts 
'The wine of sympathy thy life imparts. 
Sweet as their perfume—tender memo- 

■' .Fies bringing, ■
• ■ Qr dew-kissed roses in thepast,’ - ..■<■ 
Beloved by those who now the-song of 
. life are singing,: "

And crowned with fadeless, flowers at 
last-- :' - - ■ _ •

Sweet as their perfume are thy thoughts 
• that rise -, . •'- • y. ..
To beautify.thy mansions in the skies. : ■ 
T Hough laggard seem the hours, and’ 

cares enthralling, .. : ; ' .
There waits a golden gate to realms of' 

” bliss; ./•
The pathway steep;' where, duty’s voice' 

is calling, . . • • ,
■ The only entrance is to this;' . A 
Nor shall thy' days be few, for 'earth 

■hath need s
.Of. such as thee.for hearts that bleed. ' 
Then blosáom on, my rose, what doth it 

matter? • , . .
. Let ponce transcend, and care be 

- stilled, : -, ■ : . • . . ■
The Master's hand. His ■ vase will never 

■ shatter . " ■ ■ -. ■ - ■
Until He sees the mission of his flower 

fulfilled.
Eternity is now, and Heaven is here, 

: And perfect love shall qastteut fear. ': 
- Mrs. Merrill Lembsrq,' '

A GENERAL DELUGE.
From a Geological Stand' 

point

BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.

[CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.] 

ARTICLE 2.
It is not probable all the continents' 

and islands were submerged, nor all up- 
heaved at the same epoch. Were such 

' a catastrophe to again visit our earth, 
which is not at all improbable, because 
Of the molten mass’still reposing in its 
bosom, the western cqasts of the Amer- 
lean continent might be depressed below 
the sea level, The Pacific would soon 
establish an equilibrium. The large' 
amount of water required would denude 
other portions. Possibly Australia, 
with the thousand Islands of the eastern 
archipelago, would rise into the dignity 
of a continent with hills and vales, and 
inland seas, Dense forests of verdure, 
abounding with animal life, would soon 
complete the beautiful picture, and give 
us the realization of a new continent, 
rising from the sea, like Venus In clas
sic story. ,

Cosmogonists have been too much in 
the habit of predicating their ideas of 
creation on the accounts found in their 
“sacred books." Instead of entering the 
great field of inquiry, reading the rock
records, “engraved by the finger of 
God,” and making proper deductions 
therefrom, thinking and writing for 
themselves, and building up a science 
conformable to the teachings of Nature 
—which cannot misrepresent—they have 
been content to borrow the narrow the
ory of persons who lived In the deep 
past, whose ideas were drawn from an 
uncultured fountain, and who had not 
sufficient data on which to establish any 
great scientific truth.

The human mind was no more content 
to remain Inactive four thousand years 
ago than now. The people then found 
the earth substantially as we see it to
day, and peopled as it is with inhabi
tants. Reason taught them that all this 
had a beginning. The easiest way to 
explain to the ignorant masses, orally 
taught by the better-cultured priests, 
and quite as satisfactory to an uncul
tured population,-.was the story origi
nally copied frpxn the, Babylonian rec
ords, transcripts of which were found by 
Layard in the ruins of Ninevah, whqre 
they had been concealed for more than 
3,000. years by the sands of the desert. * 
Our' writers, conscious of the deep- 
rootod attachment of .the populace to 
their sacred books, have labored to edu
cate the common mind, by harmonizing 
their knowledge with prejudiced public 
opinion on this subject. This should 
not be. The time has come when the 
Truth should be taught, and if error 
suffers it is not the fault of the truthful 
teacher, but of him who -taught the 
original error. - .

Our world is older than even scientific 
thinkers have generally supposed. 
These thinkers found the earth as it is, 
and were ready to take for granted that 
its population, with man and the lower 
forms of life, began with the present 
order of things. Some, bolder than oth
ers, have had the independence to assert 
that the various races of men did not 
originate from a single pair, but wdfe 
developed at different periods,«'under 
widely-differing-olroumstances, and that 
each was peculiarly adapted to the lo
cality in which he is found. They saw 
that the islands and widely-separated 
continents were inhabited by similar an
imals and races Of human beings, and 
accounted for this on the hypothesis 
that their ancestors were carried there 
by icebergs,-or other natural methods, 
and to man his accidental passage by 
canoes. Our theory, which seems the 
more probable, accounts for this condi
tion of. things in harmony with the 
known laws of nature.
.-Had t£e-earthquake of a few years 
ago, which created such terrible havCc

mergence on the one hand, and upheav
al on the other, its condition has been 
changed to an eastern one. This idea is 

• strengthened by the evidences of antiq
uity which mark that people; by their 
numerous population, ■ being nearly 
equal to all other portions of the globe; 
to their traditions extending far baeu 
into the past; their historical accounts, 
and the general opinions prevailing in, 
all countries that the world was peopled 
from the East. And as almost conclu- 
slve evidence in support of this propose 
tidn is the identity of religious belief. ‘ 
universally prevailing, when stripped oi 
additions made to earlier teachings by 
advancing civilization. .

Perchance, were we able to follow 
these reflections to a natural conclusion 
and had the desirable knowledge which 
present explorations are devel
oping, we could show that the wonderful- 
records left by a long-extinct race in 
Peru and Central America, of pyramids.- 
and walled cities, and gigantic statuary, 
and mummies, Instead of being the rep 
flex of Asiatic civilization are the pa» 
rents of these comparatively modern no
tions.

• Note.—The late lamented George 
Smith, of the British Museum, in his in» 
teresting account of the deluge, which 
he deciphered after long years of labori
ous research, wrote the London Tele
graph: “The cuneiform inscription 
which I have recently found and trans» 
lated, gives a long and full account of 
the deluge. It contains the version of 
tradition of this event, which existed in 
the early Chaldean period of the city of 
Erech, one of the cities of Nimrod, now 
represented by the ruins of Warka. In 
this newly-discovered inscription the ao» 
count of the deluge is put us a narrative 
into the mouth of Xisuthnus or Noah, 
He relates the wickedness of the world, 
.the command to build the urk, its build» 
ing, the filling of it, the resting of the 
ark on the mountain, the sending out of 
the birds and other matters. The nar» 

, native has a closer resemblance to the 
account transmitted by the Greeks, from 
Berosus, the Chaldean historian, than 
to the Biblical history, but it does noi 
differ materially from either (because 
all drew from a common fountain—the 
original Babylonian records, froia 
which each copied). The principle difi 
Terences are as to the duration of the 
deluge, the name of the mountain of; 
which the ark rested, the sending out of 
the birds, eto. The cuneiforih account 
is much longer and fuller than that of 
Berosus, and has several details omitted 
both by the Bible and the Chaldean his» 
torian. This inscription opens up many 
questions of which we knew nothing, 
previously, and It Is connected with a 
number of other details of Chaldean his» 
tory, which will be both interesting and 
important. This is the first time any in» 
scription has been found with an ao- 
count of the event mentioned in Gei> 
esis.” • .

[To be continued.] . ,
SOUL ILLUMINATION. 1

Cold is the night and starless is my 
path; . . ..

My cross is heavy with'affliction! ■ 
great; .

I hear an ocean’s rollers far away; • 
The hour is growing lùtei

I see a heavenly city slowly rise, ■ • 
Bright with dawn-light; and, -from a 

mighty dome, :
I hear a chime of majesty loud-swell ■ 

Which tells of home—of Home! •
Wake; wake, my soul! Life’s lord Is ■ 

king of light.
He weaveth not the darkness of thy 

life; .
Thine earthly sprrows, tears and heart

sick pains ' .
Proceed from thy blind strife. .

He glorifies the star-world’s countless : 
hosts, •

And never from earth’s children hides 
' his face; ....
They turn from him, and in sin-woven ?- 

gloom ,
. Create their own disgrace.

He ehangeth not; He smiles on all the ■ 
' same; '

. And w^en with contrite hearts we ' 
truly pray, . ,R

We rise above self’s valley-depths, and' 
win ■ . .■

The long-lost spiritual day. *
Love is the soul of life, and God is love;' 

Light is born out of love, and is the 
breath ‘ >. ;

Of man and all things, e’en the tiniest . : 
flower. ■

Love conquers all—e’en death! _ ' 
Thore is no end in death; ’titRlife re- 

nawed I •
The grandest flower-buds, burst in : 

darkest hours, . <
And we ere waftad toanahgel-home ..

In amaranthine bowers. „ ■
Devotion.

Sidney, New South Wales.- - ? • -;

to property and .'life on the coast-of 
Chili, floating large ships many miles 
inland, leaving them high up on the’ 
moùntain sides, been universal, to the 
western continent,' with a tidal wave as 
much greater as the .convulsion would 
have been more general, it,-would have 
rolled over the, mountain barriers, and 
produced a general deluge. All life, 
save that on mountain tops, must have 
perished. Arks would have^been of no 
account amid such wild and’tumultuous 
warring of the angry elements. A mo
ment and down sinks the peaceful earth, 
and on comes the . maddened, rushing 
Waters. Billow follows billow mountain 
high and. rolls on, Spreading over /the 
plain and leaping the highest crags. 
Ships would haVe been no more than 
straws floating on a surging ocean.

If a receding wave should unveil a 
.continent, it would be a barrèn waste of 
;crags, and rocks and bowlders, fcebbles 
and sand. The few, if any; who/clung to" 
mountain tops would probably starve. 
If any survived, ages of almost limitless 
duration would have been Required to 
people the-earth again.

A general traditionary account of the 
common disaster would have survived: 
but flo clear - idea of the : long period 

' which had elapsed could have been pre: 
served. The .knowledge of the event, 
passed, from father to son through suc
cessive generations, would be credited 
to a period much shorter -than its real
ity.:- ' ' ' ' . ’

Though raised at the*"  court of Pha- 
raôh, Moses only possessed', the/knowl
edge common to. the. educated Egypt
ians. All the laws and -customs intro
duced J>y him-to, his iminediate follow- 
ers/ he carried, out- of Egypt with, hi tn. 
And thé 'Egyptians no doubt borrowed 
their ideas : from their ’ ancestors, who 
tvero. probably natives .of Persia or. 
Farther India. ; . -, ' -

I China claims a written history of 300]- 
OOOyears. . She gives the names of dy
nasties which have ruled over them for 
more than 50,000 years. Mav there not 
bo more truth in their histories than wo 
have .given them , credit? They have 
had. a written and printed la&guage 
from time immemorial. It is very prob
able, as we have before suggested, that 

'China has remained above the- surface 
through all the wrecks of comparatively 
modern continente; that formerly the 
wàiHùbounduy of apoMt Une] by sub-

Omission to do what what is necessary. 
seals a commission to a blank of danger; 
and danger, like an-ague, subtly: taints, 
eventhen when we sit idly in the sun.—• 
Shakspeare. \

Pursue not a victory too tar. He hath 
conquered well that has made his ene
my ny; thou mayest beat him to a des
perate resistance, which may ruin thee. 
—George Herbert. .

®verX’Kreat' and original writer, In ., 
proportion's heiiSgreat dr original, 
must himseX.create the,taste by which 
he is to be relished.—Wordsworth..^,- 

. It is a certain rule, that wit. and pas
sion are entirely incompatible. When 
the affections are,, moved, there is’nd 
place for the Imagihation.TrHume. -

Have I done anything for society?" t-.]'1 
have then done more for myself. Let 
that truth be always p.resentvto thy- 
mind, and work without cessation.^, 
Simms.\
. Socrates was esteemed the Avisest man1 
of his time, because he . turned his ao«k 
quired knowledge into morality, and 
aimed at goodness more than greatness. 
—Tillotson. . .

Disorder in a drawing-room is vulgar; 
in an an antiquary's study, not; the 
black battle-stain on a soldier'sHace la 
not vulgar, but the dirty face of a house» ' 
maid is,—Ruskin, . I
. Chayity is an eternal debt, ftni 
out limit,—Quesnel. • : ' ¡wS

My
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Which Brought Joy to 
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sages brought to me from day to day, 
not only from my own people, but

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more bo than any work Issued since Uncle Toare 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life durlug the most moment* 
out period In American History, and la a secret page 
from the life of Ulm whom time serves only to make 
greater, mote appreciated, and more understood— 
"Aukaham Lincoln.”

Cloth, illustrated, pp, 264, $1,5Q{
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

Mark M. Pomeroy Passed to 
Spirit-Life.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.
„ This work contains an account of the very wonder
ful spiritual developments at the bouse of Rev. Dr. 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and elmilar cases in al] 
parts of the country, This volume is the first fro» 
the author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism? 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth, »1.21 
Postage 10 cents. For sale al tbia office.

Material for a Taimagian 
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An Impressive Message and 
Vision,

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft. Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promlnentof Paine’s 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattu R. Holl. Thirty-eight of Mt». Hull', 

atreeurt wars, adapted to popular mailt, for the use 
of congregation», clrolea and famine». Price, 10 «». 
or «0 per hundred. For aale at this office.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wm writea U 

levelop the Idea of the principle ot the permaae&ct 
if the human soul after death, and Ita reincarnation 
In a ohaln of new beings, whose eucoculve iinkaart 
unrolled In the bosom of ctb'crlal space. "Bbyond 
th® Threshold" continues ou the eamc lines en* 
lorgln® and expending the Idea by reaaons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; claim« 
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ouraelvra 
agalnat all weakness in tbo presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science aud philosophy to that 
end la far superior to that of any of the existing re* 
llglona. From beginning to end It Is Inter^ tlng, en* 
tenalnlng, lostructlvr. »nd fnsclnra.t.-'* Mi.-wrother

THE KORAN.
ri3i°!5051Lc^ledHt?e “Alkoran of Mohammrf» 
Traoslxted Into EnglUb from the original Arabic., jrfth 
explanatory notes taken from the moat approved conxi 
mentaton. With a preliminary discourse by Geo 
Sale. ITlce, cloth, (1.00. For sale at this office.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Till» work 1» one ot tlw Library ot Liberal Claiafci. 
Ho author wa, better qualified to write au Impartial 
audboueot Iftp oi Mahomet than Godlrey Higgle», 
aud this volume 1» intensely Interesting. It should be 
read In conjupctlon with Gibbon’« work. For aale at 
this office. Price, 25 cent». .

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Embracing SpIrfluallBm, past aud present. By J. 

M.Peeblea, M. D. An encyclopedia of Interesting and Instructive Incts. Price ,2.00. 1

7 HE DIAKKA.
"THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J. ly Victims, by tbo Seer, A. J. Dari», U a very in

teresting and suggestive work. It 1» an explanation o< 
much that Is false ahd repulsive In Spiritualism, em 
bodylnga most important recent interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Bummer-Land, Pricf 
50 cent*. For mJ» at this offic*

~THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven aud Hell. By 
MosR8 Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
he&vensandhellBbelioved tn by Spiritualists. Frlce. 
lOcenta. For sale at this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Sartor, 
»grand and noble man. Price »1.00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By ClurlM Dawbarn. Price lOccnU,

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

history of Atbarael, Chief Priest of a Band of Ah 
Aryans. This pamphlet, contain!»#Upages, was w^li- 
ten through tho mediumship of U. G. Ftgley, and iilb 
tensely interesting. Price 80 MBtL For «ale at tWf 
tfUce.

Ingersoll’s Great Address
On Thomas Paine, at the Uto Paine celebration tn 
NewYorkClty. Price,.6cents; tencopleaforSOcenU.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You 

will not become weary while reading this excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil 
.ByHenry Frank, the independent preacher of New 

York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of HU Satanic Majesty ever 
published. The book contains 66 pages, and la beau
tifully bound, with likeness of author on title page. 
Price 23 cents. '

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of tho Prophtetes, etc. 

Ulus.edition. Post 8vo., 432 pages. Cloth, 1.03 

IOTERVIEWS~ WITH SPIRITS. 
By Carrie E. 8. Twins, medium. Fries 50 seat».
“HO W'TO’MESM ER1ZE?

By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of the most successful 
ircsmerlsts In America. Ancient and modem mira
cles explained by mesmerism. An invaluable work. 
Price, paper, 50 cents.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirita Influence mortal». By IL Famday. P. 23. Frittili cesti S

. 1 ■ —'I. I — ■ ■
HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION

Just the book for those seeking InformatloB con
cerning that most damnable institution known In 
history—the Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become aooutlDted with ¿he 
facta so succinctly stated tn this valuable record. It 
shows the methods used by the Romish church to ex
terminate those who reject its beliefs and claims. 
For rale at thia office. Price 25 cents.

To the Editor:—Again I find my
self seated at my table to give you 
some of my experiences with the de
parted, thinking they might be in
teresting and helpful to your many 
readers, especially to those who have 
recently come into this belief. My 
livother had told me to sit- in “the 
silence" often, and I did so, giving as 
much time to- it as possible, for I

it, and said: “If you knew how much 
good it would do my dear old father, 
you would not say nay.” .

I said to him: “Give me .time to 
think it over.” lie turned away look
ing very sad, aud became invisible 
to me. .
' AN IMPRESSIVE VISION.

I sat very still for a wew moments, 
thinking what I should'' do. I had 
promised to send the message. It 
was a comforting one, and no doubt 
would bring joy to those bereaved and 
Borrowing ones, I called to mind the 
sad face of the spirit, and it made me 
feel verj’ uncomfortable/ While thus 
musiug a vision come to me that will 
never fade from my memory. The 
heavens seemed to open, and far awaj', 
seemingly, I saw Angelo, lying still

found I was now going to school, and aud white, in a blue silken hammock, 
a most wonderful school it was, and,I in a rose-colored room, quite alone, 
wished to progress as fast as I could,. The walls of the room seeined more 
and must therefore keep en rapport like the atmosphere—I canpot de- 
with toy teachers. I had many mes- scribe it to you, but it was so restful.

........ " ' ' ’ , Soon there entered,’> or glided

have reference Is your State organizer, 
Mrs.- Elizabeth .Sloper. His words 
brought down ■. the house, and Mrs. 
Slope? was called upon to say some
thing, In a few apt words she ex
plained a severe cold prevented her 
from making a suitable reply, but the 
moment was one of tlie happiest of her 
busy life, and that she felt amply repaid 
for her arduous labors of the past few 
days. This ended the literary part of 
the program, and the remainder of the 
evening was spent-in dancing. Then 
handshaking and congratulations were 
in order—kind-words and expressions of 
gratitude were legion. Thus ended the 
first spiritual convention in the city by 
the Western sea. Ji. K. D.

his hero ’enters-the presence of the 
Pontiff at ’nightrnnd. is. astonished at 
what he hears ¿x>pr the lips of Leo 
XIII. ,

“Your book ^¡accursed,” exclaims 
the Pope. ■ “Lourdes must not be at
tacked. The dogma must suffer no 
change, and the works of Saint Thomas 
give sufficient answer to science.”

This1 is the ¿fet of the Pontiff's 
reasoning, and the French priest goes 
from the presentetef the successor-of 
Saint Peter out^Irrflly submissive, but 
a . rebel at Iiejrij/, The abbe then 
shakes the dust of- Home" from his 
shoes and returns to Paris in order to 
propagate ideas of which we shall hear 
in the next link of the trilogy.

LIFE WORK 
. --OF-'

CORA L V. RICHMOND.It Is Coming to the Front 
Grandly.

To the Editor:—May 24th was a red 
letter day to the California Spiritualists, 
for that date marked not only the begin
ning of the three days' convention, but 
also the liberality and kind courtesy of 
Lhe-great San Francisco dailies. Golden 
Gate Bail, in which the convention was 
held, has a seating capacity of 1,200, 
and this comfortable and commodious 
building was inadequate to meet the de- 
domands of the crowds who thronged 
each session.

All the societies in the State entered 
head and eonl into this movement, and 
the harmony that prevailed during the 
vast assemblage, exemplified the old ad
age, “In Union there is strength.” Not 
a dissenting voice was heard; all set to 
work to make the convention a success, 
and every Spiritualist can now point- 
with pride to the epoch in the annals of 
modern Spiritualism,. when the public 
respect was commanded, to the days 
when the press sent able and fair rep
resentatives to chronicle the efforts of 
our philosophical religton.

This event will ever be remembered 
by the believers of the cause in the Gold
en State as the year of years.

The .stage was most artistically deco
rated with lilies, roses and»ferns, with 
light silk draperies for a background. 
Every seat in the vast auditorium was 
occupied. When the programme opened 
with a selection—"Barrett’s March,” 
composed and dedicated by Richard B. 
Young, and exquisitely rendered by his 
orchestra. Mrs. Julia Schlesinger deliv
ered an eloquent and sincere address of 
welcome.

She concluded her address midst en
thusiastic applause, after which an able, 
paper, ^‘Restoration of. Religion .. and 
philosophy, "by Joseph Bodes Buchanan, 
of San Jose, was read by .C.H. Wads
worth. At the afternoon session Mr. 
William Emmett Coleman delivered a 
ringing address upon “The Value of 
Spiritualism to the World,” followed by 
remarks from the vice-president W. L, 
Jones, on the necessity of protection for 
mediums. Mrs. Addie L. Ballou dis
coursed on “Spiritualism, Its Benefits to 
Women, Home and Government,” and 
claimed that Spiritualism had done much 
to elevate woman, giving her perfect 
freedom of thonght and action.

Mrs. Jennie Reed, of Hanford, a dea
con in thé Unitarian church, was the 
last-speaker of .the afternoon sessions.

Thé evening session filled the cüp of 
spiritual joy to overflowing from our re
ligious standpoint, and was a fitting 
finale to the day's pleasure,

J. Clegg Wright lectured upon, “The 
Philosophy of Spiritualism,” and well 
sustained his reputation as a public 
speaker.

Prof. Chas. Dawbarn, who has consid
erable local fame, gave a concise and 
interesting address on the “Science of 
Spiritualism.”

President Barrett was the last speaker 
of the evening, and was greeted with an 
oyation when he arose to discuss “Spir
itualism as a Religion.” .

The morning and afternoon sessions 
of Monday and Tuesday were chiefly de
voted to organization, and President 
Barret made an excellent plea for the 
latter on Monday forenoon, but his re
marks were not entirely confined to the 
subject; he briefly stated that, the ne
cessities of organization were not only 
to protect ourselves, but at the same 
time to protect the public investigators 
from the charlatan element, and the 
persecution men are now undergoing In 
many States of the Union for their be
liefs.

At the conclusion of the president’s ad
dress, which was greeted with loud ap
plause, J. J. Morse, the official lecturer 
of the Psychical Research Society, was 
introduced and spoke of the affairs of 
Spiritualism In Great Britain. He 
spoke feelingly of the Spiritualistic pe
riodical for children, the Lyceum Ban
ner, of which he is the editor, and which 
he said was the only paper of the kind 
in the world.

At the opening of the evening session 
Mrs. J. J. Whitney stepped forward and 
presented Mrs. Elizabeth Sloper a testi
monial from the mediums of San Fran
cisco • in recognition of her efforts to 
bring together in a convention the 
Spiritualists of the State. The token 
was in the form of a Maltese Cross, 
with a sunflower graven ih the Center, 
mounted as a medal and appropriately 
engraved. Mrs. Sloper responded -to 
the presentation address in a manner 
that indicated her deep appreciation.

Next followed the principal feature of 
thé evening, the demonstration of. the 
phenomena by the two leading mediums 
of the United States, Mrs. J. J. Whit
ney of San Francisco, and John Slater, 
of Brooklyn. Mr. Slater came first on 
the programme, and was greeted with 
rapturous applause by the audience to 
whom he is so well known.

Mrs. J. J. Whitney, the renowned me
dium,. was then introduced and as she 
advanced toward the front of the stage 
in a dignified manner the audience ap
plauded with boisterous enthusiasm. 
Mtb. Whitney possesses a rare stage 
presence, and in an unóstentatious man
ner waited until the applause (which 
continued some little time) had sub
sided. She then with a powerful voice 
and well-articulated words that .could 
be distinctly heard throughout the 
large auditorium, requested the audi
ence to refrain from applause during 
the time she was under control, claim
ing that frequent, outbursts disturbed 
the conditions and that better results 
would be obtained where peace reigned..

The convention resulted in the organ
izing of the California State Spiritualist 
Association^ After much deliberation 
the committee returned With thé names 
of those to be elected for the coming 
year: The names were as follows: Pres- 
dent, C. H. Wadsworth, San Francisco; 
vice-president, W. D. J. Hambley., San- 
Jose; secretary, Mrs. Julia Schlesinger, 
San Francisco; treasurer, William M. 
Rider, San Francisco. Directors, Mrs. 
Elizabeth Sloper, San Francisco; Mr. S. 
D. Dye, Los Angeles; Mr. George Rog
ers, San Diego; Frank H. Parker, Santa 
Crùz;- Mrs. Cowell, Oakland. On vote 
these-were chosen to be officers'.for the 
term. Mrs. Julia Schlesinger was 
elected State historian; Mrs. E. Sloper, 
State organizer. A rising vote of 
thanks («.President Barrett was taken 
for his kindness and good counsel.

À reception given on Tuesday even
to Mr. Barrett was a brilliant and. Sue- 
cessful event. At the' conclusion.of 
the progt'àm Prosjdent Barrett was in
vited to cóme upoh.the platform. He 
did so, and' had scarcely complied with 
the request when a little child, arrayed 
in white garments, a veritable angel in 
appearance,:advanced, extending.to him 
a small package; saying: “Brother Bari 
fotti Accept this tqkCii of esteem from 
your mdny new-found friends, and may 
•your pathway be as bright find golden as 
its contents.1'- •

The président of the National Asso
ciation, though' somówhat bewildered 
by this .'.practical' Appreciation:-($100 in 

1 Void forche N?S-. A.), heartily thanked 
pis fripnds, but said the real person-to 
whom should be. due the gratitude of 
you all is noti, but it is one who has 
labored far more faithfully and disin
terestedly than myself for thè success of 
this convention, and how her. efforts 
havebeen rewarded the fesiilts we have 
attained show, The person to whom I

The passing away, on May 80, 189G, 
of this remarkable man, and in some 
respects strangely contradictory char
acter, has been the theme of many 
newspaper commentaries. For more 
than a quarter of a century I have 
been intimately acquainted with Mr, 
Pomeroy. His nature was a complex 
one, but a more.. generous lover of 
humanity I have never met, and, 
taking him as.a whole, we shall not 
soon look upon his- like again. For 
many years Mr. Pomeroy has been a 
confirmed Spiritualist. His enquiring 
mind, assisted by severe legal train
ing, enabled him to sift testimony in 
an unbiased manner. His outspoken 
manner bf thbught, verbally and write 
ten, lias subjected him to much un
favorable and : unjust criticisms, but 
iu all matters where impartial justice 
was concerned. Brick Pomeroy’s heart 
was invariably found to be in the right 
pliice. Generous and benevolent to a 
fault, possessing great talent for the 
accumulation of money, he. made it 
iis servant instead of his master, and 

constantly used it for the benefit of 
the unfortunate. “Thine for the 
right,” was his life motto, and he 
rarely wrote a letter to friend or foe 
that did not.end with this grand sen
timent. and those who knew him best 
arid were most intimate with his 
strange “ups and doWris” in life will 
cheerfully endorse the poet Heine’s 
touching tribute to a similar nature:

“His heart was like the ocean:
It hod storm and ebb and flow; 
An<J many a pearl was hidden 
In its silent depths below.”

His almost innumerable writings 
upon various subjects connected witli 
the tipbuilding of humanity, aside 
from his political essays, will always 
form an interesting episode in Ameri
can literature. That Brick Pomeroy 
had warm friends and bitter enemies, 
like most men of decided individuality, 
all will admit, but that he left the 
world better than ho found it for his 
having passed through it, few, I think, 
will attempt to deny. His nature was 
not of the despondent kind, but buoy
ant and hopeful. So many unkind 
criticisms constantly reached him, that 
it is a wonder he retained his faith in 
humanity, and strange as it may 
seem, some of his most bitter enemies 
were those whom he had bountifully 
aided with heart and purse. “In
gratitude,” said he tome one day, “is 
a word not necessary to put in the- 
dictionaries, as it is to be found every
where.” His constant benevolence was 
so well known that he was almost 
daily besieged for assistance of some 
kind. Few men in this world have, 
been so much maligned and misunder
stood. During our long acquaintance 
I never remember of hearing him 
speak an unkind word of any human 
being. If he had anything to say 
about a public man, it was always said 
in a public manner. It was impos
sible, apparently, for him to descend 
to the ordinary methods assumed by 
little minds in criticising their kind. 
Accompanied by noble thoughts, he 
never seemed alone. “Be just and 
fear not,” was ever uppermost in his 
mind, and he took very little trouble 
to silence envious tongues, especially 
when directed against himself, and 
when the final summ.ons came, he was 
sustained and soothed by an unfalter
ing trust, as the following beautiful 
remark to an attache of the New York 
Herald a few days before his depart
ure abundantly proves. “Death,” said 
he, “is only a beautiful change, an 
outbudding of a larger life, with 
greater opportunities for work and 
knowledge. I view it just as a young 
man who comes from the country to 
the city. A vaster field opens up be
fore him; death is but the continuance 
of life. ”
. Mr. Pomeroy, leaves • a charming 
family, a wife, one son and three 
daughters.. Mrs. Pomeroy, like her 
husband, is full ^f.noble impulses, 
doing good whenever and wherever 
opportunity offers. She has the 
sympathy of thousands of the best 
and most cultured people in the coun
try, and while her cross is hard to 
bear, we can but wish that she may 
fully realize that “to die is to gain. ”

’ J. Jay Watson.
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THE 8T, LOUIS CVOLONE—WHY HAS IT 
NOT BEEN UTILIZED-EBE THIS?

■ ■ ; ' 5 •: . ' ■ ? ’
According to Christian ministers of 

the Taimagian school, such disasters 
as the Chicago fire, the Johnstown 
flood, and like calamities, have been 
characterized as the “providences of 
God” visited- upon' the wicked, I 
have been looking for a like expres
sion from the pulpit in regard to the 
recent terrible cyclone which visited 
St Lbufs, but have failed to find any 
such reference to it. ? .
' I presume the f^on for such failure 
is the rather perplexing-fact that God’s 
own cliui'ches sufferdd equally with .the 
property of the godless in the great 
work of destruction, and that: the. 
Christian accompanied the sinner 
down to ruin and death.

The-Associated7 Press reports that 
damage to church property was par- 
ticqlerly severe in the St Louis dis
aster,, and gives ; the estimated losses 
to churches as follows: .
St John Nepoumuka...... .$60,000

■’63H5É.
atr.'fff.-dçrito:«'1
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from .other people’s friends, a good 
deal as you would send letters through 
the postoffice to any you desired to 
reach. •

A REMARKABLE MESSAGE.
' One of the most remarkable mes
sages that came to me in those daj’s 
ivm a letter to Dr. Brittan, of New 
York, from his son Angelo Brittan. 
Remember I was living a very quiet 
life then, having many family cares, 
and the attention to my daily house
hold duties kept me closely at home, 
therefore I was not mixed up with the 
.great world outside but very little.

A friend who became interested in 
ïne loaned me Dr. Brittan's book, • 
“‘Mau and His Relations,” in which I 

। became intensely interested, and 
^through it I came in touch with the 
' mental and, moral power of that great 

: soul, and often when tired from over
work would, while resting, hold it in 
my bauds and sense ri subtile force 
coming from it to me. I have learned 
since then what that power or force is, 
and often surround myself with books 
and perioclicals^which I have not time 
to read in ; any other way only as I 
absorb the vibrations that come from 
them, and thus I become more or less 
acquainted with' their author’s 
.thoughts. That may seem strange to 
you, my friends, but it is nevertheless 
true. “There are more things in the 
heavens and the earth than ye have 
dreamed of, Horatio.” I have found 
it so at least. -
’ SPIRIT HAND.

In regard to. the message sent to Dr. 
Brittan, I will say that I knew noth- 
iing of him or his family, onlj' that he 
was a writer and lecturer; but one day 
while about my work I felt a spirit 
hand take me by the arm as if to lead 
me, and I passively followed to my 
tablé where I kept my writing ma

, jterial. I sat down, picked up my 
pencil and began writing a com
munication from a son to his father, 
commencing this way:

r ' “My Dear Old Father:—I come 
; to bring the glad tidings that the one 
; the world called dead still lives to 
■bring back thé messa^b to my dear 

■ father and sisters, that I am wonder
fully aliye, and can sense the sad 
hearts that are grieving for me. I 
speak more especially of my dear sis
ters, for, father, I know you realize 
that I am still with you, and will con
tinue: to be. My dear mother’s face 
was the first that lookëd out of Par
adise upon me as I closed my eyes to 
earthly scenes, and Brother Sammy 
came too, with joyful, beaming face, 
born of a Jove unknown on earth. Ohl 
father, what a great truth tins is. I 

. came to this sensitive because she 
'•¿knew not of our family, and I knew 
*you would appreciate my effort in thus 

¿coming. I should like to have re
. inained longer with you all, but I 

- know now it was all right that I came: 
here and am satisfied. ” "

■ ‘ I will not give more of the message, 
; as it was of a private nature, but the 

‘ beautifûl' and holy influence he 
. brought to me can never be effaced-

The loyal and tender devotion of 
son and brother to his family was like 
the dew that sinks into the flower to 
nourish it, refreshing and' invigorating 

■ it,- and the communication was filled 
with just such love and sympathy 

-running through it like a golden 
Chain, linking them to him more 

' closely than could be in earth life; it 
■ : was' poetic and real.

After : the letter was finished he 
' stood-beside me, and then and there 

■:;hisjfi;holé;life..came before me, from 
cradle to grave. I knew all the grand 

? possibilities that were .his; his fine 
; . spiritual perceptions; his keen ana

lytical mind;5the sensitive organism, 
' and the great lovelie had for his own.

I was able to recognize all this so 
easily, and .quickly; ' -,

I wrote it all' down. After I had 
finished I wanted to-know who he was 
and: asked for liis name, He said he

through one side of the room, a glo
rious, radiant woman, crowned With 
the light of the stars. Her raiment 
was like woven gold. Angelo did not 
open his eyes, although he knew she 
had come. She glided up to him and 
began making passes over him, and 
he began to breathe in the vitalizing 
ethereal force she was throwing upon 
him. I knew it was life and health 
to him,. I could sense it myself—a 
wonderful love and peace she brought 
to him, for he felt so much stronger. 
She then quietly left him without ut
tering a word.

HlS ANGEL MOTHER.
Now, through some subtile law, I 

knew she was his mother, the aingel 
he first met after saying good-by to 
earthly friends. How comforting to 
know some of our friends will be with 
us when that final hour comes to lay 
off these crude bodies for something 
better, if we have earned it. What a 
glorified soul she was. .

I had the pleasure, a year after this 
message was given, while - at Dr. 
Brittan’s house, of turning through 
their family album, and showing them 
Angelo's and the mother’s pictures, 
which was very convincing to them 
that I had actually seen them. But I 
am wandering. '

I deliberated some two weeks, and 
tried to find out particulars through 
some of the old Spiritualists in Wor
cester, Mass., for my home was there 
at that time; but it was not for me-to 
know, for those I asked and read the 
message to knew nothing about Dr. 
Brittan’s family, but all said to me, 
“Send it.” I felt more and more in
clined each .day to send it, and I 
finally did so, and when I mailed it a 
voice from out the atmosphere spoke 
and said: “You will soon hear from 
it,” and I did in about two weeks.

Dr. Brittau came from. New York 
to see me at my home. How glad I 
was to meet him. He seemed just as 
glad to see me, and said: “I never 
had a message do me so much good, 
and had you known my son from his 
cradle to his grave you could not have 
read his character better; it was per
fect; it was all true.” He remained 
about two hours, and we had a lovely 
visit with Angelo and his spirit 
friends. Mary Harris came and talked 
to him as of old. He wanted me to 
let them come and write to him when 
convenient. I promised him I would, 
and how true those prophecies have 
come his present wife, if still living, 
will verify.

Many years have rolled away since 
this message came to me. Dr. Brittan 
was called home between f two and 
three years afterward., What a grand 
reunion that must have been, for he 
was a great soul and had done a good 
work for the cause of truth. He was 
a clear seer, a scientific reasoner, a 
keen, concise and brilliant writer. He 
did not finish his work, but presume 
he. has demonstrated his. mental 
force upon many spiritual sensitives 
vjiierever and whenever he could find 
them, whether on heathen or on 
Christian ground. I wish we had 
more' like him, and I hope he Will be 
inclined to throw upon my brain many 
of the truths he has learned of on the 
other side. ! /

1 know beyond a dbubt there is 
communion between the two 
worlds, and that the world of spirits 
is populous. It is constantly being 
augmented and peopled by a great 
multitude that no man 'can number. 
It is a tangible world. It was not 
peopled with ghosts and specters’ 
shadows and outlines of beings, but 
with persons, palpable to the appre
hension; ita companionships are real, 
veritable; its loves are distinct; its life 
intelligent. Death will not level and 
annul those countless differences of
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worth of churchjiipperty destroyed by 
the God to whom sjich property was 
dedicated. Noridoes he seem to have 
been-' any respedtei*  of creeds or re
ligion in the geijpral sweep of de
struction which-Jie< caused. All suf
fered alike. Dirtholie and Protestant 
churches went do’wi together. '

I would like. Brother Talmage 
or same other oiihcdox interpreter of 
this calamity reconcile the fact of so 
much destruction of valuable church 
property with the theory of the visita
tion of an “angry God.” •

H. V. SWERINGEN.

would; give Jne .his :name, but he 
"wanted, me .to first promise to send 
. it to his father.’ Without -«topping 
to think I , told him l iquid. He 
then told’ me;-his name was Angelo 
Brfrtan. te .

“Ah!” said'I, “Dr. Brittan’s son?"< 
’ ' '^“Yes." ' ‘ '

. j said: “t will never send it.’’
i ’My response .vt’as just.like’.an arrow 
f piercing him.,1.1 saw how'" I had 

i wounded liiin. The reason I did not 
i-riwish to send' it was; I knew Dr. Brit

tan had' opportunities to interview all 
■|^e great-psychics, of the country, and 
I felt timidly’ about sending-it, imd 
told Angelo’that was the reason, and 
¿aidto him: “There are awful lies tor 
tronderful truths. in that: message.” 
Ho responded qdicld.vi “It is all.true; 
have<no fears.” I felt in iny soul it 
^¿;tnie,:bu^:like Thdlnas of .old, I 

; m? to. pend

mind and heart which make us’ in
dividual here ; each intellect jvill keep 
its natural bias, and-eternity, will bring 
to each a fresh start. •/ ■ ,

Somewhere down.wefuture*  we 
shall meet what we most ■ Ipnged/for- 
here, but which- we missedrin/this 
present life; and what.xL prhy - for 
purely, the answer being -impossible 
in this: life,: >yuil .'then.aiid therq be 
given'me, and l shall, have it eternally. 

- :i Mbs; M/A. Rekd..

■ HarriotA. .SpihnoypM. D.fafid Frank. 
8. Sove reenr.M. D.; - we Win'arried: Mon
day, June. 1st, in Reed City, Mich. Atr 
home;-Evart,',Mich. , .'a'. . ...

. __ :'.f ;■. . -.<■ - ..

In Sicily, it is devoutly believed that a 
scorpion inclosed in a-oottle, dr'in some 
situation from’which it cannot escape, 
will sting itself to death. ' . ’

The beaver hunters of the early days 
of this country believed that the sever
ity of the coming winter would be indi-. 
ctited by., the, thickness pfj.the beaver, 
huts. ;• ,. ,< . 1' .a' '"i f

Qurhumanftywereapoorthingbutfor 
ttibfliyihity. th»« tiro jritirin us^Bacon.

The Curse of the Pope. .
M. Zola's second book of his trilogy, 

“Rome,” will' be published in a few 
days. That portion which has already 
been published serially has been dis
appointing, but the. latter portion of 
the work is sufficiently Zolaesque to. 
suit his fondest admirers. . The book 
is like his “Lourdes,” a blow aimed, 
at Roman Catholicism, if not at Chris
tianity. It contains a number of, 
closely-written chapters pin religion- 
and socialism. ' He sends his hero, a 
French priest, to Rome to.seek an”,in’: 
terview with the present . Pontiff? 
Enormous difficulties are' thrown in 
his way. fie is passed on from pre
late to prelate? He^finds the Vatican 
a hotbed of intrigue, jealousy, arid 
$pite. ~ He has glimpses of. terrible'' 
greed ’ -for ’ domination ■ peculiar,: to 
chfiiwninptt - of yextensive' power, of? 
pitopaganda of appatehtly obscure b ut 
potent' influence, ;bf'fiadreid’Angelisj*  
;tlie'D6niimem, an'dtof;the..'overwhelmi- 
'ing' preponderance of Jesuits? Finally- 

FITSCURED
■ (JVom V. & JournalMedicine.) ■

Prof.W.n.Pcekc,whomiikesaBpccIaltyotEpnepiy; 
haswIthoutdonbttreatcdandcnredmoroca«esUiM> : 
tinyilrlngPhysician:hi3sntce»als'astpp^blng. Wo ' 
havahcardofcMcaorllOrcara’Btandlngcriicdbyhlm. 
nopnblIshcanvaliiablcWorkOTithl»dl»ea»awhIchh«, 
«nd» with a large bo Woof hl» absolute cut«, tree to ', 

-anyrcffererwhomaj»endtheltP,O,aDdlxpreeaa4. 
Aeta.. WoodflnasyonovHAatMioto^dHO^ -1

Some Hints About «Chela/’ 
“Adept” and “Mahatma.”

To the Ebnon:—No doubt by this 
time you have learned much about 
theosophical doings in- this town, It 
is fun for the Spiritualists here and a 
world of good done by the premature 
birth of a great scheme,. They were 
inflating a. wonderful balloon, to be 
floated one year from the veiled oc
casion. , •

The fellow-clairvoyants of mediums 
of the great ‘iT’’ for the past ten or 
twelve years are in a panic and refuse 
to be called by their old names, as 
they have adopted Chela, .^dept, and 
some go so far as to- call themselves 
Mahatmas. In the^ future, when you 
speak of New York psychics, please 
use the latter name or you will get in 
trouble. I mention this that the cir
culation oi The Progressive Thinker 
may not diminish, but rather increase, 
as you keep pace with the new de
velopments. The trustees of the 
First Society of Spiritualists of this 
town should call- a meeting and in 
some way arrange the names to the 
proper psychic standard of the work
ers. In haste one would say Chelii 
Merritt, Chela Tower, Chela Free, etc.; 
Adept Franks, Adept. Hough, etc.; 
Mahatma Barnes, Mahatma Scott, 
Mahatma Lee, Mahatma Gray, etc. 
There may be ‘trouble about .this ar
rangement of . prefixes, but I assure 
them it" will be properly arranged when 
the trustees have time to act upon the 
important question.. 

.. You ought, to \see the people who 
desire to: have their-fortunes told, 
standing in frontfoL'the above-named 
persons’ fesideti^.^thifhe New York 
Herald and Trihunq-t.in their hands, 
that they . inayriVmake no mistake 
in the use bf Vitlie 'hew words or 
.terins.. A mini&^ only yesterday, 
from Chicago, equid .not get the word 

.■ < ‘Chela" pronouttced' correctly,1 and he 
got nd repbrt'frdm Thibet.

X? 7i‘CnKLA
; New York City!:iiv • " -
- - - - . 1. — ■ ii ■ -■ ; , - .

Annopfic^meiits.: ,
,To the Ebif®:^jAilpw me to an- 

nOuhce through.iy.our,:. valuable paper 
tbatowing.to.'.thQj-Btytegency in money; 

dnat£efs,*-and  ;6thei,,iicauses/.the Kansas. 
;ajicl?:MiteO!Ui'J:>VBlipy.- Spiritualist and 
Liberal: Association ■ have decided?: to 
abandon holding their proposed.camp- 
■iheeting at: Bonner^Springs-this season. 
The.Asspciatipnregrqts very niu'ch-that 
,the circumstances; are such; that it has 
become necessary Uj' abandon the hold
ing, the cam^meetihg the coming sum
mer> but they hopeand expectfqbe able 
to locate a permanent camp ¿found the 
coming year arid hold a camp-meeting. 
. There will bo a. Spiritualist campy 
meeting at East .Fairmount, 'Leaven^- 
worth county, Kansas. about the first of 
September. ■ which .will continue abpiit 
ten days. It iddesifqd that allyvho dan 
should attend the meeting. Announce
ment of the,>time,: ptc., will.be made 
.later. . ? . .O.,G. Richards, ;
1 G. -. .^ecrp.tary pl Conunittee.

Hiflio-Morrow of Ueatn.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER;

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
- BY S. R. CROCKEE. - 

------------- V .
A VERY FASCINATING WORK. .

. This fine volome might well hkvo been entitled 
Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
In that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize setendflo 
sublecM in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super*  
stltion,” etc., etc., In which he manifests tho mual 
animus of tbo “scientific class." yet be says again: 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “the fact of comnuiulcation 
between superhumaus and die Inhabitants of Earth;” 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
tbo authors’s ideas, but the well-read mftid wLl readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. I be author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price »1.50. For sale « 
thia office.
“GLEAlMipiGS" 

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
br,anlfiiiulryBB to wwher Modero Spirltuallm 

and oihèr Qteat Reforms coinè -irom Ills Satanic 
Majesty a&d 'HlB Subordinates tn tb£ Kingdom of 
Darkness. W pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents, 

i For »le atthis office. ' 'J '

“THE WATSEKA" WONDER.”
. To the student of paycblo phenomena, this pamphlet 
U Intensely Interesting, tit gives detailed, accounts of 
two cases rot Rouble Consciousness,*'  tittatfy Mary 
J^urancy.Vennum,.of ’Watseka, UI., and. Mary,Re/*  
noids. of VeuangO county« ra.ror Mto «t UU offioa, 
FriosU.oetur r.. '

Till» work 1» Oss that every one abould read. Il 
beams throughout with rare geim of thought, prao* 
tlcal aa well as profound. There la sunshine and 
beauty la every aentence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to the author's favorite Bister, Sarah French 
Farr, now paased to Splrlt-ilfe. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Helghu,Ohlot gives an Interesting sketch of ths 
author’s lite.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the IA£e of A. B, Wench. 
William Denton.
Legends cf the Buddha. '
Mohammed, or the Faith and Wars of

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon 
Conflicts of Life. -
The Power end Permanency ofldeas, 
The Unknown. • ■
Probability of a Future Iiifb, 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism pf Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.' . v. '

PRICE. 81,00, POSTPAID. * 
The

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
-A COMP/LAT/OX OF 'THE LEC- 

turcs given by the Spirit Dand through the ma« 
aiumahip of Mrs-NSgdRlenaKltnc. This volume con* • 
stats of. a. series ©f lectures, messages and poems, 
written and.doHvercd in public through the monUl or*  
gtnUm'otMra. Msgdaltna KUne, a trance, clalney- 
jintand inspirational medium. Their tone Is exccUont 
and tbclr spirit good; and even though one may find 
some ideas that differ from those he has held, yet he 
wllifindinnch Co please, benefit and InatrucL The 
reverence with which Jesus it mentioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
abd Christianity arc not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 large pages, and will bo sent 
postpaid for 11.50. For aalo at this offleo. '

NEW THOUGHT.
.Volume!.' Klccly bound In cloth, 57» largo, beautb 

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speaker« andmedlums. The matter all original and 
presenting in unattractive torn tbo highest phase o| 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By Mo&ts Hull, Price 
only Si.50. Forsalo at this office.

Volume H.,’8SS pages,1 bcautlfnlly/printed tntf 
nicely bound. Orleinaimaiter. Six portraits Cloli 
bound. «5 cents. By Mosbs Hulu For. salt, at thU

will.be
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A WEIRD STORY.

Report from Cleveland, O.

«I

Woolley’s Summerland Beach.

Thursday, May 28.
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Tautriadelta Telh of the Un
earthly Marvels He Has 

Seen in Africa.

lacy. So, in determining whether a sci
entific proposition is sound, the wise 
person will learn first if the conditions 
.necessary to correct reasoning have

William T. Stead, the Spiritualist, 
' Believes in Him.

■ A ■ ■ ■
Science and .Philosophy Applied 

to Splint and Matter.

Snakes Made to Appear in 
Fire by African Wiz

ards.

Their Origin and Their Des 
"tiny-

THINGS ETERNAL

All persons eligible and desiring first 
degree should present themselvesutthis 
meeting, as it is the best opportunity 
which will occur this summer to advance

man question published last month is ref
illed to by Alice B. Tweedy, under the 
iltle of Woman and the Ballot. Dr. J.

’’-qt e * ,J z ” F Sr r■?, I V 1 1

THE PROGRESSIVI» THINKER

A real magician, well-dressed, with 
close-cropped hair and waxed mous
tache, ie a. curious figure in the world 
of to-day; There is one, though, in Eng-; 
land, whom Mr. Stead, London,editor of 
the Review of Reviews, and one time

¡V ' 
h '

æ:
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editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, and a I 
firm Spiritualist, believes so strongly' i 
in that be gives him fifteen pages 
of his magazine, Borderland, to recount 
his weird experiences. His name is ( 
Tautriadelta. <

■ Mr. Stead says:. “The writqr of the . 
following extraordinary fragment of , 
autobiography is one of the most re
markable persons I ever met.” . ‘

’ Tautriadelta was a pupil of Lord Lyt
ton, the novelist. He talks of exchang- 
-ing bodies with his occult friends as tho 
rest of us would talk about borrowing . 
(in overcoat. . He describes African : 
rainmakers and the marvelous feats of ; 
the Obeeyahs as facts. !

One thing every rational person must 
remember: It is childish tosuppose that , 
we have learned the half of what it is 1 
possible to know about the laws of na
ture and human life. A century ago 
the clearest-headed people would have 
laughed at the idea of electricity run
ning tram cars. ■

■ Two rain-makers in the village of an 
African king-in what is-now German 
territory, the Hinterland of the Came- 
roons, Tautriadeltfi describes at length. 
This was thirty years ago. There was 
a great drought and all living things 
were dving for rain,

Out of the sky of brass these two men 
■—“one an old man. a stunted but sturdy 
fellow, with bow legs! the other about 
thirty, a magnificent specimen of hu
manity, six feet in height, straight as a 
dart and with the torso of a Greek wrest
ler, but a most villainous face*  at blazing 
noonday drew torrents of rain.
. Three thousand warriors surrounded 
them and failure meant death. Two 
minutes after they finished their incan
tations, while the old man was still 
writhing In an epileptic fit on the 
ground, the clouds suddenly gathered 
and the thunderstorm broke.

“After it was over,” says the writer. 
“I visited the rain-makers, who were 
fortunately allotted the next hut to 
mine. I found that they both spoke 
Boosoo and a little Arabic (which last 
they had picked up from the Arab slave
dealers of the interior), so we got on 
finely.

“By certain means known to all oc
cultists I at once acquired their confi
dence, and they agreed to show me what 
they could do; There was afire on the 
ground in the centre of the but, and we 
Seated ourselves around it, at the three 
angles of an imaginary triangle.

“Throwing some dried herbs and min
eral powders (all of which I carefully ex
amined and identified) into the fire, 
they commenced singing and rooking 
themselves backward and forward.

A MYSTIC SNAKE-DANCE.
“This continued, for a few minutes, 

when, all rising to our feet but keeping 
the same relative positions, the old man 
began making a series of motions, like 
mesmeric passes, over the fire. Almost 
instantly the- fire seemed alive with 

. snakes, which crawled out oi the fire in 
scores, and in which I recognized the 
most deadly serpent on the face of the 
earth, the. African tic-polonga. These 
brutes raced madly round and round 
the fire, some endeavoring to stand on 
their tails, hissing loudly all the time, 
until it absolutely produced the effect 
Xin the spectator of a weird dance of ser
pents. On, the utterance of one Arabic 
monosyllabic word, the polongas hurled 
themselves into the fire and disap
peared. .

■ . “The younger man, who had hitherto 
taken no active part, then opened his 
mouth wide and a snake’s head popped 
out; he seized hold of it. by the neck 
and pulled out of his throat a tic-polonga 
between two and three feet long and 
threw it also in the fire. I said: ‘Do it 
again,’ and he repeated the feat several 
times.

“It must be remembered that both 
men were entirely naked at this time, 
excepting fortheir feather head-dresses, 
so no clever jugglery or sleight-of-hand 

. was possible.
LEVITATION EXTRAORDINARY.

“The next thing was that the old man 
lay down on tho floor and told us to take 
him by the head and the heels and raise 
him up. This we did to the height of 
about three feet from the floor, he hav- 

. ing made himself perfectly rigid. We 
held him there for a moment, and then 
he softly ‘floated’ out of our handsand- 
sailed right around the hut, I following 
him closely. He then approached the 
wall; feet first, and fairly floated through 
It into the outside darkness. I immedi- 
fttely felt of the spot where he had gone 
through, expecting to find a hole; but 
bo, all was as solid as stout beams of tim
ber and afoot of sun-baked clay could 
make it. I rushed outside to look for 
him, and even ran around the hut, but, 
what with the dark night and the heavy 
rain,'I could see nothing of him. Sol 
returned, wet to the skin. The other 
man sat by the fire-alone, singing.

“In a few moments the old man came 
Boating in again and sat down at his 
point of the triangle. But I noticed that 
the feathers in his- head-dress were 
dripping wet and .that his black skin 
fairly glistened with rain. '

EVOCATION OF THE DEAD.
“The last incident was to be an evo

cation. Other substances and odorifen 
ous gums being throwd into the fire, we 
stood In solemn silence, although I could 
see by the continuous rapid movements 
of the old man’s lips that he was silently 
repeating the necessary formula, After 
a long tune, that seemed an hour, the 
figure ■ of a venerable - old man slowly 
arose in the centre of the five, ‘in puri- 
bus naturallbus.’ He was evidently an 
Englishman (having, I noticed, a long 
purple cicatrix on his back), but I could 
not get a single word out-of him, al
though I tried several times. The old 
rain-maker shook like a leaf and was 
evidently almost frightened out of his 
wits. He could only gasp and stare at 
the Englishman. • At last he managed 

' |o mumble out: tho two words necessary 
io dismiss him, and as Hooked he was
rone. 2...,

“Neither of the ran^makers seemed« 
to know who he-was, and kept up such 
i rapid gabble to each other for a.long 
[me after lie. had gone that 1 could not 

IirOperly follow them: but a few words 
■athored here and there showed ma • 
hat they -were thoroughly terrified, 
’he Englishman was not af.’all what 
hey had expected to sea. What they 

looked for was a black. .
FIRST CIANTIFIED, THEN DWARFED.
“I could got neither sente nor reason 

put of them any mono that night, so left 
Ihom-enrl went to my own hut for a good 
lieop. When 1 visited them the next

evening, just after sunset, they were 
quite willing to resume th$ seance. This 
time we formed an Isosceles triangle, in
stead of an equilateral, I occupying the 
apex, They were very particular on 
both occasions In getting the exact dis
tance they required, • ; .

“I sat, therefore, at the apex and tljey 
stood gt the other two angles. Then t$ie 
old man began reciting in a loud voice, 
the other occasionally joining In at reg
ular rhythmic intervals. Presently, as 
I looked, I saw the old man gradually 
growing taller ana taller until ho was । . . . - ■■ ; ,•
evpI With ihnli font tnnwn Thon thov &oats a!,(1 serpents, were represented. AVrC*  IVAvJl ViaCj V J VV V XXivIl vlHwY I Yr i I. II 1. ’ 1. * a . —

both he."an to slowlv shoot nnwards till P et> whlle human lineaments were 
their hoods tnnchod the roof of tho hnf stl11 traceable, the resemblance of these 
nhont nine foot still kooninrr on t,hÀ loathsome objects was utterly horrible UOUlit Ullin luci, Olili liCcDJUU Oil Vila I ___ * _■ » v . v x_ - xi recitation, they . decreased in height ,ie an aw^u' nightmare than
minute by minute, tilt a couple of mani- an,?NÌ!ngeje’ , , , T - .
kins not more than two foot in hoi.rht When I was a boy at school I used toJlillb UUu lilUlc 111 a II VVrU Icuv lu llcllfllV I a n ' i n u a xl -  stood before me. They looked very re- read G«ek. Roman and other mytholo- 
nulsive but hori’iblv irrotesoue Then £le8' “nd wIlen 1 came acr0B8 the trans' 
thev ivLadnallv resumed their natural formation of Circe and descriptions of 
heio-hf- and for the first and float time satyrs, etc., I used to admire the vivid 
of mv ncmiaintanco with them thev imaginations of the ancients, but ever UI luy UGU UUlLllalLUa W1LI1 LllaUl» VllcV 1 s t *x ji > - alboth burst out into a ,mtmine heartv 61nce I witnessed, long years ago, the 
unsonhistieated neal óf lannhfnn awful powers of Obeeyah, I genuinelyunsophisticated pea ol laughtei . believe that those old writers only re

BLOODY KNIFE DANCE. lated what was actually matter of pom-
“But this was only for a moment; for mon knowledge at the time. As to can

tile next was to be a more : serious per- taurs, I don’t know, but as to the former
formance—a reproduction'of one of the existence of satyrs, the transformation r, ■ - . ... =
far-famed mysteries of Baal, when his of Circe, and the petrifying action of been compile a. with. ,i
‘priests danced before his altar and the Medusa's head, I am aS certain aB p Now notice the difference in assump- :
gashed themselves with knives? am of my own existence.” I “2? these two writers: ■

uFor thiH npi’tormanee I had to I ' I Both RSdiitno th&t m&tt6r IB otci'Dlllj ]A Ul 1,1113 ULI 1 UI 11 ill 11U© -• A Utili LU 1 © 1 • , . — . . It • > • -r-r 3 »t» » « . s'
mnvft from mv nnah.inn at 7thf> anpx nf ---------------- but Mr. Hudson assumes that spirit 18111UVQ. 11 UUJ 111V IJUDiUlUU Uib U11C IWcA UI I . ■n-nTTir/A-»YTmvz:»-r TXT! a rnrr I x x Il_i.at.xai 1 .
th a trinno-ÌA «nd xtnnfl nut *nf  thn w»v A PREMONITION OE DEATH, not eternal, but that there are proper- . llltJ VI mil a IQ tUlU bUAu’-l IMIV Ui vu© Way I ** XJWJMIV1UAAV11' VA lfXja.XlL» at A « a 1 r -1 r ;
nvninct. tfip ivnilnf • tliX hnf, Th» two I ties in matter that have created and con-
norfnvmAi’q hno-nn hv sinwiv■ wuiinno*  ~ tlnuetocreate.it. Mr. Sliter assumesround the fire In as wide a circle as the ®* ranE'e ExPerlenc® Of a Sailor that spirit and life are also eternal, and lUUUU lllO Ilie m U3 IV1UC U LUCIO US L14© I ___ • _ -_ _ ii.iif.ai____J- .»»I». ...J..11 __a’„._xQnfiPA umidii npi'mit nniì nvAw nnurand ) TVTio Eoi’fttolil His Own I that by the union of life, spirit and mat- 1 BDUUO WUU1U pei UJ1V. UHU uvei V IJUW U11U I V» “V A. V1VW1U AXIC3 UHU t J _ r •» -, . at.
thnn YAvnivitta nn thAiv nwn AYAS sdrur. ter under conditions favorable to-the
ing a dirge like chant. Presently they demise. . production of organized entities, the en-
quickenea the time, both of their sing'- : IIC Waar''repre- ■
irur find mnvpmnni—diRHnntiniiirur th a "Speaking of sailors’ superstitions, ” senting its ancestral type.
wAlkinff flitnn-AthAP «nd nrfw«RRinir remarked the veteran lighthousekeeper This is certainly in accordance with all 
rnnnd th« HfNa «inwlv hv «ninnine HUa Josh Reeves, of Sea Isle City, "reminds history, and all modern experience, 
ton«—thA f.wn m»»n frniniy in nnnnqltp di- incident that happened half a Neither Darwin nor any of his disciples
rections Round and round thev went century ago off Five Fathom bank ever brought forward the slightest evl- 
AafpaIv ffvrntinff and ' «hnntintr thlightship, in which.a sailor’s prediction, deuce that one species éver evoluted 
sone louder and louder until It ended ba9ed on an omen, resulted fatally to from another, .and I agree with Mr. ■ in a serkR of ear snlittinir shXks the prophet himself. A bright winter Sliter that for jne therT is not much 
Th«n Riiddanlv in aapH num’T hnnd on. morning had caused the orew.of the satisfaction In talklng^about "missing 
nPHFPd a 0-liHftrinir irnifA with whirh lightship to row a short distance away links ’ when the links are all missing.
every time they passed each other— boat in search of codfish, The only way! can account for the
twine in «Roh olrplA-~thAv cfiRhAd th ftiv which are very abundant off the capes rapid growth of'the Darwinian theory VW IV© 111 CUVU Uli VI©— VllUV EUoUUU Ullcll I, ..a a. * • . o 1 . n 1 f I . it .° . .. Ti l t*
naked flesh tn the breast, arms, face in winter time. A few hours' fishing re- Is that people are. as easily gulled by 
and sides suited m a goodly, catch, and a return anything bearing the label of science as

"The «iene now became one of sicken- was made. to the lightship. The fish by. anything having a theological stamp, 
in<r horror—the whirlIfio- black fianrfls were cleaned and the refuse thrown With Mr. Sliter, we have hardly more 
RtrAaminxr with hlnnd*  tla Afir-Rnlittinfr overboard, but a calm sea, with not a than a statement of belief, and we may vJllstoif at confined BDaee^ttefflarlnf breath of air to disturb it, caused the reasonably conclude that wastooabbre- 
eveballs and demoniac exMesfion of r^nse to drift in a, circle around the vlated to be well comprehended except 
thAir fnnA«’ «nd nbnvn all thp } nrrihlA ship*  Toward noon a large flock of by those whose minds have gone over 
smeli of the flowimr neo-ro blrioff seemed Keese came in sight and settled under the ground before. But the leading 
IiIta a tArriflp niah trnnFA nr a «rAnn in the lightship’s Very bows and com- thoughts contained in his belief are at 
Pandemonium I have brettv ’strong fenced to feed. The water fowl be- least thirty years old with me, and with 
nerves but I found the strain on them came very tame and swam, chattering slight changes which I will not now at-
intAnoA ana t wa« tviilv trlAd whpn the amd Hissing, close to the ship’s sides. tempt to point out, I accept it as more
old mail suddenly stopped his gyrations , ;Tosh Crowell, agrlzzled old member rational than what passes as the scien- 
and calmly sat down by the side of the ° ^e crew shook his head ■ and pre- tifio view.
hut as this evlffentlv foretold a sneedv dieted death to someone on board in Not less than twenty-five years agol
ninRA tn fhA hnrrihip BPAnA’> twenty-four hours. He said that when- demonstrated in my own mind that so

ever geese became so tame as to feed called sc'-pce 1b no nearer correct in its 
THE WOUNDS HEALED. I around a vessel's bow or stern, it was an I conclusions coniarjiing the character of 

Tautriadelta then tells how the old unfailing omen of impending death on the earth, the sqn,,the planets and the 
man anointed one of the knives with board. Crowell's companions laughed universe itself,ana the laws that con
some ointment and passed it over the at his fear, but he told them to oide trol all astronoiriié'àl movements, than 
gaping wounds of his companion. The their time. Toward noon a strong gale 1 the account in IJenesis. The new sol- 

.edgesimmediately closed and the blood came out of the northeast and kicked up I enee that is fast 'being evolved and 
was stanched. The young man then a heavy sea. Crowell was on the for- brought tp the front will not deny mat- 
went through the same operation on the ward òr bow watch. Many of the crew I ter or its eternity,! as some metaphysl- 
elder, with the result that when they were in the main cabin below enjoying clans argue, but” it1 •will recognize soul 
presented themselves for examination I a social game of euchre, checkers or and spirit as.co-eterpal with if.
neither had a scar or a scratch. dominoes, when' suddenly they beard Mr, Hudson eays;-.“There arò proper-

“I had seen enough for the time be- the sound of a chain running rapidly ties of matter, Bqch as heat, motion, at- 
ing,” he says, “and was glad to get out through the starboard bow scuppers. I traction, electricity and law." How does 
into the pure air with tne promise to We rushed on deck in dismay, thinking he know matted aB;matter has properties, 
visit them again the next day. I went I the windless gearing had given away, ot heat, motloiip attraction, electricity 
the next evening, but the hut was The sight witnessed will never be for- and law? It'is ianJp,ssumption without 
empty; they had gone away at daybreak gotten. Crowell had been caught in the I proof, and I, for one, doubt its truth, 
—no man knew whither. When I asked relief chain and ground around the rap- The latent possibilities of heat reside in 
the King where they had gone, for,all idly revolving windlass. His death.was coal, but heat-id nóttthere as a property, 
answer he pointed to the "Betting buu. It instantaneous. His omen came true." except as. life ils there. The heat ap- 
was dangerous to persevere and I kaid I —,—,—   I pears as fire separates the carbon from
no more. I never saw them again.” taci? axttv tzixttvktfqiJ' the ashes. Is fire a property of matter?THFRFAI ‘‘SHF" WVJk AMD KLNDMEbS. itisnot proven; it Is certainly not a

c ua ! j a k,.\' s $ property of coal. Heat may be gener-Subò (pronounced Suby), the Obi or Thav Are Aneellc Traits ated and evolved in the mattercon-
Obeeyah woman whom Tautriadelta met iney Are Angenc xraits. tnlned in a human oro-anlam—a irroat. -, * , 3» . ai_ I I v&XUaU XU a UUUlaU UI K<*UXoIU^~a  Kr©UU
in South Africa, according to .the mar -------- rUni nHt but Hi« Avidant thAhAAtkunt
gician 8 account, is a far more wonder GE0EQB ELI0T_How she aided AN a property of the matter, for it ceases as 

HPeesX r age 8 ANXIOUS AMERICAN motheb. soon« lite departs. No one knows mo
rie says. ■ tion is a property of matter. It is true
“Sube stood close on six foot, and was I In traveling recently the writer fs ronnentad with matter, but it ia a 

supposed by the natives to be many hun- chanced upon a typical “Ships That gratuitous assumption to say it is a ma-
dred years of age; erect as a. dart, and I Pass" story that seemed too sweetly I ̂ lal property It might for all we
with a stately walk, she yet looked two human and sympathetic to be allowed to irnow movedminon bv à nower notthousand years old., Her wrinkled, pass into oblivion, says the Detroit Free material. move^upon Dy a power “°1
mummified, gorilla-like face—full of all Press. ' j have never seen it proved to my sat-
miquity, hate and uncleanliness, moral Living in a little Western town sev- that t.haro ran be «neh a thinn-
and physical—-might have existed since eral years ago was a tender-souleu fl« attraction Ahtirelv disconnected;with 
the creation, while her Superb form and mother, whose only son developed at an «fA An;» Rnirit ■Raaausa wa dn not see 
full limbs miffht have lieen those of a early age a beautiful voice and marked nnrhear nnr feel nor small nor tasta woman of twenty-four; ‘Pride in her musical ability. Through the influence ina Xnet, it doJnot provò by 
port and demon in her eye” were her and assistance of friends she whs per- anY means that if is not there.
chief characteristics, wbilo her dress suaded to allow him to go to London for Tt is a fact that HM isnavar recoffnirad 

’ was very simple, consisting of a head- study, where his voice and talent soon by the materiai setl8e8 anywhere. All 
dress made of share’s . teeth, brass won tor him a position among the choir we can perceive in this way are mani-

• bosses, and tails of some species of lynx. I boys in one of the leading cathedrals. fe8tations of life, and we all knbw that 
‘ Across her bosom was a wide scarf or In course of time, however, came a ltis not an uncommon occurrence to 

baldric made of scarlet cloth, on which long Interval, during which the mother have life still remain with the martites- 
were fastened four rows of what ap- heard nothing from her beloved son, tatfnn «n«nAndpd' Tf we keen in- view 
peared like large Roman pearls, of the and in consequence became a prey to *h  At. life 1« never a tangible sub.
size of a large walnut. These apparent the most deadly fear and anxiety. fltftnre it will assist us in our investiaa- 
pearls, however, were actually human Knowing nd one in London to whom she tinnft 1 rm,A materialist savr fnind is Die 
intestines, bleached to a pearly white- could appeal, her mind instinctively I og8pring of matter; the mental meta- 
ness, inflated and constricted at snort turned in this soul stress to the one nhvRioifSi aavr matter is the offsnrinxr 
intervals bo as to make a senes of little great heart in England that for years I £r creation of .mind; common-sense says 
bladders On the top of her head ap- Bad stood to her for all that was most mattor and mind coexist everywhere, 
peared the head of a large spotted ser- noble, strong, fine, womanly a,nd sweet. even in the minerai and always did, and 
pent-^presumably some kind of a boa So in a perfectly simple way she wrote a that they cannot be separated, or one 
constrictor—the cured skin of which letter to George Eliot, stating the de- subordinated to the other There is the 
hung down her back nearly to the ails of the case and giving the last 8amo rea80n {or beUeving that soul 
ground. . known address of her son, addressing {orm8 the cry8tai a8 that ft forms the

A WAND OF HUMAN TEETH. the letter simphr London, Epgiand. humaa ,body. Perhaps Mr. Hudson
“Round her neck she wore a solid I Thl,8 ayt10s9 appeal did not fail topreach WOuld say there Is no evidence that it

brass quoit of some four pounds weight, fts destination, and George Eliot lost no forms either. Well, there is certainly
too small to pass over her head, but P1“6 no evidence that any other power forms

intei nn ninno though she failed to find him at the ad- -uhnr -w Mieti uftu uo uerceptiDie joiuu or piace \ fe} r,. .- 33. « exuuei. .
of union. Heavy bangles on wrists and I ^re3S £iven- She traced him, however, I j might follow Mr. Hudson and show
onirica MAmYnriori nub eninowliof nF tliA I fl'ODl DlftCO «0 DlftCG UDtll 8uO CftW6 UDOU | Vinw VlA ARRUTflAR TUìYtlt, AftAP Tioint ÀRanxies raminaea on© somownau oi me , . r... 3r * n . s 1 zzuw ue uobiuutfc uuzuu uxu©z yvxuu u»
Hindu woman's, but hers were heavier, him, ill and’ forlorn, among entire settled, that have lever passed the stage
and were evidently formed from the stronger®. ana to him her coming of_pUre hypothesis, many of them not
thick brass rods used in the coast trade, seemed indeed like the shadow of a I baving the recommendation of plausl-
and hammered together in situ. Her Sr®at r?ck ja weary bility,toa really critical person,
skirt was eimply a fringe of pendant 'ThehumaheanA sympathetic woman Supp08e waacQeptISrqfessor Tyn- 
tails of some animal—presumably the had the friendless boy taken tanned!- I dajp8 idea, and those of the Darwinian 
mountain lynx—intermingled with goats’ ately to her own home at Chelsea, where school generally, that there is “in mat
tails,- ■ hew^s nursed and cared for until re- ter the6proml4 and p0ten0y of every

“In her hand she carried what seemed stored to health. She, of course, w®te | quality and form of life.” A-stream 
to be the chief instrument of her power, at ??ce /e lsv?j j anxi°tv of his cannot rise higher than its fountain, and 
And what wa in Huron© would call ‘a-» tpothcr, and provided ways and means loffie clearlv savsr as matter is matter <%Uvl ¥V LLCvU it a L*L  LUtALUUv " VtAAvX VUIl*  ** I a 1_ x A TT Ì J A t 1X T- f — *** *.*v*«i  wl ww*  xw rr.r u*
magic wand.’ But this was no wand; it {°1, heLt?.£®n1.? tox, g]?nr .1° v“ t. , V forever, therefore matter cannot evolve 
was simply a. hollow tube about four I hoy. But by the time that the grateful mind; that whaV’we call mind is but a 
inches long, closed at one end and àp-1 mother had made the long voyage, her property of matter,''’manifested through 

’pearing to ne made of a. highly glitter- had’gone to join organized life, oafthe principle andun-
ing kind of half ivory. Closer ìnspec- phe_ qhoir invisible. . _ der the same ,law that thunder ahd
tion, however, showed that ft was some ■ ^he Lewes sons, however, had be- lightning procee'd¡from certainatinos- 
kind of reed about an inch in diameter, | :°onle so Interested in the youth, and pb6ri0 conditions; ^that is, lightning 
and incruBted with human riiolar teeth, were bo. pleased with |her character of never exist« as ioi‘£anized entity, but 
in a splendid state of preservation and the .nJ0.t?.er,8 }®ttera ana t“e.naive} I only as a property, .there fore mind never 
set with the crowuoutward. When not• gJr««t,W!:S i1«3 an.d caiLexist as an entity, 
borne in the righthand this instrument at_?? but only as a property, and at death is ab-
was carried in & side pouch or case, -' l°oK after the boy, and extended to the sorbed into universal matter. That, 
leaving the open end out. unknown American, upon her arrival Hire lightning which appears in fitful-

“Strange to say—this mystery I never 0D foreign shores, every possible kind- nes9 in organized;, clouds, what we call 
could fathom—there was always a faint ness and courtesy, not..theleast of which mjnd appears aqa property of organized 
blue smoke proceeding from the mouth bestowing uponi her’inmemory of I brafate, moves And Snakes a noise for a 
of this tube, like the smoke'of à ciga- P“e experience a beautiful pearl pin little time, and theKbecomea non-exist- 
rette, though it was perfectly cold and pat aa" ior matlX years adorned the enf,( even a8 a p«iperty of that matter, 
apparently omptyf I shall never forget foremost woman Of her time, if not of and never having been an indivldualen- 
the first day on'«which I asked her to a11 times.. " tity, it cannot "Con tihue as one. The
give me a specimen of her powers. I ' —? logic of Mr. Hiidson’s’position is surely
quietly settled .down to enjoy tfie per- . NEW BOOKS. that what we call death i.slndividual an-
formance without-expecting to beXston- < ___ ■ . nihlfetion. ■'
ished, but only amused. I was aston-1 . . „ ', ' , „ .. Ihave not time now; and I do not
ished, though, to find this six feet.of hu-1 • Cosmian Hymn Boofc A collection of think I would begranted space, to-fol- 
inanity, weighing atìeàst eleven stone, 1 original and- selected hymns for liberal 1qW Mr. Hudson in detail, but I would 
standing on my'outstretched hand when I an“ ethical societies, for schools and the like to call attention to his summing up: 
I opened my eyes. I had closed them a home. Compiled by L. K. Washburn. “Motion and heat'are pritaal properties 
moment at her direction.’’: I Prepared to meet a public ^want,. Is of matter.”. Better: Motion and heat

The writer tells how Sube raised her- well-adapted for its purpose. The com- are connected with matter, and mani- 
self to the tap of'Nteliff’600 feet high pllev has made a .very judicious selection fasted through it.
& nd then gently floated down in plain |of hymns and music. The moral senti- “Motion and heat are primal proper
sight. She made a magic mirror of a went- is excellent, and, in fact, the ties of life.” Better: Life produces mo- 
little puddle of water ana «hòwed him | hymns and tunes are choicely culled I tion and heat. -
people in England at placeswhere after- from the gems in the fairest gardens of “Motlop is an Infinite force In nature." 
wards be found they really were on that poesy and music. There are 258 hymns, Better: The cause of motion is an infi

. .............. Indented to all occasions and renuire- rite {» -•
tn broad daylight «be turned a tone mente I “Motion persists in moving." Better:

into ft'terpent, but admitted that she b® needed., Many. ellL wanl it for the .Motion persists In stopping when : the 
could' not change a stono into a coin. - literary exee Hence of its contents..,, oauEQ ol it i» removed. . ' ■ ,
She raised crops of Indian coi n In « few TM price, In neat paper coy er,. is oOc. , “Life persists In living." .Better: The 
minutes, but Tautriadelta noticed that | Sold at this office, ■ ... | cause of life persiste in continuing. ;

the eurs invariably rotted in a few 
hours. ■ . ■ ■ ■

TURNING MEN INTO BEASTS.
“Transformations of another kind, of 

the most hideous character, were the 
feature of the orgies which constitute 
the worship of the demon. During the 
frantic dunces which took place, and 
fiver whicli Subo presided, there was a 
certain amlunt of transformation of the 
faces to the resemblance of certain ani
mate, while the bodies remained human. 
Not all kinds of animals, only apes, To the Editor:—I have read “Am I 

a Spiritualist?”.,by B. F. Sliter, and I 
have also read from “Soul Genesis,” by 
A. S. Hudson, I find these able 
men differ fundamentally in the scien
tific conclusions they have reached as to 
the beginning of life on this planet, and 
also as to the commencement of human 
life. ' • ■

All reasoning, of whatever kind, pro
ceeds from assumptions,' which are 
taken for granted as a philosophical 
base; and if the basic assumption is 
false, or if an error is assumed in the 
process of reasoning, the conclusion 
necessarily involves more or less fal-

“Motion is the essence of life.” Bet
ter: Life is the essence of motion.

“Life is the child of motion.” Better: 
Mptjog is thg child of life.

“Spontaneous motion is the initial 
element in life’s problem." Spontane
ous motion is a motion without a produc
ing causej and while I acknowledge 
those we call scientific people tumble 
into assuming that ridiculous position, 
such a thing is not conceivable. Prove 
all things; there is nothing too sacred 
to be criticised.

Samuel Blodgett.

GRAND SUCCESS IN THAT JURISDIfr 

TION, ,

. Return of the Grand Magea and Grand 
Scribe to Chicago in time to open the 
Chicago Temple on the third Sunday in 
Jyne. .

Notice is hereby given to all whom it 
may concern that the Grand Temple of 
theU. S. will open in the first degree- 
upon the third Sunday in June, the 21st, 
and will work other degrees following 
according to needs. Dates will be an
nounced at that convocation.

rapidly. - '
We are pleased to report that pur 

labors in the Cleveland Temple have 
been rewarded with success. , ,

We have been hard at work' and shall 
be obliged to confer degrees every 
evening nearly, from now on, to get 
through with our work. Numbers of 
cultivated and influential people have 
joined our ranks here.

Although Cleveland is notably a 
"church city” and largely given to in
tolerance, we find that there is a deep 
undercurrent of mystic thought, which 
has not manifested itself publicly.

Looking forward to meeting our dear 
Chicago Mends shortly, weare

Fraternally yours,
Mr. and Mrs, Richmond,

G. M. and G. S. of Jurisdictions.,

The camp opens June 30, and con
tinues through July, four weajrs. Includ
ing five Sundays,- closing July 28.

Locality: Southwest end of Buckeye 
lakes, one-half mile of depot, Millers
port, Fairfield county, Ohio, on Ohio 

; Central lines. Ask for excursion tickets 
to Millersport or Woolley’s Summerland 
Beach. Lowest possible rates will be 
secured on all lines. Fifty cents for 
round-trip tickets from Columbus 
Thursdays and Sundays, including July 
4, on Ohio Central lines.

Hotel and sanitarium will be in tun
ing order this season. The big tent Is 
up and tbe manager of the hotel is on 
the grounds. We expect more medi
ums and a larger attendance than last 
season. Mrs. Twing lectured and gave 
tests to a large and well-pleased audi
ence in the aining-room of the hotel

THE PSYCHOGR^PH ; -on- 
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thti Inttrument la inbata&Utlly tbe eeme aa that 
employed by Frol. Hare In bla early Inveatlgatlona. 
In Ila Improved form IC bu been before tbe public for 
more than seven yeara, and In tbe bauds of thouaanda 
of peraona baa proved Its superiority over the Plsn- 
cbette. and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Us aid. and as a meins or developing mediumship.

Dt> you with to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you iwlsh to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communieatlons?

The, Psychopaph Is, an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

'Formation of Circles and Cultivation

3

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceuitó 

and Societies. "

A Manual of Physical, Intellect» 
ualand Spiritual ultore. ■

COMPILED BY EM fA ROOD 
TUTTLE,

A COLLECTION OFMUSIC AND*  
¿L flongs, Goldea Chain Recitations. Memory'Gemi, M.- 
Choral Responses, Funeral fler ices, Programs for I.; 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Of*  • 
aanlzlng and conducting Lyceums, instructions iM r 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching; Ban« 
tieri, Standards. tbe Baud of Mercy, etc.; a bookmf 'v, 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual OT- .t.-. 
Liberal’Society may, be organized and. conduct«.’7; 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of »/ 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual aotigs, with - 
music free from tbe'dlsmal tone of the old hymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings anr 
responses such asuo other selection contains, It give*  
a practical system of graceful enlistlieulcs. every step ■’ 
Of which is made plain by engravings. It gives In» • 
atr.uctlons bow to make the badges and banners and ; 
instructs In inarching. It abo^s bow to establish * '■ 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and hu ' 
all tbe most beautiful songs which have beengathered 
up by that movement. . . .1

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor la tup 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work 
and tested by tbe Interest awakened in tbe actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for tne working Lyceum: tbe guide 
ta admirably adapted to tbe needs of tbe family, sun« 
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and word*  
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many 
times the cost. Tbe Uoojc has.been placed at th*  
remarkably low price of fiO’cents, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker, 

40 Loomis St.. Chipago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio,

*lth every instrument. Msny who were not aware of *T 1 Á / I l\l I\1 P
their medtumlsilc gltt, have, after a few siltings, 1 V*Z  W J 1111 < >1111
been able to receive deMgbtful'meie&ges. A volume I — ■■ ■ ■ •■■a.
might bn filled with commendatory letter«. Many] • _____
who began with it wan amusing toy, found that the ' , “ .
intelligence controlling It kqew more than them * rnuDiMáTinif ne ■
selves, and became convert*  to Spiritualism, A GUMBiNA l lUN Or .....

Cape. P. B. Edwards, Orient. N.Y.. writes: “I had urm ~ , .irm
communications (by the Psychograph) from many I QU68tÍOn Settled’' ftHil UT114 other friends, even from old settlers whose grave« I * , • • . ;
&*g»X^  ISK Contrast” Into one, Volume,
ItuaUsm Ie Indeed true, and the communications have . . .
liven my heart tbe greatest comfort-in tbe severest ___ —L,

loss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother." BY MOSES HULE*  •
Dr. Eugehe Qrowell, whose writings have made bls • . .

Mme familiar to those Interested in. psychic matters, | 1 1,1 < ; ■ .■
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with tho Fsy« This highly Instrnctive and Interesting: work If 4 
chograph. It is very simple In principle and construe- combination into one volume of two or Mri HuU'A 
tion. and I am sure must befar more sensitive to apir- splendid works. By this arrangement the cost la sueft 
Hua! power than the one now In use. 1 believe it will that the reader la enabled to secure tbe two. books 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior combined at the same price ,as was formerly asked 
merits become known." , I foi'tbeni separately, This volume contains 462 phies

Securely packed, and tent votlaao paid from and Is handsomely bound in cloth, ayd contains and» 
the manufacture, for Address. - celleut portrait of the., tpor. - .

UllnCAHI TIITTI C THE QUESTION SETTLED
HUDSON TUTlLuj Is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit», 

"Rni'lln TlAlcrtita Ahin usltsm. Nobook of the century has mado so maWi . Horiin tieiRnw, vnio. I converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. TheauthoPil
—;------ri "mina s ms ~ 81m’ iaHWully to compare the Bible with modern ?JUb I rUoLIbnEDl phenomenaand philosophy, has been accomplished. ■

■ r I The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of numam .
AllVAAIBVIA III R I T I il A I *1^8 moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel '■ Il I fl U A I | P Ilf M | T I M R ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and the oblld»'.11II | || IU A I 111 VW H I I I IW 11 tlons offered to Spiritualism, are all considered in tlid

■ •V ■ V ■■■ fa I IW IV 111 I.II1U llghtof the Bible, nature, history, reason and commoi';.
z,.. -___i «w.3,»M 8eMe»ftnd expressed clearly and forcibly. • ‘ -[SO-CALLED] WITH OTHER I THE CONTRAST '

PSVOHIO PXPFRIPNOPS consista of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism’■ "- rOTVnlU tArcniCIYIUCü and Spiritualism. It fs a most able production, And . ;
, ay ' I is a perfect storehouse of facte for those who wish

. ""Di to defend Spiritualism, or find argumenta against tbe
SARA A. UNDEBWOOD, «»»»>pu®« of Ortboioxy. .

c . PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,
With Half-tone Portrait and Spec!- .yAi w. irr«»—si'maa ;

men Pages of the Writing. “ VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
Handsomely bound in Oloth. ---------- :

Price, Postage 10o extra. I A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated.

ENCYCLOPEDIA "I choose that a story should be founded on nrob*  ’
| ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desfre to -.

■ > . OF ... find nothing in It trivial or extravagaut; and I destfl -i
above all, that under tbe appearances of fable, th eri ' .■ mm 1/11 I fininiTII 11 mat may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dlscehJ ' dIdLIuAL Sr InITUALISM 1110 °“on of ,w

Popular Science Monthly for June 
• In the June Popular Science Monthly, 
David A. Wells describes taxation in 
Egypt both before and after the reforms 
introduced by England. The Metric 
System ie discussed in a series of letters 

f Herbert Spencer, and a great many 
cts to its disadvantage are shown. 

There is a second article on The Mone
tary Problem, by Logan G. McPherson, 
showing how the experience of other 
countries might be availed of by the 
United States. The article on the wo-

. . , OR . .. Contests: "Tho White Bull," a Satirical Romances
_ "Zadlg, or Fate/’ an Oriental History; "Tbe Bage endA nONGHRDANriP the Atheist," "The Princess of Babylon:" "The Man - n VRWAIl of Forty Crowns;" “The Huron, or Pupil ot NaWreP

n.».. ar— "Mlcromegas," a Six Ire on Mankind, "The World UTo the principal passages of the Old and New I lt 0ooB... r.Tbe Blnek and the Wh,t01» "Memnon, the
Testament Scriptures which prove Philosopher;" "Andre Des Touches at Slam," "BaW 

or imvlu Spiritualism! if?!16 StHdX„of Nature;" "A Conversation '
v ’ With a Chinese," "Plato’s Dream;" "A Pleasure tn

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of Having no Pleasure:" "An Adventure In India," , ■ 
the important book» of the Bible. "Jeannot and Colin;1' "Travels of Scannentadoi*  '
LU v rvuuvuvuoavnuu »■«,». “Tho Good Brahmin;" "Tbe Two Comforters:" "An--!,

------------- cleat Faith and Fable." >■

W, Spencer follows his history of Niag
ara with an illustrated account of How 
the Great Lakes Were Built. Dr. Ed
ward H. Magill presents Bome sugges
tions on Co-Ordination of our Educa
tional Institutions; R. W. Shufeldt, M. 
D., writing on Frogs and Their Uses, 
represents the solemn batrachian as a 
valuable neighbor to man. An accurate 
licture of tne common bullfrog, half 
ife-size, is given. Under the title Why 

Progress Is By Leaps the effect of each 
discovery or invention in making the 
next more fruitful is pointed out by 
George Iles, Prof. William R. New
bold discusses Posthypnotic and crimi
nal suggestion, and concludes that hyp
notic subjects could not easily be made 
to commit crime. The Subterranean 
River Midrol is described by Dr. Paul 
Raymond, with views. Some life-hab
its of the mocking-bird in freedom are 
given by I. W. Blake. There is a sketch 
with portrait of James Blythe Rogers, 
the elddst of,, four brothers who were 
prominent in American science. Civil- 
Bervice reform, materialism, and a far
fetched inference from Roentgen’s dis
covery are subjects of editorial com
ment. New York: D. Appleton & Com
pany. Fifty cents a number, $5 a year. 
The Popular Science Monthly is the 
leading scientific journal of the present 
age. It stands forth without a peer.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Mrs. Isabella Towers passed to higher 

life, from the home of ner son, M. N. 
Towers, in Albion township, Barton 
County, Kan., May 17, aged 80 years, one 
month and three days. She passed away 
peacefully and quietly, having made all 
arrangements, and was ready and anx
ious to join her loved ones who had gone 
before. She has been a staunch Spirit
ualist ever since our acquaintance,' 
which dates back thirty-eight years. 
Rev. J, C. Woodburn spoke a few words 
from the text, “She hath done what she 
could." Mrs. L. Biohnell.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that Is in this book appeared In an abridged 

form in a series of nine full pages of Tnn ProgbbsS' 
its Thinker. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence tbe 
publication of this work.

The author, Moses null, has written many volumes 
on Splrltuallstlstlo and other themes and e^ph one is 
full of careful study on tho subject chosen. Mr. 
HulL In his Introduction of this work saysi

‘■Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its‘sanctified’enemies. It will not'spike’ it, but will 
use It to batter dowhtne walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance, I send It out on Its errand of en
lightenment with tho humble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

Tnx Enoyolopedia of Biblical Sfibitualism 
contains 385 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of tbe author and Is 
handsomely boundin oloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SL FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE,
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-'
■ - t

One volume, nostSvo, «0 pages, with portrait and 8> > •. 
illustration». Extra vellum cloth, *1.50:  postage, i ;
16cent*. r \

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and flue-pointed as a 
rapier."—Magazine of Am. HUtory. ■

“A delightful reproduction, unlaue *nd refreshing.* 
—Boston Commonwealth. ..

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records,

BY DR. PAUL CARUS. .

A translation from Japanese, made under the aul» 
pices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Pat» 
¡lament of Religions. Was lately published in Japah> 
Price IL For sale at thia office.-

iNTEXCELLENT WORK,
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This excellent work treats of tbe following subject*!

L Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force, 
The Beal Literature ofMes*  

merism. ..
Side-Lights of Mesmerifl

Phenomena» - ' 
Curative Mesmerism. . , 
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig« 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

Passed to Spirit-life, in Rochester, N. 
Y„ May 24th, 1896, Mrs. M. A. Van 
Aukeh,aged62 vears. _

She was a medium' of eight: different 
phases, and in some of them she was 
very extraordinary..

Amy ■ Post, the “mother of Modern 
Spiritualism,” who was with her almost 
every day for ten years, did not stop 
at calling her a wonderful medium in 
sensitiveness and accuracy, but pro
nounced her the best she had ever 
known. . ' .

She was highly respected as a woman 
and a medium by every true friend of 
Spiritualism who knew net well. ’

Hundreds in this country, from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific coasts, will be 
deeply grieved to hear of her demise. 
. ■ A. E. Tilden, M.- D,

Tbli work Ie b? DR M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bf 
PHOF. W. F. LY0N& Heretofore It has been sold far I 
¡2, but the price now dm been reduced to 11. It Is a I TIT 
wok that will Interest and Instruct. It contains ^80 *’•
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualltlea, and bls work Is a I 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the I V 
Soulof Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In* ’• 
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; XTY 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher*  vX» 
ent In Substance; Tho Nebulous Theory; Particles are 

'Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Tbe 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; ▼rrr 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; Tbe Spirit V Al*  
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Splrltu- 11 r 
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra- YUI« 
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc. . rv

The author says: "Bach Individual partakes oi IX.
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him* „ . .
self. Ebch one must digest tnclr various kinds of food The price of this admirable work Is 11,25. AUboOKt - 
for themselves, find that is all they can possibly do advertised in Tub Pboobessivb Thinkrb are 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupfL T7i~~ :
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour* I J Of Sfllo Hv LUIS OIIlCvs '
Isnmcntof which I. Individually partake and digest. ——— —---------------------------- - — ..
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence ** T||F lllAfilllft I l&IIZ ^^Ie^lv!du?llycgatherae.lcompreheudo:<llgeeu" | H E M10 01N U LI Pl A

VOLNEY’S RUINS In Modern Spiritualism. |

'-AND- By A. LEAH UNDERHILL,
THE LAW OF NATURE, One of the Fox Sisters. ;

TO WHICH a ATOID .’. - ■ :
Volaey» Answer to Dr. Frlsiay, a Biographic«! Notice I A R ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT.

hy Count Daru. and tbe Zodiacal Stgnaenf- uaiHm-.o-called-frotn Its Inceptionat Hyde«.
Constellation« by tho Editor, I rille. N. Y., Including tbe experience« of the Fox Fam- , .1

si.» • w.« _ I Uy, »plrltualletfc and otherwise, could not lai) to be ; .
A1B0, ft Map Oi the Astrologle&l Heavena 0 I very interesting, and tbe Interest 1« Intensldcd when .

‘ the AnHanta ' I that account 1« written by one ot the Fox‘Staters. '
- . ____ __ > | Such Is tbe tact In this Ibelance, tbe volume baving ’

. - ■ ■' ---- :—” I been written by A. Leah Fox. after her marriage with ~
Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In large, I Danie! Underbill. The scenes, experience«, trial« and — 

clear type, with .portrait and Hbtatratlons. OnevoU triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are ■
pestBvo, 248 page«, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75 cent«. narrated In «most entertaining manner, and with mor» .
, Th!« to undoubtedly one of tbe best and most u'setul comptoteness Ithan can elsewhere .be found. It Js a . - .
books ever published. It eloquently advocates th. I moEt Important part of the history of the great Spirit- .
best Interest« of mankind, and clearly pointe out tho ual movement which now numbers Jts votaries by
sources of human Ignorance and misery. Tho author millions. Every Spiritualist should have . ..
Is supposed to meet In therulns of Palmyra an apparl- uTLir ««icein/1 I IftllZU
tion or phantom, which explain« the true principles of Int ivilwdllMw L.11MIX. ' ■
society, and.tbe cause« of both the prosperity and the . • . ............................ • __ _________
ru n ot ancient «tales. A general assembly of. the to aid to ■ full understanding of_ Spiritual sm, and a 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body | better knowledge of Its carUer modern origin and llfo.. 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern- The volume Is enriched, with a number of fine cm. . 
menu and of laws'dtec.nssed, and the Law of Nature— I graved portraits of members of tbe Fox Family. ■ 
founded on Justice and cqulty-ls Anally proclaimed I Price. S1.S0. For sale at this office. . '
to an expectant world, I 

Passed to a higher life-on Sunday,' 
May 16, 1896, Mrs; Lucy Day, .wife of 
C. M. Day; of Crofton, Ky. She lived 
a Spiritualist, anid although sick , but a 
few days she realized her -departure 
from this earthly casket, and requested 
that some Spiritualist minister be sent 
for, saying: ‘I don’t want my friends to 
say my religion was not good to die by? 
The Christian church was kindly offered 
by its pastor, and the edifice was filled 
to its utmost capacity with sympathetic 
.friends,of the deceased and fatnilv.“ The 
funeral services were Conducted 6y -my
self, and if kindly expressions ; and sen
timent are a token of the grain ready to 
be harvested, we. as Spiritualists have 
a large field of.labor. Let us be firm 
and true to our convictions, as was our 
good sister, then we will realize it ie 
well with our souls..- . . . i

• Mrs. M. E. Kratz.

A snow of-blossoms and » wild of flow- 
ers.—Tickell. •

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT UE Al TU AMR PflWF|l
Gathered frost the tree oj>\ IH-nuiii niiu t uiikiii

Lite. Containing «emo ot-tho ciperlonce« of * a handbook ot Curt and Human .Upbuilding by ths 
spirit who liai boon In spirit lifei atty ioven yean. By ala ot now, rednei »nd powerful methods oi Saturn. 
B. X. LltchSeld. This work of 237 pages contains s By K D Babbitt. M. D., author of “Principles ot 
last fund of Information, It jives the experience« ol Lf ht ,nd0oIor " "Philosophy of Cure," etc. Price, 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson IIileerned. ttJth .25 cento;¡Leather, sSccnte. . . •
Ho visits the homes of tho fallen, seeking to bless some |  ------ !---------------- :—-—.—,----------------— "
oftbom. His sollloouy, as he enters the dark valley. Is IftlVAI i liar-. I P WORK
very Interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and AIM I IM »ALUrtOLC VVUniv, 
bj kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. ruunpri! rTV til’ FUTUREHis philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. Thli I JmMOKIALII i, UA/•(/1 une.zrumL.3 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuoblo talorm»> A and Dwelling placet. By Dr. J.. M. Peebles. This 
tion; Price »1.00. For sale at this office. I admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good ,

- -----——---------| and evil, say of their dwelling places. • Give us details.,
IOAN TMP MPnil IM I —details and accurate delineations ot Uto 1n the Splrlfi’.JUAIM, I nE ItIEEmIUIVL I world!—Is the constant appeal ot thoughtful mlndx J 

Or. the .Inspired Heroine ot .Orloana, Spiritualism Death Is approaching. Wlilthcr-ob, whither! SlinU ( 
as a Leader ofArmies. By .ileus Hutu ■ Thlslsat I '
once, the most truthful history ot Joan ot Are. and mo? Whet Is tbe r presenicondltion, and what their 
onoofUo most convincing arguroents on SplrKuMlbm | occupation»? In thli voluxna th® splritt. .aluenng t| 
crcrwrlttcn. No novel wai ever more IbrllllDKlv In*  I they xnay. arc allowed to ipcaa for themieoei. ho 
ttrcfitlns« nohlitory more trues x’neo in clotn» 40 I vowlihettei Qualified thin Dr. Fccbleti to place a 
cental paper coronal cents. For sale at tlils office. ' Th^iwiiiftM

TUCCDIBITtlal al nc the River; Foregicams ot, the Future; Testimony cl.THE -SPIRITUAL ALPS 8«|nli: Th« Growth and Perfection ot the Bn ritual ,’ ' ■ ■ T-r*" “ ' ■ Body; Il II tbe Boul ot Body that Starts Clothing ta ,
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM. |

« . ■ 7 , .A . ; . I aonalEipir caeca ot Aaron KnlghV. Th» Red Man’»Orate*  thoughts on how to reach that altitude I T,.;imonr; Evil Bnlrlti; Testimony ot.Physicians In ■ 
where spirit Is eupremoand. ailthings are »ubjtu to spirit Mte; Tho llomei ot Apostles and Divines-. Tha 
it. With portrait, Jly Mosas Hyi.u■■ Jost the book I Friendi a»I Shakers In Spirit ;Lltov Spirit Honai 'Ct .

. toteafch you khat yon-are a iplrlturt batata-add to Bruno aid OUiers;Muy Voices from li» Spirit Iraal. 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. | Many other suiters are trailed loo numerous to wa- , 
Price, sous du oloui. 4> cents; to papli'cover, 25 l>rie* “l#>, Uceato. Far M*st  rt»:.1"

.M&tB iQrMltM Uuiwnct» ■ । j ■■
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bls Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
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| A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
. ’ Do you want a more bountiful harvest Uian we ran 

five you for 25 cents? Just pause and thliJc for a x io- 
.¡Dent what an intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Thb Fbo« 

. awssivb Tuinkek thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
feats! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
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Au Acknowledged Fraud.
Loreto litanies cannot be traced be- 

yoiid thè fifteenth century, and did not 
originate at the shrine, but were carried 

: there by pilgrims. Such is the conclu
sion, after careful examination, of 
Father Sauren.of Cologne.—JJews Item.

That shrine at Loreto, 'Italy, arjd its 
litany are very dear to the Catholic 

; heart. The building is a plain brick 
- structure 124 by 28 feet, and 13 feet in 

height. It has a idoor on the north side 
and a window on the west, with a niche 
in which is shown a small black image 
of tho virgin and child, made of Leba
non cedar covered with jewels. No less 
a person than St. Luke has the credit of 

i. being the sculptor. Remember, good 
beader, the house itself is the identical 
one in which the Virgin was born at 

■ Nazareth. In it she lived when the an
’ nouncement was made to her that she 

was to bear a child by the Holy Ghost. 
It was in that house,the childhood of Je- 

■ Bus was spent. And after his resurrec- 
■ - tion it was converted into a church 
- where his devoted followers assembled 

’ and worshiped.
But, sad to relate, this holy Church 

■ Was threatened with destuction by the 
Unbelieving Saracens, so the heavenly 
angels removed it bodily, with all its 
appendages, to Dalmata, where the good 
Mary, the mother of “our Lord,” made 

' a personal appearance, and numerous 
■cures and miracles followed. In 1294, 
says the very authentic and accurate 
Catholic record, the angels of God car
ried this sacred relic of the holy family 

• across the Adriatic to Laureto. In 1295 
the angels again conveyed it to its pres
ent site on the hill.

1 We hope no one will doubt the accu
' racy of the record telling the story of 
■ the shrine, for we have only condensed

It from high Catholic authority. As 
' • the temple in which “the word was 
: made flesh and dwelt with men,” it is 

( worthy °f veneration by every faithful 
■ believer. Protestants will not believe 

in these miracles any more than do 
Spiritualists and Agnostics, but when 

■ the’same lying tricksters impose some 
forged narrative which is labeled “The 

• Word of God” upon the people as genu
ine, it is received as such, and woe to 
tho unfortunate wight who questions its 
integrity. 1

The litany is a sort of prayer ad
dressed to ‘‘Our Lady of Loreta,” the 
mother of God. Though claiming to 
date from the 4th century, Father Sau
yen seems to have made the astonishing 
discovery that it was carried by pilgrims 
to Loreto as late as the 15th century. 
This is the period Father Hardouin and 
Prof. Johnson found the Gospels were 
forged, and the numberless other 
books designed to establish their genu
ineness. The truth is: No trust can be 
placed in any statement or book which 
has come to us through Catholic hands.

Proud of Our Correspondents'
We have just reason to be proud of 

our correspondents.. No weekly paper 
can boast of a larger array of talent. 
Our contributors are from every walk 
of life, and when-they have occasion to 
write they have something to say be
sides words. ‘ They are thinkers, and 
thinking evolves ideas, with which ev
ery' article abounds. Running over the 
list of names whose communications oc
casionally appear, we find' several, jour
nalists who have been, and some still are 
leaders of public thought, also promi
nent lawyers, doctors, preachers, ex
preachers, politicians, scientists and 
moralists. Each has independent 
thoughts of his own, and though they 
differ very widely on some questions 
they are a unit in the advocacy of free- 
thought and in toleration -of conflicting 
sentiments. .

It is regretted we have not space for 
all. We have purposely narrowed our 
own say down to a very limited space, 
gnd hqve given the room to others, and 
yet there are times when we are months 
in arrears of publication, besides many 
meritorious articles become untimely 
by delay. We beg pardon of those who 
fail to see their productions in print, 
but our pages, would need be dpubled to 
make room for all.

It is seldom we have occasion to differ 
with writers, and reject articles on that 
account, for we have determined to give 
the widest latitude possible to everyone, 
claiming the same prerogative for our
self. Sometimes we wish correspond
ents would be more careful in giving 
expression to partisan views, and parti-, 
san hate?’These subjects are-not ger
mane to The Progressive Thinker. 
We claim the right, and propose to ex
ercise it, to eliminate all such matter 
front our columns, but it will sometimes 
creep in.in spite of the utmost care. A 
little while ago an esteemed correspond
ent forgot, and mentioned the President 
of the United States as using spirituous 
liquors too freejy. In our opinion, if he 
uses them at all he uses them too freely, 
but we have no evidence that he in
dulges in that direction. If he does, let 
the 4,000 political papers which deal in 
personalities, libeling the living and 
slandering the dead, monopolize -the 
business, we have nobler duties before 
us. Beginning with Washington there 
has been no President who has not been 
bitterly and personally assailed by par
tisan enemies, but each has discharged 
his duties according to his be stability, 
and we are enjoying the liberties our 
ancestors bequeathed us in consequence 
with out any marked diminution. And 
so we trust it will ever be.

The Inquiry Answered.
“Who is this new correspondent, S. 

C. Adams, of Salem, Oregon?” inquires 
a patron. That is just what we wanted 
to know, so we inquired of a friend in 
that distant State. He replied:

“Dr. Adams, then a preacher, came 
to Oregon in 1851, his object to aid in 
saving this then embryo State from the 
clutches of the slave power. He made 
his journey overland, and nearly died of 
starvation en route, sinking so low as to 
lose consciousness, from which he was 
with difficulty revived. He engaged in 
teaching: was made president of our 
first college; aud was one of its profess
ors. After preaching some twenty- 
five years he outgrew his creed, aban
doned his pulpit, and engaged in secu
lar affairs? He has filled many import
ant public trusts with fidelity, has 
served as a member of the State Senate, 
and at this time is president of one of 
tho most trusty insurance companies. 
As an author, among other things he 
got up with great labor, and published 
in Cincinnati, an Illustrated Chronolog
ical History of the World, in the shape 
Of an immense lithographed map, twen
ty feet in length, mounted on rollers, in 
which the settlement, rise, literature, 
arts and sciences of all countries were 
graphically conveyed to the mind by 
object-lessons. Dr. Adams, like nearly 
all the early anti-slavery laborers, saw 
tho usurpations' of the church, since 
which he has hot hesitated to express 
himself earnestly, but kindly, against 
its traditions and creeds. Though he 
has reached three score and ten years, 
yet his excellent habits have preserved 
him so well he would be mistaken.for n 
person of forty.” .

Thus much from our western corre
spondent. We welcome the Doctor 
most gladly to our columns, and trust 
qur readers will have the frequent 
pleasure of reading his cultured 
»oughts. ' .,

Errors, like straws upon the surface 
low; he who would search for pearls 

below.—Dryden. ■
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THE BIBLE.
Rev, Samuel Weil in His 

Great Reformatory 
Work.

Abstract of His Address Before 
the Free Religious Associa

- tion at Bradford, Pa,

Expurgate—To Pusge, to Cleanse, 
to Purity. ‘

Mention was made in these columns 
quite recently of the preparation of an 
expurgated edition of the Bible, by the 
Christian ladies of Chicago, with the 
hope of getting it introduced into the 
public schools. The very act of purging, 
cleansing, purifying God’s Holy Word 
to fit it for the reading of children is 
terribly suggestive. The .Newport. 
Rhode Island, Enterprise has this in a 
late issue bearing on the subject:

“It is stated that the Presbyterians of 
this country propose to make a new re
vision of the Holy Scriptures. There 
are doubtless thousands of pure-minded 
Scripture readers who would be glad if 
certain historical portions of the Old 
Testament could be revised out of it. It 
is not a pleasing reflection that the 
Book of Books, the Bible, which we are 
taught, and millions do, and properly 
do, revere as the Word of God, has 
within its pages matter which, were it 
in a secular book, or in any other book 
than the Bible, would exclude it from 
the mails, and from the dwelling of ev
ery person having a proper regard for 
the training of his children. There is 
no use in mincing matters. These 
things are so: and with many it has been 
and still is a matter of regret, expressed 
and unexpressed, that the late revisers 
of the Bible did not see their way clear 
for this expurgation, of those objection
able passages, thus constituting the 
Holy Bible what in all reason it should 
be, a clean and pure book, for'no portion 
of which there would be occasion to 
apologize.”.

The great error which lies at the root 
of this whole matter, is the ascribing a 
supernatural origin to the Bible, and 
calling it, with all its crudities and vul
garities,,the “Word of God.” The book 
came originally from the hands of vile 
priests, and it faithfulily represents 
them and their degraded morals. To 
give it influence it was credited to God, 
whereas God had’ no more to do with its 
protection than he bad in writing the 
adventures of Baron Munchausen.

SECOND PAPER. •
The result of our present inquiry may 

be stated by way of introduction. It is 
this: The Bible, if regarded as a purely 
human production, will be better appre
ciated. Since abandoning the belief that 
it is a divine revelation throughout, I 
enjoy it much more than before. The 
reason is obvious. If we assume it to be 
human, we shall find it natural to con
tain error. But if we assume it to be di7 
vinely inspired, we shall be plunged iqtó 
a sea of perplexity and skepticism. If 
we analyze our admiration of the char
acter of Jesus, we shall find that it is his 
humanity, not his supposed Godhood, 
that makes him dear to our heart. If a 
God, his being must necessarily be tran
scendent and awe-inspiring; while con
trawise, if he is a man, the distance be
tween him and us is not so great, and 
our admiration and affection becoriie 
more natural and spontaneous; “Thou 
shalt love!” is a contradiction in terms. 
We cannot love on being commanded to 
love. It is absurd to expect any one to 
love from a sense of duty. Hence, the 
words attributed to St. Paul in First 
Corinthians, xvi, 22, sound so strange 
and Jesuitical: “If any man love not the 
Lord Jesús Christ, let him be accursed.” 
Not very long ago a like condemnation 
was inflicted upon any one whoexpressed 
any adverse opinion concerning Biblical 
doctrines. Blasphemy, according to the 
common law of England, comprised such 
offenses as “exposing any part of the - 
Holy Scriptures tocontemptorridicule," 
and is “punishable by the temporal 
courts with fine, imprisonment, and also 
infamous corporal punishment.” (Ency. 
Brit., vol. iii, p. 808) Any attempt, 
therefore, to remove this incubus from 
the human mind should be welcomed.

In last week’s Herald it was remarked 
that theologians, de a rule, abandon now 
the claim that the Bible is divinely in
spired in matters of physical science. 
What we have to do now is to prove that 
the same concession must be made by 
theologians in matters of moral and spir
itual science.

The joining and combining of the Old 
Testament with the New was a fatal mis
take, for the Old Testament belongs to 
more primitive times, to ages of barbfir- 
ism and cruelty, while the New Testa
ment is pervaded in its authentic por
tions by the higher spirit of a more ad
vanced civilization. Now, the remark
able fact is that soon after the advefit of 
Christianity a retrograding process be
gan, which manifested itself in the writ
ings of such books as the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, in which a return to the an
cient sacrificial customs is foisted upon 
the Sermon on the Mount, thefifth chap
ter of Romans, in which the pernicious 
dogmas of hereditary sin and vicarious 
atonement are laid down, and the vari-

God in Man’s Image.
Wilkinson, in his “Manners” and Cus

toms of the Egyptians,” one of the most 
learned works relating to that ancient 
people, gave publicity to a great truth 
when he wrote:

“In most religions, the Supreme Deity 
was represented in the noblest form that 
could be suggested, that of a human be
ing.”

As the fountain can never rise above 
its source, so savage man gave the world 
his concept of a God. That concept is 
reflected on subsequent ages, and is 
made the object of modern adoration. 
These later times, with more diversified 
and enlarged knowledge, have given the 
race a grander idea oflnfinity than was 
ever entertained before, and it ought 
not to be restricted to the worship of a 
Deity who, in his angry and changing 
moods, falls far beneath the dignified, 
courteous ana educated gentleman of 
the present era.

The minutest animalcule that floats in 
space can form a more correct concep
tion of man than man can of the Master 
Mind; because the distance between man 
and the Creator is infinitely greater 
than that between the animalcule and 
man. ’

Education Will Be Victor.
The late Mr. Froud, the historian, 

during a course of "Lectures on the 
Council of Trent,” just published, said:

"The history of Europa for a hundred 
years was the 'history of the efforts bf 
the Church,’with open-face or secret 
conspiracy, with all the energy, base or 
noble, which passion or passionate en
thusiasm could inspire, to crush or anni
hilate its foes. No means came amiss to 
it, sword or stake, torture chamber or as
sassin's dagger.”

Such wepe the methods to gain power. 
Once in its full possession they are de
termined to retain it at any cost, but ed
ucation is its foe, and the present indica
tions are it will prove the victor.

Commerce has made all winds her 
mistress.—Sterling;;

Love is our highest word and the syn
onym of God.—Emerson.

It is said we pay the most for what is 
given us.—J. Beaumont. ■

Good, the more communicated, the 
more abundant grows.—Milton. '
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ous passages which contain the horrible 
doctrines of eternal punishment, and the 
description of the awful lake of fire and 
brimstone.' Yea, the "sacred” writer 
did not hesitate to put into the mouth of 
Jesus himself such abominable phrases 
as “to be cast into hell,” “there shall be 
wailing and gnashing of teeth.” He that 
Uttered the divine benedictions of the 
Beatitudes, who said to the fallen wo
man: “Neither do I condemn thee; go 
and sin no more,” is'made to say: “He 
that belie veth not is condemned already 
because he hath not. believed in the 
name of the only begotten Son of God.” 
(John iii, 18.) “Depart from me, ye 
cursed, Into everlasting fire, prepared 
for the devil and his angels;” (Matt 
xxv.-, 4L) But the climax of blasphemy 
is reached in putting into the mouth of 
the gentle Nazarene the atrocious words: 
“If any man come to me and hate not 
his father, and mother, and -wife, and 
children, and brethren, and sisters, he 

' cannot be my disciple. ’ ’ (Luke xiv, 20. )
This passage introduces us at once in

. to the arcana of religious fanaticism and 
persecution. We have seen how the 
unworthy followers of Christ went back 
from the teachings of the master to the 
Old Testament superstitions. But they 
did worse in making the Mosaic code 
once more the standard and tribunal 
for Christian conduct. During the In
quisition it was considered a duty to be
tray one's nearest relations in the holy 
zeal for the glory of God. The Old Tes
tament enjoined it: “H thy brother, the 
son of thy mother, or thy son, or thy 
daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or 
thy friend, which is as thine own soul, 
entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go 
and serve other gods, 'thou shalt not 
consent unto him, neither shall thine 
eye oity him, neither shall thou spare, 
neither shalt thou conceal him; but thou 
shalt surely kill him; thine hand shall 
be first upon him to put him to death, 
and afterwards the hand of all the peo
ple. And thou shalt stone him with 
stones, that he die.” (Deut. xiii, 6—10.)

A qùick death was a mercy to the her
etic. But we know that "torture was 
preferred by the ecclesiastical authori
ties. Men and women accused of heresy 
or witchcraft were “broken on the 
wheel—their joints dislocated on the 
rack. They were suspended by their 
legs and arms, while immense weights 
were placed upon their breasts. Their 
flesh was burned and torn with hot irons. 
They were roasted at slow fires. Molten 
lead was poured in their ears. Others 
were securely bound, so that they could 
move neither hand nor foot, and over 
their stomachs were placed inverted 
bowls; under these bowls rats were con
fined; on top of the bowls were heaped 
coals of fire, so that the rats in their 
efforts to escape would gnaw into the 
bowels of the victims. The ingenuity 
of man was ' exhausted in the construc
tion of instruments that would surely 
reach the most sensitive nerve.” (See 
the pamphlet, “Thumbscrew and Rack,” 
illustrated, New York: The Truth Seek
er Co.) ,

‘■It was the invariable rule to confis
cate the entire property of thè impeni
tent heretic, a rule which Paramo justi
fies on the ground that the crime of the 
heretic is so great that something of his 
impurity falls upon all related to him. 
The children of the heretic were thus 
left absolutely destitute, and with astig-- 
ma upon them that in the I5th and 16th 
centuries was sufficient to shut them out 
from alt sympathy, from all charity and 
from all hope?’ (Lecky, Rationalism in 
Europe, vol. ii, p. 44.)

Draper states that by the Inquisition 
“from 1481 to 1808, 340,000 persons 
had been punished, and'of these nearly 
32,000 burnt.” After Christ had abol
ished the Mosaic rule, “art', eye for an 
and à tooth for a tooth,” the rule of con
duct towards' heretics was, even before 
Constantius, deduced .from the penal 
enactments of the Leviticailaw. “Thou 
shalt not suffer a witch to live”-is en
joined iii the Mosaic law. (Exodus xxii, 
18.) Accordingly “thousands and tens 
of thousands, perhaps even hundreds of 
thousands of persons, most of whom 
were perfectly innocent, and many of 
them far wiser and better than their 
accusers, were tortured and massacred 
in the belief that they held actual per
sonal communication with Satan.” 

■ The Bible, therefore, presents a hopq- 
leas mixture of truth and falsehood, just

, . An Unparalleled Offer.
volume one’. or the encyclopaedia 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT
'.WORLD, TO J3I5 GIVEN AWAY. .

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers.
In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, iii paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents-to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pds-. 
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The" Encyclo
paedia of Depth have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise, The good it'has done 
in modifying the views of people In re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send iq your orders at 
once.' When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would nbt take $2 for 
it if you could not get another copy.

■ I®”Any one of pur present subscrib
ers who will send usa new three months’ 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less thafi six months),, 
can each have a copy of the book.

i®*AS  the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we-extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
theterms offered.

what w.e may expect'from a collection of 
ancient books that belong to primitive 
ages of cruelty and bhrfiarism. To call 
it tho“word of God"«md.io profess to be
lieve it from “oovqp to, cover” is evi
dently an indication*  of mind credulity 
and a perverted moral judgment If 
there is any such trifid as blasphemy, 
this is blasphemy, apd ;,ipe effort to dis
criminate between the pure gold and 
the base alloy, to separate the wheat 
from the chaff, is a’godly and rational 
work, that is inevitable for all who wish 
to enjoy the book aqd profit by the wis
dom of ages stored un.therein.

I shall in the nextjssiie of the Herald 
sum up the results %dflfar obtained by 
our analysis and - conclude this part of 
my investigation. 1/

Great Is Hell
What a blessed thing is hell—for the 

preacher! When business depression 
settles upon the country; when winter 
has come, labor is suspended, and de
spair is depicted on every face, then the 
good orthodox clergy rush their hell to 
the front for the cheer of the people. 
Then commence the revival meetings; 
then the yawning abyss is described 
with all its horrors; then Satan with 
his trident—a three-tined fork—is pre
sented to the active imagination of those 
born into the faith of endless damnation; 
while night after night, then day after 
day with the night added, the sulphur
ous place is whooped up until the last 
farthing is wrung from the pockets of 
the frightened believers. Then the 
church gains its accretions, and the 
preacher is happy. Each convert means 
thereafter a weekly contribution.
. ' Were it not for hell how could the 
sensational preacher exist? Where 
would be the Salvation Army and its de
lightful music? What would become of 
the missionary? And whatwould become 
of the capital invested in making Bibles? 
and what would the colporteurs do who 
find a market for them?-How could the 
producers of Him and whisky extend 
their traffic among savage tribes if there 
was no hell for „the missionaries to 
preach? . .

The conclusion of the whole matter is, 
great is hell! The preacher labors with 
the same zeal to defend and preserve it 
as does the farmer his agricultural im
plements, the mechanic his tools, the 
professional man his books, and the 
banker his capital; for hell is his stock 
in trade, his means of support.

JULES WALLACE THUMPED.

Made a Mistake When He Insult
ed Tom Hall.

AusTiNiTex., June L—Jules Wallace, 
the Spiritualist, has been giving exhi
bitions here. In his public talks he has 
abused several persons,*  including Tom 
Hall of the State Cqmpteoller’s office. 
Saturday night the men.fnpt in the Ave
nue Hotel, when Wallace undertook to 
insult Hall. Mr. HaU°pifimptly splint
ered a cane over Waukee’S head and im
printed his fists on the)j‘medium’s” eyes. 
Wallace at once ran out gttheoffice and 
has not been seen since.—Post Dispatch, 
St. Louis, Juue lst. iCJfcj

If there is a genuitfo ’bad man in all 
creation he is represented in the person 
of Jules Wallace. Kis')Career in the 
West and East ¡was' disreputable 
throughout, Findingmo ¡successful field 
of action there he wdntnto Texas, was 
cordially received, an^mfide a minister 
of the gospel of Spi;>tu5gism by some 
society down there. We ,earnestly hope 
that the Spiritualists0 there will keep 
him; having adopted’hiijL and made him' 
their prime minister. While there he 
will not defile any other section of the 
country, and his operations will be com
paratively limited.

There are some Spiritualists who nat
urally take to such disreputables, and, 
hold them up as leading, light-bearers in 
the cause of truth. Texas Spiritualists 
seem to want him, and let them have 
him until they get enough of him. i

*”" . f ’ * ’ ’ .
Powerful saline and other drastic 

purgatives should 'be. strictly avoided 
except in extrenfe cases. When an 
aperientis called for, take Ayer’s Pills. 
They restore natural action by impart
ing strength and tone to the bowels*  and 
their use is always attended with good 
results. : ■ * . •*  .
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HOW RUSSIA PAYS FOR THE CORONATION
Robert Q. Ingersoll Shows How the Price of the Moscow 

Fetes Is the Oppression and Misery of the People 

Who Earn the $40,000,000 Squandered.

WHILE, reading the accounts of the coronation of the Czar, of 
pageants, processions and feasts, of the pomp and parade, of 
barbaric splendor, of cloth of gold and glittering gems, I could

the 
the 
not

help thinking of the poor and melancholy peasants, of the toiling, half-fed 
millions, of the sad and ignorant multitudes who belong body and soul to 
this Czar.

' I thought of the backs that have been scarred by the knout, of the 
thousands in prison for having dared to say a whispered word for freedom, 
of the great multitude who had been driven like cattle along the weary roads 
that lead to the hell of Siberia.

The cannon at Moscow were not loud enough, nor the clang of the bells, 
nor the blare of the trumpets, to drown the groans of the captives.

I thought of the fathers that had been torn from wives aud children for 
the crime of speaking like men.

And when the priests spoke of the Czar as the “God-selected man," the 
“God-adorned man," my blood grew warm.

When I read of the coronation of the Czarina I thought of Siberia. I 
thought of girls working in the mines, hauling ore from the pits with chains 
about their waists; young girls, almost naked, at the mercj' of brutal officials; 
young girls weeping and moaning their lives away because between their pure 
lips the word liberty had burst into blossom. .

Yet law neglects, forgets them, and crowns the Czarina. The injustice, 
the agony and horror in this poor world are enough to make mankind Insane.

Ignorance and superstition crown impudence and tyranny. Millions of 
money squandered for thb humiliation of man, to dishonor the people.

Back of the coronation, back of all the ceremonies, back of all the 
hypocrisy there is nothing but a lie.

It is not true that God “selected” this Czar to rule and rob a hundred 
millions of human beings.

It is all an ignorant, barbaric, superstitious lie—a lie that pomp and 
pageant, and flaunting flags, and robed priests, and swinging censers, cannot 
change to truth.

Those who are not blinded by the glare and glitter at Moscow see 
millions of homes on which the shadows fall; see millions of weeping 
mothers, whose children have been stolen by the Czar; see thousands of 
villages without schools, millions of’ houses without books, millions and 
millions of men, women and children in whose future there is no star and 
whose only friend is death. •

The coronation is an insult to the nineteenth century.

..Vol. IL is now ready for delivery. Il 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth , and printed in the best style of th« 
'printers art. It is furnished on th« 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get rlHE 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progress 
SIVE Thinker one year and Volumes L 
and II. of the Encyclopaedia.'

In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopaedia, always state whether it Is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that ygu want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 

bound In paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
paedia, and Is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are td 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopaedia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year's' subscription, and at prices stated 
above. -

CLEVELAND NOTES.

Mediums and Their Doings.

• ■ Long live the people of Russia! R. G. Ingersoll.

REFUSES TO MAKE OATH.
Col. Ingersoll’s Daughter Declines to Kiss the Bible,

Miss Maud R. Ingersoll Indorses Her Father’s Religious Opinions in 
a New York Police Court, Where She Is a Witness—Proves Her 
Humanity hy Leaving a Street Car and Causing the Arrest of a 
Man Who Was Abusing His Horses. .

Miss Maud R. Ingersoll, daughter of Col. Robert Ingersoll, the agnostic, 
has created not a little surprise by placing herself on record as clinging to 
the agnostic opinions of her father.

This confession came out in a New York police court, recently, when the 
young woman refused to kiss the Bible and take the oath before testifying in 
a cruelty to aifimal case in which she was the complainant. She said that 
her religious opinions were the same as her father’s, and that she had been 
taught to believe a conventional oath administered on the Bible would not be 
binding to her. She preferred to assert her intention of telling the truth in 
some other form.

The magistrate permitted her to make a simple affirmation.
The case is an illustration of Miss Ingersoll’s kindness of heart and her 

love of all dumb animals. Last Monday she was riding down-town on a 
Broadway car. As the car rounded the curve at Fourteenth street Miss 
Ingersoll noticed a team of horses being driven alongside, one of which had 
three raw sores on its neck just where the collar encircled it. At - every 
movement of the poor beast the collar aggravated the wounds. The driver 
was urging the team along, oblivious of the animal’s pain. Miss Ingersoll’s 
pity and indignation were aroused, and, jumping up quickly, she signaled the 
car to stop, calling the attention of her uncle and aunt to the condition of 
the horse. .

The car passed the wagon and when it came up Miss Ingersoll’s party 
were waiting for it. The young woman called the driver to draw up. Then 
she denounced him angrily for his cruelty in driving an animal in such a con
dition. The driver made some surly reply and started to move on. Police
man Kelly had been attracted by the crowd that gathered, and to him Miss 
Ingersoll appealed. She pointed out to him the galled neck of the horse, 
and asked him to arrest the driver.

JSe did so, and, with her relatives, Miss Ingersoll following, proceeded 
to the station-house. There the truckman gave his name as John R. Brady.

On Miss Ingersoll’s charge of cruelty to animals he was locked up. At 
the examination, in which Miss Ingersoll refused to give oath, the driver was 
held for trial in heavy bonds.

THE LAMENTED FOX SISTERS.
A Proposition to Buy a Resting-Place for Their Mortal 

■ Remains.

To the Editor ¡^-Having, with a few others, visited the grave of 'the 
Fox Sisters, Katy and Margaret, on Decoration Day, I was deeply impressed 
with the idea that if the following facts were more generally known among 
Spiritualists, the place where their remains lie buried would have something 
erected of an enduring nature whereby it could be identified.

Through the kindness of Mr. Joseph La Fumee, who for several years 
has been collector for the Daily Eagle, they were. given burial on his lot, 
which occupies an elevated position among the hills where the cemetery is 
located. It seems to me that if it was presented to the managers of the 
camp-meetings that will soon assemble, that before their close a sum neces
sary to accomplish the object would be obtained. : ■ '

. This is written upon my own responsibility’, independent of any organ
ization. Therefore I inclosé Mr. La Fumee’s address (care of Brooklyn Daily 
Eagle, Brooklyn, N. Y.), to whom funds can be safely sent, and for which 
he will promptly receipt. After the money has been collected, a committee 
might be appointed to see it properly invested. •

• In the event of this meeting with your approval, by laying it before the 
spiritual press, with their united help much can be .accomplished in a short 
time. - - ,

Any other plan by which the object sought: can be obtamed would be 
equally welcome and donbtlcss meet with universal approval.

Brooklyn, N. Y, Jeffrsy Simmons, -.

Mrs. Maggie Waite, the well-known 
California test medium, is making quite 
a stir now in Cleveland circles. Her 
first seance was hold Sunday evening in 
Memorial hall, to a very large audience. 
Mr. Thomas Lees presided, and Se
ñora De Ovies preceded the seance with 
two beautiful piano solos.

Mrs. Waite opened with an Invoca
tion, and then test after test was given 
and recognitions acknowledged. J. H. 
Wade appeared, expressing deep regret 
that his will had not been carried out- 
referring to the $500 annuity to Spirit
ualism, left among his other bequests, 
not one penny of which has ever yet 
been received. Wade Park, one of 
Cleveland's most beautiful resorts, was 
his bequest to the city. Josephine Al
mond, so well known in connection with 
prison reform, appeared to her mother, 
Mrs. Paxton, declaring:
’ “I am working just as hard on this 
side of life as I did on that. There ij 
just as much to do.” She also brought 
her father and a number of other rela
tives.

Said Mrs. Waite: “I see a funny thing 
—an old man walking up and down the 
platform with a wooden leg under his 
arm. Says he: ‘I didn't have to walk 
on it, though it supported me.’” This 
proved to be John Madden, a well-known 
wooden-leg maker.

Over twenty messages and tests were 
given, all of which were recognized.

Mrs. Harry Archer is still here, mak
ing converts in her materializing se
ances. The materializations through 
her partake somewhat of the ethereal- 
ized type.

Two gentlemen in her last seance 
were called forward to meet their his- 
torically-famous controls, . viz.: Char
lotte Corday and Socrates, the former in 
shimmering white robes and the latter 
in a beard that reached almost to his 
knees. ,

The writer gave Belle Wilson, the 
lace-maker, a handkerchief to manipu
late, with a hole in the corner of it. 
Whenthc lace was produced, an exami
nation discovered a hole located exactly 
where it had been in the handkerchief.

Trixy, the little cabinet control’s 
name, might be spelled “tricksy,” she 
is so full of mischief, keeping up a con
stant ripple of laughter throughout the 
seance. The manifestations were all ex
ceptionally fine.

THE MODERN WITCH OF ENDOR.
Mrs. Kitty Baldwin certainly deserves 

this name, from her marvelous power of 
reading sealed letters and the most se
cret thoughts of persons around her, to
gether with things in their past and fu
ture. She does it in a complete trance, 
blindfolded and insulated in rubber- 
one rubber blanket placed under her 
and drawn up around her body, and an
other over her head. .

Thus encased she read correctly and 
answered forty-eight of the fifty written 
questions. She first called ’ the name 
and located the person in the audience, 
read and answered the question, after 
which her husband received and read if) 
aloud to prove. her correctness. Many 
of the questions had been written at 
home, and in no case did they leave the 
possession of the writer until fully an
swered. In an interview-Mr. Baldwin 
admitted his wife’s work was the only 
psychic part of their exhibitions. His 
cabinet feats of rope-tying and untying 
are marvelous, but he. disclaims any 
power but that of a clever trickster.

Both our lyceums closed June 7 th for 
the summer season.

Cleveland Spiritualists are making 
preparations to camp at Lake Brady. 
The younger people succeeded in get
ting a motion passed to have the annual 
picnic at another place, but it was over
ruled and, as usual we go to Lake Brady 
June 14th. Mrs. M. McCaslin. *

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
■Pentateuch. Comments , on . Genesis, ■ 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy." The contrast between the. 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship 'and fearless 
adherence to the right,n characterize ■ 
this very interesting effort of some of • 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale ■ 
at this office. Price 50 cents. . _

“The Prlestj the Woman, and tue 
Confessional.”. This book, by the well- 
known Father C^iniquy, reveals the de- ' 
grading, impure influence and results of ' 
the Romish confessional, as proved bv 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
ives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
his office. .

"From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gome 
Of thought in poetic diction in this hand*-  
soi»e volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hoursof leisure and enjoyment, Pried 
61.00. For sale at this office, J
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PKOPHECÏ FULFILLED.

NOTHING CONGEALED

BY EDWARD GIBBON.
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case the instrument, accurate to the ^adcx, 03 millimetres; length of right
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BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

of the loved ones. Go to them, brings ^f^ersons and the relations of those

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

HUMAN CULTURE 0 CURE

BY B. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.
' Xoime» Jfatinj.

MARGUERITE HUNTER,
• Hoi mt s Loutny.

Price, doth, 75 centi. For talc at this office,
? hundred. Dr. MacDonald says in

more cases than it Is generally known. I have served the cause of Spiritual-
ism for the past six years as president
of the home organization. Yours for
truth, B. F. Schmid.

¿Nervousness of Homels.

. Jloltnes reacftn, fàe 'Siile.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

are

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

MISS JUDSON’S ROOKS.

BY LOIS WAISBKOOKER.

given him a passage of Schopenhauer emotions. The feeling of love did not1 ing the achievements of the scientists

i

WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
ÏU pages. Ono copy, |1¡ six copies, <5.
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‘‘Living is ah art, a method of expressing groat 
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THE WOMAN’S BIBLE

। to them the light of truth, for sorrow' 
LWill be in their hearts for many days— 
i1 ea, many years. Think ye not our. 

earts are sad when so .many souls
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-OR - 

THE ETEBNAL FEMININE.
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In justice to the gift of prophecy of 
^Ijs. Pfuntner’s control, Narcissum 
(or it may be due to Narcissum’s 
power of observation of planetary 
involution), I deem it someone’s duty 

? report what was given at the 
ladies' meeting, Thursday, Maj' 21st. 
’here were seven gentlemen and 

¿bout twenty-five ladies present, who 
Can verify the following. I wish also 
to state11 have never spoken to Mis. 
Jpfuntner, except to ask her permission 
to report this, and have only seen her 
twice. ■

In speaking of mediumship she 
Said: “Ohl ye people who pray for 
mediumship, you know not what is 
before you! Only a sensitive knows 
the pain, suffering, trials and hard
ships endured by mediums. Neither 
think you the life.on spirit side one 
of roses without thorns. Ohl let 
Narcissum prophesy to you a great 
sorrow which will soon come to a 
great city, I know not your geog
raphy, and cannot tell you the name; 
but, oh, great disaster, great ex
plosion” Jhere, no doubt, Narcissum 
gave the wrong word), “terrible loss 
Jf life and great wrecks, Oh! fathers, 
toothers and children will be calling 
for each other, husbands seeking 
wives, and all great confusion! Oh, 
my heart breaks,” (Here tears 
streamed down her face and her voice 
choked. It was a moment never to be 
forgotten by me, for these words are 
still burning in my heart and mem
ory, and I give them almost verbatim, 
without her French-Indian accent.) 
•‘There will be great darkness and 
sorrow. Great will be our work on 
spirit side, for these souls will be held 
in your earth atmosphere by the cries

Ì

S' me to us all unprepared? Go tell 
e bereaved ones their loved ones are 

S1’ ot far off—they are not gone forever.
Ui, there will be cursing of the Great 

Spirit, but go ye and bring unto them 
! Truth.” .
' After Mrs. Pfuntner came from 
under control she said: “Why, what 
is the matter? I feel as though I’ve 
been in a rainstorm. Well, I must 
have been crying." ’

’ May 28th, desiring to hear more of 
Narcissum, I attended the meeting. 
Speaking of the St. Louis disaster, she- 
¿aid this would not be the last of 
them, and we might even have some 
of them in our midst. She advised 
all to send out their best'and noblest 
uiouglits to our planetary spirits who 
liave charge of this old earth; for 
thoughts were realities and would cre
ate a force which would aid in the 
harmonious evolution of our earth.

If mortals could only realize the 
power of thought; how evil and selfish 
thoughts create veritable cesspools; 
how often one or two evil-minded in a 
family contaminate the whole atmos
phere of the home and make it poison
ous for the others; whereas a noble, 
a pure mind,, will create an atmos
phere of beauty and fragrance.
' I have condensed as much as pos
sible, and am »(raid, this report may 
lack the potency of a more detailed 
one, yet I know the value qf space 
and do not wish, this to make the ac
quaintance of your waste-basket and 
fail.in its mission on “account of ita 
verbosity. - . f ,

Mrs. Elizabeth Bachman. .' 
.Cincinnati, Ohio. ■

h

constantly reporting your lifë and 
- character, whethér you speak or not;

that the retaining effort to hide certain 
secrets but declares you? Everything 
js ensphered. Even the rocks, the 
clays, the soils, impart a like effluence. 
Animals, fishes, birds, invisibly but 
really photograph themselves upon 
their environment. ' : /

Human beings are correctly es
, timated as microcosms of all that is 

below.them, and in germ at least of 
destiny above or around them. ’ Their 
spheres are the most patent in the 
realm of creation. Thè ruling- affec
tion quickens and colors the spheres 

'they project, and hence thé -“soul of 
' things” with which they are in touch.

Where the make-up is gross, being , 
the form of animalized- incentive, the 
Sphere is angular, coarse, dark; at 
times emitting a lurid glare, unpleas

' ant to feel, dangerous to be swaye^ 
by. The solely intellectual sphere is 
sharp, severe, more or less cold like 
electric light. .Where the intellectual 
is tempered to- sweet., charity and 
spiritual poise, thè sphere is golden 
as the sunlight, beautifying’ all the , 
walks of life, , carrying other souls to 
higher planes of love and thought and 
thence to nobility of character. If 
thé intellectual sphere, skilled by cul

. ture, is keyed to the selfish with its 
envies and jealousies, clothed per
chance with pretensions of leadership

I in reform, and thence—naturally— 
■ disposed ■ to “pick out -faults” in 
. others and to underrate them in com- 
\ parison with the “great I,” its color 
' to the seer is like that of a thunder

storm, charged with growls and light
ning stabs, angry at the world of our 
humanity, fighting against the fate 
thus e.duced. : ' . . ' .

What we think, what We propose, 
what wo speakj what we write, are but 
repetends of our inner life, of exactly 
What wo are as weighed in the scala^ 
Of divine justice. There is. an olden 
beautltude at which' some jeer z and 
laugh, but as time in the philosophy 
of character as truth itself i “Blessed- 
»re the pure in heart, for they shall1 
8H God.” J. O. Barbïtt,

SCIENCE /VNM.YZING , 
tírÜM/VN N/VTÜRE

AN AMERICAN STUDENT OF CRIMINALS 
AND HIS METHODS —THE KYMO
graphion’s WORKINGS UNDER THE

. INFLUENCE OF HOPE, FEAR, LOVE, 
HATE AND INDIFFERENCE IN THE 
HUMAN BREAST—-LINES THAT DEPICT 

HOLMES’ ABNORMAL feelings.
. In a laboratory on the fourth floor 
of the Bureau of Education, in Wash
ington, D. 0., Dr. Arthur MacDonald 
.is pursuing his interesting investiga
tions of physical and psychic man, 
says the New York Sun. He is a 
graduate of Harvard and has studied, 
under the best men in Paris, Leipsic, 
Vienna and Zurich, insanity, hyp
notism and criminology. The methods 
of his investigation^ are new to this 
country, many of his instruments be
ing recent inventions of European 
physicists. He says that the study 
he has undertaken is In its infancy, 
and that quantitative measurements 
by these instruments on a large scale, 
with a view to general statistical re
sults, have never before been at
tempted, but the results which have 
been recorded show enough to induce 
the Government officials to believe 
that they are on the right track, and 
that much not heretofore known as to 
the characteristics of different classes 

physical characteristics to the physical 
part of man may be revealed. '

In this laboratory, besides the new 
instruments for psycho-neural meas
urements, there is a complete set of 
instrument^ for measuring according 
to the Bertillon system, ahd a com
parison of the measurements of the 
external man by this' system, and the 
psychic man by that of MacDonald, 
have shown-some remarkable results. 
The most important of these instru
ments is the kymographion. By this 
instrument, which is quite simple, the 
breathing of a man and the effects 

A.Cou^h.

upon this breathing of different mo
tions—love, fear, hate, horror—are 
actually determined and recorded on a 
smoked cylinder. The recording ap
paratus consists of a brass cylinder 
moved by a clock mechanism, which 
turns it once in every minute. Upon 
the cylinder is a sheet of smoked 
paper, which, after the operation, is 
glazed to preserve the marks made by 
the recording, needle. Beside the 
stand upon which this cylinder re
volves there is a brass rod, which 
supports the recording mechanism. 
The person to be experimented on is 
seated in a chair beside the table upon 
which these instruments rest. Around 
his chest is passed a tape line, the 
ends of which are attached to small 
hooks in the rubber-covered ends of a 
little nickel cylinder. To this cylinder 
is attached a long rubber tube, lead
ing to the brass rod holding the 
n'eedle. At every inhalation of the 
breath the tape line is drawn taut, the 
rubber heads of the cylinder are pulled 
out, and the cylinder is filled with 
rarefied air. As the breath is exhaled 
the rarefied air is sent through the 
rubber tubing to another similar ar
rangement connected with the record
ing needle, which moves it vertically 
at right angles to the movement of 
the brass revolving plate in an exact' 
proportion to the depths of inhalation 
and exhalation. The clock is started, 
the needle is placed against the car
bonized paper, the subject breathes, 
and every breath moves, the needle, 
whicli makes a record on the cylinder 

, by removing the carbon and baring 
the white paper beneath. If the per
son in the chair were in a normal con
dition, as in sleep, for instance’ the 
regularity of the heaving of the 
breast would be noted on the-drum by 
a wavy line, the depressions and crests 
of which would be uniform. In this 
case the record made by the small 
needle would be a certain and positive 
index of perfect mental repose... On 
the other hand, abnormal,- excited, 
and exaggerated emotions, or intel
lectual activities or efforts, will be re
corded in correspondingly varied form. 
Here, then, is the study to which Dr. 
MacDonald has applied himself with 
this instrument. He has tried it on 
all classes and conditions of people, 
to high-school children, persons of 
both the upper' and lower, middle 
clashes, criminals, persons of the- 
leisure class, and others in all walks 
of life.

The subject is made to go through 
several mental processes. There is

to read, then a passage of scripture, 
and finally a revolting picture to look 
at. Jie is told to concentrate his mind 
upon some person whom he loves, and 
during this mental process the cyl
inder is made to revolve. He is sub

breathing.
Another instrument is the algo

meter, for tests of sensibility to pain. 
This instrument is Dr, MacDonald’s 
own invention, and is constructed very 
much bn the same principle as the or
dinary spring, or ice, scales, the 
spring, instead of resisting a pull, re
sists the opposite action. At the end 
of the small piston is a circular nickel 
plate, which is pressed gently upon 
the temple of the subject, The press
ure is increased until the subject feels 
the pain, when the instrument is re
moved, A scale on the side, at which 
a small pointer remains, gives the ac
tual figures of sensibility. He has 
mhde experiments on young men and 
young women of wealthy classes,, 
whom he found at the watering-places 
in summer, and compared them with 
similar experiments on thirty-six mem
bers of the Boston army of the un
employed. He foutfd that the un
employed werfe only half as sensitive as 
the young men of the wealthy classes. 
For use among the criminal classes he 
has found it necessary to have an in
strument made which will measure 
just twice the amount of pressure, for 
the susceptibility of criminuls is much 
lower. There are other instruments 
for recording the trembling of the 
hand and tongue, also indicated by 
means of the cylinder on the smoked 
paper. There are still others for 
measuring the sense of hearing, sight, 
and smell, jjp instrument which re
veals the electrical sensibility of the 
brain, consists of two-, dials, one to 
regulate the pressure of the two poles 
on the forehead, and at the base of 
the brain for accuracy in comparison, 
and the other to indicate the force of 
the current. The sensibility of per
sons to suggestion is tested by another 
instrument, the contrivance of Dr. 
Scripture, of Yale. It consists of a 
bare copper wire, to which a battery 
is attached. The current is turned on 
and the wire becomes warm. The 
person is permitted to see the opera
tion of closing the circuit. This is 
done several times, the person being 
asked to touch the wire and say 
whether it is getting warm or not; 
then the operator simply pretends that 
the circuit is closed and the person is 
questioned again. One very suscept
ible to suggestion or a good hypnotip 
subject will answer that the wire is 
getting warm, but the person gov
erned by his own senses will reply in 
the. negative. Most of the con
trivances are as simple as this one, 
but they reveal surprisingly interest
ing facts which supplement the read
ings of the kymographion.

The recuperative power of a person 
is tested by an instrument from' the 
laboratory of Prof. Masso, in Italy. 
It consists of a long frame, in which 
the arm and all but the middle finger 
are held rigid, while to the free finger 
is attached a four-pound weight, which 
the subject is required to pull up and 
down until he can mdve the finger no 
longer. The line on the smoked paper 
soon becomes almost straight, in
dicating that there is practically no 
movement in the finger. • The subject 
is urged then to make another effort 
to move the weight, and the line on 
the smoked paper becomes irregular 
and almost as jagged as-when he be
gan, the weight moving up and down 
as rapidly as ever. The physical en
ergy of the subject has been ex
hausted, but he gets new energy from 
the brain, and the smoked paper ac
curately records the recuperative 
power of the subject. In fact, with 
all of these instruments at his dis
posal, Dr. MacDonald can get a fairly 
good diagram of a man’s personal 
equation. There is a lack of accuracy 
in some instances where the persons 
become too conscious during the 
operation; this, in some cases, affects 
the breathing and makes a record on 
the smoked cylinder which is not 
easily decipherable. ' Dr. MacDonald 
has seen so many of these diagrams, 
however, all of which he has labeled 
with notes regarding the cases, that 
he understands them and can analyze 
the emotions which cause the waves 
with some accuracy. .

Dr. MacDonald’s studies of crim
inals during the last few years, how
ever, have been the most interesting 
of all his work. He visited thé large, 
penitentiaries, and with the assistance 
of the superintendents got complete 
measurements of some of the worst 
murderers and thieves. A short time 
before the execution of Holmes, in 
Philadelphia, Dr. MacDonalJ was sent 
on by the Government to take all pos
sible measurements of the criminal. 
Dr. MacDonald hoped to be able to 
get a record on the scaffold, but this 
was -not permitted by the Philadelphia 
authorities. The kymographion was 
attached to Holmes in his cell, and the 
results are now in the possession of 
Dr. MacDonald. In most people the 
feeling of hatred records a wavy line, 
but in the case of Holmes thé line was 
most marked and intense. The line 
is straight for some distance, and then 
the breath takes a sharp inhalation, 
which is the case during strong con
centration of mind, or the influence of 
emotion.. Concentration of attention, 
therefore, in Holmes, seemed much 
easier in hating than in the other-

have much more effect than reading 
the Bible,.which hal^ the least effect 
of all the tests. Holmes gave himself 
up readily to the investigator, and the 
record may be assumed to be a fairly 
correct one. Some ¿’of his physical 
measurements were: Strength of right
hand grasp, '34 kilograms; of left
hand grasp, 32 kilogt^ms; maximum 
length of head, 191 millimetres; max
imum width of head, 149 millimetres; 
cephalic index, 78;'‘distance between 
external edges of orbits, 110 milli-

millimetres (he remarked that he had 
injured his ear) ; width of mouth, 55 
millimetres; thickness of lips, 10 
millimetres; height of palate, 20 milli
metres^ The measurements of his 
nervous system were as follows: Least 
sensibility to locality, right wrist, 17 
millimetres; left wrist, 17 millimetres; 
least sensibility to heat, right wrist, 
4 degrees; left wrist, 5 degrees; least 
sensibility to pain by pressure, right 
temporal muscle, 700 grams; left tem
poral muscle, 600 grams; with hand 
algometer (Catoll’s), right hand, 5,750 
grams, and left hand, 4,750 grams. 
Holmes was ambidextrous, as is com
mon among criminals, His palate was 
higher than normal, which is about 14 
millimetres. His sense of locality was 
more obtuse than the average, which 
is 15 millimetres. Another peculiarity 
was that his left hand was less sens
itive to heat than his right hand. His 
chest was contracted, and he had a 
tendency to consumption. It may 
seem at first that these figures and 
facts lead to no immediate practical 
results, but Dr, MacDonald, by a coni- 
parison of these measurements with 
those of other criminals, shqws a re
markable similarity in respect of the 
records of many of - the instruments. 
These measurements will bo kept, and 
those of other notorious criminals 
will be compared with them. Event
ually, for purposes of comparison, 
statistical tables on an elaborate scale 
will be prepared, that the reading of 
abnormal man may be done more 
closely in the future. '

Dr. MacDonald has the records of 
some remarkable criminal cases. Some 
murderers, he says, seem to be en
tirely unconscious ^f .Jny feeling of 
repulsion at their ,‘crynes, A con
sumptive of about sixty, who was on 
his death-bed, was asked by the doc
tor why he killed tys Mother with an 
axe.. ;c‘

“Ah,” he said, wmy father died, 
and I thought I worild take my place 
in the family." ¡. J!"

His idea was tha^ hls father used 
to beat his mother,! but that he had 
performed this function better still. 
When the sensation d^jrihrder has once 
been had, it sometimes .peseta a burn
ing passion. One criminal expressed 
regret on the soaffold that, having 
taken the lives of ninety-nine men, he 
had not made the number an ¿ven

the women exceed the men in cruelty 
and ferocity.

Dr. MacDonald thinks that a orig
inal of the calibre of Holmes geta 
credit for much more cunning than he 
actually possesses. He says that if 
any man in the ordinary walks of life 
set earnestly about murder, studied 
his cases carefully, and planned his 
crimes beforehand, he in most cases 
could escape detection for a long time, 
if not forever.

It has been found that general sen
sibility is one-sixth less and sensibility 
to pain two-fifths less in criminals 
than in the average person. Touch is 
obtuse in forty-four per cent of crim
inals, while among non-criminals the 
percentage is twenty-nine. Although 
the sense of touch is almost normal in 
swindlers and thieves, it is always less 
in murderers. Criminals are more in
fluenced by the weather than ordinary 
men. In several foreign investigations 
sixty per cent of criminals were found 
to be color-blind. This^ercentage is 
double that found by a test of 800 
students and 500 workingmen. The 
maximum force of the lefthand, as 
found by Prof. Lombroso,was twenty- 
three per cent for the criminals, against 
a normal per cent of fourteen. In the 
same investigation the maximum force 
of the right hand was sixty-seven per 
cent among the criminals, while the 
normal percentage was seventy. In a 
large number of cases sensibility is 
duller on the right than on the left 
side. There is a predominance of 
Cranium and brain on the right side 
among criminals.

Dr. MacDonald says that the re
morse so commonly supposed to gnaw 
the conscience of acffinuial is a myth, 
The worst men conduct themselves 
best in prison, knowing that they will 
be treated better if J‘they appear to 
have the best feeling?“ Among 410. 
assassins one investigator did not find 
a sincere case of repqntagce. Another 
one stodied780 cnseofiassassins and 
foiind only 3 4-10 percent who showed 
repentance or manifested any feeling 
in recounting their ideeds. Ten per 
cent of these crintinats, by their 
effrontery, showed aconfplete absence 
of remorse. In genenil ¿pre than one- 
third may be 'said jo Be without re
morse, as shown by indifference and 
effrontery in .the acknowledgment or 
recital of their crimes.

Verily, in the midst of the won- 
dérful discoveries and inventions of 
scientists, it would seem that there 
would yet be; constructed an instru
ment that'will weigh and measure a 
man’s moral and spiritual acquire
ments as well as his-emotions.

If Dr. MacDonald’s instrument, as 
above described, can measure or de
note in physical ¿lines and »urves the 
psychical characteristics of thé phys
ical man, as expressed in emotions of 
love/ hate,1 fear, 6tc,, what may we 
not conjecture, with reason, concern- 

of the Spirit-world—so far in advance 
of our earthly plane that our greatest 
master minds are incapable of con
ceiving, or comprehending through 
inspiration, the vastly finer and more 
spiritual achievements in discoveries 
and inventions?

The instrument of which our earthly 
scientist may proudly claim to be the 
inventor is but a coarse, physical 
counterpart, in some degree, of the 
vastly and—to us, at present—incon
ceivably finer spirit kymographion, 
that takes cognizance of, measures, 
circumscribes, weighs, and indicates 
the just value of a man’s moral and 
spiritual qualities, and marks their 
status and development. X. Kay.

A Warning to Spiritualists 
Everywhere.

One Dr. Matthews, a medium, but 
a refined rascal, is now . traveling in 
Ohio, lecturing and giving tests and 
private sittings. This man all Spirit
ualists should avoid.

In order that no one may mistake 
the proper Dr. Matthews, I give the 
following description of this in
dividual’s make-up, by which he can 
be readily recognized, believing that 
nature has stamped him for a purpose. 
Dr. Matthews is light complexioned, 
•five feet six inches high, weight about 
180 pounds, broad forehead, broad, 
flat nose, depressed as a pug dog’s 
nose, and which deforms him in a 
manner and by which he can be most 
readily recognized; an Englishman 
by birth, and claiming to hail from 
Brooklyn, N. Y.

This “pug-dog-head man” is the 
basest kind of a confidence man and 
will beat any and every one, regard
less of sex or nationality. He served 
eighteen months in the Canon City 
(Colorado) penitentiary for his mis
deeds, and 6ven this lesson has not 
taught him anything, for he still prac
tices his nefarious business of obtain
ing money under false pretenses. He 
came to Indianapolis and formed what 
he called the Church of Humanity, 
where the higher philosophy of Spirit
ualism was to be taught to the better 
class of Spiritualists, and many now 
mourn his absence, for he departed 
very suddenly when the atmosphere 
was getting warm. For what he did 
in Indianapolis, if caught, he could 
be sent to the penitentiary again for 
three or five years. He next appeared 
in Dayton, Ohio, and when last heard 
from was plying his rascality there, 
regardless of the warning sent by me 
to the Dayton Spiritualists.

Spiritualists, why will you not run 
this pretending rascal out of our 
ranks? Why allow him to continue 
robbing men and women, and stand 
idly by and say: “Ohl well! he’s a 
medium, and it may not be his fault.” 
To thunder with your sympathy when 
you have a rascal that will not and 
does not reform.

I hope the friends will heed my 
warning, and any that care to address 
me may do so at Indianapolis, where

Hypnotic Crime.
The possibilities of posthypnotic 

suggestion would seem at first glance 
to open up a wide field for criminal 
suggestion, but the evidence does not, 
I think, justify much apprehension on 
that score.

When the patient’s consciousness is 
much disordinated by the suggestion, 
he is usually unable to co-ordinate 
himself to his environment, and is, of 
course, not fitted to do anything re
quiring alert mental / _>wers, much 
less a crime. When the suggested 
idea expels inconsistent stales the case 
is almost as bad. Prof. Liegeois dis
solved a white powder in water and 
told Mme. C------ , one of his patients,
that it was arsenic. “I said to her: 
‘See M. D------, he is thirsty; he is
always wanting something to drink; 
you will offer him this.’ ‘Yes, mon
sieur. ’ But D------asked a question
which I had not foreseen; he asked 
what was in the glass proffered him. 
With a cafidor which set aside all 
thought of simulation, Mme. 0------
replied, ‘It is arsenic.’” Clearly it 
would not do to intrust to Mme, C------
the execution of a suggested crime.

Again, when the emergency of the 
posthypnotic suggestion does not 
affect the upper consciousness at all. 
but coalesces with it, it Is apt, as I 
have already 'pointed out, to meet 
with resistance from the patient’s 
habitual principles of conduct. Dr.' 
De Jong reports that a little Jewish 
girl of ten, whom he found very sug
gestible, repeatedly obeyed his post
hypnotic suggestion that she should 
steal a piece'of money left lying upon 
the table, but one Saturday she dis
obeyed. When asked why, she said: 
“It is the-Sabbath day; I cannot 
touch money.” Another of his pa
tients performed all manner of make- 
believe crimes at his suggestion, but 
when he suggested something .the per
formance of which would have shocked 
her modesty, she refused, and she re
fused. also to betray a trivial secret 
which he had got his cook to confide , 
toiler.—From Posthypnotyc and Crim
inal Suggestion, by Prof. W. R. New
bold, in Appletons’ Popular Science 
Monthly for June. .

■ “The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.”’ By Prof. W. M- Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book ig commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

Tbkbook gives an admirable course of atudy In 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-bQQk especially adapted to tbo comprehension of 
children, as well as older persons whom It Is wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teachina 
them valuable ethical lessons. -

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the pHudplcs of ethics? 6he illustrates 
nor subject with many brief narratives ond anec
dotes, which render the book more interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
for use in children’s lyceums. In tho bands of moth
ers and teachers It may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by jt. It Is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTSi
Bight Living. What In Morality! What 1« Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct! or Kight Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life, 
what Know Yo of Justice? Fortitade a Noble Pos- 
■esslom Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Use 
of TobuccoDangerouB? Cultivation ot Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Btaff ot Lite. 
Value ot a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What is anOataior 
tho Worthot«Proml«e. Fraud a Crime. ThoFoleon

Siauder. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Monaco of Society, 
«rotltude, a Flagrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 
Si.DuJX^BeJf-Rellance. Self-Control. Self-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis« 
tprter» The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Rigtit Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tho Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
»Means to Life’s Best End. Good Nature, One of 
Lire a Beat Blossoms. Ileaaou and Free luoulry. 
Fre® Speech. A Free Press. Wghts ot Animals. 
Bights ot Children. Human Bights; or tho Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. I’ollteuess-Tlm Gentle
man. Politeness-Continued-^ Tho Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment, Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office. 
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THE SPIRIT WORLD.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

FROM NIGHT TO HORN}
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church.

82 page«. .Onecopy, IS canta; ten coplea, IL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
209 page«. One copy, bound In cloth, »1; paper, 7S 

cents.

IVr Sale at this Offlcet 40 Loomis Street,

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKER,

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet« 
embodied la one vfilnne, in which 'questions of great 
importance to the race are discuescd from tbo stand
point of an advanced social reformer; Price 50 cents. 
For sale at this office.
T“ TALLEYRAND’S,
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Thia work will be fon.d especially Interesting to all 
wbowould desire to make a study of. Bomaalsm and 
tbOBtble. The htatorlo facts stated, ted the keen, 
acaUUu reviewer Bomtsh Idea« «ad rTactleeashould 
bere«l.|«U. IMce,2Sc. bold *t  thia nttce, .
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MAN
-IN THE- . .

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Résulta of recent scientific research regarding tht 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of "Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science," "Physiological Pictures,” "Six Lee*  
tures on Darwin,” Etc.

"The great mystery of existence consists in perpet» 
ual und uninterrupted change. Everything is linnior- 
tai and indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the suud 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being lu 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only the forms in 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
Itself remains eternally the same and imperishable. 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only- oui 
personal consciousness. We live on In nature, In oui 
race, in our children, in our deeds, In our thoughts— 
In short, lu the entire material and physical contrlbu« 
tlcm which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature lu general.”—Buechner.
"•* “p’ fbnitt H50 pages, vellum cloth, 11.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Thk Pbooressivb Thinker wlllre*  
member the story under the above title, by Hudsoo 
Tuttle, which was publlahed iu its column!. Atthe 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to 1U appearing 
in book form. Thia wish has now been eraufled. Il 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in style and form like the 
"Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on tbo cover. The scenes of thd 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation anq 
modes of life of spiritual beings, arc presented in tho 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introductions 
The House of the Sage; Home of tho Mlsert Tho Low 
Societies; Hades; Clirlstmastlde In the Spheres ot 
Light! Chrlstmastide and the Goldcu Gate; The Un« 
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to tho 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earthi The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Bptrlt-world| 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; Q 
book in which the investigator will find answers tq 
ever-recurring questions; a Look which will interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price Ln paper Is 50 cents; muslin!]; postpaid

THE MEDIUMIST1C-
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be in the bands of every one fntef 
Cited In Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chaptq 
2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 3, Removal t| 
California; Return of Hla Guide. Chapter 4, Remark 
able Teste. Chapter s, His Work as a Healer. Chai 
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Spiffl 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits toCommi 
nlcate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mfsce 
laneoiu Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experlend 
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pon 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative q 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, Tbo First Break fi 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chapts 
¡4. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda. _

For sale at this offieo. Heuvy paper cover, prtCO I 
oonta

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual

Spheres, '
Tranicrlbed by a Co operative Spirit Bond, combine« 
with cboien media ot earth. It wna given through Ini 
dependent olate-wrltlng. The llluatratlono were given 
tn oil painting« on porcelain plate by Spirit artlsu. Ij . 
la not a notion, but a narrative ot real Ute, without a 
parallel In the literature ot Spiritualism, being a Clea? 
and succinct expoiltlon ut the philosophy, religion and 
science ot Spiritualism. The book contains 260 pages 
with sk Illustrations In half-tone, and twelve paged 
In original Independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound In blue silk cloth, stamped In silver. Price. -
11.25. For sale at this office. '

THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
A habited but now mbmerged pan of thia globfl 

known aa Atlantis, Is one of much interest. Thfl 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources-» 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the ruius of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—arc hero arranged in compact« 
literary form, In this very Interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be« 
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at thlfl 
Office. Price 2.00.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
-OR-

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
MosbsHull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all th» condi
tions of modern mediumship. It also shorn« that ail 
the manifestations throughout ths Old and Now '* \Mw« 
meat were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ h there« 
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Pried. 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTUEE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, |1.25. ■ • « Paper, 50 cents.
Thia la a work of great value, written by one of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put into the hands of those who have freed 
themselves from tbo dogmas of orthodoxy and from- 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the -free mind that inlnd 
and senses are not the whole of life. ■ . .

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of-falth and fancy will be super*  
seded by knowledge nnd facts. For sale at thio office.ROMANISM AND THE RE*  PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OH 
hli country should have at hand for consult*  

tlon. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This is a moM 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposer, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of tho Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, am I 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information fo? 
every patriot in the land Price 11. For sale, at thlt 
effice. • , •

Soul of Things; or Psychometric) 
Researches and Discoveries.

OK IFJIf. AND ELIZABETH If. F.
-LJ Benton. A marvelous work. Though concise a. 
atextibook, lllsasfMclnatlng as b work or Action, 
The reader will be amued to seo the curio is facts 
here combined in support of this newly-discovered 
powerof tho human mind, which will resolve a tboU 
sand.doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain aa 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects bow Ob*  
scared by time. ' ■
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth.................................  ....,..,5130
: - Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated. 450pp. Cloth................................|130

. • Postage 10 cents. .
Soulnf Things—Vol. III.

' Bl Vested. 862 pp. Cloth............ . ..........  .....UW
. ■ Postage 10 cents.
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Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A .great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings

• are of local interest only. We extend a 
- cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements,zwJnch will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
COmpanied by the full name and address 

' of the writer, or no attention will .be 
paid to them.

' O. H. H. writes from Port Huron, 
Mich.: “Mrs. Anna L. Robinson closed 
her course of lectures for the Port Hu
ron society May 31st, to work at the va
rious camp-meetings during the next 
three months. The society parted with 
her less reluctantly than they otherwise 
would have done, as she is to return to 
them again in the fall. The three years 
that she has already been with them 
has endeared her to all, by her unselfish 
devotion to the cause; and many have 
been baptized with the truth during her. 
ministrations. Her lectures, which are 
always soul-satisfying, are followed by 
descriptions of spirits who are anxious 
to be recognized by their friends; and 
often the name is given in full, establish 
ing their identity beyond question. Very 
few mediums are favored with such a 
diversity of gifts, and this society con
siders itself fortunate in being able to 
retain Mrs, Robinson another year. 
We are fully convinced that the only 
Way to do successful work is by having 
a lecturer for the year or longer, Instead 
of from one to three months. We have 
had in active operation during the year 
a Ladies' Progressive Union, and-the 
Children’s Lyceum. The latter also 
closed on Sunday last, which waS 
Flower-Sunday. The hall was appropri
ately decorated with flowers and potted 
plants, and as the children came troop
ing in with smiling faces, and hands 
filled with flowers, one felt that it was 
good to be there, and very many were 

, thbre, who noted with surprise the prog- 
tosh made by the children during the 
year.. Mrs, Robinson is ospeciallj’ in
terested in the lyceum, and is never so 
happy as when she has a group of little 
ones about her. Her efforts have been 
untiring to make the lyceum a success, 

. and that it is so was fully demonstrated 
to the closing exercises. Prizes were 

, awarded to those who had not been ab
sent during the term (of whom there 

- were several land to the one who brought 
the most scholars. The children were 

■ dismissed with appropriate remarks 
from ‘Alice’ and with the promise of a 
reunion at a picnic in the near future."

Theo. A. Ibach writes from Philadel
phia: “A few weeks ago a number of 
Spiritualists of Philadelphia formed a 

' new association of Spiritualists, and 
having secured a hall at 2054 Ridge ave- 

I nue, opened -.on Sunday evening, May 
31st, with a large audience. The meet
ing was opened by Mr. Day, the presi
dent; and after reading I. Cor., chap, 
xii., spoke at some length, and stated 
that Spiritualism was entirely legiti
mate and in concord with tne holy 
scriptures. The president then intro
duced Mrs. Irene Stephenson, who, 
through her guide gave, a very fine lec- 

. ture on The Grand Army of the Renub
lie of the Immortal World, after which 
Mrs. Selina Snyder gave some very in

- foresting tests."
Mrs. H. W. Hale writes from Meriden, 

Ct.: ?‘Sunday,.May 31st, our association 
held the last meeting of the season, with 
F. A. Wiggin as our speaker. From 

. Oct. 1st to the last of May we have had 
. some of the best speakers on our ros
trum, and they have done much to edi- 
-fy us with their eloquence. No speak

. er has more fearlessly spoken the grand 
. truths of our philosophy than our last 
■ speaker, Mr. Wiggin, both in the month 

of January and his return engagement 
to us for the month of May. Our audi

. ences have steadily increased in num
. bers, and our treasury has been replen

ished, arid we find ourselves with a sub- 
■ etantial surplus of cash on hand as we 

close our meetings for the summer 
months. We have secured Mr, Wiggin 
for the last two Sundays in September, 
the 21st and 28th. The Ladies’ Auxil
iary to our association gave a fine mu
sical entertainment, May 29th.. AU the 

. musical numbers received a hearty en-
• core, as also the reading of Miss Soren
sen. Mr. Wiggin by his guides, evi
dently catching the happy inspiration 
of the hour, gave many wonderful and 
convincing tests to the audience of over 

■ two hundred people assembled in the 
• hall. Ice cream was' served and the 

ladies realized a very handsome sum 
from the evening-’s entertainment. Our 

_ experience has been that our mediums 
‘ are a kind and generous people, and 
when they are with us a week or longer, 
have given us substantial aid by devote 
ing one evening for our benefit. We as 
a society appreciate their efforts in our 
behalf. On Tuesday evening, June 2nd, 
our association held its quarterly meet
ing, and as it was our annual, resulted 

; in the election of the following officers 
. for the ensuing year: President, Mr. H.

W. Hale: secretary, Mr. Albert Gustine; 
- treasurer, Mr. Harry Gough. The; 
. minor offices were satisfactorily filled.”

> CASSADAGA ITEMS.
The Hon. L. V. Moulton will give, 

during his stay at Cassadaga, a special 
course of lectures on economic subjects 
as given below. These discourses, we 
believe, will be of great interest to 
those seeking information in this field 
of thought. ■

I; Social Economics. The problem 
stated: Is political economy a science? 
All- science must be progressive. 
What is the direction of progress in thii 
science?

2. Definitions. Wealth. Value. 
Property. How produced. Natural 
law of property or ownership. . .

3. - Distribution and accumulation of 
wealth. Land. Labor. Capital. Rent.- 
Wages. Interest. Law of rent. Wages 
and interest. . '

4. Processes of production, transpor
tation and exchange. Law of evolution, 
from simple to complex, from natural te 
artificial. Effect on rent, wages and in
terest. . ■ ' -

5. Exchanges, science of-measure
ment- Evolution of money, debts 
and credits, and circulating substitutes 
for coin. ■ ■ ? :

■ 6. ■ Financial crises and panics. Their 
Eeriodicity and laws, governing their 

rocesses. ' ■
7. Taxation and tariffs. Effect upon ' 

distribution of wealth. Direct and in-/ 
direct taxation. Who ultimately pay' 
tho indirect tax. /

8. Summary and review. /
:The Cassadaga managementhave suc

ceeded in securing Robert G. Ingersoll 
for a lecture, July 12. HIb subject will 
be “Liberty of Man, Woman and Child. " 
We hope to see a rousing reception 
È ven to this brilliant orator and fear-

bs exponent of free speech. ■/-■■■
Mr». M. Ji Crilley, of Allegheny, Pa,,

wi)l be on the grounds during the test 
of July and early part of August. Her 
reputation as a medium for. private and 
public platform wgrk commends her to 
our people and the pubUq at large,

Lois MoultoU, of Grand Rapids, 
Micfb, m Miss Annette Rittenhouse, 
of New YorkJDlty, will conduct the 
Children’s Progressive Lyceum.

Maggie Gaule from August 8 to 23.
George H. Brooks, of Wheaton, Ill., 

will act as chairman during the season 
at Cassadaga, His. well-known ability 
and experience as a speaker, as well as 
hie loyalty and devotion to our cause, 
will insure him a welcome and the good
will of all friends of the camp.

Pierre L. O. A. Keeley, who has been 
filling an engagement >|at tbe Boston 
Spiritual Teiriple, will be at Cassadaga 
as in former years. . •

Mr. and Mrs, J. J. Whitney, of San 
Francisco, Cal., will be at the camp the 
entire season. Mrs. Whitney gives, 
private sittings as well as public plat
form work. Mrs. Whitney’s platform 
tests given while in Washington at the 
annual meeting of the N- S. A. were of 
the best, and given with a dignity that 
impressed all her hearers.''

J. T. Lillie will have charge of the. 
vocal music, as in former years.

Miss Nellie Austin, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., will have charge of the kinder
garten. ■

A. Campbell, the spirit artist, will be 
at the camp during the summer months.

Hon. A. B. Richmond will, in addition 
to the regular lectures on the program, 
give two or three special lectures dur
ing the session on scientific subjects in 
support of or in sympathy with ouwphi- 
losophy. ■ ■. ■

F. Cordon White will give tests from 
the platform two weeks in July.

Lily Dale continues to grow in popu
larity with people from all quarters, 
Nothing shows this more conclusively 
than tho register of the Grand hotel. 
Each Reason since its doors opened 
for tlie reception of guests there has 
been a marvelous increase of those who 
have enjoyed its accommodations.

Prof. Lock wood, the scientist, whose 
lectures excite the admiration of all 
thinking minds, will be at Cassadaga 
the 11th, 12th and J6th of August. He 
has proved a drawing card wherever he 
has appeared.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond will again 
appear at Cassadaga. She has a host of 
admirers there, as well as in all parts of 
the country. ■ '

Chas. Martin writes that W. E, Mans
field has been given a course of lectures, 
followed by tests, which were well re
ceived. Many of the teste were ac
knowledged in the Hall, and many more 
after leaving the hall". He also gave a 
lecture at private parlors with good re
sults. 1

Wm. 8. Gray, assistant secretary, 
gives notice, by order of the executive 
board, that the Spiritualist Union of 
Eastern Indiana will hold a 'convention 
at West Grove Hall, four and one-half 
miles northeast of Camden, jay county, 
Ind., June 20, 1896, commencing at 10 
o’clock a. m. The convention will hold 
over Sunday, the 21st. The object of 
this convention Is to bring together the 
scattered Spiritualists of Eastern Indi
ana, and bring them in closer touch with 
each other and thereby strengthen the 
cause of Spiritualism in this section of 
the country.'^ All Spiritualists inter
ested in thorough organization are re-, 
quested to be present and participate in 
the work of organization, as there is 
work to be done at the convention that 
will be of Interest to all Spiritualists 
looking fo^a higher and better civiliza

R. S. Kirkpatrick, M. D., writes from 
Des Moines, la.: "Mrs. Carrie Fuller 
Weatherford is with us and is doing a 
splendid work for the cause of Spirit
ualism. She has been with us one 
month and is retained for. the second, 
and we think enough of her to keep her 
still another, if possible. She .has a 
private class for development, and will 
probably form another one. Her system 
of teaching is new and both taking and 
effective. We earnestly commend her 
to any seeking instruction and develop
ment in-spiritual thought.'! ■

James Ml Magbon, M. D., writes: 
“We have been constantly busy while 
here in Milwaukee during the great 
strike, my guides having been engaged 
in speaking to vast audiences number
ing two and three thousand people in 
the halls and in the public parks—to 
enthusiastic assemblies 'everywhere. 
There has been need of hard work and 
free voicing of convictions relative to 
the great labor issue here, and we be
lieve a great good has been accom
plished. We have bqe.n speaking for 
the First Spiritual. Society here at Fra
ternity hall for the past three weeks, 
and the healing and seeing influences 
have been kept busily engaged during 
week-days meanwhile. We shall -ever 
bear pleasant memories of the friends 
in this city, for everywhere we turn we 
are brought in contact with tliose good 
promises which liberal thought, pro
gression and good fellowship insure."

The Secretary writes that the- Sun
light Center Band meets at Hygeia 
Hall, corner Washington boulevard and' 
Paulina street. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman 1b 
president and speaker.' At a late meet
ing Mrs. Lyman was followed by Mrs. 
S. M. Bumstead with a poem. Several 
mediums gave short addresses. Meet
ings will continue'to be held, free to all, 
at Hygeia Hall, each Sunday at 2 p. m.

Mi-s. A. A. Averill, secretary, writes 
from Lynn, Mass.: “The meetings that 
have been held- the past season under 
the.auspices of the.Lynn Spiritualist As
sociation, J. H. Helty, president, were 
brought to a dose on jlay 31. We think 
this has been the most successful series 
of spiritual meetings ever held in Lynn. 
The officers and members have worked 
together in perfect-harmony;'we Have 
had the best talent obtainable: tbe audi
enceshave steadily increased, and, what 
is very essential, the receipts have been 
large enough to pay all the bills and 
leave quite a large balance In the treas
ury. We shall renew- our meetings in 
October with good courage arid good 
prospects of success. Mrs. W. S. But
ler, of Boston, will be tkeflrst speaker. ”

H. C. -Phelps writes:Y ‘II see in The 
Progressive : Thinker- a question: 
‘Where was the orthodox God that he 
did not stop the mad career of the 
cyclone in. Si.; Louis?’ Our Sunday
school . teacher told us it was the wrath 
of Jesus Christ, because they were hav
ing a good time, and Jesus Christ saw a 
good opportunity of showing his power. 
Ohi what a merciful God!" ; ■ ,

Dr. Dean Clarke-writes from Minne
apolis, Minn.: "I am so far on my way 
to Milwaukee. I shall co-operate with 
Isa W. Kayner next Sunday. I spoke last 
Sunday in Fargo, N. D., in the Unitar
ian church. I had a select and very at
tentive audience, and the minister, Rev. 
Ballou, was one of my most apprecia
tive hearers."

The pastor of the M. E; Church at. 
Pennville, Ind-., having, In a sermon, 
made an attack upon "infidels” and said 
that there was a society in town that 
had imported a platform speaker to lie 
about tho Bible—meaning the Spiritual
ist society, ho Was promptly chal
lenged by E. W. Sprague to debate the 
following questions: 1. "Are the teach
ings of modern Christianity superior to 
the teachings of modern Spiritualism?” 
2. "Does the Christian Bible teach 
Spiritualism?" The champion of ortho
doxy prefers to hide behind his pulpit 
and hurl anathemas at Splrltualwa.

E. W. Sprague, having only seen 
home for four days since the 17th of last 
July, and having -held two hundred 
meetings since that date, is going home 
to Jamestown, N, Y., to rest for three 
weeks before commencing camp work.

J. Ai Smith, M. D.. writes from 
Guthrie, Okla., that the climate is 
splendid and never better prospects for 
fruit and grain; also the outlook for the 
heavenly kingdom is more than grand. 
The colored people have five churches, 
the white people have ten, etc. One 
preacher has renounced the Bible and 
has started on the road with a sleight- 
of-hand show. As that is better than 
preaching errors, Spiritualists have a 
right to rejoice and sing praises.

Anna Wilson Larraway writes from 
Detroit, Mich., of the seances of W. E. 
Cole, where byinany are convinced of the 
truth of spirit-return. Spirit telegraphy, 
trumpet, clairvoyance and clairaudlence 
are among his phases, lights come and 
ringing of bells and playing on tam
bourine. A brother of one gentleman 
present painted his own portrait on a 
slate. Mr. Cole,and his wife are doing 
a grand work. . .

N. F. J. writes from Kansas City, Mo.: 
"Dr. Lucy Barnicoat, of Boston, late of 
San Francisco, is in our city and is do
ing some very excellent work in the way 
of lectures," tests, etc. She has done a 
splendid work hère. At her public 
meeting forty tests were given, and all 
recognized by persons present. She is 
a very estimable lady, a fine inspiration
al speaker and good test medium, and 
for the past four years has been doing a 
grand work as a missionary in the cause 
of Spiritualism. She will in -iTtahort 
time leave our city for the summer 
camps and thence to her native city. 
She is now open for engagements to lec
ture. Those wishing the services of a 
lecturer and test medium would do well 
to secure her at once. She can be ad
dressed at Kansas City, Mo., general 
delivery.” .

G. W. Kates and wife, accompanied 
by Joseph and Walfried Singer, accom
plished musicians, may be addressed: 
Madison, Neb., June 11 and 12; Sioux 
City, Iowa, Juue 14 to 10; Des Moines, 
Iowa, June 17 to 20. Their permanent 
address is changed to -2330 N. 18th 
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. '

C. G. Brown, secretary; writes from 
Santa Ana, Cal.:« “Our society-has suc
ceeded in obtaining the popular inspir
ational speaker, W. J. Colville, for May 
18 and 25 and June 1, two lectures a day. 
Subjects usually selected by the audi
ence, as well as a poem. It is truly as
tonishing how it is possible for him to 
answer so rapidly the most, difficult and 
scientific questions. _On Wednesday, 
May 27, we had Mrs,'ll. z. Barnett, the 
test psychometrist, of Los Angeles, with 
her husband, Prof. Barnett, an inspira
tional singer and composer , of music, 
and Little Zoe, about thirteen years, a 
wonderful singer, and an attraction to 
the audience wherever Mrs. Barnett de
livers her lectures.”

G.W. Kates writes from Denver, Col.: 
“Mrs. Kates and self are on the eve of 
leaving Denver for our summer work in 
connection with Joseph and, Walfried 
Singer, the accomplished musicians. 
We expect to make our meetings very 
attractive and useful. The testimonial 
benefit given us May 21 here at the 
First Spiritual Church was a great suc
cess and we received many congratular 
tions. We have been constantly of late 
receiving expressions of goodwill, and 
we feel that in leaving Denver after so 
long a residence and labor, that we are 
parting from .our 'own kin. We shall 
return to this field of labor, but for some 
time—indeed all our lives—wè expect to 
be spiritual itinerants.” " . '

Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel is now lo
cated at Hill City, S. D,, where he can 
be addressed. .

Secretary writes -from Fresno, Cal.: 
"Fresno people generally manage to 
have the best of everything the universe 
affords. This is true of spiritual as well 
as material things. I know you will 
agree with mé when I have enumerated 
our more recent blessing in the spiritual 
line. First we had with us ohé Sunday 
in April that kind-hearted, successful 
test medium, Mrs. D. N. Place, of San 
Francisco. She left inany friends, 'who 
hope she will soon-return to Fresno and 
for a longer engagement. Then we had 
the pleasure of listening to that well- 
known and popular test 'medium and 
lecturer, Mrs. R. Cowell, of Oakland. 
While we enjoyed Mrs. Cowell's work 
very much, her stay here was rendered 
more pleasant by various social features 
for which Spiritualists are alwaysnoted. 
These social features were considerably 
heightened by Mrs. Cowell finding in 
Mrs. Alice Treadwell, one of our en
thusiastic workers, a friend o! fifteen 
years ago. Mrs. Treadwell, Mr. Grover 
and Mrs. Cowell were members of the' 
same Baptist church in Oakland. .The 
surprise was mutual. No better illus
tration is needed of the growth of the 
spiritual philosophy. On the I9th and 
20th we had with.us that bright yoqpg 
light, Harrison D.1 Barrett. Mr, Bar
rett delivered two lectures and far ex
ceeded the expectations of his hearers. 
Of all'the noted lecturers on various 
subjects that have visited Fresno in the 
past, none were more eloquent than Bro. 
Barrett. Indeed, his sojourn here is 
like an oasis in the desert of orthodoxy 
and materialism. • His sentiment is 
of that high order so touch needed by 
Spiritualists in general, and he clothed 
his idea? in langurge so beautiful that 
his audience was neld'‘spellboufid,’as- 

' the daily-papers stated next day.” ,
J.-Madison Allen has nearly-recovered 

from his recent illness, and is’ at 'work In 
Kansas. General,address, 233 Commer
cial street, Springfield, Mo: . ' ■ - . ■

(Dr. C. B. Walkers’s present address 
is Lake Ploaaint, Mass- ‘ -

The Medium, Of Los. Angèles, Cali., 
says: "Thé Southern California Camp, 
meeting Association have secured, for 
their permanent use the large building 
at Redondo, erected a few years ago by 
the Chautauqua Association, together 
with the ample grounds around it. The 
grounds are five acres, in extent, and 
will be at once laid out in building lots, 
to be sold to those who may desire to be
come members of the Association. - The 
building is a very large and handsome 
one, octagon in shape, and is built of ar
tificial stone. It will hold about two 
thousand people. Arrangements, are 
being made to make this second annual 
camp-meeting of the association the 
largest and best ever held on the West 
Coast. Some of .the best mediums and 
speakers in the world will be present. 
President Barrett, of .thé N. S. A., will 
be with us the during the first two weeks 
of the camp. Prof. J. J. Morse, of Eng
land, who is Alling a year’s engagemènt 
with the California Psychical Society of 
San Francisco, is expected to be with us 
during thé camp-meeting, as his society 
grants him a vacation for the month of 
August. W. J. Colville, probably the 
most widely-known and popular Spirit
ualist lecturerin the world, will be pres« 
ent and speak for us. Dr. J. M. Peebles, 
of San Diego, has promised to attend and 
take part. Other prominent speakers 
and mediums are being arranged for, 
and It is safe to assert that the Southern 
gilifornia Camp-meeting will present 

e grandest aggregation of talent this 
year to be found anywhere in the 
world. Mediums and speakers desiring 
engagements will please address at once 
S. D. Dye, 332 W. Firststreet, Los An
geles. Redondo is a beautiful place on 
the ocean beach, sixteen miles irom Los 
Angeles, and can be reached by almost 
hourly trains from the city. It Is a pop-

ular seaside rehirt, arid the bathing is 
unexcelled.”

M. F, P. writes that Dr.’ I. L. Meyer, 
has been giving lectures and tests with 
much success at;'El Paso, Texas. A? a 
result a new society has been forméa, tfi 
be known as Tim Spiritual Truthseek
ers' Investigating Society, composed of 
some of the mopt intellectual citizens.

J, H. Wise, secretary, writes from 
Cincinnati, Ofifoi "Memorial Day was 
fittingly celebrated by the Society of 
Spiritual UnltjyipOur pastor, Marguerite 
St. Omer, delwgved a beautiful address 
on‘OurNatioq'sqHeroes.’ An old vet
eran said at theojose that he was sorry 
that every soldier and sailor did not 
hear it. It was an address full of pat
riotism, and the golden thread of .Spirit
ualism was nicely interwoven. Her 
word pictures qf the Blue and the Gray, 
as they pow stand on the,.immortal side 
of life looking down on tbeir former 
comrades strewing fragrant flowers over 
their once mortal remains, wore words 
hot soon to be forgotten.”

Frank T. Ripley, test medium, during 
the month of June has rooms at No. 243 

• Thirty-first street, where he will be 
pleased to see his ; friends from 10 a. m, 
to 10 p. m. .

Mr. G.V. Gordlngley wfll give tests at 
Masonic Temple, 617 N. Clark street, 
Sunday evening, June 14, at Air. and 
Mrs. Perkins’ meeting. The meeting of 
May 31st was Very interesting, Mrs. 
Hamilton Gill being present. Her tests 
were highly appreciated.

E. K. D. writes from Oakland, Cal.: 
"Oakland was the scene of action Wed
nesday May 27th, when the officers of all 
societies, visiting delegates and local 
mediums to the number of fifty crossed 
the bay to take part in the session al
ready arranged through the manage
ment of President S. Palinbaum, of the 
Spiritual Society of Oakland. The ad
dress of- welcome was delivered by 
Alonzo Coons. Harrison D. Barrett, 
president of the N. S. A., spoke on “Or
ganization,” and the topic was made the 
subject of ten minute talks by various 
speakers. After the session a banquet 
was given in Loni Hall to the pres
ident and the fifty visiting delegates. 
At the evening session, Mrs. Kate 
Hausman delivered an address of thanks 
on behalf of the Oakland people. Presi
dent Barrett gave 'a Few Salient Fea
tures of Our Religion,’ and Madame 
Florence Montague made an eloquent 
argument in behalf of 'Woman’s Cause. ’ ”

Cadet Hall, Lynn, ' Mass., was very 
prettily decorated, Sunday afternoon, 
on the occasion of the memorial service 
for the G. A. R. Tbe decorations were 
furnished by the Children's Progressive 
Lyceum, and placed in position by the 
Ladies’ Aid Society. As the cardinal 
principle of the-lyceum is patriotism, 
the decorations were in consonance, and 
appropriate to the organizations that 
were in attendance. Post 5 was repre
sented by about 100 members, under 
command of tSenior Vice-Commander 
Phillips, and th et (Woman’s Relief Corps 
arid the Sons of at Vétérans were also 
represented ini the gathering. There' 
were also alaggeimumber Of spectators, 
so that the hall was well-filled. The ex
ercises were Conducted by President 
James M. Keltfyr bf the Lynn Spiritual
ists' Association,-, A series of tests were 
given by Mrs.-Tillie U. Reynolds.

Lvman [C. Howe Is now resting at 
his home, Fredonia, N. Y. He just fln- 
ished a courso^o! lectures at tho Tem
pie, Boston,- "h.'v.i -

“A.” writéeh'fVoto .Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: “The Grand Rapids'Spiritual 
Association héld'.'Conferences during 
most:of May,iBut'weré addressed on the 
evening of the'l24iih' by Dr. Charles An
drews', and on ’th’e last, evening ,of the 
month, by Mrs. C. H. Hinckley, both of 
this city. Dr. Andrews has been an in
spirational lecturer and improvisator, 
even froto his youth, and has done much 
for our cause. The address by Mrs. 
Hinckley, which consisted of both prose 
hnd verse, caused unusual comment by 
its bold predictions of public disorders 
in America and Europe. At the close 
of this meeting thé following resolution 
was adopted: . 'That a.vote of thanks fie 
tendered Dr. J.-G. Batdorf for his effi
cient services as president of this, agso- 
ciatiori during the year, and for his able 
lectures through March and April, 
given without remuneration.’ The vice- 
Êresident of the association, W. "W.

(owe, being" prostrated with sickness, 
the following résolution was adopted: 
‘That this. society extend to their es- 
teemédand afflicted brother their heart
felt sympathy for his sufférings and mis
fortunes, and express'their earnest de
sire tor his speedy récovéry.’ ’’ '

Charles P. Séarlès writes from Colum
bus, O.: “The four weeks' engagement 
of Mrs; Carrie E. S. Twing has.’just 
ended, and there. Is not; one.here ’ who 
.would not have liked to-have it 
otherwise,. Mrs.'Twing does not make 
it an object of throwing'spiritualistic^ 
bombs into the orthodox ranks, but 
reaches out in a way that cannot fail to 
please and interest eyen those of Other 
religious beliefs. Homé talent will 
make up most of our program for some 
time in the future, and; as à .result, we 
expect to become better acquainted 
with these workers. We will have an 
excursion to the Ashley camp, July 21, 
where the finest auditorium in this 
country has been constructed, so far as 
Spiritualist camp grounds are con
cerned. Moses Hull will speak on -this 
occasion, and wè would like to see ass 
many as .possible present, especially' 

' Columbus people? Our speaker for the' 
coming Wednesday and following Sim-, 
day evenings, will be Mrs. Elizabeth 
Colt. - Mrs. Siephen’Davls, a« local me
dium and trance speaker, will occupy 
the rostrum the following or second 
Sunday in July.” ' ; ; -. • :

Lyman O. Howe writes: “I was at Lily 
Dale Wednesday evening, and'it is an. 
Eden of beauty. .(.The outlook for a suc
cessful camp season is bright, and some 
of the most noted and reliable of the old 
stand-by mediiims' are already there, 
among them Mr. Gampbell and P. L, O. 
A.'Keeler, andnhore coming, and there 
is likely to be as good opportunities ' for 
witnessing.phefaomtena of the most con
vincing character ¡this season as’ever be
fore’, with sonujinew features added; 
Next week Mrs. Howe and I intend to 
share the feast si of (the June picnic, and 
sit under the baptisms of Mrs. R. S. 

"Lillie, Mrs. E. L. Watson and Hon. A. 
B. Richmond."« in . ,
' ■ .< -■ ■■ ' ■ '

ITEMS FROM THE TWO WORLDS, LON
Don, ENG. ‘

Mrs. Nellie J. T.lBrigham, so wetland 
favorably knowi"tt our country, is lec
turing with iriucTff‘favor in England, 
She stands in the ?‘foremost' rank as a' 
spiritual thinker arid lecturer. We cull 
a few selections from one'of her recent 
lectures in London, as .reported in The 
Two Worlds: .
“Humanity in its earliest days—its days 

of strife ana hardness—had no room, for 
the blossoming graces, no time for the 
unfolding.of the spiritual. But at last 
the impulses of the spirit began to 
quicken; stirring, faintly and feebly ... at 
first came the longing for something 
beyond this world, for love was as old aS 
life, and sorrow was as love. : .

" ‘If a man die, shall he live again?’ 
In the olden days the spiritual element 
in the race had not progressed so tap as 
to ask the question; but when tho blos
soms of the spirit, began to unfold camo, 
the question and its answer. The true; 
answer to the question was ‘No.’ Man 
did not ‘live again,’- He lived once,- 
but Wat once was: forever.” ■ .

“Friends, let us assure you that there

is bread enough for all who hunger— 
there is consolatiph for the bereaved 
and assurance for the doubting, and it 
comes not in dreams, not in fancies, not 
in radiant bubbles that break or pass 
forever from our sight. As surely as 
you may know that the stars are in 
their places in the sky, as truly, as you 
may be conscious of your own existence, 
you may stand upon this rock, not of 
guesses, not of belief, but of positive 
knowledge.”

Mr. A. F. Colborne says:
"I look upon all Spiritualists as recip

ients of a great truth that is a far-reach
ing guide in life wherever they may 
turn. There is no limit to our Spirit
ualism and spiritualization, short of the 
Great Spirit Himself. "

“Spiritualism is ethical, reformatory 
and progressive. It is the true philos
ophy of life, and presents a finger-post 
at every cross-road. Its Mecca is the 
city of God..

“Who that flippantly talks of ‘spooks’ 
is aware of the help and interest that is 
vouchsafed us from the “other side”— 
the kindly and benevolent influence of 
good co-operators, none the less existent 
and real, albeit unseen?" •

W., in the course of a review of a Spir
itualist Hymn Book, gives utterance to 
these thoughts: ' ■ • ' . - • •

- “No wonder we make progress when, 
with all bur imperfections, there is still 
something of the divine in each one of 
us, ‘dwelling in our inmost part.’

“With so many facts for the foundation 
of their belief in immortality as Spirit
ualists have, it is only what we should 
expect that they should have very many 
joyful hymns on the ‘Happy Land?

“In order that it may be well with us 
when we cross the river of death, 
we must in this life think of and live 
for others as well as ourselves,

“The feeling of universal sympathy 
should be cultivated till all the world 
not onlv believes, but acts as if it be
lieved in the brotherhood of man.”

In vain materialism fixes its micro
scope, and invites us to see in the cells 
or molecular atoms the ultimate reality 
of existence. For the wondering mind 
sees in them only depth beyond depth of 
an unfathomable mystery.

The tendency to see, beyond all moral 
laws, a Divine and Eternal sanction, 
and to find beneath the vision of the 
world an all-comprehensive Life, is as 
irrepressible, and as true, to the’signifi
cance of the universe; as the craving 
of the eye for color, or of the ear for ex
quisite sounds,'

To say that mind is a phenomena of 
matter does not trouble the Spiritualist; 
for it amounts to much the same as say
ing that, mind is a phenomena of X, 
which no one need be concerned to deny. 
For who shall say that X may not be, in 
its ultimate essence, spiritual?

Lynn, Mass., Spiritualists’ 
• Association.

Sunday May 31, this association held 
its closing exercises of the season. The 
speaker’s stand on the platform and 
around the entire front was a beautiful 
combination of boquets, cut flowers and 
potted plants.

The afternoon meeting opened with a 
service of song, led by Presidept Jas. M. 
Kelty..

Invocation, Mrs. M. O. Chase, presi
dent of the Ladies’ Aid, auxiliary to this 
association. -

Duet, “Angels of Light,”.by Mr. and 
Mrs. Kelty.

Poem, "We Shall Be Remembered by 
What We Have Done,” by Mrs.'Tillie 
U.'Reynolds.-

Remarks by President Kelty, appro
priate to thé occasion, very kindly ex
pressing his appreciation of the gener
ous support the association and himself, 
as president, received during the pres
ent season just closing, the”result.being 
most gratifying socially and financially.

Song, “We Shall Meet Bye and Bye,” 
Mr. and Mrs. Kelty. . ,

Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, of Troy, N. 
Y., then gave the address of the after
noon, taking the scriptural subject, “I 
go to prepare a place for you, that where 
I am there ye may be also.”

Mrs. Annie E. Cunningham, of Bos
ton, followed with -remarks on her de
velopment in Lynn, twenty years ago, 
and gave fine tests. .

Mrs. Renolds, Winona, then gave a 
fine‘demonstration of a most beautiful 
phase of mediumship, that of giving 
readings from the sound of the voices of 
persons speaking in the audience, while 
the medium had her, back turned to
ward them. They were remarkably, 
correct and of a most interesting char
acter.' ' • ■ ■ ; '

We were especially favored to-day-in 
having with us our-beloved-sister and 
veteran worker, Mrs. Sarah. A. Byrnes, 
of Boston, who has recently recovered 
from a severe illness. ' ?' .

A.t.6 o’clock a seance was held in the 
Idrge audience hall, in which mapy me
diums, local and visiting, participated, 
Mrs. Reynolds taking a prominent part.

At 7:30 p. m exorcises were opened 
.with concerted singing by the large 
audience - present, led by President 
Kelty. Invocation, Mrs. Tillie U. Rey
nolds. Remarks by President Kelty, 
introducing Mrs. Sa,rah A. Byrnes, who 
took for her theme “Spiritualism," 
holding the audience riveted with at
tention by her eloquent address of half 
an hour on the "Religion of Spiritual-' 
ism.” . ■ .
' Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds then took as 
her subjects .for the clpsing lecture, 
“The'Usefulness of Life” and “Of What 

-Gçod.is Spiritualism to you.” '
Mrs. Annie E. Cunninghata, of Bos

ton, made a few remarks, and: gave a 
most interesting seance, especially test’s, 
communications . and readings given 
from photographs while in possession of 
the person. ■ ; ■

A vote of thanks was tendered Sister 
Reynolds by the meeting for the earnest 
and devoted work- for this association,- 
,this.being her second engagement this 
season. Mrs. Reynolds is an exceptional 
inspirational speaker and a fine testme- 
djunirand we heartily recommend her, 
She ' is already engaged here for next 
season..

Thus closeth the most, successful' 
season this society has known, both so
cially and financially, all: bills paid, a- 
large membership list, and a Surplus of 
over $100 in the' treasury. ' So let the; 

‘good work continue, and all become 
progressive thinkers. . ' . . ■

; ■ .. C.*  Warren Chase.

Milwaukee. Wis.
The Unity Spiritual Society (formerly 

the First Sbciety) closed a most success-' 
ful season May 31, and the following 
resolutions were read and unanimously 
adopted: ' '

Whereas, This day being the close of1 
the lecture season of the Unity Spiritual 
Society, and our honored speaker, Helen*  
Stuart Richings, about to leave us for 
other fields of spiritual work, it is the 
desire of this society, to express their 
deep appreciation of hbr many acts, of 
kindness, and valued service?, .therefore; 
belt ' ■ ' . ■

Resolved, That the sincere thanks of 
this society be, and are tendered to our 
sister Helen Stuart Richings for her 
earnest work in behalf of our associa
tion during, her engagement for the 
months of March, April, and May 1898, 
.realizing as wo do, ,that the carrying 
forward of our work to such a success
ful termination of the season, are large
ly due to her efforts -and recognising- in

here true woman, a talented lecturer 
and an able exponent of the spiritual 
philosophy.

Resolved, That we heartily recom
mend her to the thoughtful Spiritualists 
of the world as one whose profound and 
interesting lectures always leave a spir
itual blessing resting upon her audience 
that cannot fail to bring forthan abund
ant harvest.

Resolved, that our cordial good will 
and sympathy shall go with her during 
her absence ficin us, as she fulfills so 
unselfishly her mission, .the promulga
tion of truth, and that these resolutions 
be spread upon the minute's of this so
ciety, and a copy of them be sent to each 
of the Spiritual papers for publication.

A delightful reception, was held on 
the evening of June 2nd in the parlors 
of the Ethical building, where members 
of the society again expressed their 
gratitude to Mrs. Stuart-Riohlngs for 
the good work she has accomplished. 
After music, recitations and impromptu 
speeches, President Bigler presented 
tlie speaker with a beautiful gold and 
silver jewel case in the name of the so
ciety.

Tne total expense for the season has 
been.about fifteen hundred dollars, all 
of which is paid in full.

The meetings will be opened with re
newed vigor October 1st, 1896.

• John S. Bigler, Pres.
Dr. C. F. Ray, Cor, Sec’y,

To the Editor:—In your is^ue of 
May 2 I read a communication from 
Robert White, Jr., in which he claims 
certain things are not true, and among 
them is the materialization phase of 
Spiritualism, which he claims is a fake. 
- I am only an investigator, but it does 
seem to me that Mr. White is very un
fair in his statements and requirements, 
less liberal than any creed in the ortho
dox fold could be, nis statements are-so 
positive and pronounced. He claims 
only one requirement necessary to call 
up m their graveclothes all your wife’s 
relations, including your mother-in-law, 
and that is the fee, “One Dollar.”

As I have already said, I am an hon
est investigator, having been trying 
about two years to understand something 
about this, to me, new field of thought; 
having failgd to find what I considered 
a satisfactory solution in other faiths of. 
the life beyond, I concluded this was my 
only hope. If, however, I am to run 
against such, boulders as this in my way, 
I shall conclude that the faith is an un
settled one and the road rough and rug
ged.

I should like Bro. White to give us a 
plain and unvarnished solution of what 
the true spiritual doctrine is.

Do not think me objecting to the 
brother's statement—only in its positive
ness, for so far as my investigation has 
gone, I do not find materialization satis
factory to me; yet hundreds' say they 
have been and are satisfied. I want to 
be charitable in all things, and espe
cially in this.

We are desirous of finding out the 
truth in this matter, and if this phase is 
untrue perhaps it is all fallacy, and if 
so, the sooner we find it out the sooner 
our investigations will cease.

Again, if the phenomena of material
ization be true, why do not some of 
these mediums who claim to produce 
the phenomena accept Dr. Holbrook's 
offer of one hundred dollars for a satis
factory production of a'materiallzafton? 
I believe the Doctor is honest and would 
not exact any unreasonable require
ments of a medium.

If he could be convinced, I am per
suaded he would have the frankness to 
give the results of his investigation to 
the world, and this would be a great in
centive to others to accept the phenom
ena, which'now stands with many of 
them in the doubtful column. ” •

To C. H. Mathews, who appears in the 
columns of your paper of May 16, telling 
Mr. White what he knows about this 
phenomena—not what he believes, but 
what he knows—why not take your me- 
dipm and'go to Dr. Holbrook and prove 
to him that the, phenomena are true? O. 
H. Matthews and you will be doing a 
great work, toward establishing this in 
becoming a popular solution of the mys
teries of the future world. And pray 
dp not let us have such fogs to wade 
through as rise from the plea of our 
worthy Brother White, or we who are 
only investigators, and poor ones at that, 
may lose our way. '

Please start us right—we are anxious. 
Investigator.

..Belief in Future State..
Ingersoll says the origin of the be

lief in a future state is in the love we 
have for-some of our kind, which ren- 
ders-us hopeful of meeting them here
after. It is singular how men will 
shut their eyes to some of the plainest 
facts. There never has been a tribe 
of men far enough above the brute to 
be called human, but some of them 
claim to have seen the departed in 
visions or visits. Behind that dark,. 
unfathomable curtain, a wal 1 separating 
life from death, there comes to some 
“The.touch of a vanished hand,” 
“The sound of a voice that is still. ”

Whether it be fact or mere fancy, 
Tthe phenomenon remains and is the 
continuous creative source of all be
liefs in futurity. Annihilate all such 
belief to-day and to-morrow if ’ 
“Would rise again to push us from 

.. our stools.” • ,

“The Missing Link in Modern Spirit
ualism;”- By A. Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume, of especial 
interest to all Spiritualists. A. Leah 
Underhill was due of thé Fox Sisters, 
with whom was the inception of the 
modern Spiritual movement. She nar
rates many incidents and spiritual oc

currences in the experiences of the Fox 
family. Brice, cloth, $1.50, postpaid

“The .Bridge Between Two. Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit- 
iial tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson's literary works; Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. .
: “Angel Whisperings'lor the Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Raj’. A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
pleased and benefited by it. For sale at 
thisoffice. Price$1 ,

. “The Fountain of Life, or The Three 
fold Power of Sex." By Lois Wais 
brookor. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman. Price 50o..

• “The Occult Forces of Sex.” By. Lois 
Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this'volumo, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race.are- 
discussed from, the standpoint of an ad
vanced soeial reformer. Price 50o.
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BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.
Vol. l»mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, fl.SO, 

GENERAL DIVISION.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

THOMAS PAINE 7
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

JUNE Iff,

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE,

The only treat an ever ottered the reeding «nd 
thinking public In the interest of modern Spiritus? 
Ism. thnt fs absolutely iron from the theories ol super- 
Btitlou, and which .
Demonitrates continuity of life and our envi

ronment of eyirititual influences,
Physical and physiologic science.

. 1° A1!0 ?pwtüu)!rt, an Impregnable foundation of 
scientific data and verified facts, <

• revelation oftb« 
evoiutionCnel'Sl<iS opel'“,lvo lu BMure’« formula oi 

To th<f ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a now earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con’ 
.doused volume of acleutlflc Information for 25 cent». 
Address your orders, to
The Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis street, 
Or to W. M. Lookwood, <71 West Madison streit, 

Chicago, III. , ’

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the oil 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at Nev 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brisaot, and the moat prominent of Paina’i1 
friends In Europe and America. Clotli, 75 cents. .
The Age of Reason}

Being,an investigation of True and Fabulous The« 
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plaUi 
andnew typer 1B6 page«» poet 8vo, Paper, 25cental 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense»

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to theinhab» 
Hants of America in 1776, with explanatory notice bf 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II, Being an answer to Mr. Burke’i 
Ittack upon the French Revolution. Post 8to., 711 
pages. Papbr, 80 cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine's Complete

, Theological Worlffl.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etO, 

Ulus.edition. PostSvo., 482 pages. Cloth, fl.00
Paine's Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc» 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., 650 pages. Cloth, 11.001 
postage, 20 cents. ___

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; erpos 

Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and do« 
malic Christianity, containing many slartllng concui< 
»Iona never before published, showing clearly til 
mythical character of most of the Old and Now Testa< 
merit stories, and proving that Jesus was an Impersom 
atton and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price Sl.BO. For Bale at this Office, 
Researches in Oriental History.

I. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM/, 
3. DERIVATION OR CHRISTIANITY, <4 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? 1 

The whole comprises tn earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus. j

In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 
have Veen the holy and favored people they claim U 
have been. The Messianic Idea Is traced to the Bac*  
Irian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C.. and Rs bistort la 
Outlined,"following the waves of emigration, until It H 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. » I

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cefr' 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is baled 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and Uial 
its rites. cercmetiTJfts, dogmas and superstitions afd 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast rd*  
search among the records of the past; Its facts afo 
mostly gleaned from Christen authority ; and no per*  
son can read it without Instruction and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author QU 
otherwise. For «aie at thl&omce.

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
, cences.

r)Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
X? largely a record of the facts and demoustratloni 
which tho author baa seenv beard of or presented fa 
his own experiments. Tbe history of tbe various 
?bases of tbe science Is .succinctly presented, and the 

arious theories dearly stated. Many of tho expert? 
moots described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the tpterest and value of tbe 
book, which will be found very Interesting to tbe gen*  
eral reader, as well os helpful and Instructive, to the 
student. Tho work is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, $¡¿.00, r,tr solo at 
tho ofllce of Tks Peogbxsstvb Thinuzb.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKJER,

Author ot “Helen Harlow', Vow,” “The Occult 
Forces ot Bex,” "Perfect Motherhood," and many 
•ther works. Price 25 cents. For «ale at this office. 
AN-EXCELLENT WORK, 
J~\RATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

The "Stellar Key" is tbo philosophical Intro
duction to tbe revelations contained tn this book. 
Some idea of this little volume maybe gained from tbi 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; a—Scenes In the SummcbLiind; 8—Society In ths 
SumtnOr-Land; 4—Social Centres In the Sumnicr-Landi 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; C—Language and 
Life tn Summer-Land; 7—Materia! Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—intimates In tbe Summer-Land: 9—Volet 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con» 
tains more than doable the amount of matter tn foil 
mer editions, and is enriched hy a beautiful frontlfr 
piece. Illustrating the “forma:! m of the Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 73 cent& Postage 5 cents. For ualo 
atthtsofflee. _________

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

' Comtbnts: ThoBejrinninMi Fundamental Prine!« 
plop; Formation of ConBUlhtlune, Systems, Suits 
Planets and Satellite!. The Origin of ,Moteor* and 
Oomets;T’deOrganic Kingdom; Tho Origin 'of Maa: 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; Tbo Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Enowledge; How tho Soul Re*  
colVes Its Highest Impressions; Tbo Record Book, or 
Tbo Heavenly Ether i How to Cultivate tbo Sixth 
Sonic; Tho Ffneror Spiritual Body; Growth and Do*  
generation; Morally, Spiritualism. Proved by the 

iblo; The Blblo and Christ: Tbo Summary: “Fbat 
Must Wo Do to Be Saved." For sale at tblsoflco,

Price, Cloth. $1^5. Paper, 50c.
The Coming American Civil War. 
'TfflS BOOK, BY .BURTOK AMRS 
1 HvNTDiGTOii, is written jn tho interest of hu*  

•inanity, of liberty, and oi patriotism—a book written 
for tho purpose of celling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset hs on .every sluo. and more cepe*  
daily to tbo hostile attitude and the insidious wiles or 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe-» 
tho Catholics. Washington's words of warning 
Llncoln’a apprehension and the prophecy of Gcpe'ai 
Grant are ail Included tn tho volume. Archbishop. 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said; The 
church tolerates Wettes where abo is obliged to do 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
.uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhow she treated heretics In tbo Middle Ages. Mid 
'bow the treats them today whero ebp has the power. 
Wo no more think of denying tbeso historic facts than we do of blaming tbo Holy Ghost and the Princes o! 

■the church for what they have thought fit to do." 
«very one shonld read thl! work. Paper, WO page!. 
P wlllbeient, postpaid, for Mtywnte,, Fo^aate «1 
Ibb office. . . • ■ . . . ■;
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PERFECT MOTHERHÜOÜ
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

. . JUNE 18, THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
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Thin Department is under the manage
ment ’of the-distinguished author, 
speaker and medium n

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

W. A. Cottrell: Q. (1) Can a spirit 
take control against the medium’s will, 
as given in cases of obsesaion?

(2) Is this more likely to occur when 
the subject has a defective brain?

(3) Would not the subject have to 
put himself in a passive state, and is not 
a Spiritualist, or one acquainted with 
Spiritualism, more likely to be obsessed 
than one who knows nothing, of that 
¡subject? . • ■ •  ,*

(4) It is said that many who are called 
insane are obsessed; is this true?

(5) Does not this fear of obsession 
■prevent people from becoming Spirit
ualists? . ... .

A. (1) It is possible for spirits after 
gaining control to retain It against the 
wilt . ■ ........ ,

(2) This is most likely to occur Jn a 
ane.Bided and uncultured brain.

(3) The subject might unknowingly 
Become passive.

(4) Docidedly a Spiritualist, having a 
knowledge of the laws of control, Is 
more able to thrpw off unbidden and 
undesirable influences than one who is 
not. , ,

It is true that obsession figures largely 
in insanity, but far more often aa result 
than as the cause.

(5) I am sure fear of this deters only 
an exceedingly few from becoming Spir
itualists. The facts are that Spiritual
ism rounds out and completes character, 
and there are fewer insane Spiritualists 
than is found among any other class.

Replying to these questions in general 
terms, Ï feel deeply impressed to say 
that the power of spirits to obsess has 
been given entirely too much stress. 
We are not puppets in the hands of these 
Invisible, irresponsible beings. We 
have wills of our own and should be 
cautious in the surrender of our con
sciousness. Wo should not claim ob
session until every other means of ex
planation fails. Since this subject has 
home up in The Progressive Thinker 
every mail brings me letters of inquiry, 
and in almost every instance some 
physical trouble- or mental failure is 
taken as a sûre sign of obsession. To 
go away from the exciting cause, with 
plenty of exercise and generous diet, is 
the host treatment. .

As this correspondent intimates, 
nothing can bring Spiritualism in worse 
repute-than this old doctrine revived of 
the possession by devils.

In line with these questions are those 
asked by Arthur Moore: Q. (1) So 

• many questions are asked you about be
coming a medium in The progressive 
Thinker that tho question has often 
presented itself to me why the same 
person would not make more progress in 
becoming acquainted with" the’’occult 
Î»owers of his own soul instead of study- 
ng -how to make .himself or herself 

negative enough to be hypnotized and 
become the tool-of a disembodied soul.

(2) I am just as much a spirit in this 
■ life as I will be when I have lost my 

earthly temple. Thoughts,are things, 
; and by concentration I draw to me the 

thoughts of others and obtain answers 
to my thoughts. Why can't I Catch the 
thought of a friend on the astral plane 
in the same manner without .becoming 
bo negative as to Ipse my consciousness 

> and become a tool of someone else? Is 
not all spirit control some forrn of ob-

seepage of sewers may: swarm with 
microbes, yet none " be"of â dangerous 
species, and again it may- have only a 
few, but these be of diphtheria, cholera 
or typhoid, which at once give rise to 
the most terrible forms of disease.

It is possible for the system to be in 
such a state of health that the most ma
lignant microbes will find no lodgment. 
They all prey first oil the impurities, 
that is the waste products in the blood. 
If there is perfect. health these are 
eliminatéd as fast as’fonned. That such 
a state of health is possible is shown by 
the many who escape although in the 
midst of cholera, plague or fevers.

It were much better to gain this con
dition of health than to attempt to es
cape tho attack of microbes by the im
possible effort to bar them out. -

J. O. Clark: Q, (I) Would you ad
vise a man of sixty, who has used to
bacco for thirty years, to quit the habit?

(2) Would it not be well for Spirit
ualists to shield their children and 
themselves from church Influence by 
uniting in colonies? . ;.;;

A. (1) The habit may or may not be 
harmful. If affecting the health in auy 
marked degree it is best to "quit the 
habit.” Advertised nostrums are not 
reliable. The will must bp firm. ' Some 
tonic is of advantage, as the elixir of 
strychnine, cas. and iron taken when 
there is unbearable depression.

(2) Much can be said on both sides of 
this question, but it is more in accord 
with the genius of Spiritualism for 
Spiritualists to be a part of, the world, 
the leaven in the mass, to push their 
ideas, than for them to aggregate in ex
clusive communities. Such commun
ities have been gathered on almost 
every phase of thought, and all have 
failed, and partial success—as Mormon
ism—shows how one-sided such com
munities become- Is. it not best for 
Spiritualists to mingle withthe world,' 
force their thoughts into its- throbbing 
arteries and make themselves and their 
cause a governing factor in the great 
movements of the age?

Mrs. R. J, King: Q. What is the 
origin of Easter? -

A. Easter is of pagan origin and de
scends from a remote bge as a relic of 
solar worship. It is to celebrate the re
turn of the sun from the south; the 
awakening or resurrection of Nature 
after the death of winter. Among all 
nations it was typified or personalized in 
a. Savior who, endowed With human at
tributes, appeals to the tenderest senti
ments, the time of the vernal equinox, 
on the 25th of March, being almost uni
versally chosen. The name Easter is 
from the Saxon goddess Ostrt or Eostre, 
as pronounced by the Germanic people.

The council of Nice fixed the day on 
which it should ba celebrated, but the 
attempt to make this heathen - holiday 
conform to the Jewish passover, has lea 
to the strange anomaly of the day of 
Christ’s resurrection ranging over a 
part of March and of April, being re
corded by lunar instead of solar time, 
and requiring intricate calculation to 
find when it falls due.

1

, »

session? .
(3) How am I to know that I am re

ceiving a communication from my 
friend and not from some one personat
ing the same?

(4) What would be the condition of 
the wqrld if vie would all beçome medi
ums and depend on these so-called spir
its for understanding?

(5) Why is it that Spiritualists, par
ticularly mediums, are duped by fraudu
lent materializere? Why don’t their con
trols tell them that it is a fraud? >

A. (1) These questions*  cover the' 
ground of and imply the culture of that 
higher mediumship which carries with 
it the thorough preparation of our own 

• spirits, which has been the constant aim 
in these columns to enforce. .

• (2) We are as much Spiritual beings
. here in our terrestial bodies as we shall 
be when we have passed out-of them in 
our bodies celestial. As such beings, 

A- fettered by the limitations of the barth
' life, we have spiritual faculties and 

powers, and arc capable of receiving and 
giving the manifestations of spirits—as 
mind-reading, etc. .

The more nwi cultivate these spiritual 
- faculties, the better for us, as they make 

us independent.
Obsession is that complete control 

which dominates over the self of the 
subject, and is rare—so rare that it 
should not be taken as one of thé dan
gers of spirit realism. When the laws of 
control are'tindeVstsod and can be taken- 

- to control the selfhood with the will— 
to maintain the personality—there Is ho 
danger.
' (3) You art to identify a spirit as you 
would a friend who came, to your door 
and rapped, if you could not see him.

(4) if all the world should become 
mediums of the passive type, yielding to 
all influences, it would not be a desir
able place, but if all were of the high 
order of independent mediumship, 

- which constantly recognized the pres
ence of spirits, the blending of thé two 
worlds, the earth would be a paradise.

’ (5) My experience is that spirit
friends do expose frauds. If there are 
cases where they do not, they may de
sire their mediums to learn by the sad 
process of experience.

Constantly remember that, spirits are 
not infallible,- and have as varying 
views as prevail among mankind.

"Student,” Chicago: Q. Is there as 
groat danger to. health and life from 
microbes as.we would infer from what 
is said and'writton?

A. It is with, microbes as with ani
mals, some aifo dangerous to man, others 
beneficial. As air, water and ¿very ar
ticle of food swarms with them, it is im

. practical to escape them. The . attempt 
to stabilize the- water we drink, the air 

• ■ wo breathe, and our food, would be im
possible. Even if we could do bo, it is 
presumable that instead of contributing 
to our healthfulness, it would caiise ill- 
hess. It has boon found that, animals 
subject to those conditions languish and 

‘ diO. Thore are a great many varieties 
of microbes which appear to be neces
sary for the .proper, condition ; of the 

’ system. These act as scavengers, and 
when not present the blood acquires 
toxic elements which produce self-pois
oning. In the process of digestion the. 
presence of microbes is essential,-and in 
the purification of tho blood. They are 
tho means. of4 purifying ', the ..water, 
breaking down into the elements all or-' 
ganicparticles.

■Stagnant water is sometimes teeming 
withthe microbes of fovor, and then is 
dangerous to use as a beverage, but all 
stagnant water does not contain these, 

I and may not be unhealthy to use. The-

MODERN THEOSOPHY.
Blavatskyan Teachings Are a 

Sheer Humbug,

Its “Hoary Secrets” and “Divine 
Wisdom’? Pulverized by Prof.

J. It. Buchanan.

George Clague: Q. -(1) Do we have 
good and evil spirits in our band*  on the 
other shores? If so, how can we banish 
the evil and retain tho good?

(2) Does hypnotism come from the 
other side of the curtain, and how can 
we best guard against the evil of it?

(3) The best way to get rid of evil 
spirits? .

A. (I) You havo spirits who have 
been unable to communicate correctly’ 
and you have misunderstood them. 
Others have come who hav6~+een unin
formed on the subjects you questioned 
them about, byt none of these intention
ally were or are “evil."

(27 Spirits hypnotize the same as an 
operator in the physical body, and here
by the phenomena blend, and . a plaus
ible éxplanation Is put in. the hands of 
opposers. \

(3) Bo so true and pure id heart that 
they cannot approach, Or, approaching, 
will become reformed by tne uplifting 
influence they receive. . - '

the daylight cdeIr.

■The preacher prayed Jn woeful tone 
For-the thief in the felon’s cell, 

And told of iris punishment Here on earth
And his endless days in hell; . 

But .the thibf that sat in th& best front 
pew, ' • ¡-S' ■’ ,

Thathe might be seen and heard— 
-Of the fihyloqk thief of the helpless poor, 

The preacher said never a word. .
And he.told of the harlot steeped in sin, 

■And thé rumsèllér’s awful doom;
And said'ff they, didn’t .ceasp to increase 

Heir would run short Of room; -
But thé piratés thaj; have stolen the 

earth, ' ' “. .
And their brother’s blood hate shed, 

The parson smiled as he winked at them
And never'a word he said. * ,

Lord help the preachers and help the 
church

When the morning sun shall rise, 
And cast the Veil that has hidden the 

sham '
.Away from the people’s eyes! '• ■ 

And the big thief then, in the best front 
‘ pew- . -, ■ ..

And.the man with the blood-stained 
■ hand ■ ” ■ '

Shall stand alone In the daylight clear 
in sight-of all the land. .

—Omaha .Commonwealth.

'Measure of Character.
Have you learned, reader, that often 

they who are loudest in their pretending 
at reform are the least reformed; that 
they who with unnatural and unrelent
ing terms denounce the political cor
ruptions of men in . power, to excel in 
tyranny when raised to power? Let me 
recall a bit of history in point as told by 
another.

Francis Maximille'n Joseph Isidore 
.Robespierre, thè revolutionary monster 
of the French Revolution, "was born at 
Arras, 1758. Having lost his father in 
his childhood he was taken under, the 
protection of*  the Bishop of Arras, who 
sent him to the College of Louis de. 
Grand, after which he studied the law, 
and was admitted an qdvocale in the 
council ot Artois. About this'time he 

-published a treatise on “Crimes and 
Punishments,” in which he denied the 
right of society to put offenders 'to 
death. At the beginning, of the Revo
lution he was elected à member of the 
States-Genéral, where fre 'obtained the 
name of “Incorruptible” by his constant 

: declaration against political corruption. 
The Jacobin Club raised him to power, 
when a scene of blood followed, to which 
no parallel can. ba found in'.history. 
Robespierre and his' creatures, estab
lished the terrible tribunal- toàlléd tbe 
Committee of ' Public- ■ Sàfcty, which: 
spread dismay and. 'cleath-'throughout 
France. At length a< confederacy was 
formed against the tyrant; who was ar
rested July, 27,1791, but not until, his 
lower jaw was broken by.a pistol'shot, 
and the next day he suffered under the 
guillotiné amidst the execrations of the 
multitude. ' J. O. Barrett.

At New York, April 26, there assem
bled a singular convention of the follow
ers of Blavatsky, who assumed and 
taught her followers to assume the word 
theosophy, which means divine wisdom, 
though not one of them lias ever mani
fested any wisdom beyond the average, 
by making original discoveries in sci
ence, presenting wiser views In sociol
ogy or making any valuable contribu
tion to human progress. They simply 
assume to be divinely oracular because 
Blavatsky gave them the label of Theos
ophy. ’ ■

The leading figure on this occasion 
was Dr. J. D. Buck, of Cincinnati, who ' 
surpassed himself in highflown magnil
oquence as follows: . ■

“People are ready to listen; If we 
fall or grow weary we deserve only the 
scorn and contempt of mankind, Our 
literature extends backward to the dawn 
of history. Our grand masters laid the 
foundations of the pyramids, solved the . 
riddle of the Sphinx, and mapped out 
the constellations. The mysteries' of 
Greece, from Pythagoras and Plato, 
who learned their secrets and became 
immortal in the memory of man, lie open 
to us. The shepherd kings and the wise, 
men of the East are our elder brothers, .

“What are all these hoary secrets but 
» Knowledge of the origin, nature and 
destiny of man, and the methods of his 
higher evolution? We can demonstrate 
thls'Btep by step, and so help to restore 
the lost chord in the weary pilgrimage 
of the human soul. This is the mission 
of Theosophy.” ■

A flight of fancy worthy of Talmage.
As this is no joke or burlesque, let us 

treat it seriously, and see how Dr. Buck 
& Co. are to “restore the lost chord of 
the human soul,’’-which is not yet aware 
of losing any of its chords or cords or. 
any other apparatus.

If we can understand him. it is to be 
done by revealing some of “their hoary 
secrets;” and as Blavatsky is the guide 
or holy mother, it is to be done by bur
rowing In the mouldy remains of the 
craziest Oriental superstitions that ever 
afflicted an imbecile race; whose sacred 
Vishnu Purana still teaches its believers 
that fot- sixty thousand years “no other 
youthful monarch except Alacka reigned 
over the earth.” But this is a small his
toric item compared to what is men
tioned by Sir W m. Jones, the greatest 
Oi-iental scholar of modern times, who 
says that in the sacred Hindu books 
“We hear of a conversation between 
Valmir and Vyasa,two bards whoseyfges 
were separated by a period of eight hun
dred and sixty-four thousand yeai-fc!”

It was by studying such literature 
that Madame Blavatsky was enabled to 
learn, as she teaches in her “Secret Doc
trine,” that the universe exists through 
immense periods called Manvantaras, 
during which it is governed by hierar
chies of ,“Dhyan Chohans.” The first or 
creative period lasts through 311,040,000- 
000,000—three hundred and eleven mill 
ions of millions of years, and forty thou
sand millions of years thrown in for 
good measure; and then there is another 
period of 311,040.000,000,000 during 
which the universe disappears!

She also claimed to possess “the elixir 
of perpetual youth,” and sometimes said 
she was over eighty yeaYs old; but ' she 
did not start to live through a manvan- 
tara, and did not reach the Scriptural 
limit.

Those who wish to recover • “the lost 
chord” of the soul mentioned by Dr. 
Buck, should look into the “Secret Doc
trine” of Blavatsky and learn about liv
ing stones, threé-eyed mon—thirty feet 
high, colored blue, loveless people and 
other fantastic freaks of imagination 
presented as facts. .

Seriously speaking, after the exposure 
of Blavatsky’s frauds in India by, the 
Psychical Society, after her confessions 
to Souvalyoff, at Paris, and after her 
entire mass of literary plagiarism, false
hood and imposturò had been pulverized 
into an impalpable powder by Wm. Em- 
mette Coleman, the propagation of her 
cult in this country among people who 
have some education, but no spirit of in- 
vestlgatiort, shows that the credulity 
which has been fostered by the church 
for eighteen centuries is still ap active 
social element.

The tendency of the Buddhistic Ori
entalism cultivated by Blavatskyans, is, 
in jndia, toward a dirty; vagrant, beg
garly occultism, quite harmless, consid- 

< erably psychic, and exceedingly silly. 
The Theosophist, published in India by 
Cot Olcott, the Oriental president o'f 
thè society, contained a report from the 

.Kumbakoriam Theosophical Society, 
giving the doctrines of Sankara, show
ing how to.reach Nirvana. The follow
ing is their language:’ .

“Among Bibikshus who lay for Mok
sha, there are foiir kinds, viz.: Kutu- 
chakan, Behudhatran, Hamsan and Par- 
ahamsam. Gautama,- Baradwaja Yag- 
navalkya, Vasishta and others belong to 
the first kind.; Thpy take eight mouth
ful's of food daily and strive after Mok
sha through the path of Yoga.

“The second kind carry three bamboo 
staves tied together (Widanda) and an

and Oloottknow Sffiovel on tho subject 
in 187b,- they olj^ned from my pub
lications, and fully credited to ine, say
ing that posterity would be compelled to 
erect a marble Btajijo to Dr. Buchanan 
for his discoveries,0 which they always 
recognized. These? “hoary secrets” aro 
hoary delusions; dj& up from the effete 
trash of antiquity? Never have they 
added a single vail able truth to human 
psychology or physiology.

Blavatsky is now in a world in which 
she is compelled to’reoognize her errors, 
and sho has returned to me in friendly 
communications. 'The time will come 
when she will be sjlfileiently advanced to 
feel the necessity pf'Peturning to earth 
to undeceive her afijifes and show them 
the folly of all she said againot spiritual 
science. ' ; '
• The pomposity of Blavatskyanswill be 
obliged in time to come down to the level 
of common-sense, though some light
headed ones may float away among the 
clouds to Nirvana. ' Seven years ago I 
discussed this subject in the Religio- 
Philosophical Journal with J.R. Bridges, 
of Boston, and E, J. K. Noyes, showing 
that Blavatskyism, instead of being any
thing like Theosophy, was'only an effete 
Hinduism, too silly for serious thought, 
while they maintained that it was a sub, 
lime philosophy, derived from India, too 
profound to be understood by common 
readers. But seven years brought Mr; 
Bridges to his senses, and he has pub- 
lishea in the Arena a very thorough ex
position of the Blavatsky fraud. .

If there are any in'the New York 
meeting who have any respect for com
mon-sense, I would ask them as they 
pose before the.worjd as Olcott Theoso- 
phists, if they believe one-balf of Ol
cott's doctrines of Oriental marvels 
which he calls Theosophy? Do they be
lieve. with Olcott th at. th è Yogi in the 
third stage "overcomes all the primary 
and subtle forces—that is to say, he van-*  
quishes the nature spirits or elementary 
resident in four kingdoms of nature; and 
neither fire - can burn, water, drown, 
earth crush, nor poisonous air suffocate 
his bodily frame. He can make himself 
as buoyant as the thistledown, or as 
heavy as the giant rock; he can subsist 
without food for inconceivably long pe
riods, and escape bodily death to an in
conceivably protrae.od age.” As you’ 
all want to be Yogis, please make Dr. 
Buck a third-class Yogi, and prove that 
your “hoary secrets” are not hoary hum
bugs.

AN OPEN LEIB
Written by an Octogenarian

To H. V. Sweringen, A. M., M. D. 
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Dear Brother:—Years ago, when 
my Spiritualistic speculations were often 
seen in our papers. Gen. John Edwards, 
whom I never sawpswifote me from his 
home in Washington :f:

“You are one th fit Earn unwilling to 
lose sight of . . .> J Inhave commanded 
armies, fought battles;' and credal big
ots shall not deprive line of the comfort 
that confirmatory evidence of a better 
life hereafter affords.?! ..

In those days our editors regarded my 
statement of facts its reliable and my in
ferences of their-,-significance logical. 
The change thatiriqur-score and ten 
years, less a small fraction of one, has 
imposed on my physical organism, ex
hibits a corresponding.waning of mental 
vigor, ",

OLD-FASHIONED CAMP-MEETINGS.
Feeling that the time of my departure 

is at hand, I am contrasting my reflec
tions with what they would have been 
had the teachings that shaped my belief 
in early life continued.

Then, at the camp-meetings near the 
Hudson river, we would listen in solemn 
cadence to the horrible refrain:
"Hell beneath is gaping wide;
' Vengeance waits the dread command, 

Soon to stop your sport and pride
And sink you with the damned.”
But another stanza would be more ap

plicable to my case at the present time: 
“And now the aged sinner goes, 
Laden with guilt and heavy woes, 
Down to the regions of the dead, 
With endless curses on his head."

While it would be impossible for me 
to conceive a reason why I, in justice,, 
deserved so much "cussin’ ” I might rer 
call tho explanation that Calvinistic 
theology used to give, in my youth, 
“original sin,” “primeval curse,” and in
voke the aid of thb blasphemous inquiry 
by the little ‘‘sacred ’ song” maker, 
'Watts: .
“May not the sovereign Lord on high

Dispense his favors as he will? , 
Choo5e some to live, while others die< 

■ And yet be just and gracious still?” .
POOR PAY-POOR PREACH. '

But, Brother» Sweringen, if I get to 
preaching, you will think of the anec
dote of Gen. Gaines: He asked an In
dian preacher how much pay he re
ceived,

"Two bit a day," was the reply.
“That,”, said the General, “is damn 

poor pay."
“Damn poor preach," retorted the son 

of Logan. .
t SOMETHING TANGIBLE.

-?And now a truce to vagaries of the old? 
theologies that havte been invented ands 
believed through dread of annihilation.
I will reciprocate the favors you havg 
written me, by something similarly- tan
gible and demonstrable of our spiritual 
aphorism:
“There is no death! What seems so is 

transition.”
While phenomenal facts are becoming 

stale in a general way, new ones occur 
that are refreshing, and some did ones 
are worthy of repetition. Either kind, 
if they enlighten us in regard to spirit
life or conditions in the great beyond, 
should be freely published and inquired 
into.

Example: Dr. L. H., Bascom, brother 
of tho celebrated Kentucky bishop, was 
my personal friend, but uncompromis
ingly hostile to Spiritualism. About a 
year alter his so-called death, at a se
ance with Mrs. Breed—the best test me
dium I ever saw, now dead—she wrote, 
automatically, a -page, and looking at 
the signature, inquired: “Do any of you 
know a doctor in spirit-life whose in
itials are H. W. B?” .

No answer. ■'
She looked again, and calling to 

said: "You ought to know, for it 
dressed to you."

I replied: “I do not recognize 
Itials.” *
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This admonishes mo,,of the prudence 
of being less hasty,in ^pproaohing con
clusions than formerly, ' trinated ii

The old General really needed no ad-Ji g-ive it up. 
ditional proof of his conviction, but hi- •• •
enjoyed a pleasure, nevertheless, fin 
communing with minds that were in ac-

—- ”— — —
“I tell you,” said she with emphasis, 

“his name is Louis H. Bascom; just 
whispered it in my ear. 1 signed it 
wrong.”

I took the paper and read:
“My dear old friend, Dr. Crane:—I 

five it up; you were right and I wrong.
was too stiff-necked. TJte little of 

spirit-life that I learned from you has 
been of great value to me here. I know 
more about this new life already than 
does my brother who has been’here so
mueh longer. He was so deeply indoc
trinated in Methodism that ne cannot
uno up. He is still expecting to see 
the great white throne, a veritable city 
—a ‘New Jerusalem.’ ’’

“.The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Olid Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian. can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price 81. For sale at this office.

earthen water pot, ant^wear the tuft of 
hair (sikha), sacred thread (yagnopa- 
vit'a) and red-colored cloth. They take 
eight mouthfuls of food in the house of 
Brahma. Rishis abstajp from flesh and 
alcohol, and strive after emancipation 
through the path of Yoga.

“Then the Hamshas should live not 
more than a night in a village, five 
nights in a town; and seven nights in a 
sacred place, partaking daily of epw’s 
urine and cow’s dung, observing Cban- 
draganaman, and striving after Moksha 
through the path of Yoga." ..
.This dunghill diet is not published in 

The Theosophist to condemn it, but as 
a portion of Oriental wisdom, and Olcott 
claims that his society is following the 
most ancient writers of India.

■... That Americans should ever think' 
seriously of these superstitions which 
have reduced India to the lowest rank, 
among civilized nationp, and degraded 
woman worse than among the savages. 
of xlfrica, is due to the fact. that' this" 
whole Oriental fraud was concocted and 
propelled by the literary talents of Ol
cott and Blavatsky.

Blavatsky was a friendly correspond
ent of mine twenty years agb, when she 
was an apparently honest spiritual me
dium and psychometer, and a.warm 
.chanipion of my discoveries. ¡But I lost 
all interest in her when I foundher bent 
bn wholesale fraud,*  and so utterly reck
less ih herfictionS as to tell me that the 
French.never paid thethousand millions 
demanded by Germany, for. they did not 
have the; gold necessary, but that the 
told which' paid the‘demand was.pro- 

uce'd by bccult magic, Her whole ca
reer from 1875 was a kind of melodra
matic frolic or joke; and she laughed at 
her dupes, of whom Olcott' was the 
chief. It was a grand humbug in which 
Madame was the . bug, , and Olcott the 
hum, that made her fame. Buck is now 
the American hum. ■ .

His pretense of holding as “hoary se
crets” a knowledge of the origin, nature 
and destiny of man, and the methods of- 
his higher evolution, is a piece oi fiub- 
lime Impudence. Air that Blavatsky

cord with his own.
So .with me. while I plainly see myself 

standing on the cold porch of eternity, 
and near the “gate ajar” through which 
I musUsoon pass, nolens volens, there 
are contributors to our spiritual papers ' 
that I am unwilling to “lose sight of” 
while I stay in the form, and you are 
one in particular with whom I wish to 
leave some of my crude opinions and ex
periences, pro bono.

You have not, like the veteran Gen
eral, commanded armies,but you are ex
ercising a moral courage equal to hie 
own, and with your co workers are 
achieving a victory of unspeakably more 
importance to mankind in general than 
has ever been won on the field of Mars, 
durlng-the world's history.

This, together with what I intend to 
say to you, will explain the reason why 
I am as unwilling to lose sight of you as 

• Gen. Edwards was of ma.
My religion, as -i<- i Wesley said of 

his own, is to do all ible good to hu
manity, and avoid the evils inseparable 
from it, as far as possible.

CONCERNING INGERSOLL.
To this end I purpose to endeavor to 

enlist you in the inquiry whether the 
hospitality with which some of our edi
tors and expositors are honoring Mr. In
gersoll is not seriously retarding the 
development of spiritual truth?

He ignores- the basic structure on 
which our philosophy stands, and even 
denies phenomenal facts that are at
tested by all necessary preliminaries to 
the establishment of scientific conclu
sions, and yet ouf leaders, with strange 
inconsistency, give him prominence at 
camp-meetings and by newspapers de
voted to our cause. .

This I hold to be a “house divided 
against itself,” but unlike the one named 
in Scripture, it will not fall in conse
quence of such division. Truth will 
ultimately triumph.

I plead guilty to the charge of weak
ness in questioning the policy of appar 
rent affiliation with the great Agnostic, 
for our Hercules who strangled the Sey- 
bert Commission serpent, wrote me. that 
he believed Ingersoll’s labors would, 
prove serviceable to the Spiritual cause.

And further, the ¡¡editor, of the paper 
that has a name si»-expressive of its 
character, would net have published the 
lectures in questionable Progressive 
Thinker. April'25thkhad he not con
scientiously believed that in doing so he 
was not only subseraing the grand cause, 
but striking,a blowjSt .the octopus that 
is now aiming insidiously at the re-en
slavement of the world by re-establish- 
inajiapal supremacy. J

When antagonizing shell men, I can 
but think of the pigmy wrestling with a 
giant,' and yet I was Orfce betrayed into 
such indiscretion. vjitft the Thinker, 

jbut on a subordinate, though kindred 
subject, and that, ¿¿¿¿-•while knowing 
the editor of that p£pei*  was the origi
nator of a process by;. jybich the gospel 
of Spiritualism could be'preached. to the 
poor—an unselfish measure that entitled 
him to the gratitude of all mankind;- 
But, ■’ ■
“To-err is human, to forgive divine.” : 1 

some new Mottoes.
And I will-here most respectfully in

quire. whether you dp not err in omitting, 
frop'. the grand catalogue-bf mottoes 
you would inscribe oh your banners, the 
following: ' ‘ .

I. Corinthians, chapter xili. ’ ; .
Correct each other's mistakes, and 

kindly. . '
• Everything for tho cause, nothing for 

persons. .' '
Retribution, hero or hereafter.
This last should be a leading factor 

with all our teachers—hope of • reward 
and tear of punishment are the - genii 
-that govern npman nature. ' . . -.

The above is a verbatim transcript of 
the most important part of the revela
tion referred to, and on which I hope 1 
shall have the pleasure of seeing your 
comment before I “go hence.” 

. , CREDAL TENACITY. ‘
And another example expressive of 

the tenacity with which credal religion
ists adhere to theories in place of dem
onstrated truth:

Rev. Samuel Watson, of Memphis, 
after asserting that he had met his Wife 
and children and others from “beyond 
the tomb,” expressed, in a letter to me, 
regret that old-fashioned Methodism 
was giving place to phenomenal Spirit
ualism. '
- “Facts,” Aid Brossais, “are the most 
brutally obstinate and unyielding of 
anything in nature.’’ and yet we see 
them giving way to delusions of faith, 
which is so generally substituted by 
credal Christians for the practical vir
tues inculcated by the groat founder of 
Christianity, the “Man of Nazareth.”

Credal religion is making this world a 
pandemonium^ while the genuine ar
ticle would bring “peace on earth and 
good will toward men.”

.IS MENTALITY A SECRETION?
Much as I admire your teachings gen

erally, and especially your late address 
to your medical class, in which you so 
clearly exhibit the distinction between 
the real man, the spiritual body named 
by St. Paul, and its agent, the' natural 
body, which Dr. Franklin said was “lent 
us,” you will please excuse the use of 
my little remainingacumen in a critical 
way, when I inquire whether you really 
claim that mentality is a "secretion.”

There, I submit, you appear a little 
ambiguous. If a secretion, then Milton’s 
brain was secreting “Paradise Lost,” 
while his liver and renal machinery 
were secreting substances so broadly 
different as to defy comparison; and all 
this dwindles into insignificance when 
think of Job’s sublime inquiry to we 
which you so appropriately refer:

"If a man die, shall he live again?” 
and to which the last verse in Ecclesi
astes should be added.

J ustice is an attribute of God, and can
not be suspended, consequently, if it 
does not reach us in Time it must in 
Eternity, and this in spite of Ingersoll 
and all his cohorts, and which he unwit
tingly admitted. '

Yours fraternally,
St. Helena, Cal. G. B. Crane.
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Plankt* akd Pxople, the Astronomical and A**  
trologlcal Monthly which lyu Detracted so much at*  
tention during the past year, because of the wonder
fully accurate predictions made therein, and the very 
valuable and lllghly Instructive lessons on tho Indu*  
ence of the etars, as well as the choice literary, seten*  
Uflc aud political contributions, will bo Issued Ln one 
complete volume for the year 1896. '

Tbe reason for this change la because many sub
subscribers preferXo have the entire year**  conditions 
In advance rather than by the month.

It will be profusely Illustrated with about 100 outs 
elaborating upon the science of planetary life, and the 
relation of tho people to the stars.

FIFTY-TWO LESSONS
on tbe general weekly doings for the year, 18 the 
feature of. tbe work, apd together with a world of 
other Information and special matter make up the 
most marvelous book on tbe wonders of the heavens 
and earth aver before published.

Subscribe now and secure a copy of tho first print 
which will be ready December 1st.

THE CONTENTS OF THE WORK AREi
Preface. •
Introduction.
Signe and Figures.
Advance Weekly Star Reports for 1896, con

taining 75 pages of matter pertaining to Horo*  
scoplal delineations relative to the times.

A group of Mystics, emblematically Illus
trated.

A group of Vegetarians, emblematically I1-. 
lustrated. .

A group of Reformers, emblematically Illus
trated.

Personal Character Delineations, giving 
numerous occult lessons for students of the 
law. .

Ormsby’s Calendar Ephemeris, a marvelous 
compilation of facts for the year 1896.

Agricultural Pointerstok guide for farmers 
and gardeners.

Weather Bulletin—showing storm periods 
for the year.

Physicians’ and Burgeons’ Anatomical 
Chronometer.

Health Department—giving numerous hints 
and suggestions of value to all.

Editorial Mention, Reviews, Special Matter, 
Etc., Etc. '

Pricer Paper, $1.00f Neatly Bound in 
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LED TO THE LIGHT.

A Thrilling, Psychological Story ofEvangell. 
cation and Free Thought. It is to Protest

antism what tho ••Secrets of the Con
vent” is to CathoUciem.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE. (
The dlittnrntitied author. Hudson Tuttle, require*  

no Introduction to the reader*  of Tu Pboobbsstv* 
Th i Nile, but the following headings of chapter*  will 
show them what they may expect from the book:

C0XTXKT8:—An Idyl — F irdham — Building the 
Church—The Evangelist—Blood—Tho Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Souls—Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Caln—Evolution—Stella—The 
L'ell—Death—A Step Forward—Tbe Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette-Tbe Bank Bobbery— 
Liberty—AU Is Well That Ends . WcU-The New 
Church—The New "Ways Led to the Light.

Every chapter is devoted to one idea, and tbe whole 
presentseo many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fiendish career of tbe revivalist Is con
trasted with tbe character of tbe honest minister and 
tbe thinking ogncstlc. The atepe br which a preacher 
emerges from tbe church, and tbe difficulties be meets 
arc graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyceum evolved out of the old, form an in
teresting study to those seeking new.methods.

It Is a beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
in accordance with our new departure, is 80 cents, 
postpaid, or*five  copies for ti.23. For sale at t)u 
•'Sire of Thb PBOouss\ivx~rHiaKE>.
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A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
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archate.
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MOSES HULL
A Catalogue of His Princl 

pal Works.

For Sale at the Oflice of The.Pro
gressive Thinker.

WaytiOe ifottlngs.
Gathered from the Highway!, By-waya and Hedge! - 

of Lite. By Mattib E. Hvu^-Tiilala a pianeloual» . 
neat book of selection! front Mn. Hull! beat poem«, 
aermons and euyi, and contain! a splendid portrait 
of tbe author, also a portrait ol Hosea Bull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, II.
Hie Spiritual Alps

anil How IFe Ascend Them.
Or a tew thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit »supremo and all things .are subject to 
it. With portrait By Moses Butt. _'Juat the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. , 
Price, bound tn cloth, <0 cental In paper corer, 29 
cents
New Thought.

Volume L Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beaut!, 
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the beat 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form tbe blgheat phase SI 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only I1.OI. ■ 
New Thought.

Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Blx portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents. -
Joan, the Medium.

Or, tho Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Leader or Armies. By Moses Hull. This Is at 
once the moat truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Bplrltualtenl 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrllllngly In*  
ter eating । no history more true. Price tn cloth, 49 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Beal Issue.

By Mosu Hull. A compound of tbO two pamph
lets. "The Irrepreaalble Conflict," end "Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important addltloni, making a 
book of 100 pages all for 25 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documenta, on the tendencies of ' 
the times, that every one ahould hare.
All AliotU Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Batanto 
Majesty and His Subordinates In tbe Kingdom of 
Dsrkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cent!.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of tho Bplrituallam 

and Medlumabip of tbe Bible with that of to-day. Bp 
MosxsHull. An invincible argument proving that; 
Jeaua waa only a medium, subject to all the condi. 
tlona of modern medlumahip. It alao shows that all 
tbe manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa*  
ment were under the same condltlona that medluma 
require to day; and that tho coming of Chrlat la the re
turn of mediumship to the world! 45 pages. Price. 
10 cents. .
The Spiritual Birth,

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaven and Hell. By 

Moaxs .Hull. Thia pamphlet beatdes giving the Spir*  
llualfatic interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains tho 
heavens and bells believed tn by Spiritualists. Price. 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Baited. .

' Or tho Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Priee 10 cents.
SplrltualoSongster, .

By Mattis E. Bull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. BuITi 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the psod. 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 chu. •: 
or 46 per hundred.
27sc Mediumistio Experience

• of John Brown,
Tbe Medium of tho Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. S. Loveland. This is tho history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 largo 
pagea. Price, 50 cents.
The Devil and Cie Adventists, :

An Adventist attack on Splrltuallun repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents.
Who Was the Hebrew Jehovah? '

An argument on the origin and character of th*  
Jewish God. Price, 5 cents.
Was John Calvin a Murderer?

Price. 5 cents. -

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics,) No author was/better quali
fied to write -an impartial; and^honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read -in conjunction with 
Gibbon's work. For sale at this 'office. 
Price, 25 cents.

“From Night'toMorn, or An. Appeal 
to the Baptist Church-!’ By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives ail account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 

Spiritualism, It is written, in a sweet 
Spirit, nnd is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15cents, .. '

' “Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and. 
Ennoblement.of Humanity.’’ -By.,E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15a For sale at 
this office.

’ “Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. In the form of dialogue arid 
story, the author presents yery success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism, 
its theory ana practice up to date. 
Price» paper, » cento. Sold at this 
office, . ■■■ ■ .

AMOUNT OF VALUABLE TN- 
formation succinctly and clearly stated in this 

Tolume of J>54 pages Is amazing. The title, as abore 
given« falls to convey an idea of the fulness and com*  
Stateness with which the subjects are treated. The 

latrtarchate, or Mother-rule, Is the theme of tbe first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curl- 
cua, is brought to view in elucidation of the eublect. 
This is followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
WorLThe Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter in tlfb book that Js not 
bandied In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well*  
arranged, and intenselylntereitlng from beginning to 
end. Noonecanpo*s1Myregretbuyingit;ftis  a val
uable addition to the library of any free and trutirtov*  
tagmind. .. ■■
' Price, $2,00. For sale at this 
office. •' V

The Other World and This.

A Compendium of Spirltual Laws.
ZNo. l,New WliiteCross 
: ’ . Literature. . ■

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL, 7

BY, FATHER CHINIQUY.
Thl*  I*  a most valuable book. It come*  from an Ex*  

Priest, whose character 1*  above reproach, and who 
know*  what he Is talking about. Everybody should 
read IL Price, «1.00, It contains tho following chap*

„ - CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before tbe Surrender of'Womanly Self*  

respect in the Confessional.
. _ CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confesilon a Deep Pit of Perdition for th« 
Priest.

CHAPTER in. 
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom. 
_ CHAPTER IV. •
How tbe Vow. of Celibacy of tho Priest*  Is made eui 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V. • ’r '

Tho highly-educated ijUd refined Woman In the Com 
fcsslonsl—What becomes of her after uncondition 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruln>

. _ CHAPTER VI. ',■:••■
Auricular Confession destroys nil the Sacred Tic*  ol 

Marriage and Human Society.
t ‘ CHAPTER VIL

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil- 
ked Nations? •

CHAPTER VIIT. '
Does Auricular Confeulon bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX. :
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
. CHAPTER'S. S

God compel*  th,e Cburbh of Borno to conics*  th*
Abomination* of Auricular Confession. <

_______  ..CHAPTER XL. . : , 
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and

France. .
< CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hu*,  

bands and FatUer»*-Some  of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question Ills Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

JN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
1 AuruBU ■W.FletehBr.M. tn th« thlrtyhlni 
chapters dlicasies.a vlda variety ot subjects per
taining to SplritmUim, from a Qlritasllstlo stand*  
point. She evlncei the powenol a trained thinker, 
both In matter ot thought and flno lltcrary ityle, and 
capaWty ot thought exprOMlon: The BtibjectB are 
vreU-buidled with conclteaeu and jot with «Icarneis. 
It will prove • rich -addition to any Bplritnalltt'i 
library, and a molt excellent book for any one seek*  
Ing Information concerning Splruiailim and Its leech 
tan.- ■ . ■ ‘ . ■

For aalo at this office. Price, $1.60.

God in the Constitution.
By EebKtQ.XniersoU. Onset the but papers Col». 

Bel luenoU era Wrote. In paper Sorer, with like*  
neuotsitbor, RtcMOcents; twelrecoplMtor41.00.

TW LOTS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D a novel written with a pntpote, and that - 
purpoBO 1b hot merely to enable-an unthinking, Idlo, ' 
mind towhue away the time Ina,state of Idle blessed- 
oeaa, devoid of earnest thought -or caro for cither 
aelf-Improvemcnt or tho good of humanity. It la a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and 
tbotewhoeretobo mother.: add secondly, through 
tiio mothera, to effect the well-telng and happiness ot 
tho race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tho cbUd of proper surroundings and Infin- 
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, -which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon Uro Individuals compos
Ing society at a whole. The book U trenchant, tnatruc- 
Ura and very IntereeUng. even .when regsrdod merely 
ma novel, and la especially commended to “women , 
everywhere," to whom It It dodlctted. It also thor- ' 
oughly thowaup the Jesuitical spirit et the Csthohc 
-Church-, advanced Ideu relating to Ik*  Eplritutl pMl*  
atophy are Introduced. ItcvoMluc fine Ukeueuof 
Urs author. It coutume SIS) pages neatly bound n 
«oth. Prioe by mail, preixlCni. . •
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STORY OF THE BIBLE.
How the Holy Scriptures 

Have Been Translated.

Dr. B. C. Adams, of. whom we have 
.given a brief sketch elsewhere, gives 
our patrons a very interesting account 

; of the Hebrew Bible, and the great 
difficulty, if not impossibility, of ao- 
çùrateïy rendering it into modern 
tongues. . We know it will interest 
our scholarly readers: ’ .

It ought to be known to every Bible 
reader that in the ancient Hebrew, in 
which most of thé Old Testament was 
written (and -which was the <ebrew 
writing until about 800 or .900 A. D.), 
there Were, noyoivels or “points,” no 
spaces " between words, and no punc
tuation of any. kirid. It was written 
in solid blocks of capital Hebrew con
sonant letters, with not a single one 
of the now indispensable vowels, a, e, 
i, o, u, in any of the entire books of 
the Bible. There were no spaces or 
marks to indicate the beginning or 
ending of any word, Moreover, it 
was written in a language that has 
been absolutely dead for. many cen
turies. No man now living, find ho 
man who has. lived within the last 
thousand years', could read a single 
sentence of the original Old Testa
ment if it could be found. The an
cient Jews believed in “many gods," 
but under the teaching of Moses and 
others they accepted as their national 
and tutelary deity a god which was 
expressed by the consonants JHVH, 
and is pronounced YAH-WEH. It 
was afterwards written Jahveh, but as 
it was pronounced YAH-WEII, I will 
in these articles retain the phonetic 
spelling, so ns to keep the correct pro
nunciation of their deity before the 
minds of my readers. This word was 
“the ineffable name,” which became 
too sacred to be spoken, so that the 
scribes, when reading the scriptures, 
substituted for it Adonai (Lord), and 

' 'for Lord they substituted Elohim 
(god). The use of these words— 
Adonai arid Elohim—will appear 
where come to speak of the 
ifmasoretic text,” which changed the 
original name JHVH (Yahweh) into 
this word “Jehovah.”

The name “Jehovah,” which is the 
modernized name of YAHWEH, only 
appears some four times in our trans
lation', while'Ù should appear many 
.thousand times. For, according to a 
standard concordist, the original 
name, JHVH, is trapslated “Lord” 
over 2,000 times. Brit who can tell 
whether the modernized word “Jeho
vah” is the equivalent of the old He
brew JHVH or pot? To show the 
Impossibility as well as .the.folly of 
being certain of the meaning of the 
ancient Hebrew consonant language, I 
will ask mÿ literal . expositor to fill in 
the vowels in .the consonants GD8LV, 
and thus form the sentence' I intended 
to .write. "By supplying the vowels 
you may have “good salve,” “God js 
love, " or something else, as you wish. 
So with the consonants DNSTL, you

GH-ftS. E
UftTKlNS

D.
THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 

. his.practice. . This is one reason for 
his great success, . . .

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is ae- 
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the/cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he-j sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 

. case closely. ■ . •
ANOTHER REASON is ■ he gives 

only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some case? are ¿cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all'the Spiritual papers ni>t ’only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect..

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than 'r.cpay 
you. Should you desire Jo 
consult him .

Send Two 2-cent Stamps,' Age, 
• Sex, and Leading Symptom,

- TUB THINKBR

< »

< >

• >

J.M. PEEBLES.M.D. I
SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC |

DISEASES. f
—Depend» for his remarkable cures, not x 
upon the old drasdo drug »yrtem, but upon x 
the knowledge of dleeases and their proper T 
remedies—upon »olence and the finer psy- T 
chic forces. ’ v

Some of his cures, like Schlatter’s, are <> 
INSTANTANEOUS) In other cases months w 
are required. ’ ’ - ®

Having carefully studied all the therapeu- & 
tic agencies in connection with hislong med- 
leal experience, he uses those best adapted ■ △ 
to each case with unvarying success. X 

. Hunarede are Joyfully writing the Doctor: X 
“I am better," or "I am cured/ "God .bless x 
you.” <&
• HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING: | 
Dyspepsia, diarrhroa, dropsy, epilepsy, oc- y 
zema, erysipelas, falling Bicknese, rheuma- 
tlam, scrofula, nervçus spasm, gravel, gout, Sr 
headaches, heart disease, kindoy complaint, w 
female weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia, w 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, astbsua, .«> 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples & 
upon the face, uterine diseases, weakneasee & 
of men, barrenness, insanity, drunkennesB, 
constipation, la grippe and all chronic 
diseases. And further? Ue furnishe» -

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS f 

Hygenic and Physiological literature, en- 
abijng them when cured, to remain healthy.

g Correct Diagnosis Dree, i 
X By enclosing name, age,; sex, X 

leading symptom and. stamp ® 
Tor reply..

| REMEMBER TO ADDRESS |

| J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.,i
i SAN DIEGO, CAL. 1 
x ' ■ • • v32011 x

<1

JUNE 18,1806 \
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DR. G., Ê. WATKINS
AYER. WASS.

DR. J. St LOUGKS,
SHIRLEYVILLE,MAS8,

The WeH-Know»t Magnetic Physician 
of About" 80 drears’ Practice,

HU practice extend# into all parts of the United 
eutciand Canada; »kqU noine parts, of Europe, lie 
la making wonderful ci^rei with hla magnetic reme- 
dle>i as Mb certificate! of Mmrea will chow, fiend for 
one. Many ure cured tfhen given up to die by the 
M. D’l. If you Bend. Mud p look of your hair, name, 
age, .iex, and four 8-cqnt stamps, he will tell you 
what he thinks of younicaaoj aleo what the pros
pect! are for a ¿ure. Xrjr him And be convinced

TESTIMONIAL!
DR. J. B. LOUCJLSt/fiUIrleyvlllB, Nm-Dear 

Sir:—Ab I received bo inu^h help from fl ret month’s 
treatment, 1 will Bend for'nnother. and tell you how I 
am, 1 had lost the use of my eIkDt, arm end hand 
elnce last Novcmben my first threo fingers were 
drawn away back and thumb drawn into the palm of 
my hand. When I begau your treatment I could not 
raise my arm from my lap. The doctors eaid it was par
alyzed and I would never use It again, and if you 
cured it, it would be a miracle; but now I can use my 
Angora and thumb, and raise my arm out straight, p.nd 
they feel natural, blood circulates good, and onlÿ one 
month’s treatment. I-have advertised you far and 
near; perhaps you have' noticed how many have sent 
to‘ ycu from Necedah, LaCrosse -and Muston and- 
other piacea.- Most gratefully youri, - .

[See daté of this.] ARCHIE WELLS.
Necedah, Wb, July Î7.1895, . .

We blow no horn to excite; «imply. state ft few facte 
or statements, of patients relieved. We Lave many 
tuat can be Been at our office, Quo hundred dollars 
for any. one found, untrue that we publish. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
SHIRLEY VILLI', - MASS, siotr

¿an make “Adna steal'.’ or “Eden 
still” or “do not steal,” as you may 
first guess or be inclined. This may 
show the supreme folly of being dog
matic as to the original meaning of 
any sentence in the Old Testament. 
But this .does not mitigate in the least 
the. use and value of the Old or New 
Testament scriptures, as the author
ship nor date*  of the steam engine, the 
railroads, the electric lights, or of any 
scientific, moral,vor spiritual .truth, 
cannot'affect the real truth or value 

'of either.' 
¿‘i •? Jerome^ the learned scholar of 331 
' tio 420 A. D., gives his personal tes
timony of the uncertainty of any 
traffijiation of the ancient Hebrew in 
this' statement: “When we translate 
Hebrew into Latin we are often guided 
by conjecture.” The learned David 
LeClere, who was professor of Hebrew 
at Geneva, also says: “The learned 
merely guesses at the sense of the 

- Old Testament (Hebrew) in an infinity 
of places, which produces a prodigious 
number of discordant interpretations. ”

-As a sample of such conjectures, 
guess-work, and ‘ ‘discordant interpre
tations,” I will state that while our 
version says that the Ark was made 
of “gopher wood,” Oukel<has trans 
lated it “cedar.” Castellus'-says it 
was “juniper,” the Arabic declares it 
-was “box-wood,” the Persian says it 
waff-“pine,” the celebrated Boehart 
affirms that it was “ebony, ”, and Dr. 
Geddes assures us it was “wicker

i work," while Dason declares it was 
: made of “bulrushes and daubed with 

slime.” With these facts of scholar
ship before me, am I not justified in 
speaking of the literal interpretations 
of-the pulpit as “siinctified ignorance” 
arid “sacred'superstition?" . And is it 
not true that any teacher who claims 
“inerrancy” or “infallibility” for the 
scriptures of the Old - Testament, has 
“his mind blinded” and “a veil over 
his heart unto this day." (2 Cor. iii., 
14,15.) But while the uncertainty of 
any translation of the scriptures might 
destroy their faith in most of the the- 
blogies, creeds and “plans” and “sys
tems” of salvation with those who 
“understand the scriptures,” all of its 
truths and morals and principles of 
righteousness would remain. To for
get all these, and to learn that God is 
infinite-righteousness, and that salva- 
•tion is only found in -personal right
eousness,-^would-be bn infinite gain.' 
With all • intelligent and rational, 
minds, thaumaturgies and ghost sto
ries tend to weaken rather than 
strengthen truth. . . .

Neither authorship nor time nor 
place of those books, or of any other 
writings or sayings, can make the 
least difference in the practical or 
spiritual value they are to us. Prin- 
ciples_.and truths are universal and 
eternal and cannot depend upon our 
belief, or upon any fortuitous or 
supernatural,phenomena. Neither can 
*ny scientific, moral or spiritual truth

depend upon authority for its truth
fulness. The truths and discoveries 
accredited to Galileo, ^Edison or Jesus, 
would be just as true and valuable to 
us even though it; should be proven 
that_.no such peiWi ever lived. The 
services and character of Washington 
are juslzas noble and praiseworthy as 
though the nursery story of his little 
hatchet and the cherry tree should 
prove to be the baseless fiction it 
probably is. The vicious-principle of 
“an eye for an. eye, and, a tooth for a 
tooth,” is .false, wicked and per. 
nicious, even though all the gods of 
ancient and modern times had com
manded it. As a guide to purity, to 
righteousness and to “heaven," the 
Bible would be just as valuable,- even 
though it should be proven" that Lord 
Bacon or William Shakespeare was its 
author. The propositions.of Euclid 
would be just as true and important, 
even though it should be .discovered 
and proven that they were of recent 
origin, and that no such person as 
Euclid had ever lived. Antiquity 
cannot make the false true, nor . add 
the least power to truth. Baptism for 
the remission of sins, as practiced in 
ancient India, Thibet, Mongolia, Per
sia, and in the mythriac mysteries of 
4,000 years ago, was just as efficacious 
then as now; for the law and ethics of 
cause and effect are unchangeable and 
have never changed. .

DYING SOLDIER.

On Shiloh's gory battlefield a dying sol
- dier lay, —- -
While slowly from his fatal wounds the 

life-blood ebbed away. ... .
The welcome rain came gently down and 

bathed his pallid brow:
But, O! to quetich . hie burning thirst 

was all he longed for now.
The crystal drops- were gathering in 

many a tiny pool,
But vainly strove the dying man his fe

vered lipa to cool. ‘ ■
Night fell at last upon the scene, the 

dark, clouds rolled away, .
And one by one the stars capè out and 

■ shone with purest ray.
The soldier gazed with dimming eyes 

and swiftly-fading breath, ■ ■
He thought of Him who, for his ake, 

was wounded unto death; ■
That far beyond the shining stars, 

where thirst is never known,
His waiting spirit soon would stand be

fore the Father’s throne. /
Forgotten were, the aching wounds, and 

gone the burning thirst, ■ ;
While from the parched and fevered 
' lips a song of rapture burst: 
“When I can read my. title clear to 

mansions in the skies,” ' ~ .•
Rose clearly on'the evening air, find 

•Gfllìéd'witìi'glàdsuiiprise;.-
A wounded comrade lying riear joined in 

the dear old song:. ' .
And o'er'the lonely battlefield the sound 

was borne along, N
Till still another, far away. caught.up 

the joyous strain, ‘ -• >
And echo'bore the cadence far beyond 
:: the battle-plain. - - : ' ?
And as the angels joined; the song, 

around the great white throne, '
The dying soldier’s pains were o’er, the 

the waiting soul-had flown., ••.. > ■'.
.?, ■ ,Loipis'A''L. Kirby.

“The Religion of the .Future.” By S, 
Weil. This is a work, of far more than 
ordinary power arid value, by a bold, 
un trammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love, deep,' clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by Its perusal. For sale at 
this Office.. Pricer cloth, paper, 
SOcents, ' '...........   " ’’ '

Romanism Breeds Crime.
There is not the least doubt in our 

mind, and should not be. in the mind 
of any intelligent person, that Roman
ism ia a prolific source of crime. We 
believe this because there is hardly a 
crime committed and reported in the 
newspapers but what one or more of 
the participants aré members of that 
disreputable, un-Christian and non
American organization.

A recent case in point in Chicago is 
the murder of • merchant Marshall. 
Out of probably half a hundred men 
arrested-for the crime, moré than two- 
thirds bore names seldom worn by 
any but the most devout followers of 
the. Pope. Following this case came 
another, that of Dan McCarthy, who, 
while drunk, murdered his wife, and 
who now, to save his dirty neck, is 
feigning insanity. Nor are these the 
only cases wheré Romanism has fig
ured. Thousands of the Pope's ¿faith
ful are landed in the jails every month 
for all manner of crimes'- and misde
meanors. For every Protestant who 
transgresses the law, anyone can 
easily name ten Roman Catholics, and 
yet the Romanists are not one-third 
of the population of the great-cities.

Why, then, do they furnish so many 
criminals?

We have but one explanation, and 
that is the alleged religious training- 
of Roman Catholics is such that crime 
loses its hideous features and becomes 
but a trifling matter to them, This is 
so because they believe that by going 
to the priest, being sincerely contrite, 
and asking his forgiveness, he can ab
solve them of whatever sin they have 
committed.

• The Roman Catholic religion is a 
handy one for oriihinals, profligates 
and wantons, as it affords them imme
diate and permanent relief from the 
qualms of conscience which would 
otherwise bother them until they ap
peared before the.last Supreme Judge 
to gjve an account of their lives.

■ It is á well-known fact that Roman
ism has furnished us nearly.all our 
boodlers, ballot-box stuffers and re
peaters. By its lavish use of money 
and damnable practices it has made 
politics a stench, until it behooves 
Americans, ■ regardless - of their. pol
itics and the place of their birth, ■ to 
rise up and drive out of all positions 
of honor' and trust every man who 
owes primary allegiance to any foreign 
'prince, potentate or- commonwealth, 
civil or ecclesiastical,< other than the 
United States. . With them should go 
those who sympathize with and lend 
theit'aid and comfort while they are 
corrupting our politics and social 
atmosphere. . . '

Unless this is done; and at once, 
the perpetuity of this -government is 
certainly problematical. It is the his-~ 
tory of nations that when they become 
corrupt,,trifle with the .weak and un
fortunate, that they,sink into - impo- 
tenéy arid . decay;: No truly patriotic 
American desires to witness the'disso
lution or the decay of this great're
public. They can only avert such a 
thing by dethroning Romanism and 
placing truly loyal Americans on 
guard. ■ : ¿

Will you help do it?—American.

‘ ‘The Philosophy of. Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting- presentation 
of' á most important/ subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the ■ 
proofs arid" phildsOphy of- Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
■$li For sale at-this office. ■ • ■

“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with' tlje Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting’' and suggest
ive. : Paper, 30. cents;"cloth, ■ Bl.- ’ For 
salejAthis office.

The Lily Dale Damp.
To the Editor:—Knowing that the 

many friends of the cause of Spirit
ualism scattered over the country are 
beginning to think of the approaching 
camp season, and are wondering if 
Lily Dale will be as desirable a loca
tion in which to take their summer 
outing, and offer as many interesting 
entertainments as usual, I take this 
opportunity, through the courtesy of 
•the press, to give them a slight in
sight to present conditions, and cer
tainly we have every reason to expect 
as successful a season as ever, and on 
some accounts more so. .

The majority of the people who own 
cottages here are already settled for 
the season, and many of those for 
rent are occupied, and. the usual num
ber of letters of inquiry are daily re
ceived. We have no reason to think 
that Lily Dale.is buried or even de
funct, -She never looked more beau
tiful, her charms were never more en
ticing, and the storms 'and cyclones 
which .have visited with such havoc 
other locations, have only given us a 
taste by way of breezes, not always 
gentle, but never destructive.

A May party was held on the even
ing of the 29th, ;in the Auditorium, 
which' was largely attended and 
heartily enjoyed, Excellent music by 
the “Buzz Saw,Band," of Laona, 
made even the elderly children forget 
the years and the’gray hairs and teip 
the “light fantastic" as gaily as their 
grandchildren. ■. .

On Saturday, May 30th, Memorial 
Bay was celebrated here for the, first 
time. Usually the old soldiers who 
reside on these grounds have united 
with towns adjoining in the decoration 
services, but :-.this; Vear it was other
wise ordained.. A good -audience 
assembled-in the beautifully-decorated 
auditorium to listen to an address by’ 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie, who, spite, of her 
recent indisposition, proved hetself 
fully equal to the occasion arid held 
the closest attention.of ter audience 
for over an hour.

ihe speaker mentioned the present 
condition of affairs political and gov
ernmental, as indicative that the les
sons of the past had not been .well 
learned, butthat those in power were 
constantly extending ihyltations which, 
bid fair to-precipitate the nation in’ 
further struggles.. We do not wish to 
be considered-a prophet of evil, but 
we speak-truth as we see it. '

The inventor who uses.‘his"genius to 
invent the. biggest gun, which shall 
kill the greatest number of human be
ings atone stroke, is looked upon as ' 
the greatest man of the age.

But the. time will come when these 
weapons of warfare will be relegated 
to the museums, to keep company 
with the cudgels of the barbarians of 
a few years ago; •

The time must epme when intelli
gence shall be the ruling power, and 
arbitration the means resorted to to 
settle difficulties between nations or 
individuals. Then will come the reign 
of ‘ peace on earth, good will to men,” 
and there will cease .ijo be constant or 
frequent renewals, of1'fresh graves to 
decorate. . - ■

When the lessons off the past have 
their desfted effect’, and intelligence 
becomes the guiding, star of human 
affairs, then the law of infinite justice 
will deal out love, mercy, sympathy 
and kindness as a reward for the deal
ings of men. ' ' ,
■ On Sunday services wete-held again, 
Mrs, Lillie taking for- her subject; 
“What .Spiritualism Is and What It 
Will Be.” Those who have heard her 
need not be told ahe handled her sub
ject well. Many» encouraging words 
were voiced for. 4 the future of the 
cause, and especially as presented 
upon these grounds. We feel that 
this is a good beginning for the season 
of ’96, and but aidistaste of the good 
things to come. •. ■ . - - t

Mrs. Lillie" will. Ispeak again next 
Sunday, and in two weeks, 12th, 13th 
and 14th, is the? yearly picnic, when 
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowe Watson, of Cal
ifornia, is to be.the principal speaker.

The first Sunday\of the.camp, July 
12 th, Robert Gi Ingersoll is to be the 
speaker, and tlie entrance. fee at the 
gate on that day will lie 50 cerits.

: Do not be afraid of Lily Dale. 
Come, and bring the good time with

J.G.SftTDORF.M.D.
' ■ ' r,.-——0   r ■ - . ' ■'
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PRESOKIBE8 NO POISONOUS 
DBUbS!

0- .------ 7

BRIGHT’S DISEASE BAFFLED.
DR. J. O, BATDORF:-In the fall of 1837 I was 

taken with Bright’s disease of the kidneys, I was 
very sick nil winter and In March, 1888, 1 felt the first 
aymptoms of dropsy. I engaged the very best physi
cians In the county, who treated mo two weeks but 
did me no good. Then I went to B. R. Palls, Wie., 
and boarded three weeks. Th j doctor said he could 
cure me. He claimed I bad no dropsy at first, but 
after he had doctored mo two weeks he found I had 
dropsy as well as kidney trouble. After treating me- 
three weeks he gave me up. During all this time I 
continued to bloat; could not get up without beln; 
could not lie down in hod for over one year; could, 
hardly get iny breath, and hardly keep enough on my 
stomach .to keep me alive. ’ I then sent to Dr. Green, 
of Atlanta, (&., the great dropsy physician, but de
rived no benefit from his treatment. Then tried Dr. 
Sherman, of New York, then Dr. Grayden, of Ohio. 
They both thought I had consumption, and I received 
no benefit from either. When all hopes hud fled and 
I thought I must die, I saw your advertisement and 
resolved to write you. I then sent for medicine; did 
not know as I should live until the medicine reached 
mo, but did, and from the time i took the first dose.of 
your wonderful medicine, I began to get better and 
continued to improve until I »m well. - Before your 
medicine reached ine, my llmba had burst in four 
placets, but to-day 1 am enjoying better health than I 
ever did before, and am happy to say I owe my recov
ery to you.' Had I not seen your advertisement I 
would have neen io my grave. I have not words to 
express my gratitude. Yours very truly, ‘

MliS. 0LAIIA E. WAUGHTAL. 
. -Shamrock; Wie.

One thousand more on file at our office. Watch 
this space as’ new testimoniale will appear every 
two weeks. ' •

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom^ and 
two stamps. Address -.

J. C. BATDORF, M. D„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

’ ' ' BSBti

you. Cob.

Let a princo be guarded With soldiers, 
attended by? councillors, and shut up in 
forts: yet if ¡his thoughts disturb him-he 
is miserable.—Plutarch; - ; . :

“Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten.- In this volume,1 this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured arid richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and. especially by 
^piritualis'te.; The volume As tastily 
printed'andbound. Price 81;) ’ For said 
at this office. ’’ " ' ‘‘ -

ASTROPATHV
’ " ' ' . ■ ' I ' i! ' -

THE ART OF HEALING i 
UNDER PLANETARY LAW.

• Something new find start
ling. Thia knowledge 11 
from a higher eourco and 
la. fully exolainsd in the 
“Astral Guide.” whica 
willbo eont FREE to any 
address upon receipt of a 
two cent etamp for postage« 

Aetrologicul students, 
PhyBicfune, HoalerfL 
N urpes. Everybody muss 
have the “Guide,”. ‘

L. J. SHA FER, 
Chemiat,

©1 Calici m fl Ave., 
guaito luzcFroa,. x¡r:tcir.

FORSTER. DR. W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

Will eepda free dlagnoaleand teriji» for treatment to 
all who will send their name and address—In their 
own handwriting—with portage stamp for reply.

“The Pacific Coast Spiritualist” of Dec. 80, 1891 
says of Dr. Forster:— '

“Since bis coming here he has made hlmielf highly 
respected and beloved for hl! benevolent work, hit 
humanitarian idea! and practices, and hla straight
forward course of integrity and honor?’

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
. 1059 Market St.,
8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

883

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly H. V., CoUegopi Megnetlc.J .

AH' INSTITUTE OF REFINED
Jtoap“Ucilnclu<Uiig IlioSuu Cure. Vital Mipuoi. 

ifS’%ctr <c » i? Cu[e> » higher icleuoeot 
1 >(•; Chemical affinity and buie principle, developai 
with their marvelloui application,, student» In tour 
continent, have taken the courao. The College u 
chartered and coater, the degree ot D. M., Doctor oi 

oi Printed quattoni etudeuti 
can take the course and receive the diploma, at theti 
own home,. Institution removed to Eaat Orange 
New Jeraoy, a delightful auburh ot New York. B.

' LL.D., Dean, 282 Main etree4
East Orange, New Jenoy. 850

INVALIDS
Jjf, HO WILL SÉHD FOUR CENTS IN 

dliewe, or Bymptoms, will receive pamphlet end advice Fssyto cure themaelvei without Lx Oto Tà0UAS DATTKRÏ COMpïïvVÇd!

FOR BEGINNERS
The Play of the Planets.

----o---- ,
This wonderful educator is attracting th« attention 

of thousands of people all over the world ai Its film- 
pllclclty gives one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the influence of the planets and the signs 
of the Zodiac in human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to nss It and accomplish 
wonders. - .

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy. *

‘ This wonderful Invention makes it easy for all to 
loam this sublime science and -

FIND THE RULING STARS '
of every person born for 79 years put, and also to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE.

A. few of the first edition left which will 
be furnished at $1 each, X'or sale at this 
office, . .

SPECIAL READING NOTICES. r

A WONDERFUL OFFER 
...BY...

DR.-W.-F*  LAY, Clairvoyant,
One of the moat aucceaiful liealcrBand diagnosticians 
living,. The doctor has letters from all over the 
United Statee, Canada, Australia and Europe, telling 
of the marvelous results, after all hope in other 
Bources have been given up, being speedily cured 
under his treatment Nervoua and chronic alsenaes 
of every character, peculiar to both men and women, 
are, by the aid of his wonderful and extraordinary 
power, cured. -

The doctor has never failed In a correct diagnosis of 
any case, many times it being causes that bad baffled 
the most renowned phyelc^us, but was readily ex 
plained through his wonderful clairvoyant and clalr- 
audlent powers.

Each case receives the attention of himself and 
band, also remedies for individual case, flend throe 
2-oent stamps, lock of hair, age, sex, and one symptom, 
and by return mall you will receive a full and accu
rate description of your case and any advice regarding 
IL Through persecution on account of bls marvelous 
success the doctor graduated In a regular school, 
therefore being an M. D.

Sufferers, you that have failed to find relief, try 
once more and be convinced of Dr. Lay’s powers and 
ability. Address

842tf DR. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, III.

psYCHOMETRY^ CONSULT IVfTII 
m?' 8o’eraIlc<’ *",»}> pertaining ti Ki. >- J rour splrlt-frleuds. Bend lock oi 

heir, or banawrltlng, and ono dollar. Will aniwet 
throe cueillons free of charge. Send for circular/ 
Xdireee, no Prairie etreeU yTlwaukee. wti. wsjT

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
SlMHi’’!?’ 01 llw «nd kidney dlapaea.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for eor. 
«7“ or poor eyelight. Has been used and prilled Ji 
thousands lu all parts of the world. Sent for 60 centl ®F ®11 t“.r®e seJt postpaid for 41.00. with Yarmal 
photo and Instructions how to live 100 yearn. *

Testimonial.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa:

Deay Brother iri the cause of Progress 
—Your-Melted Pebble Spectacles re
ceived and fit me. perfectly. . Also Spirit 
Yarma’s instructions how to live one 
hundred years. I fully endorse every 
principle presented in your circular. I 
would emphasize many of the state-; 
ments, as I know them to be of the ut
most importance, in regard to the pres
ervation of health and the. happiness of 
mankind,. Yours for the best there is 
for humanity, Mattie E. Hull. ■

,343 ' ■ '

Free to Spiritualists. „
I will mail oiie week's trial treatment 

"of the famous Australian Electro PHI 
Remedy free to all readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, or . seven weeks’, 
treatment for only 81.00,' for catarrh, 
kidney, liver and stomach and general 
complaints. Special terms to agents. 
Address with stamp, Dr. B. J, Worst, 
Ashland Ohio. " 352

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup" the best to uge -for children while 
teething. An old and well tried retnedv.

GOLD FEET 
WARMED

AND KEPT WARM.
The suffering is not the worst 

of it. Rheumatism, Neuralgia. BWELLIKG OP THE LlMBB, CON*  
bumption are all the direct result 
of cold feet. These FOOT BAT
TERIEfl remove all aches snd 
pains from feet and limbs, cause 
a feeling of new life and vigor, 
eoual to the days of youth. 
Think of the luxury of warm feet 
all winterin all weather! These 
MAGNETIC BATTERIES In
crease the flow of blood, vitalize 
it and cause a most delightful 
feeling tho moment vour feet rest 
upon these powerful MAGNETIC 
IN8OLES. They will cure Rbeu-

matlsnr, Neuralgia, and SWELLING of the LIMBS. 
Every pair gives comfort and satisfaction. If you 
Keep your feet warm you cannot catch cold. What’s 
the use of suffering from those tired, all-gone, worn- 
out feeling«! A pair of our

MAGNETIC FOOT BATTERIES 
will act like a charm on your blood, and give von a 
«ensatlon of WARMTH and VIGOR at once. Try a 
pair of them quick. 41.00, or three pairs for It.00, 
any size by mail, bend for our book, “A Plain Road 
to Health.* ’ It Lb instructive and interesting to the 
lick or w«lL

Chicago Magnetic Shield Co., 
A. B. MASONIC TEMPLE, - - CHICAGO.

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Send three two-cent stamp«, lock of hair, name 

age, sex, one leading «ymptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MBS. DB. D0BS0N-BAEKEB, 
. SAN JOSE. CAL., Box 132 3«

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up in, six-ounce tin boxes and are guaranteed 
to give satisfaction or money will be refunded by the 
proprietor, Dr. M. H. Garland. Bend 25 cents In 
stamps and receive by return mall a box of this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will find U a blood cleanser as well ai a Throat 
and Lung Remedy, Over 200,OOo boxes sold and all 
recommend, them. Addre«s all orders to DR. M. H. 
GARLAND, 832 Sixtieth‘Place, Station O., Chicago, 
HUnoli. •:?, 822tf

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
BfJiorelqstvision. Writeror Illuitrnted Circular, 

showlug ttylea and price, and photo ot Spirit Varma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I am 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacle, aa perfectly tj

Iii your own home a, If you were In mJ 
S, 1! tbiusanda can testify. Send alamo fol 
photo, B. F, Poot,g, Clinton, Iowa. "

Spiritualists visiting Chicago can find 
i £.°zy rooms, equal to thhse at hotels, with a BPlrllnallat family, at 88 St. John’a Place, near tlniol

DR. MANSFIELD^
REFINED ‘HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES

. Eoach the tore epote,
Heal the raw placet, 
Go to the seal of dteeaee. 
Penetrate obioure localttlea.

,M 'an<l 1“4I"» aymptomazlrlng yon ai 
once a week a courae of medicine compounded clalr. 
voyanUy, eapeclauy for you, from my homeopath!« * f“" free al“l!UOBla revealing thj 
true nature and cauao of your trouble. If you 4M 
not better In aevon day, your dollar will be Imme! 
»ToS^^ ”> •

w. A. MANSFIELD,
152 Cedar Ave. Cleveland, O.

839tf.

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OW^ 
tnaMft'v *pamphlet giving Instruction#,ueilneate your phases of mediumship, and a spIrltuM 

A" for 25 ceute. Address Mra. «LX B Uhl 
4921 Calumet Avc., Chicago, III, Stu"*

DR. E. A. STEELE, 
8trect. 6an Fr»»cl,oo, Cal. Dy encloiln« 

“““ term‘ 0? “eatmeut, which 1b with- ju resell or an. 842

What All Married Women Want. 
cent> “ll''or or PO’talflMer, tor Dr. Jon«< 

Jo&jr iV&i.lleaV.erial.IlMre,P‘ls^r- AOdre« DB. 
JUJiEB, 125 Heed St., Kalamazoo, Mich. 343

MRS. ELLA JVI. DOLE.
This medium, who is clairvoyant, dairaudlent 

proPhetl<a con be consulted at
Clark >troet- Engagements can be made 

oy letter.

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A New Badge fa solid gold 
J with blue and black euameL 

with the pyramid#, obelisk 
and aun'8 rays tn gold. Every 
Mystic should have one of 

these beautiful emblems. Price 82. For sale at thu 
office.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIALTEXT-BOOK.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S

OLApi TOBE A-DIVINE ANQ BE- ' 
NEFIOENT INSTITUTION, J

AND REVEALING THE 
ABUSES OF A UNION 

. OF CKVBOH UO> STATS.
185 FuH-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

.HISTORY, STATISTICS, and thh 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
. trait of Designer. .

Tae IlluBtratlona are classified as follow«: 10 rep- 
fOBtaU Uncle flanj and the Priests; ?, The Ohurca 
lolbliir the People;' 8,-Thanksgiving; 6, [flabbatb 

i.Nra: 14 ChUdten and tho Church 1 16, woman and 
Lk»Xrtirch; 6, The Church and Thoma« Paine; 4, Stud*  
ei In Natural History; & Tho Bible and Bclenoe; IB. 

The Clergy and Their Flockfi; 1, Piety in Our Pen!ton*  
Harlefi;-4, Tho Atonement Scheme; 4, The;Lord and 
His Works; 2, Prayer; ;o. The Creeds;#, Christians and 
Mohammedanp; 2. Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5,-MlBaionarlcsi l.Tho Lord’a Instruments 1 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results: 1, Tho Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Political 4, Ireland and the 
ChurchV2, Church’s Ido a bf Civilization; lrThe Uses 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
yeraecutlona of tho Church; 12, flome Allegories*  
B, Heaven ; 6; Hell; 7. Miscellaneous. Price 12.

For Sale at this office. '
SOCIAL UPBUILDING,

Including Cooperative Systems and tho Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt,' 
LL. D„ M. D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale At 
this office. . ' -- -■ ; '■ '

DR. T. WILKINS,
3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO,

■ Treats SlagnetioaUy aH Chronic JHseases..

DOVPUC DEVELOPS, 
rolbnt MEDIUMSHIP
And’gtvea commulcationa. Price,*  delivered, 11.20.
Mediumship and How to Mesmerize.

Every Spiritualist and investigator’ Bhould have It. 
103 pages of explicit direction« for developing «11 
phases, with portrait of author. Paper, 25c.; doth, 
50c., postpaid. •

SPIRITUALIST BADGE
and Sunflower Jewelry, 75 centa to 45.00. MAGI 
BADGE, gold, 42.00. A. P. A. BADGE, gold, »1.50. 
Send itamp for illustrated circulars or above with 
reading of the Spiritualist badge. W. H. BA.CH, M’fr.

Aberdeen, 8. D.

/V|ANSILL’S ^LMANAC 

' • ' -OF- '

PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS READING, OB 
alx queatlone anawered, 50 cents and three atampa.

Marguerite Bortoh, 20 Bennett Street. Boston,

HOW TO DRAW YOUR SPIRIT PRIEND8 
around you with talisman. 10 cents silver and 

stamp. Prof. Jarnos Hilling, 1 Essex street, Somer
ville, Mass. 842

Readings and'answers to six questions 
during June, 50 cehts. two stamps, one and you} 

writing. D. SIBERT, llo N. Division street, Grand
Rapids, Mich. 84g

Life readings 25 cents, db s. barney. 
862 Logan street, Grand Baplds, 812

. MRS. S. F. DeWOLF,
Independent Slate-writing. MS JackBoi Boulevard, 
near Ogden Avenue, Chicago, IlL Ladles' Circle,
Thursdays ot 2:90. ,845

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By LUzio Doten. These poems-ate'm staple'a> 

tugar. Price ILOG« <

CHURCH AND STATE.
Tho Blblo In the Public Schools; tho JTew “Amcfi’ 

lean” Party. By '‘Jefferson.” Third edition, ».Thia 
bpaptlful pamphlet of & pages is the most thorough 
proiehtatlon of the Church and State question that 
hMappeared, Price 10cents. ,

THE VOICES,

Weather Forecaster«' Guide and New System of 
Science for 1896. It cont^lqp a planetary chart of 
each month, showing the position of thé planets in 
the different houses in the Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
Author of “Geology and Microscopy Illustrated,” 
'•Cohesive Attraction and the Formation of World,” 
‘lUnlversabOhsn$e in Natural Elements,” etc. Price 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Send full name, age, sex, and two stamps for vnxx 

Diagnosis, Many wonderful cures being made by» 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THg 

SUNFLOWER -

JEWELRY.

Mention thia paper, SSStf •

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Parchometrlst and BubIucb» Medium. 
Readings pèrsQpally of by.letter «1.00. Three rea- 
Bonablo Questions answered by Diali for 25 cents. 
Mngnetlo treatment tìven at her residence, or at 
home of the patient. 8140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago*  
IlL Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty-first 
street. Residence, one block Wert on Rhodes avenue, 
near-Thirty-first. . x60tf

EXTRAORDINARY TEACHINGS
BY “ WHITE ROSE.”

J, C.'F. Grumblnc offerB a special reduction to 
those wishing development', lij psychometry, clair
voyance, Inspiration. ‘ Development |s his specialty. 
Bend a stumped and addressed envelope for terms, 
endorsements audbòoklet to Rev. J. C. F. Grumblnc, 
Geneseo, HL' Clairvoyant readings, descriptions of 
guides and .spirit friends, adylóe on business and 
health. s2 for-full read Ing. • . 8U

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of ¡Vocal Music for the 

«Choir, Co ngregationand Social
- . - , Circles. . •

ByJ.'M.TeeblOfl and J. O. Barrett; R H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor.. New edition. Culled from a wide 
field of literature With.the most.critical care,.free 
from an theological blfci, throbbing with the ion! of 
Inspiration, embodying: the principle« and virtues of 
tho splrltuarphilosophy,; set to the moat cheerful and 
popular muslo, (nearly Ml'original), cud adapted to all 
occasions, it Is doubtloss the most attractive work of 
Uieklnd evbr,published. Its \bcautlfu! Bongs, duets 
and quartets, with plana,- organ or melodeon accbih-[Uy Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain kuuyuurivus -wivu piunu,-■ vusum ur. mawwu uvwiu- 

poemfl of remarkable-beauty and force. They are | paniment, adapted both’to public meetings and tho 
most excellent Price «1.00.. • social circle*.  Cloth, 12-00. Postage 14 cents*social circlet. Cloth, «2.00. Postnca'Hcents.

~A VALUABLE WORK,
Researches In Oriental History,

Embracing the Orfgln of the Jew*.the  RIm «nd bevel- 
Sientof Zoroaittlanlsm'and the ■ Dertntlon of 

Utlnltyi towMOblradAedt Whence Ont Aryan 
iMtorer ByG-W.Bfcwu.M.D.- (Moot Ute moot

YHSttNWetkeefmmbUiheaL Price H.W. '

Ab the Sunflower turns its 
face towards the sun, so Splr- 
ituallsm turns tho faces of hu*  

manlty from darkness and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICES!
Rolled Plate Bar Pin.................................................   25
Solid Gold Bar Pin....... . .......................................... ...
Electro-plate Badge....... . ............... ........................ .
Rolled Plate Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1 
Solid Gold Badge, Sqarf Fln'or Lapel Button..,., j 
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm................... 5
Solid Gold MaltesA Watch Charm........... . B
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant................ ........  8
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant......... fi

FOS SALE AT THIS 0EEWEt

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS 
Before tho New York Uptuden Clot). The first time 
tattle btatory of the wotldthtt » Chrletlan Aiioclatlon 
ewr Invited a noted Infidel Co lecture before them. 
The lecture It a grand one, and vrae received by the 
Club with contlnion, applauie from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contain« Ill page«, beautifully prtntel 
Price 6 cent«! ten copies, W ccpta.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful Bongs, with 

mush and chorus, in book form. By C. p. Longley 
Price $1.25. Postage 15 cents.. ' *•
________ ' ' ■ , ;_______ " ; ■

Memorial Oration by CoL Inger&ol] 
On Roscoe Conkling. Delivered bafor« the New 
YorkLeglBlaturCi-May 9,1B88?Price,

- THOMAS PAINE’S 
Examination of the Prophecies.

THE GODS. ■
By Col. R. G. ingonolL A pimphlot of -IO page,.' 

Worth IU weight In gold. Prloo 20 eenW. ■ .

PAINE’S POLITICAL W0BKS.
Common'Senso, Tho Crisis, Right« (if Man, etc 

Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., <50 pages. Cloth, «1.00; 
postage, 20 cents. ' .

Fifty Years in the Church of Some
By Rev. Cho». Chtntauy, cx-prlciu A rcmulubl« 

book. r«ge»,83Z Price «3.25. <______ __ .

TREE AND”jERPENT WOBSHff
BpAS.Hudion.MD. Trice. 15 «Ota. /

THE AGE OF REASON
. _<t By Thom as Paine? Being an investigation of True 

Aconilderttlon of tho pwagtn to' the.New Tcito-' ij^bulona Thjotogyi.
rnent, quoled from the Old. and calledPropheolei Coih ^on» plates and new type; 1W PtgeQi post

•SSftjllgaa v"'-1 Bvo.. Taper, g conti; cloth, 50 cent,, “ v -

that_.no


THE CAUSES.
80

to
A Scientist Explains tbe Cpuse of 

the Calamities and Murders.

i= ,,7a„ w/at mil ttan I nn, -°wn island?. It has been suggested, that tions is. upon me at full tide I am monf^he ance8torg o{ these peop<f« formei.ly 
held intercourse by means of canoes. 
This hypothesis is simply preposterous, 
as a canoe could not live for weeks on

: VOL. 14.
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Progress, tfye UrjrOersal Lav? of fiatare; Tfytagfyt, tl)e SoTW)t of fier Problerr)s

P/Y6IFIC GO/YST 
PEN-FL/VSH-ES

' THREE BRILLIANT SPIRITUALISTS.
It has been remarked and I am of the 

jopinion that Prof. S. B/Brittan, Henry 
Kidd! (fund Stainton Moses (M. A. Oxon) 
were probably the three most erudite 
and brilliant-minded Spiritualists in 
their linem studies of this century. 
This may be safely said, now that they 
have crossed the crystal river, without 
exciting any jealousy among the 
representatives of Spiritualism. .. oy 
were deep thinkers and fine writers. 
Their prose was poetry. They were re
ligious Spiritualists. Their monuments 
are already erected in a million hearts.

SPHERES ABOUT'THE EARTH.
London “Light,” so ably edited by my 

old friend, E. Danson Rogers, is now 
publishing some of the heretofore un
published automatic spirit-writings of 
Stainton Moses. In speaking of the 
concentric aural rings or spheres about 
the earth and the condition of spirits 
therein, his controlling intelligence 
said: . . . _________■ The spheres are states, not places as 
you understand them. The spirits are 
not governed by conditions of time and 
space as ye are. Neither are they con
fined to one special locality. The differ
ence between the spheres is caused by 

■ the moral, intellectual and spiritual 
state of the inhabitants. The affinities 
congregate together and rejoice in con
genial society. But thia is not from 
neighborhood or locality, but from simi
larity of tastes, pursuits and pleasures. 
Into the spheres of the higher spirits 
none that are unholy enter; in the lower 
spheres are congregated those who yet 
require teaching and guidance, which 
they receive from higher spirits, who 
leave their sun-bright homes in order to 
bring a ray of light to groping, earth
bound spirits. The first three spheres 
are near about your earth. They are 
filled thus: The first with these who 
from many causes are attracted to earth. 
Buch are they who have made but little 
progress. * * * Frequently it chances 
that a guardian continues to guide an 
Intelligence after it has left the body, 

■ and carries on in the spheres the educa
tion begun in earth-life. Sometimes 
the same spirit will have work both with 
you and with spirits in the lower 
spheres. * * * What you denominate 
death affects no moral change of char
acter. Memory and desires continue. 
* * * Avoid fiery and vain wrang- 
lings. As of old, it is your wisdom to 
keep yourself much alone and in com
munion with the higher intelligences. 
Withdraw from the places where evil 
centers. Seek, in privacy and in your 
own circle, for communion with those 
who are not tainted with human passion 
and soiled by the degradation of per
mitted and congenial evil. * * * Evils 
do not die with’human bodies. Life in 
all spheres is an interlinking chain, 
■causes producing their effects, and ef- 

■ fects continuing after the causes have 
ceased to operate. Adversaries exist 
and abound in the spheres. They are 
active against every center of good; 
powerful for mischief, rampant against 
all that makes for God. They renew 
their efforts when our progress seems 
great, and they deceive by lying works 
and words those who give heea to them. 
Bewape of them and of their plots." •

Such advice from tbe higher spheres 
of .immortality through the hand of one 
of the noblest and most scholarly of men 
should be carefully considered and di
gested by Spiritualists and' especially 
mediums.

"WORKERS IN THE VINEYARD.”
This handsomely gotten up book, 

large covers, and nearly 300 pages, by 
Mrs. Julia Schlesinger, editor of The 
Carrier Dove so many years, fulfills all 
that the prospectus promised. It con
tains an introduction by that able and 
well-known writer, William Emmette 
Coleman, a well written review of the 
general field of Spiritualism by the ed
itor, fifty-five biographies of some of the 
most prominent workers and advocates 

' of the Spiritual philosophy on the Pa
cific Coast, together with fifty-four half
toned portraits of these self-same work
ers, among which may be mentioned 
Dr. E. D. Babbitt, Prof. Joseph Rodes 
Buchanan, James G. Clark, William 
Emmette Coleman, Walter Howell, 
Moses Hull, J. S. Loveland, S. S. Green, 
J. J. Morse,- Dr. Louis Schlesinger, Her
man Snow, J. M. Peebles. These biog
raphics embrace a very interesting and 
attractive feature of the work, setting 
forth as they do the special labors, the 
peculiar struggles and the rare experi
ences of each particular worker. These 
diversified biographies are not only very 
Entertaining, but they give the reader 

’ a rare insight into the general phenom
ena and progress of the movement of 
Spiritualism.

• Mr. Coleman says in his introduction:
“In addition to many noble workers 

native to it, or residents therein, this 
coast has been enriched by the presence 
and labors of a number of the leading 
‘Workers in the Vineyard’ from all 
parts of America and from England and 
other countries. In this initial volume 
of a projected series, it is purposed to 
present a faithful summary of the life
work of some of the men and the women 
who have been active in the sustentation 
and .presentation of the phenomena and 
philosophy of Spiritualism on the Pa
cific Coast.” ; '

The “Aatiiqr’s Album,” embracing 
about sixty pages of this work; coiisti- 
tutos a very .valuable section devoted to 
ah exposition'of mediumship and practi- 

■'■. cal Spiritualism.. Mr. Schlesinger well 
remarks;,. 4'•
- . “I deeply and consciously realize how 

’ impossible it is to depict immaterial 
language the beautiful realities of the 
Spiritual world,.or portray its exquisite 
loveliness and magnificence revealed to 
the clairvoyant vision of the seer, or 
give voice to its harmonies which sweep 

. in waves of melody through the harmo-
Piously attuned soul.” ’ , . ,

‘ Choice poetical selections are inter
Spersed' through- the volume. - Mrs. 

- Schlesinger, as editor, has done her
Wbrk admirably, and given .to the world 
¿book vhicU wURbo hailed in thou

sands of homes as a welcome companion. 
Other books, describing the ’‘Workers 
in the Vineyard,” are to follow,

ARISTOCRACY AND FASHION,
Aristocratic weak-minded women are 

always both precise and exquisitely 
overnlce. ' Brainy women are not. 
When a member of parliament called 
upon Lucretia Mott, of Philadelphia, 
she was washing; but she stepped 
straight into her parlor to meet the dis
tinguished Englishman, greeting him 
with: “f am delighted to see thee.” 
She had too much sense, too much char
acter, to even apologize for being at
tired in a plain Monday morning wash
ing-dress. But should a distinguished 
man, or even a neighbor, call to day upon 
one of our nice modern “society women," 
brainless as a cuttie fish, she would dart 
into her chamber, jerk off her apron, 
put on her best dress, puff up her bal
loon sleeves, clap In her false teeth, 
straighten out her white hairs, powder 
her face and pucker up her “placebo” 
lips to mawkishly meet the caller. In 
the meantime he sits in the ill-venti
lated parlor, waiting—waiting—waiting 
for this fashionable next-to-nothing to 
come in and show her good clothes.

PRESIDENT BARRETT.
The National Association of Spirit

ualists has been to San Diego in the per
son of its worthy president, Harrison D. 
Barrett, who,'in the estimation of the 
community, scored a grand success. In 
connection with his fine social qualities, 
he is an eloquent speaker, a wise coun
selor, and a clear-headed parliamenta
rian-all indispensable requisites to one 
filling his position. I knew Mr. Barrett 
(who, by the way, is a nephew of Bro. 
J. O. Barrett, so well known to Spirit
ualists as a writer and author) when he 
was pursuing his collegiate course in 
Meadville, Pa. He then bad all the 
bearings of the hard-working student. 
He was tall; his countenance was pale, 
the shoulders a little stooping, and 
there was a nervous sensitiveness that 
did not prophesy long life.

His public addresses to the Spiritual
ists of San Diego revealed the scholar 
and tbe calm, considerate thinker. 
Whatever one may think of either the 
wisdom or the necessity of a national or
ganization, no one can question the fit
ness and ability of its president. Every
thing passed off during his stay among 
us with enthusiasm. And while there 
were present judges, lawyers,physicians, 
authors and poets, President Barrett 
had the extraordinary audacity to recite 
publicly Father Ryan’s poem, “The 
Mystic—the Valley of Silence;” and 
Father Ryan is a Roman Catholic priest,. 
and, quite likely, a Jesuit. Mirabile- 
■dietu! I was forced to the Latin to ex
press my full horror.

Now then, let this anti-Catholic, “nut
cracking” synod be speedily convened in 
solemn array, to impeach and depose 
this president. The charge can be am
ply substantiated. But this is not all; 
there was a second misdemeanor. This 
same evening, right under the aural 
fumes of this Roman Catholic poem, the 
president ordained a noble woman to 
the public proclamations of Spiritual
ism, and gave her the right hand of fel
lowship with the same right hand that 
had just tightly clutched that Jesuit 
poem. Latin now fails me!

And this reminds me that something 
like a year ago, when under the inspira
tion of toleration and charity, I wrote to 
the effect that Roman Catholics, as well 
as Protestant bigots, were human be
ings, fellow-citizens, our brothers, and 
if they were law-abiding and paid their 
taxes, they had a Constitutional right to 
vote and hold office. And whew! what 
a thundering all along the nut-growing, 
peanut-producing belt of the country ! I 
escaped crucifixion; and hope also to es
cape deification—both a little unpleas
ant.

BROTHER GRIFFEN FORGIVEN.
Well, Friend Francis, personally tell 

Brother A. M. Griffen, that after read
ing his “Soul Genesis,” in The Pro
gressive Thinker of May 2"d, I freely 
forgive him for all the past, present and 
future sins (?) he had committed to 
writing against the poor Catholics. So 
far as that great “red dragon,” the Ro
man Catholic hierarchy, was concerned, 
we were pretty much in agreement. 
Considered in the light of truth, modern 
civilization and religious progress, Ro
man Catholicism with its infallible pope, 
is a hydra-headed monster, doomed to 
destruction.- Priestcraft and kingscraft 
alike must die. Permit me to quote the 
following from “Soul Genesis:”

“I utterly rebel,” says Mr. A. M. 
Griffen (and so do I), “and think I ever 
shall, against the dictum that ‘spirit is 
naught but matter refined and sublim
ated.’ How does science know that 
spirit in its ultimate definition is matter, 
rather than matter is spirit?. The as
sumption implies that science has 
reached the ultima thule, and that the 
riddle of the universe is solved! But 
science does not so teach. As to matter 
itself, it but claims, inferentially, not 
demonstrably, that It is atomic; while 
there is as yet no such teaching or 
claim that I know of with respect to 
spirit. If spirit is naught but matter, 
it is a misnomer to call it spirit. * * * *

"I have before this many times asked, 
and I now repeat: Is space matter, or 
is it nothing? Is time matter, or is it 
nothing? Is the principle bf motion 
matter, or is it nothing? Are the. prin
ciples of mathematics matter, or are 
they nothing? Must all laws, and prin
ciples upon and by which the whole uni
verse of mind ana matter is functionally 
operative be looked upon-as matter, or 
are they nothing?. None , of. these are 
matter, nor are they nothing. What 
better general term, then;- can we em
ploy to, explain the Trfoyihg ' principle of 
even the material universe- than spirit, 
the life-giving principle; the potential
ity back of and within all forms ’ of the 
visible world? Farther along Dr. Hud
son says .‘spirit, like life, is a sequence, 
a product’ of matter, evolved from or 
•built up’ with matter. There is, to 
him, E6 causol principle, no ‘primordial 
spirit Bloving upon the waters oi the
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deep;’ but just simply a tiny cell of mat" 
ter, souhstuff, star-dust, Bathybius, a 
speck of what-is-it, all by itself or in 
company with two or three little chums 
working its way ‘from monad up to 
man.’”-

I had supposed that the old long-ago 
materialistic theory that matter pro
duced or secreted mind, something as 
the skin-glands secrete perspiration, or 
the liverTiile, had been buried too deep 
for resurrection. Scarcely can I help 
wondering how long It would take an 
adept in chemistry to express, squeeze, 
or secrete enough mind from Lne cranial 
matter of a cuttle-fish’s skull to rectify 
the Baconian logic, or measure the util
ity of the X ray.
ARE SPIRITUALISTS BECOMING THE- 

OSOPHISTS?
Emphatically, No! Spiritualism- 

posited and based upon spirit—over
arches, embodies and underlies all the 
good, the true and the beautiful in the 
universe. God is spirit, and all that is de
monstrably true and practical in theos
ophy was borrowed or stolen outright 
from the Spiritualism of this and of the 
older ages.

Those interested in the theosophy and 
theology of ancient India, so eulogized 
by some modern dreamers, may read 
the following extract from a series of ar
ticles appearing in the Light of the 
East, edited by S. C. Mukhopadhaya, 
and published in Calcutta, India. This 
is the caption of the last article:
PARASARA’S PRAYASCHITTENDUSEK- 

HARA.
“When a person wants to rid himself 

of all sin, he should perform ten lakhs 
of Gayatri Japa. As an expiation for 
all Bin, an Ekadasi! Rudrabbiska 
with an ash-smearing of the entire 
frame and lying on a bed of ashes can 
be adopted. Purushasukta repeated 
sixteen times a day continued for a 
month would rid a man of all sin.

“Similarly, Pavamanasukta Japa or 
Aghamarshana Sukta Japa or feeding 
on milk etc., or Prayaschitta at the 
time of Magha etc., or bathing in sacred 
streams, or informing an assembly of a 
sin committed, or feeling sincere sor
row for the sin committed, or studying 
the Veda and the Vedanta would suffice 
as expiation for a number of sins. When 
the man is unable to repeat the name of 
Krishna as an expiation of sin, he may 
chant the name of Hari. Bathing in 
the Ganges would relieve a man of all 
sin and would be better than doing a 
thousand Chandrayanas. Sins would fly 
off by a bath in the Ganges as snakes fly 
off at the appearance of a kite. Whoever 
says that as Brahmahattya would not 
vanish by bathing in the Ganges would 
suffer as much as the doer of a crore of 
Brahmahattyas. Whoever thinks other
wise would suffer the sin of Kumvhi- 
paka. He would b<f"born an ass after 
tho lapse of a Kalpa.”

That is, he would be re-embodied or 
reincarnated into an ass! This would 
be his Karma.

Having met the Coulombs on one of 
my tours around the world, and sat in 
the Spiritualist seance organized by 
Madame Blavatsky in Cairo, Egypt; 
having been with »Madame Blavatsky a 
week during her visit to the Eddy me
diums in Vermont; havi'.g met her fre
quently In New York, and having care
fully watched and studied the Theo
sophical movement Invented by her, it 
is quite probable that I shall have some
thing important to say about it in the 
future through the columns of The PRO
GRESSIVE Thinker.
ERNEST S. GREEN, A SAN DIEGO POET.

This gentleman, young in years and 
young in Spiritualism, tejar from being 
unknown to the literafj^orld. He ha’s 
been given a fine sei Algin that beauti
ful volume, “The Poets of America'.” 
His work, entitled “Mexican pnd South 
American Poems,” a' book,of several 
hundred pages, does not contain,' unfor
tunately, any of Mr. Green’s own poems. 
But a brochure of poems, “Past, Present 
and Future,” lies before me, some sixty 
or seventy in number. Many of these 
are magnificent. Here is the commence1- 
ment of one upon San Diego: '

the old-fashioned hell are nearly extin
guished; and the devil no longer scares 
anybody. Times are hard. Revivals 
no longer revive. Traveling evangelists 
are put down by the masses with travel
ing doctors and trumps. Zion mourns. 
The people know that old stereotyped 
sermon, and that old, old prayer with its 
holy tone, all by heart. Half the church 
seats are empty,' The floors are damp 
and moldy, weeds and grasses are grow
ing over the chuich side-paths, ana bats 
are up in the belfry. ’

Recently, says the New York Press; a 
New Jersey paster took permanent leave 
of his congcegationJn the following pa
thetic manner: “Brother and sisters, I 
.come» this morning to say farewell. I 
donkrihink God loves this church, be
cause none of you ever die. I don't 
think you love each other, because I 
never marry any of you. I don’t think 
you love me, because you have not paid 
my salary. Your donations are moldy 
fruit and wormy apples, and ‘by their 
fruits ye shall know; them.’ Brothers, I 
am going away tea better place. I have 
been called to be chaplain of a peniten
tiary. Where I go yemannot come, but 
I go to prepare a place for you, and may 
the Lord have mercy on your souls. 
Good-by.” . .

There’s a place for this preacher in 
California, for wickedness abounds. On 
last Sunday, anostrich race between the 
two ostriches, “Napoleon" and “Prince, " 
was advertised to come off at Coronado, 
in full sight of San Diego. These birds 
had long been in training, like prize
fighters, for the Supday’s race. A 
crowd was present. The only- thing 
lacking was the absence of tho Rev. Mr. 
Talmage to open the race and exercises 
with prayer. It would have' given dig
nity to the occasion. •

JUDAS TO HIS OWN PALACE.
Go on with the. ’dqnce, you “fast” 

young man—the gay dance of life—but 
remember you are dancing with a 
masked skeleton. ' Its bones will yet 
rattle adirgeinyourears. .

Go on, proud monopolist, with schem
ing, clutching and hoarding of gold—go 
on constructing palaces, towers, shafts 
and Parian marbled pillars. They will 
prove to be but disguised grave-stones 
and columns of cadavers, cross-bones 
and skulls. “ ' ■'

Go on with your note-shaving, mpney 
getting and money loaning at 12 per 
cent, you long-facedChristian hypocrite. 
Demons and "devils await your coming!

Go on, old gray-haired miser! ’ 
“Listen! I was just agoing-^-" 
Oh, yes, you WaS’juBt agoing to use 

your wealth to do some bene volent work 
—agoing to build a home for the aged- 
just agoing to endow an orphan asylum 
—you was just agoing to give the books 
and open a free library—you was just 
agoing to increase the - wages of your 
servants. Yes, .you was just agoing to 
do some great thing for humanity.

But you, didn’t—you did not! You lied 
all the time to your own conscience. 
You kept right op filching,—loaning 
money at 12 per cent-aud hoarding till 
death frosted your deceptive torigue and 
closed your hypocritical mputh—till 
death chilled your selfish, bony fingers 
and coffined ypur old, wasted, sin-smit
ten and putrid body, a fitting relish for 
the moles, the grubs and the worms of
the sod! " • > f

Go to, nw—go to, and reap the black 
hell of horrors that you made for others 
while on earth. God is just. ’

Go to, and reap p’hat you have sown— 
and none of your wninittg and begging 
for a drop of wateFto cool your parched 

"and lying tongues.Goj is just. ” ’ 
of ho use to sing;, c

“Jesus died.and paid It all, 
All the'debt I owe."

It is

“Roll, roll, 0 breakers of the deep;
On shores where leap thy waves 

green-
A fairer land ye ne’er have seen.

Roll, roll through time, nor ceabe 
sleep, ' ’

But bear to this sequestered bay 
Your melodies from far away.

While through the portals-of the sun, 
Around Point’Loma's mural shore, 
Full many ships haVe hither bore;

And from thy harbor, one by one,' 
. Haye sailed with grapes and olive oil, 
And oranges from our fertile soil.”
Mr. Green is a prophet as wel^, as a 

■poet. He published a fine prophetic 
poem HJ92 in the’ Golden Era, in the 
style of Hiawatha. This poem pictured 
hard times and famine in this land of 
plenty; armies of unemployed marching 
up, and down the land, demanding food 
for their families, rioting and bloodshed 
in given- localities, • all, of ¿which tran
spired anil is now a matter of history'.

Asking friend Green the other day 
when he begun'his literary career, he 
replied:

“When a small boy at school I once 
wrote a poem in perfect rhyme and 
rhythm upon a charivari party in which 
I took a. part. It was semi-numorous, 
semi-heroic, and literary men wondered 
how a small boy with such a limited edu
cation could produce it. It was published, 
at thé time, but I have not seen a copy 
since arriving at manhood, nor do I 
wish to, as I make iPa point, as nearly 
qs possible, to burn all bridges behind 
me in my ascent up the Spiritual Alps.” 
• This ^¿ntlemen was born-in Minne
sota—a good State to be born in, and a 
better State to emigrate from,especially- 
if the face is turned towards this sunset 
land of the lemon, the orange, the palm 
and the pomegranate. -The Herald of 
Light, devoted to Spiritualism, C ably 
edited by Mr.’ Green, was not a success 
financially, the fault being the indiffer
ence—the colfi, selfish Indifference of 
many Spiritualists. Should not the lové 
of truth’ inspire as much zeal, enthusi
asm and financial liberality aS the fear 
of hell? Answer.. - , .

HARD TIMES FOR PREACHERS.
Deeply do I sympathize with the vil

lage preacher, whb lives, mostly- upon 
faith and donations. His crosses are 
many, ills crôwhs are foin Tho fires of

friends of persons in the audience, with 
whom there was no possibility of collus
ion; and questions of a personal nature 
answered that seemed entirely satisfac
tory to enquirers.”

One Incident particularly interested 
me. Standing with Mrs, Foye in the 
Opera house dressjng-room just before 
stepping upon the stage, I incidentally 
remarked: “What a change in regard 
to Spiritualism since the time of Judge 
Edmonds,. Prof. Mapes, Hare, Denton 
and Brittan”—when loud raps unexpect
edly came upon the walls of the room. 
Mrs. Foye said: “Ask mentally who it 
is?" ' ‘ •.

Calling over in my mind some of my 
old pioneer co-workers, when I mentally 
thought of S, B. Brittan, the rappings 
came thicker, faster, louder upon the 
walls—mark, upon the walls, several 
fpet distant from Mrs, Foye. :

Tests are all the more valuable when 
uncalled for and unexpected. Through 
that excellent test medium, Dr. Louis 
Schlesinger, of San Francisco. 1 bad 
previously received communications 
from Dr, Brittan, assuring me that he, 
with Dr. Willis and a very 'ancient 
Greek physician who had the confidence 
of Marcus Aurelius, and who once lec-’ 
tured on anatomy and medicine in Rome, 
aided me'in my psychic and medical 
healing. Of this fact I was subjectively 
conscious, often feeling the flash, the 
potent electric thrill of their powerful 
magnetic presence. How grand this 
truth! Those loud, resonant sounds 
th rough.Mrs. Foye a few eveningsago, 
only riveted and intensified my previous 
knowledge as to the identity of these 
healing and heavenly helpers jlist across 
death's shimmering river. We all have 
them. J. M.. Peebles.

NOT UNDEVELOPED GOOD.
Never while Webster’s and Johnson's 

dictionaries exist can it be shown that 
“evil is undeveloped good." Dishon
esty is not undeveloped honesty.- 
Slander is not undeveloped language of 
justice and love. Benedict Arnoldism 
was not undeveloped, patriotism. Rape 
is not undeveloped virtue. A malicious 
lie is not undeveloped truth. Rotates, 
are not undeveloped watermelons, nor 
are Canada thistles undeveloped lemons, 
and oranges. . c

- Certain Spiritualist lecturers, rich in. 
mouth, lip abd.tongue, ■ but poor in top
brain texture and culture, would do well 
to quiet down bn that old mundane 
phrase—“evil is . undeveloped good.” 
Though motive Is. something, it is of 
little use to say:..? .’

“Hemeant well." “He means well’ 
—is made to coverta great many servile 
sins. 'Possibly the Devil, rpal or mythic, 
knowing jesús to be hot very much of a 
traveler, when taking him update the 
mountain and.sh'owing himjallthe king
doms of the world—meant well! This 
“meant well" never, -however, amounts 
to much. It id the energetic say- wells, 
do-'wells.and did-wells .that make a suc
cess of life. It is Success, you know, 

»that succeeds. »'- ''
MRS. ADA FOYES TESTS.

It is grand to be a.méflìum—a genuine 
medium,' or intermediary between the 
visible and invisible-t^Orlds, the latter, 
peopled by immortals. Mrs. Foye is 
one of these. She gave, last week, two 
Íiublic seances in' tl|e'opera house to 
urge and deeply. interested audiences. 

Judge Peterbaugh.and many distin-’ 
guished citizens were present; but not a 
preacher. Why? They pray about and 
preach about a future unmortal exist
ence which atháísts, agnostics, and 
scholarly free-thinkers deny—and when 
a distinguished medium comes to our 
city to demonstrate, the fact of the fu
ture existence that, they ■ preach, they 
stay at home, porit; or sqqeak out from 
their cowardly pülpits^-“it’s the devil,"

Mr.. Newmanj of the Philosophical 
Journal, introduced Mrs. Foye to the 
audience one’ night’, myself the other. 
In the many testeJsho gave there was 
not a single mistake—not 'one! Oúr four 
daily papers all Speak in high terms Of 
commendátion of her public test seances. 
Here’s a part of What -the Daily Trib
une said: -, • ■ : • . .- ' . ■

: “Whatever niay ;be one’s opinioósas 
to Spiritualism or the benefit to be de
rived thereby iff the elevation of hu
manity ¿nd the inculcating of a higher 
ethical-standard, there can be no doubt 
of the genuineness'Otthe manifestations 
produced by Mrs.. Ada Foye at the 
Fisher opera house 'last-night. . Names, 
ages and cause of death were given by 
Mrs. Foyeoi a number of ■ relatives and

. ' ■ 'i.’ -, ■ • - ’ '

A MISTAKE CQRKECTED.

Dees Not Claim to Be a Trance 
Speaker.

In the sketch of speakers for the 
Northwestern camp the writer who “did' 
me up” probably overestimates my qual
ifications; but as people differ in tlieir 
judgments, I will not dispute the ideal 
presented; but there is one statement 
that I desire to correct; not that it is im
portantin its bearings on the meeting 

•or my work, but because 1 want to ad
here to the truth, and silence on my 
part might seem to “give consent,” and 
thqn people might find contradictions.

I once had a sharp set-to witha Meth
odist. clergyman oh this very point. 
Someone had advertised me as a trane’e 
speaker, At the. meeting I made a 
statement, (and the said clergy&an was 
present,^and in this statement I said: 
“I am n'ever entranced in the sense 
usually understood by that word. I de
pend upon a condition, which usually— 
not always—closes my eyes, and speak 
without preparation or. forethought, as 
the inspiration impels. But I am never 
unconscious during the delivery of a 
lecture.” . .

This' statement I’have probably re
peated to large public audiences several 
thousand times within the thirty-eight 
years of my public work, and ye't 1 am 
frequently referred to as a trance speak
er, and many people suppose that it is a 
deep, unconscious trance. I think there 
is no difference, so far as the quality and 
source of the lectures are concerned; for 
I believe my consciousness is.no more 
obstacle to the flow of spiritual truth 
and angel direction than any and every 
medium presents while in an uncon
scioustrance. But I know every word 
I utter, and can give a fair synopsis of 
almost any discourse I thus deliver, any 
tinie within twelve hours after the de-
livery. ' n '

In fact when the spiritual illumina-

A GENERAI DELUGE.
From a Geological Stand 

point.

BY a. W. BROWN, M. D.

[continued from last week.]
ARTICLE 3.

The preceding article, relative to a so- 
called general deluge, are only sugges
tive, but sufficient to, a waken thought in 
the direction we have indicated.' We' 
offer, in corroboration of this-theory, 
what to us is conclusive—that in the re
mote past-a continent densely populated 
occupied at least a portion of what is 
now the Pacifip ocean; that the islands 
visible in that ocean were but.elevated 
lands and plateaus of ancient mountains; 
that the now eastern and western conti
nents were then but beds of mighty 
oceans; that by slow - processes, extend
ing through countless ages, they slowly 
emerged from the sea; that the present 
order pf thing's is comparatively mod
ern—dating back but a few million 
years; although theFe are evidences of 
a still remoter past, when animal life, 
man included, inhabited the present 
continents, antedating the glacial pe
riod, and probably before its last sub
mergence, to which-conditidn it is again 
inclining. . For proof we may state that 
the city of Quito, since 1745, in 1870 had 
stink 246 feet, by careful observations 
made at different periods by the ablest 
scientists. Pinchlnea went down 218 
feet during tho same period, and its cra
ter has sunk 425 feet during the last 26 
years. •

When Columbus landed in America, 
■ in 1492, be found a people so closely re
sembling those of the extreme east of 

' Asia, he supposed he had reached the 
Indies in his journey around the world, 
and, hence, gave them the name of In
dians. A more intimate acquaintance 
with these people revealed the addi
tional fact that their religious notions 
and many of their traditions, particu
larly those pertaining to a general del
uge, were identical with those prevail
ing throughout Asia. Travelers among 
them found that many words used by 
these nomadic tribes were the same as 
those employed by Orientals. Theso 
travelers, accepting the Mosaic account 
of creation, with its very brief period of 
human existence, believing the Creator 
fashioned tho earth substantially as we 
see it now, and not questioning the 
scriptural account in regard to the dis
persion of races, concluded the “ten lost 
tribes of Israel” wandered towdrd Beh
ring straits, crossed over, thence down 
the coast to Mexico, and from there 
gradually spread over the entire Amer
ican continent.

A common Usp’of primitive terms 
among widely-separated nations, is con
sidered positive proof of a common ori
gin ’of peoples; but in no way does it 
corroborate tho idea of those who are 
ever drawing upon foreign and irrele
vant facts to sustain an inconsistent- 
theory, that the Indians are descendants 
of Abraham. ■

Islands in the Pacific ocean, hundreds 
of' miles apart, arid thousands of miles 
from the main land, either Asiatic or 
American, were found by the first ex
plorers to be inhabited by the same 
race, marked with the same peculiari
ties of complexion, general features, 
color bf hair, etc., and each had cus
toms in common, with gestures and ex
pressions so similar that they could 
make themselves intelligible to each 
other wnen they first met; and yet the 

■ inhabitants of one island had no idea of 
the existence of others outside of their

intensely conscious than at any other 
time, though perhaps'less conscious of 
the lower world, and its moral miasms, 
and person al ambitions and vanity.

The aforesaid clergyman gave a series 
of sermons after hearing my lectures, in 
which he misrepresented both the cause 
a.nd me. I sent him a challenge to dis
cuss the issues between us in public. He 
accepted, or pretended to, and then 
asked if I would speak in a trance, and 
numerous other questions, such as a 
coward seeking a way of escape could 
invent. '. When I answered him that I 
never profess to speak in a trance at 
all he made that the occasion for escape,, 
claiming that I advertised as a “trance 
speaker,” and if I was that kind of a 
fraud he wanted nothing to do with me. 
Yet he knew that !• had no part in the 
advertising, and that I publicly, dis
claimed. tne trance' as represented in ■ 
the bills, for he Was present and heard 
it. ’ ' . ' .

The exact truth, according to our best 
knowledge and belief, is the only safe 
habit to cultivate or appl-ove, and espe
cially-in the reports of spiritual experi
ences, mediumistio phenomena, or the 
detection of frauds. It is neyer save to 
jump at conclusions, or declare as truth 
•what is but the dictation of prejudice, 
or the enthusiasm of faith. I have never 
written a line in criticism of any me
dium without facts to support it I'have 
made many complimentary reports of 

■seances, and admitted some adverse 
criticisms which the situation seemed 
to justify; but as I did, not know I gave 
the medium the benefit of the doubt.

This subject is coming to the front, 
and mediums who want the confidence 
of.the public will find it. necessary to be 
frank, fair and truthful, and “trusts” 
and “exchange bureaus” must take their 
chances before an awakened public sen
timent; Lyman C. Howe.

There is nothing of Which men are so 
fond and withal bo careless as life.—Bru- 
yere. "/■' '■ '

The defensive virtue ■ abstinence.— 
Herrick, , .

'Courage is adversity’s lamp.—Vauve- 
narguos. ’ ■/ ;,'■ ■ ■ ■ ' ’ ■•■

’.Reason should direct and appetite 
obey.—Cicero. . y ’ te. , ;
' Tliere is as much difference between 
genuine- patienebtand sullen endurance, 
as between the smile of love and the 
malicious gnashing of tho teeth.—W. S. 
Plumer. : . ■ ' .

If a man really has an idea ho can 
communicate-it; and if ho has a clear 
one, he will communicate it clearly,— 
Emmons,: . .

this boisterous ocean, without chart or 
compass, and pass from one island to 
another.- This would and did take place 
with islands near to and in sight of each 
other; but such explorations would 
never be undertaken by savage tribes, 
ae they were wholly destitute of that 
species of adventure.

On many of the islands of the Pacific 
are found traces of an ancient people 
who possessed an order of civilization 
closely resembling that of’Oriental na
tions, as first revealed to us at the com
mencement of the historic period, and 
almost identical with those now being 
explored in Mexico and Yucatan; and 
similar to those of Peru in South Amer
ica. These people pasted away, as did 
the mound builders of our own country, 
leaving enduring monuments of their 
labors, which modern travelers look 
upon with astonishment, as they reveal 
a period of considerable advancement in 
the arts, and a knowledge of mechanics 
unknown to their degenerate successors. 
In support of this proposition, we make 
the following quotation from a newspa
per article which wé find floating 
through the press without credit, but 
furnishing well authenticated facts of 
discoveries in the Pacific, a multitude of 
a similar character being within reach 
of the common reader; '

“In the middle bf the Pacific ocean, 
3,000 m®6 distant from the nearest con
tinent, ‘ lies Easter Island, abounding 
with remains of a remote antiquity, 
which have interested and perplexed a 
party of savants' who recently visited 
them. This island is 40 miles in circum
ference, of volcanic origin, barren, no 
trees, destitute of resources, and inhab
ited by a tew savages who lead the most 
miserable life imaginable. But upon 
this narrow strip of land so barrbn and 
Unproductive, the explorer beholds a 
forest of gigantic statues, of the origin 
and beginning of which the race dwell
ing around know absolutely nothing. 
The Smallest-of these statues measured 
30 feet, and a few attain- the incredible 
dimensions of , 60 feet. Some repose 

■ upon Cyclopean platforms; the greater 
portion of . them wear crowns about six 
feet in height, which have evidently 
been placed upon these statues after 
theln erection. The foreheads of’the 

■ statues are retreating, andthe mouths 
prominent, which indications may possl- 
bly reveal the ' race who constructed 
them. As regards tho workmanship 
displayed upon-them, it is rude and 
clumsy, although not destitute of char
acter and expression, Thé questions

poncerning them presented for solution 
are: > What do they represent? Whose 
handiwork are they? and how came they 
there? ■ How possibly could this barren 
island have nourished a race of men 
capable' of raising such monuments? 
Where is the race? What country do 
they still inhabit?" ■

(See article “Easter Island,” in Amer
ican Cyclopedia.)

It is well known to the antiquarian 
that Asia was originally populated by a 
black race, as is Africa in our day.' 
These aborigines receded before tho 
great Aryan wave, which rolled down 
from the Northeast, driving before it 
the weaker, as do the same race with 
the Indians of America at the present 
time. They overran the great pla'-ns of 
Central Asia and made permanent 
homes in the valleys' of the Tigris and 
Euphrates; thence spread eastward, in
termingling with the already mixed 
population inhabiting Iran and Hindo
stán, while an advanced wave, pressed 
by those in the rear, crossed the Isth
mus of Suez, and established themselves 
along the Nile. These parent waves 
spread westward and overran Europe, 
with colonies to Northern Africa, every
where destroying the males and inter
mixing, forming varieties of races. In 
process of ages the same dominant race 
crossed the Atlantic, to repeat the bar
barities of a remote age on the nutivei 
of this country, and to efface the link 
which connects all these with a sub
merged race over which rolls in majes
tic and solemn grandeur the deou and 
surging waves of the mighty Pacido.'

Rockford; Ill. •

GUARDIAN ANGELS.

[From Household Words.]
When daylight has departed, and earth*  

• is hushed to rest,
When little birds are folded safe within 

the parent nest:
When on the closed flowers the blessed' 

night dews weep, ' ■ .
And stars look down in beauty upon th# 

slumbering deep;
Unseen by mortal eye, in the stillness ot 

the night,
There are those who wander o’er tha 

earth in robes of airy light;
Sweet messengers of love and hope, 

they journeyte and fro,
And consolation follows in their foot»
- step? as they go.
What are the heart's presentiments o| 

coming joy or pain,
But gently whispered warnings of that 

guardian angel train? '
The signals of their sympathy, the to» 

kens of their care, .
The sighings of their sorrow o’er thq 

woes that flesh must'bear? '
We hear them in our slumbers, and 

waking fancy dreams, -
That busy thought was wandering in, 

the fairy land of dreams;
But the low, sweet tones we listed were 

strains that angels sing, , ’
For ministering spirits with our souls % 

were communing.
And when morning breaks above U81 । 

and we wake to busy day,
These angels “go before,” to guide an& ’ 

“keep us in our way,” T
When our feeble footsteps falter, al|’ 

aweary and alone, ,
In tbeir arms they gently bear us, “lest 

we dash against a stone.” •
In our journeyings, In our restings, oh ■ 

the land or on the sea, .
hr our solitude and sorrow, in our gatli» 

erings and glee,
In the days of degradation, in the houp 

of joy and pride, i '
These pure and watchful ministers are 

ever by our side. :
O,-Thou whom angels worship ere time 

or woe began, ■ ■ -
And whose divine compassion gave theli 

guardianship to man,
Throughout thq mortal warfare let them ■ 

still my Champions b§, ■
And in the last stern conflict “give thenj ., 

.charge concerning me.” .

Prof. A. J.' Swartz, Ph. D., late of 
-Chicago, inclines to adopt San Jose as 
his home. He gave an earnest and start» 
ling discourse last night, in Native Son’s 
hall, which was filled to-its capacity 
with attentive listeners, the service bet 
ing that of the Spiritualists. •

The subject was, “Judgment, Cy
clones, Earthquakes, Disasters, Mur
ders, and Why They Will Increase.'-1 
After giving some provable facts ih 
the histories of tornadoes and the simul
taneous occurrence of earthquakes ip 
different parts of the world, he said we 
find a partial solution in the perihelion 
of the planets. We arer passing from 
the old to the new era, and a new anti 
grander civilization is rapidly forming. 
Planetary position causes electrical and 
magnetic currents to act with violence 
upon our earth now ranging in line'with 
other worlds. God, progress, evolution 
qre in it all. Pronhcv is meeting «ful1 
fillment, nation is rising agains't nation, 
there are many rumors of wars, and the 
hand of the assassin is lifted in deeds of 
blood. The warring elements m nature 
act upon the mental unrest of commun
ities. For the fulfillment of divine pur
poses, in the establishment of the new 
upon the ruins of the old, the cyclone 
and disaster of every kind will greatly 
increase. California need not hope fa ; 
escape'the increase of pestilence and on- ' 
slaughts of human life.

The best way for all is to keep busy in 
deeds of charity, live for others, crucify 
seltishness and keep on right terms with 
God and angels. / '

The audience showed its appreciation 
by a contribution of ®10 to tne penny 
collection.—San Jose Herald. :

Who gives a trifle meanly is meaner 
than the trifle.—Lavater. •

No bettor relation than a prudent and 
faithful friend.—Franklin. . <

Love’s voice doth sing as sweetly in a 
beggar as in a king.—Decker. .

we can not do evil to others without 
doing it to ourselves.—Desmahis, . •
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THE CODEX YftKIMflTIGUS
RECENTLY DISCOVERED IN THE .CASCADE RANCE

AND TRANSLATED'FROM THE ANCIENT CHINOOK.

To .the Editor:—The universal in
iterest shown of. late in the story of Jonah 
may doubtless be attributed to at fact 
known to but few persons, and by them 
transmitted telepathically toothers, by 
them to others, and so on until the 
tiling, like the Napoleonic craze, took 
wing, and pervades the air. •

The fact in question is the late discov
ery in the Cascade range, Washington, 
of the Codex Yakimaticus, now in pro
cess of translation from the Chinook, 
from the preface to.which I quote: ' . 
Does not the wild American ' 
Of forward movements lead the van? 
Ergo, ’tj,s natural we shoqld look 
To him to find a sacred book, 
Writ in his native, own Chinook, 
Can he not bowl away the pins 
Set up at old St. Catherines ' ,t ■’ 
By shaven monks? And can their wit 
Beat his at finding Holy Writ? , '
Whatever proves a.crylng want 
He will discover, if extant; '

. And should he find that it is not, - 
He will evplve it on the sppt, 

» With such ¡is he ’tis very odd
If men long want a.“Word of God” 
To fit the era, like this book 
Translated out of the Chinook, .

' Which, 1 am credibly advised. 
Has been “most'carefully revised.” 
In that old shack of Tobe McClellan’s, 
On the far side of Mount St. Hellens, 
Which is a bachelors’ retreat, _ 
Was found the manuscript complete,' 
Inside a wpodbox. And I gauge 
My word it'carries signs of age;
And many a mark which seems to me 

• To prove its authenticity,'
As dearly as was ever done 
Of sacred books a single one. 
.Man’s'every aniient holy book 
He conjures up by hook and crook; 
And when is writ the sacred, thing ■ 
This is the song the man doth sing: 
“Holy Bible, book divine, 

■ Precious treasure, thou art mine! ’
And when you ask him: “Is it true?"

■■ The only answer which to you 
This curious creature will accord

■ Is this: “So says the Mighty Lordl"
■ Anticipating, reader kind, 

Some skepticism in your mind 
• Concerning this new version's claim 

To wear the canon's sacred name, 
I the same answer can afford; ' 
And sol say i Thus sai th the Lord! 
Believe it and you will be crammed 

' With heavenly bread; if not, ypu’re 
. damned!

This is the best that I can do, 
Dear reader, in the case, for you; 
But 1 can say, with proper pride, 
That this true book is verified 
By evidence as strong—odzooks!— 

. As proves all other sacred books:
The word of ancient John and Joe 
That God hath spoken so am) so. 
Smile not and say, such evidence 
Weighs nothing with a man of sense, 
That revelation to bo true 
Must come direct from heaven to you. 
The Scripture proof is stronger still. 
I-state it thus: God’s holy will.
He spake five thousand years ago 
To Moses, who told Aaron so, 
Who told the same to Ha-al-gad, 

‘And lie again to Arphaxad, 
■ Who stated it to Eeltolad,.

And he to ancient Benhadad, 
And he to olden Haggai, 
Who it rehearsed to Malachi, 
Who stated it to Jonadab, 

' And he to old Aholiab, 
Who told it to Ahishhnack, 
And he again to Ipecac, 
Who told it o'er to Habakkuk, 
And he in turn tó Skookumchuk, ' ,
Who stated it to Jozabad, 
And he once more to Obegad, 
Who told the story to fshtob, 
Who stated it to Thingumbob, 
Which he rehearsed to Abitub, 
And he in full to Mulligrub, 
Who stated it to other met), 
Indeed to thousands, ten times ten; 
They to their folks; and so/m down 
The story came, and has not grown, 
Because its very warp and woof 
Ig folk-lore— strongest kind of proofl 
At last the writers seized their pens, 
And, counting all the m’s and n’s, 
In fact, all letters, with great care,. 
Wrote it all down in records rare.
And afterwards God's son came down, 
Showed men the way to gain the crown 
By rules quite different from the old; 
His gospel plan was sung pnd told 
By holy, backward-lookin"g Seers 
When he was dead three hundred years. 
And always since were godly men 
Inspired to .write it o'er again.
Men in all heavenly wisdom wise 

' Revise it oft, and re-revise. •'
As often as the tale grows old 
’Tis told again, and then retold, 
And re-retold in differing style. 
Thus we’ve new Bible all the while.
And how, with all this proof, can you . 
Have any doubt the book is true?

r. Speaking of the controversy regard
’ Ing Jonah and the whale, the translator, 

who, as it seems, is strictly oi-thodox in 
his belief in the verity of the story, 
says: ' *

: No eye beheld what happened there, -, 
■ •; But have we not the story hallowed', 
How God a great lish did prepare,

■ That picked him up and promptly 
■ swallowed? .
Doubtless he passed the oesophagus

Just as a shrimp might pass the gul- 
1 let. ' •

\ Of a right whale; or jiist as does
; -An angleworm the throat of mullet.

The fact is much to be deplored, 
'That God’s own children rail and 

- ■ bicker •.
O’er this and that in His true Word, . 

■ And with the worldlings trade and
• dicker, ’

Trying to wrest the simple text, ■
Un which they ought to place reli- 

■ - ance -
Just as it reads, to fit that vexed

And most absurd thing—Modern Scl- 
ence. '

Ged says that He a fish prepared;
And I believe it most sincerely.

He could have made one had He cared; 
And doubtless would have said so 

■ . . clearly.
What if a whale's throat be so small 

That not an object can pass through 
it ~

' Large as a man? It takes great gall 
To say He could not make it do it?

No doubt He caught a full-grown 
whale—

Cod always was a splendid schemer! 
And dragged him inland by the tail, 

And bored his throat out with 
reamer.

a

Then greased it well with olive oil, 
Which done, He then most likely told 

him • • -
To swallow Jonah. Then with toil 
"Back into the stormy sea He rolled 

him. ' • ;■ ;;
The whale went cruising out of Tyre- 

Some commentators say Sidona—■ ■ .
Well hypnotized with the desire • ■
• -To gobble up and swallow Jonah.

' ' Etc., Etc., Etc. ■■■•'■

. I make the foregoing rather extended 
quotations from the as yet unpublished 
Codex Yakimaticus, for the special ben
efit of Bro. W. H. Bach and such as like 
him appear to*  lie in the gall .of the bit
terness of unbelief. '

The Codex Yakimaticus is especially 
replete in its new rhymed version of the 
book of Jonah, and is designed to set at 
rest many a point of doubt and disputes 
regarding the miraculous, transactions 
there recorded. Fraternally yours, • 

.D. Ivan. Downs.

CHURCH OF THE SOUL
First Society of Spiritualists 

Adopt Another Name/

The New Pastor Installed, '

MRB. OOBA L. V. KIOHMOND TAKES 
OHABOB OF TH?. OONGHEGATION—IN

TERESTING EXEBOIBES IN THE 8CH1L- 
LEK THEATER-BABY BAPTIZED IN 
'FLOWERS. '

There was an immense1 assemblage 
of Spiritualists, Sunday, January 7th, 
at the Schiller Theater, for the ordina
tion and installment of Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond as pastor of the. 
Church of the Soul, which/by formal 
action taken at the close of the ex
ercises, succeeds to the old First 
Spiritualist Church. .

In the preliminaries the Sunday
school, seated on the stage, sang a 
couple of songs, the congregation sang 
the Doxology, the Lord’s Prayer was 
chanted, and Mme. bourgeois ren
dered finely the offertory solo.

Dr. L. Bushnell performed the or
dination all in oue sentence, while 
Mrs. Richmond, clad in black silk, 
stood before him,, and at the con
clusion relapsed impressively into her 
chair of state again, baTely inclining 
the head. ' '

Dr. Bushnell’s words were these:
“By authority vested in me as by 

the trustees of the Church of the Soul, 
I hereby pronounce and ordain you. 
pastor of said church, to do and per
form such legal acts as you may be 
called upon to perform in and by vir
tue of this ordination.”

ELDERS DELIVER ADDRESSES. '
Mr. E. F. Slocum followed, and 

Mrs. Mary M. Haire also spoke for 
the elders, saying in part: “We are 
here to set apart to the higher office 
one who has been our friend and in
structor for two decades. Through 
her we have been led out from a dark-' 
ness worse than Egyptian. Through 
her example and teachings we have 
been filled with fearlessness of the 
opinion of Mrs. Grundy, that queen 
of wider reign than Empress Alice of 
all the Russias. Now she will bring 
us the whole truth whose partial 
shining has illuminated our path. 
Spiritualism has ever found in her a 
strong advocate and defender. She 
needs no outward anointing. She may 
not be after the order of Melchisedek, 
but she is of the order of the angels. 
(Applause.) Let us in affection gather 
around our long-time chosen leader as 
she now ascends this greater height, 
and, blessed by her beautiful example 
and precept, may we show the power 
of the spirit of truth which has bap
tized us. ’’

Then a troop of children, all in 
white, filed on the stage, and, with 
outstretched arms, said. “Wi love 
you,” to which the reffly came, “You 
also are beloved. ” ■

A telegram from Dr. Rarrett, the 
president.of the Spiritualists’ National" 
Association, was read, saying: “We 
have many things to rejoice over in 
the progress of bur cause, but I con-' 
eider your movement the most pro
gressive of all. ” ' •

Then( a babe was brought forward 
and baptized, flowers being psed in
stead ol water, the words used being 
in part:' .

1 ‘Beautiful as a flower from heaven 
this" babe comes to bless, your'wedded 
l(fe. Mey the ministering spirits ac
company him as the years go by, On 
thee, child, I strew these petals, sym
bol of the heavenly baptism, where 
the flowers never fade. I christen 
thee . in the human' state Benjamin- 
Leyo^ Troxel, and for the heavenly 
name we will call him Blossom of 
Life.” '

She closed with variations on the 
Lord's Prayer, and gave’ the rest of 
the flowers to the young mother.

THE INSTALLATION SERMON.
Dr. James E. 'DeWolf gave the in

stallation address, in part-thus:
“Ah, mel ' How I would like to 

talk of the teachings of our pastor in 
her absence! How many of you know 
of the battle she has fought and the 
victories won for truth’s sake! For 
twenty years she has taught us that 
the soul, being- etenral, hajBho be
ginning. • She who stands up against 
the shafts of ignorance and slander,
to carry messages from the Spirit
world to mankind, is called a heroine 
by the angelg. (Applause.)

“Mrs. Richmond,” said he ia clos-I-
ing, ‘ 'by virtue of my present relation 
to this church, as chairman of the 
board of trustees, I hereby install thee' 
as pastor of this church. Of course 
this is but an external ceremony— 
thou hast been installed already by 
the angel world; and we, as church 
and individually, would place our 
hands in thine and ask thee to lead us 
as students, seeking the truth .'(ap
plause), for our benefit, and the ben
efit of this great city, and possibly of 
the world. ” . . • .

_ MRS. RICHMOND'S RESPONSE.
Mrs. Richmond responded in .part 

as follows: < ; .
, “Mr. President, trustees antfoom-

missipnei's of the ChuiclUof the Soul, 
members of the Sunday -school, mem
bers of tha eburoh, dear friends, one 
and all: We give you greeting. • The 
voice is neither new nor strange; the 
presence is one to which you have 
been accustomed for twenty years. 
The installers ar,e those who have met 
the one standing before you since 
childhood, and the spirit is the spirit 
of truth. ‘ '

“The spirit of the Jxrrd God is 
upon'me, for the Lord,, hath anointed 
me to preach glad tidings to-the weak, 
to bind up the broken-hearted^to give 
liberty to the captive, and set those 
who. are in prison free, to proclaim 'the 
acceptable year of the Lord, • ’ •

“It is ever the mission of the nlin- 
istrantto minister; and I have the 
privilege ip minister; and Ï have the 
privilege of those who. stand between 
the two columns', visible and invisible, 
to announce, to .declare, to unfold the 
message that is needed for the hour. 
And in receiving these tributes at your 
hands, from your liearta, and through 
the voice of' the church, which has 
been growing in your souls for many 
years, it is with added humility;' with 
a deep consciousness' of the import
ance of the ti-ust, and with full and 
fervent’gratitude for the appreciation 
and the affection, tliàt -thié trust' is 
taken by the one who stands'before 
you, and by those who have an- 
pouneed these truths unto you.

“Dear friends, there is no visible 
temple beneath which you assemble at 
this hour to consecrate yourselves 
anew*  to the'work of humanity.' There 
are no outward trappings or tokens 
save these flowers, the tribute of lov
ing hands. -There is no need of grand 
sacerdotal rites, of arches, of aisles, 
of splendor, of lofty cathedral dome, 
.when the spirit is here. God’s 
universe is the visible temple for/his 
children. The aisles and arches of 
the starry firmament are the glorious 
decorations ; the pillared clouds, the 
splendid forests, the green aisles, the 
beautiful waters of the, earth are the 
outward adornment of the external 
temple; but the temple,'of truth is 
humanity, the archways are human 
lives placed there to support the 
splendid dome of love, which is the 
divine and perfect work ; the corner
stones are truth and knowledge and 
faith and hope, and, resting above, in 
grander arches than the azure and the 
sky present, are, the wonderful and 
beautiful symbols of wisdom and love, 
while over all the dome of heaven is 
lighted by souls resplendent, not in 
earthly glory, but with great irradiance 
of loving deeds, of exalted example, ■ 
of lofty lives. ,
GATHERING THE HARVEST OF YEARS.

“We have been consecrated unto 
humanity. The dome itself is the 
love of the infinite that bends over 
with tenderness around the imperfec*  
tion of the finite; that forever sustains 
and strengthens and makes up for hu
man weakness ; but that ineffable light 
that is within the temples is the love 
of God and the knowledge of the soul, 
unto which no time, nor change, nor 
death can have a voice for destruction 
or shadow, but as voiced ' in human 
speech or lived in human lives.

“In this way, dear friends, you are 
many of you gathering the harvest of 
long years of labor, of earnest labor 
on behalf of truth, and the ministries 
of the unseen realm, and the pos
sibilities of spiritual gifts in the midst 
of a mammon-seeking and time-serv
ing world. The fact that you garner 
these sheaves with us at this hour is 
because of your fidelity; because when 
mediums have Jieen persecuted you 
have with us aided in their defense, 
have sprung forward when even those 
assaults were in the ranks of nominal, 
or so-called, Spiritualists.

“You have defended, the gifts of 
the spirit from those within and 
without these. ranks’, and you have 
seen the gradually unfolded light go 
forward to the perfection of the great 
and wonderful movement that we haVe 
always stood here to herald to the new 
life and the new religion of the world. 
(Applause. ) If' at this hour you reap 
the harvest of these many years, it is ■ 
because some of you, as little chil
dren, have learned .at the shrine of 
the spirit to die unto yourselves. You' 
who come occasionally to worship with 
us have dared to confess that there 
are new things under the sun in the 
form of new announcements, new 
shapes in which old truth appears. 
All'Éail, beloved ones, all I The in
visible spirits of blessing must follow 
your lives. The little children' came 
to carpet your feet with roses, and the 
angel ministrants bend above you to 
baptize and consecrate you at this 
hour-into work for human kind. 'With 
the tribute of praise, with the united 
labor of hand,, and heart, and soul, 
the angels bless you! Amen. ” '

Annual Business Meeting of the 
M. V. S. A.

The annual business meeting of tile 
Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ Associ
ation, for the election of officers, will be 
held at Mount Pleasant Park, Clinton, 
Iowa, Friday, August.21st, at 10 a. m.

Will C. Hodge, Sec’y.

LADIES'‘INDEPENDENT UNION.
.. The annual business meeting Of the 
0, Ladies’ Independent Union; for the elec

tion of officers, will be- held at Mount 
Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Wednes
day, August 19th, at 10 a. m.

Fannie Glaser, Sec’y.' ■

By doing good with his money, a man 
as it were stamps the image of God upon 
it, and makes it pass current for the 
merchandise of heaven.—Rutle’dge.

CONSUMPTION
To tub EcrroB-JIeaso inform your read

ers that I have a positive remedy for the 
above named disease. By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cises have boon per
manently cured. I shall bo glad to send 
two bottles of my remedy free to any of your 
readers who have consumption if they will" 
send me their express an d post office address.

. lLA-81ocum.lLC..183PearlSt..NawYQxk.

Lake Pleasajj] in Jdhe—The 

Camp-Meeting.
How the robins arp sfag-ingthis bright 

June morning in the fresh, Sweet woods 
at Lake Pleasant! ’The pines are also 
singing. . Gentle winds are making ¡eo
lian harps in the oaks and chestnuts. 
The meadows, stretching away toward 
Mount Tobey, are ¡< gay with clover blos
soms. The daisiesiund-buttercups adorn 
the hillsides. Tire ¡odors of .the youug 
pine needles fill thpdunge with the balm 
of health. . 7

Jacob’s well is-, pouring forth that 
cold, pure water, apprized by the thou
sands, who havq1 drank it in former 
years, and will be -prized by the thou
sands of new comers.

Many people are here. A hundred 
cottages aye occupied.. House-cleuniug 
and fresh painting are a welcome sight 
to the' daily increasing niimbers. The 
management have ■, perfected the pro
gramme for the great, meeting.. New 
'speakers, new musicians, new caterers, 
new attractions, are being provided, 
Some of the old speakers, mediums and 
musicians of soiled reputation are re
tained. .

. Bickford's band and orchestra, grown 
to be a fine organization un.de,r the lead
ership of the Bickford brothers,- will fill 
the grove with harmony, and quicken 
the Feet of the happy dancers. . ■ .

(With such speakers as Lockwood, 
Catlin, Palmer, Washburn,: Edgerly,. 
Emerson, Conant, Lillie, Reynolds; 
Hidden, Ingersoll, Holmes; 'Wright, 
Byrnes, Richings, Baxter and Twing, 
and such public test mediums as Fore
man, Edgerly,. Pepper, Downing, Rey
nolds, Emerson and Baxter; tjie public 
may expect something real and valua
ble. ,
, July 4th Col. Ingersoll will deliver an 
oration upon “The Declaration of Inde
pendence.” ‘ .

Each Sunday in July there will be re
ligious services conducted by eminent 
clergymen. '

All those who desire special inform
ation about the meeting, railroad fares, 
etc., should send address and stamp for 
circular, to Albert P. Blinn, secretary, 
at Lake Pleasant, Mass.

The regular camp-meeting opens Au
gust 2, and closes September 1. The 
preliminary meeting begins July 4, and 
continues to August 2.

Col. Ingersoll speaks in the afternoon 
df July 4, August 9, 1(1 and 23. ~

It is the universal opinion that this 
year will witness a very successful meet
ing, and^hat the beauty and comfoyt of 
the Spiritual philosophy and religion, 
will be presented in a very satisfactory 
manner. The seeker will obtain knowl
edge, the'mourner will be comforted 
and the invalid will .rejoice in the pros
pect of returning health. '

H. H. Budington.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Haslett Park Camp' will be held at 

Haslett Park, Miqfi,, beginning July 30 
and ending August 31, and including 
five Sundays. .. .

Haslett Park Ms..a beautiful grove, 
bordering the west shore of Pine Lake, 
and it is thickly timbered with second- 
growth oak, hlflkory and elm. The 
ground has a gentlp slope toward the 
lake, on tile edge ¡of which stand the 
mighty oaks and.-spreading elms whose 
foliage welcome ,t,lieuew comers and old 
campers, and inv.lte them to take a calm 
and sweet repose .beneath their shady 
boughs. , •

Nature has provided this spot with 
everything that is needed for a spiritual 
camp-ground. Tpe sjjck may get health, 
the weary may reat and the sorrowful 
may be comforted.',■><

When the numerous tints are spread 
over the camp, . when the many ham
mocks are stretched from tree to tree, 
and the soft twilight reflects its tinted 
rays on the foliage of the groye and the 
beautiful lake, then goes up the praisep 
of all: “This is indeed, the paradise of 

^Michigan,”
Hon. O. P. Kellogg, the chairman, is 

well known all over this fair land, not 
only in the spiritual field, but in other 
walks of life. He is an all-around man, 
and can fill every duty that he ip called 
on to perform with credit to himfeelf and 
the public. He is a fine parliamentarian, 
having been speaker of the house of 
representatives of Wyoming for two 
sessions, and has occupied the platform 
as chairman of many political conven
tions. He makes all happy who come in 
contact with him. Come and get ac
quainted with him. He will entertain 
you and make you laugh if you are sad. 
He wants to meet you alt

SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS.

Mrs. Julia M. Walton, Mrs. Payne 
Hopkins, Marion Carpenter, Anna L. 
Robinson, Rev. James DeBuchananne, 
M. D.. Ph. D., MrA A. E. Sheets, Hon. 
L. V. Moulton and Moses Hull.

For pamphlet containing full pro
gramme with illustrations, write to Mr. 
G. F. Ottmar, 209 and 210 Hollister 
Building, Lansing, Mich. He will cheer
fully answer any and all questions re
garding camp and camping. If you 
have a friend who wants a programme, 
send him the name and he will mail one 
to him.

■Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
The camp-meeting will be formally 

opened Sunday,- June 28th, continuing 
daily throughout the summer—closing 
Sunday, September 6th.

SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS.

Mrs. Helen Stuart Richings, Mrs. 
Maggie Waite, Thomas Grimes, Mrs. 
Neilie S> Baade, Thomas Grimshaw, 
Carrie E. 3.-T.wing, M. F. Hammond, 
Annie E. Sheets, J. Clegg. Wright, 
Elizabeth Lowe Watson, Rev. J. C. F. 
Grumbine, M. ’J. Crilly. Hon. L. V. 
Moulton, .Moses Hull, Geo. W. Kates, 
Mrs..Zaida’ Brown Kates, Prof. Joseph 
Singer, Walfried Singer, Helen L. Pal
mer, Anna L. Robinson, Juliet H. Sev
erance, Dr. C.' W.- Hidden, J. Frank 
Baxter. ■J: ' i

Mrs. Emma, Archer, Mrs. J. S. Dono
van, Mr. and MrS; Hatfield Pettibone, 
Mr. D. A. Herrid.lt, Mrs. J. W. Kenyon, 
Mr. H. E; Chask Mrs. Helen V. Fair
child, Pierre L. 13. A. Keeler, Mrs. Ab- 

’bie F. Watkins. '
Mr. D. A. Herkjckj'of Akron, will pre

side as chairman during the mooting.
For further ihlolfination respecting 

Lake Brady Camp-rfeeting, and the se
curing of hotel,tacb'dmmodations, rent
ing cottages, tents,1 apply by mail to 
Charles Thomas/ 2762- Broadway, Cleve
land, Ohio, or to- C. P. Hopkins, super
intendent of grOurid^, at Lake Brady,

’ --------------- Zr. —!-------------

Lake Pleas^ri^Oamp, Mass.
An extraordinary session will com

mence Saturday, July 4, and-continue to 
August 2. . . .

- LIST OF SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS.

Prot...W. M. Lockwood, General Isaac 
S. Catlin, Helen ' L. Palmer, Oscar A. 
Edgerly, Mrs. Cidra Field Conant, Mrs. 
Frances Holmes, Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Mrs. 
U. Reynolds, Mrs. Ida E. Downing, Col. 
Robert G. Ingersoll, Dr. C. W. Hidden, 
Edgar W. Emerson, J. Clegg Wright, 
Mrs. Sarah A. Byrnes, Helen Stuart 
Richings. Mrs. May 8. Pepper, J. Frank 
Baxter, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing.

For full programme address A. P. 
Blinn, clerk, 61*3  Tremont street, Bos
ton, Mass.

A man’s lifp is an appendix to-his 
heart.—South. - -

Devil's Lake Spiritual Camp
Meeting.

This camp will be held at Beardsell's 
Lauding, Devil's- Lake, Mich., from 
July 24 to August 10. .

. SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS.
D. M. F. Hammond, of Vermont: Dr. 

P. T. Johnson, of Battle Creek,'Mich.: 
Julia Steelman Mitchell, of Newport, 
Ky.; James Riley, of Marcellus, Mich.; 
Mrs. Frances Ruddick, Franklin. Ind.: 
J. Knight Perkins, Kalamazoo, Mich. ।'

MANAGEMENT.

Dr. M. F. Hammond, a trance medium 
of twenty years’ experience, whose rep
utation as a lecturer in Michigan for the 
last two years is well established, has 
been secured to act as chairman this 
season, aud all who are acquainted with 
him will testify io hta ability to make 
all attending this camp feel at home, 
and enjoy it all at all times. Underpins 
supervision, we hope for the best camp 
this year that has ever been held here. 
• For full programme send to .

. - Miss D. P. Hughes, Sec.,
. - . Wheatland, Mich.

Lake George Camp-Meeting
The ground s are' situated at the head 

of Lake George, at th'q terminus fit the 
Glen Falls'branch of the Delaware & 
Hudson railroad, seventy miles from 
Albany, and .thirty miles from Saratoga. 
They are shaded by a beautiful growth 
of native forest trees, and command a 
magnificent view of tne lake and moun
tains. An abundance of excellent water, 
which is unsurpassed for its purity, is 
supplied from a mountain stream. It 
opens Jiily 12, and closes September 6! 

’ - speakers and mediums. .
Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, Dr. Sheridan 

P. Wait, A. E. Tisdale, Ma P. A. WhiG 
lock, Cora L. V. Richmond,Meredith B. 
Little, Maggie Gaule, Dr. W. B. Mills, 
Carrie E. S. Twing. ■

Meetings .will be'held’in the large 
and commodious hall in Woodfin Hotel.

For full particulars address the secre
tary, . James D. White,

Albany, N. Y.

LAKE PLEASANT, MASS.

Favorable Prospects for a Large 
Camp-Meeting.

More campers are on the grounds 
than ever before so early in the season, 
fifty-five families having arrived and 
are occupying their cottages.

A meeting of the board of directors 
was held here May 29th, and arrange
ments were made to do some extensive 
repairing. The bridge is being strength
ened and painted, the payilion is opened 
and being put in good condition, and the 
band quarters are being thoroughly ren
ovated. The campers are thoroughly 
imbued with the spirit of improvement 
and are heartily joining with the offi
cers in making the grounds attractive, 
and a perfect feeling of harmony pre
vails.

On June Oth a large picnic Of the Epis
copal Sunday-school, of Greenfield, was 
held on the grounds and about three 
hundred picnickers attended. A dance 
was held in the pavilion during- the 
afternoon, for which Bickford's orches
tra furnished music, A good time was 
enjoyed by all and .it was unanimously 
agreed that the grounds, swings, boats 
and everything were in better condi
tion for so early in the season than they 
had been for several years.

All the privileges have been let ex
cept the dry goods, barber's bootblack, 
and shooting gallery. Any one wanting 
circulars can address the clerk.

Albert P. Bunn.

Northwestern Camp,
This camp, located between the cities 

of St. Paul and Minneapolis, opens June 
21 and closes July 2fi.

speakers and mediums.
Prof. H. D. Barrett, of Washington, 

D. C.; Mrs.'Julia Steelman Mitchell, of 
Kentucky; Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
of Chicago, Ill.; Lyman C. Howe, Fre
donia, N. Y.; Mrs. Leo F. Prior; E. 
Andrus Titus, of Boston; Rev. Allen F. 
Brown, secretary of the Association; 
Rev. Marion D. Shutter, pastor of the 
Universalist Church of the Redeemer; 
Rev. H. F. Simmons, pastor of the Uni
tarian Churoh; Rev. W. C. Gibbons, of 
the Church of Christ or Christian Sci
ence; Edella D. Concannon.Mrs. Jacobs, 
Isa Wilson Kayner, Mrs. Courson, Mrs. 
Emma Foster, O. L. Concannon, C. 
E. Winans, Miss N. Barnes, Mrs. 
Bessie Aspinwall, Minneapolis; F. N. 
Foster, B. F. Foster, Mrst 8. F. De Wolf, 
C. H. Figures, A. WheeMli, Mrs. Braun, 
Miss Anderson, Mrs.Vaugh, Mrs. Miner, 
Mrs. Barton, Mrs.' Talcott, the Misses 
Sundberg, Mrs. Tryon, Mrs. Gould, 
Miss Lottie Wold, Mrs. Pruden, Mrs. 
Lowell, Mrs. Knudson, Mrs. Russell, Dr. 
Jacob Swanson, Dr. Smith, Mrs. Emily 
Leper, Dr. O. J. Johnson, Allen F. 
Brown, Mrs. Rouse, Dr. E. B. Russell. 
Mrs. Mary A. Barkaloo, Dr. Vaugn, Dr. 
S. N. Aspinwall.

Prof. White, astrologer and magi, of 
Minneapolis, and Prof. Weaver, of Wis
consin, astrologer and astronomical 
reader of past and future destinies, will 
be present during the camp.

The Dempsey family of child medi
ums numbering four, ages from eight to 
twelve, will be present during the en
tire camp. '

The latest scientific invention, the 
speaking dial, will be on exhibition dur
ing the entire camp.

For circulars or additional informa
tion, apply to Allen F. Brown, secretary, 
703 Manhattan Block, St. Paul, or Dr. 
S. N. Aspinwall, president, 2433 Fifth 
Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.

The Cassadaga Camp.
The camp at Cassadaga was estab

lished as a rallying point for those in
terested In the fact of a continued ex
istence. First, can that truth be estab
lished? Having been.demonstrated, then 
what of the future life and the laws re
lating thereto. The managers have, in 
line with this thought, always encour
aged the attendance of sensitives and 
such mediums as could prove the exist
ence of so-called dead, as well as the in
spired teachers that deal with the phi
losophy of that life. This camp will 
open July 11 and close August 23..

LIST OF SPEAKERS.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets, R. G. Ingersoll, 
Mrs. C. D. Greenmyer, Thomas Grim
shaw, Mrs. H. S. Lake,Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twine, Geo. A. Fuller, Hon. L. V. Moul
ton, Mrs, H. S. Lake, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, Rev. W. W. Hicks, Lyman 
O. Howe, Rev. Anna Shaw, S. Weil 
J. Clegg Wright, Prof. W.M.Lockwood, 
Jennie B. H. Jackspn, Mrs. R. S. Lillie, 
Hon. A. B. Richmond. .

For full programme address the sec
retary, A. E. Gaston, Lily Dale, N. Y.

Mount Pleasant Park Camp
meeting, Clinton, Iowa.

This camp commences August 2, and 
closes August 30. It will be open for 

.cottagers and tenters from June 15 to 
September 15. / .

SPEAKER^ AND MEDIUMS.

J. Frank Baxter, J. C. F. Grumbine 
Harrison D. Barrett, Mrs. A. H. Luther’ 
Edgar-W. Emerson, C. E. Winans, Mrs’ 

L. A. Roberts, Mrs. W. L. Thompson, 
Dr. A. W, 8. Rothermel, Prof. A. B. 
Severance, Dr. J. C. Phillips, John A. 
Johnston. Max Hoftmau, Harry Dalton, 
Nellie Bordwoll, Carrie Fuller 'Weath
erford, Dr. O. G. W. Adams, Dr. Ira 
Hills, Dr. T. Babcock, Dr. A. J. Lang
worthy, B. F. Poole, George W. Wal- 
rond, Willard J. Hull.

For circulars containing full particu
lars address Will C. Hodge, secretary, 
710 Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wis., un
til July 15. After that date, Clinton, 
Iowa, (Mount Pleasant Park).

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
. ,BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

kt?11.'.’.’'“!1? I’«“»«f‘he Library of Liberal Claulca. 
No author'wasbetterquallbedto write au Impartial 
auuiioueat Uto of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
ami tils vo ume Is Intensely Interesting. It should be 
thbLffl ““1"“‘ipnwjth Gibbon's work. For sale at 
this office. Price, 25 cents.

SEERS OF THE AGES.

and-Instructive facts. 'Price 12.00. “

IT IS INTERESTING.
TiFE AND LABOR..IN THE SPIRIT- 

Z-vWorld: Being a description of Localities, Employ
menu, Surroundings, and Conditions In'-tho Snhere«! 
By members of the Spirit-Band of MIm M. T, Bhelha- 
mcr, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth »IM Postngo w cenls. For sals at 
this office. -

“7 THOMAS PAINE.
< Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.
“ THE REAL ISSUE.
I ?y.™?aa,a Hbm,. A compound of the two pamph
lets, "1'lie Jrreprtwlble Conflict," and “Your Answer 
°r \°u! Ilf“! with Important additions, making a 
JSihiii.“?.?.??“.?1 i25 ccal8' Thl8 b00k ™ma‘n> 
ptatlltlcB, facta and documents, on the tendencies of 
!u?.’1 »es',hat tverJ’ one “fie“« imve. For sale at 
this office.

THE TEACHINGS OP JESUS

M. D. Price, 15 cent*.  '

Out of the DepthsInto the Light,
By Samuel Bowie»; Mr». Carrie E. s. Twins me- 

dlum. This little book will be rend with lute use in
tereat by thousand». Price 25 cent».

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wonder
ful spiritual developments at the house of Bev. Dr 
Fheljia, Stratford. Conn., and similar cases in all 

rhI.8 volum* 1B the first fro« 
the author directly upon the •ubjcct of “Spiritualism? 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth, 61.25 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called tbe “Aikoran s>f »

Translated into English from the original Arabic ivfth 
expiatory notes taken from the mbstapproved con?

pl,“;. Jl1relliyil»ary discourse by Geo. Sale. Price, cloth, 11.00. tor sale at this offiep.

~MFEOFTHOMAS“ P AINlF~ 
,..?1Z.1idlt!lr,0.f tee Nalloiialwlth.Preface aud Noles 
by Peter hckler. Illustrated with vlewa of the old 
Paine Homestead aud Paine Monument, at New 
Hochelle, also, portraits of Thomae Clio Hickman 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft. Madame Kulaud’ 
Condorcet, Brhsot, and (he most prominent of Paine’s 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
JL )y Vlctbna. by the Seer. A. J. DavU. la a very In

teresting end suggestive work. It 1s an explanation oi 
much that is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, era 
bodying a most Important recent interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land Pile*  
50 cents. For sets at this offic»

i’HE~8PlltLTUAL BIRTH, ' 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW. 

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven aud Hell. By 
MO8K8 Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of jjuoy things lu the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed In by Spiritualists. Price 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

, The Religion of Spiritualism, 
lu Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Wataon. Thl» work wui written by a modern Savior 
agrund and noble man. Price ,1.00. '

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cent».

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER?
E- Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull's 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregation«, circles and families. Price. 10 eta 
or 16 per hundred. For sale at this office. “

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortal*.  By M. Faraday 

F. 23. Price w cent*.  7

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
tU.eg.b?ok ior?lio8e aeeklng Informatloa con

cerning that most damnable institution known In 
history—-the Boman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted with the 
facts so succlpotly stated In this vali:» record. It 
shows the methods used by the Romish ’ hurcb to ex
terminate those who reject lu beliefs and claims. 
For rale at tills office. Price 2.1 cents

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.

ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 
history of Atharael, Chief Print of a Band of Ab 

Aryans. This pamphlet, containing Sinara, wa. wilt- 
ten through the mediumship of U. 0. Flgiay, and 1. lip 
tensely luoroatlng. I’rtce SU cattfc For Mio at thl 
«Meo.

IngersoU’s Great Address
On Thomas Paine, at the late Paine celebration tn 
NewYorkClty*  Price, 6 cents; ten copiesforWcents.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mr*.  Marla M. King. Ton 

will not become weary while reading this excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of Now 

York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
published. The book contains 66 pages, and Is beau*  
tifully bound, with likeness of author on title page 
Price 23 cents.

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason. Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post Svo., 432 pages. Cloth. 81.00

HOWTOMESMERIZE?
By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of the most successful 

u esmerkts in America. Ancient and modern mira
cles explained by mesmerism. An invaluable work
Price, paper, 50 cent*  

""beyondthe CATES. ~ 
fiyBUrabeth Stout Fbelp». A blgblyaitegUlaiiig 

work. PriMiLOO. _____

Why She Became a .Spiritualist.
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book 

ehould be read by eveh^Spl^tuaUst. Price «1.00; 
postage 10 cents.

THE RELATION^
Of ‘ho Spiritual to the Material Universe; and the 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Children’-s -Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the organization and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Something indispensable. Price 50 cents.

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete 

with Spiritual truths. Price 11.00.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Llxtle Dotcn. They are really valuable.

Price ti.ou.___________ ;________________________ _

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

ing refutation of the Bible story of the Deluge. Price 
U cents. ' '

ALL ABOUT DEVILS;
Or, an Inquiry m to whether Modern. Spiritualism 

and other Great Reform*  come from His Satanic 
Majesty and His Subotdlnates in the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60pages. By Mos» Hull. PHce,15ccnU. 
For sale at this office. „ *

'“THE WATSEKAWONDEB.”
To the student of rwychlo phenomena, this pamphlet 

ta intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double 'consclousneks,’’ namely Mary 
Lurauoy Vennuin, of Watseka. 111., and Mary Key*  
Holds, of Venango county» For gale at this office,
price 15 cents. .

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the IsUM. Faraday. The orb 
fftnof religious; and their Influence upon the snauial 
development of the humaa race. Transcribed at Ue 
reQuesl of a bud of ancient philosopher*.  Price 
JO cents. ' - •” ■■ ■' ■ ■ ■•••'•

ifCTNK 20, IBUS.'

LIFE WORK 
-OF- 

CURA L V. RICHMOND.
OOMFILBD AND EDITED BY

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

With portraits representing Mrs. Ulchmond in 
1857, in 1870, and in 181)4,

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS: 
IXTBdDUOTIOX.
CkambbL Parentage-Place of PJrth-Chlldhood- 

bclioo) Experience.—First Medluinlatto Work, etc.
CiuxtkbII. Hopedale-Mr. Scott lu Maasneliuaetts-. 
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WASASRAHAFI LlNCOLtl
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OR- .,
Curious Reveltyions from the Lift 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY- •

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters »ad 

Poems. Illustrated with Engra«. 
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portra t from Life.

This book will be fonud peculiar, curious, startling 
—moreso Ilian auy work tailed »Ince Uucle Tom’* 
Cabin. It lucatbfs forgotten whiapers which the ruir 
of time had almost covered, and wblrb have beej 
Buatcbed from the very jaws of oblivion. It dealt 
with high official private life during (he must moment 
ouu period in American History, and la a aecrel pagi 
from the life of him whom time serves only to mak< 
greater, more appreciated, aud more understood— 
"AiiitAHAM Lincoln.”

Cloth, lUtno, ilhtstrated, pp. 2(¡4, $1.50, 
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.
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Beyond the Threshold
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French»
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH waa writen t4 

levelop the idea of the principle of the permanent^ 
M the human soul after death, and Ite reiucarnattoi 
In a chain of new beings, whose Buccessive linksari 
Unrolled In the busoin of etberlal apace. “Betond 
the Theeshold" cootlnuce on the same Unes en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con 
slderatlons drawn froro science (ind philosophy;claim- 
Ing that tht certainly of a new birth beyond oui 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science aud philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It la Iniere-ilng. en
tertaining. instructive and fasetmuiD.-' And. wrether 
one accepts It all o? not. much win hrv» • -«-r turned

The To-Morrow of Death.
. ---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science, 

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. E. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Thia floe volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualiam Demonstrated by Science. It 1b wriftet 
In that peculiar Interesting style tn which Frenck 
writers excel when they would popularize sclentim 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the genera 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he evet 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a ucw super 
stltion.” etc., etc., In which be manifests the unial 
animus of the “sclentlllc class,” yet be says again; 
“There Isa true and respectable idea in Splrlliiullhin.” 
and regards as proved “the fact of cutmimniciidon 
between superhuman*  and the Inhabitants of Earth;'' 
and Ue goes on to relate instances of fact In evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy Id 
tlieauLliors's ideas, but the well-read mind wld readily 
-select aud arrange (fie pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable ffiforinndoit. The author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. 1’rlco |1.5O. For sale at 
this office.
“GLeApiTHGS’ 

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work Is one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare ¿emt of thought, prac
tical as well as profound. There is sunshine and 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work la dedi
cated to the author's favorite sister. Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Splrlt-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, o1 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives an Interesting sketch of thl 
author's life.
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What Is Truth? 
Decoration Address.

PRICE, $1.00, POSTPAID.
THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
yf COMPILA TION OF THE LEO

turei given by the Spirit Band through'th emu*  
dlumshlp of Mn. Magdalena Kline. This volume con*  
slats of a series of lectures, messages and poem*,  
written and delivered in public through the mental of*  
gantun of Kra. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clslrvoy« 
ant and inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and oven though one may find 
some ideas that differ from those Delias held, yet ha 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct. Tbb 
reverence with which Jesus li mentioned will plcasg 
many, although the ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains-4B8 large pages, and will be seal 
postpaid for >1^0. Forsale at thl*  office. •

“new thouqht.
Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti

fully printed pages. Fortran, ol aereral ol tbo bn| 
apeak«» and medium». The matter all original and 
presenting In an altraetlre form the highest pbti» ol 
tee Spiritual Philosophy. By Mosss Hull,*'  Frio, 
only »1.50,_ For.»le at this omco, ' .

Volume"IL 881 para; beautifully printed ant 
alc«ur bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, n cent,. By Hosts Huli,. For aalo at thl, 
Mie., . . ■ : , . 0 .
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THE SEEN, AND UNSEEN
Recent Wonderful Discov. 
i eries in Science. :

MAN IS A WONDERFUL MACHINE.
The influence of temper upon the tone 

of tho voice deserves much considera
tion. Habits of querulousness or ill- 
nature will communicate a cat-like qual
ity to the singing, as infallibly a.s they 
give a quality to the speaking voice.

A guild has been formed in London 
for the purpose of propagating and put
ting into practice its idea that music 
lias a great mission before it in the cur
ing of certain diseases. The system is 
being introduced into French hospitals, 
under the name of “Musico Therapeu- 

< tics.” According to a Mr Blackmann, 
who is the leading spirit in the new de
parture, violins have tbe highest tfiera- 
peutic value, the harp coming next, 
while tenors should sing to female pa
tients, and sopranos to males. Itissug- 
gested that Dr. Blackmann should pur
sue tbe natural development of . this new 
school ot tho healing art, and classify 
the composers, as a patient needing the 
“exhibition" of Haydn might be seri- 

■ ously afleeteu bv a course of Wagnbr. , 
' The Methodist; Ministerial AsBOCJft- 
tion in session recently listened to an in
teresting lecture by the Rev. John W. 
Miluto on “The Color of Sin.” Mr. Milam 
made the assertion ihat scientific e,sper- 
iments have developed that sin is scar
let. These experiments were made in 
the Smithsonian Institution. By means 
of a chemical process the perspiration 
of a person aroused by sinful passion 
.was subjected to a test that disclosed a 
pinkish color. Forty experiments were 
made and in each test the results were 
the same. Some of the new ministers 
declined to accept Mr. Milam’s new 
theory, and one member of the associa
tion asked if it were meant that people 
could sweat out the evil ip them. Mr. 
Milam replied that his assertions were 
based on scientific facts: that it was a 
convincing argument that the Bible and 
science aye in accord, for the Bible 
speaks of the color of sin.

PHOTOGRAPHING THE INVISIBLE.
A few years ago it was found that on 

sorpe of the photographs of the moon, 
made with the great Lick telescope in 
California, the forms of huge craters 
were visible where, with the eye alone 
applied to the telescope, no craters 
could be seen. They were like skeleton 
outlines showing through a sort of cov
ering spread upon a lunar surface. Re- 
centiy this photographic revelation of 

■ the invisible has been brought much 
nearer home, if the report is true that 
in Manchester, England, a photograph 
of an apparently healthy and clear
skinned child showed in the negative 
that the skin was filled with eruptive 
spots, and within three days the child’s 

• face was actually covered with tbe pini- 
pies of prickly heat. A similar photo
graphic revelation of oncoming smallpox 
ib said to be on record.

It has long been known that sunlight 
is a potent destroyer of noxious germs, 
and the general belief is that it is the 
actinic ravs that chiefly, have such ac
tion. Now, if the X rays are merely 

T , the invisible ultra-violet rays of the 
spectrum, they are probably the most 
actinic of all. Indeed, that is indicated 
by their effect upon photographic plates. 
They mav prove to be powerful germ- 
leide agents, and it may be needful only 
to pass them through the human body 
to destroy all the noxious bacteria in 
the most remote and inaccessible tis 
sues Of course, that is mere speculu- 
tion. But in these days it Is rash.to say 
anything is impossible.

Dinshur Pestonjee Ghadially, known 
■ in India as the “Parsee Edison,” late 
’-electrician to his highness Maharaj 

Runa Sahib of Dholpur, Central India,. 
and also late telephone superintendent 
of Dholpur State, is now in this country, 
on his way around tbe world.. He is a 
Theosophist, and asserts that the X rays 
were long known to his cult, represent
ing the psychic forces at work in the 
universe.

EXPLANATION OF A MYSTERY.
It was more than one decade ago, 

years before the Valkyrie was thought 
of, when Lord Dunraven was first inter
ested in the mining regions of Northern 
Michigan. He and Lady Dunraven 

: were staying in New York for a few days
’ before starling West, and had taken 

rooms at the Brevoort—pleasant rooms, 
with a view of the avenue, and a nice 
glimpse of Washington Square. The 
first night, being tired with their voy- 
ago, they wont early to bed, as it hap
pened, not so early to sleep. Both the 
Earl and his Countess were blessed with 
hearty English constitutions. They 
were not at all accustomed to lying 
awake till the small hours. They won
dered what they could have done, what 
they could have eaten or drunk to afflict 
them with such gratuitous vigilance'. 
Just at a venture finally they bundled 
themselves out into the adjoining par-' 
lor. made themselves extempore couches 
there, and slept soundly till morning. 
Next night and the night after, there 
was the same wakefulness, and in the 
end tbe same migration to the adjoining 

.. room for relief. They began to think- 
they should have to leave town earlier 
than they had planned, for they would 
not for the world have made any pretext 
to shift chambers.

The explanation of the mystery, If it 
was an explanation, cameout by chance. 

’ Thev had a call before long from anold
’ time New Yorker, whom they had met 

in England, an authority on all . matters 
pertaining to the town’s minor history. 
“I wonder,” he remarked, casually, 
“that they should have given you these 
rooms. You know it was in that room 
there, not so long ago, that a Mr. X. 
hanged himself.” It was in that room 
Lord and Lady Dunraven had tried in 
vain to sleep, and they exchanged sig
nificant glances. Of course, it was only 
a coincidence, they said;,but the next 
day they took their departure for the 

. West." ' .
DIAGNOSIS IN A DREAM.

One of the most unaccountable adven- 
■ tures in the phenomena 06 the lives of 

the physicians ever recorded Was re
lated by Dr. Charles Bockman, of Asto
ria, L. L, at a meeting of the American 
Medical Society in this city. The scien- 
tifle men present were much interested 
in tho strange freak of nature the prac- 

’ titioner disclosed. They believe it new 
and valuable evidence regarding the 
much-discussed opinions on the condi
tions of the min'd or brain in sleep, 
which is also a subject of strong human 
Interest. .

“It seems to me,’-’ said Dr. Bockman, 
after introducing the subject to his lis- 
tenors in a formal manner, "that it .is a 
truly remarkable occurrence” when a 
physician makes a clear diagnosis of a 
fnysterious malady in dreamland. Yet.I 
have done so—and-done'so; to my. utter 
amazement. When, purely- char- 
Mstefistic instinct, ,[ examined’into my. 
drSam and found it as a .spokesman of 
fact, I was stricken speechless: but- 
Since, I have come to the. conclusion 
that the phenomena is not mysterious or 
even strange, I was called to attend a 
little baby suffering the most rigid spas
modic convulsions, the cause for which 
Ffound impossible to discover. I first 
¡aw tho poor little infant on Sunday and 
by Tuesday had become perfectly non
Mused as to what-to do . for it, further 
than to administer temporary relief. I 

- thought of nothing else than the poor

little one’s sufferings all day Monday; 
and retired that night with the child's 
remarkable symptoms - mentally photo
graphed on my mind.

‘'Tuesday morning when I arose I had 
been to see' the Httle patient in a dreain: 
had discovered the trouble and conceived 
a simple treatment for its cure which I 
had adminjstered with entire success. 
Upon calling at MFs. Lockwood’s, the 
child's mother, this morning, I stepped 
to the corner of the room in which the 
cradle stood, and raising the infant’s 
foot,, observed the little rose-colored 
spot I had seen in my dream. In an in
stant, almost before I knew wlint I was 
doing, I drew a slenderqiointed lancet 
from my pocket and quickly punctured 
the spot, when out came a needle three- 
foiirths of an inch long, head first.”

.- STRANGE.
Congressman Clark, who is editor of 

the Keokuk Gate .City, recently made 
the following personal statement in his 
journal:

“Jn the splendor of moonlight nights, 
as now, people are reluctant to go to 
bed, and they become familiar with that 
part of the day which is given over to 
the stars. Their ears, hear" no sounds. 
Thomas de Quincy wrote a,striking es
say upon the awe his mind always 
thrilled with when it recalled the 
knocking at the gate of Macbeth’s cas
tle following the midnight murder of 
the king. The night gave its own qual
ity and complexioned sound to its own 
hue. .

“It doesn't make any difference whore 
we are when we wake and listen in the 
late nicht; in the uncanny hours past 
midnight we always hear the pounding 
of a hammer and the rattle of a wagon 
far off upon a country road. The 
pounding is that of the carpenter who, 
after his day's work in Jiis fields, has 
been hastily summoned to make a colfin 
for one dead, and spends the night at 
that grewsome work, the strokes echo
ing far and awesomely across the calm 
shadows of the fields, and the black 
whispering mysteries of the woods.

“We never fail to hear it; nor do we 
ever fail to hear the rumble of that far
away wagon abroad out of its season. 
Sometimes when it rains- and the light
ning Hashes broad sheets of murky flame 
so that we can see the black earth and 
the quivering pools of water every
where, we hear the splashing footfalls 
of a horse passing by and pushed to its 
utmost speed. ’

“That is Turner's horse. Turner 
killed his brother-in-law, Davis, in his 
cabin in the Dos Moines woods, on just 
such a black stormy night as that, and 
hurriedly getting his horse .from the 
stable, galloped furiously for life and 
safety out into the night, down the road 
past our farm, heading to the unsettled 
country to the southward, while a few 
moments later the-anxious wife, through 
the open logs of the cabin and by the 
flashes of the lightning, could catch 
glimpses of desperate men as they sur
rounded the house, rifles in hand, grim
ly silent and resolute to avenge the kill
ing. -

"The noises of the night have memo
ries. When you lean out of the window 
as the town clock strikes two and the 
moon lengthens its shadows as it sinks 
westward, and the rapids of the river 
keep up their ripples and murmur, and 
the crickets and beetles make their 
ceaseless concert upon the lawn, your 
hearing is tense ano nervous, and some 
of the sounds you hear are from the far- 
off years that nave put their silence upon 
the dead, but the echo of their voices in 
your heart." .

OCCULT PHENOMENA.
Mr. Alexander Bull, son of the late 

Ole Bull, has had wonderful experi
ences, we are informed, .in occult phe
nomena and tests in the spiritual 
realms. Once while dancing at a bail 
in Gottenburg, Denmark, he was stopped 
as if shot, and a voice told him that a 
dear brother was at that moment killed; 
he told his lady partner, and noted the 
exact hour. Shortly after, news was re
ceived that his dear brother. Thorwald, 
had fallen from a ship’s mast, and been 
killed, at the exact moment when he 
himself was so suddenly informed of the 
sad occurrence; the ship was hundreds 
of miles away at the time.

THOUGHT PHOTOGRAPH.
A new and "interesting phase of scien

tific research is described in the Ama
teur Photographer in an account of what 
it calls “thought photographs.” The 
paper says that someone gazed steadily 
at a postage stamp stuck to a black card 
for about a minute, and then, in the 
darkened room, a sensitive photographic 
plate was placed on the spot just occu
pied by the stamp,’ and the person con
tinued to look—for twenty minutes this 
time. The plate was then removed for 
development, and two distinct impres
sions of the postage stamp were ob
tained. Credible witnesses were there 
to see that every thing was in' order, and 
the more one thinks of this experiment, 
the more startling its possibilities be
come. In the course of a few years, the 
instantaneous photograph fiend will 
take snap-shots of our thoughts, develop 
them.-and find out our most hidden sen
timents toward humanity at large.

These are great discoveries, and 
doubtless there are greater still to come. 
But they are all more or less directly 

• the results of a principle which Frank
lin discovered when he established the 
identity' between the flash of the light
ning and the spark of the Leyden jar or 
of the electrified amber. To establish a 
great principle of science, a fundamental 
truth, a universal natural law, is to es
tablish a firm and solid basis for subse
quent discovery, and this Franklin did, 
not merely for the discoveries of a hun
dred years but for all time., "

Prof. C. Knox Harding, electrician 
and chemist, of Chicago;'who is novv in 
Washington, makes some very remark
able claims as to ’ whai he is able to ac
complish with Roentgen’s rays. One of 
these is that a picture may be formed On

being of high artistic merit, are claimed 
to have the advanta«« of being perma
nent in their character. In 1891, Lipp
mann produced photographs 9! objects 
in their natural colors. His results 
wore regarded as satisfactory enough, 
but Wig stumbling-block in these re
searches was again a lack ot perma
nency, such as had faced the experi
menters of 1848 and 1868. It appears 
that Dr. Selle has been laboring for five 
years at the work in question.

(jaiil Sextus.
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A Seance withJVIn Winans,

is

WM. HAMMOND.
He Was Cured of the 

bacco Habit.
To-

Some Interesting Experiences at 
Farmer liiley’s—A Skeptic 

Convinced.

There has been considerable discus
sion for some time past on the subject of 
materialization, some intellectual por-; 
sons claiming that genuine materializa
tion of a disembodied spirit has, in re
ality, never occurred. It is also claimed 
that mediums should in all cases be held 
responsible for their acts and words 
while under control. I have no desire 
to take part iu the discussion, but Mr. 
William Hammond, a subscriber to and 
an admirer of The Progressive 
Thinker, has recently given me a 
couple of items of his experience, which 
touch upon the above subjects and 
which I think would interest the read
ers of a Spiritualist newspaper.

I have known Mr, Hammond for the 
past thirty years. He lives on his prop
erty situated near Seybert, La Grange 
county, Indiana, and I have no reason to 
doubt the exact correctness of his state
ments; indeed, when he related them to 
me a few days ago he emphatically and 
solemnly said: "Mr, Harding, I can take 
my solemn oath before God, that every 
word I have told you is true." “Bill” 
Hammond, ashisintimate acquaintances 
call him,'is 72 years old; has always 
been a practical man of business- one of 
that class of men whom Mr. Lincoln 
named “the plain people," in whose 
hands American Institutions were safe.

On one occasion, not very long ago, 
William Hammond stopped at Farmer 
Riley’s. He was accompanied on his 
visit by a rank materialist and scoffer at 
Spiritualism, named Sime Eagleton. 
They wont in Hammond’s buggy to see 
the Marcellus materialize!', the distance 
being about fifty miles. One of the so- 
called spirit forms that appeared 'was 
instantlyr recognized by Hammond as 
his father—deceased about forty years. 
Eagleton also recognized the form of a 
child, but refused to acknowledge the 
recognition at the time, This he con
fessed afterward, when he - became con
vinced of the truth of Spiritualism.

Bût Hammond says: "Eagleton brow
beat me all the way home, calling the 
whole thing a humbug, and said I was a 
fool to swallow such stuff; but when we 
got to my house I quietly went into an
other room and brought out a photo
graph and hand it to Eagleton, saying: 
‘Si, do you think you ever saw thé coun
terpart of that picture'?’ ‘My God!’ he 
exclaimed, 1‘thiu Is the man you said, was 
your father,-at Riley's.’ ”

Sime Eagleton is now a confirmed and 
outspoken Spiritualist, made so princi
pally by those facts, the truth of which 
ne now'says he cannot deny.

Another item of interest Is this: About 
four weeks ago Mr. Hammond called on 
me and requested me to write to lyilbur 
Hammond, the healer, of Belvidere, Ill., 
(a notice of whom appeared in The Pro
gressive Thinker a short time ago).

1 described Mr. Hammond’s- illness 
which he had been laboring under for a 
considerable time and in Mr. Hammond's 
name requested the healer to take an 
interest In his case, and if possible ob
tain relief for him.

William Hammond received no writ
ten reply from his namesake, but it ap
peal’s the spirits came themselves to at
tend to the case. Hammond had been 
a chewer and smoker of tobacco nearly 
all his life, but he now distinctly heard 
the ad monitions, “Throw it away.” “Spit 
it out!" etc. He also experienced 
strange convulsions of his limbs and 
body. One day he was standing by his 
buggy talking to a friend named Cook, 
when he attempted to put his haqd into 
his pocket, as he says "for a fresh 
chew,” when his arm was so completely 
controlled that he could not get his 
hand into his pocket. Now he became 
quite alarmed and excited; he could not 
use either arm as he wanted.to, and 
Cook observing his extraordinary ex
citement and strange gestures, inquired:

“Hammond, what is the matter with 
you? Are you getting crazy?"

“I can't get my hand into my pocket 
for a chew.”

"Oh, if that’s all, I can give you one,” 
said Cook.

He did; ‘ but, when Hammond got 
into his buggy to drive home he became 
worse. His hands and arms were con
tinually doing something wrong. He 
pulled the wrong rein 'and went left 
when he'wanted to go to the right, and 
when the horse became so demoralized 
that he seemed about to plunge into a 
ditch he made matters, worse when he 
tried to stop him, and all this time the 
words were repeated, “Spit it out!" 
“Spit it oiit!”

Some of my readers may suppose that • 
Hammond was drunk, but let me assure 
them that he has not tasted an intoxi-. 
cant for twelve years.

Finding that resistance to suoh ppw-

the eye or In the eye and that this pic
ture may be photographed’ In an ordi
nary camera. He claims to have done 
this. If you shut’ your eye, he says, 
after gazing intently, say on an incan
descent light, a vivfd impression of the 
light remains on the eye. '21. 
covered that while this impression re-

ers was worse than useless, he at last 
came to a standstill, and said:

"Now, if I throw tobacco away and 
promise never to use it again, will you 
let me alone?” The reply was, “Yes.” 

He took the tobacco from his mouth 
and threw it away and has not used any. 
since. He now.claims that he is already 
in better health, and that although' but 
a couple of weeks have elapsed since he 
ceased to use tobacco his great weight 

He has dis-- has been reduced 351bs(he was immense-

mains, if the eye is photographed, the 
picture thereon will be transfered to 
the plate of the camera. So, lie said, 
any object viewed may leave an impres
sion and be transferred, as, for instance, 
a landscape. The imagination also con
jures up pictures'of absent people, and 
may be so well defined on the eye that 
a picture may be obtained of a purely 
visionary and distinct object.

. SOUNDS BY WILL.
The other result of his investigations 

is that while sound is produced by waves 
from the outside, it can be prbduced by 
the will from the interior of the brain, 
by its reflex action. This has been 
proved, he said, by an experiment with 
himself and his partner ip invention.

The demonstration of this is made by 
the ears bf two persons being put in com
munication by means of the ordinary 
phonograph tubes. Prof. Harding 
claims that by the mere exercise of will 
power one person can so produce a song 
as to make it audible to the -second per
son without the slightest physical effort.

Following close on the photography of 
the invisible by Roentgen rays comes a 
report from Befllin that at last the prob
lem of photographing i<i colors has been 
solved. Prof. Selle, of Berlin, is said to 
have exhibited at the Photographic So
ciety ot that city a number of photo
graphs ill colors, which, in addition to

ly fat) and he is conscious of the pres
ence of his invisible friend nearly all 
the time comforting him and helping 
him in various ways. '

I have in the above given, as nearly 
as possible, William Hammond’s, own 
words. His statements imply that ma
terialization is a fact and that mediums 
cannot, at all times, hold themselves re
sponsible. ■ Thos. Harding. .

Sturgis, Mich. . ■

Did You Ever Make Money Easy?
Mr. Editor:—I have read how C. E. 

B. made so much money in the Dish 
Washer business, and .1 think I have 
beat him. I am very, young yet and 
have had little experience in selling 
goods, but have made over eight hun
dred dollars in ten weeks selling Dish 
Washers. It is simply wonderful how 
easy it is to sell them. All you have to 
dots to show the ladies how'they work 
and they cannot help but buy one, ’ - For 
the benefit of others.! will state that I 
got my start from the Mound City'’Dish 
washer Co., St. Louis, Mo, Write to 
them and they will send you .full partic
ulars. -

I think I can clear over 83,000 the 
coming year, and I am not going to let 
tho opportunity pass, Try It ah^ pub
lish your success for the benefit of oth
er?. • • JvJf.O,

«m

an udvertiscinent for Brother WinanB, 
for we think he needs none, but that it 
may be known that another corner of 
the earth has been illuminated by the 
rays of spirit truth, and that the people 
here are willing and anxious to receive 
light upon this subject, as well as all 
others that require a search after knowl
edge in all its forms. .

Andrew 0. Dunn.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies. >

A Manual of Physical, Intellect» 
ual and Spiritual ultore.

But

To the EDiTOilr—This village of 
about 2,000 people^1 : supporting four 
churches,-the seat of Parker College, 
an institution of learning under the 
auspices of tho Free^Baptibl denomina
tion; its people intensely loyal to the 
church and lovers and upholders of law 
and order; its pastors young, active and 
aggressive, has received from the Spir-
it-world^vithin the last two weeks some , 
manifestations thatUill- furnish food for (*  
thoughtfor some tiiile to come.

Mr. C. E. Winans, the medium so well 
and largely known bythe visitorsat the 
camps at Clinton, Iowa, and other 
places, cqme here two weeks ago to-day 
by invitation of some of our advanced 
thinkers, with the avowed purpose of 
giving a few seances both materializing 
and physical. He arrived here on the 
evening of the ICth Inst, and found the 
atmosphere, religiously speaking, fairly 
ance, running streams of bitter denun- 
surcharged with the opposition to the 
cause of Spiritualism, saturated with 
ihe evtremely bitter venom of intoler- 
ciation of any who-should attempt to 
seek the truth through the aid of de
parted friends on- the spirit side of life; 
threatenings o! God’s fiercest judgments 
upon all those who should seek after 
knowledge by the aid of "familiar spir
its” (whatever they may be) as an abom
ination unto the Lord, etc. In fact, the 
opposition to Spiritualism seemed so 
pronounced, and was so keenly felt by 
the sensitive brother, that he announced 
the next morning after; his arrival that 
he felt that he could not remairrand oc
cupy the quarters assigned him, and 
would be obliged to leave and labor in 
some other field.

The writer at once proffered his home 
for tbe seances, and his board for the 
missionaries, Brothers Wmhns and Nor
man, and in the parlors of his home 
there was presented to the hungry seek
ers after truth, as well as to the believ
ing souls present, a series of five mate
rializing seances and two of physical 
phenomena.

These seances were made absolutely 
free from fraud, confederation, trick, or 
falsehood, The medium in eaen instance 
sat under strict test conditions, placed 
by committees chosen f rom the members 
of the circle. The writer each evening, 
both before and after the seances, invit
ed scrutiny into the surroundings of the 
house, especially : enjoining upon the 
committees chosen diligent search for 
paraphernalia, wigs, masks, robes, and 
other accessories. ■ Diligent search was 
accordingly made, but none found either 
before or after the seances; and in ad
dition the writer announced that in 
case any one present harbored a thought 
that there was any confederation or 
other fraud by accessories or other
wise, he or she should leave the 
seance room, and tliiit if any remained 
such fact would be coffsidered as proof 
conclusive that he or she agreed that 
fraud was not présent or tolerated. 
None loft the room."

This strict diligefiWA’ and test condi
tions, together witb-'tile fact of the se
ances being held in à'private residence, 
taken with the hlgHljmciral character of 
the medium himself personally, cleansed 
the atmosphere <fenrt<ounding these 
seances from all sufepiclbn and virtually 
shut every member'">of :the circle up to 
the fact that either the manifestations 
were as claimed fr&n the spirit-side of 
life, or else they must “give over their 
reason to mere conjectural doubts and 
suy “they knew not! whence they came.”

This series of seanobs may then, I 
think’, be clashed atiiOi?g'those strictly 
pure and free from ilVsiispicion of fraud, 
deceit or other falsehood, and the results 
miist be accepted by all honest minds 
as true manifestations from the spirit 
side of life.

The manifestations were not remark
able either for strength or numbers 
from the standpoint of a believer but, 
they were as strong and numerous as 
the conditions provided would warrant 
and could be expected. The room 
wqs at times almost filled: with doubters 
and positivism in its '■ worst forms, 
although care was taken to have some 
of the leaven of truth- in the midst of’ 
the cake—enough iso that the workers 
were not entirely dismayed at the stone
walls of unbelief they" went up against, 
but the effort was made tb dispense the 
truth of spirit return and life after (so- 
called) death so fah as possible in a few 
short object-lessons, • and to prove that 
our departed friends from this plane 
still live, and it was very successfully 
done, too.
(tlThe last seance, at’ which there was a 
circle composed ihostly of believers, 
was marked by a pleasing demonstration 
of spirit-love and affection, by the hand
ing to each one présent', by a manifest-. 
ing spirit, of a plate of refreshments 
consisting of fruits and cake, which had 
been provided by the hostess at the re
quest of the little cabinet worker, 
Maudy Barnes at a preceding seance. 
These refreshments were placed upon 
a table within the cabinet (the front 
parlor),together with plates for serving, 
and each member of the circle was re
membered by his or her spirit-friend 
manifesting in person. •

There were other marked demonstra
tions of spirit-return and power, but 
which are familial’ to most of your read
ers who have attended the seances of 
Brother Winans, such as dematerializa
tions under almost full light, transform
ation acenes and materializations in full 
view,by the controls, and working forces, 
the,making of lace and garments by 
spirit.Jimmy Bùnnell, the clever greet
ings, repartee and pleasantry of little 
Maudy; the manifestations of Chief Toto, 
his medicinal ministrations to the ach
ing head of a lady sitter of the circle, 
with acknowledged • relief ; h’ls exhibi
tion of strength by , grasping by a front 
rung and holding qlit at arm’s length a 
heavy wooden bottom .' chair thereby—a 

"feat which no one present was able to 
do after trials at clofg Ojtthe seance.’

As a result of thegp stances. it can be 
truthfully said that, maijÿ have.been eh- 
tirely convinced of ipejgrand truth of 
spirit return and b^lijp after earthly 
death. . * . '

During the progre.ss^pff the seances 
and the stay of BrotjierjWinans the ma
levolent spirit of tlje, 9pposition mani
fested itself by thé republication (prob
ably for- a compensaJjpp) in a local sheet 
of the old newspaper article taken from 
the Strawberry Poipt ;(lowa Times, of 
December, -1885 whpreiiban exposure of 
Brother Winans asja ^aud medium is 
claimed to have taken place. The re
publication was so adroitly done, the 
nead-lines so apparetitlu-recent, and the 

•true character so skillrully concealed, 
that its object was'apparent,- to-wit, to" 
convey the impression to the casual 
(non-critical) reader that it was an ac
count of his arrest and incarceration in 
jail, and exposure,of fraud, at this pres
enttime; and so . Well.was. it concealed 
that many inquired, when the trial was 
to take place, etc. But the shot fell 
short,.and no harm ,was,;.seen from the 

•shameful attempt -af maligning and 
abusing an honest man and the cause 
ho represents In part. .
‘ Verily, for ways that, are dark and 
tricks that are vain the heathen Chi
nee Is not alone peculiar. 1 „ ••• -■;'■

The fact that this is-the first breaking 
of the light into a dark place, speaking 
spiritually, is ■ the apology, if any is- 
needed for this epistle, and we. trust it 
may find a place ih yçilF oolumns, not as

To

AT THE WASH-TUB.

a Good Materializing Me- 
diluii.

the Editor:—The best case of
materialization I have ever seen was as 
follows:

I bad learned that a widow lady was 
living at Santa Monica, Cal., who had 
once been a powerful materializing me
dium. " .
. Tliinking-this to be a good opportun
ity of learning something about the 
phase from one who had gone out of the 
business, I took the liberty of making a 
call, and found her with three children, 
all girls, living in a cheap but neat cot
tage, which was made doubly cheerful 
by the vast variety of ilowuys, vines and 
shrubs surrounding the uiiees.

On being informed that I had called 
to learn something of her former expe
riences as a medium, I was at once 
made welcome, and the lady cheerfully 
left the wash-tub for a few minutes, to 
answer my very pointed questions, and 
this is what 1 learned:

She developedmedhunship at home in 
Terre Haute, Ind., when a girl, and was 
there employed by a society for a number 
of years as materializing medium. She 
said she had a nice little home now, and 
by doing her work well always managed 
to have all she could do, so she was mak
ing a very comfortable living.

She said she had quit her mediumship 
because she was tired of being called a 
fraud; that persons who were bigoted, 
egotistical and spiritually blind could 
no more believe their eyes than a hen 
could learn to swiun

A few months later I learned that a 
few Spiritualists in the neighborhood 
had persuaded her to give a seance at 
the house of Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan, who 
were friends of mine, This was my 
chance, and I was the first one there. 
The medium came in late, and while sho 
rested for a moment a thin curtain was 
hung across the corner of the room by 
Mr. Sullivan. The curtain was in two 
pieces; that is, parted in the center.

After a few minutes’, pleasant talk, 
the light was turned down a little and 
the medium took her seat behind the 
curtain. Singing by. the guests then 
commenced, and before a stanza was 
completed a form dressed in white 
threw back tbe curtains until all could 
plainly see both the form and medium, 
one in white, the other in black. After 
this the seance continued for over an 
hour, and many forms appeared. Since 
that time I have tried hard to get the 
lady to give another seance, but it is 
now over a year and shejs still taking 
in washing to support her little ones in 
preference to holding circles.

As Mr. Edmiston seems to know all 
about materializations, I wish he would 
tell me how this was done; or does he 
suppose the parties present were all 
dupes? ” .

If I was deceived it was by parties 
who had no interest at stake,'and upon 
whose honesty in all thingA I would 
stake my life. It would have been im
possible, I think, to perpetrate such a 
gigantic fraud without collusion with 
them, and being very old people, living 
their closing days upon the savings of a 
well-spent life, they were entirely be
yond, suspicion. ..

Here we have a lady, one of the best 
mediums in the country, retired, and 
taking in washing, to support her little 
ones, on accent« of the intolerant big
otry of just such men as your correspond
ent seems to be. ‘

With the average reader, it is Edmis
ton against 1,000 contributors to your 
columns. They say they know. He 
says they don’t know. Take your choice.

Corwin Phelps.
Santa Monica, Cal.

Z

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
-OR-

DIAL planchette.
Thia instrument Is substantially the lame a» that 

employed by Prof. Itere in lite early Invebtigatbuu. 
In Its improved form it has been before the public fur 
mure than «even years, and in tbe bands of thoutandb 
of persons has proved ite superiority over the Plan*  
chette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both in regard to certainty, 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Ite aid, and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wMi to develop JUedlumskip?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograpb Is $n Invaluable aeMstant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their meolumisclc gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters, Many 
wbo began with it as an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling It knew more than them 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I bad 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in tho old yard. They have 
been highly aattefaotory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism Ie indeed true, and tbe communications br.ve 
riven my heart tho greatest comfort In the sever« t 
css I have had of eon, daughter, and tbeh mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made hte 
name familiar to those Interested in psychic mattera, 
writeaas follows: “I am much pleased with tho Pty- 
chograph. it te very simple In principle and construe- 
i ion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to splr- 
l tual power than the one now lu use. I believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merits become known." . , 1-ia

Securely packed, and sent postage 
tke manufacturer, for $1,OO, Address!

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Per’hi Heights, Ohio.

EN.CYCLOPEDIA
. .. OF . . .

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
.. . OR . . .

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and liew 

Testament Scriptures which prove .
or imply Spiritualism!

Together with »brief history of the origin of many ot 
the important books of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL,

COMPILED BY EM A HOOD 
TUTTLE.

"i
,1

A COLLECTIOM OF MUSIC AND ■■ ■> 
■Ai Sous», "olden ChainRccllutlona. Memory Gemi, • 
Choral KeupooseB, Funurul Ser lues, Programs tor • 
fieBBlon«, Parliamentary Huies. Instruction*  for Or« 
gaulzlng and conducting Lyceums, hietrocUona for • 
Physical Culture. .Calisthenics and Marching; B>n- .’ 
uers. Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; u book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conduct«! 
without other aietetance. It supplies tbe wants of 
Spiritual Societies for frerii Spiritual song«, with 
music free from t'10 dismal tvuci f the old iiymnology. ■■ 
It furnisbesa unique selection of choice readings and 
response» fcueb as no other selection contaiuB. Itglvea 
a practical system of graceful caltetlieuica. every step 
of which te made plain by engravings. It gives la« 
Btruclloufi how to make the budgesand banners-and . 
instructs lu marching. It shows howto eFteblteba 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to’ the Lyceum, and hM 
all the moat .beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

’ Tbe author aud compiler of tlife Guide Is em'neotly 
prepared for the task by years of devoted la'>or Ih the 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical work 
and rested by the Interest awakened In the actual - . 
eesslonof the Lyceum. ■

While Intended for the working Lyceum, the guld®
is admirably adapted to the needs of tbe family, bud' 
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except io sheet form at many 
times the cost. The inok bus been placed at tht ' 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker, 

40 Loomis St.. Chicago. :
Also by Hudson Tattle,

Berlin Heights. Ohio.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and interesting work ft I 
combination into one volume of two of Mr. llull’i 
splendid works. By this arrangement the cost Is ados 
that the reader is enabled to tacure the two book! 
coiiiJ.na- at the same price as was formerly asked 
/or them separately. This volume contains 4(12 pagei 
and is iHudsoinely bound tn cloth, and contains an etf 
cellent portrait of the author. '

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit*  
uallsm. No book ot the century has made so many 
converts to Modem Spiritualism as this. The authors 
alm, faithfully to compare tbe Bible with-modem 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human*  
Ity; its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of Angel 
ministry; the spiritual-nature of man, and the objfic*  
tiousoffered to Spiritualism, are all considered in the 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It ii a most able production, and 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
Codefeud Spiritualism, or find arguments against thd 
assumptions of Orthodoxy. ■
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

« 
i»,

Much that Is In this book appeared In an abridged 
form In a series of ninofull pages of The Phoghess- 
ivb Thikkbb. These articles were prepared at tbe 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt tbe need of 
some kiud of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Thoauthor, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Bplrltuallstistlc and other themes and each one Is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, in hie introduction of this work says:

‘•Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of tho wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its‘sanctified’enemies, it will not‘spike’ It, but will 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send it out on its errand of en 
Ughtenment withthe bumble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

Tn« Encyclopedia op Biblical Sptbitualism 
contains 885pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and is 
handsomely bound Tn cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
bnvo this work. ■
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-

X JTeto Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

"I choose that a etory should do founded on prob*  
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire w 
And nothing In H trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dlBOertri 
Ing eye, though it escape the observation of thb 
vulgar.VoLTAinn.

Contents: "The Wblco Bull," a Satirical Eomancct 
“Zftdfg, or Fate," an Oriental History; "Tbe Sage and 
tho Atbetel;" “The Princess of Babylon;'*  “The Maa 
of Forty Crowns;" “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;" 
“Micromegas.” a Satire on Mankind; ,‘The World u 
It Goes;’’ "The Black and the White;’’ “Memnon, the' 
Philosopher;” “Andre Des Toucbea at Slam;” “Bap« 
abec;” “The Study of Nature;” “A ConvorsatloQ- 
Wlth a Cbluesc;” “Plato’s Dream;” “A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure:” “An Adventure in India;” 
“Jeannot and CoUn;” “Travels ot ficarmentodo;* 1 
"The Guod Brahmin;” "The Two Comfortere;” “Ait*  
cleut Faith and Fable.” '•

One volume, post Svo, 480 psges. with portrait and 8S 
Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, 11.60; poatsga 
15 cents.

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed M * 
rapier.”—Magazine of Am. History. a

"A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing*  
—Boston Commonwealth.

“Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.’’ By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able-work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 76c. 
For sale-at this office.

“Voltaire’s Romances,” translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and .invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church-, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office. ■ .

"Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of tbe Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove ot imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relatione to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

"Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine." Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth- binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin.’’ By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6. of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and. so exact bnd perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach bf adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents; For sale at this office.

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D, 
Babbitt, LL. D., M, D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper ■ cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office. . ' . ' . . ’
'/ “Hypnotism Up to Date.“ By Sydney 
Flower.’ In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism, 
its- theory and practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. / Sold at. this 
office. ■ ■ .
* "The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records," Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can' 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit.. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

, "Tho’Watseka Wonder." To tho stu
dent of-.psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet isdntengely interesting. • It gives 
detailedi accounts oft wo cases of1 ’double 
consciousness, ” namely Mary Lurahcy 
V§pnum of Watseka, Ill, and ‘Mary 
Reynolds of Venango county. Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c. '

“Angel Whisperings lor.the Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Buy, A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fiite 
moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
pleased and benefited by it. - For sale at 
this office, Price$1 -

This work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN. assisted by 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It baa been sold for 
12, but the price now has been reduced to 11. It Is a 
book that will interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher*  
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bis work Is a 
reflection from tbe celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; IntelHgepcc in Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression: Inher
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of Che Virgin; Tbe 
Science of Death: Spiritual Death; Immortality? 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; does to Htaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

Tbe author says: “Each individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil. 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I Individunlly partake and digest. 
My soul must expand hy virtue of the so.ul essence 
which I Individually gather ar.d comprehend or digest**  
For sale at this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARDS. .

A translation from Japaneie. made under the an«. 
fdees of the Bev. Shaku Soyen, delegate to tlie Pai*  
lament of Religions. Was lately published in Japao 
Price gt For «ale at this office. :

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This excellent work treats of the following subjectoi

L 
n. 

hl

a.

VOLNEY’S RUINS 
—AND— 

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
«% TO WHICH W ADDED

Volney’s Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by tbe Editor;
Also,' a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on beavy.papor, from new plates, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and IIIustrations. OnevoU 
post8vo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly ono of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
best interests of mankind, and clearly pointe out tho 
sources of human ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet in tbe ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the truo prlnclplesnf 
society, and the causes of both tbe prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the 
nations is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tho source and origin of religion, of govern
ment.andof laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—is finally proclaimed 
to an oxDectent worll.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
(FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
xjf Life. Containing eome ot the experiences of a 
spirit who has been in spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains I 
vast f nndof information. It gives the experiences ol 
a spirit, and therefrom an Importent lesson is learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of thorn. His soliloquy, as ho enters the dark valiay, is 
very interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by-kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work is vividly portrayed. Thia 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable informs 
tion; Price ll.OO. For sale at this oIBcf.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, tho Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Bplritualtem 

aa a Leader of Armies. By Mosbs Hull. This la at 
once tbe mpst truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
ono of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was evermore thrllllngly in
teresting; no history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Or a lew thoughts on how to roach that attitude 
where spirit Is supremo and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just tho book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, nnd to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, <9 cents; In paper corer, 25 
cents For sale at this office.

THE TALMUD.
Selections from the contents of that undent book, 

Its commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
SVlao brief sketches ot the men who made anil com- 
mcnUd|. upon It. By. n. ■ Polang. . 339 pp. Price,

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Interesting 

work. Price 75 conto. Postago 5 cents. . 

DEATH AND TÌTe AFTER LIFE. 
. By Andrew Jackson Davie. Something you should 
read. Price 75 cents. .

WHITE MAGIO
Taught in “Three Serene,” a book of 271 pagei. It 
really a very IntereiUng and luggeulvi work.4 Pi ;< 

41.29. For Mie at tblinfflce. . ... ... ..

V.
VL

VIL 
VIII.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMefr 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism. ;
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig*  

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable work Is,1,25. All bock, 
advertised In The Pbogeessive thineeb are

For sale at this office.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AM ACCOUNT OF MODERM SPIRIT.
ualhm—so-called—from its Inception st Hydes« 

vtlle, N. Y-, Including the experiences of the Fox ram» 
ily, spiritualistic anJotnerwke, could not fall to bd 
very interesting, and tbe Interest te Intensified when 
that account is written by ¿ne of the Fox Sliters. 
Such Is the fact In this Instance, tbe volume having 
been written by A. Leab Fox, after i;er marriage with 
Daniel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated tn a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere bo found. It Is a 
most important part of the history of the great Spirit« 
ual movement which now nfimoers its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist Should have :

“THE MISSING LINK’’
to aid to a mil nuderetendlM of Spiritualism, and ft 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched with a number of ;flae cn» 
graved portraits of members of the Fox-Family.

Price, $1.50. For sale at this office. <

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by . the 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. 1)., author of "Principles of 
Light and Color.” “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. PriCOt 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather, 35 cents. . , v. / "• •

AN INVALo.-noLE WORK.
JMM0RTAL1TY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
1 and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred aplrlte, good 
and ©YU, say of their dwelling places. Give us detail« 
■»-details and accurate delineations of lite in the Spirit» ' 
world!—te the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death 1« approaching. Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyoiid tbe tombp Will they know 
me? What la their present condition, and what choir 
occupation!? In thia volume the spirits, differing at 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man Is better qualfpou than Dr.-Peebles, to place • 
work ofthii kind before tho people. Retreats of the 
Myaterioi of Life; Double and Hopes; The Bridging ot 
the River: Foregleams of the Future: Testimony of 
BalnU: The Growth and Perfection ot the Spiritual 
Body; Is it tho Soul or Bodrthat Sins?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones in Heaven: The Feb 
sonnl experience! of Anon knight, The Red Man's 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians fa 
Spirit Life: The Home*  of Apostles and Divines; Tbi 
Friends ana Shaken In bnirlt Life; 8plrU Hoaiei of 
Bruno and Others; Mnny Voices from the Spirit Lui 

, Many other mailers are treated too numerous to nth« 
1 Son. Frita lt.tt); poHige »cent». For Mil UM
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Jhb rBooMssivuniNKEt.
< cmj Saturday at hu. 40 Loomis ßtreet

' I ...a'— II
IL FmooÌS) Editor aud Publisher,

at Vkicayo Posiofllce asUdclass mallei'

• ■ Terms of Sul)6crij>tion.
■ Tax PKOOWBBivxTinxxEB will lw furnished until 

■ further notice, ut the following terms, luvuilebly In 
ÍJ’ttncej _ . nop
ifubsof ten (»copy to the one getting up ■'

• the club) - - f - ■ • • >7-W 
Thirteen week« - - - - - - •
Singlo copy - » ~ Beta

' BEJHTTANOE8. ' .
1 Bcnitt by roatofflcoNoney Order, Registered Letter, 
erdrafton Chicago or New Yoifc. It tonta from 10 
to 16 cents to get drafts cashed < n local tanks, so don’t 

■ ■- tend them unless) ou wish that amount deducted trow 
the amount sent. Direct all loiters to J. R. Franclt' 
Jio. 40 Loomia St.. Chieko. Ill. . -1
CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!

At there are thousands who will at first ventun 
only twenty-five cents fur Thk Pkoghessive Tuimhei. 
tbirleeu weeks, wo would auggest to those who receive 
»sample copy, to solicit several other» to unite with 
them, pud thus be able to remit from $1 to $10, or eveu 
man than the latter sum. A largo number of little 
BJUOnntawUI make a large sum total, and thus extend 

' the field of our labor uud uaefuluc&y 'Vbe sumo sug
gestion will apply lu all ease.» of renewal of subscrip 
lions—soilpit others to ajd lu the good work. You wifi 
experience do difficulty whatever iu inducing Splrllu- 
alista to subscribo for TmePhogkefsive TuiNKEp. 
•for not one of them cau afford to be without the valua
ble luforuiatlou Imparted therein each week, aud at 
the price of ouly about two ceuts per week.

since th,e science began to be taught in 
the colleges, and was made a study by 
itself, Until their the priestly tale held 
full sway, aud it is still a difficult task to 
instill the truth into the popular mind. 
Like geography, the elements of geol
ogy should ue taught in the common 
schools, but this cannot be until the Bi
ble, as the unerring word of God, with 
its ignorance and its errors, is banished 
from the school-room.
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FROGROBfirVBTHINKBR.

FflrCTS ftND FIGURES
-KJ _______________

A <*
A STRIKING LESSON.

ftlNE 20, 18oT f

j A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we »an 

give you for 25 cents? Justpause nud think for ano
Kent what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
will furniah you. The subscription price of Thu Pro- 
6BE8SIVE Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
iiilnd-rofreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book! ; • ______

Take Notice.
At expiration of subycrlptton. If not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.

If you do not rocelve your paper promptly, 
•write to us*  and errors fn address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the address of your paper' 
changed, always give the address of the place to winch 
it io then sent, or th« ehanze cannot he mado.

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1686.

Demagogue or Ignoramus?
Wind is air in motion. It is kpown by 

various names as it increases in velocity, 
as. a breeze, a gale, a hurricane or a 
tempest, and moving in a circle it is of 
late years called a cyclone. It is of the 
latter we propose to discourse; for the, 
preachers are now representing them as 
special agents of God for vengeance, and 
as such they employ them to frighten 
sinners into the church. A repetition 
of well-known facts in natural philoso
phy may not be improper.

The air, rarefied by heat, rises, while 
denser air from without presses in to 
supply the partial vacuum. This is seen 
in the stove or fire-place on a small 
scale. The pipe or chimney allows no 
entrance^of fresh air, save at the hasp, 
st), th at within rises in the column with 
force proportioned to the heat, the cold 
air rushing in producing a draft. A 
heated room, when the door is opened 
on a cold day, shows an inward current.

. ■ Great heat in a given locality, as a city 
On fire, or even a burning building, pre
Bents the same phenomenon, the heated 
air rises and the distant air rushes in to 
equalize the pressure. This inward 
current increases in velocity propor
tioned to the displacement of the as
cending column which is seeking to gain 
its equilibrium in the empyrean. Air 

: thus rushing in will range through all 
i ‘ degrees of velocity, from a gentle 
' .zephyr, a moderate breeze, o gale or a 

tempest, as it is near or distant from the 
center towards which it is moving. The 
nearer the vacuum the more violent the 
current.

■ Moving towards a common center 
- from the several points of the compass, 

■ where great heat has prevailed fora 
time, as at St. Louis quite recently, a 
circular motion is imparted to the cur
rents at the place of meeting. Thrown 
out of their direct Unes they assume a 

.- ■circular motion, though the whirl.wind 
is borne forward in a straight line, or 

. bent into curves as influenced by the 
' pressure of varying currents.

The air is governed by the same law 
as water, rising when heated, the colder 

. remaining at the bottom. The sinking 
of a skip, or the submergence of an 

: island, the waters outside are pushed in- 
• ward to establish an equipoise. ,

This law governing liquids and gases 
is coeval with time, and will continue 
While those elements exist Walls may 

; be built to restrain the waters, but as 
seen a few years ago at Johnstown, When 
the obstruction gave way the waters 
sought their level and destroyed every
thing in their path, just as do the cy- 

: clones.
These facts in view, have we a reader 

of ordinary intelligence who believes 
that winds, or waves, or floods are mes
sengers of God’s wrath? Are any of 

. them so silly as to believe the tornado 
■ or the cyclone can be bent from its 

course by prayer, or even by sacrifices 
as in ages gone? If God is the same 

- yesterday, to-day and forever, as we 
have been taught, he cannot change, 
suspend or modify his laws. He who 

: asks for reconstruction only shows his 
own imbecility. “My people doth not 

■ consider” is credited to inspiration; and 
then wo are told again: “In the latter 
days ye shall consider,” so they who 

■ place trust in the record may repose in 
hope that the truth will finally triumph. 
In the interim the .preacher who fright- 
•ens his flock into pretended goodness by 
representing cyclones are methods of 
punishment, is either a blatant dema
gogue, a ranting ignoramus, or a decep
tive knave.

Blast the Wretch.
The pccasion Is very rare when pro

fanity is even excusable. In a majority 
of cases it is wholly impotent; and in 
tliose few cases where at first thought 
it would seem justifiable, it falls so short 
of the purpose sought to be accom
plished,other means should be employed. 
Here is a news report from Fort Way ne, 
of June 1st. Read it, ye holy ones who 
never swear and censure those who do, 
then determine for yourselves how to 
circumvent the usurping priest who 
would suppress all knowledge pertain
ing to the infamous history of Catholi
cism. The Progressive Thinker 
conceeds it has little use for language 
that smells of brimstone. It was priest- 
born, and priests have mostly monopo
lized its use; but if any one can invent 
terms ’ which will blast the wretch, 
whether priest or layman, as Jesus is 
alleged to have blasted the fig-tree 
which bore no fruit—who would close 
our public libraries, or shut up the pub
lic schools, or exclude from the former 
books which militate against Catholi
cism, or even against Christianity, he 
deserves Immortality. The footprints 
of Jesuitism have been everywhere det
rimental to humanity. A writer who 
has discussed the subject must of neces
sity have failed to do it justice.

Nearly all countries have been com
pelled sometime to expel the Jesuits 
therefrom, to prevent their destroying 
the government. The late rebellion in 
this country was fanned into a flame and 
fostered by this priestly clan. It at
tempted the substitution of monarchy in 
Mexico in place of the republic through 
Maximilian, and this Fort Wayne priest 
wants to suppress the books which tell 
9f4t./;Milton never wrote a better thing 
than-r; ' '

“Let Truth and Falsehood grapple. 
Who ever knew Truth put to the worse 
In a free and open encounter?”

This is our position at all times and in 
all places. But we are delaying the 
reader too long from the clipping:

Fort Wayne, Ind.,. June 1.—At the 
Catholic cathedral yesterday,Very Rev. 
Joseph H. Brammer, vicar general of 
the diocese of Indiana, made an attack 
on the Fort Wayne public library. He 
said in the pulpit that the library con
tained books that no Catholic should 
read, and ho publicly forbade Catholic 

„parents from patronizing the library or 
permitting their children to draw books 
therefrom. In an interview this even
ing he said: “My objection to the public 
library is not to it as a public institution, 
but to it as containing books that are not 
fit for any Catholic to road, or, for that 
matter, for any person to read. I have 
seen a book from the library, ‘Footprints 
of the Jesuits,’ a most untruthful book, 
libeling some of the purest, best and 
most eminent men of our church. It is 
a tissue At falsehoods. To, permit Cath
olic children to read such a book would 
be to poison their minds against the best 
men in our holy church. If we are to 
have a public library worth the name, 
and it is to contain a wide scope of liter
ature, as it must, then Catholics, being 
taxed to help pay for it, ought to have 
some representation on the library 
committee, that books assaulting the 
Catholic church and its best representa
tives should be excluded.”

I
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a GREAT 
INDUCEMENTS

NEVER BEFORE 
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BY 

ONE PAPER.

Christian Civilization and 
Heathe^Peoples.

Statistics of Prisons, Etc., of Mich
igan and Ojther Institutions.

Unearthed the Skeleton 
Shark.

of a

' “We are informed, says the Chock
taw, Ala., Herald, that while digging a 

< well in the southern -part of the county 
■ ■■ recently F. K. Keener unearthed the 
'skeleton of a shark at the depth of 

something over ninety feet from the 
' surface of the- ground. The bones 
' of-the skeleton were all in the proper 

place and were in a state of almost per
. ; feet preservation. Mr. Keener has some 
-■'•■■. of the teeth in his possession, which are 

■ of immense size. The entire neighbor
. ' hood is puzzled for a reasonable theory 
:■ as.to how the bones of this monster of 

the waters got to such a depth under 
' ground.” ,
' • It was because of “finds” like the 

■ ' above, which were met with whenever 
■ civilized man has dwelt and delved,- that

Desperation of the Explorer.
It was announced a few weeks ago 

that Prof. Breasted, occupying the chair 
of Egyptology, in the University of 
Chicago, had received news from Dr. 
Petrie, the Egyptian explorer, of the 
finding in an excavation of a temple 
near Thebes,' of an immense basaltic 
tablet, upon which is. the first mention 
of Israel ever found in Egyptian hiero
glyphics. “Among a mass of other in
scriptions,” says the report, “was found 
the word Israel.” The line in which 
this long-sought word occurs is deci
phered and is rendered: “The people 
Ysriaal is spoiled; it hath no seed.”

It is claimed this inscription was made 
during the reign of Merenpetath, son of 
Rameses H, of the 19th dynasty, and re
fers to the conquest of Syria, Assyria 
and Judea in the fifteenth century be
fore our era.

The Egyptian Exploration Fund, un
der the management of this same Dr. 
W. M. T. Petrie, has been turning over 
every stone from the delta of the Nile 
to the first cataract, hoping to find some 
trace of the Jews in Egypt, or some ref
erence to them. Every little while a 
great “find” is announced, to keep up 
nope with the contributors to that fund; 
then comes some scholar learned in this 
hieroglyphical literature, with the state
ment that the translation was a false 
one, and that no reference whatever 
was made to the Jews. This has oc
curred many times, and the operating 
agents there are really getting desper
ate. .

Thebes was located some five hundred 
miles up the Nile, very remote from the 
northeastern border. Had the find 
been at Memphis or Heliopolis its dis
covery and the inscription would not 
seem so very improbable.

Let the student always keep in mind 
that the Phoenicians were an ancient 
people who occupied Palestine; that the 
language, oral aud written, of the Jews 
was Phoenician; that both peoples—pro
vided there were any Jews—were Sem
ites; that these Phoenicians who invent
ed letters and established colonies all 
along the southern and western coast of 
the Mediterranean, and who engaged in 
commerce and mining, disappeared from 
history about the time the now so- 
called Jews appeared who thereafter 
are found occupying their places.

Though the name Ysriaal is found on 
a basaltic rock on the Upper Nile, is it 
not probable it refers to a great people 
like the Phoenicians, with whom Egypt 
was frequently engaged in bloody strife, 
rather than to a little mountain tribe of 

'wandering nomads and robbers, whose 
own record shows them to have lived by 
pillage and slaughter? '

i

1

' the'story of a universal deluge was pro
jected. In the early ages, before sci- 

■ ence dawned; the priosts were the only 
Educated class. When asked how the 
remains of animals came to be buried 
so deep in the earth, instead of saying 

.M‘We don’t know.” they concocted the 
■ Story of the flood. This remained the 

• explanation until geology, less than a 
hundred years ago began, its mission. 

■ LjfleeiitJs a.little more than fifty years

An Unparalleled Offer.
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPEDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY. - .

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers. 
In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends. •

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
it if you could- not get another copy,

ISy-Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will send us a new three months’ 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the hook.

®‘A3 the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing al Ito avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

These statements in regard to Mich
igan are taken from the Michigan 
Manual of 1895. I will begin with 
our prisons, and give the present value 
of the property of each, the number 
pf acres of land used and number of 
inmates, iu table form: '
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The Reason.
A writer in the Westminster Gazette 

says that within twenty years of Burns’ 
death Rev. William Anderson declared 
from a Glasgow pulpit:

“As sure as the Bible Is the Word of 
God, the soul of Robert Burns is in hell
fire." ' .

The dominie was smarting with pain 
from having lately read "Holy Willie’s 
Prayer,” hence his maledictions on the 
Scottish poet.

The E nemy of Liberty.

A telegram comes from Madrid, dated 
June 12, expressing a hearty wish Of the 
Pope that the patriots of Cuba' may be 
subdued by the hireling Spanish army. 
What do you think how, Spiritualists, .of 
tho'Catholic church In a general way? 
The war The Progressive Thinker 
has waged against it from the start, has 
been justified in every instance.

I did wed myself to things of light 
from infancy.—Keats.
• Humility is the first virtue—for other 
people.—Holmes. ,

Pnblished in England.
Col. Ingersoll’s recent discourse in

this city, to the Church Militant, has 
just been published in England, and is 
meeting with an Immense sale. Oh, the 
infidel!

A Modest Hint.
“One of the most notable things in 

connection with the storm was the fact 
that so many churches and so few sa
loons were demolished. This is another 
evidence of the freaks of a tornado.”— 
News Item.

The cyclone that swept over Rockford 
and Elgin a few days ago, somewhere in 
its course tore a steeple from the Meth
odist church and piled it on the adjoin
ing parsonage. Was this an intimation 
that God did not want a steeple on his 
house, as the old-time Methodists 
taught; and if needed anywhere it was 
to ornament the home of the preacher? 
It may be so interpreted.

Pointed.
C. C. Moore, in the Blue Grass Blade, 

says: “I do not think all Christians are 
scoundrels, but I do think all scoundrels 
are Christians.” The editor seems to 
dislike the preachers, for he says: “I 
think all preachers are either ignoram
uses or hypocrites.”

Mediums’ Defense Commit
tee of Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, May 27, 1896.
To the friends of mediums everywhere, 

and particularly to those who have con
tributed to the funds for the defense of 
mediums in Philadelphia, Pa., through 
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, chairman of 
finance^ we send greeting, and submit 
the following:
STATEMENT FROM AUDITING COMMIT

. tee:'
“In examining the report of the chair

man of the finance committee, Mrs. M. 
E. Cadwallader, we find that a carefully 
itemized record bf all subscriptions re
ceived from individuals, as well as a 
statement of all donations received from 
societies, has been submitted to ub, and 
that all funds have been turned over to 
the treasurer of the committee. Her 
account has been carefully audited and 
found correct.

“We also find that Mrs. Cadwallader 
has delivered one hundred and fourteen 
addresses, written four hundred and 
thirty letters, besides fifty-eight news
paper articles in the interest of the de
fense fund, without drawing on the fund 
for expenses of any kind.”

The thanks of the committee are heart
ily tendered to all contributors to the 
mediums’ defense fund. ■ A detailed 
statement of all receipts and expendi
tures will he published in due time. ,

Signed, . Francis J. Keffer, ' 
President First Association Spiritualists

of Philadelphia.
Thomas M. Looke, 

President Philadelphia Spiritualist So
ciety, Auditing Committee.

B. B. Hill, Chairman.
F. H. Morrill, - 

Sec’y and Treasurer, 221 Chestnut street.
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And these asylums are now crowded.
Besides the above criminal statistics 

we must add the House of Correction, 
at Detroit, and the criminals confined 
in the county jails all over the State.

That gives us one convicted crim
inal to every 8J6 persons, and one in
sane person (9 eyery 643 persons. 
There is in Michigan about one clergy
man to every 1 ,p00 inhabitants. That 
would give one^n^e person to every 
seven clergyman, i^nd one convicted 
criminal to every nine clergymen.

According investigations of emi
nent writers ont) cripe, only one crime 
in sixteen is di^povered and punished. 
You may multiply ,'jjhe above statistics 
of crime in Michigan by 16 and see
what.you will get..

If wo add (o (he above product 
drunkenness, l^pcmrisy,, lying, boodle 
and political fraud!, you will have a 
very fair estimate of what Christian 
civilization is in Michigan, and Mich
igan has one of the most moral, the 
most intelligent, the "best educated 
people of the States of this Union, 
and a clergyman to every 1,000 to 
teach them religion and the plan of 
salvation.

UNITED STATES CENSUS REPORTS.
The United States Census report for 

1890 shows that at that time 82,329 
persons were confined in prisons and 
jails for crime. At" this date, 1896, 
the number would be increased to 

100,000. Multiply that, by 16 (as 
explained above) and we have 1,600,
000 convicted and unconvicted crim
inals in the United-States. And this, 
with 70,000 clergymen, and by census 
report of 1890, $680,687,000 of un
taxed wealth in churches. And this 
is our boasted Christian civilization.

, CHRISTIAN EUROPE. _
If we go to the Christian countries 

of Europe we find they are in debt 
$3,000,000,000 for war purposes. 
The greater and the lessor powers put 
all they possibly can into war material, 
in order to keep their most godly 
Christian neighbors from murdering 
them and gobbling up their states. 
And theUnited States is appropriating 
millions of dollars for war-ships and 
coast defenses. What for? Why, to 
keep our Christian brothers from over 
the water from coming over here and 
cutting our throats. And all these 
Christian countries beg in season and 
out of season for money to send mis
sionaries to the heathen, that they 
may know our religion, and to convert 
them to our practice ■ of-' drunkenness, 
licentiousness, thievishness, and that 
they may learn tho consoling doctrine 
of eternal damnation.

Let us go a Me' deeper into this 
matter, and see if jjrte can find out if 
religious belief Qhi^ had anything to 
do with producing'' criminals or the

If you would have soft, silky and 
abundant hair,-, take good care of it. 
Usefor a dressing Ayer’s Hair Vigor 
only, that being the most ' reliable and 
scientific article, and without which no 
toilet is complete. It keeps the scalp 
clean, cool and healthy.

Words of love are works of love.—W. 
R. Alger. . . '

Humanity is the equity of the heart.—
Confucius. ’
■Friendship is infinitely bettor than 

kindness.—Cicero. ■
Meddle not with him that flattereth 

. with his lips,—Biblo.

insane. Wcr wüï 
statistics òf crime.

to the

In Christendom, in every million of 
the population/Wire, are‘1,180 per
sons in prison for ttimes. Di India, 
where the BuddSW'religion prevails, 
there are only,”3§6 in prisons for 
crime. . 81 .

According ■fo“*flA-  English parlia
mentary reports Vfdr1 1873, the .crim
inals, per 100, OOflB wire distributed in 
England and Wilgas follows: Cath
olics, 2,500; (ihiitch of England, 
1,400; Dissenters,-150; Infidels, 5.

In 66 prisons.and reformatories in 
Canada, Michigan; Iowa, Tennessee; 
New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, 
Indiana and Illinois' there were, ¿lew 
years ago, 41,33.5 criminals, dis
tributed as follows ;■ Catholics, 16,434; 
Church of England, 9,975; , ]8 other 
Protestant denominations, 14,811; 
Jews and Mormons, 110; Universal- 
ists, 5¡Infidels, 3. ■ .

A report of the chaplain of the 
Ohio Penitentiary, a few years ago; 
said of . 601 convicts there were of 
Baptists 65; Catholics, 133; Congre-

gatlonalists, 11; Disciples, 18; Episco
palians, 33; Lutherans, 19; Meth
odists, 172; Presbyterians, 53; United 
Brethren, 14; Spiritualists and In
fidels, none.

The Echo, a paper published in 
New Zealand, made the following re
port, in 1880, of offenses during the 
year past: For heinous offenses there 
were convicted 1,015, distributed as 
follows: Church of England, 482; 
Roman Catholic, 275; Presbyterians, 
135; no religion, 3. '

Tile following report by the super
intendent of the House of Correction, 
at Detroit, for up to the year 1874, 
was; Of Roman Catholics, 1,094; 
Protestants, 1,185; 4 Jews, and 126 
had no religion.

In 1893 there were locked up in 
Ontario, for various crimes, as fol
lows: Roman Catholics, 4,359; Church 
of England, 1,438; Methodists, 1,624; 
Presbyterians, 1,438; other denomina
tions, 499; Spiritualists, none. '

Illegitimacy in -Christian cities of 
Europe is statistically reported as fol
lows: London, 4 per cent; Paris, 33 
per cent; Brussels, 35 per cent; Mu
nich, 48 per cent; Vienna, 48 per 
cent; Stockholm, 48 per cent; Rome, 
54 per cent. These figures represent 
children. born outside, of wedlock. 
How maaiy illegitimate children were 
bom inside of wedlock no one knows.

The New York Sun said; “The ad
vocates of disestablishment in England 
are calling attention to a summary of 
the number of. clergymen who have 
appeared in court as defendants in the 
past year (1893) in the kingdom.” 
Breach of promise, 14; cruelty to an- 
ijnals, 18; bankrupts, 254; elope
ments, 17; drunkenness, 121; assaults, 
109; various other charges, 84; and 
12 committed suicide.

Out of 80 murderers who were ex
ecuted a few years ago, 12 died pro
fessing Christianity, and exhorted the 
people to become Christians and meet 
them in heaven. And the officiating 
clergymen gave them assurance that 
by their repentance and belief in the 
atoning blood of Christ, at the lust 
hour of their worthless existence, they 
could escape the just punishment for 
their crimes. '

WHO ARE RESPONSIBLE?
Having found out where criminals 

come from, my next effort will -be to 
find out who are responsible for pro
ducing so many insape. Ever since 
the advent of modern Spiritualism, 
forty-eight years ago, it has given 
many clergymen great pleasure to 
charge the most of it to Spiritualism, 
and no one has been more prompt to 
circulate that inexcusable falsehood 
than that Christian falsifier, the Rev. 
T. Dewitt Talmage. Lest you may 
think that is an unjust judgment, I 
will quote from his sermons. Ii\1876 
he said:

“There is not an asylum from 
Maine to Texas which does not con
tain victims of Spiritualism." In a 
sermon, October 14, 1888, he again 
said (Remember, Spiritualists are 
classed as infidels, because they don’t 
believe in the divine inspiration of the 
Bible):
, “Infidelity, stand up and take thy 
sentence in the presence of God, and 
angels and men. Stand up, thou 
monster, thy lips blistered with blas
phemy, thy cheek scarred with lust, 
thy breath foul with corruption of 
ages! Stand up, Satyr, filthy goat, 
buzzard of the creations, leper of the 
centuries! Stand up, thou monster, 
Infidelity! Part man, part panther, 
part reptile, part dragon; stand up 
and take thy sentence! Thy hands 
red with the blood in which thou hast 
washed, thy feet crimsoned with the 
human gore through which thou host 
waded, stand up and take thy sen
tence I Down with thee to the pit, 
and sup on the sobs and groans of 
those thou hast blasted, and roll on 
the bed'of knives thou hast sharpened 
for others, and let thy music be the 
everlasting misery of those thou hast 
damned. ”

And that was Talmage, the clergy
man whom unthinking fools admire. 
Without comment I leave him with 
those who dare to reason.

WHAT ARE THE FACTS?
In the year 1876 there were 87 

asylums for the insane in the United 
States. Replies from 58 of them 
showed that from 1870 to 1876 there 
had been 23,328 insane persons, in 
them. Out of that number 412 had 
become insane from religious excite
ment and 59 from Spiritualism. Out 
of 42 published reports, later, 215 
insane are clergymen and 45 are 
Spiritualists. The proportion of in
sane clergymen was 1 to every 150 
inmates, and of Spiritualists, 1 to 
every 711.

DID INFIDELS DO THIS?
Having made a veiy limited ex

amination of the effects of Christian 
civilization on the people in nominally 
Christian countries, we may now prop
erly proceed to see what effects it has 
had on heathen countries.

When America was discovered, 
Mexico and Peru were quite advanced 
in civilization, having large, well-built 
cities and a very-well-written history. 
The Christian Catholic Spanish con
querors murdered thousands of them 
for gold, and made slaves of the rest. 
The real Aztec is wiped out and gone.

Farther North was the North Ameri
can Indian, very properly called “the 
noble red man.” The Protestants 
came, proffering peace, but gave .them 
war and robbed them of their lands; 
(hey offered them religion, but gave 
them fire-water; they preached to them 
of Jesus aud the love of God, but’in
troduced vice and disease that Sfent 
them prematurely to hell (if orthodox 
dpctrine is true). Out of the millions 
of inhabitants of America, nine-tenths 
of them have disappeared. And that

has been the result of Christian civil
ization in America.

Captain Cook discovered the Sand
wich Islands in 1778, just 118 years 
ago. They were then a healthy, ro
bust race, happy and comparatively 
moral. Their numbers were estimated 
at not less than 350,000. To-day 
there are about 35,000 left, many suf
fering from the diseases and vices of 
the Christian civilization that was in
troduced among them. Nine-tenths 
of them have gone, and the rest of 
them will follow soon.

OUGHT TO BE CHRISTIANIZED.
In 1883 the Rev. Win. Miller, giv

ing liis twenty years’ experience as a 
missionary in Zululand, in a lecture 
in Cleveland, said: '

“There are no thieves there. Dr. 
Livingstone left a quantity of valuable 
goods in one of the villagesbn. the 
Zambezi for seven years, and when he 
returned he found everything as he 
had left it. There are among this 
simple people no safeguards against 
thieves, as locks and burglar alarms. 
A thief would be killed. He cannot 
be pardoned out of prison by some 
benevolent governor. There is no 
profanity, for the negroes do not 
know how to swear. There is no im
morality. Street-walkers would be 
killed or driven out of the country. I 
never saw a drunken man there, un-. 
less he had been given some, of the 
white man's whisky. They know 
nothing about God or Jesus, and are 
absolutely without religious belief."

Such a people ought yto be Chris
tianized at once, and taught about re
ligion, and God, and Jesus, and hell, 
and how to swear and drink whisky, 
and phew tobacco, and the practice of 
licentiousness.

NEED CONVERSION.
There are in the Island of Borneo 

two heathen tribes, called “The Sea 
Dyacks” and “The Hill Dyacks.” 
They are a simple, honest, sober, vir
tuous people. Unfortunately they 
have not yet learned to worship God 
according to the orthodox dogmas, so 
they don’t lie, steal, swear and get 
drunk, as they do in Christian coun
tries.

There is China—a country of 350, - 
000,000 inhabitants.- They are con
tented, patient, non-progressive, but 
in some respects fine mechanics and 
artisans. Like some of the old Bible 
celebrities, some of them practice 
polygamy. 'Licentiousness is uncom
mon. There are very few criminals 
or insane persons. They smoke opium, 
but don’t get drunk. Their religion, 
if they have any, is ancestor-worship. 
The great effort of their lives Is to do 
as their forefathers did. Unlike 
Christians, they have no fear of death. 
They are well educated in Chinese 
literature. These precepts are in
culcated there:

“How shall I do my duty to my 
neighbors?” ~

“How can I best discharge the duty 
of a virtuous citizen?” '

“Religions are many; reason is one; 
we are all brothers?”

In the Christian civilization of 
America a little experience would in
duce us to say the religion was:

How can I most effectually skin 
my neighbor?

How can I enjoy illicit company 
of some pretty woman?

Religion is a cloak to hide hypoc
risy;« we don’t reason; we are all 
enemies.

NEED MISSIONARIES.
There is the Empire of Japan, hav

ing something over 30,000,000 people. 
In natural grace, elegance of manners 
and courteous deportment, they are 
the equal of the best society bf Europe 
or America. They are well educated 
In their own literature. It was said 
of them when first known to Eu
ropeans: “They are the happiest peo
ple in the world." There was not a 
thief, drunkard or insane person in 
the empire. Licentiousness was un
known. And yet this-people don’t 
worship God, never heard of Jesus, 
never knew about our Bible, and don’t 
keep any Sabbath day. Christians 
ought to send missionaries there, so 
that they might learn the way of dam
nation and become corrupt enough to 
deserve hell.

ABYSSINIAN CHRISTIANITY.
I shall present but one more case 

to show the influence (or bad influ
ence) of Christianity on a nation. It 
is a land called Abyssinia, lying south 
of Egypt, on the Red Sea. It was 
converted to Christianity in the mid
dle of the fourth century, and the peo
ple were then considered fairly tol
erable inhabitants. To-day they may 
be justly estimated as intolerable. 
Chambers’ Encyclopaedia, Volume L, 
page 21, says of them:

“The state of manners and morals 
is as low as might be looked for in a 
country so long a prey to anarchy and 
violence. Human life is lightly val
ued, the' administration of justice is 
barbarously negligent and corrupt, 
and the marriage bond is tied and 
loosed with extreme' facility. ”

. SUMMING UP.
. Let us sum up the case. Abyssinia, 
after 1,500 years of Christian influ
ence, is more barbarous than it was 
before it was converted to Chris
tianity. -

The Zulus and Dyacks, though very 
unlearned and ignorant, were the most 
moralj honest, sober and chaste people 
in the world, and yet they never heard 
of Christianity. -

The Chinese and Japanese were well 
civilized, learned, strictly honest, vir
tuous, temperate and courteous; and 
yet they knew nothing of the Chris
tians’ God, Jesus, pur Bible, or ,the 
Sabbath day. . ■ > ,

The white race—the Christians of 
Europe and America—have developed 
the highest intellects and scientific 
progress. Thej’- have also produced 
many times more murderers, robbers, 
thieves,- dishonest, licentious and in
sane persons.

The vices that always go with Chris-
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the Encyelopædia of Death.

and Life In the Spirit-World.

_ Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers -art, It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
Is, by remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and. Vol. II. of the Encyelopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I, 
and II. of the Encyelopædia.

HT In ordering one volume of the 
Encyelopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol, I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vo). 1. of the Encyelopædia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is cailed the Premium Encyclo
paedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyelopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year's subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

tian civilization are destructive to 
nearly all barbarous people. They 
adopt all the vices, but seldom prac
tice the virtues of civilization.

There is, without doubt, more in
sanity in tho United States than in 
any other country in the world, and 
there are sufficient reasons for it. 
There is such a desire to become 
speedily rich, the mad race for office 
and honor, the insatiable thirst to be 
leaders of fashion and go in the first 
society—these and other exciting 
causes keep the American people in 
one eternal round of nervous excite
ment. As a matter of course, the 
outcome of all this is to a great extent 
disappointment, despondency, nervous 
prostration, insanity and suicide.

The cause of crime comes nearly 
from the same source. A desire to 
live fast, to spend more money than 
can be got honestly, a morbid inclina
tion to go everywhere, and labor little 
or none—and so thousands drift into 
dishonesty and crime.

A PERNICIOUS DOCTRINE.
There is one other cause for crime 

in all Christian countries, and it is an 
important arid prominent factor. It 
is the church doctrine that the worst 
scoundrel that ever disgraced the earth 
may repent in the last hour of his 
miserable existence and have his sins 
and monstrous crimes washed out by 
the blood of Jesus, and thus avoid the 
just consequences of a detestable life. 
A criminal hopes to never be con
victed, but if he believes the church 
doctrine, he believes in the long 
eternity to which all are hastening, he 
will, through the merits of Jesus, 
stand on an equal footing with the 
most exemplary person that ever lived. 
A more pernicious and corrupting doc
trine could ’not be taught. Yet that 
doctrine has been taught for 1,800 
years, aud it is taught by our 70,000 
clergymen in the United States to
day. It has been handed down from 
father to son until it has left more or 
less of its impress on every so-called 
Christian civilization.

S. H. Ewell. 
Romeo, Mich.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance-of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying tho 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sale 
at this office.

“Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than, common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2,. post
paid.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. .

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some voluhie, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
$1.00. For sale at this office.

■ “Mediumship and Its Development- 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Dovel, ' 
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially ■ 
useful to learners who seek to know and ’ 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; japer, 25’cents. -
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Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office.

. BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

HOMAN COLTURE g CURE MARGUERITE HUNTER

Price, cloth, 75 cento. Por eale at this office.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAST 1 THE PENTATEUCH.

Cloth, »1.23. Paper, 50 cents. ,

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

up to date. Price, paper, ¿5 eta. Sold at this office.

MISS JUDSON’S ROOKS.

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

An entertaining manual of hypnotism, useful to 
•Indents of the subject. In the form of dialogue and

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fino Forces, and author of 
other important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Beliglon, etc.

This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody
ing tho highest moral sentiment, and free from all 
sectarianiam. Price 50 cents. Sold at tilts office.

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE. 

This wotfc will bo found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Eomtnlim and

“In every soul there Is bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the -world ot thought 
what no other one possesses."—Cousin.

IFHT" SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
2U bages. One copy, ,1; six copies, »5.

FROM SIGHT TO MORS/ 
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, 

82 pages, One copy, 15 cents; ten copies, U,

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet» 
embodied In one volume, In which questions ot great 
importance to the"race are discussed from the stand
point of an advanced social reformer. Price 60 cento. 
For sale at this office.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World. 

Illustrated.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
For liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home»

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep interest, and throw a 
atrong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read it.
Price COo. For sale at this Office.

TEE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, 
909 pages. One’copy, bound In cloth, th paper. 75 

cents. i
For Sale al thiajO^TdO Loomis Street.

THE FUiNTAIN OF LIFE,
“OR.—

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
*"* AND *“

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW, 
-OR- 

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

RIGHT LIVING
' - BY -

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of “Apples of Gold,’1 “AH In a Llfttitno," 

“Tho story Hour,” -‘Buunner Days nt Ousot," 
■ “Bunday Obsorvauc^1 etc., eto.

“Living ta an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions! lu fact, the highest method, tho noblest 
of the «m.”-Tuoju» Btauu Kino.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

JÜNESO, 180Ö
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ORIENTAL RELIGIONS.
Oriental Thought Absorbed 

by Western Minds.

It Gives Support to Modern Spir
Itualism. •

It is a fact which cannot be ques
tioned, that Western minds have within

cality, has directed certain previously- 
prepared minds to the investigation of 
Eastern schools of thought, was the 
foundation of the Theosophical So
ciety. This movement originated 
within the Spiritualist body, and 
without preceding spiritualistic work 
would have been impossible. - An ex
aggerated apprehension of ill results 
from communion with unseen intel-
ligences, has rendered much of its la
bor far worse than useless, but in pro
moting the study of the ancient litera-

the last few jeaia absorbed a large ’|,llro of ([ie East it has been and is 
amount oi Orental thought. The ideas
of God, of man's interior nature, and 
of religion generally, have radically 
changed. The independent thinkers 
among us now regard these subjects 
in a totally' different light than that in 
which they held them a quarter of a 
century ago; while those who prefer 
enjoying the fruits of the mental la
bors of others, to exercising their own 
mental powers, are quitting their for
mer positions and occupying fresh 
points of view. In conformity with 
.their accepted principle that truth is 
welcome from whatever source it pro
ceeds, Spiritualists, at least the more 
advanced among them, have thrown 

. wide open the gates for the admission
of Oriental knowledge, and if, in some 
cases, a little Oriental error has en
tered with the truth, it is only what
might 
liberal 
pitable

naturally be expected. The 
mind offers to all ideas hos- 

entertainment as passing

destined to be of service to mankind. 
This ancient literature gives its sup
port to the philosophy of Modern 
Spiritualism in the essential particu
lars of man's divine nature aud un
limited potentialities, and proves that 
these ennobling truths were taught 
ages before the debasing dogmas of 
total depravity and sin inherited from 
first parents had dishonored a human 
mind. 1 • t

The Mental, Spiritual and Christian 
Scientists, and metaphysicians of all’ 
classes, have found these truths in the 
thought atmosphere of the day, and 
have received them because they knew 
them to be worthy of acceptance. 
Many of these have had but narrow 
capacities of vision, and could see but 
a small portion of truth at a time, but 
the limit of their capacity has not 
diminished the bulk of the truth at 
which they gazed. Nor has their be-

- holding but one side of it changed the
guests. The spiritualized intellect fact that truth is many-sided.
admits those proved worthy as per- indue order came the Parliament 
manent residents, accepts them as of Religions, whSn, for the first time, 
members of the family circle, and the professors of Eastern faiths had 
treats them as most esteemed friends, - -

adinits those proved worthy as per-

In days easily remembered by all 
but the very young, the portals of 
Christian orthodoxy were closed, 
locked and barred against all truths 
not already within the citadel of dog
matism. With equal care every ave
nue of egress was guarded against the 
departure of erro?. That which was 
to be believed apd’ that which was to 
be disbelieved nad been settled in 
former generations, and woe to him 
who should dare to unsettle the minds 
of his fellow-beings or disturb the 
dust which covered their ancient faith. 

.There was only one alternative to a 
blind, unreasoning acceptance of the 
strict letter of Bible and creed. The 
man who could not believe in an an
thropomorphic deity, an enormously 
magnified representation of the worst 
passions of barbarous humanity, might 
and did disbelieve in the existence of 
any deity. He who could not believe 
in the resurrection of the physical 
body at the sound of an archangel’s 
trumpet, might and did disbelieve in 
any conscious individual existence 
after the dissolution of that body. 
He who could not accept the Christian 
religion with the stamp of. orthodoxy 
pronounced genuine by his church, 
might and did reject all religions. He 
might do all this if he kept his beliefs 
and disbeliefs to himself an<|outwardly 
conformed to the practices required of

an opportunity of stating their own 
case in person before a Western au
dience. Many were surprised to find 
that their systems, instead of Weing 
heathenish, idolatrous and devilish, 
bore in several respects a strong re
semblance to those of the more ad
vanced thinkers of our own age and 
clime. In the East, as in the West, 
there have been many sectarian 
divisions, erroneous notions and in
jurious institutions. Truth belongs 
not exclusively to any body of men, 
whatever their complexion, mental 
development or place of abode. It 
ihay be found on Himalayan heights, 
on Western prairies, on the bosom of 
the ocean, and in all other places. Its 
dwelling is in the universal spirit, and 
each must find, it for himself and 
within himself.

Oriental religions offer us projection 
from, or perhaps more correctly, in
dividualization, in place of creation 
by Infinite Being; descent into matter 
in place of the fall of man; human 
progress or re-ascent into the spiritual 
condition in place'of salvation through 
the sufferings of another. In all 
these teachings they are more con
sistent with reason than is Western 
orthodoxy, and, in addition, they 
prove that even in pre-historic times 
enlightened spirits inspired their me
dia with the same fundamental and 
important truths which equally en
lightened spirits are teaching through 
their media in our own day. We hail 
with joy truth coming through any 
channel, but if we trace each back to 
its source • we find the fountain of 
universal intelligence • whose waters 
are conducted to the earth-plane by 
those who have risen out of earth
bodies, and ascended above earthly 
affections and conditions.

E. J. Bowtell.

him by ecclesiastical discipline. Ex
cept some few brave and honorable 
men and women who were not scared 
by the name of infidel, and who pre
ferred social ostracism and perhaps 
financial ruin to hypocrisy and deceit, 
our entire population, up to the mid
die of the present century, might have 
been comprised in two classes. The 
one class believed all they were 
taught in religion, without thinking 
for themselves; the others believed 
nothing, but judged that human wis
dom or the necessities of their com 
dition made it imperative that they 

> should refrain from informing their 
neighbors of their lack of credulity.

With the advent of Modern Spirit
ualism came a great change in the 
attitude of the people towards re
ligion. On the one side the phenom- one of Michigan’s favorite speakers, 
ena, although accepted by compara- Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port 

Huron, Mich. She gave us a grand 
lecture, and her tests, twenty-seven 
in all, were all recognized.

Bankson Lake is situated in Van 
Buren county, four and a half miljs

Bankson Lake Camp.
To the Editob:—As many have 

requested me to send you a brief ac
count of the opening of this camp, I 
will say that the first day (yesterday) 
was a grand success. About six hun
dred were on the grounds to listen to

ANYTHING IN DREAMS?
Rev. Dr. Talmage Answers 

in the Affirmative.

The Medium of Divine Messages.

tively few, had a marked effect in 
checking the tide which was strongly 
running towards total negation of 
man s future existence; on the other, 
the philosophy taught through the
lips of entranced and inspired media southeast of Lawton, ten miles west 

- was for the most part irreconcilable of Schoolcraft, eleven miles northeast
with the, prevailing theological notions of Marcellus, and nine miles from 
of a personal God, of heaven and of p^w Paw. Although a new camp, it 
hell. - ■ ° • - -starts out unusually promising, with

This philosophy had the advantage its beautiful lake and gradually 
of being rational, a point in which the BiOpiDg banks, and surrounded as it is 
old theology was sadly deuciQjit. An groves of forest trees: and above 
infinite person was not only unthink- - - - -- ■ - -
able but impossible^ An infinite prin
ciple • was . intelligible. Endless tor
ment was a horror beyond power of 
description. Endless happiness, to 
be found in perpetual adoration and 
psalm-singing, presented a monotony 
which to many appeared undesirable. 
Eternal progress, of which spirit in
telligence delighted to speak, offered 
a welcome relief. Gradually num
bers who had not personally received

all comes the melodious notes of the 
singing birds of the woodlands. Har
mony seems to prevail here; not one 
inharmonious sensation is felt by the 
most sensitive, but all seems to be 
good-will, joy, peace and love.
In this spot of all the' earth where 

nature has lavished her treasures 
rare, ■ ’

Harmony prevails, and joy and mirth 
seem to float oil the very air.

We can see on the faces of all anthrough spirit phenomena evidence of .
the continuity of human life, came to earnest and honest endeavor to sup
regard this philosophy as consolatory port, strengthen and uplift the banner 
and at least probable, and thus its in- of freedom.
fluence extended, and is still extend- . We accredit a good, shate ■of the
ing, far beyond the ranks of ac
knowledged Spiritualists.

This philosophy was in some essen
tial particular's utterly antagonistic to 
the religious teaching which had for 
some centuries prevailed in the West, 
hut had much in common with older

success of this pleasant camp to our 
worthy chairman, Mr. B. O’Dell, of 
Paw Paw, who, with his magnetic 
presence, and his love for justice and 
truth, seems to inspire all to give the 
best they have in store. -.

____________ _____ _____   To-day Mrs. Robinson performed 
religions, still venerated by a majority *the  spiritual christening service upon 

‘________________________ ‘ the infant child of Hugh A. Thomas,of the human race. It recovered many 
important truths which had been lost 
to our ancestors for centuries, but 
which had been preserved in varying

of Lawton, Mich. It was a very im
pressive service, the christening with 
flowers, and as the beautiful name of 
Gleam was brought to the child bydegrees of purity by teachers and stu- _ ,

, dents on flie continent of Asia, the spirit guides of Mrs. Robinson
Christian missionaries had persistently there was a-rift in the clouds that had 
misrepresented the faiths of Eastern all day overspread the sky, and the 
people, and if they met with little or sunshine flooded the face of the inno- 
po success in introducing the light of cent babe, making it far more im- 
Christianity to the Orient, they did pressive than anything of the kind we 
succeed to a very considerable extent had ever witnessed. ; .
in keeping their fellow-countrymen ' James W. Riley.
who remained at home in the blackest ------ 1—' ■
darkuessof ignorance concerning.re-' “Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
Jigions which they chose to call pagan By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
nr h'-it hen ' formation relative to the lost continent

, ' if u hoo "At of Atlantis. He regards the descriptionA movement , which, if it has nôt of it given by Plato as veritable history
effected large numbers in any one 10- it is intensely interesting. Price 82.

BUT THJ8 TREACHER REMARKS THAT A 
GREAT MANY PEOPLE MISTAKE THE 
NIGHTMARE FOB HEAVENLY REVELA
TION— GOD’S APPEARANCE TO MEN 

IN DREAMS SUSCEPTIBLE OF PROOF- 
SOME INSTANCES GIVEH IN SUPPORT 

OF BELIEF IN DREAMS—THE BIBLE 
SHOULD SUFFICE. .

Rev. Dr. Talmage preached a ser
mon lately which, aside from its re
ligious sentiment, will be read with 
great appreciation by people—aud 
there are many such—who believe Ju 
dreams. The text was from Joel 
ii:28—“I will pour out my spirit upon 
all flesh, and * * * your old men 
shall dream dreams, j'our young men 
shall see visions.” Dr. Talmage said;

In this photograph of the millenium 
the dream is lifted .into great con- 
spicuity, You may say of a dream 
that it is nocturnal fantasia, or that it 
is the absurd combination of waking 
thoughts, and with a slur of intona
tion you may say: “It is/only a 
dream;" but God has honored the 
dream by. making it the avenue 
through which again and again he has 
marched upon the human soul, de
cided the fate of nations, and 
changed the course of the world’s 
history. God appeared in a dream to 
Abimelech, warning him against . an 
unlawful marriage; in a dream to 
Jacob, announcing, by the ladder set 
against the sky full of angels, the 
communion between earthand heaven; 
in a dream to Joseph, foretelling his 
coming power under the figure of all 
the sheaves of the harvest bowing 
down to his sheaf; to the chief butler, 
foretelling bis disimprisonment; to 
Pharaoh, showing him first the seven 
plenty years, and then the seven 
famine-struck years, under the figure 
of tlie seven fat cows devouring the 
seven . lean cows; to Solomon, giving 
him the choice between wisdom and 
riches and honor; to a warrior, under 
the figure of a barley cake smiting 
down a tent; encouraging Gideon in 
his battle against the Amalekites; to 
Nebuchadnezzar, under the figure of a 
broken image and a hewn-down tree, 
foretelling his overthrow of power; to 
Joseph, of the New Testament, an
nouncing the birth of Christ in his own 
household; to Mary, bidding her fly 
from Herodic persecutions; to Pilate’s 
wife, warning him not to become com
plicated with the judicial overthrow of 
Christ.

We all admit that God in ancient 
times and under Bible dispensation 
addressed the people through dreams. 
The question now is, “Does God ap
pear in our time and reveal himself 
through dreams?" That is the ques
tion everybody asks, and that ques
tion I shall try to answer. You 
ask me if I belie-ve in dreams. My 
answer is, I do. ‘

THE BIBLE SHOULD SUFFICE. •
Remark the first: The scriptures are 

so full of revelation from God that if 
we get no communication from him in 
dreams we ought, nevertheless, to be 
satisfied. .

Sound asleep received great honor 
when Adam slept so extraordinarily 
that the surgical incision which gave 
him Eve did not awake him; but there 
is no such need for extraordinary 
slumber now, and he who catches an 
Eve must needs be wide awake! No 
need of such a dream as Jacob had 
with a ladder against the sky, when 
ten thousand times it has been dem
onstrated that earth and heaven are 
in communion. No such dream needed 
as that which was given to Pharaoh 
about the seven years of famine, for 
now the seasons inarch in regular pro
cession, and steamer and rail train 
carry breadstuffs to every famine- 
stricken nation. No need of a dream 
like that which encouraged Gideon, 
for all through Christendom it is an
nounced and demonstrated that right
eousness, sooner or later, will get the 
victory. .

EVERY DREAM HAS A MEANING.
Remark the second: All dreams 

have an important meaning.
They prove that the soul is com

paratively independent -of the body. 
The eyes are closed, the senses are 
dull, the entire body goes into a 
lethargy, which in all languages is 
used as a type of death, and then the 
soul spreads its wings and never 
sleeps. It leaps the Atlantic -Ocean, 
and mingles in scenes three thousand 
miles away. It travels great reaches 
of time, flashes back eighty years, and 
the octogenarian is a boy again in his 
father’s house. If the soul, before it 
has entirely broken its chain of flesh, 
can do all this,' how far can it leap, 
what circles can it. cut when it is fully 
liberated! Every dream, whether 
■agreeable or harrassing, whether sun
shiny or tempestuous, means so much 
that, rising from your couch, you 
ought to kneel down and say: “O, 
God! am I immortal? Whence! 
Whither! Two natures. My soul 
caged now—what when the door of 
the cage is opened? If my soul can 
fly sir far in the few hours in which 
my body is asleep in the night, how- 
far can it fly when my body sleeps the 
long sleep of the grave?" Oh, this 
power to dream, how startling, how 
overwhelming! If prepared for the 
after-death flight, what an -enchant
ment! If not prepared for the 'after
death flight, what a crushing agony! 
Immortal! Immortal! ■

Another remark I make is that our1 
dreams are apt to be merely the echo 
of our day thoughts. ;

I will give you a recipe for pleasant 
dreams. Fill your days with elevated 
thought and unselfish action and your 
dreams will be set to music. If all

day you are gouglig and grasping and 
avaricious, in .yolr dreams you will 
see gold that you cannot clutch, and 
bargains in which you were out-Shy- 
locked. If during the day you are 
irascible, aud pugnacious,. aud gun- 
powdery of disposition, you-will at 
night have bat|)e with enemies, in 
which they wilj get the best of you. 
If you are all day long in a hurry, at 
night you will dream of rail trains 
that you wantcatch, while you 
cannot move , qua inch toward the 
depot. If you 'are always over-sus
picious and expectant of assault, you . 
will have at night: hallucinations of 
assassins with daggers drawn. No 
one wonders that Richard ill.,/the 
iniquitous, the night before the battle 
of Bosworth Field, dreamed that all 
those whom he had murdered stared 
at him, and that he was torn to pieces 
by demons from the pit. The scholar's 
dream is a philosophic echo. The 
■poet’s dream js a rhythmic echo. Cole
ridge composed his “Kubla Khan" 
asleep in a narcotic dream, and, 
waking up, wrote down three hundred 
lines of it. tyartania, the violin player,' 
composed his most wonderful sonata 
while asleep in a dreain so vivid that, 
waking, he easily transferred it to 
paper.

Now, having shown you that, hav
ing a Bible, we ought to be satisfied 
not getting any further communication 
from God, and having shown you that 
all dreams have.an important mission, 
since they show the comparative in
dependence of the soul from the body, 
and having shown that the majority 
of dreams are a result of disturbed 
physical condition, and having shown 
you that our sleeping thoughts are apt 
to be an echo of our waking thoughts, 
I come now to my fifth and most im
portant remark, and that is to say, 
that it is capable of proof that God 
does sometimes in our day appeal“ 
and has often, since the close of th\ 
Bible dispensation, appeared to people ' 
in dreams.

. THEY BELIEVED IN DREAMS.
All dreams that make you better 

are from God? How do I know it? 
Is not God the source of all good? It 
does not take a very logical' mind to 
argue that out. Tertulliau and Martin 
Luther believed in dreams. The 
dreams of John Huss are immortal. 
St. Augustine, the Christian father, 
gives us the fact that a Carthaginian 
physician was pershaded of the im
mortality of the sptyl by an argument 
which he heard itt a*  Bream. The night 
before his assassination the wife of 
Julius Cresnr drbarAed that her hus
band fell dead across her lap.

It is poBsiblef!lW*  prove that God 
does appear id’’dreams to warn, to 
convert, and to liave men. A friend, 
a retired sea cattalh and a Christian, 
told me that one illght while on the 
sea he dreamed ship’s crew were 
in great suffering. "Waking from his 
dream, he put anoulJ the ship, tacked 
in different direefiorts, surprised every
body on his vessel—they thought he 
was going crazy—sailed bn in another 
direction hour after hour, and for 
many hours, until he came to the 
perishing crew, and rescued them and 
brought them to New York. Who 
conducted that dreain? The God of 
the sea. *

In 1695 a vessel went out from 
Spithead for West India, and ran 
against the ledge of rocks called the 
Caskets. The vessel went down, but 
the crew clambered up on the Caskets, 
to die of thirst or starvation, as they 
supposed. But there was a ship 
bound for Southampton that had the 
captain’s son on board. This lad twice 
in one night dreamed that there was a 
crew of sailors dying on the Caskets. 
He told his father of this dream. The 
vessel came down by the Caskets in 
time to find and rescue those poor 
dying men. Who conducted that 
dream. The God of the rocks, the 
God of the sea.

The Revr Dr. Bushnell, in his mar
velous book entitled “Nature and the 
Supernatural,” gives the following 
fact that he got from Capt. Yount, in 
California, a fact confirmed by many 
families: Capt. Yount dreamed twice 
one night that one hundred and fifty 
miles away there was a company of 
travelers fast in the snow. He also 
saw in the dream rocks of peculiar 
formation, and telling this dream to 
an old hunter, the hunter said: ‘‘Why, 
I remember those rocks; those rocks 
tare in the Carson Valley, one hundred 
and fifty nriles away.” Capt. Yount, 
impelled by this dream, although 
laughed at by his neighbors, gathered 
men together, took mules and blankets 
and started out on the. expedition, 
traveled one hundred and fifty miles, 
saw those very rocks which he had 
described in his. dream, and found the 
suffering ones foot of those 
rocks, and brought'them back, con
firming the stoty.'of Capt. Yount. 
Who conducted dream? The 
God of the sno'ii’, me God of the 
Sierra Nevadas. .

God has often appeared in resource 
and comfort. YgjijJmve known peo- 
pie—perhaps it iel ^gmething I state 
in your own experience—you have 
seen people go to sleep with bereave
ments inconsolably and; they awakened 
in perfect resignation because Af what 
they had seen in/plymberi . Dr. Cran
nage, one of the ffiosp remarkable men 
I ever met—remiirkable for benevo
lence and great philanthropies—at 
Wellington, England, showed me a 
house where the Lord had appeared in 
a wonderful dreain to a poor woman. 
The woman was rheumatic, sick, poor 
to the last point of destitution. She 
was waited on aud cared for by 
another poor woman, her only attend
ant. Word came to her one day that 
this poor woman' hud' died, and the 
invalid of whom I am speaking lay 
helpless upon the couch, wondering 
what would become of her. In that 
mood she fell asleep. In her dreams 
she said the Angel of the Lord ap
peared, and took her into the open air

and pointed in one direction, and there 
were mountains of bread, and pointed 
In another direction, and there were 
mountains of buttdr, and in another 
direction, and there were mountains 
of all kinds of worldly supply.! The 
Angel of the Lord said to her; 
“Woman, all these mountains belong 
to your Father, and do you think he 
will let you, his child, hunger and 
die?” . .

Dr. draimage . told me by some 
divine impulse he went into that des
titute home, saw the suffering there, 
and administered unto it, caring for 
her all the way through. Do you tell 
me that dream was woven out of 
earthly anodynes? Was that the 
phantasmagoria of a diseased brain?
No; it was an all-sympathetic God 
addressing a poor woman through
dream,

SOWING THE SEED.
Some Reflections Thereon 

by M. F. Hammond.

Sowing the seed on untilled ground 
seems to be the work of Spiritual min
isters; so did our inspired sister, 
Marion Carpenter, of Detroit, Mich., 
on Sunday, June ?th, at the ■ little 
village of Scotts, Mich. There are a 
few staunch Spiritualists there, who, 
being hungry for soul-food, engaged 
Sister Carpenter for the day.

The spirits of the loved ones took 
full possession of their instrument 
and kept her busy at both sessions— 
10:30 a. m, and 7:30 p. m.—when 
they gave two as fine discourses as it 
is the privilege of anyone to hear.

We had the privilege of addressing 
IaTgood audience from the ^ame plat
form at 2:30 p. m., and heard many 
say 1 ‘that it was a pity more such 
meetings could not be held through 
the country." These remarks brought 
out the following question: Now, 
while the camp-meeting season is here, 
and many people cannot go to the 
camps, for various reasons, why do 
not the people who are hungering f6r 
spiritual food make .arrangements 
with the speakers there to visit their 
respective localities, and have a day 
of feasting? At every camp can be 
found speakers who have come there 
for a few days to rest, or are waiting 
between the dates of their lectures, or 
have a few days between their differ
ent camp dates, who could be secured 
at little expense, who would gladly 
respond to such an invitation, and 
thus the many who are deprived of

Thia book gives an admirable course of study In 
otbica, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, ob well as older persons whom It Is wisely 
and appropriately designed tq.interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons|’

The author shows a wise practicality in her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She Illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render tho book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
foruseinchildren’slyceumB. Inthehands of moth
ers and teachers It may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. It is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.
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the privilege of listening to the grand -------
things at camps could receive the BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.
same near home. We believe the 
above to be a good suggestion, and 
hope by seeing this scattered through 
the Thinkeb’s wide circulation, 
that it may be adopted by those who 
are deprived of the good things to be 
found at the camps.

I have just finished an engagement 
at Kalamazoo, where I spoke to in
creasing audiences during the month 
of May. This is a rock-ribbed-dyed-
in-the-wool orthodox town, where the A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
Spiritualists seem to be crowded out 
by a liberal church, which, I am told, 
is composed of all shades of beliefs, 
including “Reformed Spiritualists,” if ,, 

it la. al a t j A fine prose poem; a atory of the “New Woman.”any can tell wnat that means J 1 do vrbola ilo true woman of all the centuries. A re- 
not know, unless it be those who be- S?vmmi"^
“ * .... ... Buggeatlve. Cloth, |1; paper, 50 cents. For solo at

thte office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.lieve in spirit, but not intercom
munion of spirit. I am led to make 
the above definition from the fact that 
the managers of this same church re
fused last winter to let’ Annie L. Rob
inson lecture in their “sanctified" 
place if she gave tests; all because the
pastor refuses (publicly) to acknowl- Comment, on Genests. Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 

" ........................ ‘ _ and Deuteronomy, byedge that spirits can communicate. It 
is surprising what a little popularity 
will do. The orthodox people are 
expected to be intolerant, but when 
people profess to become broad and 
liberal-minded, and have something 
better than the old creeds, and find 
others who are a step in advance, and 
then show the same intolerant spirit 
to those who stand outside, the ques
tion arises: How much more good are 
they doing than are those who still 
wear the shackles of the more narrow 
creeds? Still I find many firm be
lievers of Spiritualism in this town, as 
we do in every town. Spiritualism 
has come to stay, and while “People’s 
Churches” may spring up on all sides, 
they but prove the old saying that

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, mile Devereux 
Blake, Rev, Pkebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrich, 
lire, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

“the Devil will take on many disguises a?ior. Pre8™‘.« very Buccewreiiy a con, , , .1... densed account of hypnotism, Its theory aud practice
to deceive the unthinking. Is this UP to date. Price, paper, 25 cts. Sold at this office.
not proved by the many creeds and 
advanced positions of old Catholicism? 
And is a “People’s Church” any bet
ter than any other church, if it stops 
short of a proof of the continuity of 
life? The time has arrived when the
ories will not do. No person lives to
day who will deny that right living is 
the highest condition to be wished. 
Spiritualism teaches it; so does ortho
doxy, but Spiritualism goes further, 
and-says right living does not cause a 
continuity of ■ life, but it is the nat
ural result, and all must some time 
live right in spite of all else.. Thus, 
in Kalamazoo, good seed was sown a

MAfiOMST.
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

Thia la No. 5 of the Library of Liberal Classics. If 
1b conceded to be bteloi Ically correct, and so exact and 
perfect lu every detail as to be practically beyond the 
reacliof adyersc criticism, TUlework will be found 
Intensely Interesting. Price, 23c., Sold ut tbte office.
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PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE,
' A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Results of recent scientific research regarding thi 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From tbe German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Matter," Essays on Nature sad 

Science,” “Phyaloioglcal Pictures,” “Six Lo^ 
tures on Darwin," Etc.

"The great mystery of existence consists In porpefe 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything Is Iminori 
tai and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormou8 of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as tbe highest being lu 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only the forms lu 
which being manifests itself lire changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally tho same and Imperishable. 
When wo die we do not lose ourselves, but only oui 
personal consciousness. We live on In nature, incur 
race, in our children, in our deeds, in our thoughts-*  
In short, lu the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature lu general."—Buechner.

° nnvr mv».. about 8SO pages, vellum cloth, ll<

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
‘ A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Thb Progressive Thinezb will re« 
member the story under tho above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In Its columns. At th« 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified, IC 
makes a volume of 243 pages, In style and form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres', 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, arc presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles:a Introduction^ 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hades; Cbristmastlde In the Spheres of 
Light; Cbristmastlde and the Golden Gate; TboUn*  
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit td 
the EirCb; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion tn the Spirit-world; 
Coutentedneas Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is & book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will interest; 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price In paper is 50 cents] muBlInllj postpaid*

THE MEOIUMISTIG
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an introduction by 
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be in .the hands ot every one Inter*  
ested tn Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark
able Tests. Chapters, His Work as a Healer. Chap*  
ter 6. Leaves the Dod/. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma 
nlcate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, MisoeF' 
laneous Articles. Chapter 1ft A Strange Experience» 
Lhaptor H, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow*<  
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break io 
the Atlantic Cabio Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda. _

For salo at this office. Heavy paper cover, prlCO of 
cents.

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual 

Spheres,
Transcribed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth-. It was given through in» 
dependent alate-writing, Tho Illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists, It 
is not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a oleai 
and succinct cxpoiltlon of the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism The book contains 260 pages 
with six illustrations tn half-tone, and twelve page) 
in original independent writing. It is beautifully 
bound in blue silk cloth, stamped tn silver. Price« 
11.25. For sale at this office.

ZW2 QUESTION of a once-in 
habited but now submerged part of this globe 
known as Atlantis, Is one of much Interest. Tad 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea Investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches fu thd 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found oq tbd 
American continent—are here arranged In compact, 
literary form, in this very interesting volume. Thd 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be» 
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of t£d 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atiantians concern, 
Ing the fact or an Atlantis and a great people of thd 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at 
office. Price 2.00.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
—OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediiimship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
MosksHull. An invincible argument proving that 
JeauBwaa only a medium, aubject to all th*  coadl*  
tlons of modern mediumship. It also show that ail 
tbe mnplfeatatlons throughout ths O'Z and New IVJta? 
ment were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coining of Christ ta the re*  
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Pried. 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF TEffiFUTUEgT
BY S. WEIL.

This tea work of great value, written by one oftho 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It la particularly a work which 
should be put Into tbo hand« of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmas of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses arc not tho whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psycfilc and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, ana 
tho childhood period of faith and fancy win bo super
seded by knowledge and facta. For sale at this office«ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER O2i 
xi hl» country should have at band forcomult» 
tlou. By Bev. Isaac J. Lantlng, bl. A. This is a moil 
able work, consisting ot a Discussion of the Purpose», 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Boman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, am i 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information fa i 
every patriot In tbo land- Price ,1. For sale'at tbli 
office.

Soul of Tilings; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

JOY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. Pi 
ID Denton, A marvelous work. Though conclio an 
s text-book, it Is as fascinating as a work of fiction; 
The reader will be amazed to see the curio is facto 
here combined in support of this newly-discovcrca 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a tboa 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain M ■ 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now otn . 
ecured by time. •

year ago by that veteran, J. Frank THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX. 
Baxter, and while I did not succeed _______
in forming an organization there, if BYWIS WAISBROOKER. 
some one will go there after the warm .
weather has passed they will have ihiai.onc nt thb author*»  most useful and in
utile labor to etart one etrucltrc books. Tills work should ho road by everymue lauui io sum vue. . man womsn. Price, 60 cents. For sale at th!»

From Kalamazoo I returned to Bat- —__:______ •_______ _ ■
tie Creek, Mich., where I will make Tim finniilf CnmOO ttf QnV 
my headquarters at 118 Upton avenue I HU WUUUll. rUlUuu Ul OuA 
until-1 go to take charge of Devil’s ' ; —----- •
Lake.Gamp, where I hope to meet all BY LOIS WAISBROOKER. • 
old friends, and while 1 am waiting I 
will receive any engagement for Sun-
day or »eek-day or evening’ meetings 
at small compensation. '

Yours. M. F. Hammond.

A stimulant is often needed to : nour-
ish and strengthen the rootsand tokeep —t-.w —
0,0 holn » fto+n.ol nnln. WnlUc thoBiblo. Th. hl»WHo facto »UMA ud thelreca. tne Hair B. natural color. Hall S Hair .cthtnireviewOtnoml»hIdea, .nd ptutlcu»houi3 
Renewer is the best tome for the hair. tenidvui. Price, »c. sold at Ufa office. -

Soul or Things—-VuL L 
Cloth................................................... ...

__ Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol IL 

Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..................
_ __  Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. HL l nucleated. 362 pp. Cloth....................

Postage 10 cents.

.»1-50

•11.50

4L5Î

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

By Lois Watebrooker. Many have read thia book, 
many have re read It, and many others out to read It. 
It should bo read by every man and woman In tha 
land. It shows the falsities rampant In Bor.ieiy tn 
matters of moral and social Import, and tho wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains r fine likeness of tho author. 
Fine cloth. 280 pages. Price tl.00 . .

Romanism and the Republic~
By ilw. lune J. Lansing, M. A. Every patriot 

should read IL Price 81.00._________ . ' V

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet; nd- 

dressed to the Inhabitants of America. In ¡770. with 
explanatory notice by an’ English author. Papen 
15 cents. - - .

The Religion of Humanity;
A Philosophy of LIU. Dy J. Leon Bcnwcll. A 

Beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeness of 
author. A most valuable publication to clrcuUUl 
among Christian people- Frlca 15 cento.“ -



A SUGGESTIVE QUESTION.

Its

< .... ■ « ■
The Apparition of the Virgin 

Mary.

Does Duty, When Forced Upon 
Us, Sjiirituallze?

GENERAL SURVEY^
The Spiritualistic Field—Its 

Workers, Doings, Etc. ,,

Bear in mind, please, that. we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in spoak; 
era, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We oxtend a 
coi dial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,009. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full .name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

Win. R. Sirrine, president, writes: 
“The Southwestern Michigan Associa
tion of Spiritualists will hold u grove 
meeting at Lake Cora on the S. II. and 
E. R. R., four miles west of Paw Paw, ’ 
Van Buren County, Mich., on Sunday 
the 28th day of June, 189(1. Mrs. Jen
nie Hagen-Jackson and Mrs. Anna L. 
Robinson will be the speakers.”

W. P. Phelon, M. D., has been lectur
ing at Syracuse, N. Y. He goes from 
there to. Boston. Will return to Chi
cago about the first of August.
, "Cosmos” writes from Salem, Ore.: 
"Outside of Portland, Spiritualism in 
Oregon has not prospered to any extent 
of recent years, although there has 
been in some places a steady gain and 
growth. This is due to the fact that the 
thought of the community has been 
largely and, in many places, wholly 
phapecl by the orthodox churches. In 
this community there was once an or
ganized society, but it died. Fraudulent 
mediums have abounded, and the trav
eling fakes who come - in for a day or 
two and advertise themselves as the 
greatest mediums of the age in order to 
beguile the people, are afterward- ex
posed and pointed to by the orthodox 
clergy as ‘awful examples.’ This has its 
effect. It tends to fasten more strongly 
the bands of prejudice that bind the 
people’s minds in thb narrow grooves of 
orthodoxy. No exponent of our philoso
phy has ever commanded a respectable 
hearing in our community during recent 
years until on the 31st of May, when we 
were favored with a visit by Prof. H. D. 
Barrett, President of the N. S. A. It 
was a question whether we could pro
cure an audience for him, but it was 
done. More people were present at each 
lecture than we had any idea would at
tend, and they listened with attention 
and, at times, applause, to the presenta
tion of Spiritualism from a high stand
point. It was a happy day to the faith
ful few who are open and avowed adher
ents to our religion. Our cause was rep
resented to the community in such a 
manner that we could hold our heads up 
conscious of the 4act that we should 
have no apologies to make atter the lec
turer had gone from our midst. Much 
interest was evidenced, taking all things 
into account, and the results have ex
ceeded’ our anticipations. So long as 
organized Spiritualism is presented to 
the world by such a laborer as President 
Barrett, it is bound to win recognition 
and approval from progressive minds. 
Although worn by long journeys and 
much work, his public labors here 
showed that his heart is in the cause.
His work commends itself."

W. H. Bach is in Boston, Mass., and 
can be addressed for engagements in 
care of the Banner of Light. He should 
be kept constantly employed.

Dr. White gave an excellent lecture 
for Mr. Perkins’ society Sunday, June 
7. Prof. L. A. Warren sang very ac
ceptably. There are always mediums 
and speakers that take part in the after
noon exercises. June 14 Mr. Cordingly 
lectured for the same society, and Mr. 
Perkins spoke in his place at Lakeside 
Hall. -

Dr. A. A. Kimball, of Northhampton, 
Mass., was lately in the city, having 
been at Oskosh, Wis., treating cases of 
obsession. He succeeded in removing 
the evil influence.

Dr. A. C. Williams writes from Grav- 
.ett, Ark., that ho wants to get a host of 
signatures in favor of the enactment of 
a law by congress for the prevention of 
premature burials. He is confident that 
many are buried alive.

- -Robert Ward writes from Denver, 
Col.: “On Sunday, May 31, theColorado 
Spiritual Association assembled at 
Douglas Hall, with vice-president Dr. 
E. Green in the chair. Wè had an ad
dress by J. M. Ricker, the Spiritual 
Evangelist, who is becoming quite a 
power in the cause. Also an address by 
the well-known lecturer, Mrs. E. F. J. 
Bullene, who spoke for half an hour on 
“The Origin of Man,” and the life of 

.Christ. Mrs. Bullene has just returned 
frome Los Angeles, California, where 
she has been lecturing to large audi
ences for the last six months. She has 
come to Denver to attend a lawsuit 
about a gold mine. Mrs. Bullene is one 
of the best platform lecturers in the 

‘United States. The Colorado Spiritual 
Association has grown very rapidly 
since its organization. We hold socials 
every Tuesday evening, with' music, 
and dancing refreshments.”

: J, C. F. Grumbiue lectured before the 
K. P’s, June 14th, at Baldwin, Iowa, the 
occasion being their memorial day. The 
29th of June and July 5th, Mr. Grumbine 
will lecture in the East End Park, Mus
catine, Iowa. When there a year ago, 
he spoke to over 2,000 people. He lec
tures in Geneseo, III., July 12 and 19, 
and then goes to Lake Brady Camp
meeting.

- Dr. A. A. Kimball, magnetic healer 
and obsession specialist, will occupy his 
cottage, corner of Twelfth street and 
Union avenue, Onset, Mass., during the 
months of Lily, August and September, 
and will receive patients to room,board, 
and treat onzreasonable terms. No. 7 
Franklin street, Northampton, Mass.

Prof. J. R. Buchanan, Prof. A- J. 
Swarts, Dr. A. B. Coonley and others 
have associated themselves together as 
the Healing Reform Company, at San 
Jose,-Cal. .

Meetings are held in New York at 137 
West 34th street. Seances for the pre
sentation of spiritual factsand phenom
ena are held every Wednesday, Friday 
and Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, and 
Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock: the only 
meeting open during the summer in 
New York. Seymour Van BracklSn, 
■president. - .■

flcult to replace.

„The.»bove etosy Is only another Ulus*

S. T. H.

The following is a partial list of en- 
fagcments made with Theodore F.

’rice, by New England societies, till 
the middle of January next; . Lowell, 
Mass.,4 September 13 and 20; Hanson, 
Mass.« October 11; Duxbury, Mass,, Oc
tober 18; Fitchburg, Mass., November 1 
»nd 8; Haverhill, Mass., November 15 
•nd 22; Salem, Mass., November 29 and 
December 6; Meriden, Conri., January 3 
•nd 10. Dr, Price has occasional open 
dates during the time covered by the 
months mentioned, as follows: Septem
ber 27, October 4 and 25, Pecember l3, 
SO and Zh “Societies in the'JSast having 
open time for these, dates^yho desire 
hi? services as speaker er-5 *x* —— 
will please address himw ................... 

street, Boston, Mass. He wpuld like to 
arrange through New York and the 
West for months late;- in thq season.

Mrs. J. Pui'ker writes from Niles, 
^lioh.j ''Dr. H. C. Andrews has been 
in this- section lecturing and giving 
tests. He is a grand, good man- and 
most earnest worker in our glorious 
cause. Hie lectures have created a 
great interest here, and the tests cer
tainly are the best we have ever heard 
given from the platform. Tho Sundays 
of June are taken by dur people except 
the 27th and 28ih, when Dr. Andrews 
lectures at a grove meeting at Strick- 
loud, Mich. We recommend Dr. An
drews to all wishing a good platform 
worker. He will answer calls anywhere 
and has a few open dates during. July. 
His address is Pipestone, Mich., until 
June 20.” .

W. J. Masters writes: “On Friday 
evening. May 29, ‘The Mystic Seven,’ 
an auxiliary of tho Progressive Spirit*  
ual Church, gave their last entertain
ment and dance of the season. Mr. Lon 
Howard rendered inspirational select- 
tions from Liszt and Mozart; Geo. V. 
Cordiugly and Max Hoflinunii gavq 
many tests, all being acknowledged as 
correct; Mrs. Emma Nickerson Warne 
and Geo. V. Cordingly gave two inspira
tional poems. Solos, selected by Miss 
Augusta Hadley and Messrs. Chas. Hay
den, W. E. Kearney and Harry Miller. 
The entertainment closed with an exhi
bition of independent slate writing, and 
spirit oil-painting through, Mrs. M. A. 
Jackman. The painting was given on a 
piece of artist’s canvas placed : between 
the slates, in the space of six minutes, in 
full light and view of the audience, all 
of whom testified their entire satisfac
tion.”

John H. Knight writes from Pittsburg, 
Pa.: “The First Church of Spiritualists 
of thiscity closed its regular season last 
Sunday with an audience only limited by 
the size of the hall, and a most interest
ing service. Some idea of the interest 
manifested mdy be gathered from tho 
fact that finding that we were likely to 
be a little short financially, we made an 
appeal to the public and in six minutes 
they gave us over $100. Brother Grim
shaw, who has been laboring with us 
two years, said good-bye and has already 
secured engagements for all of the com
ing season. He leaves us with the 
hearty good will of every member of the 
board of management and has a host of 
friends in this city bo which he came 
two years ago an entire stranger. Dur
ing his stay with us we have listened to 
some remarkably fine lectures from his 
able controls who have thrown much 
light bn the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
He is an honest, fearless, devoted, un
tiring worker, and we wish him well. 
During May, in addition to Brother. 
Grimshaw, we had with us Miss Maggie 
Gaule, of Baltimore, who, as a test me
dium, has no superior on the platform. 
Her public tests were something re
markable. After the first two Sundays 
we decided to try the experiment of 
renting a theatre for a Sunday night. It 
was a grand success. 'Standing room 
only’ would have been an appropriate 
sign long before the meeting started. 
There were many reporters present, but 
as the press could not well ridicule a 
meeting of such size and importance, 
they maintained a strict silence, not 
even giving ub a passing mention. But 
Spiritualism will be popular some day, 
and then we’ll got a little of the space 
now devoted to prize fights, elopements, 
and the general cussedness of humanity.’’

W. J. Cushing writes from Brooklyn, 
N. Y.: “In y our issue of May 30, Mrs. 
Richmond, in her lecture on ‘Spiritual 
Unfoldment,’Renies the coming again 
of a personal Messianic teacher in this 
age, and makes the idea of a ‘comforter’ 
or ‘Christ’ only applicable in a general 
sense. In the World’s Advanced 
Thought some time ago, there appeared 
an extract from a • lecture by ner in 
which she said: ‘No matter what knowl
edge or truth may be yours in advance, 
a living impersonaiicn will yet walk in 
your midst to show to what heights man 
can attain.’ The fact of so many claim
ants being in the field only goes to 
prove the old adage that ‘where there is 
so much smoke there must be somq fire.’ 
No one can at once be convinced of the 
presence of the long-looked-for Messiah, 
for was he not to come stealthily, like a 
thief in the night? and so all these 
claimants are but steps in a progressive 
effort to prepare the way for him who 
shall ultimately fill the central place in 
the divine plan. I can refer any who 
are interested in this matter to the 
Book of Light and Life, published .by 
Peter Davidson, Loudsville, White Co., 
Ga., which sells at $1, paper, and $1.50; 
cloth. It has the most complete collec
tion of prophecies relating to the ‘sec
ond advent,’ culled from all sources, that 
I have yet been permitted to see, and is 
the work, as a whole, of ripe esoteric 
study.” ’

E. Edson writes: "An instance of hyp
notic control by an excarnated spirit, 
o’cciiring recently at New Whatcom, 
Wash., was deemed sufficiently interest
ing to send you a report. Mr. L., of the 
above city, a trance medium through 
whose organism a spirit from the other 
side diagnoses and prescribes for dis
eases, has on previous occasions, for the 
purpose of being rendered insensible to 
the pain of a dental operation, been hyp
notized by a Mr. D., a local hypnotist of 
some note. Recently his control assured 
him that the assistance of Mr. D. was 
unnecessary, as he (the control) would 
place Mr. L. in the required condition. 
Mr. L., visiting a dentist a few days 
later, was placed in the'somnambuiio 
state by his spirit hypnotist, 'underwent 
what, under ordinary circumstances, 
would,have been a very .painful opera?- 
tion, without any pain or discomfort. 
The fact of being rendered oblivious to 
pain by hypnotism is too well known to 
merit remark, but this is the first case 
within the writer’s knowledge where 
this has been produced .by an intelli
gence on the other side.”

Mrs. A. E. Sheets’ address 1b Grand 
Ledge, Mich, Box 833. Her camp dates 
are as follows: Bankson Lake, June 14 
to 18; Cassadaga, July 11 and 12; Lake 
Brady, July 16,18 and 19; Grand Ledge, 
August 2, and August 12 to 16; Maple 
Dell, August 4 to 9; Michigan State S. S. 
Association, Lansing, August 10; Island 
Lake, August 11; Haslett Park, August 
21 and 26; Indianapoljs, September; New 
Bedford Mass., October 18 and 25; Bos
ton, Berkley Hall, November. Grand 
Ledge Camp opens July. 19th, closes 
August 16th. • 1

The Children’s Progressive Lyceum, 
of Cleveland; Ohib. holds its annual pic
nic at Lake Brady on Sunday, June 14, 

i The conductor. Mr. J. H. Copeland in
vites the friends of the surrounding 
towns to meet with the Cleveland friends 
on that occasion. As an extra attrac
tion, thé services of Mrs. Maggie Waite, 
‘of San Francisco, the distinguished phe
nomenal platform test medium, was en
gaged to hold one of her unique seances 
in the afternoon at 2:30 o’clock. -

Thos. Lees writes from Cleveland, O.: 
. "The arrival of the celebrated test me
dium, Mrs. Maggie Waite, of Cleveland, 
some, two weeks since, has had the effect 

-of galvanizing into lue, both Spiritual
ists and investigators. Thé announce
ment of Mrs. Waite’s first seance in the 
dally papers, dréw a very fine audience 
to Memorial, Sunday, May 17th, and thé 
tests given through, her were so many 
and bo explicit that the hall on the fol
lowing Sünday was so crowded that her 
manager, Mr. Mullen, deemed it advisa- 

«voue *ble  to secure tne large Army and Navy 
rad telt medium I Hall for the third seance, on Bunday, 
»Sio.vmLwlghf [tbé31fiL (The writer, presiding officer,

on Iptrqddoing Mrs. Watte, an gntire. 
stronger to a Cleveland audience, spdke 
pj her as th? thir^ene ofa trinity of dis
tinguished mediums from California ne 
had had the pleasure of introducing, 
naming Mrs., Ada Foye, and Mr, John 
.Slater as the other two, Several pri
vate receptions have been tendered Mrs. 
•Waite since her arrival, and as a wo
man and medium, the Californian is 
mneh sought after, Mrs. Waite has se
cured a cottage at Lake Brady tor the 
first four weeks. Mrs. Waite, who, by 
the way, is an expert cyclist, is taking 
injthe beauties of the Cleveland parks 
on her wheel.”

J. H. Copeland writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio: "As customary, the Spiritualists 
of Cleveland will hold their annual me
morial service tho first Tuesday in June 
(7th), jn honor of those workers and 
friends who have passed 'to spirit-life 30 
years. All mediums are especially in
vited to be present,” .

Dr. Dean Clarke arrived at the Sol
dier’s Home, Milwaukee, to visit his 
brother, who is surgeon, June 9th. He 
spoke at Minneapolis Sunday evening, 
June 7th, followed by Isa Wilson Kay- 
ner-, with her remarkable fire-test, to a 
crowded house, and received an ovation 
of compliments from a delighted audi-. 
ence. He will rest for a brief time, then 
journey toward Boston, unless his serv
ices are demanded near his present 
quarters.” ' ■

C, H. Mathews writes from New Phil
adelphia, Ohio; “Hon. Walter Howell, 
of London, Eng.,’ en route for his home 
across the sea, lectured, in New Phila
delphia on the evenings^ of June 9 and 
10. He had fair-sized audiences. Mr. 
H. chose for his subjects, ‘Evidences of 
Spiritualism,’ and ‘The Day After 
Death.' He is an eloquent and logical 
speaker, and was listened to with rapt 
attention. He has engagements in Eng
land the latter part of June. His many 
friends on both sides of the ocean wish 
him a safe and prosperous voyage, and 
those in the United States are hoping 
that he will soon return and resume his 
missionary work among us, Societies 
and camp-meeting who ’are fortunate 
enough to abtain the services of this elo
quent scholar and genial’ gentleman, 
will be fortunate indeed-. No more 
faithful worker in the ranks of Spirit
ualism can be found.”"

Mrs. Lora Holton been engaged 
as musical director at Maple Doll Camp, 
Mantua Station, Ohio, from July 18th’to 
August 23d. She is located at 3815 
Michigan avenue, and’will hold a circle 
every Monday evening until July 15.

Dr. R. Greer, of this city will go on a 
vacation next week, taking in the sea
side, and will be away one month, dur
ing which time Dr. William Richmond 
hubband of Cora L. V. Richmond) will 
have charge of his office, “in minister
ing to minds diseased,” and in rendering 
the same good service in magnetism, 
electricity and medication. The office 
is at 127 La Salle street.

Moses Hull’s appointment for June 
21st has been changed from Lima, to 
Ashley, Ohio; at which the new audito
rium,(on the Woolley park camp-ground 
is to be dedicated.- Large excursions 
are expected at Ashley that day. Also, 
Mr. Hull’s appointment for July 4 and 5, 
have been canceled, and he is now 
ready to accept an engagement at that 
time, A letter will reach him June 20 
or 21, at Ashley, Ohio. June 27 and 28 
at Bluffton, Ind. ’ •

Mrs. Milton Rathbun writes to the 
Banner of Light. Boston: "Mrs. Mary 
A. Newton, president of First Society, 
New York City, is very ill, and grave 
fears are entertained as to her recovery. 
She has been confined to her bed for a 
number of weeks, and gradually loses 
ground. We hope for the best, and ask 
all her friends tp send their thoughts 
to her, wishing her well. We can none 
of us entertain the sad possibility of 
losing her visible presence; therefore 
let us keep her in mind, and earnestly 
implode every aid to her complete restor
ation to health." - ’

Mra. M. Summers, • pastor of the 
Church of the Student of Nature, of this 
city, will leave for San Francisco, Cal., 
next week, and on the way she will stop 
at Marshalltown, Iowa, to be among her 
Spiritualist associates for the last ten 
¿ays of this month, where, she attended- 
a camp-meeting last year.' '

L. B. Lyman, of San Bernardino, Cal., 
writes as follows of Farmer Mary, the 
widow of E. V. Wilson: “Farmer Mary 
is said to be in - need of that which Is 
richly due someone for the courageous 
and powerful work done by Mr. "Wilson 
in the early da.ys, for modern Spiritual
ism. Let no progressive thinker ignore 
this just debt. The writer witnessed 
some of the sledge-hammer blows 
wielded by that greatest of modern seers 
and test mediums, against the walls of 
creed and theological error, when it re
quired courage in him to do so. All 
will be convinced of this great service, 
of his who will read his most entertain
ing and instructive book relating his 
experiences entitled. "The Truths of 
Spiritualism,” and will find that it is a 
rich prize secured, and at the same time 
will be paying some of the debt to which 
his widow, "Farmer Mary” is now en
titled, and stands so much in need in 
her old age. The book contains 400 
pases and is Bold for $1. Address Mrs. 
E. V. Wilson, 61 South Locust street, 
Valparaiso, Ind. And “May the right 
ever come uppermost, and ever be jus
tice done.” -

On and after June 21, Spiritualist Gos
pel Temple will be located at Irving 
Hall, Southwest corner Madison and 
Paulina streets. Services at 3 and 7:45 

.p. m. Sunday-school at 2 p. m..... E.'Ra- 
phael, pastor. . . ,

K. R. Wileox writes: "I attended a 
trumpet circle of Dr. Hasenolever, at 
794 W. Van Buren street and was well 
pleased with the results obtained, -The 
spirits spoke so loud and plain' that all 
could understand them. . We received 
some remarkable tests from the. trum
pet. After the trumpet circle was over 
Mr. Hasenclever gave a materializing 
circle. The second, spirit that left the 
cabinet was my mother, and ! reeog- 
nized every feature of her face. Little 
Pearl, the cabinet control, made the 
evening so pleasant that I do not think 
anyone will forget it soon.”

Money Made in a Minute.
I have not made less than sixteen dol

lars any day while selling Centrifugal 
Ice Cream Freezers. Anyone should 
make from five to eight dollars a day 
selling cream, and from seven to ten 
dollars selling freezers, as it is such a 
wonder; there is always a crowd want
ing cream. You can freeze cream ele
gantly in one minute and that astonishes 
people so they all want to taste it and 
then many of them buy freezers as the 
cream is smooth and perfectly, frozen. 
Every freezer is guaranteed to freeze 
cream perfectly in one minute. Anyone 

■ can sell ice cream and the freezer sells 
itself. My sister makes from ten to fif
teen dollarsa day. J. F. Casey & Co., 
1143 St. Charles street, St. Louis, Mo., 
will mail you full particulars free, so you 
can go to work and make lots of money 
anywhere, as with, one freezer you can 
make a hundred gallons of cream a day, 
or if you wish they will hire1 you on a 
salary. ' Mary A.

French Newspapers Treat It as a 
Strangij j)Fact.

SHE COMES EVIDENTLY TO CONVINCE 
CATHOLICS THAI* ‘VvHAT CATHOLI-

■ C’ISM TEACHES IS TRUE—PURGATORY, 
THE SALE OF INDULGENCES, CONFES
SIONAL, AND IT^hytaOCS RELIGIOUS 

RITES.

France has a new supernatural sensa
tion. The apparition of the Holy Virgin 
has been appearing at Tilly-sur-Seulles. 
Miracle seekers are deserting Lourdes 
and the Rue Paradis for this little Nor
mandy town. The blessed apparition 
appears at a shrine among the lime kilns 
on the outskirts. The mayor of the 
town and others of education and im
portance attest its genuineness. The 
newspapers of-the neighborhood treat it 
as a fact.|Over a hundred people declare 
they have seen it/ A late , special cor
respondence of the New York World 
says: . - • ■
' The Angel Gabriel has a formidable 
rival. Paris is still running, to the Rue 
Paradis to interview Mlle. Couedon, the 
prophetess. But all Normandy Is rush
ing to the town of Tilly;Sur-8eulles to 
see the Holy Virgin herself.

It was in March that she first ap
peared to some young girls of the Com
mune school. Since then she lias re
vealed herself several times a week to 
hundreds of persons, even to the incred
ulous, who had come to make fun of the 
apparition as a delusion or a hoax.

' Tilly is a large village in Calvados, 
five kilometres from-Audrien, which is 
on ,the railway from Paris to Cher
bourg. .

In a little valley near the town are a 
number of lime-kilns. It is here that 
the manifestations have taken place. 
The entrance to the kilns is marked by 
a piece of timber standing upright, on 
which have been carved the words: 
"lei on ne blaspheme pas” (no swearing 
here.)

A path leads through the kilns and at 
its extremity, on the border of a field, 
Is a shrine that has been standing many 
years. It is in the vicinity of this shrine, 
that the Virgin makes herself visible.

THE SACRfc.0 TREE.
A tree which overhung the shrine has 

been pulled to pieces by the enthusiasts 
who have beheld the apparition and 
who have taken away pieces of leaves, 
twigs, boughs and bark for sacred rel
ics. On the thickets round about the 
devotees have deposited bouquets of 
flowers, rosaries and medals.

“I suppose I haven't faith enough,” 
said a Parisian reporter, the other day 
who went down to investigate this mar
vel. ? ■ .

A young man who hehrd thi.s remark 
replied: “That doesn’t inatter, sir. Why, 
I didn’t believe in it'at 'all when I came 
here. But now the'Virgin has appeared 
to me three , times. 0 -

. HE SAW T^VIRGIN.
“I came here for t^p first time last 

Friday at 19 o'clock Au the morning,” his 
said. "I stood by the-, jree over there, 
but I saw nothing. qgAt the end of a 
quarter of an hour b.atarted to go away. 
I had scarcely gonqififty metres when I 
mechanically turned, aftout. And' what 
did I see? There was:the Holy Virgin, 
her head surrounded a nimbus and 
holding in her arnjjjiihe infant Jesus. 
Then 1 fell upon mg knp.es and began to 
cry. I could not help At. Then I got up.

“The Holy Virgin was there still. I 
walked towards her, but the nearer I ap
proached the more indistinct she be
came; she appeared to dissolve into a 
pillar of fog or mist that became less 
and less palpable. When I arrived at 
the tree she had entirely disappeared.

“The next day I came here in the. 
morning and in the evening, and I saw 
the Holy Virgin each time, but she had 
no longer the same appearance. In the 
morning she appeared to me in the form 
of á communicant enveloped in a great 
white veil. In the. evening I only saw 
her head and, shoulders.”

“And to-day, have you seen nothing?", 
asked the reporter. , ■

"Nothing. I have bepn here forajj 
hour. I still wait; perhaps she will 
come. You may use ; my name if you 
like. I am Gustave Boulton, a watch
maker here inTilly,”, . '

MANY HAVE SEEN IT.
"Many persons. I presume, have also 

beheld the apparition?” , . .
“A hundred at least, of whom twenty 

are residents of Tilly. But .look here! 
There comes M. Jamtel, a lawyer, and 
the Mayor of Tilly, with several 'per
sons; go and listen to them. You will 
see that he is converted fast enough.”

The reporter advanced to*  meet the 
newcomers.

"It is truly marvelous,” said M. Jam
tel. “My friend, M. Delarbre, of the 
District Council, stayed here last even
ing from 10 o’clock until 11. At pre
cisely 11 o’clock the Virgin appeared to 
him. He was very much moved and 
came directly to me and: told me all 
about it, Itis marvelous, marvelous!”

In the evening the -spectacle that pre
sented itself to the reporter's eyes ivas 
most impressive. In . the transparent 
starlight were more than one thousand 
persons, some standing,: others kneeling. 
Ata signal the “A.ve Maria Stella” 
burst forth from a thousand voices. 
When the immense choir paused for an 
instant some one exclaimed: “I see her; 
I see the Holy Virgin!” It Was some 
fortunate one, about-whom the others 
crowded for a moment, and then the 
hymn was taken up again.-

A young girl employedby a neighbor
ing farmer,'known as “La Poliniere,” 
seems to be the special -priestess of the 
Tilly apparition. It-never falls1 to appear 
to her. She will ^Suddenly leave her 

•work on the farm aridi&urry away to the 
lime-kilns; apparently unconscious of 
her action until heft'béturn. She says 
the Virgin summonedber. • .

The manifestations! ('form the chief 
topics of discussionJÍn'lthe neighboring 
newspapers. J 11 •

The Journal de Casttand the Moniteur 
du Calvados relaWthe apparent facts 
without comment. Jc) The B’onhomtne 
Normand pokes futfat' the whole affair, 
saying that the apparition exists only in 
"the hysterical bráihs bi the fanatics.” 
At the same time, thisijournal cites the 
unimpeachable testimony of several in
telligent and respectable citizens of 
Tilly, among themnJheXnayor, and adds 
that it is unable Ito »account fortheir 
strange credulity; " . .

The Croix du Calvados admits that it 
is perplexed, but avows: “There is no 
doubt that these manifestations do take 
place. We have heard the accounts of 
them from men whom we highly es
teemed and whose -imagination is hot 
capable of manufacturing the form of 
the Holy Virgin out of nothing. There 
is something and it does appear. No 
two persons see the same thing in ex
actly the same way. That there is a re- 
iharkable phenomenon at the lime-kilns 
of Tilly is beyohd rational doubt.”

This journal then continues in . a se
rious article to Inquire whether the 
manifestations are of divine or diabol
ical origin, giving reasons for both sides 
of the question.

An abridged edition of “Antiquity 
Unveiled” gives in condensed form its 
more important statements and refer
ences"? It is in stiff board covers, and 
the price is . 50 cents. For sale at this 
office.

STILL MISLEADING. 
' ____ .til

tration ot the fact that a people brought 
up in the faith of Roman Catholicism, ig- 
nprant in matters of science, educated 
.under priestly influence to believe in 
all sorts of improbably and impossible, 
?r absurd and ridiculous ‘‘miracles,” 
such us grace the pages of fiomish liter
ature the world over, are ever prepared 
to see visions and miraculous appari
tions. in any and every unaccustomed 
yet simple and natural manifestation of 
nature’s processes.

A stationary or rising mist of uncom
mon density, on which the light and 
shade fall in a peculiar manner, with 
aid of an imagination developed by su
perstitious priestly teachings, is easily 
transmogrified into a saint or a “blessed 
virgin” miraculously appearing as a 
precious favor to the faithful and a con
vincing proof of the claims of the “holy 
Catholic church” to their everlasting; 
fealty.

The day of miracles will never pass 
while the Romish church and priest
hood continue to educate ignorance and 
superstition into the credulous, unreas
oning minds of people taught from in
fancy and childhood to believe without 
question, all the puerilities and absurd
ities of churchly superstitions, under 
pain of eternal damnation in hell.

Ignorance and superstition are the 
seed and ground where Romish miracles 
flourish; and the Romish priesthood, by 
long experience, have become adepts in- 
such impostures.

There is, nevertheless, another side to 
this matter of Romish miracles. Not 
all of these purported miraculous occur
rences are frauds in matter of fact. It 
is known and should be recognized that 
there exists a Romish society of Jesuits, 
and this society comprises not only those 
members living on this earthly, mun
dane sphere, but includes in its organi
zation many passed to the spirit
world.' They retain all their Jesuit in- 
ptinots, cultivated through their earthly 
career, and added to and intensified by 
further cultivation in spirit-life. With, 
them qow, as in earth-life, any means 
that will bring power and influence to 
“the church” is not only permissible, 
but morally commendable.

Such spirit-appearances as that above- 
mentionod, they have the power to man
ifest; and the train of their manifests^ 
tions can be traced in the history of the 
past.

By these actual manifestations of Jes
uit spirits, thousands have been convert
ed to or confirmed in the Catholic faith. 
They are still carrying on their work, 
busy and earnest as ever in extending 
and solidifying the power of the church 
and Jesuitism. ■

But, conceding the objective reality of 
these manifestations, they really prove 
nothing as to the truth of Romish doc
trines and'dogmas, or the truthful basis 
of the Romish church. Jesuit spirits 
are no more truthful and trustworthy 
than Jesuits in fleshly garb, and their 
objective materialized apparitions prove 
merely this, that spirits can and do re
turn and manifest themselves objective
ly to-mortals. Their materializations 
and apparitions dp not prove their doc
trines true, nor that the Romish church 
or its claims are based upon truth.

• . J. C. Underhill.
Hammond, Ind.

First Association of Spiritual— 
lets of Philadelphia.

On Sunday, May 21, the First Associa
tion of Spiritualists, of Philadelphia, 
closed its meetings tor the season. Tne 
exercises of the day were deeply inter
esting, and will long be remembered 
by the participante, The special fea
ture of the day being the Memorial serv
ices held in honor of those who had 
passed to’the higher life, from the As
sociation duriuff the past year. In con
nection with this the services in memo
ry of "Our Nation’s Honored Dead”were 
held, and on account of the fact that one 
of our members on the “Roll of Honor” 
of this year had been a member of Cav
alry Post, No. 36, G. A. R., that post was 
invited to assemble with us. The Stars 
and Stripes decorated the platform, to- 
Îjether with a profusion of flowers, in 
oving remembrance of the friends, who 

had passed on, .
Secretary, F. H. Morrill read the roll 

of honor, containing the names of the 
arisen ones, and made some remarks 
concerning their work with us. The 
speech of the evening was delivered by 
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, who gave a 
most eloquent and patriotic address, 
suited to the occasion, which elicited 
great applause. Enthusiasm reached 
its height when in the midst of the dis
course the speaker, addressingthe Stars 
and Stripes, delivered a most impress
ive apostrophe to “Old Glory,” and sa
luted it in the name of our association 
and its members, who had fought to pre
serve and defend it. The salute was 
particularly àppropriate, from the fact 
that our late preBident, Mr. B. P. Ben
ner, was a member of the G. A. R. Our 
president, Capt. Keffer, the writer, and 
many other members of the association, 
enjoy the proud privilege of being num
bered among those who went tothe front 
at their country’s call.

Space forbids even a brief synopsis of 
the address, though it was the unani
mous opinion of all present, that it 
should be published in full. At the 
close all present joined in Binging Amer
ica, after which the president, Capt. 
Keffer, thanked Mrs. Cadwallader, say
ing her word pictures had called to 
mind, as if it were yesterday, the, dark 
days of the Rebellion, when he first 
went forth in answer to the call for re
cruits, yet he felt, that though those 

' days had been fraught with sorrow and 
privation," he wad ready to again re
spond should the occasion demand. He 
then referred to the able work accom
plished by Mrs. Cadwallader for the me
diums here and elsewhereand presented 
her with a beautiful bouquet of roses, 
saying the board of trustees wished to 
make suitable recognition of her serv
ices, and for that purpose hdd prepared 
the following resolutions which were 
unanimously adopted by the association:

Whereas, Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, 
vice-president of this association, has 
done much able and efficientwork as a 
member of th e board of trustees, as well 
as by heir able lectures,. .

"Whereas, her untiring "efforts in be
half of the mediums of this city, both in 
collecting funds to meet the expenses of 
defending them, and in other- directions, 
prove her devotion to the cause of me- 
diumehip, .

Whereas, She hasbeen an able repre
sentative of this. Association at the sev
eral conventions of .the National Spirit
ualists’ Association and one of the most 
practical and efficient delegates of that 
body. ’ ' - ■

Whereas, She has in the past years, 
with’out.remuneration, donemuch good 
for the N. 8. A., in obtainingcharters 
for membership, and funds for its“treas- 
ury, as well as for the cause’ of Spirit
ualism in the various parts of the coun
try; therefore, be it ; ’

’ Resolved, That Mrs. M. E. Cadwalla
der, in the various departments of her 
work as the vice-president of this Asso
ciation,-, honorary vice-president and 
financial agent ,of the National Spirit
ualists’Association and correspondent of 
ihe spiritual press, is entitled to, and 
commands our highest respect and ap
preciation. , -,

Resolved, That the board oi this As
sociation, consider her a most worthy 
and able representative of the cause "of 
Spiritualism, and take -pleasure in thus 
publicly expressing their regard.

: Resolved, That a copy of these resolu
tions, embodying the sentiments of the 

board of trustees and members of this 
Association, for its vice-president, be 
presented to her, and copies forwarded 
for publication to the Spiritual press.

. V. H. Morrill, 
Secretary.

We who have reached the middle 
milestone of life realize there must be 
an underlying current of love in all our 
duties of life, in order to fulfill them to 
our betterment and satisfaction. We 
who are mothers realize the joy and 
comfort that comes to our over-burdened 
souls as, day after day, we labor for 
those wo love. We never roach that 
stage where the last straw would crush 
us, for love knows no bounds, has no 
limit, never grows weary, but is ever 
fresh as the dewdrop on a spring morn
ing.

I have been made to wonder, with all 
our confessions, as Spiritualists, and the 
.happiness this.knowledge has afforded 
us, if weare not encased in a casket of 
seif entirely too much for our own 
spiritual unfoldment. Can we expect to 
rest on flowery beds of ease while work
ing in the spiritual vinevard? Can any 
great good be accomplished in our spir
itual labors without looking to the in
terest of those dependent on us as lead
ers? .. .

My visit to our sister .city, Louisville, 
Ky., has awakened these thoughts:

“Am I my brother’s keeper?” If so, 
Is it not time that societies and organiza
tions were looking over their records 
and seeing wherein they are at fault— 
with this seeming' standstill.

Surely the Spirit-world has -not for
saken us. If so, the fault lies with us— 
our spiritual foundation must have 
crumbled, and needs overhauling; and 
every Spiritualist who has his or her 
name enrolled as a member of an organ
ization is responsible if that society is 
not in a state of growth.

I once heard a deacon of the church 
of which I was a member (Presbyterian) 
state that what the- churches needed 
was a -hewing out of the dead timber, 
so that those that lived would have an 
opportunity to grow. Whether we 
brought this Indolent spirit with us 
from the churches—as most of us were 
the elect of some creed, and were 
tempted, and were led away by that 
leader of our great army of Spiritual
ists, who, we are told, is Satan.

?f we profess that we are in the right, 
knowing that we make ourselves con
spicuous by our confessions of commun
ing with the angel-world, doesn’t it be
hoove us to practice what we preach? '

Can wo bring the gospel of peace 
where there is nothing but discord?

This sitting in judgment against our 
neighbor must be done away with. We 
are all more or less “sensitives”—a feel
ing of more at home with some than 
others. Why not, when we know this 
to be a fact, take a lesson from our or
thodox friends, and branch out into the 
highwaysand byways of our townsand 
cities, start new societies, where every 
class, sect and color can find that spirit
ual rest so refreshing to the soul?
„Louisville boasts of 300,000 inhab

itants. yet only one organized society, 
brought out either by curiosity or a de
sire to bo refreshed, every time an itin
erant medium happens that way. How 
can one individual assume the responsi
bility that ought to be placed on the 
shoulders of said society? If spiritual 
halls generally are not kept in a state of 
purification, in an earthly as well as a 
spiritual sense, how can we invite our 
orthodox friends to come and partake of 
•the “marriage feast of the soul? ’ ’ Spir
itualism must grow, because it in the 
fountain of all truth; but its growth de
pends on the individual efforts of every
one professing to be a Spiritualist.

Mrs. J. W. Kratz.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life, Frank Leighton, 

aged 20 years, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ephraim Leighton, of Minneapolis, 
Minn. Frank passed ouf after long suf
fering with typhoid fever, on May 23, 
1896.

The writer, by her guides, gave words 
of comfort and consolation such as vet
eran Spiritualists, as Mr. and Mrs. 
Leighton, know how to enjoy. They 
will miss their boy from the home cir
cle, but know full well he is with them 
in spirit. Mrs. S. M. Lowell.

Passed to the higher life, at Fair
haven, Ninn., May 14, 1896; Mrs. Jane 
Belden, aged 58 years. Mrs. Belden 
had been a consistent member of the 
local Christian church for many years, 
but not finding that consolation that 
gives strength, hope and courage in her 
last sickness, she very wisely called on 
Spiritualism to soften her dying pillow. 
We know she has gone up higher. Mrs. 
Belden leaves a husband, two sons and 
one daughter to mourn her transition.

The services were held in the Baptist 
church at Fairhaven. A crowded house 
greeted the writer of this notice, as her 
guides in their usual sympathetic and 
nappy manner on such occasions con
ducted the exercises. Although they 
were very nearly all church .people and 
skeptics, Jhey were so mueff surprised 
and so well pleased, that I remained 
and gave a lecture the next day in that 
same Baptist church. They seem to be 
hungry for something that tadeth not 
away. Mrs. S. M. Lowell.

On May 26, 1896, by a tram-car falling 
through Point Ellice bridge, Victoria, 
B. C., Mrs. Shepherd and her two chil
dren, Ethel and Ernest, were drowned. 
Mrs. Shepherd was the life and soul of 
the Victoria Society of Spiritualist; her 
cheerful, unselfish disposition winning 
her mamy friends among all denomina
tions. A large number of residents of 
this city received their first evidence of 
Spirit-life through Sister Shepherd’s 
mediumship,. and her time was freely 
given to all who wished to receives 
message from beyond. '

Brother E. C. Shepherd and bis son 
Nelson have the sympathy of all in the 
sudden and unexpected parting. The 
British Columbia Society of Spiritualists 
lose a valued friend and worker in the 
cause of Spiritualism, one whose death 
is keenly fplt and whose loss will be dif-

-The June Arena.
The June Arena opens its 16th volume, 

appearing in a new dress, and being 
printed by Skinner, Bai'tlett & Co. It 
is an unusually strong number, opening 
With a’brilliant paper by Samuel Bar
rows, D. D., the distinguishe d editor of 
the ''Christian Register" of Boston, on 
"The First Pagan Critic of Christian 
Faith and His Anticipation of Modern 
Thought."

The. Arenáis a. great favorite with 
all liberals and freethinkers. It-is in all 
respects a first-class magazine. In some 
lines of thought it is without a peer. ’.

A hew edition of ‘"Three Sevens,„ by 
the Phelou’s; is just issued. The May 
Aréna says: "The gist of such books as 
Dr. Phelpn’s "Three Sevens,11 a nd other 
works descriptive of or alluding to the 
various occult societies, which, seem to 
have existed for ages, has never, until 
recently, been said so openly and plainly 
that ‘he who runs may read.’ ”. Cloth 
»1.25, postpaid, For. sale at this office.
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The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE. •

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD«
The only treaties ever offered the reading ant 

tbluklug public lu tlie.Intereat or modern BplrUuaf ■ 
atulou, “and wh?cUtely irC° 0IU 1110 tl“’ork’80> ,uliet' 

Demonitrates continuity of life and our eni't- 
tonnientofsj>trltilualliijlueuces, .

S“ce ’<Ut? moll<)r“' pby‘,lc“' “ud Physiologic»» 

„ 'J0")0 Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation of 
aclentlUc data and verified fuctB .
.£° nh>° Inatu’’lallet “nd skeptic, a revelation oftho 
evolution<!“e,'B Oi‘“’tlve *“ Nature’« formula of 

'io the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a new earth.
A book to read, to atudy and think about. A con- 
doused volume of scientific information for 25 cents. 
Address your orders tq
TJic PtQgrenslve TkiiilcWf 40 Loomis
Or to w, M. Lockwood, «1 West Madison street.

Chicago, Ill.

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine,' '
By Editor of the Natlone.l with Preface and Note« 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the aid 
Paine Homestead end - Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomss Clio RlckmaO, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madamo Roland, 
Condorcet, Brlssot, and the most prominent of Paine1« 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, IS cents.
The Age of Reason; ,
' Being sn investigation or True and Fabulous Th«- 
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plate« 
ano new typo; 186 pages, post Svo, Paper, 25 cental 
clotb, 50 cents. .
Common Sense. - ,

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhab
itants at America In 17.6, with explanatory notlcs bi 
an English author. Paper, 13 cents.
The Rights of Man. * •

Parte I and IL Being an answer to Mr. Burke’S 
Attack upon the French Revolution. Poet Bro., ini 
pages. Paper, SO centa; clotb, 00 cents,
Paine’s Complete

, Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etO> 

Dins, edition. Post Bvo., 482 pages. Clotb,41.00
Paine’s Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth,«1.00s 
postsge, 20 cents.

THE ELIMINATOR.
—OR-r

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrete.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expoh 

Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dig- 
made Christianity, containing many slartllng conclu- 
Bion# never before published, showing clearly thft 
mythical character of inost of the Old and New Testa*  
meat stories, apd proving thatJesus was an imperson
ation and not a person. A genuine sensation. .
Price Sl.BO. Fob. Sale at this Office.
Researches in Oriental History.

One

BY Q. W. BROjVN, M. D.
Tol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.SO.

GENERAL DIVISION.
I. RESEARCHES Hi JEWISH HISTORY.
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY. A 
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS'/ | 

The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
fora Historical Jesus. i

In this volume the Jews aro clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea Is traced to the Bao 
trlau Philosopher, 2850 years D. C., and Its history la 
outlined, following tlfc waves of emigration, until H14 
fully developed Into Christianity, witu a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. <<

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Ite cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is baie$ 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fesr and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast rar 
search among the records of the past; Its facts art 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority, and no per
son can read it without Ixstructlou and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author OH 
otherwise. For sale at thla_oflice.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories atìd Related

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

nyCARi SEXTUS. THE BOOR- IS 
largely a record.of the facts and demons tration, 

which the author has seen, heard of or presented in 
bls own experiments. The history of the varloui 
phases of the science is suctdnctly presented, and th« 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experl* 
ments described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of tbtt 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to tbe 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, $2.00» For Bale at 
the ofllce of Thb Progressiva Thin.veb. “

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBEOOKEB,

Author of “Helen Harlow.’s Vow,’’ “The Occult 
Forces of Sex," “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
•ther works. Price 25 cents. For «ale at this office.

AiSi EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIRE. 

JLy The "Stellar Key" Is thJ nbltosopblcal Intro
duction to tbo revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After-' 
Life; 9—Scenes in the Summer-Land; 8—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land:

Winter-Land and Summer Land; 5—Language ana 
Life In Summer-Laud; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ullimatcs in the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This cnlargededltloncon- 
tatna more than double the amount of matter In foA 
mer editions, and ts enriched by a beautiful front!» 
piece, Illustrating the uformaUon of tho Spiritual 
Body?' Cloth 75 cento. Postage 5 cento. For oal« 
at thin office._________ - • ■___________________

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man. ,

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, byjnios. P. Fletcher. 1 

Contents: The Beginning»; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Sane 
Planets bM Satellites. The Origin of Meteor« soft 
Comets;The Organic Kingdom; Tho Origin of Mui* 
Man—Bls Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives end Imparts Knowledge;.How the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
Tho Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tho Sixth ' 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do- 
«Deration; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Biblo and Cbrlat: The Summary: “What 
Mnst 5Ve Do to Be Saved.'* For sale at this oflee, t

Price, Cloth, $1^55. Paper, 50c.
Tho Coining American Civil War. ‘ 
'THIS £00^. BY BURTON AMES.? 
1 HvffTrWGTON, is written m tbo Interest of hn- . 

manlty, of liberty, and ox pntriotism-a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly, 
dangers that besot us on.every side, and more me. 
dally to the hostile attitude and tbolnsldlous wlleiof - 
an ever-present, though-secret, • unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics-- Waablngton’s words of wanilnt ' 
Lincoln's apprehension' and the prophecy of General 
Grant are «11 Included tn the volume. ArcuowDop .
Ryan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: •The , 
church tolerates heretic» where «ho Is obliged iodo, 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and .. 
nienall her power to annihilate them. Out'enemiM - 
knowhow she treetea heretic. In thei Middlei Agee, and.. 
bow ebe treats them today where alio bai the power. 
We no more think of denying these Motoric facte than > 
we do of blaming the Ho!y. Ghost Md tho nrlnee, ot 
tho church for what they have thought it to do.” 
Every one ohnnld retd thia work.- Vapor, BOO page,.
V will be lent, postpaid, for fifty ceata, For M - 
thloolBce. . . 1



On Various Pertinent and 
Practical Subjects.

And They Are Not Aimed at Han- 
doin.

RANDOM THOUGHTS
OLD TESTAMENT STORIES

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED.
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Ridicule. Facts.

CONTENTS.

MOSES HULL

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?

Loro-

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

WHITHER DRIFTING?

Woman, Church and State.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.
• 2Ñ-.

Exposure

Thoughts on Motherhood 
and'its Responsibilities.

talnlng 75 pages of matter p 
scopisi délinéations relative

Bad Results Flow from Bad Con
ditions.

"The Fountain of Life, or The Three 
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois’Wals 
brooker. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman. Price 50c.

For Sale at the Office of The Pro- 
gresslve Thinker.

A Catalogue of His Princl 
pal Works.

From One Who Has. Had Expe- 
rlence.

Sfllt side stamp, $1.50) Boards, Illuminated covers, $1. '
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Words of Adviceand Warn 
Ing to Mediums. -

. . '.IT! - ■ '
Open Letter to Mrs, F. C. Oramer.

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis- 
,cences of the Matri

. : archate.

HrERESY, 
...OR...'

LED TO THE LIGHT.

A Thrilling, Psychological Story o/Evangdl- 
zation and Free Thought. It is to Protest- 

antlsm what the “Secrete of the Con
y ven*'*-fa Catholicism. '

is

JUNE 20,18H<,

This Department is under the manage 
ment of the distinguished authpr, 
speaker and medium '

Hudson Tuttle. f
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. 

: “Esmerelda:" Q. If we could have 
fine church buildings and respectability

I would it not be better for the cause?
1 A. If thé Spiritualists had tasteful 
buildings in which to meet, instead of 
halls, there is no doubt that there would 
be a wonderful gain in attendance. As 
for respectability, that depends on the

• conduct'd! life of those who receive it.
Some of its friends have been uncom

fortably anxious, from the first, about 
its respectability, and thought it de. 
volved ou them to give it rank and post 
tion, beglld, bejewel and bedizen it, in 
order to make it acceptable to the 
world. "It must not fear to appear à 
.little like orthodoxy,” say they, “al
though It may be vastly different; its 
clotlpng must be something after the 
old style, or else people will bo fright
ened away.” Hence they would pra. 
verbally at the beginning of every lec 
ture, to an imaginary God, and utter all 
the rhetorical flourishes about him and 
hie son, that have, been repeated since 
the Reformation. They would make 
frequent references to the Holy Bible, 
as if they regarded it as infallible, 
when they know that a truth uttered by 
Tom Thumb is lust as valuable,

To make Spiritualism Respectable they 
would robe it in a creed and hang beads 
and a cross around its neck, and excuse 
themselves by saying that such things 
mean nothing, and serve to beguile the 

• people.
Possibly by thus catering to prejudice 

Spiritualism might draw into its ranks 
many who now stand aloof, but would 
not such prove a source of weakness 
rather than strength?

away from, the holy shrine bearing with 
them the seeds of pestilence, > ■

The waters on analysis give many 
times greater amount , of impurities 
than that drawn direct from the sewers 
of London!

Thousands and thousandsare annually 
sacrificed to this superstition, and the 
cholera spread from that vile fountain 
has endangered the civilized world. It 
was a constant menace until science 
came to oppose the folly of religious ig
norance.

a sveral ofmyowns[iRt )pved.ones came 
in form, and oonvehlB with me to-day, 
my soul is to-night_ attuned to very 
heaven, and I have penned these 
thoughts from very (fullness ot thank
fulness, moved to do so by no request of 
the medium, but frebily, gratefully, for 
the sake of truth.

Allie Jandsay Lynch.

KINDLY CRITICISM.

"Granlologist:” Q. Ib it true that 
the largest brain manifests the most act
ive mind?

A. No; it is not true. On the con
trary, the largest brains have manifest
ed less than ordinary mentality, and 
brains below toe average have given 
wonderful achievements. So many other 
causes have to be taken into account, 
that size of the brain is among the least. 
The size in relation to the body; the ac
tivity of the vital processes, the form, 
and depth of the convolutions, and dens
ity of structure are important factors.

The brain of a large whale weighs 
236 ounces, and of Jumbo, Barnum’s el
ephant, 232 ounces, or almost four and a 
half times that of Daniel Webster. But 
the body of Jumbo weighed probably 
100 times as much as Webster's.

The average weight of the European 
brain is 50.2 ounces; that of Cuvier, the 
naturalist, was 64.5; of Daniel Webster, 
53.6: of General Butler, 57.5; the aver
age of fifty Australians, 47.3; of seven 
African negroes, 43. (i; of Bishop, the 
mind-reader, 40; of Grote, the English 
historian, 39; congenital imbecile, 70: a 
negro murderer, 70. This list might be 
increased to almost any extent, but 
these instances well show that the popu
lar notion that a large head indicates 
superior mentality is not true. The 
brain of an imbecile weighed nearly 17 
ounces more than Webster’s, and almost 
twice that of the great historian, Grote. 
The size of the brain does not indicate 
its weight, and many large brains are 
comparatively light. The small brain, 
of dense texture and driven at full 
speed by active vital forces, often mani
fests the attributes of genius.

"Inquirer:" Q. What is succes# in 
life? •

A, If a person acquires wealth 
said he is successful, but if he d s not 
he is unsuccessful, no mattej- wltat may 
be his attainments. The age worships 
money—worships it with such alneot de
votion, that it has few questions as to 
how it is acquired.

What is it to be successful in life? I 
was being driven from one Western 
town to another- to meet an engagement. 
We passed a large frame house, backed 
by spacious barns and outbuildings.

“There,” said the driver, “is one of 
the most successful farmers in all the 
region round about. He came here forty 
yearsago, with his household goods in 
a one-horse wagon, and went in debt for 
every dollar of his first forty acres. Now 
he owns all the land as far as you can 
see on this side, and several; outlying 
lots.” ' ■■ -

This looked like success, and I made 
inquiry. Ho had a family of four sons 
and two daughters. He had made them 
slaves to his insatiate greed. He had no 
sooner paid for one piece of land than 
he bought another, and the days were 
too short for the work he crowded into 
them.

Up early and. late, slave and drudge,, 
with not an hour of recreation. The 
wife, a kitchen servant, badly Used; the 
girls ill-dressed and allowed no leisure; 
the boys driven to their never-ending 
tasks; no thought given to their educa
tion or comfort; the getting of money 
made the all in all. In that, success 
came, and the broad acres extended 
farther and farther away.

But go into the house and there you 
will find a man and woman, feeble, 
trembling, with hair whitened by the 
frosts of many winters. They are alone. 
The two daughters have. been driven 
away, disgusted by the hard life im
posed on them, and no one knows where 
they are, living or dead. The four sons? 
Four low mounds, where the rank weeds 
flaunt in summer, and the snow drifts in 
winter, mark four drunkards’ graves.

And now the aged couple who in hon
ored age should enjoy the companion
ship of their children, should ’ have 
grandchildren prattling on their knees; 
should have troops of friends, made gen
erous by kindness extended in bygone 
years, should come to life’s warm west
ern "slope, where. the slant sun makes 
even the passing clouds of glorious 
beauty—sit silent and alone around the 
ashes of their ruined hearth, with no one 
to utter a word of tenderness or smooth 
tho pillow of final pain: no one to scatter 
a single flower on their dreary graves, 
or moisten with a tear.

Success! Their lives have been mis
erable failure's in everything which 
makes life desirable. What are broad 
acres to a human soul? Wealth is de
sirable, but if made the end instead, of 
the means whereby advancement may 
be gained, it leads to failure.

He who meets the great transition, - 
prepared by a life self-contained, bal
anced and devoted—best met the re
quirements of life in all its varied rela
tions, has been successful, whether his 
eyes close In a hovel or a marble hall.

“Utah:" Q. Did the Mormons ever 
have a temple before they built the one 
at Salt Lake? ■

A. Yes; at Kirtland, Ohio.
It is quite a number of years ago since 

I visited this early shrine of Mormon 
faith. In the vicinity Joseph Smith be
gan to gather his followers, and they re
garded itas the promised land,and began 
and completed a temple, under the di
rect eyes of the prophet in 1834, at a 
cost of $40,000. It is a plain yet impos
ing structure, situated on the east 
branch of the Chagrine River, and ov«r- 
looking from its elevation a wide extent 
of as beautiful country as Northern 
Ohio can boast. It is 50 by 70 feet, two 
stories of 20 feet each, It is of sand
stone, with cut? trimmings, the walls 
plastered with cement.

Tho lower story, after the vestibule, 
is fa one room, with three pulpits, If 
memory serves me, at one end, and four 
at tho other. These rise in gradation, 
one a little back and above the other, 
with gilt letters to show the rank ana 
order of the occupant. Those at one 
end were for the priest? of the Order of' 
Melchisedec, the other for the Order of 
Aaron. There were curtains to draw, 
and divide the room into four parts.

I was told by one of the old inhabi
tants who lived there at the time, that a 
school was- begun fa the temple for the 
purpose mainly of teaching the Hebrew 
language, and a learned Jew placed at 

-its head.
When the exodus to Nauvoo, Illinois, 

.took place, a great many believers re
mained—those who had farms and 
homes, or were less zealous, and these 
have kept the temple in repair.

I confess to a strange feeling as I 
stood in this sanctuary of a religion 
•which, had it come in a less enlightened 
age, might have had a .history of 
achievements surpassed by none!

B., Oneida: Q. A string being at
tached by the end inside a glass show
case, when certain persons rub the 
glass on the outside, the string will be 
drawn against it. What is the cause?

A. It is not a peculiar gift of “certain 
persons,3’ but one can obtain it as well 
as another. It, is a pretty experiment 
in electricity. The dryer the atmos- 
Shere the better, for the rubbing fa

uces an electrical state and the string 
is thus attracted.

W. M. Boult: Q. Is the book entitled 
“Oahspe” reliable, and can I rely on 
what.it tells me? .

A. If it is meant by “reliable,” au
thority, then the book is not reliable, 
for its statements, like those of the Bi
ble, are unsupported by any evidence 
outside. No book has ever been written

-infallible in reliability. ;

F. C. Harris: Q. Have been receiv
ing satisfactory messages for more than 
a year, but now a spirit, giving the 
name “Nemesis,” comes and threatens 
evil. What am I to do?

A. To concede to this spirit that it 
has power to -work evil, is to surrender 
the citadel It should be reasoned with 
and educated to the light. First, the 
sensitive should hold himself away from 
hate, revenge and selfishness in the pure 
sphere of love, fa which no one prone to 
evil can enter.

Theo. W. Childs: Q. It is said thé 
well of Zemzem is of such pure, sweet 
water that it of itself proves its miraeu- 
lous origin. What are the facts about 
this well? , . .

A. This well or spring may once 
have been of purest water, and exciting 

■ to mystery, springing as it did out of 
the desert, but it is far from that now.

Mohammedans claim that It is the 
well found by Hagar when she was cast 
off by Abraham,- and that the Angel 

• Gabriel brought. It'forth by a touch of 
his wing. It was venerated long before 
the time of Mohammed. "

It is now inclosed in the famous 
mosque at Mecca, in a marble basin, six 
feet across and five feet deep. However 
Îiure the water may have beefi origfaal- 
y, it now comes from thè drainage of 

Mecca, the most filthy of the filthy 
Eastern cities. It has no sewers and all 
tho waste and garbage is thrown ont to 
leach down fatò the sand, and seep into 
the well. When thousands and hun
dreds of .thousands of .pilgrims are 
camped around the city the filth is inde
scribable. . ' ,

, Tho water in the well is dark, with a 
foul smell and a bitter, nauseating taste. 
A pilgrim who painfully toils to this 
holy city is not fully repaid unless he 
stands on the brink of the well andhas 
water poured over him. Without cloth
ing these devotees stand in rows wait
ing their turn, while an attendant dips 
up tho water and turns it over them, 

’ one by one. They try to catch all they 
can in their mouths, but the water flows 
down again into the well,, to be dipped 
over the nextr-and so on, day after day. 
The water thus becomes laden with 
ierms of every disease known to the

gstilent Orient, «nd the pilgrims go

J. C. Danforth: Q. I notice in The 
Pkoghessive Thinkeh, No. 335, a com
munication from Dr. R. Greer regarding 
medical laws, and tells “How to ¿vole, 
and defeat prosecution.” Now, if a per
son, after following his directions, 
should be proved to haye cured or ma
terially aided a sick person, would he 
not be liable to fine or imprisonment all 
the same? ,

A. There is one method which is al
ways effective, and that is the following 
the example of the great sages of antiq
uity, who went aboutdoing good without 
price. The highest form of healing, 
wherein the greatest benefit may be 
conferred, is that which flows from-pure, 
unselfish love. To magnetize the sick, 
means to give them a portion of the life
force, more active and depleting than 
the giving of the blood. The healer 
should enter on his noble • profession 
with the earnest desire to alleviate suf
fering without price, if he aims at the 
best results. If ne does this he is above 
any law yet enacted.

A Chance to Make Money.
I have berries, grapes and peaches, a 

year old, fresh as when/ picked. ' I use 
the California cold process; do not heat 
or seal the fruit, just put it up cold; 
keeps perfectly fresh, and -costs almost 
nothing; can put up a bushel in ten min
utes. Last week I sold directions to 
over 120 families; anyone will pay a dol
lar for directions when they see the 
beautiful samples of fruit. As there 
are many people poor like myself, I con
sider,it my duty to give my experience 
tosudh, and feel confident anyone can 
make one or two hundred dollars around 
home in a few days. I will mail sample 
of fruit and complete directions, to any 
of your readers, for eighteen two-cent 
stamps, which is only the actual cost of 
the samples, postage, etc., to me.

Francis Casey, St. Louis, Mo.
'33i!cow6t _A”'

Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching 'the principle of 
ethics. Sho illustrates ,Ter subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended.. It la 
especially adapted far use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may' be made verv useful. 
Young and old will be- benefited by it 
Clothil For «ale atthis office.

I am going to take some thoughts from 
a chanter-(page 184) in Mr. Francis’ 
Encyclopaedia—that widely . read and 
valuable book—and launch them, and, 
be it understood, I do not do so because 
of finding anything but beauty in that 
spirit’s record of his life. .

He tells of his mother—“who of her
self was the embodiment of all womanly 
virtues”—having been surrounded, dur
ing his prenatal growth, by twelve no
ble spirits, who, knowing that he would 
fall heir to a large estate, had banded 
to influence him, during his earth-life, 
to be benevolent, noble, and for all of 
his earth-life these twelve spirits were 
guardian angels; thus he “was ushered; . 
into the world finely balanced, exqui
sitely attuned in spirit, and thoroughly 
adapted in every particular to illumin
ate dark places on earth,” '

Now, admitting Ihis to ba true of 
some human beings, is it pot equally 
true that such a person cannot be other 
than noble? on the other hand, as many 
persons are not noble by nature—are 
what we will class as undeveloped—Is it 
not evident that there were fewer, Or 
none, who banded as angel guardians 
(either this, or they were spirits of less 
unfoldment) about these as embryonic 
personalities and mortal men and wo
men? ,..................

A very flood of thoughts awakens at 
this point of my meditations. Why does 
“Divine Wisdom” so unevenly shape our 
ends? Why do we condemn any who 
err? When you think of it, isn’t it hard 
that all embryonic life cannot be pro
tected and directed by a band of noble 
spirits?

Ido not doubt for ope moment that 
very many mortals are born to do a 
work that has been mapped out for 
them by one or more spirits of the .high
er realms. I have felt that my own life 
has.been shaped by spirits to a remark
able degree, and "am by them led to be
lieve this has been to fit me—by expe
riences—for a certain line of work.

I most assuredly put forth claim in 
belief that parentage has a great effect 
upon offsptfng/that proper conaitiope, 
harmony and welcome especially, is 
rightly every child’s birthright. But it 
seems a little hard that those offspring 
whose parents mark them with more de
praved than benevolent natures, should 
not be surrounded by even more noble 
spirits, and as many or more in num
ber, who thus might influence tjiem 
to grand earth Ilves.

Yet there is a law that, “like attracts 
like,” weare taught-^and must believe 
by force of reason. Don’t you think, 
with such a line of thought-philosophy, 
we should be charitable in our judg
ment?

PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS.
I have very much enjoyed the Ency

clopaedia, and the thoughts called into 
life—into my brain-life—have been nu
merous and pleasant, soul-stirring and 
elevating. And I want now to give a 
thought or two on what is called, by 
Spiritualists, physical phenomena. 
First, I want to say that I how recently 
read “There Is No’Death” by Florence- 
Marryatt. One thought that came as a 
result was this: How could Mr. Robert 
White possibly have doubted the gen
uineness of materialization had be ever 
witnessed the grand and numerous 
physical manifestations which this most 
sensible and well-known writer so fully 
attests, and thus, in her efforts fortruth, 
conveys to her readers such a genuine 
evidence of their being honest state
ments?

Before I say more on the subject of 
this form manifestation which the gen
tleman so broadly denies, I desire to 
give a few thoughts on a recent sitting I 
had with one of Chicago's best physlcjtl 
mediums. On the 20th of May I Went to 
Wm. Arnold’s home and had a private 
sitting. I asked for tost conditions and 
he kindly permitted any I would sug
gest. I closely examined the- small 

’ room in which we sat, and then invited 
him to step into the black'sack he uses 
when he holds seances for materializa
tion. This sack covered the man entire, 
excepting his head, and I tied the draw
strings and sewed them carefully. I 

-knew that the trumpet stood very near 
and a trifle back of me, thus being all of 
five feet from Mr. Arnold, who sat on 
the opposite side of a stand from my own 
seat. While yet I could see his face by 
the dim light, the trumpet—long tin 
horn—was raised aloft by unseen hands 
and I was touched by it, the spirit tap
ping gently on my high comb.

Then the light was extinguished, and 
immediately soft, fleshy hands touched 
me, touohihg my hands no matter where 
1 placed them, and they were not the 
medium's, for I found him encased in 
the silicia sack as L had sewed him. 
Seven spirits came to me, talking audi
bly and even loudly at times, through 
the moving trumpet, identifying them
selves; and the medium’s control—Min
nie—was often voicing me words, 
through his organism, even as some per
sonal spirit-friend spoke through the 
horn. This same Minnie—a most lova
ble individuality—had, at the beginning 
of the sitting, chatted to me for a half 
hour, and I must say she went right to 
the bottom of things she saw in my past, 
present and future, giving many points 
that corroborated advice my own guides 
have given from time to time.; There 
weTe beautiful spirit^lighti-floating 
about me, almost into mylaceat times. 
For an hour and a half I was privileged 
to be blessed by those manifestations- 
which have been the magnets for, Spir

itualists, and these, some of them, now 
seem to scorn because they feel they 
have risen to. such spiritual planes as 
to need only the philosophy pf our 
grand movement

ANOTHER SEANCE.
To-day (May 28) I attended one of Mr. 

Arnold's materializing seances.- The 
thought came to me to iihplore all 
who are marching under the same ban
ner of Spiritualism, to forever refrain 
from any word which would point to 
physicabphenomena as in any degree 
less important and elevating than its 
philosophical teachings, as obtained 
through trance or inspirational lectures 
or writings. As I sat in the circle, 
knowing! had examined the room and 
cabinet, and again sewed the medium in 
the black sack—he dressed in black 
also—and. saw forms walk out into our 
very midst, clothed in shimmering 

-white, showingtheir lovely’ white arms 
and hands, touching us, talking to us, 
handing us fiowerS\and filling each one’s 
heart with joy that Gvae almost a paid 
in its emotional intensity and thankful
ness, I felt, as I say, it is sacrilege for 
any Spiritualist to assert that physical 
phenomena are not every whit as neces
sary, elevating, and pn as high a plane 
as the grandest discourse that has ever 
given joy to. listeners through their 
Drain-ecstacy; let heart-ioy and brain
pleasure be classed as of twin import
ance to Spiritualism.
. This is my word for physical medlum- 
ship, and yet every particle of' my own 
mediumship may be classed as philo
sophical, I presume—being trance or 
impressionai. And I for one do most 
emphatically proclaim materialization 
to be a demonstrated fact. Because that

Deah Sister AND,’5biend:—Beyond 
the power of resistance l am impressed 
to a partial review of your bright and 
candid article in The Progressive 
Thinker of April JI; For two reasons: 
The desire for more knowledge, and the 
desire to call your' attention to a possi
ble error of belief. ■

In a general sense I think your ideas 
of music are sound, and that they will 
have the concurrence of the majority. 
By all means, whether in preaching, 
singing or. conversation, let us not make' 
assertions that we do not believe.

■' Now, you may take it as a confession 
when I say that I find it very difficult to 
eradicate the instructions of early child
hood, and that to me they are sacred, 
But this idea is made to cover too much 
ground. Those who are willing and 
eager to find the truth, regardless of 
the world’s dogmatism and ostracism, 
cannot be seriously handicapped by 
■these lessons of tho past. .

I have never been a member of any 
church, yet with mereliglon has always 
been a vital subject. . And before call
ing this a childish superstition, there 
are other things to be considered. It 
has always seemed reasonable to me that 
a persod’s belief or unbelief in anything 
can neither upset the universe nor save 
a soul; and that our belief will alway? 
be according to our knowledge. And I 
rejoice in this view. ’ •

Yet I suppose there are millions of 
earth’s denizens to-day who persistently 
turn their backs on this lamp of knowl
edge lest its unerring rays shall dis
perse the mists of their faith and leave 
them in the lurch with’no better crite
rion than common sense. I do not attack 
them nor.blame them. People who live 
in glass houses should be very circum
spect. c- • •

But evolution has its legitimate work 
to do, and we are evolutionists. Not the 
culprit but the crime we denounce. 
Not the qrlpe but the crlminal we seek 
to emancipate from the shackles of er
ror. This i? not entirely a digression.

I will pass some, essential items in 
your discussion, and come to this:

“We simply believe in. Nature—noth
ing more.” ; , '

Here you have a position that, from 
my own standpoint, is Impregnable, 
Still, one of us, perhaps both, may he 
wearing colored glasses of differing 
shades, and therefore do not mean the 
same thing by thed^jne word. Hike 
the idea of permitting our thoughts to 
reach out in all direcyons towards the 
confines of space, tup.impossible con
cluding epochs of etqrolty, the wonder
ful possibilities of faqmim progress here 
and hereafter; but? these things need 
not, should not, divert qur earnest atten
tion from the concrete and imminent 
emergencies of to-d^y, '

I feel much assured, id hazarding these 
comments, by the tbnoldf your essay in 
its exemplary candor find courage. If 
you wiU make a radi^aSstudy of human 
nature and its sclobtififc demand for a 
symmetrical orgatfizitlon, you will 
doubtless find that,■linfTegard to your 
faculties of BplrltudKt^’ttnd veneration, 
there is room for special' culture. Please 
remember that l Howon your own 
ground—Nature. Gur'duty of growth 
and development comprehends our en
tire mission here.- Thejanguage of the 
above-mentioned faculties points with 
the index of absolute science to the fact 
of an Infinite Spirit, whose throne is 
the acme of perfection, toward which 
our pilgrimage of endless progression is 
trending; and it also implies a principle 
of devotion hitherto Called divine wor
ship. . In vain may we try to eliminate 
these principles from the economy of 
nature. ' ' " . '

And I verily believe that yoh, my dear 
friend- (pardon the presumption), will 
yet be delighted with these facts, and 
cease to arraign the nomenclature of 
those who, to your present eye, are still 
clinging to the mythical relies of ortho
doxy. I apprehend that Brother Fran
cis does not quite assent to these views; 
but as he is kind-hearted and fearless in 
hie championship of tbe'trutfa perhaps 
he will not refuse so mild 'a*review  a 
place in the typical reform journal of 
the century. ' '

Do not consider this an attack. If I 
am wrong, I wish to know it. If right, it 
is no more than the ever-impending 
duty that we all owe tb the general pro
gress in our best interpretations of the 
grandest' and most glorious of all the 
fems, viz.; Modern Spiritualism.

. Sieas Boardman.
La Crosse, Wis.

born philosophy is a fact—I have left 
my body and went long distances, to cir
cles, controlled mediums to write mes
sages to friends at the circle; willed 
them to sign my name to the message; 
been seen by several clairvoyants at the 
circle^rbcognized by tho description 
given to my friends at the circle—by 
tho clairvoyant? that saw me as a spirit. 
So I am not entirely ignorant of the 
laws of mediumship and spirit-return, 
and my deep interest jn the heaven-born 
philosophy prompts mo to pen those 
facts to my brothers and sisters, who 
are wading through the creed-bound 
fogs that are trying so hard to smother 
the lamplight of reason, which is 
being kindled all over this beautiful 
earth, by the help of the higher mes
sengers of light that are coming to the 
rescue of all truth-loving mortals, but 
the greatest foes to our heaven-born 
philosophy, are the earth-bound spirits 
amongst all classes, especially amongst 
those calling themselves Spiritualists, 
not living moral or spiritual lives; and 
yet wishing to become mediums; jmd 
their wishes are readily, granted by 
earth-bound spirits ever ready to assist 
sensual mortals in any Une they wish to 
travel in, especially in the line of what 
'mortals please to call “free-love,"which 
is a cloak used to cover up their sensual 
actions. This has been, and yet is the 
greatest curse amongst people calling 
themselves Spiritualists. But the time 
has come at last when'the line between 
sensualism and Spiritualism is to be 
drawn, and all judged by acts; and my 
advice to all. those mediums that have, 
laid their reasoning powers down, as it 
were, and depend on their controls or 
guides, as .they call them, is, to use what 
little moral or spiritual light they have 
left, before they find themselves eq- 
gujphed in the same dark sea of sensual- 
ism.tjiat their guides are in.

’Rdinembei', brothers and sister?, that 
the same law that evolved the sunlight 
of the solar system evolves the lamplight, 
of such hgtnan souls, and that light is 
the oply tdue light that each human soul 
has to travel by. You see, then, how 
nqcessary.it is for each one to keep that 
inner light burning and not depend on 
the light of another’s lamp, no matter 
where that soul may be, in a material 
body or out.

If my pen-pictures of experience will 
cause one person to keep his or her own 
soul’s lamp trimmed and burning, then 
I have not penned this in vain.

, R. C, Doane,

From what plane of life are we choos
ing our pilots to steer -the great ship. 
Spiritualism? ¡ or are we1 allowing 
ourselves to be steered .by those that 
are fog-bound themselves,. and have be
come shipwrecked. . qn soma ~ barren, 
creedbound shore—not using the light 
of our intuition, or /inner conscience, 
that the God of nature .evolved for us? 
Are we any more liable . to. keep from 
being shipwrebked thtfa they were? If 
we allow those alreadyjfa the fog to take 
charged! our ship ^mminds), are we 
not becoming fog-bdjmihwith them, in
stead of helping theWefiut of the log? 
Are we not being split tPP into factions, 
by undeveloped, earth-bound spirits?

For instance, look at the silly, creed
bound, Buddhist priests; , that are capti
vating our would-b%iBensible mediums, 
if they would only tflfifold their own in
tuitive powers that the; God of nature 
gave them. No sanei mfad, using their 
own soul's lamp, that the God of nature 

^gave them; could ebipe to such a conclu
sion as that the earthtplane was the only 
plane where wrongs?.coqld be righted. 
I am calling on thoae?t'hat have not al
lowed any fog-boundipilot to take charge 
of their reasoning powers—for how can 
you reach the reasoning powers of.any 
that don’t use their own reason? As well 
try to control a subject that is under 
the power of the mesmerize:- In the 
body, as one controlled by a mosmerizer. 
out of the body; in either case,_the sub
ject is willed to believe whatever the 
master wishes, no matter what the mas
ter is, or believes. Whether,the master 
is in the body or out of the body, the 
one controlled- is a: slave all the same. 

’Then would it not be well to stop and 
.use our own reasoning powers, and see 
whore we are’-drlfting, before we are 
completely befogged In the black sea of 
sensualism, for tnat is -where the major
ity of our phenomenal mediums are 
drifting. Thjs is no guess-work—I 
know what I am talking about. I have 
been a materializing medium, but not 
an unconsciOiia-dne. I knowour heaved-
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To the Edjtob:—In the paper of 
May 16, the excellent article entitled, 
"Responsibility of Mothers," attracts 
my notice, as worthy the deep attention 
of all parents; and while I agree heart
ily witn the writer, I feel that she does 
not go far enough back in placing the 
responsibility of the mother at the “be
ginning of the existence of her off
spring.”

To all thinkers it must be apparent that 
every child has the right to a correct 
start in life; the right to be well-boru. 
This is a matter with which the child 
has nothing to do. Who has? Who 
but the parents of the little one?

While children come into the world 
undesired, as accidents, born of parents 
in no respect fitted for the responsibili
ties of parenthood, what guaranty have 
they, the children, of this right start?

Can a weak, tired out, sickly mother 
give to- the coming child the physical 
body needed for his bitter fight in this 
world of woe? Can she fail to fasten 
upon her child her own weakness, and 
often her own disease? We hear of 
children inheriting tendencies to dis
ease-consumption or scrofula, so-called 

- (that deceptive name given by many 
doctors to a multitude of the worst dis
eases known), inheriting from one or 
both. parents. Who is responsible for. 
this? Can the parents plead not guilty?

Then, again, the troubled state of the 
mind4-the irritation and worry caused 
by daily annoyances; the dread of want, 
often actual need; the rebellion against 
environments and antagonism against 
people necessarily the mother’s associ
ates during the sensitive period of ges
tation—can these fail to have an enor
mous and a lasting effect upon the future 
child?

Is a woman who cannot, in reason, ex
pect tb bequeath to her child a healthy 
oody, and who is in such circumstances 
that she cannot bend all her energies 
toward the preparation for her little one 
in hope and love, and who does not real
ize that what her child is—the nature he 
is born, with, his tendencies, and his 
strength to work out his salvation in the 
earth-life—is largely, O, so largely, de
termined ii} these forty weeks in which 
he draws his life from her own—is such 
a woman without responsibility?

Far tqc> many mothers are victims of 
circumstances, victims of falsa social 
ideas—of false laws. They marry with 
no knowledge of themselves or’of the 
laws of Efe, with no thought of a per
sonal responsibility, a personal duty to
wards themselves and their future off
spring. ■ Perhaps they have that false 
modesty which looks upon matters such 
as these as improper to discuss orevan 
to thfak about. ' '

Thank heaven, the day draws nigh 
when women shall begin to feel that 
manriage, as a method of gaining a 
home, is not the end and aim in life, nut 
that deep and awful responsibilities rest 
upon all taking this step. They are be
ginning to. dimly sense that as are the. 
parents; especially the motherj in body, 

.mind and soul (not only during gestation 
but loiig,' long before), so, ib a very 
great extent, will be the child; and when 
she feels thus, no woman can truly be
lieve that her responsibility begins only 
at the moment of her child’s birth.

Can we" expect over-weary, discon
tented, irritable, diseased, unloving and 
unloved mothers to bring into the world 
other than children having tendencies 
to these same evils?

Those parents whose gray hairs are 
brought in sorrow to the grave by the 
evil conduct of their children; are not, 
to my mind, blameless, however exem
plary in the world’s eyes may have been 
their lives. Such will generally find a 
key to their children’s evil tendencies, 
if they look deeply enough.

Then, when we think or the conditions 
to which children are often born, the 
poverty, squalor and vice surrounding 
them, can we wonder at the crime, vice 
and folly filling the world with woe?

I truly believe if the mothers of the 
world were rightly educated to view 
themselves as very largely responsible 
for the kind and quality of the bodies, 
minds and souls of their .children, and 
would insist upon only the best of condi
tions for themselves and for the prepar
ation for their offspring, the world 
would .take immense strides toward the 
ifiillenniuni, and in a few generations 
man would be, as he was intended to be, 
truly '“made in God’s image.”

■ Eva Lynn.
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...THE GREAT...

Year Book of the Heavens
FOR 1896.
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Plaxxtb and PxopLE, the Astronomical and As*  

trologtcsl Monthly which has attracted ao much at*  
tention during the pait year, because of the wonder*  
fully accurate predictione niado therein, and the very 
valuable and highly instructive lessons on the Influ*  
ence of the stare, a® well as the choice literary, sclen*  
tiflo and political contributions, will be Issued in one 
complete volume for the year 169Û.

The reason for this change la because many sub
subscribers prefer to have tho entire year’s cunultlona 
in advance rather than by the month.

It will be profusely Illustrated with about 100 cuts 
elaborating upon the science of planetary life, and tho 
relation of the people to the stars.

FIFTY-TWO LESSONS
on the general weekly doings for the year, is the 
feature of the work, and together with a world of 
other Information and special matter make up the 
most marvelous book on the wonders of the heavens 
and earth everbefore published. '

Subscribe now and secure a copy of the first print 
which will be ready December 1st.

THE CONTENTS OF THE WORK AREt
Preface.
Introduction.
Signe and Figure«.
Advance Weekly Star Reports for 1896, con-

A group of Mystics, emblematically Illus
trated.

A group of Vegetarians, emblematically il
lustrated. '

A group of Reformers, emblematically Illus
trated.

Personal Character Delineations, giving 
numerous occult lessons for students of the 
law.

Ormsby’s Calendar Ephemerla, a marvelous 
compilation of facts for the year 1896.

Agricultural Pointers—a guide for farmers 
and gardeners. -

Weather Bulletin—showing storm periods 
for the year.

Physicians’ and Burgeons’ Anatomical 
Chronometer.

Health Department—giving numerous hints 
and suggestions of value to all. ’

Editorial Mention, Reviews, Special Matter, 
Etc., Etc.

Price! Paper, fl.OO) KeaUy Bound In 
Cloth, ,1.50. Addreu all order, to

40 LOOMIS ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

The distinguished author. Hudson Tuttte, requires 
no Introduction to the readers of Tux PaooBKssiva 
Tbixkxb, but tho following beading*  of chapters will 
show them whht they may expect from the book:

Contents:—An Idyl — Firdham - Building the 
Church—The Evangelist—Blood—The 'oaloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Souls—Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Caln-Evolution—btella—The 
Cell—Death—A Stop Forward—The Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annotte-The Bank Rohbery— 
Liberty—All Is Well That Ends Weli-The New 
Church-The New Way; Lod to the Ligbt,

Every chapter ts devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist is con*  
trusted with the character of the honest minister and 
the thinking agncstlc. The steps by which a preacher 
emerges from the church, and the difficulties he meets 
aro graphically presented. The new church and pro*  
greulvo lycemn evolved out of tho .old, form an in
teresting study to those seeking new methods.

It is a beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
tn accordance with our new departure, is 80 cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for ai.25. For eale at the 
Office of The Pboorxsmvx Thtnxzb.

Waytiie Jottings,
Gathered from the Hlghwaya, By-waya and Hedge® 

of Life. By Matti a E. Hull. Tula la a marvelously 
neat book at selections from Mrs. Hulls beat poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait at Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, 11.
The Spiritual Alps 

and How Wo Ascend Them. .
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

where spirit Is supremo and all things are subject to' 
It. With portrait. ByMosxsHuLL. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate yuur spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound tn cloth, 40 cents» la paper cover. 25 
cent®. .
JTew Thought»

Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti
fully primed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and- 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phase of 
tl)c Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 11.50.
Jiew Thought»

Volume II. B8< pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents.
Joan, the Medium»

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
at a Leader of Armies. By Moaxa Hull. Tilts is at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrlilingly in*  . 
terestlng; no history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Iseue. 1

By Mose® Hull. A compound of th« two pamph*  
lets, “The Irrepressible Conflict,” and "Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. Thi® book contains •

1 statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies or 
the times, that »very one should have. ,
All About Devils. /

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from Hts Batanlo 
Majesty and His Subordinates in the Kingdom of 
Darkness, «pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums, . ,

ar Christ and Mediumship»
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull, An invincible argument proving that * 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condl- 
tlon® of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa*  ' 
meat were under the same conditions that medium® 
require to-day; and that tbecomlng of Christ is the re*  
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, , -

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell, By 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Bplr*  
Ituellstlc Interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists. Price*  
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised.

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended, price 10 cents.
SpiritualoSongster. '

By Mattie E. Hull- Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull'® ’ 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the urt 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 cts^ 
or 16 per hundred.
The Mediumlstio Experience '

o/ John Drown»
The Medium of the Rockies, with introduction by 

J. 8. Loveland. Thia Is the history of one of tba : 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large . 
pages. Price, 60 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists» ‘

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents. ’
Who Was the Hebrew Jehovah? ' ■■

An argument on the origin and character of the 1 
Jewish God. Price, 5 cents.
Was John Calvin a Murderer?

Price. 5 cents. ;

7yHE. AMOUNT OF VALUABLE 
formation succinctly and clearly stated in this 

volume of 554 page® la amatlng. The title, aa above 
given, fall® to donrey an Idea of the fulness and com- 
Sletenesa with which the subjects are treated. The 

latrlarchate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, la brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This «s followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work. Tho Church of To-day, Fast, Preaent, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter in the book that Is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information. Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is pocked with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intenselylniereittng from beginning to 
endrNoonacan possibly regret buylnglt; It 1® a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov- 
IngmlmL

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office. . ________

The Other World and This.

A Compendium of ¡Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

TN THIS VOLUME THS AUTHOR, 
x Auguite W. Fletcher, M. th. tn the thirty-nine 

. chapter® dhcuMoa a vide variety of inbjecu per*  
talnlng to Spiritualism, from a aphtaialtitic ittmd*  
point. She evinces the power® of a trained thinker, 
bots tn matter of thought and fine literary style, ana 
capablcy of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conclicnas® and yet with clearness. 
It will provu a rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for . any one seek? 
Ids Information concerning SpIrtuaUini and Its teach 

, 1por sal© at this office. Price, $1.50.

God in the Constitution.
Bv Robert G- Insenoll. Onèot the be» pepere Colo- 

,ael luereou ever wrote. I» pep«r cover, with like*.  
mu ouutbor. .Price. » cent» twtfrecopie, fer 11.00.
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THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER-CHINIQUY. >
This is a most valuable book. It comes from an Bx*  ' 

Priest, whoso character la above reproach, and who ■ 
knows what he Is talking about. Everybody should 
read it Price, 114)0. It contains tho following chap« . 
tern: . . -

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self* . 

respect In the Confessional. .
CHAPTER n. t

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th® 
Print- • :

CHAPTER IH. - .
Th® Confessional is the. Modern Sodom. '

CHAPTER IV. ' , ,‘-
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made euy ■ 

by Auricular Confession. . /-i-
CHAPTER V. ’ .

The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con-. ; 
feuional—Wbst becomes of her after uncoudltion,*  > ■> 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin. ’ , : •

CHAPTER VI. . :
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tie® ¿1 

Marriage and Human Society. . . <
CHAPTER VII. ’

Should Aurlcul ar Confession be tolerated among Civil* ; ' 
ixedNatlons? . ■ ’

CHAPTER VDI. • -.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX. . 77
Tho Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious .

Imposture. • ' ,
CHAPTER-X.- - 4

God compels the Cburcb of Rome to confess th® 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

. CHAPTER. XI.
Auricular Confesilon In Australia, America, and . 

France. j .
. CHAPTER XII. ' .
A Chapter for the Consideration of Lcglslators, Hu®*  

bands and Fathers—Some of the mattcr^ou which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent*  '

Sent Post-paid) Price, $1.00«

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. 1
DY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D a novel .written with.a pnrpoee. and that . 
purpose Is not merely to enable ¿q unthinking, Idle 
mlndtOTrhlle away the time In a state of idle blessed.*  
dobs. devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
loir-improvement or.the good oj huininjty. It la a ■ 
book designed especially, primarily, formotben and ■ 
tiio.o who aro tobe mothers; nod aecondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the woll-telnp and happiness of 
the race. Il.brlnga.atrongiy and clearly to view the , > 
result upon tho child of proper surroundings and Infiu- 
ences bearing upon th® mother previous to maternity. ' 
Incidentally the author ttnumea upon. varlouB. thtnga . : • 
In modern social and business life,, which. aw unjust,-, 
and fix unequal burdens upon thelndlvlduals oompo*  
Ing society as a-whole. The book Is trenchaot, Lnstrnc- ’ 
live and very Interesting, even when regarded merely . 
ss a novel, and la esnecTsny commended to "women ; 
everywhereto whom U Is dedicated. It alKihor*-  
ougbiy allows up th® Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic \ 
Church: advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual pbn*  
isophy art introduced. It contains a fine ukettase «f 
the author.:. It cental» vagea. neatly bound h - 
Heth. Price by mall, preMii, .

what.it
nqcessary.it
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He Will Attend His 
Funeral.

One thousand more on file at our office. Watch 
this space as new testimonials will appear every 
two weeks.

> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS <

□. M. PEEBLES, M. Dm \
: SAN DIEGO, CAE. ¡
’ Wilt <

1

à 
,1“SPIRITS’ HOMES.”

From the 1'irat to the Seienih Zone), and Oui 
Duties to Each Other Here and Now.”

j- owe*

Will send a free diagnosis and terms for treatment to 
all who will send their name and addresa—lu their 
own handwriting—with postage stamp for reply.

“The Paclflo Coast Spiritualist" of Dec. 80, 
cava of Dr. Forsteh—

‘‘Since hts coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, bls 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and. his straight
forward course of Integrity and honor?’

“Dr. W. M. Forster, Callfomtit’s noted clairvoyant 
physician, is receiving coinmendgtlonB from far and 
nearover his remarkable» success as a Uealer?’—Phil* 
osophical Journal. ■

Address, ,

DR. W, M. FORSTER,
1059 JUarhet Street, - < flan Francisco, Cal, 
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A MILD CRITICISM.
The Church of the Spul.

To the Editor —I was rather taken 
by surprise on reading the .an^ounce- 
pjent in The Proîhiesbive Thinkei^ 
of May Dtii that the Fir^st Spiritual 
Church of Chicago bad changed the 
name of the society to 1 ‘The Church 
of the Soul;” that they had formulated 
a creed which all members subscribe 
tp. This is a new departure, indeed. 
It is doubtless a fact that no two per
sons have exactly the sanie opinions, 

■ religious or otherwise, therefore can
not subscribe to any creed and main
tain their individuality in thought and 
action. This action of the First Spirit- 
uabChurch savors very strong of dog
matism and a ' desire to imitate the 
orthodox Christian Church, which I 
am sorry to see. I have noticed the 
same tendency in other spiritual or
ganizations, as speaking of their lec
turers as révérends, etc. I should 
conclude that this “Church of the 
Soul” was a theosophical church , or 
society from portions of . their pub
lished creed indorsing reincarnation.« 
I quote: Angelic states are the 
fruition of, and the victory over earth, 
conditions by successive embodiments 
in other (more advanced) planets. 
Archangels are the fruition of ex
perience in all the planets of the 
solar system. Now, Mr. Hudson 
Tuttle, in his answers to questions in 
this same number of The Proijriss- 

. ive Thinker, sqys, or Bichard A.
Proctor, spirit, says: “I contended, 

a, while in physical life, that there were 
no reasons for supposing, that any 
planet was inhabited by human beings, 
or beings at all comparable therewith, 
I now affirm; with perfect knowledge, 
that my conjecture was right.”

This Spirit Proctor affirms with a 
perfect knowledge that the planets of 
the solar system are not inhabited, 
yet this Church of the Soul indorses a 
creed that affirms that higher angelio 
states ' are the fruition of experience 
in all the planets of the solar system. 
This creed of the Church of the Soul 

: may be what some, calling thejnselves 
Spiritualists, believe. I believe Spirit
ualism should stick to demonstrated 
facts, and rest nothing on faith or 

. theory. I have never s.een it affirmed 
bÿ any spirit message that reincarna
tion was a fact. It is certainly not 
çiinsistent with nature or reason, and 
Is repugnant to our feelings and sense 
of. justice. I am like the Congress
man who had imbibed too freely of the 
ardent and exclaimed: “Where am I 
at.” Creedal religion is what no pro- 
■grèssive thinker can stand upon; his 
creed of to-day, by attained &ct 
through evolution, may become falla
cies wTto-inoiTpw. V. Cooley. 
j Holmes City, Minn. . -

IN RE THE CHURCH OF THE SOUL.
_To the Editor:—While the pub

lication, of the basic principles of the 
Church of the Soul gives everyone 
who may read them the right to say 
or think whatever he or she may 
please in regard to the same, there is 
still the manifest right of all people 
to join themselves together in any so
ciety; or church, provided they do not 
interfere with the rights of other peo
ple to stay out of such organizations 
jf they choose. .

The Church of the Soul does not 
feel called upon to enter into any con
troversy as to its right to exist; and 
all who choose to join it very well un
derstand that no fetters are put upon 
their freedom of opinion by this pass
age in the constitution:
“It is expressly understood that 

membership in the new organization 
does not necessarily imply acceptance 
and belief in all its basic principles.” 
• <It is no more bigoted to state what 
one does believe than what one does 
not believe; bigotry consists in trying 
toi; force others into accepting one’s 
belief or unbelief. If others agree 
with you they have a perfect right to 
say. so, either in speaking or writing; 
and that does not compel them to 
think as you do one moment after 
they have said so, if they choose^ or 
think they have cause, to change their 
minds.
' It will be the pleasure of thé trus
tees, members or pastor of the Church 
'df- -the Soul to give any information 
Concerning its work that may be de
sired, but no answer will be made 
whatever to those who simply criticise 
that concerning which they know 
nothing. '

À small pamphlet is now being 
prepared which will contain three dis
courses by the guides of Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, defining in detail 
the aims, purposes and position of 
the Church of' the Soul and its rela
tion to Spiritualism. ■. ‘ .

These pamphlets will be for sale at 
office of The Progressive Thinker. 
Price 10 cents.

Crt/VS.E 
WftTKlNS, 
m.d. ...

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success. ■ ' -

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to rundown other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is ac
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 

, he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is Ije gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 

' desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the pries of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a flne physician, but a perfect gentle
man andhonestin every respect. ./

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on ■ •

“CHRONIC DISEASES,” 
-Whioh will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to . 
consult him .

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. G. Ê. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS,"

HYPNOTISM.
Remarkable Experiences "at 

Buda-Pesth. '

JUNE 20, 189«

■ 0. H. Catlin,
For Trustees Church of the Soul.

: “The Religion of the Future.’’ By S. 
Weil. Thia is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, .by a bold, 
untrainmeled thinker. Spiritualists who- 
love -deep, clear thought,, reverent for

1 Ituth alone, will be pleased with it, arid, 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
50 cents. . . '

“Poems'of Progress.” By -Lizzie- 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a- book to be 
treasured arid riphly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily- 
printed and bound.' Price $1. For.sale 
atthisofflee. 7 .
: "The Missing Link in Modern Spirit
ualism.’•’ By A. Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume. of; especial 
interest to all Spiritualists. ’A. Leah 
Underhill was one of the Fox Sisters, 
with .whom was the inception of the 
modern Spiritual movement. She nar-( 
rates. many incidents and spiritual oc

- Currences in the experiences of the Fox 
family. ¡Price, cloth, $1.60, postpaid ‘

The last received number of the 
Vienna Fremdenblat, for May 23d, 
contains the following remarkable 
story of a hypnotic experiment under 
the auspices of the most distinguished 
medical men of Europe:

A medical congress, with delegates 
from every country in Europe and 
also from the United States, will be 
held during the exposition in Buda- 
Pesth, commencing this month. 
Among the subjects to be discussed 
will be hypnotism, and as a practical 
illustration of this modern science two 
patients have been provided to be 
placed under hypnotic influence, and 
it will be one of the most remarkable 
hypnotic experiments ever undertaken 
in Europe. '

Professor Fricker, of London, who 
has made hypnotism his special study, 
-has secured from India two Hindoos, 
Bhim Yen, from Lahore, and Payal 
Krishman, from Cawnpore, prom
inently known to the English medical 
fraternity’ in India as experts ih Hin
doo science. Experiments were first 
made on them in London at the Lon
don County Medical School, where 
they were hypnotized by Professor 
Fricker, and carefully guarded during 
their sleep, which lasted for a period 
of thirty days, without any nourish
ment, and no attending evil results at 
the end of the period. The experi
ments took place in the presence of 
the medical staff of the school.

The two Hindoos were now taken to 
Presburg, and in the presence of the 
representatives of -the Presburg and 
Vienna newspapers', and physicians 
from the two cities; placed under 
hypnotic sleep by Professor Fricker. 
After having been, placed in glass 
coffins. and photographed they were 
taken under escort of • the physicians 
to the railroad station and carried to 
Buda-Pesth, where they will form one 
of the exhibits of the medical con
gress. ’ ;

' The two Hindoos will, according .to 
Professor Fricker, sleep for eight days. 
On the ninth they will awake, and 
after twelve, horn's be again placed 
under hypnotic influence for eight 
days, and this wili-oontihue'four times 
in succession, the whole period under 
hypnotic sleep being thirty-two days, 
or. four periods oL. eight days each, 
with one day’S interruption after each 
period. During the whole period they 
will be watched day and night by 
physicians appointed by the medical 
congress. The public will, also be ad
mitted to be present. The attending 
physicians are authorized by the med
ical congress to:, inject a little milk 
into the patient’s mouth, should the 
physicians conclude from their ob- 
setvatioris that the vital powers of the 
patients are being impaired. The 
Hindoos, will receive 300 guldens per 
day during the experiment.

It was at first proposed that the 
sleeping Hindoos should be buried 
seven meters under the ground during 
their- hypnotic ■ sleep, but the author- 
¡ties of Buda:Pesth refused a-permit,

J. M.PEEBLES.M.D.;

T

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC < 
.1 DISEASES. ’ j

—Depends for life remarkable cures, tiot 1 
upon the old drastic drug system, buj.upou 1 
the knowledge of diseases and their proper 1 
remedies—upon science and the finer pay^ ] 
nhlc forces. |< '

' Some of Mb cures, like Schlatter’s, are < 
’ INSTANTANEOUS; |n other cases months s 
’ are required; . . i
1 Having carefully studied all the thcrapeu-- 4

tic agencies :[n connjwtlon with bis long med- 4 
। leu! experience, he uses fhoao best adapted 
>• to each uaait with ynvaryjng succeu. 2 
, Hundreds lire joyfully wrltlpg the Doctor: ;2 
, “I am better?' or “I am cured." "God bless 1
- you.” ’ J
| HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING! • 
X Dyspepsia, dtarriuea, dropsy, epilepsy, ec * 
X zeina, erysipelas, faillug sickness, rheuma- M 
X tlsm, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, ? 
X headaches, heart disease, kipdey complaint, < 

.female weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia, < 
w paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, < 
W bladder-affectIon, cancer, cataw^i, pimples < 
w upon the face, uterine diseases,'weaknesses < 
<•> of men, barrenness, Insanity, drunkenness, < 
ft> constipation; la. grippe and all chronic < 
& diseases. And further,'he furnishes -\ 
| FREE*  TO ALL '’PATIENTS J 

X Hygenic ami Physiological literature, eu- .< 
y abllng them when cured, to remain healthy. < 

I Correct Diagnosis Free, i 

¿> By enclosing name, age, sex, , 
& leading symptom and stamp ,
® for reply. <

DR. J. Si L0U6KS,
v 8HIRLEYVILLE, MASS.,

The Well-Known! Magnetic Physician
of About - 80 Of ears' Practice.

Hla practico extend. Into Jl purls of the United 
fiUtes and Canada;- tUo fióme parta,pf Europu. He 
la making wonderful c.uxqs with LU magnetic reme
dies, au Mi ceytlftoatei of tures will show. Send for 
one.. Many uie cured when given up to die by tho 
M. D’8. If you nond hlnuia lock;of your hair, name, 
age. bci, and four -g-cmt Btainpi, be will tell you 
what he thinks of.youriicasoj.AlBp what the pros-, 
pectaare fora curé. • Iky him and pe copvljiceii

TESTIMONIAL:
Another one cured and-taita of it unasked.' See the 

dates—these are fresh. , - ■ ■
. DR. J. 8. LOUOKB,:. ShirleyvIlie» Maea.-Dear 

Sir:— I am glad to inform you 1 am as good ag well, 
though if I had the money I would, send for another 
month’s treatment. 1 Your treatment' is wonderful; 
I got better even before I commenced taking the med
icines. Ny only trouble.now la reBtlcsnesB at night, 
that IB caused by too much work through the day,

. Yours fot tho cauao of Truth. 
Clinton, N. C. {See date.] M. T. MATHEWS.

April 18th,- 1896. . - - •

'We blow no horn to excite: simply state a few facts 
or Btateinenta of patients relieved. We have many 
that can beaecn at our office. One hundred dollars 
for auy oue found'untrue that we jmbliah. Addreea.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,

J.G.BflTDORF.M.D
- ---------- 0-------- -— .

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC
DISEASES.

|--------~-0 

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS
DRUGS!

■ . ---- ---- Q-------- .
MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN!

Deae Doctor—J feci truly grateful, not only to the 
good friend who recommended your magnetic rem
edies to me. but doubly bo to you for having placed 
before the public rcmediea of bo great uierit. Words 
fail me when I attempt to describe all the pains and 
miserable feelings with which I Buffered when I came 
to you Now, after only one month’« treatment, am 
almost well and am eure one month more will make a 
complete cure. YV.tb pleasure I recommend you to 
all suffering women. MIBB THEBJJSA BOHULTE,

Beeae, Mich.

' Dear Doctor—I have taken your medlclue one 
month and am feeling a great deal-better in every 
way. . HENIiY J. BAADE.

Shelby, Mich. ’ .

Dear Dootoe—Your treatment has made a wonder
ful change lu my health and physical appearance, and 
now'know- your remedies possess great healing qual
ities. ANNA BCHN1DEB.

Owosso, Mich. . - •

FORSTER, OR, W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING - 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.
Something new and start*  

ling. Thia knowledge It 
from a higher poureq an4 
ia fully explained in the 
“Astral Guide/’ which 
will bo eent FREE to any 
address upon receipt of a 
two cent stamp for postage.

Astrological students. 
Physicians, Healers, 
Nurses, Everybody jiuer 
havo the “Guide.”

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist,

Gl CallclxL« Ava

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
[Formerly N. Y., CoUeg.of Magnetic,.] 

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED
UjaraputlCTlucIudlng the Sun Cure, Vital Magaet- 
‘chn“ m'u1 CuV^' “I111 “ higher science of 1?i. ,^h,C!nle“! “‘Salty and ba» c principles developed 

with their marvellou, applications. Students In tout 
continents havo taken tho course. The college Is chartered and confers the decree of D.M., Doctorot 

By B "yite,,n of printed questions student» 
cun take the course and receive the diplomas st their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange, 
V,-,,.........  a delightful suburb ot New York. B.

JA.D., Dean, 2« Malli street, 
Eaat Orange, New Jereey. 350 w

and in this they are strongly upheld 
by the Hungarian clergy, who view 
the experiment as sacrilegious.

The two Hindoos were interviewed 
by a reporter for the Vienna Freniden- 
bldtt oh their arrival in. Présbürg,1 and 
they made then, the singular state
ment, through an interpreter, “that 
Professor Fricker lias no hypnotic in
fluence over them, but that they them
selves, , through their superior will
power, placé themselves in- a hypnotic 
state." This' statement the English 
professor absolutely denies, elainjing 
that the patients are powerless sub
jects to the hypnotic influence. .

Thé experiment is watched with 
great interest by the European pred
icai journals, and they all,.as dp the 
leadingmembers' of ;the medical con
gress, take the same view as Professor 
Fricker. .

Hon. Warren Smith on the 
Christian Churches.

To the Editor:—In the interest of 
true reform and a high morality, I 
want to express my great gratification 
at the reading of the article in your 
issue of May 30th, from Hon. tVarren 
Smith, on the immorality and criin-- 
inality in Christian countries compared 
with heathen nations; the result, main
ly, of their different theological views.

That article will stir up a great deal 
of thought; for, although! a few read
ing arid thoughtful, people have been 
painfully aware of these - facts, the 
great mass, receiving without question 
the oft-repeated statements from pul
pit and- press of the vast superiority 
of the Christian civilization over every 
other, will be astonished arid con
founded by these statements, backed 
up as they are by the highest Chris
tian authority, as given by this able 
writer, and confirmed by all invest
igators of statistical data except of 
ecclesiastical cloth or those otherwise 
interested in suppressing the facts.

It is not hard to find in the current 
theology the sources of this evil; but 
I will now allude to but one or two. 
First, vicarious atonement, the doc
trine that someone else’s goodness 
will shield the criminal from deserved 
punishment, the. cardinal doctrine 
upon which the currept theology rests. 
Here the great motive to right-doing 
is taken away. “ Jesus paid it all—all 
the debt. I owe.” True, a few are 
found with so high a sense of right as 
to have no wish to do wrong to their 
fellow-men, or believe that it will “not 
pay” to do wrong. But nine-tenths 
in this sordid and selfish, age, if con
vinced that their ultimate happiness 
hereafter and social standing here will, 
not be endangered, will feel that all 
restraints are removed. - :

Second, could the ingenuity of irian 
or devils, devise a better plan to make 
fiends of men, than to teach, them to 
worshl^such a being, as the, Jewish 
Jehovah—a God of war, of hate apd 
revenge—thé . real personification' of 
everything cruel, dishonest and 
hateful? Yet this is the God w^ are 
called upon by the Christian Bible to 
worship and love. ' 7 , .

For one, I „sincerely hope Senator 
Warren Smith will - continue to give 
us, through The Progressive Think-

ODD EXERCISES DESIGNED BY LORENZO 
J)OW M’KINNEY, a. BATDEB EC0EN- 
"thio OHIOAN.

Lorenzo Dow McKinney, the Scioto 
county (Ohio) farmer who is to hear 
his own funeral sermon preached on' 
Sunday, June 21st, has issued printed 
cards of invitation for the event, and 
has completed arrangements for a reg
ular service on that date at the Fallon 
Timber Church.

McKinney will be eighty years ’old 
on June 17th. He says that he has 
had this service' in mind for years, 
having long ago concluded that when 
a man got to be eighty years old he 
ought to be ready to die, and that a 
biographical sketch made then for a 
memorial sermon would be sufficiently 
comprehensive and near enough com
pleté to answer all practical pnrposes.

“Besides,” he says, “I see no use 
in allowing the neighbors to have all 
the fun at a man’s funeral. The 
neighbors get all the benefit of the 
sermon, and the man that ought to be 
the principal flgnre might as well-be 
a stuffed dummy. I am going to 
Change that. I shall be there on the 
front seat as chief-1, mourner, the coffin 
will be brought im just as if I was in. 
it, and the Revi Forest Evans will 
preach my memorial sermon. I se
lected June 21stri because that-is the 
first- Sunday after my birthday, and 
because it is the longest day in the 
year. I want tar get the benefit of a 
good, long , sermorn That is the only 
funeral I will hsve, for when I die I 
am to-be orematediat Cincinnati,".

McKinney, hos ali his life been'noted 
for his eccentricity,'but'this antic
ipatory style of formal - leave-taking 
rather goes beyond any of his earlier 
freaks. He is perfectly serious about 
the matter. He.haspaid his crema
tion fee, purchased the coffin in which 
he is to be «incinerated, erected his 
monument, and prepared beside it a 
small glass-covered urn to receive his 
ashes. He is well-to-do, lives on a 
fine .farm near Harrisonville, and has 
been his own. housekeeper ever since 
the death of his wife ten years ago. 
The-comfortable farmhouse is well 
kept, top. , .

He is widely known in Southern 
Ohio as a Democratic politician, and 
is at present one of the Jury Com
missioners of his' county. He was 
never ill a day in his life, walks as 
erect and with as soldierly a tread as 
one of the Queen's Guards, and looks 
good for another score of active and 
useful years, which will in all prob
ability be .marked by the same singular 
performances that have rendered the 
old man one of. tire curiosities of 
Scioto county. '

The innovation is a most excellent 
one, and why should it not become 
more general? . '

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. D„
. GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
..... .... 8S8tf

FOR BEGINNERS

A WONDERFUL OFFER
. ,. BY .

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
One of the most fiucces«fui henlors and diagnoitlctanB 
living. Tho doctor haa. letter« from all over the 
United Statea, Canada, Australia and Europe, telling 
of the marvelous reflulte, alter all hope. In. other 
fiourcea have been given up, being Bpeetjlly cured 
under hl« treatment, Nervous and chronic diseases 
of every character, peculiar to both men and women, 
are, by the aid of-his ‘wonderful and extraordinary 
power, cured,

The doctor has never failed lin a correct diagnosis of 
any case, many times It being causes that had baffled 
the moat renowned physicians, but was readily ex 
plained through Ids wonderful clairvoyant and clalr- 
audlent powers.

Each ease receives tho attention of hlinself and 
band, also remedies for individual case. Send three 
2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, box, and one symptom, 
and by return mall you will receive .a full and accu
rate deacrlptlon of your case and any advice regarding 
It. Through persecution on account of his marvelous 
success the doctor graduated in a-regular school, 
therefore being an M. D.

Sufferers, you that have failed to fled relief, try 
once more and be convinced of Dr. Lay's powers and 
ability. Address ‘

8<2tf DIL W. F. LAY. Box 918, Chicago, Ill.

er, many more such articles. 
Nashville, Tenn. • V. Fell;I«

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.”/ By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able; and. interesting presentation , 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every - inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office. : '

“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and ; suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents; doth, $1. For 
sale at this office.

“Talleyrand's Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, arid his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents.

“The Priest, the Woman, and the 
Confessional. ” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influence and results of 
the Romish confessional, as proved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
ives. Price, by mail, Si. For. sale at; 
his office. . '

“Old Testamènt Stories Comically 
Illustrated?1 Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest fromJbusy cares,: .and. drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong. board -covers, 
811 cloth 81.50. : For'sale at this office...

The Play of the Planets
-. ■ .■ —«------

This wonderful educator ia attracting the attention
of thousands of people all oyer the world as Ite slm- 
pilclclty gives on?

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the'Influence of the planets and the. signs 
of the Zodiac In human life; ■

EvEllYCfllLD can learn to nae it and accomplish 
wonders/- .

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.’

. This wonderful invention makea it easy for all to 
learn thio sublime science and

• FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born for 75 years put, and also to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE.

X feta of the first edition left which will 
be furnished at $1 each» Fop sale at this 
Office»

“From Night to Morn, or An- Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby-A. 
Judson. Gives an account ot her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light- and' knowledge of 
Spiritualism! It is written in a sweet 
spirit, arid is. well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian-people. Price 
15cents. ' - .

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” .By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 

-Classics.) - No author was - better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be'read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. - For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents. J ' ■

“History of the..Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our cotmtry should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known ¡as the Inquisition. 
The. animus of Hoinanlsm against all 
institutions, beliefs ¡ and parties hot in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarbhy is plainly shown 
in these statements;of veritable history. 
The devilishnessi and murderous mar 
lignity of tho “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleledrin all the world’s 
records of Inhuman! atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office;' and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c.

“The Occult Fonces of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this.volume, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50c.

; “The Woman’s Bible... Part i. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts qf th esebrave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all timp past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe, scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
tne brightest minds of to-day; . For sale ; 
atthisofflee. Price.50cents.

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance, ôv Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritualism 
and her study of occult sélènce have 
prepared her. to' write this fomance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in tub course of her: investl- 
gatiôn and studies. Cloth $1.’ For sale: 
atthisofflee. '....

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

Testimonial.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa:
' Dear Brother in the cause of progress 
—Your, Melted Pebble Spectacles re
ceived and fit me perfectly. Also Spirit 
Yarma’s Instructions how to live one 
hundred years. I fully endorse every 
principle presented in your circular. I 
would emphasize many of the state
ments, as I know them to be of the ut- 
mos£ Importance, in regard to the pres
ervation of health arid the happiness ot 
mankind. Yours for the best there is 
for humanity, Mattie E. Hull.
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Free to Spiritualists.
I will mail one week’s trial treatment 

of the famous Australian Eleotro Pill 
Remedy free to all readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, or seven weeks’ 
treatment for only $1.00; for catarrh-, 
kidney, liver and stomach and general 
complaints. Special terms to agents. 
Address with stamp, DR. E. J. WORST, 
Ashland Ohio. • 362

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup" the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

E. V. WILSotl'S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism
E. V. TfllBon was one of the pioneers of Spiritual 

firn, and was noted na a speaker and test medluni. Ha 
<Hd a grand work for the cause, and this book narrata 
flfoy of.hl« striking experloncMduringhl«l.hor«s_

PllrchaBers will find It Intemely interesting, and 
wflirender Wndjy service to hf9 ^Mow who was left 
Ih straitened circumstances. .

. . The book contains 400 pages, and Is sold for •!. Ad*  
dress MRS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South Locust street, 
Valparaiso, Ind.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative Systems and the Happinesf 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. p. Babbitt, 
LL. D., M. B. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper coTor, 15o. For sale at 
this office.________ ' . ■ __________________

POEMS FROM THE INNER MEE
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are u staple as 

sugar. Price ♦1.00« ’_________ '

CHURCH ANO STATE. ;
The Bible In the Public Snhooli: the New. ••Amer

ican’' Party. By “Jefferson." Third edition. Thij 
beautiful pamphlet of 23 Mgo» li the mo»t thorough 
presentation ot tho Church and State question that 
baa appeared, Price 10 cents. - .

THE VOICES.
By Warren Sumner BarlQW. The Voices contain 

Soema of remarkable beauty and force« * They art 
lost excellent Price |1,00.

THE GODS.
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth its weight In gold. Price 20 cents.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, cx-pr!o»t. A remarkahia 

book. Pages, 832. Price ,2.25.

MEANDSERPENT WORSHIP
By A. S. Hudson. M D. Price. 15 Mota.

“THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology*.  A new and Complete odl- 
'tion, from new.plates and now type; IB6 pages, post 

8vb< Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. .

GOLD FEET 
WARMED

AND KEPT WARM.
The suffering Is not the worst 

of it. Rheumatism, Neubalgi a» 
Swelling of the Limbs. Con* 
fiUMPTiON are all the direct result 
Of cold feet. Those FOOT BAT
TERIES remove all aches and 
pains from feet and limbs, cause 
a feeling of new life and vigor, 
equal to the days of youth. 
Think of tho luxury of warm feet 
all winterlu all weather! These 
MAGNETIC BATTERIES ill- 
crease the flow or blood, vitalize 
It and ci.use a most delightful 
feeling tii0 moment your feet rest 
unoh theiie powerful MAGNETIC 
IN8OLEEI. They will qure Rheu

matism, Neuralgia, and SWELLING of tho LIMBS. 
Every pair gives comfort and satisfaction. If you 
keep your feet worm you caqnot oatch cold. What's 
the u«e of suffering from those tired, all-gone, worn- 
out feelings I A pair or our

MAGNETIC FOOT BATTERIES 
will act like a charm on your blood, and give you a 
sensation of WARMTH and VIGOR at once. Try a 
pair of them quick. «1.00, or three pairs for 12.00. 
any alze bv mail, bend for our book, “A Plain Road 
to Health- Itta instrjiotlye and luterestlug to tho 
«lek or well,

Chicago Magnetic Shield Co., 
A. B, MASONIC TEMPLE, - - CHICAGO.

ASTONISHING OFFER.
fiend three two-cent stamp«, lock of hair, name 

age, aox, one loading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER, 
• ■ BAN JO8E, CAI., Box 182 846

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are nut un In six-ounce tin loxes and are guaranteed 
|o give satisfaction or money will be refunded by tlm 
proprietor. Dr. M. H. Garland. Bond 25 cent» In 
«tamps ana receive by return mail a box of thia

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will find it a bipod cleanser as well ns a Throat 
and Lung Remedy. Over 200,000 boxes sold and all 
recommend them. Addreis all orders to DR.M. H. 
GARLAND, 882 Sixtieth Place, Station O., Chicago, 
Ulinota. 322tf

DR. T. WILKINS,
3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO,

mat, BtdfftuUcallt, all Ohronlo Diseatea,

PLAIN TRUTHS,
-OR- ‘

The Enemies ef Spiritual Liberty.

By (spirit of) Owen Lovejoy, through G, n Miller 
medium, a book for the millions of workers in th< 
OnYnfto adapter 12 contains the prophecy oi 
»tin tn0»5!? ttK,;-4PhIc description of a ¡/cep 
PHnI J 10 or do«fi8pTi': d’«Pter9, on mediumship 
Jf P08tPBl(J- Auy chanter la worth the prlcl 

owU M1 Buuuie y
“ MAGNETISM IS LIFE."

HINDOO SALVE . . .
™ »Wperto, Bronchltl«, «nd all alien 

tiona of the throat, disperses internal Tumors nrX 
vents and cures Erysipelas, Lock-Jaw, Chronic Sori« 
Syphilitic Ulcers, kill« bone felons, bee st Ings corn«*  
ffSSi OtC” P°* son a»d eradicates virust 
cures piles, »onld head Itch and gangrene

1U6 only magnetic islve In the world- cannot ha

K1
..i.-Ja-“11." Ul’e by '»«dlumlftlo pawona aid, la lire 
tad cktaaudtauea"1 ' Oll<1 btro'“-'lbeu' < l»lrvoyanct 
, _ ____ ____________ 343

IN VAUDS ~
LT, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

dlioMe, or symptom« will receive

P^.C^E ™ yrC0NSULT~WlTH 
^V8“00 ‘"A" m,ue™ pertaining«

D^InF'iA*  DAVIS, CLARINDA, IOWA—SPIRIT 
ual Magnetic Healer. Cures all disease« 

medicine fulls. Chronic dlaesEos a specialty. 816 
~¡BETTER THAN GOLD.

Elixir of Life Nos. One ffiid Two
Cures all forms of stomach, liver and kldnev -If««..., 
also oonstlpatlou. A sure euro for that tired worn-oul 

““»''»'«eed to assist your syatem 'to°health
^»ta^ Su“ilcnt ¿X0«
or !iui8 D a11 parta of the world- Sent for 60 centZ 

,.or all three sent postpaid for «1.00 with 
photo and instructions how to live 100 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles $ 
ahnfiV0”1»08,1 vlB10.n' Illustrated Clrooltn
showing stylch and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma 

power In me. I cad 
vni,li8flvmy ? lted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to your,own 110100 a> if you were in m? 
2? can testify, fiend atamp for
photo. B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iola. P

SPIRITUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO CAN FIND 
kJ cozy rooms, equal to tho,no at hotels, with & hrk H famBy’ atS3 St* ^lace’ near Union

DR. MANSFIELD’S
REFINEDHOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES

Reach the sore spots,
Ecal the raw places. 
Go to the seat of disease.
Penetrate obscure localities,

8ex\ lending 8ympComa 1 bring you at 
once fc week a course of medicine compounded clair- 
yoyantiy, eapeclally for you, from my homeopathic 
laboratory; also a full free dlagnoslB revealing the 
true nature and cause of your trouble, if you ara

ter.ln 8e^en ^.ays y°u1, doI,ar ironic*  
dtately returned. Many troubles are healed In a 
week. Terms for further treatment, low.

W. A. MANSFIELD,
152 Cedar Ave. Cleveland, O.

339tf

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
A nd the wondrous power 

which helped Or made them perforin mighty 
works and nttot inspired words, toKCther with aome 
Personal Traits and Characteristics ca Prophets, Apos
tles, and Jesus, or Now Readings of ‘‘The Mlraclca- 
by Ali^kn Putnam. Price?» cenu. For Balo at 'tbit
'¿fico. ' ■

THOMAS PAINE’S ‘ 

Examination of the Prophecies. 
A consideration of the passage. In the Now Testa

ment, ducted from thè Old, tedcalledProphcoleBCoa- 
corning Jesus Chrlit. Price 15 cents. .

DCVPUC develops 
rolunt MEDIUMSHIP
And gives commulcatlone. Price, delivered, 11.20.
Mediumship and How to Mesmerize.

Every Bpiritualht and tnveitlgator should hftve it. 
, IM Wea of explicit dtrectiQiiB for developing all 
phases, with portrait of author. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 
60c., postpaid.

fiPIRlTUALIST BADGE
and Sunflower Jewelry, 75 cents to MOO. MAGI 
BADGE, told; si.Oo. A. P. 4. BAD Ga. gold, $1.50. 
Bend atamp tot Illustrated circular« qf above with 
heading of tho Spiritualist badge. W. H. BACH, M’fr.

Aberdeen, S. D.

CTOJF TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
Aoiye, Will send a pamphlet giving Inatructloi», 

delineate your phases of mediumship, and » , - ■ J 
All for 25 cents. Address lira. J.

«21 Calumet Ave., Chicago, Ill. 364

What AU Married Women Want.
Sen« iso cents, silver or portal order, tor Dr. Jones’ 

rowitJ ,«’£d 5e''eM»iWS«r«Wl«lot. AddresiDR, 
JONES, 125 Reed St., Kalamazoo, Mich. 343

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who is clairvoyant, clairaudient 

Prophetic be consulted at No. 
1630 North Clark street. Engagements can be mada 
by letter. ,

MANSILL’S y^LMANAO

-OF- 
PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

Weather Forecasters’ Guido anfl New SyEtenj of 
Science for 1896. It contalita a planetary ¿hArt if 
each month, showing the position of the planets In 
the different housei in the Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
Author of “Geology and Mlcroicopy Illustrated,” 
•'Cohellv« Attraction and the Formation of World,” 
“Universal Change In Natural Elements,” etc. Price 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

Chronic. Diseases a Specialty.
fiend fqll name, ago, box, und two stamps for frbe 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
■W.-W. Lathrop, M. Jackson. Mich.

Mention thia paper, 885tf

MRS.G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Piychoraetrllst and Buslnesi Medium! 
-Readings pononaliy or by letter Si.00. Three rea 
sonable; questions answered by mall for ‘¿5 cents. 
Msgnetlc treatment given at her residence, or at 
home of the patient. 8140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
I|l. Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty-first 
street Residence, one block west on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thirty-first . . — ■*

ORDER OF
THE MAQI.

A New Badge In BOlld gold 
with bine and black enamoh 
with the pyramids, obcllix 

• - and sun'« rays in gold. Evert 
Mystic should have one of 

these bcauUl ul emblems, price 12. For talo at thli 
offlee.

^PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS READING, OR 
£ six questions answered, W cents and three stamp«. 
Marguerite Barton, 20 Bennett Street. Boston, MmJ, 

________________________ 313 

DR. CARL SEXTUS
Cures diseases by vital magnetism; develops latent 
psychical powers. Also treatment by meitnerism. 
Letters requesting advice must contain one dbllar. 
Offlee. 2J9 Dearborn Ave., Chicago. Office hour« 3 
to 5 p. m. 846

MRS. S. F. DeWOLF, )
Independent SIRtc-wrltlng. 663 Jackson BontaYanL 
near Ogden Avenue, Chicago, 111. Ladlea' Circle. 
Thursdays at 2180. • 345

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.

- 260tf

EXTRAORDINARY TEACHINGS 
- BY “WHITE ROSE.” -

J. C. F. Grumblne offer? a speethl reduction, to 
thoBo wishing development In psyebomeiry, clair
voyance, inspiration, Development in his rpectaRy- 
Send a stamped and addressed envelope for term«, 
endorBementB and booklet to Rov. J.. 0. F. Grumblne, 
Geneseo, IH. Clairvoyant roarings, descriptions of 
guides and spirit friend«, advice on busines« and 
health . «2for full reading... SU

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A CoUection of Vocal Music for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social
. .« .) . Circles,_ ... ' .

By J, M. Peebles and J. 0«. ¿arrctt; B, H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edlllop. Culled from a wide 
field ot literature with tho most critical care, free 
Irdth all theological bias, throbbing vltb tbfi soul ot 
Inspiration, embodying the-prtoeiple» tad rlrluts ot 
tho splrltual philosophy, ell to the most cheerful and 

' popqiar music, (newly all original), and taspted to all 
occasions. It Io doubtless the mopt attractive frork of 
the kind ever published. 11« beautiful songs, duets 
end Quartet«, with pltao. organ or melodeon accbm*  
panltp cut. adapted both to public meetings and tns 
social circle«. Cloth. «2.00. Postage U cent«.

Mem or ialO ration by Col. Ingersoll
On Rolcoé -Conkling.,----------- --- .
YotkLegisiatate, Marv, 1838, Prloe,

EVERY ....
SPIRITUALIST

SHOULD WEAR THE

SUNFLOWER
JEWELRY.

As the Sunflower turai Its 
face towards tho sun, bo 6plr- 
Ituallem turns the faces of hu

manity from darkness and superstition towards th« 
Sunlight of Truth and ProjroBilon.

*• PRICESi
Rolled Plato Bar Pin................................................  25
Solid Gold Bar Fla.....................................................  50
Electro-plate Badge...,................ . ..............I...... 78
Rolled Plate Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1 2$
SnlH Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button...., 1 78
Rolled Plato Maltese Watch Dharm..................8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Watoh Charm. “
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant........
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant. B 00

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFÏ0E, '■ 

40 LOOMIS STREET, OHIO AGO 
INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS 
Before the Now Tork Unitarian Club. Tho first Uma 
Inthe history of tho worldthat a Christian Association 
evor Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them: 
Tbè lecture is a grand one, and was received by tho 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Prion6 cents; toncoplcs, GO cents. . ■

ta . Delivered before th« Naw . iiiuittawatlllUon. Poitfiv ,,CWp»<e», Cloth, ,1.00; 
'»,1838, Tr 10«, Ybtat».. w,ta«e,Woeal».

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of ncV and’ beautiful longs, with 

music and chorus, la book form. By CM*.  Lonnley. 
Price 11.25. Postage 15 coati. - <*--
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A GENERAL DELUGEagnosticism in their mental composition,

HON. A. B. RICHMOND.

. MESSAGE WRITTEN ON SLATE.

them against the evidence of the ablest

'My habits of observation have beenÍ;

case there may be any income arising

are able, therefore, to devote but a
Now, this is the sworn testimony of

their earnestness and zeal is in thus

0"-X

any progress in a subjeck^f eo wideli

is not too much to say that the farther

perative appears the demand for these Seybert bequest but to enlighten the 
investigations. The belief in so-called world as to the cause of the mysterious:

“the trick” was performed,"if they
among t^e denominational faiths of the «Lock their secret in their breast 
day- " . , And die in travail unconfessed?’1

“From the outset yóur commission
so-

hearts are seen tò seek it for consolation

H

Ui-

g

“Flat justitia, ruat coelum.” 
“Yet shall the axe of Justice hew them 

, . down, ■ ■ , ,
And level with the root their lofty 

crown.”—Sandys.

“Gentlemen:—Being mindful of the 
uncertainty of life at my advanced-age, 
and feeling deeply the importance of

bert, are naturally anxious to enjoy a । than the extent of their limited vision 
portion of their legacies during this life, I and experience.

Pennsylvania: .
. “The Seybert Commission for Investi

gating Modern Spiritualism respectful-1

phenomena? What avails it . to the pub
lic that the commissioners know how

possible. •
“It must rest with such men of sci

ence as Crookes and Wallace in London,

men who were appointed to in
vestigate and report, one at least of 
whom, on page 67 of the report, makes 
the following self-complacent and inge
nious remark: -

steps in their progress may be marked. 
It is no small matter to he able to record

Spiritualism is certainly not decreasing. 
It has from the first assumed a religious 
tone, and now • claims to be ranked

age, and some of the greatest magicians 
of the world. But in vain; either they 
cannot or will not relate even what they

“From the outset your commission _ . . „ ..-nt 
Tiava bppn dnRnlv with ths R0D6I*t HoUulD, tu6 ^reat Frsncll COB
seriousness of their undertaking, and Jur,er> mvestimited the subject of the so- 
Xnr. f.,in, vonAo-nv/aH that.n,«n omiriont. called-spirit phenomena with the sensi-

trained in this kind of work, and I 
watched the slates intently during the 
process.”

the commissioners say, is all fraud. The 
tricks of legerdemain, that is,. that, all

Iter year for 
which I ex-

From a Geological Stand 
point

An Open Letter to the Seybert Commissioners and the 

Legatees of Henry Seybert,

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D., 
ROCKFORD, ILL.

message Written one year later, through another medium. 
k. . COMPARE THE SIGNATURES.

zl

one verted proposition the negative must be 
' ' • proven. Now, the existence of the phe- 

' ’ " ’ .It has been

contend that in them there Is not 
iota of evidence .which proves that de- __  ___ _____ _____
parted spirits havebuo better occupation nomenon is well known, 
than lifting furnitiire about.” ; • r ’ •- •
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IMPORTANT QUESTION

BY HON. A, B. RICHMOND.

i .

THE HENRY SEYBERT BEQUEST, AND WHAT HAS 
. BECOME OF IT?

1

lous occurrences and legerdemain tricks 
by a showman, in imitation of spirit 
phenomena, the commissioners say: .

“We were utterly baffled, For one of 
our number the juggler subsequently 
repeated the trick and revealed its ev
ery detail. .

“We request your honorable body to 
note that this report is preliminary, and 
that we do not consider our- investiga
tions in this department as finally closed, 
but hold ourselves ready to continue 
them whenever favorable circumstances 
arise.” .

Now the anxious public has patiently 
waited ten years for the "favorable cir
cumstances” to arise, that they may ex
plain this wonderful phenomenon that 
nas baffled the ablest scientists of the

I waited patiently year after 
their “finalreport, from whien 1 ex- rawiiviw»iuiu»rtimwv»w"u»>»<>-j 
pected much, I saw that even the fee-1 claim has been divulged to them by a 
bleness of the morning ray possibly fore-, magician. Is this a proper course for 
told a refulgent noon; ana I waited and , honorable men to pursue? Are they qo- 
waited until “hope deferred made my, ing their duty as prescribed by their 
heart sick,” but no final report has shed commission?
its benign and refulgent rays upon the I. But their statements and explanations 
mind of an expectant public; andlwishjof independent slate-writing lack the 
to inquire, why is it? Why this neglect, important ingredient of truth in their 
of a plain duty prescribed in the Seybert narratives. They have not described 

muutaiiu uuim.ro, iaj ue hi.wlou «. bequest? In the meantime, the present the slate-writing phenomena truthfully, 
specific purpose described in the be-. generation is growing qlder ana older, It may-be that they correctly narrate 
quest. This was so long ago that its ( with passing years; and those who now what they saw in their childish invest! 
provisions may have been forgotten by live and are the legatees of Henry Sey- i gation; but the world is much larger 
the public, as they seem to have been ‘ ■ .............. ■ - • ■' ’ ”

Itqls an oft-told tale, familiar to all, 
thavluore than ten years ago, Henry 
Seybert. an eminent philanthropist and 
an ardent Spiritualist, left to the hoard 
of trustees of the University of Pennsyl
vania .a most generous bequest of sixty 
thousand dollars, to be invested for a

by the trustees of the University who 
received this noble gift. And for this 
reason I copy it in full, that all may un
derstand the nature and object of the 
donation, and the manner in which its 
custodians have kept their faith with 
the noble dead, the nublicand their own 
consciousness, if such an emotional mon
itor exists in their mental organization: 
“To the Board of Trustees of the Uni

versity of Pen nslyvania:’

lest, as the president of the commission, 
quoting Shakspeare with prophetic vis
ion, says: . ! ;•

‘ “We are such- stuff
As dreams are made of;, and'.our little 

life . : . . > - ■ • ■
Is rounded with a sleep,”; •; \ .

SamTBellachini, the great Court Con
jurer to His Majesty Emperor William, 
in speaking of the •satne? medium .'they 
ridiculed;so:unijlistly, says.k . ’

“I herby décldrè irto be a;rash-.action 
to give judgment upoiy the objective 
medial performaape of :.Ae American 
medium, Mr Henry Slade, after only 
one sitting, and the observations; so 
made. !. ■ ■ ■' • ‘

when the bequest would avail us naught.' 
If this sad ending.of human ..life - is

true: If life itselLis.but a. passing shad- —7,T , . ... . , ,
“ -- . . > nw nnd ImmnrtalHv a thpn the "After I had, at the wish of Severalmolnntr itAMinnnonf ni*nvietnn  n . U W. tlllU inJIDOrULLlly tt urcuIII« Duell VllU ... • . L , - ,making poi manent provision lor ceitain । :nv’ ticrHt:nn nf Rnirii-ual nh Annm«na- highly-esteemed gentlemen of rank-and lfifovaqI□ tIt <11 m tn tnn nf tVin H1 orViAtit । m » QovlgttV1UI1 .OX D|JllXX/Liai U-lUilUlJlie*  •, < « •. - . - - . 0 • • ,interests tn at seem to me 01 tne nignest 1 . ..<= ta . nf Ah-ilhsnnhv arp a position, and also for my own interest,

moment, I hereby offer your honorable a.na the study or its pnnosopny at e a ,t g,ed nhvsicaLobwers of- Mr'«Stade Kwrrf nrtv ftrat rnnHirnm hnnife Ra I waste of time; the following of an ignis ¡Obieu tne pnybiou powers 01. iwr.reiaue Doaru. Hiuy ui Sv mortgage oouus, r\a- . . -■.u-'i. ' - tj v • v •a0-'*  ■ * «u in-a Rpries-nf • fiittincTQ hv -fiill nfl.vhti’iit leigh and Gaston Railroad (81,000 each), fatyus that would only lead us into the “ » ^mes 01 |ittin ^uy. tun flaunt. 
uFn<r «mini tn th» am»' nf al v+v thmi darkness of uncertainty, or ..the morass us won at, in tne evening, innis ueuioom, being equal to the sum of sixty thou- , —atei-iiilistfe irifidelitv The hone of I must,-.for the sake of truth,''hereby sand dollars, to be devoted to the main- matqi lunstio iniiueiity; ine nope or oai’i.itv til <11. til A nVi AnntrLAnnl AnsiniM'arinaaUJ IUULwX lt*llbVXv  XULlUcll vj » X HO UUMu UI , • > ’ ,1 • • . .'<• • ■ • - <- 7 •'SnanMof ii’ chair Tri The Univerdtv of i immortality, is the consoling thought of' P^on<?“®nal Recurrences
tenance oLa. chair in tne Univeisity of 1 , . , ■’j. KOOthe the ® in or with Mr. Slade have been thoroughly
rennsjnania that snail ne Known as «monthes the- aineviifeR nf life’s examined by me with the minutest ob- 
the Adam Seybert chair of Moral and । toitisatos the eohroW of' «ervation ahd investigation of hisfeur-
intellectualrnilosophy, upon tne con-_ J jpmnnKtP„tinn roundings, including the table, and
aition tnat tne incumnent ot sain enair. ........ . that I have not in the smallest degree
either individually or in conjunction would take tne placffot nope, ana man |, d anvthinir to be produced bv means J. - - kind become convinced that what Henry ।00 prauuceuoy means

- ■ - • • ...................of prestidigitative manifestations or by
mechanical apparatus: and that any ex
planation of the experiments which took 
place under the circumstances and con
ditions then obtaining by any reference 
to prestidigitation, to be absolutely im-

with a commission of the University fac~ 
ulty, shall make à thorough and impar
tial investigation of all systems of mor
als. religion or philosophy which assume 
to represent the truth, and particularly 
of Modern Spirüwilùm.

“I further empower your board to in
vest the said sum of money in such se
curities, strictly legal or otherwise, as 
may be deemed "best, provided that at 
all times the interest alone shall be ex
pended for the purpose of maintaining 
the said Adam Seybert chair.

“I further empower your board, in

Seybert believed to be an Indisputable 
fact was absolutely true, then death 
would lose its sting and the grave its 
victory. It was for this noble and holy 
purpose the generous bequest was made; 
and a violation of its trust is a sin 
against humanity that deserves and 
should receive universal condemnation.

In the opening paragraph of the Pre
liminary Report, the'eommissioners say: 
“To the Trustees of the University of

Perty in Berne, Butlerof in St. Peters
burg, to search for the explanation of 
this phenomenal power, and to prove its 
reality. I declare, moreover, the pub
lished opinions of laymen as to the 

uusc uiuru 1UIV uD auj uuimn nreSent the following nreliminarvi‘how’o£ this subject to be premature,X vaiti <1 »zl on m at lit nnou axtai* o a a d a Atr a Xjf I*  1 Ubu u u U11D IL/A—u vt ux ^7xxxxixu i v 4 • , — .iruxil b»XU blliXl ui LUUiXcy UVcX UX1U oDUVc । t n . .• . /? * • • „ ftAfi AnniWiiinir tzi mv viAur nnn Avnor .• . . i , , J report, and request that the commission , ttnu uinK w xuy vie w aua expen-
be continued, on the following grounds: t “Jjec’

“The commission is composed of men i Oration, is signed and executed before 
whose days are already filled with du- n notai'y^and witnesses.
ties which cannot be laid aside, and who (Signed), Samuel Bellachint.

.................. - • "Berlin, 6 Dec., 1877.”

the amount required for the salary of 
the incumbent of said chair, to dispose 
of such excess of income in such way as 
may be deemed best to promote the 
views I have expressed. .

“I have the honor to remain, 
- “Your obedient servant, 
“(Signed) . Henky Seybert.”

My readers will observe that the pri
mary object of this bequest by Mr. Sey- 
bert was "to investigate all systems of 
morals, religion or philosophy which as
sume to represent the truth, and partic
ularly of Modern Spiritualism.” Has 
this been done by thé commissioners ap- 

• pointed by the trustees of the University 
of Pennsylvania, who for the last ten 

... ‘.years have been in the full enjoyment of 
the bonds given them? In pursuance of 
the requirements of the bequest, in May, 

„ 1887, the trustees appointed ten honor- 
.able men to make the required investi
gation. Ah! yes, as .Marcus Antonius 
said over the body of the murdered 

Cæsar, .
“They are all, all honorable men.”
These honorable mpn, being duly ap

pointed and instructed b(y the trustees, 
, proceeded to investigate. The scientific 

apparatus employed in their investiga- 
■ tion seem to have been a pocket looking

! glass, several slates, and a sheet or two 
of sensitive paper. When we compare 
the whole apparatus used in their re
searches with those of Dr. Hare, Prof. 
Crookes, the celebrated Zoellnér, and 
other eminènt scientists, it would seem 
to bo like comparing an opera-glass with 
the Lick telescope in its efficacy for as

: tronomical investigation.
■ - But the commission met and .investi

gated, and, in 1887, published what they 
designate as a preliminary report. From 
the Conduct of the commissioners since 
then, I did ndt know that I correctly un
derstood the meaning of the word “pre
liminary,” and so consulted Worcester’s 
dictionary, and Çnd it defined to be 
“preceding tpe pi’incipal matter; intro- 
duc tory: that which precedes; â prépar- 
atory step, act or measure,” etc. As I 
knew that they were all honorable men, 
and most of them Christian gentlemen, 
With a slight admixture ;of infidelity or

“Henry Seybert.” I give a photo-litho
graph of thisrtslate on page 47 of the Ad-, 
aendum of my Review, if my readers 
will examine the two communications in 
my book—one on page 31 of my Review 
—they will see that they are undoubt
edly the same handwriting. The signa
tures are as near alike as two litho
graphs from the same plate. And yet 
they were written a year apart, and be
fore two different mediums.’ And ob
serve, also, that Miss Bangs cannot read 
either Latin or telegraphy. Now, how 
can this be accounted for as a feat of 
legerdemain, when the medium never 
even saw the slates before they were 
written upon?—Banner of Light.

[To be concluded.]

„ subjected to the feeble investigation of
Here are thé- ¿fanions of the three ^be so-called Seybert commissioners, 

greatest conjurer$:mf the world; com- They pronounce it fraud and legerde- 
pared with their Cftndid, forcible state- main, and now seriously call upon the, 
monts, how insignificant and wprthless mediums to prove the negative, I. e., 
are the investlcatlobs of the "We-know-j that it is not fraudulent, when every 
but-won’t-tell’i commissioners ;of - the student in logic knows that, one of the 
University of Pennsylvania! How shine first Propositions he learns, from the 
the rushlights or pgnny candles of the ! text-books is that the- “onus probandi,” 
Universitv?compared with- the brilliant, the burden of proof, always rests upon 
astrals of the multitude^ leurnedfecic those who, assert the affirmative of a 
entists, whose investigations have'done proposition., t The mediums are not in 
so much to illuminé the darkness of the: this controversy,.only the phenomenon 
great unknown, and penetrate thé veil!kft^t'Uttpij.ds^them: this the; çommission- 
of death with the X .paye-'of' Sp'irltu&ìjerhwerfl Appòintéd to investigate. They 
truth and demonstration? assert it to be fraudulent or legerde.-

Thnrenrn million!: of SniritnalM«-in main. In the name of coiiimon sense as 
the world who have Witnessed tho inani-' jsjihe rules of, loffie, are they not 
fAQfptinn’/nllnil infln^AnilAnt RlnfA.wriK I hound to pr°V6 what they SO Uüblush- ipsiUviuii vUiiuU iimupeuuuDu Siuic-Wlltr • ‘ r. > ,J «in<r And whn nndtlvAlv knnw thnt thn “Wassert? It is easy for the commis- lujf. auu wuu uubiuyeiy www uuau ine i ^.5? , . , , .
qAvhfìrt nnmmiRRÎnnprfi’ dA<serintinn nf. 810Ders to stand behind the frail barrier odVIJdJ u LUMI mitiQlVUpl b UcbGI IIJIIUII Uli j ». t .v . . . .ÌIà
t,hpnhpnnmpnn k whhllv nntrim Affftr redoubt of their respectability and 
the nrellminarv renort was miblished I cr-v fl‘aud! fraud!! But who will believe wliU Ui UlLLlimuii V * CUU1 V nf its UUUllDllUU A I « ■ n » .1 ii<\ t . 1 » -thAm ficrninet. nu» AuiHonnn nr t.n#> nhlnofwas led to investigate the subject, and I 
have continued to dp so with care for 
the last eight years, and I have no more 
doubt of the existence of the phenome
non than I have that the apple falls to 
the ground when severed from the limb. 
The only question- about which there 
can be any doubt is what is the intelli-

scientists of the world? They may sat
isfy the trustees of the University of 
Pennsylvania, but if the sixty thousand 
dollars of the Seybert bequest was in 
the other scale, then how valueless would 
be their verdict. It is easy to be con
vinced when sixty thousand dollars is 
the reward of the conviction.
THE PHENOMENON OF INDEPENDENT 

SLATE-WRITING,

gent force that .moves the pencil, and 
tne non-intelligent force called gravity 
that draws the Apple to the earth? I am 
an expert in the: feats of magic myself, 
and I know that I have repeatedly wit
nessed phenomena that no magician can mA(ixnmR nrA Rn AYnArt in mni mnain 
perform, and that th^ ablest scientists that thev pftn nftrfnrm thAir^riokR* ’ Rn 
of.tbe world canpot explain by.any other I adroitlv aa Z ut.priv bafflen thn ten theory than ttiacof Spnlt manifestation. I J M utterly ■ e V“0 ““ 
And 1 do. knpw^hat fatfe theory, philos
ophy and girqiipmena of Spiritualism 
will explairiZaU am}- every apparent 
mystery off tljd seance-room; where 
fraud is absolutely ¡¿excluded by test 
conditions 'andj suripuh(]ings. That 
fraud is often p&cticdd. by charlatans is 
true, and tha,t^eak-!hiihded men and

small portion of their time to these in- Now, this is the sworn testimony of 
vestigations. They are conscious that one of the world’s greatest conjurers or 
your Honorable body look to them fdr a | prestidigitators, and I call the attention 
due performance of their task, and the . of my readers to. its candor and évident 
only assurance which they can offer of truthfulness,' Compare this with the

■ ’ - ' • ' ■’ silly statement of the Seybert commie
presenting to you, from time to time, stoners as to what they saw a nameless 
such fragmentary reports as the follow- juggler perform, who afterward re
ing, whereby they trust that successive vealed the tricks to one of their num
' ’ ” ’ ---- — ’------- ’ ber. Even if their statement is true,'

and the trick was revealed to them, 
ly progress in a subjeSttof eo wide then are they acting honestly in théir- 

and deep an interest as thepresént. It duty as commissioners in concealing the 
L, settee teeeh teeej that the. farther r manner in which it was performed' froin 
our investigations extend the more im- the public? What was the object of tbe

»eiiuusuota ui tuen uuuoiL»a.wK, suu • j___. .. s._________________ .. - ,
have fully recognized that men eminent. called.spn it phenomena With the sensi- 
in tntellicrpnpn and 'attainments vlelderl itlve Alexis Didier, and he unreservedly 1U 1U volilgcHVw wUU «bwHilUHSIlvb ViUJUUU I _• .1 v 1 v < j - ¥RniritiiitiliQrn ' rti ahHva AVAilAnAA And i.lUiniitvöa vDQit> What QQ iiau WltiDBSSBu LU OI>11 IvUUlLblU CiU UUvlLU UlcllvllLUi allll I . .. . , . ...
who’can fail to‘stand aside in tender | was wholly beyond the resources of hIs 
reverence when crushed and bleeding , oxplanii See Psychische Studien s . ____ i- 1 _____.fnr .Tunmii’v IR7.Q DAcrA 42 • .
and for hope? They beg. that nothing 
which they may say may be Interpreted 
as indicating indifference or levity.”

Now, all this seems' fair—speciously 
so—yet when we read the preliminary 
report, full of the insolent asides of one 
of its memberst insulting innuendoes, 
misrepresentations and stale jokes at 
the expense of .Henry Seyberfs cher
ished belief, we cannot .but think that 
in the affairs of ' man it is sometimes 
strange ' ■ .
“With what a show of truth and seem

ing sincerity ■' .
. Cunning sin can cover itself withal.” 

In speaking of the (phenomenon of in
dependent slate-writing with Medium 
Slade ami others, on page 21 of^Ieir 
report,after narrating a few most rldicu-

for January, I878vpage.43.
Licht, Mehr Licht, a German paper: 

published in Paris,' in its’ nuipbor of 
May 1G, 1880, contains a letter from the 
well-knowji conjurer, Jacobs, to the 
Psychological Society in Paris, avowing 
himself a Spiritualist, and offering sug
gestions for the discrimination of genu
ine from spurious manifestations.

John Novillq Maskelyne, the well- 
known conjuher of the Egyptian Hall, 
London, England,' in a published con
troversy in relation to the report of the 
Dialectical Society, says:

“In accepting this challenge, I wish 
you distinctly to understand that I 
do not presume to prove that such mani
festations as those stated in the report 
of the.Dialectical Society are produced- 
by trickery; I have never denied that 
such manifestations are genuine, but I

women may be.Received thereby is also i p But the acumen of thi9 t lnvegti. 
a fact demonstjited by fhe experience i , wlth all hls training* was «uttorl 
of mankind, an|the;Wqrt of the Sey-1|affle^„ b a Bimp19-ieato8f legerdemain, 
bert commisw^ererana ^therefore the and mi,4ile dic^u! the ast «Seller8.’ 
appropriateness¡ the.advi.se of John In j wag’uaold l) And t gUepeare inti- 
his first epistleji1 To Relieve not every • thAPA u nAthinjr in a namp
spirit, but tryrtfie-spires whether they f fiiirAlv t.hA AYnfiriAnrA nt nthAr invA«* _ z-, 3 • f-si i.’ • ouroiy uuu uaijcjiuucc ui uuuur inveg-
are of God, because .mMy false prophets ygators, who, like the commissioners, 
are gone out Into the world. । are of average ability, and who are

On page Mvtrf.the qqmmissioners’ re- |'6earching for truth for truth’s sake, “a 
- • \ . . posse ad esse,” is es reliable as theirs. I

In dismissing thg? subject of inde- may be excused, therefore, (or narrating 
pendent slate-writing^,,we . repeat what twa or three of my own experiences in 
we think Sbl^tualiste wiir generally the phenomena of slate-writing, which 
grant, that this.phenom.cnon can be per- are confirmed by scores of witnesses 
formed by legejdemaifiV The burden of who. have seen hundreds of Instances of 
proof that it jfe'not so performed rests the phenomena under conditions that 
with the medilftas. Tills proof the me- absolutely precluded the possibility of 
diums will nhjtber offer themselves, nor fraud.
permit otheft'fe obtain. Investigators, p On page 31 of my “Review of the Sey- 
therefore, are^breed^to bring to bear bert Commission,” I give a photo-lith- 
tbeir own powers of close observation, ©graph of one of my first experiences, 
sharpened and:.gducated by experience.” wjth an account of the time, place and

This is a niQst astottishing statement, ‘ manner in which it was obtained.before 
even for the;!bbedienf: servants of the P. L. O. A. Keeler at Lily Dale. One 
University of Pennsylvania to make. I ' year after' I took two slates, cleaned 
do not' charge the honorable gentlemen them.and screwed them together with a 
of the cotnmission-wiui willful falsehood, ' screw at each end, first placing a frag- 
but only <js!r,blessness...,That is, that ment of slate-pencil between them. I 
they have nqt.haridled the triithwithsuf-' Wrapped them in a sheet of wrapping 
flcient carefulness' tolneet the demands papeF, tied them up securely, and then 
of veracity. It is not true that “Spiritu-: j called on Miss Lizzie Bangs, a well- 
alists will generally grant that tna pho- known medium. I said to her: 
nomena of independent slate-writing can “Miss Bangs,, can you get me a com
be performed by legerdemain.” I never ' munication on these slates in the oondi- 
knew a Spiritualist'-that would make tion .they are? I desire to be able to say 
this admission. They singly and col- to my friends that you never saw the 
lectively deny it. , They admit that fee- slates.”- .
ble imitations of it can be made, that I She; replied: “I do not know, Mr. 
many can arid Will, sometimes deceive a Richmond; we will try.”
class-of simple-minded witnesses or I Accordingly we'sat down by a table in 
prejudiced investigators: but the phe- the centre of a well-lighted room. I 
noniena claimed as such by Spiritualists placed the slates, on the table between 
cannot be performed'by legerdemain;' us; we both placed our hands on the 
never have beeii, and never will be; It slates, still wrapped in the paper cover- 
is as impossible’ for a;piagician to cause.' ing; we sat some.t’en or fifteen minutes,, 
a fragment of stone to perform an ini-.- hearing nothing, when Miss Bangs re
telligent act.when beyond the reach of marked: ’ ■ ' - ■ ■telligent act.when beyond the reach of 
his physical control, as it would be to 
raise the deadkit is as much a phenome
non beyond the reach of his physical 
control.aS itwijuld.be to raise the dead! 
It is aS niuch'a- phenomenon beyond the 
comprehension of savamts or science to 
have a fragment of matter write an in
telligent .wprfior sentence as it was for 
the decayingkbody of Lazarus' tp cbnie 
from the grave at the bidding of the 
Nazarene, or to command the winds and 
the sea into obedience.. . . .

“Mr. R., you do not think in this mat
ter as you used to.” ■' :

"No,” I replied: “you know times are 
changed, and we change with’them.”

Immediately I heai’d the pencil be
tween the slates commence to write. It 
continued to write for ion minutes. I

The commissioners say that the “bur
den of proof fhkt this phenomenon is not 
legerdemain is upon tne,mediums.” Oh! 
shades of all the loficiaii's that have ever 
lived, enlightened the world and passed 
away—think of it! A body of learned 
mqn seriously propose thai in a conlrb'

then opened the slates, and found them 
covered with writing. The first sen
tence was the one I uttered in answer to 
the question of the medium—translated 
into Latin, as follows: .

“Tempora niutantur, et nos mutantur 
in illis.” ■ . . ..... '

Below that was a communication to
me written in Morse telegraphic charac
ters, and on the other side of the slate, 
being the under siqe of ; the upper one, 
was written à .communication..signed

[CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.] 

ARTICLE IV.
It is well-known to geologists that an

imals whose habitat was in or near the 
tropical regions, and distant from which 
they could not survive, have been found 
imbedded in ice in the arctic regions of 
north of Asia.*  They were so well pre
served through the countless ages since 
their hyperborean imprisonment that 
their flesh was consumed by carnivor
ous animals now inhabiting those re
gions when a warmer suu melted their 
encasement. This fact of itself demon
strates that the polar regions were once 
approximating the equatorial; for these 
animals could never have wandered so 
far from the places of their nativity. It 
also proves that the change from a high 
to a low temperature was sudden, not 
leaving time between for animal decay 
to commence after the destruction of 
life, and the formation of ice, by which 
they were preserved.

Beds of most excellent mineral coal 
are found in Greenland, from where it 
is quarried and loaded directly on ship
board of exploring steamers visiting 
those high latitudes. It is found out
cropping from cliffs at the very margin 
of the sea. Whether there is more than 
one Stratum of such coal the writer is 
not informed.

Twenty-eight different beds of coal, 
superposed one above another, with 
varying thickness of intervening rock 
and slate, have been opened and worked 
in Great Britain. The lowest of these 
are more than 5,000 feet below the pres
ent surface of the sea. This tells us, 
with unerring certainty, that there have 
been twenty-eight epochs, each of in
definite duration, when those islands 
were alternately above and below the 
sea-level; periods when the earth was 
covered with dense verdure; when the 
surging ocean rolled over it, and cov
ered that? verdure with sand'and gravel, 
the material of which overlying rock 
was formed; when it again emerged; 
was again adapted to the growth of veg
etation, and again, after the lapse of 
countless ages, went down, and so has 
continued until the present order of 
things was introduced.

-’What Is true of the British islands in 
this regard, is probably true of every 
other island and continent on the globe. 
And this oscillating condition of the 
earth’s crust will ever go on with seas 
and continents while the same laws 
which have governed matter as in the 
past shall continue. To-day a continent 
covered with animal and vegetable life; 
to-morrow the ocean rolls its turbid 
waves over the melancholy wreck, leav
ing no trace of the toil, anxiety and un
bounded hopes of him who had delved 
to make it a satisfactory home for his 
ambition.

The present reveallngs on the surface 
of Greenland, where a few hundred 
years ago were green fields, waving 
forests, flowing Fivers, populous and 
thrifty villages, and a contented people, 
show only mountains of ice, all nature 
congealed, a -country of desolation and 
snow. This change has been gradual, 
and the temperature is still declining.

Iceland, too, is slowly undergoing a 
similar*?  change. At the same rate of 
decadence, in another hundred years it 
will cease to be inhabitable. Already 
such portions of the population as have 
means are removing to the northern 
latitudes of America. The island, like 
Greenland, will soon be a cold and 
dreary desolation, to so remain until 
other changes shall transpire, when it 
may again, in a lower latitude, become 
the home of man; but ages of frost and 
ice must first mark its site; other lands 
in turn, now nearly tropical, must be
come frigid; and then itisquestionableif 
any traces of man, even as insignificant 
as the stone ax or arrow-head, shall re
main to excite wonder or curiosity 
among those who shall delve in its soil.

While we can account for the gradual 
changing of the polarity of the earth 
and the shifting of climates'—the glacial 
period always existing in some parts of 
thè earth—we cannot, oy the same mode 
of reasoning, explain why whole conti
nents are suddenly submerged, or why 
the beds of oceans as suddenly become 
continents.

The equatorial diameter of the earth 
is greater than the polar by some thirty- 
four miles. While the center of grav
ity remains as now the polar and equa
torial regions will remain substantially 
the same; but if from any cause the po
lar shall preponderate, then a change in 
polarity will ensue. - Such, without 
doubt, was the case when the tropical 
elephants were encased in the icebergs 
of Nova Zembla and Spitzbergen.

Mountains of ice are continually form
ing within the arctics. The neat of 
summer cannot reach them; but cen
tury after century and age after age 
the accumulation goes on, adding to 
the polar density.

Some disturbing element, as an earth
quake shock convulsing theglobe, a vol
canic eruption and upheaval, or the ad
dition of some fragmentary planet or 
wandering body lost in space.wlj.ich has 
been attracted from its grbit by its neay- 
ness to our. earth, falls upon it, the oqui- 
poisels lost, and the waters of theocean, 
seeking thoir plane, . roll over their 
rocky Bounds, engulf continents, and

sweep away every vestige of aspiring 
man save the few favorable locations 
.which accidentally escape the general 
deluge and the submergence of conti
nents.

Such has been, such will be again and. 
again the fate of the globe. Man be
holds the traces of his labors all around, 
him, finds everywhere, even deep down 
in the bowels of the earth, evidences 
of his great antiquity, and looks upon 
all as stable and enduring. He inquires- 
of the pyramids, ascends their summits, 
wanders through their interior laby- 
rinthian passages, and seeks to find the 
motives for tneir construction. He 
deciphers the inscriptions on their walls, 
and is astonished with the power ani 
wisdom of those who made them. He 
finds their builders were interlopers 
from some other country, and at a. 
very remote age. Human records fail 
to give the origin of these people, or 
the country from which thev came. The 
antiquarian lends his aid.. He finds the 
mounds and tumuli of America ident- 
leal in general form,, and evidently 
constructed for the same purposes, with 
those covering the- vast steppes of Asia. 
The mounds are traced down tbe val*  
leys of the Tigris and Euphrates, and a 
feeble Idea of their magnitude is learned 
by exploring the ruined temple of BeluU 
—the wonderful tower of Babel, of bih- 
lical story—on the site of ancient Baby
ion. As we follow the nomadic builders 
of those structures we overtake them 
in the valley of the Nile, driving out ' 
the native blacks, as they had already 
done in Asia, setting up a new Civillza- 
tion peculiarly their own, and erecting 
their mounds, towers and pyramid^ 
each step of their progress marking ah. 
improvement on the preceding, the gen
eral idea and purpose of which their re
mote ancestors carried out with them 
from a continent whieh was gradually • 
submerged, the inhabitants retiring bfi- 
fore the incoming ocean. During tho 
long periods of their lourncyings, rest*  
ing for centuries by the way, and agjtiu’ 
advancing, they reached that region, 
foreigners on a foreign shore, where we 
first find them at the commencement of 
the historic age, making aggressive in*  
roads upon the native populations of 
Asia and Africa. . •.,■■■

The American continent bears unmis
takable traces of a race who lived conf 
temporaneous with those people. They- 
too, were mound, pyramid, and artificial 
lake builders; they wore sun worshipers^ 
as were those who reached Asia, and 
like them had their idols, to whom they 
made animal and human sacrifices; they■ ’ 
faced the east in their worship, and 
burled their dead looking in the sama 
direction, and each had a large array 
of priests who administered to their 
Gods; each employed ornamented funer
al urns in which they deposited tha 
ashes of their worthy dead, and each 
used the phallic emblem in the samft 
manner. In short, each wore 'parts 
of the great wave of humanity, going 
out of a common center, one rolling 
eastward, the other westward to escape ■■ 
a then impending calamity. : ;

Each had similar features} and 
similar forms of expression; each .. 
carried forward a similar civilization; 
each had made similar advances in mln- -■ 
eralogy; each employed the now lost art 
of hardening copper for stone cutting, 
and used the precious metals for orna
mentation. And, to climax the whole, 
each had a written language! Famine 
pestilence and exterminating war, an 
overwhelming ocean wave, or some 
other direful calamity swept all away. 
His labors only remain to tell that ne 
has been. Savage man, from some less. • 
favored region, gained control, and In
traded hie dead into the mounds, an(l 
places of sepulchre of the lost, and now, ’ 
so far as America is concerned, wholly 
extinct race. /

Tbe antiquarian and scientist, and s 
theologian as well, should cease invest!- : 
gallons among the ruins of Asia for the 
birthplace of humanity; but such may, ; 
with profit, find a perfect resemblance 
between ancient Asiatic and' American 
civilizations, and almost demonstrate ■ 
that the latter is coeval with or ante
dates the former by thousands of years; 
that the western is quite as old as the 
eastern hemisphere, and that here has ■ 
been wrought changes of which the hu- • 
man mind has but a feeble conception; • 
that the marks of an ancient and ad
vanced civilization all around us give . 
Indications of still older ones which cy- ■ 
ties of submergence and emergence are 
ever developing to observing man; and 
which, if human records could be pre» ■ 
served through all the mutations of > . 
time, would ultimately reveal much that ~ 
at present is concealed from the earnest» . 
investigator. ; .

*So fresh is the ivory throughout 
northern Russia, that, according to Tl- 
lesius, thousands of fossil tusks nave . 
been collected and used in turning: yet 
others are still procured and sold in 
great plenty. He declares his belief 
that the bones still left in northern Rus
sia must greatly exceed in number u[l 
the elephants now living on the globe. 
—Sir Charles Lyell, in his Principles of 
Geology, p. 81.

fin Un excavation made in the lower 
stage, or esplanade of the principal 
mound, I found imbedded in the walls of 
the cut, and s<? firmly fixed in the wall 
that it was with difficulty extracted, th© 
head of an idol with Asiatic features. 
* •* It would be of thrilling inter
est to be able to ascertain how the con
ception of the Asiatic face originated.— 
S. B. Evans, in his letter of May 25th, 
1881 j to the Chicago Times, describing 
his visit to the pyramid of Cholulu, 
Mexico. • .
. [Their monuments indicate that they. 
had entered upon a career of civil
ization; they lived in stationary com- . 
munities, cultivating the soil and rely
Ing on its generous yield as a means of; 
support; they, clothed themselves, ia' 
part at Isast, in garments regularly spun . 
find woven; they modeled clay. and. 
carved stone, even of the most obdurate 
character», into images representing, 
animate objects, including oven th$ 
human face and .form, with a close ad* . 
herenceto nature; they mined and cast 
copper into a variety of useful forms; 
they quarried mica, steatite, chert, and.-, 
the" novaculite slates, which they ■- 

• wrought; into article^ adapted to per*',  
sonal adornhfent, to domestic use or to 
the chase; they collected brine of thq
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Look you, careering o'er the fen, 
An airy courser,—buoyant steed!

Which hither, thither, wheels 
curves

■ Whatever can be successively demon
strated must in time bo universally rec
ognized as an established "fact.-.<

.Some persons,¿re. so constituted by 
• Nature that they view everything from
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INEXORABLE LAW

•NATURE NEVER TAKES INTO CONSID
ERATION A MbRAL SENSE OF RIGHT 

OR WRONG. '

To the Editor:—One may not be a 
scientist in the accepted sense of that 
term, though from the cradle to the 
grave an inmate of Nature’s laboratory, 
in which there are ceaseless opportun
ities for the consideration of principles 
that underlie all phenomena, whether 
mental or material.

By careful observation and critical 
analysis, he becomes conscious of the 
fact that only that which is inherent in 
a principle can emanate or be evolved 
from it.

Nature never takes into consideration 
a moral sense of right and wrong, but 
follows lines of cause and effect, regard
less of consequences.

Moral standards vary among different 
peoples in different countries; being con
ceptions of human minds they are not 
to be classed with la*vs  of Nature, ■

The elements often deal death and 
destruction to whatever may be in their 
pathways, though no one would ever 
think or accusing them of being unjust, 
or even unkind in their operations, 
which, at times, are on sitch a gigantic 
scale as to make them truly appalling.

To minds that have become sufficient
ly unfolded to enable them to grasp 
ideas thus suggested. Nature becomes 
an open book in which lessons of price
less value are contained.

Nature’s laws are not only arbitrary 
but universal; therefore nothing is ex
empt from their action! Consequently 
humanity is compelled to recognize their 
existence, as well as their relation to 
every thought and act of their being.

The truth or falsity of the saying, 
“Whatever is is right,” depends upon 
the standpoint from which it is viewed.

Until it can be shown that Nature is 
liable to err, or make mistakes, there 
can be no reason for questioning its 
course. Consequently whatever Occurs 
under its action must be right, for it is 
not amenable to moral or statutory laws.

A fine point to be decided is, to what

a pessimistic standpoint. To such minds 
nothing is as it jhould be, which is to 
them evidence that theirs He » special 
mission to aid in reconstructing things 
in general, sometimes of thoughtin. 
particular.- ' ' - ' ; . •

If they be' somewhat enthusiastic, 
they aspire to act as leadens, where they 
can rant and fume in their, efforts to 
make others see as they do; . ■:

And why not? They were made that 
way; consequently were, they to. do 
otherwise they would not only be un- 
true'to themselves, but'would be unim
peachable witnesses against the philos
ophy I am advocating.

Every.religious system of which we 
have any record was founded on an as
sumed basis, instead pf established facts, 
and for that reason have never been able 
to satisfy thinking minds.

All of these systems are the result of 
natural causes; therefore it is right for 
them to exist; and it will be equally 
right for them to fade away and van
ish whenever the masses who’contribute 
to their support think and reason for 
themselves. .....................

These ideas are not only rational, but 
charitable in its broadest sense, for to 
ope who is conscious of their truth a 
disposition to condemn is unknown. 
bConcedirig that what has been was to 
e balances the account between Nature 
and the individual up to the present 
moment, each having acted their part 
faithfully. ,......

Admirers of Nature manifest a keen 
sense of the beautiful, and seldom find 
themselves where there is not some
thing to please the eye and gratify the 
mind. h .

Persons thus constituted are bound to 
have a fair share of the sunshine of life; 
even though at times clouds darken their 
pathway, they content themselves with 
the assurance that they intime will pass 
away. Jeefrey Simmons. ,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

extent does Nature's laws 
thoughts and actions?

• Evolution, in its broader 
neals to our consciousness as 
ing the active principle of 
elteet.

By carefully contemplating causes 
’ one is forced to accept the conclusion 

that whatever existed at a given mo- 
■ ment was the result of their action.

This opens an avenue of thought 
through which Is discerned such a 
multitude of complex ideas so closely in- 
torwoven that one may well shrink 
from undertaking to disentangle them.

The orderly unfoldment of the prin
ciples of Nature on the material plane 

. appeals to consciousness through tbe 
... senses.

But, when we consider the province 
of'Nutore on the mental plane, in the 
absence of classified data, we can only 
reason from analogy or philosophize; 
taking for a premiss facts with which 
we are conversant that belong to the 
material side of life.

‘ . The omnipresence of Nature’s laws 
precludes the possibility of tbe slight
est occurrence, either mental or ma
terial with which they were not identi- 
fled; therefore the affirmation that what 
has been.was to be, becomes a self-evi
dent truth upon which it is perfectly 
safe to build.

While fully realizing that these ideas 
will meet with opposition, they are ad
vanced with something like self-assur
ance that they cannot be successfully 
gainsaid or overthrown; that is equiva
lent to saying that every thoughtand ac
tion, whether of good or evil import, had 
to occur in the exact manner and at the 
moment it did.

Until it can be shown that somewhere 
within the boundless universe there ex
ists a single atom that is not where it 
was placed by natural causes, opponents 
to these ideas have no basis from which 

■to reason.
- When the motion of planets compris

ing solar systemsis under consideration
- the operation of Nature's laws is not 

questioned. • .
- In order to more clearly illustrate this 

. idea, let us suppose that at the com
meneement of this era there existed a

. person richly endowed with the gift of 
prophetic clairvoyance, who, while 
peering into the future, took special 
note of what he saw on a given date in

■ the month of May, 1896. Being a true 
- prophet he would have seen just what 

was occnring at the point to which his 
: vision was then direoted; that is, had he 

looked to where I am seated at this mo
ment he would have seen me writing 
this manuscript.

• No one will deny the fact of its hav
ing been written; its existence estab
lishes that claim, and even more; more 

. because, if it was true a moment before 
; it was formulated that I would write it 
?.• pt the time and place it was written, can 

the mind conceive of a time so remote 
< that this same truth did not exist?

Whatever the future has in store can 
be depended upon, for it will arrive at 

- the moment it is due.
• . Disappointment may come to individu

als, though not through mistakes, of
■ Nature, for that is out of the question.

That coming events cast their shad- 
-■ ows before, is to my mind better illus

trated by inventors than any other class 
of people that couid be mentioned.

Catching a glimpse of mental shad
ows, a sensitive mind asserts the exist
ence of realities that were reflected, 

, andffom that time its possessor finds 
:. little rest until he has succeeded in de
. veloping or unfolding the principles in- 
;■ volved.

The evidence seems to be overwhelm- 
■ ing that in that way all inventions of 

every name and natpre have been sug- 
gosted to human minds by shadows cast 
before. Have they at any time during 

. their unfoldment arrived at a condition 
that was not then and there to be?

: After centuries of careful observation
. and study the science of astronomy has 
■ reached its present status, in which it is 

demonstrated that within its province 
every action is governed with mathe
matical precision.

Again,71 ask, has p planet at any time 
deviated from its course so that an as- 

'■ tronomer would be unable to locate it 
by a mathematical calculation?

. If not, the conclusion is irresistible 
• that'suns and stars have always been 

■ governed by Nature’s laws and prin- 
- ciples and will continue to bo through

out succeeding ages. •
■ Conlagions, pestilence, famine, tor
nadoes, etc., wnich were formerly re- 

-• gardcd by the masses, and still are by 
unthinking minds as visitations of Provi
dence, are now known to. be the result 
of natural causés; therefore, while Na
ture is ever true to itself, they were 

■ - bound to occur in the exact manner and
àt the time and place they did.

These' ideas apply with equal force to 
the realm of mind, necessitating the ex
ercise'ofreason on- all .questions that 
may arise in the domain of thought, for 
that Which is undemonstrable can only

Down in Chautauqua county, in the 
State of New York, by the beautiful 
waters of peaceful Cassadaga, the Spir
itualists from near by and remote dis
tances have been holding their annual 
June picnic—a delightful session of 
three days, in character very like the 
mid-summer assembly that follows later.

The occasion was in all respects most 
successful; the attendance large. The 
programme presented special attrac
tions,and the weather, that very import
ant factor in human happiness, was 
ideal. A spirit of harmony, peace and 
good-fellowship prevailed to an extent 
that bespoke exceeding good things for 
the future work of this camp, and the 
growth of the cause it represents. This 
fact, so apparent to all, is encouraging 
to the management, who, through many 
trials and malicious attacks of enemies, 
have remained faithful and steadfast to 
the purpose for which the camp was or
ganized.

“And I heard voices saying, come up 
higher,” was the subject of the opening 
address delivered by Mrs. R. 8. Lillie, 
and was an earnest and eloquent plea 
for higher Spiritualism, greater spirit
uality, more lofty living, purest thought, 
more noble manhood and womanhood. 
This was the message of modern Spirit
ualism to the world, and the man or 
woman .professing a knowledge of 
Spiritualism, and failing to make appli
cation of its teachings by higher and 
holier living, should shrink from ac
knowledging their age as Spiritualists. 
The cure for all crime will be in follow
ing the call of the voices to come up 
higher, for then no wrong will be done, 
no evil thought harbored in the mind, 
and no criminals born into the world.

The lady closed with a rich prophecy 
for the future of fair, beautiful Cassa
daga. Following this as a token of love 
ana appreciation, Mrs Lillie's friends 
presented her with a beautiful N. S. A. 
badge.

“The Turn of the Tide,” a society 
drama, was presented by local talent.

At the Leolyn parlors, Thursday af
ternoon, Mrs. Dr Johnson,of Cincinnati, 
entertained an assemblage of ladies 
only, by a discourse upon that always 
interesting subject of “How to Be Beau
tiful;” and now the lords of creation, 
who are supposed to do our thinking 
and gallantly cast our ballot for us,'lest 
we become polluted, are expressing in
dignation against being excluded from 
the knowledge ot an art so priceless.

The distinctively attractive feature of 
the picnic, doubtless, was the reappear
ance of the Prophetess of the Pacific 
Slope—that rarely-gifted, inspirational 
speaker. Mrs. Elizabeth L. Watson, of 
California, who in the year 1880 dedi
cated the Cassadaga grounds, giving 
prophecy at that time of its future 
growth, success and influence, beyond 
the dreams of the most sanguine, but 
which the passing years have more than 
verified. .

Saturday afternoon Mrs. Watson ad
dressed a large and attentive audience 
upon -‘The Foundations of Our Faith,” 
in a manner so dignified, brilliant and 
eloquent that none who listened can 
ever forget. The lady said she did not 
fully agree with those, who thought 
Spiritualism had its birth fity yearsago. 
Spiritualism was as old as the conscious 
soul of man. It was regretable think 
that Spiritualists depended on any class 
of phenomena received through public 
mediums as evidence of the truth of 
spirit return. This life aud the future 
existence is one and the same,'and that 
which we call Spiritualism is simply the 
blossom of the human soul made appar
ent. Religious blockades of the past 
have been a curse to mankind. If all 
the Bibles of to-day were destroyed, the 
future would produce more—for-it is as 
natural to grow bibles as cabbages. The 
man who keeps an open mini is on a 
safe road; the man who closes any door 
of his mind is in danger.

Prescribing creeds and beliefs, and 
fixing.limitations, have in the past been 
the bane of man.

Mediumship is a universal gift only in 
degree, just as all other faculties are 
universally possessed by all—the only 
difference being in the degree. AU can 
have the evidence within themselves; 
and the Spiritualist who depends on 
outside evidence isn't a Spiritualist at 
all—for SpirituaUsm is not a conviction, 
but a knowledge.

The foundations of our faith are laid 
too deep to be touched or affected by 
the exposure of a few frauds masquerad
ing in the borrowed Uvery of heaven. If 

' every professional medium in the land 
was detected in fraud, we who possefes 
the read knowledge would still know, 
past all doubt, the beautiful and precious 
truth of Spiritualism. ■ ■

Saturday evening a thought exchange 
was held at Library Hall, and a dance 
in the open pavi!lion, for which the 
Northwestern Orchestra was in attend
ance. —

tasks, went but in gratitude toward the 
speaker, at the divine light she cast 
over their pathway, and thocomfort she 
gave in saying that though our tasks 
were menial,■■ when we aspirqd for the 
lofty, wo could, in thought, dwell among 
the stars, instead of crawling with the 
reptiles; that the note of duty end faith
fulness was the grandest note in the 
symphony of life. ’ 1 ’

At the close of the address Mrs. Wat
son was given an oviAion by the audi
ence. '

In the columns of a Buffalo morning 
paper that there, appeared a malicious 
and unmerited attack on the manage-' 
ment and several mediums advertised 
in its organ, the Cassadagan, which cre
ated a ripple of indignation all over the 
camp. At the opening of the afternoon 
exercises, Hon. A! Gaston, who had pre
sided as chairman of the session, 
stepped forward and, referring to this 
newspaper attack, said:'

“We officially indorse, as speakers 
and mediums, those who are announced 
in the Cassadagan. We believe them' 
worthy our consideration and respect. 
This does not imply that we indorse all 
the ideas and idiosyncraoies of the 
speakers, or approve of each individual 
act of the mediums.

“By placing mediums on the program, 
they come under the auspices of our as
sociation,-and are entitled to the same 

respect arid protection as our speakers, 
and when unjustly or maliciously as
sailed, we are bound to protect them.

“1 make these statements that I may 
not be misunderstood as to my position, 
and I believe I am safe in saying that 
my colleagues join me in these declara
tions.. ■

“I believe all phenomena to be of di
vine origin, and when anyone draws a 
line between the different phases, af
firming only certain kinds to be genuine 
and all else false, they are arrogantly 
assuming that which they have no right 
to do.

“The genuineness of phenomena lies 
in the honesty, purity and integrity of 
the medium thrpugh whom it is pro
duced. We cannot control the secular 
press, nor the productions oÇ sensational 
reporters, but I wish it understood that 
the mediums and speakers advertised in 
our programme are a part of Cassadaga, 
and until they are proven fraudulent 
and unworthy we shall continue to en
dorse and defend them, fully believing 
that we, managers and old workers, who 
have been Spiritualists and investigat
ors for thirty or forty years, are fully as 
capable of judging in these matters as 
some new-pledged convert who within 
three or four years has graduated from 
agnosticism into Spiritualism, and then 
into that position where they wrap the 
robes of theosophy complacently around 
them, thinking and assuming to be suf
ficiently wise to sit In judgment on 
everybody else.”

These ■ remarks from our president 
were received with ringing applause, 
after which, Cassadaga's Sage, the Hon. 
A. B. Richmond, of Meadville, was in
troduced,and In his own inimitable style 
discoursed upon “The House in Which 
We Dwell.”

Mr. Richmond has a large following at 
Cassadaga, who appreciate his logic 
and wit.

Sunday evening, Count De Ovies and 
wife gave a hypnotic performance at the- 
auditorium that will be followed by 
others during the season.

Monday afternoon Mrs. Watson held 
a reception In the parlors of the Grand, 
where hosts of old friends and many 
new ones met and heard her delightful 
recital of California: its attractions, and 
her own rose-embowered home.

And now, the June picnic of 1896 is a 
thing of the past, where memories are 
pleasant, and where prophetic foreshad
owing of the near-by session is hopeful 
and encouraging.

Shirley Belle.

[Extracts from “The Haunted Wood."] 
A whisper came upon the wind—

The glade beyond the wood—be still: 
“Thou wouldst behold a fairy rout—

Go forth to-night and have thy will. 
Be calm, be quiet," said the voice, 

“And hide thee close amid the brakes; 
Peer forth—I pipe the fan-fare there my

self _ •
Until the early dawn awakes.”

And hidden near a messy cairn, 
I hear the fugue—the happy drum;

The west wind rushing by my couch— 
Cautious—be still; they come, they 

come,
A thistle-seed with burnished tires, 

Gaily revolving down the glen,
Blown forward by the summer breeze, - 

■ Is jaunting-car for Pixie men.
And tacking o’er the swaying reeds, 
□With snowy sails, now reefed, now 

wide—
A yacht! a yacht! with flags apeak— 

And "Bittle Folks” lean o’er the side.
The denizens of coarser clay,

With fleshly lids before their gaze, 
See in this fairy barge— a moth

In quest of dusky woodland ways, 
Wherein to work out Nature’s plan

Of ova, larva, pupa—wings— ..
Well, keep your thoughts, and go your 

ways;
I deal not with material things.

The yacht? She anchors in the dell, 
And there she rides on airy waves, 

The earth besprent with perfumed buds, 
The tiny keel with incense laves.

With lightsome, blithesome speed.
The rude world whispers, “dragon-fly.” 

Why say it?—such an envious thing—
When high upon the withers rides, 

In gold bedight, the elfin king.
Lace mats are spread upon the sward, 

How gay the time; no foes deploy;
Wierd things throw off their cowls and 

swords, '
And view the scene with bursting joy.

Ah, that fugacious fantasia,
Music, like perfume, cloys.with sweet;

But motions, volatile as air, .
Control those dainty, noiseless feet.

White arms, lithe limbs and jaunty tire, 
Pearls pendant, and gay, flirting fans;

The wide vale thrills with ecstasy, ’ 
Unchided by laws, codes, or bans.

And thus the mad carouse ran on - 
Till every tendril shook with glee;

No heed was there of passing hours 
Iii that nocturnal revelry.

But Io! the eastern hills grow bright
With ivory white and tints of rose, 

As when a royal chariot comes
With flashing wheels and- wide flam

beaus. •

the>beautiful Within; and while her lan
guage was beautiful as a string - of 
pearls, it was all thoroughly practical to 
our everyday life; ana.the-.hearts of 
those Whose*  lives seem unlovely and 
humdrum in the dull ' routine Of daily

Oh, just that one fittlqV, thriHing sound, 
Like rustling brebzes o’er a'stream.

Vanished! no trace fugitives, • 
. Bnt silence, sweet,1'Supreme.
San Diego, Cal,., ‘ ,M. I, Cummings.

WORDS OF WARNING.

• ♦ w w
An airy sigh through all the vale—.

“Thq dawn! the dawn! Adieu; we 
pass!” ■ '

The Sun peered in upon the glade— 
The mats lay bleaching on the grass.

FITSCURB
(Rvm U.S. Journal <J ifcclicini.)

Trof.W. n.Pcekc,whomakesa»pccMtyotEplIepij>. bos without doubt treated anicaredmoro cases than, 
anyllvingPhysician; hlSBUceeBsisastoalshlng. Wo 

. baveheardof casestUWycats'Btandtagcurodbyhlni.
Honuhllsheaavaluableworkonthlsdinasewhlchha 
sendswlthalargo bolt!« of hli absolute Cure, free to 
•nySuffcrerwhotnByeendtheirP.O.antlKxpreMsd.
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CORA L V. RICHMOND.
Mahomet, the Illustrious.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

F. E. ÏHVINE.

JULES WALLACE.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKER,

office.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
tills office.

COMPILI» ÀMB EDITED BY

HARRISON D. BARRETT.
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From the Golden State Spiritual 
Evangelists.

TUI* admirable work conslsts of three pamphlet* 
embodied la one volume, In which questions of great 
Importance to the discussed from the stand
point of an advanced social reformer. Price SO cent». 
Fertile at thia office. . 1

They Have No^Reference to 
Honest Mediums.

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Ljm. ▲ book replet® 

wtta Spiritual truths. Pricefl .00..

fF</7a ¿mrtraft* representing Sirs, Richmond fn 
1857, in 1876, aud in 1864,

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Bn<l Present. By J, M. l ettele,. M. o. An oncyclopaidla of Interesting 

opd instructive foots. Price .2,00. “ OUTLINE OF CONTENTSi 
Ihtboduotioh.
CirarTBBl. Parentage—-Place of Birth-Childhood- 

School Erperleucea-Flrst Medlumlstlc Work, etc
Chaptxb II. Hopcdale-Mr. Scott In Massachusetts- 

Remoral to Wlscousln-The Ballou Famlly-Adln 
Ballou’» Work-Work of Spirit Adin Augustu» 
Ballou.

CnArinii HI. Oulua— Her Earthly Life and Tragic 
Death—Her Mission In Bplrlt-Llfo.

CHAFTka IV. Other Controls—The Guide». '
Y’. WorkinCub», N. Y.-Buffalo Pastorals 

—Workers In Buffalo-Thomas Gale» Forster-Sarah 
i!,r.00k?T.1,<ir.“ce «• Day-Removal to New York 
City, lS5S-Phlladelphla—Boston-Baltimore.

CbaptibVI. Work In New York City.
CtrAVTira VII. New York City (continued). Prof. J, 

J. Mapes—Hon. J. W. Edmonds—Dr. Gray—New 
York Ed tore aud Ciorgy-Otlier Place» in the East 
—Meadville, Pa., 1851—Hon. A. B. Richmond,

CmafterVIII. Washington, D. C.-Reconstructlon- 
Seuator J.M, Howard-George J. W. .lullou-Gen, 
N. P. Banks-Nettie Colberu Maynard—Statement 
ot Geo, A. Bacon. , a

England—Robert Dale Owen—George 
lltompaon-Countesa of Caithness-Mra. Straw 
brldse-Mr. and Mrs. Tebb-Mra". Noaworthy-J. C. 
Ward—Mra. Slater—Andruw Cross, ”

Chaitib X. Work In England (Continued lu Three 
Subsequent Visits.)

Cbapteb XI. California Work, 1815-Other Vlslta- 
Letter ot C. M. Plumb-Letter of Mra. John A 
Wilson.

Chaptbb XII. Chlcaeo Work, 1876 to 1695—First 
Society Chartered, 1855—Complete Account of Work 
In Letter» and Statements of Member» of the 
Society.

Chaptbb XIII. Camp Meeting Work-Cassadaga- 
Lake I’leaeant—Onset Bay—Luke Brady-Luokout 
Mountain, etc. • 1

Cuaptbb XIV. Literary Work-IIesperla-Volumes 
of Discourses and Lecturcs-I’aychopatliy; Soul 
leachings—Poems—Other Literary Work.

Cuatteb XV. Literary Work (coutlnued)-I.ecture 
on Gyroscope, 18M—“The Shadow of a Great Hock 
na Weary Land." 1887-Poems-Cholce Selections 

In Prose and Verso-Work of William Richmond.
Cmaptcb XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from 

Ornha E. Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and others 
—Appreciation ot the Work from I hose Best Quat- 
(fled to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C 
Warner—Drs. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.

Chaiteb XVII. Mrs Richmond’s Experiences While 
In the Trance State, Written by Herself.

BEYOND THE OATES.
By Blhabeth Stuart Phelps. A highly enttttalnlng «fotIl Price *loo.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lecture*. By Abby A. Judson. Tbl* book 

should be read by every SpirltuallfiL Price *1.00; 
postage 10 cents.

THE RELATION
Of '■’ioSpiritual to tbe Material Universe; and the 
Lar of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M- Farhday. Price 15 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with direction* for tbe organization and 

management of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Darts, Something indispensable. Price 50 cent*.

NOTES BY THE WAY.

To the Editor:—As many in the 
past have given their opinions in The 
Progressive Thinker, I think 1 
should be accorded the same right to 
give what I personality know about the 
“cheese-cloth materialization mediums” 
and as the camp-meeting season is near 
at hand, I think it is opportune to writs 
a few lines in regard to the so-called 
materialization mediums, and for the 
managers of the campHneetings to be 
on the lookout for them, for they are in 
the land and will be at tbe camp-meet
ings, with all their paraphernalia, ready 
for business, and for revenue only.

The best thing that, the managers at 
the cainp-meetings can do is to have an 
experienced committee of five, three 
gentlemen and two ladies, to examine 
mediums of all phases before they can 
hang out their shingle. Wo do not want 
repeated at any of the camps this season 
what happened at Lily Dale camp-meet
ing last season, as it all can be prevented 
in time by a little forethought, z

A genuine materialization .medium is 
not made in a day; it takes years; but a 
French crape or cheese-cloth material

ization medium can be made in a few 
hours, with a white skirt, four or five 
yards.of French crape or cheese-cloth, a. 
rubber mask, false whiskers, hair wig 
and a cabinet, or a corner in a room, and 
they are ready for business. .

No genuine materialization medium 
can produce more than fróm four to six 
full form spirits at one seauce after that 
the manifestations are personation. 
Once-in awhile an Indian spirit will 
manifest during the seance. People are 
not satisfied unless there are twenty or 
thirty full-form manifestations, which 
are personations, and the people in tho 
circle are more to blame than the me
dium. .

Old-time Spiritualists are very often 
the ones that are most easily deceived, 
and after attending a seance they write 
an article and rush it into print, telling 
what a grand and beautiful seance it 
was, over the signature of five or six 
names, when, at the same time, it was 
the worst cheese-cloth fraud material
ization that was ever perpetrated upon 
the people. A person should not go to 
a materialization stance once and there 
give his opinion; lie1 should go ten or 
fifteen times, ever.V night in succession, 
and by that time, if there is any fraud, 
hd will have his ,eyes opened enough 
to detect it. , .

We have got to havé the phenomena, 
but let us have it honestly; if we do not 
get but one rap, one letter, one word on 
the slate, or one materialization, it will 
do more to advance Spiritualism honest
ly than anything else.

Somethine mqst'be done to protect the 
honest mediums and weed out the fraud
ulent charlatans, qnd- .pothing will do it 
but an experienced committee for ex
amination. Wheir'a niedium is put un
der test conditions, the members of the 
circle should be put-; under test condi
tions also—who knpws but there may bo 
a confederate in the circle.

Keep your eyes open for the so-called 
materialization mediums that hold 
seances without a cabinet, and you may 
detect the confederates, for they will be 
there with the paraphernalia to"produce 
the full material form materialization.

There will be thousands of investigat
ors, skeptics and curiosity-seekers at 
the camp-meetings again this summer, 
and nearly everyone will attend a ma
terialization seance, and we must be on 
tbe lookout and see that honest mani
festations are given; if we don’t we will 
be the ones that will suffer.

I write this article in kindness to all 
honest mediums and for the good of 
Spiritualism, for the philosophy of Spir
itualism or naturalism is my religion, 
and is all I have got. I expect to ba 
criticised and condemned and have hot 
shot fired at me for writing this article, 
but I want to see the cause advanced, 
and hope this will open the eyes of some 
who may think they have met and con
versed with some spirit-relative, whfen 
at the same time it was the material 
medium.

It is the barnacles that retard the 
progress of the ship, and so it is the 
fakes and charlatans that retard tbe 
progress and growth of Spiritualism. 
We should study th© philósophy and 
phenomena of Spiritualism, which will 
enable us to discern between good and 
bad, and arm us with spiritual and sci
entific knowledge to combat - the attack 
of ourenemies.

In the future I may have something to 
write on this subject.

The Northwestern Camp-meeting will 
open Sunday, June 21st, and continue 
for six weeks,, including all the Sundays 
in July, at Twin City Park, between 
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Preparations are now being made, 
and it is expected that this year's meet
ing will be the most successful one ever 
held in the Northwest.

The programmes are but and can be 
had of the secretary, Allen F. Brown, 
No. 703 Manhattan bldg-., St. Paul,

COL. H. JESSE TOBIAS AND .DR. ALICE 
, TOBIAS AT WORK FOR HUMANITY.

To the Editor:—On the 10th of last 
April we left San Francisco for two 
months' work in the spiritual evangel
ical field.

We stopped for one Sunday at San 
Jose, The Garden City has a flourishing 
spiritual society, working under the 
able management of President H. S. 
Owen, a true, live and liberal man, tor 
the cause of liberty and light.

Here we met for the first time Mrs. 
Carrie Downer Stone, one of our star 
mediums, and one among the few of the 
workers who has everything the heart 
can wish for. Situated, as we witnessed 
her pleasant residence, among the 
orange and almond blossoms, it made us 
wish for a home just like it. Mr. Stone 
took us and his estimable companion for 
a drive among the orchards surrounding 
San Jose; and such a pleasant ride,, we 
will never forget it. The fragrance 
from the blossoms was perfectly deli
cious; while the conversation from our 
sister companion filled us full of new 
ambition for the cause of liberty and 
love. In the evening we were given a 
reception by Mrs. Stone, at her parlors, 
where we met Mrs. A..S. York, a lead
ing medium and spiritual worker. .

'We were urged by the president and 
hoard of directors to return and speak 
for the First Spiritual Society of San 
Jose during the month of May;'but we 
had to decline the invitation, much 
against our ■ own personal desire to be 
with the good people of the Garden 
City, and gb. where the light of truth 
was in its infancy. .

At Stockton we found a formal, staid 
old spiritual organization, where the 
president Jikes all the glory and the 
poor medium can pay the bills. One 
Sunday is enough in any town where the 
members are afraid to say that their 
souls are their own.

Before shaking the dust from our feet, 
let me introduce one of the best of men 
and Spiritualists, Dr. C. Grattan. And 
right here let me tell how the Doctor 
drove the dumb spirit from opt of the 
maniac. This story I have from the 
Doctor’s own lips, and verified by living 
witnesses at Stockton.

Dr. Grattan was at one time one of 
the trustees of the insane asylum situ
ated at Stockton. He visited the asy
lum daily, as was his wont, and upon 
each occasion he would notice a man 
standing at a certain place near the 
wall, taking no notice of anybody or 
anything, standing like a statue, dumb 
and motionless. The Doctor, on one oc
casion, asked who the poor fellow was, 
and was told" Jie was “Old Amos, who 
had long ago ceased to speak and did 
not now even know his own name.”

Dr. Grattan went up to the man, took 
both bis hands in his, looked him in the 
eyes for a few seconds and then com-
manded him to speak. Holding on to 
his hands, he cried with aloud voice:

“Speak! speak! speak up, man! Tell 
me your name! tell me your name!” ' 
the dumb lips began to quiver and 
murmuring sound came back in
spouse-to the request, “Amos."

“Amos what?” said the Doctor.
“Amos Long,” said the patient, and 

the dumb spirit left him and the man 
went home rejoicing, nevermore to re
turn to the asylum.

We reached the capital six weeks ago 
and hove been busily employed ever 
since our coming. Our lectures are well 
attended and the tests which follow 
from Dr. Alice Tobias are convincing, 
clinching arguments of the immortality 
of the soul. '

The hungry souls after spiritual food 
are crowding her rooms from 9 a. m. to 
10 p. m. daily, and so the work goes on.

On Memorial Dav, we were invited to 
speak at Placerville, a town sixty miles 
away in the hills, a ta>ld town, and we 
did not forget to put in a good word for 
our cause, and the truth blessed the 
effort and gave us a few converts.

At Placerville we met Mr. Terman 
and Mrs,. Dr. Stone, two shining lights 
in the field of truth. .

To-morrow we leave for our home in 
San Francisco, for a short time, and then 
off for the camp-meeting at Summer
land. H. Jesse Tobias.

Chesterfield Camp.
The sixth annual camp-meeting of th« 

Indiana Association of Spiritualists con
venes at Chesterfield, Ind., July 16 and 
closes August 10.

LIST OF SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS.

Marguerite St. Omer, E. W. Sprague, 
Mrs. Mary Runyon, Kates-Singer Quar
tette and Mrs. A. H. Luther, Professor 
Lockwood, Mrs. Alice Howard, Anna E. 
Tnomas, Charles J. Barnes, Mrs. Mag
gie Stewart, A. A. Finney, Mrs. Seerey 
Hibbets, W. C. Jessup, Joseph King, 
Dr. Vaughn, Mrs. Dr. Vaughn, Mrs. 
Katie Mendenhall, Sylvester Stanford.

Good music will be provided through
out the meeting.

Persons desiring further information 
or circulars can secure satpe by address
ing the secretary, F. J. Macomber, An
derson, Ind.

One Society Has 'Weighed Him.
' . ■• , fl .¿J .
To the EDrroR?-Lln‘Jyour issue of the 

,13 th inst., appears a- Witicism of Jules 
Wallace, and anjaftcount of a whipping 
-he received in Austin. Your article 
condemning Wallaóe a? a fraud I think 
is timely and goorffbilt you say “Texas 
Spiritualists seem ato“ want him; let 
them keep him until they get enough of 
him.” r0 - .v

I desire to say twit There is one com
munity in Texas that does not want Mr. 
Wallhce, and will’not have him, and 
that one is Galveston. '

Mr. Wallace is here; holding seances 
'and has given one lecture, biit hot under 
the auspices of the society, by any 
means. He goes iikm liis own hook.

Mr. Wallace called on the writer on 
the day of bls arrival in our city, for the 
purpose of making an engagement, hav
ing written that he "would be here, to 
which ho answer was given him. I 
talked very plainly to him and told him 
that his record was very bad, and that 
we could not engage him. At this he 
became very angry, and I am told, is 
very bitter in bls denunciation of tile 
writer and society. He and Mrs. Russell, 
from New Orleans, gave a materializ
ing seance, last evening, at Wallace's 
rooms, where the fraud was sb palpable 
that the woman was crabbed and a part 
of the paraphernalia secured.

This is notice that whatever other • 
Texas communities may do, Galveston 
does not propose to entertain or encour
age any fake mediums. : ■

- • • L. W. Head,
President Galveston Spiritual .Society.

'<• Grand Ledge Camp.
Dr. P. T. Johnson, of Battle Creek, 

Mich.; occupied the rostrum in our 
mammoth auditorium at Riverside Park 
before the local society of Spiritualists 
of Grand Ledge, Sunday last, the 14th, 
and gave us two as fine lectures as one 
would care to listen to.

He is hot what would be classed a 
flowery speaker, yet makes a fine ap
pearance, is very positiye.and convinc
ing. He had an audience of five hun
dred. people, all of whom were well 
pleased. ,

Dr. Johnson will occupy the rostrum 
at our camp from August II to 14.

Dr. A. B. Spinney, of Reed City, will 
address our local society Sunday, June 
28. Both he and . Dr. Johnson are good, 
solid veterans in the work.

Our camp association has erected a 
barn for tbe accommodation of one hun
dred horses; and is also to erect a fine 
seance-room,. 16 by 22 feet.

President W. W. Howe, of our associ
ation, is still unable to take the chair
manship at our camp, to the regret of 
all. and theydilEVe selected Mr. Barney 
O’Dell, of Paw Paw, Mich., to fill the 
chair. ' ■

All. who wish any information in re
gard to our camp will_please address

J. P. RuSsell, Sec’y, 
Box 805, Grand Ledge, Mich.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at.this office.

“Vashti, Old and New.- A Romance 
of the Wheel." By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient ' 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive. Paj>er, 30 cents; cloth, 31. For 
sale at this office.

“The Fountain o! Life, or The Three 
fold Power -of Sex." By Lois Waisl 
brooker. One of the author'smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman.Price 50c. . •

IT IS INTERESTING.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World! Being a description of Localllle», Employ. 

menu, Surrounding», and Condition» In tho Sphere,. 
By membera of the Spirit-Band of MIbb M. T- Shelha- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth n.oo. Postage 10 cenn. For >alo at 
tbl*  office. *

THOMAS PAINE. '
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more so tbau auy work Issued since Uncle Tout* 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from tbe very juwa ot oblivion. H deals 
with high official private life during the most moinent- 
ou8 period In American History, and Is a aecrcl page 
from the life of him whom lime serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, aud more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth,f illustrated, pp, 264, $1,66} 
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGÜIEB.

Translated from the French.
THB TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrlten to 

ievelop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
sf the human soul after death, and lea reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled in tho bosom of ctbcrlal space. “Beyond 
tub Thbebhold’’ contluues ou tbe samo hues en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science uod philosophy; c.aim
ing that tht certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best uicans of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science mid philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any ui the exiting re
ligions. From beginning to cud It Is li’ter -.-ihiR, en
tertaining, instructive and fma-lma,;«-» wv wpether 
one accept*h  nJ! <»r nut. much ivi;. k-. v. . ’.-ued 
•*  |il- . ........... . ..  . it • - . • ••

The To-Morrow of Death.
-■-OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well bave been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
in that peculiar Interesting style lu which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects tn adaptation to tbe needs of thé générait 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,” etc., etc.. In which he manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class,’’ yet be says again: 
“There is a true and respectable idea iu Spiritualism.” 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhuinans aod the inhabitants of Earth;” 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact in ci Idcue-e. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest dlsrrcpanc> in 
the authors'*  Ideas, but the well-read mind wl.l readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author bolds tbe 
theory of reincarnation. Price *l.5U.  For sale at 
tht*  office.
"GLeA]N[IpiG3~ 
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■itself, but you cannot run it. That

upon so quickly that we feel as if it

Science is the orderly arrangement 
and careful study of facts. Each 
great discover}' compels a gradual

Master Thoughts on the 
Science of Spiritualism.

the facts already known or discovered 
about man the mortal as our starting 
point.

I stood at the foot of a high mountain, 
And down the mountain’s side came

of a thousand suns; .
Her face was such as no man could

Man the Mortal, and the Spirit 
Man.

you shall absent yourself about one- 
third of the time, In other words, 
the body rests from doing any work

maiden . ..■■■
Dressed in a silver robe, 
That sparkled and shone as with the fire

A1.--

tions given through, will power by our 
to harmonious agreement before the spirit are at last received and acted 
•necessary muscles will be permitted ry"" "" i''"' "" !i

JUNE W, IW

SPIRITCftL SCIENCE
r . „ t % . - -

when I say “you” to the owner of this 
wonderful and intelligent body ma
chine. By the man who finds in mat? 
ter the potency of all life you are 
called “consciousness.” By his bet
ter-informed brotlier you are styled

«■

“spirit.” You have a direct relation 
to this machine-body- by means of 
what you call your “will;” though 
how will can affect métter thè wisest 
man, and possibly the wisest angel, 
knows no .’more than the baby a weekchange of thought, for our thoughts !

and beliefs arc founded on universal1 old. But the fact is there all the 
as-well as on peisonal experience, game. You have the use of this self- 
Theieloie he who would deal with. intelligent machine, which will »obey 
scientific Spiritualism must take these । your will to a limited—a very limited
changes into account, for Spiritualism extent, and then only on certain con- 
js not and cannot be the Spiritualism I ditions. As we have seen, you must 
of even ten years ago. The persevering j£eep your wni o)1- the runi)jng-gear of 
investigations can led on by the psj'-1 the machine. The machine can run 
chieal societies of England and the ......................................... ...........

. United States have been: truly scien- 
title, according to the above definition. 
Anyone can collect tacts, but the pro
cess by which they are arranged, class
ified, and their lesson of truth taught/ 
js the meaning and-work of what is 
called science.

The reason that modern Spiritual
ism has not long ago commanded the, 
respect of the world of intelligence, is 
because its facts have been; for the 
most part, misunderstood, and there
fore misstated by Spiritualists them
selves, who have been claiming as the

must be distinctly understood and 
obeyed, or there will be serious 
trouble.. . ' . ... ■ ■

But there is another all-important 
condition to note. Every time you 
use this machine you are compelling 
it to do double toil. It must not only 
keep up its own work, but do yours 
too. And this additional task makes 
it very tired. So you must agree to 
get out every now and then and leave 
it slope. In fa§t, 'it demands that

work of spirits out of the body thqt 
which was in many cases really done for you; which condition you call be- 
by spirits in the body. Therefore, in | jng asleep. But it is busy as ever 
order to airive at,a true scientific attending to its own business. If you 
Spiritualism, we must commence-by .a don’t , get out entirely, that is to say, 
scientific examination of man the unless you sleep a dreamless sleep, the- 
moital, that is to say, we must take body cannot continue to do its work 

in the best manner, and then you call 
jn the doctor. So you, whether we 
call you “consciousness” or “spirit,”

■ MAN THE MORTAL. .
This mortal body is a very, won

- dorful, but self-intelligent machine, 
and the first great fact we reach is 

. that, for the most part, it is altogether 
independent of the true man, who is 
really an outsider, coming from time 
to time to visit and make .use of it. 
Since I have called this body a “self- 
intelligent” machine; let me com
mence by proving that to be true. 
My readers all know what is meant by 
the word “nerve.” They accept as a 
fact that the nerve is the source of 
both pleasure and pain, and are well 
aware that the general work of the 
body is controlled and superintended 
by several millions of. what we have 
agreed to call nerves.

The nervous system is a most won
derful institution. First, for instance, 
there starts from somewhere at the 
surface a very fine thread, which is 
called a sensory nerve. It leads to 
and is attached to a nerve center. 
From that nerve center starts another 
thread, probably attached to a muscle, 
and-called a motor nerve. When any
thing happens on the surface which 
concerns the sensory nerve, it uses its 
thread as a telephone, and immediately 
tells the “center” all about it. The 
center actually takes time to think it 
over and make up its mind, and then 
it transmits its orders by the motor 

. nerve. If your finger is exposed to 
uncomfortable heat a sensory nerve 
forthwith carries the tale to its center, 

, which presently sends an order, tel- 
■ . ephoned through a motor nerve to a

muscle, to pull that finger away from 
the fire. Yet this is all done so de
liberately that, to use an old illustra
tion, if your arm reached to the sun, 
and some solar volcano Were scorching 
your finger, you would die of old age 
before the order to pull your finger 
away bad been received and acted 
upon by the proper muscle.

But it takes the power of many 
nerve centers working together to 
make any great effort possible. So 
nerve centers are connected by other 
filaments or telephone wires, and they 
have to come to an agreement before 
they can act together. Suppose some
one takes advantage of your peaceful 
nap to tickle the inside of your nos
tril, aud thus agitate your fifth sen
sory nerve. There are no less than 
fifty-five nerve centers that must come

to allow you the luxury of a sneeze. 
Should even one of these nerve cen
ters stand out, you could only have a 
make-believe sneeze that would afford 
you very little satisfaction. The point 
that is demonstrated in this illustra
tion is that all these nerves are work
ing without consulting you .who are 
proudly claiming to be their owner.

But this is only the light play-work 
of this “intelligent machine” you call 
your body. There is a tremendous 
amount of heavy work to ’ be carried 
on steadily, as long as you live, with 
which you have nothing to do. For 
instance, the physiologist tells us that 
every time you breathe the medulla 
does work equal to lifting 500 pounds 
one inch, and this you know goes on 
as long as you live. Blit it is not 
your work. Just try to interfere and 
See how soon there will be trouble., 
Bay “I will breathe just so many times 
a minute," and see how long you can 
play the monarch. In less than fifteen 
minutes there will be a mutiny, and 
you will be ordered to stop your in
terference, and you will be glad to 
obey. And, as you know, every or
gan in. the body has a similar in
dependence. .

WHO ARE YOU?
If the body is thus proved to be a 

great independent and most intelligent 
republic, What, and who is the reader 
of whom I am writing this article? 
What term shall we use .to designate 
the being who calls himself “lord:of 
creation," and declares, by theological 
permission^ that he is a pocket edition 
of the great Creator himself? There 
are just two words, and only two, «that 
•eem to me to express what I mean

are a being altogether separate and 
distinct from the great conglomeration 
of intelligent nerve centers acting 
upon muscles and bones, which we 
call the mortal body.

BELIEVING AND KNOWING. ’
We have thus taken a few facts in 

universal experience, and have merely 
arranged them so that we may learn 
their lesson. The fact being estab
lished that spirit or consciousness is 
altogether distinct from matter, we 
may claim that Spiritualism is really 
a science, for science, as we said in. 
thebeginning, is but the orderly ar
rangement and careful study of facts.

But a very rotten building may be 
erected on a good foundation. These 
facts are sure, death to the belief of 
some that matter is lord over all, for 
consciousness or spirit Is proved to be 
a distinct entity from the body. But 
they are equally death to the other 
extreme that claims spirit as all there 
is to mortal man, or even that spirit 
can have more than a limited control 
over matter. The facts themselves 
say “good-by" to Christian Science, 
Faith Cure, Prayer Cure, and every 
practice of the man-made-god 
worshipers. Facts are eternal truths, 
and my reader should now see that, 
as a scientific fact, he is a spirit work
ing in partnership with a self-intelli
gent machine he calls his body. That 
is, the basis, but only the basis, of 
scientific Spiritualism. But, for want 
of these truths, Spiritualists have all 
along the past been believing altogether 
too much and knowing a very great 
deal too little.

It has been in failing to draw the 
line between knowledge and belief 
that Spiritualists as a whole have 
failed to win the respect of the world. 
We have, for instance, just noticed 
the limit of our power as a spirit over 
our own body. That fact should teach 
us that there must be a yet greater 
limit to our spirit power to control 
any other body. Our present control 
of our own bodies, which is by the 
use of our will, is almost altogether 
dependent upon practice. Those nerve 
centers of which we have spoken act 
together very slowly at first. Each 
center takes a great deal of time to 
think about it. But they gradually 
act and think quicker, and we call that 
“habit.” It is thus that the instcuc-

were instantaneous.
But as soon as you try to get your 

will-power to work on my body there 
is no “habit” to help you, and you 
become like the babe a few hours old, 
whose will has not yet learned how to 
control the lifting of a finger -or the 
turning of an. eye. ■ '

■ BELIEVING TOO MUCH.
In the light of such facts as these, 

we can now see that the Spiritualist 
has beèn believing a gréât deal too 
much about the extent bf spirit power. 
He has been calling on “dear spirits” 
to do this, that and the other, in or 
through his body, when even his Own 
spirit had to wait for long practice. 
The lesson of such a fact is that most 
of the phenomena on which modern 
Spiritualism prides itself must be the 
action of the spirit of the mortal, be
cause no .other has learned by long 
practice how to get into harmony with 
the particular self-intelligent machine 
we call “the body. ” The only excep
tion is in the case of the guide or con
trol of the medium who has taken the 
pains and time, which we call the de
veloping process, to 'evolve the 
“habit” by which the nerve responds 
to his thought. .

WORKING PARTNERS.
We have thus seen that the basis 

for. a really scientific \ Spiritualism 
must be the knowledge that this world 
in which we are now living is a world of 
spirits, each with-a more or less .limited 
control of the self-intelligent machine 
he calls his body, and which control 
is based upon long practice. And we 
learn by observation that it is only to 
a very limited extent that it is possi
ble for one spirit to operate- the ma-

&
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chine belonging to another. The re
lation of every spirit to his mortal 
form seems to be that of a firm. In
stead of th^rm name . being “Smith 
& Jones,’1 it is usually “Spirit, Mor. 
tai & Co.," the Company consisting 
of sgclr spirit o[ . spirits a_s may by 
practice lui?e qualified tliemselves f<5T 
admission as working partners. The 
firm as a whole becomes account
able for the actions of the firm, 
but, as with Smith & Jones, the in
dividual members may practice virtue 
or vice, for which the firm has no 
direct moral - responsibility. But the 
laws governing spirit intercourse with 
spirit, by which these spirit partners 
have their relation to each other and 
to outside spirits, tire very different 
from the laws by which spirit operates 
upon body; and herein lie vast fields 
of undreamed-of possibilities.

MIRACLES. - . ,
. It is herein, for instance, we can 
see the true. explanation of the, so- 
called miracles of healing upon which 
the various religions of the world have; 
been founded, and the clutch of a 
hungry priesthood fastened upon hu
manity. Spirit acts upon spirit by 
what we may call “suggestion." 
Ilc^e lies a ¡¿ody-inachine in a state of 
sickness. In other words, the har
mony between the self-intelligent ma
chine and its controlling spirit is for 
the time lost and destroyed. The 
controlling member of the firm lias 
exhausted his knowledge and lost his 
power. He receives a suggestion from 
a wiser and more experienced spirit 
than himself. He at once acts upon 
it. Harmony is restored,' what we 
call disease disappears, and the relar 
tipn between the partners, which we 
call health, is re-established. An 
ignorant world shouts “miracle." A 
society is formed-; a temple is built; a 
priesthood evolved to the glory.of God 
and the curse of man. As a matter 
of fact, the spirit member of the 
earth-firm has been able by long prac
tice, when wisely directed, to produce 
a Pertain effect which even an arch
angel friend could not have done 
directly. And it thus happens that 
our scientific friends have been teach
ing a grand truth when they have de
manded that we recognize the force of 
“suggestion,” although they them
selves have failed to see what that 
means and implies.

It would be tedious_to carry this 
thought into all the fields of phe
nomena, but it is well for us to keep 
in mind, as a scientific fact, that 
direct communication with the Spirit
world, except through the spirit of 
the mortal or a long-accustomed con
trol, must ncessarily be extremely 
rare. We will thus have a good start
ing-point fora “Common-Sense Spirit
ualism” that will command the respect 
of the world. In other words, we must 
draw the line between what we be
lieve and what we know if we aspire 
to be level-headed Spiritualists.

. Chableb Dawbabn. 
San Leandro, Cal.

Thee? many thousand days.” - .....- :
And I was dumb and could not speak. - 
Then the spirit of,Love said: 
“This ip thy yml before ever she 

. had been bop Into earth-life;
For I show you th^'things of long ago; 
T112.fi S'O'J' born before ner, 
And she was left shfi and alone;
Yedid b^h live apon the earth many 

. times,; f ;
And yet did never know each the other; 
But the time now 15"when ye shall meet. 
And love, . r, •
For now do ye both live upon the earth 

for the ; .
Afad because thou Juist believed 
Is this great boon granted thee 
Of seeing thy soul’s'tAate. ' 
Mark her well,-. .J’;;“
For the time has come for the return, 
And she waits on earth for thee.” 
And once again I looked, , 
And once again my bou1!s mate smiled; 
The air wan tilled with music, 
And the sunlight played upon the golden 

waters; • . ■ • •
And the waters murmured Love, Love, 

Love. '■ ■
I pressed my lips: upon my twin soul’s 

brow ;■. ■ ■ . •
And sank senseless upon the earth. ■
I awoke, ... .
And rinaing in my ears was the sound 

of the waters, ■ • •■ ..
And burning in my heart was an un- 

■ ■ quenchable love; * .
And before mine eyes came the face of 

my soul’s mate,
. And that face was one I knew.

John H. Mabvin.

scribe, '
For oh, the wondrous beauty of it! 
As I gazed with wonder-upon her, 
She smiled, -
And then my heart seemed to burn 

within me, , ' j
And a mad love filled my soul. 
A great fear came upon me, 
And, tremblingly, I fell upon my knees, 
Hiding my face. •
She placed her hand upon my head ' 
And bade me arise; ;
And as I obeyed, all the earth seemed to 

rock and sway, 
For I was drunken with love. ' 
Raising mine eyes, I cried: - - 
“Oh, wond’rous being, who art thou?" 
She clasped my hands and said: '
“Mortal man. my name is Love;
I know thy wish—’tis to behold thy twin 

soul, 
That other part of thyself.” .
And, as I bowed my head in assent, 
She said: “Then, come.” 
Thro’ a valley she guided me— 
Thro'a valley where I saw the bones of 

dead men lying.
Passing from this, 
We came to a fountain, 
Whose waters shone and sparkled, 
Seeming to murmur strange words. 
Leading me to the fountain, Love said: 
“Drink;” .
And even as I drank, a strange thing, 

happened, ’ .
For I seemed- to pass from the seen to 

the unseen; ■ ' -
I heard a~burst of music from the fount

ain, •
And the music was Love, Love, LoVe; i 
The leaves rustled loye, . - ' 
The birds sang love, ” '
All, 'all was love. •. • ; ’
Filled with wonder,'I turned to my guide; 
She smiled and said: 
“This is the land of love; ■
And now once more, drink.” 
Again I drank of the golden.waters, • 
Aud io ! the valley was filled with spir

its; . - ” ?
Multitudes upon multitudes, ' ' 
They passed and passed again; ' ' 
And Love said: - " - •
“These are souls :whd wait to be born 

into earth-life.” :
And ever as they passed, I saw that 

some were men', .
And some were women; . ■ ' :
Some walked together— ' ■
Male and female, ’ ’ ' "
And some wandered alone. ‘ ’
And Love said: . _
“All were created twin souls, inale and 

female; .
And tho’ some be separated each from 

the other -
Thro’many ages, *
Yet must they be finally united, '
For so God hath decreed. ' 
Some you see walking alone; '
They are those whose soul-mates have 

! gone on before,
And.they but wait their time to be born, 
Hoping in that way to find the one whom 

they have lost.”
Then one fair soul saw I walking alone, 
And coming before me she stopped; 
And as I looked into her eyes— 
Ah, God!
Again that rush of love that seemed to 

overpower tne. ‘
Then the fair young soul took my hand 
And said:
“My soulpmate, hast thou come tube 

born again?.
I am lonely and have waited for thee

HOW HK ESCAPED WOODMAN—MABVEL- 
OVS 8T0BY OF THÉ BANOUEU KING’S 

CONVERSION TO THB SJUBITUALISTIO 
CULT.

George E. White, the “Mendocino 
Cattle King," has been converted to 
the doctrines of Spiritualism, and is 
now a strong advocate of the cult. 

. ■ “Do youknow,” he said cautiously, 
bending forward bo as not to be over
heard by certain hangers-on, “that 
they are all around us in the air now? 
One. just tapped me on the back of the 
head—that is the way they usually, 
manifest themselves. ..

“How was I converted to a belief 
in Spiritualism? ¡¡.'Wl? now, that is a 
rather Jong story, put Ijrill- try to 
abridge.it all I can. li Before I finish 
you may think trié crazy, but just let 
me whisper a woj^ in your ear—it 
was only a fewyqgrgr ago that I was 
as skeptical as you and pooh-poohed 
the idea myself. c lt

“As I said, it ivasjpnly a few years 
ago that I lay flatpmmy back in' Oak
land, and the doctors had given me 
word that I wantecF to procure my 
ticket across the Wv'^r Jordan. I was 
mightily scared, ¡but, finally resolved 
that I would make.isq test of Spirit
ualism and see if We was anything 
in it. -.■••b»« - ■

“So I called a medium and she went 
into a trance. In a short while the 
spirits of my mother and my first wife 
appeared to me. My mother sorrow
fully laid her hand upon my fevered 
brow and said:

“‘Oh, my-son, I am distracted to 
find you in such.a condition.’ .

‘ ‘ ‘Tell me, dear -mother, ’ I said, 
‘whether I am, going to die?’

“ ‘That is beyond my ken, ’ was her 
answer, ‘but we will do all we can for 
you.’ -Then they made out a pre- 

JBcription, which was left me.
“Well, sir,” said the cattle king 

excitedly, “you might not believe it, 
but I took that medicine and was ^ell 
.in a very short time/ From that day 
to this my faith , has been growing 
stronger every day. '

“Ohl you want to know if I have 
.received any communication from the 
Spirit-land in regard to the recent 
trial of Crow, Van Hbrn and others, 
in Weaverville, lately, do you? Well, 
lust wait until I tell you what I want 
to and then you can question me.

“Well, some time ago I went to I 
.Boston. While there the spirit of my 
former wife would ofttimes come and 
sit in my lap and we would .talk over 
thq condition of affairs terret&iàl.”

He was asked if the same man
ifestations ever occurred here in Cal
ifornia, and replied not as to sitting 
in his lap. White thought spirits 
were as particular where they appeared 
as human beings, and that the spirit 
of his former wife evidently was bet- 

:ter pleased with the, Bostonian than 
the Californian climate. .■■■y.

“Now,”.he continued, “let me tell 
jou of the seances Mrs. Whitney, a 
-certain young lady.whose name I do- 
not know and myself have been in the 
habit qf holding/here. When Mrs. 

‘ Whitney goes into a trance, she is 
rigid and pâle as death. In fact, she 
is really dead, grid her spirit is at 
work- busily calling ¡the spirits of de
parted person's u{?.1J1I< X

“Every day thffjj ç&ie. There are 
about twenty of them'Jin all, and they 
are under the guidance of a Persian' 
magician eight feet four inches tall, 

' ' “Talk about b^u^ç and grandeur. 
You just ought iq? ege- that Persian 
¡magician. It is sortiething a man- 
could not believe YVi&Fiput séeing. His 
garment is afte^’ .'.toe 'Eastern or 
Oriental type aiid jf the finest ma
terials. On his head iAu golden crown 
that emits rays bright as tin arc light, 
and oh—the star' on his breast!”
- Here the Mendocino cattleman 
leaned back dreamily, and the 'look 
on his countenance was perfectly 
ecstatic. ' '. '

“Just give me that cane of yorirs,” 
he suddenly exclaimed, “and I will 
make a diagram of it. " '

He took the cane and drew a diagram 
on the floor of the star the spiritual 
Goliath wore on his breast. When he 
had finished describing it in detail he 
continued his story;

“As you know, I have not been in 
the best of health lately, ancTI asked

this magician what I had best do for: 
it, Well, for some time I could not 
make hnn underetand me, because he 
spoke in the Persian tongue, but in 
about fguj jnonths Ee bad mastered 
the English language aud was able to 
advise me for my good. This is some
thing really wonderful, you know, as 
it would take a human being about as 
many years to master the finesse of a 
foreign language.

1 ‘Since that time I go into this small 
room across the hall every day when 
it is time to take my medicine. Im
mediately the magician appears with 
his followers. Holding an empty gob
let in my own hand, I grasp hold of 
his hand with the other. No matter 
how tenaciously I cling to the goblet 
it always dematerializes. When it is 
.again placed in my hand it contains 
the potion for me to drink. I imme
diately feel invigorated.”

The cattle king then related a mar
velous instance of how he had made 
a wager of fifty cents with a certain 
lady living two milfes away, that on 
the evening the wager was made he 
would- obtain possession of a certain 
valentine she had in her possession, 
and would return it to her later.

‘ ‘She at once locked it in a trunk, ” 
he said, “and sat on the trunk and 
read a newspaper till past the hour 
named as the limit. A little sprite 
who has done me many favors—May
flower is.her name—at onee set out to 
get the valentine. -

“In a short time she returned and) 
said that in getting it out of the trunk 
she would have to tear a small piece 
pff the corner. I told her to go ahead, 
and soon she returned and handed it 
to me, with a small part of the corner 
torn off, This little nymph always 
appears to me by sitting on my shoul
der, and will not converse with me 
unless I let her do so.-

“When I went up to the woman’s 
house, there she was sitting on the 
trunk. I asked her if she had the' 
valentine, and when she looked in the 
trunk she almost fainted to find it 
gone. I then .produced it, and at the 
sight of it sup grabbed it and ran 
down the stairway without saying a 
word. ”

White told of a similar instance that 
occurred in the case of his brother, 
Perry White, of Virginia. Here, how
ever, his brother remained with him, 
and the magician had to come in and 
lend Mayflower his assistance. When 
the article, a leathern wallet, was 
dropped into his brother’s lap, White 
said the effect was worse than the re
cent turn in politics on Boss Buckley.

“And now,” he went on, “you want 
to know if the spirits have told me 
anything about the Round Valley 
affair, do you? Do you remember 
when Dan Woodman held me up in a 
creek and made me sign checks to the 
amount of $25,000?

“Well, Mrs. Emma Robinson and 
another woman came along in a buggy 
just in time to prevent his killing me. 
The spirits afterward told me that 
they had instigated Mrs. Robinson to 
do this, as they could think of no 
other way of saving me. Mrs. Rob
inson herself told me that she never 
could analyze the motive that caused 
her to go out riding that day.

“And as for this latest phase of 
the troubles up home, I had better 
not speak under the circumstances. 
Mrs. Whitney, however, has received 
a communication from the Spirit-land 
that Littlefield met his death at the

Dead 1_ the saddest word of this earth! 
It is not death, but—another birth. 
It’s a greeting of friends that have gone 

1 before;
It’s a happy reunion on eternity’s shore.
It’s a higher unfoldment of a better 

life,
In a realm where heartaches are not so 

rife. .
The spirit within us continues to live;
It's only the "body that’s left in the 

grayè.
The aching heart and the troubled 

brain —
Shall never ache nor trouble again.
To die Is Nature's law, so die we all 

must—
Return spirit to God and body to dust.
This life at best is a very shorf state;
And they who live longest have but 

short time to wait.
Our loved ones are not dead that pass 

through that birth; .
They’will know us and greet us, as we 

. pass from this earth.
J. G. Smith, M. D.

' A Chance to Make Money.
I read how one of your subscribers 

made money selling dishwashers; I or
dered one, and my lady friends were 
charmed, as they hate dish-washing. 
My brother and I commenced selling 
them. and.have made $1,700 after pay
ing all expenses. We don’t canvassanv. 
Odr sales are all made at home. People 
come br send for them. The Mound 
City Dish Washer is the best dish wash
er on the market. Our business is in
creasing and we are going to keep right 
on until .Wei make ten thousand dollars. 
We sell front five to fifteen machines 
every -day, and some days more. -The 
dishwasher is lovely, every housekeeper 
wants one. "There Is .no excuse tobe 
■poor when so much money can be made 
■selling dishwashers. For full particu
lars, address The Mound City Dish 
Washer Co., St. Louis, Mo. They will 
.start you on the road to success.—A 
Reader. ■• • .

“Woman, Church and State.” By 
.Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subiect is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid. '

“The Molecular -Hypothesis ..of Na
ture.,”; By PrOf,, W.. Ml Lockwood.; 
Prof. Lockwood is. recognized as one of 
the ablestlectiirers on the spiritual ros ■ 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific-basis of Spiritual
ism. The book.is commended to all who

This instrument Is fiubetantlaUy the samp as that 
employed by Prof. Haro in bh early Inveatlgatljn». 
Id it*  Improved form It has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and In the bauds of thoue&ndi 
of persons has proved Rs superiority over the Plan*  
cbette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out in imitation, bçthlu regard to certainty 
imd correctness of the communications received by 
Its aid, and as a means or developing mediumship,

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograph Is an invaluable assistant. A 
. pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their meaiumlstiç gtfL taw. after a few sittings, 
been able to reçoive delfghtiul frieisages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with it as an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling It knew more than them 
selves, and became couverts to Splrltuallsih.

Capt. D. B, .Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I bad 
communications (by tho Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism Is indeed true, and the communications have 
flven my heart the greatest comfort La the severest 
oss 1 nave had of eon, daughter, and their mother.”
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 

name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
writes as follows: "Lam much-pleased with the Psy
chograph. It Is very simple in principle and construc
tion. and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now la use. I believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when Ite superior 
merits become kn’own.”’ .

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, Addressi

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that I*  tn this book appeared In ad abridged 

form In a aeries of ulue full page*  of Tub PBoaBEaa- 
ivb Thinker. Tbeae articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualist*  who felt the need of 
tome kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetltefor wore; hence the 
publication of this work.

Theauthor, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Bpirltualtetlstlo and other themes and each one Is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Bun, In hl*  Introduction of this work *aya:

"Hoping that thh book Will serve to lead the people 
out of tbo wilderness of doubt and despair: ana that 
when Spiritualism ehall have wrested the Bible from 
Its •eandtlfled’ enemies, it will not •enlke’ It, but will 
use It to batter down tho walls of Cnrlstlan supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send It out on iti errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every render.”

Tur Encyclopedia of Biblical Spibitualibm 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and is 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

THE GOSPELOF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL- 

LENTWORJC
This work 18 by DR. M. L. SHERMAK\8fiiBtcd be 

PROF. W. F. LTON. Heretofore It baa beeff sold for 
*2, but the price now baa been reduced to *1.  It Is a 
book that will Interest and inatruct. It contains 480 
pages, and la full of suggestive thought*.  Dr. Bheb 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and hl*  work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treat*  of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural ideas; Church History: Progression; Inher
ent lu Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of tbe Virgin; Tho 
Science of Death; ' Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; Tbe Confounding of Language; Tbe Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: "Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for blm- 
aeif. Each one must digest their various kind*  of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupiL 
My physical expands b^ virtue of that food and nour- 
ifhmenlof which I Individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of the aoul essence 
which 1 Individually gather aud comprehend or digest." 
For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
.*• TO WHICH X* ADDED

Volney** Answer to Dr. Prieiay, a Biographical Notice 
By Count Dam, and the Zodiacal Sign* and

Coutellatlon* by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol- 
post8vo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
best interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
source*  of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
1*  supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which exolatns the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both tho prosperity and tho 
ruin of ancient states. A general Mscmbly of the 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tho.sourco and. origin of religion, of govern*  
ment, and of laws discussed, and tho Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an cXDOctafit world.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
LZ Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 
spirit who has been In spirit life fifty-seven years. Br 
B. E- Litchfield. This work of 28? pages contains s 
vast fund of information. It gives the experience*  ol 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson Is learned. 
He visits the homes of tho fallen, eeeklng to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, as ho enters tho dark vahey, is 
very interesting. Hu accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of progress. 
EUs philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa» 
lion." Price 11.00. For sale at this office. ________

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

as a Leader of Annies. By Moses Hull. This is nt 
onco the most truthful .history of Joan of Arc, and 
ono of tho most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever-written. No novel was over more thrlUlngly in
teresting; no history more true. Price In cloth, 40« 
cents; paper corer, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts on bow to roach that altitude 
where spirit is supreme and all things are subject to 
it. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just tho book 
to teach you that you arc a spiritual being, and to 
show, you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound-In cloih, 40 cents: In paper corer. 25 
cents Forsalo at this office. ’

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
./x flongs, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory GemK 
Choral Responses, Funeral Ser-Ices, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules, instruction» for Ofr 
suim.liig aud conducting Lyceum«, luitructloui for 
rby«lc*l  Culture, Call»tlii-uk« and Harehlng; B«n> 
nera, Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book-bi 
the aid of which u Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual o*  
Liberal Society may be organized - and conducted*  
wlihout other assistance. It supplies the want«of • 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tune • f the old bymuology. 
It furulshesu unique selecthurof choice readings and 
responses such asno other selection contains, it give**  
a practical system of graceful cnllstlieulcs. every step' 
of which la made plain by engravings. It gives im 
structlons hoiV to make the budges and banner? and 
Instructs In marching. Jt shows howto establish*.  
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the. Lyceum, and ba» 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered' 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide Is em‘nentlr 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in thb’ 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work' 
and rested by the interest awakened in tho actual 
session of the Lyceum. . ,

While Intended for the working Lyceum, the gulde-- 
is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup» 
Plying 48 pages of new spiritual music and word**  
found nowhere else, excent In sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the*  
remarkably low price of -50 cents, postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,.

40 Loomis St.. Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

This highly instructive and Interesting work 1*  t 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr; Hull’? 
splendid works. By this arrangement the coot Is buck 
that the reader Is enabled to secure the two book! 
comJ.nsd at the same price as was formerly askel,- 
for them separately. This volume contains 46? page) 
and Is handsomely bound in cloth, aud contains an ex) 
cellent portrait of the author.

. THE QUESTION SETTLED ;
Is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
uallsm. Nobook^of the century has made so man? 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author! 
aim, faithfully to compare the Bible with nioderj 
phenoffiena and philosophy, has been accomplished^ 
The adaptation or Spiritualism to the wants of humajy 
ity; Iti moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of an|& 
minlst w; the spiritual nature of man, and the objecj 
tlonsoffered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and commdQ 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly,

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 
Is a perfect storehouse of faits for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumptions of Ortbodoly. .
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFF1C&’

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

“I choose that a story should bo founded on prob*  
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire t& 
find nothing In II trivial or extravagant; and I deslrd 
above all, that under the appearances of table, there 
may appeor some latent truth,obvious to the dfscer» 
ing eye. though escape the observation of thi 
vulgar.“—Voltaire. ..

Contents: “The White Bull.” a Satirical Romancer 
Zadlg, or Fate?’ an Oriental History; "The Sage and 

the Atheist;" “The Princess ot Babylon;" "The Mai 
of Forty Crowns;" "The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;**  
‘ Mlcromegns," r Satire on Mankind; :‘Tlio World as 
It Goes;" r*Tlie  Blaok and the White;” “Memnon, th» 
Philosopher;" “Andre Des Touches at Slam;". "Bab*  
fibec; “The Study of Nature;" "A Conversation 
With a Chinese;" f,Plato’s Dream;“ "A Pleasure id 
Having no Pleasure:" "An Adventure In IndlaJ.

Jeannot and Colin;" “Travels of ScRrmcntadd;'* 
The Good Brahmin;’’ "The Two Comforters*," "Ari. ■ 

cleut Faith and Fable." ’
Oue volume, poHSvo, 480 pages, with portrait and 81 

Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, *1.50; postage 
15 cents. *

"Voltaire’s satire wns keen and fine-pointed as g 
ranler."—Magazine of Am. History.

'A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing«* 
—Boston Commonwealth. . .

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA;
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the aui, 
Dices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Pan
liament of Religions. Was lately published in Japah*  
Price IL For sale at thia office.

AiTFXMp"WK
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. 8INNETT.
This excellent work treat« ot tho following subject«

V.
VL

Old and New Theories. 
The Mesmeric Force, 
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism. /
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena. "
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rigi< 

idity.
• The Nature of Sensitiveness

VUL Clairvoyance.
IX. Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable work ta 11,25. All bookl 
advertised in Thb Progbessivb Thinkbb are

__ For sale at this office.

THE UNKNOWN LIFT
-OF-

JesusChrist
—BY—

NICOLAS N0T0VITCH.

Since the writing of the New Testament no book h&l 
appeared of as great Importance to Christianity al' 
the Unknown Life of Jesui Christ.

This volume, written bytlie discoverer of the mana4 
-script, contains a thrilling account of tho prlvatlOnl 
and perils encountered In his search for It, a literal 
translation of the original manuscrlpL and lastly a 
critical analysts of what It contains. .

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and W 
published on the basis of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Taper 
cover, price 25 cent«, postage 5 cents.
Addresstiiisqfftce, 40LoomlsSt., Chicago,HL

HEALTH AND POWERS
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by .thd 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
Bv E. D. Babbitt, M. D.. author of “Principles of 
Light and Color,” “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
clothe 25 cents; Leather. 35 cents.
INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS?
Bj Carrie E. 8. Twiss, medium. Prlco SO cent».

AN INVAL. juE WORK:
TMMOR TALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 «nd Dwelling place. By Dr. J. M. Feeble«. Thta 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good' 

.and evil, say of thelrdwellingplaces. Give us demii. 
—details and accurate delineations bf life in the Spirit*  
worldl—is ths constant appeal of thoughtful minds.'. 
Death Is approaching.-.Whither-oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What Is their present condition, and what thett 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing aa 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man Is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to-'plaeo a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the . 
Mysteries of Ltfei Doubts and Hopes; The Bridgingot •. 
the River; PoreglBame of the Future; TeetlftoDvotV 
Saints; The Growth and Perfection of the Spirited! 
Body; «lit the Soul or Body that 81ns?; Clothing.tq 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The reto 
sonal Experiences ot Aaron Knight; The RcilMan’i.. 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; - Testimony of Physicians tl . 
Spirit Life; Tho Homes of Aponllei and Divines; Tit 
Friends and shaken In Spirit Lite; SpIrU Home*  M 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit LaM*  
Many other matter*  ere treated toe numsrsus to bw. 
Hon., Price H.W; postage ttcwrtn. Tor nit M Um
** .
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? > ' XeriuB of-Subacription.
'1 TnxJRBOCBBssiTETniT.'KKn’winbc furnished until 

further putioe, at the following leruia, invariably in 
advance: „

Calamity Howlers.
- A destructive 'fire in a great city is 

■followed by a retinue of agents repre
senting the many fire insurance compa
nies, who implore the people to protect 

: themselves against future disasters by 
taking a policy In one of the many com
panies they represent. A cyclone falls 
upon a town or city and a multitude of 
persons representing companies guar- 
anieeing against losses by that destruc- 

■ tive agent, swarm in that locality, and 
every one is urged to take out a cyclone 
policy. Destruction of life or property 
by lightning hastens a class of money 

¡sharks to the front crying up the value 
pf their wares, and the terrible wrong 
to families if its head should fall a vic- 
tiin to a thunderbolt. And so When 
there is a great loss of life or limb by a 
crash on the rail or an explosion of 

: steam the grand panacea is life or acci
dent insurance.

। When all these destructive agencies 
follow each other in quick succession, 

:, with possibly . pestilence added, the 
clergy rush to the front with the same 

•- alacrity which characterized the various 
insurance agents, and they tell of other 

‘impending disasters, and warn the sin- 
nor to. flee from the wrath to come. 
They have a text which they wheel out 

■ on.such, occasions, and make it do spe
cial service. When Jesus was asked if 

- the eighteen on whom the tower of 
k ‘Siloam fell were sinners above all men, 

he answered: “I tell you nay; but ex
cept ye repent, ye shall all likewise per
ish.’’ See Luke 13:4,5. Repentance, and 
full belief that Jesus is the Christ, the 
Son of God, is the cure and avoidance 
for all ills and accidents In the estima
tion of the average preacher.

The casualties which "have char
acterized the last month or two, with 
added “rumors of wars," and, lo, our 
preacher is all alive to the situation. 
•He tells his audience, as the Master Is 
aaid to have done, near nineteen hun
dred years ago: "The end is nigh, ver
ily at the door!" Calamity howling is 
his capital, his stock in trade, his means 
of support, the bread he eats, the staff 
on which he leans, the clothes he wears, 
and the house in which he is lodged, 
and though he runs .through the entire 
gamut of doleful sounds, he portrays 
■with ghastly vividness the awful hap
penings of the elements, frequently ri- 

• valing the sensational press in its horri
ble descriptions.

Two Sundays ago several of the Chi
cago divines exhausted their genius in 

-riiàking transpiring events fit what is 
claimed as an old-time prediction. Our 
Brother Thoms, of the Pilgrim Temple 
Baptist Church, gave relief to his fren- 

■ zied feelings by inquiring:
“May it not be we are living in the 

'dawn of the millennium? May itmot be 
“these ■ are physical manifestations of 
what is to come? 1 believe they are?”

* Religiously Insane.
Very often the claim is made that in

sane asylums are the outgrowths of 
Christian • charity and benevolence, 
without which they would have had no 

’ Existence. The evidence is very slight 
that there was occasion for retreats for

• wandering minds prior to the Christian 
era. Certain it is, mental diseases were 
less frequent than in modern times. 
Hospitals for insane Christian monks 
seem to have been "¡the original of our 
present system of asylums, and needs 
for such institutions have increased with 
the diffusion of Christianity. Possibly 
the reader will weary of the facts, but 
with about one-half the mental diseases 
of Christendom traceable to religious 
causes, it is well the truth shall be Kept 
before the people. The following press 
dispatch, is not romance: -

Atchison, Kan.^ June 12, 1896.—Mr. 
and Mr8. Jud Luse, who are at present 
at the home of Harry Tebbs, a relative, 
living in this city, are crazy on tho sub
ject of religion, and almost physical 
wrecks because of their refusal to take 
any food. Ever since they became in
sane they have refused to work or ac
cept aid, saying that the Lord wduld 
provide until the end of the world came. 
Xuse refused to accept the wages due 
him from the St. Joseph Street Car 
Company, for which he worked, and the 
demented couple had starved themselves 
until they were scarcely able to stand. 
Their condition attracted the attention 

ioi the authorities, and preliminary steps 
were taken to send them toan asylum, 

: but Mr. Tebbs intervened qnd had them 
taken to his residence and given proper 
medical attention. The strange feature 
of this case is that both Mr. and Mrs. 
Luse went crazy at the same time and 
Over the same subject—religion, • Since 
their affliction they have spent their 
tune in constant study of the Bible and 
continual fasting. Both are rational on 
^very subject except religion.

Itis heaven itself that points out a 
.hereafter, intlmatesetornity to man. 

, ^Addison, .................. ■ - •

The Musical Test Medium.
Mrs. Lora Holton, musical test me

dium, will be tendered a benefit circle 
by the friends at the parlors, No. 40 
Loomis street, Thursday, June 25th, at 
7:30 p. m. Spirit messages and tests 
will be given through her in music, on 
the piano, guitar and autoharp, Clair
voyant and psychometric readings will 
be given. As she has met with misfor
tunes of late, we hope the friends will 
give Mrs. Holton a good attendance. 
Admission, 25 cents. She also gives sit
tings daily from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m., at 
3815 Michigan avenue, until July 15, and 
holds circles, Monday evenings, at the 
sa&e number.

Conflicting Authority.
“The latest works on anthropology say 

that it cannot be proven that any race of 
giants ever peopled the globe.”—News 
Item.

Ignoring the inspired statement in 
Gen. 6:4, “There were giants in the 
earth In those days," and the adventures 
of Ulysses with the Cyclops, as told by 
Homer, and the evidence of a race of. 
giants is indeed very feeble. Homer 
drew, on his Imagination for his Poly
phemus. Our Christian friends insist 
that God furnished.the desired informa
tion in the. other case.

Keep in Step. .
New readers of The Progressive 

Thinker can’t afford to drop it at the 
termination of theirbrief subscriptions. 
The new revelations bursting upon the 
world from all quarters at this time are 
too full of interest to bo passed over un
noticed. Out associate and contributors 
are keeping a constant watch on tran
spiring events,

“And, faith, we'll print ’em.”
Wo must keep ih step with the army, 

of progress, else fall greatly in the rear,

-Dueyuar - ■ - - - - - • $1.00
>. Giulia at Un fa copy to the one getting up _

the club) - - - - • • 17.50
Thirteen weeiiB - - - - - - 25cti
Single copy - - - - - • “ Sets

BEMITTANCE8. .

Remit by-Postofflce Money Order, Registered Letter. 
®r draft on Chicago or New York. It from 10 
to 15 cents to get drafts cashed < n local banks, so don’t 

■ aend item unlessjou wlshilifiiamountdoductcdlroin 
' the amount sent Direct till letters to J. B, Francis'' 
ilo. to Loomis 6t». Chicago, HL

1 CLUBS! IMFORTANT SUGGESTION!
'■ Aa there arc thousands who will at first venturi 
■ only iwenty-fiveoentBforTiiEPnoGnEssivBTHiNKBk 

thirteen weeks, wo would suggesttothoso whft receive 
• a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 

tliaia, and thus be able to remit from * * *1 to (10, or even
- mors than the latter sum. A largo number of little 

. amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
■-Che field of our labor and usetulncw The same sug- 
- g«lion will apply In all eases of renewal of subacrlp- 
: uons—solicit others to aid In tbe good work. You will. 
. experience no difficulty whatever in Inducing Spiritu

alists to subscribe for Thk Phogkebbive Thinkeb, 
for not one of them can afford lobe without thevalua- 
Ide information imparted therein each week, and at

• ■ tbe price of only,about two cents per week.

| A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want amore bountiful barvoet than we t an 

five you for 25 ceute? Just pauso and think for ax 
meut what an Intellectual feast that small Inveetment 
Will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Fro* 
GHBS8IVK Tuinkeb thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
ceptb! For that amount you ohtalu one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind.refreshing rending matter, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book!

Take Notice.
127" At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

tho paper is discontinued. No 1)1111 will be sent for ex
. tra numbers. , ..

ty If you do not receive your paper promptly,’ 
write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, qudinlsslag numbers supplied gratis. .

fJ* “ Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
Itis rhensent. or tho choree cannot be made, .
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. Tears Must Flow»
It is said, and with truth, that “Slan

ders, like chickens, come home to 
roost.” Is it not also true that false
hoods and deception generally return to 
the prejudice of those who set them 
afloat? Justice is frequently long de
layed; but it overtakes the offender 
sometime, .Every wrong has its neme
sis: every outrage its avenger. If this 
is not true in practice it ought to be.

All our readers will remember the de
light of the Christian world, at the dis
covery, in 1892, of the Palimpsest, in 
Syriac, of the four Gospels discovered 
by Mrs. Agnes Smith-Lewis and another 
lady, who made photographic plates of 
the sacred treasure. Mrs. Lewis has 
made an accurate translation into Eng
lish of these Syriac Gospels, which the 
learned Christian scholar, Diatessaron, 
says, dates from the 2d century. If his 
statement is true then they are probably 
a thousand years older than any other 
extant Gospels. The Cambridge Uni
versity Press has published the volume, 
and it is iiow in the hands of English 
readers. Buttears must flow in profus
ion from .the worshipers of the Lord 
Jesus, for, remember, please, this Syr
iac manuscript, written on parchment 
over which was written other matter 
that modern art was able to remove and 
restore the original, in its rendering of 
Matthew 1., 1(1, says;

“Joseph, to whom was ¿sppusefl Mary 
the virgin, begat Jesus who is called the 
Christ.”

Now if Joseph begat Jesus, will some 
good trinitarian explain by what process 
ne was “begat” by the Holy Ghost, and 
how he became the only Son of God, 
other than as we are all his sons?

From its first discovery it has been 
insisted this is the oldest manuscript 
extant, and for that reason valuable, 
because it will serve to cor-rect the 
errors which have accidentally crept 
into the holy text. Now will the Chris
tian world, and the great Bible publish
ing houses, correct tha false rendering, 
and will the preachers own up like hon
est men, that Jesus, if born at all, .was 
born of human parents, and hence was 
neither God Almighty, nor even the son 
of an inferior God? We are anxious on 
this subject, for our infidelity, after de
nying the eternity of punishment, con
sists in repudiating the existence of a 
three-headed God with human passions 
and infirmities.

We Wait Further Advices.
The great need of the religious world 

at this time is to fathom the secrets of 
the Vatican, the most extensive palace 
of the world. This magnificent struct
ure on Vatican Hill, Rome, contains 
4,422 rooms. The site has an area equal 
to the city of Turin, with 150,000 popula
tion. It has been the exclusive home of 
the Popes since Rome was made the cap
ital of Italy a few yea^s ago. The palace 
is only a mile from the castle of Sant 
Angelo, with which it was connected by 
a covered gallery, and adjoins the basil
ica of St. Peters. Here were concocted 
the villainies and the crimes which have 
made Catholicism the great power it is; 
here were concealed its secrets; and 
from this palace have issued the thun
ders of the Vatican, which have almost 
convulsed the world, and retarded its 
civilization, But note:

In one of the police courts of New 
York, on the 11th instant, a venerable 
Italian priest complained that Carlo 
Motta had robbed him of a part of a 
valuable manuscript history of the Vat
ican, with the title of “The Open. Vat
ican.” The author and complaining 
witness, M. Antonio, D. D., says the 
publication of the book will carry con
sternation into church circles. He 
claims he was once private secretary to 
Pope Pius IX. He is 71 years old, says 
the press dispatch from which we have 
condensed this paragraph. His secre
tary, also in priestly garb, accompanied 
him to court. Motta was held in $3,500 
bail. The manuscript is valued at 
$25,000. The secretary of Archbishop 
Corrigan said he had heard of the com
plaining witness, who was not an im
postor. '

Wonder if the priest’s revelations will 
cover the same ground exposed by 
Father Hardouin and Prof. Edwin John
son. If so, it will bring the works of 
these gentlemen to the front in short 
order. .

Evil and Good Mixed.
A Chicago exchange suggests that the 

cyclones are not unmitigated evils, and 
then tells how the glass factories^ 
Pittsburg were suddenly aroused to ac
tivity to supply the unprecedented de
mand for window-glass destroyed by the 
wild winds. Another paper, half mirth
fully, says the putty industry came in 
for a share of encouragement. And still 
another, with a wider range of vision, 
says: "

“The laborer who digs the sand for 
the glass-works, the teamster who hauls 
the sand, the farmer who produces hay 
and oats for the teamsters*  horses, the 
logger who fells the trees for lumber, 
the carpenter and plasterer who build 
the houses, the weaver who makes the 
cloth and the farmer who produces the 
food for all these, are each benefited by 
the tornado.” ’

There is one industrj’ which has been 
wholly forgotten by the discerning ed
itors of the papers mentioned, and that, 
Rie reclaiming of sinners. The cy
clones have made otcasions for pulpit 
oratory which has had no parallel dur
ing the present generation. All over 
the land’has been hearcMhe cry: “Be 
ye also ready; for in such an hour as ye 
think not the son of man cometh." “Pre
pare j'6 to meet him."

In counting the benefits of the cy
clones The PROGRESSIVE THINKER is 
very anxious the souls saved from 
eternal perdition through their influ
ence shall be taken into account; while 
the purses of the clergy, long languish
ing, already are beginning to grow 
plethoric. But-away with the nonsense 
of material benefits in view of the 
greater good in securing recruits for 
salvation and kingdom come.

Unworthy Ambition.
Father Lambert, of the New York 

Freeman’s Journal, in an article on re
ligious toleration, in a late issue of his 
paper, said: •

"The inflammatory addresses of John 
Wesley were the prime cause of the 
great London anti-Catholic riots in 1770 
which resulted in the death of nearly 
500 people.” .

The Methodist ministers of Chicago 
don't like this impeachment of the pro
jector of their church, so they request 
Rev. L. A. Lambert to admit he com
mitted a blunder in making the state
ment, else give his authority. '■

H our impressions of “Father Lam
bert” are correct, he is the heavy
weight literary pugilist of American 
Catnolicism, as is Talmage'-of Protest
antism. and is not particular about his 
facts, his highest ambition being to 
make a point, however false, against his 
opponents.

The virtue of justice consists in mod
eration as regulated by wisdom.—Aris
totle.- ! .

S»

An Insult to Various Spiritualist 
Papers,

The Light ofi|Truth basely insults ev
ery Spiritualist paper published, in a 
-new scheme it has .put afloat. It wants 
a piece of machinery, and it wants to 
sell books for one. dollar, in order to 
raise’the money;; It says;

“This money Is to be used in, the pur
chase of machinery, so that there will 
be one Spiritualist publication on this 
green earth which is not eternally play
ing the baby adi and calling for help.”

The above isa malicious, dirty insult 
to the Banner of Light, and especially 
to The Progressive Thinker. Like 
a snivelling infant the Light ÔÏ Truth is 
begging foi- assistance, and is doing so 
oh the basis that when the money is 
raised and the machinery bought, 
“there Will be one Spiritualist publica
tion on this green earth, that is hot 
eternally playing the bâbÿ act and call
ing for help.” This insinuation is in 
harmony with the general course of that 
paper. Its repudiation of the stock of 
the old Better Way, refusing to pay its 
honest debts, and then the efforts made 
tfi sell bonds without giving adequate 
security, were acts still remembered by 
Spiritualists, and which will cling to it 
like barnacles to a ship. We speak 
most resolutely and emphatically for 
ourself. The Progressive Thinker 
has never “played the baby act,” It 
has never begged like a whimpering 
child, or in any other way, for Spiritual
ists to furnish money to buy machinery; 
nor has it ever accepted a gift. Money 
has been sent to us as a gift, but invari
ably returned, and why? Because we 
wanted The Progressive Thinker 
conducted on strict business principles, 
just as. a grocery or dry goods store 
should be managed. The fact that The 
Progressive Thinker has never re
pudiated a sacred obligation, nor tried 
to foist worthless bonds on the people,’ 
and never received a gift, and-never 
begged like a sickly baby as the Light 
of Truth is now doing, makes, the latter 
paper’s insinuation stand forth most ma
liciously against the various Spiritualist 
publications which- are not soliciting 
alms to get machinery, or anything else.

Besides, Spiritualists, bear in mind if 
we wanted machinery to the value of 
$2,000, we would go out and buy it, and 
pay the cash for it at any time, and not 
keep up a continual racket of begging. 
Instead of begging, The Progressive 
Thinker has actually given to Its sub
scribers during the past six months in 
premiums what is equivalent to $1,200 in 
cash, and it has proved a rich invest
ment for our readers, and done them a 
world of good.

We would suggest in all sincerity, if 
Light of Truth keeps up its begging 
scheme, that the amount realized be ap
propriated to paying off the repudiated 
stock of The Better Way, and every 
honest Spiritualist will vote yes to this 
proposition.

Trifles Make the Record.
“Soil brought up from a depth of 326 

feet in a fault in one of the Belgian 
mines is said to have grown weeds un
known to the botanists.”

Facts like those embodied in the 
above short paragraph, copied from an 
exchange, are thought, awakeners, 
which should not be passed over hastily. 
These faults, or rifts in the rock, have 
been made by an upheaval of the earth 
in some mighty convulsion, by which 
the strata was uplifted and ruptured, 
then falling back, did not regain connec
tion. Into these rifts the loose surface 
earth has drifted, carrying along the 
seeds of a coeval vegetation. Buried be
yond the influence of light and heat, 
and the disintegrating action of the ele
ments, they have preserved their vital 
power .through all the long ages since 
their growth without germinating, and 
now, on exposure to kindly influences, 
they spring into active life, and produce 
forms of verdure unknown to modern 
times. Such trifling facts of themselves 
seem nothing, but taken in connection 
with innumerable multitudes of others 
which modern science and observation 
are bringing to light, they furnish the 
requisite information -on which to con
struct the true history of the world from 
its remote beginning.

Where Is Talmage?
“The playing of golf on Sundays is 

practiced to such an extent that in a 
certain parish in England, it is said, the 
hour of service_has been changed to 
suit the convenience of the -pkiyore.”— 
News Item.

Golf occupies about the same position 
as a national game in England as does 
base ball in America. The value of 
both is the exercise it gives ^the players 
in the open air. But what is this world 
coming to when the churches are com
pelled to change the hour of religious 
exercises to convenience the desecrators 
of God’s holy Sabbath? Where is Tal
mage? Send him to England. '
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“THE HOUSE WE LIVE IN.”
pit b.'T /Yn ftddiess by Hroii. -fit. B. Richmond, the
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SO:

i GREAT 
INDUCEMENTS.

NEVER BEFORE 

OFFERED 
' BY

ONE PAPER**

An Ünparalleled Offer.
VOLUME one on the encyclopaedia 

of death, And life in the spirit 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers. 
In order to do it we 'ihust make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send but The 
Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
IVE Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

We wish to do a Philanthropie work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
It If you-,could not get another copy.

HäTAny one of our present subscrib
ers who will send us a new three months' 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less than six- months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

JS?“As the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

The Hon. AWH. Richmond.
The thanks of Spiritualists are due to 

Mr. Richmond fir'his masterly presen
tation of the factsjip reference to the 
Seybert bequest,j Tlje Banner of Light 
did well in securjng his services for this 
especipl work. J^r, Richmond’s lecture, 
delivered at CajSsudaga, will also be 
found worthy of pare^ul perusal.

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader.
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, of Philadel

phia, was in the city last week. This 
lady has not onl.7 taken an active part 
in promoting the interests of the Na
tional Association,‘but She has worked 
untiringly in the interests of the medi
ums of Philadelphia—those who came 
under the influence of a most baneful 
law. She is worthy of great praise for 
her persistent efforts.

Successful Bigotry.
The postofflce at Mount Vernon, N. Y., 

says a news item, will hereafter be 
closed on Sundays. This is the result of 
a campaign conducted by the Christian 
Endeavorers, who got up great petitions 
and forwarded them to the Postmaster
General.

Epcouraged by this success, the Post
offlce Department will now be bombard
ed from all quarters praying for the 
closing of the postofflces on Sunday.

Many a man, who has been sent to an 
early and even suicidal grave by the 
tortures of dyspepsia, would be alive and 
well to-day, had he tested the virtues of 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This is no tempo
rary appetizer, but a radical, scientific 
remedy. It makes life worth living.

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and .Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very .striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office. Price 50 cents.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world's 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25o. V

“The Occult Forcefl of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Tltoeppamphlets are em
bodied in this vojuipe, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from tjie standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50a

“From Night tttMom, or- An Appeal 
to the Baptist Qhurch." By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives aAacoount of her experi
ence in passing from!the old faith, of her 
parents to the lightiand knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It iis iwritten in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents. sr

“From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers oPpofetry will find jetqs 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some-volume, tfheHhvith to sweeten 
hours of leisure ¿fid fenjoyrnfflit. Price 
81.00. For sale at this office, / '

“Mediumship and Its: Development- 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel, 
opment,” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of-mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid , errors. Price, 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. - .

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies, and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with tho purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
*1| paper, 75 cent*  - , ' ■.
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“Sage of Cassadaga
0ELÍVERED AT LILY DALE, JUNE 141th. 189é.

’“Fol1 of the Söul the body form doth 
• take,

For soul is fotai) and doth the body
make," —Spenser.

Au incident in thé life .of John 
Quincy Adams is an oft-tepeated 
talé; it is trite anil fainillar to all, yfet 
It is'so pertinent to ihy subject that I 
repeat it for the sake of the mordl it 
iùchlêàtés in the lesson of life.

; A year before Uis death thé vèii- 
èiablé statesman-, infirm from age and 
disease, whs walking along a street in 
Bostoii when hé iiiet an bld ffièhd, 
Whç, While he cordially shook his 
trembling hand, accosted him with the 

.friendly greeting:
“Good morning I And how is John 

Quincy*  Adams this morning?"
“Well," replied the ôx-President; 

“John Quincy Adams himself is quite 
well, sir; quite well, I thank you! 
But the house in which he lives at 
present iè becoming quite dilapidated. 
It is tottering upon its foundation; 
time and the seasons have nearly de
stroyed it. Ite roof is nearly worn 
out. Its walls are very much shat
tered, and it trembles and shakes with 
every passing wind- and storm. The 
truth is that the old tenement is very 
much out of order and his landlord does 
not think enough of the old structure 
to put It in repair. It is becoming 
almost untenantable, and I think 
that John Quincy Adams will have to 
move out of it soon ; yet he himself is 
quite well, sir, quite well." And the 
venerable sixth President of the 
United States, with the aid of his 
staff, moved on, little thinking that 
he had related in parable a lesson in 
human life that would live long after 
his statesmanship was forgotten.

A WONDERFUL STRUCTURE.
IVhat a wonderful and most com

plex structure is the human body— 
“the house we live in;” apparently 
how frail and feeble is the construc
tion of some of its parts, and yet how 
strong are they in the performance of 
the necessary functions incident to 
health and life. How beautiful and 
graceful is its external form, far ex
celling in beauty the most ingenious 
and elaborate constructions of man.. 
The ancient temples of the Orient, 
that seem to be the very perfection of 
human skill and taste in architecture, 
are but rude and simple structures 
Compared with that wonderful house 
in which we live, and which was not 
made by human hands.

To briefly examine this “palace of 
the soul, " this temporary home of an 
immortal spirit, this projection of the 
“Infinite Mind,” to observe in bone, 
muscle, nerve and fiber a preceding 
plan of a creative power, and a glo
rious consummation of that plan, is 
the object of this lecture. And faint 
and feeble, indeed, will be my effort 
compared with the facts that no pen 
can describe, no pencil delineate, and 
(hat defy the grandest conceptions 
and descriptive powers of the human 
mind.

DESIGN AND DESIGNER.
When a human artisan contemplates 

the construction of a building, he first 
considers the end or purpose of what 
he proposes to erect. This plan, to 
accomplish a certain proposed design, 
must precede the construction, and is 
as necessary to Its completion as the 
material of which it is to be com
posed. Without this plan, design and 
purpose, all would be confusion, dis
order and chaos, from which no in
tended effect could be produced. As 
well might we expect the winds to 
bring together the material of a tem
ple, and by a chance exertion of their 
energy, lay foundations, erect the 
walls of the superstructure, carve and 
place in position architrave, frieze 
and cornice, surmounted by dome and 
spire, as to suppose that the house we 
live in could be the result of the blind 
affinities and potentialities of matter 
alone, with no preceding design or 
designer.'

If a house to be used for a factory 
or machine shop is designed and 
erected by a human architect, all its 
parts would be especially adapted to 
the purposes for which they were to 
be used. Thus the foundation for the 
engine-bed would be deep laid in the 
earth, and so constructed that the 
vibrations of the motive power could 
not be communicated to the walls of 
the building. The size of the rooms 
would be adequate to the machinery 
they were to contain; openings would 
be left in partition walls through 
which would pass the driving-shafts 
that imparted motion to the mechan
ical devices contemplated in the use 
of the structure; nothing would be 
left to chance or the innate poten

tialities of matter.
These potentialities would be con

sidered, it is true, by the learned 
master mechanic, but only so far as 
their forces of adhesion and gravity 
were known and demonstrated by the 
scientific and mechanical knowledge 
of the time. Not one single thing; 
would be left to the action of uncer
tain and unknown energies. The de
sign of the work would be in accord
ance with the knowledge of the pro
jector, and all would be in accordance 
with a pre-existing intention or plan 
to accomplish a contemplated end. 
And how siniple is the most complex 
construction of the mechanical yorld

ignated functions, and no other. Ob
serve in the separate bones the projec
tions or processes to which the muscles 
are attached, that control the motions 
of the various members, from the del
icate action of a lady's finger in em
broidery to the powerful blow of the 
athlete in the ring or arena of physical 
conflict; from the gentle touch of the 
skilled anatomist, as he counts the 
beating pulse, to the grip of the acro
bat on the swinging rope or trapeze;1 
from- the blows of the artisan in the 
forge or iron-mill, to the skilled touch 
of the hand that guides the pencil of 
the artist, or the chisel of the sculp
tor. And yet all these functions come 
from the same machine controlled by 
that incomprehensible thing called the 
hunian mind.

WHENCE THE FORCE?
From whence comes the different 

degrees of force with which all . the 
organs of the body perform their 
allotted parts in the drama of human 
life? The innate potentialities of mat
ter, it is true, manifest certain en
ergies of forcé, such as attraction or 
repulsion, but never thought; purpose 
or design; and it is manifest that in 
the action of our physical members 
there is somewhere in.the house we 
^ive in a source of active life and re
production, as well as a force that
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compared with “the house we live in,” 
and yet some unthinking minds deny 
the existence of an Infinite Mind that 
designed the mysterious organs of our 
bodies and prescribes to each of them 
those functions by and through which 
we live and move and have our being.

• IMMORTAL LIFE INDICATED.
We have become so accustomed to 

“the house we live in” that in our 
daily avocations we do not stop to 
think of the wonderful complex ma, 
chinery of the human body or qf~ifs 
millions of delicate organisms, that 
ihust constantly move in harmony, or 
the result would be disease and death. 
We forget that we are “fearfully and 
wonderfully made," and that the de
sign or general plan of our construc
tion is alike in all the millions that 
now live, and all that have lived since 
the advent of man on an infant earth. 
Can anyone fail to see in this stupen
dous fact conclusive proof that we 
live now and will continue to live 
hereafter, because the great “Infinite 
Mind” or “Over-Soul” of the universe 
so designed and intended?

To form even a faint conception of 
the complex organism of “the house 
wo live in, ” Jet us suppose that the 
whole mechanical world could be con
densed to a size that would admit of 
an examination of all its parts; let us 
suppose that all the cities, towns, vil
lages, farms, workshops, manufac
tories, railroads, canals, steamboats, 
ocean ships, telegraph lines and all 
other mechanical devices constructed 
by man, all moving, adjusted^ and 
working in harmony as they are to
day, could be compressed into the 
size -of the human body. What an 
intricate and complicated device it 
would present to us, and yet it would 
be simplicity itself compared with the 
“physical cosmos” that we call our 
body.

Now let us briefly examine, nume
rate and describe a few of ' the most 
important parts of our physical sys
tem, and see if we cannot find evidence 
of a preceding plan to accomplish a 
desired purpose, and that that purpose 
was the immortality of the tenant of 
“the house we live in;” for if we are 
constructed in accordance with a pre
existing plan or design, then are we 
not the result of innate potentialities 
of matter, but the thoughts of a cre
ator manifested through lifeless ele
ments, as the engine is the thought of 
man wrought in metal, or as a temple 
is but a conception of the human 
mind, erected by the command of that 
invisible energy that controls all our 
physical actions, and that we recog
nize as the soul.

To the ordinary observer, the hu
man skeleton, with its naked ribs and 
eyeless, grinning skull, creates a feel
ing of abhorrence. It is so associated 
with the idea of death, the grave and 
the worms—with the loss of friends 
and the mystery of the unknown fu-_ 
ture,’ that most persons look upon it 
with dread and even detestation. But 
the scientist and Spiritualist observes 
it with the calm complacency of ed
ucated thought. The former sees in 
it a perfect adaptation of parts in the 
accomplishment of a wonderful design 
that clearly shows the handiwork of a 
Creator; while the Spiritualist looks 
upon it as the bare and discolored 
framework of a “house someone 
lived in," and from which the former 
tenant has removed to the more per
fect tenement of spirit life. And 
those who thus view it may be said to 
sublimely commune with the Infinite 
Mind or Over-Soul of the Universe.

VIEWED BY SCIENCE.
In reality what a wonderful struc

ture is this decaying framework of the 
human body, when viewed from a 
scientific standpoint alone. Observe 
how perfectly all its parts are adapted 
to each other, and to the end in view 
of its constructor, when he formed it 
through the agency of immutable 
laws. In the human body there fire 
about 263 bones, each one so shaped 
and constructed as to perform its des-

controls all , our actions, either vol
untary or Involuntary.

Those who have not thought on tho 
subject are almost unconscious of the 
fact that we carry with Us a wonderful 
machine, that is constantly ‘evolving a 
power that would run an ordinary ma
chine shop ; and that energy is beiiïg 
constantly evolved, .both when we 
sleep and when we are awake, from 
some mysterious soured that .resides 
somewhere in the house we live id. 
There are about five hundred muscled 
in the human body, all constructed to 
perform certain functions necessary to 
life and health. The heart is, of course, 
the most important muscle in our lit
tle personal cosmos, and the labor it 
performs daily is most wonderful in
deed. This important engine of life 
beats seventy times in a minute in the 
average adult; four thousand two hun
dred times in an hour, one hundred 
thousand and eight hundred times a 
day, thirty-six million and seven hun
dred and ninety-two thousand times 
in a year, and two billion five hundred 
and sixty-five million and four hun
dred and forty thousand times in 
three score and ten years, the allotted 
period of human life.

At each beat two and one-quarter 
ounces of blood are thrown out of it; 
about one hundred and seventy-five 
ounces a minute, six hundred and 
fifty pounds an hour, seven and three- 
quarter tons a day. Only think of it! 
The laziest man in the country is com
pelled to lift seven and three-quarter 
tons a day just to live. He evidently 
does not know it, or the very thought 
would make him so tired that he 
would prefer to die.

But from whence comes this won
derful, sleepless energy that never 
during life ceases its labors? No 
rational mind will attribute it to the 
innate potentiality of matter, for the 
lifeless bodies of the dead contain the 

, same number of elements they did in 
life, and in the same combinations_
nothing is wanting but “the breath of 
life” which was infused into matter 
when life first appeared on a newborn 
earth in the dawn of creation. And 
it demonstrates the existence of a cre
ator who exists outside of the “house 
we live in,” and to whom all mankind 
owe the fealty of a tenant at will; for 
when the owner and creator of all 
things issues the landlord's 1 ‘warrant 
of death" there is no earthly court to 
which we can appeal for a stay of 
execution.

Now, all the blood in the body 
passes through the heart in three 
minutes. This little organ, which is 
only six inches in length by four 
inches in diameter, by its ceaseless 
industry, pumps each day what is 
equal to lifting 122 tons one foot 
high. But what drives the heart? I 
again inquire. If it should stop its 
tireless labor for only a few moments, 
the result would be the grave and its 
worms and dust of elementary matter. 
The heart is the throne of the moving 
power of our bodies, but there is, 
there must be, a power behind the 
throne greater than the throne itself, 
and that power is
“The Eternal Infinite, and Oue, 
Who never did begin, who ne’er can 

end, .
On whom all beings as their source 

depend.”
Acting in conjunction with the 

heart is another most important or
gan, the lungs; for while the heart is 
a double-acting force pump that drives 
the blood through the arteries to the 
lungs, it is then immediately returned 
through the veins to the heart, to be 
again and again sent on its mission of • 
life and health to every room and cup
board and closet in the “house we 
live in. ” The lungs will contain about 
one gallon of air at their usual degree 
of inflation. We breathe on an average 
1,200 times an hour, and inhale 600 
gallons of air, or 34,000 quarts a day. 
The blood, when it starts from the 
heart though the pulmonary artery to 
the lungs, is charged with the im
purities and waste of the body, and is 
of a dark blue or purple color, and in 
passing.through' the air-cells of the 
lungs, by a process technically called 
“Endosmosis and Exosmosis,” the 
blood gives out its carbon and other 
impurities at every expiration, and 
receives oxygen from the air at each 
inspiration. When so purified it re
turns a bright red color to the heart, 
through the pulmonary vein, charged 
with life and health, to be again dis
tributed through thé body by the force 
of the heart, aided by the auxiliary 
energy of the contraction of the 
arteries and returning veins.

Briefly thus have I described the 
two great moving engines of life, but 
there are millions of little auxiliary 
organs, each performing the task 
allotted to them by the Great Designer 
of the universe, who, by immutable 
laws, commands the winds and the 
seas, and they obey him.

Now, can any rational mind believe 
that all this comes from the innate 
and undiscovered potentialities of : 
matter? When the simplest of human 
devices must be first planned and then 
constructed in accordance with that : 
plan to accomplish a preconceived 
purpose.

THE INVISIBLE TENANT. ‘
Now, what of the tenant of “the
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bouse we live in?” In the organisms 
we huve described and their wonderful 
energies and motions, the tenant in 
occupancy has little to do; They move 
involuntary as to him, and whether he 
sleeps or wakes they continue to per
form their allotted tasks, moved by 
some infinite power over which the 
human mind exercises but little con
trol. Where in our organism does 
this invisible tenant reside? The 
scientific world asserts that the brain 
is the seat of the mind, that there, 
within
“That dome of thought, the palace of 

the soul," '
the mysterious aud incomprehensible 
ruler of our little cosmos holds his 
court, surrounded by Iris courtiers aud 
executive officers, and that, from his 
throne of tissues and gray matter of 
the brain, he issues his commands to 
his vassals in the body, through the 
nerves of motion and sensation, and 
they instantly obey him. -

There lie sits in all the regal splen
dor of the human intellect. On his 
brow the chaplet of immortality; in 
his hands the attributes - of genius, 
poetry and eloquence which he be
stows on his subjects according to the 
capacity of each individual’s personal 
organization. While the brain con
trols the voluntary acts of all animate 
existence, there is something that 
controls all the involuntary motions 
of the internal organism, even while 
the brain is asleep. The motions of 
the heart and lungs, the actions of 
the digestive organs, the incessant 
labor of the lacteals and lymphatics, 
the contraction of the arteries and 
veins, all continue when the brain 
sleeps in the repose of midnight. 
There must therefore be some other 
energy of life than that begotten by 
the brain.

IMMORTALITY DEMONSTRATED.
Now, Huxley says that life is the 

cause of organization, and not organ
ization the cause of life. And this 
must be so, for what would move 
matter in the process of construction 
but vital energy? Therefore life must 
have existed before organs. And if 
it did so exist before the body was 
organized, why may it not exist when 
the hotly is disorganized, and its ele- 
pients dissipated in the dust and ashes 
of physical death? And if this is a 
self-evident fact, then it is demon
strated that life is Immortal; but noth
ing more. Add to this the demonstra
tions of spirit phenomena that prove 
the continuity of our personalities, 

■ that our individual minds live after 
death, and is not the immortality of 
tfie soul a demonstrated fact?

Now, here is apparent the consoling 
influence of our beautiful religion and 
th'e demonstrated truths of its phil
osophy. For while science and the 
logic of learning proves that life itself 
does not depend on organized matter, 
but existed before organization, and it 
therefore is as eternal as matter itself; 
onr phenomena clearly prove that our 
individual mental personalities survive 
the disintegration of the elements of 
our bodies, and therefore must, like 
life itself, be immortal?

. FACTS, NOT FAITH.
This does not depend on hope or 

faith, but on facts alone. Here the 
creeds of theology are not taken into, 
consideration, but the same evidence 
that proves our existence here is safely 
invoked to prove the existence of a 
life hereafter. As we recognize the 
peculiar mental personalities of our 
friends and acquaintances in this life, 
so may we recognize them if they are 
manifested in communications from 
the life to come. And this can only 
be so because an infinite power above 
the realm of matter has so ordained 
it, in pursuance of a purpose that ex
isted in the mind of a creator before 
man was made.

EVOLUTION MODIFIED.
Professor Dana says: “For the de

velopment of man gifted with high 
reason and will, and thus made a 
power above elementary nature, there 
was required, as Wallace has urged, a 
special act of a being above that na
ture. whose supreme will is not only 
the source of natural law, but the 
working force of nature herself. ’ This 
clearly-stated, logical proposition will 
to some extent modify the theory of 
evolution that man is a lineal descend
ant oí the lowest form of primordial 
life. And it is true from all the evi
dence of the fossiliferous rocks that 
ever since man was created he has 
been a man; never part’man and part 
beast. If we study the fossil man of 
the Quaternary period, the earliest 
record of his existence, we always 
fend a man just such as a man is now. ”

The old troglodytes, pile-villager’s 
and bog-people, whose remains have 
been found buried in the various for- 
inations of a comparatively new-formed 
qarth. had heads as large and well- 
formed as many now living. And in 
many cases the fossil type of the hu
man cranium would compare favorably 
with those of the modern politician, 
or the pulpit advocates of creedal the
ology. In fact, the scientific evidence 
of to-day is much stronger in its proof 
of a distinct creation of man, than that 
he is a lineal descendant of the ape or 
any other pre-existing form of life. 
The consensus ofxacientific. opinion is 
that man has aljvays been man, and 
we believe will so continue through all 
the endless ages of the future.

The fact is clearly proven by evi
dence that is conclusive that the ten
ants of “the house we live in” have
always been the same in species, only 

' differing iu their surroundings and’the

The man’s the.gcwd for *'  that,"
All nature asserts the fact that 

man's creation was the result of the 
forecast of the Great Architect in the 
beginning, and that the theory of his 
descent from the ape, as claimed by 
some evolutionists, is a deductive 
theory from circumstantial evidence 
alone, and not inductive. It is the 
result of speculation, and not of ob
servation, and is unsupported by 
facts; although it is plausible in fancy, 
and fable.

GULF BETWEEN MAN AND BRUTE.
While it is true that the tenant of 

“the house we live in” resembles in 
his organic structure many Of the 
lower classes of animals, and more 
nearly the anthropoid apes; yet sci
ence admits and asserts that there 
is an enormous gulf between the most 
brute-like man and the most man-likq 
brutes; a chasm that has not been 
bridged, and from our present knowl
edge cannot be spanned by any struc
ture . erected upon discovered facts, 
The abstract power of using words or 
articulate sounds in themselves mean
ingless, and that they are not alike or 
even similar in all races of men, to 
convey ideas or thoughts, is a faculty 
that cannot be traced to any other 
animal than man. Here, then, do we 
find the first evidence of the existence 
of a human soul. And while every 
other species of animal constructs its 
luir ás did its ancestors; and every 
variety of bird builds its nest after 
th» same pattern, and warbles the 
saiiMMWvarying melody, man alone 
erects IKg habitation to suit the re
quirements ofthe place and climate 
in which he lives, and the conditions 
that surround him. All the animals 
below man are controlled by the laws 
of nature, and must suffer cold and 
heat unaided by inventions or me
chanical devices. Not so with man, 
for to a great extent he conquers na
ture’s laws, and by his own ingenuity 
bids defiance to tropic heat or polar 
cold. He conquers the wind, the sun
shine, the lightning, the gravity of 
earjjr,-;and the innate chemical affin
ities t>f matter; and by aid of his 
Godlike reason, makes all these his 
obedient servants, as Aladdin did the 
geni of old, who, when he touched the 
ring or the lamp, came to do his bid
ding. While all other animals are 
alike bound and restricted by air, 
earth and water, man alone floats in 
tile air, delves into the earth, and 
makes the seas and oceans the path
way of his pleasure or profit.

These faculties of the soul are man
ifest in the remains and surroundings 
of the most primitive of our race as 
they are found in the rock strata or 
caverns of nature's indisputable jec 
ord; and they separate man from the 
ape by an insurmountable barrier, or 
a chasm that apparently cannot be 
spanned or bridged by the advocates 
of evolution.

MAN’S HIGHER INSTINCTS.
The lower instincts, which tend 

mainly to self-preservation, are much 
weaker in man than in many other 
animals, while the desire to seek and 
acquire knowledge for its own sake, 
with an innate sense of truth, mor
ality, right and virtue, with a belief 
in a communion with some spiritual 
being above him, are human char
acteristics which belbng alone to man. 
Man not only possesses the most per
fect mental and physical organization, 
but above this he possesses a spiritual 
principle, and belief in its immor
tality, which no other animate being 
possesses. And in this he is infinitely 
above the “ancestry” of the material
ist, or the “primogenitors” of the 
evolutionists.

BIBLE AGNOSTICISM.
And now, in conclusion, what evi

dence have we that the “tenant of the 
house we live in” possesses an im
mortal soul? If the question is asked 
of a member of any of the Christian 
denominations, the answer would in
variably be, “the Bible, the inspired 
word of God. ” And while they would 
scoff at even a suggestion of spirit 
phenomena, they have implicit faith 
in the revered word. Now, let us for 
a few moments refer to this evidence 
of man’s immortality, and see what a 
feeble support it yields us, aside from 
the incidents of spirit visitation with 
which its pages are filled.

First, then, I call thg attention of 
orthodox Christians to the fourth 
chapter of Psalms, fifth verse:

1 ‘In death there is no remembrance 
of thee: in the grave, who shall give 
thee tbauks?”

Also Psalm 88, verses 10, 11 and 
12: “Wilt thou show wonders to the 
dead? Shall the dead arise and praise 
thee? '

‘ ‘Shall thy loving kindness be de
clared in the grave, or thy faithful
ness in destruction?

“Shall thy wonders be known in 
the dark and thy righteousness in the 
land of forgetfulness?”

Now, is it not certain from these 
interrogatories that the good and 
virtuous servant of the Lord, King 
David, doubted the existence of a 
future state?

Is it not evident that he disbelieved 
it when he continues, in Psalm 115, 
verse 17: “The dead praise not the 
Lord, neither any that go down in 
silence." .

Also, in Psalm 43, verse 3, where 
he. says: “For the enemy hath per
secuted my soul; he hath smitten my 
life to the ground; he hath made me 
dwell in darkness, as those that have

literature; er doubt« of egnosticism, 
contains nothing more, gloomy or 
dreayy, or more despondent in con
templation of death, than these words 
of the much-vaunted Psalmist, 1 ‘Let 
us eat and drink to-day, for to-morrow 
we die," would.be a.fit and final result 
of such misgivings of the future of 
our race. But let us examine a little 
farther into this book, which ortho
doxy believes asserts the fact of a 
life beyond the grave.

Now, the much-afflicted Job, the 
philosopher of Uz, Is often quoted as 
authority by both orthodox press and 
pulpit; let us see what his views were 
as to a future state.

In thé seventh chapter aud ninth 
verse Job says: “As the cloud is con
sumed aud vauisheth away, so he that 
goeth down to the grave shall come up 
no more,” Again; “Man diethand 
wasteth away; yea, man giveth up the 
ghost, and where is he?” “As. the 
waters fail from the sea, and the flood 
decayeth and drieth up, so man lieth 
down and riset.li not, ” See Job,. 14th 
chapter, verses 10, 11 aud 12. And 
no wonder that, in the 14th verse, the 
poor old man, «bused as he was, in 
the great wager between the Lord and 
Satan, with his children murdered and 
his herds destroyed, no wonder that 
he should plaintively inquire: “If a 
man die, shall he live again?" No 
wonder that ho should repeat his 
lamentations, regretting that he had 
been born, when even death could 
bring no relief to his sufferings; and 
in tones of agony he inquired:

“Wherefore, then, hast thou 
brought me forth out of the womb? 
Oh, that I Jiad given up the ghost, 
and no eye had seen me. I should 
have been as though-I had not been 
born; I should have been carried from 
the womb to the grave.”

“Cease, then, and let me alone, 
that I may take a little comfort, be
fore I go whence I shall not return, 
even to the land of darkness and the 
shadow of death. ” ,

Now, let us turn" to the Book of 
Ecclesiastes, the great preacher of 
the days of Biblical theology,, and see 
if we can find any evidence of im
mortality in his teachings.

In the third chapter, verses 18, 19 
and 20, I find the following cheerful 
view of man’s present condition and 
future destiny: “For that which be- 
falleth the sons of men, befalleth 
beasts; even one thing befalleth them. 
As one dieth so dieth the other; yea, 
they all have one breath ; so that man 
has no pre-eminence over a beast, for 
all is vanity. " "

“All go unto one place; all are of 
the dust, and all turn to dust again.”

Now, to my mind, with due rever
ence to the great preacher of the Bible 
days, this is rather a “beastly view” 
of human life and destiny. And if it 
is true, I do not see where there is 
any cause for the assertion that all is 
vanity, tyr all is a solemn fget, and 
that fact is the annihilation of the 
human soul.

In the ninth chapter, fifth verse, 
the venerated reverend further Says: 
“For the living know that they shall 
die, but the dead know not anything. 
Neither have they any more reward, 
for the memory of them is forgotten. ”

And in chapter nine, tenth verse, he 
says: “Whatsoever thy hand flndeth 
to do, do it with all thy might; for 
there is no work, nor desires, nor 
knowledge, nor wisdom in the grave 
whither thou goest.”

There are many like passages in the 
Bible that, while they may not deny 
in positive terms the Immortality of 
the soul, yet the writers thereof cast 
doubt upon the question; when, if in
spired, they must have known it was 
a supernal truth; and they should and 
would have announced it to a listening 
world.

In vain do we search the OlcLTesta- 
ment for a positive announcement that 
man is immortal. And aside from 
the repeated narratives of spirit phe
nomena that fill its pages, there is no 
evidence that man differs from the 
beasts that perish with the death of 
the body. The truth is that the be
lief of all the peoples of earth in a 
future life is founded on a belief in

tory. Wflat a glorioag ending does |t 
demonstrate .to ¡Ifle race of men who 
are all bbt tridibient voyagers on a 
sea whose' shores are the two eterni
ties, the unrecorded past and the un
known future. V. :

In the metaphorical license of poetic 
imagery, life has-been well compared 
to an ocean oft' moving water, while 
our race are (but transient bubbles 
floating upon itsteurface, The tide of 
human life withWch of ns flows and 
ebbs like the watitis of the oceans, In 
youth its flow commences, and con
tinues until matin’s or middle age, 
■when the ebb sets in with the irreslst, 
ible force of decaying or wasting or
ganism, and will continue until death 
forever stills' the movlng'ourrent of 
our lives. From the, cradle of infancy 
to the tomb of old age, the laws of 
life aud death move side by side, 
building, up and tearing down our 
physical forms. Growth and .decay 
are but preceding and succeeding 
waves in the voyage of our existence, 
and we gray-headed mariners on life's 
restless sea; we who have passed the 
flow and are now drifting with the ebb 
towards the shoreless ocean of eternity; 
we who have outlived, all earthly am
bitions and have stood by the graves 
of those dearest to ns on earth ; to us 
how priceless are the facta and phi
losophy of our beautiful religion,

You, my venerable friends, can 
with me appreciate the plaintive tale 
sung by an unknown minstrel in a 
beautiful little poem with which I will 
close my lecture. It seems to me to 
be a portraiture of my own life, and 
probably sotae of you who hear it will 
also recognize it as a delineation of 
your past and future.
On a summer eve, when the tide was 

low,
On old man sat in the golden glow, 
The waves were washing the sandy 

stones,
And calm and sweet were their lan

guid tones;
He looked and listened, and softly 

sighed,
As he heard the voice of the ebbing
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lu abort, in the entire material and physical contribuí 
lion which, during our short personal existence, w4 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind aud of 
nature In general/’w'Bueclmcr. • •<

,'r'1 nnct Rvo.. Hhapt 850 pages, vellum cloth, IL

He

He

tide. . ■
had- passed his threescore years 
and ten; .
had smiled and wept like other 
men,

Brother and parent, son and wife, 
Had drifted o’er the sea of life 
To the peaceful >shore where spirits, 

abide; ,
But he was left,fry,¿he ebbing tide.
Left all alone with the dreamy past; 
A battered hull bn the shingle cast, 
No more to ride'on 'the seething main, 
Nor feel the shdck of the storm again; 
He sat at peace fertile oceanls side, 
To wait the coAiiii^ of Death’s great 

tide.
That solemn tide, .with its voiceless 

roll, e'
Shall bear on ^¡. yaves that weary 

. ■ a*  ■ a r, •
To the blessed. the angel

throng - ■
Will hail its coming with holy song.
And the home of that lonely heart 

shall be •
A place of rest by the crystal sea.

COGENT THOUGHTS.
It Is Good Enough for Them.

Highly Proper that the Mission
aries Be Run Oat of 

Turkey.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
-AND- 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. <
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of The Pbogbesbiyx Thinker will re*  
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published Iu Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 248 pages, In style and form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. Thfi_8cencs of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of Ufa of spiritual beings, are presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction! 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; The Lov? 
Societies; Hadee; Cbrlstmastlde In the Spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Un-, 
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit tq 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; lieunion In the Bplrit-world; 
Contentedneas Not Goodness; Address of tboHage. '

It 16 a book the SplrituaUsUwill be delighted with; a 
book In which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced; 
The price In paper 1*60  cents; muslin fl; postpala«

spirit visitation 
The pages of 
nated with the 
the facts that 
arate leaves of

and communications, 
the Bible are impreg
spiritual theory and 
sustain it. as the sep- 
the rose are impreg

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown.

The Medium of the Boeklo«, wltli an Introduction by 
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND. I 

This book should be in the band*  of every one inter» 
eated in Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter; 
2. The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to/ . 
California; Return of Hi*  Guide. Chapter 4, Remark! 
able Tests. Chapters, His Work as a Healer. Chap' 
ter 8, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to tbe Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commo . 
nlcate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mfscel ■■ 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange ExperlencQ, 
Chapter il, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Tow* 1 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative df 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter IS, The First Break to. 
tbe Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptel 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida.

For sale at tola office. Heavy paper coven. prlco H 
cents.

to him, to proselyte him to a metaphys
ical or esthetic religion, or even to one 
that was purely esthetical, and from 
which the spectacular and the sensuous 
was entirely eliminated. In fact, the 
intellectual plane of the great majority 
Is still upon that grade that either the 
spectacular or the sensuous or both are 
essential factors in the success of any 
popular religion.

Even the ideal Jesus is too far above 
the great majority to act as a restrain
ing and controlling force; but, with the 
few whose education and refinement are 
adapted to the Moral and spiritual in
fluence of an ideal Christ, its benefits 
have been incalculable. That divinely 
human ideal which their minds have 
conceived may never have existed, yet 
Its Influence and potency have been the 
same.

It has been truly said that “the hu
man mind craves Ideals,” and they have 
been the most influential factors in the 
world’s advance! But It is equally true 
that the great majority of the human 
family have not outgrown the Idolatrous 
age, as they still crave and demand tne 
.mysterious, the spectacular and the 
sensuous.

Every religion contains these features 
to a greater or lesser extent, and, in 
fact, there could not be any system of 
“religion” without them. But the 
"ideal” is the only potent factor in form
ing a grand and noble character. The 
higher the intelligence and refinement, 
the higher will be the person’s imagin
ary ideal.

Whenever the Turkish mind Is ready 
to receive and accept such an ideal, it 
will stimulate a want which they will 
soon supply. I need scarcely say that 
the Ideal Jesus, which some are trying 
to follow, is a very different mental cre
ation from the “Jesus of Nazareth” of 
the Gospels, as very manyjjf. his teach
ings are neither practiced nor practica
ble, as they are not adapted to the best 
ana highest civilization. I hope, there
fore. that when the Turks adopt an ideal 
it will be one that can be Imitated and 

. followed in every particular.
I have an abiding respect for every 

one’s religion and faith, provided they 
are honest and sincere, and I have felt 
more serious and reverential at the re
ligious services of the “untutored sav
age” in his rude wigwam, than I often 
feel in the sumptuous edifices of a quasi
civilized pagan theology and ritualism, 
as the one was adapted to barbarism, 
and the other was not adapted to intelli
gence or civilization. '

The religion of a sincere Islamite, as 
founded upon his sacred book, should be 
as much respected as the hundreds of 
religions founded upon the Bible. But 
the undying zeal of the proselyter is 
proverbial and is ever the same, as he 
will “compass sea and land to make one 
proselyte,” but our government has no 
right whatever to force him upon any 
other people, nor to engage in the pros
elyting business. Any one who Under
takes It should do so upon his own mo
tion and at his own risk.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able tod Interesting presentation of a most 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist and every in*  
qulrer Into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual*  
urn should have this excellent book. Its value Is rec*  
ognlzed and acknowledged all over the world. Price« 
cloth, fl. For sale at'this office.

COSMIAN HYMN ROOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home, MARGUERITE HUNTER
COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public want It comprise*  
858 choice aelectlons of poetry and music« embody
ing the highest moral sentiment, and free from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Sold at thia office.

HUMAN CULTURE 8 CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual

Spheres,
Tranicrlbed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen medlaof earth. It was given through In’ 
dependent »late-writing. The Illustrations were glvea 
in oil painting« on porcelain plate by Spirit artist», 
1» not a fiction, but s narrative of real life, without a 
parallel in the literature of Spiritualism, being a deal 
and succinct oxpoiltlon uf the philosophy, religion »nd 
science ot Spiritualism. The book contains 260 pages 
with six Illustrations In half-tone, and twelve pains 
In original Independent writing. It 1» beautifully 
bound In blue slik cloth, stamped In »liver. Prlcm 11.25. For sale at this office. '

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science. 
Religion, etc. ■

Price, doth, 7S cent»» For eale at this office.

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW,
-OR-

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

ZHE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
hablted but now submerged part of this giobi 
known as Atlantis, is one of much Interest. Thi 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources-*  
from classical authors—from traditions, legends an! 
mythologies; from the deep sea Investigations ol 
modern scientist*  and antiquarian researches in tld 
moulds and the ruins of ancient cities found on thl 
American continent—are here arranged In compacK 
literary form. In this very interesting volume. Th( 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists bS 
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of th< 
genuineness and truth of the statement*  purportlnj 
to be given by spirits of anclept Atlantlans concern 
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at thll 
office. Price 2.00.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
A DRAMATIC IDYLLTo the Editor:—If onw nation has the 

right, which Is unquestionable, to de
mand the recall Of any representative 
from another government who is obnox
ious, or even "persona non gratia," why 
hhs it not to return or even to deport 
any foreigner who is an offensive aud 
unacceptable resident? And especially 
when that resident is engaged In quasi 
or constructive sedition. 1 ask this per
tinent question fpr the reason that I 
have never seen it answered, and be
cause objections have been made to the 
reported intention of- the Turkish gov
ernment to deport some Intruding and 
obnoxious proselyters, called "mission
aries,” from their country.

We have an established; acceptable, 
constitutional government, and no alien 
has any moral right to come here to 
preach anarohy or sedition and make 
converts to any such subversive doc
trines, and ,our government ought to 
have the legal right to summarily de
port all such proselyters without con
sulting the government from which they 
came. ' :,

In the great license of our “liberty," 
any foreign religionist Or native "reviv
alist" is permitted to disturb or disrupt 
our social order and tranquility by 
preaching and making converts to 
any and every irrational vagary or 
schism; for ours is not (yet) a religio- 
politico government—except in some 
States. The twain have not (yet) na
tionally been made one flesh, “by the 
grace of God and the act of parliament," 
or by law. Hence, every religious 
proselyter and schismatic is tolerated 
and protected by and the public 
clemency. But in'TuEkey it is different, 
for their religion iktHe primal elem ent 
and factor in their gbl^rnmentand laws, 
and the latter are (both undermined by 
disturbing their religion; so that the 
uninvited “missionary,I1 who forces him
self upon them forithe purpose of prose
lyting that homogeneous people to a dif
ferent and antagonistic religion, is hot 
only schismatic anfl.sdditious, hut he is 
an anarchist to theit eatablished institu
tions and government. As their relig
ion and their politics,pre national and 
inseparable, to utjflerppine and divide 
the one is to undermine and divide the 
other. Is it any wpndpr, then, that the 
foreign, unwelcome aqd insidious prose
lyter of the Sultan's "faithful subjects 
should be regarded as persona non gra
ta, or even as- seditious and dangerous 
anarchists? As they tend to promote 
“division,” we are assured they tend to 
“variance, hatred; strife and evil work.” 
(See Paul.) In fact, Russia has just as 
much right to compel, the United States 
to receive ’ and protect her teachers 
of anarchy as our government has to 
compel Turkey to receive and protect 
our schismatics and proselyters to a dif
ferent and unacceptable religion. A 
people’s grade of religion is purely a 
matter of adaptability, so that what is 
.adapted to one1 person or people is not 
adapted to another. .

The savage and the barbarian has a 
religion which is adapted to his nature, 
and to his low development, and it would 
be highly inconsiderate, if not.lnjurious

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

A fine prose poem; a story of the •’New Woman,**  
who la the true woman of all the centuries. A re
markable book, contrasting the modern Vashti with 
the Vashti of ancient Bible times. Interesting and 
snggeatiYp. Cloth, |1; paper, 50 cents. For sale st 
this office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
aud Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
. Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Hrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula Jt, Gestefefd, and
Frances E, Barr,

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
-on-

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Careful companion of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
aIosbsHull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all th« cond‘* 
tlons of modern mediumship. It also show ihat ail 
the manifestations throughout ths Old and New Tegu
ment were under the sarno conditions that medium! 
require to-day; and that the comiog of Christ is the re
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 nages. Price. - 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY 8. WEIL. .

Cloth, ,1.25. Paper, 50 cents.
This is a work of great value, written by one ofthe 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put Into the bands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma» of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mlud 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede, moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can aurvlve, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super
seded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office.

every tonl there fa bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the world of thought 
what no other one possesses."—Conain.nated with tha odor that pervades its 

beautiful structure. From the illus
trative dream of Jacob in the Genesis 
of the world, where he saw a ladder 
set upon earth reaching to heaven, 
and angels ascending and descending 
thereon, to the revelation of St. John, 
the whole book is filled with nar
ratives of spirit manifestations similar' 
to these of to-day. And the man who 
denies it, whether priest or layman, 
lets his bigotry silence his conscience; 
and, to put it in as mild form as a 
lawyer’s vocabulary will permit, does 
not handle the truth with sufficient 
carefulness to meet the demands of 
veracity.

' THE POSITIVE PROOF.
Unless it is a living truth that, un

der the unchanging laws of an im
mutable God, the spirits of the so- 
called dead do return to this earth 
with messages of friendship and love 
to those who remember and loved 
them in this life—unless this is a 
demonstrated fact, there is no proof 
of immortality, save in the longings 
qf the human soul. Men may hope; 
they may have faith that it is-true, 
yet hope may be a vain illusion and 
faith as baseless as the fabric of a 
vision. There is and can be no pos
itive proof but that found in the phe
nomena of Spiritualism.
• Our beautiful philosophy and re
ligion Is a God-given gift to man. It 
smoothes the rugged path of life to 
its weary travelers, soothes the pains 
of illness, alleviates the suffering of 
disease, wipes the tears from the 
cheeks of those who mourn, robs death 
of its sting aud the grave of its, vic-.

Salem, Ore. S. C. Adams.
The bright and .cholarly comment« of this galaxy 

of bright mind« are of deep Interest, and throw a 
itrong and new light on the Bible teaching« relating 
to woman. All «hould road It.
Price BOc. For sale at this Office.

B0MANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OK 

his country should have at hand for consult*  
tion. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Thisisamoil 
able work, consisting of a Discussion ofthe Purposor, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Romsil 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, ta | 
may be considered a mine of valuable information fop 
every patriot in the land. Price |1, For tale at th|| 
efflee. ___________

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

Every man having a beard should keep 
it an even and natural color, and if it is 
not so already, use Buckingham's Dye 
and appear tidy.

“Talleyrand's Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents.

“The .Priest, the Woman, and tue 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influence and results of 
the Romish confessional, as proved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
ives. Price, by mail, $1. .For sale at 
hisoffice.

"Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com- 
leal pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cafes, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
81: cloth $1.50. For sale at this office.

“The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value; by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and. 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
COcentSK ;

"Cosmian Hymn Book.” xi collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L, K. Wash
burn. 'This volume: meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the: 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sa B 
attbis office; - .... .. n

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual ot hypnotlim, n»?iul to 
students of the subject. In theformot dialogue and 
story, the author presents very successfully a con
densed account of hypnotism, Its theory and practice 
upto date. Price, paper, Ji eta. Sold at this office.

MISS JUDSON’S ROOKS.
WHE SHE BECAME A STIBiTUAIIST, 

264 pages. Ono copy, 111 »ii copies, 15.

BROM NIGHT TO MORN}
Or, An Appeal to the BaptM Church.

82 page,. Ono copy, IS cent!) ten coplea, IL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
209 pages. One copy, bound in cloth, Hi paper, 75 

cents.

Jbr Sale at tilt» Office, 40 Loomis Street.

DY WMc AND ELIZABETH M, F. 
U Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise al 
a text-book, It Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader wilt be amazed to see the carlo is facts 
here combined Ln support of this newly-dlscovcred 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain as 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now oh*  
■cured by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L

Cloth.
Postage 10 cent*.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth................

Postage 10 cent*.
Soul of Things—Vol. IU. 

migrated. 862 pp. Cloth.............
Poitage 10 conta.

•8L50

•1Ä)

..LM

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
- Or Self-Justice.
Br LoU-Wifîbrooker. Many taro read this book, 

many bavé re-read It, and many other*  ont to read It. 
Itabouldbe read by every wan ana woman tn tho 
land. It ehowa the faliltica rampant tn aoclety |q 
Watters ot moral end loclal Import, and tho wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contatola fine likeness of the author. 
Floe cloth, 230 pages. Price 81.00

Romanism and the Republic, ' 
By Rev. Issac J. Laming, M. A. Every patriot 

should read It, Price |i.oo.________ '

^ COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad< 

dreued to the inhabitants of America in 1775, wltl 
explanatory notice by an Engllih author. Paper 
U cents. - ‘ ■ .

Thé Religion of Humanity;
A philosophy of Life. By J. Loon Bonwcll 4 

beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with Itkcneia o 
author A moat vMuabln -publication to circulât

I nwongChriattonpeople. Trice 15centi.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
■. " OR ““

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.
been long dead.”

Also, in Psalm 146, verses 3 and 4:
thereof. The - early >«Put not your trust in princes, nor in
■. vo gon Qp in.whom there is no

çonsequences ,
troglodytes and cave-men, though 
born iu domiciles as lowly as was the
birthplace of the Nazareno, are the 
same species as those “born in. -the 
purple” within the hereditary halls of 
human greatness.

Burns but expressed a historical as 
well as a physiological .fact when he 
iaid. -
“Tbc rank is but the guinea’s stump,

help. : : . ..
“His breath goeth forth,, he retum- 

eth to his earth; in that very day his' 
thoughts perish.” J

Now, was not King David a ma
terialist. or at least an agnostic, who 
either disbelieved or doubted the im
mortality of the soul?

The'whole range of materialistic

BY LOIS WAISBBOOKER.

This'll one of the author’s most useful and fa« 
structlve books. This work should be read by every 
man and woman. Price, 50 cents. For sale st this 
office. ■. - . .
“ TALLEYRAND’S““ 

LETTER TO THE POPE.
This work win be found e*pecial1y  lutorcatlag to all 

who would desire to make a study of Romanian and 
the Bible. The historic fact*  stated, and the keen. 
icalhlM review of Roinlih Ideas and practice*  should 
be read >y all.. Price. £>c. Sold at this office.

would.be


BY PROF. W. M. BOCKWOOD«

GOOD WORK IN DETROIT.

BY DB, R. B. WESTBROOK.

Its

The Cause is Prospering in That 
' '■ • ' City. • '

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.

7 THOMAS PAINE V 
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS,

Passed to spirit-life at East Point,Ga., 
June 2nd, Ed Williams, M. D., at the 
age of 75. He has been a Spiritualist 
for a long time, and was well knowhin 
Spiritualistic ranks. He-was a magnetic

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

THE ELIMINATOR 
-OR- 

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

»,

;NERflL SURVEY
The''Spiritualistic Field—Its 
' Workers* Doings, Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything oi special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A groat deal 
can-be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings. 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, add 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. ' We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention. will be 
paid to them.

On Monday evening, June 9th, a num
ber of friends met at the residence of 
Mr. Mortimer Nash, Grand Bapids, 
Mich., In honor of Mrs. Lilia Scott, who 
is henceforth to make her home in Law
ton, Mich. She has been one of the 
foremost workers in the Spiritual cause 
in Grand Rapids. Dr. W. O. Knowles, 
tn the name of the friends present, made 
some very pleasant remarks and pre
sented the lady a chair given' by her 
friends as a token of remembrance. •

Dr. Babbitt is to spend July at)d Au
gust at Onset, Mass., at which place he 
will attend to the educational interests 
of the College of Fine Forces, the same 
as if he were at East Orange, N. J, 
Those who may be there and wish to 
take the college course, can receive. 
some initiatory drill without extra 
charge. ' . . “. ■

Camp associations wishing the serv
ices of A. E. Tisdale, thë blind medium 
and lecturer, from August 18 to October 
1, may address him at 547 Bank street, 
New London, Conn.

Mrs, E. L. Toed writes from Denver, 
Colo.: “Since our arrival here it has 
been our pleasure to moot with the First 
Spiritualist church, chartered under the 
N. S. A., and its pastor, Dr. Ewell, is 
laboring earnestly in his work for the 
cause; and it'is ills pleasure to speak to 
good, appreciative audiences, much 
larger than it has been our pleasure to 
meet in many of the eastern cities. His 
auxiliary work isa credit tc him anda 
blessing to every member. It has been 
our pleasure to be connected with him 
for the past three weeks, associated with 
him and his family, where Spiritualism 
is lived each day. We find Denver 
alive in progressive and spiritual phi
losophy. Mrs. Musk is doing a fine 
work and speaks to large audiences. 
Many other progressive societies are 
struggling in Denver, and we are happy 
to state that Spiritualism is growing as 
rapidly in Denver as is the great city, 
spread out upon the plains, for the minds 
are broad and equal in progression, 
where there is so much room to broaden 
in thought and philosophy, and the 
great truth is settling down and devel
oping Denver s best “people. Brother 
and Sister Kates left here one week ago 
and good reports of their success have 

•been returned to the friends'here."

Í)r. P. S. George, secretary, writes: 
he State Spiritualists’ Association of 
Nebraska will hold its annual meeting 

at Lincoln on Thursday and Friday, Oc
tober 8 and 9. Every Spiritualist in the 
State is urged to be present to partici
pate in this meeting. Where you are 
not organized, got together in. each 
county and send at least one delegate. 
Although a cordial invitation is extend
ed to each and all, come prepared to re
late what has been done in your locality 
toward or for the upbuilding of Spirit
ualism. For further information ad
dress me at 340 South 20th street, Lin
coln, Neb. ’

Corresponding secretary writes from 
South Haven, Mich.: “The Spiritualists 
of this place held a meeting in the grove 
last Sunday, Dr. A. B. Spinney being 
the lecturer. In the morning he took 
for his subject, Mollie Fancher, point
ing out many lessons to be learned from 
her life, and advising all to learn more 
Ql the beautiful spiritual life. After 
dinner and a social time, he again lec
tured to an appreciative audience, his 
subject being ‘The Principles of Spirit
ualism.’ The evening lecture was a 
continuation of the same subject, and 
some of his experiences. The lectures 
were all grand and ennobling, and all 
enjoyed a spiritual feast.”

. C. H. Mathews writes: “In reply to 
; an 'Invostigator,’ in The Progressive 
Thinker of June 13, who says: ‘Why 
not take your medium and go to Dr.

to go into .farther decline, and will' re
cruit by taking th? old-‘tonic,’ which has 
never failed'to bi>l»g~me good oUseii 
Onward and upward The Progressive 
Thinker fliesj a^d thaf its wings ipay 
never grow l?ss, is my sincere wish. It 
is indeed a missionary and a grand one 
to several in this town of twenty-two or
thodox castles. Tell some good, honest 
physical medium, or platform testimo
nium, that there is a harvest open here. 
We are gradually ‘gaining ground,’ and 
a good organizer is what we need. We 
have developed several mediums, Will 
some forcible speaker come this way?”

Chester Martin writes that W. E. 
Mansfield has finished a course of ten 
lectures at Ottawa, Ill., followed with 
clairvoyant and clairaudient tests, with 
a few character readings, with good re
sults. He considers Mr, Mansfield an 
able, earnest and honest worker in the 
cause of Spiritualism. . i
, The debate between C. ‘E. Dent, of 
Vicksburg, Mich,, pnd Mr. Smith, on 
the subject: Resolved,^ That Modern 
Spiritualism harmonizes with Bible 
teachings, was held according to notice. 
Mr. Smith is regarded as an able de
bater, and the church people turned out 
expecting to hear . a discussion that 
would please and satisfy those of their 
persuasion; but the result was’ disap
pointing to that side of the question, 
and Mr, Dent came off with flying col
ors. .

“A Subscriber” writes from Seattle, 
Wash.: “Spiritualism has been awak
ened from her slumbers in our city bi' 
the presence of Mrs. Georgia Cooley, 
who eame to us unannounced from Port
land, Ore. For the past six weeks she 
has been working faithfully for the 
Cause with us. Her lectures are filled 
with highest morals, oratory and elo
quence. Her tests are very remarkable, 
many being accompanied with full 
names and incidents of the spirit’s life. 
She is generally able to tell the cause of 
the death, which is a conviction in it
self. Full houses have been in attend
ance, many new faces being seen at each 
meeting. We are’ sorry to l<?se such an 
earnest worker. Mrs. Cooley leaves 
next week to attend the camp-meeting 
at New Era, Ore,, at which place she is 
engaged for the entire season.”

. Dr. C. W. Hidden, of Newburyport, 
Mass., will be at Onset camp frpm July 
19 to 24; Niantic, August 2 to 7; Lake 
Pleasant, August 9 to 14; Queen City 
Park, August 16 to 21; Lake Brady, Au
gust 25 to September 1. At each camp 
Dr. Hidden will lecture in the regular 
course, give private medical lectures, 
and also exhibitions of his powers as a 
hypnotist and healer. .

Dr. P. S. George writes: “The Kates
Singer quartette visited Stromsberg, Ne
braska, June 7 and 8, and received a 
hearty welcome. Prof. Singer and son, 
Walfried, are accomplished musicians, 
and are highly appreciated by all'lovers 
of music. Mr. and Mrs. Kates, who are 
widely known as public workers in Spir
itualism, never fail to receive a hearty 
welcome wherever they go. .At Stroms
berg there is a great awakening in our 
line of work; the coming of these intel
ligent and scientific expounders of the 
truth of Spiritualism has created a last
ing interest in this community, and 
should the Kates’ ever visit Stromsburg 

■again they will be greeted with a 
crowded house."

Dr. Kirkpatrick, of Des Moines, la., 
writes: “In notice sent you concerning 
Mrs. Carrie Fuller-Weatherford as you 
published it June 13 showed it to be my 
individual endorsement, while it was 
that of the Iowa Spiritualists’ Associa
tion." '

Mr, Cook wrltps from Scotts, Mich.: 
“Mrs. Marion Carpenter, of Detroit, has 
been, with us over Sunday, and gave two 
lectures from subjects selected by the 
audience. Her tests created a surprise

. Holbrook and prove to him thatthephe- 
: nomena are true? C. H. Mathews, and

■you will be doing a great work,’ I have 
". only to say that 1 cannot undertake any 

. such stupendous job. At 76, life is too 
short. The way is open for these inves- 

■ itigators, and there are plenty of good, 
reliable mediums who can demonstrate 

. to any reasonable investigator, beyond 
tho shadow of a doubt, the truth of ma
terialization. I decline to recommend 

: • any particular medium; but would sug
gest to‘Investigator’ a thorough read
ing of spiritual literature, especially on 
the phenomena in question; and then, 

- ‘try the spirits.’ I have witnessed 
< nearly all the various phases of medium- 

■ t - Ship, and they are numerous, extending 
< back nearly thirty years, and each one 

gave me confirmation ‘strong as proofs 
of holy writ,’ and more reliable. That 
all investigators may equally realize 
this groat truth is my earnest wish.”
- A subscriber writes: “The meetings 
on Sunday. June i4, at 617 N. Clark 
street,-were very interesting. The af
ternoon exercises consisted of a lecture 

. upon‘What Is Spirituality?’ by G. F.
Perkins, which held the attention of the 

■ audience to the close. Mrs. Dexter fol
lowed with tests. Mrs. Perkins then 
rave a short address, in the trance con
dition, upon the line of thought taken 
by the controls of Mr. Perkins. Some 
very excellent tests followed the re
marks. Mrs. Bromwell and Mr. Van 

. Horn were visitors. In the evening a 
large audience greeted Mr. Cordingley

I »nd his able assistants, who played and 
•ang to the delight of all. The names 
of the gentlemen .we cannot give. Every
body seemed groatly pleased with his 
testsand facetious remarks. The plat
form of the ProgressiveJSooioty, at Indi
ana avenue and Thirty-first street, was 
occupied by Mr. Perkins, with Mr. Mas
ters as chairman. The subject of the 
evening was 'The Church of theFu- 
hire,’ which was enjoyed by all, judging 
front the strict attention, and congratu- 
latlons received by the speaker at the 

! close. “The tests were all recognized
and well-received. Take it all together, 
the exchanging of platforms of Mr. Cor
dingley and Mr. Perkins was a success.

' Mr. Perkins goes to Palatine, Ill., June 
' 24 and 25, to lecture.. Wednesday and

Thursday evenings are open for engage
ments.1 Address him at 514 N. W .. 
street."

Lily Society-of Philosophy of Chicago, 
Address any communications for this 
iooiety care of J. G. Message, president, 
Î8Û North Clark street, Chicago. ' ■

J. C. Decker writes from Washington; 
Pa.: “Can’t do without thé grand old 
Progressive Thinker. I’ve missed 
the two last copies, and in consequence 
1 have ‘lost my appetite.’ I do not want

range to visit local points convenient to 
Sunday appointments, and invites corre- 
Bpo^jujj every part of the State 
tor ine summer. ~ :

The People’s Hotae Spiritualists’ So
ciety held a large meeting at its hall, 93 
S, Peoria street, Sunday, June 14th, to 
witness the various and interesting ex
ercises.. The services were opened by 
D. S. White, subject, "The Higher Crit
icism theSaviorof the Industrial Race.” 
His address was well received. Then 
followed the test mediumsj Dr. E. F. 
Gail and Dr. A. Hasenclever, who 
opened the eyes of many.

P. C. Mills will make engagements to 
lecture in Washington or Oregon during 
the summer. Address P. O. Box 5, Ed
monds, Snohomish county, Washington.

Walter Hyde, inspirational speaker, 
will officiate at funerals, any time and 
place required, His residence is 1218 
Railroad avenue, Alameda, Cal..

Ben. F. Hayden writes: “Self and 
wife are open for engagements for fall 
and winter work—lectures, public tests 
from platform, private readings, and 
magnetic treatment of all kinds of dis
eases. We solicit correspondence with 
societies or parties wishing services at 
reasonable rates. Address 185 Newman 
street, Indianapolis, Ind.”

P. C, Mills writes: “The Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit
world, Vol. II, ,has come to hand and 
has been read, and I wish to say to you 
and your readers that the book is one 
that should be spread to earth’s remot
est bounds. I wish I had a thousand 
dollars that I could send you for distri
bution of that book to every State in the 
Union. There are many chapters that 
are worth many times the price of the 
book. Spiritualists, see that it is read 
by thousands outside our ranks; it will 
make them think."

E. Worden White, trance and inspira
tional speaker and test medium, who 
was taken sick with typhoid fever while 
in charge of the work at Lansing, Mich. , 
last winter, has sb far recovered his 
health as to again actively enter tho 
field. He is at present located at Flint, 
Mich., where he is conducting a series 
of meetings, with full houses and marked 
success. Ho would like to correspond 
with societies in • Michigan or Ohio, 
with a view of making engagements,and 
is ready to answer calls at anytime 
hereafter. His present address is, cor
ner 5th and Liberty streets, Flint, 
Mich. -

Jennie Hagan Jackson writes: “My. 
second thousand books, of ‘Our Noted 
Workers,’ Vol. I., will be ready for the 
public the last of June, and I am at 
work on Volume II.” .

Mrs. Mary C. Lyman writes: ’ “The 
First Society of. Spiritual Unity and 
Sunlight Center Band will give a musi
cal and literary entertainment, closing 
with a social hop, in Hygeia Hall, cor
ner of Washington boulevard and Pau
lina street, Friday, June 26. Admission 
25 cents. • The Sunlight Center Band 
are now in possession of their State 
charter, which was granted May' 22, 
1896. The First Society of Spiritual 
Unity will close meetings on the even
ing of June 28. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, 
the located speaker over this society, 
will spend her vacation at .Cassadaga 
camp.”

Mrs. H. S. Lake has felt obliged to de
cline all camp engagements, except 
Cassadaga, where she will speak July 25, 
26 and 30. .

The Spiritual Endeavor and Woman’s 
Aid Society have a two-day meeting on 
July 10 and 11 at Central Grove, Ill.

Thos. Lees writes: “The fifth season 
of .the Lake Brady catap-meeting will 
be formally opened Sunday, June 28,. 
with appropriate exercises. Many prom
inent speakers and mediums will partic
ipate in the morning service, with an 
address of welcome by Mr. D. A..Her
rick of Akron, Ohio, chairman. Miss 
Maggie Gaule, of Baltimore, Brady’s 
favorite medium, closes with platform 
tests. In the afternoon Mrs. Helen Stu
art Richings, of Boston, the brilliant 
spiritual orator, will give her opening 
address, followed by California’s distin
guished phenomenal test medium, Mrs. 
Maggie Waite, with her unique and 
convincing test seances. Both services 
will be enlivened with music by the 
Waltz brothers celebrated band and or
chestra of Cleveland, and a promenade 
concert after the meetings.”

L. D. Lee writing from Grand Rapids. 
Mloh., says: “The West Side Spiritual 
Society closed Its labors for the season, 
June 7, with memorial services. The 
opening address was given by W. H. 
Hilliard, with his usual brilliancy and 
power, ending with an inspirational 
poem appropriate to the occasion. Mr, 
Hilllard and daughter sung an inspira
tional piece with guitar accompaniment, 
which was well received. Bro. Hilliard 
and daughter Lizzie would be pleased 
to fill engagements for one or more Sun
days during the fall and winter and also 
during July and August. Address Box 
65, South Grand Rapids, Mich.”

’ The South-Western Michigan Spirit
ualists’ Association will hold their an
nual meeting at Lake Cora, Mich., Sun-, 
day, June 28,1896. Services at 10.30 
a. tn. and 2 p. m. Mrs. Jennie Hagan 
Jackson, of Grand Rapids, Mich., is too 
well known to need commendation, and 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 
Mich., one of the most wonderful test 
mediums in that State, giving names in 
full, will be the speakers for the occas
ion. Mrs. Robinson will give tests at 
the close of each session, and Mrs. Jack
son will improvise poems from topics 
given by the audience. A fee of 10 
cents will be charged each adult for ad
mission to the grounds. Carriages ad
mitted free.
. Dr. Geo. A. Fuller lectured in Har
vard, Mass., June 7, and in Providence, 
R. l.,the 14th. Will lecture in Lynn 
the 21st; and would like engagements for 
the 28th; also July 5 and 12. Address 
42 Alvarado av.enue, Worcester, Mass.

Lyman C. Howe is booked for the 
Northwestern camp the last two Sun
days and intervening week-days of July; 
Cassadaga, August 2 to 7; Island Lake, 
Mich., August 9 to 15, and Grand Ledge, 
Mich., August 16.

J. H. Waldron writes: “The idiatfii 
Valley Association of Spiritualists will 
hold its meetings in the Hotel. Grove, 
near depot, on next Sunday, June 28, at 
Yellow Springs, Ohio. S; H. Daniels of 
Chicago, and other prominent speakers, 
also trance and test mediums, will en
tertain with spiritual truths. All are 
invited.” . - '

William S. Smith.and Mrs. Hattie 
Hardy were united in marriage at Min
neapolis, Minn., April 25,1896, Rev. Dr. 
J. Vaughn officiating. This, was a purely. 
Spiritualistic wedding. Only a few inti
intimate friends were present.. The 
worthy couple are now at their home, 
39th’ street, south. We heartily con
gratulate the happy pair.

to many unbelievers. They were mostly 
recognized, People think better of 
Spiritualism from her clear explana
tions. Much good, has been done, and 
we feel encouraged in the work. This 
is the first of Spiritualism in the Union 
Hall.”

Hugo PutneFwrites: “History teaches 
us it is very difficult to elevate a nation 
in a short time. To overcome condi
tions is almost impossible for the strong
est ruler—a hard task. Every human 
being has a spark of spiritual power and 
can strengthen the samb witllout wait
ing for outside help, which he will get 
through the law of attraction.”

Thos. E. Addy seems to be doing some 
excellent missionary work aTJoliet, 111. 
That place manifests but little Ufa in 
the cause of Spiritualism. '

Cassie "E. McFarlin has removed from 
Chicago to her old and much-loved home, 
Winona, Minn., where she expects to re
side for some time.

Rose L. Bushnell writes that she ex
pects to pass the winter at Woodlawn 
Springs, Ill.' She has been very ill with 
nervous prostration since her husband’s 
departure to the higher life. He has 
returned to her and said: “I ata happy 
—1 have no regrets for having passed 
through the change, and I do not want 
you to have." She writes that she 
walks and talks with the departed every 
day, and cannot find it in her heart to 
mourn. Such is the consoling and sus
taining power of Spiritualism. '

Mrs. M. McCaslin writes: “The Cleve
land Lyceums, East and West side, held 
their twentieth annual grove meeting 
at Lake Brady, Sunday. Excursions 
came from other points to meet us at the 
lake, it was a delightful day and enjoy? 
able reunion. The young people spent 
the day boatingj strolling and in other 
recreations, while their elders gathered 
in the grove for a test seance given by 
Mrs. Waite. Many-were made to re
joice by receiving messsages from the 
departed. Lake Brady is picking up 
with renewed energy, and promises a 
prosperous season. Many of the cot
tagers are already on the ground.”

M. F. Hammond writes: “1 want to 
thank S. H. Ewell for writing that 
splendid article, ‘Christian. Civilization 
and Heathen Peoples,’ and The Pro
gressive Thinker for - publishing it. 
It is a pity there are not more facts of 
the same kind put before the people, 
for already too long has orthodoxy lied 
about Spiritualist criminals and insane, 
when it is a well-known fact that not a 
single Spiritualist is in prison except for 
being such—the same old religious per
secution being the cause of this incar
ceration.”

Dr. D. S. White, whose lectures are 
most excellent, has obtained independ
ent-slate-writing through his own me
diumship. .

Jennie Hagan Jackson writes that, 
after four months of very pleasant work 
in New England she is speaking again 
in Michigan. She attended the annual 
convention of the Free Church at Stur

- ¿is, meeting there parties frbta several 
States. She writes that the Vicksburg 
Camp-meeting is sustained and carried 
on principally by one person, Mrs. Jan
ette Frasier, of Vicksburg.. Her camp 
is a success. Mrs. Jackson and Mrs. 
Anna L, Robinson are not to be at Ma
ple Dell Camp, Ohio. After lecturing 
at Leonidas,- Sherwood and. Mecosta, 
she is to speak at Lake Cora, June 28th, 
for the Paw Paw people. Her address 

Js 399 8. Lafayette street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich.

J, Madison Allen is filling a very suc
cessful engagement this month with the 
First Spiritual Church at St. Joseph, 
Mo. Address 1017 Felix street Gen
eral address, 233 Commercial street, 
Springfield, Mo. Ab one of the State 
missionaries and organizers be will ar-

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. Ip the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account«! 'hypnotism, 
its theory and practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. - Sold at this 
office. . ■ • -

“The' Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance, ov Florence Marryut, The 
author’s wide experience ip Spiritualism 
.and her study of occult science have 
prepared her to write this romance, 
which will bo found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
atthisofflce. .
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k Lady Who Has Lost Her 

Bailee, .. ’

And Commences A Ferocious At
tack on Genuine Mediums.
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[ This well-known and famous Mecca of 
Spiritualists held itfe-annual June picnic 
On last Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 
Mrs. R, S. Lillie, Mrs. Elizabeth Wat- 
i?on and the Hon.sAnB. Richmond did 
the speaking to the satisfaction of all at
tendants, which were quite numerous 
when all things are taken in considera
tion.

Just at present our noted retreat is 
“suffering" - from a renewal of bitter 
newspaper attacks, something akin to 
Qr perhaps more’ rash than their prede
cessors were in the latter part of Iasi 
Beason’s camp. ■ ■ ' -

Why this particular woman, by cogno
men, “Ida Worden Wheeler,” who has 
been-the pet and idol of Lily Dale’s con
stituency in times past and gone, should 
powturii upon the management and all 
mediums endorsed by their official or
gan, the “Cassadagan,” in such com
mendation and vilification as appeared 
in the Buffalo Sunday Express of June 
14th, is beyond the understanding and 
interpretation of all conservatives.

The wholesale denunciation of prom
inent mediums—Messrs. Keeler, White, 
Campbell and Miss .Maggie Gaulo—the 
intelligent Spiritualists nere and the 
board of directors claim is highly un
warranted and a gross error.

Why this correspondent is so unreas
onable and venomous just at present is 
because the management saw fit to dis
pense with her services as their official 
writer, and that means $100 less in her 
summer-camp pocket-book.

But the greatest barrier that con
fronts her reasoning faculties is her un
compromising selfish prejudice against 
all physical phenomena. She seems to 
think that (though she calls herself a 
a Spiritualist) all physical phenomena, 
its investigators and mediums are vile 
things, so low in the swamp of material
ism that for her dear, angel mind to 
come in contact with, except in derision 
and abuse, would mean pollution.

But she is not alone in this work of de
struction, for we have prominent speak
ers from the Atlantic to the Pacific em
phatic in their dentals of most al) phys
ical phenomena. Why? Its' one and 
only answer is because there have been 
a few—it is claimed—mediums detected 
in producing spflrious manifestations ex
posed. . Is that alone enough to condemn 
the truthfulness of spirit manifestations 
called materialization? No! If mate
rialization is a fact we want to know it 
the same as we want to know of and 
about all facts of natural law. ■

It is amusing to hear speakers and read 
writers who dwell upon the tiny raps 
that came to the 'Fok' family in ’48, at 
Hydesville, N. Y.itaB; so significant of 
the birth, so-callefdi-iof Modern Spirit
ualism, and in the samd breath denounqe 
other phenomentuof the physical kind. 
These individuals/; not knowingly, it 
would seem, commit’ithemselves then 
and there to matedihllzation in minia
ture, because does not the attending 
spirit or spirits that; produce the raps 
have to materialize emanations invisible 
to the physical eyep ‘and thereby by 
their coming in contitdt with the object 
visible produce sounds that can be so 
translated as to make U reliable and in
telligent communication?

Endorse the rap alohg by the side of 
trance and inspirational speaking, auto
matic and-inspirational: writing and im
personation, but titai Uneven space be
tween, shall it be left open for weary 
travelers on life’s highway to stumble 
upon and perhaps fall because the 
rough places have not been smoothed by 
the teachers of spiritual truths?

If the rap is true everyone of the 
many physical phenomena from It, too, 
and including full-form materialization 
are also true. But who is to be the 
judge, or who can know of these things 
sav e those that have traveled up from 
the lowest rung of life’s long ladder and 
now from its topmost heights, look back 
upon all experiences and say, “very 
good." And cannot every such person 
say, if they choose, and have human
ity’s progress at heart, that “I know 
now from and whereof I speak, and 
henceforth no condemnation of those 
that are traveling the road I once 
walked upon shall fall from my lips) 
My business is to help all men to know 
of life in all its manifestating phases, 
and that only can be done by helping 
those that are trying to help themselves 
be they of whatever faith, school or be
lief. Fremont Powers.

Lily Dale, N. Y.

Central New York Camp
Meeting.

To the Editor:—Please allow us the 
use of your valued Columns to announce 
that the Spiritualists of Central New 
York will hold their first annual camp
meeting, beginning Saturday, July 18th, 
and holding until August 2,1896, which 
wjll be the first Sunday in August

This first meeting will be held for the 
purpose of organizing a permanent 
camp-meeting.association for the years 
to come, and will be held at the River
side picnic grounds at Freeville, Tomp
kins Co., N. Y. People of all denomin
ations are cordially- invited to attend 
and aid us in establishing this camp 
where free thought and free speech will 
always be allowed, without’the restraint 
of dogmas or creeds, or anything else 
but the natural laws .of the universe 
around us. We appeal especially to our 
Spiritualistic friends at this time to 
come out and aid us in this good work, 
so that we can collect the proper speak
ers and media to prove to the world the 
fact of a continuous life beyond this one 
cif earth. - ■ -

We cannot at "tilfeutime announce a 
lull programme, but- we will do the best 
that can be done to.heCure as good talent 
as possible. Bro. Je W>, Dennis, of Buf
falo, N.Y., will deliver the opening ad
dress, and a conference and thought
exchange meeting freillibe held each day 
as well as a lectube from some good 
speaker. Bro. H.:C. Sessions, formerly 

■from Ohio, is the prime mover of this 
new Undertaking. aLetcus aid him and 
his fellow workers all that we can.

The Progressing I thinker will be 
bn hand during tha-session as well as- 
other spiritual reafliag. Hotel accom
modations are good foe 81 per day ¿and 
good board can be.fcadifor from $4to $5 
per week. ’--is-

The grounds aqq at most beautiful 
spot,¿well shaded and; well watered, A 
fine auditorium is already erected on the 
grounds, and there is plenty of accom
modation .for horses ; and ■" carriages, 
which will bo well cared for during,our 
meetings. Light refreshments will be 
furnished bn the grounds. Tents can be 
rented; at reasonable rates, for the time 
of our meeting, or a longer time if re
quired.

These grounds are located on the line 
of the Elmira, Cortland and Syracuse 
railroad; the Southern Central railroad, 
now called the Lehigh Valley railroad, 
makes a junction at Freeville, and con
nects at Auburn with the New York 
Central railroad; Freeville is thirty 
miles south of Auburn, Passengers 
can change from the Now York Central 
railroad at Auburn, at Weedsport-.or at 

l-Syracuse. Waverly, N. Y., is fifty miles 

south jof Freeville camp; Elmira, N. Y., 
is also about fifty - miles from the camp.
3ig Flats and Corning are. about forty 

miles from our location, and Rochester, 
N, Y., is about one hundred, miles away. 
Lake Ontario is about sixty miles dis
tant. Our camp is situated right in the 
center of the loveliest portion of the 
most beautiful part of our green and 
beautiful State, where splendid little 
lakes and the best farming and dairy 
country lies. .

Come one and all and aid us by your 
presence, and learn the fact that we can 
meet our loved ones while we are yet in 
earth-life.

For further information address H. C. 
Sessions, Esq., Cortland, N. Y. For 
tents and camp-ground accommodations, 
address II. W. Roe, Freeville, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y. J, W. Dennis.

To the Editor;—-Tbe First National 
Spiritual Society, of Detroit, is alive, 
and has done a good work the past win; 
ter. We oloHed—aim meetings on Sun
day, May 16th, during the heated term, 
to commence again in Schawnkoosky’s 
Hall, on Woodward avenue, October 1, 
We can say that it has been one of 
the most successful seasons that Spir
itualism has ever [seen in this city, 
as regards converts and spiritual work, 
having added sixty-five new. members 
to our already large list, making a mem
bership of nearly ’two hundred in good 
standing. ’

Now, a word for pur speaker, Mrs. 
Marion Carpenter, of whom we cannot 
say too much, for she has done a won
derful work through her able lectures 
and psychometric readings; has madfe 
many converts and a host of friends.

We were favored with two lectures by 
the Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rap
ids, on Anniversary Day, and he was 
greeted with crowded houses both after
noon and evening, and many were 
turned away, not being able to secure 
even standing room,

The following'speakers have occupied 
our rostrum at different times the past 
season, and have been greeted with 
crowded houses: D. P. Dewey, of Grand 
Blanc, Mich.; Dr. Spinney, and the old 
veteran Spiritualist,’ Giles B. Stebbins.

Mrs, AnnaL Robinson, of Port Hu
ron, made us a ■ ’̂■•it on Wednesday, May 
13th, and gavl • short address "in the 
afternoon, before the Ladies’ Spiritual 
Aid Society, at their parlors, and in the 
evening gave a very fine address for the 
benefit of the First National Spiritual 
Society, which was greatly appreciated 
by all that heard her.

At our last business meeting the fol
lowing officers were elected for the en
suing year: Frank M. Gates, president; 
J. Wiler, vice-president; E. E, Carpen
ter, secretary; Mr. Kohler, treasurer; 
Wm. G. Hartley, John Thomae, Mrs, 
M. L. Gates, Mrs. Patton, 8. Penna, 
Wm. Nantau, Hiram Walker, trustees.

We feel that we have been very for
tunate in securing the services of Mrs. 
Carpenter for another year, as she has 
been sought after by many spiritual so
cieties throughout the State. She is 
now filling her many engagements at the 
different camps.

Frank M. Gates.

Island Lake Camp-Meeting.
Camp opens July 15.

SPEAKERS.

July 19, Mrs. R. S. Lillie; July 20, con
ference; July 21, Mrs. R. S. Lillie; July 
22, Mr. D. P. Dewey; July 23, Mrs. Eva 
Payne Hopkins; July 24, Mr. D. P. Dew
ey; July 25, Mrs. Eva Payne Hopkins; 
July 26, Mrs. Anna L. Robinson; July 
27, conference; July 28, Mrs. Anna L. 
Robinson; July 29, Mrs. Nellie S. Padg- 
ham; July 30, Mrs. Anna L. Robinson; 
July 81, Mrs. Nellie S. Padgham; Au
gust 1, Mrs. Anna L. Robinson; Aùgust 
2, Mrs. Minnie Carpenter; August 2, 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson; August 3, con
ference; August 4, Mrs. Anna L. Robin
son; August5, Mrs. Minnie Carpenter; 
Â»; Mrs. Anna L. Robinson; Au
w . Mrs. Minnie Carpenter; August 
8 and 9, Mrs. C. M. Nickerson; August 
10, Lyman C. Howe: August 11, Associ
ation Day, to further the interests of 
State and National associations. Ad
dresses by Mrs. A. E. Sheets, Vice-Pres
ident of M. S. S. A., and Hon. L. V. 
Moulton; subject, “Organization, the 
Necessity of the Time; Something 
About What Has Been Accomplished, 
and What Needs to be Done;" August 
12, Lyman. C. Howe; August 13, Wo
man’s Day; motto—“Neither Delay Nor 
Rest;” Bev. Olivia J. Carpenter, Mrs. 
Mary L. Doe, Mrs. Martha E. Root; Au
gust 14, Lyman C. Howe; August 15, 
Mrs. Helen Stuart Richings; August 16, 
Dr. A. B. Spinney; subject, “How Shall 
We Lift the World Out of Its Vice, In
temperance,. Vanity, Pride and Av
arice;” August 16, Mrs. Helen Stuart 
Richings; August 17, conference; Au
gust 18, Mrs. Helen Stuart Richings; 
August 19, Mrs. Augusta Ferris: public 
seance; August 20, Mrs. N. M. Russell: 
public seance; August 21, Mrs. Augusta 
Ferris; public seance; August 22 and 23, 
Edgar W. Emerson.

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone are 
expected to .be on the ground a consid
erable part of the time.

Prof. P. Ô. Hudson will be the musical 
director, supported by an orchestra of 
fonr or more pieces. Dancing Tuesday 
and Friday evenings every week. Season 
tickets, $2; single admission, 10 cents; 
meals, at dining-room, 25 cents; by the 
week, -twenty-one meals, $3.50; rooms, 
$2.50 per week. No ground rent will be 
charged for tents, and parties sending 
their tents in advance will have them 
Çut up in a desirable place without cost.

'hose, wanting tents or rooms furnished 
them should apply to the secretary. The ' 
best of groceries and provisions can be 
obtained at the , store of ’ Clark Eddy on 
thé ground. Good places, in stables, for 
horses, and plenty of feed. .

Our. camp notes and all regulations 
will .be published and circulated soon. 
Persons desiring them and failing to re
ceive ihem.willTje-supplied upon notice 
by postal card. • J. S. Phillips, .

: Secretary and General Manager.
. Brighton, Mich. 

Bankson Lake Camp.
Services opened June 12, with music 

by Mrs. Nellie Row. ‘ .
A poem, “My Creed,” was read by 

our chairman, Mr. B. O’Dell.
- Music by 'Mrs. May Miller, of Paw: 

Paw, Mich. . . .
Then Mr. O'Dell delivered his maiden 

speech from the rostrum, his subject be
ing “Religion of Spiritualism,” Brother 
O’Dell’s first effort as a speaker from 
the spiritual rostrum was a success, and 
I predict for him a place among Michi- 
igan's many able lecturers.

Banksop Lake Camp is proving a suc
cess, andinsures us a camp here next 
year. The proprietor of the grounds, 
Mr. Leon Fellows, and his wife, Lena, 
have won the confidence Snd esteem of 
all by their untiring efforts to make all 
who come comfortable and. happy.

Mrs. AnnaL. Robinson left us Wed
nesday, goingfrom here to Orion Lake 
Camp. I understand that Mr. Fellows 
engaged Mrs. R. for a longer time next 
year. . '

Mrs. Marlon Carpenter, of Detroit, 
camo Wednesday, and has done some

noble work ns sneaker, and as for her 
tests they are simply wonderful.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, 
will occupy the rostrum to-morrow 
(Sunday).

Mr. Frank Donovan, the independent 
slate-writer, is doing some fine work; 
also George Goodman, of Liberal, Mo. 
i Mrs. May Miller, trumpet medium, 
gave a seance Thursday night, and all 
who attended speak highly 5f her me
diumship.

For myself, I will only say I am stub
bing around, trying to inaie all happy 
who are seeking happiness.

James Riley.

RIVERSIDE PARK CAMP-MEETING,’ 
Grand Ledge, Mich., commences July 
19, and ends August 16th, For full, il
lustrated six-page programme a'ddress 
J. P. Russell, Grand Ledge, Mich.

MT, PLEASANT PARK.
The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet

ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ist Association commences at Mt, Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, August 2, clos
ing August "30. For full circulars and 
particulars address Will C. Hodge, 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wis,, until 
July 15th; after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park).

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July 11, and close August 23. 
For full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. E. Gaston, 
Lily Dale, N. Y. .

LAKE GEORGE CAMP,
Situated at the head of Lake George, at 
the terminus of the Glen Falls branch of 
the Delaware and Hudson railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 6. 
The management have published an 11- 
illustratedi pamphlet with programme. 
Send for it, addressing James D.White, 
Albany, N. Y. ■

NORTHWESTERN CAMP.
Located between the cities of St. Paul 
and Minneapolis, Minn., commences 
June 21 and closes July 26. For elabor
ate programme,address Allen F. Brown, 
703 Manhattan Block, St. Paul, or Dr. 
S. N. Aspinwall, president, 2433 Fifth 
avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

HASLETT PARK CAMP,
Michigan, will be held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 and ending August' 
31, and including five'Sundays. Fora 
beautifully illustrated pamphlet, giving 
full particulars, address G. F. Ottmar, 
209 and 210 Hollister Building, Lansing, 
Mich.

LAKE PLEASANT CAMP
Will commence July 4 and continue to 
August 2. For full programme, address 
A. P. Blinn, 603 Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass.

DEVIL'S LAKE CAMP.
Michigan, will be held at Boardsell’s 
Landing, only 80 rods from Manitou 
Station on C. J. & M. M. R, R., from 
July 24 to August 10. For a six page 
programme, containing full particulars 
address Miss D. P. Hughes, Wheatland, 
Mich.

LAKE BRADY GAMP, 
Opens Juno 28 and closes September 6.. 
The management have issued an illus
trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
full particulars. Address Chas. Thomas, 
2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Opens July 15 and ends August 23. For 
full programme, containing full particu
lars, address J. S. Phillips. Brighton, 
Mich. '

CENTRAL NEW YORK CAMP
will be held at the Riverside picnic
grounds at Freeville, Tompkins Co., 
N. Y., commencing July 18 and ending 
August 2. For particular information 
address H. C. Sessions, Cortland, N. Y. 
For tent and camp-ground accommoda
tions address H. W-. Roe, Freeville, 
N. Y.

CHESTERFIELD CAMP 
commences July 16 and closes August 10. 
Persons desiring full programme can se
cure the same by addressing the secre
tary, F. J. Macomber. Anderson, Ind.
iJ‘We cannot publish full programs 

of all the camps; send to the secretaries 
for the same, giving full particulars, and 
much valuable information. To do so 
will only cost you a postage stamp.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to the higher life, June 3, Mrs. 

W. S. Ketchum, aged 80 years and 8 
days. She was a pioneer Spiritualist, 
being one of the first to find the beauty 
and comfort of this glorious faith. A 
few hours before she passed out, she 
was heard to say: “My belief has been 
a great comfort to me in life, and I find 
it all-sufficient in death." She had been 
a great sufferer from asthma for the 
past two years, and we can but feel that 
now
The poor, tired spirit is at rest.
•We mourn, but the Father knew ’twas 

best, ■
For there all care and sufferings cease, 
And there will be naught but joy and 

peace.
Mrs. M. C. Wilson. 

Fennville, Mich.

Alfred M. Jordan passed to the higher 
life from his home in Leonidas, Mich., 
June 5, 1896. He had waited long and 
patiently for the summons. He was 
born in Cummington, Mass., in 1820; 
came to Michigan in 1855. About that 
time he became convinced of the truth 
of spirit return, and has ever since been 
a zealous worker for the cause.

He was known as the “beautiful 
singer” of Southern Michigan, but for 
the past eight years he has been too 
feeble to go from home to sing. Ho has 
been a subscriber to The Progressive 
Thinker from , its birth, and enjoyed 
reading every page of it as long as he 
could read anything. He leaves a wife. 
The rest of his family have gone before 
him to the “beautiful home over there.”

Capt. Wm. F. Davis passed the bound 
ary line between the here and hereafter 
January 22,1886. A stanch Spiritualist, 
with'perfect confidence in the knowl
edge obtained by investigation, he was 
always ready “in season and out” to 
.preach the-gospel in his own, way, and 
his two boats, the “Robt. G. Ingersoll” 
and the “Agnostic,” running on the 
Erie canal between Buffalo and Brook
lyn, were the sebnes of many a discuss
ion of his favorite theme, and many a 
seed has he thus sown- in the minds of 
'men still in bondage to old superstition, 
whose harvest remains to be garnered 
after the sower has passed on to new 
fields and different conditions. He had 
a wide*  circle of friends, who recall his 
quaint sayings with the touch of sadness 
caused by the separation of the physi
cal, but yet rejoice with the Assurance 
which comes from him that “all is well, 
the golden light of the new day is more 
glorious than I anticipated." Almost 
sixty years he sojourned here, then took 
his flight to brighter; realms, and now 
awaits the coming of his loved ones.

.: Unity, 

healer. He suffered for months before 
he died,, and longed to be born intfl 
higher life. He possessed sterling integ
rity and good character. He leaves four 
children.who feel that their loss is hid 
gain. . lie leaves a host of friends to 
mourn his departure.

James Simons.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

The only treatise ever ottered the rciultag and < 
thinking public tn the Intel net ot modem Spiritual*  
lam, that la absolutely Iren from the theories oi sutler- 
atltlon, and which * *
Veinon.lrates continuity of life and our envi

ronment of Splrltiiualinfluences, 
from the data of modern physical and physiological 
science.

To the Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation of 
scientific data and vcrllled facts.

To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of the 
invisible energies operative In Nature's formula oi 
evolution. . “■

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a new earth, 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con
densed volume of ecleatlho Information for. 23 cent!. 
Address your orders to
The Proyneeelve Thinker, 40 Zopmfs tlreet, 
Or to W, M. Lockwood, 471 .West Madison street. I 

Chicago, III. ' *

I4fe of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of tbo NatlonH with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, nt New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman', 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Rolands 
Condorcet, Brlbsot, and tho most prominent of Paine'! 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.

Age of Beason;
Being an Investigation of True and Fabulous The*  

ology. Anew and complete edition, front new plate# 
ana new type; 186 pages, post flvo, Paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to the inhab*  
Hants of America In 1776, with explanatory notice 
an English author. Paper, 16 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II, Being an answer to Mr. Burke’s 
attack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 271 
pages. Paper, 80 ceutii cloth, 50 cents,
Paine's Complete

Theological Works,
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, eta 

Ulus.edition. PoetSvo., <82pages. Cloth,ei.UO
Paine’s Political Works.

Common Sense. The Crisis, Rights of Man, eta 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, U.00| 
postage, 20 cents. '

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos
ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many slanting conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa
ment stories, and proving that<1 esus was an imperson
ation and not a pei-suo. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.50. For Sale at this Office.
Researches in Oriental History.

BY G. W. BKOWN, M. D.
One Vol. 12mo> 407 Pages» Cloth, $1.50,

GENERAL DIVISION,
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY.
2. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
S. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. <
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus. i
In this volume the Jews aro clearly showp not t4 

have been the holy and favored people they Claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Ite history If 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. - 1

The book demonstrates that Christianity and itscen' 
tral hero aro mythical; that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts aro 
mostly gleaned from cbrirttan authority, and no per
son can read It without 1 istrurtlen and profit-, whether 
ho reaches the same conclusions with the author O’1 
otherwise. For aate at this ollice. *

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

T)Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BÓO.K ZS 
xJ largely a record of the facta and drónonstrationi 
which tbe author bau been, beard of or presented la 
bls own experiments. The history of the various 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and thè 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert*  
meuts described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. Tho work Is a handsome volume of 300 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, $2.00. For sale at 
the ofllce of The Progressive Thinker.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH. AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

Tho'‘Stellar Koy” Ie tho nhlloaophlcal Intro 
duction to tho revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume maybe gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After*  
Lite; 2—Scenes tn the Summer-Laud: 8—Society tn the 
BummebLand; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land: 
5—‘Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life tn Summer-Land; “-Material Work tor Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In the Summer-Land: 9—Vole? 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con*  
tains more than double the amount of matter In fon 
mer editions, and is enriched by a beautiful front!» 
glcce, Illustrating the “formation of tho Spiritual 

ody." Cloth. 75 cento. Postage 5 cents. For oale 
at this office.____________ _ ______________________
’ SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music for the

Choir, Congregation and Social 
Circles.

By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; B. H. Bailey. 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
field of literature with tho most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul oi 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of 
tho spiritual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
occasions, It Is doubtless the most attractive work oi 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, duets 
and quartets, with piano, orean or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted both to public meetings and tho 
social circles. Cloth, i2.00. PostazcT4 cents.

The Coming American CB k var. 
^rms BOOK. BY BURTO1V AAfES 
J. HtfSTih’GTON» is written tn tho Interest oi hu*  

inanity, of liberty, and 01 patriotism-*  book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to tho. deadly 
damrers that beset us on .every side, and more cspe*  
dally to tbo hostile attitude and thelnsldfouswllcsof 
an ever-present, though septet, unscrupulous foo*.  
the Catholics- Washington’s ■ words of wnmina 
Lincoln’* apprehension and tlio prdphccy of General 
Grant aro aU Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Kyan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: ‘The 
church tolerates heretics where aho Is obliged to du 
so, but she bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our■enemies 
knowhow she treated heretics IU tbo Middle Ages, and 
how sho Create them today where sho has the.power. 
Wo no more think of denying theso historic facte than 
we do of biamtoi tbo Holy fihOBt and tho Ijrlnce. of 
the church for whavthcr bavp tbousht fit to do." 
Krcry one ,honld read tht» work. Paper. 800 page,, 
if. will be ,ent, poitpald, for fifty ccnu, For uda M 
UU1 office.
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MY TENDER CONSCIENCE.

the

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

Qrand Ledge Camp.
The second annual session of

4 Thrilling, Psychological Stary of Evangeli- 
lation and JYee Thought, It <» to Frotert* 

antism what the "Secrets of the Con
vent'' is to Catholicism,

And the Light Now Made to 
Shine.

Its Thirty-Eighth Anniversary Is 
Celebrated. '

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Berninis- 
cences of the Matri

archate.

THE FREE CHURCH OF STUR
GIS, MICH.

Some Suggestive Thoughts Are 
Offered.

NEBTOENT INSTITUTION,; 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSES OF A UNION 
or CHÜJ10H AND »TAT*.

Full-page Iliustratlons, witb

A Catalogue of His Prlnci- 
' pal Works.

MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

For Sale at the Office of The Pro* 
gressive Thinker.

¿Heaven ; 6;Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price 12.
For Sal« at this office._____

CtoUl. gllt side stamp, $1.50 i Boards, illuminated covers, $1. f 
Address THE PBOGltESSIVE THINKEB ,

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1, New White Cross

. Literature.

By Mattie E. Hull. Tklrty-clgbt of Mn. Hull's
—OR — i »weeteit ipnfce, adapted to popular niiulc, for the u»a

. «v.rwiMF 1 of congregation», circle» and iamlUea. Price, 10 ct».,CHRISTIANITY BEIFORB CHRIST1» or |6 per hundred.

BERESY,
...OR . . .

LED TO THE LIGHT.

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND THE ! Or, ,n Inquiry a. to whether Modern Splrllu.lt.m 
ClPTNTiWQ DP HCFTnr ARC rn.-* and ether Great Reforms come from HI. Satanic 

! M.)e.ly and Bl. Subordinate. In the Klnjdoiu oi 
Darluicrt. CO pages. ByMoszsHuu.. Price, 15 cent*

I «JUNE 87r IBO0. TUB

te-i niMw

ANSWERS
Thin Department 1b under the manage

ment of the distinguished author, 
Bpeuker and medium

Hudson Tuttle,
Address him at Berlin Heijjhtbj Ohio.

‘♦Moderator:’’ Q. Was tho wine made 
by Christ at the wedding feast real 
wine'^ A temperance lecturer here re
cently claimed that it v. as not.

A. This transformation of water into 
wine has been held for ages as one of 
the most astonishing miracles and evi
dence of the divinity of Christ. As a 
miracle it has value; if not a miracle, 
Christ was a juggler. .

It was the custom to. bring the best 
wine first and the worst last, so there 
would not be danger of overindulgence. 
Jesus did not heed this rule; he made 
the wine so excellent that oven the host 
rebuked him for it. To gain applause 
as a wonder-worker, Jesus sacrificed, 
morality, or, if ho did not change the 
water into wine in reality, he played a 
sleight-of-hand trick and was a humbug. 
This passage in the life of Christ has 
not escaped the sharp criticism of skep
tics, and commentators have given it 
various explanations. The ubiquitous 
Talmage will have no humbug of col
ored water, but declares that Jesus 
made the genuine article, else there 
was no miracle. This is an unfortunate 
dilemma, for admitting the heroic 
affirmation that it was real wine, then 
Jesus is placed in the unenviable light 
of endorsing and promoting the use of 
alcoholic beverages, even to excess and 
drunkenness. The guests,had drank al
ready all that had been provided for, 
when Jesus is said to have created six 
vessels more, containing two or three 
firkins each. When the quantity thus 
created is considered, well may the 
critic call it a~waste of god-like, messi
anic power, and the scoffer sneeringly 
taunt him as a “wine-bibber.” Taking 
the firkin as equivalent to the “bath/’ a 
vessel of three firkins would contain 
twenty-two and a half gallons, and six 
such vessels ono hundred and thirty-five 
gallons, or more than four barrels! The 
quantity has nothing to do with the 
miracle as a miracle, for it would bo as 
easy to create thirty barrels as a single 
gallon, but it certainty has u strong 
bearing morally. ,

if the Bible be taken as authority, we

forms a very insignificant factor^ for 
while the masses of the sum, taking the 
earth as 1,000, is 315,000,000, that of all 
the planets and asteroids is only 422,103. 
This proportion, expressed in popular 
terms, would be about that sustained by 
a pea to a good-sued orange. %

In cnse of tho earth,it is seen that al
though in perihelion it is about three 
millions of miles nearer the sun than in 
aphelion, aud as tins takes place every 
year, it certainly should have been Ob
served to have some efteot on organic 
beings. That nono such have been ob
served is almost conclusive proof that no 
sensible influence is directly exerted.

The great size of Jupiter is urged as a 
more potent cause, yet this argument is 
superficial. True, his volume is 1,233 
tunes that of the earth, but he is formed/ 
of lighter material, and this means pro
portional diminution of gravitation, or 
attractive influence. His density is only 
about one-four th that of the earth, so 
that he really exceeds the earth only, 
301 times. Again, as every body in na
ture attracts every other body with a 
force directly as its mass aud inversely 
as the square of its distance, the power 
of Jupiter is still further greatly dimin
ished. Thus, as Jupiter is more than 
five times farther from the sun than the 
earth, it follows that its attraction is 
twenty-five times less, so that if the at
traction of the earth for the sun be rep
resented by 1, that of Jupiter will be 
only 12, notwithstanding his enormous 
size.

All that has been said of Jupiter holds 
good in regard to Saturn, only in a 
greater degree, for Saturn, although700 
time» the volume of the earth, is only 90 
titaes greater in mass. Its greatest dis
tance from the sun is 920,973,000 miles, 
and toast 823,301,000, or 49,000,000 miles 
less. Its mean distance, therefore, is 
nearly ten times greater than that of 
the earth, It is thus evident that al
though Saturn would, if placed in the 
earth’s orbit, exert ninety times greater 
influence than that orb, yet at its re
mote bounds it exerts no more on the

bave no right to explain away the force 
of this occurrence. It is either liter
ally true or it has no weight in evidence 
of the divinity of Christ. It is an un
warranted conclusion that he was the 
Messiah because he could change water 
into wine, but it has been made, and to 
doubt it in the past would have been to 
court a martyr's fate.

If the miracle be explained away as 
an appearance, an hallucination, then 
he was an imposter, and the church has 
been forcing a lie upon the people.

Tiie true interpretation, one which all 
unprejudiced minds must receive, is that 
the story of the wedding and the wine 
is at least a thousand years older than 
the Christian Era; and the evangelist 
writers, having heard of other god-men 
working the miracle, added it to their 
narratives, that their hero might not be 
surpassed by any who had gone before 
him.

Marcellus: Q. Are the lives of men 
and the course of history affected by 
planetary influence? Do they exert a 
stronger Influence at perihelion than at 
other times, as has been taught?

A. Any uncommon change in the po
sition ot the heavenly bodies has been 
taken as prophecy, and what is most 
strange, never of peace, prosperity and 
happiness, but ol famine, war, pestilence 
and destruction. When, some eight 
years ago, the greater than usual num
ber of the planets coincided in their 
perihelion, the most terrible results 
were predicted, and it was discouraging 
to see journalists, whoso high calling is 
to teach the people, sacrifice the truth 
to their love of the bizarre and start
ling. 1

Many of the public mediums gave con
firmatory messages, and it is to be re-, 
marked that ecstatics and trance speak
ers in all ages have been prone to follow 
the example of Jeremiab. It is the 
easiest method to gain attention, and as 
no one can successfully dispute, the 
prophet gains note, and is regarded 
witb awe. Such prophecies have been 
rife since the advent of Modern Spirits 
ualism, strengthened with “thus saith 
the spirit,” and their fulfillment is yet 
in the future. There is no doubt of 
the ability of certain intelligences 
to foresee the future, drawing in
ferences from the order of cause and 

, effect. But the “blood and thunder" 
prophecies which have formed the 
stock in trade of the wonder-mongers 
since Jeremiah are simply rant.

When the terrible prophecies of disas
ter to follow the perihelion passage of 
the planets was circulated, in a some
what exhaustive article on the subject I 
had the following:

Now, it may be said that the statement 
that wonderful and unusual changes oc
curred at the time of preceding perihel
ions is utterly without foundation, or 
that any planet has ever been demon
strated to have more decided influence 
at one time than another over mankind. 
That the planets have such influence I 
do not dispute, but that it is so great as 
to cause mighty organic or spiritual 
changes, is a baseless assertion. That a 

j passing planet may influence the earth 
I may bo quite possible, for the earth is 
much less in size than any of the exte
rior orbs, but their influence on the sun, 
and thus indirectly on the earth, is 
quite another consideration, and when 
we regard the insignificant size of the 
planets in comparison with the sun, we 
perceive that the cause is wholly inade
quato to the effect. Besides the fact 
that at perihelion it is always possible 
for-the planets to be at their furtherest 
from the-earth, renders the idea of their 
greater influence on our orb untenable.

The planets are usually balanced, in 
their orbits around the sun, as their pe
riodic times of revolution are various, 
and rarely ever reach their perihelion, 
or, in other words, the nearest point in 
their orbit to the sun at the same time. 
The reader will better understand this

sun than does the earth. In this case, 
as in that of Jupiter, the difference in 
attraction between aphelion and peri
helion would not be sufficient to cause 
any alarming changes either in the 
earth or in the sun. Certainly if we 
find no change in the earth directly re
ferable to its own perihelion, we should 
not expect to find changes produced by 
other planets.

After thus disposing of the two Titans 
of the solar system, it is needless to 
mention the others, which form alto
gether an insignificant portion.

Why there should be any greater 
\changes on the earth during the period 
of perihelion of any planet, than aphe
lion, no one attempts to explain, or why 
because several enter perihelion at 
nearly the some time, should let loose 
war and the plague.

These Milleritish predictions of the 
“end of the world," of convulsions and 
misery, belong to another age than the 
present; to an age when the laws of na
ture were illy understood, and a tyrant 
was supposed to manage the universe 
for man’s discomfort and his own selfish 
pleasure. Now, we have faith in law, 
the result of knowledge, and these 
prophecies are like those of the weather 
in the almanac of the quack.

Furthermore, why should the influ
ence be for evil instead of for good? 
Why not the disturbances caused by 
this slight approach to the sun redound 
to the benefit of man, instead of his de
struction'?

There is nothing certain in these wild 
prophecies. They have not the least 
foundation in science, and whether 
given by mortals or spirits, are simply 
wicked in the effects they have on the 
credulous and ignorant.

If a pestilence is to come next year 
from the scowl of Jupiter, no better 
preparation can be made than such pre
dictions, which, if believed, unnerve the 
system and make the victim ready for 
the slaughter.

In 1456, more than four centuries ago, 
the Pope issued a bull against Hally’s 
comet, which from the zenith to the ho
rizon swept its direful tail of flame, 
shaking therefrom war, pestilence and 
famine, bending the kneo of all Europe 
in agony of fear.

Now we have a repetition of the same 
ignorance of man’s relations to nature, 
and a catering press prostituted to feed
ing credulity!
. Wherever the planets may be, there 

1 will be countries at war, and others 
where food will be wanting, and others 

' still smitten with disease; and on the 
other side nations at peace, nations 
abounding in prosperity, and rejoiciug 
in more than average health.

Although this was written in the very 
face of the prophecies, and the years 
fully vindicated its truthfulness, yet 
with the constant repetition of such ex
perience, if a comet of unusual brillian
cy should flash across the sky, a meteor 
blaze, or the Northern lights hang its 
red banner across the stars, again would 
new Jeremiahs pour out their lamenta
tions of wreck and ruin, and bewail that 
their eyes were not faucets that their 
tears might faster flow.

The Cause in Minnesota.
To the Editor:—A number of weeks 

have passed since I wrote you lust, and 
the time is fast approaehiucf that has 
been looked forward to—the opening of 
the Northwestern Spiritualists’ Camp- 
nieeting, which opens June 21. The su
perintendent of grounds has been very 
busy of late getting the camn in read
iness for tho opening day. There bus 
been a new kitchen and restaurant built 
this season, with screens, etc., to make 
it pleasant and comfortable for tho 
guests, aud there have been a number 
of large flower beds mude and filled with 
choice plants of different varieties, 
which are to be kept in bloom during 
the camp, so that there will be bright 
colors to mingle with the dark green of 
the foliage.

The outlook at the present tune is 
that the camp will be well attended, and 
from the array of talent employed great 
good must certainly result. The only 
thing that will be a serious drawback 
will bo the weather. But it looks now 
as though the rainy season had passed, 
und we would have some fine weather 
while upon the ground.

Mrs. Kayner worked with Dr. Doan 
Clarke last Sunday evening in the Ma
sonic Temple, and we had a full house. 
Dr. Clarke gave a lecture upon the sub
ject, “Spiritualism a Religion,” and the 
people were well pleased with the 
thoughts given out by ilie guides. .

After the lecture, the guides who 
work through Mrs. Kuynor, for healing, 
gave a demonstration of their power 
over heat and fire. The committee were 
well known, and although skeptics, 
were fair in their manner and report. 
The fire test attracted a good deal óf at
tention, and I do nót know of a time 
when an audience of the size that was 
present kept better order than upon 
this occasion. This next Sunday Mrs.' 
Kayner will give a farewell lecture at 
the Temple, followed by tests, and we 
hope to reach a good many that have 
not had the inner consciousness touched 
before. It has been one feature of our 
work that we have reached many minds 
that heretofore have thought there was 
nothing in the subject, as some of the 
manifestations were light and frivolous; 
but when they saw the earnest manner 
in which her guides handled their work 
it gave them greater confidence to look 
further into the matter, even when they 
had almost decided to have nothing 
more to do with the question, feeling 
that there was nothing to it that was of 
any value.

The lady of whom I wrote some time 
ago as being in such a critical condL 
tion that a surgical operation was nec
essary, is recovering very rapidly now, 
and her husband is one of our firm 
friends. He is talking of taking his 
wife to Lake Minnetonka, within two or 
three weeks, and yet at one time awhile 
ago it did not look as though she would 
ever be able to go there again.

I was out to the lake this last week, 
and I must say that it is one of the most 
beautiful breathing spots I ever saw, 
with bays and coves here and there, and 
points of land running down to the 

“shore, covered with beautiful straight 
timber, a great deal of it being hard 
maple. There are many Spiritualists 
residing in that locality, apd in some of 
the district schools, nearly all of the 
tax-payers are of our faith.

My next letter will bo from the camp
meeting, as I have been chosen press 
agent by the association for this session.

T. D. Kayner.

phenoBai
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Some Excellent Results Are 
Quickly Attained

"Theologue:” Q. What is the origin 
of evil?

A. The first conception of evil origi
nated in an imperfect knowledge of na
ture, and the personification ot this im- 
?erfect knowledge is the. god of evil, 
he attainments 61 a later age, by indi

cating its origin, demolish the dogma. 
If the good Deity is infinite in benevo
lence and power, and created everything 
as pleased him, he could not have cre
ated evil. Then, if evil exists, it must 
be self-existent, a supposition conflict
ing with the infiniteness of the good 
Deity. Evil is the friction of nature’s 
activities working for external good.

As man advances, he is torn less and 
less by the thorns against which he is 
thrust by ignorance, and he realizes 
that the only divine life is that wherein 
he comprehends nature and gladly does 
her bidding. The Evil God is an imper
sonation of a false conception of nature, 
originating in ignorance, and the doc
trine that evil is the antagonist of good, 
a positive principle, is equally baseless.

However great the inharmony ob
served, after a time the equilibrium is 
gained and the good flows placidly on, 
leaving the evil, the antagonism behind. 
The great unitizing spirit flow's through 
all, making all one expression of perfect 
thought Accepting this truth, the 
soul becomes emancipated from bondage 
to all and every creed, and walks forth 
in the strength of freedom, which leads 
continually onward to higher levels and 
broader views.

Portland, Oregon.
To the Editor:—On last Sunday the 

Spiritualists of this city were favored 
with the presence and eloquence of H. 
D. Barrett, uresident of the N. S. A. In 
honor of his presence the First Spiritual 
Society held an all-day meeting, to 
which all were invited.

At the evening meeting an intellgent 
and appreciative audience filed into the 
G. A. Ft. hall until few, if any, vacant 
seats were left. N. F. Ravlin, on behalf 
of the society, gave an address of wel
come, after which Bishop Beals sang a 
solo, and was followed by Brother Bar
rett in an address such as but few of our 
speakers are capable of delivering, mak
ing those who did not hear him during 
the day sorry they did not attend the 
meetings, and bringing forth expres
sions of regret from all at the close of 
the discourse because of his immediate 
departure from our midst. The world 
of spirit is entitled to the greatest of 
praise in that they crushed the bonds of 
creed that were being fastened upon him 
in his theological training. No wonder 
he is to-day president of the N. S. A., 
and those who cast their votes for him 
as such have cause of rejoicing in so do
ing. Should he ever come this way 
again he will ba greeted with crowded 
houses. I am fully persuaded that 
great good to the cause will be the re
sult of Mr. Barrett's coming to this 
city, t

I am anticipating an eastern trip in a 
few weeks. Should there be any persons 
or societies wishing my services as lec
turer, I would be glad to hear from 
them. References given, if desired. I 
have had discussions with one Infidel 
and one orthodox preacher and was anx
ious to have another go with either of 
them, but they had got enough. Have 
also challenged two other orthodox 
preachers, neither of whom would meet 
me in a discussion. Will give early re
ply to all who may correspond. Address

Rev. G. C. Love. 
324 Front street, Portland, Oregon.

To THE EDlTOKiT-Brother Hodge, in 
Ids article in No. 341iof The Progress
ive Thinker, begiiniby saying: “It is 
always a pleasant tusk to make public 
genuine phenomenal’.’ etc. These words 
nave made my mind restless with 
thoughts, as follows:

Is it not a duty wo owe to each other 
to make known’ us publicly as possible 
all phenomena that we absolutely know 
to be genuine? I have concluded that it 
is. There are so many in this misgov
erned world to-day who are hungering 
tor the truth, that I have concluded to 
send on my mite to the kind-hearted 
brother who edits this ever-Welcome 
bearer of progressive thought and 
truth.

Some time during March my brother 
and myself sat - down to a little table in 
my room and placed our hands thereon; 
In a few moments both life and intelli
gence seemed to bo imparted to it, as it 
tipped very strongly and answered ques
tions readily. Questions were asked as 
to whether we might put slates on the 
table, and whether it would bo of any 
use to do so, and u lively “yes” was 
given in answer. Only a couple of sit
tings was had, however, when my broth
er left the city for a season. A week or 
so later I called on a friend between 
whom andi myself frequent discussions 
take place with regard , to this wonder
fully promising philosophy. Finding 
there another young friend who is be
ginning to be hungry for spiritual 
truths, we sat down by a small table 
that quickly responded to our questions. 
Again inquiry was made with regard to 
the slates, and we were given to under
stand that writing thereon would be 
givenus.

Thinking that it would require a very 
long time to arrive at any results, we in
quired if three years would' be neces
sary-answer, no. Two years? No. 
One year? No. Finally, we came down 
to two weeks, and got a strong “yes,” 
for answer. This Short time did not 
give us much hope for any favorable re
sult, yet we made a bargain with the 
table to sit for two weeks, two times per 
week and two hours at a sitting; and, to 
our great surprise, we got writing on 
the.Blates at the third sitting.

The slates I have had for some time. 
I cleaned them myself and they have 
never been out of my keeping since I 
bought them. I had them tied together 
with stout cord around each end, with a 
bit of slatepenoil between them, but as 
the writing came on the under side of 
the lower (me, they ..evidently furnished 
their own material to write with.

On getting ready to.sjt down I placed 
the slates on tbe tEfblo, "When seated, 
Mr, Lawrence Kirk Buy young friend) 
took the slates and' pUteed them on his 
lap, and on placing our hands on the 
table it was very forcibly moved as close 
to bim as possibletothus bringing the 
slates directly under tbe top ot the ta
ble. We then took;: a curtain and 
wrapped it around ¡the legs of the table 
to shut put the rays from the lamp, thus 
fortning a small-sized cabinet, and thus 
in a well-lighted room;.was fulfilled the 
most remarkable andu gratifying bar
gain that it has ever ibpen my good for
tune to participate in.

You will notice that, there was no pro
fessional medium present, Mr. Herman 
Anderson, a comparatively new investi
gator, being the third party to our little 
circle.

Near one end of the slates appear two 
lines, neatly and plainly written, as fol
lows: x

“Having reached this anniversary of 
your journey through mortal life,”— 
then turning the slates end for end, 
there begins a message of eight lines, 
but unfortunately not strong enough to 
be read. We can only make out a letter 
here and there and see the tracing 
plain enough to be able to count the 
lines. '

And now, Brother Francis, I hope I 
have not made use of too many words in 
trying to give this bit of evidence to 
your readers (who are, no doubt, hun
gering for the truth, as we are) that 
there is an intelligent force surrounding 
us from which, little by little, we can 
•get the truth; but in order to get the 
truth we must ourselues be strictly 
truthful and earnestly strive to let the 
true spirit within ub unfold and thereby 
elevate ourselves out of the material in 
which we are yet so deeply immersed, 
and then we shall be able to get the 
truth, the glorious truth revealed to us 
from the Summer Land.

Lewis Peterson.
Seattle, Washington.

A GENERAL DELUGE.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1. ''

Balities into earthen vessels, moulded in 
baskets, which- they evaporated into a 
form which admitted of transportation; 
they erected an elaborate line of de
fense, stretching for many hundred 
miles, to guard against tbe sudden iu- 
terruption of enemies; they had a na
tional religion, in which the elements 
were the objects of supreme adoration; 
temples were erected upon the platform 
mounds, aud watch-fires lighted upon 
the highest summits; and in the celebra
tion of the mysteries of their faith, hu
man sacrifices were probably offered.— 
Foster’s Pre-historic Races of the United 
States, pp. 359 and 351.

(TO BE CONTIN UED.)

To the Editor:—The thirty-eighth 
anniversary convention of the Harmo- 
nial Society of Sturgis, Mich., has just 
closed. This, the first free church in 
America, was looking at its best. The 
ladies adorned its free platform with 
palms and flowers; a platform upon 
which nearly all of the prominent work
ers in tho cause have stood. A platform 
which still is held sacred to the senti
ment advocated by its first president, 
the late Hon. J. G. Waite: “Let its 
platform be forever free for every man 
and woman to stand upon to express an 
honest mind."
.»The • present president,. Mr. Cash 
Grassier, is a young business man of the 
town, a man of integrity, and well fitted 
for theplace.

Tbe speakers at thia meeting were 
Giles B. Stebbins, of Detroit, a ripe, old 
man, whose voice has been heard Ln 
every State in our glorious Union, in 
the cause of religious and political lib-’ 
erty, for the past sixty years; a man 
whose bookswill be read by coming men 
and. women when his feet tread the 
winding pathways of the Spirit-world.

And now comes Dr. H. V, Sweringen, 
of Ft. Wayne, Ind., a practicing physi
cian of that city, in the prime and vigor 
of manhood, raising his voice and driv
ing his pen in defence of this glorious 
religion. His soul is full of sympathy 
with the millions of earth's children 
who are under the yoke of bondage to 
religious despotism. If_ your readers 
want a bold and fearless advocate in 
any field of reform, call on the Doctor 
and you will not be sorry afterward.

Last, but not least, comes Jennie Ha
gan Jackson, of Grand Rapids, who 
held the audience spellbound with her 
eloquence, and all were sorry when the 
time came for her to stop.

Miss Minnie Hodges, who furnished 
the music for the meeting, is a teacher 
of that divine art in this thriving city.

The Sturgis people are all well-to-do: 
all in all it is the prettiest city I was 
ever in. The Harmonial Society is in a 
healthy condition, und we look with 
hope and confidence to its future useful
ness in the field of reform. More espe
cially I make mention ol this because 
the burden of carrying on the work de
volves on the younger members of the 
society.

The first crop for tho most has been 
harvested by the great reaper of time; 
and is it not a comforting thought that 
those garnered sheaves stand as senti
nels to guard the way as we climb the 
steep and rugged path towards “Mt. 
Harmony)” While I'rest a few days in 
this pretty city, I dread the time when 
I must return’to the bustling, hustling 
Chicago, where I form one of the many 
bread-winners.

If <my of your many intelligent read
ers want a resting-place for a few days 
in the summer, we can recommend 
Sturgis as a place filling the bill.

Sturgis, Mich. R. Spalding.
A*  CHICAGOAN ‘1N THE EAST.
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oidtestament stories
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By WATSON HESTON,
. Ibi Stgrìes Humorously TtM—And Hard Facts lHf| IflÌ) Fnll-Pi

Sina Concerning toe Origin and Authenticity of the 411 II PagOS. L 11 U iti
Old Page if Text to each Picton. 1UU V WWI

fitutsining*  Theory,Borne Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah, 
A Hunting Anecdote, 
Ataahun, Christ’» Great Ancestor. / ¡»»ister.’’ 
One pt Twiss.Jacob and Esau, ■ 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, HolyMqeea. , 
BUM» the Diviner.

CONTENTS. ' > ’
Blood v Joshtu, .
The Campaign of Deborah and Bank 

Against Jabln and Suet a, 
General Gideon, 
Jephthah and Hie Human Sacrifice, 
Samson the Strong, 
Ruth aud Boaz. _
Unstable as Water. God Shall Not Bxodi, 
David, God’s Favorite, 
Some Stories from the Book of Kings, 
Adventures of the Prophets, 
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Tbe distinguished author. Hudson Tuttle, requires 
no Introduction to tbe reader» of Tub PBoeRKhirvB 
Tiunyxr, but tbe following headings of chapter» will 
show them what they may expect from tbe book:

Contents:—An idyl — F irdiiain 1- Building tbo 
Church—Tbe Evangelist—Blood—Tbo Saloon—Tbe 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Souls—Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Caln-EvoluLlon-btella—Tbe 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—Tbe 
Double Role-Hereby—Annette— The Bank Rohbery— 
Liberty-All Is Well That Ends Well-The New 
Cburcb—The New Way; Led to the Light.

Every chapter is devoted to one idea, nod the whole 
present» bo many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fiendiaU dancer of the revivalist te con
trasted with tbe character of tbe honest minister and 
the thinking agnesttc. The steps by v?hlcb a preacher 
emerges from tbe cburcb, and the difficulties he tneeca 
are graphically presented. The now church and pro- 
gresalvo lycentn evolved out of tbe old, form an In
teresting study to those seeking new methods.

It la a beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
lu Accordance with our new departure, is SO cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for »1.25. For sale at tbe 

nf The Proorrmmvx thinker.

■'THETREETHINKEIIS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

Wayside Jottings.
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedge! 

ofLiré. By Mattik E. Hull, This taa uiaivelou»!, 
neat book of «election» from Mra. Hulls best poemi 
sermons and essays, and contains a »plcndld portrait 
pf the author, also a portrait ol Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in EuglfaU cloth, II.
Ths Spiritual Alps

and How Wo Ascend Thein.
Ora few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

where spirit 1» supreme and all things are subject to 
it. With portrait. By Mosjm Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 ceuiaf in paper cover, 25 
cents ■
Hew Thought.

Volume I. Nicely bound in clertt, 573 large, beauti
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting in an attractive form the highest phase <4 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 11.50.
Hew Thought.

Volume II. 394 pages, beautifully printed and 
nlcely.bound. Original matter. Six portraits. 
bound, 75 cents. /
Joan, the Medium.

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Splrituaitafl} 
6» jLoader or Annies. By Moses Hull. Tbly 1b al 
once the moat truthful bhtory of Joan of Arc. and 
one of tho must convincing arguments on Sptrltuallnnl 
overwritten. No novel was ever more tbrilMngly lu« 
tereitlng: no history more true. Price in cloth, W 
¿¿nit; paper cover, 25 ceuu.
Ths Real Issue.

By Moens Bull. A compound of the two pempbe 
lets. "Tho Irrepressible Conflict," and "Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important addition», making «■ 
book of 160 pages Ml for 25 cents. This book contain»*  
itatlitlcs, facts and document», on tbe tendencies ot 
the Limes, that every one ahuuld have.

subject if he will remember that the 
planets dp not revolve around the sún in 
circles, but in slight ellipses, and the 
sun is placed out of the center towards 
one end of the elliptic orbit This 
brings the planets at one-point of their 
revolution nearer the sun than at any 
Other. Jupiter, the largest of the plan
ets, revolves around, the sun in eleven 
years, ten months and. nine days, and 
once in that timé approaches 45,894,000 
miles nearer than at the oth'ey half of 
its long year, when Instead of being 
452,745,000 miles, it is 498,639,009 miles 
distant. .. ' _ , - „ , ,

Now, the influence of Jupiter, what
ever it may be, is more than, that of 
all the rest of the planets combined, for 
if wo talca the mass of the earth as 1,000, 
that of Jupiter is 300,860, and that of all 
the remaining members of the solar 
system, except the sun, is only 121,243; 
But when we compare the combined.------------ .... -
mass of the planeta and asteroids with, if you can., give thern . your .whole time, 
“-•»t of the sun, it will bo seen that it1 WM. Me.

Ice Cream Now Made in a Minute.
’ I have an ice cream freezer that will 

freeze cream perfectly in one minute; as 
it is such a wonder a crowd will always 
be around, so anyone can make from five 
to six dollars a day Belling cream, and 
from ten to twenty dollars a day selling 
freezers, as people will always buy an 
article when it is demonstrated that 
they can make money by so doing. ■ The 
cream is frozen instantly and is smooth 
and free from lumps. I have done so 
well myself and have friends succeeding 
so well that I felt it my duty to let others
know of the opportunity, as I fee! con
fident that any person in any locality can 
make money, as any person can sell 
cream, and the freezer sells itself. J, F. 
Casey & Co., 1143 St. Charles street,. St. 
Louis, Ma, will mail you complete in
structionsand will employ you on salary

Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp Asso
ciation, at Riverside Park, Grand 
Ledge, Mich., will commence July IS 
and end August 16.

SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS.

Mr. B. O’Dell, Mrs. Anna I*  Robin
son, Moses Hull, Dr. W. A. Mans*  
-field, Mrs. Marian Carpenter, Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets, Mrs. Martha E. Root, Mrs. 
N. M. Russell, Mrs. T. V. Jackson, Mrs. 
Eva Payne Hopkins, J. Frank Baxter, 
Rev. G. S. Bradley, Dr. J. C. Batdorf, 
Dr. P. T. Johnson, Hon. L.’V. Moulton, 
Lylnan C. Howe, Mrs. Augusta Ferris.

The week-day forenoon exercises will 
consist of conferences, reading classes, 
parliamentary, eta, (under direction of 
chairman) unless otherwise pro
grammed. - ■

Any information desired • will be will
ingly furnished by addressing the sec
retary, J. P. Russell, Grand Ledge, 
Mich., box 805.

New German Spiritual Magazine.
“DerFuehrer’’(TheGuide),a periodical 

for psychical and spiritual life, thd only 
German advocate for the interests of 
Spiritualism and magnetism in America, 
is published on the 1st and 15th of. each 
month, and furnishes information of all 
spiritual events and manifestations to 
the German Spiritualists;

On July 1st next begins the second 
half year of “Der Fuehrer." Sample 
copies mailed free. Send $1.00 for six 
months subscription to the publisher, 
' . Emil Neukaus,
1136 Seventh street, Milwaukee, Wis.

A man’s life is an appendix to his 
heart. T-South.

Joys are our wings, sorrows are our 
spurs.—Richter. .

A blithe heart makes a blooming vis
age.—Scotch Proverb. .

A lie must be thatched with another, 
or it will soon rain through.—Owen.

I have a tender conscience 
That measures five feet three, 

Whose Blight reproof is worth whole 
tomes

Of cold divinity;
Who leads me by “a stUl, small voice,” 

And with a loving glance
Reminds me while the lamp holds out 

This sinner has a chance;
Whose form is ever by my side, 

And at the door of sin
Thrusts out a white and rounded arm 

And bars the way within.
No man can ever gp astray 

Who pauses to reflect
That he must meet those modest eyes 

And keep his self-respect. •
So with a firm, unshaken front - 

I bid old Satan flee,
For I've a tender' conscience

That measures five feet three.
—Ladies’-Home Journal.

----- :----------- ■ W 41 '—r  ’ ■
"Encyclopedia ofnB&lical Spiritual

ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old andlNew Testament 
Scriptures which prosenor imply Spirit
ualism; together witli^Nbrief history of 
the origin of many of« the important 
books of the Bible.^-- ’Ey Moses Hull. 
The well-known taleritqd and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study dfcthe Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism. Ab- its 'title 
denotes, it is a veritable) encyclopedia of 
information on thegsdinect. Priori. 
For sale at this ofiica: •;

"Mahomet, His Bibtli, .Character and 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library ^- Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded«' tb’ be -historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office. ’ ’ ’ .

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records," . Told, by Paul Carns. 
This book is heartily .commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples.. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely.read-it without spiritual profit.- 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

To the Editor:—Taking up the 
thrqad where I left it last week, our 
train left me wanderiog about the ele
gant and cohvenient railroad station at 
Syracuse at the ghostly hour of four 
o’clock a. m., Chicago time. As I sit in 
the station, still drowsy, I hear a group 
chatting, and a merry voice says: “If I 
only had my bath, I’d feel dressed.” 
Dressed in a bath is about as diaphonous 
a copfume as could be invented, to my 
thinking. The idea serves to change 
the vibrations of toilsome waiting, until 
the time is ready, to seek the hospitable 
home to which I am invited-as a guest.

Syracuse resembles Chicago in its 
breadth of spread, and the number of its 
wheelmen and women. It actually seems 
as if the whole town was on wheels, and 
everybody is interested, if not directly, 
through their uncles, aunts, cousins or 
somebody else.

Owing its first pre-eminence to its 
salt wells, it has wisely turned its atten
tion to other lines of manufactures and 
still holds the start it first gained, al
though salt has ceased to be a factor in 
its commercial growth. The hills about 
it make it tiresome for prairie-trained 
feet to do much traveling; but an all- 
round-Rdbin-Hood’s-barn system of trol
leys preclude much walkmg, even in 
visits to the glens and other hill resorts, 
that have resulted from the action of 
fierce torrents pouring down the steep 
hilteides.

There are said to be Quite a number 
of Spiritualists and broad thinkers here. 
While .tney are acquainted with The 
Progressive Thinker, they are, as 
one good brother remarked, “afraid of 
the church.” Fellow Spiritualists, how 
does that sound to you. But it is simply. 
because of their disorganized condition. 
They do not know whom to trust nor 
how to act to make the most of their 
powers, constantly going to waste. Nor 
are they alone. It is, I am sorry to say, 
the almost universal condition of Splrit- 
ualists.all over the country, and will con
tinue to be until Spiritualists compel re
spect from the churches by united ac
tion, and fight fire with fire. Then, 
standing shoulder to shoulder,- ,we can 
show bur enemies a united front at the 
polls, in the courts, in intellectual fields, 
and above all, in social circles, and 
‘’Spiritualist” will cease to be a term of 
derision.

I cannot close, however, without say
ing that the only spiritual center in ac
tive work now in Syracuse is carried on 
by Mrs. M. H. Cowan, a brave little 
woman, who has dared to live and act 
her convictions, and who is maintaining 
weekly meetings at her home at 141W. 
Kennedy street, where all interested in 
the broad thought are welcome. These 
meetings, which have been running 
about a year, have increased to a point 
of much interest, and doubtless will be 
the seed of spiritual union and growth 
there. Why will not our earnest, spirit
ual friends emulate her example, every
where, and start centers of activity, not 
only psychic, but philosophical, on all 
the questions of the day? The Jacobin 
clubs revolutionized France. If the 
crushing weight of tyranny had not 
been sb enormous, the rebound would 
not have been so disastrous to tho State. 
Lot ub commence, before our letters are 
so firmly fastened, that they must be 
•Boaked'in blood to loosen them. .'

W. P. Phelon, M. D. '

Too Illustration» are classified u follows: 15 
reaeûU Uncle Sam »nd the Priait»; 2, Tbe OburSo 
RotHig the People; S, Thanksgiving; fl, Babbatb 

.Law»: 14 Children and the Church; 16, woman and 
1 U.4'Juurch; 6, TheCburcband Thoma»Paine; 4, Stud- 
(eiln Saturai History; 2, Tbe Bible and Sclenee; 15, 
The Clergy and Their Flocks;!, Piety in Qur Peniten
tiaries; i/Tbe Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lortf and 
His Works; 2. Prayer; 10. The Creeds ;2, Cbrlatlaflfl and 
Mohammedans; ^.Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; L'Tbc Lord’s InatrumeuU; 25, Bible 
Doctrine» and Their Result«! I. The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and tfce 
Cnurcb; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; I, Tbfi Usé» 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on the Chofch; 9. 
Persecudons of tho Cburcb; 12. Some Allégorie»’

♦ ♦4>THE ♦♦♦

World’s Sixteen Saviors,

Jttui and the Mtdiwns,
or Christ and Mediumship,

Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 
and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
MoszbHull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus whs only a medium, subject to all the condi
tion! of modern medlum»hlp. It alto shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa*  
meat were under the same condition» that medium» 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ la the re*  
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price» 
10 cent».
Ths Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

Moisa Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Splr*  
Ituallitic interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
interpretation» never before given, explains the 
hesfeDi and hell» believed in by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents.
<The Quarantine Raised. '

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Prlee lO cenL».
SplritualnSongstsr.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.
New and startling revelation» tn religious history 

which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of tbe Christian New 
Testapjcnt, and furqlshlug a key for unlocking many 
of its sscYed mysteHss, besides comprising the Hla 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goda. This won
derful and eiuauativc volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank u a book of reference in the field 
which the author has chosen for it. The amount of 
mehtal labor necessary to 'collate and compile the 
varied information contained In It must have been se
vere and hrouous indeed, and now that it is in such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allowit to go out of print But the book ta 
by no means a mere collation of views or statistics: 
throughout Its entire course tbe author—as will be 
seen by his title-page and. chapter-heads—follow« a 
definite Hqe of research and argument to tbe close, 
and UU conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on One white paper, 880 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Brice $1.50, Postage 10 cents, Bor sale at 

thio office, •

Woman, Church and State.

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IM- 
<L formation incclnctijr and clearly stated In till» 

volume of 554 ptfM Is amazing. The Ude. as above 
given, fall» to convey an idea of tbe fulness end com*  
Slstenesewfth which tbe subject» arc treated. The 

[itrtarchate, or Mother-rule, la tho theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous. is brought to view In elucidation of tbe subject. 
This 7» followed by chapter» on Celibacy, Canon law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter in the book that is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, h not worth the full price 
of tbe volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and InteniclylntcreatiDg from beginning to 
end. NoonecanpoB8lDlf’regretDuyfngit;rtls eval
uable addition to the library of any tree and truth-lov
ing mind. -

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office. '

The Other World and This.

Ths Medissmistle Experience 
of Joh n Brown.

The Medium of the Bockle.a, with introduction by 
J. 8. Loveland. Tbit 1» the history of one of Lbo 
most wonderful medium» thu ever lived. 1€7 Urge 
page». Price. 50 cent».
The Devil and the Adventists.

An AdvenUit attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Mom Hull. Price, 5 cents.
MTio Jfa® the Hebrew Jchov^aU

An argument on tbe origin aud character of tbe 
Jewhh God. Pried, 5 cents.
Has John. Calvin a Murderer?

Price. 5 cents.

rORIESWWOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
Tbti is a most valuable book. It comes from an Kt*  

PrltiL, whose character la above reproach, and who 
knows what be i» talking about Everybody should 
read It. Price, 41.00. It Contain» tho following chan*  
ten:

CHAPTER J.
The Struggle before the Surrendered Womanly 6clf*  

respect iu the ConfcMional.
CHAPTER n.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th» 
Priest. .

CHAPTER BI.
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How (be Vovr of Celibacy of the Priests Is msda easy 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

Tbo highly-educated and refined Woman in tho Con 
fusional—What become! of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tie» ol 

Mirrlagc and Human Society.
Cff A>TER VIL

Should Au.’I cular Confession be tolerated among Civil
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIK.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
Tho Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels tbe Cburcb of Rome to confcis the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. '

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession li Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Bns*  
bands and Tatbera—Some of the matter» on which 
Ub Priest of Rome must Question hla Tennent-

Boat Post-paid, Price, $1.OO.

f

TM THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
1 Angu«U W. Fletcher, N. D., tn the thirty-nine 
chuteri <U»cnne> a wide variety oC icbjccu per
taining to Spiritualism, from a epirttnaUMlo etand- 

. pot“; She arinces the power! of a. trained thinker, 
both fa matter of thought and fine literary ilyle, ana 
capabtty ot thought cxprewlan. The inhject» are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to, any 8plrttu.il«-» 
library# and a most excellent hook for any one sack
ing Information concerning. Splrtuallsm and l(a teach

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS WAISBROOKER.' THIS IS 
Jj a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purport 1. not mtrelr to enable an unthluklns, idle 
inlndtowhllo away the time Ina elate of idle Waned- 
ncii, devoid of came« thought or cart for either 
«cir-lmprovementorthe .good of humanity. - It la a 
■«wk designed cepeclellr, primarily, for mothers’ and 
¿hose who arc to bo mothers; aid eecondly, through 
the uwlhera, to effect the wcll-holng and happlneea of 
the nee. It brine itrongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and Influ- 
ewbtartpg upon the mother Prtvtou, to materelty. 
liu-ldehtelly ibe author touchci upon various thing» 
lu modem social and business life, which are unju.t.

, .nd Ui unequal burden, upon (ho Individual, compo.- 
• iiir«. - - •- • . --------- ;• »tog wcletyaa a whole. The book !• trenchant ImItuc*

<bi rtre Ure «nd very Interesting, evea when regarded merely : r or sale .at triisoincd. Pricct $!,(>(>. itBinoroi, and is especially commended to “women
•■■ ■ ■ . . ~ I everyirbcre.“ to whom ft 1» dedicated. It alto thor-

And in tnA (lAnRilinrinn - louglilysUawaupibejesuHIcaJipirll of the OatholU, ’ ywwtuuuwb . - |CMu^ tdvanQedMmrei»ta*i6theBp!rfkual  Phil*
. -Br Robert Grlngttwll Oneof the belt paper» Co’u>- mphy are Introduced It contains a Adi UE»bub of 
net leterton -ever wrote, la p»per cover, with like-. the tuihor. it contalui 315 pen», neatly »mind in 
De*ofauthW.  rrfte. Wcenws twelvecople»forMBO., ticth/prlce by mall, prepaid.|V ‘ "
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DEMAND YOUR RIGHTS.
Tyrannical Legislation Must 

Be Boldly and Firmly 
Resisted.

k. Lesson from Past Experience.

It is one of the saddest facts in our 
national life that, while tenacious of 
our own liberty, we have not much 
respect for the liberty of others. A 
legislative body is easily moved by 
a strong lobby or by vulgar prejudice 
to pass despotic laws and enforce 
them by cruel punishments.

To this class belong all laws to en
force the decree of Constantine as to 
Sunday, which has no real Biblical 
foundation, and to prohibit benevolent 
acts to the sick by all who have not a 
college license.

Still more despotic and barbarous 
are the laws which prohibit expressing 
opinions as to future ' events -hy per
sons who have any foundation for 
their opinion, not approved by legisla
tors or by the ignorant.

The Pennsylvania law against for
tune-telling and other predictions of 
the future, is one of the most stupid 
and barbarous invasions of the freer, 
dom of speech ever tolerated by a civ
ilized nation. It illustrates the sad 
truth that any party not numerically 
strong is never safe in the enjoyment 
of entire freedom“ in this country. 
Adventists, Spiritualists and healers 
are in continual danger.
. During the eight years of my res
idence in Boston, while acting as pres
ident of the Constitutional- Liberty 

• League, we fought the champions of 
medical monopoly, and by the justice 
of our cause, boldly presented, we 
defeated every attempt at medical 
legislation and reduced our opponents 
to a very shabby condition in the dis
cussion.

■ Had we adopted any timid, halting, 
half-way policy, instead of demanding 
absolute freedom, we would probably 
have failed.
: I have observed with profound re
gret that in the opposition to the con
temptible Pennsylvania law there has 
been no bold and manly assertion of 
the principles of liberty which de
mands its unconditional repeal.

Instead of demanding the right of 
every individual to express his opin
ion of the future,-as well as the past 
or present, no matter whence he de
rives his opinions, some Spiritualists 
seem to participate in the popular and 
collegiate prejudice against the words 
“fortune telling,” as if they implied 
something dishonorable.

They forget some of the most im
portant truths of psychic science and 
religion. The predictive or prophetic 
power is really the noblest intellectual 
power of man—the most essential to 
'the wise guidance of the life of every 
man and the guidance of nations. It 
has been recognized by the profoundest 

i - philosophers Tn all ages, and has been 
elevated by the sectarian Christian 
Church, in its modern degeneracy, 
-above the capacity of man, but was' 

" recognized by the primitive Christians 
as a common gift among the pious, 
and that is shown by the advice of St. 
Paul to cultivate prophecy especially.

Modern Spiritualism carries out the 
advice of St. Paul, which the fashion
able church has discarded, and 

; wherever spiritual gifts are developed 
and psychometry and mediumship en
joyed, we enjoy this rich gift even 
more fully than the primitive Chris
tians did before they were corrupted 
at Rome.

There are few mediums of superior 
capacities who do not often foresee the 

• • course of coming events airisl warn or 
advise their friends. They should be 
proud of this noble endowment, and 
Dot only practice it for the benefit of 

■ society, but assert its claims and dig
’ nity on all occasions, and especially 
"-when the spiritual-minded physician 

can foresee the successful or fatal re
sult of a disease which is unknown to 
the Allopathic college graduate.

- It is a deplorable weakness to hes- 
_ Itate in the assertion of our just claims 

' in the face of vulgar prejudice against 
' a word. ,

An eloquent advocate could easily 
make any intelligent and fair-minded 
body ashamed of the ignorance em
bodied in this Pennsylvania law, which 
punishes the cultivation of an ancient 
find honorable science which has long 
been associated with religion.

■ Prophecy was honored in the re
ligion of the Greeks among statesmen 
and*  philosophers, even more freely 
than among Christians.

■ Astrology, which this law condemns 
■ as a crime when professionally prac
ticed. was the art upon which the 
great astronomer Kepler relied for his 
daily bread, who would have been 
liable to fine and imprisonment under 
this law.

Hippocrates, the father of medical 
-science, regarded astrology as an in
dispensable science for a physician, 
because it gives him a foreseeing 
power, necessary in diagnosis and 
prognosis. I know that a number of 
the best physicians in America study 

^astrology and rely upon it as an 
-/assistant in their practice, and I have 

heard from them many interesting 
narratives showing its value. -

Yet, under the Pennsylvania law, if 
a physician, in giving his opinion of 
the fatal or successful result of a fe
ver. should acknowledge that his pro-- 
fessional opinion was based on. astrol
ogy, he would be liable to imprison
ment. '

The attempt to make meh guilty of 
a crime, for studying sciences or be
lieving- in them, is the same style of 
bigotry and persecution which form
erly sent them to the jail Or the gibbet 
for heresy. It is an infamous relic 
of barbarism, and the only way to 
treat it.is to demand its immediate 
repeal. Anything short of that be-

J. M. PEEBLES, M.D

CrtftS.E
WftTKlNS

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Wh.o is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success. .

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is .ac
knowledged by all to. have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER RE ASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines'and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine. v

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect, •

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
. Which will more than repay 
you. Should you deêirè te 
consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

*

tittles and degrades a petition, by 
conceding the right ■ of a Legislature 
to pass any such law—a law essen
tially unjust and. absurd, which no 
earthly power has any right to adopt 
or enforce. . ;

The way to meet such an invasion 
of liberty is to demand its entire re
peal, and to enforce that demand by 
the sturdy eloquence? of men inspired 
with the spirit of liberty. Such was 
the policy by which medical legisla
tion was for many years defeated in 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

Joseph Rodes Buchanan,

INFORMATION WANTED.
From the Private Secretary 

of the Almighty.

To the Editor:—Not often have 
my importunities for space in The 
Progressive Thinker been a source 
of annoyance to you, and I feel sure 
no apology is needed for my present 
coming, after a glance only has been 
accorded the far-reaching importance 
of my subject.

You published, under date of May 
30th, an excerpt from one of those 
Taimagian effusions which pass cur
rent as sermons, containing an idea 
which, if not a mere inadvertence, is 
worthy of the most profound considera
tion ; and yet it is brought in in such 
a careless, incidental waj- as to make 
it likely to escape the observation of 
the average reader, especially when 
overlaid by the ponderous thought— 
union of church and state—which con
stitutes the theme of the discourse, 
and which seems to have saturated 
the present-day topics of the American 
priesthood.

After paying his respects to Ethan 
Allen, that “vulgarest sort of an in
fidel,” he remarks: “I.do not wonder 
that some of his descendants are 
ashamed of him; but-.of course they 
could not help it, and are not to 
blame.”

This statement seems to me preg
nant with a grandeur of thought the 
nineteenth century can hardly close 
upon but with profoundest joy and 
bated breath, coming as it does from 
one who poses as private secretary to 
the Almighty, or in some capacity 
giving him access to, and thorough 
knowledge of, his superior’s private 
plans and purposes. If this is doubted, 
how-else, I ask, could he assure us 
with the unwavering confidence of a 
veteran on staff service of the great 
I Am that the constitutional amend
ment he is demanding would “not 
only please all the good people, but 
will please the heavens?” , .

. Aside from knowledge derived 
directly-from, the throne itself, what 
■authority can attach to his declaration 
that the Constitution would have been 
a failure had it not been for “divine 
interference," at the instance of; Ben 
Franklin, that would not equally 
characterize the ravings of the veriest 
ranter who draws upon his own 
imaginings for inspiration. ..

Orthodox Christianity, as all the 
churches know, is rooted and grounded 
in the dogma of the fall of man, which 
proclaims that the sin of our first

< • 
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SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 
DISEASES.

< >

—Depend« for hla remarkable cures, not 
upon the old drastic drug system, but upon 
the knowledge of diseases and their proper 
remedies—upon science and the finer pay*  
cLtc futves. .

of bls cures, like Schlatter’«, are 
INSTANTANEOUS; In other cases month« 
are required.

Having carefully studied all the therapeu
tic agencies In connection with blBltmgmed- 
Ical experience, he uses those best adapted 
to each case with unvarying succour . ,

Hundred« arc joyfully writing tbo Doctor: t 
‘ I am better," or‘‘I am cured.” •‘GodblM# < 
you.” • • ’

< >

'• HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING: . "
Dyspepsia, dlarrhiea, dropsy, epilepsy, ec ’ 

, zema, erysipelas, faUiug sickness,.rheums- '
tlain, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 1 
headaches, heart disease, klndoy complaint, 1 

' female weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia, '< 
’ paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, aetbuia, < 
’’ bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples - < 
’ upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses < 
> or men, barrenness, insanity, drunkenness, < 
> constipation, la grippe and all chronic ,

diseases. And further, he furnishes ,
: FREE TO ALL PATIENTS "

Hygenlc and Physiological literature, en- 1 
abling them when cured, to remain healthy. *

Correct Diagnosis Free, '<
By enclosing name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stamp . 
for reply. . .■ ■■ •

> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS <

i J. M. PEEBLES, M. D., :
: SAN DIEGO, CAL. I
> 820tf <

parent, while yet (presumably) daft 
over the sight of a pretty woman, 
damned ' all ihiA posterity to eternal 
torment, ■ making all participants in 
that sin, ap^ hciiçç/the "need of a 
Saylor, ;from<whom-came. Christianity. 
.. Whether, ,jn the papal 'plan' of-'sal
vation from vengeance dire,’We are 
only 'cppstrubtively made partakers, of 
that 'fatal apple, or actually, as in the 
ease : of the ..flesh ' and. - blood’of the 
savior, is Van interesting question 
which, so far as l am aware, has never 
been decided, : •

I would suggest that some one who 
has tfye ear of the great divine would 
kindly lay this matter before him for 
décision, and also learn, if possible, at 
what period in the history of man 
blame for parental wickedness ceased 
to inhere in the destiny of progeny. 
It is to be hoped the knowledge 
herein sought will, come with an 
authority that, in his own elegant par
lance, • ‘all the rat-terriers of modern" 
orthodoxy “cannot bark out of ex
istence." 0. A. A.

PLAINNESS OF DRESS.
An Earnest and Forcible 

Appeal.

It Would Aid the Cause of Spir 
itualism.

To the Editor:—Since my last in 
the columns of your excellent paper, the 
Circle of Harmony has outgrown the di
mensions of Foresters’ Hall, so we have 
removed to Washington Hall, 35 Eddy 
street, San Francisco, where we have 
more breathing room, and where hun
dreds can have seating capacity, wnich 
seems a necessity, now that tne Pro
gressive Society has suspended meetings 
until October.

' The unlimited and Impartial liberty 
of our platform attracts the philosopher 
and scientist as well as the Immature 
and unsophisticated of the mundane and 
spiritual spheres—some to teach and 
some to learn. We are not yet immacu
late, and not fully developed (and none 
ever will be in this sphere) so as to be 
able to say: “Stand aside, I am holier 
than thou;” but we welcome all, believ
ing that an element of soul-growth, 
spiritual unfoldment, pervades even the 
atmosphere of the place where liberal, 
whole-souled people congregate without 
S, or prescribed rules and cere- 

38.
We have long felt that if our spiritual 

societies cared less for what the world 
calls-respectability, and had more of 
genuine spirituality, they would then 
have less formality and more sponta
neity, and not so much aping after the 
churches in outward display; then there 
would be more time to unfold the latent 
powers of souls almost buried beneath 
the laws, ôustoins and usages of society.

Thé present ungodly style of dress for 
frail, sensitive woman, is pernicious in 
the extreme, cramping the vital forces 
and respiratory organs, as well as 
weighting down the form with cumber
some apparel. Was there ever an angel 
from heaven with waist so small as 
to span it with your hands? Skirts so 
heavy, and sleeves so cumbersome that 
ydu were repulsed at their approach? 
Ears and fingers heavily laden with 
jewels and diamonds, while coming on 
errands of love .to assist the fallen', 
clothe the naked, and feed the hungry, 
with tear-dimmed eyes appealing to our 
sympathetic natures to aid her in carry
ing out her heaven-appointed mission? 
“O, consistency, thou art a jewel!” .

I would not discard the beautiful in 
nature, but I have wished, and so ex
pressed myself, that the ladies of my 
congregation would appear every Sun
day, at least, in some soft fabric—tennis 
flannel or cotton goods, not to exceed 
ten or fifteen cents a yard; so fashioned 
as to hang gracefully from the shoulders 
to the feet,,giving ease and comfort to 
the wearer, as well as a feeling that the 
poorest are our brothers and sisters. 
We would not then hear the excuse: 
“O, I would like to come to your meet
ing, if I could dress well ehough; but 
you know—the times, the times.’’ 
* Yes, I know “the times” should- pre
clude the extravagance of reformers, 
and we should right-about and face the 
inevitable by consistent living arid act
ing, and then every Spiritualist would 
have at least a dollar to subscribe for 
the best Spiritual paper in’ the world, 
and obtain as a souvenir the-beautiful 
book which bears the title, “Encyclo- 
pædia of Death.” Mrs. F. A. Loqan.

Alameda, Cal.

“Poems ot Progress." By Lizzie' 
Doteh. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read hl her 
varied moods,: “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.’’ It is' a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by till who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1. For sale 
at this office, . • ,

“The Missing Link in Modern Spirit
ualism.” By A. Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume; of . especial 
Interest to all Spiritualists.' A. Leah 
Underhill was one of the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was the inception of the 
modern Spiritual movement. She nar
rates many incidents and spiritual oc
currences in the experiences of the Fox 
family. Price, cloth, $1.50, postpaid

DR. J. S. LOUGKS,
SHIRLEY VILLE, MASS.,

The Well-Known Magnetic Physician 
of About 80/Years*  Practice.

Hi« practice extend« Ihto alt parts of the-pulled 
States and Canada; alsodu some parts of Europe. He 
Is making wonderful, cum« with hlBincgaetlc-reme- 
die«, asms certificate« at cures will show. Send for 
one. Many are cured.wlien given up to die by the 
M. D’«. If you send him a lock of your hair, name, 
age. sex, and four 2-cent stumps, be will toll you 
what ho thinks of youn case; also what the pros
pects are fora cure. him and bo convinced

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D.
—---- o

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC
, DISEASES. ... 

_—o—------
PRESOBIBESf NO POISONOUS 

DBUGS!

SCHLATTER OUTDONE. "
Facts are startling to some, but not to the who 

who understand Nature’«,lows and can work In har
mony with them, and are able to tiptonlsh the common 
people with wonderful works done. Wo kt our work 
be known and told by other«. ' -

• • • Kensington. Cook County, Ill.
We truthfully state that.we sent Dr. J. 8. Loucks a 

lock of hu|r of our boy." Ho diagnosed correctly the 
case of our boy who was sick with a fever and so bad 
that he was delirious and growlDg-worse. The fever 
bad been running four days. Our docior said Jt would 
have to have Hs run; but Dr. Loucks said; be conld 
break It up. We.applied a magnetized paper sent by 
him, and In four hours the fever was gone and did not 
return again. No other remedies were used, This Is 
marvelous tons, and Dr. Loucks has done-several 
wonderful cures In this place. - . ’

’ - Mil. and MRS. JOHN CHISHOLM.

We blow no .horn to excite; simply state a few facts 
or statements uf patients relieved. We have many 
that can bo seep at our office.. Oue-hundred dollars 
for any oue found untrue that we publish. AddrcsB.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, - MASS, 

stotf

MRS. DR.
DOBSON DARKER : :

AS A SPIRITUAL HEALEB 
HAS NO EQUAL! .....

■ . ------------------ 0----- -------: ■

, MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN I
.Deah pooTox—-1 feel truly grateful, not only to the 

good friend .who recommended your magnetic rem
edies to me. but doubly so to yuu tor having placed 
before .the public remcdlo« of f>o great merit. Word« 
foil me when I attempt tudeicilbe all the pains and 
mlficrublu feelings with which i suffered when I came 
to you- Now, after only one month’« treatment, am • 
almost .well and am «ure one mouth more will make a 
complete cure. W.tb pleasure I recommend you to 
all «uffcrlnu women. MIBB THERESA SCHULTE,

Reese, Mich.

• Dear .Dootor—I have taken your medicine one 
mouth and am feeling a great deal better lu every 
WBY. . HENRY J. BAADE. ,

Shelby, Mich. ’ '

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.
Something now and start

Ung. '¿'ide knowledge in 
from a higher eonreo ana 
is fully explained iu tho 
“Actual Guide/’ which 
will bo ecrit FREE to any 
address upon receipt of a 
two cent stamp for postage.

Astrological atudontB, 
Physicians, Heulers, 
Nurses, Everybody mubi 
have the “Guide.”

X. a. SHAFER, 
ChomiQt,

Gl. Ca.llES.3o.a 
RA.FWS, MICK,

FORSTER, DR, W. M,
• THE NOTED
MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT

COLUEBEOFHNEFDIKES

Deab DooTon—Your treatment hna made a wonder
ful change lu my hcaKli and phyelenl appearance, and 
now know your remedies possess great healing ijual- 
Ulas. ' - ANNA SCHNlDEIi. _
. Owosso, Mich, .1 own haiidwrlttag-wiiii i>o«tige"Btnmp'for"rep“y.v""‘

, ■ ----------- ~ | The। Paclflc Coast Spiritualist" of Dec. ft, .
^Ono thousand more on file at our office. Watch -’^Slnoo his comin^liero he has mado iiima.if «»hi. 
thin space, as new testimonials will appear every respected¡ andiWvetI fo? U f binevoleS ^rWi? 
•twn ivpXUu ■ »uu uuuitu xur uib ucucvoienc worK. nistwo weens. ... humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his stralgh“
' - ---------- -7- . ' • forward, coune of Integrity and honor."

OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

(Formerly N. Y., College ot MagneUce.]
/72V INSTITUTE OF REFINED

ji 2 tberapatlolicludlng thoSun Cure, Vital Magnet- lem, Electricity, Mlud Caro, and a higher acteuceoC 
wkiitWelr“ “ „ultr untlyuilo Principles developed 

. wltbtUUr marvellous applications. Students in four 
continent« bavo taken the course. Th« college la I confer« tho degree of D. M.. Doctor of? _____ y*'«'ACIFIU  COAST, | chartered .¡d confer, tho degree of D.M.. nn.tn» S

’ i In Loi d n,ireo ,'lllfin°8la B“d terms tor treatment to „PF “ «»»tom of printed question, studentii fill who wll 1 HRnri t II p 11» nonin nn<l CHO til If ft flip rnimiln a nA nanalva * t, — A , _. ... .... . . 7,r- — tvHire «vi uvuiiuouuu v*  j.iiuvcu uueBiions acudentiall who will «end their name and address—in their can t*ke  the course and receive the*diplomas  at their 
own tandwrltlng-wlth postage «tamp for reply. °wo Institution removed to. Ebb OrawS of Dec. ft 1893, «dellghttul suburb ot Now Yo"k?

Wat Dfian' 282 Mum tureethast Orange, Now Jersey. ’ 850

RCJRNTTTPrn TïlAryMnQTfl pnw I /‘Dr. W.M.Fprstir, California*«  note« 
mVULIi 11X Iv L/lAtrllVÖlo rluUu« : physician, la receiving commendations. Ll„ 1-_ v...    - .

4jy enclosing name in full, age, sex, 
lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. 0.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
• . 888«

Rejoice and Be Glad ! Herald Forth 
the Tidings of Good Health!

DR. A. B, DOBSON’S
Dealing powers are .being .repeated over and over 

again through the mediujn«blp of MRS. DR.
DOBSON-BARKER, who, for the past year and 
a half has ' -

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS !

oj all disease« that flesh 1« heir to, and will give 
- you proof of her powers, by sending requirements 

a« per small .advertisement for diagnosis of your 
'case. Here Is one of her many cures: . *

Heart Trouble and Dyspepsia Cured.
• ” Wasson; Mibs., December 12, 1895.'

MRS. A, B. DOBSON. Sun, Jose, Cal.t-Allow me 
to? add my testimony. For more thin four years I 
had been asuffeier; I hod a combination of diseases, 
first dyspepsia, then female disease«, heart trouble 
and neuralgia 1 bad four noted physicians, iindbeet 
medical attention hi the community, but they failed 
to give me relief. Theu 1 wrote for your treatment. 
By the time I had taken your treatment four months 
I wai sound and well. After being so low 
when I was healed I felt like shouting, it haa been 
nourly twelve months since 1 took your treatment, 
and 1 have not had any doctor or medicine «Ince I 
took your treatment, I will recommend your med- 
iolne.as long as I live, feeling under lasting oblige- 
llofis to you, Doctor. Your« moat gratefully, "

844tf C. M. SMITH.

FOR BEGINNERS

SEX IN THE 8PIKIT-W0BLD.

A Question o£ Curious Interest as 
to the Future State.

In Dr. P. B.. Randolph’s excellent 
book qn “After Death; or Disembodied 
Man," from .chapter 10, on the subject of 
Bex in the spirit-world, I make a few 
quotations: •

1st, “Mah will be man and woman be 
woman, no matter where they be, 
asleep, awake, ordn another world; in a 
carbonaceous or. electroidal body; they 
are essentially the same, and so remain 
until modified byn new series of condi
tions and influentea”» ■

2d. “Offspring everywhere are nat 
ural accidents.”

3d. “That we retain sex beyond the 
grave, is not only reasonable, but is acb 
ually true. Why should God unsex us 
there? There is no reason why he' 
should, and accordingly he does not.” 
This book was published in 1866.

The following quotation is from Hud- 
eon Tuttle's chapter on marriage in his 
“Ethics of Science,” published In 1890:

“It is also axiomatic that whenever a 
function ceases to be required, all its 
dependent manifestations, however 
remote, sooner^J»ter also cease. The 
distinction oT’sex' is'"an accident in the 
earth-life of the spirit, essential to 
the furtherance of the requirements of 
organic being; but when the spirit has 
cast aside the physical body, through 
and by which such distinctions are of 
value, it is logical to suppose that the 
mental and spiritual accompanying dis
tinctions are cast aside. The organiza
tion possessed while in the physical 
body will, for a time, reflect itself on 
the spirit. It will think and feel as it 
did on the earth, but these effects will 
be outgrown." -

In one way, these quotations flatly con
tradict eacn other, seemingly. I sup
pose there are people who believe that 
the other life is just like this, marrying 
and giving in marriage, producing off 

^spring, ett. I think Dr. Randolph is cor
rect in his statement that "offspring is 
the result of a natural accident;” they 
usually are. Brother Tuttle is correct 
in saying that sex is an accident (a fea
ture) pertaining only to this life. Dr. 
Randolph says sex is kept after death, 
but he also says “until modified ,by a 
new series of conditions and influences." 
Mr. Tuttle’s writings agree with this, 
My full understanding of both gentle
men’s quotations is, sex for a time will 
be retianed owing to the physical con
formation of the body and all environ
ments pertaining thereto, and that when 
there can be no procreation or propaga
tion of species, the sexual; function will 
be of no use and finally disappear. .But 
I don’t think there ever will be a time 
when Brother Tuttle will forget in the 
spirit-world that, he was a man on 
earth, or that any woman will forget 
her sex. Love is pure, Land as the love 
in spirit has no.physical connections, it 
must be ofk platonic, nature—the best 
kind of love. If ifiwbre not necessary to 
continue the huntanrSpecies, or at least 
thought to be nedfessary, it would not be 
many ages or years,‘at the least, when 
se'x would be unknown. Everybody 
would hot have the function—it would 
be an accident truly, just as monstros
ities are born accidents; For my part I 
carinot see what sexdias to do with - the: 
spirit-life, thoughTam- sure that' for a 
time the functioiiwill ■ remain with the 
spirit, as a memento' of physical/exist
ence. ' If I am wrong in my surmises, 
will some one pl case-try, to setme right? 
A spirit who his sheen one for years 
would be the bestqud'ge. .Who.wilrpro- 
duceone? . ’ U. G. .Figley. ■

Ney, Ohio. . ■

The Play of the Planets.
-------o---- —

This wonderful educator Is attracting the attention 
of thousands of people all over tho world a« 11« dm- 
pliolcity gives one .

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the Influence of the planets and the signs 
of the Zodiac In human life.

BVJJBY CHILD can learn to use it and accomplish 
wonders. .

The Coming Study in Occult As-

‘Dr. W»M.Forstli, California’« noted clairvoyantVAfP.ftin re roi'aft-lni» Z.Z..V, ... i»— A n * t «..4.... ------ > vvuiuik.uuuuuire iron) iaruua
near oyer his remarkable« succcs« as a Healer.”—Phil
osophical Journal, -

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1OBO market Street. - . San Francisco, Cal. 
____  ' . - . -_______ 833 -

A WONDERFUL OFFER 

; ...by ...
DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
One of the most successful healer« and diagnosticians 
KT* “®’ he .doctor ha« letters from all over the 
United States, Canada. Australia and Europe, toning 
of the marvelous robults, after all hope In other 
source« have been given up, being speedily cured 
under ill« treatment. Nervous and chronic diseases 
of every character, peculiar to both men and women, 
are, by tho aid of hi« wonderful and extraordinary 
power, cured.

The doctor has never failed In a correct diagnosis of 
any case, many time« It being cause« that bad baffled 
the most renowned pbyslc’ans, but was readily ex 
plained through his wonderful clairvoyant and clair- 
audient powers. -

Each case receives the attention of himself and 
bund, also remedies for individual case. Send three 
2-cent stamp«, lock of hair, axe, sex, and one symptom, 
and by return mall you will-receive a full and accu
rate description of your case and any advice regarding 
It. Through persecution on account of bls marvelous 
success the doctor graduated in a regular school, 
therefore being an M. I).

Sufferers, you that have failed to find relief, try 
once more and be convinced of Dr. Lay's powers and 
ability. Address

842tf . DR. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, IB.

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY, 
centil^

the position of the planets from 1821 to IDld The moak 
SSW on «>*»  •F»‘e«n over publl&d! aS ed foi beglmiei a or proie.sura, Ono can cast and read 
a horoscope In halt an iWUr. For sale b, “

FREDERICK WHITE.
SOU Fifth Ave,, s. . Minneapolis, Minn, 

?“t0 °! 5'0ur blrtb and si and recelva 
W|U1 yuur Imroscopc ready to read. Mention this paper when writing, J s'utt

“ SPIRITS’-HOMES?-----~
‘From the Ilrat to the Bavenih Zoom, and Our 

Untie# to Each Other Here and Now."
w^and-tbeSaSLr'Tt# itVaMum.11"Vo^^d

' PLAIN TRUTHS’ '
-OR^

The Enemies of Spiritual Liberty.

Owen Lovejoy, through G. H Millpp 
medium. A book for (he mllUomof workers in th« 

DHA CbDapter ¡the prupiecyth0f
Cazotte, chapter 8, a graphic description of a recun. Prl“en3oeC nomnd?1’1!'1' cl,'“pu'r ’• m.hlK

____________ ____ _____________ «•«6

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Bend three two-cent stamps, lock of hair, name 

age. sex, one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MBS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
BAN JOBE. CAL., Box 183 846

tronomy.
Thia wonderful Invention makes It easy 

learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STAR

r all to

or every per,on born for 75 yean past, and also to de
lineate tho HOROSCOPE.

A. few of the first edition left which will 
be furnished at $1 each. For tale at this 
office.

SPECIAL READING NÖTIGES,

Free to Spiritualists.
I will mail one week’s'trial treatment 

of the' famous Australian Electro Pill 
Remedy free to all readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, or seven weeks’ 
treatment for only $1.00; for catarrh, 
kidney, liver and stomach and general 
complaints. Special terms to agents. 
Address with stamp, Dr. E. J. Worst, 
Ashland Ohio 352.

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow's Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children whili 
teething. ' An old and well tried remedy.

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

The Troths of Spiritualism
E. V. 'Wilson wis one of the pioneers of Spiritual

ism, and was noted as fispeaker and test medium. He 
did & grand work for tho cauie, sad this book narrates 
many of his striking experleqdn during hli labors.

Purchasers will find Jt intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who was left 
in straitened circumstances.

The book contain» 400 pages, and is sold for »I. Ad
dress MRS. E. V. W1L8ON, 91 Sodth LoCust street, 
Valparaiso, Ind.

PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS READING. OR 
six questions qnswered for 50 cents and three 2-cent 

stamps. Marguerite Barton, 20 Bennett Street, Bos
ton, Maes. 847

MRS. P. J. ROBINSON, TEST AND DEVELOP
Ing Medium. Circles, Monday, Wednesday and

Friday evenings fpr slate-wrlllng aavelopfficnt. Sit
tings dally at 1855 W> Lake street, Chfyago. 814

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative System» and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement ot Humanity, By E. Th Babbitt LL. D., M. D. ThU coApWibo laat part of KaS 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, UJo. For »ole at 
thia office, ,

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE 
: By Lizzie Doten. Three poemi ue.u Itani, u 
ingar. Price Cl.OO. ,

CHURCH AND STATE.
Thé Bible ta the Publie School.; the New “Amer 

lean" Parly. By “Jejoraqu.” Third edition. Thia 
beautiful pamphlet ot 28 page, la the most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State Question that 

appeared. Prias 10 cènu.

The voices.
■ By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voice« contain 
poems of remarkable beauty and force. They ara 
most excellent. Tnce 81.00.

THE GODS.
W»UbtW Prfa1.”1 «

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chaa. ChlnlQuy, ex-prieat, A remarkable 

book. Page«, 832- Price »2.25.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
BrA. B.Hudson.MD. Price. 18rents.

THE AGE OF REASON?
By Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation ot True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from' new plates and new type: 186 pages, noat 
8vo. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. .

Right Living'.” -By Susan H. Wixori 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. ' She illustrates her subject with 
many .brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
arid inore easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothersand 
teachersit may be made very useful. 
Young arid old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office. .

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely Interesting. 
It should bo read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at thl» office, 
Prico,-25 cents. :

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
A ND THE WONDROUS POWER /a which helped or made them perform mighty 

works and utter inspired words, together with some
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Âpos» 
tlM. finii .Tftinnl nr TJnwHpftdlnfru of “Thn Xltrnnlna.”

PARALYSIS 
— AND- 

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

:ans are used. ...
AGN13TISM fills the system with new lifef energy 
and vigor, and put« it In harmony with nature. It 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital force«, 
which 1« the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
FORM OF DISEASE.

Bend for our new book on Paralysis—FREE—In or
der to learn more of this il ir STIC AL BUB8TANCE, 
MAGNETISM. It tolls bow to HU the system with 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all forms of 
dlseaie.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, will convince tbo most skeptical on earth ot 
the power of thia great, grand, Invisible substance. 
Try them nod bo convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER, 
X, 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

URIEL BUCHANAN, 
TEACHER OF OCCULT SCIENCE.

A simple method of obtaining definite knowledge 
of inherent occult powers, and their flproper ute. 
Practical directions given for developing the mental, 
physical and eplritual capabilities of man. Private 
verbal instruction given Chicago students, also lessons 
by correspondence. Write for booklet. Kenilworth, 111 

345

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up tn six-ounce tin boxes and are guaranteed 
tb give satisfaction or money will be refunded by the 
proprietor, Dr. M*  K- Garland. Send 25 cents in 
stamps and fecelVb by return mall a box of thli

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will find ft a blood cleanser as well as a Throat 
Ind Lung Remedy. Over 2u0,000 boxes sold and all 
reoomniend them. Address all orders to DR. M. H. 
GARLAND, 832 Sixtieth Place, Station O., Chicago, 
Illinois. 822tf

"dr. T. WILKINSj
3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO, 

Treats Magnetically all Chronic Diseases.

noynuc develops rdlunt MEDIUMSHIP
And gives commulcatlon^ ^rice, delivered, »1.20. 
^lediumsbip and How\to Mesmerize, 

Every Spiritualist and Investigator should have It.
103 page« of explicit. directions tor developing all 
ÎKases, with portrait of author. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 

Oc., postpaid.
SPIRITUALIST BADGE

and Sunflower Jewelry. 75 cents to »5 00. MAGI 
BADGE, gold, 12.00. A. P. A. BADGE, gold, »1.50. 
Send Btiimp fôr Illustrated circular« of above with 
reading of the Spiritualist badge. W. H. BACH. M’fr.

Aberdeen, 8. D.

MANSILL’S ^LMANAC 

— OF “•
PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

Weather Forecaster«’ Guide and New System of 
Science for 1890. It contain« a planetary chart of 
each month, «bowing the position of the planets in 
the different houses In the Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
Author of ‘.‘Geology and Microscopy Illustrated,” 
"Cohesive-Attraction and the Formation of World," 
"Universal Change ta Natuf-al Elements," etc. Price 
25 cent,. For sale at this office.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Send fall name, age, sex, and two stamps for rann 

Diagnosis, Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M.Jackson. Mich.

Mention this paper, ' S36tf

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psycbpmctrlst and BubIuobj Medium. 
Reading« ftìffiónalli oV by letter »1.00. Three rea
sonable questioni answered by mall for 2S cents. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, w at 
nóme of tho patient. 814Q Rhode« avenue, Chicago. 
111. Take Cottage Grove ayonne car to Thfrty-fini 
street. Residence,'one block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thi rty-first. 2G0tf

EXTRAORDINARY TEACHINGS 
BY “ WHITE ROSE.”

7,:---urK:-A.-iSi-.-t-.a.srri ..*•  c- F. Gnimblne offer« a special reduction to 
ties, and Jesus, orNcwReadlngs of The Miracle«." , those wishing development In psychometry, clalr- 
by Allxx Putnam. Price <5 cent». For sals at tiufl voyance, inspiration. Development Is his specialty. 

Bend' a »tamped and addressed envelope for terms, 
endorsement« and booklet to Rev. J. O. F. Grumbino. 
Geneseo. III. Clairvoyant readings, descriptions of 
guides and spirit friends, advice on buslne«« and

Examination of the Prophecies. hca1111' ”for tul‘rei>dlDg' ____ __!!L
AcunaMeratlcnot tho.pMSttge» In tho Now Tcata- ' A FULL LIFE READING, 25 GENTS. DR S. Z.
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Memorial Oration by Col. IngersoH 
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INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian-Club. Tbe first time 
in tho history of tho world that a Christian Association 
eyor Invited a noted Intldcl to lecture before tliem. 
The lecture is a grand emo, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The panphle^contalni fû pageÿ beautifully ¿Tinted. 
PrlcatàenUp ten copiés, 5Q cents. ■ .
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Advance Thought Circulating Li
; brary.

Wc furnish tho beat work» on Spiritualism, Mental 
Science. Theosophy, •Spiritual Science, Ffiycbomctry, 
Telepathy, cto., at a cost to the reader of one cent per 
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■pAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
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who developed thin clairvoyant power In mo I car!
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CjFnUTUALJSTS VISITING CHICAGO CAN FIND 
St.» zyur?‘;,ns'„ “’"“l 10 th»E<= >t hotels, with » 
Splrttuallat family, at 38 St. John's Place, near Union

REFINEDHOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES
Reach the tore'«pots, 
Beal the raw places. 
Go to the seat of disease. 
Penetrate obscure localities.

Age, sex, «1 and leading «ymptoms:brlng you at 
2»2° ft..wee^ 8 course of medicine compounded clatr- 
voyantly, especially for you, from my homeopathic 

a 8 j fuIl ^eo dlagncs|s revealing the- 
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w. A. MANSFIELD, 
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TTQW TO MCOME A MEDIUM IN Y0UB OWN 

• Min send a pamphlet giving Instructions y°ur Pbasosût tnedlumsliip. and a spiritual 
for 25 coots. Address Mrs. J. A. Bliss.

1921 Calumet Are., Chicago, Ill.
CLAl'nVtrYANT, SOM- 
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MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
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ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A New Badge in solid gold 
J with bluound black enninel, 

with the pyramids, obelisk 
and sun's Tays Ingold. Every 
Mystic should have one of 

these beautiful emblems. Price »2. For sale at thU 
office.

DR. CARL SEXTUS
Cures diseases by vital magnetism; develops Intent 
psychical powers. Also treatment by mesmerism. 
Letters requesting advice mast contain ono dollar. 
Office. 219 Dearborn Avb., Chicago. Office hours 2 
to 5 p. m. 34»

MRS. S. F. De WOLF,
Independent Slate-wrttlng. »69 Jackson Boulevard, 
near Ogden Avenue, Chicago, 111. Ladles’ Circle, 
Thursdays |t 2:80. 345
SPIRITUALIST BADGES.

EVEBY ....
SPIRITUALIST

SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER

JEWELRY.

As the Sunflower turns Its- 
face towards tho sun. bo Spir 
Itualism turns tho faces of nu*  

inanity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression. - - . •

PRICES: *
Rolled Plato Bar Fin.......... . ....................................»2 25
Solid Gold Bar Pin......'........................ . ............ . 8 so
Ulcotro-plato Badge................. ............................  7$
Rolled Plate Budge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1 25 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button...;. I TO 
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm...................SQO
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm................ .  5 W
Rolled Plato MaltesoPcndant............... ............... . 8 oft
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant................................. 5 00

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO 

Echoes From the World of Song. 
A collection of new and beautiful loon, with 

music and chorus, in book form. By C. p. Longley, 
price »1.25. Postage 15 cent«. _ :
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IMPORTANT QUESTION
THE HENRY SEYBERT BEQUEST, AND WHAT HAS 

BECOME OF IT?

An Open Letter to the Seybert Commissioners and the 

; Legatees of Henry Seybert,

BY HON, A. B. RICHMOND.

■ (CONCLUSION.)

A short time after; I again visited the 
celebrated medium, Pierre L. O. A. 
Keeler, in company with a lady ,from 
Buffalo. The slates, cleansed, as usual, 
lay on the table in a well-lighted room. 
In conversation, while waiting for the 
phenomena, I quoted a verse from a po
em that I believe was unknown to either

professors who assisted him in the in
vestigation were aged, and afflicted with 
defective vision and other mental and 
physical disabilities, etc.

I read this cruel slander, afterwards 
so successfully confuted by C. C. Massey, 
from London, who translated Zollner’s 
works, and knew th^tt the statements 
made as to the mental condition of the 
great German scientist were absolutely 
false, and who even denied an alleged 
interview with himself as related by 
Fullerton- Then I wondered why the 
learned emissary of the University of 
Pennsylvania should go to Germany to 
interview only the dust of the dead sol-

Mr. Keeler or the lady. After I had re
peated the verse, Mr. Keeler seized an
other slate of his own and wrote on it 
in a very rapid manner: "Friend Rich
mond, repeat that verse again.” I did 
so, as I remembered it, when we in
stantly heard the penqi between e entjBt anj negieot interview Prof, 
slates _ writing. Aftei 8®“® l*“® ^eI William Crookes, F. R. S., who wasin 
®Pened the slates, and there was written Kudon wj].1q Pu’n ther6i and
the verse I hud quoted, wifnone woiai - 
changed and understroked, as if calling I 
my attention to an error in my quota
tion. On my return home I examined 
the poem as printed in a volume of the 
author’s works, and found that I was ip 
error, and that the correction made by 
the unseen intelligent force that moved 
the pencil was correct—a fact known to 
no one in the seance room. And besides
this, there were a number of communi
cations directed to the lady who was 
with me, on subjects and incidents.only 
known to her, and signed by the signa
tures, as she asserted,of her friends who 
had passed away.

I will briefly relate one more incident 
with another medium, a Mrs. Ives, 
which occurred at Lily Dale in August. 
1894. I took with me two slates hinged 
together. I had used them in my office 
for a number of years. My name-was 
stamped with a rubber stamp in several 
places on the frames. I had cleaned 
them thoroughly. before I visited the 
medium. I informed the medium that 
I did not care to write an interrogatory 
to be answered by the unseen force, but 
desired a phenomenon that would be un
usual and a test. It was a room xyith the 
windows open, and lighted by a noon
day sun. I laid the slates on a table be
fore me. The medium took a soft cray-
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who was a contemporary with Zollnei^ 
and witnessed many, similar and even 
more wonderful phenomena and who 
therefrom became a Spiritualist.

Yes, I wondered why Fullerton should
take so much pains with the memory of 
the dead when a living witness, eminent 
for his scientific attainments was within 
easy reach of his disinterested, inquir
ing mind. I continued to wonder, until 
in September, 1889, I received a very 
gentlemanly letter from the presidentof 
the Seybert commissioners, Informing 
me that Prof. Fullerton had been ap
pointed the incumbent of the “Adam 
Seybert chair” in the University of 
Pennsylvania. Then I wondered no 
longer, for I remembered the inspired 
decree: "That the laborer is worthy of 
his hire; and thou shalt not muzzle the 
ox that treadeth out the corn.” ;
WHAT HAS BECOME OF THE HENRY 

SEYBERT BEQUEST?
is a question that the public is deeply in
terested in. In making the generous 
donation of . $60,000, Henry Seybert’s 
main object was to enlighten the world 
on the subject of Spiritualism; arid he 
made the University of Pennsylvania 
his trustee to carry out his iriteritlóns. 
No one can doubt this who reads the be
quest; and the serious question.is; Have 
the trustees of the University of Penn
sylvania kept their faith with-the gen- 

xvlu c.uud (.*« “, “““*b------erous dead? Nearly ten years ago they
like the pages of - a book. I closed the appointed a commission, who made a 
slates and laid thorn on the table before I preliminary report,. promising to con- 
me, keeping my hands on them. It tinue their ■ investigations and " make 
asked the medium why she had soiled other reports from time to time. Mak- 
the slates. She replied: "The spirits ing the required investigations was a 
will clean off one side of them and write ( “condition precedent” to. the enjoyment 
you a communication.” In a fejy mo- of the bequest by the university, and 
ments she took a sprig of daisies from a that it has been violated by the trustees 
vase on the table and laid it on the no lawyer will doubt or deny; and now 
slates. Then she requested me to lay the interest of the $60,000 is being ex- 
my watch by the side of the daisies. I pended in paying the salary of ‘Prof, 
did so, and after ten minutes had j Fullerton, who has been appointed in a 
passed she told me to open the slates, perfunctory manner, evidently to fill the' 
On opening them I found one side of the ’ supposed legal requirements of the be- 
pair cleaned, andon it was a beautiful. quest, and not to do what Henry Seybert 
picture in groen and gold of a sprig of Intended or desired.
daisies, and across the elate around the | Immediately after I received the in
drawing was written a communication formation of the appointment of Prof, 
signed with the name of my old friend, ; Fullerton to the Seybert chair, I sent 
Prof. Wm. Denton. I did not remem- . for the text-books he was using in his 
her his handwriting, but I did recog-¡ efforts to enlighten the world. Iro
nizo bis peculiar mentality and charac-Reived them—two small books that 
terfstic mode of expression. I was not, when combined would be about the size 
thinking of him at the time, and the of the old-fashioned Cobb Spelling Book 
medium knew nothing of our former in- -*  ' ’ ’
timacy or of the sublect spoken of in the 
communication. Now,if the fact existed, 
as I know it did, what is the logic of the

on and marked the slates in diagonal 
lines across their surface and on the 
four sides of the pair, numbering them

of my boyhood. ■
The title page of the first book I 

opened was as follows:

phenomenon?
. I might narrate many other instances 

of so-called spiritual phenomena that I 
have witnessed at the various camps and 
seance-rooms, much more wonderful 
than those I have described; allot which 
are open to the investigations of the 
Seybert Commissioners, if they desire. 
Hundreds of Spiritualists are willing to 
testify to like experiences, and yet the 
ten honorable men who promised ten 
years ago to continue their researches 
as required by the Seybert bequest, 
and finally report on the same, are as 
silent as if they had dematerialized into 
the spiritual essenceof the unseen world. 
And this leads me to inquire: What has 
become of the Seybert Commissioners? 
Do the members live? If they do, why 
do they not make a final report? After 
the developments of the last few years, 
have they scon their error, and are they; 
afraid to bo honest'and say so? It is 
often true, as Hamlet says:
“Thus conscience does make cowards of 

, us all.” ,
When, eight years ago, I read the re

port of the Seybert Commissioners, I 
was as much prejudiced against Spirit
ualism as the average orthodox minis
ter, or even the members of. the Seybert 
•Commission. I smiled at the innuen
does and “asides” of Sellers, laughed at 
the aucient jokes and cruel wit of the 
president, for I, too, was a materialist, 
and, as he says on the last page of their 
report: “I was too deeply imbued with 
the belief that we are of such: staff as 
dreams are made of, to be unwilling to 
accept a few more shadowsin my sleep.” 
Thad formerly been a member, of the 
Methodist church, but my -scientific 
studies had led me unwillingly into the 
gloomv agnosticism of infidelity. I had 
never examined either the philosophy' 
Or phenomena of Spiritualism, and, like 
the Seybert Commissioners, iny wisdom 
was based upon my ignorance.' I did 
noteven know then that John Wesley, 
the founder of Methodism, was a Spirit
ualist; that his mother was a medium, 
in whose presence often occurred many 
of the Spiritualist phenomena'as mani
fested to-day—a fact which history 
clearly proves. . .. . ,

' I read the account of Prof. Fullerton 
. When he wont to Europe on a voyage of 

• 'discovery, so apparently ingenuously 
narrated' on ‘page 114 of the, report, 

' wherein ho says that Prof. Zollner was 
,t insane at the time he investigated the 
' henomena with the medium, Dr.

lado, and that the learned German

- THE

CONCEPTION OF THE INFINITE,
AND THE -

SOLUTION OF THE MATHEMAT
ICAL ANTIMONIES:

A Study in Psychological Analysis.
BY

GEORGE & FULLERTON, A. M.,B. D., 
Adjunct Professor of Philosophy in the

University of Pennsylvania.
PHILADELPHIA!

1887.
“Adjunct professor,” etc. At first I 

did not understand what it meant. “Ad
junct to what?” I inquired. Then I re
membered that it must, mean “adjunct 
to the university,”.' although disjunct to 
the interest and wishes of Henry Sey
bert.. . ■

I have read this work three times 
with pain and patience, and yet I am un
able to comprehend it. The ' “adjunc
tive, disjunctive” professor is too meta
physical for my mentii ¿capacity—that 
is, metaphysical in the Scotchman’s defi
nition Of the'word. Said one Scotchman 
to another: - • ■'

“Jamie, what do.yé mane by meta
physics?” . . ' . : i .

"Dinnaye ken, mon?"' Ùn teli.ye. It’s 
whenain mon is spakein’ and anither 
mon is listenin’; and when the mon'that 
is listenin’ dlnna kén what, the mon 
that's spakein manes, and' when the mon 
that’s spakein’.’dinne ken what he manes 
himsel’,that’s .metaphysics.’”- r

And bere let me inquire of what pos
sible consequence . to mankind is any 
man’s conception of the Infinite? ■' It is 
not the “Infinite Mind óf the'Univèrse” 
that is being discuSsedin this'ponderous 
tóme of metaphysical- thought,’ blit' the 
“infinite” in the abstract,’ as. ‘ ‘infinite” 
time, “infinite” ¿Space, :etc.-. Now, who 
can conceive of the boundaries of ¿that 
which is’ without limit? <.¿And: what is 
Prof. Fullerton’s ’cOncèption to man
kind? Docs any mari’itf his;‘senses sup
pose jh at Henry /Sévbèrt - ever thought 
of the proposition when he made his be
quest? Were the sixty thousand dollars 
given to assist in solving' this absurd co
nundrum? । . ■••:• :

Twill give a part'bf a’page of. this, 
book or pamphlet, for it is only ri book 
when bound in cardboard, while It would 
be a small pamphlet if*  bound in appro
priate yellow paper, when it would take 
its proper rank in the literature of th»

day. But I do not complain of its brev
ity, for to my mind that is one of its 
chief virtues, Read the sample page, 
and try to restrain your emotions while 
reading it in such a way as not to be 
offensive to the public: ■

“But as a preliminary answer to the 
objection, I may say that the assertion 
that we do not know the infinite as a 
whole is by no means equivalent to the 
assertion that we do not know the in
finite. We do not know the moon as 
square, but that would scarcely prove 
that we have no knowledge of tne moon, 
since the notion of squareness forms no 
part of a true knowledge of that object, 
Just as little is the quantitive concep
tion of totality necessary to a knowledge 
of the Infinite.

“It is not agnosticism to declare the 
mind unable to think that which is in its 
nature self-contradictory; to define an 
object as infinite, and then think it as 
limited; while, on the other hand, any 
theory which maintains that we may 
know as a whole that which in its very 
conception precludes the possibility of 
its being so considered, may be accused 
of the direst agnosticism, as discredit
ing a fundamental law of thought, the 
law of non-contradiction. The theory 
attacked may as a last resource avail it
self of the old argumentum ad hominem, 
and remark in pointed terms that the 
kettle is not as black as some other ves
sels in the speculative kitchen.”

Quantum sufficit!!! Exactly so! most 
adjunctive, disjunctive professor! Doubt
less this is correct, both logically and 
metaphorically, if we only knew what 
ybu meant!

In reading this page, with pthers of 
the book, l am reminded of an incident 
of an old lady who asked a friend to lend 
her an interesting book to read; , where
upon as a joke the friend loaned her 
Webster’s Dictionary. After a fewdays- 
she returned it, with thanks. ’ Her 
friend asked her how she liked it; the 
old lady naively replied: “Well, the 
words and sentences are very beautiful, 
but I don’t think much of the run of the 
story.” / •

But I call my readers’ attention to the 
closing sentence of the page. Observe 
its elegant phraseology. It is a com
mon figure of speech of the “street 
gamins;”-only its absolute vulgarity is 
slightly modified by an omission of a 
word or two. ’ In the other pages of the 
book I notice no other omissions .except 
that of original ideas. But then Vol
taire said: "The use of words is to con
ceal our thoughts.” ’ ’ : ■

Prof. Fullerton also teaches logic 
from thè Adam Seybert chair, a study 
taught in all the higher grades of 
schools in thé civilized world. Now, if 
he is competent to teach, .logic, which I 
do not doubt, he ought to go to.'school to 
himself until, he learns, ras I have said 
before, that the burden of proof is on the 
affirinative. Therefore, when the Sey
bert Commissioners assert that all so- 
called spiritual phenomena are feats or 
tricks of legerdemain, by the rules of 
logic they must pròve it; and for this 
reason, if no other, their task is not yet 
finished, and they should continue their 
astute investigations. And when they 
learn how independent slate-writing, is 
done, they should ” publish it to the 
world. “Suppressio veri, suggestio 
falsi.”

■ The third study taught by Prof. Ful
lerton is entitled “Outlines of Psychol
ogy.” It is a small work of one hun
dred and fifty-three well-leaded pages; 
and though I do not fully understand it, 
yet I like it much better than Fuller
ton’s “Conception of the Infinite,” for 
the reason that it is more brief in its 
contents. . ’ . ; •

I appeal to the candid readers of this 
paper, does anyone believe that the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania is carrying out 
the desire or intentions of. Henry . Sey
bert, when he made the munificent be
quest of $60,000 for the purposes specific
ally mentioned therein? If not, then 
are they not both legally and. morally 
derelict in performing a sacred, duty to 
the generous dead, who cannot appeal to 
the courte of earth to'redress his wrongs 
or enforce thé conditions of his bequest. 
If such a donation was given to the 
trustees of any orthodox ohrirch in the 
land, fora spécifié purpose which they 
would neglèct to see executed for ten 
years, would riot the whole Christian 
world cry out against them? And would 
nel public opinion compel them to dèa! 
honestly with the will of the dead for the 
benefitof the living? Ten years rigo the 
Spiritualists were, cóìnpared with, to
day, numerically weak; but the child is 
-fast attaining the’ niaturity of manhood, 
and the time will soon come when Spir
itualism will assert its rights in a Way 
that the University of Pennsylvania will 
be compelled to respect.
“Justice moves.with leaden feet, but she 
.’•’ strikes with an iron hand.” : ?
And now, in conclusion, again I ask 

the Trustees of the University of Penn
sylvania why they have-not continued 
the investigation of Spiritualism, in ac
cordance with the. requirements of the 
bequest of Henry Seybert and the prom- 
ises’of the’Commission? ’ ■

On the fourth page of the Report the- 
commissioners say “They beg that 
nothing they may say may be interpret
ed as indicating indifference or levity,” 
And yet èvèrÿ page of the ’ report Con
tains a covert sneer, insulting “asides" 
or stale jokes at the cherished religion 
of Henry Seybert, while the University 
-is enjoying the benefit of his munificent 
gift., . ; . ; ■

On the same page they Say,’in speak? 
ing of the phenomena of spirit manifes
tations:. ‘.‘Who can fail to starid aside 

■in tènder reverence when crushed, and 
bleeding hearts’ are seen to seek it for 
consolation and for hbpe?” And echo 
answers, “Who indeèd?” And ÿet thé 
whole report is a sériés of insulting-re
marks arid conclusions unworthy of 
Christian gèntlèmen in the performance 
of so sacred a trust. ‘From the “goose
berry” joke of the president Of thé 
board,’ to the impudent and insulting re
marks Of the other, members, the whole 
report is unworthy of ¿thè gentlemen 
who made it and the University which 
sent them.out on their cruel,- iconoclastie 
mission against the sacred images of the 
millions of Spiritualists in the world.. 

. Thé Commission’starts out with fair and 
-ferisonable’ promises; britthe readers of 
their report will only’ read-a few pages 
when they will plainly discover that the 
voice iy Jacob’s voice, while the hand is 
not evdn disguised to resemble the hand

of Esau. And now one of their nuinber 
occupies the “Adata Seybert Chair” in- 
the University, from which he enunci
ates hisdwn “Conception of the Infinite," 
as incomprehensible to the ordinary 
readers as the vagaries of Insanity. Not 
one word does he say of Modern Spirit
ualism, its phenomena or philosophy; 
but he receives his salary from the Sey
bert bequest while violating the very 
spirit of the duties it imposes upon hlni.

“Verily the letter ot the law kllletb, 
but the spirit giveth life.” Henry Sey
bert earnestly, desired to enlighten sor
rowing men and woirien in their bereave
ment as to the certainties of immortality, 
by demonstrative evidence. A noble 
purpose, worthy of a Christian philan
thropist! He did not know or care 
whether Infinite space could be bounded, 
divided or subdivided. “Is the soul im
mortal?” was tfie1 question with him. 
And to have this, the greatest of all 
^earthly problems,investigated and dem- 
•onstratod, was the: plain object and spirit 
of his bequest—apd it has been met 
with sneers and cruel sarcasm by those 
intrusted with the mission imposed upon 
them. But worse than that—the report 
subscribed to by the members of the 
commission, and approved and received 
by the university, on the last page as
serts the doctrine of annihilation, 
wherein the president avers the fact 
“that we are of srich stuff as dreams are 
made of, the shadows of a.sleep.” Bet
ter by far would it have been for man
kind that this bequest had never Been 
made than that fols pernicious doctrine 
should be propagated and sanctioned by 
a Christian university. And yet the 
orthodox ministers J seem to have over
looked this attack' upon the foundation 
of all religion, while they clap their 
hands in idiotic gibé at the attack upon 
the manifestations? on which all the 
creeds of earth ¿rélbjased, that attended 
the Nazarene and hiri disciples, and was 
known to the early ‘patriarchs, as nar
rated in the sacred'’ pages of so-called 
Holy Writ. ¿-y

I reiterate, If the commissioners are 
honest, why do tlj^y not make a final re
port, or other- preliminaries, as they 
promised to do? Since their investiga
tion many new fáctóahd most convincing 
phenomena have' been published, and 
the commissioner^ nffve been invited to 
witness thein. Ifot in spirit manifesta
tions were facts,-what would become of 
their reports and; the wit they had 
wasted in its coristrujition? with them 
“discretion is tiiépetter part of valor,” 
and for eight yeats! they have reihained 
in "innocuous desli'qtudé.” ■

• The fact is, thijt every, .new discovery 
of science -hús htepdency to destroy alb 
th^ orthodox, creleds of man. The Crea
tion of the dearth, the Garden of Edén, 
man’s fall and the ¡so-called plan of re
demption, with the terrible fate of those 
who disbelieve,.rill,'all are fast becom
ing mythological tales of the ignorant 
Ílast, while demonstrative evidence, of 
mmortality and splrlt-lifé and commu

nications is becoming stronger and 
stronger. • The late wonderful discovery 
of the X ray próteá that there is some
thing, some friflueuqe,- that can pene
trate opaque substance.s and produce a 
chemical effect' on a sensitive plate by 
delineating a pictured object, and this is 
evidence of the’truth of clairvoyance 
arid other spiritual phenomena. For If 
there is a mysterious vibration of one of 
the. rays of light’that can pass through 
apparently- solid’ opaque obstacles and 
Íiaint a picture pn a photograph plate, 
t Is not illogical , to suppose that the 

subtile influence or intelligent force of 
Spirit-life may pats through the bony 
covering of the bead and impress upon 
the sensitive brain ot a medium a men
tal picture of the mind of a spirit of the 
óthér world. Who dares say no, it is 
impossible? Not mpre so apparently 
than that the muscles of the human body 
that concealed the internal órganlsriis ri 
few short months ago are now as trans
parent as glass to the wópderfiü ray dis
covered by scientific-investigation.

And now, niosl respected members of 
the Seybert Commission, on behalf of 
the people who are.the legatees of Hen
ry Seybert, let rije beg of you, for your 
own sake, as well As for the sake qf hu
manity, to continué your investigations. 
¿Lay aside your" fly-paper, your pocket 
looking-gláes, with your prejudices, and 
resolve to do what-duty and the law re
quires of you. Irivéstigáte candidly and 
carefully, and relate truthfully what yod 
shall see, and .the vforld will thank you 
therefor. But leave your wit, sarcasm 
and jokes at. home, and .do nqt forget 
that while it is pleasant to tie Witty, it is 
much better to bo honost and truthful. 
And if the University of Pennsylvania 
does not remunerate you for your labor, 
remember the aphorism of the ancient 
sage and poet:-..‘.‘Virtue is its own re
ward.”— Banner Of ¿Light.

Compensation in Bereavement.
I’m lonely now—I’m lonely .now,

Since friends belo.vfid are passed away; 
Theirmém’ry. hauútS, yet¡ sad, I know, 

• It cheers not my declining day. •_ 
As age creeps on fresh sorrows prey, 

To; blast theHttl® life that’s left;
New graves are openihg day by’day,, 

That wring the hearts so sore bereft.
Slow move .the‘.hours, with’ sorrow 

fraught,' ' > ; / ’
No rest to me nofi peace they bring;

When friends are: gone the world is 
1 naught,

With all its song and bloom of Spring; 
But what is Death?, that man should 

. . pine— '• J ' ,. . ■ J .
A simple change-in Nature’s course—. 

The shell mayjperiilf, but the mind
Ascends"toits,c’<j|estial source. ' 

Thuscompensationgrief forgets, .
And hope’s fruition yet shall be;

Faith sees a star that never sets, 
That lights the soul’s eternity.

Then banish grielísirice hope is ours, 
And rest contented to the close;

There’s life hereafter, blissfiilhours, 
Wherein our fridiids in peace repose. 
San Bernardino, Cal. J. F.

it is hot your posterity, but your ac
tions that will perpetuate your memory. 
—Napoleon. < . .

Clocks will go aS -they are set; but 
man, irregular man," is never constant, 
never certain,—Otway.’ :

Nothing, except what flows from the 
heart, can render external manners 
truly pleasing.—Blair. ? . • , ,.

A GENERAL DELUGE.
From a Geological Stand 

point.

BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.
ROCKFORD, ILL.

[CONTINUED KROM LAST WEEK.] 

ARTICLE V.
Ina preceding article it was stated 

that even scintists had claimed too brief 
a period for the age of the earth. A hun
dred thousand years leave but trifling 
changes on the earth’s surface, when the 
vast whole Is taken into account. A por
tion of a continent may be engulfed and 
another - may emerge from the ocean; 
new' islands may appear, or seas be 
drained, but the general appearance 
will remain the same. .

The changes are not so marked or fre
quent now as during , earlier periods, 
when the internal heat was greater, the 
surface thinner, and the rupture was 
more universal.

Geologists, as if fearful that a state
ment of the long period which has 
elapsed since the earth was a molten, 
incandescent mass, revolving on its own 
axis, as well as round the sun, carrying 
with it several satellites, all of which, 
save the moon, have been completely 
swallowed up and lost in the parent 
earth, are content to demonstrate the 
thousands of years which would be re
quired to silt up the valley of the Nile; 
to show how vast a period would be re
quired for the Ohio, Mississippi and 
Missouri, and their tributaries, to fill up 
an arm of the ocean from Cairo to the 
Gulf of Mexico; to abrade the rock of 
Niagara and form the mighty chasm, 
more than two hundred feet in depth, 
and seven miles in length, through 
which flow the waters of the great lakes 
on their way to the ocean; or to build up 
a chalk cliff nearly a third of a mile in 
height, as found in England, from mi
nute shells of microscopic animalculae; 
but they neglect to tell of those illimita
ble ages which, if enumerated, no one 
could comprehend, probably not less 
than six hundred million years, during 
which every particle of matter, whether 
dust, or clay, salt, sand, pebble, boulder, 
or rock, mineral or vegetable, found on 
the earth, or deep below its surface, of 
which the various geological formations, 
are composed, whether stratified or oth
erwise, overlying the primary rock, 
morp than twenty miles in depth,.and in 
which the fossil remains of bygone ages 
are entombed, have been wrested and 
torn from the elementary rock, worn 
down by rolling upon each other, and by 
the action of winds and waves and fall
ing waters, has subsequently been de
posited in the beds of oceans, to again 
harden into rook, giving us the sand
stone and llmestoile formations, the 
coals; shales, clays and all other rocks 
and earths other than the quartz—the 
parent of them all. •

The mind is overwhelmed as it con
templates the eternity of years which 
have preceded us, as the eternity which 
lies beyond! Truly it may well be said: 
“We stand midway between two eterni
ties!”

Puny man may seek to abridge the 
years, and shorten the geological ages; 
but the startling fact is ever before him 
that finite mind is incapable of fathom
ing infinity. He must become conscious 
that change, not destruction, is the fate 
of everything; that law, fixed and eter
nal, governs the minutest particles of 
matter as of rolling worlds. .

Man lives his brief Hfe, passes away 
and is succeeded by others. Another 
generation repeats itself. Bp it has al
ways been—so it will ever be. There 
really was no beginning, there can be 
no ending.’ .

We may render homage to a master
mind who designed all, and called all in
to being, or insist that all is self-existent 
and eternal, and wê shall find the result 
is the same. It saves one step in the 
grand scale of creation. The ancients 
thought that the earth vfae a plane, and 
rested On pillars; that the pillars rested 
on a rock, and the rook on a turtle’s 
bpek. But what does the turtle rest 
upon? was the inquiry of the skeptic.

The logic that there is no design with
out a designer, no law without a law
giver, is only a repetition of the pillar, 
rook, and turtle theory as regards the 
earth.

The skeptic of to-day meets all our 
arguments in regard to a first cause 
with thé syllogism: "AU the works of 
the Creator give evidence of design. As 
no design can exist without a designer, 
therefore," say they, “the Creator must 
have had a designed.” Astronomers 
found that the earth, did riot rest .upon 
pUlars; that there’was no need of a rock 
for them to stand upon; nor a turtle’s 
book to support the rook; sp when hu
manity shall better understand the 
forces of nature, self-inherent in matter, 
Which calls worlds into being and en
dows them with motion'and life, there 
will be less need for trying to compre
hend that which is incomprehensible. 
The law governing the mighty machin
ery of the universe, which ' keeps all in 
equal poise; which causes the earth
quake and the upheaval of vast mountain 
chains; which-drains oceans and sinks 
continents; which fills the atmosphere 
with lurid flame, and star ties, the people 
with its thunder-crash; which gives rise 
to the winds, the waves and the tides, 
the heat of summer, the cold of winter, 
and the thousands of other incidents of 
well-defined law; once ascribed to the 
action of an "angry” God, is now well 
understood. As knowledge is further 
developed, other secrets of nature will 
be revealed, and the mythical causes 
will be further and further renioved 
into the realms of .the ignorant prist.

The genuine student has no theories 
predicated upon early teachings. The 
great book of nature is wide open before 
hirri, penciled by unerring law, and ev
erything must betested in the great 
crucibles of Reason and. Truth. The 
dross is only consumed. The pure gold 
is made brighter-by every test applied 
to determine Its genuineness; ? .

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

SOUL QUESTIONS.
How Our Knowledge of 

Spirit-Life Is Derived. *

The Pioneer Medium, Mr. N. W< 
' Koons.

To the Editor:—It has been some 
time since I have made any report of 
my investigations into the all-absorbing 
theme of the facts and possibilities of 
spirit return.. And while I have not em- 
ptoyed -the “Splrltoscope" of Dr. Hare, 
the better to observe the trajectionof 
matter In the fourth dimension of space; 
Or the “Neurotograph,” employed to de
tect and define the character of impres
sions perceived by the-sense of touch, I 
have had hundreds of proofs addressed 
tp my subjective and objective senses, 
that Ure as convincing to me as is the 
fact that the paper I aril now writing 
upon is white, or the ink I use is black.

It is not necessary for me to see a fin
ger-print upon a smooted paper in order 
to determine whether the impression of 
a hand or fingers touching my arm or 
head is a hand or fingers. Yet, if in 
connection with receiving a slap upon 
the face, or a squeeze upon the arm, you 
can see a finger-print or a hand-print 
upon the smooted paper, you will not be
lieve any less, but, in a possible moment 
of reflective doubt, Will gather a confi
dence that will disperse the shadows 
and let in a flood-tide that lifts incre
dulity above the waves and sets you 
right again.

It is probable that none, or at least no 
new investigator, has < not had at times 
some doubt or misgivings—npt necessa
rily from any thought of fraud or impo
sition in the phenomena witnessed. 
This may be unquestionable—yet it all 
does seem so Inordinary; so out of the 
common channels of life’s experience, 
that the old experiences, old teachings 
and mental trainings come up in un
guarded moments, and try to banish and 
wipe out the new and inordinary experi
ences, that thé new and hitherto uncul
tivated field has laid before the recep
tive faculties. ,

But we must not forget that all we do 
know and believe about the nature of 
the grossest matter has been made 
ktjown to u? through subjective and ob- 
jeotiyè. impressions, coining from these 
outside states of existence.

I am conscious of the existence of my 
nearest earthly1 friends, from coming in 
contact with them. I know my child 
exists because I can take it on my knee, 
can see it running around and hear its 
innocent prattle. I know it is an intel
ligent being because there is meaning 
in its words and purpose in its actions.

And again, let us contemplate our own 
entity. Nothing is more strange and 
wonderful to our conception than our own 
existence. How many millions of times 
has the thought occurred to the human 
mind: "Who am I? How came I? 
Wnat am I here for? And what will be
come of me?” The interrogations do 
not stop here—we even find the formula
tion of a doubt arising from the sub
stratum of miniature knowledge forming 
the nucleus of soul conceptions, that 
questions our own existence: Surely, I 
am only a dream; what appears is not; 
all realities merge into appearances, 
and appearances lapse into shadows; 
shadows into imagination, and imagina
tion into nothing!

There is no limitation to the unguard
ed, doubtful mind. Doubt and indecis
ion qre characteristics of the meditative 
and critical mind. Then, no wonder we 
have the incredulous among us, who 
will not accept the evidence of their own 
senses, when brought face to face with

In some southern : localities the col
ored people bplieye that if a crow qroaks 
an odd number of times, foul weather 
Will followpit even,the day wiU^fth?

BPI
no

ritual phenomena.
thèse facts and phenomena have had 
place in their minds. Here is an un-

hand and naked arm posing before my 
eyes, illuminated by another hand cov 
ered with phosphorus, and at the same 
time taken hold of it and felt it carefully 
as far upward as it was materialized.
I have seen the trumpet in their hands; • 
taken the trumpet from them, and had 
them come and take it away from me. -I 
have had them take palm-leaf fans and 
fan me vigorously when I was warm. I 
have had them take a violin out of my 
hands and carry it to the ceiling of the 
room, hearing it rub there, while the 
Strings would be twanged upon, as any 
mortal would twang them, and they 
would afterward bring it back to me. 
This was always done by materialized 
hands.

I have had them take me by the hand 
and shake it vigorously. I have seen 
faces reflected against a tambourine that 
was near the ceiling; and further. I have 
felt what seemed to be a metallic ring 
on a.plng-finger of a materialized hand 
that was perfectly aglow with phosphor
ous, so. much so that I could see my own 
hands and clothing; and have seen this 

 

same hand, at the same time, move 
across the circle to the medium and 
pat him on the head, rub his throat, and 
then go to every member of the circle 

-and fondle them in tho same way.

On this particular occasion there were 
only four of us sitting; the night was 
very cold, and the hand was as cold as 
ice, or at least as cold as -the tempera
ture of the room. We all had on our 
overcoats and cloaks, and then could not 
keep warm. There was no possibility 
of any crookedness or fraud, and if you 
knew the parties sitting and the medi
um as well as I do, you could not think 
of fraud.

I have had the medium at my own 
house for a week at a time, where I have 
sat with him when the room was 
crowded full, and also when ho and t 
and one other were all that were pres
ent; and the phenomena was the same, 
and even more convincing, if possible.

So I will say to Dr. Holbrook: Never 
fear; you no doubt can witness a mate
rialization. It can be done as surely as 
spirit return is a truth.

We need more physical mediums. 
This phase of mediumship is more cons 
vincing to the new investigator than all 
others, and I think should be sought 
after and cultivated more. Mind-read? 
teg; psychometry, clairvoyance and 
clairaudtence are noble and soul-inspir- 
ine phases; they bring us into direct 
communion and relation with the loved 
ones, and enable us to drink and.fiil our 
souls with their thoughts and emdtlonri, 
that legd us info the bright lights and 
rapture’s of the Summerland; but they 
do riot furnish the convincing proofs to 
the new investigator, as do the rap, the 
touch, the slap, or the materialized hand 
or body.

• Spiritualism is not quite two years ol 
in this vicinity; yet ”
twenty-five, who are confirmed in tho 
knowledge, and there are many more 
who would like to investigate.

Pulley’s Mill, Ill.

we number abou

cultivated field of thought and associa
tion which seems as impenetrable to 
them as the cold ether of space, and 
they cannot and will not accept because 
they cannot conceive. Minds are not 
all capable of receiving the same im
pressions, because not all are sensitive 
alike. The extremely sensitive mind is 
like the perfectly-prepared photogra
pher’s sensitive plate; it catches the 
proper outlines and constituencies of its 
environments, and reflects them to the 
world around it according to its degree 
of impressibility.

But sensation is only one of the facul
ties of ihe soul; intuition and reason 
step in and divide up the panorama, and 
by comparison and deduction arrange 
the categories entering into it, giving 
each its proper meaning and place 
among records as either truths or un
truths. ..

Our susceptibilities to the reception of' 
the’truth are largely dependent upon 
early.teaching au$ unwavering selfish
ness. Fear to part with preconceived 
notions often prevents many from leav
ing their accustomed orbits to look at 
what may be found outside; and such 
persons are vehement in their appeals 
to the world tp stay in the old ways arid 
never subscribe to the new. Progress
ion is to them a word unknown, nfither 
do they seek to realize its ¿leaning.

But I started out to call the attention 
of the Spiritual world to the medium
ship of N.- W. Koons,, our oldest physical 
and trumpet-speaking medium. He 
still lives and is near 60 years of age. 
His health is not what we would like it 
to be, bqt he is carefully guarded by his 
ancient band of immortals, which is be
ing increased in numbers, through the 
addition of his own friends and rela
tives. .

We have sat in many of his seances 
since writing about him last winter. He 
does not go upon the stage, neither does 
he hold any promiscuous or public se
ances., The reason for this.is that his 
health will not permit it; but in his pri
vate room, among his own" family, with 
a few especial friends, he furnishes con
ditions for angel converse and material
izations, : ' ”

Our best manifestations ara obtained 
when only three to five congenial per
sons compose the seance,’ and it is more 
satisfactory to those present, each get
ting more attention and direct tests than 
he otherwise would. I have placed the 
medium under strict test conditions and 
•while thus environed have seen and 
handled materialized hands and arms 
nearly to the shoulder. I have seen a

And who are the heathen of this mod
ern day, 

Save the willfully ignorant?
Who darken by counsel the heavenly 

ray
Of knowledge and truth to earth sent.

Must not justice be done, tho’ the mercy 
seal

Remaineth at its left hand?
When mercy hath no further plea that 

1» meet,
Will not justice and judgment still 

stand?
"All these thou hast called have wan

der’d away
Like sheep in the wilderness;

For rich pasture of herbage have all 
gone astray

Whom thou wouldst In charity bless.
Mammon’s meadows bespangled with 

blue and with gold,
And rank with inebriate perfume, 

Hath bewilder’d their senses, as erst 
was foretold,

Till scarce in his ranks is there room.
Only let them but offer the “first-fruits” 

upon
Mammon’s altar, so greedy for coin, 

Making no legal error for the next to be 
done—

Then the poor man’s hard labor pur
loin!

The lone widow’s cot they may also de
vour,

And the husbandman’s dear little 
plat—

When cometh misfortune’s embittering 
hour—

The hoar frost and the flames, and all 
that.

Why not, when their Jesus had “paid 
all the debt”

They ever would owe to mankind?
Insured, why should mammon’s small 

soul ever fi
Because this old world would be blind.

To such shrewd business ways as they 
have divined .

Lay behind theologian’s scheme;. .
Tho’ the “plan of salvation” they had 

in mind
Was a bold but impossible dream.-.

Now their feet on this rock of their 
. faith standing firm, • . * -
That each one who named God’s holy 

name • • ;
With reverent lips—if with hearts never 

warm— ■ a .
Should be honor’d with riches, and 

fame! ' - —
Yet whoe’er, dare dispute these “vain 
• heathens’” plan, . '
• Accursed be he evermore; ' 
Destruction be hers—the widow’s I 
' ’mean—... : ■■ ■ ■ - ■■ ■■■ ■. ■

.; And'harightily turned from their door. 
Till justice rind mercy . in one seat have 
j met; ■. . ;. .
' Clasp’d firm hands as nover before:

Then heathen like these, with blood of 
hearts wet,

Shall be rampant and rage as of yore. 
, Lewise Oliver.

Our happiness in this world depends 
on thè affections we are enabled to in
spire.—Duchess de Praslin. ’

That man is but the lower part of the 
worldihat is not brought up to businesg 
and aflairS.-'-Feltham. ..
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. , AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL.
I appeared on this mundane sphere— 

opportunely or not, 1 can’t say which— 
and for the first time, to the best of my 
knowledge and recollection, during the 
closing scenes of the civil war. Iwas 
born of poor, but respectable, parents, 
and was educated in the orthodox ten
ets, and, in a measure, believed them, 
but did not grow up in tho fold.

A few of my ancestors and relatives 
were very orthodox people in the matter 
of, religion, but none of them were fa
natics or bigots. In fact, a strong vein 
of liberalism was the principal charac
teristic. Ghosts, warnings, signs, etc., 
were very common occurrences, and no 
well-respected family was without its 
banshee or monitor. I have sat for 
hours listening to almost blood-curdling 
tales of “ghosts” and their doings, till 
my childish mind was full to overflow
ing. The part of the country in which I 
was born end raised has been acknowl- 
edgedly “haunted” ever since it Was 
first settled, upwards of sixty years ago.

As to the Spiritual phenomena and 
philosophy, I knew nothing personally, 
however much I had heard, I finally 
half-concluded that the phenomena 
might not be caused by '‘dead” people 
at all, but were produced by some fac
ulty of the human organism not under
stood.

1 learned my A B C’s when I was be
tween three and four years old, at my 
grandmother’s knee, while she was 
reading in the big family Bible, and she 
still is learning me the alphabet from a 
book she brings to me from the other 
world,

While I was attending schootat Val
paraiso, Ind., in 1886,1 read my first 
liberal book, and it was that grand v/ork, 
Thomas Paine’s “Age of Rè’i^jii” 
Then I came across copies of the Truth 
Seeker and Boston Investigator^and,' a 
fow years afterward, copies of some of 
the Spiritualist papers, and I have been 
a constant and interested reader of The 
Progressive Thinker sincq its first 
issue. I became effectually weaned 
from orthodoxy, but found greater cause 
for admiration of practical Christianity, 
which I find almost altogether outside 
the churches. The fact is, if the found
er of Christianity were to come to earth 
to-day, he would not be received by the 
very people who pretend to follow him. 
The “whited sepulchers" would arrest 
him .for a crank and put him in jail in 
less than half an hour after his arrival 
among them.

FIRST PSYCHIC EXPERIENCE.
My first recognizable psychic experi

ence was in the spring of 1883. I had 
been vaccinated and was quite sick with 
the “vory-o-Iord” (see?), and roomed In 
an out-building for several days, and had 
my meals carried to me. Quite a num
ber of times I heard distinctly the deep 
breathing of a sleeping person, or a per
son Buffering much pain or exhaustion. 
This always occurred in the corner of 
the room In whioh my grandmother had 
died some eight years before. I noticed 
that whenever I was about to speak, 
search and determine what was the 
cause or reason of the noise, it would 
cease. This “snoring” has followed me 
more or less ever since.

... One evening in May, 1888, 1 retired at 
about 8 o’clock, and at once passed into 
a dreamy condition.- I was asleep—no, 
I 'was awake; well, I was both and 
neither. Anyhow, with closed eyes I 
saw a curious, ancient hand-lamp, light
ed, held close before my face, and so 
many strange things were told me, or 
came to me intuitively, I don’t know 
which, that had I the power to write 
them down, it would take days toread 
theta. ‘ Then this lamp started in a pro
cession, all by itself, around my bed, and 
suddenly was joined by eleven more, all 
in Indian file. After they had made 
their third round, they halted in front 
of me,, and went through the most intri
cate waltz imaginabler and*I  never 
heard such sweet, weird, soulful music, 
nor do I expect to till I go hence, as I 
heard then. As the lights flashed up 
and disappeared in one solitary spark, I 
saw, or thought I saw, white-robed fig
ures flitting about the room for a mo
ment.

. In a Jew days I began scribbling 
rhymes, sketches, etc., and have keptit 
up more or less ever since, without a 
forethought as to what I should write. 
One night I was awakened by the foot of 
my bed being lifted up and slammed 
down three times, violently. This oc
curred several evenings. Though .1 
never sat in a “circle” till April 4,1889, 
I had experiences in rapping, tipping, 
seeing, hearing and writing considera
bly before that time, which is clear to 
me that I was being developed or oper
ated upon independently for some pur
pose unknown to me.

One day I wrote jokingly of Adam 
Sitting in the shade of the veranda of 
his summer residence in the Garden of 
Eden, reading his daily paper, while 
Eve was baking bread in the kitchen, 
"bread harder than a Nineveh marble, 
upon which Adam broke his teeth and 
indulged in profanity in the sweat of his 
brow. Not knowing any cuss words he 
repeated his own name" as a substitute 
and posterity^ has followed in his foot
steps ever since. That night a mam
moth black hand came down and at
tempted to take me by the throat, but 
some unseen power prevented its doing 
so. ' On the third tfial a blinding flash 
of light shot over the bed and the black 
hand was gone in a twinkling and has 
never returned. I suppose it was some 
Calvinist trying to scare me. While 1 
was writing the article, ! sensed a pres
ence looking ■ over my shoulder and al
most touching me. I thoughtlessly said 
"Who’s there?” and broke the condi
tion, for I noticed the presence no 
longer. . , " .

From time to time these strange 
"spells” bave cóme, and I feel, or hear, 
or know, I can’t' say which, the most 
Wonderful things imaginable. One night 
in February, 1889, I took a <trip up 
among the stars, and I don’t know where 
else, for all I remembered when I awoke 
was the clearness of the blue sky, the 
bright stars; and I was so cold that I 
was chilled' for three hours. Often 
since then I have gone rambling over 
the universe, without knowing exactly 
how or why, and I wish I could write 
what I see and feel. "But the thought is 
without expression and the grandeur is 
without description. - -

I have seen a tiny spark, as of an elec
tric nature, gradually grow and expand 
Within a half a yard of tay face, and 
take the shape and full outline of a hu- 
mail face, and 'the primary germ or 
spark was one of the oyes! I have with 
closed eyes positively seen every natural 
object in a room, and things as well 
that did not belong there. With the 
natural ear and eye, and- the inner ear 
find eye, I have heard and seen that 
Which I cannot find words to express. I 
have felt at timos'that'I was lying down 
and knew positively that I was sitting 
up. ’ I have seen myseff lying on my 
bed," and at the samo timé saw or went 
piany; miles and visited many places, 
Borneo! which I have afterward seen in. 
tho course of-travel. , ..........
. Since my . marriage, six years ago, I 
¿nce'saw on awakening the reflection of
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M5Ù«à»t of Sunday schools. Bykndrew Jackson 
ravi», Something Indispensable. Prine 50 cents.

With portraits representing Mrs. Blekmoudin 
1857, in 1876, and in 1801,

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

THE RELATION
Of thoflplrttaat tn the Material Universe; and the 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday.' trice 15 cents. *

THE REAL ISSUE.
1.«$^
hLv’SJ w|tli Important' additions, muktag“ 
book of 160 page, nil for 2d centa. Thia book contains 
ibt Hn,»8.’ f“t‘“ndllonumeuca, on the tendencies of 
thl,“fflcVhat 0Yeri OnB ‘h0UW *“»«•> “le “t

Tbl» admirable werk, eccititi of three pamphlet» 
embodied tn on. Volume, In wiiloh questions of great 
bnportanna to tbs race ara dltcfissod from theatand- 
goUtof an advanced scotalFetOfmar, Price SO cent».

THE TEACHINGS OP JEStfS.
Not Adapted to .Modern Civilization, with the True 

Qe°- I“'“»“ 

____________ ____________gCf ' 
Ont of the Depths Into the Light. 
.,,Dy B.0Wlee.: Carrie E. S. Twin«, me-

“lo book win be read with tateoae In- tereftby tliousanda. Price 25 cent». “

BY C. H. MATHEWS. !lt

Paine’s Theological Works.
Reason, Examination of tbe Prophecies, etc. 

Hiss, edition. PoetSvo., 432 pages. Cloth, ri-00

HOW TO MESMERIZE?
ByFrof. J.W. Oadwell, one of the most auocessfa! 

tzesmerlBtsin Lmerioa. Ancient an4 modern ml ra
ffles explained bjr mesmerism. An Invaluable wdtk- 
Price, paper, 50 cents. -

BEYOND THE OATES.
taart Fbolpa A highly esMUuliig

Why She Became a Spiritualist
Twelr» lecture«. By Abby A. Judnaa. Thl. book 

•Uoald bo read by every Spiritualist Price ,1.00: 
portage 10 ceuta.

' THB FRQB'Réé^ÉV^ THINf^R
b light upon &• bedroom door, >nd 
thinking g, lamp had ‘been accidentally 
left burning on a table in an adjoining 
room, I rose and stepped to the Ater to 
extinguish the light,hut when I reached 
the door the light trae gone apdl was 
obliged to gropg mv way back to bed in 
the dark. Other-times I have sean this 
light, but usually above or behind mp, 
rendering the darkness like day. .

We hive often heard voices talking 
and supposed it to be callers, but in
variably found them to be invisible call
ers. , I have often heard musical instru
ments, touched by invisible hands, and 
chords struck, and once a tune was 
played. This without any medlumistic 
work whatever.
: “ELEMENTALS.”

A few words here concerning “ele
mentáis.” My wife, as well as myself, 
has seen grotesque, horrible faces und 
shapes, and “no-sbapes,” which do not 
always go away when ordered. My un
derstanding of the cause of these phan
tasms is that they are evil thoughts or 
selfish desires given shape to or mate
rialized. If tall things are substances, 
then thoughts are things and substances 
also. To illustrate: I have known in
stances where one person has thought 
strongly of another and a vision of the 
one appears tb the other. Thè concen
trated thoughts take shape. So with 
these elementáis—I do not think that 
they aré actual spirit forms, but soulless 
thoughts embodied—automatons. .

"HAVING TWO SOULS."
There is a phase of medhnnship that I 

denominate “the blending," as I at such 
tiipes appear to be someone else and 
think their thoughts, and yet retain my 
own individuality, as P. B. Randolph 
once said, “having two souls." One in
stance, which was a very vivid one, I 
will recall briefly: ■

It seemed to me that my name was 
James Crandell, and I actually experi
enced the sensations incident to dying, 
leaving the body, momentary uncon
sciousness, rising above the body and 
rehearsing all the events of my (his) 
life, even to the minutest detail. Then 
I was carried away to some place where 
a man was sitting at a desk inside the 
door, with a very large book open before 
him. ■

On another occasion I visited “an 
upper room in the temple,’1-and listened 
with rapt attention to the Prophet of 
Nazareth, who delivered an intensely 
interesting discourse on moral ethics. 
He was a Bird-looking man, with blue 
eyes, pale features, golden yellow hair 
and beard, which curled, and wore sim
ply a white robe. A lady accompanied 
me to this meeting, but whom I know 
not. .- -

“THAT AWFUL EYE.”
My wife often spoke of seeing a gi

gantic eye, which seemed to follow her 
every movement. “That awful eye,” 
she termed it; and said it was very stern 
in its expression, but not at all evil.

This reminded me of the “eye” in 
Bulwer’s “Haunted House.” I arrived 
at the conclusion that it was a phase of 
clairvoyant development.

On the night of January 28, 1883,1 
distinctly heard a voice call my name. 
In a moment my wife asked if I heard 
the voice, and I replied that I did. and 
asked her if she knew whose voice it 
was. She said she did not know. I said 
it sounded like my sister Martha’s voice 
and asked where the voice appeared to 
be, and she replied that it was the voice 
of someone sitting on the stair-step. I 
said it sounded as coming from an ad
joining room. In a few moments! saw 
the shadows of the busts of two persons 
in the air near the celling at the foot of 
the bed. In the morning I mentioned 
the occurrences to Mrs, F. and she dis
claimed all knowledge of them. The 
point I wish to bring out is, I was awake 
and heard the voice of a living person a 
mile away, who knew nothing of the 
matter. My wife was asleep and heard 
the voice and spoke to me about it, I 
supposing her also to be awake. Is 
there any thought-transference, uncon- 
Bcious telepathy, etc., about this circum
stance?

SYMBOLIC DREAMS.
On the night of December 6, 1887,1 

had a very suggestive dream, which I 
have often thought, in ■ the light of re
cent political developments, certainly 
must have been prophetic.. I have faith 
in symbols, whether they appear to me 
in dreams or olairvoyantly. Many of 
my dreams have a symbolic reference to 
the future that I cannot solve. The art 
of dreaming will yet be recognized as a 
psychic faot, and he who wants to dream 
out his future may be enabled to do so 
in the most scientific fashion. I consult 
my dreams as many a phenomena-chaser 
consults mediums, but I don’t think I am 
so often taken in. (This applies to the 
mediums who tell something anyhow, 
whether they get impressions or not.) 
Well, I dreamed that I was at an enter
tainment in Washington, and then re
tired with-several hundred'others to a 
dining-room, where all the delicacies 
and varieties of food were spread upon 
the tables. I was shown to a table in 
the northwest corner of the room, at 
which seven were seated on two sides— 
or rathar, on one side, tor his ponderous 
majesty, Grover Cleveland, occupied the 
whole of one end., I sat next him, with 
John Sherman on my right; I don't re
member the others at the table. We 
were supplied with venison, bear meat, 
beef, pork, wheat and corn bread, and 
all kinds of pioneer dishes as well as 
modern. During the course of the din
ner Cleveland ran short of wheat bread, 
and disdaining to touch the corn-cake, 
slyly “hooked" my bread, at which John 
Sherman winked approvingly. Then in 
my indignation I—awoke. Viewing the 
present condition of the country, this 
dream was prophetic of the results of 
Grover’s and John’s brilliant statesman
ship and finanoiering eight years in the 
future. u. G. Figley.

Ney, Ohio.

Has Not Eaten for 107 Days.
The case of Mrs. Henry Ingham, of' 

Battle Creek, Mioh., is baffling the skill 
of the best physicians in that part of the 
country. She has not taken a mouth
ful of food Or drink for 107 days.

Mrs. Ingham had several teeth- ex
tracted about-fifteen years ago. She 
suffered considerable pain and a nervous 
shock, and later the muscles of her 
stomach were paralyzed. She could not 
eat anything, and suffered pain. For 
362 days she was without food, and for 
300 days she took neither food, nor drink.

She finally was sent to a mineral 
spring, and the water apparently cured' 
her. She enjoyed good health for years, 
but suddenly was taken ill again, and 
her stomach became paralyzed. .

Whether or not the doctors will get 
her stomach into a normal state before 
starvation occurs is the problem that is 
confronting them now. '■ ’

There is but little doubt that if this 
case was turned over to some of our 
good healers the lady could be cured. .

ligion of the day is found in President lished, which are devoted exclusively 
pleveland’s address at the unveiling of to the treatment oftoflisease by hyp

’ ’ ' ’ uotic (mesmeric) suggestion. The list
embraces the co^njonest maladies. 
Nervous diseases in particular are suc
cessfully treated. It is intimated that 
"Chicago physicians-will set up their 

. u . . * hypnotic treatment as a rival to the
stimulated by a voice from the grave ¡ Keely gold cure;” and- I have no doubt 
admonishing us that our obligations, us that they will be successful. Why no t? 
servants of the people, are made more 
sacred, and our incentives to vigilant 
citizenship more impressive, because we 
have in our keeping the fame and glory 
of our country’s heroic dead.”

This is very nice, indeed: but it seems 
to be slightly in conflict with the Holy 
Bible, wnere Ecclesiastes or the preach
er says: “For the living know that they 
shall die; but the dead know not any
thing, neither have them any more a 
reward; for tbe memory of they is for
gotten, ’’—Ecclesiastes, chap. 9, verse 5.

How much consolation there is in the 
above quotation, to the soul longing 
after .immortality, I leave to Rev. T, 
DeWitt Talmage the task of explaining 
to the President,in his next Sunday's 
sermon. The Rev. gent probably knows 
by this time that the “voices" do not 
"come from the grave."

AN ABLE ALLY.
While the political as well as the re

ligious world is being so thoroughly 
shaken, from center to circumference, 
it is truly refreshing for the overbur
dened people to have such an able ally 
as Hon. B. O. Flower, who,- in the May 
number of‘the Arena,comes nobly to the 
defence of the down-trodden masses in 
their fight against the money-monopo
lists of America, backed and engineered 
by foreign capitalists.-The editor boldly 
advocates "the unconditional repeal by 
our government of the law which de
monetized silver and all subsequent leg
islation which has directly or indirectly 
affected the ancient constitutional stand- 
ingof silver."This sentiment, so cogent
ly expressed, will be hailed with delight 
by millions, and, coming from such a 
high-toned source as the Arena, will be 
of incalculable benefit to the cause of 
the people in their unequal contest.
"Thrice armed is he who hath his quar

rel just!"
SILLY TWADDLE.

Eva A. Cassell, in The Progressive 
Thinker ot March 28, quotes Bishop 
Throgmorton as saying:

“It brings the blush of shame to the 
cheek of woman even to reflect on her 
immoral nature.”

To which the lady, responding to the 
impudent divine, comes back thus:

“I say that the ministry have ever 
taught falsely concerning my sex.”

The lady is right to resent such an 
unmitigated, false imputation. Not long 
ago our Methodist minister said he was 
“glad to see the women take such an in
terest in the Christian religion, because 
it was through them that sm 'first came 
into the world."

The minister who lets himself down to 
preach such silly twaddle as that ought 
to preach to an audience composed en
tirely of moral (?) clergymen. He 
doesn’t earn his salary, and should be 
placed on the superannuated list. And 
yet woman is the chief corner-stone of 
the.church of to-day.

WHITEWASH WANTED.
And still they come: Several recog

nized organs of the Presbyterian church 
have been making grave charges 
against Rev. Rufus S. Green, late edi
tor of the “Assembly Herald,” at Roch
ester, N. Y., and the great missionary 
organ of the church. It is alleged that 
the good doctor has been speculating in 
stocks in Wall street and writing war
like letters and articles on the Venezu
ela difficulty. He is also charged with 
using his position as editor, and his 
membership In the church of Christ, to 
boom his stock operations in that den 
of iniquity, Wall street, New York. Dr. 
James Allison, another sky-pilot of the 
same stripe, writes him as follows:— 
"Dear Brother:—My advice to you is to 
keep quiet—your entire safety depends 
upon it.—James Allison." A circular 
issued by Rev. Green shows how fabu
lous wealth may be amassed from low 
wages. Also, "placing dreams of sud
den riches before their eyes” to get 
them to buy stock. Yet this arrant 
hypocrite has been preaching long and 
loud *hoW  hard it is for a rich man to 
enter into the kingdom of heaven. 
When the general assembly., meets at 
Saratoga, there will be a big demand 
for whitewash. All of which goes to 
prove what I have all along asserted, 
that the Church of Christ, as now or
ganized, is rotten to the coré. If my 
Franklin, Pa., friend has any mere 
tears to shed, let him prepare to shed 
now.

the bronze equestrian statue to the 
memory of Gon. Winfield S. Hancock,, 
in Washington city, May 12,1806, when 
he says:

“Let our sense -of public duty and our 
patriotic aspirations be. quickend and 
oti in •.nidi ♦ xirl 1»». n vrz\iz»ss 9»tr\m iliA zv»»n vrzv I

CONSUMPTION
To the Ephob—Please inform your read

era that I have a' positive remedy for the 
above named disease.; By.it? timely use 
thousands of hopelies case? have been per- • 
inanentlr cured. • I shall be glad to send 
twobottlesofmyremedyfreetohnyofyour 
readers who have consumption if they will ' 
BendmethelrexpreesendpbsiofioeaddreK 
TJL Slocum, M.C-»183£’eari BL,New Xork.

TWO BOOKS.
I have received a copy of an interest

ing and instructive pamphlet entitled 
"The Teachings of Jésus Not Adapted 
to Modern Civilization: with the True 
Character of Mary Magdalene;” re
vised and enlarged edition, by Geo. W. 
Brown, M. D., of Rockford, Illinois; 
price 15 cents. Dr. Brown is also the 
author of a very popular book: "Re
searches In Oriental History.” The 
Messianic idea is traced to its fountain, 
audit is shown that'instead of being 
original with the Jews, it was borrowed 
from Persia, where these “favorites bf 
God” were formerly , slaves. This book 
throws a flood of light on the beginnings 
of Christianity. In fact, it apparently 
proved that Jesus is a myth. Its, icon
oclastic character will startle innocent 
Christians, and cause them to reflect 
whether or not they ought longer to 
give of their substance to support a sys
tem of religious worship so utterly in
adequate to promote the prosperity and 

'happiness of the world, nere or here
after. '

HUXLEY'S VIEWS.
Just, at this time, when an effort is 

being made by bigoted malcontents to 
put God in the Constitution—to unite 
church and State—the views of so dis
tinguished-« man as Prof. Huxley are 
.worth remembering. He says: “Thore- 
must be added that nobler and better 
.reason for a profound distrust of legisla
tive interference, which animates Von 
Humboldt, and shines forth in the pages 
of John-Stuart Mill’s famous ‘Essay on 
Liberty.’ I mean the just fear lest the 
end should be sacrificed to the means— 
lest freedom and variety should be 
drilled and disciplined out of human life 
in order that the great mill of the State 
should grind smoothly.”

He evidently was not a good convert 
to compulsory education, either in re
ligious or political affairs. If these re
ligious bigots succeed in their nefarious 
designs, it will be the entering wedge 
to the downfall of the republic. Mark 
that. . •

MESMERISM.
Fifty odd years ago mesmerism (now 

hypnotism) was ridiculed as “a hum
bug,” and those who practiced it were 
denounced as “cranks.”. Now it is com
mon enough in medical colleges abroad, 
but has not been attempted in this coun
try to any extent. In France, Germany,

-STANDARD OIL
The Y. M. C., of Cincinnati, O,, were 

recently informed, by authority, that if 
they hired Prof. Bemis, of Chicago, to 
lecture for them, they need not expect 
any assistance from the Standard Oil 
Company and its friends. Oh, my! Per-, 
haps the ¥. M. O. will how realize the 
fact that “there is a God in Israel,” and 
govern themselves accordingly.

ANXIOUS.
Sound Money, a- Populist newspaper, 

printed at Massillon, Ohio, says:
“The Methodist ministers are getting 

mighty anxious about the country these 
days, . They are preaching about it. We 
have, however, failed to discover that 
the sermons are in lino with their anx
iety.” . .

Perhaps they are more "anxious” 
about the payment of their salaries? and 
the “gold reserve" in the treasury of 
the Lord? ...

ABSOLVED.,
Holmes, the wholesale murderer, un

dersentence of death, offered the wid
ow of the victim property iu Chicago 
worth $2,000 if she would procure him a 
respite from the gallows until the 18th 
of May. The widow Pietzell refused the 
tempting bait, andthe murderer hod to 
hang. He seemed in good spirits, and 
had Fathers Daily and Ryan to forgive 
his many sins —an easy job. He said 
“she may think me unfit to live., I am 
certainly unfit to die. I should like to 
prepare myself for death.” The two 
Catholic priests gave him absolution, 
and thus crime is perpetuated. What a 
religious farce!

"PERVERTS."
One of tho latest sensations ip relig

ious circles In Cleveland, ,Ohio, with the 
coming in of May, was, that Rev. Fath
er Kolaszewski (the man with the awful 
name), pastor of the OJiurch of tbe Im
maculate Heart of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary (independenbCatholic), with 3,000 
brave Polish'followers, will ally himself 
with the M. E. Church. These people 
do not believe in the infallibility of the 
pope and transubstantiation any longer. 
This priest has been.quite successful In 
squeezing money oin of'.fiis deluded fol
lowers. Who knowd but these devoted 
Polanders’may be merely jumping out 
of the frying-nan intfl the Are and brim
stone? But there’s no accounting for 
tastes. t!

Rev. C. P. Cheeseman; who had been 
appointed moderatoreof the vacant Mc
Candless avenue Presbyterian church, 
Pittaburg, Pa., which was all torn up 
over the resignation of Rev. A. H. Jolly, 
said “he had not bebn long in office un
til he saw he was in charge of a hornet’s 
nest." But “the tLord’s anointed” 
must have their .trouble? as well as us 
“miserable signers..

■ ■ ' ' ’ ’ ’ingerSoll.' ’ ■
The dispatches or April 13th to the 

Associated Press, thought it strange, no 
doubt, that Col. Robert G.- Ingersoll, 
"the greatest living agnostic,” should 
be invited to address a Presbyterian 
congregation in Chicago. “There tvas 
loud applause, mingled with some mur
murs.”' Every sect and denominations, 
“without an exception, had its repre
sentative.” He lectured Thursday even
ing, April 16, in Massillon, Ohio, and 
the church people from Canton turned 
out strong to hear' the “Mistakes of 
Moses” ventilated aa only Robert G. 
can do it. Mosee Hull, on the same 
evening, lectured to a large audience in 
the Tabernacle at Canton, which no 
doubt prevented the, Spiritualists from 
chipping ip their dollar apiece to hear 
the great agnostic. Therp were no ar
rests for “blasphemy." How much 
money the churches make out of "Bob’s” - 
lectures will never be known. But they 
are usually on the make.

HOW? .
A workman engaged in casting metal 

for the manufacture of ordnance at the 
Woolwich (Eng.) arsenal, lost his bal
ance and fell into a cauldron containing 
12 tons of molten ateeL The man was 
utterly consumed. The au thorities held 
a eonferenca and decided not to use the 
metal for making cannon; and the metal 
was buried, and a Church of England 
clergyman read the service for the dead 
over it. Now the conundrum for the 
Christian world to decide is, how will 
the. body of that man :be .resurrected? 
The creed of the church maintains a 
literal ■ "resurrection of the body,” 
among its many vagaries; and yet to 
be damned. How long will intelligent 
man and women believe such impossi
bilities? "

VERY BAP.
Rev. John M. Fitzgerald, who wa? 

recently convicted for being implicated 
in the burning of the School-house con
nected with the parish of which he was 
the pastor, was on February 8th sen
tenced to Auburn prison, N. Y., for 10 
years. He was a Catholic priest. His 
hired man and also his housekeeper and 
cook are in jail for being implicated for 
the same offense. John, the hired man, 
has ! yaa#s for his share in the same 
job, he having applied the torch. 
“Father” Fitzgerald can.nmv send.for a 
brother priest and mnkm his “confes
sion.” Crime amortg- the Christian 
clergy seems to be'on1* the'increase. 
This is another evidefibe4hatthe Chris
tian religion does not restrain people 
frdm becoming criminals and scoundrels. 
Notmuoh. „

THECLERGYi-. ,
The editor of The Commonwealth, a 

populist newspaper, striires from the 
shoulder out. He istan ibx-clergyman 
and knows what -he i&; talking about: 
“We believe that tfye »church's un
Christlike attitude toward the great 
social and economic qneefibns that agi
tate society to its foundation, is largely 
responsible for the tgrauby, injustice 
and oppression of human government 
and the impoverishment .of the masses. 
That poverty, with nearly the entire 
catalogue of human crimesand miseries, 
is : chargeable to bad; government.” 
With such a reform newspaper in New 
Philadelphia, ought wej not soon to be 
“regenerated, redeemed,' and disen
thralled?” '

A book entitled “Crimes of Preach
ers,” was published in 1881, by The 
Truth-Seeker Co., 28 Lafayette Place, 
Nd Y. It has attained is fifth edition, 
andean be had at the office of The 
Progressive Thinker, -and of the 
publishers. Total crimes . charged, 
2,996; names and location given. Price 
25 cents. ’

The' North-Western Oamp»
. To the Editor;—The annual camp-1 

meeting.of the North-Western Bpirit- 
uallsts’Association opened Sunday, June 
21, at 10:30 a. m., under very favorable 
auspices. The weather was fine and the 
clear, blue sky above the grove was in
deed beautiful to behold.

Twin City Park is located between 
the cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis, 
and may be reached by the interurban 
car from either city. The ceremony of 
flag-raising took place promptly on time 
uua the immense audience in tho pavil
ion gladly joined in swelling the music 
of that grand old piece, “America.” 
The prooideut, N. S. Aspinwall, intro
duced E. Andrus Titus, of Boston, who 
gave a grand, soul-inspiring invocation^ 
after which the president made the 
opening remarks, outlining the work of 
the camp for the coming five weeks. He 
then introduced Mrs. Julia Steelman 
Mitchell, of Kentucky; Mrs. - Lou F. 
Prior; of Oregon, and Prof. H< D. Bar
rett, Washington, D. C., President of 
tho National Spiritualists' Association. 
Each one of these able speakers made 
interesting remarks setting forth the 
deep, religious foundation of Spiritual
ism. The remarks of all were well re
ceived by the people assembled. '

But the crowning effort of the day’s 
work was begun at 2:30 p, m., when 
Prof.' Barrett delivered the address of 
the day, upon the idea of the God that 
had been evolved from the primitive 
ages of the past, on down through the 
various religious eras to the present 
time, when he described the universal 
oveMoul that is accepted by all true 
Spiritualists of the present day. An in
teresting feature of the aftei’noon was 
the remarks made by J, O. Barrett, an 
uncle of the speaker, and a man who 
was known among the Spiritualist teach
ers some fifteen years ago. He is now 
Secretary of the State Forestry or Tim
ber Association of Minnesota, and al
though he has been taken out of the act
ive work of our cause, his heart is still 
with us, and his clear mind is able to 
analyze and criticise for the good of 
philosophy.

At 4:30^p. m, Mrs. Julia Steelman 
Mitchell gave a public test seance in the 
large pavilion, and there were many 
present to get some message as a test 
from loved ones gone before.

Monday, June 22, at 2:30 p. m., the 
conference, as an educational school, 
was started, and all speakers from 
abroad are to take part in these daily 
conferences, so that anyone present 
wishing for instruction and knowledge 
may have the opportunity to ask ques
tions and receive answers from someone 
who may be able to give the informa
tion sought. These conferences are in
tended to be one of the important fea
tures of the entire camp.

Tuesday. Jupe 23, at 4:30 a. m., a 
children’? lyceiim was organized, led by 
Mrs. Lou F. Prior, who has a pleasing 
and instructive way with her that will 
make the little ones feel at home. 
This, too, is to be made a feature of the 
camp.

The dally morning conference was 
presided over by E. Andrus Titus, who 
made the opening remarks; he was as
sisted by Mrs. Mitchell; Mr. Dunn, of 
Winnebago City; Mrs. Vaughn, Minne
apolis; Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, Chi
cago, and Mrs. Aspinwall, Minneapolis. 
It was an interesting and Instructive 
meeting.

At 2:30 p. m., Mrs. Mitchell gave a 
short address upon “Evil Spirits, or Ob
session,” claiming that so-called evil 
spirits, sent out by capital punishment, 
were in reality much weaker than the 
spirit of a man who had tried to live 
a good . and moral life, ana that it 
was the stronger ones that were able to 
return and take control of mediums, and 
the ones Jhat were calledevil being 
made aware of their undeveloped and 
weak condition, when awakened in the 
Spirit-life, only came "back with a feel
ing of supplication for assistance to 
grow, and not with a feeling of revenge. 
It was the duty of sensitives to give way

I to the Influence of the good and thereby 
assist in the advancing of those around 
and about us seeking the light, having 
no fear of evil, but having the wish to 
aid the lower, to grow in strength to the 
conditions of the higher life. X

All hail to the ray which the world calla 
cathode,

That gathers its force in the electro 
anode,

And shimmers along through wire or 
. through space, - ;

Revealing the obscure with wond’rous 
grace;

Now impressing through the eye an ob- 
jective.worid

On man’s conscious vision. Its spectra 
is hurled

Where reason and judgment, on truth’s 
mental throne,

Note relation of facts, in all that is 
known, .

All hail to’this ray of spiritual birth; 
It inductively joins the factors of earth 
In such ao-relation that each one and 

all
Combine to evoke the formative whole. 
With supreme precision, with subtlety 

dressed,
The secrets of each by the other pos

sessed,
All costale relations of- time, thought, 

or space, ‘
By electro-cathode affined to its place. 
All hall to this truth of molecular art, 
Which to fields and flowers new beauties 

imparts, .
Drawn from Nature’s great storehouse 

in nebulous form,
And projected through space in sun

shine and storm; -
Each element drawn to a formative 
.. shrine, 
Affined and accreted by process divine, 
Reveals to the thinkerthe spiritual way 
That processes all old Dame Nature 

. " obey. ‘ ■' ■' ■ ' ■' ;
All hail to:this ray; call It X or cathode, 
Which'on popularity’s wings reveals a

la-mode, . . - .
Of much that is In the' spiritual world, 
Co-relàtion its fact—all seoreta unfurled, 
And placed by affinity’s artful blind 
On the mental of science—hers to com

tn and, - • •
And record on progression’s beautiful 
■ sheen ' ' .
The doctrine of nature, for mortals I 

ween. .
All hail to this ray. Wh en the popular 

mind.
Will learn of its data, it surely will find 
That affinity means the inductive > plan 
Which unites in grand rhythm ail 

worlds unto man; .
All spheres of existence, all dimensions 

of space '
By molecular ties—a spiritual grace, 
Unites us in life to the higher abode 
By modes of motion, called "the electro

cathode.”
. Prof. W. M. Lockwood.'

“The Woman's Bible. Part i. The 
Pentateuch, Commehts on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between tho 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very : striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and; fearless 
adherence to the right,« characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest miads of to-day.. For sale; 
at this office. Pries 60 canta .

Mahomet, ths Illustrious.
; BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

w<i »ntimw .......v.ni?..31??i*» ]?Liberal CUbbIcs. JJo author was bolter qualified to write an impartial ISS cfMabomot than Godfrey Jilgglni,
!?.d/r’ volume 1» Intensely Intaro»tlug. itshould be 

GHiboutaWork. rForaaloat
thia office« Price, 25 cents. . . • .•

SEERS OF THE AGES.

and InitractlYo tact». Fries «too, ' u‘tCTet»n«

IT IS INTERESTING.

ZIFE AND LABOR Iff THE SPIRIT
World: Belos a de»crlptlon of Loculllle,, Employ 

menW.Sunouudlui»,aud Conditions In tbo Bobereii. 
By members of tbe Bplrlt-Bsnd of Miss M. T- Slielba- 
mer, medium of tbe Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth »1.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale at 
this office. ..

THOMAS PAINB
Was He Juntas?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents. .

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE. 
. ækls J’0‘k.contains an accouutof the very wondcr- 
Phnff'S,’1 developments at the house of Bov. Dr. 

H.l.ratfor?’ Co,und »■ntllar cases in al] 
1lry' ihlB volume Is the first from and haïîtaÏJ / H10 BubJect “8J»Htuallsm“

ana nas wood the test of many years. Cloth si.25 Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office: ’ ’Wi'

THE KORAN.
“a“* Ä.71 aS!
oaio, rnco, cloth, >1.00, For cafe at till, office.
’ LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE?“

By Editor of the National with Preface and Notea 
by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with view» ot the old 
nlua Hotneetead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portrait» of Thoma» Clio Hickman 
Joo Barlow, Mery Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland! 
Coadorcot, Brisket, and the moat prominent of Paine! 
friends In Europe aud America. Cloth, .5 cents

1 HE DIAKKA.
DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 

J., ly Victim», by tho Seer, A. J. Dart», Is a very In- 
torestlog and »ug(estlre work. It Is an explanation of 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, ern 
hodyhig a most Important recent Interview with Jamea 
victor Wilson, a resident of tho Bummer-Land. Pries 
¡0 cents. For »alert this offle«

THE SPIRITUAL BIKTH, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW. 

JSS* of Death, Heaven and Holt By 
fnrfi.’iuF > ' Thl’P* mphlet bolides giving tbo Splr- 
iVS!L,H?JS“r.pr?t*t‘on.0,““5r I1*1»«»ln “>• Bible

interpretations never before given, expl&ina the 
nSInJ? “d hells believed iu by Spiritualists, price, 
10 cents. For sale at this office. ’

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

WatsfitL This work was written by a modern Savior 
a grand and noble man. Price 9L00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 centa.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER?

obsession;
PHMOTp^e,Piu^flUenC<imOrta"- * » ’"«T.

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION 
f?rJtho,<! »“«king Information con- 

hlltoSLjn? w081 d,5’naW<! Institution known In 
i—t?rf"~tdo...Romta Catholic Inquisition. Every Amorfcsn citizen should become acquainted with the 
ihSZ.'S,11«“™1??!?’ •t*t$dJ“ tlllB v‘lu»hl» record. It 

“ofkoas used by tho Bomteb Church to ex- 
h0 “• bellofs »nd °1»1“*-

For ra.e at this office. Price 23 cents.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
T IPS IN THE STONE AGE» THE 

A-*  history of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band cf At> 
A**!? 1* £?“ pamphlet, containing M pages, was writ- 
lea through the mediumship of U. G. Ingley, and Is hv 
tensely interesting. Price ao cctta. For sate atthi 
vUea.

Ingersoll’s Great Address
On Thomas Paine, st the Ute Paine celebration In 
New York City. Price, 6 centa; ten copies for W cents.

Beal Life ip the Spirit-Land.
Given iMpIratlonally by Mra Moria M. Ktne. You 

SoltnOftto,Tcengry reSdlng tt;j “Cellenl

The Evolution of the DeviL
Henry Frank, the Independent preacher ot New 

York City. The moat learned, accurate, scteattflo and 
Kh,‘XSSlcí.?a?,^.,’ of H” 8at“n,<! Majesty ever 

boolc contains GO pages, and Is bean« 
tifully bound, with likeness of author oh title page. 
Pries is cents.

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete 

wlta Spiritual truths. Price 11.60. '

'POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Llzilo Dotcn. They ar» really, valuable 

Price sloo.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By Jamcs.M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

lug refutation of the Bible story of the Deluge. Price 
15 cents. • ’ •

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry a. to whether Modem Splrltasllim 

and other Oreat Reforms oome from Hts Satanic 
Majesty and Ills Subordinates la tho Kingdom of 
Darkness. 69p»g«s. By Mosxe Huix. Prloe, 15 cents. 
For sale at this office, • '
"“THE WATSEKA WONDER”'
_ To the »Indent of psychic phenomena, th'li pamphlet 
a Intensely Interesffqg. It sires detailed accounts ot 
two oases of “double consciousness,” namely Mary 
Lnraftcy Vennnm, ot Watseka, III., end Mary Rey
nolds, of Venango county, Pt. For tale at this offloi. 
Friceu cento.

Tlie Development of the Spirit 
After TranBltiou. By the lata M. Faraday. The orb 
Eta of religions, and their influence upon tho mental 
development of the human race. Transcribed at the 
request of a bond of ancient phUcsophers. Price 
10 cents.

LIFE WORK 
-OF- '

CORA L V. RICHMOND.

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS: 
IXTBSBUOTIOir.
CIUM-Mll. Parentage—Placed P.lrtli-Chlldhood- 

Btaool Experiences—First Medlumlstlo Work, etc, 
CiiAnxn II. Hopedale—Mr. Scott In Massachusetts— 

Removal to Wisconsin—Tho Ballou Family—Adin 
Ballou’s Work—Work of Spirit Adin Augusta» 
Ballou,

Chapter III. Oulna-Hcr Earthly Life and Tragto 
Death—Her Miaalouta Sphlt-Llfe.

Chaptxb IV. Other Controls-Tbe Gufdea.
Chapter V. Work in Cuba, N. Y.—Buffalo Pastorat« ‘ 

—•worKora in Duffulo-ThoinaB Gules Forster-Barali 
Sr.00Ho7.H^aR° Day-Removal to Now Yorh 
City, 1856—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore.

ChaptxbVI. Work In New York City. -
Chapter VII. New York City (continued), Prof. J.

J» Mapea—Hon. J. W. Edmonds—Dr. Gray—New 
York Edltora and Clergy-Other Places In the East 
—Meadville, Pa., 1801-Hon. A. B. Blchmond, .

Chapter VIIL Washington, D. C.-Reconstructlon- 
Stator J. M. Howard—George J. W. Julien-Gen. 
N. P< Banks—Nettle Colbern Maynard—Statement 
of Geo. A. Bacon.

Chapter IX, England—Robert. Dale Owen—George 
Thompson—Countess of Caithness —Mro. Straw« 
bridEe-Mr. and Mrs. Tebb-Mrs. Noaworthy-J. C. 
Ward—Mrs, Slater^-Andrew Cross, ’

Chapter X, Work In England (Continued In Three 
Subsequent Visits.) - ;

Chapter XL California Work, 1875-Other Visits- 
Letter of C» M. Plumb—Letter of Mrs. John 
Wilson.

Chapter XII. Chicago Work, 1876 to 1815-First 
Society Chartered. 1869—Complete Account of Work 
in Letters and Statements ot Members of tha 
Society.

Chapter XIIL Camp Meeting Work-Cassadaga- 
Lake Pleasant—Onset Buy—Lake Brady-Lookout 
Mountain, etc.

Chapter XIV. Literary Work—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Discourses and Lectures-Psychopatby; Soul 
Teachings—Poems-Olher Literary Work.

Chapter XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
o’j Gyroscope, 1858—“Tho Shadow of a Great Rock 
Ina Weary Laud,” 1887-Poems-Cholce Selection! 
InProse and Verse-Work of William Richmond.

Chapter XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from 
Or ph a E, Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and otiier< 
—Appreciation of tho Work from Those Best Qual*  
Ifled to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell 0. 
Warner—Drs. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.

Chapter XVII. Mrs Richmond'sExperiences While 
In the Trance State, Written by Herself.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office. __________________

WASLINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

-on-
Curlons Revelations from the Lite 

of a Trance Medium.
-by

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, fi-om Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Lite.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling I 
—more so than any work Issued since Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with blgh official private life during the most moment*  
ous period tn American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
"Abbaham Lincoln."

Cloth, 12mot illustrated, pp. ÜC4, $1,30) 
Paper, 73 cents.

For Sale at this office.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
- A Sequel to 

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGÜŒK.

Translated from the I'rench.
. THE TO MORROW OF DEATH wa» writeu K 
levelop the Idea of the principio ot the permaneno. 
if thelramaa soul after death, and Ita nincarnatioi 
m a chain of now beluga, whose successive links an 
Enrolled In the bosom of ctberlal space. “Beyomi 
the Threshold” continues on tho samo llnei ea 
Urging and expanding the idea by reasons and con 
sidérations drawn from science and philosophy; claim' 
Ing that tin certainly of a new birth bóyond out 
earthly end U tbo best means of arming ourselves 
against Hl weakness in tho prosonco of death, and 
that tho help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of tho existing re*  
Melons. From beginning to end It is interaHhig, en
tertaining, instructive mid faschmiu»» end whether 
one accepts It all or not. much win !u -. • .er ijvned 
6 much plenHiirn *nfn*«»d  fn 1?« p/T............ -v a

Th?Tollorroifof Death.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
In that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writers excel wheu they would popularize sclentlflo 
subjects in adaptation to tho needs of the general 
reader. Tho author is not a Spiritualist—bo even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition," etc., eta., tn which he manifests the usual 
animus of tbo "scientific class," yet he says again: 
“There Isa true and respectable tdoa In Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “tho fact of communication 
between superhumans and tho inhabitants of Earth;" 
and he goes on to relate instances of fact tn evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the authors’a ideas, but the well-read mind wld readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of tho 
whole will And not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author Holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price f 1.50. For sale at 
this office.
“GLeAHiNQS“ 

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

This work Is one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare ¿ems of thought, prac
tical as well as profound. There Is sunshine and 
beauty in every sentence uttered. The work is dedi
cated to the author’s favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives an interesting sketch of the 
author’s Hie.

CONTENTS: , 
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life ofA.B, French. 
William Denton,
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and Wars ot

Islam.. . .
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon 
Conflicts ot Lite. -
The Power and Permanency of Ideas. 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Mfih ' 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address. - ' .

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History, 

Embracing the Origin of the Jesrs, the Rite end Deveb 
omnant of Zoroastrianism and tbo Derivation of 
Ohristtanlty; to which li added: Whence Onr Arran' 
Ancertorsf ByQ.W.Brown,M.D. One ot the most 
valaableWorks »veronbliahad. Fries sun.

The Occult Forces of Sex

____  PRICEr $1.00, POSTPAID.
THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF TITS LSC*  

Pi tares riven by tho Spirit Band through tho me*  
dlumihtp ot Mri. MftgdalenaKllne. Thti volume con« 
sista of n series of lecture«, mesAagcs and poems, 
written and delivered in public through thn mental or«. 
gaulcaofMw. Magdalena Kttne, a trance, chlnoy« 
ant and inspirational medium. Their tone is excellent 
and thek splr/t good; and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those hehas bold, yet ho 
win find much to please, benefit and Instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus Is mentioned win plena 
many, although tho Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
Tho book contains 483 large pages, and will bo sent 
postpaid for 11.50» For Rale at this office. ______

NEW THOUGHT.
Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 57» 1 ago, bctutl*  

fully printed tiogct. Portraits ot oovoral of tbo bolt 
epc.kcr« and medium». Tbo matter all original and 
pre tenting In tn altraotlvo form tbe blgheek pbuo of 
the Spiritual philosophy. By Mosu lluu» 'Price 
only ,1.50. Foratlo at thia office.

Volume II. 881 pagoa, beautifully prilled nd 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portrait». Cloth 
bound, 75 com». By Moils Bull, tot Ula It thU 

■ office.. ■ . • ..■ . • . . ■ -



TODT 1SW.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
.% TO WHICH 18 ADDED

Volney*« Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
(FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
\J Life. Containing some of tho experiences of a 
spirit who has been in spirit life fifty-seven years. Bj’ 
B. E. Litchfield. This woik of 287 pages contains s 
vast fund of information. It gives the experiences oi 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson is learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. HIb soliloquy, as be enters the dark valuy, la 
vciy interesting. Ho accosts a. sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to tho Tcmplo of Progress. 
His philanthropic work la .vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Infprm^ 
non; Price 11.00. For sale at this office.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

as a Leader of Armies. ByMosKs Hull. Thia Is at 
oned the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrillingiy in- 
tercstlng; no history more true. Price in doth, 40 
cents i paper cover, 25 cento. For sale at this office,

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
it. With portrait. By Mosks Hull. Just’the book 
to teach you that you arc a spiritual being, and to 
show, rou how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cento; Ln paper cover, 25 
cents For s&lo at this office. '

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.A GRAND BOOK.

TWO IN ONE

BY MOSES HULL.

L

FAJ1MER RILEY.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Will Interest Spiritualists, Ma
terialists, Scientists and 

General Readers.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect* 
ualand Spiritual ' iilture. ;

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies. ’

A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “Thu 
Contrast” Into one Volume,

Dr. E. D. Babbitt’s “Princt 
pies of Light and 

Color.”

COMPILED BY E5L<iA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

He Sends in a Report from Bank- 
son Lake. Mich.

WHITE MAGIC
Ttnght In "Three Seven«,” » book ot 871 pen,. It !• 
nelly a very lute retting and nggeiUve work. Price
,1.35. Feteale at thi, office. :

THE TALMUD.
Seloctlonsfrom tho contents of that ancient book. 

Its commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches of the . men who made and- com
mented upon it. By n. Polang. 859 pp. Price, 
cloth. 61.00. - - - . , , ■ ■

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly tsierestlnc 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cenU.

DEATH AND THE AFTERlH
By Andrew Jaskson ’Davli, Something you should 

read. 1’rtco 75 cent«. ‘ '

THE PSYCHOGR^PH
—OH— '

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
... OF.,.

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
... OR .. .

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of tlie Old and New 

Testament Scriptures which prove
. or imply Spiritualism/ 

Together with a brief history of the origin ot many of 
the Important books of the Bible.

The price of this admirable work 1« 11,25. All booïl ' 
advertised In Ths Pbogrmbtvb Thinker are
*  For sale at this office. ,

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
—OF—

Jesus Christ
-BY

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH. '

a

The appearance of a beautiful new and 
revised edition o£ Dr. Babbitt’s “Princi
ples of Light and Color,” affords oppor
tunity for the pleasure of examining its 
inviting pages and preparing some no
tice of it—though inadequate, I feel— 
for the readers of THE PROGRESSIVE 
Thinker.. .

After careful reading and examina
tion, I have to say it is a great and 
grand work, evincing the thought and 
research of a scientist arid philosopher, 
and a large endowment of that faculty 
of intuitional insight that is often of 
more value in the discovery of the 
truths and processes of Nature’s mys- 

■ teries than is the possession of stores of 
technical learning acquired in the 
schools of suienee and philosophy;

The volume possesses thè more inter
est to Spiritualists from the fact that the 
author is himself a Spiritualist; and it 
may, I think, be considered not amiss to 
hazard the opinion that his researches 
in Spiritualism have been an aid in fit
ting him for his work in preparing this 
treatise. Psychic investigations apd ex
periences, such as he.has mode and had, 
must assuredly have been an excellent 
factor in preparing him for his exhaust
ive study of the liner forces, as wrought 
out and presented in this book. One 
can scarcely see how he could achieve 
such fine results as are made apparent 
in these pages without not only fine 
psychic powers of his own, but also a 
training in their experimental use and 
in experience gained by observation and 
investigation of spiritual phenomena.

In medicine, as in other sciences, 
there is a gradual evolution from cruder 
and coarser ideas, toward the more sub
tile,' the liner forces and elements, 
which- in past time.have been little no- 

■ ticed, or overlooked. These liner 
forces, ofttimes apparently, elusive in 
their nature, have not been given their 
due weight and credit as primary factors 

• in the curative and health-conserving 
processes of nature. .

It has fallen to Dr. Babbitt to faring 
these important factors distinctly ana 
with scientific clearness of elucidation 
to the attention of the . world, arid hu
manity owes him therefor à debt' of 

. gratitude that may be rightfully 
claimed by very few indeed.

Viewed merely as a philosophical dis
quisition on light and color, the volume 
evinces the author's possession of re
markable mental powers of perception, 

■ an intuitive knowledge of tlie finer as
pects of physical elements, their rela
tions, their nature' and effects. But 
his gift carries him far beyond and 
above the merely physical aspects, into 
the wondrous realm of psychic forces, 

: their play and interplay, where he mun- 
Hosts the possession of actual. clairvóy- 
ant powers, enabling him to see and de
scribe still finer forces than those which 
the physical eye and objective physical 
science have cognized.

In-these two points, concerning the 
finer physical and the psychic forces, 
Dr. Babbitt’s work marks a distinct

the terrestrial and celestial. As unity 
of law rules in both the visible aud in
visible, we know that this union of mat
ter apd spirit must take place even in 
'the highest heavens, although the mate
rial part there must be refined and beau
tiful beyond all present human concep
tion."

while some chapters appeal to the in
terest of the student and adept in natural 
philosophy and chemistry, the medical 
profession will find matter of interest 
and vital importance in the part devoted 
to Chromo-Therapeuties or Chromo- 
pathy. The ordinary medical practi
tioner, of whatever school or of no 
school, will find a new world of thought 
and study, of immeasurable practical 
importance to humanity. In therapeu
tics, as indeed in other divisions of sci
ence, physical,: mental and spiritual, 
Dr. Babbitt stands forth as a new Co
lumbus discovering anew world.

In the chapter on Chroino-Dynam.lcs 
we find this interesting and suggestive 
paragraph—rendered the more so by 
the current literature on the so-called 
X rays:

“Mlle. Atzmanndorfer in the ‘state of 
somnambulism’ saw ‘the glowing steel 
transparent almost like glass,’ ‘Fried
rich Weidlich saw the flame in air, two 
inches long. I then sank the magnet, 
lying in a glass basin, into water. The 
iiame (for the most part) instantly dis
appeared, but he saw the magnet glow
ing and translucent, almost like the 
glass itself.’ 'Metals in the odyllic 
glow appear to sensitives translucent, 
glowing through and through hollow 
balls.’ A mercantile gentleman of my 
acquaintance, in New York, can become 
so en rapport with these finer grades of 
light as to be able to see through the 
human body as though it were made of 
glass. Here, then, is the philosophy of 
clear-seeing or clairvoyance, although 
many have the faculty so feebly devel
oped that they are liable to commit mis
takes.” .

presence chamber of Mind? We gaze in 
awe upon a great temple, a mountain, 
an ocean, a world. But intellect is 
greater than there, for it can measure 
and weigh the worlds themselves, and 
sweep a thousand times beyond their 
orbits. Intellect, or Mind, is the soul 
manifesting through the body, and the 
soul being a spark of the Infinity is Itself 
infinite."

And again, after speaking of the 
‘‘Beauty of the Fine Forces," and the 
results in hie own experience of the cul
tivation of this faculty, the author con
tinues: •

“These finer interior views of Nature 
and her forces show us that there are 
universes within universes, and that the 
condition of things which we inhabit is 
not the rear universe, but the. mere 
shadowy outer shell of being, while the 
real cosmos is so much more intense and 
swift and powerful than the grosser 
grade of materiality around us that the 
latter, compares witn the former some
what as a mist compares with a solid 
substance, Apd yet there are those who 
think that this lower universe is all that 
there is for man, while the sublimer 
realms of existence are to go to waste as 
a worthless thing. Even so low a grade 
of being as a chrysalis can awaken from 
its coffin and move off into the sunlight, 
but man, standing upon the very pin
nacle of nature, and the natural master 
of its domains, must vanish in eternal 
oblivion, according to these theorists, 
before he haa fairly entered upon the 
possibilities of .things around him.”; _

In a brief supplement, Dr, Babbitt 
says: . .

“In the first edition of this work, 
written in 1876 and published in 1878, a 
full description of these higher grade 
lights and colors was given, and many of 
the revelations of mind and matter thus

COGENT THOUGHTS.
Present Beliefs Not Final

epoch of advancement; and in the applG 
cation of these factors to the welfare of 
humanity, he evinces, at' once, the ge
nius of the inventor, and the soul -of the 

• humanitarian whose object is to en
lighten and benefit the race. . _

More deeply than any other scientist 
has he probed into many mysteries of 

■ nature, and more clearly and suecess- 
1. fully has he explained them; and more 

■ than all, he has intently rendered them 
subservient to the well-being of hu

: manity.
After careful examination of this 

■portly volume, packed with facts and 
’ reasonings, after Dr. Babbitt's masterly 

style of condensation and clearness, it fe 
to me no matter of wonder that the Rev. 
Shirley W. Baker. LL.D., D. M.-, who 
has the most completely furnished sun
healing establishment in the world, at 
Auckland, New Zealand, should write: 
“l am more in love with these principles 
every day, and have more confidence 
than ever that you have revolutionized 
the whole system of healing, and intro
duced to the world God’s own system.”

A highly-educated young lady, the 
daughter of a Presbyterian clergyman, 
was astonished to find out that so many 
mysteries of the universe were explained 
therein, including electricity, light, 
color, magnetism, and atomic and chem
ical laws generally, and finally declared 
to Dr. Babbitt: “it is the voice of God 
and not of man:” '

"True,” said the Doctor, “for no mor
tal man could unravel these things 
without aid from the higher World.” ' 

: Let us proceed to quote -somewhat.
The author has been treating of “the 
ethereal forces," and on page 107 he dis
cusses “The Primal Action of Force,” 
He says:

■ "By the material universe we mean 
the realm of atoms. I shall now aim to 
Show that something beyond atomic 
action is necessary to keep up the great 
structure of things. Let us consider, 
first, the ordinary, coarser atoms, such 

' as oxvgen, nitrogen, hydrogen, parbon, 
and the usual metals and other solids. 
These are swept together and held in co
hesion by a finer 'grade of atoms, which 
we call ethers. These ethers are the 
life of the-atoms'through , which they 

••.:••• pass, as they set their spirals in swift vi
: bration. ’ .

’‘But they themselves must, have a 
still finer grade of atoms, which pass 

• through their channels, as a life-giving 
force, and these, again, still .finer 'ones. 
We. of course, know not how-many 
grades there may-be' in this wonderful 

. chain of progression toward the ihfinite- 
]y small, but there; must positively be a 

' 'last link, tbo ultima thtile of atomic 
force. If thd.ro had been nothing be
yond. this as an initial impulse, then the 
infinite wlwel-work of the universe, 
with its genets, suns and systems, 
would never-have existed, and all things 
would have remained, amorphous and 
lifeless. But from the nature of things 
there must have been an almost infinitely 
subtile, elastic, infrangible Intersoul, 

. all-penetrating, all-quickening, and fill
ing the whole realm of being. This may 
be termed infinite spirit, or the soul of 
things. " . . '

"If we should take those two great 
departments of the universe separately, 
we should have spirit oh th’e one.side as 
a limitless, unformulated substance, 
and matter on the other side, as an un- 
iiolarized and lifeless mass. Spirit be- 
ng elastic pressed against those atoms, 

orspirillm, which, were fine enough to 
receive its impulsion, and these, as a re
active principle, were set into vibration. 

' The vibration of the smaller atoms, or 
of the smaller channels of the larger 
atoms, spreading progressively to all 
coarser realms, drew spirit itself into 
activity, and immediately attractions, 
repulsions, cohesions, polarizations, and 
formulations began to come into exist

■ "Thus wo see that, while matter is 
helpless without spirit, so is spirit help
less without matter.. Both combined 
are necessary to produce force, and both 
combined constitute that wonderful du
ality that has fashioned all glories of

Is it not evident that the hypothesis 
or philosophy that traces spirit—so- 
called—to its mere .finer materialistic or 
physical manifestations—modes or forms 
—to the physical results of mate
rial-spirit (if we may so speak) in its 
most elusive, attenuated and refined 
forms—where it escapes the coarser 
cognition of man's material senses—the 
hypothesis or philosophy that stops 
there and calls this refined essence of 
matter, “spirit,” does not prove or dem
onstrate what is known as Spiritualism? 
To demonstrate Spiritualism there must 
be not merely the evidence of a refined 
principle or force, but there must be the 
evidence of an intelligence—a personal, 
spiritual, self-conscious entity behind 
the force, moving and operating as an 
independent being, to produce the phe
nomena.

Homeopathists have a process of trit
uration, ■ by which 'they approximate 
toward the essential principle of drugs 
and medicines; but. in its triturated 
form the drug remains a drug still, 
though much finer, more subtile, and 
more assimilable than the drug in its 
coarser form. : i

Now, when what is known as matter, 
as contradistinguished from spirit, in 
the ordinary apprehension, has been 
passed through the finest process of tritu
ration—so to speak—until the result has 
reached the nearest possible approxima
tion to pure spirit, it is still a mode or 
form of matter—nor does it manifest the 
properties of individual, self-conscious, 
self-acting, volitional spirit entity. Re
duce it, or exalt it, till it becomes never , 
So refined—yet it manifests no intelli
gence in and of itself, that takes mental 
cognizance of other entities. Its acts, so 
to speak, lie within the lines .of obedi- 
ence-to the physical laws’of its nature 
andbeing.’ •• . , ■

Call upon it—ask it a question—and 
you-get not so much as.a simple yes or 
no. It is silent—it has np voice except 
as you substitute your own reasoning 
faculties in its place, and so work out 
the answer within yourself.' But that 
by no means proves what Spiritualism 
stands for—the existence of living, con
scious, thinking spirit beings, possessing 
the mental faculties and characteristics 
of human beings in mortal life—in fine, 
the continuity of life of thpse who once 
inhabited mortal bodies, and from which 
they have passed, through. the change 
called death. '

Continue the refining process to-its 
highest ultimate in etherealization and 
spiritualization—atill it. manifests not 
the characteristics of individual personal 
intelligence that pertains to conscious 
thinking ego or personality. Electric
ity, magnetic currents, molecular mo
tion, manifest nothing that indicates the 
characteristics of mind, volition, 
thought, the soul-principle. The trans
mission of sound through wire proves 
not that molecular vibration is intelli
gent—it proves that a Tesla or an Edi
son is behind it, has harnessedjt, tamed 
it, civilized it, and having discovered 
how to manage it, is controlling and 
utilizing it; and all the mind it mani
fests is the mind that controls and uses 
it Electricity is not mind, magnetism 
is not intellect, odic force is not thought, 
ether is not mentality, nor does any com
bination of these elements or factors 
produce that transcendent, high, divine, 
God-like entity, that individualized 
principle of life and thought, of self
poised volition and moral and spiritual 
consciousness, whom we term a spirit 
being. .

But, three plain, ordinary, little chil
dren hear certain queer raps, that fob 
low them about their home. An idea 
strikes one of them, and in her child
like way she says: .

“Old Splitfoot, do as I do,” and she 
makes three raps. Immediately, as if 
hearing arid understanding her remark, 
"something” makes three raps.

Then another child makes a request, 
of a similar nature; and she; too, re
ceives a like response.

Eureka! We have found it! The 
“something,” unseen by mortal eye, that 
responds to the requests of .the little 
girls, manifests intelligence—mind. It 
demonstrates that it is a spirit-ego—an 
unseen entity possessing mind-and voli

. tion. ' .
: The little girls, simple-minded and in

nocent, have discovered -what the phi
losophers and scientists, with their cru
cibles arid alembics, and their profound 
researches into the nature, qualities and 
principles of matter and spirit, have 
never been able to achieve.

i Yes—it is not the refinements of mat
ter, nor the modes of the finer physical 
forces—it is the manifesting intelli
gence back of and behind them—to rap 
out intelligent replies to questions—it is 
this that proves Spiritualism, proves 
conscious spirit entity—proves notmere- 

, ly the fact of spirit, but of a spirit, a 
soul, a conscious, individual mind and 
perfect selfhood of man. .

Molecular impact, to. prove Sniritual- 
ism, must have not an embodied but a 
disembodied spirit behind, it that pro
duces the: impact ■

. It is very interesting to observe Dr. 
Babbitt’s manner of handling the finer 
forces when he pursues them into the 
psychic realm, as in the chapter oh 
Chromo-Mentalism, where we find these’ 
beautiful and impressive thoughts:

“In considering the laws of visible 
light and color, we have been dwelling 
in nature’s opter temple; in unfolding, 
the mysterious workings of the odic light 
and color, we have entered the vestibule 
of the inner, and have taken the first 
steps into the citadel of life itself. Shall 
we dare to open still another door far
ther within than the mere realms of 
physical life? Nay, shall we approach 
the-holy of holies and stand In the very

made known were presented, It was 
shown that clairvoyance becomes pos
sible by getting into rapport with a 
grade of light so fine as to penetrate 
opaque bodies and thus reveal the inte
rior soul of things. To the old style of 
scientists who can understand only the 
coarser phases of matter, this seemed . 
visionary and absurd. Lippincott’s 
Magazine, for instance, commended the 
work excepting the facts of this inner 
vision, which it called ‘the eccentrici
ties of an enthusiastic savant.’ And 
now. the slow, plodding scientific world 
are finding out that these eccentrici
ties are founded on eternal truth, for the 
world, through the splendid demonstra
tions of Crookes, and Roentgen, and Ed
Ison and others, is learning that there 
lea grade of light so refined and search
ing as to penetrate all kinds of solid 
bodies, The ordinary light of the ca
thode ray thus brought to notice is no 
doubt what Baron Reichenbach called 
odyllic light, and may very properly be 
called fluorescent light instead of the 
meaningless term, X rays.”

It should bi# understood that the vol
ume under review was not written for 
the technically scientific, reader alone, 
but the general reading public will find 
abundance in it that will Interest and _ 
instruct in the deeper and finer forces of’ 
nature—much that will be found of 
available practical benefit in matters of 
hygienic import, health, comfort and 
happiness. - :

In proof of the justness of; our esti
mate of this work, we may state that in 
England there is a great demand for it, 
and the London publisher has arranged 
to have it'put into all the great British 
libraries and universities, and it has 

, been widely demanded in this country 
for years. .

The work shows how we measure all 
things by their color-forces, and among 
the beautiful colored plates are those 
which reveal the odyllic and. .psychic 
forces., and the' methods of mental and 
psychic action, including clairvoyance,, 
psychometry, statuvolence, ete., which 
the author has been able to explain so 
clearly from his Knowledge of atomic 
and ethereal forces.

From the points thus presented it will 
readily be seen .that the work will prove 
of especial interest to Spiritualists and 
to all who maybe interested in mental 
and psychic studies.

Not only wlll-the student- of physical 
and . psychic science find food for 
thought, light and knowledge, in this 
volume, but the sociologist and thought
friends of humanity who are interested 
in social and industrial economics; will 
find pleasing and profitable instruction 
in the finer forces that operate within 
and uppn man and tend to the evolution 
of individuals'and of society toward the 
higher, finer and better ideals of indi
vidual and social perfection. In this re
spect this volume is worthy the study of 
the political economist, the sociologist 
and the statesman. ’

A fine vein of humanitarianism runs 
through the ' whole work—the author 
does not Ipse his humanity in his science 
—he dees net sink the philosopher in 
the mere technical scientist, nor ignore 
science in his philosophy. A happy 
combination of both is manifest in every 
chapter. J. C. Underhill.

Hammond, Ind; ,

The above-mentioned volume, in beau
tiful and strong binding, is on sale at 
the office of The Progressive Think
er. Price, $5. '

Delphos (Kansas) Camp.
This camp begins August 7 and con

tinues ee venteenMays. ' This justly, pop
ular camp promises to present a pro
gramme of unexcelled features in the 
way of scientific and philosophical merit. 
The management have always exercised 
the utmost rare and caution to exclude 
all objectionable issues from the camp, 
and it is with considerable . pride that 
Delphos Camp merits the approbation 
of being the most spiritual camp among 
the many camps now in existence.. .

While we have not completed our list 
of speakers and mediums, yet we have, 
secured some of the ablest talent now 
before the public. .

I wish to state that we are desirous of 
corresponding with some able and force
ful speaker with the view of an engage
ment for oar camp; also, a good, relia-' 
ble slate-writing medium can find an 
ample field to further the facts of life’s 
continuity. ’ . '

For full arid comprehensive, informa
tion concerning the camp, write our sec
retary,'A. D. Ballou, M. D.t who will 
furnish circulars giving detailed Infor
mation. I. N. Richardson,

President.

A Great Chance to Make Money.
I Want to tell you of my wonderful suc

cess. Being a poor girl and needing 
money badly, I tried the dish washer 
business, and have cleared $200 every 
month. It is more money than I ever 
had before, and I can’t help telling you 
about it, for I believe any person can do 
as well as I have if they only try. Dish 
washers sell on sight; every lady wants 
one. The Mound City Dish Washer Co., 
St. Louis, Mo., will givje you all neces
sary instructions, so you can begin work 
at once. The dish washer does splendid 
work; you can wash and dry the dishes 
in two or three minutes without putting 
your hands in the water at alL Try this 
business and let us know how you suc
ceed. • ElizabethC. •

Neutrality in.things, good or evil, is 
both odious and prejudicial; but in mat
ters of an indifferent nature is safe and 
commendable.—Bishop Hall.

Angling is somewhat like poetry; men 
are to be born so.—Izaak Walton,

“What if the earth is hiding
Her old faitliz long outworn;

What is it to thé changeless truth 
That yours shall fail in turn?"

If it were not f^ the fact that our 
present faith is mòre satisfactory than 
the one we have1 giyen up for it, the 
thought of changé' df belief would be 
a sad one. '

For yaany years 1 have been steadily 
gaining new beliefs, and, of course, 
giving up old ones ; and yet I am re
joiced more and more in the new faith 
and at the escape froih the old. When 
I reflect that this, must go on, lam, 
at first, shocked; for it seems im
possible of belief that my present 
faith can ever fail me. I ain com
forted by the thought that whatever 
of truth I now hgld I shall certainly 
be glad to give up; and that the 
change will be for some belief that is 
better than my present.

For many years I labored to teach 
a reasonable belief from the Bible, as 
most of our liberal preachers are do
ing to-day. This can be done; for the 
Bible contains much truth that can 
never fail; but if we attempt to rely 
upon the authority of the Bible to 
prove liberal doctrine, we shall ft;il; 
for the Bible also teaches much error. 
Liberals have only helped to keep the 
Bible in the hands and hearts of the 
people. They have made it respect
able, and helped to keep it respected. , 
If we had given it up to the so-called 
orthodox, granting freelv, if we must, 
that it teaches clearly their doctrine, 
and let them explain away the liberal 
doctrine in it, many more would have 
given it up, saying, we. care nothing 
for a book that teaches such doctrine. 
The liberals have ransacked the Bible 
for good texts, have-explained away 
or softened down the error in it, and 
in. many ways endeared it to the 
hèarts of good people. This is a 
losing game. When we prove good 
doctrine from the Bible we increase 
respect, for it; arid uphold it as au
thority, and -prepare the minds of 
people to accept whatever can be 
proven, from it. Thé Bible teaches 
clearly and strongly the orthodox doc
trines, all of tlifiin, and more. It is 
a good book f<a‘<W: Mormons, and 
the larger part ofi the Koran is from 
it. [Very qudstitffiablo.—Editor.] 
Those people w^ô fbtained their ad
herence to slavery because of the 
Bible were rigl&, jis are those who 
reject woman deieg^s now.

The Presbyterians-, are all right in 
rejecting such- toeri?’ as Briggs and 
Smith. Their c$ctjine strikes at the 
root of orthodoxy, {yid will surely de
stroy it. ÿ-, .ri :

The Bible’teatìhe^ the fall, the ourse 
of God, and a bóll '[jf fire ' for thoste 
■who reject the saltation.”" It 
upheld and oomïùandëâ'the killing of 
witches, and also ^e .killing of people 
for opinion’s sake. • There is no easier 
task than thè ' proving of such doc
trines from the Bible. One need not 
trouble about the few passages here 
and there that teach better ideas. 
There .would have been no one to 
point them out if the liberals had.left 
them the Bible, and proved their doc
trines by science, reason, and com-. 
mon sense. We cannot prove our 
doctrines from thè Bible, because no 
one can tell what it.does prove. Mere 
counting thè texts for and against.any 
doctrine' could' not - settle it. It is 
useléss to quote" one writer against 
another where all is supposed to have 
been I inspired.of God. The orthodox 
are all right from their standpoint. 
These doctrines are most clearly 
taught. I regret the time I have 
spent in searching for good texts, and 
bringing out the best meanings .from 
them, and in explaining away the bad 
ones and softening them down. What 
if it does teach bad and false ideas, 
why should we believe them? What 
if it does claim to be inspired of God, 
why should we believe it? What if 
it does, have some. good thought in it, 
is the error in it true for that reason? 
We have to appeal to something better 
and higher to prove our teaching; for 
the Bjble cannot be proof of anything- 
but that the writers believed it. The 
fact that some man,. any man, be
lieves . or believed a thing, does not 
prove that it is true. . We have first 
to prove that the Bible is true before 
we cari usé it aS. proof. This no man 
can do. This has been assumed, never 
proven. The fact that Whittier states, 
and that heads this article, proves 
that the Bible is not true. Men’s 
opinions changé; -the old gives 
place to the hew. i These men would 
have changed had »they lived. Paul 
had a sudden chiing® of belief; was he 

' right once for. 'all;when he changed?
Why should we [believe him an hour 
after thé change inore than an hour 
before? All wè' éaîi say is he seems 
to us nearer right .after the change 
than before. Then. we believe him 
because he app^m^to us to be right. 
Why not believe what appears to be 
right, whether Pftulisaid it or not?

Is. it not a fa<?t oi human experience 
that all but foo|£ç$mge their minds? 
Then Paul, if were not a fool, 
would have chnngèd had he lived 
longer. ' -

The pride that will not change is 
folly. The ignorance or stubbornness 
that will not change is sin, sin against 
a holy spirit. 1 " - :

The Bible is valuable as a record of 
human beliefs and human life. What
ever truths it contains may be used as 

; illustration, nothing more. Since it 
( contains so much error, such horrid 
. ideas, such vicious opinions and reo- 
• ords, we do great harm when we 

bring it into good repute, and cause it 
I to be respected and'believed.

The great reform, so much in need 
now, is to destroy men’s faith in the 
Bible as God’s word.. This belief in 
the infallibility ol the Bible hasn*

tarded civilization, Whittier thought, 
a hundred years, It has been the 
moving cause of many crimes against 
iwgajnty. It is the breastwork of 
priestcraft. There may have been a 
time when it was higher than the peo
ple who read it; then it did good. 
That time is long past, not on account 
of the Bible but in spite of it.

No better work can be done for hu
manity now than destroying this be
lief in its infallibility. They hesitate 
to do this out of reverence for the 
good in it. But we do not destroy the 
good in any book by pointing out the 
error. The error in the Bible does all 
the more harm because of the good. 
If it had not contained so many liberal 
doctrines, if it had nothing but the 
orthodox teaching in it, it would have 
gone out of use long ago. If the lib
erals had not taken up the foolish idea 
of explaining away the bad in it, and 
magnifying the good, it would be re
garded with much less favor now than 
it is. Let the orthodox have it; let 
them prove their doctrines by it; they 
can, and they can prove them by 
nothing else. The orthodox teaching 
and the Bible will stand or fall to
gether. When we get a man to doubt 
the Bible, we have made the first step 
towards liberalizing him. ’Till we 
have done this, we have done nothing 
worth speaking of.

The orthodox understand this. All 
they need to do is to impress the 
minds of children with reverence for 
the Bible, then each denomination can 
quote its special texts. There is noth
ing they resent so strongly as any 
.doubt expressed about the Bible. 
They spend unknown millions in get
ting it into people's hands, not that 
they believe that people will read and 
understand it; but it .will be kept in 
the house like an idol, and used as a 
charm against storm ; and when the 
preacher comes he can teach them his 
pet texts, and how to explain away 
opposing texts. Expensive bindings 
are resorted to, family records, and 
other means to bring it to worshipful 
notice. ..

There is no better way than to make 
the demand upon them to prove why 
we should believe the Bible. Texts 
written by some one when there was, 
as yet, no Bible, will not prove it. 
Even if it were full of texts saying 
that it was inspired, Jesus said if he 
bore witness of himself, his witness 
•was not true. This is usually under
stood now if a man professes to be 
the meekest man, or the most pious 
man, or the most inspired man. The 
good in the Bible is not pecuhar to it, 
but may be found in many Bibles. 
The evil in it is so horrible that no 
one could imagine it now, or would 
dare to teach it without some claim 
that it is of God, and we' must not use 
our reason or sense of right.

Belief might be called the fruit of 
a growing mind; and if there is no 
chimge of belief there is no growth. 
Real belief depends upon knowledge 
and experience; and if knowledge and 
experience do not grow there is no 
change of belief. It is a sad infatua
tion to praise one who holds fast to 
old faiths, one who does not change, 
that is, does not grow.

If our present belief satisfies us, it 
is as high as our knowledge and ex
perience; if we increase, these, our 
present belief will fail to satisfy. 
Confucius remarked that only a very 
wise and a very foolish man did not 
change his belief. None are 30 wise 
that they need not change, many are 
so foolish that they do not. One 
of the last utterances of Mr. Fortli- 
ingham was as follows: “Universal 

’religion cannot.pretend to be final, for 
by its very essence it is progressive. 
Human nature is undeveloped. Its 
cardinal beliefs are in the future. Of 
one thing only can it be certain, of its 
upward aim, its tendency toward the 
ideal, its impulse heavenward. Belief 
must grow with the advance of knowl
edge and experience. It looks for
ward, and forward: only, in the direc
tion of light, liberty and love.”— 
E. B. Marsh, of the People’s Church, 
Peoria, Ill. 1

This Instrument Is substantJally the tame as that 
employed by Prof. Hare In Mb early Investigation!. 
In its Improved form It has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Flau- 
chette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out in imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Its aid, and as a means or developing mediumship,
Ho you wish to investigate SpirttuattBin? 
Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psycbograph is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their mediumlstlo gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as nn amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: "I had 
communications (by tbo Fsycbograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave*  
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism is Indeed true, and the communications have 
;lven my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
oss I have had otson, daughter, and their mother.”
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 

name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
writes ao follows: “I am much pleased with the. Pay- 
ebograph. It is very simple tn prlnclpkand construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the oue now in use. I believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merits become known."

Securely paclted, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Address:

■ HUDSON TUTTLE,
. FSerlin Heights, Ohio.

/I COLLECTION OF MUSIC ANO 
zl Songs, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory Gems, 
Choral Responses, Funeral Seri Ices, Frograms tot 
sessions, Furllamentary Rules. Instructions tor OA 
gnuUmg end conducting Lyceums, Instructions rot 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics end Merchlug; Sen, 
tiers, Standards, tbo Band of Mercy, eto.j a book bj 
the aid ot which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual o> 
Liberal Society may bp organised and conducted 
without other ueslstance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies tor fresh Spiritual songs, will 
music free from the dismal tone ot the old bymnqlogy. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice reedings aui 
rosponses such as no other selection contains, It glfhB , 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which Is mode pleln by engravings. It gives Inr I 
atruottons how to make the hedges end banners ana 
Instructs lu murcblng. It shows how to establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and baa 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered , 
up by thet movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor In tha 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened In the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While Intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup, 
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music end worae 
found nowhere else, except lu sheet form st many 
times the cost. The book has been pieced et thi 
remarkably low price of 60 cents, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinkers

40 Loomis St,. Chicago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle, ■

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

-BY MOSES HULL.
Ji - -------- ■ ■'

ThlHhtgbiy instructive and interesting work Is I 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hun’t 
splendid work«. By this arrangement the cost Is suoi 
that the reader Is enabled to secure the two book! 
corna jiJd.at the same price as was formerly asse! 
for thorn separately. This volume contains 462 pages 
aud Is handsomely bound in cloth, and contains an fik*  
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
1« a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit*  
ualism. No book of the century has made so maty 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. The autbqr'l, 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modera 
phenomena and philosophy, has beta accompHellii. 
ThO adaptation of Spiritualism to thè wants of humam 
itv; Its moral tendency: the Bible Doctrine of drigol 
ministry; the spiritual nature of maù, and the obje®' 
tion« offered to Spiritualism, pre all co'nilddred Iniha 
light of the Bible, nature, hlatpry, ftftson and eomlhoft 
souse, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

the cóntras?
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 
le a pcrfeòt atorehouA of fatto for those who w!sU 
to defend Spiritualism, or find argument! against tha 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
Much that Is In thia book appeared In an abridged 

form In a serie« of nine full pages of Tbk Progress
ive Thinekr. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundred« of Spiritualist« who felt the need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Tbeauthor, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on Spiritual!stistio and other themes and each one is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, In his Introduction of this work say«:

‘•Hoping that this book win servo to lead tho people 
oiit of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its ‘sanctified’ enemies, It will not ‘spike’ it, but will 
use It to batter down the wall« ot Christian supersti
tion and ignorance, I send it out on Its errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader."

Tuk Encyclopedia, of Biblical Spiritualism 
contains 885pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author ana is 
handsomely bound In cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT-WORK- '

This work Is by DB.M. L. SHERMAN, assisted by 
PROF. W. F. LxON. Heretofore It has been «old for 

but the price now has been reduced to 61. It Is a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pagei.-.ml Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Bher- 
man waa a medium of rare Qualities, aud his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Boul of Things; Intelllgeuce In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural.Ideas; Church History; Progression: Inher
ent In Substance; Tho Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death: Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organlsma: Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra- 
pliy; Goes to Htavon; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

Tho author saya: "Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil. 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I Individually partake and digest 
Aly soul must expand by virtue ot the soul essence 
which I Individually gather aud comprehend or digest" 
For sale at this office.

A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated*

“I choose that a story should be founded on proti 
ablllcy, and not always resemble a drcam. I desire to - 
find nothing In it trivial or extravagant; and I deslrj 
above all, that under tho appearances of fable, then 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dfscerffi 
Ing cyo, though it escape the observation of the : 
vulgar.’’—Voltairb.

CojmtNTa: “The White Bull,” a Satirical Romance« 
“Zadlg, or Fate,” an Oriental History; “The Sago find/ 
the Atheist;'’ “The Princess of Babylon:” “Tho Mfiq 
of Forty Crown«;“ "The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;? 
“Mlcromcgas," a Satire on Mankind; ^The World fi| . 
it Goes;" “The Black and the White;” “Memnon, tha 
Philosopher;” “Andre Des Touches at Slam;” “Bao*  
shoo;" “Tbo Study of Nature;" “A Conversation 
With a Chinese;" r‘Plato'B Dreamt” “A Pleasure 1$ 
Having no Pleasure:” “An Adventure In India;” 
“Jeannot and Colin;“ “Travels of Scarmentado;*' ■■ 
“The Good Brahmin;" “The Two Comforters;” “Aw - 
clent Faith and Fable."

Ono volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 81 
illustrations. Extra Vellum cloth, 11.50: postage« 
15 cents.

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed ai a 
rapier."—Magazine of Am. History.

*‘A delightful /^production, unique and refreshing.*  
—Boston Commonwealth.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records. '

BY DR. PAUL CARDS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the anm 
pices of thqRev. Bhaku Soycn, delegate to tue PU?b 
nament of Religions. Was lately published in Ja^flfiR 
face IL Fer Mie at this office. . :

AN EXGELjfNT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. SINNETT.
Th!« excellent work treats ot the following subject«

V.
VL

vn. 
vm.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes* 

merism. ~
Side-Lights of Mesmerio 

Phenomena. ,
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Rig* 

■idity. . - ■ .
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

To the Editor:—Sunday, the 15th, 
seemed to be the day of all days at this 
camp. There were over one thousand 
people in attendance on the grounds to 
meet the gif ted and well-known speaker, 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, 

•Mich., and never did we listen to two 
mote instructive and interesting lectures’ 
than those she gave us on.that occasion, 
She held her large audience spellbound 
for over an hour at each lecture, which 
were followed by tests given by Mrs. 
Marion Carpenter, which were fine and 
all recognized.

Mrs. Sheets remained on the grounds 
until Friday, the 19th, and she endeared 
herself to all the campers by her pleas
ing manners and womanly ways: She 
gave lectures on Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Thursday to appreciative audiences.

Sunday morning crowds of people 
filled the grounds and they were nignly 
entertained and . interested in listening 
to two well-delivered .lectures, followed 
by tests by Mrs. Marion Carpenter, of 
Detroit. »Mrs. Carpenter, although 
among the younger workers, bids fair to 
stand among the first in our land as a 
lecturer and test medium.

The mediums attending this camp are 
many and have been well patronized.

Mrs. John Lindsey, the gifted clair
voyant and test medium, attended dur
ing the whole camp and gave many sat
isfactory tests. ,

George Goodman, of Liberal, Mo., in
dependent slate-writer, was present and 
gave slate-writing sittings under the 
trees, without even touching the slates. 

; Mrs. May Miller, of Paw Paw, Mich., 
trumpet-medium, gave good satisfaction 
and helped in many ways to make camp 
life pleasant for all, and as for myself, it 
being my . home camp, I have tried to 
assist and help the other mediums pres
ent rather than to give seances of my 
own; and now as this little camp has 
proved a success I think mtich good will 
comefrom.it.. It has: been decided to 
hold another next year, and the speak
ers are already, engaged. I expect to 
attend the Devil’s Lake Camp, which 
will open July 24, and also spend some 
time at Grand Ledge Camp.

James W. Riley.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and illustrations. Ono voU 
postSyo, 248pages; paper, 60 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
beat Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion orphantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the 
nations is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to au expectant world. ' '

Since the writing of the New Testament no bookhM 
appeared of jm great importance to Christianity al 
the Unkkowk Life of Jksus Cheibt. .

This volume, written by the discoverer of tho manu*  
Script, contains a thrilling account of tho privations ' 
and perils encountered In his search for It, & literal 
translation of the original manuscript, and lastly A 
critical analysis of what It contains. *

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and ll 
published on the basis of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover,prlcf»25 cento, postages cents.
Addres^this office, dODoomisSt,, Chicago,IU*

HEALTH ANU POWER?
A handbook of Caro and Human Upbuilding by tbs 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles of 
Light and Color." “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 

•cloth, 25cents; Leather, .35cents. t

WERVIWS WITII SPIRITS 
Br Corrlo E. S. Twins, medium. Erica SO cenu. v. 

AN INVALL,.^lE WORiC 
JMMOR TALITy. OR FUTURE HOMES 
1 and dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Thia 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirit?, good 
and evil, any of their dwclllugplaces. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In the Spirit*  
world!—is the constant appeal of thoughtful mlnda. 
Death is approaching. Whlther-oh, whither! Shall1 
I know my friends beyond tho tomb? Will they know 
me? What la their present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing at 
they may, are . allowed , to «peak for tbamsclvu. .No 
man Is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a

• work of this kind before the people. He treat« of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts asd Hopes; The Bridging at 
the River; Foregleams of the Future; Testimony gt 
Bslnts; The Growth and Perfection of the'Spiritual 
Body; Is It the Soul or Body that Sina?; Clothing m 
iho Spirit World; Our Little Ones in Heaven: The Fer*  
sonal Experiences of Aaron Kslgbt; The RedMan'l 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Phyil«iamfa: 
spirit Life: Th« Homes of Apostles and Dtvlaei; Ttat 
Friend« and Shakers lb Spirit Life; Spirit HomM at 
Bruno and Others; Maty Voices from tae Spirit LaaL 
Many other sattera are treated Im auBiroua to aw 
tiom Price n.W; postage Hunt«.

comefrom.it
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ONSET, MASS.
Letter from W. H. Bach,
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turn, and the circle is ever-widening.
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ARE THOUGHTS THINGS?
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subjugation, both spiritually and tem
porally, of all mankind to one des

Thirteen weeks 
Single copy -

»1.00

»7,50 
Mets

■ Sets

Few, But Worth Saving.
The Chicago minister who found that 

he Had only fifteen persons in his con
gregation the other night, says the Bos
ton Globe, sent them home without a

Prominent Features of the Cath, 
olic Church Pointed Out!

*The inspired writer, ignorant of the 
.causes of the rising mist, calls it “The 
Spirit of God moving upon the. face of 
the waters.” See Gen. 1:2.

tT

sermon. Bob Ingersoll never had such 
an experience as that in all his years of 
lecturing. It may surprise Bob, too, 
that the minister didn’t think the "'

A Short Lesson in English Gram
mar.

f , the best religions known to man is far 
L ' more pregnant with dark despair than 
i?: joyous hope. For the life they promise 

to the great majority is nothing but a

Mvaucei
OMjrMT* > - "
Ciaba of ten (a copy to the one getting up 

thecluW ------

■’ l'iililiSilS (lituiilly MNo. M loomUptieet 

if, R. ftwoli, Éditoi1 and Futoltener,

Terms of Subscription.
Tub Pboobbbmvb Tuinkw. will bo turntrtied uatn 

tiutlior notion, ut Ilio following lemia, luvailubly lu

. BEinTTANCEa.
■Remit by IWufflce Money Order, Registered Letter, 

ordrufton Cblcugo or New York. It coate from K» 
1016 cents to get «rafteeadif d > u locul l anks, Bo doiTi 
®end them unletó jouwtih that uniouat deducted from 
the »mount ecAt. Idrect ell Jetton» to J. R. Franck*  
jlo. to Loomis st., chicheo, in.
CJAjUBS! important suggestion

Ab thorn , are thousands who will at Amt venim 
only Lwcuw^ve cents fur The Viioghessiys Thinkei 
thirteen wo would auggeet to those win» receive 
»Simple copy, to Bollc.it several others to unite with 

and. tuns be able to remit from ll to $10, or even 
mora than tho latter sum. A large number of lltth1 
amounts will make a largo eum total, and thus extend 
dio field ot our labor and utefuluo:: 'Vbo same eug 
gosllon win apply In all cases of renewal of Bubscrip 
tipos—solicit others to aid lu tho good work. Y<"i wii; 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Bplrltu- 
alista to subscribe for The Proghbüsive Thinker. 
fornot one of them can afford to be without tho valua
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
tho price of only about two cents per week.

A iSountifiil Harvest for 25 Cents
Ro you want a more bountiful harvest than we <an 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think forauo- 
meut what au Intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. Tho subacriptlou price of The 1 no- 
OBEsaiVE Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-nve 
cental For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pagos of solid, subatantíal, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a inedi- 
mn-aixedbookl ■______

Take Notice.
At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued. No bills will bo sent for ex
tra numbers.
fir Jf you do not receive your paper promptly, 

■ write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and mlashig numbers supplied gratis.
fy Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give the address of the place .towhich 
It is then stmt, or the change cannot be made.

“Now Laugh.” .
--Ill's! ■

The scientists are plotting to.pefeat 
"God’s wrath,” and make his cyclojies 
inoperative as messengers of vengeance. 
These busybodies are not content.' to 
limit their devices for human ameliora
tion to the wresting of the lightnings 
from the fist of Jove, but they have de
termined to make his cyclones abortive. 
At tlie rate things are going only earth
quakes will remain as ministers of de
struction; and is it not possible by steal
ing his pent-up gases stored in the bow
els of the earth we shall rob those pow
erful agents of their ability to injure? 
We suspicion it.

Prof. H. A. Hazen, of tlie_government 
weather bureau, says, “In fifty years 
there will not be a big town in the south
west without a tornado trap.” Quoting 
him:

“The time has arrived when serious 
attention must be given to finding means 
of defense against these whirling storms. 
As the .so-called cyclone belt becomes 
more thickly nopulated, disasters from 
this cause will grow more frequent. 
Already people in that part of the coun
try have begun to regard the question 
as having an important relation to 
their future welfare. When a menacing 
looking cloud is seen they are terrified, 
anticipating a catastrophe. My belief 
is that any town in that region, would 
be rendered safe against tornadoes by a 
series of lookout stations extended in a 
line from north to south, so as to inter
pose a barrier on the danger side, i. e., 
tho west side, from which the revolving 
Btorm invariably comes. This barrier 
would be made effective by means of a 
system-of dynamite bombs, connected 
with the stations by wires. It would 
not be necessary to keep guard all the 
time, but the men appointed for the 
purpose would only go on duty when 
warning was received from the weather 
bureau that conditions were favorable 
for cyclones. On seeing a funnel cloud 
approaching, the operator would simply 
wait until it got near enough and then 
touch off the cartridges, which would 
blow it to smithereens.

“What reason is there for doubting 
that such a method would be successful? 
Do we not know that waterspouts at sea 

■ are sometimes dissipated and reduced 
to harmlessness by the firing of guns 
from threatened snips? A waterspout is 
nothing more nor less than a marine 
tornado. Occasionally they have been 
seen to run upon the land and transform 
themselves into cyclones. If the torna
do were not destroyed by the dynamite 
expío lions, it would be likely to be de- 
.prived of so much of its energy as to be 
•rendered incapable of doing harm. 
The cost of maintaining these systems 
of defense throughout the cyclone belt 
would not amount in 1,000 years to the 
twenty million dollars which the recent 
halamity is said to have cost St. Louis.”

Old »nd Hew ffeaeblqg. -
■When God created the earth and 

made the firmament, the Bible says, he 
divided the waters which were.above 
the firmament from those which 
were below, and all that region above 
the firmament, was called Heaven. 
And then, when God set about to destroy 
the world by a deluge “the windows of 
heaven were opened,” and for forty days 
he poured down the rain on the wicked 
world. His end accomplished, "the 
windows of heaven were stopped and 
the rain from heaven was restrained." 
Gen. 8:2,

Such philosophy and the process by 
which rains are produced religionists 
want to teach in the public schools. The 
clergy, to aid the project, are exhaust
ing all their energies to make this bed 
rock of their philosophy national law by 
engrafting the Bible into the Constitu
tion. . ’

Reposing full trust in this Bible nar
ration, and believing God can make it 
rain at will, basing their faith on his 
changing his purposes in answer to 
prayer, with the additional assurance 
fromdris alleged only son,“Whatever ye 
shall ask in my name' that will I do,” 
Matt. 14:13, the preachers of Georgia 
but a few days ago were marshaling 
their hosts to beseige heaven for rain, 
as Coxey attempted with his tatter
demalions to beseige Congress awhile 
ago for silver, On account of the text 
quoted and many similar ones, aided by 
the assurances of success by the clergy, 
prayers are always on tap for rain in 
periods of prolonged drouth.

Modern science has taught the facts 
in regard to rain. Some two-thirds of 
the surface of the globe is covered by 
oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, etc. Their 
entire surface exhales as does every 
leaf, and flower, and blossom, and every 
foot of earth, a mist or vapor, mostly 
invisible to the human eye.*.  This va
por floats in the air, collects in clouds/ 
is driven by the winds todistant regions, 
comes in contact with cold and adverse 
currents, the minute globules unite, and 
being heavier than the air it is precipi
tated to the earth in the form of rain, 
unless congealed by frozen currents into 
hail or snow. The higher the tempera
ture the greater the exhalation from 
the earth, and of course the larger the 
rainfall. Its precipitation, like the 
currents of wind, are obedient to fixed 
and eternal law, which God himself can
not alter without a change of his char
acter. So well known is that law the 
meteorological agents of government 
predict from day to day, frequently 
several'days in advance, as do the as
tronomers the eclipses, approaching 
windstorms and rainfall.

It was not until 1784 that the true the
ory of rain was fully known. Until then 
the church had taught and the people 
believed without much questioning, the 
Bible teaching; but in'that year Dr. 
James Hutton, of Edinburgh, in his 
“Theory of the Earth,’’ not only opened 
the way to geologic knowledge, but he 
propounded the true theory of rain. 
Priests literally howled, and attempted 
to suppress the learned Doctor’s teach
ing. A little later Prof. Playfair came 
to the rescue of science, and the truth 
was established. This was a fatal blow 
to priestcraft. It defeated one of their 
most successful methods of showing 
their influence with the heavenly pow
ers, wherein they assembled the masses 
and prayed for rain when favorable 
signs indicated an approaching rain
cloud. The truth being taught in the 
public jehools to the prejudice of the 
demagogical clergy, with the hope of 
keeping youth in ignorance and regain
ing lost power, the priests are cursing 
the age with their parochial schools, 
while Protestants are trying to reinstate 
the false teachings of the Bible and use 
it for a text-book to the end that nature’s 
methods of governing the world may be 
unknown.

. Antiquity of Man. '
“At Ventnor, Isle of Wight (In the 

British Channel], the skeletons of three 
human betegs were found imbedded in 
chalk cliffs uear the railway station. 
They belonged to an early BrltiaKw 
riod.” T

The chalk cliffs in which these skele
tons were imbedded are mostly com
posed of minute shells of animalcüíae 
having their home at the bottom of a 
deep sea, outside the re,ach of land cur
rents. In the south of England their 
united strata are said by Sir Charles 
Lyell to equal 1,000 feet in thickness. 
After the long ages when these depos
ites were laid down, they were uplifted 
with the bed of the ocean on which they 
rested, by some mighty convulsion, and. 
for another long period which antedates 
human knowledge, they have towered 
as cliffs, to the amazement of those in 
modern times who have learned the pro
cess of their .formation.

Human skeletons embedded in these 
marine deposits assure the geologists 
that man was contemporary with their 
formation. These human bodies had 
sunk to theflijttom of a quiet sea, were 
covered by these microscopic shells, 
how deep is not stated, after which the 
upheaval, then towering cliffs, marking 
the landscape of bonny England.

Don’t talk of thousands of years for 
the accomplishment of events, where 
millions are necessary to produce all 
the astonishing results.

Christian and Infidel.
The Mayor of St. Louis received the 

following message, which tells its own 
story:
' “Saratoga, N. Y., May 29.—The Pres- 
bytprian General Assemoly tenders deep 
sympathy and earnest prayers in view 
of the calamity which has overtaken 
your community.

“John N. Withrow, Moderator.” 
The theatrical actor, destitute of re

ligion,, sent the following:
“London, May 28.—Have mailed you 

$1,000. Deepest sympathy in your ca
lamity. Henry Irving.”

Col. Robert G, Ingersoll sent his 
check to the mayor of East St. Louis for 
$100, and received prompt acknowledg
ment of its safe arrival. ’

The Presbyterians are probably still 
praying the Lord not to do ifagain.

An Ever-Widening Circle. •
An old newspaper publisher to whom 

we recently communicated the accurate 
circulation of The Progressive 
Thinker, wrote:

“Man-alive!, what are you talking 
about when you are claiming only ,40,
000 readers for your paper? You have 
more than double that number, if the 
usual estimate of publishers is worth 
anything.”

Our friend then goes on to state facts 
coming under his own observation 
which more than sustains his estimate
of 80,000 readers—in truth, would place 
it above 100,000.

.We know the paper is a great power 
for good as an educator, and its influ
ence is not ephemeral. Each convert 
to its theories becomes an educator ’

Intruding Bores.
It is proposed to hold^rellgious serv

ices from this time forth during the 
summer on whaleback steamers, while 
making Sunday excursion trips from 
this port to Milwaukee. So soon as it 
shall become known that religious 
cranks are permitted to hold such- exer
cises on snipboard, parties will find 
other routes of travel for their Sunday 
outings, else patronize lines not relig
iously afflicted. The laboring man, the 
clerks in stores, and the commercial 
men, wearied with a week of toll, take 
those excursions to escape the monotony 
of care, not for religious instruction and 
priestly dictation.

A Prominent Medium Passed on.
Mrs. Clara Robinson, wife of John R. 

Robinson, passed to spirit-life June 17, 
at No. 210 Thirty-third street. Mrs. 
Robinson*  was a most estimable lady, 
and an excellent medium. She has left 
her spiritual impress for good on a large 
circle of friends and acquaintances. She 
and her good husband were prominent 
workers in the cause here in early days, 
and they were instrumental in doing a 
vast amount of good.
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An Unparalleled Offer.
VOLUME one of the encyclopaedia 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers. 
In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice, We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, qnd Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 60 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos- 
Bible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends. '

We wish to do a philanthropic work, 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in. re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
it if you could not get. another copy.

EgTAny one of our present subsorib- 
ers who will send us a new three months’ 
subscriber with his' own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

83F“as the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

IT IS WELL TO KEEP A WATCHFUL EYE 
ON THE “RED DRAGON" OF ROME 

UNTIL SHE SHALL HAVE GIVEN 
CRUCIAL EVIDENCE OP REFORM; OR, 
BETTER STILL, CRUMBLES TO EVER
LASTING DECAY.

To the Editor:—The “Pen Plashes” 
of Dr. Peebles in No. 343 of The Pro
gressive Thinker are, as usual, re
plete with brilliant thoughts, good 
sense, wit and satire; and on most if 
not all points relating to the phenom
ena and philosophy of Spiritualism I 
find myself in full accord with the 
doctor, and now also, as he himself 
declares, it seems that wo are sub
stantially agreed as to thg pernicious
ness of Roman Catholicism, viewed in 
the light of advancing civilization. 
Indeed, the good doctor ' most gra
ciously forgives me, grants me com
plete absolution, - as it were, for all 
past, and proffers a plenary indul
gence for all future "sins” which I 
may have committed or shall here
after commit (in writing) "against the 
poor Catholics,” for all of which I am 
duly grateful.

Being free, then, to "indulge” 
without fear of purgatory in this world 
or the next, yet with some doubts as 
to my status in the1 ‘peanut producing 
belt" or "nut-cracking synod," 1 ven-

confided to it. Circumstances, such 
as the triumph of the ungodly, may 
for a time render it unable to enforce 
its rights, .but they still exist and are 
binding on the consciences of the 
faithful, Pius IX. was careful to an
nounce that no concession of principle 
had been or would be made on account 
of the altered condition of the modern 
world, when, in the Syllabus of De
cember, 1864 (Sec. 22), he condemned 
as an error the assertion that the 
popes had ever exceeded the limits of 
their authority or had usurped the 
rights, of princes. Not content with 
this, he condemned as another error 
the proposition (Sec. 80) that the 
Roman pontiff can and ought to recon- 
concile himself with progress, liberal
ism, and modern civilization—a dec
laration that recently found an un
expected echo on this side of the 
Atlantic in Cardinal Gibbons' un
seemly harangue ■ on the occasion of. 
the monument dedicated to Giordano 
Bruno.

“Thus the papacy of to-day is not 
simply a spiritual power, but possesses, 
according to the received doctrines of 
the church, an indefinite jurisdiction 
over temporal affairs throughout Chris
tendom, which can be enforced at pleas
ure. It is a political force, and as a 
political force it must be treated when 
considered in its relations with our 
institutions. But the Pope is more

cannot be depended upon to do th» 
bidding of their clerical masters), the 
Western World is too rife with The 
spirit of <individualism and progress | 
but lest the danger be not wholly past| 
may it not be well to keep a watchful 
eye upon the ancient foe of human 
progress and the great “enemy of 
mankind,” the “Red Dragon of 
Rome,” until she shall give crucial 
evidence of reform, or, better still, 
crumble to everlasting decay? । 

A. M. Griffen. •

. A Beautiftil Introductory.
Dr. S. C. Adame, of Oregon, in intro

ducing Prof. Harrison D. Barrett, Pres
ident of the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation, to a Salem audience, on the 
31st ult., over which he presided, is re
ported in the Statesman to have said:

“The wailing cry of hope and doubt in 
every age has been, 'If a man die, shall 
he live again?’ and the only reply of all

state of hopeless misery and eternal woe. 
They all assume the unnatural and un
just hypothesis, that notwithstanding 
man’s unavoidable ignorance and unfa
vorable environments, his future state 
and opportunities are unchangeably and 
eternally fixed by the little truth and 
knowledge he is able to obtain in this 
brief life.

“The assumption is unscientific and 
absurd, and is unworthy of any benig
nant and intelligent Creator. •

* ‘‘Every voice of nature and of nature’s 
God proclaims with myriad tongues that 
change and growth and progress is the 
■universal law. This obvious fact is full 
of inspiration and of hope, more full 
than any other doctrine ever taught. 
Whether true or false, hypothetical or 
demononstrated^the universal concensus 
of intelligent thought in every oge of 
man has voiced the hope and die possi
bility at least of a continued personal 
and progressive life that cannot die or 
ceaso to grow.

“It is claimed by many now that this 
grand hope is a veritable and demon
strated fact. IC this be true, it should

I . be hailed with keenest joy, as it gives 
ij •: to man the noblest and the most divine 
j religion and brightest hope that has 
y .ever been revealed. If man’s spirit is 

■ to rise into a spiritual and progressive 
4 life, the importance of a preparatory 
7 and corresponding life of nobleness and 
|V. magnanimity cannot be too highly esti

mated, while the value to the spirit-man 
Of believing dogmas and observing days 
and other pagan ordinances cannot be 
too little minimized.” , ,

Self-control is promoted by humility, 
’ride is a fruitful source of uneasiness. 
I keeps the mind in disquiet. Humll- 
ty is the antidote to this evil.—Mrs. 
ligourney. .
In Holland and Belgium to kill a stork 

»considered one of the greatest misfor- 
unea that can happen to . a man; Ill 
prtuneif sure to follow him through 
liter

A Rebuke from God.
A friend sent us a clipping from the 

American Baptist Flag, a sectarian pa
per published in St. Louis, giving an ac
count of the St. Louis cyclone. As a 
specimen view taken by" the average 
churchman of that great calamity it is 
noticed the editor calls the storm-cloud 
“God’s messenger of rebuke.” And 
then: •

“The Scriptures furnish abundant 
proof that God controls the elements, 
and scourges nations and cities for their 
sins. For long years St Louis has 
failed in many respects to enforce the 
law against flagrant crime. Also. God’s 
people have been too much absorbed in 
worldly pleasures and the struggle for 
worldly gain. In this cyclone, St. Louis 
has been sharply reproved of the Lord 
and should humble herself in deep re
pentance and reformation; Let God’s 
people take warning and devote more 
time and means to the spread of the gos
pel in St. Louis."

But here is a wonderful revelation in 
connection with this “Rebuke of God:”

“Church property of various denom
inations suffered seriously in the path of 
the cyclone. The Lafayette Park Meth
odist Church property was reported as 
being damaged to the amount of $10,000, 
and nearly all the members of said 
church had their homes unroofed. The 
Lafayette Park Presbyterian Church 
house was reported damaged to the 
amount of ten or twelve thousand dol
lars. ” • ' „ ■ ’

Does the unroofing of Methodist dwell
ings indicate there was something trans
piring within that did not meet the ap
probation of the heavenly Ruler, hence 
their demolition? If so, we hope the 
churchmen will profit by the storm qnd 
mend their morals.

The Progressive Thinker has in-, 
sisted- all the time that the churches 
were corrupt, and that their pernicious 
teaching incites to crime. Here is the 
evidence in this St. Louis cyclone, con
fessed by a church organ; but, distress
ing fact, the innocent suffered with the 
guilty! Only the saloons were passed, 
while church structures of every denom
ination were rolled together in a com
mon'ruin! If the doings of Providence 
is to be continued in this manner, may it 
not become necessary for the civil au
thorities to take action and prohibit the 
building of churches in a city to save 
-the people from disaster?

All power appears only in transition. 
—Novalis.

Half our knowledge we must snatch, 
not take.—Popo. .

Give up no science entirely, for science 
Is but one.—Seneca. ■

In His Dotage.
Gladstone proposes a union between 

the Catholic and Protestant churches. 
Shades of John Rogers, of Latimer, of 
Cranmer, of Bilney, and of all the mil
lions of lives sacrificed by popery, can 
your ashes repose undisturbed when 
such a shameful proposition is made by 
a distinguished political leader? The 
whilom “grand old man” is far advanced 
in bis dotage.

teen present were worth saving.

Hon. A. B. Richmond.
In his article on the “Seybert Be

quest,” Mr. Richmond furnishes some 
valuable information, which will be 
read everywhere with great interest. '

Peaceful Release.
As we go to press the tidings reach 

us of the passing on to higher life of W. 
W. Chandler, at his residence, on Oak- 
enwald avenue, at 10 o'clock, last Sat
urday morning. Services were con
ducted by Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
of whose church Mr. Chandler was a 
devoted member. A brief sketch of 
Mr< Chandler will appear next week, '

Greatness is like a laced coat from 
Monmouth street, which fortune lends 
us for a day to wear; to-morrow puts it 
on another’s back.—Fielding.

That which history can best give isrthe 
enthusiasm which it raises in our hearts. 
—Goethe.

Life, dike the water of the seas, fresh
ens only when it ascends towards heav
en.—Richter. •.

Music is a prophecy of what life is 
to be, the rainbow of promise translated 
out of seeing into hearing.—Mrs. L. M. 
Child.

Half the misery of human life might 
be extinguished by mutual-offices of com
passion, benevolence and. humanity.— 
Addison.

The manner of a vulgar man has free
dom without ease, and the - manner of a 
gentleman has ease without freedom.— 
Chesterfield. :

Beauty is, no local deity, like the 
Greek and Roman gods,, but omnipres
ent.— Bartol. ’ i

WHAT HOMISIJ $PIEITS ABE 
DOING.

.iii 
___ . — ■!< ... „ "Leave Your Money to the Cath

olic Church.”

Quietly reposing qn giy couch at mid
night about a year' ago, pleasantly re
volving in my mindjthp spiritual world 
and the lovely home I was soon to enjoy 
over there; my attentipn was suddenly 
attracted to tne spirit of a Catholic 
priest who stood at giy pedside robed in 
clerical attire. I was M wide awake as 
I ever was in my life- J was not fright
ened or disturbed in the least by hla 
presence, for often in,any clairvoyant 
vision I Bee spirits ^ralkinfe about in my 
room. He had a pleasant face ana 
seemed as solid as a mortal. He said to 
me in a firm and decided voice:

“Leave your money to the Catholic 
Church.”

He remained long enough to hear my 
reply, which was couched in courteous 
but positive language. I said:

“My dear sir, I am not a Catholic, and 
therefore I must decline to accede to 
your request,” and instantly the spirit 
vanished.

The priest was evidently conscious of 
the fact that I have no wife or children 
in this life, to whom to leave my estate, 
and this evidently was the reason he ap
proached me in the manner he did. 
This is evidence to me that Catholic 
spirits are laboring to advance the ma
terial interest of their church in this 
life.
' I have been a believer In our beauti
ful philosophy for twenty-five years; 
have witnessed all the different phases 
of mediumship, from materialization 
down; have been a careful and thorough 
student in all that pertains to the higher 
life; and in conclusion I'will say that I 
never knew what real happiness was 
until I became a Spiritualist.

J. G. Patton.

To the Editor:—Who that reads the 
well-filled pages of The Progressive 
Thinker from week to week can fail 
to observe the forward advance? Much 
of the force that' produces this on
ward movement is generated by the re
sultant friction of various opinions.

Some speak of thoughts as things. I 
am inclined to think that they who 
speak thus are hardly stopping to an
alyze thought. 1 think it’ will not be 
denied that the gray matter of the 
brain is the instrument of thought. If 
we conceive of a state of perfect rest for 
this portion of the brain (as' such) we 
are considering a casé of the absence of 

■thought. Let thought commence and it 
manifests itself by vibration. If the free 
end of anelastlc spring is struck, vibra
tion is at once initiated’'and a sonorbus 
sound may result. tFhie ,sound may.be 
compared to thought.-Svbféh is generated 
by a like molecular aélt^tlon. Neither 
the sound produced re the one case, nor 
the thought in the oKhei, can be called 
things. ”

I noticed that someorlb some weeks 
ago spoke of the astronomer Proctor as 
having declared in hisMetime that th® 
planets are uninhabited.''Buch blunders 
ought not to be left inthctc Proctor took 
the very reverse .that position. 
Among his various workseee “Mars” in 
"Other Worlds Tban .Ojirs.” . '

Why áre so many wMtoi’s' attempting 
to imitate the cockney! by using "an” 
before “h” sounds? There is not a scrap 
of authority for this. Nature will teach, 
as do our English grammars, that the 
article “an” harmonizes only with vowel 
sounds, while “a” naturally coalesces 
with consonant sounds. If we say he is 
“a” human hog, the rhythmic action of 
the organs of speech is unbroken; with 
“an” the very reverse‘is true. "An 
union” is equally as erroneous.

A similar rule of euphony is found in 
the Greek. . : IndAgatus.

Malden, Canada. '

After sickness of any kind, complete 
and speedy recovery is insured by the 
use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, It expels all 
disease germs which may bo lurking in 
the system, and restores tone and efli- 
ciency to every organ o£ the-body^ It is 

J the best summer medicine. ■

tore to offer a few comments with 
reference to the Roman Catholic cit
izen and his relation to his country.

I notice that Dr. Peebles thinks that 
Catholics who pay taxes for the sup
port of government, and who are law
abiding citizens, ought not, under our 
constitution and laws, to be discrim
inated against in rights and privileges 
of citizenship, chiefly in the matter of 
civil service. Of course Catholics nor 
anarchists nor any other class of per
sons could own property long without 
paying taxes, nor would they be 
allowed long to run at large unless 
they obeyed the laws. Hence there 
would not appear primarily to be 
much patriotism in the performance 
of those two functions. Undoubtedly 
it is wise to leave unmolested the law
less and treasonable elements in the 
country so -long as they remain in
active, but also it would seem prudent 
to be on guard with reference to those 
elements and to so manage and manip
ulate public affairs and popular sen
timent that such elements may never 
gain the ascendency.

There are probably some ten million 
Roman Catholics in this country. They 
are distributed and mingled among 
and with the heterogeneous mass of 
population of th« land. Left to them
selves without the meddlesome interfer
ence of foreign-born, foreign-educated 
(for the most' part) and oath-bound 
leaders, whose aim and purpose is the

potic, infallible ruler, I make no doubt 
that the Roman Catholic citizen of the 
United States would, without great 
exception, be as loyal and faithful to the 
government and laws as his ei^cation 
would prompt; but the Catholic cit
izen never has been and never can 
be—so long as he makes pretensions 
to being a Catholic—left alone to 
work out his own destiny as other cit
izens and members of the common
wealth. He is constantly at war with 
himself. He knows he must obey the 
laws of the land and he sees it is to his 
interest that be should do bo; he is 
told by the priest that he must obey 
the commands of his church or suffer 
the torments of purgatory and hell. 
If he is superstitious and believes the 
priest he obeys the priest. If be is 
intelligent, cowardly and unmanly as 
the act may be, he is false to his 
oath as a. Catholic, and true to his 
citizenship; but in this latter alterna
tive he is no doubt justified in the 
minds of the fair-minded on the plea 
that his Catholic obligation is more 
honored in the breach than in its ob
servance.

Henry Charles Lea, one of the 
ablest scholars of America, in an ar
ticle entitled ‘ ‘The Keynote of Rome," 
printed in the Forum of February, 
1890, commenting upon the Catholic 
oath, remarks as follows:

“The oath embodied in the Catholic 
profession of faith is not as sen
sational as that taken by the prophets 
in the Endowment House at Salt Lake 
City, which recently has been ju
dicially decided to render those who 
take it incapable of naturalization, 
but is none the less binding on the 
conscience of the sincere believer:

“ ‘I acknowledge the Holy Cathblic 
and Apostolic Church as the. mother 
and mistress of all churches; and I 
pledge and swear true obedience to 
the Roman Pontiff, and Vicar of Jesus 
Christ and successor of the blessed 
Peter, prince of the Apostles.' ’ (Ref. 
to Acts and Decrees; of the Third 
Baltimore Council, page 53, 1886.)

“In this it will be observed,” adds 
Mr. Lea, “there are no reserves; no 
exception is made of allegiance to the 
State, and in the wide field of con
flicting sovereignty*  the duty to obey 
the Pope is absolute over the duty to 
obey the laws." ■ ■

In regard to the rights claimed by 
the infallible Church of Rome and the 
duties it lays upbh its subjects, the 
same cogent writer has this to say:

"It is the misfortune of an infal
lible church .that it can confess no 
errors. Whatever it has once formally 
claimed becomes its imprescriptible 
right, which it cannot abandon without 
bring recreant to the. trust divinely

than a mere political sovereign. Not 
only has he the right to intervene in 
the domestic concerns of any nation, 
and to abrogate its laws when he con
siders that the interests of the church 
are at stake, but all citizens owe to 
him obedience in whatever he may 
command."

It is because Catholicism is a po
litical force—made such by its heii1- 
archy and its fundamental doctrines— 
that the attack on it in a political way 
is justifiable. It has long been in the 
arena of politics as an element of 
power, bidding for and receiving the 
allègiance of politicians and political 
parties; and if there has arisen, or is 
to arise, an antagonizing political 
element, whose motto shall be “No 
Catholics in office," the Catholicshave 
none but themselves to blame. An 
ardent Democrat of Chicago, who had 
for fifteen years labored in the inter
est of his party, told me some two 
years ago that the Democratic party 
was under the complete control of the 
Romanists; that if a Democrat who 
happened not to be of that religious(?) 
persuasion was mentioned in their 
conventiôn for any office, his name 
was hooted down with the cry of 
“A. P. A. ;” "and,” said he, “there is 
no chance for a good American cit
izen in my party; I am too good a 
Democrat on principle to join the Re
publican party ; there is but one thing 
left for me to do, and that is to join 
the A. P. A. and do all in my power 
to down the Catholic Church in pol
itics.”

So it has come about that thousands 
upon thousands of men, whose first 
allegiance is to their country and its 
laws, have for the last seven or eight 
years been banding themselves to
gether regardless of political faiths or 
religious creeds (excepting only Cath
olics with their oaths of first allegiance 
to their foreign master), until their 
number, as I am told, mounts into 
the millions, and all for the purpose 
of thwarting the efforts of the Romish 
hierarchy to place the land of the 
brave and home of the free under the 
political domination of the Pope of 
Rome. '

Father Chiniquy said the Catholic 
Bishop of Montreal proposed to him 
when a priest in Canada, to come to 
the United States as a missionary to 
help carry out the plan which the 
hierarchy had for turning this country 
over to the government of the Pope. 
Said the bishop to Chiniquy: “We 
have called you, Father Chiniquÿ, be
cause of your eloquence and efficiency 
as a worker; we want you to go to the 
United States; we want you to write 
letters to the French-speaking Cath
olics of Europe and induce them to 
come over and settle in the broad 
prairies of Illinois and the West; the 
faithful Irish we will mass in the 
cities, and in a short time the United 
State will belong to the Pope.” 
Father Chiniquy said that he under
took the mission, and established six
teen Catholic settlements in Illinois, 
and in all succeeded in getting 40,000 
French-speaking Catholics into the 
United States, with the end in view 
proposed by the Montreal bishop. 
Then a light flashed upon him one 
morning and he saw that he was en
gaged in. a most unholy and wicked 
work. He immediately turned about, 
and, said the old man in a lecture de
livered in Chicago a few years ago; 
"While I was the means of bringing 
to this country, for the purpose of de
stroying your liberties, 40,000 soldiers 
of Rome, I am happy in the conscious
ness that I have, since the light 
dawned upon me; turned 75,000 souls 
away from the creed and super
stitions of that church. "

The faithful Irish have about cap
tured our large ci ties, and foreign im
migration of Catholic French Cana
dian, Italian, Bohemian, Pole, Aus
trian, and what-not, and last but not 
least, the parochial school, have been 
the means ' which the Romish hier- 
archy.within recent years has indus
triously employed in their endeavor 
to make successful their plan to first 
Romanize the population, and then, 
when they should have obtained the 
majority of suffrages, to Romanize the 
civil government. .

But they cannot succeed. The fates 
are against them. The A. P. A. sen
timent and idea are getting too strong, 
and people are becoming better in
formed as to the-: intentions of priest 
and Jesuit; ¿the. Catholics themselves

Onset has what is called its “opening” 
each summer. This is a day some two 
or three weeks before the beginning of 
camp, and is to invite the attention of 
the people to It and also to give the at
tendants an opportunity of visiting the 
camp and engaging rooms, and other
wise preparing for their summer visit. 
In order that the trip mav be made as 
enjoyable as possible, the best of talent 
is engaged for the day and a feast of 
good things presents itself to the at
tendants.

Sunday, June 21st, was the day selected 
this season, and Onset was visited by a 
goodly number of people. As it was 
the grst meeting of the kind for years 
that had not been presided over by the 
veteran, Dr.'H, B. Storer, the thoughts 
of the people were naturally attracted 
toward him, and the subject was dis
cussed in all directions.

The morning meeting was a full feast, 
but I was not able to attend; it but the 
afternoon was one of the greatest meet
ings ever attended anywhere. After an 
invocation by Mrs. Loring, Miss Sin
clair followed with a solo, “Heaven’s 
Gate Is Opened Wide.” The sentiment 
of this as well as other songs suim by 
both Miss Sinclair and Charles W. Sul
livan, the veteran singer whose imper
sonations and entertainments have won 
him flattering attention all over New 
England, and even wider fields, was all 
that could be asked for, and I wondered 
as I listened to them that our people 
could be satisfied to Continue singing the 
old worn-out tunes we hear at Our meet
ings everywhere when there was so 
much more desirable music for the ask-' 
ing.

The address of the afternoon was 
given by Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn. After 
delivering a message from the Spiritual
ists of the Pacific coast to Eastern 
brethren, sho gave the audience the 
privilege of giving subjects for the lec
ture, “The growth of spirituality with
in the churches” was selected and was 
most ably handled. Among other things 
she referred to the useof individual com
munion cups as an evidence that faith 
was giving way to more decided knowl
edge of disease conditions,and in speak
ing of the growth of church ideas told a 
very pretty story: ,

“A man held up a knife and told his 
hearers that it was fifty years old. Nat
urally they wanted to examine it. One 
who examined it said: 'This must be 
remarkable wood that holds, itself so 
completely after fifty years of use; it 
could have been made but yesterday as 
far as that was concerned.’ ‘Oh,’ said 
the owner of tho knife, T have had six 
handles to tho knife since I owned it.’ 
Another spoke of the steel In the blades. 
Why, how good that steel must be. It 
might be a new knife instead of fifty 
years old.’ Again the answer came 
from the owner: ‘Why, the fact of the 
matter is that I have bad seven new 
blades in that knife since I ownedit.' 
Six new handles and seven new blades 
and the same old knife was about as 
reasonable as the continual changes of 
church ideas and still the same old 
church.”

Tests by May S. Pepper and Jos. D. 
Stiles closed the exercises of the day. 
Both of them were at their best, Mrs. 
Pepper giving in the neighborhood of 
fifty, and Jos. D. Stiles giving one hun
dred and eighty-seven names, nearly all 
being recognized.

The crowning feature of the day’s 
work was the poem given by Brother 
Stiles, it being a message from Dr. 
Storer to his friends at Onset. 1 have 
listened to many improvisations from 
our leading talent, but never before to 
anything equal to this. Never have 1 
so regretted my ignorance of shorthand 
as I did while I listened to those words 
coming in perfect poetic rhyme and 
rhythm, and the sentiment expressed.

Onset is a beautiful spot. A beautiful 
land-locked bay of salt water ou which 
float tranquilly dozens of row, sail, steam . 
and naptha boats,some of them veritable 
racers the auditorium in the woods 
where our finest talent is engaged to 
preach and teach; the headquarters 
bookstore, where everything in the line 
of Spiritualist literature is to be had; 
the beautiful temple,where the meetings 
are held in bad weather; hotels at which 
you can be served with the finest, and 
eatinghouses where lunches and good 
meals can be had as low as twenty-five 
cents. Rooms within a few blocks ot 
the auditorium, at from $2 per week up. 
All these to invite the resortor. Then 
from the east, west, north and south our 
mediums come to Onset, and from the 
opening to the close is one continual 
round of pleasure, intellectual feasts and 
spiritual communion.

Sunday I go to Onset for several 
weeks’ stay. Then to other camps in 
New England. The sunflower jewelry 
is getting to be more of a favorite all the 
time, and I have invitations to be pres
ent with it at more camps than I can 
possibly attend. Oh! to be a theosophist 
with a series of astral shells, to project 
into camp-meeting space each summer!

For the next few weeks my address 
will be at Onset, Mass. My address for 
the summer will ba care Banner of 
Light, Boston, Mass. W. H. Bach.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism: together with a brief history of 

■the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible." By Moses Hulk 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years' study of the Bible in its 
relatione to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrln.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office. •

- “Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” • By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c, For sale at 
this office. ■

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carns, 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and. to 
all who would gain a fair conception ot 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist, or. Christian can 
ecarcely read it without spiritual profit, 
Price 11. . For sale M this office.

Bollc.it
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AN EARNEST PLEA
For More Toleration and 

Charity Towards the 
Christians.

;g<

(THE WRITER THINKS THEY ABE GRAD- .
UALLY EVOLVING TO A HIGHER i
FLANK. i• P" •
To the Editor:—My attention was < 

particularly attracted to the article in ( 
The Progressive Thinker of May । 
31st, under the caption “An Impeach- l 
ment,’’ to which was attached the ) 
name of Mr. Warren Smith, of which, । 
with your permission, I feel con
strained to say something.

As a general thing, I do not think ' 
controversies in Spiritualistic or sec- '■ 
tarian papers do much good in ad
vancing the truth. If they could 1 
always be based on justice and right ' 
and authentic facte, and divested of 
all prejudice, bigotry and intolerance, 
they might perhap's contribute to 
some good end; but it is too frequently 
a case of Crank vs. Crank. .

The article referred to is but one of 
many more of a similar, trend, breath
ing the same uncharitable, untruthful, 
'»nd—as it appears to me—almost 
malignant utterances, that it seems 
proper they should be called in ques
tion; and perhaps it would come with 
a better graco from a professed 
Spiritualist than from one of the 
much-maligned Christians.

I wish to premise, as prelude to my 
brief criticism, that I believe in the 
philosophy of Spiritualism, and in the 
phenomena of spirit communion, and 
that disembodied spirit intelligences 
who have lived on. earth can and 
do hold communion With their kin
dred and friends in the flesh. I 
also wish to state, as a’ matter of 
history and experience, that I was, as 
it were, an eyewitness to what is 
called the birth of modern Spiritual
ism—although the phenomena are as 
old as the everlasting hills, of which 
instance the Wesley family.

At the early date first referred to I 
was a mere lad in a bookstore and 
publishing house in Rochester, N. Y., 
was personally acquainted with the 
Fox sisters, and my employer, D. M. 
Dewey, of Rochester, published the 
first authentic account ever given to 
the world of these phenomena, in a 
small pamphlet with the title of 
“Mysterious Noises or Knockings 
Heard in Hydesville, N. Y.,”etc., in 

■ the year 1848.
Since then, for a period of nearly 

half a century, I have been familiar 
with various forms of the phenomena, 

, some accounts of which have appeared 
in this paper at various times. .

So much for my personal knowledge, 
faith and belief in modern Spiritual- 
ism—although f am in fact as much 
of a believer in ancient Spiritualism, 
of which one St. Paul is a pretty good 
medium.

THROWING MUD.
As I have said, there have been 

other articles in The Progressive 
Thinker ■ with the same trend of 
thought, and apparently instigated by 
the same animus or ultra dogmatism, 
but tins paper, in my opinion, even 
out-Herods Herod in its outrageous 
assumptions. In this instance, as in 
many others, it is like setting up an 

■ effigy or caricature, dubbing it Chris
tianity or the Christian Church, and 
then pelting it with mud.

It would take too much space to 
note all the points in Mr. Smith’s 
communication, but as a fair sample 
of all I will quote this:

< ‘Ninety-nine out of eve^y hundred 
murderers executed are devout Chris
tians, and expect to ascend from the 
scaffold to Abraham’s bosom in virtue 
of the blessed Jesus-paid-it-all doc
trine.”

their- written creed, these dogmas are 
practically and constantly being dis
carded, disclaimed and eliminated 
from the majority of Protestant pul
pits of to-day.

Because I am a Spiritualist I do 
not arrogate to myself nil the pro
gressive thought and spirit of the age; 
and I believe there are no “blinder 
zealots" or “offensive dogmatists" 
than are those who continually travel 
around in their own narrow circle, 
oblivious of all that is going on in the 
great world of thought about them, 
and who seek to saddle upon the pro
gressive Christian pulpit of to-day the 
narrow sectarianism of half a century 
ago.

A NEW LIBERAL ELEMENT.
In this age of evolution and revolu

tion, when the wheels of progress are 
revolving with a velocity that makes 
them fairly hum witj^the sleepless 
electric energies of thought, the great 
Cbristian'Church are as much “in it,” 
and probably more so, than are the 
outside world around them. The old 
orthodox church of former days to-day 
is practically dead, and in its stead is 
anew and most liberal element that 
is growing broader every day.

And that. this is no mere assump
tion I will endeavor to prove. One 
evening quite recently I strolled into 
an Ashland Avenue Episcopal Church, 
and the minister was preaching on 
Christ’s mission of salvation; He said, 
in substance: “Many of our church, I 
think, are quite in error in their con
ceptions of our Lord’s mission, and of 
his vicarious or substitutional atone
ment for sin”—“the Jesus-paid-it-all 
doctrine” of Mr. Smith. “The truth 
is the mission of our Lord was not to 
save sinners from the consequences of 
their sins, but from the dominion of' 
sin—from the commission of it." And 
he continued: “It is right and it is 
inevitable that we should and do suf
fer, and, moreover, it is the best thing 
that can happen to the sinner”—-and 
much more to the same effect, which, 
if it had been uttered fifty years ago, 
would have been considered rank 
heresy.
. Another instance maybe cited show
ing the progress and evolution of the 
Christian Church. A few weeks ago 
there was a grand gathering at Music 
Hall, in this city—a testimonial and a 
farewell greeting to a great and good 
man, Dr. Barrows, who was to depart 
for the Old World. This meeting was 
composed of all sects, creeds and 
tribes, and the crowd was so large 
that all could not obtain entrance. 
Every shade of belief was represented, 
from Roman Catholic to the most 
liberal Christian and Spiritualist. And 
all this was a spontaneous ovation to 
moral goodness in the person of Dr. 
Barrows—foremost in the .World’s 
Congress of Religions, as well as in 
all good works, and whose religion is 
mainly to do good—an upright, mod
est, Christian gentleman.

1. “The Christian Churches are 
honest and sincere in their efforts to 
elevate the race, and yet every phase 
of crime, from misdemeanor to mur
der, has ever been far more rife and 
common in Christian than in heathen 
lands."

2. “Why Christian zealots cannot 
realize this fact, and renounce a sys
tem that has ever been a moral failure, 

' is beyond my power to explain.” 
1 1. It is a redeeming feature in Mr.
1 Smith’s communication that he at 
' least accords honesty of motive to the 

benighted Christians, although they 
may not be blessed with the broader 

' intelligence and more enlightened 
1 views of their more favored brethren. 
! Those nations which—according to 
. Mr. S.—are least dominated by crime 

are probably those whose religion for
’ bids the use of strong drinks or in-

given reason, the captain of the cit
adel, are converted into a limbeck—a 
distillery, a sour mash—whéte the 
brain seethes and fumes, producing 
delirium arid madness—when most 
saoreligious murder breaks ope the 
Lord’s anointed temple and steals 
thence the life of the building."

If all religious sects—orthodox, 
liberal or Spiritualist—would drop all 
minor questions and make a united 
crusade against/this Juggernaut of 
crime, it would not be very long be
fore this Jericho of sin, death and hell 
would fall, and peace, plenty and 
prosperity would cover ‘the earth as 
with a garment. .

2. If Christianity is' accountable for 
all the crime of Christendom, by 
parity of reasoning and as a natural 
sequence, it also must be responsible 
for all the good done in the land, by 
all the beneficent institutions of Chris
tianity, educational and practical. 
And if, after all, the Christian sys
tem “has ever been a moral failure," 
who, among • even the ranks of Spirit
ualism^ would be willing to exchange 
this moral failure, with all its faults, 
for the boasted civilization of any 
pagan land under the sun?

As Brother Ingersoll says, “Let us 
be honest," and, above all, let us be 
charitable, and emulate the good na- 
tured tolerance of thaf great and good 
philosopher so highly honored a few 
days ago at Lincoln Park—Benjamin 
Franklin. His religion was a “creed
less Christianity," and he was friendly 
to all religions, believing that the ob
ject of each was the promotion of vir
tue, and that all of them contributed 
to the welfare and happiness of man
kind.

As the poet Bailey says: “I believe 
in all religions—fragments of one 
golden world."

No one can expect to make pros
elytes to a cause by exciting antagon
ism in the minds of those they wish 
to convert against it. Kindness and 
conciliation will do more in a day 
than argument, intolerance and 
vituperation can do in a thousand 
years. In this way we can 
“Ring out a slowly dying cause,

And ancient fonns of party strife;
Bing in the nobler modes of life, 

With sweeter manners, purer laws.. 
Ring in the valiant man and free,

The larger heart, the kindlier hand.
Ring out the darkness of the land, 

Ring in the Christ that is to be.”

“For 1 dip into the future, qs far as 
humaneyecoukba.ee, -

Saw the vision of tl^ world, and all 
the wonders thafcsjvill be.

When the wardruin tlirobs no longer, 
and the battle-flags are furled,

In the Parliament of/Man—the Fed
eration of the wC^ld. .

Then the common sense of most shall 
hold a fretful realm in awe,

And the kindly earth shall • slumbgr, 
rapt in universal law;

For I'doubt nqj through the ages one 
increasing purpose'i-uns, .

And the .thoughts of men are widened 
with the process of the suns."

Iba Gale Tompkins.
Chicago, Ill,

SOUNDS THE ALARM.
Words of Advice from Sec

retary Woodbury.

He States Some Cogent Facts for 
Consideration, .

To the Editor: —The Republican 
National Convention is over, and it will 
now be well for those who usually sup
port the Republican candidates to look 
up the record of the gentlemen just 
nominated.

Maj. McKinley is a Methodist; that is 
nothing against him, to be sure, but is he 
of the liberal and progressive school, or 
will he, if elected, endorse all measures 
iresented to the United States Coneress 
iy the National Reform Bureau and the 
National Reform Association? : I fear he 
is of the latter class, and if he is, the 
best place to attend to him will be at the 
ballot-box.

The New York Sun of May 25th says:
“At a meeting of the Brooklyn Phil

osophical Society yesterday afternoon, 
held in Long Island Business College in 
that city, one of the speakers asserted 
that her father told her that Maj. Mc
Kinley had once expressed himself to 
him, in a decided manner, on his opin
ion on the Sunday question, when he
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Now, what authority has Mr. S. for 
puch an outragwjB statement as this? 
I think it will be generally conceded 
by every ninety-nine in a hundred 
that the criminal class as a rule have 
no religious belief at all, and have 
never been, or only slightly at least, 
tinder the influence of moral and re
ligious teaching. If, at the last mo
ment,-some good priest—Protestant 
or Papist—has endeavored to wake 
remorse in them and offer the con
solations of religion, it has been with 
thé criminal like drowning men 
catching at straws. But probably 
in more instances they have refused 
Such ministrations and have died 
“game,” as the phrase is—of which 
there were recent instances in Chicago 
and elsewhere. As a general rule they 
are as Shakespeare says:

“Men that apprehend death no 
more dreadfully but as a drunken 
sleep; careless, reckless, and fearless 
of what’s past, present, or to come; 
insensible of morality,, and desperately 
mortal. ”

Ityfeeems almost impossible to con- 
peive that Mr. Smith could have hon
estly thought, or had the moral 
effrontery to say, that “ninety-nine 
out of every hundred murderers ex
ecuted are devout Christians.” How 
many among professed Spiritualists 
■ftould endorse such a statement? As 
¿lr. Ingersoll says, “Let usbehon- 
$st”_even to the poor, misguided 
Christian: . - .

I offer another quotation from Mr. 
Smith’s paper:

“The great drawback to the evolu
tion of the church is that its offensive 
flogmas dominate thé minds.of its de
votees, and will admit of no doubt or 
disputation. To doubt is to be 
damned.”. .

This is another assumption. that is 
equal!,! unfair and untrue, as the 
direct opposite or antithesis of this. is. 
the fact. These offensive dogmas, do 
—'innnnuto the ehui'ch. aud if in

toxicants, as the Mohammedan, etc.; 
and these are much more' strictly 
bound by the tenets of their faith 
than are Christian nations, who are 
accorded a larger liberty of belief and 
moral action, and though, as is very 
well known, the sentiment of the en
tire Christian Church, without regard 
to sect, is strongly and bitterly op
posed to the sale or traffic or use of 
intoxicating drinks, this mere senti
ment or moral attitude of the church 
does not have the obligatory or com
pelling force that does the religious 
tenets of pagan nations—the violation 
of one of which places them without 
the pale of their 'faith, to which all 
are bound; and those devotees of 
alcohol, although in a Christian land, 
are not amenable to the Christian 
faith or life.

But let us be honest, Brother Smith, 
and place this responsibility for crime 
not to any system of religion or belief, 
but to the source that is directly and 
legitimately responsible for it—to the 
demon drink, to King Alcohol and 
the god Bacchus, whose temples of 
worship are erected upon the corners 
of all the streets of our large cities, 
and whose priests, in consideration of 
a small indemnity to the local govern
ment, are privileged’ to deal .out their 
liquid damnation and manufacture 
criminals ad libitum, even on the 
Christian’s holy day.

If Mr. Smith had said that ninety- 
nine per cent of all crimes, including 
murder, were either directly or . in
directly instigated by the demon 
Drink, he would have been somewhat 
hearer the truth.. . ■ : .

. What crime is there in the whole 
category of evil that “drink” is not 
responsible for? It- transforms bril
liant intellects into intellectual im
becility; moral energy and purpose., 
into demoralizing weakness and pros
tration; productive labor into improv
ident idleness, and a whole progeny 
of evils leading to inevitable ruin.
< As Shakespeare says: “Man puts 
an enemy in his mouth to steal away 
his brains.” “Memory, the warden 
of the brain—its sentinel—and God-

The religious world of all beliefs 
could with profit borrow an axiom 
from the business world. In a certain 
house in this large city, a certain firm 
which has many competitors has this 
legend: “We talk our own goods and 
do not run down our neighbors. ”

This is an admirable motto, and let 
us imitate it by talking the glorious 
truths of Spiritualism, whose sublime 
faith of a life immortal will lift us out 
of the ruts of material gain, and also 
let Christianity talk theirs.

And let us not be too eager to pred
icate all our faith on the material 
manifestations of spirit power, but 
seek for higher sources of inspiration 
and truth. „

Let us be honest, let us be true, 
and let us be modest, and not so con
ceited as to think all truth and pro
gress is indebted to the advent of 
modem Spiritualism, however grand 
a thing it may be.
/ In one of the late Progressive 
Thinkers there is a poem entitled 
“There Is No Death,” and a pretty
good poem, too; but in this connection 
I will quote from a poem with a sim
ilar title, that is much older than is 
the date assigned to modem Spirit
ualism. The poem has been attributed 
to several authors, and among others 
to Bulwer Lytton or Lord Lytton. 
Whoever wrote it, it evinces a high 
degree of inspiration, and is in con
sonance with the true Spiritualisribof 
to-day:
“There is no death! The stars go down 

To rise upon some fairer shore,
And bright in some jeweled crown 

They shine forevermore.
There is no death! The dust we tread 

Shall change beneath the summer 
showers

To golden grain and mellow fruit 
Or rainbow-tinted flowers.

There is no death! An angel form 
‘ Walks over the earth with silent 
* tread.
He bears our best-loved things away, 

And then we call them dead. .
He leaves'our hearts all desolate, 

He plucks our sweetest, fairest 
flowers;

Transplanted into bliss they now 
Adorn immortal bowers.

ÍThe birdlike voice, whose joyous tones 
Made glad these scenes of sin and 

, strife,
Sings now an everlasting song ~ 

Around the tree of life.
Bom unto that undying life, 

They leave us but to come again.
With joy we welcome them the same, 

Except their sin and pain.
And ever near to us, though unseen, 

The dear immortal spirits tread,*
For all the boundless universe

Is Life—there are no Dead!"
It seems to me that Spiritualists 

above all others should be the most 
charitable to the opinions of those 
who disagree with them; and also be
lieve beyond all' others in an enlight
ened optimism that is ever making 
this wicked world better.

To my mind this, above everything 
else, is the best evidence that we have 
of a moral power or government in 
the universe—this universal tendency 
Ib to better things.

Poets, probably more than all 
others, are, as a general thing, the 
most inspired writers, and the true 
prophets or hierophants of the future; 
and is it not a delight to share with 
the poet laureate his glorious pro
phetic vision of the kingdom that is to 
come? . : j

&

Of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 
and Life In the Spirit-World.

was running for the office of governor of 
Ohio.

“He then said: T am in favor of a 
strict observance of the Christian Sab
bath.”’

Mr. Thurston, evidently to be high in 
the McKinley counsels, is well known 
here in Washington as an uncompromis
ing Evangelical. .

Mr. Grosvenor, another right-hand 
man of Maj. McKinley, is a well-known, 
as he says himself, “shouting Metho
dist.” .

Mr. Wanamaker, ¿f lÿiladelphla, la 
rubbing his hands witb gl'ee and enthu
siastically complimenting McKinley.

Will someone report McKinley’s 
views? r

Is it not about timej-jtodlook up thor
oughly the record of those who desire 
public office, and if they will not repre
sent us, let party go find’ vote for men 
who will represent us?S 1

Many of the trubles'which threaten ub 
to-day oan he settled art thé ballot-box.

If we insist on eleetinà to office men 
who will work with and for Evangelical 
Christiana—in short, tnosë who will serve I 
any religion before their'eountry, then 
we must abide by th.e cfmsequences of 
our actions. l-‘
' The American Sentinel Adventist has 
already sounded the alkrino’f warning, 
and it la a well-known'fact that all over 
the country our evangelical friends are 
organizing as never before.

I do not want to be uniuat to anyone, 
but from this point of observation the 
view before us is not especially cheerful 
if this ticket is victorious.

The “Celestial Lobby,” as Bro. Crof- 
fut terms them, have been working all 
winter in Washington for the passage of 
certain laws; they have asked all the 
season for at least one crumbof comfort; 
they have received nothing. God-in- 
Constitution, Morse Sunday bill and all 
other Sunday laws were killed in the 
committees, nut look out for the next 
session. I know there are now bills 
enough already presented to keep up a 
merry war all the session.

Spiritualists ought not to supportât 
the ballot-box any candidates who will 
endorse any unprogressive measures or 
any restrictive laws dictated by any 
priest, Catholic er Protestant.

The Progressive Thinker Is al
ways on the alert, and published last 
week an item in regard to the closing of 
a certain postoffice on Sunday by the 
Christian Endeavorers. This is to be 
attempted all over the country. Al
ready the war-cry has been raised, as I 
can prove.

An active campaign has already been 
begun. What are the Spiritualists of 
this country going to do? ■

Laugh at this warning and say “More 
jingoism.” All right; do bo if you 
choose; but I have the satisfaction of 
knowing that I have done my duty.

At Memphis, Tenn., the general As
sembly of the Southern. Presbyterian 
Church, after a long debate on May 25, 
1896, adopted the following declarations 
concerning Sunday observance: ■

“The permanent committee on the 
Sabbath is authorized and directed to 
take such steps as may be necessary to 
secure a united and simultaneous effort 
on the part of the different denomina
tions of Christiana in the United Statea 
to get up a mammoth petition to the 
civil authorities for the enactment and 
enforcement of laws to stop all unneces
sary travel'and traffic on the Sabbath
day. . '

“Inasmuch as it appears from the offi
cial statement of the postmaster-general 
that any of the postoffices may be closed 
on the Sabbath-day if'th^people of the 
town and the postmaster jin charge de
sire R;. tkat the general {assembly urge 
the members of the Southern Presbyte
rian Church to do whattiljy legitimate
ly can to procure the proÿer closing of 
the postoffices on the Sabbath.”

The great conventiomojihe Christian 
Endeavorers is to be^e^d in this city 
next month, and meet^ngst have already 
been announced to nssim in this en
deavor to steal away the liberties of the 
people and secure thejénqçtment of the 
bill ¿ready submitted -,,£0 Congress, 
which will come up it^-jh? flext session, 
which I now submit foy^publication. ,

Are Spiritualists baqde^together any 
too soon? I think not.

Sunday, May 24th, IL'jr.-ÿan Sant was 
arrested in Maryland fpri working in his 
cornfield on the. Lord’s day. On the 
same day I saw a hundred couple in the 
same State dance the hours of the same 
Lord’s day merrily away, J

Congress has adjourned and no laws 
have been enacted this session which 
the “combine" in Washinglon.have been 
opposing.. The ablest factor in the 
‘‘combine” was the international Lib- 
erfy League. Adventists have accom
plished splendid service in defense of 
true liberty. I submit their declaration 
of principles: ‘

“Wé believe in the religion taught by 
Jesus Christ. ■.

“We believe in temperance and re
gard the liquor traffic as,a curse to soci
ety.

“We believe in supporting, the civil 
government, and submitting to its. au
thority.

.. “We deny the right of ftW civil gov-
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This book gives an admirable course of study In 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 

/text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, as well as older persons whom it is wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound, in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished, on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
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135’* In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
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bound in paper coyer, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is. cailed the Premium Enoyolo- 
pjedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed, on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The- bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above. ■

The author shows a wise practicality in her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She illuetratM 
her eublcct with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use In chlldren’B lyceums. In the hands of moth*  
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book and should, bo widely circulated.
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eminent to legislate on religious ques
tions.

“We believe it is the right, and 
should be the privilege of every man to 
worship according to the dictates of his 
own conscience.

“We also believe it to be our duty to 
use every lawful means to prevent re
ligious legislation by the civil govern
ment, that we and our fellow-citizens 
may enjoy the inestimable blessings of 
both civil and religious liberty."

Let any who choose point the finger of 
scorn at the Seventh-day Adventists— 
they are most able defenders of the 
constitutional rights of our citizens, and 
put to shame all other evangelical peo
ple by the splendid stand they and their 
co-laborers, the Seventh Day Baptists, 
take, “that if the Christian religion can
not stand on its own merits, without guns 
and laws to protect it, then it is not 
what it claims to be.”

The last issue of their valuable paper, 
the American Sentinel, says truthfully:

“The National Reformers were never 
so active as they are now, and every 
friend of liberty of conscience ought to 
be on the alert to counteract, so tar as 
possible, the influence of their work?’

Will Spiritualists heed this warning?
The National Association must be 

aggressive as well as progressive in its 
future work. There is no time to waste 
in foolish quarrels or mutual admiration. 
The watchword of these days should be: 
Less Talk, More Work.

We ought to have a State Association 
in every State of the Union. Let us stop 
quarreling about non-essentials and In
augurate them. Much good work has 
been done this year ah-eady.in this de
partment. The result of the meetings 
in San Francisco recently held while our 
beloved president was there, is a strong 
and healthy State association. A mag
nificent work has been accomplished in 
Massachusetts since the institution of a 
State association there.

Again I must ask the mediums of 
America to be careful how and where 
they advertise.

. I beg of them not to put around their 
necks the rope which has caused trouble 
to mediums in the past.

One would suppose that after the ex
perience of some of them in Philadel
phia, that they would exercise a little 
care, and yet I see every day of my life, 
and have for some time, an advertise
ment of one of the very mediums ar
rested in Philadelphia in a local paper 
With those of persons who are not recog
nized as mediums; persons who adver
tise “to tell all about love affairs,” “re
move spells,” “cause speedy marriages,” 
“unite the separated," “givegood luck,” 
etc., etc. Is it not about time to have 
mediums exercise a little judgment, and 
endeavor not to locate in questionable 
localities, and not place their advertise
ments in the very same column in which 
fortune-tellers and soldiers of fortune 
advertise?

We ask again all true Spiritualists to 
assist to make the National Association 
a broad, liberal, progressive institution, 
by the people, of the people, for the 
best interests of all the people.

Francis B. Woodbury, 
Sec’y N. S. A.

Washington, D. C.

MAPOMST, 

Hin Birth, Character and Doctrina

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This is Ho. 8 of the Library of Liberal Claealci. It 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect lu every detail aa to be practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
Intensely interesting. Price, 25c. Bold at this office.

I
Í1

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
- AND - "

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able and Interesting presentation of a most 
ImportantBubject, Every Spiritualist and every in*  
JLUirer Into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual*  
am should have this excellent book, its value Is rec*  

ognized and acknowledged all over the world. Frloe, 
cloth, |L For Bale at this office.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
. A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
Jfor JAberal and Ethical Soclelies, for Schools 

and the Home.

COMPILED BY L K. WASHBURN.

Thia volume meets a public went. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and mnaic, embody*  
tog the highest moral sentiment, and free from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents, Bold at this office.

HUMAN CULTURE 0 CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BYE. D. BABBITT, M¡ D., LL. D.

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc.

Price, cloth, 15 cent». For »ale at this office.

VASHTI, OLD ANU NEW,
-OR-

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

MA.N
—IN THE-

PAST, PBESENT, AND FUTUBE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT Off

Baeultt of recent selentlflc research regarding tbo 
origin, position and prospecta of mankind.

From the German of

DR, LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science," “Physiological Pictures," “Six Loo*  
turea on Darwin/’ Eto.

“The great mystery of existence consists In perpet*  
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything Is fmmor*  
tai and indestructible—the smallest worm as well ai 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being in 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms in 
which being manifests Itself are changing: but Being 
Itself remalus eternally the same and Imperishable. 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only our 
personal consciousness. We live on In nature, fu our 
race, lu our children, in our deeds, In our thoughts— 
iu short, In the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short pergonal existence, we 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature In general.“—Buechner.

*-n 1 nnef Hvn„ Bhnut 850 DageB, vellum cloth, 11.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tnx Progrkssivx Thinker win re» 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In its columns. At the 
time, constant inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 248 pages, In style and form like tbo 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenei of the 
Btory alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative. .......... . ...

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction! 
The House of the Sage: Home of the Miser; Tho Low 
Societies; Hvdes; Cbrbtuiastlde In the (Spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmaatlde and the Golden Gate; The Un-, 
happy Marriage;- Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge *of  the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The- Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Contentednesp Not Goodness: Address of tue Sage.

It Is a book the spiritual let will bo delighted with; a 
book in which the investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper is 50 cents; muslin 11; postpaid.

THE MEUIUMISTIC
Experiences of Jobn Brown,

Tbo Medium of tbo Rocklea, with an Introduction by
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In the hands of every one InteP 
ested in Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chantel 
2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal U 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chap 
ter I, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commit 
nlcate; Hew to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 0, Mfscel 
loneous Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience, 
tbapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Bow*  
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First BreBk tn 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida,

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price 
cents. -

MARGUERITE HUNTER.
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Transcribed by a Co-operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It wu given through ln> 
dependent alate-writing. The llluatrattonawere gives 
in oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists. It 
Is not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without« 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition of the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism. The book contains 260 pages 
with six illustrations In half-tone, and twelve pages 
tn original independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound In blue silk cloth, stamped In silver. Price, 
11.25. For sale at this ofilce.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.
A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.

A DRAMATIC IDYLL. BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

A line pro« poem j . .tory of the “New Womin," 
who 1» the true women ot an tbo centuries, A re
markable book, contenting the modern Vaahtt with 
the Vakhtt ot ancient Bible time». Interesting and 
suggestive. Cloth, »1; paper, SO cents. Kor sale at 
this office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCH.

Z'HE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now submerged part of this glopi 
known as Atlantis, is one of much Interest. Thfl 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies*,  from the deep sea Investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged In compact, 
literary form, In this very Interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to spiritualists be*  
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of thft 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern*  
Ing the fact of au Atlantia end a great people of tbo 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

Comment, on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Number, 
and Deuteronomy, by

EUtabeth Cady Stanton, Utile Devereux 
Blake, Bee, Phehe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, BUen Battelle Dietrick, 
Hrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula If. Gestefeld, and
' France» B. Barr,

"In every soul there Ie bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the world of thought 
what no other one possesses."—Cousin.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS,
—OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
MosxsHull. An invincible argument proving that 
J ©bub was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout ths Oli and New Testa
ment were underthe same conditions that medium! 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is the re
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

EELIGION OF THE FUTURET 
BY S. WEIL.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read It,
Price 50c. For sale at this Office.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of hypnotism, useful to 
students of the subject. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very successfully a con
densed account of hypnotism, its theory and practice 
up to date. Price, paper, 25 cts. Bold at this office.

Cloth, 11.25. • Paper, 50 cents.
This Lb a work of great value, written by ono of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. ’ It Is particularly a work which 
should be put into tho hands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmas of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of Hfe.

The chapters reveal a new method in psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super*  
seded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office.

Lights in a Graveyard.
Residents of Highland, Ulster county, 

N. Y., ate perplexed and much alarmed 
by strange lights seen at night -in the’ 
old Presbyterian cemetery there. The 
cemetery is part of the property the 
ownership of a stripof which is in dis
pute between Levi Hasbrouck and the 
trustees of the church. Last night, 
while the moon hazily shone through 
clouds of smoke from forest fires, a 
weird blue light hovered over the-mar-, 
ble and brown stone monuments in the 
cemetery for- a minute or two and then 
floated out in the vicinity of a near-by 
schoolhouse and disappeared.

The light was seen by three men, who 
tried in vain to find out what produced 
it. Later in the evening, white, red and 
green lights flitted about the cemetery 
and gleamed from behind headstones in 
will-o’-the-wisp fashion. Curious per
sons, .who in their investigations ap
proached close enough almost to grasp 
the globelike appearances, say they felt 
severe shocks like that of a strong cur
rent of electricity, passing through 
them, and as hastily as possible left the 
"’haunted” place. •

Armed watchmen were placed on duty, 
in the cemetry, with instructions to 
spare no effort to ascertain the origin of 
the mysterious lights.

. Neglect of the hair often destroys its 
vitality and natural hue, and causes it to 
•fallout. Before It is.too late, apply 
Hall’s Hair Renewer, a sure remedy.

“The Occult Forces oi Sex." By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which , quest
ions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of wad-: 
vanced «octal reformer. Price 50c.

MISS JUDSON’S ROOKS.
PEHY SHE .BECAME A SPHUTUAIIST.

204 pages. One copy, *1,  nix copies, M.

FEOH WIGHT TO XOEW, ' 
Or, An Appeal to the Baptitf Church, 

82 page*.  One copy, 15 centa, ten coplea, |L

THEBBID GEBBTWBSWTWO W0BJ5D8.
209 pagea. Ono copy, bound In clotb, 31: papec: W 

cento.

For Sale at Mb Office, 40 loomit Street.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
-OR-

THREE-FOLD POWES OF SEX.

ROMANISM AND THE BE*  PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OK

Mi country should have at bond for consult*  
tion. By Rev. Isaac J. Lanalng, M. A. This Is a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purpose^ 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, cm) 
may be considered a mine of valuable information fa I 
every patriot tn the land. Price «1. For sale at tbli 
efflce.________ ' ,_____________

Soul of Things; or Psychometric
Researches and Discoveries.

DF WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F, 
JJ Denton. Amerrelon, work. Though conclie u 
, text-book, It Is u fascinating aa a work of Action. 
The reader will bo amazed to see the curio M facto 
here combined tn support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubta and difficulties, make Geology aa plain ag 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now Ob1 
soured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. I.

Cloth.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This te one of the author's most useful and te*  
BtrucUvo books. Ibis vfork should be read by every 
man and woman« Price. 60 cents. For Bale, at thia 
office. . - ■ ' ■ ■ ______

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Thli work Wtn bo found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make . study ot BOmanlsm and 
theSlble. The historic tacts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review ot Romish Ideas aud ptaotlcoa should 
b*  read By all. Price, 25c. Sold at thl» office. ___

The DeviLand the Adventists.
An Adventist Attsck on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

Hosss Hour» Price. 5 cents. Fortale at this office. 

"WAYSIDE JOTTINQS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-way» and Hedge» 

of Lite. ByMattrn . Thtotoa marvelously
neat book of »elections from Mrs. Holls best poems, 
sermon» end essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
ot the aether, alto, portrait ot Motor Hill. Prien, 
nHUy tout tnKagllik cloth, li. ftfMdeuthls 
office, . ■ •• _____

.. Poitago 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol IL

IHuitraled. 450 pp. Cloth......... ........
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol. HL 
mimted. 362 pp. cioth...............

Pottage 10 cents.

.tuo

.tuo
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HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;.
' Or Self-Justice.

By Loll WalBbrooker. Many have read thia book, 
many have re read It, and many others out to read iu 
It should be read by every man and woman In the 
land. It shows the falsities rampant In society. In 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrongs 
that «flow therefrom to Innocent victims of . social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness of the author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00

Romanism and the Republic?-
By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Evary patriot 

should read it. Price »1.00. ■ - v

COMMON SENSE.
Bv Thomas Falno. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad- 

droned to the Inhabitants ot America In 1776, with 
explanatory noUce by an English author. ff»p»h 
IS cents. ■. .

The Religion of Humanity ;
A-PhlfofODhy of Life*  By J. Icon Benwtll. . 4 

beautiful paper-bound pMnpMeVwtUi * likened, e Mtbtf. viott viluibla pnblfctttoa lio drcoltti 
among Chrtatlan people. Price 15 Cent*.

1
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uQuuurcetf uribBui) bqq me mom prominent or n 
friend* in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cent*

One

j-

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D. 
Fol« ISmo, 407 Pages, Cloth,

GENERAL DIVISION.

The Age of Reason;
Being an Investigation of True and Fabulous1 

ology. Anew and complete edition, from new ri 
ana new type} 166 pages, post 8yo, paper, 25 ol 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to the ii 
, taut* of America In 1776, with explanatory &otu 
i m English author. Paper, 15 cent* '
The Rights of Man. *

Parts I and II, Belug an answer to Mr. Bu| 
tttack upon the Franchj Revolution. Post 8v<fi( 
pages. Paper, 80 cents flejotb, 50 cents,
Paine’s Complete

Theological WorX
Age of Reason, Examination of the Pi-opbectes/ 

Hine, edition. Post 8vo., 482 pages. Cloth, Si.00
Paine’s Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man« 
Illustrated edition. Post Bvo., 650 pages. Cloth," 
postage, 20 cents. ~

THE ELIMINATOR 
-OB

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdof 
Secrets.

BY PROF. W. M. LOCK. WOOL

•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«♦♦I 
GENESni SURVEY f ♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<»♦

Jhe Spiritualistic Field—Its 

Workers, Doings, Eto.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings, 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
Jong reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend’a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion i

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them, ■

J. V. C., of Cincinnati, O., rather 
likes the prefix “Rev,” when bestowed 
on worthy lecturers, and seems to feel 
all the more favorable to it after having 
witnessed the marriage ceremony per
formed by “Rev.” Marguerite St. Omer, 
for Miss Lizzie D, Bailey and Mr. Neu
minster. .

Mrs, M. Gregory, of this city, ex
presses,.her sympathy with the senti
ments of Lyman C. Howe concerning 
entrancement, and does not believe that 
unconscious trance is so much the con
dition of mediums, eto., as is generally 
supposed. She thinks that where medi
ums become unconscious, they will be
come mediums for developed and unde
veloped spirits, both, and there is seri
ous danger of obsession; and that the 
grahdest mediums we have never lose 
■their individuality, but are stimulated 
or semi-entranced by the liyffigitic influ
ence of their spirit guides.jy^e should 
use our own individual reason and judg
ment in everything, even in receiving 
messages from the spirit sidq|g|: life.

Letters for Frank T. Ripley should be 
addressed to Oxford, Ohio, for July and 
August. He can be engaged for July 
and August.
. Dr, H, C. Andrews has a few open 
dates,during July, and will answer calls 
to lecture anywhere. Address, Bridge
port, Mich.

“Who Are These Spiritualists, and 
What Ie Spiritualism?” is the title of a

boy, throe years old; «nd went to Philo’ 
math on a visit to my husband's’ sister, 
Mrs. Gregson. While I was there I had 
gone to the store and left my boy with 
his aunt. All at once she missed him. 
She looked for him quite a while and at 
last found .him siUJng in - themiddle of 
the railroad.;- track, and'- the train-was 
due at the time. '.Bhe asked him what 
he was thererfOFjhe said he was going 
to find mamma; My husband was home 
atYaqulna, and hb saw our little one 
there op. the track, and was going to 
Write tome about it, but before be wrote 
I came some and he told ipe about it be
fore I said anything to him concerning 
the incident. Another time, in April 
last, I was called away to the bedside of 
a dear brother. While there, my hus
bandsaw me standing by and talking to 
my brother. The doctor said he 
would never be up again; but my hus
band said he thought he would, for he 
saw him up, sitting in a chair, with his 
clothes on, and he was here at Yaquina, 
Lincoln Cp., and my brother was at So
daville, Linn Co., at the time my hus
band saw this. My brother was improv
ing, so I came back home after two 
weeks' stay with him; and Iihave re
ceived letters from there anep he is up 
and able to walk around. How I would 
like someone to explain, if they can, why 
he can see those here in the body just 
the same as those who have left the 
body, never being under control. My 
husband sees these things when he is 
not thinking of the parties.”

T. C. Jeffries writes from St, Joseph, 
Mo.: "Spiritualism is flourishing in St. 
Joseph. We have two very promising 
societies. Mediums are being devel
oped rapidly. St. Joseph has made 
more progress the last year than for 
twenty years previous. The Progress
ive Spiritual Church furnish their hall 
free twice each Sunday to good test me
diums and lecturers. Mediums travel
ing in the west can make arrangements 
to stop here by addressing me, care of 
Homan House,”

Secretary writes: “The First. Spiritu
alist Union Society of St. Paul, Minn.; 
will hold its convention on the North
western Camp-meet’ng grounds July' 
9th, 1896. All members are requested 
to be present. A good time is expected.

Theo. Parsons, writes from Salt Lake, 
Utah,: “We have been blessed with an
other fake medium in the person of. ‘Dr. 
Wood,’ps he calls himself. When will 
Spiritualists learn wisdom and give 
fakes a wide berth?” .

pamphlet of about sixty pages, about to < 
be issued by J. M. Peebles, San Diego, 1 
Cal. From advance sheets received we ; 
judge it will be especially well adapted j 
to missionary work among truthseekers, ] 
doubters and orthodox opposers of Spir- ] 
itualism. It should have a wide circu- । 
lation. . ■

.>• J. W. Holmes writes from Brainerd, <
Minn., of a number of very satisfactory 1 
materializing seances with Mr. A. 1 
Wheeler as medium. Forms appeared । 
in the light, with the medium in plain ] 
view. On invitation Mr. Wheeler held 
a seance at the house of a doubting or- ; 
thodox friend, and there the manifesto- i 
tione were so wonderful that the ortho
dox friend and several of his intimate ■ 
friends have become convinced of the • 
truth of spirit return. ।

H. Ebertshuuser, of Sandusky, Ohio, 
writes giving his endorsement of the 
mediumship of Mrs. E. Archer, Mrs. 
Jennie Donovan, Mr. and Mrs. Petti
bone, and H. E. Chase. He. says: 
.(‘There are always people that do not । 
want to bo convinced and ask why is it 
go, and not so, as I want it? Why does , 
not my wife come? etc. Please let me 
add here some words from my spirit- 
guide—a part of a communication re- i 
celved a year ago: ‘Many Spiritualists, 
unfortunately, are hypercritical, with ; 
nothing but want of knowledge of Spir
itual matter, and they have a false and 
offensive presumption which deters 
many educated arid self-respecting peo- 
pie from having anything to do with I 
them or the cause they profess. This 
has injured the cause of Spiritualism, as 
it has prevented many intelligent mor
tals from joining the ranks of Spiritual- 

—ists who otherwise would be valuable 
and able leaders, and build up. the cause 
of Spiritualism from social, church and 
other communities. Why, the greatest 
enemies to the cause of Spiritualism 
are Spiritualists themselves, who, 
through an insane jealousy, are ever 
watching to seize upon some pretext to 
make pretended exposures of media and 
thus drag innocent mortals down into 
the dust.'”

. Annie Lord Chamberlain writes from 
her home in California: “With pleasure 
through The Progressive Thinker I 
inform my friend that I reached my 
present home June 3; had a delightful 
trip, and my surroundings far exceed 
my anticipations. Southern California, 
what I have seen of it, is a vast garden. 
In this lovely Azusa valley nature is 
very bountiful. There are fine orange 
and lemon orchards, apricots, olives, 
figs, nectarenes and smaller fruits and 
vegetables in abundance. The grand 
old mountains, with their towering 
heads, calmly and serenely view the 
beautiful valleys below them. Friends, 
I expect to remain in this summer-land 
a year, hoping thereby to regain some 
of my lost health and strength. I want 
to do some work, and shall hope to re
ceive some of your patronage. -Address 
Box 42, Azusa, Cal.”

“Stand by Your First Love,” and 
“Only a Sprig of Scotch Heather,” are 
two beautiful musical compositions, in 
sheet-music form, published by Lyon, 
Healy & Co., Chicago. The words are 
by Mr. Adam Craig, and the music by 
Mr. John Quinn. Tho verse of each is 
fine in sentiment, and the musical ex
pression will please lovers of song and 
music. These gentlemen have written 
several popular songs and bid fair to 
come to the front as two of Chicago’s 
best song-writers.

Mrs. O. J. Zellner, of Santa Rosa, 
Cal., 709 Humboldt street, desires the 
jiostofiice^address of Mrs. Annie Eva

J. B. A. writes from De Soto, Kas.: 
"The faith of investigators of the Spir
itual theory has been considerably aug
mented and much knowledge gained by 
Spiritualists of this locality turough the 
instrumentality of Mrs. M. T. Powell, 
of Lawrence, Kansas, an excellent trum
pet medium, who has been with us for 
the last ten days, during which time 
rery many most satisfactory tests and 
iemonstrations of the truth of the Spir
itual theory were given, and many a 
veary heart made glad and happy by 
>he reception of loving words from their 
5plrit-frlends, and we recommend such 
is are in doubt as to their destiny, when 
.heir spirits part from their bodies, that 
;hey invite Mrs. Powell to their homes/ 
vho will’ furnish them with such satis- 
'actory and reliable evidence upon this 
ill-important subject as shall remove 
mspense, create a trust and bring 
Knowledge aud enduring happiness to 
their souls.” -

Mrs. Alfred. Bailey writes from Ya- 
julna' City. Ore.: “My- husband has 
seen a medium for over twenty years, 
tod has never been under control; he 
«es people and talks with them in the 
pirit, and what seems strange is that 
ic sees them ip the body, when away 
rom him; He has seen me a good many 
times when I was away from home and 
has told ae things that have occurred 
tone when away. Once I'took my little
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messages were written in German. He I 
also drew spirit pictures, bolding the 
caper—a common. tablet—back of his 
head, while the spirit artist controlled, 
his’hand, giving perfect pictures, that’ 
were recognized, with name of the spir
its. All his work is done in the light, 
making it most convincing, even to 
skeptics. These circles are held ev ery 
Monday and Wednesday evening, at 8 
o’clock. Services at Church of the
Spirit, Arlington Hall, 551 North Clark 
street, 2:45 and 7:45 p. m., every Sun
day."

Lewis P. Ord, an engineer ip the em-' 
>loy of W. A. Flagler, has been survey- 
ng and platting the remainder of the 

Southern Cassadaga Spiritualist camp
grounds at Lake Helen, Fla. He has 
also laid out a route for a spur from the 
Atlantic and Western railroad to the 
(round, A new auditorium is to be 
juilt this coming season toward which 
many businessmen of DeLand have con
tributed. Lots are leased for twenty - 
two new cottages to be erected before 
the meeting of 1897. The management 
seems dauntless in their determination 
to make this naturally beautiful spot a 
prominent winter resort, and notwith
standing many difficulties with which 
they have had to contend, are meeting 
with deseryed success. Already the 
movement has attracted the attention of 
people from many parts of the country 
and a strong local-interest is manifest 
even by those who do not agree with 
the religious views entertained by these 
people.—Volusia County. Record. •

Geo. F. Perkins writes: “I have just 
returned from Palestine, where, under 
the direction of Mr. Clay, of that little 
town, I gave two lectures, with readings 
at the. close of each. The number of 
Spiritualists is .comparatively few, as 
the extreme orthodox and the ‘don’t- 
care’ element seem to control things; 
but there are some nice people there. 
Mrs. Sutherland entertained me royally: 
Mrs. Putnam, Mrs. Brown, and others 
gave me good attention,"

E. W. Sprague, lecturer and platform 
test medium, has the following engage
ments: Paw Paw, Mich., July 5 to 12; 
Chesterfield (Ind.). Camp, July 16 to 26; 
Vicksburg (Mich.) Camp, August 8 to 
30,- where he will' act as chairman. He

R. W. E. Casterline, M. D., of Des , 
Moines, Iowa,writes: "The Kates-Singer , 
Quartette are giving entertainments in 
the city under the auspices of the State < 
Spiritual Association, .of Des Moines. ¡ 
They are certainly worthy the name < 
they leave, and their práise is unani
mous from the Spiritualists here. Mr. ( 
Kates is an excellent speaker, holding ( 
his audience spellbound and delighted 
the while. Mrs. Kates is an excellent 
test medium, arid her talks are worthy 
of fame. Prof. Joseph Singer is cer- । 
tainly a master of the violin arid mando-, , 
lin, and his son as a jerformer on the ( 
cork is a wonder. - Were it not for the 
hot weather and other arrangements , 
we would keep them here indefinitely, j 
Mrs. Weatherford is still with us and j 
always gives perfect satisfaction.” .

Wm. Mason writes from Fond du Lac, । 
Wie.: "I called on May Bangs by ap- : 
pointment, for a slate-writing. I brought ■ 
a slate with me from NewYork.one par- ' 
ticulárly marked. I was instructed to । 
write letters to my friends in the Spirit
world, while May was otherwise en- : 
gaged in another room, she riot seeing 
the contents. After inquiring, of mj' ■ 
spirit-friends if they would write, they 
answered by three raps. She immedi
ately gave me two slates, olean and new, 
and put mine between, tying them to
gether, I holding them; after consid- 
arable time passed, two more were laid - 
on them, I still continuing to hold them. 
In about twenty minutes, ■ little raps , 
announced that 'the writing was com
pleted. On opening' the slates all the 
inquiries and questions proposed to my 
spirit-friends were answered, in their 
own style of remarks, and with their 
personalities strongly developed: conse
quently, to me the evidence of the hon
esty of the writing is.without a shadow 
ofadoubt.” . .

Charles B. Brockway, of the Brock- * 
way family, writes from Spokane, Wash.: 
“When we arrived in Walla Walla we 
could not find but one known Spiritual
ist, and he was seven miles out in the 
country. He is an honest and'faithful 
worker, and he says he will always be as 
long as his name is O. R. Ballou. There, 
had never been a phenomenal medium 
visit their little city of 7,000 population 
before, and my seances were well attend
ed, running from thirty to forty persons. 
Owing to my strength not being suffi
cient to work among so many who 
knew nothing of the spiritual laws, I was 
unable to meet half of the demands for 
private seances. We left there from 
ninety to a hundred honest investigators, 
and I recommended your paper to them 
for the philosophy.”

Ben F. Hayden writes from Indianap
olis, Ind.: “Meetings will continue to be 
held at 361 West Washington street, ev
ery Sunday evening at 8 o’clock. Lec
ture always followed by tests of spirit 
presence. Transient mediums, speakers 
and friends always made welcome. Will 
answer calls to speak for societies any 
place. Correspondence solicited. Ad
dress me at 185 Newman street, Indian
apolis, Ind."

A. V. Abel writes: “We have been 
favored at Pittsburg, Kansas, by having 
with us the eloquent trance speaker and 
test medium, Oscar A. Edgerly. We 
can truly say that Mr. Edgerly's guides 
have given us as fine lectures as have 
ever been delivered from our rostrum. 
His lectures are eloquent, concise, and 
to the point, and what is better, deal 
with Spiritualism from start to finish. 
That is the feature that pleases ofir so
ciety, as we believe in Spiritualism first, 
last and all the time.”

Mrs. L. A. Roberts, materializing me-, 
dium. is holding seances at the North
western Camp, where she has a cottage 
for the season., at the close of which she 
expects to attend’the Mt. Pleasant Park 
Camp.at Clinton, Iowa, ’ and for ibis rea
son seances are discontinued at her home 
üntil frirther notice. '

J. C. F.’ Grumbirie will be at Lake 
Brkdy Camp July 25, and open classes 
in clairvoyance by his inspirational-sys
tem of teachings, endorsed by hundreds 
of students and eloquent testimonials. 
The classes aré limited to thirty. Ad
dress him at. Geneseo, Ill., for advance 
privilege. ■■ : ,

The Herald, of Newburyport, Mass., 
says: “Dr. Charles W. Hidden leaves 
to-day on a short trip on his lecture tour. 
On Sunday he lectures at-Cummington, 
on Tuesday at Northampton, on Wednes
day at Greenfield. During the present 

' summer at camps at Onset and Lake 
Pleasant, Mass.; at Niantic, Conn.; 
Queen City Park, Vt., and Lake Brady, 

■Ohio. The Doctor is a talented speaker 
and is in demand everywhere. Next 
winter hp will visit California, Mexico 
and the South and. in the spring goes tp 
Europe and India." ” ,

¡ J. Kelly writes: "Dr. Willis. Edwards 
gave a seance at his home, 163 Dearborn

, avenue, Monday evening, June 22, that 
> was truly wonderful as demonstrating 
, the power of spirit. There wore thirty- 
• five persons present in the circle. The 

doctor went under control, gave tests, 
answered mental questions and gavfe 
slate-writing, persons having brought

। their owa slates. In two instances the

THY WIL BE DONE
What Is »Signified by the 

Scripture Text.

A Short Senken Written by a Lay 
Preacher.

Text:—“Th/tyili he done on earth as 
it is in heaven,"¿-Mat. 6:10. .

"Assuming tlie^common acceptation of 
heaven as the iuKure abode of the right
eous, we should know how God’s will is 
done there before we can utter this 
prayer intelligently. The popular ideas 
on this subject, founded on the Bible, 
are very erroneous, because of its sym
bolic and allegorical language belug 
used literally. The ’ letter is taken for 
the spirit, and makes the old book ap
pear more ridiculous than it really Is.

It appears from the account of the 
temptation (Mat. iv:l-10), that the devil 
could quote scripture as well as Jesus; 
but he took it literally, while Jesus took 
it in its true spiritual sense, which al
ways agrees with reason. '

Satan knew as well as Jesus did that 
if he could persuade him to cast himself 
down from the pinnacle of the temple, 
he would be dashed to pieces; but Jesus 
vanquished him bi’ his higher knowledge 
of and adherence to the true philosophy

will deliver several lectures followed 
with tests during the meeting. He will 
be at Erie, Pa., for the month of Decern- 
ber; He is open for engagement from 
July 26th to August 8th, also for Sep- 
tomber, October arid November. Per
manent address, 416 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y.

Mrs. Nettie Von Bergen writes: “Tho 
Sunlight Center Band has been holding 
services in Hygeia Hall for several 
Sundays past. June 21, at 3 p. m., was 
the occasion of an interesting and unique’ 
service. Mrs. S. È. Bromwell was or
dained for the ministry of the spiritual 
jospel. She was delicately and beauti

: ully robed with pure white, her dress 
being of shining.white silk. She wore 
a coronet of flowers, yellow, purple; and 
white, the chosen colors of the Sunlight 
Center Band. She was accompanied by 
two little girls, dressed in pure white, 
daughters of Mrs. Susan Lundy; their 
names were Lulu and Bertha. Mrs. Ly
man christened them and gave them 
their spirit names. Bertha received the 
spirit name, Sunlight, and Lulu, Light 
from Heaven. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman 
; lerformed the ceremony of ordaining 
Mrs. BromwelL The power that in
spired her was solemn and impressive. 
Mrs. Bromwell responded with a‘soul 
full of emotion. A most beautiful basket 
of flowers was presented by Mrs. Mary 
C. Rynex and floral offerings were 
Ylaced upofrthe altar in profusion. Next 
Sunday will close • the Public meetings 
of the Sunlight Center Band until Sep
tember, 1896. All communicatiops for 
the Sunlight -Center Band may be ad
dressed to Mrs. Nettie Von Bergen, sec
retary, 1091 Monroe street, Chicago, 
during the summer.

Moses Hull speaks at Woolley’s Sum
merland Park, Millersport, Ohio, July 4 
and 5. Summerland Park is said to be 
one of the most lovely camping-grounds 
in Ohio, only 30 miles from Columbus.

John S. Phillips, secretary, writes: 
“The directors of Island Lake Camp As
sociation have decided to extend camp 
tinie one wdek, closing August 30th, in
stead of 23rd. They have secured tal
ent for the week, and the Society for 
Advancement of Spiritualism, of Detroit, 
has formulated a programme for Sunday, 
August 30th. Marguerite St. Omer has 
been engaged as speaker on that occa
sion. She will also speak in Detroit, 
September 6th, for the same society.”

Bishop A. Beals lectures at Oakland, 
Cal., the Sundays of July. He can be 
addressed in that city, jn care of Market 
Street House .

Prof. H. D Barrett passed through 
this city last week oh his way east from 
his extended western tour. He was ten
dered a. reception by Mr. and Mrs. Rich
mond at their residence in Rogers Park. 
Prof. Barrett was obliged to leave on an 
earlv evening train for Columbus, O. .

Clara Marsh writes: “I see the name’ 
of Miss Woodbury, clairvoyant and test 
médium, is omitted from the report of 
the Orion (Mich.) Camp. She is a well- 
known worker in our Spiritualistic 
ranks. She was with us all through 
camp, and gave freely of her gifts to 
bring comfort to hearts that longed to 
receive the light. Her tests of spirit 
communion are often truly wonderful, as 
many can vouch for beside myself. She 
is a lady, refined and gentle, and worthy 
of patronage and recognition in her pub
lic and private work, as a messenger of 
truth. As a medium I was also present, 
and had on exhibition my crayon work, 
done by spirit artists. The messages I 
give can speak for. themselves in the 
hearts of those who received them. 
The selfishness and partiality that 
is manifest in some of our camps is not 
conducive to théir growth, either spir
itually or financially. Let us cultivate 
a little more of that broad love for hu
manity we talk so eloquently about frorii 
oùr platforms, then will we infuse into 

■ the hearts of the people a desire to unite 
with us, and new talent and new work
ers will lend us a helping hand, other
wise we work against our best interests. 
Miss Woodbury has been at my home 
for a week, and her circles have given 
abundant satisfaction to those pi'esont 
and I hope she will be warmly welcomec 
and appreciated in the camps she wil 
visit the coming months.” • .

Mrs. Sarah'E. Bromwell sends the fol
lowing: “A picnic is to be given by the 
Woman’s Endeavor Aid Society, 
Friday, July 10th. Pastors of all de
nominations and all Aid Society work
ers are cordially invited to be present 
and to take part. Services will be 
opened by prayer at 3 p. m. in the pa
vilion. Brief speeches will be invited, 
with a fine musical programme. Also 
the New Misses’ Endeavor Aid Quartet 
(Miss Anna i Anderson, leader) will 'sing. 
After the close of the exercises the 
young people cau daffee until 10 o’clock. 
A duplicate picnic will be given by the 
Spiritual Endeavor Society, Saturday, 

' the 11th, with many prominent medi
' ums to take part. All are cordially lu
' vited. C,an bring your baskets or can 

be served at the restaurant on the 
। grounds. To be held at Central Grove; 
[ round trip (steam cars) lOcts., or elec
; trio cars to River Forest, only a few 

blocks to walk. Trains: Grand Central 
. depot, stopping at all stations between 
। 40th and Madison streets, Northern Pa- 

clfio railroad, 8:20 a. m., 1:30, 5:40 and 
, 6:15 p. m. Last train to Chicago 10:10 
; p. m. Sarah E. Bromwell, general 
। manager." ' . ,

ESAÜ, AND REBEKAH.

An Open Letter to Mrs. Elizabeth 
Cady Stunton on “The Wo- 
\ man’s Bible.”

Respected Mapam:—When it was 
known that you were connected with 
those who were to give the Woman’s 
Bible to the world, it was expected that 
fullest justice would be done to your Bi
ble-trodden sisters; but vour comments 
upon Rebekah,Isaac’s wife, seem severe 
if not unjust. Instead of what is said of 
her, many expected words like these: 
Jacob had bought and paid for Esau’s 
birthright; Esau’s attempt to retain the 
sold birthright shows more dishonesty 
than did Jqcob and hie mother, who 
jaw that after a fair purchase they had 
o resort to a trick to gel possession of 

the birthright. .
Between them they managed to over

reach Esau and Isaac, and Jacob got 
what he had already paid for; Esau had 
no cause to complain. The “elder son” 
was not "defrauded;” himself seeking to 
defraud Jacob, the mother was sharp 
enough to prevent Esau’s fraud. Re
bekah was born of a race of Shylooks, 
at a time when women were allowed

of natural and spiritual law. ।
Jesus, like Paul, was a minister, riot of ; 

the letter that killeth, but of the spirit j 
that giveth life.(I. Cor. 111:6.) Literalists j 
in this case follow the Devil and do his • 
work, but Spiritualists follow Jesus and , 
do his work. • ।

Jesus spent his life not in self-ag- '. 
gi'andizemeqt, or in accumulating 
worldly wealth, but in doing good and । 
healing the sick. ■ ■ This is what all true ' 
Spiritualists are doing. Jesus came 
down from heaven not to do his own 
will, but the will of Him that sent him. 
(John vi:38.) And when his disciples 
asked him to teach them to pray, our 
text was part of his lesson to them.

Three questions require our attention: 
’first, What is prayer? Second. What is 
the will of God? Third, How is it done 
in heaven?

I have no qqarrel with those who, for 
reasons of their own, depreciate prayer. 
Jesus himself, seeing so muçh formal; 
hypocritical prayer, warned big dis
ciples against it, saying; "Be not like 
unto them, for your father knoweth 
what things ye have need of before ye 
ask him.” But we cannot deny prayer 
in the abstract, for it is the desire and 
aspiration of the soul, and as essential 
as the breathing of the new-born child, 
and à primary element of true spiritual 
life. ■ .

Second. The will of Go^, in the ab
stract, is that absolute law that governs 
the Universe, variously termed nature, 
destiny, fate, a divinity that shapes our 
ends, etc., and comprehends all the 
moral and spiritual precepts by which 
human conduoii.should be regulated.

Third. Howj ifli this will done,' or 
obeyed, in heaven? It is generally ad
mitted that thft Bible gives no adequate 
conception of thlsj?ubject. Hence Chris
tianity is at sou, aftnd its decadence ap
parent and unqyoidable.

The facts of gpiÿituuliBm, which the 
church shouldphntfe been the first to ac
cept and teachitoiihe people, now come 
to our assistance and give such a view 
of how the wiljipf God is done in heaven 
and should be,done on earth, as is suffi
cient to, and will, in the near future, 
revolutionize iliejireligious, social and 
political systems (ftC the world and en
able us to do. jiepwlll of God on earth 
as it-iBdonp;lfuheriYeni f - -

In the greahbeyond there is no fraud, 
envy or jealousy, for love is the law and 
it Is as necessary, to obey it as it is to eat 
in order to live on earth. Society is so 
constituted there that the interest of 
one is the interest of all. The religion 
of heaven, like that of Thomas Paine, 
is to do good. The inhabitants of that 
land are as anxious for the welfare of 
their friends here as we are ourselves, 
and ‘ are doing all they can to bring 
heaven and earth under one law, and 
put an end to crime and misery. -

I will give one instance of what they 
are doing to bring about this state of 
things. It is taken from Hudson Tut
tle’s late work, “^’he Philosophy of 
Spirit,” and is a quotation from a letter 
received by thatauthor fromSpiritRob- 
ert Dale Owen, as follows:
“In this sphere those three great curses 

which I combated on earth are re
moved. ' I found a sufficient number to 
afford nie sympathizing association such 
as I never dreamed of. Those three 
plagues of the world are its superstitions 
by which it tramples on the weak mar. 
tyr, and crucifies its saviors, to glorify 
them in succeeding ages, like an ignoble 
fool: legalized marriage,consigned to thé 
mummery of a priesthood, from which 
arises all the prostitutions of the world 
and the degradation of the female sex; 
and private property, the distinction 
mine and thine, fiom which arise all 
the robberies, frauds, falsehoods’ and 
crimes of the world. Against these I 
have ever waged war, and ever shall un
til they are overthrown. I find this my 
heaven. Surrounded by a group: of 
kinfirbd minds, we all, as one, strive.to 
perfect a social system. which We shall 
impress on the impressible of earth’s in
habitants, and endeavor to actualize in 
the world-life. Let kindred spirits be 
drawn together , in harmonious groups; 
let them be surrounded by proper condi
tions, and crime, error and folly would 
rapidly give place to goodness, love, vir
tue, and general [peace. War ' would 
perish, kings and rulers cease to be; love 
and joy reign over delighted people.”

We " happen to have collateral evi
dence that such a work is being done 
by bands of highly unfolded spirits com.' 
ing every day nearer to earth. Their 
influence only reaches the brain, but 
when they get lower it will reach the 
heart; then will be the millennium; for 
this is the much misunderstood coming 
of the Christ wbiqb Daniel says “none- 
but the wise,” fj&ose of the Owen stripe, 
"will understand,’’e See Dan. 12:10.

All the samet. the world wilt be re
deemed from the rgurse of avarice and 
sensuous criminality of selfish men. The 
signs were neyer; more conspicuous. 
The angel flying in the midst of heaven 
(spirit-mediumg), _(Rev. xiv:6). has 
.preached the gosnel to every nation, 
and now the world1 is ready. Not only 
the brain—intellect—is manipulated 
into activity, but many hearts already 
beat in unison With the loving angels. 
Methinks I helir the clanking of the 
great chain to blnd;Satan (Rev. xx:l,2.), 
though orthodokyis trying hard to save 
him. The mourning has already begun 
for the destruction coming on the great, 
venerable, long-established ecclesias
tical hierarchy, and the outlines of the 
new heaven and new earth are coming 
into view. • . . '

Invocation:—May love, truth and 
justice come and forever reign on earth 
as in heaven.

. A Lay Preacher.

few or no rights, and when, her husband 
should die. io whom could she look for 
protection? Her son Jacob she felt that 
she could trust—Esau .was q rascal, or 
else when he solcl IjisAdi-thright to Ja
cob he would have told their sire, "I 
have sold my birthright to Jacob.” This 
he did not do—having sold his goods he 
left the way open for stealing them back 
—and he would have then, probably 
driven his mother from home at the 
death of Isaac, to shift for herself, and 
filled Jacob, for that was in his fratri
cidal heart [Gen. xxvii,verso 41]. What 
should she do? She helped the son she 
loved, and who doubtless loved her, to 
secure what he had already bought— 
then why blame her?

But this was not all. In Gen. xxv.,23d 
verse, it is recorded that God himself 
had told Rebekah, before her twins 
were born, that Esau should serve Ja
cob; how then, could she do otherwise 
than as she did? When she knew that 
Jacob had paid for the birthright that 
God had told her Jacob should have, 
she must have had the full approval of 
her conscience when she refused to let 
God be made out a false prophet while 
Jacob was being swindled by Esau. She 
saw that her husband was about to be 
deceived by Esau, who had dishonestly 
concealed from his father the fact that 
Esau's birthright had been sold to Ja
cob, and all that she did was to prevent 
Esau from cheating Jacob out of what 
God had told her that Jacob was to have.

Ib it wrong to prevent cheating? No 
ope was cheated in’ this transaction, 
thanks to Rebekah; the mother’s cun
ning deceit did deceive her uninformed 
old husband into avoiding a most bare
faced swindle—but the swindle was 
Esau's—not her’s. If Esau prized his 
birthright, why did he sell'it? He did 
not prize it, but despised it [Gen., xxv, 
32 and 34]. Having sold it and used the 
price, be was in honor bound to let the 
)uyer have it. Rebekah stood out for 
honor as well as God’s prophecy, and 
she gained her point.

To Lot’s daughters arid Tamar you de
ny a hearing; is this just? Consider 
the environment of Lot’s daughters— 
their mother dead; salted away because 
she could not restrain one more thought 
of the forsaken home, now under a 
shower of fire and brimstone—one look 
more toward the shelter where her ba
bies had been born. They were -moth
erless girls, fugitives wltn their father, 
¡their now all on earth, no more to de
fend upon .except him, who might die. 
Then what would becoriie of them? 
Fall into the hands of the infernal Sod
omites from whom they had fled? It was 
at a time wheminarriage with blood re
lations was itTvogue, and marriage it
self was scarcely a bond anyway—if a 
husband tired of his wife, all he had to 
do was to give her a “writing of divorce
ment” and kick her out.

They loved their father, who was lia
ble to die without [male] issue—women 
were but ciphers—and they sacrificed to 
their father the little they could yet call 
their own. To do this they had to re
sort to Rebekah’s weapon, deceit; Jacob 
gave wine to his father, and they had to 
make their father drunk to gain their 
object—as some women still do-make a 
man drunk in order to compromise him.

Tamar, like many girls to-day, was 
drawn into a trap which led to a dire re
sult she little expected. The strange 
part of it was, that she blamed Amnon 
more for sending her away than for the 
outrage he had committed. [H Sam., 
xiii, 16.] She afterwards went to the 
bad. [Gen., xxKviii, 13 to 18.]

■. Allen M. Blanchard.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual rbs 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
ah succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. Bor sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents. , ■ < .

THE CAMP-MEETIÑíS.
RIVERSIDE PARK CAMP-MEETING, 

Grand Ledge. Mich., commences July 
19, and ends August 16th. For full, il
lustrated six-page programme address 
J, P. Russell, Grand Ledge, Mich.

MT. PLEASANT PARK.
The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet

ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ist Association commences at Mt, Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, August 2, clos
ing August 30. For full circulars and 
particulars address Will C. Hodge, 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wie., until 
July 15th; after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park).

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July II, and close August 23. 
f?or full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. E. Gaston, 
Lily Dale, N. Y.

. LAKE GEORGE CAMP, . 
Situated at the head of Lake George, at 
the terminus of the Glen Falls branch of 
the Delaware and Hudson railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 6. 
The management have published an il- 
IlluBtratedi pamphlet with programme. 
Send for it, addressing James D, White, 
Albany, N.Y. - , . .

NORTHWESTERN CAMP.
Located between the cities of St. Paul 
and Minneapolis, Minn., commences 
June 21 and closes July 26. For elabor
ate programme,address Allen F. Brown, 
703 Manhattan Block, St. Paul, or Dr. 
S. N. Aspinwall, president, 2433 Fifth 
avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

HASLETT PARK CAMP,
Michigan, will be held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 qnd ending August 
31, and including five Sundays. For a 
beautifully illustrated pamphlet, giving 
full particulars, address G. F. Ottmar, 
209 and 210 Hollister Building, Lansing, 
Mich.

LAI<E PLEASANT CAMP
Will commence July 4 and continue to 
August 2. For full programme, address 
A. P. Bllnn, 603 Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass. .

Some Superstitions.
Many of the East Indians, particularly 

among the Hindoos of south India, be
lieve that monkey’s can speak, but will 
not do . so for fear they will be put to 
work.-

In the Ural mountains the peasantry 
believe that it a wolf sees a man before 
the man sees the wolf, the man will be 
struck dumb and remain so as long as 
the wolf lives.

In many countries there is a supersti
tion that when ants are unusually active, 
running to and fro about their nests, 
foul weather is sure to occur in a very 
short time, . . ■

Several ancient authors narrate the 
the superstition common in both Greece 
and Rome that the basilisk can throw 
its poison to a 'considerable distance, 
and thus slay its victim. ,

The Molecular Hypothec
OF NATURE.

Tho only treatise ever offered tbe reading 
hluking public In the Interest of modern Bpmli 
am. that is absolutely free from tlie theories oi id 

Btition, and which) ' . V
DMion^trates continuity of life and our e*  

ronment of opirttitual influences,
lclSeohqd‘U Qt “OaerB I'hy’1C“1

To the Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundattoi 
scientific data aud verified facti. A

To the matertallBt and skeptic, a revelation of 
Uvlilblo energies operative lu Nature’s formufl 
evolution.
. Totho eeclcslaBtlc, a newheaven and a new 
A book to read, to Btudy and think about. A i 
demd volume of Bclentlfic information for 25 cd 
Address your orders to ।

27*e Progressive Thinker, 40 Toomis 
%Uc2o1iilL?CkWO°11, 471

THOMAS PAINE 7 
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORfl

Life of Thomas Paine, >
By Editor of the National with Preface and 

by Peter Eckler, Biubtrated with view« of tb< 
. Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, 0 
Hochelle, also, portraits of Thoma« Clio Bick 
iop Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Ro 

ondorcet, urtasot, and the moat prominent of Pa Irland« <n Piirnn« «nd jtantar

DEVIL'S LAKE CAMP.
Michigan, will be held at Beardsell’s 
Landing, oply 80 rods from Manitou 
Station on C. J. & M. M. R. R., from 
July 24 to August 10. For a six page 
programme, containing full particulars 
address Miss D. P. Hughes, Wheatland, 
Mich.

LAKE BRADY GAMP,
Opens June 28 and closes September 6, 
The management have issued an illus
trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
full particulars. Address Chas. Thomas, 
2702 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Opens July 15 and ends August 30. For 
full programme, containing full particu
lars, address J. S. Phillips. Brighton, 
Mich. . '

CENTRAL NEW YORK CAMP 
will be held at the Riverside picnic- 
irounds pt Freeville, Tompkins Co., 
N, Y., commencing July 18 add ending 
August 2. For particular information 
address H. C. Sessions, Cortland, N, Y. 
For tent and camp-ground accotpmoda- 
tions address' H. W. Roe, Freeville, 
N. Y.

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral "and ethical societies, for schools 
and-the heme; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want.. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry, and music, embodying the" 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c, For sa e 
at this office.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas .and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents.

“The Priest, the Woman, and the 
Confessional.”, This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy; reveals the de
grading, impure influence and results of 
the Romish confessional, as proved’ by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
ives. Price, by mail, 81. For sale at 
his office. .

"Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, tepd 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
81! cloth $1.50. For sale at this office.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that’ characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. . Price/, doth, 
11; paper, 75 cento,. .

CHESTERFIELD CAMP
commences July 16 and closes August 10. 
Persons desiring full programme can se
cure the same by addressing the secre
tary, F. J. Macomber. Anderson, Ind.

DELPHOS, KANSAS.
This camp opens August 7 and contin

ues seventeen days. For full and compre
hensive information concerning the 
camp, address A. D. Ballou, M. D., who 
will furnish circulars.

MAPLE DELL CAMP
Will open its regular session, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritual and 
Religious Camp Association, on July 18 
and continue until August 24. For full 
programme and particulars, address D. 
M. King, Mantua Statioh, Ohio.

VICKSBURG CAMP.
This camp, located one-half mile from 

Vicksburg, Mich., commences August! 
and closes August 30th. For full pro
gramme and particulars address Jean
nette Frazer, Vicksburg, Mich.

NEW ERA CAMP.
This camp, located at New Era, Clack

amas county, Ore., will open June 20 and 
close July 12. For programmes send to 
E. A. Marshall, 291 Alder street, Port
land, Ore.

(®“We cannot publish full programs 
of all the camps; send to the secretaries 
for the same, giving full particulars, and 
much valuable information. To do so 
will only cost you a postage stamp.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to the higher life, June 14, 

1896, Harold Specht, aged 5 years, only 
surviving son of Mr. and Mrs. Specht, 
Roscoe Street, Lake View, Ill.

Rev. Willis Edwards, pastor of the 
Church of the Spirit, officiated at the 
funeral Services, and spoke words of 
comfort to the bereaved parents. The 
belief in Spiritualism enabled them to 
bear their sorrow with greater resigna
tion. -It can truly be called the religion 
of consolation, the solace of the afflicted. 
The casket was covered with beautiful 
flowers, a tribute of love to the dear lit
tle fellow, who was the light of the home 
and beloved by all in the neighborhood.

Sylvester D. Howe 'nassed to Spirit
life at Ashland, N.H^'June 1, after a 
long period of suffering from heart dis
ease. He had been, in poor health for 
several years, and during his last illness, 
lasting five months, suffered very se
verely at times, but at the last he passed 
away quietly. He was 67 years, 8 months 
and 22 days old.
. By his request, Mrs.,A. P. Brown, of 
St. Johnsbury Center, held services ¿t 
the house.of hia nephew, B. L. Howe. 
Subject of the discourse, “We have 
waited for him; it is now well with him.!’

Edith Harr, daughter of James and 
Mary Sarr, aged 6 years and 4 months, 
S’ to Spirit-life froln her home in 

, Ohio, June 18,1896. A sweet 
and beautiful child, her sudden death, 
after an illness of a single day, over
whelmed her fond . parents. ’ A large 
number of friends and neighbors atterid- 
ed the funeral on the 20th, Hudson 
Tuttle delivering a discourse replete 
with the consolation Spiritualism only 
can give.-

Ice Cream Made by a New Process
I have an ice cream freezer that will 

freeze instantly. The cream is put into 
the freezer7 and comes : out instantly, 
smooth and perfectly frozen. ■ This as
tonishes people and a crowd will gather 
to see the freezer ]n operation and they 
will al! want to try the cream. 'You can 
sell cream as fast as it can be made and 
sell freezers to many of them who would 
not buy an old-style freezer. It is really 
a Curiosity, arid' you can sell from $5 to 
$8 worth of cream and six to twelve 
freezers every day,' This makes a good 
profit these hard times and is a pleasant 
employment. J, F. Casey & Co., 1143 
St. Charles street, St. Louis, Mo.,, will 
send full particulars aud information in 
regard to this new invention, on applica
tion-, and will employ good. salesmen on 
snlary. .. . ■ Katie M.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK
Profoundly reverent but thoroughly radical i el 

Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism afidj 
matlo Christianity, con Mining many startling 001 
lions never before published, showing clearly 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Ti 
mbnt stories, and proving that Jesus was an Impel 
^tlon and not n person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.50, For Sale at this Ofl^ 
Researches in Oriental Histoj

1, REBEABCHES IX JEWISH HISTO 
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIAN^ 
8. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY.
4. WIIBNCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTOR
The whole comprises an carcost but fruitless sei 

for a Histofloal jCsus. 1
Id this volume Ilie Jews nro clearly shown no 

have been the holy and favored people they ctalfl 
have been. The Mcsstauic idea ta traced to the I 
trlan Philosopher, 2050 years B- 0-> and Its blstor. 
ouultjed, following the waves of «migration, unti i 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical ll 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commence u 
oftbeChrtattanorft. •.................. ..

Tho book demonstrate that Christianity and lh t 
tral hero are mythical; that tho whole system Is Li 
00 fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and I 
It« riles, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions 
but survivals of so-called naganiim. It shows vast 
BOBrch apong Iho records Of Hie pait; Its facts 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no 
son can read It without I istructlen and profit, wbc I 
he reaches tbe same conclusions with the authbi 
otherwise. For «ale at thia ofiiee.

Facts, Theories and Relatf 
Phenomena, with Explana-

Its

tory Anecdotes, Descrip
tions and Beminis-

cences.
DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK | 

largely a record of the fufrand demonstrate 
which the author has seen, hèïrd of or presented) 
his own experimenta. The history of the varld 
phases of the science fa succinctly presented, and I 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expl 
menta described occurred In Chicago. The piciofl 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of u 
book, which will be found very interesting to the jr< 
eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to y 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 1 
page*  bound in cloth. PHcc, $2.00« p,«» »ale1 
thc.ofllce of Thjc Peogrksbivî Thikvsb.

AN EXCELLENT WORK 
r\EATH AND THE AFTER-L/Fl

JLf The “Stellar Key” la tbo Philosophical Inti 
duedon to the revetatloni contained In this 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from E 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the Atu 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society ial 
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Lai 
5—Winter-Law’ mid Summer Land; 6-Language s 
Life In Summer-Land: 7—Material Work for Spirit 
Workcra; 8—Ultimate« in the Summer-Land: 9—Vo 
from Jame« Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition e 
tains more than double the amount of matter In I
mcr edition«, end la enriched by a Ueautlfnl fro« 
piece, Illustrating the “formation of the Spirit ■ 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For « 
at this office. J•5

SPIRITUAL HARP,
A, Collection of Vocal Music fbr tl

Cholr> Congregation and Social
Circles.

By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. XI. Bali/ 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wi 
field of literature with the most critical care, fa 
from all theolofficalblRB, throbbing with the son! 
Inspiration, embodying tho principles and vlrtunl 
the spiritual philosophy, set to tho most cheerful «1 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to i ■ 
occasions, It la doubtless the most attractive work ! 
the kind ever .published. Its beautiful songs, duf 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon acct -i 
paulmgnt, adapted both to public meetings and 0 
social circles. Cloth, $2.00. Postage 14 cents. ' ' -

The Coining American Ch it Wfii 
'fy/zy BOOK, BY BURTOK AMA 
J. Huktinotok, fa written m the Interest of 1 

inanity, of liberty, and oi patriotism—a book wrltt 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deal .. 
danger« that besot u« on .every side, and more esi. 
ctally to the hostile attitude and the insidious vneti 
an ever-present, though, secret, unscrupulous foj ■ • 
tho Catholics _ Washington’« woM? of Wifif 
Lincoln’« apprehension and tho prophecy of .uenK ■■ 
Grant ate oil Included In the volume. Arcbblsh • 
Hynn.of mtlsdelnUlo, tn «recent Bormon b«W: 
churtih tolerates heretics where she ta obliged td 
so. but she holos them with a deadly hatred, d 
uses al! her power to annihilate thoms Our cncm „ 
know how she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, u 
how «be treats them today where she hastbepowl 
Wo no more think of denying these historic facta tm . 
w'e do of blaming tho Holy Ghost and tho princes! . t 
tho chbrch for what they havo thought fit to dd K 
Every one should read thta work. Paper, fit» pagfl 
V-wlbeBcnt, postpaid, for fifty cents, Por salo . 
ihtanfllco. . • . _

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE. u , 
By Helen H. Gardener. One of her brightest, wi 

ttestandstrongest lectures against the Bible. Rvei 
woman should read It and know her friend« and ci 
ml ci. Prlco 10 cents. 1

IMMORTALITY.
A poem tn flTe canto« "It a man die, «ball be Ur»*  

1« fully »niwtred. BJ W.-B. Barlow. aath«t 
Voice«. File«toccata.
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Answers

there burdened withiwrkwdVPtry.wq 
shall not be able to cast it off readily.
If we go desiring perfect peace and rest, : 
we are assured it'will-be ours. : ■ ।

This correspondent expresses... the 
thought that would come to every tom 
if the next life is to be suoh a wretched 
prolongation of this. . : ; ;
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MATERIALIZATION.
The Writer Thinks It 

Essential Part of 
Spiritualism.

No

This Department is under the manage
ment of the 'distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

W. Regan: Q. • What is 1^?
A The explanations of ultimate 

causes, which usually pass as the 
learned expressions of scientists, are 
really only restatements of facts iu now 
language, and no exposition of final 
causes. In fact, science in her most ac
curately determined walks can go no 
further than such restatement. Pressed 
to give a cause, it adopts a new nomen
clature, describes the phenomena with 
these high-sounding phrases, and calls it 
an explanation. Nowhere else is ibis 
more conspicuous than in the province 
of life. The mysterious force which or
ganizes matter into living beings, is so 
obscure in its methods, and reaches to 
such attenuated atomies, not only imper
ceptible to the unassisted eye, but thus 
far, escaping the powers of the mici’O- 

. scope in revealing their structure, that 
its existence, even, has been denied and 
a class of naturalists maintain that life 
is simply a manifestation of chemical af
finity parallel 'to that of heat and elec- 
trieity.

In the following passage Dr. Beals, 
whois high authority, shows how the 
tissues of the animai^body are created 
from bioplasm, supposett~to be the mate
rial out of which all organized matter 
must be created. Bioplasm, or proto
plasm, is conceived to be a form of mat
ter unorganized, but capable of entering 
into organic forms. Its character is en
tirely conjectural, and its existence, 
even, is far from demonstrated or de
monstrable. . ±1

‘‘Men and animals, all their tissues 
and organs, their forms and structures, 
result from series of changes which 
commence in a portion of matter too mi
nute to be weighed, which is perfectly 
colorless, and which appears perfectly 
structureless; even if the particles of bi
oplasm be magnified five thousand diam
eters (25,000 times), not the faintest indi
cation of fibers or particles exhibiting 
any special arrangement—in fact, not 
a trace of anything having structure 
can be discerned.

“The speck of living matter, however, 
absorbs certain substances and increases 
by assimilating matter like itself. Thus 
it gradually grows, and when it has at
tained a certain size, perhaps one two
thousandth of an inch in diameter, it di
vides, or small portions are detached 
from it, each of which grows like the 
primary particle, and in the same way 
gives origin to successors, from. which 
tissues are at length produced.”

As will be observed, this is apparently 
an exceedingly careful description of 
facts, but completely fails as to giving 
the cause. , ,, ,

What is this force which in this sim- 
pie “bioplasm” carries forward the pro
cesses of digestion and assimilation in 
the same manner that they are in the 
most complete beings? Here, in the be
ginning of that mysterious, something 
called vital force, which from the cell 
filled with “bioplasm,” “not a trace of 
anything having structure,” has carried 
that Call forward, stop by step, through 
the endless chain of intermediate forms 
to man? Can the scientist tell what it 
is’’1 He points to evolution as a demon
strated solution, yet evolution is only 
the method, and does not give a hint as 
to the cause. It has not, as yet, even 
given a full statement of the method. 
In the cell of a living being is seen the 

' first manifestation of life. The expla
nation is that this combination of matter 
produces the appearance called life. In 
other words, vitality is a result of a form 
of chemical action, the same as heat. 
Heat, light, electricity, however pro
duced, escape, but the vital force builds 
a structure for its manifestations, and 
pursues what may be called by no other 
name, an intelligent course from the be
ginning of the cell. Even then there is 
an aim and purpose, pursued with intiex-. 
ible determination, and the beings Of 
each age are prophecies of the succeed
ing higher fornjs of which they are unfin
ished sketches^ Thou hast not, O, ma
terial scientist, entered the inner 
temple of life, or learned the secrets of 
the source of vital force. You may 
weigh with finest balance, but the spirit 
will refuse to turn the beam. You may 
cut with keenest knife through the dead 
or quivering nerve, your material eyes 

• will not detect the spirit which, feéls.
You cannot tell, though you call a ooun- 

• cil of all your leaders, how “bioplasm,” 
or “protoplasm,” passes from the ranks 
of mineral crystallization to “organiza
ble fluid.” You have to content your
self with a guess, nor can you tell the 
difference between protoplasm dead and 
protoplasm living.
, Hence matter alone cannot produce 
the phenomena of life, which is the ex
pression of spiritual force through phys
ical forms.

’ Mrs. A. H. Farnsworth: Q. Were 
the first spiritual manifestations with 
the F6x family, , and was a confession 
made by one of the girls?

A. At the date of the advent of Mod
ern Spiritualism the air seemed charged 
with the coming event, and there were 
manifestations, of more or less distinct 
character, but not till the Fox children 
thought of a means by which the raps 
could be made to answer questions was 
the movement fairly launched. .

On her return from England, in dis
tressing poverty, Katie Fox Kane was 
besot by Catholic priests and made to 
believe, being psychologized by them, 
that she could make a fortune by expos
ing the rappiugs. A manager was en
gaged, and a tour of this country 
planned. '

She gave one exhibition and only one. 
The raps came so loud and at such dis
tances that the exposure did not expose.

The Spiritualists of New York City, 
hearing of her destitution, came to her 
relief, and repudiating the whole affair, 
she established herself in that city, and 
gave remarkable seances until her de
parture to the higher spheres.

Miss M. Morante: Q. (1) We have a 
.medium through whom the spirits order 
Bulphurplaced on the floor near where he 
sits, which is lighted, he says, by them. 
Why must it be sulphur, and why do our 
spirit friends prefer this manifestation?

(2) The spirits toll us through this 
medium that we must do housework and 
suffer from hard work and worry when 

" we get to the other side. If this is so, 
we feel that nothing is gained by the 
change. - . ( , , ,,

A. (1) The placing of Sulphur on the 
floor and lighting it is a trick, and has 
no more relation to Spiritualism than 
the performance of a mountebank,. As 
long as such performances are patron
ized by Spiritualists, the cause will be 
degraded before the public. If Spirit

- . ualism, after nearly fifty years, has to 
■ rely for evidence on such transparent 

charlatanry, we ought not to resent tho 
criticism which follows. /

’ (2) There is » statement made by
spirits that their world is as lb is des
lined to be by its occupants. If wo go

J. F. P., Birmingham:. Q. Is it true 
that there is no end to the progress of 
spirits? - - ■

A. Only the limitation of mor tai, fact 
ulties suggests limitation of advance-, 
ment. The direction of that advance 
may change, from time to time, but to 
human understanding or the conception 
of the most advanced spirits there is in
finite reach ahead. . ,

It must be so, for the human spirit, if 
it could reach a stage where there was 
no further fields, would be accursed by 
the existence it so prays for, .

S. S. B., Toxas, Mich.: -Q. If God is 
a principle in nature, or spirit of nature, 
or any other conception, but not an indi
vidual, and as Spiritualism does not 
teach the doctrine of a personal God, is 
it consistent or logical for Spiritual 
speakers to preface their lectures by 
prayer?

A.

Would We Gain, or Lose by 
Exclusion?

Its

From experience we learn that It is 
not well to ignore public sentiment, but 
treat it gently. By it revolutions are 
wrought, and when spiritualized it is to 
become the mighty power for the ad
vancement of spiritual truth.

■ What would we lose compared with 
what we would gain for progress were 
these materializing seances excluded for 
a season from our camps'? What would 
wo lose compared with the gain should 
the doors be" closed for a time against 
all professional traveling inateriallzers? 
Would we not be establishing Spiritual
ism on a higher plane than ever and 
attracting to us the better class?

. IT IS A SIDE ISSUE.

midrtru^I wDlsooj^readytogive

This correspondent will write in due 
time, pnd I hereby gije up the: field to 
him. Let the good work go on, though 
it be one extreme foll^liug another. Of 
course, when Dr. Holbrook’s otter was 
made ueven months ago- it- was for the 
purpose of satisfying mmself and a few 
friends regarding thd «extent to which 
spirits may materialize.

In conclusion I will jsay that Brother 
Mathews, who tried to, level my intel
lect with the scythe of’ ignorance, cut 
too low, and I still stand on the pedestal 
of honesty, with an extended hand for 
greater mutual ability pir honest pl ®- 
nomena-seekers. ItOB’T. White, Jr.

A HISTORIC PLACE.

Nq^, from Washington, Pa.

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOO&

3

.• This alleged phenomenon is really no
It is assuredly true that Spiritual- essential part of Spiritualism. It is but 

' ' " ’ " ' ’ aside issue and a very recent one.
Without it a future life is and was dem-

ism does not accept the belief in a per
sonal God, but prayer may be useful 
even if made to an impersonality, by 
harmonizing the mind of the maker. As 
to the “consistency and logic” of those 
lecturers who preface their lectures by 
prayers or invocations, they can best an
swer for themselves. The old forms of
thought Unger and perhaps something is 
gained by not too readily changing to 
the new. Even the shams of belief may 
be of advantage to those who receive 
them. If anyone wants to pray, finding 
something somewhere that they believe 
will respond. Let us not disparage 
their prayers.

If the transcendentallst wishes to put 
up invocations to the Is-was-ness of the 
that in the whyfor of the Which-is-ness, 
why should we object? The * ‘Which -is- 
ness” is not harmed, and perhaps the 
soul of the maker is inflated toarealiza
tion of the vastness of the “Is-was-ness.”

"Politician:” Q. Would it not be 
better to extend the term of the presi
dency?

A. If the president incumbent is 
trustworthy he may bo re-elected; If he 
is not, four years is already too long a 
term.

Through the press and by means of 
speeches the people are enlightened on 
Ine great national issues, whereas if the 
term of office were extended this needed

onstrated by phenomena beyond dispute 
or cavil when thoroughly tested. Spir
its have found and will find ample means 
for making themselves known to us 
without a cabinet and darkness, and 
special adjustments suggestive of who is 
preparing to deceive us.

The spiritual fakir studies his art the 
same as the professional fakir, and it is 
remarkable how closely the former fol
lows in the line of the latter. Suppose 
by rejecting them all until the rubbish 
is removed, we should occasionally lose 
a genuine etherealization? We would 
lose these disgraceful frauds, and the 
truth would gain much. With our 
garners overflowing with clean wheat 
sufficient for all our wants, who would 
think of working through tons of chaff 
fora few more scattering kernels sup
posed to be there? Let us turn more to 
the

SPIRITUAL IN OUR OWN SOULS, 
cultivate the graces of a true life, “covet 
earnestly tho best gifts,” and. the angel
world will do the rest. ‘

If these ludicrous exhibitions at our 
camp-meetings must continue, then from 
self-respect and for decency’s sake, let 
there be a spiritual police station at
tached to the seance-room and opening 
into it. Then let all who enter the se-

THE MATERIALIZING QUESTION.
To the Editor:—I14m glad to hear 

all sides of the “materializing” ques
tion, It is good to criticise, and some
times good to doubt. That materializa
tion is a fact, 1 know. Farmer Riley’s 
seances have never been questioned. 
They are genuine all the way through; 
so are Mrs. Aspinwall’s manifestations, 
and so are scores of others. The fact 
that materialization seances are so well 
patronized is evidenceThat they supply 
a long felt want. The fakir is, of course, 
abroad in the land, and has been known 
to deceive the very "elect:” and as rap
idly as you get on to one of his tricks lie 
will devise another. Vigilance is essen
tial, for the fakir is often mediumistic, 
and tricky spirits assist him—so look 
outl The fakir medium will always be 
better patronized than the honest me
dium, for the former can “gild” the 
manifestations with artificial means. 
The “confederate” is not easily detected 
and he (of she) is the principal aid of the. 
fakir medium. Honest mediumship can 
not be suppressed, nor can the fakir me
dium be abolished altogether, on account 
of his subtle ingenuity. So, Spiritual
ists, go ahead. The honest medium is 
here to stay, and so is’the fakir, for he 
can find victims, regardless of repeated 
exposures, in every town. ■

Divine Truth.

To the Editor:—It has been five 
years since I have seen anything in 
the columns of your ever-welcome 
paper from this old historic town, the 
“cradle" from which many illustrious 
statesmen, theologians, etc., have 
gone forth; such men as Junies G. 
Blaine, and others, having been fitted 
lor the battles of life within the walls 
of the famous Washington and Jeffer
son College; the names of some are 
yet to be seen graven on her columns 
years agone.
. Washington is known for her ed
ucational advantages, situated 'about 
equi-distant from Wheeling and Pitts-»*  - 
burg, surrounded by a rich, rolling 
and fertile country. : . .

Oil and gas abound; also orthodox 
“castles," whose spires pierce, the 
clouds, greet you on every side. Six
teen churches, representing the va
rious creeds, is full enough for a city 
of twelve thousand.

With all these odds against us, 
Spiritualism in tins venomous field of 
orthodoxy is steadily gaining ground. 
A handful of us, who five years ago 
investigated and discovered its beau-
tiful truths, through its phenomena
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educational experience would come at 
such long intervals as to be of small 
servlpe in keeping alive the popular in
terest.

The framers of the Constitution acted
wisely in confining the presidential term 
to four years. It is sufficiently long for 
the carrying out of any political plan, 
yet not long enough for the incumbent 
to entrench himself in his place so as to 
render too difficult his dispossession.

ance be sworn to secrecy as in the Mor
mon endowment, and let it be labeled 
with a sign: “The Department of Unpub
lished Proceedings.” But far better 
that from this fraternal gathering the 
rays of truth should emanate In God’s 
beautiful sunlight, than from the dark
ness, the fakir’s cabinet and the police 
station—far more attracting to all 
classes who respect themselves.

As It Is now, the medium or confeder-
-------- ------- - _ . ate is often a psychic: reads the thoughts 
They regarded with just jealousy the of the dupe, uses his or her speech as a 
power of thechief magistrate, greater by pointer, the light being very obscure, 
far than that of England’s king or queen, and imagination supplies the rest. The 
and as a check made its duration brief, departed friend is fully recognized.
They argued, and correctly, that if the 
candidate proved worthy he might be 
re-elected, and if not acceptable, the 
shorter the term of his office the better. 
If the term were long, the president 
might, by gathering around him a sub
servient cabinet, and by his vast ap
pointing power, so entrench himself as 
to endanger the free choice of the peo
ple, or even threaten ,thp duration of re
publican institutions. ”

The same arguments which apply to 
an extension of from four to six or eight 
years, are equally good for extension to 
ten, twenty, or for life, and then there 
would be small distinction between our 
form of government and that of a limit
ed monarchy. The same argument, also, 
equally will apply to any and all inferior 
offices.

But the whole scheme is in direct op-

departed friend is fully recognized, 
and though the whole show has proved 
a fraud and deception, yet at the time in 
the recognition of friends there is just
as much positiveness as at any other ex
hibition. All these exhibitions then are 
perfectly worthless as communicative 
evidence. In the language of Josh Bill
ings: “It is better to know but a few 
things than to know so many things that 
are not true.” ' ,■

The most amusing excuse given for thé 
failure of some of the oldest, most care
ful students in the spiritual philosophy 
to get materializations is, tney create 
discord, and do not understand the laws 
of harmony, and so one of these discord
ant incorrigibles is capable of depriving 
4 whole territory of the truth.

THE RESULT OF MY EXPERIENCES.
From personal investigation and quite 

an extensive correspondence with intel-position to the American idea of govern- .
ment, which presupposes that there are ligent investigators, some of whom have 
always plenty of men well qualified to witnessed hundreds of professed materi
fill any office at the bestowal of the peo- alizatlons, and from the most rigid re- 
ple. tn reality, this supposition is true, searches, tests and testimony of expen- 
and there is never a want of candidates, enced scientists, I have come to the ir- 
equally well qualified, for the vacant resistible conclusion that spirits of the 
offices. If the honors and emoluments departed do return and are sometimes 

- ■ ... ................... clothed in such form as to be recognized,of office are desirable, it is an injustice 
to bestow them in such a manner as to 
give the benefit to a few lucky individ
uals to be held for lengthy periods of 
time. It would create a ruling class, 
while the many, discouraged by the bar
renness of the prospect of election to 
office, and the distance of elections mak
ing the righting of political wrongs the 
work of the far future, would cease to
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Unstable as Water. God Shall Not Exoci, , 
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Bnstainine a Theory, 
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HolyMoeea. . .pursued our investigations, aided by 

those whole-souled citizens, Mr. and 
Mrs. M. L. Cowley, who threw open 
their doors for meetings, extending a 
welcome to all.

We had with us E. W. Sprague and 
wife, trance and test mediums, whose 
truthful tests went home to many 
hearts, who have since given us the 
right-hand of fellowship. I wish to 
call special attention to what has 
transpired during last week.'
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-pal Works. '<•••Lake Orion Camp-Meeting.

Orion camp-meeting for 1896 is now 
but a memory, but e, memory fraught 
only with pleasure. In every way our 
meeting has been a perfect. stfccess, al
though the first few days the weather 
was not in our favor, but on Wednesday 
the clouds began to disappear and the 
sunshine, both spiritual and material, 
shoue upon us until the close of camp. 
Even the financial cloud that threatened 
to engulf us disappeared, and we found 
ourselves quite able to meet all emer
gencies, with a surplus in the treasury.

Mr. G. H. Brooks, of Wheaton, HL, 
was with us during the entire session. 
His work is too well known to need oar 
words of commendation; a splendid 
worker, he fits admirably any position 
in camp work. -

Memorial day brought to us Mrs. Anna 
L. Robinson, of Port Hui’on, Mich., one 
of the best speakers in cHir State, who 
brings with her the Sweetest influences 
and harmony. By hdr sweet and loving 
words we felt in a vivid fanner the real 
presence of our dear departed.

The floral decoratidris Were exquisite, 
the finest we have had!hi years. A very 
large audience assembled to participate 
in the pleasing progrdmmte.

The music this day,ras of all the days, 
was of the highest o'rdei’. The choir 
was assisted by the able^young pianist, 
Miss Lyle Foisy. . '

Sunday was the crowning day, and 
one long to be remembered. Early in 
the morning the croWd -faegan to assem
ble, and long before-the1 afternoon serv
ice the auditorium Was ffilled to over
flowing. '

Mr. Brooks lectured in the morning. 
In the afternoon we were most pleas
antly surprised by the Orion Brass Band, 
which assisted much in the pleasure of 
the day with their music.

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson was the speak
er oi the afternoon. She held an audi
ence of over 1,000 people spellbound. 
She will always hold a warm place in 
many hearts. Her tests were wonderful.

Mrs. Augusta Ferris, of Bay City, was 
among the mediums who were with us 
during camp, and gave splendid plat
form tests at different sessions.

Officers elected for the ensuing year 
are as follows: President, O. S. Burgess, 
Richmond; first vice-president, D. P. 
Dewey, Grand Blanc; second, vice-pres
ident, Miron Delano, Thomas; secre
tary, Mrs. Miron Delano, Thomas; treas
urer, Hiram Skinner, Orion. Board of 
directors: R. Bartlett, Pontiac; E. A. 
Western, Lapeer; Mrs. M. L. Edgerton, 
Orion; A. V. Foisy, Orion.

Next meeting to be held at Orion 
Lake, Mich., June 5 to21,1897.

It is the intention of this society to or
ganize a stock company in September, 
and buy a home of their own. The good 
work goes on. Mrs. W. H. Watson,

Through the efforts of Bro. J. C. 
Morrow, the genial proprietor of Hotel 
Allison, we have had with' us the 
famous trumpet medium, Ernest 
Stephens, of 559 Oak street. Colum
bus, Ohio, who has labored with us, 
giving many tests, all recognized. It’s 
a pleasure as well as a duty to make 
public genuine phenomena and give 
all true mediums justly-earned praise. 
As many readers love to read of 
truthful tests, with your permission I 
will name a few:

The writer, with his wife, moved 
to New Lexington, Ohio, in 1870, 
leaving there for our present home
ten years afterwards. At a sitting, 
with the trumpet in the light, Dr. 
W. H. Holden, of said place, came to 
my wife and stated that he was glad 
to come to her; also that I had grained 
his hotel the year I went there; that 
he afterwards sold it and located in 
Zanesville, Ohio, and that his son is 
now a physician there at present, and 
that the doctor’s wife is with him on 
the spirit side; that he was glad to 
come to us, and would come often to 
us at our circle at home.

John Shields, a freight conductor, 
killed in the tunnel near Washington 
several years ago, also came; told, us 
how he passed out and who had since
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At a seance the evening following, 
at my house, Spirit Flaherty came to 
my son-in-law and told him that he 
helped dress his body, and sent a 
message to the engineer who was with 
him at the time of the wreck a few 
weeks ago, which is true.

Joseph Edwards, who lived adjoin
ing my grandfather’s farm, on Staten 
Island, who was my friend thirty-six 
years ago, came and talked to me 
through the trumpet He also named 
two of my schoolmates, Jimmy and 
Johnny Collins, also Joseph Collins. 
These were schoolmates of mine 
thirty odd years ago.

though the latter as yet is of rare occur
rence. I have believed this for years, 
but wish to know personally more of the 
phenomena. The degree of density of 
the forms is yet with ms an open ques
tion, not lately made more clear, which 
I have now come to consider of little ac
count, and as one part of the main ques
tion, the fine subtile threads that con-
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nect the two states of being are so sub- 
the place of the vital Interest ess'ential ject to conditions of which we know so 
in a government of the people. Nothing little, that it seems an absurdity to sup- 
more deleterious to the public welfare pose a medium can make an appointment 
could sunervene than such an apathetic for such manifestations at a given time 
state, for the very life of our govern- ‘ ~ ~
ment depends on the intelligent activity 
and interest of the people governed.

There is not the least doubt but this 
question will come before the people in 
the immediate future. Wily demagogues 
see in it an opportunity to catch the at
tention of the voter, and thereby gain

discuss political issues, and apathy take

position. It is step forward toward 
centralization and consolidation of the 
government, taking it one remove furth
er from tho people. They now vote 
away their hold on it for four years; this 
would have them vote it away for a pe
riod twice as long, or even for the life of 
the incumbent. It is a stealthy tiger
step of monopoly against the masses; to 
make still more accentuated the differ
ence between the governing and the 
governed; between the Vanderbilts and 
the people whom they “damn.”

A Chance to Make Money.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.
2?io Mediumlstic Experience 

of John £rwn,

and always fill the bill. Hence the de
ceptions of a large portion of those who
are really psychics, whose very liveli
hood is at stake. As Brother Bach well 
expresses it: “The people also demand 
more than the medium can give;” which 
is to tho medium an encouragement to 
deception.

How far spirits not highly progressed 
may take advantage of this clamor, and 
to that extent take the responsibility 
from th8 medium who really remains 
passive, we may not know.

REFORM, OR QUIT.
The sad effect to the cause of Spirit-

ualism, however, is the same, and all we 
ask of these mediums is that they're
form and arise to a hitter level, or quit 
the field. They hinder the honest me
diums who would go forth and sow the 
good seed of the kingdom, but who 
shrink from mingling with such disrep
utable company. My eye is on a num
ber now who have deceived. They know 
to whom I refer. It is hoped they willI have berries, grapes and peaches, a _

year old, fresh as when picked. I use ^ke warning, for justice travels in the 
the California cold process; do not heat fa9t mails and on the wire with a subtle 
or seal the fruit, just put it up cold; tread, but with an iron heel. All such 
keeps perfectly fresh, and costs almost are ;n perii, '
nothing; can put up a bushel in ton min- j not think the endorsement by a 
ut6S- ,ye8'c * sme directions to committee would be of much account 
over 120 families; anyone will pay a dol- vrith the reaUy psychic fraud, for the 
lar for diyeetiwis when they see the very next seance may be a deception, 
beautiful samples of fruit. As there jjgt these materializing seances, adver
are many peoplepoor like myself. I con-z tised expressly as such, have a rest for 
sider it my duty to give my experience the present, by the peoplediscounte- 
to such, and feel confident anyone can nancing them. Spirits will prove their 
make one or two hundred dollars around ' identity without them, and sometimes 
homo in a.few days. I will mail sample jjg visible as in tha past. * .
of fruit and complete directions,. to any ^11 advertisements should read, “For 
of your readers, for eighteen two-cent psychic manifestations.” Then we 
stamps, which is only the actual cost of should be content' with what comes to us, 
the samples, postage, etc., to me,.

Francis Casey, St. Louis, Ma

All advertisements should read, “For
Then we
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“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
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“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-Wb rid.” By Hudsofi Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject-. .Every 
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proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
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“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel." ■ By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the -Vashti «( ancient 
Bible times. • .Interesting- and suggest
ive. Paper) 30 cents; cloth, 81. For 
sale at this offle». - -

Orion, Mich. Sec’y pro tem.
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without a cabinet, without dense dark
ness, or the discordant sounds from the 
circle, called singing, while in the con-
fusion the performer is arranging his 
apparatus for the grand surprise/'
" BEHIND THE SCENES. .
One man writes me that he has been 

behind the scends, expressly to study 
them, as a spy, and assures me that no 
one will accept Dr. Holbrook’s offer. 
He says: '

“They are all frauds, and no one knows 
it better than they do themselves. I, 
have been all through it, and it has cost' 
me money. The manager hands in the 
paraphernalia; I have helped them ar
range it all, and I have been in the 
graveyards in the ‘wee, sma’ hours’ get
ting the ‘tests’ that bring so much joy 
to Hearts of mourning friends. I ain 
and have been for years a Spiritualist 
from its philosophy and common sense. 
Materializations are contrary to law. 
There never was one and never will be. 
Tthink it time the fakir was exploded,

Maple Dell Park Camp.
Maple Dell Park Camp, at Mantpa 

Station, Ohio, will open its regular ses
sion under tbe auspices of the National 
Spiritual and Religious Camp Associa
tion on July 18 and continue through 
August 24.

All indications point to the largest at
tendance during the coming season that 
has ever been known. New cottages in 
course of erection, as, well as improve
ments on the public • buildings on the 
grounds, all tell the story of camp pros
perity. '

The location of the grounds grows in' 
public favor each season, and well it 
may, for on one hand are beautiful 
groves, and on the other, rolling fields 
of ripening grain and meadow land, 
while at your feet runs the Cuyahoga' 
river. Cuyahoga is ah Indian name, 
meaning crooked, and certainly a more 
appropriate name for this stream could 
not have been selected; and its ever
changing scenery relidVes’the eye of the 
monotony incident to I&kb’ riding, and it 
is navigable for smalMrfift for twenty 
miles or more from the'odfiip.

A popular list of 4>pe&kers will be 
ready for publication ifi aPfaw days, and 
those interested expeCMfi give ignor
ance, superstition andbigotry an ag
gressive campaign. o sy Selim.

Northwestefn^anip-
This camp opened wtth>k glorious day 

and a very large attonchuice, and we 
have every indicationfiof a successful 
meeting. Cottages ate ails rented, tents 
filling up very fast—ihSfsdt, are all en
gaged, and we shall havgifo rent or pur
chase more to accommodate those who 
are coming. Mediums oCUU phases are 
upon the grounds. Prof. Barrett, Mrs. 
Julia Steelman-Mitchell, Rev. E. An
drus Titus and Mrs. Leo Prior are all 
speakers of ability and very advanced in 
their line'>0f work, vlzs spreading the 
gospel of truth' to the Ihungry seekers 
after knolyledge. S. N. Aspinwall.

'“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph.D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office. : .

"The Fountain of Life, or The Three 
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais 
brooker. . Ono of tho author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman.Prico 50c. ■ /

..a 4» ..u^ah. Tbe Medium of th© Reekie«, with Introduction byNew and Startling revelation! in rellgiOUB history * □ T.nv^lanrl Thtu <« th*  hiatnwv ftV nnanrlh«At. Ai^r.«. «*•  D. JJVVCiauU. 1D1B IB LUO uiBuury OI ODO vl IQOW ni cn dlBcloiB tbe Oriental orisln of all tbd doctrines, most wnnd^rftii Tn<*rtinmii  that av«p iivari hm*principle! precepts and mlractel of tbeChilBtian New Uai e'cr 1Ived‘ 467 larff0
Testament, and furnishing a key for bnlocking many pa<ct' rrice’80 
of Us sacred mysteries» besides comprising the His Y7ie Devil and the J-deentlsts, 
tqry of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won- »n Advnntiat attark on RniHttiAiiam «»annhuxi n»

Y)lTr*w«v«A  /'till, wn.4- riztAXM .t/tijuV. derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain. Moau htttt Vrirt*  k rantsMrs. Plymire, our next door neigh- u^lilS ranlc as a book of referenco in tho gold 8 “ lrlce’6 cenW-
hor who nasned nnt HIT wivlra adn *kl«h  the author ba. cbospn for It. Tho amount of irho Wat the Utbrow Jehovah?oor, WHO pusseu OUS BIX weeKS ago, n0Tta) ]al)W nwe3,arj- tocoUato and compile tho .„ . ............... .
came to us and talked as natural as in wfed nJV?S ^Xea^,T^t>a and
earth life, sending a message to her convenient Shane, the undent ef free thought will not Was John Calvin a Murderer? .

j * ° willingly allow it to go out of print But tbe book ifl
«zv« ««/j bynombftnsa mere collation of view» or statistics; rrice. o cento.

throughout its entire course the autbor~as willb$ ■■■>■ >
seen by his title-page and chapter-heads—follows & I UL DDiLVT TUl UfllUA&T
definite Jine of research and argument to the close» I Hf*  riuT.i I I MF VvlIMflN
satThl! condustonago, llko sure arrows to the mark. I Illa I ItllaU I I | ||Lb IV UHIrlll
Printed on fine white paper, 880 pages. Now edition, '
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.

son and daughter.
My father-in-law, who passed out 

nearly two years ago with cancer of
the face, came and greeted all. „m ® ryYvu:u ana cottculcu, wun puruaiL oi aumur.

The medium’s guide openly rebuked Price $1,50, Postage 10 cents, For sale at
one sitter, telling him he had had 
many tests, but would not admit the 
truth. This sitter then wanted to 
argue with the guide, saying i “Jesus 
Christ Tvas baptized not for the re
mission of sins, for he had no sins."

Then said the guide: “What did 
they baptize him for?” He then asked 
the sitter if’he had ever read where 
the devil and his angels were cast into 
the bottomless pit.

i‘Yes,” said the sitter.
“Well," said the guide, “he must 

be going yet (this devil), as he has 
never struck bottom.”

This silenced this “dyed-in-the- 
wool" orthodox.

I wish to state further that the me
dium, Mr. Stephens, was held all 
through this seance by a skeptic, who 
admitted he had not moved, the trum
pet being placed in the center of the 
room.

He is a stranger in our midst, and 
in such tests as these, so “far-fetched” 
as those- of my boyhood days, there 
could be nb possible collusion.

I might give many more tests, but 
will not at this writing,

: J. C. Decker.

"From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church." By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith other 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is, written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents. ; .

“Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gaga. A royal volume, 
pf inore than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; snowing what the church: has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information onthe subject. and should 
be read by every one. Price 12, post
paid. ■■■■■■■■ ■

CMao^ca.

Woman, Church and State,V

—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
Th ti U a moit valuable book. Tt cornea from on Ex« 

Prleat, whose character Ib above reproach, and who 
knows what he ii talking about. Everybody should 

_ .... . _ read it. Price, 11.00. It contain! th® following chap«A Historical Account ofthe Statu« ten: . ”
___  _ . .. — .   ... CHAPTER I, of Woman. Through tho Chris- • Ti>e Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self

° respect in the Confessional»
tian Ages, with Berninis- 

cences of the Matri
archate.

. CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep PU of Perdition for the 

Priest.
CHAPTER III.

Tho Oonfeulonol fa the Modern Sodom.
CHAPTER IV.

How tho Vow of Celibacy of the Prioets Ib made euj
_______________ ____________________ , by Auricular Confesifon. <

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE. chapter v. .
The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con*  

। . feailooal—What become! of her after uncondltion«
. al aurrenden—Her irreparable Rula.

7W£ AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN- chapter vi.
J. ronnsllon «uecluoüy sad cluwly «Ute*  In thB Auricular ConfcMlon deatrayi aU the Sacred Tie*  oi 

volume ot SM pages Is amazing. Tho titles as above Marriage and Human Society. .
given, failsto Convey an Idea ot the fulneaa and com- CHAPTER VII.
«Idleness with which the subjects are treated. The Should Auricular Confession be tolerate*  among Civil- 

tatriarehtte, or M.ther-rulo, IV the theme of th.first tied Nation«? 
cbaptdntn which much l.rc. quaint, queer and cud- CHAPTER Vin.
ons, Is brought to view In elucidation ot the sublect. Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to tho Soul! 
This U followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon hair, CH APTKH IX
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and The Dowma ot AurlcnUr Coafrulon • r.aHi.^ao.Work, The Church et To-day. Past, Present. Future; r¿Sírír A'1Ho',Iar Co«““»» » SsoiUegloui
and thorn li not a chapter in the book that Ib net CHAPTER X
handled in a maiteriy manner, and that for quantity Qod eamnel« the churrh nf Roma tA «mfÁM tb.and quality of Information, Ü not worth tbe full price ^a^^’íom of Awículi CoSiaiom “ 
or me volume, it is packed with knowledge well- „„ —r
arranged,andIntonielylutcreetlncfrom beginning to- „ *' , _ .end/No one oaji possibly regret huylnglt; ft la aval- Auricular Lonfeeilon tn Australia, America, and 
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov- France. tx..,,,, ' •
tag mind. . .. ..........................CHAPTER XII-................  _A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus-Arrice« fjxJ.rNL Jbor sale at tins bands and Fathers—Some or the matters on which 
Office the Priest ot Rome must Question his Penileut.

' * Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00. .

“ZZJJr PERFECT MOTHERHOOD!
No. UNew. White cross Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

/Literature. ■ dy lo/s wa/sbbooker. tens is 
' . ; . •••-.- JD a novel written with a purpose, and .that

’ ■■ ■■■• % • purpose Is not 'merely to enable an unthinking, idle
/•»r ’T’rrrc» vz*nr  ««er» mind to while away toe time in a state of idle blcwed-¿V THIS VOLUMS THa AUTHOR^ ncss. devoid of earnest thought or care for either

Augusta W.Fletcher. M. Dm In the thirty-nine lelt-lmprsvcmentortho good of humanity. It H a
chapters dlicuMes a; wide variety of subjects pen book designed espefclaliy. primarily, for mothers and 
Ulntng to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand*  those who arc to be mothers; aid secondly, through ■ 
Colnt Bhe evinces tbe powers of a trained thinker, tho mothers, to effect the well-being and happlncii ot 

oth in matter of thought and fine literary style, and tho race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the >, 
capablty ¿rf thought expression. The . subjects aro, result upon tho child of proper surroundings Bind influ*  . 
welbhandled wIChconctschcBB and yet with cleatncM. ------ *— -------------- ------- - ------------------------- *—““
It will provo a rich addition to any Spiritualist'! 
library, and a moit excellent book for any one ueb 
lug Information concerning flplrtuallim andiis teach 
tags. ’ ' ■ ■ ■

For salo at this office. THce, $1.150.

God in the Constitution^
- BrEobeito. InfmtflL- Oqeot the bett p|p«n Colo

Bel lisertoll «ver «roto. In paper cover, with like- 
aeuot author. Price, JO cental twelre coplea torii.00.

.VW«.- ____________ _ _____________ ilng»ana Infla«
encei bearing upon the mother previous to UBUrnityb 
Incidentally the author touchci upon various thlngi 
In modern social and buelnesi life, which ar» unJail, • 
and fix unequal burdens upon tlio individual) compoo- 
Ing looietyua whole. Tbebootfi trenchant. iMtroc« 
Uro and very intereiting, even when regarded*  merrtv < 
ai a novel, and li especially commended to “women 
ivcrywhere," to wbbm It t» dedicated.. It al*>  Ihor*  * 
ougbly »bow» op the Jesuitical spirit of th» Ctthollu . 
Church: advanced ideas relating to tho BpMtnal phlb 
Mophy are introduetd. ItooMains a fine llkonew fit 
the author. It contains ms »igea, aeatir bound la 
Qoth. Prlcabymailiprepald.il. .
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WORDS OF WARNING.
Crime—Its Cause—Its Cure.

Facts Sententiously Set Forth.

L

ÍÍ

kite.

“Why were laws made, but that we 
are all rogues by nature?”—Bacon.

“Nature makes fewer rogues than 
misery.”—Dr. Bird.
i There, Mr. Editor, and brother and 
sister readers of The Pkogbssive 
Thinkeu, you have two sides of the 
question, presented by two vastly dif
ferent minds; which do you prefer?

. Ante-natal conditions: Are we.not 
looking too far away? Post-natal 
conditions? Are we not looking too 
near? Some of us who are short
sighted try to read print in brevier 
two miles away; some who are far
sighted try to read the same at the 
nose’s length.
"■ Great geniuses come forth when 
great emergencies beckon them. The 
genius of crime exists, as well as the 
genius of electricity. Necessity pro
duces the criminal, as unerringly as it 
produces the inventor.

These are facts I great, big,-sober 
facts; worthy brain, heart, pen, 
thought and action. You know it as 
well as I do. While perfect ante-natal 
conditions may tend to produce a per
fect race, I tell you the great first 
cause; least understood and appre
ciated, is the misery, the wretched
ness, that every day is on the in
crease. Increase your cause and you 
increase your effect; you can't help it.

Ante-natal sources may tend to pro
duce your libertine; no doubt they do— 
but I have known children of phys
ically, morally and mentally healthy 
parents that took to evil as naturally 
as a duck does to water. There are 
too many duck’s eggs hatched out by 
sober, land-loving chickens.
r No truer, surer sentiment was ever 
expressed, than that the ruling, pre
dominant spirit of this world is selfish
ness. A gentle way to express greed, 
covetousness and cruelty. The great 
white dove of divinity- broods on this 
nest, and, to his horror, hatches out a

■ When the eggs of harmony and 
universal brotherhood are put in 
pickle, and nothing placed in the in
cubator of events but selfishness, 
greed, squalor and misery, look for 
nothing but the blackbird of crime. 
We see this unnatural monster take 
to the water, and we, being essentially 
land birds, go clucking up and down 
the bank to coax it home. It can’t 
be done without tears and bloodshed!

Existing conditions generate crime 
and criminals.

When valleys are produced, it must 
be at the expense of mountains; and: 
water must be banished to make des
erts possible.

Nature is prolific—generous. She 
never yet destroyed one beauty from 
her handsome face, that she did not 
compensate for it with another equally 
beautiful. She never knew a disease, 
but that somewhere in her great lab
oratory she held the remedy. Con
cealed, may be, but not undiscovera- 
ble. Nature only punishes the trans- 
grcssion of her laws; she does not 
Avenge.

History repeats itself every time. 
Mankind only profits by experience 
when that experience has been bought 
with blood. .

The Inquisition of a Torquemada, 
and the inhuman barbarity of an 
Elizabeth made progression out of 
the cruel dogmas that enslaved the 
world a possibility.

“He who fights for liberty
But faster binds the tyrant’s power; 

And the tyrant’s cruel glee
Hastens on the freer hour. ”
The plutocracy of ancient Rome 

was the nucleus from which arose the. 
dictatorship of a Caesar; the plutoc
racy of France created the reign of 
terror and brought a Napoleon forth; 
and every step in advance was made 
ankle deep in blood. The signs are 
comet-like and full of bloody portent. 
■ Comfortable homes for criminals, 
as our editor wisely says, are not 
means to on end. Lynching is not a 
means to an end. Hanging men for 
sheep-stealing only decreased the 
number of sheep; it did not decrease 
the number of thieves.

• < None are so blind as those that 
won’t see.

Charity is not charity when we rob 
the poor of four to give tw-o back. 
When the plutocrats of the world 
raise the price of its necessities, and 
from the surplus thus acquired endow 

. a -university, it is not learning they 
increase, but misery.
• ¿When J corner the-flour market, 

' and, by clever manipulation, turn a 
million to my credit, and that million 
realized from the pockets of my toil
ing fellows; if I use $100,000 of that 
million to endow an orphan asylum, 
wherein lies my charity? Why should 
I not provide for the orphans I have 
helped to create? The lesser crim
inals will never be reformed till the 
greater are called by their true names 
and stigmatized as they deserve.

Increase the pressure, you increase 
tho resistance, and there is but one 
inevitable end. To abolish, crime we 
must abolish the means that make it 
possible, aye, necessary.; Man cannot 
stare with hollow ’..eyes- and -com
placency at his starving babies, and 
know that just across the’way; in the 
storehouse of his neighbor, is food.

-Marie Antoinette, when appealed to 
by the hungry populace of Paris for 
better bread, did net work to calm the 
rising storm when she answered: “If 
they cannot eat block bread let them 
eatqake.”

The middle class is rapidly dis
appearing, and the two extremes ore 
becoming more embittered every hour. 
SeMshness rules the rich, and covet
ousness the poor; it cannot be other-

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCESOF THE PACIFIC COAST,
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SUCCESSFULLY TREATED 
THOUSAND PATIENTS

2VZ> ras WONDROUS POWER

Cleveland, O. 
839tf

/x which helped or made them perform mighty 
works And utter inspired words, together with some

MRS. S. F. DeWOLF,
Independent Slate-writing. 653 Jackson Boulevard, 
near Ogden Ayenue, Chicago, 111. Ladles’ Circle, 
Thursday» at 2:80. 846

Dbar Dootob—Tour remedies have done inoro for 
me and afforded me more relief than anything else I 
ever tried and I have tried nearly everything. 
' fiaultfite Marlo, Mich. JAMES EMMS.

Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll 
On Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before the Nov 
York Legislature» May 9,1BS8. Price, 4 mdU. ; .

Dbab Dooron—I write to let you know that my 
health still continue» to improve. To describe my 
condition and horrible feelings at the time I began 
using your medicine Is beyond my power. I suffered 
with female weakness and severe peins in my chest 
iortwoyears. lirlci iscuri *..... •'
relief until a friend directed me to you. j____-___ c
iour medicine one month am almost well, and firmly 

elleve one month more will cure mo. ■
Ruth, Mich. LOUISA GENTNA.

One thousand more on file at our office. Watch 
this space as new testimonials will appear overy 
two weeks. . •

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup" the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedv.

MRS. DR. 
DOBSON-BARKER 

aS a spiritual healer 
HAS NO EQUAL!...........

Healing powers are being repeated over and over 
again through the mediumship of MRB. DR. 

DOBSON-BAROR, who, for the past year and

We blow P° horn to exalte; simply state a few facta 
or statements of patients relieved. We have many 
that cau be seen at oar office, one buudrod dollars 
for anjr one found untrue that wo publish. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,

\ u 4*:»» M M
............ ,.

. Edgar. Nebraska, Fob. 21,189k
MRB. DR. A. B. DOBSON—Dear Lady and Be

loved HlBtef:—It 1b with regret that I write to you, 
iieoauve 1 am ill; but feel truly grateful that each a way 
topoa to mankind. I wilt employ no regular physician 

unless I am obliged to,
Slater Sent to you; fllie said you described her dis

ease more correctly than Dr. Dobson did. May the 
angels ever help and bless you.

SARAH A. WERNER.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Betiie, Yhp CrUti, lUabt. of Man, etc 

iUuatrated edition. ro,tdro„»5U.page.. Cloth, «1.00; 
peetade, 30 ceoU. . .. .

DR. CARL SEXTUS
Curea diseases by vital magnetism; develops latent 
psychical powers. Also treatment by mesmerism. 
Letters requesting advice must cqntaln one dollat 
Office. 919 Dearborn Ave^ Chicago. Office hours S

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A Xew Badge In solid gold 
with blue and blacfc enameL 
with the pyramid», obeUsk 

" and sun’s ray» in gold. Ever? 
Myitlc should have one m 

these beautiful emblem». Price 12. For »ale at this 
office.

FORSTER, DR, W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT1

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Bond three two-cent stamps, lock of bait, name 

age. sex. one leading symptom, and yourdieeaso will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR DOBSON-BARKER,
SAN JOBE. CAL., Box 183 8.6

THE VOICES.
- By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain 
poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are 
most excellent. Price ,1.00. :

PLAIN TRUTHS, 
' - OB—

The Enemies of Spiritual Liberty.'

Oplrit of) Oweu Lovejoy, through G. II Miller nililTitA for 11,0 mllll0Iii of workers In lift 
Bt?lea.- Cliopter 12 contains tho prophX o? 

°«»' 8. » graphic descrlptloiof u
gon In the world of spirit: chapter s, on mediinnshiS

FOR BEGINNERS
The Play of the Planets.

. . ■ —------ 0---------- ■ ■ ■
This wonderful educator Is attracting the attention 

of thousands of people all over the world m its elm* 
pllciclty gives qno

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning th; fat««!»:« of the planet, and tbeelgu 
oftbe ZauMrlfi human life.

EVERT CHILD can learn to <ue It and acocmpll.h 
wonders.

The Coming Study in Occult As
' tronomy.

This wonderful invention makes It easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every penon born for 7S yean put, and alee to de
lineate tho HOBOSCOPE.

A few if the flfst edition left which WlU 
be fumiehed at $1 each. For «ale at,fhie 
office. • '■

of all diseases that flesh Is heir to,__ ..... «...
you proof of her powers» by sending; requirements 

z as per small adyerttaemeut for diagnosis of your 
case. Hero Is ono of her many uuresi

Examination of tlie Prophecies* --~' '• ~
A<xmiMer»tlonotthe puuni In the New Teit»- A SJ CENTS. DB S. Z.

meat, quoted tram tho Old, «nd called Prophecies Con- -A BAP.SEi, 362 Login street, Grand Rapids, Mich, 
cemliig Jeans Chrtat. Price 13 cents. I - ___________ ’ . •_______

A WONDERFUL OFFER

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,

CHRONIC DISEASES,”

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
fèreonM frati« and Ch«racterl»tlci of Prophet«, Àpoj
Ue«. auajeBU», or Now Reading» ot “The Miracle«? Reaitogi_ pereonally or by lctwrll.00. Thrcè re. 
byiLuur Putnam. Price « cent». Per salo et UH, ».-in— Magnetic treatment given at her retidence, or at

home of the patient. 8140 Rhode» avenue. Chicago, 
111. Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty-first 
street. Residence, one block West oh Rhodes avenue, 
near Tblrty-firifc , ' 260K

। CONSULT SPIRIT FRIENDS UPON HEALTH, 
J Business and Development Terms fl. Annie 
;Ord Chamberlain, Box 42, Azusa Cal. 848

THE GODS.
Dy Col. B. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth (ta weight in gold. Price 20 cents.

Fifty Years in the . Church of Rome
By Bev. Oho«. Chlnlquy, cx-prleat. A remarkable 

book. Page», 832. Price 83 X.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
By A. S. Huilion. M D. Price. 15 eocte. .

THE AGE OF REASON.
.. By Thoma« Pain?. Being an Investigation of True 
and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates andnow typej 185 pages, post 
8vt>, Paper, 25 cento; cloth, 50 cents.

F/VR/VLYSIS
— AND-

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED... .

MAGNETISM fills the system with new life, energy 
and vigor, and puts it in harmony with nature. It 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital forces, 
which is the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY
FORM OF DISEASE.

fiend for our new book on Paralysis—FREE—Tn or
der to learn more ot this MYSTICAL SUBSTANCE. 
MAGNETISM. It tells hdw to fill the system with 
magnetic life and Tlgor, and prevent all forms of 
disease.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At Pne Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lart. will convince the moit skeptical os earth of 
the power of ttys great, grind, invisible substance. 
Try them and be convinced, Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

DR. E. A. STEELE,
1428 Market street, San Francisco, Cal. By enclosing 
lock of hair, age, and stamps for reply, I will send cor
rect diagnosis and terms of treatment, which 1» with
in reach of all 818

MANSILL’S ^LMANAC

- -OF-
PLAKETARY METEOROLOGY.

Weather Forecasters’ Guide and New System of 
Science for 1898. It contains a planetary chart of 
each month, showing the position of the planets In 
the different houses In tho Zodiac. __  .

BY BICHARD MANSILL,
Author of "Geology and Microscopy Illustrated,” 
••Coheilve Attrition and the Formation of World.” 
"Universal Chango in Natural Elements,” etc. Price 
25 cents. For sale at thl» offioct

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Behd full name, ago, sex, and two stamps for fbxb 

Diagnosis. Many wondettuloures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

¡ IpOjA-k 1 ti /b

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

CH7V8.E.
WftTKlNS 
M. D....

J. M. PEEBLES, M.D.
¡ SPECIALIST IJJ ALL CHRONIC
: , DISEASES.
, —Depends for hk remarkable c»rw, ?Qt 
, upou the old dfwHc drug system, Vnt upuu 

the knd#I«dge of dlfeM*  tnd their propar 
remedies—tipoh sclahce and the finer pay*

’ <ihlo 10du. '■
’ Bqbjc of his cures, like Schlatter’», arc 

INSTANTANEOUS; In other oases months
’ ore roaujred. .
> Hoving carefully studied all the therapeu- 
। tic agQacles In connection with hlsldbgmfcd' 
> leal axperleuce, he uses thoa4 |)es( adapted 
, to. each case with unvayyUf ludu&p.
, Htmdreu are joyfully writing the Doctor: 
, “I am beUer,’’ or‘T am cilrei?" "GOd blew
. you?’ .■-•-• :■ ::

HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING!

DR. J. ;s. LOUGKS, 
. 8HIRLEYVILLE, MASS.,.
The Well-Known Magnetic Physician 

of About 80 Years’. Practice.
> UlinMUo, gxtetuU Into all p*rU  ,ot the United 
Btetw «4 Pawl»; fit» la apma ft Europe. He 
la mskiug WonderfulLCUrea With his magnetic feme
Aloe, as sb cirtWcUaipf pure# will ahtw. send for 
one; Muny are.cuM when given up to Ale by the 
m. D’a. H you send Mm a lock of your hair, name.

• are. sex, and four «Koent stamps, he will tell you 
what ho tbinki ofjgour ciae; also what the pros
pect» are for a cure. Try film and be convinced

Who-is so successful iirtreating Chronic 
Discuses, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success.

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is ac
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result, Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON ie he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only.as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

Which will more thanj-epay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him '

Send Two 2-cent stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. 6. Ê. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

wise. When the burden becomes too 
great to be borne, it must be thrown 
off. Utter ¿serfdom,’; with » the think
ing, toiling masses in our free(?) 
America, is impossible. Tramps, out
casts from society, will be rampant, 
and so will criminals, till the causes 
that produce them are removed.
- I do not like to be called a prog
nosticator of dire events; but yonder 
in the distance I can see the cloud, at 
present no bigger than a man’s hand, 
and it presages rain; a rain and reign 
of blood. Unless some unforeseen 
event arise, some mighty wind to blow 
the cloud to the east, the rain must 
fall—on our children and on their off
spring.

The rich are greedy, the poor are 
needy; neither will yield. It is not, 
as some suppose, to the Boman Cath
olic, nor to the Protestant, we must 
look for the gleaming" of sharp teeth 
in the moonlight, but to the fattened. 
teeth of wealth, and the hunger- 
sharpened fangs of poverty.

A city that is set on a hill cannot 
be hid. The capitalistic * press may 
try to conceal the torches of capital 
behind trees; but it is growing dark, 
and lights that pilot the rich must be 
seen by the poor. '

When J. Pierpont Morgan knew, 
days in advance of the nation, that a 
coll was to be made for $200,000,000, 
and had a syndicate ready to meet it, 
there can be but one inference: The’ 
head of the nation is playing into the 
hands of “Money. ”

The life-blood of the toiler is being 
used for steam in the great boiler of 
capital; the industries moved by the 
giant machinery may not stop; the 
pressure on this boiler is becoming 
greater; the safety-valve is tied down 
by bands of gold; the fuel, greed and 
avarice, will be fed into the mighty 
furnace till—ask the engineer.

Every year we manufacture a 
greater number of criminals. Every 
year we build larger -prisons to hold 
them in. What does this mean? It 
means that when the time comes the 
prisons will be thrown open, to let 
loose a ravaging, ravishing host ; and 
men will not see.

Capital is blind—blinder than Cupid 1 
blinder, than Justice ! It is the great 
first cause;’ the weaver that, with un
conscious fingers, is making the net 
that must'enmesh it. ,

When history has repeated itself; 
when the Vanderbilts, the Goulds, the 
Rockefellers, the Sages and the Mor
gans, yes, and the Clevelands, shall 
have ceased to exist—and God grant 
that that condition may be brought 
about peacefully—•crime will decrease; 
for the cause which nourished it shall 
have passed away. ’ . ?•

Pre-natal conditions: Bacon, phi
losopher as he was, could not conceal 
his contempt for the'so-called “Sans 
Culottes." In Cffisar he makes Casca 
say: “And the rabble hooted, and 
threw up their greasy nightcaps, and 
uttered such a deal, of stinking 
breath—” The offspring of the rich 
are born with a feeling of superiority, 
a haughtiness and unfeeling careless
ness for the poor, that can but en
gender a corresponding feeling of en
mity in the bosoms of -the poor. 
There is where your ante-natal.pre
disposition to crime arises! ■ When the

Dyspepsia, diarrhea, drepsy, anllepsy, ec- ‘ ’ 
tojW, erysipelas, falling rictaela, rheums- 1 * 
t!»m, scrofula, nervous spasm, rtovel, gouf,.1 ’ 

. heau&che», ueartdlsqaBe, kindcy conoplalpt,1 ‘ 
. female weakness, UYgr difficulty, neurftida, < ’ 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronplltla, asthma, ' • 
bladder affectleu, cancer, catarrh, pimples < » 
ubon the face, uterine disease», -weaknesses < > 
of men, barrenness, IneanBy. arunkenpess, < > 
censtipatlon, la grippe and all chronic A 
diseases. , And further, he.furnlehcs . X

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS f

Hygenlc and Physiological literature, en- 
abllng them wheh cured, to remain healthy. ♦

Correct Diagnosis Free, t 
By enoIosing name, age, sex, .X 

leading symptom and stamp X 
for reply, t

> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS <

1M. PEEBLES, M. D. J
: SAN DIEGO, CAL. J
' . 82Wf <

poor man suddenly becomes rich, his 
feeling for the poor gradually weakens 
as his wealth increases; and in a gen-. 
eration or two his offspring have for
gotten “the base , degrees by which 
they did ascend." . ■ ;

The Vanderbilts of the world to-day 
have forgotten the poor boatmen of 
yesterday. Altered conditions beget 
altered sentiments. The poor can but 
envy the happier state .of the rich; 
and we see this exemplified in chil
dren even before^.reason reaches 
them. The ravishe/is created by the 
thoughts that spring up in the breast 
of father and mother when they see 
the indifference expressed on the 
faces and in the actions of the wealthy. 
This is : a horrible truth, but truth 
often assumes horrible shapes. • 

. If thoughts are things, what become 
of the thoughts that arise in the 
breast of the “sans culotte” at sight 
of the richly-garmented and volup
tuous form of the daughter of wealth, 
as she almost floats by, radiant with 
careless'health? ■

Beauty and comfort will ever excite 
thoughts of lust and envy, till the 
former things are passed -away; and 
the psychological mastery of thought; 
that connecting link that finds ex
pression for the spirit through the 
channels of the body, is more clearly 
understood. - -

Just as this article is concluded, I 
hear of the ringing.speech of Senator 
Tillman, of .South, Caroling, in, the, 
United States Senate;,-and-it beapi so, 
strongly on this very thing, I enclose’ 
two short extracts from it, apologizing 
for throwing that in last that should 
be first; '

“The money-changers are in the 
temple of our liberties and have 
bought the sentinels^ on guard. It 
may be too late. God grant it be not 
so, but this great Republic can only 
be saved from the miseries of revolu
tion and internecine strife in the near 
future by its citizens casting aside 
blind allegiance to party and marshal
ing themselves under the banner of 
Jefferson’s Democracy and Lincoln’s 
Republicanism."

“The Armenians are here at your 
doors! In every city and hamlet and 
county of these United States they 
can be found, and I warn you they 

.will hot be held down for. all time by 
the Turks who now oppose them. A 
day of reckoning will come, unless 
there is no longer a just God in 
heaven, and when it does come, wbe 
be unto those who have been among 
the oppressors of the people! The 
presept struggle is, unfortunately, too 
like that which preceded the late civil 
war, inasmuch as it is sectional. The 
creditor and the manufacturing States 
of the North and East—those which 
have grown inordinately wealthy at 
the expensfi of the producing classes 
of the South and West—are urging 
this policy with the besotted blindness 
of Belshazzar. The old -slaveholders 
of the South were not more arrogant 
or more determined. ‘The sordid des
potism of wealth/ to use the apt 
phrase of Justice Brown, is already 
felt throughout the land.”' . . 
- - ,• Chableb Nevins.

Vicksburg Gamp.
The thirteenth annual camp-meeting 

of Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in 
Fraser’s Grove, commencing August 7 
and closing August 80. '

The camp ground is a beautiful oak 
grove, situated one-half mile from 
Vicksburg. -Carriages running- to the 
grounds day and evening. It is as fine a 
camping-location as can be found any
where, with commodious buildings ahd 
good hotel accommodations at very reas
onable. rates at the grove and town. 
Tents, 10 by 12, $2 per week, or $5 for the 
season; smaller tents, $1.50, or $4 for the 
season; for over Sunday; $1.50, all with 
floors; Those desiring to rent floors for 
their own tents can do so in the village. 
Those desiring to rent tents should apply 
early in the season, and state if they de
sire cots or other furnishings. Bring 

. your own pillows and blankets, whether 
you hire tents or bring them. Those 
desiring springs must order them in ad
vance. Furnished rooms, $2.50 per 
week, or $7 for the season. No ground 
rent will be charged, and tents put up 
free of charge. Season tickets, $1.50: 
daily admission, 10 cents: any timeless 
than two weeks, 10 cents a day. Meals 
at dining-haU, 25 cents for any time less 
than a week: by the week, $3.50.

SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS. .

-Mrs. Cora L. A7- Richmond, E. W. 
Sprague, J.' Fraqk Baxter, Mrs. C. A. 
Sprague, O. A. Edgeriy. Among the 
mediums expected to be present are 
Geo. Parker and wife, trumpet and rap
ping mediums, of Elgin, Ill.;' Joseph 
King, materialization, of Pipestone, 
Mich.; James Riley, materialization, of 
Marcellus, Mich.; F. M. Donovan, slate
writer, of Bloomington, Ill., and others.

E. W. Sprague will act as chairman

TWTIMONIALi
- .jMlvftrhead,M.Y.,Nov.4,ll91. :

JpR. J. 8. LOUCKS, Shirley. Mau. -Dear Sir-After 
ten njp'hthB of severe »ufleriBi from excesrive Irrlte*  
flon of the etowBth, : bowel» and bladder, and other 
cpinpllostloni, unaMs to eat except a raw ..egg, fol- 
Uwed by vrut dlslreu. In the last lias? bf lyspcpsU, 
IwseadvTiaaW tryaj^lslrvoyunt, audsecty<>u slpck 
of hair. You desertp<d the ease perfectly. - On taking 
the pleasant r^ffiules I began ImmedUtely to pick up 
and can now eat a hearty meal and attend to business. 
It 1» conildered a wonderful cure. i‘. .- . -

• Yours.very sincerely, 5 
■ JAMES D. fiLADp.

J.G. BtiTDORF, M. D.
> ¿»A —0——

SPECIALI8T IN ALL CHRONIC
DISEASES.

... t--------- —0- ;  .

yjBE^CRIBES NO POISONOUS 
DRUGS!

. ■ ■ ■ - ———-o- • ••

. MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN I
Dkab Doctob—When your medicine reached me I 

wm low । the doctor» hero »aid they could do 4iQtJilng 
ior me, but since taking your medicine am gelAg 
'fitter rapidly« and feel that thoy will euro me. May 

God and the good angels bless you for your aid to suf
fering humanity. ELIZA UULLY.

Palms Station, Mich.-

One of the moat successful healers and diagnostician! 
liTlng. The doctor has letters from all over tfca 
United States, Canada, Australia and Europe, telliM 
of the marvelous result», after all hope tn other 
sourods have been given up, being speedily curea 
under hie treatment. Nervous aud chronic disease! 
of every character, peculiar to both men and women, 
ore, by the aid of his wonderful and extraordinary 
power, cured.

The doctor baa never failed tn a correct diagnosis oi 
any case, many times It being cause» that had baffled 
the most renowned phyelciam, but Wts readily ex
plained through his wonderful clairvoyant aud dlalr- 
audlent powers. *

Each case receives tho attention of himself and 
baud, also remedies for Individual case. Send three 
2-cent stamp», look of hair, aje, s?x, aud one syniDtom. 
and by return moR you win receive a full and acini' 
rate description of your case and uuy advice regarding 
It. Through punecutlon on account of hjs marvcloul 
success the doctor graduated In a regular school, therefore being an M? I). evuum,

Sufferer», you that have failed to find relief, try 
oppo more and be convinced of Dr. Loy’s powers one 
ability. Address ' ' ’

812tf DR. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, Hl.

i tried several doctors'but found no , Will «end a free dUgnoils and terra, for treatment to * Magnetic«.]
’ • ' ' ' -- i. After using, «11 whowlll scud their uamo and address—In their INS 111 UTIl OP REPINED

P°»t«Be «tamp for reply. fl theraputlcslncludlng the Suu Cure Vital Maunnt, 
yke PacIflc Coast Spiritualist" of . Deo. 80, 1893, «m, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science ol 

Lors ter.— life. Cucinlcal alliulty and basic principle« dpveloneaH'mnelf highly wlththelr marvellous «ppIicaUons. BtudLts iSfouf 
reapectedjuid beloved for hl« benevolent work, his continents have taken the course. The col 7« li 
humaultarlan Ide«« .nd practices; and Me «freight- chartered and confers tho degree of D M. Doctor ol 
forward course of Integrity atM honor." | Magnetic«. By a system of printedI queitlou« student,

“Dr. W. M. Forster, California's noted clairvoyant „t'J,“'c°1U,IItV,?(k.„rcc<’lve thS ilplomaa at thplf 
physician, Is receiving co)iuaei)dattona from far and 1 ?Xw JeSev I ,ln'>! ed. *S , E“‘L Orangft
near oyer Ms remarkable« success aa a healer.”-PMI-! it « n'kMMlsuburl) of Now York. E,
osopMcal Journal. “c11.. LL.D., Dean, 282 Main «tree!

Address, Eaat Orange, N w Jersey, 8Jj'SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name In full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, ana 
two stamps. Address

J. 0. BATDORF, M. D„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

888tf

DR. W. M, FORSTER, 
1O5Q market Street, • San Pranolsco/ Cal, 

. 883

DR. J, C. POWER.
CHRONIC DISEASE SPECIALIST

Long standing chronic troubles considered Incur*  
able by the general practitioner, readily yield to my 
treatment, and are particularly solicited. I treat my 
patients at their homes as well as though present with 
them, being able by my clairvoyant and psychometric 
powers to bring myself in contact with their diseased 
conditions t,hereby enabling me to correctly diagnose 
their diseases and »elect from Nature’s great labora
tory of remedies that which each condition requlréa. 
Patients who bavp for years been doctoring In vain 
with other physicians, under my treatment are en
tirely cured, aud gladly testify to the same. All let

ters for diagnosis must be accompanied with lock of 
hair, five two-cent stamp», full name, date oi birth, 
post-oflice, county and state.

DR. J. C. POWER,
Lock Box O. VINTON, IOWA.

MB

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY. 
A“OjtWrtMMnglBM'ucUoii. tor making a hello- 
?SSnloi,’r"8c.o.Iie’ t°8“1‘cr with a Chart which give, 
the POBltlou pt the planets from 1821 to 1916. The most 
«d'?nJe>!e YOrk 011111 ’ y,tt,D over p ublie lied. Adapt. 
«d>,A0.r„?e5 "7"? " Profeuora. Ono cau cant aud read 
a horoscope In half an hour. For sale by

FMEDEKIOK WHITE, O. O.M.,
Pifth Ave,, S, - JUinneapolist Minn, 

fiend the date of your birth and 11 and recefva 
mSSi811 m i ” with your horoscope ready to reai 
Mention this paper when writing. 844«

” “SPIRITS’ HOMES.1* ~
“From the First to the Seventh Zones, and Our

Duties to Each Other Hero and Now “

J' °™S1

throughout the meeting.
Vocal music will bo furnished by 

Misses Mildred and Delello Fletcher, of 
Mendon, Mich. Mr. and Mrs, W. H. 
West, of Battle Creek, will furnish mu
sic on guitar and. mandolin during the 
entire reason. Each Friday evening 
•will be devoted to dancing from 8 to 12. 
Saturday evening, August 22. a musical 
and literary entertainment will be given 
by J. Frank Baxter.

Reduced rates of one and one-third 
fare for round trip have been secured on 
the C. &G. T.!R. R. from Lansing to 
South Bend; and'on the G. R. & I. R. R. 
from Sturgis to,Grand Rapids. Tickets 
tp be sold on the llth and 8th of August, 
and Tuesdays and Fridays througndut 
the meeting. Good till August 31. Let 
everyone take advantage of these rates, 
' For full particulars address Jeannette 
Fraser, Vicksburg, Mich. . •

"MAGNETISM IS LIFE."

HINDOO SALVE . . .
?h>fn»J!i’rly,,CUr.? Ilrouchlt's. and alt aSef-
tlon» of tin tUroat, duperies iuleniaj Tumors df£ 
ivy.8.,1!:',11 ?,u,res kryslpflas. Lock-Jaw. C>Sc 
Syphilitic Ulcers, kills bone felous. bee Blings coril'

ote- absorbs nol.on and eradlcXi viru.1 
cure» pile», hoald bttid, Itch aud gangrene

The only magnetic flajve ly the world- cann-it h«SM- noi'^iidi

S^t,KUWJoweu'521
It® us0 by mediumletlc persons nlda in th*  

«dclSdTS’ °f' '>lld ^inoysncl

Mind Impulse iLea^l s to a Reunion 
■ The disaovary-'Of -a. brother whb for 
-.many. years! iiBflibB&w'mouvned' as dead 
was the*  result 'of.the heed Mrs. W. E. 
Hughes, of 3536 Ellis av., gave an inex
plicable impulse to go to Pacific Garden 
mission recently. ..........

For some time Mrs. Hughes has had 
strong mental suggestions urging her 
immediate attendance at the Pacific 
garden. The impulse became an irre
sistible one. She knew nothing of this 
mission in the slum quarter of Chicago.

While this unseen agency was assert
ing itself in the mind of Mrs. Hughes a 
similar fpree was at work upon a poor 
tramp, “Tom" Evans. When Evans 
drifted aimlessly into the Pacific Gar
den mission on this eventful night It 
was but one of many similar visits he 
had made during the last two months; 
As he dropped into a oh air near the 
middle of the house he looked a verita
ble prince of ragged fellpwe.

In a few moments the services were 
over and the converts rose to receive the 
congratulations of the Christian work
ers. It was at this time, as the audience 
Started to disperse, that a cry was heard 
from a woman present. Every eye iij- 
stantly sought her obt. She was eager
ly pushing her way through the throng, 
crying as she did so:

"Oh, my poor brother! Tom, Tom, 
how glad I am?’ . • '

■ Evans, who had turned, with the rest 
at the sound of her voice, simply said 
"Sister,” apd they were in each other’s 
arms. The scene was Intensely dra
matic.
. The family,which consisted of father, 

mother and the tW Children, lived at 
Youngstownj O. The brother and bib- 
ter. were greatly attached to each, other, 
hut one day, as the result of a disagree
ment with his father, the boy ran away 
from home, and his sister had not seeti 
him since - till this seemingly impres- 
sional meeting.—News. ■ : '

Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful. 
Young and old will bp benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.

“Mahomet, theiUlustrlous.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics. I No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume ie intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. ! For sale at this office. 
Priqe, 25 cents.

“Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
■Doten. In this rvolume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “ffiom grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine pottry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound.*  Price $L For sale 
at this office. “ ■ ■

“The Missing Link in Modern Spirit
ualism.” By A. Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume, of especial 
interest to all Spiritualists. A. Leah 
Underhill'was one of the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was the inception of the 
modern Spiritual movement. She nar
rates many incidents and spiritual oc
currences in the experiences of the Fox 
family. Price, cloth, $1.50, postpaid

“Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and. author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, eto. Price, doth, 15c. 
For Bale at this office. • - > .,•

Religion of the'^uture. By & Weil 
Cloth. 81.25; papeii, 50 cento. .

Free to Spiritualists.
I will mail one week’s trial treatment 

of the famous Australian Electro Pill 
Remedy free to all readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, or seven weeks’ 
treatment for only $1;00; for catarrh, 
kidney, liver and stomach and general 
complaints. Special terms to agents. 
Address with stamp, Dr. E. J. Worst, 
Ashland Ohio 852

DR. A. M. ROBERTS GIVES PRIVATE SITTINGS 
for development and magnetic treatments. 107 8. 

Leavitt street, Chicago. 846

TUTRB. STARR—CLAIRVOYANT, ASTROLOG 1ST 
HL and Palmist. 82 Ogden avenue. From 9 a. m. to 
9. p. m. 848

URIEL BUCHANAN,
TEACHER OF OCCULT SCIENCE.

A simple method of obtaining definite knowledge 
of Inherent occult powers, and their ^proper use. 
Practical directions given for developing the mental, 
physical and spiritual capabilities of man. Private 
verbal Instruction given Chicago students, also lessens 
by correspondence. Write for booklet. Kenilworth. Ill

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up In six-ounce tin boxes and are guaranteed 
Ïo give satisfaction or money will be refunded by the 

roprietoy, Dr.* M. H. Garland. Send cents in 
tamps and receive by return mail ft box of this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will find It a blood cleanser as well as a Throat 
and Lung Remedy. Over 200,000 boxes sold and all 
recommend them. Address all orders to DR. M. H. 
GABLAND, 832 Sixtieth Placé, Ôtatlon O., Chicago, 
niïnoii.

DR. T. WILKINS,
3140 RHODES AVE.t CHICAGO, 

Treats Slagnetically aU Qhronic Diseases.

E. V. Wilson was one of the pioneers of Spiritual*  
ism, a?d was noted as a speaker and test medium. He 
did a grand work for the cause, ana this book narrates 
many ot his str Bring experiences Quring hti labors.

Pur^asers will find ft intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who was left 
in straitened circumstance».

The book contains 400 pages, and Is sold for tl. Ad*  
dreft MBS.E, V. WILSON, 91 South Locust street, 
Valparaiso, Ihd.

n’ CHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS BEADING, OB 
r question» answered for fiO cents and three 2-cent 

stamps. Marguerite.BUrton, 20 Bennett Street, Bos
ton, Masa • 8ij

Social upbuilding, 
iMlqaing Cooperative Syitmns and tho Happiao«. 
and Ennoblement ot Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D-, M. D. Thli comprises the last port ot Human 
Culture «nd Cure. Paper coVer, 15c. For sale at 
this office, - . w

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are ai staple as 

sugar. Price tl.OO.

CHURCH AND STATE.
The Bible In the Public Schools! the Now "Amer- 

loan" Party. By “Jefferson.” Third edition. This 
beautiful pamphlet of 28 pages Is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State question that 

appeared, Price 10 cento.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS

Miho New York Unitarian Club. The first tlrao 
l«tory of the world that • Chrlitlzn Auocletlon 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 

The lecture 1, a grand one, and wa» received by the 
Club with eontlnnoua applaute from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contain, 13 pagea, beauttfullr printed. 
Price d centoiUaoopte«, M cent». > ' .. .

DOVOUC DEVELOPS 
ro Ibn I: MEDIUMSHIP
And gives commulcatlona. Price, delivered, 11.20.
Mediumship and How to Mesmerize.

Every Spiritualist and investigator should have It. 
108 pages of explicit directions for developing all 
phases, with portrait of author. Paper, 93c.; cloth, 
o0c., postpaid.
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ftS H-ISTORI6/+L 61+ftRftGTERS
BY WM. EMMETTE COLEMAN.

IN THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER [that the true'apostlqs were thosecalled Inal by Pontius Pi'ate,'Procurator of 
pot long since was published the fol- and sent by Jesus himself and upon Judea, in the relgn-.of Tiberius. Sue- 
lowing, by Hudson Tuttle: "Moham-1 whom Jesus conferred thè power of topius, another Roman historian, ip hie 
med is, of all religious leaders, dis- wonder-working, or spiritual gifts; that life of Nero, states that in Nero’s reign 

tinctively historic. Jesus Christ has no Jesus was thé Son of God, the Messiah,, the Christians, a race of men of anew 
historic being outside the New Testa-, the Christ, and taught the coming of the , and baneful superstition,.were punished, 
ment. There is not an authentic sen- kingdom of God; that Jesus instituted , Christianity was strongly opposed ip the. 
tence, or even word, in the histories of, the Lord’s supper the night he was be-! early centuries of the Christian era by 
his age concerning him. His birth,, trayed; that he was condemned to death .Jews, Greeks, and Romans; but no
brief life and death are enveloped in by the Jews and was tried before Pon-: where in the controversial writings of 
myths borrowed from old religions, un-, this Pilate; that he was nailed to a this period is there a trace of such an 
til his existence,- even, becomes ques-, wooden cross and died thereon, and that : absurdity as that proclaimed in the 
tionublc, Not so the great prophet of, he suffered revilings without murmur , nineteenth century, that Jesus and the 
the Moslems.” - during his execution; that the third day 1 apostles never lived, but are myths.

First; let me state that I àm neither he rose t~:— 41'~ —
i.„. « 1 thereafter at various times by __

ciples, and last of all by himself, Paul;
and that Jesus had as a spirit mani
fested tp him, Paul, aud communicated 
to him various teachings.

Here we have the personal testimony 
of Paul to the principal events of Jesus’ 
life, derived by him from association 
with those who were with Jesus during 
his life; and these events," in every in-

Christian nor Muhammadan, but a ro-
teonalistie, non-Christian Spiritualist. 
In my opinion, some of the tenets of Mu
hammadanism are more rational and 
truthful than some of those of Orthodox 
Christianity. Jesus and Muhammad 
were both fallible human beings, and 
both taught a mixture of truth and er
ror; and I am not a follower of either. 
But I am an ardent worshiper of truth, 
including historical truth; and taking 
Brother Tuttle’s statements above as a 
text, 1 purpose to give, in brief, the ex
act facts, so far as ascertainable, as re
gards the historical data concerning 
Jesus and Muhammad.

HISTORICAL DATA.
. Of course, our great source of infor

mation concerning Jesus is the New 
Testament. Like ancient history gen
erally, the New Testament is more or 
less inaccurate, with legendary and 
mythical accretions; but, despite these 
defects, it is invaluable as a record of 
the public life and sayings of Jesus and 
of the early Christians. To a large ex
tent it is historical—as truly historical 
as any ancient writing, as much so as 
the accounts of Muhammad, as will bo 
duly shown. There is a science of bibli
cal criticism! as much conducted on sci
entific principles as are the branches of 
physical science or those of philology, 
comparative mythology,- etc. A large 
number of the ablest minds, many of 
them thorough rationalists,untrammeled 
by dogmatic or theological preposses
sions, are the masters in this Biblical 
Science, which is sometimes called the 
“Higher Criticism."

RESULTS ATTAINED.
For over' twenty-five years I have 

been a c'oso student of Biblical Science 
or the Higher Criticism, and among the 
attained results of the Higher Criticism, 
among free, untrammeled scholars, are 
these: The great epistles of Paul are 
certainly genuine. The Gospel of John 
is valueless as history, the author having 
perverted and moulded the history and 
teachings of Jesus, in order to inculcate 
certain dogmas and theological ideas, 
which for the most part had been for
eign to the mind of Jesus. John is an 
historical romance, nothing more. But 
in the first three gospels we have much 
genuine history—history derived from 
contemporaneous sources.

It is now generally held by the Higher 
Critics-a conclusion at which I inde
pendently arrived nearly twenty years 
ago—that the primary bases of the first 

- three gospels are two separate docu
ments. First,a collection of the teachings 
ofJJesus, written by the apostle Matthew; 
and second, an account of the life of 
Jesus written by Mark, from informa
tion given him by the apostle Peter. 
Our present gospels of Matthew and 
Mark are not the original writings of 
those two apostles, but later compila
tions founded on the earlier apostolic 
writings, with many additions, amplifi
cations, etc., particularly in the way of 
myth aud legend.

In addition to the original narratives 
pf Matthew and Mark (which were nec
essarily largely correct and truthful, 
though, of course, mixed with error and 
inaccuracy, owing to the lapse of time 
since the happening of the events de- 
Bcribed). our present gospels, including 
that ascribed to Luke, contain many 
things collected from other sources, 
current traditions, sayings and stories, 
etc. But the foundation, the basis, of 
all three gospels was derived from Mat
thew and Peter, two of the companions 

. of Jesus, who personally saw and heard 
much that is described and taught in 
these gospels. This is authentic his
tory: and there is no valid reason to 
doubt the general truth of the leading 
incidents in the life of .Jesus, (aside from 
the miracles) and the general trend of 
his teaching as contained in the -first 
three gospels. Various inaccuracies 
and discrepancies exist in'them, as was 
inevitable, but the general run of the 
incidents and of the sayings no doubt 
approximates the truth—as muon so as 
do any ancient writing!). . '

Discarding, then, the mythical and 
legendary accretions, and the other man
ifest additions and' modifications, the 
iiroduct of the thought of a later age 
oreign to the thought of Jesus and his 

times, we have in the residue, the work 
principally of Matthew and Peter, an ac
count of the public life of Jesus.of solid 
historical value—the testimony of bye
witnesses, and therefore more reliable 
than much that passes for history ipAn
cient and modern times. : " '

PAUL’S TESTIMONY. T-

-In addition to the testimony of Mat
thew and Peter, we have that of Paul, , a 
positive testimony .that can never be 
overthrown. Paul was personally ac- 
Ïpainted with many who had seen Jesrie, 
ncluding the twelve apd^tles and James, 

Îhe Brother of Jesus, the.- head of . the 
Jhurch in Jerusalem. - ■ ' ■ 
.Paul speaks of the "brethren” of 

Jesus who were' then alive and married. 
He says Jésus was a Jew, of the seed of 
Davjd; that he lived an humble life of 
Sleekness and gentleness, and conformed 
to the Jewish religion; that he taught 
the Jews only, was tempted but without 
sin, and was an exemplar of love; that 
his life should bo our example; that he 
had twelve disciples, and that Peter and 
John were leaders among the twelve;

from the dead, and was seen , The learned Jewish rabbis and the Gen- 
er at various times by his dis- tile philosophers, Celsus, Porphyry, and

stance, are the same as those described 
in the three gospels. Besides, the moral 
teachings of Paul are in striking accord 
with those of Jesus, thus substantiating 
in general the authenticity of the eth
ical teachings ascribed to Jesus in the 
gospels. The testimony of Paul is gèn- 
uine history; and this, added to that 
contained in those portions of the three 
gospels emanating from Peter and Mat
thew, constitutes a solid rook of reason
ably trustworthy data, both in incident 
and teaching, in the life of Jesus of Naz
areth.

JEWISH TESTIMONY,
Next we have Jewish testimony to the 

lifework of Jesus. As I regard the 
well-known passage in Josephus about 
Jesus as a forgery, I make no use of it. 
But in his Antiquities, xx:lx,i, is an ac
count of the execution of James, “the 
brother of Jesus, who is called Christ." 
This is generally regarded as genuine, 
though a few have maintained that the 
words, “who is called Christ,” are an in- 
ternolation. Against this view I urge 
the following: Jesus, that is Joshua in 
Hebrew, was a common name among the 
Jews, and Josephus describes the doings 
of a number of different Jesuses. To 
call a man the brother of Jesus, without 
particularizing which Jesus, would be 
as sensible as form London paper to de
scribe a man as the .brother of Mr. 
Smith, without the least clew to which 
one of the innumerable Smiths was in
tended.

The passage in Josephus reads thus: 
Ananus appoints a sanhedrim of judges, 
and bringing before-it the brother bf 
Jesus [who is called Christ] named 
James”—in Greek; “Kal paragagon eis 
auto ton adelphon lesou [tou legomenou 
Christou] lakobos.” Omitting the clause 
which I have put in brackets, Josephus 
would say that Ananus brought before 
the sanhedrim “the brother of Jesus 
named James”—no explanation being 
given as to what Jesus is meant. It is 
evident that the clause in brackets is 
required to make the passage complete. 
If some should assert that the words, 
“the brother of Jesus,” are also interpo
lated, the passage, omitting these also, 
would say that James was brought be
fore the judges, and. as James (in He
brew, Jacob) was a very common name, 
and there must have been thousands of 
Jameses among the Jews, it is extreme
ly unlikely that Josephus would have 
here written “James" and nothing else. 
Itis seen, then, that the words regarded 
as a possible interpolation, or something 
equivalent thereto, are indispensable 
for the completion of the sense of the 
passage.

THE JEWISH TALMUD.
The Jewish Talmud consists of the 

teachings of the principal rabbis from a 
short time before the time of Jesus to a 
period several centuries later. Jesus is 
named some twenty times in the Tal
mud, being designated as Jesus the Naza
rene, etc. The Talmud names his 
brother James; his disciples, Matthew; 
James the son of Zebedee, Thaddeus and 
Nicodemus; his mother, Mary, and Mary 
Magdalene. It alludes to his crucifixion 
at thirty-throe years of age, his supposed 
royal descent, his practice of sorcery, 
the healing in his name by his disciples, 
his execution by the Jews, his birth in 
the days of Simon, son of Hillek (the 
time stated in the New Testament), his 
mingling of heresy with the true Jewish 
doctrine, his proclaiming himself, at his 
trial and execution, as heir of the. king
dom, and his execution on the rest-day 
before the Sabbath at- the Passover 
time. '

RABBI ISAAC M. WISE. .
The learned rabbi,. Dr. Isaac M. Wise, 

of Cincinnati, .who has published several 
works on the originof Christianity, and 
on Jesus, in a published letter, in 1886, 
said this: "The Jews never questioned 
the real existence of either Jesiis or 
Peter, Paul and James, or .any. other.of 
the original co-laborers in the origin of 
Christianity. Scholarly Israelites,and 
learned rabbis, with the Talmud before 
them, never, denied. the existence 'of 
Jesus of Nazareth. If all the. interpola
tions are taken from Josephus there 
still' remains John the Baptist, and 
James the brother of Jesus, hence the 
existence of Jesus is undoubtedly 'there. 
The same is thè case with the Talmud, 
There remains the - statement of Rabbi 
Tarphon and Rabbi Eliezer beh Hyrcan; 
They were contemporary with the apos
tles, especially the latter, whose inti
mate connection with thè apostle James 
J the brother of Jesus] is specially noted 
m the Talmud. Nò Jew ever did in
validate this testimony, and we know of 
no moans in criticism to overthrow it.”

TACITUS, SUETONIUS, ETC.

tile philosophers, Celsus, Porphyry, and 
the rest, all testify to the historical ex
istence of Jesus, in their attacks on 
Christianity, What need of Celsus 
making his long and critical attacks on
Christianity, if Jesus never lived? Why 
did he not cut the whole matter short 
by saying, "The man Jesus never lived; 
the whole thing is a myth?”

A careful search of the world's litera
ture by me has failed to show a trace 
anywhere of the idea that Jesus ever 
lived, until.the close of the eighteenth 
century and the beginning of the nine
teenth, when a few cranks gave birth to 
the transcendent absurdity of the 
mytho-zodiacal theory of religions, in
cluding the farcical conception that Je
sus was the Sun in Aries and Pisces and 
the twelve apostles were the twelve 
signs of the Zodiac. As regards Jesus, 
we have abundance of historical evi
dence of his lifework,—the testimony of 
Peter, Matthew and Paul in the New 
Testament; of Josephus and the Talmud, 
among the Jews, his people; and of the 
Greco-Roman historians, eto., of the 
next following generations.

Jesus Christ /ws an historic existence 
outside the New Testament. There are 
authentic sentences in the histories of 
his age concerning him. fils birth, 
brief life and death, are not so envel
oped in myths from older religions that 
his existence, becomes questionable. 
Rationally speaking, there is nòta shade 
of a shadow of doubt of his historical 
existence.. There is no question about 
it; there can be no question, in the. 
minds of every rational, unprejudiced; 
intelligent person, who carefully exam
ines the evidence. Jesus is just as much 
an historical character as "the great 
prophet of the Moslems,” Muhammad 
(or Mahomet), and the evidences of the 
latter’s lifework rest upon substantially 
the same foundation as do those of 
Jesus,—as I will now show.

ABOUT MUHAMMAD;. .
What do we know about the life of 

Muhammad, and whence was it derived? 
Here are the facts. The first source of 
information is the Puran .(or Koran), 
the Bible of Islam-. This is not an his tor- 
ical or biographical work, like the gos
pels. It incidentally gives only glimpses 
of Muhammad at various times in his 
life. ■ -

The Qiiramis “a miscellaneous collec
tion of hymns, prayers, dogmas, ser
mons, occasional speeches, narratives, 
legends, laws, orders for the time in 
which they were given, without any 
chronological arrangement, and full of 
repetitions and contradictions.” It con
sists of suras or chapters, produced or 
recited by Muhammad as occasion 
called for them. Muhammad had no 
thought of any authoritative book of 
revelations such as the Quran became. 
At his death its detached chapters were 
scattered far and wide, most of it being 
unwritten, and existent only in the mem
ory of his followers. The year after his 
death, there fell in battle the vary men 
who knew , most of the pieces of the 
Quran by heart. To save all that could 
be secured, the Khalif Omar ordered 
the collection of all the parts that could 
be found. These were obtained from 
copies written on flat stones, pieces of 
leather, ribs of palm-leaves, etc., but 
chiefly from the memory of men—from 
those who had learned by heart parts of 
Muhammad's “revelations.” ' 

’ Many discrepancies were subsequently 
found in variant versions, which led to 
serious quarrels, until finally an author
itative text was established, and all the 
copies of all the other versions were 
burnt, an irreparable loss to criticism 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th edition, 
vol. xvi, pp. 604, 605; Muir’s “Mahomet 
and Islam," pp. 237-39). Thus collected,- 
the Quran was found to be incomplète, 
lacking in • instruction on many import
ant theological questions; and to rem
edy this, the Moslems resorted to oral 
tradition, alleged teachings of Muham
mad. and narratives of incidents andrnx- 
ampies in his public and private life, 
called . Hadith, This, oral tradition 
grew and swelled, embodying : fi vast 
mass of matter, each embodying Uomo 
saying, or stating some habit or act, of 
the prophet. . Hundreds of thousands of 
such traditions were handed down, 
orally at first, blit in time committed to 
writing (McClintock and Strong’s “Ec
clesiastical Encyclopaedia,” vol. vi,, p. 
411) Muir, 1 o. 240). Upon these twò, 
thè scattered incidental referèrences to 
Muhammad in the Quran, and the heter
ogenous mass of Hadith or oral tradition, 
is based all we know, ór think we know, 
of Muhammad. . .

Our oldest sources of information 
about his life are the biographies of Ibn 
Ishakand Wakidi. They- are based 
solely upon the Hadith or erai tradition. 
The earliest writer, Ibn Ishak, coni

. pòsed his biography, under the Khalif
ats of Mansun who reigned from.A, D.. 
754 to 776. Wakidi’s. work was written 
the latter part of the eighth century 
or the ..beginning of the ninth century. 
Muhammad died A. D. 632. • Therefore, 
the first and oldest life of Muhammad

part also in the extant lives of Jesus, 
but the foundation of the gospels are the t 
recollections of Peter find Matthew, re
corded in writing during their lifetimes 
in the generation immediately following 
that of Jesus,-', fn which generation the 
testimony of Paul was recorded and a 
{>art of that of the Talmud. Jesus’s pub
ic life was probably not more than one 

year in duration, while that of Muham
mad lasted nearly twenty years.- Hence 
the traditional- accounts oi the latter 
much exceed in quantity apd variety of 
incident the accounts of Jesus.

The extreme brevity, of Jesus’s public 
ministry is the reason of the compara
tive paucity of detail concerning the 
life of Jesus which we possess. But of 
that very shorttime pf actlvitvjon Jesus's 
part, we have sufficient details to enable 
us to determine the general course of 
his life and of his teaeliings'during that . 
eventful one year. The recollections of 
two of the close companions of Jesus, 
aided therein by the-recollections of 
others, all eye-witnesses and hearers, 
committed to writing inthe next genera
tion succeeding Jesus, are certainly as 
reliable as are the narratives of the two 
biographers written 150 years after Mu
hammad’s depth, based upon the multi
tudinous traditions, hapded down orally, 
emanating from“all sorts and conditions 
of men.” .

As regards authenticity, the narra
tives of Muhammad’s .life have no ad
vantage over those of Jesus. As was to 
be expected, confuslonand contradiction 
mark the variant accounts of Muham
mad, and many disputed points In his 
career engage the attention of the vari
ous present-day biographers of the 
prophet of Islam. See the works of 
Muir, Sprenger, Noeldeke, Syed Ah
med, St. Hilaire, Dozy, Arnold, Bos
worth Smith, and others. The date of 
Muhammad’s birth is’.not known, any^ 
more than is that of Jesus. The oldest 
sources disagree as to its'date.

miracles!
As in case of Jesus, Mphammad’s fol

lowers, after his death, surrounded him 
with miracles and;' swernaturalism. 
"The first Mohammjdpps piously en
compassed their pronhjj with a cloud 
of miracles—‘the mythology,’ as Dr. 
Sprenger calls it, of JSlqp.”

Many marvelous stales are told 
of his birth, as was the case with Jesus. 
It is said that his mptber experienced 
none of the pangs of 'childbirth. : As 
soon as he was bprn lié exclaimed, 
“There is no. God bù&Gpd, and I am his 
prophet." That night the: fire of Zoro
aster, which had burped uninterrupt
edly for over a thousand grears, was sud
denly extinguished, upd^-aU the idols in-, 
the world fell down., "Miracles attended 
him all through", llfd, at with Jesus. In 
manhood the desert Was miraculously 
covered with shade-trees as he wan
dered through it', and the rocks hailed 
him as the apostle of the Lord. ;

Inthe New Testament,- Jesus, when, 
asked, refused to, work' miracles, and 
said none should be given to that gener
ation; notwithstanding, many miracles 
are ascribed to him. ¡Sb .with Muham
mad; when asked, he rçfùsed to work 
miracles, and deciatpd'tpat none, should 
be given the- people. I Nevertheless he 
is credited with many,-miracles—“mira
cles with a vengeance”—among them 
being the power to cleave the moon in 
two. We are told Biat trees went out to 
meet him; water flowed;from between 
his fingers; a beam groaned at him; a 
camel complained to'him; and a shoul
der of mutton told ihitn it was poisoned 
(McClintock and Strong, 1 c., 403, 40b, 
409; Sale’s Koran, Boston, 1877,14,15). 
Thè wonderful journey of Muhammad 
on the steed Al Burâq,through the seven 
heavens,- is well known. Al Buraq had 
the face of . a human being and the 
cheeks of a horse; it. had eagle’s wings, 
and spoke with a man’s voice. The An
gel Gabriel, who accompanied him, had 
72 pair of wings. In the third heaven 
was an angel with 70,000 Meade, in each 
head 70,000 tongues, and each tongue 
uttered 70,000 voices at. once. Muham
mad saw God’s face covered with 70,000 
veilsand the handqf God was so cold that 
when laid on his Back it. penetrated to 
the very marrow (Sale, l o., 16-18). Mu
hammad himself gravely related the 
story of this journey of his the next day 
thereafter, and its. absurdity occasioned 
a diminution of his influence for a time. 
Muhammad’s, camel performed the 
whole journey from Jerusalem to Mecca 
in four bounds, for which service it has 
a place in heaven (Brewer’s “Phrase 
and Fable,” 136). ’

In view of the facts named above, the 
words of Mr Tuttlfi about Jesus can be 
applied to Muhammad, $‘He has rib his
toric existence outside of-the Quran and 
Arabian oral tradition. There is not an 
authentic sentence; or even word, in the 
histories of his: ag'w.concerning him. 
His birth, life and death are ènve)opèd 
in myths." The accounts of his death 
by his followers are myths, fabrications 
(McClintock and Strong, 1 3, 409). We 
know nothing . of Mùhâminad except 
what his/Arabian followers have told 
us. Not a word Kave we.from a contefn- 
porary non-Arabian,. riori-Muhammadan 
source. Contempoairy : history - says 
nothing about Him. Aside from tne little 
which thè Quran tells «( »11 we have 
concerning hltn . are. the f oral traditions 
of his adherents first collected in a book 
nearly 150 years after- his death.
xIn the case of Jesus,-we havethecvl- 

denoe of the enemiesofrJésùs, the Jews, 
in the générations immediately succeed
ing that of Jesus. '’-! There is nothing 
like this in Muhammad’s case. In view 
of all these consultations, in which of 
the two cases hhv» wo- the most au
thentic and ..best feijèsted evidence, of 
historicity andlpf (he actual facts? Be
yond all reasonable ' doubt, Muhammad 
is no riaore an': historical character than 
is Jesus of Nazareth, ‘ i .

San FrapclscOj Cal..' , - ‘ : .

A GENERAL DELUGE.
From a Geological Stand 
- point

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D, 
ROCKFORD, ILL.

TJw Roman historian, Tacitus, states 
that the Emperor Noro, who reigned in 
apostolic times, executed many Chris
tians, the founder of whose I’cliglon was 
Chris^, who was put to death as a crim- teachings,

was not written until nearly 150 years 
after his death (Encyclopaedia Britna- 
nica, 1 c., pp. 564, 596, 578, 580).
, Nothing like this .period elapsed be
tween the. death of Jesus and theoar-
liest Written records of his life and

Oral tradition played its

Experience dobs .take ^^dfully high 
school wages, ¿but he teaches like no 
other.—Carlyle. -;

Whatsoe’er/thou lovest that become- 
thou must, iiod; .if Gqp thou lovest; 
dust, Jf thou lovest dust.-r-Anon.

, Honest men.are the gentlemen of na
ture.— Bui wer. . .
; In England and Scotland milkmaids 
believe that if they forget to wash their 
hands after milking thei^ cows will go 
dry. This superstition 'is, diligently 
fostered by the owners of the cows.

[OONOLUDED FROM LAST WEEK.] 

ARTICLE VI.
The Sanscrit is probably the original 

of all modern European languages. It 
contains the roots of the Latin, Greek, 
Celtic, German and Slavonic. It is the 
ancient tongue which prevailed 
throughout Hindostán, and from the 
.Gulf of Bengal to the Arabian Sea, ex
tending to the Himalaya mountains on 
the north. The language has not been 
spoken for many thousand years. The 
sacred books of the Brahmans were 
written in it, and, hence, have been 
preserved to modern times without al
terations common to a living language, 
as our ancient literature has been trans
mitted-to us through the Greek and 
Latin. Scholars find the original of 
many of our myths in the Sanscrit, the 
story of “William Tell" being one of 
them, though the scene of it is now lo
cated in Switzerland, and the occur
rence is made to have transpired within 
a few hundred years.

We stated in a former article that the 
account of a general deluge was un
doubtedly copied by Jewish Historians— 
priests, Josephus tells us—from Babylo
nian records, while the Israelites were 
captives in that country. The Babylo
nian history, without question, was the 
source from which the flood of Deuca- 
leon, as well as that of Noah, was de
rived; but the story was older than Nin
eveh or Babylon; it was transmitted to 
them from a still older civilization; it 
came to those ancient people through 
the Sanscrit literature, tne common 
fountain from which Ohaldea, Assyria, 
Persia and Egypt were supplied, and 
from which the Phoenicians drank sec
ond-hand, as did the Hebrews,

The geography of the old Sanscrit 
books describes the world as “a circular 
plain, with a slightly ■ convex surface, 
sloping gently on all sides to a sur
rounding ocean. Beyond this ocean, 
which incloses, the world in a vast river
like circle of waters, was a circular 
range of mountains, beyond, which none 
but the most .powerful gods could [pass. 
In the center, of the world, at the high
est.point, of..its surface, stead Mount 
Meru,with Jambu-dwlpa, the primeval 
home of the Aryan race, spread out 
around it,” bordered by six other grand 
divisions of the earth. "

These mountains bordering the an
cient ocean supported the vast vault 
which spanned the heavens. Above 
this vault was the home of the superior 
?;ods. From their hand direct came 
ight, and heat, and dews, and rains, 

and all other blessings; and, when the 
gods were angry.-winds, .and storms, 
thunderbolts and earthquakes. Thehun 
and stars wore made expressly for man, 
as were, the seasons, with seed-time and 
harvest.; Theearth rested upon pillars, 
while under it were immense nres, in 
which the demons were confined, and 
here the wicked were doomed to dwell; 
while above the vault were the Elysian 
fields, the home of the blest.

This wild astronomical and theological 
theory of creation was the prevailing 
idea among all peoples, five áhd six 
thousand years ago, Indeed, the true 
theory in regard to the solar system has 
been taught by the learned but a little 
more than three hundred years, toe 
great mass of the uneducated still En
tertaining a belief in the ancient system, 
and are still quoting their «acred books 
in confirmation of it. The Phoenicians 
taught this flat-eprth-and-vaylted-fi rm
ament theory at home, and in all their 
colonies. It was a part of the religious 
belief of all the nations bordering On the 
Mediterranean. It was believed by tne 
cultured Greeks, as by the more modern 
Romans. The whole system of. theology 
of all these nations, as Was the Christian, 
was built upon this idea; and this was 
also true of the Hebrews, as their books 
furnish incontrovertible evidence. True, 
HeredotUB, the Greek historian, rid
iculed this teaching, and wrote:

“I cannot but Jaugh when I see num- 
-bers of persons drawing maps of the 
world without having any reason to 
guide them; making, as they do, the 
ocean-stream to rub all around the 
earth, and the earth itself an exact cir
cle, as if described by a pair of com
passes.”

The reader will please remember this 
was the idea entertained by him who 
gave us a history of the “flood,” the 
“opening of the windows of heaven” 
through which to let down the rain, and 
the breaking up of “all the fountains of 
the great deep, *’ This conception of 
the deluge came from Indus; it was as 
old as the most ancient civilizations; 
■but it had been modernized with advanc
ing thought, aswas the story of William 
Tell—as have all the myths which the 
learned have exploded — their origin 
lost in the" sands of time, so antiquated 
that no one can trace their beginning, 
or learn when they were not believed as 
facts. . .

The mythical teachings in regard to a 
general deluge are not the only fabri
cations which have puzzled humanity, 
and, because of being interblended with 
a religious education, have paralyzed 
investigation through many generations. 
The Egyptians, taught tfiat the world 
would be alternately purified by water 
and.fire; that these were parts of the 
system which the Creator employed to 
prevent man from growing in power, 
and gaining a mastery over, him] The 
teachings of. barbarian races, slightly 
changed; have survived the ages; they, 
have entered into the religious beliefs 
of the world, and will be as difficult to 
eradicate from the common mind as any 
other inherited error of so ancient an 
origin. Thonrns Moore has wejl write' 
ten: ' ; ■ ' '• -

But Faith, fanatic Faith, once wedded 
fast

To some dear falsehood, hugs it to the 
last.” -

It is to be regretted that scientists are 
not permitted, without subjecting them
selves to sectarian abuse, to pour in a 
flood of light upon the ancient fallacies 
which have crept into all our early 
teachings. Were they at full liberty to 
.give the public their honest thoughts 
we should soon have a truer conception 
of the past, and a more exalted idea of 
the future; but ere that “good time 
coming” shall dawn upon the world, it 
is possible many years will intervene.

Commencing with the story of crea
tion, as borrowed from the Hebrew 
writers from countries where they had 
been slaves, wherein ft. is represented 
the whole planetary and cellar systems 
are the outgrowth of six days’ labor (not 
the production of a single mind, as the 
English reader finds it in hie translation; 
but the task of many gods, as a correct 
rendering of the Jewish narrative will 
show, with all the many incidental er
rors, following this first Incorrect teach
ing, and ending with the looking for
ward to a general destruction of the ma
terial universe, when a grand conflagra
tion will envelope all in universal ruin; 
when earth, and moon, and sun and 
stars, will be “rolled together as a 
scroll,” and disappear, while darkness 
and chaos succeed the present order of 
things, much is found that needs revis
ion. fie who is sincerely honest is 
hopeful that the day will not be too far 
distant when every false teaching shall 
receive that consideration it deserves; 
when every myth shall be exploded, and 
the sunlight of truth shall illuminate all 
the dark corners of the world. This 
grand consummation of desire will usher 
in the real millennium, when “knowl
edge shall run to and fro as the waters 
cover the great deep.”

The foregoing series of articles, writ
ten upwards of sixteen yearsago, were 
originally published in the Science 
Gossip, a Rockford (III,) semi-scientific 
paper of that period. They.were copied 
by a Montreal publication, and since 
then have furnished the material for a 
popular work on a general deluge, writ
ten and published long after Dr. Brown's 
Kwere before the public. The 

1 notes that he made some drafts 
on his thoughts, and in a few Instances 
the very language here employed, in his 
Researches in Oriental History.

It may, be .proper to state in con- 
clusiop, that the LaPlace theory of 
worlds originating frpm a fire-mitt, and 
that, suns and planets were "originally 
globes of molten matter, is not in as 
great favor by scientists as it was even 
sixteen years ago. B.

Rockford, Ill.

SURELY NO HUMBUG.
Materializations at Denver,

Qlrs. Dr. Fitch Locked in a Wire 
Cage, Handcuffed, Shackled 

and Locked to the Floor.

EXCELLENT WORK.

"The lover may • •
Distrust that look that steals his soul

■ away; . ... ..... . . • :-
The babe may cease to think it can play. 
With heaven's rainbow; alohymisis may

• doubt ■ ■ • •
The shining gold their crucible gives 

outj . R

AND STILL THE SPIRITS WALK OUT.

To the Editor:—I think It my duty 
to give a brief statement of materializ
ing seances which have been held here 
duriing the last eight or ten months, 
under the mediumship of Mrs. Dr. Fitch. 
The seances have all been given under 
strict test conditions. The first one giv
en wks ip January; the test wap the me
dium's being, securely tied with cotton 
bandages, knots being sewed, bandages 
being tied around her ankles and the 
ends, outside of the cabinet, fastened to 
screw-eyes In the floor. Previous to 
this she was disrobed by a committee of 
ladiep and donned a complete suit of 
black; and undjr these conditions there 
came twenty-eight forms from the cabi
net. Some were small children, some 
were as tall ds six and a half feet; many 
«poke in clear tones and were recog"- 
nlked by their friend«. This seance was 
private, there being thirty people in the 
room.

Next was a publicone in the Vendome 
Hall. The medium stated that she 
would go under test conditions men
tioned by the audience. This time she 
was handcuffed and shackled, and two 

•forms appeared.
At the third there was a wire cage 

built by some skeptics who had wit
nessed seances previously. They locked 
the medium inside of the cage. Forms 
came put and made themselves known 
as before. About four hundred people 
attended this seance; most of them were 
inclined to be skeptical, making the 
conditions very unfavorable,

The next seance was held in Douglas 
Hall, under the most trying conditions 
I have ever witnessed: The chief of 
police sent an officer, Mr. L. Gregory, 
to the hall with a pair of handcuffs and 
shackles to fasten upon the medium, 
which he did; he also locked her to the 
floor and placed postage stamps over all 
the keyholes,-so it was impossible for 
her to use herself in any way. She had 
also been searched by ladles, to see that 
no kind of material was about her per
son that could be used to practice fraud. 
There was no white Bubstarice of any 
kind about her this time. Three forme 
came out of the cabinet, Who were rec
ognized. .

We, the undersigned;believe Mrs. Dr. 
Fitch to be a genuine materializing me
dium, and can heartily recommend her 
as such. '

Dr. C. P. Perry and wife, Dr. J. O. 
Holland and wife. Prof. Fair and wife, 
Dr. K. Voung, Mr. K. O. Duncand, and 
many other? could be added to the list

Denver, Col. C. P. Perry, M. D.

He only Is exempt from failures .wko 
makes no efforts.—Whately. . 

. Look how the blue-eyed violets glance 
love to one another.—T. B. Read.
. Death butsupplles the oil for the Inex
tinguishable lamp of life.—Coleridge,

The jealous Is possessed by a "fine 
mad devil” and a dull spirit at once.— 
Lavater. .

Let your literary compositions be kept 
from tne public eye’for nine years at 
least.—Horace. . - -

Good Results at the North
western Camp-Meeting.

The Northwestern Camp-meeting 
opened Sunday, June 21st, with a very 
large audience present. The address 
of welcome by Dr. S. N. Aspinwall, the 
efficient president of the association, 
was an able and eloquent effort that 
touched all hearts. Ab “Old Glory" was 
appended to Its staff in the center of the 
grounds the vast audience arose and 
joined In singing “America," causing 
waves of inspiration to sweep over 
every heart. . .

Dr. Aspinwall then introduced- Mrs, 
Julia Steelman-Mitchell, one of the 1 
leading speakers at the camp, who gave 
a fine, spirited address of fifteen min--' 
utes’ duration, that added much to the 
enthusiasm of the hour. This is Mrs. 
Mitchell's first camp-meeting, but we 
predict that it will not be her last, She 
Is doing a good work. ;

Mrs. Loe F. Prior, from the Pacific . 
Coast, was then introduced. Mrs, Prior -
has never before visited the Eastern 
States, but wherever she has thus far- 
gone, good reports of her work have - 
Been made. Her opening address won ■ 
the hearts of the people, and made her • 
a favorite at once.

President Aspinwall then requested 
Prof. H. D. Barrett, of the N. 8. A., tp ■ 
occupy the last ten minutes of the morn*  
ing session. Mr. Barrett is an old res
ident of Minnesota, and spoke of the 
pleasure he felt in being able to greet • 
old friends once again. He briefly oute 
lined his work in the South and West, 
and paid a glowing tribute to the old 
workers in our movement, one of whom 
—Hon. J. O. Barrett, of Brown's Valley, 
Minn.—was in the audience.

At 2:30 p. m., the large auditorium 
was occupied by at least 800 people to 
listen tp Prof. IJ. D. Barrett’s first leo*  
ture. Hon. J. O. Barrett, the veteran 
worker of thirty years ago, was intro
duced by President Aspinwall, and gave 
an eloquent address of ten minutes. Ho . 
introduced a series of resolutions which 
received the unanimous approval of the 
audience. He referred to hie nephew, 
Prof. H. D. Barrett, of the N. 8. A., in 
terms of loving consideration, and spoke 
feelingly of the satisfaction he felt in 
the results of that nephew’s work. Mr. 
Barrett was listened to with rapt atten
tion, and his reappearance upon the 
platform of Spüútueíism was very graW. .' 
ifying to his many friends. -■ ■ -

Dr. Aspinwall then introduced the ' 
speaker of the afternoon; Pres. H. Di 
Barrett,, of the N. é. A,, who spoke ■■ 
earnestly for an hour upon the subject 
of “Spiritualism vs. Materialism; 
Which?”

At 4:30 p. m., Mrs. Julia Steelman- 
Mitchell gave a public test seance that • 
was largely attended. The writer was 
not present, but the consensus of opinion 
was to the effect that it was a grand sue*  . 
cess, the work done being eminently 
satisfactory to all. .

Monday was conference and cleaning*  
up day. New faces appeared among the - 
campérs, and warm hand-clasps, hearty ■ 
"hów áre you’s" were the order of the( - 
day.

The camp conferences are presided 
over by Rev. E, Andrus Titus, who is 
certainly the right man in therigy - 
place. The aim is to make these con*  
ferences educational schools, and thus • 
far they have certainly been such. .. 
Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. Titus, Mrs, Prior, 
Mrs. Aspinwall, Mr. Barrett, Mrs. H. E. 
Lepper, Mrs. Lowell and others have 
taken part in the same, and have con- 
tributedmuch valuable information to 
the assembled multitudes. No little in- . 
terest was awakened on one occasion • 
through a friendly controversy between,. 
the guides of Mrs. Loe F. Prior ana : 
Prof. H. D. Barrett upon the question • 
of the development of mediumship. Mrt ; 
Barrett challenged some of the state» . 
ments made by Mrs. Prior’s chief con
trol, and the discussion that followed 
will long be remembered by the people ■ 
in attendance. As soon as the control: 
had defined his position In full, Mn 
Barrett said there was no conflict of- 
opinion, and that he could see that Mrs. : 
Prior’s guide Was right. :

During the first week the speaker« 
were Mrs. Julia Steelman-Mitchell and,! 
Prof. H. D. Barrett. The afternoon •. 
audipnees have uniformly been large,; 
and have listened attentively to the re
marks of the speakers. The platform . 
tests have been given by Mrs. Mitchell, ;• 
Mrs. Prior and Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner. . 
Such talent as the ladies named prom- • 
ised much, and the people have not been . 
disappointed in any particular. ,

On Sunday, June 28th, the speakers 
were Mrs. Loe F. Prior and Prof. H. D. • 
Barrett Mrs. Prior was greeted by a - 
large and enthusiastic audience, and 
her lecture was a masterpiece of clo- ’ 
quence, pathos and profound thought. > 
Her subject was "The Answer of Spirit
ualism iq the Heart-hunger of the ■ 
World.” Tears were in many eyes when 
she closed, Mrs. Prior’s lectures and 
tests are of a high- order, and not a few . 
who heard her. publicly stated that they 
considered her the equal of the finest 
talent in our ranks. . *

Mr. Barrett spoke upon1 ‘The Needs of 
the Hour," and was warmly applauded 
by his auditors, of whom there were 
probably 1,400 present. At the close of 
his remarks, Dr. O. G. W. Adams tools 
the platforih, and In a very few moments 
succeeded in arousing much enthusiasm 
in behalf of the N. S. A. Under the 
spell of hie stirring appeals seventy-onq• 
dollars in cash came to his desk, and ■ 
pledges for more were recorded. : Dur
Ing the stay of Dr. Adams and President , 
Bárrett, cash in hand, and pledges ai| . 
good as cash, to the amount of $208 have 
been received. Sixty dollars of this ■ 
sum were pledged by the mediums at tl;o 
camp. • Mrs. Gould, Mrs. Teltsworth, ■ 
Mrs. Kaynor, the Fosters, C. E. Winans, ■. 
Mrs. .Aspinwall, Mrs..L. A. Roberts, 
Mrs. Bain, Mr. Crapoy, Mr, Wheeler, - 
and others whese pames are not at hand 
are backing this fund. They will give 
benefit seances from time to time until 
the full amount is paid. This shows the 
interest the genuine mediums feel in the 
N. S. A., and tho Northwestern. Camp 
mediums have set their brethren in the 
United States a most worthy example,
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VOUDOOISM.
In the Depths of Human Deg< 

radation.

Aided by Demons of Darkness.

VOUDOOISM IN THE SOUTH—IT IS DE
. MONISM THROUGHOUT. .

It is doubtful it any white man ever 
witnessed a real Voudoo celebration. 
On each night of St. John certain ne
groes meet near New Orleans and pro- 

■ fess to practice the rites of the Voii- 
¿oo. But the real mistresses and mas
ters—for a few men uro among the ini
tiates, having passed the noophite stage 
—laugh at this puerile trifling, only in
dulged in for revenue, just as a real 
Knight Templar would scorn a lodge or 
Order thut worked in a public hall with 
an audience looking ou that had been 
■admitted at 59 cents a head. The very/ 
litib that is known of Voudoo rites, or 
of wu.qt happens at these annual meet
ings. has been gleaned from the acci
dental words dropped by old and confi-1 
dentini negroes to their trusted white 
people. Neither money nor whiskey— 
the two most potent influences with the 
average pluntuvion negro of South Caro
lina, Georgia, Mississippi, Texas and 
Louisiana—will open the mouths of those 
who could explain a good deal of this 
strange, curious worship, which still 
exists to a greater degree than is imag
ined in nearly all the Southern States.

It came originally from the’banks of 
the Congo witli the first importation of 
African slaves, over 209 years ago.

/Whether the Voudoo worship and its 
rites were practiced to any extent 
among the negroes of New England, 
New York, New Jersey, Delaware and 
¿laryland cannot now be told definitely. 
But it llourished in spite of attempts to 
repress, it.in the warm States of the 
southern Atlantic seaboard: South Caro
lina, Florida, Georgia and Louisiana 
furnishing thé best natural conditions 
for its practices. In Jamaica it contin- 
Ïies with all its revolting features, even,
Lia declared, to the extent of human 

sacrifices. ■ ’
Passing from the Voudoo worship and 

■ rites, it is pertinent to consider in what 
manner they have obtained their com
manding influence, what their cult is, 

» and tjieir power. Prcoeditfg tjiis a few 
words of general information may not 

• be without interest.
There are about a dozen high priest

esses of the worship of the evil spirit 
aud concomitant Voudooism in the en
tire South. Only four of them repre
sent the highest order of their faith, for 
the successful “cunjer woman,” as these 
witch doctresses are called by the Vir
ginia negro, and her brother of the old
er south Atlantic States, must be a per
son of remarkable natural gifts. Why 

. the powers these people certainly possess 
arp oftener found in women than in men 
is a question easier asked than answered. 
But so it is.

Hypnotism,mind-reading and mesmer
ism are so little understood that they 

• class among the pseudo-sciences, those 
lying along and within the mysterious 
porder-line between the demonstrable 
fact and mystery, where science gropes 
and says: “I cannot tell you why this is 
{rue.-butitis.” One notable feature in 
he practice of Voudooism is that the 

professors are all persons in the prime of 
Hie and of perfect physical condition. 
Here again the ancient and modern, su
perstitions meet, for the “cunjer wo
man” is but the oldtime vestal repro
duced in this devil-worship transplanted 
to the nineteenth century.

■Perhaps the most remarkable of all 
"cunjer .woman” north of New Orleans 

, is .in Washington, iu a far-distant sec- 
‘ tion of the city, unknown to polite so

ciety. The neighborhood where she 
lives is not safe usually for-a respecta
ble-appearing while man in daylight, 
much less at night. But should you be 
known as an acquaintance of the witch
woman, you are safe.

It is no easy thing for a white man 
to meet one of these Voudoo women. 
They have a strong respect for the law, 
and are extremely suspicious, thinking 
every unvouched-for white man who 
seeks them is a detective. Big Mary’s 
favorite residence is in Freedman’s al
ley. Should a stranger go there and ask 
for Big Mary, every negro, big and 
little, would instantly declare that he 
knew no such person. But she Is there, 
and an acquaintance with any frequenter 
of the place, who is sure you are not a 
detective, will procure an interview. 
Mary’s-residence is not much to look at 
from the. outside. Within it is fairly 
clean. Her professional rooms are fi t- 
ted up with a fine regard to the theat
rical effect. She has a skull on the 
çtand of the room you ,will be received 

sin. From a corner, when you enter you 
will suddenly hearashrill, singing buzz. 
A City man would think the noise odd, 
and. wonder why the peculiar musky 

■"odor filled the room. The man used to 
the: dense forests and cane-brakes of the 
South, or a hunter over the mighty Ap
palachian ranges, would not need to be 
told anything.- It is the buzz of the 
Crotalus horridus, the great southern 

' yellow rattlesnake. The snake in Big
Mary's house is an enormous one. It 
must be almost six feet long, with great 

■arrow-shaped black head and eyes glit- 
teeing, cold and deadly.

' "Come out heh,” said Mary, and stand
ing over it a moment, she seized the 
snake by the middle, and held the wriih- 
ing evil thing at arm’s length, then put 
it bock where it was. “You see how I

. keep dat snake what it is?” It was in
; side a coil of horsehair rope, woven and 

plaited as is the riata of the Mexican 
vaquero. Every scout and prairie man 
knows that nothing will make a rattle
snake crawl over that line of horsehair.

"W’en I goes out I jest lifts Demon 
outfum dat quile er rope,” said she. 
"Nobody ai’n’ gwine come in heh ef he 
loose, I tell you!" And she was right. 
The adjacent negro would as soon think 
of entering the gate to the bottomless 
pit as of going into that dark room 
where that crawling death keeps ward.

Mary is a good mind-reader.
. PI kin tell you what yo’ ah thinkin' of, 

■ ef yo’ give me yo’ han’,” she said. The 
hand was held a moment. A curious 

- effect, warm, like a mild electric cur
" rent,, was plainly felt. “Now, seh, I 

gwinè tell yo’ jes’ w’at yo’ wuz thinkin’ 
’bout.” And sho did.

The hypnotic effect was not attempted, 
but imagine the effect this mind read
ing, heightened by the still, watchful 
look of the rattlesnake, must have upon 
the ignorant visitor.

“Law mo,” she said, "my bes’ custom
ers ain’t deso yar niggers, no, seh! 
Dough I does make right smart money 
out of ’em, de bes’ payin’ people I has 
is w-’ito people. Why, 1 knows de high
es' gemmons in dis yeh Washington.”

Big Mary’s far South professional sis
ter, mistress of the Voudoo lore, is ola 
far different type. Figure to yourself a 
tall, lithe, graceful mulatto, a Spanish 
creole negro, born in Porto Rico. She 
is nói more than thirty, and is less negro 
than any other Voudoo woman the 
writer knows. She has the blood of 
Spanish conquistadores in her veins, 
and possesses a face like Diana Vlctrix, 
with a figure, that any woman would 
given small fortune toowu. Particularly 
noticeable in her . is the fine, graceful 

- carplago that these women acquire in 
carrying water-jars and pails upon their 

. beads. •■ .. ■
■ This wotedffcémOtó Now Orleans from

Kev West. She speaks Spanish best, 
although she knows French very well, 
and has a fair knowledge ot English; 
enough to dp business. She is very 
partial to "ray own people,” as she calls 
the erpolp of .the Antilles and Lout*,  
siana. She is a good mind-reader, a 
hypnotist of no mean power, besides 
possessing a knowledge of the qualities 
of plants and-'herbs that would be most 
valuable to most any physician or drug
gist.' '

She understands, for example, .the 
method of preparing and use of the loco, 
the most infernal of all Southern herbs. 
Prepared properly it can be adminis
tered to the “patient” iu a cup of tea, 
for it has a slightly aromatic taste. In’ 
six weeks’ time the man who takes it is 
dead. His brain has either burst all its 
blood vessels or it has literally become 
putrid. The taker suffers no pain. He 
becomes dull, then he cannot seem to 
iix his mind upon anything, and finally 
existence till death comes is simply ani
mation without sentient life. How often 
it has been administered to persons in 
the way of ambitious, would-be heirs, to 
rivals in business or love, to old hus
bands by women who desire freedom, to 
others, no one knows! But the expert 
Mexican physician, as well as his pro
fessional brother of Cuba, Porto Rico, 
and Martinique, to say nothing of the 
doctors of Louisiana, all know its pecul
iar sign. In Mexico it is a penal offence 
to sell the stuff in a prepared form, and 
in Cuba to use it means the garrote. But 
to the far northward the faculty knows 
of it only from hearsay. To the average 
Boston or New York physician the pale 
green absinthe-like liquid in a small 
cut-glass bottle, once used for perfum
ery, would be a curiosity, that is all.

Dolores-Joaquina was not communi
cative about her business, Moving 
over toward a sort of etagere to examine 
some curious images, a sharp hiss, louder 
and finer than that of a goose, caused a 
sudden rearward motion” Coiled upon 
the widest shelf was what is called in 
Louisiana a big bull-snake. It fre
quents old buildings -and lives upon rats 
and an occasional ' young and foolish 
Chicken. It belongs to'the constrictor 
family, will bite and bite fiercely, but 
has no-poison fangs, though its long, 
sharp teeth, curving backward, make a 
painful and ugly wound., It is beauti
fully spotted in black and yellow squares, 
and is.from six to eight or ten feet long.

“That snake keeps the place clear of 
water-bugs, mice, and rats, I suppose,” 
the visitor skid. '

“Yes,” she replied, “and by a certain 
call I can make it come to me wherever 
it is. It is thq feeding call,” and she 
made a low hissing noise. Sure enough, 
the thing climbed down by means of the 
ornamental carved back of the etagere, 
and halted at her feet, rearing its head 
a foot from the floor. A little yesjel of 
milk—of which all snakes are very fond 
—was given it. It took the milk in 
swallows as an animal would. It was 
the first time the visitor had seen a 
snake drink- When its refection was 
ended it crawled under the lounge.

Dolores-Joaquina is the queen of her 
cult, in Louisiana, Florida and the Vou- 
doo States south of the Potomac. Her 
stock in trade is in some fortune-telling, 
but not much.

“It is not money enough for me,” she 
said. Her chief business is in the sale 
of love-powders, and “puttin' under 
spells,” in other words, “cunjerin.” The 
person desiring the spell receives a 
small image, perhaps three inches 
long, made in the shape of a man or wo
man. This is stuck full of pins, and 
placed under the victim’s bed. What 
happens'? Sometimes nothing. The 
cunning “cunjer-woman” usually man
ages to have the “cunjered” one in
formed of the spell cast upon him or her. 
To the ignorant, and even the more in
telligent negro, there is no terror equal 
to the fear of being “cunjered.” So a 
second fée' is usually made in removing 
the spell from the terrified victim. The 
fee for this service, it was learned, 
was not very high,. $10 being the 
usual figure for casting the spell, and 
as much from the victim for removing 
it.

Here is a story of epnjuring: Oscar J. 
Dunn was Lieutenant-Governor of Lou
isiana when Gov. Warmouth was Chief 
Executive in 1869. He was of pure ne
gro blood, black as a crow, but well-ed
ucated, for he was a Jamaican, an'd had . 
graduated from an English college. It 
became rumored among the negro mem
bers of the Legislature—then sitting in 
New Orleans—that Dunn was “cun- 
jured,” and would die on the night of 
the 15th of that month. Dunn, as an ed
ucated man, laughed the idea to scorn.

“Why, you don’t think I believe in 
such superstition as this, do you?” he 
saiff to some who wanted Marie Levaux, 
the greatest Voudoo queen of her time, 
consulted. Dunn was a man of power
ful frame, about forty years old. His 
friends became uneasy as the middle of 
the month drew nigh. On the fatal 
night three of them insisted upon sleep
ing in the same room with him. He ap-^ 
predated the kindly solicitude, but said 
it was needless.

“Why, I am amazed at you all!”[They 
were Louisiana-born negroes.] “Mem
bers of the Louisiana Senate, to enter
tain such a feeble superstition?”

They remained with him until quite 
midnight, and then escorted him home. 
Adjoining his sleeping-room was an
other, the two connectinwby folding 
doors. In the room wmea bed. The 
friend—afterwards Lléïïtenant-Governor 
C. C. Antoine—who was most anxious 
about him, said: '

“I will sleep here, if you will let me.” 
“Certainly,"Dunn cordially responded, 

"I will be glad to have you.”
They went to bed. It was then almost 

1 o'clock. The friend had just fallen 
into a sound sleep, when he was startled 
by what he thought was a shout from 
Dunn. He sprang up in time to hear 
him groan heavily. Badly scared, he 
lighted the gas in both rooms and went 
to Dunn’s bed. He was dead. His face 
was distorted, and a hand was bleeding. 
There was nothing upon which it could 
have been struck to cause the wound.

The death made a profound sensation. 
Two of the very best physicians—one 
had been medical director on the staff 
of Gen. Beauregard during the war- 
examined tlie dead man. They found 
the brain normal, no sign of apoplexy 
or heart disease. They would never say 
—if they knew—of what disease this 
man died. Under the bolster beneath 
the pillow on which Dunn had been 
sleeping for six months the terrified ne
groes found a little image of wax, with 
a pin stuck through the head, and an
other through the body, and the last 
held a slip ot paper on which was writ
ten in a very fine, faint hand in French 
the wOrds:

“O. J. Dunn will surely die on the 
night of the 15th."

These are the people, but nôt thé 
only people, that the ône-idead, creed
bound advocates of another feéblé su- 
perstitlon consider, possessed of devils, 
and, of course, should be suppressed. 
. This country has, since the declara
tion of independence told us that "all 
men were born free and equal,” and are 
entitled to their religious views,-been 
looked upon as a good country for thé 
promulgation, of their religion, their 
philosophy, their truth, by every sect] 
by every people of the civilized and uu< 
civilized world., America. opens hep 
broad doors and offers a peaceful home 
to all religions, superstitions', philqso-.' 
phios, theories, idiosyncrasies and fads, 
and would it not bo the greatest incon
sistency—an infraction of our duty as pa
triots, as citizens—to permit ahandful

■of the remnants, of. the Inquisition to 
exclude any religion from our land and 
to dictate our worship ur compel us to 
worship when we dp not see fit to do so? 
Spiritualism is placed in the same bag 
with Voudooifim,, as linked and locked 
with the devil, by the more ignorant 
religionists of to-day. But ho mutter 
with whom wears placed, our truth is 
too broad and great to be seriously hin- 
dred by opinipns or persecutions.

• Dr. T. Wilkins.

MATERIALIZATION.
An Honest Exchange 

Opinion.
of

In Which Robert White and 
Allie Lindsay Lynch Appear.

New York, June 22, 1896.
Mrr. Allie Lindsay Lynch:

My Dear Madam:—I have your arti
cle in The Progressive Thinker and 
I do not doubt your sincerity in the mat
ter. I have read the book, “There Is 
No Death,” and so many of the manifes
tations coming through the mediumship 
of the exposed medium, Mrs. Williams, 
make the matter more doubtful. And 
besides, the book was written to make 
money, and the author has made a for
tune out of it. She is a novelist and 
she well knew that she could touch the 
pocket-books of the Spiritualists if she 
defended materialization. Just give 
this a little thought and see her decep
tion in the matter. The dwellingplace 
for fraud in Spiritualism is in the cottage 
of materialization. I know Dr. Holbrook 
well, and he is a man of honest inten
tions and he wants the truth, and will 
pay for it; His offer will never be taken 
up, as the "fakes” are afraid of him. 
The bag you speak of, that the medium 
is sewed ip, is not a test condition, and I 
could prove it to yOur satisfaction if I 
had the gentleman. ■' 1

Now, do not take my letter as one of 
admonition, as I like to exchange views 
on this subject, I always like to be 
charitable, and my aim is' to better hu
manity; and the only avenue to accom
plish this result is through Spiritualism.

The more darkness surrounds mani
festations, the more imposition asserts 
itself. Yours for the advancement of 
humanity. Robert White, Jr.

years before therxplrlts could manifest 
—and, after, retmmiug from the South, 
when I again attHded, as described in 
my communipatidU'fn -The Progress
ive Thinker, I_was rejoiced to note 
-the unfoldment toliis mediumship, and 
to see how strongjjipy own friends came. 
Some of the sitters, who attend often, 
have thus enabled|( their loved ones to, 
by practice, buiiq.jyith more substance, 
and speak more distinct, loud often, 
and remain outside the cabinet much 
longer than my own friends had ability 
to do. There was sufficient light to al
low of each sitter! seeing the other, even 
aoroife the room.fl f can understand, 
from lessons of logic .given me, by ob
servation upon natural laws, etc., that 
semi-darkness is ’often a necessity to 
produce certain' conditions, and so long 
as I may see objects aS one sees them at 
the soft twilight houp (when I so love to 
sit quietly passive, and thus do often re
ceive thoughts to pen), I shall enter no 
complaint against such conditions of 
darkness, for manifestations so grand as 
the materialization of my loved friends 
gone before. • ■ ’ ' ;

■ You will please ’pardon me should I 
send this and your letter to The Pro
gressive Thinker, since each of us is 
earnest for the advancement of human
ity. I sat down to reply to you private
ly, but am now impressed to let our cor
respondence go before the public, and I 
do so with no wish to offend you, believe 
me. Fraternally, , 7

Allie Lindsay Lynch.

Twenty-four hours later I attended 
another of Mr.. Arnold’s seances, at 
which I again witnessed many material
izations, including a mother with her 
baby in her arms; and who was recog
nized and conversed with by one of 
those present in mortal form. This was 
a beautiful sight. To me came three 
friends. The day was warm, the room 
crowded; those present were harmoni
ous,. and about forty forms came and not 
ty doubt lingered in the mindset those 
present as to the fact of materialization.

While I was sitting in the circle, wit
nessing the joy of all, it came to me to 
ask those who freely 'would to bear me. 
witness in my statement. At the close of 
the seonce I requested paper and pencil 
and asking the attention of those pres
ent for one moment',' wrote and read:

“We, the undersigned, attest that we 
have to-day witnessed genuine material
ization at Mr. Wm; Arnold's seance.

"Allie Lindsay Lynch.” 
(And twenty-one others.)

MRS. LYNCH’S REPLY.
Mr. Robert White, Jr.: .

Dear Sir:—I am glad that you have 
said you do not doubt my sincerity. 
That makes me to have a feeling of 
friendliness. And now I want to speak 
in defence of a woman whom I have no 
right to judge as any less sincere than 
myself—after having carefully read the 
book under discussion, "There Is No 
Death.” True, she is a noted novelist, 
and it may be she knew that the book 
would readily be purchased by Spirit
ualists; but, on the other hand, she 
might easily have taken into considera
tion that the publishing of such a con
fession of belief, would most likely de
tract from her already wide popularity 
as a writer. Spiritualism has not been 
the easiest road for writers to fame and 
fortune. But, all this set aside, to me 
the book bore the stamp of a truly sin
cere, earnest woman’s desire to lend a 
hand to aid the advancement of that 
which had saved her reason by proving 
to her the great truth of a future; of a 
never-dying individuality—immortality. 
I do not think she sat down and calmly 
plotted the book, calculating dollars and 
cents as an outgrowth return: I did not 
feel she could have, so material a motive;. 
rather, I intuitively felt the soul of 
Florence Marryatt stood up to proudly 
defend an unpopular, but to her a real, 
science; and .that, time and again she 
had sought ways and means Of a demon
stration before she decided to throw 
into the scales the evidence she had 
searchingly obtained. No, friend 
White, there may be honor even in a 
novelist’s soul.

You are a Spiritualist, or you would 
not endorse that near-of-kin phase, 
etherealization. It seems to me, even 
from logic alone (bad I had no evidence 
to sustain) that, if spirits can achieve so 
mighty a design, to prove to mankind 
they live, as the act of producing visible 
etherealization, a little more genius and 
study in their chemical laboratories, 
might readily show that there is an 
“Edison” master-genius among them, 
who could handle matter, clothing the 
form in a yet more solid state, for the 
time being.

Materialization is a fact, Dr. Holbrook 
and his honest intentions to the con
trary notwithstanding. It may be that 
his offer will'never be taken up. This 
very fact would give me more confidence 
in the genuineness of the medium, for 
true-hearted mediums are not likely to 
pose as being able at all times to pro
duce manifestations. Moreover, true 
mediums are usually informed by spirit 
guides that it is possible for one mind
force among the sitters to so mar a se
ance as to leave it almost a complete 
failure; and though that person may be 
honest in wanting the truth, he can re
tard the manifestation desired as proof, 
because of the stronger current of 
doubt that is in his mind regarding the 
very instrument (which is not an instru
ment of automaton mechanism, be it re
membered) from which the unseen 
Jriends must collect the power to mani
fest their own personality. Materializa
tion must of necessity be a finer law, in 
chemistry, than is any of the wonders of 

; Edison or Tesla. But I stand firm for 
my claim, and that of many others, of 
its being an established fact

You do not consider that Mr. Arnold, 
of whom I made mention, was under 
test conditions when I had sewed him 
in the sack—which I had examined and 
found to be well seamed and made—and 
had found him sewed as I had stitched 
him in, when the seance ended. In ad
dition to this, which I still consider was 
a test condition, I have several times 
been invited to examine the cabinet just 
as the seance was going to open. Mr. 
Arnold’s cabinet is a small room with 
but one door and one window. The door 
is the one that opens into the large room 
where the sitters are seated; the window 
is to the street and is above the entrance 
to the flight of stairs that leads from a 
much-traveled street to the second and' 
third flats, his residence being the sec
ond flat on one side of a small hallway, 
and being over a store; the stairs to the 
third flat wind along the entire north 
wall of the cabinet-room (with no possi
ble way to’creep beneath these anil into 
the room, which has no outlet or inlet 
save the one door. No carpet covers the 
floor of this email room, and it contains 
but a kmall stand and chair, or, if he 
gives a private sitting, two chairs.

One half year before I had attended a 
few of Mr. Arnold's seances, when he 
was only able to have etherealization— 
for be it known, he had been sitting some
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The philosophySpiritualism is the 
most beautiful ana reasonable system of 
religious belief efferç presented to man, 
but without the Aid 'of phenomena it is 
only a belief. With phenomena it 
amounts to actuai'knowledge. The phe
nomena proves and Confirms the philos
ophy, and both tqge^llar make a combi
nation the like o^jv^iph has never be
fore been seen on earth. It looms up In 
grand sublimity,péksts a bright radiance 
over the dark valeSGof earthly sorrow, 
and opens and ilumines the beautiful 
gatas that intervçÿe^etween us and our 
friends above. ‘

But this magnificent tower of light is 
shaded and'cloucted by the many vain 
and wicked .thingqndone-in its name. 
Like pure gold, it has .jts counterfeit— 
and thé work of the counterfeiter is 
greatly facilitated by absence of close 
organization of the spiritual ranks. 
This opens wide the door for everyone 
to enter the field that may feel so in
clined; consequently the field of work is 
filled with all kinds of mediums and 
speakers. There is no one to pass on 
their qualification, or to call them to ac
count for their misdeeds.

Under such conditions, it is not strange 
that fraud and trickery have run riot in 
the spiritual ranks, until a reaction has 
set in, which is becoming so intense as 
to threaten the belief in some of the im
portant phenomena of Spiritualism.

Many good Spiritualists have never 
believed in materialization. At this 
time, so many materializing mediums 
are being exposed that it greatly shakes 
the faith of many who have hitherto be
lieved in that phase. ' -

» The unaccepted offer of $100 for a gen
uine case of materialization also weakens 
public faith. ’ .

This seems to be an unfortunate situ- 
tion. But when the truth comes out 
clearly to view, it will shine all the 
brighter for having passed through the 
clouds. And in due time it will come 
out.

Let me remind thé brother who offered 
the $100, that genuine mediums never 
boast of their powers. They confess 
they have no power—they guarantee 
nothing. They tell me that whatever 
may be done is by a power beyond their 
control—they are merely the instru
ments. Fred Evans, the slate-writer, 
gave me this assurance the first time I 
saw him, and yet I got splendid mes
sages.

Mr. Campbell, the spirit artist, told 
me, when I went to him for a sitting, 
that he didn’t know that he could get 
anything for me—he guaranteed noth
ing—sometimes he got good results and 
sometimes nothing.

Genuine materializing mediums will 
tell you the same thing. They know 
they have no power of their own. They 
cannot promise anything. They know 
the work comes from a source independ
ent of themselves—that grand results 
may come, or nothing may come.

In view of these well-known facts," is 
it reasonable to suppose that any true 
medium will rush ifttcP a publie contest 
for $100, involvings power over which 
he-knows he has nmcqjjtrol? True me
diums will not go into such contests, be
cause they don’t know that they could 
do anything. Of c&Ufté the frauds will 
not enter the cohtest, because they 
know they would b&e^posed. '

For nine years thave been a diligent 
investigator of Smfnnialism. I have, 
each year,.travelemov^r a wide range of 
country, giving mdjoppbrtunities to test 
Spiritualism in allfjjt^yphases. I have 
seen much to disgust, but on the whole, 
have been very fortunate. I have found 
materialization to-tó^as true as any 
otherphenomenoníiní'ihé. whole list. I 
have attended mapy-*seances  for that 
phase, in differentDarii of the country, 
and under various ^conditions. Some of 
these seances were frauds, some fail
ures on account of unfavorable condi
tions, undeveloped mediums and other 
causes. Had I been? rebuffed at a few 
failures, I would have denounced the 
whole business as a fraud.' But I have 
followed this investigation as eagerly as 
EdiSon asía Tesla follow their studies.

Six years ago, at a private seance in 
San Francisco, at which no one was 
present except myself and the medium, 
a number of forms materialized. Among 
them was my father,. whom Ltookin my 
arms and talked with. His identity was 
as distinct as it ever was in lité,

A little while after, a form began to 
^materialize near the ceiling in front and 
above me. It came rapidly down, unfold
ing and developing,, until It stood just in 
front of me a perfect and most beautiful

girl. She gave her name as I arose and 
took hold of her. Hhq told iqo sho was a 
Greek, maiden and had died long ago-’ 
that she was my guide, and she 'stood 
and talked beautifully for some minutes, 
then disappeared. I had never heard of 
her before.

Since then I have been in many se
ances in Chicago, San Francisco, Los 
Angeles and Houston, Texas. At only 
two of those seances has my guide failed 
to come to me and give her name. In 
regard to these failures, she afterward 
explained through clairvoyants, that the 
conditions were not foyorable, and un
less they were she would rather : not 
come at all. I saw anfl hud hold of her 
in Chicago the night/before I went to 
Mr’ Campbell, as above referred, to. I 
asked her if I would go to Mr, Campbell 
could she give me her picture. She an
swered that she didn’t know that she 
could, but she would give me a bunch of 
pansies anyway.

The next day I went to Mr. Campbell,' 
■and when he said he would not' guaran
tee anything, I told he need not worry 
about that, as I knew I would get some
thing, and also knew what it would be, 
but gave him no intimation of what it 
was. , '■

Mr. Campbell’s woi'kis known to many 
of your readers, so I will not detail his 
process; but suffice it to say that in 
twelve or fifteen minutes I had a ’splen
did picture of pansies1 on; a porcelain 
plate, painted in oil, which did nof dry 
for five or six weeks. "The clean porce
lain was placed between two slates, 
which I held in my hands during the 
entire sitting. Mr. Campbell was all 
,the time walking in a distant part of the 
room, and describing the appearance of 
a spirit, whom I recognized as -my 
guide.

Three nights afterwal’d I again saw 
my guide in materialized form. She; 
came to me in an animated manner, and 
as I took her hand she said: “Oh! didn’t 
we have a good meeting at Mr. Camp
bell's?" and then added: “I want you to 
keep that picture always.” ■ She- and I 
have become very intimately acquaint
ed. When I have a sitting with first- 
class trance mediums In any part of the 
country, she will in a very few minutes 
take full control of the medium ahd talk 
with me for a full hour. She gives me 
slate-writings, telegrams and all kind of 
communications, and sometimes sends 
me messages through mediums thou
sands of miles away without my asking 
for them.

Recently I received from a lady friend 
of mine at LaPorte, Texas, who has me- 
diumistlo powers, which are only used 
in her own family, a slate-written mes
sage from her control, “Xerxes,” giving 
a most beautiful ’ bit of the earth and 
spirit history of my guide.

But space will not allow me to give 
one-half of the evidence I have of her 
identity. Her communications and ma
terializations are all consistent and' are 
beyond dispute. I am as certain that I 
have frequently seen and talked with 
her, as that I have seen and talked with 
my wife. I could give a number of other 
cases which furnish evidence beyond 
dispute, of materialization, but it would 
make this communication too long.

But I must add a few words in regard 
to a trait in some materializing medi
ums whom I know.' One whom I know 
to possess most wonderful powers in this 
line, is believed tube a fraud by a large 
number of reputable Spiritualists; yet 
her real powqr is so great that no 
amount of exposure can put her down. 
I have always felt that she was in a half
dazed condition. She seems not to know 
when she will leave a place, nor what 
she is going to do next. It is well known 
that materialization causes a very heavy 
drain on the physical and nerve forces 
of the medium. This is the most prom
inent caseof this kind I know Of. But 
there are other similar cases. Now this 
is a feature that demands the most thor
ough and candid investigation of the 
most profound philosophical thinkers in 
all the land.

Is It not possible that the great drain 
on the nerve forces of mediums of well- 
known power may cause a weakening of 
the reasoning faculties and moral per
ceptions of these mediums, and be the 
cause of at least a part of their wrong
doing?

If this be true, then mediumship be
comes a dangerous thing. I invite the 
deliberate consideration of Hudson Tut
tle and other great and inspired minds 
to this subject. It is of more vital Im
portance than any other one thing now 
before the public. S. H. West.
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much that is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most important recent interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Prior 
30 cents. For sale at this offic«

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AJSD ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaven and Hell. By 
_TI?,a P«’nphlel beildea giving the Splr- 

luallstlo interpretation of many things In thk-'Blble— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed In by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents. For sale at th I a office.

The Religion of Spiritualism, 
™i.ti,£he?n0S.e“ 1ud Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 
Watson. Tbl» work wo» written by a modern Savior 
a grand and noble man. Price »1.00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Cbarle» Dawbarn. Price 10 cent».

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.

OBSESSION.
P.^WrrlXatíiUeaQea¡Qr‘*,^■ “-Faradv

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION 
f«r those seeking information con

cerning that most damnable Institution known in 
Catholic Inquisition. Every 

American citizen shotHd become acquainted with the 
facts so succinctly stated in this valuable record. It 
•hows the methods used by the Romish Church to ex
terminate those who reject Its beliefs and claims. 
For ra.e at thia office. Price 25 cents.

What’s in a Name?
T<5 the Editor:—The new name, 

with which Mrs. Richmond's society has 
recently been christened, is worrying 
the minds of some staid, old-fashioned 
thinkers. It does look a little like sa
voring of orthodox tendency, but if the 
society feels better with a new suit on, 
why it may be best they have a change 
of garment. There is the “Church of 
the Spirit," and why not be a “Church 
of the Soul?” Wf> understand soul and 
spirit to be the samp in the original, yet 
there are many who prgue the soul is 
the garment of the spirit, while others 
reverse the o/der, and write learnedly 
in defense of their theories. We like a 
simple name that means just what it 
says, and this society may feel the same 
way, and consider theirs a model of sim
plicity, yet full of much meaning.

Apropos to this subject, there is a 
class of striplings aping ohurchism and 
hunting around to get some society to 
confer upon them the prefix “Rev.” It 
is very well for those who have come 
from the different orthodox pulpits to 
retain the name, and they should be re
vered. for their manly qualities; but when 
we see those who have hardly ever been 
inside the old churches, asking for—and 
some do not ask, but assume the name— 
we feel like steering clear of that class 
of wbuld-be teachers. There is nothing 
about them to be reverenced, in their 
manner or teachings.

It is well for a Hull, a Peebles, a 
Grumbine and that class to retain thA 
prefix and be known as Rev. Moses Hull, 
etc., but for some of our would-be youth- ■ 
ful lecturers in swaddling clothes, it is 
a misnomer. We might give some in
stances, and one a recent case in Texas, 
but there is no need of personality. Let 
every tub stand upon its own bottom. 
Merit will tell, whether in tatters and 
rags, or dressed in silken gowns. .“By 
their fruits shall ye.know them,” and so 
may our workers go on in that simplicity 
of garb and. character, that shall win 
laurels in the service of true Spiritual-.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

■L^ history of Atharael, Cblet Prl»»t of a Band cl Ab 
Aryan». Thl»pamphlet, contatnligtlpagei, wo»writ 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Ftgley. and is in
tensely interesting. Price 80 tfota. For sale at thM 
wlco. .

IngersoU’s Great Address ’ 
On Thoma» Paine, at the late Paine celebration In 
NewYorkClty. Price, 8 cent»; ten coplealorSOcenta.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given inspirationally by Mrg. Maria M. Ring. You 

will not become weary while reading tu.» excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

The Evolution of the DeviL
By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New 

York city. The moat learned, accurate, »clentlSc and 
philosophical analysis of HI» Batanlo Majesty ever 
buhl shed. The book contain» «« page», and 1» beau- 
uf ally bound, with llkenes» ot author on title page. 
Price 33 conta.

' Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc.

Illas, edition. Post Svo., 432 pages. Cloth, »l.uo

HOW TO MESMERIZE.“
By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of the most successful 

ixesmerists In America. Ancient and modern mira
cles explained by mesmerism. An Invaluable work 
Price, paper, 50 cents.

BEYOND THE CATES.
B^BiUabetb^Stuor-t Phelpa. A highly entettalnlng

Why She Became a Spiritualist
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Price 41.00; 
postage 10 cents.

THE RELATION
Of thoSplrltual to the Material Universe; and the 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the organization end 

management of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Price 50 cents.

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
By M. L. Sherman and Wm. FAyon. A book replete 

with Spiritual truth». Price 11.00.
POEMS OF PROGRESS’
By Lizzie Dotcn. They are really valuable. 

Price SLOP.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

Ing refutation of the Bible story of the Deluge. Price 
15 cents.

ism. M. S. Beckwith.

Money Made In a Minute.
I have not made less than sixteen dol

lars any day while selling Centrifugal 
Ice Cream Freezers. Any one should 
make from five to eight dollars a day 
selling cream, and from seven to ten 
dollars selling freezers, as it is such'a 
wonder; there is always a crowd wanting 
cream; You can freeze cream elegantly 
in one minute and that astonishes people 
so they all want to taste it and then 
many of them buy freezers as the cream 
is smooth and perfectly, frozen. Every 
freezer Is guaranteed to freeze the. 
cream perfectly in one minute. Anyone 
can sell ice cream and the freezer sells 
itself. My sister makes from ten to fif
teen dollars a day. J. F. Casey & Co., 
1143 St. Charles street, St, Louis, Mo., 
will mail you full particulars free, so you 
can go to work and make lots of money 
anywhere, as with one freezer you- can 
make a hundred-gallons ofcream a day, 
or if you wish, they will hire ybu on a 
salary.’ . ■ -.............LillieB,

ALL ABOl|T DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry u to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other ureal Reform» come from Hie Satanic 
Majesty and HU Bubotdlnales In the Kingdom at 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price. 15 cents. 
For sale at thia office. -
“THE WATSEKA“WONDER”
To th. rtuiant ot psrchle p'nraomena, th!» pamphlet 

Is InieBMlr iplarettlnx. It Jive» detailed account» ot 
two oa»arot-“double cor.ielouanoas," namely Mar, 
Lonaty wemnm, ot Waueka, HI., and Mary Roy- 
noidfc ot venango county. Pa. For Mio at thia office. 
PridalS conta.

The'Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Tbo -ori
gin ot religion», and ttielr Influence upon the mental 
development ot tha human race. Traiacrtbod nt the 
request ot a band ot ancient pblloioDbera. Price 
10 cenu. ... ■

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History, 

Rmbracleg the Origin ot tho Jews, the Rieeand Dorel, 
opment of Zoroastrianism and tho Derivation ot 
Chrietknltr; to which 1» added: Whence Onr Aryan 
Ancestoral By O. W. Brown, M.D. One ot ths most 
vnasble work» over pabllahed. Frio*  ILS).

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

. This admirable work consletB of three pamphlet» 
embodied in one rolume, in whloh question» of great 
importance to the race ire fllicuucd from tbo stand*  
point of an advanced »octal reformer, Price 50 copu. 
.ForMueatUirnftcs» - ■ ■

LIFE WORK
-OF- -

CORA L, V. RICHMOND,

Witit portraits representing Mrs, BMmontlln 
1857, in 1870, and in 1801,

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS: 
ISTBSDUOTIOX. .
Citili kb I. Parentage—Placo ot Birth—Childhood— 

bchool Experience»—1'lr.t HedlumUtlo Work, etc 
Cüxvtkb II. Hopedale—Mr. Scott In Massachusetts— 

Remerai to Wltconalu—The Ballou Famlly-Adlu 
Ba ou’» Work-Work ot Spirit Adin Augustus 
Ballou.

Chaftek III. Oulna—Her Earthly Life and Tragic 
Death—Her Mission in Spirit-Lite.

Chabtbb IV. Other Cootrols-The.Guíde».
Chapter V. Work In Cuba, N. Y.-Buffalo Pastorate 

—Workers tn Buffalo-Thomas Gales Forster-Sarah 
EL00^110^?.0?1’ Day-Bemoval to New York 
City, 1850—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore,.

Chapteb VI. Work In New York City.
Chapter VII. New York City (continued). Prof. J, 

J. Manes—Hon. J. W. Edmonds—Dr. Gray—New 
' Y?« Editors and Clergy—Other Places in the East

—Meadville, Pa.,. 1864—ílon. A, B. Richmond»
Chapter Vili. Washington, D. C.-rReconstructlon— 

Senator J. M. Howard—George J. W. Julien—Gen 
N. P. Banks—Nettle Colbern Maynard—Statement 
of Geo. A. Bacon.

Chaptbb IX. England—Robert Dale Owen—George 
Thompson— Countess of Caithness — Mrs. Straw» 
bridge—Mr. and Mrs. Tobb-Mrs. Nosworthy-J.C 
Ward—Mra. Slater—Andrew Cross,

Chapter X. Work In England (Continued in Three 
Subsequent Visits.)

Chaptbb XI. California Work. 1875-Other Visits— 
letter ot C. M. Plumb-Letter of Mrs. John A*  
Wilson.

Chaptbb XII. Chicar) Work, 1876 to 1895—First 
Society Chartered. 1869-Complete Account of Work 
In Letters and Statements of Members of the 
Society.

Chaptbb XIII. Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga- 
Lake Pleasant—Onset Bay-Lake Brady-Luokout 
Mountain, etc.

Chaptbb XIV. Literary Work-Hesperia-Volumes 
of Diacourses nud Lectures—Psychopathy: Sou] 
Teachings—Poeins-Other Literary Work.

Chaptbb XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
ou Gyroscope, 1858-”The Shadow of a Great Hock 
Ina Weary Land,” 189fe-Poems-Cbulee Selecüuní 
inProse and Verse-Work of William Richmond.

Chaptbb XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from 
Orpha E, Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and others 
—Appreciation of the Work from Those Best Qual
ified to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell ( 
Warner—Drs. Emmett aud Helen Dinsmore.

Chaptbb XVII. Mrs Rlchmoud’sExperlences While 
in the Trance State, Written by Herself.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office.

WAS

ABRAHAfI liNcolH 
A SPIR TUALIST?

— OR —
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-by

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—moreso than any work issued since Uncle Tom's 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten wbUpers which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very Jawk of oblivion. 1L deals 
with high official private life during the most moment4 
ous period tn American Hietory, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time nerves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
•'Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, l%mo, illustrated, pp, ¡¿(¡4, $1.50} 
Paper, 7S cents.

For Sale at this office.
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Beyond the Threshold
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wu wrtten M 

levelop the idea of the principle of the permanence 
sf the human qpul after death, and Its reincarnation 
tn a chain of new beings, whoso successive links are 
unrolled in the bosom of ctherlal space. “Beyond 
thx Threshold" continues on the ¿amc lines en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from scluuco aud philosophy; claim
ing that the certalcy of a new birth beyund our 
eartblyend is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In Lhe presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any ui' the existing n 
liglons. From beginning to end II Is li’lere-ung, en
tertaining, instructive and fnsclnuu:-» v.' w.-ether 
one accepts II ali or not, much win I::.»- •

-V'tlr’h •’“i‘ < ” ’• - I •-i '

The To-Mom cf Death.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED PROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Th!» fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Seleuce. It Is written 
in that peculiar interesting Htyle in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions Spiritualists as '•devotees of a new super
stition," etc., etc., In'which Ue manifests the usual 
antmuB of the “scientific class," yet ho says ngain: 
‘•There Isa true aud respectable idea lu Spiritualism." 
andj’egante as proved “the fact of cumnitinlCHtloa 
between Btrperbumans and the inhabitants of Earth;" 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, ft manifest dlscrcpancj In 
the authors’s ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, aud out of the 
whole will find not only good mcutal culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price 11.5V. For sale at 
this office. _ _ ______________

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

Thli work la one that every one »honld read. It 
beams throughout with rare gems ot thought, prac
tical as well as profound. There Is suiielilne and 
beauty in every sentence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to the author’s favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Splrlt-ltfe. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives an Interesting sketch of th. 
author’s lire.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Lite of A. B, French. 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and Ware of 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of Ideas. 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Iffffi*  
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

-____ PRICE, $1.00, POSTPAIO. _____
THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION' OF TffE LBC-

turo» given by the Spirit Band through the mo*  
dlumihlp of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume con« 
»1st» of a »erics of lectures, messages and poem», 
written and delivered in public through tbo mental or« 
gonlam of Mr». Magdalena Kline, & trance, clairvoy
ant and inspirational medium. Tbelr tono Is excellent 
and their spirit good» and oven though one may find 
aoma Ideas that differ from thoie he ha» held, yet ho 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct. Tho 
reverence with which Jcbus ii mentioned will please 
mnnv, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jonis 
and Curi»tlanRv are not after tho orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 largo pages, and will be aoat 
postpaid for »1.50. Foraalc at this office.

NEW THOUGHT.
Volume I, Nicdybonnd Incloth, 57« large, bcault*

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the beat 
speakers and medium». Tbo matter aJI Original and 
presenting Id on attrncttvo form the highest pbuao of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By Mosks Hull, Price 
only 11.50. For sale at this office.

Volume H. B34 py;cs, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, Tfi fcint». By Masts Hull. Por tala nt tbl» 
office.. ■ . . ■ . • -. . -•



The Infant andatile God-Head,

SPIRIT MESSAGES.

Some Striking Thoughts on a 
Very Important Subject.

What la the Difference Be 
tween Electricity and 

Magnetism?

The State Graphically and 
Beautifully» Defihed.

Prof. Keelers’ Demonstration of 
Spirit Power.
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM.

portant volumes on Health, Social: Sol- 
Anoe, Religion, etc.. Price, cloth, 75c.. .9., .-.MB _ jBH . • _ . • ■ .... * *

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

was a little innocent girl and played 
in the gardens of Miletus; or hers at ¡noo, Religion, eto.. i> 
Whose feet SulUons daily worship the Sir Bile at this dilee. ’

I

To the Editor:—In a recent number 
of The Phogbessive Thinker I notice 
an article from CaiTSextus, in which he 
speaks of an electric fish, known us the 
gymnotus. History says that it can 
throw olf such a charge of electricity 
that it will disable a horse. The same 
etlept is produced that we notice when a 
horse or a man steps on a live wire, but 
with this diiterence: Had the live wire 
been under water, the same as the fish 
was, there would have been no unpleas
ant etlects from the contact. The elec
tricity from the wire would have 
grounded. We read that the fish, after 
having discharged his force of electric
ity, loses his strength and is easilv 
caught and killed by thè natives, ft 
that is true^and we nave good author
ity that it is so—the force imparted 
from the fish must be different from the 
force imparted from the live wire, or 
even the force imparted from a steel 
magnet or a dynamo.

We are led to believe that this force 
is the same as the life force in mankind. 
All fish do not have the power of im
parting this force from their bodies, 
neither do all human beings have the 
power of imparting this selfsame force 
from their bodies. .

bhould we place a horse-shoe magnet 
under water, we find that it will attract 
the needle in a compass the same as 
though it was placed above the water. 
Should we place a large pane of thick 
glass between the magnet and the nee
dle, wo notice that the force from the 
magnet passes through the glass the 
same as it passed through the water. 
Electricity would be insulated by the 
pane of glass.

We must decide that we have found 
at least three of the great forces in na
ture—forces that can be defined and 
used in their proper places or elements, 
After careful investigation we find that 
what is commonly known as electricity 
is the lowest form of the elements. We 
can generate it from the air by the use 
of dynamos, or we can generate it by 
friction in various ways, or we can gen
erate it by tho use of carbons, zincs and 
copperj wet with acids.

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC FORCES.
Again, we find that the electric forces 

that pervade the air are different from 
tho electro-magnetic forces that pervade 
the earth, that run from the poles to 
tho equator.

Everything that lives and grows upon 
the face of tho earth requires both ele
ments to feed upon; not .one alone will 
supply the needs of either man. animal 
or vegetable. Again, we find that the 
electric current that pervades the earth 
.requires water or damp earth to pass 
through. Should the surface of the 
earth Decerne dry, the current passes so 
far below that animals and vegetables 
do not get any benefit from it, conse
quently they soon die for want of nourish
ment.

We notice it as plainly In the human 
race as we do with either the animals 
or vegetables. We find people who live 
in houses up away from the ground, 
where they cannot come in contact, with 
the magnetic currents of the. earth, soon 
become Weak and- puny. Every season 
they have to go to the: seashore or the 
mountains, whore they can throw off 
the restraint that so-called civilization 
places upon them, where they can walk 
on the wet earth with bare feet, and lay 
upon the ground-in the hot sunshine. 
They soon begin to recuperate, and in a 
few weeks are ready tp go back to their 

■ . homos to be shut away from. nature’s 
■ forces. Almost every large city in the 

civilized world has a factory where bat
teries, belts and other medical appll- 
ances are manufactured that, we are 
told, will restore lost manhood and. wo
manhood by the use of electricity—that 
electricity is life. .

When we realize that only about fifty 
. years have passed since the people who 

inhabit this sphere of our existencéknew 
anything about electricity and the laws 
which govern it, we are not surprised 
that so many people are buying anything 
of an electrical nature that they think 

; will give them relief from their suffer
ings. It is not my purpose in this arti
cle to advertise any man’s wares, or to 
detract from the value of anything of an 
electrical- nature tfiat will benefit the 
human race. The average American 
citizen has no idea whatever of what 
use electricity is to the human system. 
He does not nave any idea that there is 
any difference between electricity and 
magnetism or even the life force that 
pervades the human and animal systems.

. IMPORTANT FACTS. -
For some twenty years I have been 

■ experimenting for my own satisfaction 
and the good I can do my fellow men 
and women, during the spare hours that 
I could get. outside of business hours, 
with these electrical and magnetic 
forces of nature, tryingtheireffectsupon 
the human system. I have tried to learn 
from the experiments of others, and 
profit thereby. I think I have learned 

■ some facts and hope to learn many more 
before l_pass on to the higher life. One 

? of the most important facts that I have 
learned is that the electro-magnetic 
force that affects the human body to 
cure disease must b0 taken -from the 
ground. The magnetic force that is 
taken from the ground is the.only elec- 

‘ tro-magnetic force that assimilates with 
' thè life-forces of the human body. It is 

tar better than the electrical force that 
is generated by the use of copper, zincs 

. or carbons, that are saturated, with vin
egar or acids of any' nature.

I find farther, that the life-force of an
Imais assimilates better with the life
force of mankind than any force gath

- ered from metallic substances.- The 
life-force.of plants and vegetables read
ily assimilates with the llfe-forceof both 
animalsandmankind. , . ■

A few months ago I was talking with 
one of the leading physicians in Oregon, 
a man who undoubtedly has given more 
thought and study to the subjectof elec- 

■ tricity, as used to effect cures in the,hu
man family, than any other man west of 
the Rocky Mountains; a man who owns 
and operates the best electrical appar
atus that money.can buy. He could not 

: believe that I could take electricity or 
the magnetic currènt direct from the 
ground and apply it to a patient In a 
bed up in the eighth story ot a building. 
This 1 demonstrated to him to his'full 
satisfaction; I likewise showed him how 
to arrange hts bed so that he could sleep 
enveloped 'in a strong,' magnetic aura, 
penetrating through, every part of his 
body, even one foot over the bed èlòth- 
ing that covered him. This current, 
taken direct from, the ground, affects 

• the patient the same as lying on the 
ground with head to the north.- He will 
not bo required to go the seashore or 
the mountains to recover his lost man-' 
hood and vital strength, but every night 
he refreshes his tired body In his own 
home, even in a ten-story building. ■

It is only about fifty years Since Prof. 
Morse said to such men as Hèrirjr Clay, 
Daniel Webster, and others of massive 

/intellect, that-with the use of electricity 
he coulfi talk and communicate between 
Washington and Baltimore. Be asked

th? government to, donate » few, doliate 
that he might try - the experiment. 
Those very worthy, men told him that 
he whs a good subject for the insane 
asylum. Those days have now passed; 
thé^uuseen forces of nature are better 
understood. The angel world is allow
ing Its light to shine upon the chil; 
dren of earth. As Jesus of Nazareth 
said: “Let it be on earth as it is in 
heaven.” , ■

Id my experiments with these forpes 
of nature—especially with the electro
magnetic current taken direct from the 
earth-upon people who are suffering 
from nervous ailments, and especially 
those who are suffering from growths of 
a cauderous nature, I find that the equi
librium of the nerve-forces can soon be 
gained and the disease will go away as 
it came. '

Being shut away from the world, liv
ing as I do out in the mines of Southern 
Oregon, where I can commune with na
ture and ite laws to its greatest extent, 
I do not realize how far these sciences 
are understood by the musses of the 
people. I know ; that many men and 
women are giving their entire time to 
the study of the occult forces. ;

A doctor was once called to prescribe 
for an old lady that was afflicted with a 
torpid liver. He gave her some blue 
mass pills, with directions how to use 
them. After a few days she met thè 
doctor and told him that the pills were 
just the medicine she wanted; she could 
feel every pill as they passed through 
her liver; that they had cleaned her 
liver out in good shape and that she was 
now a well woman. How many people 
to-day have an idea that the medicine 
they take goes direct to the diseased 
parts of the body. If they could under
stand that the magnetic force that is 
generated In their Bodies, by the use of. 
minerals taken from the ground, acts 
upon the system the same as the electri
cal forces generated in a battery where
in zincs; copper and carbon are used, 
they would be more careful about taking 
those elements into their systems. Thé 
vegetable kingdom and the magnetic 
forces of the earth furnish all the medi
cal supplies required to cure every dis
ease that flesh Is heir to.

Jesus of Nazareth said, when he cured 
the sick by the laying on of hands: “I 
feel the power is going out from me.” 
He would take his followers and go 
either to the mountains or the seashore, 
when he could recuperate his expended 
forces. It was tne same power, the 
same force in nature that was expended 
by the fish (gymnotus) to kill the horse. 
We find In our experiments with a 
corpse of either man or animals, that 
electricity will cause the muscles to con
tract nearly the same that the life-force 
did while the body was inhabited by a 
man.

Electricity being a low grade of min
eral force; it scatters into the general 
reservoir Dr is absorbed Into the earth’s 
forces. . ; •

We are told by our friends in Spirit
life that the lower orders of animal life 
are returned back to the elements from 
whence they come to again go to make up 
some living being. Each time they are 
used they become more purified and 
prepared for the make-ùp of human 
spiritual bodies.

We find that what we term the mag
netic force is of a much higher nature. 
When gathered into form it retains its 
individuality and so remains to itnpart 
its nature to other substances that may 
come in contact withit without losing its 
own force. . - : ■
,We find that magnetism is taken from 

electricity. It is the sublimated essence 
of the most powerful force that mankind 
has any knowledge of. It will penetrate 
and pass through any solid substance 
known. ' . ,

But the life-force of man is' drawn 
from the magnetic force that surrounds 
us on every hand. Without this supply 
to draw from, man would soon lose all of 
his vitality and dwindle away.. Not all 
locations on this earth are alike iff mag 
netic force; some are rn^e invigorating 
than others. We often hear the doctors 
advising a change of climate and local
ity for tne sick. ' -

They do not state their reasons for.thè 
changé. Only they think a change may 
be for the best.- The new magnetic con
ditions sometimes assist nature; some
times the changes are not what they 
should be. '

What is the life-force that causes man 
to move about and carry heavy loads? 
We have examined the corpse of a man 
who has just lain down under.the burdens 
of this life, to see, if possible, what had 
gone from his body that a fèw moments 
before was so full of lifq and activity. 
We find the body apparently in good 
physical condition. We can see no 
reasonwhy it should hot move on as it 
has done heretofore.. Some power must 
have gone from that body. How can We 
define it?- How can we explain what 
that power is, so that future generations 
may better understand nature’s laws?

Should I ask the preacher what has 
gone out from the body, he will tell me 
that the soul has either gone to God who 
gave it or that it is quietly sleeping in 
that body waiting for the resurrection 
morn, or, lay the body away carefully, 
the soul will again return and claim its 
own. Again I ask him: “What went 
out from that body? Did It have shape, 
form or size?” He will look at me with 
a sort of bewildered look, and seem to 
express by his eyes that I am asking 
questions that God alone can answer.

I apply an electric battery tp this 
body—it move*.  Has the life-force come 
back? No; but a force that is something 
of the same nature; there is no intelli
gence connected with it. We ask the 
scientist about it. He says there, were 
two great forces of nature that‘went 
out from that body; bne was the subli
mated force, drawn from the magnetic 
force of nature—that which makes up 
the spiritual body; the other was the 
intellectual, governing force—the one 
talent that was given us by the Creator— 
that which we . call the . soul, which is 
given to every human .being, which 
should be educated and Improved ac
cording to the conditions the person was 
horn under. ' ■ ■ '*■.

As we wish to confine: our subject to 
the life-forces of nature, we Wish to go 
back and learn all we can of the force 
that moved those arms 'and’ limbs. 
What can we compare it tó, so that the 
world can better understand' it? ?

STEELMEN. ..
Suppose I should make a form of a 

man out of steel—a perfect imitation of 
a man in every part. .

When finished by the builder I pro
ceed to put a life-force in it; I magne
tize, every part of it—every finger and 
every toe; iff fact, every part is filled 
with this strong magnetic force. With 
a magnetic battery I can cause this 
steel man to pick up and carry heavy 
weights. Hé will jump and perforar 
any feat of physical strength ever per
formed by a human being. -When I re
move the battery the body lies quiet, 
but the magnetic force is yet there. 
When I come near it with a compass,-! 
notice that the needle is attracted to it. 
I find that the aura from the steel man 
pervades the atmosphere tor nearly four 
feet around it. I have another steel 
man made and placed near the first one. 
With the use of my battery I cause the 
bands of the first one to make vigorous 
passes over- number two. The itrofig 
magnetic force of number one is iin- 
parted to number two. Although num
ber one retains all of his strength, num
ber two is'now capable of doing any
thing that number one can do. '

I leave number two in a house and go 
away. While gone, the house burns

SKEPTICS ASSIST AT THE FIRST SPIR
ITUAL TEMPLE—REMARKALE MANI- 
FESTATI0N8.’ ' . .

Demonstrations of spirit power given 
under the mediumship of Prof. P. 
Keeler at the First Spiritual temple, 
Newbury and Exeter streets, yesterday 
forenoon, were of a phenomenal nature, 
and were , given before' an audience of 
1,600 persons of almost every walk of 
life. • -

In opening the exercises Mr. Ayer 
gave a few facts concerning the differ
ent phases of spirit manifestation, 
stated there were over sixty different 
methods of communication between the 
spirit forces and those on the earth 
plane. He further said that the demon
strations that were to take place were 
to prove that continued existence was a 
truth.

Mr. Keeler gave skeptics and. investi
gators every opportunity to satisfy them
selves. Four different sets of tests were 
given, the method being for Mr. Keeler 
to sit it front of his cabinet, a large box
shaped affair, inclosed on two sides, 
back and top, with a heavy curtain cov
ering the lower half of the front, with a 
lady next to him, he - grasping her, left 
arm with both of his hands, while a gen
tleman sat on her right and took hold of 
her right arm, his right hand being 
free. A sort of curtain was then cov
ered .over them. Both ' persons were 
each time selected from the audience.

Under these conditions the late George 
Cristie, in earth-life a famous minstrel, 
appeared, and gave selections on a gui
tar, drumming wiih two piecesof clothes
pin, whirling a tambourine on top of- a 
Sane, besides throwing; things around 
generally, the musical instruments, 
bells, etc., being finally pitched out into 
the audience... - -

A remarkable thing, however.'and 
which, if a trick, was never before’ du
plicated, occurred when Mr. 'Keeler’s 
coat was taken from his body in an in
stant, while it could be seen he'Still held 
the lady’s arm by both of his hands.' 
The chair was also taken from under 
one of the ladies and drawn through the 
curtain into the cabinet, yet no hole ap
peared in the certain.' Hands of all 
sizes, at one time as many as .six, fre
quently appeared. ....

To conclude, two pads with pencils 
were passed Into the cabinet,' and up
ward of one hundred messages were re
ceived from as many different deceased 
persons. About half of them were rec-, 
ognized' by friends and relatives in the 
audience.

A number of persons -were called to 
the platform to snake hands and receive 
messages from departed friends, and 
several others were allowed to look into 
the cabinet while the demonstrations 
were under way, yet they claimed they 
saw nothing. Among the messages 
was one signed John Brown, of Harpdr’s 
Ferry and J. Wilkes Booth, who assas
sinated President Lincoln. They aver
aged from one to half a dozen lines, no 
two of the same handwriting..—Boston 
Daily Standard. .

.down. Number two is red-hot; I take 
him out,'cool him off, and try him to see 
if he will do the work that he did be
fore heated, I cannot get a movement 
of a muscle. I - try the magnetic needle 
in the compass but find there is no mag
netic aura emanating from the body. 
The body is dead—no life in it.

' experiments:
I again bring out my first steel man, 

and,reinvigorate number two sb that he 
will do the same work as before.

I wish to farther investigate, and try 
another experiment.. I take a hammer 
and strike it a heavy blow upon the 
head. Upon examination, I find that 
much of the magnetic force has gone out 
from jt. I .now wish to see what elec
tricity will ¿0 to restore him to his 
normal condition. I take a medical bat
tery, place the handles ip his hands and 
the foot-plate under his feet; I turn on 
the current and watch the result. I 
notice that the sparks of electricity run 
on the shortest circuit between the 
places of contact. The steel muscles 
quiver and jerk, but no strength is im
parted to them. For the reason that 
the electricity is of a lower grade of life 
than the steel body is charged with.

I go and get an electric belt and sat
urate it with acid vinegar; buckle it 
around the body, and again.watch the 
results. The parts of the body where 
the plates come in contact quiver and 
jerk and remain in that condition until 
the acids are evaporated, when the belt 
loses its power, or when it is removed 
from the body. I cannot notice that my 
steel man has gained any strength from 
either belt or battery.

I will try one more experiment: I 
wind the body with rubber cloth; over 
that I wind it with insulated copper 
wire; again with cloth,and wire, until I 
have a large amount of wive wound 
around the body. The ends of the wire 
I connect with a dynamo and turn on 
the electricity, being careful not to let 
the electricity come in contact with my 
steel man in any place. After some 
hours I remove the wire and cloth from 
the body. Upon examination I find that 
he is restored to his normal condition. 
This magnetic force w.ill remain there, 
giving him strength and activity until 
another accident befalls him, or he goes 
to decay with rust and hard usage.

The human body is very much like 
this steel body just described, except 
the life-force that causes it to move and 
have a being Is another grade higher 
than the life-force that pervaded the 
steel body. We find that the 'electric 
force made from zincs, copper, carbons, 
etc., cause the human body to jerk and 
twitch. But they do not and cannot as
similate with the life-force,as it is too 
low an order of substance. But we find 
that the aura that emanates from these 
forces can be gathered into steel mag
nets and preserved for future use. We 
try the refined essence of electricity 
that we have stored in the magnet, and 
learn that the magnetic force of itself 
does not do any good, but the aura that 
emanates from it gives health and 
strength to the disabled human being, 
Or any of the animal world. Therefore 
we say, when a man wishes to ¡get 
strength in his physical body, he must 
understand the laws of nature and draw 
his strength from the great fountain of 
life—the earth.
' When he insulates himself from that 
he will soon fall.

As we progress onward and upward 
we keep throwing off the impure elec
trical qualities of our spiritual (mag
netic) body until sometime we will bp 
pure in both our spiritual bodies and 
soul. . ; ;

I hope I have made the way plain 
enough, so that some mortals of earth 
can draw conclusions that will be of 
benefit to them in this life and the life 
to come, ., ’ O. Newell.

Newell, Minn. ~ - . ..

‘'The Missing Link in Modern Spirit
ualism.” By A. Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume, of especial 
interest'io all Spiritualists. A. Leah 
Underhill was one' of the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was the inception-of the 
modern Spiritual movement, feho nar
rates many incidents and »piritual oc- 
Jurrences in the experiences of the Fox
amily. Price, cloth, 11.60, postpaid

BY LADY COOKE,„NEE TENNESSEE 
CLAFLIN.,

CHILDHOOD AN ^E1 OY INNOCENCE 

AND BBAUTYt—OHJLDJIOOD OF THE 
WORLD’S NOTABLE ONES. / I

The Happiest period of human life, 
if we only knew it, is that of child
hood, This is the golden age -repeated 
in every generation, which comes once 
to all unless prevented 'by parental 
depravity or misfortune.'. An age of 
innocence, of beauty, and of natural 
enjoyment, when mind and*  ' body ’'are 
soft and plastic, and all around is full 
of freshness and loveliness. No pleas
ures are so sweet as those of child
hood, no imagination so strong, no 
faith so perfect. Its wildest creduli
ties are as substantial os sober reali
ties, and it dwells perpetually in the 
fairy realm of wonderland. All great 
minds have reverenced childhood. All 
tender ones have regarded it with in
finite love, for, apart from its own 
sweetness, it is full of possibilities, 
rich with the potentialities of hu
manity. Its harmlessness, its docility, 
its truthfulness, and absolute depend
ence, endear it to every feeling heart.

The noblest poets have sung its 
praises, the deepest philosophers have 
given to it their worthiest thoughts, 
The wisest legislators have provided 
for its protection. Painters represent 
cherubs as children, and the infant 
Cupid was the God of Love. .Even 
Christ himself said of the little ones, 
while he took them in his arms and 
blessed them, that of such is the 
kingdom of heaven composed. But 

’when we contemplate society with the 
passions which - rend and the crimes 
that disgrace it; its sufferings, its 
tears, its wants, its wretchedness, its 
lack of sympathy and of true enjoy
ment; when we sea .the nations ruled 
by the,sway of “blood and iron," and 
Aetræa driven from the earth, it ap- 
•pears almost incredible that all the 
world was once a little innocent child. 
Milton said: - , .

“The childhood shows the man, 
As morning shpw^the day. "

If this be so, why fltfe so many fair 
promises betrayedÎ.; Why should not 
the golden state ofj.ippocence be pro
longed into maturity a and age? It 
cannot ;be that vtóe’tand misery are 
necessary concomiente^ of adult hu
manity. Is it because we are wise 
overmuch, becausejwe.forget that the 
majority of mankind: are always 
“children, of a. large? growth, ” and 
instead of expecting.J^eríF, to be self
governing. patterns :of wisdom and 
virtue we should father look for the 
ignorant^ simplicity of children, and 
treat them accordingly. Or is it be
cause that with every year we go 
farther astray from nature, and pin 
bur happiness on a conventional life 
and conduct instead Of a childlike 
obedience to her eternal and universal 
lawff? Harmony with nature is all 
that God requires from all his crea
tures to make their happiness and sal
vation sure.. And however much we 
may change, nature is constant, 
“among the faithless, faithful only 
she!” . . -

The infant was worshiped as the 
semblance of the Godhead thousands 
of years, before tho Christian era. The 
celestial Virgin and Child of Pagan- 
ism-were adored from Africa to India.^ 
The Virgin’s names were innumerable. 
In Egypt she was Isis; in Babylon, 
Ishtar; in- Assyria, Ri; in Greece, 
Ceres; in Cyprus, • Venus; in Hin
dostán, Sara; in Persia, Artemis; in 
Syria, Astarte. The people of Mexico 
also worshiped the Mother and Child 
ages before America was discovered. 
As we write, there lie before us re
productions of some of these: Ishtar, 
of Nineveh, and ..her child with a 
shaven head; Anaitis, “The Mother of 
the Child,” who lies, swathed in her 
lap; Isis, suckling Horus; and Devaki, 
Christna. Devaki and Christna are 
represented as they were in India six 
hundred years j. (L, with aureoles 
around their heads like the Virgins 
and' Christs bf the mediaeval painters. 
The Virgin, although a Phallic 
divinity, was emblematical of time, in 
whose fertile womb all' things lie hid
den—the mother of all. For among 
mankind • the beau ideal of a mother 
Was' one in whom were ‘united the 
beauty of a virgin with the,tenderness 
of a mother. '' ‘ - ". ■ ' : . :

The production ¿¿'¿ child, although 
a natural marvel ' in dtself, is. so easy 
that an idiot off a- liinálic may become 
a parent as readfly ^s anyone else. 
But prudence requires; that the num
ber of offspring should never exceed 
the means of comfortable subsistence, 
and justice demShib that no one 
should become a piirqpt at all unless 
of a healthy breedçand sound in body 
and mind. The ybiing infant—“all 
fresshè betwene th^wliite and redé’’— 
what is it but a little, bundle of iix¿ 
stincts and hereditffryileanings? How,, 
then, shall it knbw 'tho pleasures of 
childhood and thejjoy^ of mature age, 
or perform its duties as a man or 
woman, unless it be equipped at start
ing with a sound constitution and good 
disposition. .Who çbn'' perceive the 
latent powers that may be its natural 
heritage? When Julius -Cæsar was 
excised from his mother,'who could 
have foreseen that the premature 
weakling, would lay the foundations of 
the greatest empire of antiquity? We 
should like to see genuine portraits of 
the childhood pf the world’s notable 
ones. Cleopatra's, : for instance, in her 
early maidenhood; Aspasia’s, when she 

Virgin Mary, of Bethlehem. Let us 
treat them . tenderly, these human 
mites, however they may have been 
begotten, for who can tpll what their 
future will be, The puny arm may 
some day hew down ..monsters, the 
lisping prattler may become a Socrates 
or a Shakespeare. The little peasant, 
a Christ to purify a sensual world.

The best natures may be ruined by 
injudicious training or evil surround
ings, and the. worse corrected if acted 
upon in time. Character is not 
moulded all at once. Everything with 
which it comes in contact influences it 
for good or for evil. It is here that 
the mother has such vast responsibility, 
for it rests with her very largely as to 
what the character of her child shall 
be. She has already moulded its body, 
she has now to mould its mind, to 
correct evil tendencies and to develop 
the good. Almost all good sons and 
daughters have had . good mothers. 
Therefore all men should be careful 
in the selection of wives, as women in 
the choice of husbands. There ought 
to be nothing of the haphazard in so 
momentous a union as marriage,which 
must be a blessing or a curse to a long 
line of descendants.

The lives of children should be as 
free as possible, and no restrictions 
imposed unless necessary. The frivol
ous hindrances to their freedom irri
tate their temper, depress their elastic 
buoyancy of spirits, and encourage 
them to be little prigs and deceivers. 
No sort of deceit should ever be prac
ticed towards them, for deceit begets 
deceit. No theologic dogmas nor cat
echisms should ever be taught them, 
nor their loyalty in believing be abused 
by fictions told as truths, for all these 
breed hypocrisies. Let them rather 
he allowed to formulate their beliefs 
for themselves when they are of an 
age to decide and to hold fast that 
which is good. Otherwise they may 
be compelled, in casting off their early 
creeds, to become skeptical of all 
goodness. In the education of child
hood it would be far better to incul
cate a sense, of honor than religious 
belief, because the latter is almost 
always flung away in later life, whereas 
honor will stand by them to the end. 
Honor will preserve them in moments 
of difficulty, and sustain them beneath 
oppressive circumstances. A religious 
devotee may be a sneak, a cheat, or a 
liar, but a man of honor, never. What 
virtue is to a virtuous woman, honor 
is to an honorable man. He preserves 
it, knowing that once lost it would be 
irreparable. The sensitiveness of 
childhood makes it the most favorable 
period for its cultivation. In the 
words of Addison: .
“Honor’s a sacred tie, the law of

. kings,
The noble- mind’s distinguishing per

fection, -
That aids and strengthens Virtue 

■ ; . where it meets her,
1 And imitate» her actions where she is 

not.” ' -

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
To the Editor:—Í desire to report 

the fine mediumistic work of William 
N. Means, which occurred on the 
camp grounds last evening in the 
presence of a circle of eight intelligent 
people, Spiritualists and skeptics.

The circle of nine, counting the 
medium, joined hands and in total 
darkness waited the result. Paper for 
drawing and messages had been pro
vided, and all conditions observed 
carefully precluded any possibility of 
collusion.

The result was two fine pictures on 
paper five by twelve Inches. The 
work is apparently in lead-pencil, 
artistically done. Messages are written 
on the same sheet with neatness, all 
in à surprising manner. The message 
received by the writer was as follows:

“Island Lake Camp, June 28, ’96.
“Sister Josselyn—Dear Friend: 

We come with a baptism of love for 
you and yours. Through your efforts, 
Inspired by the spirits immortal, 
whose loving influence is ever with 
you, this camp has been founded and 
perpetuated.. Rejoice and be faithful 
and the ripe harvest shall be yours.

“J. P. Whiting.”
Added to this is the picture of a 

benevolent spirit in a spiritual robe, 
with flowing beard and hair, in one 
corner the initials of the guides and a 
number I do not now know the mean
ing of. The name of J. P, Whiting 
will be recognized as-a well-known 
speaker of this State. The drawing 
will be framed and exhibited during 
Our coming camp. '

’ The message speaks of this camp 
■being perpetuated. I hope so,, as well 
as all others, for it seems to me to be 
so much needed, that thé facts may 
come to light and the truth be known 
by all people. ■

No fairer place in all the country 
was ever made for a camp ground and 
a place of spiritual upbuilding. Vis
itors (non-Spiritualists) are here board
ing for the pleasure and benefit de
rived from the clear/ bracing air and. 
beautiful scenery. Will they not also 
Imbibe a little of the spirituality given 
us from the “angels? Let us work for 
a oneness with - truth in all things, 
making thus peace and good will with 
All.- '■ Effie F, Josselyn.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.’’ By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood- is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular. Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating' a scientific basi^of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M, D„ 
LL.D. • A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im-

BY MOSES HULL.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE

L

V.

vn.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

A COMBINATION OF ' 
“The Question Settled” and ’‘The 

Contrast” Into one Volume.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This excellent work treats of the following subjects!

Anæsthetic Effects and Ri» 
idtty.

The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Vili. Clairvoyance.

A New Edition, Profusdy illustrated,

*‘I choose that a story should be founded on prob« 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire & 
find nothing in It trivial or extravagant! and I desM 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, then 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dlicenu 
Inc eye. though it escape tho observation of th< 
vulgar.’'—Voltairx.

WHITE MAGIO
T«niht lii “Three Boren«," a book olii! page«. It I« 
really every líterMilat»nd«ugge«ÜVBwnrk. Price
J1Ä. FOraaMatudiofllw. . „ ■-

THE PSYGHOGRflF’H
—OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
- _ —AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WHIOH U ADDED

Volney1« Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographic*! Notice 
by Count Darn, and the Zodiacal Blgm and 

ConatellaUone by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
. . , OF...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
... OR...

A CONCORDANCE
To tho principal poMagct of the Old and Few

Testament Beriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualismi

Together with * brief hiatory of the origin of m*ny of 
the Important books of tho Bible.

TWO IN ONE

This Instrument is substantially the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare In life early investigations. 
In Its improved form It has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved ita superiority over the Plan
chette, and. all other instrumems which have been 
brought out In imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
iU aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograph is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation^ 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumlBtla gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters« Many 
who begaruwlthitasan amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism,

Capt. D. B, Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I bad 
communications (by the Psycbograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
peen highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism la Indeed true, and tho communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severest 
10“1 have Of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested in psychic matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph. Jt Is very simple In principle and construc
tion, and I am euro must De far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now in use. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when its superior 
merit*  become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Addresst

HUDSON TUTTLE,
. Berlin Heights, Ohio.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that Is in this book appeared In an abridged 

form In a series of nine full pages of Tax Progress
ive Thinker. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed tp whit tho appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Theauthpr, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on fipirituallstlstic and other themes and each one Is 

«tudy on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Bull, In bls Introduction of this work s&yst

••Hoping that this book will servo to Rad the people 
outof the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its‘sanctified’enemies, It will not‘spike’ It, but will 
use It to batter down tho walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance. I send it out on Its errand of on 
llghtemnent with the humble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

Tnx ENCYCLOPEDIA OF..BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and is 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

IT IS. A MOST EXCEL- 
LENT_WORK.

This work is by DIL M. L. SHERMAN. assisted ba 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
12, but the price now has been reduced to 41. It !s a 
book that will Interest and Instruct It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. fiber
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence lu Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Cburcb History; Progression: Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality: 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Bplrft 
Abodes; Matter aud Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy: Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: “ Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, aud that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil 
My physical expand by virtue of that food and nour- 
«rhmeatof which I individually partake and digest 
wy soul muBt expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I Individually gather aud comprehend or digest," 
For sale at this office.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and illustrations. One vol- 
post8to, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This 14 undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books eter published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an appari 
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both tbo prosperity and the 
ruin or ancient states. A general assembly of the 
Ml0?' len“ih. convened, a IcgiilatJVe My 
formed, tho source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and cqulty-is finally proclaimed 
.to an expectant world.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
(Fathered from the tree of 
\Jf Life. Containing somo of the experience# of a 
iplrit who has been In spirit life flfty-aeven yetr#, Bv 
R. B. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contain! i 
Vast fund of Information. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson is learned. 
Re visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. HtasoUkww.Mh«. enW«ibed»Tkv*Il«y3!  

. very Interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
to “n.d>T advice leads him to the Temple of Progre«*  
HI# philanthrope work Is .vividly portrayed. This 
VorX contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa» 
tfon; Price »1.00. Tor sale at this office. - -

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

ms Leader of Armies. By Moers Hudl. This Is at 
once tbo most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most couvIucIuk arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more tbrllllngly In
teresting; no history more true. Trice In cloth, 40 
cents; paper corer, 25 cents. For sale at thia office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WB ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts on how to reach.that altitude 
where spirit issupremo and all things are subject to 
it. With portrait. By Moses Hulu Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; in paper cover. 25 
cents For salo at this office.

THE TALMUD.
Bclcctlonsfrom tho contents of that ancient book. 

It« commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches ot tho men who made and com
mented upon It. By H. Polang. 359 pp. Price, 
Cloth.ll.00. ”

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Interesting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cents.

DEATH AND THE AETER’mFE.
By Andrew Jaskson Darla. Something you should 

read. Price 75 cents. .

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies. '

A Manual of Physical, Intellect*  
ual and Spiritual " nlture.

COMPILED BY EMmA ROOD
TUTTLE. *

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND ‘
Songs, Golden Clialu Recitations, Memory Gemft 

Choral Response«, Funeral Ser.ices, Programs tot 
seasons, Parliamentary Rules. lustructlona for Oft 
gaulzlng aud conducting Lyceums, instructions fu 
Physical Culture, Calkthculcs and Marching; Bam 
ners, Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc. i a book p> 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual ot 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the want*  ci 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old Lymnology, 
It furnlshcsB unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no other selection contains, it glm 
a practical system of graceful calletheuics. every step 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives ti& 
structions how tX’make the badges aud banners and 
Instructs in marching. It shows howto establishi 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and hM 
all the most beautiful tongs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in thft 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical world 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While Intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sort 
?lying 78 pages of new spiritual music and woruS 
oundnowhere else, except in sheet form at mint, 

times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. J ! 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,;

40 Loomis St.. Chicago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle, 1

Berlin Heights. Ohio. '

This highly tnetructlve oad Intemting work 1i • 
combination into one volume of two of Mr. Uuli’l 
splendid works, By this arrangement the cost Is sucl 
that the reader Is enabled to secure the two boon 
çomjïnad at the same price as was formerly ««Ksi 
io? them separately. Tine volume contains <63 pfid 
and Is handsomely bound In cloth, and contains anev 
cellent portrait of the author.

THÉ QUESTION SETTLED .
is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit*  
naliem. No book of the century has made so mlnjr 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author's 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with mode« 
phenomensand philosophy, has been accomplished« 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to tho wants of human*  
ity; its moral tendency; the Bibio Doctrine of anflei 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, end the objflc*  
tions offered to 8 plrltuallem, are all considered In thl 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and commos 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelical!^ 
and Spiritualism. It is a most able production, antt 
Is a perfect storehouse Of tacts for those who wisfi- 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against tho 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. fop e- r- a- 1-uiQ r--

Tha TOts Bullr Brttoon Btimanoei
Zadlg, or fate,“ an Oriental History; "Tho Sage and 

the AthelBti” “The Prtaocw of Babylon:" "The MaS 
of Forty Crown«;" “The Huron, or Pupil of Nnturei’t 
"Mlcrotncga«," a Satire on Mankind; ‘The World U. 
It Goo«-,” "The Black and the White;’’ “Mernnon, thS! 
Philosopher;" "Andro De» Tonchea at Slam;” "Bab-.' 

r,?.h0 °! .««tufei" “A Conversation
Wlthn Chinese;" "Plato's Drcam;" “A Pleasure lit 
Having no Pleasure;',’ “An Adventure In India;’ 
,.iaan20t “Ha O°llni" “Travels of Scannenude;’* -
TneGoodBrabinin;” “The Two Comforter!:” “Afi> 

clent Faith and Fable.”
One volume? post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 83 ’ - 

illuBtratloni. Extra vellum cloth, |1.W; noatafte. 
15 ccnta.

“Voltaire’« satire was keen and Une-pointed a« '«’ 
rapler.-’-Magazlnb of Ara. History.
-Bdston^oramJnweiih“““' ““’’h® “ar<rf,e",,n«/' S

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records. -

BY DR. PAUL CARU3.
A translation from Japanese, made under the iu 

Sices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate to tun Pul 
ament of Religions. Was lately publlined In Jaia& . " 

Prlcegl. For sale at this office.

Old and New Theories. ■ 
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes*  

merism. . ‘
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism. ’

IX. Mesmeric Practice.
The price of this admirable work Is |L25, AU book! 

advertised in Tftx PBOotôsérrv Thlnxxr are '
For sale %t this office,

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
-OF-

JesusChrist
-BY— ■

NICOLAS N0T0VITCH.

Since the wilting of the New Testament no bookhal 
appeared of as great Importance to Christianity U 

-the UKKNoww Lrri of Jesus ClmiBT.
Thia volume, written by the digcorcror of the manu

script, contains a thrilling account of the privations 
and peril! encountered In his search for It, a literal 
translation of tho original manuscript, and lastiye 
critical analysis of what It contains.

This workcontains 185.neatly printed pages, and If 
published on the basis of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. papei 
covefiPrlCe25 cents, postages cent®. -
Address thisofflee, 40 Loomis St., Chicago,DU

lEALTHWPOWERr
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by tha 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles of 
Light and Color.” “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather, 85 cents.. - >

INTERVIEWSWITH SPIRITS 
By Carrie E. B. Twlng, medium. Price 50 cents. 

aTj invaluable work"
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

L and Dwelling placet. By Dr. J. M.- Peebles. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of their dwelling places. Give us detail! 
—details and accurate delineations of life In the Spirit- 
world!—Is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. 'Whither—oh, whither! Sb&u 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? TV ill they know 
me? TFbat Is their present condition, and what tbelt 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing u 
they may, arc allowed to speak for themselves Np 
man is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place ft 
work of this klhd before the people. He treats of th| 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes, The Bridging« 
the River; Foregleams of the Future, Testimony of 
Satnta; The Growth and Perfection of the Bpirlwu 
Body; is It the Soul or Body that Blu?; Clothint 1ft 
the Spirit World; Onr Little Ones In Heaven: The reft 
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tbo Red Man’l 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physlctamni 
Spirit Life; Ths Homes of Apoities and Divines; Tn 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; Spirt Homea M 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit IaH» 
Many other matters are treated too numerons to ** Job. Price thtyi portage 12 cento, For nit MM
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Buchanan Writes of His 
Coming Works., GREAT 
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Invent a Telescope That Will 
Disclose the Spirit

World,

Bis Passage to Spirit-Life Seen 
... . by Mrs. Richmond.
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SatunUy at No. 40 LooaU fitteci

Shorn of Romish and Prot
estant Errors.

I

IM

Terms of Subscription.
Thx Pbogmbbivk Tiiinkkr will bo furatahed until 

“• Iwifeer notice, at the following teruu, InvaiUbly in 
••dvinces
•Ofloyear - -- -- -- - IL00

' Cluba of ten (e copy to the one getting up
tbe»lub) - - - - • • I7,601

• Thirteen weeks - - - - - - -25ctj
x Single copy ----- • - acta

... BKHITTANCJC8.
Remit by rostoffice Money Order, Registered Letter, 

'W dfafton Chicago or Kew- York. It costs from 10 
V/ IS cents to get orefts caahcd < n local banks, so don't 
’fiend them UDieffi) ou wkli t bat nmount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct nil letters to J. B.'Francis' 
Bo. 40 Looiula bt.. Cblcs^o. Ill

- CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION
’ ' As there are thousands who will at ^h st ventur 

only twenty-five cents for The PnoaniAaivvTuiKKKi- 
thirteen weeks, we would auggest to those win* recelvt 
ft sample copy, to solicit scveval others to unite with 
them, and thus ba able to remit from tl to $10, or even

1: more than the latter sum. A large number of Hltle 
' . amounts will make a large auiu total, and thus extend 

che Held of our labor and useiulBti< The suuic sug-
• gestlon will apply fu all cases of renew».! of subscrip 

nuns—solicit others to aid in the good work. You will 
experience nodldlculty whatever441 inducing Sjilrltu-

' ftllst« to aubscrlbe for TnKPiiuanKssivK Tiunkeb, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the value
lie Information Imparted therein each week, and at

:■ the price of only about two cents per week.

1 A Bountiful Harvest for 35 Cents
i Do you want a tnore bountiful harvest than we tan 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a 1 )o- 
: jneot what an intellectual feast that small Investment 

will fornlHh you. The subscription price of Thb Fko- 
. OBRSsiVB Thimkkh thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 

.cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
: four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 

- mind-refreshing reading muller, equivalent to a modi- 
uin-Kleedbookl . •

Take Notice;
ZW At expiration of subacriptlon, If not renewed, 

tho paper Is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra number.,

' »Sr It you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, aud errors In address will be promptly 

. corrected, and mlealug numbers supplied gratis.
iuX- Whenever you desire Ilie address ot your paper 

changed, always giro the address ot the plape to which 
Il 1' num err. «" »>■- .-liargs cannot be made. '

IRE TBJOGREb&iVí THINKEh

High Opinion of the Turks.
There is a pleasure in getting truth, 

;■ ' even if it is late in coming, in regard to' 
tlie Sultan and Turkish affairs. Minis
ter Terrell has lately returned to the 

. United States, and was interviewed by 
tho press representatives. Without be- 

■ traying any State secrets he is reported 
to have said during his conversation:

“I confess to a feeling of pride, and 
- think all Americans may well be proud 

of the fact, that in all the recent troub- 
■ les not one of our countrymen has been 

personally injured. Some property has 
1 been destroyed, but the grand vizier has 

always been as ready to make reparation
, as I have beeu to ask it. In fact, I may 

; say that in some instances he has even 
’; anticipated my request for complete de

tails, and in a general way it should be 
added that he and his assistants are 

- wonderfully shrewd diplomats and un- 
• derstand the position of the United 

• ; States quite as well as we do ourselves.
They know we can have no possible in

. ■ terest in meddling with Turkish affairs, 
< and that all we do is for the good of hu- 

.-‘inanity. - This may be the main cause, 
.'/• while men of nearly all other nations 
v ; have suffered, Americans have been as

'. safe in Turkey as at home.
'. "A few elementary facts about Tur- 

■ key, and in fact all Asia, are overlooked 
by most Western people. The most im- 

• portant, perhaps, is that the term 
- - ■ ’Christian’ in all that country is an

- ■ ethnic one. It means a race or a nation 
Father than any particular form of faith.

~ Thus the peaceful, industrious Armen
ians at homo, the tricky as well as the 

■ honest traders in the cities, the off- 
■ scourings of European merchant vessels 

• and the half-savage robbersand murder- 
■ ors of the Greek highlands are all Chris
tians. In some of the ports the scum of 

■ < oth er countries around. the Mediterra
nean and the worst part of the sailor 

■ : class, together with a considerable por- 
"tion of outcasts both male and female, 
are gathered in what is called the Chris
tian quarter, and it is perfectly natural 
that to the better class of Mohammedans 

■ the name should suggest the vilest of 
i- mankind. In short, Christian simply

. means those who are not Jews or Mo- 
■ hammedans, and consequently includes 

some very bad people. If all the con
victs of this country were sent to Asia,

. • they would be called’ Christians. It de
pends, therefore, a good deal on the 
in-ovince in which the Mohammedans 
ive as to what their idea of a Christian

. ,is. The missionaries are generally re
. garded as good and earnest men and 
' women, and the ministers of Christian 

: nations and the better class of their cit-
• izens-who travel in Turkey are very

highly regarded. My honored prede
cessors have also done much to give the 
'Turks a good opinion of us. General 
Lew Wallace was very highly regarded, 

rand James Russell Lowell, who merely
- 'visited Turkey while he was embassador 

.■ . to Spain, made a fine impression. I be
lieve he also formed a pretty high opin-

• ion of the Turks.”

<r

fSr.

To Abate Political Ardor.
Way back through the long and event

ful years, to that distant period when the 
. writer was yet in his "teens," ere his 

.; , wisdom teeth were cut, his hair was 
white, or his brow was wrinkled, an old 

/.philosopher inquired:
“Why do you take such a deep inter

est in the presidential election? You 
. are more personally interested in the 

; election of a constable, and are liable to 
■ Buffer greater inconvenience from the 

official acts of a bad one than from 
either of the aspirants to the presidency 
now in the field.”

Since then there have been fifteen 
presidential elections, and we own 

. frankly, the wise old man, whose first 
- vote was cast for President Washing

ton, saw things as we see them now. We 
mention the fact hoping somewhat to 
abate the youthful ardor of callow man
hood, who, taught by aspiring ambition, 
believe the country will go to the dogs 
unless their favorite candidate is elected 
to-office. We beg the privilege to as
sure them the sun will continue its 

.. course, the seasons will come and go, 
day and night will alternate, the rains 

, will fall and the harvests will be reaped 
' precisely the same let any of the parties 

< now in the field be dominant. Theques- 
tions of tariffs and finance are mooted 
ones on which each of the parties, as 
have most men,-occupied opposite sides, 
and to-day it is far from settled which is 
in the right.

Obnoxious to the Gods,
• Aristophanes, a comic poet who lived 

some 434 years before our era, in his 
play known as “The Clouds," puts into 
the. mouth of Socrates the expression: .

"Zeus hurls his bolts at his own tem
ple as readily as at a.rock.” .

This shows that 400 years before our 
era the temples dedicated to the gods 

■ ■ were meeting with the same fate as do 
modern churches; that the same evi
dence of^ivine displeasure,as to their 
erection was witnessed then as now, and 
that the attention of ancient philos
ophers was called to this fact as is the 

’ attention of the thoughtful to-day.

W. W. Chandler, of this city, whose 
painful transition to Spirit-life on Sat
urday the 27th inst., we mentioned in 
our last issue, was nearly 76 years of 
age. , -

He was born in Vermont and was of 
the staunch old Puritan stock. He early 
came to Ohio and, a little later, to this 
city, where for nearly forty years he 
has been a resident: He was associated 
with the Star Union Line (Pennsylvania 
Railroad), and has been one of the most 
active and efficient promoters of the in-( 
terests of that railroad, and especially' 
of “Fast Freight" transportation.

Mr. Chandler was reared a Presbyte
rian but, twenty years ago, he became 
converted to the knowledge of Spirit
communion by a discourse of Cora.' L. V. 
Richmond, or her inspirers. Since that 
time he has attended her services regu
larly, and both he and his wife have 
been among the warmest and most 
devoted adherents to the truths of Spir
itualism; that is, a future existence and 
intercommunion between the two 
worlds, especially as put forth by Mrs. 
Richmond, for whom he has ever had a 
deep affection, as well as a lofty appre
ciation of her public work.
■ Mr. Chandler never forced his opin
ions upon others, but he never hesitated 
to avow his convictions when occasion 
required. ' ’

The religion of Spiritualism and the 
ministrations of Mrs. Richmond were 
among the chief comforts and consola- 
lations in his last illness, which lasted 
four years. Mrs. Richmond was a con
stant visitor at his bedside, and the gen
tle Ouina spoke many words of uplifting, 
many cheering and strengthening mes
sages to lighten the hours of suffering.

His devoted wife never left him; in 
fact, she was rarely absent a moment 
from his side and never left the house 
during his illness. - ,

We have from Mrs. Richmond the ac
count of the vision which was herp dur
ing the passing out of this generous- 
hearted man whose absence from his 
mortal form many will keenly feel. 
Mrs. Richmond says: .

‘ ‘E ver since I became a seer at the age 
of 11, it has been my privilege to have 
open vision whenever 1 have been pres
ent at the time of the passing out of any 
friend. ’

"I was with Mr. and Mrs. Chandler 
for three days, and saw clairvoyantly the 
process of the release of the spirit from 
the body. For many hours the state of 
partial coma indicated that the spirit 
was belqg withdrawn. Toward the close 
I saw a white, fleecy, cloud-liko vapor; 
then a shaft of light that formed above 
the body. Many friends in spirit were 
about the form, some of whom were my 
own guides. .

"I saw the spirit set free before the 
breathing had ceased, and saw the re
lief, surprise and joy that came to his 
countenance. Ouina was the first to 
meet him, and then he was folded like a 
babe to the heart of his mother, who 
had waited for him so long.

"Words can convey no adequate idea 
of the surpassing beauty, peace, the 
glory of this awakening from pain and 
suffering, to the knftwlcdge of Spirit
life; but he turned With ineffable tender
ness to the dear ones bending over the 
couch, and almost seemed to feel that 
he ought not to be glad of his release, 
because they would be so lonely.

“I have seen many pass on, but none 
where there was Buch a sense of relief, 
joy and ‘ thankfulness as in this in
stance.” ■

Mrs. Richmond’s guides officiated at 
the services, in fact, conducted them..

There was a solo by Dr. Chas. H. 
Bushnell, “What Must It Be to Be 
There.’’

The discourse followed, by Mrs. Rich
mond, and one gentleman, who voiced 
the feeling of. all present, afterward 
said:

"I have often been strengthened and 
uplifted by these memorial discourses 
by the guides of Mrs. Richmond, and I 
especially desired to hear this one, but 
I feel perfectly sure, having heard it, 
that nothing in the world could have 
compensated me had I not been there.”

Mr. Chandler will be ever remem
bered by the many whom he has aided, 
especially the young men whom he had 
assisted to start in life’s career, and his 
friends will find no consolation for his 
human loss, except the knowledge that 
he lives, loves and abides with them 
ever.

The casket was taken to Graceland, 
where the remains were incinerated.

9
An Unparalleled Offer,

VOLUME ONE OF THE ENOYCLOPjBDIA 
OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers. 
In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover,-as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office .and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

Wo wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
it if you could not get another copy.

JSTAny one of our present subscrib
ers who will send usa new three months’ 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

Eg1'as the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
•the above terms fot a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

J. Jay Watson. ■
There are many thousands of Spirit

ualists throughout the country who 
would be glad to hear Ole Bull's famous 
Cremona violin, and some of his pieces, 
rendered as nearly as possible in his 
own inimitable style. J. Jay Watson, 
the great violinist, owns this remarka
ble instrument, and there could be no 
greater attraction at our Spiritualist 
camps than the music that he could fur
nish. The circular of the Lake George 
Camp-meeting spoke as follows of Mr. 
Waton:

"And what shall we say of those disci
ples of Apollo, whose gospel of music is 
ever above and beyond all criticism, 
and seemed a symphony from celestial 
spheres? The .wild, weird strains of the 
violin of the only Norwegian, as ren
dered by Prof. Watson, the skillful ren
dering of choice selections upon the 
piano by Miss Watson, and the sweet 
voice of Mrs. Watkins, as in song she 
brought to our inner vision sweet mem
ories of departed days, were indeed ‘red 
letter’ occasions.”

Mr. Watson can be engaged at camp
meetings anywhere in the United States. 
Address him at 1055 Bedford avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. ‘

A Reverend Libeler.
The Rev. H. L. Hastings, in that 

model religious organ “The Christian,” 
discourses thusly:

“It is a fact tho doctrines of infidelity 
tend to the destruction of those who 
embrace them. They not only weaken 
moral restraint, give loose rein to appe
tite and vice, but they also rob men of 
hope, so that, ceasing to battle with 
brave hearts against the inevitable ills 
of this mortal existence, they abandon 

‘the fight in despair, and plunge into sui
cides’ graves." ■

In the term “infidelity,” like all 
churchmen, the Rev. Hastings includes 
those who do not believe In the atoning 
blood of Jesus, whether Christian or non
Christian. The Spiritualist who does 
not believe in original sin, Adam’s fall, 
total depravity, and salvation by faith, 
is placed iq the same category, in the 
estimation of this reverend Libeler, with 
the Agnostic and the Atheist.
‘ With such false statements constantly 
emanating from the religious press, and 
proclaimed from a hundred thousand 
pulpits, should they who know the asser
tions false remain silent? The records 
of courts, and the statistics of crimes 
and the confessions on the gallows, all 
tell who it is who are not subject to 
moral or even legal restraints, and they 
iioint conclusively to those who “give 
oose rein to appetite and vice,” and it 

is not to the unbeliever. The “plung
ing into suicides’ graves” are the acts 
of churchmen caught in the crime or on 
the eve of exposure, who are ashamed' 
to face their guilt. Unable to regain 
their late high-standing in the pulpit, 
tho forum, in commercial circles, or at 
the family altar, they make the fatal 
plunge. • '

Who shall say Self-execution in such 
cases is not deserved retribution for 
long-concealed crimes? Certainly the 
suicide terminates his power for further 
crime and saves the expense of his ar
rest, conviction and punishment.'

History makes haste to record great 
fleeds, but often neglects good ones.— 
Hosea Ballou. ....

The envious man grows lean'at the 
excess of his neighbor.—Horace. -

PW

Distinguished Indorsement.
Dr. S. C. Adams, of Oregon, writing 

us of Dr.Brown’s Researches in Oriental 
History, says:

"It is most a remarkable and thrilling 
digest of history and facts, much in a 
small space, and most happily arranged. 
There is more in it than in hundreds of 
books of ten times its size. It - carries 
the impression of ‘inspiration’ more 
strongly than any other book I ever 
read. If that was not inspired, then no 
book ever was. It is as conclusive and 
Anal in its proofs as any demonstration 
of the ‘47th problem of Euclid’ I ever 
heard. A lunatic might as well contro
vert the Multiplication Table as tb de
ny its fact and conclusions."

The Progressive Thinker, not
withstanding the immense sales it has 
made, has still a limited supply of Dr. 
Brown’s wonderfully interesting and in
structive book on hand, which will be 
mailed to any address on receipt of $1.50. 
It bas passed through four editions In 
the brief time since it first came from 
the press. .

Hang and Quarter the Knaves.
It is .very humiliating to read in the 

secular press the constant exposures of 
humbug mediums who personate loved 
ones who have gone to the great beyond. 
They pose as Spiritualists, but they are 
not such; are merely- unprincipled 
fakirs
“Who steal the livery of the court of 

heaven • , .
To serve the Devil in.”
A news dispatch of the 21st ult, from 

Decatur, Mich» details the exposure in 
Porter township of R. H. King, pre
tending to be a materializing medium. 
Only prosecution in the cbu'rts can stop 
these frauds. Once exposedthey should 
never be trusted again. “Once a thief, 
always a thief,” is an bld axiom. King 
was supposed to be securely tied in his 
cabinet when he was arrested outside, 
personating a spirit, .

Chicago’s Public Library,
The report of the librarian of the Chi

cago Public Library for June, 1896, 
shows there are 217,293 volumes on the 
shelves; that 10,485 volumes have been 
added during the last year; that 2,542,
580 books have been taken from the 
rooms, or consulted by visitors to the 
library during the same period.

This is a proud report for bur young 
city, and shows we have a reading and 
thinking population Baid to be larger 
than any other city on the globe. With 
these facts, is it surprising The Pro
gressive Thinker has a larger read
ing constituency than any other liberal 
paper? - .

SIGNIFICANT.
What the “ Pen Said and 

What the Visitor Said,

Suggestions that Are Worthy of 
BelngJPondered.

■ ■ re—-—
I sat at my dedk writing an article on 

“The First Worship,” and was patiently 
unearthing some 'word whose root ran 
back into the -Iffiig-buried Phoenician, 
when I was recElled to earth—and mod
ern, alive, aggressive Chicago earth, at 
that, by a clang of the door-bell. Being 
my own butler, I answered the sum
mons, and found Mr, So-and-so’s wife, 
who had brought along a “home paper” 
and intended to "just; sit still and read.”

I invited her into the back parlor, 
while the yocal lesson proceeded in the 

; front room; ; • ’
Mrs, So-and-so chatted awhile on in

different subjects of no particular inter
est, until thp penholder over my ear be
gan to squirm and wriggle about from 
sheer nervousness—at least so it seemed 
to me.

"El” whispered the pen, “is the orig
inal for Sun, Bolar, Elohim,, the Sun
God, thé Sun:>as Beth-el.is House of 
God, beth being house." '

“House of God,” whispered the pen; 
“Leo is the celestial house of the Sun
God, in which he is for the thirty-one 
days of the month of July, since we have 
twelve months for our circle of the year, 
as we have twelve signs of the Zodiac.”

And all the timq Sirs- So-and-so was 
chatting about this and that.

Suddenly she;' leaned forward and 
asked: “Is this your library?” > -

I answered, “No, the library belongs 
to Mr. Hull; wo rent his house fur
nished." ; .

“Yes," she said, "I know Mr. and Mrs. 
Hull—nicest people that over lived— 
and I know this to be their house. Are 
you o Spiritualist?"

I looked straight at my caller in si
lence for a moment, and If you will be- 

_lieve it, the pen over my ear never re
corded a word.

“lam a member of such-and-such a 
church," I said. .

"Oh, yes, so are we members of Buoh- 
and-euch another church,’’ said my 
guest.

“But if you want to know whether I 
believe in immortality, and spirit com
munication with us in the body, 1 am. 
free to tell you I know it.”

"Well, there, row,” said my guest, “I 
have just beeu hungry to speak to some 
one who,believed in it. «When death 
came into my household, I think I 
should have gone insane had not an ac
quaintance led me Into the belief."

We talked for an hour as fast as two 
women can talk—but no matter what 
we said; I give this ranch of the picture 
solely as a sort of headline for my text 
It is this; that we.pay our money to sup
port churches .ftpu. ministers: we give 
our influence, hdwjsver much or little 
that may be, to “uphold the churches; 
and yet we starve and freeze in our 
very souls, and are-just simply forced to 
forage, as it wqj-é,.,. here and there, in 
the wilderness of churches, for à fellow 
mortal with whom we may speak of spir
itual things. । :!

The question arjjjes: “How long, O. 
Lord, how long" before we can or will 
come out and support our own churches, 
or temples, or - plafies of meeting? It is 
only a matter ofitimle, we know.

Man evidentlyibqgan very low down, 
.very low indeed,' whether as a blade of 
grass, or a mollusk, or a monkey, 1 have 
no idea. buOthe'fli-ét 'history he left of 
himself, was siqiply® few rude flints, in 
the haunts of tog cave-bear,‘and he has 
grown and developed to his present 
state. This is incontrovertible proof 
that he will continue to progress, so we 
know that the day will comewhen theqe 
will be no more real separation by 
death.

There must always be the change we 
call death, but this does not necessitate 
separation. But could we not hasten 
that day, at least for ourselves, by ju
diciously setting our wills to do so? 
Might not we who pay for our pews 
in the churches, and Starve there for 
the "bread of life,” put our money into 
edifices of our own where we could meet 
and “have the gospel preached to us?” 
Literally speaking, have organized so
cieties who could afford to pay for the 
most gifted exponents of the truth, 
where the best of music aided in the 
harmonizing effects, and the most sin
cere of materializers niight be found.

You tell me we have all this.
Yes, I know.
Yet I tell you that Mrs. So-and-so 

guesses that Mrs. Someone-else may 
have Spiritualistic tendencies because 
she rents a house of that splendid leader, 
Moses Hull, and so “cutsacross,lots,” as 
it were, to get a crumb ef comfort, pro
vided her guess is right.

Spiritualism, like the X-ray, is devel
oping itself as it is bound to develop; 
meanwhile, are we moving along with 
it, or arb we resting on our oars, know
ing the tide will move, “will you, nil 
you” and simply doing nothing?

Do we fully realize that for two-thirds 
of us, a greater or less degree of inter
communication could be established, be
tween ourselves and those already gone 
on to the spirit-life, if we only put our
selves in training for it?

Yes, training.
This sounds queer, does it? My proof 

Is that almost every medium has to sit 
for development.

And why not? Do not -the very laws 
of life compel us to.practice in order to 
perfect ourselves in anything? Does not 
the musician require study and long 
practice? Is there any . trade or device 
on earth that does not require practice 
to perfect? Wellj then, since we are 
the instrument, since we can do noth

, ing else- without practice, does it not 
stand to reason that wé must put dur
self in practice for this? If wé had an 
absent lovéd one to whom we could write 
only in anew lâfigqage, would we hot 
master the language? Do we realize 
that we might bè’fnediums if we wptild? 
Not alike Ln degree,' but more or less 
able to communicate, with" our 'friends. 
We might do so, much, and we do sb 
little. ' One of the Many.

' • X I'1- : ' ' ,
Constlpatioh, an exceedingly dauger- 

ous condition of the towels, is nearly al
. ways the result afic&relessness and inat

tention to the calls ofcnature. To cor
rect irregularities' add restore healthy 
movements, the ^estipperient is Ayer’.s 
Pills. They are pasjj-to take.

“The Great Roman Anaconda." By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph. Ph.D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A Sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and ita priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

He-grleves morf thfe Is necessary who 
grieves before it ts ribcessary.—Seneca. 
' His face was of the doubtful kind that 
wins the eye and not the mind.—-Scott.

In law nothing is certain but the ex
pense.—S. Butler. • \

Like clocks, one wheel another on 
must drive, affairsby diligent laboronly 
thrive.—Chapman. . '

The most certain sign of being born 
■with great quailtiesis to be born with
out envy.—Rochefoucauld.

Sow good services; .sweet remem
brances will grow from them.—Mme. 

Me Steel.
Who plays for more than he can lose 

with pleasure. stakes his heart.—Her
bert _

In such a world as ours the Idle man 
is not so much a biped as a bivalve.— 
Horace Mann,

ToTHEEmTOR:-^-Youhave achieved 
for your paper a leading position for 
many readers and thinkers. I don’t 
quite agree with you on all things, for 
you have not had the time and oppor
tunity for such investigations as would 
reveal the imperfections of some things 
that are current—the world being 
tired of surviving errors and crudities 
as well as of incoming light.

You of course wish to remove the 
old errors as well as receive the in
coming truth—and this destruction of 
error is always a difficult and danger
ous task to its soldiers. The super
stitions organized at Rome in the 
first and second centuries have been 
the most terrible curse ever inflicted 
on fnankind, and I congratulate you 
on bringing out the writings of Pres
ident White, which are invaluable. 
We cannot do too much for their cir
culation, for although the “higher 
criticism" has really demolished the 
authenticity of the Roman Bible, the 
church clings, to it, and her pulpit 
keeps-from the people the historical 
truth, developed by Schleiermacher 
and fifty other theologians. Even 
what the Encyclopædia Britannica says 
is ignored in the pulpit.

The horrible demon God of the Ro
man Testament, and the superstitions 
and crimes of her followers, have 
driven intellectual and honest men by 
thousands into such righteous disgust 
with the church as to make them 
think religion a farce and material 
science the only truth.

Spiritualism comes to the rescue, 
showing the higher world and the lost 
truth in religion, which is the inspira
tion from the invisible.

In primitive Christianity there was 
a pure spiritual religion in harmony 
with all we know to-day, though it is 
so thoroughly concealed by the Itoman 
imposture with its mythical lunatic 
story of Jesus, which lead a few to 
doubt his real existence, though it is 
a well-established fact in the minds of 
competent historians, and is also well 
established by spiritual testimony to
day and by direct psychic perception.

It would seem impossible to recover 
the pure spirituality and pure religion 
of the first century (the teachers of 
which were martyred) from the great 
pool of moral filth and poison which 
overwhelmed it at Rome when Ca
rabbas began his hellish work; and 
BQnje may think it unnecessary, be
cause we have the laws of God ex
pressed by the universe, and are as 
free to develop our religion to-day as 
in the time of the Apostles—in fact 
far more free—and such has been my 
work to develop the divine laws of life 
implanted in the constitution of men— 
but an object-lesson is more impressive 
to mankind than a philosophy, and 
there is no grander object-lesson than 
the true lives of Jesus and his Apos
tles, of whom John was the deepest 
thinker and Paul the most heroic.

The world does not know them, but 
I do' They have given me the true 
history of their times and their teach
ings, by spirit writing and by spiritual 
communications, in which I have been 
aided by my late consort, who has 
attended me since her departure and 
participated in these investigations, 
guarding against error. The noble 
characters she knew spiritually in life 
are with Ker now, and they have often 
been seen by my friends, and have 
presented themselves in spiritual pho
tographs, so that to me they are as 
real as my earthly friends.

The introduction of the true history 
of the first two centuries, and the 
wonderful (though rational) events in 
Jerusalem—and the exposition of the 
whole damnable process by which the 
Catholic Church was established, and 
its half-brother, the Protestant, is the 
only sure method of destroying that 
bloody imposture.

The theologians who have had hon
est purposes have proved the absence 
of authenticity in the Bible, but they 
dare not speak out manfully—and 
they have been utterly unable to get 
the concealed history of the first and 
second centuries, which the Roman 
priests have hidden in oblivion; and 
until that is revealed the church will 
hold its ground for centuries.

As Paddy said of the decapitated 
turtle, “The crater’s really dead, but 
isn’t slnsible of it yet,” but when the 
lost history comes out, the turtle will 
be thrown on its back, to die where 
it lies. ■ .. ' .. / '

The best book on this, subject is the 
History of the Christian Religion, by 
Judge Waite, of Chicago—and the 
next best is Rev. J. T. Sunderland’s 
book oh the Bible, showing very gen
tly and kindly that it is only a doubt
ful’sort of compilation.

But Waite's is too learned for gen- 
.eral ch'oulation, and there is a good 
deal of the history he could not get 
hold of. . : ?■' <. ■

The church fights such books and 
shuts them out; but my work reaches 
all honest Christians, showing, them 
what true Christianity was, and. what 
a terrible counterfeit has been im
posed on them by such decisive evi
dence they cannot get away from it, 
and it is certain to start a revolt of 
honest, intelligent citizens when they 
see the fraud, and tear thé churches 
asunder, constructively as well as de
structively, leaving the religion of 
spiritual science master of the field. 

. With the co-operation of those who 
are truly spiritual, truly scientific, 
truly religious, and intolerant of false
hood and superstitions, a speedy 
revolution may be effected among the 
enlightened and superstition abolished, 
yielding to- that religion which ia but

the full expression of all that is good 
and glorious in humanity,

I see no reason why you should not 
lend your effective aid in tills revolu
tion. But it is an immense work for 
me to prepare the history and crit
icism, and I cannot say how soon it 
may be ready. Yet I may throw out 
something to lead inquirers to look 
into the ancient fraud. Yours cor
dially, J. R. Buchanan,

To the Editor:—As set forth by 
the Chicago Tribune, the notion that 
it may be possible to construct a tel
escope lens fifty feet in diameter, re
ported in Washington advices, is such 
a taking fancy that doubtless many 
will regret it cannot be actualized. It 
is generally supposed that the avail
able magnifying power of a telescope 
varies lineally with the diameter of 
the objective lens and in area with its 
square, so that a fifty-foot lens would 
make the sun, moon and other celes
tial objects appear fifteen times larger 
in each direction than they will bo 
seen through the big telescope soon 
to be mounted at Geneva Lake, Wis., 
that being the biggest refracting tel
escope in the world up to date.

Theoretically a telescope will bear a 
magnifying power of about sixty to 
each inch in the working diameter of 
the object glass. Hence a fifty-foot 
lens would give a magnifying power 
of 36,000, bring the moon within less 
than seven miles of the observer, and 
permit him to see objects ten feet 
wide; enable us to studj' the appear
ance of Mars at times as well as we 
could do with the naked eye at the 
distance of only a thousand miles, 
give an appreciable disk to many of 
the fixed stars, reveal the existence of 
whole families of planets circling 
round not a few stars which now seem 
to be single or double, permit the 
measurement of parallax for a large 
proportion of the starry host, and in 
several other respects greatly widen 
out our present knoweldge of the 
structure of the visible universe.

It is not true, as fancied by some, 
that the space-penetrating power and 
effective diminution of distance are 
proportional to the square of the 
diameter. It is easy to see that the 
ability to perceive distinctly and to 
study details Increases only with the 
apparent change in lineal dimension, 
other conditions being equal. But 
with this limitation the gain of / the 
new telescope over that of tolday 
might be expected to equal thq ad
vantage which the instruments now in 
use give over the best that were con
structed within several years of the 
time when Galileo turned his optic 
tube upon the planet' Jupiter. We 
say “might be expected.” The truth 
is scientific men are aware that sev
eral facts, prominent among which is 
atmospheric tremor, would interfere 
to cut down greatly the actual gain 
from the theoretical in the working 
power of the instrument.

It does not appear, however, that 
any decided advantage can be obtained 
by the method claimed to have been 
invented for dispensing with the use 
of glass. It was pointed out in the 
Tribune that thegreat deflecting work 
of the lens is done at its surfaces, this 
depending on the difference in density 
of the media through which the rays 
are made to pass before reaching the 
eye of the observer. So the glass 
cannot be dispensed with in a refract
or, and it is not said to be proposed 
to use the oxygen in a reflector. It 
is interesting, too, to note • that this 
and other propositions for evading 
the hitherto existing difficulty in cast
ing very big lenses are made just 
about the time that difficulty is being 
overcome. A glassmaking firm re
cently has announced its willingness 
to undertake the casting of lenses of 
as much as five feet in diameter, and 
men who have studied the changing 
conditions of thé problem say there is 
little doubt of far greater things being 
possible in the near future. But be- 
yon4 this will come in important ques
tions of deflection of figure as well as 
of atmospheric tremblings as causes 
of what the astronomer calls “bad 
seeing.” It may be considered prob
able that the biggest telescopes of the 
next century will be constructed on 
the plan of having a large number of 
stationary reflectors, each casting rays 
from the object to one common focus, 
close to which the image of the object 
will ' be magnified, measured, and 
otherwise studied. '

The Tribune’s views are very sug
gestive, and leads one to the reflection 
that in the not far distant future an 
instrument may be perfected wherein 
spirit forms and spirit scenery-will be
come visible. The world is on the 
eve of great unfoldments, spiritually
as well as materially, 8.

A docile disposition will, with appllca- 
tlon, surmount every difficulty,—Man-

JULY H, 180«.

A Chicagoan East
To tub Editor As you see, J an 

in Boston, the city of the center, and 
found myself, from the first hour, 
plunged into the great sea of inquiry 
and action, upon whose waters are 
ever moving seekers for light and 
truth. Day nor night has furnished 
intermission. I have little time to 
think, even rapidly.' Ao other city 
ever had such opportunity to make 
history as Boston, and she has always 
improved it, until you can hardly step 
without putting your foot on a his
torical incident. In fact, there is a 
guide service established here, as in 
the great cities of Europe, to enable 
travelers and strangers to see the 
Common and the State House and the 
three Beacons and thb Back Bay, etc.

Faneull Hall is growing very much 
the worse for age. The Common is 
all torn up, as well as many of the 
principal streets, on the line of the 
great subway, the hole which is, some
time or other, to hold the trolley lines 
that now fill up all the business 
streets. They run from a center, like 
the many arms of an octopus, reach
ing every square mile of Boston and 
its suburbs, and are destined in the 
future to be the common method of 
transit throughout.the State of Mas
sachusetts. ,

The subway was the outcome of an 
attempt to have an "L" road. It is 
darkly hinted at that a hole was a 
better place than an elevated road, to 
put away taxes, under the rule or 
“addition, division and silence.”

Boston is a very nice place, with all 
its quaintness and sea-breezes, at 
which to spend the summer. The 
usual method is to secure a room and 
then board somewhere else.

The International Sunday-School 
Convention is in session, aud many 
delegates are here from everywhere. 
Many of the faces were here last year 
as Christian Endeavorers. We have 
no fault to find with the C. E. if they 
would stop endeavoring to put God in 
the Constitution—an impossibility, for 
a part can never contain the whole.

The spiritual interests of Boston 
would be more effective if it were not 
for the subtile scorn that the many 
little cliques can infuse into the 
phrase “those people,” when speaking 
of each other.

It is a great pity that the First 
Spiritual Temple, standing grim and 
gloomy in its monastic sternness, 
could not be filling a more active 
mission than just waiting.

I had a chance to call on J. M. 
Wade, the occultist, who has written 
thousands of pages under inspiration. 
His latest work is a life of Madame 
Blavatsky, by herself, given through 
a Yost typewriter, in a dark cabinet, 
pages and pages. Brother Wade’a 
last publication is a “New Bible” of 
416 pages, 8vo. It certainly must 
be of interest, for he is the most 
original of all the prophets I have had 
the good fortune to meet.

The birds are beginning to fly to 
Lake Pleasant Camp and to Onset.

The condition of Boston’s streets, 
and once in a while a tall building of 
the Chicago construction, climbing 
toward the higher heavens, makes one 
rub his eyes and wonder if there will 
be time to run up to The Progress
ive Thinker office, 40 Loomis street 
But next week I go to the Atlantic 
for rest and refreshment.

W. P. Phelon, M. D.

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.’’ 
By Abby; A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents. -

"Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to,make a study ot 
Romanism'and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
Should be read by all, Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents.; -

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.j M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper coven H® For sale at 
thboffice. -

Texas Spiritual Camp-Meet
ing Association.

The Texas Spiritual Camp-Meeting 
Association will hold its second annual 
encampment at Oak Cliff Park, Dallas, 
Texas, beginning August 29th and 
closing September 12th, 1896. Oak 
Cliff is a beautiful little city of five 
thousand people, two miles southwest 
of Dallas, and of easy access by the 
electric railroad, which runs within 
two blocks of the park every fifteen 
minutes. A beautiful lake lies within 
the park, containing a number of 
acres, where all who desire can be ac
commodated with boating and fishing. 
There is a commodious pavilion, well 
seated, lovely shade, making it one of 
the most delightful places in the 
Southwest for a camp-meeting. In
spirational speakers and mediums of 
the different phases of mediumship, 
who would like to spend one or two 
weeks in the Lone Star State, will be 
promptly answered if they will give 
us their phases of mediumship, terms, 
etc. The Texas camp is barely on its 
feet yet, and I would be glad to have 
the co-operation of all friends. ‘ ‘The 
harvest is plenteous, but the laborers 
are few." Address J. C. Watkins, 
President, or T. A. Stone, Assistant 
Secretary.

Dallas, Texas.

Spiritualist Camp-Meeting.
The Elk Grove Spiritual and Liberal 

Society, of Derry, Kansas, will hold 
their Third Annual Camp-meeting at 
Winfield, Kans., [commencing July 11, 
closing July 21, 1896, in Island Farit, 
five minutes’ walk from Southern Kan
sas depot, fronting Main street, Win
field is the county seat of Cowley county, 
a lively little city on the Walnut river / 
with good railroad accommodations. 
The 'Frisco, Santa Fe, Missouri Pacific 
and Southern Kansas railroads all enter 
this city. Reduced rates ot one and one« 
third fare from all points within 100 
miles of Winfield. Tickets on sale July 
10,11,16 and 17 and good to return July 
22..

SPEAKERS AND MEDIUMS.

, Rev. Moses Hull, Rev. Mrs. Bttie 
Seaman, Capt. H. H. Brown, Mrs. Em
ma E. Hammond,' Dr. D. Eastman, Rev. 
Dr. M. R. Hutchinson, Mathew Alder-' 
son, Dr.. Williams, Mrs; A. A. Bellman. 
Mr. Parker, Mrs. Parker, Mrs. Not! 
Knight, Gilman, Mr. and Mrs. C. W, 
Stewart.

. For further information address 
Miss Maud Klinger. Sec., 

Derry,Kas. until July Sth; after that ad 
dress Winfield, Kas.

“From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 1 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gemi 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherowlth to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
11,00. For sale at this office, • -..•••••
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CLAIRVOYANCE,
As Used by a Physician of 

Cincinnati.

Crucial Tests to Wliich He First 
Subjected It.

IT8 VALVE IN DIAGNOSING INTERNAL 
DISEASES—A DETECTIVE FORCE TOO 
LITTLE EMPLOYED — INCIDENTS-
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD BE CRED
ITED WITH ELECTRICAL ELEMENTS— 
“SOMETHING” TOLD HER.

■ “I observe that you treat clairvoy- 
auce incidentally, instead of giving it 
due consideration,” said Dr, Isaacs a 
few days since. “It has developed 
more wonderful things than were ever 
dreamed of by tbe Magi of India or 
the sorcerers who performed miracles 
for the Queen of Sheba. Give clair
voyance a chance." [This interview 
occurred in the Cincinnati Enquirer, 
and is of special interest.]

“Certainly; it deserves your en
comium. Nothing would be more in
teresting to thousands of readers than 
your varied experiences where it has 
proved the important factor." .

“They would make an unwieldy 
volume, and at the best I can give 
you only a lot of detached examples. 
As a whole, the interest of the story 
could not bo sustained, except for 
physicians,, as I have used this agent 
in my practice more., than otherwise, 
and, really, I do not propose to give 
away the advantages it brings me in a 
professional way.

“But you should do so for the ben
efit of universal humanity, if you have 
made discoveries of value.” '

“Yes, to be called a quack by even 
those physicians who would, take ad
vantage of the information whenever 
they could do so covertly. I know 
them, you see, and understand their 
trepidation whenever they discover 
that a professor of heating has left 
the beaten path sanctured by the 
prejudice and ignorance of ages, and 
I am not anxious for that verbal mar
tyrdom which means so much to the 
people who are my best customers 
and so little to those who inflict it, 
until they in turn become the victims 
of its barbs. But I will give you

INTERESTING FACTS.
■ “My introduction to a knowledge 

of clairvoyance occurred in 1876, at 
Chicago. I had scarcely begun the 
practice of medicine, and, leisure be
ing plentiful, was visiting a former 
schoolmate at the Illinois metropolis. 
He told me a story, which seemed 
quite incredible, about a boy, son of 
a commission merchant, who saw and 
described things far away, and who, a 
few weeks previous to that date, had 
been able to locate a bullet in a man 
who had been accidentally afoot, after 
much probing1 had failed to discover 
it. The account pas marvelous and 
awe-inspiring, and I resolved to verify 
it, if possible. In the meantime I 
wrote a letter to my mother—I was 
then unmarried—asking that on a cer
tain afternoon, a few days in advance 
of that date, she would do certain 
odd and unusual things—make apple
dumplings, play the piano, waltz 
around the parlor, humming a tune, 
put on a coat and vest belonging to 
my father, sing a hymn, shoulder the 
broom and march around the kitchen, 
draw stockifags on her hands and arms 
instead of gloves, and in this plight 
eat an orange—to be done in this 
sequence and rapidly as possible, ex- 
plaining..that I wished to make a test 
of clairvoyance that would prove dif
ficult, but, if successful, very conclu
sive to myself. In her reply she said 
the requirement was ridiculous, but 
she would endeavor to comply with it, 
at the same time hoping no one would 
catch a glimpse of such antics, even 
clairvoyantly.

‘ ‘At our meeting with the boy, ar
ranged for the same afternoon, I asked 
if he could tell me what was trans
piring at my home. He would try, 
and asked for something to connect 
him, however slightly, with the place. 
A handkerchief would do. I handed 
him one, but almost immediately he 
returned it, saying: .

“‘This will not do. It was never 
in your home.'

“At that moment I remembered it 
was a handkerchief I had purchased 
in Chicago.

OFFERED THOUGHTLESSLY. .
“Iwave him another, an old one,’ 

that must have been full of homely 
suggestions. He apparently retired 

‘ within himself for some five minutes, 
and then began in a hesitating way to 
describe our residence.. At first by 
generalizations, but soon he mentioned 
particulars, many of which were so 
trivial that I would have neglected 

.. them through forgetfulness had I 
been called upon to describe the place 
from memory. One of these pointe 
was the location of the chimneys and 

. the number of pots upon them; 
another the ornamental figures upon 
the staircase; a third the portrait of 
"Washington hanging in the reception 
hall. He also described settees and 
chairs upon the front porch; curious 
trellis work upon a portico letting out 
from the second floor; three elm trees, 
and the same number of pines in the 
yard, and the hedge inclosing the 
grounds. In a little time he stopped 
and laughed heartily, then described 
my mother in a gleeful way, saying 
he saw her mixing work and recrea
tion in unusual style—cooking, play
ing the piano, dancing, etc.

. “ <Ha! Now she’s in a panic,’ he 
suddenly exclaimed. 'Visitorfl have 
arrived, and caught her in an awkward 
fix, and she is chagrined, absolutely 
crying with vexation. Three ladles 
and a gentleman are just admitted by 
a servant, and madame has flown to 
her dressing-room.*  . .

“I asked for a description of the 
visitors, and from It recognized an

uncle, aunt and -two cousins from 
Maryland, and when I returned to the 
residence of my friend a telegram 
from the dear mother announcing their 
arrival was awaiting me. u On the sec
ond day I received a letter from her 
describing all she did in response of 
what she termed my eccentric request, 
th^ interruption of the ceremony and 
all circumstances as related by the 
clairvoyant, and then I believed that 
which before had appeared so incred
ible. How could I help it? A

“Before leaving Chicago I made 
another call upon the young seer and 
arranged for a second test, the date 
to be fixed in a letter addressed to 
him, and wliich should form the mag
netic link between us, and my friend 
would attend on him at the proper 
time and report the result. To the 
friend I sent a lot of questions to ask 
the boy when he should be under the 
right conditions and a "few articles for 
him to hold to ,

BRING HIM EN RAPPORT 
with others to whom some of the 
questions referred. In a Word, I had 
resolved to employ this strange force 
in diagnosing ailments, if found prac
ticable, and this test would inform 
me whether it was valuable for such 
use. It is needless to tell you that I 
found it so, especially in tbe examina
tion of internal- diseases, which no 
physician can intelligently diagnose 
by the knowledge he acquires froip 
schools, books and general practice. 
My^ mother had been treated for heart , 
disease, by one of our eminent prac
titioners for mòre than two years 
without effect, and one of my ques
tions related to her ailment. The an
swer indicated that she had dyspepsia/' 
and I treated it to a speedy and per
manent cure. The son of a neighbor 
was under treatment for pulmonary 
consumption, but I learned he had a 
disease infinitely more curable, and, 
quite unprofessionally, proffered my 
services to cure him without fee. The 
cure was complete, and its fame has' 
brought me many fees. The question 
I took most pains to formulate, .think
ing I could pose the boy, related to 
myself. Its .nature and compre
hensiveness may be gathered from the 
reply:

“ ‘Dr. Isaacs is a fair man .when 
uninfluenced by conceit,’ it began. 
‘Hé has great confidence in his own 
ability and will readily induce others 
to have faith in him, which will gain 
more than half the struggle in his 
efforts to benefit the race and secure 
his own success. His willingness to 
investigate new methods of healing 
will prove helpful in his practice and 
an inducement for other physicians to 
adopt the same course. He is not 
easily convinced upon questionable 
points, but when he assents the case 
is won for all time. The. special test 
as to his belongings is easy. He has 
attired himself in three shirts, one of 
which is not his, calico, pants made 
for the occasion," two" vests, two coats 
and three neckties. In hià pockets he 
carries a large variety of coin, and, as 
I see it, there are 14 coppers, 20 
dimes, 10 quarters, 5 halves, 5 dol
lars, and $5, $10 and $20 in gold. In. 
his pocketbook I see $16 in paper, a 
railway ticket and an old recipe for a 
salve. Also upon his person are the 
following articles t A gold watch, pen
knife, fountain pan, corkscrew, match
box, gold toothpick, bunch of keys, 
Masonic diploma, pocket lexicon, table 
knife, fork and spoon, and a salt
cellar,’ '

THESE UNUSUAL THINGS 
were carried for the occasion, and the 
description was perfect. The salve 
recipe I had forgotten, but examina
tion disclosed it, and the fact that one 
of the shirts clothed upon my cor- 
porosity was not mine was first made 
known to me by this answer from 
Chicago. I had taken one of my 
father's shirts by mistake. A ques
tion regarding a young lady in whom 
at that time I felt an extraordinary 
interest, was so satisfactorily answered 
that I made her a proposition of un
limited partnership and was made 
happy by a prompt acceptance.*

‘ ‘A boy, with whose parents I was 
slightly acquainted, wandered away in. 
a fit of mental aberration at about 
this time. I obtained a piece of one 
of his most intimate garments and 
sent it to the Chicago clairvoyant with 
a request that he would locate the 
boy, if possible, and immediately ap
prise me of the result of his search. I 
received a prompt reply, telling me 
where he could be found, and in com
pany with his father I went and 
brought him home. The wonder of 
the man, when I told him by What 
means his son had been traced, was 
indescribable, and without more ado 
he reposed the most implicit confi
dence in clairvoyance from that date 
onward. Through its" agency I was 
enabled to restore the boy to a fair 
measure of sanity and make him of 
use to himself and the world.

“You are right in the opinion that 
authoritative detection òf crime should 
be confided to clairvoyance whenever 
it is practicable, but people mix it up 
with things weird and uncanny and 
relegate it to the

LIMBO OF GHOSTOLOGY.
It is a science, and cultivation will 
establish its claims as one of the most 
beneficial branches Of human knowl
edge, equal, perhaps superior, to elec
tricity as now understood. I think it 
embraces electrical elements, for how. 
else can it gather items of information 
from points thousands of miles away 
"and impart them with the speed and 
certainty of the electrical' telegraph?

■ “Let me give you an illustration of 
this idea. A few years ago the pain
ful duty was devolved upon me of in
forming a young wife of the accidental 
drowning of her husband ■ from a 
steamboat on the Ohio River. I didn’t 
like thè mission, but resolved to have 
it over as soon as possible. Before I 
had said a word, beyond the ordinary 
greeting the woman exclaimedi

. “■ ‘You have come to tell me some
thing about my husband!’

“ ‘Yea.’
“ ‘And it's bad news. I know it is. 

Oh, something tells me he is dead I Is 
it true?’

“I was dumbfounded. What was 
that ‘something’which had forestalled 
my message by an announcement of 
the brutal truth? Awkwardly I ut
tered a few words of •'consolation and 
left her in the shadows of her early 
grief.

“Regarding my’ ‘conceit,’ the 
charge/1 may say in confidence, is 
trutf, and it has assisted in mastering 
obstacles which otherwise might have 
proved insurmountable, A physician 
must have an excellent opinion of 
himself, and impart this idea to others 
with much force, if he wishes patients 
to have faith in his remedies and

CASSADAGA CAMP,
One of the .Great Attractions 

Pointed Out.

l

treatment, ” I. P.

WHAT IS EXISTENCE?

As Explained by F. E. Lockling.

. PART III.
Man in his egotism affirms his own 

existence j if nothing 'else. Heis the 
be-all, the know-all, the deified self, 
If man would but look beyond the 
periphery of selfhood he would behold 
Mother Nature as the all-of-existence. 
The all-bf-being includes the emana
tions of light, life/'energy, love, feel
ing etc.,: conditioned in external na
ture, and centered in suns, stars and 
human beings, that they may know 

I that a just God will not, if he could, 
Iproduoe a kaleidoscopic universe just 
/for the sake of deluding his children. 
Nature is more than illusion, more 
than a scientific phenomenon; it is a 
reality too vast to be comprehended 
by scientists, ■

Man is a port of nature, and the 
egotist might os well deny his own 
existence as to deny the existence of 
objective worlds, which are but the 
real potential thoughts of the All
being. Invention is but discovery. 
Is this Pantheism? Do you want your 
God to wear a mask, as the orthodox 
God has been doing—hiding behind 
chaos? No. The lack of sense-per- 
oeption accounts for the mask.

Again, the gravity of social affinity 
gathers these potent worlds into sys
tems or constellations, all revolving 
around their God-sun, who, with his 
train, revolves, by the same law, 
around a superior God-sun, and so on, 
until the milky-way becomes the equa
torial portion of the universe you now 
inhabit. [The milky-way is an elec
tric belt which determines the polarity 
and rotation of yourimiverse. ] Again, 
this milky universe revolves like the 
earth, around another universe, and 
so on, each becoming more ethereal, 
more ideal, more spiritual, until the 
ever-çonscious, loving Sun of the All
being is reached. •

Here thé scales of materiality drop 
from your eyes ; here the clairvoyance 
of consciousness is no longer clouded 
by the physical body—all is self-evi
dent. Is this all imagination? Do you 
ignore the reaction of your senses, 
your feelings, yéur knowledge ac
quired from experience? No. All is 
but the dualism (action and reaction) 
between the spirit, soul and matter. 
Here you get the evidence of your 
own existence, of objective nature, 
and of the All-being.’ By dualism 
man learns his own strength, and to 
comply with the overpowering laws of 
nature. In mechanics, matter cannot 
resist force. Nothing but force can 
resist force. Hence the tangible part 
of matter is condensed force—a some
thing that reacts or resists touch. ,

Boundless space is universal ca
pacity. Interstellar space is ..the po
rosity of infinity, in which bodies of 
rest (stars put in motion) move in 
lines of least resistance.

Such is existence controlled by the 
equilibrium of motion and rest, life 
and death, spirit and matter. Pope 
says:
“All ore but parte of one stupendous 

whole,
Whose body nature is, and God the 

soul;
That changed through all, yet . in all 

the same; ■
Great in the earth, as in the ethereal 

frame;
Warms in the sun, and blossoms in 

the trees,
Lives through all life, extends through 

all extent, '
Spreads undivided, operates unspent.” 

- • F. L. Lookling.

AN INCIDENT.

An Explanation Is Desired.

Will some reader of The'Progress- 
ive Thinker kindly give an explana
tion of the following incident?

In 1891 my brother died of bronchial 
consumption. For a few months pre
vious to his death he never undressed at 
night, but lay on the lounge in the sit
ting-room down-stairs. A short time 
before he .died, he came up-stalrs one 
night, after I had retired, and lighting 
a match went to a chest in the room In 
which ! lay and took out abottle of med
icine. . Within a week of that night he 
died. The third night after his death I 
was awakened by someone coming up 
the stairs in stockinged feet, and I rec
ognized my brother’s familiar step. 
Tae bed in which I lay was placed in 
such a manner as to prevent my seeing 
anyone enter the room, but I heard 
someone enter, and, after striking a 
match, go to the chest, epen it, and taka 
out a bottle oi medicine. I then heard 
the lid of the chest drop, and someone 
left the room and went down the stairs. 
Although the head-board of the bed pre
vented me from teeing anyone in the 
room I distinctly saw the light from the 
match and also noted the change to 
darkness when tho match was extin
guished. In the morning I learned that 
no one had entered the room during the 
night. ...........

I am not clairaudient or clairvoyant, 
and although I am developing medium
ship my brother has never made him
self known to me in a similar manner. 
"Was it the spirit of my brother trying 
to identify himself, or only a trick of my 
nilnd—repeating something that had 
once taken place? 8. B, York.

HON. L, V. MÇÜLTON COMMENDED— 
CASSADAGA TO BE CONGRATULATED 
—ITS LYOEUjfe AND KINDERGARTEN 

To the Edj^qr:—The programmes 
of the eamp notings, which are now 
before the public, indicate that the 
very best taleirt ih our ranks will ap
pear upon the boards in the different 
sections of our country during this 
summer’s assemblages. ’

I do not know that any criticism 
can be made in regard to the choice of 
speakers at any of our camps. The 
increasing attendance . at these 
summer meetings- proves that the 
public at large 'is taking a deeper in
terest in the question of life beyond 
the grave than ever before.

To meet the increased demands our 
camps have rapidly multiplied, until 
we now have soinethiug like fifty-five 
in the United States alone. It is im
possible to estimate the number of 
people who annually gather at these 
rallying points.',

A few innovations are noticeable in 
some of the programmes. The intro
duction of special days, when such 
speakers- as Jngersoll, Rey. Anna 
Shaw and several noted Unitarian 
clergymen are to appear, proves that 
our people are desirous of obtaining 
thé most advanced thought in regard 
to all reform movementsnow agitating 
the minds of the musses. ’

I notice with extreme pleasure one 
innovation at Cassadaga, and feel that 
all camps throughout the United 
States would do well to imitate.Cas- 
sadaga’s worthy,example. I refer to 
.the introduction of a special course of 
lectures upon Economics, by the Hon. 
L. V. Moulton, of Michigan. Mr. 
Moulton is a recognized Authority in 
all scientific circles upon the money 
question, and the people who will 
assemble at Cassadaga will have an 
opportunity of listening to this able 
speaker first hand, and thereby be 
enabled to perceive more clearly the 
scope of this distinguished scholar’s 
thought upon the important questions 
underlying, the: science of political 
economy. f <

This is the of our Presidential 
election, and ¿lm,jnoney question will 
enter largely intonili political discus
sions during .the1 present campaign. 
As Spiritualista should be well in
formed upòn tjiiS) question. No man 
is better able to give the necessary 
information titan,, Mr. Moulton. If 
Spiritualists ajjç ..at all interested in 

’good .government, municipal, state 
and national, they) should understand 
the science of ¡politicai economy in all 
of its bearings/..^

Mr. Moulton's „course of lectures 
will be especiallyi valuable in this 
direction, 'andXîasâadaga is to be con
gratulated upon’ having secured this 
able gentleman for this special course. 
The wonder is that it has not been 
more widely advertised, so that the 
people outside .the ranks of the Spirit
ualists could also avail themselves of 
the opportunity of listening to the 
words of wisdom that shall fall from 
the lips of this distinguished scholar 
and author, .who is to add so much 
lustre to Cassadaga’s star of progress.

If Spiritualism means . anything to 
humanity, it must' include everything 
that looks to the uplifting of the race. 
There has been too much blind sub
servience to party and too little in
terest in the larger good of the masses 
on the part of the Spiritualists. Had 
we been more considerate of the wel
fare of the ' common people, there 
would not be to-day upon the statute 
books of mwe than forty States so 
many unjust laws against our me
diums and magnetic healers. In order 
to undo what has been done we must 
commence at the foundation, thor 
oughly acquaint; ourselves with the 
basic principles of political economy, 
and become conversant with every re
form movement that is offered to the 
world.

With such practical examples as 
Cassadaga has set this season in Mr. 
Moulton’s course of lectures, we find 
a sign of promise for the future of 
our cause.

That this course of lectures will be 
liberally patronized there is no doubt. 
I should esteem it a privilege to be 
able to listen to’ this series of lectures, 
that I might p'rofit by what I should 
learn from the lips of my esteemed 
teacher. Other camps, in my opin
ion, would do welbto introduce similar 
features in addition to their regular 
camp attractions. <.

Our speakers- give the philosophy 
and religion of-'Bpiptualism from the 
public roatrnn^ ryhile these special 
courses can:-b$>:gj(ven when nothing 
élse is going oniiptm the grounds, to 
the end that théj summer’s vacation 
could be spent pleasurably and profit
ably. , ... in ai ■■■■:'
:>When we lean» ito .act .together in. 

political rmd .refoim movements, -we 
can make ourselveà felt as a people, 
but not until therfc- • “In unity there 
is strength,” arid' Mr. Moulton’s lec- 
tures.at CassadaMigvill show the peo
ple of this ni^n^ the. necessity of 
prompt action. qp ;§ieir part, in order 
that they may preserve the few- lib
erties that they now possess,'and to 
prevent .further encroachments, upoli 
the same on the part'of powers now 
in control of the leading political par
ties in this nation. . ;

Cassadaga has two other features 
of great moment : to'. thé Spiritualists 
of the country, the. kindergarten and 
the lyceum,’ No one save a teacher ' 
can appreciate the value and- import
ance of-kindergarten work. It is the 
foundation - of education, and in tha 
establishment of this essential branch 
Cassadaga has paved the way for-the 
enlightenment of the’ coining genera
tions.' The kindergarten, teacher,
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VOLUME II.

Of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol.
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopaedia.

iSg" In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopaedia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.-

BEAR IN MIND. .
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
paedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned; 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It Is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out In connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

Miss Nellie Austin, is one of the best 
in her line, having been thoroughly 
trained in her-work in the schools of 
Chicago. The lyceum is also of 
great value, and Cassadaga has se
cured another competent manager in 
that department, Miss Lois Moulton, 
daughter of our distinguished lecturer 
L. V. Moulton.

It is strange, considering the im
portance of these three divisions, to 
which attention is called in this ar-

Sarsaparilla 
Sensejjf

I $ Any sarsaparilla. is sarsapa

rilla. True. So any tea is tea. 
So any flour is flour. But grades 
differ. You want the best. It's

, so with sarsaparilla. There are .1
1 grades. You want the best. If 

you understood sarsaparilla as 
well As you do tea and flour it ’

। would fee easy to determine. 1 
11 But you, don’t. How should
' you? When you are going to 

buy a commodity whose value 
you don’t know, you pick Out 
an old established house to 

, trade with, and trust their ex-
perience and reputation. Do so
when buying sarsaparilla. «

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has been 
oh'the market 50 years. Your 
grandfather used Ayer’s. It is

, a reputable medicine. There 
are many Sarsaparillas— 

। hut only one Ayer’s, It
i cures.

DBDM IN 5
POSITION, j

li DEAFNESS 
11 And Head Noisea relieved by usiog 
■ Wilson's Common Sense EarDrums, 
11 New BGlentitlc invention; different 

. IfromaUotherdevIces. Tbeoulyeafe, 
kielmple, comfortable and invisible 
I lEarpnim In the world. Helps where 
F ¡medical skill falls. No wire or string 

/attachment. Write for naiuphlet.
! WIL8ON EAR DRUM CO. , 
f OffieM 1 ^84 Trutl Bldg., Louhvllle, Ky, f . V“«« IR. 250,IU2 Broadway Ji. k. 1

RIGH-T LIVING 
-BY

SUSAN H. WIXON, 
Author ot -Apples of Gold,” “AU tn a Lifetime," 

“The Story Hour," "Summer Days at Onset," 
“Sunday Observance," etc., etc.

Living ti an art, a method of expresitng great 
conceptions: In fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the art*. ’*—Thomas Stare King.

This book gives an admirable course of study In 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to tbe comprehension of 

., i -i . .v n , , children, as well as older persons whom It IB wiselytide, that the Cassadaga management and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
t_ ai j • _n u». ° . them valuable ctblcal leasona.has not advertised them more exten- The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
sively and sought to draw in a larger bertoiS&%n^yV«eM?reUvM K? 
patronage from the interested public. ftXXAKWrtpS 

In order that our friends may know ior u,e.1,1 children's lyceums. In the hands of moth
... . - ... * otb and teachers It may be made very useful. Young

and old will be benefited by It. It Is a most excellent 
book and should bo widely circulated.

something of the value of this move
ment, the writer has sought, through 
this article, to call attention to the 
same, that they may visit Cassadaga 
with the assurance that they can gain 
instruction from competent teachers 
along lines that will be intellectually 
profitable to all concerned.

This is not written in discrimination 
against other camps, but simply to 
urge upon all the necessity of con
sidering these progressive movements 
and placing before the public such in
tellectual food as will make every 
camp a power for good in the com
munity where it is established.

CONTENTS)
Blglit Living. Whit 1« Morality? ‘What 1« Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct: or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator ol Lite. Prudence, an Economy of Lire. 
What Know Toot Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Is tho Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel ot Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Stall of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necesalty. Games of 
Chance. Trutlaand Falsehood. What Is an Gaft, ? or 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. TbePolson 
of Slander, What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience,- or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace ot Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower ot Life. Ie Reverence 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Solf-Conirol. SeK-Eespect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, tho Dis
torter. Tbe Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Man. 
Punctually, a Promoter of Success. Tho Difficulties 
ot Life. Temptation, tbe Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Rlgfct Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vico. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver ot 

T nti- Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, NotLake xlcasant, Onset, Queen City a Means to Life s Best End. Good Nature, Ona of 
- ....... ” - — - - — - Life’s Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry,

Free Speech. A Free Press. IMghts of Animals. 
Rights ot Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Beat Society. Progreas; or Enlightenment. Wiidom.

Park, Clinton, Lake Brady, the Mich
igan camps, all have attractive pro
grammes, and the work done will be 
elevating and instructive.

Success will surely attend the efforts 
of the earnest workers at all the rally
ing points where Spiritualists are to 
meet during the present season. That 
we may all work together to create a 
healthy public sentiment bn economic, 
philosophical and religious questions 
there will be no doubt when every 
advance movement is made a part of 
the programme at these popular sum
mer resorts of Spiritualists.

Veritas.
Washington, D. C.

Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
- - AND - 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able and interesting presentation of a most 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist and every In
quirer into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual
ism should have this excellent book. Its value Is rec
ognized and acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
cloth, *1.  For sale at this office.

Fiction Writers as Prophets.
Many of the great inventions of the 

nineteenth century have been antici
pated by writers of fiction both in . 
verse and prose. But there is perhaps 
no more striking example of this than

COSMIAN HYMN ROOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
.For Liberal and FUHcal Societies, for Schools 

and the Borne, .

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
the poetical anticipation of P.rofessor ----------
■Rnontupr?’« rpopnf mnrvnlniiaHiapnvnrv „J11!? yol“®« mc<!ti a public want It comprise« liOenigeu S receni marvelous discovery 258 choice seiecttona of poetry and music, embody- 
of -“photographing the invisible.” ‘??.ti9.5!g?eatJe9r“1.?<:“t!menti ??<>. fr?e iom oU 
Some years ago a work entitled “Med- 
icinische Maerchen” was published by

sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Sold at this office.

MAfiojvieT.
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This Is Ho. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. Ji 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect lu every dettili as to be practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
intensely interesting. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

-IN THE- r

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

RoaulU of recent scientific research regarding ths 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

- . From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “fiix Lee- 
tures on Darwin,” Etc.

“The great mystery of existence comIbIb in perpet
ual and uninterrupted change. Everytblngls Immor
tal and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well aa 
the most enormous of tbe celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as tbe highest being lu 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms in 
which being manifeets itself arc changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally the same and Imperishable. 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only our 
personal consciousness. We live on 1u nature, lu our 
race. In our children, In our deeds, lu our thoughts-» 
In short. In the entire material and physics! contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furnished to tbe subsistence of mankind and 0/ 
nature In general.”—Buechner.

fine vol, post 8vo.; about 1)50 pages, vellum cloth, |L

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tux Progressive Thinker will rft*  
member the story under the ubove title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in its columns. At th*  
time, constant Inquiries were made ai to its appearing 
in book form. This wish has now been gratlned. It 
makes a volume of 249 pages, In style and form like tho 
»Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of tha 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres« 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in tho 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; Ths Low 
Societies; Hader; Uhristmastlde In the Spheres of 
Light; Cbristmasttdo and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Faster Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Keuulou la the Bplrlt-world; 1 
Contenteduess NotGoodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will bo delighted with; a 
book la whteh the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
Ths price in paper Is 50 cents; luusllnll; postpaid

THE MEDiUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rocklee, with an Introduction by 
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In the hands of every one Inter*  
ested lu Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2. The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal ta 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chap
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to tho Spirit’ 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to CommU*  
nioftte; Howto Conducta Circle. Chapter 9, Miscel 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience. 
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break 10 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptex 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrldft. .

For sale at this oflico. Heavy paper cover« PltCO 61 
cents. ‘

MARGUERITE HUNTER.
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual
Spheres, .

Tranacrlbed by a Co-operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through in
dependent alate-wrltlng. The illustrations were Riven 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists. It 
is not ft Action, but a narrative of real life, without» 
parallel lu the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct expoiltlon of the philosophy, rollglonand 
science of Spiritualism Tbo book contains 260 pages 
with six Illustrations in half-tone, and twelve pages 
in original independent writing. It 'W beautifully 
boundin blue silk cloth, stamped In silver. Price, 
11.25. For sale at this oflico. *

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World.

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

ZYfB QUESTION1 OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now submerged part of this globa 
known as Atlantis, is one of much interest. The 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from tbe deep sea inveitigatioDs of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In thq 
mounds and tho ruins of ancient cities found on tn0 
American continent—are here arranged in compact, 
literary form, In this very Interesting volume. Tho 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists bo- 
¿ause of lU affording corroborative evidence of tho 
genuineness and truth of tbe statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlanttans concern
ing tbe fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at thio 
Office. Price W.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS,
—OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Ctreful comparison ot some of the Splrttuallani 

md Mediumship ot tho Bible with that ot to-day. By 
Mobks Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all th» condi
tions ot modern mediumship. It also shows that ail 
the manifestations throughout ths Cr.d and Now •■'ejta- 
ment wore under the same conditions that medium! 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the ro
turn ot mediumship to the world. 48 cages. Price.' 
10 cents. For sale at Ibis office.

.RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, 11.25, Paper, 50 cents.

Dr. Hopf, under the pseudonym of 
“Philander.” The work consists of 
ten medical stories, the last of which 
is entitled “Elektra, a Tale of Phys
ical Diagnosis of the Twentieth Cen
tury." Elektra, the genius of this

HUMAN CULTURE ê CURE
MARBIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
' UPBUILDING.

century, provides a young doctor with *
a magical box, by means of which he ®«®«BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.
is enabled to make organisms of every -------- .
kind transparent Feeling sure that moit «o-nearana w vaiurtio wort, by the
he is now the possessor of a secret Otter lmportont volumes on Health/Soclal Science, 
which will be of infinite value to suf- el on,ett' _____
fering mankind, the young doctor, in
the presence of his colleagues, first — ■ — . ~—
makes a speech illustrative of his dis- yn\UT| ||| I] A Nil 11 CUI 
covery, and then proceeds, amidst ■/'’»•II.Ij UUU flllU IltVl | 
rounds of applause, to Show its effects . ■ — OR1 —
on a .patient. Professor Roentgen’s , THE’ ETEENAL FEMI hl I NHL 
discovery has caused this, “fiction” to .". .—
become a veritable “fact." A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.

X. Ray, A DRAMATIC IDYLta

If the care of the hair were made a 
part of a: lady’s education, we should not 
See so many gray heads, and the ufie of 
Hall’s Hair Rene ” ’

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

essary.
lonewer would be Ünnec- Who Is tho0trao0wmsn'o?r»l?fthe0centuri^OIAT®- 

- ■ . : ■ modem Vashti. With
. s । . wie.vtabtt of ancient Bible times« Interesting and

' auggestlrc. Cloth, si; paper, 50cents. For sale at 
this office, W Loomis street, Chicago.“The Gospel of Buddha, According, to 

Old Records," Told by Paul Carus. isima «¡riaAAniA 
This book is heartily .commended to stu- Ml\\ ilin\llnrV DlmlfQ 
dents of the science of religions, and.to "HOu JUuuUll 0 DUUIlUl 
all who,would gains fair conception of .■». . ■ ...........— .
Buddhism in its spirit and living prlnei- Wbt she beoaxb a aPXRrrvAirsr. 
pies. Spiritualist _ or Christian can 254page», onocopy, «1; six copies, m. 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. . .

°ffice‘ A FBOX EIGHT TO XORU)
“The Priest the Woman, and tue Or. An Anneal ta thaConfessional.” This book, by the well- „ , * ~apttst

known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de- o»» copy, is cents; ten copies, il
■grading, impure influence and resultsol —— ...... .......... < ■
tiie Romish confessional, as proved bv THBBRZOOBBHnrneKTiro irontns, 
the sod experience of many wrecked o“°’!‘'W' fcono4 ta cloU>.ww W
Ives. Price, by mail, 11. Fbr sale at --------- '
his office. ' Etor Salt «4 tAU OflN, 40 ZowmteMrwf.

liará

This is a work of great value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful and most’truly religious 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into the hands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmao of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and' 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super
seded by knowledge and facta. For salo at this office.ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OR 

hl« country »hould have at band for consults, 
lion. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purpoier, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods ot the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tbe work contains 447 pages, cm I 
may bo considered e mine of valuable Information to 1 
every patriot tn tbe land. Price ,1. Por sale at tbl 
«men.

Soul of Things; or PsychoinetriG 
Researches and Discoveries.

DY WM, AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
J-J Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise at 
• text-book, It Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will bo amazed to see tho curio u facts 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
power of tho human hind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain a< 
day, and throw light on all tho grand subjects low obt 
scored by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth.
_______ Pollage 10 cento. 

Soul of Things—Vol IL 
Illuatratcd. 450pp. Cloth...........

postage 10 cents. 
Soul of Things—Vol. IIL 

mwrated. 862 pp. Cloth..................
Postage 10 cents.
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HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

By Lola Walsbrooker. Many have read this book, 
many hftvo re-read It, and many others out to read it 
It should bn read by every man and woman In th? 
land. It ihows the falsities rampant tn society « 
matters of moral and social Import, and tho wrong 
that flow therefrom to innocent victims of eocia 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness of tho author 
pine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00

Romanism and the Republic?-
By Rot. Isas5 J. Lansing, M. A. Even pstrii should read It. Price 41.00. H *

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad 

droned to the Inhabitant» ot America In 1770. will 
explanatory nottco by an Engllah author. Paper, 
Kceuu. • ■

The Religion of Humanity ;
A Philosophy of Life. By J. Loon Benwell. J 

beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeness a 
anther. A most valuable publication to «Ironisti 
anowCbrUUaapeopie- Price 15 centi, . ;

)>*
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc.

A FALSEHOOD liHSUBRECTED THE CAMP-MEETINGS.
BY PROF. W. M, LOCKWOOD.

THE ELIMINATOR

M.

A PLEASANT SEANCE.

It Occurs at Fort Wayne, Ind.

THEY ABE NOW FREE.

TEXAS CAMP.•%

Its

A

,y

y

GENERAL DIVISION.
RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY.
RESEARCHES IN ZOROA8TRIANISH.

Two Clairvoyants Were . Dis
charged This Morning by 

Justice Sellers. > ,

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Seorets.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
Collection of Vocal Muslo for the 
Choir, Congregation and Social

' Circles.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts. Theories and Related

IGENERflL SURVEYS

TS

ful musical test medium,vMre. Lora 
Holton; All the teste were recognized. 
Dr. Haeenclever entertained with his 
great tests. Mrs. Horine gave a re
markable piece on the piano, she hav
ing her eyes bandaged and a black cloth 
over the keys. ' ■

8. L. Emery writes from Chesterville, 
O,, in the interest of humane treatment 
of horses: “An old teamster told me 
how he prevented and cured galls on Ins 
team. He kept at hand about his wagon 
or stable a small muslin bag containing 
about a pint of tine, dry, air-slacked 
lime, and on any part whero the collar 
or any other part of the harness is be
ginning to form a gall, he spats the lit- 
tie bag of lime a few times. It will not 
often need repeating, and there is an 
end of the gall in that place."

G. W. Eichelberger writes: ‘-The 
First Spiritualist bociety of Chicago, at 
Masonic Home Temple. 3120 Forest ave
nue, will continue their meetings during 
the summer, as tliey have invariably 
done in the past. They have effected 
an engagement with Dr. Harry W. 
Abbott, of California, who has traveled 
through India and witnessed the work
ings of the ‘Dervishes’ in their wonder
ful 'phenomena, and also .lecturing 
through the western and southern 
States to large and intelhgentaudiences: 
is known, also as the ‘-Human Magnet,-’ 
gives positive and direct proof of spirit
return. Ho has recently arrived in this 
city from California, where he. has had 
enormous business and lectured before 
some of the finest and best Spiritualist 
clubs and societies of that State. He 
can be seen at Ins place of residence. 
f)6. 31st street, flat 4, on Mondays and 
Thursdays of each week.”

Carrie Fuller Weatherford, trance 
lecturer, public test medium and im
provisatrice, can bo engaged for fall and 
winter months. She wishes to hear 
from tho middle States.- Sho has been 
very successful in her western work. 
She is retained through .July by Dos 
Moines Spiritual Association. Address 
540 Sixth avenue. She cannot bo at 
Clinton Camp as anticipated.

Mr. Watkins writes from Dallas, Tox
as: -‘We anticipate large gatherings at 
our camp-meeting, aud are confident of 
good, results, if we can secure good 
speakers and mediums.”

The Sacramento (Cal.) Evening Bee, 
of June 20. contains an extended notice 
of a Spiritualistic wedding. The con
tracting parties were Fred O. Mernok, 
a well-to-do mining man, of Utah, and 
Rosetta Watters, a school-teacher, from 
Oregon. The marriage was conducted 
by Dr. Alice Tobias, an ordained minis
ter of the Independent Free Thought 
Bible Spiritualist Society, ot San Fran
cisco.

Mrs. M. Theresa Allen writes from 
Springfield, Mo.: “Our work here is 
progressing finely. The two local so
cieties—the North and the South Side 
societies—are both chartered under the 
State Association, and I trust it will not 
bo long till the State Association is char
tered by the N. S. A. These two so
cieties here maintain a good, live mem
bership in each and the meetings have 
generally been well-attended. Mr. 
Allen and myself have been serving the 
South Side Society more especially Since 
the late State convention the latter part 
of March last until he went to St. Joseph 
to fill an engagement with the Spiritual
ist there, Since then the rostrum work 
here was loft entirely to me. But my 
engagement with this society is drawing 
to a close, as they will suspend regular 
Sunday services until after the hot 
weather. They will close the season’s 
meetings witn a grand concert™ G. A. 
R. hall, on St. Louis street, July 15. 
This concert will be under the direction 
of Prof. Victor Engquest, assisted by 
first class talent. Asi shall be at lib
erty after the 15th inst. to serve the 
cause elsewhere. I would solicit corre
spondence with parties desiring my me- 
diumistio services. Address me at 233 
Commercial street, Springfield, Mo."

Moses Hull will be at Winfield, Kan., 
July 11 to 21: Grand Ledgd, Mioh., 
July 23 to 26: Onset. Mass.. July 29 to 
August 2; Lake Brady, Ohio. August 5 
to 10: Mantua, Ohio, August 11 to 23; 
Haslett Park, Mich, August 23 to 26. 
Etna,Jffaine, August30to September»; 
Wodilfey Park Camp, Ashley, Ohio, Sep
tember 9 to 13. Address him aocord- 
ingiy-

Mrs. Cora L.- V. Richmond having 
fortunately not left the city until the 
decease of Mrs. Chandler, goes now di
rectly to the Northwestern Camp. Her 
engagements for the summer are as fol
lows: Northwestern Camp, July 4 to 15 
inclusive; July 20 to 30, Western New 
York (probably); July 31 to Aug 7, Cas
sadaga; August 9 to 13; Vicksburg, 
Mioh: August 15 to 20, Lake George, 
August 23 to 31, Onset Bay; September 
13, Chicago, Schiller Theatre. J^trs. 
Richmond has been instrumental in 
maintaining a meeting right in the 
heart of tne city, attracting thereto 
hundreds of strangers and skeptics. 
Her wonderful powers as a speaker and 
medium have made a deep impress for 
good on the minds of thousands, and the 
good work in which she has been en
gaged so long will continue In the future 
as in the past. It is well, however, that 
fora brief season others should have 
the benefit ot her teachings.

Francis E. McKenna writes: "The 
Grove Meeting spoken of in The Pro
gressive Thinker, to be held at 
Strickland, Mich., on June 27 and 28, 
and to be> conducted by Dr. H. O. An
drews, of Bridgeport, Mich., was a suc
cess in every particular and was the 
means of partially forming an organize- 
tion •which will be perfected at an early 
date. I have felt the need of this move
ment for some time, and. am very much 
pleased over the result of these meet
ings. Our organization will be called 
the First Spiritual Society of Isabella 
county, Mich. • •

G. W. Perkins writes: "The Beacon 
Light Spiritual Church, 617 N. Clark 
street, near Burton Place, has had a. 
number of visiting speakers and medi
ums, during the past six weeks. Dr. 
White, speaker; Mrs. Haipilton Gill, 
test medium; Mr. G. V. Cordingly, test 
medium; Dr. Bishop, speaker; Mr. 
Arnold, test medium. Mrs. Cadwalla- 
der, of Philadelphia', came in unexpect
edly upon us, ana favored us with a short 
address relative to the Mediums’ De? 
fense Committee and its efficient work 
in her city and others—all of which 
was enjoyed by the audience, and es
pecially by those who know something 
of the arduous task of mediums and all 
workers In our cause. Mrs. Dexter has 
assisted in giving tests several times. 
All mediums and speakers who are 
earnest workers, and who may desire to 
occupy our platform as visitors should 
correspond with G. W. Perkins, 514 N. 
Wells street ,

J. J.'Watson, the ' great violinist, 
writes: "In glancing pur your Issue of 
this week, I was more than delighted to 
read such a grand and truthful digest of 
Dr. E. D. Babbitt’s really wonderful 
book entitled ‘Principles of Light and 
Color.’ It has been a source of great 
surprise to me. and still is, that this 
marvelously gifted author has not been 
more universally-understood and recog- 
njzed. For several years I was brought 
almost dally in contact with him, ana 
the more I saw of him the more I be
came amazed at bls transcendent erudi- 
tiffh. Dr. Babbitt has, like most truly 
great men, been entirely too modest in 
urging nis great claims before the pub
lic. I have Often thought it 1 were a 
rich man, or eyen well to do, I could not 
benefit humanity in * wiser degree than

' Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
•' publish weekly reports of meetings. 

■’ Whenever a change is made in speak
. -ers, or anything of special interest, send 

us a brief item, please. A great deal 
■ can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
> long reports will not be used. Meetings 

are of local interest only. We extend a 
■ cordial invitation to all speakers to send 

in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40.000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early’ as Friday or Saturday m 
order to/have immediate insertwin 
’■ Communications must always Die ac- 

■ companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

A correction: borne friend from Den
ver made a mistake in saying that Mrs. 
L- J- Curtis, of Mishawaka. Ind , leo- 
tured to ladies only, blio held meetings 
for only ladies at Denver, but gives leo- 
tures and'occult science lessons to mixed 
audiences as well.

Fred M- Stanton, formerly of Buffalo, 
N- Y- is now located at 881 West Adams 
street. Chicago. He is developing as a 
medium for physical manifestations. 
Even now the manifestations given 
through him are quite remarkable and 
his healing powers strong.

Frank T. Ripley goes from Chicago 
to Oxford, Ohio. From there to the 

> Lake Brady Camp.
1 E- J- Bowtell may be addressed at 
Lake Brady Camp. Kent, O., until Sep
tember. Would like to engage with so
cieties in Ohio and vicihity for season 
of 180(5-7.

G-' W- Kates and wife, assisted by 
Prof. Joseph Singer and son, musicians, 
as tho Kates-Singer Quartette, may be 
addressed as follows: Indianapolis, Ind., 
July 10 to 15: Millersport, hairfield Co., 

■ Ohio- care the National Spiritual and 
Religious Association Camp-meeting, 
July 16 to 30; Chesterfield, Ind., Camp
meeting, August 1. to (>; Lake Biady 

’Camp-meeting ..(Kent, Ohio), August 10 
toli; Cassadaga Camp, (Lily Dale,N.Y.), 
August 18 to 21: Buffalo. N. Y., August 
22 to 20- Engagements desired, for 
month of September and after.

A D-Clark writes: “Memorial serv
ices for tho late Orlando Briggs, who 
was a consistent Spiritualist and an up
right man, were held under theditec- 
tion of Mr. Barry Dalton, at Lodge Hall, 
11 North Ada street, Sunday evening, 
June 21st, on which occasion Mis. S. F. 
De Wolf spoke feehnglv and eloquently 
upon the consolation which a knowledge 
of Spiritualism gives bereaved friends. 
A number of mediums presented evi
dence of continued life beyond the great 
transition, and Father Williams troupe 
of Continental singers rendered several 
selections.” •

M. E. U. writes that the people of 
Flint, Mich., are having a rare treat 
through the labors of E. Worden White, 
trance and inspirational speaker, and 
ykndrew Daniels, platform test medium, 
who have conjointly been conducting a 
series of Sunday meetings during the 
last seven weeks, to be continued indefl- 
iiltoly. Many who have nover shown 
interest in Spiritualism are among the 
most deeply interested. Mr. Daniels is 
one of the most wonderful test mediums; 
and Mr. White is one of the most foroe- 
ful and convincing speakers over heard 
in the place. Societies and commun
ities securing the services of either or 
both of these gifted mediums are to bo 
congratulated

Mrs M A Place writes from Nevada 
City Cal I feel it my duty to let the 
readei s of youi paper know what Bro. 
J W Dennis of Buffalo, N. Y.. and Ins 
noble band have done for me without 
money and without price. I have been 
a great sensitive for many years and it 
has been my lot to have many spirits 
come near me and throw their earth 
conditions upon me to get help, and I 
did not seem to have a band strong 
enough to throw the conditions off, 

■ therefore it left me to suffer much from 
being in that condition. I wrote to 

. Brother Dennis, and his noble healing 
band came to me, and through their aid 
they Save brought a band to remain 
with me that has done me untold, good. 
I am now free from all such conditions.”

F. P. Schaar, secretary, writes from 
i Beattie, Wash.: “Mrs. Georgia Cooley 
has just finished her six weeks’ engage
ment for tho First Spiritual Bociety, 

: and they have been six weeks of grand 
and successful work for the society and 
Spiritualism in general. It Is difficult 
to tell whether she excels most as a test 
medium or. lectuter. During her stay 
with the society, I do not think she has 

- given one test that was not recognized.
Her lectures are plain, to the point, and 
always interesting. Not a little of her 

-. success as a medium is attributable’to her 
- naturally honest, straightforward and 

. unobtrusive personality on alloccasions.' 
■ Any society securing Mrs. Cooley’s 

■ services will have not only a fine me
dium, but a thorough Spiritualist as 
well.”

- Dr. P. J. Barrington has been lectur- 
- ingat Strawberry Point, Iowa.
a : Docia Phillips Rhine, writing from 

Pennville, Ind., states some significant 
- facts. It seems that the efficient work

. of E. W. Sprague an Pennville and West 
■ . Grove was not agreeable to the pastor of 

the M. E. church. The preceding pas
tor had employed the great and only

■ Elder Covert to annihilate Spiritualism, 
■ which ho did with such effect that the 
■ Spiritualists organized a society and a 

■ fine children’s lyceum, both oi which 
are in a flourishing condition. The 
fight is continued by the present pastor. 
In one of his discourses, speaking of "im 
fidels” (which includes Spiritualists, of 
course), he said- “I would their tongues 
were paralj zed and that they were all 
in hell, where they belong.” “Just wait 
until we get God in the Constitution— 
then we’ll have them,” etc. Mr.Sprague 
challenged him to meet in public debate.

G. O. L. writes from Madison, Kans.: 
"We are making rapid advances In 
Spiritualism. It has only been a few 
weeks since we commenced to investi

. gate, and my wife has developed into a 
strong medium. She writes and speaks 
in semi-trance condition. She is con
trolled by a young friend of ours wno 

■ passed over fifteen years or more ago, 
and he is a bright one, and it has made 
a great impression on his family, who 
have never investigated the subject,"

Mrs. Lora Holton has removed to 4838 
■ Ltrnvlcy avenue, first floor, where she 

■ will field musical test circlbs, and give 
- sittings daily until July 15, when she 

goes to Maple Dell Camp, Mantua Sta
tion, Ohio, which will be her address 

: until August 23. Engagements for so
” cietles solicited for the fall months.
?.■ Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jackson, of Grand 
i Rapids, Mich.,’ will be the principal 
-> ■ speaker at a Spiritualists grove-meeting 
a to be held in Burdick’s Grove, Texas 

township, Kalamazoo county, Mioh., 
Bunday, August 2, 1896. ,

A large audience greeted Dr, White 
at the Bunday meeting of the Peoples. 
Home- Spiritualists’ Association at 
Bricklayers Hall. His subject was "The 
Mission bf Spiritualism," which was 
<bly handled. Then came the wondet

Iu>— — i *•  f
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by bringing to their notloa the works ot 
Dr.. Edwin D. Babbitt. Monuments will 
one day be erected to the-memory of 
this really great aqd good man. i have 
purchased a great many copies ot his 
book entitled ’Religion,’ and sent them 
to various friends who have read and re
read it, and, written me the most glow
ing accounts of the great good it had 
been to their inmost souls; but the good 
doctor is now becoming better and more 
widely known, and the world will be 
wiser and better for his having passed 
through it. and I beg to say to the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker that 
in studying and carefully digesting Dr. 
Babbitt s writings, they will be made 
much wiser and consequently better and 
happier." ■

Dr, Mary E. Sellen writes from Colum
bus, Ohio: “The Columbue people were 
favored .with a visit from Bro. Barrett 
last Wednesday on his way to Lily Dale 
and Washington, and a very large audi
ence greeted him Wednesday evening 
in Odd 'bellows' Hall, to listen to one of 
tho ablest lectures ever delivered in 
that hall. Bro. Barrett took for his sub
ject The Religion of Spiritualism.’ and 
he was highly commended. The plat
form was tastefully decorated with flow
ers and mottoes befitting the occasion. 
The Spiritualists arg especially favored 
in having for their president so able a 
man as Bro. Barrett: Ins whole heart 
and soul is centered in the work he is 
engaged m, His untiring efforts and 
undaunted courage and able defense of 
the cause ho represents must win for 
him the respect and love of all true and 
devoted Spiritualists. We Columbus 

: people extend to hun our hearty appre
ciation of his work and long may he be 
spared to us.”

A musical test circle will be held at 62 
Ogden avenue, Thursday evening, July 
9, at 8 o’clock, by Mrs. Lora Holton and 
Mrs. Starr, clairvoyant. Psychometric 
and musical readings will be given. Mrs. 
Holton will also give her last soanco, 
until her return from Maple Doll Camp, 
on Sunday evening next, at 46 Ada 
street, assisted by Prof. Wakefield, phe
nomenal medium. Collection, 25 cents.

Two of the three mediums arrested In 
Detroit, Mioh.. for fortune-telling, have 
been, according to a late Evening News, 
discharged upon religious grounds.

Mrs. Lora Holton, phenomenal mus
ical tost medium, would like to make 
engagements with societies en route to 
Los Angeles, Cal. After September 15 
address her in care of No. 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, Ill., or, through August, 
Mantua Station, Ohio. \ •

Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Horine are now 
holding a mediums’ meeting at Brick
layers’ Hall, corner of Monroe and Peo-. 
ria streets, each Sunday at 3 p. m. They 
hope to be able to work up much inter
est in the cause.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets writes: "The two 
lectures given in our auditorium at 
.camp-ground Sunday, June 28, by Dr. 
A. B. Spinney, were powerful pleas in 
favor of a higher. morality as against 
wrong and ignorance. He is a strong 
champion for the weak and oppressed. 
I leave for Cassadaga and Lake Brady, 
Thursday, returning in time to greet tne 
good people who are to be in our camp 
the opening week, to listen to Sister 
Anna L. Robinson, who is a great favor
ite here.”

Mrs. J. J. Whitney, the well known 
California medium, is now at Cassadaga. 
She will remain there during its entire 
session, and then go to Onset.

WillC. Hodge is now located at Mount 
Pleasant Park. Clinton, Iowa, and will 
remain until the close of the camp-’ 
meeting.

Moses Hull was • in the city last week,: 
looking as if good for twenty-five years 
hard labor in the fields of reform.

Musical test circle, at 62 Ogden ave
nue, Thursday, July 9th, at 8p. m., by 
Mrs. Lora Holton and Mrs; C. A. Starr. 
Admission 25 cents. Psychometric, 
clairvoyant and musical readings.

Mr. and Mre. Prior passsed through 
the city last week on their way to east
ern campe. Mrs. Prior has been Well re
ceived ae a lecturer in the west, and we 
hope the eastern Spiritualists will have 
an opportunity to hear . her. For en-. 
gagements address Mrs, Loe Prior, Mid
dietown, Orange, county, Pi. Y. ,

IT IS PART OF THEIR RELIGION—HE 
WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH RELIG-1 
IOUS LIBERTY. ■ : -

The decision which Justice Sellers' 
promised yesterday in the oases of Wm. 
E. Cole and Mrs. wm. Thuston, the 
Spiritualists who have bedh on trial for 
the last two days in the police court, and 
for which the large number of Spirit
ualists in this city have been anxiously 
waiting, was given promptly at 9 o'clock 
this morning. The attorneys for the de-- 
fense were on hand, but the prosecutor’s 
office was not represented. Cole was 
there, looking as natty, oool, and non
chalant as ever. He is a clean-out 
young fellow, and has plenty of nerve, 
or great sincerity, according to the point 
of view. - . ,

Justice Sellers said in substance that 
it was not necessary -for him to enter 
into any labyrinth of words uflonthe 
question; that the defendants were 
charged with being disorderly persons; 
and It was upon this alone that they 
could be tried. His object in denying 
the motion to qiiash, was to establish, if 
possible, a precedent for any other 
cases that might come up, by. giving the 
defendants a fair and thorough trial, 
and thus save time and expense in other 
cases. He referred to the definition of 
fortune-telling, clairvoyance and.Spirit
ualism, saying that there was a clearly- 
defined difference between them. These 
people were accused of fortune-telling, 
which they swore they did not do, and . 
that they were simply following their 
religious belief. Since he had been 
upon the bench, he had studiously 
§ voided interfering with religious be

gets, perfect freedom in which was 
guaranteed by the constitution of the- 
Unlted States. The people had failed 
to make a case, for citizens had a right 
to worship as they saw fit, and therefore 
he would discharge the defendants.

Officer Nies jumped up and asked if 
this decision would apply to other cates, 
which were different, in that they had 
used palmistry, Ed Groce got up then, 
and said that the other oases did' not 
differ materially, and that as these were 
test oases, the others would not be tried. 
The justice thereupon told Nies to con
sult the prosecuting attorney; he him
self could not say that the result would 
be the same in any case. .

When Justice Sellers rendered his de
cision, Cole’s face flushed slightly and 
his eyes lit tip, but he remained impas
sive. His attorneys came around him 
?,nd congratulated him, and they all 
ooked relieved.—Detroit, (Mich.) paper, 

July 3. _

The most insignificant people are the 
most apt*  to sneer at others. They are 
safe from reprisals, and have no hope of 
n il) their own esteem but by lower-

_ elr neighbors,—Hazlitt.
To know the pains of power, we must 

go to those who have ft; to Know lie 
pleasure! we must go to those. who are 
seeking it. The pains of power are real, 
its pleasures imaginary,—Colton,

Talmalge, the Notorious, Speaks 
/ the Word.
z _____iG -

To the Editor:—There is an article 
in Thb Piiogribbive1 Thinker, May 
30th, called “Notorious Talmage. " In 
a late sermon, speaking of the l athers 
of the Constitution, hc’Bays:

‘•Ihey all, so far ay they amounted 
to anything, bolievpfl, ip God, the 
lather Almighty, and.'in Jesus Christ. 
Hie Constitution would have been a 
failure had it not bden for divine 
interference. The members of the 
convention could agree on nothing 
until, in response to Benjamin Irank- 
hii 8 request that the meetings be 
opened by prayer, the Lord God was 
called upon to interfere and help, and 
then the way was cleared, and all the 
States signed the document—a his
torical fact that all the rat-terriers of 
modern infidelity cannot bark out of 
existence.

‘ ‘I know that there was an excep
tion to the fact, that the prominent 
men of those limes were good men. 
lorn Paine, a libertine and a sot, did 
not believe in anything good until he 
was dying, and then he shrieked out 
for God s mercy."

On reading the above I was fairly 
astonished at the boldness and effront
ery of the man who dared in these 
progressive days to utter such a re
ligious falsehood. Col. Ingersoll calls 
it a religious he. This is what he 
says about it in his pamphlet on 
Thomas Paine:

‘ ‘There is something to me remark
able in the constitution of a religious 
falsehood. What health it has! How 
hard it is to kill I It will be in a com
atose condition, like a frozen serpent, 
and all at once in the sunshine of op
portunity it crawls. It will be hidden 
for years, waiting for the mouth of 
resurrection, waiting for orthodox 
lips, that it may be bom once again, 
and it is always born again. Yes, 
sirs, I have never known a religious 
he to die."

We will listen for a few moments to 
what Col. Ingersoll has to say of the 
man whom Talmage brands as a lib
ertine and sot. We wijl do as Hamlet 
requested the King of Denmark to do: 
“Look on this picture and on that." 
Here is the other picture, taken from 
Col. Ingersoll s Life of Thomas Paine:

“Now, all that TfoiruB Paine en
deavored to do—and it’seems a small 
matter—was to make this world At to 
live in; that is what’he1 was trying to 
do, he was trying to keep the organ
ized few from living- upon the agony 
and toll of the unorg^tfizted many.

“He did his very be^t to exalt in 
the bosom of eveiy man, his idea of 
the dignity of man | his idea of the 
value of liberty and opportunity; his 
idea of culture, of education, raising 
day by- day the standaBd of human 
endeavor. He knewcthat in- the Yforld 
of religion, only theuiimn was. a good 
citizen who gave every right he 
claimed for himself to every other 
human being, and so Thomas Paine 
said:

“ ‘Let everyman think for himself. 
Let him have his own idea of the 
Divine Being. Let him worship as 
his heart prompts. ’ Upon that sub
ject he said. as great a thing as man 
has ever said: 'You have no nght, if 
there be a God, to say what worship 
he shall-receive;1 and Thomas Paine 
said: ‘If there be a God, his heart 
goes out to all his children in this 
world, and consequently it ishiswill 
that they should all be free, that they 
should all be happy. ’

< ‘Thomas Paine wanted tb be free— 
free to do good—because the more 
liberty you have the more obligation 
there is upon you. And this man said 
another thing: ‘Any System of Religion 
that shocks the mind of a child cannot 
be a true system;’ and this man made 
a creed for himself: ‘The world is my 
country, to do good my religion. ’'

1 ‘I want you to see just how splen
did and noble this man was. j This 
man, after having done al] that he 
did, received nothing from the United 
States for many, many years, except 
scorn, derision, contempt,, falsehood, 
slander.

“Now, if there is somewhere another 
world where innocence will always be 
a perfect shield, some world where 
justice will triumph, some world in 
which every heart can be’known as it 
absolutely is, and if there be such a 
world, in its shining streets or by its 
winding streams of joy, you will never 
meet a grander soul, a braver soul, 
than once inhabited.the.olay of Thomas 
Paine. \ : ■ ... ■■ '■

‘ ‘Now, all I want is for you to know 
the truth. A book will be. published 
by Mr. Conway, ahd^ijen sufficient 
time has elapsed for intelligent people 
to read it, then, if ahy Wccupant of a 
pulpit tells the old liw fi^ain, I intend 
to hold him responsiql/B by calling his 
attention to the fact,’/¿and I want 
everyohe-whd hears -me to-night to 
make up his or her inind—especially 
her mind—that fronMhis night forth 
you will always have0}th§ womanhood 
and the manhood to defend/the mem
ory of the friend bf 'man, Thomas 
Paine.” 1 .
.. In response to Cc^i Kgersoll’s ap

peal, I come forward-, to defend the 
memory of Thomas Pain'e. If I neg
lected to do so, I should feel lacking 
in courage and self-respect, and this 
is the onlyapology l offer for troubling 
you with these lines. ' : .

Martha Swift.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses'Hull 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
Author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relatione to Spiritualism. As-its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the lubjoct. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting,
Lake Brady Camp is now fully 

launched upon its fifth annual session- 
The Bunday opening, June 28th, was 
very largely attended. Most of the old 
mediums and a number of new ones, oc
cupied the platform and made brief ad
dresses. Dell Herrick who has been 
chosen chairman for the season, prom
ises to make an efflcMiit officer. Walsh 
Bros,, of Cleveland/furnieh music, and 
we have some vocal soloists on the 
grounds, among whom are representa
tives of the famous Haines family, mu
sicians.

Mre. Stuart Richings, of Boston, and 
Mrs. Maggie Waite, of Sacramento, 
Cal., are respectively speaker and test 
medium during the present week, and 
through them the philosophy and phe
nomena of Spiritualism are well sus
tained. Mrs. Rioliing’s elocutionary 
powers are exceptional aids in her vivid 
mental pictures of spirit existence, 
bringing the ideal to the realm of reality. 
Mi s. Waite s psychic powers are of the 
highest order. Her test seances carry 
conviction to the most skeptical, liie 
writer was obliged to acknowledge the 
names of friends many years in spirit
life—friends who were far from my 
thoughts at the time and ■ the messages 
said; "You were not expecting ue; we 
came here to surprise you.”

Hatfield Pettibone has given but one' 
of his remarkable materialization se
ances in the light, but it was one too 
many for a crowd of skeptics who camo 
with the determination of “catching.■’ 
but were caught with the convincing 
evidenc.

Mrs. Archer s materializing seances 
are also better than argument to the 
phenomena-seekers. I lie writer’s cam
brio handkerchief was transformed by 
the manipulations of Belle Wilson, the 
spirit lace-maker, into an Immense lace 
counterpane, and then by reversing the 
manipulations, the innocent-loolring 
handkerchief again appeared. Char
lotte Corday. as the control of a gentle
man in the audience, came forth from 
tho cabinet and announced herself ae 
the savior of France. Spirit Nellie 
Davis received a flower from her father 
which she had given him at a seance 
nearly four months ago.

Cathp is rather quiet during the first 
week, but many are yet to come. Mr. 
Kellogg and Mr. Thomae deserve great 
credit for their untiring efforts as re
ceivers to carry Lake Brady camp 
through its financial straits. Mr. Thos. 
Leos, as secretary, has rendered inval
uable assistance. :

A new billiard pavilion and other im-' 
prqvemente have been added to the 
grounds.

The following mediums are already 
established: Mr. and Mrs. Pettibone, 
materializing, test and slate-writing; 
Mre. Emma Archer, full form material
ization; Mrs. Donovan, slate-writing and 
business medium; Mrs. Mary Murrey, 
clairvoyant; Mrs. S; E. Pierce, M. D., 
business medium and spiritual healor: 
Prof, and Mrs. Kenyon, inspirational 
and slato-writing mediums; Dr. Martin 
and Edward Lynch, spiritual and mag
netic healers. Mrs. M. McCaslin.

To the Editor:—A few evenings ago 
a friend and myself visited Mr. G. W. 
Hale, a trumpet medium, of this city, 
and had one ot thfr-most remarkable se
ances that I have over witnessed. After 
turning down the light we sang a verse 
or two, and the trumppt was taken up 
and the voice of our late friend Dr. L. P. 
Harns was soon recognized. He touched 
each of us witn the trumpet, thanked us 
and regretted very much that ipy wife 
was not there so that he could thank 
her, also, for the kindness shown Miss 
Ella in her sad affliction, and said if pos
sible he would materialize and shako 
hands with us. We then bad a nice talk 
with a little tot of four years, known as 
Dolly, the daughter of my friend; She 
came açd talked ipdependent and patted 
us on the hands and sang with us. Then 
the Doctor came again and said he 
wouia try anu ishaae Hands with us. 
First going to my friend and taking him 
by the hand—which somewhat excited 
him, as the Doctor was a special friend 
of his. He told him to be calm and give 
him all the strength possible. He then 
went to the medium, who was also much 
excited, and gave him the same advice. 
He then came to me and requested me 
to stand up and hold out my hand, which 
I did. He took my hand in his and com
menced to shake it gently, raising it at 
the same time as high as I could reach, 
and then let go. Then his wife came, 
who had been in Spirit-life some twelve 
years, and gave us a message for Miss 
Ella which was grand and would have to 
be heard to be appreciated.

Last evening, with the same medium, 
myself and wife and friend, with two la
dies who had never sat in a circle, held 
a seance at my hoqse, and the spirit 
father of thé two ladies came and talked 
to them and to his little grand-daughter 
of eleven years. The communication 
was quite affecting. He then told us to 
sing, and when asking the ladies if there 
was anything that was his favorite said 
they could not really tell but he used to 
whistle one tune mostly when at work, 
but did not know what it was; and the 
trumpet was raised ahd he whistled it, 
plain and distinct, and told us to sing 
“When I Can Bead MV Title Clear,”

The tune was quickly recognized by 
the daughters, apd was a grand test to 
them. >hey left highly elated with 
what they had heard. Father Time, 
the spirit guide, gave us a lecture of 
Several minutes, that was. grand beyond 
description. . . 7 -, - :

We-think Mr. Hale one of the best 
mediums we have ever met, and he does 
not claim to be fully developed. The 
work is moving on grandly and there 
are many, anxious seekers after the 
truth. ' ' . ■'■ : ’ •

Mr. and Mrs. Hibbits, of Muncie, 
.were here last Sunday ana had several 
seances with their usual grand success, 
and are always welcome in Ft. Wayne.

; D. L. Carpenter.

Grand Ledge Camp,
The city of Grand Ledge, Mioh., is 

•situated In Eaton county, twelve miles, 
west of the capitol city, Lansing, ninety
eight miles north-west of Grana Rapids, 
upon the Detroit, Lansing & Northern 
railroad, connecting at Grand Rapids 
with the Chicago & West Michigan, 
railroad.; Also.a branch running from 
Grand.Ledge, north to Ionia, Big Rap
ids, Reed arid Howard Cities. There 
are three daily passenger trains each 
way over the D. L. & N., making access 
to the city extremely accommodating,

RAILROAD CONNECTIONS. .

. Toledo & Ann Arbor railroad at How
ell Junction.

Kalamazoo & Hastings railroad, at 
Woodbury. ■

Lowel.1 & Hastings railroad at Elm
dale. ' ; . . . ’

Trains going east arrive at Grand 
Ledge at 8:25 a. m.. 2:48 p. m., 6:55 p. m. 
Going west: 10:55 a. m,, 4:00 p. m., 9:10 
p. m. ' . ■ . ■ ■

"Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. In thé form of dialogue ana 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism 
its theory and practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. Sold at this 
office. -

RIVERSIDE PAfiKrCAMP-MEETING.
Grand . Ledge. Mich., commences July 
19, and ends August 16th. For full, il
lustrated six-page programme address 
J. P. Bussell. Grand Ledge, Mioh. ■

MT. PLEASANT PARK.
The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet

ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ist Association commences at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa. August 2. clos
ing August 30, lor full circulars and 
particulars address Will O. Hodge. 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wis., until 
July 15th; after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park). ’

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July II, and close August 23. 
For full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. e. Gaston. 
Lily Dale, N. Y.

LAKE GEORGE CAMP.
Situated at the head of Lake George, at 
the terminus of the Glen Falls branch of 
the- Delaware and Hudson railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 6. 
The management have published an 11- 
illustiatedi pamphlet with programme. 
Send for it, addressing James D. White. 
Albany, N. Y. .

NORTHWESTERN CAMP.
Located between the cities ot St. Paul 
and Minneapolis, Minn., commences 
June 21 and closes July 26. For elabor
ate programme,address Allen F. Brown, 
703 Manhattan Block, St. Paul, or Dr. 
S. N. Aspinwall, president, 2433 Fifth 
avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

HASLETT PARK CAMP.
Michigan, will be held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 and ending August 
31, and including five Sundays, flora 
beautifully illustrated pamphlet, giving 
full particulars, address G. F. Ottmar, 
209 and 210 Hollister Building. Lansing. 
Mioh.

LAKE PLEASANT CAMP
Will commence July 4 and continue to 
August 2. For full programme, address 
A- P- Blinn, 003 Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass. . •

DEVIL’S LAKE CAMP.
Michigan, will be held at Beardsell’s 
Landing, only 80 rods from Manitou 
Station on C, J. & M. M. R. B., from 
July 24 to August 10. For a six page' 
programme, containing full particulars 
address Miss D. P. Hughes, Wheatland. 
Mich.

LAKE BRADY GAMP.
Opens June 28 and closes September 0. 
The management have issued an illus
trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
full particulars. Address Ohaa. Thomas, 
2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Opens July 15 and ends August 30. For 
full programme, containing full particu- 
lars^address J. S. Phillips, Brighton,

CENTRAL NEW YORK CAMP 
will be held at the Biverside picnic
grounds at Freeville, Tompkins Co., 
N. Y., commencing July 18 and ending 
August 2. For particular information 
address H. C. Sessions, Cortland. N. Y. 
For tent and camp-ground accommoda
tions address H. W. Boe. Freeville. 
N.Y.

CHESTERFIELD GAMP 
commences July IC and closes August 10. 
Persons desiring full programme can se
cure the same by addressing the secre
tary, F. J. Macomber. Anderson, Ind.

■ DELPHOS. KANSAS.
This camp opens August 7 and contin

ues seventeen days. For full and compre
hensive information concerning the 
camp, address A. D. Ballou. M. D. who 
will furnish circulars.

MAPLE DELL CAMP
Will open its regular session, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritual and 
Beligious Camp Association, on July 18 
and continue until August 24. For full 
programme and particulars, address D. 
M. King, Mantua Station, Onio.

VICKSBURG CAMP.
- Thia camp, located one-half mile from 
Vicksburg, Mich., commences August 7 
and closes August 30th. For full pro
gramme and particulars address Jean
nette Frazer, Vicksburg, Mich.

NEW ERA CAMP.
This camp, located at New Era, Clack

amas county, Ore., will open June 20 and 
close July 12. For programmes send to 
E. A. Marshall, 291 Alder street, Port
land, Ore.

This spiritual camp-meeting will be 
held at Oak Cliff Park, Dallas, Texas, 
commencing August 29 and closing'Bep- 
teinber 12. For full particulars address 
J. C. Watkins, Dallas, Tex.

WINFIELD, KANSAS.
The camp at Winfield, Kansas/ will 

convene at Island Park, July 11/to 21.
®"We cannot publish full programs 

of all tha-camps; send to the secretaries 
for the same, giving full particulars, and 
much valuable information. To do so 
will only cost you a postage stamp.

A. Literal Fact.
A young lady, confined to her bed and 

suffering great pain, addressed her pi
ous mother: .

"Does not the - Bible teach,- ‘Whom 
the lord loveth he chasteneth?’ ”

“Yes, my daughter."
"Well, he must have great love for 

me, for ne is giving me particular scis
sors!”-

It is . presumed many a sufferer has 
gained -consolation from these encour
aging words of Paul, but is it not prob
able most persons would gladly excuse 
such exhibitions of Divine affection, es
pecially when his chastening cpmes In 
the form of jumping toothache?

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded , to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every.detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For salé at this office.

“The Religion of the Future.” ByS. 
Weil. This is a work of far mone than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, révèrent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with- it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, doth, $1.25; paper, 
50 cents.

: Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adaptedefor Use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
■teachers it may be made , very useful. 
Young and old will ba benefited by it 
-Cloth $1 For sale atthis office, •

"Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is Intensely interesting, 
-It should-be rqad in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. ■ For sale at this office, 
Price, 25 cents,

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

..Tbo only treatise ever offered the roading ant 
thinking nubile In the Interest ot modern Spiritual! 
MVh that fa absolutely free from the theories of auoer« 
btltiou. and which v
Demoneti ales continuity of life and our ejiuU 

ronment of tplrllituallnfuences*
f.Slieaata of modern physical and physiological 
BtlvUCC, .

Io the Bplrltuallfit, an impregnable foundation of 
Bclentlflo data and verified facts
. To the materlallBt and skeptic, a revelation of the 
Invisible bnergies operative in Nature’s formula of 
evolution.
. To tho ecclesiastic, a new heaven and n new earth

A book to read, to etudy and think about. A con- 
qcn_8cd volume of scientific information for 25 centt- 
Addresa your orders to
Tho Progressiva Thinker, 40 Loomis street, 
Or to W, M. Lockwood. 471 West Madison «treat.

Chicago. 111.

7 THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine.
By Editor of tho Natlone.l with Preface and Hotel 

by Peter Ecklor. Illustrated with view« of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at Nev 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomae Clio Rickman« 
Joo Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft. Madame Rolano» 
Condorcet, BrlHOt, and the moat prominent« Palu«'« 
frtonda In Europe and America. Cloth. 76 cents.
The Age of Reasoni

Being an investigation of True .nd Fabulous The. 
o)ogy. Anew and complete edition, from now piste« 
and new type: 160 pages, post Svo. Paper. 85 cental 
cloth. 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to thelnbab« 
Itsnto of America In 1776. with explanatory notice b> 
an English author. Paper. IS cents. .
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke1« 
tttack upon the French Revolution. Fust Svo- STS 
pages. Paper. 80 cents) cloth. 60 cents.
Paine’s Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Beason, Examination of the Prophecies, eta. 

Ulus, edition, Poet 8vo„ 432 pages. Cloth, tl.00
Paine’s Political Works.

Common Sense, The Oriels. Rights of Man. eta 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo.. 650 pages Cloth-11.001 
postage. 90 cents.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radicals expot*  

fng the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many slartling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of tho Old and New Testa
ment stories, «nd proving t^at Jesus was an impersoifr 
atldn and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.50. For Salo at this Offlce-
Researchos m Oriental History.

BY G. W. BROWN. M. D.
On*  Vol. ISmo, 401 Paget, Cloth, $1.30.

3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS!]
The whole comprises as earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus. t
In tbis volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Mewlaulc idea Is traced io the Bac
trian philosopher. 2/5D,years B. C.. aud its history la 
outlined, following thewsvos of emigration, until It 14 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical berou 
at Alexandria. In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tho Christian era. -|

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its csir 
tral hero are mythical: that the whole system la based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force: and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions art 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast ro*  
search among the records Of tho past: Its facta iW 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no pefr 
son can read It without instruction nod ptofit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author on 
otherwise. For sale st thltoffl

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
JJ largely a record of the facto und demonstration, 
which the author has seen, hoard of or presented In 
bls own experimento. The history of the various 
phases of the science to succinctly presented, and Che 
varions theories clearly stated. Many of tho experi
menta described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to tha 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of SOO 
Sages, bound In cloth. Pnoe, SX.OO. r„r aide at

10 office of Tag Pboobbsbivï TmsrBB.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

J-S The " Stellar Kèy” Is the n^llosophlcal intro
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some idèa of this little volume maybe gained from thè 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tho After
Life; 2—Scenes in the 8ummor-Land;.s—Society Ju the 
Summer*Land;  4—Social Centres In the Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language ana 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimstes In the Summer-Land: 9—Volci 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con* . 
tains more than double the amount of matter in fqn 
mer editions, and is enriched by a beautiful fronti» 
piece, illustrating the '’formation of the Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cents Postage 6 cents. For cale 
at this office. •

By J. M. Feeble, and J. O. Barrett: E. H. Ballsy, 
Musical Editor. Now edition. Culled from a wife 
hold of literature with tho most criticar care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
occasions, It la doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, duett 
and Quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted noth to public meetings and tha 
social circles. Cloth, 12,00. Postage 14 cenu.

The Coming American Ci v u *Var.  
'¡THIS BOOK. BY BURTON AMES 
1 HtTNTiKGTOK, is written in tho interest of hu

manity, of liberty, andot patriotism—a book written 
for tho purpose of calling attention to tbo deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every side, and more espi> 
dally to the hostile attitude and tho Insidious wilesor 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics ■wasnlngtdh’s words of warning: 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant aro ell Included In tho volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: - "Tbs 
church tolerates heretics where ahc is obliged to da 
soj but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Onr enemies, 
knowhow she treated heretics In tho Middle Ages, and 
bow she treats them today whero ehe has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming tbo Holy Ghost and the princes oi 
the chtìrcb for what they have thought ¡ft to do." 
Every one should read this work. ■ Paper, 800 pages, 
ij will he sent, postpaid, tor fifty cents, For sale nt t 
thh office. -

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
By Helen H. Gardener. One of »her brightest, wit

tiest and strongest lectures against tho Bible, Every 
woman shouldre&d it and know her friends-and en
rules. Brice 10 ¿ents.

“ . lMMORTALITYr~~
A poem In five cantos “If a man die, aboil he live!*  

fa fully aaawered. Bi w. & Barlow, author tg 
Voices. Price to cata.i
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Thin Department ie under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

E. W. S.: Q. Is there authority for 
the claim that the Church of England is 
as old as Catholicism? ■

A. Catholicism holds Peter the Apos
tle to have been its first pope, although 
quite mythical in its story.

The Church of England dates from 
the year 597, when St. Augustine went 
to Britain as a missionary from Rome. 
It is said that Christianity was intro
duced io the Roman provinces as early 
as the days of the apostles, but with the 
desertion of tho Island by the Romans, 
the Saxon invasion nearly overwhelmed 
it. • Th<j Christianity taught was direct 
from Rome, and the remote Island did 
not feel the fierce contention of the con
tinent in later centuries and was loss af
fected by the growth of dogmas, and 
grew apart, nursing the spirit of inde
pendence and rebelling against the 
power of the pope, especially in confirm
ing the bishops and hearing all appeals,

When Henry the VIII, for his per
sonal convenience, cast off tho authority 
of the . Holy Father, the nation sup
ported him, and although there was a 
reaction under Queen Mary, the move-■ 
ment was too firmly established to be 
overthrown. The waves of the reforma
tion struck heavily against it, and the 
Catholic party was active, but it became 
consolidated; its discipline has contin
ued unchanged for centuries, and the 
Archbishop of Canterbury has by; gen
eral consent been held as the spiritual 
head of the church. .• .

L. O., Oregon: Q. I. have come to 
think that lam obsessed. I have done 
things which I would not of myself have 
done, that have brought me nearly to 
financial ruin.

_ A. You are very mediumistio, as I 
gather from the influence of your letter, 
aud being quck to act on impulse, you 
are readily controlled by tho will of 
others and rush to actions and conclu
sions before you realize where you are. 
This is not obsession, but it is a state al- 

■ most as dangerous, and one into which 
people fall under the persuasion of what 
Ib called tho “successful salesman,” who 
is thus able to sell articles not wanted. 
You have not understood this, and must 
change right about and use it in learn
ing tne intentions of others, instead of 
being subject to them. Knowing your 
condition you must firmly resist such in
fluences, nor allow your mind to be 
changed, and under no circumstances 
come to a conclusion on important mat
ters until you have slept over it. You 
will retrieve your fortune and bless the 
hour the experience was given you.

more he explained" flu more questions 
you asked, until he waa cornered and 
confused. Your argument as well as 
your questions confounded him, aud he 
got away from you as soon aa he could 
and returned to the«church. excited and 
annoyed. He at onee told his story to 
his associated priests; they entered into 
his feelings, and they all said that you 
“ought to be dealt with,” and finally 
said you were “a dangerous man to the 
church,” etc. This priest had a dear 
friend who was his associate priest and 
chum, in the Spirit-world, and bin guide 
in the Snirit-world, who .was his at
tendant when you met him and had the 
discussion, and it was this spirit priest 
who told me all this; obtained 
the assistance of myself and three 
other spirits to assist him in pun
ishing you for your criticism. We 
started after you within a week and you 
know the result. Though I candidly ad
mit that wo did not accomplish what we 
intended to do, because your force of 
will and determined action forced us to 
drop you.’

“This spirit further told me that when 
I concentrated my will on them they 
were driven from me with the velocity 
of light, and as long as I continued to 
exert my will.” . . .

Our correspondent then asks;
9- (1) Has the will such power over 

spirits?
(2) Have evil spirits tlie power to 

keep our spirit-friends away from us?
(3) Can evil spirits overcome the 

good?
(4) I fully agree with your inspira

tion that many of tlie insane are ob
sessed-can you propose a remedy?

A. (1) The foregoing experience 
proves that the will has a most impor
tant influence, and if cultivated is all- 
suflicient in preserving the independent 
self-control over all external influences.

(2) Without our own exertions they 
have.

(3) Not when directly opposed, but 
sensitives will be controlled by those 
whom by organization and thought they, 
are most in unison with.................

(4) The diagnosis of each ease by 
those who understand the laws of spirit, 
instead of by physicians trained in the 
old school of materialism, and the treat
ment of the cases of spiritual derange
ment and control, by hypnotism.

There is a wide field for improvement 
in the treatment of real insanity- the 
derangement of the physical functions 
of the brain and nervous system—the 
best-conducted asylums being as far re
moved from the ideal on the one hand 
as they are on the other from the horri
ble treatment of bygone times, when 
brutal force was thought to be the cor
rect method.

Rex, Kansas: Q. In your automatic 
answer by Richard A. Proctor in The 
Progressive Thinker of the 9th ult., 
is what seems to me an error. In tho 
paper he who signs himself Proctor says 
that he contended while in physical 
life- there were no reasons for suppos- 
ing.the placets were inhabited by be
ings like ourselves. Now, Proctor did 
noVcontend for that idea... His.bpnt wa£ 
•to show that the planets, or at least some ■ 
of them, were or might be inhabited.

A. I do not vouch for the control, 
but give what I receive and as received. 
It is difficult and often impossible for 
me to continue or discuss the answers, 
because I am unable to recall the Indi
vidual- influence of such answer, or an
swers, and often they are quite as new 
and foreign to me as the reader. la 
this instance, however, I laid the above 
on my table, and after several days the 
reply came as follows:

"It is true that in ‘Other Worlds 
Than Ours,’ I made an argument in 
favor of the planets being inhabited by 
human beings. I viewed the subject 
from all sides, and exhausted specula
tion, building up possibilities from 
purely fanciful data. On the other

■ hand, I stated the reasons why they may 
not be inhabitable, and so strongly that 
I intended to leave the impression that 
contrary to the fond imaginings since 
the Bridgewater Philosophical School, 
the planets were unfitted for the abode 
of living beings such as man can form 
any conception of. In the case of Mars 
I made exception. I said: ‘Lt is singu
lar that, among all the orbs which circle 
around the sun, one only, and that al
most the least of the primary planets, 
should exhibit clearly and unmistakably 
the signs which mark a planet as the 
abode of life.’ Whatever may have 
been my contention in a popular book, 
written expressly for popularity, my 
views now are expressed in the answer 
previously given. I hold that the con
ditions are such on one and all the plan
ets except the earth that man cannot 
conceive of a form of life able to endure 
the great and rapid changes it would be 
subjected to.—Richard A. Proctor."

R. B. Hall: The following illustrates 
the position taken in previous answers, 
that tho will is the most potent means 
of overcoming “obsession," and has the 
greater weight on account of its emi
nent source. - .

“I began my investigation of Spirit
ualism in 1855,'and. from that time have 
been inspirational and impressional. 
Notwithstanding my age of nearly 80 
years, I have enjoyed excellent health 
up to six years ago, when I was suddenly 
attacked with chills which came and 
went without regularity, and were not 
followed by fever, and the physicians 
were nonplused. This continued for 
three years. My spirit friends did not 
come near me. It occurred to me that 
it was obsession and*  that I could, over
come it by my wilL As sodj^is I felt 
the chills- coming I found I could keep 
them off, and I have since had little 
trouble.

‘ ‘About six months ago I was thinking 
over my past experience with, the chills, 
wheu suddenly and most unexpectedly I 
was made to say: . ■

1 ‘ ‘I can tell you the cause.of all your 
trouble, if you will let me.’ .

"I was "startled. My^voice sounded 
like an independent or outside voice. I 
had no-fear, but it was an indescribable 
surprise. As soon as I could collect my 
thoughts I replied by saying:.

“•‘You can: Well, tell me then.’ 
“‘It was obsession—that was tho

“Inquirer,” San Francisco: Q. Are 
there stellar bodies which are unseen 
because they do not omit light?

A. There are probably a greater 
number of dark than lignt bodies in 
space. When the unaided eye looks at 
the heavens it sees the radiance of the 
more conspicuous stars, and by attentive 
gazing, lesser and lesser points of light, 
until a limit is reached and the light be
comes indistinguishable. With a tele
scope these lesser lights become plain 
and others are revealed, increasing with 
the power of the instrument. From this 
it has been assumed that with sufficient 
power all the stars in its field could bo 
seen. This was based on the assumption 
that all stars shine by the same light. 
While it was hinted that there might be 
dark bodies in space, that there could 
bo stars shining by light unrecognizable 
to the human eye was not entertained. 
Yet this is exactly what the photograph
ing of the stars has proved most conclu
sively.

.' When a telescope .is direote.d.:to the 
heavens, in its field is seen stars of vary-
ing sizes and at different distances. It 
pierces through depths of space across 
whibh light is hundreds of years in pass
ing, and on the remote horizon reveals 
the shimmer of light from orbs so re
mote they are indistinguishable.

If to this telescope, after charting all 
the visible stars, a photographic plate is 
attached, and a photograph taken of the 
field, it will be found that the number 
recorded has greatly increased, not by 
the addition of stars beyond the power 
of the instrument, but by those which 
remained unseen, because their light is 
not such as the eye can detect. The 
rays which come from them effect chem
ical change in the photographic plate 
and thereby show their presence. ■

It is safe to conclude that .such stars 
emit only the X-rays of light

The wonderful revelation is made to 
us that stupendous as the visible con
stellations of stars appear, on their 
march across the heavens, only a small 
number are seen. Thore are dark suns 
as well as .light, that are dark to our 
eyes, but which to organsof vision prop
erly adjusted, would appear in wondrous 
beauty. ’ -

What is the object of their creation? 
At present it were idle to conjecture. 
For aught we know a distinct evolution 
of living beings, entirely on different 
lines than we see on this earth under the 
influence of light and heat of our sun, 
may be called forth on planets whose 
sun gives them only the X-rays.

cause of all your trouble.
‘Do you remember goingout to hunt 

rabbits five or six years ago, and as you 
got off the cars to go into the brlish for. 
a bunt, a Catholic got off at the same 
time, and spoke to you, and walked off, 
with you?1

“‘Yos; I recollect it Well?’
“‘He walked along with you to the 

end of your route and came back with 
you to the cabs. Do you remember 
that?’ '

“‘Perfectly well. Go on.’
“ ‘Woll, while on your route you and 

him talked, all the time—more talk than 
hunt Yon soon commenced to ask 
questions about his creed, and things 
teonnected with the church. At first ho- 
•xplained as well as he could, bnt the

GOLD! GOLD! GOLD!
What is the Meaning of 

the Vision ?

Two Charts Maae Under Spirit 
Influence. .

., Will some kind friend, explain tlje 
meaning of the following story? I hope 
so. It is literally true. It occurred in 
Tonoka, Kansas, where I was lecturing 
ana treating patients in the summer of 
189—, IQc-Supreme Judge Sandford, 
one of my patients, was present <tud will, 
no doubt,1 vouch for the truth of tho part 
of which ho was a very deeply : inter
ested spectator.

It was m tlie summer of 189—, and 
Sandford and I were seated opposite, 
each other, with an intervening table, 
and engaged in conversation about the 
growth of crime, insanity, and political 
rascality, when, suddenly, I “was in the 
spirit.” I was, in a vision, on a plain at 
the foot of a mountain range. The sur
roundings were as real as any ever 
known by the senses in material life. 
If there in the natural body, no object 
could have seemed, more real to my nat
ural sense of sight,.

Away to th© south stretched a grassy, 
level plain; to the north were two lines 
of hills extending northward. There 
was a valley between and this was cov
ered with buffalo grass, or what ap
peared to be sucli herbage. Some dis
tance from tlie foot of the range of 
mountains the valley turned to the left,
and on the side of the hill on the right 
and about one-third of the '
the valley, appeared .the 
cave. ■ ■

The instant that I saw. 
and tho overhanging rock, 
ing in the cave and gazing

J. F. McD. sends specimens of hiero
glyphic writings, for opinion as to their 
being true or false: • .

Q." Are these signs a language, as 
claimed by the spirits who write 
through the medium while in a trance?

A. While not prepared to pronounce 
these curious specimens a language, It is 
remarkable how widespread and com
mon the writing in hieroglyphics is. I 
have within the year received more 
thana score of specimens, from places 
wide apart as the antipodes, so nearly 
alike that they would be referred to the 
same hand. The medium who falls into 
writing these characters rarely writes 
anything else. •

Some of the spirit-writers claim to 
have been Egyptians, Atlantians, Ethi
opians, Aryans or Hindus, but the style 
of writing of all is similar.

In the specimen sent there purports to 
be several languages, antique, and such 
as are written on remote planets, yet 
this likeness remains, and it is impossi
ble to find recurring signs or symbols. 
Sometime the students of psychic sci
ence will have an interesting subject in 
comparing these peculiar writings. We 
would advise a medium not to write un
der such dictation and to earnestly pray 
for the gift of having his own spirit
friends write instead. Mediumship is 
for enlightenment, for expansion of the 
mind, but beyond thb satisfaction of 
curiosity, nothing is gained by their 
heiroglyphical writing. It is nearly im
possible to translate the Sanskrit or 
Egyptian into modern speech, for thé 
forms of thought have so radically 
changed that the translation becomes 
vapory and uncertain, and it is said the 
anoients thought in poetry. The same 
is true of the Hebrew, as ..recorded in 
the Old Testament. Its translation can
not be made into the thoughts of the 
present. How much more difficult or 
impossible to translate the writings of 
anAtlantian or of the inhabitants of 
another planet!

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated." Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com- 
ifcal pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book, for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
•1: cloth $1.50. For sal» at this office. .

¿¿fcl

way up. from 
mouth of a

this opening 
I was stand- 
on its octa-

gon form and objects. Before me on 
the left there were, two gi eat. yelns of 
pure virgin gold, one of these—the up- 
pdr one—being the thinnest and only 
outcropping in places, yet extending 
far back into the bowels of the mount
ain. The lower vein was a much thicker 
one—-an unbroken bar of golden fire— 
and this, also, extended far -back into 
the body of the hill or mountain.

Then my gaze was led to a large heap 
or pile of golden nuggets in the left cor
ner of the cave, and not far from the 
cave entrance. This great pile was sev
eral feet in diameter at its base, and 
tapered at its top to a pyramid shape. 
The nuggets were ol all sizes, from 
fourteen to fifteen inches in diameter to 
those the size of- a hen's egg, and all 
seemed to be -slightly tarnished to a 
brown hue by the action of the elements 
and long exposure to the weather.

Then t|yc scene changed, I was back 
in my room and before, me on the table 
there was a correct chart of plain, val
ley, mountains and cave entrance. I 
had sketched it while in the vision. 
Judge Sandford was gazing with un
feigned surprise on the chart, and—not 
to make this part of my story too long— 
was most eager to have me consent to go 
at otice in search of the treasure. He 
urged that we do so at once, offering to 
fit out teams and all that would be need
ed for the undertaking. Impressed that 
the time was not yet for doing so, I bo 
stated, and promised that when the time 
came to seek for the treasure, he should 
be one of the party. With this Judge 
S. was forced to bo content, though for 
several days, and, in fact, until I left 
Topeka, he would often come to my office 
to insist on our going at once in. search 
of what he asserted I wqs plainly bidden 
to seek and And, The chart was placed 
in my trunk and.fprgptten. . J .

Between pne and two years after this 
incident occurred at Topeka, I was at 
Hannibal, Mo., returning south from a 
lecturing trip in Illinois and Iowa. 
There lecturing and working, the spirit
world'and I had reorganized and once 
again formed an active Spiritualist so
ciety in that beautiful little city on the 
Father of Waters. After two months’ 
work the society embraced among its 
members quite a number of the most 
prominent citizens, many of them being 
new converts from orthodox circles. 
But among the old-time Spiritualists 
there were many mediums who were 
possessed of rare powers of true medi
umship, and one of these was treasurer 
of the society. This gentleman was 
Brother B., the genial and gentlemanly 
agent of the Northern steamboat lines. 
No more honorable man, practical or 
reasonable in all business matters, ever 
lived, and this gentleman, if living, 
could make a star-like course in. life if 
he would put aside his reticence, and, 
coming to Chicago, make his power 
known td a Chicago audience.

But there, I must not be top prolix. 
Ono morning Brother B. came to my 
office in the Masonic Temple and 
laughingly said:

“Doctor, I do wonder why they were' 
so insistent on my coming here this 
morning. Again and again I took up 
my pen to do some work, but they would 
give me no rest until I laid it down and 
consented to come up here. Is there 
anything needed, wrong, or that I can

Before I could answer him, trembling, 
breathing quickly, he Beized achair and 
seating himself at ¿table, picked up a 
pencil to write. Then, instantly, the 
pencil was flung savagely across the 
room and to the floor. Handing it to 
him„imagine my surprise when I saw 
his eyes close, and the pencil rapidly 
mark out on a sheet of paper an exact
in every wqy—copy of the chart of the 
cave I had seen at Topeka.
’ Bro. B. quickly finished this and then 
—note what followed—struck the point 
of the pencil down three times on the 
picture of the cave entrance, and at 
each repetition said, sharply: “Goldl 
Gold! Gold! It is yours; it is yoursfit 
is yours. Go there; go there; go there.”

Then, again the ' pencil was flung 
across the room, and with a sigh, Bro. B. 
recovered his normal, smiling way, and 
looked with surprise on the ske'tch on 
the table. .. .

To express the surprise of each when 
he was told of the original drawing 
would but poorly describe, the situation. 
Long we talked it.over-, arid lek. me say 
right here, this gentleman, will confirm 
the truth of thia declaratibn, that then 
for the first time ‘did .hofflrerir' of the 
chart and vision at Topeka. '

But I fear T am taking up too much 
space, so will coriclude by .stating that 
it is only within the last few monffis 
that I have learned .bow that heap of 
gold was stored in the cave. > i

I have-.been impressed to know thatit 
was stored there near those bright veins 
of gold by the ancient sun-worshipers of 
this continent; stored for use in making 
golden vessels and images in this rich
est of all golden caves. Watched over 
by the spirits of that people, they now 
want it used for the. good of mankind. 
This has been given me to know. But 
why they have not yet revealed to me 
its exact locality 1 do not know: nor why 
I have been impressed to make this 
known here, in preparation for the find
ing of tho, treasure. . These witnesses 
will testify to the truth of this story.

Now can any one explain the meaning 
of all this?; ..The charts are in exist
ence, but n'btin'Chicago. Bro., Francis 
can give l anyonh desirous of knowing, 
our address.- •: ■' DR. Isle. .

. . The present moment is a powerful de
ity.—Goethe. .

No peace was ever won from fate by 
subterfuge.—Ruskin. . .

The Cwijflaga Gamp.
Life at Cassadaga .Comp flows peace

fully and serene, a spirit of harmony 
and good -fellowship prevailing; all are 
hopeful of a succ^jpful soaso», every in
dication being prophetic that such will 
be |bhe case.

Ripples of excitement caused by un
just criticisms in the Buffalo press have 
subsided. We believe the unanimous 
condemnation ofaiJthe- people against 
such malicious attiaeks has had the de
sired effect in prpyenting future repeti
tions. j R

Charity forbids m passing an opinion 
as to just what eallfe'ed such untruthful 
charges againstuiUe management and 
representative wpflmrs, for in the past 
the author was an ardent admirer of 
Cassadaga and its'teachings, attending 
seances of every description, interview
ing mediums of all phases, and writing 
up some very fine accounts of her expe
riences with the samé, saying over her 
own signature in the ¡press that "tlie 
genuineness of the remarkable phenom
ena was beyond question." *

Certainly these productions of only 
two years ago—which fortunately have 
been preserved—afford interesting com- 
Sirisons to thbse of more recent date.

uring the past week this lady, in a 
very low physical condition, was car
ried to her home in Buffalo. The few 
that are disposed to condone the affair 
and in forgiveness excuso all, do it on 
the ground of her weakened mind, she 
having been an invalid for Mb/ past six 
or eight months, a portion of that time 
not able to sit up; dictating to an assist
ant the press letters that have appeared;- 
and it is told that even the secular press 
thought wise to suppress some of tho 
productions, being of a nature too sensa
tional for even their columns.

Wedding bolls announced the nup
tials of Air. Jacob Wright, of Cincin
nati, Ohio, and Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 
of Chicago, III, on-the evening of June 
28d, Rev. W. W. Hicks performing the 
ceremony. Congratulations are being 
received at their pretty cottage on 
■North street. _

All tho hotels are now open for the 
season, and tho cottages are filling with 
their yearly occupants, While each 
train brings old frequenters of the camp, 
there is also a surprising number of 
strange faces among the crowd, which 
indicates good things for our increasing 
popularity and influence.

The programme is a strong one, pre
senting the very best talent on the Spirit
ualistic platform. The appearance of 
tho peerless orator, Robert G. Inger
soll. on the first, Sunday, will doubtless 
attract largo crowds, ■ for whose accom
modation special excursions will be run. 
And bo in the universal feeling of joy
ousness and hopeful anticipation we 
welcome the Beason of 1896 at Cassadaga 
Camp. . .

Just to tempt the undecided we sub
mit our programme, believing in its 
strong attractions, but with the state-

A GoodL Teat by » Grand Medium
At the closing meeting for the season 

of the Sunlight Center Baud, a gentle
man-in the. audience rose and said he 
thought Spiritualists were in error in 
opposing.Christianity, and the Bible, etc. 
The appropriate reply of tlie pastor, 
Mrs. Lyman,.we would be glad to pub
lish if space permitted. '

Although tests were not on the day’s 
programme Mrs. S. J. Cutter, clairvoy
ant and test medium, 1044 West Harri
son street, gave the gentleman who 
spoke what she saw. Addressing him 
she said:

“I see standing by you the spirits of 
your deceased mother and brother. 
Your brother has the appearance of an 
insane man. Now, I have- been honest 
with you, will you be honest with me 
and tell this audience whether I uin 
.right or not?”

Tho gentleman said: “I will be hon
est with you. My brother was insane a 
great part of Ins life and died in an in
sane asylum. He was the cause of my 
mother’s death.” .

Wo do not know the gentleman’s name 
but he said he was president of the 
Christian Federation. He courteously 
asked the pnvilegeof talking over what 
he considers the errors of Spiritualism 
aud we say, on tho authority of the sec
retary, Mrs. Von Bergen, that when the 
society resumes its meetings in Septem
ber, he can have the opportunity, as he 
has shown himself worthy of it. . .

Tlie test was a very excellent one and 
speaks well tor the mecliumistic ability 
and personal honesty of Mrs." Cutter, 
whose services to the cause of truth and 
of human affliction cannot be overesti
mated.

Now the writer has a word to-say on 
his own account. Here is asulieripg 
spirit seeking’.help and his brother was 
brought th ere, unconsciously to himself, 
to help in this case, though he^uows 
nothing about it,

All well-informed Spiritualists know 
that; all who have not been spiritually 
cultured have to return to earth to get 
themselves put. on the way to progress, 
and orthodox Christians are no excep
tion. Therefore we would suggest to 
this gentleman that instead of spending 
precious time in trying to turn back the 
wheels of hiunan progress he should try 
to do something to help his poor spirit 
brother. We say this in kindness be
cause we know whereof we speak. Hun
dreds of benighted earth-bound spirits 
are being redeemed, not by the blood of 
Christ, but by what this gentleman 
thinks to be an error.

Spiritualists who have this light are 
more to blame for not using it than this 
gentleman, who has it not, is for oppos
ing it.
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ment that it only promises a portion of 
tho good things thq^await the season’s 
guest. h,
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Mrs. A. E./fliegts.
Mrs. A.E. Sheets and R. G. Inger-

Conference^ <
Mrs. C. 0. Qnetjemyer.
Thomas Grimshaw.
Geo. A. Fuñen7
T. GrimshriW.1
Mrs. CarneEffS. Twing.
Mrs. CarriQiíE. tì. Twing and Geo.

A. Fuller. cü¿>
20. Conference. .. —. — —— —— '
21. Hon. L. V. Mötoton.
22. Geo. A. FiilWr '
23. Mm. Q.j D." Gifcnemyer. •' •
24. Hon. L. V. Mjpulton.

• 25. Mre. H. S. Lake? '
26. Mrs. H. S. Lake and Hon. L. V.

Moulton. - :
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Confèrence.
Hon. I/. V. Moulton.
Labor Day.
Mrs. H. S. Lake.
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.

AUGUST.

1. Rev. W. W. Hicks. -
2. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond and Ly

man C. Howe. , ..
3. Conference. .
4. Lyman C. Hoiwe.
5. Woman's Day. Rev. Anna Shaw.
6. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.
7. Lyman C. Howe..
8. S. Weil. .' . •
9. J. Clegg Wright, and Rev. W. W. 

Hicks. -
10. Conference. /

Railroad Rates to Clinton Camp.
A rate of a fare and one-third for the 

round trip, on the certilicate plan, has 
been secured from all points in Eastern 
committee territory of the Western Pas
senger Association, on and north of the 
main line of the Chicago, Burlington 
and Quincy Railway frbm Chicago to 
Council Blutfs, Iowa.

No rate could be secured from points 
south of the line designated.

This arrangement includes all lines 
east of Council Bluffs and north of the 
main line of the C., B. & Q. Railway.

Take a receipt of the agent when you 
■purchase your ticket, and hand it to the 
secretary immediately upon arriving at 
the Park, as nothing can be done in se
curing reduced return rate until one 
hundred of these certificates have boon 
presented.

If traveling on more than one line, 
receipts from each must be procured.

. Tickets must be purchased July 30 

.and41, and August 1, and thereafter on 
Tiiesdays and Fridays, August 4. 7, 11, 
14, 18, 21, 25 and 28, and are good until 
and including September 2.

The Williamson Cab Line will carry 
one passenger, with or without trunk, 
to and from the Park for 25 cents!

Will C. Hodge,
- Secretary M. V. S. A.

Tbo distinguished author. Hudson Tuttle, requires 
no Introduction to the n sder« of J’he Pbogremxvb 
Thinkbr, but tbo following headings of chapters will 
iliow them what they mny expect from the hook:

Contintb:—An Idyl — F irdbam - Building the 
Church—The Evangelist- Blood-Tbe tialoon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Bou!»—Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Gain—Evolution- Stella—The 
tell—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—Tbo 
Double Role—Hereby—Annette-The Bank Rubbery— 
Liberty—All Is Well That Ende Well—The New 
Church—The New May; Led to the Light

Every chapter is devoted to one idta. and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the ell- 
max. The fiendish career of th*  revivalist Is ccn- 
trasted with the character of the honest minister and 
the thinking agncstlc. The steps br which a preacher 
emerges from the church, and the dlfficiilttes hemeets 
ire graphically presented. '! he new church and pro
gressive lyceuin evolved ont of the old. form an in*  
«resting study to tb(»»e seeking new methods.

It Is «beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
’.a Accordance with our new departure. Is 30 cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for ci-2>. lor sale at the

Tux P»w* ..........- . .............

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

11 and 12. Prof.. Wm..Lockwood.
13 and 14. J. Clegg Wright. '
15. Jennie B. H. Jacksop and Prof. 

Wm. Lockwood. ■
16. Mrs. R, S. Lillie and Prof. Wm.

Lockwood. .
17. Conference.
18. Mrs. R. S. Lillie.
19. Hon. A. B. Richmond.
20. Jennie B. H. Jackson.
21. Annual convention and election of 

the Spiritual, Educational and Protect- 
tive Union.

22. Mrs. R. S. Lillie and Rev. W. W. 
Hicks. . i- ,

23. Mrs. Jennie B. H. Jackson and
Hon. A. B. Richmond. S. B.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
After a protracted illness, patiently 

borne, Dr. R. S. Ensign passed to Spirit
life from the home of his daughter, in 
Geneva, Ohio, on May 13, 1896, aged 86 
years. O. P. Kellogg, tho veteran Spir
itualist lecturer, delivered the funeral 
discourse. A large delegation of the

11. O. of O. F. were present.
Dr. Ensign led an active, energetic 

life, in all that pertained to justice, 
truth and progress. He was born in 
New York State, and entered the min
istry when a mere boy, but when the 
light of Spiritualism dawned, he was one 
of the first to receive it, and he lived 
and died firm in that faith. He prac- 
ticed.medicine for many years, and was 
widely known as a successful physician. 
The Progressive Thinker was his 
favorite paper, and he has in the past 
few years secured many subscribers for 
it, principally while living with his son, 
Judge J. D. Ensign, of Duluth, Wis.

His widow, only two years his junior, 
is cheered in her loneliness by the 
thought that it can only be a little 
while until she will join. her devoted 
husband ip that home where partings 
are not known.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN- 
■ TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE
NEFICENT INSTITUTION, j 

AND REVEALING THE
ABUSESOFA UNION 

OF CHUnOH AND 8TATK.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND THE 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by "Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Too Illustrations are classified as follows: 16 rep 
reaeuu Uncle Sam and tbo Priest; 2, The Church 
KolT»'.« the People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
Law?: 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
LL-'Jjurchjg, The Church and Tbomasraine; 4, Stud
io*  lu Natural History; 2, Tho Bible and Science; 15, 
The Clergy and Their Flocks;!, Piety In Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
IBs Works; 2, Prayer; 10. The Creeds-,2, Christiana and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; l.Tbe Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2,Church’s Idea of Civilization; 1, The Usea 
of theCrosi;4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
ftraecutions of the Church; 12, Some Allegories*  
B,Heaven -, 6; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price 12.

For Sala at this office._________
❖❖«THE♦♦♦

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
-OR-

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

Waustde Jottiiujs.
Gathered from tho Highways, By-waya and Hedge» 

of Life. Uy Marni E. Hull. Thia 1» a marvelously . 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls bos*  poems, 
sermons and esacys, and contains ■ splendid portrait ■ - 
of the author, also a portrait ul Moses Hull. Trice, 
ueatly bound lu English cloth, el. > ■
III, Spiritual Alps .

and How Wo Ascend Them.
Ora tew thoughts ou bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit Is supremo and all things nre subject to 
It. Wllhportralt. ByMosnsHuip. . Just the book • 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to - 
show vou how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 cental In paper cover, 23'1 
cents .
New Thought,

Volume I, Nicely bound In cloth, 679 large, beautl- 
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the beet 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting lu an attractive form the highest phase ot ' 
the bplrltual Philosophy. Price, only tl.W. . .
New Thought, .

Volume II. 3M pages, beautifully printed and ■ 
nicely bound. Original matter. Blx portraits. Cloth
bound, 7b cents. -
Joan, the Ntedlum,

Or, the Inspired Heroine ot Orleans. Spiritualism • 
as a Leader of Armies. By Moans Hull. This Is at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was evermore tbrllllngly In- . 
terestlng; no history more true. Price In cloth, 40 • 
cents; paper cover, 26 cents.
The Real Issue,

By Mosu Hull. A compound of tho two punph- 
lets, “Tho Irrepressible Coudlct," and "Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 26 cents. This book contain» 
statistics, facte and documents, on the tendencies ot 
tbo times, that every one should have.
All About Devils, "

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Satanic 
Majesty and Bls Subordinates In Uie Kingdom ot 
Darkness. 60 poges. By Moans Hull. Price, 16 cents, .
Jesus and the Mediums. . .. ,..

or Christ and Mediumship.
Careful comparison ot some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship ot the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Mosss Hull. An Invincible argument proving that - 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all tho condl*  
tlons of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa- ; 
meat were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the re
turn ot mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
Tbo Spiritual Idea of Death, Hooven and HelL By , 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spin 
ItuaUstlcJnterpretatiou of many things In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the . 
heavens and hells believed In by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised,

Or-the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker ‘ 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
SpiritualoBongster,

I By Mattie E. Hull Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull's 
I sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use ■ ■

of congregations, circles and families, price, 10 cts^ -. 
or 46 per hundred - •

BY KERSEY GRAVES.

New and ntartllng revelations In religions history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking-many 
of Ita sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Cruclded Gods. This won
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference In the add 
which the author has chosen for It. The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied Information contained lu It must have been se
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that It la In such 1

The MediumUtic Experience .
of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 
J. 8. Loveland. This Is the history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large 
pages. Price, 60 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists,

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed.*  By 
Moses Hull, Price, 5 cents. •
Who Wat the Hebrew Jehovah?

An argument on the origin and character of the 
Jewish God. Price, 5 cents.

convenient shape, the student octree thought will not : Was John Calvin a Murderer? 
willingly allowlt to go out of print But the book la phpa k 
by no means a mere collation, of views or etaxktlcs; I rnva» 0 cents, 
throughout ita entire coarse the author—as will be

What a Woman Can Do.
Last week I cleared, .after paying all 

expenses, 8355,85, the. month previous 
$260, and have at the same time attended 
to other duties. I believe any energetic 
person can do equally as well, as I have 
had very little, experience. The dish 
washer is just lovely and every family
wants one, which'makes selling very 
easy. I, do no canvassing. People hear" 
about the dish washer and come or send 
for one. It is strange that a good, cheap 
dish washer has never before been put 
on the market. The Mound City Dish 
Washer fills this bill. With it you can 
wash and dry the dishes for a family of 
ten in two minuteByvithout wetting your 
hands. As soon as people see the wash
er work-they wanFbne' You can make 
more money and, ifaloe it quicker than 
with any household article on the mar
ket. I feel conviqcefflthat any lady or 
gentleman can ihsgoffrom $10 to $14 per 
day around home.1, YBu can get full par
ticulars by addressingsThe Mound City 
Dish Washer Co.,^t. Louis, Mo. They 
help you get startedjAhen you can make 
money awful fast’.'.'; A. L. C.

-------- — . VL^ L.____ :__ ■ •
“Cosmian HymftI'Book.” A collection 

of original and srieofed hymns, for lib
eral and ethicalisorieties, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L; K. Wash
bum. This voluma- meets a public 
want. It cbmprisds 2® choice selections' 
of. poetry andVitriisI», embodying the 
highest.mbfal seatitfpnt, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sa e 
at this office. ’ .v . ' /

“From Night- to Morn, or Au Appeal 
to the Baptist Church?’ By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
lucents. ' ~ '

“Woman, Church and State.” By
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of mope than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is . treated .with masterly 
ability; showing what-'the church has. 
arid has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject., and should. 
be read bv every ono; . Price $2, post 

. I»14* • T

Passed to Spirit-life, on Friday, 9 a. m., 
June 26, 1896, J. T. Oemstead, aged 64 
years.

Mr. Oemstead was a native of New
Brunswick, but over a quarter of a cen
tury ago he emigrated to Kansas. He 
espoused Spiritualism not many years 
after the Hydesville manifestations, and 
held public circles every- week in his 
house for many years. His wife devel
oped into quite a good medium, and 
many of our prominent members of the 
city, were frequent visitors. He was re
spected by the community. He claimed 
individual sovereignty for himself and 
all others; he cared nothing for what 
folks thought or said, pursuing his line 
of thought regardless of unfriendly 
criticism.
' During his last illness he lopked-for- 
Ward with pleasure to his transition to 
a happy life where he would be free 
from earthly pain and join his mother 
and children in a happy home.

The services were held at the G. A.R. 
Hall; Sunday, June 28, where the First 
Society of-Spiritualists meet every Sun
day. Mr. A. Markley and Mrs. L. A. 
Mabeo conducted the services. ■ The lat
ter spoke in very fitting terms, and pic
tured the beauty and consolation a be
lief. like ours brings to the mourning 
friends; and to tho widow and children 
comes the comforting assurance that he 
is not far away, but near still, in love 
and carb for them. What a'comfortmg 
thought to know that he is not lost but 
only gone before. C. W. Pf.NSYL.

Topeka, Kansas. . . '

"The Woman’s Bible; Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on" Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” Tho contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very , striking. Keen, 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the. right, characterize 
this very interesting effort-tof some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sole, 
at this office; ■ Price 50 cents. ■ . .

“The Occult Forces of Sex.”, By Loi? 
Watsbrooker. Three pamphlets'are em
bodied in this volume, in which quest-, 
ions of great-importance to the race are 
discussed from, ths standpoint of an adt. 
vanced socialreformer. Prioe 50c.

«eeu by his title-page and chapter-head«—follows a 
definite line of research and argument to the close, 
and Ids conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on tine white paper, 880 pages. New edition« 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. .
Price $1,50. Postage 10 cents*  For sale üt 

-this office.

Woman, Church and Stale.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND— >

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

'T'HE. AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
A frrm&tfcra succinctly ond clearly stated In thto 

volume of M4 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of tho fulness and com*  
pleteness with which the subjects arts treated. The 
MatrtarcbatCj ot Mother-rule. Is the theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curl*  
on®, is brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
Thia it folloived by chapter» on Celibacy. Canon Laar. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Wortr, The Chhtch of To-day. Fast, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter in the book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well*  
arranged, And iDtensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buyinglt; it Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free aad truth-lov
ing mind. . • .

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office. - ,
The Other World and This.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHLNIQUY.
This Is a most valuable book. It cornea from hn Ex« — 

Priest, whose character Ja above reproach, and who 
knows what he Is talking about. Everybody should ' 
read It. Price, <14)0.. It contains the following chap*  
ten: ' AMP*-  ' ;

^CHAPTER I. : . .
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self*  

respect In ttxe Confessional.
, • CHAPTER II. - •

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the '
Priest. .

CHAPTER III. 
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom. . ■
_ CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the priests is made eu> 

by Auricular Confession.
_ CHAPTER V.
The hlgb1y*educated  and relined Woman In the Com - 

fesalonal—What becomes ot her after uncuntUtion« 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Rulo.

CHAPTER VI. i
Auricular Confession destroys nil the Sacred Ties ol .

Marriage and Human Society. ■
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Conf eMion be tolerated among Civil* - 
lied. Rations? ;

CHAPTER VITL
Does Auricular Confession bring Pesce to the Soul? 
~ CHAPTER IX. ■ .
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious •

Imposture. - ■
CHAPTERS. -

God compels the Church of Rome to confess ths 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. , '

CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession in Australia, America« and < 

France. ‘
. CHAPTER XII. . .’
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislator«. Hus« 

. bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price« $1.00.

PERFEGI mmtKHUbu;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. .

nrrais volume tee autmoì^^ 1 Auguiti W. Fletcher, IL D, tn tbo thlrtr-MM welt-li* auguiis Tv-riotuMcr. m* u* Wv uurkj'iHDV 
chapters dl«cusaes a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Splrltuallam, from a «plrltuallstlo atand- 
aolnt. Sho evinces tho powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary atylo, and 
capablty ot thought expreaston. . The subjects are 
woll-bandlod with conciseness and yet with clearness.

DY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
JD a novel written with a purpose, and. that 
purpose Is noU/nerelr to enable an unthinking. Idle 
tnlnd to while away the time In a state ot idle blcssed- 

, devoid ot earnest thought or care tor either 
___ improvement or the good ot humanity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, tor mother: an*  
those who are to oo mothers; aid secondly, tbrouRh

It will prove » rich addition to any Bptrlttnllit’« 
library»ondB-tnoBtaxcellcntbookfor any oao note 
!n| information concerning Spirtu'olism and Ita teach

sate at thfe office. Price«

God in tKe Constitution.
- BrBtibenG.IwinoU. One of the but paper» Colo- 

• nel IngeHoll ever wrote. In paper corer, with like-
nee»otaeUwr. PiIoe,»cental twemeopleeturnaft

tho mothers, to effect tho well-being and happiness of 
tbo race. It brings stronglyand clearly to view th*  
result upon tbo child of proper surroundings and Infln« . 
onces bearing upon tho mother previous to natcroily. 
Incidentally tho author touches, upon various thing*  
la modern social and business life, which art unjuit, , 
and fix unequal burdens upon tho Individnals compet
ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant instruc-. 
tiveahd very Interesting, even when regarded merely • 
«■»novel, and is especially commended u> **woeoen  
sverywhore,” to whom It la dedicated. It «too thot^ 
ought? shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catholie 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to tho Spiritual pblb < 
osophy ere Introduced. It contain« a fine Ukeeese et -. 
the author. It contains fU5 naget. neatly bouhd M 
Moth. Price by mall, prepare, <l • .

> . ' ’■ “

.4 
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08 OF HIGH ENCOMIUM

¿Por a San Francisco Medium. ;; J. M,PEEBLES, M.O.
T® Editob :-—In a recent issue

¿'K;Of;-THis.'PRoaiiES8ivB Thinker ap- 
£' ' eared an article commending to pub:

...... o hotice two or three most excellent 
¿^©¿¡mediums -of San' Francisco, one of 

is ' Mr. Fred, P; Evans, and I 
’ k; want tb add that too much cannot be 
¡¿pLiaid in praise of the goqd work he has 

U ; done for the cause and of his superior 
i ¡V mediumship. ■

.‘¿'Since the Golden Gate, formerly 
¿-^¿edited by J. J. Owen, has gone out of 
i j publication, we do not see much of 

.'¡bbMr. Evans’ work in print. .
: He is a young man of modestand
? i s unassuming air, and 'makes-no noise 
h ¿¿;'or flourish of trumpets to attract 
; ¿ i attention to himself..
¿S / His principal phase of mediumship 

' A■■ is psychography or independent slater 
writ-jpg. • ■

■ 3. “Mir. Evans has not been east of Cal
ifornia since his development, but has 

■ ji- traveled.throughout that State, where 
he has given many seances, private

GH'/VS. E.
WftTKlNS 
M. D....

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

and before public audiences. He an
swered a call from the Spiritualists of 
Australia, and spent a year in that 
country during 1888 and 1889, receiv
ing the highest commendations for the 
excellent character of his work there, 

. as recorded in the various issues of 
the Harbinger of Light, of Melbourne, 
and other publications,

The writer first met him in San 
Francisco, in the summer of 1888, a 
perfect stranger. I had several sit
tings with the medium. They were 
very satisfactory and the manifesto- 
tions most remarkable. I brought 
home eight slates, arid made copies 
of others, with careful notes of the 
phenomena which occurred at those 
sittings, aud now, in taking a retro
spective view of the occurrences, with 
all the additional light and corrob- 

. orative evidences, the facts remain as 
; astounding as ever.

The tests of identity, the prophecies 
since fulfilled, the correct answers to 

: my inquiries, either written or verbal, 
: together with their marvelous produc

tion under test conditions, make a 
; history of very great interest to me; 

and although meeting the psychic then 
' for the first time, I have felt ever 

since a personal interest in his suo
?. cess.

I have investigated the phenomena 
in almost all its phases, and while it 

‘ is often difficult to draw the line and 
i; hectare which is the most wonderful 

and important, still lam inclined to 
■ think,'as was expressed by the late 
Epes Sargent, that independent 
writing forms the scientific basis of 
Spiritualism. Surely the investigator 
may have conditions favorable for the 

' most exhaustive experimentation.
Be it understood that I took my 

own slates, which were never out of 
my sight for a moment, and the 
writing was produced while they lay 
on the floor ¿t my feet or while held 

: in my'hands, names and incidents be., 
ing referred to in the writing wholly 
unknown by the medium.

■ I found him thoroughly honest and 
■ : aboveboard in every particular in my 
.several sittings with him, and what 1 
say is voluntary and unsolicited.

I may add, as was also stated by 
the writer of the former article, that 

\ an interesting work, edited by the late 
J. J. Owen, has been published, pro
fusely illustrated, setting forth the 

< wonders performed through Mr. 
■ Evans’ mediumship, and should be 

. read and studied by all who are in
terested in the cause. 1 believe copies 
.may be obtained by application to the 
publishers, the Hicks-Judd Co., 23 

. First' street, or of Fred. P. Evans, 
. • 1242 McAllister street, San Francisco.

Much useful knowledge may be ob
. tained while searching for truth, by 

'reading the standard works.
• • Chas. P, Cocks.

. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success, . : ’

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
. not try to run down other doctors. ‘ ;
ANOTHER REASON is he is ac

knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 

' case closely. ' .
ANOTHER REASON is he gives 

only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 

, without any medicine.
ANOTHER REASON is he makes 

the price of treatment rigljt to all.
HE IS ENDORSED

by all the Spiritual papers not only as 
a fine'physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay ;

. you. Should you desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2>cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. 6. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

¿ Island Lake Camp, Mich.
'■ i /To the Editor:—Wishing to give 
. the desired information to those inquir- 

;' ing, friends in other States as well as in 
’ . .old Michigan,'! would say through your 
’ paper that concerning the natural at

tractions of our camp-ground, we can 
truthfully say that it is, if not tho best, 

: • fully equal to the best of them, with the 
, : Very best of water for drinking and two 

beautifql lakes, abounding wiin the best
• of fish, and nearly surrounding our 

tj camp-ground, which is Shaded by a fine 
'.i " second growth of oak qpd hickory, ce

' . dar and evergreen, with oilier varieties
of wood, which combine to form a pic
ture complete, and draw the exclama
tion, “this is a beautiful place!” from 
each new arrival. „

We have on the grounds a fine hotel, 
two stories high with more than 12,000 
feet of floor, in fifty rooms furnished and 
well-calculated for the peace and com
fort of our patrons. Altogether it is 
tho most healthy place in Michigan for 
camp.’ j We also have an auditorium in 
process of construction. 60x72, well 
planned and located, and a spacious 
barn, and, in fact, we have everything 
to form a good foundation, and all that 
is necessary is time to develop what may 
be called the banner camp of Michigan. 

' There will be healing mediums and 
médiums of all phases on our grounds 
during this season, which com menees on 
July 15 and continues until "August 30, 
giving abundant time and opportunity 
for all to seek what they wish US find, 
and find what they seek. ' /

John. S. Phillips, .
Seo’y. Island Lake Camp/Ass’n.,

K “Mediumship and its Developmént- 
■ L and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel, 
■ opment.”- By W. H. Bach. Especially 
K ■ useful to learners who seek to know and 
■p/ utilize the laws of mediumship and do- 
■ te ; Velopment,- and avoid errors. Price;

. cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. ,
? “History of the Inquisition.” Every 

■fey citizen .of oùr country should read this 
J W-Concise history of that Romish churohly 
»P’ institution known as the Inquisition.

.-The animus of Romanism against all 
V W-' institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
r p?' conformity with the ruling powers of 
L/fe 'the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
■fe'i’in these statements of veritable history.

The Romish Octopus.
Bordering on -the western coast of 

South Ajnerica is the little republic of 
Ecuado^ about 800 miles long and 
300 miles wide. It is the one country 
where the Boman Catholics are per
mitted to run everything to their own 
sweet notion, and a glance at it will 
show about what kind of a world we 
would have could the Pope only rule 
the earth at his pleasure. All the 
leading officers must be members of 
the Catholic Church, and all. laws are 
made in the interest of the Catholic 
religion. Only Catholics can vote, 
ana all the schools are taught by 
priests and nuns, and, the children 
learn more about the saints than about 
their country. There is said to he no 
reliable map of the country, and the 
people know very little of this world 
save what they chance to learn con
cerning their little republic. There 
are no railroad nor telegraph lines 
that can be depended upon. No books 
or printed matter of any kind can be 
brought into the country without the 
consent of the priests. For news the 
public depends more upon peddlers 
than upon the mails. More than one-_ 
fourth of all the property is owned by 
the bishops. None hut the Catholic 
religion is tolerated. There is. a 
church for’ every two hundred per
sons. Ten .per cent of the whole pop
ulation is composed of priests and 
mins, and sixty per cent of the births - 
are illegitimate.It is the home for 
carnality under the cloak of religion. 
The priests are. well. fed, but the 
masses are sunk in ignorance-and bear 
the heavy burdens of life. Merchan
dise is carried on the backs of men,, 
women, mules and horses, from one 
part of the country to the other. 
Everything, save sensual enjoyment, 
is two hundred years behind the 
times. This is the result where the 
infallibility of the Pope is acknowl
edged by priest, nun and the masses. 
The less the world /has of -. such the 
better. —Gospel 'Messenger, Mt. Mor
ris, Ill. . ;

41

fe.The devilishness and murderous ma- 
fiefignity of tho “Holy Inquisition" is 
^fcarcely: paralleled in all" thé world's 

records of inhuman atrocities.. It is for 
^■»àïe'at.-thls office,' and will bo mailed 
ÊÂBÇflpsWfor25c.

. '■ . .. - ' Married., ■ / ■
Miss Lucy M. Hull, eldest daughter of 

Willard J. Hull, was united in wedlock 
to Mr. Charles O.. Smith, June 27th, at 
Minneapolis, Minn.j by the Rev. Mr. 
Purdy. .The mother, gave the. bride 
away.... • • ¿'r' ' '■" A. E. H. '.

Of knowledge there fe iio satiety.—.
Bacon. ' v b.■':

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC ;
¡; DISEASES. ‘ . '•
< f —Depend« for b|s remarkable cure«, not < [ 
, > upon tho old drastic drug «ystem, but upon

the knowledge of diBeues and their proper 
remedies—upon «deuce and the finer psy- < * 
ohlo force». , : ■ o

» ! of his cure«, like Schlatter1«, are < ’
< • JNSTANTAREÔU6; In other cases months < ► 
< ’ are required. ~ . P < >
< ’ Having carefully studied all thettypapeu*  < > 
< • tic agencies In connection wjth hlsloni med- < f 
« । led experience, he uses those best adapted 1 > 
< » to each case with unvarying succès«. » > 
। ( Huiidred« are Joyfully writing the Doctor: .
( > “I am better»“ or “I am cured.“ “God bleu , 
< ► yom” j (
; ; HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING: - - 
, . ■ Dyspepsia, dlarrhæa, dropsy, epilepsy, eo- ° 

aema, erysipejM, falHug sickness, rheuma- < ’ 
tism, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, .

’ ’ heaaauhes, heart diaeaae, kindey complaint, 4 ► 
’’ female weaknew, liver difficulty, neuralgia, 4 ’ 

paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthina, o
< > bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples < » 
< > upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses < > 
< > of men, barrenness Insanity, drunkenness, . f t 
4 > constipation, la grippe aud all chronic , > 
< ► dliease«. And further, he furnlshe« . < ,

DR. J. S. LOUGKS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, MASS.,

The Well-Known Magnetici Physician 
of About SO Years’ Practice.

Hit practico extendi Intolall parts of the United 
States and Canada; aliata tome parts of Europe. He 
la making wonderful corei With hie magnetic reído- 
dtu,ubls certificate» of eures will show. Bend for 
one. Many are cured whewtflveu up to dip by the 
M. D's. If you send him a Irek of your hair, name, 
age, aex, efid four S cent stamp», be will tell yon 
what (io think» of your osa«;Alto wfaat the prob 
pecu are tar a eure. Tdy tola aud Be convinced

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS 
, Hygeulc and Physiological literature, en

abling them when cured, to remain healthy.

Correct Diagnosis Free,
By enclosing name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stomp 
for reply. .

REMEMBER Tft,ADDRESS

• >

« >

. Jl llil I LLULLU) Illi Ml J I
, SAN DIEGO, CAL. X
> ' ' .820« f

$$$$$

More Persecution.
To the Editor:—Another medium 

has fallen a victim to a cruel and un
just law in this Capitol City—nqt a 
statutory law; but a .municipal. law, 
which defines that any clairvoyant 
practicing this gift for pay, in the city 
of Lincoln, shall pay ,a Hcense:of $50 
per annum. ;

Mrs. Mary L. Goodrich, whose home 
is in the State of Maine, came to this 
city a few days ago, rented a suite of 
rooms, put out her sign as a clair
voyant and Spiritualist medium, and 
in the course of three or four tlays 
was called upon by the city detective, 
politely informing her she must call 
at the office of the policé judge forth
with or a warrant would be issued. 
Going over with her limited means, 
and being frightened at the idea of 
being classed as a criminal, she handed 
over to the police magistrate $4.20, 
all the money the lady possessed at 
that time, leaving her penniless and 
alone to fight the battles of life in this 
cold and unchristian world.
/The news soon came to me by one 

of our resident Spiritualists. I at 
once denounced this as a scheme of 
robbery, and proceeded to investigate 
this matter. The judge absolutely re
fused to return thé money. I in
formed him that I had but a few 
months ago served a term in the Polk 
County Jail, in this State, and was 
somewhat familiar with the criminal 
çode, and -that Iwas then acting as 
attorney for Mrs. Goodrich, and 

• wanted to see the court docket and 
alsq #j$mjne the papers that had been 
filed in the case;, all of which he 
evaded by handing me the $4.20, 
which I took and at once turned it 
over to Mrs. Goodrich.

riearaed by looking up this matter 
that no warrant had been issued, no 
complaint had been filed; neither had 
she been arraigned in court, all of 
which is necessary to constitute a 
case. I sacrificed my own liberty but 
a few months since by going to jail, 
being charged with the heinous crime 
of healing the sick. Since undergoing 
my imprisonment in the Polk County 
Jail, I vow that I will do all I can to 
blot from the statutes all laws det
rimental to the liberty of any man or 
woman, black or white, of whatever 
denomination.

Db. P. B. George, ■
Secretary State Spiritualist Associa

tion of Nebraska. . '

The North-Western Gamp.

RESOLUTIONS UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED.

Whereas, The Spiritual movement, 
of to-day js gaining an unprecedented 
Impetus, promising more educational 
results in character-building, and 
bringing humanity at large closer to 
the Spirit-life and its practical virtues, 
arid whereas these hopeful phases of 
growth largely date in organized work 
under the National Association of 
Spiritualists, whose steady evolution, 
so apparent to us all, hinges upon the 
physical as well as mental ability, in
spirationally directed- by ■ the angel 
world, and whereas Prof. H. D. Bar
rett devotes all his energies to the du
ties assigned him as the president of 
said association with success wherever 
hé addresses the people on the spirit
ual gospel and its kindred reforms; 
but evidently is overworking himself 
to meet the pressing demands' for his 
Services, and already shows signs of 
being ' suddenly cut off in the most 
useful period of his life ; therefore

Resolved, That while this assembly 
of Spiritualists highly appréciâtes the 
labors of our dear brother and leader, 
•we believe it is oiir duty to require of 
him to undertake less tasks in speak
ing and traveling, and ; that we wrong 
him and wrong the cause we so dearly 
love, when there are so^marked and 
inconsidèrate ; demands upon his en
ergies, which are too burdensome evéh 
for a Hercules to endure. .

Resolved, That we respectfully call 
upon and do urge our Spiritual broth
ers and sisters in all parts of the coun
try where he labors, to abridge hiB 
tasks as much as is consistent .with 
the situation,. carefully looking to the 
physical strength and healthfulness of 
Professor Barrett, that he may be 
long with us, and when his work is 
ended his may be the plaudit of “Well 
done, ^ood and faithful servant. ”

Resolved, That President Aspinwall 
be requested to have this preamble 
and these resolutions published in the 
Spiritual press of the country. ?i\

Religion of the Future. By S. Well 
Cloth, $1,25; paper, 50 cente. ' ...

TESTIMCMALi .
DB. J. B. LOUCKK—My Dt>ar Doctor:—About two 

?ears ago, my wife being te i ieeble condition,
Wrote three letter« to certain parties who treat by 

magnetic remedies, aud one of tUeae letters was to 
younelf. I Intimated neither to you nor them «t that 
time the condition of the difficulty under which »Ue 
labored. 1 received ad answer In s few days from 
tach, and In your*  I found that the diagnoBiB of the- 
case wub perfect in every particular. Tor various 

Tenuous I did not apply to you tbenfor.remedy, I had 
previously tried many skillful physician«, .alio my own 
ability, gained by thirty year« of practice, but without' 

.apparent benefit. • In May, 1885, iny wife pelng in such 
a bopeleas condition, I concluded to try your magnetic 
remedlei. At that time articulation of speech wa« 
.very Indistinct, and her left arm and side were almost 
powcrleas. After commencing your remedies I no- 
tlcedla a few weeks a change for the better, and 
since then there has been a gradual amendment. 
During the past summer «he has been able to.drive In 

'her carriage fifteen or twenty miles at a time, and at 
tho present writing 1b littli Improving. Facts are 
stubborn thing», and if a certain class■ of M, D.’s 
would look allttle more into the higher Jaws that gov
ern life, and eepeclally health, and were not so over-' 
Bo lcltons for the dear people, and would stop trying 
to p u b plot laws that |io one may prescribe but them- 
Hcives, they would do a great work for humanity.

6. K. RICH, M. D..
566 Coiumbus Ave., Boston, Oct. 12, 1886,

J. 6. BflTDORF,M, D.
SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 

DISEASES.
—------- 0------------

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS
DRUGS!

------------ o-------------

MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAMI
Diab Doctor —When your medicine reached me 1 

wasloF: the doctors here Buid they could do nothing 
forme, but »luce.taking your medicine am gfitUng 
better rapidly, and feel that they will auro mo. Muy 
ilod and,the good angels bloB» you for your aid to auf- 
ering humanity. ELIZA CULtY.

- Pilmi.Htation, ^itclb . . ;

Db4.r Doctor—Your'remedies have'donp more for 
me and afforded me more relief than anything else I 
ever tried aud I have tried nearly everything. '

Bault Ste Marie, Mich. JAMES EMMS.

Dear Doctor—I write to lefc you know that my 
health «till contlnueB'to improve. To describe my 
condition and horrible TeellngB at the time I began 
using your medicine la beyond my power. I Buffered 
with female weakness ana severe pain» in my cheat 
for two years. I tried several doctors but found no 
relief until a friend directed me toyou. After using 
iour medicine one inunth am almost well, and firmly 

eHove one month more will cure. me.
Ruth, Mich, LOUISA GENTNA.

One thousand more on file'at our office. Watch 
this spape as now testimonials will appear every 
two weeks. . .

We blow no born to exoltet simply BtRte a few faot« 
or eUtemenU of patient« relieved. ;We have many 
that can be seen at out office. One hundred dollars 
for any one found untrue that we publish, Addrcea

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, MASS,
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SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name im full,’ age, sex, 

lock of, hair,! leading symptom, imd 
two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. D„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
’ 88Stf

FORSTER, DR, W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

Will «end ft free dlagno»!» aud term# for treatment to 
all who will send their name and address—in their 

handwriting—with postage stamp for reply, 
“The Facific Coasf Spiritualist” of Dec. &). 1893, 

says of Dr. Forster:— ■
“Since hia coining here he has made himself highly 

respected and beloved for hl« benevolent work, his 
hum an It arlau ideas and practices, and hl« straight
forward course of integrity aud honor.” ’

“Dr. W. M. Forster, .California’s noted clairvoyant 
physician, h recelvtng cornmendattous from far and 
near over hlsremarkables success as a healer,’’—Phil
osophical Journal.

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 Market Street, San Franciscof Cal, 

' ' 883

DR. J. C. POWER.

A WONDERFUL OFFER
■ • . . . BY ,. ,
DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
Oue of the most successful healers and diagnosticians 

The doctor has letters from all over thi 
united States, Owada, Australia and Europe, telllni 
of the marvelous rcaultn, after all hope In othof 
sources bavb been given up, being speedily cured 
under bls treatment. Nervous and chronic (Ikeasef 
of every character, peculiar td both men and women, 
»re, by the aid of hla wonderful and extraordinary 
power, cured. *

The doctor has never failed In a correct dlagnosl» of 
any case, many time» it being canto» that had baffled 
the most renowned pbystc'anH, but was readily ok 
plained through his wonderful clairvoyant and clalr- 
audlent powers, ;

Each case receive« the attention of himself and 
baud, also remedies for Individual case. Scud tbrea 
2-ceut stamp«, lock of hair, age, sex, and one symptom, 
and by reiuru mall you will receive a full and accu
rate description of your case and any advice regarding 
It. Through panecutlon on account of hU marveloA 
success tho doctor graduated In a regular school, 
therefore being an M. D.

Sufferers, you that have failed to find relief, try 
once more and be convinced of Dr. Lay’s power« and 
ability. Address

842tf DR. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, Ill.

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.
Something new and start

ling. This knowledge ta 
from a higher source ana 
is fully explained in th« 
“Astbai, Guidb?’ which 
will be sent FREE to any 
uddreBB upon receipt of a 
two cent stamp for postage.

Astrological students. 
Physicians, Healers, 
Nurses, Everybody nun 
have the “Guide.’’'

L. J. SHAFER, 
Ohemiet,

Gl CcuUdsxo JLrve.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 

AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER 
HAS NO EQUAL! .....

Rejoice and Be Glad! Herald Forth 
the Tidings of Good Health!

DR. A. B. DOBSON’S
Healing power« are being repeated over and over 

again through th« mediumship of MRS. DU.
DOBSON-BARKER, who, for the past year tihd 
< half baa : •

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS

of all disease» that flesh is heir to. and will give 
you proof of her powers, by sending requirement« 
m per email advertlaoineht for diagnosis, of your 
case, Hera is one of her many cure«:

Edgar, Nebraska, Feb. 21,1895«
MRB. DR. A. B. DOBSON—Dear- Lady and Be

loved Sister:—It is with regret. that I write to you, 
because I am ill; but feel truly grateful that such a way 
Is open to mankind. I will employ no regular physician 
unless I am obliged to.

Sister sent to you; ebo «aid you described her dis
ease more correctly than Dr.. Dobson: did. May the 
angels ever help and bless you.

. .Sarah a. werner.

FOR BEGINNERS

i j (Formerly N. Y, Coltegeor M.gn.Hc,.]
I /IN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

iv ‘¡»repnurataolqdliig the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet-
IV l?S’ Mind Cure, end a higher aclenee o(

patients at their homes as well us though present will with thelr^mkrnSSM ^nii™Hon.rllla.1>1S' d8’el“P’i 
them, being able by my clairvoyant and psychometric continents iaie taken tC« J h?™.' SSdenti, “ l0F 

with their dtadaeed chartejedamIroutare“«.«i depei?of
By a system of printed questions student« 

can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orang«. 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York E

V"ILI"U " Ue“' Main sTreei 
East Orange, N#w Jersey. 8M'

Long standing chronic troubles considered incur- 
nolo by the general practitioner, readily yield to my 
treatment, and are particularly solicited. 1 treat my 
patients at their homes as well as though present wit! t nmr. .1.1« -la*., aaaaa Mlni_...aaa..._ a > .... .. . »

conditions t,hereby enablhig-me to correctly diagnose 
their diseases and select from Nature’s great labora-; 
tory of remedies that which each condition requires. 
Patients who have for years been doctoring in va’n 
with other physicians, under my treatment arc en
tirely cured, slid gladly testify to the same. All let- 
tors for diagnosis must be accompanied with lock of 
hair, five two-cent stamps, full name, data of birth, 
post-office, county and state.

DR. J. C. POWER, 
Lock Box O. VINTON, IOWA. 
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ASTONISHING OFFER.
Bend three two-cent stamp«, lock of hair, name 

age. «ex, one leading eymptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
BAN JOSE. OAL., BOX 182 810

fl WEEK FREE!

EXCELLENT WORK.
CONTINUED BltOM fAGE 1.

They recognize that; the N. S. A. is 
their friend, aud they-purpose standing 
by it. We feel that tub good people at 
Twin City Park have! all been very geu- 
erous to the N. S. A. ITwo hundred dol
lars is a large sum far these .hard times, 
and speaks volumes for the Spiritualists 
of the great Northwest. • •

The camp at Twin City Park isa de- 
elded success. Perfect harmony prevails 
and everything is .running, like clock
work. Dr! Aspinwall, ,.tho president, is 

Ai man of business: and knows how to’ 
run a camp-meeting. - He is ably 
assisted by Bros. Lepper, Brown, Un
derhill, Ryder, Johnson, Raymond, 
Mack and Barnes, and Sisters Aspin
wall and Lepper. The future of this 
camp is certainly well-assured. The 
association has purchased thirty-onp 
acres of choice land on Lake Minqe- 
tonka. with a frontage of 900 feet oh the 
lake itself. A fine hotel, with ample 
accommodations for several hundred 
guests, will soon he erected.

Stock to the amount of $10,000 will be 
issued and sold at ten dollars per share. 
Large building lots will be laid out and 
rented to cottage-builders for ten dol
lars per year. No lots aré . to be sold— 
which fact in itself is an augury of suc
cess. A lease for ninety-nine years is 
as good as a warranty deed to. the hold
er, and much better for the association,

Beautiful parks will be laid out and 
no pains spared to make the Northwest
ern Camp-grbunds as attractive as-any 
place of resort in Americai ; Steamers, 
street cars arid the Great Western rail
road will take visitors directly to tne 

^grounds. ■ - . ■
' The outlook for this camp and Spirit
ualism in the Northwest is certainly 
most promising. • Dr. Aspinwall and his 
associates are true-blue Spiritualists, 
ahd alive to its. advancement. The 
genial doctor makes an excellent pre
siding officer, and his zealous wife keeps 
a watchful eye over .the ladles’ bazaar. 
The dining-room is mpst excellently 
served by Mrs. Peterson, ■- ■ The people 
ate united in purpose,. Harmonious in 
thought and loyal to Spiritualism in ev
ery essential particular. Space forbids 
Hie eulogy that the writer fain-. would 
give the leading camp workers. ' They; 
are all doing their duty, and the grand 
results shown even now ^conclusively 
Íirove that the present session will go 
uto history, as the most notable assem

bly of its kind in the West. Success to 
the Northwestern camp, and all of its 
noble workers! Altruria.

The Play of the Planets.
■ 0 .-I ’ . - • ■’ *

. This wonderful educator is attracting the attention 
of thousands of people all over the world as 11» aim- 
pllolcity gives one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ÇNCE
concerning the influence of tho planets and the signs 
of the ZodlaO In human life.

EVERY OfflLD can learn to uie it and accomplish 
wonder«. , -

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

Thl» wonderful invention make« It ea»y for «II to 
le.rn thl. aubllme actenco aud
T FIND THE RULING STARS
of «rerr perron born tar 75 year» past, and alee to de
lineate Ilie HOROBCOPE. r

A/ew of the first edUtofi left whtaft win 
be furnished, ot fl each. . For sale at this 

.«’Jfitxh ...Zb ■ '.

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy;

P/VR/VLYSIS
— AND —

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. .. .

MAGNETISM fills the system with new life, energy 
and vigor, puts it In harmony with nature. It 
efltabllsbes an equilibrium among the vital force», 
which is the •

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY
FORM OF DISEASE.

Send fpr our new book on ParalyBla—FREE—In or
der to learn more of this MYSTICAL SUBSTANCE, 
MAGNETISM. It tells h6w to fill the system with 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all form« 6i 
dlae&ae.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair. for Two Dol

lars, will convince the moat skeptical on earth of 
, the power pf this great, grand, invisible «ifbstaicA 

t Try them and be convinced. Addrpss >

L Or. c. i. thaYcrW^
X. I4pr MASONI9 TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

DR. E. A. STEELE,
1428 Market street, San Francisco, Cal. By enclosing 
lock of hair, age, and «tamps .for reply, I will send cor
rect diagnosis.and terms of treatment, which la with
in reach of all 848

“ ■ ■ ■ ■- rr A telegram re-
\ celved at any dl»- 

tunce lb perfect, - , BO the Bjilrituat 
magneilcaudnieH 

I ta] luesaagc« from 
r,c four psychia ‘ ■>. k healers lu tbl! 

% temple each even
ing are sensed by 

1 Bitter« and pa- 
J. 8 tlenta thuu«anda 

.'•.?*  t ' j of miles distant
i Prov.

Prof. jol. Rode, 
A««> V . Buchanan. M. D.. 

— — tho aasoelated rerww .— Ai । arW pbyalclan, h#, 
chief supervision 

? W nHakiMMireata ifc rcincdlcs prepared 
Py him after fifty year» of bcleattllc exiiorlmeut» 
p issesB superior merit In curing any (Unease. Wiled 
de» r"d or uecesary, these, with direction. are 
»ent to our patten*»,  or to other», hy mall. Th« 
writ og, mailing, etc., la done hy n good psychic and 
medium, hence the Company only is addressed to save time. Send leadlug*  symptom, age“ «ei con? 
plexlon and five two-cent stamps and you will re
ceive true diagnosis, hour to alt, and thereafier. one 
week of treatment 1 REE! Also explanation of the 

patlGI).t8 BooV’ the medium« and healer» 
men^^lddroer1” l”™“ f°r ‘r8“- 

REFORM HEALING CO.,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.
A book containing ta»lructlon» lor mskluit a hello.
“ 1° boroscope, together with a chart which gives 

the position ot the planets from 1821 to 1918. The most 
complete work on thia system ever publAlied. Adapt- 
ade™bl!glul}er' " Professors. One can cast aud read 
a horoscope In half an hour. For sale by

FREDERICK WHITE, O. O.M.,
SOU Fifth Ave., S. - lllnncapolls, Minn.

Send the date ot your birth and »1 and receive 
book and chart with your boroscope ready to read. 
Mention this paper when writing. ” 844tf

NEW BOOKS.

, Celestial Dynamics; a Course of As
tro-Metaphysical Study. By the author 
of “The Language,- Of the Stars,” and 
'“The Light of Egypt.”. Published by 
the Astro-Metaphyelcsh Publishing Co., 
Denver, CoL 50 cents.s . - •,

To those" interested), in astrological 
studies this.yolume, wiirprove of inter
est. : The author eliidMates in brief his 
ideas as expressed in. this'other volumes 
previously published/ . ■ ■ ■

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK. CONSULT SPIRIT FRIENDS UPON HEALTH,
Bufllnea« and Development. Term« II. Annie 

Lord Chamberlain, Box 42, Azusa Cal. 848

The Truths of Spiritualism
E. V. Wilson was one of tho pioneers of Spiritual

ism, and was noted ae a speaker and test-medium. He 
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrates 
many ot tola striking experiences during his labors.

Purchasers .wUl and It Intensely Intiresting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who Was left 
In straitened ctrcunjitances.
-The book cohtatni 400pates, andls sold tor «1. Ad
reas MBS..E. V. WILSON, 91 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind. • . -

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
■ RVERY.x..

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE

' sunflower
KIEEb JEWELRY.

” As tljo Sunflower turns -its 
Jaco towards the sun. to Spir
itualism turns the faces of hu-- . ■ • • ■ AVUOUSIM feUIMÖ M1Q UI flU

inanity from darkness and superstition towards tho 
. Sunlight of Truth and Progression. ■

PRiCESi
Boiled Plate B dr Biff.. .ÎH7....... ;........ , „ ¿fa.. « 25
solid Gold Bar Pin.......... . ......................................... 8 0
Electroplate Badge....... . .............. ........................ 78
Rolled ríate Budge,. Scarf Pin or Lapel Butto A.. 1 25 
Splld Gold’ Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapél Button... ». 1
Bollèd Plate Maltest} Watch Charin.............. Ô QO
Solid Gold Maltese Watc¿ Charm. 
Rolled Plato MaltesePcùd^nt..... 
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant..........

6 00
5 00

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

Old Melodies Spiritualized.
Essays in rhythm teaching our phenomena, philos

ophy and ethics; for the lecture and scanqe-toom, the 
public aud home circle; each fitted to some old mel
ody; a Universal song book, always ready because the 
Blrsare wcll-knowp; of unusual Interest to soloists, 
elocutionists and speakers. In paper, single copy,pre
paid, 95 c?nts. No stamps taken. One dozen, *3;  

.half-dozer, «1.8&, purchaser paying express charge». 
Address H. W. BOOZER, Grand Rapids, Mich. 348

SOCIAL UPBUILDING,
Including Oo-operuHvo Syetema and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D., M. D. Thia comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper corer, 15C. For isle at 

-this office. . . .

•POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Ltrzto Boten. These, poem, are as itapl, aa 

Bugar. Price»1.00. . ■ .

Libra: An Astrological Romance. -By 
Eleanor Kirk. Published and for sale 
by the author, 69ff3 Greene avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. . <

The author manifests fine skill in 
weaving an entertaining romance, with a. 
warp and woof of occultism, astrology, 
Spiritualism, metaphysics,, lovo and the 
many things that go to make up the sub
jective and objectlvBYrealities of human 
life. Paper, presswork and binding are 
in excellent style. •.

CHURCH AND STATE.
The fflblo ta tho Public School»! the New '‘Amer- 

lean" Party. By "Jcflereon." Tbtrd edition. This 
beantltal pamphlet ofiS pages-is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State question that 
tuuappeared. Price 10cents.

THE VOICES.
By Warren ßumner Barlow. The Voice« contain 

poems of remarkable.beauty and force.- They are 
most excellent.' Price <1,00. . •

TIB. A. M. ROBERTS GIVES PRIVATE SITTINGS JU for development and magnetic treatments. 107 8. 
Leavitt street, Chicago. 846
TITRB. STARR^CLAIRVOYANT, A8TROLOGI8T 
JIL and Palmist 62 Ogden avenue. From 9 a. m. to- —
9. p. m. 846

invalids
LT, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

•p.mphlW.d’ilS rurTOX’vZr'iiffl 
o’& TH0MAS DATTEIir oSnd!

DjYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
iraottali mV?' ®a7rance I",«11 matter» pertaining to 
Kta’ SJ'h.L j *?i!  your ■Plrlt-frlend». Send lock of 

Or hand writing, and one dollar. Win mwar 
1^55® free oi charge. Send for circulars 
Address, 71o 1 ralrle street. Milwaukee. Wls. U5tf

PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS READING, OR 
>Ix question» answered for 50 cotte And three 2-cent 

«tamp«. Marguerite Burton, 20 Btanett Street, Bos
ton, Ma««. 817

DR. AND MRS. HA8ENCLE VER HOLD TRUMPET 
and materializing «eancefl at 794 W. Yap Buren 

street every Wednesday and Saturday at 8 p. m. Inde*  
pendent slate-wrlting daily. 849

D^VIS, CLARINDA, IOWA—SPIRIT 
ual Magnetic Healer. Cures all dleeasefi aftnr 

medicine fall a. Chronic diseases a specialty. 846

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are pat up la bIx-oudoq tin boxp and are guaranteed 
to give satisfaction or money will be refunded by the 
prdprletpr. Dr. M. H. Garland. Bend 25 cents In 
stamps and receive by return mall a box of this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will find It a blood ple$n»er aa wpn as a Throat 
apd Lung Remedy. Over 2^,000 boxes sold and all 
recommend them. Addreis all orders to DR. M. H. 
GARLAND, 832 Sixtieth Haie, Station OM Chicago, 
Dllnola. 822tf s

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cares all forms of Btomach, liver and kidney dlseasat 
«tte^d»

Xffll 8U<BC1<!nt ~ 0« 

„°?°.p‘‘ckoBB0i,0turM«Pietlzed Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised hr 
thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for 60 centx 
or all three seat postpaid for 11.00, with Yarmaii 
photo and Instructions how to live 100 years.

DR. T. WILKINS,
3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO, 

Treats Maffnetlcall^ all Chronio Diseases. 

DQVPUC DEVELOPS 
101 bn t MEDIUMSHIP
And give« commulcatlon^. Price, delivered, 91.20. 
Mediumship and How to Mesmerize. 

Every Spiritualist and Investigator «hould have It. 
103 pages of explicit directions f6r developing ftll 
phases, with portrait of fthtlior. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 
o0o.k postpaid. -

SPIRITUALIST BADGE
and Sunflower Jewelry, 75 cents to <5.00. MAGI 
BADGR, gold, 12.00. A. P. A. BADGE, gold, tl.50. 
Send stamp for illustrated circular, of above with 
reading of the Spiritualist badge, w. H. BACH, M’fr.

Aberdeen, 6. D.

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Writ« tar lllwtreted Circular! 

«bowing st> les and price» and photo of Spirit Yarma. 
Who developed thia clairvoyant power tn me. I can 
£¡*1 “Melted Pebble Sptclacles aa perfectly to 

your own homo aa If yon were In my 
» thousand« can testify. Send stamp lor 

photo. B.F. PooLg. Clinton. Iowa.

SPIRITUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO CAN FIND 
f.ozy.rpom8<,CQual to those at hotel», with i SplHtuaHBt family, at 88 St. J3m’a Piace, near Union

ft^ANSILL’S ^LMANAC

. ■- -OF- ■ ■
PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

Weather Forecasters’ Guide and New System of 
Science for 1896. it contain? a planetary chart of 
each month, »bowing the position of the planet« in 
the different house« in the Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
Author of “Geology, and Mlcroacopy Illustrated,” 
“CoheBlve Attraction and the Formation of Worid.” 
“Universal Change In Natural Element«,’’ etc. Price 
25 cent«. For sale at this office.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Senfl full name, ago, «bx, and two a tamp» formxji 

Dlagnoili. llany wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. B., Jackson. Mich.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
REFINEDHOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES

Reach the »ore spots, 
Real the raw places. 
Go to the seat of disease. 
Penetrate obscure localities.

Age, sox, 11 and leading snnptoms,'bring yon at 
once a week s course of medicine compounded clalr- 
voyantly, especially for you, from my homeopathic 
laboratory; also a full free diagnosis revealing the 
true nature and cause of yoift trouble. It yoS are 

8e^fln i?y6 y°ar d01Iar wI11 be Imme
diately returned» Many troubles are healed In a 
week. Term» for further treatment, low,

w. A. MANSFIELD, 
182 Cedar Ave. - - Cleveland, O.

■  - • 839tX
TTOW TO BE®KlE a MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
Ü,ifJ?a’,a.^n,Jena » P»mPhlet giving Instruction. 

à“™Mre- j'Ib^

MRS, ELLA M. DOLE.
Thi8 who 1» cl.lrvoysnt, clalrandlbnt, 

and prophetic, can be consulted at No.
16SO North Clark street. Engagements can be mad« 
by letter.’ o3wtf

' Mention this paper, 836tf

Old Melodies Spiritualized. By H. 
W-Boozer. Grand Rapids,'Mich.

Somewhat more than fifty pages, 
bound in flexible cloth covers, of Spirit
ualistic songs adapted to well-known 
tunes. Useful in spiritual circles and 
meetings. , .

"The Fountain of Life, or Tho Three 
fold Power, of Sox,?’ By Lois Wais 

1 "brooker. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 

. and woman.Price SOo. . '.
■ ■■ “Religious and Theological-Works of- 
Thomas Paine.’’ Contains his celebrated 

. “Age of Reason,’l and a number of lét- 
tors arid discourses on religious and the- 
©logical subjects, ¿Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price #1. For sale at thii office.

THE GODS.
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth Its weight in gold. Price 20 eont«.

Fifty Years in the Church of Home
By Rev. Cbas. Chlnlquy, ex-priest. A reinarkablt 

book. Page«, 882. Price tfj.25. - . • •

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychomctrlst and Butlnefl» Medium. 
Beading« pqrwnally or by letter II.00. Three rea 
«enable qu^tiefi«. answered by mail for 25 cent«. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
home of the pattent. 5140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
I1L Tako Cottage Grove avenue car to Thlrty-flnt 
street. Residence, one block West on Rhode« avenue, 
nearThirty-fir«L 260tf -

ORDER OF 
THE MAGI.

. A New Badge in solid gold 
? with blue and black enamel. 
I vlth the pyramids, obelisk 
" and sun’s rays in gold. Every 

- - Mystic should have one of
these bcauuiul emblems. Price «1 For tale at this
office.

TBEE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
ByAS. Hulaoa.ND. Price, 15 Mote. .

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thoma» Paine. Bclnfan Investigation of .Trae 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new-typet page», post 
8vo, Paper, 25 cent«; cloth, bo centi., -BIBLE MARVELWORKERS,

Advance Thought Circulating Li
, brary.

■ Wefurnteh th? bent werfcu on Spiritualism. Mental 
Science. Theosophy, Spiritual Science, Paychometry, 

jTclopatny, etc., at b cost to the reader of one cent per 
day and postage on each ^oqk. Bend a «olf-addreified 
stomped envelope lor particular«. ROWLAND J. 

¿BROWN, Box 163, Austin, Cook Co., 111. 846

DR. CARL SEXTUS
Cure« disease« by vital magnetism; develops latent 
psychical powers. Also treatment bv mesmerism. 
Lotter« requesting advice tou«l contain one dollar. 
Office, 219 Dearborn Ave., Chicago. Office houn 2 
to 5 p.m., ' 84«

MRS. M. L. GILLETTE,
INDEPENDENT SLATE-WRITER.

SIS East Forty-iecohd Placo. Eitting« daily from 10 '
a. m. to4p. m. 349

The biggest story in the bjble-wbit 
tefi and reviled by Dr, D. Winegarden. Price 

tbree{oente, poit-pi\Jd, or two coplea for five; ata-tar 
ten cent», ¿odres» Dr- D.'Wtamrdcn, Cali Boi 503, 
Grand.Raptdt,)llct|. Tb« Doctor givo« lift and busi- 
Îeu rqadipgiter one dollari three qnéatlon» aniwercd 

_ _ or ten conta If yóu are uok. .»ni look or balr, ato
tire, ut Jan», or New Headtatt 0 ?! Th« Mirtei««." I ani) Us centi and y ofi vili receive a correct tllarnoiii 
brÀuntPEWtAM. Frtoencrea. Por Ml. *t  tkb of year dlioroe, find a book ttvento you. Aldreai

which belpei w »»3« th«#- perform ulthtf 
work» >Dd after tanlrefl woril«, tonifier with wma 

-------------------------ibhÄcterietlM« Prophet». 1------
NewBeátañ 0 HÄ

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before thè New York Unttarl.n Clob, The flm time 
tatbohl.tory of the wonathst e ChrUtltn A,soclat!on 
Ìrcr Invitta a noted InOdol to lecture before them, 

he lecture Ie a trend one, and Wat received by ths- 
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THE. LAWS OF SPIRITUAL GROWTH
A LECTURE BY MRS. CORA L. V. RICHMOND,

The prayer of every true Christian | Even thus it is with all perceptions that 
often is: “Oh, that I may grow in are deepest, with all the realities of life; 
grace.” ‘ they, are hidden, they are slumbering,
6 Many people who have rejected the ■ possibly unexpressed: they as yet may 

ipnlopv nf Christianity, and possibly have no voice save when griof or love 
smites the heart, cleaving the rock of 
outward sense as Moses smote the rock

theology of Christianity, and possibly 
have rejected the term Christian alto
gether, still do not understand that that 
for which the Christian prays is pie- 
cisely that for which the true Spiritual
ist should seek. Many people mistake . „
an outward fact for a truth; a demon- something to be supplied from external 
strated fact, an experience of the senses , sources, not something that, can be 
for the spirit; such as these cannot have , donned as one puts on different gar
spiritual growth as yet. Uis no added .. ......  —■ “------
spiritual growth to merely know that 
there is another world of life; to merely 
have the fact of spiritual existence dem
onstrated. The knowledge of a ■ fact 
is no more spiritual growth than a 
knowledge of language is rhetoric, oi" 
than a knowledge of metre and mechan
ical measure is poetry, or than the 
knowledge of the mere technical rules 
of music is harmony; that which gives 
freshness and flavor to the physical life 
is the spirit of the things whose forms 
are physical demonstrations aloue.

Science is a compilation of me re terms, •

in the wilderness and the waters gushed 
forth,

Spiritual growth is evidently not

ments, nor yet is it something that can 
be cultivated by merely witnessing a 
succession of facts. We know people 
who have enough knowledge of facts to 
move the world (demonstrated facts of
spirit power), but are devoid of spiritual 
perception. To them there is no dem
onstrated spiritual existence excepting 
that which they have heard rapped out, 
or that which has been phenomenally 
written, or that which has been attested 
to by some of their physical senses. 
While we admit to a degree the value 
of these phenomena as auxiliaries, while

science isa compnubiun ui uiu re ucuiiB, • w'e understand that many minds must 
but philosophy is the spirit of the uni-, be led to a contemplation of spirit exist- 
ver.-e, that light and intelligence per- ence oftentimes 'by external shocks, 
vading science which transcends the something that brings a demonstration 
mere external term, and gives to science through the senses; while we admit 
the wings of imagination, the poetry of . that, the formulas of science must be 
art Humboldt was not content with learned, you cannot teach of the life of 
knowing the details of the minutest in-, the soul; it must come from within, 
sect's wing, the smallest leaf or flower, | How, then, asks the earnest inquirer, 
or the vast generic terms that link cy- can spiritual growth be promoted? what 
cles together, and the suns and worlds is the light that enables one to have 
in their places, but all was pervaded in 
his mind with the grander spirit of the 
univene. Behind the sun was the Soul
whose life and light kindled it; behind 
the moving worlds was the living Intel
ligence that fashioned and placed them 
in their orbits by the laws of intelli
gence; and within each leaf and flower 
was an illustration of the pulsating

clearer perception, more keen apprecia
tion of spiritual powers, more perfect 
knowledge of spiritual things? We 
answer, spiritual growth is as pos
sible to encourage as physical growth. 
As physical and material existence can 
be made more perfect, and may by the 
observances of physical law become har-

_ _ monious, so the conformity to spiritual
thought of that divine intelligence pei , law Is a harmonious bending of one’s 
vading the whole nature. So in the . life to spiritual purposes.
spirit of man, the illustration of the When you hear the orthodox Christian 
mere fact of the spirit demonstration, say: “Yield yourself utterly unto God," 
the fact that the'spirit lives after the you think it partakes of the nature of 
body is dead, the fact that the spirits cant, you are more often repelled by the 
communicate with earthly friends con-1 phrase rather than by the spirit of what 
Stitute simply an added accumulation of should or could be meant.
material testimony which, unless accom-1 When you wish to perfect yourselves 
pamed by something more,can constitute , in any external science, you not only 
no real growth or enlightenment. Sup-, study the laws that govern that science, 
pose, for instance, that people were eon-, but you conform to them; you do'not 
tented to repeat the multiplication table strive to bend them to your own ignor- 
wfithout applying it to any of the uses of f ant conception of wHat those laws ougHt 
lite; suppose mathematics were a sub-1 to be. If you study astronomy you do 
Umo computation without any use or , not say: Oh, the stars move in such a 
any connection with planetary discover- way, but I will endeavor to move tHem 
ies, or with testing the different pro- j in that way if I can; but you inform 
cessses of nature; suppose chemistry yourselves as far as possible concerning 
were bqt a succession of terms of exper-1 the laws that govern their motion. You 
iments but never applied to the great, study mathematics not simply to be fa- 
needs of mankind; and the mechanical , miliar with the numbers, but that you 
arts were but theories set in motion,, may calculate the motion and orbit of 
witlffi^. uplifting the hands that tailor (the planets. All your observations are 
the humanity that groans beneath the | in conformity to the laws that must gov- 
burdenijbf outward labor. This would ern planetary movements. You do not 
be no real life: an uninspired term does' even insist that you will study astron- 
not suffice; to know that you live, to, omy in the daytime, as many people do 
merely bo satisfied that you breathe, to . if they are studying spiritual manifest- 
know all the terms of science that can ation; you simply confo._ „ _ _
vibrate upon the brain, to know the that you can see the planetary systems 
names of nerves, muscles, sinews; to when the light of the sun is withdrawn; 
have anatomical, physiological, chemi- you are willing to make astronomical 
cal knowledge of all that belong observations in the night, and you also 
to human hie and not have life is bend all yi ' ’
nothing. All these terms and phys- such prelit „ ...... _______
ical expressions are but the me- you understand the observations when 
chanical force behind which is life, they are made.

form to the fact

■our energies and powers to
iminary studies as will make
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intelligence, love, and truth, all the 
divine potencies of existence: but make 
it those, and you but make it the me
chanical functions of breathing, eating, 
walking and sleeping; but make it those 
and the life becomes a treadmill: even 
though it be a treadmill scientifically 
performed, it still does not serve to 
show the real nature of human life.

When, by manifestations, a spiritual 
existence beyond that which is called 
death is revealed, it is something more 
than a primal fact, something more than 
added accumulation of phenomenal oc
currences, something more than that a 
mechanical existence has accompanied 
the fact of the birth into what is called 
spirit-life.

A perception of life and its real office 
Is the full possession of spiritual facul
ties hero and now, to the end of perceiv
ing the why and the wherefore, to what 
end these physical functions are given 
to man; for what purpose the spirit is 
imprisoned for a time in the house of 
clay: to learn that it is here to demon
strata its power.

Many people suppose that sentiment is 
spiritual growth. They mistake not 
only the knowledge of the mechanical 
fact of spiritual existence for spiritual 
growth, but they also mistake the senti
ment of religion or a sentiment of spirit
ual thought for spiritual growth. That 
there is sentiment accompanying human 
life which is fair, and precious, and sa
cred is true, but mere sentiment is not 
what we mean. The flavor of existence, 
the odor of a flower, the sound of the 
silken-cord when touched by tha breath 
of the zephyr, the sound of the wind 
through the trees, the trembling rays of 
moonlight, or the soft, benign, tender 
influences of human association, the gen
tle touch and thrill of the imagination; 
all these are beautiful; they form a part 
of the delightful expression of life, but 
whoever mistakes the thrill of senti-
ments like these, either for religion or 
spiritual growth builds a spiritual 
temple'upbn the fluttering apd fleeting 
emotions of the human heart, instead of 
upon the strong foundatiops of spiritual 
existence and possession. These tran
sient emotions, if well directed, consti
tute much of the flavor of life, which,

The same is true of any physical feat 
you wish to accomplish. Nerved by a 
divine energy you still are willing to 
bend all that energy to the perfection of 
your physical powers. To attain the 
fine skill of fingering on an instrument, 
if it is necessary, you make the nerves 
and muscles bend obediently to the con
trol of ■ the will; you do this without a 
murmur; you do this without complain
ing; you do this because you discover 
that it is the method essential to per
fection. How carefully the mechanic 
converts his clumsy fingers into fairy
like methods that, with the aid of in
struments finely adjusted, enable him 
to touch the delicate hair-spring of a 
watch without in the least degree mar
ring or altering its purpose or power! If 
the physical human life, if all that con
stitute the pursuits of human existence 
may demand thus much of attention, 
if the physical child, and the young man 
or woman, through years on years of 
technical appliance is prepared for some 
possible pursuit of knowledge (for no 
one can call mere technical achieve
ment knowledge), if you are willing that 
your children shall go through theal- 
phabet, through all the drudgery of the 
common school for the purpose of pro- 
vidlng the necessary preliminaries for 
the attainment of knowledge, and if 

, in later years the university demands 
the best years of a young man’s life (now 
possibly the young woman’s also) to fit 

; him for beginning the active labors of 
life, why should you hesitate to admit 

, that spiritual growth requires some at
: tentiop? We do not say that you can 

study it from books; we do not say that 
! you can find its methods in any formal 
. religion or ethical teaching; we do not 
. say that there is any possible way of 

learning it from without: but we do say 
■ that you can learn it from within; the 
, absolute, unbending, unswerving atten- 
. tion to the laws of your spiritual being, 
. to that which your spirit prompts as 

highest and best, yielding to the power 
’■ of spiritual presence, of inspiration and 

unfoldment. ■
. How can one become aware of spirit

ual possessions? By turning- towards 
them. By knowing that that which 

tuie muca oi vuu uavur ui me, wmeu, 1 prompts to truth, to fidelity, to.the high- 
though beautiful; are no more life itself est actions in; life, is.from within; Dy 
than is the perfume the life of the flower, knowing that all unselfishness, all sweet 
or than the sound merely is the life of compassion for others, all loving-kind- 

■ music. Down deep in the more than ness are from within, and by also know- 
impassioned heart of the composer is the ‘1 
soul of that life that conceives the 
grapdeur of musical harmony, themes 
of heroism, love and truth sublime, 
there the real source of, music is found, 

. and the sound is but the faint breath 
floating out upon the air, possibly reach
ing other hearts, possibly kindling eno
tion there,but only the doeps answer un
to deeps, and the great soul of music is 

‘that which has no sound save the great 
- --¿lonce of Infinite Truth and Love.

ility. to. the high- 
from within; ny

ing that he who is blind spiritually, 
who'does not admit to-day that he has 
the slightest perception beyond his in
tellect of the presence of God, or of min
istering spirits, may, nevertheless, be
come quickened in that perception by 
steady inward application, by the culti
vation of spiritual powers. Even as a 
blind man is aided, by his supersensi
tive touch, to read what he cannot see, 
so he who is spiritually blind to-day may 
find that he has added perception in

some direction, that to-morrow will in- < 
telliuently make him know of his spir- 1 
itual possessions. None are so blind but I 
that by steady adhesion, steady pei'oe- i 
verance tothatwhieh is spiritual,, they .< 
may become more and more unfolded ' 
and aware of their divine inheritance.

We mean that all you may perceive > 
which is spiritual; we do not simply 
mean a knowledge of the presence of 
spirit friends (that comes as a matter of 
course), but we mean a perception of the 
spiritual propositlonsof the universe. As 
man’s intellect gradually grows to some
thing like a perception mentally of the 
physical propositions of science—as by 
gradual enlargement and expansion of 
mind he is able to perceive mathemat, 
ical propositions, and their application 
to the movements of the heavenly bodies, 
so his spiritual nature may grow. Its 
process is introversion, not induction. 
Its process is unfoldment from within, 
not demonstration from without. Its 
process is the quickening of those pow
ers that lead to prayerfulness, to the ex
pansion of the spirit and soulful contem
plation, a withdrawing within one’s own 
self. When Christ said to pray, one 
must enter the closet, and pray to the 
Father who hears in secret; he did not 
mean that you should go into some dark 
closet in your physical dwelling to pray 
to God alone physically; but he meant 
withdraw. The true spirit of prayer, 
whether uttered verbally among the 
multitude, or whether it is in silence, is 
that which withdraws unto the spirit, 
which recognizes its isolation, which 
understands that God is with you, is 
within you, hearing or knowing your 
prayer as well if you pray silently as 
verbally; that the perceiving of God is 
by that portion of the nature which is 
not exercised in the presence of the 
world, which is not intended as a world
ly demonstration. So all offices, all sa
cred performances, everything that be
longs to the expression of tbe true spirit 
of prayer, must, be perfectly admissible; 
it Is only the word without tbe spirit, 
only the ceremony without the soul, 
only the observance without the inner 
recognition that constitute idolatry and 
blasphemy.

The true spirit of prayer isdhe percep
tion of tbe need of Divine ministration, 
the unfolding of the spirit in the recog
nition of Divine Love. This can be en
couraged. ;

"Oh, I never pray,” says one. What 
do you mean? If you mean that you 
never kneel and utter an oral prayer, 
that is well: but if you mean that you 
never have an exalted desire, never have 
a sacred wish for others, if you never as
pire to become that which you are hot, 
then you must be a moral monster.

People have learned to reject the 
terms of spiritual growth, many tlnjes, 
because they reject the forme and cere
monies of theology. , You can no more 
dispense with what is meant by ' prayer 
than you can dispense with wnat is 
meant by breath. When some one tells 
us they nave learned to live without 
breath we shall belive they have learned 
to live without prayer. It is utterly im
possible for any human being to be 
aware of a need above the physical func
tions of life and not pray; and if this 
prayerfulness is encouraged in the right 
spirit toward the spirit of strength it 
constitutes the very one method of arriv
ing at spiritual growth. So if your 
spirit friends should advise you to pray 
for spiritual strength, do not think that 
they mean to get down upon' your knees 
and utter some formal words which you 
do not understand, but think they mean 
that aspiration which should be awak
ened in you for the perception of things 
of the spirit. As one who has been 
wholly or partially blind hopes that the 
healer may restore his sight or that the 
kind' physician may remove the film 
that shuts out vision from his eyes; as in 
his inmost state he petitions for that 
physical sight, so one whose spiritual 
vision or perception is comparatively 
dull, who does not confess to even a 
slight knowledge of spiritual things, 
who has no perception of God's presence, 
who is not aware of knowing anything 
except the sensations of the body, or 
the deductions of the mind, may yet feel 
that the Master may be near, who will 
heal with the touch of the Djvine hand, 
the truth that will unseal the moral per
ceptions. With what utter longing 
with what divine and delightful proph
esying the spirit thus turns toward that 
possible unfoldment; not a gift of the 
spirit, but the unfolding of the spirit to 
see, and know, and understand the 
things that are divine!

When some one says, this is impossi- 
sible, hedged and surrounded as mortals 
are by the human state; when one-says 
that if it is claimed that these posses
sions constitute the fullest companion
ship, others say: oh, there is no other 
avenue for knowledge than through the 
intellect, then wo say: the whole history 
of mankind denies it. the charm of po
etry, music and art disprove it ' Around 
the cold lifeless marble, the genius is 
enabled to ehwreathe the subtile spirit 
of his fancy until you see a living image; 
upon the lifeless canvas, with the dull 
colors, tints and pigments which the ar
tist employs, he enfolds the image of his 
creation with the halo of his imagina
tion until the form melts away into per
fect love, or silent adoration; and so 
around the sacred shrine which is with
in the souk Upon the lienamente of 
the face, mostly, by spiritual perception, 
the world has learned totrace the living 
evidence of the divine. The patriot up
lifted by the love of his Country grows 
to be a saint and is worshiped Under the 
light of his divine suffering and 
transformation; and the martyr dying 
for the saké of that truth which he'has 
espoused from within the soul, lends a 
light to the ages. Man learns to Rever
ently bend before the shrine of the hero 
or martyr who has served his' kind and 
attested his truth even unto death. '

Of what value would love be! or truth, 
or the diviner love of humanity awak
ened in the human heart, if they did not 
prove that this recognition of truth is 
beyond all material things, beyond the 
outer fabric, even men have' woven it 

. with material science. Herschel, Ga
lileo, Plato, Bruno, all of the' great and 
wise men of the past, serving their 
kind though persecuted, knew that thé 
truth was strong, fend that the light of 
the soul would quench all earthly dark
ness. ■

So the individual struggle between 
the sophisms of the. mind and theper-

ceptions of the spirit, between the self
ishness that clamors for recognition, and 
the light of that unselfishness, which 
should be triumphant when the struggle 
comes; you may know full well that one 
day the triumph will appear; and that 
it must be a struggle here all should be 
aware. Distrust that calm complacency 
that is content to wait for things spirit
ual, or content to have the mere demon
stration of existence now- and hereafter 
without any effort of spiritual growth; 
distrust that state which moves on from 
day to day and. says, I am satisfied thus 
far with what I have attained.

The state of charity to others differs 
essentially from, being satisfied with 
one’s own state; overlooking the sins 
and shortcoming^ pf.pthers is very dif
ferent from ■ overlooking one’s own 
foibles from within»: Therefore when 
one says, I am willing to go on as I am, 
we say,you cannot; the spirit will clamor 
for expression, its voice will be heard 
in a thousand .ways; it will make its 
promptings felt in your daily life; if you 
refuse it a hearing;,.'then the spiritual 
growth does not proportionately come.

How many people say: Oh, I would 
give all the world for a spiritual knowl
edge. as I have intellectual knowledge, 
of spiritual things, and when the test is 
applied they would not-give the small
est grain of gold or aught of what they 
possess; not one good opinion of neigh
bor or friend, nor matte one sacrifice of 
self-interest to obtain one glimpse of 
the spirit. . People would give every
thing they do not possess, but what they 
do possess they cannot consent to part 
with. Nothingneed.be parted with ex
cepting selfishness.Treasures, posses
sions, things.are nothing. A man may 
be a saint and live In a palace, or he 
may be a miser and l|ve in a hovel, al
though the reverse may be true; but the 
spirit is all that; makes his palace or 
his hovel; if he is- selfish ho lives in a 
hovel though he.revplfi in gold; if he is 
unselfish bfs cottage'is'a palace divine, 
for there congregate fell sweet ministra
tions, all delicato-..powers, all divine 
gifts; birds of háñpónv sing to him, 
precious things fere whispered in his 
presence, and the light therein is the 
light of the world, ,

Cultivate your (jmpHual powers, with 
as stern rigor and'dlsoipline as the sol
dier la trained for.-physical carnage; see 
to it that all tliinj^tWit stand between' 
you and the perception of that light are 
set aside rigorously in'dally life, and if 
your thoughts wander, turn them back J 
with as firm and utfliriehing a purpose: 
as the soldier has tO,iWíhlrín''theiine; 
that draws him tp the lbattlefleld, This 
is no training for carnage, it Is. only for.; 
the triumph lover self, »the bending of 
the energies to (obedience "to the spirit, 
and to make thè willful: mind, and the 
stubborn will, and the .wayward desire 
conform to what ' the Spirit commands, 
The body and mind' are here for the 
spirit to triumph over, and the triumph 
grows apace and the conquest is won 
day after day. Iphe 'first, second, hun
dredth, and thè; thousandth trial may 
not be successful; but.- there comes a 
time when there is Success, when the 
voice of the 'Spirit triumphs, even 
through your waywardness. Thus as a 
child one may .wander here for a flower, 
there »for a butterfly, but the leading 
voice of the Divine Parent prompts one 
to follow in the tootste^s of those who 
walk in the light._ One day it will be 
easier to follow than to wander.

Such is the nature of the spirit that it 
will have no divided love; it will have 
no divided interest. It Is not possible 
to turn heavenward ahd-earthward at 
the same time; it is not possible to turn 
both toward Mammon dnd God, as you 
have been told ¿gain and again. Mam
mon is self; in a magnified degree is the 
whole world, and God is that spirit of 
truth implanted in every soul that 
should lead triumphantly unto the pos
session of all spiritual knowledge.

Spiritual growth is as natural to the 
spirit as is material growth to the body. 
Mortals become. dWarfed, and blinded, 
and decrepit when immured in worldli
ness, but once the iplrft ie permitted its 
expression, and.thè Ught';of its divine 
love is learned; then upon what heights 
it may dwell, then into what beauties it 
has entered! Then thè shadows of dis
cord and worldlltìess afid perplexity all 
depart, leaving, that strength that com 
eth from within, that triumph that is 
born of the spirit. - .

Then followed an impromptu poem, 
the subject being suggested by a mem
ber of the audience: . * ■’

. THE GARMENTS OF PRAISE.
As the lily is robad in its own sweet 

light, , ■■ } J
The same, light: which: the sun hath 

given; . ; Í <
Woven In-meshes toat are out of sight, 

But born . of ■ the’ glory- that cometh 
from heavetJ-1 ■

And thus - in- all : perosweet and sllent- 
ways. J ' ■ " -

The lily weaves thfti garment, of praise; 
Or as the rose'unf&ddlto blossoming,

Touched by tne prtìison glory of the 
dawn, J .

As though an angel Srobded with soft 
wing

And hovered neju- the garden, or the 
lawn, -" . . :

Weaving the meshes =of th^t love out
’ wrought; ■ '

So the rose clothhs iteelf in. prayerful 
thought; i .. -

. Or as the golden èpleSflor of the morn 
Broods o'er the %ferth in silence for a 

-while, ' '■ -
In silence of the’¿night aid darkness, 

yet unborn-! '
The ¿ioüyfof the morning andito 

smilb, ; Í
And then'fe't: last its manifold bright 

wings • . . . '• i '
Seénfbìr the earth to .Sutter for a 

while,’'“i. ri I . .
Then'after all its silent hoverings 

. The morning breaks, as a! glad, joyous
.. smile,--1 . . ; -. ...

And the day dawns; thus with ite light 
oftoays ' ■ '

The éárth enweayés itself garments of 
' 'praise;. '

- 1 . ■' . - • ' * ■ 
So’ with "the. life from put the soul of

God, \ .
Which in'its splendor'is-as raiment 

given; . : ; .. :? : : ■
At last through all the ways qf error 

trod .
The meshes of that light received from 

• heaven ■

Will

You

here enfold you; even in mortal 
ways
may be clothed in garments of 
praise.

BENEDICTION.
May that pure light that cometh from 

within shape itself into all loveliness in 
your lives, until each spirit shall know 
the meaning of its growth. Amen.

“THERE IS NO DEATH.”
The True Story of the Fa

mous Poem,

And an Account of How It Was 
Composed by the Author.

CASSADAGA.
A Minister Tells of His Visit 

There,

The Basis of Spiritualism Is Its 
Philosophy.

To the Editor:—In your issue of 
July 4, page 5, in Mr. Ira Gale Tomp
kins’ article, )ie quotes the poem, 
"ThereTsNo Death,” as being attrib
uted to Bulwer Lytton, and several au
thors. Quoting from Mr. Edward W. 
Bok’s article in the Commercial Adver
tiser, of New York, of last November, 
and my own knowledge of the matter, I 
will give you the true author’s name of 
one of the finest poems in the English 
language to-day: •

“There Is No Death" was really writ
ten by John L. McCreery, now residing 
•in the city of Washington.

In his younger days he was engaged 
in newspaper work in the State of Iowa, 
devoting part of his leisure time to the 
writing of verses. One winter's night, 
early in the year 1863, as he was riding 
home in the clear starlight, the theme 
of the now celebrated poem suggested 
itself to him, and before he had finished 
his journey the first stanza had been 
evolved in his mind.

With this as an inspiration he worked 
on the poem at odd moments during the 
next succeeding weeks, and soon after 
its completion he submitted it to Ar
thur’s Home Magazine, of Philadelphia 
—a periodical to which he was an occa
sional contributor.

The poem was accepted andjippeared 
in the July number of the magazine 
(volume 22, page 41) and was reprinted 
iy McCreery in the Delaware County 

purnal, of which he was then the edi-
He sent a marked copy of the paper 

.'toa friend at Dixon, III., who happened 
to"be; t.he' exchange editor-, on a news
paper in that neighborhood^ and he re- 

;printed: the’. verses' in' his paper,..
. Soon after this, there appeared in.the 

.Farmer’s Advocate, of Chicago, an ar
ticle on the subject of immortality, 
written by one . Eugene Bulmer. The 
author of the article had seen Mr. Mc
Creery's poem, and quoted it as a fitting 
conclusion to his remarks. Bulmer’s 
signature appeared directly after the 

. verses, and the editor of a Wisconsin 
paper—evidently more pleased with the 
poetry than he was with the prose
clipped the verses and printed them 
with the name, “E Bulmer,” attached to 
them. The abbreviation of the first 
name resulted probably from the lazi
ness of the compositor. In this form the 
poem came to the attention of another 
Wisconsin editor, who deemed it worthy 
of a place in his paper, but, either 
through carelessness or a supposition on 
the part of the editor that he had made 
a discovery, the letter “m” was changed 
to "w” and the poem appeared in the 
name of E. Bulwer. And thus it was 
that the world came into the possession 
of a poem by Sir Edward Bulwer- 
Lytton.

John L. McCreery, the author of the 
poem, was born in Monroe county, New 
York, not far from Rochester, on the 
last day of the year 1835. His father 
was a poor Methodist minister, whose 
meager income was barely sufficient for 
the support of his family, and the early 
life of the poet was consequently one of 
many hardships and privations. Lack 
Of means and a delicate constitution pre
vented anything like a systematic school
ing. His eagerness to learn overcame 
obstacles which many another less am
bitious boy would have found insur
mountable. The greater part of his ed
ucation was derived from borrowed 
books, which he would study by the 
light of a pine knot while lying on hie 
back before the fire-place, or at inter
vals during the working hours of the 
day. Very few, if any,of Mr. McCreery's 
poems have been written expressly for 
publication, being originally intended 
only for his family or circle of Intimate 
friends.

Years after John L. McCreery has 
Sassed to Spirit-life, “There Is No 
leath” will remain a monument to his 

name, and as I think the entire poem is 
a gem, the first and last verses are my 
favorites, and I quote them below:
“There is no death! the stars go down 

To rise upon some other shore,
And bright in heaven’s jeweled crown 

They shine forevermore.
“And ever near us, though unseen, 

The dear immortal spirits tread—
For all the boundless universe 

Is life—there are no deadl" 
New York. j. Osborne Lunt.

SONG. .

[Air—Danube River. Key of D., violin 
accompaniment]

A gentle friend oft sings with me; 
She dwells my heart within;

Her voice is true, and sweet, and free— 
She sings with my violin;

Her home is fair, beyond the sea, 
Where, ’neath a pale-blue sky, 

An angel’s love she sends to me, 
Sweeter than evening’s sigh.

’Twas long ago we bade adieu; 
• Shegave her trembling hand,

Ne’er dreaming what we should 
' through .

’To reach the "golden strand;”
She’s now a pure, exalted soul, 

t With her bright spirit band;
When storm-clouds cease o'er me to roll 

We’ll meet in the “morning laud.”

go

She comes with me in dreams to roam, 
When all is pure within; " ■

To draw me toward her own bright 
'■' . 'home • *- . . -
She slugs with my violin;

The angels call her name “White Kose;” 
To toll her soul within

She blesses all where’er she goes, 
And sings with my violin. 1

W. Duncan.

LEADING LECTURERS AND MEDIUMS AT 
CASSADAGA.

If a man is Yankee enough to ask 
questions, he will hardly find a more 
congenial field than is offered at Cassa
daga. Whatever one may think of con
tinued existence of mortals, or of their 
power to communicate with us, the fact 
remains that this $pot where the efforts 
of Spiritualists so abound is well worthy 
of the attention it receives as a place of 
great natural beauty, mental stimulus 
and interesting phenomena. Whatever 
the source of the manifestations is, they 
are always such as to command the in
tense interest of those who witness 
them.

The shadow of Death is the darkest 
cloud in the horizon of humanity, and 
communications purporting to be from 
those whom we have loved and wept for, 
given in a way that sets aside all expla
nations other than that they are what 
they purport to be, cannot be received 
with indifference by any thinking mind. 
So, although the subject is by no means 

-new, a description of what one may ex
pect to find at Lily Dale this season may 
be worthy of note by those who have not 
yet taken advantage of the opportunities 
there presented.

The real basis of Spiritualism is in its 
philosophy, which may be briefly stated 
as an evolutionary system based on dem
onstrations of continual personal exist
ence, in which each soul experiences the 
results of its own life, and influences 
others for good or ill according to its 
thought and choice. Of this philosophy 
Lily Dale has some very able advocates. 
Prominent among these is Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie, a woman who during her twenty 
years of work, has been held in high re
gard by those who have known her, and 
whose integrity of character and earn
est eloquence have been of inestimable 
value to the cause with which she has 
identified Herself.'

Very’différent in style but none the 
less forcible in his speeches is-Lyman G. 
Howe, a lifelong worker in the Spirit
ualistic field: He has a sharp wit q'qd a 
ready pen, but uses both with a gentle 
forbearance that causes even his oppo
nents to respect as well as beware of 
him.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, also, 
another lifelong worker, not only speaks 
from the platform but has classes to 
which she gives special instruction in 
her views of the laws of being.

Jennie B. H. Jackson always speaks 
well and frequently improvises good 
verse.

Hon. A. B. Richmond, the great crim
inal lawyer, thinks he has not been 
fooled, and those who listen to his 
speeches are inclined to agree with him.

Mrs. E. L. Watson, the most promi
nent worker on the Pacific Coast, gives 
good satisfaction also, and wins much 
commendation from her audiences.

The scientific side of the philosophy 
is put forth with remarkable ability by 
Prof. Wm. Lockwood, of Chicago, and 
Hon. L. V. Moulton of Michigan. 
Whatever one’s creed, they can give 
him a great deal of information, and 
their years of patient investigation enti
tle them to the respectful hearing they 
always obtain. '

Among the test mediums on the 
ground there are also some able illustra
tors of the demonstrative side of their 
work. The doubtful characters that 
have often canvassed the country dis
tricts with varying fortunes are not in 
evidence here. The test mediums seem 
to be able to do exactly what they claim 
to do—that is, to give evidence under 
given conditions of continued personal 
existence after death, to those who seek 
it in an honest spirit.

While on the grounds I visited sev
eral of the mediums, going first to F. 
Corden White. His methods are very 
simple and make the fear of jugglery 
appear ridiculous. A few slips of paper 
are written upon by the inquirer, each is 
headed by the name or initial of any 
Îierson living or dead about which in- 
ormation is sought. These are folded 

together in two little packages and Mr. 
White simply places thé ends of his fin
ders upon them lightly. They are not 
at any time taken out of the investiga
tor's sight. Without going into any un
usual condition he soon gives full names 
and description sot persons whose Initials 
or names are written, tells of their life, 
ideas, temperament, and, if de$d, the 
manner of death! and writes short mes
sages upon paper, often in language 
characteristic of the person represented 
and with their usual forms of opening 
and closing. Of course, the doubt may 
arise as to whether the person whose 
signature appears really dictated the 
message, but this doubt does not affect 
the question of life after death, as the 
presence of even a deceitful spirit is fair 
proof of the existence of the good ones, 
and the ease with which people dead or 
absent are minutely described and their 
names told, while even the initials given 
are folded securely on the table, pre
cludes the acceptance of any explanation 
basedon assumed jugglery.

Substitution is out of the question, as 
one may easily prove by picking up the 
packets of questions at the close of the 
sitting and bringing them away.

A visit to Keeler, the well-known 
slate-writer, is for a thoughtful man 
fully, as interesting. He is a man of 
strbng organism,blunt in his ways and im
presses one as a person who loves direct 
methods. Bis “guide” is said to.be 
George Christie, once so familiar to the 
theater-going public. Mr. Keeler |s 
easily found In his pleasant home, back 
of the auditorium,'and is at this season 
closely occupied, so that it is necessary 
to engage a sitting a day in advance. 
For some reason,' not yet explained, a 
small per çent. of those who apply to 
nim' receive nb phenomena whatever. 
If, as some who have not investigated 
fully claim, such manifestations are 
fraudulent and done by sleight-of-hand, 
it is rather strange, as each party re
fused meus a'fee refused also. His

methods also are simple. The invest!- 
gator writes a message to bis deceased : 
friends on slips of paper, folds them < 
tightly and takes them with his own 
slate to the cottage. (Slates, however, : 
are furnished by Mr. Keeler.) The two 
sit down to a small table, the written 
questions held in the hand of the in
quirer or laid on the table. After a few 
minutes the medium puts a bit of pencil ; 
between two slates which his visitor 
hoids. He then touches them for a min-
ute or so, during which time the writing 
is heard and the vibrations of it plainly 
felt, and then, unless more slates are 
needed to give room for the messages, 
the sitting ends.

During my visit I received four slates 
full. One was signed with the name of - 
a member of my family who has been 
dead for forty years, was written over in 
the deceased person’s line handwriting, 
while the slates were lying by my hand 
upon the table, without being touched 
by anyone. On a corner of the slate . 
was a well-executed picture of a young 
man. As I had within five minutes 
washed and wiped those slates and the 
medium had not after that touched 
them, and as I heard the writing done, 
I am naturally inclined to think those 
who deny the phenomena, are something : 
less than logical.

A second communication brought a 
message purporting to come from an un
cle and signed with his name. As he 
has been dead many years an^l wrote 
but little, 1 am unable to determine if it 
is in his handwriting. Across this mes*  
sage in black letters, as if done with a 
mixture of lead, was an answer to a ro- , 
quest to my father for his autograph, . 
signed in a manner resembling his sig
nature, informing me that I could get 
his autograph easily in my desk, which 
was a fact.

The next slate was filled with a com
munication in the characteristic hand- . 
writing of a former pastor of my parish, 
signed with a fae simile of his signature 
when living, in which he thanked ma 
for preaching his funeral sermon and 
expressing himself as pleased with it. 
If that communication is a forgery, Mr, 
Keeler is certainly a wonderful man. in 
that he was able to Imitate the hand
writing and style of signature of a per
son about which he probably knew noth
ing, and this upon lessthan ten minutes’ 
notice, and while at the same time de*  
ceiving the investigator.

The fourth slate contained three mes
sages: One from Mr. Christie, the 
“guide,” one from an old school friend, ■' ■ ' 
and a third, written in something, thap. ■ 
looks like Arabic below a rude picture 
in four colors of a man wearing a turi 
ban. Perhaps some learned professot 
or the Seybert Commission will yet 
translate it for me.

Mr. Campbell, the artist, is also at the' • ' 
Lqke this year, having built himself fe ‘ 
cottage there. I did hot meet him lid 
his capacity as a medium, and so cannot 
speak from knowledge of the phenom*  
ena which may be produced through his 
agency. In spite, however, of the many 
attacks upon his character by those whq 
are hired to furnish sensational material 
for the secular press, nothing, so far as 
I can ascertain, has ever been proved 
against him, and ho certainly has the 
full confidence of the managers ana 
Spiritualists at Lily Dale generally. His 
peculiar work seems to be to receive 
spirit painting on porcelain plates be
tween two slates. Many of these arq 
very beautiful and well worth having 
for their art value alone.

But, for evidence of things unseen, ' 
perhaps a half-hour's talk with what la 
called a good trance medium furnishes 
as abundant material, A visit to Mrs, 
M. A. Enches brought me apparently 
into communication with several of my 
family who had been nearest to me in 
life. These talked over in a wholly free ' 
way the incidents of my past life, the ■: 
character and career of each of our . 
large family, describing in close detail 
the old home five hundred miles away/ 
and the events that had transpired 
there. My ministerial acquaintance " - 
was also announced and answered all the . ■’ 
questions I could think to ask him, even 
to the smallest details; telling what 
newspapers he wrote for, his former ro- 
ligious opinions and those of his family.
of the death of a child of whom I baa - 
never heard, his last journey while liv
ing, of a scrap-book I had never known 
o/fend many things which I then knew 
to.be trueor have since found to be true; 
and, as in all cases during my investiga
tions, I received, I believe, no misstate- • 
ments whatever. I think it is generally 
true that those who receive false infor
mation have not carried a candid and 
sincere mind into the work.

There are other good mediums upon : 
the ground, but I have mentioned suffi
cient for my purpose. The New Testa
ment methods of healing by the laying 
on of the hands, or by mind cure, have 
advocates here who undoubtedly per
form cures without the use of medicine, 
reading the condition of the patient by 
some clairvoyant faculty not yet under
stood by the sciences of tbe colleges. - ' 
Many who are sick receive help from 
these healers, and their work is as im
portant to humanity, perhaps, as any 
done upon the ground.

A prejudice exists against the Spirit
ualists because they take money fqr 
their work, out in this I cannot shard. 
It takes their time and strength and 
makes It impossible for them to earn a 
livelihood in any other way. If they are ' 
to continue in their field they must be 
supported, as is the doctor or the lawyer, 
If they sometimes make large incomes 
it is no more a reproach to them than tp 
their clerical brethren who are in some ’ 
cases able to do the same. Those who 
pay willingly for the support of the posfl 
office and the telegraph system when 
they use them, should certainly not find . 
fault with' being obliged to support 
those who bring messages, as they be- ■ 
lieve, from those who have passed into 
what has been the great unknown. And 
if (any person is' worthy of support, il 
would Seem to be those who can lift tha: 
veil of death for sorrowing people anq 
demonstrate immortal life. - ;

Rev. O. R. Washburn.

Every man has his chain and clog; 
only it is looser-and lighter to one thaw 
to another; and he is more at ease whtf 
takes it up and carries it than he who 
drags it.—Seneca. |i

Heaven must be in me before I cad; 
be in heaven.—Stanford. .- I

Nothingneed.be
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as the dead, Their limbs wore stiff and
limp and lifeless and with'
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thus the society could not continue, and 
the order of Masonry was started as a 
substitute by Solomon and Hiram of 
Ivro.

The order teaches thesciencoof astrol-
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their hands limp and lifeless and with
out warmth. Their eyes were fixed and 
staring and their faces set in a smile.

As Viewed by F. R. Lock
K ling.

inaiice connected with it. nor has it been 
tile scene of any crime, but it is head
quarters of the Magi, and nothing con
nected with this wonderful order can 
fail to be of interest. ’
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THB THINKBR

the ordinary ob- 
'J server would be 

of little interest, 
but if they were 
so fortunate as 
to become ac
quainted with 
tile occupants.

_ they would cor-1 hn’t from him the grand word, and so. 
taluly change ' the art being lost, the grand word could 

their opinion. Tho house has no ro- not be given in tbe holy of holies, and

On the third floor of this dwelling has ogy, astronomy and all the occult nci- 
been fitted up a temple of the order of ences. Its leaders believe that the uni
Magi. The ceiling is painted light blue verse is governed by fixed laws, and that 
and sprinkled with stars, in imitation of an understanding of these laws comsti
the heavens, and suspended from it are 1 tutes an understanding of all the real 
ihimature reproductions of all the plan-1 occult power which exists.
ets with their satellites. The walls are | They say, just as the transit of one of 
covered with strange charts. the planets can be predicted a thousand

One of these is called the “astrophren- 
ologlcal chart" and shows the parts of 
the brain affected by the respective 
planets: another is called the zodiac 
chart and is divided into the usual 
twelve parts, and on this are pinned 
round pasteboard curds, showing the 
earth and some of the planets that are 
Dearest us and are constantly affecting । ern times would have seemed like mir- 
the earth. In the centre of the room acles a hundred years back, and if they 
stands the altar, which is in the shape of । knew the laws governing all things they 
a pyramid, and covered with black i would be able to tell everything that 
cloth. On the top the signs of the zo-1 would come to pass, but now they are 
diac are embroidered in yellow and on 1 only able to foretell certain events, 
the sides different emblems of the order. | The ancients studied the planetary 
This is intended to be an exact repre-1 system and became possessed of occult
sentation of all the altars found in the 
old tcmplps in the far east, vi*liich  have 
been discovered when unearthing the 
ruins of the ancient cities. On one side 
of the room a small stage has been 
erected on which it is necessary to take

JK

Some of the degrees. In fact this room 
is so full of curious and interesting 
things that one could spend hours exam
ining them and learning what they rep
resent.
. The local order was established in 
this city by Mrs. Ruth A. Wadsworth, 
in 1893, and now has a membership of 
about 109. The regular meeting of all 
the orders takes place every Wednesday 
evening, and Sunday afternoon the 
higher orders hold another meeting. 
For the last few weeks Mrs. Wadsworth 
has held open meetings on Friday even
ing, and everyone is welcome to attend. 
These evenings are worth while attend
ing, as Mrs. Wadsworth explains in a 
very lucid and charming style the ob
ject of the order, and at the same time 
gives one lessons in astronomy and as
trology, probably the two most interest
ing and intricate sciences. She is the 
Grand Magi of Minnesota Temple No. 1 
and has jurisdiction over several of the 
neighboring States. The order has six
teen degrees and Mrs. Wadsworth went 
to Chicago several years ago and took 
the last four. ’

It is claimed that the Order of the 
Magi is the oldest secret order known, 
and that it is not only the mother of all 
sepret societies, but also the mother of 
religion. The Egyptians, Persians nor 
the Chinese are supposed to have found
ed this order, but it goes back as far as 

. the lost Island of Atlantis. This island 
S was supposed to contain the most pow- 
i • erful kingdom of ancient times, and was 
: the last remaining portion of a vast con
f tinent that had existed for more than 
j four thousand years, where the great 
L Atlantic ocean now tosses waves. On I ’ this Island in the center stood the pal
I- ace of the kings and the grand Temple
p of Wisdom, where the “Religion of the 
f Stars” was the only religion ever known 
j. : or practiced. About fifteen thousand 

years ago Atlantis was in the height of 
fi her glory, but a few hundred years later 

■ a terrible 'earthquake came add de
I ■ . strayed this Island leaving" but > few 
I? mountain tops to mark where a'great 
|i-‘ civilization had reigned. These moun- 
l • tains are now small islands, called the

■%

■ . Azores, . .
About 13,000 B. C., the order of the 

; Magi dedicated their first temple in 
■c- Egypt, the country ‘ which "has become

f tv mj famous for the exploits of mysticism. 
I i This order flourishea-fpr many centuries 
11? . anti all -the wise and famous men of

early times belonged to Jt is the claim of 
thè Magi. - ■

- The Magi became dormant at about 
thè period Of 100-Si. C.( although many

HE corner of temples actually existed, m secret, for 
2bth street and several hundred years later. But the 
Third avenue I principles, secret instructions1 and grand
S.. of this city, word of Oriental mysticism was passed 
has a large' down the ages from mouth fo ear of one 
brown, frame i sworn brother to another, until a tew 
house, which to' years ago, when it was predicted that 

the order would be again revived.
The Magi claim that at the time of

the buildiug of King Solomon s temple 
part of the word was lost. It was di
vided in three parts: King Solomon knew 
one, King of Tyre one. and Hiram Abitt 
the other part, but the latter was mur
dered by his workmen who wished to ox

years hence, because of the laws govern
ing such phenomena, so they can pre
dict any other events which are going 
to transpire, when they know the laws 
governing the same. This seems mirac
ulous to the uninitiated because they are 
not acquainted with the hidden laws, 
but they say that the inventions of mod- 

knowledge unknown to the general 
world, and their work was looked upon 
as miraculous in those days, but in our 
times science has taught that they were 
mysteries appertaining to physiology, 
mesmerism and magnetism.

Olney H. Richmond is the Grand 
Magi of the entire order, and the Grand 
Temple is located in Chicago. He tells a 
very interesting story of how he became 
acquainted with the secrets of this so
ciety. Its first principles were told him 
by a Frenchman who had. traveled in 
India, and froto- that time he began to 
study its mysteries, and about seven 
years ago he started the work in Chi
cago. They have established temples 
in Boston,Bi'Ooklyn.Rochester, St. Paul, 
Los Angeles, Chicago and Cleveland.

One of the emblems used by the Magi 
are “playing cards.” The ancient origin 
and uses of “playing cards,” which is 
the name they have been called by since 
the fourteenth century has been snroud- 
ed in mystery, and their invention has 
been claimed by nearly every civilized 
nation upon the globe. The Chinese, 
Persians, Egyptians and several other 
ancient nations claim the credit of their 
invention.

It is said that seeing all these ancient 
nations claiming their invention, none 
of them have a right to the honor, but 
some other nation preceding them was 
the real originator of the card. The 
members of this ancient order were the 
only ones-who understood .their mean
ing, and seduously guarded the sacred 
emblems from the knowledge of the out
side world. They were each and every 
one of them sworn not to “cut, carve, 
paint, mark or write” upon any sub
stance whatever, except for use in the 
Temples of the Mystic Brotherhood, 
They say that after years of observation 
of the stars and planets, the wise men 
of Atlantis invented the cards, the “Mys
tic Test Book” as they are called.

At the very foundation ot all symbol
ism lie mathematics and geometry. One 
writer says: “Men have simply'followed 
Nature's lead in the symbolic use of 
numbers. The number seven is inter
woven throughout the very warp and 
woof of Nature's handiwork. In all an
cient books we find a divine plan of 
sevens extending through the pages. 
Genesis is written from first to last on a 
number plan. Therefore the number 
seven is used more often by them than 
any of the others,'and is their sacred 
number. The number nine is also one of 
the mystic numbers and is closely inter
woven frith the number seven, in many 
ways. ■ ' ■

The fifty-two cards represent the fifty- 
two weeks in a year.

The twelve court cards represent the 
twelve months in a year. . .

The thirteen cards in-each suit repre
sent the sun and theWeiWysigns of tire 

zodiac.
The heart was chosen as the emblem 

of spring; also of love,'as it is the first 
quarter of hfe. .

Summer is represented by. the club, 
and also the emblem of knowledge, heat, 
and sometimes quarrels.

The third season, autumn, has for its 
emblem the diamond, representing 
wealth.

Winter is represented by the spade, 
or acorn. 1 his is the symbol of death, 
but as the acorn when planted in the 
soil sends forth a new tree, so it symbol
izes death with resurrection. It is also 
a symbol of labor.

Thus every card has a hidden meaning 
and much time could be spent explain
ing the various symbols.

The writer has endeavored to give a 
few principles underlying this wonderful 
society, but if the article lias aroused 
any interest whatsoever, a call on Mrs. 
Wadsworth will elicit all the informa
tion desired.—Sunday Times, Minneap-, 
oils, Minn.

[From Temple Bar.] • '
portrait old. The artist sought to 

render .
face half ehy. half arch, and wholly 

tender.
Dark hair, dark eyes, a figure slight and 

slender—
My grand-aunt Silence!

That was her'‘favorite walk’1 that winds 
down there,

And. when the low wind makes the 
branches stir.

I sometimes dream I catch a glimpse of 
her.

A phantom Silence!
She never thought herself misunder

stood.
Or prated of the wrongs of womanhood. 
And yet. I think, the quiet life did good; 

Sweet grand-aunt Silence!
The Sabbath teaching was her “con

stant care."
To see her list'nmg witli so grave an air. 
A saint might smile; a sinner breathe a 

prayer.
My tender Silence.

In all her simple ways she strove to 
please:

Hers were the flowers that perfumed all 
the breeze.

The golden honey from the hive of bees. 
My busy Silence.

And she had some few pleasures simpler 
yet; '

With skillful hand she touch’d the old 
spinnet,

Or danc'd at Christmastide a minuet. 
My merry Silence.

Of powdered beaus she had, mayhap, a 
■ score.

And with their foolishness she sweetly 
bore—

But one there was who “charmed her 
more and more!-’

My happy Silence!
An oldtime sailor. And she “heard 

witn priae
Tales of his courage, which is true and 

tried."
They spent some “happy days,” too, 

“side-by side!”
Dear grand-aunt Silence.

She “missed him vastly” when he sail’d 
away,

Yet tried to “smile as brightly, day by 
day,

Although, dear heart, my life seems 
dull and gray.”

My brave, true Silence!
And J.hen we read: “He bravely met 

the foel"
Some tears still blot those words of long 

ago,
Those days were very full of grief and 

woe, •
My loving Silence!

What need is there her further life to 
teD?

All were not struck who died by shot 
and shell; -

Some hearts grew .still because they 
loved so well, 

Like sweet, shy Silence.

Central New York Camp
Meeting.

This camp will open on the 18th day 
of July 1896, at Freeville, Tompkins 
county, N. 1'., and will hold open for 
two weeks, until Sunday, August 2.

The time is so short that we cannot 
announce a full programme, but we will 
have a full programme, as we can fill it 
from day to day with speakers and me
diums who are on the way East and 
West.

As this first meeting is for the purpose 
of forming a permanent association, we 
invite the people of Central New York 
to join us, and after the organization is 
formed more elaborate work can be 
done. Freeville is thirty miles south of 
Auburn, N. Y.; ten miles from Ithaca, 
and at the junction of the Elmira & 
Cortland railroad with the Lehigh Val
ley railroad, or Southern Central rail
road.

Brother H. C. Sessions, of Cortland, 
N. Y., is on the camp-ground now, mak
ing arrangements for the opening this 
week, and has the assistance of a large 
number of the best people in Central 
New York to aid him.

Frank T. Ripley will be the platform 
test medium for the first days of the 
camp. Mrs. Augusta Armstrong, M.D., 
of Buffalo, N. Y., will have charge 
of Woman’s Day. Jennie B. Hagan- 
Jackson is expected, as are many others 
well-known to the public as among our 
best workers. J. W. Dennis.

Free will is not the liberty to do what
ever one likes, but the power of doing 
whatever one sees ought to be done.— 
G. Macdonald.

Often the elements that move and 
mold society are the results of the sis
ter’s counsel and the mother's prayer.— 
E. H. Chapin.

It is an inevitable law that a man can
not be happy unless he lives for some
thing higher than his own happiness.— 
Bulwer.

CONSUMPTION
To thb iurron—Please inform your read

ers that I have a positive remedy for the 
above named disease. By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases have been per
manently cured. I shall be glad to wnd 
two botuep of my rfflnedy free to any of your 
readers who haf e consumption if (hey wfll 
send me their eiprees and post office address. 
IJLfilocum.M.0.1183 PerniSU,New York.'

THEY LIE IN TRANCES FOR HOURS— 
HALV-FRIENZIEDI CONVERTS IMPLOR
ING TO BE SAVED-*A CHILD DECLARES 
THE WORLD IS COMING TO AN END.

The San I rancisco papers are teem
ing with accounts of an emotional cy
clone now sweeping over Beulah Park, 
Cal., among the East Oakland hills. A" 
City of white tents, says the report, has 
sprung up in the last June days. In the 
mild air, blessed by gums and fir-trees, 
hammocks swing lazily. In the great 
hexagonal building men preach uproari
ously. And, morning, noon or night, a 
score of women and men are stretched, 
stark and cold, in a cataleptic trance. 
They are utterly unconscious—speech
less, without hearing—dead, to all ap
pearances. In timeyhe heart takes up 
its work again, the . longue recovers 
from its paralysis and the preacher an
nounces that the poor stricken body.is 
saved.

Beulah park has been the scene of 
many strange things, but none more pe
culiar than this present reign of the Un
ion Holiness band, which is holding its 
camp-meeting there, hometimes twelve 
and sometimes fourteen converts are 
stretched unconscious on the floor m a 
cataleptic trance. •

The evangelists say it is the Holy 
Ghost, and they let the entranced ones 
alone until life comes back of itself. Peo
ple step over the prone bodies and look 
into the strained, fixed" eyes that see 
nothing. .. .

Wednesday night diaries H. Oritten- 
ton, the father of the Florence missions, 
a man of wealth and intelligence and an 
evangelist of power, conducted the meet
ing. He began to preach at 8 o'clock. 
At 9:30 he called the penitents to the 
altar, and fifty or more responded. One 
by one twelve fell over, their bodies 
prostrate on the floor, winch is padded 
against such emergencies. These mes
merized ones became colorless and cold 

ho doctor was summoned. The evunge- 
list shouted: "Leave them aione." Some 
of them remained in this state for an 
hour. Others did not oome out of It for 
twice the time. One young girl lay flat 
on her back until 2 o’clock in the morn
ing. When her set muscles at last re
laxed she raised herself on one arm and 
feebly cried. •■Glory!’’

Mrs. Clark, the last of the subjects to 
emerge from her trance, began to show 
signs of hfe just as the first faint breezes 
of morning crept through the building. 
At daylight she slowly came back to life. 
Then she raised herself and the few 
faithful remaining said they never 
heard such a prayer as came from her 
lips—a prayer of thanksgiving and 
praise to God that hef had saved her. 
Trances of six hours are not vouchsafed 
to all the penitent. " ■

At 4:30 p. tn. the nreaeher invited the 
penitents to come forward, and fully fif
ty pressed to the altaf1 rail. Perhaps 
two-thirds were women—some well- 
dressed. others shabby: thin and worn. 
The men were of all kinds. • Old men 
with beards, boys with down on their 
cheeks, one negro^u burly fellow 
with earrings, and ^Japanese. Among 
the number were Wind Chinese, a Meth
odist deaconess, some who looked like 
maids and others who might have posed 
as mistresses.

r.very puniv^ni uuweu his head anu 
nearly everybody wept. Those who had 
no tears buried their faces in their 
handkerchiefs, women cried unrestrain
edly, and tears trickled through the 
browh fingers of men, who pressed their 
tousled heads against the cloth-covered 
rail. -Ten or fifteen helpers, men and 
women, some some of them regularly 
ordalbed clergymen, knelt and labored 
with those who were seeking the light.

The air was thick with cries and 
groans. Prayers rose fitfully from both 
ends of the long row of kneeling ones.

In the audience people stepped out of 
the wide doors Into the sunlight and In 
low tones told of their own harrowing 
experiences in “getting saved.’’ Then 
they peered about the posts at the seek
ers. All the while ceaseless droning of 
hymns of the “There-Is-a-Fountain- 
Fllled-With-Blood" order went up. One 
boy had a particularly bad case. Scarce
ly had they begun to exhort him when 
he threw up his arms, uttered a shriek 
that resounded through the building, 
echoing from bare wall to bare wall, 
threw himself in the air and fell on the 
ground with a crash, striking his head 
hard enough, it seemed, to fracture his 
skull. The woman at his side, shaking 
with sobs, never glanced at him. The 
nearest helper laughed. Presently the 
boy recovered and screamed and began 
knocking his head against the post. His 
words were incohore^y, his cheeks were 
aflame and his eyes wild. No one held 
him or protected his head. At last be 
fell exhausted, every nerve twitching 
and hfe body writhing. The Japanese 
next him patted him with hfe hand.

Next in line the negro, black as soot 
and shining with perspiration, groaned 
laboriously. Finally the white boy 
straightened out In a trance and the ne
gro, Tn a paroxysm, thrust hfe head be
tween the rails of the altar.

When the cataleptic boy recovered be 
stood up and shouted uproarously. Then 
he shook hands again and again with 
everyone within reach. One unconvert
ed spectator said, with embarrassment: 
“How do you do?" ■ But the boy, with 
his burning face, paid’ mo heed. He al
most dislocated the arm of Dr. Carra
dine, and when the. .meeting had dis
persed was rushing among the tents 
shouting: “I am saved!? I am saved!”

The meeting has Ifeen in progress for 
some days and these scenes were mild, 
it Is said, compared With others which 
have been witnessed;! No such religious 
frenzy has been known id Oakland since 
the departure of the “doom-sealers,” 
who created much/excitement, some 
years ago, and whose meetings were in
terfered with by this authorities of the 
city. I

Miss Mary Larseni the prophetess of 
the catnp-meeting, continues to believe 
firmly that the world wll) end August 15. 
AU the explanationmh^ haB for her con
viction is the revelation «he says she re
ceived while ink trance a few nights

n; . tago.
Evangelist Crittenton and the Rev. 

Dr. Carradine had been exhorting sin
ners to seek repentance. The penitents 
flocked to the platform and bench in 
large numbers. Amofig those affected 
by the services was Mfes Larsen. "

Upon recovering from her trance Miss 
Larsen imparted to others at the camp
meeting the fateful message she hmi re
ceived. Some of her friends professed 
to believe she had indeed received a 
message from the Lord. - Others smiled 
faintly and advised Miss Larsen not to 
take the religious services so earnestly.

At a children's mass-meeting Evan
gelist Crittenton led in person.. Ho was 
assisted by Mr. Wallace, a young singer 
who accompanies Mr. Crittenton on his 
tours. Seven hundred children attended 
the meeting. - They ranged in ages from ■ 
little tots of 5 years ‘^-nung ladies of

16 aufi boys of 1<. Many wore" aecom- 
uaniad .by parents, or other relatives. 
Then there were several hundred elder
ly visitors ut attendance, but the service 
was for the children. . ••

While there was not the same degree 
of emotional feeling exhibited by the 
little ones as has been witnessed when 
then- elders have been exhorted, yet 
they sang, prayed and wept with unusual 
fervor of spirit. Singer> Wallace led 
them in chorus for halfan hour, singing 
favorite revival hymns.

Then Evangelist Crittenton took them 
in charge. He read from scripture the 
passage. "Suffer little children to come 
unto me and forbid them not, for of such 
is the kingdom of heaven.’’ Upon this 
he based his remarks. Story after story 
fell from his lips, until he had his juve
nile auditors completely under control. 
Gradually the evangelist impressed upon 
them the necessity of becoming follow
ers of the Lord.

boon the penitents1 bench was 
thronged with little girls, sobbing and 
tearfully imploring to lie saved. The el
ders of the congregation comforted the 
children, who were so pleading at the 
bench, and from other’ parts of the pa
vilion were heard prayers offered by 
men and women who were kneeling or 
prostrate at the steps leading to the 
platform.

-Presently Evangelist Urittenton drew 
all the people, big and little, as near to 
the platform as possible. A hundred 
boys and girls he had clustered about 
him as he asked them to repeat short 
prayers or texts. Every child in the 
audience was asked to repeat “I will 
trust Jesus," and they unhesitatingly re
sponded. Even the small 5-year-old 
boys and girls piped out the words with 
a vim and distinctness that was at times 
quite startling.

1 here was a repetition of the scenes 
the next afternoon and night. Women 
overcome with religious emotion fell in 
trances, strong men groveled on the 
floor and young students shouted that 
salvation was theirs.

The above constitutes a wonderful dis
play of that force designated as hypno
tism. Under the control of a religious 
zealot, it goes forth bringing receptive 
mortals under its influence and making 
them think that they are controlled by 
the “Holy Ghost." When will the world 
learn a little common sense in regard to 
hypnotic power and relegate it to its 
proper place among the potent forces?

San Francisco. Cal. Julius.

PART IV.

God is spirit, whose thoughts 
eternal thoughts.

Now. when the All-father said to 
All-mother, - let us make man in 
image, after our likeness." your spirit 
then and there pre-existed as an eternal 
thought of the Godhead. This thought 
is the forethought of all human thought, 
and when evolved from the Godhead 
becomes a conscious, spiritual being— 
one of the morning stars—one of the 
sons of God. who sang and shouted for 
joy. how, to know, to analyze, to re
think the AU-of-beiug is beyond the 
present capacity of man: and yet. the 
prescience of this forethought is able to 
s;>an the chasm between the finite and 
infinite.

This conscious spirit, which lights up 
the human mind, attracts its soul mate, 
and the twins, as one. descend into mut
ter, where its light is dimmed to the in
stinct of the soul. In the descent con
ditions change, obliging the sensitive 
soul to take on and throw off various 
bodies made up of life atoms (anitnalcu- 
lie as soldiers of the soul that are tear
ing down and rebuilding the fortifica
tions or human body). On the ascent, 
instinct passes through the mineral, 
vegetable and animal up to man, where 
instinct reappears as mind, and man be
gins to reason. Consciousness as ¡fore
thought, is axiomatic knowing, and re
gards demonstrations as time lost; still, 
by adding soul and all knowledge 
learned from experience, it may grow 
externally but not internally.

Thus the forethought stands In the 
midst of the microcosm and observes all 
that transpires, and says: I know, and 
know that I know after thinking away 
all thoughts a? objects of consciousness. 
I am still the observer and the observed; 
the Pharos, the light that attracts all, 
and reflects all like a mirror. Notwith
standing the microcosm, as body and 
soul may change In phases continually, 
yet the forethought, the self-conscious 
ego, ever remains the- Identical unit 
through all conditions In and out of 
time. It does not think, but kno^s and 
wills. .

It Is an attribute of God manifest in 
the flesh.

If consciousness is the subject how can 
it become thq external object without 
identifying subject and object as a whole 
without parts? Consciousness Identifies 
itself by knowing what is not self, 1. e., 
by knowing the All-mother, else there 
is an indeflniteness. By knowing this, 
it identifies the greater part of being-.

Infinity, as subject, has no external 
object, hence all within is counted as 
the subject, or as one homogeneous 
whole. Now. let the metaphysician 
“take a rest" in the bosom of love where 
the old are reincarnated back to their 
eternal state. The eternal gives birth 
to the immortal sperm-germs which are 
ever active, or never wholly at rest un
til they return, at the end of the JEon, 
from whence they came.
“Of all the causes which conspire to 

blind
Man's erring judgment, and misguide 

his mind,
What the wean head with strongest bias 

rules
Is pride, the never-failing vice of 

fools.”—Pope. '
. F. R. Lockling.

Ice Cream Made by a New Process
I have an ice cream freezer that will 

freeze instantly. Tne cream is put into 
the freezer and comes out instantly, 
smooth and perfectly frozen. This as
tonishes people and a crowd will gather 
to see the freezer in operation and they 
will all want to try the cream. You can 
sell cream as fast as it can be made and 
sell freezers to many of them who would 
not buy an old-style freezer. It isreally 
a curiosity, and you can sell from $5 to 
$8worth.of cream and six to twelve 
freezers every day. This makes a good 
profit these hard times and is a pleasant 
employment. J. F. Casey & Co., 1143 
St. Charles street, St. Louis, Mo., will 
send full particulars and information in 
regard to this new invention, on applica
tion, and •will employ good salesmen on 
salary. Robt. C.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.1' By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL, D., M. D. This comprises 
the "last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office. .

'From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of. poetry will find gems' 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of-leisure, and enjoyment Price 
«1.00. . For eale at this office; .

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete 

witn Spiritual truth«. Price »IDO.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By LI«!« Doten. They are really valuable.

Price tt.oo.__________________________ '_________

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

Ing refutation of tbe Bible «tory of the Deluge. Price 
18 cents.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry a. to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from Hl, Satanic 
Majesty and HI, Snbofdtnate, tn tbe Kingdom of 
Darknen. dopant. By Moms Herd. Price, is centa. 
For sale at this office.

“THE WATSEKT wONDEB.”
To the student of psychic phenomena, th!, pamphlet 

is intenyely interesting. It give, detailed account, of 
two oas.,-of “double oonsclournera,” namely Mary 
Lurahdr Vennum, of Watseka. Ill., and Maty Rey
nolds, -of Venango county, Pa. For Me at thl, office. 
Price IS cento.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By tbe late M. Faraday. The ori
gin of religion«, and their influence upon the mental 
development of the human race. Transcribed at tbe 
request of a baud of ancient Dhlloaonhera. Price 
10 cent«.

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History, 

Embracing the Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Dereb 
emnedt o? Zoroaatrlwlsra _ Mid the Derivation of 
Christianity; to which i, added: Whence Our-Aryaa 
Anocnory By G. W. Brown, M,D. One ot th*  stoat 
valwMewona*VCTPabnehed.  Price ,L50.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEE.

Thit admirable-work conditi ot three pamphlet*  
embodied In one volume, in which quo.Uona of greti 
ImportaneetotheraoMre discussed from tbonand- 
peint of an adrtncM k petal reformer. Price 50 conta 
For aale at thia effictiu -- • • . .

<r- J IIP ' .’ •• • '. ; -

LIFE work;
. ' -OF—

CORA L V. RICHMOND.
COMHLXD ASO X01TKD BY '

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

IFi th portraits representing Mrs. Itlchmond In 
18St,inlS10.aniCinlS04.

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS: . 
IirrseDUOTIO».
Ctui-rml. Pareutigo-Placeor Blrth-Chlldhood- 

bcbool Experiences—Firn Medlumlstlc Work- eto
Cjuvtxb IL Hopedale—Mr. Scott In MaaiachuictU—• 

Removal to Wlscomla—The Ballou Family—Adin 
Ballou a Work-Work ot. Spirit Adin Auguitu» 
uaiiou.

Chattkb in. Ouiua-Her Earthly Life and Tragic Death—Her Mission in Spirit-Life- S
Chaftib IV. Other Controla-The Guide«.
Chamib V. ’Work In Cuba. N. Y.—Buffalo Pastorate 

—workers in Buffalo—Ihomas Galea Forster—Sarah 
Brooka-Horaco II. Day—Removal to New Yori 
City, 1B5G—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltjr^nrg

(hupiMVI. Workin Hew York City
ChaptbbVII. hew York City (continued). Prof-J- 

yj Mapes—Hou. J. W. Ldinonda—Dr. Graf—HeW 
York Editors and Clergy-Other Place« la the East 
—Meadville, Pa., 1801—Hou. A. B. Richmond-

CuAPTBsVIII. Washington, D. C.—Reconstruction-*  
BpnatorJ.M. Howard-George J. W. Julien—Gen- 
ii. P. Banks—Nettle Golbern Maynard—Statement 
of Quo. A. Bacon.

Chaptzb IX. England—Robert Dale Owen—George 
Thompson—Countess of Caithness — Mrs. Straw- 

,br(dze-Mr. and Mrs, Tebb-Mra. Nosworthy-J. 0. 
Ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross,

Chaptsb X. Work in England (Continued In Three 
Subaequent Visits.) ’

CnapTKB XI. California Work. 1875—Other Visits— 
Letter of C. M. Plumb—Letter of Mrs. John A- 
Wilson. ------------

CHAfTiB XII. Cblcaf.n Work. 1876 to 18S5—First 
Society Chartered, 1869—Complete Account of Work 
In Letters and Staiements of Members of LUt 
Society.

Cbaptbb. XIIL Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga- 
Lake Fleaaant-Onaec Bay—Lake Brady—Lookout 
Mountain, etc. '

Csaptsb £1V. Literary W urk—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Discourses and Lecture»—Psychopathy! Soul 
Teachings—Poems-Otiicr Literary Work- ' ’

Chapter XV. Literary Work (continued)-Lecture 
cu Gyroscope, 1858-''Tbe Shadow of a Greut Bock 
in a Weary Land,” 1687-Poems-Choke 8ele<niofLi 
tn Prose and Verso—Work of William Rkhmoud

Ohaptbb XVI, Letters from Personal Friends: from 
Orpba E, Touscy: from Lady Caithness, and other! 
—Appreciation of the Work from Those Best Qual
ified to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C- 
Warner-Drs. Emmett and Helen Diubmore.

Chapteb XVII. Mrs Rlohmoud's Experiences While 
in the Trance State. Written by Herself.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office.

WAS

WHW LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

-on-
Curious Rovclutions from the Lite 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits. Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and 1‘ i'ontiHpiece of Lin

coln. from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

Tlili book will be found peculiar, curious, startling I 
^inureso than uuy work issued «Ince Uncle Tom » 
Cabin. It breathes furgutieu whisper*  which the rust 
of time had almost covered, ana which have beefl 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. Il deals 
with high official private life during tbe most moment? 
ous period In American History, and Is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time nerves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more uuderatood— 
■•.\rrahak Lincoln."

Cloth, Itimo. ilhtatraled, yp, HG4. $1.501 
Paper, 75 cents.

Lor Sale at this oflice.
JOYS ~ ’

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to 

TO-MORROW OF DEATH. 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TOMORROW OF DEATH was write« 

lovelop the Idea of tbe principle of the permanence 
af the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
In a chain of new being«, whose su cesslve links an 
unrolled tn tho bosom uf ctberial space. “Beyond 
tub Thbesuold“ continues on the same Une« en
larging and expanding tbe idea by reason« and cotr 
sideration« drawn from science nud philosophy; claim
ing that tbi certatrty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end ts the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the pre»cncj of death, and 
that tbe help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any uf the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end Ills iiiercrilng. En
tertaining, instructive and fasclncur**  tnv /r®‘her 
one accepts It all ur nut, much win hH< • «■iT;- ¿ed 

the To-Morrow of D^fh.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER. 
A ' —- —

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Thia fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
In that peculiar intereating «trie In which French 
writer« excel when they would popularlio scientific 
subjects in adapiatton to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition," etc., etc., in which he manifests the uuual 
animus of the “scientific class,” yet he «aya again: 
«‘There isa true and respectable idea in Spiritualism,’’ 
and regard« as proved “tbe fact of communication 
between superhuman« and the Inhabitants of Earthi" 
and he goes on to relate instances of fact in evidence. 
There la, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepant} In 
the authors'« Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author holds th® 
theory of reincarnation. Frico «1.50. For aaie at 
this office.

FROM THE ROSTRUM

BY A. B. FRENCH.

Thl, work te one that every one should read. It 
beam, throughout with rare ¿eras ot thought, prac
tical u weU as proround. There 1. lunation and 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work li dedi
cated to the author's favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives an Interesting (ketch ot the 
author'*  Ute.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, French.
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and War« ot 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and tho Book of Mormon 
Conflicts of Lift;.
The Power and Permanency of Ideas, 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future LUK 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

PRICE, SI-00. POSTPAID.
THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LE& 

TT turei riven by the Spirit Band through the me*  
dlumshlp of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume cob*  
•tsto of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered in public through the mental or*  
gtmtanofMrt. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy 
ant end inspirational medium. Their tone is excellent 
end their spirit good; and even though one may Bns 
some idea« that differ from those be has held, yet h< 
win find much to please, benefit and instruct. Th( 
reverence'frith which Jesus is mentioned will please 
many, although tbe ideas advanced concerning Jesui 
and Christianity are not after tho orthodox standard, 
Tbe book contains 488 largo pages, and will be sen! 
postpaid for «1.50. For sale at this office.

NEW THOUGHT^
Volume L Klcely bound In cloth, 57i Urge, be 

fully printed pages. Portraits of several oi the 
speakers aud mediums. The matter all 'uIgtnAl 
presenting In an attractive form the highest Pha 
tho Spiritual Philosophy. By Mosis Hulu 1 
only «1.50, Forsaieatthls office. ’

Volume II. w^sges, beautifully printed 
nicely bound. Oriricri matter. Six portraits. 
H'nnd. 75 cents., Hull. For sale a'

$
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THf NEU/ WOM/VN *
X •

Men have queer ideas about the New 
Woman and about women in general,
and especially at this time when the fair 
?ex is advancing so rapidly mau fears 
that some dire calamity will overtake 
the world and the country be r ’ ’ ’

of the dementia and suicidal instincts of 
.the race to-day. ।

Enforced motherhood is the cause of 
insanity and suicide, and the quicker

this great change in women.
the many stupendous tilings new women

man recognizes this, and gives woman ’ . .. tjje—•—----- — • • J— . - — — —■ — ) - — — r^ — . -g. — . . — - -
ruined by better conditions for propagating 
Added to race, the better for posterity. Iff as

much care was taken in propagating thetiuw mailjr uvupuuuuuu vxaw »• <» »«-• »v.. vwi v <• vuitvH jy*  vz fmguviup; v
are constantly doing, is this Woman’s' race as we take in producing a fine 
Bible promulgated by some of the sex. I strain of horses, dogs, and even hens, 
Of course it lias caused a hue and cry we would not have the mongrel human
(mostly from the ministry) because the beings in our midst to-day who are a 
masculine sex has had a monopoly in curse to themselves and to our comiiiu- 
that line until now. Men have written nities,

' ' ’ ’ ' But |he New Woman will change this
order of tilings. She will demand of 
man a better condition for mothering 
the race; she will say to him: “Step 
down and out of my sacred realm of 
motherhood, and dare not dictate tb me

Scripture, and revised it time and again; 
men invented all the religious in the 
world, also; Orthodox, Methodist, Pres
byterian, Baptist, and so along the line. 
For my part, I do not see why women 
should not write a Bible or invent a new 
religion; they have as good a right to as in the matter of child-bearing. You have 

no right to rule over my body.. I am 
the ruler here in my sacred domain and 
I alone shall say when 1 shall bear chil
dren. Behold our asylums,. jails and 
hospitals full -to repletion; the work you 
have done! Henceforth I shall cease

has mail. ,
! But really, all this friction between 
the sexes is caused by man’s misunder
standing woman. Men have made a mis
take and imagine because woman pos
sesses, the child-bearing organs, that uuuu. xxouvuturtu a tuuu ccuso 
she is a person ditlerent from himself. | perpetuating the physical wrecks, the 
They are wrong in their premises. I! drunkards, the scrofulous and the insane 
man would consider her simply as a hu- among us. A spurious humanity shall 
man being, instead of a woman, she no longer be projected into life; but 
would stand forth clear to his copipre- henceforth'I shall pe a law unto myself 
hension, and he would know her neces- and bring forth a newer order of beings 
sities and desires, and contribute that who shall rise to bless the earth instead 
which would make her harmonious and of cursing it.” . ■

The New Woman in this era is.takinghappy. The New Woman in this era is.taking
It is because he misunderstands the up the study of child-culture and we may 

feminine organism and nature, and be-'-now have'some hopes for humanity, 
cause he thinks he knows what she | When man enters woman's sacred do- 
wants (when he does not), that makes (main of motherhood and urges that,, 
all the friction between the sexes. If simply because she possesses child-bear- 
he would let her alone and allow her to ing organs she must be made to bear 
develop out into the possibilities of her children at times when her innate wls- 
nature, as she lets him alone and allows dom tells her it is not wise, he is an ln- 
him the right to develop naturally, the trader and must be made to vacate at 
world would be at peace on the New ' once.
Woman question. | If, as I said before, men would let wo-

Sex is an accident of birth and has no men alone, as the latter let them alone, 
influence upon the nature of the indi- and cease meddling with their private 
vidual where the attainment of knowl- and sacred concerns, the world would b’e 
edge is concerned. If a man living to-' a much happier dwelling-place for the 
day should die, and, as the Theosopnists sexes.
say, be reincarnated in the next century | The bicycle and bloomers are not the 
and be born a woman, he would find that symbols of the New Woman I mention, 
although a woman and possessing the although she uses them if she wants to; 
propagative organs, yet he would still but she does notspend all her time upon 
have the same desire to cultivate his the wheel, neither does she in the kitch- 
talents; the same thirst for knowledge en among greasy pots and kettles, pan 
that he possessed as a man. His sex,' dering to and feeding people's stomachs, 
although feminine, would taake no dif- Housework Is despairing and degrading 
fercnce, and I am not sure, since Eve to a woman of fine sensibilities whose 
plucked the historical apple, that a mind is on a higher plane of develop- 
thirst for knowledge is not the natural ment. She grovels in grease and ashes 
prerogative of woman. Certainly, if the ' when her soul ever yearns and craves a 
Bible is true, it was a Woman who higher destiny. She suffers through 
opened the door of knowledge to the' such associations as a finely organized 

. world, and she did it knowingly, for the man would were he compelled to shovel
Almighty had told her that it was the manure in the farmyard against his 
Tree of all Knowledge; yet she willfully soulful protest. .
plucked its fruit in her thirst for en- That a wife must bo made to do the 
lightenment. scullery work simply because she is a

It was thus through Eve's act that woman, is another mistake of man’s. I 
man was made wise. Adam betrayed no know wives who hate kitchen-work and 
desire for knowledge and simply ate be- who take in dressmaking or other work 
cause, as he says in Scripture: “The (lu order to be able to pay a servant-girl 
woman gave me and I did eat." This to take her place In the kitchen.
was rather the conduct of a simpleton 1 say to my brother, man, treat us as 
than that of a man thirsting for knowl-' women no longer; we have been treated 
edge; for had Eve offered him a cup of as women for the last one hundred years 
poison, he was not obliged to drink just and we are tired of it. Treat us no 
because she gave it; this is the conduct longer as wives; wo have been treated 
of idiots. So, no matter how much men so for the last epoch and know what it 
may decry the advance of woman to-day, ] means: It means a perpetual round of 
they must not forget that sho was the household drudgery, with ournecks sub
unsealer of that forbidden knowledge ' mitted tamely to the yoke of our legal 
and should have a share in its blessings.; masters. Treat us no longer as mothers;

Men fear that the New Woman will we have been treated thus for the last 
demolish tho home; and it does seem ' century, and have strugged through en
that if the perpetual round of domestic forced maternity and its attendant evils, 
drudgery Interferes with the New Wo- But treat us, oh ye men, as human be- 
man's development, she will not think it Ings and the other half of the race, and 
incumbent upon her to maintain it. It grant that we have inalienable rights 
is not any more the wife’s duty to keep and inherent cravings for progress 
the home intact than the husband's. If ’ which you should respect, and the earth 
the latter shirks his part and does not may yet be a paradise for the sexes 
contribute to the harmonious atmos- where they may dwell in peace, instead 
phere which should prevail in the home,' of eternal bickering because man is a 
then he ought to be punished by having ‘ meddler in woman's private and sacred 
it demolished. How many' husbands' concerns.
there are who make use of their homes | The New Woman will tell you all this, 

. only as boarding-places, and many more my brethren; nay, she has told it, for I
who look upon it as a place of refuge ( am a New Woman, and the next time I 
late at night when returning drunk and write I will present to my readers a pio- 
disordcrl.v. I ture of the New Man, for he is coming

Many more husbands enter the home o« the stage of life very fast, for the 
at the cud of their day's work ugly and I New Woman is holding him by the hand 
in a fault-finding mood. I knew such a bringing him forward rapidly; and- 
man once, and his wife and children ! by and by he will stand by her side, the 
were always in mortal terror at his com- creation of her own intelligence. The 

-ing, and frequently he drove them all old order of things is reversed: Instead 
out of doors to take refuge for the night. of Eve being made from Adam, the New 
at the neighbors'; he was not a drinking, Man is evolved from Woman and is a 
man, but he was naturally a bully and creation of her own. Let us see when

■ ’ ■ ” ’ ’he makes his advent what he is like.an ugly man. I know well-ordered 
homes where husbands never spend an
evening with their wives: after supper 
they invariably start for the various 
clubs with which they are connected,

That a wife must bo made to do the
scullery work simply because she is a

Eva A. Cassell.

A LYCEUM PAPER
where they often spend the time in 
cheap talk concerning the affairs of some 
of their brother members. I know some 
wives who depend upon their huebands 
to furnish them with all the tidbits of 
scandal concerning such and such a one’s 
wife—learned at the club'. Verily, all 
the scandal-mongers do not wear petti
coats!

Because a woman possesses the child
bearing organs, is no reason that she is _  ___ _
fitted for motherhood. Sex, as I said be- ’ ficient number of schools can be inter
fore, is an accident of birth. I know ested jn the work to commence the pub
women who detest children and would location of a lyceum paper, a publication 
look upon itasagreat misfortune should jD which the philosophy of Spiritualism 
they become mothers. Hundreds of may he presented in attractive form 
women never become developed in a'adapted to children—a Sunday-school 
propagative sense but go through life as ■ paper, presenting truth instead of error, 
bachelors and have no inclination for a further object of the proposed paper 
domestic existence. Yet men would ' js ,0 present each week anoutline lesson, 
force women into motherhood and do I designed to aid the leaders, systematize 

jlsubject them to tongue-lashings because ' the work of the school and make uni
tbey (the men) presume to know more1 form and progressive the work in all 
about maternity than women. It is not jyceums in which it may circulate. In 
long since a noted minister preached ' this movement there will be no indivld- 
from the pulpit aud scored wljes be-1 ua( interests to conserve, no one lyceum 
cause they did not have more children to be benefited above another, and the 
and because they evaded motherhood. | profits, if any, will necessarily accrue to

Since the beginning of all time, man' **- ---- —• ‘v:-----------------*'• ------ ■
has used the Biblical quotation: “In
crease ye and multiply the earth,” as an 
excuse for committing sensuality; and 
so well has he multiplied scrofula, con
sumption and other diseases that our

It Is Much Needed Among Spirit
ualists.

The undersigned, a committee repre
senting three Lyceums of Central Indi-
ana, would respectfully solicit your co
operation in a work for .the upbuilding 
and strengthening of the Spiritual Ly
ceum. The proposition is, that if a suf-

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.
Onset Camp-Meeting.

Onset is open. -Yesterday, July 6th, 
opened with a -promise of almost any
thing and for that reason the attendance 
of the day was not what was expected. 
But, notwithstanding tliis, the rooms 
had been slowly filling during'tbfMiast 
week, and when the Bridgewater Band 
opened with the first number of their 
programme, the temple was comfortably 
filled. ... ,

At the close of the half-hour concert 
a chair, covered with, flowers, was 
brought forward and placed upon a 
raised dais of evergreen. The decora
tions were principally of roses and ever
green, and the chair was completely cov
ered with them. .This was a seat of 
honor in memory of the arisen presi
dent, Dr. H. B. Storer.

After a few well-chosen words by Ma
jor Howard, introducing the chairman 
of the season, Prof. W. F. Peck, the 
chairman spoke in his jovial way, giv
a high tribute to the arisen chairman, 
expressing his hope that this might be 
a s^tsop surpassing in results all previ- 
ous^easohs arid presented Mr. Maxham.,. 
the well-known singer, who sang an 
original selection, written especially in 
honor of Onset. This was well received 
and in a fitting way prepared the audi
ence for the words of wisdom that fell 
from the inspired lips of Oscar A. Edg
erley. ”

It is not necessary for me to eulogize 
Brother Edgerley. It is sufficient to spy 
that the address 'following his introduc
tion was replete with good thought, 
scholarly in expression and delivered 
with a vim that caused many to remark 
in my hearing: "How strange that, 
with such a slight physical, such power
ful results can be attained.”

At the afternoon session, Mrs. Helen 
L. Palmer spoke to the satisfaction of a 
large audience, while May Pepper was 
equally successful with her teste.

Many changes have taken place in On
set since last season; amorig them the 
streets have been "shelled," making a 
great improvement. This expression 
will be new to the Westerners, and I 
will explain that near the seacoasts it is 
the custom to cover the roads, which 
are mostly sand, with about four inches 
of oyster shells. These aré soon broken 
up by the passing of wagons and car
riages and form a road almost equal to 
asphalt.

The hard times are manifested by the 
limited number of new cottages being 
built, as well as other private improve
ments being limited; but a spirit of 
good fellowship pervades all, giving 
nope of a very prosperous summer cam
paign.

The beautiful steamer Genevieve is 
making regular trips, as well as her less 
pretentious sister, the Siren. Several 
times a day these steamers make the 
trip to Monument Beach, passing the 
beautiful home of President Cleveland, 
known as "Gray Gables.”

One of the prominent changes that 
private enterprise has made ie in an old 
eyesore ou East Central avenue. It has 
been entirely remodeled, made into a 
nice residence and eating-housp under 
the supervision of a good colored sister, 
and a hall attached to it which, in honor 
of the historical Phyllis, has been 
called Phyllis Hall. Onset has needed 
a place of this kind for the accommoda
tion of those mediums who desire to 
Hold private meetings Sunday and other 
evenings when there is nothing of in
terest in the association buildings.

Mrs. Bliss is located in her cottage for 
a part of the season.

C. Campbell dropped in upon us and 
has given a number of sittings aud a cir
cle with very satisfactory results. He 
is well pleased with Onset, so much so 
that it would not be surprising if Cassa
daga lostlilm next year.

Mrs. Mead Hatch and her husband, 
Capt. A. Hatch, of Hartford, Conn., are 
here for the season, while many other 
mediums for different phases are located 
on the grounds and getting ready for 
work.

Your humble servant is located com
fortably on the second floor of the "Rob
in’s Nest," in what he considers the 
finest location on the grounds and is pre
pared to introduce those who desire his 
assistance to the intricacies of hypno
tism and mediumship, as well as to say a 
word occasionally to the readers of the 
papers.

By the way, while we are on this sub
ject, I would like to say to the people 
that it is my Intention to remain in the 
East this winter, with headquarters in 
Boston, and I would be pleased to hear 
from societies desiring my services. I 
will go either as speaker or to hold de
veloping circles and teach hypnotism..

This week will open the camp in good 
shape and 1 hope to have items of great 
interest to report each week of my stay 
here. Letters received from other 
pointe tell me’of the almost overpower 
Ing heat; but here we have had deold- 
edly enjoyable weather; in fact, I now 
have on winter clothes and they are not 
at all uncomfortable.

If you do not know what to do this 
summer, come to Onset. Breathe in the 
salt air, feel the soft sea breezes, absorb 
the inspiration of the grounds and drink 
in tho inspiration of those who are 
around you, and you cannot help feeling 
that you have had a feast of reason and

PICTURES ÍF THOUGHT.
Amazing Achievement of Dr.

Baraduc, of Paris, in 
Mind fhotog- 

raphy.

a How of soul.
Onset, Mass., July 6, 1896.

W. H. Bach.

PASSING OF THE CREEDS.

hospitals and asylums arc full, and our 
madhouses over-populated and our jails 
crowded with half-organized human be
ings who were thrust into this world too 
poorly generated to withstand tempta
tion and have become malefactors and 
thieves.

Tho London Standard says: “There 
are at the present moment some ninety- 
six thousand insane persons in England 
alone, and the ratio is about the same in 
the United States. There is a continual 
increase of mental wrecks throughout 
the world, to say nothing of those who 
have a mania for committing suicide. ” 
What Is the cause of all this dementia 
in a land which has reached the highest 
point of civilization ever known? There 
can be but one answer, and that is, man 
shows a criminal Indifference in beget
ting offspring. He has thrust mother
hood upon women when their souls have 
rebelled against it and when they have 
deemed it not wise to generate more off
spring, The first thought of a wife, 
when her protesting soul discovers that 
motherhood is again inevitable. Is a de
moniacal fury and an insane desire to 
murder the embryo, coupled with an in
tense hatred of it! Every wife knows 
this to be true. Aud with; that subtile 
electrotyping process peculiar to pros
pective mothers, her insane and murder
ous instincts are photographed forever 
ob th« embryo! And that is the cause

|JIU11L5. £1 UUj] nil! UvUvObUl UC UV
the upbuilding of this most important 
branch of Spiritualism, the proper edu
cation of the children. To place the 
project on a business basis, a co-opera
tive joint stock company is proposed, 
stock to be taken in proportion to the
number of copies needed in each school. 
We believe a sufficient number of lyce
ums can be interested to enable the' pa
per to be published as low as one-half 
cent per copy, which will insure its suc
cess. Does this interest you? Can your 
school afford to spend from five to ten 
dollars per vear for a satisfactory paper 
and lesson leaf? We deem this matter 
well worthy your consideration. Please 
write us, giving your views of the mat
ter and what the probabilities are of 
interesting your school in the work. It 
is hoped to commence publication in 
September. Fraternally yours,

W. A. Stanton, Anderson, Ind.
J. H. Mendenhall, Muncie, Ind.
Mrs. W. C. Jessop, Alexandria, Ind. 

Address all communications to
- W. A. Stanton,

285 S. Locust street, Anderson, led,

“The Woman’s Bible'. Parti. Tfae 
Pentateuch. . Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus,'.Leviticus, ¿Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The ‘ contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox ’ world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship, and fearless 
adherence to the right; characterize 
this very interesting, cfWrtof some of 
the brighteslBunds of toiay.:. For sale 
atthisofllce. Price 50 cents. .

I saw them passing down the steeps of 
time;/

Each with its own small, solemn cara
van,

And each the other shunned, and slunk 
away

As though a venomed serpent crossed 
his path.

The ages passed, and came and went 
again,

Until the sun of glory rose upon
The way, at Hydesville, whence its 

quick’ning rays
Shone forth o’er all the dismal, mourn

ing earth. .
And soon in al) the creeds some saw the 

light
And sought its pure, soul-elevating 

beams, ■
While others in their own dark shadows 

hid
And in their own conceit with heaven 

made war.
But stiU that light increased and creeds 

went down:
First Unitarians joined the gladsome 

throng, -
Then Universallsts sought the broaden

ing light;
Episcopalians then and Christians came 
And e’en Theosophists sought their 

fountain source.
At length all Christian creeds, Moham

medans,
OsirianS, Buddhists, Brahmans—all 

alike—
Bathed in the new world’s golden, spir

itual light
That set the world aflame with kindred 

love.
Religious lines sank in eternal night;
The boundaries of nations also passed, '
And broad fraternal love, by seers fore- 

■ told, - i ■ ■. '
Ruled all the world as one harmonious 

whole. - - ‘ .
' Ernest S. Green.

The compliments and ceremonies of 
our breeding should recall, however re
motely, the .grandeur of our destiny.— 
Emerson. "

A PARISIAN, LOOKING AT A SENSITIZED 
PLATE, CONCENTRATED HIS MIND ON 
MAHOMET, AND.'MAHOMET’S LIKENESS 
APPEAREjj)—DR, ; . jBARApuC, AFTER 

THREE HUNDRED EXPERIMENTS, RE
PORTS SUCCESS TO THE ACADEMY OF 
MEDICINE. :

Thought photography is an assured 
fact, says the New York World.

This amazing scientific achievement, 
the announcement of which recently in 
Paris created almost as great a sensation 
as the discovery of Roentgen rays, is es
tablished beyond further doubt by the 
official report qf the proceedings of the 
Academy of Medicine of Paris, which 
has just been received in this country.

The official report contains a paper 
by Dr. Baraduc, of Paris, entitled “La 
Photp^raphie de la Pensee” (The Pho- 
tograjniy of Thought), which he read 
before the Paris Academy of Medicine 
on June 15 last. With the article are 
printed reproductions of sensitized plates 
on which Dr. Baraduc succeeded in se
curing actual pictures of thought.

Dr. Baraduc is known to scientists 
the world over as an electro-therapeutist 
of high standing, He is also the author 
of the miich-discussed book “L’Ame 
Humaine" (The Soul of Man). His pa
per on thought-photography gives the 
result of over 300 experiments extend, 
ing over a period of thi-ee years.

The gist of these experiments is that 
vital force, vitality, thought, or what
ever you may choose to call it, is a phys- 
leal force—not spiritual or metaphysical 
at all.

That it is physical is evidenced by the 
indelible récord which It has left In Dr. ’ 
Baraduo’s hands in the shape of that 
disturbance of the molecules of a sensi
tized film which men call a photograph.

Dr. Baraduc has arranged things’so 
that "vital force” shall pass through a 
sensitized film, and has preserved the 
indisputable signs of this passage in the 
shape of pictures, or photographic 
prints.

Using what he styles a "magneto
metre” (which resembles nothing more 
closely than a mariner’s compass), M. 
Ie docteur shows:

First: That when it Is held near the 
left hand, or for that matter, near any 
portion of the left side of the body, the 
magnetic needle is repulsed a distance 
of five degrees.

•And, second, that when It is held near 
the right side of the body, or the right 
hand, the needle is attracted or drawn 
back through an firftpf twenty degrees.

Furthermore, whqhja sensitized pho
tographer’s plate ’or, film was held be
tween the left hand “Vid the needle, and 
afterwards dippedjn a developing bath, 
it showed the anpeamhee of a plate per
forated by a full Iqad of small birdshot.

Again, one experimentalist ascer
tained the vital force coming into or 
towards that right side of the oody and 
passing through another film, or sensi
tized plate, prod ucee a much stronger 
or more condensad disturbance of its 
atoms. , „

But the experlment.went still further: 
A noted Spiritualistic medium was se
cured and brougiij. tp.Dr. Baraduo’s stu
dio, A medium yvaSjSelected as being 
an imaginary submcL'with strong pow
ers of will concentrawm.

The medium was desired to will that 
some historical personage should appear. 
Mahomet was the person willed to ap
pear. Not Mahomet, perhaps, but the 
medium’s idea of what Mahomet was 
like. The dim outlines of a head ap
peared that was recognized by the me
dium as an ideal of that personage.

Dr. Baraduc has a classified collection 
of negatives—a gallery of emotions—joy, 
sorrow, anger, fear, disgust, &c. He 
has brought people to his laboratory so 
afflicted temporarily, and the negatives 
give pictures of emotional conditions. 
And the testimony of the negatives of 
the same condition In different individ
uals is substantially the same.

To get a photographic print, it was 
only found necessary: First, to find, or 
to induce the emotional condition; and, 
second, to have the subject, so prepared, 
concentrate his gaze on the sensitized 
film. •

Dr. Baraduo’s experiments are con
firmatory of those of Col. de Rochas, of 
L’Ecole Polytechnique, in Paris, and of 
those of Dr.ElmerGates,at Washington, 
D. C.

De Rochas threw two persons of prop
erly sensitive temperament into a hyp
notic trance—one into a deeper trance 
than the other. He then confined them 
in a darkened room. Ina short time 
"B," (in a lighter trance) saw “lumin
ous effludium” streaming from the fin
ger tips, eyes, ear, nose and mouth of 
"A” (in deeper trance).

And de Rochas found that inanimate 
objects bathed in these luminous efflu- 
diaof “A” became, like “A," sensitive 
to local pain. A small wax statue, 
bathed in this luminous vital force of 
“A” and pricked, say in its leg, gave 
rise to pain in a similar part of “A's” 
body.

De Rochas went further with this ex
periment. After "A” had come out of 
the trance he dismissed him, still hold
ing the statue (wax) in his (De Rochas’s) 
hand. “A” went downstairs, and as 
De Rochas looked out of the window he 
was crossing the street. Again De 
Rochas pricked the leg of the statue, 
and "A,” away down on the other side 
of the street, stooped down and 
scratched his leg. This experiment is 
vouched for by a company of the most 
prominent savants of the French capital 
who were present ate- the window with 
DeRochaSi i;< s ■

Dr. Elmer Gates's experiments have 
been tn the liner «if “reflecting emo
tions.” . • 3

He selects a woman, we will say, who 
has just lost a child.or.iher husband, and 
is plunged lu griefi, '

This woman is placed on a chair in 
one room and a large, .cup-shaped pitch 
mirror (common mircor-glass smeared 
with pitch) is arranged at one side of 
this woman’s head.

Another wbmaru ja fitranger, with no 
pronounced emotiimsirwho Knows noth
ing of either the sfid wbman or her near
ness, sits in an aiijdkilng .room at the 
focus of the piteh-nurfcor’s rays.

Within twenty minutes this unaffected 
woman grows silent, thoughtful, sad!

And, proof positive of the change of 
emotional conditions, the producto of 
brain waste, as precipitated from the 
exhaled breath by ^carbonic acid snow 
condenser,prove whqn separated by anal
ysis that the emotional state of the sad 
woman in one room? has been reflected 
through a wall into the cerebral atmos
phere of the unafflicted person in the 
adjoining room, and has made that per
son also sad.

• The writer of this paper witnessed 
one such successful experiment and 
knows whereof he writes.

S. Millington Miller, M. D. ’
New York. .
“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 

Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions of great -importance to tho race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50c.

Mrs. Alma J. Smith.
Another bright soul has withdrawn 

from this shadow-land; but she leaves a 
beautiful vision for memory to review. 
She was one of those whose gifts were 
never clouded with selfishness or a taint 
of deception; neither did her medium
ship lower the standard of her beautiful 
character. From her childhood she had 
different phasesof rare quality and con
vincing accuracy, which led many to the 
light, and all through her eventful life 
she grew in womanly graces, and at
tractiveness, and early in the exercise 
of mediumship she won the confidence 
and good will of the bitterest opponents 
to her faith, and her every act was a 
credit to the cause’ she represented. 
Beautiful In face and figure, she im
pressed all who knew her with the 
cheerful kindness, brilliant taleut aud 
deep sincerity of Her pure heart, which 
was ever warm and tender toward the 
oppressed and sorrowdaden of earth. 
Her musical talent was phenomenal; her 
voice rich, clear, and wonderfully sweet 
and musical, and the Smith family were 
widely known as the most inspiring and 
soul-charming musicians in tlie State of 
Ohio. .

I shall never forget their first visit to 
our house lomé seventeen years ago) 
when they were enroute for Lily Date 
to sing for the camp, and in our little 
parlor they sang “THe Lord Delivered 
Daniel, Won't He Deliver Me?” and the 
whole neighborhood was electrified and 
charmed, and so impressive was the 
music that it seemed to me that every 
ear on earth must thrill with the ecsta
sy that filled our hearts and home.

Mrs. Smith was a leader in all good 
works. She was president of the Wo
man’s Equality Club of Painesville until 
she declined further election; aud 
though an outspoken and uncompromis
ing Spiritualist, she enjoyed the confi
dence and esteem of all classes in a high 
degree. ~

Spiritualism has had no more exem
plary representative than Mrs. Alma J. 
Smith of Painesville, Ohio, and very 
few who have so completely illustrated 
Ite highest teachings through all the 
yearis of her life. After a long illness 
and much suffering she closed her 
earthly pilgrimage May 14, 1896! Two 
sons and a daughter, all bright and 
high-minded, survive her, and her hus
band, Ashbel G. Smith, leaning to the 
light of Spiritualism, and confident of 
the reality of the life to which she has 
graduated, still feels the deep, tender 
sqrrow that no words can express, and 
none who have not had similar experi
ence can realize or appreciate.
The voice'so full of songful light and 

sweetness
No more will thrill the world with 

love and cheer;
But in the world of light and full com-

THE FSYCHOGKAFH
■—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

This Instrument is substantially ths same ai that 
employed by Prof, Hare in hit early investigations. 
In its improved form it has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and In the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plan*  
chette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out lu imitation, both In regard to certainly 
and correctness of the communications received by 
its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do youdesire to receive Communications?

The Paychograph is an invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for tho

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who wore not aware of 
their medlumlstlc gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commoudatory letters. Many 
who began with it as an amusing toy. found that the 
Intelligence controlling it kuew more than them 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: "I bad 
communications (by the Psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave*  
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, aud proved to me that Splr- 
ituallsm is Indeed true, and the communications have 
fliven my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 

DM I have had of son, daughter, and their mother?’
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bis 

name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Pay» 
ohogrsph. It Is very simple in principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now lu use. I believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, Address,*

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Its
pleteness
joyous accents we may hope to 
hear.

Lyman C. Howe.

NEW BOOKS.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
...OF . ..

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . . .

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and New

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism/

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the Important books of the Bible.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual ‘ ulture, •

COMPILED BY EM;<£A ROOD 
TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND
Songs. Golden Chain IlccitatlouB, Memory Gems, 

Choral Responfies, Funeral Services, Progntuii for 
Bcations, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions fpr Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, Instructions -for 
Physical Culture. CallstbenicB and Marching; Ban
ner!, Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of -Which ft Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Libera! Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone uf the old byinnology*  
It furntshesa unique selection of choice readings an$ 
responses such as no other selection contain!, It glvei 
a practical system of graceful cuiiiiheuics. every step 
or which is made plain by engravings. It gives in« 
structlons how to make the badges and banner« and 
Instructs tn"marching. It shows how to establish*  
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author aud compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years uf devoted labor In the 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened In the actual 
session of the Lyceum. .

While Intondou for the working Lyceum, the guide 
1= admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup» 
plying 16 pages of new spiritual music and . words 
found nowhere else, except lu sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed nt the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker» 

40 Loomis St.« Chicago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights. OHo,

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “Thu 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work U 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull' 
splendid works. By this arrangement tho cost Is ouch 
that tbo reader Is enabled to secure the two booka 
contained at the same price as was formerly tusked 
for them separately. This volume contains 462 pages 
aud Is handsomely nouud In cloth, and contains an ex
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
le a careful comparison of Biblical aud Modern Spirit» 
uallsm. No book of the century has made so many 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author's 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation or Spiritualism to the wants of human» 
ity; Its moral teodency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec*  
tlous offered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light of tho Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evani 
and Spiritualism. It Is p most able produce—, 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against tbo 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES,
A new pamphlet of over forty pages, 

by Dr. Peebles, entitled “Who Are 
These Spiritualists? and What is Spirit
ualism?’’

. In this neat pamphlet—just the thing 
for missionary work—the Doctor has 
gathered together the illustrious names 
of the most distinguished Spiritualists 
of this country and Europe who did— 
and who are testifying to the truth of 
Spiritualism. The list is a commanding 
array of great men. The Doctor makes 
such telling points as tjio following, on 
page 39: '

They—these sectarists—believed, or 
profess to believe, that God made the 
first woman out of Adam's rib, ihatSam- 
aom chased and caught the foxes, that 
the whale swallowed Jonah, and that 
the Devil took Jesus up into an “exceed
ing high mountain;” but they cannot be
lieve the testimonies of the ages con
cerning spirits’ return to earth—cannot 
take the testimony of their honest life
long neighbors—cannot take the testi
monies of distinguished living men—of 
professors in universities—of eminent 
judges upon the bench—of careful, 
plodding Scientists—of profound philos
ophers—of'poets, astronomers, histori
ans and of the literati of the enlightened 
world. .Such' doubting, such infidelity 
is amazing! God pity them and take 
their feet out of the mire and the clay 
of this churchianlc unbelief that brings 
damnation. It is as true now as in 
Jesus’time that “he that believeth not 
shall be damned”—that is, shall be con
demned—that is, shall suffer the natural 
consequences of bigotry and supersti
tion.

All intelligent persons know that 
there are not only National organiza
tions, State associations, and thousands 
of local societies of Spiritualists in this 
and in all enlightened countries—but 
they further know that there are mill
ions of people noted for their intelli
gence, conspicuous for their honesty, fa
mous for their scientific attainments, 
noted for their good moral character, and 
scholarly adepts in psychic research, 
who solemnly testify that on strictly sci
entific principles they have investigated 
and demonstrated the fact of a future 
life through spirit manifestations. 
Their testimony is as direct and over
whelming as it is unimpeachable! And 
Spiritualism—this gospel of the Father
hood of God, brotherhood of man and 
the present ministry of spirits, is sus
tained by the higher intuitions of all 
races. It is in harmony with the great 
law of evolution; it is in agreement with 
pure reason; in accordance with the 
heart’s sweetest hopes; and in conso
nance with the soul’s highest aspira
tions. It is found in the inspired teach
ings of all sacred books. It is God's liv
ing witness of a future conscious exist
ence. And those who war against it, 
war against God and immortality—war 
against the Divine Spirit, the living 
Christ and the great apostolic “cloud of 
witnesses,” the spirits of the “just made 
perfect,” assigned to do the Father’s 
will. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

Much that is In this book appeared |n an abridged 
form In a series of nine full pages of Tub Progrebb- 
ivb Thinker. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Theauthor, Moses null, has written many volumes 
on Bplrituallstistlc and other themes and each one Is 
full of careful study on the subject chosefi. Mr. 
Hull, in bis Introduction of this work says:

''Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
ont of the wilderness of doubt and despair; ana that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its'sanctified' enemies, it will not 'spike’ It, but will 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I scud It out on its errand of on 
llghtenment withtho bumble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

The Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism 
contain! 885nages. beautifully printed on good paper, 
contalns-a full-page portrait uf tbo author and la 
handsomely bound In cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE Sj. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK.
Tbit work l> br DR. M. L. SHERMAN, aMtsted t*  

PH0F. W. F. LYON. Hcrblotore It baa been sold tor 
12, but the price now has been reduced to *1.  It Ib a 
book that will Interest and Inatruct It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher*  
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work Is a 
reflection from tbo colestlal spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In*  
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression: Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death: Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning: The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Splf-lt; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al OrganiitnB: Born Again; Tbo Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: "Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him*  
seif. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teaehor or pupil 
My physical expands by virtue of chat food and nour
ishment of which I Individually partake and digest 
My soul must expand hy virtue of tbo soul essence 
which I Individually gather aud comprehend or digest»" 
For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS 
—AND— 

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
A TO WHICH IB ADDED

Volooy*B  Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by the Editor;
Also, & Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on hoary paper, from new plates, tn large, 
clear type, with portrait and llIustratlonB. One vol- 
post8vo, 248 pages; paper,» cents; cloth. 75 cents.

This is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates tbo 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of anolent states. A general assembly Of the 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws dlscusscu, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—la finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world. '

ETERNALLY!

Softly .sings my soul, within its temple 
still.:

“Listen, Lord, and I will do thy holy 
willl

“Show the way wherein thou wishest me 
to toll;

Patient I wiU sow thy seed upon the 
soil.

“Though life's ties are breaklng, one by 
one,

Leaving tasks that Beetn to be but just 
begun.

“Though life’s incompleteness I can only 
see,

Still, dear Father, I will work and trust 
■ 'in thee. • . - .

“Hopes that shine like stars in life's 
blue sky, ,

Dimmer grow and fade, and then pass 
' • by. - , y.. •• . • _ ■
“Others rise opd shine again; and thus I 

know • "
Thou wilt never cease to guide where’er 

I go. '
“Part of Thee my soul declares itself to 

■ be; ■
Deathless, then, my soul shall live

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
f'ATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
L7 Life. Containing some of the experiences of * 

spirit who has been In spirit life fifty-seven years. Br 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains i 
vast fund of Information. It gives the experiences m 
a iplrlti'and therefrom an Important lesson Ib learned. 
He visits ths homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enters the dark vahey, Is 
ven Interesting. He accost« a sorrowing spirit, and 

kindly advice leads him to tho Temple of rrogreti.
Is philanthropic work la vividly portrayed. This 

Work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa« 
tlon. Price 81.00« For sale at this office.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

aa a Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull. Thiels at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing argument! on Splri tunlirin 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrilllngly In
teresting; no history more true. Price In cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; In paper cover, 25 
cents For sale at this office. -

eternally!”
Oak Park, I1L Ella Dare.

Religión of the Future. By S, Weil 
Cloth. 91.25; papèr, SO cents.

A New Editions Profusely Illustrated»

“I choose that a story should be founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I deulrfl 
above all, that under tbo appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dUfiem- 
ing eye, though It escape tho observation of tbs 
vulgar.1’—Voltai ng.

Contkntb: "The White Bull.” a Satirical Romaneev 
"Zadlg, or Fate.” an Oriental Hiatury; "The Sngo and 
the Atheist;" "Tho Princess of Babylon:” "The Man 
of Forty Crowns"Tho Huron, or Pupil of Nature;’1 
•MIcromegaM,” a Satire on Mankind; r'The World a? 

ItGoei;' "The Black and the White;” "Memuon, the 
Philosophers” "Andre Dea Touches atfliauii" "Bab*  
abec; "The Siudy of Nature;" "A Conversation 
With a Chinese;’’ r'Plato’B DreAm;” ”A Pleasure la 
Having no Pleasures” "An Adventure in India;* 1 
‘Jeannot and Colin;*'  "Travels of Scannentaao;*  

"The Good Brahmin;” "The Two Comforters;’’ "Au*  
cient Faith and Fable."

One volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 88 
Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, 11.50; postage, 
15 cents. •

"Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed as a 
rapier."—Magazine of Am. History.

‘A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing." 
—Boston Commonwealth.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japanese, made under the ana. 

picea of the Rev. Shaku buten, delegate to the Par« 
Ilamcnt of RellglonB. Was lately published in Japan« 
Price IL For sale at this office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. 8INNETT.
This excellent work treats of the following subject«

V.
VL

vn. 
vni.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes*  

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

Tbc price of this admirable work Ib 11,25. All bockl 
ftdverllied In Thr Pbogrksswb Thinkkh are 

_____ For sale at tins office.

THE UNKNOWN LIFE

Jesus Christ
—BY— 

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

THE TALMUD.
Selections from the contents of that ancient boot, 

its commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com
mented upon IL By H. Polang. 359 pp. Prlca 
doth.,IM .

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly taterestifif 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cent».

DEATH AND TRE AFTER MFR
By Andrew Jask»on ihv.ls. ttomethlng you should 

read. Price.75 cents. '

WHITE MAGIO
Twilit tn "Three Bevono,” » book of 271 pan,. li !• 
Willy a very Interring anü toggesiire work. Price 
11.95. For »ale at tills office.

Since the tnlttog of the New Testament no book has 
appeared of u ifreRt Importance to Christianity 
the Unknown Lifk of Jesus Cubist.

This volume, written by tbo discoverer of the manu« 
script, contains a thrilling account of tbo privations 
and perils encountered In bls search for It, a literal 
translation of the original manuscript, and lastly a 
critical analysis of wbat It contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and 11 
published on tbo basis of combining cbcapnesi and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 centa, postage 5 cente.
Address this office, 40 Loomis St,, Chicago,

HEALTH AND POWERS
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by th® 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D-. author of ‘Trtnclple! Of 
Light and Color," ‘Tbilopophy of Cure," etc. Price, 
cloth. 25 centa; Leather, sr> cents.
mERVIEWS~ WITH SPIRITS.
Br Cui+i, E. & Twlng, medium. Price 50 cent., g

AN INVAL^.^E WORK.
TMMORTALITY. OF FUTURE HOMES 
I nndDwelllngpl.ee«. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. TM, 
»dmlr»ble work contslu« wbat a hundred aplrlta, good 
and evil, of tbelr dwelling place«. Give ua detain 
—detail« and accurate dell.cation« of life In the Spirit- 
world!—1« the constant appeal of thoughtful mind,. 
Death la approaching. Wnltber—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friend« beyond the tomb! Will they know 
me? What Ie their present condition, and what thelv 
occupation«? In th!« volume the aplrlta, differing a, 
they m«y, are allowed to apeak for tbemselvea No 
man 1« better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place * 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of U>< 
Mysteries ol Life; Doubts and Hopes; Tho Bridging of 
the River; Foregleems of tbo Future; Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth and Perfection Of the Spiritual 
Body; Is It the Soul or Body test Sins?; Clothing tn 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tbo Bed Mu', 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Trjtlmtmy of Physicians tg 
spirit Lttc; The Homes of Apostles and Divine,; T 
Friend, and Shaker, in Spirit Life; Spirit Home, 
Sruno and Other,; Many Voice, from the Spirit L) 

any other matter, are treated toonumsrou, to n
Uoa. Price ,1.50; postage, is cents. ForMltUi
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Terms of Subscription.
THsPBOGktBaBivKTuiNXMKWillbe furnished until 

further notice, at the following term^. invariably Ln 
advance; ...
Oue year - 11.00
Clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up 
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A Subject for Anatomists.
Situated near the base of the brain is 

a small body about the size of a pea, 
known to anatomists as the pineal gland, 
bo named from its resemblance to the 
cone of the pine. Its attachment is 
made up of two small, rounded bundles 
which pass forward and rest on a sub
stance which in part gives origin to the 
optic nerve. Various conjee,ares have 
been made as to the uses of this little 
gland. Descartes, that eminent I reach 
Scholar, anatomist, physiologist, and 
metaphysician, of ZoO years ago, main
tained it was the seat of the soul. He 
traced Its action on the mind which 
was reflected on the muscles.

The arbor vita—tree of life—is but 
little distant from this pineal gland, and 
may be obscurely connected.

Recently there was a floating para
graph in the papers suggesting that this 
pineal gland had the rudimentary ele
ments of an eve. which hud never been 
developed, as if nature had devised one 
soits owner could see behind him as 
well as In front. It must be conceded 
Buch au addition to tho visual organs 
would have its conveniences: but is it 
not such already.' AV lienee the source of 
that power possessed by the clairvoyant, 
by which he sees in the dark as well as 
in the light: whose vision, like the 
Roentgen rays, cun pass through solid 
matter, and is not diminished by dis
tance? The bonv structure of the skull 
seotna no obstruction to clairvoyant 
light, neither is the surrounding integ
uments.

With these facts before us. what pur
pose in the economy of Nature does the 
pifical gland serve.- The Ihoghessive 

■Thinker has hundreds of learned Doc
tors among its readers. It is possible 
their attention has never been turned to 
this subject. Should any of them deem 
the matter worthy of consideration.they 
Will do our readers a favor by giving 
in Dopular language a brief epitome of 
their views.
• The dog that tracks his game with 
such accuracy is in possession of this 
gland. Is it not possible he is guided by 
his interior vision, instead of bv scont. 
as we have supposed.- Ihe stars not laid 
down on any celestial chart, seen when 
tho head comes in violent contact with 
mundane matter.and the corruscation of

No Hope from the Pulpit.
The question frequently arises: Why 

is the avei-age clergyman so very narrow 
in his conceptions of .philosophy and 
those great laws which govern the ma
terial universe? There is but one an
swer: Their education has been gen
erally limited to Biblical literature and 
kindred knowledge. If a graduate of a 
theological seminary, it will be found its 
curriculum consisted of the elements of 
Hebrew, a thorough course in ecclesias
tical and saered literature, divinity, 
Christian ethics, and merely possible, a 
review of logic, rhetoric and belles-let
tres. In possession of these he enters 
on his ministry, and commences instruct
ing the people in regard to the will of 
God. He kuows nothiug of mechanics, 
the chances-area hundred to one he 
knows nothing of astronomy, of geology, 
of natural philosophy, next to nothing 
of mythology, or of comparative relig
ions. All the sciences which broaden 
the mind and make the student familiar 
with the processes of nature have been 
neglected. Miracle governs everywhere; 
fixed and changeless law nowhere. The 
elements in all their movements are di
rected by the Supreme Mind, and are 
used as instruments of mercy or of 
wrath.

If a clergyman gains a more correct 
knowledge of natural law. and begins to 
teach it, he becomes an object of sus
picion, then of church discipline. 
Hence the numberless heretics and ex
preachers scattered all over the country, 
generally failures in a business way, be
cause they were not properly directed 
while the mind was plastic and capable 
of learning and grasping anything.

Is it possible a person properly edu
cated in those great truths relatiug to 
the immensity of the universe, the laws 
governing the countless millions of suns 
which float iu space, denominated fixed 
stars, each with a retinue of lesser plan
ets revolving around them, can talk 
weekly from his pulpit about covenants 
— contracts—which the Creator made 
with a band of mountain-robbers and 
assassins of Judea, by which he agreed 
to be their God if they would be his 
people? He had already contracted not 
to deluge the earth again with water, 
and had pointed to the rainbow as a new 
device just set in the clouds as a token 
he would keep his promise. Can any 
preacher, understanding the laws of re
fraction of light by which the prismatic 
ravs are reflected on the clouds, have 
the impudence to plav the demagogue, 
and point to the rainbow us a token of 
God that he would not flood the earth 
again?

So we might continue our inquiries 
indefinitely with parallel references, 
enough to fill a largo volume, errors of 
fact made by the so-called sacred histo
rians. which preachers are doling out 
weekly to their audiences as God s prov
idences. which anyone with even a lim
ited knowledge of the sciences knows is 
untruthful. ,

L ntil natural rehgiou shall take the 
place of the fictions of “Moses and the 
prophets.-’ who pretended to voice the 
will of God. and students of theology 
shall be taught the sciences, instead of 
the Infallibility of a book containing 
more misstatements than all others, 
there is little hope of reform in the pul
jut.

AVm
A Pessimistic View.
H. Burr, the well-known author,
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An Unparalleled Offer.
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD. TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
We wish to reach 20.000 new readers. 

In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out ihe 
Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 2a cents to tins office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months, If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you, 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. W hen you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it. you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
ft if you could not get another copy.

®“Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will send usa new three months 
subscriber with Ins own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

B2Tas the demand for this volume of» 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

glance to Rome, that the "keys of 
heaven." and the “binding andloosing.-' 
mentioned by Jesus, indicate the power 
of making laws, and of judging ana pun
ishing their infraction, "a power which 
our Lord declares of such amplitude and 
force that God will ratify whatever is 
decreed: that the power of St. Fetor is 
supreme and abslutely independent. Nb 
other power on earth is its superior; 
hence it embraces the whole church, 
and all things committed to the 
church.”

In this Encyclical are the seeds of the 
oldtime Indulgences, and the Inquisi
tion. certainly referred to in claiming 
••divine authority for making laws, and 
judging and punishing’’ when those 
laws are violated.

With the Grand-Old-Man Gladstone in 
tbo lead, what is to hinder a universal 
hegira from Protestantism the world 
over, into the camp of the one and only 
true church, the Roman Catholic?

A COMPLETE VICTORY
■■ .. . I ■ . • '■

Gained in Michigan in Spite 
of a Supreme Court

Last week, Wednesday and Thurs
day, July let and 2d, was a mark in 
the history of the ca^se of Spiritual
ism that will not bp forgotten by the 
advocates of religious freedom. In 
order to give the reader an idea of the 
struggle, we must relate the statement 
of facts, as stated by those who were 
parties to the suits and as was brought 
out at the trial.

On May 26, 1896, in the case of 
People vs. Elmer, the Supreme Court 
of Michigan handed down a decision, 
through Judge Grant, that “every 
person pretending or professing to tell 
fortunes shall be deemed a rogue and 
a vagabond,” basing its conclusion on 
Penney vs. Hanson, 16 Cox Cr. Cas., 
173; and the English Statute, 5 Geo.
IV., C. 
deciding 
who was 
he (the 
power.”

83, bee. 4. The court, in 
the case, said: “No person 
not a lunatic could believe 
respondent) possessed such 
This language is especially

light—that glittering gleam seen by 
those of inspired vision—may it not be 
traced to this seemingly undeveloped 
third eye? is not this gland a good field
tor the independent clairvoyant
vestigate at bis leisure

to in-

i : The Judicial Oath.
t' The judicial oath is a survival o! bar- 
(,: ■ barisin, an accompaniment of wager of 
h battle and trial by ordeal. In some of 
}■’ its forms it is as old as human history, 
f' and is as senseless as it is antiquated, 
k • With its “So help you, God,” it is ques- 
L/'. tionable if it has aided justice in the 

’ least, or contributed a particle to the 
attainment of truth. With hell the 
penalty for false swearing the punish- 

■- meat is so distant, and the contemplated 
r..:' escape through the redeeming influence 
? of a Savior’s blood is so great, the oath

*

,-s

1

is a small determent to perjury with an 
orthodox believer. The form of its ad
ministration, with uplifted hand, call
ing God to witness the truth of what is 
stated, is simply mockery when admin
istered to an unbeliever. Says a learned 
Writer: “One noteworthy point is, the 
oath has passed into a sanction of re
ligion, so that an oath taken in legal 
form is construed as a confession of faith

£

‘in Christianity.” This of itself is a 
reason why oaths should be repudiated 

' by every Spiritualist and every Agnos- 
/■...• tic.

The Quakers, taking their cue from 
'■ the alleged words of Jesus, "Swear not 

at all,” refused to take an oath. To 
moot this emergency the affirmation 
•was devised by the British Parliament. 
This has been adopted in most, if not all 
our several States. The usual form of 
its administration is:

"You do solemnly, sincerely and truly 
'■ declare and affirm that (the evidence 
■ you shall give in the case now in hear

ing, or, this affidavit is true as you veri
ly believe) and this you do under the 

■ pains and penalties of perjury.”
Col. Ingersoll’s daughter, who had 

recent occasion to give evidence in the 
police court of New York, declined to 
take an oath, and the affirmation was 
administered; but she raised her hand 
as if invoking the heavenly powers. 
This she should not have done. The 
onlv response to the affirmation by the 
witness is: “I do.” The Quakers¿ro-

has been a critical observer of pretend- 
edly lately discovered manuscripts in 
aid of Biblical and church literature. 
He remarks that each new find Is 
claimed to be older than the preceding.

It Is an old saying that the last story
teller has the advantage over his pred
ecessors. If his narration is not the 
most thrillmg.it is because of a defective 
imagination. It is apparent these new- 
ly-fangled gospels are what the politi
cians call attempts at --hedging." The 
more widely education is diffused the 
more ridiculous the theory that the pa
ternity of Jesus was due to the Holy 
Ghost, the third person in the orthodox 
godhead. And the idea that a virgin 
gave birth to a son is simply the claim 
of ignorance or of imposture.

The great, head of the church, the 
Pope, and his near associates, the cardi
nals, are as conscious of the fabrication 
of these pretended ancient gospels as 
are the scholars and the independent 
thinkers the world over. The scheme 
for their manufacture originated in the 
Vatican. They are sent to old monas
teries to be brought out under favor
able influences, as was the Notovitch 
Life of Jesus from a Buddhist monas
tery, when it is believed the most can 
be gained by bailing from such a local
ity. In every case it is so managed as 
to have the “recovered manuscript” 
transferred to the head of the Grecian 
church at St. Petersburg. By this 
shrewd device these pseudo-sacred 
treasures will be again dug up by a later 
generation, and on their strength the 
gospels will be revised and creeds will be 
made to agree with them. Indorsed in 
advance by both the Eastern and the 
Western churches, what is to hinder a 
union between them? These parent 
churches thus joined, a later Gladstone, 
not in bis dotage, will step to the front 
and lead Protestantism into the meshes 
of the Holy See. Then good-by to free- 
thought and to independent critics with 
sufficient bravery to expose priestly 
frauds and forgeries. But this will be 
gained. Jesus will be relegated to mor
tality, and it will be conceded he was 
born of earthly parents, but mentally 
was clothed with the attributes of a God. 
The record will need many revisions be
fore this can be made to appear, and the 
lately-resurrected gospel, with "Joseph 
who begat Jesus who is called the 
Christ,” will become standard authority 
in that distant good time coming.

Ue Caine for That.
■I came not to send peace, but a

sword.” said the good Jesus., This was 
fully demonstrated by his faithful fol
lowers. at North River Church, barm
land, Indiana, on the evening of the 29th 
ult. Beginning with a pair of combat
ants on the floor of the church, the 
friends of each contestant rushed to the 
rescue, until the fight became general. 
Fists, clubs, boots, with feet inside, and 
pocket-knives • were the weapons. The 
news dispatch says:

■■'When the room was finally cleared 
Mosier was dead upon the floor. Murphy 
had a fractured skull. a little child of 
John Henderson was terribly bruised, 
having been tramped upon, and her 
mother was unconscious from fright. 
Others in the congregation were also 
bi uioCd.’

Well, Jesus told them that was what 
he was here for. See Mat., x, 34, 35; 
Luke, xii, 51, 52. .

I-

fused to uncover their heads when af
firming or giving testimony, so deter
mined were they to exclude every sem
blance of an oath from the act.

It would be well for the liberal press 
to jjass the substance of this article along 
the line.

Í

The punishment suffered by the wise 
who refuse to take part in the Govern
ment, is to live under the government of 
had men.—Plato. . .

There is a remarkable difference be
tween master and mind, that he that

L* 7 doubts the existence of mind, by doubt- 
p— Ing proves it—Colton.
1- In nature there’s no blemish but the

mind r none can be called deformed but 
Iha unkind.—Shakspeard.

Proposed Union of Religions.
“Come intomy net," said the spider to 

the fly. If the fly accepted the invita
tion it, was a good thing for the spider, 
for he enjoyed a grand feast out of the 
remains of his guest; but the fly, poor 
fellow, was a fly no longer.

The Supreme Pontiff of the church, 
his high mightiness the Pope, the Great 
Father of Christianity, has just issued 
an Encyclical Letter to all the “Peoples 
of the Christian World," showing how 
very improper it is for the worshipers 
of Jesus to be divided. • He says the 
Church, of course meaning theCatholic, 
is the living representative of the divine 
Master, and that “it is a grievous and 
pernicious error” to teach the contrary. 
He insists that all should be united un
der one head: “that head the magiste- 
rium instituted by Christ himself and 
perpetuated in his successors who are 
immutable.”

The good Papa informs the erring 
brothers who have thrown off their alle

Reception to Mr. Barrett.
To the Editor:—A delightful recep

tion was extended to Prof. H. D. Bar
rett, President of the National Associa
tion, by Mr. and Mrs. Richmond, on 
Monday, J une 29, at their charming res
idence at Rogers Park, Ill. A large 
number of the members and friends of 
“The Church of the Soul” received and 
responded to special invitations, and to 
those who know what a social evening 
spent in this delightful little home 
means, it is needless to say an exception
ally happy time was enjoyed by all. Mr. 
Barrett, the guest of the evening, not
withstanding his many miles of travel, 
his constant consecration to tho work of 
the cause, and the multitudinous lec
tures he has delivered during the 
months of his extended tour, was as gen
ial and enthusiastic as ever in the good 
work. Words of appreciation and lov
ing welcome were extended to Mr. Bar
rett by Ouina and several other friends, 
and were kindly responded to by the re
cipient, after which Mr. Barrett gave a 
brief butinteresting account of his visits 
to the different States, and the general 
outlook of the cause of Spiritualism 
along his line of travel.

The evening, however, was strictly a 
social evening, a good deal of fun being 
indulged in. Of course, no gathering 
of loyal Americans could meet anywhere 
just now, without the main question at 
issue—gold versus silver—making itself 
heard, but as in this case the silverites 
were in a tremendous majority, the only 
"gold-bug” who dared to say “boo!” was 
compelled to wear the silver button dur
ing the evening, and since then we 
think we discover signs of his conver
sion.

By special request Miss Carrie Rich
mond gave one of her famous comic (ne
gro) readings, which was heartily en
joyed by all. Dr. Chas. Bushnell and 
Mrs. Biddison contributed the songs of 
the evening. After doing full justice to 
Jhe.good things provided by our host 
and hostess the merry party said God 
speed to Mr. Barrett and also to our be
loved Water Lily for the summer vaca
tion. Yours sincerely, C. Catlin.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According- to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science oi religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

applicable to this case. No intelligent 
juror could come to any other con
clusion than that reached by the Cir
cuit Judge. People vs. Elmer, 67 
N. AV. R., B50.

Upon the strength of this decision, 
and 3 How. Ann. St., Sec. 1997a, a 
certain captain of the police of De
troit sent out men as detectives, gave 
them a list of mediums and instructed 
them to ascertain their business and 
see if they “pretended to tell for
tunes.” These two men, on June 
11th and 12th, went to five mediums 
with a made-up story, the first 
question being: “I have lost my 
watch; can you find it for me? They 
were informed in every instance that 
thev did not hunt lost articles, but 
that it could bo done by some. • ‘Can 
you tell the past, present aud future? 
was the next question, with a similar 
reply as before. Numerous other 
questions were asked, to try to drag 
them into their draw-net.

These five persons were complained 
against as “disorderly, in that they 
pretended to tell fortunes. I he trial 
of Mr. AV in. E. Cole was set for July 
1. 1896. The jYeople b case was 
stated by the two witnesses who made 
the visits. Mr. Cole took the stand 
in his own behalf and was rigidly ex 
amined for three hours. About four 
o'clock, Judge hellers. Mr. Cole and 
Prosecuting Attorney W aite went into 
the judge s room and held a seance 
for three-fourths of an hour, with 
fair results. 1

Mr. Cole is a telegraph medium. 
He was allowed, in open court, to ex
plain his instrument, its workings, 
qnd the part that--he played in the 
sitting. This seemed very encouraging 
to me. After the return of the parties 
from the Judge s room the Prosecuting 
Attorney made Ins argument, after 
which the court adjourned till 8:30 
next morning. Ihe defense vias rep
resented by Messrs. Randall. Grece, 
Carlyle. Morse, and the writer, who 
went all the wav from Lansing and 
volunteered Ins services, as he be
lieved that the cause was being tried, 
and that it was not a personality. 
Messrs. Randall and Grece made able 
and exhaustive arguments.

The case of Mrs. Thurston was next 
called and made very short. It went 
to the J udge without argument. The 
J udge said that m order to do justice 
to these people he would take the 
matter under advisement and hand 
down a written opinion Friday morn
ing.

At nine the following morning the 
court handed down the following de
cision: “The prisoners are dis
charged,” and jn substance stated 
that the proofs showed that this was 
part of our religious worship; that the 
Constitution assured us our religious 
liberty; that he would not interfere 
with our rights; furthermore, the peo
ple failed to make out a case against 
them.

Although the Supreme Court of the 
State of Michigan has said that no 
sane man would believe that any per
son could forecast future events, I 
will relate, in connection to what I 
have said above, that to my certain 
knowledge it can be done. I have no 
hesitation in stating a little incident 
that occurred at Haslett Park last 
year. AVill J. Post, of Flint, Mich
igan, came to my cottage for a visit. 
In a joking way, yet knowing his 
powers well, I said: “Well, Mr. Post, 
what do you see for me now? You 
have not told me a thing this season, 
and we will soon bo-home again for a 
year. I know you can-tell me some
thing.” y; ■

“Well, Ottmar,’’the said, “I could 
not go away without telling some
thing, as I have always done. Some
thing to remember me by. Let me 
take your watch and I will see what 
I can do for you.” i i

I responded to •his request He 
said: “I see you in. an office with a 
man whom you will -.be-with for some 
time. He will take an interest in 
you. There is another, man in another 
office, These two offices have a room 
between them which .you have to pass 
through. I see you have papers in 
your hand and you pass out, go on 
the street, and I Bed you in what looks 
to me like a court-room. I do not see 
you practice before a jury very mi^ch, 
but studying and doing these errands 
till you acquire a knowledge that the 
man whom you are with will counsel 
with you often. At the time you en
ter the office nothing is said about 
pay, but. you will get pay as yon go 
along. ” .

He said much ..more, which I will 
reserve for future development; but 
as for what has happened so far is 
correct in every instance, and to my

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5.

UN INTERESTING OBJECT LESSON
FOR SHRlTUflLISTS TO CONSIDER

RESCUE THE ERRING.
Work in Slums by the Dea

conesses of Harrison 
Street.

Society o( Light and Hope and 
Its Aid to Fallen Woman.

homes for the homeless wanderers 
PROVIDED IN THE HOLLAND OHUROH 
—NO ORGANIZED EFFORT BEING CON
DUCTED WHERE SUCH HELP IS MOST 
NEEDED.

To the Editor:—As set forth by 
the Chronicle of this city, the old Hol
land church ou Harrison street shel
ters many an unfortunate girl from the 
world, lor many ayear it did service 
in calling its members to a better spir
itual hfe. Now it is used as a home 
for those distressed in body as well as 
in soul.

In the quaint old brown church a 
friendless girl or woman can always 
find a loving welcome from the good 
deaconesses, who have given up theu- 
llves to the rescue and reformation of 
theirless fortunate sisters. Gnlssoon 
to be mothers, whose babies will never 
know a fathers love or care, here find 
a home when all else but death seems 
to have deserted them. Guls and 
women forsaken by those who should 
be tenderest in their great time of 
need here find shelter and friends to 
guide them to a better way. 'llnough 
their long days of suffering they are 
watched over by these noble women, 
who ask no other compensation than 
that thev have been able to bring one 
more soul back to the straight and 
narrow path for “his sake.

NONSECTARIAN ARE THESE WOMEN 
working unaided and alone among all 
sorts and conditions of women. Al
though every girl or woman who seeks 
their aid is given a ret uge and com
fort. yet their first thought is foi the 
young, helpless girls who have made 
their first mistake and for the innocent 
one that comes through it.

These young girls are taken in as to 
the home of an older sister and tended 
with loving care through long days and 
nights of pain. The deaconesses who 
are sisters to each other in then oigan- 
ization try to make the poor erring one 
within their door feel that she too is a 
sister and that they gladly welcome 
her as such. And so hearty has been 
the greeting that many a poor wander
er has never left the fold, but stayed 
on to help in rescuing those of whom 
she once was one.

HOMES FOR THE HOMELESS.
And these poor misguided girls are 

not only cared for during the time of 
their greatest need, but thev and then 
little ones are always watched over. 
When the young mother is sufficiently 
strong to take her place and battle 
with the world a home is found for her 
and her innocent baby, hoi the good 
deaconesses urge upon these motheis 
the great necessity of keeping the ba
bies to whom thev have given life. 
Homes are found for these j oung 
mothers where temptation cannot as
sail them. And the women are watched 
over by the deaconesses even after 
they are away from the home.

The families they are placed with 
are kept in close communication with 
the deaconesses that they may know 
what their charges ore doing. A re
union of these women is held twice a 
month and they are always welcomed 
home aud an interest taken in their 
welfare, so that they may know that 
there is someone near by who con
stantly feels for them.

The deaconesses who live in the old 
Holland church belong to an organiza
tion called the Missionary Society of 
Light and Hope, and in the last three 
years hope and light has been held out 
to hundreds of wanderers.

ORIGIN OF THE SOCIETY.
The organization was started by 

Rev. J. A. Sprunger, a Swiss, in 
Berne, Ind., early in the ’90s. And 
although the orphanage for forsaken 
babies, as well as those bereft by death, 
is still in existence in that town, three 
years ago Mr. Sprunger felt that a 
larger field was needed, and he re
moved the work to Chicago. For one 
year the headquarters of the Light and 
Hope society was on the North Side. 
Here a part of the German hospital 
was occupied, but as the work of the 
organization grew a home of its own 
was needed and the association re
moved to the old wooden church at the 
comer of Harrison and May streets.

And here is the mother house of the 
Missionary Society of Light and Hope, 
which began in a little town near Fort 
Wayne, and now has large instiutions 
in Bloomington and Cleveland, as well 
as the orphans’ home in Berne, Ind.

But the old Holland church on Har
rison street is the mother house and 
training school for the women who 
have dedicated themselves and their 
lives to the saving of others. Here 
during the past three years fifty dea
conesses have been trained and gone 
forth to offer consolation to those in 
need of help. Not onlj- are these wo
men sent to the hospitals in Cleveland 
and Bloomington, but when the “ call ” 
is felt within they go far out into for
eign fields to carry temporal and spir
itual comfort to the weak aud igno
rant .

These women and their leader are 
hon-sectarian. They are without creed 
or doctrine. They place their entire 
faith on the Bible. It is their Only 
guide. Everything is done “in his
name. Nothing for their own glori-
fication or reward. And while trying 
to give bodily relief to their fellow 
sufferers they never forget that their

souls are diseased as well. While 
this missionary society is under the 
auspices of no denomination or creed, 
yet it is in symyathy with all and lends 
a hand wherever help is needed.

'Ihe officers of the association are: 
President—Rev. J. A. Sprunger. 
Vice-President—Rev. Julius Tropf. 
Second Vice-President—Miss M. 

Gerber.
Secretary—Miss Kate G. Moser.
While the mother house is in Chi

cago, the home of the president of the 
association is at Berne, Ind., but the 
greater part of his time is occupied in 
visits to the various institutions. The 
home on Harrison street is in charge 
of Sister Kate 0. Moser, who, besides 
being secretary of the organization, 
also holds the position of matron at 
this home.

TAUGHT THEIR DUTIES.
Here the deaconesses serve their 

probation and are trained in nursing 
and missionary work. Besides the 
refuge offered to misled girls and wo
men, the deaconesses from this house 
work in the slums and make house to 
house visits. No quarters are too low 
for them to go into if some sister can 
be saved, and no hour of the night is 
too late for them to visit the vile dis
tricts of this great city to urge upon 
the poor unfortunates the needs of be
ginning hfe anew.

They assure them that they are 
ready and willing to aid them, and no 
matter how often they meet with rebuff 
and repulse they never are discour
aged. but try again the next day. 
loom the mother house, also, nurses are 
sent to those who are unable to get 
into a hospital and are too poor to have 
the services of a paid nurse.

When the house on Harrison street 
was first started two wards were main
tained as general sick ones, but after 
a couple of years they were abandoned, 
as the deaconesses desired to give their 
entire attention to erring girls, and it 
was not thought best to bring them in 
such close connection with others. So 
the sick wards are closed, at least for 
a time, but the deaconesses hope that 
the day is not far distant when a gen
eral hospital in Chicago and its endless 
work will be added to their labors.

METHOD OF THEIR WORK.
From the time the unfortunate girls 

and women enter the home thej' are 
made to feel that they are-a part of it. 
The sister deaconesses and they live 
together as one family. They eat at 
one table and meet together in the 
same chapel. None of the work in the 
house is done by outsiders. No labor 
is too menial for the sisters. And when 
the girls and women enter the home 
they take part m all that pertains to 
its duties. 'J hey are taught in the 
kitchen, laundry and sewing-room, so 
that they are trained in such a wav 
that later thev may earn an honorable 
livelihood for themselves and their 
babies.

In the last three years this home has 
sheltered over ZOO girls who had no 
place or friends to turn to in their great 
time of need. Many of them were 
nothing more than children, and one 
girl was but fourteen when her baby 
came. She found a permanent home 
with the deaconesses at their Cleveland 
hospital. And among the order here 
are four women who found such peace 
and happiness that they wished to de
vote their lives to rescuing those who 
are undergoing what thej- too went 
through.

AV hen the inmates are strong enough 
to work employment is found them by 
the noble sisters. An effort is usually 
made to secure them a home with some 
family where the child may be taken 
also. If the mother is persistent in 
her refusal to care for the little one 
the deaconesses ask that they may 
take it to their orphanage at Berne, 
but they insist that it is seldom indeed 
that the little one is given up by its 
youthful mother.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
Since the association was started in 

1892 fifty women have consecrated 
themselves to the work and taken the 
order of deaconesses. At the home on 
Harrison street fourteen of these wo
men live with Sister Moser in charge. 
Sister Carrie Peter is head nurse.

The costume adopted by this organ
ization is as simple as the life they lead. 
The house uniform consists of a plain 
skirt and waist of plain blue gingham. 
At the neck and waist are collar and 
cuffs of the same material, and a white 
silk tie is worn. A white apron is 
worn indoors, and a tasteful white lin
en cap. When.on the street or doing 
slum work a black cashmere gown is 
worn. This is made similar to the 
house costume, and the only color is 
the silken tie. A plain little bonnet 
of black silk tied with black ribbons is 
worn, and in. cold weather a long black 
coat, with a cape, is added to the cos
tume.

The house in which the Light and 
Hope society lives and gives shelter to 
so many wanderers is all that is neat 
and clean. . It is simple to a degree, 
as the organization is not a rich one. 
When the society was started Mr. 
Sprunger gave his entire fortune, some 
$30,000, to the work. All else is do
nated, and these gifts have never been 
very large, as the women work quietly 
and are little known save to those who 
apply to them for aid. The founder 
was the seventh child of Swiss par
ents, whose circumstances could hardly 
be called comfortable. With their 
large family of children they came to 
America, and as each child could he 
was expected to be self-supporting.

At an early age Mr. Sprunger started 
out for Mmself with the determination 
that if he was successful his gains 
should be used for the good of others. 
When he accumulated a Tittle property 
this vow was fulfilled, and he surreu-

deied himself to home missionary work- 
Blessed be the saviors of humanity! 
No person with humanitarian feel

ings can fail to be touched with sym
pathy and admiration for such works 
of divine helpfulness and blessing os 
are set forth in the foregoing account 
Ihe work seems angehem its kind and 
tender sweetness and purity, and its 
noble, uplifting aims and tendencies

AVhat better, higher, holier work 
can engage the thought and heart of 
man oi woman—or even archangel of 
the highest heavens—than that of 
raising to higher life and thought and 
puipose the needy and fallen ones of 
earth ? -

To be a friend to the friendless, to 
leach out the hand of sympathetic 
kindness to the outcast; to hasten, in a 
very desperation of loving-kindness, 
to grasp and save those who in help
lessness are sinking neath the dark 
waves of despair; to give heart and 
hope and courage anew where these 
had failed; and to start the soul on 
the ascending highway of higher aspi- 
lations and pure spiritual desires__
what woik of man or woman—an<*el,  
aicliangcl—oi a god, can be better, 
higher, holier?

Questions of sect or religious belief 
aside—worthy of all praise and honor 
are these workers in the divine vine
yard of humanity.

It is with a feeling of sadness not 
unmingled with shame that we look 
about usund inquire: Al hat are Spir
itualists doing?

these unassuming deaconesses of 
Hairison stieet present an instructive 
object-lesson worthy to be held up 
before the eyes of Spiritualists the 
woild oiei—a lesson oi divinely spir
itual import, the saving and upbuild
ing of humanity for the earth and the 
heavens.

Jas. C. Underbill

THE BIBLE AND SPIRITUALISE

Concise Help to the Study ofBfble 
leachings.

How under the sun Spiritualists can 
throw away the Bible and speak of its 
being a back number, and out of date 
is a mystery I cannot fathom. Proverbs 
xi.25 says): ihe soul of the liberal 
shall be made fat, - and how it can be 
done by throwing away one of the main 
fattcnins-inachmes, 1 cannot see.

There are many things in the Bible 
that are quite comical and there are 
many more that are directly the re
verse. Instead of treating the Bible 
contemptuously, as some speakers do 
and thereby - souring - many orthodox 
investigators of spiritual phenomena, 
they should take it as any other histor
ical work and use what suits the sub
ject and leav e the rest alone

Thei e would be manj- more straio’ht- 
out Spiritualists to-day if the spiritual 
rosti uin had dealt more gently and less 
iconoclastically with biblical matters 
io be sure the church is gradually 
‘ getting there, but rather late in the 
day for the present hustling class of 
Spiritualists.

Moses Hulls Encyclopedia of Bibli
cal Spiritualism " ought to be sold by the 
thousand, and a fund raised to publish a 
cheap edition to give away to church 
inquirers after knowledge of immortal
ity, and classes formed for their benefit 
and tins book used as a text-book

In my leadings 1 have noted down a 
few places in the Bible where different 
phases of phenomena are spoken of’

Normal clairvoyance is spoken of in 
Zechariah v:l.g and Acts ix-3.7: clair
voyance under control. Ezekiel and Rev
elations, spontaneous clairvoyance, Gen
esis xxi.1 i, 19 and II. kings vi.f i.

Healing—Acts m:2. 
remedies, 11. kings 
fabrics. Acts xix:l 1.12.

Spoken languages. 1 
Corinthians xiv:18:

and ix:18: by 
; i and v: 14: by

Acts n:1.8 and I. 
translated lau-

guage. Daniel v:2;>.z8.
Clan-audience—I. Samuel 111:1.10 and 

II. Kings vr8.12.
Direct voice—Exodus xix:I9 and Luke 

m:22.
Dreams—Genesis xxxvnxi.H and Mat

thew n:13.
Divining rod—Hosea iv:!2.
Levitation—Ezekiel ui:14 and Acts 

vni:39.40.
Partial materialization—Ezekiel vm:3 

and Daniel v..>. full materialization, 
Joshua v:13 and Matthew xvli:l,3.

Mesmerism—I. Kings xiii:l:G and Acts 
8:12. .

Objects moved without contact—II. 
Kings vi:4,G.

Music—Revelations xiv:2.
Presentiment III. Kings ii:2,7 and 

Ezekiel xxiv:15, 8.
Resistance to lire—Daniel iii:26,27. 
Spirit lights—Acts ii:3 and ix:3,4.
Spectral appearance-Job i v: 12,17.
Trance speaking—Numbers xxiv:2,4 

and I. Samuel x:B.
Visions—Acts x:9,IS and 11. Corinth

ians xii:l,4: animals seen, Daniel viii:3 
and Acts ix:3,7: vehicles, II. Kings ii:ll 
and vi:17; buildings, Ezekiel xl:2 and 
Revelations xxi:2: nondescripts, Ezekiel 
i:4,8 aud Revelations ix:3,10.

Psychometry—Habakuk ii:l 1.
Direct writing—Ezekiel xxxii:15,16 

and II. Chronicles xxi:12; automatic 
writing—I. Chronicles xxviii:! 1,19.

Lastly, change the words “seer” and 
“prophet'’ in the Bible to medium, read 
these passages carefully, and there you 
have it! U. G. Figley.

Ney, O.

REALITY.

We are souls, immortal souls, 
Each one pausing in its flight

For a sojourn brief on earth;
Then,beyond, on wings of light,

Speeds the spirit, conquering worlds, 
Counting each a trifle slight;

When it reaches higher spheres, 
A'iews the past with undimmed sight.

Then the fear, the hope, the grief, 
That once seemed to us so great, 

When the hours, the days, the years, 
Seemed to measure out our fate,

Fade away, we know them not: 
Silenced all our cries of pain;

Aranished all the seeming joy, 
Only real the spirit’s gain. 

C. Adele Carpenter.

To improve the appetite, restore 
healthy action to the bowels, promote 
digestion, and regulate all the bodily 
functions, Ayer’s Pills are the best. As 
a mild but effective aperient, no pill h 
in greater demand, or more highly rec
ommended by the medical profession.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph. Ph.D., ex-pries( 
of the diooese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people, may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c, 
For sale at this office.
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I HULL VS. HODSONTHE HHCIENTS.

HUDSON’S HYPOTHESIS.

Of

There are but'few of the youngeron.

B.times.

not reach, 
his case.

then Mr. Hudson has lost 
Spiritualism has a great ad-

The best way to avoid scalp diseases, 
hair falling out, and premature bald
ness, is to use the best preventive known 
for that purpose—Hall’s Hair Renewer.

Moses Hull Analyzes Hudson’s 
Book.

The Latest Attack on Spirit 
ualism is Foiled.

A Civilization That Was 
Grand.

A COMPLETE VICTORY, 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

the Encyclopædia of Death,
and Life in the Spirit-World.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

HUMAN CULTURE g CURE

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.

Pritt, doth, 7S emit. For tale al thU offiet.

JFHT SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
2M pago. One copr, M¡ «!x coplea, »5.

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

Living Is an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions: In fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the arts.’ —Thomas St abb King.

This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody
ing the highest moral sentiment, and free from aU 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Bold at this office.

A malt excellent «nd very r«lu»bte work, by tbo 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volume« on He*lth, Social Science. 
Religion, etc.

FROM NIGHT TO MORN)
Or, An Appeal to the BapHtl CAureh. 

82 psgei One copp, 15 cent»; tea coplei, IL .

TEE BRIDGE BETWEEHinrO WORLDS, 
909 P«*ei Ooe copy, bow tn doth, Ui piper, 25 

cent*. . *

For Sale at thlt Ofict, AO. Zoomit StrOlL

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and ths Home.

Á fine prow poem; a story of the “New Woman.” 
Whois the true voman of all the centuries. A re- 
^•a^pbook, contrasting the modern Vashti with 
Mre.vaiQti-of ancient Bible times- Interesting end 

PaP®r’ 50 cents. For sale at 
thia office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.

A most able and interesting presentation of a most 
important subject. Every Spiritualist and every in
quirer Into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual
ism should have this excellent book. Its value Is rec
ognized and acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
doth, fl. For sale at this office.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL
A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
■“ AND “

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

VASHTI, OLD ANO NEW, 
— OR— 1

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

RIGHT LIVING
“ BY —

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of “Apples of Gold,” “All in a Lifetime," 

“The Story Hour," “Summer Days at Onset," 
"Sunday Observance,” etc., etc.

IN ADVANCE IN MANY RESPECTS OF 
THE CIVILIZATION OF TO-DAY—THE 
BUILDING OF THE PYRAMIDS.

In the February number of the 
Harbinger of Light we gave some 
particulars’ of the erection of the 
pyramids of Egypt, spoken to Mrs. 
Burbank, of Brisbane, u clairaudient 
medium, by a control, giving the 
name of Goel, and purporting to be 
an eyewitness of the incidents he de
scribes. To the same source we are 
indebted for the following particulars, 
the fragmentary character of which 
will be explained by the fact that the 
information given by the control was 
elicited by a series of questions put to 
him by the husband of the medium :

“Molten sand was the chief ingre
dient of the cement employed in the 
construction of the pyramids.-

“The external commerce of Egypt 
was transacted partly by ships and 
partly by caravans, composed of drom
edaries and elephants. The jewels of 
the country were bartered for cloth of 
gold brought from India. More gold 
was found near the pyramids than you 
have any conception of.

“The motive power I have already 
spoken of was employed in connection 
with the artillery of war, which were 
drawn by dromedaries. They vomited 
forth an element as swift in its action 
as lightning, and suffocating like 
sulphur. Prisoners captured on the 
field of battle were placed in contact 
with these implements, and could not 
move until released by their captors.

“Glass was largely employed in the 
furniture and decoration of the houses. 
Jewels of all kinds were so abundant 
that they were freely used in com
posing the mosaic pictures on the 
iioors. And, naturally, they did not 
then possess the same vulue which 
they do now.

“When Triso is unearthed the color
ing of the walls will be found to be as 
fresh as when it was first put on. The 
art of producing such colors is lost 
now.

“We had most delicate perfumes. 
Our robes were fabricated of silk in
termingled with threads of gold. Our 
heads were ornamented with jewels of 
every description, with silver and with 
spun glass.

“We had beautiful bathhouses, with 
walls of marble and seats of glass; and 
they were richly perfumed.

“We embalmed our dead and placed 
them in an upright position, awaiting 
the call, so as to be ready to respond 
to it.

“Our streets were wide, but not 
rectangular. They were diagonally 
arranged, and at all the intersections 
there were large lamps. The cities so 
laid out had a picturesque appear
ance. All the lamps were lighted 
simultaneously, and were extinguished 
an hour before midnight; except those 
in the Temple of the Sun, which were 
composed of burnished gold. When 
the buildings I have spoken of are 
unearthed they will convince you that 
you are not living in an architectural 
epoch.

■ ‘ ‘Silvery looking vehicles traversed 
the thoroughfares of our cities, carry
ing with them their own motive power.

“At the time Jesus appeared upon 
the earth art -was declining, and wars 
hastened its degeneration.

“Our plows were driven and our 
flour-mills were worked by the unseen 

• force I have already referred to. I 
will now take my student and show 
her somewhat of the economy of the 
city.

(The medium then described what 
she saw clairvoyantly): “I see a mill 
working. The wheat is taken to the 
top of a high building and is there 
ground. The grist reaches the bottom 
in two kinds; as flour and as husks; 
the latter being shot into a huge tank 
for animals. The flour is distributed 
to a number of centers, where enough 
is baked into bread to supply the 
wants of eight families. I see the 
baker open the lid of several recep
tacles and fill them with loaves. As 
he does so he touches a number of 
knobs, and a bell rings in each of the 
households to intimate that the bread 
is ready for use. I see the loaves 
sliding along a bright tube and re
ceived by a person a long distance 
from the bakehouse. All other food 
is cooked and delivered in a similar 
manner. Milk is drawn from a reser
voir, much the same as we procure 
our supply of water in the present 
day. The kine are larger than our 
own; their horns project in a straight 
line upwards; and they have rings 
through their noses. They are in a 
large enclosure outside the city. I see 
no chimneys anywhere; and the food 
is cooked b}v the unseen force pre
viously adverted to. When anyone 
wishes to communicate with another 
person, whose house is too distant to 
be visible from his own, he goes on to 
the flat roof of the latter, and flings 
some missile in that direction, and, at 
a distance of about ten feet, it ignites 

.in the air, and then a thin line of 
light travels onwards, and ever and 
anon a luminous jet is projected from 
it, an<T ultimately it reaches the house 
which is its objective point. 1 cannot 
explain what I see. I can only de
scribe it; but it seems to be the usual 
and familiar method of communion- 
tiou." -

The above, from the Harbinger of 
Light. Australia, is a curious illustra
tion of what was going on in ancient?

“Thu Religion of the Future." By S. 
Weil. This is » work of far more than 
Ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
tintrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep,'clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid b.y its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
£0 cents. ' i

Almost every change of the moon 
brings changes in the phases of the 
opposition to Spiritualism. If a prize 
should be offered to the one who could 
invent the strongest attack on Spirit
ualism the attackers could not be more 
zealous than they have been for the 
last two score and more of years. None 
of the new inventions in the shape of 
arguments, warranted to kill Spiritual
ism, have as yet lasted long enough 
for the ink to dry on the paper on 
which they were printed. ' Spiritual
ism seems to thrive on the inventions 
of its enemies. The numerous efforts 
to bring out and patent some new and 
sure Spiritualism-killer show a su
preme dissatisfaction with the older 
antidotes.

HUDSON'S HYPOTHESIS,
The latest invention in this direc

tion is Thomas J. Hudson’s •1 Law of 
Psychic Phenomena.” .-With all def
erence to all other modes of treatment, 
and with an humble 11 beg your par
don” of all the other Spiritualism
killers, I think Mr. Hudson’s hypoth
esis has more of reason, more of truth 
in its composition, than any of the 
others which have come under my no
tice. Reside that, Mr, Hudson has 
evidently learned that vituperation, 
abuse and slander have thus far rather 
killed the one who used them than the 
thing they desired to exterminate.

Mr. H. seems to be much of a gen
tleman. His book is noted for its en
tire freedom from the methods so 
commonly used by the opposition. 
There is no blackguardism; no attempt 
at witticism at the expense of Spirit
ualism, nor any odium tbeologicum in 
his book. The great trouble with Mr. 
Hudson’s plaster is, it is not large 
enough to cover the sore;—his probe 
does not reach to the bottom of the 
wound. There are hundreds of phe
nomena unexplainable on what he calls 
his “ hypothesis. ” Resides, if every 
word of his exposition is true, Spirit
ualism is not in the least affected by it.

WHAT SPIRITUALISM IS.
My Spiritualism says that the phe

nomena called spiritual proves that 
man exists as a conscious entity after 
the death of the body. I have many 
times made the statement that even 
though no spirit ever returned and 
communicated, the phenomena called 
spiritual proves an intelligence which 
does not depend on a physical organ
ism, and which eanaud does therefore 
survive it. Mr. Hudson several times 
says as much.

WHAT HUDSON SAYS.
On page 206 he says: “ For, be it 

remembered, I shall not undertake to 
prove that the souls of men do not 
live after the death of the body. That 
question stands just where it has al
ways stood. It is a problem which, 
outside of revelation, is no nearer a 
solution than it was when Job pro
pounded the momentous question. 
Neither will I undertake to say that 
the spirits of the dead do not, and can
not communicate with the living. I 
do not know. But I do undertake to 
say, and will attempt to prove, th'at 
the phenomena of spiritism, so-called, 
do not constitute valid evidence of 
the ability of the dead to hold inter
course with the living. In doing so 
no attempt will be made to deny the 
phenomena of spiritism. On the con
trary, I shall not only admit the pos
sibility of every phenomenon alleged 
by any respectable number of reputa
ble witnesses to have occurred, but I 
shall assume the substantial accuracy 
of the general statements made by 
spiritists regarding the leading phe
nomena of spiritism.”

In this the phenomena of what he is 
pleased to call “spiritism” are ac
knowledged. On pages 284 and 285, 
he goes a step farther and acknowl
edges the substantial evidence, in the 
phenomena, of a life in the hereafter. 
His words are as follows:

“If there is any communication to 
be had with the denizens of the other 
shore, it is certainly not through them. 
I have reluctantly arrived at this con
clusion. It would be pleasant to be
lieve otherwise, but I have sought in 
vain for evidence which would warrant 
me in doing so. In abandoning all 
hope of obtaining valid evidence of the 
ability of disembodied spirits to hold 
intercourse with the living through the 
intervention of spirit mediums, I do 
not for a moment yield my hope or my 
convictions, of a life beyond the grave. 
On the contrary, the very powers 
which are evoked in the production of 
the phenomena constitute one of the 
strongest links in the chain of evidence 
going to show that man possesses with
in himself an entity which does not 
depend for its existence upon the con
tinued life of the body. We see that 
this entity possesses powers which far 
transcend those of our physical frame; 
the mental powers of the subjective 
mind or entity are exercised independ
ent of our objective senses; that they 
grow stronger as the body grows weak
er, and are strongest in the hour of 
death. Have we not a logical right to 
infer that when it is entirely freed 
from physical trammels, it will have 
reached a condition of independent 
existence?" ■

Once more on page 401 he says:
‘11 have, however, been more than 

compensated by the discovery, in pur
suance of the same hypothesis, that in 
the inherent powers and attributes of 
-the soul is to be found indubitable ev-. 
idence of its immortality. This evi-

•’’denpe is based on phenomena which 
have been and may be produced by 
experiment. Many of these phenom
ena have been already point out, but 
others remain to be considered which 
have an important bearing upon the 
question under immediate considera
tion; namely, the immortality of the 
soul, and its relations to the supreme 
being.”

Mr. Hudson’s position is that the 
manifestations never rise above the 
ability of what he calls the subjective 
mind of the medium; or beyond what 
is known to some one in the circle. 
His words on this point are as fol
lows: •

“I repeat it, the percipient sees the 
image of-that which is in the mind of 
the agent, and he never sees more 
than that. It often happens that the 
image of some one is seen of whom 
the agent is not consciously thinking 
at the moment. This has been al
ready explained, on the obvious ground 
that it is the subjective, or unconscious 
mind of the agent that is read, It 
sometimes happens that some fact is 
related, some scene described, which 
the sitter cannot recall to mind, and 
he conscientiously declares that he 
never knew the fact, related, nor wit
nessed the scene depicted. But when 
it.is remembered that the subjective 
mind of man retains all that he has 
ever seen, heard or read, and that he 
retains comparatively little in his ob
jective recollection, it is extremely un
safe for him to declare that any one 
fact has never been known to him. It 
is negative evidence at best, and 
amounts only to a declaration that he 
does not recall the fact. When we 
consider how little we retain, in our 
objective recollection, of what we have 
seen, heard, or read, we may well won
der that it does not oftener happen 
that so-called spirits tell us of circum
stances wliicli we do not remember. 
On the whole it may be safely assumed 
that no medium has ever yet been able 
to impart any information that is not 
known either to the medium or to some 
living person with whom he is en rap
port.” Page 229.

It is true that very many of the 
facts revealed by the spiritual phe
nomena may be, and generally are 
known by the medium or sitters, or 
both, yet if one fact can be found— 
only one, that this explanation does

wrote me they could not, and advised 
me to .trouble myspjf no further about 
the matter, for if I succeeded in get
ting the account of sales, the house 
would not pay one cent on a dollar. 
And these things I never had the 
means of knowing were disclosed to 
me, and things I ¿id not believe at the 
time have been confirmed.”

A POSER HUDSON.
In this case there was no possibility 

of either the medilim or the sitter hav
ing even a subjective knowledge of 
what was here coiiimunicated. Can 
Mr. Hudson explain this? If this 
does not prove that knowledge can be 
imparted by the departed to those re
maining here, will Mr. Hudson please 
tell his readers what could prove that 
fact. For my part, I am incapable of 
even imagining stronger proof than is 
here presented.

The book under review is very can
did and able, and will undoubtedly do 
much good by showing many who 
think they are controlled by spirits but 
of the body that they are not. While 
there are many who need just such 
lessons, all should be careful lest, in 
theirattempts to straightenthemselves, 
they should' get so straight that, like 

-Mr. Hudson, they may lean the other 
way.

Mr. Hudson’s sub-conscious theory 
has truth in it, but Mr. H. has loaded 
it with more than it can cany.

Moses Hull.

younger people are saturated with sci
ence and they have larger and more 
liberal views than the fathers had.

The Pope, apparently unaware of all 
this, thinks when the Romish Church 
is purified, all the priests lead blame
less lives and exhibit greater zeal, and 
the laity attends to irreligious duties, 
there should be nothing to prevent the 
Protestant masses from joining the 
mother church. He makes his mis
take in not taking sufficient cognizance 
of the march of events under the glow
ing light of these days; of the evolu
tion of the human mind which has 
been going on since he became Pope. 
When he was a Cardinal 'and Papal 
Nuncio he was regarded as’ a progress
ive man, but now he fails to allow 
latitude enough for the progress of 
popular thought.

There is far less bitterness towards 
Rome among Protestants than there 
was, less mutual denunciation, and 
Protestants and Catholics bear contig
uity better; but this does not mean 
that the people who are imbued with 
scienpe will throw it away and accept 
the ancient dogmas laid down by the 
Roman Church and claims of papal 
infallibility. The Pope will not aban
don them and cannot understand why 
Protestants will not accept old doc
trines which the scientific world re
jects.

It is not long ago that the same 
overtures were made to the Greek 
Church, with its hundred millions of 
communicants, and were rejected. If 
that great church, standing half way 
between the Papacy and orthodox 
Protestantism, refused, what hope can 
there be of persuading the latter at the 
other extreme? Had the Pope min
gled with the world he would have re
alized the hopelessness of his scheme 
of church unification on the basis of 
an acceptance of the papal dogmas and 
ceremonies. Members of all the 
churches, are disposed to live in peace, 
but not to fuse with the Pope’s church.
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* VOLUME II.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopedia.

(®*  In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, Is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
pædia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor, Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

vantage in this investigation. Even 
though a hundred facts might be ex
plained without admitting the aid of 
departed human spirits, when one case 
is presented beyond the reach of such 
explanation, Spiritualism has the 
argument. Remember, Spiritualists 
do not say there is no subjective mind, 
or that none of the facts leading up to 
Spiritualism can be explained without 
a resort to the hypothesis of departed 
human spirits; all that is claimed is 
that there are facts unexplainable on 
any other grounds than that the dead 
can make use of this same law and re
turn and communicate. In the case 
of a hundred manifestations, the proof 
that ninety-nine of them did not come 
from the spirits of the departed would 
come no nearer proving the hundredth 
one to be of mundane origin than the 
proof of the -existence of ninety-nine 
counterfeits would prove that there 
was no genuine coin.

HUDSON'S HYPOTHESIS NOT VALID.
I will trouble the reader with 

one proof only—one which defies Mr. 
Hudson’s hypothesis. I present it as 
quoted by one of Mr. Hudson's allies 
—so far as admitting the facts and 
phenomena of Spiritualism are con
cerned, but who denies, as Mr. ,H. 
does, that they come from departed 
human spirits.

In his ‘ ‘ Spiritualism Unveiled, ” 
pages 4 and 5, Rev. Miles Grant, of 
Boston, says:

“In September, 1850, when Mr. 
Charles Partridge, of New York City, 
was in Rochester, N. Y., he was per
suaded to attend a Spiritualist circle. 
Atethat time he did not believe in 
Spiritualism, but went to the circle to 
please a friend. In the report of the 
interview, Mr. Partridge says: ‘The 
mediums, the Misses Fox, did not 
know me, neither did they know that 
I ever had a brother, or know his age, 
the time of death, etc.; but through 
the raps and the use of the alphabet, 
his whole history was minutely given 
me. The day of the month, the day 
of the week, and the hour of the day 
of his death, were given me; his busi
ness and property were disclosed, and 
every test I was capable of putting 
was correctly answered. My ability 
to test him became exhausted, and yet 
I told him I did not believe he was 
communicating, but that, by some 
means, my own knowledge of these 
facts was reproduced through the raps. ’ 
He then said, ‘ I will communicate to 
you a matter of business of which you 
can have no knowledge, but which 
will be confirmed to you by the next 
mail.’ He then said, ‘ Messrs. Finley, 
Johnson & Co., of San Francisco, who 
had your goods for sale, have failed, 
and will probably not pay one cent on 
the dollar they owe.’ I answered, 'It 
can't be truej^he house is reputed to 
be very wealthy; and. instead of this 
last communication confirming the 
claim that the spirit of my brother is 
present, it makes me, if possible, still 
more skeptical, because I feel sure 
that this last communication is not 
true. ’ The spirit added further, that 
he did not think that I should even ¿et 
an account of the sale of the goods.

‘ ‘ The next mail brought letters con
firming the failure. I subsequent!}' 
wrote to the parties several times, re
questing account of sales, which they 
did not send. I then sent my account 
to a house there, to intercede for me 
to get an account of sales. They tried

The Pope Vtyants One 

Church.
The Pope of Rome wants but one 

church, (says the Chicago Tribune,) 
and Cardinal Gibbons has received an 
abstract of the encyclical in which the 
reasons and inducements for this 
scheme are set forth. The abstract 
has already appeared, and the careful 
reader must have observed that the ar
gument is summed >up in the claim 
that the Roman: Church is the only 
right church, since the Roman Pontiff 
is the one successor of. St. Peter, who, 
was designated by-Ciirist as the found
ation of the church, and the Bishops 
are the successors of the Apostolic 
College. “ As to the nature and au
thority of the primacy of the Roman 
Catholic Pontiff," as the Pope says, 
“no newly conceived opinion is set 
forth, but the venerable and constant 
belief of all ages. ”

The Pope is anxious to have all the 
churches unified. Many others have 
had the same dream and have died 
without seeing it realized, and so will 
Pope Leo, except in the case of indi
viduals here and there. The Protest
ant sects which have parted company 
with Rome since Luther’s time did so 
partly on account of practices which 
they did not consider pure and Chris
tian, and partly because they did not 
share its dogmatic views, what they 
believed and professed differing largely 
from the Church of Rome. They also 
differed widely in ceremonials, while 
substantially in harmony with most of 
the fundamentals, but the points of 
difference were so numerous that they 
could not agree and they left the papal 
church and set up denominations for 
themselves. They never will agree 
and reunite'. The separation is a final 
one for all time.

The real obstacle which stands in 
the way of reunion is this: Men now
adays will not join the Romish Church, 
and profess to believe in doctrinal 
points which they do not accept, or in 
church practices with which they do 
not concur. Men are becoming every 
year more and more independent in 
their dogmatic creeds and in their per > 
sonal judgment. They lean less upon 
clerical interpretation of the scriptures. 
They care less and less for traditions 
and ancient practices. Ancient prece
dents go much less in matters of faith. 
The spirit of the age tends to be gov
erned largely by science and the dis
covery of new truths as to nature, and 
as science spreads and enlarges its 
scope men draw their conclusions more 
and more from actualities as revealed 
by it,- and snperstitionsand misconcep
tion more and more disappear. Men’s 
minds are hardening to the truth. 
While millions remain in the church 
as a matter of family inheritance and 
immemorial usage, rapid modification 
of old doctrines is continually going

educated clergymen who now insist 
very strongly on a personal deni and 
a physical hell. There are few scien
tifically educated members of the 
church who do not apply the doctrines 
of science in matters of belief.

Pope Leo has not been out of Rome 
since his pontificatei'began. He has 
not seen much outside the range of the 
Vatican. There has been an enormous 
change in popular views of which he is 
•not aware. Instead of science con
forming to the dogmas of the church, 
the church has been conforming more 
and more to the facts of science.' Men 
remain in the church, but thej- discard 
its errors and misconceptions. The 
younger class of clergymen are doing 
the same. The older ones naturally 
adhere to old beliefs, as they are too 
'old to change their opinions. The

great surprise, as I had in mind at 
that time a set of offices, but the de
scription of the men did not cor
respond. When I entered this office 
nothing was said about pay. Since 
then I have had some pay, and the 
cases that I have had were all before 
the Judge, and involved questions of 
law, and not facts, appearing in one 
instance before the Supreme Court. I 
have been informed by good authority 
that Mr. Post gives these readings 
through the mail with equal good suc
cess. What will the Supreme Court 
say to this? Am I a lunatic because 
they said that one believing such 
thingscan be done is one? Yet this 
decision has not as much meaning to 
it as appears in the first instance. 
For the benefit of the mediums of 
Michigan, I would like to analyze it 
for them, that they may go on with 
their noble work in spite of this 
ruling. G. F. Ottmab.

Lansing, Mich.

Building on Wrong Ideas.
Back of all social discontent, back 

of all forms in which it appears, we 
find the primary cause of social dis
orders in the presence of erroneous 
ideas among men, particularly the 
presence of erroneous notions con
cerning the relations which exist 
among men. There are certain fun
damental ideas upon which the social 
edifice is built—pivotal ideas about 
which the social world turns. In each 
of these ten thousand others germ
inate; and the ten thousand are wrong 
if the one is wrong. The following are 
examples of these erroneous, fun
damental, pivotal ideas, which have 
become stock notions of the people: 
Caesars and Napoleons are civilizers; 
royalty is related to the gods; the 
Creator made some to be served, 
others to serve; legality is justice; 
standard belief is more important than 
standard character; morality divorced 
from religion is dangerous. Any so
cial structure founded upon such ideas 
alone is a monstrosity. To-day we 
stand face to face with the fact that 
these very ideas, and others like unto 
them, form a very large part—entirely 
too large a part—of the foundation of 
modern society.

All existing governments and all 
other institutions have been at some 
time simply abstract ideas in some
body’s brain, and afterward have be
come concrete realities; right ideas 
giving birth to right institutions, 
wrong ones to wrong institutions. 
This same relation of cause and effect 
which exists between ideas and in
stitutions, exists also between ideas 
and the character of individuals, and 
between ideas and the character of the 
relations which exist among individ
uals. Just so far as individual char
acter and existing relations among 
men are right, they are the product 
of right ideas; so far as they are 
wrong, they are the product of wrong 
ideas.—From Sociology in Ethical 
Education, by Byron C. Mathews, in 
Appleton’s Popular Science Monthly 
for July.

This book gives an admirable course of study in 
ethics, and supplies a Ipng-fslt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, as well as older persons whom It is wisely 
and appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical Icssune.

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She Illustrated 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use In children’s lyceums. In the hands of moth
ers and teachers It may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by It. Jt is a most excellent 
book and should bo widely circulated.

CONTENTS«
Right Living. What IB Morality? What Is Ignor

ance? Knowledge tho Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
WhatKnow Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance and Intemperance. IstheUso 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of individually. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, tho Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Gaines of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. "What isanOaAj?or 
t5e urih of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Poison

Blander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 
a Duty? Seif-Rellanco. Self-Control. Self-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Ooservatlon a 
Great Faculty. Persovcrauce, tho Friend of Nan. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Rlgtit Living, in Regard to Concealed 
Vico. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tho Giver of 
Strength and Honor. Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
a Means to Life's Bost End. Good Nature, One of 
Life a Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry.

Speech. A Free Pres«. Wghte of Animals. 
Rights of Children, Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle

Politeness—Continued — Tho Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office.

Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon , 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle Of 
ethics., She illustrates her subject with 1 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, , 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is I 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and ' 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.
' “Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond , 
the reach of adverse criticism’ Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.
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His Birth, Character and Doctrine,'

BY EDWABD GIBBON.

This Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. It 
Is conceded to bo historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect In every detail as to be practically beyond the 
reach of adverse criticism. Thia work will be found 
Intensely interesting. Price, 25c. Bold at this office.
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PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Resulte of recent scientific research regarding the 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, • 
Author of “Force and Vatter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “filx Lec
tures on Darwin,” Etc.

“The great mystery of existence consists In perpet« 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everythlngls fmmor« 
tai and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the mdst enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being in 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms in 
which being manifests itself are changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally the same and imperishable. 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only our 
personal consciousness. Wo live on in nature, In our 
race, in our children, lu our deeds, iu our thoughts— 
Ln short. In the entire material und physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature ia general.”—Buechner.

Hnn ml., nn.t Rvo., jihijiH 050 PngftB, Vellum ClOtll, 41«

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tnx Pbogbxsbivk Thinkbb will re*  
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in its columns. Attlii 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to its appearing 
in book form, Thia wish has now been gratified, It 
makes a volume of 243 paces, in style and form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,’’ with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of thd 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
inodes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in thd 
pleaslug form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction! 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hades; Ubristmastide tn the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstmostlde and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage*,  Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit tq 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-world; 
Coutentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage,

It Isa book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book in which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper is 60 ceuts; muslin 41; postpaid«

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rookies, with an Introduction by
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND. f

This book should be in the bands of every one Inter
ested in Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2. The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chap« 
ter 6, Loaves the Body. Chapter 7, Víaít to the Spirfp 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Uaed by Spirits to Commit 
nicate: How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlscel 
laneoua Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience, 
Chapter It, Rema rkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow*  
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative 01 
Prophetic visions. Chapter 13, Th« First Break lu 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, prloo ft 
coate.

MARGUERITE HUNTER.
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Transcribed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through in
dependent slate-writing. The illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists It 
la not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel in the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition of the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism The book contains 260 pages 
with six Illustrations In half tone, and twelve pages 
in original independent writing. It is beautifully 
bound in blue silk cloth, stamped in sliver. Price.
41.25. For sale at this office. ’

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World. 

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

'THE QUESTION OF A 0NCE-/N- 
J. habited but cow submerged part of this globe 

known as Atlantia, la une of much Interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legehda and 
mythologies; from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches in th« 
moundsand the ruina of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged In compact, 
literary form, in this very Interesting volume. Thé 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on thia earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.1XJ.

JESUS AND THE. MEDIUMS, 
-OR- .

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
c°mpirt.on or some of the Spiritualism 

«nd Mediumship or the Illble with that or to-day By 
MosisHull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all t»»« cn&d<- 
tlons of modern mediumship. It also shows dial aH 
Lhc manifestations throughout ti'.eOZ and New leaia- 
ment were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the re
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price. 
10 cents. For sale at this office.
BELIGlONOF THE FUTUEE?

BY S. WEIL.
Cloth, il.23.

This Is a work of groat value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of tho day. It Is particularly a work which 
should bo put luto the banap of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma« of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science,, for It win 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psvchlc and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and ftinev win be super
seded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office.ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OP 

•Td. his country should bare at band for consults 
tlon. By Bev. Isaac J. Laming, M. A. This la a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes. 
Assumptions, Principles and Methode of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, an I 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information fol 
every patriot in the land- Price 41. For sale at tbit 
effice.

Soul of Things; or Psychometrio 
Researches and Discoveries.

Dy WM, AND ELIZABETH M, B\ 
LI Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise u 
a text-book, it Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will be «maxed to see the curio 11 facts 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain at 
day, end throw light on all the grand subjects now ot>*  
«cured by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L

Cloth.
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Ulu«tr«led. <50 pp. Cloth..................

_ ____ Poitsge 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. III.

inirlwea. 862 pp. Cloth.................
Postage 10 cents.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

By Loh Wahbrooker. Many hare read this book, 
many have re-read It, and many others out to retd it. 
It should be read by every man and woman In the 
land. It shows the falsities rampant In sorleiy in 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrong! ' 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness of th» author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 41.00

Romanism and the Republic. ~ 
By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, H. A Every patriot 

should read It. Price 41.00._____________________

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet sffi 

dressed to the Inhabitants of America tn 1776. with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper. 
15 cents.

The Religion ofBumanity;
A Fbtloiophy of Life. Br J. Leon Btrawrli. A 

beanttrul p«perbound pamphlet, with llkcne.i ot 
minor. A moit valntble publication to circulate 
amtmt ChriiUan people. Price 15 cento.
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¡GENERALSURVEY^
The Spiritualistic Field—its 

Workers, Doings, Etc,

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We.go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name arid address 
of tho writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

W. L. Roberts writes from San Fran
cisco, Cal.: "I had the pleasure of at- 

■ tending one of the investigating seances 
given by the California Psychical Re
search Society, at which Mis, Ed. K. 
Earle gave his wonderful tests. The 
gentleman gave a series of about thirty- 
live or forty tests, with from one to three 
names, and in each and every instance 
they were recognized by those present. 
The society were attentive and appre
ciative listeners to all he said and 
showered their approval and congratu
lations upon him after the adjournment. 
Before leaving the city Mr. Earle will 
arrange to give them an independent 
slate-writing seance, as has been re
quested. At the couclusion the presi
dent of the branch society said some 
very complimentary things of Mr.Earle, 
and among others, that in the course of 
its several years’ investigation the soci
ety had never had a medium before who 
gave such absolute satisfaction as Mr. - 
Edward K. Earle.”

May Sicardi writes from Detroit, 
Mich.; “Sunday, June 28, witnessed the 
final meeting for the season of the First 
Philosophical Society, of Detroit, Mich. 
An extra musical programme graced the 
occasion. After the opening Dr. Kee
gan presented the Rev. Airs. Baade with 
a purse as a token of loving regard from 
the society for a whole year’s faithful 
work without any remuneration. This 
was followed by a very graceful little 
speech of thanks from Mrs. Baade. Dr. 
Koegan then addressed the society, and 
very forcibly, on a subject agitating 

■ every Spiritualist in this city, the arrest 
of two of our most prominent mediums 
us 'disorderly characters.’ The good 
doctor does not spare our lawmakers or 
police force, but it seems to me that If a 
noble woman like Kate Cleveland must 
be tried in open court for using her gift, 

. heaven sent, then we might as well re
turn to the days of burning innocent 
people at the stake on charge of witch- 
cratt. The services closed as usual, and 
only the kindest of kind wishes were 

' heard, with hopes of a reunion in the
fall."

Dr. F. M. Bigelow, of Marian, Ohio, 
writes: "1 have been an invalid for two 
years, and my wife dead. I have two 
small children to support. I am now on 
the charity of my Spiritualist friends 
here; but I need a little money. The 
doctors say they can cure me in a short 
time, but<it will cost a little money. 
Now, if my kind friends will help me a 
little, I will in return send a pencil pic
ture to each one for so doing; also apic- 
turo of his or her spirit friend or guide 
that will be recognized, and the phase 
of your mediumship will bo given. For 

. tho love of suffering humanity, help me 
a little, and in time I will return it many 
fold. Send your own handwriting. Ad
dress me in care of G. W. Fields.”

G. F. Perkins writes: “The services 
at the Beacon Light Spiritual Church, 

. 617 N. Clark street, on Sunday, July 5, 
were very interesting. We have inau
gurated the Sunday-school movement to 
precede tho speaking and tests in the 
afternoon. Exercises for the youth 
commence at 2:30 p. m., to which all are 
invited to attend and assist. Confer
ence and tests follow at 3:30. At the 
above-mentioned services Mr. Arnold 
and his throe children rendered beauti
ful music, and after a few remarks Mr. 
Arnold gave tests. Dr. Bishop and oth
ers assisted by speaking. Mrs. Dexter 
gave tests and her daughter rendered a 
patriotic recitation. Songs and remarks 
were given by Nir. and Mrs. Perkins, 
suitable to the suggestive patriotic 
decorations that enlivened the appear
ance of the attractive and cool hall. At 

■ the evening exercises more patriotic 
songs were rendered, in which the audi
ence heartily joined. Mrs. Hamilton 
Gill spoke and gave spirit communica
tions for an hour, which the congrega
tion highly appreciated by vigorously 
applauding her efforts. Tests were 
given by Mrs. Perkins at the close. 
There is no cooler and more convenient 
hall in the city than the North End Ma- 

■ sonic Temple. The friends will take 
note of this fact, and come afternoons 
when the heat is unbearable elsewhere, 
and test it.”

Lyman C. Howe lias an engagement at 
Buffalo, N. Y., during November.

C. M. Schooley, secretary, writes from 
Lansing, Mich: “The First Society of 
Spiritualists of Lansing have closed 
their meetings till after the camps. 
Mrs. Eva Payne Hopkins, of Owasso, 
Mich., delivered the closing lecture, she 
having just completed a five months' en
gagement with our society. Mrs. Hop
kins is a fine inspirational speaker and 
has endeared herself to all who have 
had the pleasure of listening to her able 
lectures.”

■ O. Merritt writes from Genoa, Ill.: 
“A little more than two years ago the 
writer, with others of this place, being 
notified of a lecture to be given by the 
controls of Mrs. M. A. Jeliery, in our 
neighboring city, Sycamore, concluded 
to go and hear the first lecture of the 
k >(n this part of the country for 
1 /fears- After hearing the lecture 
v jftnted to hear more and were 
a, /6d that that kind of teaching would 
be of great good in our village, there- 
foro we engaged Mrs. Jeffrey to come to 
Genoa and give us a lecture. We had 

. what we call a parlor meeting. At first 
we could only get six or seven to attend. 
They would not go to bear a Spiritualist, 
but those that did. come were interested

Now, I wish to sfiy, that Mre. Jeffrey’s 
lectures here have given entire satis
faction to all who have heard them. To 
those wishing to engage a lecturer we 
would reoommend her ae being one of 
the best trance epeakere and tpst Medi
ums that it has been our privilege to 
meet or listen to.” >

Will C. Hodge writes: "Mount Pleas
ant Park never looked so well, and the 
outlook for a successful season is prom
ising.”

Mr, I. L. Meyer, A. M,, M. D., will be 
open for engagements after July 15th as 
an inspirational lecturer and test medi
um. , The phases of spirit palmistry and 
independent slate-writing have been 
added to his gifts recently. He desires 
engagement with societies in Illinois, 
Missouri, or any of the Middle Western 
States. Address him at 861 St. Charles 
street, New Orleans, La.

■An “Advocate of Justice” writes from 
St. Louie, Mo.: “Iu all justice, too much 
cannot be said to the credit of Dr. Gran
ville E. Whittlesey, B. S., D. D., spirit
ual lecturer and organizer and pastor of 
the Whittlesey Psychical Society, 617 
Hickory street, and Mr. N. Goettler, 
treasurer of the St. Louie Spiritual As
sociation, for the bravery and intelli
gence manifested by them, ae the two 
active workers representing the many 
societies for the Spiritual cause of this 
city, in the relief of the sufferers.from 
the tornado which visited St. Louis the 
evening of May 27 last. Dr. Whittlesey, 
especially, was untiring in his energies, 
being out all that night heroically help
ing to rescue the dead, dying and 
wounded, and rendering medical and 
surgical aid. Early next mor.ning he 
was on the streets making appeals for 
volunteers to rescue those still beneath 
the ruins, and when his innumerable' 
calls to the men to furnish implements 
for the work proved futile, he made a 
touching appeal to the women,, which 
caused all within hearing to weep; his 
prayers then being responded- to by 
them, with the necessary shovels, axes, 
picks, etc. The four weeks following 
were spent by Doctor Whittlesey and 
Mr. Goettler in co-operating with a local 
relief corps, giving assistance to the 
thousands.of sufferers, by furnishing 
money, food, clothing and household 
goods, and paying rents. Considerable 
relief or abridgement was personally 
effected by Dr. Whittlesey to many ur
gent cases’coming under hfo immediate 
observation, while he, living in the path 
of the merciless cyclone, suffered illness 
from exposure and numerous heavy 
losses without a murmur of complaint. 
Certainly, if ever an organization mer
ited encouragement and success, it is the 
Whittlesey Psychical Society, with so 
humane and benevolent an organizer 
and pastor, who aims to ‘promote practi
cal charity,'and to ‘exemplify a practi
cal religion.”'

H. Baxter writes: “Ashley Campr- 
Ohio, will begin August 23 and close 
September 13. All the world are most 
cordially invited to attend. Ashley is 
situated thirty-five miles north of Co
lumbus on the Big Four railroad. Camp 
is close to station. Board can be had 
cheap on the grounds at the camp din
ing-room, or in the village hotels or in 
good private families.”

J. G. B. writes from Fishkill, N. Y.: 
"I am pleased to say now that the ice of 
bigotry and superstition is broken in our 
midst; the spring-time of spiritual 
growth is rapidly developing. Mrs. 
Tillie U. Reynolds, of Troy, a grand in
spirational speaker and psychometrist, 
has been with us for a week, lecturing 
and giving readings which were highly 
appreciated. Her discourse was sub
lime and her readings very satisfactory 
and convincing. Of course we have the 
skeptic aud croakers with us, but their 
wailings aro but the echoes of an ancient 
superstition. I would say to those who 
wish a rare treat in the line of spiritual 
teaching, to secure the services of Mrs. 
Reynolds. She is honest, earnest and 
devoted.”

Prof. Joseph Singer, who is associated 
with Mr. and Mrs. Kates in giving en
tertainments, was in the city last week. 
The Professor is not only a superior vi
olinist, but a critical thinker on all re
form subjects.

May Bell writes from Lansing, Mich.: 
“Mrs. Eva Payne Hopkins, of Owosso, 
Mich., has just closed a five months’ 
series of meetings here Sunday, June 
28th. For her efficient work for this 
society, she was presented with a good
ly filled purse. Tho presentation was 
made by Mr. J. N. Bush, accompanied 
with a very pretty and soul-inspiring 
speech, voicing the sentiments of the 
congregation and members generally. 
Mrs. Hopkins’ work as a spiritual 
teacher has been most acceptable and

and, like us, wanted more; so we made 
arrangements for a meeting once a 
month. After holding a few meetings 
our parlors were not large enough to 
hold the people who came, and we found 
there were as many outside the house 
who wished to hear as there were in. At 
the end of the year, seeing the interest 
still growing, we rented the Cdd Fel- 
'ows’ hall, with a seating capacity of 
-,wo hundred, and engaged Mrs. Jeffrey 
another year to meet With us once a 
month as before. At some of our .meet? 
.ngs there was not standing-room in the 
jail and the ante-rooms were filled to’ 
jverflowHig. The. average attendance 
las been above a hundred. During the 
ast three months there have been other 
mediums developing, of which we will 
»ay more in the near future. Our two 
years’ engagement closed on the 24th 
alt and we Will have no more meetings 
until September, when we will resume • 
for another year, and. in fact, we do not 
expect to discontinue the meetings,in

successful. When she commenced the 
society was badly in debt. When she 
closed the interest in Spiritualism had 
received a new Impetus. The audiences 
were larger, and the debt had been 
wiped out. Mrs. Hopkins is an inter
esting and effective speaker, with fine, 
womanly qualities, ¿he Is a power for 
good on the platform or in the social 
circle. We most cordially commend 
her to all associations desiring a sincere 
and earnest worker in the cause of Spir
itualism. Friends, give her the sup
port of a stout ¡hand and willing heart, 
for surely she is deserving, and those 
who are fortunate enough to secure her 
services will not be disappointed.”

The Church of the Soul and Sunday
school will give a basket picnic on Sat
urday, July 18, at Washington Park. 
The friends will meet at the corner of 
5uth street and Cottage Grove avenue, 
at 11 a. m. A committee will be there 
to show the people to the place selected. 
All friends are cordially invited.

Lyman C. Howe, writes: “I observe 
much wisdom in Hudson Tuttle’s an
swers, and they are instructive as well, 
furnishing a great encyclopaedia of 
spiritual knowledge; but is itcertain that 
Maggie Fox Kane gave only one exhi
bition as an expose of Spiritualism? 
It seems to me she made a tour of sev
eral cities in that capacity before the 
bubble bursted

Frank T. Ripley, platform test me-' 
dium and speaker, has been engaged for 
the Central New York Camp-meeting, 
to be held at Freeville, Tompkins coun
ty, New York. He will be there from 
July 18 to August 2, to lecture and give 
tests. He can be engaged for the month 
of August. Address all letters, to. Ox
ford, O., care; box 262. He is now open 
for fall and winter engagements.

Dr. Dean Clarke, an able exponent of 
the cause, is desirous of making engage
ments with societies for the coming fall 
and winter, of not less than one month’s 
duration. He would prefer the South 
for winter months, but will accept calls 
in any of- the larger cities east of the 
Rocky Mountains. The press of the 
West speak of the Doctor as “able and 
eloquent." He can be addressed in care 
of the Soldiers’ Homo, Milwaukee, Wis.

T. N. Travis writes from. Michigan: 
“All things considered, our grove meet
ing was a success. H. C. Andrews was 
at his best, and did well. A county (Is
abella) organisation was formed, which 
we hope will prove to be a live and effi
cient institution, and. an honor to the 
cause." ..... - - .

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond passed
through the city on Monday en route to 
the Nation’s capital to attend the quar
terly meeting of the board of the N. S. 
A. After three sessions air the business 
was transacted and: Mrs. R. had time to 
see a few friends who were very anxious 
to meet her. . Returning- on Friday, she.expect to discontinue tuo meeungsin-%isplaceduringour earthly existence. I reached Minneapolis rn/iime to speak

again Saturday and Sunday, .a« ska did a 
week ago, to splendid audiences. Mrs. 
Richmond will' remain until the 16th, 
and wiU bo then at home a day or two 
en route to the Eastern camps. It re
quires no small degree of enthusiasm for 
a cause to take a journey of 3,000 miles 
inside of five days in midsummer, and 
this devotion to thè N. S. A. Mrs. Rich
mond and the other members of the 
board have shown from the first.

J. W. Dennis writes: “Please allow 
us the use of your columns to say that 
Mrs. Jennie Hagan Jackson and Mrs. 
Anna L. Robinson will not be at Maple 
Dell Camp for the season of '96, as. pre
vious engagements would not permit. 
Mrs. Jackson has been hard at work 
disposing of her first issue of ‘Our 
Noted, Workers,’ and now has the second 
issue out ready for sale. This second is
sue is a decided improvement on the 
first issue; bound in paper for 55 cents 
per Copy; bound in cloth for 81.10 per 
copy. The ten cents extra is for post
age. This little work contains 76 photo
engravings of our noted workers in the 
spiritual ranks. As Mrs. Jackson has 
sold 1,250 copies of the first issue within 
fifteen months, she certainly will have 
no trouble In disposing of 1,000 copies of 
the better bound issue.

E. O. writes from Mondovi, Wis.: 
“For the past two weeks we have had 
Mre. Woods, of Minneapolis, Minn., in 
our little city, and as no Spiritualist 
worker has been here before, so those 
few of us who are believers lu this truth 
have found this quite a treat to meet and 
converse with her as well as receive the 
benefit of her clairvoyant powers. I al
ways thought that I was the only one 
here who knew anything of this religion 
until Mrs. Wood told me that quite a 
number of our most respected citizens 
believed as I did."

Mrs. C. Catlin writes: "A basket pic
nic of the Sundayrschool and members 
of the Church of the Soul will be held 
in Washington Park, Saturday the 18tfr. 
Friends will gather during the morning 
at the boat-house, and willbe conducted 
to the picnic grounds. We hope to have 
a large gathering. Mrs. Richmond, it 
is expected,-will be present."

J W. Dennis writes: “Mrs, Jennie 
Hagan Jackson goes East in July and 
will be at Onset Camp from the 10th to 
the 16th; at Harwich Camp, 17th to 22d; 
at Hopkinton, Mass., 25th and 26th, and 
will hold a picnic at Claflin’s Grove on 
those dates. She will lecture at Wor
cester, Lowell, Millford, Farmingham 
and Hollister, Mass., and in other towns 
and cities. Sunday. August 2, she will 
speak at Texas, Mich., under the man
agement of Mr. Burdick, and a big 
meeting is expected. August 9 sho will 
speak at Sherwood, Mich., if proper ar
rangements can be perfected. August 
15 and 16 she will speak at the yearly 
meeting at Antwerp, Ohio; August 17 
she will leave for Lily Dale Camp; Au
gust 18,19, 20 and ,23 she will close at 
Lily Dale; the 25th’and 30th she will be 
at Bankson Lake, under the direction of 
N. S. Martin, of Lawton, Mich. Mrs. 
Jackson would be pleased to arrange 
dates for week days and Saturdays in 
Michigan. She has a great deal of 
other work under consideration that 
will be announced in the future. She is 
always hard at work in the good cause.”

“The First Two Hundred Years of 
Christianity,” by Judge Waite. Who 
has it for sale, and price? .

Capt. Jack Abbott writes from New 
Orleans, La.: "Dr. I. L. Meyer, A, M., 
M. D., of California, inspirational lec
turer and medium, is now in this city, 
and holds services twice a week, dis
coursing upon subjects submitted by the 
audience. Although new in the field his, 
scope of spiritual understanding is un
rivaled. We cheerfully recommend the 
Doctor to Spiritualists as a talented sci
entific lecturer, having controls of a 
very high order.”

Eva McCoy writes from Marshalltown, 
Iowa: “Mrs. M. Summers, of Chicago, 
has been with us for the past week. She 
gave three very successful trumpet se
ances, and also slate-writings and paint
ed flowers which opened the eyes of 
some skeptics. She also addressed the 
old veterans at the Soldiers’ Home on 
Sunday morning. There will be a Spir
itualist camp-meeting held at Marshall
town, Iowa, beginning Sunday, August 
30, and lasting two or three weeks. This 
will be a benefit to those not able to at
tend the Clinton Camp.” '

T. W. Woodrow lectures at St. Louis, 
Mo,, the 26th of this month instead of 
the 19th.

Mrs. Scott Briggs writes from Ala
meda, Cal.; “It was my pleasure to par
ticipate in an event that comes but once 
(if ever) in a life-time, the afternoon and 
evening of June 26th. It was the golden 
wedding of Mr. Corey and Roxanny 
Tompson, of Fruitvale. They came 
here from Vermont years ago. They 
are Spiritualists who are a credit to our 
cause. Their sons F. T. Tompson and 
Herbert R., from Sacramento, Cal., 
with their families and friends innumer
able were present. Some brought gold
en presents of use and beauty; others 
mementoes of love, according to their 
tastes. The rooms were beautifully dec
orated. A joyful meeting of old friends 
and making new acquaintances' was en
joyed until called to a collation fit for 
Kings, supplied by loving relatives. In 
the evening Rev. Joseph Adams, who 
has come into our ranks after preaching 
old theology forty years, gave a short 
talk, and read a poem by Whittier, en
titled ‘The Eternal Goodness.’ Mr. 
Tompson replied, saying he had never 
regretted his choice, etc. Mrs. Tomp
son, who is not given to making public 
speeches, did, in her sweet and quiet 
way not only endorse the sentiments of 
her husband, but showed by an expres
sion of delight that the gathering of 
children and friends was truly appreci
ated and most welcome to her loving 
heart. She wore the slippers she was 
married in fifty years ago.”

The Woman’s Endeavor Aid Society 
held their annual picnic, Friday, July 
10. Mrs. Sarah Bromwell the president 
was the leading spirit. She was pre
sented with a beautiful gavel made 
from wood taken from the farm of Abra
ham Lincoln’s father. There was speak
ing by Prof. Ovitts, Dr. Hasenclever, 
Mrs. Renex, Wm. Woodman and others. 
A good time was enjoyed by all.

E. S. Green writes as follows of a re- 
receptron given to Dr. W. J. Colville: 
“On the evening of July 3rd a reception 
was given to W. J. Colville, the famous 
inspirational speaker of Boston, by Dr. 
J. M. Peebles at his residence, 3121 K 
street, San Diego. Forty-two guests 
were present. Mr. Colville, after being 
introduced, answered a number of ques
tions from the audience to the eminent 
satisfaction of all and with a flow of lan
guage and depth of philosophy and wis
dom that would have astounded King 
Solomon. A question being asked in 
reference to the future, the speaker said 
that in 1891 he (or rather his band of 
guides) had given a prophecy, which 
was published at the time, in which the 
panics, labor uprisings and financial de
pressions of the years from that time to 
this were foretold, and in the same 
prophecy it was announced that in 1897 
the clouds would begin to break away, 
the cycle would gradually close, and ul
timately the era of peace and universal 
brotherhood would be ushered in. Prof. 
Whitelaw rendered a fine violin 'solo, 
after which Mr. Colville gave eight per
sonal poems, in which the characterist
ics of the persons requesting them were 
as perfectly delineated as though the 
poet had known them intimately all 
their lives, yet with one or two excey.

Mens. all were tol|l strangers to Mr. 
Colville, Each poem must have con
sisted of at least '50 verses, in perfect 
rhyme and rhythm,-beautiful sentiment, 
and given as rapidly as the tongue could 
articulate. After the personal poems 
the guests wer$ g'efj’Sshed with fog 
cream, cake, lemonade and fruit. The 
Doctor evidently bejieves that material 
food is essential to a .thorough digestion 
of the spiritual. ■

A GREAThSUOCESS.
The Northwestern Camp.

To the Editor:—In my last letter I 
left off at the 23d of June, and will now 
summarize down to the present time.

On the 24th of June Prof. H. D, Bar
rett gave his second lecture on the sub
ject, “Immortality from the Standpoint 
of a Spiritualist.” Just about the time 
that he started in with hie work a severe 
thunderstorm broke over the camp, and 
a tree near by was struck with light
ning, and the shock Was so powerful 
that Bro. Barrett was nearly thrown to 
the floor, but his guides ebon rallied arid 
he talked against the elements for over 
an hour, giving the immense audience 
one of the best addresses that has been 
delivered' upon the’ grounds.

Th ri Lyceum holds daily sessions, and 
since Mrs, Prior went away Mrs. Kayner 
has taken her place. The little ones are 
anxious for the morning to come so that 
they can go to their classes, as they áre 
taken with the exercises and marches.

The 25th Mrs. Julia Steelman Mitchell 
gave a lecture and followed with tests 
From the platform.’ The daily confer
ence created a great deal of interest, 
the topic for discussion being, “The De
velopment of Mediumship,” and it 
caused so much to'be said that it was 
continued for a number of days.

The 26th Prof. Barirett gave his third 
lecture, upon the topic, “Needs of the 
Hour,” and if all who heard will incor
porate into their lives the instructions 
he gave for more righteous living, and 
then let their light shine, the world 
will be much better.

The 28th was a beautiful day. Lyce
um as usual. At 10:30 a. m. Mrs. Loe F. 
Prior, of Oregon, gave an inspirational 
lecture that captivated the audience and 
carried them along with her.

At 2;30 p, m. Prof. Barrett gave his 
farewell lecture to the largest audience 
that ever came upon the grounds of the 
association. The large pavilion would 
not hold the immense audience, and 
they stood in the open around the audi
torium seven or eight deep, all drinking 
in the words as they fell from his in
spired lips, as he spoke upon the theme, 
“The Time and the Hour.” It is to be 
regretted that all the Spiritualists in 
this broad land did not hear this re
markable lecture, which was indeed a 
climax to his series of lectures for this 
camp.

Mrs. Julia Steelman Mitchell gave a 
platform test seap’cé after his lecture. 
In the evening Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, 
of Chicago, daughter of E. V. Wilson, 
gave the “fire test” to a large audience, 
having doctors uppri her committee that 
reported that there'Wqs no sign of burn, 
the fine hair upon "the1 back of the hand 
not even being singed: Mre. Prior fol
lowed with platform'- tests that were 
quickly given and'duly recognized.

The 29th was a very light day, the 
only thing being ‘ the' Lyceum in the 
morning, conference in the afternoon, 
and a dance for the young folks in the 
evening.

The 30th was a’-bea'utiful day. The 
Lyceum was held "hr the morning, and 
the conference followed; the time being 
taken up until dinner time. At 2:30 
Mrs. Prior gave fiel*  farewell lecture, 
taking for her subject, “The Sunken 
Road,” speaking of the depression in 
the road when the army of Napoleon 
was swiftly marching to a position in 
one of his Important oattles, and it was 
filled up with the bodies of horses and 
riders that were pushed in by the army 
pushing from behind, and then she tried 
to show how some of the early mediums 
of our philosophy had gone down to fill 
some gap, that we of to-day might walk 
over in safety to the heights of knowl
edge which is ours to attain. There 
were many expressions of sorrow at her 
departure, and many said good-bye with 
the hope that she would be with the 
camp another season. Mrs. Mitchell 
followed her lecture with platform tests.

July 1st the friends and campers were 
pleasantly surprised when Brother E. 
Andrus Titus delivered his first lecture. 
He had acted as chairman for the con
ferences, and had given some of the best 
Invocations that have been given from 
the platform during the camp; but his 
kindly ways had not prepared the peo
ple to expect the educational, scientific, 
yet simple and heart-touching address 
that he gave his large audience. He 
was duly appreciated by the audience, 
receiving applause as he made many of 
his strong points. It was interesting to 
hear him tell of the different ways that 
he would address a stricken mourner 
when in the church ministry, and now, 
with the advanced light that he has re
ceived.

On Friday he gave another address 
that was indeed better than his first ef
fort, and was carefully listened to.

The 4th was a great day for the North
western Camp Asssociation. Mrs. Mitch
ell gave her farewell lecture in the fore
noon to a very large andience. In the 
afternoon Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
gave a lecture upon the subject, "Relig
ious Liberty.” She was greeted with a 
sea of upturned faces that paid all at
tention. She is so well known to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker 
that it is hardly necessary to say that 
the subject was handled well.

Sunday, the 5th, Mrs. Richmond again 
lectured to a large audience, taking sub
jects from the audience. At the close 
of the lecture she. took’subjects for an 
impromptu poem.’’ After her lecture, 
Benjamin F. Foster, gave one of his 
seances for physical manifestations in 
daylight, on the platform, and called for 
skeptics to hold him while the manifest
ations were taking^pldce, and report to 
the audience. - “ " .

The manifestatfonsiconsistof showing 
of hands, ringing i>f bblls, playing tam
bourine, etc., wriifen ’messages thrown 
for some in the á’udfence, passing of 
coins between bolted'slates, precipitat
ing flowers, faces messages upon 
¿handkerchief, etm, that makes it very 
Interesting for allwesent.

Monday, the 6th, wks a light day. But 
Tuesday they were'np'and doing again. 
The talented and tiW&ted speaker, Dr. 
W. C.- Gibbons, of Minneapolis, spoke 
for the camp, and,“made many friends. 
Wednesday Mrs.ClpráL. Stewart spoke, 
giving experiences m and but of the 
Catholic church. ,

The management find that they are 
unable to accommodate those desiring 
tents and camp, equipage, and have been 
forced to procure more tents, cots, etc., 
to accommodate those who are constantly 
arriving, /

There are on the ground people from 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South 

•Dakota, Kansas, Missouri, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Illinois, California, Mississip
pi and Iowa, showing that the manage
ment have been able to reach and draw 
to this camp persons, from great dis
tances. _ .

This is the second year of Dr. Aspin
wall’s management, and through his ex
ecutive ability and able efforts, he has 
made the Northwestern Camp one of the 
leading Spiritualist campmeetings of the 
country. 'He.has been ably- seconded by 
the directors of the association, who

harp worked harmony under his lead
ership. with no capital two tears ago, 
this camp now owns all Its ca'mpwuip- 
age, consisting of fifty or sixty tinja, 
seven cottages, kitchen and dining-roofn, 
Ladies’ Auxiliary building, bedding, 
cote, and everything necessary for camp 
purposes, all paid for in full, as is every
thing in the way of material, provisions, 
etc., furnished the camp, at the time of 
delivery.

They have also a good bank account, 
besides the property owned, and have 
just completed the purchase of perma
nent camp-grounds containing thirty 
acres, with a frontage of seven hundred 
feet on beautiful Lake Minnetonka, one 
of thelargestof thebeautifullakesin the 
Northwest, having a shorage of about 
180 miles, and capable of floating pala
tial steamers with a carrying capacity of 
two thousand people.

All camp equipage, cottages, tents, 
etc., will be transferred to those grounds, 
where the camp will be held the coming 
season.
. The present camp work will continue 

with the brilliant Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, Rev. E. Andrus Titus, Rev. Ly
man C. Howe, with test mediums and 
workers as their aids. All of the four 
materializing mediums and the physical, 
test, business and medical mediums are 
kept constantly busy, and everything 
seems to warrant the conclusion that the 
Northwestern camp will be a success 
from commencement to close. Will 
send you notes of its progress in my next 
letter. Yours, ’I\ D. Kayner.

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
One of the most enjoyable entertain

ments ever witnessed at Lake Brady, 
was- given here by Mrs. Helen Stuart- 
Richings. Every number of the pro
gramme was a gem in itself,and the lady 
proved herself mistress of the art of en
tertaining. Especially fine were her 
imitations of the trill of a yellow-bird, 
the crow of a rooster and the whirr of a 
spinning-wheel. Her German and Irish 
dialect readings were equally well ren
dered. .
. The last number on the programme 
was an especial feature. The handsome, 
dignified lady in white silk and cash- 
.mere, was transformed during the play
ing of one orchestral selection, into a 
sprightly little girl with long yellow 
hair, short, ■ infant sleeves, in a short, 
blue Mother-Hubbard dress. She then 
sustained the character of a naughty 
little girl, to perfection. Detailing her 
pranks with the only boy she liked, 
Gus Rogers. The audience was highly 
delighted. The whole evening of re
fined humor, was a pleasant break in 
the deeper philosophic discourses and 
phenomenal researches of Lake Brady 
camp,

Mr. and Mrs. Pettibone have a style of 
manifestation at their seances, peculiar 
to themselves. A little square cabinet, 
looking very much like two clothes- 
racks, sot facing each other, with a 
piece of black muslin tacked over the 
reservoir from which they draw their 
manifestations. These consist of hands, 
seemingly floating in mid-air, appear
ing through an aperture, they will tease 
the medium who sits directly in front of 
the cabinet, by boxing his ears, pulling 
his hair and even reaching down and 
pulling his nose. At the lust seance 
visited, the writer presented at this ap
erture, a slate, upon which had previ
ously been painted a bunch of flowers 
by u young girl, now deceased. A small 
hand appeared to receive the slate, took 
it into the cabinet, and the writer im
mediately peered in afterwards, but 
could see nothing, though distinctly 
hearing the scratching on the slate. It 
was broad daylight and the sun streamed 
in through the windows, though the 
cabinet was somewhat in the shadow. 
A man’s hand then appeared and 
reached the slate out over the top of the 
frame-work, from which it was received 
outside. The slate contained this mes
sage: “Yes it is me, I painted the pic
ture. I am so glad to come. We are 
with you." It was then signed by the 
young lady's name.

Last evening the writer was permitted 
to look Into Mr. Pettibone’s cabinet 
while the manifestations were going on. 
A Rochester lamp was burning full 
light directly opposite the opening. 
Hands and even arms protruded appar
ently out of Mr. Pettibones back as he 
sat outside with his back against the 
curtain. It was quite light inside but 
we could see no bodies nor no place to 
hide one. Nearly all present received 
messages from their departed friends.

Mrs. Zetta Eisie is again with us as 
soloist with new and beautiful spirituelle 
songs.

Dr. Martin, Mrs. Nellie Ulrich, Mrs. 
Pfuntner are here—all mediums of un
doubted ability.

Hugh Moore, with 1 his spirit type
writer is one of the latest attractions.

Dr, Boutelle, a Southern gentleman 
and a fine inspirational speaker, is hold
ing a class for soul development.

Spiritualists, as a rule, are interested 
in all the leadipg reforms calculated to 
make people happier and healthier, here 
and now. Especially do their speakers 
deplore the industrial situation. James 
Grimshaw, of Pittsburg, who gave the 
Fourth of July oration, is an English
man by birth, but truly American in 
every sentiment uttered. Said he: 
“Fifty years ago an Englishman could 
scarcely have been invited to deliver an 
American Fourth of July address. Eng
lish workingmen have reason to rejoice 
at American independence, but liberty 
has only been partially attained. A. 
people never can be free in a competi
tive system of industry. Co-operation 
should take its place, and Spiritualism 
will help to bring this about. We are 
for temperance, for industrial freedom, 
and for woman’s rights. Modern Spir
itualism au,d woman’s rights movement 
had their birth in the same year, 1848, 
and the teachings of both are to better 
the condition of humanity.”

The wet weather has made tent-life 
almost unendurable, and yet these very 
vicissitudes were enjoyed by some. 
The returning sunshine is all the more 
welcome after a drenching shower.

Mrs. M. McCaslin.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
On the 1st day of July, 1896, Bro. 

Levi Fisk, of Alabama, Erie Co., N. Y., 
left his mortal form for the higher life. 
Bro. Fisk was 92 years in earth-life, and 
ip that time he paver failed to advocate 
the cause that he loved so well, nor 
failed to proclaim the fact of a contin
uous life beyond. Bro. J. W. Dennis, of 
Buffalo, N. Y., officiated as speaker. 
The funeral was very largely attended, 
as Bro. Fisk was loved and respected by. 
all his orthodox friends for his truthful
ness and for the upright life that he 
lived. Peace and rest to his wornout 
old body, and joy and happiness to his' 
immortal soul, is the heartfelt wish of 
yours fraternally, .. J. W. Dennis.

From her home in Corry, Pa., after 
months of intensé suffering, the spirit 
of Mrs. Lucy L. Wolcott took its de
parture on the evening of June 15; 1896.

Mrs. Wolcott was a Spiritualist and 
exemplified the truth that Spiritualism 
will do to die by. During the hours of 
pain and agony caused by that dread 
disease, cancer, she showed a fortitude 
and patience equalled only by her un
wavering, confidence in the ultimate re
lease of the spirit, and its birth into a 
higher condition of life. .

■■ She leaves a son and one daughter 
who has the consolation of our Spiritual

to brini
uneral serviESSrlTlie Molecular HypothesisMary

John R. Abbott was born June 11, 
1830, in Brown Co., N. Y. He wa^,an 
extensive traveler, having spent many 
years of his early life in foreign coun
tries. He sei'ved hie country during the 
entire civil war as an officer in the navy 
on the school ship Sabine. I.

He was a true friend, a loving hus
band, a kind father and a devout Spirit
ualist. He departed this life July 3, 
1896. Heart failure was the cause of his 
transit to the higher life. Hie funeral 
took place July 5, near his home in 
Rome City, Indiana, in the M. E. Church, 
the services being conducted by the 
writer. C. E Dent.

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.
RIVERSIDE PARK CAMP-MEETING.

Grand Ledge, Mich., commences July 
19, and ends August 16th. For full, il
lustrated six-page programme address 
J. P. Russell, Grand Ledge, Mich.
’ MT, PLEASANT PARK.

The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet
ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ist Association commences at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton. Iowa, August 2, clos
ing August 30. For full circulars and 
particulars address Will C. Hodge, 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wis., until 
July 15th; after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park). '

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July 11, and close August 23. 
For full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. E. Gaston, 
Lily Dale, N. Y.

LAKE GEORGE CAMP,
Situated at the head of Lake George, at 
the terminus of the Glen Falls branch of 
the Delaware and Hudson railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 6. 
The management have published an 11- 
illustrated, pamphlet with programme. 
Send for it, addressing James D. White, 
Albany, N. Y.

NORTHWESTERN CAMP.
Located between the cities of St. Paul 
and Minneapolis, Minn., commences 
June 21 and closes July 26. For elabor
ate programme,address Allen F. Brown, 
703 Manhattan Block, St. Paul, or Dr. 
S. N. Aspinwall, president, 2433 Fifth 
avenue, Minneapolis, Minn,

HASLETT PARK CAMP,
Michigan, will be held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 and ending August 
31, and including five Sundays. For a 
beautifully illustrated pamphlet, giving 
full particulars, address G. F. Ottmar, 
209 and 210 Hollister Building, Lansing, 
Mich.

LAKE PLEASANT CAMP
Will commence July 4 and continue to 
August 2. For full programme, address 
A. P. Blinn, 603 Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass.

DEVIL’S LAKE CAMP.
Michigan, will be held at Beardsell’s 
Landing, only 80 rods from Manitou 
Station on C. J. & M. M. R. R., from 
July 24 to August 10. For a six page 
programme, containing full particulars 
address Miss D. P. Hughes, Wheatland, 
Mich."

LAKE BRADY GAMP, 
Opens June 28 and closes September 6. 
The management have issued an illus
trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
full particulars. Address Chas. Thomas, 
2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Opens July 15 and ends August 30. For 
full programme, containing full particu
lars, address J. S. Phillips. Brighton, 
Mich. '

CENTRAL NEW YORK CAMP 
will be held at the Riverside picnic
grounds at Freeville, Tompkins Co., 
N. Y., commencing July 18 and ending 
August 2. For particular information 
address H. C. Sessions, Cortland, N. Y. 
For tent and camp-ground accommoda
tions address H. W. Roe, Freeville, 
N. Y.

CHESTERFIELD CAMP
commences July 16 and closes August 10. 
Persons desiring full programme can se
cure the same by addressing the secre
tary, F. J. Macomber. Anderson, Ind.

' DELPHOS, KANSAS.
This camp opens August 7 and contin

ues seventeen days. For full and compre
hensive information concerning the 
camp, address A. D. Ballou, M. D., who 
will furnish circulars.

MAPLE DELL CAMP
Will open its regular session, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritual and 
Religious Camp Association, on July 18 
and continue until August 24. For full 
programme and particulars, address D. 
M. King, Mantua Station, Ohio.

VICKSBURG CAMP.
This camp, located one-half mile from 

Vicksburg, Mich., commences August 7 
and closes August 30th. For full pro
gramme and particulars address Jean
nette Frazer, Vicksburg, Mich.

NEW ERA CAMP.
This camp, located at New Era, Clack

amas county, Ore., will open June 20 and 
close July 12. For programmes send to 
E. A. Marshall, 291 Alder street, Port
land, Ore.

TEXAS CAMP.
This spiritual camp-meeting will bo 

held at Oak Cliff Park, Dallas, Texas, 
commencing August 29 and closing Sep
tember 12. For full particulars address 
J. C. Watkins, Dallas, Tex.

WINFIELD, KANSAS.
The camp at Winfield, Kansas, will 

convene at Island Park, July 11 to 21.
VERONA PARK CAMP.

The annual meeting of the Penobscot 
Spiritual Temple Association will be 
held at Verona Park, Me., from August 
1 to August 17. For full programme 
send to Freeman Smith, Rockland, Me.

ASHLEY CAMP, OHIO.
This cajnp will open August 23 and 

close September 13. For full particu
lars address H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

t2TWe cannot publish full programs 
pf all the camps; send to the secretaries 
for the same, giving full particulars, and 
much valuable information. To do so 
will only cost you a postage stamp.

Maple Dell Park Programme.
Maple Dell Park, at Mantua Station, 

Ohio, just an hour’s ride southeast of 
Cleveland, will open Sunday morning, 
July 19, with an address of welcome by 
Chairman M. C. Danforth, followed by 
President D. M. King, and in the after
noon Rev. M. Kline will lecture. In the 
evening a general reception will be held. 
The meetings will continue through Au
gust 23 and the list of speakers engaged 
by the management includes also the 
Hon. O. P. Kellogg, Rev. Dell Herrick, 
Mrs. N. S. Baade, Hon. A. B. French 
and wife, Mrs. A. E. Sheets and Moses 
and Mattie Hull. Tuesday, Jjfiy 28, will 
be observed as Woman’s Day, and the 
first Sunday of August, which has been 
celebrated as Anniversary Sunday at 
Mantua for the past thirty-six years, 
will be appropriately observed. .

. Selim.
A good laugh is sunshine in a house. 

—Thackeray

OF NATURE.

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD«

The only treatise ever offered tho reading and 
thinking public in the Interest of modern Spiritual*  
im. that fa absolutely free from the theories oi taper- 
Btltlon, and which *
Demonatrates continuity of life and oiu> envi

ronment of opirltituaUnJluvnces,
Bctiuio6d“W °f “Oliern I,h>'“lcal “nd Pliy»!ologlc»J 

7° .‘A0 ?P|rl 1 ““Hit, an Impregnable foundation ot 
aclenttflo data aud verified facta. *

To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of th« 
eTOluU1onenerg eS lu KMUru'a formula of

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and anew earth. 
A book to read, to study and thluk about. A con. 
qensed volume ot aclentlQc Information tor 25 cent. 
Address your orders to u,
The Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis etreet, 

Lockwood, 471 West Madison street.
Chicago, Ill. ’

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF ms NOTED WORKS,

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of tbe Natlonrlwltb Preface and Note» 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view» of the old 
Paine Homeatead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thoma» Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brlaaot, and tho moat prominent of Paine’» 
friend» in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cente.
The Age of Reason; .

Being an investigation of True and Fabnloua The
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plate» 
andnew type; 186 pages, post Svo, Paper, 25 cent»: 
cloth, 50 cent».
Common Sense.
> A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhab
itants of America in 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, M cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parta 1 and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke'» 
tttaek upon tbe French Revolution, post Svo., 270 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 60 cents,
Paine’s Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 482 pages. Cloth, »1.00
Paine's Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, »l.OOf 
postage, 20 cente.

THETDMiNATOR~
-OR—

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DB. It B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos*  

fog tbe fabulous claims ofancleut Judaism aud dog*  
inule CbrlBliauRy, conulnivg many slartlfog concia- 
slons nover before published, ebowlug clearly thè 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Test«« 
meni stories, and proving that Jesus was an imperson*  
atlon and uot a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.60. For Sale at this Office. 
Researches in Oriental History^

One
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

Fol. 18mot 407 Payee, Cloth, $1.50, 

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
fl. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY, H 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS*  j 
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus. .
lu ibis volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 28W years B. C., and Ite history 1| 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Ils cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force ; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions art 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Rs facts art 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per- 
aon can read It without I isiryctlen and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions With the author un 
otliorwlse. For sale at this office.

Its
HYPNOTISM;

Fact», Theories and Related
Phenomena, with Explana

tory Anecdotes, Descrip
tions and Reminis

cences.
T)Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK ZJ 

£/ largely a record of the facts nnd demonstration*  
which the author line seen, beard of or prerented tn 
his own experiments. The history of the various 
phases of the science Is suet iiicUy presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
illustrations add much to the Interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instrnctlve to the 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 8W 
pa?®s, bound In cloth. Price, Fur eaio at
the ofllce of The J’jtooBxtfiJTE Tmjr.rziu

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

JLs The “Stellar Key” Is tLo nhliusoplilcni Intro
duction to the revelations contained In tliU'book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from tbe 
following tabic of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Beenes fo the Summer-Land: 8—Society In tbe 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centresin tbe Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land, and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; T-Matcrlal Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate*  in the Summer-Land: ft—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged cdltloncob- 
tains more than double tbc amount of matter fo fon 
tner edidens, and is enriched by a beautiful iron tit 
piece, Illustrating the "formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage s cente. For uafo 
at this office.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music for tho 

Choir, Congregation and Social
Circles.

By J. M. Peebles-and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
field of literature with the most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with tbe fod! of 
Inspiration, embodying tbe principles and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, sot to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to ail 
occasions, it Is doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful song*,  duett 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accbm*  
panIment, adapted both to public meetings and the 
social circles. Cloth, 12.00. Postage 14 cents.

The Coming American v iv >> »Jan 
7V7/5 BOOK. BY Bb'XTOK AMES 1 HuxTTNaTON, 13 written tu tbe interest of bn- 

inanity, of liberty, and patriotism—a book writtea 
fer tbe purpose of calling attention to tbe deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every aide, and more cape« 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tbe Insidious v. ilea of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics Washfagton’s words of warntna 
Lincoln’« apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included tn the volume. Archbishop 
Kyan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “Tbe 
Church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
so, but she bales them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhow she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she bas tbe power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facta than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and^thc princes of 
the church for what they hare thought fit to do.” 
Every one should read this work. Paper, «00 pages. 
K-will be sent, postpaid, tor fifty cents, For sale M 
thh office.

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
Helen«. Gardener. One of her brightest, wit- 

Uest mdetrongestlcctureS agglnBL the Bible, Every 
women should read It Rod know her friends find cn*  
mles. Price 10 cent*.

. IMMORTALITY.
A poem In live can«» “It * man ale, .ball hellrey"

Il tally answered. B/W. 8. Bulow, Uttar Ct 
Voice». Price co cent».
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SCHOOLS FOR MEDIUMS
Have Become a Necessity

the Cause.to

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CAMP

Its Location and Its Prospects.

week I sold directions toutes.

. il

in High and Low 
and the Remedy 
Therefor.

Deception 
Places

Prayers and Incidents at the Re
cent Republican Conven

tion-Spirits Present.

They Show Which Way the 
Wind Blows.

* A I . -4 V

1

Thin Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

stories. When I ask him about in, h«' 
seems to delight in fooling me. I some
times accusehim of lying; sometimes he 
admits it and says he cannot help it, and 
again he gets mad and refuses for a 
little while to .write.

The same power which moves the pen 
will also move a telegraph instrument, 
and about the same degree of intelli
gence is behind it as behind the pen, 
but it seems not to be the same spirit. 
Sometimes my writing control promises 
to leave me and let another take his 
place, but I soon find out he is deceiving 
me. for while he changes bis handwrit
ing his characteristics are there still. 
One day he drew a picture of a large 
man: I asked whose picture it was, and 
he named a certain well-known large 
man in this town. Then I asked why ho 
made his picture, and he said because 
he was going to die, that a blacksnake 
would bite him and kill him, and that it 
would happen in a few days. The man 
is not likely to die in that way, and I am 
sure it is a misrepresentation. ' What I 
want is a high order of intelligence, one 
on whom I can depend, and who can be 
of some benefit to ine in everyway.

A. When the mind of a medium be
comes thus filled with doubtand distrust 
it furnishesthe means whereby the spir-. 
its creating these doubts may approach 
the closer and become more difficult to 
castoff. : To sit down withthe expect
ancy of receiving false communications 
is a direct method of gaining that result, 
and, unless this state of mind can be 
overcome, to endeavor to gain truthful 
messages is worse than useless. The 
sitting for communications is too lightly 
regarded, and the messages come more 
in bravado than for instruction.

The spirit should be fraternally ad
dressed and shown the folly of untruth
fulness, and the injustice of inflicting 
others with pain. The medians should 
cultivate a strong personality and firmly 
resolve that the spirits who come must 
be truthful and of intelligence. No 
spirit can break through the walls of a 
self-poised will, as no one can be hypno
tized wlfen on their guard, whatever 
may be asserted to the contrary.

A. S. H., Buffalo, N. Y.: Q. (1) In 
the case of haunted houses, the exist
ence of which no one will dispute, where 
the spirits are able to make themselves 
visible to mortal eyes, whence do they 
derive the power? Is it in themselves, 
or is it of local telluric origin, hence ex
hibited only in certain localities? If the 
latter, would not spirit phenomena be 
more easily obtained in such places?

(2) Have clairvoyants visited and 
talked with haunting spirits? If so, with 
what results?

(3) The Spirit-land is always de
scribed as a land of birds and flowers, 
running waters, etc., analogous to our 
sphered Do the flowers there, as here, 
bloom, fade and decay? If so, what be
comes of\he material of which they are 
composed?

(4) If there are birds there, are there 
not also “creeping things?" Where is 
the line drawn? Is it between the use
ful and the useless?

A. (1) The locality where a spirit has 
lived in earth-life, and departed from 
the physical body, retains that spirit's 
magnetic aura and it is thus strength
ened and enabled to manifest its pres
ence as nowhere else. If a circle with 
a well-developed medium could sit with
out excitement in a haunted house, the 
conditions would be most favorable for 
communication, and that of the rarest 
quality. But the novelty of the situa
tion and tho disquiet that would be felt 
would be a disturbing factor which 
would probably bo overcome only by 
several trials.

(2) Clairvoyants have seen and con
versed with such haunting, earth-bound 
spirits. Such spirits are chanced to 
their former homes, or places where 
mortal accidents occurred to them. 
They are held by regrets, or remorse, 
awaiting tho opportunity which they 
vainly hope will come of their again en
tering, earth-life, tocorrect the mistakes 
they there committed, or they are held 
by their own ignorance of the possibility 
of their going away; or they may have 
treasures which they will not leave un
til they suffer the pangs of seeing their 
wealth scattered.

(3 and 4) To describe the Spirit-world, 
the language of earth must be used, and 
that is fashioned to convey material 
conceptions, gives a material cast to all 
descriptions, which is misleading and 
untruthful.

How far the existence of bird and an
imal life may be taken as reality it is 
difficult to determine, yet it is certain 
that in most descriptions such forms 
must be taken as subjective, that is, not 
having real existence beyond the minds 
of those who think they seo them. They 
exist as objects do in dreams. There is 
a Spirit-world real and substantial, of 
which this is a reflection, but the human 
mind can receive only a faint idea of its 
beauty.

G. H. Hackett: Q. (1) Was the God 
of Abraham and the Israelites a personal 
being, an evil spirit, or a myth?

(2) Was the earth controlled by’ an 
evil spirit when Saul lost his influence 
because he only killed a thousand peo- 
Sle, while David killed ten thousand as 

irected by God in the slaughter?
(3) Were not that people destroyed 

by David more humane and intelligent 
than the Israelites?

(4) Has any medium communicated 
with David, and does he yet retain his 
lustful and murderous disposition?

A. (1) A myth.
(2 and 3) Tho Israelites, according to 

the Bible, were a tribe like the Bedou
ins. If they were living at present., and 
made inroad on civilized communities, 
they would meet with such a reception 
as the Indians receive when they go on 
the war-path against the whites. 
Stripped of this glamour of superstition 
the Israelites have scarcely a redeem
ing quality, against their cruelty, blood
thirstiness and brutal indulgence. It 
would be difficult to give the name of a 
single prominent character in the Old 
Testament, who, if living to-day, would 
not speedily become an inmate of the 
penitentiary or lunatic asylum. ’

The nations the Israelites dispossessed 
by the command of their God—as speak
ing through his priests—were compara
tively cultured, civilized peoples, who 
tilled the soil, and had comfortable 
dwellings. The Israelites did not till 
the soil, they never did, nor never have. 
They were a band of robbers and had 
no permanent homes until they dispos
sessed those who had by their own labor 
made the land one of “milk and honey.”

(4) It is to be hoped that David has 
reformed, and grown so far away from 
this sphere that he will not communi
cate. • _ _______

A Chance to Make Money.
I have berries, grapes and peaches, a 

year old, fresh as when picked. I use 
the California cold process; do not heat 
or seal the fruit, just put it up cold; 
keeps perfectly fresh, and costs almost 

' nothing; can put up a bushel in ten min-

Psyche: Q. Are undeveloped spirits 
advanced by controlling mediums, and 
la it wise for the medium to yield to 
such control?

A. It has been advocated as sound 
spiritual doctrine that it is highly ad
vantageous to the lower order of spirits 
to communicate through mediums. The 
bare fact of such communication ele
vates and purifies the spirit and sends it 
on its progressive way. It is said that 
low aud undeveloped spirits are confined 
to earth just because they cannot make 
such communications and that they are 
compelled to remain miserable and de
graded until the opportunity offers for 
them to ••.come in contact with earth.” 
So strenuously has this been advocated 
that circles have been maintained for 
the express purpose of giving these spir
its a chance to speak, and such circles 
by arousing sympathy have been well 
supported.

Now, we confess that we are unable to 
see the connection such communications 
have with the advancement of the spir
its making them, and certainly the vast 
majority nave none with progress of 
knowledge here.

Taken as a whole they are a dreary 
mass of words, often meaningless, and 
although diverse spirits speak they 
repeat the same story. We do not 
say that these messages are not from 
the source from which they purport to 
come. Their imperfection and common
place does not prove that a host of low 
and ignorant people enter the Spirit
world, and if they communicate, they 
will speak as they did while In the 
physical body. Such people here learn 
by study, and editors are usually so 
hardhearted as to reject their commu
nications, should they attempt to write, 
regardless of the possibility that their 
advancement may depend on their using 
the press for a elop-bucket for their in
anities. The point we raise is this: 
Why. when th-- ;e same individuals be
come spirits, their advancement should 
depend on their communicating through 
some medium a dull account of their 
transition and feelings'in Spirit-life, and 
still further, what possible good publica
tion can do for them? The publication of 
such is a stumbling-block to those who 
are outside of Spiritualism, and is of no 
possible service to those who accept it. 
The claim that the spirit receives ben
efit is an excuse for the puerility and 
vapidity of the communications, which 
should go at once into the waste-basket. 
Why should they be published? Be
cause they state new thoughts or in bet
ter language? Because they interest or 
instruct? No—for they are confessedly 
drivel; but because such publication 
will unburden the spirit, and allow it to 
start on a new career.

Influenced by this doctrine, many me
diums yield to a low order of influences 
thinking they are doing a deed of char
ity, and missionary service. This is a 
lame and impotent plan of reform.

Not one spirit in ten thousand can en
tertain a hope of writing through a me
dium. “A free circle room” may ac
commodate a score of spirits a week, 
while thousands during that time have 
entered Spirit-lifo. The means are en
tirely inadequate.

I answer this inquiry at greater 
length because of the many similar 
ones I have received. A lady medium 
writes that Jessie James has become her 
control and wishes to free his mind that 
he may rise above the earth. If he 
came confessing his horrible crimes, 
and penitent, there would be excuse. 
With his bloody record, it might be 
plausible that he would feel oppressed 
and the necessity of asking forgiveness. 
go, however, speaks in no such strain.

o assumes the tone of injured inno
cence and makes a hero of himself. To 
publish the stuff he purports to give 
would be an unkindness to the readers, 
and wo fail to see how it would benefit 
him.

Another is inspired by Guiteau, who 
thereby is seeking toescape the inclina
tion to the earth life. Sho despises him, 
rebels against his influence, yet feels 
that she ought in charity to allow him 
to give his messages. I do not hesitate 
to say such is a mistaken charity. The 
Spirit-world is capable of taking care of 
its own. The same laws of advancement 
govern there as in this life. The way 
lor such moral monsters to advance is to 
learn the consequences of their course 
of life, repent, and seek a higher plane, 
In which effort they are sure of spiritual 
assistance.

Contact with earth through a medium 
would intensify their earthly and selfish 
faculties.

If the communications are indicative 
of the condition of tho=e who give them, 
they are as ignorant, depraved and un
repentant as while in earthly life. Ac
cording to their own story, nothing to 
repent of. They were "working out 
their mission,” and ought to receive 
praise therefor. Such a doctrine 
16 mischievous and immoral in its ten
dencies and, carried to its ultimate con
clusion, leads to the lowest depths of 
corruption.

Some mediums who began by acting 
the role of charity as missionaries for 
relieving the minds of low spirits, have 
gone further and held that it was neces
sary for such spirits to re-enact their 
earth-life • to escape therefrom. They 
were forced by their “controls" to in
dulge in drinking, gormandizing and 
debauchery. Common-sense ought to 
teach that instead of elevating, such 
criminal indulgence would cast it down 
to a lower level and destroy the me
dium.

To do wrong can by no possibility 
benefit spirit or mortal. The sympathy 
for “degraded spirits” who stand around 
circle rooms, it is claimed, in crowds 
which exceed, the rush for a ticket
wagon of a traveling circus, awaiting a 
chance to “say their say,” and have It 
published, that they “may ascend 
higher," is more than a mistake—it is a 
blunder. It propagates a mischievous 
doctrine calculated to work injury 
wherever received, and is not only with
out foundation in spiritual laws, but op
posed to common sense.

Tho Spirit-world is capable of caring 
for its own, and by its own methods, 
Which .do not require the sacrifice of 
Sensitives, nor publication of voluminous 
nonsense. The most illiterate commu
nications may be characteristic and of- 
interest to friends and relatives, as pri
vate letters, but their publication would 
fee ah infliction ph the good nature of 
the public. <

E. P., Independence, has recently be
come a medium find is now sorely per
plexed: Q. I ha-ve had alleged commu
nications from my parents which seem 
genuine, but what bothers me, jny con
trol Is so often mistaken, and.very often 
tells what is absolutely false. , To get a 
higher control seems impossible, as I 
cannot get rid of this one. I cannot tell 
irhexr -to 'believe him, he tells so mahy

CRITICISMS OF MEDIUMS—OUR DUTY— 
CAMP-MEETING COLLEGE. COURSE- 
LEAD OK BE LED—WE MUST'SOON 
CHOOSE.

To the Editor:—Criticism of medi
ums still continues, sol would like a lim
ited space to ask some questions, and 
make suggestions.

First—Are mediums more deceptive, 
more fraudulent, more immoral than the 
rank and file of Spiritualists? I do not 
think so; only a few hundred are now 
living who have beefi interestedly 
watching longer than the writer. : ’•

Second—Are mediums necessary to 
the best interests of humanity and the 
spread of Modern Spiritualism? If an
swered affirmatively, as it must be by 
everyone at all conversant with the sub
ject, then mediums good or bad, good 
and imperfect we must have.

Third—Can the condition of mediums 
be improved by any external effort on 
the part of Spiritualists? I believe this 
query will receive an affirmative answer 
also.

Fourth—What, have Spiritualists done 
as a whole, in the past forty-eight years, 
to better and perfect the condition and 
relation of mediums? ■

We assist nature to heal the sick by 
making the best possible conditions and 
environments; we can surely aid our 
mediums by making the best conditions 
at all times and places.

If infinite power and intelligence, 
spiritual and physical, bless us with 
children, we have grown to believe our 
duty is to care for and educate them, or 
be ashamed of them as they mature.

The Spirit-world has given us medi
ums—chosen some of them, I believe— 
expecting we would have good sense 
enough to at least give them favorable 
conditions for their work.

Educate them physically, mentally 
and spiritually, give them the best pos
sible environments, and we would have 
less reason to complain or criticize.

Fifth—As sensitives and reflectors, 
they are quite likely to reflect the ex
ternal conditions of the world they live 
in, and the people with whom they come 
in contact.

Sixth—What proportion of these peo
ple are true-blue, honest and free from 
deceit? How will this question be an
swered?

Seventh—How many ot our spiritual 
teachers, scientists, psychic researchers 
and spiritual skeptics are free from the 
taints of business, domestic and social 
deception? .

These are honest questions; we have 
all read about those beams in our neigh
bors’ eyes, and motes in our own.

SHOULD NOT BE BLAMED.
Are our medium critics sure, very 

sure, a part of the fraud and deception 
they complain of is not a reflection of 
their own lives and environments? If 
eo, mediums should not be blamed for 
reflecting their neighbors’ spiritual sur
roundings in public or private sittings; 
our spiritual condition here and now 
may control sensitives,and our skeptical, 
deceptive and fraudulent lives become 
the cause of the fraud complained of.

ONLY ONE WAY.
There is only one way to prevent or 

permanently eliminate fraud from me
diumship that I know of, and that is to 
remove the cause—the object of decep
tion. This prevention would work like 
a charm in business, in government, in 
medicine, in churches, society circles, 
and domestic relations.

So long as mediums are expected to 
sell their gifts for daily support, the 
temptation will exist: it is no worse for 
mediums to practice deception for 
money, than it Is for doctors, preachers, 
lawyers, merchants and the press.

Eighth—Who is free from the love of 
money? How many are able to resist its 
insinuating influences? Are our psychic 
researchers, our scientists, our skeptical 
and especially critical critics fire-proof 
on the temptation question?

I have read the papers and books upon 
this and kindred subjects, from the 
dawn of Modern Spiritualism to the 
present; there have been many sugges
tions and schemes proposed to solve the 
fraud and deception problem. As said 
before, there is one royal way, and only 
one wo know of—remove the cause, edu
cate Spiritualists omsplritual lines; com
mence at once at our Spiritual camp
meetings.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS.
First—I would add a college course to 

all our Spiritual camps.
Second—I would choose teachers from 

the ranks of Spiritualists, engaging 
them for the camp season, thus saving 
unnecessary traveling expenses, which 
our lecturers are subjected to from 
Maine to California.

Third—I would devote four days of 
each week to college work, and would 
place a strong emphasis on solid, orderly 
work, studying, lecturing and consider
ing life in all its relations, duties and 
requirements; not technically or spe
cially, but universally.

Fourth—Among the subjects to be 
taught would be Spiritual relations, 
which would include mediumship, 
music, medicine, hygiene, the princi
ples of universal government, which 
would include common-sense law; sci
ence, so far as it is demonstrated and 
practical, also history and philosophy.

Fifth—I would have each lesson, oral 
lecture or essay, carefully considered in 
conference by the class. Four to six 
hours each day could be profitably de
voted to college work, one half In study 
and research, one-half in questions and 
discussion of the lesson under consider
ation.

By this method teacher and pupil 
would be able to better understand each 
other; the teacher being equally bene
fited with the student,consequently only 
a nominal charge would be required of 
the pupil, or compensation expected by 
the teacher.

COMPENSATION.
Sixth—A small charge for a full 

course, within the ability of all to pay, 
even those of limited means, also for 
single admittance, would be expected of 
the class.

The very best talent can be secured, I 
believe, and at less expense to the man
agement of our camps, than by the pres
ent methods.

Perhaps our leaders may have other 
and better methods and suggestions to 
offer the Spiritual public; if they have, 
■we hope to hear from them.

There are multitudes of newly-born 
Spiritualists, and a vast throng of older 
ones who are anxious for somedeparture 
in the above direction. .
. The suggestion of Moses Hull, which 
appeared in The Progressive Think
er at the close of the camps of 1885, 
that an educational feature be added to 
our camps, -was well received. I wrote a. 
short article to second Mr. Hull’s motion 
and received several letters from repre
sentative Spiritualists from the far East 
and West, urging me to agitate this 
subject, and urge the managers of camps 
to move in that direction. .

In conclusion, allow me to add that

over 120 families; anyone will pay a dol
lar for directions when they see the 
beautiful samples of fruit. As there 
are many people poor like myself, I con- 
aider it my duty to give my experience 
to such, and feel .confident anyone can 
make one or two hundred dollars around 
home in a few days. I will mail sample 
Qf fruit and complete directions, to any 
of your readers, for eighteen two-cent 
stamps, which is only the-actual cost of 
the samples, postage, etc., to me.

.Francis Casey, St. Louis, Mo.
: 338eow6t

Spiritualists tuqstjead or be led; per
sonally I prefer ur train iu the front 
ranks, and cannot consent to take a back 
seat. • ■ • . ■ /
. Sotao of us thinkAve know that ourre- 

ligion is a growing'. Progressive, on-and
on religion; we never hitch up; we do 
not expect to reaohlultimates; growth is 
our watchword: weaver seek for more 
complete and harmonious life expres
sions. We orematel the old traditions 
and husks of the past, retaiuing only the 
kernel of truth theyteoiitain.

THE-PAST.
The past is ours to use; we are not to 

be its slave, but ituuter. To improve 
the present conditions physically, men
tally and spiritually is our duty and 
privilege; it is the demand of Spiritual
ism.

The tendency in times like the present 
is towards crystallization; fear causes 
the weak to seek shelter. Spiritualists 
should be fearless; the weak-kneed, in
experienced, blind leaders of the blind, 
no matter what their material position 
or influence may be, will fail as leaders.

Strength depends upon spiritual un
derstanding of spiritual things;' weak
ness signifies lack qf comprehension of 
the truth of life.

Crystallization will, prove as destruct
ive to Spiritualists as it already has to 
Protestant Christians. Spiritualism is 
not a budded or grafted variety of fruit. 
It is from the seed, may be cultivated 
but not improved by grafting onto im
perfect and wornout stock.

Forms, ceremonies, temples, churches, 
National societies, State and local soci- 
eties,"Reverend” Spiritualists, are all in 
order .unless substituted for plain, com
mon-sense Spiritualism, in which case 
they will ever be a failure.

Spiritualism originated in the unseen 
but not now unknown world. The 
Spirit-world has led the movement thus 
far; when a radical change is necessary 
1 believe they will Inaugurate It. The 
lessons thus far have been to spiritual
ize and uplift all the people by removing 
all shackles and limitations.

Priestcraft is as obnoxious as State
craft, and more to be dreaded. Go slow 
toward any movement that may gain, 
power to prejudice or limit any individ
ual. Dr. M. E. Conger.

945 Trumbull AveM Chicago.

To the Editor:—Will you kindly 
permit me space in your paper to say a 
few words regarding the Southern Cali
fornia Camp Association. After some 
delay in obtaining satisfactory terms in 
regard to property,. water rights and 
other incidental matters, we are at last 
in running order, and feel assured we 
shalli have a pleasant and profitable 
camp. If not financially, ft certainly 
will oe spiritually; it..pannot be other
wise with such talent, as Harrison D. 
Barrett, J. J. Moribe, W. J. Colville, J. 
S. Loveland, Dr. J. M, Peebles, Mrs. M. 
T. Longley, W. C. Bowman and many 
others as speakers,^nd an array of good 
test mediums, amotigjwhom is the vet
eran worker, Mrs. Hendee Rogers, who 
has ever been an honor, to the cause.

We will also have Edward K. Earle, 
an exceptionally fiqe medium, and Mrs. 
D. N. Place, Mrs. R, Cowell, Mrs. I. N. 
Eloper, W. W. Tatum and others.
‘ Through the effort,, of Mrs. Julia 
Schlessinger there,wlll.be a large num
ber of people from San Francisco; they 
have already engaged, tents and will be 
very comfortably domiciled in a section 
of the ground to be.,.kapwn as the San 
Francisco Delegation,,.;There will also 
be a delegation from San Diego, and 
from other points in the State.

Now a word in regard to tlje camp
ground: It is located at Redondo, on the 
sea coast, and occupies five acres of land 
which is encircled with a heavy green 
hedge. There is a fine growth of shade 
trees, also. In the center of the grounds 
is a large octagon building, well lighted 
and ventilated, with a seating capacity 
of about three thousand.

The land will be laid off in lots and 
sold to the members of the association, 
much after the plan at Cassadaga. It 
was formerly the property of the Chau
tauqua Association, and cost 828,000; it 
can now be purchased for 86,500, and 
they are making every effort to obtain 
it for a permanent camp; and let me Bay 
right here that much of the work that 
has been accomplished Is due to the un
tiring efforts of Mr. S. D. Dye, president 
of the association.

One day will be set apart, during Au
gust, and delegates will lip Invited from 
every part of tne State to elect office« 
for tne ensuing year, so that it may be 
a State affair, ana by this time next 
year we hope it will be a permanent in
stitution.

Those wishing tents or information re
garding accommodations on camp
ground, will please address until July 
25th, Mrs. Angl« M. White, financial 
secretary. Ill South Spring street, Los 
Angeles, Cal.; after that date, Southern 
California Camp Association, Redondo, 
California.

Railroad Rates to Clinton Camp.
A rate of a fare and one-third for the 

round trip, on the certificate plan, has 
been secured from £11 points in Eastern 
committee territory of the Western Pas
senger Association, on the north of the 
main line of the Chicago, Burlington 
and Quincy railway from Chicago to 
Council Bluffs, Iowa. '

No rate could be secured from points 
south of the line designated.

This arrangement includes all lines 
east of Council Bluffs and > north of the 
main line of the C., B. & Q. railway.

Take a receipt of the agent when you 
purchase your ticket, and hand it to the 
secretary immediately upon arriving at 
the Park, as nothing can be done in se
curing reduced return rate until one 
hundred of these certificates have been 
presented. ,

If traveling on rjfora than one line, 
receipts from each mustbe procured.

Tickets must be ‘iittrehased July 30 
and 31, and August ,1, ¡^nd thereafter on 
Tuesdays and Fridays, .August 4, 7, 11, 
14,18, 21, 25 and 28, Ajjd are good until 
and including Septenlbjr 2.

The Williamson Cab'^jLine will carry 
one passenger, with or. without trunk, 
to and from the Parlcfor 25 cents.

,;Wn.L C. Hodge, 
Secretary M. V. S. A

How a Woman Raid Her Debts.
A lady in Lexingtdh ^ys: “I am out 

of debt; and thanks ’-‘to .the dishwasher 
business. In the past tlx weeks I have 
made 8530. Every housekeeper wants a 
dishwasher, and any intelligent person 
can sell them with big profit to. himself. 
The dishwasher is lovely, you can wash 
and dry the family dishes in . two min
utes, and without wefting yOur hands. 
You can get particulars by addressing 
The Mound .City Dishwasher Co., St. 
Lodis, Mo. There is big money in the 
business for an agent. I expect to'clear 
$4,000 the coming year. I need the 
money, why not make it. Miss C. E.

"Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
.Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt,. M. D., 
LL.D.' A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean Of the-Collegeof 
Fine Forces, and author of other, im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK!'

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES e

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATE®.’

401 200 S*

MOSES HULL

THE PRIESTJHE WOMAN

For Sale at the Office of The Pro
gressive Tbiuker.

A Catalogue of His PrincF 
pal Works.

(Mh* gilt side stamp, |1.SO, Boards, illuminated covers, $1.
Address THF PROGRESSIVE THINKER

PECULIAR STRAWS.

Exposaro

Ridicule.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

186

NORTHWESTERN CAMP. BY KERSEY CRAVES.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

THE FREETHINKERS’ 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK,

God in the Constitution.
Br Robert G. InrerwIL On.otUebe.lp.per.Co1» 

Del Incenoll ever wrote. In piper corer, wltb lllre- 
neMotMtbor. Price, 10 benu; twelve copie, tor ,1.00.

The Audience, Speakers and Me
diums.

fl* Stories Humorously Told—And Hard facts 
Ginn Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the 
Old Tetfament—A Page of Text to Each Picture.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

archate.

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,} 
AND REVEALING THE

ABUSES OF A UNION
or 0HÜK0H AND STATK.

Full-page Illustrations, with

A Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangelic 
¡cation and Erse Thought» It is to Protest- 

antisin what ths “Beorets of the Con» 
vent,t is to Catholicism»

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
Z Anput* W. Fletcher, M. D„ In tbe tklrtr-BlM 
ebepten flircna i wide virtetr of nA]«cu per 
talatag to Bplrittudlim, tram • »plrtaallMo etud- 
eolnt Bbe evince, the power, ot * trained thinker, 
both to metier of thought and fine Uterur etyle, and 
eapablty of thought ttpreuien. The nbject, an 
wen-handled with condeeneee and yet with deaneee. 
It win prove a rich addition to any Splrltuillit’s 
library, aid a moat excellent book for any one nek
ing Information concerning Splrtoallem and tu teach 
tort.

For sale at this office. Price, $1.BO.

HtRESY,
» ».OR . ..

LED TO THE LIGHT

Price Postage 10 cenia» For sale at 
this office.

Woman, Church and State.

Apparent sma’l incidents take place 
during the excitement of great move
ments that indicate the drift of the cur
rent of thought that is prevalent in 
prominent minds.

At the opening of the recent National 
Republican Convention in St. Louis, a 
Jewish Rabbi invoked the divine bless
ing on the entire proceedings with his 
eyes open, and Chauncey Depew, Sena
tor Quay and other prominent politi
cians accepted it with becoming resig
nation, and the audience cheered the 
Rabbi by hand-clapping. At a subse
quent session a colored “divine” invoked 
a similar blessing upon' the delibera
tions of the brainy body of men.

It is a noticeable fact that the Su
preme Power allowed a Methodist 
churchmember to be nominated as 
leader of the Republican party, seeming 
without regard to the anti-Christian 
faith of the introductory invocation; and 
a further noticeable incident is that 
the Rabbi seemed to ignore apy power 
that might stand between him and God, 
as he omitted the name of Jesus or 
Christ in his prayer.

The colored gentleman appealed to 
the same fountain-head for assistance 
through all the intermediate power or 
powers. ■ -

Query? Which invocator received the 
attention of the Supreme Being, the 
Jew or the African? Or did he ignore 
both?

REPUBLICAN SPIRITS ONLY. ■"
Mr. J. R. Baldwin closed his speech 

in which he put forth the name of Sena
tor Allison as a candidate for presiden
tial nomination with this singularly 
striking sentence:

“In this hour of anxious expectancy; 
in this hour pregnant with history, 
prophecy and destiny, the grave gives 
up its mighty dead, and they are here— 
Lincoln, Grant, Garfield, Blaine—yes, 
all the illustrious dead of the Republican 
party; and mingling with its living ad
vocates martyred Lincoln’s spirit pleads 
with you to see to it that these dead 
shall not have died in vain.”

It seems quite remarkable that any 
spirits were allowed in a political con
vention beside spirits of alcohol, and 
still more remarkable that no Demo
crat spirits were there to combat or 
commingle, as ,the case might demand.

We understand the Democrats em
ployed an Episcopalian clergyman to 
make the opening prayer for spiritual 
guidance. .

Now, let the silverltes employ either 
Johan Most or a Catholic Priest to ap
peal to the Divinity for aid in their pro
ceedings, and we will surely get some 
assistance. But next year, suppose that 
some of us Spiritualists should have an 
opportunity to call on the illustrious 
dead to guide the honorable body?

' IS IT A FIGURE?
At the truly soulful Root Memorial 

Concert in the colllseum, Fourth of July, 
there seemed to be a wonderful revival 
of old-time enthusiasm as recollections 
of the incidents and experiences relative 
to the late civil war, or as our Southern 
friends term it, “the late unpleasant
ness," was brought to the surface.

The address of Gen. C. E. Carr was 
full of surprised patriotic emotion, and 
as he referred to the tremendous influ
ence of the war-songs composed by Mr. 
Root, as sung by the veteran war min
strel, Mr. Jules Lumbard, the great 
mass of people caught the spirit of the 
hour and responded with cheers, shouts 
and waving of everything that was 
wavable, showing that the “spirits of 
the illustrious dead” in all probability 
were there and appreciated the demon
strations. It also gave evidence that 
loyalty to the country was a principle 
not dead, but only sleeping lightly.

The entire proceedings were such as 
to make a lasting impression upon any 
mind that was capable of being im
pressed, that should occasion require it, 
all America would echo to the thrilling 
and inspiring strains of ‘ ‘Tramp, Tramp, 
Tramp, the Boys Are Marching.” What 
seams strange about the affair is, that it 
should precede the Democratic conven
tion. Does it suggest what may follow?

G. F. Perkins.

July 5th was the banner-day at the 
Northwestern Camp. It is estimated 
that more than two thousand people 
were on the grounds during the day, and 
Mrs. Richmond, the world-renowned 
speaker, was at her best and gave the 
best satisfaction of all the speakers that 
have spoken so far this season. Age 
does not diminish her ardor or lessen 
her enthusiasm in the cause of Spiritual
ism, in which she has been one of the 
principal movers for so long a time.

Permit me to say a few words in favor 
of young Foster, the physical medium. 
His is a daylight seance, and he gave 
satisfaction to more than two hundred 
skeptics, who left the camp-grounds bet
ter informed of a future life than they 
were when they came upon it. He 
would allow none but skeptics to hold 
him, when the most satisfactory results 
were obtained; Many hearts were made 
glad, and many tears of joy fell from the 
eyes of those that had never seen or 
heard from their loved ones on the other 
shore of eternity. .

One gentleman was sure that if he and 
his daughter should be allowed to hold 
the hands of the medium the manifesta
tions would come to an ending. His 
wishes were readily granted, when im
mediately he was shaken nearly out of 
bis chair, and the delight of the audi
ence was almost unbounded. His daugh
ter, a beautiful young lady,-grew red in 
the face as many hands were seen to pat 
and caress her. The father and daugh
ter éaw and. felt enough; they are not 
quite as conceited as they were before 
they held the hands of the medium.

Surely these daylight seances carry 
conviction, especially when skeptics con
trol them to suit themselves.

The world moves, and Spiritualism is 
coming more to the front every day. 
Old theology is on thq wane, the eyes of 
the young are being opened, and the old 
are becoming dumbfounded to see the 
works of Jesus outdohe in these latter 
days. Jesus said there were those com
ing after him that would doe ven greater 
things than he did. Do the Christians 
do them? No, no—none but spiritual 
mediums do them.

The eyes of the world are looking to
ward Spiritualism, to discover what will 
be its outcome.

The angels are satisfied with the work 
they have already accomplished, and 
The Progressive Thinker is one of 
the rnain factors in distributing their 
words among the people on the earth. 
Let the good work go on, and it will not 
be many years before old theology will 
be dead and'’buried, and a live religion, 
called the religion of Spiritualism, will 
take its pl»#. W. Cleveland. -

By WATSON HESTON

The Adventures »nd Work of Noah, A Hunting Anecdote, 
Abrahain, Christ’s Great Ancestor, 1 
£ Queer Family, 
Isaac and His Bister,”One of Twins, 
Jaoob and Esau, 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, 
wwmtlie 'Diviner,

Tbe distinguished author. Hudson Tuttle, requires 
no Introduction to the readers of Tub pBOWBibSiva 
Thinkbr, but the following bladings of chapters will 
&bow them what they may expect from the book:

Coktbnts:—Au Idyl - F irdbam - Building the 
Church—The Evangelist- Blood-The bsloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of ttouls-Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Caln-Evoltitlon—btella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward-The Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette The Bank Robbery— 
Liberty-All Ii Well That Euds Well-Tbe New 
Church—The New Way; Led u> the Light.

Every chapter 1« devoted to one idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist is cou- 
trested with the character of the honest minister and 
(he thinking agnratic. The «trpa by which a preacher 
emerges from the church, aud th? difficulties hu meeu 
arc graphically presented. 'J lie new church and pro- 
greuivfe lyceuin evolved out of the old. form an in
teresting study to those seeking new methods.

It is »beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
'.n nccordnnce with our new departure. Is 80 cents, 
poMpiUd. or fire copies for «1.25 for sale nt the ... ___ . .. . __

COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS. 
HISTORY. STATISTICS, AND THE 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 

' THE ARTIST.
Designs by Watson Heston, with por

trait of Designer.
Tbe Illustrations are classified as follows: II rep 

rsirtU Unde Sam end the Pries**;  1, The Churah 
RotlJlg tbe People; S. Thanksgiving; 6. Sabbath 
Laws: U Children and the Church; 16. woman and 
Lh't'juurcli’.d, The Church and Thomas Paine; 4, Stud- 
lea in gaturai History; i, The Bibis and Scienee; 15, 
TbeClergy and Their Flocks; 1, Piety In Our Psnlten*  
Harles; 4, Tbe Atonement Scheme; 4. The Lord and 
His Works: 2. Prayer; 10. The Creeds;!, Christians end 
Mohammedans; £. Samples of Christianity's Work; 
L Missionaries; I,The Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, Tbe Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland a«d the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea Of Civilization; 1, The Uses 
of tbeCroas;4, Unkind Reflections on tbe Church; I, 
Persecutions of tbe Church; 12. Some Allegories*  
i,Heaven ; 6; Hell; 7. Miscellaneous. Price 12.

For Sale at thia office._________
♦♦♦THE♦♦♦ 

World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
• OR

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

New and startling revelations ta religious history 
which disoloeo the Oriental origin of all tne doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of tbe Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won* 
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference in tbe field
which tbe author has chosen for it. The amount of, prho Was the Hebrew Jehovah? 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the i . T .. . . . . . .
varied information contained in It must have boon ae- i 5r5uInev! ,oa ihc 60<i character of the 
vere and arduous indeed, and now tbat H 1o 8Ur-b God. Price, 6 cent*.
convenient shape, tbe student of free thought will not , Was John Calvin a Murderer? 
willingly allow it to go out of print But the book is । ,a
bj no means a mere collation of views or statistics; | ir100« » cents.
throughout Its entire course the author—as will be 1 • l-.■ ■ » ■ ■ ■
seen by hts title-page and chapter-beads—follows a i 
definite line of research and argument to tbe cloie, 
and bls conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark.
Printed on fine white paper. 880 pages. New edition« 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.

'TmZAMOlWT OF VALUABLE IN
A formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

volume of 5M pages Is amastng. The title, as above 
given, fills to conve/ an Idea ot the fulness and com*  
pletsnesi with which the subjects are treated. The 
Matrlarcbate. or Mother-rule, fi th« theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapter*  on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work. The Church of To-day. Past, Present, Fulurei 
aud there Is not a chapter In th« book that is net 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information. Is pot worth the full price 
of tbe volume. It ie packed with knowledge well*  
arranged, and IntenselyIntereetlDR from beginning to 
end. No one canpoulbly regretbnylnglt; itis a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind. .

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

The Other World and This.

Exposun

*>y

Facts.

CONTENTS. 9
BJoodv Joshua, .
The Campaign of Deborah and Banb

Against Jabin and Sisera, 
General Gideon*  
Jephthab and Hie Human Sacrifice, 
Samson the Strong, 
Ruthand Boaz. *
Unstable as Water. God Shall Not 
David, God’a Favorite. 1
Some Stories from the Book of KSfiMi Adventures of the Prophets, 
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Wayside Jottings.
Gothered from lUo Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattik E. Hull. Thin Is a manelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls besi poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also u portrait oil Moses Hull, price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, 11.
The Spiritual Alps

and How Ws Asecnd TheSn,
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit Is supreme and al! things are subject to 
H. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and tp 
show you how to educate your spiritual facnltle«. 
Price, bound tn cloth, 40 cents; In paper cover, 29 
cents
Jiew Thought»

Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the beat 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In au attractive form the highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 1140, 
New Thought»

Volume 11. 8Bi pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. 6ix jiortralt«. Cloth 
bound, <5 cents.
Joan, the Medium»

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
ab a Leader of Annies. By Moaxs Hull. This is at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, aad 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No nove| was ever more thrfltlngly In
teresting! no history more true. Price 1b cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Heal Issue»

By Mobbb Hull. A compound of thG two pamph
lets. "The Irrepressible Conflict,” aud “Your Answer 
or Your Life;” with Important additions, making a 
book of 100 pages all for 25 cents. Tais book contains 
statistics, facts and documenta, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have.
AU About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Bataulc 
Majesty and His bubordlnates in the Kingdom uf 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship»
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and MedlutnahlP of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moss*  Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jeaua was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa
ment were under tho same conditions that mediums 
require to day; and that the coming of Christ Is the re
turn of mediumship to the world. 46 pages. Price*  
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Hrav*n  and Hell. By 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains tho 
heavens and bells believed tn by Spiritualists. 1'rlce*  
10 celts.
The Quarantine Raised.

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Priee 10 cents.
SpiritualoSongstcr.

By Mattis E. Hull. Thirty eight of Mrs. Hull’« 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, -10 cta^ 
or |6 per hundred.
The Mediumistic Experience

of John Brown»
The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. 6. Loveland. This Is the history of one of tho 
most wusdenul med luma that ever lived. 167 largo 
pages. Price, 60 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists.

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Mosxs Hulu Price, 5 cents.

—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
This It a raett voidable book. It comei H* qm an Ek* 

Priest, whote character It above reproach, and wbq 
IpowB what he 1t talking about. Everybody iboilld 
read IL Price, •1.00. It contain« the ioiiavr}pg chip*  
ten:
_ CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before th« Surrender of Womanly Self- 

reapcct in the Confeulenai.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for Ute 
Priest.

CHAPTER III. 
The Confessional is the Medern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests is made easy 

by Auricular Coufesiloo.
CHAPTER V.

The btgbly*cducated  and refined Woman In the Oon- 
fesslonal—What becomes of her after uncomUtloh*  
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tie« ol 

Man-Iago and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among CItU- 
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confcuion a Sacrilegioui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess th*  
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hot*  
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent-

Sent. Po»t-paid, Price, $1.60.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD!
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
Dr LOIS WAISBROOKER.' THIS IS D a novel written with a purpose, ent that 

purpose Is not inertly to enable an unthinking, idle 
ruled to while away toe time la a auto of Idle blessed« 
DM8. devoid of earnest thought or care fer either 
lelMmpravement or tne good of humanity. It la & 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
thosa who are to be mother«; M*  seoeedly, through 
the mother«, to effect the well-being and happiness ot 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper rurrounaiDga and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity, 
laclde&taliy the author touches upon varioui thingy 
In node» social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burden«'upoa tne Individual! compofr 
Ing sotlety as a whole. The book Is trenchant instruc
tive and vert interesting, «vei<ben regarded ««raft 
u a novel, and 1» meofajr pommended to ’•worn« 
iverywheW’to vrbom It is dedicated. It alio thor
oughly shews ap the Joiultlca) spirit of th« CalhoUc 
Church; advanced liensnUtUg U th® 8ptritnal phlb 
esophy are introduced. • ItcoaWuaAah ukeaos M 
the author/-, it contain» 845 pint, nenUybound 1| 
<4oth. Fribe by mall, prepaid« Im*
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HELPFUL HINTS.
Dangers Pertaining to Nie' 

diumistic Development.

How to Attain the Good and 
Avoid Evil.

. The question of personal develop
ment is one of importance, and has 
engaged the attention of the ablest 
minds in every age and in every elime. 
Observation tenches us that the 
methods which bring good results ill 
one.climate and country will not pro
duce like results in another, owing to 
the constitutional diflereuees between 
the .people. Then, too. the methods 
■which will prove successful with one 
individual will not'produce like :re7 
suits With another;.so euch.individual 
must study himself and by experiment 
find out what is best m lns individual 
case, then follow it to success—ever 
remembering that all growth of value 
in nature is slow. .

Thus experience teaches that only 
general rules can be laid down within 
which it is safe for beginners to ex
periment. There are two methods of 
unfoldment generally followed: lurst, 
we have passive, negative mediumship, 
wherein the individual gives hie mind 
or body as an instrument to . be used 
by unseen forces—like as the window
pane is the medium through which the 
light enters your home.

The other is where the individual 
remains positive to the outside forces, 
except those high beings who aid him 
by.an impression; and gradually by 
the aid of the will overcomes all the 
lower tendencies and animal inclina
tions. and so spiritualizes his being as 
to clarify the veil which separates 
this world and the other, that all ob
jects, powers and beings become seen 
and understood. In this state, com
munion with the unseen denizens of 
another world may be had at will, 
without danger of obsession; for by 
use of the positive will these beings 
can be controlled.

In the one case the spiritual forces 
control the individual, in the other 
the individual controls the spirits and 
by his will throws sueli a magnetic 
aura around him that no spirit can 
penetrate it. thus protecting himself 
from all the dark elementáis and 
earth-bound spirits who do not hes
itate to lay hold of and control any 
negative medium they may find to use 
selfishly to work out their earth
desires, which chug to them as a result 
of a selfish, unjust life here.

Jix your mind on some point to be 
gained, then work unceasingly, with a 
positive determination to succeed, and 
time will bring vou just reward for 
your efforts. Think well on every 
proposition, then let your decision be 
final—let your “1 will and “I won t 
mean that and nothing less. This will 
Strengthen your will, worries, and, 
doubts will forsake vou, and success 
will crown your efforts in every direc
tion.

When we start out to unfold to a 
high state of spirituality we must give 
our higher self as perfect an instru
ment to work with as possible, and to 
this end we should put our body in a 
high state of health: every function 
must be in a healthy, normal state. 
Then all desires, appetites and pas
sions must be brought under control 
and action of the will, so that any 
function may be stilled or brought
into action at any time by the will.

All of this takes time, and it is 
mean victorj’ to conquer self, as 
can attest who have attempted it.

no 
all

THB PROGRBSBIVB THINKBR.

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
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THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful m treating Chronic 
• Diseases, devotes his whole time to

Ins practice. - This is one reason for 
his great success. . .

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try. to,rundown other,doctors. .

ANOTHER REASON is he is ac- 
itnowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
hie patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely. ‘

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some gases are. cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON W he .makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual, papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for 
Book on

HiS

“CHRONIC DISEASES,w
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him -

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. G. B. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

< > i > < >

O

SPEC1ALIST |N AU- CHRONIC 
DISEASES.

-rDopend» tar hl» remprkAbio cures, not 
.upon the old drasUc drug system, bat upon 
the knowledge of disease» and their proper 
remedies—upon science and the liner psy
chic forces. ■ '

Some of bis cures, like Schlatter», are 
INSTANTANEOUS: in other cases months 
are required.

Having carefully studied all the therapeu
tic agencies in connection with his long med
ical experience. Ue uses those best adapted 
to each case with unvarying success.

Hundred» are joyfully writing the Doctor;
• I am better,” or •'! am cured.’7 *’God blew

HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING: <
Dyspepsia, diurrhiua. dropsy, epilepsy, ec
zema, erysipelas, falling sickness. rheuuia- 
Usui, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
headaches. heart disease, kluilcy complaint, 
female weakness, liver diltlculry. neuralgia, 
paralysis, bleeding plies, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses 
of men, barrenness, lusaulty. drunkenness, 
constipation, la grippe and nl! chronic 
diseases. Aud further. Ue furnishes

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS
Hygenlc aud- Physiological literature, en
abling them when cured, to remain healthy.

Correct Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing nume. age. sex. 

leading symptom and stamp 
for reply.
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> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS .<

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D., •
. SAN DIEGO, OAL. !
. . . ■ 82011 <

“THE WORLD MOVES.”

Ministers Wife. »lakes Per- 
tirent Inquiry. - .

DR. J. S. LOUGKS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, MASS.,

The Well-Known Magnetic Physician 
of About 8Q Years1 Practice.

Hb practice extends Into all particof the United 
States and Canada: also tai tome parts of Europe. He 
Is making wonderful cures with hl» maguetlo reme
dios. as hu certificates of cures will show. Send for 
one. Many arc cured when given up . to die by the 
M. D a. if you »end him m lock of your hair. name, 
age. sex. and four 2-cenC stamps. Ue will tell you 
what Ue thinks of your- case: also what the pros
pects are for a cure. Tryi him and be convinced

TESTlWONIALi
In JuBtlce to the causa of truth and to Dr. J. S. 

Loucks, and tar the benefit of the buffering of earth 
mortals, and with a hearty full of gratitude to our kind 
benefactor, we do solemi ly and unhesitatingly state 
the facts Just as they tra aspired. Our boy; Parduer

J.6.BflTD0RF,M.D.
~lnr'1 1TT",- ■ • • • .

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 

DISEASES.
. « . —---------0------------

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS
DRUGS! 

--- o------------- 

MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN!
Dxa.b Docrox—When your medicine reached me I 

waslow: the doctors here said they could do nothing 
forme, but since taking your medicine am getting 
better rapidly, and feel that they will cure me. May 
God and the good angelB bless you for your aid to suf
fering humanity. ELIZA CULLY.

Palms Station. Mich.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
Iformtrljr H. Y.. CoUegtof Magnetics.)

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED • 
Zi thereputlcilucludlug the Suu Cure, Vltil M»geet- 
turn. Electricity, Mind Cure, eud u higher eeteuceof 
Ufe. Chemical afflutty and basic principle, developeS 
with thplr marvellou. application,, students In foul 
continents have taken the courjo. The college te 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M.. Doctor ol 
Magnetics, By a system of printed que,lion, student» 
can take the couree and recuira the diploma, al their 
own homes. Initltutlou removed to East Oranae, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of Now York. K 
». Baubitt, M D., LL.D.. Dean. 2S2 Mum «treat. 
East Orange, New Jersey. . 8$

-with the dreadful disease.Gormau, was taken sick -with the dreadful disease, 
ccrebro spinal ineulngltl . and was confined to his bod 
about twelve weeks. Dicing this time we employed 
three of our best physic t__. 12: “it'j
relief, and Ue was so red iced in flesh and worn out

ana. but they gave him no

that he was a dreadful qlgbt to behold—nothing bu; 
skin ami bones, and suffering intensely constantly, 
and the d jetors «11 told ua they could do nothing more 
tor him. and left Ulin to file, a» we supposed, without 
hope, and we were dally and hourly expecting this 
to couie. But busluosschllcd me to Po<»dum. N. Y.. 
and while talking with air lend. Stephen Grover, we 
told Ulin of our boy theuuyingat home, and he told us 
togoand & 6 Dr. Loucks, tor be had saved a boy of 
his son s family from deaui from tbe same disease. I 
wont to see Dr. Loucks uhd told him my story and 
wanted him to go and sec him. but be said he 
could not go. tbe distance was too groat, , it being 
about twenty miles away, and my sadness and disap
pointment being so great, he Baid; ••Cum? with me 
Bud:we wlll'See what can be done." .- We went lute a 
cellar with two iomus In It. He told me to »it here 
un l he went into the next room aud shut the door, 
and in a short time came out and said, to me;--W.e 
huvu treated your boy and he Ib better. And will get 
well." and to go home and find it so. We went homo 
nud found that at the very hour he was treated by Dr. 
Loucka bis pains all loft him. and he rose up in bed 
and began teldng stories to his mother, not knowing 
what had caused all this cliange until I told them. And 
be continued Improving rapidly, and go|ug out too 
soon be took cold and had a relapse, and again we 
went to Dr. Loucks, and again he restored him. and' 
the disease did not return again. He ba» remained 
well since. No remedies were used, for wo had given 
up all hopes in this direction. Now this is unexplatu- 
aulebyus. as well as marvemuB. and only being 
equalled by Bible miracles of old. .

■ THOMAS GORHAM.
H. E. IRISH, witness to signature.
. . . South Colton. N. Y.

On tbe tint day of May. 1885. before me came 
Thomas GorhBin. known to me to be the Individual 
who executed the above, and acknowledged that he

Dear Doctor—Your remedies have done more for 
me and afforded mo more relief than anything elsel 
ever tried and J have tried nearly everything.

BaultStc Marie. Mich. JAMEBEMMB.

Dear Doctor—I write to Ipt you know that my 
health still continues to Improve. To describe my 
condition and horrible feelings at the time I began 
using your medicine is beyond my power. 1 Buffered 
with female weakness and severe pains in my chest 
tar two years. -1 tried several doctors but found no 
relief until a friend directed me to you. After using 
your medicine one month am almost well, and firmly 
believe one month moye will cure me.

4>

UXAL1NU TKMPLE

? s 
i

Butb. Mich. LOUISA GENTNA.

FORSTER, DR. W. M, 
THE NOTED 

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF TH® PACIFIC COAST, .

Will send a free diagnosis aud terms for treatment to 
all who will seed their name and address—in their 
own handwriting—with postage stamp for reply.

•The Paclhc Coast Spiritualist" of Deo. 80. 1893. 
says of Dr. Forster:— '

One thousand more on ¿lie at our office.- Watch । 
this space as new testimonials will appear every 
two weeks.

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. D.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

. . ■ . 838tf

executed the same. L. ROBINSON. 
Notary Public.

fl WEEK FREE!
A telegram re- 

‘Cited at any dl*.  
tanca 1» perfect 
bo »the spiritual- 
magnetic aud m3 
lid tue,.age, from, 
the four psycbla 
healer» in tbu 
temple each even
ing are sensed by 
Bitters and pa
tients thousand» 
of miles distant. 
Our cure» prove this.

•■Since bt. coming bore he has made himself highly by lilm after Mty1“ 
respected and beloved for bls benevolent work bls "L?2U! “AI 
bum,nltarlau Ideas and practices, and hli straight
forward course of Integrity and honor."

Dr. W. M. Forster. California s noted clairvoyant 
physician, it receiving commendations from far and 
nearovor bls remarkable» succcs, as a healer."—Phil
osophical Journal,

Address.
DR. W. M. FORSTER, 

105& Market Street, • San Iranolsco. Cal. 
______ _____________________________________833

DR. J, C. POWER.
CHRONIC DISEASE SPECIALIST

f

Prof. Job. Rodea 
Buchanan. M. D
t h e associated 
PbjWelau. h.»i 
chief supervisionof the Medical Department. The nime*dle7  prepsred 

•- . -. years of eelcnllfic experiment!
pjssess superior merit in curing any disease. When 
desired or necessary, these, with directions, are 
Bent to our Dutitn.», or to others, by The writing, mailing, etc., 1» done by a 'good ptycb!c and 
medium, hence the Company only is addressed to 
save time.. Send leading symptom, age. sex. com
plexion and file two-cent stamps and you will re
ceive. true dUgnotl», hour to alt, and thereafter one 
WCvk of treatment I RhL! Alsu explanation of the 
temple, •‘Patient»’Book,” the mediums midi bealew 
Bitting here, and moderate terms tar mo 4bly treat
ment. Always address ' ” .

REFORM HEALING CO
SAN JOSE, OAL. 847
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After you have conquered all the 
physical tendencies and desires (not 
killed them outright, but controlled), 
then take up the mind and train it so 
you can concentrate your attention on 
any one object for; any length of time 
to the exclusion ot all other subjects. 
This will give you power to draiy 
down knowledge fiom the great store
house of nature, at any time and on! 
any subject you desire to be informed 
on. This will enable you to get ab
solute knowledge on any fact, prin
ciple or law in nature, without depend
ing on the opinion of any spirit, 
embodied or disembodied.

So that the will can get control of 
the physical desires, a few days of 
fasting will generally aid, and will 
also put the stomach in good con
dition. Stop meat-eating for a while, 
.also tea and coffee; these will test 
your power, if you are fond of them. 
Gradually spiritualize your physical 
desires.

On the mental plane you can train 
yourself to think only pure, good, 

' charitable thoughts; get rid of selfish
ness, envy, jealousy, malice, and all 
unjust thoughts and actions. Then 
take up any subject and devote your 
mind to it until it begins to wander; 
then rest awhile arid take it up again. 
A very good way is to take some one 
object, concentrate on it and take up 
its formation with the mind and study 
all its bearings fully, to the exclusion 
of every other subject A little time 
will, produce wonders in the training 
of tlie mind.

Don't worry if psychic unfoldment 
comics slowly; ever remember all 
things of value in nature are slow of 
growth. When psychic unfoldment 
does come, don’t stop there, but push 
on into the spiritual unfoldment—for 
psychic is hot spiritual; for com
parison take a rosebush as a symbol: 
The body of the bush corresponds to 
our physical body, the leaves to the 
psychical unfoldment, while the flower 
rqiresents the spiritual fruition. So 
press on, for a crown awaits thee.

On the other hand, passive, nega
tive mediumship and dark circles are 
dangerous experiments for a beginner. 
I know-this view will be opposed by 
many, but I speak from experience 
when I say they are positively dan
gerous, and" not one negative, passive 
fcedium in ten has a mind of his

own—in fact, is thoroughly irrespon
sible -and will-less—under the control 
of first onej then another influence, 
and it is a rare thing to find such a 
medium who has- any-spirituality or 
souLgrowth; they are simply instru
ments in the hands of forces, powers 
and spirits of whom they know noth
ing—sometimes good, more often bad.

This body was given your spirit for 
it to get its eartb-experience through; 
so, see to it that no spirit robs you of 
your rights or individuality. If you 
wish to aid the spirits to get earth
experiences which they failed to get, 
the object is a worthy one, and you 
can help them in many ways; but it is 
not necessary to give up your in
dividuality or let the spirits control 
vou. The moment you give up to be 
controlled by another, you are liable 
to be obsessed by some earth-bound 
spirit or vicious, vampynzing elemen
tal. which will draw all your vital life
force from you. leaving you a physical 
wrecK or lanaing you in me asyium.

You cannot be too careful, Pro
miscuous sitting in circles, dark or 
light, should ’ be avoided, for if you 
are a sensitive and well you -are liable 
to have your vital life force all drawn 
out and feel so badly you may have 
to go to bed. ■

Nature always seeks to equalize, 
and when you put any number of peo
ple in a circle, connected or not, a 
magnetic current is immediately 
formed and equalization at once com
mences; some feel better, some worse; 
the sick feel benefited, while the well 
feel sick, and it is not everyone who 
can throw off this influence.

There is danger of becoming obsessed 
in circles of this kind if you become 
negative and giye up, as the added 
power of numbers can be used by a 
spirit to overcome you, and thus the 
control is established. You may be 
years getting rid of an obsession 
formed in an unguarded moment.

Be careful of the thoughts you 
think, for thoughts are living, things, 
and go forth on their mission for good 
or evil, and like bread upon the 
waters cast, will to their owner return 
and prove a blessing or a curse. If 
you think only good, pure, loving, 
unselfish thoughts, you will draw that 
kind of spiritual forces to you.

' L. W. Van Dyke.
Fruitvale, Cal.

To the Editor :—The following is 
an extract from a letter receivefl from 
a minister's, wife. '.She-says:» '1

“I was 'looking over, that 'bbok of 
Dean Farrar s on Eternal Hope, and 
wondered what yqur views would be 
on that subject? Do you hold that 
there is hope m another world? Or 
is it‘as the tree falls so let it lie?’ 
There are so many passages in scrip
ture that I think point to a future 
life, but the world for so many years 
has been preaching the punishment of 
the wicked forever, that we would be 
laughed at were we to say there was 
hope beyond the grave. They are not 
quick here to take up with any_new 
idea, as it would be called.

In reply I say: Vou inquire about 
my views of a future life. The blind
ing dogmas of the theology of the 
past have clothed the future with the 
horrid phantoms of the nightmare of 
ignorance and superstition, and have 
made the world afraid to think.

The multifarious sayings of the dif
ferent writers of the Bible have been 
tortured out of all common-sense 
meaning to sustain their theories. 
The passage you refer to—“As the 
tree falleth, so it shall lie—if it has 
any reference at all to man s estate at 
death, simply means that at that 
change the man or woman is the same 
person they were before casting off 
the wornout raiment of flesh, and has 
not, nor conveys, a particle of knowl
edge with reference to their future 
life. :

Life is progressive, universal, end-

We blow no born to exalte: simply atate a fewfacta 
or statements of patients relieved. We have many 
that can be seen at our office. One hundred dollars 
for any ono found unirue that we publish. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
HHIKIÆYVILLE. MASS.

340tf

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER 

HAS NO EQUAL!...........

Rejoice and Be Glad ! HeraldForth 
the Tidings Of Good Health!

DR. A. B. DOBSON'S
Healing power» are behuhirepcated over and over 

again through the anedluinshlp of MRS. DR.
DOBSON-BARKER, who; tar the past year and 
a hulf has

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PARENTS

of all diseases that fiesh -.ia heir to. and will give 
you proof of her pow»re. by sending requirements 
as per small advertisement tar diagnosis of your 
cuse. Here IB one oMren many cures:

Edgar. ^Nebraska. Feb. 21.1805.
MRS. DR. A. B. DODBOK-Dear Lady and Be

loved Sister:—it is withTegret that I write to you, 
because 1 am 111: but feelitruiy grateful that such a way 
4» open to mankind. I wUteinploy no regular physician, 
unlees I ain obliged to.

Sister lent to you: Bhteeatdi you described her dis
ease more correctly thuaiDn. Dobson did. May the 
angels ever help and bless yon.

; SARAH A. WERNER.

less, 
draws 
from 
errors 
truths

The law is unswerving that 
spirit on from good to better, 

ignorance to knowledge, from 
of false beliefs to the grand 
revealed, as fast as the in-

dividual can receive and appreciate 
them, through the rounds of an eternal 
day. “The body profiteth nothing; it 
is the spirit that quickeneth.' and 
when it arises out of the wornout and 
useless body, it has already woven for 
itself a more beautiful body, made up 
of the pure thpughte, noble deeds and 
works of goodness which have been 
acting to refine the grosser elements 
of the earth-life incorporated into the 
being here to help build a spiritual 
body—and when the spirit takes, its 
leave of the grosser foriii, it -is 
“clothed upon” by this spiritual body 
as a natural sequence-r-and-. this.-Is- 
“the resurrection from the dead.". ,

Any other view makes God an idiot 
or a monster, -and heaven an asylum 
for lunatics, ‘ ‘forever singing praises 
to God and the Lamb”—playing 
golden harps and shouting “Halle
lujah I”—as though the Infinite Father 
of All could be pleased with such 
fulsome adoration from the few, while 
the majority of his children were 
rolling in eternal torments. No! In
finitely No!! There is no such a thing.

We make our own heaven or our 
own hell, and carry them along with 
us, and must ourselves undo the bur
den of errors we have bound upon our 
own backs, by holy aspirations, noble 
deeds, advancing knowledge of the

themselves to-thusbbst- sense and in
telligence of anyi-communlty, treating 
as they do of the inevitableness of 
cause -and effect in the spiritual as 
well as in the material world; that 
‘ ‘as we sow, so shall we reap; also 
that the laws which govern the spirit
ual are just as natural as the law. of 
gravitation; there is no supernatural— 
all is natural.

To any society in search of an able 
and eloquent exponent of the spiritual 
philosophy, we would cheerfully and 
confidently recommend Mr. Will C. 
Hodge. He interests, instructs and 
holds his audience—and even more 
than that, creates in them a desire to 
hear more, which brings them again, 
and their friends with-them. In short, 
he is an able, earnest and efficient 
laborer in the fields white with har
vest

His last meeting here was held on 
Sunday evening, May 31st, and was 
attended by the noted medium, Benj. 
F. Foster. The lecture was on 
“Occult Phenomena,” which was most 
ably demonstrated by the physical 
manifestations attending Mr. Foster’s 
seance. It is hoped arrangements 
may be made in the near future for a 
parlor seance, where of course man
ifestations would be of a more per-
sonai nature. L. O. B.
Corrected Programme of Cassa

daga Camp-Meeting.
JULY.

11. Mrs. A. E. Sheets.
12. Mrs. A.E. Sheets and R. G.

Boll.
18.
14.
15.
18.

Inger-

right, in ever-increasing wisdom and

Conference. •
Mrs. C. D; Grenemyer. 
Thomas Grimshaw. ■ ■ 
Geo. A. Fuller. •

17. T. Grimshaw.
18. Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing and 

E. L.,Watson.
Mrs.

19. Mrs. Carrie: E. 6. Twing and Geo. 
A. Fuller.

20. Conference. ■
unselfish acts of kindness to those we - 21. Mrs. E. L. Watson.
can aid—and we have eternity to do 
it in.' D. P. Kaynkb, M. D. . 

Prescott, Arizona.

NEWS FROM WAUKESHA.

Spiritualism Is Looking Up, with 
Bright Prospects.

22. Geo. A. Fultar.i

Long standing chronic trouble» considered incur
able by the general practitioner, readily yield to my 
treatment, and are particularly solicited. 1 treat my 
patients at their homes as well as though present with 
them, being able by my clairvoyant ana psychometric 
powers to bring myself In contact with their diseased 
conditions thereby enabling me to correctly diagnose 
their diseases and select from Nature's great labora
tory of remedies that which each condition requires. 
Patients who have for years been doctoring In va*n  
with other physicians, under my treatment are en
tirely cured, and gladly testify to the same. All let
ters for diagnosis must be accompanied with lock of 
hair, five two-cent stamps, full name, date of blrtlu 
post-office, county and state.

DR. J. C, POWER,
Lock Box O. VINTON, IOWA.
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FOR BEGINNERS

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Send three two-cent ttampi. lock of hair, name 

age. bcx, one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
SAN JOSE. CAL.. Box 182 84611

The Play of the Planets,
---------- o----------

This wonderful educator 1b attracting the attention 
of thouBandB of people all over the world as 11» clm- 
pllciclty gives one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the Ihlluenoe of the pleneta and the >lgnn 
of the Zodiac In human life.

EVEBV CHILD can learn to die It and accomplish 
wonders.

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

This wonderful invention makes it easy tar al) to 
learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born tar 75 years past, and also to de
dicate Ue HOROSCOPE.
■ 4 few of tlie flrat edition left which will 
p.e.fiimlahed at $1 each. For talent this 
offl.ee. .

P/VRALYSIS
-AND —

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. . . .

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.

the position of tbe planets from 1835 to 1916 Tbe most complete work on lbl..y,tem over publlrimd.1 Ad.pV 
ed for beglnnere or profc.eors, Ono c»u ca.t 
a boroscope In half an huur. For Balo by

; FKKDERIOK AVHITI1J. O- o m
Fifth Ave.t - Minneapolis. Minn- 

w Send the date of your birth aud^ll aud recelv» 
book .and qhait with y«ur horoscope ready to read. 
Mention this paper when writing. 844tt

Old Melodies Spiritualized
Eesny. In rbytbm teaching our pbe»omen« "Ml-.. 

pteid%b‘n 1 ’r t“e leCtUre “ud *'•«  
puunc and home circle; each fitted to some old met 
air»’areSiP-10“1 b-uok' alwfly» readX because th| 
A-f» are well kttowu. of unuaual inti“*-*“'*  
nl“dUM “c1cU“tea'1<N1'e‘ke^,'■ In duglo copy.pft 
Ealf do--- ii'Rnh“ t'“keu' One donen.'lii 
Addresg H. *w.  gO&ZEIi?*G fruPu?k„8piCJlllrM;;hcl‘l‘r^

better tha7Tgold~
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stomach, liver nud kldre” dl-........
also constipation. A sure cure for that tlrid 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system t,b b-altu 
with pure, rich blood. Suffldeut ouanUt“ f-- --S 
month sent forll.00. ----- ',-nuw Ior “•

One package of our Magnetized Compound for .ora

UW

SPECIAL REAPING NOTICES.

Mothers will find -‘Mrs. Winslows Soothing 
Syrup" the best to use tor children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedv.

MAGNETISM fills tbe system with new life, euergy 
and vigor, and puts It lu harmony with nature. It 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital forces, 
which Is the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY
FORM OF DISEASE.

Send for our new book on Paralysi»—FREE—In or
der to learn more of thia MYSTICAL SUBSTANCE. 
MAGNETISM. It tchs how to fill the system with 
magnetic life and rigor, and preveut ah forme of 
disease.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES.
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, will convince the uiost skeptical op earth of 
tbo power of ibis great, grand, invisible abbstancc.

. Try them And be convinced. Address ...........

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE. CHICAGO.

DR. E. A. STEELE,
1428 Market street. San Francisco. Cal. By enclosing 
lock of hair, age, and stamps for reply. 1 will Bend cor
rect diagnosis and terms of treatment, which Is with
in reach of all 848
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E. V. WILSON’S BOOK. CONSULT SPIRIT FRIENDS UPON HEALTH. 
Business and Development. Terms |l. Annie

Lord Chamberlain. Box 42. Azusa Cal. 846

The Truths of Spiritualism
E. V. Wilson was one of the pioneers of Spiritual

ism, and was noted as a speaker and test medium. He 
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrates 
many of Uis striking experiences during his labors.

Purchaser» will find it Intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who was left 
In straitened circumstances.

The book contains 400 pages, and Is sold for 11. Ad- 
ress MRS. E. V. WILSON. 9l South Locust street. 

Valparaiso. Ind.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES. 
EVERY .... 

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 

JEWELRY.

A*  the Sunflower turna it» 
face towards the lun, bo Spir
itualism turns the faces of ha-

inanity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

. PRICESi
Boiled Plate Bar Pin........................... . ••2 25
Bolld Gold Bar Pin................................................. . 8 50
Electro-plate Badge................................................
Boiled Plate Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Batton. 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button...

. 75
•• 1 25 
. 1 75

Boiled Plato Ma)te»e Watck Charm.................. • 800
Solid Geld Maltese Watch Charm.......................
Rolled Plate' Maltese Pendant..............................

.. 5 00
. 300

Solid Gold Maltese Pendant............ ........... . 500
FOB. SA±E AT THIS OFFICE,

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-opcraUve System» and the Happlnen 
and Ennoblement ot Humanity, By B. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D„ M. p. This comprise, tbe last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. -Paper coyer. Ho. For »ale at 
this offlee.

TLFR8. STARR—CLAIRVOYANT. A8T11OLOGIBT
JU. and Palmist. 62 Ogden avenue. From 9 a. in. to

Melted I ebble Spectacles 
.Resiorelost vision. Write for IlJuitrated Ct... .showing siytes and price, and phot “of Spin Cy.“r'^ 

who developed this clairvoyant power In m- i 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spoctacie. .. pSten ,“5 
your eyes In your own homo a. If you were I Tmr

DR. GARLAND’S ' 

VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS
Are put up In six ounce tin boxes and are uua-.-re-l 
to give satisfaction or money will be refunded bv^h. 
proprietor, Dr. M. H. Garland Send 29cents to 
»tempi and receh e py return mail a box of this ■ 

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will find It a blood cleanser as well a« a Throat 
and Luug Remedy. Orer 2iM).000 bo.es ’sold a-d 
GARLAND fe'si Mddre“ ord'r" t0 Uli' M- H 
iniucto^' 3:12 bU,ktl* 1 lace' O" C^ajo;

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A New Badge in solid gold 
with blue and black enamel- 
with the pyramids, obelisk 
and eun I rays lu gold. Every 
Mjillc ihuuld have one ot 

these beautiful emblems. Price »2. For »ale at this 
office.

9. p. m. 848

PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS HEADING. OR 
bIx questions answered for 50 cents and three 2-cent 

»lampi. Marguerite Burton. 20 Bennett Street. Bos
ton. Masa. 84?

DR. AND MILS. HASENCLKVEIl HOLD TRUMPET 
and materializing seances at 794 W. Van Buren 

street every Wednesday and baturday at 8 p. in. Inde
pendent slate-writing daily. 349

DR. CARL SEXTUS
Cures diseases by vital magnetism; develops latent 
psychical ¡lowers. Also treatment by mesmerism. 
Letters requesting advice must contain one dollar. 
Office, 219 Dearborn Ave., Chicago. Office hours i 
to 5 p. m. 85Q

INVALIDS
77, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r r Itampe, their dlseua, or symptom, will receive 

pamphlet and advice nu to cure themnlves without 
«rugs, xho TuOalao BaTTauY uumta^x, uaxd- 
tagten, Ohio tf

PWCHOMETRY' CONSULT WITH 
A Prof. A. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
practical life- and your apirlt-friend». Behd lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
Ihre» questions free of charge. Send for clrcuHri. 
Address, 710 Prairie street, Milwaukee. Wls. U5c<

DR. T. WILKINS,
3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO,

Treat. ItaffneHeaUy aU Chronic Diseaeee.

MANSILL’S ^»LMANAC 

— OF —
PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

Wvatuoi FutovaeicTB GuiUC KQU WCW C^ySlCR) 01 
Science for 1896. It contains a planetary chart of 
eaoh month, showing the posftloi ot the planeU in 
the different bouses In the Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
Autbdr of “Geology and Microscopy Illuatrated," 
••Coheilve Attraction and the Formation of World," 
“Universal Change In Natural ElemsnU," etc. Price 
25 cents. For sale at thin office.

MRS. M. L. GILLETTE,
INDEPENDENT SLATE-WRITER.

218 East Forty-iccond Place. Bitting, dally from 1 
a. m. u> 4 p. m. M9

io

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
Tbe well-known Paycbometrlit and BusIneBi Medium. 
Readings personally or by letter »1.00. Three rea
sonable questioni answered by msll for 25 cento. 
Magnetic treatment given at ber residence, or al 
home pf tbe patient. 8140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
HL Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty-first 
street Residence, one block West on Rhode*  avenue, 
near Thirty-first. 260tf

QPIBITUALI8T8 VISITING CHICAGO CAN FIND 
D cozy rooms, equal to those at hotel», with a 
Splrituallct family, at 38 St John’s Place, near Union 
Park.

“Mediumship and Its Development- 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel, 
opment.” By W. H. Bach. «Especially 
useful to learners who seek to'know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de-' 
velopment, - and avoid errors. -Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“History of. the Inquisition.” Every, 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution-known as the Inquisition. 
Thff animiiS of .Bomamsid '.against an 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with thé ruling powers of 
the'Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of véritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paraUelcd in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this offlee, and will bewailed 
postpaid for 25c.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine. ” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the- 
o’on-ical subjects. . Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price 81. For sale at this office.

To the Bdïtoè:—Some weeks ago 
there appeared in your paper a letter 
from Mr. Will C. Hodge, concerning 
his giving a lecture in “The Saratoga 
of the West.” There is a sequel to 
follow.

Mr. Hodge was very earnest in his 
desire to awaken an interest in the 
subjects so near his heart, and most 
certainly, has succeeded in doing so. 
Although his friends here were anxious 
to have him come; they felt appre
hensive of the results, as'Waukesha 
has'always been called veiy conserva
tive. Mr. Hodge not only awakened' 
a deep interest, but he sustained it 
all through, and his audiences steadily 
increased from fifty or sixty to up
wards of two hundred. The press has ■ 
noticed his meetings most fairly and 
favorably, and been well represented 
in the attendance at every meeting.

Mr. Hodge’s teachings-commend

23. Mrs. C, D. GrBnemyer.
24. Hon. L. V. Moulton.
26. Mrs. H. 8. LAci . '
26. Mrs. H. S. late and Hon. L. V.

Moulton. ' .
27. Conference. - - .
28. Hon. L. V. Mtndton. ■■
29. Labor Day.. Hta. L. V. Moulton.
30. Mra. H. S. Late.
31. Mrs. Cora. L^VZ Richmond.

AUOUBT.
1. Rev. W. W. Hicks. _ ”*
2. Mrs. Cora-L. V. .Richmond and Ly

man C. Howe. <- •;
3. Conference. .
4. Lyman C. Howes _
8. Woman’s Day- ' Rev. Anna Shaw.
6. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. . '
7. Lyman C. Howe
8. S. Weil. •
9. J. Clegg Wright and Rev. W. W. 

Hicks.
; 10. Conference. - ~ .

11 and 12. Prof. Wm. Lockwood.
13 and 14. J. Clegg Wright ‘ -
15. Jennie B. H. Jackson and Prof. 

Wm. Lockwood. . ~'
16. Mrs. R.S. Lillie and Prof. Wm. 

Lockwood. '
r. 17. Conference. .

18. Mrs. R. S. Lillie. - .• .
" 19. Hon. A^B. Richmond. .•

20. Jennie B. H. Jackson. ■
21. Annual convention and election of 

the Spiritual, Educational and Protect- 
tive Union. ’ . ' •

22. Mrs. R. S. Lillie and Rev. W. W. 
Hicks. '

23. Mrs. Jennie B. H. Jackson and 
Hon. A. B. Richmond. ‘ ' • ■

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Llule Dotes. These poem» ue m atul» ■■ 

tuiir. Price 41.00.

CHURCH AND STATE.
The Bible In the Public School»! the New "Amer 

l““L/frt7- ?7.“J.<Ser“)I1'" TbtM edlUon. Tbl« 
beautiful pamphlet ot 28 p«es Is the moat thorough 
preaentetlon of the Church and State oueatlon that 
W appeared. Price 10 centa. •

THE VOICES.
By Warren Sumner Bartow. The Voices contain 

poem» of remarkable beauty and force. They are moft excellent Price 11.00. 9

THÉ CODS.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
ByRev. Chaa. Chinlquy, ex-prieiL A remarkable 

book. Pages, 882. Price 4.25. -

THEE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
By A. B. Hudson. M D. Price. LB cent*.

THE AGE OF REASON.
. By Thomas Paine. Being an InveBtlgatlon of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete effi. 
tian, from new plates and new type; 186 pages, poet 
8V0, Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
//AT? IVO^DROUS POWER

which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and otter Inspired words, together with soms 
Personal Trait*  and Characteristics of Propbeta. Apo*  
Ues, and Jeras, pr New Readings of “The Miracle**  
by Allxs PunriM. Price 75 cent*.  For sals al Im

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highway», By-wayi and Hedge» 

of Life. By Mattik E. Hull. Tills 1» a marvelously 
neat book of »«lection» from Mrs. Hull» best poems, 
sermons and ewaya, and contain» a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Mote» Han. Price, 
neatly bound 1n Sngl|ah cloth» fl. For tale at thli 
fifficb» . ■ . ■ .

L

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase» of mediumship, and asptrltual 
song-book. All for 2S cent*.  Address Mrs. J. A. Bliss, 
4921 Calnmet Ave., Chicago, III. 361

MRS, ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who li clairvoyant, clalraudlent, 

psychometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 
1180 North Clark street Engagements can be made 
by letter._______________________________ o84Otf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Bend full name, age, sex. and two stamps for frxe 

Dlagnosia. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D.f Jaokson, Mich.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
ta the history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them 
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 page», beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Mention this paper. 835tf

BOOK-THE ’•LATEST OUT ON HYPNOTISM," 
by Prof. Barnes. Mailed on reeelpt of 50 cenu.

911 16th street, Denver, Colo. 853

Life readings, ten cents and stamp.
Bureeu Psychic inquiry, 67 Crescent aye. Grand

Rapids, Mich. 847

Drug stork for bale-good business 
corner, and excellent bu»ln'es» 1» now being carried 

on there. For full particular! a» to price, addreti 
“8," in care of 40 Loomii »treet, Chicago, lit 847

A W. KINKEAD, TRUMPET MEDIUM. SEANCES 
V« Tuesday» and Saturday! at 8 p. m. FLORA 
KINKEAD, Materiallxation and Teit Medium. Mate
rializing seanceB Wednesdays and Bundays at 8 p. m. 
Private sittings for business and tests daily. We 
hold seance» tn your own homes by appointment. 
2915 Cottage Grove are., Chicago. 350

SPECIAL TREATMENT FOR HEALTH AND 
succes» in Business. ROWLANp J. BROWN, 

Austin, Cook C?., Ill. “I bo gladly send the enclosed 
as payment for treatment. My ouslncst is Improv
ing, and I am so well and happy we can so rejoice over 
this great victory. Keep up the treatmenu.—A.H.K” 
Extract of a letter received from England. Send 
Belf-adflrcssed stamped envelope tar particulate. 848

Blue bird, engineer of night express 
running between Darknes» and Dawn, will show 

Illuminated face» in the headlight of Frogreia—give 
poems and names of Indian guide» and Boui-mates. 
Ring the bell by each blighted pine when »term» are 
due to you or your». Place signal light» in trails of 
buslnesB, and slow.up to the »tatlonof Peace and 
Prosperity. Enclose |1. with name, ago »nd addreia 
to DR. MARIAN H. BASSETT, Box 323, Hender
son’» Harbor, N.Y. 849

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Tail work will be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Bomanlsm and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, ud the keen, 
loathing review of Romish Ides» «nd Tfractlces ibould 
be read^y all. Price, 25c, Sold at thh office.

JA.(

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist Attack oq Splrttaillim repulsed, By 

MO8X8 Hull. Price. 5 cenu. Fertile at ibis office.

THOMAS PAINE’S ~ 
Examination of the Prophecies. 

A conild.ratlon of the puxani tn the Nov TeiU- 
meat, quoted from the Old, andcilledPi-opheoleiOo*  
ceralhg Jetu ChrtiL Fnce U cenu.

í

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contxxt>: The Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Suns 
Planets suwi Satellites. The Origin of Meteor« and 
Comets;The Organic Kingdom; Tbs Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Power»; The Boul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Boul Re
ceives Ito Highest Impressions: The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De- 
zenerstion; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ: Tbe Summary: "What 
Must We Do to Be Bared.’* For sale at tbla office

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 5O<l

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Levltlcu», ’Number» 
and Deuteronomy, by

FBUxabeth Cady Btanton, lAttia Devereua 
■ StdhOf Feo» PMbe Hanaford, Clara Se- 

wiih CoXby, FHen JBarieUe Dietrick, 
Mrw« Zotttea Sooth worth,.. Ur- 

nOa N, CeatefOd, and
■ JHineee E» Barr»

“In every tool there 1» botmd up some troth and 
gome error, and each gives to the world of thought 
what no other one posse»ie*."-</OUita.

The bright and scholarly comment! of thti galaxr 
of bright mlndi ar. of deep Intereit, an! throw | 
.irons and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All ihonld read It. .
Price 60c. For sale at tbla Office^
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SOME SHORT SERMONS
In Which Pete Foünd Subllrne Spiritual Truths

BY CEO. H. HEPWORTH, EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK HERALD,

BEYOND THE HORIZON. | elate and enjoy it or not. The eyes of 
In my Father’s house are many man-; the body may be so defective that the 

lions.—John xiv. 2. sight is dim, and the eyes of the soul
What a difference there is between a can be affected in the same way. If I 

house iu which a family residesand a hud the power, therefore, and wantedto 
house that is empty! And yet it is the make a man happier in his surroundings 
same house. Or rather, it is not the 1 \hould not change the surroundings, 
Wie house at all. । lather the man. Nobody gets out of

Suppose you visit it on some festive ‘
occasion. The rooms are brilliantly 
lighted, there is the hum of many voices, 
or the rich melody of merry laughter, 
knd the very air pulsates with buoyant 
life. There' is neither nook nor corner 
in which good cheer is not found, and

may linger in our youth, but In our age 
its speed is breathless, We no sooner 
leave the cradle than the grave comes 
into view.

To some of us this is a very grave 
matter: to others it is a matter of small
consequenoe. If one lives in a house of 

________ ....___   „ „  many rooms he does not weep when 
his life half as much as God has put'asked to leave the room in which he 
’___________________ ■”______"_____ ' happens to sit and enter another which

will afford him better accommodation.
into it. Our egotism will not allow us 
to blame ourseives for this, and so we 
find a wretched kind of relief in blam- If, however, the bouse has only one 

room, and you are forced to leave that,ing the Almighty. We wonder why
He does not arrange matters differently, , . ,
aud at the same time the angels are . only dust, we shrink from going back 

as von mingle with the Uiron"- you are wondering why we do nolsee things dif- to that from which we came; but if wo 
impressed by tbe prevailing exuber-, ferently. are soul also, we may shake the dust oil
since Everythin# asi well as everybody 1 Thore is no sunset for one whose eyes ; without a tremor, for the soul will find 
seems to be thoroughly alive and even we closed, and there is no joy for one abetter body somewhere when it needs 
pictures uiid'furiiiture tremble and throb. ’who believes himself to be badly treated. |ono.
with the general joyousness. ' 1 here never yet was un environment so 1 here are periods of life when these

But cross that threshold after the perfect that a man could not find fault | great facts assume special importance, 
' ‘ .............. ........ > ......... and other periods when they seem to behouse has been deserted for a few weeks. > it if he hud a bitter soul, noran en- 

You are met by an ominous sort of vironment eo full of hardship that a 
gloom. The rooms are as they were, | man could not find some comfort in it if 
the pictures and furniture are all there, i be was willing to look and knew where 
but something more than the family has i to look. .... T
apparently departed. The spirit of the I The. chief mission of renglón, as I un
house, so to speak, has gone, and the - -• " ■ """
gathering dust and the hollow echo of 
your voice remind you that a remarka
ble change has taken place and that an 
inexpressible element is wanting.

In like manner, what a difference ba

derstand it, is, first, to change a man's

your tears may be pardoned. If we are

dreamy and unreal. When we are 
young, for example, the near future at
tracts the eye, but the fur future is hard
ly worth a thought. We are so busy 
laying plans for to-morrow that we sel
dom cast even a glance at the day after 
to-morrow. There is something charm-attitude toward events by the necro- „

muncy of faith in God’s loveand wisdom, ing about even the impulsiveness and 
and, second, to so inform him that he carelessness and thoughtlessness of 
will know how to use his life to the best I youth. It is sufficient unto itself, is full

on larger thoughts and projects and 
hopes. There is another kind of dis
content which is thoroughly depressing 
and is therefore to be avoided, because 
It draws the curtains down and forces 
you to sit In the dark.

When a man sfiys, “This is well 
enough for to-day, ■ but to-morrow I 
shall have more and better,” he is in 
just the state of mind that makes the 
more and the better possible. But 
when one feels that his circumstances 
are not only a hardship, but also an in
justice, he can neither get out of his 
present the best there.is in it, nor look 
forward to the future with anything like 
good cheer. The people who indulge in 
this latter train of thought are a very 
bad sort of Christians. They are at 
odds with themselves, and with the Al
mighty. They spend so much time in 
wishing that things were not as they 
are, that there is no time left in which 
to use their experience to the best ad
vantage. :

If we would recognize how much we 
have to be grateful for, instead of find
ing fault because there are those who 
seem to be better off than we, we should 
find a deal of comfort to which we are 
now strangers. T|ie difference to a 
man's soul, to his temper, to his general 
disposition, and, not least of ail, to his 
bodily health, between the conviction 
that he can do great things with what 
he has and the conviction that he can do 
nothing because ha has not what he 
thinks lie ought to have, is practically 
the difiercnce betwoe^a life sweetened 
by faith and effort and a life embiitered 
by an estrangement between himself and 
the very nature of things. *

It is true that there arc human beings 
who seem to be greatly favored by cir
cumstances or by the accident of birth, 
and also true that sopie have very little 
capital of opportunity., Why this is so 
no student of nature ar of theology has 
been able to tell ns. It is one’of thp 
puzzles of creation,, and we cun but 
guess at a solution. ;■ Perhaps by mid by, 
when we reach a higher vantage 
ground and look back op these fleeting 
years, we shall be us. grateful us wo are 
now critical. The .matter is not ex
plained either by Christianity or by any 
of the natural religions which have 
swayed mankind. " I

I leave the problem, therefore, to take 
care of itself and usk my soul this far 
more important question: How can I get 
out of what I have 'all ¡the enjoyment 
and good cheer it is capable of affording 
me? If my neighbor rides while I walk, 
if he has plenty and I have little, aye, if 
he hus robust health aufl" I hear about 
with mo a thorn in the flesh, 1 would 
rather pray for a contented spirit than 
wuste my energy m envy of that neigh
bor. 1 do not care how humble one’s 
circumstdnces may he, there is certain
ly something beautiful and holy to be 
found within the narrow circle. The 
poorest man who ever lived, who had 
not where to lay His head, who was 
laid in u manger at His birth, and who 
died on the cross, could find a world of 
beauty in a flower and a helpful truth 
In the flight of birds. '

We think too much of our environ
ment and not enough of oiir destiny. 
Wealth has very little to do with happi
ness. money gives nothing to the heart, 
can purchase neither a moral principle 
nor an aspiration. Strip the millions 
from one man, take away the poverty 
from another, pull off everything until 
you get down to the naked soul, and you 
find that the only real difference is a 
difference of character. Environment 
counts for nothing, but character counts 
for everything.

I say this, therefore—give no atten
tion to what others are able to do or to 
enjoy; but devote yourself to doing and 
enjoying all that is possible in your own 
small life. There never yet was a night 
without a star, and ¿if you search for 
the star and do what you can to ignore 
the darkness you kill find more happi
ness than you ever dreamed of. Tne 
habit of looking at the bright side is 
well worth cultivating. It is a kind of 
practical Christianity which the world 
knows too little about.. Religion is not 
worth much if it encourages your dis
content: for, after all, if you and the 
Lord keep together you will always be 
in good company and always have some
thing to make you glad .and cheerful. 
What is around you will r‘be brightened 
by what is above you, anfi to-day, cloudy 
though it be, will be made radiant by 
the hopes that come from- the great to
morrow. » ,

startled beyond measure when told that 
not only will vicious habits result in 
physical derangement, but that contin
uously vicious thoughts have the same 
tendency.

The world has gone wrortg for many 
generations and become entangled in the 
meshes of inherited maladies, simply be
cause men have chosen their own way 
in opposition to God's way. The world’s 
mental attitude has been the fruitful 
source of all the bodily evils from which 
it has suffered. If the universal mind 
had convinced itself in the beginning 
that unselfishness is more profitable 
than selfishness, that purity pays divi
dends while impurity lays assessments, 
and had continued through the centu
ries to lovingly live along the lines of 
the Creator's plan, pain would be a 
thing unknown, the word disease would 
never have been coined, and death 
would be like the sweet sleep of child
hood, from which we would wake in 
heaven. So far as the world is God's 
world, it is perfect; so fur as it is man’s 
world, it needs the succor of mighty 
remedial agencies.

Now, since mental conditions produce 
disease, then it must follow that mental 
conditions may check disease and even 
produce health. Let us linger here for 
a moment, for we are kneeling on the 
ground as the Christ passes by and 
touching the hem of His garment. We 
are on the threshold of very wonderful 
discoveries, the value of which cannot 
be estimated. If it be true that to pos
sess the Christ spirit is not merely to 
bear the ills of life serenely, but also to 
prevent tnem to a degree, then for the 
first time we lift our religion out of its 
theological environment and make it a 
priceless, practical truth. When it is 
forced upon us that no man can be 
wholly well either in body or in soul 
who is not consciously God's child, and 
that wo are well or ill in body ana soul 
in proportion to our filial relation to 
Him, then we put religion where it be
longs, on the strong foundation from 
winch in our ignorance of natural and 
moral law we long ago removed it.

The important fact for men to recog
nize is this—that the cardiual virtues 
are the corner-stones of a healthy body 
and a healthy character. The spirit of 
the Christ dissipates that condition of 
mind which produces disease, and tends 
to reproduce health as surely as wheat 
seed if properly sowed will furnish a 
wheat crop. The assertion is entirely 
within the bounds of known scientific 
law th£l the ideal man is he who rever
ently looks to heaven and says; “1» Him 
I live and move and have my being.”

Hero is the grand lesson to ponder, 
that faith is reposeful, that it is the 
equivalent of strength, for it is the mir
acle worker that not only enables us to 
bear pain, but lessens the pain Itself.

How wonderfully practical Christian
ity becomes! You must feed the mind 
with wholesome thoughts, or you will 
vainly feed the body with wholesome 
food. Your physical comfort depends on 
what you are able to see when you look 
into the heavens. The heart is the man. 
It is like the spring in which the river 
has its source. Unless the spring is 
kept pure the river will be turbid to its 
very mouth, and unless the heart is kept 
pure there can be no home, no health, 
no happiness. Undefiled religion is 
nothing else than the Christ spirit which 
makes each event of life a stepping
stone to higher things, and death the 
topmost step from which we are lifted 
into heaven.

the strength of physical maturity the 
heat and burden of the day. With a 
godlike intellect he makes companions 
of the stars and forces from them se
crets which stretch through the count
less years of the past; he corrals for the 
practical benefit of mankind the innum
erable natural laws which have never 
before known subjection except to the 
will of God. They are tamed and har
nessed and become as obedient and do
cile as were the genii of fairy tales.

Summer is the season of achievement. 
The man has developed capacities 
which excite our wonder, for he grasps 
the east and the west with his two 
hands. The earth trembles under his 
feet, and the heavens are within easy 
reach. And yet the appetite for knowl
edge grows by what it feeds on, and he 
is impressed and oopressed bv the con
sciousness that he has not reached the 
limit of discovery, or of his own ability 
to discover. Is it true that he will con
tinue to grow, or is there a boundary 
which he cannot pass? It has not yet 
been found, and the future beckons him 
to still greater accomplish ment.

Therefore 1 say the summer of life is 
not 1,ts best season.

Autumn comes with its chilling frosts, 
and winter treads on autumn s heels, its 
arms full of snow and ice. The earth 
yields up its glorious harvests, then be
comes drowsy and soon falls on slumber. 
The sap no longer flows, the leaves 
wither and cover the ground, the trees 
in orchard and forest are denuded, and 
a kind of sadness hovers over the earth 
like a canopy of cloud.

The same experience comes to man. 
His maturity has passed, his work is 
done. The heart begins to boat like a 
muffled drum, and the presage of ap
proaching dissolution whispers strange 
possibilities in his ears.

Ah! but the fields and forests are not 
dead; they only sleep. You may grow 
sad in winter, but both fields and forests 
will tell you that they are glad to rest a 
while, for another spring will soon 
beckon them, and then they will begin 
the work of production once more.

The correspondence between nature 
and man still continues, for the winter 
of life will by and by give way to the 
springtime of eternity. The man who 
dies has not reached the limit of his 
powers, but in some other world and un
der more favorable conditions will take 
up the wbrk which death forced him to 
relinquish.

I say, therefore, that the best season 
of the soul's long year is the springtime 
of immortality that is to come.

of the soul. God’s law so works that 
when you begin to win victories over 
yourself life becomes brighter, the sky 
seems clearer, the stars are more brill
iant and an indescribable something 
steals into the heart which is beyond 
the price of rubies.

No man can say he is perfect. If he 
dares to do so it is because he is either 
ignorant or a hypocrite. You can't find 
astronomers and mathematicians in a 
primary school; neither can you find a 
perfect soul this side of heaven. God 
does not ask that much of any one. But 
if you are making a brave fight, if you 
have set the wonderful enginery of will 
nt work, if with your brain you under
stand what God would have you make of 
yourself, if with your heart you see the 
beautiful ideal He has given, and then, 
calling on the hosts of heaven for help, 
undismayed by repeated failures, you 
slowly cleans,your soul of its impurities, 
you are truly a child ol Gixl, and around 
you are a cloud of witnesses who will 
never leave you until you safely arrive 
in the home on high. Religion is sim
ply another name for the military tac
tics of the soul. Life is a struggle, a 
glorious struggle, and if the right means 
are employed it is sure to be a victorious 
struggle.

CHRISTIANITY.
The Genuine and the Spuri 

ous Sorts.

They Should Not Be Confounded.

To the Editor:—The writer has ever 
boon known ns a consistent Universalist 
Spiritualist, firmly of the opinion that ~ 
all things should be called by the right 
names.

At the same time, he has never con
sidered it his duty, or necessary, to 
withdraw fellowship from the church of 
his choice. He has ever contended 
that when a person or un assembly is
sues a counterfeit, no honest citizen 
should call it the genuine. If they do 
the ignorant are deceived.

Many writers of the liberal journals 
call what is palmed off as the “Evan
gelical Orthodoxy,’’ Christianity. The 
fact is, they are two distinct systems. 
What is called “Orthodox,” is a base 
counterfeit of the genuine issue of the 
tipre principles taught by Jesus Christ. 
Let us not lee a few items.

The doctrine of the “Holy Trlnitv” so- 
called, as issued by the Church of Romo, 
and adopted by her Protestant daughters 
and her numerous granddaughters, is 
not of Christianity.

The personal, spiritual, invisible Devil 
who stands by the side of every child, 
as it crosses the line from innocent baby
hood to accountability, to tempt them to 
do wrong, and if they leave this body 
and pass on without repenting, the op
portunity to make‘any amends Is cut 
off, and the devil takes the souls of all 
such, and becomes their custodian, to 
torment them to all eternity. These doc
trines concerning the Devil and the end
less punishment of all the guilty souls of 
the world are prominent pictures ujion 
tbe face of this "Evangelical" counter
feit issue.

advantage. That is what is meant by 1 of resources and it laughs at difficulties. 
. the new birth, and in very truth the I You speak of evils to be avoided, but it 

’ ’ ' ' ’ ’ 11 shakes its head in doubt—first, because
anything before experienced that it thinks you exaggerate mutters, and 

urenter change could be mude if he second, because, However great these 
1 were to be literally born again. evils may be, it feels itself quite compe-
'I It is possible to think of the good tent to handle them.

" ’ ‘ 1 .. ... Keligion seems to buoyant, hopeful

tween a body with a soul in whole- -
hearted possession of all its functions general outlook becomes so different 
apd a body from which the tenant has ■ from anythin- 1
removed. It is the same body, and yet no gr~
it is not the same at all.

When the man who owned it was In
occupation, how warmly the hand was things and lay the others aside; to dwell 
thrust out to give you welcome, what on what makes for happiness and ignore,uluol,vuc B.,v —___ _ _____ iiat makes for happiness and ignore youth rather an encumbrance than o
generous words fell‘from the lips either all else. But our human nature finds it benefit. And so it would be if it were 
h ■ ■ r in condolence and difficult to do this because the habit of really the dull and sombre something

■ ■ ■ ' doing just tlie contrary hus become - it is frequently represented to be. When
- | you practically tell a young man that

The catalogue of things to be grateful I religion will take all the enthusiasm out 
.....  ..... . -   ’ , ’ „ . What a pleasure, for of his IRe—and this is sometimes done— 

iVranor'wiiiiifd 'danced'or snug, knelt instance,' it is ‘ to be alive, and wliut a he very naturally wants as little of it as 
or climbed with a glad willingness. I beautiful mystery life is. To think, to | possible. One reason why young men 

But «¡omethinv hus buppened. Thore ; feel, to aspire, to reach out with specu-1 are loath to accept religion is that it is 
lies that body "but it stirs not It is lative daring toward the stars, to dream grossly and grievously misrepresented, 
neither hospitable nor kind. You rec- of other worlds like this, to take u still I In very truth, it is their best friend, and 
ognizo every feature, but still your loftier flight and explore that fur away ¡will give them more good cheer and 
friend is not there. You speak, but the country which we call heaven—how ■ more ardftr, and more happiness, and 
¿ar is dull for the first time. You take marvelous a creature is man, what a1 more assistance in the accomplishment 
the hand but there is no responsive perfect piece of machinery he is, if re-1 of their high purposes than any other 
pressure.’ The eyes refuse even to open, • garded from the standpoint of material-1 system of thought they can adopt. But 
though they were never guilty of_such . ism, and bow much more marvelous , when they are told that inorder to be
disco'iirtesv before. when you recognize that interior some- religious they must never do what they

What has occurred? Only this, that , thing which is independent of the mere ! want to do, and must always do what
' ' ’ ’ ’ machine and will live a better and i they do not want to do, we need

in congratulation or
how Hashed the eyes as though each were , ...
p hearthstone filled with blazing logs. I fixed. 
The body was subject to the will of the I T^° „
tenant and obeyed his slightest behest, for ta very large.

your comrade has move«1 ■ hn- -Iff 
home and gone elsew ere to live. You
did not see him go, a d you cannot say

WHY ARE WE TEMPTED?
In all points tempted like as we are, 

yet without sin.—Hebrews, iv., 15.
It may seem a strange thing to say, 

but there are very few joys in this world 
which equal that which follows victory 
over an evil habit. There is something 
which approximates to the supernatural 
in the consciousness that you are at lust 
master of yourself.

One of the oddest facts connected 
with human nature is that it is so very 
easy to fall down and so very hard to 
get up again—so easy to acquire an in
jurious habit aud so hard to break 
away from it.

And yet it is not so verv odd, after all. 
There is a reason for all things, and if 
you look long enough you will find that 
it is a good reason, it is not true that 
the Lord has failed to make the best 
possible world for the purpose He had 
in view, but it certainly is true that 
many times we find fault with Him 
when we ought to find fault with our
selves.

Moreover, the fact that life is full of 
obstacles, and that temptations lie in 
ambush on both sides of the road, is one 
of the strongest arguments for immor
tality. If a man looks into the inevita
ble entanglements of this life, and then 
remarks with care the effect produced 
on the soul by its constant effort to over
come the obstacles and to rise superior 
to the entanglements, he must surely 
convince liifhself that the soul only be
gins its long career in this primary 
school of existence, and that somewhere 
there is a university in which he will 
enter on the higher education for which 
his experience here is preparing him.

A great light breaks on this subject 
when you remember that God’s purpose 
is to develop all the faculties and quali
ties which lie hidden in your nature. 
Under the best of circumstances this 
cannot be accomplished iu our lower 
world. If therefore you declare that 
there is no future in which we shall 
have a greater opportunity, it is like 
asserting that God'planted an orchard of 
apple-trees, poured the sunshine and 
rain upon them until they into blossoms, 
and then, when the fruit was turning 
from green to red,cut the trees all down, 
with the assertion that He never intend
ed the apples to ripen.

No man ever yet built a strong char
acter out of self-indulgence. If you 
wish to get to the top of a hill you must 
climb. The vessel that drifts in ocean 
currents never reaches its destination. 
But when the sails are properly trimmed, 
and the right man is at the wheel, the 
steady craft bounds over the waves like 
a thing of life, and even the head winds 
contribute to its progress.

The evils in the world have a wonder
fully beneficent'mission, in spite of the 
fact that they cause so many spiritual 
disasters. God gives you a nail to drive, 
and if you do it so clumsily that you 
bruise your finger it is not the fault of 
the nail,nor the hammer, nor yet of Him 
who gave you both hammer and nail. So 
life must be skillfully handled or you 
will surely fall upon great ills. People 
seem to think that to be a good-carpen
ter or architect or physician one must 
put himself into long and patient train
ing and so learn the.secrets of success, 
but in order to become a Christian one 
need not be thoughtful or observant. In

broader life without it after the airy not be surprised that during the years 
noihiug which we call death has done ! of effervescence they turn their faces
iis little all. | the other way. This is all the more-

And then what a world this body and | pitiful because these years of efferves-
soul creature has for a residence. Can ' cence ar? ?eay6 ln which the corner
even ecstacy conceive anything more atones of character are laid. In my 
beautiful than the physical universe? ' Jl"igmont, the kind of religion which Is 
The changing seasons unrolled every , n0J- joy-producing 16 ra°k
day by unseen hands and presenting a ! „ Y,outh may think itself sufficient unto 
new picture with every dawn; the itself, but age knows that it is not The 
spWngtime, when the apparently dead most startling period of life Is that in 

____  . earth breaks forth into renewed life; i witleh t^ consciousness steais over you 
It doesn't fo! ow that because y >u do the glorious summer, when the impene- , at more than half of your journey has 

not know when your friend is he .here-1 trable mysteries of growth unfold I J36611 covered. So long as the future is 
fore is not, am yet that is the ill igical । themselves and blossoms change to fruit; | longer than the past you may cherish a 
assertion which doubt reiterates te our the ruddy autumn, when the work of, certain indifference, but when the in
constant disina;. We often dro a tear the year reaches its consummation, and !ture 16 compassed by only a few more 
ah a grave, vhereas if we co .Id see (when laden trees and vineyards and i summers and winters you become solici- 
things as they are we should whisper , ripened harvests yield their abundance;, tous as to what that future contains for 
our congratula ons to the a.' in the . the frosty winter,when forests and fields you say to youfscIf, lam
hope that the de. r one mi.ht hear fall on slumber, perhaps to dream of a1 n°w, you add, I must think eeri- 
them. I better springtime to come—how awe-in-1 ous|y- ther?u1® anything In God’s

The soul is too important to die, and : spiring it all is and with what strange , Coat universe that can give you hope,
the body is too unimportant to exist for emotions it fills the heart. And a6 we or, better still, a certainty, you reach
more than a few decades. It is a very | ponder, how helpless we are, how like, i pjityour hands;and your heart for it. If
curions fact that every man is in love children who nave scarcely mastered i“e true that there are mansions in
with his own soul or personality. He the simplest rudiments of knowledge, : the sky, you want to be assured of that 
prizes the something which be calls his and what a vast, what an inexpressibly ! Jact' . oetween doubt and faith there 
real self above all other possessions. 1 ’• " ------------------  ' ' " vttBt "nt tn nn «wf„l anr«™««

residence is, andexactly where his ne- -------------- ,----
for that reason you are mystified and 
perhaps greatly tro bled. What we do 
not understand is a . to disturb us. Bit
the onlv difference between the first il
lustration, the ei> pty house, and the 
second, the emptv body, is that when 
the family moved they left word a< to 
their destination, and the sufferer who 
moved did not.

emotions it fills the heart. And as we
r ? —* • »

: or. better still, a certainty, you reach

______ . i grand territory stretches out b'efore us, i is a vast, not to say an awfui difference. 
He would not exchange himself, even . inviting us to penetrate its mysteries >; 'Christs promise to prepare a place 
though conscious of many a weakness, and solve its problems. for you was founded on authority, and
for any other human beingon the earth. | Bllt take the next step. The chief' an'
Hemaj' find fault with fate and deem object in life is not to know, but to be, i t tl! v f
himself harshly used; still he would atld events have been so arranged that osewijO have gone before, 
rather be himself with poverty than any if We use them skillfully they will each .
other with wealth. . ’ one of them become a stepniiig-stone to । ? wh’toh

Not so with the body. That is quite higher things. The soul of childhood is ; Jj.11“e ” mtad1
another matter. No one thinks of his nothing but a bundle of undeveloped! ............. ... t. . . ’ .
body as himself—only as a minor part of ; possibilities. The powers of an arch- 
himsclf. He would be glad to have an- ' ang6] are packed within that narrow 
other body, just as we would be glad to । Space. The soul grows just as the body 
move out of a wretched hovel Into a well does, no one knows how; but, strangely 
built mansion. We by no means have en0Ugh, when the body has reached its 
the same pride in body that we have in | maturity the soul is still in its adoles- 
personality. We might be happy to get * cence, and sooner or later you face the 
rid of the one, but nothing could tempt i curious fact that every man is a double, 
us to part with the other. I and that when one part of him is in the

And what reason do you suppose God , rjpe fruit the other part is still in blos- 
could have for destroying a soul? Noth- 8om 
ingeise in the universe is destroyed and | Now „ what your religion
why should the greatestof His creations । doeg^t practicaJllv convince you that 
EuU„e'™ a . jOt m2ted ou.t10 ' life can be very beautiful as well as holy
est?. The body exhausts its possibilities and doeg not ¿rsuade you that there is 
and then falls back to dust. It reaches j fo”nd almo/t everywhere if
its dimax, and longer duration would . win train to 16ok for it,
add nothing to the perfection ofits func- (henputthat religion aside and goto 
tions. But does a man s intelligence, tt)e Chr.ist for a newsetof truths. When 
does his spirit exhaus all possibilities? i h given TOu something, do not 
The mental and spiritual appetites are teke whB?man-giveg ¥Ou in its stead, 
merely whetted by our earthly expert- Your oreed ig weBu en6ugh if you leave 
ence: we simply acquire a keen.reli*  ' H on the gholf) but must keep the 
and then the house falls into ruin and - •• ’ -- J........................... -

bo to end it>all, is a stiletto driven into 
the heart by a cruel hand; but to have 
heaven to look forward to, with larger 
fields of activity and more favorable op
portunities—then we are like the poor 
man who has suddenly fallen upon a 
large inheritance, and who is even anx
ious to get away from the old that he 
may enjoy the new.

Religion gives us all these assurances. 
Their acceptance by the soul adds to it 
a dignity and grandeur immeasurable,

we must leave it.
Another body, another life, another 

environment! That is what the soul has

Sermon on the Mount within reach for 
constant use.

Yes, there are sighs atid tears, butenvirulliuunv. iuuv is wuau luc ovui - «... v j
prophesied for itself as a consequence of . 'W weep with hope and y.our 
God’s goodness and wisdom. And then sorrow at the setting of the sun is 
vxwuofjv nhaornii hr fhflnrnmico ni.fl hoffur mnr.God's goodness and wisdom.
comes ringing through the ages the 
Voice which checks our tears at separa
tion and transmutes them into the hope

cheered by the promise of a better mor-

of reunion, saying,”1 goto prepare a 
place for you.” . *

I know not where heaven is, and 
scarcely care to inquire; but it is some
where,' and the thought is to the heartof 
a man what the falling rain is to the 
parched fields! - - ■ ■

THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE.
Serve the lord with gladness: come 

before1 his presence with singing,— 
Psalms, 0.1-2.• .____
. OurTnVh'Onment is one of exceeding 
beauty;-burn is a matter of tèmpera- 
inent atid disposition whether we appre-

row. There is no experience which 
may not be used for your benefit if you 
and God engage in the task together.

. WHAT IS YOUR LIFE? .
As for man, his days-are as grass. 

—Psalms, ciiL, 15, ■ . ; .:
To what would you liken a man’s life? 

asked some one centuries ago. It is 
like a bird, was the answer, who flies 
through the window from outer dark
ness, then flies through the opposite 
window into the darkness again. At the 
very longest, life is very short. No man 
finish?? his work before he Is called. 
nS0ffi6tnmg left undone”, are words to 
be inscribed on every.tombstone. Time

! and withal a peace, a happiness, which 
no words can express. When once 
God’s hand and*  yours are clasped He 
may lead you where He will, for the end 
of the journey when nightfall comes will 
find you in “the holy city, New Jerusa
lem.’’

BE OF GOOD CHEER.
Thou hast put gladness in my heart— 

Psalms, iv.,7.
If one would make his life profitable 

and happy he must be at great pains to 
fit himself to his circumstances or en
vironment A vast deal depends on the 
successful endeavor to do so, because in 
that way only can he maintain in ordi
nary times a calm and- cheerful or,. in 
the stress of sorrow, a resigned state of 
mind, r ■ • ‘ .

Not that he need be entirely satisfied 
with his environment, for it is also his 
duty to look forward to something bet
ter and to make such changes as ambi- 
tioh may prompt or an honest effort 
achieve. But to be forever discontented
with what you have is to lessen, or pos
sibly to l?se, the power to make the best 
of it.

There is a kind of restlessness which 
is almost godlike, for it implies that the 
soul is capable of indefinite progress,' 
and as the clothes of youth are outgrown 
in manhood tend' we purchase others 
which fit our iherea-ed stature, so the 
soul must change m garments and Jut

OUR FAITH AND OUR BODIES.
As he thlnketh iti his heart, so is he. 

—Proverbs, xxiii.,,7. .
There are certain passages of Scrip

ture, of which this is one, whose real sig
nificance is at last being discovered.

In the diamond fields of Africa price
less stones have remained for ages un
known and undisturbed; and in the do
main of spirit precious truths have lain 
for centuries unrecognized. By some 
happy chance an explorer of the African 
wild stumbles on the, scattered gems, 
and the world is at once made richer. 
By an equal chance ai scientist or phi-, 
losopher announces'a. new principle ol 
truth and we find that some old prophet 
or seer taught it cehtdrjes ago, and the 
world has been deafuhtil now.

The text furnishes aq apt illustration. 
In a vague and general,way we have-al- 
ways believed that a «man’s thoughts 
possess a kind of creative energy, but 
we have not, appreciated the'practical 
value and*importance  m thfe~fact. We 
have simply glanced it it,; and then 
passed by on tìie other side. .Thè rough 
diamond was_ under, our very feet, and 
we every dajftrod on the spot where it 
lay; but not Uhtil recent years has any 
one picked It up and polished it and 
shown us its radiant beauty..

At last, however, it has oèéb revealed. 
to 'us that ¿in its broadest? sense the 
heart; makes the man, and that the 
words, “As-he thinketh in h?s heart, so 
is he,” are not the expression! of a poèt- 
ical fancy, bht of a literal and awful as 
well as an encouraging truth.. The basis 
of all true reform lies in the fact .that 
body and soul not only reflect each oth
er’s moods, but that in the ideal man, 
the Gbrist man,'the soul is undisputed 
master of the body. ;■ =

Physicians assure us that mental con
ditions produce—that is, originate—bod
ily disease. Therein is one of the pro- 
foundest problems of the profession, and 
In some cases its. despair, Wd are

THE SEASONS AND THE SOUL.
Seedtime and harvest, and cold and 

heat, and summer and winter, and day 
and night.—Genesis, viii., 22.

These are the changes which mark 
the recurring seasons of the year, and 
their counterparts are to be found in the 
life of man. A year and a man pass 
through precisely the same experience, 
for in the history of human beings are 
to be found periods of heat and cold, of 
seedtime and harvest, and of day and 
night.

The thoughtful man, who carefully 
watches what may be called the struggles 
of nature, its joys, its shadows, its clear 
and cloudy skies, its fragrant flowers 
and noxious weeds, must feel as though 
he were looking into the glass of fate, 
wherein he sees reflected all the pecu
liarities of his own spiritual life. He 
and nature are passing through precise
ly the same changes, and there is 
neither weed nor flower, neither ice nor 
heat, neither tempest nor calm, for the 
one which the other does not equally ex
perience.

What more exquisite in their beauty, 
their fragrance and their mystery than 
the bubbling, babbling, joyous spring
times of nature and of man? We are 
puzzled by the processes of growth in 
both instances and by the boundless ex
uberance of both.

Within the seed is a handful of omnip
otence, a,' moiety of Intelligence, and 
when it is bedded it silently sets about a 
task so marvelous that if you were to 
see its work for the first time you would 
hardly contain yourself for wonder. 
What is that divine propulsion which 
draws frpm the soil materials which the 
most skillful chemist cannot reach?

The boy is spiritually a seed also, and 
the mystery of his growth is equally be
yond solution. What marvels of possi
bility are packed within that narrow 
soul! As the sculptor finds an angel in 
every, block of marble, and with ham
mer and chisel slowly brings it to view, 
so in every boy there is a grandeur of 
¡character, an archangel’s excellence, all 
the elements of that kind of success 
which God smiles upon. They need but 
the Master’s hand and the discipline of 
life,-and then you will see a true noble
man. . .

The springtime is full of gladness and 
fragrance and laughter and a . certain 
kind of happiness; but is it, after all, the 
best season? I think not.

Then comes the summer, with its tor
rid heat, its fields of ripening grain, its 
vineyards and orchards laden with their 
luscious products. Nature has been 
hard at work, and the-resuits of her toil 
are in evidence. The very planet must 
be heavier, since all the blossoms of 
spring have changed to fruit so gener
ous in weight that the branches can 
hardly bear the strain. Abundance; 
abundance everywhere.
. An equally curious transition has 
come to the boy. Childish things have 
been put away, and he is bearing with

truth, it is harder to builtla character 
than a- house, and if you acquire the 
knowledge how to build the house from 
some master of the art, you must learn 
how to build a character by listening to 
the words of the Master ’ of all masters.

Resistance when tempted, putting 
aside an evil habit, carefully reckoning 
the cost when wrong allures you, keep-; 
ing your self-respect, your personal 
honor qnd, above all, your destiny in 
view, and refusing tojrield, just as you • 
frould refuse to ptft your hand Into the 
flame—these constitute the gymnastics

Then the literal resurrection of this 
earthly body; It matters not how many 
have 'been oaten by cannibals, or how 
many babies were roasted and eaten by 
their own mothers during the seige of 
Jerusalem, or how many are eaten by 
the wolves and buzzards upon the plains 
of the earth—no matter how—each indi
vidual soul is to receive its own identical ■ 
body thousands of years afterwards.

Those are some of tbe most prominent 
marks that are found on the issue of 
this so-called orthodox bllLthat are not 
on the genuine bill of Christianity. !

Now, it is a fact that the Universahsts, 
Unitarians and Spiritualists who ara 
the best informed do not believe that 
the foregoing doctrines belong to Chris
tianity. Why, then, should any one be 
instrumental in keeping this counterfeit 
in circulation by calling it Christianity?

Are not all who do tnis confederates 
with tbe ones that engraved the coun
terfeit? Christianity originally derived 
its title by promulgating the principles 
taught by Jesus Christ. It did not, in 
its primitive purity of peace and love, ■ 
teach the heathen mythology of barbar
ism, that the counterfeiters have tried 
to graft upon religion, and call it Chris
tianity.

The Universalists affirm that this is 
not Christianity, any more than a piece 
of bogus coin should be called the genu
ine, even if it has been falsely stamped. ■ 
If the liberal reformers, who believe in 
calling things by their right names, 
allow themselves to call this counterfeit 
“Orthodox” system Christianity, they ' 
make themselves guilty conspirators 
with the originators. 1

The writer believes that all should 
aim to know the truth, and when ob
tained, it ought to be so represented. 
No false title should be given to any 
theory whereby the ignorant may be 
misled. All true reformers should work 
upon this line, and not try to blockade 
the progressive movement of those who 
are on the upgrade.

Dr. Briggs, of the Presbyterian 
church.represents Christianity when he . 
says that the believers will have an op- ' 
portunity to perfect their condition ot ‘ 
holiness after they enter the spiritual 
life. But when he closes the door ot 
opportunity those that he calls unbel ’ 
lievers, he is circulating the counterfeit ■ 
of Christianity. We ask the Doctor: 
Why not give all that opportunity? If 
the believers need this fitting-up to per
feet their spiritual welfare, the unbe
lievers are in greater need. , .

Tbe idea that the doctor entertaint, 
that endless punishment is the destiny 
of the unbeliever, is the heathenism ' 
taught in his bogus theology. Umver- 
salist Spiritualism teaches that all souls 
will have all the opportunities that they 
will need, to bring them up into a holy 
and happy life. Those who promulgate . 
this as the ultimate are propagating 
Christianity, in its fullness; those who 
do not, are circulating the counterfeit.

We are endeavoring to give to each . 
its right name. Dr Briggs issues a bet- »•: 
ter bill than his church; , at the same " , 
time, it is not the genuine. ■

Hisco, Texas. James Billings,

»
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Reflections on the Spirit
A VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION.

Read with Satisfaction.
MARTHAiHAROY.

She Ascribes tirier Wondep 
ful PowerPC Spirits. ..

REMINISCENCES
¿HTLY 25, 1896.

SPIRIT IS PORE. our njindB, bodies, etc. It is: the im
proper association, connection and uses 

_____ of things that cause wrong, evil or sin. 
■vu..;_i.a.____________ a.« - ■ -a. if you sotelease to name it. . •
inougnts About the Spirits If.all things were properly related and

nf Mlpn used, there could be no impurity, evil
OI IVIcIl. or unrighteousness.

——■ The great problem for us to work out
Evil Is the Jmproiter Relation is this:

and Use of Things. What is.tbe’proper use of the good
. . •> things God has given us? Manv mis

T . •„ . , . ... ... . takes are made in trying to work thisLet us think about the spirit of man. great problem, but we must not become 
I wish to look at the little infant or discouraged, for it is through toil and 

ba^ boy and Ki,r1’ t P?u ‘ youV suffering we get wisdom.
Ihere they are now! Just now they Those who have a knowledge or a 

were thrown out into existence. Whose great sense of thirst, can most fully 
spiutual babies are these. _ Enow the value of the pure, fresh water,

answer. These are Those who have in ignorance suffered 
God s baby spn'its. _ . most will, when maSe- wisa, rejoice

, They are children of the Spirit of • ' J
T4^6’. .?^b?p,wb*0K^bol>no^ Wehave put many coats of sin and' 
£B^pi1;li!t’ born of God is corruption, one upon another, about the
god-like, oris a god. . : ■ pure spirit God has .given, us. As we,
'I Jui’® fountains send forth pure water gl.ow >viSei. through suffering,-let. us 

That which is born of pure spiritual strip ourselves of these many corrupt 
substance is in subs ance pure. . coats by doing good. And when we

Who dare say that these spiritua, bav6 6icceedcl fn removing thein all, 
childien of God are impure. Yes, our everlasting spirits will appear, as 
says one, they are pure sp ritual chil- they ever have been, pure and holy in 
dren now. Hut you just watch them as the si^ht of God 
they come more and more in contact ° - ' - ' - - _

To the Editor:—I have read with 
great satisfaction 'Mr. Coleman's article _____
in The Progressive Thinker, of the A ' ’ “ • '• ■
11th inat., and regard it as one of tho Once Bile Did NoS’Know Ben Bolt 
most valuable contributions ever made . . _ •
to the discussion now going on in the re
ligious world, as to the credibility of the 
writings composing the New Testament, 
There is not a syllable in it, with one 
exception, that could induce a church
man to lay down the paper in disgust. 
The exception is the promptness with 
which Mr. Coleman “stands to one side" 
—as the lawyers say in making up their 
juries—the 4th gospel,"as a witness of 
the truth. •Foijl know no document in 
existence whose internal evidence so

but Now Sile rs’ Said to Sing 
Charmingly in a 

Trdnte.
■'Ll .

■ ■ ■ 15 i '•
DECLARES EUGEN^j.piELD IS HER IN

SPIRATIONAL lift RO -AND CARTER H. 
HARRISON HER' POI1ITICAL CONTROL 
—LOCATES THE LQNU LOST CHICOR A.

Chicago, says the Tribune, has a real 
live Trilby in the; person of Martha 
Hardy, a 16-year-old Ravenswood girl, 
who is said to do -feats when in trance 
which rival the best of Svengali's hyp
notic .efforts. She’says the. source of 

he really performed them, must have ^rit°of her sfoter.61’^118 taleDt8 'h<3 
been witnessed by the other three evan- *•••  •• — - ■ - -
gelists,’ neitherof whom makes any al
lusion to them’, in his accountof Christ's

strongly condemns its character as a 
truthful narrative, as the Gospel by 
John. It “records" two stupendous 
miracles attributed to Christ, which, if

Of My Thirty Years’ Pro 
mitigation of Spirit-. 

ualism.

I premise that, though brought up by 
Christian and church-member parents, 
and tutored in the Sabbath-school of the 
Congregational sect, I never could nor 
did believe the doctrines of so-called 
Christianity. When quite a young 
child, a half-brother, then a young man, 
intelligent and with natural''genius for 
music, was preached into utterly incur
able and lifelong insanity by those 
noted revivalists, Burchard, Littlejohn 
and Finney. _ This fact will lead think
ers to perceive that my naturally skep
tical mind—often too skeptical for my 
own comfort—would become positively 
fixed in the rejection of Bible stories as 
to communication and intervention of
angels, so-called. Yet 1 have no recol
lection of a doubt as to the immortality 
of human conscious individuality.- ,

.When the Rochester rappings burst 
upon the world of human thought, I 
thought, read and pondered, but could

Martha Hardy, in the natural state, 
has. a childish voice of no power or 

doing,. ■ iroter to-tho^le it'Cana 
fntowine.’iui thep^enJ“S^. XitbnTsS S............ “““ cou.u

people thinTkoroote Inspired by the shade .of Carter Harri-
pel of Jolin than any of the rest, and 
that for obvious reasons.

with the wicked world, and you shall 
soon learn that they have become im
pure in spirit, and are no longer the 
pure spiritual offspring of God.” Is it 
possible?

Can the substance of God—the off-

Samuel Danielson, M. D. 
Medford, Oregon.

DETROIT AND ELSEWHERE.

spiwof the Great Spirit—the children Brief Notes ftom a Earnest 
of Life, wisdom, Light, Power and • “ ■
Truth, be changed into the children of ’ Worker, •
death, ignorance, night, weakness and —— ' . .
falsehood? 1 cannot believe it yet. During the past year my time has 

But let us get on the spintua car of been fully occupied ti publio and pri- 
life and watch the spirit child of God as vate work. My tests and psychometric 
it grows and comes in contact with the readings have proven, sucn a decided

. to- .v success that I gave one year of my lec-
_ Lptus not forget. We are on the tures free to the -Philosophical Society 
jpurney of earth-life, watching for jn 0)-der t0 assist them, through1 the 
Changes that may take glace in thespir- financial depression, although I had sev- 
Uual substance of God’s spirit children. 6ral tempting offers to go ^elsewhere for 
We are at the end of earth’s great rail- good pay‘ fam t.e.englged for the com
way, and are resting at the great union fng yeal. at a salary, at the society fully 
depot on the banks of the eternal world, appreciates my services and have done 
Before we take our places in the beauti- all in their power to make me happy 
:fui spiritual palace cars of spirit-land, and contented.
let us note the changes that have taken 'ftree weeks ago Iwas called to 
place in the spirit of God sehild while on Kingsville, Canada, to give a series of 
its earthly pilgrimage. Have you seen lectures, although the ministers had 
the pure spirit child of God suddenly or warned their congregations not to at- 
gradually change into an impure spirit- tend our meetings, as Spiritualism was 
child of corruption, or of the Devil. 1 oj tj,e Still the audiences in- 
hsve not. If you have, please tell me creased until they were obliged to pro
now, just how and when it was done. cu,,e a muc|( larger hall, and then it did

I have seen many changes on the way uol j,oid vasj audiences that came 
thus far, but 1 have observed no chang- ont to listen ta their first spiritual leo- 
ing of pure spiritual substance into nn- turo
pure spiritual substance. Neither have A numbei. of gentlemen are holding 
I seen the Dev 1 or any other power rob 6eances foi. trumpet manifestations, with 
God of his children. I have observed good results. The people are refined, 

dirt, dust and tilth collects educated, and all seemed anxious to 
about the pure spirit-child of God as it buow the truth, the life and the way. 
travels through the world. May the good angels crown their efforts

Some of the little spirit children success.
started out with but little of the impur- j was entertained at the home of A. C. 
U es of the world clinging to them. Hobbs, a gentleman in every sense of 

stumble about, fall into this ^le word, and who is being developed to 
ftnd that ditch, get up and fall aKoin angwer unseen written questions very 
and again, and oh, how dirty they did successfully; he is also quite a good 
look! Some people would say that there speakei.. wUh such and with 
was no good thing in them, because their phenomenal medium, I bespeak for 
they looked s° filthy on the outside. them success.

10 ° ,Pl^e J?.a^e A0n?e 0f t'h<3m From there my next work called me
loQk awfully bad. Misguided passions t0 Lake Brady, where I was called upon 
and appetites made some of them look to doliveroiie of the Fourth of July6ra- 
and feel ragged, worthtess and despond- Uons Grimshaw gave the morn
ent Selfishness was in such abundance ingaddre8Si which was appreciated by 
that almost everybody wore a coat cut alfprosent. He is a scholar and a gen- 
fiom its dark cloth. tleman, and his guides handled their

After looking at and coming in con- 8ubjoct3 in a masterly manner. At 2 
tact with these filthy emigrants one p. m. I gave the address, and received 
woiHd, if not careful, pronounce them (¿ngl.atulations.
impure in body mmd and spirit. I ibet Dr. and Mrs. Schermerhorn at

But don t you know that I was curl- the camp and the Doctor always filled 
ous enough or weak enough or ''■hat-at jus{, lhe . tbne and faco He 
Over you please to ca l it to get into' is a pJower fo{. good as a lecturer, and 
close contact with evil thoughts and as a physician he is one of the best. 
Wrong-doing. I soon began to look very Brother and Sister Pettibone arc an 
dn ty, even in the sight of my fellow- bonor to the cause. I attended two of 
Sinnors It was painful for me to look bjs seances in the light, that surpassed 
upon and feel my own corruption. But anything of tbe kind I' had ever seen. 
I stumbled on and on through the dark They are courteous, kind and over will

° 1ffno,ance- The God-spirit blg to do all they can to advance the 
Within me would, in great pain, tell me cabuso. Mrs. Waite and Mrs. Pettibone 
that I was making mistakes which gave testj at the close of my lecture, 
could only be blotted out by suffering which wo,.e ftU recognlzed/ j bav^ 
iniL,.?00aS\ a known Mrs. Pettibone at the close of my 
glance or dim sight of the real being or mootings to give as many as fifty tests 
spirit which dwelt inside all of tho dirty and everv ona j-ecognized. Certainly 
and ragged garments on the exterior. 8Uch ¿r lves £ t t $ 
I believe limn see as much uncieanness, strength to our cause. I also had slate
foulness, bad things thoughts and con- writi with several mediums, which 
dltions in myself and fellows as most we,.e afcdocided SUCOOBS altogether. So 
people can Oh what a mass of corrup- far as 1 know, the cause wit% us and in
tlon clings to and works in humanity! I .al h a floul.iahtag condition,
can see and realize enough of It. Can’t the d WOfk b -
you? But let us not forget the spirit- ^troil^ Micb> ^ELLIE g B
the real, innermost life which is of God
—the great energy of the universe.

I have looked around for one of the 
most corrupt human beings on earth in 
order to study him. I can find no one

NATURE'S LESSON.

I-

Í'

With whom 1 am so well acquainted as I As one day 'mid Nature strolling sylvan 
am with myself. So I hope you will ex- t scenes of grove and hill, 
Ouse the reference, and follow me in the Nature's self seemed all-controlling; 
Study of the one of whom 1 know most. balmy breeze, or rippling rill; 
God knows better than I, that if ills In the light of landscape basking, im
possible for men to get so corrupt as to ture’e beauties open, true, 
thange their God-given spirit into a cor- I ray guide a question asking, while I 
rupt child of impurity, that change cer- sought for clearer view: 
tainly would have taken place in me. “Which of all the gifts to mortals, that 
But 1 cannot believe it has, because the we Inorlai9 ciaim own ’

sP“’’t within me God s spirit- Bring8 us nearer to the portals where 
ehild-suffcrs untold agony on account tbe brigbtor iiebt is sbowny>> 
Of the many filthy garments I and oth- As j spok0i at once before m as an 
Brs have wrapped around it. swer from my guide,

“Oh, well." one might say, ‘your And as answer, clearer, maybe, than the 
spirit may thus sutler, but don’t you word that seemed denied— 
know that there are spirits in men that 
have beedme totally corrupt, and delight * or mound seemed covered over 
in doing wrong?” No, 1 don’t know of _ . 'P*' “ a P’nnt in strength galore, 
any such thing. If God cannot give Brighter green than een the clover, I 
mana spirit that can withstand the ,, had held so sweet before; 
cankering influences of man’s ignorance Mem ry stirred my heart, and deeply, as 
and sin, tnen by what power can our . recalling childhood s day) 
spirits be preserved? And the name piesented txi me seemed a

Some men may go on so long in ignor- touch of heaven's ray:
ance and sin as to Become unconscious of "Live forever!” was the title I remem- 
the fact that their spirits suffer on ac- bered as the one, 
count of many years of wrong thoughts Man had placed on plant so vital, faith
and acts, but I have never yet met a ful ever 'neath the sun;
man or a woman whose organism did Sure one’s thoughts may live forever, 
not manifest, in some way or other, the when a humble plaht may hold, 
Buffering of a pure spirit within. The And we find in Nature ever, lessons 
very fact that our spirits suffer when we brighter far than gold; ,
think or do wrong, is the best of evi- Nature thus with mem’ry linking, lesson 
dence that the spin t is pure If it were deep had sent to me, 
possible for our spirits to become cor- without which I’d passed unthinking; 
rupt, there would be no suffering on ac- Now how plainlv I could see! 
count of coming in contact with corrupt Mem’ry? oh! tbe storehouse golden-on 
thoughts and acts. Such would be con- mortai man conferrfd.
genial companions, and would feast one That, my friends, should each embold
en the other with pleasure. But this en; "Live forever," is the word, 
cannot be, for that which comes from 1
and is of the spirit of God cannot be- Mem’ry s treasures live forever in the 
come corrupt in its essence orsubstance. faithful heart of friend;

Wherein, then, does evil or wrong ex- Thus it is, and shall be ever till man- 
ist. and if our spirits are and must al- kind itself shall end.
ways be pure, what is it that is evil or Live forever! what a sermon Nature 
■wrong or corrupt? Evil or wrong exists thus had given me, _ 
in the improper relation and use of Purer e en than dews of Hermon;” 
things. Nature vast, and mem’ry free!

There is nothing evil, wrong or im- H, A. Fowler.
pure in substance • or essence. AU __  ___________
things were created good—very good, .
and they shall ever remain good, because ■■■■A
God is the only creator, and He is just F■ ■ A" ■■ I■ «1 ■ ■■ 
and good, and the. ^supreme power over ■■■ ■ W

Werdo wrong by-ffiaWng improper. .■ "jy“ -■
uses of the good things God-Bas created. prot.W.n.reeke1whoniskesaepcdoKyotEpncpsy, 

You burn your linger in thh fire; hMwitbtmtdoubttreatedanildnredmarecaMiUisii 
What is the matter here? Is the fire hr »nyliringPhjTickn;hiirocce»»I»artOTi!shing. We 
the fino-er evil, wrong or impure? No,' JsvehrariofcaseibfBOyran’ita^gCTredbyhinfc 
indeed: The ¿vil or wrong is in the'i&I: 
proper relation and use of, the fire and I 
the-finger. . - , - . . . . <5rcs»!.- We advlie anyone wishing*curt  to.addrei«,

We do fiTong-by the improper use of PK>i;w.II.FEEKElr.a,*Cidi«ft,K»W>I<rt,.

LIFE WORKly ignoring the history of past efforts in 
that direction, is the fashion. Hut such 
is life; now more intensely verified as to 
the past.

Please allow a few words as to the il
logical claim of reincarnation. How 
any sane, logical Spiritualist can accept 
the theory, I fail to conceive. One 
would think that one round of earth-life 
is sufficient To reincarnate is to be 
come a different individual—indeed, de
stroy the vital element of immortality, 
continued conscious memory. But 
enough of this.

In the spring of 1891 I withdrew from 
the field of Spiritualistic promulgation 
and endeavored to gain a living in a 
small book store, stationery, etc. But 
the undertaking proved a failure, and 
left me stranded without financial means 
or physical health. Were it not for the 
generosity and kindness of Brothers 
Francis and Stowell, I would also have 
to forego the reading of Spiritualistic 
papers—though I have secured thousands 
of subscribers for the older publications 
in our work; not so many for the later- 
established papers, because of being out 
of the field of work.

Scranton has but few avowed Spirit
ualists; no organization and very little 
public effort; no practically efficient 
head, or conditions of and for successful 
leadership and work. But let me state 
you a more pleasing fact: On the 8th of 
March last, some fifteen or twenty 
friends made me a seventieth birthday 
anniversary surprise visit; had a pleas
ant social chat and Spiritualistic food 
for thought through speaking and tests, 
and with a modest contribution empha
sized their good will and charity toward 
the thirty-years'worker. Refreshment 
were served, and at dusk our guests took 
their departure. It seems, all things 
considered, and as if brought about by 
spirit direction, that we were fortunate 
in getting located in Scranton. But 
enough. Dr. J. K. Bailey.

Scranton, Pa.
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A SPIRITUALIST?
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Curlous Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

— BY — 
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD 
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Forms. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

solution of the phenomenon. ■ So natu
rally skeptical, only demonstration of_ _ „ iM. _ *5  . , ... **’. * C114J 8>IVU iJ bl Util * (

son. bhe is a mere school-girl, but she and through mv 
writes poetry when in a trance and de- could settle with 
Clares that Eugene Field is the celestial ’ >
bard who inspires her.

She also says she has located the lost 
Chicora while under her sister’s spirit

own organism did or
vuu,u scLi.t, >v,th me, the truth of the 
intercourse between the so called dead 
and the living. Many of my warm and 
trusted friends, in whom I had. real con

, a »--------- -F--” fidence, and some of my own relatives re-
ai2? fo ‘'eady to point out the counted their experiences, evidences 

.E0? *J®.'vre.°*fj le8and the loca- and arguments; but I, accepting theiv
8 °°of}h®bodle3(!f the crew if any one statements of facts, ever satisfied my 
will provide her with a pass or ticket to own mind by some'solution other than 
Benton Harbor._ . ... the real one.

Ihe suburb of Ravenswood and the In the spring of 1860 my wife passed 
we come to the sixth century, that gave ue wh6uC,?’ to the BPtrit side ol W®- and previously
birth to Mohammed and his religion, fieauentlv°viritariTall v^>nSJh?I'nn tw° loved q,nd lovely children had gone 
Mr. Coleman gives the evidence that ¡“AT. « wro,uFht up before. In December of that year a
things wore just as bad; showing, as I „nd til }e1ve\aW°ds ?lr brother and his family visited a widowed 
think, cumulatively, that the moment J?1 ^ange which has sister (then keeping house with mein
men come into the’ domain of religion u£tfew wTete persona1^ withln th® Port Huron, Mich.), and myself and 
they lie like the very Devil. last lew weeks. , darlinn- bov. Thev were nnlv in th«

There is not a man in the country 
whose life is more free from stain than

The Catholic gets all the proof he 
wants for his cardinal doctrine of tran- 
substantlation; and the Protestafft gets 
all he wants for the Divinity of Christ, 
in the affirmation of the first .three
verses of the new gospel, and much more 
besides. How dense was the ignorance, 
and how colossal and unscrupulous the 
superstition of the first century that 
followed the death of Christ! And when

ever satisfied mÿ

that gave

— ». .
In the spring of I860 my wife passed

that of Col. Ingersoll. Yet, see how in 
the obscure parts of the country Chris
tian ministers describe him as a v.ery 
bad man, and the people believe him to 
be so. If, however, he would play the 
hypocrite, and attend one of Moody’s 
revival meetings, and become converted 
and recant all .he has written against 
the church religion, what a scramble 
there would be among the sects which 
should have him as a member. And if, 
like his predecessor, Mr. Joseph Barker, 
he should write a book against infidel
ity, and in favor of the orthodox relig- . .. . ------ ----- --------
ion, the sale of it would make him rich Martha they saw her eyes become 

’ ’’ ...... - glassy and her form shake as if she hadenough to die a millionaire! 
The Buttonwoods.

B.

SUB-CONSCIOUS THOUGHT.

Its Nature, Mode of Operation 
and Uses.

Though® are of two kinds, conscious 
and unconscious or sub-conscious. 
Those of the conscious nature are thp 
ones that control the voluntary acts and 
impulses of life—those which are oper
ated upon by desire rather than by im
pulse.

Sub-conscious thoughts are those 
which operate through lines of impres
sion and cause involuntary externaliza- 
tion of their subtile germination. They 
are the ones that cause us to perform 
acts in those unreasonriug ways that of
tentimes are the direct opposites of what 
judgment would dictate.

They come in times when they are 
not recognized, and their offices are 
performed before the bruin forces have 
weighed the pros and cons of their ulti
mate effects.

They are born of the soul-mind. They 
are the controlling leaders or teachers 
of the spiritual growth. They are intu
ition instead of reason. They are warm 
impulses, instead of cold judgment.

They are the silent speech of the soul, 
bidding its lesser or lower natures, those 
of spirit and body, how to unfold, how 
to develop and become as its great or 
mastering whole.

They are silent and true in nature. 
They are unrestricted in degree, faith
ful in teaching, and inestimable in their 
power.

Their office is to give outer expres
sion to the inner life, to mold the body 
and spirit in accord with the perfection 
of the soul.

The subject of this article was sug
gested by an agnostic literary friend and 
answered automatically by Lucy B. 
Powers. Fremont Powers.

NEW BOOKS.

King Mammon and the Heir Appar-

PortHu^/Mfch^^nTm^irLd
’3-darling boy. They were only in the 

STORY OF HER STRANGE POWER. house a few minutes when a young 
About three months ago a younger daughter of my brother, some thirteen 

sister of Martha died. The family often years of age, was controlled, purporting 
sat and talked of her evenings. On one to be by my arisen wife. This control 

' ............ ’ ‘ kept the girl under almost constant sub-occasion, while they were gathered 
about a tabi? at the home of Mrs. G. W. 
Krelle, No, 706 Belmont avenue, where 
Martha and her mother and married 
sister were visiting, the elder sister re
marked that sne believed a good.medi
um could call up her sister’s spirit. 
Martha was sitting by the table with 
her hands upon it. '

Suddenly, those who were present say, 
the heavy table began to sway back and 
forth. While her friends were watoh-

been seized with a chill,
“Speak to me," said Martha. “If you 

are the spirit of my-dead sister make it 
known by rapping q^the table."

Immediately, hqp ¡friends say, there 
came a series of rape.Martha remained 
in the first trance oply ja short time and 
received no furthqr communications on 
that night. WheaPai)5 came out of the 
trance she was hy^erjpal.

Martha’s elder ¿iptqr is the wife o ■ 
William S. Frisby, of, the firm of Law
son & Frisby, Ravenswood, and it is at 
her home that some pftjho most marvel
ous of the manifest^tiops have occurred.

LOCATING THE LOST CHICORA.
The manifestation -yihich Is said to 

have revealed the location of the foun
dered Chicora came only a few nights 
ago. The girl and lifir mother were 
visiting in RavenSwodd at the time. 
Mbrtha’e eyes gre'tf 'suddonly glassy and 
her form began to'shake. She put her 
hand over her eyes as if shading them 
from the sun.

A minute afterward she began to re
peat to them the story of the sinking of 
the steamer as she said it was appearing 
to her. The boat was within 800 feet of 
the pier, she said, but all its lights were 
out, so that those who were watching 
from on shore could not see it.

The girl repeated every detail of the 
sinking, and finally described the pres
ent location of the wreck and the place 
in the hull where the bodies of the crew 
are lying. When she came out of the 
trance she told those about her she was 
sure she would recognize the spot in a 
moment. She has never been across 
Lake Michigan in her life, it is said.

Previous to the possession of the girl 
by the spirits she seldom had been 
known to sing, and possessed an inferior 
child’s voice. Now, the neighbors say, 
the girl has one of the most remarkable 
soprano voices they have ever heard, 
and when she ia in one of her trances 
tbe feats of Trilby would be insignifi
cant in comparison.

One of the feats which the girl per
forms almost every night is the writing 
of poems in German, French and Swed
ish, although she herself understands 
only English. In the writing of her
poetne she asserts she is moved by the 
spirit of Eugene Field.

au.oaou, >oj uuiy wruwuHwusA Two nighta ago she delivered a polit- 
dealing in the main with the question of ical speech which she declared was dic- 
the inheritance of wealth. The author tated to her by the spirit of Carter Har- 
contends that the inheritance of wealth, ’ 
beyond a certain modest amount at least,

ent. By George A. Richardson.
This is a very ably written treatise.

is a fundamental wrong, and should bo 
abolished. This contention ho bases oh 
two main principles: the right of every 
human being to a fair. opportunity to 
labor; and the wrong involved in all 
claims to wealth that are not based up
on some form of productive effort. The’ 
inheritance of wealth, he contends, vio
lates both these principles. It violates 
the former because a person who inher
its no wealth doos not start level with 
one who inherits, say, a million dollars 
or more; and it violates the latter be
cause a person who inherits wealth(“the 
heir apparent”) obtains it without any’ 
productive effort of his own, and is
thereby given an unfair advantage in 
the race of life over one who inherits 
nothing. The author enforces his argu
ment from many points of view,and with 
a great wealth of pertinent facts and il
lustrations: and he anticipates and 
answers many objections. Price, cloth, 
81.25; paper, 50 cents. Sent postpaid on 
receipt of price by the Arena Publish
ing Company, Copley Square, Boston, 
Mass. .

Mahomet, the lllustriQus.

rison.
The above is only one of the many 

factors in redeeming the world from 
superstition and ignorance. Verily the 
world is advancing. Progress.

A Chance to Make Money.
In the past three months I have 

cleared $660.75 selling dish washers. I 
did most of the work; my brother helped 
some. I expect to do better next month, 
as every dish washer- sold advertises itr 
self, and sells several more; I don’t have
to leave the house. People hear about 
the dish washers and send for them, they 
are so cheap. Any lady or gentleman 
can make money in this business, as ev
ery family wants a dish washer. Any of 
our readers who have energy enough to 
apply for an agency can easily make 
from $8 to $10 per day. You can get 
full particulars by addressing the Mound 
City Dish Washer'Coi^St. Louis, Mo. 
Try it and publish your-success for the 
benefit of others. :n ■ ! C. A. D.

“Social Upbuilding, -Including Co-op
erative Systems and:- the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., MicDc-n Thiscomprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper coverp 15c. For sale at 
this office. 3." &q

“The Woman’s Biblei Part i. The

Old Melodies Spiritualized, by H. W. 
Boozer, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Good hymns and spiritual songs are 
rare,-that are adapted to the use of spir
itual societies, and we hail every effort 
made to furnish good music at our meet
ings. There are several books in use, erouomy.-- ins contrast oeiween tne 
but none that occupies the place of this, thoughts of these brave women and the 
In his preface Mr. Boozer says: "In this thoughts of the orthodox world during 
work is presented, by means of essays in all time past, is vdryi striking. Keen 
rhythm, both the- truths and ethics, analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
the philosophy and jihenomena of Spir- adherence to the right, characterize 
itualism, adapted to old novelties; so this very interesting effort of some of 
that wherever the book is opened, peo- the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
pie can at once sing the familiar airs by at this office. Price 50 cents.
reading the printed Words.” . . “The Gospel of Buddha, According to

There are sixty-three of these songs, old Records, ” Told hy Paul Cards, 
or hymns, and the author has not al- This book is heartily commended to stu- 
lowed the Salvation Army to take all dents of the science of religions, and to 
the good things.’ His Funeral Hymn ab wbo would gain a fair conception of 
is written to the tune of Llewellyn s Buddhism in its spirit and living princi- 
^ride,i ur?*0pl®5- Spiritualist or Christian can 
Gray; Home of the Soul to • My Old scarcely road it without spiritual profit. 
Kentucky Home;” “Reaping and Sow- price$l. For sale at this office.; -

‘ Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
1)0 {oand especially interesting to all g h excellence not who would ‘desire to'make a study ot 

usually found. ... ■ . . Romanism afld the Bible. The histone
' _ ’ ~ . facts lie states, and his keen, scathing

“Celestial Dynamics" Is published by review of Romish .ideas and practices 
the Astro-Philosophical Publishing Co.,’ should be read by all; Sold at this 
Denver,’Colo. ■ Pricej.81. . .... .. ¡ office". Price, 25 cents.' .' .

Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy." The contrast between the

all who would, gain a fair conception of

jectlon for several days. I concluded 
to have a circle on the following Sunday 
evening, inviting four Spiritualist 
friends, little anticipating the moment
ous results to myself. I had previously, 
that fall, been at death’s door, of ty
phoid fever. ■

Seating myself with the circle at the 
table, I joined in the singing. Only a 
few minutes elapsed when, to my utter 
astonishment, my right arm began gy
rating violently. I had no control of its 
movements, though fully conscious and 
seemingly normal as to the action of my 
mind. A lady clairvoyant present, said: 
"Your brother George (who had passed 
to spirit-life in 1850, during our overland 
trip to California, and with whom said 
clairvoyant was well acquainted, as also 
with other members of our family) is 
moving your arm.”

Soon the other arm began like gyra
tions, when said lady claimed to see my 
father, then in spirit-life, in control of 
that arm. Immediately my lower limbs, 
and, indeed, my whole body, was in ex
travagant gyrations. So ridiculous and 
extravagant were the movements that 
said clairvoyant became disgusted and 
really felt that I was playing this exhi
bition of uncouth gymnastics, and pri
vately requested the invited guests to 
withdraw. Ere they left the room, how
ever, I was lifted from the floor and 
pitched upon the table by the applica
tion of a seeming atmospheric force to 
in j’ external person, over which my con
stantly well-directed mind had no power 
to resist.

After all but our own families had 
withdrawn, I was thrown prostrate upon 
tho floor and rapidly rolled from end to 
end of the room several times, my sense 
of the force applied being the same to 
me, as above described during the entire 
experiences of this eventful 30th day of 
December, 1860. Many other manifesta
tions of varied character followed un
til near midnight, and I “gave in," ac
knowledging that it must be the power 
and work of spirits; thus retiring to 
sweet and refreshing slumber.

But when I awoke next morning, my 
obdurately skeptical nature again as
serted its supremacy. I doubted and 
sought other explanations of the cause 
of this forcible demonstration of tbe 
night before. At the breakfast table, I 
devised solutions and argued with sister, 
brother, the families seemingly as skep
tical as ever. But when alone, out of 
the house, I was suddenly taken by this 
power and rushed into the house, under 
control of an Indian, claiming to be Os
ceola. From that day I was thus sub
jected to various individual influences 
and soon impelled to heal by laying on 
of hands; also to prescribe medicinal 
remedies; to give clairvoyant and sym
pathetic diagnosis of diseases; also to 
describe spirits to investigatiors, fre
quently giving names and other data for 
recognition.

In the spring of 1861 I started out in 
the work of promulgation, healing the 
sick, holding circles and private house 
meetings; doing the work as impelled 
by my guides, and I still feel a passably 
efficient work for tbe cause of truth and 
Spiritualism. Ere long I was impelled 
to give lectures upon the "Philosophy 
of Life.” I spent thirty years of the 
best portion of my earth-life in this 
work, honestly, devotedly and faith
fully; and, I hope, with practical effi
ciency.

While I was moderately gifted with 
power of test-giving, psychometric de
lineations, etc., I could never deem it 
wise to present those powers in conec- 
tion with my lectures, especially upon 
the public platform. My financial re
muneration for all those thirty years’ 
work was scarcely a living one, conse
quently what little means I had at the 
beginning soon melted away. But wby 
was I not more successful financially, 
and in the power of gaining plaudits 
and public exfoliation? While I know 
that my work was really appreciated, 
recognized as not only useful, but at 
least averageably able, I lacked the ele- 
meats of power to enthuse the emotions, 
and hence to get present plaudits, or 
public after-mention, as these five years 
of absence from the public work fails to 
find my name mentioned among tbe old 
public workers, quite frequently enum
erated by Spiritualistic public writers 
of the time. Now, I am still human, 
and also physically as well as spiritually 
human, and therefore feel that those 
thirty years of work in behalf of the 
vital cause of Spiritualism—the cause of 
human needs and human well-being, 
both in earthly and spiritual life—justly 
should be and are entitled to a moderate 
and -modest measure of recognition, even 
though it may or should not be highly 
extolled. •

In my public and private work I ever 
ignored the troop of fads that beset the 
path of all workers, more or less, en
deavoring to entrap each and all in the 
wily meshes of their phantasm. lop- 
posed the foisting of Woodhull, and in- 
ferentially her Ism, upon Spiritualists 
and Spiritualisffi, at the Troy conven
tion of the old National Association,- and 
withdrew from the association after she 
had been counted in (as I believe, fraud
ulently).- But speaking of the old Na
tional Association, or rather, - as nearly 
all do who are-writing up tbe present 
attempt at national organization (which 
effort! truly hope may -^cceed), entlre-

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work 1« one of t)ie Library of Liberal Classic». 
No author was belter qualltted io write an Impartial 
aud houe»t Ufe of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
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this office. Price, 25 cents.
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THf MYSTERIOUS ftGElNT

THE X-RAYS.
What Is Their Essential Na- 

turp?

A Plain Explanation for Common 
Headers.

Since the startling discovery of the 
X-ray a few months ago by Professor 
Roentgen; the world has not only been

The purely red rays of the sun affect 
very feebly the photographic plate, 
while the X-rays affect it powerfully. 
Therefore the X-rays, if belonging to 
the solar spectrum, are some distance 
above the red.

If it is true that they have their 
counterpart in solar light, experiment
ing on this line will finally unfold a 
method, and most likely an inexpensive 
one, of obtaining the X-rays directly 
from the sun. Nothing is more 
arbitrary than the division of sunlight 
into seven colors, as there are millions 
of colors and shades ranging between

IMPORTANTQUESTION.
Why Isn’t There More of 

Them.
Excellent Manifestation^ Through 

<J. B. Johnson—The Free 
Temple.

busy with efforts to discover its great
est utility to mankind, but scientists ^be extremes of the spectrum, red and 
jn every land, stimulated by the violet. Science has taught the pho- 
greqtest of all incentives to.theitS- tographer to screen off that part of 
quisition of knowledge—curiosity-— tbe gun’s rays that affect the sensitized 
have been striving to determine its plate, and in this way hie picture is 
essential nature. In this last their unharmed during development:
efforts have been so utterly fruitless Science- may finally teach ub to 
that the question: IVhat is it? re- eliminate from the' sim,' all tile .con-
mains a glimmering uncertainty.-„ . _ . , dieting and neutralizing rays that have

Writers, in describing the X-ray forevei, masked and obscured those' 
apparatus and their experiments, corresponding to the Roentgen, dem- 
usually display so much scholasticism onstrating that the sun is not only 
in the employment of technical terms capable of furnishing the X-rays as 
as to thoroughly bewilder the average now electrically produced' in the 
reader. In this paper it is the aim of vacuum bulbs, but rays a hundred 
the writer to avoid, as much as pos- * tjmes more powerful. It may be that 
sible, the use of technical vagaries, as tbe Roentgen ¡liscovery, wonderful as 
but little can be learned of the X-rays j8i jg (be mere stepping-stone to 
until the apparatus is understood. ; one of grandest revealments of 

• The Crookes tube, about which so - - ■
hiueh has been said and so little 
learned, is, roughly speaking, a glass 
bulb six inches long and two and a 
half inches in diameter at the middle,
tapering at the ends like an egg. This 
so-called tube, like a common electric 
lamp, is almost.a perfect vacuum. 
Sealed in each end of the tube, by

any age—the discovery and complete 
isolation of solar rays that will render 
everything transparent—and yet, un
der proper mechanical devices, may 
be regulated as easily as the light of 
an ordinary photograph gallery.

John Wesley Daily, M. D.

fusing the glass, is a suitable eleo- - 
trical terminal. To one of these ter-! -

LIFE ETERNAL.

trical terminal. 10 one oi tnese ter- Converging rays of God create a spark, 
minals is attached tbe positive pole of That, deathless, endless, trackless in its 
the dynamo circuit aud to the other1 flight,

mJniivn I Goes forth to gestate In the cosmic sea;
me negative. 1 And guided by the Universal Life-A /mwanlwiHi on int/tncitv nt fnrtv -r .. ° . . .1 . » T «..n. “ , ... , , ., , auu guraeu uy uw uiuver»i we—

A current witu an intensity or foity jn 8pb.aj course through Infinity— 
thousand volts is now turned on. The it penetrates the astral zone of earth.
tube is at once filled with a yellowish Flashed from the bosom of Omnipo

tence—green light, accompanied with a hiss- . .
ing, sputtering sound indicative of From Central Sun through azure depths 
great electrical energy. ' 0, thou immortal germ! eternal flame!

This is the light, feeble, weird and Celestial ray that time cannot efface, 
mysterious ns it is, being scarcely Though thou descend unto the lowest 
equal to a quarter of a candle power, I plane

\ , .. -Of life—in scattered rays through earththat penetrates bodies otherwise. J 6

. , , , . Vibrating in the atoms of the stone—
The fluoroscope is a box about eight spark embedded in its crudest sphere, 

Inches long from before backwards, And polarized by immutable laws 
the open end made to fit as closely as To affinity sparks that now appear— 
possible the forehead and cheeks, the ( Ascendtag-Uirough the endless chain of 
soft, fluffy material, when the insti u- another plane of terrene life, 
“ent is put over the eyes, excluding Porth from itg limitations in the 8oll 
all light from that end of the box. : n glides into the plant, whose virgin 
The back eud—the part that is always i leaves 
directed toward the illuminated tube— Are wooed by gentle winds and sunny 
is about s'.x inches square, the back ^n(j by ¿ewS] that, shaken by the 
wall being of wood or aluminum and breeze, 
coated with tungstate of calcium. Descend unto the earth in sparkling 

Through the kindness of Mr. Eugene' r?ys, .
McQuatandMr. W. W. Scott, of the Heilec^ng be“Uty ir°a the 
Beacon Lamp Company, Boston we 1 prom swemng bude within the foIiage) 
Lave been giaciousl) peinntted to Sweet flowers spring to scent the sum
carry through many important ex-: mor air;
perlments, some of which were most Then bend their petals to the noonday 
thrillingly interesting. These gentle-1 whosH’oat dl lg tbeir (1.ag,.Bnce_ 
men have been manufacturing the once 80 rar0.
Crookes tubes for months, have every And of the fading blossoms there Is one 
facility for X-ray demonstrations, and That, broken from the ijlant, returns to 
have made many brilliant discoveries. I earth.

Now that we are iu their laboratory ! Beneath, toe drooping plant toe flower 
with everything at our command, let deep’ wJthin its folds the living 
us close the circuit and turn on the । spark—
X-i'ay light, if we can cull it a light. Sustained no longer in Its dark abode— 
The tube is filled with rapidly- Begin£et°16t0nse the throb oi Nature’8 
vibrating waves of greenish light. And jeej ^jndijng gre lbat God be- 
We put the fluoroscope over our eyes, I stowed
holding the back end within a foot of, When it went forth into the cosmic 
the Crookes tube—the nearer the bet-1 fiust-
ter, provided we run no risk of receiv- By countless years of Nature’s silent 
ing an electrocution shock. On placing ’ Th(j ig cloth6d animatea 
the band on the back of the box, | form—
directly between the eyes and , dimly Unfolding threadlike legs and gauzy 
glowing tube, every bone, stripped wings ...LolnWy oi Itesli, stands oat In bold J“ Xt't‘jo h:^“uX'.“S 

iincl diHgustiiig outline, suggestive of summer brings,
a lifeless skeleton. ¡Feasts on their grateful odors through

When the forearm was placed upon the day.
the back of the box, the clothing and Thus scintillating through an endless 
flesh disappeared, and tbe grim and1 ,.l?aze nr„
naked bones, adorned by a gold sleeie- vhe spark has reached the human 
button, alone were seen. Then twO| piane
pieces of hard pine, each two inches Of consciousness, where passion, hate 
thick, making four inches of solid and strife

? , ., . , t Are breathed with love and hope, withwood, were placed upon the back of joy Qnd pain) 1 ’
the box. Through it all, the bones Till it attains a knowledge of the Truth.
and many metallic substances were q, spirit friend, what thrills my yearn- 
seeu as plainly as if no wood had in-, ing soul, 
tervened. * When thy calm eyes meet mine with

A boy’stood erect between the back I So vlbl.ate8 through

mv breat
A ray of peaceful love, and through the

of the fluoroscope and the lighted 
tube, and there we witnessed the 
thrilling spectacle of the human heart 
under the vitalizing force of the life

maze
Of viewless deeps there floats a wave

, -. 1 ,, . , . of rest
current, beating violently in what q'bat gently whispers—Immortality.
seemed a prison cell of dry bones. ; o, Light Divine! reblend the scattered

A tailor who had been carrying a • rays;
needle in his arm for ten years,; Regenerate this drooping form that 
placed his arm upon tbe back of the ‘ dies,
f , „„ ,__ . ,1 . 1 And let me evermore abide with Theebox and the needle was located in-, jn peace. for my impatient spirit cries

To bathe again in God's eternal sea, 
And feel the sunshine of His boundless

stoutly and a photograph taken of it, 
showing the exact location, so it can 
be easily found by the surgeon’s knife.

Fifty years, during which the world 
has lived a thousand, as it were, in 
scientific unfoldments, have passed
since Morse, with commendable pride,

love. Uriel Buchanan.

THE SPIRIT MESSENGER.

Whence comest thou? so fair thy face,since Morsi, mui u , lithesóme form s0 {ull of gl.ace
sent the first message over the wires:, ThJ, gmile so brigbti 
“What has God wrought?’’ It seems Thy step so light— 
that the writer, is pardonable if, on ■ Art thou of earth, fair one? 
lifting his wondering eyes from these, i Thy laughter ripples on the air; 
the strangest and most inexplicable Thine eyes would many a heart ensnare; 
of all phenomena, he twists the catch ^om . an 8 carT owers n 

!■».*  AÍ nncn on W1 TV CT • Wil fl t" m _ it. - _ —  _*/  J —. u1-.— _ _ _ Jphrase by Morse into saying: What 
has Roentgen wrought?

One of the most important inquiries 
concerning the Roentgen rays is this: 
What are they and to what part of 
the solar light, if any, do they belong? 
All the color waves of the solar spec
train lie between and include.the dark

To lighten the nathway of darkness and

red,-having 396 trillion vibrations per 
second,-and the extreme violet rays, 
having 765_trillion vibrations per sec
ond. The red are by far the strongest _ 
rays of the sun, and only these have pi 
the power to penetrate a dense stratum T< 
of smoky atmosphere. For this reason

gloom—
Where is thy home, fair one?
Thy coming has lightened many a care;
When the burden seemed greater than 

we could bear,
Thy radiant presence brought us good 

cheer, •
To bear our ills while'we linger here— 
Tell us of thy home, fair one?
"My homa Is -wheresoe'er I willed— ’ 
With kindness and good deeds I build; 
'Tie witnln the reach bl every one, ' . 
By perseverance it can bs woh; . 
J’ll hover near and ¿uide you on 
Jo a home in the fair beyond.”

■Thus did the cue from the spiritsland 
Take me kindly by the hand. : ■ •the sun in smoke-dimmed cities like 

t ■ ____1îw*  a mm «o ws fan GYlri nO0Q — . T-» _ _ atLondon usually appears red, and does 
>ot harm the eyes nor complexion.

I wlllprepare for Paradise.
Mbs, E. W* JFobd.

Starting from Battle Creek, Mich,, 
with Lake Brady, Ohio, as my desti
nation, with an invitation from Brother 
F. D. Dunakin in my pocket, I foun^ 
myself at hie home, the Free Temple, 
about midway between Norwalk and 
Sandusky, Ohio, on Friday, July 3d. 
Our welcome was made by Master 
George, the son, and. therefore, “chip 
of the old block,” as Brother Dunakin 
with hie good wife, and Brother J, B. 
Johnson, of Toledo, Ohio, hud gone out 
to a farmer’s about eix miles away, where 
Brother Johnson was to hold a seance 
for physical phenomena, and ae the chip 
was to follow the block, 1, not caring to 
to remain alone, of course followed.’ We 
found the circle composed almost en
tirely of unbelievers, and thosé who 
were present were of the kind that to 
satisfy them they must be able to piçk 
every spirit apart, or dissect, and fol' 
every other manifestation there-is some 
sleight-of-hand explanation; or when the 
medium with both his hands clasped 
the wrist of a lady, ,a black cloth being 
fastened over their bodies, with the 
light so bright that all could be easily 
distinguished, bells were rung, the tam
bourine was rattled, and those sitting 
by the medium testified that they 
were touched by something from be
hind, and yet the lady said she knew 
the medium did not lose his grip on her 
wrist. After a totally dark seance, when 
the trumpet was floated over the audi
ence, while one of the skeptics held 
the feet of the mediuni, and his hands 
were securely tied td the chair, and 
other manifestations were given, these 
same "won't-believers" said, “spirits 
must be in mighty small business to go 
round ringing bells and rattling tam
bourines." .

I timidly asked the very pompous 
spokesman of the crowd, “what would he 
ask the spirits to do'? And as he had no 
idea of what would be proper for the 
spirits to do, 1 suggested that even one 
tiny rap, one tingle of the bell was 
enough to prove that intelligence was 
manifested.

Oh! why Is it that so many are allowed 
to enter a circle with their inharmoni
ous conditions and break all harmony 
that otherwise would prevail, and when 
manifestations are light, then the hon
est investigator is stopped, and the me
dium, with ever so strong powers, is 
compelled to bear the taunts of these 
same “won’t-knows,”and the honest me
dium has to be classed with the fakes. 
Until the mediums are awakened to the 
fact that none but those who are honest, 
and will carry into tbe circle an honest 
and willing motive; those who look upon 
Spiritualism as something other than 
legerdemain—until then conflicting con
ditions must prevail, and the Spirit
world will be held back, and the proph
ecies which have been made, and which 
we all expect, cannot be fulfilled.

I advocate upon the platform, and I 
ever will, the thought tliiit I do not be
lieve it a good plan to allow rigid test 
conditions, because it always conveys 
the idea that the manifestations are of a 
fraudulent nature. Just as you visit a 
medium with the expectation of finding 
fraud, just as sure your expectations’ 
will be realized, for “like attracts like" 
is an immutable lew, and if you have a 
fraudulent spirit yourself (and your dis
trust implies it), then rest assured that 
you will draw those spirits which will 
correspond with your own spirit.

I did not intend to write in the above 
strain when Started this, but the above 
was prompted, and I hope every me
dium in the land will say, "I will notal
low my honesty to be questioned by 
those who only do it because they are 
too ignorant to understand common law 
pf nature, and while many honest Spir
itualists will say the above will letdown 
the bars to fraud, 1 say no. It will cre
ate confidence in honest mediums, and 
it will be easier to detect fraud, for the 
spirits will have no incentive to cater to 
such fraud and infamy by mortals.

Brother Johnson is one oi the best 
mediums for physical phenomena I have 
yet met. In an impromptu circle last 
Saturday night, while we sat around the 
table talking, Mr. and Mrs. D. and their 
son present, besides Mr. Johnson, ' « 
turned out the light, and immediately 
the soft hands of the invisibles were 
felt by all present, and voices were 
heard through the trumpet as it was 
floated through the air; the musle-box, 
weighing fifteen pounds, was also carried 
around the room, and all this when we 
asked no test condition«. I believe if 
there had been one present who ques
tioned tbe honesty of the medium, the 
result would have been less.

Why isn't there more of them, was 
suggested by the thought of the Free 
Temple, where Brother Dunakin is now 
doing a grand work. The Temple, prop
erly speaking, is a large brick old-fash
ioned farm-house, situated on the high
way, and electric railroad, midway be
tween Norwalk and Sandusky, O., near 
Avery Station, on the Nickel Plate rail
road. It is owned and was fitted up for 
a spiritual meeting-place, by Mrs. R. 
N. Wilcox, a wealthy lady who lives 
near by. She told me that she already 
had plenty of money, and then she had 
a good fortune left her by her father, 
and not knowing any better way to use 
it, she thought to awaken an interest 
and to give the Spiritualists near by an 
opportunity to get their Spiritualism 
near homo. She had this large brick 
house remodeled by removing certain 
partitions, which makes a hall large 
enough to accommodate three hundred 
people. There is a reception or seance 
room; all the floors are covered with a 
bright-colored ingrain carpet; a full 
supply of nicely-varnished high-backed 
chairs are provided. A fine organ has 
been put in the hall, and the best thing 
of all, this noble, true spiritual woman 
has hired one of “Nature's noble
men," Rev. F. D. Dunakin, formerly of 
the town of Cecil, in the extreme west
ern part of the State, to occupy the liv
ing rooms of the hall with his family, 
and lecture every Sunday. Mrs. Wil
cox pays Brother Dunakin a yearly sal
ary, and he has no thought of how his 
bread is to be gained for one year cer
tain.

Mrs. Wilcox has done that which it is 
a pity others will not follow. How much 
better our speakers and mediums could 
do if they did not have constantly before 
them the anxiety of what their future 
may be: and how much good might be 
done if all those Spiritualists (?jwho 
have an abundance of material wealth 
would do something in thç line of what 
this grand woman has done. There are 
many fine workers to-day who are bare
ly living, seldom knowing beyond one 
month at a time what they are going to 
do, and often their engagements are so 
distant from each other that what they 
have earned, in one town is consumed in 
traveling to fill the next engagement.

Then my text is proper. Why isn’t 
there more Mrs. Wilcox’s? Why isn’t 
there more Free Temples? I hope the 
description of this glorious place, where 
spirits as well as ol»ta|g are ever wel
come,will causé o , ... ral souls to go 
and do likewise, therlibe

I had the privilege of etanding before 
Brother Duiakin’e congregation M flfe

afternoon meeting M Sunday, J uly 6th, 
while my guides g^ye a lecture. •

The Progressive Lyceum, which has 
iust been started^hefl its second meet
ing, with fine results. The older mein-' 
hers showed much zeal, while the 
younger members all had fine recita
tions and responses. There were about 
thirty members who took part.,

Why isn’t there more of them also? 
Probably we ean not count twenty-five 
lyceums in the coiyitry, Why? Because 
most Spiritualists, pre too much occu
pied with the material or phenomenal 
part. I disclaim any thought against 
this part of our • fea'use; but while we 
have the demousfiration of the continu
ity of life, I believe we must also edu
cate the children to desire to see these 
same phenomena in a true light, viz.: 
not as a show, but as the proof of the 
continued existence beyond the grave. 
Then, to do so is to awaken an interest 
first by telling about it in the lyoeum, 
and then by taking the little ones as 
soon as they are old enough to compre
hend, and let them see the theories 
demonstrated which they have heard 
discussed by entering the circle.

Monday night Fhad the privilege of 
sitting in another1 circle with Brother 
Johnson. There were twenty-eight peo
ple present, and 11 never saw such ex
cellent demonstrations with such strong 
light. Messages were written to many 
of those present, and some of them were 
written by spirit hands that could be 
seen.

I hope if other itinerants come this 
way they will try to make it their busi
ness to stop at Free Temple. I am sat
isfied they will find Sister Wilcox and 
her equally hospitable husband, as well 
as Brother Diinakln, ready to give them 
a hearty welcome.

from here I go to Lake Brady to'fill 
an engagement of three days, then one 
day, July 12th, at.Toledo, O.; then back 
to Devil’s Lake, where I hope to meet 
ail Michigan friends, as well as all oth
ers, from July 24th to August 10th. Af
ter that, I am ready to receive engage
ments to lecture in any place on reason
able terms. M. F. Hammond.

ANNUAL OUTING
Of Dunkirk Commandery, 

No, 40, Knights Tem
plar, at Lily Dale.

THE SOUL.
As Viewed by F. R. Lock' 

ling.

The soul is an eternal Idea, twin of 
the spirit, born of the All-mother. It is 
the highest ideal (except the All
mother) iti' nature. It is more. It is 
an involuntary principle of eternal 
life and love, possessing all the 
senses, feelings, emotion, desires—all 
that stimulates the spirit to will and to 
do; and when unfolded will impress on 
tho spirit all the sublimities of earth 
and heaven. Soul is the middle factor 
between spirit and matter, whose nature 
partakes of both,’and induces the spirit 
to descend into oblivion, where it over
powers the spirit) among living atoms 
until resurrected into the light of rea
son by the spirit. ' Spirit is like space, 
holding or pervading all. Soul is re
lated to time and Ite events, and at birth 
was one of the mdrnlng stars or daugh
ters, shouting, “Give the liberty or give 
me death!” and aS a perpetual motor she 
Is coming to the front:1 The microcosmie 
soul environs the spirit and appears 
similar to objective nature.

Those ideas and thoughts which come 
bolting into the mind without effort tie 
you to the All-mother, the real.

Soul and spirit are ever trying to es
tablish an equilibrium between life and 
death, motion au^ rest. Death is re
birth, where the old are reborn young 
by reabsorbing the spent forces stored 
up in rest.

This change perpetuates life and de
stroys the dreaded sting of death. Thus 
you go on from state to state, from 
sphere to sphere, resting here and there 
in some enchanting bower to review the 
gist and wonder at the presence of all.

ere now ideas and thoughts arise by 
associating with spirits from other 
worlds. Here the experience of each 
portrays a difference which enables you 
to distinguish one from the other, and 
this difference will continue to the end 
of the ¿ton. Then spirits and souls 
will pass into the nirvana as gods and 
goddesses, there to repose in the bosom 
of love until Brahtn, the god of night, Is 
through brooding at the base of Being. 
On rising from his dreams and couch of 
rest, he will say to the All-mother, and 
to the gods and goddesses: Let us cre
ate a new universe, and make good 
health catching, instead of disease. Let 
us strike from our old list every Devil, 
every incentive leading to vice, crime, 
revengo, jealousy, selfishness, or to war 
in heaven and op earth; and don't forget 
to leave out hell, death and the grave 
ana its terrors; all vermin, poisons and 
serpents that tempt soul mates; for 
these things have annoyed me for ages, 
saith the Lord of Ghosts. Let us make 
a higher grade of beings: but don’t 
make them out of jug clay, for we want 
to fill them with love instead of whisky. 
What we want is a harmonious whole 
in all of its parte, thus avoiding all ne
cessity for popes, priests, preachers, 
lawyers, doctors and funerals.

TTiis much hath been whispered in 
the ear of the writer. What more the 
incubation will bring forth deponent 
knoweth not. Let us wait for the all
rising sun.
“Which was first, the egg or the hen? 
Tell me, I pray, ye learned men!”

SAD ACCIDENT OF THE DAY—CAMP 
OPENS WITH A BOOM—COL. Ii, G. IN
GERSOLL OCCUPIES THE ROSTRUM.

Thursday morning dawns bright and 
glorious. A brisk breeze cools the at
mosphere, giving an ideal day for the 
Dunuirk Commandery, who are holding 
their annual outing at Lily Dale cainp- 
grounds. The Sir Knights left the

unkirk Armory at 8 a. m., arriving 
here at 9:18. To the sweet music of the 
accompanying band they marched onto 
the grounds. After the preliminary ex
ercises of a short drill they proceeded 
to the bowling alley, which commands 
a fine view of the lake and picturesque 
landscape. They dined at the Grand 
Hotel, where the products of the cui
sine’s art, dainty edibles and all toe del
icacies of the season were generously 
spread and ohoipely served by the royal 
host, Mr. F. E. Cooke. \

At the hour of 3 p. in. the Sir Knights 
and attendants filed out to an open field, 
where a ball game and an old-fashioned 
football game were enjoyed. The hour 
of 4 had arrived. Soon they were to as
semble in the spacious Auditorium, 
where a dance, supplied with orchestra 
music, was to be participated in. But 
at this juncture a young man, 21 years 
of age, a son of Mr. Bourne, ticket 
agent at the Union Depot at Dunkirk, 
N. Y.,who had rode in on his wheel and 
joined in the games, went to the tobog
gan slide for a bath. Being very warm 
From excessive exercise, it is supposed a 
cramp resulted from the slide into the 
water, into which he sunk, never more 
to rise! His comrades did their utmost 
to rescue. him. Thirty-five minutes 
elapsed before the body was recovered. 
Dr. Hyde was summoned, who with 
other healers did all that mortal effort 
could do to resuscitate the lifeless form. 
From 5:15 p. m. to 10 o’clock they la
bored incessantly. At that hour all 
hopes of resuscitation' had to be aban
doned. The father of the young man 
arrived on the scene at B:30 p. m. The 
body was tenderly placed in the casket 
and by ambulance borne back to his 
home at Dunkirk. At the same time 
the steam-car, which was held to learn 
the result, and which had brought 
hither in the bright morning its happy 
occupants, was homeward freighted 
with saddened hearts. When the acci
dent occurred, the sun was obscured by 
somber clouds and the winds sung a 
mournful di/ge, as if the day blended 
sympathy with sorrowing hearts, and the 
stranger's heart breathed, “Requiescat 
in pace.”

Saturday brings scores and hundreds 
of old and new guests upon the grounds. 
All is astir throughout the camp. 
Among the distinguished guests regis
tered at the Leolyn House are Senor d’ 
Ovies, and the Countess, his wife, of 
Spain; Mrs. Kate Stiles, of Boston; Mrs. 
A. E. Sheets, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
apd Mrs. A. L. Pettengill, of Cleveland, 
Ohio. Miss Hattie Danforth is again in 
our midst. She teaches the science of 
palmistry and gives most satisfactory 
readings in psychometry. She is ar
ranging to give some evening enter
tainments.

At 2 o'clock p. m., Mr. Geo.H. Brooks, 
chairman, formally opened the meetings 
of the season of 'Uli. In his inaugural 
remarks, among other things he urged 
the maintenance and advancement of 
the Children's Progressive Lyceum, 
suggested the organization of a mother’s 
club as a means conducive to a wiser, 
tenderer and more gentle paternal gov
ernment in the home circle; that the 
social life, so delightful in the past, be 
fostered and deepened in the future.

After music, both choir and instru
mental, which ever form a dally part of 
t(ie exeryises, a touching invocation was 
offered by Mrs. R. S. Lillie. Mrs. 
Sheets occupied the rostrum both after
noon and Sunday morning. The lec
tures were followed by platform tests 
given by Mrs. J. J. Whitney, of Cali
fornia, all of which were fully recog
nized.

At 2:30 p. m. the auditorium was 
densely packed. All available space on 
the platform was utilized to aid in mak
ing the crowd comfortable. Loud and 
prolonged cheers greeted the approach 
of Col. R. G. Ingersoll, who stepped at 
once to the front of the rostrum. At 
times he was touchingly eloquent and 
highly oratorical. He spoke for two 
hours, holding the audience fascinated 
by the charm and power of his logic 
and genial humor. His peroration 
reached the heights of sublimity.

Other speakers are to follow daily 
during the coming six weeks of camp

THE FSYCHOGRflFH
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thli Instrument Is substantially the aune at that 
employed hr Prof. Hue In his early Investigations. 
In 1 ta Improved form It has been before the publie for 
more than seven years, «nd In the hands of tbousaeds 
of persons has proved Its superiority over tbe Plan
chette, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out In imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you with to inveaiigate SpMlualiomf 
Do you wUh to develop Mediunuhipf 
Do you deolre to receive Communioationef 

Tbe Psychograph Is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not «ware of 
their meaiumlstlc gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with it as an amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It kuew more than tbem- 
aelvei, mid became converts to Spiritualism.

C'apt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. T.. write.: "I had 
communications (oy the Psycbogiaph) from many 
other friends, oven from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown iu the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, ami pro+ed to me that Spir
itualism Is indeed true, and the communications br-vo 
fliven my heart the greatest comfort In ths severest 
oss I have had of sou, daughter, and their mother."
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writing, have made his 

mrine familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
writes a. follows: "I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph. It Is very simple In principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be fur mote sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now In use. 1 believe It will 
generally supersede tbe latter when its superior 
merits become known."

Heourety packed, and cent poetage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heighte, Ohio.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
. . . OF...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passage of the Old and New 

lestatMiit Scriptures which prove 
. or imply Spiritualism/

Together with a brief hlitory of the origin of many of 
the Important books of tbe Bible.

BY MOSES HULL,
Much that is Jn this book appeared tn an abridged 

form in a Berles of nine full pages of Tux Pboohxbs- 
ivb Thinker. These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt tho need of 
some kiud of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

The author, Moses Hull, bat written many volumes 
on SpirituallttlBLlc and other themes and each oni is 
full of careful study on the eubject chosen. Mr. 
Hulk In hie Introduction of this work says:

‘•Hoping that Lble book will serve to load the people 
out of the wilderness of duubt and despair: and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its ‘eanctlflod’ enemies, it will not 'spike' It, but win 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance. 1 send it out on its errand of en
lightenment with the bumble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader."

Tux KNOYCLOffiDlA OF BIHLVaL gPIHlTUALISM 
contiilns 385 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contain! a full-page jwrtralt of lbs author aud is 
handsomely bound In cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-

life. G. L. P.

This work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted lie 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It bis been euld for 
•2, but the price now baa boen reduced to |1. It la a 
book that will interest nud Instruct. It contains 48*  
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. I)r. fiber
inan was a medium of rare gyalltlea, and his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of tbo 
Sou! of Things; Intelligence In Bubstanoe; Animal Th- 
tellocU; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; ImniorUUjw 
Mourning: The Confounding of Language; The Snlrft 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Horn Again: The Key; Spirit-Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

The author says: "Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or uupIL 
My physical expands by virtue of that topd afld nour- 
Irbmcnt of which 1 lndlvhuitd}y partake and dlgegL 
My soul must expand hy virtue of the soul essence 
which I Individually gather and comprehend or digest**  
For sale at this office.

A NOTABLE WORKER.

She Saw the Spirits Attending 
Her Last Moments.

Clinton Camp, Iowa.
Arrangements are all completed 

the opening of our annual camp-meeting, 
and there is every indication of a large

for

turnout and successful camp.
Campers are now arriving daily, the 

latest accessions being the genial J ohnie 
Johnston and wife, of St. Louis, Mo.

Every cottage and seance-room and 
many tents are already rented, and or
ders are still coming jn.

Many mediums not. named in our cir
cular have made arrangements to be 
present, and every phase of mediumship 
will be well represented.

This, with our supeib intellectual pro
gramme, will affhrd mnusual opportun
ity for investigators Of the phenomena 
and philosophy of.Spii'ltuallsm.

N. G. Omstead, one :of the trustees, is 
on the ground superintending the lay
ing of water pipes, atid this much-need
ed improvement will be finished in time 
to enable us to I cope witn the dust, 
which has proved so annoying in the 
past. g

As in former years,: Clinton Camp will 
stand well to theHront in the list of 
camp-meetings, hs the present season 
bids fair in every; respect to be the 
equal of any of its predecessors.

Every member of the association, and 
all others interested in the future of 
this camp, should make it a point to be 
present, as business matters of the ut
most importance will come before the 
annual meeting for the election of offi
cers. - . .

Remember that railroad tickets, to 
secure the reduced rates, must be pur
chased July 30, 31, • and August 1, and 
thereafter on Tuesdays and Fridays of 
each week. Will O. Hodge,

Secretary M. V. S. (A.

‘From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
■Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
11.00. For sale at this office.

At Olympia, Wash., July 3,1896, Mrs. 
Geo. A. Barnes passed away to her spirit 
home, aged 76 years. She was a veri
table pioneer. A native of New Jersey, 
she went to Indiana at a time when that 
State was on the western border of civil
ization, where, in 1842, she married 
Mr. Barnes, and in 1848 they crossed 
the continent, over plain and mountain, 
to California, and two yearslater settled 
in Portland, Oregon; but for the last 
forty-four years have resided in Olym
pia, Wash., ranking among our best and 
most respected citizens, and for more 
than forty years have been active and 
pronounced Spiritualists. Mediumistic 
themselves, and eminently honest, in
telligent, progressive and truthful, they 
have been hospitable to every phase of 
spirit manifestation and consequently 
have had a rich experience, and which 
has not only afforded them great com
fort and satisfaction, but made them 
among the leading Spiritualists of the 
Pacific Coast.

Just as Mrs. Barnes was passing away 
she told her husband the names of her 
spirit friends she saw In attendance to 
bear her freed spirit to that home where 
loving friends awaited to welcome her 
to the joys and activities of the higher 
life.

Her funeral was very largely attended 
by the leading citizens of the city and 
vicinity, who Knew and esteemed her as 
a good friend and neighbor—public- 
spirited, progressive, active, honest and 
true, and who had the courage to de
clare and maintain ter convictions.

M.

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is Intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at this office; 
Price, 25 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 15c. 
For sale at this office.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE,
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect1 
ual and Spiritual ■ •’ilture.

COMPILED BY EM-UA HOOD 
TUTTLE.

/] COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND ’■ 
Songfli Golden Chain Recitations, Memory Gemi. 

Choral Response!, Funeral Ser-Ices, Program! fof 
Beacons, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganising and conducting Lyceums, Inetractlonl fw 
Physical Culture, Caltslhenlcs and Marching; Bam 
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual oi 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the oldhymnology. 
It furnishesa unique eeleciloiiof choice readings ¿nd 
responses such as no other selection contaius, Itilves 
>practicalsyitem of graceful callstlieulc*.  every step 
Of which li made plain by engravings. It gives lih 
structlons how to make tho badges and baauen and 
Instructs lu marching. It shows howto eftabllsni 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to tho Lyceum, and Ual 
all the most beautiful songs which have bseu gathered 
up by that movement.

Tbe author and compiler of this Guide is eminent!*  
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in IqB 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical wprjx 
and tested by the interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for tbe working Lyceum, the guide 
ii admirably adapted to the needs of the family, «up- 
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and wordi 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form at manfe 
times the cost. The book has been placed at tin 
remarkably low price of SO cente, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,

40 Loomis St.. ChicaBo. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF 

“The Question Settled” and “Tl|.ft 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSE8 HULL.

This highly Instructive and interesting work U B 
combination Into one volume of twq or Mr. HüU’i 
splendid works, By this ayrahgement the cos t is 
that tbe reader 1b enabled to secure the two bopo 
comj.nad at the same price ae was formerly aikitt 
for them separately. This volume contains 462 fiares 
and Is handsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ej> 
cellent portrait of tbe author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modem Splrtk*  
ualtein. No book of the century has made bo many 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. Theautbfirl 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has beea scoompll|h«E 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of bumafr 
ity; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of anrfl 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and the pbjeov 
tioiiB offered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light of tbe Bible, usture. history, reason and common 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly,

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical coinp&rlaoa of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a must able production, luut 
Is a perfect storehouse Of facts for those who wjffi 
to defend Spiritualism, or flud arguments against t$0 
aseuuijjtlons of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFIC&I

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.
A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

“I choose that a story should be founded oi 
ability, and not always rosemble a dmm. I d< 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; ond ’ 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, 
may appear somp teteut truth, obvious to the dltfa 
ing eye. though ft escape tho observation of 
Vulgar.’’— VOLTAIHK.

Contents: '‘The White Bull," a Satirical Romance! 
“Zadtg, or Fate," an Oriental Hiitory; “The Begeafii 
the ¿theta;” 'The Princ/sa of Babylon;" “Tho Mtn 
6f Forty Crowna;” "Tbe Huron, or Pupil of Nutufi 
•Mlcromegab,’’11 Satire on Mafiklutl; f*The  World 

it Gues; •The Black aud the White;" •'Memnon.’ 
PblloBopher;” “Andre De$ Touches atflltuu;” “B 
abec;’ "The Study of Nature;" “A Converse! 
With a Chinese;” “Plato’s Dream 1" “A Pleasure 
Having no Pleasure:” "An Adventure in ludW 
"Jeannot and Collu;’’ "Travel! of ScarinenHaor 
"Tift Good Brahmin;” “The Two Cotnforcors;” “An*  
cient Faith aud Fable.” '

One volume, pi»t Hvo, 480 page«, with portrait and Pi 
tiluuraduuti. Extra vellum cloth, 11.50; nostUMX 
15 cents.

“Voltalre’e entire wai keen and One-pointed 01 < 
raider.”—Magazine of Am. HUtory.

"A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.*  
—Boston Commonwealth.

THE GOSPEL UF BUDDH^.
According to Old Records.

- BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, mode under the auK 
flees of the Rev. Shaku Seven, delegate to the Pap! 
lament of Religions, Was lately published in Japail*  

Price IE For sale at this office. '

AN EXCELLENT WORT
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This excellent work tre.t. of rhe following «ubjcctll

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
.'. TO WBICB IB ADOED .-.

Volney's Answer to Dr. Priestly,« Blottrftphlcal Notice 
by Count Diru, and the Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by tbe Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in large, 
clear typo, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol.. 
post8vo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cent*;  cloth, 73 cents.

This 1b undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books over published. It eloquently advocates tbe 
best interest*  of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human ignorance nod misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet In tho ruins of Palmyra an apparl 
tion or phantom, which explains tho trap principles of 
society, and tbe caaaes of both tbe prosperity and tbe 
ruin of ancient state*.  A general assembly oi the 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tbe source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws dlHnuapea, Rnd the Law of Nature— 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to on expectant world.

vn. 
vdi.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMefr 

merlsm.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable wprk Ii *1,25.  All booty 
advertised to The Prooiiesbivr Tmixkem arc 

___  For sale at this office. __ _

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
—OF—

Jesus Christ
LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
leathered from the tree of 
\J Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 
spirit who bat been in spirit life fifty-seven yean. Bj' 
B. E. Lltcbfl61d. Tbit work of 287 page! contains a 
vast fund of information. It gives the experiences oi 
■ spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson Ie learned. 
Be visit« the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless lomt 
of them. His eollloquy, ae he enters tbe dark valiey, is 
verv interesting. He accosts a Borrowing spirit, and ; 
by kindly advice leads him to tbe Temple of Progress. 
Hli philanthropic work li vividly portrayed. This J 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable inform**  
tlon. Price 11.00. For sale at this offioe.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

at n Leader of Armies, By Moses Hull. This 1b at 
encc the most truthful blntory of Joan pf Arc. and 
one of the most convincing argument! on SplriluallFfn 
ever written. No novel was ever more thrlllluglr In
teresting; no history more true. Price In cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASUEND THEM.

Or .few tbougbtt on'how to retch that altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things «re sub'ret to 
IL With portrait. By Mosxs Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show yen bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, to cents; In paper cover, 25 
cents For sale at this office.

-BY—
NICOLAS NOTOVITCB.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Since the writing of tbe New Testament no book bag 
appeared of oi great Importance to Christianity u 
tbe Unknown Lifi of Jesus Christ.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manu
script, contains a thrnilng account of tbe privation*  
and perils encountered Jn bls search for It, a literal 
translation of tbe original manuscript, and lastly 8 
critical analysis of whnt It contains. .

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, andfs 
published on the b^Js of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
oordr, price 25 cents, poster« 5 cents.
Address this office, 40 Lootnis St., Chicago, Uh

HEALTH ANDPOWEIT"
A handbook of Cure and Haman Upbuilding by thé 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature*  
By E. D. Babbitt, M author of “Principles of 
Light and Color." «Philosophy of Cure,” ettk Price, 
cloth. 25 cents: Leather. 85 cents. ___ .

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRIT^ 
Br Carrie E. S. Twins, medium. Eric*  GO cent*.  if

AN IN VAL E WORK,

THE TALMUD.
Selectlonsfromthc contents of that ancient book, 

Iti commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com*  
mented npon It. By H. Pnlong. ¿59 pp. Prica 
Cloth; lUXTyj _ ___

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly iaieresting 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cents.

DEATH AND THE AFTERLIFE.
. By Andrew Jaskson Da Is. Something you should 

read. Price 75 cents. . ‘ •
"“wffiOiAdio"“

Taught In "Three Seven.,"■»book »till ;nge>. Till 
re»lly «terylulereBting snfl suggeiUrmrorlt. Price 
,1.35. For nle at tbli office. - .

IMMORTALITY. OR Ft’TCRE/TOMES 

1 and Dwelling places By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Thli 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirit«, good 
and evil, say of tbeir dwelling places. Give us detail! 
—details and accurate dcllneatloni of life tn the fplrit- 
worldl—lithe constant appeal of thopghtful mindij 
Death Is approaching. Whither—eb, whithet J Snail 
I know my friendi beyond tbe tomb? Will they know 
me? Wbat is their present condlUoa, and whet their 
occupations? In this volume the spirit*,  differing ai 
they may, are allowed to speak for tbenaselvoi. Nd 
TORnls better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Masteries of Life; Doubts and Hopei; Tbe Bridging of 
ibe River: Foreglcanu ef the Future: Teittmony of 
BalntFi The Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; Is It the Soul or Body that blns?; Clothing te 
the Spirit World; Oar Little Ones in Heaven; TbercH 
aobal Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tho RodMaa’g 
Testlmonv.Evli Spirit*:  Testimony of Physicians» 
Spirit Life; The Romei of Apostles Md DlYfott; Tb*  
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; Spirit Hornet a 
Bhino and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Lt>< 
Muy othermistters are treated too nuffisrons to aw 
Uon. Price 01^0; pottatc 12 cento, For ah HUB

] QftO*.
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Terms of Subscription.
Tux PxooBXlnv? Tuivxxn will lu> iurulahed until 

■ further notice, nt die following terms, Invatlubly in 
advance:
Odo year - - - - - -t - • 11.00
clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up

the club) - - - - - » |7,5o
Thirteen weeks - - - - • - 2acu
Single copy - - •- - — • * . 5cU

BEMITTANCKB.
Bemit by Toatofflce Money Order. Registered Letter, 

er drafton Chicago or hew Turk. It costs rroui 10 
to IS cents to get drafts caabed c n local banks, so don l 

• if nd them uuleas you wish that ampunt deducted from 
toe amount «ent. Direct all letters to J. B. Francia- 
Ho. 40 Loomis St.. Chicano. Ill.
(JjjUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!

As there are thousands who will at flrat veuturt 
only twenty'flve cents for The PnomiEsmvE Tuinkel 
thirteen weoka. we would suageat to those whi*  receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus bo able to remit from el to «10. or even 
morJ than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amouata will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and uaefulnct ' The same sug
gestion will apply in all cases of renewal of aubscrlp 
lions—solicit others to aid In the good work. 1 on will 
experience no dllftcuHy whatever lu luduclug Spiritu
alists to subscribe for TiJEPiioiMiEfisivK Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to bo without the valua
ble information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the ¡'rice of only about two cents per week.

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we < an 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for ano
went what an intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnlab you. The subscription price of The 1-jio« 
ohessits Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents: For that amount you obtain oue hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
xnlud-refreahing reading matter, equivalent to a med!- 
uiu-slred book!

Take Notice.
O” At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper la discontinued. No ullla will be aent for ex
tra numbers.
/»TJf you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us. and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Kt?” Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
clrnngv-d. always give the address of the place U> which 
1i H tlrnii ’■’ • . » -•: -'made.

SATURDAY. JULY 25. IEBO.

Unreliability of History.
It is not safe to place implicit trust on 

anything professing to be ancient histo
ry unless it is the monuments: and we 
have indubitable evidence that such of 
these as were accessible to the hand of 
the forger, as the catacombs, have beeu 
doctored in the interest oi priestcraft. 
All ancient literature professing to be 
Roman. Grecian or Hebrew, has been 
tampered with, and is known to be cor- 
lupt Homer'S Hind and Odyssey, rep
resented to have been written nine ccn- 
tui les before our era, German critics 
haxe shown were written as late as eight 
centuries after.

1 he parent Christian church had un
limited ability to practice the most as
tounding frauds on thelrignorantdupes. 
And we know they were not restrained 
ly principle or fear of punishment. The 
great misfortune is pseudo-scholars 
cite from these fictitious authors, or 
then interpolations in genuine history, 
as authentic records. A person limited 
in sources of research, or placing full 
confidence in some favorite theory, fails 
to find evidences of fraud which another 
sees at every glance.

I oi hundreds of years it has been a 
ciuninal offense in Christian countries, 
and in all the original States of the 
American Union, as well as some of the 
new States, to animadvert or call in 
question the divine authority of the 
holy Scriptures, or controvert the truth 
of the Christian religion. Adverse 
criticism was silenced. At an earlier 
age the Inquisition settled all contro
versies of that character at the stake. 
It is regretable there seems to be Lib
erals who are unwilling to explore 
these frauds, or allow others to trace 
them to their source without reproof.

To Spiritualists Only.
That system of religion which does 

not refine the mind, enlarge the concep
tions, improve the morals, and better 
fit its devotees to discharge- more faith
fully all the varied relations of life, has 
little claim for support from the good, 
the brave, the true, those who do right 
because it is right, not from fear of a sup
posed augry God. or to escape hie 
frowns.

Spiritualists are taught that existence 
beyond the grave ls but a1 continuation 
in a higher sphere of mortal life: that 
the new-born soul carries with it its vir
tues, and even its vicious nature ac
quired in its earth pilgrimage; that it 
has to be educated, and by long and ar
duous toil fitted for its new home, qual
ified to mingle with the more highly 
developed spirits and fitted to become 
one of them. It teaches that the loved 
who have gone before become guardians 
of those who remain in the flesh, watch
ful of their interests, ever striving to 
advance them in the paths of virtue and 
of wisdom, saddened if they go wrong, 
and grieved when they are incorrigible.

Leaving aside all other incentives to 
goodness, the simple fact that a person 
claims to be a Spiritualist should be a 
guaranty of his truthfulness; that he is 
the soul of honor; trusty in every rela
tion of life; destitute of either public or 
private vices; and free from every de
feet of character adhering to the Vila,

We have been led into this train of 
reflections from frequent complaints 
reaching The Progressive Thinker. 
that unworthy habits are quite too com
mon among some of our numbers; that 
even mediums and lecturers are not in 
all cases persons who can be commended 
to the public. The churches claim the 
wrong deeds of its members are due to 
a natural depravity inherited from our 
first parents. May it not be truthfully 
said, the vices of our mediums and oth
ers are inheritances from their Chris
tian progenitors? Traceable to whatever 
cause, there Is absolute need of reform. 
It commenced too soon, or carried too 
far.

Voicing the sentiments of the millions 
of Spiritualists organized or unorgan
ized, we pray most fervently that each 
lover of our faith, and particularly 
those engaged in promulgating its 
truths, turn his visual organs within, 
and consider whether his actions are 
subjects of reproach: whether they will 
cause a blush of shame on the cheek of 
modesty if their every act is known: 
and. if so, to not only commence at once 
a reform, but press that refortp to a 
successful Issue without a moment’s de
lay.

EXCHANGE NO ROBBERY

' 9

Religious Circles of Chicago 
and India Trade Leaders.

GREAT 
INDUCEMENTS

NEVER BEFORE

OFFERED 
BY

ONE PAPER.

An Unparalleled Offer.
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

OF DEATH. AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD. TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

We wish to roach 20.000 new read3.'3 
In order to do it we must -make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-AVorld, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 2» cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass. of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
In modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great, bend in vour orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take- $2 for 
it if you could net get another copy.

C® Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will send usa new three months' 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

® as the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through Its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

THE BEV. DB. JOHN H. BABROWS CAB
BIES CHRISTIANITY TO THE FAB EAST 
AND VIBCHAND R. GANDHI JJRING8 
ESOTEBIO TRUTHS OF OCCULTISM TO 
THE WEST—FAMOUS HINDU WILL 
TEACH RELIGION AND STUDY PUBLIC 
SCHOOL SYSTEM IN AMERICA.

Between the religious circles of 
Chicago and far-away India there will 
soon be completed what may bo 
broadly regarded us a fair exchange, 
attended, as is customary with fair 
exchanges, by no robbery.

Lafjt February the Rev. Dr. Bar
rows resigned Ins pastorate in Chicago 
to carry the truths of Christianity to 
the natives of India. On July 24th 
Mr. Vircband R. Gandhi, B
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Telling Tales Out oi School.
That AV. T. Stead who raised such a 

dust in this city during the World s Ex
position, by his ‘ If Christ Should A'isit 
Chicago,” in a late number of the Re
view of Reviews, under the head of 
1 Die People s Bible History.” inquires, 
“What of the Bible now?” Then he tells 
oi the "great earthquakes” of public 
opinion produced by the higher critics 
dining the last twenty vears. He says 
the Bible has been having a very rough 
time of it: that there has been a tremen
dous upheaval in traditional notions 
about the Old Testament: that Moses 
wus me iluvuur ui Oniy a uuupier or lwo 
additional to the Ten Commandments; 
that Deuteronomy was a production cen
turies later; and the Pentateuch gener
ally was written many centuries still 

.later. The Psalms oi David, Mr. Stead 
'alleges the higher critics have in great 
part, if not altogether taken away, and 
Isaiah is proved to be the work oi two 
authors. He cites concessions made by 
leading churchmen in England confirm
ing his statements.

“Now the cat is out of the bag," con
cludes this brilliant writer, “and the 
man in the street is interested." Yes, 
and obsolete statutes designed to silence 
investigation canno- be resurrected at 
this late day to prevent exposure oi the 
.frauds by which these sacred books 
fx t>i imposed on the ignorant and cred
ulous masses.

Law Must Govern. •
1 he journalist Is frequently at a loss 

to know how to terminate discussion in 
his columns without giving offense to 
patrons. A controversy once started 
goes on from week to week, the editor 
gets out of patience, and his readers are 
bored beyond endurance, and yet the 
demand is made for another hearing, 
and then for another.

There is but one true method to meet 
cases of this character, in the estimation 
of The Fiioghessive Thinker, and 
that to apply Parliamentary rules to 
such discussions, and enforce them to 
the letter. The party opening, or giv
ing rise to argument by some statement, 
occupies the affirmative. A person con
troverting that statement assumes the 
negative. He replies to the facts and 
the logic of the affirmative, introduces 
his own theories and proofs, then closes 
the discussion so far as he is concerned. 
The lirst party is then at libertv to 
strengthen his original position, and re
ply to the logic and facts of his opponent, 
and here tho case ends.

We see no wav to avoid wrangle, and 
prevent discussion becoming intermina
ble, save by the enforcement of those 
well-established rules, which will be in
flexible in this office from this forth, 
applicable to all alike.

A Visit to the Sultau.
Mrs. Max Muller, the wife of the great 

Sanscrit scholar, has just published in 
Longman’s Magazine an account of a 
call made by herself and hueband on 
the Sultan of Turkey, while they were 
In Constantinople. The Sultan decorated 
the distinguished savant with the em
blems of honor, and invited his visitors 
to inspect his library. They found this 
included Entrlish, French and German 
classics, with which his royal highness 
seemed familiar. Contrary to what is 
generally supposed, they found him a 
cultured gentleman, well acquainted 
with the disgusting arts of adventurers 
who labor to excite hatred against a 
rival nation because of a difference in 
religious opinion.

Good for Heathen.
Dr. Rhys Davids, the eminent Bud

dhist scholar, in a course of lectures de
livered in New York, upwards of a year 
ago, on the historv of religions, told his 
hearers: "The Buddhists accorded hon
orable rank to female preachers." This 
is pretty good for a “heathen people” to 
whom we aro sending missionaries, 
whose religion antedates Christianity 
more than a00 years. We cannot forego 
one quotation from Dr. Rhys Davids' 
published lectures:

"Throughout the long history of Bud
dhism, which is the history of more than 
half the people in the world for more 
than two thousand years, the Buddhists 
have been uniformly tolerant: and have 
appealed, not to the sword, but to intel
lectual and moral suasion. We have 
not a singlo instance, throughout the 
whole period, of even one of those re
ligious persecutions which loom so 
largely in the history of the Christian 
church. Peacefully the Reformation 
began: and in peace, so far us its own 
action is concerned, the Buddhist church 
has continued till to-day.”

After the Good Man Went Wrong.
She—Im so surprised! He was such 

an energetic church worker, too.
He—He was; he worked It for all it 

was worth.—Puck.

\ Huriicr Education for the Clergy. 
■ . It has been shown in these columns that 

. it - a lark rtf knowledge in the sciences 
which makes the clergy cling with such 
tenacity to the fables and incredible 
miracles of the Bible, and give them 
such confidence in the efficacy of prayer. 

. It was claimed no hope of improvement 
■ Can be expected until a broader educa
:... tion is adopted in theological semina
! ■■ lies. The following news item in an ex

. change shows-this matter is now re- 
■ ceiving attention at the French capital:

“A society for promoting the higher 
education of the clergy has been estab- 

■ ■ lished in Paris to help young priests who 
i. show aptitude for scientific or historical 

study. A similar society, called the 
‘Coleeium Sapiential [College of AVis
dom], exists in the Catholic university 

r at Freiburg, in Breisgau, and arrange- 
I ments have been made by which the 

French and German societies may ex
I change students from time to time." 
s The best way to gain a knowledge of 

the Creator is to become familiar with 
his works. These furnish unerring rev- 

< elations of his mighty power, and will 
I excite reverence and veneration as can 
I no fabrications in books, however anti- 
l quated. Let the sciences come to the 
[ front; at the same time relegate mir

acles and holy fiction to the savage ages 
L in which they had their birth.

¥■ Relapsing into Heathenism.
The Daily Post, of Birmingham, Eng- 

.t land, reports that at the forenoon serv- 
r-: ices, on die last Sunday in March, accu

rate count was made of the seating ca- 
< pacity in the several churches in that 
- city, which was found to be 8,850; but 

. the absolute attendance was but 840, 
'■i less than one-tenth of the seats being 
i occupied. ' . J

. Many books require no thought from
I? _lj)ose who read them, and for a simple 
f? reason—they made :;o such demand upon 
“there who wrote them.—Colton.

.4

Health Regained.
Many of our readers, interested in the 

researches of Prof. Edwin Johnson, of 
London, who has devoted the best years 
of his life in searching for the begin
nings of Christianity, and whose health 
was seriously impaired by over-labor, 
will be glad to learn that after two 
years of rest he finds himself so Im
proved ho has recently resumed his task 
in the British Museum,where he spends 
several hours each day at his favorite 
studies. We pray the Professor not to 
overtask his strength; for when the 
shock shall be over, produced by his 
discoveries, his learning will be in 
great demand, and his books will be 
sought and read by scholars in pursuit 
of truth as have been no other publica
tions. '

To Be Laid Before the Saltan.
A friend writes that the excellent ar

ticle lately published in these columns, 
from the pen of Dr. Adams, of Oregon, 
suggesting the right and duty of Turkey, 
in the interest of public tranquillity, to 
exclude the Christian missionaries from 
that country, has been forwarded to a 
gentleman at Constantinople, who has 
access to and will lay it before the Sul
tan. .

If the free government of the United 
States may exclude the “heathen Chi
nee" from this country, may not the 
Sultan, as a police measure, exclude the 
disturbing missionaries from his domin
ions, who have caused more bloodshed 
in that empire during the last two 
years than the Chinese would have 
caused America in a thousand years?

Christians in Jerusalem.
Saloons have made their appearance 

in the holy city of Jerusalem. It is re
ported there are 135 places whero intox
icants are sold, every one by a Christian 
ora Jew; the Mohammedans are pro
hibited from selling or using the de
stroyer. '

Nature cannot be surprised in undress. 
Beauty breaks in everywhere.—Emer- 
son.

The Most Spiritual.
He is most spiritual who is master of 

tne most torces,.who can rise superior to 
most obstacles, can vanquish the most 
enemies of the inner life, has greatest 
dominion over matter. The old Scandi
navians were groping after a profound 
truth In the superstition that the 
strength of the vanquished foe passed 
into the conqueror. The spirit does 
gain strength by that which it over
comes. The pure in heart sees God, not 
in heaven, buton earth. It penetrates the 
veil and God bursts into view in flower 
and fruit. His face is the radiance of 
the daylight. His majesty is revealed 
in the star-lit spaces of the night. The 
pure iu heart sees God in his glory, rid
ing upon the storm, and feels his “peace 
that passeth all understanding,” quiet
ing the quivering heart, bringing smiles 
out of tears, peopling the deepest soli
tudes. To believe that God once wrought 
upon this wondrous frame of nature was 
a movement of spirit altogether noble, 
but to discover that power still 
working in creation, the creating 
hand now molding chaos into cosmos, to 
read the unending genesis of life to-day 
like Isaac Newton and Charles Darwin 
is to attain a spirituality compared with 
which the timid faith of the ecclesiastic 
in the first chapter of Genesis is as the 
flitting of the sparrow to the flight of 
the eagle.—Jenkin Lloyd Jones.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
81; paper, 75 cents.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
.spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
th e'hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.
“The Missing Link in Modern Spirit

ualism.” By A. Leah Underhill. A 
deeply interesting volume, of especial 
interest to all Spiritualists. A. Leah 
Underhill was, one of the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was the inception of the 
modern Spiritual movement. She nar
rates many incidents and spiritual oc
currences in the experiences of the Fnr 
family. Price, cloth, 81.50, postpaid <
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the value of his teachings, ” that his 
second visit has been planned. This 
time he comes prepared and instructed 
to teach. It is, in fact, one of his 
chief, though not his only reason, for 
coming to America. The announce
ment says that in a recent letter to a 
correspondent in Chicago, Mr. Gandhi 
expressed himself as being conscious 
of the great work he is to do in this 
country in lifting the veil, that the 
light of true knowledge may unfold 
in souls that are now hungering for 
higher truths, and in leading others 
up to that state who are yet uncon
scious of the mighty powers that may 
be developed from within. '

Mr. Gajidbi s permission to teach is 
one of considerable latitude.' It gives 
him “full liberty to teach freely the 
eaotenc doctrines and sciences as un
derstood bj- the few in India,” a free
dom apparently limited only by bis 
knowledge of the secrets of the 
initiated and his sense of the fitness 
of the recipients.

those who embrace the Christian 
religion. It is only by giving up their 
faith that the natives can receive free 
education. Mr. Gandhi was much in
terested m the American system. In 
fact, the first time that he visited a 
public school here and learned that 
the children of the rich and poor sat 
side by side and had equal advantages 
for education, tears camo to his eyes 
and he said: -

“ ‘If the poor of India had a like 
opportunity, how soon our fallen 
country would rise. But we have not 
one free school m all India. Our gov
ernment schools are too high-priced 
for the poor people to take advantage 
of, when they can procure but one 
meal a day through their entire life
time.’”

During his coming visit Mr. Gandhi, 
besides imparting hidden truths to 
such as are worthy, expects to make a 
further study of American public 
schools with a double object: He 
wishes to take back with him a tlior- 
orough knowledge of the subject, so 
that he may work understandmgly for 
their introduction m India, and he 
hopes to interest people in America in 
the establishment of free schools for 
natives outside those conducted by the 
missionaries. With these ends in 
view he will divide his time. Part of 
it will be devoted to the instruction 
of the believers in things that most 
people do not kfiow, and part oi it 
wi.l be spent in studying and talking 
public schools with and to anybody at 
all, whether they believe that they 
aided m the construction of the pyra
mids and witnessed the embarkation 
of Noah, or that they are to be snulfed 
out like a candle when they sliuflle off 
this mortal coll.

His return to the United States is. 
indeed, in a great measure due to the 
efforts of the members of the Society 
for the Education of the AV omen of 
India, many of whom are believers in 
occultism, and all of whom are in
terested in his educational work. The 
Chicago branch of the society has had 
no small share m bringing him again 
to this country, and it is at the home 
of Mrs. Howard, the secretary, at 
No. b558 Stuart boulevard, that he is
to stay daring his visit to Chicago 
J he other officers of the society are 
Mra. Manon Spencer, president; Col.
F. AV. Parker, vice-president and

g-

M. R. A. S., a Hindu scholar and 
philosopher versed m the occult sci
ences and esoteric truths, will leave 
Bombay for Chicago to teach the 
American people the truths of the 
ancient Vedas.

AV hen Dr. Barrows left Chicago he 
was perhaps the most widely known 
of American clergymen. His work in 
his chosen field had brought him into 
a prominent place, and the manner in 
which he filled the position of pres
ident of the Parliament of Religions 
at the World’s Fair served to spread 
his fame. His influence in America 
was immense, and his departure was 
the occasion of a farewell meeting at 
the Central Music Hall such os had 
never been tendered to any clergyman 
in this part of the world. In his own 
field Mr. Gandhi is no less famous. He 
was a delegate to the Parliament of 
Religions, representing the Jain sect, 
one of the three great sects of India. 
He was the only Indian delegate who 
was elected and whose expenses were 
paid by his people. Among the ed
ucated classes in India, and among 
the followers of occultism in other 
parts of the world, Mr. Gandhi is as 
well known as is Dr. Barrows among 
those interested in Christian work.

In fact, what Chicago has lost in 
Christianity it has gained in occult
ism, a bargain the preponderance of 
which varies so with the point of view 
that it may be called an even ex
change.
FIRST . VISIT WAS UNSATISFACTORY.

Mr. Gandhi's visit to the United 
States in 1893, his first in his present 
body, at least, was a most unsatisfac
tory one for the members of the 
Brotherhood. Just What the Brother
hood is, and whai are its aims, and 
who belongs to it, ’are things not 
known to the world at large. Its 
members do not pose as members and 
their names are not revealed. They 
are followers of Occultism and search
ers after truth, but they have taken a 
leaf from the book of the Indian 
priesthood and search secretly, keep
ing the result to themselves. In Mr. 
Gandhi the Brotherhood thought to 
find a master and an instructor, but it 
was disappointed. Indeed, during the 
whole of his first visit;' Mt. Gandhi re
fused to be anything but a learner. 
He was pleased to be able to study 
the American people and their cus
toms and . institutions, but he had no 
permission to make known, even to 
the partially initiated; esoteric truths, 
and without it he would not proceed. 
He left the Brotherhood in the un
happy, position of having almost 
learned things, and it at once set

GREAT FUTURE FOR AMERICA
America, so Mr. Gandhi says is to 

be more than the land of the free It 
has. a future beside which its past of 
political freedom pales to insignifi
cance. It is to be the scene of the 
great spiritual advancement for which 
the ages have been waiting. “Ac
cording to this prophetic young 
Hindu, as the announcement puts it 
• ‘America is the soil on which the 
greatest advancement in spiritual un- 
foldment that the world has known in 
many cycles is to be made in the near 
future—the new religion, or rather 
the full comprehension of the old 
truths is to take root in our midst. ”

’Tis a consummation devoutly to be 
wished, and Mr. Gandhi’s statement 
has roused a responsive thrill, not 
only in the hearts of those faithful 
students of the occult who happen in 
their present embodiment to live in 
Chicago, but in others all over the 
country. For, being well advanced 
in those hidden truths known only to 
the initiated, he is looked upon as a 
master and a prophet.

But Mr. Gandhi’s visit is for more 
than the dissemination of occult 
truths. To a certain extent, although 
differing in birth, training and belief, 
he and Dr. Barrows have the same 
object in view. Both are laboring for 
the elevation of the 'Indian native, 
and both hope for the introduction of 
education for the masses, though one 
bases his hope on the conversion to 
Christianity and the other holds by 
the old gods and the old faith.

Since his first visit to the United 
States Mr. Gandhi has been greatly 
interested in the founding of free 
schools in India. When he came to 
America he expected to stay only 
during the Fair, returning to India as 
soon as his work as a delegate was 
completed. During the Fair he was 
kept so busy .that he had no time to 
study the customs of the American 
people. Still, he had decided to go 
home, and was .only persuaded from 
his intention when Mrs. Charles How
ard, a follower of occultism in Chi
cago, discovered that he had formed 
an extremely erroneous opinion of 
Americans and told him of it In 
order to correct his ideas Mr. Gandhi 
lengthened his stay, until in the end 
it reached nearly two years. He 
visited a number of Eastern cities, but 
failed' to get west of the Mississippi, 
an omission which brought forth, a 
storm of letters from neglected fol
lowers in California and other seats
of belief in occultism.
TO STUDY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM.

The greater part of his time was 
devoted to a study of the public 
school systems of the various cities.

“There are in reality no free schools

about bringing him back.
It is through influential men con

nected with the Brotherhood, and be-1 „ ..
cause, as the announcement of his in .India, ” said Mrs. Howard, speak- 
visit'says, “of earnest invitations to ing of Mri Gandhi’s investigation, 
return to this country from many sin- “The native schools are costly, and 
cere people who know and understand the missionary schools are only for

The native schools are costly, and

William Schrempf, treasurer.
RANKS HIGH IN OCCULTISM.

As a leader of occultism Mr. Gandhi 
ranks high. He has never become a 
member of any of the priesthoods of 
India, though from his earliest child
hood he has been in continual contact 
with the priests and has had the ben
efit of their stores of knowledge. In 
his present body ho is thirty-one years 
old; but, according to the statements of 
those who have had the benefit of some 
of the esoteric truths, and therefore 
should know, his beginning on this 
earth antedated considerably the be
ginning of history. Originally he was 
a dweller in the lost Atlantis, the 
highly civilized “island in the AA'est." 
mentioned by ancient writers, which 
sank into the sea. Since that time he 
has had divers existences in divers 
parts of the earth.

His present existence began in 
Bombay. His father, who is now 
dead, was of high caste, and was a 
student among the Rishis, the priests 
farthest advanced in the esoteric sci
ences. In the retreats of these monks 
is to be found the deep learning for 
which India is famous, and but little 
of the learning ever gets outside of 
the retreats. For some reason un
known to those uninitiated, but prob
ably because of a belief that the world 
is not yet ready for them, few, if any, 
of their discoveries in science and on 
other lines are made known by the 
monks. It is claimed that most of the 
recent wonderful developments on sci
entific lines have been old stories to 
the Rishis for ages, but as they have 
never been revealed to the world out
side, they have been, so far as that 
world is concerned, useless. The 
Rishis are one of the greatest of the 
Indian priesthoods, and to learn their 
secrets the student is obliged to go 
through years of study and to lead a 
life limited in all directions by the 
rules of the order. They are graded 
according to the distance they have 
traveled in the rugged road to knowl
edge, and seven years of study is re
quired before the aspirant is admitted 
to the grade of pupil, the lowest. 
Their retreats are commonly in the 
mountains, far from any town, so that 
they are completely cut off from the 
world.

It was among these monks that Mr. 
Gandhi spent the early part of his life. 
Later he graduated from the Bombay 
University as a barrister at law, but 
became interested in religious work 
and never practiced.

IS DEEPLY LEARNED.
He is a striking example of the 

heights to which education is carried 
among the Indian priests. He writes 
and speaks fluently fifteen or sixteen 
languages, is a fine Sanscrit scholar, 
and a deep student of philosophy. 
His knowledge of the Bible is said to 
be greater even than is common 
among Christian clergymen. At the 
time of his first visit to America he 
met many of this country’s best 
scholars, and on the way home became 
acquainted with a large number of the 
students of England, France and 
Germany. In England he was made 
a member of the Royal Asiatic Society, 
before which he spoke, and every where 
was honored by the most learned men 
he came in contact with. Prof. Max 
Muller gave a reception In his honor, 
and consulted him regarding the work 
he had then in hand.

In spite of his education among the 
priests, and in spite of the fact that 
he himself is of high caste, he is 
strongly opposed both to the priest
hood as it now exists and-to all other 
class distinctions. As stated by Mrs. 
Howard, with whom he is in continual

correspondence, Ins ideas on the sub
ject take somewhat the following 
form:

In ancient times. Iio says, a mau 
was not bom a Bniliniin, but became 
a Brahmin only by his qualification of 
great monthly, learning, and above 
all a spiritually illuminated mind 
His son, however, would not be a 
Brahmin unless he also fulfilled the 
requirements, though the Brahmin of 
that pciiod, by strictly obeying the 
laws, of which he had full knowledge, 
his wife also understanding the ob
jects of true marriage, mutually ob
served certain rules of life, which 
naturally attracted just such soul as 
merited birth in just such environment) 
and opportunities. The Brahmin of 
those days did not take a wife simply 
for convenience, neither were they- 
married while children. Besides, in 
those far-distant times it was not con
sidered umnaidenly for the young 
woman of proper age to select the 
husband, and the first question was 
not how much wealth has he The 
important consideration in selecting a 
husband who was to be her equal com
panion through life and the father of 
hei children, were, first, his morality; 
next, was lie of sound health and free 
from hereditary taint; then his learn
ing and spirituality: and so on

All the present existing evils. Mr 
Gandhi claims, have been the work of 
the priestly class, who in the present 
times greatly oppress the people and 
oppose all progress and education, 
knowing full well if the masses arrt 
educated they themselves would have 
to work.

WILL STAY SOME YEARS.
Mr. Gandhi s second visit is to be1 a 

long one. During it it is likely that 
the believers in occultism all over the 
countiy will have a chance to see and 
talk with him, and, they hope, receive 
then share of the revelations which ho 
is expected to make. In part at least 
his determination to come to America 
was brought about by the fact that in 
his fonnei i is.it he was obliged to neg
lect entirely the members of the 
Brotherhood m the V est, who have 
been clamoring ever since for his re
turn. He expects to visit all or 
nearly all, of the large cities m the 
countiy, and will not return to India 
for two or three years.

Mr. Gandhi will bring his wife and 
his seven-year-old son with him His 
wife, contrary to most Hindu women 
is well educated, but cannot speak a 
word of English. Her first study on 
reaching this countiy will be to learn 
the language, after which it is likely 
that she will enter some training
school for teachers and fit herself to 
aid her husband in his educational 
work in India. During his stay in 
Chicago Mr. Gandhi and his family 
will be the guests of Mr. and Mrs 
Charles Howard.

The above, from the Chicago Tri
bune, is only one of many straws 
illustrating the great interest of the 
secular press in occult or oriental 
teachings. Mr. Gandhi made a very 
favorable impression wherever he lec
tured among Spiritualists. Iago.

IN THE RUINS OF MITLA

Translated from the Spanish by Era- 
e«t 8. Green.

1 5: e marvels of another age.
■ A e wonders of the past.

Ve pages which for idle man
Have been too deep and vast: 

Why is your majesty the cause 
Of wonder and of dread?

Because of all the splendors gone 
Of all the grandeurs dead, 

Ye slid are beating with your wings 
The centuries ’round your head.

Mute history of granite which 
Hath been erected hero.

What hast thou written down by those 
Who will no more appear?

Each mighty monolith of art 
Eximious did grow.

Who wrought them? AVho hath borne 
them here

Where none could lay them low?
God only knows, who dwells above; 

The solitude below.
Each obelisk, in mute hauteur, 

To me doth seem to say;
“Thou Doubtsand Ignorance wast, but I 

For Art and Truth made wav.
I represent the guardians * 

Which ruled these ancient walls.” 
What sacrifices and what toils 

The student’s mind enthralls!
By Titans, not by men. were built 

These temples’ mighty halls.
To-day what of the rights remains, 

The customs and the laws
Of kings and priests who offered here 

The prayers for their lost cause?
A beautiful tradition from

The ages long ago;
The ruins by the ivy clad

Where yellow cruciates grow;
The epic of the struggle which 

In lines of rock doth glow.
Gone is the temple's grandeur, and 

The palace walls laid low— 
Transformed into a fort where all 

Respires of gloom and woe, 
Oblivion, grief and orphanage.

But yet the light we see
Of yonder sun shall fade; and dark

And fearful sjiall it be
In that mysterious, awful gate 

Of black eternity, .
By Ignorance despoiled there lies 

Upon the ground alone
A broken Grecian fret which dry 

Leaves seek to make their throne.
The heathen gods, long since cast down 

The nettle doth pollute;
Those everlasting walls the rude ' 

Hand still doth persecute—
O, tourist, think, and hold thy peace— 

The fathomless we salute!
AVouldst thou not know, audacious wise 

Who know no more than I, 
A civilized, heroic race

Did hither live and die?
Degenerated or extinct, 

No more its powers defy.
Of its mysterious dwelling here 

The reoords hidden lie, 
For God alone their secret knows, 

And God win not reply.
Juan De Dios Peza.

Mitla (Oaxaca), November 15/1892.

It is your duty as well as privilege to 
look young as long as you can. One way 
to do so is by dressing the hair with 
Ayer’s Hair Vigor. It causes the hair 
to retain its color and fullness to a late 
periodof life, and keeps the scalp 
good, healthy condition, '
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SABBATARIANISM.
Freethinkers Protest Against 

Endeavorer Endorse
ment of the Sun

day Law.

ft SUBTILE QUESTION flNftLYZED
THE DOUBLE.

Transcorporeal Action of the 
Living and Its Apparition.

Manj persons interested in the anti- 
Bundaj law movement came together 
on the afternoon of July 12th. at Mc- 
Gauk} s Hull, 209 Pennsylvania ave
nue southeast, 'Washington, 1). C., to 
heai addresses by men prominent 
among them. F. B. Woodbury pre
sided and made the opening address, 
aftei the audience had bung “My 
Countiy. lis of Thee.’ Mr. Wood
bin } said:

1 W c have gathered here once more 
to protest against the endeavor of a 
minonty to control the majority, to 
take fiom them their constitutional 
rights and enforce Sabbatarianism. 
Mi AS oodbury referred to the Chris
tian bndeuvor Convention, and said 
one halt or more of the young Chris
tian soldiers were not Sunday ex
tremists or 1 ‘God-in-the-Constitution 
people “We ought to rejoice, he 
said, 1 ‘m the extremists being 
squelched, even in the great Methodist 
coin entions and tho Christian En
deavor meetings. More and more men 
icalize that few saints are made by 
and through law. The Christian En- 
deaeoi movement has come to the 
place where it must choose one of two 
roads—that of endeavormg to compel 
mtn bv law to do the things they 
choose to believe right, or of preach
ing aud praying under the banner, 
<S\ e mind our own business. . If ex
tremists are not allowed to dictate 
the policy of the society it has a grand 
future At e now implore tho man
agers of the Christian Endeavor so
cieties to turn a deaf ear to the Na
tion il Reform Association aud all the 
societies of Protestant Jesuits. Tho 
mijonty of people will not criticise 
the Christian Endeavor movement if 
the society keep its hands oft the 
liberties of the masses.

Rei Allen Moon, of the Inter
n itiou il Religious Liberty Associa
tion md a beventh Day Adventist, 
next iddressed the assemblage.

As Christians.’’ he said, “my 
association believes in religious liberty 
foi ill. He said he had been in 
Toionto, “tho Altruna of the Na
tion il Reform Association, where the 
principles of tho movement It ad- 
vocited were applied in all their 
rigidity. Not only were the places of 
amusement and public conveyances 
empty because they wore not allowed 
to operate, but the churches were 
comparatively so. and in the homes of 
the people there was general dis
content because ot the stringent laws. 
The Sunday-law movement was anti
Christian. Human hypocrites, not 
Christians, were made by such move
ments. Mr. Moon said the Catholic 
Church and tho National. Reform 
League, which both declared them
selves in favor of religious liberty, 
really proposed to do as they pleased 
and usurp all tho power they could.

Gen. AVilliam Birney made a brief 
address to the effect that if tlie Chris
tian Endeavorers proposed to indorse 
the movement to put God in the Con
stitution they must define what God 
is, and there were many conflicting 
views on that subject among the de
nominations of which the Christian 
Endeavorers were members. If they 
wished to aid tiie National Reform 
Association in making the Bible the 
law of the land, they would do well to 
bear in mind that it would take all 
the judicial wisdom in the land to de
termine what was the law laid down 
in the Bible, inasmuch as there were 
all sorts to choose from. Gen. Birney 
reviewed the histories of certain coun
tries which had endeavored to enforce

Interestingly Presented by Prof.
J. lì. Buchanan.

Apparitions of the deceased are so 
often reported that they cease to ex
cite much wonder. But the appa
ritions of the living, which are the 
latest wonder, are deeply interesting 
and important to progressive sci
entists.

Ilie twentieth centuiy will be an 
era of great psychic development and 
manifestation, which will overwhelm 
the stupid materialism that still holds
its place in our colleges.

I have shown in the Manual 
Psvchometry that the intelligence 
human minds may advance so far

of 
of 
in

She fell asleep and dreamed that 
she visited a gentleman in his room,

the direction of omnipresence, by ex
ploring distant places on this earth, 
looking into past history, and some
times looking into the future, as to 
demonstrate that man has a fragment 
of omniscent divinity in his nature.

How much omniscience, omnipres
ence and omnipotence he may realize 
m future ages we cannot know, but 
that suclT powers will continually in
crease in the comiug centuries, we 
cannot doubt.

I have found no difficulty m ex
ploring antiquity m any direction, 
when I have the necessary time for 
the task; and as the origin and the 
truth or falsity of prevailing religions 
are at present questions of paramount 
importance to human progress, since 
ancient superstitions still obstruct the 
path of every species of science and 
reform, I have given my chief atten
tion to the early history of Chris
tianity, which has been so completely 
hidden by fiction, fraud and incredible 
myths; and as to its most important 
events, I feel as certain as m reference 
to modern history.

By the same methods our lamented 
philosopher, Professor Benton, whose 
fame will outlast centuries, has thrown

religious laws, only to result in making^ 
the people superstitious, hypocritical 
and un-Cliristian.

Mr. Maurice Pechin aud Mr. D. AAr. 
Groh also spoke.

Resolutions were adopted by the 
meeting protesting against Sabbata
rianism, declaring that ‘ ‘democracy— 
government of the people, by the peo
ple, and for the people—diametrically 
conflicts with theocracy—government 
of, in- and for self-appointed, spurious 
agents of God; and that theocratic 
tanip: ring with our laws and Con
stitution, with intent to overthrow our 
republic aud supplant it by a. the
ocracy, is a highly treasonable con
spiracy, and should be dealt with ac
cordingly.”

The above meeting indicates that 
the freethinkers of Washington are 
on the alert and watching every at
tempt made to abridge human rights. 
F. B. AVoodbury is the ever-vigilant 
and active secretary of the National 
Association. He never tires in well
doing. X. Ray.

In cases where dandruff, scalp dis
eases, falling and grayness of the hair 
appear, do not neglect them, but apply 
a proper remedy and tonic like Hall’s 
Hair Renewer.

a grand illumination over the 
geological history of our globe.

The outreaching or transcorporeal 
power of the human soul has been 
most successfully applied to the work 
of benevolence. The famous psychic 
physician, Dr. J. R. Newton, made a 
wonderful cure in Ohio when he was 
m the State of New York, and his 
agency was recognized when he did it.

I know an intelligent physician who 
spiritually visits and treats his pa- 
tienuj, und BumvuiUcb bung» them 
spiritually to himself for treatment. 
Such, at least, was his statement to 
me; and I know another who claimed 
to have gone out of the body at night 
and treated a patient

The late Dr. Swan, of Connecticut, 
whose diploma I signed forty-eight 
years ago, had no suspicion of pos
sessing such a power, and was very 
incredulous when told of it by Dr. 
Newton, but being called to a case 
when it was inconvenient to go, he 
tried his transcorporeal power suc
cessfully. He found his spiritual 
power so successful that his use of 
medicine was almost abandoned.

The late Dr. John F. Gray, the 
most eminent homeopathic physician 
of New York, in his prime (who was 
an ardent cultivator of spiritual 
science), told me that he once cast his 
thoughts upon the condition of his 
patient in Jersey City until he was 
satisfied as to his state. The man 
afterward called upon him and men
tioned Dr. Gray’s visit at that time. 
Dr. Gray told him he had not really 
visited him, but was sitting in his 
room at the Fifth Avenue Hotel think
ing of him. But the patient would 
not accept that statement, maintain
ing that Dr. Gray had visited him 
when he was in bed, looked at him, 
and departed without saying a word.

There are many physicians who can 
diagnose the condition of patients at 
a distance, and if I establish the col
lege proposed, at San Francisco, this 
art will be practically taught. A 
smaller number are now healing pa
tients at a distance by their psychic 
forces. The well-known healer, A. J.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World." By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 

■ proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office.

“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel. " By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 81, For 
sale at this office.

Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lvccum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Youniz and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.

Swarts (in this 
timonials of his 
and I suppose 
use this power.

whom she did not know. She found 
herself in his room looking at him as 
he lay in bed. He moved, opened his 
eyes and said something. Feeling 
embarrassed m such a predicament, 
she immediately withdrew and awoke, 
feeling as if she had had a long sleep, 
but according to the clock it was only 
three minutes.

She had not recognized the gentle
man as anyone she knew, and might 
have forgotten the incident but for 
the sequel that a few weeks later sho 
went to Topeka, and at the station 
she was promptly recognized and re
ceived by Mr. B., who was positive 
that she was the same person he had 
seen in his room.

In the Spiritual meeting he had 
learned her name, and when sho dis
appeared he rose to examine his doors 
and windows and found them all fast. 
He had retired about half-past nine, 
and was thinking of her when she ap
peared in his room and was so dis
tinctly seen, when he inquired her 
name and learned it. He recognized 
her very readily, but she had no dis
tinct recollection of h)in.

About three years ago she was re
siding in Stockton, Cal., and for a 
week had been confined to her room 
by illness, but about noon she was 
seen by two of her patients going to 
their homes.

She was asleep at that time and re
tained no recollection of the incident, 
but previous to going to sleep she had 
thought she ought to visit those la
dies. One of them saw her coming in 
at the gate and sent to have the door 
opened for her, but sho did not pre
sent herself. The other.saw her going 
to her house, and hurried home to seo 
if she had arrived, but hor daughter 
reported that no one had come.

In tho famous case of Mr. Heaphy s 
ghostly lady, it was difficult to dis
tinguish between the reality and the 
apparition. It is quite a long story, 
but Mr. Stead, editor of tho Review 
of Reviews, has published the best 
attested and briefest report of ap
paritions of tho living, which ought 
to settle the question with skeptics.
THE TWO DOUBLES REPORTED BY 

MR. STEAD.
There are such things as doubles. 

Not doubles in the ordinarily accepted 
sense of one person resembling 
another, but spiritual doubles, with 
bodily forms so material, to all seem
ing, that the eye of the beholder can
not distinguish the double from the 
main self of the original.

Psychical readers of ‘ ‘real ghost 
stones’’ may remember that I began 
the collection by recounting how a. 
lady friend of mine claimed to possess 
the faculty of projecting her phan
tasmal double, sometimes voluntarily 
and sometimes without any conscious 
act of volition.

Hence I always feel kindly toward 
the double. None of the other phe
nomena of borderland between this 
and the Spiritual world is at once so 
fascinating and so mysterious. It is 
by the aid of the double and by auto
matic handwriting with living persons 
that there seems to me the best chance 
of solving the abyssmal mystery of 
personality.

Ghosts of the dead are important, 
no doubt, but they are £om the other 
side, and often seem to experience 
great difficulty in translating their 
thoughts into the language of the 

, earth. With the double it is different, 
, for. in its case there is no chasm to 
: bridge between the living and the 

dead.

city), has many tes- 
success in that way, 
Peebles and Watkins

That the spirit of the living may 
actually present itself visibly to per
sons at a distance, may perform some 
physical acts as if in the body, and 
yet may, like a spirit, pass through 
closed doors or windows, or suddenly 
disappear, seems to be well established 
now by indisputable evidence.

Mrs. E. S. Buchanan (my wife) has 
the psychic temperament so highly 
developed that she has frequently 
passed out of the body and visited 
distant places or persons. In her visit 
to New York last summer she recog
nized many places in Fifth avenue 
and Central Park, having seen them 
in her spiritual visits.

A few years ago, while walking in 
the streets of Denver, she lost con
sciousness of her surroundings and 
walked fully six blocks before she re
covered. During that walk she was 
spiritually present in Scotland, walk
ing through countiy scenes, which she 
still recollects, being able to describe 
the places and persons that she saw. 
Whether she was really seen by others 
she cannot assert,- but just eight years 
ago she was recognized when out of 
the body. .

Living at Ellis, Kansas, she had a 
friend at Topeka (Mr. B.) with whom 
she corresponded, but had never met 
him. One evening she was writing to 
him, and feeling a little drowsy rested 
her head upon her arm on the table, 
This was five minutes to ten o’clock.

DOUBLE NO. I.
But I have, seen and established by 

irrefutable proof the identity of two 
doubles, which eclipse all others of 
•which psychical research has any rec
ord. They are to all appearances as 
solid and tangible as their fiesh and 
blood originals, and one of them was 
solid enough to hold a book and open 
a door. Here are the facts:

There is only one Mrs. F. in the 
whole of London. She is a woman of 
such striking appearance, and absolute 
individuality, that she could not be 
mistaken for another, nor another for 
her. Riding to my office one day on 
the top of an omnibus, I noticed the 
clock on the church of St. Clement’s 
Danes, in the Strand. It was nearly 
half-past three. I noted the time 
particularly, because I had much cor
respondence to finish that afternoon. 
At Norfolk and Howard streets, walk
ing hurriedly, I saw Mrs. F., ap
parently going to my office. I had it 
in mind to overtake her and tell her 
that I had a great amount of business 
on hand and ask her to come to the 
office some other day. Then I decided 
to wait until she had entered the 
building and speak to her there.

She disappeared inside the door. I 
entered afterward and asked the ele
vator boy where she had disappeared 
to. He and others in the office said 
she had left the place half an hour 
before and had not returned. I 
thought they were either mistaken or 
were for some mischievous -purpose 
deceiving me. I sought her through
out the building and in the street, but 
in vain.

Returning to the office, I was con
vinced that it was her double, not 
herself, that I had seen, and I ad
dressed to her a letter, putting the in
quiry if she had really been there at 
the time I saw her, or if she was con
scious of her double having been there. 
By return of post 1 received a letter 
from her. At the time that 1 had 
been sure that I saw her, she was, she 
assured me, opposite Holbom Town 
Hall, about a mile from the office. 
She was certain of the time, because 
she had looked at the clock and no
ticed that it was half-past three. She 
was then thinking of a parcel she had 
left in my office,-more than half on

hour before, and contemplated return
ing to get ; it, but concluded , that it 
was too later Het-wleh- to go to the 
office explains t£e presence of the 
double.

DOUBLE NO. 2.
Now to Double No. 2. The original 

is Mrs. A. Her li^pie is in Bayswater. 
I had invited her Ho come to the Con
gregational Church, of which 1 am a 
regular attendant. One Sunday morn
ing sho came, dressed m a blue cloak 
aud close-fitting, ,®mall. bonnet. She 
is of very striking, appearance, and 
the peculiarity of her attire attracted 
considerable attention. She came 
early. Two of the deacons spoke to 
her. The minister noticed her, and 
both in the choir and among those 
who sat near her there were many in
quiries as to who she was.

Shortly after that Sunday Mrs. A. 
fell ill. I saw her on October 7th at 
her house. She was in a wretched 
condition. Sho told me, however, that 
on the previous Sunday night she bad 
been seized with an uncontrollable de
sire to attend service at our church. 
I urged her not to overtax her strength 
with such a task, and she promised 
me that she would not.

On Sunday night, October 13th, 
during the singing of the first hymn, 
I saw a figure m black glide very 
rapidly down the aisle and take the 
same seat near the choir which Mrs. 
A. had occupied on September 29th. 
I recognized her as she turned. It 
was Mrs. A. I could not understand 
it. She had promised me not to try 
to come to church, and in the whole 
course of our acquaintance I had 
never known her to break her word. 
How ill she looked I She was ghastly, 
and had the sallow pallor of a corpse. 
She was dressed throughout in the 
deepest black, and wore a large black 
hat, which I had seen her wear m 
London. She seemed so haggard aud 
ill that I was sure she would faint be
fore the service was over.

She did not stand up during the 
singing, but sat alone in her pew, 
close to the side aisle. The pew-opener 
gave her a book, which she took with 
an absent air, and laid on the ledge 
before her. During tho service I tried 
to catch her eye, but got no sign of 
recognition. My only explanation was 
that, believing she was about to die, 
she had broken her promise and risked 
everything to attemd church once more. 
She sat throughout the service, more 
like a dead person than a live one.

AND THEN Si$E DISAPPEARED.
When the las^ verso of tho final 

hymn was being1 sung she suddenly 
laid down the Jhymn-book, moved 
down the aisle v^tli swift steps and 
disappeared froiA view. I tried to 
catch her eye, foH had a full view of 
her face and recognized every feature, 
but she gave no sign of recognition. 

1 Believing that Mrs. A. must be se
riously Ù1 and might faint between 
-the church and the station, I hastened 
after service to the railway. I made 
a careful search, but could not find 
her. When I returned home members 
of my family spoke of her as having 
been in church and of how miserably 
she was looking.

On Monday morning I received a 
letter dated Sunday evening at nine 
o’clock, telling me that two hours be
fore she had been taken violently ill, 
and' really thought she was going to 
die; that the physician who was sum
moned had administered a narcotic 
and relegated her to bed, where she 
had since remained.

I was .startled. I and others had 
plainly seen her at the church. Upon 
re-reading the letter the thought flashed 
upon me that the only supposition 
that could reconcile what I had seen 
and what she had written was that the 
figure in black had been her double. 
But then to prove it.

I went to Bayswater. The house
keeper told me upon my arrival that 
Mrs. A. had been ill and had not left 
the house on Sunday night. Mrs. A., 
whom I saw immediately afterwards, 
told me the same story.

The evidence of the attending phy
sician, which I also took, was that it 
would have been utterly impossible 
for her to have been at the church at 
the time of the appearance there. The 
distance from her home, which was 
some six or seven miles, he said sho 
could not possibly have traversed in 
the state in which he left her.

Her mother, to whom I addressed a 
letter of inquiry^ answered:

“Dear Mr. Stead: I can now quite 
understand why half the world says 
you are mad. The idea of a double 
is utterly absurd. Mrs. A. was very 
ill indeed, on Sunday. She could not 
have walked the length of the street. 
AVhen I called at five o’clock she was 
in great pain and looked as if she 
would die. She-went at once to bed 
to get some sleep.’ After 8:30 she was 
awakened. She wad certainly never 
outside the house fall- day. She really 
seems in most delicate health. Her 
brain reacts on her body, and it seems 
to me you are all'■worrying her very 
much. Excuse >me । for speaking 
plainly.” :

So much for Mis. A. 'b presence at 
her home. I have ih my possession 
signed statements iby-Jthe minister and 
two deacons of the : church that they 
saw and recognized Mrs. A. as she 
entered the church, -and as she sat 
throughout the service in the pew 
where I mvself- had Seen her.

They identified her distinctly and 
positively as the lady who had visited 

; the church and sat in the same pew 
on the 29th of September. And from 
the deacons and from' thè superintend
ent of the Sunday-school I.obtained 
corroboration of my own observation 
that she—or her double—had omitted 
putting anything into the contribution 
plate and had laid aside the hymn

> book which was handed to her.
- On this end, then, also, the evidence 
! was perfect. It remained only to dis

cover if she could have journeyed by 
the railroad, from her home In Bays-

water to the church and return in time 
to have caused any error on the part 
of the witnesses at Bayswater. A 
careful scrutiny of the time-tables 
assured me that she could not.

On the whole, I am convinced that 
if this is not good enough evidence to 
establish the reality of the double, 
the reMitv of the double will never' bo 
established.

MATERIALIZATION.
Some Reflections Thereon 

by Lyman C. Howe.

I am glad to see this subject 
agitated, for bv discussion we are 
likely to evoke many facts and theo
ries which may help to a better under
standing of the subject, and arouse 
the sleepers who are inclined to take 
everything for what is claimed by 
mediums, and shut their eyes and 
open their mouths and swallow what
ever is offered them, like young rob
ins in the mother nest. Brother 
’White strikes from the shoulder, and 
his suggestions are worthy of careful 
consideration; but I cannot quite 
agree with his conclusion that “this 
alleged phenomenon is ” a side issue, 
and “really no essential part of Spir
itualism. '•

True, Spiritualism was fairly dem
onstrated to the satisfaction of mill
ions before this specific phase was 
much known, but it had a part in 
ancient Spiritualism, and also among 
the early phases of the modern move
ment. The principle of materializa
tion was represented in the early man
ifestations of the Fox family; another 
at the Koons’ rooms in Ohio, and 
the Davenport boys, when too young 
to bo accomplished fakirs, illustrated 
the same power.

That the demand for marvels has 
acted as a stimulus to ambitious me
diums, as well as to unprincipled pre
tenders, and has developed an army 
of fakes that have taken millions of 
dollars from earnest seekers and de
vout believers within the past twenty 
years, there seems to be no room for 
•reasonable doubt. The greater the 
demand, and the more profitable the 
shows, the greater risks will be taken, 
and the more the ingenuity applied to 
the cunning ways to deceive, and the 
greater the number that will equip 
themselves for the business. There 
is a cause for every effect, and the 
abominations practiced in the name of 
Spiritualism, and especially material
ization and photography, where is the 
greatest opportunity for the success
ful practice of fraud, are not all due 
to total depravity in the medium. 
The morbid craving for marvels, the 
loose ways of investigating, by which 
the majority shut then.' eyes to all ap
pearances of fraud, and the habit of 
censuring every critic who wants to 
be sure of what he endorses, and siin« 
ilar influences, have done as much to 
encourage deception as has the moral 
weakness of the persons directly en
gaged in the practice of frauds to 
meet the demand of wonder-worship
ers.

Tricky mediums are not the only 
guilty ones. We must all take our 
share of the responsibility in so far as 
we conspire to make these fraud-pro
ducing conditions. There ore, hap
pily, too, a liberal per cent of me
diums and materializations that are 
thoroughly genuine; and while all me
diums may, under certain conditions 
and pressure, supplement the real with 
deception (a fact that, if it has no ex
ceptions, seems most lamentable), it 
does not follow that there is no virtue 
or value In the claims of materializa
tion. If I know anything in this 
world I know that materializations do 
occur. They may not be what we 
take them for; but they are realities 
that, in all respects, appeal to our 
senses as unmistakably as the sun
shine andtain, the blossoms and fruit, 
or the life of childhood and youth, 
and the mysterious and solemn reality 
of death. Children have many vary
ing moods, and tenses, and contradic
tory ideals and habits; but they are 
children none the less; and we love 
and pet them with all their imperfec
tions. Al! Human mediums are chil
dren in various stages of development; 
for the race is in its childhood yet, 
and this world is the primary sphere 
and the realm of mistakes and child
ish folly; and the weakest manifesta
tion of childhood is often duplicated 
among kings and conquerors, states
men and judges, popes, priests and 
college professors in every rank of 
society, and every shade of religious 
faith and moral development.

REFORM OR QUIT 
is a good motto on paper, but how 
little we know what reform may mean 
to those guilty of trifling with the 
most sacred interest of human life?

The only way we can make this 
motto effective is (J), by insisting on 
§”ch conditions as shall make fraud 
impossible without immediate detec
tion, not only for one trial sitting, but 
for every sitting, with every medium, 
and refuse to patronize anyone caught 
deceiving; and (2), by obtaining such 
influence with all mediums as to 
make them voluntarily obedient to 
our demand!

If all seekers who patronize me
diums were of one mind, and felt 
about it as Brother White does, it 
would go a long way toward elim
inating fakes and protecting honest 
mediums from temptations to deceive. 
This discussion may help to educate 
investigators to more critical observa
tion and demands for fraud-proof con
ditions; but it will, I think, be a long 
time before the great majority of 
marvel-seekers will co-operate for this 
wholesome purpose. Meanwhile we 
may make the best of what is, and do 
each our part to improve the phases 
of mediumship most useful and most 
desired. ‘

That “materializations are contrary

to law," may appear self-evident to 
some; but that they occur, law or no 
law, I think there are thousands that 
know as well as they know any other 
fact in nature, and I am happy to be 
one of them; and 1 believe there is a 
wealth of promise in that phase that 
will yet blend the two worlds in such 
close and tangible correspondence as 
to bridge the cold gulf of silence that 
sobs in sorrowing hearts, and so trans
late one world into the expressions of 
the other that angels will be our fre
quent visible guests, representing the 
Spiritual World, and we will be the 
companions of angels, rising by then- 
aid into “anclóse walk with God, ” and 
a sweet and blessed consciousness of 
the kingdom of heaven at hand.

Lyman 0. Howe
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»houli rod Ifc Frico »1.00. —:____  .

â.

Bubbles! or
Medals

“ Best sarsaparillas.1’ When you 
think of it how contradictory that 
term is. For there can be only one 
best in anything—one best sarsapa- 
nlla, as there is one highest moun
tain. one longest river, one deepest 
ocean. And that best sarsaparilla is 
—r-t.... There’s the rub I You 
can measure mountain height and
ocean depth, but how test sarsapa-
nlla? You could if you were diem- , 
ists. But then do you need to test it i <. iri . ... ___ ......„J 'The World’s Fair Committee tested
it,—and thoroughly. ®ft hey went 1 
behind the label on the bottle. What , 
did this sarsaparilla test result in? 
Every make of sarsaparilla shut out 
of the Fair except Ayers, So it 
was that Ayer s was the only sarsapa- 
nlla admitted to the World’s Fair. । 
ft he committee found it the best. ( 
ft hey had no room for anything that j 
was not the best. And as the best, S 
Ayer s Sarsaparilla received the ' 
medal and awards due its ments. Re
member the word •• best • is a bubble 
any breath can blow: but there are 
pms to prick such bubbles. Those i 
others are blowing more •• best sarsa
parilla” bubbles since the World s 1 
Fair pricked the old ones. True, but 
Aver s Sarsaparilla has the medal. 
The pin that scratches tho medal 
proves it gold. The pin that pricks 
the bubble proves it wind. We point 
to medals, not bubbles, when we say: 
The best sarsaparilla is Ayers.

TOE '7 
DBUM IN 
POSITION.’ '

DEAF WESS
and Head Noises relieved by using 
Wilson , Common Sense Ear Drums. 
. New wlentlno Invention! OIBeront 
from allothcr devices. The only safe, 
simple, comfortable and invisible 
Ear Drum in the world Helpawbere 
medical skill fails. Nowiruorstrhig 
attachment. Write for pamphlet.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO..
J 884Trust llldg.. Uubrille. Hr.umeu | Ui । BroadHft7 Kt y, -

JVIAfiOMST,
His Birth, Character and Doctrina

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. It 
is conceded Co be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect lu every detail as to be practically beyond tho 
reach ot adverse criticism. This work will be found 
intensely interesting. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

-IN THE-

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURES.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Reaulti of recent scientific research regarding tbfl 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

I rom the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of - Force and Matter.” Essays on Nature and 

Science." -physiological Pictures.” "Six Lee- 
tures on Darwin." Eto.

“The great mystery of existence consists In perpet*  
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything is (minor» 
tai and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as tbe highest being In 
creation, man and bls thought». Only tbe fdrmf !3 
which being manifests Itself arc changing; but Being 
Itself rpmslntj eternally the same and linperisUabl£ 
When we die we do not lose oureelres, but only our 
personal consciousness. We live on lu nature, in our 
race, In our children, in our deeds, in our thoughts— 
In i-hort. in tbe entire material and phyaleal contribu» 
tion which, during our short personal existence, wo 
have luiulahrd to the subshwnce of mankind and of 
•mtiire In gem-nil.’’-Buechner.

' ’ ’ ”■ " ■ "l», i»i :e>0 pages, vellum cloth, tl.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tni PnoGRxsmvx Thinkeb will re» 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in Its columns. At till 
time, constant Inquiries werb made to Us appearing 
in book form. This wish has now been Rratifled, n 
makes a volume of 249 pages, lu stvle and form like tho 
“Cdhvent of tbo Bacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the çovcf. The scenes of tha 
story alternately shift from earth to the aptrH inheres 
and thé philosophy of Spiritualism, the ocoupktfon apd 
modes of life of spiritual beings, arô presented lu tnà 
pleaslug form of narrative.

Tho following are th$ chapter-titles« Introduction! 
The House of the Sage; Home of tho Miser; Tuo Low 
Societies: Hadw; Ubrlstmastlde In tbo Spheres Ot 
Light; Chrlittnastldo and the Golden Gate; 1 he Un
happy Marri agi; Easter Day in Hoaven; A Visit 10 
the Earth; The Change Called Death: Coming to tho 
Knowledge ot the Light; Tho Soolety Again Visltd 
Earth; Tbo Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion tn the Bplrll-woridj 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It is a book the Spiritualist will bo delighted with; a 
book tn which the investigator will ¿nd answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel tbo most praludked« 
The price In paper is 60 cental muslin 11; postpaid«

THE MEDIUM1STIC
Experiences of John Brown,

Tho Medium of tho Rockies, with an Introduction by
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In the hands of every one fntefr 
Mted in Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter S, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter i.Remarb 
able Tests. Chapter fi. His Work as a Healer. Chop*  
tar 6, Loaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits toCommii 
nicAte; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 0, M1scO| 
lanoous Articles. »Chapter 10, A Strange Experience. 
Chapter II, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit PoW*  
or. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illnstrative of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, The First Brook In 
the Atlantic Coble Shown to John Brown. ChaptCl 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrldft.

For eale at this office. Heavy paper cover« price Ot 
cents.

MARGUERITE HUNTER.
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Transcribed by a Co-opcr&Uvc Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It wu given through in
dependent slate-writing. The illustrations were given 
in oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artlsta. It 
is not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without A 
parallel In tho literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition uf the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism The book contains 2G0 pager 
with alx illustrations in half-tone, and twelve page! 
In original independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound in blue silk cloth, stamped In silver. Price, 
11.25. For sale at this office.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
IFHT SHE REC.IÍIE X SPIRITUALIST, 

264 pages. One copy, 11; tlx copies, t5.

KBOM WIGHT TO HORN}
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church*  

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; ten copies» It

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS*
209 pages. One copy, bound In cloth, Ml; p&pe^ TS 

coats.

Wot Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Sired*

COSMIAN HYMN BOOL 
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

r and ths Home*

COMPILED BY L K. WASHBURN.

Thli volume meets a public want Tt comprltei 
188 choice »elections of poetry and music, embody*  
Ing the highest moral «tmtlmenL aud free from 
stctarlanliub Price 50 cents. Bold al this office» 4
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THE CAMP-MEETINGS.
Be

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

THE ELIMINATOR

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

One

tions. Mbs. M. McCaslin.

Facts, Theories and RelatedIts

Astro.

A

thhofflce. . >■

BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. 12mot 407 Pages, Cloth, $1,80,

GENERAL DIVISION.

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
Collection of Vocal Musió for the 
Choir, Congregation and Social 

Circles.

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
.By Helen H. Gardener. One of her brightest. wit 

■ tieeland strongest kctareBasainet the Bible. Ever;
woman should read Hand know her friends nnJ ec 
mica. Price 10 cents.

‘ IMMORTALITY.““
A poem In fire cantos “If a man die, shall he Uyel 
fully antwered. • Bj W. S. Bailor, Mtbor 4^ 

Voice». Price W cenU. . ■

THOMAS PAINE 7
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER6

BURIEDAUVE.

THE LIFE BEYOND.

The star is not extinguished when it 
sets ’

The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc.

world put together. 
Boston, Mass.

How Such a Fate May 
Prevented.

iGENERftL SURVEY i;
the world might know the comforting 
influence it brought to the death cham
ber, How different its teachings are 
to the soul-harrowing picture of death, 
which the hand of ignorance and super/ 
stition has painted. As a balm for the 
aching which death leaves in the hearts 
of humanity, I recommend The Ency
clopedia of Death.”

Father Williams’ Continental Singers 
will appear in costume at Braudel’s 
Lodge Hall, No. 11 N. Ada street, 
Thursday evening, July 16, presenting 
a programme of continental music, war 
songs and old /plantation melodies, hu
morous and dramatic recitations. Ad
mission, 25 cents.

Jerry Robinson writes as follows of 
the Lookout Mountain Camp-meeting: 
"Our meeting begins Sunday, July 19th, 
and closes on the 26th. We expect Mrs. 
Helen Stuart Richings, Mrs. Anna 
Thomas, Mrs. Dr. Wiant, and other me
diums.”

F. E. Jewell writes from Spring Hill, 
Ky.: “I saw an article in.the last Pro
gressive Thinker from ‘Veritas,’ 
Washington, D. O., referring to the in
novation of Cassadaga Camp in em
ploying L. V. Moulton to deliver a 
course of lectures upon economics. Now, 
it strikes mo this is a move in the right 
direction. Nothing would please me 
more than to have the full course pro
duced in The Progressive Thinker. 
The writer is nearing his three-score 
years, and is a hard worker on the farm, 
but thinks he has studied the money 
question until he understands it; and I 
have a great desire to see how Mr. 
Moulton will handle the question; but 
believe he is too profound a scholar to 
handle the question from the standpoint 
of the political demagogue.” ,

Lyman C. Howe writes: ’‘In writing 
the memorial of Mrs. Alma J. Smith, of 
Painesville, Ohio, which appears in this 
week’s Progressive Thinker, by 
some mental transposition I stated that 
two boys and a girl were left with the 
father; but it is one boy (a man now) 
and two g’.rls, one married and the 
other old enough to be a wife aud 
mother. I feel a reverence for the ex
alted. dead,, and none in our ranks can 
claim a higher place or more righteous 
honor than Alma J. Smith: and we may 
profit by dwelling upon her character, 
and keeping her memory fresh, and her 
example in view, as a help to- all, in 
hours of doubt, temptation and trial. I 
start to-dav for St, Paul, Minn., to at
tend the Northwestern Camp."

R. C. Galbreath writes from Beebe, 
Ark.: “It seems so unfortunate that a 
person should be so isolated from the 
rest of the world as I am, being the 
only person that I know of In all my 
range of knowledge for miles around that 
has given the ‘grand bounce’ to a per
sonal god; yet I am not frozen entirely 
dead, as I get new life weekly from The 
Progressive Thinker. I hope to be 
able, after awhile, to supply myself with 
some of the many good works you adver
tise. I am unable to understand why 
all the phenomena of Spiritualism are 
so lavishly spread through the North, 
and I in this sunny clime left to grope 
in darkness or work out my own salva
tion by stumbling through ignorance."

L. C. M. writes: “Lightning struck 
the Baptist church, of Cuyler, N. Y., 
and damaged it considerably, and set 
the liberal thinkers to laughing and 
talking. They had just finished a re
vival—something on the Methodist or
der. The next thing we hear will be 
that Talmage’s church has been hit. 
God knows who the sinners are.”

L. H. Warren refers to the appalling 
extent of the use—or abuse—of intoxi
cating liquors, opium and tobacco, and 
appeals to Spiritualists to educate them
selves, their children, and their, neigh
bors and neighbors’ children to a higher 
standard of morality, justice and right. 
Humanity would be greatly benefited 
and elevated.

Lucy Burton Powers will be open for 
engagements after August 24, as an in
spirational and trance lecturer. Mrs. 
Powers has filled engagements with the 
Buffalo Spiritualist» and other societies 
and can furnish first-class testimonials. 
Address her at Lily Dale, N. Y.

Henriette Hume writes from Now 
Mexico: “Searchers for truth, regard
loss of denomination or creed, have en- 
joved a visit to East Las Vegas of Mrs. 
E.‘ A. Wells-Bedell, a ladv of education 
and refinement, and one wno is certainly 
gifted in a most remarkable degree with 
both clairvoyance and clairaudience. 
Her tests have been in every, way most 
pleasant and satisfactory. She does not 
place any restrictions on her hearers. 
They represent every known creed. She 
accurately describes the dear ones that 
have passed over, giving many little 
peculiarities which characterized them 
in life, so that they are easily recog
nized by every one. She described in
cidents that occured here fifteen years 
ago so vividlv that we were forced to ad
mit them as facts. Her tests have been 
convincing and her friends here num
ber among them Roman Catholics, Epis
copalians, and members of every other 
denomination. To all that missed her 
seances we can only say, they missed a 
rare treat; to those that had the pleas
ure of meeting herself and husband so
cially, they were fortunate.”

A subscriber writes: "A grand picnic 
and display of fireworks is to be given by 
the Church of the Spirit, (pastor, Dr. 
Willis Edwards), at Central Grove, on 
Saturday, August 1. Many prominent 
lecturers and test mediums will be on 
the grounds to take part. Mediums of 
all phases are cordially invited. Excel
lent music for dancing; plenty of seats 
end tables free; swings, fishing, etc. 
Bring your own baskets, or you can be 
served at tho restaurant upon the 
ground. Fireworks in ■ the evening. 
Take electric cars to River Forest and 
walk a few blocks. Steam cars at the 
(10 cents round trip) Graud Central de
pot, corner Harrison street and Fifth 
avenue, will convey you to Central 
Grove. Trains leave Chicago at 6:10 
a. m., 8:20 a. m., 1:30p. tn., and 3:30 p.m. 
Leave Central Grove at 6:50 p. m. and 
10:10 p. m. Admission, 25 cents; chil
dren, 10 cents.” .

Sarah E. Bromwell, president of the 
Woman's Endeavor Aid and Spiritual 
Endeavor Society writes: "I am well 
pleased with the final results of the two 
clays’ outing, the 10th and 11th of July, 
at Central Grove. I feel that we have 
accomplished much good work in this, 
our first efforts, and thanks to all who 
contributed to make it a success, spirit
ually, socially and charitably, The pro
gramme consisted iu music by the band 
at 3 p. m. Brief address by the presi
dent, who presided as chairman, intro
ducing two little twin sisters, Susie and 
Ella Moore, who delighted the audience 
with songs and recitation. Dr. Willis 
Edwards, Rev. George V. Cordingly 
and Dr. Hqsenclever gave short ad
dresses and tests, followed by a vocal 
solo by Mrs. I. L. Moore, and then the 
pavilion was arrangedfor dancing. The 
president’s table seating twenty-four, 
was free to all both days, 'who aid not 
provide their own benon.

Mrs. Helen Stuart-Rlchings writes to 
the Banner from Maquoketa, towa: 
"This is a pleasant town of about three 
thousand inhabitants, pn a branch of the 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul rail
road. Spiritualism ie no new thinrto 
its people. It was for many years the 
home of Dr. .Dobson, with whose name 
your readers are familiar. Here also at 

. one time Moses and Mattle Hull labored 
and lived. Yesterday I drove past their 
Old. home—a neat brick structure set on

Bear in mind, please, ’that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
arc of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, whiqh will be read 
by at least 40,060. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

Mr. and Mrs. Parker, of Elgin, Ill., 
trumpet, automatic writing and rapping 
mediums,will be at Winfield, Kan,, July 
11 to 22; Mount Pleasant Park, Clinton, 
Iowa, August 2 to 20; Vicksburg, Mich., 
(probably) August 21 to close of camp, 
Engagements desired for rnontlis of Sep
tember and October. Address 256 Micn- 

. igan street, Elgin, Ill. .
Gene Pearl writes from North Am

herst, Ohio: “So eminent a writer as 
Hudson Tuttle has twice lately in The 
Progressive Thinker referred to 
Kate Fox Jencken as Kate Fox Kane. 
Kate Fox married a London barrister, 
or, as we Americans would say, a ‘law- 
yer’by the name of H. D. Jencken. 
Leah Fox was married to a man by the 
name of Underhill. Margaret Fox was 
married to Capt. Kane, the celebrated 

.Arctic explorer. Now, which recanted?”
C. C. Brown writes: “Mr. Amae 

Wheeler, the materializing medium, is 
open for dates for the season of ’96 and 

. ’97. He has recently given great satis
faction in the Northwest and at the 
Northwestern Spiritualist camp-meet
ing, givlne several phases of medium
ship, prominent among which were his 
slate-writing and light seances,, allowing 
persons to be seated in the cabinet and 
giving manifestations while outside the 
cabinet himself, the work being done in 
light. He will be in attendance at Clin
ton Camp, where he has a cottage en-, 
gaged. He has a few open dates for 
September. All parties desiring his 
services can address his manager, Mr. 
Carl W. Brown, at the Northwestern 
Camp for the next two weeks. Mr. 
Brown’s permanent address is 703 Man
hattan Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.”

Emily B. Ruggles writes that Miss 
Lottie Fowler is giving sittings daily at 
305 Quincy street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. L. Bigelow writes from San Jose, 
Cal.: “Our society is gettiug along nice
ly. Mrs. R. Cowell, of Oakland, was 
with us last month, and Prof. Swarts 
was with us the first Sunday in July. 
Our morning meetings are very interest
ing. President H. S. Owen and Secre
tary E. Pomeroy were obliged to resign 
on account of the rush of their business 

■ and inability to spend the time to attend 
to the duties incident to their offices; 
andC. L.Greassle was elected president; 
Jos. Murray, vice-president, and W. D. 
J. Hambley, secretary. We are having 
extremely warm weather for California 
this time of year: many are away to the 
coast or mountains enjoying a rest.”

Dr. Adah Sheehan is desirous of re
suming her labors again in the lecture 
(ield. She is an able exponent of our 
causo, and we are glad to announce that 
sho intends to enter the field again. She 
can be addressed for engagements as 
follows: Dr. Adah Sheehan, Elsinore 
Gato and Russell streets, Eden Park, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

E. Sehaar writes from Seattle, 
Wash.: “Rev. G. C. Love, of Portland, 
Ore., is with us again, working faith

' fully that we may have a camp-meeting.
Mr. Love is an enthusiastic worker for 
the truth, always seeming to leave the 
money question as an after considera
tion, and if under the existing circum
stances it is possible, he will make our 
camp-meeting an assured fact. Good, 
jollj, whole-souled Mrs. Lou Paterson, 
of San Francisco, ¡salso with us. She 

been doing good work in some of 
th« small towns along the Sound. She 
Wjust come from Everett! where she 
exfiects to make another visit soon."

L. S. N. writes from Grand Junction, 
Colo.: “Mrs. L. J. Curtis, inspirational 
speaker and occult scientist, left for her 
Jiome at Mishawaka, Ind., last Thurs
day. Mrs. Curtis spent several weeks in 
our city, giving inspirational lectures 
and platform tests, which have done 
wonders for the cause of Spiritualism in 
Grand Junction. It is to be regretted that 
mot more such noble workers visit our 
beautiful valley to teach us the grand 
truths and lift us out of the environ
ments which bind us so closely to the 
earth.”

. Tom P. Hughes writes: “Spiritualism 
has now reached such an advanced stage, 
and it is so widely appreciated as to 
warrant it a progressive life, uncon- 
uccted with any religions body. It has 
so wonderfully grown that it should now 

• declare itself free from the tentacles of 
the church and adopt original methods 
more suited to a higher plane of life. 1 
believe that a Spiritualist should sever 
all ties that bind him to Christianism. 
He should bo free ami independent, as 
are tho doctrines of his belief. He 
should say, with earnestness and truth: 
Let the past be past; lei the future be 
one vast stretch of morality and inde- 

■ pendent thought.”
■ J. Beverland.writes frotnlndianapolis, 
Ind.: “We have in this city as good a 
trance lecturer as ever stood on the ros 
trums of the halls of this city—Mr.Ben. 
F. Hayden. Mr. Hayden being a gen
tieman, has attracted to himself refined 
and advanced intelligences, capable of 
answering and throwing light upon auy 
question propounded by tbe most en
lightened mortals. I must not forget 
to speak of Mrs. Mattie Echols Hayden, 
the noted test, psychometric and mag- 
nelle healer medium. Any person wish
Ing a good and true reading, or a true 
diagnosis, will do well to call on her. 
We havea real feast every Sunday even
ing, at Templeton's Hall, 37^’ West 
Washington street, from lectures by 
the intelligent guides of Mr. Hayden 
also at the close of each lecture by grand 
tests from Mrs. Hayden. It is plainly 
noticeable, that the great interest taken

1 in these meetings from the first is rap
idly growing. To any society or per
Sons needing the services of good and 
honest mediums, I can safely recom
mend Mr. and Mrs. Hayden, whose per
manent address is 185 Newman street, 
Indianapolis, Ind.”

A. M. Huffman writes from Peculiar, 
Mo.: "Your notice of the expiration of 
my mother's (Mrs. Stella Huffman) sub
script ion to The Progressive Think
er is at hand. In reply I will say that 
my mother has gone to that realm to 
which The Progressive Thinker 
pointed her during the last years of her 
mortal life. On the 18th day óf January 
last she ascended to spirit-life. For 

- weeks before her departure, I Bat in her 
room waiting thè change which was to 

’ liberate her'from physical afflictions.
Suring that time, when opportunity af

' lorded, I was reading volume one of The 
: ^cyclopaedia of Death, 1 would that 

th« edge of a pine grove, and crowning 
an eminence overlooking the town. 
Such other workers as Prof. Loveland,. 
J. Clegg Wright, -Warren Chase, and, , 
latpr, J. C, F. Grumbine, have also con
tributed to the advancement of the 
càuse. For three years past Mr. and 
Mrs. H. P, Harvey have borne the bur
den, and upheld the society with loyal 
devotion and unflagging energy. Their 
home is the center from wnich light 
streams. .Their parlors are the scene of 
regular Sunday evening gatherings, at
tracted by the spiritual inspirations of 
Mrs. Harvey, whose work is along con
servative and constructive, rather than 
radical and iconoclastic lines, and whose 
dignified presence and quiet tones in
spire confidence and respect. While 
Spiritualism has such exponents and 
stanch defenders it will not entirely 
suffer eclipse. Your correspondent de
livered three lectures here, and was lov
ingly entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Har
vey, whose efforts in the way of ticket
selling, and standing in the community, 
secured the attendance, for the entire 

.course, of many of the leading—and 
even leading orthodox—citizens.” -

Mrs. J. M. Harvey, of Maquoketa, la., 
was in this city last week. She is an 
excellent speaker and psychonietrist, 
and should be kept constantly employed 
in promulgating the grand truths of 
Spiritualism.

News conies from Washington, D. C., 
that something new in river craft will 
make its appearance on the Potomac 
this week. It ¡stalled the hydrocycle 
by the scientific, and river bicycle by 
ordinary mortals. It consists of two 
cigar-shaped galvanized steel cylinders, 
each containing eight airtight compart
ments, and built on the plan of a cata
maran. These cylinders are eighteen 
feet long and twelve inches in diameter, 
and at the utern of each is a fish-tail 
rudder, easily operated by the person 
propelling the boat. The floats are se
curely fastened together by steel bars, 
on which rests the framework of the 
craft. This consists of a wheelhouse, a 
bicycle seat, and handle bars, and an 
easy chair in front. The boat is pro
pelled by a double wheel, each contain
ing eight paddles, which alternately 
strike the wader. They are made of 
galvanized-stSel and are counterparts of 
the old-tone paddle-wheel. It is operat
ed in the same manner that a bicycle is 
propelled. The operator mounts his 
seat, places his feet on the pedals, and 
when they revolve they move an endless 
chain around a sprocket, which in turn 
drives the paddle. The speed of the 
boat Is ten miles an hour. The inventor 
of the hydrocycle is Hon. L. V. Moulton, 
a prominent Spiritualist of Grand Rap
ids, Mich., and ten boats are now being 
constructed for the Columbia Athletic 
Club, which will give a launching party' 
this week. The boats cost $100 each. 
We predict a fortune for Mr. Moulton, 
in th’e sale of. the hydrocycle. He has 
our most hearty congratulations.

G. F. Ottmar writes from-Lansing, 
Mich., “Please note in your valuable 
paper for. the information of the people 
coming to Haslett Park, that all rail
roads in Michigan will sell one and one- 
third rate tickets for the round trip on 
July 30 and 31 and every Thursday dur
ing the month of August, good to return 
up to and including September, 2, 1890.”

Madame Parcells has regained her 
health and will now resume her home 
work, and will attend to former develop
ing classes. Her address is at 39 W. 
Montcalm street, Detroit, Mich.

Mr. Raphael writes that the services 
of the Spiritualist Gospel Temple will 
be held at Hygela Hall, northwest cor
ner of Washington boulevard and Pau
lina streets, at 2:45 and 7:46 p. m. Sun
day-school at 2 o’clock. All are invited 
to come and take part in the exercises. 
Tests and speaking take place at both 

.services by Mrs. E. Raphael and others."

Redondo Camp-Meeting.
The Spiritualists of California are pre

paring for a great camp-meeting to be 
held at Redondo, Los Angeles county, 
during the month ol August. The beau
tiful grounds formerly owned by the 
Chautauqua Association have been se
cured for a permanent camp and will be 
divided into building lots and sold to 
members of the camp-meeting associa
tion.

Redondo Is a lovely seaport town and 
popular summer resort about sixteen 
miles from Los Angeles, with which 
hourly communication is had by rail.

The temple is an elegant structure of 
artificial stone with an auditorium ca
pable of seating three thousand people. 
It is in the midst of a beautiful park of 
five acres of ground, covered with orna
mental trees and shrubbery.

The very best available talent on the 
Pacific Coast has been engaged and it is 
expected that a great spiritual work 
will be accomplished. Among the most 
prominent mediums and and speakers 
are Mr. J. J. Morse, of London, England; 
W. J. Colville, of Boston, Dr. Carpender, 
and W. C. Bowman, of Los Angeles; J. 
S. Loveland, of Summerland; Maude L. 
Freitag, of National City; Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, of San Diogo: Sirs. D. N. 
Place, of San Francisco; Mrs. M. T. 
Langley, of Pasadena; Thos. G. New
man, of San Diego: Mrs. K. Sloper, Mrs. 
Ladd-Flnniean, Mrs. Hendee-Rogere 
and Julia Schlesinger, of San Francisco. 
Prof. E. A. Whilelaw, of Boston, Mus
ical Director, aud Mrs. Emma Sherwood, 
vocalist.

The Spiritualists of the State hope to 
have a permanent camp soon equaling, 
if not surpassing those on the Atlantic 
Coast; and this convention will be an 
important move in that direction.

Julia Schlesinger.
534 Page St., San Francisco, Cal.

Railroad Rates to Clinton Camp.
A rate of a fare and one-third for the 

round trip, on the certificate plan, has 
been secured from all points in Eastern 
committee territory of the Western Pas
senger Association, on the north of the 
main line of the Chicago, Burlington 
and Quincy railway from Chicago to 
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

No rate could be secured from points 
south of the line designated.

This arrangement includes all lines 
east of Council Bluffs and north Qi the 
main line of the C., B. & Q. railway.

Take a receipt of the agent when you 
purchase your ticket, and hand It to the 
secretary immediately upon arriving at 
the Park, as nothing can be done in se
curing reduced return rate until one 
hundred of these certificates have been 
presented.

If traveling on more than ons line, 
receipts from each must be procured.

Tickets must be purchased July 30 
and 31, and August 1, and thereafter pn 
Tuesdays and Fridays, August 4, 7, 11, 
14, 18, 21, 25 and 28, and are good until 
and including September 2.

The Williamson Cab Line will carry 
one passenger, with or without trunk, 
to and from the Park for 25 cents.

’ Will O. Hodge, 
Secretary M. V. S. A

Sedition is bred in the lap of luxury, 
and its chosen emissaries are the- beg
gared spendthrift and the impoverished 
libertine.—Bancroft

We have more power than will; and it 
is often by the way of excuse to our
selves that we fancy things are.impossi
ble.—Rochefoucauld. ...

A little wit and a great deal of ill-no
ture will furnish a man for: satire; but 
the greatest instance and value of wit is 
to commend well.—Tillotson]

Alfred E. Giles, of Hyde Park, Mass., 
at one time a prominent Boston lawyer, 
does not Intend to bq buried alive, says 
the New York Wói;Íji, He has gone to 
considerable expensé iq making ar
rangements for the disposition of his 
body, when death 'Shall have been pro
nounced, which wlfT (preclude all possi
bility of such a catastrophe.

Mr. Giles believes that very many 
cases of suspended animation are called 
death, and that those so affected are 
buried ulive. So thoroughly impressed 
is he with this idea that he has fitted up 
a chamber in his'home in which the 
bodies of his wife and himself, when the 
spark of life is believed to have depart
ed, will be laid until it is absolutely cer
tain that the earthly end is reached., 
. A CHEERFUL CHAMBER.

The room which he has set apart for 
this unique purpose is at the back of the 
house, and the only'entrance from the 
rest of the . house is through a secret 
door in the back of ‘a secluded closet. 
The apartment is on the ground level 
and looks out upon aspacious flower gar
den and orchard. Though seldom en
tered, it is attractive to the living and 
well calculated to dispel any unpleasant 
thought which might arise associated 
with its intended use. Everything is 
bright and cheerful.

Pictures, hang upon the walls, rich 
rugs are on tbe floor, there is a set of 
book-shelves well filled with' pleasant 
literature, there are comfortable chairs, 
atable on which stands a vase always 
filled with blossoms, and in one corner 
of the room is a single bed.

The only door besides the secret one 
connecting the death chamber with the 
closet opens on the back lawn. It is 
guarded by latticework which incloses 
the whole door, and, while preventing 
intrusion, admits light and air, Small 
windows, protected' by stout wire 
screens, also permit a circulation of air.

ASHES TO FEED FLOWERS.
"In this room," said Mr. Giles, "Mrs. 

Giles shall rest, and so shall 1, when we 
are supposed to have died, until it is ab- 
solutly certain that we are physically 
dead. When death Is determined we 
shall be cremated and our ashes scat
tered over the flower-garden out there 
to make the plants grow and bloom.

"I am convinced that thousands of 
persons are buried while animation is 
simply suspended, and that life would be 
restored if the necessary time were 
given. The physlciane have thirty-four 
tests for death, and every one of them 
has been proved to be onen to failure.

“The only safe test is decomposition. 
When the body begins to decay it is 
dead, and no one should be buried until 
such a condition comeé. The mind may 
be active though death seems apparent. 
Think of the agony of a person in that 
condition facing the grave!"

This is not a new tpd with Mr. Giles. 
When he was 40 years old he began to 
to make a collection .df the records of 
cases of suspended animation and sup
posed dead persons coming to life. The 
record is astonishing. He has gone to 
no special pains in the work, merely re
cording the instances, which came to his 
notice. "

MANY PREMATURE BURIALS.
“The Nineteen^ Century has estimat

ed,” he said, “tbat,pLevery 300 persons 
believod to be det$ taken to the Morgue 
in Paris one comes to life. If there 
have been so many oases made public, 
think of the number that in the natural 
order of things have escaped notice. It 
is not unreasonable to believe that fully 
as many persons have been buried alive 
as have been fouind to be alive at the 
last moment.”

Mr. Giles related several personal ex
periences and others which have come 
to his notice. He spoke of one young 
woman, named Delia Samuelson, of Chi
cago, who died recently of consumption. 
She requested that her body be kept in 
a vault for a year and be visited each 
day by her mother and grandmother, 
and that it be pricked with pins to de
termine whether or not there were 
signa of life. Her request will be com
plied with as long as possible.

This Hyde Park lawyer is by no 
means alone in his belief. Some of the 
best-known citizens of Boston entertain 
the same idea with regard to premature 
burial, and the same belief can be found 
well established in all parts of the 
world, but Air. Giles is certainly original 
in having arranged a death-chamber in 
his residence.

George T. Angell, President of the 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals, and editor of Dumb Animals, 
is one of the foremost advocates of de
ferring burial until it is certain that 
death has ensued. His own mother was 
thought to have died and the funeral 
service was being held when signs of 
life were detected, and she was speedily 
restored to health. Mr. Angell is now 
urging the formation of a society the ob
ject of which shall be the prevention of 
premature burial.

As set forth in the above, there is no 
doubt but what many persons are buried 
alive. The two volumes of The Ency- 
clopa'dia of Death and Life in the 
Spirit-World, give more information on 
that subject and the varied phenomena 
of death, than all the libraries of the

Upon the dull horizon; it but goes 
To shine in other skies, then reappears 

In ours as fresh ab'When it first arose. 
The river is not lo^LWjhen o’er the rock 

It pours its flood.jibtp the abyss below; 
Its scattered force ^gathering from the 

shock, ...
It hastens towarg'yvith yet fuller flow. 

The bright sun diet not when the shad
owing orb -

Of the eclipsing ninon obscures its 
.„Wk , n uiIt still is shining on, and soon to us

Will burst uniiiripiiejl into the joy of 
day- u o .

Thus nothing diesj lor .-only dies to live;
Star, stream, sun;i floiwer, the dewdrop 

and the gold,!: w
Each goodly thingiinstinct With buoyant 

hope, . n '.e .
Hastens to put ife purer, finer mold.

Thus in the quiet joy of kindly trust 
We bld each parting saint a brief fare

well, '
Weeping, yet smiling, we commit their 

dust ; . • : . .
To the safe keeping of the -silent cell. 

Horatius Bonar.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Samuel F. Dillon left the physical 

form the 80th of June to join the loved 
ones uuon the spirit side of life. . <

Brother Dillon was. born hi Franklin 
Oo., Penn., 1830. He has been a Spirit
ualist for more than twenty years, fre
quently conversing with spirits. He 
leaves a vtife, son and daughter, all of 
whom are Spiritualists. Dr. Graben
dike officiated at thefuneral. ■ - .

Denver, CoL W, J

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expoi* 
Ing tbe fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog« 
malic Christianity, containing many tdartllng concl® 
Ilona never before published, bhowlog clearly thi 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testis 
meet btorluB. and proving that Jesus was an linpersoo,* 
ation and hot a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price $1.50. For Sale at this Office, 
Researches in Oriental History.

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

D V CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK JS 
XJ largely a record of Hie fact? and dcinunuratloo« 
which tbe author ha? Been, beard of or prcteuied tn 
hl? own experiment». The hlstury of the various 
phase« of the science I? Micclnctly presented, and tbo 
vartoue theorlea clearly Hated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred hi Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to tbe intcrcft and value of the 
book, which win be found very Interesting to the gen? 
oral reader, a? well as helpful and hiHructlrc to th» 
student. The work la a handsome volume of 300 
page«, bound 1n cloth. Price, JfV.iXA. Fur sal© at 
the ufice of Tut I’kogrebbivb Thik.vxr.

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
M. F. Hammond, of Kalamazoo, Mioh., 

and Mrs. Carrie Twing, of Watertown, 
N. Y.( have been the speakers since out
last report. Space will not permit a re
port of these excellent lectures.

Mrs. Carrie Twing spoke this after
noon on “Death, and Its To-morrow.” 
Mrs. Twing is what is commonly called 
a Christian Spiritualist, holding to a 
faith in Christianity, but adding a belief 
In communion with/the dead. As evi
dence of this she announced that in two 
weeks from to-day she is to open a Meth
odist camp-meeting; she is also a prom
inent W. C. T. U. worker; still she goes 
under control like other mediums. She 
gave a vivid description of two spirits— 
one a Presbyterian and the other a 
Spiritualist—who passed to the other 
world near the same time.. The Presby
terian, upon meeting the Spiritualist, 
who had been her neighbor, was over
come by fear and anxiety. “Why,” said 
she, “are you here? Then where am I, 
anyhow?” She feared she had missed 
her locality, and got to the other plase. 
The Spiritualist reassured her. “But,” 
said she, “where is my golden'crown.” 
It was immediately placed upon her 
head. “And the. harp that was prom
ised me,” she added. A harp was given 
her; but she immediately remembered 
she had no knowledge of music and 
asked them to take it again, also the 
crown, adding, ‘.‘It is tog heavy; it bur
dens me.” She discovered angels were 
not birds with feathered wings, and 
that her spiritual friend was the one 
commissioned to be her guide.

From Miss Gaule’s tests we give the 
following examples: “A spirit comes 
toward me. In doing so, she gives me a 
choking sensation. Why, she ls clutch
ing me around the throat with her fin
gers." Miss Gaule coughed and gasped 
and drew her handkerchief around her 
throat qs though to hide the mark. 
“This woman hanged herself. It is May. 
She says you feared, when you saw me 
clairvoyantly.thatil had come to obsess 
your daughter. I did not, and I was 
drawn to Tier by love. I will do her no 
harm.” The woman acknowledged thia 
test. Said she had been frightened by 
seeing the spirit, in her own home, by 
the kitchen table. To another person, 
Maggie said: “Why, you have just had 
a narrow escape from death. 1 see a 
loaded hay wagon and the horses career
ing. You are in a buggy and the horse 
becomes frightened. Do you know whose 
hand drew the rein, when it was within 
one-half inch of that barb wire fence? 
It was Charlie. Don't say spirits can do 
no good, for Charlie saved your life.” 
This was also acknowledged to be cor
rect though both parties refused to have 
their names published.

We have a spirit type-writer at Luke 
Brady, Mr. Hugh Moore being the me
dium for that style of manifestation, 
done in full light. He hung a curtain 
across one corner of the cottage, and sat 
in front of it wearing brown gloves and 
keeping his hands constantly in sight to 
show that he did not manipulate the 
type-writer, which was placed behind 
the curtain. Messages were then writ
ten out and handed to the different per
sons present, in every case signed with 
the full name of departed friends. To 
all appearance the type-writer is manip-- 
ulated by the invisibles as it is claimed.

The ladies of the camp have made ar
rangements for a fair to be held on the 
30th and 31st of this month. Many pret
ty things are now in course of prepara
tion. During the lecture, white fingers 
throughout the audience, are swiftly 
and silently fashioning pretty and 
bright colors into graceful forms for the 
fair. We are to have a woman's day 
early in. August, when the goldenrod 
and yellow flowers are ready jor the 
decoration. A graceful archway at the 
entrance to the grove, directs attention 
of picnic people to the meetings there.

The Children’s Lyceum is well attend
ed and very interesting.

Heavy rains during the past week 
have interfered with the success of the 
meetings, also the picnics. No summer 
resort in the State is better equipped 
with varied amusements than Luke 
Brady; but the boating and bath-houses 
in good weather ure the greatest attrac-

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
$1: cloth $1.50. For sale at this office.

“Cosmian Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. IC Wash
burn. This .volume meet? q public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry qnd music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all .sectarianism. Price, 50e. For sa e 
at this ofiicc.

"Woman, Chqrch and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more tnan common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; snowing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price- $2, post 
paid.

“Voltaire's Romances,” translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

"Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this, volume,' this" peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varipd moods, “from grjive to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L For sale 
at this office.

“Angel Whisperings ior the Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Ray. A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
pleased and benefited by it For sale at 
this office. Price $1

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15o.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph. Ph.D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office. -

“The Occult Forces of Sex." By Lois 
Waiehrooker. Three pamphlets are em- 
ftociied in this volume, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50c.

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occul 
romance, ov Florence Marryat. The 
author's wide experience in Spiritualism 
and her study of oecult science have 
prepared her to -write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
alibis office. '

RIVERSIDE PARK CAMP-MEETING, 
Grand Ledge, Mich., commences July 
19, and ends August 16th. For full, 11- 
lustratecl six-page programme address 
J. P. Russell, Grand Ledge, Mioh.

MT. PLEASANT PARK.
The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet

ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ist Association commences at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa. August 2, clos
ing August 30. For full circulars and 
particulars address Will O. Hodge, 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wis., until 
July 15th; after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park). •

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July 11, and close August 23. 
For full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. E. Gaston, 
Lily Dale, N. Y. '

LAKE GEORGE CAMP,
Situated at the head of Lake George, at 
the terminus of the Glen Falls branch of 
the Delaware and Hudson railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 6. 
The management have published an 11- 
illustrated:i pamphlet with programme. 
Send for it, addressing James D. White, 
Albany, N. Y.

NORTHWESTERN CAMP.
Located between the cities of St. Paul 
and Minneapolis, Minn., commences 
June 21 and closes July 26, For elabor
ate programme,address Allen F. Brown, 
703 Manhattan Block, St. Paul, or Dr. 
S. N, Aspinwall, president, 2433 Fifth 
avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

HASLETT PARK CAMP,
Michigan, will be held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 and ending August 
31, and including five Sundays. Fora 
beautifully illustrated pamphlet, giving 
full particulars, address G. F. Ottmar, 
209 and 210 Hollister Building, Lansing, 
Mich.

LAKE PLEASANT CAMP
Will commence July 4 and continue to 
August 2. For full programme, address 
A. P. Blinn, 603 Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass.

DEVIL'S LAKE CAMP.
Michigan, will be held at Beardsell’s 
Landing, only 80 rods from Manitou 
Station on C. J. & M. M. R. R., from 
July 24 to August 10. For a six page 
programme, containing full particulars 
address Miss D. P. Hughes, Wheatland, 
Mioh. -

LAKE BRADY GAMP,
Opens June 28 and closes September 6. 
The management have issued an illus
trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
full particulars. Address Chas. Thomas, 
2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Opens July 15 and ends August 30. For 
full programme, containing full particu
lars, address J. S. Phillips. Brighton, 
Mich.

CENTRAL NEW YORK CAMP
will be held at the Riverside picnic
grounds at Freeville, Tompkins Co., 
N. Y., commencing July 18 and ending 
August 2. For particular Information 
address H. C. Sessions, Cortland, N. Y. 
For tent and camp-ground accommoda
tions address H. W. Roe,. Freeville, 
N. Y. '

CHESTERFIELD GAMP 
commences July 16 and closes August 10. 
Persons desiring full programme can se
cure the same by addressing the secre
tary, F. J. Macomber. Anderson, Ind.

DELPHOS, KANSAS.
This camp opens August 7 and contin

ues seventeen days. For full and compre
hensive information concerning the 
camp, address A. D. Ballou, M. D., who 
will furnish circulars.

MAPLE DELL CAMP
Will open its regular session, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritual and 
Religious Camp Association, on July 18 
and continue until August 24. For full 
programme and particulars, address D. 
M. King, Mantua Station, Ohio.

VICKSBURG CAMP.
This camp, located one-half mile from 

Vicksburg, Mich., commences August? 
and closes August 30th. For full pro
gramme and particulars address Jean
nette Frazer, Vicksburg, Mich.

NEW ERA CAMP.
This camp, located at New Era, Clack

amas county, Ore., will open J uno 20 and 
close July 12. For programmes send to 
E. A. Marshall, 291 Alder street, Port
land, Ore.

TEXAS CAMP.
This spiritual cajnp-meeting will be 

hpld at Oak Cliff Park, Dallas, Texas, 
commencing August 29 and closing Sep
tember 12. For full particulars address 
J. C. Watkins, Dallas, Tex.

WINFIELD, KANSAS.
The camp at Winfield, Kansas, will 

convene at Island Park, July 11 to 21.
VERONA PARK CAMP.

The annual meeting of the Penobscot 
Spiritual Temple Association will be 
held at Verdnq Park, Me., from August 
1 to August 17. For full programme 
send to Freeman Smith, Rockland, Me.

ASHLEY CAMP, OHIO.
This camp will open August 23 and 

close September 13. For full particu
lars address H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN CAMP.
This camp opens July 19th, and closes 

on the 26th.
(2g’*We  cannot publish full programs 

of all the camps; send to the secretaries 
for the same, giving full particulars, and 
much valuable information. Tq do so 
will only cost you a postage stamp.

A new edition of "Three Sevens,,, bj’ 
the Phelon’s, is just issued. The May 
Arena says: ‘‘The gist of such books as 
Dr. Phelon’s ‘‘Three Sevens,"and other 
works descriptive of or alluding to the 
various occult societies, which seem to 
have existed for ages, has never, until 
recently, been said so openly and plainly 
that‘he who runs may read.”' Cloth 
$1.25, postpaid. For sale at this office.

An abridged edition of “Antiquity 
Unveiled” gives in condensed form its 
more important statements and refer
ences.' It is in stiff board covers, and 
the price is 50 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three 
fold Power of Sex." By Lois Wais 
brooker. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman.Price 50c.

Religion of the Future. By S. Weil 
Cloth. $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

Better it were that all the miseries 
which nature owns were ours at once, 
than guilt. —Shakspeare.

Cowardice is not synonymous with 
prudence. It often happens that fbe bet
ter part of discretion is valor.—Hazlitt.

Those who are formed to win general 
admiration are seldom calculated to be
stow individual happiness.—Lady Bless
ingion, .

The heart that has once been bathed 
in love's pure fountain retains the pulse 
of youth forever.—Landor. .

There is a superstition among many 
colored people in the South that to meet 
a frog is a lucky incident,indicating that 
tap one tht|s favored'is about to receive 
money froth some unexuect-ed duarter.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

Tbs only treatise ever offered the roading and 
tbluklng nubile In the Interest of modern Spiritual- 
!Sl’? »Lsplutely tree from the theorlea 01 miner- 

etltlou, aud which r
Demonalrate) continuity of life and our end.

ronment of »¿¡irllituul influence), 
from the data of modern physical and physiological 
BClCUCC.

7° Spirltuftllöt, an linprognabte foundation of 
scientific data and verified facts.
• T?i&° materialist and skeptic, a revelation of the 
Invisible energies operative ia Nature’» formula of 
evolution.

To the ecclCBiastlc, a new heaven and a new earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con. 
uensed volume of scientific Information tor 25 cent». 
Address your orders to •
The Progressive Thinker, 40 Boomis street, 
Orta Lockwood, 471 West Madison street» 

Chicago. Hl.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note» 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the olq 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at Nev? 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomai Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mory Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brhsot, and the most prominent of Palne’i 
friends In Europa and America. Cloth, 76 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Being an investigation of True and fabulous The
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plate« 
and now type; 166 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cent»; 
cloth. 60 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to the luhabt 
Hants of America in 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents. ’
The RJghts of Man.

Parts I and II, Being an answer to Mr. Burke'a 
Attach upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 60 cents,
Paine’s Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Jllus. edition. Post Bvo., 482 pages. Cluth, 41.00
Paine's Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, RUihts of Man, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, 41.001 
postage, 20 cents.___

I. RESEARCHES TN JEWISH HISTORY, 
X. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.' 
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. (I 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? \ 
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus. >
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not tij 

have been the holy and favored people they claim W 
have been. The Messianic Idea h traced to the Bad*  
Irian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and its hUtorv la 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it la 
fully developed into Christianity, wltuainythkal hero, 
at Alexandria, tn Egypt, soon after the cuuimcucemeni 
of the Christian era. •• t

The book demonstrates thnt Christianity and Ho con 
tra! boro are mythical; that the whole system is baaed 
on fraud, falseltood. forgery, tear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions ftrfl 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast rdf 
search among the records of Ibu past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per« 
son can read It without I tatructlvn inti profit, whether 
lie reaches the same conclusions with the uuibor <4 
01 hi-rwlse. For aaie at lids office

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
TXEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

1^7 Tbe “Stellar Key” Ie tfcj ohllosopbicRl Intro
duction to the rcvrlailoijB contained In tlds book. 
Some Idea of this Huie volume mav be gained from the 
following table of contemn 1—Death nod the After
Life; 2—Scene? In the Summer-Land; 3—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centre? in tbe Summer-Laud] 
5—Wlnter-Lnn'*  and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life in Summer-Land; 7-Materhd Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« in the Summer-Land; 9—Volci 
from James Victor Wilson. ThU enlarged cdltloncon- 
tain? more than double the amount of matter ia fop 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful frontl»- 
piece. Illustrating tho “ formation of tbe Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Hostage 5 cent*.  For ualg 
at this office.

By J. M. Peebles nod J. O. Barrett; E. R. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wld6 
field of literature with the most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the eonl of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly an original), and adapted to all 
occasions, It Is doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, dueti 
indquartetB. with piano, organ or melodeon aecbm*  
paniment, adapted both to public meeting« and th» 
social circles. Cloth. 42.00. Post»™ 14 cents. ■

The Coming American Uh» Wur. 
'THIS BOOK' BY BURTON AAIBS 1 Hfnttnston. 1« written in the Interest of hu

manity, of liberty, andm patriotism—a book written 
for tbe purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every side, and more erp> 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tbe Insidious wiles of • an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics Washington’« words of warulnR 
Lincoln’« apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are eU included In the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, 1n a recent ««nnon said: “Tbe 
church tolerates heretic« where she Is obliged to do 
so. but «he hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
useooH her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow «he treated heretics in tbe Middle Ages« and 
bow she treats them today where she ha« tbe power. 
We no more think of denying these historic fact« than 
▼e do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho winces of 
the church for what they have thought’fit to do.” 
Every one’sbonld read this work. Paper, 830 page«. 
T will be «ent, postpaid, for fifty Lenta. For sale r.t
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A belief in such an inheritance isA.

THE LAW OF COMPENSATION.

Spiritualism.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

spirit of good-fellowship, and air of in-

attacks of disease. There is no danger

tu: T. D. Kayner.seed.

Literature.

of Christ; do not preach the consolation 
of hell, and do not believe that God is

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,' 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSES OF A UNION 
or ouuxoa and btatb.

ing Information concèrti*’-
In : ■ . -

The Star of the Camp Is 
the Ascendancy.

and the remainder must be expelled as 
waste, or its half-digested products form 
compounds, incapable of assimilation 
and more or less injurious, weakening 
the system and rendering it liable to the

Grand Success on the Open

mind disordered, or by mistaken au
thority (condemned to comparative iso
lation and disquietude. It is these toil-

R. M., Gold Hill, Oregon: Q. I was 
born in the midst of iny mother’s troub
les. How can I escape the consequences 
which I have inherited?

pears to have the most 
ula, as exhibited in tu!

number of platform tests thatrwere pro
nounced accurate, and quite wonderful. 
Mrs. Whitney is destined to he popular.

of Woman Through the Chris, 
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

la accordance with our new departure, Is 81) cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for • 1.2a. For sale at the 

of The TuiiiFv^.

: God in the Constitution.
By BoberLG. Ingersoll. One of the best pipers Col> 

cel IngendQ ever wrote. - In paper corer, with like- 
nnrtf Jrlfee,-» cents; twelve copies for « .00.

*3 » u-t. w -* ' * • * - - <

tijll.'iu ’ ‘ts (each

Price. Í1.50.

. . . . « Opillb Ui kWU1Ui4v'IOUIU| QUU dll UI ill-
may not be as concentrated as some dlviduai liberty and perfect freedom 
grains, but it is more easily digested. madc manifest. When privatelv inter
Beans and peas are much more nutri- 1 • - - - * - * w., - . .

H-ERESY,
...OR . . .

LED TO THE LICHT.

A Thrilling, Psychological Story ofEvangeli- 
eatioi. and Free Thought. It <a to Proteel- 

antlem what the "Secrete of the Con. 
vent'' to Catholicism.

AND

Thia Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Mrs. Bello K. Stanfield: Q. (1) Is 
sjiace absolutely dark aud intensely 
cold ?

(2) If so, whence do spirits derive 
heat and light?

(3) If spirits inhabit zones, what sup
ports those?

(4) What is the source of physical 
and spirit vitality?

(5) If the spirit is immortal, must not 
the supply of vital force bo inexhausti
ble?

• (6) How is spirit vitality arrested 
and embodied in the physical?

A. (1 und 2) Space is pervaded by an 
ether through wliicli from centers are 
propagated vibrations which, according 
to their length, rapidity and direction, 
give the phenomena of electricity, light, 

eat and magnetism—attraction and re
pulsion. As this ether is a perfect con
ductor of these vibrations, they give no 
indication of their passage until they 
meet an obstruction, as the surface of a 
world. Then they are intercepted and 
the atoms of matter set in vibration and 
by these the senses become cognizant of 
the vibrations. Hence it is that inter
planetary and stellar space is absolutely 
cold (devoid of heat), and absolutely 
dark. These vibrations have no rela
tion to spirit beings who see and become 
cognizant of spiritual things by spiritual 
vibrations. ’

(3) The zones of the Spirit-world are 
supported by their revolution around, 
their center of attraction.

(4) All vital forco as manifested in 
physical organization is the accompani
ment of change in structure, but spirit
vitality is the expression of pube force, 
and as such its source of supply must be 
inexhaustible. 1

(6) Spirit vitality is arrested and em
bodied in physical being by the long 
series of progressive unfoldment called 
evolution. This is the only means of its 
incarnate expression.

Chas. Bartlett: Q. Is the Golden 
Rule an infallible guide at all times aud 
under all circumstances?

A. We maintain that for a being 
with a spiritual existence and its possi
bilities before the Golden Rule has no 
exceptions. In fact to such a being 
there is even a higher law of conduct: 
Do all for others.

A subscriber, Stanberry, Mo.: Q. (1) 
How can a person not at all mediumii- 
tlc get rid of undesirable influences 
from spirits?

(2) Aro there any good or bad influ
ences likely to come from the talismans 
advertised by fortune-tellers?

A. (1) A person “not at all mediumis- 
tlc” will not bo troubled by any spiritual 
influences, good or bad.

(2) You will receive nothing from 
such talismans.

a potent factor in causing depression of 
spirits, and great unhappiness. From 
extended observation, we draw the con
clusion that this cause has been greatly 
overestimated.

Children- are born whose mothers 
have been wretched in mind or indis
posed physically, yet happy in disposi
tion and strong In body.

The sweetest, sunniest child we ever 
met was one whose mother had suf
fered great mental suffering, and at one 
time, physically, she became so de
pressed that erysipelas set in, and for. 
some days her life was despaired of. 
Yet after all this, a beautiful child 
came, physically healthy, so contented 
and quiet, the remark was often made 
that one would scarcely know that a 
child was in the house. Such instances 
show the wonderful persistency of na
ture against adverse conditions.

Where the child has partaken of the 
influence of tho mother, and has con
sciousness of the fact, instead of excus
ing and repining, which intensifies the 
disposition, the will should be cultivated 
to hold the thoughts above the valley of 
despond.

Dr. W. M. Forster, San Francisco: Q. 
Your question and answer department 
in The Progressive Thinker em
bodies the essence of common sense with 
regard to the spiritual question: Why 
cannot Spiritualists iu general use more 
common sense in connection with such 

xserious questions? I would like the 
opinion of the department on organiza
tion.

A. Organization that comes from tho 
necessities of growth is desirable, for it 
bands all together, and thus is capable 
Of putting forth greater force in time of 
need. This affirmation does not take 
into consideration any special form ot 
organization. It is self-evident that 
there can be no creed or discipline, and 
the widest latitude of belief must be al
lowed. Until local societies bind them
selves to stand by the action of their 
delegates, and are restrained to abide 
by the vote of the central body, that 
body is like a rope of sand. Take, for 
instance, the Methodist Conference. 
Why is it a power? Because the indi
vidual churches represented are bound 
by its actions. If the delegates were to 
go homo, each to do in his own church 
as he pleased, and the church ready to 
repudiate anything ho might have douo 
in the conference, what a farce that as
sembly would be!

Thus a central organization must have 
the control of the subordinate societies, 
or it is little more than a subordinate 
society itself. So distasteful is such rep
resentative to Spiritualists that the sub-, 
ject has not been broached, and yet 
such a conference of rights and power 
by the societies or their delegates will 
surely be demanded.

A. M. B.: Q. A man and his wife 
being poor, he dies, leaving her In pov
erty, say in Chicago, where money is 
daily lost in the streets and gutters: if 
he can tell his widow where to go and 
find sbine of that lost money to relieve 
her need, would such a course on his 
part be considered mercenary or im
proper by other spirits?

A. In’strict justice money that is lost 
and found should bo restored to the 
owner by.the finder, and this holds with 
spirits as welt as mortals. But money 
lost itr the gutter or elsewhere, where 
restitution to the owner is impossible, 
might Well be'.bestowed on those who 
are needy,'and instead of being consid
ered “mercenary,” would be regarded 
with favor by associate spirits. * . .

G. W. Pyles, Indian Territory: JQ.. I 
greatly admire the Questions and An-, 
swers Department. Allow me one ques
tion: How do bibliologists harmonize 
the genealogy , in the.first chapter of 
Matthew,With.tbatreioriled by Luke? ■

w

A. The most plausible explanatic® 
of this direct contradiction given by 
commentators is that Matthew gives, 
the genealogy of Joseph, and Luke that 
of Mary. If, however, Joseph was not 
the father of Jesus, what relevancy has 
a genealogy traced through Joseph’s 
line? Having God for a father is surely 
of more consequence than a lengthy ped
igree leading to the lecherous aud dis
honorable David?

The true explanation is that these 
geneulogies were manufactured by au
thors who did not consult together, and 
of course are different.

II. L., Bridgeport: Q. For some 
years I have had at times an experience 
of pictures or phantasmagoria when be
ing in the dark or on shutting my eyes. 
These mostly take the form of proces
sions, as though coming out of a building 
or of a vast crowd in tlie street. Some
times they turn into a phase more fan
tastic and grotesque and are quite amus
ing. Have they any spiritual significa
tion? ‘ • -

A. This may be an incipient clair
voyance, the result of spirit-friends at
tempting to impress the mind, or it may 
be purely a reproduction of past images, 
real and those pictured by a vivid 
faucy. The. more these processions of 
pictures are thought of and watched^ 
the more distinct will they become. 
They are especially vivid in childhood, 
and often mistaken by the child for re
ality. . -

A subscriber, New Whatcom, Wash.: 
Q. Are surgical operations ever per
formed by the use of hypnotism without 
pain? .

A. Assuredly, and there are a multi
tude of instances where severe opera
tions have not been felt by the patient. 
It is destined to become one of the most 
helpful of remedies and means.

Progression: Q. (1) Is water from a 
cemetery well, seventy feet'deep, fit for 
drinking?

(2) Is lager beer and ale harmful if 
not taken in excess? Are they good as 
tonics? -

(3) .Are tea, coffee and tobacco harm
ful, aud what aro their effects? 1 was 
surprised to see that you take the view 
that tobacco is not.

(4) Is meat-eating injurious?
(5) A leading medium, to the question 

“Please describe the spiritual body,” 
said “he had no spiritual body, was not 
a floating nonentity, but his body was 
as real as our own." What did he 
mean?

A. (1) If the water was from a well 
drilled into an impervious sublying 
rock, carefully cased to keep out the 
surface-water, there would be no con
tamination from the cemetery. This, 
however, is rarely attended to with suf
ficient care, and the entrance of surface
water may become a prolific source of 
disease and death.

(2) Beer and ale, as mild tonics, taken 
in small quantities, at certain times, 
would be beneficial or at least not harm« 
ful. Their excessive use is decidedly 
harmful in many ways.

(3) The active principles of tea and 
coffee are almost identical, and are 
nerve stimulants. Taken In small quan
tities, as a single cup at meals, they are 
refreshing and harmless. But, like all 
other stimulants, their excessive use 
leads to nervous disorders, dyspepsia and 
kindred diseases.

I think the correspondent is mistaken 
when he says that this department ad
vocates that tobacco is not harmful. 
I have not the answer before me,-.' it if 
I remember correctly, the case was of 
an.old man who had used tobacco many 
years, and who asked if he ought to 
leave off. As by years of use his system 
hud become habituated to the weed, his 
at once stopping would give him great 
discomfort, and probably shorten his 
life. As the use is not a moral sin, but 
a sin against the physical being, it was 
a choice of evils, and I recommended the 
least, which was to go on for the few re
maining years, nor trouble himself 
about the habit.

relish, and fruit Is for ornament, rather 
than-use.- ■ ■

If one desires a<dainty -diet with all 
the value of flesh,' it can be had from 
grains, fruit-and nuts, rightly propor
tioned. Raisins, dates, figs, with olives 
and bread, and fresh fruits of tho season; 
bread, with walnuts, pine-kernels or the 
plebeian peanut, olives, grapes, or or
anges; light-drawn tea, with oatmeal 
waffles ana olives; a glass of lemonade, 
with crackers, or bread and butter— 
these aro instances of the combinations 
which may take the place of tho heavy 
meals, which burden the system with 
waste products rather than yield it the 
flush of vital force.

It is quite evident that as"the race ad
vances it will adopt a fruit and vegeta
ble diet. To the sensitive the slaughter 
of animals Is repulsive, and this feellug 
is destined to become dominant.

(5) To the spirit its form or body is 
not “spiritual,” but as real as tho earth
body is to man. It is not a dreamy, in
tangible existence, but a reality. This 
is tho intention of the spirit, which, 
seemingly contradictory, perfectly pre
sents tho mcaniug. < -

PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

The seventeenth annual session of the 
Cassadaga Lako Free Association opened 
on Saturday, July 11th, under conditions 
most flattering, and with every pros
pect of a season of unparalleled success.

Evon at this early date most of the 
cottages are occupied, and the hotel 
registers show a good patronage» :

On the'opening day there were twice 
the number of people on the grounds 
that were present at the same time a 
year ago. Those o’erwise prophets who 
ominously shook their heads last year 
and during the intervening months, in 
predictions of Cassadaga’s certain and
total eclipse, may try to comfort them
selves in the knowledge that while the 
star of the camp's destiny is still in the 
ascendancy, the ones by which they 
formed their prognostications were mis
leading. -

At the opening exercises Satui’day af
ternoon, President A. Gaston introduced 
the new chairman, Geo. II. Brooks, of 
Wheaton, 111., saying that “those who 
wore present a year ago and remem
bered some of the stormy closing scenes, 
could not fail to feel, as did the manage
ment, that the skies had brightened and 
the atmosphere grown clearer, which 
evidences, so early indicated, were ac
cepted as an augury of .one of the most 
harmonious and successful seasons in 
the camp's history.”

The prevailing harmony, good will 
and earnest determination of the work
ers to carry forward the cause of Spirit
ualism, was apparent to all,

For our new chairman he bespoke a 
cordial welcome, saying: “He comes to 
us filled with the warm enthusiasm of a 
young convert. I believe he will do us 
goodi and in return receive great good, 
and possibly, through his development 
and rich experience at Cassadaga, grad
uate into a future president of the N. 
S. A.”

In response, Mr. Brooke assured the 
audience that he was a thorough Spirit
ualist, every inch of his six feet, two 
inches, and that he hoped and asked for 
the kindly consideration and help of all 
in making this Cassadaga’s banner year.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets, a new speaker at 
Cassadaga, gave the opening address 
upon the subject of Spiritualism, follow
ing with a continuation of the same sub
ject on Sunday morning. This lady, 
who is very pleasing and fair to look 
upon, by her earnestness and dignified 
bearing made a most favorable impres
sion. .

Another new-comer, Mrs. J. J. Whit-
Tobacco is a narcotic poison, and its 

excessive use highly injurious, the more . .
so in the young than in the old.’ This ney> °f San Francisco, California, gave a 
may be said ot all narcotics and stimu- 1 *l'"‘
lants. In declining ago they are less in
jurious, and often positively beneficial. 
Tea, coffee and tobacco arrest cell-
destruction and thereby sustain the flag
ging forces. The Indian would endure 
prolonged fasts or take long journeys 
with a little parched corn and his pipe.

Whatever may be said against alco
hol, and no words are sufficiently strong 
to present the horrors of its abuse, it 
has its uses, und as a stimulant. Some 
chemists have decided it is not a food 
aud is not digested, well knowing that it 
is almost the last in the series, wood
fibre, starch, sugar and “spirits,” hav
ing the tension of force strong to the 
last, ready to break and yield all with
out scarcely an effort on the part of di
gestion. Yet this intense substance can 
be assimilated only in small quantities, 
and a teaspoonful as presented in -whisky 
or brandy, or a small glass of wine, is a 
sufficient daily quantity, and beyond 
that it becomes harmful, as incapable of 
direct assimilation and necessitating its 
expulsion by the overworked organs of 
excretion.

(4) The teeth and digestive apparatus 
of man show that he was created for a 
mixed diet, and the use of flesh with 
fruits, vegetables and grains, appears 
to be his proper food. Healthy flesh

By Sunday afternoon excursion trains 
and private conveyances had deposited 
several thousand people within our 
gates, attracted by the advertised ap
pearance of the celebrated agnostic and 
peerless orator, Robert G. Ingersoll, 
who discoursed in his own inimitable
style upon the “Liberty of Man, Woman 
and Child.” As liberty is the shibboleth 
of every true Spiritualist, Mr. Ingersoll 
found himself right at home, as the vast 
multitude gave frequent outbursts of ap
preciation in response to his masterly 
thought and keen wit, which hearty ap
preciation reacted on him in a manner 
that he afterwards acknowledged, “up
lifted and inspired." Though the heat 
was intense and breathing space at par, 
the multitude good-naturedly packed 
the large auditorium two hours in ad
vance of the advertised hour for the ad
dress, and while they waited the orches
tra gave a concert of popular and classic 
selections.

That Mr. Ingersoll proved an attract
ive and winning card goes without tell
ing; it was a case of reciprocity, for 
while he delighted Cassadaga and the 
multitude, he expressed himself as 
charmed with Cassadaga, the marked

, . . viewed, the Colonel said he did not be- 
tious, but so wuch force is required to jjevQ jn Spiritualism, but as a belief it 
digest them that flesh yields much the was vastly superior to the orthodox be- 
greater benefit. iief) in tdat spiritualists were not be

The danger in this concentrated force, gotten; didn’t believe in salvation by 
giving flesh diet, is that the system is faith; do not expect to be happy in an
con tinually surfeited./ Only a certain other existence through the atonement 
amount of food can bo well digested, — . . . ... . .

an infinite monster; but they flo believe 
in intellectual hospitality, perfect lib
erty of thought and speech, and eternal 
progression in the life beyond. - In all 

— „ these respects, said the Colonel, the
of a hungry person eating too much Spiritualists are far in advance of their 
bread, or potatoes, but the danger would orthodox brethren.
be imminent if broiled steak was alone Our lyceum and kindergarten begins 
set before hun; as a thirsty person Monday morning under ebnditions most 
would not drink too , much warm favorable. The management have, dur
water, but if obliged to slake his thirst ing the past months, repeatedly adver- 
with wine would suffer therefor. tised through their official organ, The

The prejudice against certain kinds Cassadagan, the fact that new blood was 
of flesh—aB pork, for instance—Is an in- to be Infused into this branch of work 
foresting survival of superstition, hav- through the introduction of new teach
ing Its root in the Bible. The flesh of a ers, Miss Rittenhouse, of New York, and 
healthy, well-cared-for pig is quite as Miss Moulton, or Grand Rapids. It has 
unobjectionable as that of an ox, and also been stated that our new chairman, 
when the latter Is overdriven and Geo. H. Brooks, who has had large ex
frightened by the strange surroundings perience as a lyceum leader, and is an 
of the stock-yard, much less so. With enthusiast upon the subject, would cer- 
all the “hygienic” writing and lecturing tainly render valuable assistance, being 
against the pig, and his tendency to especially engaged for this, as well as to 
scrofula, there has never been a single act as chairman. .
fact presented showing that the pig is The employment of all this talent for 
more prone to that disease than the this special line o^-work demonstrates 
sheep or ox, or that its flesh has a tend- the well-known generosity of the man- 
ency to produce that class of diseases, agement, and their recognition of this 
Of all domestic animals, the cow ap- important line of worlt. Thekiuder- 

' ' ” it tendency to scrof- gartenis a comparatively nw enter
__, _ . iberculosis, and the prise, having been inaugurated three 
germs of that terrible disease are ex- years ago as a private venture, and Inst 
creted in the milk to which the most year endorsed and adopted by the asso
ardent vegetarians do not object. The elation. While ¿till in the experimental 
food of the anthropoid, to which man is stage, the indications of its successful 
nearest related, Is largely cpmposed of outcome are sufficient to encourage hope, 
fruits, and if fruit was made a staple ar- Miss Nellie Austin, whose second Reason 
ticle of diet, its acid juices would prove this is, as teacher, is an eirhest advo- 
a corrective,- and a higher state of cate oi this system of preparatory • aflu- 
health attained, i -As it is, flesh forms cation and efeems to bb well-adapteJ to 
the principal diet, three times a day, the care and instruction pi the tinder 
with vegetables and bread to give it little.budiof humanity, AU thulinSof

educational work— the library, lyceum 
and kindergarten--was for several years 
the result of private enterprise and in
dividual generosity^ Mrs. Marion Skid
more being in a large degree the pro
moter; but since ^he camp has grown 
and broadened in ks work, it has be
come necessary Aft- the association to 
take all the various-branches of educa
tional work under their charge aud im
mediate direction. *vWhile these addi
tional responsibilHfos are great financial 
burdens, it is considered well worth the 
cost in the good results it will eventually 
produce. • ¿'Shirley Belle.

. ■ . C*  II ■

Northwestern Camp.
To the Editor:—-Since my last com

munication we have been having very 
warm weather in this vicinity. A gentle 
rain is falling this morning, however, 
that will be of much benefit, both to 
crops and mortals. The work of the 
camp has moved steadily on, notwith
standing the heat, and ’ the teachings 
that have fallen from the lips of the va
rious speakers have all tended toward a 
better living here, and thus creating a 
better hereafter for each individual 
soul. This camp has certainly Gone 
much good, both in strengthening those 
who know of our humanitarian religion, 
and in bringing those into the knowl
edge who have been awakened to the 
desire to know, and are earnestly com
mencing to seek.

There are mediums upon the ground 
for nearly every phase of mediumship 
known to-day, and in many ways is the 
seed being sown that will certainly 
yield the harvest by and by.

Mrs. Isa Wilsou Kayner has been 
very successful in giving proof to many 
who have commenced to look into the 
subject, and have come to a place like 
this for the first time, that their loved 
ones continue to live and aro able to 
manifest, and by intelligence prove 
their Identity. Kind words are spoken 
of her by all who come in contact with 
her, and her diversified gifts give her 
the power of reaching a greater number 
of skeptics than sonie others in the 
field. '

I sometimes think that if you could 
see the class of people that make up the 
the audiences at this camp you would 
be surprised. They show the most in
telligent and thinking minds of the day.

The State University of Minnesota is 
but a few miles from camp, and some of 
the professors from that institution are 
visiting the camp looking for “more 
light," and seemingly willing to accept 
it wherever they can find it.

The wide range of thought shown in 
the written and oral questions asked the 
guides of Mrs. Richmond, show that 
this is an age of questioning far beyond 
any in the dawn and growth of modern 
Spiritualism. The ready answers and 
the covering of the ground by concise 
and condensed replies, captivates the 
audience, that is an evidence that much 
of the teaching reaches a responsive 
soul. p. ■■.

The manifestatidnsiigiven in the light 
by Benjamin F. Foster have certainly 
set many skeptics tmtbinking that there 
ore powers in existence which they have 
failed hitherto to recognize. He has a 
small cloth cabinetplacedupon the plat
form in the large ; payilion, and sitting 
so that a curtain falls in front of him
self and two others .who hold his hands, 
with an opening to let their heads out 
for air, and so as to be: soon by me audi
ence, bells are rung and thrown out in 
front, tambourine 'played upon, written 
messages passed out by the side of the 
faces of those sittings ¿lands are shown, 
metal coins and pieces passed between 
bolted slates and again taken out [al
most instantly, mdsstliJes and portraits 
precipitated upon '-yddr owri handker
chiefs in from thirty, to fifty seconds, 
and the handkerchiefs thrown across the 
floor. The sifters are changed a num
ber of times, and at onetime I was called 
to go inside the cabinet, and with my 
hands clasped around his throat, and 
two other friends holding him by the 
hands, the manifestations came just the 
same. 1 certainly believe that we are 
approaching a time when all the phe
nomena will take place in the light with 
those mediums who are using their gifts 
for the uplifting of humanity, and not 
entirely for the almighty dollar or 
more that they may ask.

I have been given a promise that when 
fulfilled will do away with a great deal 
of doubt, and as soon as it can be made 
good I shall certainly know that all the 
discipline has been for good, and that 
my life will not have been- in vain. I 
am receiving unseen assistance that will 
be of benefit in the days to come.

Sunday, the 12th, was extomely warm, 
but there was a very large attendance. 
At 10:30 a. m., Mrs. E. Lepper gave a 
trance address upon the subject, “The 
rejected stone became the stone of the 
corner of the temple,” and it was a very 
fine address.

At 2:30 Mrs. Richmond answered a 
large number of questions, and then 
took from the audience “The Cycles of 
Civilization,” and gaxe as able an ad
dress as has been listened to in many a 
day.

The president said that he did. not be
lieve there was one person here in the 
northwest that even with a month for 
preparation, could cover the ground as 
well as the guides had upon the instant. 
She then gave an impromptu poem, 
which was well received. After her 
lecture, the “Boy Phenomenon," Prof. 
Arthur,the hypnotist,gave a remarkable 
exhibition of his powers in hypnotism 
and magnetic healing, and he was hon
est enough to give credit before the 
large audience where credit was due, 
viz.: To the spirit force and intelligence, 
saying that the knowledge he hud at
tained was certainly making him a bet
ter man.

At 8 p.m., Mrs Kayner gave a plat
form test seance in the large pavilion, 
and was very successful in giving per 
readings. She gave to many young 
people that were never in a circle or 
gathering of this kind before in their 
life, some very, marked; tests, and there 
were .aged people who knew Father 
Wilson m the days’gbne by that kept 
saying to themselveS *‘a chip of the old 
block," as they tolduishfter.

The camp will remain for two weeks 
more, and will still'-coritinue to sow the

Ice Cream Made in a Minute.
I have an ice cream freezer that will 

freeze créant perfeolly.'ih one minute; as 
it is such a wonder à-crôwd will always 
be around, so anyone can make from five 
to six dollars a day selling cream, and 
from ten to twenty dollars a day selling 
freezers, as people wilUalways buy an 
article when it. isJ demonstrated that 
they can make money by so doing. The 
cream is frozen Instantly and is smooth 
and free from. lumps. I have done so 
well myself and have friends succeeding 
60 well that I felt it my duty to let others 
know of the opportunity, as I feel con
fident that any person in any locality can 
njake motley, as any person can sell 
cream, and the freezer sells itself. J. F. 

Casey & Co.( 1143 St. Charles street, St. 
Louis, Mo..-will mail you complete in
structions and will employ you on salary 
if you can give them your whole time.

GEO. B.

“Mahomet, Bis Birth, Character and 
Doctrin." By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal -Clas
sics. It is conceded to. be historically 
correct,- and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practicaïly-bej'Ond 
the reach of adverse criticism.. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office. > .
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The past week at Onset has been one 
of activity. Each tram has brought in 
in its load of human freight, cottages 
have been filling up and everywhere 
the camp has been taking on its cus
tomary life.

Monday was “wash-day,” and nothing 
took place on the public rostrum, but 
with the advent of Tuesday the confer
ences and general lectures, together 
with seances of all kinds, commenced in 
regular camp style.

This year’s conferences bid fair to ba 
the most interesting meetings ever held 
on the grounds. Subjects are taken up 
and ten minute limits to the several 
speakers give an opportunity for an ex
pression from many. The directors 
have concluded, us this is a meeting de
voted to tho discussion of subjects of a 
religio-scientificcharacter, that the con
ferences shall be devoted to the same 
purposes. While this plan does not suit 
some who wish. to discuss political sub
jects, it meets with the approval of the 
majority of the attendants. - .

Our subjects, so far, have been of par
ticular interest to the people at large. 
“Science of Spiritualism” held the 
whole attendance the first day, while 
“Alodiums and Mediumship" was of suf
ficient interest to hold the attention of 
the people three days, and Saturday 
ended the week with the relation of 
“personal experiences."

The talent of the week could not be 
surpassed: Oscar A. Edgerley, Mrs. 
Palmer, Mrs. Ida Whitlock and 
the only Prof. W. M. Lockwood, while 
Sunday we welcomed Mrs. Jennie B. H. 
Jackson.

Prof. Ijockwood’s lectures and demon
strations have been of especial interest 
to the people, and his classes have been 
well attended. There is a difference 
between talking of flowers and the love 
of God and one of the deep scientific 
discourses, illustrated by the different 
kinds of apparatus carried by Prof. 
Lockwood. No one can talk of “dead 
matter” in the presence of the wonder
ful illustrations ne presents. Sunday he 
presented to the association a grapho
phone cylinder that he had impressed 
with a tribute to Dr. Storer. In the 
presence of the audience he spoke it 
into the graphophone and then, revers
ing the action, showed the assembled 
audience that, though it was nothing 
but a cylinder of so-called dead matter, 
through the vibrations of Ins voice there 
was stored up in that cylinder the 
thoughts, words and even the intona
tions of the voice as perfectly as it was 
possible to do it. Come again, Brother 
Lock wood.

The phenomenal side of the subject 
was presented by Mrs. May S. Popper 
and Jos. D. Stiles. The applause that 
greets their appearance shows how pop
ular they are with the people. Mrs. 
Pepper has been engaged to give tests 
throughout the camp, therefore others 
who come later will ha,ve the opportun
ity of listening to her and carrying 
away the assurance that the dead do 
live.

“Uncle Joe,” as he is familiarly 
called, gave one hundred and forty 
names at his platform seance Sunday 
afternoon. This is exclusive of the 
names of places and people still in earth 
life. To the best of my belief, and I 
watched very closely, only six did not 
receive recognition. One of the features 
of his work is in giving whole family 
histories, sometimes even down to the 
“little yellow dog” they had.

This week we expect the camp to fill 
up with people, and next week will be 
replete with good things. Dr. C. W. 
Hidden, A. E. Tisdale, H. D. Barrett 
and many other good and true workers 
will be with us, and we indeed expect a 
feast of reason and a flow of soul.

Onset, July 13, 1896. W. H. Bach.

01D TESTAMENT STORIES

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK,'

by

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED

EipoSGIB

Facts.

- - By WATSOX HESTON, ■
.. Tbi Stories Humorously ToH-And Hard Facts J fin „ Ifif) FiilI.Rum

Wren Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the 4IIII Pll£8S Zllll
Old TeetanentlA Page of Text to Fach Picture. AUU Pwlm,

Sustaining a Theory,Some Giant?,
The Adventures and Work of Noah, 
A Hunting Anecdote, 
Abraham, Christ’s Great Ancestor, A Queer Family, 
Isaac and His Sister,” 
One of Twins, 
Jacob and Esau, 
Joseph the Man of Dreams, 
BalaaaitiieiDiviner,

CONTENTS.
Bloodv Joshua, ,,
The Campaign of Deborah and BartaAgainst Jabiu and Bisera, 
General Gideon, 
Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, Samson the Strong, .
Huth and Boaz.
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Exoai, 
David, God’s Favorite, 
Some Stories from t he Book of Kings, Adventures of the Prophets, 
Jonah the Truthful Bailor.

(JloUlg gilt side staicp, $1.50) Boards, illuminated covers, $1. 1
Address THE PHOGKESSIVE TIII.VKE&

MOSES HULL
A Catalogue of His Prlnci 

pal Works. '

For Sale at the Oilice of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Wayside Jottings,
The distinguished author, Hudson Tuttle, require« Gathered from the Highways, By-wavs and Hpilcei 

reader« of Tub .Pbobbuuvs of Life. 6y Matuk Ji. Hull. Thiel« a nialVelouBli 
Thimir, out the following headings of chapters will neat book of selections from Mr«. Hulls best noema 
show them what they maj expect from the book: sermon« «nd arrav'«. »nd mutnina « oniandM

Contxhts-.—An Idyl-Frrdham-Building Ike 
Cburch-TUe EvangollBi-Biood-Tlio Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harveat of soula—Jane 
Grey—The Mollier of Caln-Evolutlon-sulla—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Ilereay—Annette-TUe Bank Robhery- 
Llberty—All la Well That Enda Well-The New 
Church—The New Way; Led to the Light

Every chapter la devoted to one Idea, and the whole

i«nn<m« and e««a/B, and contain« a «plendld portrail 
of Uto author, also n portrait ol Mo«ea Hull. Fries, 
neatly bound In English cloth, el.
The Spiritual Alps 

and How Ifö Ascend The'n.
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. ByMosxsHuLL. Just tho book 

pre.euU so inuay tableaux moving onwird to the'eib Show tyou0how“toieducIre\oElrrl'.n?Lne.\Di‘.«m?,.ti 
max. The OeudlBh career of the revivalist 1« con- !»“?” I““ °7n 
treated with the character of the honest minister and cent« °UUd U clotlb 40 ceutsi In paper covtr, 23 
the thinking agnmic. The steps by which a preacher 
emerges from the church, and the oiflicultire he meets New Thought.
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New Thought.
Volume II. 8S< pages, beautifully printed and 

nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits Cloth 
bound, 7b cents.
Joan, the Medium.
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PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK, or.ttie ln«j>lred Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
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nr ÀTM rort nw a nvxrrvw sxrn nw u>ro«tlng; no history more true. 1‘rlco In cloth, «

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE- cent«; paper cover, 25 cents.cents; paper cover, 25 cenia.
The Real Issue.

By Mosxt Hull. A compound of tho two pamph
lets, “The Irrepressible Cuuillel," and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important addition«, making a 

_ „ ,,, hook of Ifio pages all for 25 ceut«. This book contain«Full-page Illustrations, with »l*tl»tlc«,  fact« and document«, on tho tendoncle« of
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MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF ““J Ul8 Subordinate. In the Kingdom of rppypj ARTIST Darkness. 60 page«. By Mosas Hull. Price, 15 cents.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por- a,,d the Hediume,
trait of Designer. or cl,riat and Mediumship.
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reseuU Uncle 8am and tho Prius'.«; 2, Tho Church mo,5,h„,“ ^Jn’b vin -ihu. ‘ dl!y' ..nt
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thuiAjurch*  fl. TheChurcband Thomaa^alne-4 Stud- ;* on8 oi modern medlutniblp. It also show« that all ie« toffituri Tha B hie Hid fictoni?- 1« Uie ™““lfe»totlons throughout the Old aud New Test*-
TheClemand^heiZrtocksl Piety in Our Peil'ton'- »«"t were under the same conditions that mediums
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It Is Found in the Philosnnhv nf Mohammedans; 2. Sample, of Chrl.tlanlty'» Work;“ ui HIO rsuwopfiy OI . MU.Ionariosi LThe Lord'« Instruments; 25, Bible The Spiritual Birth,
Doctrine« and Their Result«; 1, Tho Church and n,Slavery; 2, Priests and Politic«: 4. Ireland and the , or Heath and Its To-Morrow.
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POP sale at this oilice. heavens and hell« believed lu by Spiritualists. Price,- — — - - 10 cents.

Perhaps to struggling, aspiring hu
manity, no phase or feature of the snir- 
itual philosophy appeals so intensely, 
nor consoles so effectually, as that of 
compensation. There is a class of hu
man beings that we hear little about, 
see but little of, and alas, think too 
seldom of; a class that notoriety has 
never taken cognizance of, bombastic 
creeds have never made provision for, 
and craven might has ever wronged and 
oppressed. I refer to the humbler class, 
poor in this world’s goods, occupying 
secluded places and performing quiet, 
simple duties. Shut out from the gay 
scenes of life by some condition Im
pregnable.

Perhaps the body diseased, or the

<2> THE««*  The Quarantine Raised.
■ if l «a Ai ■ a ■ -Oj*  the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker

World's Sixteen Saviors, zx
7 By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mn. Hull'«

-Uri* — sweetestaongs, adapted to popular music, for the use
CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST. rcl“ “'I ,amllle’- i’rlC6’10 c“-

ers against fate, these unfortunates, to w„ 
whom life seems aimless and sunless..
For, up to the very near present, no 
hope for happiness here or hereafter 
has been given them, save in mere be
lief.

Oh, what a boon to mortals, is this 
new revelation from the Spirit-world. 
For it tells us thatevery pure aspiration, 
every noble desire, every iprayer of the 
soul for good and to do good, even 
though the hands are fettered, the 
power to execute insufficient, is already

The Mediumistic Experience 
of John Brown,

New and startling revelation» to reltgloui history T with Introduction by
which disclose tho Oriental origin of all the doctrines. 6.' i0T5’a?d; ^Tils ,8.iho hlstoty of one of th® 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian Now ed,,umfl that ever 1«? largo
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many page8, Fr,ce'00 cents* 
of iueacred mysteries, besides comprising the His The Devil and the Adventists. 
toryof Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goda. This won- . .0^1, ~
derfnl and exhaustive volume will, we arc certain, «rflr repulsed. By
take high rank m a book of reference In tho field Hull. Price. 5 cents.
which the author has chosen for IL The amount of irho Was the Hebrew Jehottah? 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the .
varied information contained in It must have been so- An argument on the origin and character of the 
vero and arduous indeed, and now that It is in such <»ewJ8hGo(l. Price, 6 cenu.
Slmf the Btudc^t freo thought will not ITai John Calvin a Murderer?
willingly allow it to go out of print But the book Is w 4

no means a mere collation of views or statistics: ±rlce» ° cent«.
.jrougbout Its entire course the author-as will be _________ ____ -
seen by his title-page and chapter-beads—follows a TLIL llll«L0T TH IT lAlfftlA 1 Al 
definite lino of research and argument to tbc close, I HP rKIpX I I Hr" MIHM AN 
arndhla conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. Illis I IlllaV I I I IILi VI UlvIHII 
Printed on fine white paper, 380 pages. New edition, '
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. —AND—
Price $1.50. Postage 10 cents« For sale at 

this office. THE CONFESSIONAL.

Woman, Church and State.
Priest, whose character la above reproach, aud who 

~~ ~ knows what be 1« talking about. Everybody should
rewarded. If only to the opuientr—to the A Historical Account of the Status ter»;11, lrlce,II*°°'  u C0UtAiu8 following chap 

„ CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrenderor Womanly Sett 

respect la the Confessional.

rewarded. If only to the opulent—to the 
powerful mentally and physically, who 
can put their plans into execution, was 
given the crown, then might poor hu
manity hang up its harp on the willows, 
for but a small portion are thus favored.

To every soul, shut in from pleasure 
by sheer- circumstance, living among 
uncongenial persons and environment, 
whose empty heart but mocks itspos- 
sessor—to everyone bearing a silent se
cret burden—to every philanthropic 
character,’who can only sympathize and 
burn to ameliorate, but is powerless to 
act all these desires given forth simulta-

CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep PH of PerdlUon for tM 

Priest.
_ CHAPTER III.

Tho Confessional is the Modern sodom.
_____  _________ chapter iv. .
•——• Row the Vow of Celibacy of th« PrletU 1« undo cuj

__ by Auricular Coafeulon.
BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE» chapter v.

The hlthly-educntcfl and refined Woman In the Con
—— fofislonal—Wb«t become« of her after uucondlUon-

_____ ■  surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin. •
AMOUNT OF VALUABLE LN- chapter vi.

J. formation «ucctoctly and clearly stated tn thia Auricular ConfeBrton deitrori all the Sacred Tics o! 
volume of 5M pages la amulng. The title, aa above Marriage and Human Society, 
given, falla to convey an idea ot the fulnen and com- CHAPTER VII

?h? Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clvfb 
Matriarcnate, or Motbcr-rulc, la the theme of the first ued Nations? 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curl- CHAPTER VIII.

neously register a compensation. Every ]
impulse records added strength, added ca«prer, in Which ranch lore, qtudni, queer Bnd curl- CHAPTER VIII
capacity. The unseen eye overlook ih'ic&cV. c» "fe Doe.AuricuiuConie..ionbrinsPe'llcetott,soui? 

naught, and these hidden pangs are Marquette, Wltcbcreft^frlve«, polrr.my, Wom»ani Th« n»™. „« . . ......... ..
inevitably recompensed. In that higher 
state of living, when the “mortal shall 
have put on i ......................................... ___
masks are removed, when we “know.as

Marquette, Wltchcraft/WlvearPolygi.my.Womapanii t».; . a„2HAPTSR JX’. e ,
Work, The Church of TO-day, Past, Present, Future; of ^-urlculw Confession a Bacrllcgtoul

x. xx- .4 . i , aDd there Is not a chapter In the book that Is not imposture.
WD0H tne mortal shall handled in a muterty manner, and that for quantity anA »k. AklvV » .
immbrtalitv.” when thA and aualUvortoformwton, Is not worth the full price coufeia thelUHUvrusuttf, wuen IQ0 ©f the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- Abomination« of Auricular Confesilon.
OVOdj When W6 know.as arranged, and Intensely interesting from beginning to . CHAPTER XI.
”how chanp-ed will hfi tho end’ ‘Noone can possibly regret buying ft; nil a vnb Auricular Confeiiton In Auilralla, America, and 

n hablo addition to the library of any tree and truth-loy- France.
CHAPTER XII.A Chapter fpr the Consideration ot Legislators. Hu«« 

band« and Fathers—Some ot the matteri on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

we are known,’Ihow changed will be the ¡¡{j -¿j, 
scene. Earth’s pure-minded, humble ing mind, 
souls who were never known among Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
men, whose mission was unseen and un-. ompe 
thought-of, but who were patient and '________ ___________________ _
true as their station would permit, vylll Tha Dthar Tks« -— ________ -
occupy the highest positions for their 1 ne 'Jlner WOrlu anu I nlS. QrnrrHT Bflfi f UEDUllIkt 
very struggles to endure'were the re- • —r— fFKITIjl |¥||J 111 LilliUUI1
fining strengthening process that makes A Compendium of Spiritual LavcS. w wvw
th m conspicuous in the spirit realms, No. l, New White Cross 
while those who scorned success and ad-

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

Or Mabel Haymond’s Resolve.
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ulation, through ease, may be relegated 
to the primary school of progression. •

Oh, yes! Spiritualism, with its divine 
laws, is a friend to the friendless, and if . 
we live it rightly, our influence will do 1 
more to encourage and sustain the Un- ! 
fortunate than gold or silver, or the. I 
nraise of empires or the coronetof king- ! 
doms. Ella Lucy Merriam. i

.. “Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all In
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given hy Plato as veritable history 
It Is inteMselv intoresting» Price ll ,.

p Y LOIS WAISBROOKER? THIS IS 

a novel written with a purpose, and that
_ - purpose 1« not toerelv to enable an unthinking, Mio

TV TtrrQ TSnrrfiw mis mind to while away toe time Ina state ot idle blewed-
1 AUinUK^ Deis, devoid of earnest thought or care for either

A Auguita w. Fletcher, M. D., to the thirty-nine lelMmprerementorlhe good of humanity. It Is a 
chapter« discusses a wide variety of subject« per-1 book designed especially, primarily, far-mother« and 
taming to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand- those who are to ne mothers; aad .sccb~J‘* • 
point. She evinces the powers of * trained thinker, the mothers, to effect tho well-being am 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, ana ■ ther* ‘~ ’*  --- -—’—'
capabtty of thought expression. The subjects are 
wen-handled with conci^unrss xnd yer with clearness. 
It will proro a rich atbllii.vi v. »ny Spiritualist's 
library and a most bon-i j ,r ny ent s-ck-

------------- »ccoudly, through 
_____________ _ well-being ind happlue» of 

...i race. It bring« Wrongly ana clearly to view tha 
result upon the child of proper turroundlng, and Influ
ence« bearing upon the mother prertom to maternity. 
Incidentally tbe-Uuthor touches upon vartoua thing« 
in modern «octal and butinesi Ilie, which art unjust, 
and Ax Unequal burden: upon the Individual« ootnpoa- 
Jug society as a whole. The book 1« trenchant, intlruc*  
Ure and very Interesting, eren when regarded meretj’ 
««a novel, and 1« especially commended »“women 
everywhere,” to whom tt 1« dedicated, it al,6 thop-
»ugblyabowa up the Jesuitical spirit ot tie Catholic 
Uurqhi advanced Idea, relating to the Spiritual phtt- 
rsophy.are Introduced.. It contain, a tne illcne., of 
Ilie ^uibor. it contain, sis psgti. nh»Ur b.und in 
t.ottt. Price by tucll. prepaid, ,U - -
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TIE HIGHER AMBITION.
A Pean of a Soul’s Unself

ish Resolve.

J. M. PEEBLES.M.D.

Pèn-Pictures of à Western Stu- 
• dent.

He is greater" than the waves that 
bore him on the ocean, like the moan
ing tide of time. He is a double ra
diate polyp, east ashore in the midst 
of-the foam and spray, and left there 
to welter among the strange and un
congenial things of life; and in the 
confusion of it all he found himself. 
He could not return to the abyss, nor 
did the mighty billows find him, for 
the seas had given him up. The 
sprites had seen, from afar, his polar
ization, and had come to stoop and 
lift him from his bed in the deep.- 
His spirit knew the euphony of tlieir' 
voices, and he was won from the loud, 
clamorous warfare, and the speechless 
mutterings and monstrous shapes, to 
the plats and palaces, off among the 
bright scenes made ready for the neo
phytes. Like the clavichord of Wolf
gang, his harp is heard in the places 
where the fame of the art is written 
high, and with Lytton Bulwer he 
would fain wander among the ‘ ‘weeds 
and wild flowers,” dally with the 
“Pilgrims on the Rhine, ” or mourn 
for “The Last Days of Pompeii.” 
Where the igneous cobbles make 
terraces for the bannered oaks, un
furled to the laden winds, migrating 
from the fields ambrosial, he read the 
preface of a fairy tale of life in a new 
world. His ears were lent to the notes 
of the weird strains, and he longed to 
mount the white chariots whose wheels 
were gilt with the amber from the 
skies.

• The morning found him a'wanderer 
in the commons of the steppes, near 
the pillars and peaks of his nativity, 
and he stood at the parting of the 
paths, and knew not whither he should 
go—whether to his plate and bed 
’neath the curling smoke and purple 
skies, by the mountain stream, the 
insect's humming wing, the hare-bell’s 
bloom, the leeks so green; or to place 
his untrained feet upon the winding 
stairs ascending to a giddy height be
fore him. The former was repose, the 
latter meant conflict. To do the one 
he had but to lose his will; to decide 
upon the other course took daring.

He seized a cimeter which, ac
cidentally, as it seemed, was hanging 
there, by the entrance of the stairway, 
and vowed like this; I will go up 
hither, though lords and dukes and 
knights may meet me and seek to bear 
me down! This was his resolution. 
'The fire of it is still burning and the 
coals are yet kindling for greater 
flames that are to consume all things 
and light the world with its own ob
sequies’ pyres, for that which con
sumes creates, and in destruction is 
eliminated that which builds the 
eternal.

. He wanders beside, the old manse 
where lie the faded forms of the great 
of his own century, and, drinking at 
the chalice of an Emerson, a 'AVolcott 
and a Thoreau, he breathes-the soul 
of a litterateur, and rejoices that he 
counted all things but loss for the 
glory of the incorruptible. He is far 
away from earthly scenes, and the 
canopy has widened above his head 
and the sward has broadened beneath 
his feet, until all is distance and cir
cumference. There is the booming 
sound of waves, and yvhite sands glis
ten in the sunlight, and there are 
voices crying out unto him, but he 
heeds them not, for they are but the 
clamorings of idlers, and he must 
work.

The springs of the lives of others 
lie lightly upon them, whilst with him 
the machinery of existence is set for 
every hour in the day; nor can it be 
changed until the revolution of all 
things writes new histories, nor until 
the new speech of a new era and a 
new'age of the world ‘find a fond ex
pression in the lines of Iris face as he 
gazes outward and beholds the in
numerable company who have lighted 
the world with its own romance and 
fed the millions with the imperishable 
bread. These have starred the world 
in the respective role of each, and 
their crucible fires have fused the 

■ mass of the earth’s garbage, and their 
astral beams are illuminating the des
ert isles and driving the shadows from 
the abodes of men.

He lays down his saber, to lift it 
up no more. Henceforth he is fired 
with a new zeal, and bears another 
heart in the ranks of men. I will not, 
says be, go diving into the far depths 
to bring up pearls, nor will I seek for 
wealth from the field or mine, nor 
listen for the trump of fame, nor wait 
for worship nor the lips of praise. 
Even the face and form of woman 
may not woo me. Go! ye fair, with 
all your gaudy hues and tawdry 
gems, gathered by the weary hands of 
hungry souls, nor win my breath to 
speak your adulation. I am Platonian! 
Take Ciesar’s weapon and give me his! 
That has its martyrs, this its con
querors! Love has been crouching 
and hiding for all the centuries, and 
greed and hate has had a sword to 
kill her with whenever she dares come 
forth. I will not join the ambuscade, 
nor drill with the murderers of my 
own mother and my own sister! I 
have not wounded these who lie here. 
They may die of their hurts, but 
death is the gate to glory, and pain is 
the exit from the realm of darkness 
to light arid-joy; the darkness is hell, 
and the light is heaven.- ■

If they survive, I-will write their 
struggles for bread and'raiment; if 
they go down in the conflict, .this 
sword of the spirit shall -record their 
greatest of victories, which is- the 
grandeur of humiliation and the life 
of death. And is this all? Nay! I 
Will be as one in the wilderness, and

CH-/VS.
WftTKlNS, 
M.D.. ..

«

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one'reason for 
his'great.success. -■ ' ’ . .

ANOTHER REASON-is that lie does 
’ not try to rundown other doctors. . 
ANOTHER REASON- is he is ac-' 

knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the causé of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine,

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and hones! in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

"CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you, Should you desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

the eky shall be my scroll. If ye who 
live shall see, I am greater than all 
men and more loving than all women. 
The greatness of men consists in their 
bravery to confront and stand for the 
truth, and the love of women has its 
virtue in that it is bestowed on the 
heroes of the battles for the capture 
of the sacred shrine in which is the 
code that shall make all men and 
women wise unto salvation. Homo 
grapho amote is not enough. To 
speak and give up the ghost is well, 
but to write the laws and live to make 
them read is far better. To live is 
Christ, because it means to suffer for 
the truth; and the longer one suffers 
thus, the greater the exploitation and 
the grander the triumph.

Those who stand idly and witness 
the death of an avatar, are not worthy 
of him. Sucli as do not read the his
tory of him who gives up all for' the 
love of all, may die of madness. If 
I may not write with a stronger hand, 
and write it higher on the world’s 
tablet, and should I not fill it with 
the light of a greater soul, why should 
I write at all? And if they cannot 
and will not read, why should one 
write? Should he do it for play? 
Better should the strength of the 
blind pull down the temple on the 
seers and on the giant, if all are 
mopers and cannot behold their curses 
nor their blessings. The smoke is 
wise enough to ascend, and it is in the 
will of man to compass the universe 
with his thought; and the greatest 
duty and the highest privilege and the 
mightiest success in the life of a man 
or a woman is to possess this power 
in a high degree and to transmit the 
same, in a still greater measure, to a 
son or a daughter. Go nurse the 
spirit and teach it all things; silence 
the beast in his lair, give the heart the 
wings of immortal thought, and a fiery 
zeal shall be wrung down from the 
trembling edifice where the Supreme 
dwells, and a love eliminated, un
known before, since the choir sang in 
the nuptial bowers of the universe, 
and the infant and contemplated ma
ternity of all life lay wrapped in the 
white swaddling of eternal love.

Samvel Joseph Daily, M. D.
Springfield, Mo.

“Mediumship and Its Development- 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel, 
opinent.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 60 cents; paper, 25 cents. '

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of ventable history. 
The devilishness .and -murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy-Inquisition’1 is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c. .,

"Religious and Theological Works-of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Agé of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price. 81. For sale at this office.

The past but lives in words; a thou
sand ages were blank if .books, had not
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SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC
. . DISEASES.

—Depends for bis remarkable cures, not 
upon the old drastic drug aj’etem. but upon 
the knowledge of diseases anil their proper 
reiucdics—upon science and the finer psy^
<Jute forces, . • . ■

Eoino of bls cures, like Schlatter’s, are 
INSTANTANEOUS; In other cases mouths 
arc required. •

Having carefully studied all the thcrapeu- 
pc agencies in connection with bisiongmed- . 
iciil experience, he uses those best adapted 
io each case with unvarying success.
, Hundreds are joyfully writing the Doctor:, 

I am better,” or ”1 am cured.” . “God bless 
you.” . ’
HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING:

Dyspepsia, dliirrbiva. dropsy, epilepsy, ec 
zemu, erystpelat», falling sickness, rheuma
tism, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
headaches, heart disease. kludcy complaint, 
female weakness, liver dlfilculiy, neuralgia, 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upon jhc face, uterine diseases, weaknesses 
of men. Mrrexmcss. insanity, drunkenness 
conitipntlon la grippe and all chronic ■ 
ajteaBcs. And further, he furnishes

i

< >
< >

I FREE : TQ ALL. PATIENTS. f
tHyfienlp and Physiological llteratdre, en-

abliiig them when cured, to reiuglu healthy. $

I Correct Diagnosis Free, t 
$ By enclosing name, age, sex, £ 
© leading symptom and stainp

for reply. §

> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS

i J. M. PEEBLES, M.0„!
¡ SAN DIEGO, CAL. |
► ■ ssott A

OBSESSION.

Some Reflections on This Import. 
; ant Subject.

AN YAhNKST APPKAJ, F.PH HSLP BY ONE 
’ ’ ■f’WHO IS AFFLICTED'. ■

To the Editob;—I uso this head
ing, not. in a strictly technical sense, 
but more .to draw the ^attention of 
thinking students .to a phase of spirit 
phenomena which is related to true 
obsession. In the crude state of any 
science, while facts are being dis
covered and -recorded, upon which a 
strict science is afterward constructed, 
we are often obliged to use terms and 
expressions not precisely correct. So 
the term obsession is used now, as I 
have used it heretofore, to describe 
the constant presence or attachment 
of an earth-spirit out of the body to a 
mortal in the form. No one can be 
seriously misled by this use of the 
term. I know that in true obsession 
the soul only can discern the fact, as 
the foreign spirit is blended with the 
magnetism of the person, and is not 
visible to clairvoyant vision.- This 
subject of spirit interference, or spirit 
intrusion, has not received much 
attention from leading teachers of 
spiritual philosophy, nor from many 
of our mediums; but the time has 
come When they must give this im
portant branch of the subject their 
earnest thought and most thorough 
study. The influence of spirits from 
the lower zones upon mortals is on 
the increase, and it is all of a de
praved nature.

The ordinary medium has no power 
over these spirits, and is quite as 
ignorant of the facts in such cases as 
are the afflicted victims of this partial 
obsession. Why do not mediums and 
teachers give this subject- thorough 
study? Spirits in the higher spheres 
understand this matter fully, and 
when lecturers and mediums seek for 
the knowledge with earnestness and 
with sincerity, it will be given them. 
We appeal to the leaders in Spiritual
ism to give this subject their imme
diate attention. Yours is an import
ant calling—none greater on this 
earth—and you must seek soul-light 
and power.

Many mediums become vain of their 
power and frivolous. All such are 
controlled by spirits from the lower 
zones, no farther advanced than them
selves, who come to them under false 
names and lie and deceive both me
diums and those who are anxious to 
learn the truth about this beautiful 
philosophy. Let ns all awake to the 
importance of higher connections with 
the spirit throngs—try the spirits and 
see if they be true—spirits of God or 
spirits of Satan.

Remember the wholesome advice 
and assurance: “Ask and ye shall re
ceive, seek and ye shall find. " I have 
felt the great need and vital import
ance of these things in my own ex
perience and I am deeply in earnest. 
I hope to do something- to arouse 
Spiritualists to action on this line. 
There are thousands who are suffering 
beyond the power of language to tell, 
from the perpetual torment of evil 
spirits, and they rightly look to me
diums for that relief which the Naz
arene so freely gave and so effectively 
when on earth. He had prepared for 
his task and received the aid of celes
tial spirits in all his work here.

For over a year I was tormented 
almost to insanity by an evil spirit— 
strongly magnetic—given up to evil 
wholly. At length I made my case 
known through the columns of this 
journal. Many noble-hearted mediums 
came to my reljef. I was relieved, I 
thought, for good, but in about three 
months the same spirit returned and, 
to my horror, began the self-same 
practices again.

Is there no help? O, Eternal Spirit, 
is my wail night after night. Christ 
assured his followers that power would 
be given to cast out devils, evil spirits. 
Then, surely, true and faithful me
diums can have this power for the 
asking. But it requires much fasting 
and prayer and faith in spiritual 
promises. O, may the high and holy 
spirits aid our mediums in this great 
work, is my prayer.

J ’ Charles Betts.
' Burr Oak, Mich. . /

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account of, hypnotism 
its theory and practice ,-uptvto ffate.

DR. J. Si L0U6KS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, MASS.,

The WelLKaown ¿Magnetic Physician 
of About 80 /Vears’ Practice.

His practice extends Uto all parts of the United 
States and-Canada; also in some parts of Europe. He 
Is making wonderful cures with his magnetic reme
dies, as his oertificaUe of cures will show. Send for 
one.- Many are cured \aUen given up to die by the 
M.D's. If you send hlul.a lock of your hair, name, 
age. sex, and four 2-cent stumps, he will tell you 
what he thinks of your lease; also what the pros
pects are fora cure. Tzy hhn aud be convinced

TESTIMONIAL^
In justice to the cause of truth audio Dr. J. 6. 

Loucks, and for the benefit -oi the suierlng of earth 
mortals, and with a heart full of gratitude to our kind 
benefactor, we do aolemnly and • unhesitatingly .state 
the facts Jurt as they transpired. Our boy. Pardner 
Goynian, was Ukon sick with the dreadful disease, 
cerebro spinal menlngitU,- and was confined to bls bed 
about twelve weeks. During this time we employed 
three of our best physicians, but they gave him no 
relief, and he was to reduced In flesh and worn out 
that he was a dreadful sight 0 behold—nothing bu, 
skin and bunes, xmd suffering Intensely constantly, 
and the doctors all lold us they could do nothing more 
for him, and left him to die, as we supposed, without 
hope, aud we were daily, and hourly expecting this 
tocome. But business called me to Potsdam, N. Y.. 
and while.talking with a friend, Btoplicn Grover, we 
told him of our Loy then dying at Louie, aud he told us 
to go and s e Dr. Loucks, for be had saved a boy of 
hie son s family from death from the same disease. I 
went to see Dr. Loucks and told him my story and 
wanted him to go aud see him, but ho sold lie 
could not go, the ■ distance was: too great, 1L being 
about twenty miles away, and my eadness aud disap
pointment being so great, be aald: "Cumo with, me 
and we will see what can be done.” We went Into a 
cellar with two rooms In it. He told me to sit hero 
uni lie went Into the next room aud shut the door, 
and lu a short time camo out and said to me: "We 
have treated your boy aud ho Is better, and will get 
well,” and to go home and find it so. We Went home 
mid found that at the very hour he was treated by Dr. 
Loucks his pains all left film, and be rose up In bed 
aud begun telling stories to his mother, not knowing 
what had ciiused all this change until I told them. And 
he continued Improving rapidly» and goi.UK out too 
soou he took cold" aud had a relapse, ana again we 
went to Dr. Loucks, aud again ho restored him, and 
the diseasu did nut return again. He has remained 
well sln’-e. No remedies were used, for we had given 
up all hopes tu this direction, Now Hiis is unexplain
able by us, as well as marvelous, aud only being 
equalled by Bible miracles of old. .

THOMAS GORHAM.
H. E. IRISH, witness to signature.
n . South Colton, N. Y.
On the first day of May,- 1885, before me came 

Thomas Gorham, known to me to be. the Individual 
who executed the above, and acknowledged that he 
executed the same, L. ROBINSON.

t Notary Public.

We blow no born to excite; simply state a few facts 
or statements of patient*  relieved. We have many 
that can be seen at our office. Ono hundred dollar« 
for any ouu found untrue that wo publish. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, - MASS.
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Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker,
AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER 

HAS NO EQUAL!...................

Rejoice and Be Glad! HeraldForth 
the Tidings of Good Health!

DR. A. D. DOBSON'S
[ealliig powers are being repeated over and over 

again through Hie iinadi inn ship of MRS. DR. 
DOBSON-BARKER, wiib, for the past year and
a half has

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED 
THOUSAND PATIENTS 

of all diseases that desist Is heir to,

OVER ONE

----------------------------------- ----------- - and will give
you proof of her pmwa, by sending requirement« 
as per small adverttwment for diagnosis of your 
ca«e. Here is one of her mauy cures:

Ednn- Nebraska, Feb. 21, 1895.
MRS. DR. A. B. DDtHSPN—Dear Lady and Be

loved Slater:—It la wlthyegret that I write to you, 
because I amill;butfeelXrqlygratefql that each a way 
fi open to mankind, I wDl employ no regular phyiiclan 
unless I am obliged tQ.

Sister sent to you; she said you described her dis
ease more correctly thm Dr. Dobson did. May the 
angels ever help and blczs you.

BARAH A. WERNER.

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D.
\ .... ? .. . •.:• V

SPECIALIST IN AIL CHRONIC
DISEASES.

; 0-;---------- _ .... ;

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS 
DRUGS!

. . —■■■' . Q---------- . . . . .

' MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN I
Dear Doctob—When your medicine reached me I 

wae low: tho doctors here said they could do nothing 
forme, but since taking your medicine am getting 
bother rapidly, and feci that they will cure me. May 
God and the good angels bleaa you for your aid to suf
fering humanity, ELIZA CULLY.

Palms Station, Mich. •

Deab Doctob—Your remedies have done more for 
me and afforded me more relief than any thing else I 
ever tried and I have tried nearly everything.

SaultStc Marte, Mich. JAMES EMMS.

Dear DoofoH—T write to let you know that my 
hialtli «till continues to improve. To describe my 
condition and horrible feelings at the time I began 
using your medicine is beyond my power. ’ I suffered 
with female weakness and severe pains in my chest 
fQr two years. - I tried several doctors but found no 
relief until a friend directed me .to you. After using 
your mediclije cue month am almost vyeli» aad firmly 
believe one month more will cure me. :.

Ruth, Mich. . LOUISA GENTNA, .

One thousand more on, file ■, tour office. .Watch 
this space as now testimonials will .appear every 
(wo weeks. .

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address ~

J. C. BATDORF, M. D„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

FORSTER, DR. W, M,
THE NOTED

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW«
Somethin# new and etart- 

ling. Thie knowledge ¡1 
from a higher source untS 
In fully explained in the 
“Abthal Guide?’ which 
will bo sent FREE to any 
address upon receipt of a 
two cent stamp for portage.

Astrological students. 
Physicians, Healers, 
N urses, Everybody »ust 
have the “Guide,” ,

L. a. SHAPER, 
Chemist, .

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
‘ [Formerly N. College ot Magnetlce.j
AN INSTITUTS. OS NSFmED

<1 theraputlcelnoludlng tlicSim Cure, Vltnl Meeneb
Eleeti-I<>l,v Mind pH.. .. i.• w । uuf :-----tuvouu i>ure, Yum Maguw

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
■ OF THE PACIFIC COAST, - |

»’»".‘“»'iwrlllus-wllli poxtaKe .tamp for reply. own Imines, “¿tltudoi remold a Ul81t.aj“oef D^For4o*r ‘-,)lrltU“118t" ot Doc; .^“fo^T

‘Since bis coming here he has mado himself Highly 
respected and beloved for bla benevolent work, his 
bumanlUriau Ideas aud pracUcai, and bis rtraight- 
forward course of Integrity and honor?'

Col. Robert .Q. Ingersoll at 
Lily’- Dale.

Lily Dale never saw a greater day 
than Sunday, July 12th, when Col. Rob
ert G. Ingersoll spoke to 5,000 people on 
‘The Liberty of Man, Woman and Child.’ 
His discourse lasted for two hours, dur
ing and after which Ingersoll stock ap
preciated in valued in the estimation of 
hundreds; but a few could not see how 
the doughty “Bob” was doing any good, 
as it is claimed by his admirers, so in 
the evening, at the thought exchange, 
Chairman Hicks felt It best to take for 
the evening’s subject—“Ingersollism.”

Mr. Hicks, at the outset of his argu
ment, maintained that the afternoon 
lecture was a lot of old chestnuts palmed 
off on Spiritualists. This and other 
critical remarks brought forth the 
friends and believers in the goodness 
and worth of Ingersoll and his philoso
phy.

The following is a brief synopsis of 
what Lucy B. Powers said in defense of 
the orthodox exterminator: •

“What Voltaire was to his day and 
age Ingersoll is to this century. He en
dures, as did that other advocate of 
free thought, the shafts of slander and 
the criticism of the ignorant. For years 
he has not only believed in independent 
thought and the liberty of man, but he 
has taught them with his words of burn, 
ing eloquence, and has exemplified them 
with his every act.

“He has taught agnosticism with his 
lips and has interpreted his understand
ing of it by his noble life. Charity hae 
he distributed with both hands—that 
charity which has every man for a 
brother, every woman for a sister, the 
whole world for hie country, and to do 
good his religion, which is the fulfilling 
oi the command given in the golden rule 
of Jesus of Nazareth.

“Robert Ingersoll does not need the 
charity of Spiritualists, but they have 
need of his; those kind, I mean, who go 
to camp in summer and there talk about 
the joy in their belief that their dead 
can return, and who, when going back 
to their homos, slip into the churches, 
and for the rest of the year never men
tion the subject.

“I believe that when Mr. Ingersoll’s 
spirit leaves the body it willed wel
comed by such advanced intelligences 
as Voltaire, Thomas Paine, and may I 
add, Abraham Liincoln, who will greet 
him with joy: and iho, even if he has not 
already learned of th« truth of the after 
life, will because -df his :noble, sincere 
life—he’will find builded for him in that 
better land a mansion such as no Spirit
ualist can ever have except by working 
openly, in, by and ¡through truth and 
knowledge. .

‘‘Ingersoll is tearing down for our re
building, and- if we. do not work con
stantly and well, vw will not find pre
pared for us ont hat Other shore as sweet 
and beautiful a field of broader action 
as is awaiting for him.” .

■ Fhemont Powers.
Lily Dale, N. V. •

“The Religion Of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, : by a bold; 
untrammeled-thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, elear-th  ought,, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by. its perusal.. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, 81.25; paper, 
50 cents.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism: together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the, important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results o'f 
his many years' study of the Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subiect. Price 81.

Now Jersey, a delightful suburb“^ VwXortiT 
Fá¿?AnSMMD-.LL-D ' Deou- Älu «reft 
East Orange, N^w Jersey. ’ 350^

Dr. W. M.,Forster, California’s noted clairvoyant 
physician, is-receiving commendation« from far and 
near over his remarkablea aucces*  as a healer.”~PUll- 
osophlcal Journal.

Addre««.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 Market Street. T San Francisco, Cal.

8.83

DR. J. C. POWER,
CHRONIC DISEASE SPECIALIST

tending chronic troubles considered incur
able by the general practitioner, readily yield to tny 
treatment, and are particularly solicited. I treat my 
Patients at their homes as wellie though present with 
them, being able by my clairvoyant and psychometric 
powers to bring myeelf In contact with their diseased 
conditions (.hereby enabling me to correctly diagnose 
their diseases and select from Nature's greet labora
tory of remedies that which each comUttou requires, 
ratients who have for years boeu doctorlug in ra'n 
wlili other physicians, under my treatment are en
tirely cured, and gladly testify to the same. All let
ters for diagnosis must be accompanied with lock of 
hair, live two-cent etamps, full name, daw of birth, 
post-office, county and state.

DR. J. C. POWER,
Lock Box O. VINTON, IOWA.
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A WONDERFUL OFFER
• ... BY ...’

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
S“?„o( ‘ilP, ,no!lt ““cces.ful l,o»lera aud dl.gnoHIclam 
I, iie d°cior bus letters from all over tha 
United States, Canada, Australia and Europe, telling 
cLi.h.e I*J arvel?ua results, after all hope In other 
SUei i ‘»a'e bceu given up’ boln8 speedily cured 
under his treatment. Nervous and chronic diseases 
of every character, peculiar to both men und women 
poweri cured*"° f blB wo“dtr,u‘ aud exiraordluu.;

The doctor has never failed In a correct diagnosis of 
any case, many times it being causes that hud baffled 
the most renowned physicians, but wm readily ex 
audluH no*w 1'#1111,6 W0Ulieriul clairvoyant and clalr-

Each case receives the attrutlon of himself and 
bund, also remedies for Individual case. Semi three 
2-cent stamps, lock of hair, ate, sex. and one symptom.

y““ wl11 reiielTe “ ,ul1 rate desiripUon of your case and any advice regurdlua 
it. 1 brough persecution on account of hie marvelous tBuuSr*V el£'^rME7;d“atcd --4

SulferorB, you that have failed to Hud relict tr» 
ahnnT“*.?)! 4 lie';™'lucedof Dr. Lay'» powers’ au5 
ability. Address

842tf DI|. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, Ill,

fl WEEK FREE!
ASTONISHING OFFER.

Send three two-cent stamps, lock of hair, name 
age. sex, one leading symptom, aud your disease will 
be alagnoaed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
SAN JOSE. CAL., Box 182 846tf

The Play of the Planets,
----------0----------

This wonderful educator is attracting the attention 
of thousand« of people all over the world as Ils aim- 
pllcicity gives one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the influence of the planets and the sli^na 
0,Jh2.?odla° tn human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to use it and accomplish 
wonders.

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

Thia wonderful invention make« it easy for all to 
learn this ihblime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born for 76 yean past, and also to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE.

A few of the first edition left which will 
be fnmichea at $t each. For sale at this 
office.

P/VR/VLYSIS
-AND- 

RHEUMATISM 
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. . . .

A telugniin re- 
celved at any dla- 
tuuee 1ö prrfeuL 
so the eili-Kual, 
inugut'iica-ul men 
lal Umsduges froiä 
tue four jsychlo 
nonlers In tb(# 
teiuple euch evou- 
hig are t-ciited by 
«Itters amt pj. 
ticuts tbuusnndf 
of inlles dlsiuut. 
Our cuies prove 
this,

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

MAGNETISM fills the system with new life, energy 
and vigor, and puts it In harmony with nature. It 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital forces, 
which Is the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY
FORM OF DISEASE.

Bend for our new book on Paralysis—FREE— In or
der to learn more of this MYSTICAL SUBSTANCE, 
MAGNETISM. It tells how to 1111 the system with 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all forms of 
disease.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, will convince the most skeptical on earth of 
the power of this great, grand, invisible substance. 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

I’ruf. Job. Rode# 
Buchanuu, M. D.j 
the associated- 
phyah-ian, baa 

of the Medical Department. The remedies prVi!are3 
by him after fifty years uf tcleuilllc experiment« 
p jaaess superior merit in curing any disease. Wherf 
desired or necessary, these, with directions, are 
sent to our patlen'«, or to others, by mull, The 
writing, mailing, etc., is done by a good p.-yehic aud 
medium, hence the Company only Is addressed to 

time. Send leading symptom, age, sex, com
plexion and five two cent stamps and you will re
ceive true diagnosis, hour lo tit, and thereafter, oue 
week of treatment FREE! Ako explanation uf tbe 
temple, Patients’ Book," tbe mediums Und hcalora 
sitting here, and moderate terms fur moithly treat
ment. Always address "

REFORM HEALING CO.
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
8yrup” the best to use tor children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

DR. E. A. STEELE,
1428 Market street, San Francisco, Cal. By enclosing 
lock of Ualr, age, and stamp»» for reply, 1 will send cor
rect diagnosis nnd terms of treatment, which is with
in reach of all 8t8

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.
A book containing instr net Iona for making u helio

centric horot. co pc. together with a chart which gives 
the pudtiob of the planet« from 132i to PJ16. The most 
complete work on this system ever published. Adapt
ed for begfuurrs or professors. Oue can cat-t and read 
a buroseo.'c Ju half uu hour. For sale by

fkedekick white, o. O.M.,
SOU Fifth Ave., S. - ATIhneapolisi, Minn.

Send the date of your birth uud 11 and receive 
W,lh yuur ,n,r'“>CoP« reudy to read.

Mention this paper when writing. ^4^

fl GOOD OFFER! CONSULT SPIRIT FRIENDS UPON HEALTH, 
Business and Development. Terms |1. Annie 

Lord Chamberlain, Box 42, Azusa Cal, 848

DR. J. R. CRAIG, California’s well-known and suc
cessful clairvoyant physician, will diagnose and trtot 
the most complicated disease without leading symp
tom, age or «ex. All he requests Is lock of hiur or 
hand-wri ting, (while others request you to send lead
ing symptoms, etc.)

He has been very successful In curing all kinds of 
sickness, and terms for treatment are within reach of 
all. Address

DR. J. R. CRAIQ,
1628 Market 8h - - San Francisco, Cab

848tf

DR. AND MRS. HASENCLEVER HOLD TRUMPET 
and materializing seances at 794 W. Van Buren 

stredt every Wednesday and Saturday at 8 p.m. Inde
pendent slate-writing dally. 349

INVALIDS
FT, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS fN 

r r «tamp«, their dlaeaie, or «ytnptom«, will receive 
pamphlet «nd «dvlce frbb to cure themaelvei without 
drurf«. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Cord- 
Ington, Ohio tt

THE HYGIENIC HOME,
S/1N JOSE, CALIFOILVIA,

□ Has just been <>| ened by the sulierrlber In (lite most 
pleabimt ami hciiHiifiil c:i(m»tc, :h*5  North Third street 
i0a ,ril!ahnul,t Invalidi. by hydropathic, dietetic 

\$r,ncd b? f^rteen years of 
(xpirltiicv lu a hirgt-aanltunum and private practice The scientific reguTatlun of diet will be a 
hi»’ riiri of the treatment.

n’t l{* 1.U!CiJA-'\AN' well kniwn medical 
I i.‘< a, d resides in the Hume as a conI lul'iim physician.

| 2®° JAMES BEARD.

Old Melodies Spiritualized.

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK,

The Truths of Spiritualism
E. V. Wilson was one of the pioneer« of Spiritual

ism. and was noted as a speaker and teat medium. Ho 
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrates 
many of hls striking experiences during his l&bora.

Purchasers will find It intensely interesting, and 
w!H render kindly service to his widow who was left 
in straitened circumstances.

The book contain a 406 pages, and is »old for tl. Ad
reas MRS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE 

MS&g SUNFLOWER 

JEWELRY.

W M the Sunflower turns Ite
face towards the sun, so Spir
itualism turns the faces of hu

manity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICES!
Rolled Plate Bar Pin...............................................
Solid. Gold Bar Pin...................................................
Electro-plate Badge..................................................
Boiled Plate Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button. 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button..., 
Rolled Plato Maltese Watch Charm....................
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm........................
Rolled Plate Maltése Pendant.......... . ................ .
Solid Gold-Maltese Pendant..................................

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

«2 25
- 8 50

75
, 1 25
- 175

800
. 6 00

3 00
& 00

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO
SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 

Including Co-operative SyBtemi and the Htpplneffl 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D., M. D. ThlB comprise« tbe last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Raper cover, 15c. For aile at 
this office.

POEMS EROM THE INNER LIFE
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are oi staple u 

sugar. Price »1.00.

CHURCH AND STATE.
The Bible In the Public Schools; thfc New “Amer 

lean’’ Party. By ’‘Jefferson.” Third edition. This 
beautiful pamphlet of 23 pages Is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State question that 
Vrs appeared, Price 10 cents.

THE VOICES.
By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voice» contain 

poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are 
most excellent. Price 11.00.

THE GODS.
By Col. B. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pagea. 

Worth Its .weigh tin gold. Price 20 cents.-

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Cbas. Chtnlquy, ex-priest. A remarkable 

book. Pages, 882- Price $2.25. - .

TRES AND SERPENT WORSHIP
By A. 6. Hudson. MB. Price. 15 rente."

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thoma? Paine-, Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edl-

D .V YCHOME TR K CONS UL T \VI TH 
/ . v> _____V. .. . . U1UUUUOUI6U Bx rrot. A. B. Severance In Ml matter« pertaining to i paid 35 cents Eradical --«-«*  -• ■ < ■■ ■ ■
air. or handwriting, and une dollar. Will answer 

three quartkm« free of charge. Bend for circular«.
Addroes, HO Prairie BtrecL Milwaukee. W1«. U8,f

a. h. severance in mi nutter« pertaining to i paid, 35 cents 
life, and your « pl rit-friend«. Bend lock of ! half-dozen 1180 

handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer Address H.' w b’

Hssnys In rhythm teaching our phenomena, t.hllos- 
<>pty “Ud ethics; for the lecture and seance room, (he 
public and home circle; each lilted to some old mel
ody; a universal song book, always reudy because tbe 
a rsnre well known; of unusual interest to w.oUn 
eloeullonlets and speakers. In p iper. single copy pro: 
I’",,. . ...... - „Xo stamiis taken. Oue dozen. ,3;
half-dozen, ,i.no, purchaser paying express charges. 
Address H. H . BOOZER, Grand Rapids, Mich. S<8

DR. T. WILKINS, 
3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO, 

Treats MagnMcally all Chronic Diseases,

MRS. M. L. GILLETTE,
INDEPENDENT BLATE-WRI TER.

218 East Forty-sacond Place. Sittings dally from 10 
a. m. to 4 p. m. 349

MRS. STARR—CLAIRVOYANT, ASTROLOGIST 
and Palmlrt. 8311 Cottage Grovc avenue. Fini 23.

From 9 a. m. to 9. p. m. 348

AfR. AND MRS. PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND ME- 
Ila. dlums. Sunday meetings, 617 N. Clark street, 2:30 
and7:45 p.m. Private reading« dally. Instructions 
In development and healing. Circles Monday and 
Friday evening». Class, Tuesday at 8p.m. 848

FOR 25 CENTS, LOCK OF HAIR AND DATE OF 
birth, will read past, present and future, and ding» 

nose disease. Prof. A. R. Stinson. 285 TV. Monroe 
atreet, Chicago. 349

PSYCHO-ASTRAL READINGS WILL BE GIVEN 
by Mr«. M. E. Aldrich upon receipt of dato of 

birth, «ex, and oue doHar. Box 55, Santa Cruz, Cal, 
852

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will scud a pamphlet giving instruction«, 

delineate your phase«of mediumship, ^nd a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address Mrs. J. A. Bliss, 
4921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III. 964

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
Tbl« medium, who 1« clairvoyant, clalraudicnt, 

psychometric and prophetic, c«n be consulted at No. 
1680 North Clark street. Engagement« can be made 
by letter, C340tf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Send full name, age, «ex, and two rtampi for fkke 

Diagnosis, Many wonderful cur« being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

Mention tbts paper. SBftf

BOOK-THE "LATEST OUT ON HYPNOTISM,” 
by Prof. Barne«. Mailed on receipt of 50 cent«.

811 16th fitreet, Denver. Colo. 853

£1 W. KINKEAD, TRUMPET MEDIUM. SEANCES 
V» Tuesdays and Saturdays at B p. m. FLORA 
KINKEAD, Materialization and Tert Medium. Mate
rializing seances Wednesdays and Sunday« at 8 p. m. 
Private Bitting« for bus lb e is and tests dally. We 
hold seances in your own borne« by appointment. 
2915 Cottage Grove ave., Cblcigo. 850

SPECIAL TREATMENT FOK HEALTH AND 
bucccbi In Business. ROWLAND J. BROWN.

Austin, Cdok Co., Ill, *'I  so gladly send the enclosed 
u payment for treatment. My business 1« Improv
ing, and I am so well and happy we can so rejoice over 
thle great victory. Keep up the treatments.—A. R.K” 
Expect of a letter received from England. Send 
Belreddressed «tamped envelope for particulars. 848

Blue bird, engineer of night express 
running 'between Darknepe and Dawn, will show 

Illuminated face« In the headlight of ProgrcBi-<tve 
poems and namcB of Indian grides and aoul-matea. 
Ring the bell by each blighted plue when etonns are 
due to you oryours. Place algnal lights tn trails of 
busltps, and slow up to the »tatlon of Peace and 
Prosperity. Enclose «1, with name, age and address 
to DR. MARIAN H. BASSETT, Box 823, Bonder- 
eon's Harbor, N.Y. 349

1]WSYfree[
IWPSJyCtired wlthVegetaWeRemedlea Have'

I cum! many thousand cases Called hopeless.«In 
* 10 days at least X of all vyropttUnB are removed, 

Book of testimonial« of cures and lOdavt treat- 
tnextfree by mail. Dr«.Green & Son», Atlaat^GaJI

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. Ono and Two 
Cure« all forme of stomach, liver aud kidney disease; 
also constipation. A sure cure for that tired, worn-out 

nBot8Ly?Ur bJ'8Um t0 he*Kh  
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for ono 
month sent for 11.00. 3

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyeeight. Hu been used and praised by 
thousand« in all parts of tbe world. Sent for 60 cent«, 
or all three sent postpaid for 11.00, with Yurma'a 
photo and instructions how to live 100 years '

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Rf.Btorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular« 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yann», 
who developed this clairvoyant power In mo. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes In your own home as If you were In my 
office, as thousands can tertify. Bend stamp fof 
photo. B. F. Pool®, Clinton. Iowa. '

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up In six-ounce tin boxes nnd m guaranteed 
to give satisfaction or money will be refunded by the 
proprietor. Dr. M- H. Garland. Send 25 cents in 
stamps and receive by return mall a box of this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
rs you will find It a blood cleanser as well rr a Throat 
and Lung Remedy. Over 200,000 boxes sold and all 
recommend them. Addreii all orders to DR. M. H. 
GARLAND, 832 Sixtieth Place, Station O., Chicago 
Illfnoli. 822tf

ORDER OF 
THE MAGI.

A New Badge In solid gold
' :with blue and black enamel, 

with tbe pyramid«, obelisk 
y s and aun’« rays tn gold. Every 

Mystic should have one of 
these beautiful emblems. Price «2. For sale at thia 
office.

DR. CARL SEXTUS
Cures diseases by vital magnetism; develop« Intent 
psychical powers. Also treatment by mecnjcrlBm. 
Letters requesting advice must contain one dollar. 
Office, 219 Dearborn Ave, Chicago. Office hour« 2 
to 5 p. m. 850

^ANSILL’S ^»LMANAC

““ OF ”

PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.

Weather Forecaster«' Guide and New System of 
Science for 1896. It contain« a planetary chart of 
each month, «bowing tbe poaltlon of tho pla&eta In 
the different house« in tbe Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
Author of “Geology and Micro«copy niu«trated,M- 
•‘Cobeilve Attraction and the Formation of World,” 
"UniverEal Change In Natural Element«,” etc. Price 
25 cent«. For «ale at this office.

MRS. 0. PARTRIDGE,
The well-known P«yphometTl«t and Bnilnew Medium.
Reading« personally or by letter »1.00. Three rea- 
Eonable question« «answered by mail for 25 cent«. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
home of tbe patient. 8140 . Rhode« avenue, Chicago, 
III Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thlrty-firet 
street Residence, oue block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near Tblrty-Uret. 260tf

The Devil and the Adventists.
An AdventlBt Attack on Spiritualism repulsad. By 

Moszs Hull. Price, 5 cent«, For »Me at ihli office.

goi.UK


Virtue itself offends when coupled 
with forbidding manners.—Bishop Mid
dleton. ■ ■ . ■ ■ • • . ■ .

A small sorrow distracts, a great one 
makes us collected.—-Richter. •

g

Progress, tl)e Urjhtersal Law» of piafúre;-/TbjoúgP)t, tl)e ¡Bolder)! of fier Problems.

■ ■
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DR. Hr. V. SWERINGEN’S
ADDKESS AT THE FUNERAL OF DR. L. P. POWERS.

SCRIPTURAL SELECTIONS.
But some man will say: “How are the 

deu4 raised up'? and with what body do 
they come?”

Thou fool, that which thou sowest is 
not quickened except It die:

And that which thou sowest, tho sow
est not that body that shall be, but 
bare grain, it it may chance of wheat, or 
of some other grain.

There are also celestial bodies, and 
bodies terrestrial; but the glory of the 
celestials one, and the glory of the ter
restrial Is another.

’ There is one glory of the sun, and an
other glory of the moon, and another 
glory of the stars: for one star differeth 
from another star in glory.

So also is the resurrection of the dead. 
It is sown in corruption: it is raised in 
incorruption: It is sown in dishonor, it 
is raised in glory; itissownin weakness: 
it is raised in power. Tt is sown a natural 
body, it is raised a spiritual body. There 
is a natural body and there is a spiritual 
body.

, INVOCATION.
Oh. Thou Divine Soul of all life—Thou 

Infinite Spirit, we rejoice in Thy exist
ence. The ineffable splendor of Thy 
presence holds the world with light, as 
we catch the illumination that stream- 
eth downward into our souls.

We realize, that Thou art our Father 
and our Mother, our Sister and our 
Brother: that Thou art the Parent of 
all existence: the Creator of all that is: 
from Whom-springeth every degree of 
power, and of intelligence, and as Thy 
children, we turn to Thee seeking in
struction and understanding.

We desire tolearn more of the things 
of life; to know more of this vast uni
verse and its laws; to come into touch 
with science, and togain glimpses of her 
great truths that our minds may be 
quickened to higher thought and com
prehension, and that we may be able to 
dispense unto others who seek for knowl
edge which shall Instruct and strengthen 
their minds. •

Oh, Thou who glvest unto the feeble 
earth its small pulsations of life and 
light, shining dimly among the grander 
orbs; Thou whose love is the light of 
souls, whether in the splendor of the 
heavenly kingdom through the celestial 
presence is revealed thy glory, or 
whether immured in the shadows of 
time, in the darkness of the under world, 
in that which the angels call death in 
mortal life, they perceive the flickering 
of the light of Thy love penetrating 
within and summoning them unto etern
ity, or whether in spirit states, partially 
released from the thraldom of time, but 
still unaware of tho grander glory that 
lies beyond, they feel more palpably the 
love divine, and turn to it more fully; 
in all these states the human soul
praises Thee, and human lips, feeble

ences and progress of the day, and de
lighted in conversation with friends, he 
was ever ready to sing with Bryant: 
"Beside the massive gateway, built up 

in years gone by,
Upon whose top the clouds of eteynal 

..shadow lie, '
While streams the evening sunshine on 

quiet wood and l$a. '
I stand and calmly wait until the hinges 

turn forme.
“I mark the joy, the terrors, yet these 

within my heart};
Can neither wake the drea4, nor the 

longing to depart; ' \
And, in the sunshine streaming, on 

quiet wood and lea,
I stand and calmly wait until the hinges 

turn for me.” ..
With malice toward-none and charity 

for all, Dr. Harris’s great heart throbbed 
in unison with that of humanity, which 
very forcibly suggests (he beautiful 
lines of Leigh Hunt:
Abou Ben Ad hem (may his tribe in-, 

crease!)
Awoke one-night from a sweet dream of 

peace, .
And saw within the moonlight in his 

.room, ' ...
Making it rich and like a lily in bloom, 
An angel writing in a book of gold:—' 
Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem 
. bold. ,
And to the presence in his room he said, 
“What Writest thou?”—The vision 

raised its head, ’
And, with a' look made of all sweet ao

' cord, ’
Answered, “The names of those who 

love the Lord.”
“Andis mine one?” said Abou. “Nay, 

not so,"
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more 

low, , . . • ■ ■ • .
But cheerily still, and said, “I pray thee, 

then, .
Write me as one., that, loves his fellow

men.” * ’ ' .
The angel wrote and vanished. The 

next night ■ •
It came again, with a great wakening 

light, -
And showed the names whom love of 

God had blessed.
And lo! Ben Adhem’s name led all the 

rest.
I presume I never would have become 

acquainted with Dr. Harris had I not 
also been drawn into one of his special 
departments of thought, that of Spirit
ualism, which proved so great a solace 
to him from.the beginning of his invest
igation of it, and nis conviction of its 
truth. .

At the organization of the Fort Wayne 
Occult Science Society he was elected 
its president and served with credit to
himself and honor to the society until 
he was no longer able toattend its naeet-^B B^. B ^B ^B ^B^B ^^^B ^B B. B. ^B

though they are, and human hearts, jugs. Ho was a frequent apd welcome 
though weak and flattering, would still | visitor to my office, where we held many
give forth their praises in response to
Thy light and love.- '

They would praise Thee more because 
the deep shadows that lie around them 
reflect th® glory of that which is beyond; 
because though they cannot see the 
light, they can see its Reflected radiance 
froni within, and can understate that 
even upon the clouds that form the 
background of its splendor Thy love has 
painted itself in crimson and golden 
glory.

Our Father, while we feel a deep sym
pathy for the daughters bereaved of a 
kind and loving father, while we would 
weep with them in this hour of affliction 
because of the vanishing out of their 
sight of the natural body of a loved pa
rent, we rejoice that he has reached 
that better- life that cometh beyond 
death; that he has been released from 
his prison-house of clay, its thraldom, 
its fetters, its deep bondage, and is oven 
now happy with the loved ones gone be

. fore, all of whom are no doubt present 
at this moment noting the tears that 
trickle adown the cheeks of the loved 
ones left behind, but with emotions big 
wjth the promise of the time when 
they shall be reunited in the world of 
spirits.

Help us all, our Father, to proGt by 
■ the lessons imparted by this solemn, yet 
• joyful occasion, and when it is ours to 

quit the natural body may we quit it as 
peacefully and righteously and spirit
ually and beautifully as our beloved 
Brother Harris quit his tabernacle of 
clay, for a place among our ministering 
spirits forevermore. -

Dr. Lyman P. Harris was born near 
Cleveland, Ohio, on the 12th day of Au
gust, 1810, and was therefore nearing 
his 7‘Jth birthday when his summons 
camo to “come up higher.” ■ -

For more than forty years, Dr. Harris 
was a Spiritualist, having embraced the 
truths and espoused the cause of Spirit
ualism when it cost something so to do. 
Prior to this time he had been a devout 
and consistent member of the Methodist

conversations upon the subject most 
dear to both of us; and now that his 
physical form will vanish from our view, 
1 shall feel keenly the loss of those visits, 
and regret deeply that! did not return 
them more frequently than I had done. 
But I feel assured that though his ma
terial body will be burled out of our 
sight in its mother earth, in an adjoin
ing State, his spirit will come to visit 
us as usual, only more frequently and 
with greater vivacity, by reason of its 
being renewed by its liberation from its 
cumbrous clay.

Let us rejoice that he has passed 
through the experience of the union of 
the spiritual with the physical, and be 
consoled by the fact that

“He who, from zone to zone.
Guides through the boundless sky the 

feathered flight.
In tho long way that we must tread 

alone,
Will lead our steps aright.”

CULLED FLOWERS.
You have no doubt ere this observed 

that in the preparation of this address, I 
have drawn largely from the Spiritual
istic literature of the day. This is true. 
When requested to officiate upon this 
occasion, I concluded that I could do 
no better than to visit thé parks, groves 
and bowers of our beautiful religib- 
philosophy, and pluck here and there a 
lily, a rose, a daisy, a forget-me-not and 
an orange-blossom.

I therefore bring to you to-day, a bou
quet fresh from the conservatory or 
green-house of Spiritualism and trust 
that we may all be refreshed by its beau
ty and fragrance.

“There is a natural body and there Is 
a spiritual body,” says Paul. We be
lieve this to be true. It is not difficult 
for us to grasp the fact that our bodies 
are a combination, however mysterious, 
of the material and spiritual, the mental 
and physical. When this combination 
is broken up by what we call death, we 
can understand what becomes of. theW WV ** V ** V*  » • ^B W BB — - BB * — '

natural body, but it is much more dlffi? 
cult to Recount for the whereabouts, the 
disposition and destiny of the spiritual.

Spiritualism gives usall the evidences 
, —--------- . , ■ • that have ever ueen afforded, objective
having practiced successfully nis pro- ian(j subjective? of . the continued oxiet- 
fcssion m various parts of hisnative enceof theapiritual, and.teachesus that 
State, until he removed to this city- the resurrection';occurs when'theIwdy. 
some seventeen years ago, where he; --..-xv i. ----------
continued a successful? practice, until 
within a few years past, when the Im-' 
firfnities of material age obliged him to 
withdraw from the more active duties'of 
his profession. . ; ’ . .

In addition to the requirements of his

. church participating in its councils, 
and in the propagation of its faith.

He was a learned, scientific physician,

dies. Death is resurrection,'» risiBg-Of ■ 
the spiritual'out of tfje natural or physi
cal body. : /■

In accordance with’ this view, .which 
is supported by phenomena nptye.t gent 
erally known pr. investigated; Dr.tlf. P.‘ 
Harris’s resurrection - has ■ al ready,oc
curred. His spirit is now iri.our niidst 
and he' hears by spiritual- ears and.sees

—j------ B -r-- . . by spiritual eves all that is powsaid and./
that of temperance. Upon this question c;one. ^ut being deprived of the condi- 
ha Kn. cnnlrcn before large audiences 1 ^jons wnich he has been wo’ntto7com

municate with us, is unable to do so,

practice, he; took an active interest in 
the various i moral reforms of the day,
notably among which may be mentioned

he has spoken before large audiences 
and contributed to the public press val-
liable articles. until the conditions^suituable to his 

present purely spiritual state are afford
ed him; ■ .

Some of these conditions we are but

Dr. Harris’s was a character not un
like that- of our lamented brother, N. P. 
Stockbridge, of whom he reminds me home oi inese cunniwuns we are out. 
very much.. He was unassuming and ( lightly familiar, with, but we feel confl- 
retirod in his_ manner, gentle and eon- • ¿¡ent tnat those will be not only greatly 
siderate in his demeanor, true to,his developed, but that others we now know 
friends and charitable, to all mankind. ‘nothing of will evolve as time passes. 
He was a great student, and possessed .
of no little skill and inventive genius ■ ■ I ..
along the lines of his special studies. . I By a singular reversion of the true or-

«nt while ever interested in these!- derof expression, we habitually say, I

have a soul,” whereas the more correct 
rendering would be, “I am a soul; I 
have a body. The body is but the house 
wherein I dwell during my earthly pii- 
grimage.” .

The simile of the diver and his diving 
apparatus has been aptly used to illus
trate the relation of the spirit to the 
body. All his light and breath comes 
from the upper regions, while he gath
ers the gems or seeks for treasure at the 
bottom of the deep. When he has com
pleted his search Jie rises, or is raised, 
to a condition where the India-rubber 
suit is no longer needed. It would be a 
grave error if the diver, were to mistake 
his diving apparatus for himself, The 
body is needful while the spirit gathers- 
the jewels of earthly experience; but 
when life’s journey on earth is ended, 
we shall be surprised to find ourselves 
in a world in which we had been living 
unawares, whose light and inspiration 
had been our real source of existence.

Man never dies, Man is never byried 
The body is like the skin which the ser
pent sheds, or the cocoon from which 
the butterfly emerges. The glove is not 
the determiner of the shape of the hand, 
but the hand fashions the jormof the 
glove. In like manner the spirit molds 
the body to human shape because its 
form is human.; Just as the hand is 
withdrawn from'a glove, or as we lay 
aside a garment, or quit a house, sò the 
real man at death leaves thè tenement 
of clay.

When man is born, “It is sown in 
weakness," but when death porpes "It is 
raised in power.” It was sown into con
ditions of dishonor; atdeath "it is raised 
in glory.” It is sown a natural body, it 
ip. raised a spiritual body.

• EARTHLY LIFE. ;.
How brief is the span of human life! 

It is at best only an isthmus twixt two 
boundless seas—the past, the future- 
two eternities. Our days and months 
and years go by so noiselessly that we 
scarcely note the footfalls of their com
ing or their going. Childhood passes 
into youth in the twinklipg of an eye. A 
little laughter, ap hour’s play with a few 
toys, and the time arrives when childish 
things must be put away. Youth, exu
berant youth, shortly sobers into man
hood. A dream or two, a few castles in 
the air, a fleeting vision of divine possi
bilities, then, the ¿boulders broaden to 
bear heavier burdens, and the heart 
recognizes the graver responsibilities of 
life. Manhood changes to old age like 
a flash of lightning in a summer cloud.

Some hard work, some short years of 
earnest toil, some days of bitter disap- 
fiointment, some nights of weary weep- 
ng, and then the nerves grow dull, the 

sight becomes dim, the snows of winter 
are scattered over the head, the hopes 
of earlier days have either ripened or 
withered. The snn sets, we linger in 
the twilight for a few moments and then 
the night comes down, in which we can 
neither walk nor work.

You cannot hold on to your years, 
however strong your grasp may be. 
They will slip away from you in spite of 
entreaty or menace..

No Spiritualist can assert that the 
soul is fenced in by death, and that the 
road it has traveled ends at the grave. 
The body may be satisfied with three
score years and ten, but not the soul. 
The soul's keen appetite is just whetted 
when it is told that there is nothing 
moro to eat. Bodies are easily sated, 
but by the time they are ready to drop, 
the soul within them has just begun to 
learn how to live. Why, then, should 
both die at the same moment? ■

Why was the soul made so large, if 
this life is rfll? Let us banish from our 
minds the idea that thè death of the 
body is the death of the soul¡ or that we 
will be obliged to await the resurrection 
of the material'body to get any expres
sion from the soul that once inhabited it. 
We have no reason to believe in the res
urrection of the material body in one or 
in a million years from the date of bur
ial.

"This brief life is only a trial trip 
across its ocean. We pass by a few 
buoys in the harbor of eternal life, we 
stem the ebb or flood tide for a few 
hours, we just get a glimpse of the 
ocean that spreads beyond our vision, 
and then what we cull death intervenes. 
With the great Atlantic bf 'immortality 
ahead of us, shall we come to anchor in 
the grave?

“It cannot be true. Wo were made 
for eternity, and the great ambitions 
which throb in our souls cannot be 
stilled by death. .

“The funeral procession leaves us at 
the mouth of the harbor, and where our 
friends return to their homes we spread 
invisible canvas and sail on andonto- 
ward the Throne of God.” ■
“You cannbt imprison the sun’s pure 

light, .
Though one ray may be held in the 

blooming flower, .
For evermore from that fountain bright 

A million rays assert their power. -
“Though one may sleep in the diamond’s 

bed,
- Another be hidden in the ruby bright, 
There áre all the ivonders of heaven in
. . stead— ...

There burst ten’ million new rays of 
light. ’ ’ -

“You cannot Imprison a human thought;
When once it bursts its' fetters ’tie 

gone, '
Whether with beauty or sadness 

, fraught.
• ' .’Still on and’ob it floateth along: ’ 
.Though It"may restilo the heart of love,

¡Though’ it may -find no acceptance 
i . '.here, ' ■*  . ' - ■ ,'

That Open thought still ever will mo ve 
- ‘Forever'’from the spúí’s own atmos

phere. ; • - •
“You cannot imprison a living son!,. ■ 
. Though thè spirit may seem to be 

.. . stifled here, ; - G - 
It forever seeks ita eternal goal, '■
/Refusing the night of the mortal ; 

sphere; ; ■ ...• . ? ■_ , ■
Bodies are dead, and the. dwellings of 

clay ■ . ; ■
Are only pervaded by one small beam; 

Like the small beam of light, whose all
potent ray • . ■

May quiver and dance on a darkened 
stream. ■

“But who can say that the soul is en
chained; - ‘

Who shall declare that the dust can 
hold ■

Any portion of that which is named ■

The light of the soul, its all burnished 
gold?

Nay, ’tis only the fluttering pinion of 
life, .?.

Only the steal) plume dropped from its 
. wings, '.'

Only a glance, è glimpse of earth’s 
strife, '

Only the shadow -of Lethean springs.
"But the soul 'moilnts and quivers on 

pinions of light •
Aware of its freedom, aware of its 

might '
Eternal; only a jpomont of shadow is 

here, ,
Of darkness engulfed in the external 

gloom,.. '. ",
But the light all-eternal, and blessed 

and clear, '
Banishes darkness, displaces the 

tomb: ■
And out of the shadow of earth and of 

. time '
The soul chants its’anthems free, end

less, sublime?*',  •_■ .

"They called him, from the better land, 
. And one bright spirit led the way; 
He sawthe angel’s.beckoning hand,

And felt he cotfld no longer stay.
0, white-robed Peace! thy gentle cross 

Gave to his trusting heart no pain, 
And that which is opr earthly loss

Is unto him eternal gain.
" ‘God is a spirit1-—we can trust ' 

That he has left earth’s shadows dim, 
And laid aside his parthly dust,

To grow in likeness unto Him.
‘God is a spirit’—‘Gòd is Love’— 

And, closely folded to his breast, 
His spirit, like a teffder dove,

Shall in His Joto securely rest.
"O, it .was mèet; that flower-wreathed 

spring,
With forms,of,Hvjng beauty rife, 

Should see the perfect blossoming
Of this bright ¿piyjKi Into life.

The flowers will blqcffii upon his grave, 
The holy stars look^jlown at night,

But where brightqiafin8 immortal wave 
He will rejoice fnidbudless light.

“O, sweeter then tlje ’breath of flowers, 
■ Or dews thatsiimpiqr roses weep, 

Deep in these lovinghearts of ours
His blessed nw^oiT- we will keep.

Bright 8pirit,-let;thyaight be gif.en, 
W ith tender and celestial ray, q , 

Beaming like ,scnn|e£'pure star from 
heaven,- ,. ‘ , . . ' . ?

To guido us in .pui earthly way. > [ 
"Clad in thine ìmmòrfality, ■ -•

E'en now we hiiir-tnee joyful sing^4 r 
‘0, grave, where is-tW. victory!

0, Death,, whgnè is thy stingi'
Pass on, sweet sjjli’Jt, to increase ‘ 

In every bright, celestial grace,
Till in the land of IqVq'and peace 

We meet thee, deàr one, face to face.”

A REUNION.
Miss Louise Monohan, the 

Blind Medium, the Cen
trai Figure.

Spiritual Addenda to a Noted 
Song. •

SOUTH OF FEANCB.

A Boy Prophet Found There.
SPIRITUAL LYCEUMS.

THEY ABE PASSING ON.

A Tribute to Worthy Spiritualist 
’ Pjopeers.

TO the Editor:-^! flave just read the. 
death notice, oi MrsJ" Geo. A. Barnes, of 
Olympia, Washington, which brings 
very forcibly hj.jn'y jnind many remind
ing , thoughts Jhat our ' “old standbys ” 
are passing on and ,that possibly we do 
not, as a whole, appreciate these good, 
Spiritual workers, wh(le they are in the 
body, quite as much,as we ought; at 
least it Is so in ipany’.'èàses.

Mr. and Mrs,. Geo.i A. Barnes have 
been the pioneers , in .Spiritualism as 
well as thè flrst’settlers in Washington. 
Mr. Barnes has oecupied the position of 
mayor of Olympia, anä I know not but 
many other important offices of a public 
nature. - ■ ” •’’ ’ '

Mrs. Barnes was, while in the body, 
gifted with wonderful , mediumship in 
painting, and was very ingenious in 
many ways, especially in impressions 
and Inventions.'’ ■ ■

These people have.eptertained more 
mediumsand paid more money for spirit 
manifestations, probably, than any other 
two people in thelh-iState.

Mr. Barnes, being dè'' ódly independ
ent in regard to Mi’s.'Grundy’s say-so, 
has had lively tilts .with his fellow 
townsmen on Spiritùaiism. He has a 
hall of his o.wvn,;abd¡has.been the main
stay of. the ...Spiritualists’ society for 
years, and if ali tifo mediums would re
spond to thè dèmatki oí the spirit to tes
tify as to the .hurÄJreäs of kind acts, 
words, deeds and Ì gifts from Mr. and 
Mrs. Barnes, there? would be quite an 
army Of, “thank you"-.people, in both 
worlds, who would >ing praises to Mrs. 
Barnes and h'ergóod'husband.

We are especially indebted to these 
people for kind attention and courtesies 
shown us on the two occasions of visiting 
their city. May God and the angel
world bestow, op Brtj. Barnes such bless
ings Of'solace ? and /comfort as will hold 
him up above these days of trie! is the 
sinceré wish óf .

: Mr. and MrsÍGEO. F. Perkins. 
514 N. Wells St.j Chicago. .

Lenity wilLoperatcJwith greater force 
in some instance than rigor. It is, 
therefore, my greift.“wish ■ to have my 
whole conduct distinguished by it.— 
Washington. J . .

* There never, was iany party, faction, 
sect, òr cabal whatsoever, in which the 
most ignorant were not the most violent: 
for a bee is not a¿busier- animal than a 
blockhead.— Pope..:: ; \

It is better that joys should be spread 
over all the day in th| form of strength, 
than that it should, he’cohcentrated into 
ecstasies, iullä danger and followed by 
reactions.LÉnferton.’ <
’ In humawlife thère is .constant change 
of fortupè;’.atìd,àt is ' unreasonable to ex- 
Íiect'an-’:Gumption frota thè common 
ate. Life itself decays? and all things 

aré daily changing.—Plutarch.
. Avarice is ¡generally the last passion 

of those lives,of which the first parthas 
been squandered in pleasure, and the 
second devoted to ambition.—Johnson.

Man never fastened one end of a chain 
around the neck of his brother that God 
did. not fasten the, other end round the 
neck of the oppressor.—Lamartine. •

How will you find good? It is not a 
thing of choice: it is a river that flow, 
from the foot of the invisible thrones 
and flows by the path of obedience.— 
George Eliot ..

Paradise is open to all kind-hearts.— 
eranger. " -. ■ • .

A Teunion of the “Spirit Guide Soci
ety” was held last evening at the home 
of Louisville’s best beloved and most 
gifted medium, Miss Louise Monohan. 
Thinking that perhaps a brief account 
of the same might prove not only of in
terest to the readers of The Progress
ive Thinker, but might bring comfort 
to some aching hearts, I have been in
fluenced to send you this Sketch.

At an early hour the friends gathered, 
many bearing lovely, flowery to lay at 
the feet of one whose heaven-sent gift 
has brought such comfort to thousands 
of sorrowing hearts. Clad in soft robes 
of. white, emblematic of the purity of 
her soul, we were welcomed by our be
loved hostess. Even in her normal 
state Miss Monohan is a wonderfully 
gifted musician, and to listen to her is 
ever a rare treat.

Seating herself at the piano, soon 
sweet strains filled the rooms, and grad
ually bur hearts were lifted, borne by 
sweet melodies even to the portals of 
the beautiful homes beyond.

Then came as a welcome from the 
loved ones waiting there the sweet 
words of one of her own songs, “Echoes 
from Summerland.” As these strains 
died away they were followed by the old 
but ever new ones of "01 Don't You Re
member Sweet Alice. Ben Bolt?’’

At its close she became entranced. 
Her control, that grand, noble spirit, 
Charles Foster, gave to our eager 
hearts words of comfort and wisdom.

Fifst a poem in which were pictured 
the beauties of that home, and the wel
come awaiting us from the loved ones 
there; so beautifully was it spoken that 
for the time earth with its cares had 
faded from our sight and we seemed in
deed to be treading with them through 
‘Igree'p pastures" and “boside still wa
ter's."
■He then spoke of what Spiritualism 

had dona for the world. It had come 
upon .the: earth as a cloud, not, indeed, 
of sorrow and gloom, but one of roseate 
huei. .brh|gingtBUMBbine and gladness. 
"All,” he said, "possess' spme.mfiidiuiuis- 

-.tic'.pqwer,-” ahd urgbd'upon •All-therim- 
pbrtance of cultivating that gift; giving 
as an incentive for so doing three rea
sons: -
' - First, that in this way alone we had, 
not only for ourselves but for others, 
positive proof of the life eternal.

.Second, we could thus follow the foot
steps of our loved ones, even beyond the 
portals of the grave, watch even there 
the unfolding of the blossom that had 
been plucked from the parent stem ere 
it had scarcely budded, until we realize 
that our bud has indeed blossomed into 
the perfect flower that the sunshine 
and dews of heaven alone can bring.

Third, it would benefit us all mentally, 
morally and physically. By communing 
thus with lofty spirits, grand thoughts 
are given, strengthening the mind; also 
Incentives for leading pure and holy 
lives; as in this way alone we are en
abled to draw about us higher influences. 
Lastly, physically, for only would we be 
permitted these glorious results by 
keeping the body in health and 
strength.

This was followed by sweet messages 
given to individuals present by loved 
ones, all of whom were recognized and 
welcomed with tears of gladness.

Then Mrs. Sorley, another control of 
our beloved medium, said, in listening 
tothesongof “Ben Bolt," she had on 
the instant improvised a version which 
would fake us beyond the churchyard 
and the tomb. Requesting one present 
to play the accompaniment, she sang, to 
the same music, wohds Which had never 
before passed mortal lips.
Fairer, by far, than you knew her, Ben

Bolt,
Is the maiden you loved long ago.

Her bonny brown hair has grown richer 
with gold, '

And her cheeks have regained their 
bright glow,

Her voice, once entrancing, more plaint
ive has grown;

Her step is as light as of yore;
Ah! think not that death can withhold 

her from thee:
Thine arms will enfold her once more.

Oft she yet strays to the woodland, Ben 
Bolt,

Where as children together you 
played;

She smiles as she dreams of the bright 
. days to come,

When your pleasures, like here, ne’er 
will fade. •

Then oft by her side is the master, Ben 
Bolt, '

The master once aged and gray;
But the kind wheels of time, as they 

. backward have rolled,
Have erased every mark of decay.

Harki they are singing the songs that 
we loved,

The songs that we sang in our youth, 
Before care ’and sorrow had furrowed 

our cheeks, . ’ "
When life seemed all sunshine, and 

truth. ' ' '
Ah! soon we will join them in Heaven.

Ben Bolt, ’ -
And joyously swell their refrain,?

And there, with the friends of our child
- hood and youth, .. .

We will revive olden.memories again.
It was a meeting long to be remem

bered and we trust it will be but the 
harbinger of much pleasure and profit 
yet to come; until this little, band of 
.workers here .will send out the "white 
dove of peace" into the many saddened 
hearts and homes in thia beloved land of 
purs. , ’ M. M. Howard.

Louisville, Ky. .

. The smiles of infants are said to be the 
first fruits of human reason.—H. N. 
Hudson.

Slander is the revenge of a coward 
and dissimulation his defense.—Johnson.

Tho innumerable stars shining in or- 
der,like a living hymn written in light. 
-Will!«. -

A special correspondent writes tq the 
New York Bunday World as follows 
from Paris, France:

From the south of France there comes 
an indication that many people have re
turned to a belief in miracles. Wonder
ful and startling things are being done 
there by a boy who seems possessed of 
supernatural powers. He is a mere 
child in years, and already his fame has 
spread abroad through France, and the 
inhabitants are Hooking to the town in 
which he lives to witness the strange 
doings. The peasantry swarm after him 
and regard him with awe and venera
tion.

The boy through whom,these remark
able manifestations have been made is 
Paulin Delporit. He is but nine years 
old, and lives at Laroque, in the remote 
wilds'of the Cevennes, in one of the 
most out-of-the-way places in the coun
try.

Like their neighbors in the little set
tlement, his parents are of the lowest 
peasant class, who know, hear and care 
nothing for the world outside of their 
own hamlet. They are ignorant, and it 
is hard for even a Frenchman to under
stand their language, because it is only 
a patois. Of reading and writing they 
know little or nothing. Education and 
proper forms of speech are something of 
which they have never even heard.

AN EXALTED BEING.
Yet this boy, grown in such surround

ings, never having been away from the 
hamlet for a single day, and using only 
the patofs of the district in communi
cating With those about him, speaks per
fect French, and, more wonderful still, 
the purest Latin. Not at any and all 
times can he do this. It is only when in 
a peculiar state, in which be seems to 
completely lose his personality and 
identity, that he can do these things. At 
such times he is not the humble, stupid 
peasant boy, but an exalted being.

When in that state he has told also of 
visions of saints that he has had. St. 
Joseph occurs frequently in the visions, 
according to the boy’s narrations.

It is not that, however, which im
presses those about him. For the Latin 
and French the peasants care nothing. 
In.,thè visions of. the saints they are in- 
.tpi'ested:'. Bùt-frhât commands their at- 
tentiom/entirely and causes the boy’s 
fame to spread through Ifie country is 
hikability jo guess seorets.and.to. toil.of 
things unknown to-others and entirely 
unfamiliar to himself when in his nor
mal condition. . ’ '

WONDERFUL MANIFESTATIONS.
As an example of his peculiar powers 

is his settling as a fact what has been a 
tradition of the town for centuries. In 
the town is the old church of St. Amans, 
and surmounting the structure a tower 
in which bells had once summoned the 
worshipers to service.

The nell-towor has been silent for a 
century or more because the bells had 
been taken out. The townsfolk had long 
been divided on the question as to 
whether the bells had ever swung in the 
tower. Some clung to the old tradition 
and maintained that they had, but the 
majority thought otherwise.

On one occasion, when in an exalted 
state, young Delpont announced that 
tradition was right, and that not only 
had bells been rung in the old tower, 
but the very bells that had swung there 
had been buried in the ground near the 
church. He indicated the spot where 
they had been buried, and almost imme
diately men were digging at the spot 
with an energy Inspired by a feeling 
akin to religious fervor, anxious to 
prove or disprove the existence of the 
supernatural powers of the child.

Delpont told them that in digging 
they would first encounter two skele
tons, and the bells would be uncovered 
a little further down. True to his pre
diction the diggers unearthed the skel
etons just where Delpont said they 
would be found. They continued the 
work with feverish eagerness, and soon 
the bells, as described by the child, 
were exposed to view. The peasantry 
fell to worshiping him on the instant.

Their belief and the faith of all who 
had seen young Delpont are firm and 
canflbt be shaken. He has done many 
wonderful things besides, such as clear
ing up matters that have been mysteries 
in families for many years.

Weighty Thoughts for Spir
itualists to Ponder.

Tlie Line of Practical, Active 
Work for Spiritualism.

A FANCY.

I wonder where the voices are of those 
. we’ve lost and loved—

Forever hushed and passed away, nor 
leaving sound nor trace.

I wonder where the glances are of those 
who ’mongst us moved—

Forever dimmed as dreams we've 
. dreamed or dew sunbeams efface?

know not, yet I fain would think the 
I tones that we have known

Still in the world and make earth’s 
chansons still more sweet,

And somewhere glances from the eyes 
• of tender ones now flown .
Are mingling with the beauties here 

• ■ Our earthly gazes meet.
—Memphis Commercial Appeal.

To the Editor:—In your issue of 
July 18th, I notice some friends in Indi« 
ana are making a move to establish a 
paper in the interest of lyceum work. I 
sincerely hope the friends of the lyceum 
movement everywhere will interest 
themselves sufficiently so as to get thii 
much-needed assistant in the education 
of our children in operation as soon as 
possible. :

As a class of ■ people, Spiritualists are 
very lax in the matter of interesting 
children and young people in the cause. 
I personally know of several towns 
where there are plenty of children to 
start a good lyceum, nut from various 
causes no attempt has been made hith
erto to even start one. In a number of 
other places, to my knowledge, attempts 
have been made bv some of the Spirit
ualists and liberals to start a lyceum, 
but their effortshave been to a large ex
tent frustrated by the apathy and in
difference and, in some cases, the down
right opposition of some of those who 
should have been the first to lend a help
ing hand.

The education of the young in the 
truths of our philosophy is the most im
portant part of our work and should re
ceive more attention than any-other 
part, •'because, while we can train a 
young mind in spiritual ideas, we cannot 
so easily change a mind firmly fixed in 
orthodoxy. One of the best ways to 
keep them interested in spiritual work 
is to furnish them literature suited to 
their capacity. A regular paper, prop
erly edited, and filled with matter suited 
to young minds, coming to each home 
every week, especially addressed to 
some child of the family, would greatly 
assist in getting their attention even 11 
no lyceum existed in their vicinity; still 
more greatly would it assist where 
schools of that kind are in operation. "•

And now to the question: Why are 
there so few lyceums, compared witn the 
number of avowed Spiritualists in th, 
land? Is it because Spiritualists haven't 
got confidence enough In their religion? 
cr L it because our religion is a little 
unpopular? If it b for. the first reason, 
'a good lyceum is the best means bf edu
cating the new converts to Spiritualism 
In the fundamental principles of our 
philosophy and setting them on a solid 
rock to start with. If it is for the sec
ond reason, a well-conducted lyceum will 
make it “popular" and “respectable,” 
and if you give the outside public a cor
dial invitation to attend, it will be the 
means of removing a great deal of prej
udice from their minds.

The orthodox world look at us to see 
what we have in our religion better 
than theirs, but in many places, we are 
sorry to say, they never see or hear any
thing of Spiritualism except a rumor 
once in a while of a few people holding 
a private “table-tipping” circle in a 
darkened room. /

They think that is the Alpha and 
Omega of Spiritualism; they don't know 
that we have any philosophy to explain 
our phenomena. They never get a 
chance to hear a lecture, in hundreds of 
places in our land where there are 
Spiritualists, because the Spiritualists 
haven't got pilblic spirit enough to ar
range for them to do so: and as for at
tending a Spiritual lyceum—why, they 
never heard of such a thing. And yet 
we wonder sometimes that people ar*  
slow to become convinced of tne truth of 
Spiritualism.

How many Catholics would there be 
in the world if they had always adopted 
such a policy? We kick about their 
having so much power, and yet we let 
them get more all the time, because 
they know if they can get the child they 
will have the man or woman. There is 
one thing to be said in their favor, they' 
have got some "enthusiasm,” if they are 
expending it in the wrong way’. ■

How ipkny Methodists would there be 
if it wasn’t for their Sunday-schools, 
their Young People’s Meetings and 
Christian Endeavorers? We can’t make 
very fast progress with dyed-in-the-wool 
orthodox men and women; we must ed
ucate the young.

What better way can we spend an 
hour or two, say once a week, and what 
meeting will do more good than for 
Spiritualists and Liberals, old and 
C. to meet together in a pleasant 

n hall, fprm classes for adults and 
classes for children, all going to school 
together, learning from each other?

It is far better than ^.he old orthodox 
way of a Sunday-schpol^et apart for the 
children, and a later meeting for the old 
folks, consisting of a series of long- 
winded prayers, blood-curdling hymns, 
and winding up with a solemn discourse 
warranted to either send everybody to 
sleep, or incite them to commit suicide.

William E. Bonney.
Cherryvale, Kan.

’ A FACT.

: (ANSWER TO ABOVE.)
The voices are not lost, of these we 

- loved on barth; .
Our dear ones are not dead, but have 

‘ gained the higher birth;
They are smiling down upon us from 

the spirit-realms so fair,- .
And with tender love watch oe’r us— 

. they are ’round us everywhere.
Though we all may not see them in our 

■ daily walks and life,
Yet they are-trying to guide us ’mid the 

turmoil and the strife.
And we shall one day meet them in that 

celestial summer-land, .
And feel their fond caresses, and grasp 

them by the hand.
Beloit, Wis. Geo. L. Barrus.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Only two days more of a splendid 

camp-meeting left. Dr. Ravlin, Bishop 
A. Beals, L. A. Ward, Mrs. Georgia 
Cooley, Rev. G. C. Love, Dr. W. "L. 
Freeman and W. H. Galvani furnished ■ 
a variety of discourses, instructive and 
entertaining. The children's lyceum 
and entertainments were made interest
ing under the auspices of Mrs. Cooley.. •

The breaking of camp on Monday 
next will bring to all a feeling of sad- 
nesB, ‘that will ne followed by a longing 
for the day when the camp-meeting of 
1897 will begin. • -

Good work in behalf of new mediums 
has been done, and several have ap- 
peered before the audiences in public 
for the first time in tests and lectures. ' 
Among them are Mrs. C. M. Phillips, 
Mrs. Ella Royal Williams, Mrs. Emily 
Wallace, Mrs. N. L. Smith and others. 
Mrs. Westlake did all in her pojver as a 
singerand organist to make the meeting 
a success. Mrs. Holland sang a solo 
that showed a well-trained voice. '

The association has decided to unite 
with tho N. S. A, by charter. This 
action was urged by Rev. G. C.'Love, 
State Agent of the,N, S. A. Con.
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Hypnotic Clinic Is at Length 
Established in Chicago.

Dr. Herbert A. Parkyu in Charge 
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SEERS OF THE AQES.
Embracing Spiritualism, past and prasent. By J 

M. Peebles, M. p. An onoydopiedls of Interesting and Instructive tacts. Price ,2.00. 8

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.

Paine’s Theological Works.
Ageof Reason, Examination of tbe Propbeclc«, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 432 pages. ' Cloth, ll.Ui)
HOW TO MÈSMERÌZÈT

By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, oncof the most «ucecstfiil 
¡rcsmcrlFts In America. Ancient and modern mira
cles explained by mcHTuert6m. An Invaluable work 
Price, paper, 50 ccnu.
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SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 
_ _ _ _ OF IMMORTALITY

ABSTRACT of dr. dean clarke’s lec
TURE AT SPOKANE, WASHINGTON.

Ever since man began to reason and 
gon de r on. his origin and destiny, there 

ave been- two great theories concern
ing his being, tbe Materialistic and the. 
Spiritualistic. The former affirms that 
life and mind are the result of physical 
organization, and the latter that mind is 
a distinct entity which produces the or
ganization and imparts life to it. Tbe ] 
former asserts that “death ends all,” 
and the latter that death is but birth of 
the spiritual man from his material 
body. Which of these two conflicting 
theories is true?

Does the body produce or organize the 
mind or spirit, or vice versa? Deductive 
Reasoning affirms that every effect is the

and £fi£ God of "’Isaac, and the God of 
Jacob, for ho is not a God of thedead, 
but of the living, for all live unto him.” 

Mark that all these verba are in the 
present tense and declare, as plain and 
emphatically as words can, that all .the 
so-called “dead” are now (or -were then) 
living, and if sp they jwepe then living 
as decarnated spirits, as we all shall.

St. Paul continue this truth in II Cor., 
y, 1, where ho says: “Por we know that 
if our earthly house of this tabernacle 
were dissolved, we have .a building of 
God, a house not made with hands (the 
spirit body), eternal in the heavens.”

We may cite also the appearance of 
Samuel to Saul,.and “the woman of En-
flor.” The appearance of Moses, and 
Elias on the mount, of the Prophet Dan-reasoning uiurmemai every eiieeiis me . j , (nrohabiv\ to Io'hn on flnrJ nf

result of a cause, and it needs no ai’ffu- + u i i • at ios, ana oi

in the primal germ coll from which its 
complex machinery is evolved. All'or-
ganic forms of vegetable and animal be
ing are evolved from a seed which is 
itself a product of pre existing life. The 
experiments of Prof. Tyndall and other 
physical scientists have proved conclu
sively that there is no spontaneous gen
eration, or that matter cannot produce 
life nor conscious mind. The seed that 
does not contain potentially a life prin
ciple never germinates, but rots.

There is no proof that chemical action 
has over produced any form of organiza
tion higherthancrystalllzation. Though 
the physicist may say with Pope:
“See through this air, this ocean, and 

this earth,
AH. matter quick and bursting into 

birth,”
there Is no proof that this quickening 
energy is a property of matter.

,The 'scientific or ind uctlve method of 
reasoning therefore compels us to adopt 
the Spiritual hypothesis of the origin of 
life and mind, and to maintain that 

.there is a Universal Energy pervading 
'the.ujiiverseof matter, which is superior 
to inherent physical'forces, for it con
trols them, and that this primal spirit 
potency is tbe source of individual life 
and mind, which create each organic 
fprm through which they are manifest.

Unquestionably physical man is the 
highest organization in Nature. Spirit
ual Science now affirms that the ancient 
gatriarch, was right who said: “There 

■ a spirit in man,” and it further de
clures that this spirit is the essential or 
real man, which clothes itself with a 
iihysical garment, or dwelling, in which 
t abides long enough to evolve "a spir

itual body” (such as St. Paul affirmed to 
exist), which it creates out of the subli
mated essences of Its grosser envelope, 
and when thus individualized, at any 
time it may “shuffle off the mortal coif' 
and enter a higher condition of life that 
Is perpetual.
. Having shown that the materialistic 
theory does not rationally account for 
the origin of life and mind, the speaker 
proceeded to sustain the spiritual hy
pothesis, by showing that mind as “a 
mode of motion,” or as a primal energy, 
Is distinct from physical forces.

It is a doctrine of physics that all 
forces inherent in matter are correlated 
find may be transmuted tbe one into the 
pther, but there are no facts to prove 
that any of them can be transmuted into 

‘ either life or mind, nor that the latter

were seen in human form, though with 
bodies ethereal and shining with the 
“glory” of heavenly transfiguration!

Last, and not least,.said the speaker, 
modern art. and science, through the 
photographic camera, has absolutely 
demonstrated the continued existence 
of decarnated human beings, in a subli
mated body closely resembling their 

i abandoned mortal form. This fact is 
testified to by as eminent scientists as 
Alfred II. Wallii.ce, F. R. 8., the great 
naturalist and co-worker with Darwin; 
Wm. Crookes, F. R. S., editor of the 
London Quarterly Journal of Science: 
by J. Traill Taylor, editor of the British 
Journal of Photography; by Mr. Gur
ney, of Fifth avenue, New York, the 
oldest photographer in the United 
States; by H. S. Newton, of New York 
City, an inventor of and dealer in pho
tographic apparatus, etc.; and the genu
ineness of such*  photographs was tri
umphantly proved by six expert photog
raphers who were summoned in 1865, or 
thereabouts, to the trial of Mr. Mumler, 

. ttye first known spirit photographer, who 
was arrested for the alleged crime of 

1 ‘ ¡obtaining money under false pretenses," 
by professing to take spirit photos.

The speaker said he personally tested 
this man's claims, in Boston, in 1871, and 
he exhibited several specimens then ob
tained, which he could vouch for, one of 
which was obtained by Mrs. Lincoln of 
her spirit husband, Abraham, the great 
emancipator of America, and another of 
his own angel mother, whose likeness 
was unmistakable, and another of tbe 
mother of a graduate of Harvard, who 
accompanied him, and assisted in put
ting the artist under crucial test condi
tions.

Such facts as these, verified by thou
sands of the most eminent men and wo
men of the age, and demonstrated by 
crucial experiments of scores of the 
greatest savants of science in Europe and 
America, settle the great question “If a 
man die shall he live again?” and Ham
let's query: “To be, or not to be?” is no 
no longer the unsolved problem of “up 
to date” scientists and philosophers, who 
have dared the scoffs of fools and inves
tigated phenomenal facts by the million 
now occurring, which demonstrate be
yond controversy man’s continued life 
post mortem!

AT NO. 255 BOWEN AVENUE, ON THE 

SOUTH SIDE, THE CHICAGO SCHOOL OF 
PSYCHOLOGY CONDUCTS A FREE DIS
PENSARY AT WHICH MENTAL THER
APEUTICS PRCfVE MORE POWERFUL 
THAN MEDICINE.

To the Editor:—Hypnotism (better 
known as mesmerism) is to become an 
active agent for good in Chicago. It is 
to-day, and always has been, the fore
runner of Spiritualism. The hypnotic 
subject is often taken out of the hands 
of an operator by a spirit, and controlled 
to do as he or she (the spirit) pleases. 
The establishing of this hypnotic clinic 
is merely the placing of another corner
stone for Spiritualism. In regard to 
this clinic, the Tribune sets forth that 
after many discouragements and post
ponements Chicago’s hypnotic clinio is 
at length in full operation. It is not 
run under the auspices of the Illinois 
Medical College, which was originally 
going to start it,nor are the head men of 
that institution connected with it. In-

£f plain red brick hauaes on the north, 
side of Bowen avenue was -chosen, and 
comfortable qnartefejf.'fixed up. Dr. 
Parkyn and Mr. Flovffijboth have their 
rooms above the clinical apartments, 
and are thus on hand at all times.

The Chicago Schfgl- of Psychology 
does not aim to treat' sickness exclusive
ly by suggestion, altifcugh that is the 
principal means employed. On the 
other hand, it is tq^show the valueof 
mental treatment, audiow it may be ap
plied to the work of The regular physi
cian. The students at the school are al
most entirely of tljia. latter class. A 
regular dispensary Js ^rried on in cou- 
nection with the.jatlj^r features, and 
where patients are in pqedof drugs they 
are always supplied at once.

When a sick person is admitted to the 
oliuic his case ie taken charge of in a 
businesslike manner. A record of past 
troubles and a complete history of the 
treatment employed is taken down by 
the secretary, and kept as part of the 
books of tbe institution. Then aS the 
succeeding treatment is undergone this 
is also noted down, so that a complete 
record of every particle of work done is 
carefully preserved. Following is a 
summary of the work done and some of 
the principal cases handled since the 
opening of the 'clinio/. taken by Mr. 
Flower from the journal:

WHAT THE JOURNAL SHOWS.
The school opened on . June 15 and by 

the end of the month twenty-eight cases 
had been treated. Among these were 
several which, attracted by the novelty

and then removefl by suggestion,, as you 
strip a twig of its leaves. He was treated 
nine times, aud at the eighth treatment 
ha-'' pronounced himself a perfectly 
healthy baan. At the third treatment 
BUdh profound sleep was induoedithat a 
pin was run through, his arm unnoticed.

So far there have been no cases for 
treatment in which it was necessary to 
use hypnosis as an auiestlietic in a sur
gical operation.

If mental treatment alone were relied 
on at this institution, an old lady of 62 
years, who had been troubled- for eight 
years with a difficulty in hearing, would 
probably be in the same-eondition to-day 
as she was on June 20, when she came 
for treatment. An examination of the 
affected organ revealed nothing more se
rious than an accumulation ol wax, and 
the only suggestion used in her case was 
to the effect, when the wax was re
moved., that she could now hear perfect
ly. On her return in a few days she re
ported having heard her minister 
preach, from'ber accustomed seat in the 
church, a thing she had been unable to 
do for years. ■ ■ .

The iioups of the clinio are from 9 un- 
tll.ll o’clocic in the morning, and 7 to 8 
in the evening, though tho latter time 
has been discontinued temporarily dur
ing the hot - weather. At present this 
space for treatment is entirely filled 
with patients’ cases, and: h i8 expected 
shortly an additional hour will have to 
be added. ■ ’ '
RECORD OF THE MEDICAL SUPERIN' 

TENDENT.
. Dr. Parkyn, who has charge of the

a^síS!
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<>f a, fprqiBF pBtiwjt of Dr. Parkyn • from 
Minne^pplia.. Re iaa young man .who 
wascureiJof ri^mulBrlng by hypnotism 
alone and has recently come to Chicago 
for a fpw auxiliary treatments, although 
appar6nyy talking better than' the av- 
.eraga mon. He ie sometimes exhibited 
to the other patients to inspire faith, 
and the remarkable things he does sel
dom foil to prove convincing. His uame 
isJaclcson.

The young man’s difficulty in talking 
was a spasmodic, catching of the breath, 
which entirely stopped bls speech for 
the time being. To remove it the doc
tor taught him to put himself to sleep 
whenever these contractions occur. This 
the patient perfected, until now he can 
go to Bleep and wake up again in the 
space of a couple of seconds. That this 
sleep, wonderful as it may seem, is un
doubtedly genuine ie proved by the fact 
that a needle may be run through the 
sleeping wrist while he is in this state 
without hie feeling the slightest pain. 
All the young man needs to do to throw 
himself into this state of anesthesia is 
to take a long breath and turn his eyes 
up and the trick is accomplished. He 
wakes up at the word of command dr ac
cording to his own suggestion made to 
himself before going Into the state. All 
the cases exhibited had interesting and 
diverse features, and all claimed benefit 
from the treatment.

What will be the future of the Chicago 
School of Psychology is difficult to guess, 
although the success of the institution 
appears to be already assured. Whether, 
like Bernheim’s clinic in Paris, it will 
develop into one of the foremost educa
tors of tlie medical profession in the 
world, or whether it will remain compar
atively unknown outside of the city, is a 
problem for the future to solve. Ono 
thing is convincing to those who visit 
the institution, however, that the oHnic 
is doing a meet philanthropical work Ln 
relieving pain and curing sickness in its 
neighborhood, and should be kept up if 
only on that account ,

The above statements constitute a 
headlight for advanced thinkers. It is 
a step towards Spiritualism, and the 
good that will be accomplished is incal
culable. X Ray.
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can be changed into the former. True, 
the nerve forco in animal and man, by 
which mind or spirit is connected with 
the physical body, and by whose vibra
tions mind controls body, Is undoubtedly 
transmuted force obtained from air, 
food and water. But mental force is 
vastly superior to nerve aura, and there 
is no miraculous alchemy that can 
change pork and cabbage Into an epio, 
an oration or a vision of heaven!

Our individuality must inhere in a 
: spiritual constitution, for we know it per
sists from infancy to old age, while our 
bodies are a ceaseless flux of molecules 
taken in and cast out daily.

If our personal identity pertained to 
the outward form we would be entirely 
another person as often as once a year. 
If the physical brain were the seat of 
sensation; if all we see, heor, feel, taste 
and smell were sensations photographed 
upon the physical brain, memory of 
thorn would not last a month, for, with 
an . active thinker at least, brain sub
stance would be wholly changed in that 
time, and all it contained would go with 
it. True, the brain is tbe organ or in
strument of the mind and there Is a 
most intimate relation between them, so 
that they are mutually affected whHe 
united, but the power of mind tran
scends in every way the physical proper- 
.ties of brain', and we are now positively 
assured of some functions of mind that 
do not depend upon the physical organs 
through which they are usually mani
fest, and the exercise of one such over
throws the materialistic theory that 
feeling and thought are mere functions 
of the brain.' Thera are to-day thou
sands of highly intelligent persons who 
can see without eyes and hear without 
ears.

Swedenborg was a remarkable in
stance of this, and A. J. Davis, now a 
noted physician in Boston, is another, 
and Miss MoHie Fancher, of Brooklyn, 
N. Y., is a most remarkable clairvoyant 
and clairaudient.

The speaker said he knew and had 
personally tested a hundred more, so he 
could say with the great German meta
physician, Schopenhauer, that whoever 
scoffs at the fact of these metaphysical 
powers “is not worthy to be called a 
skeptic; he is simply ignorant!”

The exercise of these supernormal 
faculties of mind, which are frequently 
developed by hypnotism and the use of 
anesthetics and volatile stimulants, and 
seem to be. wholly normal to some per
sons, clearly indicate the existence of a 
spiritual body within the material, pos
sessing a counterpart of all its organs. 
For it is an accepted principle of physi
ology that a-function requires an organ; 
hence the clairvoyant and clairaudient 
must possess organs more subtle than 
the physical ear and eye, and by parity 
of . reasoning, an entire ethereal counter
part of the material organism.

This is further proved by the testi
mony of many persons resuscitated from 
catalepsy and coma, from drowning and 
various other causes. Scores, if not 
hundreds, of such have told of being 
fully conscious of being out of their bod
ies, which they could look down upon 
while floating above them in a more 
ethereal form, which appeared to be 
tethered by a magnetic cord to the 
physical body they bad vacated.

This “spiritual double” is further 
proved by not infrequent “phantasms of 
the living,” or “apparitions of the astral 
form,” called “doppel-gangers" by the 
Germans, which have been seen by thou
sands oi intelligent persons now living, 
and that are testified to by many emi
nent writers of antiquity.

Also the testimony of many eminent 
seers who, at deathbeds, have witnessed 
and described the resurrection Of thè 
Spiritual body from its old Encasement. 
Added to this vast array of-;testAmony of 
those now in the material'form, we have 
the confirmatory testimony of the proph
ets and seers of the Bible record. '

■According to Luke, xx, 37, 38, Jesus 
said; “Now thdt .the dead are raised,
evén Mbses;shewed at the bush, when 

Ixird f,he.God o.f-Abraham,

A WONDERFUL BOY ARTIST.

He Lives in Beloit, Wisconsin.

If your space will allow, I wish to give 
The Progressive Thinker readers a 
short account of Beloit’s remarkable 
boy artist.

His name is Frank Yonts, and he is 
not yet 15 years old, and is a scholar in 
our public schools.

For the past year’or two he has dis
played an extraordinary talent for draw
ing, and his sketches are much admired 
and have received ver/ favorable criti
cism from competent judges.

He is doing considerable copying for 
Beloit people, and specimens of his work 
are to be seen in many of our merchants' 
windows. He has received no instruc
tion, but says there are times when he 
cannot resist the Impulse to sit down 
and sketch, and does his best work at 
those times, with no apparent effort, but 
feels in an exalted and happy condition 
of mind.

He also says that since he began to 
draw he has a great aversion to meat, 
and cannot eat it, as he imagines he sees 
it trembling and quivering as though 
alive. Beloit people take great interest 
in this schoolboy artist, and predict 
great things for him. One of our daily 
papers gave him some encouraging 
words recently, and said in conclusion:

“Keep your eye on this young man, as 
his is no ordinary talent, and he is 
bound to make his mark.”

He goes out sketching in the fields 
and is improving his time in this way 
during vacation, and had rather sit 

i down with pencil and paper than eat 
his dinner or play with the boys.

I have printed a small story-book for 
children, and Frank has illustrated it in 
a very artistic and striking manner.

Of course Spiritualists know that he 
has assistance from the Spirit-world, 
combined with his natural talent.

I will keep your readers posted as to 
the boy's progress. Yours for the
cause.

Beloit, Wis., July 18, 1896.
Geo. L. Barrus.

Central New York Camp.
The camp opened on the 18th of July, 

and proved from the first day that it was 
a success. Sunday, the 19th, we had a 
good attendance, both forenoon and af
ternoon. Mrs. Armstrong, M. D., of 
Buffalo, was the speaker for the after
noon service, and Frank T. Ripley gave 
good tests of spirit presence. We nave 
a good band of workers with us now, in
cluding Mrs. S- A. Walters; of Auburn, 
N, Y.; Mrs. H. Elliott, of central N.Y.; 
Mrs. 8. A. Armstrong, of Buffalo, N. Y.; 
Frank T. Ripley, of Chicago; J. W. Den
nis, of Buffalo, as well as some local tal
ent. We are much encouraged with our 
first day’s opening, and we think that 
our New York Central Camp is already 
a decided success.

Bro. H. L. Sessions, of Portland, 
N. Y., has been'elected president pro 
tem. until the regular election for per
manent officers is held, which will take 
place on July 22.

We have good vocal and instrumental 
music and are having a grand, good 
time at our new camp.

We hope that the Spiritualists of cen
tral New York will continue to aid us 
until this camp is one of the best of 
camps in the United States.

Board is cheap and there is plenty of 
room for everyone that chooses to come 
to us. Postmaster James Carr, of Free
ville, has aided us greatly, and Mr. A, 
C. Stone, of Freeville, has offered us the 
town hall to use in bad weather. The 
campground is well located and a good 
auditorium will hold all that is needed 
for some time to come. Artesian wells 
furnish flowing water, and we could not 
be better situated if we wished to.

■ - J. W. Dennis.

A sentence, well couched, takes both 
the sense and the understanding.—Pelt 
ham. -

Romance has been elegantly defined 
as the offspring of fiction and Jove.—Dis- 
r*eli-  .
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atekd it has been begun in spite of the 
opposition of its formerly projected 
home, and is now an educational insti
tution in itself, called the Chicago 
School of Psychology.

At No 265 Bowen avenue, just off Cot
tage Grove avenue, on the South Bide, 
the only hypnotic clinic in the United 
States is held. The neighborhood is 
highly respectable and evidently 
abounds in clinical material, since the 
new departure is already well patron
ized by people anxious to become cured 
through the unusual methods employed. 
No charge is made for treatment, and 
with the free dispensary run in connec
tion with it, the public is already recog
nizing the institution as a great chari
table work and a benefit to its locality.

Tbe Chicago School of Psychology is 
another of tne recent products of this 
city’s enterprise. Knowing well the 
great success of the hypnotic clinics 
abroad and fully realizing the necessity 
for some means of training tbe doctors 
and medical students of tne present day 
in the relations of the mind to the body, 
the projectors undertook the present 
venture. The School of Psychology is 
designed to furnish instruction in hyp
notism, suggestion, and the various 
things included under the head of psy
cho-therapy, while the Clinic is run as 
an auxiliary to furnish instruction to 
the student in the same way as in other 
medical institutions.

cHOW THE CLINIC CAME TO BE.
The history of the founding of the 

school is another chapter in the light 
which hypnotism is making for recogni
tion in medical practice. About two 
years ago the first public use of this 
healing power was made in the Uni
versity of Minnesota at Minneapolis. 
Dr. W. X. Sudduth, then dean of the 
dental department > there, introduced 
hypnosis as an aid to the work of the in
stitution, using it first to prevent pain. 
As an ansestnetio its success was so 
marked that it was tried on other kinds 
of cases, and suggestion was extensively 
employed. The astonishing results ob
tained soon made the dental clinic more 
popular than the regular medical clinic 
and resulted in stirring up considerable 
professional jealousy, so that the depart
ure finally had to be abandoned.

Dr. Herbert A. Parkyn, tbe operator 
at the University of Minnesota, came to 
Chicago and began practice. He was 
made a member of the faculty of the 
Illinois Medical College, being appoint
ed lecturer and demonstrator in psycho
therapy. The clinic was to have been 
started the middle of last February at 
No. 61 Austin avenue, on the Northwest 
Side. But the extensive attention It at
tracted even before its beginning proved 
too much for the conservative practi
tioners at the head of the institution, 
and the project was abandoned just as it 
was about to be begun.
,Rut Dr. Parkyn was not to be stopped 

so easily. Believing tbe work is one of 
the coming benefits to humanity that 
must be finally recognized, he deter
mined to go ahead and start a school of 
his own. For some time he considered 
negotiations looking to the establish- 
meht of a clinic in one of the large hos
pitals of the city, but at length decided 
to go ahead on his own hook. The re
sult -was the formation, early In June, of 
the present School of Psychology. Dr. 
Parkyn is the Medical Superintendent 
and Sidney B. Flower is the secretary 
and business manager.

HIGH CLASS CLINICAL MATERIAL.
In locating the clinic the South Side 

was chosen as furnishing an abundance 
of material of the high-class needed in 
beginning a new departure of this na
ture. The wisdom of the selection is 
well shown now by the large number of 
patients already received daily. A row

CONSUMPTION
To the Editoh—Please inform your read

ers that I have a positive remedy for the 
above named disease. By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases have been per
manently cured. I ahkll be glad to send 
two bottles of my remedy free to any of your 
readers who have consumption if ttyey will 
eendme their express and post office address. 
IXSlocum, M.C., 183Pearl St,,NewYork»

new clinic, is a young Canadian. Heis 
a graduate of Queen’s University, Kings
ton, and has taken post-graduate work 
at both McGill College, Montreal, and 
the Toronto University. He did the 
Greater part of the hypnotic work at the 

nlverslty of Minnesota dental clinic, 
when the experiment of using hypno
tism to relieve the pain of dental work 
was tried there. Since then he has 
been practicing medicine in Chicago, 
and still keeps his down-town office. He 
is entirely different in appearance from 
the popular idea of a hypnotist, being 
six feet tall, a blonde, and all-around 
athlete.

One of the features of tho new Institu
tion which is likely to make the doings 
of the clinic a matter of national infor
mation Is the monthly paper which the 
school will issue shortly. Mr. Flower, 
who is the author of several hypnotic 
books, will personally take charge of the 
magazine, and will have the first num
ber ready for publication In less than a 
month. It will contain a complete rec
ord of the cases handled upto date and 
the results accomplished. Besides this, 
it is intended to publish a number of ar
ticles on hypnotism and allied subjects 
by some of the most widely-known of 
the Chicago physicians. This paper will 
be known as the "Hypnotic Magazine."

PATIENTS PUT TO SLEEP,
An artist and a reporter for the Tri

bune visited the new clinic during the 
hours for treatment. Ten or a dozen 
cases were handled by the medical di
rector during their stay and some re-
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of the method reported to be in use at 
the school, come chiefly out of curiosity 
to see what might be seen, and, after lis
tening to an explanatory talk or receiv
ing one treatment, did not return. It is 
impossible, therefore, to say what effeot 
that single treatment may have had. It 
is significant that not one unfavorable 
case is to be found in >the list of those 
who came, or are still coming, for con
tinued treatment. Among several, prog
ress was at first slow, while others were 
instantly benefited. In three cases no 
result followed a first treatment. It 
seemed as if in these instances voluntary 
attention was at first out of the patient's 
control. '

The June report is in summary as fol
lows: Twenty-eight cases treated; cured, 
eight; cure of one or more symptoms, 
with progress in relief of others, ten; 
progress, four; unknown, five; no result, 
one. The cures embrace such diseases 
and derangements as loss of appetite, 
bronchitis, nervous spasms, loss of mem
ory, headache, palus of all kinds, insom
nia, neuralgia (Including neuralgia of 
the stomach), neurasthenia, obstinate 
constipation, chronic muscular rheuma
tism, indigestion, hallucinations, and 
stammering. .

From July 1 to July 8 twenty-three 
cases have come for treatment, showing 
a proportional increase of more than 
three times the number of cases for July 
over those of June. Of these seven have 
been dismised cured and the rest are all 
progressing satisfactorily with one ex
ception. ■

INTERESTING AND AMUSING CASE.
The Instant removal of pain is some

times productive of amusing results, as 
in the case of the old lady of 75 years of 
age, the muscles of whose thigh, side 
and back were affected by muscular rheu
matism. After the usual explanatory 
talk she was induced to lie down on the 
couch and remain quite passive for a 
little while. She was told to allow her
self to become drowsy, aqd to make no 
effort to fight against it In a little 
while she was sound aleep: muscular 
suggestions were readily obeyed, and 
suggestions given her as to the disap
pearance of all pain, soreness and stiff
ness, accompanied with gentle manipu
lation of the parts. She was then told 
to sleep quietly, for five minutes, and to 
wake up reeling perfectly well and free 
from all pain whatsoever. In a few min
utes she sat up and rubbed her eyes, 
saying she haa been asleep. She was 
told by the doctor, that her pain was 
gone, and got up from the couch and 
poked herself in the side to assure her
self of the fact. She tried, in fact, to 
bring the pain back, without success. 
Finally she observed: “Well, now, you 
were praying for me, weren’t you?"

“No," the doctoEr>replied, “not that 
I’m aware of." t s'n

“But I heard you,vshe said, “I heard: 
you praying when ri was sleeping. I 
know you were prajiing for me." ' And 
she wèntoff highly elated, at the thought 
that the Deity had ibeen so successfully 
invoked on her behalf. i:i

A case which is ofilnterest on account 
of the fact that suggestion effected, a 
complete cure whilaithd patient was in 
merely a drowsy condition, is that of a 
little girl of 12 years ofi age, a sufferer 
from gastralgla, superorbital neuralgia, 
and affection of ths eyes. For more 
than a year she hadsfoeen wearing spec
tacles. Drowsiness kVas (induced at the 
first treatment, andjpain! removed from 
the stomach and eyes by suggestion apd 
light massage. The suggestion given 
towards the close of her treatment was 
that she should not . again wear her 
glasses. Three days later she returned, 
reporting no headache, gastralgia re
moved, and spectacles dispensed with. 
Suggestions directed .to her case were 
given as before. Seven days later her 
mother reported that the child’s eye
sight was restored to its normal condi
tion, and all her pains removed. Strange, 
but true. This appears to be a case in 
which a simple suggestion, given at the 
right time, prevented a child from turn
ing into a chronic invalid. '

A Mr.----- , aged 3i, reported, among
other symptoms, poor-appetite, pains in 
the lumbar region of the back for many 
years, loss of memory, bronchitis, and 
constant irritation of .the throat. He 
proved to be an excellent subject, and 
one by one his symptoms were relieved.

The entrance to the clinical rooms is 
through the basement of the building, 
where Secretary Flower receives the ar
rivals and writes down a brief statement 
of their cases. He takes merely a pro
gress report from those who have been 
there before, but gets a more, complete 
history from the new arijvals. These 
reports are handed to Dr. Parkyn, sav
ing him a considerable amount of valu
able time. ■

After leaving the secretary the pa
tients are conducted upstairs to the 
waiting-rooms. Then as their turns 
come thay are ushered into the inner 
room where the clinic is held. Compared 
with the usual sights, scones and smells 
of an ordinary medical or surgical clinic 
the place is attractive to the last degree. 
The rooms are plain, neat and cool, and 
everything as sanitary and hygienic as 
Could be desired.

In the inner room are a row of chairs, 
an alcove and a lounge. Two or three 
patients of those next in turn sit oppo
site to the recess, while the person 
treated lies down comfortably on the 
lounge. The doctor then seats himself 
beside the couch and begins the hypno
tizing process. .

Holding his right forefinger in front 
of the subject's eyes, he requests him to 
look at it and to concentrate his mind on 
the object to be desired—sleep. Then 
he moves his hand gradually back and 
forth in front of the patient's face, chant
ing In a soothing monotone:

“Your eyes are beginning to water, 
your eyelids are beginning to feel heavy, 
you are beginning to feel drowsy all 
over, your lids are closing, you are go
ing to sleep—let yourself go now—go to 
sleep, sound, sound asleep.”

HOW '‘SUGGESTION" IS MADE.
By this time the patient is usually in 

the hypnotic state and ready to act on 
the suggestion of the operator. The 
doctor does, not try any experiments on 
his patients, merely assuring himself 
that the subjective state is reached. 
Then he proceeds to remove the ailment 
at once. If the trouble Is a chronic 
headache the method of operation is 
something as follows:

Lightly resting his hand on the pa
tient’s head the physician first com
mands attention and then tells the sub
ject the headache is about to depart. 
There is no reason for that headache, he 
argues, hence it will not exist in future; 
in fact, it is already gone. After elab
orating and repeating this statement 
many times -he commands'the best of' 
health in every respect, dealing with the 
symptoms in detail and finally awaken
ing the sleeper by a softly spoken word 
of command. This method is followed 
with all the cases that do not need actual 
drugs or surgical treatment.

। -One interesting case shown was that
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AN EXCELLENT WORL
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. 8INNETT.
Tbl« excellent work treat« of the following subject«:

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
f^ATNERED FROM THE TREE OR

Life. Containing «omo ot the experience« of « 
«plrlt who h«« been In «plrlt life flt^eren yem. Bl' 
B. E. Litchfield. Tbl> work of 237 pent contain« > 
nit fond of Information. It give« tile experience« ol 
«anfi therefrom an Important lesion 1« learned.a the home« of the fallen, seeking to bleu acute 
of them. Dll tollloony, aa he enter» tbe dark valiey, la 
very Interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple ot Frogresa 
Hu philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. ThU 
work contain« sixteen chapters ot valuabta inform» 
non.' Price »1.00. For sale at thia office.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM?“ 
Or, the Inspired Heroin? of Orleans. Spiritualism 

a» a Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull. Thl»!» at 
onco tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel wweveb more thrilitneiy in
teresting; no histofy more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cqveF, 25 cents. For sale at this office,

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Pr * on 1)ow t0 rcach that altitude
where Bpirlt Ie supreme and all things are subject to 
It. Mh portrait. By Moses HuIl. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show voa how to educate youb spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; th paper cover. 25 
cents For sale at thl» office.
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Gloriously MovingStill On
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TWO IN ONE

BY MOSES HULL,

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.

L

V.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

be

VIL 
vm.

With the Ancient Religions, 
Which It Supersedes.

stand both, as far, as possible.
RELIGION INCLUDES MORALITY..

IT IS A MOST EXCEL 
LENT WORK-

It Is Set Forth as an Object 
tesson,

For the Home, the Lyceuifl 
and Societies.

A COMBINATION OF . 
“The Question Settled” and “Thi? 

Contrast” Into one Volume,

A Manual of Physical, Intellect! 
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE,

Influences That Make 
Success.

A Broad and Philosophical View 
by ’

PROF. J. R. BUCHANAN.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.
.... • - .. RIO ~ . 7" • ' • -■ ■"

’ WHITE MAGIC
Taught ta "Three Serene," ebook ot til page». 'It tl 
«*111 evenlülerer.ltigtnûloggeeuvework. Trice
IL» FKMdiattui»gfflce. -■

that ispure and noble in earth exist- 
~ A Progressive Thinker.

THE TALMUD.
Selections from the content« ot that ancient boot 

po?lrr- »nd. logend». Also brief sketches of the men who made and com- 
XlcTlu By H' W,to8- ..K>

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew''Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

work. Price 73 cents. Postage 5 cents. •

DEATH ANDTHE AFTERLIFE.
By Andrew Jaskson Davis. Something you should 

read. Price 75 cents.

ENCYÒLOPEDIA
. .. OF . . .

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and New

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualismi

Together with è brief history of the origin of muy of 
theimportane books of the Bible.

The Religion of Spiritualism I

The price of thl» admirable work 1» |U5. A.11 bOOfcl ■ 
•dveruaed lu Tux Progkkrbivx tsxx&b are . : 

__ For sale at this office. ___  .

THE UNKNOWN LIFE-
-OF- ;

Jesus Christ
—BY— ' . ■■■■■

NICOLAS N0T0VITCÏÏ. ’

3 H -

The word Religion has always been 
understood to mean 'man’s relations to a 
higher world, and the ethical principles 
which are associated with that relation. 
' If there were no higher world .there 

• would be no religion; if the so-called re
ligion had no ethical principles it'would 
be a worthless superstition,-and if it 

. .permitted no intercourse with that 
higher, world it would be false and 

' 'fraudulent. Hence Spiritualism, with 
its lovely ethical principled,, is the true 
religion. ’

WHAT IS MORAL|+y.
Morality is generally understood to 

mean principles of rectitude which are 
independent of any relation to a higher 
world. .

If that higher world be a positive and 
influential reality, it follows that moral
ity alone; is not based on a complete 
view of human life, as its basis does not 
include the entire truth, and though it 
may be true as far as it goes, it is not a 
complete philosophy.

Religion cannot justly be ignored, for 
we occupy two worlds and nepd to under-

My own investigation of the mysteries 
©f life began in 1835, and in 1841 I had 
completed the experimental demonstra
tion of the functions of the brain (which 
I have been teaching pyer since) and 
proved that man had a spiritual and im
mortal nature and was able through cer
tain organs, I. had located in his brain, 
to hold communion with his friends of 
the Spirit-world. (And as I just wrote 
the words “immortal nature," the quick 
and unexpected response came in one of 
the loudest raps I ever heard, near my 
feet.) These investigations I have con
tinued quietly in. the fifty-five years 
since (devoted chiefly to the science of 
the brain) and have become familiar 
with.the bright and noble souls of long- 
past centuries, whose honorable lives on 
earth have made their: acquaintance 
most desirable, and from’them’! have 
learned truths of; vast importance to 
mankind, which I am now preparing for 
publication. . • . •

Their physical demonstration in spirit
writing arid painting, spirit impression 
and the familiar daily greeting of the 
friendly rap, especially when I have 
written that which-pleases them, assure 
me that I have a much larger circle of 
true friends in the Spirit-world than 
here, who are eager to make their 
knowledge known to mankind. ,

But how shall' we who live in the 
sphere of positive knowledge treat the 
old systems of faith- and delusion—the 
old religions that from time immemo
rial have enslaved-the world. - ■- 1

Morality does :not necessarily imply 
religion, but true religion does necessa
rily imply and include morality, for it 
shows us the laws that govern both 
worlds and the model in the higher 
world to which we should endeavor to 
conform if we would attain the highest 
happiness here and hereafter. .

If, then, it is necessary for a wise man 
to take into consideration the whole of 
human life, instead of the small frag
ment spent on the earth, and if the 
higher worlds that reach onward and 
upward into eternity, beyond the tele
scopic range of human wisdom, depend 
for their character of weal or woe upon 
the character nurtured into develop
ment here, then the religious ethics in 
which the whole of human duty is ex
pressed should be the paramount study 
of every rational man.

In other words, the true religion 
which is revealed by Spiritual Science 
should be our paramount study In college 
and in church, for true religion is the 
science of happiness and virtue—the 
science of divine wisdom.

I know Die word religion has become 
ropulsjve to many honest thinkers, be
cause they have never seen a true and 
honest religion embodied in any society 
aud have seen so much of false and ig
norant religion.

The seven forms of so-called religion 
which still dominate in all nations (Con
fucian, Brahmin, Buddhist, Christian, 
Mahometan, Jewish and Mormon) are 
but the foggy exhalations from ancient 
ignorance, credulity and fanaticism; sus
taining uo closer relation to true relig
ion than the chemistry of Greece, which 
recognized but- four elements, sustains 
to the chemistry of the nineteenth cen
tury.

No one of these religions ever had a 
just conception of religious science—the 
Science of the Spirit-world. The na
tions that represent the most advanced 
civilization of this century are largely 
Indoubt as to the existence of Spirit
life, or profoundly deluded with insane 
notions of an infinite hell and a vast sep
aration of the two worlds of life by an 
Impassable abyss. This is absurdly 
called Christianity, though it was never 
taught by Christ.

THE OLD AND THE NEW.
So far as the old established religions 

are concerned, there is nothing to sat
isfy a rational mind, and the agnostics 
deserve honor for rejectiug them. 
Hence the religion which the nine
teenth century has prepared for the 
twentieth is essentially a new relig
ion—a revelation, which wo may not ex
travagantly call a divine revelation, for 
it comes from the divinest sphere that 
has ever boon sought by the human 
mind—the spiritual sphere that contin
ually sends its blessed influence into the 
heart of all humanity.

Embodying in itself love, wisdom, 
health aud peace, it gives us a perennial 
influx of these blessings in proportion 
as we commune with it^-blessings that 
come from the newly-found Paradise of 
eternal serenity and joy, of which our 
ancestors were ignorant,' and of which 
the devotees of all national churches 
are to-day as ignorant as the ancients 
were of America.

The American Spiritualist may say to 
the world: “Behold I bring you a new 
religion,” and the novelty of his religion 
will be attended by the howl of antago
nism coming up from all national 
churches—alike from those who assem
ble at Rome to worship fictitious relics 
and kneel to the representative of an 
effete despotism, still claiming the mas
tery of the world—or from those who 
congregate in the crowds at the filthy 
waters of Mecca, and originate epidem
ics in their ignorance—or from those 
who worship Buddha and seek to get 
away from the realities aud duties of 
life, as visionary hermits, or as ignorant 
wandering beggars, seeking a mysteri
ous Nirvana—all, all alike ignorant of 
that Heaven of which thej’ have only 
the fanciful legends of superstition, or 
the vague doubts of Confucian ■agnosti
cism, without one truthful report based 
upon the -honest scientific search for 
knowledge. ■

FAITH AND DOGMATISM,
Prior to the present century there has 

been no scientific national religion, born 
of knowledge and truthfulness. Except
ing the Confucian system of ethics, 
which ctcn hardly be called a religion, 
all national systems have been based on 
blind faith and enforced by. dogmatism. 
They all claim infallibility, and look 
with jealousy upon every attempt to en
large our religious knowledge by inves
tigation.

■ Evolution or progress is the perennial 
strife and war between the spirit of free 
investigation, continually seeking new 
truth, and the spirit of blind ignorance 
ihat clings to inherited ideas and super
stitions, as the infant clings to its 
mother. . i................

An enlightened spirit once gave me 
lbe word “sterearoulai” (manufactured 
from-the Greek), as an expression oi the 
stubborn resistance of ignorance, .tor 
which we have no better English word 
than “stolidity.” -

WERE NOT FOOLS. ' ; ;
I Our forefathers were not fools, and 
we cannot.say that all their religion was 
essentially false, though it was be- 
clouded'by Ignoi'atjpe. .. ' . .

Ab they were igiforant of thé. modern 
systems Of geologÿ, paleontology;, bot
any, chemistry, meteorology, astronomy, 
geography, archeology ethnology, an
thropology, electricity, therapeutics, 
psychic science and historic criticism, 
they were utterly incapable of develop
ing a true religion.

Not knowing the laws of nature, they 
could not distinguish between the pos
sible and the impossible. They didn’t 
know just what effects might be pro
duced by material causes, or what con
ditions were necessary to originate ani
mal life, or if it could originate sponta
neously from mind—or what were the 
powers of the disembodied soul, and

Stolidity ia the common character of 
all ancient national religions, and 
American Spiritualism is the first relig
ious declaration of mental independence 
against the imperious rule of ignorant 
Holidityi which has hold all nations in 
mental slavery.

The Declaration of our Fathers in 
g just 120 years ago, mad$ the iiltro- 

on of spiritual and r®l 
ssibility. and OVery 
tual- light and tr*a  
fed kmofig the saviors

what possible Interaction might occur 
between spiritual powers and physical 
events. . .

They had not explored.the spirit world 
to ascertain whether any of their Gods, 
from Jehovah and Vishnu to Jupiter, 
Apollo and Mars, could be found there, 
or were only fictions and frauds.

Knowing nothing of the history of our 
globe, nor much of its geography, their 
conceptions of creation were just as 
worthless as their opinions concerning 
the American continent before it was 
discovered; and yet we are told from the 
pulpit to accept their ignorance instead 
of modern science—although in their 
childish ignorance they had not even 
learned that the laws of nature or laws 
of God are absolutely fixed and invari
able, and that whatever has occurred 
in the past may occur again in the same 
conditions.

Hence it was not difficult for our an
cestors to believe that a pah' of mate
rialized angels rained fire and brimstone 
on Sodom and buried it in the Dead Sea, 
and that Mrs. Lot, on looking back, was 
turned into a salt statue (with her 
clothes on). And for seventeen centu
ries the leaders of the church unani
mously attested and the pious firmly be
lieved that she was etili standing there, 
looking toward her lost city in the Dead 
Sea. And alas, the most ignorant of the 
clergy are not yet ashamed to repeat 
that silly old legend as the word of God, 
and the pious brethren still believe it, 
though some of the educated clergy are 
ashamed oi it.

CHRISTIANITY.
The Christianity of the church, which 

the best Of the clergy prefer to call 
churohlanity, .was established at Rome 
in the second century, long after all the 
apostles and disciples of Jesus ’Were 
dead, and professes now to base its au
thority upon the interpolated passages 
in that ingenious compilation called the 
New Testament, which made its first ap
pearance at Rome about one hundred 
and twelve years after the murder of 
St. James, the elder half-brother of 
Jesus, at Jerusalem, when every one of 
the primitive persecuted 'Christians bad 
long been dead—an anonymous book 
with no historical authenticity, and not 
a'single witness to attest its origin—not 
even when St. Augustine was chal
lenged by Bishop Taurtus to produce 
any evidence—a challenge that could 
not be and never has been met.

A church established on such a basis, 
to profit by the traditions of the noble 
work of the apostles, Is the most fraud
ulent of all churches in its origin, being 
a conglomeration of Jewish and heathen 
mysticisms and scraps of apostolic liter 
ature doctored and corrupted.

Of course, it can claim no higher rank, 
for it is the most unsound and dishonor
able in its origin of all the seven ration
al religions, and owed all its respect
ability to the fragments of apostolic lit
erature which it has embezzled and by 
which it charms its dupes—aided by 
such deceptive works as Norton’s Genu
ineness of the Gospels, and similar pious 
frauds. . '

In these seven grpat rational relig
ions, of.whicb the agnostic Confucian 
and the dogmatic Mahometan are the 
most reputable, we see the great blind 
gia.nt of Humanity groping and stum
bling along in the dim twilight of the 
early ages, deluded by the fogs and 
phantasms of superstition. .

The churches were struggles of the 
human mind in darkness. Impelled by 
reverence and faith, and I respeet them 
all, honoring their sincere followers for 
all the good they have done; and surely 
they have done a great deal, prompted 
by . the best emotions ' of the neart 
(though misled by priests), and« the Ma
hometan 1b the only one that has been 
able to conquer that terrible curse, in
temperance.

It upheld intellectual civilization by 
its universities and libraries when liter
ature .was crushed by the so-called 
Christian church, in the Dark Ages.

But acting without knowledge and 
misled by their Churches, mankind 
have wandered through centuries of ca
lamity, following the phantoms of imag
ination, never looking up to tne higher 
world that might have guided them 
safely, fighting in .blind fanaticism, 
slaughtering each other, and leaving a 
historic record of bloodshed, devasta
tion and misery—all achieved in the 
names of imaginary gods, for not one of 
the seven great rtllsions had. attained 
the modern conception of the divine— 
the mighty mystery, in approaohing 
which we learn the vast amount df our 
own IgnOrahce. • But in those days ihe 
pries« of all religions inanufactured gods 
just like themselves.

A BASE IMITATION.
OI all the great historic qhurcbes of 

thè wbTld, that which calls Itself Chris- 
tiah and vainly Aspires Co conquer the 
world, has the mo,t warlike, the most 
terrible, the bloodiest afid most tyran
nical mora, as every hanest hiitorum

know«, and w Prof. Draper and Presl’ 
dent Andrew White have shown in 
lhejr splendid works, which every pro- 
irewive thinker should read. .This is 

ue to its peculiar origin. The oiher 
national churches were not corrupt or 
fraudulent in their origin, but the 
Christian church, which compiled the 
New Testament, was a base imitation 
and caricature of the religion of Jesus 
and the Apostlee, embellished by ex
tensive but garbled quotations from the 
Apostolic writings. ■

I speak of the Roman church as the 
historic representative of what has 
been called Christianity. “For fifteen 
hundred years,” says Father Yorke, of 
San Francisco,1 ‘the church was one, and 
it really was for nearly fourteen hun
dred years, when the noble reformer, 
Wyckliffe of England, appeared.”

Its day has gone by, but its old poten
tate Leo, on the bank of the Tiber, still 
claims supreme authority in his last en
cyclical, and sends out his empty com
mands like King Canute, to the advanc- 

. ing waves of liberty and science,, wifleb 
■have coyared hi? dominions land ■atuuak. 
terror into his soul, as,the statue erected 
to, Bruno has told him that a philosopher 
can never again be burned for fidelity to 
truth. ■ . ■ ■ ■■ ,
.. >That statue enraged not . o.qly.'-the 
Pope but the entire Roman priesthood, 
for they have never apologized- for that 
murder nor surrendered their claim to 
conquer heretics, which they attempted 
to enforce in the Netherlands by the en
tire slaughter of the whole population, 
in which horrible attempt, Spain, en
dorsed by the Pope, expended in vain 
$800,000,000, and; with Pope Leo's en
dorsement she is. repeating her crimes 
in Cuba; . ’ ‘

The resurrection of-the spirit of lib
erty at Rome, rearing, the-statue of 
Bruno, was the first peal of the death
knell of the bloodiest system of despot
ism tljat ever, reddened „the soil of the 
old world,, arid’.in. this country'still seeks 
to escape' from-its horrible record by 
the fabrication of hisfory,.which has fre
quently: been •• exposed in The Pro
gressive Thinker. - . ; ...

The Mexicans, wiser than we, are 
prospering wpile we are. distressed, by 
preserving ■ their curiteriey from tne 
grasp of the money power,’and. with the 
same wisdom they have secured thpjr 
liberty against the steady encroach
ments of Romanism by confiscating the 
lands of the. church; as Catholic coun
tries have been obliged to protect them
selves from a dangerous class by expell
ing their Jesuit priests. '
DThe twin brother of Romanism, the 
Protestant church, has a materially dif
ferent record, and as it professes mental 
freedom, I believe that !t will surrender 
to the truth in the coming century and 
then will furnish noble standard-bear
ers. It is to Protestants that I would 
appeal,for I would expect them to accept 
religious liberty and truth by the hun
dred thousand, but this article is already 
too long and the appeal must appear in 
another number.• . .

Seattle Camp-Meeting.
There will be a camp-meeting in'Seat 

tie, Washington, beginning August 8, 
1896. The management of the camp
meeting will be in the hands of Rev..G. 
C. Love. He has engaged the services 
of Mrs. Georgia Cooley, who is' now 
working for the New Era camp, and has 
also written to the Brockway family. 
Mrs. Ella Royal Williams hqs also signi
fied her intention of attending. Mrs. C. 
M. Phillips also is expecting to attend. 
These lust two began public work only a 
few days ago, and their work seems very 
satisfactory. Ab to the Brockway fam
ily, they are lecturers, slate-writers, po
etic and materializing mediums, and let
ters from different persons have ap
peared in The Progressive Thinker 
from time to time, endorsing them for 
the good work they are doing.

Seattle and Tacoma are the. homes of 
some good mediums and speakers, and 
it is expected to have them with us dur
ing the camp-meetjng, lifting their 
voices in the cause of truth.

The grounds are to be lighted with 
electric lights by the company that is 
operating cars to the camping grounds. 
Everybody bring tents and. camping out
fit, as the grounds will be a long distance 
from hotel accommodations, although it 
is hoped that arrangements can be made 
to have lunches sold on the grounds.

Come, everybody, to Seattle’s first 
camp-meeting, and lei us be harmohiope 
and the greetings of the Spirit-world 
will be grand ana glorious. .

Rev. G. C. Love, Manager. 
324 Front St., Portland, Oregon.

Maple Dell Park Camp.
Maple Dell Camp opened July 10 for 

the seventh annual session of five weeks. 
The attendance was very satisfactory 
for the opening, but severe rain un
doubtedly kept away many who would 
otherwise, have been present The 
floral decorations on the platform were 
pleasant to the eye, and under the lead
ership of Mrs. Lora Holton, of Chicago, 
the morning session was formally opened 
with truo patriotic spirit by singing 
“America.” Chairman C. M. Danforth, 
in his characteristic and whole-souled 
Sanner, made all feel welcome, and Dr.

. M. King outlined ip detail the work 
of the season. Hon. O. P. Kellogg de
livered a strong address on the theme of. 
‘‘Universal Brotherhood.” .

Miss Katherine Dickens Cole opened 
the afternoon meeting with a recitation 
and the address of the day was delivered 
by Rev. Mrs. M. Klein, who made her 
first appearance upon the Maple Dell 
rostrum on this occasion.

In the evening an informal oirole was 
held in the hotel, parlor. Mr. G. B. 
Gould presided,' and Mr. E. W. Turner, 
president of the Mahoning Valley so
ciety, Mrs. J. S. Reichard, Mr. Dan
forth, Jr., Mr. Thomas and others took 
part in the exercises.

Special mention should be made of-the 
educational work encouraged _ at this 
camp, which includes Special classes in' 
anthropology, vocal and instrumental 
n?u31c, phrenology, the Delsarte system 
of physical culture, psychology, oratory, 
elocution and other branches.

The prospects for Maple Dell were 
never brighter arid all are anticipating a 
succassfuband profitable session«- :

• Selim.

.To an Optimist.
O, poor, benighted Optimist, your life is 

but a dream; ‘
There’s little real happiness, things are 

not what they seem. •
The big fish eat the little ones, the spi
' derseat the flies, .
And cares consume humanity •until the 

mortal dies.
Then wfcat awaits us when we pass into 

another life?
Shall we there find eternal rest, or ney- 

er-ending strife?
Some spirits saythey’re happy, but oth- 

era the révéras;
So how can we be certain our condition 

won’t be Worse? ■ .
- A Pessimist. •

Right Living.’’ By Susan H. Wixon 
Theauthor shows a Wise practicality In 
hpr method of teaching- the principle of 
ethlck She illustrates her subject with 
fnanÿ brief narratives - and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
ana more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially aflapted for use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands Of motnefi and 
teachers it njiy be made very useful. 
Voting and. ôld wi}! be benefited by it
Cloth $1 For sale atthlsoffloa

For the Benefit of the, Livlug 
■ present.

■ j ■&—— ■
Out of all th&i varied environment of 

living men, ofct^of the varied phases 
that are the tftftebine of such environ
ment and the causes leading thereto, 
out of all the changing scenes of earth
life there shall in the near future be 
worked out a possible life for man that 
has not been possible in the years 
through which the. race has been pa
tiently traveling.

A weary, weary, long, tiresome jour
ney from the cradle to the grave; along, 
weary way of -taking every affliction as a' 
dispensatlonjflWProvidence, a weary 
waiting for thffismile of God to be shown 
in the.granting of peace and prosperity, 
and a vain eflorton the part of the: pa
tient toiler- to^iiccept all .afflictions as 
coming from the hand of Infinite Kind
ness, whose smile must be constantly 
prayed for, longed for, and whose for
giveness was the boon that removed all 
danger of penalty, no matter what law 
broken or transgressed, or who else 
might suffer thereby. ■ ■

Out of all . this, we say, there shall 
come a life that has grown up amid this 
environment, a noble, self-sustaining 
life that shall be the force, the power in 
all things mundane: that shall shape 
this nation, this people; that shall mold 
the forces material of the present cen
tury into a far more exceeding weight 
of glory for the betterment of human 
kind, for the uplifting of the ..masses, 
and that shall make possible the exist
ence of the pure spirit on this bide etern
ity. A force that shall mould thought, 
lit?, culture, and make this earth 'verily 
the footstool of him who may he. called 
all-wise and eternal. ,, y.- .

Do you not see that modern mini ut
terly refuses to lie bound by the ;chains 
of ignorance and superstition? .Do you 
not see that the developed iutelligence 
of-thli .country cannot be boupd hand 
>hd foot by “thus Saith the Lord” com
ing. frpm any source, if such edict con
tradicts our innate sense of freedom, 
justice or liijei-ty-^-lJberty to think, lib
erty to explore, liberty to dig, no matter 
,wbat be unearthed or what may be ex
ploded by the development when the 
delving is over?. ; ;

Lot the professors dig up old Pompeii 
and Herculaneum—the more they dig 
up, the better for us all. Let the Egypt
ologists blast until the whole continent 
of Africa be.Bhslten from center to cir- 
oumferenos—the more they unearth, 
the tapre will we have to help out our 
conclusions, an<Lii>ur knowledge of these 
very ancient pi#5jil6: ■ If they do not suc
ceed in finding Jh^ diamonds and pearls 
belonging to .tnfi^uppoaed princess Isis, 
they may find wha^s of infinitely more

they by our apostles, if Armenian re
ports are truthful,

Ignorance js rife, knowledge is power 
and the real truth Is about this: That ev
ery system of religion extant has its 
beauties, its pure teaching, its season of 
power, and then its abuses bring about 
the decline of that system. There is 
only one thing that will always continue 
to exist and that is life—the goal of 
earth-life is that endless life beyond the 
portals we call death.

'Whatever, then, will cultivate, uplift, 
prove a help in the rtebt direction—that 
1b in the direction of progress—should 
he countenanced, and whatever con
duces to man’s downfall, either materi
ally, mentally or spiritually, should be 
placed, if possible, beyond his reach, 
All that tends toward the betterment of 
humamrind should stimulated, helped, 
fostered; but all that tends to blunt the 
mental faculties, to impoverish the 
physical man, or to eliminate the spirit
ual man, is harmful, dangerous and 
fihould.be put out of sight, out of hear
ing, and out of the knowledge of him 
who is to become the incarnation of all

THE FSYCH06KÍPH —OR—
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
■ox Bong«, Golden CUaln Recitation«, Memory Gemft 
Choral Re»pon«e«, Funeral Berrlcei, Frogram« fol 
aeeitoui, Parliamentary Bule». luatructjoB« for Oa 
«anlilng and conducting Lyceum«, IMUnotloni lol 
Pbyalcal Culture, Calhthenlfa and Marching: Bui 
nera, Standard«, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book bi 
the aid of which a Progre««lve Lyceum, » Spiritual oi 
Lib oral Society Blay be organised and conduct« 
without other a(il«tance. It aupnlle« the want» fl 
Spiritual Societies for frosh Spiritual Bongs, wlti 
mualc free from the dismal toim of the old bymnoloaf. 
It furn||lte«a Unique «electionof choice readingsaifi 
respoMes such a«M dther«election contain«, . Itglvfl 
» Practical syatem of graceful calletbbuk«. every • 
Qj vfliich 1» made plain by eugravlugi. It give» 
«one how fo ipake tile badges and banhcra

:ta In marching. It shows how to establli 
Hand of Mercy aa auxiliary to the Lyceum, and 
All the moat beautiful tonga which have beengathe 
up by that movement. =

The author and compiler of tbla Guide 1« emlnantl 
prepared for the tusk uy year« of devoted labor in tl 
Lyceum. Thphook U the reeult of practical wqi 
and taated by the Interest awakened In the actdi 
session of the Lyceum.
, while IntoidM for the working Lyceum, the gulda 
U admirably adapted to the needs or the family, aim, 
Plying 76 page« of now spiritual music aid words 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form ut mspsi 
tltncq the cost. The book ha» been placed attuS 
remarkably low price of SO cent«, «ent postpaid. - 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,

40 Loomis St., Chicago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

consequence ij few priceless gems 
of thought thattsÿjjîthrow a little light 
on what earthginases have been, and 
thus help us tódraw some reasonable 
conclusions as to’ What the race is still 
capable of being! :ii .

Oh, yes! let tqeniidig, and listen for 
the results of tbeireeearcli; it will be an 
additional fact pt the endless chain of 
earth existencecthálii will be of priceless 
value, as all addodnknowledge is, and 
added reason fawuHuto know what men 
are doing, and what they have done in 
the way of working out their lifework in 
the span of Lifofhhfiihas been their por
tion of earth-time;/. • '

Do you realizó the long, weary way 
they must have been over in learning 
how to govern this country, the failure 
after failure, the collapse after collapse 
of some of their beet schemes of govern
ment, the revolution, the rebellion 
against kingly power; the long, weary 
way to learn that which took'centuries to 
demonstrate, “that all power was vested 
in the people, and that governments 
took their power from the consent of the 
governed?’’

There seems to have been no “inspira
tion” in this lesson on government. 
There seems nothing but the patient, 
groping after something that would sat
isfy the demand, and fill the need of the 
K. Centuries upon 'centuries of

. patient? thought, long ages of work 
before much that could be called prog
ress was evident. 1. -

Oh! the race has been in the night— 
the dense dark night of ignorance, so 
long, so long! Rampant superstition 
has almost crushed out what little spark 
of reason that may have existed, and a 
real-slow movement toward the real 
light, that is reason's flame, is slowly 
dawning upon the horizon qf men’s 
minds-tend now there seems to be a gen
eral demand to knew what truth there 
may be and what of error. The race 
has far to climb before it will stand upon 
the plane of intelligent reason. The 
human mind has a long way yet to grope 
before it will shed the shackles of super
stition, and error is rampant.

The culture ot reason, the develop
ment of thought, the stimulation of 
bought should be the ultimatum of all 
Ines of education of earth’s people— 

those patient people who have plodded 
so slowly along the hard, trodden streets 
of those ancient cities planning to con
ciliate the “twelve gods of the Greeks.” 
These people, we Bay, are only a type of 
a large portion of our people to be found 
on the streets of Chicago or New York. 
If these ignorant thousands are a men
ace to pure municipal government, so 
also has ignorance been a ipenace to all 
progress.

Look at the average tramp and Bee 
what you will have to do for him before 
he is fit to become an American citizen 
—before he will be other than a ourse 
to himself, and a very dangerous ele
ment wherever hé may be, and you can 
begin to see what'thé upward develop
ment of a'raw irnsans—on, what does it 
not mean! Think you that a few mill
ions of missiOHdry, money coiild not 
profitably be expended right here at 
home? DoyoujJtifok that we need to 
worry about “(Jrlrintal heathens” with 
the terrible condition, of ■ some of our 
next-door neighboife staring us in the 
face? Think you ttiat there is any real 
need of sendingænwci our home talent 
abroad to Christianize those Eastern 
people when suénaistate of social ruffi
anism exists right here? Oh, my 'hon
est, .earnest wan,et rise ¿nd stand in 
tire interest of qioisd and social reform! 
Rise and be theiforfee in earth-life that 
you ought to be! « Rise arid stand upon 
•the plairi of modernjearnest thought!

AH the missioiiaryrzeal that is being 
worse than Wasted in Armenia could and 
ought to be turned upon the slums of our 
great cities and'smaller ones in-propor
ción. All the spirit of Christ than can 
possibly be gathered throughout all 
Ihristendom is sorely, needed right 

among, the shadows' of our great 
churches. The whole wealth of these 
Churches, the centralization of power 
that has tended toward removing the 
pure teachings that the system contains, 
leyond the reach of the lowly, whom 
“Jesus died to save,” has made religious 
outcasts" of thé: very ones who are so 
much in need of these. elevating influ
ences. • ■

If China or India has anything more 
heathenish than we have, it must be be
yond our description.

The purifying teachings of Christ are 
no purer than Buddhas, and if any zeal
ous Confucianist should attempt to con
vert Chicago, what kind of a reception 
would the gehtlraah get? Bo also do

The past week at Onset has been one 
round of good things: Prof. Wm. M. 
Lockwood, with his science; Jennie Ha
gan Jackson, with her winning ways and 
improvisations; W. F. Peck, with his 
logic; A. E- Tisdale, with his sightless 
eyes and illumined spirit—all combined 
with our test mediums to ni.ake a grand 
combination qf forces for great good.

The weather has been better and ev
erybody has taken upon hijn or herself 
the duty of assisting the others to have 

,ft good tiine. « Groups of people in every 
direction discuss all sorts of topics. Men, 
and women as well, have been devoted 
to political topics, yet the utmost har
mony prevails among them. It seems 
as though the people gathered together 
at Onset have decided to “agree to disa
gree,” and no matter how warm a dis
cussion is entered into, the result is the 
same in the end. As long as these dis
cussions do not come on our platform at 
the public meetings, nothing but har
mony will result.

Dr. Dutton, of Chicago, has been de
livering a series of lectures on medical 
topics at the hall for the past week 
which have been quite well attended, 
and have been instructive. Of course, 
no one individual can do justice to every
thing taking place on bo large a ground 
as Onset, and consequently the writer 
has been unable to attend but one of 
these lectures.

Phyllis Hall is occupied nearly every 
evening by some test medium who, for 
the small admission of 10 cents, gives a 
test seance. These are fairly well at
tended.

Materializing seances, as usual, attract 
the greater proportion of the people. 
They are still discussing, or, to be more 
direct, both “cussing and discussing,” 
yet general satisfaction seems to be 
given by the mediums for this phase of 
phenomena who are now located on the 
grounds.

The regular excursions have begun 
and the steamers Siren, Genevieve and 
Martha’s Vineyard are continually mak
ing trips to Cottage City, Gay Head and 
to the smaller resorts in this vicinity, 
while the Siren devotes the most of her 
time to trips between Onset and Monu
ment Beach, passing the home of Presi
dent Cleveland, and also carrying pas
sengers “over Jordan,” to the clam 
bakes.

The special entertainments have be
gun, and they have been well patron
ized. Thursday evening a benefit was 
tendered Theodore P. Price, which was 
well rendered and presented a most in
teresting programme.

Among those we look forward to in 
the near future are H. D. Barrett, J. 
Frank Baxter and Dr. C. W. Hidden, 
who is already in our midst, ready to be
gin his work. Of this I will have more 
to say next week.

The interest in our conferences has 
continued, and we have had as fine con
ference meetings as I have ever at
tended. While we have a few who have 
not learned that there has been any
thing further than table tippings devel
oped, the majority of our speakers have 
had fine thoughts to give forth. The 
beauty of these meetings has been in 
the fact that they have taken up sub
jects of general interest; matters that 
Spiritualists are interested in.

The Sport of those interested in fishing 
was enhanced by the appearance of some 
mackerel sharks in the bay. Immedi
ately several boats put off to catch some 
of them. I am informed that four were 
caught one day and- five the next. As 
one of these fish weighed one hundred 
and seventy-two pounds, it required 
some skill and ingenuity to land them. 
Blue fishing is a favorite pastime with 
the cottagers, as high as twenty-one fish 
being taken by one boat. They range 
in sizefrom three to five and six pounds, 
with an occasional cajch of a still larger 
one. As they have about the same life 
as one of our Western trout of the same 
weight, our Western friends can realize 
something of the interest shown in 
catching them; especially as they are 
one of the finest table fish that grows. 
I will add that the mackerel shark, is 
not dangerous, being of an entirely dif - 
fersnt species from the man-eaters.

With meetings, socials, circles, musi
cales, boating, fishing, yacht races, 
clam -bakes, and social intercourse, it 
can be readily imagined that the camper 
at Onset has no time hanging idle on his 
hands. In fact, the time is too short to 
give it proper attention.

Onset, July 20, 1896. W. H. Bach.

Did Yon Ever Make Money Easy?
Mr. Editor:—I have read hpwC. E. 

B. made so much money in the Dish 
Washer business, and I think I have 
beat him. I am very young yet and 
have had little experience in selling 
goods, but have made over eight hun
dred dollars in ten weeks Belling Dish 
Washers. It is simply wonderful how 
easy it la to sell them. All you have to 
do is to show the ladies how they work 
and they cannot help but buy one. For 
the benefit of others I will state that I 
got my start from the Mound City- Dish 
Washer Co., St. Louis. Mo. Write to 
them and they will send you full partic
ulars. • .

I think I can clear over $3.000 the 
coming year, and I am not going to let 
the opportunity pass. Try it and pub
lish your success for the benefit of oth
ers. . . . . ■ , . ■. . ■ . J. F. C.

“Vashti, Old and Jiew. .A Romance 
of the -Wheel.” -By-Marvel Kayve. -A 
remarkable book,-, contrasitag.tne mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of,ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive, Paper, 30 cents; doth, $1." For 
sale at this office. .

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op; 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblementof Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 16a For sale at 
this office. '

, Ito you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograph is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the 

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumistic gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
*£0 began with Has an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y„ writes: “1 bad 
communications (by the PsycbograplO from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave- 
itones are ,mo»i<rown|n. the old yard. They have 
Jeen highly'iatisiectory, and proved tome that Spir
itualism Is Indeed true, and the communications nave 
..riven my heart tb? greatest comfort in the severest 

■ I?1 ™ ve W o*  son, daughter, and their mother.”
Dp. augene Crowell, whose writings have made his 

name familiar, to those interested in psychic matters, 
writes as foljowBt “I am much pleased with the Psy- 
cnograph. jt Is very simple in principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now In use. I believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that 1« In this book appeared In an abridged 

form In a serie« ot nine lull page« of Tub Pboobbsb- 
1VJ W”1*»-  These articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who fait the need ot 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only aeemed to whet the appetite for more: hence the 
publication ot thia work. “

Thoauthpr, Moses Hull, baa written many volumes 
on BpIrltualtstlitlc and other themes and each one Is 
«tv study on the subject cboaeu. Mr.

io ble Introduction of this work saya:
•Hoping that thin book will serve to lead the people 

outofthe wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its sanctified’ enemies, it will not ’«pike*  It, but will 
use It to batter down the walla uf Cnrlstlau Bupersll- 
tlon and ignorance. 1 send II out on Its errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

The Enovolopedia of Biblical Spiritualise 
contains 885 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author nod it 
handsomely bound Ip cloth. Every Spiritual!»! should 
nave this Work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

This work 11 by DR. M. L. SHERMAN. aailBted bf 
PROF. W. P. LxON. Heretofore it has been lold fof 
•2, but the price now bat been reduced toll. It ft a 
book that will interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Bbar- 
tnan was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from tbo celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence lu Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church Hletory; Progression; Inher
ent lu Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death: Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A ilive Master: etc., etc.

The author says: "Each Individual partakes ot 
both physical nnd mental or apirltua) ailment for him
self. Each ohe must digest their various kinds of ?ood 

u end that le all they can possibly do
they be priest or layman, teacher or pupIL 

My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour 
»hmeat of Which I individually partake ano digest, 
■expand by virtue of the aotfl eisence 
For Mie JtSli ffl^iatbera^,i comprehen^ 

^VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
.'. TO WHICH a ADDED .'.

Volney*« Amwer to Dr. Prleitly, a Blopaphlcal Notice 
by Count Darn, and the Zodiacal Signe and 

Conitellatlou by the Editor;
Also, a Ma)p of the Astrologies! Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and illustrations. OoevoU 
postflvo, £48 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published, it eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
Is supposed to meet tn the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the truo principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly oi the 
natlops is nt length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source end origin of religion, of govern
ment. and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world,

This highly Instructive and Interesting work is 
comblnatldn into oqo voiupe of two or Mr. Hull

Cdiuj.usa at tb« «UM prke a« waifotaerly tor them «iparaleiy. This volume contefna «S3 
aod la bandBomely pouna In cloth, ana coblblua 
cellent portrait ot the author.

TRE QUESTION SETTLED
1« a caref ul comparison ot Btblloal and Modern BnlrJ 
uallain. No book or the century has made go lafit 
convert« to Modern Splrltuallem ai title. The authiij« 
alm, faithfully to compare tbo UlblE with moifera 
phenomena and Philosophy, b«> bein nccomplIsMdi 
The adaptation of BplrltWlim to the Wants it huniaii- 
Ity; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angtf 
mini, try; the «plrltuhi nature dr man, aid the bbllM 
tlousolTored to Spiritualism, are all cohsldered In tM 
light of the Bible, niture, btatory, reason and comm® 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison.of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a most able productions and 
*• f storehouse of facts for those who ^¿5 
io defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 

saumptlona of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICffi, 

VOLlAIRE’SJOMANCBi
■A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated.

“I choose that a story should be founded on probr 
ability, »¡id not always resemble u dream. I desire M 
hud nothing In It trivial or ezdaVazanti and I deslri 
above all, that under tbs appearance« of fable, th «fl 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dlscernl 
Ing eyd. though -t escape the observation of thff 
vulgar.—VoLTAiHs.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Beal Literature ofMes*  

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Big. 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

Since tbe vriting of the New TesT&ment no book hu 
appeared of m great Importance to Christianity al 
tbe Uninowx Lrrfc of JtBUi Chbist.

Tbl» volume, written by tbe discoverer of tbe manu
script, contynu a thrilling account Of tbo privations 
rid perils encountered in his search for It, a literal 
translation of the ortglhal manuaCrlpL and lastly a 
critical analyst» of what ft contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and la 
publlBhed on the basis of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.
Address this office, 40Loomis Sh, Chicago, IU, 

TEALTIIANr POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by tbe 

aid of new, refined knfl powerful method» of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles of 
Light and Color.” "Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather, 35 cents. . . . •
INTERVffiWS- WITH SPIRITS^ 
By Carri« E. S. Twins, medium. Price BO cent». . g 

AN INVAL^.^^E WORit 
JMMORTALITY, OR FUTUREHOME^ 

JL and Dwelling pIbccl By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Thlf 
admirable work contains whet a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of their dwelling places. Give ui details 
—detail» and accurate delineation» of life In tbe Splrtt- 
worldJ—is the constant appeal of thoughtful mind». 
Death 1» approaching, whither—oh, whither! Khali 
I know my friend» beyoni) the tomb? WU1 they knew 
me? Wh&t Is their Present condition, and Ivhat thsli 
occupation? In this volume the spirits, differing af 
they may, ire allowed {o sneak for themselves. 1M 
man 1» better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place f 
work of thl» kind before the people. Re treats of t$( 
Mysteries of Life; Doubt» and'Hopes; The Bridging« 
the River; Foreglesm» of the Tuture; Testimony« 
Saints: The Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual 
Body; 1» Itthe Goul ur Body that Sin»?; Clothing u 
the spirit world; Our Little One» In Heaven; TheTeW 
•onalExperience» of Aarofc Knight; The RedMaB'f 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Phyilclau tl 
Spirit Ltfr. Tbs Homes of Apfttlei and Divine»; Th? 
Srlefifli ant Bhaksra lu Spirit Life; Spirit Hornet U

runo tpd Others; Muy Voices from lee S 
Maay other matters art treated tea u 
tion._ Price postage uceau

fihould.be


MARTHA HARDY GAINING NOTORIETY
TALKS WITH SPIRITS.

MBS. ADA FOYE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
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have been Italian or the 
have been without words, 
it was classic in its beauty, 
the party recognized it.
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song may 
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The Return of this Gifted Speaker 
and Test Medium to Chicago.

Martha Hardy a Phenome 
non in the Medium Line.

To New York State Spiritualists 
and Spiritualist Societies.

Softly, sweetly fall the 
our darling's head, 

Softly, softly bend and 
here on his bed.

Oh, nothing so great I

INDUCEMENTS 

NEVER BEFORE 

OFFERED 
BY 

ONE PAPER.

used, nor does th# young medium 
make use of anytifing3 of the sort 
Table, pencil and pdperJare all that is
required. ' '

TALKS TO THE TABLE.
“Is there anyone here?’ 

Martha of the table top.

of music that held' the listeners en
tranced. What were the words it was
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Query.
It the Bible gives a false history

- KBMITTANCE8. ’
Kvmlt by PostoiUcc Mouey Order, Kcglstercd Letter, 

ordrt.ilon CMwo or New Yoik. It cobib from 10 
tolG ecntutu gelcUecku cnshed on local I ftukts, sudou t 
Bend them uulcfis you wl«b tbul amount deducted from 
tho uni uut Bent. Direct all letters to 3. K.l ignelb, 
Ne. id Loundfi Street, Chicago, Ill.

A Bountiful Harvest, for 25 Cents.
Do you w&nt a more bountiful harvest lUun we can 

give you for 25 cenu? Just pause au<i think fora mo- 
incut what au Intellectual feast that small iuvestmeut 
■will furnish you. The subscription price pf Tua Pau- 
gressivkThinkei: thirteen weeks la only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, Boul-elevutiDg and 
Blind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to u medi- 
Vin-sized book!

TAKE NOTICE!
IT** At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper!« discontinued No bills will be «ent for ex
tra numbers.

ffST If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
•write to us, and errors In address will be promptly’ 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

ffiT tYhenevbr you desire the address of your ppnor 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
ft is then sent, or Um change cannot be mude.

■’Entered at Cbfcugo l’ostoilkce i b second-class matter.

, . TWINS OFSUHSC/ill‘£dON.
The pKOùRtóSJYX Thinkei: will be luruiblied un 41 

ïurtUvruoliuci nt tbu following term*, invaihiblj m 
advance;

? One year............................................................ fLW
•« Cintiti of ten (a copy to ibc one eeltlug up: the 

■ club)...................................    7-W

. JU.', •i»,“’’*/•

• CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there ure thuuennde who will at first venture 

only twcuty-iive ueuttifor Iiuj FfcuoitBbsivB Ihinlyh 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a mniplu copy, to solicit bet era! others to uoltc'nlth 
them, and thus be able to remit from 81 tosiu, or even 
wore thuii the latter sum A large number of little 
amounts will make u large sum total, and thus extend 

'the Uclil ot our labor and usetulness.- Iho »¿mo sug*  
gmlou will apply in all Ciues of renewal ot Bubscrip- 
tlons-collcli others to aid in the good work. You will 
experience no dlrtleulty whuteverin lududag Sjdritu- 
bIUIb to subscribe for The Piioghkbsive Tuukku, 
for not one of them cun afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein crcU week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

Judge Ye What Is Bight.
Jesus is reported, Luke 12:57, to have 

said to the hypocrites, who, It would 
seem from frequent mention, must have 
been generally near him:

‘‘Why even of yourselves judge ye not 
what is right?"

Here was a concession by the Master, 
that there was implanted in the human 
breast a consciousness of right and 
wrong, which existed independent of 
any law engravened by God’s fingers 
on tablets of stone, then passed down 
through a cloud to Meses, to give it 
iorce. Indeed, taking the Bible ac
count for authority, Moses was as con
scious he oughtnot to murder Ills fellows 
before thegreat revelation tohim on Ml. 
Sinai, as he was after; for we read, when 
he slew the Egyplian“he looked this way 
and that way, and when lie saw there 
was no man he slow the Egyptian and 
hid him in the sand.” Finding next day 
his crime was known, like coward guilt 
always, he lied to Midiun, where he re
mained forty years, until the reigning 
king was dead. After this he returned 
to Egypt to practice those arts ho had 
firobably learned of Jethro, his father- 
n-law, the Midlan priest.
"Whatsoever ye would that men 

should do to you, do ye even so to them,” 
needed no Jesus to promulgate as a law 
of God. He only, in fact, echoed what 
had been said 500 years before by Confu
cius, oven if Jesus was a historic char
acter as is claimed. Dr. Adam Clarke, 
the favorite commentator on the Bible 
of the Methodists, truthfully said of this 
Golden Rule:

“Sayings of tills kind may be found 
among all nations, Jewish, Christian and 
heathen.”

Not because Jesus said it: not because 
all peoples recognized the principle as 
just: not because of prospective punish
ment; but because it is right, wo pray 
every Spiritualist and every Agnostic, 
and would every Christian, if there was 
any hope he would heed our words: Do 
no wrong to any one! Guilt carries with 
it a poisoned sting. Wrong is not wrong 
because any God has said so, or because 
of any attached penalty, but it is abhor
rent in its very nature.

The person who does right because it 
is right, has an unfailing guide that will 
direct him in any emergency, lie who 
relies on another loses confidence in 
himself and is sure to fall. He is like 
the mariner at sea without chart or 
compass,vacillating in his direction, and 
turned aside by every adverse gale.

creation, a false conception of God, 
makes vile men exemplars for humanity 
to emulate, instructs to pillage, rob, 
murder and slaughter: If its morals are 
the morals of barbarians; if it teaches 
polygamy, sanotions and even instructs 
the enslaving of heathen: If it repre
sents adulterers, murderers and assas
sins as special favorites of God: if the 
book has retarded civilization, kept the 
people in ignorance, and is still the au
thority of the priesthood for trampling 

• under foot ana making subject to their 
dictation the rights and liberties of the 
people; if it is so conflicting that nearly 
a thousand varying creeds have been 
built upon its teachings, giving rise to a 
thousand varying sects, who war on each 
Other—shall Spiritualists, because it has 
some texts,or many texts, agreeing with 
them in regard to the doctrine of a 
future life, which the old Roman and 
Grecian mythologists taught, welcome 
the book to their hearts and homes, to 
gain favor with idolaters who worship 
it? .

Spiritualists are not barred from cit
ing the Bible to believers in its divine 
authority, to show it teaches the doc
trine of immortality. And though it 
may appear to many Jesus was a brother 
medium, this fact, If demonstrated, does 
not convert him into a God.
- Let us be honest, and teach what we 
believe without regard to the opin
ions of others. Ho who has the truth 
with him can afford to stand alone, and 
defy a world.

A Forcible Contrast.
The old Roman philosophers taught 

that man can only become acceptable to 
God by his own virtuous action. Lecky, 
in his Hlstoiy of European Morals, ad
ditional to this, says the Stoic philoso
phers taught:

“All sacrifices, rights and forms are 
indifferent; that the true worship of 
God b the recognition and imitation 
Of his goodness.”

Contrast this teaching, exemplified in 
practice, with the inculcations of Chris- 
‘tianity as taught by Jesus and Paul, 

'’that belief is everything; that good 
deeds and noble acts of themselves are 
pothing. Without faith in the saving 
grace of Jesus humanity is lost; a belief 
that he was the Christ converted the 
thief on the cross, just ready to expiate 
his crimes,into a genuine disciple, draw
ing from the' Master the assurance, 

. «‘To-day shalt thou be with me In para
dise.”

How much did humanity gain by ex
changing the belief that a virtuous life, 

coupled with worthy, actions, were the 
only passports to heavenly bliss, into a 
simple faith in the atouing blood of 
Jesus, without works, as Paul puts it, 
lest men should boast?

Historical Misstatement.
“Zoroatyriauism was the doctrine of 

Zoroaster, who lived about 500 B. C. 
It was the prevalent religion in Persia 
for many- centuries and still lingers 
among the sun and fire-worshipers of 
that country." ■

The above news item has been float
ing through the press for several years. 
The presumption is it will go on forever; 
for such rare bits of falsehood are set in 
circulation for a purpose, not through 
ignorauce, and once iu motion it neyer 
rests.

Plato, 400 years before our era, made 
mention of Zoroaster, and fifty years 
earlier Herodotus referred to the Zoro
astrian priests in Persia. Zoroastrian
ism was made the state religion of Per
sia by Darius Hystaspes, B. C. 521 
years, as also of all its 127 provinces, of 
which what is now known as Palestine 
was one. This was six years before the 
expiration of the seventy years of Ju
dean captivity.

Dean Prideaux, the learned church
man and historian, concluded there 
were two Zoroasters, one of whom 
lived about 600 years before our era, the 
other 1,200 years before. He made this 
blunder by mistaking tbe adoption of 
this religion into Persia 600 years before 
our era, and as he found traces of him 
in Media 600 years earlier, he supposed 
there were two of the same name.

Learned scholars who have devoted 
great labor to ascertain the facts in re
gard to this founder of the system of re
ligion whose base wa£ element worship, 
on-which all systems of religion were 
subsequently constructed, fix his period 
at B. C. 1,000 to 5,000 years. Many 
persons, like Prideaux, mistook the 
time Zoroastrianism became the national 
faith of Persia as the period of its found
er’s birth, but he was a native of 
Bactria, a distant empire, and his re
ligion prevailed there, and in those 
northern regions around the Caspian, 
long centuries before it was adopted by 
Persia. Rawlinson, a good churchman, 
and its ablest modern historian, fixes 
Zoroaster's period at about B. C. 2,300.

Dr. Brown, in his “Researches in 
Oriental History,” has condensed tbe 
extant knowledge regarding the Bac
trian teacher, into thirteen short chap
ters. He shows that Judaism is but a 
reflection of the older religion; that the 
J ews borrowed their religion from Per
sia, as they did their jewelry from 
Egypt—in short, stole it. It is to over
come these facts the clergy manage to 
keep the item at the head of this article 
in constant motion.

A Miracle of God.
Without regard to the time when, the 

place where, of whom, or by whom writ
ten, wo have convincing proof that what 
is familiarly known as Mesmerism was 
practiced at the time John’s Gospel was 
written, though the source of the power 
was unknown, and was falsely ascribed 
to an imaginary personage in the Chris
tian Godhead, as was the mist rising on 
the waters credited to "the Spirit of 
God,” in Gen., i, 2, referred to in a note 
to an article in these columns quite re
cently.

Immediately following the pretended 
resurrection of Jesus, after the Magda
lene had announced she had seen the 
Lord, the disciples had assembled, and 
shut themselves in a room for fear of 
the Jews, when Jesus appeared in their 
midst. Then the salutation, "Peace be 
with you:”

“And when ho had said this, he 
breathed on them and said, Receive the 
Holy Ghost." John, xx, 22.

A hypnotist practicing his art, wish
ing to make a deeper and more profound 
impression on his pationt to relieve 
pain, never fails to resort to this expedi
ent, placing a clean napkin between his 
lips, and, if convenient, on the naked 
body overlying the disturbed nerves, 
then breathing heavily over and upon 
them. A vital warmth is diffused. It 
penetrates bones and nerves and vital 
organs until it reaches the diseased 
parts. A tingling sensation is felt in 
all the neighboring tissues, and, lo, the 
lancinating pains have fled. The patient 
is well, re-vitalized by the Holy Ghost, 
if the patient is a firm believer in such 
a distinguished personage, and is igno
rant of the "health contagion,” trans
mitted by a strong, healthy operator to 
one of inferior force.

Whether John was originally written 
in the second century, the twelfth 
century, or the fifteenth century, it 
matters little in this inquiry, it dem
onstrates conclusively that hypnotism 
was known to the historian or romancer 
—just as it pleases the reader—centuries 
ago; when everything not well under
stood was accredited to supernatural 
causes. .

The passage quoted is only one of 
many in so-called Holy "Writ, in proof 
that artificial hypnotism was known dur
ing the earlier ages, before its true 
source was discovered; and that priestly 
guile had forced it into service as a dis
tinct person in the trinitarian Godhead, 
just as they are still doing in various lo
calities, where their dupes congregate 
to witness its efficacy in curing disease, 
under the guise of heavenly miracle.

Condensed Thought.
Rubinstein, the Russian composer, in 

a voluminous work, in which among 
other things, he gives reminiscences of 
events in his own life, under the head of 
Religion, said:

"There are two kinds of priests—hon
est and dishonest. The honest ones de
ceive themselves; the dishonest deceive 
their fellowmen.”

Rubinstein must have been a critical 
observer to have compressed so much 
truth in so little space.

Superstition Never Sleeps.
It appears the closing of the Mt. Ver

non, N. Y., postofiice on Sundays was 
brought about by the Christian Endeav- 
orers. It was the culmination of a plot 
inaugurated by that “eminent Christian 
statesman,” John Wanamaker, while 
postmaster-general, wherein local option 
was made the rule in such matters. By 
great activity on the part of Endeawor- 
ers, and the sTothfulness of business 
men, under the ruling any postoffice in 
the United States may be closed by 
these fanatics.

“The Religion of the Future.” ByS. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by« a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by-, its perusah For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, 81.25; paper, 
SOuenU . f ■ :

An Unparalleled Offer,
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN A WAY.

We wish to reach 20,000 new reada.s 
In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this-book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months., If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you oan not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
it if you could not get another copy.

C3F“Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will send us a new three months' 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

E®'as the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend, 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

' A New Pastime.
An exhibition of the Roentgen rays 

was made on the lawn of Mrs. Ridgway, 
in Evanston, a few evenings ago, to raise 
funds for the First Methodist church. 
Dr. Peck, of Chicago, operated the 
light,showing,through a three-inch pine 
plank, the flesh, tissues and bones of 
their own hands. A few years ago 
such a display would have been accred
ited to the Devil, and the wicked oper
ator would have been burnt at the stake 
as in league with him. Times change.

We take great pleasure in announcing 
to the friends and co-workers in the 
spiritual cause In this city and through
out the country, that Mrs. Ada Foye, 
the gifted speaker and platform test 
medium, so widely known as the par ex
cellence of all phenomenal mediums, 
will resume her pastorate and spiritual 
labors with the First Spiritualist So
ciety of Chicago, at the Masonic Home 
Temple, 3120 Forest avenue. The open
ing day will be on August 3, 1896.

During her engagement with this so
ciety for tho past year and. a half, hers 
was a wonderful success in every sense 
of the word. Her honesty, sincerity 
and the completeness in every detail of 
the messages coming through her differ
ent phases of mediumship could not be 
gainsaid nor explained away as trivial 
or unworthy of an investigation. Thou
sands who have listened to her have 
been benefited and. made happy in the 
knowledge that death does not end all, 
and that our spirit friends do and will 
come back to us and communicate when 
they they can get the proper medium 
through whom to do so.

We extend a special invitation to 
skeptics and investigators, and scientists 
to come and attend our meetings during 
the stay of Mrs. Foye and you will be 
thoroughly convinced that there is some 
power or intelligence here that will re
pay you for investigating it. To those 
living out of the city we would say that 
we hold two meetings—on Sunday after
noon at 2:30, and in the eveninff at 7:30. 
Come and join In with us and let us make 
this society the grand rallying point for 
the greatest spiritual worl^ in the coun
try. Geo. W. Eichelberger.

A convention of the Spiritualists and 
Spiritualist societies of New York State 
has been called to meet at Cassadaga 
Camp, August 21, 1896, to join with the 
S. E. & P. Union to form a State Asso
ciation to be auxiliary to the National 
Spiritualists’ Association.

Every Spiritualist in that State who 
desires to help the cause and believes in 
organization in connection with the N. 
S. A., is urged to be present and assist 
in the work.

Special round-trip rates can be se
cured on the principal railroads to Cas
sadaga Camp, Lily Dale, N. Y.

The S. E. & P. Union have secured s 
day on the programme of the camp
meeting for the convention, and it is 
hoped there will be a large attendance, 
for it is believed that a thorough organ
ization is of vital importance to every 
Spiritualist in New York and a special 
efTort should be made to be present.

Societies can send delegates to repre
sent them who will be entitled to one 
vote for each of their members.

Several have selected their delegates, 
Those that have have not are urgentlv 
requested to do so as soon as possible 
and forward the names of delegates with 
number of members of the society to 
the undersigned. For further informa
tion address Frank Walker, 
State Agent N. S. A., Lily Dale, N.Y. -;

Neither calomel nor any other injuri- 
ouf drug is contained in.Ayer’s Pills. 
They are composed of the active princi
ples of the best vegetable cathartics, 
and their use is always attended with 
marked benefit. For a sluggish liver or 
constipation, nothing surpasses Ayer’s 
Pills.

GIRL PERFORMS WONDERS WHILE UN
DER MYSTIC INFLUENCE — SINGS 
SWEET SONGS, WRITES VERSE AND 
MAKES CAMPAIGN SPEECHES — 
WOODEN TABLE-TOP MEANS OF COM
MUNICATION WITH THE-UNSEEN.

To the Editor :—The secular press 
is doing most excellent work for Spir
itualism. The following account of 
the wonderful manifestations given 
through Martha Hardy appeared in 
the Daily Chronicle, and was un
doubtedly read by at least a half 
million of people who are not Spirit
ualists, and has set them to thinking. 
The proselyting influence of the Spir
itualist papers amount to almost noth
ing, in view of the fact that they cir
culate almost exclusively among 
Spiritualists. The account of the 
phenomena given through Martha 
Hardy has appeared in three Chicago 
dailies. Just Imagine at least 
1,000,000 reading the facts as set 
forth—you can hardly estimate the 
good effects thereof in setting differ
ent minds to thinking. The Chronicle 
says that spirits come and go at the 
bidding of pretty Martha Hardy, of 
Ravenswood, and in the invisible 
wond peopled with souls of the de
parted this sixteen-year-old girl seems 
to wander at will. She has never 
known a' Spiritualistic medium nor 
attended a seance, yet at her request 
unseen beings readily reveal their 
presence by manifestations many and 
incomprehensive. With her voice they 
sing sweet songs in full and perfect 
tones, though sho herself is not a 
singer.

With her hand they write beautiful 
verse, though she is ignorant of gram
mar and spelling and possesses only 
a limited vocabulary. At a command 
her mysterious servitors rap on tables, 
answer questions, give names or ad
dresses and tell secrets. In trances 
she sees visions, not only of un
familiar places on tills icarth, such as 
the location of the wrecked Chicora, 
but even of paradise and purgatory.

POWERS LATELY DISCOVERED.
Only within the last1 two months did 

she discover her peculiar powers, and 
she declares that she: will never ex
ercise them for money or fame. But 
a considerable degree df the latter has 
already come to her, for Miss Hardy, 
or “Martha,” as her friends.all call 
her, has become the wonder and talk 
of; the neighborhood near her home at 
1394 East Ravenswood) Park, and at 
706 Belmont avenue, where she spends 
much of hm/time../ The latter place 
is the residence of G. W. Krelle, and 
it is here that some of her most mar
velous feats have been performed. At 
her own home her father, who is blind 
and an invalid, wants nothing to do 
with “the spirits,” and tho younger 
children make a clamor, which is dis
tasteful to the sensibilities of dis
embodied souls.

Dark haired, blue eyed, rosy 
cheeked, petite and plump, Martha 
appears much as the generality of 
girls of her age, except for a deeper 
look in her eyes. These assume by 
turns expressions piercing and dreamy, 
and seem to look far beyond the ob
jects immediately to the front.

NATURE IS BRIGHT. '
But when “they," as Martha terms 

the spirits, have left her, she is a 
bright, sunny-tempered, normal girl, 
hardly more than a child, and eager 
for all that makes for a young girl’s 
pleasure.

Martha’s singing is like nothing 
ever known outside of Du Maurier’s 
Trilby. Yet it differs from that once 
popular heroine'in that it is super
induced by no outside influence. No 
Svengali needs to transfix her with 
eagle glance before she can warble 
“A Fors Lui,” or “Ben Bolt.” To a 
reporter for the Chronicle Martha was 
willing to materialize through her 
voice a vanished vocalist, Jennie 
Lind, she called her. The whole per
formance was simple yet impressive 
in the extreme. ■

With the exception of the reporter 
for the Chronicle the newly-discovered 
medium has neither seen nor talked 
with any newspaper man, and she and 
her family have been greatly annoyed 
by the untruthful stories and libelous 
portraits which have been printed by 
certain Chicago papers. The alleged 
specimens of her handwriting which 
have been reproduced w’ere written by 
a reporter who had failed to obtain an 
audience with her. “ •

The time was midfifternoon, and 
Martha seated herself it a plain hard
wood dining-table in teompany with 
her sister, Mrs. Wiinain1 S. Frisby, of 
Ravenswood, Mrs. Krelfe, Mrs. Annie 
Meyer, another ueig&bbl, and the re
porter for the Chrohicle. All placed 
their hands on the tab!«?. Absolutely

“If there is anyone here, please 
rap,” she continued.

Tap, tap, tap, came faint but dis
tinct under the hand of the only skep
tic of the group. '

“Is that you, Dickie?” questioned 
Martha. “Dickie” was the nickname 
fora favorite sister who died two 
months ago.

Again came sounds from the table. 
All else was still.

“If you are here, Dick,” begged 
Martha, “won’t you get someone to 
control my voice so I can sing?” .

The reply to this was not at first 
satisfactory, but after repeated re
quests a series of raps was heard, 
Martha seized a pencil and Mrs. Frisby 
asked:

1 ‘Are the conditions so that sho can 
sing now? What must we do?”

Martha’s hand twitched nervously 
and then wrote, “Darken the room 
and let her stand. ’’ •

This was done, though the room 
could be only partially darkened, giv
ing the appearance of early twilight. 
Martha stood near the wall of the 
little parlor, with hands clasped be
hind her. Her figure seemed to grow 
taller as she threw ¡jack her head and 
rolled her eyes upward.

PLEADS WITH THE UNSEEN.
i‘I’m waiting. Do come and help 

me," she pleaded.
Bright shadows began to flutter 

about the girl’s form, and, whatever 
their origin, there was no denying 
their presence, The apparitions were 
vague, though two of the company 
asserted that they saw women’s 
figures. One of the shadows or rays 
darted near her head and Martha be
gan to sing.

The voice was that of a matured 
woman of thirty, a full, rich soprano, 
that jose and fell in delicious waves 

MARTHA HARDY.

stanzas were sung, and then as they 
watched and waited in breathless 
eagerness for another a sudden ra
diance, like a soft blaze of sunshine, 
seemed to surround the singer, and as 
it instantaneously disappeared she fell 
to the floor in a swoon.

EYES STARING AND LIMBS RIGID.
Her sister rushed to her side as she 

lay with eyes staring and limbs rigid. 
Her hands were clammy, her pulse 
almost imperceptible and her forehead 
covered with cold perspiration. The 
symptoms were dangerous, and her 
friends chafed her hands and worked 
to restore circulation and conscious
ness. An attack of mild hysteria fol
lowed, and the girl was so weak and 
nervous that for ten minutes after she 
had been revived she could hardly sit 
in a chair. Her throat was parched, 
and she acted like an invalid just re
gaining health. The family physician 
had advised against these trances, but 
the curiosity and persuasions of 
friends are such ■’that she has yielded 
to them almost every day- for two 
months past.

WONDERS HAVE NO END.
Almost no end seems to the won

derful things Martha can do and has 
done, according to the statements of 
William Frisby, her brother-in-law, 
and G. W. Krelle and his wife, her 
close friends. Their faith in the 
young medium is unbounded, though 
all say tlpat they began as complete 
skeptics. They assert that they knew 
little or nothing of Spiritualism and 
the usual trance methods, and that 
Martha has never visited or seen a 
seance. Such being the case her per
formances cannot be called imitations.

Seated at a table, an ordinary four- 
foot plain hard-wood table preferred, 
and surrounded by two or three or 
more' friends, Martha and her com
panions will place their hands lightly 
on the board, and then, after a mo
ment’s silence, the young woman will 
ask: “Is there anyone here?” This 
usual question will be repeated until 
three faint raps are heard.

The mysterious rappings have a 
crude signal code, according to Martha, 
one rap meaning “What?” two raps 
“No," and three raps “Yes.” Sev
eral successive raps are supposed, to 
indicate certainty, and a quick aeries 
of sounds is interpreted as a demand 

When Martha gets pencil in hand, 
with the “conditions” all right, after 
repeated rappings have been heard, 
her friends are all expectancy. She 
gazes straight before her, not glancing 
at the paper, and scribbles away in 
nervous haste after the manner of a 
stenographer taking a speech. The 
writing is usually in a firm, legible

hand, though this is said to bo gov
erned somewhat by the penmanship 
abilities once, possessed by the de
parted spirit. The girl will laugh and 
talk and write simultaneously. After 
she has written a sentence she does 
not know what it is, and one of her 
companions takes the paper and reads 
it to the spectators. Martha is as 
anxious as anyone to hear it. This 
writing is varied by the slow method 
of spelling out the words or names 
from the alphattet, the pencil being 
pointed first at “A," and then on 
through the list, the proper letter be
ing indicated by three knocks on the 
table.

Scientific men have explained these 
feats of table-rapping and writing as 
a species of muscular contraction, but 
to an eyewitness they appeal- most 
puzzling. Martha innocently declares 
that there is no jugglery about it and 
the skeptic Is left to study out an ex
planation as best he may.

Yesterday Martha wrote several 
short poems for publication in the 
Chronicle. Her manner of writing is 
more remarkable than the poems 
themselves, as she merely grasps the 
pencil, and with little apparent effort 
to concentrate her attention.

When she begins to write her hand 
tears across the paper at full speed. 
Every time it is lifted it trembles till 
she resumes writing. There seems to 

be no connection whatever between 
hand and brain.

“I haven’t the slightest idea what 
I am writing,” says Martha, “It’s 
something that I haven't anything to 
do with. My hand feels cold, and it 
is pushed over the paper without my 
knowing where it is going.”

SPECIMEN OF HER POETRY.
Here is the first poem the young 

woman dashed off yesterday:
Brown are the meadows and the leaves 

are falling,
The summer is gone and the fall is 

here. '
Sweet is the summer and sweet is the 

springtime,
But I love the thrushes’ time of the 

year.
“Why, that sounds like Bryant,” 

was suggested.
“Won’t you please sign it?” asked 

Mrs. Frisby. Quick came the name, 
1 ‘Bryant. ” -

Another poem was asked for. It 
soon came:
I fell asleep and was dreaming, and 

the shadows would come and go, 
I dreamed that this earth was a par

adise, and that angels could come 
and go;

And then methought that the stars 
were peopled with babies fair, 

And one was the baby queen, with 
blue eyes and golden hair,

And my heart was filled with a glad
ness that on this earth I have 
never known,

Then my eyes were opened wide, and ,, . , , - ,
1 found that my vision had flown. Wor’ wauted a 6l,eccb’ and tbe

This was signed indistinctly and 
read as Horton. Instantly Martha’s 
fingers wrote “Thorton,” and when 
this was correctly read she scribbled 
“Yes." No one present had ever 
heard of Thorton.

EUGENE HELD SIGNS ONE.
The next poem was a few lines 

signed Eugene Field, as follows:

love that a mother feels
As she looks on her baby’s face, as 

by her first-born she kneels.
The signature of Eugene Field was 

different from the rest of the hand
writing, and was said to much re
semble his autography. Not long ago 
Martha spelled out nearly a column 
of . “Sharps and Fats” under the gbp- 
posed influence of Field.

Still another poem followed from 
an unknown author,. Mrs. Keton: ». 
The bluebells wave in the sunshine, 

. the daisies nod and sway,
The cows are coming from pasture at 

’ the close of a summer’s day.
Oh, where is our little darling? Gone 

. to sleep ’neath the hill, - 
The night winds sighing gently with 
■ . the song of the whippoorwill; 
We wake in the morning sadly, for 

our little cowslip’s not herej
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As we think of the sweet voice silent, 

together we all shed a tear.
But we-lean on the Lord in our sad

ness
And our sorrow becomes a gladness. 

ANOTHER FROM MRS. KETON.
The character and reputation of the 

poet evidently have much to do with 
the productions eyen after life, judg
ing from the foregoing. Here is 
another by Mrs. Keton, entitled 
“Passion:”
As the waves slingeth shells on the 

shore,
As the sunpoureth light on the sea, 

As the lark unto spring, as the day 
unto night,

So clingeth my wild soul to thee. 
As the stars shineth out on the sea,

As the sun raineth hot on the earth, 
Ab the rocky-bound cave repulseth 

the wave,
So thy anger repulseth me.

Yet in spite of thy queenly disdain, 
Thou art scared by my passion and 

pain;
Thou shalt hear me repeat till I die 

for it, sweet,
I love thee, I dare to love thee.
To one of Martha's friends who 

wanted a verse all her own the follow« 
ing was written:
Hair of golden hue, 
Eyes of brightest blue, 
Tull and graceful as a Psyche, 
With a heart that’s true but cold, 
The man who weds you will love you 

till you’re old.
LINES DESCRIBE A PERSON.

The description is said to fit the 
young woman lo whom it was ded
icated, and the last line has had the 
effect of adding to her cheerfulness.

Shakespeare’s shade condescended 
to visit Mrs. Krelle's flat for a mo
ment yesterday, and Martha wrote a 
single sentence as from him: “A pur« 
soul shines forth, and it makes a 
beautiful face.”

Most of Martha’s friends have nu
merous souvenir verses which she has 
scribbled off without effort. Some of 
the productions are said to surpass 
the two labeled Bryant and Field.

“It is no effort for me lo write,” 
said she, “except that my hand gets 
numb and cold. They [the spirits] 
have promised towrite a book for me. 
Each one will write something. 11 
will be one of the greatest books evei 
written if they do write it.”

An almost incredible performance, 
which is vouched for by Mr. and Mrs. 
Krelle, Mr. Frisby and others, is that 
of locating a dishonest debtor. Prof. 
Jesse Everett, a vocal teacher, of 
Chicago avenue and Rush street, was 
in search of one Thompson, who had 
suddenly disappeared, leaving behind 
an unpaid account of $56 for board 
and lodging. The professor laughed 
at the talk about spirits and jokingly 
asked the table the whereabouts of 
this debtor, whom he bad failed to 
find after much seeking. Sounds were 
beard from the table, and soon an ad
dress in Wentworth avenue was spelled 
out for him. He went there and found 
Thompson. The latter could not con
ceal his surprise at seeing his creditor 
from the North 'Side. Prof. Everett 
says he had no idea the man he 
wanted was in that neighborhood or 
even in the city, and if such is the 
case it cuts oil' the possibility of mind
reading.

FIELD FOR COLLEQTION AGENCIES.

A wide field is here opened for 
business men and collection agencies 
who have to contend against the de
sires of some debtors to hide their ad
dresses. It would do a man who dis
likes to pay his bills no good to keep 
bis name out of the city directory if 
Martha got after him. She says, how
ever, that this class of work is not yet 
in her line. "

In the matter of mind-reading the 
young woman undoubtedly has great 
natural talent, and her deep, blue eyes 
read many secrets from the counte
nance. She says that she is ignorant 
of the art, and her relatives add that 
she has had absolutely no opportunity 
to make a study of it.

One evening last week a few neigh
bors were gathered at the Krelle's flat, 
and as usual Martha was the center 
of interest. In-relating the incident 
Mr. Krelle said that she readily placed 
herself in communication with the 
world of spirits, and after a time 
someone asked for Carter Harrison. 
The ex-mayor was begged to talk 
through Martha, and consented, she 
writing his replies. William Frisby, 
who bad known “Chicago's best 

.to

spirit was not averse. Martha de
murred and said she felt foolish, but 
her friends entreated her to “let her
self go.” She rose to her feel and 
struck an attitude such as Harrison 
usually assumed before an audience, 
and then, pulling down an imaginary 
vest and fumbling at an unseen watch
chain, she began:

“Well, boys, this is very un
expected. I didn’t expect to make a 
speech, but now I am here I will say 
a thing or two.”

Mr. Krelle did not write down what 
was said bj' the invisible speaker, but 
says that it was to this effect, re
produced with many of Harrison’s 
mannerisms:

DISCUSSES CURRENCY QUESTION.
“I used to be in favor of silver, 

but I have changed my mind. I have 
come to thfe conclusion that gold is 
the proper standard. ”

The supposed spirit of Harrison 
then wrote and said that he could 
make speeches through Martha during 
the campaign, and asked that a haU 
be rented. He also offered to let the 
medium take all the credit. One of 
the auditors was anxious to hear from 
the lamented ej-maypr, and through 
Martha asked him to make a speech. 
The following was written in response, 
and friends of Mr. Harrison are left 
to judge of its style and consistency. 
It should be remembered that the girl 
never saw or heard him:

“Now, boys, there are a number of
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Beats empty/ making lots of room for 
more. As I often say, there is room 
in Carter’s heart for all the boys. I 
want all these seats filled up.

“I wasn’t expecting to be called ou 
to-night, but I always try to please 

’ the boys. I only wish I could ex
press to you what I think of the gold 
question, but it is hard to make you 
understand, as I never was much of a 

■ speaker. Gold, gold, that is the 
metal for the Democratic party, ” .

The attention of the group was 
-evidently not close enough upon what 

. was being written, for tire “spirit” 
broke off and wrote: “I will make a 
speech to-night and tell all.”

Further pleading failed to bring 
. back the shade.

CHICORA FEAT NOT PROVED.

PROF. J. J. WATSON.

One eveping I was violin soloist at 
an entertainment given in a fashion
able church in New York City, My 
daughter Annie was pianist on the oc
casion, and several singers of note 
took part in the programme. Mr.' 
J. 11. Thomas, at that time one of the 
most popular song composers, as well 
as a vocalist of rare ability, was also 
among the performers. His charming 
ballad, “’Tis but a Little Faded 
Flower,” had become very popular.

Upon the evening above mentioned, 
Mr. Thomas, at the request of the

The Little Faded Flower.

TALMAGE A SPIRITUALIST.

The feat of locating the Chicora has celebrated surgeon, Dr.’ Edward IL 
not yet been proved, but Martha is 4j)ixoni and others, favored the au

. confident that she saw the boat and dience with the beautiful song allgdeii 
its cargo and talked with one of the ( • • • - - ... .

: crew. The test was ’ proposed ’ by a 
neighbor, and the young woman knew 
next to nothing about the Chicora and 
its fateful voyage of two years ago.

• ‘I called some of tife spirits to the 
table," said Martha, “and after a 
while I went into a trance. At first 
it was all dark and I only felt a rush
ing sound. Then I seemed to see the 
land and the shore distinctly. I would 
know the place in a minute. They 
told me it was a little west of St. Joe. 
Then I seemed to go down under the 
water and I saw tho boat, It was 
loaded with flour. The spirit told me 
that it was wet only a little on the 
outside. All around were the bodies 
of the men who had been on board. 
The young man named Carroll was a 
passenger. I met a, Frenchman who 
said bis name was Ilermee Vonbrau. 
J went for a promenade with him."

This trance lasted half an hour and 
Martini's friends were-alarmed. All 
the while she kept muttering of what 
she saw and talking with her spirit 
companions.

In another trance the young woman 
saw what she calls purgatory. “I 
wish I could describe it to you, ” said 
she, ‘ ‘but I haven't words to -express 
myself. It seemed like a big road, 
with a crowd of people and all dark
ness, except at one end, where there 
was light. The crowd was working 
and pushing and suffering, trying to 
get to that light, but they couldn’t 
get there. Some of them were trying 
to get back to earth, but they couldn’t 
move either ahead or backward."

ANOTHER STORY VOUCHED FOR.
Relatives and several of Martha's 

friends vouched for another story of 
her powers. She had called up 
“Dick," and one of her brothers, who 
was skeptical that his dead sister was

to, which he rendered with so much 
tender pathos that many of liis hear
ers were moved to tears,' Dr. Dixon 
being especially affected. / ' i

After the entertainment had con
cluded, the Doctor approached my 
daughter and myself and thanked us 
most cordially for the happiness which 
ho said we had conferred upon him, 
as well as his friends who were pres
ent. His eyes were still visibly 
affected from weeping, and no doubt 
noticing that wo had observed this, 
be remarked: “You may wonder, dear 
Professor, that a man of my years 
should shed tears over a simple song, 
but that beautiful music, wedded to 
such torching words, had a very deep 
signification for me. Come around to 
my office, when you can spare time, 
and see a little faded flower which I 
have sacredly preserved for many 
long years.” A day or two after I 
dropped in and found the good Doctor 
at leisure, which was rarely the case, 
as he was almost constantly engaged 
with patients. After the usual sal
utations the Doctor, placing his arm 
in a friendly manner within my own, 
directed our footsteps to a picture on 
the wall, in the center of which was a 
faded rose ' entwined witli a lock of 
hair. He then gave me the history 
of a beautiful young lady who bad 
been a patient of his in early life, but 
had removed with her family to South 
America. That rose and lock of hair, 
said he, were handed to mo by the 
young lady on the day of sailing. 
Her frail constitution did not long 
withstand the change of climate, and 
she soon passed on to the "Summer 
Land.” Here the tender-hearted sur
geon gave way to another flood of 
tears, and we slowly walked away 
from the dear mementoes. Several 
years after this Dr. Dixon, who was

present in spirit, made a test which much beloved and highly esteemed,
was to him fully convincing. Taking 
a pan lie hung it in thé hallway, about 
ten feet from Martha, and then asked:

“If that is really and truly you, 
Dick, rap on the pan.”

Martha did not move, but looked at 
the pan, and soon, it is said, came, 
distinct and loud, taps on the pan. 
At another time the girlish clairvoy
ant stood with arms folded in front of 
a water faucet, but out of reach, and, 
according to her own statement, sup
ported by Mr. and Mrs. Frisby and 
Mr. and Mrs. Krelle, she turned the 
water on and off at command.

“Twice," said Martha, “the spirits 
have lifted me up and held me in the 
air. 1 lay on the lounge, and the first 
time they raised me four inches. The 

' next time I was lifted over a foot. 
The strength was taken from one of 
the men in the room. ” Four witnesses 
testified as to ■ this suspension in 
midair.

As set forth in the above, Martha 
Hardy' is a most remarkable medium, 
and if her mediumship is fostered 
judiciously her powers will become 
more remarkable as time passes on.

Englewood, Ill. Iago.

GHOST SCARES FARMERS.

A Searching Party Armed with 
Shotguns Organized for Its 

Capture.

The Chicago Chronicle contains the 
following dispatch from Indianapolis, 
Ind: Farmers of Benton township, 
Elkhart county, Ind., are greatly ex
cited pver the appearance of an ap
parition at au old church aud grave
yard.

The specter was first seen by John 
W. French and wife white they were 
returning home from a visit in the 
neighborhood. The ghost is said to 
be about eight feet high, and to re
semble an old man with long, white 
beard, dressed in white and carrying 
a club. While it appears in the form 
of a man, however, it is transparent 
and makes a noise resembling thun
der. It advances rapidly’ upon trav
elers until about ten feet from them, 
when it suddenly disappears.

The ghost frightened William M. 
Moon last Thursday night so that he 
has been under the care of a physician 
ever since. A searching party went 
out last night armed with shotguns, 
looking for the specter, aud it was 
seen several times at a distance, and 
each time was greeted with a volley 
from the shotguns of the pursuers, 
but each time it disappeared, only to 
immediately reappear in a different 

• locality.
Another posse went out to-night, 

which will be divided into groups of 
two and three persons, stationed one 
hundred yards apart. Quite a num
ber in the 'neighborhood refuse to go 
on these expeditions, fearing dire re
sults, Some of the neighbors say that 
the -spirit resembles an old man who 
was murdered some ten years ago in 
that locality, save b*  height

not only in America but throughout 
the civilized world, was also called to 
pay the debt of nature.

Some months later I was sitting in 
one of the small waiting-rooms in the 
Astor House, looking over a morning 
paper, when the episode connected 
with the little faded flower and lock 
of hair suddenly came into iny mind; 
in fact, the whole scene seemed to 
again pass before my eyes, as if it had 
occurred but a moment previous. As 
I was ruminating upon. the matter, a 
colored boy who was in the act of 
brushing a gentleman’s coat, near the 
entrance of the room where I was 
sitting, began to sing in a most aud
ible manner the words and music, 
“'Tis but a Little Faded Flower.” 
My astonishment can better be 
imagined than described, through the 
medium of cold type, and for a mo
ment I was almost dazed. These re
markable experiences in various forms 
have always been more or less ex
perienced through members of mj' 
family. A dear sister of mine, now 
passed away, frequently, with the 
most unerring precision, gave .ex
traordinaryproofs that “coming events 
cast their shadows before,” some of 
which I hope to relate to the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker in the 
near future. The remarkable ex
perience which I told a few weeks 
ago, entitled “Sweet Alice,” in the 
columns of the Banner of Light, of a 
similar nature to the “Faded Flower," 
and also coming through a colored 
musical medium (in the shape of an 
every-day office boy), simply prove to 
my mind that as musical mediums the 
colored r®9e offer much food for 
thought. This has been most tangibly 
proved through that wonderful phe
nomenon, Blind Tom.

These “coincidences,” so-called by 
the average man aud woman, are 
comparatively clear to unbiased in
vestigators of spiritual phenomena, 
and it is nowadays really a rare thing 
to meet a person, who has passed the 
age of thirty, who has not a personal 
experieuce to relate in some form 
which goes to prove (although they 
may' not openly admit it) that the 
subtile Torces of nature are constantly 
proclaiming ‘ ‘There is no death. ”

J. Jay Watson.

on Thomas Jefferson. I 
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JEFFERSON.
He Believed in the Primitive 

Doctrine.

.“No Two Cities on Earth Are in 
Such Rapid and Constant 

Communication as Earth 
and Heaven.”

‘From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
I1.C0. For sale at this office. ■

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing, their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come Into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written-in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
81; paper, 75 cents. '

“Talleyrand’s Letter to thePope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would, desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romisn ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents. •.

jeffebson’s comment on receiving a 
COPY OF UNITARIAN SERMONS.

To the Editor :—J send you a letter 
from Thomas Jefferson, which, when 
written (1824), two years prior to his 
death (July 4th, 182 6), he specially 
requested should not get into print, 
as he “did not wish to give offense 
nor be implicated in theological con
troversy.” ' 4 ■

It contains the profound convictions 
of a philosopher and statesmaUj re
puted in his day and time and in this 
generation as an infidel who rejected 
all religion. , The letter first saw the 
light April 23,1896, in the Christian 
Register, Boston, Mass. We clip it 
from the columns of the Washington 
Ppst, to whom it was given for pub' 
lication by our ever indefatigable 
worker for spiritual truth, Samuel 
Baldwin. We send it to The Pro
gressive Thinker, with the sug- 
gestisn that your readers give Jef
ferson’s letter the widest possible cir
culation, by clipping it from your col
umns and handing it to the editor of 
their local journal, for the perusal of 
the 5,600,00.0 Democratic voters, who 
look up to this more than inspired 
man as the founder of American De
mocracy, as ho was the author of our 
magna charta. ’

Anything from his pen on a the
ological subject will be scrutinized 
with deep interest by a multitude both 
out and in the folds of ecclesiastic 
organizations. ■

In the maturity of years and power, 
devoted to the welfare of his beloved 
country, the “Sage of Monticello” 
declares, in. the fac simile letter 
hitherto unpublished:

‘ ‘I have always rejoiced in efforts to 
restore to us primitive Christiauity, in 
all the simplicity in which it come 
from the lips of Jesus. Had it never 
been sophisticated by the subtleties of 
commentators, nor paraphrased into 
meanings totally foreign to its char
acter, it would at this day have been 
the religion of the whole civilized 
world. But the metaphysical abstrac
tions of Athanasius and the maniac 
ravings of Calvin, tinctured plentifully 
with the foggy dreams of Plato, have 
so loaded it with absurdities and in
comprehensibilities as to drive into 
infidelity men who had no time, pa
tience nor opportunity to strip it of 
its meretricious trappings and to see 
it in its native simplicity and beauty. ”

The above citation from a fac simile 
letter of this sage and revered patriot, 
the author of the Declaration of In
dependence, the charter of all our 
political rights and social religions, 
and political privileges, deserves to be 
inscribed in letters as enduring, and 
preserved and perpetuated from gen
eration to generation, and age to age, 
where all men should behold it and 
time should not efface it, equally with 
that immortal instrument itself. Does 
it not embody as grand truths? Are 
they not the sentiments which the 
mass of Spiritualists entertain? Are 
not the ethics taught from our ros
trums by all our truly inspired teach
ers and speakers, the “Primitive 
Christianity,” in all the simplicity in 
which it came from the lips of Jequs?

Is not every blow delivered by The 
Progressive Thinker against exist
ing so-called Christianity, aimed not 
at ‘ ‘the native simplicity' and purity” 
of the teachings of the Nazarene, but 
rather when ‘ ‘paraphrased into mean
ings totally foreign to its character, ” 
by the “maniac ravings of Calvin,” 
“the subtleties of commentators," 
and metaphysical abstractions of false 
teachers?

The Post says:
1 ‘The April 23d issue of the Chris

tian Register (Boston, Mass.), is a 
notable number. On that day this 
pre-eminent religious weekly cel
ebrated Its seventy-fifth anniversary. 
One of its marked features is a greet
ing from Mrs. David Reed, the wife 
of the founder and first editor of the 
paper, who even in her ninety-second 
year writes a beautiful letter of greet
ing and benediction. Her clear, beau
tiful handwriting is reproduced in fac 
simile. There are articles from lead
ing writers showing the progress of 
thought during this fateful period, 
and none will be read with more in
terest than Prof. Toy's outline of the. 
development of Biblical criticism. A 
most remarkable feature of the paper 
is a fac simile letter from Thomas 
Jefferson, hitherto unpublished. It 
is as follows:

“‘Monticello, Jan. 16, ’24.—I 
thank, you, sir, for the copy you have 
been so kind as to send me of the 
Rev. Mr. Bancroft’s Unitarian ser
mons. I have read them with great 
satisfaction, and always rejoice in 
efforts to restore us to primitive 
Christianity in all the simplicity in 
which it. came from the lips of Jesus. 
Had it never been sophisticated by 
the subtleties of commentators, nor 
paraphrased into meanings totally for-: 
eign to its character, it would at this 
day have been the religion of the 
whole civilized world. But the met- ; 
aphysical abstracttons of Athanasius, 
and the maniao ravings of Calvin,, 
tinctured plentifully with the foggy' 
dreams of Plato, have so loaded it 
with absurdities and incomprehensibil
ities as to drive 'into infidelity men 
who had not time, patience, nor-op
portunity to strip it of its meretricious’

In a Decoration Day sermon in 
Washington City, May 31, 1896, Bev. 
DeWitt Talmage^said:

“Who says that the dead do not 
know of the flowers. I think they do. 
The dead are not dead. The body 
sleeps, but the soul is awake and is 
unhindered. No two cities on earth 

encourage and promote. Not wishing raPid and constant com-
to give offense to those who differ ®u.mcation as earth and heaven, and 
from me in opinion, nor to be im- IJ10 tltwo Decoration Days of 

- - - ... . North and South are better known in
realms celestial than terrestrial. With

trapping and to see it in its native 
simplicity and purity! '■ I think, how
ever, that the samb <free exercise of 
private judgment which gave us our 
political reformation will extend its 
effects to that of religion, which the 
present volume is well calculated to

plicated in a theological controversy, 
I have to pray that this letter may not 
get into print, and to assure you of 
my' great respect and good.'will.

“Thomas Jefferson.’’

COL. INGERSOLL.
His Views of Some Modern

Isms.

CHARACTERISTIC INTERVIEW WITH ?HE 
WELL-KNOWN LECTURER IN LILY 
DALE, THE BPIHITOALIBTS’ GAMP
MEETING. ,

. I
“What do I think of Spiritualism? , 

Poof I I don’t believe a word of it as 
a religion, or as a truth to swear by.”

Thus spoke Col. Robert G. Inger- 
soil. He was here to deliver his well- 
known lecture on “Liberty, Man, 
Woman and Child. ” The lecture de
cided on was calculated to please the 
great number of Spiritualists and 
general attendance expected from the 
conservative towns about here.

“But theri^are several good things 
about the Spiritualists, ” he continued, 
with the eye-twinkle habitual with 
him when pleased with any particular 
subject. “First, they are not bigoted. 
Second, they do not believe in salva
tion by faith. Third, they don’t ex
pect to be happy in another world be
cause Christ was good in this. Fourth, 
they do not preach the consolation of 
hell. Fifth, they do not believe in 
God as an infinite monster. Sixth, 
the Spiritualists believe in an in
tellectual hospitality. -' In these re
spects they differ from our Christian 
brethren, and in those respects they 
are far superior to the saints.”

A STORY FOR THEOSOPHISTS.
. “What do you think of theosophy,
Colonel?” .1-

/

BY EDWABD GIBBON.

VOLUME II.

Of the Encyclopædia of Death,

BEAR IN MIND.

MARGUERITE HUNTER.

CONTENTS:

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.

Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Oilice.

COSMIAN HYMN ROOK.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

HUMAN CULTURE 6 CURE THE WOW’S BIBLE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL- PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

BY E. D. BABBITT, BI. D., L.L. D.

Price, doth, 75 cents. For tale at this office,

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

1FHF SHE BECAME A 81‘IRITVALIST, 
201 pages. Oue copy, U j six copies, »5.

FROM FIGHT TO MORNi 
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, 

82 pages. Oue copy, 15 coms; ten copies, 11.

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

“Living is so art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions: in fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the arts. —Tuomas Staub King.

A moBt excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author ol 
other Important volume» on Health, Social Science. 
Religion, etc.

“In every soul there Is bound up some truth and 
some error, aud each gives to the world of thought ’ 
what do other ono possesses.’’—Cousin.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, 
»9 pages. OuecoW’ lMU“d *“ cloth, Hi paper, W 

cents.

For Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Street.

Commcat« on Gcneuls, Exodus, Leviticus, Number 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Deveretue 
Blake, Rev» Phebe Hanaford, Clara Ue- 

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula A”. Gestcfeld, and 
Frances E. Barr.

This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
238 choice selections of poetry and music, embody- , 
Ing the highest moral sentiment, and free from all * 
sectarianism. Price 50 cent». Sold at this office.

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual 

Spheres,

MAfiojvieT, 

His Birth, Cliaraefer and Doctrine,

A COLLECTION OF 
Original and Selected Hymns 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Sohooto 
and the Home»

Transcrlbed by a Co-operative Spirit Hand, combine! 
with chosen madia ot earth. It was given through In 
dependent state-writing. The Illustrations were gives 
in oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artist» If 
Is not a action, but a narrative ol real lite, without a 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a deal 
and pucclnct expoiltlon ot the philosophy, religion and 
science ot Spiritualism Tim book contain» 260 pages 
with six Illustrations la balf-ioue, and twelve pages 
In original fudupendeut writing. It 1« beautifully 
bound In blue Bilk cloth, btumped Id silver. Price 
• 1.25. For sale at tble office.

This Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. B 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact arid 
perfect in every detail ns to be practically beyond thfl 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
Intensely interesting. Price, 25c. Sold at this office,’

AmoBt «bio and Interetllng pre»encatlon of a molt 
Important »object. Every Spiritualist and every lq- 
quiver Into the proofs and pliEoeopUy of Spiritual« 
lam BbotL'd have this excellent book. Its value li rec* 
ognlzcd and acknowledged all overthe world. Trice, 
cloth, <L For Bale at this office.

This book gives an admirable course of study In 
ethlCB, and supplies a long-felt wuui of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, ae well m older persons whom it is widely 
and appropriately designed to lutereat while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
A DRAMATIC IDYLL

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

Right Living. What Is Morality? What 1b Ignor
ance? Knowledge tho (¿real Treasure, Concerning 
Education. Couduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illumluator of Life. Prudence, an Ecohotny ot Life. 
Wbat Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude u Noble Pos
session. Temperance aud Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
— AND - 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW, 
OR “

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

The bright and scholarly comments of th!« galaxy 
of bright mind« are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. AH should read ft.
Price 50c. For sale at this, .Office.. • -------- -

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.

RIGftT LIVING
BY

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of "Apples ot Gold," "All in a Lifetime," 

"The Story Hour," "Summer Days at Ousel," 
“Bunday Observance," etc., etc.

W
fyl&f

' what interest we visit the place of our 
birth and of our boyhood or girlhood 
days. And have the departed no in- „ , T... . ... ..
terest in this world; where they were and Llfe to tite SpW-World. 
Wn imd ^d,  ̂where they Vol. II. Is now ready for delivery. It 
suffered and triumphed? My Bible ¡8 neatly and substantially bound in 
does not positively say so, nor does oioth, and printed in the best style of the 
iny catechism teach it, but my com- printers art. It is furnished on the 
mon sense deeleres it- The dennrteil same terms that the first volume was. mon sense declares it. Ihe departed when remltting a yeai.,8 subsci.iptjon 
do know, and the bannered procession for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
that marched the earth yesterday to II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
Northern graves, "and the bannered by remitting 81.50 you will get Ihe 
procession that marched a month ecxn DHOGRESSIVE Thinker for one year procession tnat marened a montn ago and Vol H of tba Eucyclopiedia. By 
to Southern graves, were accompanied remitting $2 you will get The Progres- 
by two grander though invisible pro- sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
cessions that walked the air, pro- the Encyclopaedia.
Tl«u. «1 fo«»ded, 
of the martyred, processions of the Vol. I. or VoL II. that you want, 
sainted; and they heard the anthems '

-IN THE- -I; ■
PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. |

A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF \ ii
BesulU of recent scientific research regarding the if 

origin, position and prospects of mankind. i
From the German of . •

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, J
Author ot “Force and Matter," E»says on Nature and 1

Science," “Pliyatoioglcul Picture»," “Six Lee- u. 
lures ou Darwin," Etc, !

1 . ■ ■
“The great mystery of existence consists in parpeti 1 

ual aud uninterrupted change. Every thing is Iinmor! q 
tai and indestructible—the smallest worm as well at I 
tho most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand i 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being lu j 
creation, man and hi« thoughts. Only the form« In 1 
which being manifest« Itself arc changing; but Being 
Rsolf remains eternally the same and imperishable. . 
When we dig*we  do not lose ourselves, but only our 
personal consciousness. We live on lu nature, in our ‘ 
race, Incur children, In our deeds, lu our thought«— 
u abort, lu tbo entire material and physical contrlbu*  ■ 

Uou which, durlngjjur short personal existence, we ■ 
nave furulBbcd to tue subsistence of mankind aud of 
mture lu general.’’—Buechuer.

' - • > v„.i gro nan pages, vellum cloth, el.

of the churches and the salvo of the   __ Vol. 1. of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 
batteries, and they stooped down to bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
■ • -________- -_____________ and substantially stitched, is sent out as

a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is cailed the Premium Encyclo-

breathe the Incense of the flowers.
“These august throngs gathered

this morning are insignificant com- pasdia, and is only given away on the 
pared with the mightier throngs of ^erms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
• ■ • - . . ° . be distributed on the terms stated, at.heaven, who mingle in this service

“Ah,” replied Ingersoll, “I con 
illustrate that with .a story which will 
exactly answer the! question. There 
was a man out in > India who was 
preaching to a few> Hindoos on the 
street. He said nothing is real; all 
is illusion. At that.pcHnt a man rode 
up on an elephant ■. hnd guided it to 
run over the speaker. Thereupon the 
speaker ran away and the people'

which we render to God and our coun
try while we twist the two garlands. 
Hail spirits multitudinous! Hail 
spirits blest! Hail martyred ones, 
come down from the King's palaces! 
How glad wo are that you have come 
back again. Take this kiss of wel
come and these garlaqds of reminis
cence, ye who languished in hospitals, 
or went down under the thunders and 
the lightnings of Fredericksburg and 
Cold Harbor, and Murfreesboro aud 
Corinth and Yorktown, and above the 
clouds on Lookout Mountain.
. ‘ ‘Among the thousands of gather
ings at the North and at the South 
for Decoration Days, I am conscious 
that this service is unique, and that it 
is the only one in which there has 
been twisted two garlands, one for the 
grave of the Northern dead and one 
for the grave of the Southern dead. 
O, Lord God of the American Union,

great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year's subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of The Pboobessivk Thinker will 
member the atory under the above title, by Hudsoi 
Tuttle, which was published in its columns. At tin 
time, constant Inquiries were made aa to Its appeared 
in book form. This wish has now been gratified. Il 
makes a volume of 248 pages, in style and form like th! 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart," with a finely\engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of thi 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
aud the philosophy ot Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of Bplrliual beluga, are presontld in th! . 
pleasing form of narrative. '

The following ore the chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of tne Sage; Home ot the Miser I The Low 
Societies; Hades; Chrietmastide in the Spheres of 
Light; Obrlslmaatlde and the Golden Gate; The Um 
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth । The Change Called Death; Coming to the . 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits J 
Earth; The Foreakeu and Despised; Discussion; A . I 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-world; ‘ J 
ContentedneBS Not Goodness; Address of the Sage. J

It Is a book the Splrltualht will be delighted with; & -
book iu which the investigator will find answers to ■ 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will interest - t 
the church member, uur repel the most prejudiced. - J 
The price in paper Is 60 cents; muslin I); postpaid i

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction bj
PROF. J. 8. LOVELAND.

This book should be lu the hands oí every one fntefl 
esled Iq Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chantel 
2, The Heavenly Maindun. Chapter 8, Removal U 
California; Return of lltb Guide. Chapter 4, Remark 
able Tests. Chapters, B ia Work aa a Healer. Chap
ter C. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Vibit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commii 
uieate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapters, Mlscel 
luneous Articles. Cbupter 10. A Strungc Experience, 
thapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Tow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences— Illustrative o| 
Prophetic Visions, Chapter 13, The First Break is 
the Atlantic Cable Shuwn to John Brown. Chaptei 
11, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrlda.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price Q 
coat».

— —— — “ —- ” »w w ....w . • — — W .
The author «bow« a wise practicality In her method 

of teaching the principle» of ethic«. She Illustrates 
her «object with tnauy brief narratives and anec
dote«, which rendei the book mura Interesting and 
inpre easily comprehended. It is especially adapted

4.;^ ai 4. i r ’ ior U8®,ln children'« lyceuins. In the hands of moth- 18 It Dot time that we bury forever ereland teachers it may be made very useful. Young
•- - - -- -- - and old win be benefited by it. It is a most excellent

book and should be widely circulated.our old grudge? My! My! Can we 
not be at peace on earth when at this 
moment in heaven dwell in perfect 
love Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. 
Lee, William T. Sherman and Stone
wall Jackson, and tens of thousands

laughed. Then the speaker came back, 
and the crowd said: ‘How do you ex-
plain your conduct so it will agree 
with your principles?’ And then the 
speaker replied: ‘Friends, there was 
no elephant. I did not run away. You 
did not laugh. I did not come back. 
I am not explaining this now. It is 
all an illusion. ’ According to my idea 
that man was a Theosophist, ’’ said 
the Colonel.

Colonel Ingersoll next took up the 
question of heredity and hypnotism.

of Northern and Southern men, who,
though they once looked askance at L“ eof ATra?e- J1icrc“ti°u a Necewiiy. caineaot 

... r A. «.u chance. Trulh «nd Falsehood. What 1» anO«»i?or
each other from the opposite banks of - ------------- " ' ‘ ‘
the Potomac and the Chickahominy 
and the James and the Tennessee, 
nop are on the same side of the river 
keeping jubilee with some of those old 
angels who near nineteen centuries 
ago came down one Christmas night 
to chant over Bethlehem, ‘Glory to 
God in the highest, and on earth 
peace, good will to men!’ ”

It is the duty as well as pleasure of
- . - . -. our Spiritual organs to welcome such
The latter science, he said, he did not eloquent admissions of the facts and
believe in. He pronounced the science 
of palmistry or hand-reading also a 
fake, pure and simple, as also that of 
judging by the physiognomy.

The above, from the New York 
Daily Journal, illustrates the char
acter of Colonel Ingersoll. Just as 
he is, acting as he does, and lecturing 
in accordance with his own peculiar 
style, he can do a far greater amount 
of good, in the aggregate, than he 
could if a Spiritualist and recognized
as such. His own spirit guides recog
nize that fact without doubt, and 
maintain him in his present state of 
belief. Hyder Ali.

Lily Dale, N. Y.

HIS DEATH FORETOLD.

Remarkable Manifestations 
Connection with a Farmer’s 

Assassination.

July 10th, about three o’clock

in

philosophy of Spiritualism.
W. H. Parsons.’

THE TRAMP.

Let me stand a moment, parson, in your 
study warm and bright,

Like the moth, your cheery firelight 
beckons from the dreary night.

Sit down? No; I'd rather stand here, if 
it's all the same to you.

I've no right to take the time, sir, of a 
man that’s good and true.

I’ve not come to you for succor. I’ve no 
beggar’s tale to tell.

I but lift my eyes a moment from the 
dreary path to hell.

I’ll not shock you with the story of iny 
lite. It« failure stands

in
the morning, Alex. Gindelsberger, a 
farmer residing near Greenfield, Ohio, 
was called from his home by unknown 
men and murdered. At the time of 
the murder his daughter, Mary, aged 
thirteen, was the gM^.of Mrs. Will 
Cook, of Portsmouth.^ She occupied 
an upstairs room. 'All through the 
night the occupantsj<jf.j|he house were 
disturbed by peculiar qpises and dis
turbances, and were finable to solve 
the mystery. Miss G^niplsberger came 
down that morning qxtrpmely nervous 
and pale. In resppn^ to inquiries 
she said: “I received ,jj premonition 
of my father’s death. I could hear 
voices calling him out of doors, and 
then thought he wasfmm-dered. This 
was followed by loud reppings in my 
room and on the headboard of my bed. 
I was terrified and drew the covers 
over my head. How long I lay in 
that position I do not know, as I ap
parently went to sleep again. I heard 
the clock strike three when I awakened 
again. A hand- touched me and 
pointed ahead, and then I saw my 
father murdered." .

This was told to Mr. Cook and his 
family about eight o’clock in the 
morning. Less than an hour after
ward they received a telegram an. 
nouneing the father's murder in 
alqjpst the same manner as the child

Written deeply on my face and falters 
from my trembling hands.

I’ve no errand here to-night, but to 
thank you for tne warm

Words of sympathy you uttered last 
night at the church. The storm

Drove ms, freezing, to the portal, where 
I crouched within the arch,

Thinking, bitterly, the sexton would 
soon find me out, and march

Me away to let the ladies sweep their 
silks adown the aisle.

On their flowery road to heaven there's 
no room for one so vile

As I am. Excuse me, parson. You don’t 
know the mad’ning hate

Of a wretch that, spurned, forsaken, 
fights alone against his fate.

Soon a strong hand struck my shoulder. 
“I will go," I muttered, ‘‘Yes,”

“Come right in, "a kind voice answered. 
“You are freezing cold, I guess

You’d be warmer down the aisle, sir, 
near this register.” And there

I, bewildered, found myself beneath the

related it. C.
Buckingham’s Dye for the Whiskers 

can be applied when at home, and is 
uniformly successful in coloring a brown 
Ar black. Hence its great popularity. ■

tbe WortUor a Proiulie. Fraud a Crime. TlioPulnon 
of Slander. Wbat la llygucrtsy? CoascleDco, or 
Moral Seuio. Selflebneus, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life, lu Keveronce 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Coutrol. SeM-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Billy Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forglvene«. Observation a 
Groat Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Mun. 
Punctuality, aPromotorof Success. ThoDifficulties 
of Lite. Temptation, tho Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Ncdeasltf to Hight Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver of 
strength and Honor. Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
a Mean*  to Life’s Best End. Good Nature, Ono of 
Life« Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry, 
Free Speech. A Free I’resH. Rights of Animals. 
Kights of Children. Human Right«; or tho Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom.

0-n.aiiirnrschnortul rrln.ro -Ai 0.PT0'e pomi R “fl 01 the “New Woman,!'
r KBfuSDl8cn°e“Ul glare who lathe true woman of «11 the centuries. Are-
In that church of Christ—the first tune 5arlS'b*?  J0011. contra«ting the modem VMbtl with

since my life was turned to night, iuggSure °aoth!c«i-MMrU?nerLlIntcw‘a“Si “1 
Whor ™1„ „„Lt. CCDts- ^Or Sale St

gaslight's cheerful glare

When my wife—my only hope on earth 
—was buried from my sight.

this office, 40 Loomis «treet, Chicago.
-ywz QUESTTON OF A ONCE-/N- 
JL Habited but ngw Bubmorged'part of this glob a 

kuowBnr Atlantis, Is one of much interest. The

Oh, the singing! Would to God that 
sound forevermore might roll 

Through mv sorrow-haunted memory: 
“Jesus, Lover of My Soul.” ' 

Little wonder that the rich and poor 
who thronged that holy place toy iym AND FT 17 a fifth hr Listened, breathless, to the sermon, as B Deatm. A marvelous work. Tbongt concise «■ 

With glowing words and face . text-book, ill, «» fMcInotlng as a work of Action.
You described the home celestial where thB cwl”». . i,_  here combined in support of this Dcwlv-dlacoveredno Beraph cares to know power ot the human mind, which will reson-e a thou
Who has worn the silken garment or ',nd doubt» and tUIScultlcs, make Geology as plain as the sackcloth here below! ' X’? °" 1 snu,d,ttlyeM8 “*obl

___j Ai « ' » ts data gathered from ancient and modern sources-» tiomanism AM tlw KepUbllC. from cJUBlcal authore-from tradition», legend» and
By Rev. Iia&c J. Lansing, M. A. Every Patriot ahould read IL Price «1.00. 9

Soul of Things; or Psychometrie 
Researches and. Discoveries.

mythologies; from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—arc here arranged In compact^ 
literary fbnn, in thia very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the atntcmeots purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlanti&ns concern« 
Ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. Fer sale at thia 
office. Price 2.00.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY a WEIL.

I could see a white hand beckon even Soul or Things—VoL I» 
me toward that home. . : Postage io cents. *

I could hear a gracious whisper, "Who- Soul of Tilings—Vol II» 
soever will, may come.” mtutraicd. com. Cloth...................

SoulofThto^-VoLin. - 
my wretened face again, mutrated. sanp. Cloth..................... « - the conviction otthe free mind that mind

But I thank you from my lonely heart. Postage io cents. lrh010 of ’¡{.% . .nv. j J ___________________________________ The chapter»reveal« new method In psychic andUn, never mind tne rain, ■ , • WAI IIADI C H/AHIZ spiritual reiearoh.' They »how vivid glimpses ot a
I’m Used to that. Go home with YOU? ” "nLUnDLE WUKK, “ stupenjou» moral cosmos that will supersede moral
Oh, no, I would not dare . Researches in Oriental History,
Cast my shadow o'er your hearthstone. Embracing the Origin of tho JewMbeRlBeaadDeveb eeded by knowledge and facts. For Fale at thi« office. 

Rut If von wnuM nmvnnD hrovAn ©pment of ZorotttrUntem and the Derivation of-------------------------------  -
Hilt It 1011 woiilrt nravonp nriitnr ChrlstUntot to which 1« added: Whence Our Aryan «TRE WATS EE Ä WßNDFP ”

Ancestor«» ByG.W.Brown, M. D. Oneef the most AflJh t V2J.J_ioIhIX.zi. »vUIMJLlu.
valuable work« ever published. Price »1.50, To the student of psychte phenomena, this pamphlet

" -------------1 I» Intensely Interesting. It gtres detailed accounts of
[ two cases ot "double consctouineas," namely Mary 

Lurancy Venntun, of Watseka, III., and Marv Bey>
Sice,TÄtir ' »»W^^ngocoIwW..FarYorM1eMail»#ffice.

But if you would pray one prayer 
That the small white hand that beckons

me will never weary grow,

.050
Ciotb. 11.25. Paper, 50 cents.

This U a work ot great valnc. written by one of the 
keenest. -moBt powerful and most truly religion« 
mind« of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put igto the hands of those who have freed 
them«elve« from the dogmaG ot orthodoxy and from

MAW TI&AAAAVVVt g k U >1 f ■ - ' " - -------- —
i may meet you yet above the storm, if Memorial Oration by Col Ingersoll 

never here below. On Rosco» Conkling. Delivered baftm tha New
. Mrs. J. H. O. Smith. YortLegi«i*ttrre,MvM8®.  price, ««mte

rrln.ro
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nokthwBtebn camp.

RIVERSIDE PARK CAMP-MEETING,

convinced. *

C. P. Hopkins, superintendent i 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

One

DELPHOS, KANSAS.
- T

MAPLE DELL CAMP

!

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST CAMP MEET.

REDONDO, CAL., A

M 
J

The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc.

DEVIL'S LAKE CAMP.
Michigan, will be held at Beardsell’s

THE CAMP-MEETINGS. The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

THE ELIMINATOR

BY DB. B. B. WESTBROOK.

cannot publish full programs

to so
■will only cost you a postage stamp.

JerryRobINson«meeting closes.

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Vol. lUmo, 40T Fagot, Cloth, $1.SO,

GENERAL DIVISION.

lurs. xxuuu x>. x Human, u. NeWpOFt, 
Ky.", took the Strangers, by calling the 
names of their friends in Spirit-life, 
their relationship and message».

read The Progressive Thinker will 
be glad to know she is yet in the body. 
A new impulse 'is given to our philosb- 
' " ’ hope to establish the

Ho is good that does good to others.— 
Bfuyere.

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

Election of Directors—Good Fin 
’ nanciaJjBiiowliig.

The Spiritual, Educational and 
Protective Union.

camp, address A. D. Ballou, M. I)., who 
will furnish circulars.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
Collection of Vocal Music for the 
Choir, Congregation and Social 

Circles.

■ ING. „
Parkland, Eden postonico. It com-

This camp opens August 7 and qontin- 
ues seventeen days. For full and cdmpre-

. Mrs. Dr. -Wyant, of Toledo, Ohio, is 
givin g many th e proof ; th at .their frie nd s 
liveahd can communicate. Mrs. Will1--

i'

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
....... . ...... - - >d- -, - , ' .........  - \ —

V THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo* 
Ing the fabuloua claim« of ancient, Judaism and dog. 
malicChriBtlantty, containing many «lartling conelu* 
Bions never before publlihed, showing dearly the 
mythical character of nw«t of the Old and New Teita- 
menc stories, ahd proving that Jesus was an linpenon* 
atlon and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price $1.50. For Salt? at this Office« 
Researches in Oriental History.

Will open its regular session, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritual and 
Religious Camp Association, on July 18 
and continue until August 24. For full

Grand Ledge, Mich., commences July oV ppnp xv nr r19, and ends August 16th. For full, il- I DOCKWOOD«
lustrated, six-page programme address
J. P. Russell, Grand Ledge, Mich.

most laughable feature of the evening. Will commence July 4 and continue tq 
The Judge, mounted on a drygoods box, Sept, 1. For full programme, address 
dispensed Irish justice as follows: A A. P. Blinn, 603Tremont street, Boston, 
man.charged with having .fifteen wives Mass. ,i

GENERAL SURVEY ii

commences July 10 and closes August 10. 
Persons desiring full programme can se
cure the same by addressing the secre
tary, F. J. Macomber. Anderson, Ind.

T1 a. WM A«* MUTI VV W — T • ’ ’ • T3 ’   \ -
Spirit, And is well adapted to place in phy here, and we hope to establish the 
the hands of Christian people, price Spiritual .Church South before tho
15 cent*. - Meeting closes, Jerry Robinson,

AUG, 1 1896

1 Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings, 

■ Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything pi special interest, send 
us a brief item, 'please. A great deal 
can be'expressed in a dozen lines; but 

; long reports will not be used. Meetings 
- are of local interest only. We extend a 

. cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
■ in their appointments to lecture, and 

general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. Wo go to press early 

/'•. Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always'be ac
. companied by the full name and address 
? Of the writer, or no attention will bo 
, paid to them. •

A subscriber writes: “A grand picnic 
and display of fireworks is to be given by 
the Church of the Spirit, (pastor, Dr. 
"Willis Edwards), at Central Grove, on 
Saturday, August 1. Mauy prominent 
lecturers and "test mediums will be on 
tho grounds to take part. Mediums of 
all phases are cordially invited. Excel
lept music for dancing; plenty of seats 
end tables free; swings, fishing, etc. 
Bring your own baskets, or you can be 
served at the restaurant upon the 
ground. Fireworks in the evening. 
Take electric cars to River Forest and 
walk a few blacks. Steam cars at the 
(10 cents round trip) Grand Central de
pot, corner Harrison street and Fifth 
avenue, will convey you to Central 
Grove. Trains leave, Chicago at 6:10 
a. m., 8:20a. in., 1:30p/m., ana 3:30 p.m. 
Leave Central Grove at 6:50 p. m. and 
10:10 p. m. Admission, 25 cents; chil-

. d^en, JO cents.” ; 1 1
" Secretary writes from Troy, Vt.: “For 

- the past eight Sundays we have had • 
■ with us one of our foremost speakers. 
. His guides have been able to give us 

each Sunday lectures of deep instruc
tion and marked ability, drawing large 
and enthusiastic audiences. We feel 
that he has done a good work for us. 
We much regret that Mr. Colburn has 
to leave us. He speaks two Sundays for 

■ the society at Barre, then he goes to
Quoen City 1’urk for the entire season of 
camp-meeting. The society all wish him 
God speed in his good work. We had 
our annual Fourth-of-July picnic. The 

■ weather not being favorable on account 
of heavy showers, we had to leave Mrs. 
Hodgkins’ grove and adjourn to Mr. 
Aikens’ Opera Hall, which was kindly 
offered us. A large crowd gathered to 
enjoy tho pleasures of the day. There 
were recitations by the young people, 
and an oration by our speaker, Lucius 
Colburn. Then the crowd were seated 
to a table laden with delicacies prepared 
by the ladies. The rest of the day was 
taken up by visiting by thef older people 
and sports by the younger ones. Our 
society is iu a nourishing condition and 

: we are in hopes to have a speaker for a 
few weeks in tbe fall.”
. S. N. Aspinwall writes: “The interest 
at the Northwestern camp continues un
abated. Yesterday, the 12th, was our 
fourth Sunday, and although the mer
cury stood 106 iu the shade, the camp 
was filled with people and tho large as
sembly tent was taxed to its utmost ca- 

’.pacity to hear the wonderfully inspired 
words from the lips of that gifted speak
er, Cora L. V- Richmond. Following 
her lecture a seance was given by Prof. 
Arthur, the well-known hypnotist and 
healing medium, which $ave perfect 
satisfaction. The camp is filled to over
flowing, All mediums are having all 
they can do, in fact they are unablo to 

■fill the demand of the people fortheir 
services.”

Mrs. E. Louise Teed, trance and psy- 
chomotric medium, formerly of Ithaca, 
N. Y,, is now stopping in this city.

Pocahontas thinks that while it is in 
principle true that peaceful, law-abiding 
Catholics ought not to be debarred from 
holding office, there is a strong objec
tion, namely: If he be a good Catholic 
and were elected to office, and the bish
op or pope should command him to do 
something contrary to his duties as a 
citizen, how long would be be a law
abiding citizen? “I am not willing to 
see, or help place in power, anyone, 
Protestant or Catholic, that will take
away from me my right to the free ut
terance to my honest beliefs in religion.”

Dr. Willis Edwards, pastor Church of 
■the Spirit, writes: “We open our new 
hall, with a seating capacity of nearly 
2,000 persons, on the first Sunday .in 
September. Tho congregation has 
grown entirely beyond the limited space 
of the present meeting place. We are 
’,n correspondence with some of the most 
eminent mediums in tbe country, who 
will assist us In our work—such’ noted 
people as W. J. Colville, Rev. Moses 
Hull, Hon. L. V. Moulton, Mrs. Ida 
Whitlock, W. H. Bach, and many 
jthors. Mrs. Mattie Hull will be with 
as the entire month of October. We ex
pect all the different phases of medium
ship, philosophy and phenomena will be 
ably demonstrated. We asn all friends 
te send us their best thoughts in our un- 
iertakiug, which is for the good of hu
manity. Address of hall with names of 
ipeakers for the opening, etc., will be 
given in a later issue of The PROGRESS
IVE Thinker.”

J. H. Lohmcyer writes from San Die
go, Cal.: “W. W. Tatum, trance, phys
ical and independent slate-writing me- 
Sium, who is at present engaged in San 
Diogo, Cal., intends making a tour of 
tho Eastern States, for public work, and 
he wishes to correspond with authorized 
officers of societies for engagements for 
iho season of .1896-7, commencing with 
September. Mr. Tatum is a public 
olatform test medium on an equality 
with others well known in the East. He 
Has one phase, which is not general with 
public work—receiving independent 
date-writing bn the public platform in 
ionnection with his tests. I have seen 
oim receiving messages oh four slates 
within ten minutes, and he received 
iwelve messages at another meeting, 
for twelve different people. Knowing 
from experience what is most needed 
for public work, to satisfy the masses. I 

■ recommend Mr. Tatum to all societies 
that have not made arrangements with 
speakers for the entire season. It will 
oe of benefit for the society as well as 
lor the people who visit their halls, and 
who are anxious to have some demon
stration of the truth of spirit return.' 
Perms will be made reasonable. ' Ad- 
iress W. W. Tatum, Los Angeles, Cal., 
Gen. Del.”

Prof. A. B. Severance writes: "I was 
delighted to read the editorial in The 
Progressive Thinker bf July 25th on 
the ’Unreliability of Ancient History.’ I 
have said many a time in the past, that 
there was nothing so unreliable as his- 
fory; And the farther you go back in 
history tho more unreliable ydu will find 
It. ■ Therefore I Have always claimed 
ihat the Bible, being nothing but a his- 
(ofy and written by men so far bock that 
¡here could not be any reason for put 
faking it as a guide for religious instruo- 
aon, or as a moral guide cither. It 
teems strange to me that so many peo
ple in these modern days will take any 
»tock in the plan of salvation put forth 

, by the Christians, as taught in thsBi- 
■ 016» de it seems an infamous doe-

trine that no matter how much you may 
sin, you can be forgiven if you only com 
to Chriet—while, as I undepat^nd it. 
everyone must take the consequences of 
wrong doing, and that there is no es
cape from it. How many murderers 
have been swung off from the gallows 
into the arms of Jesus, according to 
Christian teachings. The people (that 
is, some of them) ought to know the su
perstitions of the past as taught by his
tory taken out of them, and more of the 
modern teachings that pertain to practi
cal common sense engrafted into their 
minds. And I wish to say again that 
your editorial will do much ¡rood to set 
people thinking, and when they begin 
to think, and do not take everything as 
authority, as they have been taught in 
the past, they will come nearer the 
truth. The present—the ever-present 
now, is what we should study the most, 
and if wo keep up with the progress of 
the times we shall hove plenty to do."

Carrie Fuller Weatherford, trance 
lecturer, public tost medium and Impro
visatrice, can be addressed for fall work 
at Alaska, Kent Co., Michigan. -

, Dr. H. C. Andrews writes: “I. shall 
lecture and conduct a grove meeting, 
July 24. 25 and 26 in Damon’s Grove, 
near Riverside, Berrien Co., Mich. I 
will answer calls to lecture and officiate 
at weddings aud funerals, anywhere in 
Michigan, Ohio and Indiana, and would 
like to correspond with societies any
where for engagements. Our glorious 
cause is gaining ground here. Address 
me at Riverside, Box 45, Berrien Co., 
Mich.”

Dr. T. Babcock writes from Wauke
sha, Wis.: “This has been quite a con
servative town, but through the efficient 
work of Bro, Will C. Hodge, Spiritualism 
has taken a new hold, and many are in
quiring into the new philosophy, His 
lectures are practical and seemed to fill 
a long felt want in the minds of the peo
ple who are asking for something more 
than the'dry husks of old theology, and 
whoever is so fortunate as to engage the 
services of Bro, Hodge will never have 
cause to regret1 it. He should be kept 
at work. The world needs such work
ers and he is too valuable, a man to be 
allowed to remain idle.-' Many years ac
quaintance with him makes me appreci
ate his worth, and I know him to be one 
of nature’s noblemen—‘an honest man.1 
Waukesha will extend a hearty welcome 
to him whenever he comes this way, 
and his many friends are anxious that 
he should visit us again in the near fu
ture. From the ‘Saratoga of the West’ 
we send our best wishes to The Pro
gressive Thinker and its 40,000 read
ers.”

Dr. Adah Sheehan, whose lectures are 
always impressive and eloquent, desires 
to announce that she is open for lecture 
engagements for the coming season, and 
also for next season’s camps. The Doc
tor has been confined very closely for 
the past year to her home practice, car
rying forward a project of her spirit 
guides and counselors. She can now be 
addressed for engagements at Elsinore 
Gate and Russell street, Eden Park, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mrs. S. C. Scovell, who has been so
journing in the west for some time, has 
returned to Elgin, Ill., and will resume 
her meetings there. She is certainly a 
very efficient worker. '

Wm. Mason writes: “The case of 
Martha Hardy, mentioned in your last 
week’s paper, Is a remarkably strong 
one, ana if the phenomena could be pro
duced before a committee of the Seyoert 
commissioners (supposing there may be 
found a few honest men among them), I 
don’t see how they could account for it 
on any other than a spiritual basis. I 
say supposing the phenomena could be 
produced, notwithstanding the preju
dice which they would have in their 
minds during their investigation. I 
know tli|s would be a great hinderance, 
this unfavorable condition of their 
minds, according to the laws of spirit 
phenomena. The fact of her writing in 
three languages (an inexperienced ten- 
year-old girl) is remarkable. If it be 
proven that she has Ipoatad, correctly 
the Chicora, together with tne place in 
the hull whore the bodies of the crew 
are lying, it would be a great achieve
ment. I would like to see this tested. 
It ought to close the mouths of cavillers. ”

H. Raphael writes: “The first meeting 
of the Spiritualist, Gospel Temple was 
held at HygeiaHall, Washington boule
vard and Phulina street, on July 19. Lt 
was a grand success financially, socially 
and spiritually. The programme con
sisted of singing by the children of the 
Sunday-school, address by the chair
man, tests and readings by Mrs. E. Ra
phael and other mediums.”

All members of the Illinois State 
Spiritualist Association are requested to 
be present at a meeting to be held at the 
office of Dr. D. S. White, 754 West Van 
Buren street, Wednesday evening. Au
gust 6, 1896. Business of especial im
portance will be presented. By order of 
G. L. S. Jenifer, president; D. G, Hill, 
secretary.

M. Theresa Allen writes from Spring
field, Mo.: “I have just returned from 
Winfield, Kansas, Camp-meeting, which 
closed on the 21st inst. I visited the 
camp the last few days of its session 
and found a very harmonious and happy 
company of campers, speakers and me
diums, notwithstanding the Inclemency 
of the weather. As the general proceed
ings will undoubtedly be reported by 
others, I will only say that my visit to 
the camp was more especially in the in
terest of organization—local, State and 
National. 1 gave one lecture on that 
subject Sunday morning to a fair-sized 
audience and was pleased to note the in
terest manifested in the same. I also 
lectured Sunday afternoon and Monday 
forenoon upon subjects taken from the 
audience. I fully intended returning 
to Springfield on Tuesday, but finding a 
special Interest awakened concerning a 
local society, and being urged by the 
resident Spiritualists to remain over 
another day for the purpose of organiz
ing a local society, I did sb, and now am 
happy to report that Winfield, Kansas, 
has a local society as well as a camp as
sociation.” .

B. C. Lower, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “W. J. Erwood and wife, plat
form test mediums and speakers, sing 
under control. They are able exponents 
of Spiritualism, and are desirous of mak
ing engagements with Pacific Coast so
cieties’ for the coming fall and winter. 
Address them in care of Box 203, Los 
Angeles, Cal.

Mrs. M. Á. Reed, an excellent medium 
of this city is now at the Clinton Camp.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism: together with a brief hlstory'of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible,’’. .By Moses Hull. 
The well-known . talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his rpany years' study of the Bible in its 
relation» to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information, on the'teubject. Price SI. 
For sale At this office. , . ..

“Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. p. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.t). A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For Bale at this office, .

Lake George Camp, N. Y.
It is due the readers of The Pro

gressive Thinker that more mention 
be made of the Lake George camp-meqt-' 
ing. This camp is really but three 
years old. It is situated on the shore of 
Lake George, and easy of access. Hotel 
Woodfin is an ideal hotel, and under the 
management of Mr. Eugene L. Seelye 
and his equally competent wife, both 
having had years of hotel experience, 
besides being stanch Spiritualists.

Quite a number of cottages have been 
built, and all of a superior order, and 
only owing to the depression in business, 
several others whion have been begun, 
would have been completed.

The meetings were formally opened 
July 12th by Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, of 
Troy, N. Y., who spoke from subjects 
given by the audience, followed by im
provisations and vocal psychometry. 
President Griffin presided. The meet
ings were very satisfactorily conducted. 
A conference was J>eld Wednesday af
ternoon. .

■ Sunday, July 19, Prof. Waite, of Fort 
Edward, was to have conducted - the- 
meetings, but could not be present. Mrs. 
Reynolds took his place and gave excel
lent, satisfaction, both by lecture, poem 
and tests. Afternoon subjects jvere fur
nished. In the evening, “The Religion 
of Spiritualism,” and anyone .who bad 
doubted that Spiritualism was a religion 
could not again if they had listened to 
that inspired lecture.

To fully appreciate the beauties of 
this camp one must come here and be

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Although the heavy rains have had a 

depressing effect on tue people in camp, 
and no doubt had an effect on many who 
would come, yet we are enjoying the 
beauties of nature, and breathing the 
p.ure, fresh air, which is such a relief 
from the crowded cities, bringing to 
us health and vigor. Spiritually, we 
have all that could be asked for In the 
phenomena, as far as physical seances 
are concerned. ■

The philosophy in its most radical 
form is being discussed by-Mr. Sprague, 
of Jamestown, N, Y. The philosophy 
in its beauty and grandeur is being dem
onstrated by Marguerite St. Omer, of 
Cincinnati, O., and who has already en
deared herself to the hearts of the peo
ple by her sweet and genial disposition 
in her lectures, by presenting Spiritual
ism in her plain, practical and eloquent 
manner, which draws people to us to 
learn more of its beauty ana grandeur, 
and leading the investigators to seek 
more earnestly tor the truth as dsmon- 
strated. Her psychometric readings are 
far superior to any we have yet heard. 
As a test medium on the rostrum, we 
can say that all her teste are duly recog
nized, and that is all that be asked from 
anyone. Clear qnd distinct they are 
given to us, with messages from loved 
ones, proving to us the fact of immortal
ity, and that we are surrounded by those 
whom we have mourned as dead, but 
now realize are ever with us, and. can 
commune with us. May she long be 
spared a» an instrument to lead up to 
the light those who are groping in spir
itual darkness. She came to us a per
fect stranger, in very feeble health, but 
we are pleased to say her heath is much 
improved.

Our vice-president, Mrs. Luther, who 
has been sick some time, is also improv
ing since coming to camp, and we hope 
she will be able to fill her part of the 
programme. Carrib Riter.

Grand Ledge Camp.
The opening day of the Grand Ledge, 

Mich., Camp was ushored in by a 
gloomy, drizzling rain, which continued 
through the entire day, and prevented 
hundreds of people from attending, yet 
we can record the fact, that a v6ry 
large and appreciative audience was 
with us to enjoy two as fine discourses 
bv Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port 
Huron, Mich., as ever came from any 
speaker in her line of instruction. She 
does not enter into the depths of science 
beyond the comprehension of the list
ener, but deals more with the practical 
details of life, and her sympathetic ex
pression, brings all enrapport with her 
earnestness of purpose.—“To be good 
and do good.”

Mrs. Robinson remains with us till 
July 24th.

Moses Hull enters upon the list July 
23 to 27. •

Dr. Mansfield, Independent slate-writ
er, commences his labors with us July 
22, and continues to August 4.

Our camp starts out with far brighter 
prospects for campers this year than last, 
being double the number of one year 
ago.

Prof. Goodman, of Missouri, independ
ent slate-writer, is now with us, doing 
good work In his line.

Our music is the pride and joy of our 
camp, under the direction of Edwin 6." 
Russell, being the same quartette of 
last year, and having a year’s practice 
in advance, are exceeding last year’s 
effort in this branch of work, and is the 
admiration of all visitors to our camp.

The Lansing cornet band rendered 
some very fine music upon our grounds 
for our opening day. In fact is one 
round of music continually in one form 
and .another, and as. luck will have it, 
our camp is a veritable music center.

J. P. Russell.

The annual meeting of the above asso
ciation will be held Friday, August 21, 
1896, atTO o’clock a. m., ih the audito
rium at Lily Dale, N. Y. It is proposed 
to reorganize the Union at that time 
into a State association, the societies and 
Spiritualists of New York State having 
been invited to meet and join with the 
Union for that purpose. The Cassadaga 
Lake Free Association has given ub the 
entire day on their programme and a 
large attendance is especially desired, t

It Is hoped that all members who can
not attend and are not connected with 
any other auxiliary of the N. S. A., will 
renew their membership for the ensuing 
year. Spiritualists not members, are 
earnestly requested) to join the S. E. & 
P. Union. For further particulars ad
dress Frank Walker, Sec'-y.,

Lily Dale, N. Y.

A Chance to Make Money.
I have berries, grapes and peaches, a 

year old. fresh as when picked. I use 
the California cold process; do not heat 
or seal the fruit, just put It up cold; 
keeps perfectly fresh, and costs almost 
nothing;'can put up a bushel in ten min
utes. Last week I sold directions to 
over 120 families; anyone will pay a dol
lar for -dlrectiofts when they see the 
beautiful samples of fruit. As there 
are many people pobr like myself, I con
sider it my duty to, give my. experience 
to such, and f6bl confident anyone can 
make one or two hundred dollars around 
home in a few days; .1 will mall sample 
of iraU and complete directions, to any 
of ydur readers, for eighteen two-cent 
stamps, which is only the actual cost of 
the samples, postage, etc., to me.

Francis Casey, St. Louis, Mo.
339eotf6t -

To the EniTOib—Since I last wrote 
you the camp has Jbeen moving along in 
harmony, sowing ‘the seeds of truth on 
fertile minds that is sure to produce a 
harvest of thoughlj and deeds in the fu
ture that will 69top good, There have 
been many visitorelo the camp this sea
son that were nayer at such a place be
fore, and they h$ya received manifesta
tions and explanations that have given 
them something to think of. The class 
of people attending these lectures will 
compare with the best audiences gath
ered anywhere iu the land; they are 
thoughtfujancj intelligent, and are here 
to learn. I will now summarize to date.

Wednesday, the" 16th, the conference 
was held at 10:30 a. m.,and was of great 
Interest, as have been all of the$e daily 
schools. Mrs. Riclilnond gave the lec
ture of the day, "closing with an im
promptu.poem that 'was a revelation to 1 
many in the large audience. After her 
lecture, Mrs. Isa .Wilson Kayner, of 
Chicago, gave platform test readings 
that were very accurate, and When the 
seance was over one old gentleman came 
forward to shake hands with Mrs. Kay
ner, and said, “I used to know your 
father, E. V. Wilson, many years ago, 
and as I heard you giving teste, I said to 
myself, ‘She’s a chip of the old block.’ ’’

Thursday, the Ibth, Bro. E. Andrus 
Titus gave hie third lecture, taking for 
his subject, “What Makes a Man?” He 
spoke with great ealmestness and power, 
and was kindly appreciated throughout.

Friday, the J7tb, Bro. Lyman C. Howo 
gave his first lecture and was met by a 
very large audience, and he gave them 
a fine discourse, and his improvisation 
of his invocation was truly grand.

Saturday, the 18th, Mrs, Richmond 
gave her farewell.lecture at 2i30 p. m. 
In the morning conference Mrs. Rich
mond, Bros. Lyman C. Howe, E. Andrus 
Titus and Dr. S. N. Aspinwall took part 
in the discussion, the question being 
“Obsession,” or the control of earth
bound spirits, and with these able speak
ers in the. debate, it made it one Of the 
best conferences of tbe entire sesiion, 
After the lecture in the afternoon, Prof. 
Arthur, the “boy phenomenon," gave an 
exhibition of his power as a hypnotist 
and magnetic healer. He was able to 
give assistance to some suffering chil
dren of earth that were brought to him 
for cure.

Sunday, the 19th, Bro. Alien Franklin 
Brown, secretary of the camp; gave the 
lecture of the morplng at 10:30, taking 
for his subject, “Nearer, ..My God, To 
Thee," and ne certainly handled it well, 
holding a large audience the while. He 
then gave threb or four psychometric 
readings that were correct;

At 2:30 p. m. Lypan 0. Howe gave 
the lecture, answering questions from 
the audience, wKlpll’wpreolated his an
swers, as there warm bursts of applause 
quite frequently,,,Following bis lecture 
Benj. F. Foster give a daylight seance 
for physical manueBtations. Then came 
a local hypnotistTro.' the State Univer

 

sity, by the nam^ bf.feeo. A. Chase. He 
was successful iif,‘get'tlng good subjects, 
and made considerate amusement.

At night MrSjJCayner was put on for 
platform tests anjt surpassed herself by 
the work done’rat/that seance. She 
held a ladies’ gold watch, and gave such 
a perfect descriStipn of a photograph 
within the cases'; ^hat It astonished 
the audience wha$ t,pe watch was opened 
and shown to tli&mA ..At a seance a few 
.days previous, sne'I'oad for a lady who 
had never been ,tb ^meeting of Spirit
ualists before, and she gave a number of 
dates. Tho lady denied everv one of 
them. The teachers insisted that they 
Were right and that in some way it 
would be made known to her, and went 
on with their work. At this meeting a 
lady came up to her and said, “When I 
returned home, I referred to a book that 
1 had, and I found that every date was 
correct, and I have come to tell you that 
you were right and I was wrong.” And 
she has begun to see that there is some
thing In this great question that she has 
not learned up to this time. At this, 
meeting she was reading a lady that had 
walked down the aisle while Mrs. Kay- 
ner’s back was turned, and told her of a 
scar on a lower limb that was made 
wh’en she-was five years of age. Tbe 
Itidy said the whole reading was correct, 
■except the scar, but that she had no 
mark upon her person. The teachers 
repeated it, and jiist before the seance 
was over the lady, arose and said tbe 
scar was correct; that she "remembered 
all about it now." By such -tests as 
these are some people halted oh the 
roadway of life, and made to know that 
there are forces at work that they have 
never before believed in, or thought 
worthy of investigation. In every se- 
anoe that she has given at this camp, 
the're has been such work as this given 
by the teachers that are with us. She 
has alsb passed the test here that we ex 
pected would have to come, sooner or 
later, that of getting 'Indepeqdent writ
ing inside of bolted, and sealed slates. 
This was obtained for J. C. Dunn, of 
Winnebago City, Minn.

Monday, the 20th, was a busy one in 
the afternoon, as it was the annual meet
ing of the stockholders, for election of 
directors for the coming year, and for 
taking care of any'Other business that 
might coma before, the meeting. The 
election resulted as. follows: J. C. Dunn, 
Winnebago City;' Dr. 8. N. Aspinwall, 
A. O. Hoyt, J. F. Raymond, Henry J. 
Lepper, Mrs. Emily. Lepper, O. J. Jo’hn- 
son, Minneapolis; Allen Franklin Brown 
and Merrill Ryder, St. Paul.

The reports of the secretary and treas
urer were very ¿ncouraging. notwith
standing the financial depression df the 
country. They show, that the North
western Spiritualists’ Association is in a 
prosperous condiMpm;havlng all debts 
paid to date, and property and money on 
hand to the ambumeffi about 81,600. The 
directors will m£et“Monday," the 27th, 
for tho election or.pfficers, and for the 
settling of all business of the past year.

While the directorsrand stockholders 
were in session tbp following paper was. 
presented tad read:/, :■ , .

“We, the unde^ig^ed mediums at
tending the carnft-meating "of the North
western SpirituaHsts"|pamp meeting As
sociation, during ijh a eeason of 1896, de
siring to show opp appreciation of the 
manner in which we nave been treated 
by the president ahcTofflcers of said As
sociation, do hergbyatenaer to said offi
cers our sincere,thanks for their kind 
and considerate treatment of ourselves 
as mediums; especial^ do we desire to 
thank Df. 8. N, Ab|)inwall, president; 
Allen Franklin Brown, secretary, and 
Merrill Ryder and J. F. Raymond, of 
said Association, for' their untiring and 
successful efforts in Our behalf. . Regret
ting our inability to show our apprecia
tion more substantially, we trust that 
bur efforts will be received in the same 
hearty and cordial spirit in which they 
are felt by us. Frank N. Foster, Benj. 
F. Foster, Emma U.. Foster, Mrs. L. A, 
Roberts, O. E. Winans, A. Norman, O. 
L. Concannon, S. .E, Chapman, A. 
Wheeler, P. J. Dempsey and family, 
Prof. Arthur, Mrs. Rose, Katie Cady, E. 
Andrus Titus, Lois Smalley, Bessie As
pinwall and Isa Wilson Kayner." This 
was ordered placed upon the records, 
and sent to the papers for publication.

Tuesday, the 21st, Lyman C. Howe 
gave the lecture of the day, taking his 
subject from the audience, “Occupation^ 
in Spirit-life,” and e gave one of the 
bbst lectures of hl series. Mrs. Kay-

uer again followed with a test seance, 
and every reading was pronounced cor
rect, and when her time was up the. au
dience wished her to go on and give 
them more.

Wednesday, the 22d, Dr. S. N. Aspin
wall gave the lecture at 2:30 p. m., tak
ing for bis subject, “Materialization,” 
and gave some interesting incidents in 
his investigations.

There are four more days of camp 
proper, and then, like the Arab, we will 
fold our tents and away. Five weeks of 
successful camp life in these hard times 
is a good record. Will write you again 
after vie break up. T. D. Kayner.

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
We have had Mrs. A. E. Sheets and J. 

Clegg Wright for speakers tho past few 
days, and each have fully sustained 
their reputations for oratory, but there 
they part—the one representing the 
spiritual, the emotional, the heart, 
while the other is the mental, the intel
lectual, the brain. Spiritualists, as a 
rule, have always clung to the ideal, 
and do not cure to have the God of love 
denied out of existence, and many crit
icize Mr. Wright’s caustic attacks upon 
things still held sacred. He made ad
mirers, while Mrs. Sheets made friends.

Lake Brady has now a permanent 
Woman's Association of nearly thirty 
members, and an executive board of 
several acting officials. It is a reorgan
ization from tho society of last year, 
which did such efficient work for the 
camp—its treasury being a convenient 
source of revenue. “A little nonsense 
now and , then is relished by the best of 
men.” This old saw was fully verified 
at Lake Brady, Friday evening, at the 
entertainment given under the able 
management of Bell Herrick, acting 
chairman. The programme was an ex
cellent one; one or two numbers deserve 
special mention. The singing and danc
ing of Lily and Rhea Haines fully sus
tained the reputation of the noted 
“Haines Family Concert Company.” 

. A. mock trial in 1 ‘Polise Cort” was the

MT. PLEASANT PARK. ‘
The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet

ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ist Association commences at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, August 2, clos
ing August 30. For full circulars and 
particulars address Will C. Hodge, 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wis., until 
July loth; after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park). ‘

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July 11, and close August 23. 
For full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. E. Gaston, 
Lily Dale, N. Y. .

' ; LAKE GEORGE CAMP,
Situated at the head of Lqke George, at 
the terminus of the Glen Falls branch of 
the Delaware and Hudsoq railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 0, 
The management have published an il- 
illusti'atedi pamphlet with programme. 
Send for it, addressing James D.White, 
Albany, N. Y, . ’

. NORTHWESTERN CAMP,
Located between the cities of St. Paul 
and Minneapolis, Minn., commences 
June 21 aud closes July 26. For elabor
ate programme,address Allen F. Brown, 
703 Manhattan1 Block, St. Paul, or Dr. 
S. N. Aspinwall, president, 2433 Fifth 
avenue; Minneapolis, Minn.

1 HASLETT PARK CAMP, 
Michigan, will be held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 and ending August 
31, and including five Sundays. For a 
beautifully illustrated pamphlet, giving 
full particulars, address G. F. Ottmar, 
209 and 210 Hollister Building, Lansing, 
Mich. ■

LAKE PLEASANT CAMP ;

The only Ireatlso ever offered the reeding end 
IfiL“1!,“1! j“';11".111 ,thJ Interest of modern Spiritual“ 
»mion »nawblcb dytrMiro“tUc euPUI" 

Domontlrateo continuity of life and our e»vi.
ronment of »jplrUiluaUnjlueMu,

te'd6U ot m011ern pl>yelcal and physiological 
BClCUCCs .
. 7° a1»«6 fPlrttualifit, an impregnable foundation of 
icientlflo data and verified facta

oud JtoPjK • revelation of the 
S’olutionenergiefl op ratlve la Nature'8 formula <3 

To the ecclesiastic, a new Heaven and a new earth, 
A book to read, to study aud thluk about. A con*  
denaed volume of scientific Information for 25 oenti, 
Address your orders to
The Froyrettlve Thinker, 40 hoomO olrtet, 
%Mc2U1iu.LMk”Od' 471 We,t

Uffe of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the Nation«) with Preface and Notei 

by Peter JCcklcr. Illustrated with view«'of the aid 
Paine Bomestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, algo, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman« 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland. 
Condorcet, Brlasot, and the most prominent of Paiae’i 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Belnif an Investigation of True aud Fabulous The*  
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
anpnew type। 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 ceutli 
clothi 50 cents.
Common Sense.

Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to tbe inhab*  
Itanis of America iu 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke’s 
Attack upon tbe French Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 
pages. Paper,80cents; cloth,50cents,
Paine’s Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Piophecles, etc. 

Blue.edition. Po«t8vo.,432 pages. Cloth,|1.00
Paine’s Political Works. '

Common Sense, Tbe Crisis, Rights of Man, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, Sl.OOi 
postage, 20 cenps._____ ________

man.charged with having .fifteen wives 
•was acquitted because of nis ability and 
willingness to support them all. A wo
man arrested for fortune-telling was sen
tenced to, tell the Judge’s fortune, etc. 
Black Patti, Yon Yonson and other ce
lebrities, were represented. The amus-

Landing, only 80 rods from Manitou
Station on C, J. & M. M. R. R., from

ing programme concluded with a burnt PJ r?n-Da 5?°$Ju ,R?rtl?,ulaü8
cork exhibition of singing and dancing, K^i,ess MlflB Hughes, Wheatland, 

A number of new mediums are on the
grounds, among whom we notice D. L. LAKE BRADY GAMP,
Lee, developing medium and magnetic Opens June 28 and closes September 6. 
healer; J. L. Beckhart, inspirational The management have issued an lllus- 
and healing medium; Albert Smith, trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
English psychic and palmist; Will Cole, full particulars. Address Chas. Thomas, 
with his spirit telegraphy, well known 2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
at Lake Brady; Dr. and Mrs. Clemmens, C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
trumpet mediums. Considering the ------ ■’* ■ ■
weather oil are doing well. The seances 
given by Mr. Hatfield Pettibone are dif-
forent from all other materialization se
ances because done in full light. At a 
seance the writer was permitted to look 
inside tho cabinet while the manifesta
tions were going on. Hands and arms 
were seen and also one round halo-liko 
circle of light, in the center of which 
was the dim outline of a human face. 
The sitters were permitted to put slates 
in one after another on the medium’s 
head and receive personal messages 
written by the hands coming from the 
cabinet. No pencil was used. The mes
sages were all of a personal character 
and. many of thorn signed with the name 
of departed friends. Several persons 
were then invited one after another into

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Opens July 16 and ends August 30. For 
full programme, containing full particu
lars, address J. S. Phillips, Brighton, 
Mich.

CENTRAL NEW YORK CAMP
will be held at the Riverside picnic
grounds at Freeville, Tompkins Co., 
N. Y., commencing July 18 and ending 
August 2. For particular information 
address H. C. Sessions, Cortland, N. Y. 
For tent and camp-ground accommoda
tions address H. W. Roe, Freeville, 
N. Y. .

CHESTERFIELD GAMP

the cabinet, and ’ with their heads pro
truding through the opening, facing the 
audience, were permitted to feel the 
hands, patting and rubbing them on va
rious parts of the body. UUB wfoutwuuys. ror iuii ano compre-

A seance was given to-day for the ■ hensive information concerning the 
benefit of a man named Boutelle, who """" K o-”— " ......
was once a Franciscan monk, but has 
since recanted his vows of celibacy and 
taken unto himself a wife. The couple 
are here, in indigent circumstances, and 
the Spiritualists being charitably in
clined, the seance was well patronized.

Mrs. McCaslin.

1. ItESEARCHUS IN JEWISH HISTORY.
». RUSEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. H
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I
Tbo whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jem.
In chip volume tbe Jews are clearly ibown not (6 

have been tbe boly and favored peuplé they claltn to 
havô been. Tbe Mefciianlc Idea I» traced to (he Baa*  
Irian Fblloioplier, 2350 yeara B. C., and it« historY || 
outlined, following the waves of einlip-atlon, uuill h II 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical bérô, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, Sÿon after tbe comineucbmént 
of the Christian era. >•:<•••

Th^ book demonstrates that Christianity and Ite cen 
irai hero are mythical; that the whole system Is baled 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force: and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstition« afé 
but survivals of so-called paganism, it show« taet tè- 
search among the records of the past ; Its faute are 
mostly gleaned from Christian autliorl 
son can read It without iibtruo.t.luu ati< 
ho rvnclies the same concluMoua wit 
otherwlbv. For «ale tit thla.offiutt

K'amme and particulars, address D. 
ing, Mantua Station, Ohio.

VICKSBURG CAMP.Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life, Louis H. Hobbs, 

of Claokamas Co., Oregon, near the 
town of Canby, brother Hobbs was an 
earnest investigator and believer in 
Spiritualism, and in his life commanded 
the respect of all, because of his good 
works and pleasant ways. ,

His life is a monument of grandeur 
along the path of time, and his entrance 
to the higher realm wqs to receive a 
crown of glory and widen his field of
usefulness as a spirilual individuality.

Our departed brother was born near 
Portland, Maine, June 5, 1817, and de
parted this life July 5,1896. He was 
united in marriage to Alisa Emily Clel
and in the month of September, 1841. 
He leaves a wife and four children.

For several years Brother Hobbs was 
an attendant at the Spiritual camp
meetings at New Era, where he was 
highly esteemed by those who knew 
him, and it was a sad blow to the"camp
meeting now in session when the writer 
was called to the cemetery at Canby to 
officiate at his funeral service.
’Tis grand to lead an honest life 
Through earthly trials, toils and strife; 
But grander still to enter rest • 
Beloved.by all and truly bless’d.

Rev. G. C. Love.

This camp, located one-half mile from 
Vicksburg, Mich., commences August 7 
and closes August 30th. For full pro
gramme and particulars address Jean
nette Frazer, Vicksburg, Mich.

NEW ERA GAMP.
This camp, located at New Era, Clack

amas county, Ore., will open June 20 and 
close July 12. For programmes sepd to 
E. A. Marshall, 291 Alder street, Port
land, Ore.

TEXAS CAMP.
This spiritual camp-meeting \vill be 

held at Oak Cliff Park, Dallas. Toxas, 
commencing August 29 and closing Sep
tember 12. For full particulars address 
J. C. Watkins, Dallas, Tex.

WINFIELD, KANSAS.
The camp at Winfield, Kansas, will 

convene at Island Park, July 11 to 21.
VERONA PARK CAMP.

The annual meeting of the Penobscot 
Spiritual Temple Association will be 
held at Verona Park, Me., from August 
1 to August'17, For full programme 
send to Freeman Smith, Kockland, Me.

ASHLEY CAMP, OHIO.
This camp will open August 23 and 

close September 13. For full particu
lars address H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

Passed to the higher life from Lima, 
Iowa. July 13, 1896, our brother, John 
Hutchinson. He was a Spiritualist for 
twenty years, and during that time his 
house was ever open to investigators.

His wife is one of the very best of me
diums. She is left with us, but so old 
ana feeble i....................

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts; Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

D Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK ZJ 
J-) largely a record of the facts and demonstration« 
which the antbor bas «eet). beard of or prctenied Tb 
hla own experiments. The history of the varloi/l 
Çbases of tbc bcIoocc Is succinctly prckentcd. and ¡hi 
arldui theories clearly etnted. Many o? the expert

penis described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and velue of the 
book, which will be found very lotereitlng to the gA- 
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
iludcBL Tbe work is a handsome volume Of 3u0 
page?, bound In cloth. Price, $ÿ.GO, For saie at 
the office of Thb P«oG»BbBivx Thintib.

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN CAMP.
This camp opens July 19th, and closes 

on the 26th.
LAKE SUNAPEE CAMP.

Commences August 2 and closes Sep
ie is leii wiiu us, out so oia tember 6. For full programme, address 
we fear she will not stay with W. H. Wilkins, secretary, Folcbville, 

us long in the body. Vermont.
Brother Hutchinson saw spirits and 

told who he saw before passing over. 
‘ He was beloved-of all, and kept In 
.places of trust - It will be hard for our ,______ , ____ r_______ _ ____
society to get along without him, but mences July 12 and continues to Septem- 
our toss will be his gain. His funeral ber 14. 
was very largely attended. L. 8.

Spiritualist Camp-meeting, commences
News comes of the death by suicide of August 2 and closes August 30.

Wm. T. Church, at Baltimore, Md., on __ - . .,, . „ „
the afternoon of July 16th. " • WWe cannot publish full programs

He was one of the oldest materializing a^ the camps: send to the secretaries, 
mediums in the world. His name during f9r tho BaTne> ffirfng full particulars, and 
the earlier pioneer days of Modern Spir- valuable information. To do so
itualism was a household word to the on^ cost You a postag-e stamp.
struggling believers. He has suffered _______ , ... ________
much in his years of toil, hardships, ... , . _
privations, persecutions and even im- Lookout Mountain CaiTip- 
prisontneht tad mob violence. For the Mloatihff Tan«
past two months he was among strung- . lyieeiing, I enn.
ers, and became despondent and con- Onr.meeting opened Sunday morning, 
eluded to end his days. His age was 07. Mrs. Helen Stuart Richings gave a lec- 
years. R.I. S. tore on “What Spiritualists Know and

Detroit, Mich. . . . Their Belief.” It was a grand discourse,
- ——' ■»-. — -  ----------- and, as a. result, we have had a veal

“The Missing Link in Modern Spirit- good attendance at every meeting.
ualism.” By A. Leah Underhill«. A _Mrs. Anna E. Thomas, of Newnort. 
deeply interesting volume, of especial 
interest to all Spiritualists. A. Leah 
Underhill was one of the Fox Sisters, 
with whom was - the inception - of the' 
"modern Spiritual movement. She nar
rates many incidents and' spiritual oc
currences In the experiences of the Fox 
family. Price, cloth, 81.50, postpaid

iams, of Nashville, Tenn., is: lending
. . ' " her gifts to help the good cause. • Mrs;

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal Clanny, of St. Elmo, Tenn., is still one of 
to the Baptist Church.” By-Abby A. the instruments we have with us for ths 
Judson. Gives an account of her expert- work, though old and feeble. Many who 
encein passing from the old faith of her' read The progressive Thinker will 
parents to the light and knowledge of ’ ' ' ' ’ ' ’" ' ’ ’
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
Spirit, Andis well adapted to place in

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
riEATH AND THE AFTER-LTFE, 

.IS The “Stellar Key” 1« the DhlloBepblcul Intro
duction to tbe revelntlODB Contained in tbla book. 
Some Idea of tbl« 1 Ittle volume mav bo gained from the 
following tab)e of contents: 1—Death and the Afteb 
Llfp; 2—Scfenc« In the Summer-Land; 8—Society loth« 
Bumtncr-Land; 4—Social Centre« In the Summer-Lani: 
5—Wlntcr-Lan»*  and Summer Land: 6-Language ana 
Life In Summer-Land; “-Material Worfc for Splrjtda) 
Wofkers; 8—Ultimate« Ip tbe Summer-Land: 9— voice 
from Jamel Victor Wlladn. This enlarged edition con
tain« more than double the amount of matter In foe 
mer edition»^, and 1« enriched by a beautiful froptla 
niece, llluitrating the ’'formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cento. Postage & cento. For ual*  
at this office.

By J. M. Peebles aud J. O. Barrett} B. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from n wide 
field of literature with tbe most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, thrdbblng with tbc soul of 
Inspiration, enlbodyfog tbd principles and virtue« of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to tbe most dbeerful and 
popular music, (nearly all Original), and adapted to all 
occasions, It Is doubtless tbe most attractive work of 
tbe kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, dueU 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon aecbm- 
pauiiDcnt, adapted both to public meeting» and tbe 
social circles. Cloth, 12.00. Postage 14 cent«.

Hie Coining American v.ivii War. 
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTO.V AAfES 
1 HraTtxsTOK, Is written m tbe Intern« of ho- 

manlty, of liberty, tndo: patriotism—a book written 
for tbe purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every »Ide. and more esp<N 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tbe iniidldb« Wllfem 
an ever-present, though secret, •unscrupuleus for
th e Catholics ’Wasblngtoi’B word» of warning 
lilncGln’B apprehension and tbe prophecy ot General 
Grant arc Included In tbe volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, in a recent sermon said: ‘’The 
Church tolerates heretics where sho Is obliged tddp 
so but sbe hates them with a dendly hatred, az^d 
uiecall her power to annihilate them. Our cnemia 
know how she treated heretics in tho Middle Agee, effiF 
bow »he treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the rrlncci bf 
the church for wbattbey have thought fit to do.” 
Everr one sbonld read this work. - Paper, SOO pages.. 
li will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
thH office. - ‘ .

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
- By Helen H. Gardener. One of her brightest, wit- 
tien and Btrongcst lectures agalnH the Bible. Every 
■woman should read R and know her friends and cn> 
mles. Price 10 cent®.

“ IMMORTALITY.
A poem In Ure entot. "If a min die, ibill he Uni"

Yokel. frlceooceiti. . —



AUG, 1, 1800,

Pilgrims Sick of Palestine.

This Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and median

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights. Ohio.

are read is present, while in telepathy 
he is absent. And here another distinc
tion without a difference jnay be made: 
telepathy is the reception of thoughts 
from the living, but if thoughts are re-, 
ceived from those who have left mortal 
life, it becomes a spiritual message. 
The law of receptivity in.all these cases 
is absolutely the same.

(3) This is an instance of telepathy, 
that is. mind-reading, and indicates a 
high degree of sensitiveness, which may 
become of exceeding value. Use. atten
tion to the voice, is the ready and best 
method of culture. The more attention 
given it. the more clear and frouuent 
will it come. If allowed to pass unheed
ed, or ridiculed us a weakness and su
perstition, It will become obscured.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
--- ■ ■■ i.

pyramid built of their, bones. It is com», 
puled that eight. hundred and fifty 
thousand Christians lost their lives in 
the course of the first erusade at that 
date, and-all this slaughter took place 
before they had even come in sight qf 
the city of Jerusalem. ■

Palmyra. Wls. H. W. Ricker.

DEPARTURE OF SPIRIT.
Stones Supposed to Tell of 

Glimpses of Shadow
. Land.

îpA-

J. G. L., Spring Hill: Q. In your 
answers to queries in regard to develop
ment of mediums, your guides have al
ways advised sitting in a circle and be
coming gradually en rapport with the 
Spirit-world. Cora L. V. Richmond's 
guides claim that no mediums are devel
oped in this way. nor by the use of me- 
onanical devices (see lecture on "Spirit
ual Unfoldment,'’ in Ro. 340 of The 
Progressive Thinker). How do you 
reconcile these two statements: and how 
are we, as beginners, to know how to 
proceed? She claims all mediumshln is 
apparently developed all at once, and 
that one need not make a study of ft or 
devote any-time to it from their other 
.occupations.

A. In the answers m this department 
it is attempted to put forward a consist
ent system of Spiritual Science, and no 
effort is made to reconcile it with the 
statements made by others. When they 
have proven their assertions it will be 
time to take their claims into considera
tion. There is the same direct conflict 
here as there is on the old dogma of re
incarnation and pre-existence, which 
are brought out of the dust-heap of the 
past with so much unction. _

The question is. is mediumship a gift, 
bestowed on a few only? Are we to take 
for granted that there is a spiritually- 
ordained priesthood of mediumship: me
diums being born and not developed? It 
is to ba hoped that it will be a long time 
before Spiritualists accept this doctrine. 
It is a fundamental proposition that sen
sitiveness. or the capability of medium
ship. is a faculty common to mankind, 
differing In degree—as hearing and 
sight are common heritage, but keener 
in some individuals than others, or. un
der certain conditions, they may disap
pear.

There are instances of persons becom
ing mediums at their first sitting, or 
rather discovering that they were: oth
ers sit for a year or more and slowly be
come sensitive, to at last expand this 
faculty in full measure.

I know of a medium whose baud after 
several seances began to write an irreg
ular scrawl. After a time words were 
written, but not till after a year s prac
tice were connected messages given. 
Tnis is'hot an exceptional case.

As for the use of instruments, it has 
never been claimed that they would cre
ate mediumship. By concentrating and 
holding the attention, they assist, and 
furnish a ready means of receiving mes
sages.

“Beginners" and all others must 
weigh all claims in the balance of rea
son, whatever be their purporting 
source. •

One thing is certain, and that is that 
Spiritualism does not advocate a high 
priesthood of mediums, born to tne 
office, to the exclusion of all less favored. 
Its d IBtinctlve feature 1b its broad cath
olicity, and the breaking away from the 
belief in a tribe of Levites nearer to God 
than other men.

From the beginning of the movement 
there have been efforts made to enhance 
tbe office of mediumship, but thus far it 
has failed, as it ever must as long as the 
movement runs in spiritual lines.

W. E. Hurst: Q. In your writings, 
In one place you say that sex is an “in
cident of earth-life." 1 agree with you; 
and in another place you say: "Sex is 
an accident of earth-life.” How can sex 
be an accident?

A. That most excellent medium, Mr. 
Figley, has, in a recent number of The 
Progressive Thinker, discussed this 
question, more exhaustively than I 
could in the limits of this department. 
To my understanding the same thought 
was intended to be conveyed by these 
phrases. That is, the embryo of all an
imals combines the elements of both 
sexes. The environment determines 
whiqh shall mature at the expense of 
the other. The environing conditions, 
to our comprehension, are matters of ac
cident, because we do not understand 
what they are, or only slightly. As re
ally there can be no accident, perhaps 
the use of the word is objectionable, and 
even with this qualification it would 
be unnecessary waste of time to discuss 
about words, when the thought is what 
we desire and not its ill-fitting clothing.

And yet in the phrase “sex is an acci
dent of earth-life," the word accident, 
according to Webster, is strictly correct 
according to the sense desired to be con
veyed: “Accident—an event which 
takes place without one’s foresight or 
expectation; an effect which proceeds 
from an unknown cause, or is an unusual 
effect of a known cause.”

We know by dissection that the germ 
develops for a time on bi-sexual lines, 
and then one or the other gains ascend
ancy. The laws and conditions determ
ining which line this shall be, are quite 
unknown. The dominant impress may 
come from father or mother, or a line of 
heredity, impressed on the contents of 
the microscopic germ or sperm-cell, or 
it may be by surrounding conditions of 
growth. Before we grow hypercritical 
about words, there taust be a great deal 
more accurate knowledge in this vast 
and trackloss expanse out of which liv
ing beings come, to awe us by the won
ders of their structure and sublimity of 
the intelligence which they manifest as 
a divine flame.

J. C. Conner^ Q. (1) What is a psy- 
chometrist?

(2) What is mind-reading?
(3) A--.friend seems very sensitive to 

thought impressions. As art instance, 
while at work one day, the thought came 
to him that he was going to have trouble 
with a certain man, and it seemed to tell 
him the past life of that man, and to 
have nothing to do with him. In a short 
time this trouble catne precisely as it 
had been pictured. What is this power? 
and can my friend develop the same so 
as to become stronger?

A. (1) A psychometrist is one who 
can, by taking an object, as a letter or 
handkerchief, in his hand, read the 
character of the writer or owner, or 
from fragments of minerals or relics 
rfiad their past history. Such suscepti
bility, of course, is effected by the influ
ence of places, houses, rooms, etc., for 
it would appear that dwellings retain 
the impression or aura of every individ
ual ever having entered them.

It has been said in objection that if 
this were ,so, there would be such a 
blending of the great number of influ
Shoes, that no particular individuality 
ctmld be recognized. -How is it when 
several messages pass at the same time 
over a telegraph wire? They are each 
accurately taken off and do not blend. 
So the sensitive psychometrist is able 
to receive each distinct influence.

(2) The same sensitiveness receiving 
the thoughts direct from another, be
comes a mind-reader. Mind-reading 
and telepathy are nearly identical, un
less the distinction be drawn that in 
Bind-reading the one whose thoughts

FANATICISM.
Beliefs as to the Parting of the 

Soul and Body.

KANSANS WMO WENT TO THE HOLY 
- LAND SAY THEY ARE STARVING AND

WANT MONEY. ' ■

A special telegram to the Chicago 
Record from Topeka. Kansas, gays:

“Lhe band of Smith County pilgrims 
who went to Palestine two months ago 
are reported, to be in a starving condi
tion, aud have written t^elr friends to 
send them money with which to buy re
turn passage. •

“The leaders of the band convinced 
their subjects that the world would come 
to an end in September next, and that if 
they were not in Palestine when the 
Lord made his appearance they would 
be lost. About a dozen-families, fifty 
people in all, sold everything they had 
at a sacrifice and went to the holy land.

■■John A. Dixon, the leader of the 
band, writes to his old neighbors in 
Smith County that they are starving, 
and that they are now willing to take 
chances on the world coming to an end 
and be satisfied to live m Kansas the re
mainder of their days if they can only 
get enough money with which to pay re
turn nassage.” -

No master how absurd a doctrine the 
clergy may preach, there are plenty of 
dupes to accept and follow their teach
ings. and not only that, but the more ab
surd, unreasonable and impossible the 
doctrine, the more anxious they are to 
accept it.

These Kansas dupes wnû have gone to 
Palestine as pilgrims, by accepting the 
advice of their teachers and leaders, are 
no worse than many others of the pres
ent day. only tho matter is of a little 
different nature: but of the most absurd 
and conspicuous teachers the Seventh 
Day Adventists seem to have their full 
share. They have been guessing at the 
Ivinding-up of this mundane sphere al
most ever smfee the sect was ushered 
into existence, but that does not seem to 
stop their guessing at it again and 
again: neither does it stop people from 
accepting such a prophecy—as they call 
it (lie. as a fact), and are ready to com
ply with any request made by their 
leaders who pretend to preach the 
truth.

Will a certain portion of the ministry 
ever stop lyingr Will they ever com
mence to talk about things that are 
reasonable and can be explained? For 
eighteen hundred years there have been 
thousands upon thousands of ministers 
preaching about the trinity, but not one 
of these learned divines have ever been 
able to give a satisfactory explanation 
of it. They have, for the same length 
of time, been engaged in preaching 
about heaven and hell, teaching how to 
gain one and avoid the other; but not 
one of them has ever been able to locate 
either of these places.

For nearly six thousand years they 
have taught that there is a personal 
God, tojling what he wants, and what he 
doesn't want; what he likes and what he 
doesn't like; what he can do, and what 
he can’t do, but no two give the same 
explanation, and no one a satisfactory 
one.

11 appears that in all past ages of the 
world people have become fanatics or 
cranks on the subject of religion, by 
thé teachings of the clergy, and seized 
with a desire to do something to appease 
the vengeance or wrath of God; some by 
fasting and pi-ayer, others by making 
sacrifices, and still others in very many 
different ways. One of the most exten
sive and absurd has v been pilgrimages. 
These pilgrims visited with religious in
tent some place reputed to possess spe
cial holiness. The Christians, .Tews and. 
Pagans all regarded certain places 
witn special religious Interest, and 
above all, the holy land, and particular
ly the place of tho passion of Christ at 
Jerusalem. In the fourth, fifth and 
sixth centuries pilgrims habitually un
dertook the long and perilous journey 
to the holy land from almost all parts of 
the West. The tombs of tho apostles 
Peter and Paul and the martyrs in the 
catecombs of Romo are mentioned by 
Jerome as favorite places of their fre
quent visits, as also Basil speaks of the 
tomb of the Forty Martyrs; And the his
torian Theodoret tells of not only visit
ing such places, but of hanging up 
therein, as offerings, gold and silver 
ornaments, and even models of hands, 
feet, eyes, etc., in commemoration of 
the cures of disMUDs supposed to have 
been obtained as a fruit of these pious 
visits. The Mohammedans at the pres
ent day consider tho pilgrimage to 
Mecca of so much importance and so 
necessary a point of practice, that, ac
cording to a tradition of Mohammed, he 
who dies without performing it may as 
well die a Jew or a Christian; and the 
same is expressly commanded in the 
Koran. But even the advocates of the 
Koran, who practice pilgrimages to this 
day, and have retained it by tradition, 
seem to be more reasonable than some 
of its recent advocates, as they believe 
that one on the way to Mecca who dies 
before reaching there, enters in through 
the pearly gates, or one who has been 
detained after aoing all in his or her 
power to do their part to get there.

During the Crusades or Holy Wars, 
the Christians had great reverence for 
the city of Jerusalem,'for there it is 
claimed Christ preached, performed 
miracles, was crucified and arose from 
the dead. Many people went on foot to 
visit that city. It was a common thing 
for a priest to impose, this pilgrimage 
on his dupes who nad committed some 
sin, as a punishment to atone for the 
wrongs they had done by their offences. 
These peònie were often treated with 
great cruelty and scorn by the Turks, 
who held possession of Jerusalem and 
the country round about. This incited 
tbe indignation of the Christians, and 
instead of staying at home and putting 
a stop to these pilgrimages and settling 
their difficulties *by  making amends to 
those whom they had wronged, they en
gaged in what they termed "Holy 
War," in order to take the Holy Lana 
from the infidel Turks, as they called 
them.

Peter the Hermit was the first mover 
in the great drama of the Crusades. He 
rode on a mule, with a crucifix in hit 
hand, a half-starved monk; his head and 
feet bare, with'a rope round his waist, 
and a hermit's cloak of tne coarsest 
stuff, which gave him more the appear« 
knee of a scarecrow than a servant of 
either God or man, and was mòre an ob
ject of ridicule than reverence. In the 
year 1090 he set out carrying a ponder
ous cross ujwn his shoulders, and his fol
lowers wore crosses of red cloth sewed 
upon their clothes. They were attacked 
by Solyman .and all slaughtered, and a
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Story of a Spiritual Warning, and' 
the Reason the Ghosts

: Perambulate.

It has long been a popular belief that 
the soul does not leave the body until 
several minutes after apparent death 
and that it finally takes its departure 
through the mouth in the shape of a 
little white cloud. The supposed escape 
of the soul in this way gave rise to the 
idea that the vital principle might be 
transferred from one person to another. 
Witches on their death-beds selected a 
trusty successor, and, breathing into 
her mouth, transmitted with their last 
breath the familiar spirit.

The presence of pigeon or game feath
ers is supposed to be a hindrance to the 
exit of the soul. In England a Sussex 
nurse once told the wife of a clergyman 
that she never did see any one aie so 
hard as Master Short. She thought 
there must be game-feathers in the bed. 
So she tried to pull it from under him, 
but he was a heavy man, and she could 
not manage it alone, and there was none 
with him but herself, and so she got a 
rope and'tied it around him, and pulled 
him right off the bed, and be “went off 
in a minute quite comfortable, just like 
a lamb."

There is also a Hindoo and Moham
medan belief that no one can die peace
ably except when laid In Mother Earth. 
In India the dying are taken from 
their beds and laid upon the ground. 
Among seafaring men on the east coast 
of England it is believed that the soul 
takes its departure during the falling of 
the tide.

Much weeping for the dead is said to 
disturb the peace of the soul. A Ger
man tells how a sister wept incessantly 
over her brother s grave. At last her 
tears became intolerable to the deceased 
because he was detained on earth by 
her excessive weeping and suffered 
thereby great torment. In a fit of des
peration ho cursed her. and in conse
quence of his malediction she was 
changed into a cuckoo, so that she 
might always lament for herself.

People who believe in the reappear
ance of disembodied spirits, find great 
difficulty in agreeing upon the weight 
and substance of apparitions. Most 
agree that the spirit retains the same 
bodily appearance as it had when in the 
flesh, immediately prior to death. • Mod
ern Spiritualists put tho weight down at 
three ounces. It. is difficult, however, 
to reconcile the vaporous shape and in
tangible form with the heavy tread 
which occasionally makes stairs creak 
and boards resound. Just as souls are 
possessed of visible forms, so they are 
generally supposed to have voices, 
though less audible than when in life. 
The Algonquin Indians of North Amer
ica profess to hear the shadow-souls of 
tbe dead chirp like crickets.

Appearances immediately after death, 
in action, to frienfls at a distance are 
among the best authenticated of super
natural appearances. Capt. G. F. Rus
sell Colt, of Gartsherrie, Coatbridge, 
Scotland, is authority for the following: 
"1 was at home at Inveresk House, In 
Midlothian, for my holidays. My 
brother Oliver, who was a Lieutenant 
in the Seventh Royal Fusileers, and 
about 19 years of age, was then before 
Sebastopol. He had been writing in 
low spirits, not being well, and I, to 
cheer him up, jokingly wrote that if any
thing happened to him he must let me 
know by appearing to me in my room, 
where we had often sat together as boys 
and indulged ia pipe and chat. This 
letter I found subsequently he had re
ceived just prior to going into the 
trenchments, from which he never re
turned. It was the 8th of September., 
1855, at the storming of the Redan, that 
he fell, struck by a bullet in the temple. 
Ho was found afterward propped up by 
other dead bodies in a sort of kneeling 
position.

“That night I awoke suddenly and 
saw facing the window of my room, by 
my bedside, sorrounded by a light sort 
of phosphorescent mist, as it were, my 
brother kneeling. I tried to speak, but 
could not Utter a sound. By degrees, as 
I recovered from my astonishment, I de- 
cided'it must be a fancy, and the moon« 
light playing on a towel or something 
out of place. But, looking up, there he 
was again, looking imploringly and 
sadly’at me. 1 sprang out of bed and 
glanced through the window, and saw 
there was no moon, but that it was very 
dark and raining hard. This I could 
tell by the sound against the panes. I 
turned and still saw poor Oliver. I shut 
my eyes and walked to the door of my 
room. As I turned the handle before 
leaving I looked back once more. The 
apparition turned. its head slowly and 
looked anxiously and lovingly at me, 
and I saw then for the first time, on the 
right temple, a wound with a red stream 
flowing from it. His face was a waxy, 
pale tint, but transparent looking, and 
so was the reddish mark. But it is al
most impossible to describe his appear
ance. 1 only know that 1 shall never 
forgot it. .

"I left the room and went into a 
friend's room and lay on the sofa the 
rest of the night. I told hlmwhy; I 
told others in tne house, but when I told 
my father: he ordered me not to repeat 
such nonsense, and especially not to let 
my mother know.

"On the Monday following the news 
came of tbe etorming of the Redan, but 
no partioulars. I told my friend to let 
me know if he saw Oliver’s name among 
the killed and wounded before I did. 
About a fortnight later he came with 
a very grave face into my room in my 
mothers house in Atbole Crescent, in 
Edinburgh. I said, ‘I suppose it is to 
tell me the sad news I expect? and he 
said 'Yes.' Both the Colonel of the 
regiment and one or two officers who 
saw tbe body confirmed the fact that the 
appearance was much as I had described 
it. and the death wound was exactly 
where I had seen it."

Well-authenticated cases where peo
ple have been warned of their coming 
death by spirit appearances are innu
merable. Such, for instance, is the 
Lyttleton ghoststory. Among this class 
the following is remarkable:

Dr. W. ana Mr. P., both clergymen 
and graduates of Oxford, had been close 
friends during their university career. 
Dr. W. remained a fellow of his college 
for many years after his friend P. had 
taken a country living some eighteen 
miles from Oxford, where he resided as 
a bachelor.

About the year 1815 Dr. W. had an ex
traordinary dream, or vision. It was in 
November, and he was in residence in 
college. Nothing had occurred to re
mind bim of his old college friend» but-
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during tbe night ri» had. a mosLvivtti-- 
and distressing dream. He had seen, 
hie friend P;:s fane, pale and suffused 
with pain. He awoke with a suffocate 
jng feeling, but .joon went to sleep 
again. He then ffl-eamed that Mr. P.,i 
appeared once mdbe to him, with his 
features drawn, his-eyes glazed and very 
wide open, with an expression of deep 
fear on his counteqilnce. and that P. ex
claimed several times: “W., thev are 
burying me! W., tli^y are burying me!" 
So deep was the impression mode upon 
him that he resolvad to ride to Mr. P.-s 
rectory the follompg dav. Pressing 
work, however, kMlthim from doing so. 
and in due couredam> went to bed. and 
arose as usual the dext morning. After 
breakfast, as he was sitting bv the fire, 
be heard a tap at the door. Thinking 
it was his servant, he called out. "Come 
in,1, without looking around, and contin
ued reading. He heard, as he believed, 
tlie door onen tbe next minute. P.'s fa
miliar voice whispered m Ins ear, “W., 
they are burying me!'’ Starting up he 
found tho door shut and no one in the 
room.' Greatly perplexed and alarmed, 
he sent for his horse and rode off at 
once to bis friend s residence. As he 
neared the house Jie noticed a plumed 
hearse and pair of horses standing on 
the gravel before the front door.

On inquiring of the servants Dr. W. 
found that his old friend was in fact 
dead, and that the coffin had been final
ly screwed down.

Stooping down, however, to kiss his 
forehead, ho at once noticed the absence 
of that peculiar and unmistakeable odor 
which distinguishes the death-chamber. 
He then put his ear to the bodys breast 
and lips, and exclaimed: .

“Surely he breathes: this is not death; 
it is a trance. P., do vou hear me?"

There was at onoe a sljght-ra very 
slight—paroxysm visible at one corner 
of the mouth; at least, so it seemed to 
him. Dr. W. peremptorily forbade the 
funeral, and, after some discussion with 
the relatives, the body was taken from 
the coffin and placed in a bed. Restora
tives were applied, and. though the 
trance lasted for three days. Within a 
week of Dr. W.'b visit Mr. P, bad re
gained consciousness, and lived for nine 
years afterward.

All sorts of reasons have been given 
why ghosts wander. Among the Greeks 
it was believed that unless the corpse 
had the necessary fee to pay Charon for 
being ferried over the river Styx, it was 
condemned to wander about the banks 
of the river for 100 years. In later 
times It was usually deemed to be lack 
of Christian burial, or the result of 
wickedness when on earth, as in the 
case of the German ghost known as the 
bleeding nun. This was a nun who, 
after committing many crimes and de
baucheries. was assassinated by one of 
her paramours and fleniqd the right of 
burial. After this she used to naunt 
the castle where she was murdered,with 
her bleeding wounds. On one occasion 
a young lidy of the castle, willing to es
cape with her lover, m order to make 
her flight easier Impersonated the 
bleeding nun. Unfortunately the lover, 
while expecting tile lady under this dis
guise, eloped witri the spectre herself 
and was haunted by Irer ever afterward. 
On the other hand She spirits of the 
good are said to Return sometimes for 
the purpose of aiuin§ the innocent or 
avenging the guilty.

Then again there is tbe well-known 
Beresford ghost 'Sale, in which Lord 
Tyrone and Miss Blank figure as the 
principals. They were orphans and ed
ucated together in tile principles of de
ism. When they ^ivdre about 14 years 
old their preceptor, ified, and their new 
guardian tried to ’persuade them to em
brace revealed religion. Tho boy and 
girl stuck to darsnL but' they made a 
compact that he or sho who died first 
should appear to the survivor to declare 
what religion was most approved by the 
Supreme Being. Miss Blank married 
St. Martin Beresford. One day she ap
peared at breakfast with a pale face and 
a black band around her wrist. On her 
deathbed she explained how Lord Ty
rone had appeared to her immediately 
after his death and correctly prophe
sied her future; how he had also touched 
her wrist—his hand being as cold as 
marble—and caused the sinews to shrink 
up and every nerve wither. The ribbon 
is still in the possession of the Beresford 
family, every member of which, to the 
present hour, will attest the truth of 
the narration.

Different explanations of these appear
ances have been put forward from time 
to time. Dr.'Hammond,. In his work on 
“Nervous Derangement," cites the fol
lowing case: “A lady of highly nervous 
temperament,one day, intently thinking 
of her mother and picturing to herself 
her appearance as she looked when 
dressed for church, happening to raise 
her eyes, saw her mother standing be
fore her, clothed as she imagined. In a 
few minutes the apparition disappeared, 
but she soon found tbatshe had tne abil
ity to recall It at will, and that the pow
er,existed in regard to many other forms, 
even those of animals ana of ipanimate 
objects. She could thus produce the 
image of any person on whom she strong
ly concentrated her thoughts. At last 
she lost control of the operation and was 
constantly subject to hallucinations of 
sight and hearing.”*

Such items and stories of past inci
dents extending back over a period of a 
century, now finding their way into the 
columns of the sectuar press, as, for in
stance, in the Philadelphia Times, from 
the city of medium persecutions, and the 
New York Sun, the round of the above, 
all in all, but speaks of these splrite 
manifestations that have occurred in the 
remote past when free speech and free 
press were unknown along the line of 
the “transmundano," “supernatural," 
“witchcraft,” “ghost” and • “hobgoblin" 
lore and presentations. They have been 
occurring, just the same, and are being 
poured upon the willing minds of this 
progressive age in remarkable quanti
ties.

Some of the above Stories can be du
plicated by occurrences of to-day, and 
áre often outdone ft .we average, by the 
common phenomena, of Spiritualism. In 
every advanced, puftij. in the land will 
now be found freedompnd independence 
in the advocacy oL’ Spiritualism under 
another name. It TB She effect of such 
occurrences as above related, that speak 
of a truth creedlesiSatH unconquerable: 
a truth that captuftJs’t'he open eye ana 
the critical brain of'the unbiased sclent 
ist and the student Mnature.

^Dft. T. Wilkins.1 .vr 
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Money Made ffl a Minute.
I have not madeS^sithan sixteen dol

lars any day while tseping Centrifugal 
Ice Cream Freezer?. Anyone should 
make from flve'to eight dollars a day 
selling cream, and from seven to tea 
dollars selling freezers, as it is such a 
wonder; there is always a crowd want
ing cream. You can freeze cream ele
gantly in one minute and that astonishes 
people so they all want to taste it and 
then many of them buy freezers as the 
cream is smooth ana perfectly frozen. 
Every freezer is guaranteed to freeze 
cream perfectly in one minute. Anyone 
can sell ice cream and the freezer sells 
itself. My sister makes from ten to fif
teen dollars a day. J. F. Casey & Co.» 
1143 St. Charles strfeet, St. Louis, Mo., 
will mail you full particulars free, so you 
can go to work and make lots of money 
anywhere, as With one freezer you can 
make a hundred gallons of cream a day, 
or if-you wish they will hlre-.you on a 
salary.. . - Mary a.

CASSADAGA.
Excellent Results and Good 

Prospects.

Lively Doings at the Thought 
Exchange.

At Cassadaga Camp tho summer days 
pass all too swiftly, like the glorious 
visions of a vanishing dream, and the 
first week of the assembly closed before 
we had quite gotten our bearings in the 
full realization that the season was upon 
us> Robert G. Ingersoll s brilliant dis
course on the opening Sunday furnished 
food sufficient for the week s conference 
discussions and lecture topics.

Ilie Bibleites, of whom there are a 
fair portion, took serious objection to 
the great agnostics wholesale denuncia
tion of that, to them, valuable record, 
wmle the anti-Bibleites defended the 
onslaught of tho. great iconoclast, re
joicing at the destruction he has 
wrought in the orthodox world.

At the thought exchange the silver 
question has bobbed up serenely for dis
cussion and solution, being, according to 
the latest returns, still unsettled. Poli
tics on the association platform proper 
are tabooed—a most wise course pur
sued during the years by the manage
ment, but at the evening exchange, poli
tics this season, like "Banquo's 
ghost,” will not down, but though the 
opposing factions combat fiercely in de
fense of their views while in the arena, 
at the close they shake hands in broth
erly love.

It is simply remarkable the flights of 
eloquence and oratory one hears at 
these informal meetings: it seems al
most a pity that it couldn't be kept in 
check for expression when larger num
bers were present to hear and appreci
ate. However, this eloquence and in
spirational thought so freely given by 
some of our teacher» and leaders here 
appears to emanate from a source ex
haustless as the never-ending ages of 
eternity.

AU speakers advertised to appear 
have up to date bowed their courtesies 
before expectant audiences at the ap
pointed hour.

Thomas Grimshaw, the young Eng
lishman, who has a coterie of admirers 
here among the Theosophiets. and who 
preaches reincarnation, has completed 
his engagement and set sail for his 
mother country, charged with a message 
of brotherly greeting and fraternal love 
from Cassadaga to the Queen s subjects 
of like faith unto ours.

Mrs. C. D. Grenemyer, of Cincinnati. 
Ohio, made her maiden speech at Cassa
daga on Tuesday afternoon, talking 
upon the very large and exhaustless sub
ject of Spiritualism, and proving accept
able.

Geo. A. Fuller, of Worcester. Mass., 
another new-comer, has pleased the peo
ple, made a good impression anti given
general satisfaction. Mr. I 
jects were ‘‘Old and New

sub
áis.'

and "The Religion of the Times ’— 
strong addresses, backed and sustained 
by history and facts. At the close of his 
second lecture, Sunday afternoon, h<? 
was given an ovation.

Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twing, who has a 
field all her own. and to which she is 
especially adapted, has also completed 
her dates for the season. Mrs. Twing 
has probably as many admirers as any 
of our speakers, ana these affirm that 
she is improving with the passing 
years.

■ Mrs. Elizabeth L. Watson, of Cali
fornia, who has been delivering a series 
of farewell lectures throughout the 
East, returned to Cassadaga to fill three 
dates. On Saturday afternoon her sub
ject was “Ono World ata Time,” being 
suggested by statements made by Mr. 
Ingersoll, and handled in her usual mas
terly manner.

Mrs. J. J. Whitney, of California, has 
given innumerable and remarkable plat
form tests during the week, being with
al very gracious and generous in this 
free bestowal of a gift so rare.

F. Cordon White, the test medium, so 
well and favorably known, Is filling a 
two-weeks’ engagement, bringing com
fort to the hearts of many by demon
strating the spirit presence of dear ones 
gone before. _

Under the management of Ion Carroll, 
assisted by amateurs, the drama, “Old 
Homespun,” was presented Friday even
ing.

Sunday evening a concert was given 
by the Harding Family, of Jamestown, 
N. Y. Vocal music this season is fur
nished by a quartette of well-trained 
voices, and though an additional ex
pense to the association, the results are 
an improvement over previous years.

Psychics located at Cassadaga the 
§ resent season are of a superior order of 
evelopment and manifestations. They 

do not advertise to marshal out a cara
van of spirits nightly, but they endeavor 
to give genuine evidence of spirit power 
and presence. Among this number 
whom we believe would not resort to de
ception or fraud, is Mrs. Wriedt, of 
Dayton, Ohio, a modest little woman, 
who made her debut at Cassadaga last 
season, and of whom we then heard good 
reports. A recent experience at one of 
her evening seances convinced us of the 
genuineness of the phenomena mani
fested, many absolute tests being re
ceived through the trumpet and inde
pendent voices. For example, a spirit 
came to me claiming recognition, giving 
her name, the city in which she lived, 
the peculiar name of tho building in 
which she had a suite of rooms, and the 
business In which her husband was en
gaged, thus fully and clearly establish
ing her identity—she being a friend of 
my sister who lives in that city, but al
most an entire stranger to me—never 
having met her save in the most formal 
way on two occasions. Although I had 
seen a press account of her death, I had 
not thought of her for months, and she 
was not In my mind at this time. This 
fact, together with my being an entire 
stranger to the medium, does away with 
the theory of some who would explain 
this remarkable phenomenon as simply 
a case of mlhd-readlng.

That inharmonious element of last 
season, composed of tbe exposed and 
their sympathizers, that succeeded in 
stirring up much strife and discord, are 
to-day conspicuously absent, having, 
we presume, taken themselves to a 
more congenial atmosphere and lucra
tive field of operation. Even tbe mem
ory of sorrow and regret caused by their 
unholy work has been fully obliterated 
by the perfect calm, peace and universal 
goodfellowship everywhere manifest; 
While the outlook for Cassadaga and the 
growth of her cause was never more 
hopeful, never more encouraging.

ShirLey Belle.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World." By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office. ■

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records," Told by Paul Carns.’ 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist - or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price 8L __Eor sale. at. this office.
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LED TO THE LIGHT.
4 Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangeli, 

satlqn and Free Thought» It is to Protest
antism what the "Secrets of the Con
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BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
Tbe dlBtlnculihed author. Hudson Tuttle, require» 
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Double Role—Heroiy—Annette-Tbe Bank Robbery— 
Ltberu-AH Is Well That Buds WeH-The N»w 
Church—Tile New M ay; Led to the Light.

Every chapter (a devoted to one idea, aud tiie whole 
presents eo many tableaux moving onward to tbe cli
max. The fiendish career of tbe revivalist Is con
trasted with tbe character of the honest minister and 
tbo thinking agncettc. Tbeuppabr which a preacher 
emerges from tbe cburcb. aud the difficulties be meets 
arc graphically presented. 2 he new church and pro
gressive lyceuni evolved out of the old. form an In
teresting study to tbone seeking new methods.

It Is •beautiful volume of 223 rages, and the price 
in accordance with our new departure, is 80 cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for »1.^. For sale at the 
oiBce of Tub Proow<m"* vf -ihinkhr.___________

THE FREETHINKERS*
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE
NEFICENT INSTITUTION.;

AND REVEALING THE 
ABUSESOFA UNION 

or OBVBOU XND STATI.
185 Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS/CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS. AND the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Toe lllustratlpna are claisifiod as follows: 16 rep- 
resriiU Uncle dam and the Priests; 2, The Church 
RobUlg th6 People; 8. Thanksgiving; 6, Babbitt 
Laws: 14 Children and the Church; 16, woman and 
LL'i'JcJurch; 6, The Church and Thomas Paine; 4, Stud- 
let Id Natural History: 3, Tbo Bible and Bcltpeei 15, 
TheClergy and Their Flocks; 1, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His work«; 2, Prajorj 10. The Creeds;2, Christians ¿nd 
Mohammedansi 2, Samples of Christianity’s Work; 
6, Missionaries 1 LTbe Lord's Instruments: 25, Bible 
Doctrine« and Their Results; 1, The Onut-ch and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics: 4. Ireland and the 
Ohurcbt 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; 1, Tbe Uses 
of the Cross;4, Unkind Reflections on tbe Church; 6, 
reriflooilons of tbe Church; 12» BOme Allegories*  
B,Heaven ; 6;Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price62.

For Salo at this office.

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
OR ~-

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.

New and start Ung revelations tn rellglotu history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified God». This won
derful and exhaustive volume win, we are certain, 
taka high rank as a book of reference tn the field 
which the author has chosen for It. Tbe amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile tho 
varied information contained tn it must have been se
vere and arduous indeed, and now that it la In such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allow It to go out of print. But the book Is 
by no means a mere collation bf views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—as will be 
seen by bta title-page and chapter-beads—follows a 
definite Une of research and argument to tbe close, 
and bls conclusions go. like sure arrows to tbe mark. 
Printed on fine white paper. 880 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Price Postage 10 cent*  For sale at 

this offtoe»

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

STHE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE TN- 
A formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

▼Oltrae ci 634 pages Is anlaxjng. Tbe title, as above 
given, falls to convey a& Idel of the fulness aud com- 
6leteness with whloj) tbe nbjects arp treated, Tbe 

tatrlvchate. or Metbeprulo, Is tbe theme of the first 
chapter, In which much loro, quaint, queer and onri- 
oue, Is brought U view in elucidation of the subject. 
This Is followed by chapters Op venbacy, Canon Law. 
Marcuette. Wltohcraft/Wlvea, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, Tbs Ohnrcb of T6-doi, Past, Present, Future; 
and there io not a obaptef In the book that U not 
handled tn a masterly manner, and tbat for quantity 
tad quality of Information, Is not worth tbe full price 
of tbe volume. It 1» pecked with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one con possibly regret buying It; ft Is a val
uable addition to tbo library of any free and trutb-lOY- 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER ON 

eci bls country should bare at kind for consult*  
tlon. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. ThlslsaKwM 
able work, consisting of aDlscuislon of the Purpossi. 
Assumption*,  Principles and Methods ol tbe Boman 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tbe work contains 441 pages, awl 
may be cootidsred amlueof valuable Information fo 
every patriot tn tbeland. Price 11. For sale st Udi 
«flee.. ,

TALLEYRAND^

LETTER TO THE POPE.
Thtt work will be found especially interesting to all 

who would desire to make 1 study of Bomanlsm and 
tbe Bible. Tbe historic facts stated, and tbe keen. 
f cat hi ng review of Romish Ideas and practices »bould 
be read ey all. Price, 25c. Gold al this office. •

MOSES HULL
A Catalogue of His Princl 

pal Works.

For Sale at the Office of The Pro« 
gressive Thinker.

Wayside Jottings.
Gathered from the Highways. By-ways and Hedgei 

of Life. By Matti« E. Hull. Thia Is a malvelousls 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hull» best poems
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of tbe author, ako a portrait of Moses HulL Price- 
neatly bound In English cloth. |L ,
The Spiritual Alps

and How We Ascend Them»
Or a few thought« on bow to reach that altitude 

where spirit Is supreme and all things are aubjtet to 
It. With portrait. By Musks Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, abd to 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 ceuui in paper cover*  2o 
cents .
New Thought»

Volume 1» Mcely bound tn cloth. 579 large, beauti
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form tbe highest phue of 
the Spiritual Philosophy, price, only 41.50.
hew Thought.

Volume IL 884 pages, beautifully, printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter, Six portraits. Cloth 
bound. 78 cents.
Joan, the Medium.

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans.. Spiritualism 
as o Leader of Armies. By Mosse HulL. Ibis is at 
once tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc. and 
on? of tbe most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel wia ever more tbrflllngly in
teresting: no history more true, price in cloth- 40 
cents: paper cover. 25 cents.
The Real Issue.

By Mosse Hvll. a compound of th'? two pamphr 
lets. "The Irrepressible Conflict," and “Your Answer 
or Your Lire;" with important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. Thia book contains 
statistics, facta and documents, on the tendencies Of 
t^e times, that every one should have.
AU About Devils»

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reform» come from His Satanic 
Majesty and Hts Subordinates tn tbe Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Mosza Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship.
Careful comparison of some of tho Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Biblo with tqat of to-duy. By 
MosksHull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesua was only a medium, subject to all the CondL 
tlons of modern medlumahip. It also shows that all 
tbe manifestations throughout tbo Old and New Testa
ment wore under the same conditions that mediums 
require to day; and that the coming of Christ Is the re
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, |

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell, By 

Moses Hull. Thia pamphlet beoldoa giving tbe Splr-. 
itu&llstic Interpretation of many things in tbo Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains tn» 
heavens and belle believed In by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised,

Or tbe Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
SpiritualoBongster.

By Mattis E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’» 
sweetest song«, adapted to popular music, for tbe use 
of congrexations, circles and families. Price, 10 cts., 

’ or 66 per hundred.
The Mediumistic Experience

of John Brown,
Tbe Medium of the Rockies, with introduction by 

J. 6. Loveland. This la tbe history of one of tbo 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large 
pages. Price, 50 cents,
The Devil and the Adventists.

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull, Price, 5 cents.
Who Was the Hebrew Jehovah?

An argument on tbe origin and character of tbe 
Jewish God. price, 5 cents.
IFas John Calvin a Murderer?

Price. 5 cents.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
This Is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex*  

Priest, wboio character is above reproach, and whb 
knows what be Is talking about. Everybody should 
retd lu Price, 11.00. It conulus tbo following chap
ters: -

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self

respect in the Confessional.
CHAPTER IT.

Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for the 
Priest

CHAPTER III. 
The Confessional is tbe Modern Sodom. 

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Oeilbaoy of tbe Priests Is made eai] 

by Auricular Confession.
The hlgbly-edosate^ ipd refined Woman In the Con

fessional— What becomes of her after nncondltlon*  
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all tbe Sacred Tie» ol 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VIT.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clvlh 
ixed Nations? *

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to tbe Soult 

CHAPTER IX.
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sscrilcglouq 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Cburcb of Rome to confess ths 
Abominations of Auricular Confeulon.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confeulon in Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII. .

£ Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus*  
bands and Fathers—Some of tbe matters on which 
tbe Prleat of Rome must Question bls Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00«

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

OF LOIS WAISBROOKER? THIS IS 
D a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking. Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed- 
cess. devoid of earnest thought or care tor either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and 
those who are to oe mothers; aod secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect tbe well-being and happiness o: 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view thi 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and infim 

I ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity, 
• Incidentally the author touches upon various thing! 
In modern social and business life, which ore unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individual» compos 
Ina society as a whole. The book is trenchant, instruo 
live and very Interesting, even when regarded merelf 
u < novel, and is especially commended to “womei 
everywhere," to whom It 1s dedicated. It alio tbon 
Dughlr show» up the Jesuitical spirit of tbe Catholli 
Charon; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phit 
esophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness oi 
Ihl autbdr. It contains 345 pages, neatly, bound !| 
«dtb. -Price by man, prepaid, si. !

v'i ■ ■ - • ■- •I

God in the Constitution.
Bt Robert G. Isgereoll. Quant the belt pipet»Colo

nel Ingersoll erer wrote. In piper corer, with like
ness or «uthor. Frioe, lOcesu, twelre copie» for 11.00.H
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HEARTS ARE TRUMPS.
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THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

“CHRONIC DISEASES, B

FOR BEGINNERS

OVER ONE

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

fl GOOD OFFER!

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism

•K

SKULLS AND BONES GALORE;

it

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED 
THOUSAND PATIENTS 

of all diseases that fleMhi la heir to.

: 5’

THE GODS.
By Col. R. G/IngemlL A pamphlet of «'pages; 

Worth Ite weight Ingold Price álcente.'

.One thousand more on filo>at our office. ^Watch 
this space. as now tostlmpnlals will- appear every 
two weeks. .

THE VOICES.
Tly Warren Bumner Barlow. The Vnlces contain 

poems of remarkable, beauty and force. They are 
most excellent Price <1.03.

THE AGE OF REASON.
■■ By Thomas Paine. Being fin Investigation of True 
and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plfites andioew type; 186 pages, post 
8VO. Taper; 25 cents; doth, 50 cents, ■ ■

. ---------- -- --------------- - - --- end will give
you proof of her powara^by sending requirements 
as per small adverttemsgt for diagnosis of your 
case. Here is one ofJieitnany cures:

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Cha,? Chtalqnr, ex-prlcat. A remarkable 

book. Page«, 832. Price ,228. : • . .

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
By A. 8. Hudson.-M D. Price. 15 este. . ,

DR. A. fl. DOBSON'S
Healing powers are being, repeated over and over 

again-througlr the jimafiiumBhip of MR8. DR. 
DOBSON-BARKER, who; for the past year and 
a half has

How to Make & Heaven of 
Earth.

How to Establish Harmonía! Con
ditions.

- It is encouraging to see Spiritualists1 
asking for definitions of Spiritualism. 
Perhaps the simplest and most truth
ful definition is, that spirit includes 
all manifestations of hie. and Spirit
ualism inculcates, therefore, the study 
of all things: There are manifestly 
no spiritual monopolies, so that any 
attempt to coniine Spiritualism to cer- 
taip phases or manifestations ot life 
js certan; to end in the discomfiture of 
those making the attempt. . "

There is, however, order in all 
things, and it is patent- folly to study 
the.higher and more complex branplies 
ol a philosophy before we have mas-: 
tered the a, b, e. Nothing could be 
more ludicrous than the effort to 
do so. . .

Let us rather become better ac
quainted with the laws which govern 
our common affairs, here and now, 
and adjust our social and industrial 

. relations • more harmoniously. Too, 
many Spiritupjists follow the example 
set by ehuroliianity. Once satisfied 
there is a future life, they seek inteiv 
course with its denizens, together with 
a knowledge of' that future life and 
the laws which govern it. All knbwl- 
edge is desirable, $s a matter of 
course, and all may bp utilized, but to, 
emphasize a future sopite .at .tty tty 
pense of the presents a mistake that 
has cost altogether too much already. 
Our duties, our sorrows and our pleas
ores are of the present. Let us make 
this a heaven, and take our chances 
op the paradise to come. They will be 
much improved should we do so, if we 
jpay take the word of returning spirits. 
It may not be such a heaven as we 
suppose, if we are obliged to return 
to uncongenial spheres and finish up 
work- that were better done at the 
proper time. Who likes to make old 
clothes, or perform old tasty, better 
than new? Are not our pleasures in 
the about-to-be, rather than in what 
has been. But we must not skip 
anything and jump too far ahead, else 
we may be compelled to retrace our 
steps, and none of us like to go over 
the same ground twice. Here and 
now are mauifestlj- the time and place 
for us.

I wonder how many Spiritualists 
realize that it lies well within the 
power of Spiritualists alone to make a 
heaven of earth, not for themselves 
alone—that we cannot do—but a 
heaven for all, the knowing and the 
ignorant, the Christian, the Jew and 
the Gentile alike. I am perfectly well 
aware how absurd this statement will 
seem' to many, but I am also aware 
ttyt. few have given the matter se
rious consideration. It is rare indeed 

■io meet even a Spiritualist who has 
anything like an adequate idea of the 
ppwer of spirit, when directed accord
ing to the law. Here are the two 
fundamental laws of all existence: 
Desire, the creator or originator of all 
things, and harmony, the law along 
which desire works.

We. may have all we desire, bar 
nothing, just so long os we use the 
law; and the beauty of it is, no op
posing force can withstand us as long 
as we use it. It overcomes all ob- 

_stacles. Majorities are pure idiocy to 
the few in possession of the law. 
Look about you—what do you see? 
Not a single thing which does not 
represent the creative force of spirit, 
created according to the law. Desire 
came; the law was set in motion, and 
in due course the result appeared in 
what we term matter. And spirit, 
the universe over, is seeking har- 
monial relations, making heavens 
everywhere. Hell is but the absence 
of heaven, as darkness is tty absence 
of light.

Now, perliqps you think that if the 
government owned certain public in
dustries, and operated them for the 
benefit of tlie people, this would be a 
“tolerably” fair heaven. Let me sug
gest that it is not common ownership 
so much as the operation of those in
dustries at cost—that is, without 
profit, that materialized form of self
ishness—that we need. .

Let me suggest, further, that in 
attempting to chib your brother into 
your wav of thinking, by force of ma
jority. you are not using the law of 
harmony. I know the club is dear to 
your heart, a very sacred institution 
(superstition), but it only represents 

• “the beast” which Jolin saw, and 
“wondered' with great ndnrifatjph” 
when he saw it. And “the beast” 
went down before “the lamb,” too. I 
suppose we cannot blame ordinary 
mortals for admiring “the beast,” 
when c<en John was filled with ad- 

■- miration. But we should remember 
that “the beast” couldn’t stand up 
before -‘the lamb,” and as much as 
we hanker after the force of majority, 
or minority, and its ten horns of 
power, it should not be forgotten that 
there is a greater force than it, one' 
we have not yet learned to use. We 
preach it but don’t use it

I once asked a spirit how those 
things were mirrored on John’s mind.

-1 know something of the philosophy 
of entrancement, and the method.of 
conveying information to hypnotic 
subjects, but bow did the com-' 
munieating spirit himself know what 
was going to happen on . earth in the 
centuries" to come? “All, brother,” 
said the spirit, “the history of your 
planet is the .history of every planet, 
in space. Know the history of one- 
and you know the history of all.

No, don’t- depend on the Club, or 
yon will surely go .down with the 

.beast. Those who live by the sword 
■ shall die by-it. What haa the club 
done for you? All our her'. 4< ¡¡very

6H7VS. E.
WftTKlNS, 
M. D. ...

Who is so successful in treating Chroniq 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. -This is one-reason for 
his great'success. : ■ . . ■

ANOTHEB REASON is'that.he does 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he . is acr 
knowledgod by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his .patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely, "

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
sniallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine. ,

ANOTHER REASON is lie makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
.by all the Spiritual papers not only as 
; a fine physician, buty perfect, gentle-, 
i man and honest in evqry respect..,

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him .

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom,

DR. G. E, WATKINS,
AYER, MASS. -

one of them, have arrived by the dis
covery and application of natural 
law, not by our legislation, as a little 
reflection will show, and the handful 
of speculators, many of them pen
niless, who built up present industries, 
used the law better than they knew. 
It is the law we need—not money, as 
so many think, though mony is very 
useful and would save much trouble 
at the outset. Give us the spirit and 
the rest will follow. Millions are 
spent yearly in all sorts of foolish 
efforts to benefit the race, and they go 
that way for want of the law. We 
preach it like parrots, and know not 
what we say.

All that is needed, then, is to or
ganize here and there, as did the 
speculators, build up a very few more 
industries and operate them not self
ishly—as did the speculators—but in 
the interest of all, at cost, when the 
whole must come to the terms of har
mony. Competition, which also is a 
natural law, supports the law of har
mony, as do all other natural laws, 
and has a very long and very strong 
arm. We have never yet organized 
to do anything on the industrial plane 
in the interest of harmony.

It is time to begin, for the hosts of 
Discord and Strife are arrayed for 
deathly combat, the result of which 
is hot pleasant to contemplate.. •'

Sam Fonogbaf.

One’s Trinity.
Our natural trinity, as here shown 

by this tableau of three-m-one. is 
mentioned in the languages of varied 
past and present peoples. For, so is 
it at least in— .

1. English: Body, Soul, Spirit. .
2. Gterman: Leib, Seele, Geist. ’ 

’3_ Latin: Corpus, Anima, Spiritùs.
4. Greek: Soma, Psyche, Pneuma.
5. Hebrew: Adoma, Nephesh, Ni- 

sham.
Such is Outer,. Inner, Innermost 

Being: Mortal, Immortal, Eternal. 
As the Goodly, Goodlier, Goodliest 
Self of Everybody. ~ ’

As body embodies soul, so soul in
fills the body. Spirit is infilling the 
soul, as soul, the ensouler, is ensoling 
the spirit. Soul, infilled and .well 
ruled by its indwelling love-lifé and 
wisdom, once beginning continues on, 

■to keep on and on, continuing, in 
form and function and condition, for 
the doing of kindliest and gentlest 
justice and the being of a just, useful, 
progressive, happy, being in heaven, 
ever for ever. Bev. F. Joseph.

“Mediumship and Its Dévelopment- 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel, 
opinent.’’ By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the lawé of mediumship and de*  
velopment,- and avoid errots. Price, 
cloth, fiOeents; paper, 25 cents.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our’country should read this 
concise history of that Bomlsh.churchly 
Institution known, as- the Inquisition. 
The animus, of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs'and parties not in 
conformity' with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly . shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” Is 
scarcely paralleled In all the world’s 
records orrinhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c, . ,

| J. M. PEEBLES,M.D.
X 4.----------------
i SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 
I DISEASES.
X —Depends for his remarkable cures, not 
X upon (he old drokllc drug Bystem, but upon. 
x the knowledge of diseases and their proper 
T remedies—upon science and the finer pay-
X fillo forces... ........................
X Borne of lift cures, like Schlatter a, arc 
Y INSTANTANEOUS; In other cases mouths 
« are.required.............................  ..
f „ Having, carefully studied a the therapou- 
< tic agencies in connection with blslopgmed- 
A leal experience, he uses those best adapted 
& to each case with unvarying sneers. .
& •Hundred« are joyfully writing the Doctor: 
A I am better," or "I am cured." “God blc;a 
X you.”
I HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING: < 
a Dyepcpalu, diarrhea, dropsy, epilepsy, ec- 
x ¿ema, erysipelas, falling sickness, Hieuma- 
T tlim, scrofula, nervous spasm, gpavel. gout, 
Y headaches, heart disease, klntlcy complaint, 
T female weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia, 

paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 

£ upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses 
w of men, barrenness, Insanity, drunkenness, 

constipation la grippe pud all • chronic
® diseases. And further^he furuUbos ...
| FREE TO ALL PATIENTS \ 

X Hjgfcnic and. Physiological literature, en
Y ubliug them when cured, to remolu healthy. • 

| Correct Diagnosis Free, 
& By enclosing name, age, sex, 
<» leading symptom and stanli> 
$ lor reply.

> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS < 

i J. M. PEEBLES, M. D„ i 
: SAN DIEGO, CAL. !
> . . 32011 <

Letter from the Pacific Coast.
To the Editoii :—Since returning 

here from, my engagement at Port
land, Ore., and at the New Era Camp- 
meetiiig, T; have beentyngageil here, 
and have tytygflge4 fe.tyety: for .the 
PsychityResearch •' .tyciety, ycomjpepp- 
ing Styjay, July 2Gtli,(remaining the 
Sundays of’ August ̂ following their 
present .popular. speaker, Mity, Mon
tague.’ "Although this; is the'season 
when naturally many of our. spiritual 
and progressive *>  thinkers seek the 
woodland groves arid; sylvan fetreats, 
yet many remain, in town land fill the 
halls at alL public meetings with a 
freshness arid zeal that' keeps the 
growing cause in a prosperous and 
progressive .condition, and inspires 
faith in the ultimate success of that 
spiritual knowledge which is yet to 
unlock the secrets of nature and give 
man the wisdom of the gods.' -

This Psychic Research Society over 
which I am to minister the coming 
month here, is composed of some of 
the most influential and intellectual 
members of society here, and although 
many of them are not avowed Spirit
ualists by that name, yet they accept 
the higher teachings, inspired by the 
thought-moulding influences of spirit
communion and psychic phenomena, 
and are taking broad and liberal 
views, and slowly but surely tran
scending the narrow boundaries of the 
old systems of religious views for the 
bright, illumined revelations of Spirit
ualism.

The chairman of these meeting’s, 
Judge Brown, is the right man in the 
right place, and has by his getlemanly 
dignity, moral worth and influence in 
the community, given a new impetus 
to our cause here, which is a credit to 
him and a lasting good to Spiritual 
progress. ,

The wonderful and renowned 
psychic medium, Edwin Earle, who 
has been so effective in his work the 
past winter at Los Angeles, Cal., and 
other places, on the Coast, is holding 
forth to crowded houses in San Fran
cisco every Sunday evening, giving 
the evidence of conscious life and im
mortality to the eager and inquiring 
investigator, and settling the question 
put to the world three-thousand years 
ago: “If a man die, shall he live 
again?”

The field was never so ripe and the 
grain never so golden os now in the 
glow of the nineteenth century, and 
the revelations of modem science in 
the physical world, the researches of 
orientalists who have brought before 
the mind bf the occidental world the 
great religions of the far East, inven
tions which have made travel easy, 
and which are fast making the whole 
world an immense family; psychical 
phenomena, which are thought-com
pelling and leading the human mind 
along a line of Internal discoVery of 
the hidden mystery of mind and spirit, 
together with numerous other influ
erices closely allied to these secret 
agencies, have made it.firtile.. for the 
church longer to ignore problems 
which are influencing the intellectual 
mind of the thinking world of the 
present century—a century that has 
not its parallel in the history of the 
world.

My present address is Oakland, 
Cal., Market Street House, .

Yours for truth. . -
Bibhop A, Beals;

DR. J. Si LOUGKS, 
BHIRLEYVILLE, MASS., i 

-She Well-Known (Magnetic Pbyeicltfni 
of About 80 fear»' Practice.

His practice extends Into nil parts of the United 
Statesand Canada; alsolu some parks of Europe. He 
is making wonderful cures with his magnetic reme
dies, as his certificates of> curei will show. Send for 
one. Many arc cured wl*u  given up to die by the 
M. D's. If you send U1(B a lock of your hair, name, 
age, sox, and four U-cent.stamps, he will toll you 
what ho thinks ot your-Kase; also what the pros
pects are for a cure. - Tv him aud to convinced

TESTIMONIAL!
In justice to the; cmuu of truth and to Dr. J. fa. 

Loucks, and for the benefit of the suffering .of earth 
luortals, and-with ahcart/uU of gratitude to our kind 
benefactor, we do solemnly and unhesitatingly-state 
the facts just as they transpired. Our boy. Fardner 
Gorman, was taken sick with the dreadful dkcaso. 
cerebro uptr.ai meningitis, and was conilucd to his tad 
about twelve weeks, During this time we employed 
three of our boat physicians, but they gave him no 
relief, aud he was so rolueed la flesh and worn out 
that he was a dreadful sight to behold—nothing bu; 
skin, and bones, aud suffering intensely coiutandy, 
and the doctors all told uu. they could do uothlcg more 
for him, and left him to die. as wo supposed, without 
hope, and we wera dally aud. hourly expecting this 
to come.- But business called me to Potadum. N. Y., 
and while talking with a friend, Stephtfi- Gruver,-we 
told Uiin of onriboy.thendyjug at Lome, aud ho told us 
togoand s e Dr. Loucka..lor Ue had saved a hoy of 
bis son’s family fromneaUi sruiu the samedisoascv-kd i 
went ,to see Dr. Loucks and told him my story-and 
wanted him to go.nud sce him, but ho said he 
could not gu, the distance was too great, it being - 
about twenty miles uway, and my sadness and disap
pointment being so great, he 83jd:.‘’Como with me 
and we will see what can bo (’one.” Wcwentintoa 
cellar with tworo7tua lull. He told-me tb.sit here 
vn l be went luto the next room aud shut the door, 
and in a short time came out and said to mo: “Wo 
have treated your boy and he is better, aud will get 
well,’ and to go home and find it so. We went home 
und found that at the very hour he was treated by Dr 
Loucks bls pains all left him. aud he rose up In bed 
and began telling stories to his mother, not knowing, 
what had caused all t his clmnge until I told them. And 
be continued improving rapidly, and going, out too 
soon he took co d and had a relapse, and again we 
went to Dr.«Loucks, and again he restored him, and 
the disease did not return again, He has remained 
well since. No remedies were used, for we had given 
up nil hopes in ibis direction. Now this is unexplain
able by us, hh well as marvelous, and only being 
equalled by Bible miracles of old. •

. . THOMAS GORHAM.
H. E. IRISH, witness to signature. .

• ’ ■ South Colton, N. Y.
On the first day of May. 1883, before me came 

Thomas Gorham, known to me to be the Individual 
who executed the above, and acknowledged that- he 
executed the lame, L. ROBINSON. -

. Notary Public,

We blow *10  horn to exciter almply state a few facts 
or statements of patients relieved. We have many 
that caube scon at’our office. One hundred dollars 
for any one fpund'untrue that we publish. Address -

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
SHIHLEYVILLE, • - A MASS.

. - 110«

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D.
Specialist in'all chronic
- DISEASES. -

------------ 0------------

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS 
DRUGS!

.. • J---------- u------------ '

MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAMI
Dear Uoctob—When yoqr medicine reached me I 

was low; the doctors here siild they could do nothing 
for me, but since taking your medicine am getting 
better rapidly, and feel that they will cure me. May 
God and the good angels biota you for your aid to suf
fering humanity. ELIZA CULLY.

Paling btutlou, Mich.

Deau Doctob—Your remedies have done more tor 
me and afforded me more relief than any thing else 1 
ever tried and I have tried nearly everything.
. FaultSi®Marie,MIcU JAMESEMMS.

Dxar Doctor—I write to let you kn&w that my 
LKalth aUll- coutinuee to improve, -io describe my 
condltlob aud Horrible feci Inge at the time I began 
ualug your medlclui is beyiaia my power. 1 suffered 
With female wenknew qnd severe pain« in my chett 
for two years. I tried scvel’al doctors but found no 
k^lletjiutll afrJeud directcdme-toyou. After uslqg 
your medicine one mootb urn almost well, and- iirmjy 
believe one mouth more will sure me. -
.-.Ruth, Mlcb,. LOUISA GENTNAv

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

J. 0. BATDORF, M. D„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

' ‘ 7 . 83Stf

AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER 
HAS NO EQUAL! . . . . .

Rejoice and Be Glad! Herald Forth 
the Tidings of Good Health!

Edgar/Tebraska, Feb. 21,1898.
MRS. DR. A. B. DDBSON-Dear Lady and Be

loved Sister:—It is wltlwgwt that I write to you, 
because I am til: but fecttrorly grateful that such a way 
Is open to mankind. I wfil employ no regular physician 
unless I am Obliged to.

Sister sent to you; shfiAaM you described her dis
ease more correctly ttata Hr. Dobson did. May the 
angels ever help and bites feu.

6ARAH A. WERNER.

Popish Superstition Vividly Ex- 
emplifled. . • ■

A correspondent of the Philadelphia 
Record, who has been traveling in 
Yucatan, writes to that ¡paper the 
following very interesting account of 
a grewsome cemetery he visited In 
that country: .

“Another excursion led us inland 
from Merida to the village of Tixko-. 
kób. The town does not amount to 
much, but it hhs a fine old church, 
back.of which is the quaintest cem
etery 1 have ever seen. All around 
Its outer walls rows of. skulls are 
arranged; skulls' grin along the arms 
of every cross with which the interior 
space is thickly set, and several huge 
vases' are piled high with the sainé 
ghastly' relics. In-the- middle- is a 
promiscuous heap of human bones, 
several Teet deep. InSide the walls, 
dangling by cords fastened to the top, 
are baskets and boxes and bundles, 
each containing a skeleton appro
priately labeled. Everywhere . are 
fragments of shrouds, shoes that have

dropped, from fleahless feet, arms, legs 
and trunks to: which 'idried-flesh still 
adheres; and scores of skulls with hair 
clinging to them—some the long, 
beautiful tresses of women. Inside 
the church horrors do not cease. The 
floor is a series of trap-doors, each 
door covering a vault, filled to the 
brim with fornjer citizens of Tixko- 
kob. Near the altar is a glass case, 
in which repose the bones of a woman, 
bright and clean as though newly 
polished. The arms and legs are laid at 
the bottom, the ribs disposed neatly in 
their natural order, the skull set exactly 
in the middle. She was the wife of a 
former alcalde, and we are told that 
the good husband arranged and pol
ished her bones himself; and during 
his lifetime seemed to derive much 
pleasure from paying her remains 
these melanoholy attentions. In the 
choir of this church and on all the 
window ledger are more skulls, each 
labeled on the forehead, and some of 
them bearing startling inscriptions. 
One of them says: ‘Soy Pedro Mo
reno. Un AVe Maria y Paternoster, 
hennane, por Dios.’ T am Pedro 
Moreno. Give me an Ave Maria and 
a Paternoster, brother, for God’s 
sakes’ Another says: ‘I languish in 
purgatory; oh, pray for me, brother.’ 
One small skull, with a name so .long 
that it nearly covers it—Ricardo Jose 
de la Merced Truxeque de Armas— 
says: ‘I am enjoying the kingdom of 
God forever,’ for, having died when a 
child, after being duly baptized into 
the church, there was no fear of pur
gatory for little Richard Joseph. It 
is not for any lack of respect or affec
tion for the dead that their bones, are 
thus denied the rest of the-grave; 
doubtless the idea is that when they 
are kept in sight, with labels on them, 
they will not be so soon forgotten, but 
constantly remind the living of their 
former existence in this .world and 
their uncertain state in the-next (for 
who knows but ffeit souls may .yet be 
in torment?), arid; as with voices 
from the grave, appeal for prayer and 
masses. .

“On All SoulsiDay (November 2d) 
all these skulls—*atdeast  the skulls of 
those who have living friends to 
attend to it—are placed upon a black 
draped dais, sunnunded by high can? 
dies, where mass is said -and incense 
burned and holyiwater sprinkled,runid 
the prayers of the people.” .

• How vividly "manifest,.is the crass 
superstition -pf these people,- as, ex
emplified in the? belief that lighted 
candles, the saying of: mass, the burn
ing of ,incense and the sprinkling of 
holy water, can have any. saving 
efficacy or yield any benefit to the 
souls of the departed. . . "

The Chinese worshiping, the manes 
of his ancestors, and burning incense 
or printed prayers to his Joss, is in" 
these, respects on a level with the 
misled , dupes of popish priestcraft, 
who believe in the efficacy of the 
similar performances by their priests.

' X-Ray.

A thing is never too often repeated 
which is never sufficiently learned.— 
Seneca.

The Play of the Planets.
-------- ,4---------

This wonderful educator is attracting ths attention 
of thousands of people all over the world as its film- 
pllctclty gives one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
coBcerntng the Influence of the planet, and the algna 
of the Zodiac In human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to uae It and accomplish 
wonders.

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

This wonderful invention Shakes it easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born for TO years past, and also to de
lineate the HOROBCOI’E.

A few of W.e firtl edition left whieh wm 
be furntelied at $1 each. Por sale at thia 
office, , . ■

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to me for children while 
teething, An old and well- tried remedy.

■ ■ .. ■■

PR. J. R. CRAIG, California's well-known and suc
cessful clairvoyant physician, will diagnose and treat 
the moat complicated dlseane without leading symp
tom, age or sex. All he requests is lock of hair or 
hand-writing, (while others request you to send lead
ing symptoms, etc.)

He has been very auccesafui io curing all kinds of 
sickness. and terms for treatment are within reach of 
all. Address

DR. J. R. CRAIG,
1328 Market St. - - San Francisco, Cal, 

- 848tf

E. V. Wilson was one of the pioneers of Spiritual
ism, and was noted as a speaker and teat medium. Be 
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrates 
many of his striking experiences during his labors.

Purchasers" tflll find Yr intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to hie vHdow who left 
la straitened circumstances.

The book contains <00 pages, and Is sold for 61» Ad- 
*ress MRS. E. V. W1L6OK, 91 South Locust street. 
Valparaiso, Ind.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 

JEWELRY.

Al the Sunflower turns its 
face towards the sun. so Spir- 

. . itualiBm turns the faces of hu
manity from darkne«« and superstition toward« the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICES«
Rolled Plato Bar Pin.......... /.................................... *215
Solid Gold Bor Pfo......................  8 50
Electroplate Badge............... . ............................... 73
Rolled Plato Badge, Scarf ?ln or Lapel Button... 1 23 
Solid Gold Badge. Scarf Pin or Lapel Button.;,.. 1 75 
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm........................8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm................ . ........ 5 00
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant..................................3 00
Solid Gold Maltese Pendaat.................................. 5 00

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

SOCIAL UF’BUILDINO, 
Including Cooperative Byiitem« and the Hapnlnem 
and Ennoblement of Humanity,. By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D., M. D. Thl, compri,ea the last part ot Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover. Me. For «ale at 
this office.

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE 
■ By Ltizle Doten. Them poem, are u staple na 
augar. Price «1.00.

CHURCH AND STATE.
The Bible tn the Public School«; the New “Amer 

lean” party. By “Jefferson.” Third edition. Tbfr 
beautiful pamphlet of 29 pages is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church abd State Question that 

appeared, Price 10 cents. -

ft WEEK FREE!

SAN JOSE, CAL. 84»

Dr, V- M. I’onu-.r, Californios noted clairvoyant ¿intake the courae and receive the 
phyalcIaD, h receiving commendations from far and *’*" '------- ........ ’ *
nearover hlBreniarkables success as a liealer-”—Phil
osophical Journal.

Addrfiss, z

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES

■ Mention thli paper. SSItf

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1052 Market Street. - San Francisco, Cal. 

... ass

FORSTER, DR, W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PAGIFIC COAST, 

Will send a free diagnosisaud terms for troatmentto 
all who will soud their name and address—In their 
own bandwrlting-wlth postage stamp for reply, • 
;Mlbe Pacific Const Spiritualist” of Dec. 80. 1893- 

tava of Dr. Forster:— -
“Since his coming here Ue has mado himself highly 

respected and beloved for hls benevolent work, hla 
humanitarian ideas’abd practices, and hli straight*  
/prwurd course of integrity and honor.”

AÙG. 1, 1898.

A WONDERFUL OFFER
. . . BY .. .

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
Oac of the most successful bailor« aud diagnostician« 
IIyIdr. The doctor ba« letters from all over thé 
United States, Canada, Australia aud Europe, tollloA 
of the marvelous results, after an hope in other 
sources have been given up, being speedily cure! 
under bls treatment. Nervous and chronic disease« 
of every character, peculiar to both men aud women, 
are, by the aid of his wonderful and extraordinary 
power, cured. -

r 1 be doctor has never foiled In a correct diagnosis of 
any case, many times it being causes that bud buffled 
the moat renowned physicians, but was readily ex

plained through his wonderful clairvoyant aud claif- 
audlent powers. ' .

Each co«6 receives the attention of himself and 
band, also remedies for individual case- Bend threé 
2-cçM stamp«, lock of hair, age, sex, and one symptorti, 
and by return mall you will receive a full and accu
rate description of your ease and uny advice regarding 
it. Through penecutlon on account of bls marvelous 
success the doctor graduated In a regular «chow, 
therefore being anM. D. .

Batterers, you that have failed to find relief, try 
once more «nd be convinced of Dr. Lay’s powers and 
ability. Address

8Wtf DR. W. F. LAY, Box 018, Chicago, III.

(Formerly N.Y., College of Magnetica]
/IN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

£?in^?yiuI!cilS?lu.dl,ng theS“0 °“1'0. Vital Magnet- 
Jem, Blectr|clty, Mind. Cure, aiffi a higher science of 
W-Itii tn^V"cl “¡¡““V nnd ,b“8!01’rtoolplea developed 
whtholr.marvellous applications.- students in four 
continents have taken tue course. The colluse 1« 
charlcrtd and confers the degree of D. M-, Doctor of 
x*?ffi» ev!c»»-.By a>y®tem of printed questions student« 
éàn take the courae and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orang«. New Jersey, a delightful suburb of Now York. & 
Lt*n?S  V" rLL D-' Deau- 282 Main stre?L 
East -Orange, New Jersey. g5Q

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Sead three .two-cent stempi, lock of hair, name 

age, aei, one leading symptom, and your disease win 
uo diagnosed free by spirit power.

MBS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER
SAN JOSE, CAL., Box 13'2 846lf

. P/VR/VLYSIS
-AND- -

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. . . .

MAGNETISM fills the syatem with new life, energy 
and vigor, and puts It In harmony with noture. It 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital forces, 
which is the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
FORM OF DISEASE.

Bend for our new book on Paralysis—FREE—In or
der to learn more of this MYSTICAL SUBSTANCE. 
MAGNETISM. It tells now to fill the system with 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all forms of 
disease.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, will convince the most skeptical on earth of 
the power of this great, grand, lnvls!l|le substance. 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

DR. Apt) MRS. HASENCLEVER HOLD TRUMPET 
and'materiallziug seances at 794 W. Van Buren 

street ¿very Wednesday and Saturday at 8 p. m. Inde
pendent slate-writing daily. 349

INVALIDS
rz, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

tbfilr disease, or symptoms, will receive 
pampblot and advice Fausto cure themselves without 

THOMAS BATTEKT COMPANY. Card- 
Ifigton. Ohio a

TysYCHOMETRY' CONSULT WITH 
4; Severance in all matters pertaining to 

practical life, and your splrlt-frlenda. Send look ot 
pair, or bandwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
» TS® questions free of charge. Bend for circular«. 
Address, 710 Prairie street. Milwaukee. WIi.

DR. T. WILKINS,
3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO, 

Treat» Magnetically all Chronic Diseases.

MRS. M. L. GILLETTE,
INDEPENDENT SLATE-WBITER;

218 East Forty-accond Place. Silting« dally from 10 
a. m. to 4 p. m. 349

MR. AhD MRS. PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND ME- 
Alums. Sunday meetings, (ill N. Clark street, -¿80 

endlite p.m. Private readings dally, instructions 
In development and healing. Circles Monday and 
Irlday evenings. Class, Tuesday at 8 p. m. 348

PSYCIIO ASTRAL READINGS WILL BE GIVEN 
by Mr«. M. E Aldrich upon receipt ot date of 

birth, sex, and one dollar. Box 55, Banta Cruz, Cal. 
______________________ 852

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will aend u pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phasesof mediumship, and a spiritual 
song book. All for 25 cents. Address Mrs. J. A. Bliss.
<821 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III. st,

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clairvoyant. clalrnu<l!cnt, 

Sffiometrlc anti prophetic, can be consulted at No.
North Clark atreet. Engagemenu can tic made 

by letter._________________ c84Oti

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Send full name, age, «ex. aud two stamp« for fexb 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

BOOK-TRE “LATEST OUT ON HYPNOTISM.” 
by Prof. Barnes. Mailed on receipt of 50 cents.

911 Ifltb street, Denver, Colo. 853

Gw: KINKEAD, trumpet'Medium, seances
• -Tuesday« and Saturdays at 8 p. m. FLORA 

KINKEAD, MaterlaHxatlon and Teit Medium. Mate
rialising seances Wednesdays and Sunday« ot 8 p. to. 
Private sitting« for bu«lqesi and te«u dally. We 
hold acancos 1n your own homes by appointment. 
2915 Cottage Grove ave., Chicago. bm

SPECIAL TREATMENT FOR HEALTH AND 
success In Business. ROWLAND J. BROWN, 

Austin, Cook Co., ill. ‘i so gladly send the enclosed 
m payment for treatment. My business is improv
ing, and I am so well and happy we can so rsfolcc over 
this great victory. Keep up the treatments — A. ILK” 
Extract of a letter revolved from England. Fend 
«elf-addressed stamped envelope for particulars. 848

Blue bird, engineer of night express 
running between Darkne™ and Dawn, will nhow 

Illuminated faces in the headlight of Progress—give 
poems and names of Indian guides and soul-mates. 
Ring the bell by each blighted pine when storms are 
due to you or yours. Place Signal lights io trails of 
business, end alow up to the station of Pence and 
Prosperity. Enclose «1. with name, age and address 
to DR. MARIAN H. BASSETT, Box 323. Render- 
son’s Harbor, N. Y. 349

pEADINGS, AND TWO QUESTIONS ANSWERED. 
It Wcents and stamp. D. SIBERT, 5< Crescent av.. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 349

POEMS OF PROGRESS. 
Price nm? Doten' They are rca,ri r“ln8bI11 

-JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS?
—OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
co“Por>’°.n of, «ome of the Sptrltu«ll,m 

tod Meffiumshlp of the Blblo with that of to-day. By 
MoexbUull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus wm only a medium, subject to all th*  rnn^«. 
tlons of modern mediumBhtp. It also short that all 
tne manifestation! throughout the Old and New Tona- 
meat were under the same condition« that medium« 
require to-day; andlhauthe coming of Christ la the re- 
5^.“F«“helit^1|,-oCffl'S^1‘,■ 48

THOMAS PAINE’S 
Examination of the Prophecies.

A cohslderatlon of the putegei tn the New Teite- 
meet, quoted from the Old. and called Prophecies Con
cerning Jeiut Chriit. price 15 cents. • ■- 

“¿ELEiTHAKLOW’S VOW;“
Or Self-Justice.

By Lol, Welsbrooker. Many hare read th!« book, 
many have re read It, and many other« out to read It. 
It should be read by every man and woman In the 
land. It »how« the falsities rampant In society In 
matters of moral and «octal Import, and-the wrongs 
that flow therefrom-to Innocent victim, of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth, 280 page«. Price »1,00. .

THE RIGHTS OF MAN?
By . Thoma« Paine. Part« I «nd II, Being an 

answer to'Mr.'Burke',« attack upon the French 
Revolution. Po«t 8vo.,' 279 page«. Paper, SO cento;

-cloth, 50 cents, . . . . .

Tlie Developiiieiit of the Spirit
After TranMtiODv By the late M. Faraday. The ori
gin of religions^ and tbelrlnflucnce upon the.mental 
development of the human race. -Tranacribed at the 
request of a band of ancient pbllosoDherB.. Price 
10 efinu. . ‘ .

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection ci new and beautiful songs, with 

music and cborua, ln book form. By 0, P. Lonriar Price 11.25. Postage 15 cents. 9‘

A telegram re
ceived at any dls> 
tonce Is perfect 
so the spiritual 
magnvtlcaud men 
tai messages from 
the four psychic 
healers in this 
temple each even
ing are .'.eiued bi 
sifters and nf, 
tleiits thuusandi 
of miles distant
Our cui es prove 
this,

Prof. Jos. Rode« 
Buchanan. M. D.. 
the associated 

,,,, Physician, has
HBALING TBMPLE Chief SUDi-rvlNlrtn

?£ ^fdical Department. The remedies prepared 
by him after fifty years of eclentlflo experiment«, 
possess superior merit In curing auy disease When 
desired or necessary, these, with directions, ara 
wJ !itA0Qri?,u^en*8’°r t0 other«, by mail. The 
writing, mailing, etc., is done by a good psychic aud 
Xvd. UM*  b«nc« the Company only is addressed to 

,in,i fl.'u „..iL e®®’ sex, com-phxion and five two-cebt «tamps and you will re- 
CP?b hour to bit, and thereafter, 0h6
7mntOfMDCftVneDl » “Kii! Also explanutIon of th« 
Sffln C’> p&t,en.tB Book," the mediums and healera 

aud moderate terms for meatbly treat
ment. Always address J

REFORM HEALING CO.,

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.
....niN?.1',11»?“1“'“1",“ ■“•“•“«’ItoM for making a Hello- 

with a chart wlitob ¿Ive, the position of the planet, from 1S33 to 1910. The moil 
S'foJl0“ 1,118 ««'em ever publlnhed. Adapt
ed for beglnuera or professors. One can ckst aud reM 
a horoscope In half au-bour. For sale by

FREDERICK WHITE. O. O.M.,
50X Fifth Ace., S, - Minneapolis, Minn, 
i,S'°!.,youi b!rt|‘ nud «1 »»<i receive 

re><iy^r

'THE HYGIENIC HOME?

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA,
□ Has Just been opened by the subscriber In thia mn.t 
K“.“! a.nd ‘"»""f“1 eltmate.8» North Third . “een 
f°r lite treatniont of Invalid, by hydropathic dietetic 
and all other measure, verified by feurceen y.Kj fit 
£pArl?nC1:? » ‘“rge suulurlutn ainl u"lvat° practice 
IVm>c >eU. rt.c reh'l,:illl°11 of diet will be a very Import
ant part of the treatment. 9 1 rv

R*  BUCHANAN, the well-known medical 
sultmarp£iBiaciin?r' reBidCB 111 lh0 1101116 M u Mft‘ 

3W______ JAMES BEARD.

BETTER THAN COLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stomaeb, liver slid kldaev disease, ?lom.ODb'tr?‘tl0“' A,8uri' curi',cr l|i«i tired,ywom-oul 
feeling, Guarauteed lu assist your system to lioalth 
with pure, rich blood. Suffleleul quantity for ofilt month sent for «1,Oil. "Jr one

One package of our Magnetised Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Hns been used and praised bV 
thousands In all parts of the world. Sent for GO cente 
2U" ".T sc"t for el.OO. With Yarma'S
photo and instructions how to live 100 years,

Melted Pebble Spectneies.
Rfstorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

«bowing stylo« and price« and photo of Spirit Ynrma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In mo. 1 can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Apectncles us perfectly to 
your eyes In your own homo «> If you were In my 
fe ".gq» 8eud tlam>’ ,of

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up in ^ix-ounce tin boxes and are guaranteed 
to give satisfaction or money will be refunded by the 
proprietor. Dr. M. H. GArland. Send 2S cent« in 
stamps ami receive by return mall a box of (hla

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
a« you will find It a blood cleanser as well ns a Throat 
and Lung Remedy. Over Suu.oOd boxes «old and all 
recommend them. Address all order« to DR. M H 
GARLAND, 332 Sixtieth Place, Station O., Chicago 
UHnoto.______________________ 822t?

LAST CHANCE.
After you have visited all of the mineral springs, 

and haVc tried all patent medicines, and your doctor 
lay« you cannot be cured, try the wonderful combi
nation treatment, Magnetism and Exanthematic Cure. 
If no cure, money refunded. Address all corre- 
sponfleuco to GEO. P. PARKS, Bedford, Ind. 852 

“CONSUMPTION CURED- 
By « new «nd easy metliod. by D. I’. KAYNFB,' M D 
Home treatment furnished. Mid cure almost certain'. 
Addresa with namp for term«, at 111 K. «trect. Sacra
mento. Calltorula. giving particulars of case. smf

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A New Badge lu solid gold 
with blue and black enamel, 
with the pyramids, obellik 
and aun’a rays in gold. Kviff 
Mystic should have one of

tliea.-beatitliul emblems. Price 12. Fur sale at this 
otUcc.

DR. CARL SEXTUS
Cures dtaesFCs by vital magnetism; develops latent 
psychical powers. Also treatment by mcimerlam. 
Letters requesting advice must contain one dollar. 
Office, 219 Dearborn Ave.. Chicago. Office Lours 2 
to 5 p. m. S5o

^ANSILL’S ALMANAC 
— OF — 

PLANETARY METEOROLOGY.
Weather Forecasters’ Guide and New System of 

Science for 1896. It contains a planetary chart of 
each month, showing the position ot the planets In 
the different bouses In the Zodiac.

BY RICHARD MANSILL,
Author of “Geology and 'Microscopy Illustrated,” 
“Cohesive Attraction and the Formation of World.” 
“Universal Change in Natural Elements," etc. Price 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

MRS. 6. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psvcbometrftt and Business Madinin. 
Readings personally or by letter 11.00. Three rea
sonable questions answered by mall for gn cents. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
boine of the patient. 8140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
111. Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thlrty-firit 
ptroeL Residence, one block West on Rhode1« ave tue, 
near Thirty-first. 260tf

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist Att&ek on Spiritualism repulsed. Bj 

Mosse Hull. Price. 5 cents. For sale at thia office.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

Ing refutation of the Bible Blory of the Deluge. Price 
15 cents. •

THE RELATION
Cf‘SoSpiritual to the Material Universe: und the 
Law of Control. New edltlou. enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unltsrlan Club. The first time 
In tbs history of the world that a Christian A«»ocl»tlin 
eyer.lnrlted n noted Infidel to lecture before them 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end! 
The pamphlet contains IS pages, beautifully ertntiX 
Price 6 cents, ten copies, 50 cents. r
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JESUS CHRIST
The Historical Evidence of His

Existence „
CRITICALLY REVIEWED |3Y HUDSON TUTTLE.

The necessities of the Question and they have established the fact that 
Answer Department, which, assisted by | Paul’s epistles-so-called—are older 
the spiritual teachers who have honored than any of the gospels.
me with their guidance, 1 have attempt-1 Mr. Coleman came to the conclusion 
ed to taake instructive, preclude dis-( “twenty-five years ago" that John was 
cdssion. For as there always are con- a historical romance, and if he would 
fileting views, every answer might lead , accept thé guidance of the “higher crlt- 
to a discussion of great length. To ev-, ics,” such as Prof. Johnson, hé might in 
ery answer I give my best thought, and a single day find that Matthew, Mark 
the highest inspiration given to me, and and Luke were equally corrupt as John, 
having done this, I can usually do no When were the gospels written? 
more. To my statement that there was Baur, the eminent German scholar ar
no historic evidence of the existence of rived at the conclusion that Matthew 
Jesus Christ outside-the New Testa- was first written one hundred and thirty 
ment, Mr. Emmette Coleman made a to one hundred and fifty years after 
lengthy reply which demands attention. Christ. Uhlthorn says that thesyndp- 

Mr. Coleman is credited with vast re- ; tical gospels must have been in use in 
searches into Oriental and antique his- the church as early as the middle of the 
tory, and as having avremarkably com-, second century. Zeller thinks Luke was 
plote private library kt his hand. To written about 130 A. D. Volchman dates 
enter the lists with such a champion is, Mark at 70 or 80. Holtzman places the 
like courting defeat, and yet as he has first writing of the gospels at 60 to 80. 
thrown down the glove, 1 must perforce This confusion arises from absence of 
accept the challenge or allow the reader data, but all scholars agree in making 
to conclude that the evidence ft all on the writing so far removed that it must 
¿is side. j have been from tradition. Not until the
. I will not enter into an analysis of the , third generation were these memo
motives which actuate him in putting ries,fixed in writing. After three gen
forward views which have been repeat-1 erations of verbal report, these tradi- 
edly overthrown by most eminent schol- tions were written down. By whom? It 
ars, and are considered questionable by ! is impossible to know. The first rude 
even leading churchmen. Tho human (drafts were changed by each copyist, 
mind is subject - to reaction. We see and as the doctrines of the church grew, 
men who in the prime and vigor of the books were changed to bear teati
their lives are radical and progressive mony. The gospel was in the hands of 
in their views, as they grow in years, , ignorant, unscrupulous fanatics, who 
instead of going on, turn back, and per-. thought it meritorious to lie for the 
haps at last call for a preacher and die sake of their faith, who scorned the wft-

■ * v ’ * vw» * vuu w XV*  mv
! sake of their faith, who scorned the wis-

in the arms of the church they scorned, dom of tho pagan world, and set up be- 
We have seen every reform and every Hef, blind faith against knowledge, and 

advance in science met with antagonism, zeal against honesty.
even after general reception. Occa- The church was not founded on the 
sionally there appears a writer, even . gospels, but the gospels Jrew out of the 
now, denying the laws of gravitation, or necessities of the church. .
the lunar theory of the tides, and Dar- The readers of The Progressive 
winism is constantly overthrown by some Thinker some time ago were treated to 
unknown minister of the gospel °r pen- some brilliant papers by Prof. Edwin 
ny-a-line reviewer. More incompre- Johnson, M. A., late filling the chair of 
hensible, men distinguished as scien-1 Higher Classics in New College, Lon- 
tists occasionally arise, now, after evo- ,don, and.for many years a distinguished 
lution is an established system of crea- clergyman. No scholar has ever 
tlon, and deny the entire scheme, evenibcought to the subject as profound 
to the substitution of creation bv direct knowledge of ancient literature as he 
will of God! How shall we account for , has done in his “Rise of Christendom.” 
such darkness in the midst of light? । The general conclusion he has reached 
Darwin gave a, beautifully clear expla- ft that all ancient history that has come 
nation, bv the law of atavism, whereby (down to our times ft either monkish 
the generations are constantly’ taking ।forgeries, or has been so shamefully 
back to ancestral types. The purest .changed or interpolated as to be untrust- 
bred race of cattle, for instance, will; worthy for any purpose; and the Tal- 
now and then produce a scrub, and the muds, quoted with sc great confidence, 
most moral families have one child that are really comparatively modern pro
takes back, to the savage. To me it,ductions, but little of them older than 
seems that my old-time friend, Coleman,, the Maimonides.
has been seized with atavism, and gone He says: “It is only in Spain, and dur- 
back several generations, and forgotten , ing the eleventh century, we move out 
all that learning and criticism have ac- .of the legendary mist into historic day- 
complished in the past century. I a,m , light and can pass in review a long line 
glad that he is a “worshiper of truth,”, of scholars whose work is crowned by 
as he avers, for when truth is presented | the great rabbi, the true Moses of the 
to him he will receive it. Evidently he synagogue, who fixed its creed and its 
.................................. ' law.”—Maimonides, p. 298.

lying- the laws of gravitation, or 
r theory of the tides, and Dar- lunar

has been led astray by some theory per
haps, and has not given the matter the 
attention required.

The subject of dispute is this state
ment:

“Mohammed is, of all religious lead
ers, distinctively historic. Jesus Christ 
has no historic being outside the New 
Testament. There is not an authentic
sentence, or even word, in the histories 
of his age concerning him. His birth, 
brief life and death are enveloped in satisfaction by Mr.’Coleman, have been myths borrowed from old religions, un- & of -
t i bia ex.stence, even bee«“e®/I“6®.- for centuries. They could not place 
,1° 'x? Ci- 1 °» S° P P . confidence in his statements, which con-
1 nu life Lill« dieted with authentic history. Prof.Now.asfoi Mohammed, his life faJJs Johnson sayg lhat „The Antiquities" 
in the province of moJein history, and were odu^ed b Baslllan monk4s prob. 
has been written by modern methods I ab} fn some of Soutphern
Air. Coleman quotes from encjclopedias, ltajy He makes the sUJteBlont B0 clear 

an easy nay to get eiud 1 , b t by numerous references, it seems silly 
always safe I he, will turn to Gibbon s I COD ,t hl . Of
pccUneandl.all ofthe Roman Empire identical a referred b Mr 
he will find a ful and impartial biog- whfch he makes a di^lav o{
raphy of the great prophet of the Mos- r„rol, 
lems, and the Arabic authorities on 
which it is based. No historian has a 
reputation for vast research, accurate i 
learning, and impartial honesty equal 
to Gibbon. We are presented by this 
great master of history a vivid picture 
of the rise, in the beginning of the sev
enth century, of a great religion, which 
for a time threatened the existence of
Christianity and rapidly exceeded it in 
number of its converts. We see the 
means by which it was propagated: the 
fraud, the rascality, the force. There _ _ _ ___ _
is the time-old pretense of help fromj satisfaction, however great his learning, 
God; the prostitution of spiritual gifts ‘ accepts the passages in Josephus, the 
to the basest selfishness; the formation same as that writer, and the Talmuds, 
of dogmatic .beliefs, the consecration as a whole, without question, the sam^ 
of a priesthood: toe subjugation of the w Talmage does the^fble. ’the testi- 
beheying people, the actual growth of a. mony of such a man is of no more value 
holy book, the Koran, from the remem-1 of the gospel minister regard-
bered sayings of the prophet, what had jng h0]y book. Prof. Johnson had 
been written down at the time orJ the learning and the courage to trace 
smooth stones and shoulder-blades of these Jewish records to their source, 
sheep, brought together, compiled and and by quotations too lengthy fprthes^ ennMlflad tnfn a hnnV trhinn ic canran 1 . ’ * * . - 0 , —7• ' , . v t . « .*  , . auu. ui t uutai/iuuB wv luuEtisanctified into a book, which is sacred, roiumSg,Exposed the fraud." He says: 

“ °r- AH this passes di-| “Between the years 1,000-1,200 falls toe 
!» a“d-shows bow in a first period of Judaism and most of its nliahtonori a era a irroat . * . . - .• .

even to the letter.
rectly before us, 
comparatively enlightened. age a great 
religion may start up and grow in luxu-
nance. ■

If this be so, does it not furnish a key 
to unlock the mysterious'i-ise and prog
ress of the older faiths which'origihated 
in toe night of the past, when the masses 
were densely ignorant?

What evidence is furnished by the 
New Testament of toe existence of
Jesus? Air. Coleman says: “John is a 
historical romance, nothing more. But -------  —r-——j
the first three gospels are genuine his- dence in his effort in support of Chris- 
tory—history derived from contempo-J tianity, despairingly says: “For knowl- 
rarv sources’.” He says that we have edge of the man Jesus, of his idea and 

" the testimony of Paul, Who “was per- , his aims, and of the outward.form of his 
eonallv acquainted with many who bad career, the New Testament is our only 
seen Jc‘irs,'thc head of the church at hope/’ Then he further says: “!lhe 
lerusafem,’1- “The testimony of Paul is Christ of Paul was not a person but an 
renuine hfttorv.” He surelv has mis- ’idea: ho took no pains to, learn the facts 
Wer^tood'the “higher critics,” for about the individual Jesus. He actually

The church was not founded on the

The readers of The Progressive

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPHUS.
I confess to surprise that Mr. Coleman 

discards the passage in Josephus about 
Jesus as a forgery! It has for centuries 
been a sheet anchor of evidence to 
Christians, and has just as much support 
as the passage concerning the "execu
tion of James, ‘the brother of Jesus who 
is called Christ.’"

These passages, quoted with so much 

Greek, evidently to awe the English 
reader, who, not understanding, is too 
apt to think that a world of wisdom is
concealed by the unknown pothooks, 
Prof. Johnson says: “It proceeds from 
the Basilian forge, and has been flour
ished in the face of the world as historic 
evidence by a long series of Basilians and 
Benedictines. The student may trace 
in it toe same style that appears in othes 
notorious forgeries”—p. 414.

RABBI WISE,
whom Mr. Coleman quotes with great 

important literature”—p. 293.
EVIDENCES OF THE EXISTENCE OF 

CHRIST OUTSIDE OF THÉ NEW 
TESTAMENT. ’ ...
Mr. Coleman, says - sententiously:. 

“Jesus Christ has- a historic evidence 
outside the New Testament?” In this he
is diametrically apposed "to a host of 
writers of profound piety and learning. 

The Rev. John W. Chadwick, who 
would have pressed any .outside evi- 

boasted that the apostles had taught him 
nothing. His Christ was an ideal con
ception evolved from his own feeling 
and imagination, and taking on new at
tributes from year to year to suit each 
new emergency.”

M. Renan says: 1 ‘The Christ who com
municates private revelations to him 
(Paul) is a phantom of his own making."

There is nothing in the writings of toe 
“Early Fathers" explanatory of the gos
pels. The student of history finds no 
more trace of the man Jesus than thé 
traveler finds the will o’ toe wisp he 
chases over the quaking bogs.
- Yet with his strange atavism, Mr. 
Coleman brings forward this pagan tes
timony, of which Prof. Johnson says of 
Tacitus: “After all that has been said 
about the Benedictines and their liter
ary activity, we may now certainly af
firm that this strange piece of mythol
ogy was their production, ... It is the 
monks who write under the notorious 
names of Tertulllan and Jerome,who di-, 
rect om' attention to the work. . . . The 
writer thinks imCatholio phrase’s’’.—pp. 
449-450.

And of Pliny, whom Mr. Coleman 
wheels into servioei Prof. Johnson says: 
"The supposed correspondence of Pliny 
with the Emperor Trajan is not to .be. 
found in any extant manuscript. It was 
added to the collection by Alders. The 
fraud should have long ago been discov
ered. One cannot read the first two sen
tences without feeling that this is the 
writing of a man unaccustomed to think 
tn classical Latin. He probably thought 
in French.” He then instances barbar
isms most flagrant, and concludes: 
“The letter Is, in fact, one of the most 
glaring and impudent fabrications in 
the long series.”

Of Suetonius. Prof. Johnson wrote 
while yet a minister in an orthodox pul
pit. and filling a professor’s chair in a 
college where the youth were educated 
for the Christian ministry: “The man
ner in which the references to the 
Christianii and their tortures under 
Nero are inserted amidst Irrelevant 
matter in Suetonius, betrays interpola
tion." In his later works he is more 
pointed, and Sulpicious Severus is re
ferred to in the note just partly quoted, 
in which he says: “Severus has a de
scription of the torture of the Christians 
almost word for word identical with that 
of Tacitus. This was probably the 
source of the interpolation.” Of Celsiis 
and Porphyry, all that is known of.them 
or their writings are pretended pas
sages quoted by monks to which tney 
replied.

These brief passages^which on their 
face bear the marks of interpolation and 
forgery, are all that Mr. Coleman offers. 
It is the best anyone can offer. They 
have been offered by the Christian devo
tees since they were forged, for that was 
the purpose of their forgery. Knowing 
as we do the character of the monks 
and priests who were the "conservators 
of learning,” from the days of Paul until 
the 'discovery of printing, we ought not 
to give credence to anything which has 
come from their false hands.

The greatest historic event of all 
ages, the advent of God, and his cruci
fixion, must have called the attention of 
the brilliant writers of antiquity, and 
yet searching carefully their pages, only 
a few passages thrust in, entirely discon
nected and irrelevant, written in a dif
ferent style, with the thought of a later 
age, is all that bear testimony. Cutout 
these, which no critical scholar dare 
pronounce genuine, and the writers^ 
antiquity are as silent over the great 
episode of Jewish history as they are 
of the life of Columbus. The Jewish 
nation itself, which looms so colossal in 
the pages of the Bible, scarcely receives 
mention in .Roman history. Thev were 
a people unruly, rebellious, turbulent, 
and required constant watching and the 
relentless blows of the legions. Imbued 
with the belief that they were under the 
protection of their God, they rushed in 
rebellion against the most overwhelming 
odds, and provoked the harshest treaft 
ment by their mad zeal.

A STRANGE BLUNDER.
I confess to great astonishment at the 

following assertion of Mr. Coleman: “A 
caréful search of the world’s literature 
by me has failed to show a trace any
where of the idea that Jesus never lived, 
until the close of the eighteenth cen
tury and beginning of the nineteenth, 
when a few cranks gave birth to the 
mytho-zodiacal theory of religions, 
ete.” The fact is that the great .sects of 
the Gnostics, imbued with eastern mys
ticism, in the age immediately after the 
apostles, denied the personal existence 
of Christ, reducing him to an Æon, and 
that he had little or no contact with 
their corporeal'' nature. Even the 
New Testament itself mentions this con
troversy, which divided the early Chris-’ 
tians as to the existence of Christ as a 
verity or as an ideal. I. John, iv., 2,3, 
says: “Every spirit that confesseth not 
that Christ is come in the flesh is hot 
of God."

II. John, 7 says: “For many deceivers 
are entered into the world who confess 
not that Jesus has come In the-tlesh.” 
Even then the existence nf Christ as a 
man had been denied.

Tertullian, the much-quoted Christian 
writer, is made to say: “I maintain that 
the Son of God was born. Why am I not 
ashamed to maintain such a thing? 
Why! because it is itself a shameful 
thing—L maintain that the said God 
died. Well, that is .wholly creditable 
because it is monstrously absurd. I 
maintain that after having been buried 
he arose again; and that 1 take tobe ab
solutely true because it was manifestly 
impossible.” , '

Does not this vehement and wrathful 
denial show that the opposite had been 
claimed? : . ....... •
;. Paul was right in bis conception- of 
Christ as;an idea. His Christ was thé 
■Christ-Idea, asold.as'the belief in God 
and the necessity of a mediator, - it has 
passed through varying forms -in Assyr
ian, Chaldean, Egyptian and’ Indian ré-, 
lirions, and with its vast accumulation 
of mystic traditions and embellishments, 
appears in the colossal image of the 
Messiah in Christian faith., It has de
scended over a devious path. ■ The blood 
of animals has stained its altars; rivers 
of gore have flowed from the myriads of 
human beings it has led to sacrifice; and- 
persecution has lifted its red handsto 
heaven in its behalf—notin vain. . Man
kind could not journey over any other 
road. The end is the. Mess.ahship of 

man himself, and'passing of the Christ- 
idea into toe perfection of humanity.

That there wai a; man Jesus, around 
whom the'traditions and myths, in the 
hands of Paul, aggregated and grew 
into form is probable; put the Christ of 
the gospels, of the church, of Christen
dom, is an idea yvjiich Ijas grown and ex
panded with tlie way Is of each succeed
ing year. ; ■

Mr. Coleman has great erudition; he 
is honored by membership of learned 
societies, and haS.. made the best argu
mentpossible, filiti when the light of 
truth ft turned oh lift statements, they 
disappear like wisps pj fog in the light 
of the sun of morning.

CYCLES OF TIME,
And 'the Civilizations that 

Pertain to Them.

AU Inclusive Breadth of Spiritu- 
allsin, -

. The following is a synopsis of the dft- 
course by Mrs. Cora L- ». Richmond, 
under the influence, of her guides, attfie 
Northwestern CàiiiP, Sunday, July 12th, 
the subject being’formed of two ques
tions sent up from .the Audience:

Question: "Is it .true that each cycle 
of time has its civilization which passes 
away, and after a period of rest to thé 
earth or planet new forms of life appear 
and progress from'lower to higher con
ditions? Please explain the meaning of 
a cycle of time.” Also a question per
taining to the lost arts. :

It is known to all; men of science that 
there is not only ’ the revolution of 
the earth upon its flkft,: there is not only 
the revolution of the pftnets around the 
sun, producing the aqliriyear, but there 
is the larger revolution, of the planets 
and the sun around the more dlstant'cen- 
ter; that revolution' around the more 
distant center is onepf tpe larger cycles 
of the ancient astronomers. As you have 
the yearly cycle anqü-thé.’ lunar cycle, so 
you nave these largdj; cycles.

The cycle of thè planets around the 
more distant sun ft, Tn course, many 
thousands of years.; ’’TJ^se cycles were 
called æons, meaning; à definite, but 
very extended period ot time. An mon 
is not “eternity,” biitis’ft large cycle Of’ 
time, i. e., the. révolution of the solari 
system with thè sun prpuijd .the more 
distant sun. ' ’■

There are certain- changes that seem 
to culminate in parttailar .directions. 
There is what is kfibwn ’in astronomy as 
the "precession of the'equinoxo8,"wnich 
is caused by this larger motion around 
the more distant sun supposed to be near 
“Alcyone,” one of, the Pleiades. This 
you can prove' by" astronomy. That 
which is clearly manifest in human life1 
is that there are cycles of human growth 
—cycles, of experience in which there 
are culminations of art, science, religion 
and government. TÇvery phase of exist- 
enee seems to based ujion three things: 
growth, perfection, or maturity and 
decline. This applies not only to indi
viduals and nations, but to the whole 
human race. ' , ■ '

The periods of human history (the 
great periods) can pnly be cycles subdi
vided. Those periods' of human history 
were denominated' smaller and larger 
cycles. ’ They each have their begin
nings in primitive 'knowledge; in each 
the race is borne forwifii to the culmin
ation of knowledge, and then declines. 
Accompanying each (there is (or each 
cycle has) , a distinct (system of intelli
gence, i '

There is no doubt , that there have 
been many periods Im past history that 
have reached greater.-perfection in cer
tain directions than', tile present period, 
but each cycle bridge'added forcesand 
the present cycle haspot yetculminated.

These cycles of’time include three 
culminations: the cuinunatlon of phys
ical power: tue culmination of intellect
ual growth, and the -culmination 01 toe 
love of beauty In the Imagination. The 
intellectual power must nave culmin
ated in Egypt; for tbp imagination you 
must go into ancien t Jidla.

The race does -.no|. ga back to the 
primal beginnings between these culmi
nations, but each æon begins, one de
gree higher than, the preceding one 
began. It will not be long, however, 
that the human race will ' turn back to 
Egypt, Greece and India. Those great 
nations hold the wonderful knowledge 
of the past You áre passing through a 
cvcle which brings' you to the day when 
those things Which were known only to 
the scholar, the recluse and the hermit, 
will be known to,all. Mythology is 
taught in every school. The boy is an 
astronomer, and may compute the dis
tances of the planets in the starry heav
ens that shine above his head. But you 
áre now in the midst of ,a utilitarian age, 
of an age of thè reópgiíition of material 
facts, oían age tfiat'Kas forgotten the 
beauty and humanity'of thè mystics. 
You have taken nature in her external 
form: you seek: her outward form and 
she gives you- nothing’ else. You seek 
geometry, astronomy, and forget thé 
astrology.that included the spirit of the 
stars. You Seek her b^pmistry, and the 
rare alchemy of thé spirit is denied you. 
You must turn unto the altar of the 
spirit, not unto the ¡altars of thé old, 
but unto the. alt ars ^-liích in this cycle 
are bringing you ùntothe shrine of the 
Great Spirit. ' / ’ "

You have reduced ypur astronomy to 
such physical laws that lhere is no room 
for the realm of the'spirit, and you have 
reduced your religion to that there is no 
room for.the.wdnderfuftmeaningol Om. 

■' Nevertheless th«'limi verse does not 
forget its purposéái. ¡
' Nature brings y^4 |he nemesis which 
overtakes you, ri Ür $he’ midst of-this 
Brahm the gooff, ¡Bíihm the wise, Allah 
the great; iOm the infinite, Jehova the 
wise and perfect, theèternal.Godj smiles 

’out upon you through The starlit heav
ens, and through the wonderful atmos
phere of;ether'.,ministering angels bend 
above you.. ' T ¡j ; ; .

Meanwhile, ,-wheri Christians have 
buried their dead'within the sepulcher,’ 
when materialists’, have buried their 
dead, fronvwhich there isno awakening 
forever, the power cl the,Spirit-world, 
the wise, the ;.go-jcl,l;tbe beneficent, the 
kind: those mystic1 vniceswhich came to. 
Buddha beneath Â-hc trees, those angels 

who taught Ramesis,come to keep watch 
and ward over you. •

In this culminating cycle astronomers 
will have solved the mysteries of the 
heavens, chemists will have traced the 
alchemy of the spirit. All forces will 
be at your command. Egypt will have 
yielded up all her precious secrets. 
There will be nothing you do not under
stand. The earth will have completed 
that vast millennial cycle; you will have 
no more .wars,- for you will have no more 
selfish seeking for the treasures and 
emoluments of’earthly power, and the 
law of self-government will be the gov
ernment.

In this great culminating age, the 
culmination of all the culminations of 
the past; the lives of those who have 
served humanity and loved mankind bet
ter than fame, will be revered.

History only gives you the account of 
lives that have slain or enslaved man
kind. The inner history of the human 
race is being recalled to-day. You will 
turn by and by and prize Plato more 
than Caesar, and you will love the man 
in the present century who has talked 
for humanity and acted for humanity, 
more than you adniire Napoleon. You 
Will make more of the one who serves 
his fellowmen than of a warrior. He 
who has done more to serve humanity 
will be most revered. You will love 
William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phil
lips and Abraham Lincoln, more than 
all the heroes of all the battles, and to
day you are rapidly reaching this cul
mination.

When the mighty secrets of Free Ma
sonry went out from Egypt, there also 
went all the secrets of physical science, 
all the mysteries of the Master Builder 
of the Universe.

We do not need secret orders to-day 
to reveal the mysteries of the realm of 
science. We do not need a special 
pledge of fraternity to make us kind to 
one another. No one should do more 
for a Mason than he could do for any 
other human being. We are approach
ing the culmination of the teachings of 
Christ.

What Christ learned on the Mount 
of Transfiguration, and taught upon the 
Mount of Olives, you learn here in these 
wonderful; groves and beneath this il
lumined tent. We are each of the mys
tic ties of the spirits. We meet on the 
common level of human existence. We 
are all in the mystic circle of Om. We 
are all in the secret of the occult uni
verse, and understand the meaning of 
the .fires Of the Parsec in the living flame 
of immortal lift,. . ■ .

■ ;W$et) tbft hgo culminates man and 
woman together will stand upon the cit- 
adeloL the new humanity; when this 
age Culminates State and church to
gether will form the human government 
of the world. Not a united church and 
State: but a Slate devoid of selfishness, 
a church devoid of terror. The earth 
will yield its secrets, the sunshine will 
be your burden-bearer and out upon the 
atmosphere humanity will pass and re
pass beyond the earth to do the work 
of humanity. Mars will send you mes
sages, the planets will speak to you 
across the spaces, and on forever 
through all tne wonderful cycles of 
time, the earth shall be redeemed and 
glorified by the divine and perfected 
humanity.

Question: Why reject politics from 
the spiritual platform?

Answer: We should like to know 
why? We have never rejected politics. 
We think any subject of human Interest 
should be discussed on the spiritual 
platform. We are not like the old lady 
who, during the war of the rebellion, 
said to the friend who complained that 
politics was discussed too much in her 
church: “Come over to our church 
where we have neither politics nor re
ligion.”

It is right to discuss anything that 
h^s reference to the welfare of tne hu
man race.

More About Lyceums.
To the Editor:—I am pleased to see 

articles- in previous numbers of vour 
paper p'ertainmg.to the educating of our 
chHdrenin the philosophy. Mr. Bonney 
has said so many things that I have said 
and would again, that, of course, I har
monize with, the general idea that it Is 
exceedingly necessary that we wake up 
the philanthropic side of our sleepy na
tures.

I commenced this work with a ly- 
cepm in my own class-rooms at Oakland, 
Cal., over thirteen years ago, and was 
led into tpe public work as a result.

At all the camp-meetings there is but 
little attention paid to this branch of 
the work. It would seem to an ordinaiy 
intellect that if two or three lectures a 
week at each camp-meeting were de
voted to questions pertaining to the 
manner of introducing our religion to 
the rising generations, it would be as 
profitable as is the usual wrangle over 
the fraud or not fraud in the physical 
manifestations. It Is almost impossible 
for an outsider to discover any system or 
.order of work or unanimity of purpose 
at our camp-meetings.

Cassadaga, thanks to the persistency 
of good Mrs. Skidmore, has paid more 
attention to this work than any other 
camp, hence its stability and powerful 
influence throughout the country. -As 
soon as some of opr wise heads wake up 
out of their phenomenal nightmare, it 
may be that there will be time for a re
mark upon this the most important of 
all the branches of Spiritualism.

Let us have young people’s papers, 
magazines, and entertainments, schools, 
and every possible invention brought 
into our work. We have, at 617 N. 
Clark: street, Chicago, a school- that 
promises to be very interesting, every 
Sunday at 2:30 p. m.; .followed by tests 
and remarks, to which-we invite all. I 
am with Bro. Bonney. .

- - ;■ G. F. Perkins.

Experience Is by industry achieved, 
and perfected by the swift course of 
time.—Shakspeare,

True statesmanship is the art of 
changing a nation from.what it is into 
what it ought to be.—W. R. Alger.

Sleep lingers all our lifetime about 
our eyes, as night hovers all day in the 
boughs of the hr tree.—Emerson. .

To have a respect for ourselves guides 
our morals', and to have a deference for 
others governs onr manners.—Sterne.

ECHOES FROM CAMPS.
His Itinerary Extends Across

the Continent

Notes of the 
Workers,

Various Camps ami 
by Moses Hull.

This is only July 25. The camping 
season has hardly begun yet; but I have 
already been on four camp-grounds, and 
talked to several thousand people. In 
this epistle I shall say little 01 any other 
halts than those made at the various 
genera] summer rendezvous of Spirit
ualists,

My first stopping-place after leaving 
New England was Ashley, Ohio. The 
camp at Ashley is not so large^asy many 
of the other camps, but thehalaije very 
few better camps—few where.4,there are 
more live and intelligent workers. The 
Spiritualists of Ashley andxrioihity have 
lived so that they have gainedithe confi
dence of their -neighborjiuiwEverybody 
believes in and respectaíthéir intelli
gence and integrity.

The camp at Ashley, called Woolley 
Park Camp, has been running, I believe, 
six years. This year it will perhaps be 
better than ever before. They are bet
ter prepared to entertain the public than 
they have ever been in the past. A few 
new and beautiful cottages have gone 
up, and more are in process of construc
tion. I was called there June 21, to 
dedicate their newauditorium. At the 
last camp-meeting they decided that the 
tent in which they had held their meet
ings had served its day and generation, 
and they would let a newer camp have 
it, and would build an auditorium; so 
they put a new sawmill on the grounds, 
and cut down such trees as could be as 
well spared as not, and made their lum
ber of them, and built as fine an audito
rium as there is at any of our camps. 
There are a few larger pavilions, but 
none better or more adapted to their 
work. Indeed, it would serve as a good 
pattern for other camps to follow.

An immense lain fell on Saturday be
fore the dedication; also on the after
noon of the day of the meeting, but the 
auditorium afforded a perfect shelter. 
The large audience seemed to enjoy all 
that was done. Many are now anxiously 
waiting for the time of the camp to 
come; they want more.

Not only was the auditoriumdedicated 
on that occasion, but Bro. J. J. Beard, 
of Columbus, hSd built a cottage so that 
he could-come to thcAnnual gatherings 
and bring his sons and daughters and 
their children. Brother and Sister 
Beard think if Spiritualism is good 
enough for them it is just about good 
enough for their children and grand
children; so they have prepared for 
their entertainment at the annual camp
ing. Their cottage was dedicated after 
the exercises were done at tho audito
rium. Others will be dedicated during 
the camp in August and September.

An excursion from Columbus and way 
stations helped to swell the crowd. The 
Ashley band volunteered its services 
and gave some as good music as is often 
heard. Taking it all in all the meeting 
was a success and a prophecy of a grana 
•encampment.

I said I had’ been at four camps; I 
ought to have said five, for the meetings 
at Bluffton, Ind., on the 27th and 28th of 
June, were large enough to be called 
camps. Hon. Levi Mock, the man who 
engineered the meetings, is one of the 
best known men in Eastern Indiana; and 
everybody who knows him knows that 
he ft a Spiritualist: his light shines con
tinually. When he wants to convince 
his friends that he is not a fool, he 
sends for a first-class medium, or speak
er, and invites them, as Philip did Na
thaniel, to “come and see.” When he 
extends such an invitation they come. 
He can use Oacsar's language: "Veni. 
vldi, vlcl." Judge Mock's life has been 
such that everybody respects him ana 
his opinions.

Two of our meetings were held out of 
doors, and to say the people came by 
hundreds is to put it mildly. Some may 
have come to make fun, but many heard 
that which convinced them that there 
are more things in heaven and earth 
than they ever dreamed of. Mr. Mock 
had Lizzie Bangs at Bluffton once, and 
she convinced or confounded everyone 
who saw her wonderful manifestations.

My next objective point, after deliver
ing the funeral discourse over the re
mains of my old friend, Dr. D.W. Allen, 
of Hobart, Ind., was Woolley’s Summer
land Beach Park, at Millersport, thirty 
miles east of Columbus, Ohio. I spoke 
there on July 4 and 5. -

Mr. Woolley, of Columbus, Ohio, has 
bought a beautiful piece of ground ou 
the bank of what ft called “The Reser
voir,” which I understand is said to be 
the largest body of water in the State 
ot Ohio; there he has built a large and 
elegant hotel, and there he, with the 
aid of Prof. D. M. King and Mr. Wan- 
dell, is endeavoring to establish a camp
meeting. I am fully convinced that, 
with wise management, a successful 
camp can be established at Summerland 
Beach Park. Considering the rainy 
weather, we had large audiences; and 
the interest could by no possibility have 
been better.

I cannot take my leave of this meet? 
ing without saying a word for Mrs. 
Klein, of Van Wert, Ohio. She had 
been lecturing thereover a week when I 
got there and, I believe, was to stay an
other week. . I like her talk very much; 
she is truly an inspired woman. Saying 
that does not necessarily endorse aU 
that she says. It is not necessary to do 
that. Her thoughts arc such as are 
thrown upon her brain by her spirit 
guides; and aré far ahead Of much that 
purports to come from the spirit-world. 
She, to say the least, is earnest, honest 
and intelligent. Besides that, she leads 
her hearers up—not down. .
; From this camp I went via St. Louis 
to the camp at Island Park, Winfield, 
Kan. Bro. Beckwith, hearing that I 
was to pass through St. Louis, persuaded 
me to stop off one night and'talk to the. 
people. It was good to meet the old 
friends. I' enjoyed this meeting and 
handshaking more, I think, than the 
people enjoyed my talk. .

The"Winfield camp was formerly held 
at Derry, Kan. It was a good move to 
take it to Island Park. Winfield is a 

beautiful little city, surrounded by a 
good country, and island Park, right in 
the city, is one of the most beautiful 
spots in Kansas. The camp was inau
gurated and has been run mostly by W> 
P. Sailing, of Derry. Now an organiza
tion has been completed which takes 
much of the work from his entirely too 
busy hands. The camp was larger this 
year than it ever was in Derry; next 
year it promises to grow to enormous 
proportions.

The mediums in attendance and who 
took part in the work were Mrs, Dr, 
Hutchinson, of Kansas City; Mrs. Ham
mond, of Topeka; Mrs. Powell, of Law
rence; Mrs. Mott-Knight, the slate
writer, and Air. Gillman, There were 
others whom I cannot name. Tho 
speakers were Cant. H. H. Brown, late 
of the Unitarian church; Prof. Connett, 
Airs. M, Theresa Allen and ’myself, 
Capt. Brown is well known to most of 
the progressive thinkers, and needs no 
words from me. Prof. Connett was one« 
a physician and surgeon; then he enter
ed the Congregational ministry, where 
he preached acceptably until he outgrew 
Jiis creed. Seven years of preaching, 
reading, writing and thinking placed 
him where he could no longer believe 
his own preaching. He then left the 
church and went to the Unitarians. He 
took a church in Beatrice, Nebraska, 
and went to preaching; buthe had made 
a fatal mistake—he had welcomed dan
gerous truths and the leaven worked 
and made him work until he was com
pelled to leave the Unitarian pulpit. 
Now he is in the Spiritualist lecture 
field. It is a question whether he can 
be starved out of that or not. He is a 
sound man, a growing man, and should 
be patronized by Spiritualist societies 
everywhere.

Mrs. Allen, the wife of J. Madison 
Allen, is a good, honest and deserving 
woman. Her very presence impresses 
one with her Integrity. She is gener
ally kept busy, for which I am glad.

Winfield was rather the busiest camp 
I ever saw. They never failed to have 
three discourses each day; beside, they 
had two public seances and no one 
knows how many private seances every 
day.

Capt. Brown made an able speech and 
introduced a series of resolutions on the 
efforts of the State Medical Association 
to prevent clairvoyants and others from 
curing the sick. The resolutions passed 
without a dissenting vote. I wish I Had 
the resolutions; they would be good for 
every camp to copy.

Next year Mrs. Hull aud the writer 
of this are to be at the Winfield Camp 
from July 10 until the 24th. How many 
of the other speakers are engaged for 
next year I do not know.

On the 21st I landed at the Grand 
Ledge, Mich., Camp. This is the second 
year of this camp’s existence. The 
grounds are beautiful almost beyond de
scription. They have a very fine audi
torium—there is no better anywhere. 
Everything looks favorable for a great 
camp here. It has been terribly wet 
for tne past two weeks: but to-day the 
clouds are gone and the prospect is for 
nice weather.

Mrs. Robinson, of Port Huron, has 
been the principal speaker until 1 came. 
She delivered one discourse after my ar
rival and it was good. She is not only a 
good speaker but a good woman, and 
everybody likes her and enjoys her ser
mons. She is a woman who makes 
friends of all who come into her atmos
phere. Her sermons are well-worded 
and her tests good. She is now engaged 
as pastor of tho Port Huron society for 
the third year.

There are several good mediums here. 
Dr. Mansfield, of Cleveland, is a slate
writing medium, and it is said ft doing a 
good work. 1 have had no sitting with 
him, but I hear nothing but good re
ports from his work.

Mr. Maybee and a Mr. Goodman^ 
physical mediums, are doing some busi
ness heje. .

Mrs. Ljndsey. of Grand Rapids, and 
Mrs. Russell, of Grand Ledge, are giv
ing tests in tne audience, as well as giv
ing private sittings. Mrs. Coffin, from’ 
Grand Rapids, has just arrived. She ft 
reported to be a good medium. I speak 
every afternoon. To-morrow, Sunday, t 
speak in the forenoon and theafternoon,

My presence here has revived the 
talk of a training-school for workers in 
the cause. That school will yet mate
rialize, and many think Grand Ledge ft 
the place for it. Why doesn’t some rich 
Rockefeller among ‘the Spiritualists 
start such a place to train our workers?

I start from hereon Monday morning, 
the 27th, to Onset, Mass.: then the next 
week, back to Ohio. I go half across 
the continent six times this season. 
Thus I give nearly every penny of my 
wages to the railroads. ’ I am sorry, but 
I could not help it. MUses Hull.

THE CALL.

“Come,” said a voice tea poet, as he 
sought an elusive rhyme, • 

One night when the world was .sleeping, 
in the heart of the sweet May 
time: _ ‘

“O, how can I come?” he answered, “let
me alone, I pray, . :

For the verse which I now am weaving 
the hearts of men will sway.”

“Come,” said the voice to a statesman, 
as he stood in the senate hall, 

And men moved on at his bidding like 
troops at a bugle call: -

“How can I come?” he answered, “my 
sun at its zenith stands—

Before it sets forever my name shall be 
known in the lands.” ■

“Come,” said the voice to a mother, 
with her children at her knee, ■

Dreaming how safe and happy their life 
by her side should be: ■

“O, I cannot come,” she answered. “I ■ 
pray you, let me stay— .. ■■

For how can i leave my darlings to wan* 
der far away?” . .

No other word was spoken, but the poet 
■ left his pen; .

The statesman’s name was heard no 
,. more upon the lips of men,

And the children found no mother, ■ 
though they called with sobbing 

- -breath, . ■ . - ■ - ■. ■ . *
For toe voice which spoke all must 

obey—it was the voice of Death!
Ninette M. Bowater. ■ 

Rock Elm, Wis.
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CASSADAGA.ft REALIST’S VIVID VIEW OF HELL

WITH THE SPIRITS.!
to forgive his sins. F. J. L.

Noted. Speakers and Their Living' 
Thoughts.

Events and Topics of Much 
Interest.

To the Editor:—I enclose a clip
ping from the New York World, en
titled “A Realist’s Vivid View of 
Sheol.” This is the most diabolical 
literature .ever placed before the peo
ple of the nineteenth century. It is 
fit for a product of the Dark Ages; 
but it shows to what means the priest 
will go to scare the ignorant into join
ing the church and paying the priest

PICTURE AUTHORIZED BY THE ARCH
BISHOP OF DUBLIN.

‘ -Hell, for some mysterious reason, 
has always been a subject of profound 
interest to the human mind. The in- 
teiest is purely academic. For that 
reason the news tluit hell has been 
opened to Christians, and that elab-( 
orate descriptions and pictorial rep
resentations of its characteristics are 
now available, must be welcome. .

The facts are set forth by that 
learned Jesuit, the Bev. Fr. Piuna- 
nionti, of the Society of Jesjis. They 
are indorsed by the Most Bey. Arch
bishop of Dublin. The late Bishop of

is utterly irreconcilable with any such 
state of affairs as is portrayed-jii the 
pictures and realistic descriptions here 
reproduced.

Even the status of society in hell is 
not overlooked in this learned work. 
Under the caption of "The Company 
of the Damned" one author says:

"Tliey will be like thorns, always 
pricking and tearing one another in 
pieces. In what passion do we now 
and then behold some sick people 
when not served according to their 
mind? What fury is that gouty per
son iu when handled a little rougher 
than ordinary? Aud yet this is but a

The gamester who has lost - all his 
money at play bears nothing so‘ im
patiently as the being upbraided with 
his misfortunes. This puts him into 
a rage; he tears the cards, he foams 
and storms, and cares not what be
comes of his life, if he can but re
venge himself. The damned shall be 
burning with rage and anger, yet 
without any power of revenge."

In truth the pious priest has fully 
justified the purpose of his labors, 
stated by himself to be the warning of 
Christians from entering into the 
pains of hell.

Maple Dell Park Camp.
Almost continuous, heavy rain during 

the first week of the session at Maple 
Dell Park, has done much to prevent the 
attendance from being as large as it 
would undoubtedly have been otherwise, 
but iu spite of this fact the audiences 
have gradually increased in size and to
ward the latter part of the week there 
were several arrivals from distantStates, 
in addition to those coming from the sur
rounding territory.

A great deal of interest has been man
ifested in the conferences, and judging 
accordingly it would seem that the 
campers wore determined not to let the 
wet weather dampen their ardor..

Mrs. Laura Holton, of Chicago, is giv-

LIFE WORK 
-OF- 

CORA L V. RICHMOND.
the first of its kind to arrive, and only 
the twelfth turned out from the manu
factory. Bicyclers and others who have 
experienced the privilege of a ride on 
thjs water-wheel, pronounce it a decided 
success.

The weather of . late, though unduly 
moist, does not dampen the enthusiasm 
of the optimistic Spiritualists who have 
unfurled their banner and pitched their 
tent at fair Cassadaga for the season.

Shirley Belle.

Central York Camp.
We are now int&e second week qf our 

new camp, and have proved to ourselves 
that this campisa’suecess. An election 
has been held affid a camp association 
formed, with D.' B. L. Robinson, of 
McLean, N. Yocas president; H. C. 
Sessions, vice-president; and James 
Carr, the Freeville postmaster, as treas
urer, and a boafdi of fifteen has been 
chosen as a boaidlof trustees, with Mr. 
A. C. Stone as secj'etqry. This board of 
fifteen will have,charge of the affairs of 
the association in the future. This cen
tral portion of Netv York is no\v thor
oughly. awake to tihe fact that we need a 
camp right herja-i home. ,

Quite a number of Lily Dale frequent
ers are to be met^ith here almost ev
ery day, and as Wb close on the first of 
August, they will visit their old favorite 
camp during that month. The four or 
five old workers that have aided in es
tablishing this camp feel proud of their 
work, especially Bro. H. C. Sessions, 
Mrs. S. A. Walter, J. W. Dennis, Mrs. 
Augusta Armstrong, Frank Ripley and 
others, and we all hope to yet see a 
camp in this locality that will be the 
equal of any camp in the United States.

This is a very central point. The Le
high Valley Railroad has two lines that 
center here and cross each other, one 
running east and west, the other run
ring north and south. During the day 
sixteen passenger trains pass and stop 
at this station. . Sometimes there are 
five passenger trains here at once, and 
three times a day there are four trains 
at the depot at once, as they meet and 
pass each other here.

The attendance at camp is good, and 
Sundays we have a crowd which is ex
cellent for a new camp; but next year, 
when we are in a better financial condi
tion, there wilPpe more speakers aud 
mediums of the different classes. All 
speakers and mediums that wish en
gagements for next year, can address 
Dr. B. L. Robinson, McLean, Tompkins 
county, New York, and it would be well' 
for them to apply early in the season. 
The next year’s meeting will be held 
from the last Saturday in July and con
tinue two weeks in August.

Bro. Frank T. Ripley has been our test 
medium so far, and he has done well for 
us, always giving us a good lecture be
fore tests were given. I hope to see 
him in Buffalo on our platform tho com
ing winter. We have an excellent 
choir for both instrumental and vocal 
music, led by Mrs. Augusta Armstrong, 
with Mrs. S. A. Walters, Mrs. Elliott 
and others, with Ripley as organist. 
They give us good music.

J. Frank Baxter will be with us next 
Sunday, and we expect a crowd. Any 
number of people can be accommodated 
here, comparatively cheap, too, for we 
are in the midst of a grana agricultural 
country.

Sunday, July 28, there were over 200 
wagons and buggies came into town and 
camp, showing that this locality can 
support a camp without any trouble, for 
nearly 1,000 peopje lattended camp on 
that day, which Is ’good for a beginning.

Elmira, Waverly Cortland, Owego, 
Groton, Alpinei.Nowark, Dryden, Mo
ravia, Auburn, ttMba, Rochester, Syra
cuse, Freeville,J BIpghampton, Locke, 
and McLean are towns that are within 
thirty miles of qamp. There never was 
a better place lodatbfl for a catnp than 
this one, for it is p jipt bed of Spiritual-' 
ism and has been so tor years.

There is a large "hall here that was 
built by the Spiritualists several years 
ago where we nilld tfur meetings in bad 
weather. I' >

There are over 30,f000 of a population 
within thirty miles' 'bf this camp, and 
that is enough people to support a good 
camp without outslds help.

1 J. W. Dennis.

An innovation of the season, a leading 
event early iu the week just passed, 
was a pioneer’s reunion, held in the au
ditorium, Hou. A. Gaston, the associa 
tion’s president, presiding.

Seated on tho platform were over fifty 
persons who have been identified with 
the work'at Cassadaga for ten or more 
years, many of whom gave interesting
reminiscences. i
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MEETINGS TO BE CONTINUED THIS

The venerable. Jeremiah Carter, for 
many years gatekeeper here, and one 
of the' most extensively known Spiritual
ists in this section of the country, by 
special request, told how, in the year 
1877, lie heard the voices telling him to 
establish a camp at Cassadaga Lake, 
and how, trusting in the guidance of 
these intelligent forces, he had been en
abled, with their assistance, to overcome 
opposition and ridicule to The-e&tent of 
starting the movement which has re
sulted in the leading spiritualistic as
sembly of the world; If the Doctor's- 
prognostications of Cassadaga’s future 
develop in proportion to those he was 
inspired to give in 1877, the camp is to
day only in its incipient stage.

Another pioneer, especially Interest
ing, who took a prominent part in the 
exercises was Mrs. E. L, Watson, of 
California, who in 1880 dedicated the C. 
L. F. A. grounds. Her glowing propii*  
ecies at that time, recalled by many, 
have been more than fulfilled.

A trio of old ladies bordering on four 
score and ten, the first to take up a per
manent ¡abode on the undeveloped ter
ritory of the C. L. F. A., gave graphic 
descriptions of brush-burning, wood
chopping and the planting of young 
maple trees that now constitute so mueh 
of the beauty of the grounds.

It is the intention of the management 
to have a pioneer reception each season, 
this first having proven so enjoyable— 
and of seeming profit to the younger re
cruits, who may find help and encour
agement through those living examples 
of indomitable courage and persistent 
efforts toward the accomplishment of a 
fixed purpose.

“Men and Women," was the subject 
of the closing address delivered by Mrs. 
E. L. .Watson, to a large and appre
ciative audience, who, at its close, ten
dered her an ovation. In a most deli
cate and comprehensive manner the 
question was handled by the lady, many 
pronouncing it one of the best lectures 
ever delivered on our platform.

“Men and women,” said the speaker, 
“are angels in embryo—the material 
out of which they are to be evolved, 
though at present the process is not 
very rapid; but the growth of the angel 
will increase in proportion that light is 
thrown upon all subjects relative to 
their interests. In its present miscon
ceptions love Is to woman the tragedy 
of life. The relation of man and woman 
should be as sacred a subject as the soul 
to the spirit, and man to God. The 
doctrine of Abraham Lincoln that ‘no 
man is wise enough to rule over another 
man,’applies equally to woman.

“In all society a shadow called ‘social 
evil’ exists because there are two moral 
standards; the only remedy for this evil 
is the establishment of the equality of 
the sexes, making the same act equally 
wrong in both. Just so long as we have 
a man-made government, just so long 
will moral, industrial and matrimonial 
wrong be done woman.
“We shall never know an ideal govern

ment until tho franchise is granted wo
man—until we live up to the principle 
'that wrong done to one is a wrong done 
to all.' God never made it necessary 
that one human being should be de
stroyed to gratify the desire of another; 
when man reaches the highest possible 
manhood, he will prefer death to the be
trayal of a pure,loving woman. In thejfu- 
ture a ballot in the hands of woman will 
bo more effective than the Bible—then 
the song of a redeemed humanity will 
be tho grand anthem in which the an
gels will join."

Wednesday afternoon, Geo. A. Fuller, 
of Worcester, Mass., completed his en
gagement. Mr. Fuller has a strong 
magnetic influence over an audience, 
ana in his earnest presentation of “The

WEEK.

Morris in succession and something
Needs of the Hour, from the Standpoint- ^about a dying blessing given in Hebri 
of Spiritualism,’’ he swayed the people. A prominent Jewish merchantanswei

•ew.
A prominent Jewish merchantanswered

BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work Is one that every one should read. It

tures on the Molecular Hypothesis ol
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“My soul is removed far off from 
peace; I have forgotten good things." 
—Lam. iii., 17.

1 ‘Why is my sorrow become per
petual and my wound desperate, so as 
to refuse to be healed?”—Jer. xv., 18.

‘•The bars of the earth have shut 
me up forever."-—Jonas ii., 7.

‘ ‘I was a brother of dragons and 
companion of ostriches.”—Job xxx. t 
29.

“I am cast away from before,thy 
eyes.”—Psalm xxx., 23.

‘ ‘My end and my hope is perished 
from the Lord."—Lam. iii., 18,

The Sunday law, says the Chattanooga 
Times, which excludes one kind of spir
its had small weight with the immense 
crowd of believers and curiosity seekers 
who congregated at Natural Bridge, 
Lookout Mountain, to hear about an 
other mystery, If not so much Sabbath
breaking hilarity. 1

It was a noticeable fact that all class
es, denominations and colors were rep
resented at the inauguration meeting of 
the Spiritualists, at their mountain hall. 
The manifestations, prayers and lecture, 
new and strange doctrine to those who 
do not know the “spiritual telephone," 
were listened to with interest.

Several were wholly converted to the 
cause, and others to the extent of de
claring them to be wonderful. The 
meetingK opened with an impressive 
prayer addressed by Mrs. Dr. Wynatt, 
to the “Great Spirit of Infinite Truth 
and Wisdom." On the platform, whence 
Loveland's orchestra discoursed splendid 
music, were seated President Robinson, 
Mrs. Dr. Wynatt, Helen Stuart Rich
ings, lecturer, and Hev, Anna E. Thom
as, medium.

Mrs. Wynatt's prayer was followed by 
Mrs. Richings’lecture on "What Spir
itualists Know and Believe.” Mrs.Rich
ings is a delightful talker. She argues 
her side of the question with the adroit
ness of the proverbial Philadelphia law
yer, and her delivery is eloquent and 
pleasing. She explained the objective 
and subjective forces of life, spiritual 
and physical, and the mastery of the 
former, as the science of Spiritualism. 
She said the God of the Spiritualists 
was a spirit of which every human soul 
is a part, and without which God and 
creation are imperfect. Eternal salva
tion for all and eternal progression, im
mortality and duality of nature wore 
likewise declared by her to be the sali
ent points of the religion of Spiritual
ism, which she believes to be the out
growth of the Christianity of the nine
teenth century, There is no bottomless 
pit in her creed,neither ie tliere“rest on 
the other side of Jordan's wave.” Every 
spirit is constantly being made more per
fect after death.

Mrs. Richings held the attention of 
her audience throughout and was 
greeted with great applause at the close 
of her lecture.

MANIFESTATIONS.
The main interest, however, centered 

in the manifestations of Rev. Anna E. 
Thomas, the medium. Mrs. Thomas has 
been specially called here to give these 
seances, and has a national reputation. 
A strikingly handsome woman, she pre
sents an attractive appearance on the 
platform. She is heartily in love with 
her religion and considers it the perfect 
one, made up of the best of all other re
ligions, She has been a medium for ten 
years, and in her trumpet seances mate
rializes the voices of the spirits, so that 
departed ones may be plainly heard by 
those desiring to communicate.

Yesterday afternoon she invited any
body to hand her a piece of jewelry, 
after having been blindfolded. A ring 
was presented to her, and after a few 
minutes, she read the character of the 
owner. After that a spirit would come 
before her. Thus one time she saw a 
spirit as it had died in a fire, and then 
the names Susie and Lockwood in suc
cession. A lady rose in the audience 
and said the name Susie was notcorrect, 
but that Miss Lock wood had died from 
the effects of a gasolene explosion.

Again she heard the name Jolin and

Rrice $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office.____________________
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Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY —
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

Philadelphia, Dr. Kenrick, j’ears ago 
gave his indorsement to the work, and 
it is pow issued in the archdiocese of 
Philadelphia, among others, bearing 
the “Imprimatur.” The “Nihil' 
Obstat," to quote another form of 
approval in Catholic literature, is 
signed by the Rev. C. P. Meehan.

From these valuable sources we find 
that hell is characterized prominently, 
first, by its intensity; secondly, by its 
stench, and, thirdly, by its heat. 
Under these heads the information is 
decidedly definite. A glance at the 
pictures here reproduced from the 
book will even more graphically than 
words .convey an idea of the pangs 
and tortures of the damned. The 
pictures were prepared under the 
supervision and with the approval of 
the Archbishop of Dublin. '

Says the learned author on the sub
ject of the fire kindled in hell: ,

“If a little flame of our fire so much 
frighten us, if we cannot bear ever so 
little awhile the flame of a candle, 
how shall we forever be buried in 
flames whose violence exceeds all 
imagination? 0, thou who has not as 
yet repented for the sins thou com- 
mittedest last, thou knowest by faith 
that if thou wert to die at present 
thou wouldst fall into the eternal fur
nace : how const thou then find in thy 
heart to lay down this book before 
thou beggest pardon from thy heart 
for thy sins?”

This is unpleasant. There are also 
iron bars in hell which the damned 
soul will vainly essay to break 
through. The expression on the coun
tenance of the damned will be dis
tinctly agonized.

The one little-known fact with ref
erence to hell, made known in this re- 
ligious.work, however, has to do with 
its stench. The author goes on to 
remark:

“Consider how much the horrorgof 
this prison, so strait and obsedre, 
must be heightened by the addition of 
the greatest stench. First, thither, as 
to a common sewer, all the filth of the 
earth shall run after the fire of the 
last day has purged the world. Sec
ondly, the brimstone, itself con
tinually burning in such a prodigious 
quantity, will cause a stench not to be 
borne. ' Thirdly, the very bodies of 
the damned will exhale so pestilential 
a stench that, if any one of them were 
to be placed here on earth, it would 
be enough, as St. Bonaventure ob
served, to cause a general infection.”

• In view of these particulars, no one 
will fee! surprised that . the Pope has 
so promptly condemned the work of 
that eminent Catholic philosopher, St. 
Qeorge Mivart, who had the temerity 
to put forth a work entitled "Happi
ness in Hell. ”' The idea of happiness

shadow of the despair of those 
wretches, which will prove so torment
ing to themselves and others; their 
very howlings and groans will make 
them intolerable.”

This is probably the most graphic 
and realistic portrayal of infernal con
ditions ever painted. Few, indeed, 
there are who could contemplate such 
horrors and not be impelled to do 
everything possible to avoid them. 
The venerable Jesuit has certainly ac
complished a work second only to that 
of Dante himself. It is rather sur
prising that his effort should have re
mained so long in obscurity. The 
prelates who have indorsed it are 
widely known in church affairs, and 
are in every way qualified to pass 
judgment upon a work of the kind.

Leaving for a moment the subject 
of hell, the learned investigator treats 
of the devils in these terms:

“The sight of a devil is so terrible 
that St Francis, after having seen 
one, assured his companion, Brother 
Giles, ‘That, had it not been for a 
particular help of God, he could not 
have beheld such a monster, though 
for never so few moments, without 
expiring.' St. Antonius makes men
tion of a religious person who, having 
seen the devil, said ‘He would freely 
go into a fiery furnace rather than see 
him any more.' St. Catherine, of 
Sienna, speaking to our Savior, said 
much more: ‘That, rather than behold 
again such a frightful, infernal form, 
she would choose to walk in a road all 
of fire to the day of judgment’ Ac
cording to this, one of those monsters 
alone would be enough to make a hell 
of the place he is in; yet in hell they 
will be without number. But what 
will it be when reproaches and scorn 
are added to the sight of them? Thou 
art at last caught in the net, will those 
wicked spirits say to every one of 
those poor wretches; learn to trust 
thyself to traitors. Fool, that deserv
est always to have been chained, who 
couldst so easilj' have saved thyself 
by restoring those ill-gotten goods, by 
breaking off that lewd practice, by 
one hearty sorrow, and thou wouldst 
not do it; why dost thou now com
plain? Thou wert theyself the oc
casion of thy misfortune. Curse God 
and die; but die so as never to end 
thy misery, and toil on never to rest.

ing good satisfaction as musical director, 
and her musical seances and public psy
chometric readings are awakening 
much interest.

The work of Miss Cole as teacher of 
elocution, oratory and the Delsarte sys
tem of physical culture is especially de
serving of commendation. Among the 
improvements for this season may be 
mentioned a new bath house, which is 
being rapidly pushed to completion.

Since our last letter Johnnie Starr, 
the boy medium of the Hocking Valley, 
has arrived in camp. He is only fifteen 
years old now and about half his brief 
career has been spent in the depths of 
the coal mines. It follows naturally that 
his education is very limited. He has 
been clairvoyant and clairaudient for 
something over two years, and in addi
tion to exercising these phases of his 
mediumship is giving many successful 
trumpet seances. Numerous non-be
lievers are investigating through him.

The loading members of the Vernie 
Lee Comedy Company are spending 
their vacation in camp, and with the 
assistance of home talent are present
ing dramatic entertainments in the au
ditorium every Saturday evening. The 
company is exceptionally strong and the 
management are to be congratulated in 
securing.such a treat as these .perform
ances are proving to be.

A telegram from Dell Herrick an
nounced that he was unable to keep his 
appointment for last Sunday morning,, 
and Mrs. Kline took the place on the 
program. Her guides discoursed on the 
subject of "Diplomacy and Strategy." 
In the afternoon Hon. O. P. Kellogg 
contrasted the old religion with the now, 
and the large audience gave him the 
closest attention. Selim.

Mantua Station, Ohio.

Michigan State Spiritual Asso
ciation.

The third annual convention of the 
Michigan State Spiritual Association 
convenes in Lansing. August 10,1896, at 
the A. O. U. W. Hall, across from Hotel 
Downey. Every arrangement is being 
made for the delegates and the friends, 
as meals will be served in the hall; also 
entertainment will be furnished free for 
those desiring to remain over night.

. .May F. Ayres,-State Sec.

Couldn't Assimilate.
Once a whale, we are told, swallowed 

Jonah of old
Before be was rightly dissected.

But old Jonah was orthodox as he could 
be,

And the whale was a liberal creature, 
you see,

So the monster and Jonah could never 
agree

And Jonah was promptly rejected.
—New York Press.

Grand Ledge Camp.
Michigan is credited with the most 

Spiritualist camps of any of the States. 
Among the oldest is Haslett Park, one 
of the three within a short ride of the 
capital city. Island Lake and Riverside 
Park are the other two, growing in pop
ularity and evident prosperity.

The latter is the younger, now hold
ing Its second annual session, under the 
experienced chairmanship of B. O’Dell, 
of PawPaw. Reaching it by a quiet 
row from Grand Ledge, through a mile 
of enchantment of river and wood among 
the notable “Seven Islands,” one easily 
imagines himself transported from the 
world of traffic and travail, and easily 
en rapport with the subtile forces of the 
universe, and beyond the contemplation 
of the fact of the solid basis of the coal 
vein permeating the ledges underlying 
the camp, which has been opened for 
mining at various points—one Delonging 
to the association and operated to the 
substantial result of paying off the in
vestment. , 

■ The fine, large auditorium held good 
audiences in spite of adverse weather 
during the four days of Moses Hull’s 
lectures. The fact of his deductions 
from the Bible in support of the phe
nomena, is not new to his friends, but 
continues to astonish those to whom his 
claims first appear. Hand in hand his 
exhortations to seek, for higher things 
than mere physical demonstrations, has 
a beneficial effect. . ■

Tuesday, the 21st, Mrs. A. E. Sheets 
returned from her eastern camp en
gagements and opened the conference. 
She brought good reports of the work in 
New York and Ohio, and as the resi
dent vice-president m the Grand Ledge 
Camp Association, is an accepted inspi
ration as well as ardent worker.

Anna L. Robinson, a popular worker, 
who opened the session Sunday, July 19, 
conducted the Children’s Day services 
and drill Wednesday, going to Island 
Lake on Thursday.

The first use of their new seance-room 
is dedicated to the independent slate
writing by Dr. W. A. Mansfield, of 
Cleveland. So far he has given surpris
ing satisfaction. He holds three public 
seances weekly, during his stay from 
July 23 to August 5.

Monday ie recuperation day. This 
second week is virtually a woman’s week, 
only women beingYengaced for rostrum 
work. Wednesday .visa Woman’s Day, 
and was opened by Yiu», A. E. Sheets. 
“What the Ballot''Means to Women,” 
and “The New Mq'q.’.’lfrere discussed by 
Mrs. Martha E. R^tef Bay City. Mrs. 
N. M.'Russell, of Grand Ledge, is prov
ing herself one of jthe reliable test me
diums. Mre. T. Y. Jackson, of Grand 
Rapids, and others’arc1 present and join 
in the test seances,

L. V. Moulton, yr. L C. Batdorf and 
Lyman C. Howe qrq to be among the 
workers before tfle, close, August 19.

Nettie Overton.
Ice Cream Now^l^Ue in a Minato.

I have an ice cream.ifreezer that will 
freeze cream perfectly in one minute; as 
it is such a wonder a crowd will always 
be around, so anyone can make from five 
to six dollars a day selling cream,-and 
from ten to twenty dollars a day selling 
freezers, as people will always buy an 
article when it is demonstrated that 
they can make money by so doing. The 
cream is fr/zen instantly and is smooth 
and free from lumps. I have done so 
well myself and have friends succeeding 
so well that I felt it my duty to let others 
know of the opportunity, as I feel con
fident that any person in any locality can 
make money, as any . person can sell 
cream, and the freezer sells itself. J. F. 
Casey & Co., 1143 St.Charles street, St. 
Louis, Mo., will mail you complete in
structions and will employ you on salary 
if you can give them your whole time.

. . Wm; Mo.

Tbis book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
--woreso than auy work Issued since Uncle Tonus 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, ana which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deale 
with high official private life during the most moment
ous period In American History, aud is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to niako 
greater, more appreciated, aud mure understood— 
"Abraham Lincoln."

Cloth, 12nto, illustrated, pp. 264, $1.50,' 

Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.
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Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THB TO-MORROW OF DEATH waa writes ta 

levelop tho idea of the principle of the pormaaoDca 
»f the human eoul after death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive links era 
unrolled in the bosom of eiberlal space. "Beyond 
the Threshold” continue# on the same Unes en
larging and expanding the idea by reacona and con- 
eideratlons drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that <rt any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end itU iDtereHluk. en
tertaining«. instructive and fasclnuiin.-» in? w.•ether 
one accepts it all or not, much win linv ’ ?<■) . .mod 
d much pleasure miovedin h« *•  -•

The To-Morrow of Death.
''-■-OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

(FhmZT. 8. Journal qf Medicine.)
Trof.W.H.Pceke,wboinakesaspeaBltyotEpnepsy) 
has without doubt treated nud cured more csaes than 
anyllvingHiyBlcianthissuccesstsaatoiiIshtag; We 
havcbeardotcaaesofSOycara’ctandlngcuredbyhtni. 
EepnblUhesaTaduaNeworkonthlsdiBeasewnichha 
ecads with a large bottle of his absolute cure, free to 
any sufferer who mxj’send their P.O. andExpress ad
dress. WoadTlseanyonewishlngacur» totddreai 
ProLW.H.rSKKB,F.».,<C«*r8t>binrXsdc.

Devil’s Lake Camp, Mich.
Despite the inclement weather a large 

number h are arrived, while nearly every 
train brings new recruits. Dr. Johnson 
and Dr. Hammond are giving us food for 
thought, while our. sweet singer, Mrs. 
Sanborn, of Grand Rapids, brings us en 
rapport with the higher spheres. James 
Riley. Frances Ruddick and others will 
arrive by tho 30th to help us demon
strate the light of truth to those in dark
ness. D. P. Hughes, Sec’y.

Other men are lenses through which 
we read our own minds.—Emerson. •

to the pulsations of hie own heart, that 
seems large enough and of sufficient 
brotherly instincts to recognize all hu
manity as his own kindred. Mr. Fuller 
advised Cassadaga and Spiritualistic 
-organizations to adopt the motto of 
Dean Stanley: "I seek to make West
minster Abbey the seat and center of 
the religious’world of thought,” and 
they would become the beacon lights of 
the world, leading in advanced thought 
and reforms.

Hon. L. V. Moulton has delivered two 
public addresses, upon “The Vibration 
or Wave Theory of Sound and Light” 
and “The Relation of Spiritualism to 
Science and Theology."

Mr. Moulton is also giving a special 
course of lectures in Library hall on 
“Social Economics,” that are proving of 
great interest to those seeking informa
tion along these lines of thought.

Mr. Moulton is a power on tjie plat
form, and it is regretable that his en
tire time, talents and energy are not de
voted to public work. But, alas for the 
rapid advancement of thecause, there 
seems to be a discouraging lack of prop
er appreciation of such talent, among 
many of our people.

Mrs. H. S. Lake has discoursed twice 
unon that very prolific topic of Spiritu
alism, treating the same with all her 
old-time vigor and style, which is dis
tinctly original in thought and express
ion.

It is a noted and encouraging fact that 
the phenomenalists arenotnere In force, 
as last year and previous seasons, and 
are not seen flocking nightly to the 
seance-room or to the auditorium for 
public tests. The mediums complain 
of meagre patronage, while the lec
tures and classes are more largely 
attended than ever before in the up
ward trendof intellectual interest man
ifest in the higher educational move
ment that is sweeping over the camp. 
''Mme. lanthe Vignier, late of Paris, 

gives instructions in Delsarte and dra
matic expression. ' .■

Count De Ovies, a native of sunny 
Spain, is holding large classes in soul 
development, character-reading, psy- 
chometry and psychology.

The Countess De Ovies, d brilliant 
young woman of American birth, reads 
the palm, also teaches the art. ■

Miss Hattie Danforth, one of Cassada
ga’s favorites, also gives instruction in 
palmistry.

Prof. Pratt gives class lectures and 
drills on phrenology. ’ . -

Music, dancing, painting and 'a score 
of other useful things are being success
fully taught this season. .

During the past week a young peo
ple’s literary society was organized by 
the chairman. George H. Brooks.

The recent' delivery of a hydro-cycle 
boat, the invention of L. V.*  Moulton, 
has created more universal interest than 
any other occurrence Of the week. This’ 
boat is propelled in the same manner as 
a bicycle—a very unique affair, and cer
tainly a novelty in this section—being

that he understood it.
Other tests wore given, recalling spir

its of prominent citizens of Chattanooga 
who died recently, and the audience was 
so enthused that it saw Mrs. Thomas 
retire with regret.

President Robinson announced that 
Mrs. Thomas will give private and pub
lic seances all week, and Mrs. Richings 
closed the meeting with an eloquent 
benediction.

Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with tho Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, $1. For 
sale at this office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is rqcognized as one ot 
the ablest lecturers on\the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume ne presents 
an succinct form the substance of hislec

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fin« volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
tn that peculiar Interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to tbc needs of the general 
reader. The author 1b not a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super
stition," etc., etc.. In which he manifests tbc usual 
animus of the "scientific class," yet be says agalri: 
"There ha true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved "the fact of communication 
between superhumans and the Inhabitants of Earth;" 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact in evidence. 
There la, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In 
the authors'« Ideas, but the well-read mind whl readily 
select and arrange tbc pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price <1.50. For sale at 
thia office.

love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.'1 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
Intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
SI; paper, 75 cents.

"Mahomet, the Illustrious.”- By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

"The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep,' clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For .sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, 81.25; paper, 
EOcents. '

'From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
81.00. For sale at this office.

"The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Prlca 50c.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, French.
William Denton. •
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and Wcr*  of 

Islam.
J oseph Smith and the Book of Mormon 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of Ideas, 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Lite, 
Anniversary Address. 
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

______ PRICE, JJ.OO, POSTPAID.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC

tures given by the Spirit Band through the me*  
dfumahtp of Mrs. MtgdalenaKllne. Thia volume co®» 
Blatt of a a cries of- lecture», messages and poems, 
written and delivered In public through the mental or» 
ganlim of Mra. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrvoy» 
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good: and even though one may find 
some ideas that differ from those he has held, yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct. The 
reverence with which Jcsus ls mentioned will please 
many, although tbc Ideno advanced concerning Jesus 
and ChrlstlanR’* are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book conUlm 4FS large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for tl -50. For sale at this office

NEW THOUGHT. ’
Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beaut!« 

fully printed page#. Portrait# of several of the best ' 
speakers and ■mediums. The matter aU -*'*ig!nal  and' 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phtsa 01 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By M08M Hulu Price 
only 11.50. Forsale at this office.

Volume II. SS4 pLgite, iTHuilfolly printed ind 
nicely bound. Original runner. Sit portraits. Cloth 
hound, n cents. By Moses Hull, For Mlt it Ukll 
•flee. ’
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A SAD SPECTACLE.

TWO IN ONE

BY MOSES HULL.

BY MOSES HULL,

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE,

I
for hear her at all succeeding appointments,

in which to continue the good work, and

homes.

a charming visit with Mrs. Britten in

terested in elevating things, and if

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

4

itentiary, and two of the mothers are 
in asylums. Yet the children are in-

Tt la 
Price

vn.
VIII.

IX.

V.
VL

her of children from the same grade 
of society, the proportion which grow 
to be criminals is very much greater.

‘ ‘The influence on the homes in the 
slums is also poticeable. The interest

MEAN-MEANER-MEANEST.
The woman who sells herself

IT IS A MOST EXCEL 
LENT WORK-

daisies were starring the grass.
Several friends called on us there, and

A New Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

"I choose that s story should be founded on prob 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I deslrfi 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, ihert 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tho discern* 
Ing eye, though It escape the observation of thfi 
vulgar.”—Voltaire.

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church’ people are cau
tioned not to open this hook, M its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, , tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a

A COMBINATION OF
“The Question Settled” and “The 

Contrast” Into one Volume»

—BY—
N1COLAS NOTOVITCH.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. SINNETT.
Tbto excellent work treats of the following subject«

L 
II. 

hl

well—two perfect representatives of true 
. . English Spiritualism and hospitality,

finally are convicted of crime is very We were taken at once to Mr. Lamont’s

Wallace have been more than kind to us, 
_ arranging for meetings all over England,

fathers of the children are in the. pen- and making their home a home to us 
- - - whenever we could be with them. After'

When Miss Susan E. • and earnest speaker, and an excellent 
clairvoyant. We were given a most

According to Old Records, j

BY DR. PAUL CARUS. 1

A translation from'.Japanese, made under the an* 
pices of the Roy. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Par 
[lament of Religions. Was lately published in Japan 
Price 11. For ule at this office. .

The price of this admirable work Is $1,25. AU bOOld '■* 
advertised In Tax Pboobbsbivb Thikkxr are

For sale at this office. ■

THE UNKNOWN LIFE 
—OF— '

Jesus Christ

of the children in pretty thi'^i next day we went to Daulby Hall, and 
arouses the parents to try to beaui-zy listened to Mrs. Ellen Green, a graceful

, . „ „ We »nd good who have passed to the
Chicago Kindergarten College, and keenly labors of the Spirit-world.

Jas, C. Underbill.
Hammpnd, Ind.

ceive the light. ¿ vi a:
_ I have never knowwat spiritual meet- 

Our present law is not sufficient, and ings such- enthusiasm; Spiritualism 
it is not enforced as it should be. means so much to them. I wish we

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND— a

THE LAW OF NATURE,
.'. TO THICK IB ADDED

Volnejra Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signa and 

Constellations by tbe Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

ENOYGLOPEDIA
...OF . ..

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
.. . OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To Uie principal passages of the Old and New 

Testament tierlptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism}

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the important books of tbe Bible.

THE FSYGHOGRflPH
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

.AUG»' e, lew 3
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I “TH*E  NEW MftN.” ?
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The He-Idea Must Be Rele 
gated to the Limbo of 

Things Outgrown.

The New Woman Demands the 
Evolution of the New Man.

EVA A. CASSELL SPEAKS IN BEHALF 
OF A NOBLER HUMANITY.

If all men look with wonder and aver
sion upon the New Woman (not knowing 
what kink may take her next), certain 
it is that all intelligent women to-day 
gaze with disapprobation upon man as 
ne is and has been in the past, hoping 
that a New Man will soon materialize to 
take tiie stand beside his sister, the New 
Woman.

THE HE-IDEA.
Now, my masculine readers, I am of 

the feminine sex, and I have gazed back

the very citadel of human life of its pur
ity aud decency.”

This is the New Man, my readers, 
whom I would evolve from the mass of 
chaotic senility and feebleness which 
passes for masculine brain aud ethics of 
law and good judgment in this age. A 
man who does not usurp the good things 
of life, nor puff himself out with vanity 
by reigning over the earth us the great 
lie-god of all; but a New Man who
grants that woman, as the other half of 
the race, shall have a voice in the laws 
which she is compelled to obey, and a 
voice in setting aside nefarious laws 
which declare, by licensing infamy, 
that it Is a wise and fitting thing 
that the sacred reproductive function of 
Ilie race shall be bartered and sold by 
base men and women. A New Man who 
shall stand amid Ins fellows, with con
demning eye, and declare it a heinous 
crime forono of his kind to offer gold to 
a woman; who shall legislate laws which 
shall imprison and punish him for so do

over the regime of mankind; over the jnffj instead of licensing the evil work of 
reign of the great He-iaea; over tile su- their hands. A New Man who shall 
premacy of the greet He god who usurps sweep aside the obstacles placed by his 
and claims undisputed sway over the ignoblebrethieninthepathoftheearn- 
whole world to-day; over the great He— eat faiinrag-ist. ■
I Am, the most vainglorious lord who ‘ ~ ~
eypr set liimself to rule over the dynas- One almost weeps to see these noble 
ties of earth; over the great big-heads women crawling on their knees at the 
and swelled heads who po»e as adinbiis- foot of man, begging, supplicating him 
trators of justice in legislatures and in for the ballot,, which is theirs by right 
our halls of learning, to the exclusion of of birth, being born equal with man. 
women. Step by step have they pushed on, work-

Oh. how tired I am Of all this muscu- ing so hat'd to get their bills through 
Unity which pretends to know all and do the legislature, only to be defeated and 
all for .the suffering of earth, and espe- laughed at, at last, by their male oppo- 
cially for women; who enact laws nents, the self-elected gods "of the uni- 
(without our consent) which govern us verse. Their pitiful meanness, exhibit- 
and deprive us of our children, our e(j jn woman's battle for the ballot and 
rights, and otherwise cast us into misery, the raising Of the age of consent, tell of 

A SINCERE PRAYER. the barren wastes within their micro-
„ , , T , ecopic souls. •
How long, oh Lord, shall these big- But let us-hope that the advent of the 

wigs, these self-appointed judges, with jjew wjq bring also to his brethren 
the long ears and braying voices, inter- a higher conception of what is due to 
est themselves in our behalf, to opr un- woman as the other half of the race; 
utterable misery. Deliver us, oh Lord, ^at man may understand her- and lend 
from the rank He-isrn existing to-day in his efforts to uplift her, and through 
the universe, and raise up a New Man her the buman race.
who shall, by his ability and true jus- -rva * Casselltice, give us hope for the future. Give - “VA A: l,asslll.
us a New Man who shall be noble . . . . . _ ... .
enough to shoulder his share of sin and Island L3.K6 Gamp. MlCn.
degradation, and not allow his female , t0 the Editor:—We feel that our 
partner to bear his burden of • folly and camp-meeting is well opened, and with 
her own beside. Let such a man refuse g00(i prospects for a beneficial and suc- 
to enter society while it closes its doors Cessfa) camp in a financial way as well 
upon his female victim. Let him pro- as intellectual and spiritual. We have 
teot her from the world s scorn, saying: witti us already a large number of the 
“Nay! Ye shall not laud me for the leading speakers and mediums of Michi- 
same fault that she commits. If she has gan, and several other States are also 
sinned, so am I equally guilty and will worthily represented.
Buffer the penalty. Ye shall not cast her qu1. opening and dedicatory address 
into tower depths—else I go down with on “The World as It Is,” on July 19, by ' 

, , , , , , Mrs. R. S. Lillie, was exceedingly grand
1 hink of such a man, ye holy angels; anj appropriate, and in spite of the very 

think of a man with sufficient nobility to inclement weather we had a good-sized 
Bay this, instead of assisting society to anj appreciative audience, as that most 
kick her down lower! I am sorry to say worthy representative is sure to bring 
that, there is in the men of to-day an together.
element and a sentiment which is vile, ihe week following was filled with a 
and which actuates our legislators to 11- V6ry interesting variety of exercises, 
cense feminine infamy, thus assuming consisting of a mental science and occult 
that the buying and selling of women s class by Mrs. Curtiss, alternated with 
bodies is just and good, and something conference for morning entertainments, 
for our modern civilization to be proud an(j a})]e addresses each afternoon by 
of- Mrs. Lillie, Mrs. Eva Payne Hopkins

AN INFAMOUS BILL. and Giles B. Stebbins, and with public
The following bill is now pending in experience socials for mediums and oth- 

the New*  York legislature: ers> a feature of entertainment new,
“It shall be lawful for the mayor of novel and intensely interesting, with a 

the city to appoint three commissioners dance on Friday evening, and Saturday 
to grant permits to keepers of houses of evening given to rest and recreation, 
ill-fame, tbe permit fee to be from two Sunday, July 26,-Jjrought another 
hundred and fifty dollars to five hundred storm, but our beloved Anna L. 
dollars per annum. The said cornmis- Robinson got here first, and that fact 
stoners to receive the sum of five thou- was sufficient to give the people courage 
sand dollars per year each as salary." to defy the elements, and fill them with 

The spectacle of a civil magistrate a determination to see and hear her. 
twilling the treasury and enriching it Every seat was taken, and many stand- 
with the proceeds made by selling wo- ing, expecting something wonderful, 
men’s bodies is enough to palsy the and judging from appearances, and the 
nerves of a stone image! conversation that followed the day’s en

tertainment, none were disappointed, 
and with an expressed determination to

money (more often at man’s solicitation) they took their departure In the dark- 
is of nn immoral and low order; but the ness and one of the most awful storms 
man who o Iters her*  gold is lower than that ever came to this part of the coun- 
she is. Ano» the great He-judges and try; but they were people of that firm 
legislators whfr-TstMtefc-laws aiding and character that do not lack courage to 
abetting this traffic In female bodies, dare and stand by their convictions, 
arc meaner and lower (than the buyer We have five more Sundays and weeks 
and seller! All the decent women in i~ ------“—--------
the land ought to rise en masse and 
smite them from their seats of learning 
and cast them out of the temples of so- 
called law.

Woman’s body contains the cradle of 
the human race and all life originates In 
her; for that reason the feminine organ
ism should be revered and worshiped. 
But, on the contrary, to-day the seat of 
human life is vilely bought and sold, 
and degraded with 'unholy traffic! All 
true souls must mourn in secret over the 
desolate waste of what should be held 
most sacred.

BASE -■’BASER—BASEST.
Base human nature! Baser masculine 

nature, enacting laws to aid and abet 
such a horror. Baser civilization which 
grins, pats its own head approvingly 
and cries; “Great are we, as a world, 
with our newly-discovered sciences, our 
electricity and our X rays,” and, I may 
say, our deplorable, pitiful ignorance 
and lack of veneration for our most sa
cred function! Small are we, and mean-

CHARACTER-BUILDING.
Cultivating the Higher Side 

of Life.

Inducing a Love of the True, the 
Beautiful and the Good.

it in the ordinary seii&^will certainly 
decrease crime. Kindergartens shape 
a child’s character wjfi'eu he is most 
easily influenced, ai\djfl're therefore a 
most important factor/’

Chief of Police John J. Badenooh 
goes a little further. ;-)■

‘ ‘Most of the criminals are children 
•of illiterate parents, ”• he said. “This 
form of education ip certainly most 
important, and works a vast amount 
of good in decreasing criminal ten
dencies. But I believe there ought 
to be some indenture1 law. By this 
these same boys, pprlj^ps naturally 
vicious,-when they get to be older, 
can be found out and 1 made to work. 
'This forced labor will teach them a 
trade and form habits in them which 
will keep them in legitimate occupa
tions.” 1

Such works as■ these, as set forth 
by the Chicago Evening Journal, de
signed for and surely tending to the 
welfare and betterment of humanity, 
and whether done by liberals or church 
people, are worthy of all praise and 
emulation. Those who have given 
their time, their efforts and their 
means to this enterprise are justly en
titled to be enrolled among the gen
uine saviors of humanity. *

To save and uplift the fallen-is well, 
is a good and noble work, worthy the 
highest talent, the purest heart, the 
most spiritual mind; to save the guile
less, the innocent, the yet pure, from 
danger, from exposure to evil through 
untoward conditions,' this also is a 
good work and a noble service for 
humanity. .

Hence it is a pleasure to present to 
the Spiritualist readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker the foregoing

A GREAT SUCCESS,
The Northwestern Camp 

Meeting.

Is the solution of the criminal prob
lem to be found frin the kindergarten 
movement in iX)6 slums?

'This question is agitating the minds 
of m;my who make such matters a 
study. It is answered in the affirm
ative by a large number. Such per
sons hold that these schools for little 
children do more to check crime than 
all the penitentiaries and reformatories 
in the country. It is on the principle 
that “an ounce of prevention is worth 
a pound of cure” that this position is 
taken. “As the twig is bent, the tree 
is inclined,” also say the adherents of 
this proposition. Every kindergarten 
established in the slums takes away a 
certain number of candidates for the 
reform school and the penitentiary.

Looking at it from different points 
of view, four prominent Chicago peo
ple, who have studied the matter, 
voice this sentiment. They are a 
judge, a kindergartner, tin inspector 
of police, aud the chief of police. The 
chief of police qualifies his state
ment, but believes in the principle. 
The others unqualifiedly believe in it. 
They believe that the little groups of 
children, playing,, working, and sing
ing, are absorbing and disseminating 
an influence for good which decreases 
crime, They believe that the children 
themselves, with their otherwise of the work and the workers
vicious surroundings, would naturally d therein perh thifJ object. 
grow up with criminal inclinations. ■ • • • ‘ - ■
They believe that the training given 
them while they are bo young arouses 
the good within them and gives them 
a start in an upward direction, which 
they» are likely to maintain. An im
provement in the child cannot fail to 
have an improving influence in the 
home, and thus it spreads.

Mrs. J. N. Crouse, director of the

lesson in practical good works may 
excite the pure minds of some of our 
own household of high spiritual faith 
to noble resolve and action in some 
concrete form of human service tend
ing to human salvation here and now, 
in the present world, and the unfold- 
ment of that spiritual element that 
aligns with the higher life of the no-

it is hoped and believed that in carrying 
out our programme, which appeared in 
a former number of The Progressive 
Thinker, very much good will be ac
complished,

Sunday, August 2, we will have Mrs. 
Marion Carpenter, Mrs. Anna L. Robin
son: August 9, Lyman C, Howe and 
Mrs. C. M. Nickerson; August 16, Helen 
Stuart Riehings and Dr. A. B. Spinney, 
and August 23, Edgar W. Emerson, both 
morning and afternoon, and more to 
come. John S. Phillips,

Secretary.

Lake Pleasant Gamp, Mass.
Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood, the popular 

physicist and experimentalist, closed his 
course of six lectures with us July 27th. 
The Professor had never visited Lake 
Pleasant before, and was as much a 
stranger to his audiences as to the Lake, 
but from his first appearance upon our 
rostrum the number of his auditors has

well known as a kindergartner 
throughout the country, says most 
decidedly that kindergartens will do 
more than anything else to put an end 
to criminals.

DIMINISHES CRIMINAL CLASS.
“Most certainly I think so," said 

Mrs. Crouse. “The truth of this is 
shown in both theory and practice. 
The theory of kindergartens is char- 
aoter-building. Kindergartners hold 
that everybody has certain instincts, 
some more developed than others. It 
is the aim of the kindergarten to de
velop the good instincts and suppress 
the bad. Experience has shown that 
this is done. Children naturally 
vicious have some good traits—a love 
of music or the beautiful in art, per
haps. Through these they are ap
pealed to, and other good qualities de
veloped, until they are entirely dif
ferent persons. They realize that 
there is enjoyment in the higher side 
of life, and they strive in that direc
tion. -

“The kindergarten movement hàs 
been in progress long enough now so 
that the course of pupils when they 
grow up can be watched. It has been 
found by actual statistics that the 
proportion of kindergarten graduates 
from the lower classes of society who

TRANSATLANTIC.
■ •• e

Notes of Visit Work in 
England.

.-.HIM.

A Letter from Helen Temple 
Brigham?

r

To the Editor:—§inie my arrival 
in England, have be^n kept so busy I 
have not found time to write as I should 
like to have done, l?ut -now, in this 
strangely beautiful place, .there is a little 
space for rest and I will improve it. I 
know you have some readers who re
member me, and would, perhaps, wel
come a few words telling of my labors 
in a new field. . J

My friend, Miss CiisTiman, and I sailed 
away from New York in the sunshine of 
a perfect morning, on the 18th of April. 
The sea seemed to consider our inexpe
rience and was very good to us, so we 
were able to be on deck all day, every 
day of our journey. I think the good 
ship, “Etruria,” never made a smoother 
or more rapid journey, and on the fol
lowing Saturday morning we were sail
ing up the Mersey.

At the landing station we were met by 
Mr. John Lamont and Mr. J. S. Chis-

To the Editor:—The Northwestern 1 
Spiritualist Camp for 1896 is a thing of 
the past, and wehope and trust tbat the 
good seed sown by the speakers, medi
ums aud workers who have taken part 
and helped to make it the grandest, 
best and most successful camp ever held 
in tbe Northwest, will take deep root 
and produce a bountiful crop of spiritual 
food that will flow in great abundance to 
the camp of 1897.

At our beautiful grounds at Lake 
Minnetonka we shall commence the 
work of clearing, building and beautify
ing the grounds there at once, so that 
we can transfer our camp property there 
this fall.

The following is an inventory of the 
property (from memory) which has been 
accumulated under my management 
since June. 1895, a little over one year. 
The society had no capital to start with, 
but we now own between 50 and 60 tents 
—including a large assembly tent; about 
75 tent floors, 6 cottages, one kitchen, 
furnished complete with stove, cooking 
utensils, etc.; one dining room, with 
dishes, silverware, etc., with a seating 
capacity of about 100 when crowded, a 
ladies’ auxiliary building, which under 
the management of Mrs. Aspinwall last 
year turned over to the association $285, 
retaining $69,34 in their treasury for use 
this season, and turning over this year 
$319, and retaining 676.84. They also 
own 103 sheets, 116 pillow-slips, 107 com
forts, 103 pillows, 38 mattresses, 80 tow
els, 5 pairs blankets; also glassware, 
silverware, crockery, tinware, looking
glasses, etc. We also own about 100 
single and double woven-.wire mattresses; 
600 chairs, with all necessary .tables, 
benches, etc., all clear and free from 
debt, and a beautiful tract of -land of 
30 acres, on Lake Minnetonka, which 
is all paid for except $2,000, which can. 
run for five years at seven per cent.

The stock issued last year has doubled 
in 'valueuand we confidently expect this 
year's issue will advance from twenty- 
five to fifty per cent. Mrs. Richmond, 
Prof. Barrett and Lyman C. Howe are 
stockholders, and as they are visitors at 
all the prominent camps, their judg
ment ought to be good.

The old and new board of directors 
are conservative business men, and have 
given me all the aid in their power to 
make the Northwestern camp what it is 
to-day. We'want all the friends who 
can and who want a safe and perma
nent investment to take stock with us as 
we intend to build and own a fine hotel 
on our grounds for the accommodation 
of all visitors. All shares of our stock 
are ten-dollar certificates, full paid, non
assessable, and we propose to make them 
interest-bearing. Friends, let us hear 
from you. The great Northwest wants 
you and the Northwestern Spiritual 
Camp wants you to help make it the ban
ner camp of this country. Address

S. N. Aspinwall, 
2433 Fifth Ave., So., Minneapolis, Minn.

Hl«

THE LYCEUM GUIDE,
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies,

A Manual of Physical, Intellect" 
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

slight indeed. Taking the same num- home, a most delightful and restful place 
- ---- - - - after the constant motion of the ship. I

could hardly think I was uot dreaming, 
when I looked out into the little garden 
where the rich, velvet wallflowers were 
blooming, and the dear little English

This instrument ie lubstaatlaHy the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare in his early investigations, 
lu its Improved form it has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and In the bands of thousands 
of persons has proved‘Its superiority over the Plan- 
ohette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out in imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and coiTectness of the communications received by 
Its aid, and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism/
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograph is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medimnUtlc gift, have, after & few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y.» writes: “I bad 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, oven from old settlers whose grave
stones arc moss-grown lu the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Bplr*  
ituallim Is Indeed true, and the communications have 
fliven my heart the greatest comfort in. th« severest 
Ois I have had of son, daughter, and lhe!«?$}otber.
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings hsv^made bls 

name familiar to those interested in psycUd matters, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased wltn the Psy
chograph. It la very simple in principle jind^onstruc- 
tlon, and I am sure must bo far more ;aqi^iuv.e to spir
itual power than the one now In use. A ^eUtye It will 
generally supersede tbe latter whew^fur superior 
merits become known." * .

Securely packed, and sen t postage pbid from 
the manufacturer, for $ltOO, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Height«, Ohio.

A COLLECTION OF MUSLC AND ' 
/I Songs, Golden ChainRecilatlons. Memory Genu. 
Ohoral Reepon^B, buueral bervices, Programs tot 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganising and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Finical Culture, Calisthenics mid Marching; Ban. 
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
tbe aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, wl(h 
music 11*66  from the dismal tone of tke old bynmology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings ana 
responses such as no other selection contains, JtglvM 
a practical system of graceful calistheulcs. every step 
of which la made plain by engravings. It gives In
structions how to make the badges aud banners aot 
Instructs In marching. It sho^s howto establish*.  
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and baa 
all tbe most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by tpat movement. •

Tbe author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
proparqd for the task by years of devoted labor in th« 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work 
aud tested by the interest awakened In the actual 
session of tbe Lyceum.

While Intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at pin 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. - 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,

40 lipomlp St., Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights. Ohio.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work Is n 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull’» 
splendid works. By this arrangement the cost Is such 
that the reader Is enabled to secure the two books 
coinajud at the same price as was formerly asked 
for them separately. This volume contains 402 pages 
and Is handsomely bound la cloth, and contains an ex» 
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
is a-careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit*  
uailsm. No book of tbo century has made so many 
converts to Modern Bplritaallsm as this. The author’s 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomnMshed. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human
ity; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
miulstgr; the spiritual nature of man, and the objeo*  
tloDBoffered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST ,
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It la a most able production, and 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against thfi 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

__________ . steadily increased, as has the interest in 
er aud baser and more barbarous than t,jje new line of thought which Prof, 
the wild savage of the forest who never, Lockwood so ably presents. Mrs. Helen 
in his state of nature, trafficked in the paimei-is also another able lecturer who 
bodies of his dusky sisters. Shame on has been promulgating the faith among 
us—shaine on our miserable, pitiful us during the past week, and her efforts 
ebullitions of the frontal region termed have been ably seconded by Oscar A. 
the brain. that we enact laws to put Edgerly, of Newburyport. Mr. Edgerly 
money into the public coffers at the' ex- occupied the rostrum in the forenoon of 
pense of female degradation and misery! jujy 2<ith, and after thoroughly interest
And may the good angels help along the ¡ng the very large audience who had as- 
handful of earnest suffragists who are sfimbled to hear him lecture, by one of 
working so eagerly to have a voice in the finest lectures delivered this season, 
the legislatures of the land. Heaven he gave a remarkable test seance, every 
help them to vote—quick! It cannot One of the tests being recognized.
come soon enough to stem the tide of -\ve j-ee] that we have cause to congrat- 
masculine irresponsibility and feeble- u]ate ourselves in having had three 
ncss of mind manifested in affairs of such able advocates of the cause, and 
State by the He gods in power to-day. hope that they will be with us again 

WHO IS TO BLAME? next season.
, , ,, . , The speakers for the week, commenc-

Thousands of women are held in the ingjuly 27th. will be .Mrs. Clara Field 
leash of infamy and vice. It won t do Conant, Mrs. Frances Holmes and Mrs. 
for men to whine, “W ell, now, the wo- r, s. Lillie. Mrs. Lillie and Mrs.Co- 
men are bad because they like to be, nant will be welcomed back to the old 
and other excuses. No, sir. The gaunt, calnp by many friends who have heard 
bare fact remains, that It is men who anj progte(j by their lectures here in 
pay women to be bad, and not.vice versa. | former years. Mrs. Holmes is a new
This one fact is proof sufficient where fineaher here, but we know from reports

r the blame lies. The fact that man offers । ^at have reached us that we have a
gold and that whole streets in our large . . -
cities are set apart for these women's 
dwelling-places, speaks for Itself. The 
gaunt, bare truth is before us. Man Is a 
robber. He offers inducement to wo-
man aiid thus robs thousands of women 
of virtuous lives, husbands, homes and 

’offspring, for if she was not induced to 
enter on a life of shame, undoubtedly 
She would have become the wife of a 
fond husband. . .

. ROBBERS. . , .
Let us have a New Man, by all means;

pleasure in store for us in her lectures.
More campers are here than ever be

fore so early in the season, find are still 
coming from all directions. Surely the 
popularity of our beautiful religion is 
most surely established when so many 
strangers visit the camps devoted to its 
promulgation.

At a meeting of the directors of the 
New England Spiritualists’ Camp-meet
ing Association on Tuesday, Mr. J. B. 
Hatch, Jr., of Boston, was elected a di
rector in place of A. W. Caswell, re
signed. . .. Albert P. Blinn, Clerk.let us in very shaine set ourselves to 

work to evolve anew being in masculine 
shape who shall be a light-bearer and a 
savior to his own kind; one who shall 
say in condemning tqpes, “Release from 
the bonds of infamy those tender wo
men whom ye have enthralled: release w mauce uncontronaoie levity, n is a 
them, ye robbersl Ye have robbed the; book for the freethinker who wishes to 
race cf its'mothers: robbed husbands of rest from busy cares, aqd drive’away 
would-be wive? when ye set- up your ennui. Price, in strong board covers^ 
bominable system of infamy; robbed |1: cloth $1.50. For sal« at this office.

Blow, the well-known kindergartner, 
started her work in the slums of St. 
Louis she was laughed at. After she 
had been working for some time, 
property-owners came to her from 
every part of the city and offered her 
rent free if she would establish kin
dergartens in their localities. They 
did this because the presence of the 
school was found to improve the lo
cality to a marked degree. Here in 
Chicago, in ‘Little Hell,’ we have one 
kindergarten, not a very large one 
either, which furnishes a chance for 
considerable study. Seven of the

hearty welcome by the audience, and 
spoke a few moments.

On Tuesday we went to Manchester 
and were given there a public reception 
in a large ball, and with the brilliant 
apd eloquent Mrs. J. S. Chiswell to pre
side, ana Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten, 
(whom Americans will always remember 
and admire), Mr. and Mrs. Wallis, whose 
names are household words in England, 
and who are loved as much as they are 
admired, and many other well-known 
and highly-valued speakers and work
ers, we were given a welcome in which 
the large audience joined and which 
will never be forgotten. Mr. and Mrs.

her beautiful home, wo went to Mrs. 
vc.vowv. ... tumgo, Wallis’s and remained until Thursday,
they are kept under such influences May 30th, when we went to London and 
by the schools they stand an excellent were J?e ffuest3 ^rs- Pi”.60.?
J J - era, the very genial and intellectual

editor of Light. On May 1st we werechance of becoming good citizens."
Judge Oliver H. Horton, of the 

Circuit Court, has devoted con
siderable study to crime and crim
inals, his official position , giving him 
exceptional opportunities for this. •

SAVES MONEY FOR THE STATE.
“lam thoroughly convinced,” said 

his honor, ‘ ‘that the greatest factor in 
solving the criminal problem is found 
in this kindergarten movement, and 
the progress of education in general. 
Taking it is a mere matter of dollars

given a reception at the rooihs of the 
Spiritual Alliance, and felt that these 
new friends were Indeed most kind.

I remained and lectured in London 
four Sundays, and dui- interest In the 
kind and earnest people'and the wonder
ful city grew all the tj,me.' Most of our 
time while there was Spent id sight-see
ing, coming back at. night to Florence 
House, the home of^Mis. J. J. Morse, 
which is near the jbealitiful Regents 
Park, and is presided, dvqr by the cele
brated lecturer’s kidii Wjfe and daugh-

and cents, it costs less to educate a 
boy in the right direction than it does 
to punish him for a crime. I believe 
in the State assuming control of kin
dergartens and schools, especially in 
the slums, and compelling the attend
ance of all children of suitable age. •

When we have this compulsory ed
ucation of every boy and girl, from 
the tíme they are first capable of be- 
"irig influenced, we shall have a better 
•generation of men and women, and 
crime will be comparatively a rarity. 
I believe that in this lies the salvation 
of the race.” ' ■ :

Inspector John E. Fitzpatrick, of

ter. ■ '
We have since then been in many 

places in Yorkshire and Lancashire, and 
have seen the English ’End American 
flags draped togetheiLtq make our wel
come more perfect?’We have seen 
places of great bueaty. aqd in the smoke 
and toil of the crowded ¿nd busy cities 
have found hearts justoas eager to re-

could have in our meetings in America 
such singing and (thanks to Mr. Wallis 
and others) such songs to sing.' ~

We are coming home in October, and 
although we shall leave our dear friends 
here’ with regret, still our own land is 
nearest our hearts. Every Sunday , is 
engaged until our return.

Mr. John Slater is here and busy 
every moment, and wherever he goes a 
wave of excitement and interest follows 
him. The late conference in Liverpool 
showed by the great interest manifested

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
President Parktson ie one of those 

men who seem to feel it hie duty to be a 
father to all, and most people call him 
Uncle George. He has been present at 
all the meetings since camp opened, but 
not like most presidents, for, like Pat. 
“he ie spacheless,” but moves about and 
keeps everything in harmony.

Camp opened on the 16th ult., with 
short speeches from Mrs. Luther and 
Mr. Sprague. Mies St. Omer arrived 
in time, out was too sick to appear, but 
was able to fill her date on the 17th, but 
we could see she had passed through se
vere affliction. She won the hearts of her 
hearers by her eloquence, and presented 
our beautiful philosophy in such a win
ning manner that draws people to us. 
After her lecture she gave us the grand
est exhibition of psy chome try, of its 
powers of penetration into our lives, 
conditions, temporal and spiritual. She 
gave us tests of spirit presence, and 
communications, without a failure of 
recognition.

On the 18th E. W. Sprague spoke 
with eloquence. Ho also spoke on the 
26th, his subject being “What Has the 
Bible Done for Woman?’’

On the 24th, Miss St. Omer was handed 
a subject for Sunday afternoon, the 26th, 
“Woman Her Own Savior,” which 
through her guides was a masterpice of 
eloquence. She proved clearly that in 
woman was the coming of great re
forms, and that the dead past had lost 
its hold, and the present was the time 
for action.
. C. E. Wright, of Michigan, lectured 
yesterday on “The Problem of Life," 
which was very well received. Mrs. 
Luther was on the rostrum and gave a 
speech of twenty minutes, which was an 
evidence of her returning health.

Miss St. Omer concludes her engage
ment here to-day, and will fill a two- 
weeks’ engagement at Ashley Camp. 
She had to reluctantly decline a call to 
fill Mrs. Luther’s engagement at Clin
ton Camp, Iowa, owing to her engage
ment at Ashley.

Prof. Lockwood’s engagement is for 
Sunday, August 2. Mrs. Luther also 
lectures Sunday morning. Mrs. Alice 
Howard is billed for two lectures.

The weather is now delightful, after 
fourteen hours of the worst thunder and 
electric storms ever seen at the camp. 
Heavy rains and hail were sandwiched 
in. Major Bitters and wife leave for 
home in the morning. Some are going, 
some are coming—keeping up an equi
librium.

A large company is expected tbe next 
two Sundays, The camp closes Sunday, 
the Sth, and considering, the heavy 
rains, it has been a grand success.

Mary Holland.

Much that Is in this book appeared In an abridged 
form in a series of nine full pages of Tux Progress- 
ivx Tbinkxb. These articles were prepared at the 
call pf hundreds of Spiritualists who felt tbe need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet tbe appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

The author, Moses Hull, has written many volumes 
on SpIrituaHstlstlc and other themes and each one Is 
full of osroful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
HuU, in bls Introduction of this work says:

“Hoping that this hook will serve to lead tbe people 
out of the wilderness of dpvbtand despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested tbo Bible from 
Its‘sanctified’enemies, it will upt‘spike’ It, but will 
use It to batter down tbe walls of Christian supersti
tion and Ignorance. I send It out ou Its errand of eu- 
llgbtenmept wlto|ho bumble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

Thj* Enoyclovedu of Biblical Spibitualisb 
contains 385pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a fun-page portrait uf the author aud Is 
handsomely bqundln cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Thia work la by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted b, 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore it baa been avid for 
t2, but the price now has been reduced to IL It is a 
book that will Interest and instruct. It contains ISO 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work is a 
reflection from tbo celestial spheres. It treats of tbe 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; Tbe Kcbulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; Tbe Confounding of Language; Tbe Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance« Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; Tbo Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. -

The author says: “ Each individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Esch one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is ajl they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I Individually partake and dtaest. 
Mr soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend ox digest/' 
For sale at this office-

Printed on henry paper, from new plates, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and illustrations. One vol., 
poatBvo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly ono of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of humanIgnorauce aud misery. Tbe author 
Is supposed to meet Id tbo ruins of Palmyra an anparl 
tlon or^hantom, which explains tbo true principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
rulfi of ancient states. A general assembly of tbe 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and oriffin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
Co an expectant world.

the Central Division of the Chicago
police, agrees with Judge Horton and bow earnest the people are.
Mrs Crouse After a few days’rest by crag and

‘ ‘Education is one of the agents of shininff se^e shall be away and at work 
. „7 . „7. iuL .ig<.nu> oi ggato. Helen Temple Brigham.

civilization, he said. “Any form « Douglass, Isle-of-Man.

A Chanfie to Make Money.
I read how one of your subscribers 

made money selling dishwashers; I or
dered one, and' my lady friends were 
charmed, as they hate dish-washing. 
My brother and I commenced selling 
them, and have made $1,700 after pay
ing all expenses. We don’t canvass any. 
Our sales are all made at home. People 
come or send for them. The Mound 
City Dish Washer is the best dish wash
er on the market. Our business is in
creasing and we are going to keep right 
on until we make ten thousand dollars. 
We sell from five to fifteen machines 
every day, and sbinedays more. The 
dishwasher is lovely. eVerydrousekeepeir 
wants one. There is nd’ excuse to be 
poor when so much money can be made 
selling dishwashers. For full particu
lars, address The Mound City Dish 
Washer Co., St. Louis, Mo. They will 
start you on the road to success.—A 
Reader.________ ' _.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Dootrin.” By Edward ’Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. - For sale at this office.

"Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more - than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church hs,s 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post 
paid.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
(Fathered from the tree of 
xj Life.Containing eome of tbe experiences of a 
spirit who baa been in spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains t 
vast fund of Information. It gives tho experiences oi 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lessen Is learned. 
He visits tbe homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, as be enters the dark valiey, to 
veiT Interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work la vividly portrayed. This 
Work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informs» 
Mon.1 Price <1.00. For sale at this office.

JOAN, THE M~EDIUivi7~
Or, tbo In.plrod Heroine of Orleans. Splrttn.:itm 

aa a Leader or Armies. Bj-Moses Hull. This la at 
once tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most oonrlnclng arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrllllagiy In
teresting; no history more true. Price In cloth, 40 
cent.; paper cover, 23 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts on bow to reach tbat altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
it. With portrait By Mosis Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; In paper cover, 25 
cents For sale at this office.

THE TALMUD.
Belectlonsfromtho contents of that ancient boot 

its commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com» 
mented. upon it By H. Eolang. 359 pp. Pika 
Cloth,11.00. . .

Views .of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly Interesting 

work. Price 75 cento. Postage 5 cento.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE;
.By Andrew Jaakson Darts/ Something you should 

read. Price «5 cents. - • - •

WHITE MAGIC
Taught la “Three Sevens,” a book of 271 pares, 
really-a very Interesting and suggestive work.
•1.25. For tale at this office..

Contents: “The White Bull,” a Satirical Romance« 
“Zadlg, or Fate,” an Qrleutal HUtory; “The Sage and 
theAtnelBt;” “The Frincey of Babylon;" “The Mad 
of Porjy Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;’’ 
“Mlcromegae, a Satire on Mankind; “The World M 
It Gocii” ‘‘The Black ana tha White;” “Memnon, thd 
Philosopher;” “Andre Dea Touches at Slam;” “Bab? 
abec;" “The Study of Nature;” "A Conversation 
With a Chinese;” ‘‘Plato’s Droam;” “A Pleasure in 
Having no Pleasure;” “An Adventure In Indian 
“Jeannot and Colin;” “Travels of Scarmentado;**  
“The Good Brahmin;” “Tbe Two comforters;” “An» 
clent Faith and Fable.”

One volume, post Bvo, 480 pages, with portrait and 82 
Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, tl.50; postage» 
15 cents.

"Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed as a 
rapier."—Magazine of Am, History.

"A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing."1 
—Boston Commonwealth.

the gospel uf buddha;

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes*  

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

Since tbe writing of tbe New Testament no boolchM 
appeared of as great importance to Christianity a> 
the Unknown Life of Jksub Christ.

This volume, written bythedlicoverer of tbe manu» 
script, contains a thrilling account of the prh Alions 
and perils encountered lu hie search for It, aliterai 
translation of tbo original manuscript, and lastly & 
critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and la 
published on tbo baeli of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.
Address this office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Lil»

TETLIfimOWERr
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by the 

aid of now, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles cf 
Light and Color,” "Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather, 35 cents.__  _ _ ,

INTERVLEWS WITII SPIRITS. 
Bi Curl. E. 8. Twins, medium. Price 50 cenU.____ I

ÂÎT INVAL^.aoi-E WORK.
TMM0RTAL1TY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

x and Dwelling placet. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. ThU 
admirable work contains what a hundred aplrlu, good 
and evil, Bay of their dtrelll.g placet. Glreut detain 
—detain Kid accurate delineations cl life In tbe Spirit- 
worlTl-1# the conttaet appeal of thoughtful mind,. 
Death It approach(ng. whither—oh, whither! Sliall 
I know my frlondt biyoud tbe WtnkJ Will they know 
met What it their prêtent condition, and what their 
occupation«? In tbit volume tbe «plrlts, differing .• 
they may, .re allowed to apeak for tbemtelrei. Ni 
mai la better quallOed than Dr. Feeble«, to place • 
work of tbll kind before the people. He treat« of-the 
Myiterlei of Life: Doubt« apd Hepee; The Bridging of 
the River-, Fore, earn« M the Future: Teitlmonyci 
BalnUi Tbe Gr,wth and Perfection of tho Spiritual 
Bodit 1« It th. Boni or lodfthtt Stas?; Clothing In 
lb« spirit "World: Our LltUe Obea In Heaven: The Per

. tonal Experience« of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man •
Testimony; Evil Spirit., Tettlmony of Fhytldanata 
Bplrlt Life; Ths Home« of Apostles and Divine«; The 
Frlendt and Shaken In Spirit Life; Spirit Homea <rt 
Bruno and Other«; Many Voice« from the Spirit Land. 

1 Many ether matter« are treated loo numerotu to men« 
’ tlon. Price (1.50: pottage Ucenta. ForMllMtkU 
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Schweinfurtli’s Latest Confession.
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bad characters, but has little consola
tion for the good and true, but in-
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An Over Estimate.
That able journal, the American

Rib Progressive Thinker.

The ideal of morality has no more 
dangerous rival than the ideal of highest 
strength, of most powerful life. It is the 
maximum of the savage.—Novalis,.
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tra numbers.
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t is then sent, or the change cannot be made.
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CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-live cents for The Progressive Thinker 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 

’them, and thus be able to remit from si tu|10, or even 
more than the Utter sum A large number of little 
amouuta will make a large sum total, uud thus extend 
the held of our labor and usefulness. The same sug
gestion will apply iu all cases ut renewal of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid iu the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever In inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Thk Progressive Thinker, 
Íor not one of them cau afford to be without the valúa
le information Imparted therein each week, and at 

• the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than wo can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and thluk fora mo
ment what an intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pro- 
qhessive Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents I For that amount you .obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
piind-refresbing reading matter, equivalent to a medí- 
um-fllzcd book!

Somewhat Prophetic.
- It would be a great delight to be a 
denizen of this earth when the 20th cen
tury, soon dawning on the world, shall 
Jiave rounded out its full period, and 
another millennium shall burst on the 
race. The aged love to recite the won
ders in discovery during the last fifty 
years. Those little past middle life 
narrow the period to the last twenty-five 
years; while still younger people look
ing out upon the discoveries of to-day 
really feel the last ten years have 
marked the principal period of the 
world’s advancement in true knowledge.

The earnest student should ever bear 
In mind that each preceding age has 
been the stepping-stone to the one that 
followed. Each fulfilled its destiny, and 
each brought forth those great inven
tions which made succeeding ones possi
ble.

To illustrate: Man lived millions of 
years with no means of defence or as
sault save the rude club he picked up in 
the forest, just >as does the orang of to- 
fiay. Then capi«thc sling, a powerful 

could attack and defend at ^distance. 
The bow and arrow marked another era, 
and a big one it was, surviving until 
modern times. The great battle be
tween the French and English at Agin
court, so late as 1415, was fought with 
bows and arrows, followed, where ex
hausted, by swords and battle axes 
Gunpowder had not yet come into use 
for war purposes.

It docs seem as if the 19th century had 
witnessed the culmination of human 
genius in the arts and sciences, and in 
establishing mechanical and manufac

turing industries, to lessen labor and 
supply human needs; but the coming 
century will be no less marked. Though 
there may be no new worlds to conquor, 
there are discoveries to be made in the 
law governing mind and matter which 
will make the inventions of the present 
seem but puppets in the hands of the 
novice. Other Franklins, and Morses, 
and Edisons will come upon the stage 
who will lead in their generation as 
have the men named in theirs.

We have an abiding trust in the hu
man race, and have no apprehension 
that the sources of supply of lumber, of 
fuel, of light or of food will fail; on the 
contrary, now unknown sources of sup
e; will spring up as they are needed, 

d man will go on from age to age 
making new conquests over nature as 

' ever new demand is developed.

: . Timely Pecuniary Aid.
■ It is believed to be a fact that Herbert 
.. Spencer’s philosophy takes rank with

„ that of Darwin and Huxley. To-day he 
<. stands at the head of the world’s living 
. philosophers. His publications are too 
:■ profound to be popular, yet with the 

ablest scholars they are everywhere wel- 
\ qomed asauthority on any subject he has 

, reviewed. It seems at times during his 
' literary career he despared of success, 

’ and would have abandoned the field of 
research but for the pecuniary aid from 

...» without on these occasions. How sad that 
'the world’s "ablest thinkers and noblest 

_ benefactors must struggle with adversity 
' and poverty, perchance go under, for 

_ want of a little assistance during criti- 
" cal times in their labors!

The American publishers of Prof. 
Spencer’s works abandoned the enter- 
terprise after bringing out two volumes.

An illustration of the failure to sustain 
authors who make investigations con
flicting with popular prejudice may be 
Soted in the experiences of the French 
-author Jacolliot. His bible in India was 
a very scholarlj’ production. It gained 
an English translation, and was pub
lished in New York. Sectarian bigots 
Sssailed it and its author with such ma

gnify the publisher was compelled to 
abandon the enterprise to save himself 
from financial embarrassment, and the 
book is long since out of print. Possibly 
the author in his first edition was guilty 
Of some errors which a revised edition 
would have corrected, for he was prob
ably misled by corrupt translations of 
the Sanscrit. Those errors are common 
to the first editions of most books. 
Jacolliot wrote a second volume to cor
rect errors and strengthen his positions, 
hut failed to get a hearing among 
English readers. He was a man of great 
learning and ambitious to tell only the 
truth.

Humanity gains nothing by making 
martyrs of her scholars. A truth will 
survive however bitterly assailed, while 
a falsehood carries with it the seeds of 
its own dissolution.

- It Is an Innovation..
It is told of a preacher of Rockford, 

Ill., that he is in the habit of sending 
bills to the patrons he serves on funeral 
occasions, is this an innovation on old
time customs? Lawyers are members of 
court, and are feed for their services in 
behalf of justice before such court. 
Preachers are intermediators between 
the Court of Heaven and man. ' As they 
Are supposed to be especially favored by 
the heavenly’ powers, why should they 
not be. generously compensated for ask
ing the judge to deal leniently with 
fteir clients? Those who think long 
prayers will change the decrees of the .

Great Judge, and make his sentences 
more merciful, ought to come down 
with a generous purse for such benefi
cent action in behalf of dead friends. 
“Those who dance must pay the fid
dler," is a familiar maxim. It follows: 
Those who do not wish to pay the 
clergy for piping, and have no confi
dence in their ability to change the de
crees of fate, will probably dispense 
with their prayers and escape their 
bills.

A Real and an Imaginary Death
Bed Scene.

Who is not familiar with the poems 
and hymns of that brilliant Christian 
scholar of the last century, Wm. Cow
per? His father a clergyman, and his 
associates through life highly exempla
ry, we find the poet a model of purity 
and devotion. Tender, affectionate, and 
timid to a fault, the reader is shocked 
to learn that he imagined himself 
doomed to endless woe/ This so preyed 
on his mind he shunned society, and 
was prompted on several occasions to 
attempt ■ suicide. The unpardonable 
sin, of which he was taught there is no 
forgiveness in this life or in the coming 
one, seemed to fill him with despair. 
Says a recent writer:

“No picture of a death-bed scene ever 
equaled in horror that of William Cow
per, though a pious, sincere and devoted • 
Christian. All his life he was subject 
to insane ravings; but they assumed a 
more aggravated form as he neared the 
end; (he yawning gulf of hell he fancied 
was waiting to receive his departing 
spirit. His lamentations, and pathetic 
appeals to a frowning God,almost crazed 
his attendants, and compelled some of 
them to leave the room."

Who has not read the death-bed scene 
of Altamont, as portrayed by Dr. Young? 
It was published as a reading lesson in 
the school books of two generations ago, 
to illustrate the miserable death of an 
unbeliever. Though a work of fiction, 
it is citid as a fact, and many a skeptic 
has be^ ,pointed to this awful scene, 
described. ..in Young’s most vigorous 
style, asthe late which awaits the unre
generate soul about leaving this life. 
No doubt many a sinner has been fright
ened into the church after readingthe 
ravings of poor Altamont. We quote 
briefly for the delectation of the Chris
tian reader:

“My soul as my body lies in ruins: in 
scattered fragments of broken thoughts. 
Remorse for the past throws my 
thoughts on the future. Worse dread 
of the future strikes it back on the past. 
1 turn and turn and find no ray. Didst 
thou feel half the mountain that is on 
me, thou wouldst struggle with the mar
tyr for his stake, and bless heaven for 
the flames! That is not an everlasting 
flame: that is not an unquenchable fire! 
* * ♦ My principles have poisoned 
my friend; my extravagance has beg
gared my boy! my unkindness has mur
dered my wife! And is there another 
hell? Oh, thou blasphemed, yet indul
gent Lord God! Hell itself is a refuge, 
if it hide me from thy frown."

Young inquired on one occasion: 
“Who can write the absurd like me?” 
He knew his own worth in that direc
tion, and it is well represented in his ri
diculous death-bed scenes of an infidel. 
But the real death-bed scenes of Cow
per, born, educated, and living a practi
cal Christian life, in his-wild, insane 
ravings about an angry God, and the 
fiery hell that awaited his miserable 
soul, eclipsed the imaginary scene, and 
shows what a frightful death a believer 
can die. The real infidel may well ex
claim: Oh, God, save me and mine 
from the wretched death of the be
liever Cowper.

Not Hostile to the Church.
Spiritualists and Agnostics do not war 

upon the church because of their worthy 
actions, of which it is conceded they 
have many: but because of their false 
claims, their egotism, their intolerance, 
their oppression, their abuse and perse
cution of those who do not believe with 
them, their superiors in all the human 
virtues. Churchmen assume there is 
□oreal goodness outside of their fold; 
that belief in their creed is the highest 
evidence of a pure life. The honest ob
server knows these claims are false; 
they know the pretense of greater good
ness is specious, with no foundation in 
fact; that belief is no part of morality; 
and when accompanied with the doc
trine of vicarious suffering is an abso
lute hindrance to a laudable life, be
cause it shifts to another the conse
quences which naturally flow from mis
deeds.

Churches are well enough. They 
serve a very good purpose in the social 
economy, like Masons, Odd Fellows, 
Pythians, etc., and there is little doubt 
their organizations will continue long 
after the pernicious dogmas which now 
characterize them and divide them into 
sects shall be eliminated from their 
creeds. An endless, sulphurous hell; a 
material heaven whose streets are paved 
with gold: an ivory throne with a feeble, 
repentant, three-headed God on that 
throne; his subjects the basest of the 
race, cringing slaves who believed sole
ly to escape the tortures of the damned; 
these all discarded, and the churches 
remodeled and converted into societies 
for teaching and encouraging virtue, as
sisting the fallen to rise, the vicious to 
reform, the siCK, disabled and infirm to 
live, then the church will be a bene
faction to humanity and it will have no 
opposers.

vestment, gave birth to the following 
paragraph:

“TTie preacher, Talmage, sells his 
sermons for $7,000 a year. Some of 
them are worth about seven cents per 
cord.”

The editor places too high an estimate 
on Talmage’s productions; for they are 
really without value. Blatant dema
gogy is a curse. Instead of being re
warded at the rate of “seven cent« a 
cord," their injurious effects on public 
morals cannot be measured in dollars 
and cents.

An acquaintance protested to his vil
lage editor against the weekly publica
tion of such silly trash in his columns. 
The reply:

“You don’t read those sermons in a 
proper spirit. They are attempts at 
buffoonery; from a man who only sees 
the ridiculous, and cannot express him
self in other language. Thus viewed, 
place is given to them, with pleasure, 
for we consider them as the exhorta
tions of a circus clown, which brings the 
laugh every time. Dan Rice, while in 
the ring imitating a Mormon elder, 
never made such exhibitions of low wit 
as does our own and only Talmage."

GREAT 
INDUCEMENTS
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An Unparalleled Offer.
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

We wish to reach 20,000 new readers 
In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies Of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise, The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
it if you could not get another copy.

S'Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will send us a new three months' 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

(®* as the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great goo'd being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered. ’

Jonah Outdone.
It is stated by a journalist that the 

London Daily Mercury of July 12,1804, 
gave publicity to the following whop
per:

“An enormous whale is said to have 
been stranded off Flamborough Head in 
the year 1259, in a state of dreadful ex
haustion, with a church steeple sticking 
out of its mouth. On cutting up the sac- 
religious monster, which could not be 
performed so quickly as to prevent his 
convulsions from setting all the bells a- 
ringing, the whole congregation were 
found in the body of the church, in
closed in the body of the leviathan, in 
the very act of singing psalms, and the 
parson in the vestry was taking a glass 
of wine before the sermon." . '

The story of Jonah is a commonplace 
affair along side of this Munchausen. 
Brother Talmage will add a little color
ing when he repeats.it, to make it more 
effective.

The Chicago Tribune says: “The 
prospect of a marriage or« two between 
inmates of the Schweinfurth ‘heaven,’ 
coupled with the confession of this 
wretched 'Messiah,' should serve to 
deal a final blow to an institution only 
leps disgraceful than Mormon polygamy 
because less extensive in its operations. 
For years this creature has been living 
in open defiance of human and divine 
laws, obtaining from the credulous 
their property and from the innocent- 
their virtue. Indicted by the grand 
jury of Winnebago county for repeated 
offenses against the statutes of the State, 
he has evaded trial until the last mo
ment. Now by marrying the woman 
with whom he had offended he seems 
likely to escape justice altogether.

“But his reported agreement to wed 
Mrs. Tuttle, alias Lady Aurora Israeli, 
the chief ‘angel’ in the Rockford estab
lishment, bears with it the dissolution 
of Schweinfurth’s carefully constructed 
’heaven.” From the beginning he has 
preached that there was neither mar
riage nor giving in marriage in this 
moral lazaretto, finding by such doc
trines victims would fall the more read
ily to his hand. His transgression of 
this fundamental principle must serve 
to open the eyes of his dupes to his real 
character. He is willing when con
fronted with the rigor of the law, to 
sacrifice any doctrine, however carefully 
inculcated. But that is not his only of
fense against those whom he has de
ceived so long.

"From time to time during the exist
ence of this pestilential home in Rock
ford, children have been born to the 
misguided women sequestered there, to 
the scandal of the entire community 
without. These poor babes Schwein- 
forth has termed, with characteristic 
blasphemy, ‘Holy Ghost children.’ Two 
Of these were mothered by Mrs. Tuttle, 
the woman he is about to marry, and 
one each by Mary Weldon and Maggie 
Teft. Now comes a former occupant of 
the ‘heaven,’ happily restored to his 
right mind, with a detailed account of 
a confession made by the arch-impostor. 
In it he not only acknowledges himself 
to be the father of these four children, 
but acknowledges himself to be a swin
dler whose sole object in enticing men 
and women into his meshes was for the 
sake of the property they might bring 
him.

“If after this the fifty occupants of 
the Rockford house remain within the 
sphere of Schweinfurth's influence they 
deserve all the evil he may bring upon 
them.

It speaks well for an article when the 
longer it is used the better it is liked. 
Such is the case with Ayer’s Hair Vigor. 
People who have been usihg it for years 
could, not be induced to try any other 
dressing for their hair, because it gives, 
such perfect satisfaction; .

“Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in h€r 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is - tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L For sale 
at this office. . ■

Church1 Arraigned.

To the Editor:—In your issue of 
the 4tii iust. Mr. Ira Tompkins essays 
to criticise my' article of May' 30th.

He objects to my statement that 
murderers were almost universally of 
the Christian faith. The reports of 
executions in the daily press corrob
orate the correctness of my assertion. 
Out of scores of others, I would refer 
him to the recent case of Durant, 
prominent in Emanuel Church, of 
San Francisco. This religious zealot 
outraged and brutally murdered two 
innocent girls—Minnie Williams and 
Blanche Lamont. The horrid double 
murder was committed within the 
church’edifice, certainly a fit place for 
such a tragedy with that old charter 
of murder—the Bible—lying on the 
altar. It was, there, in the Sunday
school, that Durant learned that he 
was “innately vile and prone to evil 
as the sparks fly upward;"' it" was 
there that he learned that Moses, the 
murderer, was a “man of God;” it 
was there that he learned that Lot— 
an old, drunken, incestuous moral 
leper—was a “righteous man," and 
that David—a vile murderer and 
adulterer—was “a man after God’s 
own heart.” It was there that he be
came convinced that “all manner of 
sins shall be forgiven," except one, 
and that “he that believeth and is 
baptized shall be saved." It was 
there, with his victims, that he sang 
with sweet pathos and much satisfac
tion the blessed hymn, “Jesus paid it 
all—all the debt I owe. ’’

If such training as the above would 
not qualify a man for a criminal ca
reer I do not understand the English 
language. Durant’s Sunday-school 
and church education was no doubt 
supplemented ,by the study of re
ligious books at home, many of which 
voice the sqntiinent of the Bible 
teachings abpve() referred to. Ab a 
sample, the “gijpat and good man 
Luther," in l||fi. “Table Talk,” states 
that if a man hag sufficient faith in 
Christ, he etui commit murder and 
adultery every hour in the day, with
out in the least degree impairing his 
chances of salyation. Wondrous faith 
to sanctify jjurjjer! How consoling 
to the hardened criminal, but how un
fortunate and,dangerous to the safety 
of the innocent! f(

ILLUSTRATION,

To further illustrate the influence 
of the Christina religion on evil-doers, 
I would cite the execution of Mr. 
Brown a few years ago in my own 
State—Tennessee. He was convicted 
of cold-blooded murder, and stood on 
the scaffold, about to be executed. 
On either side of him, with Bible and 
hymn-book, stood an ordained min
ister of the gospel. By one week of 
energetic wrestling with God and the 
aid of a fountain filled with the blood 
of a murdered Christ, they claimed 
that they had transformed this doomed 
culprit from a vile murderer to a full- 
fledged “Child of God,” who was now 
ready for his harp and crown; and 
Brown was ignorant and mean enough 
to believe'all this silly clerical twad
dle. He was ecstatic over his narrow 
escape from hell, and yet manifested 
no remorse over the fate of his victim, 
as such matters don’t count for much 
with a new convert to the Christian 
faith. Before this newly-made saint 
started on his triumphant transit from 
the scaffold to the “pearlj’ gates,” he 
addressed the spectators as follows:

“I thank God I committed this 
crime; had I not done it, I might 
never have felt the necessity of re
pentance; but, blessed be God, I am 
saved; I feel the witness of the spirit 
that I am a joint heir with Christ and 
am at the depot -with a through ticket 
to heaven, and am going through 
without stopping, glory to God! I 
hope to meet you all in heaven, where 
the wicked cease from troubling, and 
the weary are at rest. ” And then— 
well, then, a Christian sheriff jerked 
this “child of God” to Abraham's 
malodorous bosom, at the end of a 
hangman’s rope.

What does Brother Tompkins think 
of a religion that will inspire a scene 
like the above described? I can de
voutly say: D—n such a religion,

I ask pardon for being profane; it 
goes to prove j; that I, too, have had 
Sunday-school ¡training and have not 
yet entirely outgrown it It was in 
the Sunday-school: ]that I first learned 
of a God that damned people.

If the “Loyjngi Jesus" had not 
taught that ot(r ‘‘Heavenly Father” 
had provided a ‘/straight gate and 
narrow way” leading to heaven, ‘ ‘and 
few there be that, find it;” and a 
“wide gate and,-broad way” leading to 
hell, with millions. rushing headlong 
therein to their eternal doom. Had 
this nature-hating ¡»fanatic of Judea 
never taught these God-defaming doc
trines, such a thing as profanity 
would be unknown; but as it is, Christ 
is directly responsible for the.shock
ing, profane language so universally- 
used in this and other Christian lands. 
The Japs have no profane words, and 
their sea-captains had to learn suf
ficient of the English to enable them 
to cuss the sailors in true Christian 
style.

Our critic claims that ninety-nine 
(criminals) out of every hundred have 
no religious faith whatever. In this 
he exposes his ignorance of facts. 
The worst criminals of which history 
gives any account, including the fiend-

suits them by branding their ‘ ‘right-' 
eousness os filth and rags.”

Some good people believe the Bible 
and have faith in the Christian re
ligion, but no good people practice 
the cardinal doctrines of either. They 
are simply good in spite of their re
ligion.--

WOULD GIVE BOOT.
By way of disparaging the condition 

of the Pagan, our brother declares 
that we would not exchange our civil
ization for that of any Pagan nation 
under the sun. I would not be willing 
to trade off our scientific discoveries 
made by infidels in spite of the bitter 
opposition and persecution of the 
church; but I, with millions of Free
thinkers in America, would be ex
tremely gratified to give the last vest
ige of Bible and church religion in 
exchange for the Pagan’s matchless 
system of moral ethics, and would 
also be willing to give the $700,000,
000 worth of untaxed church property 
in America to boot. The only ob
jection we would have to a deal of 
this kind would be that it would be 
outrageously injurious and unkind to 
the Pagan.

BENEFICENT INSTITUTIONS.
Our brother further states that if 

“Christianity is responsible for all 
crime, it is also responsible for all the 
good done in the land. ” This simply 
implies a deficiency in that part of 
the brain from whence emanates cor
rect logical concisions.

He also refers to the “beneficent 
institutions of Christianity.” Is he 
certain these beneficent institutions 
are of Christian extraction? Where 
were the beneficent institutions of 
Christianity in Europe during the 
time intervening between the fourth 
and seventeenth centuries, when the 
Bible and the church dominated the 
civil law? During all that dark and 
fateful era of thirteen hundred years, 
Christianity produced not one benefi
cent public institution, not one phil
osopher, astronomer or chemist. Was 
not thirteen centuries sufficient time 
for it to demonstrate its merit, had it 
possessed any.

Christianity, during this long, dark 
night of ignorance and cruelty, was 
too busy inVenting instruments of tor
ture, burning libraries and hunting 
down and burning heretics and schol
ars, to have any time to study the 
conditions and encourage the arts of 
civilization. The unfortunate insane 
of that period were chained in iron 
cages and treated like wild beasts. 
Such were the legitimate results of 
genuine Christianity when unabridged 
by the benign teachings of infidelity.

POINTED QUESTIONS.
I would ask our critic why-Chris- 

tianity never manifested any spirit of 
beneficence or even common decency, 
until the world produced a Voltaire 
and a matchless Thomas Paine? Why 
does not the Christianity of Spain, 
unabridged by the teachings of in
fidelity, foster free schools and other 
“beneficent institutions.” Where is 
the civilization and progress of Chris
tian Russia and - Armenia—moral 
plague spots on the face of the earth? 
It is just ai reasonable for a fever
breeding swamp to foster good health, 
as to expect the Bible and Christianity 
to encourage good morals or conditions 
of spiritual growth and progress.

To eradicate crime and render the 
public mind receptive to the redemp
tive truths of nature will require vig
orous iconoclastic work by way of de-, 
nouncing and exposing superstitious 
errors. . ' .

Why did not Brother Tompkins deny 
or Account for my statement that ten 
thousand murders had been com
mitted in this Christian country during 
the year 1895? Instead of wasting 
time and paper in giving us over a 
column of second-hand poetic gen
uflexions, why did he not controvert 
my statement, made upon Christian 
authority, “that Christianity pro-

lamentably religious. I would com
mend to Brother Ira the history of 
Henry the VIII., as that royal lib
ertine and uxoricide was the founder, 
of the Episcopal Church, to which he 
so touchingly alluded.

SAINTLY SINNERS.
To further prove the religious char

acter of the criminal classes, from the 
hundred statistics at hand, I would 
refer to an inventory taken a few 
years ago from the Tennessee State 
Prison. Out of ?73 convicts, 870 
were of the Christian faith, while 
three of them refused to commit 
themselves. Among this flock of 
sanctified prison birds were two con
vict preachers, who held “divine 
service” every Sunday and ladled out 
free- saving grace to the brethren in 
stripes. They dwelt with great stress 
and loved to rehearse the “old, old 
story” of the “thief on the cross,” of 
whom revivalist Moody said: “In the 
evening he was the vilest sinner on 
earth, in the morning the purest saint 
in heaven."

These convict Christians were also 
rejoiced to know thgt the conversion 
of one old, beef-necked reprobate 
caused more joy among the angels in 
heaven than that of ninety-nine just 
men who had neglected to boom the 
hallelujah business. Criminal prod
igality' is necessary to the enjoyment 
of the benefits of the Christian re
ligion ; it is emphatically' a religion for

duced fourteen criminals to where 
Paganism produced one'i"' Why did 
he not refer to my statement, also 
predicated on Christian data, that 1 ‘in 
converting the Pagan to Christianity 
we increased his liability to commit 
crime 550 percent?” Come, Ira, “let 
us be honest!”

TEMPERANCE.

Before Brother Tompkins reached 
the bottom of his second column he 
graciously let up on me, and vig
orously jumped with both feet on the 
“demon drink,” “King Alcohol,” 
and the “God Bacchus.” He blames 
this trio for all the ills that do so 
sorely afflict humanity, and urges that 
we all unite and make war upon the 

’ common enemy; tells us that “the 
sentiment of the entire Christian 
Church is bitterly opposed to the sale, 
traffic or use of intoxicating drinks. ”

How dares the brother make such 
utterly groundless assertions in the 
face of existing facts? New York City 
has 1,500 churches and over 7,000 
saloons. Chicago numbers her 
churches and missions by the hun
dreds, and yet over 6,000 saloons do 
a paying business within her corporate 
limits. This nation is under the re
ligious training of over 80,000 min
isters and half a million Bible-class 
and Sunday-school teachers, and yet 
Christian legislation covers the liquor 
traffic with the majesty of the law. 
Evangelist Moody, in his Gospel 
Light, page 487, gives a practical 
illustration of how the good Christians 
of Chicago “bitterly oppose the whis
key traffic.’’ He informs us that “at 
a meeting of prominent Christian 
workers” they had four kinds of 
liquor, and that an elder of the church 
persuaded one of the young ladies 
present to fill up on booze, until she 
was maudlin drunk. The elder no 
doubt had an object in making the 
young lady drunk. The character of 
this object is esthetically set forth in 
the 19th chapter and 31st verse of the 
divinely-inspired Book of Genesis.

The Rev. Sam Small, a revival 
spawn of the notorious Sam Jones, 
preached in Farwell Hall, in Chicago, 
February 4, 1886, and said that he 
“would prefer a drunkard as a teacher 
in the public schools to an infidel,” 
and a congregation of two thousand 
Christians applauded this infamous 
expression of a clerical mountebank.

I do not blame or censure Chris
tians for anj- moral delinquencies of 
which they maj' be guilty. Men or 
women who honestly believe them
selves “innately leprous with sin, 
from the crown of the head to the 
soles of the feet,’’and accept Noah, 
Lot, Jacob, Solomon and David as 
their moral examplars, must have a 
good deal of hereditary merit in their 
make-up not to go wrong, and I would 
compliment this class rather than con
demn them; but for the millions who 
are too weak morally to withstand the 
distempered influence of the Bible 
without forfeiting their moral in
tegrity, I only have a feeling of pity 
and deep commiseration; yet would 
loathe, denounce and condemn the 
priestly delusion that causes them to 
accept a religion unnatural, immoral 
and without a single basic fact under
lying it. As long as the church keeps 
the Bible on her altar and draws her 
inspiration from it, she will continue 
to be a gigantic hindrance to the 
world’s intellectual and moral prog
ress.

SILLY AND INSULTING.
The constant appeal of Christians 

for supernatural aid is silly and an in
sult to the intelligence of the age. A 
few years ago there was held a pro
hibition election in Texas. The Chris
tian Church had labored for a hundred 
years to reform men by the power of 
God and the efficacy of its religion, 
and having signally failed, it now 
proposed to make men moral through 
the enactment and enforcement of 
secular law and a vigorous application 
of the policeman’s club. On the day 
of this election hundreds of honest 
and devout women assembled in the 
churches of the cities of Tennessee 
for a season of devotion. At pre
cisely 8 o'clock a. m. they commenced 
a vigorous assault on the throne of 
grace, and for eight hours the air was 
burdened with the sweet incense of 
prayer. Many of these Amazonians 
were personally interested, as they' 
had husbands and sons at home who 
were too pusillanimously trifling to 
keep sober, and they wished by legal 
enactment to fence them out from the 
saloon. These devout sisters put in 
the day telling God that a great moral 
conflict was being waged in Texas, 
and explained to him the urgent needs 
of the hour and his duty in the prem
ises—called his attention to the fact 
that he could control the Texas cow
boy to vote for prohibition, and ab
jured him to do it.

At night these faithful workers 
placed themselves in easy communica
tion with the telegraph and anxiously 
awaited tidings from the seat of war. 
In due time on the wings of the light
ning came the news that the Devil 
and naughty saloonkeepers had turned 
down God and his prayer-making le
gions by 125,000 majority.

NOT A PROHIBITIONIST.
If I were a Christian I would quit 

asking God to boom the prohibition 
cause. 'I once read in the Christian’s 
Bible: “Thus saith the God of Israel, 
Drink ye and be drunken, and spew 
and fall and rise no more!" It strikes 
me that a God capable of propagating 
a command of that kind would not 
make a very efficient auxiliary in 
pushing a temperance campaign. In 
fact, when I learned that he rode into 
St. Louis on the crest of a cyclone 
(you know “he plants his footsteps in 
the sea and rides upon the storm”) 
and swiped forty churches and spared 
the saloons, I about made up my mind 
that he was radically on the side of 
the liquor traffic. - -

DEMAND AND SUPPLY.
Just as long as the church bolds to 

its outrageous system of supernatural 
religion and relies on supernatural 
agencies for reform, yust so long wil] 
the saloonkeeper mix his fancy drinks 
for his Christian customers, and ths 
scarlet woman will continue to ex
asperate the good Christian wife by 
clandestinely entertaining her husband 
at Madam Rahab’s old stand. , The 
saloon and brothel (are not the cause 
of man’s depravity, but inan’4 de
praved condition is solely responsible 
for the existence of both the saloon 
and house of ill-fame. .

Demand and supply ever go hand 
in hand, and are dependent on each 
other. The perversion of man’s ap
petite calls for intoxicants, and the 
inexorable law of demand and supply 
answers with the saloon. Correct 
man’s perversions, and reduce his 
appetites to their normal condition, 
and you will eradicate all craving for 
intoxicants, and the saloon as a supply 
will perish for want of a demand, and 
will know no resurrection.

Man’s perverted ainativeness creates 
an inordinate demand for sexual in, 
dulgepce, and in response to this de
mand the seducer's victim hangs out 
her scarlet flag on Smoky Row. The 
remedy is simple: Educate man in 
relation to his wondrous mechanism, 
teach him the benefits and pleasures 
of a truly natural life, place him in 
harmony with the laws of his being, 
and you will eliminate all lustful de
sire from his nature, and the brothel— 
a supply to a perverted demand—will 
cease to exist.

I- hope what I have written will 
cause Brother Tompkins and all other 
apologists of a man-degrading religion 
to see their mistake, and that they 
w.ll no longer compromise with error. 
The fertile field of the human mind is 
covered with noxious weeds springing 
from the foul seed of error, sown in 
the night of ignorance by priest and 
clergy. Come, sturdy brothers, let 
us shoulder the grubbing-hoes, enter 
the Held, grub up the poisonous growth 
and prepare the ground for the re
ception of truth! It is sheer nonsense 
to waste precious grain by scattering 
it amongst stumps and thistles! I 
enlisted years ago in the reform cause, 
and ever have done and am still doing 
what I can to make it cheerful for the 
orthodox mourners. ,

Wauiien Smith, 
Jonesboro, Ark.

The Old Fossil Pope.
The last encyclical letter of the 

Pope seems to have put an end to the 
proposed union of the Anglican and 
Catholic churches. We are indebted 
to the New York Sun for its own and 
the opinions of the English press on 
the subject. It says:

“The conditions are the complete 
and unhesitating acceptance, not only 
of the primacy but of the paramount 
and absolute preponderance of the 
Pope over all professing to belong to 
the Christian Church; the entire sub
mission of the heart and mindrthe 
intelligence and conscience of Chris
tendom to the decrees of the Papal 
See.”

English papers say:
“The English people, as they have 

recently been showing, are not greatly 
in love with sacerdotalism on the part 
of their own bishops, even as it is. If 
the bishops became -subject to Peter,’ 
as the Pope invites them to do, their 
flocks would mutiny outright.

“Coincidently with the pitiable 
spectacle of a considerable body of 
the clergy treating secretly with Eng
land's implacable enemy for peace, at 
the price of truth, the laity are fast 
coining to view their spiritual guides 
with grave suspicion and distrust. 
The cleavage thus created between the 
laity and the clergy is ominous of 
such results in the future as no 
Christian patriot can contemplate 
without apprehension.”

Verily this is the people’s advent, 
and while the clergy may, and we 
think many of them will, pass over 
into the great head and fountain of 
sacerdotalisfn, very few of the people 
will follow them, because they are 
fighting for freedom which truth alone 
can bring to them. They have too 
little of that even in the Anglican or 
any other Protestant Church, and is 
it likely they will go to the church of 
“the holy inquisition,” where all their 
liberties must be surrendered to the 
usurper of divine and human power 
over the conscience.

The voice of Rome is unconditional 
surrender.

The voice of the people is, No sur
render; and vox poptili vox dei (the 
voice of the people is the voice of

N.
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PROF. GOLDWIN SMITH UPON THE 
EVIDENCES OF ANOTHER LIFE.

Unless it be Herbert Spencer (says , 
the Chicago Tribune), no modern sci- ' 
entitle scholar is better fitted to write 
a general resume of “A Century’s w : 
Progress in Science”, than John Fiske, ’ 
and the interest that attaches to his ■ 
article ip the July Atlantic on this , 
subjcctris in accordance with that fact. 
He traces tho broad outlines of ad- 
vauce in pure science from the days 
of 1774, when Dr. Priestley’s dis
co very of “dephlogisticated air,” or ( 
oxygen, marked the final emergence 
of chemistry from alchemy, down to 
the latest work of Pasteur and Koch.

Before Priestley's discovery all com
bustion was accounted for by Stahl’s 
doctrine of phlogiston—a fire principle 
that was supposed to escape from all 
burning substances. When somebody 
discovered that zinc and lead and 

: other substances grew heavier in burn
ing, the scientists promptly concluded 
that in some cases phlogiston must 
weigh less than nothing. In fact, this 
Wonderful stuff “exhibited a skill in 
facing both ways, like that of an 
American candidate for office.” Into 
this state of things Priestley’s dis
covery .of oxygen came like a bomb. 
No room was left for phlogiston. 
‘ ‘Men’s thoughts were dephlogisticated 
from that time forth. ”

From the advent of Priestley’s 
oxygen and of Lavoisier’s use of the 
balance in chemistry, Prof. Fiske 
dates the discovery of the fun
damental truth of the indestructibility 
of all matter-—the principle on which 
modern chemistry rests. In astronomy 
the same methods of scientific accuracy 
gradually prevailed, until iu 1845 
Lagrange and Laplace, by their sim
ultaneous discovery of Neptune, 
through pure mathematical reasoning, 
‘ ‘furnished for the Newtonian theory 
the grandest 'confirmation known in 
the whole history of science.” In 
1836 Comte declared it was impossible 
to perform the feat of measuring the 
distance of a star-. Within three years 
Bessel had done it, and it is already 
a third of a century since Kirchhoff 
and Bunsen even supplied the data, 
through the spectrum, for a stellar 
chemistry. ‘ ‘A still more wonderful 
result of spectrum analysis is our 
ability to measure the motion of a 
star through a slight shifting in the 
wave lengths of the light which it 
emits.” The writer also speaks of the 
triumphs achieved through the ap
plication of the photographic plate to 
the telescope, revealing the existence 
of countless stars and nebulie too re
mote to be otherwise reached by any 
visual process

But if chemistry and astronomy 
were in a backward state a century 
ago, it was still worse with - geology. 
Here, too, the antagonism of the the
ologians was slower iu dying out. The 
complaint against Newton that he 
substituted blind gravitation for an 
intelligent deity was nothing compared 
to the abuse that was lavished upon 
geologists for disturbing the accepted 
Biblical chronology. At the time 
when Priestley dephlogisticated chem
istry educated men were still to be 
found who could maintain with a 
sober face that fossils had been created 
already dead and petrified, just for 
the fun of the thing. But the writings 
of Buffon were preparing the way for 
scientific geology, and the new science 
won its first great triumph in 1830 
with Lyell’s proof of slow geological 
changes as opposed to the old catas
trophic theory. It was a new and 
powerful thought that if we could 
have come to the earth on a risit iu 
the Carboniferous Age we should have 
found things going on in the same 
measured sequence of sunshine and 
rain as is to be seen to-day in any 
daisied field in June. It set men to 
thinking on the line of the continuity 
of causes, and the natural though 
revolutionary result was the birth and 
acceptance of the theory of organic 
evolution on which all the speuce of 
to-day is built.

Prof. Fiske traces the advent of 
evolution down through Linnreus and. 
Cuvier, Baer and Huxley, Spencer 
and Darwin. He shows that-^pencer 
had the evolutionary idea loiigAjefore 
the publication of the “Origin of 
Species," but that he lacked the idea 
of natural selection. Prof. Fiske is 
evidently inclined to place Spencer 
above Darwin. He says the work of 
Spencer is “beyond precedent for

His Views Criticised.
Professor Goldwin Smith prints an 

article iu the July number of the ' 
Forum under the title, “Is There 
Another Life?” It isi the wail of 1 
modern skepticism and ■ need not \ 
greatly disturb either the sincere re- : 
ligious believer with his restful faith ■ 
or the rationalistic Spiritualist with - 
his definite knowledge. •

Some—not all—of the general ar- : 
gúmenas which have ever and anon 
béen-adduced in support of the prop- 
ositiou that man is an immortal being, : 
are taken up for discussion by the 1 
learned professor and disposed of ' 
mainly in the negative; and, so far as ' 
can be gathered from the tenor and 
drift of the article, one would con- 1 
elude that the writer meant to answer 1 
the question he proposed in the title 
in the negative, but that he dare not ' 
unequivocally do so for fear of wound- 
ing~the feelings of the Christian be- 1 
liever, or in some manner offending 
tile popular- Christian sentiment; but 
he is not so considerate of the Spirit- ! 
ualist with his indubitable proofs.

The Spiritualist has not much prac
tical interest in the speculative reason
ings which those less favored than he 
are perforce compelled to indulge if 
they take any interest whatever in the 
question, since “another life” beyond 
the grave is to him a living, present, 
manifestation according to the law 
and order of nature and of human in
dividualized personality, which per
sonality, though intangible and im
perceptible to the bodily senses, is as 
real to the intelligence of man as are 
the forms of the material world around 
him.

Like so many materialistic scient
ists and withal superficial or preju
diced reasoners, Professor Smith dog
matises with the freedom of the the
ologian, summarizing his case upon 
the most inconsequential data and 
forgetting to state or to give effect to 
that part of the evidence which is 
really probative and decisive of the 
issue. For example, he declares:

‘ ‘Soul and body, we know, are in
divisible from each other, man’s lía- 
ture being one, enfolded at first in the 
same embryo, advancing in all its 
parts and aspects through the same 
stages to maturity, and succumbing 
at last to the same decay,”

This we know, says the learned 
professor, because of Darwin’s dis
coveries and of science in general. In 
other words, we are told science and 
evolution have demonstrated that 
man’s nature is one, that it is of ma
terial origin, and that the end is but 
dissolution and decay.

We do not know the superior ad
vantages which the learned professor 
has enjoyed, not afforded to other 
scientists of eminence, but it is at 
least consolatory to reflect that minds 
ever to be revered in the scientific 
world and among mankind in general, 
have, in common with the most en
lightened philosophers and Illuminati 
of the ages, recorded another verdict.

Tyndall, says the professor, called 
himself a materialist; but Tyndall had 
a different conception of the relation 
of the soul to the body than that of 
the professor, because he held that 
“the passage from the physics of the 
brain to the corresponding facts of 
consciousness is unthinkable. The 
chasm between the two classes of phe
nomena is intellectually impassable." 
We can gather from this expression 
that to Tyndall it was not quite in
dubitable that the body and mind 
were inseparable and one in nature. 
Professor Huxley, who, on the other 
hand, declared that he was not a ma
terialist, coincided with Professor 
Tyndall in the foregoing statement. 
Said he: “I know nothing whatever, 
and never expect to know anything, 
of the steps by which the passage 
from molecular movement to states of 
consciousness is effected. I entirely 
agree with the sense of the passage 
from Dr. Tyndall.”

Professor Huxley, appreciating the 
tendency of some men of science to 
materialism, makes in his Lay Ser

. mons, in reproof -of such tendency, 
the following comparison. He there

comprehensiveness and depth. ”
Then he passes on to the undulatory 

theory of light and the modern dis
coveries in electricity. He passes over 
the practical applications of this new 
force, but remarks: “In this region, I 
suspect, we are to look for some of 
the most striking disclosures of the 
future.” Then he dips into the sci
ence of comparative philology and 
ethnology, and mentions numerous 
accepted facts which sixty years ago 
would have been scouted as idle va
garies. The point he makes is that 
we have at last come to a period where 
the law of dynamic development is 
seen to pervade everything. This, he 
holds, is the grand scientific leap of 
the century. “Whatever else the. 
philosophy of future generations may 
be, it must be some kind of philosophy 
of evolution. ” ' -

It is in'keeping with the character 
of the author of this wide-visioned 
article that he sums up the whole 
triumph of science as emphasizing the 
dignity of man, whose peraistent seek
ing for truth has been thus grandly 
rewarded, ' -

The above illustrates the fact that 
tjie world is advancing to a higher 
plane. The advent of modem Spirit
ualism was one of the great factors of

his faculty of ratiocination, All men, 
insofar as they possess themselves 
of true data and correctly interpret 
them, are true scientists, but when 
one departs from the purely intel
lectual office of determining what are 
the facts aud what they imply, and 
indulges speculation in the interest of 
preconceived notions as to ultimate 
problems, no matter what his scientific 
ability, he is no more a scientist than 
the veriest tyro. Iu the world of 
ultimates one man’s guess is as good 
as another’s. If, as John Stuart Mill 
averred, no one knows what matter 
aud soul or- spirit are in the final 
analysis, it is the sheerest presump
tion for one to assume, from the 
scientific standpoint, that they are one 
and the same.

Science does not determine general 
conclusions which involve final prob
lems; it professedly and in reality 
deals only with the visible, tangible 
and ponderable elements and forces of 
the phenomenal world. With these it 
stops, aud where it leaves off phil
osophy begins. In order to explain 
the phenomenal world we must get 
behind it, and subsume it in some 
higher concept of being. _ That the 
soul and body are one is a question 
for the philosopher, and for no mere 
analyzer or dissector of physical tissue 
and of mental states and functions.

“No physiological explanation,” 
says Professor Knight, “of mental 
states and processes is worthy of se
rious regard in the domain of phil
osophy, because it cannot carry us 
across the chasm which separates the 
phenomena of mind from those of 
matter. We must get behind these 
physiological states and processes 
altogether. To tell us—as the phys
iologists do over and over again—that 
the brain is the organ of mind, and 
that molecular changes in the brain 
always accompany mental acts, is to 
explain nothing.

“We infer that in the world of 
causes there must be an unmanifested 
entity in order that there shall be 
within the world of phenomena a 
manifestation. Whan we touch, or

--------------- -rqij, ---------- ------- -------------- ; 
dead, no oneHias been seen or beard 
from after death. That evidence, 
which alone $tuld be absolutely con

clusive, has nffver been afforded. ”
It may be doubted if human egotism 

ever before prompted learned ignor
ance to the expression, of so much 
error in so few words; but Spiritual
ism, with itsmillions of adherents, 
composed of UI classes of minds, not 
only qf those ill the ordinary stations 
of life, but. of those schooled and 
trained in the learned professions, iu 
politics, scieiltb, art, philosophy, re
ligion and 1/t-orature, will no doubt 
survive the shock of the learned pro
fessor’s invidious and self-stultifying 
impeachment. A. M. Griffen.

Chicago, Ill.

I Bottlehmding.i
-..y;

says: “But the man of science, who, 
forgetting the limits of philosophical 
inquiry, slides from these formula; 
and symbols [of phenomena] into 
what is commonly understood by ma
terialism, seems to us to place himself 
on a level with the mathematician 
who would mistake the x’s and y’s 
with which he works his problems, 
for real entities—and with this further 
disadvantage, as compared with the 
mathematician, that the blunders of 
the latter are of no practical conse
quence, while the errors of systematic 
materialism may paralyze the energies 
and destroy the beauty of a life. ” •

The learned physician, scientist and 
philosopher, Dr. Henry Maudsley, in 
“Body and Mind,” thus speaks of the 
state of our knowledge of the con
stitution of man:

“We know nothing of the occult 
molecular movements which are the 
physical conditions of our mental 
operations; we know little or nothing 
of the chemical changes which ac
company them—cannot, in fact, de. 
tect the difference between the nerve
element of a brain exhausted by ex
ercise and incapable of further func
tion, and that of a brain reinvigorated 
by sleep and ready for a day of en
ergetic function; and we know nothing 
of the intricate connection of nerve
cells in the hemispheres."

The scientist, like the ordinary ob
server of natural and mental phe
nomena, deduces certain conclusions 
fronr the data at hand, and this he 
does with a degree of accuracy and 
validity commensurate with the com
pleteness of his data and the power of

in any wise come in contact with the 
material expression, we do not feel or 
know that we have cognized the 
reality itself, and if the tree, the 
mountain, the rock and the river have 
all the appearance of reality to our 
senses, philosophy, aided by the 
analysis of science, tells us that back 
of the imponderable atoms of which 
these are formed, there is a still more 
subtile reality or power by which all 
things—the grand and beautiful in 
nature and the noble in man alike, are 
permitted, nay, compelled to be."

Prof. Smith does, however, discover 
a difference between man aud animals. 
He says of man: “He alone is con
sciously moral; he alone is religious; 
he alone is speculative, looking before 
and after; he alone feels the influence 
of beauty and expresses it in poetry 
and art; what is lust in brutes in man 
alone is love; he alor.e thinks or 
dreams that there is in him anything 
that ought not to die. Yet”—along 
comes Darwin and man does die not
withstanding.

The evidences of the senses and of 
conscious rational experiences of such 
as Socrates, with his demon or familiar 
spirit, down through the ages to the 
present epoch of open, notorious and 
frequent communication of the living 
with the supposed dead, count» for 
naught as against the flat of Darwin 
and the scientist as interpreted by the 
learned Canadian professor; and if we 
were compelled to accept his dictum 
as the pronouncement of evolutionary 
science, those of us who, having re
gard for science as the exact state
ment of truth, have also knowledge of 
the positive evidences afforded by 
phenomenal Spiritualism, would be in 
a perplexing quandry indeed. But 
does the theory of evolution contradict 
the personal immortality of man? We 
opine not, if we understand that 
theory aright. '

Dawinism discovers human life first 
as an embryotic manifestation, and all 
it sees of that lif£ as it develops,, 
grows, declines, and at last vanishes 
from view, is as the manifestation in 
the objective world of a something 
subjective, it knows not what. It 
knows nothing and pretends to know 
nothing of the underlying principle, 
or subjective cause, of personality. It 
has not solved the problems, nor does 
it claim to have done so, presented by 
the complex and subtile phenomena 
of mind; nor is it yet at the end of its 
empirical investigations respecting 
physical organisms. How, then, shall 
one say that we know from Darwinism 
and science that the ultimate and fun
damental basis of soul and body is 
one and the same, and that both alike 
are perishable?

But the learned professor, knowing 
thus much, may be suspected of 
knowing most anything. He assuredly 
is a highly favored mortal, who, 
perched upon the pedestal of his own 
egotism, is able, with an almost om
niscient eye, to take in at one glance, 
as it were, all that other men know 
and experience, and thus be qualified 
to say just exactly what is known, or 
what is not known, although it be 
purely a matter of observation. Oc
cupying this position, the learned 
professor pronouitees the following 
judgment with regard to the well- 
known phenomena of Spiritualism:

“Nor can spiritualistic apparitions 
call for notice. They have been often 
enough exposed. Nothing is proved 
by them but.the. fond credulity of be
reavement pining for communion with 
the lost. Spiritualism, it should not 
be forgotten, had its farcial origin in 
table-turning. Apart from the mirac
ulous resurrection of Christ, and 
Christ’s miraculous raisings from the

I do not like the word religion. It 
means to bind again, and implies a 
broken bond between God and man 
that needs ro be united anew. I much 
prefer ethical culture, Religion has 
too much the tendency to a belief in 
the necessity óf a change in God and 
his attitude toward man; ethical cul
ture implies thé need of cultivating 
an already possessed faculty of man, 
and implies an altogether subjective 
change. ■ An education of the ethical 
part of man is what is needed. In all 
our acts there are two conflicting mo
tives, which may be well called the 
higher and the lower. The desire to 
gratify the passions or appetites of 
the body, or the lower ones of the 
mind, such as pride, vain glory, a de
sire for admiration or power. These, 
on one hand, contend with the desire 
to follow the higher and nobler, to 
forego the things that involve the loss 
of happiness or virtue in others; to 
forego the outside admiration of 
others for the inward high opinion of 
ourselves. To follow conscience, to 
follow the higher rather than the 
lower; to deny present gratification 
for future good ; the higjier joy that 
comes to us from the happiness of 
others, rather than the lower, selfish 
gratification of ‘feelf. This is religion 
in our sense of the term. We believe 
it to be sidïplÿ a higher education, 
and that it is possible, in varying de
grees, to all simé people. We believe 
God’s attitude 't>r forgiveness has no 
more to do With it than it has with a 
good education. *

The well-èducated see more aud 
understand fiiore of tire world around 
us, its past ‘hisitory and present de
velopment, itó future possibilities and 
hopes, or prospects; the ethically ed
ucated see 2nd’ -enjoy more the gran
deur and harilionyof the universe, the 
joy and life' Of all living things ; they 
love more and are more delighted with 
love in others. This happiness is no 
more a special gift of God, or a pur
chase of Christ, than the reward of 
well-doing in any other department of 
life. The lower as well as the higher 
is under its law, or his law, if you 
prefer.

The fact is established that hu
manity has reached the ethical plane, 
and its future efforts are to be ex
erted on that plane; its future ad
vance must be on the altruistic side 
of our nature. The morally fit are to 
survive. The lower orders struggle 
for physical survival, the higher for 
ethical.

Religion cannot be taught in the 
old way, saying, 1 ‘Save thy self ;" it 
must be, “Save thy brother.” To 
study books and authors, geography 
and wars of olden times, is not pro
motive of religion any more than to 
learn a list of authors and books is 
literary culture. To become ac
quainted with the best that has been 
done and said—the highest ideal, the 
present types of humanity that have 
existed in fact or in imagination, is 
religious culture. To learn to admire 
the highest, to bow in heart before 
the noblest, to'strive to emulate the 
grandest, to fortn ideals of our own 
and strive to realize them in our daily 
life, is religious practice and religious 
growth. The child that goes home 
from Sunday-school with an effort to 
obey mother and be kinder to baby, 
and more helpful to all, has started 
out on the religious life, has been 
born into the higher kingdom, and is 
beginning to have a religious ex
perience.

It is not belief in this or that dog
ma, "but the breathing of a higher 
atmosphere, the striving for a higher 

. life, that is tobe prized.
Lincoln, th^ïnan of action, believed 

that religibn díffiáisted in love to God 
and man. Huxley, the man of'sci
ence, said: “If niny so-called religion 
takes away fronulhe great saying of 
Micah, ‘And wbat doth the Lord re
quire of thee, Ibutfito deal justly, and 
to love mercÿ, ánd to walk humbly 
with thy God,U’h6‘wantonly mutilates, 
while, if it add^ thereto, I think it 
obscures the perfect ideal of religion.” 
Religion has a wéíl-defined growth, or 
evolution: FIYst, -ceremony; next, 
dogma, and last,'*-a  good life. The 
lowest is forât,-Kie next creed, the 
last practice. A man must first do 
the will before he can know of the 
doctrine. . :

The childish age accepts, without 
doubt, all that is. told it; the next is 
an age of doubt of all things; the last 
and highest is to accept the result of 
experience—of one’s own experience 
only. R. B. Marsh, A. M.,

Editor of the Unsectarian.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op- 
1 erative Systems and the Happiness and 

Ennoblement of Humanity.” By, E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office.

ACHIEVING SUCCESS AS A SPIRITUAL
ISTIC MEDIUM—SHE BECOMES ONE 
AGAINST! HER EARLY CONVICTIONS 
AS A METHODIST—DESCRIBES HER 
SENSATIONS WHEN THE SPIRIT FIRST 
ADDRESSED HER — RETICENT RE
GARDING HER WORK, BUT NEIGH
BORS TALK FOR HER.

To the Editor:—As an illustration 
showing the trend of the secular press 
in giving Spiritualistic news, we take 
the following frqm the Chicago 
Tribune:

Although she has tried to keep the 
fact secret because of her extreme dis
like of notoriety, it is well known 
among her friends that Mrs. Alfred 
G. Wyman, No. 1650 Dewey court, is 
achieving great success as a Spiritual
istic healing medium.

She claims to be possessed of a 
strange power by which she is not 
only able to locate and cure diseases, 
but often able to describe tl^ir 
causes.

For more than a year she has been 
treating patients, beginning with 
members of her own family, and now 
her fame has spread so that strangers 
come to her from all parts of the town 
and oftentimes the country.

Mrs. Wyman is of Canadian birth, 
and is about forty years old. Her 
hair is slightly gray, her features re
fined, and her brown eyes large and 
bright. Her husband was for years 
connected with the North Chicago 
Street Railway Company, and they 
have one child, a girl of eight years.

TELLS HER STORY.
Naturally reticent, when Mrs. Wy

man tells her story at all, she does so 
modestly and quietly.

“All my life," she says, “I have 
been gifted with a power of foreseeing 
events. I knew I was going to lose 
my oldest child three weeks before he 
died, although the doctor assured me 
he was in perfect health. I foretold 
a great many things which afterwards, 
to my own astonishment, came to 
pass, but I called my convictions pre
sentiments, aud my family called me 
nervous and imaginative.

‘ ‘It was less than two years ago 
when the ‘spirits’Diegan to show them
selves to me, and I thought I was go
ing insane. I was afraid to be left 
alone a minute, and fought all winter 
against the ‘power. ’ But after nearly 
going into a decline a down-town doc
tor, who is a believer in Spiritualism, 
advised me to give up, and make use 
of the power so miraculously bestowed 
upon me.

“So we gave up housekeeping and 
came here to live with my father and 
mother. My people are all Meth
odists, and I was brought up to be
lieve that Spiritualism is an immoral 
invention of the devil, so you can 
imagine how I felt when I realized I 
had become a medium.

‘ ‘My. father, who at the start was 
skeptical, is now a thorough convert— 
likewise my whole family.”

Vol, II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol, 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
Is, by remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and. Vol. II. ot the Encyclopedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and. II. of the Encyclopedia.

(®“ In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopaedia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. If. that you want.

BEAR IN MINO.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopedia of Death, 

bound In paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated, elsewhere. 
It is cailed the Premium Encyclo
paedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,009 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is, not sent out 
in connection with' the bound copies of 
the Encyclopedia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, aud at prices stated 
above.

Mrs. Wyman says her chief con
trolling. spirit is that of Dr. Mont, 
gomery, who died nearly fifteen years 
ago. Her acquaintance with the med
ical spirit began in this way: She was 
sitting beside the couch on which lay 
a cousin who was ill, when suddenly a 
man’s arm and hand, with the mon
ogram “M. F." on the cuff-button, 
appeared between them. Then the 
whole figure appeared and a voice an
nounced:

“I am Dr. Montgomery, who was 
with the Bellevue Hospital, New 
York.”

Mrs. Wyman and her friends were 
inclined to disbelieve the statement, 
and to prove it to them the spirit an
nounced its name, “Frank, ” and dic
tated a letter to the warden of Belle
vue Hospital, asking if a Dr. Mont
gomery had ever been connected with 
the institution. The spirit also told 
them, as further convincing proof, to 
keef) the knowledge of the name 
“Frank” to themselves, and ordered 
them to send the letter at once.

Cornelius L. Clancy, a druggist at 
No. 1249 North Clark street, who had 
filled many of the prescriptions or
dered by the spirit doctor, sealed and 
sent the letter and was the first to 
read the answer. It was to the effect 
that a Dr. Frank Montgomery had 
been connected with Bellevue Hospital 
from 1879 to 1882, but the authorities 
had lost all trace of him and did not 
know whether he was living or dead.

There are other spirits which, Mrs. 
Wyman says, she sees and talks with, 
but this medical shade is the most im
portant one.

Mrs. Wyman says she sees them all 
|he time, and often in the street cars 
has to close her eyes to determine 
whether the passenger across the aisle 
is a live man or a dead one. If it is 
a spirit she can see it with her eyes 
cldsed. i

She tells of many miraculous warn
ings given her by these spirits, and 
says she always comes to grief if she 
fails to obey their instructions.

She will say little about hcr» work, 
declaring it will speak for itself. 
While she herself says nothing about 
it, the neighbore tell of long and able 
sermons and dissertations she gives 
while 1 ‘under control. ”

Thia book gives an admirable course of study In 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt waut or an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to tbo comprehension ot 
chlldrou, as well as older persons whom It Is wisely 
and appropriately designed to interest whUe teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

The author shows a wise practicality lu her method 
ot teaching tho principles of ethics. Sbe Illustrates 
her subject with meny brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
tor use In children's lyceums. In the bauds ot moth
er» and teachers It may bo made very useful. Young 
and old will be beuonted by It. it Is a most excellent 
book aud should be widely circulated.

CONTENTSi
Right Living. What la Morality? What 1a Ignor

ance? Knowledge tbo Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct} or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
whatHmiw Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel ot Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth aud Falsehood. Wbat is anOxAr? or 
the Worth ota Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Poison 
of Slander. What la Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower ot Life. * Is Reverence 
aDuty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. SeW-Respecl. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. Tho Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, tbo Friend of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. Tho Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, tho Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Win. Courage, a 
Necessity to Rlrfit Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, cho Giver of 
Strength and Honor. Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
a Means¡to Life's Best End. Good Nature, One of 
Life a Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Free Speech. A Free Press. Hights of Animals. 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Bost Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at thia Office.

The time is near at hand when every 
secular, paper will be devoted in a 
measure to Spiritualism. The Tribune 
is usually “flippant” iu speaking of 
spiritual phenomena, but is gradually 
falling into line. X.

l

You can’t judge of the quality 
of a book by the binding, nor 
tell the contents by the title, 
You look for the name of the 
author before you buy the book. 
The name of Robert Louis 
Stevenson (for instance) on the 
back guarantees the inside of 
the book, whatever the outside 
may be.

There's a parallel between 
books arid bottles. The bind
ing, or wrapper, of a bottle is
no guide to the quality of the 1, 

' medicine the bottle contains.
The title on the bottle is no 
warrant for confidence in the 
contents. It all depends on the 
author's name, Never mind 
who made the bottle. Who 
made the medicine? That’s 
the question.

Think of this when buying 
Sarsaparilla. It isn’t the bind-

1 ing of the bottle or the name of 
the medicine that you *re  to go 
by. That’s only printer’s ink and 
paperl The question is, who 
made the medicine? What’s

, the author’s name? When you 
। see Ayer’s name on a Sarsapa

rilla bottle, that’s enough. The 
name Ayer guarantees the best, . 
and has done so for 50 years.

TBS '7
dbum IN 
tosinoti,- '

turea on Darwin,” Etc.

“The great mystery of existence consists tn perpet« 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything is immor
tal and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well an 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand ' 
grain or the water drop as well ae the highest being In 
croatiou, man and hla thoughts. Only the forms in 
which being manifests itself are changing; but Being 
/taelf remains eternally the same and imperishable, 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but only our 
personal consciousness. We live on In nature, in our ' 
race, in our children, In our deeds, Ln our thoughts— 
in Khort. iu the entire material and physical contrlbu*  
don which, during our short personal existence, wo 
;juve furbished to the subdsteiie»? of mankind and of , 
aiituri*  In general.”- Bm-clmer. ' .

„-.»• p.,ilf ,>r(i pagttg, vellum cloth, IL ■
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PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
By Helen H. Gardener. One nt her brightest wit« 

ties! RDd'itrongeit lecture? against the Bible. E.ery 
Woman Bbonld read It aml know her friends ami cn 
mles. Price 10 cent?.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
? Workers, Doings, Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
L publish weekly reports of meetings. 
? Whenever a change is made in speak
; ers, or anything of special interest, send 

■ us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 

. are of local interest only. We extend a 
-cordial invitation to all speakers to send 

• ■ in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full'name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

Woolley Summerland Beach Camp 
Meeting at Licking Lake, thirty miles 
east of Columbus, Ohio, commences 
June 28, and ends August 2. t .

August 1, 2 and 4, Hon. L- V. Moulton 
will lecture at Lake Brady.

August 5, 6, 7 and 8 the veteran 
worker, Moses Hull, will lecture at 
Lake Brady. '

Dr. Phillips is at thé Clinton Camp. 
The Doctor is popular as a psychome- 
trist and healer. . .

August 2 will be a gala day at Clinton 
- Camp. The opening address will be 

made by the President, Alonzo Thomp- 
'son. This camp has grown into especial 

. prominence and significance.
August 2, Dr. P. T. Johnson will lee- 

ture at the Devil’s Lake Camp Meeting. 
August 3, Mrs. Mitchell will lecture 
there. August 4, M. F. Hammond will 
occupy the ' rostrum. August 6, Mr. 
Hammond will lecture again.

The Northwestern Camp has closed, 
having proved a great success.

August 1, Mrs. Marian Carpenter lec
tures and gives tests at the Grand Ledge 
(Mich.) Camp,
- August 2, Dr. W. A. Mansfield will 
Î;ive a public Independent slate-writ- 
ng seance at Grand Ledge Camp.
August 4, Eva Payne Hopkins of 

Owosso lectures at the Grand Ledge 
Camp Meeting.

, August 5 Is Woman's Day at Cassa
daga. Rev. Anna Shaw lectures.

S. Weil, of Bradford, Pa., lectures at 
■ .Lily Dale, August 8.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond will lec- 
• .ture at the Lily Dale Camp, August 6.

August 2, Dr. W. B. Mills gives tests 
: at the Lake George Camp-meeting.

. 'August 5 and 8, Mrs; Reynolds lec- 
•; tures at Lake George Camp. She is re

garded as an excellent test medium.
- Lyman C. Howe brings an excellent 
• report from the Northwestern Camp.

-■ He has bushels of praise for Mr. Aspin
wall.

’ August 8 is the opening meeting at 
Temple Heights (Me.) Camp-meeting. 
There are many excellent speakers on 

/the list. Our friend, Oscar Edgerly, 
- will lecture there.

August 1, J. W. Dennis lectures at 
.? the Freeville camp, N. Y. Subject: 

“Why Do We Advocate SpiritCommun- 
- ion.”
• August 2, J. Frank Baxter lectures at

■ the Freeville (N. Y.) camp. It closes 
-a on that day.
i: ; Great expectations of the success of 
Jr the Parkland Camp, Philadelphia, is 

: entertained. Mrs. Cadwallader is one 
- of the leaders pushing it ahead.
: ■■■ Hon O. P. Kellogg is chairman at 

/Haslett Park camp. August 2 hedeliv- 
; erod the opening address.

- Jerry Bricker will act as agent for 
u The Progressive Thinker at Haslett 
ji. Park Camp.
firn;—Wednesday, August 5, there will be a 
reti!fl>ading circle at Haslett Park. E. 
Kqljiiyne Hopkins will lecture.
5 J llLyman C. Howe passed through the 
v efty on Wednesday of last week on his 
?v'.way to Lily Dale. He lectures there 
1;: ¡the 4th and 7th.
!• Tbe Verona Camp-meeting, Me., 
• opens August 1st. During the week fol- 
#’;:;lowing there will be addresses by F. W. 
it -Smith, Mrs. Peyser and Mrs. Juliette 
>?,■ Ycaw.
¡I ■ August 6th, an address will be given 
? by Mrs. M. J. Wentworth at the Verona 
ib;. Camp.
iN Mrs. M. C. Donnel will deliver an ad- 
•r 'dress on "Metaphysical and Spiritual 
f-t" Healing” at the Verona Camp-meeting,

' August 7th.
August 2, 3. 4 and 5, Mrs. Lillie will 

lecture at Lake Pleasant.
Geo. H. Brooks seems to be giving 

/Æ excellent satisfaction as chairman at
Lily Dale Camp.

: August 6, Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds 
lectures at Lake Pleasant. She will be

<■ followed by a seance by Mrs. Pepper. 
< _ ■ August 8, Mrs Clara Field Conant will 
•’¿lecture at Lake Pleasant.
i ■ August 2, 4 and 6, F. A. Wiggin will 
J .lecture at Onset, Mass.
’•';■ - August 7, Carrie E. S. Twing will 
iL lecture at Onset.
--'• 7 The camp at Vicksburg Mich., will 

open August 7. -
^ ¿. D. P. Hughes, secretary, writes: 
X”Owing to tho inclement weather dur- 
ilng the first week of the camp, Devil's 

-p?Lake Camp will be continued one week 
fcwith added attraction, not ending until 
{^August 17th.”
f? : Mrs. N. M. Russell gives tests at the" 
•-.Grand Ledge Camp-Meeting, August 4.

At the Grand Ledge Camp, J. Frank 
■Baxter lectures August 5, 6 and 8. He 

’-■ also gives tests. August 7 Rev. G. S. 
¿•TBradlcy lectures. ’
'—The Sunapee Lake Camo-Meeting

Opens August 2 with Edgar W. Emer- 
<" '■ ton and Mrs. S. B. Craddock. August 6, 

Mrs. S. E. Hall will lecture. Mrs. Crad
dock and Mr. Emerson take an active 
part the first of the camp.

Cottages are to rent by the month or 
for tbe season at the National Spiritual
ist Camp-Meeting, at Parkland, Pa. 
Apply to Mrs. Falmcr.

The- Spiritualist Camp-Meeting at 
Rcdonda, Cal., opens August 2. S. D. 

i Dye will deliver the opening address. 
*■' He will be followed byJ.J. Morse, J. M. 
I., Peebles and W. J. Colville.
5.-? August 4th, our old friend, Dr. Geo.

W. Carpender,will lecture at the camp
Fi-meeting at Redonda, Cal. August 6, 
v Prof. Loveland will lecture. August 8, 
P M rs. J ulia Schlessinger will lecture on 
¿“Organization.”
U Joseph Smith is unfortunately in tbe 
E poor-house at Preston, N. Y. He is un- 

floubtedly superior, from a moral and 
L spiritual standpoint, to thousands who 

»re out of it. He writes: "I avail my- 
■ self of the present moment to speak to 
’ you again. I did not expect you to de- 

.ifeviate from your usual custom to discon- 
»E tinue The Thinker at the expiration 
'is of subscription, which was May 1. Well, 
E'Jon will get your dollar—your material 

,dollar—and also your spiritual dollar, 
for,inasmuch as ye have done it unto the 
least of these, jay brethren, ye have 
done it unto me? I have the promise of 
fconey due me for hard labor rendered 

Sbeforel came to the poor-house. Now, 
iou know there are three kinds of poor, 

amely: God’s-poor, the Devil’s poor,
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and the poor devils. Now, God’s poor 
are those who tread closely in the path
way of that ancient pauper, the great 
Nazarene, by obeying the laws of their 
being, physical, social, intellectual, 
moral and spiritual. The Devil's poor 
is composed of the whole Christian 
world that accepts the doctrine ot the 
atonement, and expect >to sneak into 
heaven on the crutches of God’s grace, 
and at the eleventh hour be jerked to 
Jesus by the neck, even if in the heat of 
uncontrolled passion the last act of their 
lives is murder. All of this class are 
most emphatically tbe Devil’s poor. The 
poor devil is the poor millionaire who 
lias worshiped God at the shrine of 
Mammon, and laid up his treasures in 
hell. He expects to suueeze his way 
into heaven with his gold on Ins back, 
through a needle’s eye, or, like a thief 
and robber, climb up some other way. 
Now, God's poor is the only class that 
will ever reach heaven: that is, know of 
that love, peace and joy’ and consequent 
harmony which St. Paul says constitutes 
heaven. We have preaching every Sun
day by a Baptist minister. I quite often 
drop a progressive thought, which 
startles him equal to a dynamite bomb.”

Alice K. Simmons writes from Minne
apolis: “ I have been an investigator of 
Spiritualism for some time and I have 
never found anything so instructive and 
satisfying as the system of insjnrational 
development given through the guides 
of J. C. F. Grumbine of Geneseo, Ill. 
The teachings are something out of the 
usual order. The mild, sweet influences 
and the soul-education were far beyond 
my expectations. 1 have never yet been 
disappointed with an experiment; have 
been able to read rocks, twigs, names; 
have seen faces, landscapes, heard 
voices, and learned to perceive aud pro
tect myself as an individual spirit. I sat 
in circles for two years with but very 
little satisfaction. I am very enthusi
astic over true Spiritualism, but with 
the fraud and evil attending this beauti
ful religion,, it takes courage to work in 
the cause.?. J sincerely recommend Mr. 
Grumbine tai4He readers of this paper 
as an intelligent; pure-minded teacher.”

Mrs.'S; C. TWcy writes: "I have but 
just returnedlrdm the camp-meeting at 
Winfield, Kanias,' yvhere we had a gen
uine good time, but’ on account of rainy 
weather did nOtfliave as large an attend
ance as we would have had. Our speak
ers and mediums did a great amount of 
good and gave general satisfaction, so 
far as I could learn by observation and 
conversation with those who at first 
were rather opposed to our peculiar 
way of presenting our religion,and I feel 
assured we left a good impression on 
the minds of the thinking people.”

Annie Wagner writes from Omaha, 
Neb.: “Mary L. Goodridge, of Port
land, Maine, assisted in our meeting in 
Kasman Hall, Sunday evening. Al
though the weather was warm and sul
try the hall was crowded with eager and 
anxious enquirers, and all went home 
feeling convinced of the nearness of the 
Spirit-world. Names and messages were 
given, In every instance correct, by the 
little guide Lottie. We hope Mrs. Good
ridge will remain with us, as we need 
such workers in Nebraska. We also 
hope that the Spiritualists of Nebraska 
will wake up to their duty and organize 
societies. At present we have no char
tered society in the State. So far every 
effort in that direction has been a fail
ure. We ask all friends to the cause to 
send us their good thoufhts as we need 
all the help we can get.”

W. N. Slocum writes to The Medium, 
Los Angeles, Cal.: “Being a visitor at 
the Mediums’ Home, Encinitas, I write 
to say that there are no mediums here 
yet, excepting Mrs, Hammatt, who has 
dedicated her 160 acres to the Home, 
and devotes her life to the work of mak
ing it of future service to old and infirm 
mediums and an asylum for orphan chil
dren of Spiritualists. Mrs. Hammatt is 
an honest, self-sacrificing woman, un
selfishly davoted to the work in which 
she Is engaged. She is also a woman of 
ability and good judgment—an excellent 
manager, but for some reason—perhaps 
a doubt as to the success of the effort in 
this locality—she has not received much 
aid from Spiritualists any where,at home 
or abroad. ■ The climate here is good. 
The ocean beach (2 miles distant) is 
pleasant, the scenery grand, range after 
range of mountains being visible, ex
tending from San Bernardino’s Old 
Baldy to Table Mountain in Mexico. 
But the country in this vicinity is much 
broken, there being little arable land in 
any one place. There Is an abundant 
water supply in the mountains, but it 
would cost more to bring it to the small 
farms than tbe land is wprth. There 
are no running streams near here and 
few wells. Most of the water for do
mestic use is caught in cisterns during 
the winter, and sometimes It does not 
hold out through the summer. Mrs. 
Hammatt has a capacious cistern and a 
water-cart which can be used in case of 
necessity. Notwithstanding these draw
backs, there Is the foundation here for a 
successful Home, a refuge for the over
worked or aged medium, and that such 
is needed now and will be still more re
quired in the future, no one can deny. 
Why will not some wealthy Spiritualist 
interest himself in the matter? Full in
formation can be obtained by address
ing Box 42, Encinitas, Cal."

James Wright s^nds the following 
from Omaha, Neb.: “Thb First Society 
of Spiritualists meet at 25th and Indiana 
streets, off 24th, at 2:30 p. m. All worthy 
mediums are kindly invited to call when 
passing this way.”

The Chicago Chronicle of Monday 
says: “A gloom was cast on the Indiana 
Spiritualists’ State Camp-meeting yes
terday by the death of Professor F.’ M. 
Davis, of New York, one of the best- 
known Spiritualist workers and musical 
directors in the work. His death was 
tragic. He had just closed his day’s 
work and gone to his cottage. The 
friend staying with him followed, and 
saw him fall across the bed dead. Heart 
failure was the cause. His people in 
New York have been notified, and will 
arrive at Anderson to-day to take charge 
of the body.”

Dr. Adah Sheehan,whose lectures are 
always impressive and eloquent, desires 
to announce that she is open for lecture 
engagements for the coming season, and 
also for next season’s camps. The Doc
tor has been confined very closely for 
the past year to her home practice, car
rying forward a project of her spirit 
guides and counselors. She can now be 
addressed for engagements at Elsinore 
Gate and Russell streets, Eden Park, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Kansas Freethinkers’ Association 
will hold their sixth annual convention 
at Forrest Park, Ottawa, Kansas, Au-’ 
gust 21 to 26 inclusive. Railroad rates 
applied for. Board and lodging for the 
six days, $2. Good speakers and good 
music have been secured and a good time 
to be expected. For further information 
address G. W. Jones, seef'etary, Everest, 
Kansas, or Etta Semple, president, Ot
tawa, Kans. Would be pleased to have 
as many attend as possible. . .

Frank T. Ripley acquitted himself 
well at the Central New York Camp
meeting. ' He is engaged for next year.

J; Brown writes from Chesterfield 
Camp, Ind.: "Please inform your read
ers that Miss St. Omer vindicated her
self from the charge of being a Roman 
Catholic. After her closing lecture she 
made an explanation and stated she 
never was a Roman Catholic, although 
she had been educated by the sisters in 
music, fancy work and languages, and 
that neither of her parents ever wers,

and the cloud of suspicion which rested 
over her is lifted, and she stands high 
in the estimation of the campers here.”

ITEMS FROM LIGHT, LONDON, ENG.
“Dalziel's Agency" is responsible for 

the following telegram: “A remarkable 
case was on trial, this morning before 
the Recorder oi New York. William 
Macdonald was brought into court 
charged with having entered a house 
for the purpose of committing robbery. 
Macdonald was positively identified as 
the burglar by a number of persons who 
found him in the house and attempted 
to capture him but without success. 
Macdonald, in his defense, proved an 
alibi with, the assistance of Professor 
Wein, the distinguished scientist, who 
swore positively that at the exact mo
ment the robbery was said to have been 
committed Macdonald was placed in a 
hypnotic trance by 11 Im before a large 
audience in a public ball, five miles 
from the scene of the burglary. A ques
tion asked of this witness as to whether 
it was possible for the spirit of Macdon
ald to wander elsewhere while his body 
remained in a state of trance in the hall, 
was, after some hesitation, answered in 
the affirmative. The testimony on both 
sides was not only so conflicting, but so 
startling, that the Recorder adjourned 
the case until he could obtain the testi
mony of a number of scientific experts. 
We have since heard that Macdonald 
has been acquitted,”

“Chiero” is in London for a few weeks 
only. We called on him at his rooms, 
157 New Bond street, and were ex
tremely interested in his wonderful col
lection of photographs of hands, and 
in his reading of our own. A visit 
to Chiero would surely cure even an Ai
derman of any old-world desire to con
vict a sincere person for practicing 
palmistry-

J. Elmer sends us a suggestive note on 
“Presentiments,” He say: “Whatever 
opinion one may hold regarding many 
apparently supernatural occurrences, 
very few persons positively deny the 
reality of a great deal that Spiritualists 
declare is due to spiritual influence. 
Orthodoxy would not dare to refuse to 
believe incidents so similar to those re
corded on tbe pages of their sacred 
Scriptures, and so they have various 
methods of explaining them. It is pleas
ing to note that by many Christians 
Demonology and Spiritualism are not 
asserted to be identical. Most Chris
tians now believe the occult events to , 
be due to divine interposition, and this 
explanation of the supernatural is so 
near that of Spiritualists that they may 
gladly welcome any book written to 
illustrate this theory. In ‘The Guiding 
Hand,’a collection of instances proving 
‘Divine guidance,’ gathered together 
by H. L. Hastings, of Boston, a promi
nent Christian editor and author of 
America, many incidents are given 
which are well deserving the attention 
of Spiritualists.”

There is a question which is continu
ally finding its way to u's: “Is it right ‘ 
to attempt to develop the faculty of me
diumship?” We have never any hesita
tion as to our reply in normal cases; but 
where the medium, or candidate for 
mediumship, Is over-excitable or nerv
ous, or in very poor health, we recom
mend caution, or try to deter, just as we 
should advise any one in any depart
ment, to avoid overtaxing the strength. 
But in cases where mlna and body are 
in a fairly healthy condition, we feel no 
difficulty in saying: Go on.

Mr. William Haughton appears to 
have been the recipient of (tohim) reas
onable Indication that there are dogs 
and horses in the spirit-world, and infer- 
entially probably other animals desira
ble to human spirits. May I inquire if 
any of your readers have had any Indica
tion of the existence of savage beasts in 
spirit-life? If one kind of animal exists 
in that condition, why not the other?— 
J. S. H.

Without attempting to disprove Mr. 
Lord’s statement as to the crudeness of 
my ideas concerning mediumship, made 
by him in his letter of the 29tn ult.— 
ideas which, I humbly submit, exist only 
in his matured imagination—I maintain 
that my letter of the 20th simply stated 
what are, unfortunately, established 
facts. Fraudulent mediums certainly 
do exist, and will continue their work 
of deceit as long as they find it so re
markably easy to satisfy some of these 
“impartial critics," who, before any 
phenomenon whatever is produced, are 
already satisfied as to its reality. And 
until such steps are taken as are sug
gested by Mr. Robinson, or the adoption 
of other fraud-proof conditions, decep
tion will still be practiced, and we shall 
be further subjected to these annoying 
exposures, and the cause of progress 
hindered. I further maintain tnathon- 
est mediums would not suffer by submit
ting to such test conditions as would act 
as a safeguard against deception, but, 
on the other hand, would find it a dis
tinct advantage to' be protected from 
seizure and rough usage.—J. Watson,

An instrument called a mono-tele
phone has been invented, responding 
only to messages transmitted on a cer
tain note. Twelve such telephones may 
be Inserted in one circuit, each respond
ing only to messages forwarded through 
tile transmitting instruments attuned 
on the same note, and disregarding the 
messages forwarded through the trans
mitters attuned on the other notes of the 
octave. -

Last Sunday night, at Daulby Hall, 
Liverpool, a public meeting was held, 
In which Mr. John Slater took an act
ive part. The audience was asked to 
send up written questions, articles, etc.; 
amongst them I sent up a question which 
Mr. Slater took jin his hand. He said, 
amongst other things', “You have a 
child whohas passed to the other sphere; 
she is leading you onwards in thought, 
feeling and life. After she passed away 
a ring, taken from her finger and given 
to her mother." He said, “Is not your 
name George?” Correct.

Man may be compared to a multiplex 
Instrument, comprising a series of mono
telephones constituted of vitality in dis
crete degrees of being, one only of which 
being temporarily developed into func
tioning; the others being germic or la
tent. According to the degree or pitch, 
or note of the responsiveness which Is 
unfolded into functioning with him, will 
be the plane or planes of the universe 
with which he maybe brought into con
scious relation. . .

On Thursday, I had a private sitting 
with John Slater, .at which the control 
dealt almost wholly with my past and 
future spiritual life. In beautiful de
scriptive language he spoke of my ardent 
desire to realize'my spiritual life, and 
greatly to my surprise, the various 
phases which I must passthrough finally 
to become a .perfected spirit sensitive, 
so that I shall look into the world be
yond, be thus clairvoyant and clairaudi- 
ent. The first form I am to see, and 
the first voice I am to hear, is that of 
my daughter Agnes. .
. Nicolo Tesla, the well-known electri
cian, says that he is satisfied that he has 
a machine which, when perfected, will 
enable him to make practical experi
ments in distributing electric wayes 
about the earth, so that messages may 
be conducted to all parts of the globe 
simultaneously. He believes that elec-, 
trie waves may be propagated through 
the atmosphere, and even the ether be
yond, a disturbance of the waves at any 
point being instantly felt at every other 
point along them. He declared that’tie 
believes that the trar161111561^!! of news

about the earth by ele^&ic wavejin the 
place of wires is no longer a dream.

Just a word to thoselhekinga private, 
sitting with Mr. John Rater. Go there 
leaving commercialism outside the door; 
but take inside with you pure intent, 
with the ardent - desire uppermost in 
your mind to be helped, encouraged, 
and strengthened in that which is of su
preme importance to you, viz., your 
•spiritual welfare. Thep will you draw 
around you influences Corresponding to 
your thoughts and desipss; and as truly 
as “unity is strength,? so surely shall 
you receive added power. Words of 
guidance and hope will, await you, and 
an eternal joy, all of which will help to 
make the pathway of life the easier, and 
its burden the lighter.

ITEMS FROM HARBINGER OF LIGHT, 
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

The Uebersinnliche Welt (Berlin) re
ports the delivery of two lectures on 
mediumship, its essence, its scientific 
importance and its future, before large 
and cultivated audiences in Warsaw, by 
Professor Dr. Ochorowicz, the cele
brated psychologist. He declared, with 
all the weight which such a statement 
would necessarily carry with it from so 
eminent an authority, that mediumship 
is an undeniable fact, in spite of all de
nials; and that, as such, it could not pos
sibly be opposed to nature.

The Estrella Polar (Mahon) quotes 
from El Globo, one of the leading jour
nals in Madrid, the report 'of a some
what remarkable lecture, delivered in 
the Athemcum of that city, on “The 
Philosophy of the Marvelous,” by Dr. 
Sanchez Herrero, one of the leading sci
entists in the Spanish capital. The gen
tleman is not a Spiritualist, but he is 
evidently on the way to become one, 
He discussed the phenomena of magnet
ism, hypnotism, and somnambulism; and 
after dismissing the various theories 
which have been propounded to explain 
them, and rejecting that of unconscious 
cerebration as untenable, and that of 
the intervention of devils as preposter
ous, he fell back upon that pnt forward 
by Spiritualists as “entitled to greater 
respect than all the previous ones.” 
The truth is gaining ground, even in 
scientific circles.

The Moniteur Spirlte et Magnetlqe 
(Brussels) refers in terms of justifiable 
exultation to two recent triumphs of sci
entific Spiritualism in Paris. One of 
these is the demonstration by Colonel 
de Rochas, of the polytechnic school in 
that city, in conjunction with Dr. Da- 
riex, editor of the Annales des Sciences 
Psychiques, the Baron De Watteville, 
Professor Sabatier, and Procureur Gen
eral Maxwell, of tne genuineness of a 
series of extraordinary physical mani
festations obtained through the medi
umship of Eusepia Paladino, under the 
most rigorous test conditions. The sec
ond is to be dealt with in the following 
number. ■

Grief, sorrow, who shall say Into what 
great and wonderful blessings these re
solve themselves. Mmiy changes in hu
man nature result from, wee afflictions, 
changes unremarked by ijuman eye, but 
all clearly visible to us, ^a knowing, we 
bless God for these lessors.

In time to come bq,..nq/ver ill, never 
weary, always readyjfor. the glorious 
possibilities of your vijpataon, hasten to 
reach the goal, and pass pll your trials 
and weariness, the ,sp/pndor of that 
Immortal Light sbine£bi;ightly through 
the gloom, trust all that fspvell, that in 
His keeping it is impossible to fall short 
of the desired aim.— Gilgit|.

“By whose authority,” asks Florence 
Marfyat, in The Spirit. Worlds “was it 
that the ministers . of the established 
church declared Spiritualism, but a few 
years back, to be a religious fable, and 
now almost all of them confess it to be a 
truth, and many preach it from the pul
pit? The priests of the Catholic church 
know all about it, but from the begin
ning they have determined to keep it 
within the circle of their own authority. 
The Roman Catholic church is a mass of 
Spiritualism—she teems with so-called 
miracles. The men and women who 
have witnessed them have been trans
formed into saints for their wonderful 
powers, but the knowledge must not be 
disseminated amongst the masses. The 
reason Is obvious. The people would 
learn too much."

In a lecture on Symbolism delivered 
by Mrs. Besant, In India, she thus re
ferred to "the triple thread," an em
blem worn by Brahmans who have con
trol over body, speech and mind: “It 
conveys to the eye that sees It the Idea 
of a man of perfect self-control, whose 
body can never betray him, and whose 
senses can never conquer him; whose 
speech can never soil nor hurt one ear 
on which it falls; whose speech will be 
self-controlled, used only when there is 
something to be said which is worth 
saying, never used for an unkind word, 
for the Brahman is the friend of all 
creatures, and his speech must always 
help and must never wound.” This 
beautiful ideal of self-control I have 
copied and hung up in my bedroom, to 
be to me an every morning monition. To 
it mediums particularly should aspire.

Have confidence in your interior na
ture to carry you upwards to whatever 
standard you may have raised for your
attainment. 5

What man requires is to eradicate 
from bis nature what false impressions 
have been artfully implanted, and to de
velop the true nature of man.

The general Improvement In the Ly
ceum lately is gratlfyingto the workers 
and those who attend. The Melbourne 
readers of The Harbinger who do not 
attend these services are missing much 
that would most certainly be of interest 
to them. “Summer Group” discussions 
are especially worthy of note, as also is 
the choir for whose excellent numbers 
Mrs. Freedman is tobe thanked. Visit
ors are always welcome, Mr. Elliot, the 
worthy conductor, being especially 
pleased to see them. .

It is in that interiors' truth of natural 
principles that the germ,of all advance
ment of individual and^pyi.nkiqd has its 
origin and growth. "_’.p

Mah’s life is not for himself alone.

religionhigher in ■ its conoep- 
. 'plenary inspiration is progressive 
inspiration. There can be no evolution 
without first involution. Spiritualism 
is evolved from evidence that was first 
involved. Why should the church re
ject Spiritualism? It is like the exiled 
grinca who was hiding from his enemies.

Ce. heard shouting and rejoicing and 
thought it was the mob coming to slay 
him, He used every effort to keep them 
at bay, but finally had to surrender him
self. Then instead of enemies come to 
destroy him, he discerned they were 
his friends and loyal subjects, who 
placed the crown,to which he was right
ful heir, upon hie head. Thus Spirit
ualism comes to crown the church with 
proof of that immortality which it has 
already accepted on trial."

Mrs. Elizabeth Watson was the after
noon speaker. She proved herself to 
be as fine a speaker as the reverend 
gentleman who had preceded her, and 
followed him in the same train of 
thought. Said she:

“Why should we reject the testimony 
of the Bible? We can take Moses’ word, 
for much that we accept as truth de
pends upon human authority. True, the 
Bible has been revised again and again 
by those who made no claim to inspira
tion, still its truths remain as authority. 
We should take truth for authority, and 
not authority for truth, There is no 
hell except what a man digs for himself, 
out of which he must climb By his own 
efforts. Men come here and go the 
rounds of all the mediums, courting 
their spirit wives, Why didn’t they 
court her while still in the body? These 
household angels might be cherished 
here and now.” These speakers still 
continue.

Lake Brady has a colored medium, 
Mrs. S. Thomas of Chicago, She is car
rying Spiritualism into the colored 
churches of the South and West. She 
is a fine itinerant sneaker, and still 
holds membership in the African Meth
odist church. To-day she went under 
control of a little negro girl and sang in 
the lyceum, to the great amusement of 
the children. She gave the name of 
her control as Sunlight Nancy..

The Children’s Progressive Lyceum 
is quite a feature it Lake Brady. Ar
rangements have been made for an In
dian party and camp-fire.

Materialization Is the most remarka
ble phenomenon,and the mostdifflcult to 
believe, of any on the camp-ground, and 
yet it is the most sought after. The 
materializing seances are usually crowd
ed and people are often turned away.

A party oi wealthy Canadians are now 
on the grounds, who keep the mediums 
busily occupied. One oi them, a very 
large gentleman, last night at Mrs. 
Archers seance introduced his spirit 
wife, who stood scarcely taller tnan 
Trixy, the cabinet control. The gentle
man stretched out.his arm and his spirit 
wife stepped under it. Said he, “She 
does this as a test. It was a way she 
had of measuring her height when in 
earth-life." He held out a diamond sol
itaire he had on his finger and declared 
she told him things connected with it 
no one knew but himself.

Imedlately after this form came one 
calling herself Atlantas and claiming to 
have inhabited the supposed submerged 
continent of that name. She was very 
tall, ot a majestic appearance. Another 
ancient spirit followed her, wearing a 
turban and a long flowing beard. His 
robe had an oriental appearance and he 
gave the name of Keptus. A gentleman 
present claimed him as a guide. Sev
eral forms seemed to come out of the 
floor, some distance out from the cab
inet. Trixy would scold and pet by 
turns the spirits inside, encouraging 
them to1 try and make themselves 
known. Then her voice would break as 
with tears, and she would declare she 
could't get them all fixed up. “Why,” 
said she, “here’s one big woman, she's 
so awful fat, I can’t materialize stuff 
enough to dress her in.” Some one 
asked Trixy to come out. She answered 
fretfully, “I can’t, I ain't fixed. I 
haven’t even ‘got a face."

She soon appeared, however, but was 
veiled and pretended she had some
thing pretty to give Aunt Jinny, as she 
calls Mrs. Donovan, the assistant of Mrs. 
Archer. Some one said: “Did you step 
on it, Trixy?”

Said she, “No, you know my foot isn't 
made that way! It wouldn’t hurt me if 
I did,”

“How do you travel?” some one asked.
“I just scoot through the air?’
Mr. Dell Herrick, chairman of Lake 

Brady Camp, has been on the sick list 
for a few days, but is now recovering. 
Dr. Schermerhorn has made an efficient 
chairman during his illness. In this 
connection we must say good health has 
been the rule so far this season, not
withstanding the uniform dampness ex
posure to which many have been sub
ject.

A benefit was given Miss Maggie 
Gaule, last evening, but the same was 
fully returned to her audience in mes
sages and tests from their spirit friends. 
Mrs. Archer is the only materializ
ing medium of full forme now.pt the 
camp, but she fully sustains that part of 
the phenomena. She _has held five 
seances during this past week and all 
were crowded.

Mrs. M. S. Crillv, kndwn as the proph
etess, is here. She is said to read a life 
from the cradle to tbe grave.

Mr. Pettibone still continues his se
ances of materialized hands, and to some 
this phase is more convincing than full 
form, because done in the light. We 
are now In the midst of the finF'prepa- 
rations, and Woman's Day will be upon 
us August 13. ■

It is already woman's day,as her work 
at the fair testifies. Marguerite Ziemer 
and Warren G. Richards, two of Cleve
land’s most gifted elocutionists, gave a 
splendid entertainment here that was 
highly appreciated; .

Mrs. M. McCaslin.

er». He ijd io his library all the books 
on Splritualisffi, gud files of all the 
papers lay on his table.

The funeral was held on the 25th, 
Hudson Tuttle addressing the large as
semblage of relatives and friends. 
Beautiful wreaths were sent by the 
officers of the National Bank, of the 
electric road of which he was a direo-. 
tor, and friends. ‘

Mr. Cowdery was from the first a zeal
ous promoter of the Lake Brady Camp
meeting, and as long as his health per
mitted was an earnest worker. * * *

Passed to spirit-life, on July 21, 1896, 
at Midland City, Mich., Thomas Lilli- 
bridge, He was born in Boston town
ship, Summit county, Ohio, in 1821. He 
'leaves a wife, who has walked by his 
side for fifty-two years, and three chil
dren, a son and two daughters, to await 
their day of departure from the body: 
k^r. George W. Lllhbridge, of Midland 
City, Mrs. Emma Carter, who is a wid
ow, and resides with the parents, and 
Mrs. R. L. Richardson, of West Bay 
City.

The funeral services were held at the 
residence on Friday, the 21th. E. Wor
den White, of Flint, Mich., delivered 
the address. B. L. Richardson.

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.
RIVERSIDE PARK CAMP-MEETING, 

Grand Ledge, Mich,, commences July 
19, and ends August 16th. For full, il
lustrated six-page programme address 
J. P. Russell, Grand Ledge, Mich.

MT, PLEASANT PARK.
The Fourteenth -Annual Camp-meet

ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ist Association commences at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, August 2, clos
ing August 30. For full circulars and 
particulars address Will C, Hodge, 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wis., until 
July 15th; after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park).

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July II, and close August 23. 
For full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. E. Gaston, 
Lily Dale, N. Y.

LAKE GEORGE CAMP,
Situated at the head of Lake George, at 
the terminus of the Glen Falls branch of 
the Delaware and Hudson railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 6, 
The management have published an 11- 
illustrated; pamphlet with programme. 
Send for it, addressing James D.White, 
Albany, N. Y.

HASLETT PARK CAMP,
Michigan, will be held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 and ending August 
31, and including five Sundays. For a 
beautifully Illustrated pamphlet, giving 
full particulars, address G. F. Ottmar, 
209 and 210 'Hollister Building, Lansing, 
Mich.

LAKE PLEASANT CAMP
Will commence July 4 and continue to 
Aug. 31. For full programme, address 
A. P. Bllnn, 603 Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass.

. DEVIL’S LAKE CAMP.
Michigan, will be held at Beardsell's 
Landing, only 80 rods from Manitou 
Station on C. J. & M. M. R. R., from 
July 24 to August 10. For a six page 
programme, containing full particulars 
address Miss D. P. Hughes, Wheatland, 
Mich.

LAKE BRADY GAMP, 
Opens June 28 and closes September 6. 
The management have Issued an illus
trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
full particulars. Address Chas. Thomas, 
2702 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP.
Opens July 15 and ends August 30. For 
full programme, containing full particu
lars, address J. S. Phillips, Brighton, 
Mich.

CENTRAL NEW YORK CAMP 
will be held at the Riverside picnic
grounds at Freeville, Tompkins Co., 
N. Y., commencing July 18 and ending 
August 2. For particular information 
address H. C. Sessions, Cortland, N. Y. 
For tent and camp-ground accommoda
tions address H. W. Roe, Freeville, 
N. Y. .

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS,

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of tbe National with Preface and Not« 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman. 
^oe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland 

ondorcct, Brlssot, and the most prominent of Paints 
friends In Europe andAmerlca. Clotb, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Being an Investigation of True and Fabulous The 
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plate» 
ana now type; 166 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cento] 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense,

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to thelnhab» 
Hants of America iu 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Kights of Man.

Parts I and JI. Being an answer to Mr. Burke’s 
Attack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 271 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; clotb, 50 cento,
Paine's Complete

Theological Works.
Ageof Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, eta 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 432pages. Cloth, <1.00
Paine's Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Righto of Man, eto 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., 650 pages. Clotb, ll.OOl 
postage, 20 cento. .
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THE ELIMINATOR
Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 

Secrets.

BY DB. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo»» 

Ing tbe fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog» 
matlo Christianity, containing many startling condlE» 
Ilona never before published, showing clearly thi 
pythlcai character of most of the Old and New Testa, 
meat stories, and proving that Jesus was an imperson
ation and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.50. For Sale at thia Office.
Researches in Oriental History.

One
BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.

Fol. ISmo, 407 Paget, Cloth, $1.50, 

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY.
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM, 
S. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY. (1 
4, WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS»] 

The whole comprise» an earnest but fruitless search 
fora Historical Jesus.

Id this volume the Jews arc clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea Is traced to tbe Ba» 
trim Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and its history ft 
outlined, following the wares ot emigration, until H u 
fully developed Uto Christianity, with • mythical IjerA 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. *•.  ,, '

Tbe book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cw 
tral hero are mythical; that tbe whole system is baud 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and thal 
ita rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions art 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It show» vast rt< 
search among tbe records of tbe past; its facto art 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no new 
son can read It without l istruetlop and profit, whetbii 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author 0i 
otherwise. For tale at thlLoffice/

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and RelatedIts

Man has not the provision of all sur
rounding nature to control all solely to ' 
hie selfish gratification; but hie life is, 
when properly applied) -common prop
erty, and for tne univé’feaT’good.

Science hae engendered;^materialism ■ 
and that only aggravMes' the cupidity 
which is the curse or our epoch. And 
while “dogmatic religlpn'^as conducted 
us to absolute power and despotism; 
materialism ends, logiçalRandinevita- 
bly in anarchy and mhiflsm.” What, 
then, can eave modern ’ciiilization from 
falling into chaotic rjiiiiq Nothing but 
Spiritualism; which substitutes a ra
tional faith, founded upon incontestible 
evidence, for blind, baseless beliefs. -

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
The meeting here Simday'was very 

largely attended, notwithstanding the 
threatening -weather. .

Kev. J. C. F. Grumbine, of Geneseo, 
Ill., preached in the morning, his sub
ject being, * ‘Revolution and Evolution 
Compared?’ He spoke of the ancients 
worshiping the four elements—earth, 
air,fire and water—until they discovered 
there was something greater than all, 
something fire would not burn or water 
would not quench. Neither could the 
earth cover it, and its passage through 
the air was instantaneous. This was 

I the spirit, the divine part of man. Then

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Brother George J. Dunmore passed to 

spirit-life, Sunday, July 26, at the home 
of bis sister, Mrs. Eunice Thompson, at 
Clinton, Iowa, at{ the age of 53 years. 
Death resulted from heart trouble after 
an illness of several months. He was 
fully conscious to the last, and felt as
sured of a life beyond. The funeral 
services were conducted by Brother J. 
A. Bailey, of this city, a bosom friend 

•of the deceased. . *.*♦

Departed to a higher life from his 
home in Sandusky, O., July 24th, 1896, 
John 3. Cowdery, in the 63d year of his 
age.

. He was born in Freedom, Cataraugus 
county, N. Y., December 13, 1833. In 
early boyhood he came with his parents 
to Lake county, O., and in 1854 the fam-- 
ily moved to Margretta, O. In 1868 he 
became a resident of Sandusky; -where, 
in connection with his brothers, he com
menced the manufacture of school cray
ons, and built Up a large industry in 
which he continued until his death. He 
was also connected with .other large 
business enterprises, and zealous'- in his 
efforts to push the interests of thé city.

He was a Spiritualist by organization, 
and no one ever had the cause more 
closely to his heart. He matte it a part 
of his life, and a noble example he fur
nished of what a Spiritualist ought to 
be. ■ Justand honest to the letter, his 
word as good as his bond; gentle and 
affectionate', a friend in need, who 
would make the largest sacrifices, he ex
emplified the spiritual law, that as spir
itual beings we ought to do all for oth-

CHESTERFIELD GAMP
commences July 16 and closes August 10. 
Persons desiring full programme can se
cure the same by addressing the secre
tary, F. J. Macomber. Anderson, Ind.

DELPHOS, KANSAS.
This camp opens August 7 and contin

ues seventeen days. For full and compre
hensive information concerning the 
camp, address A. D. Ballou, M. D., who 
will furnish circulars. •

MAPLE DELL CAMP
Will open its regular session, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritual and 
Religious Camp Association, on July 18 
and continue until August 24. For full 
programme and particulars, address D. 
M. King, Mantua Station, Ohio.

VICKSBURG CAMP.
This camp, located one-half mile from 

Vicksburg, Mich., commences August 7 
and closes August 30th. For full pro
gramme and particulars address Jean
nette Frazer, Vicksburg, Mich.

NEW ERA CAMP.
This camp, located at New Era, Clack

amas county. Ore., will open June 20 and 
close July 12. For programmes send to 
E. A. Marshall, 291 Alder street, Port
land, Ore.

TEXAS CAMP.
This spiritual camp-meeting will be 

held at Oak Cliff Park, Dallas, Texas, 
commencing August 29 and closing Sep
tember 12. For full particulars address 
J. C. Watkins, Dallas, Tex.

WINFIELD, KANSAS.
The camp at- Winfield, Kansas, will 

convene at Island Park, July 11 to 21.
VERONA PARK CAMP.

The annual meeting of the Penobscot 
Spiritual Temple Association will be 
held at Verona Park, Me., from August 
1 to August 17. For full programme 
send to Freeman Smith, Rockland, Me.

ASHLEY CAMP, OHIO.
This camp will open August 23 and 

close September 13. For full particu
lars address H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

LAKE SUNAPEE CAMP.
Commences August 2 and closes Sep

tember 6. For full programme, address 
W. H. Wilkins, secretary, Felchville, 
Vermont.
NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST CAMP-MEET. 

- - ING.
Parkland, Eden postofflee. It com

mences July 12 and continues to Septem
ber 14. ■ . ;

, REDONDO, CAL,,
Spiritualist Camp-meeting, commences 
August 2 and closes August 30.
' OAK CLIFF PARK ....

Camp-meeting, at Dallas, Texas, com
mences August 29 and closes Septem
ber 12.

tSFWe cannot publish full programs 
of all the camps; send to the secretaries 
for the same, giving full particulars, and 
much valuable information. To do so 
will only cost you a postage stamp.

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

TOY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
J-J largely a record of the .facto and deinomratloni 
which tbe author has »ceo, beard of or presented In 
his own experiment». Thu hlitory of the varioui 
phase» of the aclenee li succinctly presented, and tbs 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert) 
tnents described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to tbe interest and value of tht 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gem 
eralreader.es well as helpful and Instructive to tbs 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of 6M 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, $2.00» Fur s^g &| 
the office of Thk Pbogbe&bxvx Teln.vxb.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

ZHE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now submerged part of this globe 
known aa Atlantia, Is one or much interest. The 

data gathered from ancient and modern »ources-j 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
Sythologlea; from the deep sea investigations of ; 

odern scientists and antiquarian researches in the ■ 
mounds ana the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—arc here arranged (n compadt' 
literary forp, In this very Interesting volume. Thé 
book posseises especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of its aÇordlng corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to w given by spirits of ancient Atlsntian« concerne 
Ing the façt of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at thifl 
office. Price 2.00.

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

JLs The “Stellar Key" Ie thJ nhllosopblcal Intro
duction to the revelations contained In tills book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the Afur 
Lite; 2—Scenes In the Bummer-Land; 3—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—social Centresin the Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land: 8-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate» In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con« 
Ulna more than double the amount ot matter In ton 
mer editions, and 1» enriched hy a beautiful fronds. ! 
piece, illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual ' 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cento. For uaie 

. at thia office. •

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social
Circles.

By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. B. Baller, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
Held ot literature with the most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues or 
the spiritual philosophy, set to tbe most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
occasions, It Is doubtless the most attractive work ot 
-the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, duets 
snd quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accbm- 
panlment, adapted both to public meetings and the 
social circles. Cloth, (2.00. Postage 14 cents.

The Coming American s. tvn v/ur.

Z'HIS BOOK, BY BURTON A WES
HtnrrtNaTos. Is written in the Interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and ot patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .everyside, and more espe
cially to tho hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles cl 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
tho Catholics Washington's words of warning; 
Lincoln's apprehension and tho prophecy ot Genera) 
Grant are all Included In tho volume. Archbishop 
Ryan,of Philadelphia, In n recent sermon said: “The 
church tolerates heretics where sho Is obliged todo 
so, but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annlhllsto them. Our enemies 
knowhow she treated heretics In tho Middle Ages, and 
how she treata them today where sho has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the jrtnees of 
the church for what they have thought fit to do.’’ 
Every one should read this work. Paper, BOO pages, 
li will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents. For sale r.t 
thhoffleo.

■

Each succeeding day Is the scholar of 
that which preceded.—Publius Syrus,

IMMORTALITY.
k poem In five cantoi If » mm die, «hall be lireF" 

la fully anawefed. BI W. B. Barlow, author oi 
Voice». Price CO cents.

eralreader.es
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World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
“OR

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
NEW EBA CAMP, OREGON. A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOO«

PEN-FLUSHES FROB OHIO. It Has Proved a Great Success.

COMICALLY ILLUSTRAT

Exposure

by

Ridicule.SPIRIT PRESENCE.

By WATSON HESTON.

400 pv. 2110 S
CONTENTS en.

the

(Sott, gilt Bide stamp, $1.50, Boards, Illuminated covers, $1.
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BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

SONGS OF THE DEAD.

18S
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,
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SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

moved to tears as the description 
given by the father of his darling 
Who çame to prove that pur loved

t nt Stories Humorously Told—»nd Hard Facts 
Birin Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the 
Old Testament—A Page of Text to Each Picture.

A. Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangeli
sation and .Free Thought. It is to Protest

antism what the “Secrets of the Con
cent'* <4 to Catholicism.

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
or CHURCH AND 8TAT1.

Full-page Illustrations, with

This la one of the author*! moat useful and 
structlve books. This work should be read by $y 
man and woman. Price, 50 cents. For sale at i 
office.

g BY O. H. MATHEIS. |

hew and startling revelations In religious history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucllled Gods. This won
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain 
take high rank as a book of reference In the flel<

OlP TESTAMENT STORIES

UUU B L' ttVUUVU.
Some Stories from tho Book of Kings/ Adventures of the Prophets, 
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

and fix unequal burdens upon tbe individual! com] 
Ing society as a whole. Tbe book is trenchant. Instruí 
Uve and very Interesting, even when regardea merelj 
as a novel, and Is especially commended to °womef 
everywhere," to whom it Is dedicated. It A1ÁÓ thof 
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the fatbdlK 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phu 
fisopby arc introduced It contains a fine likeness 01 
the author. It contains 845 pegos, neatly l)QUnd U 
*. otb. Price bv m-*U. si. \ ■ 7

Co., N. Y.Ljl 
thy for sumí

PERFECT MOTHERHOODS
Or Mabel Kaymond’s Resolve.^ acts,

TTY LOTS WA/SBROOKERa TL1TS
X? b novel written with a purpose, antj tbaiviv1 
purpoie 1» not ¡merely to enable an unthinking. lalflLVJU* 
mind to while away the time in a state of Idle VlceaedNf 
ocas, dpvold of earnest thought or care for elthes 
iclLImproVement or the good of humanity. It; Il 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers Rn^htO 
those who are to be mothers; aid secojily, throng 
tbe mothers, to effect tbe well-being an/ bapplnefli.q 
the race. It brings atrongly and clearlL to view C 
result upon tbe child of proper surroundings and Ini

HERESY,
. . . OR . . .

LED TO THE LIGHT.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
™ OR ~~

TflBEE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

rifled at i ■tie ';punishment inflicted on 
Harvey Nfqrrftt, in the Atlanta, Ga., 
penitentiary, last October, by flogging, 
that he unburdened himself to me in a

are graphically presented. The new church and pro- 
gresatvc lyceum evolved out of the old, form an In
teresting Btudy to tboxe seeking new methods.

It 1$ a beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price __________ ________________„____
in accordance with our now departure, la SO cents, I encee bearing upon tbe mother previous to matemii 
postpaid, or five copies for «1.25. Tor sale at tho ■ Incidentally the author touches upon various thin 
ortho» of Tua 'lutNKgR. __________ in modern social and business life, which are unjtt

AUG. 8, 1806.

This Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

J. H. W.: Q. (1) Whenever I think 
about life and its problems, or the higher 
knowledge and attainment of the same, 
I feel a strong inclination to become a 
speaker, so as to help to propagate 
truth. Naturally I am no easy talker 
anu do not pronounce my words well, as 
I am tongue-tied. Is this an indication 
that I would be a good speaker?

(2) Is there anything in the claims of 
astrologers and others to decide char; 
actor by the date of birth, etc? Would 
it be advisable to rely on this in search 
for a wife.' . . :

(3) In seance the muscles of my arms 
contract' and I -sometimes feel a dizzi
ness, and strange fear that I might fall 
into trance and, not revive. Shall I 
yield to the trance or resist? ' '■

(1) There is a desire in all to teach. 
To know carries with it the desire to ex
plain our knowledge to others. It is a 
rare delight to become a teacher and a 
leader, but while this aspiration is wide
ly felt, the capability does not often at
tend it. It requires long and continu
ous study to acquire the knowledge de
manded tp become a successful speaker,, 
and tihen there must be a peculiar apt
ness, a personal magnetism, without 
which knowledge is of no avail to inter
est an audience.

If you desire to become a speaker
first, how much and what will you sacri- 
flee? Will yOu give yourself to the 
cause? What have you to speak about? 
Acquire knowledge of your subject first, 
•That will compel you tq give faithful 

yutterance. Without this; depending on 
the inspiration of the hour, you may be
come noted for eloquence, and you may 
become as sounding brass, and meet dis
appointment. ’

Above all, be sure that it is love of 
“propagating the truth,” and not a per
sonal ambition to lead aud influence 
others, that lies, perhaps unrecognized, 
at the foundation of your desire,

(2) There can be no reasonable doubt 
that the planetary and stellar bodies 
have an influence oh the earth and its 
inhabitants: but it has not been proven 
that this influence decides character or 
controls events. On the contrary, the 
great mass of astrological literature, 
“calculations,” etc., is the veriest rub
bish, without foundation.

It would be a hazardous scheme to re" 
ly on tbe sayings of an astrologer in 
“search of a wife.” Better trust to the 
attractions of a pure and loving heart 
than all the prognosticators of the 
world.

(3) There is no danger that you will 
not revive from the trance state, and if 
you desire to enter therein, you will 
have to lay aside your fear and passively 
allow yourself to pass under the control 
of the intelligences whose influence 
you now feel but resist.

The character of that trance state, and 
the intelligences that will manifest, will 
depend on the refined purity and intel
lectuality cultivated in your past life.

H. J. H.: Q. (1) It is said: "Thoughts 
are things,” yet things may be defined 
with more or less accuracy, while 
thoughts range from meaningless rever
ies to profound, clear-cut ideas. Now, 
what constitutes a thought?

(2), When a child I was taught that 
every idle thought and word would 
stand recorded agirinst me. What con
ditions ard necessary to cause thought 
to ultimate in good or evil?

(3) What is the explanation of the 
wonderful feat performed by Herrmann, 
the magician, of permitting six bullets 
to be fired by six men, in no way ac
complices, in the presence of a large au
dience, and of returning the missiles in 
good condition to those who shot them?

A. (1) To think is to set in motion 
from the center of spiritual being waves 
which go out from that center, as vibra
tions of light from a luminous object, 
and these are intangible and the very 

.antithesisof any idea we form of things. 
It would be just us accurate to say that 
the wave of air from the wing of a bird 
is a thing, as that a thought is a thing. 
It i| a catchy phrase that “thoughts are 
things,” and as such has passed with the 
drift of similar sayings, yet it will not 
bear a moment's investigation.

(2) The thought passes away but 
leaves its impress, and the organization 
whith emanates certain thoughts will at 
any time, under like conditions, produce 
them. This is the record. As thoughts 
comp involuntarily, and often against 
theivill, it is difficult to understand how 
one can be held morally responsible for 
thoughts that pass through the mind.

We call thóse. thoughts which come 
from the higher spiritual facilities 
good, because the)' are elevating and in
spiring for righteousness, and the 
thoughts coming from tmingling of 
desires and nassions bad'or evil. The 
cultivation, then, of the higher faculties 
is the direct method of making a record 
of good thoughts which mould the char
acter in the path of honor, justice, char
ity and rectitude.

(3) We are certain that six men can
not fire six bullets at Herrmann, and 
have him catch them as he would mar
bles tossed into his hand. He would not 
allow these six men to use their own 
pistols, loaded by themselves, nor even 
a single one of them. The trick is that 
Herrmann has the bullets in his hand 
while the cartridges in the pistols are 
filanTfe

are passages which are in conflict with 
science as received, jet. when all these 
are eliminated, there remains most elo
quent pages to uplift the mind, and as
sist in the understanding of the most in
tricate spiritual questions.

From the beginning Mr. Davis gave a 
portion of his clairvoyance to diagnosing 
disease. When the law was passed 
making it a criminal offense to prescribe 
for the sick without a diploma, he grad
uated at a medical college, in order to 
conform to the law, and opened an office 
in Bpston, where he has for many years 
had an extensive practice. '

It would appear that the fountain of 
his inspiration for writing is exhausted 
and his rare clairvoyant gift turned to 
other uses, as it has been many years 
since he has published any new book.

In waking dreams I sat alone,
The evening star shone in the West, 

The moon anon broke through the 
clouds,

And gemmed the - river’s restless 
breast. . . ■

I thought of youth’s long-vanished 
. years, -

Of childhood’s home—who can forget 
That holy spot, though we are old, 

Whop life held nothing to regrpt?
Along the old/’familiar path/: ■ 

I walked again: the-same old trees 
Above me spread; my long-lost flowers 

Tossed mo their perfume on the 
breeze. , ..

I reached the door, it stood ajar.
I pushed it wide, all was the same— 

The hall, the stairs and window, with
The rosebush divined around the 

frame.
With ea^er step I sought the room' 

We children always loved the best— 
Our mother's room—she used to say

We were her birds, and this our nest. 
I felt I was at home again;

I stood and looked with anxious face, 
When, lo! I saw! Oh! cpuld it be?

My mother in her favorite place! ' 
Shp raised her eyes—they met my own;

Quickly I sprang to reach her side. 
Ever, as in the days of old, 
- Her arms for me were open wide. .
I did not dream! My head dropped low, 

Once more upon her faithful breast;
And through my being thrilled the 

sense
Of rapturous bliss, of perfect rest.

She kissed my brow, put back my hair, 
And said: “I know it all, my child;

With scarce a plank to stay your foot, 
Your way has been through breakers 

wild.
“You have been scorned because you 

snapped
The chain of creeds that chilled your 

youth;
But falter not—God never wrecked 

A soul upon the rock of truth.
“ ’Tis by an earnest life spent here 

We build our home beyond life’s sea.
Betrue! For know that right is right, 

And God is God eternally."
“O, no!” I cried. “Take me with you; 

How can I bear earth’s noises more;
Since I have heard celestial strains, 

Your voice of love from that bright 
shore.”

“Be patient, child,” she said, “not 
now.”

And clasped my hands in both her 
own;

“I ne'er shall cease to guard and bless;
You shall not feel yourself alone.”

One long, deep gaze into her eyes, 
Then, gently as day fades in night, 

Or evening breeze along the grass, 
She slowly vanished from my sight.

The grave may keep tho crumbling 
form, 

Whose whilom tenant now is free!
I was not wild! and well I, know

My mother came and talked with me. 
Dorcas Leona Burrows.

Gibson, Pa., July 23, 1896.

With transports of vision and joy unal
loyed,

Mid rhythmical duties of time, 
In regions supernal, afar from the 

night,
We gather our soul-srçeets sublime.

Immured in the earth-winds that sport 
in the cold,

From realms of the crystalline 
spheres;

We sing through the agos with rollick
ing song, ’

And bid fond adieu to the years.
Departing from caverns of glistening 

white 1
To spiritual oceans of foam, 

We find ’mid their lilies, sofragrantand 
pale,

The exquisite raptures of home.
Afar on the night winds of elfin do

main,
Like lightnings of soft summer skies, 

With radiant brightness traversing the 
gloom,

Sweet visions of loved ones arise.
Then come in the twilight by rivers of 

light,
And breathe the rich perfume of love.

And dance on the wavelets, all rippling 
and bright, 

To musical thunders above.
When through with the rollicking joys 

of the blest,
And night through the portals has 

fled,
We glide to the golden-hued temples of 

rest.
And dream the sweet dreams of the 

dead.

June 20th, the opening day at New 
Era, found the grounds decorated with 
more tents than ever was known before, 
and the same untiring interest was man
ifest throughout tho whole meeting. 
Saturday was informal day, welcome 
greetings being extended to all. In the 
evening the hall was well filled with 
lovers of the terpsiehorean art. The co
tillion was led by Bishop A. Beals and 
Mrs. Dr. Ravlin, followed by many 
merry waltzers.

Sunday, June 21, Dr. Ravlin, on being 
introduced by our worthy president, 
thrilled the souls of all of his hearers by 
one of his logical discourses, and was 
followed bv spirit messages by the 
guides of the writer. In the afternoon 
Bishop A. Beals occupied the rostrum, 
giving an eloquentaddress, interspersed 
with poems and songs. He remained 
with us for one week only, yet made 
many friends, all of whom were sorry to 
have him leave. During the week three 
meetings were in session -daily, the 
power of spirit being demonstrated 
stronger each day.

ber of The Progressive Thinkek 
says; “I dp not believe that he [man] 
has to accóuht for his actions to any 
higher being than himself.” That is 
rational dóctrlne, and commends itself 
to intellig’em minds. “As to whether 
the next state of existence, in the spirit
ual body, Kjjull continue throughout 
eternity,"17iave.no well defined belief. 
Eternity is a long, long time.” That re
mark seems incompatible, as well as in
comprehensible. Addison puts it thus: 
“Eternity! thou pleasing, dreadful 

thought!
Through what variety of untried being; 
Through what new scenes and changes 

must we pass?
The wide, the unbounded prospect, lies 

before us, ’
But shadows, clouds and darkness rest 

upon it!" , ' '
Not quite as much now as then,- Broth

er Addison. This great poet, whose 
“dread of falling into naqght’i was so 
great that he fairly “startles at destruc
tion,” lived and wrote at a time (1713) 
when there was no telephone through 
which he could talk to the denizens of 
“another and a better world,” as the 
great German dramatist, Kotzebue 
(1789), so beautifully expresses it, in his 
play of ‘.’The Stranger.” We are more 
highly favored.

O. M. Sufliff, who was one of the 
earlier leclprers on" Spiritualism,' in 
Northern Ohio,away back in the “50’b," 
described, eternity as “ope everlasting 
NOW." It was, to ine, a very suggestive 
thought; and, though over forty years 
have elapsed, I have not forgotten-it. 
But why speculate on so incomprehen- 
sive a subject as eternity? '

Noah Webster said (in 1807), when he 
compiled his dictionary, that: “The 
nature of spiritual being is incompre
hensible to us, or by us.” That was 
measurably so when he wrote. But the 
dictionaries, as well as the religions of 
the past, must be revised, to fit the 
changed conditions of the world since 
the advent of Modern Spiritualism. 
Nothing but dense ignorance can delay 
the spread of the knowledge of the great 
truths now within the reach of all who 
care to investigate.

"THE RECORDER."
It is a matter of record that the first 

distinctively religious paper published 
in the United States was The Recorder, 
published at Chillicothe, Ohio, in 1814. 
Chillicothe was then the most prom
inent city in Ohio. The first Sunday 
paper was -the Sunday Courier, New 
York, 1825. -

INHUMANITY.
A reader of The Progressive 

Thinker, lining in Nelson, Madison

Facte*

s QUEER DOINGS.
To the Editor:—Some “heart-burn

ing,” I am told, was caused at the Meth
odist Episcopal conference in Cleveland, 
Ohio, in May, when a proposition was 
made to elect Rev. W. E. Bowen (col
ored), D. D., Ph. D., “of African de- ' 
scent, an orator and scholar,” to be a 1 
bishop. The white folks do not think, ; 
the time has come yet for such a move. • 
Oue of the funny resolutions queried: ’ 
“Are women included in our article of 1 
religion, which reads: Man is very far 
gone from original righteousness? ” aud, 
while this question is pending, let them ' 
obey the apostolic injunction,' “let the 1 
women keep silence iu the churches. If 
they want any religious knowledge, let 1 
them ask their husbands at home.” The 
resolution, although no doubt intended ; 
as a burlesque, is yet characteristic of 
the mental acumen: and intellectual 
standing of that ponderous body of re
ligious soul-savers. It was also decided ' 
that "the church should not recognize 
in any matter of legislation the Chris- ; 
tian Endeavor societies, or sanction in 
any manner the affiliation of these soci- . 
eties with the Epworth League." Is not 
this proceeding somewhat schismatieal? 
Why not “setnounds to our passions by I 
reason, to our errors by truth, and to 1 
our schisms by charity?” The decad- . 
enee of the Christian church is plainly 
visible in these grand conclaves.

ITS CREED, ' . '
The Commonwealth;, an up-to-date , 

Populist newspaper, under the heading, ; 
“Our Creed,” says: “We believe that 
the church's un-Chrlstlike attitude to
ward the great social and economic 
questions that agitate society to its foun- । 
nations, is largely- responsible for the 
tyranny, injustice a.nd oppression of hu- , 
man government, and the impoverish
ment of the masses.

“We believe that poverty, with : 
nearly the entire catalogue of human । 
crimes and miseries, are chargeable to 
bad government. We believe that 
Christ's gospel of human brotherhood is 
the divine and only remedy for wrongs 
that afflict society to-day.”

Well, Christ's gospel has been 
preached for nearly 2,000 years, and so 
far from reforming the social system, it 
has, proved itself to be a stupendous 
failure. There is now more need of the 
“second coming of Christ” than there 
was when he came before, especially 
among the monéy-changers, who have 
almost invaded the temple of the living 
God. Tile reformation, if it comes, 
must bh brought about by the votes of 
Spiritualists and others, not bound hand 
and foot by ironclad church creeds. If 
that be treason, you can make the most 
of it.

WATCH THEM.
About thirty years ago the organiza

tion having for its object the putting of 
their God into the Constitution of the 
United States, met at Pittsburg, Pa. 
Justice Strong, of the United States Su
preme Court, was president of the con
vention. His demise, a few .years ago, 
apparently caused the death of this at
tempted project, and little was heard of 
it until the 11th of March, last, when the 
arguments for and against it were 
heard by the judiciary committee of the 
lower house of Congress. The Rev. 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones, an eminent Chicago 
divine, made the principal argument 
against this attempt at religious tyr
anny and usurpation; this dethronement 
of civil and religious liberty, and this 
enthronement of ecclesiastical dominion 
and power. The Progressive Think
er, of May 30, page 3, contains this able 
presentation of tho question. That 
number (340) of The Progressive 
Thinker is especially valuable for fu
ture reference. Preacher Talmage, at 
Washington, D. C., devoted a whole ser
mon to this pet measure of orthodoxy, 
but I opine it will not be done. At any 
rate, these religious tinkers will bear 

' watching. Eternal vigilance is the price 
of liberty!

INCONSISTENT.
“There is a ladder between earth and 

heaven on which angel messengers carry 
up our prayers to God and bring his an
swers down. Nay! this is but the hope 
of our dreams; the reality transcends It, 
for God is here, and needs neither lad 
der nor angel to communicate with 
him.” So says Lyman Abbott.

Notwithstanding the reverend gentle
man’s free-and-easy talk about “the an
gel messengers,” yet, if he were invited 
to a Spiritual seance, where an oppor
tunity was offered him to receive some
thing more tangible than “the hope of 
our dreams;” could see the “angel mes
sengers,” and talk with them, face to 
face, he would probably denounce them 
as "frauds” and “devils" incarnate. A 
pretty set, truly, to be preaching “salva
tion” to lost and ruined souls.
_ PROGRESS.
" “In some dioceses of the Episcopal 
Church women are now eligible for elec
tion as vestrymen, and the rector of a 
Church of England parish has recently 
appointed a woman as rector’s warden. 
The appointment has aroused no opposi
tion." Why should it? That it does 
not, only demonstrates that Saint Paul's 
ungallant injunction: “Let the women 
learn in silence with all subjection,” is 
flouted by tbe present “generation of 
(heretical) vipers.” Perhaps it may be 
considered an evidence of progress in 
“the Established Church." The women 
will eventually get there. Without 
their persistent efforts the “Church 
Triumphant” would soon become a thing 
of the past.

TYRANNY.
The goody-good people and the clergy 

of Denver, Colorado, finding that many 
prefer the theaters to the churches, got 
the president of the council to have “a 
distinct understanding with the mana
gers of four theaters, one Sunday, 
that they should not give perform
ances on the Sabbath." There is an or
dinance against it, and those who vio
late it will be punished. If people pre
fer the theater to the church, I think 
they should have the freedom to attend 
either. To ordain otherwise, is a piece 
of ecclesiastical tyranny that no free 
people ought to submit to. In the re
cent great fire at Cripple Creek, Col., 
theaters and churches all suffered to
gether. “Providence” didn’t seem to 
discriminate between them.

WARFARE.
The Columbus, Ohio, Dispatch is au

thority for the statement that "the Sal
vation Army is soon to have a cavalry 
brigade, composed of both men and wo
men on horseback. During the summer 
months ths brigade will wage a dashing 
warfare along thè Atlantic coast, where 
Satan’s followers are especially numer
ous.” They will, doubtless be inar- 
shaled by “the God of battles.”

Archbishop Ireland, of St. Paul, says 
“war is the great instigator of patriot
ism, and that if we come to a stage 
where everything in dispute. is-to be- 
peaceably settled, we will lose- the in
terest in the. affairs of our country in its 
relation with other governments.” 
This seems inconsistent with the gener
ally accepted theories of Christianity. 
Wo must prepare for changes. '

1 ETERNITY..
An intelligent writer in a recent num-

On one occasion, after the singing of 
“Only a Thin Veil Between Us,” by 
Mrs. Hattie C. Westlake {who, by the 
way, is one of the best singers and mu
sicians on the Pacific Coast), Dr. Ravlin 
was highly inspired, carrying his audi
ence far away from tarth, many catch
ing a glimpse of the spirit-world, the 
veil growing thinner and thinner. As 
our brother spoke, his son Pliny 
peared to him and the audience

Sustainingi Theory,Soma Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah, A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor, - ‘A Queer Family, T
Isaao and His “ Sister,”One of Twins,
Jacob and Esau, _
Joseph the Man of Dreams,

-f 
Exposing 

by

Blood v Joshua, • 4
The Campaign of Deborah and BarUi

Aeainsf Jabin and Sisera, 
General Gideon. ,n ff?’
Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, I, ana
Samson the Strone, so farBnth and Boaz. < *nm.
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not ExOtlj) ’0 David, God’afavorite,_ _ i' -'re aS~ • - • - - havQ

inde
form 

1 rea-
are just separated by a very thin veil. 
The song, which is one of Mr.'Longley’s 
best, was rendered with so much of the 
composer's soul in it, that some of the 
hearers were taken directly to his home, 
showing how closely we are all ffnited 
by-spiritual ties. . ■

Sunday, June 27, Brother Galvanni, of 
Portland, gave a lecture on Vegetari
anism, which was highly appreciated. 
Mr.Galvanni practices what he preaches, 
not having eaten meat for ten years. 
His intellectuality ranges in the upper 
scales and all who hear him once are 
anxious to do so again. By request, he 
favored us with another discourse the 
following Sunday.

July 4th was a gala day for all. The 
Declaration of Independence was read 
by Mr. Shaw, followed by an address by 
Miss Lewelling, of Milwaukee; a poem 
by Mrs. Obrock, of Albina; short ad
dress and inspirational poem by the 
writer. In tho afternoon a most mag
nificent oration was delivered by Dr. 
Ravlin. Among other speakers were 
Rev. G. C. Love, Mr. Caukins, and Mr. 
Louis Ward, all of Portland, who added 
much to the camp by their able work.

Brother Henderson’s spirit pictures 
and views as presented by a stereoscope, 
added much to the entertainment of the 
camp, and last, but not least, was our 
medlums' meeting, which was kept up 
by zealous workers during the entire 
season, the work being a great credit to 
New Era. Many new mediums were 
started in their work. Several were or
dained, and we are glad to say that-New 
Era has placed in the field four who will 
be a credit to the cause: Mrs. Ella 
Royal Williams, of Salem, Oregon; 
Mrs. Phillips, of Clackamas; Mrs. Kate 
Obrock, of Albina, and Mrs. Hattie C. 
Westlake, of Portland.

Saturday, July 11th, being election 
day, the meeting opened with a full at
tendance. O. W. Quint was re-elected 
as president by acclamation; Mr. Fuller 
as vice-president; W. Jones, secretary; 
Mr. Everett, treasurer; Mrs. H. Erwin 
as corresponding secretary.

Due credit snould be given to the 
president and all officers for the able 
management of the camp, as this has 
been universally pronounced one of the 
most successful meetings, both spirit
ually and financially which New Era 
has ever known, notwithstanding a fence 
has beqn erected and a gate fee taken. 
We most heartily wish many more such 
years and hope all camps may enjoy the 
same. All speakers and mediums desir
ous of coming West next season will do 
well to correspond with Mrs. Erwin, 
care of O. W. Quint, Barlow, Ore.

Our cause is progressing rapidly in 
Oregon and Washington, new meetings 
being started in many places. A camp
meeting under the management of Rev. 
G. C. Love, assisted by the writer and 
other mediums, begins on the shore of 
one of the beautiful lakes at Seattle, 
Wash., August9,1896, where we all ex
pect to do another good work.

I came near forgetting Woman’s Day, 
which proved to be one of the best days 
of the camp. Rev. Dr. Copeland, min
ister of the Unitarian church of Salem, 
delivered his famous lecture on the 
“New Woman,” which won for him 
great applause, as he took woman from 
her state of bondage and placed her 
where she is to be in the near future.

Mrs. Georgia Cooley.

Address THF PROGRESSIVE THINKEKr’ Ath?- . . de to

very distressed condition of the ele
ments at the time. A perfect bedlam of 
rain, thunder and . lightning together 
with an excited audience made the con
ditions anything bqtnfavorable, but the 
powers above overgqipe all. - The Lin
coln slate was takg^ilo Jackson, Mich., 
by John Hutchijisq&igJie photographed 
and electrotypedjijj

Our camp hg.s1Jtfl'jk'ibest mediumistic 
talent that can be produced. We have 
Farmer Riley, S. P. Mitchell and John 
Maybee for materializations; Dr. W. 
A. Mansfield, Geo. Goodman for slate
writing and physical phenomena; Ma
rion Carpenter, Mrs. N. M. Russell, 
Mrs. W. C. Coffmau, Mrs. F.V. Jackson, 
Mrs. John Lindsay, all of whom are first- 
class clairvoyants, business and test me
diums, and to walk about the camp 
without a test bouquet pinned upon the 
lapel of the coat means to be ostracized.

J. P. Russell, Sec’y.
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THE CONFESSIONAL.'«1}^ 
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BY FATHER CHINIQUY. /esti- 
-----  care-

Tbl# 1« a moat valuable book. It comeifrom anFr the 
Priest, whose character la above reproach, aud‘wi? pal] 
knows what he is talking about. «Everybody shoulc 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains tbc following QUajUCSSa- 
Ur’' chapter i. yorld
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly •

respect in the Confessional. ■ i gnj
CHAPTER IT.

Auricular Confession a Deep Plc of Perdition for thf , 
• Prie«. . pll’lt-

CHAPTER ITT. if th«
The Confessional is tbe Modern Sodom. . y •?

CHAPTER IV. •
Row tbe Vow of Celibacy of the Prisais Is.made eaipbed. 

by Auricular Confession. MmiZ
CHAPTER V. '

The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Cfoipp111® 
fesBÎuual—What becomes of her after uncondltjonif tho 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin. T

CHAPTER VI. •
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties ty 

Marriage and Human Society. , egald
CHAPTER VII. iJtiinl-

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clut * 
Ued Nations? ’’norse

CHAPTER Vin. !.. Ha
Does Auricular Confession bring Pesce to the Soul| '

CHAPTER IX. ' vP°f.0
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession a SacrHsgtQlflCQl.- 

Iinposture. % ^innAv
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confeil tUÊ aQU- 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. . ■ ;<elar- 

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America.' rm 

France. lulOU
, CHAPTER XII. is wa
A Chapter for tbe Cuuitderatlou of Legislators, Hu® /, 

bands and Fathers—Some of tbe matters oi) whicffROlO 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent» - Thô
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long letter? He says:
"The sl^litbf that poor victim, held 

by six meh, 'flashes athwart my soul
sight, causing me to weep, to know such 
things are'pqs'sible. Is not this offenso 
against one of' our unfortunate fellow
kind of tuffleifent magnitude to demand 
investigation?1' * * “* While we see 
that every seventh day a mighty army 
of minister^; ds they pass through gar
nished aidlesjo to bow around godless 
altars and-i tnammon-cursed shrines, 
where the .goddess of fashion smiles 
upon her devotees, tell me, if you can, 
what they are doing to benefit the poor 
victims of crime—these ‘spirits in 
prison?’ Why is it that leading and 
wealthy Spiritualists have not advo
cated prison reform, to show to old 
heathen orthodoxy that man can be 
controlled through love and kindness 
instead of fear and hate? »
“Man does not sin because he loves the 

life
That follows in the wake of sin and 

strife,
Instead, because too blind to see the 

way,
Where sheaves of joy in virtue's path 

doth lay.
When heart of flesh doth turn to steel, 
And wrought so hard it cannot feel, 
Oh! child of crime, where’er you live, 
My soul cries out, forgive, forgive!
Alone in prison-cell to feel 
The want of love yet unrevealed.

“Let us write and talk more about 
prison reform and prison discipline, and 
suggest means that may ameliorate the 
condition of these unfortunate victims 
of crime; until like a stone cast into the 
sea, great waves of indignation shall 
strike those institutions, where the de
mon of slavery has left its bloody im
press for hundreds of years. F. C. L. ’’

This will ¿o, “for one who seldom, if 
ev?r, attempts to write for the press,” 
and I hope it may eventually find its 
way into your crowded columns, even 
though it is considerably abbreviated.

- "PRESTOI CHANGE."
In 1872 the Methodist Episcopal con

ference enaejed rules against dancing,- 
card-playing, theater-going, attending 
circuses, horse-racing and dancing
schools. The young people now want 
these rules .modified. The stringent 
rules, they say, keep young people away 
who would otherwise attend church. A 
prominent clergyman, pending the con
ference, said it would not modify the 
rules. Presto! change: Gen. Lew Wal
lace’s “Ben Hur” will be played at the 
Lyceum theater, Cleveland,, for the ben
efit of Emanuel Church—$25,000 worth 
of scenery will be used; “Marches and 
Dances" form a large part of the pro
gramme; “the little premiere danseuse, 
Sliss Marian North, will appear as the 
Battery Queen;” another feature will be 
“The Danfcd' of the Spirits, by four 
pretty girls'.”'".This unique programme 
will draw Eitels into the treasury of 
the churqh. But, will “Emanuel” 
sanction it?'

'¿‘^“FUNNY."
Among QiliCf things that leaked out 

at the Methodist Episcopal conference 
was the unpleasant and stubborn fact 
that the Christian Advocate, the 
official orgünlöf the church, is printed 
on Sunday/ Some of the pious clergy 
were loth M, believe it. Rev. Lewis 
Curtis say^ l .’We let the contract to 
an afternoon baper. It is none of our 
business whether the mechanical work 
is done on Sunday or not. The Metho- 
dist’Episco'pal church believes in doing 
works of charfty and necessity on Sun-, 
day.” Yetrdpivn in Dayton, Tennessee, 
and elsewhere, they imprison people 
who work on Sunday. Dr. .L B. Graw, 
an old newspaper man, says “it is not 
necessary to do this work on Sunday; I 
shall investigate it. Yes, and that will 
be the last of it.” They will continue to 
violate "the Lord’s Day,” and all “for 
Christ’s sake.” Woe unto you, hypo
crites! Funny, ain’t it?

C. H. Mathews.

Tbe distinguished author. Hudson Tuttle, requires 
no Introduction to the readers of Ths Pkoorkssivk 
Tiiinkir, but the following headings of chapters will 
show them wbai they may expect from the book:

Contbnts:—An Idyl — Firdhatn - Building the 
Church—The Evangelist—Blood—The Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The UarvMt of boule—Jane 
Grey—The Mother of Cain-Evolutfon-btella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward-Tbe Home Circle—The 
Double Role-Heresy—Annette—The Hauk Robbery— 
Liberty—All Is Well That Ends Well-The New 
Church—The New Way; Led to the Light

Every chapter is devoted to one idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the ell- 
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist is con*  

-'treated with the character of the honest minister and 
the thinking agncatic. The Mteps by which a preacher 
emerges from tbc church, aud the difficulties be meets

COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 
HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Toe Illnstratlons are classified as follows: 18 ren 
reseau Undo 8am and cho Priests; 2, The Church 
Robbing the People; 8, Thanksgiving; A 'Babbath 
Law*':  14 Children and tho Church; 16. Woman and 
IL*:  ’Juurch; 6, The Church and Thomas Paine; 4, Stud
io? tn Statural History: 2, The Bible and Science; 15, 
The Clergy and Their Flocks; 1. Piety in Our Pcnlten*  
Harles; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His Works; 2, Prayer; 10. TbeCreeds;2, Christiana and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; l.Tbc Lord's Instrument; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Tbelr Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; l.The Uses 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
Persecutions of the Church; 12. Some Allegories’ 
8, Heaven ; C; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price«2.

For Sala at this office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.'
A Fascinating Work.

The readere of Tnz Phoghzbiive Thinkxr will rtf 
member the story under the above title, by H Adsol 
Tuttle, which was published In Its columns. At th J 
time, constant inquiries were made as to its appearing 
In book form. This wish baa now been gratified. ll 
makes a volume of 243 pages. In style and form like th a 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,’’ with a finely-engraved 
likeness of tbe author on the cover. Tho scenes of tnd 
story alternately shift from earth to tbe spirit sphere*  
and the philosophy, of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, orc presented In tha 
71 easing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction! 
Tbe Homo of tbe Sage; Home of tbe Miser; Tbe Lorf 
Soc etle.; Hadoc; ChrUlmost de in the Sphere, of 
Light; ChrtstmasUde and tbe Golden Gate; Tbe Udi 
bappr M.rrlage; Eaater Day In Heaven; AVUItto 
the Earth; Tbe Change Called Death; Coming to tho 
Knowledge of tbe Light; The Society Again Vlslre 
Earth; The Foraaken and Despised; Discussion A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Splrlt-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sag£ .

It is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; A 
book In which the Investigator will find answers t<j 
evcr-recurrlug questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, uor repel the most prejudiced. 
’’’*»*  Drice in paper I*  PG cents; 'muslin8); postpaid.

Grand Ledge Camp.
To the Editor:—The first week of 

our camp has gone with considerable 
financial loss to us on account of bad 
weather, ,but the present week has 
■Started with a very bright outlook, as 
to weather and financial prospects.

Sunday, July 26, Dr. W. K. Mansfield, 
the noted homeopathic, clairvoyant 
physician, of Cleveland, Ohio, gave to 
an audience of one hundred people in 
the. auditorium, an exhibition of his 
wonderful slate-writing power. It was 
a perfect success. The table of the ros
trum was made clean and bare; a com
mittee of three—strangers to the Doc
tor—were chosen from the audience. 
The committee, upon being seated at 
the table, on the rostrum, took full 
charge of three pairs of slates. After 
cleaning them thoroughly, they were 
bound firmly together, and „then one 
pair was passed-to the audience and held 
far above their heads. Two of the com
mittee stepped to the front of the plat
form, each one holding high up a pair 
of the slates. Then a circle by joining 
hands was formed in the front of tbe 
audience connecting with the medium 
and the committee. Ina very few sec
onds Dr. Mansfield was seized by an in
fluence which completely reversed him 
—head down!— a brief struggle and all 
was over. Upon examination the slates 
even found to contain several messages; 
even the pair that was held so far and 
high in the audience, contained several. 
The message of greatest general import
ance was that from A. Lincoln, arfol- 
Itftvs:

“Ladies and Gentlemen: There is no 
death. We live beyond the grave. We

»• A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OK 
/1 bit country should have at band for consult»'• - ‘ Ctnr, TJt* Dav Iaaaa Y T .n.lKr. %i A Tkl. 4a * vwv.a*

We

Woman, Church and State,

io more. I love this na-meet to

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.
I

are rocking on the bosom of the 
gently rolling waves—

every patriot tn the land- Price si. For sale at tb¡ 
office.

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

archate.

ROMANISM AiW ihiü RE* 
PUBLIC.

tlon. By Boy. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purpose!. 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Boffihil 
Catholic Hierarchy* The work contains 447 pages, ami 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information for

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomu Paine. A Revolatlon&ry pamphlet, adj 

dreued to the inhabitant! of America In 1776, wlta 
explanatory ¿otlce by an Engileh author. PabeS 
15 cents.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome 
■ By Her. Chas. Chlnlquy, ex-priest. A remarkablft 

t>ooE Pages. 832. Price 1X25.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
Br A. B. Hnlion. It D, Price. 15 eaat».

The Religion of Humanity) "
A Phlloeophy of Life. By J. Leon Benwell, A 

beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeness o] 
author. A most valuable publication to circulate 
amm Christian people. Price 15 cent». • '

Echoes From the World of Song;
A collection oi new an a beautiful aonn, will 

musk ana chorus In book form. By C. p. LongleR 
price 11.S." restore 15 cent». ,

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

Inquirer, Paw Paw, Mich.: Q. What 
position does A. J. Davis and his works 
occupy to-day among Spiritualists—that 
js, the intellectual leaders? Is he recog
nized as authority, and are his books 
considered seriously, or as somewhat 
visionary productions? Is Mr. Davis 
still living; if so, where?

A. A. J. Davis was the pioneer in the 
great spiritual movement, and his vo
luminous writings—almost a library in 
themselves—form a standard portion of 
its literature. Probably had he re
mained alone, in the field of clairvoy
ance and inspiration, he would have be
come a leader, and a most surpassing 
one. But the era was not destined for 
individual leadership, as in the past. 
He opened the way and threw wide 
open the gates of inspiration. It was 
discovered that spirit communion was 
not confined to anointed ones, to a 
chosen few, but was a common heritage, 
differing only in degree, and capable, 
like other faculties, of culture. Soon
after Davis had poured forth his inspira
tions, the rappings, which he had proph
esied, came, and clairvoyance and the 
varied forms of' spirit-comtnunion, and 
his work became blended and lost in the 
flood-tide which set from the angel
shore.

A disciple of Davis would accept his 
books as authority, but Spiritualists ac
cept no book or man or spirit as author
ity, only so far us they -express demon
strated truth.

Like all trance or clairvoyant utter
ances, there arc passages in -Mr. Davis' 
writings which are visionary. .There

Simplv drifting in the starlight to the 
haunts of heaven’s caves,

Where, the rainbows sport as echoes 
from music on the shore,

And the echo of the rainbows chime as 
music evermore;

Where the flowers of rarest perfume, 
acquiescent to the will, _

Are created from the starbeams—the 
excess of heaven’s fill:

W here the songs of crystal rivers, float
ing o’er the rocky steep,

Are entwined with wild sky-breezes, 
- into garlands for the deep;

Bathing now in tinted vapors, circling 
round sonje silvery ray,

Reveling in th^sjoys of ocean, and the 
sporting of the spray,

Gathering skeins from colored zephyrs, 
weaving them in garments bright, 

Chasing shadows from the caverns of 
the rocks with'golden light;

There we linger in tho twilight till the 
signal trumpets sound,

Making e’en the highest welkin with 
their melody resound,

Then we hie us forth to labor, with our 
toil beguiled with mirth,

That His-justice may soon triumph 
throughout’ heaven and the earth.

■ ■ i B. Worth Morrison.

"From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Bantist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the.old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
npirit-, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15ccnts. ‘

‘’Talleyrand’s Letter to the pope-' will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and-the Bible. The historic 
facts he states,-and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and "practices 
should be read, by all. Sold at" this 
office. Price, 25 cents. , : '

tion: my heart aches for the people; 
therefore, I Come to urge you to support 
the man who stands for the principles 
that will do you all the greatest good in 
the end. ; Elect this person; better 
things will develop later on. This man 
is William J. Bryan.” .

lOtherspirits declare most emphati
cally that Lincoln is in favor of electing 
McKinley. So take your choice in the 
messages.—Editor.)

Other messages of private interests 
were received upon the slates and rec
ognized by those in the audience, to 

: whom they were addressed.
The Lincoln message has aroused a 

wonderful interest far and wide, and is 
being published by the secular press ev- 
erywnere. The demonstration seemed 
ail the more remarkable because of the

which the author has chosen for it. The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied information contained tn It must have been se
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that It Is tn such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allow it to go out of print. But the book la 
by no means a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—as will be 
seen by his title-page and chapter-beads—follows a 
definite line of research and argument to the close, 
and bls conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 pages. New edition*  
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Price $1,50, Postage 10 cents*  For sale at 

thisoffleo.

’T'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN- 
JL formation succinctly and clearly stated In thU 

volarne of 5M pages is amazing. Tbe title, as above 
glren, falls to eonrepan Irlf Gt..theliulaaea<ndconb 
pleteneu with-wblcb the subject! are treated. The 
Matriarcbate, or Motbcr-rulc, Is tbe theme of the firet 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and còri*  
«uà. Is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This «s followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Cbnrcbcrf To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter in tbc book that is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information. Is not worth the fun price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well*  
arrenged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. Noone can possibly regret buyinglt; tils a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind, . •

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE,' 

Th!« work win be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Komanlsm and 
tbe Bible. Tbe historic facts stated, and the kefch*  
scathing review of Bomlsh Ideas and practice« should 
be read »y all. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

God in the Constitution.
Bv Robert G. Ingepoll. One of the best papers Colo» 

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with likd» 
ness of author. Price, 10 cent«; twelve copies for ILOG,

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Tbp orh 
Jin of religions, and tbelr influence upon tbe mental 

eveldpment of tbe human race. Transcribed at tba 
request of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents.
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WATKINS
M. D

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success.

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other'doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is ac
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result; Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the price Of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect. .

thereby preserves the substance : of the 
lungs from injury.” . . : ■

Van Swieten makes mention él cases 
in which calculi in the gall-bladder, be
ing too largo for the compon duct,-had, 
after producing ¡inflammation, adhesion, 
and suppuration; found their way by fis
tulous ulcers to the external surface of 
the body, and thus effect their escápe.

Among the most asteniahingefforts of 
nature to rel ieve. herself aré . timóse ex? 
erted in some cases of extra uterine con-

J. M. PEEBLES, M. 0. DR. J. S. LOUGKS, J^BfllDORF, M. D

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHROMIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him ,

Scud Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, aud Leading Symptom.

DR. G. B. WftTKINS,
AYER, MASS.

Efforts of Nature to Remove
- . Disease.
To the Editor:—Knowing that your 

readers tare all more orless interested in 
health, and how to regain the samo when 
sick, we copy below a few words from 
Dr. C. E. Watkins' little book on 
“Chronic Disease.”

. Dr.'C. E. Watkins is without doubt 
one of the most successful healers now 
living oj) earth. His practice extends 
all oyer the world, and believing that 
many would like to know his views on 

; chronic disease, and how to cure same, 
■; we take the liberty of asking you to 
\pript these extracts from his book ou 
“Chronic Disease.” C. L. Bath.

THE EFFORTS OF NATURE TO REMOVE 
DISEASES.

Many authors, particularly the an
cients, wrote -much pn the powers of na
ture to remove'diseases. It was usually 
called vis medieatrlx naturæ, or a cer
tain principle inherent in the system, to 
expel from it everything injurious, for
eign, or extraneous. Some have denied 
that such an effort exists, while others 
admit it, and term it reaction, which 
may be considered an appropriate term.

That it docs exist must be evident to 
every person the least acquainted with 
the animal economy. Townsend,. in his 
“Guide to Health,” has the following re
marks on this subject:

“The efforts of nature to relieve her
self have, in all ages, exercised the atr 
tention of speculative minds. It is not 
my intention here to introduce the 
‘Archams’ of Van Helmont to the pa
tient; but I shall state sofne facts which 
will give him an idea of those efforts 
which nature can exert for warding off 
approaching evil, tor removing what
ever disturbs her economy or functions, 
and for repairing any injury the system 
has received.

“When cantharides are applied to the 
surface of the body, they first excite a 
genial warmth, with inflammation of 
the skin. A sense of burning follows; 
and nature, distressed, goes instantly, to 
work, separates the cuticle to form a 
ba?, interposes serum between the 
nerves and the offensive matter, then 
prepares another cuticle, that when the 
former with the adhering substance 
shall fall off. the nervous papillæ may 
be again provided with a covering.

“If a grain of sand falls into the eye, 
tears flow in great abundance to float it 
off, that it may not mechanically injure 
that delicate and most irritable organ.

“The same reasoning will appl^ to the 
operation of emetics and cathartics; for 
not only is the peristaltic motion either 
greatly quickened or inverted, accord
ing to the urgency of the distress, but 
both the mucous glands and the exhal
ant arteries pour forth their fluids in 
abundance, to wash away the-matter 
that chemically or even mechanically 
offends. '

“When a thorn is lodged in some irri
table part, the first suggestion of the 
mind is, by the fingers, or by the assist
ance of the nails, to extract that thorn; 
but it is perhaps beyond our reach. The 
design of nature, in the consequent in
flammation, is to produce suppuration, 
and thereby to remove the thorn.

"Should this effort be effectual, she 
next proceeds to the granulation of new 
flesh. The arteries and the veins, the 
lymphatics and the nerves, extend 
themselves, unite, and renew their com
munication^ and, without the assistance 
of a surgeon, nature effects a cure. . . ■

“Supposingher efforts to floatoffthe 
offending matter, whatever it may be, 
should be insufficient after the suppura
tion is complète, she Eheh. proceeds to 
surround it with a wall; a bard and in
sensible callous is produced, or, in the 
language of surgery, a fistula is -formed, 
and here, as I apprehend, her efforts 
cease, . • ■

■ ' "In case of pleuriticinflammation, na
ture poursforth coagulating lymph, and, 
•without the physician’s aid,forms a new 
membrane, supplied; like the renovat
ing flesh already mentioned,- with arte
ries, veins,’ lymphatics, nerves, and

cention. For when a child has been 
lodged within tbecavity of the abdomen, 
from which it cannot be extracted in 
the usual way, nature, by inflatnuiation, 
usually forms adhesion, ‘and in process 
of time an abscess, so as to eject the 
fœtus either through thé .teguments of 
thé abdomen or by the rectum; and this 
frequently without considerable injury 
to the mother’s health. ... .. . ../

Yet more astonishing are. her re
sources in cases of necrosis. For exam
ple, some portion of abonefforemample, 
of the tibia) to be ' deprived of anima
tion; this she envelops with new bone, 
united at each extremity with the fibres 
of the living bone. Here it proves a 
Stimulus, arid calls forth reriewed efforts , 
of the vital principle. Inflammation is 
produced, suppuration follows; ffistulous 
openings tire formed in the newt bones, 
and the dead portions, if not extracted 
by Ilie surgeon, are dissolved by the puq 
and floated off. We have already men
tioned, in oases of inflammation, the 
efforts to relieve herself by resolution 
and by suppuration; but when the vital 
energy in a part has been totally ex
hausted, and sphacelus ensues, she has 
still one expedient left, and this fre
quently effects a cure. Fresh inflamma
tion is excited and makes a separation 
between the living and the dead. , The 
part deprived of animation is cast off by 
sloughing: a kindly suppuration follows, 
and granulation with a new cuticle com
pletes the cure. We thus see that the 
author of nature has provided a princi
ple which is calculated to remove dis
ease, s

It is tery observable in fevers. No 
sooner fstoox'ious matter retained in the 
system thtathére is an |pcrçased action 
of the hf$r$tand ■ arterite to eliminate 
the excitingi’cause by the skin or by 
other outlets' established for that pur
pose. Witteterhat propriety, then, can 
this prorirfon of nature be denied, as it 
is by some?

A noted professor in Philadelphia or 
Baltimore ridicules this- power in the 
constitution. He says to his class: "Kick 
nature out of doors!” It was this man or 
a brother professor who exclaimed to 
his class: ‘‘Give me mercury in one 
hand and the lancet in the other, and I 
am prepared to cope with disease in 
every shape and form," 1 have no time 
to stop here and comment upon such pal
pably dangerous doctrine; but have only 
to say, let the medical historian record 
this sentiment maintained in the high
est medical universities in America In 
the nineteenth century. lam pleased, 
however, to observe that all physicians 
do not coincide with such views. .

Disease, then, according to 'what has 
been stated, may be considered rather a 
healthy effort of nature than otherwise, 
or a restorative process to bring about a 
healthy action. ”

The theory of our practice is, that all 
the actions which we term “symptoms,” 
and which are manifested during dis
ease, are merely so many salutary pro
cesses set up by nature, to remove some 
morbific cause which is present in the 
system, and that consequently the great 
effort of the practitioner should be to 
aid these processes, by administering 
such medicines as are found to stimulate 
the performance of them. .

This doctrine recognizes it to be a 
principle, or a law, that medicines,. to 
yield favorable results, must be given to 
act in harmony with the symptoms;« that 
in a large majority of cases the efforts 
of nature are salutary, and that no re
form in medicine will be effected until 
this is^o generally admitted that prac
titioners, Instead of resorting to a vio
lent, perturbing and injurious medicine, 
shall rather seek to wait upon nature— 
to pause where they do not see how they 
can assist her, and to offer aid upon all 
possible occasions. She knows what 
she is about, and can unite fractured 
bones, heal up wounded parts, call into 
action new organs when others are in
jured or destroyed, and, in short, per
form so much that for centuries the 
theory of a sentient principle superin
tending the functions of the body has 
always, more or less, been entertained.

In the Bulletin de Thérapeutique 
(quoted in the London Medico-Chirurgi- 
cal Review) we have the following: “The 
art of healing, it is very generally ad
mitted, is one of those branches of med
ical knowledge in which there exists 
the greatest amount of errors, defects, 
and prejudices, and where experience 
is alike most difficult and deceptive. 
The mistakes that are daily tqade are 
often far greater than we are willing to 
admit.

“And then how little do we know tbe 
extent of nature’s own curative re
sources, and how much she will often ef
fect, unaided by, or perhaps even in 
spite of, the interference of art! In the 
practice of our profession It should ever 
be borne in mind that we have to do not 
only with the existing disease,' but also 
with the conservative and reparatory 
efforts of nature, which, by Itself. Is 
often sufficient to producen-cure. Hence 
those reputations of mëdicines and 
modes of treatment which so rapidly 
start up and are so quickly forgotten; 
and hence those false goods of thera
peutics that to-day are adored, and to
morrow are despised.”

The one great principle, then, to 
which a comprehe.nsivereview of homoe
opathy, “allopathy,” hydropathy and 
all other systems of medicine seems ir
resistibly to lead is, that in all cases and 
on all occasions nature is truly the agent 
in the cure of disease; and that, as she 
acts in accordance with fixed -and inva
riable laws, the alm of the physician 
ought always to be to facilitate her ef
forts by acting in harmony with, and 
not in opposition to those laws.

"Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the Colleg^jpf 
Fine Forces, and author of éther im- 
.portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.

“The Philosophy bt Spirit and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. . A 
most able and interesting .presentation

< ’

:: 
o

o

SPECIALIST IN ALU CHRONIC 
DISEASES.

r-Dependa for Ul| remarkable cures, not 
upon! tbe old drastic drug ayatem, but upon 
the knowledge of dlBeaaeaand their proper 
remedies—upon ecience and the finer pay- 
ch1c forcea. ...

Borne of bifl cures, like Schlatter’«, are 
INSTANTANEOUS; lu other cases months 
are required. - ...

Having carefully studied all the therapeu
tic agencies in connection with blilong med* 
ipaj experience, he uses those best adapted 
to each case witb unvarying succe««. ■ •

-Hundreds pre Joyfully writing the Doctor: 
“1 am better,"-w "I am cured.’1 “God bleu 
you.”. ..
HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING!

o' 
i

: SHIRLEYVILLE, MASS.,
The WeU-Known Magnetic Physician

: of About 30 Vtears’ Practice, '
HU practice extend« Into, all parts of the V^tod 

States and Canada; also Income part« of Europe. He 
.h*maklqg wonderful curea with bla magnetic feme-, 
die», aa uh certificates of unrer will «how'. Send for 
Sue; Many are cured when give*, up to die by the 
I. X>’i; IfyoqBend Ulin adock of -your hair, name. 

age,1 »ex, and four ^ceutKatampe, ne will tell you 
what he think» of. your^iCkse; also .what tbe. pros
pect» are fora cure. TrF him and be convinced

TESTIMDNIALj ‘
In jUBtlce to the cau»& of taiitlj aud to Dr. J. S. 

I^ucKs.aud for.the bonefitcof th^ BUflerlng of earth 
marl al b, and with a heart lull of gratitude to our kind 
benefactor, we do solemnly *ud uuhcflltatlngly state 
the facts just afl they trausbire4...iOuc boy, Pardner 
Gorinau, was taken sick .ajrttU 4he dreadful disease, 
cerebro spinal meningitis, and wo» confined to bls bed

i ------—-0 1 . IT
SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC

. DISEASES. . '
■1. ; ,. ———o—-—t ■ •

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS 
DRUGS!

■ •... --- u——— . .
MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN I

Dear Doctor—When your medicine reached me I 
wqbIow; tbe doctorfl here satfi they could do nothing 
for mt1, butjilnce taking your medicine am getting 
better rapidly, aud feel that they will cure me. Muy 
God and tbe good apgela blesfl you for your aid to suf
fering humanity. ELIZA CULLY.

Palm? Station, Mich.

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.
Something new and start» 

< « ling. Thia knowledge U 
a a from a higher’source an* 
fx i0 fuHy explained in tht 
K *8?* “AbTiuE Guide.*' wldcM 

will be gent FREE to anv 
m addreaa upon receipt of a 

•«¡p two cent stamp for postage. 
nL Astrological students, 
L * Physicians, Healers 

lbs- N a r 8 e e, E verybody mus?
N er have the “Guide/'

L. a. SHAFER, 

Ohom/st, 
SX Ca-llcXix®

dJBrrKajf’l drbPVt epiIcp??,\,er cerenro spinal meningitis, and was common to unoeti 
zema, erysipelas, falling alckneBB, rheuma- aBoul twelve weeks. During thia, time wo employed
tl»m, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, .• —-- —»— — -----
buadacbcB, heart disease, klndey complaint, .< > 
female weakne»», liver difficulty, neuralgia, < > 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, < > 
bladder affection, cancer,- catarrh, pimple» < » 
rT£i»Cface’ uterlne, dlfleaaei wcaknessee .A lur MJlU( BUU ullu UIC> „ no eupiIU, 
or men, barrenness, insanity, drunkenneBi, <> hope, and we were daily and hourly exi 
constipation. la grippe aud all chronic J___ _ _____
diseases. And further, he furnishes and while talking with a friend, Stephvn-Grover, we

told hhn of our boy then dying at home, and he told ub 
togoand s c Dr. Loucks, for lie-had.saved a boy of 

■ bls »on’s family from death from the flame disease. I 
went to sec Dr. Loucks and told him my story and 
wanted him to go and see blm. but be said he 
could not go, the dlBtunco was too great, it'-being 
about twenty miles away, and my sadness aud disap
pointment being so great, he said: “Come with me 
and we will see what can lie. done.’’ Wewentlntoa 
vclisr with'two looiufl in it. He told me to »11 l oro 
uni he went Into the next rcotn aud shut the dour, 
ami In a short time came out und said to me: “We

: FREE -TO ALL PATIENTS . J J
1 Hy genic and Physiological literature, eu- $ 
’ ftbllugthcin When cured, to remain healthy. ’ v

; Correct Diagnosis Free, |
. By enclo&ing name, age, sex, 2>
> leading symjitoin and stamp 
’ for reply. w

> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS <

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D., i
: SAN DIEGO, CAL. !
► 820lf <

What the Editor of the Philosoph* 
leal Journal Bays of Dr. Pee

bles and His Medical
■ • ■. Work.

«« - Dear Doctor—Your remedies have done more for
three of our beat pliyBlclaua, but-they gave him no and afforded me more relief than anything elflel 
relief, and he was to reduced In flesh and worn out ever tried and 1 have tried nearly everything.' 
that he was a dreadful sight to; behold—nothing bu) , EaultSte Marie, Mich. JAMES EMMS.
Bkln and bones,' and suffering intensely constantly, • . 
and the doctois ail told us they could do nothing more ■ ■ 1
for him, and left him to die, as we »opposed, without P;..-I*““; 7;

2Ypectlug thia -hc»ltb'fltl|l continues to Improve.
to come. But business called me to Po’adam, N.-Y;, condition and horrible feeling« at

have treated your boy audte is better, and win get 
well,” and to go home aud find It lo. We went home 
mid found that at the very hour he was treated by Dr. 
Loucks his paint all left him. and he rose, up in bed 
and began telling stories to his mother, noi knowing 
what had caused nil ibkcljange until I told them. And 
he continued Improving rapidly, aud going out tio 
soon be took cold an I had a relapBC, and again we 
went to Dr. Loucks, audagmlu he restored him, and 
the dfbDube did not retuin agah). He has remained 
well slnue. No remedies were used,-for wo had given 
up nil hopci In thia direction. Now thl» is unexplain
able by us, a? well as marvelous, and only being 
equalled by Bible miracles of old.

THOMAS GORHAM.
IL E. IRISH, witness to Blgnmure.

South Colton, N. Y.
On the first day of May. 1885. before mo came 

Thomas Gorham, known to me to be the Individual 
who executed (he above, and acknowledged that he 
executed the aame, L. ROBINSON.

: Notary Public.

Having’, heard and known’of Dri'Pee- 
bles for yell's through bis bopk'Srqssàÿs, 
lectures, tfsyeb.lc gifts and retn^kable 
curas;> wéîçafléd with some-forty.or fifty 
others ’laBt -week at. DrC Peebles’Trisi- \ DR. J. S. LOUCKS, ' 
dencé, in honor of W. J, Colville's visit: 'amctT.ipwir.T.i? vamDr, Burroughs .courteously eoïKÎul-teii i SHIRDEYVILLE, - - - MASS.f 
us through thé doctor’s mddiçabrabôi'a- i' 
tory,' thé printing plant and up to the -1th ■ ; 
story—sky-lighted—where the doctor 
diagnoses’ and iprescribes now for over 
400 regular patients; To some of these 
he gives’psychic treatment only; but to 
the majority vitalized medicines, not 
polBÔns. nor, drastic drugs. Everyday 
ne dismisses more.or Jess cured,

Upon one corner of Ills desk there lay Rejoice and BflG10d! Hfll’aldFol’tll 
a pile of letters, probably 75 or 100 „ ....
or more—the number usually received the Tidings of Good Health! 
daily. Looking into his shipping ex
press book we saw that he had shipped 
that day thirty-eight boxes by' express, 
and a larger number of packages by 
registered mail. The doctor’s business
is continually increasing, and for the 
reason that he cures the sick—he cures

DjtAH Doctor—I write to let you know that my
------ -  ----------- - .„.r.—. To describe niy 
condition and horrible feeling« at the tliiie I began 
using your medicine 1b beyond my power. I Buffered 
with female weaknoBB and severe palna in my chest 
for two years. I tried several doctor« but found no 
relief until a friend directed ine to you. After using

FORSTER, DR. W.M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT

A WONDERFUL OFF^R
. . . BY ., .

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
Ono of tbe most successful beaters end diagnostician« 
IlTlug. The. doctor ba# letter# from all over thq 
United Blates, Canada. Australia and Europe, tellmg 
of the marrelouB results, after all hope tn othef 
aourve» bare been given up, being »pecdlty curvi 
under tils treatment. Nervous and chroulu diseases

runci uiiiii u ineuu airecieaine vuyou. Alter using ( t 
your medicine ope month am almost well, and firmly < 
believe one month more will curo me. :

Ruth, Micb. ' LOUISA GENTNA. rRuth, Mich.

of the pacific coast,
Will send a free diagnosis and terms for treatment to . —............... ——--. •..« movwto
all who will send their name and address—in their . oi every character, peculiar to both men and womeb, 
own handwriting—with postage Btamp for reply. are, by the aid of his wonderful and extraordinary 

; “The Pacific Cnast SplrltuaHet” of Dec. 30, 1891 power, cured.
says of Dr. Forster:— . I The doctor has never failed In a correct diagnosis of

f‘Since bls coming here Ine has made hlmaelf highly fllW ewe* many times It being cames that had baffled 
respected and. beloved for bls benevolent work, hla Me mo3t renowned pbysic'ans, but w|s readily ex
Li: m n 11.1 .I. Irin.» .p.. .1 ..wii ..*1 1'1. . r.1 n 1M > rl 11. T*/Tll crl, Ulr .1

' , ivopvv.vu uuu.uuvicu lot UlB UUUeTUlCUJ. WU1K. UI« .vuvnucu pujOIL HUP, UUl WgB ruttuuy
One tboueand more on file at our office. Watch humanitarian ideas and practice», and bli straight- plained through bls wonderful clairvoyant and clalr« 

this spaco as new testimonials will appear every forward course of Integrity aud honor.” | audmut power». (
Iwo weeks. • . .................. - - , .. . .. ................ .

t _______ ______ __ ___ ________ " I audlent power». -
• ‘ “Dr w M FnrRtnr ratifnrnin-o nn»«ri rinirvn«-Onf I E*c-h ease receives the attention of himself and

2c“.Lu^
RrUrNTUrrO THAflNOSTR UR PF usopblca'i Jou'nuilrkublc'i”1'cceka Mahe#lcr'"-Pb11 »“<! ly reu»™ >B»II >OU will receive » full ami »wq! bLHhlN Hr 11/ 1)1 AltNUOlO T nr/lh, ■ ratc description of your case and any advice regarding

Auurcii, Through pBMecutlou on account of bib uiarvclouB
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, DR. W. M. FORSTER, ?Kor<‘be^^^^

lock of hair, leading symptom,, and “6u«er._v.,you that Lave failed to find relief, try
two stamps. Address * °ai at cisco, ah once more aud be convinced of Dr. Lay’e power» and

4 irw ability. Address
I 0 RATiinRF M D ASTONISHING OFFER.
JI VI Ufl I Wil* J HU Bead three two-cent ftunpi, Jock of hair, name

ficx, one leading »ymptom. and yourdlflease will 
be diagnosed free ny »plr.lt power.

842tf DK. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, III,

AVeblow no horn to excite; «Imply state a few fact»
or statements of patients relieved. Wo have many 
that can be &een nt our office. .One hundred dollars 
* r one found untrue that we publish. Address

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER 
HAS NO EQUAL! . . . . .

DR. A. B. DOBSON’S
Healing powen are being repeated over and ojar 

again through the < inedlumahip of MRS. DR.
DOBBON-BARKER, who, for tile past year and 
a half baa

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS

them! His charges we know to be very 
moderate: just enough In most cases to 
pay for the expenses of medicines, with 
their compounding and shipping. <na,a«e, that ucah iz iaeir to, and win give 
Though he . has five assistants, he at- ----------- ------ -------------------------
tends personally to each patient.' Thebe 
write him every week or ten days, bo 
that he keeps in close magnetic sympa
thy with each invalid.

you proof of her powen; by tending requirement, 
u per sihall advertisement for diagnosis of your 
case. Here la one of tar:enauy cures:

tt.îLoul», June 21, 1896. 
MY DEAR MRS. DOBEuX:-! herewith cacioso

11.15 for another jnontWr remedies for my Bister 
Emma. I can’t tell you baw much good thcae modi- 
cjiies do her and bow tbuttfnJ and grateful we are 
for having applied for ttamu When she began- tak
ing this last medicine, she. bad considerable distress

Every letter sent out of his diagnosing 
room (and sometimes over a hundred go llw — 
a day) carries With It the doctor 6 aurat in the bowel» and itomadL' but after a week »he wm 
or hf ill inn' maynetifim Some are cured rollcvnd and wo are convinced if sh©'bad not tho oi iicaiing magneusm, come are uureu medicine »he would have had* rertous »lek spell as 
almost instantaneously by hlS psychic liver, »tomach and bowel»rwere in a bad condition. 
Dower' while it sometimes renuires Now everythingaeein» 14<oodorder; »till wc feel a» power, wane u gomewmes requires K more medicine will eveatuafly cure all her ailment«.

We thank you sincerely for ^prompt reply, and wl»h 
you all the »uccesfl you bo well merit.

. With affectionate rcfird» very truly,'
' REBECCA LEVY.

months to effect cures with others.
The doctor devotes his whole time to 

his patients, sending out such vibratory 
thoughts with his medicines, as “God 
and the good angels bless you”—“IJe of 
good cheer”—"Your health star is ris
ing”—“All is well,” etc.

Dr. Peebles, so well and honorably 
known these forty years among Spirit
ualists and reformers for his benevo
lence, his moral integrity and-scholarly 
attainments, has never found it neces
sary to advertise that he was honest. 
Everybody knows it. His articles in 
the Spiritualist and medical journals

3331 Laclede ave., St. LouUMo.

SONG OF THE SOUIi VICTORIOUS.

are being copied in England, Australia 
and India. He is now devoting his time 
and whole strength to healing the sick. 
His remarkable cures have already 
been compared to Schlatter’s, who is- 
called in Denver and the great West 
the “Miracle Worker.”

Inquiring of the doctor how he could 
accomplish so much at his advanced 
age, he replied smilingly—“I keep the 
commandments—my body is not puffed 
up with pork and beer—my garments 
are not saturated with tobacco smoke; 
nor my brain befuddled with whiskey 
A person's vitality, strength and terres
trial magnetism partakes of his foods, 
drinks and habits.”

I stand in the great forever; ' 
I lave in the Ocean of Truth;

I bask in the golden sunshine' 
Of endless love and youth.

And God is within and around me; 
All good is forever mine.

“ To all who seek, it is given; ' 
And it comes by a law divine.

In the deathless glory of spirit, 
That knows no destruction or fall— 

From the immortal fires of heaven 
To the plains of earth I call.

Who is this I that: is speaking? 
This being so wondrous in might? 

’Tis part of the primitive essence— 
Ajpark of the Infinite Light.

Blasphemous And vain they may call 
me— . •

What matters It all to me?—
Side by side we are marching around, 

And in time will all agree.
O, 1 stand in the great forever— 

All things to me are divine;
I eat of the heavenly manna, 

I drink of the heavenly wine.
In the gleam of the shining rainbow 

The Father’s love I behold.
As I gaze on Its radiant blending 

Of crimson and blue and gold.

“An hour in my garden,” said the 
doctor, “and an hour at book-writing in 
the evening, is my pastime, my rest!” 

Spirits, through their mediums, are 
almost continually recommending the 
sick to Dr. Peebles for treatment, thus, 
recognizing in the higher life his won
derful psychic gifts of healing. There In ali the bright birds that are sing
le not a disease - a chronic disease—in ing— r

. the whole catalogue that the doctor does, : 
•not cure, unless it be In the very last ’ 
stages, at death's door. •

The doctor, as is well-known, Istene of
the best educated physicians inSthe 
United States, having received 'both, 
his M. D. and A. M. degrees' frdin the 
Philadelphia (Pa.) University.- This, < 
with his intuition, experience,-and psy
chic gifts, enables him to read bt. diag
nose disease with astonishing ■ cor-, 
rectness—and prescribe with eqUal Wis: 
dotn and good, sound medical judgment*, 
hence-his unparalleled success. He has 
hundreds ana hundreds of testimonials 
unasked—(“mark well," unasked for) 
that he has classified in a pamphlet un
der the caption—“The Songs the Sick 
Are Singing.” Health—good health— 
Ib above all price! ' : \

Those wishing tree diagnoses and .lit- ' 
erature, should send to Dr. Peebles, San 
Diego, Cat,the full name, age, postofflee' 
address, one leading symptom and a 
postage stamp. .

‘‘Mediumship and Its Developroent- 
and How to Mesmerize „to Assist Devel, 
opment.” By* W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this

ing f
In all the fair flowers that bloom,

Whose welcome aromas are bringing 
Their blessings of sweet perfume;

In the glorious-tint of the morning— 
In the gorgeous sheen of-the night, 

O, my soul is lost in rapture;
My senses are lost in sight,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
’ 338lf

FOR BEGINNERS
The Play of the Planets.

-0-

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER, i
SAN JOSE. CAL., Box 182 846tf '

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[FormulyN. T., ColUg.of M»gn«tlc. |

P/VR/VLYSIS
— AND —

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. . . .

AN INSTITUTE. OP REFINED 
Jx tbenputlcllnuluUlng the Sun Cure, Vital Maguet. 
Um, Electriclly, Mlud Cure, aud a higher science of 

u; Cbsmlcal ufflulty cud b.slc principle, developed 
wltbthelr tnarrelloue apullcntlon,. students tn four 
continents have taken the course. The college la 

, chartered and confer, the derreoof D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed que,tlons student! 
can take the cours, sud receive the diplomas al their 

I own homes. Institution removed to East Oranco. 
i Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York K 
I D. Babbitt, M D. LL.D., Dean, 282 Matu etre“£ 

East Orange, N w Jersey. 35$

every

MAGNETISM fill» the system with new life, energ 
and vigor, and puts It In harmony with nature. I 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital force» 
which Is the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND
FORM OF DISEASE.

Send for our new book on Paraly»!»—FREE—In or 
der to learn more of this M Y STIC AL SUBSTANCE 
MAGNETISM. It telle how to fill tbe»y»tein will 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all form» o 
dlseaae.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol 

lurs, will convince the rnoBt skeptical on eurtb o 
the power of this great, grand, Invisible »ubstanc 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. G. I. THATCHER,— ■ —..............................., » . . ta-»

X. 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

A. telegram re
ceived ut any dis. 
tauce is pirfeci, 
bo the sjIrituaL 
magDi-(ka;:d niep 
tai mesaNgesfroift 
the four I’syublQ 
heaierd m 
temple each even
ing are tensed by 
sitters Htifl pa- 
tleuh thuuiisnds 
of miles distant. 
O’jr cures prove 
this,

Prof. Job. Rodes 
Buuhuuau, M. h 
t h c SMOvlatef 
DhyslelHii, hai 
chief supervision

of the Medical Department. The remedie* prepare« 
by him after fifty year* of »-cleutific experimenteid

350

possess superior merit in curing uuy dbeas«, tfheii 
dMirrd or necesbary, these, with dlreciicms,

i "7.---------------------— ---------possess superior merit lu ciirlnK uuv tfhU
This wonderful educator Is attracting ths attention TV^-AND MRB. UASENULEVER HOLD TRUMPET desired or nece8*ary, these, with dlrecUons are Hand materializing seances at 794 W. Van Buren sent to our putleu*., or to other«. by mil’ ’ A?

fiery Wednesday and Saturday at 8 p. m. Indc- writing, malllug, etc., In done by a good DSTChie □
; slate-writing dully. 853 medium, hence ibp Company only is addicted tb
■ ■ ... ----- -  ___________________________ ISVA t I in A Qa.iA Ion4l,... ............

of thousands of people all over the world as Ito elm* 
pllclclty gives one Btreet every

pendent »late-writing daily.
DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE

coacenili^thejnlluenc^of the pluneU end tEealgn« INVALIDS
OfBVB^Y CinjoSS'leira touaoIt »ndaccompli«!) Li* WIIJ. SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

wonders. »Umpi, thalr diioMo, or «ynaptomi, will recaiva
_ • pampblorand advice mix to cura th«m»«lvea without
The Coming Study in Occult As- thomas battkbx company c^-

- »uve time. Send leading aymptuiu. ege, uux, coiw- 
plcxion and five two cent »tamps and yuu will ré- 
ceke true diagnosi», hour to Mt, and tbereaiter onè 

, week of treatment FREE! Aho explanation uf tbe 
temple, ‘Pallente’ Book," tbe medium» aud healer» 
flitting here, aud moderate terms for monthly treat
ment. Always addreaa ’

tronomy. nsYCffoMETRY, consult with
i.Lhl?J.05jhfi±îXe.^în.„'S‘k'* “ “>X ior **' U A, B. Beverauce In an mailers pertaining to 
learn this lubUmo Bolence and practical Hfe. and your »pirlt-frlend«. Bend lock of

FIMn THF Dill IMP. CTARC or hanawrltlag, and one dollar. Will anawerrlNU I nt nuLINU bl Ano Qaeition» free of charge. Bend for circular«,
of every peraon born for 75 year» pa»t, and also Lode- Addre»», < 10 Prairie »treat, Milwaukee. W1». 152t,f
Uneate the HOROSCOPE. —--------------------------------------------------------------------

A few of the first edition left which will T)T? "WTT 
be furnished at $1 each» For sale at this "*“ • ’ ’ kJ,

____ . . ; ■--------------- 3140 RHODES AVE., CHICAGO, 
■ —'■ - ■ ' 1 11 ' - ■— Treats Magnetically all Chronic Diseases.

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

MR. and MRS. PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND ME- 
dluioB, Sunday meetings, ¿17 N. Clark street. 2:30 

Mumcib wiuuiiu jura. nmiivwB DooiHiDg tnd7:45p.m. Private readings dally, 514 N. Weila ft. 
Syrup” the best to use for children while ¡DStrucliouB in development and healing. Circlci 
tee th i DC. An old and well tried remedy. Monday and Friday evenings. Class, Tuesday at 8 p.m.teething. An old and veil tried remedy. smr

PSYCHO-ASTRAL READINGS WILL BE GIVEN 
by Mr». M. E Aldrich upon receipt of date ofJI lirrfjll I birth, sex, and one dollar. Box 45, Santa Cruz, Cal.

TT0W T0 beCOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
DR. J. R. CRAIG, California's well-known and sue- ^I!!»,eQd ftPft“Phlet giving in»tru<;tton»,

cesBful clairvoyant physician, will diagnose and treat yoY.pV*8??0* Diedlum»bip< »nd a spiritual
tbe molt complicated disease without lending eymp- AU for 25 cents. Address Mrs. J. A. BUss,
tom, ago or »ex. All he request» Is lock of hair or Ave., Chicano, III. 354
hand-writing, (while others request you to »end lead- “ - -------------------------------------------------------------—
TieL&foen* very successful in curing all kinds of MRS. ELLA M. DOLE. 

«IckuMJi«nd term« fox iroatment are within reach of This medium, who In clairvoyant, clalraudlonl, 
psychometric and । rophctlc. can be consulted at No. 
1680 North dark street. Engagements can be made 
by letter. L340if

stckncs,, a 
all. Ad«r<

DR. J. R. CRAIG, 
1SS8 Market St. — San FraneOeo, Cal. 

. 848tf Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
----- ;------ .■ - ‘—   Send full name, age, bisx, and two stamps for frme 
F V Wil ROnii Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by
U. V. VVIUOVIM O w w Lathrop> D t Jackson, Mich.

Mention thlB paper. BSitf

Thi Tniths of Spiritualism gssaKæ« «W
■ nW. KINKEAD, THUMPET MEDIUM. SEANCES

E. V. Wilson was one of the pioneer» of Spiritual- JT' Tuesday« and Saturdays at 8 n. m. FLOHA 
lam, and was noted ai a speaker and test medium. He KINKEAD, Materialization and Test Medium. Mato- 
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrate« rlallzlng seance« Wcdueidays and Bunday« al 8 p. m. 
many of Uts striking experience« during hli labors. Private e““_

Purchaser» will and It Inteaiely interesting, and bold seances 
will render kindly service to his widow who was loft 2915 Cottage C 
Instniltened'clrcumitancea. ------------------

»V-MV- ./edueiduys and Sunday« al 8 p. m.
sittings for bunincBB and tests dally. We 

. .-- inces in your own home« by appointment. 
Cottage Grove aye., Chicago. 350

REFORM HEALING CO.
SAN JOSE, CAL.

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.
A book couululug Ipilructlon, for makluk » bello- 

cenlrlc horoscope, together wllb a chan which elves 
tbe position of tbe planets from IKIl to 191#. The inosl 
complete work on this aystem ever published. Adapt 
ed for beginner« or profesaora. One can cast aud read 
a horoscope In half an hour. For Male by

FREDERICK WHITE, O. O.M.,
BOU Fifth Ave., H. ~ Mtnwap^h,

Send the date of your birth and j] and receive 
M.i,iUQd 1<ibrtn w,thJour hurotwpe ready to read. 
Mention this paper when writing. 344tf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all form, of alouim-b, liver end kidney disease! 
also consllpalien. A sure cure L r lhat tired, worn oul 
fee ing. Guaranteed to aa.lsi your system to bealti 
wllb pure, rlcb blood. Sufficient quantity fur one 
month senl for,l.oo. 1

One package of our Magnetised Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised b» 
thousands lu all psr(s of the world. Sent for 60 cent« 
or all three sent postpaid for 11.1», wllb Yarma'l 
photo aud Instructions bow lollve lol) years

Melted Pebble Spectacles
Restore lost vision. Write for Illusirated Circulars 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Varma, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. i cai 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacle» as perfectly td 
your eyes in your own home as if you were in my 

. « ’bouBanda can testify. Send stamp for
Pboto. B F. Pooli, Clinton. Iowa.

• Come back, oh, my soul in thy stray
ing; .

Let thy wandering pinions be furled;
Oh, speed through the heavenly ether 

■ To this prosy and sense-bound 
world.

They say I am only a mortal— 
Like others I’m "born td die”—'

In the mighty will of the spirit 
I answer:‘‘Death I defy.”

And I feel a power uprising
. Like the power of an embryo God;

With a glorious wall it surrounds me, 
: And lifts me up from the sod.

That I’m “born to'die”—ah, never!
This spirit is allbf me;

I stand in tbe graat'forever— 
Oh, God, I am one with Thee.

I think of this birthright immortal, 
And my being epqpands like a rose;

As an odorous clond of incense, 
Around and abauLme flows;

A glorious song otrejoicing, 
In my innermost) spirit I in—, 

And it sounds like the heavenly voices 
In a chorus divlneand clear.

tear:

The book contain» 400 pages, and 1» »old for »1. Ad- ___ _ ~
re»» MRS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South Locuit street, IID C DU D TD 1E; MKS. 6. r nRTRlDGE,
SPIRITUALIST BADGES. Thewen-lcnown Psychometrlst and Bualneaa Medium.

Reading» personally or by letter 11.00. Three teaFVFRV sonable questions answered by mall for 25 cent».
ff • • • • Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at
p« home of the patient. 8140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago,. SPIRITUALIST T<ke CottoKC Grove avenue car to Thirty-first ■■w»»wr-i»«»wi gtj-eot. Residence, one block Weal on Rhodes avenue,

SHOULD WEAR THE nwThl^ flrat-_____________________

flTTVPl nWTP LIFE READINGS, ?5 CENTS, BY DR.J? BARNEY, 862 Logan »treet, Grand Rapid», Mlcb.nei
JEWELRY. -p0Ii 25 CENTS1 lock of HA’R, DATE OF 

■ -T blrtb and one 2-cent «tamp, will read past, present
and future, and dingno-Ee disease. Prof. R. A. Stin- 

Al tbe Sunflower turns Its son, 285 W. Monroe street, Chicago. 35<itf
face toward» the »un, bo Splr- - -------------------------------- —-----------------------------------
ItualiBm turns the faces of hu- R/IRC OOI II HC

manIty from darkness and superstition toward» tbe IVIL/C,. MWUL.WC,,
Sunlight of Tfruth and Progression. Inspirational. Business, Test and Trance Medium,

PRICFSs ~ will hold cdrcles for spiritual development, at Clinton
uiv*.»« Camp during the entire camp 851

Rolled Plate Bar Pin............... . . .......................... . .«25 -------------------- ----------------—- ------------------9------- ----
Solid Gold Bar Pin.,..............    s 50 ATI Alli IIH TA *1 1 Tf<
Electro plate Badge.....;......................................... 7B UYUMil TIvWI I ID Til ll A TC
Rolled Plato Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1 25 lIlU I IlJlVI Ul I U LIA I F
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button...., 175 ■HHWIIVWI UI IV Unit
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Chatm............... .  8 00 ..... - ,
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm....,....... .  5 00
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant.................... .............. 3 00 BY SYDNEY FLOWER.Solid Gold Maltese Pendant..........................  5 00 w**^x^^*

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up In dx ounce tin boxes Hud ere guarMuteeiJ 
io give satisfaction or money will be rrfundcil by the 
proprietor, Dr. M IL Garland. Send 25 cents In 
Hamps «nd receive by retain mall a box of tbl»

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will find It a blood cleanser as well as a Throat 
and Lung Remedy. Over 2uO,(XW Loxei told aud h|1 
recommend them. Addrew «11 order» to DR. M. H. 
Garland. 332 sixtieth Place, Station 0., Cbri-iiRO. 

______________ 3221?

LAST CHANCE. ....
After you have visited all of the mineral springs, 

and have tried all pat-nt medicines, and your dtx tor 
saya yon cannot be cin-ed. try the wonderful combi
nation treatment. MagncUmn and Exanthematic Cure. 
If no cuie. money refunded. Addreaa all < urre- 
flpondcucc 10 GEO. P. PARKS. Bedi. rd. lud. 352

CONSUMPTION CUREOF 
By a new and easy method, by D. P. KAY NEK, M D. 
Home treatment furnlabed, and cure almost «.crtaln. 
Address with Matnp for term», at 411 K. street. Sacra- 
mcnio. Calltorulfl, giving partkularF of case. 3491!

Jk 0RDER OF 
THE MAGI.

i Badge In aol Id guld
Ith bine and black enamel, 
ttb tbe pyramids, vbellsk 

j -• ’ .uid sun’s rays In gold. Every
tF Mystic ebonld have one of

tbea • beauts, ul cuibiems- Price »2. For »ale nt‘thia 
office.

DR. CARL SEXTUS
FOR SjILE AT TUTS OFFICE, . Cure« dl.eases by rlt*l magnellrrn; develop« latent

cmutnnnm «vurxi » z-<An entert»tn!ng menant of bypnotlim, mefnl to piycbical power«. Al«o treatment br me«merl«m. 40 LOOMIS STREET. OHIO AGO »indent« of lbs »object In the form of dl»logoo and Letter» requesting advice must contain one dollar, 
r . ..— .v---------------- ----- .--------------------- . .. . Office. 219 Dearborn Aie., Chicago. Office Lours 3------------ ---------------  " • «tory, the author prelects very Bucceisfalty a con..................

w densed account of hypnotism, its theory ant* practice to 5 p.m.

The Other World and This, =—11 c ulliti ninni miu Hili, poEMSof progress. The OCCIlIt FotCCS Of Sei
------------------------- — By Llzxle Dotcn. They are rc*llj raltUble. 1 ,,U *’wwul* • VI VW VI WVn

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. r c- ■ °0’-------------------------------------- --
JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, by lois waisbrooker.

-OR- ---------------
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

concise history of that Romish churchly 
___________ _________ o r_________ institution known as the Inquisition, 
of a most important-subject. Every”’The animus of Romanism against all 
r._. Ji——x. _ i—.i. institutions, beliefs and parties‘not-in 

conformity with the ruling powers of- ,____ ,._______________ .. _ __ poithe Romish hierarchy is plainly shown ^a,ze ^rough thi dawn of the morn- Ko, 
in these statements of veritable history. . T , n.The devilishness and murderous ma- . 6^TS
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition" is../’i’ 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s . Of the wonderful gift of Light,
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for Oh, God! I am one forever .
sale at this office, and will be mailed With Thee, by the glory of bkth! 
postpaid for 25c, ; The celestial powers proclaim it, .

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual- To the uttermost bounds of earth.
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism: together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible." By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of

Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophj' of -Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office. r

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is hear.tily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in ite spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian : can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price 81. For .sale at this office,

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 25S choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and tree from 
all Béctariánism. Price, 50c. For sa e 
at this office, ;

his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia pf 
inforniation on. the subject. Price $1.

I For sale at this office,:

Oh! the glory and joy of living, 
In the grand inipiration I feel;

Like the halo of lave it surrounds me, 
With new-born rapture and zeal.

Ye pilgrims, of varied probation— ■ 
Ye teachers and Saviors of men, 

To your heaven-born revelations, 
My spirit shall answer: Amen.. - '

With you in the great forever, 
: With the children of death I stand: 

And this light .flowing out like a river, 
Shall bless and reclaim the land.

_ Oh the glory and joy of living,
’ . To know we are one with God,

. < Is an armor of might to the spirit— 
lií ¿ Is a blossom that crowns the «od.

This admirable work codbIsU of three pampblets 
embodied In one volame. In which questions of great 

Careful comparison of seme of the Splrltualtim Importance to the race are discussed from the stand« 
nd Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By of an advanced social reformer. Price 50 cents. 
* »♦ _ argument proving that For sale at thli office.

medium, subject to all th* ----- ------------- ----------------------------------------

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.

BY AUGUSTAW. FLETCHER, M.D.

uV1lngctL6p;ritJlt, s1.'n' .T. t, meitwereunierth» »»me condition« tK.t medium»
nolnL • She evinces the powers of a trailed thinker, require to-day; and that the coming of Christ 16 tLe re- noth In matter ot thought and line literary »tyKy »nd turn of SeXumahlp w “ho ™rKL « plge» Prlil 
capability oi thought expression. Tbe eubjecto are 10 cents. For sale at tbit office 

• well-handled with concleeness and yet with cRarness. _______ ____ ___ ______ ____
It wifi prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's TUHMAP n*iair»p
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek- | MViVflAO » Alnit 5 
ing information concerning Spiritualism and Ito teach- — . ». „ ., __ . —------------------------ -——— ----------------------- -—
Is**’ . Examination of the Prophecies. PArNi?>q POLI TIT! AT. WiTR RSf'or Sale at this Office. Price, $1.50 A consideration of tbe pamgea in the New Testa* xAUt-EjO a VhlllvAU VVUJUkCh
------------------------------------------- —-------- - ------------------ ment, quoted from the Old, and called ProphecleB Con- Common Sense, The Cris!», Rtebto of Man, etc rnniai I mni m-------------- cernlngJcBWChrtiL Price 15 cents. Illustrated edition. Post Bvo., fcO pages. Cloth,11.00;bUUiAL U r DUILUIN Gf _ postage, 20 cents.
Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness iTfi'.Ti'TOM TTAiRTiOW’S VOW* TUCand Ennoblement of Humanity,, By E. D. Babbitt, WkflWYY O VVVY, THE VOICES.
LL.D., M.D. This comprises the last part of Human Or Self-Justice. nv wnrrrn Sumner Barlow ThP Vnlr.. rnnt.in(‘nitnrn and Cure Padpt cover tKr ■ .nip .t By warren Buraner uanow. ine voices containthis¡office d L Paper cover, lie. For sale at By LoJg Wakbrooker, Mwr have read this book, poem» of remarkable beauty and force. They are

. ’ ■ ' 1 many have re-read it, and many other» out to read it wort excellent Price 11.00. '
.......... ~ ~ : >■.. It should be read by. every man and woman in the _  . - . POKMA KPOM TI4 M TNTJKP T.lland. It shows tbe families rampant In society tn______________ _.

. X Vlkfllij lyllVJIL AHPj JIiBJDjII iJlTIn matters of mbral and sofilal Import, and .the wrongs THE GODS.
, By Little Doten. Theee poems are as staple as that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social ■ - „ . T, -

Bugar. Trice »1.00. ostracism. It contains a flue likeness of the author. By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages.
; . ■—________ ________________________ Fino cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.0Q . • Worth lu weight in gold. Price 20 coms.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

_ Author of “Helen Harlow's Vow,” "The Occult 
Forces of Sex;” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
•ther works. Price 35 cents. For sale atthli office.

AND STATE. THE RIGHTS OF MAN. THE AGE OF REASON.
Icin’’ Fatty/ By “Sefferion.^Thfri? MIUon.^ThU By Thcmai Patnt. T ani1 H, Being an $y Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation of Tnfft
bBautlfultowMetof®!!1«!» 1» the taoit thorough and Fabnlou» Theology. A new and complete edl.-
trewniltloncrf the Church and State quMtlonthat ™on,-tio 11 P*ie8.». Paper, w cent»; tion^ from new plates and new type; ¡06 page», bort
fu afttHred, Price 1O cento. . > •. cl?th, 50 cento, i, - ■ fro, Paper, 25 cento; cloth, 50 centa,_____
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Progress, tl)e UrjiOersal Law) of {Satúre; Tl)oágl)t, ífye ¡BolOeryt of fier Problems
CHICAGO. ÏLL.. SATURDAY. AUGUST 15, 1896.

HYPNOTISM ftND
RELATED PHENOMENA

WONDERFUL FEATS
Trance and Sleep-Walking 

—Spirit Influences.

“O sleep! O gentle sleep!
Nature's soft nurse, how have I frighted 

■ th re
That thou no more wilt weigh my eye

lids down • .
• And steep my senses in forgetfulness?

Why rather, Sleep, liest thou in smoky 
. cribs, ;

Upon uneasy pallets stretching thee,, 
Than in the perfumed chambers of the

great, ,
Under the canopies of costly state, 
And lulled with sounds of sweetest mel-

ody? . ,
O thou dull gop! Why liest thou with 

the vile,
In loathsome beds, and leavest the king

ly eouch
A watch case or a common ’larum bell?

, Wilt thou upon the giddy mast - 
Seui up the ship-boy's eyes and rock his 

brains
In cradle of the rude, imperious surge, 
And in the visitation of the winds
Who take the ruffian billows by the 

top.
Curling their monstrous headsand hang

ing them
With deafening clamors in the sleepy 

clouds,
That with the burly Death itself 

awakes?
Canst thou, O partial Sleep, give thy 

repose
■ To the wet sea-boy in an hour so rude, 

And, in the calmest and most stilly 
night,

With all appliances and means to boot, 
Deny it to a king?

scribed as a very miserable and unhappy 
looking ci'eature; which took Its pleas
ure sadly by suddenly, .appearing before 
the cook and causing hoi“ to. stumble. 
Mrs. Drew (Mr, .'Gladstone's daughter) 
gives correlative.evidence concerning a 
spectral bull seen.by Mr. aud.Mrs. Pot
ter, aqd which suddenly disappeared.

MISSING CHILD FOUND. .
A case is cited of . an English widower, 

Mr. R,, who, whileaway from.his native 
island, married a - second wife and re
turned with her to England to take pos
session of his baby boy, .whom he had 
left with a nurse, and whom he was un
able to find on his arrival. One night 
Mrs. R. saw the sitting room door open. 
A beautiful lady came in, followed by a 
common-looking woman carrying a child 
about a year old dressed in a yellow pe
lisse. 'file lady came up to the bed and 
said, pointing to the baby: “This is 
Johnny; you will remember Johnny." 
She smiled and Mrs. R. was just going 
to answer when the vision was gone. 
Her husbapd said that she had exactly 
described his first wife and that the 
child's name was Johnny.

Some days after,returning from West
minster Anbey, they lost themselves'in 
a narrow congeries of streets. Sudden
ly Mrs. R. saw the common-looking wo
man of her vision carrying the baby with 
the yellow pelisse. After discreet in
quiry it turned out that she was the 
nurse that was wanted, and that the 
baby was the missing child.

In these days of strange Spiritualistic 
phenomena and startling revelations 
that come to some people we are pre
pared to receive with less wonder than 
formerly the statements that come to 
us of wonderful visitations that soine-
times come to people in their communl- 
cations with the spirits and the spirit
world. The faith of these people in 
what they have had manifested to them is 
undoubtedly larger than most of us have 
in such things, but now and then there 
comes a statement of such strangeness, 
and in which the parties making it 

——; । seem to be so earnest and sincere, and of 
Dcr j sui;|1 t]lat they are worthy of reo-

the human compound. These element 
remain loyal to their source, and carry 
back the soul to worship at nature’s 
shrine, and unless there is greater power 
in the Imperfect thing than in the per
fect, that soul must react upon and ma
terially affect the lower realms of the 
visible universe that so powerfully act 
upon it. To talk of the unknowable sug-. 
gests something beyond the range of the 
outward senses, and that something sci
ence will not touoh or treat of. It only 
weighs and measures and analyses the 
outer shell of things which we call mat
ter; puts the cart before the horse; 
makes the machine creator of the living 
force and of thé ruling intelligence bi 
hind it.

THOUGHT TRANSFERENCE.
Wh at is meant by though t transference 

is perhaps most simply illustrated by the 
common parlor amusement known as the 
“willing game." It is played as follows: 
The person to be influenced or “willed” 
is sent out of thé room; those remaining 
then-, gree upon some act which that 
Îierson is to be willed to accomplish, as, 
or instance, to take some particular 

article or piece of bric-a-brac from a 
table or cabinet and place it upon the 
piano, or to And some article which has 
been purposely hidden. . The person to 
be willed is then brought back into the 
room; the leader of the game places one 
hand lightly upon her snoulder or arm, 
and the whole company think intently 
upon the act agreed upon in her ab
sence. If the game is successful the 
person so willed goes with more or less 
promptness, takes the article thought of 
and places it upon the planò, as before 
agreed upon by the company, or she 
goes with more or less directness ftnd 
discovers the hidden article. Nervoup 
Irritation, excitement, even faintness or 
actual syncope, are not unusual accom-

knocked for admission. The sergeant 
who had charge p! the station, finding 
the plight ith’e man was in, providing 
him with clothing and refreshments. 
Sergt. Tyrrell thpn made inquiries at 
the hotel, where-he found the young 
man’s luggage, gold watch and chain, and. 
over fifteen pouride in cash,

PREACHES IN A TRANCE.
South Carolina it becoming famous for 

wonders of a psychological character. 
The latest case '^ported is that of a 
negro in Beuknight, Edgefield county, 
who works upon the plantation of a Mr. 
Hillery in that place, and who is mysti
fying the people In all that vicinity by 
his queer doings, Every night about 
half an hour after he goes to bpd he 
eliters into what appears to he a trance 
and preaches a sermon. He is quite il
literate, but without a book and with 
his eyes closed, takes a text which, by 
reference to the' Bible, is found to be 
correct In chapter, verse and wording. 
When in this state he is entirely obliv
ious'of any and.everything that "may be 
going on around, him. and a physician 
who has examined him says his arm 
could be taken'off . when these spells are 
on him and he would not know it.

GREATLY DISPLEASED.
There are ¿ great many people who 

are firm believers in dreams, and who 
are not ashamed taadmit it. and a great 
many other people’ who will not plead 
guilty to what they call foolleh supersti
tion, and who are . yet more or less im
pressed by a bad bi’ good dream. To 
the latter order, according to a paper 
fiublished at Tientsin, a gentiemdn be- 
onged who scinje'years before burled 

his father in al temporary grave while 
the tomb in ppursji of construction for 
the remains was being finished. When 
completed the removal from one spot to 
the other took plape; but, on the’ tempo
rary grave being Opened, it was found 
full of water and:the,coffin was decayed. 
This being the ¡alite of thing’s, the un
dertaker nastily padked up the bones, 
placed them in ¿q' Mrn an<^ reinterred 
them. •

The same nie son dreamed that

i t
Î

I-
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Macnish,in his “Philosophy of Sleep," 
tells of a young woman, who, after a 
protracted sleep, awoke to discover that 
her mind was a perfect blank. EL. 
friends were strangers to her. She did ' 01,j. at ioagt( part of a newspaper 
not know how. to spaek or write, or even ' dovot,0(ft0 the current topics of the day, 
dress. And the only thing to be done and the chronicling of strange events, 
for.her was to teach her over again all
that she had known. . She learned the SPIRITS IN DREAMS.

A great number of instances are onrudiments of everything as does a little A great number of instances are on 
child, and her mind was beginning to , record in the Greek and Latin classics 
again be stored with necessary knowl-, of remarkable dreams, which show how 
edge. Then after some months she bad , widely the faith in the spiritual nature 
another protracted fit of sleep, and when : of dreaming was disseminated, and we 
she awoke she had become herself again, have many such cases in these .latter 
and was In the same condition she had । days where remarkable revelations of 
been in previous to her first sleep. Dur-, events to transpire have been mode, and 
ing all this time sho had not lost her , time has proved their correctness. And 

................................................ we also have instances where dreamers
ing an mis time sue uuu not iusi uer . 
mind; she had simply developed, uncon
sciously, hoc double nature, as in the 
case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.

Saint Matthew says: “Beware of false 
prophets,’ “Ye shall know them by 
their fruits.” Jesus exorcised demons, 
and performed cures upon the same line 
of practice as his predecessors. He said 
that curative virtue went out of him;

have been visited by forms, unseen and 
not to be seen by others, and yet to 
these dreamers these forms are real, are 
living, moving bodies.

TWO WIVES APPEAR.
And now wo have to record the

strange visitations that have come to a 
well-known citizen of Dubuque, one ofand the physical fatigue he evidently ' proprietors, w^

experienced was similar to that felt by- I ¿ho Oatfish’. Ho U now living with 
all magnetic healers. Apollonius of hu thh,d wife, the former tw0 wlve8 be- 
Tyana was a miracle-worker, and his ¡ dead, one of them having died 
historian claims that he raised one from th® or four weeks after irivinir birth 
the dead who had been interred three a child, the child dying a couple of 

. . - j, • 11 months after its mother. This man is
The fakirs in India are innumerable. not a believer in Spiritualism, and is 

quite as far from an “ism” of any kind 
as the most practical and thoughtful

Alone in the twilight by the roadside, I 
scarcely distinguishable from the dust,
motionless and seeming to gaze fixedly 
at some object unseen by profane eyes, among our citizens. He has been mar

ried to his third wife several years, andt- £ <i: j rieu wj uid vui.ru wuo whjiw vwb. muuthe fakir is a figure both startling and t^6y have lived happily together, and 
unearthly, and any right-minded horse nojJ,ing has come between them to make 
would refuse to pass him in the dusk. their lives unpleasant, and he is now iniir lives unpleasant, and he is now in 

good health as he ever has been.CRUC1FYING. as good health as he ever has been.
Thore is one remarkable fakir whose , hence it is the more difficult to account 

method of crucifying the spirit is some- ; for the strange almost nightly vlsita- 
what new. When seen by travelers he j tions that come to him.
is usually crouching cross-lggged out-1 About two weeks since, the first of 
Side of his hut, with three broad stipes , these visits was made at a late hour in 
across his forehead, his hair a streaky , the night, when the house was wrapped 
bronze and his aspect that of a Japanese , in the most solemn stillness. He was 
god. Inside his cell is a modern iron , awakened from his sleep by feeling the 
bed with no mattress or springs and in-, touch of light, cold fingers in his sleep, 
stead of them transverse bars thickly and saw standing above and bending to- 
studded with iron spikes on which for j ward him, from near thé ceiling of tbe 
eight hours a day the fakir stretched room, two forms and the faces of his two
himself. former wives, and one of the women held

Another devotee had a gallows built a child in her arms. One of them ad
- in o onnt nvnnooA 1 flagged him, and told him tO make UOon the bank of a river, in a spot exposed

to the full heat of the sun, the hot winds 
and reflected heat from the banks, and

noise, else they must disappear. But he 
was frightened and cried' aloud, waking 
his wife who slept by, his side. Thehero he hung suspended by his heels,

Uis face covered by a prayer cloth and _r_____ ___________ _____ ______ ,
his head with each oscillation passing ■ and did not come again during the 
within a foot of a hot fire kindled be- night. The next night he occupied an- 
neath him. other bedroom, but being restless did

spititual. forms Instantly disappeared,

other bedroom, but being restless did 
not sleep much and received no sign of 

The Society'for'Psychicai'Research in ghostly or Spiritualistic presence. But 
England cites the following cases among P16.,“0?* J*e was a^,ln aw®kcned
manv- i by the touch of fingers, and saw as be

The Princess di Cristofori says that foJ’e the
while dressing for dinner one night she 1 an“ *3 t^le
saw a hand waving to her from the next I SP°'£0 te him and bade him
room. At night she heard the voice of P30 still, saying.no more harm would 
Mr. Abbott, a friend, in her room, and i hlm:they were toth ever
she remarked: “I'm sure Mr. Abbott is : athu3 «de, and should gmdeand protect 
dead." Still later she had a vision of ,and c°n8.U^ intercession
him with a livid mark across his face.' [or hlm^^th J?16 A^ghty and urged 
“He told me he was dead.” she says, hltn w toake his.peilce with God.
“that he had left me some money, and ' Twice since has he been thus visited, 
before he died, had wished to make but the messages have been different 
some alteration in his bequest, but the i each time. On one of the latter occa- 
end camo so-soon that he had no time to 'Sions his first wife told him they should 
do so." It transpired that Mr. Abbott, all meet after,death ahd be happy to- 
died that very night. "The legacy was .gether. The’voicesSounded aSlreal to 
left meas stated. There was also the ■ him as any earthly' VbiqeiThe faces 
fact that he had intended making some I were as real, and th®; forms , as distinct 
changers regarded it, but- though the ?as if- real flesh-aud biood;«thpughf as he 
lawyer was sentior, he catne too late.” ¡ said, more “spiritiial.” So-positive is

Mtesi waj living at Perth jjjenthethedremneroor,' the gentigman visited, 
Wv brldirS difeiistefoccürreär A slorrn; that what he has seen he.'hasseen with 
rkged that evening while she was writ- . Ml his senses fully.alive£.lhati Ijp ivill 
ing a letter. Sudden! v she was hapnted ' listen to nosugge?tiönilfatlreÄust have 
with ideas of death, and by a ghastly re- [ been dreaming; and: Bb'^lh^charftSh 
alization of human tragedy. The air ter of (he niah thatij^ßäve thought 
seemed’full of shrieks. She ran upstairs, proper to IJiint a Statement of his Fe-

STARTLING PHENOMENA.

seemeu iuii ui au. ..... v. —
and exclaimed to her mother that “lots tnarkablo visitations, as, an interesting 
of people ’’ she was sure, “were dying.’’ 'addition to the eollection,of accounts of 
The disaster occurred about 7:15. strange visitations from the'spiritual

.....I.. eorrTDii c world. ...ANIMAL spectrals.
Animal spectrals are by no means 

blissing from the statistics of the society. 
A certain house, lor example, was 
taunted by a spectral tabby cat, de-

OUR PROGENITORS.
The mineral, vegetable and animal 

kingdoms are our progenitors, and have 
furnished the elements which make up

paniments of the effort on the part of 
the person so willed. .

If tbe game is played honestly, os it 
generally is, the person to be willed, 
when she returns to the room, is abso
lutely ignorant of what act she is ex
pected to perform, and the person with 
whom she is placed in contact does not 
intentionally give her any clew or infor
mation during the progress of the game. 
In the more formal experiments the per
son who is willed is known as the sensi
tive subject or percipient; the perspn 
who conducts the experiment is known 
as the agent or operator. The sensitive 
is presumed to receive in some unusual 
manner from the minds of the agent and 
the company an impression regarding 
the action to be performed , without com
munication between them in any ordin
ary manner.

MOLECULAR TRANSMISSION.
Again, place an iron nail within two 

inches of a magnet, in a short time the 
nail is magnetic. In this case we know 
molecular action takes place between 
those two bodies; yet we nave no sense 
telling us of the fact. We only know' it 
by its effects; that is. by the nail having 
a magnetic quality which it did not have 
before being placed near the magnet. 
This nail retains the magnetic quality 
for some time, no matter to what dis
tance it may be removed from the mag
net; its molecules are affected by absorb
ing part of the magnet. It is reasonable 
to suppose that the connection subsists 
between the two bodiest so long as the 
magnetic quality remains in the nail. 
As we have no sense to recognize the 
transmission of this quality, we cannot 
recognize the connection.

BRIDGING THE CHASM.
There is a far more intimate connec

tion between terrestrial and super-ter
restrial states than most people imagine, 
and with the rapidly increasing sensi
tiveness of large numbers of people all 
over the world, which is a characteriz
ing feature of the incoming era or new 
age now dawning, the seeming chasm 
between the so-called two worlds will be 
greatly bridged. Arndt said in 1816 that 
he operated upon one of his patients 
from his dwelling at an hour in which 
she was not accustomed to be mag
netized. Her husband told him later, 
that she was going about very cheer
fully, when suddenly she felt a heavi
ness in her head and went to sleep upon 
the sofa. The sleep lasted a quarter of 
an hour. Arndt had magnetized her so 
long, and they waked her up.

Dr. Barth magnetized his patient at 
different times at a distance of twenty 
miles. When she was engaged in amuse
ment, at the dance, etc., the attempt 
proved a failure. His wife, who had 
never yet been magnetized, wrote him 
once that she was sick. He was twenty 
miles away, waited until night and then 
magnetized her from that distance, will
ing that it should be known to her that 
he was magnetizing her. A letter from 
his wife crossed his written message— 
on account of sleeplessness from which 
she was suffering, she had gone straight 
to the window, but suddenly became 
very sleepy and had the feeling of being 
magnetized by her husband, whereupon 
she slept soundly all night long.; .Dr. 
Barth recommends, in such attempts, .to 
actively impress the person .concerned, 
because through the direction of the 
thought upon another person the. latter 

¡ becomes ¿ware of the influence,-' Gau? 
their says something similar, . :

A. remarkable case of somnambulism 
is reported from Tramore in the county 
of Watford, Ireland. A young' man,' 
evidently a tourist, engaged .a room at- 
the rail way hotel there and ^retired; to. 
rest. About Lo’clpck in the morning, 
some nignTstragglerssaw a*®ah iu 'his-' 
shirt, holding a lighted,camHe,' rdse 
window on the second floor-bl t&e notel 
and deliberately lower himself .frora it, 
falling a .depth of fourteen of fifteen
feet. TJie fall apparently did not affect 
him, and, with the candle Still lighted 
in his hand, ho walked'intothefowirand 
knocked at a door. Here he returned 
to consciousness, and was provided with 
shoes, hat, and an old coat. So dressed 
'he walked to the police barrack and

hesaw his fatiler jn_great displeasure, 
and awakening 'from his dream, he fell 
asleep again to ha?e?it repeated.' This 
happened several successive nights, un- 
tll at length he jmeçtioned the circum
stances to his frienjis, for, though no be
liever in drdam Bohls’mind wos troubled. 
One of his acquaintances suggested that 
perhaps his fatÿpjlêjspîrif' objected to 
being removed; 'another hinted that, 
more likely, all th«'bones had not been 
collected; find ¡this last' hint led' to a 
search -and to’.the; finding of a bone: 
which had escaped potice. It was at 
once Interred with^he rest in' the urn, 
and since that night the son’s slumbers 
have been úndisturbed, the ghost, his 
grievance settled, appearing no more,

LlQFiT AND HOPE. ■ '
' The light from the mountain peaks of 
the Summer.-land is falling gently and 
beautifully upon the waste places of 
earth; the mourners are being com
forted; hope fills many hearts that have 
hitherto beep/.desponding. While we 
bid-farewell to thepasslng year, and our 
thoughts linger upon its pages, let us 
wipe every falling tear; while we cher
ish the memory of those who have 
passed from our outward sight, let us be 
ready to go forward-joyfully in the work 
that is before.us.' ns be prepared to 
fight the battleaof error and wrong with 
the weapons of '/tr^th, and march on in 
the ranks of progression toward the 
better land. : ,

We must all feel, especially those who 
have passed the meridian of this life, 
that each year.as it rolls away is a mile
stone on our journey, bringing us nearer 
to the home of thé angels, the land of 
the blest, where, as faithful soldiers in 
the army of pekoe,, we may hope to rest 
and labor on and opTorevermore.

THE MOQÚI INDIANS
are few in number, and dwell in the 
mountains of’Arizona. about one hun
dred and fifty miles from Fort Wingate, 
the nearest military, post. Bo ignorant 
of all matters outside of their own little 
villages are the Mpquis that they be
lieve that they áre,.the only people in 
the world, with thé" exception of the 
four companies of United States cavalry 
that appeared on the occasion of their 
last outbreak. , -The appearance of these 
soldiers at thifl timé simply astounded 
them, as they had no idea there were so 
many white people in.the world.

Gov. Solomai made a visit to Wash
ington with twi'/her Moquis about ten 
years ago. The Sights the old chief 
saw then were so. marvelous to himself 
and companions, and the existence of 
the Washingtonians seemed so ideal, 
that his ambition on his return was to 
introduce some of the ways of the white 
people in his own tribe. On his return 
to thé village he commenced to relate to 
his fellow-citizens', the wonders he had 
seen. He ' described the immense num
bers of people, raijroads and gigantic 
buildings. *

But* ne could, no^ convince his com
panions that he was telling the truth, 
and they finally;., thought him crazy. 
Consequently they held a meeting, and 
decided that theiproper thing to do with 
Solomai was to Confine him in a hole. 
He was kept there some time, and, vélen 
finally released^ resolved that it was 
dangerous to talk too much. His two 
companions, awed by his example, were 
afraid to corroborate, his statements.

A. NOVEL REMEDY.
A Virginia gentleman, during an ath

letic exercise^ one day, felt a sudden 
pain, ànd/ïéSâœ»'.qpiiw internal injury, 
sent for. á négípSvin’g on the plantation 
who mode pretensión to medical skill to 
prescribe forohim.1 The negro, having 
sagely investfgâtçd the case, prepared 
and admjnlsfere&.a dese with the utmost 
confidence tff à speedy cure. No relief 
■being obtained', however, a regular phy
sician was<sçnt fpr,Yyho on arriving in
quired of the negro what he had given. 
Sambo promptly responded: “Rosinand 
alum, sir.” Lli’

“What do.'you. give them for?” con- 
tinuei.the doqtor. '

“Why,”, ré^ied Sambo, “de alum to 
draw de parts togèder, and de rosin to 
solder ’em.’! ; -

REASSURED.
A good story is told of a timid clergy

man just arrived from a trip abroad. 
Coming home the weather was alarm
ingly tempestuous. ; The. wind blew a

hurricane, the vessel rolled, and the par
son took fright. He left his stateroom 
and staggered along to the office of John 
Kavanaugh, the purser, who is a bit of a 
wag, and said: “I’m sure, Mr. Purser, 
you’ll pardon me, but I feel so dreadfully 
agitated. Kindly inform me, are we in 
any positive danger?"

Kavanaugh replied: “Come with me 
a moment,” and he led the way to the 
forecastle. “Now," continued he, “bend 
your ear down there and tell mewhat 
you hear.” The sailorSWere swearing 
in their happy-go-lucky, • unconscious 
way. ’

“How shocking! What language!" 
groaned the parson, trembling from 
head to foot.

“Now, do you for a moment think that 
those sailors would go on in that pro
fane fashion if there was any real dan
ger?" asked the consoling Kavanaugh.

“True,- true,’’replied the parson, some
what calmed by the assuranoe. “One 
may sometimes pluck the sweet flower of 
comfort from the vile cloak of sin. The 
ways of Providence are indeed inscruta
ble,” and back ho crawled to his room, 
in a degree reassured.

Two hours later the storm had in
creased in violence, the wind raged and 
howled more wildly, and huge waves 
broke over and seemed to submerge the 
great ship. The parson was out of his 
room again, more scared than before, 
and was seen silently, nervously fum
bling his wav along the wet deck to the 
forecastle. He was deadly pale, and 
trembled with excitement. He listened. 
The sailors were shouting, and a tre
mendous oath amid the din reached his 
car.

“Thank heaven?’ murmured he.“They 
are still at it. They still blaspheme. 
There is no danger yet, the Lord be 
praised.”

' CURED BY A “SAINT."

On the authority of a member of the 
medical profession, the British Medical 
Journal states that a devout woman, 
afflicted with an ulcerated stomach, vis
ited St. Winefrlod.’s well, and was duly 
cured by the saint. She returned home, 
boasting that she could “eat anything,” 
Including even "pigs’ feet.” Whether 
she actually indulged in pigs’ feet does 
not appear. If properly cooked, they 
are a harmless delicacy; but, anyhow, 
the lady was suddenly taken very ill at 
tea-time. The doctor who was called in 
"dlagnosed'pprforatian of the stomach,” 
and the next day the poor lady died. 
Ono of> the first requisites, I take it, in 
estimating .the value of all "cures,” 
whether miraculous or otherwise, is-the' 
subsequent history of the cases. This is 
supplied with great effect in the above 
instance. But, perhaps, I shall be told 
that the saint does not insure against 
pigs' feet in cases of ulcerated stomach.

EQUAL TO THE OCCASION.
A clergyman of the Church of Scot

land took much . Interest in the progress 
of a Highland student, and aided him as 
much as he could in hisstudies prepara
tory to getting a license from the Pres
bytery. In one thing, however, he was 
deficient. Both minister and student 
were much exercised as to how to over
come the difficulty. Neither knew any
thing of Hebrew, and how the young 
man was to meet the reverend court 
without it sorely puzzled them both. At 
last the clergyman saw his way clear as 
if by inspiration. “Take your Gaelic 
Bible,” he said, "and when you are 
asked to read Hebrew, go on reading 
from it.”

The day <came, the trial proceeded, 
and everything passed off satisfactorily. 
The young man was requested to read 
Hebrew, and with fear and trembling 
he drew forth his Gaelic Bible, and pro
ceeded to read and translate. After he 
had gone on thus fora short time, “That 
will do,’’ said the moderator. “What 
do you say, brethren?" Every reverend 
brother complimented the young man 
on his familiarity with Hebrew, and it is 
said the young man is now preaching, 
and in charge of a church.

BIBLE-BIBLE-BIBLE. ’
There is no doubt that the good people 

here have a rapt expression which may 
be best described as the Bible face, but, 
what is far better, they have the Bible 
heart as well. Their profound religious 
earnestness and their passionate devo
tion to the Bible cannot be questioned. 
When they walk about the grounds, 
even if only to get the air, they carry 
their Bibles with them. The favorite, 
and, indeed, the only edition in evi
dence is the flexibly bound marginal 
Bible.

There is no glory In having a book 
which looks new, for that would indicate 
that Bible study has only been taken up 
lately. The Bibles of most people here 
show plainly, even on the outside, the 
dally usage of years, find if one could 
look at the inside, it would be seen that 
every page is covered with writing. A 
few have Bibles with blank pages inter
leaved, on which they write either com
ments of their own orapproprlate quota
tions from great writers. Such a book 
is more than literature—more even than 
a divine revelation. It is the spiritual 
history of a soul—its hopes, its fears, its 
inspirations, its fierce conflicts with evil, 
and at last its final victory. That is how 
the people here use the Bible.

They do not study it as critics; they 
raise no questions as to its origin or 
authorship. They start out witn the 
premise tnat it is verily and indeed the 
word of God, and on that they stand. 
No concessions are made to modern 
thought or scholarship. The verdict of 
the great critics is contemptuously ignor
ed. Instead of being troubled by the 
demands which the Bible makes on their 
faith, they would like to believe more. 
They would consider i t treason to God to 
smooth down the hard places in the 
Bible. Those who come here must 
accept it literally from lid to lid—the 
story of Joshua and the sun, or Jonah 
and the whale, just as much as- the 
story of Christ’s resurrection. The whole 
Bible stands or falls’together. This is 
Mr. Moody’s faith; It is also the faith of 
this great conference hj has created.

People profess to hate faith in Je^qs 
Christ. Let us try the tesj, -fie’ said: 
“If a man smite yoli on the right cheek, 
turn to him the other also." When we 
see people do this, we shall not doubt 
their faith in Jesus_Christ; until then 
we have the right to regard their faith 
as a mere profession, without living, 
vital force. How can you have faith in 
him without having faith in the efficacy

of that precept? “Render no man evil 
for evil,” he said. Have you faith’in 
that rule of action? If noi, you have no 
faith in him who gave it. If you have, 
then why so constantly violate it? Show 
your faith by your works. He said to 
the woman taken in adultery: "Neither 
do I condemn thee; go and sin no more." 
Have you faith in Christ? Then why 
give the lie to that faith by despising, 
condemning and imprisoning the adul
terous woman? -Show your faith by your 
works. We insist that they who daily 
and hourly -disregard, and persistently 
violate these great, leading and really 
divine principles of human action, what
ever their profession of faith, show a 
lamentable lack of faith in them, and in 
him Who gave them, end who, by his 
life, proved their efficacy and divinity. 
In the meantime let us individually take 
the lessons from the Angel-world, and 
do the work which our hands find to do, 
and which will bless ourselves and our 
fellow-beings. Many of us are in re
sponsible positions and have others 
dependent upon us, and hence may be 
compelled, for a time, to move on in tbe 
old channels, but as we can see that 
there are better ones, we can use our in
fluence to bring about the time, not only 
for ourselves to get into them, but help 
others in the same direction, so that we 
may realize Indeed in truth, "Thy will 
be done on earth as it is in heaven.”
"God of the mountain! God of the storm! 
God of the flowers! God of the worm!
Breathe on our spirits thy love and thy 

healing;
Teach us content with thy fatherly deal

ing:
Teach us to love thee, 
To love one another—

Brother his brpther, and make us all 
- free; •
Free from the shackles of ancient tradi

tion."
INDIAN MONKS.

The Indian monks, called Phoongees, 
do not shave much, but amuse them
selves between prayers by pulling out 
their |?uperfluous hair with tweezers. 
They n omenade the streets, in long yel
low robes, early every morning, with a 
wooden bowl to receive the alms and vic
tuals of the faithful, and carry a triangu
lar gong, with which attention is called 
to the fact that the cupboard of the 
monks is bare.

. WORK OF THE DEVIL.
The: aborigines in their tetlology 

ascribed mosf2 Of _ their maladies to 
demons, . What matters it, however, 
whether thq. Devil or “devils" are 
blamed for the ailments and mortality 
of men? The. day certainly will come 
when science will be able to trace every 
illness to which the Adamic race is sub
ject, to the noison which an infernal, 
god-antagonizing power was permitted 
to infuse into creation and the creature. 
It is already demonstrating that healing 
and restorative means for every ailment 
were left on earth for man to seek and 
make use of; and also that not until 
divine revelation came to man could the 
existing remedies be judiciously ap
plied and scientifically classified. The 
conception that devils were the cause of 
sickness was, therefore, only erroneous 
in so far as these beings were material
ized.

Martin Luther, who must be credited 
with being the founder of the religious 
emancipation of modern times, asserts 
that '‘pestilence, fevers and other mala
dies are undoubtedly to be regarded as 
the despoiling work of the Devil;” and 
nearly all the theologians of the follow
ing centuries maintained the same doc
trine, adding that Satan’s power is 
limited under divine providence, and 
that the evil thus permitted because of 
man’s sin and fall is turned into good in 
the redemptive process in the souls of 
individuals.

In their carnal vagaries the phantasy 
of the aborigines molded a demon in 
human shape for every disease. The 
typhoid fever devil, for example, was 
pictured by the Singhalese as Mahakola 
Yakscha, a being burdened with eight
een uncanny visages, representing the 
various stages of this dreadful con
tagion.

Before the discovery of iron, and not 
less than eight thousand years ago, the 
territory of what is now China, Corea 
and Japan was occupied by a brown 
race, either Malayan or Malay-negroid 
in character. This is pointed out by 
tradition, bv ethnology, anthropology 
and arohmology. The brown people 
bore the same relation to eastern Asia 
as did the Iberians and Lapps to pre
historic Europe. While of a low grade 
intellectually, they had mastered nearly 
all the primitive arts. They had domes
ticated the buffalo, dog, cat, monkey and 
the barnyard fowls. It may be ques
tioned if they had tamed the horse or 
cow. They lived in huts, tilled the soil, 
and understood pottery. As a race they 
were split up into innumerable clans and 
tribes. They were perpetually warring 
among themselves, using as arms weap
ons made from wood and stone. They 
worshiped fetiches and devils, practiced 
polygamy and ’polyandry, offered hu
man sacrifices to their idols, and’ were 
altogether pretty respectable savages.

’ Caul Sextus.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

DR. ADAH SHEEHAN.

Her Views of Materialization.

I see there has been a discussion go
ing on relative to materialization, and 
its value to our cause, some going so far 
as to say there is no such thing. To ma 
materialization is a fact in nature as 
palpable as the earth itself, and I have 
never had a doubt of its truth. If inde- 
pendenent slate-writing is a fact (a form 
of materialization) there is no valid rea
son why the spirit who has learned the 
law by which the message is made to 
appear upon the surface -of the slate 
may not also make himself a visible 
presence under proper conditions,-but to 
accept materialization as a fact does not 
imply a belief in the power claimed by 
any individual who comes along claiming 
to produce the phenomena, without the 
most thorough and painstaking investi
gation. We must learn to be more care
ful in our statements concerning the 
things we witness, and which we call 
spiritual manifestations, as they necessa
rily belong to and influence the world 
for or against our cause.

Frauds and pretenders abound, and 
live by their nefarious practices, assisted 
too often by good, well-meaning Spirit
ualists, who are woefully ignorahtof the 
means employed to deceive and defraud 
them. And not only are they robbed, 
but they assist the rascals to continue 
their practice in other fields by writing 
for publication a glowing account of the 
manifestations taking place in the pres
ence of the wonderful Mr. and Mrs. Me
dium, and by and by, when the aforesaid 
wonder is exposed, the good Spiritual
ist who has rushed Into print to indorse 
him or her does one of two things: Ho 
stubbornly refuses to believe the expose 
anything but a plot to Injure the medi
um, sends the abused individual money 
and letters full of comfort, or denies and 
renounces Spiritualism in toto, declar
ing the whole thing a fraud.

I believe our relief lies in'education 
and organization, and by this means we 
will finally remove every objectionable 
feature that confronts us to-day. The 
very fact that mediums have found 
protection in the national organization,' 
and may bring their grievances to that 
bo®)’and if worthy receive attention 
and consideration from this great organ
ization, who must know who it protects, 
will finally lead to such a rigid investi
gation that their report may be relied 
upon by -spiritual societies and individ
ual Spiritualists who keep abreast of the 
times and our movement

Spiritualism is the grandest light of 
the age, and docs not depend for its ex
istence upon any one jmase of phenome
na, or our opinion of them, collectively 
gathered, as it often is, by an attendance 
upon less than a dozen seances, and a 
brief acquaintance with ouo or two per
sons who claim mediumship. Spiritual
ism requires more of man than mere be
lief, based upon .what he thinks he sees. 
We do not know all its meaning to man. 
We are children who bask in its sun
light, too often unthinking, happy and 
careless of Its lessons.

To me it is solemnly grand, the 
anthems of all ages. The history of all 
races, the struggles of all souls in their 
upward striving, lie slumbering on her 
bosom. To teach her philosophy is a 
privilege; to give voice to her messages 
to mankind is to walk in the shadow of 
death and proclaim eternal life. Who
ever enters this “Holy of Holies” will 
not be greatly disturbed when the trick
ster meets exposure, since they know 
that exposure is inevitable. There are 
no secrets in nature if man demands 
truth, and sooner or later the Angol of 
Deliverance that sleeps iu the stone will 
come forth revealed in all her purity, 
stripped of all the rags the unthinking 
have clothed her with. The hard 
knocks are all necessary to make the 
chips fly, and there are many who know 
that there is a spiritual Spiritualism 
that transcends any and all religious 
plans of salvation.

I wish to send greeting to my friends 
scattered throughout tbe country, and 
announce that I am open for lecture en
gagements for the coming season; also 
next season's camps.

I have been confined very closely for 
the past year to my home and practice, 
carrying forward a project of my spirit 
guides and counsellors. The work is 
done, I am happy to say, and I return to 
the lecture-field with great satisfaction 
to myself.

Address me at Elsinore Gate and Rus
sell street., Eden Park.

Dr. Ada Sheehan. 
Ciucinnati, Ohio.

>

LIGHT.

WORK ENOUGH TO DO.

We know not what awaits us, 
The future’s hid from view;

Of one thing we are eertain:
‘ There's work enough to do.
There’s work that brings good tidings 

From spirit-realms to this;
There’s work-that makes conditions

■ For future joy and bliss. .
• There are many all around us 

Who grope in errops night; .
We-cah dispel the darkness

. By bringing in the light
. There’s much to be accomplished ’
. By willing hands and brains;

Bright is the worker’s pathway
. iWitk labor’s happy gains.
There's work enough for all men

; • Who've willing Ijearts to work; g-S 
And sad will be the future

To tnose who duty shirk.
All toilers are rewarded

With whatever they have won;
And heaven will give glad welcome

. To all with work well done.
. Stmthen IL Barksdale.

Let there be light! .
The words were spoken long ago, 
But down the ages still they flow; • 
The double meaning they convey ■ 
Finds echo in our hearts to-day, 
For not alone to outward sight 
Was the command: “Let there be light," 
But on the inner senses fine .
God also meant for light to shine.

Let there be light!
Light that shines from sea to sea— 
Light that shall make mankind more 

free _
From Superstition's galling chain— 
From Ignorance and vice and pain.
Oh! let that light so clearly fall ’
That it may help us, obe and all, •
To see in each a brother man 
Not bound by any creed or clan.

' E. N. TuPPEB. :

. The mother’s heart is the child’s 
schoolroom.—Beecher. .

Our'possessions are wholly in our per; 
formances.—Simms. . ■

Calamity is a man’s true touchstone. 
—Beaumont and Fletcher. -,

There are follies as‘'catching as con
tagious disorders.—Rochefoucauld. '

Striking manners are bad manners.— 
Robert Hall. ’
. Fortitude is the marshal of thought, 
the armor of the will, and the fort ol 
reason.—Bacon. ■ .

Into.the composition of every happi
ness enters the thought of having de
served it.—Joubert. ■

Wherever the tree of beneficence 
takes root,'it sends forth branches be 
yond the sky.—Saadi.

/
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VOICEOF NATURE, SFEftKINO NORTH WESTBRNCAMP. Mahomet, Ilie Illustrious. UFE WORK

TO THE SOUL OF MAN. CORA L V. RICHMOND,LASTING GOOD ITS AIM J COMPILED AMD EDITAD BY 
-WfKlSON D." BARRETT,

Successful Labors' and Ex
cellent Prospects.

BY. GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Thb worklioae of the Library of Llb.erai Classic«. 
No autVw waabettor qugUfled to write au Impartial 
ttUTr5>.n^t.1vQ ©C Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
und thls volume Is Intensely Interesting. It should be 
read In conjunction with Gibbon'« work. For sale at 
thU office. Frftp, 25 cehts. . .

£

How the Non-Sectarian Al 
liance Gives Men a. 

Start.

Mokes : Self-Respecting Citizens 
• of Outcasts.

VlNDEX.

A BIRTHDAY PARTY.

association. M. T. C. Flower.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

PRICr cl on. POSTPAID.

Some Very Pleasant Sup 
prises Are Enjoyed.

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under the Bushel; or Thirteen 

Hundred and Six Questions to the Clergy. By Wm 
Hart. Pries <o cent«.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lecture«. By Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Price SI.OU; 
postage 10 cents.

translated fwm the french 
BY S. U. CROCKEE.

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Henson, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 432pages. Cloth, u.ou

HOW TO“MESMERlZEr
By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of tbo most successful 

n esmerlsts In America. Ancient and modem mira
cles explained by meamerism. Ad Invaluable work 
Pr'ce, paper, fiO cents.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
On an Inquiry m to whether Modem Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from Hit Sataulc 
Majesty and His Subordinates in the Kingdom of 
Darkneu. 60 pages. By Mqsks Holl. Price, 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
■’•5 Effacement of Chriitianlty? ’Ey George Jacob 
••/•■cikc. This la a most valuable contrlbjjtiop to 
•rm thought literature. Bound In paper with food 
kcri-b* uf author. Price, 10 cent«; tirclYt topi«
Ji *1.0. . . ■ .

THE SOUL,
Ite Nature, Relations and Expression in Human Em 
bodlmenu. Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, by her Guides, A book that every one who la 
Interested In re-incarnation should read. Price 11.00.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattie E. Hull. TUIrtr-elglit or Mrs Hull-* 

sweeten sung«, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of coueregstlons, circles snd families. Price 10 cis 
or 16 per hundred. For sale at this odlce "

HISTORY OF ATHARAEU
T IFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

1-^ historr of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band cf AV 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containiafl fll pagca, was vnlv 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and Is li ? 
tensely Interesting, price 80 Mate. For sale at uh*

' POEMS.
By Edith Willis Linn. A volnme of «weet outpour

ings of a gentle nftture, who has no thought of the 
bluer cruelty of earth-life. These are tweet, winsome 
and restful. Price «100.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
HftYD yon promliftd yonreelf tbo raro pleasure of 

reading tbti beautiful work by tbe good, old-time 
writer, Hudson Tuttle? Price. 50 cent*. Contain« * 
fine portrait of tbe author. For sale at this office.

“the‘qua.rantine raised?
Or the Twenty Tear» BatUe Agilnit ■ Works 

Ended. ByMomHcii, Price 10 cents. For Ml« 
ettbU office - -■__________ - ____
- ANGEL WHISPERINGS
For the Searcher After Truth.

BF BATTIK .r. BAT,
All who lore genuine poetry, of excellent moral 

and Eplrltual quality, should read th!» book. This 
work is bandsonxely lionud and i* clearly printed on 
good paper. For ««lent ibis office. Price ti.
“APOLLONIUS OF T Y ANA. ‘ 
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderfnl conminlMtioa. ezpUln&g bow bli 
Ure end mchinn wert utntiMto rormnleié Obtint- 
aett^ Mm UtoMtw YOreele«» ttSriK

New York.

TRUST THAT IS SELDOM MISPLACED— 
ARTHUR W. MILBURV’S PART IN THE 
INSTITUTION. ’
To the Editor:—There is, as set 

forth by the New York TribunB, a hu
manitarian project (non-sectarian in its 
nature) in that city which is worthy of 
all commendation. We are glad to see 
The Progressive Thinker publish 
these benevolent acts for the ameliora
tion of suffering humanity—they are ex
cellentobject-lessons for Spiritualists, 
who have no prominent philanthropic 
institutions. The place where a grand 
unplifting work is being done in New 
York is a plain brick building, five sto- 
vies high, at the southwest corner of 
Bleeker and Sullivan streets. It was 
once a dwelling, and in the days when 
A. T. Stewart occupied one of the 
houses in Depau Row, just across Sulli
van street, this building-was one of the 
notable old houses of the city. Its ma
hogany doors und carved Italian mantels 
still indicate the glories of departed 
days, when rich interior finish and sub
stantial, though plain, exterior, were 
characteristics of the best class of New 
York’s dwellings.

This building Is now the headquarters 
of the Industrial Christian Alliance, the 
onlj’ organization of its kind in tbe city. 
'Through the intelligent zeal of Arthur 
W. Milbury, the active founder and 
manager, the Alliance was incorporated 

. in hiovemberr1891, and after having a 
small home in Macdougal street, for a 
year and a half, it took up its present 
quarters, known as No. 170 Bleecker 
street.

The purposes of the Alliance are 
tersely set forth in the following words: 
“A 'temporary, Christian, industrial 
home for friendless and fallen men. The 
pnly requisites for admission are a do- 
¿ire to lead a better life, and willingness 
to work. The man who will not work 
when work is offered is not regarded as 
a helpable case, and will not be re
ceived.”

WHAT IS DONE AND HOW.
This purpose of the Alliance is still 

more compactly summed up in its motto: 
"Helping men to help themselves." A 
clear idea of the working of the institu
tion may bo got through a talk with Mr. 
Milbury, a tall and splendid specimen of 
the athletic Christian, a man of un weary
Ing energy and pronounced convictions.

In his plainly furbished office on the 
first floor of tho building, Mr. Milbury 

. gave the following account, the other 
day, of the Alliance and what it has ac
complished:

“There are three features of the Al
liance to which I wish to call attention. 
First, this is the only place of its kind 

. in the city. Second, it is for homeless 
and friendless men. Third, we do not 
concern ourselves with race orcreed. 
We do not care whut religious label a 
man wears, so long as ho has a desire in 
his heart to do right.

' "Some five years ago a few men who 
had been interested in the ‘rescue’ work 
determined that the methods then exist
ing were .too spasmodic tobe effectual in 
reclaiming men. It was necessary to do 
more than to give a man a night's lodg- 

" ing, an occasional meal and an oxhorta- 
tion. It was decided that a temporary 
home and employment were essential in 
the process of putting a homeless and 
friendless man on his feet. Hence the 
Alliance aud the opening of a head
quarters.

“The word ‘industrial’ was placed in 
the title to keep away the-mon who 
would rather beg than work. It has 
been ellective. The assertion, how
ever, that such men as we set out to 
help would not work was disproved from 
tho outset. The men who applied were 
set to work to put tho Macdougal street 
house in order. They worked faithfully 
in a house that was not heated, and in a 
winter month. Soon after this a broom 
factory was opened in a neighboring loft. 
That industry is still kept going, and 
the superintendent is one of the rescued 
men. The work is light, and easily 
learned.

“When these men first come to us they 
are weak from illness, privation or dissi
pation, and can do only light work. 
From the broom industry we have de
voloped tho manufacture of brushes, 
pails, feather dusters, earpot-sweepers, 
washing machines, wringers, and many 
other articles. These are of superior 
quality, and are sold at the ordinary 
market price.

THEY ARE FAITHFUL WORKERS.
“Wo supply men, too, for all sorts of 

odd jobs, and keep an ej’e upon them to 
Bee how well they do their work. As au 
instance of what can bo done with our 
men, last fall they distributed through
out the city 390,000 circulars for the 
Committee of Fifty in about thirty-six 
hours and that in a fearful storm. Six 
of our best men were sent out to see that 
the work was properly done, and this 
without the knowledge of the others. 
The report was that the task had been 
thoroughly and conscientiously carried 
out. We pluce our men on their sense 
of honor, and appeal to their best in
stincts. That is the best way, and, in 
fact, the only way, to deal with them.”

Before going further into detailsxtf 
the work Mr. Milbury gave his visitor 
an opportunity to go through the build
ing. The basement is used for a Peo- 
pie's Five-Cent Restaurant, as it is 
called. This is one of nine restaurants 
of the kind opened by the Alliance in 
the winter of 1893-94. The five-cent 
meal consists of a good supply of hot 
meat stew, coffee and bread, all of good 
quality and well cooked.

On tbe first floor are the offices of the 
Alliance and a chapel at the rear. 
Services are held in the chapel nightly 
and at least twice a week each employe 
is expected to be present, although the 
attendance is not compulsory. -A mid

. day service of music and prayer is also 
held. This lasts only ten minutes.

The second floor is used for tailor, 
shoemaker and carpenter shops. On the 
third floor are sitting, reading and writ
ing rooms, a library and the living
rooms of the superintendent, house
keeper and librarian. The two upper 
rooms are used for dormitories, bath and 

- wash-rooms. Each bath-room contains 
a small laundry tub, where a_ man with 
only one undershirt, one .pair of socks 
or one handkerchief can do his own 
washing at night and have it dry in the 
morning. The building will accommo
date about one hundred men, while the 
same number are employed and housed 
in other buildings used.by the Alliance. 
The principal one of these other build-, 
Ings is at Chatham Square. . ’

PIGSTY AND CHICKEN-COQP.
. This Bleeker street building was also 
renovated by the employes of. the Al
liance. ■ When it was, taken there were 
more than sixty Italian.families in it. 
a man with w pigtand -chickens occu

pied a bedroom, on .Jhe top fldta^The 
surroundings were -those ofAabjept 
squalor, :aud the mahogany doqrq arid 
carved fireplaces seemed 6,trorigejy out 
of place. . ■ : ■ ■'< ■ ?'

The men who are .Help,¿d.: l>y :tHe; 
Alliance come and go. -TJtely avei-age 
sojourn, is about filtj'jt.wo^dayB, TJie 
man who comes witlr a recoriiinendation
from some well-known person.‘has"-'no 
advantage over the poor fellow who re
lies solely upon himself. SpeMting of 
some of these men, Jilr. .IJIilbury’ con
tinued: “At our first Christmas a man 
appeared who was poorly ¿lad and who 
was hungry. I repeat ’his own words: 
‘When I came they did not ask me if I 
was a Christian, but If I was hungry. I 
was, and they gave me a.'snuare meal. 
Afterward they inquired all about my 
life and what causes had led to my con
dition. Then the prospects of a better 
life were placed before me. I was put 
on my feet, and since then I have tried 
to,lead a Christian life.'. ■, • ,

"This npan was born of a good English 
family, had been well educated, and had 
been an officer in the English Navy. 
But he had finally drifted to the lowest 
lodging-houses. We gave him an op
portunity, and to-day . he has, entire 
charge of the broom factory, ihe pur
chase of raw material, the manufactur
ing and selling of brooms and the collect
ing of the money. Under his manage
ment oui; broom business has developed 
to between $25,030 arid $30,000 last year. 
He has charge of collections of between' 
$50,000 and $60,000 in all, and only $2.40 
has been lost in that time. That occur
red through a collector who was trusted, 
but who preferred $2.40 to a chance, fpr 
his life. ’ ■

"One miserable man, who was a piti
able object, had tramped, all the way 
from Texas when he caine to. us. He 
was a drunkard. But he was a chemist, 
and had had a German university edu
cation. We gave him a chance, he re
formed and we secured him a place as 
chemist in the largest manufacturing 
laboratory in the United States. On 
Thanksgiving Day, 1894, hocalled to say 
that he could not stay for dinner, sirice 
he was going to eat his Thanksgiving 
dinner with his family. He had saved 
money enough to bring to this country 
his family, whom he hud left in Ger
many thirteen years before. lie still 
holds his position as one of the most 
trusted men of the corporation.

SOME DISAPPOINTMENTS.
"When a man comes here, it is to be

come a new man. This is nota reforma
tory. We simply bridge tho man over. 
Many men prove treacherous and un
grateful. They are generally the ones 
who have had the most aid. But in all 
thishuman wreckage there are instances 
like those mentioned which repay all 
our labors. All the employes of our 
offices, except the superintendent, are 
men who have been rescued. They had 
all tilled positions of trust before."

The big scrap-book kept by Mr. Mil- 
bury and the records of the Alliance tell 
an interesting story, There are statis
tics in the latter, but as interpreted by 
Mr. Milbury, they are entertaining and 
instructive. The serap-book would sup
ply material for an interesting volume. 
A programme in it of the Musurgia’s 
concert of March 15, 1894, with Walter 
Dainrosob as conductor, shows how Mr. 
Milbury induced that famous musical 
body to give the only public concart ever 
vouchsafed by it, when it carried out 
that programme at Carnegie Music Hall 
for the benefit of the Alliance.

The system of records shows that a 
man's “pedigree’’ and history are taken 
in full when he is received. Entries are 
made as to whether he drinks or uses 
tobacco, whether he has been in a penal 
or reformatory institution, and whether 
he has tried a liquor cure. Then all his 
mental or physical defects are noted. 
There are thirty-six directquestions put 
to the applicant, besides all the inci
dental ones. The first entry is made on 
a big sheet of brown paper, and in this 
the man’s name appears. The record 
for public use contains a number instead 
of the man’s name, so that his sensitive
ness may not be offended. When a man 
is recommended for admission by some 
philanthropic person or a contributor to 
the fund, his record is sought from the 
one giving, the recommendation. The 
scrutiny is careful and thorough.

The records show that up to Decem
ber 31 last, the number of actual resi
dents in the homes of the Alliance had 
been 1,486. More than the same number 
had been helped outside. These 1,486 
had the advantage of a term of residerice 
under the influence of the Alliance. 
They remained there an average of fifty- 
one and one-half days. Twenty-six na
tionalities have been represented by the 
1.486 men. Of these 7sl were born in 
the United States, but 222 of these were 
of foreign parentage, while 62 more had 
each one foreign parent. Other n&tien- 
alit’ei were represented as follows: 
English, 256; Irish, 193; Scotch, 84; 
German, 66; Swedes, 2"; Canadians, 44; 
Persians, 1; Russians, 5; Armenians, 1. 
Ono emploj’e came from India, although 
he is of English parentage. He Is now a 
writer for periodicals.

Of tho 1,486 fitare was 1,056 single 
men. There were 230 married men, and 
190 widowers. There were twenty-five 
religious denominations represented, as 
follows: Protestant Episcopal, 361: Ro
man Catholic, 336; Methodist Episcopal, 
243; Presbj’terlan, 210; Baptist, 94: 
Dunkards, 1; Primitive Methodist Epis
copal, I; Nestorian, 1; Quakers, 3; Ortho
dox, 1.

Of the 1,480, 40 were under twenty 
years old, 505 were from twenty to 
thirty years old, 441 from thirty-one to 
forty years old, 335 from forty-one to 
fifty years old, 133 from fifty-one to sixty 
years old, while 32 were over sixty years 
old.

DRINK TO BLAME MOST OF ALL.
Among the causes of destitution and 

need assigned by the 1,486 there were 
nominally 871 who attributed their con
dition to alcoholic drinks. If traced 
back, Mr. Milbury said, it would proba
bly be found that there were-from 1,200 
to 1,300 of the cases where this was the 
prime cause, since cases of sickness, 
poor health, misfortune, etc., could 
generally be thus accounted for. There 
were th i rty-one different causes assigned 
for need. Among these are morphirie, 
prison, old age, erime, shiftlessness, mis
fortune, accident, shipwreck, running 
away from home, family trouble and 
drink, quick temper, improvidence, be
ing robbed, unsound mind, bad reputa
tion and deafness. There were 1,185 of 
the 1,486 who used tobacco.

There were 206 trades and bccupations 
represented by the 1,486. There were 
two artists, one of whom painted a pic
ture in oils which is hung in the chapeh 
There was only one actor. Then there 
■were the following: One doctor, twenty- 
one lithographers, two locomotive en
gineers, twelve sailors, one surveyor, 
one goldsmith, two opticians, three 
journalists, ten musicians, some of whom 
had studied abroad; one pianomaker, one 
tea-taster, seven teachers and one valet.

Wages are paid to the employes of the 
Alliance, and what they have in return 
is charged to them. Speaking of this, 
Mr. Milbury said: “Regular wages are 
paid, the unit being the weekly cost to 
the Alliance of a man’s lodging, food, and 
laundry. An account is kept with each 
man, and he is credited with his. serv
ices. The amount a map receives Is in

creased on merit, the Increase being 
paid in clothing, with a small acioumula- 
tlon of money paid to good men when 
theyJeave the home, to enable them’to 
buy tools or to tide them- oyer until they 
get their first wages.” The number of 
cash gifts to the Alliance between Janu
ary. 24, 1891, when aid for the pre* 
liminary work began, to June 30 last, 
was 2,568, with a total of $47,480.79. 
From November 1, 1895, to January: 31, 
1896, the number of cash gifts was 628. .

FRIENDS OF THE ALLIANCE. !
Mayor Strong has been one of the 

largest and most Interested contributors 
to the Alliance from the first. Amqng 
the liberal contributors to the Alliance 
are Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Billings, 
Miss Julia Billinge, Clarence M. Hyde, 
Frederick E. Hyde, Vermilyo & Co., tho 
H. B. Claflin Company, Donald Mackay, 
John Claflin, D. O. Mills, Ogden Mills, 
Samuel C. Van Dusen, Julien T. Davies, 
James M. Constable, Di-. Albert Shaw, 
Adrian Iselin, John S. Huyler, Joseph. 
S. Auerbach, Roswell P. Flower, W. J. 
Scheiffelln, Anson Phelps Stokes, J. G. 
Phelps-Stokes, W. A. Head, W. F. 
Cochran, John Jacob Astor, Mrs. Hugh 
O’Neill, Solomon Sayles, R.-R. Bowker, 
H. B. Silliman, Alfred S. Lascelles, 
R. G. Dun, John Gibb, Simon Borg, 
George F. Vletor, Cornelius N. Bliss, 
Mrs. Van Wyck Brinckerhoff, Elbert A. 
Brinckerhoff, C. P. Huntington, D. 
Stuart Dodge, Richard W. Stevenson 
and William Colgate.

Speaking, iu closing, of the methods 
employed in inducing the men to lead 
better lives, Mr. Milbury said: "I have 
sent out men whom I had never seen be
fore to collect sums of from $50 to $100, 
I simply pointed out to them that if they 
should steal the money it would eodn be 
gone, and they would he in the same pre
dicament as before. I showed them how 
it paid to be honest. I appealed to their 
common sense. The prime influence in 
our work is spiritual. A man who goes 
out from here with the same passions 
and appetites with which he entered is 
pretty sure to fall into the old ways. 
Therefore, we aim to send him forth 
with new hopes, new purposes and with 
spiritual strength. We attempt in every 
way, to return to our motto, to help 
these men to help themselves."

The above work is conducted on non
sectarian principles, in behalf of poor, 
suffering humanity. It is an object
lesson for wealthy Spiritualists to con
sider, and will grace the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker.

One of the most enjoyable events of 
my experiences connected with Spirit
ualism was a recent party that included 
a materializing seance. It was at Mr. 
William Arnold’s home, he the me
dium, and his wife the lady whose natal 
day anniversary was celebrated by the 
friends—or, rather, a few of these— 
who so highly esteem this worthy and 
working couple, for they work together 
earnestly, harmoniously, constantly and 
besugingly, each captivating the hearts 
of those who meet them in their fields of 
labor.

Some thirty persons were present—a 
jolly and intellectual company. Many 
beautiful flowers were presented, with 
loving wishes, and several of the friends, 
clubbing together, had purchased a 
lovely ring, with setting of diamonds 
and topaz, the presentation card being 
an acrostic, reading:

“ July 28, ’96. 
“All have come to give thee greeting, 

Reaching out for the good and true, 
Near the fount of perfect freedom; 
Onward is the cry, and you, 
Leading always in the paths of-light, 
Deliver each unto the spirit height.

“ The Guides."
Mrs. Mann, under spirit guidance 

voiced an appropriate and touching 
eulogy in presenting the ring, which 
was a surprise to Mrs. Arnold, who was 
deeply moved, and could only say: “I 
am unable to put my grateful feelings 
into words, and must call upon Claud 
(spirit) to respond for me."

Mr. Arnold had prepared a surprise 
also. He had carefully placed an old 
watch in a small box, and asked his wife 
not give him away when he presented it 
as his gift. She had thought him but 
jesting. I can imagine her feelings 
when, beginning to address her, he 
lifted that box as though to offer its con
tents as his make-believe gift; but in
stead, he took from his vest-pocket a 
new and lovely gold watch, chain and 
charm, and laughingly placed this in his 
wife’s hands.

With a happy smile, but a quivering 
lip, she said something about “getting 

jeven with him.”
' Mr. Arnold passed under control of 

his guide, Claud, and many beautiful 
words fell from his lips. Mrs. Arnold 
silently wept, as a woman will, for joy; 
and all felt, what all had known, that 
marriage was not a failure in that home.

One of Mr. Arnold’s grand seances 
followed; and this in turn was followed 
by a second feast for the inner man, but 
this consisted of cakes, ice cream and 
coffee.

I would like to speak of Mrs. Mann's 
cheery and cute Indian guide, who en
tranced tho instrument and chatted, and 
afterward came in materialized form, 
strongly characteristic in voice and 
manner of the spirit when she uses her 
medium. A fine test.

Also I wish to say that Mr. French, a 
medium present, under control, gave 
me an unexpected pleasure by speaking 
of my life and work, saying: "The book 
you have just written will do a great 
amount of good in the world.” I had 
just completed a book that morning. 
Mr. French was a stranger to me. I 
confess to feeling much encouraged by 
his guide’s remarks. I had felt that my 
book (when a way opens for its publica
tion) will do much good, and now I anx
iously wait, and hope that the angel 
friends can make a way for Its advent. 
They have done even greater things for 
me, so I can trust-

Allie Lindsay Lynch.

Never write anything that does not 
give you great pleasure; emotion is easi
ly propagated from the writer to the 
reader.—Joubert.

Kind words prevent a good deal of 
that perverseness which rough and im
perious usage often produces in gener
ous minds.—Locke.

Gentleman is a term that does not ap
ply to any station, but to the mind and 
feelings in every station.—Talfourd. '

Seems it strange that thou shouldst 
live forever? Is it less strange that thou 
shouldst live at all?—Young.

CONSUMPTION
To thz Editor—Please inform your read

ers that I have a positive remedy for the 
. above named disease. By its timely use 

thousands of hopeless cases have been per
manently cured. I shall be glad to send 
twobottlesofmyremedyfreetoanyof your 

' readers who hare consumption if they will 
Bend me their express and post office address. 

.TJLSlocum.M.O., 183 Pearl St. New V.A

luterestiug- Account of Mediums 
. and The|r(tlWàrk.

To THE EDiTORF-^Thb' six weeks’ 
camp season of the Ndfithwesterii Spirit
ualist Association fqpil8B6 closed Sunday, 
July 26, amid a blaze of glory. Ono ¿ear 
ago, in a short article published in The 
Progressive ThinkRh, I predicted the 
permanent stability and success of the 
association, and that the Spiritualists 
of tho whole Northwest \vould in the 
future be favored with an institution 
that would reflect honjpr upon the cause 
they so greatly love,' and where they 
could assemble together for a eeasoh of 
Pleasure and profit roach ' year, as old 

!arth wheels upon its gxis. The greater 
success of the' present over past sea
sons; both financially and iu attendance, 
justified it. " . ' i '

The substantial footing upon which 
tbe association finds itself is a matter 
for congratulation to the Spiritualists 
throughout the Northwest, and is due 
largely to the wisdom displayed in' the 
selection of its management, and espe
cially so to the indomitable courage and 
good business judgment of the president, 
Dr. Aspinawall; and the wisdom in the 
purchase of ample grounds (thirty acres) 
for a permanent home on the snores of 
popular Minnetonka Lake will in the 
near future be recognized as a master
stroke of business acumen.

Substantial improvements will be 
placed upon the new location in season 
for the opening in July,'97. Now that 
the camp season for the year '96 of the 
Northwestern Spiritualist Association is 
at an end, it is a subject of congratula
tion to Spiritualists- everywhere that 
though every phase of mediumship was 
represented during the entire six weeks 
of the sessions, bp far_as the writer was 
able to learn, not a breath of suspicion 
rested upon any one of the large num
ber upon the grounds. In mentioning a 
few with whop 1 came mostly in con
tact, I would not be understood as mak
ing invidious comparisons, for all en
joyed the confidence of the public. The 
most prominently ip mind are C. E. 
Winans, materializing and painting; 
Mrs. Kaynor, physical manifestations; 
Mrs. Aspinwall, materializing; the Fos
ters, father and son, photo and inde
pendent writing, in the light,'in public, 
and materializing hands, etc.; Mrs. L. A. 
Roberts, materializing and healing; 
Mr. Wheeler, trumpet; Mr. Concannon, 
materializing; Rev. ■ Titus, character 
reading and clairvoyance; Prof. Arthur 
and the Dempsey family.

I would be highly pleased to make 
each of the above-mentioned mediums 
objects of a specially extended notice of 
their strictly honest, deportment and of 
their grand, genuinft jncflial powers, but 
space forbids. Yet:I hope I may be par
doned for special rolereuce to the Demp
seys and Prof. Arthiin

Prof. Arthur came upon the grounds 
some two weeks prior to the closs of the 
season, and, it may (truthfully be said, 
was a conspicuous character from the 
first. The public exhibitions of his 
powers as a healer and hypnotist were 
the great attraction of the latter days of 
camp. Tho effect of hiq powers in the 
teatment of the sick, in gudiences rang
ing from 1,090 to 1,^)0, was simply mar
velous, and was oply qclipsed by tho 
avalanche of invalids,¿ranging in ages 
from babies in mothpi'A' arms to white
haired fathers and mothers whose earth
ly pilgrimage .are rapidly drawing to a 
close.

The afflictions from which- these peo
ple were suffering were from every con
ceivable disability, and in most cases of 
long standing, and which have baffled 
the medical profession of tbe various 
schools. To specially mention the many 
cases treated who were cured and bene
fited would be impossible in a single 
newspaper article, but with your per
mission I will mention a single case that 
set the orthodpx world of St. Paul all 
agog, and their tongues wagging.

The case referred to was an Invalid 
named Goran, who was assisted by 
friends to a seat upon the rostrum of the 
auditorium. He was unable to walk, 
nor bad he walked for two and a half 
years, and had been under the treat
ment much of the time of two of St. 
Paul’s ablest physicians, though without 
avail. Prof. Arthur, stepping in front 
of him, vigorously manipulated the 
lower limbs of the patient less than five 
minutes, then commanded him to stand 
up. He seemed to hesitate, as if fear
ing his ability to do so, when the pro
fessor again commanded him to stand. 
He arose, seemingly without much diffi
culty. He was then commanded to cross 
the platform, which he performed with
out assistance. He then returned to his 
seat, received another treatment, arose 
and stepped down from the rostrum. 
Later the writer witnessed him walking 
about the grounds, followed by a crowd, 
who could scarcely credit the evidence 
of their own senses. Subsequently, how
ever, it was reported the party had 
stated he bad relapsed to his former 
condition, and that it was through fright 
that he experienced under the treatment 
that he was enabled to walk; but his 
close neighbors contradict the state
ment, alleging him to be greatly im
proved.

Orthodoxy in the medical profession, 
in the churches and out of tho churches, 
has seemingly become Alarmed at the 
wide-spreading interest and influence 
manifested in the Twin Cities through 
witnessing spiritual phenomena, which 
carries conviction to all hearts open to 
receive the truth, and through the St. 
Paul doctors has endeavored to belittle 
the professor’s ability as a healer of the 
sick. Tnese reports having come to his 
flotlce well authenticated, he submitted 
the following doublerehallenge through 
the daily press: Thi't hri would deposit 
any reasonable sum of money for chari
table purposes, subject to their order, if 
he failed to carry orit the terms of the 
challenge, to wit: heSworild accompany 
theth—one or all of theimr-to any or all 
of the hospitals of thte'cffy, would baled 
through the several "vtarids blindfolded, 
and would, without 'risking a question, 
diagnose correctly nirietylelght per cent, 
of all cases; and a like shm, for the same 
object, that no one oFthein could accom
plish the same feaVl-Itiu needless to 
say there has been n(£sign from them.

Prof. Arthur has been characterized 
as the Boy phenomenon,-and from his 
physical appearance'¿nd almost marvel
ous powers exhibited in healing the 
sick, and as a hypnotist, the appellation 
is warranted. In stature he is about the 
medium, slight of figure, yet very sym
metrical; his facial appearance would in
dicate his age atabout twenty-two years, 
though it is said to bo thirty-two. To 
the writer his face .has a very spiritual 
appearance, and is pleasant to look upon, 
and when upon tho platform discussing 
his god-given gifts, carries an inspira
tion to his hearers, and is expressive of 
a warm heart within him lor humanity. 
He has made many warm friends at our 
camp, and. has reaped golden laurels, 
and not laurel's alone, but golden jewelry 
presented by his admiring friends as 
tokens of their appreciation of his abil
ity as a healer of the sick. The presents 
thus presented were very beautiful and 
of great value. ' -

1 have written this somewhat extended 
notice of Prof. Arthur-to express my

appreclatipQ,of him Hb a man, a gentle
man, and an instrument through whioh 
the Spirit-world are working great good 
to humanity and the cause of Spiritual
ism, feeling that .li.is merits should b$ 
placed more prominently before the pub
lic. I have thus written that the forty 
thousapd readers of the popular Pro
gressive Thinker may learn of his 
great worth. He has the courage of his 
convictions to announce to the public 
that he is greatly aided by spirits in the 
treatment of the sick.

In specially noticing the Dempseys in 
the columns of The Progressive, 
Th’NKER, it is believed it will redound 
to the best interest of the cause in intro
ducing this worthy family prominently 
before the public. Mr. Dempsey is an 
educated Irish gentleman, was educated 
for the priesthood, but the profession of 
the priest not being to his taste, he 
turned his attention to pursuits more 
congenial. Something more than two 
yeai's ago the. writer met him for the 
first time at a spiritual seance at the 
residence of Mr. and Mrs..Tolcott .This 
was the beginning of his investigations 
of spiritual phenomena, having been in
duced by a friend to attend this seance. 
:At this date he was an attache of the 
Daily Globe, a prominent secular paper 
of this city. .... . ,

। At this, his; first sitting,' he .bdcsime 
much Interested ih what Tie witnessed; 
(continuing his investigations' with a 
mind open for the reception of truth, he 
soon became convinced of the facts 
claimed by Spiritualists. Constrained 
by a strong desire that the family should 
share the grand revelations of a future 
life vouchsafed him, he began quietly to 
unfold to Mrs. Dempsey the wonders of 
his discoveries, until her mind was some
what aroused, when a circle of the fam
ily, composed of father, mother and six 
lovely children, was the result. To the 
surprise of all, physical manifestations 
occurred at this their first sitting—rap
ping, tipping and moving the table. 
The sittings were continued, and each 
one of the six children has developed 
wonderful medial powers and various 
phases of manifestations, physical, clair
voyance, clairaudlence, trance, and two 
of them are to he developed for material
izations. The names of these young 
mediums severally are: Maria, atrou 
seventeen; Maggie, fifteen; John, thir
teen; Lizzie, eleven; Eddie, nine; Annio, 
seven.

Through the mediumship of Lizzie, 
Mr. Dempsey was instructed to construct 
the wonderful speaking-dial.

Mr. Dempsey and family are Catholic, 
but outspoken Spiritualists, and not hid
ing their light under a Catholic or any 
other bushel. He invites priests and 
people to view and test the wonder
workings of the dial; It is converting a 
class that other mediums have hitherto 
failed to reach. The priest reports that 
West St. Paul, where there are many 
Catholics, and where the Dempseys 
formerly lived, is infested with Spirit
ualists.

In closing my remarks touching this 
family, I would mention an incident 
showing the physical strength of the 
mediumship in this family. Having 
occasion to change their residence, their 
cooking-range was dropped at the door 
of their new home, and, it being large 
and heayy, Mr. Dempsey went in pur
suit of three mentó assist him in putting 
it in place. In his absence Mrs. Demp
sey inquired of the spirit-control through 
tho dial if they (the spirits) would assist 
her and the little medium, Lizzie, iu 
placing the stove in position. Tho an
swer was in the affirmative. They 
placed their hands lightly upon it, when 
it was lifted, turned upon its side, and 
glided through the door to its proper 
place, to the great surprise of Air. 
Demsey on his return with assistance to 
move it. I venture the prediction that 
in the near future manifestations will 
occur in that family that will astound 
the civilized world.

That the Northwestern Camp Associa
tion is exerting a powerful intluence 
over the Northwest is evidenced by the 
large attendance drawn from not only 
our own but all adjoining States and the 
Pacific coast, and so long as tho man
agement continue to place upon its ros
trum such talent as the peerless Mrs. 
Hichmond, Barrett, Titus and others 
who ministered to tho people at this 
meeting, they can with confidence look 
for a rapid growth of the cause and the

Onset Gamp-Meeting.
To the Editor:—O.- et, like your 

paper, is certainly progressive. Year 
after year we see such wonderful im
provements that one wonders where the 
management is going stop.

To-night, for tho first time, Onset is 
lighted by electricity. One would im
agine that he was in a city instead.of a 
camp-ground, walking along Ouset ave
nue with its stores, hotels, restaurants, 
street cars, post-office, express and tele
graph office, under the flicker of an 
arc light where once was kerosene.

The programme for this season is 
superior to any of its predecessors. Such 
noted workers as Oscar Edgerly, Mrs. 
Helen Palmer, Prof. W. M. Lockwood, 
Jennie H. Jackson, A. E. Tisdale, C. W. 
Hidden, H. D. Barrett, J. Frank Baxter 
and Moses Hull have already occupied 
tho platform, each one seemingly more 
inspired than on any previous occasion. 
Tho lectures have been followed in most 
cases with tests by the celebrated New 
England mediums. Joseph Stiles has 
been known to give one hundred and 
fifty names in one hour, and all recog
nized. Mrs. May Pepper has no supe
rior anywhere as a test medium. Mrs. 
Maggie Waite, of California, a test me
dium of note, gave tests at the close of 
Mr. Hull’s lecture July 29. It was one of 
the most remarkable test seances ever 
given at Onset. It has been three or 
four years since Mrs. Waite was here, 
but she was not forgotten. I don't think 
she has warmer friends in California 
than she found here. Everyone is de
lighted with her. There is, as usual, 
■a large number of materializing medi
ums among them: Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Bliss, 
Mrs. Best, Mrs. Fay, Miss Nellie Barnes 
and Mrs. Poole, the last two being new 
to Onset audiences. The attendance at 
these seances is very slim this season, 
although the number of campers is as 
large as usual. A good slate-writer 
would have more than he could attend 
to, as there is not a slate-writer on the 
grounds, and only one medium for phy
sical manifestations, G. V. Cordingly, of 
Chicago, who is gathering in the shek
els that would do the eyes of a material
izing medium good to see just now.

The music at the meetings is as good 
as usual, furnished by Messrs. Maxim 
and Peck, both blessed with powerful 
and musical voices.

August 2 is expected to be a red letter 
day at Onset, when Moses Hull is again 
to occupy the platform. He is the man 
to draw the crowds. Why? Because 
he talks common sense and lives his 
Spiritualism in spite of his enemies, 
which, by the way, are only Tew in num
ber, and have, lost their lustre on the 
Spiritual rostrum through their bigotry. 
Mr. Hull; like the Moses of old in the 
bullrushek, has been carefully watched, 
so that to-day he stands a venerable 
giant on 4,h& spiritual rostrum.

Tift1, pleasure of the campers was 
marred- somewhat _to-day when the 
aeronaut, Professor Bonelte, met with a 
serious accident in attempting to make 
his third balloon ascent, th« wind being 
too strong for the occasion.

Herbert Winthrop.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammad* 

into English f roni tho original Arabic, Mth 
explanatory note« token from tbe jnost approved coin! 
meutetors. With a preliminary discourse by Geo. Sale. Price, cloth, il.oo. For safe at this office.

Origin, bevelorinieut aud Deisiuiy 
of Man.

A Scientific.1 and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginning*;:. Fundamental Prine!« 
- pies;' Formation of ConitolluttoDS, Systems. Buns 
Planet« and floteHHetf. Th» Origin or Meteor« and 
Comet»; TueUrgauic -Kingdom; The Origin of Mae: 
Man—His Attributes sndPowers; Tho Soul-How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tbe. Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; Tbs Record Book, or 
The JlMveniV Ether; How to Cultivate tho Sixth 
Sense; Tho Finer or Spiritual Body, Growth and Ue 
/ouerftUon: Morally, Spiritualism Proved by Jhc 

■ptble; Tbo Bible.aud Christ; Tbo Summary:
Must We Do to Ba Saved.’* For sale at tbtoodlce

Price* CiQfth'.JRl ~
SEERS OF THE AGES.

Embracing Spiritualism, past and present. By J. 
M. Peebles, M.‘ D. An encyclopedia of luterestiug 
and Instructive facts. Price ei.OQ.

IT IS INTERESTING.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localitfei, Employ

ments, Surroundings, and Conditions In the Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Sbelha- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Clr 
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage W cent*. For sale at 
this office. .

THE REAL ISSUE.
. A compound of the two p&mph’
lete/*Tfae Irrepressible Conflict," and “Your Auawer 
or Your Life;” with Important addition«, making a 
book of 1» pages all for 25 cents. This book couialu* 
■lallstlci, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
cbe times, that every one should have. For sale ut 
this offioe.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note« 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with view« of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thoma« CHo Rickman, 
Joe Dat low .Mary Wollstonecraft, Madaine Roland. 
Condorcet, Brlkflot, and the moat prominent of Paine's 
friend# in Europe and America. CloUi, 15 ceil'«

THOMASPAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Not Adapted to Modern Civilisation, with the True 
Characterof Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown 
M. D. Price, 15 cent*. *

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 6. Twlng me

dium. This little book will be read with intense in
terest by Uouaauda. Price 25 centa.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an accpuutof the very wonder
ful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. 
PbelpB, Stratford, Conn., uud filmliar case« In al) 
parts of the country, Thh volume la the first fro» 
tbe author directly upon the «ubjuci of '’Spiritualism.’ 
and ha* stood tho teat of many years. Cloth. I1.2S 
Postage 10 centa. For sale at thia office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Us Phcnoinenn and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watsou. Thia work was wrlUeu by a modern Savior 
«grand and noble man. Price 11.00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charlei Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

OBSESSION.
Dow evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. 

P.23. Price w cento. '

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just the book for those seeking Information con

cerning that most damnable luaillutlon known In 
btetorv—the Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen ahould become acquainted with tbe 
facts so succinctly atated In thia valuable record. It 
«how« the methods used by the Romish Church io ex
terminate those who reject Its beliefs aud claims 
Fur ralu at this office. Price 25 c*nu

IngersoH’s Great Address
On Thomae Paine, at tbe late Paine celebration in 
NewYorkCity. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for&O cents.

Real Life in the Spirit-Laud.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla 11. King. You 

will not become weary wbllo reading thia excellent 
book. Price 79 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank, tbo Independent preacher of New 

York City. Tbe moat learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analyst* of His Satanic Majesty ever 
f ublished. Tbo book contains 66 pages, and la beau- 
ifully bound, with likeness of author on title pare, 

price 25 cents.

7 HE DIAKKA.
'T'HE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J Xj Victim«, by the Seer, A. J. D*vU, 1« a very in

teresting and suggestive work. It 1« an explanation o< 
much that b false and repulsive tn Bptrituallsm, em 
bodytaga most Important recent Interview with Jame* 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Lani Prior 
50 canto. For «Ale at this offlca

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, al. For sale at this 
office.

portrait» representing J&«. Richmond il 
1857,in 1878, a>iA in 1884,- " Si
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LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST? 

-on- .
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
- BY -

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portral I from Life.

This book wlILbeforuid peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more io than nny<JM*rii issued since Uncle Tours 
Cabin. 11 breathes forgbtlcu whispers which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high ofiivlal private life during the mostmoment- 
oui period In American History, and la a aeeiet pago 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood — 
“Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, 12mo, Uliintrated, pp. ¡¿64, $1.50; 

Paper, 75 ernta.

For Sale al (his office.

The To-Morrow of Death,
...OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.
BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK,
This floe volume might well hare been entitled 

Bplrituallinn Demonstrated by tielcuee. It Is written 
In that peculiar In’ereslhig style lu which French 
writerfl excel when they would popularité scientific 
subjects in adaptation to the Deeds of the general 
reader. The author la not a Bplrltualist—he even 
meuilons Spiritualiste as "devotees of a new super- 
Btlilou,” etc., etc., In which he inHUlfeste the unial 
animus of the “actent 1t|C ctefl»,” yet he s»yi «gain: 
‘•There is a true and reartctable Idea in Spirit.nsltMn.” 
and regards us proved fact of coininnnicailon 
between superhuman» und the InhabltantH of Earth;" 
and he goes ou to relate instauccs of fact In evidence. 
There la, to a Spiritualist, a inunlfcal discrepancy in 
tlicauthote's ideas, but the well-read mind wl.l readily 
select and arrange the proa and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price *1.50. For Mio at 
ibis office.

GLeAJNlFGS 

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

Tbtn work 1b one that every one Bbould read. It 
beam, throughout with rare pern, of thought, prac
tical a, well as profound. There la Buuablne and 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to the aulhor'B favorite Bister. Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Splrlt-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, or 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives an Interesting sketch of the 
author'« Ute.

CONTENTS:
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Mohammed, or the Faith and War« of 

Islam.
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The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

/l turci given by tbe Spirit Band through the me* 
dlumablp of Mra. MagdalcnaKUne. This volume con* 
Blau of a «erica of lecture«, message« and poems, 
written and delivered 1n public through the mental or* 
ganlnn of Mn. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone la excellent 
and tbeir spirit good: and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those be ha« held, yet ha 
WIH find much to please, benefit and Instruct. Tbe 
reverence with which Jeeua ii mentioned will please 
many, although tbe Idea« advanced concerning Jeans 
and Christianity arc not after tbe orthodox standard. 
The book contains 4F8 large page«, and will be sent 
postpaid for *1-50. For Mie fit thia office

NEW THOUGHT.
Volume L Nicely bound In cloth, 57i large, beaut!* 

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of tbe best 
speakers and mediums. Tbe matter all '"Igltisi and 
presenting tn an attractive form tbe highest phase ot 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By Mosks Hitll. Price 
only 11.50. F&r sale at tbla office.

Volume n. 834 pegea, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Blx portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents. By Mobu Hull. For sale at ibis 
office.

EDITHBKUILEY'SVISIOlC
A thrilling appeal to all who are interested In leanb 

Ing bow the great forces of the Rom*n Catbolid 
Church are seeking to control all movement« per
taining to human progress that an* tn opposition to 
tbeir dogmatic religious teachings, Price 15 cento. 
For «ale ftt this office. _____________

TA MAN AND HIS SOUlT
By T. O. Crawford, »nttior of '‘SenBtor Stanley’» 

BtoryJ’ “Th. Dl«.ppe«r»nce Syndicate,” etc, Cloth. 
Froapsplcce. »1X0.___________________________ ■

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences, 
through the mediumship of Mary There*« Sbeibamen 
An excellent work. Price 11.25. .
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THE CLINTON CAMP.
It Opens Under Favorable 
SV . Conditions, ,

:ll ■ ■ ••• ■ 'I ' ■
«Ç-.

PRESIDENT 
OPENING

THOMPSON DELIVERS THE 
ADDRESS—HE EXPRESSES

HIS THOUGHTS IN POETRY. '
Ladies and Gentlemen:—It is again 

fi duty devolving on me to make. you an 
opening add roes.

In the midst of so much intelligence, 
bo much talent, so much ability of all 
kinds, it eeems presumptuous in me 
to take much of your time, this morning, 
In the opening of our camp; but then our 
cause is one, supported on the grand 
pillar of Truth, and who need fear 
where foundation is laid there, on that 
everlasting support. You and I, each 
may have our opinions, but when they 
rest on the sure foundation of trutli and 

■■ justice there is nothing to'disturb tis; 
Our cause underlies aU religions, and 
makes all mankind one, and of kin, not 
all equal, but all nrogressing toward tho 
Btandard of excellence.

It Is through consciousness, which is 
part and parcel of the BOul, that we 
reach out into the infinite fleldeof nature; 

. yhere we are btit school boys and girls 
walking along the silent shores of the 

. Infinite. ' :
: We may fail, but those following after 

will take up our cry where we have 
halted and move on to yet grander vic
tories.

I shall therefore ask your indulgence 
while I read you .some thoughts on thd 
“Voice of Nature Speaking to the Soul 
Of Man.” ‘

i CANTO FIRST.

O’er nature’s works there stands a sen
tinel,

Whose lips, though sealed, in eloquence 
they tell

Their Maker's praise, who doeth all 
things well. ■

•I'is Silence reigns ejipreme, remote and 
1 near,

And holds in secret that to man most 
dear: ,

Upon the silver wave of ocean strand, 
Among the starlit depths of Heaven's 

band,
She rules supreme:—'mid ether holds 

her way,
And ' penetrates to depths of space 

away—
To regions whence the mist of mys

tery
Ne'er rises up to let In light of history.
She sounds his grandest praise in silent 

notes,
And when she loudest speaks she is 

most mute;
To understand her ways, seek Nature’s 

book;
Take lessons where you may of babbling 

brook:
If murmur here disturb fair Silence 

reign, ■
Seize on the sunbeam—ask it whence it 

came,
Or whither flies?—to what remoter 

scene
Is gathered up its essence so serene?
Whence speeds 

way?
Where rests Its 

day?
Is garnered up

this silent ray upon its 

silent work at eve of

this quivering beam on
high,

To light new worlds and deck another 
sky?

Is lost in depths of space and found 
anew,

A point of motion or an atom too?
Tho questions asked of her disrobed of 

dust,
But echo answers still in Him to trust.
Who wondrous paints the flower its 

varying hue?
Or seals up sunshine in the morning 

dew?
Or spreads the blushes on the maiden's 

face?
Or clothes her in a woman’s matchless 

grace?
Ask tune to sing a song of days of 

yore,
How then he launched his boat from 

primal shore.
And sailed adown its stream 'mid chaos 

wild.
Nature’s firstborn, but not her fairest 

child.
Sad Silence looks adown with kindly 

eye,
But deigns not speak about this mys-

Most distant from Creation's arch, where 
space should end. .

But space can end nowhere, it seems to 
me,

For that would be to limit Thee, O 
Deity; .

But limit is unknown fo God above: 
’TisthusaGod to chaos.still wa prove, 
But reason thus admits no ruler there, 
Is to ddny that God is everywhere; • 
Then chaos of the past is .fixed by lipes 
That hold her, struggling,, firm ’mid 

wildest times,
That wrought from out her matter, ’mid 

heat and thunder,
Those forms which made the world at 

which we wonder.
. Canto third.

Is't true, then, ’twas decreed that man 
shall be,

Witbin a given sphere, an actor free?
As child within the room may look out

side,
And wish ’twere free to travel far and 

wide,
Yet held within a narrow scojie is he 
By loving parents’ just and' wise decree. 
The child, as man, a broader range 

beyond ■ . : :
May wish to reach and hope'to look 

" upon; • ■; ‘ '
But- Deity hath kindly shut our eyes ■ ■ 
Tq past and future scenes,—there only 

lies . ’ ' ' ' ■ ’ ■ •
A narrow strip of land between to.scan. 
For thus is focalized the powers of man. 
Eternal Father, bounteous to aU, 
Within thy broad domain unheeded fall 
No living things, however great or 

small: : . " , '
Each hath thy care who heareth every 

ca'l- . - . .
Thy wisdom planned the universe adown 
The steeps of time where mind hath 

. never flown; ' ’ . ... .
And from ohaotio mass was order born, 
First child of thine, upon that early 

morn.
The laws that'rule each sphere through

out all space
Must first have seen thy thought their 

scope to trace,
And grade them ali to hold within con

trol
Dull matter, till it upward mounts to 

soul;
And then its coniines, marked they be 
By higher laws of Diety. /
For spirit hath its laws as well 
As wliut in grosser matter dwells, 
That moulds and rules the higher life 
By pure laws, more free from strife; 
But still Imagination fails 
To reach where law doth not prevail. 
These rules that lie in Nature's ways 
Were wisely fixed in primal days 
By Him who reigns throughout the 

spheres
The same as for a million years;
But strangest of thy works, O Deity, 
Are you—O mau, with your sphere quite 

free
To act as reason tells you well, 
Within the range in which you dwell. 
But wisdom differs much in man, 
Which, too, doth seem of God the plan, 
Who made the wise man and the clown, 
Yet made no two alike, we own.
Relentless man, In whom there glows a 

soul,
Why sit you down and rest this side the 

goal?
Why falter as you travel o’er the way? 
A devious one, prepared by Deity;
God’s signals light on every hand the 

road
That mortals journey to their new 

abode. • ’
Old, honest Time has placed quite plain 

his seal ....
On every volume Nature doth reveal;
And wrote a language plain to under

stand .
By those who wish to read; on every 

hand
It speaks In tones that echo everywhere 
That God is great and good, then why 

despair;
For each doth fill a link in Nature’s

HASLETT PARK. IMPORTANT.

For

Nor

The

tery, /
she doth babble not of Nature’s
plan, 
condescend to tell when time be
gan.
space that wraps the universe

chain,
And rivets are cast on-high to bear the 

strain.
—Camp Daily Register.

TO THE FRONT.
Clinton Camp, Iowa.

The Old-Time Favorite Place 
Prospering.

Half-Rates for Mediums and 
Speakers^

around,
Imagine where its end, W it be found, 
The depths ot ether which it holds in 

place,
Hath it a fountain whence it flows in 

space?
Here Silence rests and points to Deity.
As great first cause of all Infinity.

CANTO SECOND.

Thy still small voice whose echoes 
sound along,

The corridors of Time, whence chaos 
strong,

Leaped from thy womb,—it comes 
whence darkness reigns,

And order had no place In thy domain.
The past holds In its breast the hidden 

seals,
That lie as diamonds in the blackest 

fields,
The present lures us on to delve adown, 
For knowledge from Creation's lowest 

round. -
O’er all the fields of earth, 'neatb lowest 

bed,
A brilliant light is seen from Nature 

shed,
And round each stratum glimmers still 

a light, .
Revealing one First Cause, who sealed 

up Night “
And chained her fast adown to Chaos' 

car, .
That fled away at sight of primal star:
Her robes disordered and her tattered 

train
Loomed hideous black, as order ’gan to 

reign.
For well she knew that order was Death's 

knell
To all that riot ran in Chaos' hell, .
And darkest fiends in hideous shapes 

surround ' .
Her darkened trail, and monstrous noises 

sound
As they retreat low down to farthest 

verge, <
Where scarce is heard above the faintest 

dirge,
They speed away to furtherest depths of 

space«
Again to find a final resting-place
Where order holds o’er them no silent 

rod, -> . ■
Proclaiming once for all there is a God.

■_ Vain, vain the search in apace confines 
again, ' : '

A spot to find' where Chaos supreme 
reigns, - •. ■' .

Tbr this Would be to limit power above, 
And place the . Devil on the throne of 

■ ' love, '
To dictate laws for man and woman;
But, then, these laws themselves are 

born of heaven, .
And since high born they be,.their im

press bear, • - ■ ■
And forces on. and on the primal car 

That ne'er can rest till-furthest petflfc is
I gained,

This camp has opened in fine style, 
.with increasing daily attendance. Sub
stantial improvements have been made, 
among them the new waterworks, and 
new sidewalks from the Phillips cottage 
to the gate. There are Indications of a 
larger attendance the coming week, ana 
a successful season is assured. The 
timely rains have nut the park in splen
did condition, ana campers are thor
oughly enjoying the situation. Owing 
to the continued illness of Mrs. Colby- 
Luthor, the dates assigned her will be 
filled by Mrs. Emma Nickerson-Warne, 
of Chicago.

Never in the history of Clinton Camp 
was there such an array of splendid me
diums as at the present time, including 
John A. Johnston, MadaineGoulde, Amos 
Wheeler, the celebrated Dempsey fam
ily of child mediums, Max Hoffman, 
Mrs. L. A. Thompson, C. E. Winans, 
Mrs. L. A. Roberts, Mrs. Trippe, form
erly Gillman; Burt Reese, the phenom
enal test medium: Prof. Arthur, the 
wonderful healing medium; 'May and 
Lizzie Bangs, whose wonderful spirit 
portraits are the delight of everyone, 
and many others, are now with us for 
the entire season. It is the opportunity 
o’ ¿lifetime for investigators of the phe- 
ndmena, and, with the splendid lectures 
of Willard J. Hull, we are having a 
feast of good things. J. Frank Baxter, 
the noted speaker, singer and test me
dium, will begin his engagement Wed
nesday, August 12, and ne followed by 
J. 0. F. Grumbine, of Geneseo, Ill. Don’t 
fail to visit Clinton Camp, and remem
ber that in order to secure the benefit of 
the reduced rates on railroads, tickets 
must be purchased and dated on Tues
days and Fridays of each week.

Will C. Hodge, Secretary.

EXCELLENT ADDRESSES-—A NEW PHASE 
OI<1 MEDIUMSHIP—TEST CONDITIONS 
DEMANDED. ■ .
To the Editor:—On Sunday, August 

2, in spite of the rain in the early part 
of the forenoon, a fair audience assem
bled to listen to the opening address by 
the Hon. O. Kellogg, of Ohio. This 
pleasing speaker paved the way for all 
speakers who are to come after him this 
season, in a most happy and engaging 
manner. The pleasant sarcasm of this 
orator wears the rose-hued.veilof genial 
and kindly humor, and heals the wounds 
of his opponent with the flneungugnt of 
logiCj thus leaving his hearers' un
wearied. The Hon. O. P. Kellogg is the 
chairman for the entire camp-meeting. 

■ At 2 p. m, Julia M. Walton, of Jack
son, took the same text that the speaker 
of the forenoon had used, only abrevi- 
ating the Biblical text to “The New 
Earth and the New Heaven.”

“Never before,” said the speaker, “has 
Mother Nature- welcomed us to Has
lett Park with sunnier smiles. The lake 
breaks into laughing dimples at our 
coming. • The wood hears the spicy 
breath of sweet woodland odors, and 
waves graceful, leafy arms to greet and 
ehfold us in cool shady arbors, and 
weaves a magic spell over these beloved 
grounds, made dear to us bv past com
munion with sweet, angello helpers. 
This seems to bring us a bright proph
ecy for the future of Haslett Park. Out
present camp-meeting and the new earth 
that man snail construct with the help 
o( wise, loving angels, sent hither by the 
Over-soul to help man to overcome self
ishness, avarice and greed.”

“The New Earth," said the speaker, 
in conclusion, “will have a government 
whose currency shall be the gold of hu
man kindness, integrity of soul and loy
alty to high aims and purposes, and the 
silver of contentment, and the New 
Heaven one that cannot be limited or 
described by eccleslasticism or barred 
from the sight of the pilgrims whose 
feet have been bruised by many mis
takes on the highways and byways of 
life. The several meadows of this New 
Heaven are the charitable considera
tions of others’ faults; the daisies, the ef
forts to overcome your own: the violets 
of that Celestial Paradise whose delight
ful aromas shall please you most of all 
were germinated on earth, and spring 
from the battle-grounds where tempta
tions have been met and overcome.”

On Tuesday afternoon an appreciative 
audience listened to a fervid and elo
quent speech from Mrs.i^alton upon the 
subject, “Messages from the Angels”

On Monday evening, under strict test 
conditions, Wm. N. Means gave the Ex
ecutive Board of Haslett Park and some 
others an opportunity to witness a phase 
of mediumship which is quite new, we 
believe, and for lack of better name we 
will call jt "spirit-engraving." The me
dium was thoroughly searched by the 
chairpian of the board, G. F. Ottmar, 
LL. B., Lansing, Mion.; Trustee Jerry 
Briokor, and Hon. 0. P. Kellogg. A 
beautiful portrait of Harriet Beeoher 
Stowe was the result of the experiment. 
The portrait was drawn upon the right
hand side of the sheet. On the left-hand 
side of the sheet was a cross with a beau
tifully worded inscription upon it;a crown 
above the cross stuided with gold stars 
(the crown was gold embossed). At the 
bottom of the page, in letters of gold, 
were, these words: “Spiritualism," 
"Postulatum,” “The Brotherhood of 
Man.”

Under the portrait was written in a 
fine feminine hand, "H. B. Stowe.” The 
Inscription on the cross (which was 
wreathed with fine flowers) was signed 
in the same way, and the engraving was 
altogether a finely wrought piece of ar
tistic work.

Camp-meeting trustees now exact, 
and are justified in exacting, that all 
mediums for physical manifestations 
shall submit to thorough search and 
suoh conditions as will preclude all pos
sibility of fraud. Pseudo-mediumship 
will find no place to insinuate its elimy, 
treacherous personality, and the genuine 
medium will be honored and protected 
by this arrangement. *

G. F. Ottmar, Manager. 
Jerry Bricker, Trustee.

The question of half-rates for our me
diums and speaker upon the various 
lines of railways has been thoroughly 
canvassed with the officers of the sev
eral roads by the National Association. 
We respectfully present the following 
points for your consideration:

1. Any speaker settled over a society 
of Spiritualism as a permanent pastor or 
leader, will be entitled to clerical rates 
over’all roads granting the same to 
clergymen.

2. Missionaries of the National and 
State Associations, who are exclusively 
engaged in promulgating the teachings 
of Spiritualism, will also receive rates, 
provided they are endorsed by the State 
and National societies.

3. Speakers employed by the month 
by the various local societies can receive 
permits over a few of the roads upon 
proper application, provided they are 
endorsed by the officials of the local 
society to which they are. ministering. 
These transient speakers can receive 
trip permits over many of the roads for 
the one trip only, renewing the same as 
they journey from place to place.

4. Mediums and speakers who are ex
clusively engaged in Spiritualistic work, 
having no other means of support, can 
receive trip permits, and, over some few 
lines, annual permits, for their individ
ual use.

5* Mediums and speakers who are en
gaged in the practice of medicine, sale 
of books, musical entertainments, or 
who receive assistance from sources out
side of regular platform work, are not, 
under the rules of railroads, entitled to 
rates. • ■. ■ ■; r •

6. Mediums and speakers who only 
engage in platform work during the 
summer and camp season, and rely on 
other sources for income during the re
mainder of the year, are not entitled to 
rates.

7. The mere fact of having been duly 
ordained by a certain society does not 
carry with it the right to clerical rates 
upon the different roads. In foot, the in
discriminate ordination of all persons 
who may care to apply has been the sole 
cause of refusal to give rates to some of 
our speakers, and unless suoh indis
criminate ordination ceases the./-'hole 
body will be out off from suoh rateL.

. The National Association urges all 
societies to ordain nb one as a minister 
of the religion of Spiritualism who does 
not purpose giving nis whole time and 
attention to the work. This will be the 
means of proving to the railroad officials 
that we are law abiding,’and show the 
world that we are trying to uphold the 
dignity of Spiritualism. In this con
nection it would be well for all societies 
to make a distinction in their papers of 
ordfoation between’mediurns for physi
cal phenomena only,1 and such people as 
do platform work exclusively.

We offer these sn^gistions in a friend
ly spirit, and not with the idea of at
tempting to diotateiwbat local societies 
shall do. ' o

Harrison D. Barrett, President. 
Francis B. Woodbury, Secretary.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Island Lake Camp is gradually and 

a|id rapidly approaching its highest 
.point of perfection, with a large hotel 
apj a very nice auditorium completed; 
harns for the accommodation of all who 
drive horses, jand everything in fine 
working order. We are in the midst of 
our second week, with Mrs. Minnie Car
penter and Anna L. Robinson on the 
programme for Sunday, Augiist 2, well 
disposed to work together in full accord;, 
both maintaining their almost enviable 
reputation without difficulty or special 
effort, proving themselves capable of 
making the journey of life, gaining 
friends all the way. Both should be 
kept employed to the extent of their 
strength. .

The weather has been very finé dur
ing the week. We have had classes 
daily for physical culture and lyceum 
work conducted by' Mrs. Robinson, and 
judging from the large class of cultured 
young ladies whom she keeps In attend
ance, it is evident that she nas a strong 
hold upon them, and their public work 
speaks well for the teacher as a leader 
in Interesting the people in this in
structive and most useful part of our 
camp or society meetings. Mrs. Car
penter is with us during this week. She 
is improving every year in the way of 
development as a speaker and test me
dium, so much so that it was remarked 
by people who have long known her, 
that they could hardly recognize in her 
the girl lecturer of a few years ago.

We have Celia M- Nickerson here the 
9th, C. M. Nickerson and Lyman 0. 
Howe the 10th, and Lyman C. Howe the 
11th—Association Day. To further the 
interest of State and National Associa
tions, Mrs. A. E. Sheets, vice-president 
of the Michigan S. S. A., will speak on 
the Uth inst. at 10:30 a. tn,; at 2:30 
p. m. Hon. L. V, Moulton, president of 
the Michigan S. S. A., will speak on 
"Organization, the Necessity of the 
Times—Something About, What Has 
Been Accomplished, and What Needs to 
be Done." August 12 Lyman C. Howe 
will speak. August 13 is Woman's Day; 
Motto: “Neither Delay nor Rest," Mrs. 
Mary L, Doe and Mrs. Martha E. Root 
will be the speakers. Fifty-cent ex
cursions will visit our camp that day 
from Detroit and Lansing. Lyman C. 
Howe sphaks the 14th inst., and Helen 
Stuart Richings the 15th. Dr. A. B. 
Spinney will address us on the 16th on 
"How Shall We Lift the World Out of 
Its Vice, Intemperance, Pride and Av
arice?” Helen Stuart Richings lectures 
the lflth and 18th. The 19th is Mediums’ 
or Indian Day. Public seance and leo- 
ture by Mrs. N. M. Russell on the 20th. 
Mrs. Augusta Ferris speaks on the 21st, 
also public seance; Edgar W. Emerson 
lectures August 22, also Sunday, the 
23d, morning and afternoon, and Mar
guerite St. Omer, Sunday August 30.

Good muslo at each session. Dancing 
every Friday evening. Clairvoyant or 
psychometric readings will follow each 
lecture. We have C. P. Mitchell and 
E. S. Mennaugh, of Cleveland, a first- 
class independent slate-writing medi
um. with us. Mrs. Mennaugh gives 
satisfactory light seances. We also 
have several other mediums for various 
phases, of well known repute, in this vi
cinity. For further particulars address

J. S. Phillips, Seo.
Brighton, I. L. Box, Mioh.

THE PSYCHOGKAPH
—rÖR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Tilt. Initrament I. .ubitantlally, the same aa that 
employed by Prof. Hare In his early investigations. 
In Its improved form It lias been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plan- 
cliette, and all other Instruments’ which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
its eld. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you with to investigate Spiritualism?
Da you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograpb Is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their mediumlotlo gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters, Many 
whp began with it as au amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Qapt, D. B. Edwards, Orleut, N. Y-. writes: "I bad 
communications (by the Psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave
stones are moBs-grownln the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism in indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
loss I have had or sou, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
wrltesas follows: "1 am much pleased with the Psy
chograph. It Is very simple In principle and construc
tion. and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now In use. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the Utter when its superior 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. .

. ENCYCLOPEDIA
...OF ...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
■ a > OR ■ i .

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and New 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualismj

Together with (A brief history of tbe origin of muy of 
the important books ot tbe Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceuit 

and Societies,

A Manual of Physical, Intellect* 
ual and. Spiritual Culture. '

COMPILED BY EMMA ROO» 
TUTTLE. ‘

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND ’ 
Ia. Bongs, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory GeaUh 
Cporal Responses, Funeral Ser.Ices, Programs IM 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Qb 
gapUlng and conducting Lyceums, Instructions ffl 
Physical Culture. Calisthenics and Marching; BlL 
ners, Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a bwk sy 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spirlraal w 
Liberal Society mar be organized and condUctei 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants« 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, will 
music free from tue dismal tone of the old bymnologjE 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings an! 
responses inch as no other selection contains, It glvil 
a practical system of graceful caltstbeuics. every step 
of which is made plain by engravings. It gives Ljfr 
structlons how to make the badges and banners afia 
instructs lu marching. It shows howto establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and bal 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement. ■ ■■

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor In tbb 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical vori 
and tested by the Interest awakened In tbe actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While Intended for the working Lyceum, tbe guide 
la admirably adapted to tbe needs of tbe family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except lu sheet form at many 
times tbe cost. The book bus been placed st the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinkert

40 Loomis St., Chicago. 1
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights. Ohio. !

TWO IN ONE
• ; ■ ' i

A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The
Contrast” Into one Volume. 1

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work fl a 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull> 
splendid works, By this arrangement the cost Is such 
that tbe reader Is enabled to secure the two book* ' 
comj.nei st tpe some, price, as was formerly asked 
for them separately. This volume contains 462 psgea 
and is handsomely bound in cloth, and contains an ex* 
cellent portrait of the author. <

THE QUESTION SETTLED I
is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirits 
uallam. No book of tbe century has made Bomufj 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. Tbe autbfiPa 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with ujoieHr 
phenomena and philosophy, baa been apoompllpDwCl 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe wants of bunjihj 
ity; its moral tendency; tbe Bible Doctrine of angel! 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and tbe oMeo* 
tlons offered to Spiritualism, are all considered In tuo 
light of tbe Bible, nature, history, reason and commo* 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly, • ।

THE CONTRAST ‘
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, ami 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against th* 
assumptions of Orthodoxy. .
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.1

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES/

f! 
f;

The New Camp.
The Central New'Ydrk Camp at Free

ville, N. Y., closbd ’ August 2, as per 
programme, with' (J. ' Frank Baxter as 
speaker and test rhedifim. All the old 
workers are reallj’prmid of-the success 
of our new camp. ' weffiave a full set of 
good officers, and- d6bts all paid and 
money left over for next year’s work.

The meeting for 1897 will be opened 
on the.last Saturday of July, and hold 
open for sixteen days. Hotels, private 
houses and tents afford any quantity of 
room for all that may come to the Free
ville Camp. Board at hotels, 85 per 
week; at private houses, 84. Our speak
ers for this season were Mrs. Augusta 
Armstrong, of Buffalo, N. Y.; J. Frank 
Baxter, Chelsea, Mass.; J. W. Dennis, 
of Buffalo, N. Y; Hon. J. T. Morrison, 
Ithaca, N. Y.; Frank T. Ripley, of Bos
ton, Mass., and other local speakers and 
mediums, including Mrs. S. A. Walters, 
of Auburn, N. Y., who was one of our 
best workers. Mrs. Ellis, of Auburn, 
was a good aid in the work also.

. J. W. Dennis.

MANITOU BEACH.

Devil's Lake Spiritualists’ Camp.

Western Nebraska-Kansas 
Camp-Meeting.

The Spiritualists of Franklin, Neb., 
and the surrounding neighborhoods in 
Southwestern Nebraska and North
western Kansas, will hold a four days’ 
camp-meeting in the Rose Grove, on 
Center creek, one-half mile west of the 
village of Franklin, Neb,, commencing 
at 10 o’clock a. m.on Thursday, Septem
ber 17. and continuing over Sunday, and 
possibly longer. D. W. Hull, of Norton, 
Kans., will be with us, and- we hope to 
secure the serviced of other goód speak
ers. Good mediums and speakers from 
a distance will be welcomed and pro
vided for free of charge, if they can 
make it on their way in passing over the 
country to tarry with us during the 
meeting. A good test medium Is much 
desired, and’will probably be amply re
munerated. ......

Come prepared for camping' with cov
ered wagons or tents. Feed for horses— 
hay and grain—will be furnished on the 
ground at reasonable rates; also straw 
For bedding and tents will be furnished 
free. The creek will furnish pure, clear 
water-forhorses.

All are invited. Admittance free.
For further particulars address the 

secretary, or H. J. Nead, President. 
. D. L. Haines, Secretary.

Grand Ledge Camp.
Thursday, July 28, Jvioses Hull com

menced his work here in Grand Ledge 
Camp to eradicate the errors in the 
minds of the people In regard to the 
religious teachings of the Bible, and 
well he accomplished his work. Mr. 
Hull is undoubtedly one of the best 
Bible students in the world. He re
mained with us until Monday the 
27th, and on Tuesday tbe 28th. Mrs. 
Martha E. Root, of Bay City, ar
rived on the grounds, and the following 
day being Woman’s Day, the ohhirman, 
Mr. Odell, thinking it would be most 
appropriate for the ladies to conduct the 
meeting, with all the grace and dig
nity that he could command, surren
dered the gavel into the hands of Mrs. 
A. E. Sheets, vice-president of the asso
ciation. and quietly took his place in the 
audience. After a few well-ohosen re
marks by Mrs. Sheets, Mrs. Martha E. 
Root gave us a grand lecture on "Wo
man and Her Social Position,” and in 
the afternoon gave us another lecture on 
"The New Man.” Both lectures were 
listened to with interest, and were in
structive and entertaining. '

Mrs. Marion Carpenter, of Detroit, ar
rived on the grounds Wednesday, and 
remained until Saturday evening, giv
ing us good lectures and satisfactory 
tests. For a young worker Mrs. Car
penter is advancing very rapidly, and I 
predict for her unusual success in the 
lecture field.

Sunday, August 2, Mrs. Root gave us 
a lecture in the morning, and in the 
afternoon Mrs. A. E. Sheets gave as 
fine a lecture as we have listened to.

Mr. Frank Baxter arrived on the 
grounds yesterday, and will remain until 
Monday.

This camp bids fair to be the foremost 
camp of tne State. It contains over 
thirty acres of ground, well shaded by 
groves of beech, cherry, ash and maple 
trees, and watered by natural springs of 
pure, cold water. The scenery is both 
picturesque and grand. Beautiful islands 
dot the river here and there, and along 
the river-banks ledges upon ledges of 
rocks rear their heads heavenward, ris
ing from fifty to one hundred feet, and 
as the lights and shadows of the setting 
sun fall on the rocky cliffs, it presents 
a scene that makes one who has a bit of 
skill as an artist wish to transfer it to 
canvas. Numerous row and sail-boats 
are on tho river, and two staamerscarry 
the passengers from the city.

Many are selecting lots'on which to 
build, and within the last week.two cot
tages have been built. Many mediums 
are on the grounds, and all seem to be 
doing good work. Camper..

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Cams. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price 91. For salt at this office.

Ice Cream Made by a New Process 
{$. have an ice cream freezer that will 

freezeinstantly. The cream is put into 
the freezer and comes out Instantly, 
smooth and perfectly frozen. This as
tonishes people and a crowd will gather 
to see the freezer in operation ana they 
will all want to try the oream. You can 
sell cream as fast as it can be made and 
sell freezers to many of them who would 
rfbt buy an old-style freezer. It is really 
a curiosity, and you can sell from $5 to 
$8 Worth of cream and six to twelve 
freezers every day. This makes a good 
profit these hard times and is a "pleasant 
employment. J. F. Casey & Co., 1143 
St. Charles street, St. Louis, Mo., will 
send full particulars and information in 
regard to this new invention, on applica
tion, and will employ good salesmen on 
salary. Katie M,

Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon 
The author shows a wise practicality lu 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subjeot with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers if may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth 81 For sale atthls office.

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus^ Nujnbers and Deut
eronomy." . The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, Is.yery striking. Keen 
analysis, fine sckolarphlp and fearless 
adherence to tha. right, characterize 
this very interesting, pffort of some of 
the brightest minds of: to-day. For sale 
at this office. Price 50 cents.

“Vashti, Old and;.New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, ^contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. . Interesting and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 oentsj cloth, 81. For 
sale at this office. r ->d

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Profi W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume ne presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects? Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price 81. For sale at this office.

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism 
its theory and practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. Sold at this 
office.

Our camp opened with bright pros
pects this second week.i The weather is 
fine and every train brings new arrivals. 
Dr. P. T. Johnson, lecturer and medium 
of Battle Creek, who was with us the 
first wook, finished his engagement Sun
day with a philosophical and scientific 
ecture. Through the enthusiasm that 

he created in his audience, he raised a 
largo collection to help the society, and 
we send our thanks for the good wo/k 
he did while among us.

We must not forget to mention our 
chairman, M. F. Hammond, who is the 
right man in the right place, put him 
where you will. Ono lecture especially 
we wish to mention, which was given 
Tuesday, on "Catholic Influences Among 
Mediums and Spiritualists.” It was one 
of the finest we ever listened to, and has 
made a wonderful impression among the 
campers.

Mrs. F. V. Jackson, clairvoyant and 
{isyohometric reader, of Grand Rapids, 
s with us, and gave a great number of 

tests from tho rostrum, all being recog
nized. She is doing a grand Work. She 
will be with us throughout the rest of 
the camp.

Mrs. Frances Ruddick, independent 
slate-writer, of Franklin, Mich., is with 
us and her manifestations are grand, 
giving tests from the rostrum in bright 
daylight. Anyone wishing to engage 
her can do so without fear, for she is 
suro to give satisfaction. Mr. Johnson, 
physical medium, of Toledo, is on the 
ground, giving seances with great suc
cess. Last, but not least, Is Farmer 
Riley, who is holding seances with much 
success to crowded parlors. His work 
always speaks for Itself.

Mrs. Franc Sanborn, of Grand Rap
ids, has more than filled the bill as mu
sician. She has not only furnished mu
sic and made the meetings interesting, 
but with her many graces has helpod to 
make the whole camp most agreeable. 
We hope she will be with us another 
year. We want numerous friendvall 
over the country to remember ojirtiamp 
is extended till August 17, •z'

D. P. Hughes, Sec.

Much that is In this book appeared in an abridged 
form in a series of nine full pages of Tub Progress
ivi Thinker. These articles ftere prepared at Uie 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some kind of document for raq|y reference. They 
only seemed to wboi the appetiwior more; hence tbe 
publication of this work.

Theauthor, Moses Hull Lu written many volumes 
on Splrltuallstlstic and other tbepicB and each one is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, in hls Introduction of this work eays:

**Hoplng that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt aud despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its ‘sanctified’ enemies, it will not'spike' It, but will 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance. 1 send it out on its errand of en
lightenment with the bumble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every roador."

Tnx Enoyolopbdia of Biblical Spibitualism 
contains 885pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of tbe author and Is 
handsomely bound lu cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK-
TbH work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted by 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
42, but the price now has been reduced to SI. It la a 
book that will interest and Instruct. It contains 48Q 
pages, and la full of BuggCBtlvo thoughts.' Dr. Sher* 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bla work is a 
reflection from tbe celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In* 
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inter* 
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregpatlon of the Virgin; The 
science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning: The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size aud Distance; SpUJlu- 
al organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Mester; etc., etc.

The author says: "Each Individual partakes of 
both physical'and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one mtiat digest their various kinds ot food 
for tbepiselves, aud that is all they can possibly do 
wjbetbbr they be priest or laymen, teacher or pupIL 
My physical expandb by virtue of that food and nour> 
foninentof which ] Individually partake and digest. 
MV loul must expand by vlriue of the soul essence 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend or digest." 
For sale at this ofBcc

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
TO WHICH is ADDED

Volney’S Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
.. by Coant Daru, aud the Zodiacal Signs and

Constellations by tbe Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavene o 

the Ancients.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work ot a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to tbe well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and student^ 
of occult forces will find Instruction Of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
i'or sale at this office. Price, postpaid.

5. fl is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
npirlt, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrfo.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library .of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
eveix/fotail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office. L

“The Qccult Forces of . Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions bf great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Pride 50c.

"Talleyrand's Leiter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ol 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents. ■

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In large, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol., 
post8to, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly oue of ihe best and most useful 
books over published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and qlearly points out the 
sources of human ignorance and misery. Tho author 
Is supposed to meet in the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains tho true principles of 
society, and the causes of both tho prosperity end the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of tho 
nations is at length convened, & legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment and of laws dticnssca, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT
.(FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
fxj Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 
f spirit who bu been In eplrit life flfty*aeven yean. By 

' B. E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains a
Vut fund of Information. It glvea the experieneca ol 
a apirit, and therefrom an importantleeson la learned. 
He visit« tbe homes of tbe fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, as be enters the dark valtey, Is 
veir Interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to tbe Tcmplo of Progress. 
Hie philanthropic work la vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informs 
tion. Price 11.00. For sale at this office.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM?-
Or, tho Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

a* a Leader of Armies. Br Moses Hull, This 1b at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of tbe most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel waa ever more tbrllllngly In
teresting; no history more true. Prlco In cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thought« on.how to reach that altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
1L With portrait. By Moseb Hull. Jnst tbe book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, aud to 
show you how to edutate yonr spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; in paper cover, 25 
cents For sale at this office.

A Neto Edition, Profusely niustfated,

“I choose that a story should be founded on prob»j 
ability, and iiyt always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find Botkins'in it trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent ¿ruth, obvious to tho discern
ing eye, though it escape the observation of th« 
vulgar."—Voltaire. .

Content,: "The White Hull,” a Satirical Romance, 
"Zadli, or Fate/’ an Oriental History, “The Sage and 
tbe Atheist;" “The Princes, of Babylon:" “The Hu 
of Forty Crowns;“ “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature?1 
“Mloroiuegua.” , Satire on Mankind;'’The World *» 
It Goes;" “The Black and the White|" “Meniuon, th* 
Philosopher;" "Andre Des Touches at Slam;" “Bali 
abec;" “The Study of Nature:" "A Conversation 
With a Chinese;" ‘'Plato's Dream;” “A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure;“ “Au Adventure In Ind!*;” 
"Jeannot and Oolln;....... travels of Bcarmeutadoi"
“Tbe Good Brahmin;" “Tho Two Comforters;" “An- 
cleat Faith and Fable."

Ouo volume, post 8vo, 180 pages, with portrait and 83 
Illustration,. Extra vellum doth, ,1.60; postagA, 
16 cent*.

"Voltaire’, satire wa, keen and flue-polntcd a* * 
ranler."—Magarino of Am. History.

A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing." 
—Boston Commonwealth.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA?
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japanese, made under the sub 

flees of tbe Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate to tbe Part 
lament of Religions. Was lately published in Japatt- 

Price IL Por sale at this office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This excellent work treats of tho following subjects

L
II.

IV.

V.
VI.

vn. 
vin.

Old and New Theories, 
The Mesmeric Force.
The Beal Literature ofMes* 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Big. 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

Tbe price of this admirable work is 11,25. AU b00M 
advertised in Tbk Pboqiibsivb thinkrr are

For sale at this office.

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
-OF-

JesusChrist
-BY—

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

THE TALMUD.
SclectloDsfromthe contents of that ancient boot, 

Its commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com* 
mented upon lu By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price; 
cloth, »1.00.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

wore. Price 75 cents, postage 5 conta. .

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
By Andrew.Taskron Davis. Something you should 

read. Price 75 cents.

' ■ WHITE MAGIC
T*u*bt In ’’Tbree Sevens," • book of 271 pan*.- It It 
reHly * very IntereiUnr *nd inggttUT* work. Price 
tlM For *»le *t ttlt office.

Since the writing of the New Testament no bookbu - 
appeared of aa great Importance to Christianity al ' ' 
tbe Unknown Lin of Jesus Cueist. . • ..

This volume, written by tbe discoverer of the menu* ; 
script, contains a thrilling account of the privation! -
and perils encountered in Ills search for it, «literal. ' 
translation of tbe original manuscript, and lastly a 
critical analysis of what It contains. .

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and If \ 
published on tbe basis of comblntsg cheapness and '' 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, oue dollar. Papef 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents. -
Address th is office, 40 Loomis St,, Ch icago, 10« .

TEALTHINDPOWER?
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by th$ / 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of naturej 
By E. D. Babbitt, M- D-. author of "Principles df . 
Light andColor.” "Philosophyof Cure," etc. PriCCi , 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather, 35 cents.___ _ ' ;

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. :
By Carrie E. S. Twing, medium. Price 50 cent*. 4 :

AN INVALu^.ilE WORK.
IMMORTALITY. 0RFUTUREH0ME3 -
J and Dwelling places By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This -
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good .
and evil, say of tbclr dwelling places. Givens detail« ■
—details and accurate delineations of life In the Spirit* . 
'world!—is the constant appeal of thoughtful mind»*- . . ’ 
Death Is approaching. Whlther-oh, whither! Shall ■. ■. 
I know my friends beyond thetomb? Will they know .• 
me? What Is their present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing«^ ' 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. Nq 
tnan is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place • ■
work of this kind before tbe people. Re treats of th® • 
Mysteries of Life; DoubtsanfiHopes; The Bridging©« . • 
the River: Foregleams of the Future; Testimony« . i 
Saints; The Growth and Perfection-of the Spiritual 
Body; Is It the Soni or Body tbit Sins?; Clothing tn 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones In Heaven: The Pen ' 
sonal Experiences of Aeron Kblght; Tbe ReuMsm'i - • 
Testimony; Kvll Spirits; Testimony of Physicians U --y; 
Spirit Life; Tbe Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tod 
Friends and Shaker» in Spirit Life; Spirt Home« qt - 
Bruno and Other«; Many Voices from tbe Spirit Ult J
Many other matters ere treated too numeron to Wto \ 
tion. Price «1.50; postagr 12cent*. ForaMtotoM
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The Progressiva Thinker,
euery Saturday at 40 Zoomit Street

$. R. fc RANOIS. Editor and Publisher.

KaUred at Chicago Fostoffico os eecond-class matter.

TEBJIS OF B UBSVBlFIIOJi.
ThsFbOGbkbsivbTuinkbb will be furnished until 

(urther notice, at the following terms, luvailably in 
Advance;
One year............................... ...................... 11.00
Clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up the

• club).................................................................. 7.50
Thirteen weokfi..........................................................25cts
fiU)£le copy................. . .......................... . . 5 cts

BBM1TTANCEB.
Remit by Postofllce Money Order. Registered Letter. 

Or drift on Chicago or Few York. It cosis from 10 
to 15 cents to get checks cashed ou local 1 auks, so don't 
land tbern unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis. 
Mo. 40Loomis Street, Chicago. Hl.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-five cents for Tub Fboorebbive Thinkbr 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to tiioso who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from si to $10. or even 
more thau the latter sum A lai-gc number of llttlo 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
(be Held of our labor and usefulness. Ibc same eng- 
gesllun will apply iu all caaei of renewal of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid iu the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever iu indueiug Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tiie Proqhessivb Thinker. 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 2a cents? J ust pause and think for a mo* 
meat what an Intellectual feast that small Investment 
jvlll furnish you. The subscription price of The Pro
gressive Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
icntsi For that amount you obtain one hundred and 

our pages of solid, substantial. soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book!
’ TAKE NOTICE!

W* At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 
the paper is discontinued Mo bills will bo sent for ex
tra numbers.

fir if you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ua. and errors in address will bo promptly 
Corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
fir Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it la then scut, or the change cannot bo made.

SATURDAY. AUGUST 15. 1896.

Human Sacrifices.
That book which incites to crime is 

not of God. He who is influenced to 
murder because of its teachings has been 
misled. Ihe Satanic literature, with 
blood and thunder talcs in the shape of 
dime novels, have done an Irreparable 
injury to every reader. The love stories, 
presenting false ideals jiever met with 
in practical life, corrupt wives and 
maidens to their own lasting injury, 
they ruin the boys and the homes in 
which they are read. -

Many a time during the last few years 
accounts of murders and attempted 
murders have been published In these 
columns, crimes induced by pretended 
commands from God to Abraham to sac
rifice his son Isaac to satisfy his passion 
for blood. Freeman and wife, of the 
Pocasset tragedy, of a few years ago, 
is the best known of them. A lovely 
daughter was foully butchered. There 
was no malice on the part of the parents. 
Thov were devotedly attached to their 
child: but God demanded blood. There 
was tho Bible lesson they could not es
cape: so the ouly child in that devout 
Christian home was sacrificed on the 
altar of duty to the God which Freeman 
and wife worshiped.

The New York Herald of the 13th 
ult. records two recent cases In that 
city. Without entering Into painful de
tails. the tenants in adjoining tene
ments heard agonized shrieks from 
rooms occupied by Mrs. Delia Kilev. 
437 W. lith street. The husband was 
away to his work. The door was broken 
down, and an entrance was made by the 
frightened neighbors. The mother. 27 
ycais of age, was striding up and down 
the icom blandishing a huge knife and 
reading passages /from Genesis describ
ing Abraham’s adventure, while the ter
rorized child, marked for slaughter, 
crouched, screaming, in a corner.

What if the mother was Insane! It 
was tho damnable teaching gleaned 
from that infernal record of barbarism 
which wrecked her mind and prepared 
her for the devilish deed which would 
have been a reality In a few minutes 
more. The priestly authors of that 
book, and those who insist on its infalli
bility and give It circulation, would 
have been held responsible at the bar of 
Eternal Justice, not the poor wretch who 
received the story as the inspiration of 
heaven.
' The other case was Mrs. Rachel 
Moses, 29 Norfolk street, “crazed byTe- 
ligion,” says the report. She was inter
rupted in her bloody sacrifice by the hr- 
terferenco of the police.

Scarcely a month goes by without an 
attempt to imitate Abraham in his prop
osition to slaughter his son on Mount 
Moriah, by command of God, which nar
rative Idiotic authors of reading books 
for schools have copied with full 
tails.

de-
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Condensed Thought.
Paul du Chaillu, the African explorer 

of two decades ago, and more recently a 
traveler in "The Land of tho Midnight 
Sun,” terms of his own coinage, during 
an address at the Ladies' College, Rock
ford, Ill., afew evenings ago, condensed 
into an epigram the following quaint but

I beautiful sentence:
' “It is nice to go up to the truth, and 
when you find it you are delighted.”

How very much could be written with 
, that postulate for a text.

É
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His Consolation.
The Boston Transcript is responsible-' 

' for the following:
“Said old man Guffington: ‘There is a 

passage in Scriptur’, brothers, thet’s 
impressed me powerfully. Pve thought 
on't and thought on't, an’ I'm alluz 
thinkin' on’t. I disremember jest when 
it is, an’ ez ter that matter, jest what 
It is; but you carn't tell how much uv a 
sollis it is to mo on my journey through 
this vale uv tears.’ "

Guffington is not the only person who 
cannot tell what particular feature it 
is in the Bible which gives him solace. 
If it is the doctrine of immortality he 
finds it taught more earnestly and con
sistently by Spiritualists.

L\
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. Ob. the Mohammedans.
■ “Mohammedan depositors in the post
office savings banks are enriching the 
British government, as their religion 
forbids them to receive interest. They 
Insist on taking out no more than they 
have put in.—-News Item.

Does not this item of itself furnish 
positive proof that missionaries are 
pceded in Mohammedan lands? The 
fact that they wash, and pray to God 
five times a day, was thought to be 
enough to show they needed the services 
of Christian missionaries; then came 
the astonishing information that the 
miserable believers in the teachings of 
the Koran would not get drunk, nor 
make nor sell wine or spirituous liquors, 
and a goodly portion of them over in 
Arabia were as hostile to tobacco as wine. 
And now to find the scamps look upon 
interest on investments as usury, which 
is forbid by Mahomet, how shall they be 
brought to their senses if they refuse to 
•«tea to the missionaries?

A. Thinker tor Thinkers to Think 
Abont. •

It ip very generally conceded that the 
Epistles of Paul are the oldest of the 
New Testament books- and' that they 
were written in advance of any of th«’ 
others. Orthodox critics .contend the 
first of the jkplstles was written about 
A. D. 52, and the latest of them near ten 
years after. There is strong internal 
evidence tnat Pauls adventures at 
Damascus, during which ho alleged he 
made that wonderful escape from arrest 
by being let down by the wall through 
a wiudow in a basket, occurred sixty- 
four years before our era. but as that is 
not important to the present discussion 
we pass it.

The first three of the canonical Gos
pels are claimed by the quoted author
ity. to have been written between the 
years 61 and 6a. and John so late as 96. 
Careful investigators clinging to ortho
doxy fix later dates for all of these 
latter books, whilst other careful 
dents show almost conclusively nos 
of them was in being but little if 
before A. D. 1/3. Then there are 
others who, after diligent search.

stu- 
one 
any 
still 
are

fully satisfied neither of the canonical 
Gospels were in existence much earlier 
than the beginning of the Reformation: 
that some of them. In fact, were brought 
forward to put down Luther's heresy: 
that pseudo-historical works, cited to 
sustain the antiquityof the Gospels, are 
either gross forgeries, else genuine 
books filled with interpolations.

Additional to the received Gospels 
there are nearly fifty others, known as 
apocryphal, or spurious. Many of these 
aro of comparatively recent origin, 
though efforts have been-made to prove 
them ancient.

The point to which attention is di
rected Is this: As the Epistles of Paul, 
conceded to be the oldest of the New 
Testament books, contain every essen
tial feature and doctrine appearing in 
the Gospels, is it not a fair presumption 
that the Gospels and the apocryphal 
books were attempts of later writers 
than Paul to build up the character 
Jesus, and clothe him with supposed 
perfections, drawing largely on outside 
material relating to other so-called 
avators to complete the character?

It does not matter when Paul wrote, 
whether sixty-four vears before our era. 
sixty years after, or 1.500 years still 
later, did his Epistles precede the Gos
pels? If so, then were the Gospel writ
ers, without regard to name, when or 
where written, trying to write the his
tory of Paul s Christ, drawing upon his 
narrations for such apparent facts as 
are common to all of them: and upon 
their imaginations and outside sources 
for lesser incidents, such as were needed 
to round out the charater Jesus, result
ing in innumerable discrepancies, to 
which impart^l. and., independent crit
ics are constantly directing attention.

One point more: Paul, after hig con
version at Damascus, did not return to 
Jeruslaem, as it would have been sup
posed he would, but he went direct to 
Arabia, where he remained throe years. 
Then he visited Jerusalem to see Peter, 
where he remained fifteen days in pri
vate. seeing no one, as he claims, but 
“James, the Lord's brother." Thence 
he visited Syria and Cilicia, returning 
again to Jerusalem after another ab
sence of fourteen years, then laying be
fore them—not telling his readers who 
the ■■them-' were—the Gospel he had 
preached to the Gentiles.--See Galatians, 
chapter 1, and tho two first verses of 
chapter 2 for these facts.

Every statement drawn from Paul by 
tho Gospel writers agrees in every es
sential particular. Those additional 
statements of which Paul makes no 
mention are the distinguishing features 
of tho different writers. Critics have 
suggested for many years that there 
must have been an earlier Gospel on 
which the several writers had jilike 
drawn for facts. Have we not in Paul’s 
Epistles substantially that supposed 
earlier Gospel the learned have been so 
long In pursuit? „

Another Inquiry: If canonical and 
apocryphal writers drew their material 
facts in regard to Jesus from Paul, on 
whom did the good apostle draw for his 
information? Bear In mind, please, the 
Acts of the Apostles have not been uni
versally accepted as genuine by Chris
tian writers: on the contrary, It has 
been shown by Baur and other German 
critics to be a production of tho second 
century, and was a sort of apology for 
Paul's doings. Setting this book aside, 
we have no account of Paul’s miraculous 
conversion. Then, let us have Paul's 
own statement as to tho source of his 
knowledge in regard to Jesus. Turn to 
Galatians 1:11,12, revised edition, and 
read: ~

“I make known to you, brethren, as 
touching the gospel wnich was preached 
by me, tnat it is not after man. For 
neither did I receive it from man, nor 
was I taught it, but it came to me 

. -through revelation of Jesus Christ."
The Idea Is the same in the authorized 

version and in the Catholic Bible. Paul 
did not rest his statement here, but he 
goes on to tell that he did not confer 
with flesh and blood; that he did not go 
up to Jerusalem to see the apostles; 
that he was unknown by face to the 
churches of Judea; and that they who 
were of repute Imparted to him nothing; 
on the contrary, they who were reputed 
pillars sent him and Barnabas to the 
Gentiles—a splendid device,suggests an
other, to get th is self-styled apostle out of 
the way.

Note specially in this connection the 
statement in I. Timothy 0:16, wherein it 
is said of Jesus Christ, the King of 
kings and Lord of lords:

“Who only hath immortality, dwell
ing in the light which no man can ap
proach unto; whom no man hath 
SEEN, NOB CAN SEE.”

Paul nowhere mentions Jesus of Naza
reth, makes no mention of -Bethlehem, 
or the Virgin Mary; he gives no gene

, alogy of Jesus, but, wonderful to relate, 
he says he was “after the order of Mel
chisedec. . . without father or mother, 
without descent, having neither begin
ning of days nor end of life.” See He
brew 6:20 and 7:3.

Three quotations shall suffice where 
we might make twenty, to show who 
made the original Gospels: .

“Jesus Christ of -the seed of David, 
was raised from the dead’ according to 
my Gospel.”—II. Tim., 2:8.

"1 eeclare unto you the Gospel which 
I preached." L CorM 15:1.
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INDUCEMENTS

NEVER BEFORE 

OFFERED 

BY

ONE PAPER. He Urges Mental Concentration on 
Lofty Ideals Every Day.

An Unparalleled Offer.
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

OP DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WOULD. TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
We wish to reach 20.000 new reada-3 

In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send ¿a cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive ThInker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people In re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
It if you could not get another copy.

O^Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will send us a new three months- 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending It not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the boot

tar AS the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great.good being done 
through its Instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

‘•Though we.or an angel from heaven, 
preach any other Gospel unto you than 
that which we have preached unto you, 
let him be accursed."—Gal. 1:8.

Legitimate Questions.
If the hairs of the head are all num

bered. and a sparrow cannot fall to the 
ground without your Heavenly Father's 
watchful care, how about that aching 
tooth which an immature tornado that 
recently struck Louisville, Ky.. swooped 
out of the mouth of the city hall engi
neer? Was that a special Interposition 
of Providence to relieve pain? Why In 
thunder did he carry away the engineer s 
hat and spoil his necktie? What had 
they done to excite Infinite wrath? 
Here is a brilliant opportunity for the 
versatile Talmage.

The Hydrocycle at Cassadaga.
We give above a photograph of the 

new water bicycle which President Gas
ton has in use at the Camp. It much re
sembles the ordinary bicycle in many 
points, having bicycle pedals, saddle 
and grips, and ball-bearings. It is 
steered by rudders shaped like the tall 
of a fish, attached to the two metal 
cylinders and connected with the handle
bar: the cylinders are divided into wa
ter-tight compartments, and so cannot 
bo sunk, and they are so proportioned 
and placed as to renSoran upset impossi
ble. It Is provided with a seat In front, 
and handles like those used on a wheel
chair for the person who occupies the 
front seat. Its speed is high, being 
about twice that of a good rowboat, the 
cost is about that of a first-class bicycle.

It was Invented by Hon. L. -V. Moul
ton, of Grand Rapids, Mich., an attorney 
by profession, practicing in the United 
States courts at Washington as an ex
pert in the laws governing patents. He 
is well known to most of our readers, 
personally, as a veteran Spiritualist 
wonderfully well Informed In all that re
lates to its phenomena, for several years 
a lecturer at Cassadaga upon science and 
its relation to Spiritualism and social 
and political topics. Mr. Moulton was 
the first Inventor in this line, having 
first patented thisin 1868, butother work 
occupied his whole attention until about 
six years ago, when ho again took up 
the work, completed it, and is now form
ing a stock company, which will begin 
with 8109,-000 capital and have Its factory 
at Atlantic City, N; J., to manufacture 
for the northeastern States. We con
gratulate Mr. Moulton that he has given 
to the world a new Industry and the peo
ple a chance to displace the rowboat by 
a safer, more speedy-and scientific con
veyance.—The Cassadagan.

A Noble Man Passed On.
Charles 8. Ehrhardt, who resided at 

716 West Madison street, passed to spirit 
life on Friday of last week. He was 
prominent as a member of the Temple 
of the Magi, of this city. He was a 
most excellent man, and was beloved by 
all, who will deeply regret his untimely 
departure. His body was cremated, in 
accordance with a wish he had often 
expressed,.

You will find a box of Ayer’s Pills an 
excellent traveling companion. For cost
iveness, indigestion, sick headache and 
nausea, they are prompt, safe and effica
cious. Taken in season, they may pre* 
vent serious illness and vexatious delay 
and disappointment

Revery, which is thought in its nebu
lous state, borders closely upon the land 
of sleep, by which It is bounded as by a 
natural frontier.—Hugo.

The rain is playing Its soft, pleasant 
tune fitfully on the skylight, and the 
shade of the fast-flying clouds across my 
book passes with delicate change.— 
Willis. „

Let not mirth be thy profession, lest 
thou become a make-sport. He that 
hath but gained the title of a jester, let 
him assure himself the fool is not far 
off.—Quarles.

Man carries under his hat a private 
theater, wherein a greater drama is 
suited than is ever performed on the 
mimic stage, beginning and ending in 
eternity.—Carlyle. ■

As turning the logs will make a fluff 
fire burn, so change of studies a dull 
brain.—Longfellow.

Calumny would soon starve and die of 
itself if nobody took it in and gave it 
lodgment.—Leighton.

0 EX6EI1LW FOOD FOR THOUGHT

THOUGHT WORLD STUDY the Christian Scientists, Mr
manner of

the Christian Scientists. Mr. M ood 

Henry Wood’s Recent Dis 
cussion of the Psychic 

Rpklm.

holds erroneous, for body must be 
affirmed, not denied. The degree of 
perfection in embodiment is the de
gree of attainment reached by the life, 
mind and spirit which permeates it.' 
Instead of denying matter and the 
reality of the physical organism, Mr. 
Wood declares the human body to be 
the highest visible expression of divine 
ait and architecture, aud that any 
seeming dishonor has been thrust upon 
it by perverted thought. The body is 
to minister to the soul. If It be ig
nored or imposed upon, then. Instead 
of ministering to the soul, it demands 
for itself constant service and indul
gence. !1 he supremacy of soul is to 
be constantly recognized. This 
thought, firmly held, tends to mould 
and influence the body until the body 
not only renders useful service to the 
soul, but becomes less and less sen
sitive to disorder.

DEFINITION OF LIFE. -
Life is defined as that condition in 

which the real man, ego. or mind, 
rules and receives normal tribute 
from his sensuous organism. Health 
is the perfect, co-operation of soul and 
body. Illness is imperfect co-opera. 
tiou, and death is the complete ascen
dency of body over soul.

To conquer sickness and control, 
death the power of the soul must be 
strengthened. Its supremacy must 
be asserted. The question comes, 
how is this to be done? 4he answer 
is, do not live in mere physical sen
sation, upon the animal plane. Change 
the mental habit; fix the thought upon 
noble themes. It is customary when 
one is suffering bodily ills to travel 
the world over for balms, specifics 
and a change of climate. Our author 
recommends a change of thought, of 
purpose and ideals. His remedy is a 
daily exercise of mental gymnastics, 
which involve systematic thought con
centration, and declares that to be as 
practicable as any system of muscular

BELIEVES THAT IN THE END PHYSICAL 
ILLS WILL BE HEALED THUS—OB
JECTIONS WHICH MIGHT BE RAISED 
AGAINST THE AUTHOR'S SYSTEM.
It is a curious fact, says the Chi

cago Chronicle, that the same period 
which has shown marvelous develop
ment along material lines has shown 
rapid advancement in psychical direc
tions; that the ago which produced 
Darwin, Huxley and Spencer has 
aroused interest in all the various 
forms of thought energy—idealism, 
spiritism, hypnotism, somnambulism, 
telepathy, and the like. Practical as 
the age is, many of the various forms 
of spiritual dynamics take a practical 
turn and we have the different kinds 
of mental therapeutics — Christian 
science, faith duse, metaphysical heal
ing. Or this thought energy may 
take on a semi-religious, semi-phil
osophic form, and we have theosophy, 
religious mysticism, aspiration, con
centration and recreative incarnation. 
The world is wide. There is ample 
room for all these experiments, and- 
nature may be trusted for the sur
vival of the fittest

Among the more thoughtful and 
judicious writers on these abstruse 
subjects is Henry Wood. His recent 
work, “Studies in the Thought World; 
or, Practical Mind Art, ” is character
ized by the same refined scholarship 
seen in his earlier works. There is. 
too, the same spirit of fairness and 
moderation, and whether .one agrees 
or disagree^ with the opinions ex
pressed there ib respect for the man 
and a certain recognition of tho worth 
of his thought. , Unlike many writers 
who incline to the deductive method 
and to dogmatip forms of expression. 
Mr. Wood is acquainted with the sci
entific tendencies of the day and ap
preciates then- results. He has studied 
well the great process of evolution in 
the material world,,and. with others, 
admits that Darwin nnd his co-laborcrs 
are entitled to- the gratitude of the 
world for their achievements and 
elaborations; that .only through such 
untiring effortsjcould the lower steps 
and processes Oof the grand upward 
trend have been demonstrated.

The crltioifiHj jMr-’ Wood passes upon 
the evolutionists, is that they make 
life and mind the result of structural 
organism, and not the cause and con
troller of this organism; that man is 
the product, the consummation of 
matter, and not its formative power.

EVOLUTION' OF SPIRIT.
On the contrary, Mr. Wood holds 

that all evolution is evolution of spirit, 
not matter. Tho real progress is in 
the ascending quality and complexity 
of life, mind, soul. Matter of itself 
never progresses. It has no character 
of its own. The same matter appears, 
disappears, reappears in higher or 
lower shapes, as the case may be. 
Everything has a soul of its own, 
more or less advanced on ihe highway 
of individualism. The human. ego 
taking matter shapes its own ex
pression. Animal life or mind as
sumes its own form, and tree life, by 
its informing power, compels the 
matter that reveals it.

There is nothing particularlj' new in 
this idea. Various philosophers, frean 
Plato down, have said the same thing, 
and Edmund Spencer is but orfe of 
the many poets who held that “Soul 
is form and doth tho body make.” 
Still the development of the thought, 
and that^ too, in the light of modem 
science, and particularly the applica
tion of it to the art of healing, is com
paratively new. As everything from 
the primal cell - upward tends to man, 
then, according to our author, man is 
not only poetically, but scientifically, a 
microcosm. “In the profound depths 
of his being in orderly arrangement 
are seen Bun, moon, fixed stars, 
comets, mountains and valleys, trees 
and flowers, quadrupeds and birds, 
with all variations and possibilities, 
terrestrial and celestial. [ Sim is in 
the universe and the universe in him. ” 
All of which is but another version of 
Emerson’s questibn:!
Is it that my opiilent soul 
Was mingled fro!n the generous whole; 
Sea-valleys and the'deep of ekies 
Furnished several supplies;
And the sands whefeof I’m made 
Drew me to them, silf-betrayed?

The explanafioiri of evil is in ac
cordance with sentiment The 
memories and trajeeapf brutehood still 
linger with us, and .jriction comes be-r 
cause of lagging behind the normal 
onward trend, pie great command is 
"forward,” andrfaflure to fall into 
line is responsible, fpr all abnormity. 
It is clear, then, that “the. man who 
loses his soul is the man who has not 
found it”

.On all inferior planes progress 
comes from a pushing from behind, 
and is accompanied' by friction, but 
when the plane of spiritual under
standing is reached, man then learns 
the uses of ideals, which, like 'great 
magnets, draw him. upward and on
ward; or, to use Goethe's expression, 
1 ‘Das ewig weibliche zieht wus hinan. ” 
The eternal climb through the ages 
has come ftoin an inherent craving 
for something higher, better, nobler. 
All progress is thought progress, and 
this becomes visible or manifest in 
progressive forms or embodiments.

He does not imply that results can 
be brought about in a moment, for all 
growth, mental or physical, is grad
ual. “But the same pains and per
sistence that wc give to a thousand 
things of far less importance will work 
a wonderful change in a short time.”

It has been well proved that mental 
states leave their impress upon the 
body. Care and anxiety turn the hair 
white, and sometimes suddenly. 
Ayance, envy, sensuality all have 
their physical expression that cannot 
be disguised. Mind is constantly 
translating itself into flesh and blood. 
“What must be the physical result,” 
says our author, “upon humanity of 
thousands of years of chronic fearing, 
sinning, selfishness, anxiety, and un
numbered other morbid conditions? 
These arc all the time pulling down 
the cells and tissues which only divine 
harmonious thought can build up. Is 
it surprising that no one is perfectly 
healthy?”

SYSTEM OF CONTROL.
Granting, then, the potent influence 

of mind over body, the important 
thing is to control and direct that 
energy. To this end Mr. Wood out
lines a system. Take some time each 
day and quietly and restfully be alone 
in the silence. Bar out current events 
and anxieties and retire to the inmost 
sanctuary of the soul. Bring in the 
highest ideals that one wishes em
bodied and meet them face to face. 
They will increasingly become one’s 
condition, and discords will be dis
placed. Further than this Mr. Wood 
suggests holding in mind the thoughts, 
“I am one with the eternal goodness. 
I am filled with the universal spirit. 
In him we live and move and have 
our being. I recognize the divine in 
me as my real ego. I am pure, strong, 
well—potentially' whole. ”

Through this kind of concentration 
healing and uplifting truths are en
graven upon the consciousness, and 
the individual not only thinks them, 
but gives himself to them, and they 
react upon his physical organism. 
The contemplation of pure and 
elevating works of art is also recom
mended. Consciously and uncon
sciously their truth becomes photo
graphed upon the mind, and the soul 
fends to reach the same high level 
All this effort has the effect of greatly 
enriching life and increasing its power. 
The results of such effort will be a 
revelation to victims of insomnia, dys
pepsia, nervous prostration, pes
simistic depression and other mental 
and physical infelicities. '

To add weight to his statements Mr. 
Wood quotes from Prof. Elmer Gates, 
organizer of the psycho-physical lab-, 
oratory at the Smithsonian Institution. 
Professor Gates' investigations have 
been made from the standpoint of a 
materialist, and yet the conclusions 
reached are in harmony with those of 
Mr. Woo! He says: “For each bad 
emotion there is a corresponding 
chemical change in the tissues of the 
body, which is life-depressing and 
poisonous. Contrariwise, every good 
emotion makes a life-promoting 
change. * * * Anybody may go 
into the business of building his own 
mind. Let him systematically devote 
an hour each day to calling np pleas
ant ideas and memories. Let him 
summon those finer feelings of be
nevolence and unselfishness which are 
called up in ordinary life only now 
and then. Let him make this a reg
ular exercise, like swinging dumb
bells. The change will soon become 
apparent in his actions and thoughts. 
Cells useful for good thinking will 
have been well developed,while others, 
productive of evil, will have shrunk. 
Morally speaking, the mu will be a 

great improvement on his former 
self/’

Professor Gates makes no applica
tion of this principle to healing, but 
everyone must acknowledge that it 
tends in this direction. Mr. Wood 
anticipates the question: In the event 
of acute and very serious illness, would 
you rely upon mental forces alone ? 
His candid answer is: “Under present 
conditions, no. In desperate cases, 
where there has been no previous 
higher mental growth or development, 
a little time may be necessary.” This 
is expedient, he maintains, not from 
any fault of the law, but from pre
vailing materialism, unintelligent crit
icism and unjust intolerance. “There 
is no incongruity in extreme cases in 
the employment of both material and 
mental aid until public opinion has 
become softened and educated.” None 
the less the cure should be made as 
much as possible along mental lines. 
If the effort be constantly in this 
direction the results will be cumu
lative. .

EFFECT OF LATENT THOUGHT. .
As every mind is a center of 

thought, it follows that mental in
fluences for good or 111 are continually 
going out in all directions. Desultory, 
aimless thought is less efficient than 
that which is directed with purpose. 
Still latent thought has immense con
trol. What the Germans call Zeit
geist, or spirit of the times—the un
conscious bent and striving of a peo
ple at a given time—“the sentiment 
that is in the air”—has an effect thpX 
is hardly realized until that sentiment 
has changed and the public Is actuated 
by other motives equally unconscious. 
1 his latent thought is conservative, 
holds to the past, does uot readily 
take to the new. Sentiment for ages 
has been in favor of healing through 
drugs, outward applications, specific 
remedies. This sentiment is uot easily 
changed and doubtless will prevail for 
some time to come. Ou the other 
hand, conscious, rational thought 
leaches out to the new while holding 
fast to the good that is in the old. It 
is slow in making progress, for the 
latent thought of the multitude hin
ders its influence like a heavy weight 
let it gains gradually, and in time 
becomes itself the latent, unconscious 
thought that sways the multitude.

The supremacy of mind, Its power 
over matter, and especially the ap
plication of spiritual force to the 
healing of physical ills, is so new an 
idea that its effects cannot have the 
force it must have when concerted 
opinion is in its favor. Meanwhile, 
notwithstanding the emphasis given 
at the present time to physical science, 
there Is a decided increase in. public 
sentiment toward the new thought, 
which must have weight sooner or later. 
In fact Mr. Wood is sanguine enough to 
behove that early in the twentieth cen
tury there will be truly scientific pre
scription based on the law of chem
ical combinations in mind instead of 
matter, and he considers it a hopeful 
sign of the time that physics is be
coming so refined and Immaterial that 
it seems likely Boon to dissolve in 
metaphysics.

PSYCHOLOGY OF CRIME.
The author iftts a chapter on ‘ ‘The 

Psychology of Crime.” He complains 
that when a criminal offense occurs 
tho usual concern is only with the 
event, its details and tho adequate 
punishment of the offender. He 
thinks deeper research should be 
made and the real causes of the crime 
should be studied and knpwu. 
Although recognizing a general up
ward trend of humanity, he sees there 
are forces at work that tend directly 
to generate crime and disorder. Love 
of luxury, the desire for sensuous 
gratification, is a significant factor in 
destroying charactef and obscuring 
high ideals. The mass of sensational 
and morbid reading matter with which 
the public is flooded, creates mental 
conditions of a depraved kind that 
seek expression in outward forms and 
deeds. What meu mentally dwell upon 
they become or grow like. • ‘As a man 
thinketh so is he.” The undisciplined 
thinking faculty has a spongelike 
power of absorbing the medium which 
surrounds it. If the medium be good 
it becomes good, if it be bad it be
comes bad. Even when a person de
tests crime he cannot immerse his 
thoughts in it without feeling its 
effects.

The scientific way, then, to destroy 
evil, according to Mr. Wood, is not to 
hold up and analyze it in order to 
make it odious, but rather to put it 
out of consciousness. To the degree 
that one does not see it, to him it be
comes nonexistent, because there is 
nothing to arouse its vibrations within.

This does not mean that intelligent, 
high-minded people are to close their 
eyes complacently on existing crime, 
but that the cure must come from 
within, not from without. The crim
inal aud those disposed to crime must 
be surrounded by that which will tend 
to create worthy ideas and ideals. 
“Reform will come only so fast as the 
necessity for more ideal mental pic-
tures is appreciate! » The
human consciousness is like an end
less corridor in a picture gallery, 
each visitor executing and hanging 
his own works of art His preference 
is determined by the character of 
those before yhich he lingers." All 
of which is in accord with the latest 
views of those best informed as to the 
methods to be used in dealing with 
the criminal classes. :

Mr. Wood thinks his philosophy of 
‘life is in perfect harmony with the 
Bible and with the purest ideals of all 
religions; that the spiritual healing of 
to-day is the same in kind, though 
different in degree, to that of Christ 
and-the primitive church. .“As out
ward and. practical attestation, it 
ought never to have dropped out of 
the church.” Referring to the divine 
commission to preach the gospel and 
heal the sick, lie naturally asks; "By 

what authority is one declared binding 
through the ages and the other ig
nored?’’

Flippant criticism of a book char
acterized by the sincerity and earnest
ness of the one before us would be 
entirely out of place. At this point 
of the world s progress it would bo 
thoroughly unscientific to attempt to 
mark the limitations of spirit or deny 
its potency over matter, iet, without 
questioning the general value of- the 
work, a word may be said on a single 
point to which exceptions may justly 
be taken.

The mental concentration which the 
author urges undoubtedly has its ad
vantages—in fact, is greatly needed 
In these days of hurry and distraction. 
But this exercise should be done 
sanely and sensibly or great harm may 
follow. To concentrate the thought 
for any length of time on abstractions 
or negatives may lead to pernicious 
results in two ways. The mind may 
feed upon itself to the extent of de
stroying itself, or it may luxuriate in 
ideals and care nothing for practical! 
realization. One needs a firm grasp 
on the concrete world or lofty ideals 
may lead to nothing but idle sentl-

Gasoline K. Sherman.ment. «

FOR A RROAD CHURCH,
Some Excellent Suggestions

To the Editor:—Religion Is a sub
ject much larger than the popular con
ception of it, Properly it embraces 
everything that pertains to the higher 
needs of man. Its central idea should 
be development In everything good. It 
does not consist of restrictions, out seeks 
to unfold and to enlarge individual 
power. It deals with man as man—not 
altogether good, not altogether bad. but 
as having a moral faculty susceptible of 
improvement. The end Is not to curtail 
but to enlarge human privileges, and in 
thinking and doing each must have am
ple opportunity, limited only by a just 
sense of the good and the true. Here is 
the duty and opportunity of the church 
—making Itself a great Institution for 
the help of men. It is divine in propor
tion to the fulfillment of its mission, and 
no further. If it fails to recognize tho 
Intrinsic worth of man, it is neither 
human nor divine.

A large experience and observation 
have confirmed an opinion long cher
ished that the church of the future must 
be a much larger institution than is the 
church of to-day. Man s conception of 
the physical universe has been vastly 
enlarged by the important discoveries 
of modern times, lie finds himself in a 
universe of vast proportions. He is no 
longer an insignificant creature, envir
oned by a little, fiat world, bulls related 
to all existence and all time. Human 
thinking is enlarged, human wants have 
grown and man needs the best possible 
helps In these growing conditions. 
Naturally man looks to the church for 
his Ideals and inspirations. That the 
church fails to moet the wantsofa large 
proportion of the people Is. to my mind, 
discreditable to the church rather than 
to the people. Having spent many years 
In the ministry of an orthodox church 
trying to make the church helpful to 
men, a larger thought has gradually 
taken possession of me.

Living in tho northwestern section of 
the city, I have, by careful observation, 
learned that a large proportion of the 
people do not attend church. Ihe ques
tion Is, why? Is the fault with the peo
ple or with the churches? In earnestly 
studying the question. I have attended 
most of the different churches, and the 
conviction forces Itself upon me that 
there is needed a broader Institution 
than anything now in existence here— 
an institution progressive, tolorant and 
humane, not aiming to make man a 
member of a sect nor to bring him with
in the limits of any denominational fold, 
but to unite men and women as such in 
helpful service. With no test of creed, 
people who are interested in the wel
fare of society ought to unite upon a 
platform broad enough to embrace all 
who revere the good. If the moans can 
be provided to pay the rent and other 
expenses of maintaining a plain hall in 
which servicescan be held on Sunday or 
at other times, I believe a large number 
of people would gladly co-operate in an 
enterprise of this sort. The idea would 
be to have sermons, lectures aud other 
instructive entertainments upon a broad 
and liberal basis, possibly also establish
ing a Sunday-school upon broader lines 
than is any now hold in this vicinity. 
This, with ine, Is not a theoretical pro
ject-experience has shown the feasi
bility of such work.

Dr. Thomas, of the People's Church, 
heartily endorses the movement, and 
promises cordial co-operation. In addi
tion to the ordinary services, I have the 
promise of occasional sermons or lec
tures on Sunday evenings by some of the 
most talented men In the city. If, for 
the present, a hall or vacant store could 
bo rented In the vicinity of Humboldt 
Park, say on or near North avenue, I 
believe much good might be done. The 
expense would be small, as I would 
gladly give such services as I could ren
der, and I have the promise of help 
from men who are interested.

If Chicago people would become inter
ested in a movement of this sort and 
communicate with me, there Is little 
doubt that something can bo done. The 
intention is not to interfere with any of 
the churches, but to work on broader 
lines. Christian or - non-Christian, be
liever or unbeliever, would be equally 
welcome, and have equal privileges. 
The religion of the movement would be 
to make men broader, not narrower, and 
to utilize all the elements of strength 
available. J. s. Paull.

No. 682 Thomas St., Chicago, Ill.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt. LL. D., M. D. Thiacomprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office.

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. . It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, In strong board covers, 
til cloth 81.50. For sale at this office.

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is Intensely interesting. 
It should be. read In conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For ?ale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

“The Religion of the Future.” By 3. 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with It, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
50 cents. ’ ’
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I PERSONAL EXPERIENCES WITH DR. SLADE

Interesting Account of a Sé 
' anee with Him.

Contrast Between Slade’s Seances 
and Fraudulent Oues.

To the phenomena of Spiritualism 
the world turns for evidence of a con
tinued existence after the death of the 
body. These alone solve the question. 
Speculative philosophy proves nothing. 
From spiritual phenomena have arisen 
every religion. That Jesus was á 
physical medium inferior to many of 
modern times I have no doubt. 
■Among these, no one stands superior 
to him whose name heads this article.

One of the objects of this com- 
municatiou is to set in.motion an in
quiry as to the whereabouts of this 
great medium, and measures for hiS 
comfort if required. The last report 
I ever heard was that mental derange
ment had made necessary his in
carceration in an insane asylum some
where iu Minnesota. Would The Pro- 
SREssive Thinker please ascertain 
and publish all the facts with refer. 

, ence to this great promoter of our 
cause?

We owe a great debt of gratitude 
to Mr. Blade for his signal services. 
He brought to our ranks many 
scientific men of world.wide reputa
tion, notably Zoellner, the great 
Lcipsio professor, whose experiences 
with Slade’ are recorded in his incom
prehensible “Transcendental Physics. ” 
His theory of a fourth, dimension of 
space may be incomprehensible, but 
the recorded phenomena are clear as 
noonday's sun.

Knowing as we do what insane 
asylums often are, we ought to see to 
it that if alive and an inmate of one 
of these institutions, Dr. Slade should 
have attention and comforts which 
money alone can give. Let some 
practical steps be immediately taken 
by our people in this direction.

Almost every Spiritualist, at times, 
feels doubts of the truth of our phil
osophy. This seems natural and 
universal. When we turn, however, 
to some of our experiences our reason 
can tolerate these doubts no longer. 
It is good for us to turn to these 
evidences in our own minds, at times, 
and to relate them for the encourage
ment of our doubting brothers. For 
this reason, at this time, when fraud 
is the rule—not the exception—it is 
good to remember such phenomena as 
Blade, Foster, Home, Mrs. llallis, 
Mrs. Laura Carter and other daylight 
mediums have given us.

Knowing how such unquestionable 
phenomena are appreciated, I will 
give to the readers my personal ex
perience with Dr. Slade, and invite 
any and all who have witnessed such 
phenomena in the light to do like
wise. I know the multitude of fraud

" swallowing dupes will be ready to 
herald the wonders of some material
izing humbug in the pages of The 
Progressive Thinker, but such rot 
proves—not the wonders of spirit 
phenomena, but the wonders of in
carnate credulity.

In 1880, I believe it was, that Slade 
made a tour of the world, after his 
London experience before a Bow 
street magistrate, and • his subsequent 
visit to Professor Zoellner. I had 
never seen him, but had been deeply 
interested in his wonderful medium
ship. and so kept track of him through 
his journey. On the day he was to be 
in Denver I resolved to be there too. 
1 kept a drug-store at the time. I 
bought from our stationer two large 
slates, and I cleaned them myself, put 
a crumb of pencil between and screwed 
them together with strong screws 
driven home. I then wrapped them 
in my own druggist's paper, tied them 
with my own twine, and then wrapped 
the whole in a newspaper. I went to 
Denver with my slates in my hands all 
the way, and went directly to Slade's 
rooms. He had arrived the night be
fore, and I got to see him about 11 
o’clock. It was a bright, sunshiny 
day, and the windows were without 
blinds, so tbe light shone full into the 
room. There was no carpet on the 
floor, and nothing in the room except 
a plain, square table, evidently new, 
a few chairs, and a large, new ao- 
cordeon.

When I went into the room Slade 
did not ask me a single question, not 
even my name. I said to him: “Doc
tor, I want to be able to say that I 
have not been deceived in this matter, 
and I may ask what may seem foolish 
to you. I want to examine your per
son to your skin; I want to examine 
the tables, the floor, ¿nd that ao- 
cordeon.”

He replied: “I am perfectly willing 
you should. 1 always greatly prefer 
such a course, as silly charges of con
cealed magnets, etc., are repeatedly 
made by those who have never seen 
me nor any of the phenomena."

He disrobed to his silk-knit under
wear. I examined him from his skin 
outward to his coat. He even emptied 
his pockets fór my inspection. There 
was absolutely, nothing he could use 
to deceive me. The floor was solid, 
the table a common four-legged affair 
about four feet square. I turned it 
upside down and examined it minutely. 
I am able to say that it was no trick 
table—it was just a common kitchen 
table. ; ■

Slade had three 'or four small slates 
-and a little cylinder of bits of pencil, 
which he laid on the table. I took 
the accordeon and pulled out the slide.- 
Like Tony Weller’s piano, it didn’t 
“have no vorks in it." It was a new 
instrument Slade had just borrowed 
from a neighboring muslo store.

We sat down to the table, Blade on 
pny left, facing me, with his legs

stretched out toward me.jitid not un
der the table, but iu full view. I laid 
in}- slates, still tied up, on the corner 
of the table farthest from me and 
from Slade. He took one of his slates, 
submitted it to me for inspection, and 
placed a bit of pencil on it, and 
cleaned a second slate, which I care
fully examined, and placed it on the 
other. He laid his baud on the slates 
and I put mine on his. In a moment 
writing was heard between the slates, 
and upon examination a message of 
greeting from Mrs. Slade was found.
I had numerous communications, most 
bf them of no value. While this was 
going on, a chair, probably ten feet 
distant, arose from the floor some two 
feet, as if lifted by some unseen per
son. It moved up to the table as if 
to seat someone. Just then I heard 
Writing on my slates. I asked Slade 
to hand them to me, which he did. I 
held them to my ear and could plainly 
hear the writing. At the three taps 
the writing ceased. I kept the slates 
intact until I came home, and in the 
presence of witnesses I opened them 
and found a long personal communica
tion, signed with my father’s name. 
As my father had died when I was 
but eight years old, I could not tell 
whether the signature was his or not, 
but my Uncle hunted up some old let
ters and we compared them, and it 
was the identical signature of my 
father. '

But to return from this digression: 
My legs were under the table and I 
sat close up to it; Slade’s slippered 
feet away from the table in full 
view, both hands in clear sight on the 
table. A big, brawny hand grasped 
my leg under the table and nearly 
pulled me out of my chair. I put 
both hands under the table, when the 
big hand clasped mine in a strong, 
sdlid grip. I grabbed it with -my 
other hand and between my knees I 
tried to hold it fast. Gradually it de
creased in size and seemed to melt in 
my grasp until nothing was left. A 
coarse, gruff laugh from under the 
table greeted me, when Slade said: 
“That's Owosso, the big Indian."

While this was going on, and in 
fact all the time of my visit, pound
ings as loud as if made by a strong 
man with a muffled maul, were heard 
in every part of the house—shaking 
the floor and causing the windows to 
rattle. Chairs were leaping from the 
floor and scurrying across the room. 
Slade, took the accordeon, and putting 
his thumb into the strap let it hang 
down from the edge of the table. It 
swayed back and forth and then com 
menced to play. I took it then and 
held it as Slade had done, and it 
played just the same.

Slade laid his hand on my left 
shoulder, when I was raised from the 
floor, chair and all, until my toes 
caught on the edge of the table. I 
kept my hands upon Slade’s arm, to 
see that he did not do it by muscular 
force. His biceps remained soft and 
relaxed all the time.

Slade now told me to try if the 
spirits would raise the table while he 
was away from the room. He went 
into the next room and I stood over 
the table, but did not touch it. It 
commenced to rise, and I reached as 
high as I could; when the table com
menced to waver and descend to the 
floor.

Now, these things were duplicated 
and multiplied over and over again, 
and it was all in the full light of a 
sunshiny day. No cabinet, no dark
ness, no paraphernalia. There was 
no chance of deception, no room for 
doubt.

What a contrast to the coarse, vul
gar shows common in the stifling, dis
ease-breeding, Stygian dark circles. 
Who could ever'say any of the alleged 
phenomena are not unmitigated fraud? 
Every intelligent person knows that 
most of it is.

What need for darkness for Home 
or Foster? Mrs. Laura Carter needs 
no darkness to give you written com
munications from your departed 
friends.

I hope Spiritualists will strive to 
encourage these good, honest, light
manifestations, and crush out the de
moralizing idiocy which goes goggling 
after “materialized” frauds. The 
reality is all we ought to want. True 
Spiritualism needs no bolstering of 
fraud. “Purity of Phenomena and 
Purity of Life” should be our motto.

F. H. Bhrock.

WILL YOU COME TO THE SEANCE?

BY H. W. BOOZER, MEDIUM OF “OLD 
MELODIES SPIRITUALIZED.”

(Air: “Rest for the Weary.”)
From the homes of the departed;

They absent’ themselves the vfnile, 
To hold np the broken-hearted

Left amid earth’s care and guile.
chorus:

Will you come to the seance, . 
Will you come to the seance, 
Where the lost are returning, 

And may ask for you?
From thrtjther side of Jordan,
Where we know Death stands warden, 
Now their loved ones are calling— 
_ They may call for you.
They prepare the homes that wait us

In the unseen spirit-land;
Our mistakes—they ne’er berate us, 

And extend the welcome hand.
Chorus—Will you come, etc.
Of that life beyond the river

They would gladly have us know, 
And they near the mediums gather .

Where the thought goes to and fro.
Chorus—Will you come, etc. <
For to know the world above us 

Gives the soul a sweet relief, 
And to greet these souls who love us

Dulls the sting of all our grief. '
Chorus—Will you pome, eta.

Pleasures bring effeminacy, and-effem- 
inac’y foreruns ruin.—Quarles.

Romish Church and the Ref
ormation.

The New York Witness several 
years ago published an article from 
the pen of -a clergyman, under the 
nom de plume of Clericus, on the 
“State of the Romish Church at the 
Time of the Reformation.” The ar
tide has been a long time in our pos
session, sent by some patron whose 
name we neglected to register; but 
whoever he is he has our thanks. The 
whole article is accurately correct, and 
is a valuable contribution to liberal 
literature, The wickedness of the 
Catholic priesthood is forcibly por
trayed; but Luther engaged in a re
form along the old lines. The prin
cipal church lore came down to bur 
times through the hands of these forg
ers and assassins, whose principal oc
cupation had been, and still is, the 
forging of chains for the people's en
slavement. Had Luther at that time 
turned his attention to the frauds of 
the clergy, and exposed their num
berless crimes, many of which he 
passed in silence, the network of vil
lainy which he really strengthened, by 
giving it another form, would not 
have remained to blight the present 
era.

Suppose the civil authorities of 
Italy could gain control of the litera
ture of the organized banditti of that 
country, how ridiculous it would seem 
to moderns to attempt to reform those 
bandits along their own lines; but this 
is just what Luther attempted by in
augurating the Reformation. Prob
ably he did all it was possible in that 
age of unparalleled corruption, when 
disorder, violence and assassination 
was rampant; but the sun Qf liberty is 
shining on the present civilization in 
great effulgence, and it is our duty to 
strike at the root of the evil, and wipe 
old-time falsehoods and corruptions 
from the earth, that future genera
tions shall not be poisoned, nor their 
morals polluted by the damnable 
teachings of the past, better worthy a 
place among the lazzaroni and brigands 
of the land of organized assassins, 
than among-the inheritors of the free
dom of a great republic. We quote:

< ‘The state of the Romish Church at 
the period the Reformation broke out 
was most corrupt. To properly un
derstand Luther and appreciate the 
work he did, it is important to keep 
this before our minds. Romish writers 
of that and subsequent times have 
often acknowledged the prevailing 
corruption that existed and the need 
of reform. It is well to refresh our 
memory with some of the facts.

“When Luther was a small boy 
Alexander the Sixth became Pope. 
He was one of the greatest monsters 
of wickedness that ever lived. He 
was elected in 1492. He was a Span
iard, and while a cardinal had five 
children by Vannaza, a Roman lady, 
who was the wife of another man. 
Two of his children, Caisar and Lu
cretia Borgia, achieved a most in
famous notoriety. Popish writers are 
forced to acknowledge the stupendous 
depravity of this infallible Pope. 
Fleury, the great Romish historian, 
writes: ‘License and disorder reigned 
at Rome beyond any place in the 
world. Crime was on the throne, and 
never, perhaps, had such a monstrous 
corruption of .morals been seen, 
especially among its clergy.’ This 
Pope ended his career in 1503, under 
the following circumstances, as re
corded by the same historian: ‘The 
Duke Valentinois, being in want of 
money for his troops, and the treasury 
of his father, the Pope, being empty, 
the duke, to whom the greatest crimes 
were as nothing, proposed to the Pon
tiff that they should poison some of the 
wealthy cardinals, the law of the church 
at that time being such that the popes 
were the heirs of the cardinals. The 
Pope consented. A magnificent feast 
was prepared, and the doomed men 
were invited. Alexander had sent one 
of his trustiest domestics before, with 
some bottles of poisoned wine, strictly 
enjoining him not to give it to anyone 
without the Pope’s orders. But the 
officer, supposing he was forbidden to 
serve this wine only because it was the 
best, gave some of ft to Alexander 
himself, as he called for drink before 
supper. The duke also partook of it, 
for the weather was exceedingly sul
try, and they were both thirsty after 
their walk to the hall appointed for 
the entertainment. The Pope soon 
after felt the effects in a violent colic, 
ending in convulsions, which killed 
him in a few hours. The duke, how
ever, who had wiped it with water, 
and who besides was younger and of 
firmer constitiition, escaped with se
vere sickness, which lasted ten months, 
in the course of which his hair and his 
nails fell off, and the skin peeled from 
every part of his body. ’

“The successor of this Pope, Pius 
Third, reigned only twenty-six days, 
having died under strong suspicions 
of poison. ■ ‘
“Julius Second succeeded, who, it

a sajd, tooli name in memory of 
Julius Gjeaar.nEIe haTJjeen a general 
in the army wllle a cardinal. He was 
of a fiery aw■ domineering spirit. 
Under his I'eigm. in 1506; the erection 
of St. Peter's Church was commenced. 
Indulgences Mji'e offered to all who 
should contribute to the edifice. 
While Pope h&.look the field as com- 
inander of the /»rmy. At the siege qf 
Mirandola he rode through the camp 
on horseback; hfi was constant!)’ on 
the batteries, Ejecting where to place 
the cannon, and rousing the soldiers 
by threats and caresses. This Pope 
died in 1513, regretted by ho one.

“His successor was Leo Tenth. In 
his bull, issued in 1516, is a passage 
of great significance, referring to the 
ordinary style of preaching at that 
time. ‘Many there are,’ says this Bull, 
‘who do not, in their preaching, teach 
the way of the Lord, nor se^k to ex
plain the gospel, but rather' impart 
things through ostentation, crying 
aloud, and accompanying what they 
say with violent gestures, Others 
display in the pulpit feigned miracles, 
apocryphal histories, which are 
altogether scandalous, without any 
authority and without any edification; 
while some abuse the prelates, and 
declaim boldly against their persons 
and their conduct. ’

. “Under this Pope the Council of 
Lateran was held; which, after a ses
sion of five years, closed in 1517. At 
its close an eminent ecclesiastic read 
a discourse, in which he said: ‘The 
greater part of the prelates, who 
ought to be the delight of the world, 
and illuminate the people by their 
doctrine, by edifying them with their 
piety, have scarcely any longer either 
religion, or shame, or modesty; justice 
is changed into robbery; devotion has 
almost degenerated into superstition; 
they make a virtue of vice; the core 
of the churches is committed to work
men without principle, the fold of the 
Good Shepherd to ravenous wolves. 
In fine, they make a shameful traffic 
of holy things.'

“In the same year the cardinals 
formed a conspiracy to poison the 
Pope, Four were degraded, oqe was 
strangled in- prison, and another was 
condemned to peipetual confinement. 
The Pope, finding that most of the 
cardinals were against him, created 
thirty-one new ones, among whom was 
Alphonso, the son of the King of Por
tugal, who was only eight years old at 
the time. > -

“In that year the Pope gave special 
attention to the issue of indulgences 
to replenish his treasury. He heeded 
money to supply'his luxurious wants 
and to finish the edifice of St. Peter’s. 
A Romish writer said that those in
dulgences were granted ‘on conditions 
bo easy that men cbuld hardly care, at 
all for their salvation if they refused 
to gain them.’ Tetzel, whose tilt and 
controversy with' Luther ore so well 
known, was exceedingly active in the 
work of selling indulgences.

“The need of reform was most 
pressing and manifest. Under provi
dence the man was raised up for this. 
The work he began has been going on 
ever since, and has been far-reaching 
in ite influence and relations.

“Romish writers generally acknowl
edge the need of reform at that time, 
but denounce and calumniate' the re
former. They call him hard names, 
and charge him with almost every 
form of immorality and crime. Luther 
was the product of Rome, and was re
garded as a most devout monk and 
doctor of the church till he tried to 
bring about reform. He first tried to 
reform himself os a preparation to re. 
forming others. He was not perfect, 
and it would have been strange if he 
had been. Having emerged from the 
slough of popery, it was not strange 
that some of the mire adhered to him. 
When properly viewed he looms up 
before us as a grand character, whose 
defects were like spots on the sun.

“All Romish writers are not equally 
slanderous in treatment of Luther. 
Fleury, from whom I have already 
quoted, does not endorse many of the 
falsehoods that have been circulated 
against the great reformer. He says: 
‘I shall not stop to enlarge upon the 
calumnies which some Catholic au
thors, too ultra, have charged against 
him, and in which they have paid little 
regard to probability.' He writes 
further: ‘All that can be said against 
Luther is that he rose up against the 
church; that he has endeavored to de
stroy the faith; that he has become 
a declared heresiarch; and that he 
caused infinite and innumerable evils 
to religion by the pernicious errors 
which he so obstinately maintained. ’

“This writer is comparatively can
did, and does not resort to or counte
nance many of .tiie falsehoods and 
calumnies whic^i . popish writers and 
speakers stiU deal in to a large extent

“The facts sho^s that there was a 
desperate state of things in the age of 
Luther, and t-nati'- a corresponding 
remedy was capednfor. He was the 
man for the time—he inflicted a blow 
that Rome staggered under, and.has 
been growing weaker ever since. 
Popery is a gigantfi system of fraud 
and despotism, and’ihe religion-Of the 
Bible, which Rutfflr translated and 
gave to the people, is directly against 
it and is destined to.'prevaili"—Ex.

Spirituality, being developments sense, 
must vouch for itself '

And achieve its own verity .
In self sense only;

There, too, find its outlet to the .
Great Eternal Sea. '

The River of Life gets broader, deeper, 
quicker, stiller as it flows.

We must not turn its volume to the tiny 
fount whotice it purled

To destiny and say:
Came not thence this mighty flow!

. Still seek ye a sign? .
The sign of the river is its onward flow— 

The impulse is of God—
It flows whither it wills in a chartless 

eternity. Fremont E. Wood.

Money is like manure, of very little 
use except it be spread.—Bacon.

BEAUTIFUL WORDS
T|iey Include the Elements 

of Spiritual Life.

A Spiritual Sennonette for Our 
Forty Thousand Headers.

“Finally, brethren, whatsoever 
things are true, whatsoever tilings are 
honest, whatsoever things are just, 
whatsoever things are pure, what
soever things are lovely, whatsoever 
things are of good report; if there be 
any virtue, and if there be any praise, 
think on these things.”—Phil, iv,, 8.

Readers of The Progressive 
Thinker, forty thousand strong, I do 
not call your attention to these beau
tiful words because they are iu the 
Rible, for there are words in that 
book that I would not read to you; 
not because they are the words of 
Paul, for he said some words thqt I 
would not say to you; bit I present 
them to you because of their intrinsic 
excellence, and they are so plain and 
clear that he who runs may read and- 
understand them.

True, honest, just, pure, lovely, are 
all spiritual qualities that commend 
themselves to every thinker and 
should govern every thought, word 
and action of every ¿dividual.

Nothing short of this constitutes a 
true spiritual life, and we can and 
should live a spiritual life on earth, 
as we will have to do in heaven if we 
live there at all;, for that makes the 
transition easy and the after-life nat
ural ; and prevents that terrible agony 
and severe discipline which those 
suffer who, on earth, neglect spirit 
culture.

But it is of the word “yirtue" that 
I wish to speak more particularly. 
Few words in our language have a 
larger meaning. The Century Dic
tionary devotes more than a column 
to its elucidation, giving it mainly the 
designation of “strength, courage, 
bravery, capacity, worth, manliness, 
applied to physical, intellectual and 
moral excellence; moral goodness, the 
practice of moral duties and con
formity of life and conversation to 
the moral law; uprightness; rectitude; 
morality; the opposite of vice,” etc.

These are all elements of spiritual 
life, to which I have long wished to 
call your attention. I know of no 
better illustration of sueji a life than 
that contained in Proverbs xxxi., 10
31, which I do not ask you to take 
because they are the words of King 
Lemuel, dictated by his mother; but 
because so true and pertinent. Here 
it will be seen that to live honestly 
we must be industrious. The virtuous 
woman is not only chaste but indus
trious, energetic, prudent, courageous, 
strong, skillful and watchful. She not 
only provides well for her own house
hold, but she stretches out her hand 
to the poor' and needy. All this is 
essential to a true life.'

Religion or spiritual life, which, in 
my estimation, are one and the same, 
has too long been considered a kind 
of unctuous mysticism, only to be 
practiced in a monastery away from 
the. common walks of life. From this 
I most emphatically dissent.

I know of nothing higher than to 
live right, and that can be done in 
any condition of life—in the workshop 
as well as in the pulpit. We have too 
much sanctimonious hypocrisy and too 
little real life. What we want is to 
have all in their respective caHlngs to 
conform to the law of right.

Is it honest, just, pure and lovely 
to have, as now, the wealth of the 
world going into the hands of the few, 
while the many who produce it are 
being impoverished by money-lenders, 
land sharks, railroad kings, coal 
barons and monopolists of all kinds?

The great world reform, pioneered 
by Spiritualism, necessarily includes 
the overthrow of every system of op
pression. If every man, woman and 
child in the world were converted to 
Spiritualism, in the ordinary sense of 
the term, and knew all that is know
able of death and the after life, then 
the world would not be saved in the 
true sense. .

If the Hindoos had been a virtuous 
people, Instead of going to the ex
treme of mental culture, to the neg
lect of virtuous self-preservation and 
protection, they would not have been 
the victims of British tyranny.

If we, in this generation, were as 
virtuous as our revolutionary fore
fathers, we would not only maintain 
the rights and liberties they secured 
to us, but we would go on until we 
would perfect a social system by 
which the plenty which the earth 
yields would be justly distributed.

If the money lords are allowed to 
go on as they are doing now, how 
long will it be till there will be but 
two classes—millionaires and paupers? 
and the middle class blotted out

I am no pessimist. I believe in 
evolution and progress. But I believe, 
also, that man must do his part in 
tins as well as in the cultivation of 
the soil, to make the earth the happy 
home of humanity.

Taking my stand at tire present 
status of human development and the 
trend of modem thought, and looking 
along the line of progress, I can see, 
in the new era on which we are now 
entering, the virtues inherent in hu
man nature in a state of irrepressible 
activity, driving out every vestige of 
priestcraft, kingcraft, monopoly, and 
every product of selfishness; and re
gaining their proper place in the 
economy of life so long usurped by 
dogmatism and falsehood.

Love reigns and everyone is free 
and happy, for “the god of peace is

VOLUME IL

Of the Encyclopaedia of Death,
and Elfe in the Spirit-World.

Vol. II. is how ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art It is furnished op the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting 81,50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopaedia.

CJ?" In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopaedia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol, II, that v°u want, 

■ BEAR IN MIND,
Vol. 1, of the Eqcyclopaedia of Death, 

bound In paper cover, nicely pointed 
and substantially stitched. Is sent out as 
a premium on tortus stated elsewhere. 
It Is called the Premium Encyclo
paedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
In connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopaedia. The bound copies 
aro only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

RIGHT LIVING
— BY —

* SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of •‘Apples of Gold," "All in a Lifetime," 

“The Story Hour," ’‘Summer Days at Ousel," 
“Sunday Observance," etc., etc.

“LlvlDf 11 an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions; In fact, tbe highest method, tbe uooleat 
of the arts.—Thomas Stahm King.

This book gives an admirable course of study tn 
ethics, and supplies a long*felt want of an ethical 
UxUbook especially adapted to tbe comprehension of 
chlldrdn. as 5fell as older persons whom it 1> Maely 
and appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

The author shows a wise practicality in her method 
of teaching tbo principle# of ethics, ¿he tlluBtratea 
her subjodt with many brief narratives and aneo- 
dotes, which render the book more interesting and 
more eksliy comprehended. It 18 eepepially adapted 
fdr die tn children's lyceums. In tne binds of moth
ers and teachers it may be made very tfseful. Young 
and old will be benefited by It. It is a most excellent 
book and should od widely circulated.

CONTENTSi
Right Living. Wbst Ie Morality 7 What is Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Couduotf or Right Doing. Virtue, ths 
ffiuffilnator 6f Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
WhatKnow Yqpf Justice? Fortitude a Nobld Pos- 
•esalon. Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of IpdfviduaHty. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
CtUnco. Troth and Falsehood. What lianOaAi?or 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Polson 
of Slander. Wbat Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, tbe Menace of Society, 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Rerorendd 

Boif-Keliance. Self-Control. SeX'Rcspect. 
Foolish Pride ana Billy Prejudice. Anger, tiie Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Frleni of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will, Courage, a 
Necessity to Rfgtit Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tbo Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice. Not 
a Means to Lire's Best End. Good Nature, Ono of 
Life’s Best Blossoms. Beason and Free Inquiry, 
rrce Speech. A Free Press. Iklgbls of Animals. 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or tbe Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness— Tbe uentlo- 
man. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Clotb, $1. Sold at this Office.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
— AND —

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able and Interesting presentation of a most 
Important subject. Eter£ Spiritualist and every In« 
J'Direr Into tbe proofs and philosophy of Spiritual« 
im should have (his excellent book. Its value is rec* 

ogulxed and acknowledged all over tbe world. Price, 
cloth, fl. For sale at this office.

HUMAN CULTURE fi CURE
MABEIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BYE. D.BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.

A moat excellent and very valuable work, by tbe 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc.

Price,doth, 75 cento. For tale at thti office.

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW,
. — OR —

THE ETEENAL FEMININE.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
A DRAMATIC IDYLL

BY MABVJEL KAYVE.

Afine wot* poem; * *tory of the “Few Wom*n." 
whol* the trae woman of all the centuries. A re- 

contrartlng the modern Vaibtl with 
the YMhtt of ancient Bible time*. Interesting and 
•proestlTe. Cloth, tl; paper, 50 cents. For sale at 
ulioffice, 40Loomisstroet, Chicago._ ... •>»»

Bomanism and the Republic.
By Her. luao J. Laming, M. A. Evexr MOioc 

«Ionia read It. Price >UXL _______ _ .

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches, and Discoveries,

DY WM. ANb ELIZABETH M. B. 
D peaton, A marrelou« work. 'Though conche as 
a coxi-book, Imai fascinating as a vork of action. 
The reader Mill be atnased to see tbe curió IS facts 
here combined In support of this newiy-dlscoTered 
power of tbe human mind, which will resolve a thou 
Sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plate u 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects uwob1 
scared by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. I»

Cloth,...,............................. ............
- Postage 10 cento.

Soul of Things—Vol II»
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth........... .

Postage 10 centi.
Soul of Things—VoL ITL

Ul'rrutei 862 pp. Cloth.............. .
Postaco 10 conta.

>4150

■tito

' R. Neely.

If the hair is falling out, or turning 
gray, requiring a stimulant with nour
ishing and coloring food, Hall’s Vege
table Sicilian Hair Renewer is just the 
specific. , .

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History, 

Embracing tbe Origin of the Jews, the Rtae and Denb 
opmeat of Zortaatrianlap end Ue Derivation of 
Chrtitianltyi to which la addedt Whence Ouf Arran 
Ancaatonr If CL W, Brown, M.D. One of the meet 
rainaWeworkaererpiiWlahed. Price ILS). ■ 

MemorialOration by CoL Ingersoll 
Ob RMeoe CeakJH«. Delivered before Ue New

jziAfiojyieT, I
His Birth, Character and Doctrine

BY EDWABD GIBBON.

This U Ko. 6 of tbo Library of Liberal Olaulca. 1 
Is conceded to be historically correct, aud so exact iiu 
perfect In every detail as to be practically beyond tbl 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will bo fount 
Intensely Interesting. Price, 23c. Sold at this office.

IVCA-IST
—IN THE- .

PASI; PRESENT, AND FUTURE»!
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Results of recent scientific research regarding tbfti 
origin, position aud prospects of mankind. ( 

From the German of -

DB. LUDWIG BUCHNEB,
Author “Force and Vatter,*’Essays on Nature and 

Science," “Physiological pictures," “Six Lee* 
. tiu^s on Dafwln/'Etc. <

“The great mystery of existence consists in perpe> 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything is namof. 
tai and indestructible—the emallest worm as wel | a| . 
the mbit enorffiou8 of (he celestial bodies,—tbe saod 
grain or tbo water drop as well as the lilgbest belugln, 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms in 
which being manifests itself are changing; but Being» 
itself remains eternally tbe same and imperisbablJ 
When we dla we do not lose ourselves, but only ou> 
personal consciousness Wo live on iu nature, in dug 
race, lu our children, in our deeds, iu our tbftugbtA-I- 
tn short, in tho entire material and physical contrlbu-i- 
tlon which, durlug our short personal existence, wel 
have furnished to the sub&lsteuce of mankind and di ] 
nature in general."—Buechner. |

Odp vol., po.r avn.. «bout 850 pages, vellum cloth, |k I

MARGUERITE HUNTER. )
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in’ 

the Material and Spiritual
Spheres,

TranBcrlbed by * Co operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through ini 
dependent slaW-WrltlM. The illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists. It 
Is pot a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel in the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition uf the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism. Tbe book contains Subpages 
with six Illustrations in half-tone, and twelve pages 
in original Independent writing. It is beautifully 
bound In blue silk cloth, stumped in diver. Price, 
11.25. For sale at this office.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
mir BHF BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 

264 pages. Ono copy, tit six copies, K.

FROH NIORT TO MORN)
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church* 

68 pages. One copy, IS centa; tea copies, IL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS* 
201 pages. One copy, bound In cloth, |lj paper, 

cents.

For Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Street»

COSMIAN HYMN BODIL
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home»

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

Thti voltune moots & public want It comprt®l| 
236 choRjp selections of poetry and music, embody- 

4og the highest moral Bentlment, and free from all 
BeCtArlanUin. Friof 60 cents. Bold at this office. :

THE WOMAfTS BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCH. I

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Rev, Fhebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula K. Gestefeld, and 
Frances E Barr,

“In every loul th«re is bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the world of thought 
what do other one possesses.”— Cousin.

Tbe brlpbt and acbolarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep Interest, and tbrcrw • 
strong and new light ofi the Bible teachings relating 
to Woman. All should read It.
Price 5Oo.__ For_salo at this Office.

THE MEDIUMISTIC ”
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction bj 
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

W* book should be In tho hands of every one intef 
Mtod In Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety: Early Mediumship. Chnptq 
I. The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal u 
California; Holnrn of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark 
ibloTests. Chapters. Uis Work as a Healer. Chau 
ter 6, Leaves tbe Body. Chapter 7, Visit t6 the Splrft 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commit 
nlcate; How to Conduct n Circle. Chapter 9, Miscel
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experiences 
Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow« 
or. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative oi 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break In 
Cho Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price 6( 
oonta.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
ROUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

tide, and containing 820 pages. This splendid 
book, fust Issued, contaUs nineteen full Templo lec« 
tores upon occult subjects, together with other art!« 
Oles from various nowspapers, relating to tbe greai 
work. It contains all tbe old Templo lectures Issued 
In 1892, Abd three others on tbe Humak Soul, which 
are alone worth tbe price of tbe book. This wonder* 
fulbookii unique as au Evangelist of Science anil 
truth. Price 11.23, postpaid, to any address. Forsalj’ 
at this offlAA

THE DEAD MAN’S MESSAGE. 
‘ By Florence Marryat, author of “A Scarlet Bin,*1 
“How Like a Woman," “The Risen Do&d" “Thore 11 
Ho Death*” etc. Cloth. <100.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Uu of Dettb, Heaven and Hell. By 
Monts Hüll. This pamphlet besldea giving the SplS 
Ituallstic Interpretation of many tblnga In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains tba 
heavens and bell» believed In by Spiritualist». Price. 
10cent*. For sole at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

cioüi, »t.a Paper, BO cents.
Till I. a work of great nine, written by one of tba 

Keenest most powerful and most truly religious 
B?lndAls particularly • work which 
should be put into the hands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmas of orthodoxy and from 
tbo dogmas of materialistic science, for ft will 
strengthen tbe conviction of tbe free mind that mind 
and senses are not tbo whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
tbo childhood period of faith and fancy will be super* 
sededby knowledge and facts. For sale at this office.

“THE WATSEKA’ WONDER.»’
To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

Is Intensely interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two oases of “double oonsdouBnesB." namely Marg 
Lurancy Veunum, of Watseka, ni., snd Mary Rep 
noida, of Venango county, Pa. Fer tale nt this office. 
Price 15 cents. ■_____________

Cliildreirs Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the organization end 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Price 50 cents.BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS;

AND THE WONDROUS POWER
•which helped or made them perform might) 

work* and utter Inspired words, together with aoatf 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apo» 
Ues» and Jesus, or New Readings of “The MItscImT •’ 
byAllxk Putkam. Price 75 cents. Fox sale st tbit

BEYOND THE CATES.

IMMORTALITY.
A poem Iu fin canto.■ 'It * mu die, aban he Ural" 

li fully utverad. B; W. 8. Barlow, amk» 
Voices. Price 60 cento. •________ "
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IGENERAL SURVEY.
Spiritualistic FielcH-lts 

Workers, Doings, Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
«’•publish weekly reports of meetings. 
¡"Whenever a change is made in Speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
i ns a brief -item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 

z.'iong reports will not be used. Meetings 
Jrare of local interest only. We extend a 
F cordial Invitation to all speakers to send 
>.• in their appointments to lecture, and 

’ general movements, which will be read 
'bv at least 40,009. We go to press early 
;■Monday morning, and items must reach 
• us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
’order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
: . companied by the full name and address 
• of the writer, or no attention willbe 

• 'paid to them.
Madame Bourgeoise, the brilliant pl

' anist, of Chicago, is now at the Cassa
s daga Camp to remain the entire season. 

■ Mrs, Isa Wilson Kayner is at Clinton 
5 Camp, where many will be glad to greet 

: her and enjoy her mediumistic work.
J. H. McMillen writes from Portland, 

Ore.: “I am pleased to say the cause of 
• Spiritualism is spreading over this 
Northwest coast. Orthodox sneers and 
falsehood cannot down it—it has come 

• to stay.”
i ■ Dr. Lucy Barnicoat has removed to 

- ¡Boston, Mass., and can be addressed for 
-‘engagements at 175 Tremont street,

: Boston, Mass. .
r Mrs. M, T. Longley gave an address, 

August 10, at Redondo Camp, Cal.
August 13 was Woman's Day at Re- 

■ dondo Camp. An address was delivered 
by J. S, Loveland.

■ W, J. Colville lectured at Redondo 
: iCamp, August 10 and 14, ’

W. C. Bowman gave an address at 
■ Redondo Camp, August 12 and 14.

’ August 15, at Redondo Camp, ad
dresses were made by Mrs. E.Sloner and 

•: J, J. Morse. ' •
'' Dr. J. C. Batdorf lectured at Grand 

• Lodge Camp, Mich., August 9.
Dr. P. T. Johnson lectured August 11, 

" 13 and 14, at Grand Ledge Camp.
Hon. L. V. Moulton lectured August 

«.■12, at Grand Ledge, on “National Asso- 
elation."

’ Lyman C. Howe lectured August 15, 
' at Grand Ledge Camp.
' Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond lectured 

;i? August 9, 11 and 12, at Vicksburg Camp, 
“Mich.
, E. W. Sprague lectured at Vicksburg 

Camp, August 14 and 15.
• At Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass., Au

gust 9, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll lectured 
• on “Some Reasons Why.”

:■ ■ August 10, Mrs. T.‘ U. Reynolds lee
’ tu rod at Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.

Dr. C. W. Hidden lectured at Lake 
'-Pleasant Camp, August 10, 11,12 and 13.

Edgar W. Emerson lectured at Lake 
“Pleasant Camp, August 11 and 15.
7. Mrs. Frances Holmes lectured August 

12 at Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
Mrs. Clara F. Conant lectured at Lake 

»Pleasant Camp, Mass, August 13 and 14.
Anna L. Robinson lectured at Haslett 

»Park Camp, Mich., August 9, 11, 12 and 
; 13.

Marion Carpenter lectured August 9, 
¿ At Haslett Park Camp.

Rev. Jarnos De Buehananne, M. D., 
’Ph. D., of Kansas City, lectured August 
»14 and 15 at Haslett Park Camp, Mich.

At Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H., Au
’ gust 9, Edgar W. Emerson was speaker.

Mrs. R. S. Lillie lectured at Sunapee 
Lake, N. H., August 9, 11, 12 and 13.

Mrs. E. I. Webster lectured August 
15, at Sunapee Lake, N. H.

Moses Hull gave his farewell discourse 
■at Lake Brady Camp, Ohio, Sunday, 
August 9.

G. W. Kates and Mrs. Kates occupied 
the rostrum at Lakegi.b'ady, assisted by

Theodore F. Price,

Prof. Joseph Singer 
er, August 11 to la.

August 9 and 11, li 
Twiug lectured at On

d Walfried Sing-

's. Carrie E. 3.
, Mass,

1 advertised in_ _ — _ — — — — . —

„consequence of his arf-W in Philadel
phia, lectured at Onset, Mass., Augustphia, lecture 

5,12 and 13.

peo. W. Walrond, Inspirational and 
trance speaker from England and Can
ada, Is now at Denver, Col., en route to 
the Pacific Coast. He proposes after 
filling engagements in the Western 
States, to take a professional tour 
through Canada. Ab ne is at present
recruiting health and strength at Den
ver, Colo., letters on business may bo 
addressed to him there until farther no
tice. Societies in Colorado or States 
west requiring his services should write 
to him. He is open for mission and re
vival work. Address him at the 
Granite Building, 1228 Fifteenth street, 
Room 15.

Mrs. M. Bates writes from Joliet. Ill.: 
“A few weeks ago, Mrs. Lee Norte Cla
man, of Chicago, came in our midst. A 
meeting was held at the home of Mr. 
Pettis. A good crowd was gathered 
there: a tine lecture was given by her 
control, Brother John, and at the close 
many beautiful messages from loved 
ones, every one of which was recog
nized. Such an Interest was awakened 
that it was decided at once she must 
come back the following week, which 
she did, and we have had meetings once 
a week ever since. The Fourth of July 
thb Methodist church was thrown open 
for us to go in and hold two services 
that day which we did, with great suc
cess. It was startling to the 
skeptic to hear the messages given, 
names and dates in full. At this time 
we decided as our crowd had increased, 
to permanently locate a place of wor
ship, and we have leased the old Ma
sonic hali for a year, where we will hold 
our meetings, hoping by that time to 
own a temple of our own. Last Friday 
night we held our first meeting in our 
new quarters, and were greeted with 
between seventy-five and one hundred 
anxious souls waiting, for a crumb of 
spiritual food. We will very soon have 
pur State charter, and will be numbered 
as one of the active societies of the pres
ent age to spread the light of Immortal 
life.” .■■?.•

C. H. Mathews writes: “‘Mrs. Elsie 
Reynolds, materializing medium, of Cal
ifornia, gave two materializing seances 
at the residence of Mr. S. Fertig,' Ganal 
Dover, Ohio, July 25 and 26, which 
proved very satisfactory to about twen
ty-five persons, Including the writer, 
who met his three children now in spir
it-land and thirty or forty strangers.”

The First Religlo-Philosophlcal Soci
ety, of Fayette county, Iowa, will hold 
Its annual meeting and picnic Saturday 
and Sunday, August 29 and 30. All are 
cordially invited. The meeting willbe 
held ln. the grove of Mrs. Hutchinson, 
two miles west of Lima, Iowa. Mrs. 
Lowell, of Anoka, Minn., will address 
us Saturday, p. m., and Sunday at 10:30 
a. m. and 2 p. m.

Mrs. Frances Koehler, of Chicago, is 
spending the summer at Lily Dale. She 
can be found at her cottage next to 
Library Hall, and will take subscrip
tions for The Progressive Thinker.

P. J. Barrington, M. D., writes from 
Strawberry Point, Iowa: "We would 
say to the readers of our favorite papfir, 
The Progressive Thinker, that we 
have been here several weeks in .Straw
berry Point, Iowa, working for and with 
this most excellent people, lecturing on 
alternate Sundays, with the Unlversal- 
1st minister, holding services in a 
church building owned jointly by the 
two societies. A. Treadwell and family, 
and E. L. Gager and wife are the lead
ing workers here, retired farmers, and 
people of standing. Mrsl Gager is de
veloping mediumship of a high order, 
and nolds circles in her own commodious 
residence, to which people fronf'the 
country drive in a distance of 10 or 12 
miles to attend. We find our leading 
papers In many homes, and only the ex
treme stringency of the times hinders 
our sending in a long list of subscribers 
to The Progressive Thinker now. 
Wife and myself are open to calls to 
work for, or organize societies within 

TOO miles of here, working together or 
single, on favorable terms. Address us 
at this place.

Adelle writes from Cassadaga Camp: 
“Much interest Is being manifested at 
this camp. The meetings in point of 
numbers increase dally. The hotels are 
filling up, and It begins to look like 
olden times. There are not as many 
professed mediums here as usual, so the 
genuine mediums are doing a good work, 
and are kept busy, Mr. F. Corden White 
has given up platform work, and will 
devote his time in the future to private 
work. Those having had sittings this

canbe addressed at Vicksburg, Mich^ 
camp grounds,1 where he will serve as 
chairman until Aug. 30. Hie perma
nent address is 410 Newland avenue, 
Jamestown, N. Y. ...........

’ Etta Semple, 'writes from Ottawa, 
Kansas: “At the Ottawa Convention of 
the Kansas Freethinkers, to be held 
August 21-26, there will be a two days’ 
discussion between a Spiritualist and a 
Materialist. 1st. Man has a spirit which 
survives the death of the body. Hull 
affirms; Conway denies. 2. There is no 
spirit; all is matter. Conway affirms. 
Hull denies. As our association is sup
posed to be mostly materialists, I hope 
there will be a large attendance of 
Spiritualists, as it will aid their 
speaker.”

Mrs. Dr. Magoon was in the city last 
Monday. She and her husband are 
located at present in Milwaukee, Wis 
They arc efficient workers iu the cause 
of reform. .

MAPLE DELtCAMP.
Hon; A. B. French Again on 

the Rostrum.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Fourth Annual Conven 

tion

Lake Brady Camp.
To the Editor:—Kindly allow me

space to reply to a paragraph which 
concludes the notice of this camp ip 
your issue of August 1.

Iwas never a Franciscan monk. Iwas 
once a Trappist novice and upon my ex
perience in that order I occasionally lec
ture. Having never taken vows of ce
libacy, I had none to recant. The se
ance spoken of as given for my benefit 
was a lecture given bv my own guides 
through me as their Instrument. This 
was preceded by a poem and at its close 
tests were given by Miss Maggie Gaule. 
I am a spiritual worker on the rostrum 
of five years, standing, and an ordained 
minister of the gospel of Spiritualism. 
Though I am not wealthy, I do not 
quite consider myself in indigent cir
cumstances. At any rate, I have never 
yet asked aid of the charitably Inclined 
Spiritualists or others by way of alms. 
I nave lectured at this camp three times 
during this season and hope to do so on 
future occasions. Those who have at
tended my lectures have paid an admis
sion fee, which I have received. That 
is all. .

I have for some years been a frequent 
contributor to the Spiritualist press, and 
articles from my pen have foilnd place 
in your columns. •

Your correspondent not having been 
present at the lecture alluded to, was 
doubtless misinformed as to its charac-
ter, ■ E. J. Bowtell.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to the higher life from his 

home In Grand Ledge, Mich., Mr. Burns, 
aged 71 years. He had been a resident 
there forty-two years. A few weeks be
fore going, he said he would manifest as 
soon as possible, and he did so at the 
funeral, so plainly that some recognized 
the truth of the promise. He leaves a 
wife, five children and a mother, who is 
past 90. Mr. Burns was a firm believer 
in the truths of Spiritualism. He was 
waiting and ready to go. The messen
ger came suddenly, ne having no warn
ing; He got up in the morhing, sat on 
the couch a moment, then lay down ahd 
went to the other side. Services were 
conducted by Mrs. J. H. Dunham, of 
Ionia, Mich. Cor.

Frances M. Beck passed to spirit-life 
on the 18th of July, at Delphi, Ind. She 
was a firm believer in Spiritualism, and 
died in that faith. .

Frances Beck Knight.

Passed to spirit-life from 43 Brian 
Place, Chicago, Illinois, at the age of 77 
years, Mrs. Dr. C. Butt, who had out
lived all the creeds of Christendom and 

' lived the past ten years in the knowledge 
of the truths of Modern Spiritualism. 
She did all the -good she could during 
life and has gone to her great reward, 
as her works will follow her.

August 15, there was a Veterans’ 
.' Spirltualistst Union at Onset Camp.

Mrs. Juliette Yeaw lectured August 9, 
13 and 15 at Temple Heights Camp, 
Maine.

F. A. Wiggin lectured at Temple 
Heights Camp, August 9, 14 and 15.

■■■■ Oscar Edgerly lectured at Temple 
Heights Camp, August 10 and 15.

The annual meeting at Temple 
Heights, Me., took place August 13.

■- A. E. Tisdale lectured at Verona Park, 
Maine, August!), 11 and 13. A memo
rial service was held on the afternoon of 
August 9.

August 12, at Verona Park, Me., was 
devoted to Temperance, led by Mrs. 
Pishon, of Augusta, with an address in 
the evening by Mrs. M. C. Smith.

August 9,13, 14, J. Clegg Wright lec
tured at Cassadaga.

Rev. W. W. Hicks lectured at Cassa
daga AugustO.

■ • Prof. W. M. Lockwood lectured Au
gust 11, 12 and 15 at Cassadaga.

. Jennie B. H. Jackson lectured at Cas
sadaga. August 15.

J. Frank Baxter lectured and gave 
: tests, August 12,13, 14 at Clinton Camp, 
Iowa.

. . IdaP. A. Whitlock lectured August 
. 9, at Lake George Camp, N. Y.

Julia Steelman Mitchell lectured Au- 
■ gustfi, at Devil’s Lake Camp, Mich.

Will C. Hodge, inspirational speaker, 
who for the past five years has Been sec
retary of the Mississippi Valley Asso- 
elation, will sever his connection with 
Clinton Camp at the olose of the present 
season and will devoto his entire time 

■ to the lecture field. He is open for en
gagement to lecture for the camping 
season of 1897, and for societies 
and places where there is no society, 
commencing September 20 and will make 
reasonable terms with any party desir
ing his services. Is engaged for the 

- month of November at St. Louis, Mo. 
• Address him at 40 Loomis St., Chicago, 
Ills. : .

Dr. H. C. Andrews writes: “I ad
dressed a large audience at Chesterfield 
Damp August 5. and shall lecture 
and give tests at Jonesboro, Indiana; 
August 16. I expect to be at Mont
pelier August 23. I will answer calls to 
.ecture anywhere in Indiana, on reason
able terms. The mediums are doing a 
grand noble work in converting many 

■to our harmonial philosophy, and Chest- 
arfield camp is. proving to be a grand 
{access in every way. Address me at 
onesboro, Ind.

, J. W. Dennis writes that: Woman’s 
- Day was very appropriately celebrated 
'It the new camp at Freeville, N. Y., by 
Mrs. Augusta Armstiong, of Buffalo, 

••Mrs. Armstrong , is an adept at these 
! Jelpbrations as she .brings in music, 
• recitations and other features that in- 

■‘5"; ltruct and please her audiences.. She 
¡'•'tieUvered a fine address upon the above 
ShitOMion and'is a fine lecturer upon the 
fewtbject of women’s enfranchisement.

season say they are most excellent. At 
the close of this camp he will go to Lake 
Pleasant Camp for a week; after which 
he will locate in Chicago, where we be
speak for him a busy future.” '

Dr. R. Greer, who, a month ago, went 
on a vacation, has returned, and will be 
found at the old stand, 127 Lasalle street. 
While the doctor was gone he took In 
the Gulf of Mexico, boroering the coast 
line of Mississippi. He stopped most of 
the time at that enterprising town, Bi
loxi, and he is loud in the praise of its 
charming climate and picturesque scen
ery, and many who have homes on the 
Gulf coast, he says, especially about 
Biloxi, declare it a paradise of content
plenty to eat, and but little to do. The 
destiny of tho Gulf coast line of Mexico, 
with its mighty waters and verdant 
banks, the doctor says, is yet unwritten; 
but its promise is golden. No other 
coast, he says, can surpass it in its mul
titude of oyster-beds and ocean of frolick
ing fishes; or in its unlimited variety of 
the loveliest semi-tropical plants, fruits 
and Howers, and, above all, none, he 
says, can surpass it in its coolest sun
shine, because of the regular blowing of 
trade winds, or gulf breezes, which tem
per the atmosphere. The doctor pre
dicts that the Gulf coast line shall soon 
become the mecca of the future.

Allen Franklin Brown will start for

The Arena for August.
“Mahayana Buddhism in Japan,” is 

the title of a most interesting paper In the 
August Arena, by Mrs. Annie Elizabeth 
Cheney, who has for years been a olose 
student of the Flowery Land and the cus
toms, manners and religions of her peo
ple. The Impetus given to the study of 
Oriental religions by the Parliament of 
Religions at the World’s Fair has led to 
much serious investigation along these 
lines and has dispelled many of the 
absurd ideas in regard to Eastern relig
ions which have so long gained currency 
■amongst all Western people. Mrs. 
Cheney gives a definition of Nirvana 
which will be new to many readers, and 
her thoughtful and sympathetic analysis 
of Mahayana Buddhism will form a valu
able contribution to the literature deal-
Ing with Oriental religion. The Arena 
is most excellent, and should be read bÿ 
every liberal family. Terms $3 — 
year. Address Arena Publishing
Boston, Mass.

per 
Co.,

the“The Priest, the Woman, and_
Confessional." This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de-

Texas Camp about August 15, and any
one wishing a lecture on the way may 
arrange by corresponding with him. Ad-, 
dress him at 703 Manhattan Block, St. 
Paul, Minn.

A subscriber writes: “Allow me a lit
tle space in your valuable paper, calling 
attention to the spiritual and. prophetic 
medium, Mrs. P. J. Robinson, located at 
1352 West Lake street. Her prophecies 
are accurate and convincing. Not Jong 
since a lady called with her child, The 
medium said: ‘The child will suddenly 
pass away in a few days.’ In about ten 
days the child died with cholera-infan
tum. She also said: ‘They will change 
locality.’ That followed. Her descrip
tions of spirit friendsand transferring 
of messages are fine.”

Mrs. R. Wadsworth writes from Min
neapolis, Minn.: “The article in The 
'Progressive Thinker, copied from 
Sunday Times, Minneapolis, has brought 
me,letters of inquiry in reference to the 
Order, from east, west, .north and south; 
so you will see your paper reaches far 
and near. Glad it is so widely known.”

Mr. and Mrs. Kinkead go to Watseka, 
IH*, Aug. 10, to hold a trumpet and ma
terializing seance for the society of that 
place. - -

Mr. J. C. F. Grumbine will form two 
classes, one for' psychometry and one for 
clairvoyance, while at Clinton, Iowa, 
under official engagement. He delivers 
five lectures there during his engage
ment. Those who are now at Mount 
Pleasant Park-can see Prof. Fred E. 
Lofgreen, musical director.-for date and 
terms- He will serve societies in the 
West during the week-nights of Septem
ber and October. . -

E W. Sprague to open for engage-. 
I menta for September and October. He

grading, impure influences and results of 
of the Romish confessional, as poved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, 81. For sale at 
this office.

“Mediumship and Its Development- 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel, 
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“History, of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
Institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the, ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these Statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of ' the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c. ' '■

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable historv 
It is intensélv interesting. Price $2. .

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais 
brookrr. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman.Prlce 50a. -

“Poems oi Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods;“from, grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
•treasured ^id richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualiste. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price 81. ' For sale 
at this offleé.

’.‘The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph,' Ph.D., ex-priest 
Of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
.distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office. ;

- “Angel Whisperings for the Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Ray. A 
volume Of genuine poems, of suon fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all willbe 
pleased and benefited by It For salq at 
this office. Price 81 ■

Throughout July the^eiither was de
cidedly against successful camp-work. 
With the first of Augfipt: came better 
weather, however, find with that a 
larger attendance. '. ; .

The first Sunday of August has been 
observed here for tnirty-six years as 
anniversary Sunday, and the attendance 
last Sunday was the largest for the pres
ent season. In the morning the early 
history of the movement iq Ohio was re
lated by Chairman M. C. Danforth, 
Thomas A. Black, of Cleveland; Mrs. 
L. M. Brown, of Charlestown, and Dr. 
D. M. King, whose home is here.

Letters of fraternal greeting were 
read from associated societies at Millers
port and Van Wert, Ohio, and Hon. 
A. B. French delivered a memorial ad
dress full of touching tributes to the 
memory of pioneer wqrkers who have 
advanced to higher sphereis. The vén
érai Dr. E. P. Brainerd, of Ravenna, and 
Dr. M. Fuller, the magnetic healer, of 
Chardon, also occupied seats upon the 
platform, as did Mrs. G. Cooper, of 
Akron. •

A pleasing opening for the afternoon 
programme proper was the presentation 
to Dr. D. M. King, of a handsome ebony 
cane, with beautifully hand-chased gold 
head. Dr.-King has been a pioneer 
worker in Spiritualism ,for over forty 
years, and in the presentation speech 
Mr, C. B. Gould, of Cleveland, paid a 
very high tribute to this tireless worker. 
Dr. King has organized seven different 
Spiritualist camps, and hiti greatest suc
cess in this line of work has been at 
Maple Dell Park. Mr. Gpuld declared 
the support of the staff to be indicative 
of the support which the workers here 
owe to Brother King and to the cause 
for which he has labored so unselfishly, 
and that the purity of the gold was typi
cal of the purity of his life and charac
ter. The presentation was a complete 
slirprlse, and the response was very feel
ing and impressive.

Hon. A. B. French delivered the ad
dress of the day in his own masterly 
manner. Particular credit is due to 
Master Shirley French, of Garrettsville 
(a brother to the distinguished orator), 
for the excellent and artistie manner in 
which he rendered a vocal solo. A class 
of little girls also gave a musical num
ber, under the direction of Madame 
Holton, and in which they displayed to 
good advantage the benefits they have 
received from Miss Cole’s instructions in 
the Delsarte system of physical culture.

In the evening Mrs. N. S. Baade, of 
Detroit, lectured to an appreciative 
audience. She is a very pleasing speak
er, and her guides are certainly of a high 
order. Her engagement should have ex
pired to-day, atiâ thé ânn'ounoement that 
the management have'Arranged with 
her to remain with uslfintll next Sunday 
has been hailed with' jilbasure by all 
on the camp. æ/ l?

The Vernie Lee Ooffiiidy Company 
have given good satisfddtion in their 
dramatic work, and have eimpleted their 
engagement. On eacfi/of the remaining 
Satürday evenings diitlh’g the session 
the dramatic performance!! will be under 
the personal direction’ijf‘Miss Clair Tut
tle, assisted by Mrs. Agftips Tuttle, bet
ter known, perhaps, fo lâtrons of the 
drama as Agnes Camejo'n'.'

There is perhaps/no- 'mere popular 
name at Maple Dell I%ir£;l than that of 

: Clair Tuttle, Her past' hibors for the 
association have'bé'e&Verÿ successful 
from a financial as well as an artistic 
standpoint. '

Thomas A. Black and Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas A. Barker, of Cleveland, have 
been among the recent visitors, also 
Mr. and Mrs; Cooper, of Rainbow Cot
tage at Lake Bfady. Mr. and Mrs. 
J. D. Munger, of Macomb, Ill., are spend
ing the season with us, and the latest 
arrivals from a distance have been W. 
P. Hazen and wife, from Tampa, Fla.

Hon. U." L. Marvin and son, F. H. 
Marvin, of Akron, have been with us for 
several days, much to the delight of all 
who have had the pleasure of their ac
quaintance. Judge Marvin is not only 
One of the most distinguished members 
of the bar of this State, and now sitting 
upon the Circuit Court Bench, but is an 
exceptionally gifted conversationalist, 
and nis fund of jokes and witty stories 
seems to be inexhaustible. Although a 
consistent Episcopalian, he has the good 
fortune to be a brother-in-law of our 
genial chairman, M. C. Danforth, to 
which fact we are probably indebted for 
his presence with us.

A special committee has been appoint
ed to direct the compilation of an accur
ate history of the early manifestations 
of spirit power on the Westerh Reserve, 
and it is hoped that the same will be 
published in pamphlet form by the time 
of tho next annual session, as it will cer
tainly make interesting reading.

It was announced ' last week that a 
large delegation from Lake Brady would 
positively visit us on Monday of this 
week, and everybody on the grounds had 
speeches of fraternal greeting, senti
ments of co-operation for the cause of 
truth, etc., ready for the reception that 
had been arranged, but much to our dis
appointment the visitors failed to make 
connections, and we certainly hope that 
the next time they will reach our shady 
dell without such disappointment.

Of the National Spiritualists’ 
Association

Of the United States of America 
and Canada

results and much more of a kindred 
character, should attend the next con
vention of the National Association. 
Arrangements have been made with the 
Ebbitt House, one of the very best ho
tels in Washington,. to entertain the 
delegates a reasonable price. The head
quarters for the delegates will be located 
in this spacious hotel, and the famous 
Red Parlor will be secured for the re
ception on tho evening of October 19. 
Persons desiring rooms reserved, please 
notify the secretary as early as possible.

Francis B. Woodbury, Sec’y.

'.'THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of tbe National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the alf 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at N6w 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland 
Condorcet, Brlssot, and tbe most prominent of Palre’i 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Beason;

Being an investigation of True and Fabulous Th« 
ology. Anew and complete edition, from newplatef 
ana new type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, ¡Scent* 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense. '

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhab 
Kants of America In 1776, with explanatory notice bj 
ah English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Bights of Man.

Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burkeft 
fitack upon tbe French Revolution. Post 8vo., yd 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine's Complete

Theological Work*
Agqof Reason, Examination of the Piopheclea, etg 

Ulus, edition. Post 6vo., 482 pages. Cloth, 11.00
Paine's Political Works.

Common Sense, Tbe Crisis, Rights of Man, eta 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., 650 pages. Cloth, 
postage, 20 cents.

Mantua Station, O. Selim.

WILL BE HELD AT MASONIC TEMPLE, 
WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Fourth Annual Convention of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association will 
be held In Washington, D. U.. October 
29, 21 and 22, at Masonic Temple.

This convention will be attended by 
many of the most able speakers and me
diums in' this country, and questions of 
great importance to all Spiritualists 
will be considered. Railroad rates on 
the certificate plan will be secured for 
those who desire to attend.

The officers of the National Associa
tion have endeavored to emphasize the 
chartered objects of this association of 
Spiritualists for business and religious 
purposes. '

Tney have no personal axes to grind 
or political ambitions to further. Their 
only desire has been and is to sustain or
ganization as simple as possible in form, 
or the protection and promulgation oi 

Spiritualism. They have always en
deavored, in the responsible positions 
they have occupied, to work,as servants 
of the people, with no desire to dictate

THE CAMP-MEETINGS.
RIVERSIDE PARK CAMP-MEETING, 

Grand Ledge, Mich., commences July 
19, and ends August 16th. For full, il
lustrated six-page programme address 
J. P. Russell, Grand Ledge, Mich.

MT. PLEASANT PARK.
The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet

ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual
ist Association commences at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa. August 2, clos
ing August 30. For full circulars and 
particulars address Will C. Hodge, 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wie., until 
July 15th; after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park).

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July 11, and close August 23. 
For full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. E. Gaston, 
Lily Dale, N. Y.

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

LAKE GEORGE CAMP,
Situated at the head of Lake George,' at 
the terminus of the Glen Falls branch of 
the Delaware and Hudson railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 6, 
The management have published an ii

------------------j. illpstratedi pamphlet with programme. 
Organization already has proved it-. Send for it, addressing James D. White, 

self a mighty power lor good and we Albany, N. Y, 
earnestly request that such chartered 
societies as can make arrangements to 
be represented in the next convention, 
select able and competent delegates as 
soon as possible. ,

to those who placed them in their re
spective positions, on to the Spiritualists 
of the country.

The National Association has nearly 
doubled its membership in the past two 
years. Its officers have protested against 
wholesale ordination and have labored 
assiduously to prevent this form of en
dorsement of persons not qualified by 
Hits or character, to publicly represent 
,he truths of Spiritualism. ,

The Association has founded a library 
located only a few minutes’ walk from 
the National Capitol Building in Wash
ington, D. C.; a library which is con
stantly visited by eminent people of all 
denominations, from all sections of the 
country. This library now contains 
about five hundred volumes of the 
choicest productions of the ablest Spir
itualist authors. As far as possible it 
has collected the' publications on the 
subject of Spiritualism from the earliest 
days of its hlstoi'J' down to the present 
time.

It has ’succeeded also in collecting 
many valuable souvenirs of the early 
days of the cause in this country.

It has also repeatedly said to legisla
tors and politicians that as the National 
Association represents thousands of 
voters, they must not enact legisla
tion that shall in any way disgrace this 
land of the free and home of tne brave.

The liberal, fair, and progressive po
sition taken by the officers of this insti
tution on the subjects of “God in the 
Constitution,” extreme Sunday legisla
tion, etc., has met with the almost unan
imous endorsement of our people and 
the endorsement of hundreds or Chris
tian citizens of all denominations, These 
have come to their aid and are assisting 
in the defense of the constitutional 
rights of the people. In Washington, 
D. C., Free Thinkers, Materialists, 
Jews, Unitarians, Adventists, and Free 
Will Baptists have been united in this

HASLETT PARK CAMP, 
Michigan, will be held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 and ending August 
31, and including five Sundays. for a 
beautifully illustrated pamphlet, giving 
full particulars, address G. F. Ottmar, 
209 and 210 Hollister Building, Lansing, 
Mich.

LAKE PLEASANT CAMP
Will commence July 4 and continue to 
Sept. 1. For full programme, address 
A. P. Blinn, 603 Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass.

LAKE BRADY GAMP, 
Opens June 28 and closes September 6. 
The management have issued an illus
trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
full particulars. Address Chas. Thomas, 
2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

DELPHOS, KANSAS.
This camp opens August 7 and contin

ues seventeen days. For full and compre
hensive information concerning the 
camp, address A. D. Ballou, M. D., who 
will furnish circulars.

' ' MAPLE DELL CAMP
Will open its regular session, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritual and 
Religious Camp Association, on July 18 
and continue until August 24. For lull 
programme and particulars, address D. 
M. King, Mantua Station, Onio.

VICKSBURG CAMP. .
This camp, located one-half mile from 

Vicksburg, Mich., commences August 7 
and closes August 80th. For full pro
gramme and particulars address Jean
nette Frazer, Vicksburg, Mich.

TEXAS CAMP.
This spiritual camp-meeting will be 

held at Oak Cliff Park, Dallas, Texas, 
commencing August 29 and closing Sep
tember 12. For full particulars address 
J. C. Watkins, Dallas, Tex.

VERONA PARK CAMP.patriotic work.
Much has been accomplished in re- = _ ______

gard to securing rates, known as “cler- Spiritual Temple Association will be 
gyman’s rates," for our speakers and held at Verona Park, Me., from August 
mediums, especially in the West, and 1 to August 17. For full programme 
while not endorsing particularly the send to Freeman Smith, Rockland, Me. 
discriminating for clergymen of any de
nomination as a privileged class, yet 
'while the present system is in operation, 
the officers of this institution will con-

The annual meeting of the Penobscot

»I n.j I<1O<. HULU XIU^UOU 
Por full programme

tinue to labor to secure similar rates for 
all who are entitled to the same, or will 
assist at the proper time in abolishing 
the granting of these rates to clergymen 
or any class whatever. Railroad mana-

ASHLEY CAMP, OHIO.
This camp will open August 23 and 

close September 13. For full particu
lars address H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

LAKE SUNAPEE CAMP.
Commences August 2 and closes Sep

tember 6. For full programme, address 
____  ___ __  _ ____  ___ W. H. Wilkins, secretary, Felchville, 
gers, however, at the present time show Vermont, 
the desire to be just, and not to discrim
inate against any of our people because
they are Spiritualists.

Thousands of pages of literature have 
been distributed during the past season,
and the supply has not been equal to the 
demand. Our worthy and talented 
president has accomplished a great and 
good work in proclaiming the “glad tid
ings of great joy” in many places where 
for years no presentations of the truths 
of our progressive religion have been 
made. The great mass-meetings held In - .- - - 
several cities have been a great success, ber 12.
the full result of which cannot at pres
ent be estimated.

Through the columns of the papers, 
both spiritual and secular, fortune-tell
ing, charm-selling and other fraudulent 
practices have been denounced as a dis
grace to Modern Spiritualism, and all 
mediums who have Indulged in such do
ings have been urged to abandon these

NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST CAMP-MEET
ING.

Parkland, Eden postoffice. It com
mences July 12 and continues to Septem
ber 14.

REDONDO, CAL.,
Spiritualist Camp-meeting, commences 
August 2 and closes August 30.

OAK CLIFF PARK
Camp-meeting, at Dallas, Texas, com-
menees August 29 and closes Septem-

gfWe cannot publish full programs 
of all the camps; send to the secretaries 
for the same, giving full particulars, and 
much valuable Information. To do so 
will only cost you a postage stamp.

Married.
Married at Lincoln, Neb., Thursday, 

July 30, 1890, by County Judge 8. T. 
Cochran, Mr. W. T. Hamilton, of Well
man, la., to Miss Etta Ross, of College 
View, Neb.

BY DB. B. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo» 

Ing the fabuloua claim« of aueleut Judalein and do* 
matlo Christianity, containing many alartllng cobcIw 
lion, never before published, showing clearly thi 
mythical character of most of tho Old and New Testa, 
ment stories, and proving that Jesus was an Impenoi» 
atlon and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price Sl.BO, For Sale at this Office, 
Researches in Oriental History^ 

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
Out Fol. ISmo, 407 Paget, Cloth, $1.110,

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORTt 

RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM^
8, DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. J 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?]

The whole comprise! an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

!u this volume the Jews aro clearly shown not U 
have been tbe holy aud favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic (dea is traced to tbe Badr 
trlan Philosopher, 2850 years B. C., and Ite history fl 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it y 
fully developed Intp Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
al Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. ।

Tbe book demonstrates that Christianity and Its ceil 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions era 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among tbe iecords of tbe past; Its facta Ara 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per* 
son can read it without listructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with tbe author BP 
otherwise. For aale ut thiS-office.

Its
HYPNOTISM;

Facts, Theories and Related
Phenomena, with Explana

tory Anecdotes, Descrip
tions and Reminis

cences.
DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 

J-J largely a record of the fact» and dcmonitratloni 
which the tutbor bas sceu, beard of or preeunted la 
bls own experiments. The history of the varioni 
phases of the science Is muciuctly presented, and thj 
various theories clearly staled. Many of the experp 
monts described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much co the Interest and value of to* 
iook. Which will ne found very Interesting to the red* 

eral reader, as well as hclprnl and Instructive to th« 
student. The work h a handsome volume of KK 
{ages, bound In cloth. Price, $2.00. For saUe al 
he office of Tije Progressive TmxTxB.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World.

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

New Era Camp, Oregon.
The Spiritualists of Oregon, have just 

closed'one of the most successful annual 
camp-meetings ever held, on the New 
Era camp-ground, commencing June 20, 
and closing July 12.1The most noted 
talent was procured. /Dr. M. F. Ravlin, 
of California, was wjth us the entire 
camp, and is a good worker for the 
cause. , ’ . .i! • j

Bishop A. Beals, Tie r inspirational 
speaker and singer, remained with us a 
week. '

Mrs. Georgia Cooley the noted me
dium; was also present th e entire camp 
and her presence was enjoyed by all

Other Interesting speakers were also 
present. An admissio^ fee of ten cents 
a day or twenty-five c^t|ija season was 
charged, which proved satisfactory to 
all, and all recognized ./the fact that 
more was gained than by Talking up col
lections as has formerly been done. The 
cottages were filled ana. i larger num
ber of tents were onjlhej ground than 
for several years prevyius^,( •

Many old and new fafles^ereksen and 
a hearty hand-shake was . ready for all. 
All parted with the desire that we 
should clasp hands again at the camp of 
1897. ' .

The following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year: President, O. W. 
Quint, Barlow; vice-president, F. Fuller, 
McMinnville; secretary, W. E. Jones, 
Portland: Treasurer. F. E. Everest, 
Portland; corresponding secretary, Mrs. 
L. L. Irwin, Portland.

Our society realizes the fact that a 
support for our mediums, is needed and 
this year joined the National Spiritual
ists’ Association. - •

The board will make special efforts to 
secure noted talent for next year, and 
we hope all interested Spiritualists will 
lend a helping hand to make the meet
ing as successful as possible. The camp 
will open about the last of June or first 
ol July. For further information apply 

, to W. E. Jones. Mrs. L(i L. Irwin, •
. ii Cor. Sec’y. "

practices and all Spiritualist? have been 
requested to assist, counsel, and aid them 
to present only genuine spiritual 
phenomena, and thus win the confidence _ 
and respect not only of the Spiritualists, , “T ° i u°, ex'tensive stock dealers in eastern Iowa;
h?» hs is also president of the Security Sav-the influence of-the N. S. A. Spiritual- ln Ban£ f Wellman Washington 
Ism is gaming for itself a good name COnntv la ' *

b6 B°Ught f°r morethan Miss Ross for several years past 'has 
a „ ui... been a teacher In the public schools in

nt Iowa an<1 Nebraslra, ana I® a very Intelli- 
Anti™ kn/i n« Pent and attractive lady. Mr. Hamil-H»Et to V nirfA^minn and Miss Ross were by no means 

legal right to do so, from performing 8trangers, but were both born and 
reared In Washington county, Iowa, 
knowing each other from childhood; 
therefore, It is not a case of marry In

legal right to do so, from performing 
the marriage ceremony, and also has ef
fectively assisted as far as possible, in 
eradicating fraud and deception from
our ranks.

Mr. Hamilton Is one of the most ex-

ZWE QUESTION OF A 0NCE-/H- 
babltea but now submerged part of thia globe 
known os Atlantia, la one of thilch Interest. Tre 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources^ 
from claaalcal authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep aea Ihveatlgatlons M 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In til 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on tre 
American continent—are here arranged in compacts 
Hteraty form. In thia very Interesting volume. Tre 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists bo* 
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of tbe 
genuineness and trtitn of the alatemepta purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern* 
Ing the fact of an Atlantia and a great people of tha 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
Office. Price 2.00.

„n „„„„ haste and repent at leisure. The bride
» aQd groom left the following night on aare discussing the question which the wedSlng tqur for Colorado to spend two 

‘ months in the Rocky Mountains, and•National «« mont-ns IQ IQB laUUKj' IV1UUUUUlQb, UUQ
wU1 return to their Iowa home October 
h Mr- Hamilton is one of the many eub- ♦hLrAtn\n ii^meAd «CriberS of THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

^ninAiSfÂ end is directly in line with our cause. 
c<?u?tiy will co-operate May they lone live and prosper is my 

with the National Association by hold- earnegt prayer. Dr. P. S. George.
ing themselves aloof from such prac- H J .
tices, both in advertising and personal
presence, much trouble will be avoided 
in the future. '

The cessation of scathing attacks upon

Special Notice.
Our State Spiritualist Association will 

convene in annual session October 8, and
Spiritualism during the past year by continue, two days. I would like to 
pulpit and press, the invitations con- make an engagement with some good 
stantly received at N. S. A. headquar- physical medium for the above dates— 
ters from boards of trade, chambers of materializing,, trumpet, eto. Please 
commerce and committees of citizens of give this publication in order that I may 
the large cities of the land, politely In- be put in correspondence with mediums 
viting us to hold a session of our conven- as above mentioned.
tion, or a mass-meeting, in their re- n s c.rmjrr
spective cities, certainly testifies to the 
good accomplished through organiza-

sagement with some good 
jdium for the above dates—

■ive this publication in order that I may

Lincoln, Neb.
Dr. P. S. George, 

Sec’y S. S. Ass’n.

tion. .
The future of Spiritualism on a happy 

organized basis in America may be more 
successful than the fondest hopes of its 
most enthusiastic promoters have dared 
to expect. Will not all Spiritualists 
unite, not only to protect mediums, but 
also to protect themseves, and the cause 
of Spiritualism, working in harmony to
gether until the day shall come when an 
educated mediumship, when sensitives, 
developed in adapted Institutions sus
tained by the Spiritualists of the coun
try, shall rapidly aid in truly blessing 
and saving the world? ....

All interested in accomplishing these

“Human Culture and Cure. Part
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methodsand Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D’ A very in
structive and valuable work, It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting.. It gives 
detailed accounts of two casesof “double 
consciousness^ namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango, county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c.

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catbollc priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religions 
dogmas, ahd asked God's pardon for having taught thè 
Christian religion. He left this volume as his last 
will and testament to bls parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop, _ k

Post 8vo., 839 pages, with portrait. Cloth, <1.00; 
postage« 14 cenu.

"Tho work of the honest pastor Is the most curious 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that the lut 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had re
serves, but Jean Moeller had none. He keeps nothing 
back; and yet, after ail. the wonder la not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
his death, but that all priests do not*"—James Parton.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
r\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

Jy Tho "Stellar Key" is the ^blloBophlcal Intro
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of ibis little volume may be gained from ths 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tbe Aftab 
Life; 2—Scenes in tbe Summer-Land; 3—Society in thé 
Summer-Land ; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Landi 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6—Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; “-Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—ultlmatcs In tbe Summer-Land: 9—Voici 
from James Victor WIIbgd. This enlarged edition con« 
talnl more than double tbe amonnt of matter in fop 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful fronti! 
piece. Illustrating the "formation of tbe Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cesta. For cala 
at thia office. V ■ -

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music fbr the 

Choir, Congregation and Social
Circles.

By J. M. Peebles and J. 0. Barrett; R H. Bailey, 
Manicai Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
field of literature with the most critical care, Tree 
from all theological bias, throbbing'with the Boulot 
Inspiration, embodying tbe principles and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to tbe most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
•cessions, it is doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Ils beautiful soogSr^dnete 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon -acetoni« 
panIment, adapted both to public meetings and tbe 
social circles. Cloth, <2.00. Postage 14 cents, , 

~PÛLPrr, PEW AND CRADLE."’
By Helen H. Gardener. One of her brightest, wit* 

tlestaudstrongestlectureBagainsttho Bible, ..Every 
-woman should rend It and know her friends find cn- 
mice. Price 90 cents.

'BIBLE^OFBIBLES.
By Ktraey Graves, ItwlU will pay pteulaL "
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A HABIT TO BR AVOIDED. ; > DEFENSE OF DEATH. A INIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BQÇM 
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COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED;

Exposure Exposure

by by
¡-Ridicule, Facts.

the

the

path,

Irene Gay, BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

ISLAND LAKE CAMP, MICH.

HASLETT PARK CAMP, MICH.

BY LOIS WAISBKOOKEB.

Woman, Church and State.
LINES TO A PESSIMIST. Jerry Bricker.season.

AU REVOIR, BUT NOT GOOD-BY

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

A. C. Doane.

ÿs

fallen.
Flint, Mich.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

Considered from the Stand 
point of Psychic Ex

perience. '

A Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangeli
sation and Free Thought. It is to Protest

antism iChat Ute "Secrets of the Con
vent” ie to Catholicism,

All, all must commence the retrograde 
From whence they came.
The indestructible atoms ' ■

A. Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

archate.

It Is Prospering, with Good Lec
tures and Mediums.

A Tribute to a Well-Known and 
Earnest Worker.

The Fourteenth Annual Session 
Opens in Good Form.

Commended to Dr. Hudson and 
A. M. Griffen.

“SOUL GENESIS.“

Glitte gilt »Me stamp, $1.50; Boards, {nominated covers, $1.
Address THF PROGRESSIVE THINKI®

MIND READING AND BEYOND.
By Wm. A. Korey. 100 pete», with IlluttnUont ot 

the subject! treated upon.- Price 11.33. - .

□sept the Man of Dreams,

H-ERESY,
.. . OR ...

LED TO THE LIGHT

♦♦♦THE*** 

World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
—OR — 

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

COMMON SENSE.'
By Thom«* Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad* 

dressed to the Inhabitant* of America In 1776. Wilk 
explanatory notice by an English author. Poperr 
IS cents.

Fifty Years in the Cliurchof Rome 
By Bev. Chu. ChlnlQur, ex-prteit." A nmukabH 

took. Petes, 832. Price «.25.

TREE AND SERPENT W0KSHU
BrJLB.Haiton.MD. Price. 15 emte.

The Religion of Humanity;
A Philosophy ot Life. By J. Leon Benwell. 1 

hotuUfnl p.per-bonnd pamphlet, xtth ItXene«« q 
enthor. A most relaehle publication to circuit^ 
«nons ChtitUui people. Price 15 cent». ■

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful Krnp, wltt; 

music and cboruR, lu book form. ByC.1* Longley,. 
Pdnati.25. fostase 15 cent*.

" - - r l ** -‘f * k’1 ’A-

/ AUG. 15, 1800.

that will penmate the system? If so, 
how? ............

A. There-is no patent:’magnetism- 
generator, and all claimsof “developers” 
of this power may be safely set down as 
pretension. The strongest-and best 
■‘magnetism” is gained, -by perfect 
health and' spiritual purity, " •/

Thin Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

J. J., Arcadia: Q. How shall I in
vestigate Soiritualism?

A. To tho many inquirers who have 
asked for information as to how best 
they may adquire a knowledge of tho 
phenoinonii of Spiritualism, I have re
peatedly answered that the means were 
in their own hands, that they ueed not 
go far away,but gatLertheir owu house
hold or a few sympathetic friends to
gether, form a circle aud that they 
would surely find someone of their num
ber susceptible to spirit influence. Then 
whatever phase appeared they .could cul
tivate it, and tho result would be more 
satisfactory tlian'by any other method. 
The following passage from a letter, one 
of many, shows the value of this method. 
it is from an active business man of 

fadison, Wisconsin, whose name I can- 
aot give, as the correspondence is pri
vate:

“I took your advice, formed a family 
circle, and have in a snort time recéived 
all the evidence I want of reality of 
spirit return. My wife has developed 
into a writing medium; and also speaks 
in unconscious trance. We received 
communications at our first seance, and 
many spirit friends wrote messages 
through her hand. Now they seem to 

- take full control of her.”
The homo circle is the “prayer meet

ing" of Spiritualism. It is not wise to 
wait for opportunity, but make. the op
portunity. The friends in spirit life are 
as anxious tomake their presence known 
as we are to have them, but they cannot 

• unless we make right conditions. First 
of these is the harmonious circle, and an 
earnest union of thoughtful purpose
prayerful, for no other word'so well ex
presses the desired state. ■

H. T. Olsen, Chicago: Q. Some flf- 
teen years ago, continuing from the be- 
Sining of winter until spring, at my 

ome there were rappings on my bed
room window, lasting from midnight till 
4 o'clock a. m. I could uot or did not 
receive answers. Were these .rappings 
of spiritual origin, and how can 1 learn 
what they meant?

A. The preceding answer applies to 
this correspondent.

The spirit found the difficulties besett
ing the way of communicating its earn
est desire insurmountable and discon
tinued its efforts. The urgency then 
best felt may have passed. On all these 
subjects he will gain the information be 
desires by the prescribed means. .

D. A. V.,Green Bay, Wis.: Q. Why 
" in my mediumship do I remain for years 

without advancing?
A. Because of your unwillingness to 

walk before you can run; to learn the 
alphabet before you read. Take one of 
many nhases you long for, and perfect 
yourself in that. It is asking too much 
of spirit friends to do for us what we 
should do for ourselves; to give us in
struction wo can as well gain in books, 
or by clairvoyance show us what can be 
better seen by the physical eyos.

’ II. R„ Arcadia, Fla.: Q.- What is 
tlie explanation of the statement of eluir- 
voyants regarding the ’‘circular inter
nal respiration”? Is the blood subjected 
to an auto-oxygenating or eloctrolyxing 
current? ... . -

A. There is no fact1 in physiology 
more perfectly demonstrated .’than the 
oxygenation- of the blood in the lungs, 
•and probably by absorption of air 
throughout the circulation. ■■ ■ ■

Any other theory or supposition, what
ever may be the source, shows jgnpranco 
of what has been doue iq the study of 
this subject. The electricity whichis 
supposed to be the cause is only, an ef
fect of chemical changes, and lias been 
wonderfully utilized in the battery of 
the electrical eel and ray. , ..

The circulation of blood through the 
lungs is referable-to well understood 
processes, and the term “circular inter
nal respiration" is a meaningless phrase. 
Of “auto-oxygenating,” simply, meaning 
that the blood is self-oxygenated, there 
can be no objection except that it ex
plains nothing, and the fact is better ex
pressed in simple English words...........

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN CAMP.

To Stockholders and Spiritualists 
Generally. '

■ Lookout Mountain Gamp-meeting As
sociation of Spiritualists met On july.21, 
with a full quorum present and by 
proxy.

Report on grounds showed that it 
was divided into three parts, namely: 
Three acres, more or less, set apart for 
Hotel Block; three and one-half aqres 
for spiritual grounds in perpetuity; the 
remaining seven acres, more or less,into 
lots for sale or lease.

Report of indebtedness: Debt reduced 
to twenty-four hundred dollars, at 6 per 
cent interest, for which a new note was 
given, payable in 1898, and a lien on 
Hotel Block as security.

Now under consideration: The leasing 
of Hotel Block for hotel, or sanitarium, 
under the management of the most pro
gressive modes of healing, from which 
the association will derive an annual 
ground rent, to pay all expenses, and, it 
is hoped, to pay a per cent, on the stock.

The attendance at the camp-meeting 
was quite large, and the very able min
istrations of Mrs. Helen Stuart-Rich- 
ings, Mrs. Annie E. Thomas and others 
were highly appreciated by all persua
sions of those present. .

New life and interest has taken hold 
of all people here, in spiritual philoso
phy, and we hope for success hereafter.

’ Jerry Robinson, Pres,

Edwin Poole, Onset, Mass.: Q. I read 
with much interest your instructive re- 
Ìfiles to questions each week in The 
’rog ressive Thinker. I wish to pro

pound one now, but have a little inci
dent to speak of first that leads up to tho 
question. I have a friend, in whose 
veracity I have full confidence, who is 
an umateur photographer. Being en
gaged in other business for a livelihood, 
he“has little time to spare for photo
graphic work, but all his spare time 
from regular work he ccMld easily use to 
the satisfaction of his patrons, he being 
remarkably successful in photographing 
pet cats, dogs, etc. A few months ago 
he had an order from a lady to come to 
her house to take a picture of her cat. 
He was prompt in attending to the mat
ter and obtained an excellent likeness 
of the cat. lying on an extension table. 
But when he developed the picture he 
was astonished to find on the same nega
tive the picture of a large dog sitting up 
back of the cat, his forelegs showing up 
as plainly as the cat itself. My friend 
is not a Spiritualist, and far ft;om attrib
uting this result to anything spiritual, 
he concluded the picture must have been 
a reflection from something in the room. 
He was curious to know what had caused 
it, however, and so proceeded to tho 
lady’s home, and having stated the facts 
he was allowed to thoroughly examine 
the room, but failed to find any cause 
therein, for this strange ohenotnenon. 
The lady had no dog, had not had one in 
the house for a year, she said. My 
friend, mvstifled, took the negative up
stairs to ‘show to the people who lived 
there. These people were not Spirit
ualists. On the contrary, they were very 
much opposed to Spiritualism. When 
the man looked at the negative he ex- 
olaimed: “Why! those aro Dan Robin
son’s legs!"

“Who is Dan Robinson?” asked my 
friend, whom I will call S.

“It’s a dog that used to belong to the 
folks across the way," replied the other, 
whom i will call À.

“But how came his picture on here?” 
queried 8. .

“Why, the dog is dead!” exclaimed A.
“"Well, what of that?” saidS. “How 

came his picture on here?” '
“There is a story that connects them 

together,” said A. “When this cat was 
a Kitten, she was driven up a tree by 
three dogs, who stood at the base, bark
ing furiously. Dan, a large dog across 
the street, took in the situation, crossed 
the street, and dispersed the cat’s tor
mentors, and the cat recognizing his 
friendliness came, down and henceforth 
they were firm friends, until Dan died. I 
don’t know how to account for this pic
ture, but those are Dan’s legs! He died 
about a year ago.”

Now, Mr. Tuttle, I have reason to be
lieve this narra’tion to be truthful If 
animals do not live after the change 
called death, what produced that pic
ture? _

A. The above is inserted in full be
cause it is unique, and pleasing. Before, 
however, hazarding an explanation, we 
would ask for its perfect verification. 
There is no doubt of the possibil
ity of spirit photography, yet it by 
no means follows that the appear
ance which develops on the photo
graphic plate must have an objec
tive reality. A spirit does not reflect 
the rays of light which produce 
tho photograph. Nor can a spirit be 
seen by physical eyes. By process un
derstood by thè . few learned in the 
higher sciences, matter may be attracted 
and condensed in certain forms suffi- 

'ctentiy tangible to reflect light, even to 
the limitof that etherealization which is

' ilrible-to the eye.
। ■ ■ .

. 3. ILIandont Q. I« there anyway 
1 AZa « neraon. can generato magnètism

TEMPLE OF THE MAGI.

Vision and the Interpretation.

I was very much interested by the 
description of the Temple of. the Magi, 
in The Progressive Thinker of July 
18. It brought to my mind a circum
stance that occurred about a year ago 
between Prof. J. S. Loveland and my
self.

Some two years ago the Professor was 
taken Bick with la grippe. I went to see 
him, and he seemed to bo very doubtful 
of his recovery. I told him ho would 
get well and come before the public a 
brighter and higher unfolded man on ac
count of his sickness; that it would be 
about a year before he would get around 
again.

In about a year he came back to Sum
merland, and sent for me to como and 
see him. He was able to be out of bed 
part of tho time. The first time I went 
to seo him, at 10 o’clock a. tn., I sat on 
the side of his bed, holding his hand, 
and the image of a deer appeared before 
me, and the meaning wqs impressed on 
my mind to fead it for him.

The next day while I was holding his 
hand, I was impressed to say: “You are 
a Master Mason—made one by man
made laws. We will initiate you into 
the coming Spiritual Masonry of the 
Brother and Sisterhood of Humanity;" 
and then I saw as it were a temple be
fore me, and the Master coming out of 
an inner chamber, with tho most beau
tiful robes on that I ever saw. The 
robes seemed to be made in capes, each 
one glittering with gold ana diamond 
fringes.

Then I was impressed to say: “We 
will finish your initiation the next time 
I come.” The next day at 10 o’clock, I 
took him by the hand, and the same im
age of a perfect man with tho same 
beautiful robes came out of tho same 
room, and the image of a perfect woman 
by his side, with the same beautiful 
robes that perfectly resembled tho Mas
ter’s. Theu I was impressed to say: 
“Your man-made Masonry has made a 
slave of your sister woman, that should 
walk side by side as a companion in all 
things.”

Who are those two perfected beings I 
saw, if they are not the bride and 
bridegroom of the Temple? and the hu
man body is their hpme, and when the 
immortal lamp-light of the human soul 
is kept trimmed and burning, we can 
see the golden stairs that nature’s laws 
have built, that lead up to - the upper 
chamber where tho bride and bride
groom of the Temple live.

But the cords of selfishness hold the 
most of the human family bound to the 
lower rooms of the Temple,and it will be 
a long time with many of earth’s pil
grims before they will find the golaen 
stairs that lead up to the Master’s room, 
where the dual nature will be robed 
with garments of purity. But sad ex
perience will wean all of Mother Earth’s 
children in time, and the golden stairs 
will remain there for them to climb out 
of darkness when their idols fail to have 
any more attraction for them; for the 
soul is immortal, and tho idols are built 
out of their own earthly fancies and will 
pass away like the child’s toys as soon as 
sad experience causes them to outgrow 
them. But the crucifixion comes before 
the resurrection—the bnd before the

In connection with Dr. Hudson’s and 
A, M, Griffen’s philosophical discussion 
of “Soul Genesis,” I will give my expe
rience in connection with the same sub
ject. It is more of a practical experi
ence than a theoretical investigation.

Ever since we—that is, my wife and 
myself—have been investigating Spirit
ualism, we have received communica
tions through mediums, purporting to 
come from our children in tho spirit, 
world. As In our over thirty years of 
married life we had not, to our knowl
edge, been blessed with any children, 
we always refused all communications of 
a contrary effect. In one of the sittings 
of our little circle, one ot the members— 
a gentleman with most remarkable 
clairvoyant and clalraudient powers:- 
gave me several communications from a 
very bright female spirit. The spirit 
was of an unusual cheerful disposition; 
sho said she was so delighted at the op
portunity offered her to communicate 
direct with us; she always had the de
sire, and now, through the aid of Mrs. 
Hyser, the guide of the gentleman re
ferred to, her wish was being gratified.

I requested the name of our veiw 
agreeable visitor, and was answered: 
"You would not believe who I was, 
should I teli you." 1 .

I answered: “Why should I doubt, 
your Word? Can you, of the brightest 
spheres, be guilty of falsehood?"

Not receiving an answer as to her 
name, I was impressed that it had been 
given to the medium; but he was timid 
about giving it. I accused him of it: 
“You surely have an answer; I know 
you have; why don’t you give it?”

He answered: “You know what the 
answer is; why are you asking me; I 
saw when you received it."

I insisted on an answer from him, and. 
ho said: “It is your daughter.” .

Our spirit-friends saw ihe hesitancy 
and doubt of the medium, and they im
pressed me and also showed him clair- 
voyantly that they had done so, and I 
compelled him to answer. The medium 
Is a bachelor—that accounts for the hes
itancy. He has no wife; we—thought 
sb—have no children; and it was the 
mutual consideration for each other's 
feelings that was respected. The young 
lady—our daughter—is about thirty 
years in the spirit-world, and through 
the aid of Mrs. Hyser she could appear 
in the material form she would have ob
tained had she been born. -

We were informed by our spiritual in
structor that the severe sickness of my> 
wife some four or five months after our 
marriage was produced through a mis
carriage, and that this miscarriage was 
unknown to us, as also to the attending 
physician—one of the most noted in the 
city. He had given on entirely wrong 
treatment, and brought my wife on the 
verge qI the grave. The miscarriage 
was twftis—a boy and a girl—the differ
ence in bjrth being seven minutes. We 
now remember the passine of two shape
less clots of blood. One f examined un
der tbe glass and It appeared as a life
less piece of stringy, bloody matter.

I inquired of the Instructor whether 
there had been life in the foetus, and 
when life began, and he answered: "On 
conception.”

As tbe material body of the child is 
nourished by the material body of the 
mother, so is the spirit body also nour
ished by the spirit of the mother. That 
accounts for the mental effects of the 
mother being impressed on the child, as 

' many very remarkable cases have been 
given in The Progressive Thinker.

Although not blessed with children 
on the mundane sphere, we have found 
that we have two handsome ones—a boy 
and a girl, twins—in the spirit-world, 
and that there never was any evil in 
them, nor were they exposed to the 
temptations of this world, and conse
quently could not be_ the cause of any 
sorrow and shame to "their parents, as 
so many of them are at the present age.

Their spirit form is about the size of a 
child three to four years. old; they are 
known to ns as "Johnny” and "Daught," 
and have their regular places with us in 
our circle. '

“Daught”; informed us that she had 
plenty of duties to perform, and' tedious 
studies, and when at leisure or recrea
tion, she is&lttaj’k'with us and often ac
companied "ber. .Another on her walks. 
We have inany ,amusing Incidents With 
her, and she always tries to keep her 
mother in the lively, cheerful spirit so 
peculiar to her in her younger days. 
She has beon all over the univèrse, has 
visited all the planets. When asked 
about Mars, as to the comparison with 
our Earth, she said She could not answer 
it; we could not understand it, as it was 
not of our elements. Shò could' tell us 
that a spirit can, on proper purification, 
visit any orali parts of the universe; but 
had to return to that element—that 
planet—of which it was a part or parcel.

A SUBJECT FOR ANATOMISTS.
In connection with the editorial under 

the above heading in the issue of July 
18th, I will state that our instructor some, 
time ago explained to us that spiritual 
sight came from the action of the spirit
ual eye, located in the region referred 
to in the article. J. S.

Prolhne Language. Is Akiu to
; Itowdyj^jn.

While I do not wlslPto criticise any J 
one’s mode of action, -or question his' 
right of speech, yet it^eems to me that 
it would look more rcWectable, to say 
the least, if Spiritual]^, would refraiu 
from using profane lah^iiage, especially 
in public. Though we’do not deem it 
"wicked,” as our orthodox friends do, 
yet it is a low,coarse lil^t, and one that 
adds no laurels to one'll crown. I have 
heard men that were ardent Spiritual
ists -those who were looked upon by 
the community at large' as being leaders 
in our cause, use language—and that, 
too, at public gatherings—that would 
have been more in keeping with bar
room expressions than to have been ut
tered in the presence of ladies and gen
tlemen.
- If we would have people look upon our 
philosophy as a religion, and respect It, 
we must act in such a manner as will 
command respect for ourselves as well 
as our principles. We cannot expect to 
gain adherents, at least among the bet
ter cla4s, if we are continually shock- 

। Ing their innate sense of refinement.
If profanity is not a thing to be de

plored, why should we be so averse at 
hearing our little ones repeat the same 
words that we may have uttered lu their 
presence. Would we be proud of our 
children If, in the lyceum for instance, 
they were to repeat some of these big 
“swear words” that some people think 
so necessary to use in order to give 
proper emphasis to that which they are 
saying? Would we feel like inviting 
people of culture to come and hear 
them, and would we wish them to think 
that that was one of our methods 0! 
teaching? Surely not.

We wish to teaoh them something bet
ter than that, and we should carry out 
in practice the principles that we teach, 
I do not believe that any true man that 
respects his own maphood, or under
stands the higher laws that govern his 
being, will do or say aught that will put 
him on a level with ruffians or brand 
him with the stamp of ■ rowdyism. Let 
us each appoint himself a committee of 
one, and try and rectify this e'rror into 
’which so many have unthinkingly

- [Note.—It is to be regretted that 
mankind looks upon the simple change 
called death as one of the must terrible 
events,that can possibly befall us; there
fore the author has personitied Death, 
and invested him with all the higher 
faculties and attributes of man, placed 
him before an audience of the world to 
dead in his own defense-to more clear
y define his mission in the grand order 

of nature, and also assert that ho is a 
true friend instead of an enemy.]
I stand before thee, denizen of the 

earth,
To give thee weighty reasons, and to 

ask thee ■
To reverse thy cruel and unjust asper

sions
On my name. ■
Hear mol for the joy and peace I bring 

thee
While on this earth, and in thy hour 
Of final dissolution.
It is as natural to die as to be born. 
All nature hath decreed
That from the womb of Mother Earth 
The moving, swelling, bursting bud 
Shall Issue forth to life and beauty; 
And when maturity is reached— 
Whether it be man, the highest type of 

all, ■
The horse, the ox, or bird upon 

wing,
The frail aralia of the rocky wood,
The brittle aspen trembling in 

breeze,
Or monarch oak of centuries old—

Composing' all bodies—animate and in
animate,

The gentle touch of my magic wand 
Shall in time release from. each other, 
And like the heavenly bodies 
Following each its own magnetic 
Shall be attracted and return

blossom.

A Great Chance to Make Money.
. I want to tell you of my wonderful suc

cess. Being a poor girl and needing 
money badly, I tried the dish washer 
business, and have cleared $200 every 
month. It is more money than I, ever 
had before, and I can’t help telling you 
about it, for I believe any person can do 
as well as I have It they only try. Dish 
washers sell on sight; every lady wants 
one. The Mound City Dish Washer Co., 
St. Louis, Mo., wiU-give you all neces
sary instructions, so you can. begin work 
at once. The dish washer does splendid 
work; you can wash and dry the dishes 
in two or three minutes without putting 
your hands in the water atall. Try this 
business and let us know how you 'suc
ceed. Elizabeth 0,-.'

‘From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. - Price
«1.00. For sale at this office. -

You say "the big fish eat the little ones, 
and the spider eats the files,”

And “care consumes humanity until the 
mortal dies.”

“OJpoior, benighted” Pessimist, if you’ll 
waken from your sleep,

You’ll find outside your chrysalis there 
are soul-mountains steep.

Undreamed of conditions, where “the 
big fish" and "the little"

Dwell as honest brothers, minus slime 
and spittle,

And where spider-actions .
And unholy factions

Say unto the trembling fly:
"We have changed; -

Como into the parlor to live, and not to 
die.”

Yes, outside your chrysalis,
When your new wings you try,
Up those soul-mountains you may 

surely fly
To grander planes of bliss.
“Some spirits say thev’re happy, but 

others the reverse/’
"So how can we be certain oiir condi

tion won’t be worse?”'
I’ll tell you, those who say they're 

happy In the realms above
Once strewed earth’s pathway with flow

ery deeds of love. ■
The others who complain, and show 

the spider stings,
Are sleepy Pessimists who’ve never 

found their wings. . ‘
Passing out perforce of Nature’s tram

pled law, .
They did not rise at all above the earth

ly “slaw.”
Yet sometime our friend, the 'Pessi- 

mist,1 " , .
His wings will find, when he bursts his 

chrysalis. z A. N. Optimist. ■

I believe in great men, but not in 
demi-gods.—Bovee.

TO the Editor:—The first two Sun
days of this the second annual meeting 
of our camp has coma »nd gone midst 
rain and sunshine, for, )yp have had a 
little of the latter and, a g&eat deal of the 
former oqjioth occasl^pi?,,,

The exercises of thp, cjpening Sunday 
were devoted in the forenoon to the dedi
cation of the auditorium, a neat and 
tasteful building, han&^piely decorated 
with bunting, and aji ./abundance of 
cut flowers. Music Jw. J’rof. Hudson, 
assisted by Prof. I]7ft|ker and little 
daughter as violinist,,with the singers, 
made harmony abound ln,'pound.

Mrs. Lillie, the peerless speaker for 
such occasions, spoke witjj great power 
and eloquence, dedicating, the building 
to the highest good toward the uplifting 
of humanity, reminding t|s that It is be
cause of man’s mistake^' $liat sometimes 
our temples are turned,¿$0 other than 
the original uses. In!thfl,afternoon the 
lecture was entitled “The World As It 
Is,” so replete with thought, spirituality 
and practicality that we heard the re
mark in tones of appreciation, “There is 
only one Mrs. Lillie.”

The second Sunday was as ably filled by 
Mrs. Aunie L. Robinson, another of our 
favorite speakers, in her own Inimitable 
way of carrying conviction and content 
to her hearers.

Spirit messages closed the work of this 
day, all of which were recognized, and 
full names were in most cases given.

The intervening weekdays have been 
pleasant, the lectures given by Mrs. 
Lillie, Giles B. Stebbins and Mrs. Payne 
Hopkins. The conferences have been 
thought-provoking, highly interesting, 
though at times soaring beyond the ken 
of ordinary people.

Most of the campers of last season are 
here, with some new ones. We welcome 
all, and hope to see every one of the old 
ones present ere long.

Mrs. Augusta Ferris Is at her cottage 
\home, giving seances to tho satisfaction 
of the large majority. We are blessed 
by her presence and the true work she 
presents.

Mrs. Nellie Padgham, one of the 
speakers for the coming week, was 
among the early arrivals for the season. 
Mrs. Rosenberger, ot Grand Ledge, is 
giving phrenological readings; Prof. 
Walker, astrological roadings; Mrs. 
Everette, magnetic healing and read
ings; Mrs. Curtis, classes in mental 
science; and with others coming, it 
seems we are fully equipped with vari
ety of talent. Our good first president, 
James H. White and family, are with 
us, and many more of tho good an£ true 
ones that make it possible to endure the 
sorrowful shades of life everywhere.

Every one agrees that this place is the 
best of all for a camp, and one ventured 
the remark that he wondered how the 
Spiritualists “stumbled” onto such good 
fortune.

We replied: Because Of the effort of a 
very few in the beginning when the road 
was the roughest and hardest to travel. 
But, be that as it may, the work is be
gun, and increasing in power for good.

Let the Spiritualists not specially 
Identified with other camps come and 
see if this is not the place for a summer 
sojourn by the side df this beautiful 
lake, often reflecting the surrounding 
scenery as though It wtnilS lntenslfy the 
beauty of the already beautiful spot, .

■ Effie Fielb-Josselyn.
. li.ar

Each to its own great fountain; 
Thence to be again disseminated 
For the billionth time. 
Why, then, shouldst thou fear 
And dread my silent step, 
When I am always kind?
Thou call’st me “Cruel Death,” j 
“Insidious, treacherous enemy,” ;
And "King of Terrors,” '
And shrinketh from mv approach 
As from some hideous fiend 
In demon form, to do thee harm. 
No mother’s friendly arm 
Enfolds thee with a greater love 
Than mine. No mother lulls 
Her suffering babe to rest 
With silvery song and tones of love, 
Nor softly kisses it to sleep, 
Nor wipes away its tears with pitying 

hand, 
As I do thee.
When bodily and mental agony assail, 
Unnumbered beings thenhpve called for 

me— ”
Have pleaded that I would bring to them 
That sweetest sleep 
Naught else could give.
Think, then, of thy condition. 
Did I not heed thy pleading cry? 
Think of the torture of the coming 

hours;
The days—yea, months and years 
Of agony untold:
Were It within my power to turn from 

thee,
I cannot! could not
Be the monster painted by thy hand; 
Who thus would fall, when duty called! 
*««•«»«« 
And whether I come to thee 
Swift as the lightning’s flash, 
Or gently as the dew at eve 
(When pain and anguish rack thy 

fevered brain •
And earthly aid is powerless to relieve), 
Or whether I greet thee 
On the Bwiftly?rushing train 
Where Life and I (old frftnds) 
Ride side by side—
I come, thy spirit’s accoucheur, 
And am thy first, thy last 
And truest friend.

Frank A. Howra.

To THB Editor:—The grand old park, 
the quiet lake, the ripening crops and 
the lowing cattle in the neighboring 
fields, as well a? the whole-souled and 
hospitable managers of Haslett Park 
Camp, all seemed to be doing their level 
best to say: "Welcome! Welcome! 
Welcome!" August 1, to the audience 
which assembled at Haslett Park Camp 
for the opening of the fourteenth an
nual session of five Sundays.

The floral decorations on the platform 
were plentiful and tastefully arranged; 
the pjusic was in charge of Miss Daisy 
R. Hildreth, and the patriotic senti
ments of the people were appropriately 
manifested in the formal opening of the 
morning session by the singing of the 
choir. Chairman O. P, Kellogg del 
livered a brief address of cordial 
welcome, after which he gave a short 
address, his subject being “The Old and 
the New.”

In the afternoon we listened to an ad
dress by Mrs. Julia M. Walton, of Jack
son, Mioh., one of the old pioneers of 
Haslett Park Camp. Her subject was: 
“The New Heaven and tho New Earth." 
The subject was well handled.

The attendance for the day was fully 
up to the expectations pf the manage
ment, though the heavy rain and the 
further fact that the farmers ip the sur
rounding country were a week behind 
with their crops, kept away many who 
will be in attendance a little later in the
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The distinguished author, Hudson Tuttle, requires 
no introduction to the readers of Thb Pboqbkssivi 
Thinkkb, but the following headings of chapters will 
show them what they may expect from the book:'

Cqntbnts:—An Idyl — Firdbam - Building the 
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teresting study to those leekiug new methods.

It is a Beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the prioe 
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BY KERSEY CRAVES.

New «nd aUrtlinf revelation* In religions btstoiy 
which dUclotq the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principle* precept* and ffilraclei of tho Christian New 
Testament andfuhilshlngakey for unlocking many 
of Ite sacred mysteries, bellies comprising the His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified God*. This won* 
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
takdhigh rank a* a book Of reference In the field 
which the author hu chosen for it The amount of 
mental labor ncoesiary to collate and compile the 
varied Information contained in It must have been so* 
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that it Is In such 
convenient shape, the undent of free thought will not 
willingly allow it td go ont of print But tbò book is 
by no means a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout its entire course the author—as will be 
J Sen by bis title-page and chapter-beads—follows a 

sfinita Uno qt research and argument to the close, 
and his conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 380 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Jprlce fileffO, Postage 10 cents» Per sale at 

this office, •

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
This is a most valuable book. It comes from an E1< 

Prlesi, whose character la above reproach, aud,whQ 
knows wb'at be Is talking about. Everybody should 
read ft. Price, «1.00. It cohcalns tho following chap* 
lent

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self* 

respect la the Confessional. '
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confesslou a Deep Fit of Perdition for tbi 
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
The Confessional is the Modern Sodom. ■

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priest« is made easy 

by Auricular Confesslou.
CHAPTER V.

The hlrbly-educated aud reflued Woman In tbeCon* 
feaalonal— What become« of her after uncoudltlou* 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties of 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VIL

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil1 
Ued Notions?

CHAPTER VIH.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Bacrllegloui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compel« the Church of Rome to confe«« th* 
Abomination* of Auricular Confesalon.

CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France. '
CHAPTER XIL

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hus* 
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters ou which 
the Priest of Rome must Question bls Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00«

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

J^Y LOIS WAISBROOK-ER.^ THIS IS 
£j a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpooe la not moreiv to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle bleised- 
ueae, devoid of eamcat thought or care lor either 
aplMmprovement or the good of humanity. It 1b a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who arc to ue mothers; aid secondly, through 
the mother«, to effect the woll-telng and happtucii of 
the race. It bring« strongly and clearly to view tho 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and lufln* 
encei bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various thing« 
In modern social aud business life, which ate unjust, 
and fix unequal burden* upon tho Individual* compos* 
Ing society u a whole. The book 1« trenchant Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
a* a novel, and Is eapeclaliy commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom It Is dedicated. It alao tbor* 
ougnly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the CatboRc 
Church; advanced Ideas relattnf to the Spiritual Phil* 
NPbhy «re Introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound in 
^’oth Price Kv a1

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
-OR-

THREE-F0LD POWER OF SEX.

Thli la one of the author’« moat useful and In
structive books. Tbli work should be read by every 
man and woman. Price, 60 centi. For sale at thia 
office______________ ____________________

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES»
A Fascinating Work.

Tho reader« of Thb Pboorebsivi Thinkeb will re» 
member the story under the shore title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published Lu lea column*» Altha 
Llmft, constant Inquiries were made as to Ila appearing 
In book form. This frlsb has now been gratified. It 
nuke? k volume of 243 pages, In style end form like the 
“Convent ot the Sacred Heart,” with a flnoly-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beluga, are presented In the 
pleasing form of narrative. ,

The following are the chapter-titles! Introduction; 
The House of tne Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Badec; Cbrlstmastide in the Spheres.of 
Light; Cbrlstmastide and the Golden Gate; The Un* 
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Kot Goodness; Address of tbe Sago.

It la a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which the investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurrlng questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the moat prejudiced. 
The price in paper is 60 cents; muslin *1; postpaid«ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OF 

AL bls country should have ft hand forconiulta* 
tlon. By Bet. Isaac J* Lansing, M. A. This Is a most 
able work, consisting ota Discussion of the Purposes' 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Homan 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contain* 447 page*, an I 
may be conridered a mine of valuable Information to i 
every patriot In the Und. Price si. For sale at tbll 
«fflee.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic fact* stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practices should, 
be read'by an. Price, 25c. Bold at this office.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best paper* Colo

nel IngenoU erer wrote. In paper cover, with Hke- 
nesi of author. Price, 10 cent*; twelve copies for 41.00.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Theori- 
Jlnof religions, and their Influence upon the mental 

evelopmeat of tbe human race. Transcribed at* the 
request of a band of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cent*.

Lake Pleasant §a$ip-Meet- 
ing-r’o

The twenty-third annuii camp-meet
ing of the New Eng&iffl Spiritualist 
Association commenced '.’at this place 
August 2, and will-cofitiffue until Sep
tember!. An extra ’seSoion has been 
held this year during JuljH, with speak
ing nearly every day?' We have had 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood; of Chicago, who 
gave a course of scientific'lectures; Mrs. 
Helen L. Palmer, of Portland, Me.; Mr. 
Oscar A. Edgerly, of Newburyport, 
Mass., and Mrs. Clara Field Conant.

Among the speakers for August are 
Col. R. G. Ingersoll (who lectures Sun
days the 9th, Kith and 23d), Mrs. T. U. 
Reynolds, Dr. C. W. Hidden, Mrs. 
Frances Holmes, J. Clegg Wright, Mrs. 
Sarah A. Byrns, Mrs. Helen Stuart 
Richings, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing and 
J. Frank Baxter. Mediums who will 
give tests from the platform are Ed
ward Foreman, Mrs. May S. Pepper, 
Mrs. Ida E. Downing and Edgar W. 
Emerson.

The cottages are nearly all occupied. 
The hotel and boarding-houses are do
ing a good "business. There is a fine 
grocery etore, a meat market, a dry and 
fancy goods store, bakery, and several 
ice cream and refreshment rooms upon 
the grounds. The air is cool and brac
ing, and the water cool and delicious, 
and everything is favorable tor a very 
successful season. M. W. Lyman.

On July 28, at 10:15 a. m., Mrs. Ada 
Foye took her departure for Chicago, 
the home of The Progressive Think
er and of the society she returns to 
serve. To say that we in Los Angeles 
regret the circumstance, would be al
most too hackneyed an expression, for 
since my residence here, of over twenty 
years, I can truthfully say we have 
never received the public ministrations 
of any medium with the marked combi
nation of such accurate medium
ship, such integrity of purpose, such 
dignity of character and loyalty to duty. 
It has been my happy privilege not only 
to have enjoyed her public offices, but 
through daily intercourse and associa
tion, to have observed and felt the same 
nobility of character. Our sorrow at 
parting was not a little increased by the 
fact of her debilitated condition. We 
know, however, that her society will re
ceive her with open arms, and within 
the circle of their sympathy and spirit
ual appreciation we feel certain of her 
complete recovery. Truly, our loss is 
their gain. . Ella Lucy Merriam.

"Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
bf original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
■want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and musio, embodying the 
highest moral; sentiment, and free from 
au sectarianism. Price, 50a. For sa e 
at this office. - - •

7'NE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
formation succinctly and clearly stated tn thl« 

volume of 554 page* I* amazing. The title, m above 
given, fall* to conyey an idea of the fulnes* and com* 
Seteneuwltb whlbh the subject* are treated. The 

atrlarchaU} or Mother-rule, la the theme of the first 
chapter, tn which much lore, quaint, queer aod curl* 
ou*, 1* brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This 1« followed by chapter« on Celibacy, Canon Law. 
Marquette, WltebcraftWlvev, Polygamy, womanand 
Work. The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Futures 
and theiwlfnot a chapter in tho book that la not 
bandied in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, is not worttithe fml pries 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well* 
arranged, and Intensely intereitlng from beginning to 
end. Noone can possibly regret buylnglt; ft is aval* 
cable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind. _

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

two world*. Br Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, »cent«; cloth, *1.00. Book* like “The Dretm 
Child” *pnr humanity on to make more and more de
mand* of thli nature, and will open up new height* 
and depth* of iplritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler w lb 
cox. Wlil, I 'believe, take it* place berid* Bulwer'i 
“Zanonf" and th a "Scraphlta” of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital,**Topeka, Kanaaa. Although aimple and un* 
varnlihed with any inflammable deicriptiona. en
thrall* the mind to the exclusion of other thought«, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the lart page.— 

Minneapolis “finndaj Time*.”_____________

MEDIUMT8TIG EXPERIENCES 
pF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of the Rockies,’ with introduction by 
J. 8» Loveland. This is the history of one of the 
mort wtradçrful mediami that ever lived. 167 large 
piges. By Mofcu Hull, Price, W cebi*. For »nie 
at this orno«. . •
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Items from This Favorite 
Resort.

early inauguration none but the uork- 
«n, or those residingin the'immediate

, The law of supply and demand is 
exemplified nt Cassadaga in the ample 

. provision made for the development 
of inspirational 'gifts, the abundant 
opportunity for tlie presentation of 
individual opinions, and the ]>rn ilege 
of hearing almost every legitimate 
question that ever perplexed a people 
intelligently discussed from every 

- standpoint at the infonnal sessions 
held daily during the summer assem
bly. If you have an Indian contiol 
who desires to manifest to the pale
face, he will be welcome at the Foiest 
Temple. Have you made a discoveii 
in science, meet with the class at the 

■ .Thought Exchange, for there you will 
find kindred minds. Should you de
sire to testify, exhort or advise, the 
morning conference invites you to the 
plntfoiin.

HON. L. V. MOULTON.
Lest Wednesday was “Labor Day” 

at Cassadaga, and the people con
gregated in the spacious auditorium 
to hear the Hou. L, V. Moulton dis
course upon the unhappy relations 
existing between ‘ ‘Capital and Labor, ” 
in this greatest government on the 
rolling globe. Two 'years ago, on a 
similar occasion, Mr. Moulton gave 

■ unmistakable evidence bf being a 
Henry George disciple, b^t in this last 
address, though there wifli still some 

,GeorgQism manifest, there was evi- 
deuce that tlie pupil is outgrowing 
the teacher by a broadening of views 

‘ and a fuller comprehension of the 
■ question in all its bearings. - 
; The picture drawn of our industrial 

conditions; the all but hopeless po
- - sition of the wage-earners who pro- 
• duce the wealth; the capitalists who 
; - own and control it; the rapid ac- 

•; cumulation of vast fortunes; the des
. potism so apparent, with the ever
. • increasing helplessness and limitations 
; of the toiler, was so purely American 
: ■ that none eould fail in the recognition.

It was conclusively shown that wealth 
. Ip not the reward of industry, no large 

- > fortune ever having accumulated by 
economy and industry. Great wealth 

- comes through seizing the raw ma
; . terial, taking possession of and keep

. ■ ing that which does not rightfully be
.. long to any one individual. Plun- 

-. dered labor makes millionaires. Had
Adam worked every day since the cre- 

, ation until the present time, at one 
• ; dollar per day, he would- not be a 
:-'r - millionaire. Had Jesus shoved the 
r jackplane from his apprenticeship, at 
ik - one dollar per day, until now, he- 

would not be worth the income of 
} Rockefeller for one week. An...ipr 

i; ’decent'-'haste to-get rid of our public 
lands to corporations and syndicates 
hits fenced in the agriculturist, made 

i-. - • 'h'im’a serf, and ’ the unlawful owners 
A of the land lords and dukes.
iy .-! .' No . reference was made to party 

‘ politics aside from tlie tariff and pro
tection that does not protect labor, 

, nor to our monetary system and its 
> -1: - rpbbeiy of labor; while silver, the 

— burning question of the day, was 
a equally ignored; so we are left in 
■v.. doubt as to whether the oversight was 

intentional or otherwise.
a a . The address closed with a prophecy 

.that justice and equity was all that 
. would save our government and 
. ~ boasted civilization from a return to 

the barbarism of the Dark Ages.
! ■ • - A special course of lectures on so

cial economics is attracting con
- ; .. siderable attention.
*’• Hon. A. B. Richmond's lecture on 
? . the X-rays ranks among the very, best 
• of the season—so say the critics, who 
■ consider themselves capable to weigh 
. , in the balance Cassadaga’s talent— 

• ‘ -passing judgment supposed to be un
biased by favoritism.

: Mrs. j. J. Whitney, the gifted Cal
a. ' ifornian, who has so', delighted the 

people with her marvelous public 
tests, has been engaged by the man
agement for the remainder of the 

. season.
> Mrs. Whitney is beyond question 

• - the most satisfactory test psychic ever 
- ■-on the C. L. F. A. platform,.one of 

; ■ the most convincing things about her 
¡ .. work - being that the stranger and 
r .. -skeptic just arrived are more likely to

. receive a demonstration from the in
; visible than the believer, which fact 

£ . . precludes the possibility of collusion.
• The few-mediums” on the ground 

s . endorsed by the management have ac-' 
. complished much this season in the 

;• . way of demonstrating the continuity
; of life to the investigator, but the 

a: trend of the people has been in the 
direction of higher intellectuality, 

-, manifest in the attendance at lectures 
and classes. . . . .

a Mrs. H. 8. Lake has completed her 
■ engagement and .returned to Cleve- 

~ land. ... ..a •
¿a. Saturday afternoon Dr. W. W. 

- Hicks delivered a scholarly address.
!i". entitled “A Visit to Our Mother," 
■; from the standpoint of a Pagan, sbow- 
; ? ing how we owe our laws, languages' 
; . and our religions to ancient India.

&
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CftftS. È.
WftTKlNS
M.D

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, demotes his whole time to 
Ins practice. This is one reasun for 
his great success; . .. .. ..

ANOTHER REASON is that bedoes 
not try to run down other, doctors.

ANOTHER-" REASON is/.he is ac
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers, by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he . watches each 
case closely. " '

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines afid in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases .are cured 
without any'medicine, i .. ■

ANOTHER REASON Is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by'all tlie Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perient gentle
man and honest in every respect. 1

Send a 2-cent Stump for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2-cpnt Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.'

DR. 6. E. WftTKINS,
AYER, MASS.

vicinity, were . sjx>)ken-‘W but.this ob
servance, was in the .suture pf a de-v 
poi'tute froitLthA original plan:;, Over 
sixty names of those who had passed 
otit"fluting; t|i<3 .year were.handed in 
to the chairman for rnention. The 
speakers, however,- referred to only a. 
few—those whom they had known in 
a social way, or at whose burial serv
ice they had officiated.,

Mr. Howe dwelt sorrowfully over 
the loss of his daughter Maud.

Mrs. Cora Richmond paid a high 
tribute to the memory of the Countess 
Caithness, Henry J. Newton and 
H. B. Storer, president of Onset 
Camp. '

Mrs. R. 8. Lillie, Mrs. Myra Paine, 
Mrs. Clara Watson and Dr. Hicks had 
pleasant things to say of those in 
whom they were, directly interested, 
lengthening- the service to over three 
hours. . ? _

On Tuesday evening last Mme. 
lanthe Vigniec, of Paris,; assisted by 
Miss Anna D. Cooper, of New Y.ork, 
and her class, gave a graceful enter
tainment of. pretty drills and -classic 
tableaux: an operetta, by tlie-lyceum. 
children, on Friday evening-—to the 
delight of parents and$rienflss’

SCHOOL FOR MEDIUMS.
A Worker Shows How They

. ' • • Ï *-■ • •• '
Mediums Need .¿¿ Èe'jEdùcated.

< > 
• > 
< >

1 >

J. M. PEEBLES, M.D.
SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 

DISEASES.
—Depends for bls repiur^able cures, not 
upon the old drastic drug system, but upon 

1“®. ‘pledge of diseases and their proper 
roiijcdles—upon science and the finer pay- 
cLIa iarcoB. .... ... .. .

Some of his cures, like Schlatter s, arc 
INbTANTANhOUB; ta other caeea months 
»re requires . .

carefully studied n t.bo tbcranou- 
tic agencies In connection with bls long med
ical experience, he usca those best adapted 
to eueii cue with unvaryliif eucceu. ..

Hundreds are Joyfully m ritlug tbcTloetor: 
‘ I am better,” or‘T am cured.’* “God bless 
you.” .
HE TREATS THE FOLLOWlNCi

Dyspepsia, diarrbsea, dropsy,’ epilepsy, ec 
xemn, eryblpeta», falling sickness, rheuma- 
tiflui, bcrofuln, nervous tpasm, gravel, gout, 
hendnuhes, _ heart disease, kludey complaint.

0.'vc«kno4i. liver difficulty, neuralgia, 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 

. bladder affection,- cancer, catarrh, Pimples 
upon tho face, uterlnfe diseases, w«aknc6BC8 
of men, barrenness. Insanity. drunkeunesB, 
cpniypntloiL la grippe and all chronic 
diseases. And further, he furnishes ...

, FREE TO ALL PATIENTS
Hjgeulc and Physiological' literature, en
abling them when cured, to remain healthy.

Correct Diagnosis Free, . 
'Bj enclosing name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stamp 
for reply.
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> REMEMBER TO ADDRESS <

: J.M.PEEBLES,M.D„ : 
! SAN DIEGO, CAL. I
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much patience as they do manifest. 
It seems we must seek “for a sign.” 
Without it half, of : us professors of 
Spiritualism wouldn’t: have anything 
to talk'about; - It’s’true wp need the 
phenomena, - but we' need education 
'more'. There, are; too many in our 
ranks that are like old Aunt: Mary, a 
colored,wonian; who says: “Qh, yes, 
I’se smart; I was born, go. I knows 
all about all the large oities;”. When 
questioned she said: “Tlierö js Ken
tucky, New Orleans and Henderson. 
Oh, ye^, ; I knows' them all. I never 
got a ■plujna"' '(diploma), “for I'se 
never went to school,- kase papy said 
I knows too muöh already.”. Now, 
this illustrates our situation exactly: 
She knew just where she had lived, 
and that included, in her -mind, all‘of 
the cities in the -United States. So 
many of us, as mediums or instru
ments, know we are controlled, but 
beyond that know nothing. So I say 
we need a school, where competent in
dividuals can instruct us as to laws 
which govern us and wherein we must 
comply. Then, after a thorough 
course,1 if they-find us competent, let 
them award us a “pluma." Then 
will our altars be shaken by tlie power 
of those the world calls dead.

So keep up the agitation for a 
school, whertin all who are degirous 
of reaching that height of learning 
can gain the same. Make the. tuition, 
if any, witliitf^he reach- of-tail,—for,: 
be it understood, -we’ who'.'are classed 
as the ignorant ones are'' surrouh'ded 
with home duties, and are coniihually 
serving the two masters., ' .

If one-thirefof what the majority of 
Spiritualists put into the coffers of 
many of these impostors, to see their 
grandmother materialized, of gome-; 
one come' and weave a lace shawl—If 
this were sunk into one common fund 
for the education of all mediums— 
make it compulsory, as do our ortho
dox friends—all pastors who are given 
charges, must pföve their worthiness, 
all must pass through a course of 
study.. Why not, then, apply this 
same rule to our ranks of leathers? 
Then, after a thorough examination, 
see to keeping mediums employed, 
and a better and purer Spiritualism 
will be taught the children coming 
after us. - ' - ' • •

Why not make use of these old 
workers, while they ore ye.t .with us. 
We-need Moses Hull, Hudson Tuttle, 
Lyman 0. Howe and the many others 
for another purpose , than lecturing 
continually from year' to • year.. We 
put great . s'tress upoh' the’- Seibert 
Commission for' not fulfilling their 
duty. I ask: Ar? Spiritualists Jiving 
theirs?' ’ ' 'M. E. Kbatz.

Evansville, Ill. V -

THOROUGHLY AMERICAN
Romish and America^ Ideas 
■ . " 'Are Opfö§^?W.;

1 Saturday afternoon and. Sunday 
morning Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
occupied the rostrum. It is unneces
sary to write eulogistic words of this 
lady whose ability is so well known,- 
hut it is a universal opinion here that 
she, is quite eclipsing herself this 
season. -

Lyman C; Howe delivered his first 
lecture Sunday afternoon. We regret' 
tlie fact that he appears to bp in feeble, 
health, and a spirit of depression and 
sadness pervaded his discourse. This- 
is accounted for. in the recent great 
bereavement- that • overshadows his 
present pathway, • \ '

This Monday. August'3, was Me
morial Bay, an occasion that has be
come a feature of tlie c.unp. In its

To the EDiTOBSMEn' reading the 
very able article :by-Dt-Mv Ë.,Conger, 
in regard to thèyiécessify of schools 
for mediums, I feel Tle^bjit.expresses 
the ’sentiment of- every '•progressive 
Spiritualist and medium as well. If 
mediums are, as he says, a necessity, 
then whj- not see that a proper train
ing or an education he; giyeh them? 
Why leave (BO much- for the.Spirit- 
world to accomplish? < -

Mediums, as -a. .rule,. are chosen 
from the ranks '¿if.the'^uneducated, 
and few are mediums from ehoice. 
We realize we are inr .the hands of the. 
unseen forces, and féèl our weakness 
in coming to thé front as. instructors, 
ofttimes confronted-with - intellectual 
minds who are not always charitable 
in their criticisms, when they find.that. 
Thomas Paine, or -a J eff erson, or. G ar- 
field.. has done . the - best fie „could 
through au illiterate instrument.

.Whois at fault if: odium is placed 
upon our beautiful philosophy? There 
seems to be no. system;;; Mediums are 
springing tip like musiùoôms^ap'.one 
to give adyice and instruction, and. if 
given, withthe Lest of? motives, some 
are too ignorant to accept it, saying 
their controls. tell or instruct them, 
when In fact it is the gréât “I”, or 
egotism in them. . ; . : : “

Let us have a school by all means, 
where honest mediumship-can receive 
its proper unfoldment. fliropgh that 
earnest counsel which can only bë 
brought ttbou t b y lettitig two-thirds of 
us ignoraht mediutné’ know how little.

America Is Not Rome—Romiab Is 
' • Not'Amerlcan.

we do know. ■ - :. ~“.t.- ■
Why, it makes one wonder,-'that our

What would the Romish Church be 
without its saints? its miracles? its 
superstitious reverence for old bones, 
etc. ? Safe to say—-it would be some
thing very different from the Romish 
Church that is. __ ' . \

■ One of. the especial influences by 
which the church holds the: minds of 
its laityis the inculcatipn in the young' 
of superstitious reverence for-“saints”; 
(some-of whom were -far from sanc
tified in moral character) and stupid 
veneration for relics-r-old bones, olii 
clothes, old blood, old.tears, old 
pieces of wood, and whiit-not things 
labeled “holy” by the Pope and 
priests, and declared—ex cathedra— 
to be genuine and worthy of worship.

A recent exhibition of Romish prb- 
cliyitihs is, shown by Archbishop Cor
rigan, who, it is stated, in planning 
the new seminary at Dunwoodie, 
Yonkers, N. Y., “determined to make. 
this great training-school .for the 
priesthood a thoroughly American in
stitution in every way.”

' ‘‘Thoroughly American!”‘
Think of it—you' who" know what 

Romanism, is—.a Romish prelate’s 
idea of making anything “thoroughly 
American!” '

Let us see how he sets out to do it 
Statues of Romish “saints", to begin 
with. For example:
■' “St. Rose of Lima, the first saint 
to be canonized on .this, side of the

orthodox or
lakes one wonaer-mat our ocaan, is represented, in the habit.of a. 
Christian- frinids have os | Dominican nun, to whieli-.-drder -.she
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THE VOICES.
By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Vole» contain 

poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are 
must excellent, price I1.W. .

The Play of the Planets.
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This wonderful educator Is attracting the attention 
of thousands of people all over the world aa Its sim
plicity gives one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the influence of the planets and Cheatgns 
Of the Zodiac in human life.

EVERY C iLLD can learn to use it and accomplish 
wonders.

The Coining Study in OccuR As
tronomy.

This wonderful invention makes it easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every perton born for 75 yean pnat, tnd also to de- 
llpe,le the JIOROBOOPE. . ■ ,

A few of tlie. first fdltfon iflfit which will 
bsAmiiahed at each. Jbr «ate at this

Dbab Doctor—When 1 began the use of your won
derful medtaliit', I wai a very tick man; could not 
woik and 1 ad uo energy It cured mo. 1 now weigh 
180 pounds. WEBLEY HOWARD.

Keene, N. H.

Daiji DoOioh—Your medicine baa been a wonder
ful beip to me, lor wuicb I fed grateful and am sond- 
ing many others to you who are being cured or greatly 
Ulped. ' . J. B. FISHER.

Keene, N. H.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychometrlst and Business Medium 
RcAdtags personally or by letter Three rea 
sonablc questions answered by mall for 35 eenu. 
Magnetic treatment given at her rotldenae, or at 
home of the patient. S140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
Ill. Take Cottage Grave avenue car to Tbtny-fim 
street. Residence, one block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thirty-first. 8wtf

VB, AND MRS. PERKINS. SPEAKERS AND ME- 
III dlums, Sunday meetings, 617 N. Clark street. 2:80 
and 7:45 p. m. Private readTuga dally, 5J4 N. Wells St. 
instructions In development ana healing. Circles 
Monday and Friday evenings. Class, Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Bend full name, age, sex, and two ftaffips for frbb 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being ¡nudl by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

TTRIEX BUCHANAN, Ph. D» WILL GIVE CHAR
U actcr roading« and private lessons In occult'stn 
during August at 883 Dearborn are., Chicago. Bend 
stamp for first Iceiou and terms. 859

THE GODS.
By Col. R. G. IngersqlL A pamphlet tf <0 panes. 

Worth Its weight in gold. Price 20 cents. - ..

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and tew type; 18$ pages, post 
8vo, Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

WIDE. GOULDE,
InspIrationaV Business, Test and Tranes Modlnm, 
wilt hold circles for spiritual development, at Clinton 
Camp during the entire camp «1

Dbau Dootob -Your medicine has done wonders 
o.-me. 1 have only Uken one bottle but am gain

ing ta weight aud am ever *0 much better.
wytopltlock, Me. MIBB JULIA DONCHARD.

J.G.BflTDORF,M.D.
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SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC
' DISEASES.
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PKE8C HIES NO POISONOUS
DRUGS! 
... o---- -------

TESTIMONIALS 1
Dxab Doctor—You, sent medicine to my daughter 

last sprlug which I believe waved her life. Sue Is 
now well end happy. Q. A. HERRICK,

N. BrooMiu, Mo.

ASTONISHING OFFER,
Send three two ccnt stampi, lock of hair, came 

age. ie», one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free By spirit pbwer.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER, 
_______ . BAN JOSE. CAL., Dox 182 846|f

...175 

... 800 
.„BOO 
... 8 00 
.. 500

PAflftLYSIS
- AND -

RHEUMATISM
ARE easily cured when the proper 

MEANS ARE USED. . . .

MAGNETISM fills the system with new life, energy 
aud vigor, and pufa it In harmony with nature. It 
establishes an equilibrium amoug the vital forces, 
which is the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
t FORM OF DISEASE.

Bpnd for our new book on Parslydi-FREE—In or
der to learn more of this MI STICAL SUBSTANCE, 
MAGNETISM. It tells how to fill the system with 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all forms of 
disease.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, will convince the most skeptical on oartb uf 
the power of this great, grand, In visible substance. 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

DR. AND MHS. IIABENCLEVER HOLD TRUMPET 
-fnd materiallilug seances at 794 W. Van Buren 
street every Wednesday aud Saturday at 8 p. m. Inde

pendent slate-writing daily. 353

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop inedtainsbld. 
Many, by its use. have received lung cjmmunlcfe 
tlone from spirit friends, and expresi great satliiaO 
tion. price, 41, tnd 20 cents extra for exprsBMtfd. 
Fur sale at the office of Tub Proukbibivb Tnu(K£h,

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 

home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 
aeilneate your phases of mediumship, «nd a spiritual in.ddfe“ Mr‘-L y

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clairvoyant cltlraudlent, 

psychometric and prophetic, can be ooniujted at Ne. 
1680 Nurth Clark street. Engagements can be made 
by letter. uaeotf

INVALIDS
W, WO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
F r stamps, thsir disease, or symptoms, will racstve 

pamphlet and advice fbki to cure themselves wlibout 
JW. Ybe THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card
tagton, Ohio if

"P^YCHOMETR Yt CONSUL T IV1TU
it0*: 4;.B’ Severance In all matters pertaining to 

pracMcaljlfe. and your spirit-friends. Bend lock ot 
hair, orhandwr Ung, and oae dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for ciroukrs. 
Address, <10 Prairie street, Milwaukie. Wls. IM

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
Bj Tbom&l Paine. Parts 1 and 11, Being an 

answer to Mn‘Burke’s attack upon the. French 
Revolution. Poet 8to., 278 pageb. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth; 50-ceota, -

the Historical jesIjs 
Asfl Mflhlud Cbvlit. By derail liutey. iso nBce< 
Brno, ftic*« ceute. ■■ ’ - - ■ ■ ...... .

SHIRLEY VILLE,

DR. A. B. DOBSON’S
Bering powers are being repeated over and over 
■ again through ttw mediumship uf MRS. DR.

DOBBOh-BABKLRj who, for tho past year end 
a half has - ■

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS

of all diseases that flesh is heir to, and wilt-give 
.- you proof uf her powers, by sending requirements 

as per small advertisement for diagnosis of your 
case. Here Is one of her rnauy cures; 7

■ _St. I.oul>, Juue 21, 1896, .
_ Ml_DtAIl MRb. OOBSOb.-l bereft Uh enclose 
»US for auotber month a Mmedk, for. toy titter 
hmuia.' l ean t tell you how-mucb good these medl- 
$ net do her and how thankful and grateful we are 
for having applied for them. When-she began tak- 
IDr thio Is»l mCdiutuo, the had coubidvruhle 
In the bowels and atuinacb, but after a week ebo was 
nyimed and we are convinced If .he bed uot the 
medicine she would have bud a rerlous sick spell as 
lh er, stomach and bowels were In a bad condUlon. 
Now every thing eecnit la good orden «till we feel as 
if-more ui.edlclne will eventually cure fill her aliments. 
We thank you sincerely for prompt ieply, end wish 
you all the success you so well.merit. .

Ith affectionate regards: very truly, 
. .. REBECCA LEVY.

8831 Laclede ave., St. Louis Mo. .

DR. J. S. LOUGKS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, MASS.,

Tbe Well-Known Magnetic Physician
of About 80 Years' Practice. .

_ HI, practice extends Into all parts of the United 
States and Canada; also in some parte of Europe. Hu 
Is nuking wonderful cures with bls magnetic rpine- 
dlcs.utiblB certificates of cures will show. Send for 
one. Many arc cured when given up to die by the 
M.-D’s. If you eend him a Jock of your hair, name, 
age. sex, and four 2;cent stamps, be will tell you 
what he thinks of your case; also what-the pros
pects are for d cure. " Try him and be conviuood

Address \ •

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,

gave her life. . She wasbornin Lima, 
Peru, in 1686, and in early childhood, 
by her great beauty, soon became 
known as Róse, although her name 
was Isabel, She took for her model 
St. Catherine of Sienna, and léd a 
most austere life, sleeping in a garden 
hut on a bed of broken tiles. On her 
head she wore a silver crown, around 
which were ninety sharp points, which 
continually pressed into her scalp. 
This crown, as shown in the statue, is 
half concealed under the monastic 
veil. A hair ahirt, studded with iron 
nails, she worm next to her flesh. In 
her hands shediolds a crucifix, while a 
wreath of roses, emblematic of her 
name and character, depends lightly 
from the,fingers of the left hand, at 
the lower end of the cross. ' St. Rose 
of Lima has been placed on one side 
of the stairs leading to the chapel.”

The Romishi prelate's idea of making 
thè institution;^ ‘thoroughly American” 
is to make it thoroughly Romieh— 
using Rome-soàked American timber,

“St. Rose of Lima, a deluded vic
tim of Romjshb priestly .mis-culture, 
bom imandi hired, to.-all-auperstitions 
of the Rómisn’ brand-bunder ■ the in
fluence-of-which miseducation she 
gained canonization' by sleeping on 
broken tiles, wearing a crown with 
ninety torturing points continually 
pressing into her scalp, ’ and, ■ next to 
her flesh, a hair shirt studded with 
iron nails!

“Thoroughly American!” 
Thoroughly------ 1
Had the poor, deluded victim of 

Romish superstition and folly been 
educated in a “thoroughly American" 
manner, in a “thoroughly American” 
school, she would never have practiced 
such self-torturing follies with the 
idea of reaping spiritual benefit 
thereby. . .

. But Romish education cultivates 
such ideas and encourages such acts. 
The church makes 1 ‘saints" of such 
priest-ridden dupes.

No—it is thoroughly impossible 
that a. thoroughly Romish 'mind can 
understand the.real signiflcance of the 
words “thoroughly American.” •

To be “thoroughly American” is to 
be something thoroughly opposite in 
thought, aim, spirit and purpose, to 
the Romish Church and its ideas.

It were well, if it were possible, 
that Romish prelates .and priests 
-should learn that America is not 
Rome, and Romish ideas are. hot; 
American ideas. X. Ray.

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 
. lock of 'hair, leading symptom, and 

two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. D.,
’....GRAND-RAPIDS, MICH. .

• ... 8S8tf

DR. J. R. CRAIG, California's well-known and suc
cessful clairvoyant physician, will diagnose and treat 
the most complicated disease without1 leading symp
a*— age or sex. All be requests Is lock of bair or 

-writing, (while others request yon to sand lead
in* symptoms, etc.)

He bu been very successful in coring all kinds of 
sickness, and terms for treatment are within roach of 
aUf Address

DR. J. R. CRAIQ.
15J98 MarJcet 8ta • - Ban Francisée, Cal,, 

: 8«tf

E. V. Wilson was one of tbe pioneers of Spiritual
ism, and was noted as a speaker and.teat medium. He 
did a grand work for thecause, and tbla book narrates 

’many of h!s striking experiences during hit labors.
Purchasers will find It intensely interesting, »nd 

wilt render kindly service to his widow who was left 
tn straitened circumstances.

The book contains 400 pages, and Is sold for ti. Ad
reas MBS. E< V. WILSON, 81 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind. - .

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY . .. .

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE

SUNFLOWER
JEWELRY.

A WONDERFUL OFFER 

.. . BY ., ,
DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,

United States, Canada, Auatrallu and Europe tellmc 
of the marvelous result., after all hope in othft 
sources Iim e been glvi n up, being «peedlly cufId 
under hl. treatment. Nervous and-chronic disease, 
of every character, peculiar to both men nub NomOh. 
power cured*1* Of Ll‘ wo?lior,ul “i extraordinary

The doctor ba. never failed 1n a correct dlagno.l, of 
any ca.c, inauy thee. It being enures that bad baffled 
the molt reuotrued physic ane, but We. readily««. 
plMned through hla wonderful clairvoyant aud clai- 
audleut powers. . ■ . "

Each case receives the attention of himself and 
bund, also remedle. for Individual case. Send thral 
2 cent stamp,, lock of hair, aye, sex, and one symptoiu. 
apd by roluru mall you will receive a full and acou! 
LatOmfBcr y10“ oi Jour ftnti “W advice regarding 
It. Through psr.ecutlou on account of bls marveloul 
success the doctor graduated In a regular achOol, 
therefore being an M I>.

Sufferers, you that have felled to and relief, try 
once more and be convinced of Dr. Lay's powers and 
ability. Address ' ’

842tf DR. w. F, LAY, Box 918, Chicago, 111.FORSTER, DR, W. M,
■ THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 

Will (end » free dl«gno»l,-and term, for trextmentto 
all who will ,eud tbelr uamo and addre,,—In their 

audwrltiog—with postage stump for reply.
“The Pacific Coart SplrltuaTuV' of Dec. 80, 18W, 

••pt of Dr. Forater:-
. “Since bls coming here be baa made himself highly 

respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
hum&ultarlan Ideas and'practices, anft bis straight
forward course of integrity and honor.”

“Ur. W. M. Forster, California b noted clairvoyant 
pbjslclan. is receiving commendations from tar and 
hcarover Ills remarkable» succee» as a healer.”-Phll- 
OBopulem Journal.

Address, .

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1O5& Market 8treetf. - San Francisco, Cal, 

' '' ' . ■ 838

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.
containing Instruction, for matins 

centric boroBcope, together with a chart whit 
the position of tho planets from 18lD to 1016. 7 
complete work on this system ever published, 
ed for beginners or professors. One can cast i 
a boroscope in half an hour. For sale by •

FHEDERICIC WHITE. O. O-M.f
Ave., 8, - MinHeapoIfg, Minn» 

Send the date of your birth and si aud recfitvA MMrtlndiMhirl witlj your h^wcope ready to iffif 
Mention this paper when writing, 7 844tf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 

of ‘foWth Hv« »nd kidney dlacut, 

monibBintfo^iM0*1’ Snfflcleut fututlty for o’ij 

„9neJ,aclia^6 of.our Magnetised Compound for 
fii« £00ir e£®6,Kw- Ha® Leon used and prJ® 
thousands In all parts of the world. Befit for ffl < 
Or all three aeut postpaid for »1.00. with 
photo and Instructions how to Ure 100 year®

Melted Pebble Spectacl 
vl‘‘l°.“- Writ« for I11UB 

.bowing style, aud price, tud phohu, 
who developed tbla clairvoyant pow, 
adju.tmyflelted Pebbl. Spectacle, 
your eyes In your own home a. If 

M Ihousand. can testify.
photo. B F.Poou, Clinton, Iowa.

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS 

°unee tin boxes and are guaranteed to give satisfaction or money will be refunded bv tB proprietor. Dr. M. II. Garland. Bríd K ¿nt. K 
•lumps and receive by return mall a box ot tlila “

HOUSEHOLD HEMEDY
as you will find It a blood cleauscr as well a* a Throat 
and Lung I emedy. Over UOO.UJJ boxes sold and all 
recommend them. Address all orders t-i Ijh M w GARLAND, 382 BlxtletU sSuou O., Chlcorl' 
111111 "• _________________ _ ______________ 3221}

LAST CHANCE.
uXr:i®, 

curei*. lr, H.e wonderful combi 
nation treatment, Magnetism and ttxantliematle Cure 
It no CUIe, money refunded. Address ull corre! 
epondeoce to GEO. P. PARKS, Bednrd,Ind 75 

‘C0NSUMPTi0N~CURED- 
Py a new and cosy method, by D. P. KAYNFR. M D Some treatment furulabed, «{id cure almM certain 
Address with atamp for term,, ut 111 K etreet Sacra, 
memo, calllornla, giving panleular. ot eaee. s5Sr

these beautiful cmblei 
office.

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A New Badge in solid gold 
with blue and black enamel, 
with the pyramids, obelisk 
and sun's rays in gold. Every 
Mystic should have one of 

ms. Price 12. For talc at this

BOOK-THE "LATEST OUT ON HYPNOTISM," 
by Prof. Barnes. Mailed on receipt of 50 cents.

911 isth street, Denver, Colo, 353

Full life readings. 25 cents, by dr 
BARNEY, 862 Logan street, Grana Rapids, Mich.

811

This excellent book is written In the interest of bu- 
manky, of liberty, and of patHotiein—a book written 
for the purpose of caljlng atteutlun to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side, and mure evpi- 
clAlIy to toe bustile attitude and the Imddluut wiles of 
S ever-present, though secret, uudcrupuluua foe

fl Catholics. Waablngton'a words of warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are al) Included in the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, In a recent eennon aald: "The 
church tolerates neretics where ebo Is obliged iodo 
so, but she hates them with a deadly hntr d, and 
usea all ber power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
bow she treats them today where etc has the power. 
We no more think of denying tbeae historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the church .for what they have thought fit to do. 
Every one abonld reed thia work. Paper. 300 pagei. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, Fur sale at 
this office.

Fob B'cEitTs, IbcK of haib, date of 
blrtb tad one S-cent sump, will retd ttit, present 

tnd future, tnd diagnose dfieMe. Prof. B. A. Stln- 
ton, 383 w. Monroe etreet, Chicago. ssotf

"Human Culture and Cure. Marring«, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL. D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. ■ Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office. ’

-‘‘The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist andievery inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
81. For sale atthls office.

“Encyclopedia sof Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the'Old and New Testament 
Scriptures whi.ch’prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together ¡with a brief history of 
the origin of:many of the important 
books of the Bible." By Moses Hull. 
The well-knowii talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many yeare’-study of the Bible in its 
relatione to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is Awerltable encyclopedia of 
Information oa tfie subject. Price 81. 
For sale at this.'offico. -

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Jud»on. This book is ded
icated to all earnest eouls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with- the higher 
Intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
81; paper, 75 cents. ' ..

“Woman, Church and State.” By. 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic .value. 
The ■ subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church • has 
and has not done for- woman. It is full 
of information on thesubjeqt, and should 
be read by-every one. Price 82,-post 
paid. ..

Religion of the Future.- By -S.’ Wcil 
Cloth. 8I-.25: paper, 59 cents. - - +

HOW JTO. DRAW YOUR SPIRIT FRI2HDS 
around you, with talisman. 10 cents silver and 

stamp. Prof, James Hilling, 1 Essex street, Somer
ville, Mass, g5j

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,
THE TO MORROW OF DEATH was wrlcen to 

develop tbd Idea of (he principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and iu reincamaUpfi 
In a chain of new belnga, whose successive links arp 
unrolled Id the bosem of Clhcrlal apace. "Beyokd 
ran Thru bold” continues on the seme Knot, en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philos-phy; claim
ing that ths certainty of a new blrtb beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of annlug oureehca 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing rd» 
llglons. From beginning to end it la Interebtlng, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whetbet 
one accepts H all or not, much will hare been learned 
•nd much pleasure enjoyed In Rs perusal. Price81,25| 
For sale at this office.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume the author, In the thirty-nine 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to SpitltUBllsm, from a spiritualistic stand
point. Sbe evinces the powers of a trailed thfnkrr. 
both in matter of thought and fine Hterary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects arc 
.wclbbandled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist’* 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seed
ing Information concerning Spiritualism and Its teach
ings- , . ’
For Sale at this Office. Price, $1.50

SOCIAL UPBUILDING,
Including Co-operative System« and the Happiness 
and Enhoblffinent of Hfimantty, By B. D. Babbitt, 
LL. ff:, M. D. This comprises the nst part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper' cover. 15c. For sale st 
this office. - -

POEMS FROM THE INNEE LIFE
■ By Lizzie Do ten. Thise poetos aft as staph m 
sogar. Price «1.00. -• 1 - •

CHURCH AND STATE.
. Tbfe Bible In tbe Pablto Bcboola, the New "Auer- 
lain” Petty. By "JeSeteon.” TMrt MltteiL Thte 
bewtlfal penpMet of ® pace, la tbe teoat ihoreuxb 
presentation of tke Cbnrcb and State qneallon that 
VaapMuefL Mw itceau. '

An entertaining manual of hypnotism, useful to 
Students of the subject. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very suoceBifully a con« 
denied account of hypnotism. Its theory aX pyaettes 
up to date. Prica/paper^cte. Sold at thh office.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By tizsle DotcD. They are really valuable.

Price st.oo., . -

JESUS AND . THE MEDIUMsT 
r -OR-
CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.

comparison of some of the Spiritualism 
»id Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 

obxbHvlu An taviucible argument provina that 
jesus.was only a medium, subject to ell the cor.d’. 
tlom of modern mediumship. It also shows that ail 
the manifestations throughout tbs OIg and New i’er-i- 
meat were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the re- 
RaKtttr<s rrice‘

THOMAS PAINE’S ~ 
Examination of the Prophecie». 

A consideration of the passages ta the New Testa« 
ment, qnoted from the Old, and called Prophecies Co»« 
oemlng Jesu ChrieL Prise u cents.

~ HELEN HARLOWS VOW; ■
, Or Self-Justice.
Bv Lois Walsbropker. Many, have read this book, 

many have re-read It, and many others out to read IL 
It should bo read by every man and woman, in tbe 
land. It shows tbe falsities rampant in society In 
matters 0! moral and social import, and the wroags 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
bHTfecHm. it contains a fine likeness 0! tbe author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price *1.00 ‘

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet« 
embodied In one volume, tn which questions of great 
importance to the race are discussed from ibe stand« 
point of an advanced social reformer. Pries 50 cents, 
ror sale at this office,

A SEX REVOLUTION?
BY LOIS WAJSBHOOKEB,

Author of ‘'Helen Harlow's Vow,” '*Tbe Occult 
Forces of Sex.” "Ferfocv Motherhood," and many 
ether worka. Price ia cents. Por «Is at this office.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Sense, Tbe Crisis, Rtehts of Man. etc 

Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., 650 pages. Cloth, 11-00; 
postage, 20 cents.

SOLAR BIOLOGY.
By Hiram E.Butler. A scteniitlc method of deline

ating character, dlspioatag dbcasea, determining 
mental, physical and oustaess qualifications, conjugal 
adaptability, etc., from date.of. birth. inurtrstod 
with seven pUie diagrams and ublea of the moon and 
plane V. from IF20 to WOO taclwsfv», Large Sro., cloth, 
UM. Postage,20centu . . ’- .

STARNOS. -
By Dr. Della B. Davis. A rosary, ol pearls, enllM 

fromxhe works of Andrew Jackson Darla. Intended 
for the light aod Soloce of er«/ MTTOlrtet 'AM 
•airlcken bearL prifcc 50 cesx : -• •. '
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HYPNOTISM ftND
RELftTED PHENOMENA:

NO SUPERSTITION THERE.
. A minister relates an amusipg story of 
his expei-ience while evangelizing in the 
mountains. One day while passing a 
cornfield in Leslie county he was sur-. 
prised to see long strings of pawpaw 
bark knotted together and tied to 
stumps. He asked his guide what it 
meant, and was informed tSat it was “to 
bring luck.”

. "And doe’s such a foolish superstition 
exist all over this community?"» asked 
the minister, ’

“Oh, no,” said the mountaineer; “the 
old preacher over in the settlement yon
der says pawpaw vines don’tdo no good.”

“An intelligept man!” Interrupted Mr. 
Witherspoon. PI'm glad to And one 
man who isn't lost In ignorance.”.

“Yasslr,” the native continued, “he 
'lows that- yarn-strings, beats pawpaw
strings all hollow when It conies to 
brlngln' luck. Fact is, he don't use 
nothin’ but yarn-strings, anyhow."

CONSOLATION.
Many are the tales of miserly men, 

and witticisms which their failing drew 
lorth. Every one knows the story of the 
wealthy mau who desired his son to 
bury with him a large portion of his 
fortune. The son was more astute than 
his father, for lie drew a check for the 
required amount, and placed it in the 
coffin with the remark that “the gov
ernor was always a careful man, and 
no vet carried money about.”

Another tale is this: The departing 
Croesus was a,clergyman, who bad paid 
more attention to the laying up of treas
ure on earth than in heaven. In his last 
days he was carefully tended by a faith
ful body-servant “Ah, Tom,” he said 
to his servant, “so I must go and leave 
all'my gold and silver behind me!” ' '

“Aye, sir,” replied Tom, “there's no 
help for that. But, then, you don’t 
mind, Ifyou's take it, it would only 
melt.." ' '
“Wfien thou art dead, oh, cunning 

brain,
Thou marvel of the earth's domain. 
Shall that which caused the joy or pain 
Still live and think without a brain?”

In Longman’s Magazine for December 
Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson reprints 
the address which he delivered to the 
National Temperance League on the 
“Physical Foundations of Temperance." 
The following is his own summary of his 
paper: 1. That the body, us an engine 
of life, is a water engine, and was never 
intended to be worked, at the tempera
ture provided for it, by any other fluid 
than water. 2. That from a purely phy
sical point of view, alcohol is too light a 
fluid lor the purpose. 3; That alcohol 
contains an element—carbon—which is 
not wanted for the natural part water 
plays in the living creation: 4. That 
by well diluting alcohol it may, as in
deed is too often seen, make a kind of 
living world, but that such a woHd is 
one having two leading false qualities, a 
shortly-endowed bodily mechanism and 
an id hat's inind, neither of which objects 
is of the selection and manifestation 
made for us by the giver of life.

That digestion and food assimilation 
by the human body is really a species of 
combustion, as, of course, nearly every 
ono knows, and that the human stomach 
may be well likened to a furnace in 
w,hich certain quantities of fuel must be 
burned to accomplish certain purposes, 
has received a new and very interesting 
demonstration by M. Pictet, who of late 
has carried out a series of striking low- 
temperature experiments. The most 
recent of these related particularly to 
heat radiation from the human body. 
As described before the French Acade
my of Sciences, he placed himself, well 
protected with fur, In a huge tube, of 
which the temperature could be reduced 
to os low a point as 130 degrees Centi
grade. His head alone remained out
side, since tbo breathing in of airas cold 
as this would bo seriously injurious. At 
a. temperature of 50 degrees the furs 
were found to arj'est radiation, which 
fact explains the resistance to cold ex
hibited by polar animals. Below 70 de
grees the heat passed through the furs, 
but no special sensation of cold was felt. 
Nature at this point came into action by 

:

J

exciting internal phenomena of combus
tion and digestion, so that in about four 
minutes the sensation of hunger wns ex
perienced. in fact, M. Pictet asserted 
that in this way he was cured of dyspep
sia, from which he had suffered for sev
eral years, eight sittings in a tube cooled 
down to 110 degrees having sufficed for

ñ

the purpose. Wc have here, therefore, ' temperament, ¡soften undoubtedly due to 
a decidedly novel exhibition of thermo-! ignorance of the dynamic effect of 
dynamic functions going on within our । “touch” as affecting the vibration of the 
bodies. i strings. A most interesting light has

All fish breathe by taking in water, , been thrown upon this subject by a 
' ’ ' ' 1 series of photographs token in Germany

A Chicago1 teacher, after _ 
class a lesson in physiology, askeu — 
pupils to write an essay repeating what 
they had heard. A boy of twelve gave 
this composition: “The human body is 
made up of the head, the thorax and the 
abdomen. The head contains the brains, 
when there is any. The,thorax contains 
the heart, lungs" and diaphragm. The 
abdomen contains the .bowels, of which 
there are five: A, E, I, O and U, and 
Sometimes.W. and Y,-”.

.. There was a young man rather new to 
the stage, who,f in the performance of 
“Richard III.,” had to recite the words, 
“My Lord, the Duke of. Buckingham is 
taken." He came on the stage shaking 
with fright;'and finally brought down 
the hoUSff'hy stammering: ’’My Lord,
the Buck of Buckingham is taken!”

MUSIC AND COLOR', •
An organ has been invented by means 

of which, as certain notes are struck, the 
melody is reproduced in a succession of 
color-tones and combinations on a screen 
at the same instant they are heard by 
the ear. At a recent test in London, 
Chopin's preludes were played, and the 
screen showed a succession of rhythmi
cal waves of color, passing so rapidly 
that it was hard for the eye to take them 
all in. The instrument is the first in 
the world to show a definite connection 
between sound and color.

The invention of the musical notes of 
to-day originated with a Benedictine 
monk, named Guido of Arezzo, who 
lived dnring the eleventh century. He 
is also responsible for the original nam
ing of the. seven musical notes still in 
geueral use in the Latin countries and 
parts of Englund, where they are called 
“nt, re, ml, fa, sol, la, si, Instead of our 
c, d, e, f, g, a, b. This denomination of 
the notes was taken by the inventive 
monk from the beginning of the lines of 
a Latin religious song in which the choir 
singers prayed to St. John to remove all 
hoarseness or huskiness of the voice:

Ut queant lax is, 
Resonare libris, . 
Mira gestorum, ■ 
Famuli tuorrtm .

■" Solve polluti ■'
Labli rpatum; 
Saute 
Iannis. ■

Mention of this songxje made in a manu
script now in the Vatican library, which 
was written between the years 1070 and 
1075. . .

Cultured humanity is rejoicing in the 
birth of a new art. Mr. Rivington, an 
artist and philosopher, has created a 
sensation in London by describing and 
illustrating his views on what he calls 
the new art of color music. At consid
erable cost he has constructed a “color 
organ,” by means of which he produces 
results inexpressibly beautiful. This 
instrument puts into practice certain 
elements in the undulatory theory of 
light, which premise that the ratesof 
vibration producingdifferent colors vary 
in much the same ratio as the intervale 
in vibration producing musical notes. 
In the color organ the eye is delighted 
with music played in color. Attached to 
a delicate mechanism is a keyboard, and 
when any key is depressed the color an
swering that note is flashed upon a 
screen. Thus making middle C to cor
respond with the low red of the spec
trum, the ultra violet spectral rays are 
considered as analogous to B, while the 
hypothetical low red of the spectrum 
repeated, which is even now wi tillri a 
measurable distance of demonstration, 
corresponds to C sharp of the new oc
tave. The description of the effects pro
duced is most fascinating. While some 
of Chopin's preludes were being played 
the screen was flooded with successive 
rhythmical waves of harmonious color 
from simple to complex, glowing scar
let, gold deepening to orange, exquisite 
half-tones in mauve, grays, browns and 
turquoise blue. A waltz of Dvorak’s 
showed the highest possibilities of lovelv 
complexity, and theoverture to “Rienzi1’ 
was strikingly beautiful in half-tones of 
color. In fact, the new idea is to com
bine in the same instrument the relation 
between the spectrum and the octave, 
and to demonstrate graphically that 
each harmony in sound is accompanied 
by its appropriate harmony in light.

Although the pianoforte is the most 
popular instrument of the day, it is sur
prising how many of its professional per
formers fail to make it interesting. This, 
while to a great extent a matter of 

when struck in different ways. It was 
found that the duration of contact was 
longer with feeble than with hard strik
ing. The most i mportant result was the 
proof that when a wire is struck ata 
point between one-seventh and one
ninth of its length the fundamental tone 
has a maximum, and the harmonies— 
especially the ¡third—are very feeble. 
•Hence a wire'“ thus struck gives its 
strongest and richest tone. This' is ap 
instructive fact for musicians, as-a base

of the motion of the pianoforte wire
which is. to a certain extent, impreg
nated with air, and expelling it through 
the gills. These blood-red organs are so 
admirably constructed for the purpose 
they are intended for that they 
extract the oxygen from the water 
during its momentary contact with 
them. Fish that live for some time out 
of water have cavities in their head 
which are filled with that liquid, and 
which can be utilized for dampening the 
gill at any moment. f

CURE FOR NERVOUSNESS.
There is nothing better for a nervous, 

low-spirited nature t han outdoor life and 
a genuine lové for growing things; to go 
out as'soon as one is up to see how many 
new rosebuds have opened, or what is'to 
be the color of the new pansies, or -what 
variety there is in the sweet pea; ••• -

Th ¿"Christian Scientists believe there 
is no materidl body, therefore they ob
ject to having theirchildren taught phy
siology while attending school. At least, 
a'petition from these unbelievers was 
presented to the school board of Burling
ton, Iowa, asking that the-children be 
excused from the classes in physiology. 
Healthv people these, if they are not 
aware they have a stomach or liver.

FIVE OF THEM.

instructive fact tor musicians, asa baser 
for what-will be to many of them a hew SPI” 
line of study. \pi.8

MUSIC CURE.
■■ Mueh attentlon'has been given lately smile, as he took nis departure. ■ 
to the power of music as a curative - He re is an adventure, I thought, and 
agent. One experimenter has discov- tried to look grave, to be in. harmony 
cred that music affects the heart, stimu-; with my character. What is it? 1 won- 
lating the action of the.bibpd,. and eaqs- dered, as I inwardly took in the mUgnifl- 
ing it to coincide with changes in breath- cent surroundings, as I hoped, presently 
ing. Another says that: the functional to take them in! Only a -short distance 
action of the skin is increased by music. ' from where I was stands Golconda, 
A Vienna doctor has used music as a ¡noted for its diamonds, and Sinbad’s 
medicine when patients were in trances, story of the eagles and’the joints of 
and proved that a man without music in ! mutton in the "Valley of Jewels.” Here 
his soul docs not-exist. One man, aged the celebrated Koh'-i-noor was found, 
forty, normally insensible-to music, was The last famous diamond found here

. I hypnotized, and had a Wagner selection
r giving her | played in his hearing. His pulse and 
y, asked'the respiration increased,and when aroused 

he stated that he had not heard the
music as sound, but only as a general 
sensation; a feeling like rushing through 
space,

Does the legend of Orpheus, the won
drous music of whose lyre enthralled the 
wild beasts of the forest, rest upon a 
fact? JJqt long ago My. Cornish went to 
thè London Zoo to ascertain by experi
ment what effect anisic would have upon 
the creatures there In captivity. He 
took with him a musical friend, who 
played on the violin tp Insects, reptiles, 
birds and beasts, and lo! the fancy of the 
classic poets who ages ago sung about 
Orpheus and his lyre Is turned into sci
entific fact.. The New, York Tribune, in 
a review of “Wild Animals in Captiv
ity," the book wherein Mr. Cornish tells 
of his musical experiments, says: The 
tarantulas listened, or did not listen, un
moved and sulky. They whose bite is 
said in fable to make others dance, re
fused to dance themselves. Not so the 
scorpions. After a few notes had been 
played they became agitated, and 
wrifhed and danced tumultuously, their 
excitement increasing with every cres
cendo and decreasing with each diminu
endo. In the reptiles more marked 
effects were seen, The monitor lizard 
listened and swayed its head in time 
with the music. Blacksnakes were at
tentive, and started up and hissed at 
every sudden discord. A boa crept as 
close us possible to the instrument, and 
seemed enraptured.

But of all snakes, the cobra is re
puted to be most susceptible to music, 
and the one experimented upon at the 
Zoo did not belie its fame. On hearing 
the violin it raised Itself .in the tradi
tional attitude, on its tail, spread its 
hood, and gently swayed to and fro. 
With every change of the music its atti
tude and expression changed. At a 
tremolo passage it pnffed its body out. 
At a bagpipe “drone” its hood was ex
panded to the utmost, and at every 
sharp discord it flinched as if it had been 
Struck with a stick. The first quadru
peds to which this- modern Orpheus 
played were polar and grizzly bears, 
which manifested much pleasure, stood 
up at thè front of the cage to listen; and 
flinched at discord.

The effect of music on the senses was 
wonderfully verified during the mourn
ing for the Duke of Cumberland, uncle 
of George III. A tailor had a great 
number of black suits which were to be 
finished in a very short spade of time. 
Among.his workmen there was a fellow 
who was always singing' "Rule Britan
nia," and the rest of the countrymen 
joined in the chorus. The tailor made 
nis observations, and found that the slow 
time hf the tune retarded his work; in 
consequence he engaged a blind fiddler, 
and, placing him near the workshop, 
made him play constantly the lively 
tune of “Nancy Dawson.” The design 
had the desired effect, the tailors’ el
bows moved obediently to the melody, 
and the clothes were sent home in am
ple time.

Every one knows how mental exertion, 
intense cerebral nerve action, will ar
rest the ordinary secretions of the mouth. 
It is the arrest of the secretion of the 
moisture of the mouth that makes it 
necessary for the “accustomed” orator 
to have ready before him the where
with to wet his tongue and lips.

In India when the occasions of theft 
have arisen in a battalion, and it is de
sired to detect the thief, the soldiers are 
paraded, and into the mouth of each a 
few grains of rice are put. After an 
Interval, on inspection being made of 
the rice in the men’s mouths, it is found 
dry in the mouth of the thief, the. nerv
ous excitement due to the apprehension 
of being detected having stopped the 
flow of salivary secretions and other 
moisture of the mouth.
A HYPNOTIC SEANCE IN INDIA, FROM 

DR. HOLDEN’S TRAVELS, OR 
“WIZARD WANDERINGS."

“During my last professional tour from 
China to Peru, 1 happened to find myself 
one fine day at Hyderabad. I had given 
my magical performance at the Nizam’s 
City Palace before a large company of 
Muslim’s court officials, dignitaries and 
ladies from the garrison at Secundera
bad, when, a day or two afterwards, I 
was sent for, with a request that His 
Highness wished to confer with me. 1 
was Ushered into his presence, wonder
ing what was on the tapis. He is of less 
than middle stature, with dark, ex
pressive eyes, and a mild countenance, 
and was attired in black coat, crossed 
by the azure riband of the Star of Ihdia, 
a diamond-studded sabre swinging at his 
waist. His get-up, in the words of Tal
leyrand, “Je le trouve bien distingue."

A brilliant staff of officials stood 
around, each of whom, in approaching 
the greatest Prince of India, made six 
several and profoundly low salaams, ac
knowledged from the throne by a slight 
waie of the hand. ’ Turning affably to 
mè, he remarked: “I was very much 
impressed with your—mind revealing—' 
I think you called it” (I bowed low to
Indicate that he was right), “when you 
ppeared here yesterday.- Our minister, 

lar Jung, will explain matters more 
Tully to you,'Doctor Holden,"” said His 
Highness; with a pleasant arid-gracious

Here is an adventure, I thought, and 

was the "Nizgm,” I believe, which, after 
a peasant had . rashly splintered it by a 
blow on the apex, still furnished a frag
ment valued at £720,000. I could not 
help thinking of this as I stood on the 
platform of marble under that exquisite 
pillared portico looking over the vast, 
well-lighted quadrangle, surrounded by 
the white palace-buildings.

.How little wp who live at home at 
ease know of tliq glories, in the way of 
palaces and temples, of India. How 
different , from all our preconceived 
ideas do we find the reality. Thus I 
mused as the Nizam slowly walked away, 
leaving me with à most peculiar and un
professional duty to undertake, aè I 
shall now" try and explain.

I was surrounded by all the notabili
ties of the court, aft quizzing me, I 
fully believed, but all as courteous as 
only Moslem gentlemen cun be, Salar 
Jung, a very tall young man, of thought
ful and intellectual countenance and 
graceful manners, and Syed'Aliz, Di
rector of- Publie Instructions to the 
States, who, besides talking English 
with fluent aocuracy, and the Hindustani 
of the Deccan, is proficient in Persiani 
Arabic and Muratili.gs well as Sanscrit, 
between then? explained that His High
ness had lost a rara and magnificent dia
mond from ihe hilt of his scimitar, 
some famous.stone handed down from— 
well, whether he.said 1‘Vecwchaisravai, 
the Divine Stallion,” or something or 
somebody else, I could not catch; at all 
evento it was evidently highly prized. 
Could I by any means find the thief? or, 
if not stolen; could I find where it lay 
perdu? Weil) (phis was a poser forme. 
“Give me twelvq Jjdurs in this palace,” 
said I, “and I will see what can be 
done.” •

I was made right royalty welcome; 
enjoyèd a banquet, in a private room, 
served upon golfi. • I remember the 
cooking being, q(litq European, except 
for thè profusion of the pHlans and cur
ries, tn which the Mogul chef of the 
palace excels any rival, I doubt much 
if the genius of ■ SSyer, of Francatelli, 
and of 'Baron 'Brasse, all combined, 
could have- conéocted such an appetiz
ing, highly-flavèYçd-.repaBt. I had carte 
blanche to do things, I suppose, no other 
Enropean ever diq ûiere. I set my wits 
to work, inquired here, inquired there, 
and still could see fio way of solving the 
problem. . , . . .

Poor .old ,Tliuçydides would have 
been shocked had ho lived in Hydera
bad to-day, as 'èvéryonè seems to 'be' 
armed to thôÿtëpth’î çven in the palace 
It was the same, jpbea he not sày, in his 
First Book, thÜv'io civilized citizens' 
should carry itton?? If the Nizam had 
taken the sage’s ral&vlWrtliwjwdUld hot 
have occurred. ¿Welk I won't carry 
iron; but brass instead,” I said to my
self. An ideû had ,struck me: arms are 
never carried' in the présence ol ladiès 
of thé court here, so it must have been 
when outside those sacred precincts the 
stone was lost, . ’

I sauntered'to that entrance and found 
it guarded by a black-faced Sidie, whilst 
a Rohilla, with bluecaftan and blunder
buss, lounged close by. Eight -men 
formed the guard pi; that particular part 
of the palace, and .they had not beqn 
changed since the stone had been lost, 
and had all been searched and thor
oughly examined when the loss was dis
covered, as Here the Nizam was in the 
habit of throwing off any superfluous ar
tide he might have on his person, de
positing the same in an alcove near by. 
I minutely examined the pesh-khais 
and those littlè villainous knives named 
bichwas, or “scorpions,” to see if their 
points had been broken by unsetting 
the missing diamond; also each sher- 
bucha, or.“tiger'schild,” andsaf shikan, 
or “llne-swedper,’’ as they call their 
wretched bluhderpuss, to see if it might 
not be concealed therein—all to no pur
pose! r

At last a happy thought inspired me: 
I got the ministers and other officials to 
witness this, my‘last test, trusting to 
the chapter, of accidents to pull me 
through. At the bottom of the staircase 
were drawn up â body of well-mounted, 
short and square Arabic troopers, with 
drawn sabres and silver-bound match
locks, which they advanced as His 
Highness and hispourtiers came toward 
where I was standing, shaded by the 
royal colpr, or flag of Hyderabad, which 
is yellow, with a circular disc in its mid
dle (if I remember rightly), a sort of 
Kulteha. " ■

"And now. Dr. Holden, let us see 
what we shall, see,”'graciously remarked 
the Nizam. Î bowed and they eat about 
on cushions oftollk/and gold, or carved 
alabaster benches.' ■ .

It is a scientific- fact, of which the 
reader may not possibly be aware, that 
fear and anxiety diminish the digestion 
of anyone, and stop.tho secrétion of the 
gastrio juice. This "fact I Had often 
heard of ’befprej'anfi now determined to 
put it to the teSt . .

• And whàt, a sçéuè presented itself! 
What color, what.(éïtectl How weH it 
would . look,. -I thought, on one of our. 
metropolitan théatérs.'. In the distance, 
peering ' througf ltbe gates, was the 
block-faced Sidlfe, thé Rohilla, with blue 
caftan and’ blunderbuss; the Pathan, 
the Afghan, dirty arid long-haiyed; the 
Rajpoot, with lus‘ shield of oiled and 
polished hide; Persians, Bokhara meh, 
Turks, Mahraitâs, Madrasess, Parsees 
and others. -

The suspected ones were marched up 
and appealed teine to show inore servil
ity than ope notices even in thè effete 
courts of Europe; They seemed to have 
a weakness ‘¿to crook the pregn/.nt 
hinges of the knee” with a vengeance. 
I procured eight brass dishes, each con
taining a few, .hàndfüls of dry ricè, and 
had-tbe eight " gnards placed in front of- 
me. Being a mesmerist, I saw, at once, 
I had them-tinder, my control entirely. 
But that would have been no use.in de
tecting crto^yóu .sày.-- True, it would 
not, but I wdàkoing to apply thè simpler 
test, but combined with thè magnetic 

■ force or.-wilLpower; • ■ • .
. Putting 6n Cato-like sternness . I 
looked into’^aeh min’s eyes, and never’ 
saw such mhflinching, dare-devil- sub
jects. Ttfe .Interpreter was thèn callè'd 
for, and was told to explain .to these 
eight men, .that I, Dr. Holden, mesmer
ist to the Quèen-Empress, was possessed 
of supernatural power, and could read 
men’s thoughts. ■, ' . . .

“Let èaeh man take a handful of rice 
and chew it.'spitting it onto the plate he 
holds in his hand, when told to do so,”

They did as requested, without a mus
cle moving. ; Now, somehow or another, 
I felt the guilty man was among these 
eight, and possibly I put forth will
power to a greater extent-than I should 
have done had I not suspected one of 
them. . . .

“If the guilty man-is among you, he 
cannot chew his rice,” I said, looking 
them well in the face. “Spit out on 
your plates what you have in your 
mouths,” I said. They did so, and there, 
sure enough, was one dry mouthful. 
Placing my face against tnat man’s, I 
glared at him and accused him of the 
theft. T wqs right; he confessed his 
crime and showed us where the con
cealed stpne was.

As a lady was mixed up in this affair, 
and as these lines may very possibly 
reach Hyderabad, It might be consid
ered, possibly, a breach of confidence if 
I said any more on this strange subject. 
The president, Mr. Cordery, will under
stand my motives for so doing, I have no 
doubt. Amongst the presents inade me 
Is one I shall ever revere. It was a 
magnificent abbassis, a sort of Persian 
rapier, on which was engraved the 
Gayatri, or “Sacred Verse” of the 
Brahmins.

Hypnotism as an anmsthetic in thera
peutics and siirgery is not wholly a rec
ognized substitute for chemical aids, 
though employed in rare cases. A strik
ing example of the efficiency of hypno
tism as an adjunct to surgical science 
was demonstrated within the past few 
days at the Johns Hopkins Hospital. 
The case—a difficult one of long stand
ing and obscure symptoms—was that of 
a young lady into whose side an incision । 
was made and a diseased kidney was 
trreated. The incision was then sewed 
up and she is now recovering, suffering 
no pain or inconvenience whatever. 
This difficult and painful as well as dan
gerous operation was done while the pa
tient was under hypnotic suggestion. 
The patient was in" the hypnotic stale 
for about half an hour, and when seen at 
the hospital yesterday was delighted 
with the success of the experiment, de
claring that she felt no pain or con
sciousness whatever when the operation 
was in progress, save that she had a 
confused and not unpleasant impression 
that some one stood by her side and was 
cutting paper with a pair of scissors. 
After consciousness had returned she 
said She felt the natural pain consequent 
to any surgical operation dpne while un
der ordlnany anesthetics.. Hypnosis, in 

• her case, was limited only to the time it 
required, for the operation. It is, how
ever/ possible to continue the sugges; 
tion jintil the patient is out of pain.
Thé general impression that hysterical 

persons are those chiefly amenable to 
hypnotism is now regarded as'an errone
ous idea. Dr. J. J. Bramwell of London, 
states that he has succeeded in hyp
notizing 88 per cent, of both sexes, of 
varying ages and social position. The 
investigation of the second internation
al congress of experimental psychol
ogy admitted the . therapeutic ad
vantage derived from hypnotic sugges
tion, and the recognition of the im
portant fact that susceptibility to hyp
notic control is not itself an indication 
of hysteria or of any morbid condition in 
the subject.

The young lady who was the subject 
at the Hopkins hospital is of an un
usually bright and intellectual nature, 
though she has suffered severe physical 
pain for years. She possessses that fine, 
sensitive temperament belonging to a 
relined organization. The recent reve
lations made in the practice of hypnot
ism as a- curative agent by Drs. Bern
heim and Liébault, professors in the 
faculty of medicine at Nancy, France, 
receive an added interestfrom the inter
national congress of hypnotism at the 
Paris exposition. At this congress the 
curious phenomena which have so long 
puzzled the medical world were thor
oughly discussed by some of the most 
eminent scientific and medical authori
ties of France and other countries.

CURE BY SUGGESTION.
Some of the reports made on that oc

casion of the results of the “cure by sug
gestion” as practiced at the Hospital de 
la Pitie and at the Salpetrlere were of 
extreme interest. Dr. Voisin of the 
latter testified that until 1880 it was not 
believed possible to hypnotize Insane 
persons, but in that year he succeeded 
in one case and since that time had been 
successful in ten cases in every hundred, 
and remarkably so in overcoming hallu
cinations, ill-temper and hysteria, the 
outgrowth of insanity. He had also used 
It to good purpose In combating vices, 
abuses of medicine, defects in intelli
gence and neuralgia, and in restraining 
degenerate and vicious children.

Drs. Liébault and Bernheim of Nancy 
told of 414 cases they had experimented 
upon. Of these, 100 were cured, in 98 
there was a noticeable improvement, in 
92 a slight one, and in.only 71 cases were 
there no results. These cases were or
ganic maladies of the nervous system, 

Cnental diseases and neuralgia. Dr. 
Fontan of Toulon and Dr. Jeqg of the 
Hague hqd used it successfully in curing 
the dread of lightning, and Dr. Fort of 
Paris had performed surgical opera
tions upon patients under its influence.

In summing up the results of this con- 
gréss, it may be said that the savants 
who attended it have unquestionably got 
at. the reality which underlies mesmer
ism and animal magnetism, hitherto 
considered as one of the black arts; and 
haye sùcceeded in utilizing and con
trolling it for scientific purposes with a 
remarkablè degree of success. It is not 
without its dangers, however, for in the 
hands of unprincipled or unscientific 
persons it may be used to accomplish 

.criminal purposes and may create 
mental and moral conditions’leading di
rectly to vicious habits ànd the commis- 
sien of crime. Scores of well-established 
incidents of this tendency are on record 
in the criminal annals. The congress 

, recognized this danger and "passed the 
following important resolutions:

1 . That all public exhibitionsof mag
netism and hypnotism ought to be pro
hibited "by the authorities in the interest 
of public health and morals.

2 ." That the exercise of hypnotism as 
a curative agent ought to be regulated 
by the. laws, governing the' practice of 
medicine.- ■■ :> • ■ .

3; That it is desirable that the study 
of,"hypnotism and its application should 
be introduced into the teaching of medi
cal science:.and that considering thodis-

astrous influences exercised in prisons 
by criminals upon hysterical prisoners 
the congress recommends that hysterical 
delinquents in prisons be placed under - 
the control of the physician.
' The conclusions of the congress were 
thus stated: It is an .experimental sci
ence whose forward march is inevitable. 
The results thus far obtained are often 
inexplicable and seem to be miraculous, 
but they cannot be denied, their conse
quences must be accepted, and the world 
must remember that so miraculous ap
peared all discoveries at first hearing. 
That hypnotism reposes on the incon
testable Influence of mind over matter; 
that the hypnotic state is created by 
suggestion, and that a hypnotizer suc
ceeds; in subduing his patient by per
sonal sagacity and physical observation 
of the fact that every cerebral cell influ
enced by an idea tends to realize that 
idea by starting the nervous fibres cor
responding to its realization. The idea 
then becomes an get.

The character of the eminent practi
tioners engaged in experimenting with 
this new application . of an old theory 
well known to students of psychology, 
and the remarkable results thus far at
tained, will call geueral attention to the 
new science of cure by suggestion, and 
its future development will be watched 
with great interest. There are more 
things in heaven and earth than are 
dreamt of in our philosophy, and this 
appears to be one of them. It is a new 
and as'yet an experimental science, but 
its slow, steady and unsensational 
grqWth is in its favor.

r HYPNOTIG SUGGESTION AND CRIME.
A great.deal has been written about 

hypnotism and crime, but those who 
have made hypnotic suggestion a study, 
as the late Dr. Charcot did, know that 
the difficulties of hypnotic subjects as 
instruments for the commission of actual 
crimes are much greater than is com- 

1 monly supposed. In the first place, all 
subjects are not equally available for 

' such experiments. Some absolutely re
fuse to obey. They will ask the opera

, tor why he wants the crime committed, 
and give reasons for refusing to commit 
it. This resistance to suggestion is a 

' difficulty with which criminals would 
, have to contend at the outset. It re
’ quires several hypnotizing seances to 

§ut the subject into a somnambulic state 
eep enough to warrant the expectation 

\ that a suggestion to murder, for .in- 
¡ stance, will be accepted. The training

• is more difficult and the tit subjects are 
; fewer than most writers op the subject 

represent. “Bo then we have these 
’•^points to take into account: fewness of 

• the subjects, time -and labor spent in 
; their training and possible resistance to 

suggestion.” Dr. Charcot thinks that 
“an unconscious automaton controlled, 
by all the caprices of a fixed idqa,”

• wnOse victim must be at the stated place 
! at the stated hour, or an attack of bab

bling mania or acute delirium may be 
the ending of the matter, with danger 
to the magnetizer, is not the person to 
select to commit murder.

“.What is it that the criminal desires 
above everything? To escape punish
ment for his crime. Can he imagine 
that he will make sure his revenge and 
conceal himself from prosecution by 
putting a weapon in the hand of a luna

' tic somnambule? A moment’s reflection 
shows that in the matter of criminal 
suggestions there is a wide interval be
tween theory and practice. In this utter 
lack of real crimes attributable to som
námbulos, the theorists of criminal sug
gestion entrench themselves behind the 
papers, contracts, deeds of gift, etc., 
that somnambules may fraudulently be 
made to sign a check, or a receipt for 
goods, is it to be supposed that the 
signer on awakening will part with his 
property and utter no word of protest? 
In the first place, having, as always 
happens in such cases, lost all memory 
of what took place in somnambulism, he 
will ask himself how it came about that 
he should sign such a paper. From that 
question to the explanation is but a step: 
and should an investigation be made, it 
must bring confusion to the holder of 
the check or receipt.”

Criminal suggestion Dr. Charcot rele
gates to the lowest place as regards the 
commission of crime with the aid of 
hypnotism. The accounts published in 
the newspapers on this subject, from 
time to time, when Investigated are al
ways found to be exaggerated and dis
torted.

CONGREGATIONS ARE HYPNOTIZED.
A writer in the Pittsburg Dispatoh 

says: “I have a scientific explanation 
of the somnolence which overtakes peo
ple in church. I used to think that it 
was the dullness of the sermon which 
provoked the sleep of the congregation. 
One remembers the actor who gave a 
private reading of his play to a company 
of his friends, and when he was done 
asked their opinion. At last, when one 
began to speak, the playwright inter
rupted: ‘You can have no opinion—you 
were asleep.’ ‘Ahl’ replied the critic, 
‘do you not know that sleep is an opin
ion?’ And sleep is certainly an opinion, 
and not an especially flattering one.

“But it may not mean that the sermon 
is really dull. I have seen people sleep 
In cbtrrch under all manner o'f clrcum- 
stances, and In the hearing of the most 
admirable preachers, preaching the 
most eloquent sermons. I saw a man 
asleep when Mr. Spurgeon preached. 
Mr. Moody has more than once called 
out to have a window opened to wake up 
«somnolent member of his audience. 
Canon Knox-Little is accounted a 
preacher of more than usual earnestness 
arid power, yet I remember once, in 
Worcester, seeing a minister clad in 
surplice and stole, and seated in the 
chancel, go straight asleep while the 
canon preached, disregarding the eyes 
of the congregation. And once, when 
Mr. Gore deflyared a sermon, in that 
great abbey where he is now canon, 
peoole whosatin my neighborhood went 
to sleep in shoals. <

“Now, my theory is that most times 
when the congregation sleeps during the 
sermon, they are simply, hypnotized. 
For consider the. situation. Most of the 
eonditions which, the hypnotist desires 
are present. There is "a dim and sub
dued light in the room; the atmosphere 
.is somewhat close, the temperature is 
high; somewhere behind the speaker, 
in a position which compels the eyes of 
the congregation, is a jet'of gas or a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3.

HELPFUL HINTS.
Spiritual Significance and 

Use of Colors in Dress.

Useñil Suggestions by L.W. Van 
Dyke.

I have recently attended a number of - 
Spiritualist meetings, and I notice that ' 
most of the ladies, and in many cased' 
the mediums, all dress in black or some 
other dark, dead color. It seems strange 
that people as intelligent as most Spir
itualists are will persist in wearing 
black, the symbol of death, darkness 
and disease, thus attracting bad vibra
tions to them; while they are teaching 
the philosophy of truth, light, iminor* ? 
tality and gladness, -

Now, if we would be consistent, why 
not wear light colors—the symbols of 
purity; love and light, and be consistent 
in our lives and actions as well as in our 
teachings? - -

Liye lives of light, and proclaim to 
the world by our acts that Spiritualism 
is something to be lived—is something 
more than getting messages from the 
so-called dead.

If Spiritualism teaches us the laws of
life, let us live pure, clean lives, trying 
to evolve a perfect spirit for life in thé 
realms to come, and become shining ex
amples for our neighbors to 
after.

Dress so that your clothes 
weigh you down, and are not 
that you cannot breathe a full 

pattern 
■

do not 
so tight

. ----------------  breathj
but so that every' movement of the body 
is made with ease. Dress for comfort
and health, not for style or looks, or ■ ’> 
what others may say.

Live a natural, unrestricted life, if ? 
you would have health, and grow. You 
cannot think clearly if your “under* J 
standing” is cramped with tight shoes, 
Practice deop breathing daily, also fill* 
ing the lungs with air and holding it J 
awhile, exhaling slowly through the 
nostrils; you will thus vibrate all the 
.inner muscles, producing strength and 
health. ;

Seek to overcome all unnatural ddslras 
and appetites, and be temperate in alj 
things. Practice concentration, over I 
seeking to bring the mind under control i
of the will, and let the will and desires i
bo guided by the higher self. .

Bathe frequently. Let not • trifles : I
trouble you, and worry not. Worry does 
no good, but produces sickness and pro- I 
mature wrinkles. Anything that you " I 
can help, do so. Anything that you can- । 
not help, worry will not help. ■

Cultivate a calm, meditative state of I 
mind. Keep your mind passive to I 
thoughts from the higher realms, but d 
keep your will positive to all lower coni * 1 
ditions, seen and unseen and let all 
your decisions bo firm. Let your ‘¡I ■ l 
will" and “will not” mean just that add 'i 
nothing more. When a decision is made, : : 
let it stand and dismiss the subject from, i 
your mind. .

Study yourself, and seek self-improve* I 
ment In body, soul, mind and spirit. 
Practice self-reliance, and learn to 
stand alone, seeking guidance from the ■ :• 
inner self.

Study nature and her workings. How -i 
beautifully she evolves all things from • ;! 
within! Think over each day’s trials 
and experiences, and look for profit by' -c 
tbe lessons taught; then dismiss the ■ 
things passed. Study well and do your 
best the things of to-day. Yesterday I 
has gone and cannot be recalled. To
day is here, and requires all your time 
to do your best. To-morrow has not yet " 
come, so does not call for aetlon. Ever 
remember that we need all of our oxpe- " 
rienees, or we would not have them; sq • .: 
profit by each lesson, that it need not be - 
repeated. ■ < •

Study well the problems of life, and ■ 
live up to your highest conception of a ’’ 
perfect life, and your reward will be •/ 
ample. .

In conclusion I present the following 
poem on “Immortality,” by Ella Wheel- ' ' 
er Wilcox: - •
Immortal life is something to be earned 
By slow self-conquest, comradeship with ' " 

pain, ■?■-.
And patient seeking after higher truths. •'. 
We cannot follow our own wayward • 

wills,
And feed our baser appetites, and give'' 
Loose rein to foolish tempers year on ■ 

year, . :
And then cry, “Lord forgive me, 1 be-' 

Heve,” ;
And straightway bathe in glory. Men s 

must learn
God’s system is too grand a thing for 

that. ' ■
The spark divine dwells in our souls, v 

and we
Can fan it to a steady flame of light, 
Whose lustre gilds the pathway to the ’ .<•■ 

tomb, -
And shines on through eternity, or else • "v? 
Neglect it till it glimmers down to’ 

death,
And leaves us but the darkness of the ■ < 

grave. - • -r
Each conquered passion feeds the living .;i 

flame:
Each, well-borne sorrow is a step to- : i 

wards God;
Faith cannot rescue and no blood re- ■ 

deem : ?
The soul that will not reason and re- :< 

solve. ' '
Lean on thyself, yet prop thyself with ' /• 

prayer. ' ' -
All hope is prayer; who calls it hope no .?■' 

more, : c
Sends prayer foot-sore forth over weary - -■ 

wastes, : •
While he who calls it prayer gives ■' 

wings to hope, ' ■ » .
And there are spirits, messengers of 
- love, : ■ . .

Who come at, call and fortify eur.
■ ‘ strength; ■ ■

Make friends with them, and with thine ;
' inh'erself;

Cast out all envy, bitterness and hate;
And keep the mind's fair tabernacle '

’ pure.
Shake hands with Pain, give greeting .

unto Grief, . ■ ■ ■ : .r
Those angels i« disguise, and thy glad ’’’ 

’ soul, ■ : ’ ■ ■ i?
From height to height, from star to “ 

shining star,. . • • ■ .
Shall climb and claim blest immortal- ‘ 

tty. —.. .. vy
L. W. VanDyke,

■*r



ERIGftN PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

A GRAVEYARD GHOST.

T.

Drowned, as His Father 
Foretold.

He Is After the Editor, Ciergy- 
• men,

He Is Now On the War 
path.

And Supreme Officers of the Or- 
dor.

^SECRETARY OF N. S. A.

A PAPER PUBLISHED IN WASHINGTON, 
D. C., TO PROMOTE THE AMERICAN 
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION, ALLOWS 
A ¿LERGYMAN IN ITS COLUMNS TO 
ATTACK SOME ILLUSTRIOUS PATRI
OTS—THE SUPREME SECRETARY, W. J, 
PALMER, INTERVIEWED, AND HE SAYS 
THA'C THE A. P. A. MUST AND SHALL 
BE PROMOTED AS A PURELY NONSEC
TARIAN ORDER —SOME IMPORTANT 
MATTERS FOR THE MEMBERS OP THE 
A. P. A. TO CONSIDER, OFFICERS GF 
THE SUPREME COUNCIL, EDITOR OF 
THE REPUBLIC, AND BROTHERS OF 
THE ORDER, AND REV-. BRIDGMAN.

VIEWS OF REV. C. BRIDGMAN.
Hume predicted tbe downfall of Chris

tianity in the nineteenth century. He 
is dead. He died a fearful death of an
guish and remorse, and would not be 
left alone a moment: In the self-same 
room in which he died it is said that 
afterwards a company of gentlemen met 
to form a Bible society. ■

Gibbon is dead; and the estate which 
he was enabled to purchase in Switzer
land with th,e proceeds of that work in 
which he gives vent to hie enmity to 
Christianity has since been in the pos
session of one very active and efficient 
In spreading the Gospel.

Voltaire boasted that üiough it had 
taken twelve men to plant Christianity, 
ono could root it out. He is dead, too; 
he died in great remorse, after signing 
a i'oeantation'of all he had writtenf.fHe 
pleaded, “O Christ! O Lord Jésus; ! 
must die abandoned of God and of men.” 
And his nurse testified that for all the 
wealth of Europe she would never see 
another infidel die. The printing-press 
which he used for printing his infamous 
attacks upon Christianity, which he 
boasted would give a deathblow to it, 
has since been used for printing Bibles 
in Geneva.

Tom Paine thought he had “cut down 
every tree In Paradiso.” He is dead; 
and in his dying confession said: “Until 
this moment I have believed there was 
neither a God nor a hell: now I know 
and feel there are both, and I am 
doomed to perdition by the just judg
ment of the Almighty.” In the room at 
Bordentown, N. J., where he wrote his 
“Agé of Reason," was afterward organ
ized the Presbyterian church of that 
place.

Theodore Parker thought he would 
demolish orthodoxy to its foundations. 
He is dead; and never have the orthodox 
branches of the Church been more ag
gressive and made prouder conquests 
for Qhrlst than since nis death.

It has recently been put in print that 
the old headquarters of the Militant 
Atheists of London .have become the 
barracks of the Salvation Army.

One of these days Col. Ingersoll will 
die: but God will still live, and his truth 
will go marching on. They are dead 
which sought the life of his son; but no 
weapon formed against him shall pros
per.
And right is right, since God is God;

- And right the day must win.
'Truth crushed to earth shall rise again; 

The eternal years of God are hers;
But error, wounded, writhes with pain, 

Andfliesamid his worshipers.
—The Republic, Washington, D. C.

neSB after death; a man whose religious 
creed was: “Tho world my home, and to 
do good my religion;" who, before the 
flickering light of the camp fire, penned 
those world-renowned essays, “The 
Crisis,” which, when read by the mem
bers of Washington’s shivering army, 
inspired them, though worn out and 
half-starved, to go forth to battle for 
victory, and finally to win. _

Palsied be the tongue that would de
fame this illustrious patriot, thehand 
that would pen words of bigoted infamy.

Thousands of American citizens as 
loyal as have ever lived will sustain no 
society or paper that will endorse this 
nefarious business.

The original American protective 
idea was, or should have been:

I pledge allegiance to my flag,
And though the church be vexed, 

My country always shall be first—
And iny religion next. .

Accord religious freedom to all, and 
expect Unitarian Christiahs to support 
your association, when the journals that 
represent you are hurling denunciation 
at the beloved saint, Theodore Parker.

Theodore Parker, in the’ days that 
tried men’s souls, thundered denuncia
tion against the then great curse of this 
country—human slavery—when evan
gelical priests in turn denounced him, 
and defended it as a divine institution 
endorsed by the Bible; Theodore Park
er, so humble and child-like, the love of 
God ever shining through him, illumi
nating the souls of others, and causing 
them to live lives of purity and good
ness; Theodore Parker, whoso pure 
spirit went out into the great beyond re
joicing that he had so lived in touch with 
the Great Spirit as to aid and bless hu
manity, and leave the world better than 
he found it, ' '

The members of the American' Pro
tective Association must stop this de
famation of honored and beloved patri
ots, whose shoes we of to-day are hot 
Worthy to unloose, or it! will soon be a 
society of the past and,- the bats aud owls 
shall sing its requiem; - ' ' •' '< ■

Read the pages of history! Learn 
therefrom that the ’infidelity, sò-càllèd, 
of to-day will become the religion of 
the future, and the stonò the evangeli
cal builders rejected may'become the 
head of the corner. • ’ ’

Since writing the above, T have in
terviewed the .Supreme Secrótàiy and 
was pleased to find that he yvould gladly 
join with mo in protesting against the 
publication of such articles as Rev. 
Bridgman’s, as American Protective As
sociation sentiments. Furthermore! he 
said, “that the American Protective As
sociation must and shall be sùstàitièd as 
an American nonseetariairinstitution.”

The Supreme Secretary ’is a'member 
of the Episcopal church.' I honor and 
respect him as such. I believe him to 
be a true member of the Order, an 
American patriot first, and an Episcopal 
afterward. ' .

Francis B. Woodbury,
Secretary N. 8! A.

600 Penn. Ave. S. E., Wàshington, D. O.

—-w-  ------ ------ .... " "■rrrr
regard f«r the honest political convic
tions of others. . .

This is a brief statement of the ethics 
of the American Protective AshociatioR. 
Anything more or less than these when 
published are but the opinions of the 
author, and must uot be confounded 
with the fundamental principles of. the 
Order. „

The Order has no official organ.
You are at liberty to make what use 

of this letter you may see fit.
W. J. Palmer, Sup. Sec.

Washington, D. C.

To the Editor:—! desire, in my own 
behalf, and in behalf of thousands of 
members of the American ■ Protective ; 
Association, to call attention to the1 
dangerous position the institution is be
ing placed in by fanatics, The Ameri
can Protective Association was organ
ized for the promulgation of patriotism. 
Is the institution being conducted in the 
interests of patriotism or in the inter
ests of the evangelical priest and 
church? Is the press, that claims to 
represent the American Protective As
sociation, promoting patriotism, or the 
interests of the evangelical church, of 
which only a portion of its members are 
also members?

■: Supreme Chaplain Gotwald says, in a 
recent issue of The Republic:

. “The American Protective Associa
tion is an aggregation and federation of 
various patriotic orders in the country, 
under a now name, and strengthened by 
thé addition of thousands who do not be
long' to any other organization, whose 
aim and objects are to save America to 
Americans, native born and naturalized 
by educational and moral agencies, and 
who accord the freedom of religious be
lief to all, without restriction or limita
tion, but demand loyalty to one flag and 
that flag the Stars and Stripes, and to one 
government, the government of the 
U. S. A. .

On the opposite page of the same is
sue, of the same paper, appears an arti
cle from the pen of Key. Bridgman, an 
article that is causing much discussion

William Johnstone Palmer—Sir: 
—Letter at hand this forenoon from Mr. 
Maouen of the Liberty (?) Publishisng 
Co., in which he states that he would 
publish a letter from me in reply to 
Rev. Dr. Bridgman, but he cannot do so 
as you object to being quoted as I 
quoted you. I sincerely thought' I 
quoted your views correctly.

I do not wish to be unjust to you or 
the order you represent, but this article 
is about to go out to thousands of read
ers, aud, therefore, I should like to have 
you briefly put on paper your views and 
exactly the true position the supreme 
officers are going to take on these mat
ters. These outrageous slanders and 
positive untruths, though from the pen 
of a representative of the church, are to 
be refuted, and if the paper that pub
lished them will not do it, and thus 
reach the persons who read Dr. Bridg
man’s article, then the public shall 
know in regard to it. The Liberty (?) 
Publishing Co. had better change -its 
name, and the American Protective 

, Association keep in the middle of the 
road as a nou-sectarian institution. It 
shall not masquerade as non-sectarian 
for dollars, and after it secures them be 
run on the orthodox sidetrack with a 
Protestant priest as an engineer.

Fraternally, -
Francis B. Woodbury.

The citizens of the quiet little ham
let of North Liberty, Ohio, are 
greatly worked up over ghostly maar 
ifestatious. ■ For several months’past 
strange sfóries have come from there 
about unearthly noises in the little 
graveyard at the edge of town. A 
number have said they saw what 
seemed to be a huge ball of fire 
flitting about from grave to grave. ■

Few people can now be prevailed 
on to pass the place after dark.

The most intelligent account of 
what is to be seen there comes from 
Maurice Hudson, a farmer. Hudson 
relates that on his way home, on last 
Wednesday night, while passing the 
cemetery his attention was attracted 
by a peculiar noise, and on : glancing 
in the direction of the graveyard he 
was almost paralyzed by the sight 
which met his gaze. ..

Standing.over one of the graves was 
the ’burly form of a negro with out
stretched arms and open hands, The 
body was headless, that is, so far as 
tho head being- connected with the 
body. ■ Hudson ' sayS from the neck 
there spurted upward a conical stream 
of bloo{l to the height of five or six 
feet, where it was probably two feet 
in diameter. .

Hanging on the top of this stream 
of blood, and bouncing about'in’every 
conceivable position, was the head òf 
the apparition. , ?'

After spending its force on the 
head the .blood descended over and 
around the form in a spray. - Bown 
the palms of the outstretched hands 
of the figure there seemed to. spurt a 
thousand living streams, so that the 
apparition presented (he appearance 
of a small gardèn fountain. v •

Hudson says he was roo,ted to thè 
spot for fully five minutes, and that 
when he did finally make à step the 
wonderful picture began to gradually 
fade from view, and tho soft, pale 
light which had surrounded the scene 
for a radius of fifty feet grew dimmer, 
and dimmer.

In the meantime the head had be
gun to glow with a bright light, and 
by the time the body had faded from 
view it had become brilliantly illum
inated, and, together with a trail Of 
fire ten feet in length, took its flight 
in a westerly direction, resembling a 
comet, and after a distance of prob
ably five hundred yards fell to thè 
ground. ' ' ’

An investigation the.next morning 
revealed the fact that the grave over 
which the apparition had appeared 
was that of Roscoe Parker, the young 
colored fiend who so cruelly mur
dered the aged Rhine couple near 
Winchester, and who, in January, 
1894, was taken from the county jail 
by a mob and hanged near North Lib-

bv members of the order.
‘He demeans his position as a clergy

man by wallowing in dirt and filth, and 
proves himself a coward by throwing 
mud at those who have passed, into the 
life beyond the grave.

Afraid to attack live men, he attempts 
to smirch tho honored memory of some 
of this nation’s illustrious sons, and hon
ored men-of other nations. .

When many of the people I represent 
in Washington joined the American 
Protective Association, when many 
Unitarians, Universalists, and Free 
Religionists, and other liberal . people 
affiliated themselves with this institu
tion, it was represented to foster Amer
ican principles. They were not informed 
that it was a purely evangelical, ortho
dox institution, or that it was to be con
ducted as a great side show to thé evan-
gelical church.

. . Recently they have ascertained, much 
4 to their chagrin, that north, south, east 
T' and west, a certain class of enthusiastic 
U’ bigots, and a class of Protestant priests,' 
L of the “more holy than thou” kind, de

; sire to own and control the American
Protective Association. .Gentlemen of 

" the Supreme Council, editor of the He- 
public, we are rapidlv approaching the 
parting of the ways; there is going to be 
trouble all over the country, unless the 
managers of this .Association, and the 
press, that officially or unofficially rep
resents it, shall stick to the original 
text aud promote it as a purely Amer- 
lean-institution—not in the interests of 
the evangelical church, or any other 
church, the time having come to say to 
r11 priests: “Hands off, the liberties of 
|he people, and do not attempt to influ- 
Anae legislation in the interests of any 
church, for the Church and State must 
tot in any way be United.” American 

; Protective Association, organized to fos- 
Hr and protect liberty and patriotism; 

Zp And then its journals denounce such men 
’ As Thomas Paine, the author hero of the 

'■’tr-'-'i American Revolution; a man who be
. in one God, and hoped for happi-

Francis B. Woodbury, Esq;, 600 
Pennsylvania avenue, Si E., Washing
ton, D. C.—Dear Sir:—I am in receipt of 
your letter dated August 6, relative to a 
certain article you desired published In 
The Republic, and which Was shown me 
by the editor, Dr. Macune,*to which ar
ticle I made some objections, as I con
sidered my views on the subject dis
cussed had not been fully enough stated.

That the American Protective Asso
ciation is purely a non-sectarian organ
ization is self-evident from a cursory ex
amination of its principles and acquaint
ance with its membership. Its great 
fundamental principle is the “Separa
tion of Church and State,” so to be con
sistent, it could scarcely advocate the 
union of any church with itself.

The Order recognizes the fact that a 
great number of its members are identi
fied with tho various Christian churches; 
it respects them for their conscientious 
belief, and congratulates them on the 
good they accomplish in the world. .It 
also recognizes the worth and sincerity 
of those who are devoted, from deep and 
honest conviction, although not mem
bers of anv Christian church, to that 
noblost of all occupations the search for 
truth.

The day has passed when persecution 
for conscience sake can be tolerated.

True liberty, born of patriotism, con
sists not in each man doing as seems 
good in his own eyes, but in so governing 
our actions that we do not in word .or 
deed encroach on the personal rights of 
our neighbor. One of the most prized 
of these rights is perfect liberty ot con
science.

The ideal of the patriot should be a 
government in which the voice of the 
humblest citizen will have, its due 
weight; a government in which the true 
will of the people isexpressed; a govern
ment conducted in such a manner, that 
the personal liberties of the citizens are 
guaranteed; a government neither of 
the strong nor the weak, neither of the 
wealthy nor of the poor, neither of the 
capitalist nor of the laborer, but of the 
best and noblest ideas of all classes. The 
object sought should be the greatest 
good to the greatest number, the per
petuation of the liberties of, the people, 
the upholding of all institutions estab
lished for this purpose, and the destruc
tion of everything antagonistic thereto.

Enlightenment acquired through edu
cation is the means by which this high 
ideal can be attained, for it is only by 
the cultivation of the intellect that we 
can hope to properly understand and 
fully appreciate these vital problems. 
With this in vieiv the American Pro
tective Association was formed, and the 
energies of the Order are. ever directed 
towards its attainment. .

Our Order must of necessity be non- 
Eeclarian, 'as men of widely diverging 
religious opinions may yet make the 
welfare of their country their first de
sire. It is not'possible for it to tie.par
tisan. as this implies an egotistical be
lief in one's own views, and an titter dis-
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THE FAST.
..Ilf *

It Is Set Forth £6 an Object
Lesson
- —— 

tJ li 
Some Thoughtful Conclu-

stona

A reasonable decree of credence 
should be given evqijy,jplausible state
ment; the advocate &faa theory should 
be given a hearing pif’his subject mat
ter be worthy it will stand'a repetition; 
if not, one audience is enough, and 
the - matter will die a natural death, ■ 
not surviving its initial, appearance. 

. A reasonable doubt will always be 
felt bn the part of conservative minds, 
•and the advocate must prepare himsejf 
to meet this evidence of mind, on the 
part of his hearers, and prepare to 
satisfy these “reasonable doubts,” 
these evidences of, the; existence of 
die reasoning faculty on the part of 
him who hears.

; All work along progressive lines’ to
day must partake largely of ■ this char
acter, and all thought, all deducible 
conclusions must be able to meet this 
attitude of infidelity that ,each passing 
day only makes more evident, and the 
time is rapidly approaching, if it is 
not already here, when only such 
statements as can be clearly proven, 
only such conclusions as ban be’traced 
back to bed-rock fact's, will be given 
more than a first healing; and he who 
would'obtain a continued hearing must 
prepare himself to meet just this, 
Then those scorching JireS of ridicule 
and caricature will consume everything 
but the pure gold of eternal truth,

There is no blast ’ bq withering rs 
this modern cannonading of sarcastic 
ridicule, and only the real intrinsic 
truth can stand. Boes not the most 
carefully-wielded fiction become so 
perforated as to be’ only worthless, 
and stand as a' blackened ruin—a 
monument to the ignorant credence of 
those who have placed ..confidence 
without first turning reason’s search
ing light upon the fabric ?• . .

This, in brief, Is the attitude of the 
whole religious world, or soon will be, 
and whatever of creed or dogma is 
voiced must be. continually occupied 
in making a defensive stand against 
the army of crucial fires, that aim to 
reduce the mass of -fwlidt has been cen
turies in aggregating’ to' a sizable 
ball of plausible for no intel
lect can take the wfelfemass of teach-

erty. Not long after this Parker's 
grave one morning gave evidences of 
having been opened and the head of 
•the negro’s body out off and carried 
away. At the time it was concluded 
that the work had been done in the 
interest of some museum, but to this 
day the perpetrators of the deed and 
the'whereabouts of the head have re
mained a mystery.
DROWNED, AS HIS FATHER FORETOLD.

Lester Brakewell, fifteen years of' 
age, son of Samuel Brakewell, Jr., of 
Highwood, I1J., was drowned in Lake 
Michigan while bathing. Two weeks 
ago the father,' who is .a Spiritualist, 
declared he hjid a presentiment that 
two of his three sons were to be 
drowned. One-half of the fear has 
come to pass. The drowning occurred 
off Fort Sheridan.

The boy Lester .was bathing in com
pany with Willie Lighthall, fourteen 
years old. Neither was able to swim 
and they amused themselves by float
ing around on logs. Young Brakewell 
soon found his improvised craft had 
carried him out to a point where the 
water was over his head. He became 
frightened and lost his grasp when he 
perceived he could not touch bottom.

He began floundering about and 
called for help, .but his companion 
was unable to assist him. Lighthall 
ran for aid, but when it arrived young 
Brakewell was not in sight. ..

■ Colonel Crofton, of Fort Slieridaij,. 
ordered the life-saving crew to search 
for the body, but without success.

The drowned boy’s father is a mer
chant and is well known in Highwood. 
The village authorities do not permit 
swimming in the lake at that point

Mr: Brakewell said he was not sur
prised at the drowning. He had been 
wanting his boys constantly for two 
weeks, to be careful. The remaining 
two boys are more or less terror
stricken by the tragedy.

Ghost stories and presentiments like 
the above are crowding the secular 
press—they are becoming more com
mon than ever. A Reader,

Aurora, Ill. ’ • '.

ing that has becomci'inteorporated into 
any creed or religidUs ’feystem extant, 
and swallow entirely'the1 acciimluation, 
if he stops and triefttiP analyze, and 
seeks to dlnd “ths inspired," most 
especially if he will 'ifeason what of 
legitimate consequents might be ex
pected to come fro.nj ¿¿¡belief . In any 
of the systems thtft cpme up for our 
hearing and acceptaèçe'^ each threaten
ing etehial punislinffeptf for the rejec
tion oFany part/of ¿^-teaching.

. We fufiy realize the trend of cir
cumstances, and we really sympathize 
with thé worthy .and honest people 
who are trying to prop up the totter
ing structure of church creeds as they 
have'been handed down from the post 
to the present people, who are ex
pected to take in toto .the whole mass.

We know that there is a decided 
disposition to relegate the whole 
structure religious .„to thg. realm of 
myth or legend, and say, “There are 
some-beauties, some use in each, but 
oh! so much of ugliness! It deforms 
even the deity it is élaimed to emanate 
from, therefore we will not, cannot 
accept.” >

Now, the points-of similarity be
tween the great systeme of religion as 
they now appear to an exalted spec
tator,, are many; and let us see if we 
cannot deduce a few conclusions from 
the whole religiqus phenomena; and 
first let us make a'few very plain de
ductions: . ■ •

The origin, In each case, of the 
system Is mythical, and the account a 
flgqrative or. an entirely imaginative 
One, which, like the boy’s little ball of 
damp snow, only enlarges with each 
turning over, and when a few hundred 
years have rolled along, behold, where 
is the origin? We really could not 
say with any degree Of certainty, only 
we do say that, let any little unusual 
thing happen among the ignorant pop
ulace of any city, or town, and you 
will be very far from knowing what 
actually did happen’if you depend 
upon the “hearsay” of :. even those 
who had their. information, second
hand—much more -certainly than 
when the imagination of an Ignorant 
person is given full rent and there is 
no limit to the credulity of/the hearer.

Did you notice the various news
paper accounts of the maryelous heal
ing'powers of the Hflitcigim^.evangel- 

' '1st Schrader? and did you notice that 
tjie. multitude claiifiing1 to be entirely 
cured ■ dwindled dcJvnJto quite less 
than half a dozen at 10sj?. ;

statement of Um related «happenings? 
Wethiulf not/unless the statements 
harmonized with what you knew would 
be likely to happen.

Such conditions will produce similar 
results, be the age two thousand B. 
or this year of eighteen hundred and 
ninety-six A. D.
— Such effects have been recorded 
since the earliest records of man’s life, 
and his religious nature seems to have 
grasped anything having a super
natural sound to become the nucleus 
of his faith, to which he has added 
each Startling event till the composite 
structure is of doubtful architectural 
beauty.

Thé human mind has been ages 
growing put-of superstition, out of 
bondage to error, out of a bondage .to 
canonized error that has been time- 
encrusted. Ancient error claims pres
tige because of its great age.

Now, w.e believe the time of reason 
is coming. We feel that truth and 
truth only can stand ; now that false 
teaching 4s being proven false, we 
must weigh, to the fraction of a 
weight, the teaching of the ages, and 
gather, if we may,-the priceless gems 
of truth from this accumulation of 
error, to give us light. For our 
further research we must harvest the 
past and protect our treasure, that we 
may be able to go forth in the light 
of luiowledgé. thus gained, to pursue 
our way onward to the conquest 
ahead. ■ • ■ ; ’

We must read and reason, that we 
may gain a mental, discipline in our 
searching that shall help us to1 dig 
deeper’ into the problems of to-day, 
and in the light of our past victories' 
yield ourselves.to the task of winning 
beauty from the great mass of myth, 
.and rescuing truth from its envelope 
of clàj^nd dross that would lïidé its 
beauty and,destroy its usefulness.'

Wo must feel tho conditions under 
which men have so patiently and so 
painfully labored; we must know how 
weary, the way and how many have 
been sacrificed in the battles. Many 
a brave soul has gone down to oblivion 
ip his effort to know truly, while the 
foreiqost ones are just beginning to 
know of the inspiration that it is pos
sible for us each to have, if we live In 
sweçt harmony with our better selves, 
our higher selves, and tune these dis
cordant strings of earthly demands to 
the music of that divine harmony that 
is only just above, ready to lift us out 
of sordid, discordant, sensual life, 
into the sweet melody of a life of 
SOul-purity, of'heavenly harmony, and 
the sympliony played.by angel hands 
upon these well-tuned hearts of ours 
shall fill our whole being with music 
of such sublime cadence that our 
whole nature will blossom into beauty 
and sweetness, in the hope of helping 
our fellow up to stand upon higher 
planes of light, liberty and truth.

■ A Progressive Thinker.

of spirits, and often’ gave expression to 
the faiththat washers. ’

As she fulfilled without faltering ev
ery duty which was hers to do, we feel 
assured that she has passed into perfect 
peace and happiness.
“O spirit, freed from bondage, 

Rejoice, thy work is done!
/The weary world is ’neath thy feet, .
' Thou brighter than the sun!”

TpE Progressive Thinker gives 
me great comfort in these my hours of
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. Now, go into any.tof! the houses of 
the. most zealous3,Of.°faith-cure ad
vocates and listen tg' tl$ir 'account of 
the marvelous cujes, performed by 
their leaders. . Taka thé reports and 
follow the cases, imdj’perSonally Bee 
for yourself what hj& peen done, how, 
why,. Take the patight-^-his surround
ings—and you will always find the 
same conditions —Hgnératice, -super
stitious faith, and imptilsiyeness-^all 
these intensified till the whole 
body becomes as one idea, or the em
bodiment of one thought: “I am 
cured. ” Well, if there should be only 
a form of chronic imaginative disaase, 
it might be, for if the-cause of all the 
trouble has been removed, why will 
not the symptoms disappear? '

Carry these very people: back, say 
two thousand or five thousand years, 
and listen! What'would you not ex
pect to hear? Tell me, my bearer, 
would you vouch for the innate truth
fulness of the narrative? Would yon? 
Leaving out all supernatural happen
ings,' would yon believe , even one

£

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Mrs. Hannah R. Fitch passed to Spirit

life August 8,1896, from her home with 
her sister, Mrs. Lauro V. Burdick, of 
Texas, Kalamazoo Co., Mich., aged 68 
years. ■

Mrs. Fitohi although deprived of 
physical eyesight, still, by the help of 
her Spirit-friends, could see and recog
nize her loved one gone before. Her 
faith in spirit return was turned to posi
tive knowledge through her own medi
umship.

One son, one sister and one brother 
are loft to follow. Brother E. M. 
Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y., spoke 
words of consolation to those who could 
appreciate the beauties of Spiritualism. 
In closing, Mr. Sprague saemed to be 
controlled by the deceased or someone 
speaking for her, thanking her friends 
for their kindness in caring lof her 
physical wants. L. S. Burdick.

Passed to the higher life, June 29, 
1896, from her home in Manchester, 
Delaware Co., Iowa, after a very short 
and almost painless illness, Mrs. Abi
gail C. Crosby, aged 83 years and 10 
months. She had been a Spiritualist 
for more than forty years, and took 
great pleasure in reading The Pro
gressive Thinker, and Banner of 
Light, and sudh spiritual books as she 
could secure. A8 a whe and mother she 
was true, affectionate and kind; as a 
neighbor she was truly a “good Samar
itan.” In her home she was. a model 
housekeeper: she had a place for every
thing and everything in its place. To 
know her was to love her.

She was born in the town of Hawley, 
Franklin Co., Mass., on the 28tn day of 
August, 1813. She and her- husband, 
that was to bei went to the same school 
and graduated in the same class, so that 
their acquaintance with each other may 
account somewhat fbralmost sixty years 
of happy married life.

She had a rational idea of the other 
and higher life. In a communication to 
her husband at a'seance with the Bangs 
Bisters, sho closes by saying: “My ideas 
of heaven are more than realized, and I 
am happy beyond expression to be able 
to return to you after so short a time." 

Theo. Crosby. .

• G. S. Norton passed to Spirlt-lifo on 
thé morning of August. 8, 1896, at his 
home hear Corunna, Mich. Mr. Nor
ton has been à Spiritualist over forty 
years, and has been a truly spiritual 
•man. He had been in poor health fora 
term of years, and the change must 
have been a great relief. The deceased 
was ' 09 years of age, and leaves a wife 
and three children to mourn his loss; 
also a host of friénds. W. P. T.

Passed to the higher life, at 12 o'clock 
ón Wednesday, July 22,1898, Florinda 
C. Harvey, aged .55 years, 8 months and 
14 days.

She was born in Nova Scotia, Novem
ber 8,1840, where she spent the first 
eleven years of her life. In 1851 she re
moved with her parents to Massachu
setts, where they resided until 1857, at 
which time they removed to Kansas, 
where she engaged in teaching school, 
being one of the”earliest teachers in the 
State.

September26,1867, she married James 
M. Harvey. To them were born three 

.children, all of whom have preceded 
’herto the future state.

She was an earnest, ambitious woman, 
a firm believer in and worker for pro
gress; a strong, self-reliant, unselfish 
and, at the same time, a gentle, helpful 
and loving woman. : .

Her husband and three brothers, to
gether with a host of loving friends, are 
left to cherish the memory of this wo
manly woman, while her father, mother 
and three children welcome her to the 
other side. . .

She was a firm believer In the'return

ANGEL WHISPERINGS
For thè Searcher After Truth.

BY EATTTK J. R4T.
All who lore »cnulne poetry, of exrtUent morti 

and iBlrlraal quality, should road this book. Thia 
work Is handsomely bound andji clearly printed ea 
food paper. For sale at thia office* Price IL

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Tbla fine volume well bare been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
In that peculiar Interesting stylo hi which French 
writers excel when they would popularize BclenHilo 
BublecUJ In adaptation to the needa of the general 
reader. Tho author la uot a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super* 
atltion,” etc., etc., In which be manifests the unial 
aulmua of tho "sclcmlilc clais,'1 yrt he ssys agaiui 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism," 
and regards as proved "the fact of communication 
between superhuiunns and the Inhabitants of Earth;” 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There la, to a Spiritualist, u manifest discrepancy In 
theautliora’s Idens, but the well-read mind wl.l readily 
select and arrange tho pros and cous, and out of Lho 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable infonnatlou. The author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price ii.&u. For sale at 
this office. .
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MEDIUMSHIP.
Who Are Mediums, 

What Are Their 
Functions?

and

The Subject Clearly Elucidated 
by Dr. Dean Clarke.

The question "Who are mediums, and 
what is mediumship?’? may be easily an
swered in general terms, but to define it 
in a succinct and explicit manner, so 
that a tyro in physical and spiritual sci
ence can clearly understand the answer, 
is well nigh impossible.

In general terms wo may say that me
diums are connecting links between the 
Spirit-world and human relations: they 
are mail-carriers between the denizens 
of. the spiritual and material spheres of 
human life; they are telegraphic wires, 
or conductors of spirit force and intelli
gence; they arq the mouthpieces, aman
uenses or agents through whom spirits 
communicate to mortals. , ,

Mediumship is the office or function of 
mediums: it is a peculiar physical and 
ueychioal condition thqt enables disem
bodied minds or spirits, to use the medi
um as an instrument for communication; 
or his or her vital forces as means of 
phenorqenal manifestation.

In more explicit language we may .say 
mediums are persons whose physical 
and mental constitution is such that they 
can be mechanically, magnetically and 
psychologically controlled by spirits, or, 
as in the case of physical manifestations, 
whose vital force or nerve aura may be 
used by spirits’as a means of connection 
with grosser matter, whereby they can 
move ponderable substances.

Mediums are persons whose mental 
and vital forces may readily be insu
lated from their bodies, or the organs 
through which they are normally mani
fested, by a process of demagnetizing or 
displacement by the electric force of 
some more positive mind ór minds,' so 
that the extraneous miud may use their 
organism by proxy for its manifesta
tion.

Spirits control media by a process an
alogous to the control of the mind over 
its own body, that is, telegraphically.

Physiologists and psychologists agree 
that the ’brain is the principal seat of 
the mind or embodied spirit; that the 
vital force, called' animal magnetism, 
vital electricity, nerve-fluid, odyle, etc., 
is generated In the brain and ganglionic 
centers of the nervous system by a vital 
chemistry not fully understood; that 
this imponderable element te the con
necting link between mind aqd the body, 
permeating every portion of it through 
the ramification of the nerves, and that 
this force is the direct means of volun
tary and involuntary motion.

Spiritual science teaches that the mind 
acts as a telegraphic operator, sending 
its mandates along the nerves by this 
vital force, acting upon the muscular 
tissue, through that upon the vascular 
and bony systems carrying on the vital 
processes, and producing all the phe
nomena of life, sensation and motion; 

, moreover, that this vital force not only 
permeates the entire human system, but 
is radiated, like heat, from every part of 
it, constituting the “magnetic sphere" 
or "odic halo” seen by clairvoyants sur
rounding every human form; further
more, that when the “magnetic spheres” 

' of two persons blend by the law of chem
ical affinity, there is thus formed a tele
graphic connection between them, and 
the thoughts of one may be transferred 
to the other by the law of mental dy
namics, and thus the more positive mind 
«nay control the other and its organism, 
just as it controls its own body.

This modus operandi by which mind 
acts upon mind while both are embodied 
in human form, is identical with that 
by which spirits control media, namely, 
by will-power they project currents of 
spirit force upon the brain, or the “mag
netic sphere” of the medium, whion 
either blends with, or displaces, the 
vital force of the medium, so that the 
spirit becomes en rapport with the me
dium and mcsmerieally or psychologi
cally controls his or her system in whole 
or in part, as tlie case may be.

In the production of physical manifes
tations it is probable that the chief office 
of the medium is that of a condenser of 
spirit-force, and a conductor of it upon 
the object to be moved.

Whatever the nature of this forco 
—whether electric, magnetic or both— 
it combines with the vital force of the 
medium, which permeates or saturates 
the material substance to be moved, and 
thus a connection is established between 
imponderable force and gross matter 
through which it manifests itself.

Space does not permit of a classifica
tion of mediumship other than into two 
general divisions, mental and physical; 
the former embraces all forms of com
munication through the instrumentality 
of the medium: the latter all manifesta
tions through physical substances with
out the direct agency of the medium's 
mind or body, but by the use of his or 
her “magnetic sphere" or vital emana
tions. '

CONDITIONS OF MEDIUMSHIP.
The same general conditions are req

uisite for all phases of mediumship, 
namely, mental passivity and physical 
quietude. Whatever disturbs the seren
ity of mind, or ease of the medium’s 
body, or the magneto-electric emana
tions therefrom, interferes with the con
trol of spirit power, and hence no arlij- 
trary requirements should be imposed 
upon mediums while sitting for mani
festations, but they should be allowed 
those conditions which the spirits them
selves require, and which mental and 
physical laws render indispensable.

Darkness is more favorable to the pro
duction of physical manifestations than 
light, because the withdrawal of the vi
brations produced by the sun or by fire 
leaves the ethereal elements in a quiet 
or passive condition, so that spirit force 
can operate more perfectly through 
them. This will be understood by those 
who have studied the nature and laws 
of forces that act upon and through 
matter.

Promiscuous circles are not as favor
able for manifestations as small and se
lect ones, because more liable to conflict
ing influence of both a material and 
spiritual character. It is very injuri
ous to mediuips to disturb or break the 
current of influence operating upon 
.them, therefore, the utmost harmony of 
feeling should prevail in circles—all dis
turbing topics should be avoided and a 
genial, fraternal feeling should pervade 
me minds of all, and the communicating 
spirit or spirits should be allowed to 

"Jnish their work and withdraw their in
fluence in a normal way, lest the equi
librium of the vital force of the medium 
be unrestored, and'disease result.

It is not generally beneficial for de
veloped mediums to sit in circles where 
various influences will be thrown upon 

~ ihem; because a commingling of diffor
mi magnetisms thrown upon them is not 
talutary in its effects upon their nervous 
lystems, and sometimes it is actually 
poisonous; moreover, each medium has 
p special band of spirits who act as a 
»attery while one of their number takes 
lirect control, and ofttimes the magnet
ism of those in the body disturbs or ob-, 
«tracts the control; for, as I have already 
«hown, the law of influence and control 
Is the same whether it comes, from 
mortals or spirits. . _ .

Thè effect of spirit influence renders.

media. exceedingly, sensitive-rin fact 
that is one of the essential conditions of 
mediumship—and this renders them very 
easily disturbed by all iuharmony and 
every depressing influence, and often 
they seem wayward, crotchety, erratic 
and unbalanced becauso of peculiar con
ditions incidental to their state; there
fore, they need the fostering cure aud 
sympathy of kind friends who will ten
derly shield them from tho chilling 
blasts of criticism and condemnation 
which the ignorant and uncharitable are 
prono to give them.

Mediumistic conditions are usually 
such as to unlit most mediums for sec
ular pursuits, and those who are conse
crated and qualified by spirits for their 
use ought to be and need to be compen
sated for their. services so as not to be 
harassed by bodily wants aud worldly 
cares, for these distract the sensitive 
mind, aud fatigue the delicate physical 
frame so as to unfit them for the free 
use of spirits. Sullicient bodily exercise 
to promote a good circulation of blood, 
and preserve the normal tone of the 
muscular system, is all that ought to be 
required of these usually overburdened 
public servants. • . , .

Mediumship like every natural gift is 
subject to the law of progress, and is un
folded and perfected by use. It depends 
upoii the physical organization and riot 
upon moral character, yet.the character 
of the mediumship is somewhat modified 
by the character of the medium—the 
higher the unfoldriient of the medium’s 
mind spiritually, the higher the phase 
of mediumship—is the rule.

The capacity of mediuipship-cannot 
transcend the mental capacity ,of the 
medium—the mind of a Webster can be 
fully manifested only through a brain of 
equal caliber. V < , ■ -

In nearly glJ cages; ¿comqiH.nications 
are modified iriore or less'by the men
tality of the mediumA-inspiration, like 
liquids, takes the shape of the vessel that 
contains, it, or of the channel through 
which it flows.

The law of adaptation governs the 
control of media: only such spirits as can 
come en rapportrwlth each medjiim can 
control them. ..

Healing meclia can benefit oply those 
with whose vital force their own will 
blend by “chemical affinity."

Spirits heal’ by restoring the, equilib
rium of the vital forces, using the me
dium as a conductor to the spirit bat
tery.

Spirit control over media is rarely 
-perfeot, and the communications par
take of the imperfections of both the 
medium and the spirit, and should be 
valued for their intrinsic merit chiefly.

. Dean Clarke.

Consolation.
To the Editor:—The subjoined poem 

was written through my hand automati
cally a few years ago, and dedicated to 
my friend, Frank Dygert, of Springville, 
N. Y., at the loss of his wife, and was 
published in the Olive Branch, a spirit
ual paper then published at Utica, N. Y. 
The poem has the merit of being purely 
an inspirational production, and.writ
ten as prompted by the spirit control, 
and at one brief sitting, without a mo
ment’s meditation or the necessity of 
change in meter or expression.

From iny home, where love-light is fall
ing, 

Tender and fair as the fresh flush 
of day, .

Morning and evening ever I’m calling, 
Guiding thy spirit from sorrow away;

Guiding thee up the steps of pro
gression,

Lifting the burthens and cares of the 
day:

Opening thy heart for holy impression, 
Whispering the words I wish you to 

say.
Falling like flower-leaves ripe for the 

fruiting;
Rich with the perfume of May’s gentle 

. breath,
Tender with love's eyes’ gentle repromis- 

ings, " '
Constant I linger through sickness and 

death;
Watching thy hopes and deep aspira

tions
That struggle for form in thy bosom's 

unrest,
Burning and beaming with soul-lit obla

tion,
Brightening thy way with a love that 

is blest;
Strengthening thy soul for the battle of 

duty,
Checking the passions that ever will 

rise,
Pointing away to the flower-land of 

bfeauty,
Where love’s beaming rays illumine 

the skies. ■
Thus from my star-shore often descend

ing,
I tread in the shadows still lingering 

near,
Clasping again with a rapturous blond-

ing
Thy spirit anew with 

cheer.
Thon patiently boar the 

posing
Life’s duties incumbent 

soul,

comfort

burthens

on body

and

im

anó

Ever trusting within those powers re
posing

To gain mee a wealth as time may 
unroll.

Oft I will come when the evening's de
scending,

Veiling old flower-faced Nature in 
dreams,

Come with her song-birds of love unend
ing,

Bathed in the dews of shadowy' 
greens;

Come when life wearies of shadow and 
sun,

Yearningly reaching for something 
more true,

Showing you truly our spirits are one— 
Though born into life, still united to

you. Bishop A. Beals.

HYPNOTISM.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1.

sharp gleam of electricity, into which 
they look as the sermon proceeds; and 
the preacher goes on and on and on in a 
gentle and monotonous voioe, and down 
and up, like a mother’s lullaby; and be
hold, our eyelids are pressed down 
against our will by soft, invisible fingers 
and everything ¡8 deliciously vague and 
far away, and suddenly people stand up 
with an awakening sound about us, and 
the preacher is pronouncing the ascrip
tion at the end of his sermon, during 
whose wise and eloquent paragraphs we 
have humiliatingly slept. This is hyp
notic sleep. And it is the fault not only 
of the preacher, but of the whole con
struction of our ill-ventilated and ab- 
Burdly-lighted churches.” .

Carl Sextus.

- A spirited patriotic song, entitled 
“McKinley, Honart and Honor,” com
posed by G. F. Perkins,- has just been 
published, and is creating quite a stir 
among.the political singers, Tfie price 
is 85 cents a copy, and can be ordered 
through this office. . , .

‘From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry wHl find gems 
of thought in poetic diction ip this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
•1.00. For sale at this office.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

CASSADAGA.
Occurrences of the Fourth 

Week footed.

Woman’s Day, Social Economics, 
Etc.

The fourth week of the Cassadaga as
sembly, just closed, contained more 
marked features of interest than any of 
its predecessors, while the attendance 
increased in corresponding proportion. 
Previous seasons may have witnessed 
larger crowds, but certainly never a 
more earnest, enthusiastic body of peo
ple than are at present located on the 
C. L, F. A. grounds, and as an observant 
little lady remarked, “How superior in 
appearance many of these people are.” 
The fact is, they are, in the main, a 
class of students and advanced thinkers, 
stamped with the unmistakable imprint 
of intellectuality. "

To be a progressive, up-to-date Spir
itualist means to live more on the spirit« 
ual than the physical plane; to accom
plish which elevates the thought, and 
ennobles and spiritualizes the counte-' 
nance. :

During the week, the National Spirit 
ualists’ Association had their day and 
their say, being, through the courtesy 
of the management, given a morning at 
the auditorium. The entire session was 
devoted to arguments in favor of organ
ization and calls for donations. .

Hop. L, V, Moulton and Mrs, Cora L. 
V. Richmond of the National board of 
directors, delivered the principal ad
dresses, -

At Cassadaga, as elsewhere, there is 
a great diversity of opinion as to the 
wisdom of the movement as'at present 
organized.

Nearly all of the older and more ex- 
fierienced Spiritualists are pronounced- 
y opposed to it, believing it a backward 

step, an evidence of decline in intel
lectuality, a something entirely unnec
essary, without which the cause of Spir
itualism will endure and prosper—be
sides a great danger to the cause, in that 
it can and may be used to control Spir
itualism, and worked for selfish pur
poses.

August 6 was “Woman’s Day," 
though, for that matter, all days are 
equally hers at Cassadaga, only on 
these annual occasions she has full 
sway—is then acknowledged supreme 
monarch of all, while the subdued (?) 
men remain in the background, keep si
lent and listen.

The grounds, responsive to the pre
vailing sentiment, assume the festive 
appearance of a royal carnival in their 
gorgeous decorations of yellow bunting, 
floating banners and American flags at 
high mast.

In the morning a symposium was held 
at which an array of leading talent in 
the Spiritualistic world presented their 
views, well condensed; upon woman’s 
suffrage.

At 2:30 p. m. Rev. Anna Shaw, the 
famous advocate of equal suffrage, tem
perance and social reforms, was intro
duced to the waiting multitude that 
packed the spacious auditorium, and 
oblivious of a mercury 94 degress in the 
shade, sat spellbound for the space of 
nearly two hours, while the brilliant 
and witty woman discoursed upon “Wo
man's Suffrage Essential to a True Re
public."

The opening sentences of Miss 
Shaw’s address were in the nature of a 
tender tribute to the memory of Marion 
Skidmore, a well-known trustee of the 
C. L. F. A., and for many years identi
fied with suffrage work, and the inau- 
gurator of this special day at Cassadaga.

Miss Shaw, whose first appearance 
this is at Cassadaga since Mrs. Skid
more's death, said, though she missed 
the bodily presence of the noble-hearted 
woman and grieved to see the vacant 
chair, she believed her liberated spirit 
was present on this occasion, as much 
interested and as anxious to aid in the 
enfranchisement of jier sox as when she 
was environed in the physical—in short, 
she could not imagine the departed one 
happy in some far remote heaven—her 
most perfect heaven would be right here 
at Lily Dale, where her greatest inter
ests were centered.

This sounded like the very quintes
sence of Spiritualism, though coming 
through the orthodox lips of a Meth
odist reverend.

Miss Shaw was fresh from a four 
months’ suffrage campaign through Cal
ifornia, and gave some very interesting 
experiences and facts concerning the 
progress of suffrage sentiment in that 
State.

Under the auspices of the ladies, the 
evening dance was the largest and most 
successful of the season. During the 
wee, small hours the gentlemen were 
escorted, by their fair partners, to the 
Grand, whore a fine collation was 
served by mine host, F. E. Cook.

Hon. L. V. Moulton’s special course of 
lectures on “Social Economies” was 
completed last week. Much regret has 
» .en expressed, by those who attended, 
that larger audiences were not present 
to hear this scholarly gentleman’s very 
able talks upon the living issues of ibe 
day. Mr. Moulton, however, did qot 
offer any solution or remedy for the 
evils manifest in our body politic: in 

¿fact, he is decidedly pessimistic as to 
the future of our government, and the 
condition of the laboring people, so 
much so that depression and gloom o’er- 
clouded the minds and hearts of his 
hearers to such an extent that our hon
orable president, A. Gaston, to dispel 
the seeming nightmare, requested Ly
man C. Howe to take for his Friday af
ternoon topic, “The Future of Our Re
public.” '

Mr. Howe, who is happily optimistic, 
drew a picture of brighter, more hope
ful hue. He said evolution would solve 
all these problems, work out all these 
reforms, according to the growth of the 
world. Ma’n at present wis living up to 
the highest possible; that an era of jus- 
tioe would come, in which peace and 
equity would reign among men, al
though, before the dawning of that day, 
millions of hearts would be pierced with 
sorrow, and perhaps rivers of human 
blood flow. All was according to the 
divine order, and all wrongs would 
eventually be righted.

The address closed with a poem on 
“Mystery,”—such a poem as only Mr. 
Howe oan give.

Saturday afternoon the platform was 
occupied by Rev. S. WeH, an ex-Jewish 
Rabbi, who has outgrown the tenets of 
his fathers And set sail upon the broad, 
broad sea of free thought. His discourse 
was learned and created a profound im
pression. ■

Sunday two bright and shining lights 
scintillated before large audiences. In 
the morning J. Clegg Wright, an intel
lectual giant on the Spiritualistic plat
form,- who -always stirs the people, de
livered a unique discourse, that demon-, 
strated the completeness of spirit con
troL

While Mr. Wright always delights 
his friends, there are those who take 
issue with his radical views, forgetful of 
the jewel consistency, and over-sensitive 
on -small points of personal opinion.

On this occasion Mr. Wright was con
trolled by a spirit purporting to have 
been on earth in Napoleon’s time. At 
times hl$ thought would find expression 
In the idiom of the English Cornishman, 
again rising into the highest and most 
lofty flights of eloquence, the auditori-

um would ring wiiCthe clear-out utter
ances of this glft«Apeaker.

His peroration, in the natu re Of a ben
ediction, breathed'the highest, purest, 
loftiest spiritual thoughts. '

The warm personal friends of Mr. 
Wright consider this address one of the 
ablest efforts ever given on the rostrum.

By way of contrast, Rev. W. W. 
Hicks, in the-afternoon, argued along 
the Bible theological and devotional 
lines that generally characterize the 
graduate from the-orthodox Christian 
religion into Spirl(4ialistic faith.

The weather is ifeteneely warm, with 
frequent thunderstorms, usually coming« 
in the night, but-the interest doesnot 
abate nor the crotfd idiminish. The ho
tels are crowded and cottages well 
filled. ' ’' h

Faith in the future of Cassadaga is 
demonstrated in the private purchases 
of property and leasing of lots for the 
purpose of erecting cottages thereon. 
All is hopeful, all prophetipof peace and 
success to the season’s close. May. the 
fulfillment satisfy, the heart’s desire is 
the fervent wish of Shirley Belle.

THE HIGHER LAW.
What Is the. Potent Factor 

in Moral Progress?

Is It Selfishness, or a Finer 
Higher'Element?

and

To the Editor:—The question that 
brought out the inclosed article was 
given to our lyceum py Hudson Tuttle at 
the time he assisted us In organizing and 
getting it into working order. The 
question,, lay over’ some weeks, and 
finally I felt called upon to respond. 
The inclosed article, was delivered be
fore dur lyceum on August 2, 1808. 
Some of my friends requested me to 
send it to you for publication. Our ly
ceum has been organized only about 
three months, yet Jast Sunday evening 
we had out nearly one hundred persons, 
the most of whom seemed to be inter
ested in the work. Brother Dunakln, 
the pastor of “Free Temple,” being our 
conductor, is doing all in his power to 
make a success of the move, and Brother 
and Sister Tuttle are giving freely of 
their kind feelings and experience, by 
being often present with us, to lead and 
Instruct us in the way to become better 
officers In the lyceum, and better mem
bers in society. May the good angels 
go with them and give to them abun
dantly as they may stand in need.

R. N. Willcox, 
Secretary of Free Temple Lyceum. 

Avery, Ohio.

WHAT IS THE HIGHER LAW OF MORAL 
PROGRESS?

You who were with us four weeks ago 
heard my paper, iln^that I attempted 
to show what was the factor, prompter, 
or law of moral progress; and from the 
deductions we really‘found but one fac
tor, and that was selfishness. But, after 
studying the question; farther, I have 
been foheed to ask myself: Is there a 
finer and higher factbl.’ or law than self
ishness? /

There is somethihg way down deep lil 
every human heart, which prompts us 
sometimes to do things that we cannot 
class as being selfish.

As this is a questioi?' given to the ly
ceum for examination, and as many of 
our members are ..quite young, we shall 
present it. although -IL deals largely in 
metaphysics, in as piaiu and compre
hensive a manner as1 possible, so that 
the smallest of thes6 little girls and 
boys may see what we are trying to 
draw from this great question. To do 
this effectually we shall be obliged to 
paiut a few pen pictures of actual life.

In the religious world we often find 
individuals who seemingly have dedi
cated themselves to the cause of human
ity. They go to the haunts where the 
soum of our cities live and hunt up the 
outcasts of society, and try to lead them 
away from the low, degrading lives they 
are living. Those good workers, both 
male and female, contribute liberally in 
time and money to assist poor fallen hu
manity, without the least possibility of 
ever receiving back a farthing of the 
money which they have expended in 
this cause. Now, it cannot be selfish
ness that has prompted their actions.
What is it?

We have a case in our mind which we 
will relate: A liberal friend of ours, 
wishing to promote the cause of Spirit
ualism. erects a building and fits up 
fooms and dedicates them to humanity, 
contributing very liberally in time and 
money towards the support of one to oc
cupy the rostrum. By naving the meet
ings in the building free, hundreds have 
pome opt to hear free thought as given 
from that rostrum. We understand 
that a mofe friendly feeling has sprung 
up among the people who attend that 
meeting. An educational bureau has 
been openeff up in their midst. Many 
are being brought where they can see 
the good in mankind and others who 
had faults or bad habits, oan now see 
them and are being reformed. This 
friend does not expect pay for the thou
sands thus invested. If morality can be 
advanced and humanity made better 
and happier, it is all my friend asks, al
though it costs years of labor and thou
sands of mqney. What is the factor in 
this case? Surely it is not selfishness. 
What is it?

In a shop where we were once em
ployed there was a workman who had a 
Small invalid child at home. He worked 
with fidelity, being always in his place 
before the last sound of the bell had 
died away. He managed, by close at
tention to his work—it was piece-work 
that we were doing—to save enough from 
the support of his family to bear to the 
bedside of this lad a flower or bit of 
something that would make the room 
more pleasant, and the'boy more cheer
ful. From the close attention the man 
paid to his business, find the seeming 
resignation that surrounded and settled 
down upon him, we"all knew he had far 
more to bear than any of ub.

He never told oni of Jus what his feel
ings were for that ’ boy; still he went on 
working patiently, and quite beyond his 
strength, for that chilff, and by and by 
the wnole shop was uncdnsciously moved 
into real fellowship ’frith him. Tire 
workmen made bits of> knicknacks for 
the boy. Some would» bring fruit in 
their aprons, and others scrapbooks and 
pictures. They puf theta in the father’s 
hat without saying~a wfird; pud, believe 
me, that entire Shbp Bf men, many of 
them rather coarse of. fiber by nature, 
grew quite gentle apd kind. And some 
dropped swearing in the presence of 
their fellow workman, whose face told 
them that the inevitable Was drawing 
near... ■

Every day the . men seemed to be 
drawn nearer to. the father, and would 
do this or that piece of hie work so that 
he would have more time to remain at 
home. But by and by the bell tolled, 
and when the little coffin came out to 
the lonely home, at-least one hundred 
brother workmen from the shop stood, 
with uncovered heads, many having 
given half a day's time to be able to fol
low to its last resting-place that small 
bit of humanity who had drawn from 
them the deepest and purest feelings of 
their hearts. .

I do not believe the actions of this 
father and his shopmates were prompted 
through selfishness: possibly by love in

fiart by the father, but not by love on 
he part of the men of the shop, What 
was it?
We wish to give one more incident 

which transpired many years ago, in 
which thero is a factor that we may all 
consider: It seemed that when this 
country was new, before the full tide of 
emigration had set in, that a man left 
the Eastern States to carve out a home 
for himself in what was then called the 
far West.

In the courso of his travels he was 
surprised by a roving party of Indians 
and made prisoner. He was a person of 
considerable physical endurance, but 
the forced marches and rough usage 
which he received from his captors 
found him one morning completely used 
up and totally unable to move on with 
the party who had him in charge.

it was-proposed by some of the sav
ages to remove his scalp and leave him 
by the wayside. But one of the party 
made the proposition to stay with the 
sick man and nurse him up and bring 
him on in the near future, if possible; if 
not, to surely bring in his scalp.- This 
arrangement seeming to be satisfactory, 
they all moved on save our white broth
er and Indian guard. The man was far 
weaker and sicker than was thought. 
He hung for days near death’s door, but 
through the good nursing of the Indian 
guard, who had quite an extensive 
knowledge of the medical properties of 

' roots and herbs, he was brought through 
and bn the following day they intended 
to continue their journey. The white 
man had picked up some of the Indian 
dialect, and the Indian knew some Eng- 
glish, enough so they could converse 
quite intelligently.

The white man asked his guard what 
the tribe would possibly do with him on 
their arrival at oamp. The answer be
ing that he would be obliged to run the 
gauntlet, and if he succeeded in getting 
through he would be bound to a stake 
for u mark to be shot at, and afterwards 
to be burned. “But,” said he. “I would 
save you if I could. I do not know why 
it is, but my intercourse with jyou has 
generated another feeling within my 
breast towards the white race; but if I 
do not remain true to my people, they 
will deal just the same with me as they 
would with you. We are a long way 
from the settlement of the whites, and if 
we should turn back there would be 
three chances to one that we would be 
recaptured, and you can imagine what 
my punishment would be. But I have 
this proposition to make: If you feel 
able to attempt such a journey we will 
make the effort to reaoh some point 
where you have friends. You have 
nothing to lose, but everything to win, 
while I have nothing to win, but every
thing to lose.”

We will not continue this narrative 
further; it is far enough to Illustrate 
the point we are attempting to make. 
Here in this child of the forest we find 
this same something existing. This In
dian had believed, until his short inter
course with this white man, that the 
whole white race were the natural ene
mies of the red man. Now, what 
wrought this great change of feelings? 
It was not brought about through any 
hope of gain in a selfish way, as the In
dian said he had nothing to make, but 
everything to lose. What was the fac
tor in this case? Can you give it a 
name?

I have made quite an extended search 
to find, if possible, a teacher who has 
taught this finer factor which we find 
existing in the human heart. We have 
examined the old saoreij records and 
cannot find in a single instance where 
God, Jehovah, Lora, or any of those 
who gave forth laws as recorded in the 
Old Testament, ever taught any doc
trine or creed( or gave any instructions 
or commands in which this finer law has 
been embodied. The major portion of 
their teaching has been made to our 
coarser natures, and has seemed to be 
based upon the selfish part of man.

Wo will examine some of the com
mands as received by Moses from the 
hand of his Lord God. He commences 
with a positive command that they shall 
have no other God before Him. That 
they shall not bow down to any image 
made from anything in heaven or earth, 
for he is a jealous God and will visit the 
inquities of the fathers upon the chil
dren, but will show mercy to those that 
love and serve him. They shall not 
take the name of God tn vain, or work 
on the Sabbath. As God rested on the 
seventh day, man must do the same. If 
they will honor father and mother, their 
days shall be long upon the earth. They 
must not kill, steal, commit adultery, 
bear false witness, or covet anything 
owned by a neighbor. If they do not 
commit those evil things, but loye and 
serve him, they shall nave mercy; but if 
they do those evil things, he will punish 
them even to the fourth generation.

We see little but selfishness on the 
part of the Lord In this; His teachings 
all going strongly to show that he ex
pects all of our work and thoughts to be 
constantly centered upon Him, and He 
cannot be happy for a single moment 
unless we are sounding His name in high 
exalting praise. In this teaching he is 
instilling into our minds this same self
ish thought: If we will serve Him as He 
commands us to do, He will extend our 
days and not visit our shortcomings 
upon our great-grandchildren. A won
derful gift to have our days extended to 
do a thing which perhaps our natures 
abhor with all the disgust that it is pos
sible for the human heart to feel: A 
purely selfish teaching, without a single 
higher thought.

From the Old Testament we have gone 
into the New 'I’estament. We have ex
amined the Sermon on the Mount given 
by the Nazarene. We find a price set 
for nearly all the appeals he makes to 
his hearers. For instance: "Blessed are 
the merciful, for they shall obtain 
mercy.” “Blessed, are the meek, for 
they shall inherit the earth.” “Blessed 
are the pure in heart, for they shall see 
God.” “Love your enemies, that you 
may be the children of your Father 
which is in heaven.” “When thou doest 
alms, let not thy left hand know what 
thy right hand doeth, and thy Father 
shall reward thee openly." In all the 
divine teachings we find a reward of
fered in nearly every instance.

I have found one place in the New 
Testament where this finer factor seems 
to have been taught by the Nazarene. 
When the lawyer asked: “What shall I 
do to inherit eternal life?” Jesus asked: 
“What is written in the law?” The an
swer was: “To love God with all thy 
heart, and thy neighbor as thyself." 
Then the question was asked: “Who is 
my neighbor?” And Jesus, said: “A 
pertain man fell among thieves between 
Jerusalem and Jericho, and they strlp- 
Sed him and wounded him, leaving him 

alf dead. Soon afterwards a Samaritan 
came along, and seeing him in this 
plight, bound up his wounds and took 
him to an inn, and when he departed he 
gave the host money to take care Of him 
until well.”

Here is a case where a good deed was 
done without the semblance of a prom
ise of pay ■for- the favor rendered. ■ In 
this case we ¿can see' the factor, but 
whether Jesus saw it when he gave it to 
the lawyer, I do not know. If he was 
cognizant of this finer feeling, I think 
we shall find other places where he has 
taught ;it.' Believing' as. we do that 
Jesus was human like ourselves, and 
being fully satisfied that this higher 
and finer feeling is an attribute of the 
human heart, and can be found in no 
other place, we are willing . to believe 
that Jesus was conscious of this factor,

and desired his brothers and sisters to 
live up to that standard of culture.

It is thought by rape that spirit com
munion is the greatest factor of moral 
progress. We will not presume to say 
that it does not have a great influence 
with those who are spiritually attuned. 
We tuke this view of the subject: If the 
persons who have inediumistic gifts are 
highly Intellectual and moral persons, 
there is no doubt that in their commun
ions they would receive from the great 
beyond the highest teaching in moral 
philosophy. That class of psychics 
would draw the higher and better class 
of teachers, who would open up the va
rious avenues through which they 
would receive and give to us such in
structions as would help us to take fallen 
huuiauity from its present low surround
ings and place them on higher planes. 
This work brings what would constitute 
the work of moral progress.

But if the persons who have this gift 
are of the courser and lower fibres of so
ciety, you will get but little of the high
er teachings, and the human family will 
not be raised much higher, or made 
much better, saye perhaps through the 
knowledge that the two worlds can com
municate with eaoh other. The teach
ing that we can and do hold direct coin- 

.municatlon with our friends who have 
passed on to the great beyond, will have 
a reformatory influence with ninety-nine 
out of one hundred I persons who really 
believe in this intercourse of the two 
worlds. / ■

This, then, would be a factor in moral 
progress, but would very seldom touch 
the higher law, as we could not expect 
to get higher athios through an organ
ism only attuned to the lower attributes 
of human life. We. are fully satisfied 
that psychics may be found in all grades 
of society. Some are practicing and 
teaching the highest moral philosophy 
the world has ever known, and seem to 
be living and feasting on what we are 
promised shall be ours in the great be
yond to enjoy after we have passed 
through the change called death; while 
others, possessing nearly the same psy
chic powers, are living down in the lower 
grades of society, surrounded with little 
refining influence, often using the pow
ers which they possess to-work evil 
rather than good. And let me add here 
that I believe we are to blame to some 
extent for this state of affairs. I think 
we as Spiritualists, knowing as we do 
the law regulating mediums and their 
powers, should hunt them up and bring 
them outof their low surroundings, and 
teach them th^t the power which they 
possess is a high and God-given power 
and should be used only in the elevation 
of God’s people.

In the above notations we have de
scribed the workings of this finer f eellng. 
We know that anything which pertains 
to ourselves must be sejfish. We also 
hold that this selfish feeling is all right 
in the way it is given us to be used. But 
the higher factor can only be reached 
by doing for others, leaving ourselves 
entirely out of the question. This 
would not always be advisable to do. 
We could give our possessions to the 
poor, thereby impoverishing- ourselves 
and becoming a tax upon ouf friends or 
the community where we live, and in so 
doing w<j would commit a greater fault 
against mqral progression than any good 
which might arise through pauperizing 
ourselves.

We are fully satisfied that we have 
found the deed which produces this ef
fect; but we are unable to discover a law 
that prompts or forces this effect, unless 
we call it tfie “Goodness of the Human 
Heart.” We find It was taught by the 
Nazarene nearly 2,000 years ago. Also 
we find it not only among the civilized 
races, but In the breast of the savage, 
and it is taught through the communion 
of the two worlds. We believe this fac
tor does exist, pure, and without in the 
least being trammeled with justice, 
charity or love. And if it does exist 
outside of these prompters, it certainly 
does not partake of the selfishness of our 
natures; therefore, it must be more en
nobling, and is no doubt the Higher Law 
governing Moral Progress.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
For the Home, the Lyceuuf 

and Societies. <

A Manual of Physical, Intellect* 
nal and Spiritual Culturel ■

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND I 
xx Boags, Golden Chain Recitation«, tlcmory Gems. 
Choral Reaponaes, Funeral Ser.leea, Programs tot 
Beestons, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions lor bis 
raulzlug and conducting Lyceums, lustrnctlous tot 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics nml Marching; Bam 
nera, Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book 15 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, u Spiritual of 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 

rwtoeut other aaBiatunco. It auppllei the wants of 
SpirUual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, witB 
pausifc nee from the dhuuil tone of the old liymnoIdiX 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings la 
responses such as no other selection contains, ItklyS 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every st«* 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives ifc 
strucilons how to make the badges and banners and 
instructs in marching. It shows how to establlijfa 
Baud of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, aqdhM 
all the most beautiful songs which have beeugathere® 
upby that movement. '

The author aud compiler of this Guide is einlncntla 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in tul 
Lyceum. The book is the result of .practical wort 
ami tested by the interest awakened in the actual 
session or the Lyceum.

While intended for the working Lyceum, theguidd 
Is atndlrably adapted to the needs of the family, supi 
plying 26 pages of new spiritual music and worqj 
foUqd nowhere else, except ip shuet form at manl 
times the cost. The book hue been placed at tql 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. , 
For Sale by The Progressive Tiiiukerf

40 Loomis St., Chicago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle, -

Berlin Heights, Ohio. \.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “Tty 
Contrast” Into one Volume. ]

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work fl i 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hiillfl 
splendid works. By this arrangement the cost is juC| 
that the reader is enabled to secure the two book! 
comj.nsd at the same prio? as was formerly asked 
for them separately. This volume contains 4ß nagel 
and Is handsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex* 
cellent portrait of the author. 7

THE QUESTION SETTLED
!e a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Bpirib 
uallsrn. No book of tbeoeatury baa made loffl&fif 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. Tboautnorf 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modes 
ihohomena and philosophy, has been accomplish«® 

‘he adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of humaj 
Ity; Itp moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of ahi« 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man. and the objew 
tionsoffered to Spiritualism, are all considered In tM 
light of (he Bible, nature, history, reason andcomnboi 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
conslits of a critical comparison of Evaugellcallsxi 
and Spiritualism. It Is a moat able production, art 
Is a perfect storehouse Of tacts for those whowisfi 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against th< 
assumptions or Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

VOLTAIRE’SJOMANCES.
A New Edition, Erofusely Illustrated,

“I choose tbit « storr should be founded on nroti 
ability, »nd not alway.feseuiVlo a drsam. I desire U 
find nothin« In It trJrlal or extravagant; and I deslrl 
above all, that under the appearaudes ot fable, thofl 
¡nay appear some latent triitli. obvious to the dlscefffl 
Ing eyA though It escape the Observation of tM 
vulgar."—Voitaibb. T

I. 
n.

4 CoNTKKTa: "The ^h|te a Satirical Roma 
Zadlg, or Fate.” an Oriental History; “The Sage 

the Atheist;” “The Prince« of Babylon?’ “The 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Natu 
‘ Mloromegaa,” a Satire on Mankind; fkThe Worl 
it Goea;” “The Black and the White;*’ “Memnon. thfi 
Philosopher;” “Andre Dea Touches at Slam;” “Babe 
&e55 Study °f Nature;” "A ConvereaUqi 
With a Chinese;" r‘Plato’a Dream;” “A Pleasure II 
Having uo Pleasure:” “An Adventure In India;’!

Jeamiot nnd Colin; “Travels of Bcarmcntador* 
The Good Brahmin i" "The Two Comforter»;” “An

cient Faith and Fable.” ’
Ono volume, pout 8vot 480 pages, with portrait and 83 

Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, ti.50; postawd 
15 cents.

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed as 
r*?1,®1; —Magazine of Ajn. History.

‘A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.0 
—Boston Commonwealth.

the gospel ofbuddha;
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the auA 
fdcei of the Rev. Shakti Suyeu, delegate to the Par* 
lament at Religloni. Was lately published in Japafr 

Price St For sale at this office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale pf Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
Thia «xcsllent work treat, of the following subject«

THE FSYGHOGRflFH —OR— 
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

This Instrument is substantially the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare tn bis early investigations. 
In Ite improved form It has bean before the public for 
more than seven years, and In (he hands of thounnds 
of persons has proved its su&oriorlty over the Plan- 
ohette, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out in imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communication^ received by 
its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wUh to invetUffafe SpirUtudism?
Do you wish to dovelop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psycbograph tji m invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumlstic gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful musages. A volume 
might be Ailed with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling It knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D.B. Edwsrds, Orient, N.Y., writes: **I hsd 
communications (by the Psycbograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave* 
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that fiplr* 
itualtsm is Indeed truo, and the communications bare 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the aevereit 
loss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.’1

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings bare made bti 
Peme familiar to those Interested in psychic matters, 
writesas follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy« 
cbograph. It is very simple in principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now in use. I believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when its auperior 
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00» Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Re^'ln HeiirM«. Ohio.

This work Is by DR. M. L. BHERMAN, assisted bj 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It Mb been sold for 
12, but the price now baa been reduced to *1. It 1b a 
book that will tntereit and Instruct. It contains 488 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher« 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres, it treats of the 
Soul of Things: Intelligence In Substance; Antos! In* 
tellecta; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
'unnatural Ideas; Church .History: Progression; Inher
ent tn Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles ire 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Splrltu« 
al Organisms; Bora Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

The author Bays: “Each ImMrldual partakes of 
both physical and mental or splrltnal ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is Ml they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupn. 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I individually partake and digest 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essencs 
which I individually gather and comprehend or digest1*. 
Tor sale at this office.

V.
VL

VII. 
Vili.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMei 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmerij 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Bigi 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of thio admirable work la 11,25. AU bookf 
adv er Lt sod tn Tax Progbksbtvk Tbinkeb are 

___ For sale at this office.

THE UNKNOWN LIFT
-OF-

JesusChrist
—BY— 

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Since the writing of the New Testament no hook hM - 
appeared of at great Importance to Christianity at 
the Ukknown Lira of Jbsub Christ.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manu> 
script, contains a thrilling account of the privations 
and perils encountered 1u bls search for It, a literal 
translation of the original manuscript, and lastly a 
critical analysis of what It contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, andlf 
published on the basis of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price cents, postage 5 cents.
Address this office, 40 Loomis Si,, Chicago, HL

TEALTHANDPOWER.'
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by tht - 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of "Principles of 
Light and Color.” “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather, 35 cents. ___ ___  ■.

WEBVIEWSWITH SPIRITS. 
By Carrie E. B. Twins, medium. Price 50 cento. <

AN IN VAL.____ E WORK.
immortality, or future homes 
Í and Dwelling places By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This • 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good . 
and.evil, say of their dwelling places. Givens detalla 
—details and accurate delineations of life In tbe Spirit* * 
world!—lithe constant appeal of thoughtful mlnda. .. 
Death Is approaching, ’fffalthcr—oh, whither! Shall 
1 know my friends beyond tbe tomb? Will they know 
me? What Is their Present condition, and what their 
occupations? In thia volume tbe spirit«, differing si 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves; Ne 
man is better qualified thin Dr. Peebles, to place * ■ 
work of this kind before tbe people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life: Doohts and Hopea; The Bridging of 
the River: Foregleams of the ¡Future: Testimony of 
Saints: Tbe Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; Is it tbe Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Pet* 
soual Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In 
Spirit Life: The Hornea of Abesties and Divines; Tha 
Friends and Shakers tn Spirit Life; SpIr’X Howes «1; 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Ltn^ 
Many other matters are treated too numerotB to men*. 
tion. Price 11^0; postage 12 cento. For nte at Ulf
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Ml INTO HER FUTURE.J, R. FRANCIS. Editor and Publisher.

Epiùrcd At Chinalo Postoûlco as second-clae» matter.

Loved a Belle of Athens.
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the mystery.

ODE TO MARINERS.

• BY THE MARINER'S COMPASS.

ever
lived.”

OUR LIFE—A SCHOOL-LIFE.

f*

b
bo practically beyond-—x ------ :---- ■----------------------
erse criticism. '-Price, Jh struggling with misfortunes lies

Wepaint love as a child, when he'
h - should sitagiant on his clouds, the great 
1?» ■ 41»turblng spirit of the world.—Croly. 25 cents, For sale at this office. the true proof of virtue.—Shakspeare.
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ENTLY IMPOSSIBLE KNOWLEDGE 

HER MOVEMENTS—ASSURANCES 

HIS AFFECTION FOLLOWED BY 

PROPOSAL. ’

. club)...... 
Thirteen wecke. 
Slagle copy........

SIGHT OF HEB ON-THE ATHLETIC FIELD 
DEPRIVED HIM OF HIS STRENGTH— 

STBANGE LETTERS THAT FOLLOW 

HEU ABOUT AND SHOWED APPAU-

A Georgia Rustic’s Peculiar 
Clairvoyant Power.

rRBMS OP SUBSCHIPIION.
TdeFkogeessive Thinker will be furnkhed until 

further uotke, at the following uruui, luvuiiably iu 
•drauce:
Ono j ear....................................................................... tl.00
Cluba of ten (a copy to cho oue getting up the

one notice—not the faintest, slightest 
sentence or word on which history can 
fix as certain evidence that he

EEMITTANCE8.
Bumlt by Posiofflee Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or draft un Chicago or Lew Aork. Jt cosía iromJO 
to 15 cents to get checks unshed on local 1 mike, sodon't 
lead them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amuunt sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis, 
Ho. AD Loomis Street. Chlcugo, 111.
CLUBS? IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!

As there are thousauds who will at first venture 
only twenty-fiveeeutb'íurTuEPnoQBESsivBTuiiíKEU 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
ft sample >oi>y, to solicit several ochers to unite with 
them, and (bus be able to remit from SI to I ID, or even 
wore than the latter sum A large number of little 

- amouiiiu will make a large sum total, aud thus extend 
■ the field of our labor aud ’usefulness. The same sug- 
' gestlou will apply in all eases of renewal of subscrip

tions—solicit others to aid lu the good work. You will 
experience uo difficulty whatever lu inducing Splrltu- 
aliste to subscribe for The Progressive Thinker, 
tor uot one of them can afford to be without the valúa
le information imparted therein each week, nud at 

the price of ouly about two ccuts per week

A Bouutiful Harvest for 25 Cento,
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

five you for lb cents? Just pause nud ibiuk for a mo- 
■ inent wfiat an intellectual feastthat small investment 
will furnish fou, The subscription price of Tub Pro- 
ghessivi TuiNKEn thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
ccoli! For that amount you obtain (me hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantia], soul-elevating aud- 
luiud-refresblng reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book! .

TAKE NOTICE!
t3T At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued No bllU will bo sent for ex* 
trnuunibers. -
ty If yon do not receive your paper promptly, j 

write to us, aud errors in address will be promptly, 
corrected, and mlsslug numbers supplied gratis..

v pr-Whenever you desire the address ot your paper 
’Changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it Is tbeu sent, or the change cannot be made,

g
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Opinion of a Scholar,
The name of Moncure D, Conway is 

familiar to every American reader. A 
college graduate, educated for the bar; 
then a graduate of the Divinity School 
at Cambridge, and ordained to the 
Methodist ministry; a few years later 
filling Unitarian pulpits at Washington, 
Cincinnati and other large cities, and lat 
er a prominent contributor to magazine 
literature, and the author of numerous 
books of groat merit.of cou rse he has been 
a thoughtful student. We believe he is 
pow located in Loudon, to have access 
to the British Museum, where is stored 
the largest and most complete library in 
the world. The opinion of such a pro
found scholar is of great value in view 
of recent discussion in these col
umns as to the personality and histori
cal evidence of the character Jesus. 
Without intention of renewing the de
bate, and referring persons who wish to 
controvert Mr. C.’sopiuion to the pages of 
Modern Thought, wuerein his communi
cation originally appeared, and where 
it is probable Mr. Conway can be heard 
in defense of his position, wo are con
tent to give briefly his conclusion, 
omitting the facts and arguments on 
which he bases that conclusion. He 
says:

“The world has been for a long time 
Engaged in writing lives of Jesus. But 
when we come to examine them, one 
startling fact confronts us: All of these 
books relate to a personage concerning 
whom there does not exist a single scrap 
of contemporary information—not one. 
By accepted tradition, he was born in 
the reign of Augustus, the greatliterary 
age of the nation of which he was a sub
ject. In the Augustan ago historians 
flourished. Yet not one montions tho 
pamo of Jesus Christ, much less any in
cident of his lifo. Of Jesus we have not

Missionaries iu India.
A late Issue of the Detroit Tribune 

gives an interview made by its reporter 
with Arthur G. Bristow, who has lately 
returned from a sojourn in Assam, a 
province of Farther India, where Bud
dhism is the prevailing religion. Dur
ing bis stay in that country Mr. B. says 
he did not know of a genuine copversion 
made by English or American mission
aries. He says there are apparent con- 
yersious; but the natives are well satis- 
isfied with their own religion, which is 
admirably adapted to their peculiar 
needs, and there is no good reason why 
they should abandon it for Christianity. 
Missionaries have lived among them for 
years, and the inhabitants have learned 
now to handle them for their own ad
vantage. Some of them apparently be
come converted; but this is for a pur
pose. They want Christians to make 
them presents of money, food or cloth- 
teg, and pretend conversion togain their 
Onds. Asked if be considered the work 
of idle missionaries productive of de
sired, results, he replied: “No. About 
all tiro missionaries achieve is a pleasant 
time for themselves. They do but little 
work, live easily and comfortably upon 
the funds sent from home. Some are in 
dead earnest, and imagine great results; 
but they are the ones the natives ‘work’ 
most successfully by sham conversions, 
rewarded with material favors. Those 
few who do adopt the new faith, part 
with their native honesty and become 
rascals.”

We have greatly condensed Mr. Bris
tow's highly interesting report.

A Belie of Priestcraft.
The term “Grandmother of God” nec

essarily grates harshly on Christian 
ears, and to even Spiritualists It is re
pellant, because with their exalted con
ception of the Divine, the title borders 
closely on the blasphemous. But it is 
well to view this matter in its true light 
Orthodox churchmen teach that Jesus 
is God, coequal with the Father—indeed, 
the Father himself, who temporarily 
assumed human form. That Son, they 
tell us, was born of Mary, a Jewish 
maiden, and' her mother was Anne, a 
small bone of one of whose fingers 
brought from Rome eight years ago was 
lately on exhibition at the Church of 
St. Anne, in Kankakee county, this 
State, as was a bona from her wrist in 
New York. Yearly pilgrimages are 
annually made to these and numberless 
other shrines on the 25th of July, as the 
dear grandma of the distinguished hero 
of Christian faith is the patron saint of 
the crippled, the sick and the helpless. 
Only tne gross ignorance which is culti
vated among Catholics can tolerate such 
ridiculous flummery. It is just cause 
for mortification that so silly a supersti
tion should gain credit among any por
tion qf the American public: ye't the 
press dispatches say two thousand de
vout Catholics were in attendance at 
Kankakee at the exposure of the relic, 
and that Chicago was largely repre
sented. It shows how insistent is a 
faith taught to childhood in its unrea
soning hour. v

Be Honest* Be Truthful, Be Brave!
A characteristic feature of Tre Pro

gressive Thinker, from the first num
berto.the present, has been its open 
court, wherein conflicting views on re
ligious subjects have had an impartial 
hearing. Correspondents have differed 
with each other, as they have with the 
editor, but that; difference has silenced 
no oue, so long as the writer has been 
tolerant and courteous to opponents. 
Such must continue the policy of the 
paper, for truth is the object sought. 
Ab a corollary, toleration of conflicting 
views have been insisted upon for both 
editor and correspondents.

Whilst the paper is an organ of Spirit
ualists, it must voice the opinions of 
Spiritualists. Freedom of discussion is 
the stepping stone to knowledge. As 
there is no Pope among us—thanks to 
the higher intelligences—to declare 
what is the will of God, so reason has 
been substituted as an unerring guide, 
hence we must allow a freelance, and in
sist the writer shall be honest in all of 
his expressions, and out of it will come 
that eternal truth which has been the 
aspiration of the good through all 
the ages. .

Policy is a poor guide when searching, 
for wisdom. This has been and is the 
error of the churches, to which we have 
taken such earnest exceptions. If the 
clergy would declare the whole truth 
just as they see it, the false notions cur
rent among them would have disap
peared centuries ago; but they are tied 
back te a false creed, and, still worse, 
to inherited false traditions which they 
dare not ignore. Talk with a preacher 
In private, and we are delighted to find 
him occupying a common platform with 
ub. He believes in spiritual communion 
as earnestly as any one; he rejects' the 
idea of a physical resurrection, as well 
-as the Boul-withering doctrine of total 
depravity and vicarious suffering. He 
has no faith in a triune God,' while hell 
and its monster king is just too horrible 
to think of. Delighted with such liberal 
views, perchance next Sunday we go to' 
church to hear sense from the pulpit. 
We are simply shocked while listening 
to a lengthy discourse, in which is por
trayed in glowing rhetoric the suffer
ings of Jesus, and of his death on the 
cross as an atonement for the sins of 
fallen man, to save his guilty soul from 
the tortures of an endless hell. The 
Devil, too, is given great prominence, 
and is described with hdrnsr a cloven 
foot and barbed tail.

But the whole is not told. There are 
clergymen who have discarded the 
worthless rubbish of the orthodox creed, 
and yet they cling to many of its ridicu
lous teachings. In a conversation with 
one of them a few years ago, we found 
our radical views were fully endorsed by 
him. Inquiring ‘ why he did not pro
claim those views from his pulpit, and 
lift his parishioners to the same ex
alted plane he occupied, looking us 
squarely in the face, he responded:

“Where would I be at this time had I 
given utterance to such radical views?”

We did not reply as prompter!: “You 
would have brought every communicant 
to your standard; you would have had 
the proud satisfaction of knowing you 
were right, and were triumphant in the 
declaration of that right, as would the 
more intelligent of your congregation 
who are now wavering in their support 
of you. They are conscious you are not 
declaring the whole truth as you see it; 
and though your earnest friends because 
of your great advances, yet they feel 
yon are a policy preacher, a moral cow
ard, and dare not give expression to 
your noblest thoughts on many sub
jects." Instead of saying this, we re
membered the dear preacher was mor
tal; that he had a family and an abund
ance of pride to nurture, and that his 
salary of two to three thousand dollars 
a year was a necessity, so we remained 
silent. But other years have come. Our 
liberal preacher’s congregation has 
gradually dwindled away until it is not 
half its former dimensions.

In conclusion, let us always keep in 
mind, “there are two sides to every 
question, ” and each has the.same right to 
give expression to its views as has the 
other; that each must bo courteous in 
discussion, and abide by the rules of de
bate published in these column? three 
weeks ago.

The Cowardly Suicide.
The Progressive Thinker indorses 

most cordially the following editorial 
from the columns of the Chicago Chron
icle. It is to the point, and timely;

The man who writes a sniveling note 
to his wife, declaring that he can no 
longer endure poverty and misfortune, 
and then sneaks off and drowns himself, 
leaving his children a legacy of dis
grace as well as discomfort, is a pol
troon. He is as contemptible a creature 
as that other monstrosity who feigns 
suicide to escape his responsibilities. 
Self-destruction does not efface ethical 
obligations.

There is a color of justification for the 
man who, suffering from an incurable 
disease, puts an end to his life in a 
paroxysm of physical pain. In that 
case it is the body that succumbs.

But the husband and father who has 
taken upon himself the responsibility of 
maintaining and caring for a family, and 
yet deserts them in their most urgent 
need, is a physical and a moral coward. 
He may delude himself into the belief 
that the sacrifice of his life cancels the 
contract which he entered into to pro
tect and defend his helpless dependents, 
but he deceives no one else.

He is as base and cowardly as though, 
living in the midst of luxury himself, he 
had turned his wife and children out of 
doors and left them to shift for them
selves. He is a deserter from the battle 
of life—a skulker who quails in the face 
of the enemy, and leaves the innocent 
and the helpless to defend themselves as 
best they may against the onslaughts of 
poverty and misfortune. . .

No man, though he- had a thousand 
lives, could render suicide anything but 
cowardly under such circumstances. It is 
the resort of the dastard whose very ac
tion proclaims that he fears to face con
ditions to which he leaves women and 
little children. It is the refuge of the . 
craven and the recreant.

The only redeeming feature of such 
suicides is that they rid the earth of 
creatures who, after all, are perhaps 
better dead than alive. They disgrace 
humanity. ■

"Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin." By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to h ■ ----- "
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An Unparalleled Offer.
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SPIRIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
We wish to reach 20,000 new reads.s 

In order to do it we must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends.

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Encyclo
paedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise, The good it has done 
in modifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receive the book, apd 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
it if you couldnot get another copy.

Egf-Any oneofoiir present subscrib
ers who will sendusa new three months’ 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less than six months), 
can each have a copy of the book.

£3Uas the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thinker also, we extend 
the above terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered.

Too Big a Boo.
A Dutchman with a skittish colt in

structed his son to go down the road and 
hide himself in tho fence-corner.

“Bimeby pretty soon I come tidin’ 
along on the oolt, then, Hans, jump out 
and cry boo. The colt he scare some, 
but when he sees it is Hans that say 
boo, ho scare no more.”

As the story rune, Hans hid in the 
fence-corner, and sprung out at the 
proper moment with a terrific boo. Tho 
colt was Immensely frightened, and 
threw the Hollander with great force to 
the ground.' Springing to his feet and 
rubbing his - shins, he chided young 
hopeful, declaring: “It was too big. a 
boo for so small a colt."

Tho world is full of bogles—ancient 
gods of the devil kind—just euch as 
frightened the Dutchman's horse, and 
there are other boos quite too large to 
accomplish their purpose in the present 
age. The story of virgins bearing sons, 
like roosters laying eggs and hatching 
vlpors, was very generally believed in 
early Roman times, and tho world was 
literally full of half gods and half men. 
The successors ot those Romans havo 
been very successful in imposing their 
fables on moderns; but over at Rockford, 
it seems, the story of a mixed race has 
been worked for more than it is worth. 
When a quartette of little Gods, per
haps more correctly Goddesses, sprung 
up in that quarter, lo, the exclamation 
oi the Dutchman, “That boo is too large 
for the colt.” It strikes back, and the 
thinker suspects other bogies are 
closely related to Hans’ overgrown boo.

A f^crew Loose Somewhere.
The church dedicated. to God was 

formerly supposed the safest retreat in 
the world in moments of danger. He 
who was bo fortunate as to grasp the 
horns of tho altar was safe from human 
arrest; but times have changed. The 
church has become the theater of the 
bloodiest tragedies, and God seems to 
have forsaken it, else visits it with evi
dences of his displeasure. Tho cyclones 
throw down its steeples, plav hide and 
seek among its columns and demolish its 
walls, while the lightnings—God’s spe
cial messengers of vengeance, according 
to Bible story—are ae severe with them 
as with the tower of Babel when in pro
cess of construction to enable the 
wretched inhabitants of Babylon to 
scale heaven, and, perhaps, drive the 
All-Father from his throne.

At Omaha, on the morning of the 5th 
instant, a bolt of lightning fell upon the 
Bohemian Catholic Church, at nine 
o’clock in the morning, killing three 
worshipers and severely injuring sev
eral others, some of whom it la thought 
will die. The worst-feature of the- un
fortunate affair is, Father Zack and his 
parishioners had just closed mass. The 
fiery current struck the belfry, and. de
scended to tho ground. Instantly the 
whole church was filled with sulphurous 
smoke. There seems to be a screw 
loose somewhere, and churchmen should 
hunt it up. .

Japan Spiritualists.
Writing to the New York Sun of July 

5th from Tokio, Japan, on the wretched 
condition of Japan's population, Mr. 
Porter devotes a two column letter to 
a description of the jinriksha, or cart 
pullers, of whom, he says, there is more 
than a million of men of the empire, and 
says: “Among these ceaseless workers 
of Japan, .whose lot seems so hard' to 
•those of us accustomed to more hopeful 
surroundings, there is a religions spirit. 
They are, in fact, far more religions 
than the middle and higher class Japan
ese, who, ns a rnle, I find to be material
ists. This fact may be due to the bring
ing up the higher class in tho ethical 
tenete of Confucius. They look upon 
Buddhism as Ct only for the ignorant 
and aged. Tn almost every wretched 
dwelling I found a shrine, where mortu
ary tablets of the deceased members of 
the. family are mounted. To be sure, 
the Bhrine in a majority of cases consists 
merely of an old box made of bamboo 
and paper, and suspended from the ceil
ing by ropes, so thqt—the image of the 
departed might not De polluted with 
dirt. Letus hope that the soul of the 
poor jinriksha man may find in the here
after the peace Which Is not vouchsafed 
his overworked body in this world.”

Hypnotism, clairvoyance, mesmer
ism and kindred forces or powers, 
says the Washington Post, have 
furuished a “motif” for so many re
cent popular novejs, have attracted 
such general interest, and have en
gaged the attention of so many savants 
of science, who have subjected its mys- 
tei ious energy to the most searching 
analysis, that it might be interesting 
to recall an instance of tho remarkable 
manifestation of some peculiar power 
that came within the observation of 
the writer, and nonplussed many gen
tiemen with scientific proclivities. It 
was never definitely determined under 
what head the phenomenon should be 
classified. , - ' . ■

Some eight years ago in Athens, Ga. , 
a young lady resided whose remarkable 
beauty and brilliant mental accomplish- 
mepte made her the "observed of all 
observers” and invited thè homage of 
as many suitors as ever struggléd to 
find favor in the eyes of a Penelope. 
Athens as the center of education, the 
seat of the State University, attracted 
within its classic borders men from 
every point of the coinpass, in search 
of mental pabulum or social advant
ages. The fact that instruction is 
given free at the university tempted 
many ambitious. ‘ ‘horny-hauded sons 
of toil” from rural precincts to avail 
themselves of the opportunitiesoffered.

Among those who entered the fresh
man class of ' 1888 was a tall, gaunt, 
raw-boned countryman from near 
JTpfferson, Jackin County, Ga., 
named Frank Wilsqn, whose patri
mony was conijped( apparently to a 
stock of refreshing., provincial igno
rance and whosèj mpscular frame evi
denced tho advantage to thews and 
sinews of “life apwn on the farm.” 
SHOWED PROWESS CAS A WRESTLER.

He at once tqokj precedence In all 
athletic contest^ urjd gained a State
wide reputation,, fpr prowess as a 
wrestler, pluming bjmself on his un
disputed supremacy: in his peculiar 
province. Thq.great athletic event of 
the. university ig what Is.called “field 
day,” devoted to-..fests of strength, 
endurance and agility, and the par
ticipants make an effort to break the 
records of previous cc'1 tests.

Wilson was pitted against all com
ers in the wrestling arena, whether 
Greco-Roman rules obtained or other
wise, and it might be surmised that his 
recognized superiority made the en
tries few and far between. Very few 
cared for the equivocal honor of on. 
tangling their -nether limbs in the 
sinewy legs of the rustic giant, or to 
supply material on which he could ex
periment with some new and intricate 
“lock.”

Among those in attendance upon 
the exercises in 1888 was Miss J., the 
young lady previously alluded to. She 
occupied a seat in the front tier of the 
grand stand, commanding^ an unob
structed view of the field of battle.

The exercises were well under way, 
and Wilson had already "dirtied the 
backs” of two unfortunates and was 
preparing to maintain his reputation 
at tiie expense of a third victim when 
his eyes casually fell on Miss J., who 
sat directly above him, :

An .electric change seemed to run 
over him and he stood transfixed for 
the moment. Therefereehad to call to 
him twice that his opponent was ready 
before he seemed to realize where he 
was. He seemed dazed and did not 
handle himself with his usual skill. 
To the astonishment of. all present he 
was suddenly lifted up almost bodily 
and thrown heavily to the ground. No 
one at that time dreamed of the cause, 
of his downfall and all gloried in the 
fact that the whilom king had been 
dethroned. - . .
AN UNOBTRUSIVE BUTT OF RIDICULE

Dating from thatday Wilson seemed 
a changed man; His reckless, roys- 
tering air gave place to a quiet, unob
trusive and even shrinking manner. 
He religiously eschewed all athletic 
sports, and evemtamely submitted to 
the guying and ridicule of his fellow
students on his recent downfall. He 
quietly and with Considerable tact in
augurated a scheme, to secure Un in
troduction to Mìis J,, but this object 
was difficult of attainment, inasmuch 
as the social linci are rigidly drawn in' 
Athens, and Wilson's physical accom
plishments could not atone for the 
hiatus in his genealogical credentials. 
However, by dinijoflperseverance and 
a happy combination;of circumstances 
he finally achieved the coveted honor, 

'although the young lady showed no in
clination to cultivate the acquaint
ance.

Realizing that his attentions would 
not be acceptable and despairing of an 
opportunity to communicate his sud
den partiality to the fair object of his 
desires in person, he began to write 
annoymous erotic letters. At first 
they were treated as a source of 
amusement, and were circulated freely 
among her friends, affording great 
merriment. No one could venture 
even the remotest guess ns to the 
identity of the infatuated author, and 
any suggestion that Wilson had fallen ' 
a victim to Miss J.’s charms would

not have been considered seriously, 
because of the slender opportunities 
he had had for cultivating such a ten
der sentiment. The letters continued 
to pour in with clock-like regularity. 
First one a week, then two a week, 
and then they came every day, One 
strange feature was that the letters did 
not always bear the same post-oillce 
mark, Athens, Atlanta, Watkins
ville, Harmony Grove and other 
Georgia places would indicate that the 
anonymous writer was nomadic in his 
habits.
THREATENING LETTERS WERE SENT.

The letters waxed more and more 
importunate and more sentimental; 
violent protestations of undying love 
alternating with vague and implied 
threats that unless his suit met with 
favorable consideration 1 ‘vi et armis" 
would be induced. Finally the letters 
became so menacing and so tempestu
ous that Miss J. resolved to appeal to 
the postal authorities. Uncle Sam’s 
faithful and lynx-eyed employes ex
hausted every expedient and every re
source to trace the mysterious letters 
to their origin, but without success. 
Not the slightest ray of light could 
they throw on the matter, although 
the letters came with unvarying regu
larity and were always addressed by 

; Die same hand.
' in the spring of 1889 Missj^vent 

to Europe, Among tho pl^pes her 
itinerary included were London, Rome, 
Paiis, Berlin and Vienna. , Her sur
prise and mystification can better be 
imagined than described when, upon 
her arrival in Berlin, she received a 
letter from her unknown admirer, 
The letter, in addition to the usual 
modicum of sentimental avowals, con
tained a minute and graphic descrip
tion of her travels, including an ac
curate and faithful pen-picture of any 
male admirers who had shown her at
tention, their names and addresses, 
and also thp costume that she wore at 
social functions. One of the most 
remarkable features of the letters was 
that they always bore date in advance 
of the facts and incidents they de
scribed, although they did not reach 
Miss J. until after everything men- 
toned in them had become an actu
ality.

These letters' continued to arrive 
with uniform regularity, always cor
rectly addressed and always written 
by the same hand. Although she 
communicated to her Georgia friends 
relative to tlio continuance of the 
harassing importunities of her not-to- 
be-downed admirer, and although they 
were always on the alert to secure the 
slightest clew that would lead to his 
detection, nothing was accomplished. 
During her absence abroad Wilson had 
suddenly severed his connection with 
the university and, ostensibly, re
turned to his rural home and resumed 
his bucolic labors. No one remotely 
imagined that the great, raw-boned 
countryman was the victim of the ten
der passion.
COULD NOT EXPLAIN THE PHENOME

NON.
Miss J., on her return from abroad, 

submitted the lettera that she had 
received to her friends, aird also to 
several gentlemen in Athens interested 
in scientific studies, but they could 
not offer the slightest tenable solution 
to the knotty problem. They regal’d 
it as a psychological phenomenon, but 
they were at a loss to explain its na
ture.

Shortly after Miss J. 's return she 
was surprised by receiving a short and 
abrupt letter from the same source, in 
which the writer professed knowledge 
of her, as yet unannounced, approach
ing marriage, and declared that it was 
his intention to circumvent her plans 
by carrying her off. Her friends al
layed her alarm by offering the sug
gestion that tho author of tho letter 
was some irresponsible and harmless 

i crank, and had no intention of execut
ing his crazy project.

One summer afternoon, shortly 
after the receipt of the minatory 
epistle, the door bell rang and the 
servant ushered in a large, raw-boned 
man with a bronzed face and wearing 
a broad-brimmed hut, his appearance 
betokening rural proclivities. He 
asked to see Miss J. , adding that he 
called on important business that 

: would not brook delay, He gave no 
' name, and Miss J., forgetting for the 

moment that the man might be the 
author of the letters that she had been 
receiving, hastened into the parlor.

On entering the parlor she was 
somewhat surprised at seeing Wilson, 
whom she remembered to have met 
casually some years ago. He arose 
and accosted her, remarking that she 
-might consider his call unconventional; 
ana irregular, but that he had written 
her some days before that he would 
call, and had also explicitly stated the 
object. Instantly the identity of the 
man flashed across her, and she saw 
that she had a difficult and extremely 
delicate situation to deal with. Bhe 
managed to retain her self-possession 
and to coolly reply that she had re
ceived the letter in question, butthat, 
as it concerned such a serious matter, 
she desired more time to consider its 
conditions before giving a final an
swer.
HORSES AND A BUGGY WERE WAITING.

“I have a buggy aud a pair of fleet 
horses at the gate waiting for you 
now. There’s no reason for delay. I 
love you to distraction; have loved 
you ever since I laid my eyes on you, 
and am utterly miserable without 
you,” said ho. ’

“Butl must have time to think 
over the proposal. I appreciate the 
great honor that you have bestowed 
upon me, but it would not be treating 
you with the proper courtesy did I an
swer without due consideration,” sho 
replied. .

This las t idea proved, to be a happy

one, and seemed to have Its weight 
with the distracted lover. The man 
replied that she would have ample time 
that night to think over the offer, and 
that he would call .n the morning to 
claim her, whether her answer was 
favorable or otherwise. With this 
cheerful announcement of his inten
tions he abruptly left. Miss J. 
hastily summoned her friends and dis
closed to them the identity of her un
known admirer, and also the pro
gramme that he had outlined for the 
following day. They could scarcely 
believe that the big, raw-boned coun
tryman could be one and the same 
with the clairvoyant letter-writer. 
They concocted a plan to have him 
entangled in the meshes of the law 
when he called on the following day to 
execute his amiable purpose.

Wilson must have had recourse to 
his curious powers to protect himself, 
inasmuch as he failed to materialize 
on the following day at the appointed 
time. From that time the ■ letters 
failed to arrive up to the time of the 
marriage of the young lady in ques- 
-tion. She was apprehensive that he 
might call at any time and, therefore, 
as a precaution provided herself with 
a pistol. This year the letters have 
reached her occasionally, but with 
much less frequency than of yore, and 
she hopes that her strange admirer has 
overcome his erratic fancy, and will in 
the future quietly devote himself to 
his agricultural enterprise, and con
quer his epistolary idiosyncracy.

Although many were aware of the 
peculiar powers exercised by this man, 
no one has yet advanced a tenable 
theory in explanation of their nature. 
Wilson has but a meager education 
and possibly no knowledge whatever 
of hypnotism, mesmerism or clairvoy
ance, or any of this class of mysteri
ous forces that are now occupying the 
attention of scientists. The lady in 
question has the letters now in her 
possession, and there are those now 
in Washington who are not only 
familiar with the facts as herein nar
rated, but have vainly tried to unravel

Ho, burnish well, ye cunning hands, 
A ualaoe-home for me.

For I would ride in regal state
Aoross the briny sea;

Bring ivory from the elephant 
To pave my mystic floor,

And make my dome of crystal clear, 
My wails of shining ore!

Now mount the wave, ye fearful ones, 
Though raging storms assail,

My shining lance o’ercometh all, 
My power will never fail;

The storm-flend wraps his murky clouds 
Around thy trembling sight,

But I can pierce that gloomy veil, 
Can penetrate the night.

The lone enchantress of the deep, 
I rule its bolst’rous realm;

Watch ye my lithe and quiv’ring wand 
To guide thy straining helm—

Ayel bend thy anxious gaze on me, 
The nolar star Is dim,

And inky darkness is awake 
With ocean’s awful hymn.

For I commune with spirit forms 
Within my circled cell, •

And mantling midnight melts before 
The magic of my spell;

By many long, enduring links 
I clasp the Northern Star, 

And by that weird and shadowy chain 
He ruleth me afarl

Thy wond’ring eyes have watched me 
long,

And science has grown gray,
And still ye dream not how, uor why, 

I keep my pathless way:
Ye know me as ye know tne storm 

That heaps thy heaving path—
Ye love me, though, since mine Is not 

The mystery of wrathl

Whilebaok we turn to schooldavs golden, 
brighter yet ’neath mem’ry’s eyes, 

Methinks each heart it should em
bolden still to strive for greater 
prize;

“Live and learn" is still a motto fitting 
rule for mind and soul,

Be our path on mount or grotto, “live 
and learn” to reach the goal!

As we find in busy school-life all are not 
upon one grade,

’Deed it is a nobie school-life, by its liv
ing souls are made.

Why not call this life a schooling? every 
day brings lessons new;

O’er us still a master ruling; to our 
duties, then, be true.

Life itself should be a lesson as we gain 
in strength of mind;

Study well, it will not lessen, but each 
day new wonders find—

Wonders still, and growing greater, as 
each day unfolds its leaves

Of life’s lesson; coming later, Nature 
grand its texture weaves—

Nature grand to mind unfolding puts the 
page in stronger light;

Patient thought its ways are moulding, 
turning all to seek tho right!

Earnest students ask of masters aid for 
mind to higher rise} .

That they learn the lesson faster, ’tisthe 
"knowledge” that they prize.

Should we not call on the leader in this 
life, that busy school?

Aid for each, as each is seeder, precept 
firm the "golden rule;”

Study well Dame Nature's courses, take 
their teachings to our mind;

Learn tho -work of giant forces, each for 
human weal designed!

Study, too, that Nature deeper, allied 
close to mind and soul,

For the mind was made the keeper, 
placed by God to guard the whole.

Study well, in patient schooling, Na
ture’s methods and her laws;

Ready to accept the ruling ot its master 
and its causel

H. A. Fowler.

Another Wonder.
The latest electric novelty Is the trans

mission of a likeness of the communi
cant at the same time with his voice 
over the wire in the telephone, so as to 
be seen like an animated photo, as well 
as heard by the recipient. Thus far 
thirty feet has been the longest dis
tance the portrait has been reflected in
colors: but with the perfection of appa
ratus it is believed capable of indefinite 
expansion. This is an English inven
tion.

“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest* 
Ive. Paper, .30 oentaj.cloth, SI. For 
vale at this office.

X-RAYS DETECT DEATH,
Dr. Carl L. Barnes Makes a 

Discovery Which Will 
Render Burying Alive 

Impossible

NEW LIGHT SENT THROUGH A CORPSE 
THE PICTURE MADE IS DARKER THAI 
THAT MADE FROM A LIVING BODY.

Physicians are no longer to be puz
zled to determine whether a patient ia 
dead, says the Chicago News. Th< 
professional man who has put a kbit 
in hjs neck holding his left ear under 
the fifth rib of the left side of a sup
posed ,corpse to make half-way sure 
that life was extinct, can now have 
relief,
, Dr. Carl L. Barnes, of Chicago, has 
made a discovery—an X-ray dis
covery.—by which the presence of 
death can be readilv detected.

Dr. Barnes based his experiments 
on the fact that a dead hand held be
fore a lamp does not transmit ordinary 
rays of light, though they ceadily 
pass through the hand of the living. 
The latter is luminously red, the for
mer dark and opaque. This radiation 
is scientifically explained on the theory 
of refraction and the blood corpuscles 
The red corpuscles are bi-coneave 
disks which have highly refractory 
powers in life, rendering it possible 
for light to penetrate the structure. 
Acting upon this theory he made a 
practical demonstration a few weeks 
ago in his laboratory in this city, 
sciagraph of a dead hand and a living 
hand was taken on the same plate. 
The two hands, that of Dr. Barnes 
and one where tho arm had been am
putated at the elbow, were laid side 
by side on a plateholder whi«h held 
the sensitized bit of glass.

The marvelous mechanism was set 
in motion and the powerful light 
focused full on the two objects. After 
an exposure of fifteen minutes the 
plate was carefully developed, and the 
result proved to tiie doctor’s profound 
satisfaction the unmistakable differ
ence between dead and living flesh. 
The bones of both hands were about 
equally well defined, but the soft parts 
of the dead hand were noticeably 
darker, which marks the difference 
between dead tissues and living tis
sues. Even under the present crude 
conditions the expert can readily dis
tinguish between the two. However, 
the sciagraph does not give as good 
results as the Horoscope and other in
struments recently invented to ex
amine tissues with the naked eye, un
less the subject has been dead for 
several hours. If tho sciagraph is 
taken within a few hours after death 
the hands will be alike, but as the 
change in the tissues begins to take 
place, then the X-rays will show a de
cided difference in penetration.

"Ono of tho first constituents of 
the human body to undergo decom
position after death,” said the doctor, 
"is the blood, then follows the in
testines, trachea, brain, muscles, etc. 
All of this will take place in many 
cases within a few hours after death. 
The natural tendency of all this de 
composition is to liquefy the tissues, 
thus permitting tho X-rays to pen
etrate them more readily than in a 
subject just recently dead, where such 
decomposition has not commenced. 
But the experiment is a distinct suc
cess and is of vital importance, not 
only to physicians and undertakers 
but to humanity in general, for in
grained in every soul is a latent horror 
of being buried alive. Hitherto all 
signs of death havo tho'.r exceptions. 
Even putrefaction often appears in 
living bodies, and in order to be re
garded as an infallible sign of death 
it must be general, owing to the dif
ference in the chemical composition of 
bodies. Tho latest theories regarding 
positive signs of death have biien ad
vanced by foreigners and relate chiefly-' 
to tho temperature of the body after - — 
death and also to ocular tension. Tho 
gradual cooling of tho body is con
sidered one of the surest signs of 
death, and yet the coldness of collapse 
that follows supposed drowning is fre
quently mistaken for the post-mortem 
cooling. Ocular tension has been re
garded as a certain test, but in cases 
of glaucoma the tension during life is 
verj’ great, consequently after death, 
when the tension naturally relaxes, 
a glaucomatous eye assumes the ten
sion of a normal eye.

"Absence of circulation is a good 
test, but instances are on record where 
people have been restored when there 
was neither pulse-beat nor heart-sound, 
and . the respiratory function almost 
suspended by narcotic poisoning. 
Even post-mortem discoloration can
not be accepted as an indication of 
death, as tho samo staining is fre
quently seen in life. Neither can 
muscular contraotibility be relied on, 
as after death from Asiatic cholera 
the contraction often appears in tho 
muscles of tho lower jaw and flexor 
muscles of the forearm. Rigor mortis 
is not infallible, as this rigidity is 
often assumed by cataleptics and 
those half-drowned or frozen.

The above is a most valuable dis
covery—one that has been badly 
needed, in view of tho fact that thou
sands have been.buried alive. 0.

Chicago, Hl.

Have you ever had In the morning 
what is fancifully called “a dark 
brown taste” in the mouth? If. so, it is 
the effect of a deranged stomach and 
liver, the best remedy for which is a 
dose of Ayer’s Pills, together with a lit
tle discretion as to diet aud mode of 
living.

'‘Religious and Theological Works ot 
ThomasPalue.” Contains his celebrated 
'‘Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages, Price $1. For sale at this offica,
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Shown by Experiments 
Colonel de Bochas of Paris.

Strange Condition of the 
Physical Organization.

Adventure of Whaler Bartley that 
Upsets Critics of Biblical 

Narrative.

Spiritualistic Phenomena Ex
plained by Mesmeric 

• Phenomena.

t

To the Editor:—In a lute number 
of The Progressive Thinker we are 
entertained by a learned treatise from 
the able pen of Mr. Bach, to dem
onstrate the alleged absurdity of the 
antique fish story of Jouah and the 
whale, Mr. Bach said: •

f‘When modern science began its 
investigations of the family of cet- 
oceans’, they soon learned that the 
largest whale could not swallow a 
man’s fist, to say nothing of his 
whole body. What an ox could 
readily swallow would choke this iin- 

- mense animal.”
Under the caption “Un Emule de 

-Jonas (“A Rival of Jonas”), the 
Parisian magazine Cosmos relates the 
following extraordinary event, of sur
passing interest, because of its sim
ilarity to a scriptural narrative which 
pseudo-scientists and infidels have 
time out of mind sought to ridicule.

1 Possibly Mr, Bach may have to re
vise his treatise after perusing this 
authentic narrative, which apparently 
completely upsets the critics of this 
Bible narrative.

The Parisian Cosmos Magazine says:
“In February, 1891, the whaler 

■ Star of the East, sailing in the vicinity 
of the Fuulkland Islands, let down 
two whaleboats in order to overtake 
and capture an enormous cetacean a 
short distance away. The whale was 
harpooned and mortally wounded, but 
in its dying convulsions a stroke of 
its tail shattered one of .the boats to 
pieces. All the sailors who had 
manned the boat were: rescued with 
the exception of two. The corpse of 
one of these was recovered, but that 
of the other man, named James Bart
ley, could not be found.

“As soon as the monster had ceased 
its movements, and the men were 
thoroughly satisfied of its death, the 
work of cutting up began. A day and 
a night were consumed lu this opera
tion, and'on its completion the whale’s 
stomach was opened. Imagine the 
astonishment of the sailors on finding 
therein their lost comrade, James 
Bartley, unconscious, but still alive. 
It was a difficult matter, as may well 
be supposed, to bring him to himself. 
For a number of days he was a prey 
to outbursts of violent madness, and 
it was impossible to get a rational 
word from him. Only at the expira
tion of three weeks did Bartley fully 
'recover his reason and become capable 
of giving an account of his impressions 
while incarcerated in his strange 
pnson.

“ ‘I remember perfectly,’ said he, 
‘the moment when the whale threw 
me up into the air. Then I was en
gulfed, and found myself shut up in 
a slipper case, whose contractions 
obliged me to go down deeper. The 
next thing I knew I was in a very 
large bag, and, feeling about me on 
all sides, I concluded that I had been 
swallowed by the whale, and was now 
in its stomach. I could still ‘breathe, 
though with much difficulty, but I 
was oppressed with a heat so in
tolerable that it seemed as though! 
was being boiled alive. ’

“It is interesting to note that some 
Catholic exegetist has indicated an 
Interpretation of the Jonah narrative 
more in accord, in its literal sense, 
with what is known as scientific data. 
Origen and Cardinal Cajetan, for in
stance, held that the narrative was 
purely and simply an allegory, and 
this opinion was never condemned by 
the church, which illustrates the fact 
that non-condemned opinions are not 
necessarily true ones. It has always 
appeared to us that our Lord's citing 
the case of Jonah in the whale’s belly 
as a sign of his own resurrection was 
ample proof that the narrative should 
be accepted as true in its primary and 
literal sense. In any case, the ad
venture of James Bartley demon
strates that there is no especial need 
of drawing on the imagination for an 
adequate explanation of this particular 
Biblical miracle.”

W. H. Parsons.
• ----------------. . • ■■■I---------------

Shameful.
A mortgagee has foreclosed on the 

Baptist Church at Du Bois, Pa., and is 
- remodeling Abe building into a theater.

—News Item. .
That house was dedicated with prayer 

and praise to the service of the ever- 
livintr God. Now because the church is 
unable or unwilling to meet its obliga
tions. it is to become, in Christian par
lance, the resort of devils, as all theaters 
are supposed to be. The Dutchman's 
Inquiry, when solicited to contribute 
money for the building of a church, is 
fiat on this occasion: “Are not the cat- 
le of a thousand hills tbe Lord’s?”
“Yes.” * '
"Well, let him sell some of his fat 

beeves, got money, and build his own 
house. He is better able to Stand the 
expense than Lam.”

A few of those fat cattle might have 
kept the Devil out of the church.

phenomena we find cutaneous insen
sibility and hyper-sensitiveness ; psy
chometric perception of quality per
taining to people who have previously 
handled objects and imbued them with 
their auric radiation ; visioq of the in
ternal organs in organisms and per
ception of the disease thereof ; trans
ference or repercussion of pains, eto,, 
from the person sensed to the percipi
ent subject. In both cases we find 
that the passage from the several

stimulus of a spiritual influx, produce 
so-called thought-forms, but which 
should . be called living thoughts 
(which are couscous, but not self-con
scious). This is the secret of so-called 
magic or occultism. But spiritual 
mediation is the pre-condition, not 
only of mediupjjgtio phenomena, but 
also of hypnotic, mesmeric and so- 
called magical phenomena.

J!"Qua:stor Vitae.

I mortal hours, exposed to the, burning 
rays of the sun and not allowed to

Colonel de Rochas, of the Ecole i and convulsive shudderings (though 
Poly technique of Paris, has for some > profound mediumistic states are some- 
years past been making a series of ex-1 times induced directly and with no 
periments in deep mesmerio state,; apparent disturbance to the subject, 
which are not only of great interest in i while profound mesmerio states can 
themselves, but have the additional I only be gradually produced, showing

Stool Pigeons.
Thirty Chinese boys, ranging in age 

from twelve to eighteen, are attending 
school at Robin vale, N. J., under the 

.auspices of the Presbyterian Board of 
Foreign Missions. They are to bo in
structed in the elements of the English 

■language and Christian doctrine. The 
sciences receive no attention in such a 
school, for the object is to use tho boys 
as stool pigeons—merely decoys to se
duce other Chinese youth into the 
meslios of Christian idolatry. .

"Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. . (In- 
cludinir Methodsand Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL.D. A very in
structive and valuable, work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Pries, 75 cents.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psvebio phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
ttetailed accounts of two casesof “double 
6on«ciousnessl” namely Mary Luranoy 
Vcnnum of Watseka, Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. For 

‘ tale at thia office. Price 15c. ..

senting an explanation of the process । 
by which Spiritualistic phenomena are 1 
produced. . ■ ।

In his “Exteriorization of Sensi- 
bilty,” and in articles appearing in the ■ 
“Annales des Sciences Psychiques,” 
and in the “Lotus Bien" he has dem- < 
monstrated part of the process by 
which the human double is exterior
ized, and shown that it is constituted 
of human vitality, which carries feel
ing and consciousness. HA thereby 
feels entitled to say that we may fore
see the time when men, by means of 
experimental proof, will be assured 
that a part of himself which now 
thinks and feels may detach itself 
temporarily from his body during his 
life here, and will thus be enabled to 
conclude that this thinking and feeling 
part of himself may also detach itself 
permanently and survive the destruc
tion of his physical body.

Metaphysic teaches us that there 
can be no process in the partial and 
subordinate which is not first in its 
transcendent and.supreme. It follows 
that this process must be a represen
tation on this plane, and in subordin
ate mode, of the similar process, but 
prior in order and degree of perfec
tion, which must occur in transcend
ent state.

The fact that the double of the in
carnated spirit can be and is projected, 
implies as its logical precondition that 
the doubles of spirits existing in high
er and inner states to ours have previ
ously been projected; otherwise such 
manifestations could not occur in our 
subordinate and circumferential state.

That such projections from higher 
states have already occurred is well 
known to Spiritualists, who have, how
ever, been under a misconception as 
to the character and meaning of these 
phenomena. It is well known that all 
discamated men remain in the intra
normal earth sphere (called astral) for 
periods generally equaling that-of 
earth life, and are seen by sensitives 
whose clairvoyant (intra-normal) per
ception functions or whose doubles 
are projected into that plane. But all 
these spirits pass subsequently through 
a second death which entails their re
moval from the earth sphere and birth 
into the higher state which follows 
and whore evil ceases to exist. When 
after this second death such spirits 
return into the field of embodied per
ception, it is then no longer the spirits 
themselves who return, but their pro
jected doubles.

The experiments of Mr. de Rochas 
come opportunely and afford us the 
explanatry illustrations by which we 
may understand the process by which 
these spiritual projections are .pro
duced.

The double of one of his sensitives, 
exteriorized by the supplementation 
and intensification of the subject’s vi
tality by that of the operator, when 
projected into the intra-normal earth 
plane, met the discarnato spirit there 
several times of a friend of hers who 
had died ten years previously. After 
a time this spirit was lost sight of, but 
after about a year’s interval, this spirit 
controlled the sensitive by means of a 
telepathic current and stated that in 
the interval he hod lef t the earth sphere, 
and was now occupying a higher state,- 
whence, however, he could still influ
ence her by an electric thought-cur
rent.

In his works on ‘ ‘Superficial Hyp
notic State" and “Profound Hypnotic 
States," the experiments described 
present illustrations of thought-trans
ference (telepathy) in subordinate 
mode—that is, of suggestion, in which 
we are shown that an idea produces 
its realization through the subject to 
whom it is transferred, entailing either 
subjective visions (which have been 
called hallucinatory images by the 
Cambridge school); lucidity of vision 
at a distance;representation of foreign 
personalities, accompanied by altered 
facial expression and Intonation of 
voice and characteristic handwritings 
by which we may understand the 
modus operandi of clairvoyant visions 
and previsions; we may see that so- 
called possession -or obsession—that 
is, control, with its manifold represen
tations of various personalities, 
changed voice, attitude, expression, 
altered handwriting, etc., is effected tel
epathically; that is, by a vital current, 
entailing representation, as in “sug
gestion.” Ochorowiecz in his “Sug
gestion Mentale” gives several illus
trations of suggestion—that is thought
transference—having been effected by 
human operators to a subject at a dis
tance of about a thousand yards. 
This serves to illustrate the principal 
of “control.” Distance would be no 
hindrance to transcendent operators. 
In both cases, whether mesmerio or 
mediumistic, these phenomena entail 
the discreting or division of recollec
tions into secondary menlory chains or 
the subdivision of the personality Into 
several strata or aspects, ‘

In both mesmerio and mediumistic

of human operators acting from this 
circumferential state). In both phe
nomena, local—that is, partial control 
,—may be produced by inductive action 
on automatic centers, as well as the 
control of the whole subject through 
the brain. •

Considering that all these phases 
are common both to mesmeric and to 
mediumistic phenomena, we may be 
prepared to admit that identity in ef
fects’ implies identity in causes also. 
Consequently, as we know something 
with regard to the process under which 
mesmeric phenomena are produced, it 
follows that the process by which me
diumistic phenomena are produced 
must be of a similar nature, but of 
transcendent order.

We know'that mesmeric phenomena 
presuppose an operator as well as a 
subject, that they imply a trans
ference of psychic force, which' is 
shown by the experiments of Dr. 
Baraduo to be accompanied by a di
minution in the vital tension of the 
operator and an accentuation in that of 
the subject; that influence or media
tion is of the nature of induction and 
presupposes consonance or attune- 
ment of vibration in the vitality of 
the subject and operator. Consequently 
basing ourselves on our knowledge of 
the mesmerio process, we may con
elude thatmediumistic phenomena are 
produced by invisible operators, by 
the transference of a vital noumena! 
circuit, entailing induction in the sub
ject and accompanied by the expres
sion and realization of the idea im
plicit in the inducing circuit of 
thought-transference, thus producing 
phenomena.

The subject, in fact, becomes as a 
telephonic receiver to the transmitting 
operator, but is endowed with con
scious participation in tho reaction, or 
process of realizing the idea. In both 
mesmerio and mediumistlo phenom
ena, however, such experiences per
tain (with few exceptions) to an ab
normal or secondary memogr chain 
and are not radiated out into the nor
mal, empirical personality of the sub
jects.

In his latest work, “The Exterior
ization of Motive Energy,” Mr. de 
Rochas has dealt specially with phe
nomena occurring at a distance from 
the medium . and entailing dynamic 
action. From numerous illustrations 
which he gives in detail and which oc
curred In the presence of Eusapia 
Paladino and of Home, he concludes 
that such phenomena are produced by 
a force which is radiated from human 
beings and which resembles electricity 
or magnetism in its character. He 
adduces interesting evidence of the 
development of magnetic force in the 
organism of young girls at the time of 
puberty. Other mediumistic phenom
ena, such as “luminous globes, ” ap
pear to resemble the “fireballs” which 
appear during great storms at sea and 
at high altitudes. The invisible op
erators who produce the exterioriza
tion of this force through the medi
ums evidently command a greater 
dynamic intensity of force than that 
which is available by the human mes- 
merizer. Hence the Spiritualistic phe- 
nomona occurring at a distance from 
the medium produced by tho discar
nate, invisible operators can never be 
reproduced by human operators.

Mr, de Rochas remarks that medi- 
umistie phenomena largely resemble 
those which have been described as 
occurring in the presence of the mys
tics and visionaries of the past. It Is 
evidently the same vital emanation 
which constitutes the basis of all hyp
notic, mesmeric, mediumistic and also 
of so-called occult phenomena; that is, 
the thought from exteriorizations pro
duced by the use of magical formulae, 
mantram evocations, eto. But the 
phenomena produced by operators act
ing from this external, circumferen
tial state are necessarily of inferior 
order to those produced, by operators 
acting from higher, transcendent 
planes of being, The force used is 
the same, but the order or character 
of the phenomena produced is depend
ent on and is correlative to the state 
of being to which the operators have 
evolved and from which they act

The force in question is evidently 
similar in character to the magnetic 
“field” radiated from an electro-mag
net during the transmission through 
It of an electric current. It is an in
disputable fact that mediation or 
transference of electric force is the 
pre-condition of the production of this 
“induced” radiation. As the universal 

; process is at work always and every- 
। where, in the least as in the greatest, 

in man, in the sun, as well as in the 
1 electro-magnet, it follows that man's 
. magnetic aura, or spectrum, is the 

induced effect of the transmission 
■ through him of an electricinfluxor 
i mediation.

Even as the negative world-soul 
। produces life ia forms, under the

To the Editor:—The Boston Tran
script relates a strange experience in 
the career of the Italian explorer, 
Piaggia, among the savages of Africa, 
the main points of which I give. It 
appears from the account given that 
the most celebrated of Piaggia's ex
peditions was his visit to the Niam- 
Niam tribe, where he opened the way 
for Schweinfurth, who soon followed 
in his steps. He reached the frontiers 
of their country on the 14th of No
vember, 1863, with an escort of eighty 
men, and was received at the outset 
with great suspicion. Cowering be
hind the trees and among the bushes, 
naked, and motionless as a tiger 
watching for his prey, tlie Niain- 
Niams, armed with huge spears and 
bows ready sprung, gazed upon the 
stranger with a mixture of wonder 
and awe, stupefied with amazement at 
his audacity in coming among them, 
Themselves covered and half-hidden, 
they waited in hushed suspense what 
was to follow. A wrong gesture, a 
look of fear or defiance, would have 
precipitated a terrible assault. When 
Piaggia, however, advanced quietly 
among them, the chief of tho tribe 
followed his example, and, coming 
forward to meet him, inquired what 
had brought him there. On being in
formed that he requested their hds- 
pitality, it was accorded him without 
hesitation, and he was assigned one 
of their largest and most commodious 
ubieas.

The chief himself accompanied him 
to his new abode, when the curiosity 
of the tribe begin to be displayed. 
Skulking behind,'tlie trees and scram
bling over the ground, sometimes 
alone and again in groups of three 
and four, they ivouid steal slowly for
ward, jibbering, laughing, and tum
bling over each’other, until they had 
caught sight of-'their white guest, 
when they would break out into shrill 
cries, or perhaps1 dart suddenly away 
os if in terror add consternation.

Piaggia was Wde asked what his 
feelings had been‘f0n first arriving 
among this flerCb'" but simple-minded 
tribe. “They 'werC strange," he re
plied; “at bnee pleasurable and (pain
ful, and hal'd to be defined. I felt as 
if entering an asylum ox small, help
less children, who had a claim upon 
me; a sort of affectionate tenderness 
took possession of me, like that of a 
father. ”

Very shortly he resolved to remain 
among the Niam-Niams alone, without 
understanding their language or know
ing how long he would bo detained or 
what his fate would be.

The men are powerful, athletic, and 
live to a great age. The old men are 
very vigorous, and often at fourscore 
they take part in games and pastimes 
with as much eagerness and agility as 
tho youths of twenty. They com
memorate their birthdays by planting 
trees—a poetic custom. It was by 
Piaggia’s weapons that these virile 
male Niam-Niams were principally 
attracted. They conjectured that his 
rifles were intended for tobacco 
pouches, but could arrive at no con
clusion as to how the weed was to bo 
inserted. Their consternation when 
he fired a shot for the first time beg
gars description. Men, women and 
children threw themselves to the 
ground as if thunderstruck.

These were his amusing adventures; 
but Piaggia passed through many ter
rible experiences and trials while 
among the Niam-Niams. One day, 
when he had just sat down to dinner 
in his cabin, the chief suddenly made 
his appearance and ordered him to 
get up and follow him. Piaggia, sup
posing that he had been sent for to 
settle some dispute, as frequently 
happened, requested him to wait until 
he had finished his repast. “This is 
not the time to think of eating," re
plied-the chief, “but of dying; get up 
and follow me.” He was led to a 
mound,-surmounted' by a huge, flat 
stone, at a little distance, and here 
compelled to sit down, while the old 
men of the tribesqnatted around him 
in a circle, forming t a sort of rude 
tribunal. The .•space beyond was 
thronged by the..Niam-Niams, men 
and women, eager ta witness the pro
gress of the trial.' He was accused of 
haring caused the; death, by magic, of 
a young girl who had died a short 
time before. The -charge had been 
preferred by a opafty of Egyptian 
merchants wno. had passed a few days 
previous. Traveling this route for 
the first, time, they ..were desirous of 
gaining an influence over the Niam- 
Niams for their own ends, and thought 
it well to rid themselves of Piaggia to 
begin with, lest he should interfere 
with their plans, and perhaps de
nounce them to the government at 
Cairo. The trial was of the most 
primitive character, as can be 
imagined. No witnesses and no proofs 
were brought forward; the judges of 
the prisoner and his accusers were the 
same, and they did nothing more than 
repeat their accusations sullenly and 
stupidly, Piaggia, for his port,-de
clared his innocence, and tried to 
reason them out of . their suspicions 
and regain their favor. It lasted from 
morning until night For twelve

move, he was seated upon his pinnacle 
of torment^ in hitter conflict with 
brutal and ferocious savagesj incensed 
against him and bent upon his de
struction; for twelve hours he sat, 
with death in his soul and smiles upon 
his lips.

He was, however, saved finally after 
all. His fearless demeanor, good- 
humored sallies and sensible argu
ments told in the long run. Little by 
little he began to hear voices lifted up 
in his favor, at first timidly, and theju 
with more assurance, among his dually 
tribunal; until at last the crowd
taking their cue from their leaders— 
burst into shrill cries and proclaimed 
his innocence.

In relating the incidents of this 
eventful day, Piaggia declared that 
during those interminable hours of 
anguish, his whole life had passed 
before him, like a phantasmic vision. 
The incidents of his travels, the be
ings whom he had loved, his un
accomplished hopes and plans, seemed 
to gather around him in visible form, 
as if claiming his recognition for the 
last time. Near, apparently, to death’s 
door, these strange visions flitted be
fore him. They are common to those 
who have been drowned and then re
suscitated, and illustrate a curious 
condition of the spiritual powers un
der certain circumstances. S. O,

A More Reliable Medicine.
To tub Editor:—I notice what you 

say regarding the communication from 
Abe Lincoln, at Grand Ledge Camp; 
that other spirits dispute him, and 
that most emphatically. Now, it does 
seem to me that you “doctors" in this 
spiritual campaign should dose out to 
us hungry, thirsty seekers a more re
liable medicine. Perhaps Uncle Abe 
don’t know where he is at. At any 
rate it is quite likely these “other 
spirits" know more about what Abe 
wants than he does. This unreliability 
in these assumed communications is, 
I think, disgracefull Won’t some of 
you Spiritual lights explain just how 
this comes about. From your version 
it would seem that there are more liars 
in the other world than here on this 
earth, Ohl my God! what a pity. 
Won’t you please explain and oblige 

O. W. Bean.

An opinion is easily expressed, and 
whether from mortal or spirit must 
stand on its own merits. Opinions 
from the spirit side of life as tq who 
would probably be the successful can
didates in the Conventions proved 
failures, and may be relegated to the 
plane of “guesswork." We place 
.but little value on any prediction that 
may be made by spirit or mortal in 
reference to the probable success of 
any Presidential candidate. Where 
there. are such a variety of opinions, 
several will prove true, and be re
garded as remarkable prophecies, when 
they are nothing of the kind. Don’t 
disturb yourself, brother, over this 
conflict of opinion on the Presidential 
question on the spirit side of life. 
The same conflict exists on the ma
terial side of life. An opinion should 
never be construed as a lie.

THE BOOK OF NATURE.

Vast Nature, great and grand thou art; 
Thou flll’st our soul with awe sublime;

We see all life of thee a part, 
Go floating down the stream of time.

Backward I cast my wondering eye, 
And seem to view past scenes again, 

When awful thunders rent tho sky, 
And mountains rose from out the plain;

When, belching from their summits 
high,

The molten lava poured Its streams, 
That lit the cloud-bedarkened sky, 

When rocks were rent in ghastly 
seams.

The trembling earth, the troubled seas, 
My startled vision seems to scan, 

When storms and floods by slow degrees 
Prepared the future home of man.

The towering cliff, the yawning chasm, 
Left by old earth's convulsive throes, 

The rending throb, the earthquake 
spasm, 

Reduced our planet to repose.
Then man appeared 'mid Nature’s 

shocks,
And wild, gigantic, ravenous beasts, 

Whose roar re-echoed from the rocks
Whilst reveling in their bloody feasts.

In caves and dens of earth to hide, 
Our crude forefathers sought their 

rest, 
Where they in safety might abide 

Beneath tho lofty mountain’s crest.
But time has changed that fearful day; 

Those giant beasts have ceased to be;
Their bones, with man’s, are laid away 

In dreary caves for us to see.
Nature, thou art a book of truth, 

Where all can read thy truths re
vealed;

Old superstitions, taught in youth, 
Kept long thy sacred volumes sealed.

But progress of the human mind 
Is casting off the fetter chains, 

And thinking man is now inclined
To spurn such ignorance as remains.

Man thus ascending in the scale
Of knowledge, wisdom, truth and 

power,
The heralds of new thought he halls 

With rapture in the passing hour.
The cycling ages.gone and past

Leave in the rocks their records true;
And from'the wreck of time so vast 

Springs Nature’s wonders ever new.
We love to read the grand old hook, 

Whose truths sublime are clear and 
broad;

Wherever on her face we look
We trace the hand of Nature’s God. 

G; E. Newcomb.
- Oldtown, Maine.
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IFZZF SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
26« pages. One copy, 11 ; six coplea,

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL LEVEL 
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING,

FROM NIGHT TO MORNj 
Or, An Appeal to ths Baptist Church» 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cental ten copies, IL
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la conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect In every detail aa to be practically beyond the 
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“In every soul there la bound up eome troth and 
some error, and each gives to tbe world of thought 
what no other one possesses."—Cousin.
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Dean of the College of Iino Forces, and author of 
other important volumes on Health. Social Science. 
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DEAFNESS
•Jitj Head N'oKea relieved by using 
Wilson’s Common S^nse Ear Drums.
. }«IW inreaHom different
from All other devfcas. Tboouiyeaie, 
simple, comfortable and Invisible 
Ear Drum In tbe wortd> Helps where 

* Imedic&lelclll falja. Nd wlreorttriug 
' /attachment. Write for pumpblet. 
/ WILSON EAR DRUM CO..
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sectarianism. Price 50 cenu. Sold at thia office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of drop Interest, and throw a 
strong and now light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read lu

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual 

Spheres,
Transcribed by a Co-operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through in» 
dependent alate-writing. Tbe lllustrationawere given 
tn ell paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists. It 
is not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without» 
parallel In tbe literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition uf the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism The book contains 260 pages 
with six illustrations in balf-ionc, and twelve page! 
In .original Independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound In blue Bilk cloth, stumped in silver, Price» 
11.23. For sale at this office.
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Sarsaparilla 
Sense.
'? Any sarsaparilla is sarsapa
rilla. T«vs. So any tea is lea. 
So any flour!»flour. But grades 1

. differ, You wan/ tlLe. }eiA It's 
so with sarsaparilla, Thera ire 
grades. You want the best H 
you understood sarsaparilla as 1 
well as you do tea and flour U 
would be easy to determine, 
But you don't. How thou’.d 
you? When you are going to 
buy a commodity whose value 
you don't know, you pick out 
an old established bouse to 
trade with, and trust their ex
perience and reputation, Do so 
when buying sarsaparilla, '

Ayer's Sarsaparilla has been 
on the market ¡o years. Your 
grandfather used Ayer’s. It is > 
9 reputable medicine. There 
are many Sarsaparillas — ( 
bat only one Ayer's, It 

cures<
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PAST; PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Resulu of recent sclenUfio research regarding th| 
origin, position aud prospecti of mankind.

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lee
turn on Darwin,” Eto.

t “Tbe great mystery of existence consists In perpeU 
ual and Mnlnterrunted change. Everything Is immoj* I 
Cm! and lodcsiracubie—ue emaileac worm as-well as ■ 
the most ouormou8 of tbe celestial bodies,—the Baud 
grain or the water drop as well as tbe highest being lu 
creation, man cud his thoughts. Only tbe forms in 
which beiafi inaplfektB Itself are changing; but Being 
itself remains etej|ially tho same and linperhbabla. 
Whcg we qle wo do not lose oyreeheB, but only out 
peiioba] consciousness. We lire on in nature, tn out 
race, in our uhijdren. In our deeds, In our thoughts— 
in theft In tna wrtlre material and physical contrlbiu 
ilou wjiroh. ¿firing our short personal .existence, wa 
nave RtHjI^Ued to the •‘ubitetcnce of mankind and of . 
nature jff gehcnil.’’- Buechner.

vol . ev<-. uh<.। r;o pagefl, vellum cloth, 'll.

Baldness is either, .hereditary or 
caused by sickness, mental exhaustion, 
wearing tight-fitting hats, and by over
work aud trouble. HaU’s RenewerwiU 
prevent it . . . '

“Tbe Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. ,W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwobd is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. Forsalbat this 
office. Price 25 cents. ■ -

V

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on the 
same terms that Abe first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will ne sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.60 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopaedia.
ty In ordering one volume of the 

Encyolopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
Î premium on terms stated elsewhere, 
t is called tho Premium Encyclo

pædia, and Is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
ia connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopaedia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

THE MEuiUMISTIG
RIGHT LIVING

— BY —

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of "Apple« of Gold.” “AH In a Lifetime,” 

“Tho Story Hour,” “Summer Day» at Omet,” 
“Bunday Observance,” etc., etc.

living la a.i art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions: In fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the arts.—Thomas Staab King.

Thlibook gives sn admirable course of atody In 
etbtoa, and Supplies a lon^fclt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the Comprehension of 
children, as well as older peraone whom it Is wifely 
and appropriately designed to Lntereat while teaching 
them valuable ethical lesson».

The author shows a wise practicality !n her method 
of teaching tbe prindplea of ethics. Bbe Illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book monj Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It la especially adapted 
for nje In children’! lyceums. In the hands of moth
ers and teachers it may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. It le a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTSi
Right Living. 'What Ii Morality? TThat !• Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct: or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
nlttmlnator of Life. rnidenca,au Economy of Life, 
what Know xe of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Foe- 
»eralon. Temperance and IntempcrancJ. Ie tbe Use 
Of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Kame tor Loes. Industry, the. Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade» Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What le an *1 ? or 
the Worth of •Promise. Fraud» Crime, TbtPdlson 
of Slander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life, Is Reverence 
Ipotr? feelt-Rellwice. Jeir-ContTd. BcK-Respect. 
Foolish Prtde and Silly Prejudice. Anger, tbe Dis
tarter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the "Friend of Man. 
Hmctuallty, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will, Courage, a 
Necessity to Bight Living, In Begird to Concealed 
vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver of 
Strength andHonor. Valued Wealth. Avarice, Not 
♦Meani to Life’s Best End. Good Nature, One of 
Life a Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Free Speech. A Free press. Rights of Animate. 
Rights of Children. Human RighUi or IheEquaUty 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—Tbs Gentle
man. Politeness-Continued—The Gen'Qewdman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office,

Experiences of John Brown,
Tbe Medium of tho Koeklcs, with an Introduction by

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be In the bands of every one Inter» 

erted tn Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

1 The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter S, Removal t| 
California; Bctutn of Ills Guido. Chapter 4, Remarla 
able Tests. Chapters, Bls Work as a Healer. ChatM 
ter 6. Lear«» the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to tbe Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods used by Spirits to Commo 
nicate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, MJscet 
janeons Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience 
VbaptprlL, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow* 
er. ObaptCT IS, New Rrprrlrnces-Illu.írstíve at 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break Ih 
tbe Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14, Unaeen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda.

For talo at this office. Heavy paper covcrf prico GI 
oeata.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By 0. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of tho Order of the Magi,Chicago, 
DOZZVZ7 ZV CLO7H W/Tff GOLD 

J-> Bide, and containing «20 pages. This eplcndlfi 
book, Just tuned, contains nineteen full Temple Joe* 
tores upon occult subject», together ivltb other » 
ties from various newspapers, relating tho 
work. It contains all tho old Temple le.
In 1892, »nd tlireo others on the Hunan So 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wondefr 
fol book Is onlque as an Evangelist of Science auH 
•rruth. Price 11.23, postpaid, to »□}* address. For silj 
attblsofflf'*

THE DEAD MAN’S MESSAGE.
By Florence Uarryal, anther of “A Scarlet Sin.** 

"How Like a Woman,” “The Risen Dead,” “There II 
No Peath^ eto. Cloth. 1100. '

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

Tbe SpIrltuH Ide» of Death, Horen and Hell. By 
Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tho Splr* 
itualistic Interpretation or many things tn the Bible-— 
interpretations pevtr before given, explains thi 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists. Price, 
Wcents. For sale at thip office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY 8. WEIL.

Crtrth, tl.S. Paper, 50 conta.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
-AND-

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

Thia la a work of great mine, -written by one oftht 
keenest, most powerful and roost trmy rcllglout 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into tbe hand/of tboee who bare freed 
themselves from tbe dogma* of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materinlistlo science, for It will 
•trengtben the conviction of tbe free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
opufaslon; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
thBchlldhoodperiodofftlthaadfsDcjrwiU be super« 
aeded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able »nd fntere»tlug prwentation of a most 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist and ercry In« 
qnirertnto the proofs »nd phlToaophv of Spiritual- 
l*m should bays UUe eroaileat book, its value fa reo« 
Ognlzed and »ckaowiedged aU ow tba <orlA Price) 
etottbil, For sale at thia oBLce, - . -

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,'
THE WONDROUS POWES /-A 

which helptj or saM» ihna perform 
work» and otter IniMrei word», together with »eat 
renoaal Trait» and chtraclerliuc» of Prophet», Apa* 
Hu, and Jan», vrUawBeedtnp of **Tha Mirwelaa“ 
hrluiirrnai Price it canto. Ter Rale at »Ml 
«Am. ■ ■ ___ ■ ’
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SaïVB THINKBFL6 THE PROGRE
CLINTON CAMP. THE CAMP-MEETINGS.men

rest until fair 
tained,mor sho

It Is Proving a Favorite Place of 
Resort.

' The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
•publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak- 

te -'ers, or anything of special interest, send 
’ us a brief item, please. A great deal 

can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports.will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial Invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by tlie full name aud address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them. .

J. Clegg Wright lectured at Lake 
Pleasaiit Camp, August 16, 18 and 20.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll lectured, 
Sunday, August 16, at Lake Pleasant 
Camp, Mass., on “The'Foundations of 
Faith.” ■

On August 17, 18, 19 and 21, Mrs. 
Sarah A. Byrnes lectured at Lake 
Pleasant Camp, Mass.

Helen Stuart Richings is to lector,e at 
Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass., August 23, 
25 and 26.

Col. R. Ingersoll is to lecture at 
Lake Pleasant Camp, August 23, <

J. Frank Baxter will lecture August 
27 at Luke Pleasant Camp, Mass.

Dr. James De Buchananne lectured at 
Haslett Park, Mich., August 16, 18 and 
19. ■
. Hon. O. P. Kellogg lectured at Has
lett Park Camp, Auguqt 20.

Mrs. A. i&SJieets lectured at Haslett 
Park, August 21.

Hon. L. V. Moulton lectures gt Has
lett Park Camp, August 22 and 23.

Mrs. Marion Carpenter lectures at 
Haslett Park Camp, August 25.

5Jrs. A. E. Sheets lectures at Haslett 
Park Camp, August 26.

Moses Hull lectures Äugust 27 , 28, 29, 
30, at Haslett Park Camp, Mich.

Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing lectured, 
August 16, 18, 19, 20, at Sunapee Lake 
Camp, N. H.

: Mrs. E. I. Webster lectured at Suna- 
pee Lake Camp, N. fl., August 16.

F. H. Wiggin lectures August 21, 22, 
23, at Sunapee Lake Camp, N. H.

Carrie E. S. Twing lectures, August 
23, at Sunapee Lake. ‘

Mrs. S. C. Cunningham and Mrs. Nel
lie Burbeck lectures at Sunapee Lake', 
N. H., August 25.

Cora L. V. Richmond lectured August 
16, at Lake George Camp, N. Y.

Meredith B. Little lectured August 
23, at Lake George Camp.

Helen L. Palmer lectured August 18 
and 20, nt Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.

Anna L. Robinson lectures at Lake 
Brady, August 22 aud 23.

Helen L. Palmer lectures, August 23, 
at Lake Brady, Ohio.

Prof. J. S. Loveland lectured, August 
16, 17, 18, 20, at Redondo Camp, Cal.

J. J. Morse leetu red at Redondo Camp, 
Cal., August 16.

W, C. Bowman lectured at Redondo 
Camp, August 16, 19, 20.

Mrs. Hendee-Rogers lectured, August 
17, at Redondo Camp.

W. J. Colville lectured, August 18, 19 
and 21, at Redondo Camp, Cal.

Dr. Geo. W. Carpender spoke at Re
dondo Camp, August 18.

Mrs. Ada Foye lectures August 21, at 
Redondo Camp.

Mrs. M. S. Longley lectures August 
22, at Redondo Camp.

W. J. Colville lectures August 22 and 
25, at Redondo Camp.

Prof. J. S. Loveland lectures August 
23 and 25, at Redondo Camp, Cal.

J. J. Morse lectures August 23, at Re
dondo Camp.

Dr. Geo. W. Carpender lectures at Re
dondo Camp. August 24.

Maude Freitag lectures August 24, at 
Redondo Camp.

Lyman C. Howe lectured August 15 
and 16, at Grund Ledge Camp, Mich.

E. W. Sprague lectured August 16, 17 
and 18, at Vicksburg Camp, Mich.

J. Frank Baxter lectured August 19, 
"20 and 21, at Vicksburg Camp, Mich. 
. Saturday, August, 22, is Woman’s Day 
at Vicksburg Camp. Addresses by Mrs. 
C. A. Sprague and others.

’ E. W. Sprague lectures Sunday, Au
gust 23, at Vicksburg Camp, Mich.

■ J. Frank Baxter lectures August 23, 
at Vicksburg Camp.

Tuesday, August 25, is Temperance 
Day at Vicksburg Camp. Lectures by 
-Mrs. C. A. Sprague and C. W. Sprague.

J. Frank Baxter was at Clinton Camp, 
la., August 17. ■
• J. C. F. Grumbine is at Clinton Camp, 
from August 15 to August 21.

Harrison D. Barrett is to be at Clinton 
Camp, la., August 22 to August 25.

Mrs. A. H. Luther is to be at Clinton 
Camp. August 23 to August 30.

Mi's. R. S. Lillie lectured at Cassada
ga Camp, August 16 and 18.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood lectured at 
Cassadaga, August 16.

Hon. A. B. Richmond lectures August 
19 and 23, at Cassadaga.

Jennie B. H. Jackson lectures at Cas
sadaga, August 20 and 23.

Mrs. R. S. Lillie and,Rev. W. W. 
Hicks lecture at Cassadaga, August 22.

Mrs. A. M. Glading lectured at Onset 
Camp, Mass.. August 16, 18 and 19.

Mrs. Sarah A: Byrnes lectures at On
set Camp, August 20 and 21.
' Dr. Geo. A. Fuller lectures at Onset 
Camp. August 23 and 26.

Mi’s. Cora L. V. Richmond lectures at 
Onset Camp, August 23, 25, 27 and 30.

At Verona Park Camp, Maine,' Au
gust Id, F. ,W. Smith lectured on “The 
Origin and Evolution of Man and Mat
ter.” Mrs. Peyser gave an inspirational 
address. A. El Tisdale gave the closing 
lecture.

Oscar Edgerly lectured at Temple 
Heights Camp, Maine. August 16.

Tito mission of the American Theoso
phy Crusaders to England and the rest 
of the world has encountered the fatal 
obstacle of ridicule at the outset. This 
Is a scoffing generation* of Englishmen, 
and attempts made, in white flowing 
robes, to convert them to an occult doc
trine which they are prejudiced to be
lieve is some new humbug, excites chiefly 
amusement. Col. Olcott and Mrs. 
Besant take them seriously, however, 
and issue solemn repudiation of them 

;and their mission. In name only are 
they the original Theosophists.

, Will C. Hodge writes from Clinton 
L- Camp: "Max Hoffman is coming to the 
J?' front as one of the best mediums In the 
Y field, while Burt Ruse has set the camp 

■ ■ tod the town all agog over his wonder
ful work.” • ' .

si■ The first meeting at the Queen’s Hall. 
London,-. England, of the American 
Thebsopliy.Crusaders was a dull affair 

fc ted the attendance small. • Not one of

Wanted: All Spiritualists in the 
world, who believe in re-incarnation, to 
send their names and address to Dr. Al? 
bert F. Snell, corner of Sixth and. Wal
nut i treats, Cincinnati, Ohio. '

G. W. Kates and wife will not have 
the services of Prof. Singer and son 
after September 10. They will accept 
engagements with local societies to lec
ture aud give tests. AIT time is open. 
Address, at once, Cassadaga Camp, Lily 
Dale, N. Y., August 16 to 21; Buffalo, 
N. Y., August 22 to 26.

the speakers developed a spark of en
thusiasm, and somehow the impression 
prevails that the group of so-called 
Propagandists have started on a pleasure 
trip round the world. .

Sunday Evening Musicales and/Tests 
Meetings.—The Beacon Light Spiritual 
Church, 017 North Clark street, has 
adopted a new system of entertaining 
the people—besides the afternoon meet
ing, conferences and test seances, the 
management has arranged for a Splen
did musical and elocutionary program to 
precede the tests that will be given by 
some of the best test mediums in the 
city. There will be selections by vio
linists, pianists, and recitations. Mrs. 
Dr. Magoon. an elegant pianist and elo
cutionist, has consented to appear tlie 
last three Sundays in August. A grand 
time will bp had by all. Mr. and Mrs. 
Perkins will assist with their varied 
gifts of mediumship. ’

Frank T. Ripley, the well known plat
form test medium and speaker, is now
ready for fall and winter engagements. 
Address all letters to him at Oxford, 
Ohio. -

C. F. C. writes from Dowagiac, Mich.: 
“We are glad of' the opportunity to re: 
port that Mr. E. W. Sprague and hig,ex
cellent wife have been in our'midst for 
a few days. Mr. S. gave a lecture on 
Sunday afternoon, August 2; subject. 
‘Spiritualism, Its Basic Principles and 
Its Phenomena.’ His lecture on the 
above was clear, logical, eloquent and 
powerful, as all his lectures are. Many 
good tests followed. In the evening the 
subject was taken from the. audience, 
and handled with clearness and power. 
Many good tests followed. ..„On Tuesday 
evening, August 4, he devoted tlie entire 
time to testand character reading, divid

ring the time with his wife,who is an ex
cellent psychometrist and olairvbyant. 
All were pleased, and many rejoiced in 
what they heard. Mr. and Mrs, Sprague 
areaind-hearted, genial, good and .hon
est mediums, possessing rare gifts and, 
all who employ them will find them 
worthy.”

Geo. Maddocks writes from Hamilton, 
Ontario: “We have recently had tpe 
pleasure of a visit from that grand and 
good medium, Mrs. M. C. Jacob, of In
dianapolis. She stayed here fortfour 
week and gave such satisfaction that her 
visit was all too short. Her manifesta
tion of spirit presence was irresistible 
to skeptics, as her controls would speak 
out in broad daylight, on the street’ or 
on the cars, independent of the use of 
trumpet, and has caused quite a breeze 
here among the ‘smart Alecks’ whose 
imagination had accounted for the phe
nomena by ventriloquism and mind
reading. Spirituolism is of slow growth 
in this -orthodox country, but Mrs. 
Jacob’s visit has lightened the road to 
quite a number of our citizens.”

A subscriber writes: “Willis Edwards, 
pastor of the Church of the Spirit, opens 
the new hall at 620 North Clark street, 
Sunday, September 6, with special serv
ices, afternoon at 3 o’clock, and evening 
at 7:45. Mrs. Nickerson Warne will 
lecture at both services, assisted by Mrs. 
Maud Gillette) who will give slate-writ
ing in the afternoon) Prof. Buchanan, 
and Mr. Lew Howard, inspirational 
pianist. Dr. Edwards will give tests 
and other phenomena. An interesting 
musical programme has been arranged 
under the direction of Mrs. Edith Gray, 
who will also give choice vocal selec
tions. A new work has beeu taken up 
by the church in establishing a lyceum 
for spiritual unfoldment, organizing and 
holding its first meeting at 2 p. m., Sun
day, September 6, at tbe above address, 
and every following Sunday at same 
hour and place. Mr. Edwards has en
gaged for the coming season such prom
inent speakers as Mrs. Mattie Hull, W. 
J. Colville, Mrs. IdaP. Whitlock. Hon. 
L. V. Moulton, Mrs. Nickerson Warne 
and others-names that we know will be 
sufficient toassurea large attendance at 
the meetings. As the seating capacity 
o'the hall is nearly 2,000, we shall not 
be inconvenienced for room. Local and 
visiting mediums are cordially invited 
to our platform. If they will send tn 
their names and phases one week in ad
vance, we will give them special notice 
in our announcements. All are welcome. 
Seats free. Lakeside Hall, 620 North 
Clark street.”

Thomas Hardinge, of Sturgis, Mich., 
writes: “There was an item of news 
some time ago in a Chicago or Grand 
Rapids daily paper, which stated that 
Dr. S. A. Thomas had been found dead 
in his bed at Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Would some Spiritualist who knows 
have the kindness to state whether the 
Dr. S. A. Thomas referred to was the 
eclectic physician who formerly lived in 
Sturgis, and moved to La Grange, Ind. 
The Dr. S. A. Thomas I have reference 
to was a pronounced Spiritualist, and 
had been for many years; he was also a 
medium, and lectured occasionally on 
ocoult and financial subjects, and, if I 
am not mistaken, was a subscriber to 
The Progressive Thinker.”

R. Neeley writes: "You told your 
readers some time ago that the secular 
papers would, at no very distant day, 
render spiritual papers unnecessary. I 
thought you had good reason for saying 
so, and yet it seems strange to me to see 
so soon in The Progressive Thinker 
items of spiritual news which were 
known to me, having read them in the 
dailies. But the report from Cassadaga 
in last Sunday’s Chronicle and Tribune 
astouished me, and I think the campers, 
one and all, as well as all Spiritualists, 
may congratulate themselves that their 
day of popular recognition is come. 1 
consider you a true prophet ■ in this 
instance.” .

A subscriber writes: “The Church 
of the Spirit held its annual picnic Sat
urday, August 1, at Central Grove. 
Willis Edwards gave the opening ad
dress, which was highly appreciated. 
Mrs. Sarah De Wolf followed, giving a 
brief but eloquent definition of what 
Spiritualism has done for the world. 
Mrs. Jackman gave tests and delinea
tions that were clear and concise. Mrs. 
Hamilton Gill, under the control of her 
guides, eave an inspirational discourse 
and tests. Dr. Hanselever’s description 
of those who had passed to the other life 
proved his wonderful clairvoyant pow
ers, and the messages given through 
him were gratefully, received. In the 
evening dancing was indulged in by 
many. The dancing booth was deco
rated with Chinese lanterns and Ameri
can flags, looking very pretty. The 
Rees orchestra played choice selections 
all day long, and their popular dancing 
music in the evening. The doctor ana 
his wife, with the committee selected to 
entertain, exerted themselves that all 
might have the good time assured 
them.”

W. H. Bach will remain in the East 
this winter aud would be pleased to 
hear from societies desiring his services, 
especially in New England; He is a 
trance and inspirational speaker and 
gives poems from subjects presented by 
the audience. Will also give-experl- 
ments illustratihg the use of hypnotism 

.in assisting the development of mediums, 
at the close of lectures when desired. 

. Address, care Banner of Light, Boston, 
Mass. . . .. ;

Anyone knowing the address of; Mrs. 
L. H. Preston, will please send it to this 
office.

Mrs, Lora Holton, of Chicago, gave a 
successful musical and literary enter
tainment and seance at Maple Dell 
Camp, August 14, assisted by Miss Kath
erine Dickens Cole, elocutionist,- Mis»

ITEMS FROM LICHT, LONDON.
The following is generally interesting: 

“Being a reader of Light ’now for the 
past eight or nine months, and also of 
the Two Worlds, I should very much 
like to know what books are best on the 
Occult. My two little girls can do auto
matic writing, purporting to come from 
their mother, and I can safely say have 
never had a truthful message yet. It 
makes me rather sad, particularly as 
there are no Spiritualists here. would 
give £10 to any charity if I cou 
proof of Spiritualism. If you cou 
vise me 1 shall feel very grateful.' 

:irig your paper every success.” 
books are best on the occult is ratlter a 
vague description. “The occult” . 
eludes everything; from the Provident« 
of the good God to the sending of a 
lying message by a bad man. We fre. 
quently publish a list of books. We do 
so again to-day. We scarcely under
stand the offer of our correspondent. He 
will give £10 for ‘proof of Spiritualism,’ 
and yet his own children get automatic 
writing! But the messages are untruth
ful? That does not interfere with their 
genuineness. We rather think it con
firms it. If the messages were truthful, 
and such as a mother might send, one 
might suspect that affectionate children 
had worked themselves up into state of 
mind which had induced the delusion 

-that they were under control. But if 
the messages are unlike the mother, 
the‘proof of Spiritualism is increased. 
In fact, in sueh a case, the greater the 
falsehood the greater the proof of spirit 
action aj art fr m the rainds/Of tfie chil
dren. Our friend must dislinguish'Tie- 
tween ‘proof of Spiritualism'and proof 
of spirit identity. He seems to nave 
proof enough of Spiritualism—enough 
and to spare.

We know that mesmeric phenomena 
presuppose an operator as well as a sub
ject; that they imply a transference of 
psychic force (accompanied by a diminu
tion in the vital tension of the operator 
and an accentuation in the vital tension 
of the subject): that ‘influence’ or media
tion presupposes consonance or attune- 
ment of vibration in the vitality ot the 
subject and operator (or, in other words, 
that ‘influence’ is akin to electric induc
tion). Consequently, basing ourselves 
on our knowledge of the mesmeric pro
cess, we may conclude that mediumistic 
phenomena are produced by (invisible) 
operators, by the transference of a vital 
or noumenal circuit entailing induction, 
in the subject and accompanied by the 
realization (expression) of the idea im
plicit in the inducing circuit of thought 
transference, and thus producing 'phe
nomena.'

Quoting.from the Brussels Gazette, of 
June 11, Le Message!' of Liege gives us 
the following curious story: "At No. 5 
Mont Cenis road, Creusot, says the Jour
nal de Saone-et-Loire, a straoge thing 
occurs each evening, and causes great 
excitement in front of the house. An 
apartment in the basement is inhabited 
by a family named Dubois. In this 
chamber there are two beds facing each 
other, the one occupied by the father, 
who is an invalid and bedridden, and the 
other by mother and daughter, the lat
ter a girl of fourteen years. The young 
Dubois is said to be extremely nervous, 
and her father to be more nervous still. 
The following, according to an eye
witness worthy of credit in all respects, 
is the strange and sui prising circum
stance which happens each evening at 
tho house of the Dubois family: As soon 
as the young Dubois girl occupies the 
bed facing that in which her father lies, 
each time she has a nervous attack, her 
bed, moved by a mysterious and irresisti
ble force, glides towards the one in 
which her father lies.

In continuation of the conference 
meeting at Liverpool, Mr. John Slater 
gave an evening seance in aid of the 
funds of the Spiritualists’ National Fed
eration. Despite the very wet weather 
there was a good assembly, and the tests 
given by the guides were numerous and 
convincing. Clear and distinct descrip
tions, names, dates, and places followed 
in bewildering rapidity, and drew forth 
the enthusiastic plaudits of skeptic and 
Spiritualist alike.

A French contemporary says that the 
greatest difficulty is experienced in pro
curing hands for the light-ship, Rooert 
King, stationed at the entrance to the 
port of New Haven, United States, be
cause of a rumor that the vessel is 
haunted by a ghost. The entire crew 
of the Robert King having deserted—a 
result of the fright which the ghost 
gave them, and which, moreover, had 
been administered several times last 
winter—Captain Parker Hall had to go 
to New Haven to engage fresh hands, 
and at tbe time this report was circu
lated it was said he had not been suc
cessful in getting a crew together.

Tbe same Paul who said, "Quench 
not the spirit, despise not prophecy- 
ings,” also said, “Let your moderation 
be known unto all.” Greatly is that 
needed in deciding to attempt the de
velopment of the faculty of mediumship 
—not to get excited, not to be overbal
anced, not to get things out of perspec
tive, not to rush to conclusions, not to 
accept everything that comes and act 
upon it, but to recognize the crudities of 
beginnings.

We are persuaded that a great deal of 
the Old Testament condemnation of 
what may be called a form of Spiritual
ism, had, for its cause, undesirable 
forms of spirit-communion; and it does 
not follow that the condemnation of the 
evil carries with it the condemnation of 
the good. . .
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Island Lake Camp-Meeting.
We are getting along very nicely with 

our camp work. All are well pleased 
with the proceedings from day to day, 
speakers as well as hearers. We have 
been having an exceptionally good week 
as to the weather and entertainments. 
Mrs. O. M. Nickerson, of Lansing, Mich., 
editress of “Woman's Voice,” fully sus
tain# the reputation of years standing 
in her very able address on the ques
tions that were handed to her, which 
led her, naturally or otherwise, into her 
favorite theme, “Reincarnation,” and 
while illustrating she also verified to 
the full extent as to what may come 
from a “Woman’s Voice.” Altogether 
the subject was treated In a most satis
factory masher. She was followed by 
our old tried, true and warm friend, Ly
man O. Howe, wnoni no words of mine 
could raise in th? estimation of trie fel
lowman. He ha» already a record in 
the immortal archives. All blés» th# 
noble and self-Badrifiolng Workers every
where.

Following these were the grand and 
stalwart exponents of the cause of or
ganization: Mrs. A. E. Sheets and Hon. 
L. V. Moulton, who most ably discussed 
the subject in a way that would Convince 
a prejudiced people, if anything would, 
of the facts,,duties amt- responsibilities 
of a genuine liberty-loving people. 
Then cam# th# lohg lookeifor ,fWo- 

I man’s Day.” "Neither Delay Nor Rest”here.Glair Tuttle

is their motto; eithdj'frill they let
^nd equal rights are ob- 

vuiuuu, jim- uuu^ld tuy. . This day was 
given; Into tlie Ijarula JjRttie chief repre
sentatives of this'cause in ‘ Michigan: 
Mrs. Mary L. Boe atiite Mrs. Martha E. 
Root, and as toriheir'fck'pabilities, earn
est, honest, faithful endeavors, and the 
thoroughness irj the pqr.formunee of the 
work undertaken, they,, stand the peers 
of any pair of ‘¡vorkefs, in any similar 
cause, of the nineteenth century. Mrs. 
Root spoke in ¿the forenoon ou “Wo
man’s Relation to tbe'cBaïlot.” It was 
a logical statement,¿Wowing tlie sub
jection of woman from'infancy to old 
age, to laws which '(did has no partin 
making. : 1 ,

Mrs. Doe spoke, in the afternoon, on 
“Woman as a Voter.” She held the
close attention of the audience from be
ginning to end, by the polished delivery 
of a scholarly argument, which was, 
however, clearly understood by all pres
ent. ■ - ■

Especial music was furnished for the 
occasion. A lively fusilade of questions 
and inquiries followed. The day was 
pronounced'one of the best Of the 
season.

Mr. and Mrs. Menough are still with 
us, and are gaining friendsand popu
larity every day. Their indepeudent 

.slate-writing gives universal satisfac
tion. They rank with' the best in this 
line, and also in their light seances they 
are unsurpassed, • '

A very interesting circumstance oc
curred at our meeting on Friday after
noon, August 7, when Mrs. Marion Car
penter had finishedbpeaking. A medi
um, Mrs. Augusta Ferris, of Bay City, 
asked permission to miike an announce
ment, She said: “Alice, the spirit con
trol of Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, who left 
this morning, stands here and tells me 
Mrs. Robinson has fallen suddenly ill in 
the Downey House, but Is better'.” As 
soon as possible the following telegram 
was sent: . •

“Mrs. A. L. Robinson, Lansing, Mich.: 
Alice informed us you were taken sud
denly ill. Are you better? Answer.

' “Frank Rossman.”
This answer was soon'received: 
“Frank Rossman, Island Lake Camp, 

Mich.: Was very ill, but better now.
“Mrs. H. J. Downey.”

This is regarded as a very striking ev
idence of the reliability of spirit mes
sages. Communications by letter veri
fied all the particulars.

Come and hear Mrs. Ferris in a pub
lic seance on Friday, August 21: Edgar 
W. Emerson Saturday and Sunday, Au
gust 22 and 23, and Marguerite St, Omer 
on Sunday, August 30, the last day of 
our camp-meeting.

John S. Phillips, See.

Lake Eirady Camp.
Moses and Mattie Hull have been with 

us a few days and, as might well be sup
posed, during their presence there was 
no lack of interest, either in the meet
ings or conferences. Mattie gave sev
eral beautiful inspirational talks and 
iiodins during thelr'l'stay, of which we 
ain would make a record did space per

Moses Hull is authority; on Bible Spir
itualism, and no one w’lio still held to 
Bible authority could fail to be con
vinced by his unanswerable arguments. 
He urged more missionary work, and 
exhorted Spiritualists not to selfishly in
sist on test after teiit Apr themselves, 
after being thorougVly„ponvinoed, but 
to help spread the tepth, that through 
it others might be freed..from ignorance 
and superstition. Said jje: “1 have no 
dollar to spend for a^ostqfor myself, but 
I have a dollar to spend for one who has 
never hud a test.’’ •,

His lecture on “Qeath, and Its To
morrow” was a ma^prpiece, largely a 
collection of facts, proving conclusively 
to any logical mind the power of spirit 
independent of any physical environ
ment.

Mr. Hull was in demand by the reform 
political element while here, and gave 
several addresses on the silver question 
and kindred ideas on political economy, 
in several of our suvo nding towns.

The usual large . ,-,;.vds attended our 
Sunday meetings, Moses and Mattie 
Hull, with Maggie as test medium, be
ing the attraction. In the evening the 
Russel Cottage was dedicated, and 
named “Fairview Cottage.” The beau
tiful lawn in front was transformed into 
a veritable fairy scene, with its profuse 
decorations of evergreen, flowers and 
Japanese lanterns. Moses and Mattie 
Hull presided. Congratulatory speeches, 
music and recitations filled up an enjoy
able evening in the open air.

Dr. F. Schermerhorn, who is one of the 
present standbys of Lake Brady, has, to
gether with his lectures, given some 
character readings from a phrenological 
standpoint.

The last camp entertainment netted 
over twenty doillarsi Mrs. Eisie, as a 
flower girl: Mrs. McCaslin, as Josiah 
Allen's wife: D. A. Herrick and Dr. 
Schermerhorn, in their laughable farce, 
"The Intelligence Office,” were especial 
features. Two tiny girls, Bessie Herrick 
and her lively mate, sang pretty songs; 
Mr. and Mrs. Cole rendered a fine duet, 
also Moses and Mattle Hull, who were 
repeatedly encored. Mrs. Bacon re
cited the "Negro Funeral,” and Mrs. 
Watkins gave a humorous selection. A 
collection of animated wax figures, trans
formed from flesh and blood for the oc
casion, completed this unique entertain
ment.

Miss Gaule wishes to correct the im
pression that a benefit seance was ten
dered her. She gave the seance her
self for her own benefit. To-day she 
seemed crowded by spirits pressing 
around her. Said she: “Here is a 
father, there a brother, and yonder a 
little child, wanting to manifest, and 
here comes a dear "mother. O, friends, 
how I wish I could speak for you all! 
How I would love to go to every person 
in this vast audience and give them 
proofs of this invisible presence, with 
which I am surrounded. But I can only 
give as it is given tp me and, rest as
sured, I will give notyugielse.”

Among other testB^hoJeaid to a lady: 
“I am your sister! t'I,come to tell you 

that I was with you last evening between 
the hours of 8 and 4.', The time when 
you needed me most^s ri was the most 
marked period in your lite.”

The lady bappehedjto have been mar
ried at that time, a nptiep of which we 
append: , ¿p ’

“Married, August rih^ 8th, at Kent, 
Ohio, Miss Lyde L. Bowman to Corwin 
B. Curtiss, both of Kefit.’}

The fair, given by thedadies last week, 
brought in the comfortable sum of 8100.

The "Boy Medium’lh'qljglven two se
ances upon the grounds, mid persons at
tending then expressed themselves as 
well satisfied »?\ii tjbe..manifestations, 
and say he c' ,es promise of making a 
fine medip-. . ' ’ -

Miss luaggie Gaule has recovered 
from her short illness, and is again with 
us a§ test medium, The seance given 
by her, mentioned in our last report, 
was not, in the ordinary sense, a benefit. 
She simply gave a seance for herself) as 
other jnediums are doing upon the 
grounds. Mas. McOaslin.

"Cosmian Hymn Book,”- A collection 
of priginal and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wasfi- 
barn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises/58 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral Mintiujent, and free froffi 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sa e 
at this officK, ; ,

A goodly number of people, as set 
forth by the Camp Register, gathered 
iu the grove Monday' afternoon, as 
Mrs. Reed, a teacher of psychic laws, 
had consented to give readings from 
different articles sent to her from the 
audience. ’Mrs. Kayuer and Mrs. 
Nickless, two other excellent me
diums, also gave their time to the 
meeting, and there, beneath the trees, 
in that informal gathering, were given 
most satisfactory evidences of the 
power of mind to read mind, of the 
so-called dead to speak to the living, 
and to encourage by prophecy and 
cheeriiig messages those who sojourn 
in earth-life. .

■ . Phenomena were ne ver better than 
at Mount Pleasant Park this season.

- ; ATTENTION, SKEPTICS. • •
All who doubt the power of 

spirit to use the Invisible forces of 
nature to 'produce sound : should visit 
the seances of Professor Harry Lamb, 
the trumpet medium, every one of 
these seances being held in the bright
est light. No paraphernalia other 
than a single tin trumpet, the medium 
satisfying the most skeptical as to 
“test conditions."

The writer has attended all of these 
seaneps given so far, and upon the 
suggestion being given that possibly 
the independent voices were produced 
by ventriloquism, the medium, by re
quest, talked gt the same time the 
trumpet voice spoke, and, as a further 
test, while one voice was speaking tbe 
Professor put a handkerchief into his 
mouth to show that the voices did not 
come from his mouth, but from the 
trumpet alone, and these independent 
voices of our friends spoke to us in
telligently of the past, present and 
future. . .

These light-seances challenge the 
attention of the earnest truthseeker 
and conscientious skeptic.

When hidden facts of the mind are 
revealed through the trumpet by the 
voice of a departed friend, what 
greater proof can be desired of the 
immortality of human intelligence 
and the power of spirit to manifest 
independently through the forces of 
nature. .
' Monday evening', by-the courtesy of 
that genial, good fellow, John A. 
Johnston, of Sunshine Cottage, we 
were permitted to attend one of his 
trumpet seances, and feel that it is 
but simple justice to say that, not
withstanding the extreme heat, every
body seemed more than satisfied with 
the evidences of the return of spirit 
friends. Dozens of them, conversing 
with those composing the circle, in 
distinct voices through the trumpet, 
fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters 
and old-time friends, brought mes
sages of love which made us in a 
measure forget the discomfort of try
ing to keep quiet in a close room upon 
so very hot an evening.

Mrs. Jdhnston is the very amiable 
hostess and business manager at the 
cottage, and last evening felt the dis
comforts of the oven-like atmosphere 
as keenly as the balance of us, and 
will in the future see to it that the 
guests and patrons have the benefit of 
plenty of fresh air. The seance-room 
at Mr. Johnston's cottage is large, 
and with windows open and doors left 
ajar, good ventilation may be secured. 
Mr. Johnston is a good business clair
voyant and slate-writer, as well as 
trumpet medium. Strangers will at 
all times find a welcome at this pleas
ant home on the hill. Mr. and Mrs. 
Johnston are so well and favorably 
known that they need no voucher of 
ours for their honest and fair dealing. 
They will, for the rest of the month, 
hold seances three times a week— 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday even
ings. ,

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
Lake Pleasant Camp is now in its sec

ond week, and is progressing finely. The 
preliminary meeting was as much of a 
success as could be hoped for, and the 
real camp that has now opened has been 
more than a success. From the genial 
Jifdge Daily, its president, to the man 
with the vegetable cart, every one seems 
disposed to make it all that is possible.

The platform has been occupied by 
some of the loading speakers, among 
them H. D. Barrett, Mrs. Holmes, of 
Brooklyn; Edgar W. Emerson, Dr. 
O. W. Hidden, Oscar A. Edgerly, Lizzie 
Harlow, Prof. Lookwood, Robert G. 
Ingersoll, and others, among them the 
writer.

Lake Pleasant is a lovely spot, located 
on the shores of a lake bearing the 
same name. It numbers among its 
workers some of the oldest, as well as 
some of the most active, in the United 
States. Amons these are the Hatch 
family, who comprise three generations 
of lyceqpi workers, Mrs. Alice Water
house, Mrs. Barnes, who has been the 
president of the Ladies’ Aid Society of 
Boston for some years, and numerous 
other wqrkers. In fact, Lake Pleasant 
is quite an exception in the numbef and 
prominence of its workers. In addition 
to this it has upon its grounds the finest 
spiritual temple ever raised by the 
Spiritualists of the United States; not in 
the great cost, but in internal and ex
ternal beauty and. acoustic qualities. 
With its maple floor, hard pine sides and 
ceiling, and sound-bole at the top, it is a 
veritable musical instrument upon a 
large scale.

Two arguments used against Spiritual
ists cannot be used here—lack of socia
bility and non-education of children. 
The children enjoy a very fine lyceum, 
and their part is taken in a very orqdit- 
able manner. The people also vie with 
each other in seeing how much they can 
assist others in having a good time.

We look forward to many good and 
true workers in the next two weeks, and 
also to a greatIncrease in our numbers. 
The weather, has been very warm, and 
has been against the greatest activity of 
the camp, but with cooler weather in 
prospect, and a cool breeze from the 
fake, we begin to feel life, ¿nd will work 
harder to make up for the few hot davs.

■ W; H. Bach'

“The Occult Forces of Bex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker.' Three pamphlets are em
bodied In this volume, in which quest- 
ions-ol great importance to the race are 
Ijscuseeff from the standpoint of a 

vtmeea social reformer. Price Mo.

MT. PLEASANT PARK.
■' The Fourteenth Annual Camp-meet
ing of the Mississippi Valley Spiritual-, 
ist Association commences at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, August 2, clos
ing August 30. For full circulars and 
particulars address Will C. Hodge, 710 
Prairie street, Milwaukee, Wis., until 
July 15th: after that, Clinton, Iowa (Mt. 
Pleasant Park).

CASSADAGA CAMP
Will open July 11, and close August 23. 
For full programme and many interest
ing particulars send to A. E. Gaston, 
Lily Dale, N. Y. ’

LAKE GEORGE CAMP,*
Situated at the head of Lake George, at 
the terminus o^the Glen Falls branch of 
the Delaware and Hudson railroad, 
opens July 12 and closes September 6. 
The management have published an il- 
illustratedi pamphlet' with programme. 
Send for it; addressing James D.White, 
Albany, N. Y. ‘

. HASLETT PARK CAMP,
Michigan, will ba.held at Haslett Park, 
beginning July 30 and ending August 
31, and including five Sundays, Fora 
beautifully illustrated.pamphlet, giving, 
full particulars, address G. F- Ottmar, 
209 and 210 Hollister Building, Lansing, 
Miob. ’

UAKE PLEASANT CAMP
Will commence July 4 and continue to 
Sept. 1. For full programme, address 
A. P. Blitin, 603Tremont street, Boston, 
Mass. ■ ■

._ LAKE BRADY GAMP,
Opens June 28 and closes September 6. 
The management have issued an illus
trated pamphlet of 12 pages, containing 
full particulars. Address Chas. Thomas, 
2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio., or 
C. P. Hopkins, superintendent of 
grounds, Lake Brady, via Kent, Ohio.
. DELPHOS, KANSAS.

This camp opens August 7 and contin
ues seventeen days. For full and compre
hensive information concerning the 
camp, address A. D. Ballou, M. D., who 
will furnish circulars. '

MAPLE DELL CAMP
Will open its regular session, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritual and 
Religious Camp Association, on July 18 
and continue until August 24. For’full 
programme and particulars, address D. 
M. King, Mantua Station, Ohio.

VICKSBURG GAMP.
This camp, iocated one-half mile from 

Vicksburg, Mich., commences August 7 
and closeS August 30th.. For full pro
gramme and particulars address Jean
nette Frazer, Vicksburg, Mich.

TEXAS CAMP.
This spiritual camp-meeting will be 

held at Oak Cliff Park, Dallas, Texas, 
commencing August 29 and closing Sep- 
teipbqr 12. For full particulars address 
J. ’C. Watkins, Dallas, Tex.

VERONA PARK CAMP.
Tbe annual meeting of the Penobscot 

Spiritual Temple Association will be 
held at Vqrona Park, Me., from August 
1 to August 17. For full programme 
send to Freeman Smith, Rockland, Me.

ASHLEY CAMP, OHIO.
This camp will open August 23 and 

close September 13. For full particu
lars address H. Baxter, Ashley, Ohio.

LAKE SUNAPEE CAMP.
Commences August 2 and closes Sep

tember 6. For full programme, address 
W. H. Wilkins, secretary, Felclivllle, 
Vermont.
NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST.CAMP-MEET 

ING.
Parkland, Eden postoffice. It com

mences July 12 and continues to Septem
ber 14.

REDONDO, CAL., 
Spiritualist Camp-meeting, commences 
August 2 and closes August 30.

OAK CLIFF PARK
Camp-meeting, at Dallas, Texas, com
mences August 29 and closes Septem
ber 12.

THE ANNUAL CAMP MEETING OF.THE 
Leavenworth County Spiritualist Asso
ciation will be held September 18 to 28, 
1896, in Deuel’s Grove, Wallula, Kansas. 
For particulars address H. A. Emerick, 
Secretary, Wallula, Kansas. T. C. 
Deuel, President.

iS’We cannot publish full programs 
of all the camps; send to the secretaries 
for the same, giving full particulars, and 
much valuable information. To do so 
will only cost you a postage stamp.

Money Made In a Minute.
I have not made less than sixteen dol

lars any day while selling Centrifugal 
IceCream Freezers. Any one should 
make from five to eight dollars a day 
selling cream, and from seven to ten 
dollars selling freezers, as it is such a 
wonder: there is always a crowd wanting 
cream. You can freeze cream elegantly 
in one minute and that astonishes people 
so they all want to taste it and then 
many of them buy freezers as the cream 
is smooth and perfectly frozen. Every 
freezer is guaranteed to freeze the 
cream perfectly ¡none minute. Anyone 
can sell ice cream and the freezer sells 
itself. My sister makes from ten to fif
teen dollars a day. J. F. Casey & Co., 
1143 St. Charles street, St. Louis, Mo., 
will mail you full particulars free, so you 
can go to work and make lots of money 
anywhere, as with one freezer you can 
make a hundred gallons of cream a day, 
or if you wish, they will hire you on a 
salary. Lillie B.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here- garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, ana con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid. 
$6. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and Interesting presentation 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy or Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
81. For sale at this office.

"The Woman’s Bible. Part I. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past,'is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship, and. fearless 
adherence to the. right, " characterize 
this very Interesting effort of some of 
the brightest tninds of to-day. For sale 
at th is office. Price 50 cents.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, ancljo 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. ■ Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price 81r" Foi\sale at this office.

A GREAT SUCCESS.

THE ELIMINATOR

BY DB. K. B. WESTBROOK.

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

AUG. 22, 1896 il

The Spiritualist Campi 
Meeting at Redondo 

Beach.

’ ií ** t-f *•* *

Its

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Iniplred Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

aba Leader of Annies, By Mosca Hull. Thia la at 
once the meat truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing argumenta on Spirltunllrm 
overwritten. No novel was over more tbrhUngiy in* 
terestlng; io hlitory more true. Price in cloth, <0 
cenu ; paper cover, 25 centa. For sale at this office.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
largely a record of tbe facte and demonstration! 

which the author has seen, heard of or presented In 
his own experiments. The history of the varloui 
phuei of the science Is succinctly presented« and tbe 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert 
tnenU described occurred In Chicago. Tbe pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the interest and virtue of the 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen 
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to tbe 
student. The work li a handsome volume of 800 
pages, hound In cloth. Price, $2,009 For sale at 
the office of Tux Progrkbbivb TinsriB.

It appears from the San Francisco Ex< 
aminer that tbe first week of ths 
Spiritualist camp-meeting at Redond« 
Beach has been of marked interest. 
New arrivals are. coming in daily and 
the grounds present an appearance of 
life and activity. The services are well 
attended, and great interest is mani
fested in all that goes on.

On Monday two addresses were given 
by prominent representatives of the 
cause. Professor .1. S. Loveland, oi 
Summerland, spoke upon the “Scientifla 
Consideration of .he Spiritual Phenom, 
ena,” and Mr. T. G. Newman, editor oi 
the Philosophical Journal, of San.Diego, 
delivered an able address upon “Eter
nal Progression.”

“Bonnie Brae Higgins” talked inter
estingly, and successful tests were given 
by Mrs. Ladd, Mrs. Finnican and Mrs, 
Place,, of San Francisco. . .

Tuesday’s services were somewhat 
similar to those of the preceding day. 
Mrs. Maude Freitag, of National City, 
and Dr. George Carpender, of Los An
geles, being the principal speakers, 
Mrs. Place and Mrs. Finnican were the 
leading mediums.

Wednesday was an important day at 
the camp, as it was the occasion of the 
first social gathering and dance. Th# 
regular services were dispensed with in 
the evening and the hours devoted to 
social enjoyment.« A large platform 
had been erected Outside the temple for 
dancing, and at an early hour the pleas
ure-seekers began to throng the grounds 
which were Illuminated with lamps and 
Japanese lanterns. Refreshments were 
Served by the ladles of the association.

Many campers are on the ground, and 
the "White City” on the hill is a restful 
retreat. The music furnished by Pro
fessor Whitelay and M rs. Emma Sher
wood is one of-the principal attractions 
of the place. W. J. Colville, of Boston, 
is one of the most popular speakers at 
the camp.

Mr. and Mrs. Eddleson came from 
^Pasadena, also the poet singer, James 
"G. Clark. There are representatives 
from Santa Barbara, Summerland, San 
Bernardino, Alameda, Petaluma, Santa 
Monica, Pomona, Riverside and other 
points on the Coast, besides from East
ern cities.

The first action of the newly-elected 
board of directors was to make applies 
tion for a charter from the State associ
ation, the feeling being strong in favoi 
of united action and systematic co-oper 
atlon with the State and National so 
cieties.

A stock company is to be formed fo> 
the purpose of purchasing the Chautau. 
qua property where the camp-meeting 
is now held and where a popular camp 
-will be established that will soon equal 
and perhaps surpass the famous camps 
of the East, such as Lake Pleasant, On
set and Cassadaga. The Spiritualists 
throughout the State will unite in this 
worthy enterprise.

With a great temple in San Francisco 
and a famous camping ground in south
ern California at one of its most popular 
seaside resorts, the Spiritua'ists of the 
State will sodn realize the benefits rej 
suiting from harmonious co-operation 
and systematic organization. The local 
societies are falling into line and pre
paring to charter with the State associ
ation.

Mrs. Julia Schlesinger, State mission
ary, is doing effective work in this di
rection, and expects before the great 
convention in September to have all the 
southern part of the State represented 
and united with the parent society.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical: expos
ing the fabulous claims of anciout Judaism and dog* 

• matic Christianity, containing many Blarlling conclu
sions nevot before published, showing clearly tbs 
mythical character of moat of tbe Old and New Testa
ment stories, and proving that Jesus was an imperson
ation and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price Sl.BO. For Salo at this Office.
Researches in Oriental History.

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
One Vol. limo, Ml Pages, Cloth, , 1.60.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IX JEWISH BISTORT. 
U. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERI FATION OF^RISTIANITY. < 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
Tbe whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume tbe Jews are clearly shown not to 

bare been tbe holy and favored people they claim tp 
have been. Tbe Messianic idea Is traced to the Bad- 
Crlan Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., aud its history Is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed tulo Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tbe Christian era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and iu cen 
tral hero arc mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast rt- 
search among the records of tbe past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; aud no per
son can read it without l istructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the aame conclusions with the author on 
otherwise. For aale at this office.
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Thin Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

’ Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Dr. A. S. Hinkley: Q. About two 
years ago, with others, the name of . 
Abraham Lincoln was given as being 
present. Whoever he or she was, the 
control talked very intelligently about , 
the condition of our country, its needs, 
etc., and among other things said that 
President Cleveland would not live out 
his present term of office. The other 
day Garfield was anuounccd. Said he 
was glad to come into my atmosphere, 
etc., and remarked that he was pro
gressing finely, and was “helped by 
Brother Abe.” Theu “Lord Randolph 
Churchill” was announced, but 1 got no 
message. A few evenings after that I 
called upon Dr. Alexander, an old 
healer and clairvoyant, and related 
these things to him. Said he: “Lord 
Randolph Churchill \£as a man about 
the size and build of Benjamin Franklin, 
dressed in knee-breeches, and large sil
ver buckles on his shoes; he was from 
away back. He stands there by your 
side as plain as you are.” Then be con
tinued: “Now, let me explain to you. 
You do not drink whiskey, use tobacco, 
norlie. Yon do not try to cheat or 
wrong anybody, and you generate an 
aura or atmosphere that attracts them, 
and they like to come into it. Heis 
looking for some one by whom he can 
do a certain work.”

A. The giving of an illustrious name, 
although not a certain evidence of de
ception, is almost prima facie proof of it,- 
for the probabilities are against suclj re
turn of the distinguished defid to those . 
they were entirely strangers io while in 
earth-life. The character of tbp commu
nications only can lead to the accept
ance of such messages as genuine, and 
unfortunately in the greater number of 
instances this is at utter variance with 
the claims as to the source. :

If ive take into consideration tho vast 
number of spirits who go from earth
life fond of deception, ambitious ot no
toriety, and perverted in morals, we 
ought not to be astonished at their ex
pressing their former characters in 
their communications. Jack Smith, if 
he gave his’ name at a circle, would 
scarcely be listened to. He was known- 
by the members as a profligate, no-good 
fellow who died in the hospital after be
ing taken from the gutter. Jack Smith 
knows this, and also knows that he will 
ornate astonishment and gain strict at
tention by giving the name of George 
Washington or Benjamin Franklin. I 
repeat that the giving of such names of 
itself casts doubt on the communication. 
There are spirits, too, who always flat
ter the medium. A great work, a won
derful mission is before, and perfect 
obedience to the will of the control is 
demanded. Such control, if given, is an 
open path to disappointment and, in 
many cases I have observed, ruin.

Yet there are instances where the re
turn of a spirit renowned on earth is 
in perfect accord with spiritual laws. 
When the medium has by his training 
become qualified to receive the mes
sages given. In the case of this corre
spondent, who for a lifetime has been 
a successful homeopathic physician, it 
would be highly probable that the 
father of that medical school might 
come to him, and, dueling his mind qual
ified to receive, communicate. Garfield 
might make his presence known, but 
when hesays he wasj‘he?ped by Brother 
Abe,” in the expressive language of the 
street, he “gives himself away,” as ef
fectually as the donkey clad in tho lion’s 
skin did when he brayed. Would it 
not be bettor if circles and mediums 
paid less court to great names, and more 
to the substance of the messages re
ceived?

The explanation given in the question 
as to the cause why spirits came to Dr. 
Hinkley is exceedingly valuable, and 
should be made a golden text by all 
Sensitives. A clean moral character at
tracts the pure spiritual beings; on the 
contrary, an impure character attract« 
the impure.

„ Mrs. Annie Hooker: Q. (1) Are there 
etwo distinct minds in the body of man?

(2) Is there retrogression?
(3) Where and now will a degraded 

spirit begin its progress in Spirit-life?
(4) Do the spirit bodies of children 

grow, and by what process?
(5) Is re-embodiment a truth?
(f>) Is any part of the mind lost at old 

age? .
A. (1) The theory of two distinct 

minds is similar to that which of late 
has attracted attention, that beneath 
the conscious mind was the subconscious. 
That there is an automatic existence is 
shown more strikingly by the lower an
imals. Thus a turtle, after its head is 
severed from its body, will live for some 
time, and if touched will draw itself 
away. The reason for this is, that the 
ganglia (nervc-centera) of the spinal 
cord are, relatively to the brain, en
larged, and do that portion of its work 
known as reflex action. In these ani
mals they do this when the brain is in
tact, and in man in a less degree.; Thus 
the heart is propelled from the .spinal 
cord, and there is no consciousness of 
the will. This has been termed in
stinctive action, and from it has been 
drawn the theory of subconsciousness— 
that there was beneath the conscious 
will another self of which wo have little 
knowledge, and which is liable to do 
strange things. Most remarkable, it is 
claimed for this subconscious self powers 
which far exceed our conscious being.

The expression of spirit through the 
physical body lends important facts 
which have been -adroitly used in sup
port of this theory.

The spiritual being at times breaks 
through or from the limitations of the 
body, and wo live the Spirit-life, as we 
shall after the body is fallen away. In 
this state, quickened to a new life, our 
minds are capable of doing what .would 
normally be impossible.

Yet we must understand that man’s 
being, physical and spiritual, is a unit. 
There is one mind, one will, one con- 
Bciousness, and it is absurd to attempt 
to explain the facts by the hypothesis 
that there is a subconscious mind of 
which we are not conscious.

(2) At times there is retrogression, 
which, in the lowest, may reach extinc
tion—for the existence of a spirit after 
the death of the physical body is not 
absolute proof of its immortality.

(3) The progress of degraded spirits 
will begin and continue by means simi
lar to those by which a degraded person 
here would be reformed. There are an
gel missionaries who minister to these 
“spirits in prison,” and lead them up
ward. ’ , ,.

(4) Yes, there is “growth in heaven,’- 
and bv methods and laws correspondent 
with those of physical existence. ’

(5) Emphatically no. In.several pre- 
■ ceding numbers this question has been 

discussed at length. The earthly body 
Is for the purpose of the evolution of the 
Spirit, which having-passed out of its 
lU?,te,’ons, there is no necessity for Its 

. • nor possibility of its taking on

again the material garb. /Tbe caterpil
lar feeding on the crude herbage'lives 
its life to evolve the butterfly, which; 
enjoying a higher life,-cannot resolve 
itself back to the caterpillar. Far more 
distinct and beyond understanding is the 
change when the spirit leaves the con
fines of the physical form, and becomes 
clothed with the ethereal substance. It 
would have nothing to gain, but every
thing to lose, by again being subject to 
the requirements of physical being, v

(6) Obscured, not lost. When the 
mind is cultivated and employed there is 
not even obscuration, as Humboldt fin
ished his immortal “Cosmos’1 after his 
9(itli year with strong and vigorous 
mind, although his paralyzed body had 
failed. When, on the other hand, the 
body is cultivated at the expense of tho 
mind, when it fails the mind is over
shadowed, and it requires an indefinite
ly prolonged time for recuperation in 
the next life. ■

L. IS. A.. Milwaukee: Q. (1) Will you 
explain why it is that some people, 
though greatly desiring to hear from 
thoir loved ones lu spirit, seldom geta 
message even whop in deep trouble and 
need of a word of sympathy or advice 
from watehful spirit friends?

(2) When a person is suddenly and 
inexplicably submerged, so tp ppeak, by 
sadness ano gloom, affecting almost to 
tears, which feeling often remains for 
hours, what explanation would you 
give? Health is reasonably good.

A. (1) Intense grief or anxiety shuts 
out the light of inspiration, as clouds 
the sunshine. The presence of one hav
ing theirspiritthus agitated outs oil the 
magnetic thought-currents, as effectual
ly as an opaque substance obstructs tho 
waves of light. The smooth surface of 
a lake reflects the stars above, and the 
heavens above blend so completely with 
that below that they cannot be sep
arated. But a passing wind agitates 
the waters, and though the stars shiue 
on undisturbed, there is nothing but 
black waters, mingling with- the night. 
The stars of the „spirit-heaven shine 
serenely forever and forever, and reflect 
in pur own spirit, if. like a clear ntirror 
we preserve it untarnished. Grief, anx
iety, cares, these film Its surface, and at 
best we catch fleeting and distorting re
flections. 4., , , . ,

(2) This sadness is projected to our 
Spirit-friends, who are thus made to 
bear adoubie grief—their own and ours. 
They come to us and finding us iti.a'.re- 
ceptive mood, impress us with their 
presence. With that impression cornea 
their own regrets and disappointments; 
their longings to make their presence 
known; to guide and impart information 
for our advantage, ’which perhaps.they 
failed to do In this lifo. The means 
they find inadequate. They only enter 
into our sphere, and .throw on us the 
shadow of their deep feelings. Intensely 
sensitive, our spirit is mantled in gloom. 
It may be well added as a consolation 
that tins state unmistakably shovrs the 
sufferer to possess rare sensitiveness, 
and its cultivation, ,by enabling free 
communication, will give the clear sky 
for tho thickening clouds. '

Mrs. C. T, G„ Oakland, Cal.: Q. 
Would it not do more to educate unde
veloped spirits to read aloud to them, 
than to allow them to control a medium?

A. An undeveloped spirit can gain 
nothing by controlling a medium, and 
the medium is sure to suffer loss. As a 
spirit cannot hear “reading aloud,” but 
is sensitive only to the: thought, such 
reading cannot be beneficial. Thoughts 
are more clearly formed when spoken 
and hence can be better read by the 
spirit attending. It would seem to be 
almost axiomatic that it is better to re
form the people of this world first be^ 
fore mission schemes are planned for 
the next.

Charles Grassland: Q. Thousands of 
young Spiritualists desire to Vote intel
ligently this fall. If you can give us 
any information with regard to where 
the foes ana oppressors of Spiritualism 
and mediumship are located politically, 
we will give them a black eye at the 
ballot-box.

A. The zeal and earnestness of this 
correspondent are commendable, for 
when a man hns the truth he should 
stand by it, and give his life for it. The 
time may come when Spiritualism will 
become a political Issue and require the 
votes of those who would maintain it. 
That time has not vet come, and as far 
as it is concerned, it will make no dif
ference which party is victorious.

Aside from this issue of the future, 
everyone should vote according to his 
convictions of what is for the best in
terests of civilization. I do not say for 
himself, or for his country, but civiliza
tion. What is best for ail civilized na
tions, however ultimately, will prove 
best for this.

We are strongly opposed to Spiritual
ism entering the political arena, tha ob
jections being the same that would be 
urged against any religion.interfering 
in affairs of State. Its field is educa
tional, leaving tho voter to think for 
himself.

’Ai

EXTRAORDINARY.
Very Interesting Account of 

a Spirit’s Portrait,

Painted by Spirit Artists, in CM
. cago. .

tainlng the integrity’bf tny statements 
in harmony with tho insult. I am, ■ 

FratermÖly yours,,
. ’ /“C. H. Horine,

LETTER FROM'MR^C. H. HORINE.
Chicago, June 3,1896.

W. P. WiLLiAMS-mDear Sir:—As I
have had the pleasure qi being present 
with iny husband, Mr. Horine, during 
the six'sessions in the seance-room for 
your mother’s portrait, with the me
dium, I wish to add my testimony to Ijis.TO the Editor:—Many satisfactory 

manifestations of spirit power and intal- 
ligeuce have come tome since I began certain the spirit artist and some:---- —
looking into Spiritualism about two ' His.work. lie placed a spiritual canvas 
years ago. I have never yet visited a I before him on which to sketch the spirit 
medium without receiving something '' '
good—either a test, a message from 
some spirit friend, or a manifestation of

. Being impressionai, I was able to as
certain the spirit artist and somewhat of

face of your mother, which hodid jn 
general outline. The first session, your

intelligence and power.
One of the most satisfactory experi

ences has recently come to me, concern
ing which this article is written. Prior 
to May of the present ■ year I had seen 
but one independent slate-writing medi
um, and had never met one through 
whose powers drawings are ;nade, 
though I have often wished to possess 
something of the kind. '

For some time I had been an occasion
al correspondent of Mr. C. H. Horine, of 
Chicago, a gentleman who seems to be 
well known in Spiritualist circles, and 
knowing his city contained some good 
mediums, I wrote to him and asked if 
he would consent to visit a certain ine-

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
We have been favored with the best 

class of speakers here. Mrs. Robinson 
and Marion Carpenter have just left us. 
After winning tne hearts of all new 
hearers and cementing the bonds of 
: -.dship more closely with old friends, 
they have gone to other fields of labor.

Lyman C. Howe, the veteran worker, 
who seems stronger in the spirit, but 
frail in body, is with us now.

Yesterday was Association Day, and 
Hon. L. V. Moulton and Mrs. A. E. 
Sheets gave us two as fine addresses as 
we ever listened to. ' .

The only drawback to our happiness 
is the frequent downpour of rain and 
loud peals of thunder and lightning 
flashes, making it unpleasant for tent
life. The meetings are well attended, 
and many tents on the ground; also sev
eral cottages. A great number of lots 
have been leased this season for the 
erection of cottages next summer, ready 
for the camp of 1897.-

This is a beautiful location, worthy to 
be a place for a spiritual camp-meeting, 
with the bright, shiny lake on two sides, 
and the grove of oak, hickory and sassa
fras about us in all its beauty, which in
spires us with that divine feeling that 
makes us in harmony with all ana gives 
good conditions for our many, mediums 
who are on the ground, namely: Mr. 
Mitchell and Earl Eastman, both good 
for materialization; Mrs. Augusta 
Ferris, trumpet and flower medium, 
with many clairvoyants. We are sow
ing good seed for next season’s harvest

Mrs. E. A. Parker,

dium in my behalf and send me the re
sults. In "reply he said the medium 
named had gone elsewhere, but that the vas 
Bangs sisters were reliable, and were......

spirit mother stood near him. The spir
itual canvas looked as thin as tissue 
paper, but transparent as water, ..

The artist was a large man, with 
smooth face and dark complexion— 
an intelligent, kindly person. Some
times he was assisted by a smaller man. 
,Qne at least, if not bpth, were Italians. 
I was not able to see the material t hey 
used, or how applied to their canvas, as 
much of the time they were drawing on 
my brain forces to such an extent that I 
seemed only semi-conscious. ” * *
I can testify to what my husband says as 
to the canvas being enclosed in a locked 
box; no one touching it. No other ar
tist's material were supplied but the 
canvas, uncolored,-within the box.

As wa understand,, when the spirit

then receiving portraits painted through 
spirit power, and if I had any friend or 
relative in the Spirit-world whose por
trait I very much wished, he would visit 
them in my behalf and let me know the 
result. . ....... ■

, My mother having been in Spirit-life 
many years, I very much desired a por
trait of her, and smvrote to Mr. Horine. 
He visited the mediums, had an inter
view with their.controls through inde
pendent slate-writing, and was Informed 
that more satisfactory results could be 
obtained if he would procure a photo
graph of the one whose picture was de
sired. He so wrote me, and I at once re
plied, saying I had but one photograph 
of my mother, and within a day or two 
would send that to him in a separate en
closure, sealed, and requested him to 
leave the seals unbroken if possible, but 
leaving the matter entirely In his hands 
and to his discretion.

On the 8th of May I had a sitting with 
Mrs. A. Brockway,"at Portland, Ore.,' a 
most excellent medium for independent 
slate-writing, and received a message 
from my mother in which she said:

“I will try to give you my picture in 
Chicago.” "

According to his statement, Mr. Hor
ine’s first visit to the mediums in my be
half occurred May 6, when it was stated 
to him that tbe control felt assured that 
with my mother’s portrait in Mr."Hor
ine’s possession they could give me a 
satisfactory painting, and that she de
sired its production for the good it 
would do among her loved ones yet in 
earth life.

For some time I heard nothing from 
Chicago and did not know that anything 
was being done in the matter, when, on 
May 24,1 visited Mr, Chas. H. Leander, 
a medium for independent slate-writing, 
who had recently come to Salem, and 
had a very satisfactory sitting with him. 
I received a slate-written message from 
my mother on that day in which she 
said: .

“The painting 1b getting along finely." 
As will be seen from the following 

letter, the portrait was then under way:

"Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal Volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It Is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price »2, post 
paid. .

Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality it. 
her method of teaching the principle o 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render thebook more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for us« in Children': i 
Lyceum. In the banda of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will, be benefited by it 
CSMhBl For sale atthie office. ■ -

been admired by «very one who ha« ex
amined it.. Appropriately framed it 
now adorns.the walls of my home in full 
view of evgry visitor, to: many of whom 
the story of its production is told and in
variably received with-'expresslons of 
interest and wonder that such a thing 
could bo. To me the portrait is simply 
invaluable. It is something to be treas
ured while I remain in the earthrlife.

Mr. Horine informs me this is the first 
portrait that has boon painted for any
one not personally present during its 
production. And here 1 wish to record 
my hearty thanks to that gentleman and 

_his wife for their kind offices in assist
ing to secure this painting for me, and 
also, the mediums and their guides who 
so well executed what to the ordinary 
mortal is as great a miracle as many of 
those recorded in the ancient writings 
and devoutly believed by our orthodox 
neighbors.

If I. have omitted from this account 
any point on which light may be desired 
by anyone interested in this class of 
phenomena, 1 shall be pleased to furnish 
any‘information in my possession on re
quest., , W. P. Williams.

Salem, Oregon.

portrait is completed on the spirit can
vas it is passed through the box and
precipitated on the' .material canvas 
within the box. To one who is a skep-
tic or was not in the seanee-room, this 
does not sound plausible, and some, may 
tell you it is a solar or bromide print, 
worked over with pastel colors; but if 
they will take a rubber and erase some 
of the color they will.flnd no print under 
the colors, but only > the white canvas 
paper. Tne. colors, ifj npt pastel, are 
similar to them, and it will require care 
not to get any part of the surface 
rubbed. It requires a glass over it. In, 
viewing the portrait, stand from fifteen 
to twenty feet away, as the features will 
assume a more natural proportion and 
softness of complexion.. .

As your mother has been in spirit 
some years,'«he has grown intellectually 
and'spiritually, and her expression must, 
necessarily change, as ours nave changed 
from our childhood into womanhood and 
manhood. ,

The letter containing'the photo was 
placed between slates pound together by 
rubber bands, sealed’as you sent it, until 
the six sessions or. sittings were con- 
eluded, when It was placed in the box 
with the painting, sealed as when you 
sent. niim-i . .

We hope that in a/ygreat measure at 
least the portrait wilL giye comfort and 
proof of tne beautiful truth of the Inter
communication of tfyo ,two worlds and 
the possibility of spirit power and the 
love of the dear ones Who have passed 
on. Sincerely,)’«

M«a. Cf H. Horine.

LETTER FROM C. H. HORINE.
Chicago, Ill., June 3, 1896.

W. P. Williams, Salem, Oregon— 
My Fraternal Brother:—I will try to re
deem my promise to write you in detail 
the manner of proceeding to obtain a 
portrait of your mother, long since in 
Spirit-life.

Your letter of some weeks ago was 
submitted to the guides of the. Bangs 
sisters, in which you requested to know 
if I could be your representative here 
and attend a series of sittings with 
the above mediums for the purpose 
named. The reply of tho decarnato in
telligences was that they could produce 
a correct likeness of your mother as she 
now is in spirit realms, but stated that 
she had grown so far away from her 
earth-life appearance that it would bear 
a very slight resemblance and would not 
prove satisfactory to you and those who 
knew her before she, as tbe world gen
erally says, died.

They further stated that no one of the 
spirit band had ever met or known her 
before her transition, and the remains 
have so far decomposed as to be of no 
avail to them. Therefore my request of 
you to send to my .address, under sepa
rate seal, her photograph, if you pos
sessed or could obtain one.

On the 21st ultimo, I received from 
you by mail an envelope to my address, 
marked “Photo, W. P.- Williams, Sa
lem. Ore.” This I placed, seal unbrok
en, between two common school slates, 
and bound them together lightly with a 
cord, then placed the canvaSj 22x27 
inches, in a box, four inches thick, and 
high and wide enough to take in the 
canvas. This done I locked the trunk 
or box with two Yale locks, each differ
ing from the other, and both box and 
slates were in my custody from and in
cluding the 22d to the 30th.

I aat with the mediums, my wife pres
ent at each session, on the dates written 
on the reverse side of the portrait frame. 
It required six separate'^sslons to oom-' 
plete the picture. After the fifth ses
sion the guides instructed us to hold 
another Saturday afternoon for ¿’finish, 
stating each time on adjournment that 
the canvas was yet blank. Each session 
lasted from twenty to thirty minutes.

After Saturday’s session began,’ they 
(the guides) informed us that tney were 
placing the portrait on the canvas and. 
would soon have it finished.

Three loud and distinct raps .were 
made, a slate was held under the table 
and on It was written “The portrait is 
finished,” signed “G. W. St” ’ '

I proceeded to open the box and found 
that which I enclosed to your address 
this morning. ‘

I deem it unnecessary for me to elab
orate or go into farther detail, except to 
add that we were informed thatvour 
mother was present at each session, hav
ing a child with her, apparently between 
three and four years old: my wife saw 
both clairvoyantly, also the other medi
ums. Your having a letter through in
dependent slate-writing, from her on the 
24th, stating that the work on her por
trait was progressing satisfactorily in 
Chicago, is a remarkable coincidence, 
as everything proceeded with tho ut
mostharmony during the whole time, 
from commencement of the preliminary 
work, Including correspondence with, 
you, to the finish.

I have now briefly stated or outlined 
all that was done, and submit it with the 
portrait to your consideration. In con
clusion, I will state that the mediums, 
my wife and I, sat near each other and 
conversed on various subjects, all in 
plain Bight. I now leave it to everyone 
to form his own conclusion, only main-

In due time I receive® the portrait. 
It is a fine, life-size paimin£, represent
ing my mother as i^plibger than I re
member her, but theM W an expression 
of the countenance whit® never could, be 
mistaken. It 1« the "portrait of my 
mother. 31

In reference to the phonograph which 
I forwarded to Mr. Horine, will say that 
it is a small card; Ibgaled ' it in linen 
paper securely and ¿6 Wrote across the 
edges of the folds that I thought it could 
■not be opened without leaving a trace; 
it wks then placed between two pieces of 
cardboard which were fastened with 
several small rubber bands, put on in a 
peculiar manner; around this I folded a 
letter to Mr. Horine and placed the 
whole in a plain envelope addressed to 
him, in the upper loft hand corner of 
which I wrote, “Photo, W. P. Williams, 
Salem, Ore.,” and deposited it in the 
mail. With the finished painting this 
envelope was returned with its contents 
intact, the outer envelope having never 
been oponed, the letter and other con
tents being, so far as I could judge, in 
exactly the same condition as when I 
placed them there. f

The painting is not a copy of the card 
photograph in any sense, so far as I can 
determine. The only resemblance be
tween the two is general. I am not an 
artist, but, so far as I am able to judge, 
the work is fine from an artistic stand
point. It has been examined by four 
photographers familiar with work of 
a similar olass, and all pronounced it a 
fine piece of work. The one who pho
tographed it for me said it was the finest 
work of the kind he had seen; that it 
would take an expert artist from three 
to four days to duplicate it: and that in 
his opinion it was a blending of pastel 
and water colors. ’

My sister, after receiving »photo
graph of the painting, wrote me that 
the picture looks much younger and tho 
features more fully rounded out than did 
mother as she remembers her, but the 
more she looks at. the photo the greater 
the resemblance appears. At the New 
Era Camp I handed a copy of the pic
ture to Capt. J. H. McMillen, of Port
land, who almost instantly recognized 
it, exclaiming, “Why, that Is your 
mother, isn’t it?” He knew her in 
earth-life.

On the 17th of June, while having an 
interview with a very clear-headed 
spirit through a reliable trance medium 
—with both of whom I have had many 
interviews—I asked the following ques
tions, and received the answers append
ed thereto:' ’ ■ ' • ' :

‘•“Did you see my ■mother's picture 
when it was in course of production?”

Answer: “I did, for I was interested 
in that; I was interested jthat you should 
not be disappointed in^wKat you had un
dertaken, and we- watefied, with much 
eagerness the process’bf the building bf 
that picture. There ’AkF drawn in the 
spirit-world the picture as you see it 
noWj and, when it was,completed on the 
spirit side of life, it vPas Brought in con
tact with the material'ahd the processes 
which were necessarj- ib transfer that 

. spiritual picture to the material sub
stance were completedGery rapidly.”

“Do you consider itV ¿hod likeness?” 
.Answer: “I do. Ana1 as your wife 

said only to-day—although not in your 
hearing—she has seen.,your mother 
clairvoyantly and thh" Appearance was 
Very similar to that of thc picture. But, 
as you already kndwl tlfs picture is a 
blending of the material'and the spirit
ual. The spiritual form1"would appear 
much more angelic; there would be none 
of that look of earthly care left upon the 
face; every feature would be rounded 
out and full and the ligbtof the spiritual 
world shining through the whole coun
tenance. But to bring back the earth 
appearance it was necessary to repro
duce in that face some of the earth
cares. You will notice, in studying the 
face, that you will find »look of anxiety 
—that which would reach out and care 
for earthly things—such as you will find 
in the countenance of- every mother on 
the earth to-day.” ' ■ ■

The appearance of the face is very 
aptly characterized in the language 
above quoted. The spiritual and the 
earthly are blended in happy harmony 
of expression. ■ .

It h a beautiful, piece of work and has

Maple Dell Park Camp.
- ..The attendance at Maple Dell Camp 
for the'past week has been the largest 
of any week this season. Tbe grounds 
are in a very healthy location and the 
surface so diversified as to give both 
hill and dale, and the winding river has 
afforded much exercise and amusement 
to campers who have a love of nature. 
Some of the landscape views along this 
quiet stream are very picturesque. ‘

Among the visitors this week who 
come from a distance have been Mr. 
and Mrs. Ricker, of Newport, Ky. Mrs. 
Ricker has takep a very'active'part in 
the. conferences since her arrival, and it 
is hoped that, she will give some test 
seancea during the coming week. ■

Mrs. Nellie S, Baade closed her en
gagement proper the fore part of the 
week, but was prevailed to spepd the 
balance of. thè week with us to rest, but 
her resting ; has' been of . a very active 
sort, for there has hot -bfeeh'a day that 
she has not' responded cheerfully to the 
many , calls made upon her for active 

’service. She has been in the field for 
.seventeen years and is now entering 
upon her fourth as pastor for the Spirit
ual Philosophical Society, of Detroit. 
We should judge her to be well adapted 
for pastoral work. Mrs. Baade holds 
two certificates of ordination from soci
eties in her own State, but in order to 
receive some of the statutory benefits 
qnder the laws of this State the Nation
al Spiritualand Religious Camp Associ
ation granted her a certificate of ordi
nation and appointed Mrs. A. E. Sheets 
to perform the ceremony for them. The 
ceremony took place at the close of the 
afternoon lecture Sunday, and was gen
erally pronounced by those present as 
the most impressive and appropriate 
celebration of this rite that they had 
ever witnessed. Mrs. Baade’s womanly 
ways and even1 disposition secured for 
her the friendship of all with whom she 
came in ^contact, and her inspiration is 
of a high order.

This Is the second year that Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets has been engaged here, and it 
is the genera) desire of the patrons of 
the camp that her services for next sea
son be engaged without fail. Her 
“flower readings, " coupled with spirit 
descriptions, have not only been inter
esting and instructive, but unique as 
well. Her lectures have been able, 
fihiloaophical in character and powerful 
n delivery. Her subjects hero have 

been “Thè Soul of Things," “Spiritual 
Unfoldment," “The Diviner Way," and 
“Our Beliefs," all of which have been 
handled in a masterly manner.

Tho general popularity of this speaker 
is welllndicated by the fact that, in ad
dition to Maple Dell, her camp engage
ments this summer have included Cassa
daga, Lake Brady, Island Lake, Grand 
Ledge and Bankson’s Lake. Her soci
ety engagements for the near future in
clude Indianapolis, New Bedford, Mass.; 
Berkley Hall, Boston; Flint, Mich., and 
Buffalo, N. Y. The sudden death of 
•Brother Danforth’s brother-in-law took 
our presiding officer and his family away 
from us Sunday evening, and in their 
bereavement they have tho heartfelt 
sympathy of all associated with the work 
here. They will probably return the 
middle of the week. Selim.

Mantua Station, Ohio.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Almost continuous rains during the 

first week of meeting at Hoslett Park 
have done much to prevent the attend
ance from being as large as it would un
doubtedly have oeen otherwise, but in 
»pite of this faot the audience has grad
ually increased in size, and toward the 
latter part of the week there wore sev
eral arrivals from distant States, in ad
dition to those attending from the sur
rounding territory. August 4,10:30 a.m.,. 
general organization of camp work: 
2 p. m., lecture by Juha M. Walton. 
August 5, 10:30 a. m,, reading circle; 
2 p. m., lecture by E. Payne Hopkins. 
August 6, Indian Day—10:30 a. m., con
ference; 2 p. m., lecture by O. P. Kel
logg. August 7.10:30 a. m., lyceum; 2 
p. m., lecture by E. Payne Hopkins. 
August 8, Woman’s Day—10:30 a. m., 
“The Old Woman," by Marion Carpen
ter, of Detroit; 2 p. m., Anna L. Robin
son, of Port- Huron, was to lecture on 
“The New Woman,” but on account of 
ill health could not get here and her 
place was filled by our worthy chair
man, O. P. Kellogg. August 9, the 
morning was beautiful to behold and the 
people began to swarm in from the coun
try, and at 10 a. m. two excursion 
trains—one from the east and one from 
the west—arrived ov.erthe Grand Trunk 
Railway, which added very much to the 
attendance of ;our camp; 10:30 a. m., 
lecture by Marion Carpenter. After the 
lecture Mrs. Carpenter gave many tests 
from the rostrum, and nearly all were 
fully recognized; 2 p; m., lecture by 
Anna L. Robinson. She also followed 
with tests after her lecture. We have 
with us good mediums, clairvoyants and 
clairaudients, materializing, spirit tel- 
egraphy'and other physical manifesta
tions. ’ Jerry Bricker.

Sdfe.

A UNIQUE BIBLE PIOTÜRE-BOOIU

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES
VW— MM—

Exposure

Ridicule.

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED.

l Exposure

by

Facts.

By WATSON HESTON.
W» Stories Humorpualy Told— And Hard Facts I fl fl fl fl ft ffnll.K«»

Giron Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the 4IIII Pages, /Illi y
Old TostwiOHt^A Page of Text to Each Picture. ■ V % P1CWT»

BonwGiulW, .......................
Tho Adventures and Work of Noah, 
A Huutrng Anecdote, . . .
Abraham, Ohrist a Great Ancestor, 
A Queer Faim y,..........
uaao and His “Bieter,” 
One of Twins, ' •
Jacob and Esa,u, _ _ 
Joseph the Man of pffcfijjißi

CONTENTS. '
Bl oodv Joshua, _ ;
The Oimpugn of Deborth and B«n* 

Axsinut Jabin and Siser»,
General Gideon,
Jephtheh and lus Human Haonflce, 
Samson tho Stronff,' 
Huth and Boaz.

' Unstable as Water, God Shall Not ExOm.
. David, God’s Favorite,

Some Stones from the Book of lungs, 
Adventures of the Prophets, 

■ Jonah the Truthful Bailor.
(Mil* stamp, $1.60) Boards, illuminated covers, $1, 
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LED TO THÉ LIGHT.
’’ i ■ ,•

A ThrÜllnff,TtyGMofflcnl Btfiify ofEvangelU 
ratio» and thought, Il is to Protest^
tmtlrin tvftql the “Secrete of the Oon-

, venl^ 19 te Çatholtotem,

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
Tbe dUtlnguiBhed author. Hudson Tuttle, require! 

uq Introduction to'the reader! of The FbogrkìiIIvh 
Tmin’kxb, but the following heuHnea of chapter! will 
Mtow them what they may expect from tbe book:

Coxtknti;—An Idyl — Pirdham - Building the 
Church—The Evangéli»!—Hooa-The Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—Tbe Harvest of Souls—Jané 
Grey—The Mother of Cirin-EvoIutlon-btella—Thè 
Cell—Death—A Stop Forward-The Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Ilerety—Annette—The Bank Robbery— 
Liberty—AU Is Well That Ends Well-Tha New 
Church—The New Way; Led to the Light.

Every chapter is devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to tbe ell* 
max. Tbe fiendish career of tbe revivalist 1$ con* 
tfluted with tbe character of .the honest niiuliter and 
tbe thinking agncatlc. Tbe steps hr which a preacher 
emerges from tbe church, and the difficulties be meets 
arò graphically presented. Tbe new church and pro- 
greulvo Lyceum evolved out of tbe old, form an in- 
teitatlng study to those «eeklfitr new methods.

If |y »beautiful volume of 223 pages, and tbe price 
lu accórdence with our new departure, is 80 conta, 
postpaid, or five copies for «1.25. For sale at the 
office of Tub Progubssivk Thikeeb.

THE FREETHINKERS
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

SHOWING THB ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

185

NEFIOENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THB

ABUSES OF A UNION
0» ohümii iso btatjl

Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OB’ FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and ths 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Tbe Illuitratlou are classified at follow»: 15 rep- 
restQte Uicle 8am aud the Priu»ts; 2, The Ohurcn 
RofeHig tbo People; -B, Th«nkfgtvlng; 4. 'Babbith 
Lawn 14 Children aud the Church; 10, Woman ana 
tLe'Ajarch; 6, Tho Church and Thomae Paine; 4, Stud- 
Ie»lu Natural Hlstoryj S, Tbe Bible and Science; 15, 
The Clergy and Their Flocks; 1, Piety in Our Penlten* 
tlirle»; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
Uli Works: 2, Prayer; 10. The Creed«: 2, Christian» and 
Mohammedan«; 2. Sample» of CbrlBthnity'a Work; 
H, Miulonarlea; 1, The Lord’» Inatrumcnlai 25, Bible 
Doctrine« and Their Results: 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Prleitl and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church: 2, Church's Idea of OlvIHxatlon; 1, The Uses 
of theCrou; 4, Unkind Refleittom on the Church; 9, 
ybraecudons of tbe Church; 12, Borne AlLegorler 
H,Heaven ; 5;Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price*1

For Sal» at tills office.__________

♦♦♦THE♦♦♦

World!» Sixteen Saviors,
-OR-

CHRISTIAN1TY BEFORE CHRIST.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND— ■

THE CONFESSIONAL

BY FATHER CHINIQUY,
Tbti li a moil valuable book. It come» from an Ex* ■ 

Priest, whoie character 1» above reproach, aud wbe - , 
know» what he Is talking about. KYtrybody should ' 
read It. Price, *1.00. It contain! the following chap* 
tern _ _

CHAPTER T
Tbe Struggle before (hu Surrender of Womanly Belt* 

respect in tbe CoufoisiuuiL
CHAPTEK II.

Auricular Confeaslou a Deep Pit of Perdition for th!

CHAPTER III. 
The Confessional is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests is xnade easy 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V. .

Tbe highly-educated and refined Woman In tbeCo^< 
fttssloual—What becomes of her after uncuudUloii* 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all tbe Sacred Ties 01 j 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VIL

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIIT.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?

CHAPTER IX.
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. '
CHAPTER X.

Qod compels the Church of Rome to confess tht 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession lu Australia, America, and 

France.
, CHAPTER XII. ..
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hns* 

bands and Father«—Douse of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question bls Peoltenh

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

a novel written with & purpose, and tba( 
purpose is not merely to enable an unthinking, Idlo 
mind Lo while away the time in a suite of Idle blessed* 
ness. devoid of earnest thought or care for cither 
Bait-Improvement or (bo good of humanity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who ore to ne mothers; ujd secondly, through 
tbe mothers, to«ffcct the well-Leing and happiness ox 
theraoo. It brings strongly and dearly to view the 
result upon tbe child of proper surroundings and Influ
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally tbe author touches upon various things 
In modern social and buiiners Mfr, which are unjust, 
aud fix unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos* 
Ing society as a whole. The book U trenchant. Inhtruo- 
tlve and very inures ting, eveuwb*n regarded xuerelv 
si a novel, and la especially commended to “women 
tverywbere,” to whom H Is dedicated. It also Ihor» 
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of tbe Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual pbll- 
vsopby arc Introduced It centaln? a fine likenet-s of 
the author. It contains iu*> pages, neatly bound tn 
«doth Price hv * r ■ ■ »

THE FOUNTAIN OF“LlFh
-OR -

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.

New and Btartllnc rtvolatlou la rellglotu blitoty 
which disclose the Oriental «rlgin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracle« ot th« Christian New 
Testament and tarnishing a key for unlocking many 
of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the Bls 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Cruclfled Gods. This won- 
dortnland oxbatuUvo volume will, wo aro certain, | 
take high rank as a book of reference in tbo field 
which tbe author bat chosen for lu Tbe amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied information contained In It must have beed se
vere aud arduous indeed, and now that It is In aucli

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

Tbla 1b ooc of the author’! most uieful and In* 
Btrucdvc book». Tub work ibould be read by every 
man and woman« Price, so cenu. For sale at thu 
office._______________________________________

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

Tbe reader« of Ths Fboghxibivx Thinxxb will re* 
member the atory under the above title, by Hudsoq 
Tuttle, which was published In its column». At the 
time, consUat luqulrlei were made ai to Its appearing 
In book form. This with lug now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in style and form like tbe 
"Convent of tbe Sacred Heart,” with a Anely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. Tbe scene» of tho 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the phlloiophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented Ln Lhe

convenient shape, thostudent of froo thought will not 
willingly allow It to go out of print But tho book la 
by no means a mere collation of views or Btatlstlca; 
l&rougliout Its entire course the author—aa will be 
seen by bls tltlo-pago and chapter-beads—follows a __________ ...____  ______ _ ... . _
definite line of research and argument to tho close, pleasing form of narrative. ' ’
and bls conclusions ffo. like sure arrows to the mark. Tbe following are the chaptcr-tltlci: Introduction; 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 pages. New edition, Tbe House of the Sage; Home of tbe Miser: Tho Low 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. | Societies; Hades; Cbrtsttnastlde in tbe Spbcrts of 
price $lo5O» Postage 10 cents. For eale at Light; Christinastlde and tbe Golden Gate; Tbe Un*

thieoffloet . banov Marriage: Kaater Dav in Heaven; A Visit to

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the. Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of tbe Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Deapiaed; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In tho Bplrlt-world; 
Coutentcdness Not Goodne«»; Address of tha Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; ft 
book In which the Investigator will find answers td 
ever-recurring Questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, ner repel the most prejudiced. 
The price Ln paper la 50 cent»; muslin fl; postpaid. R0MANISM1ND THE RE*

What a Woman Can Do.
Last week I cleared, after paying all 

expenses,” $355.85, the” month previous 
$260?and have atthe same time attended 
to other duties. ■ I believe any energetic 
person can do equally as well, as I have 
had very little experipnee, The dish 
washer is just lovely and every family 
wants one, which makes selling’ very 
easy. I do no canvassing. People hear 
about the dish washer and come or send 
for one. It is strange that a good, cheap 
dishwasher has never before been put 
on the market. The Mound City Dish 
Washer fills this bill. With it you can 
wash and dry the dishes for a family of 
ten in two minutes without wetting your 
hands. As soon as people see the wash
er work they want one. You can make 
more money and make it quicker than 
with any household article on the mar
ket. I feel convinced that any lady or 
gentleman can make from 810 to $14 per 
day around home. You can get full par- 
ttculars by addressing The Mound City 
Dish Washer Co., St. Louis, Mo. They 
help you get started, then, you can make 
money awfuliast. ’ A. L. C.

'Tff£ AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN- 
<Z formation lucclnctly tnd clearly itatod In this 

volume of SMpiferls amazing. The title, u above 
glTen^ftll» to confey an idea of tho fulness and com* 
SoteneH with which the subjects are treated. The 

atrlarchate. or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter.Lnvrhlchinuchlore,quaint, queer and curt* 
oui, la brought to view lu elucidation of the subject. 
This Is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, TFltcbcraft/Wlve«, Polygamy, Womanand 
Work, The Church of To-day, Pa»t, PreBent, Future; 
and there is not a chapter In tho book that is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
Bnd.qualtty of information, is not worth tho full price 
of the volume.. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, ana Intensely interecting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylnglt; it la a val
uable udditlra to the library ot any free and truth-lov- 
Ingmlnd.
Trice, $2.00. For sale at this 

office. ‘

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

•¿1 tiro worldi. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, SO cents; cloth,<1.00. Book* like “The Dream 
Child” *pur humanity on to make more and more de» 
mauds of thia nature, and Trill open up new heights 
<nd depth» of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Will, 1 believe, take it» place beside Bulwer’i 
“ZanonV end the "Seraphlta" of Balzac.—"Daily 
Capital,"Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un* 
Tarnished with any Inflammable deicrlptlons, en» 
thrall! the mind to the exclusion cf other thoughts, 
USUI reluctantly tho reader close« the last page.*** 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times ’* •

ÏÏEDIUMI8TIC EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN BROWN,

Th« Medium ot the Röchle«, with Introdocllon by
J. B. Loreland. Thl« 1« the hlitorz ot one of the

. O, friend, as long- as I study and prac
tice humility, I know where I am,—* 
Cleohulua.. .. ■. .

PUBLIC. .
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OR 

hl« coOTtry should have at hand forconiulUb 
tion. By Bev. luac J. Lanelng, M. A. Tblil»amoq 
able work, conaiititig of a Discussion of the Purpoiei, 
Assumptions, Principle! and Method» of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tbe work contain» 447 pages, twl r 
may be comldered a miné of valuable Information fa I 
every patriot In tho land- Price »1. For sale at thl t 
affleo. ______

TALLEYRAND’S ~
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and tbe keen. ■ 
scatbtng review of Romish ideas and practices should 
be read vy all. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

God in the Constitution.
Bv Robert G. Ingersoll. One of tbo best papers Colo

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* 
ness of author. Price,» cents; twelve copies for 11,00. .

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By tbe late M. Faraday. The orí» 
gin of religions, and their Influence upon tbo mental 
development of the hnrniu race. Transcribed at tha 
request of a baud of ancient philosophers. Price 
10 cents.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad« 

dressed to the Inhabitants of America In 1776. wttl) 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper» 
15 cents. ■

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Bev. Cbas. Cbtnlquy, ex-prleet. A remarkabls 

book. P«pis,831. Brio« «325.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
Bi A. a. Baton. M D. Fries. 15 eants.________

The Religion of Humanity;
A Philosophy ot Lite. ■ By J. Leon Sewell. A 

beautiful paper-bouuö pamphlet, with likeness ot author. A-most valasble publication to circulatemon wonderfultnodiuma that ever tired. 1 CT largo . Author. A most vnluaWe publican« .. . _
<tS!w J? Moim guLL» *^06» 60 cents. For aalo i among Chrlitlan people. Price 15 Ceuta.__________ *

Xn uv a TYFxrn a nwnvn Echoes From the World of Song. 
JHND READING AND BEYOND. «nocu™ »>• new. ua. teMura w™. win 

By Wm. A. Wotbt. «OOP«», with llluitratltnn of trnCc «nd chorus, tn book fans. By C, F. Longley.
Ik« KbJtcUtnMedWOa. Trice 11.35. ■ . price ,143. Posture is cent*.
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“WISDOM’S” FOUNTAIN
As Illustrated at Chautauqua

Now, for the benefit of our friends 
who squandered a dollar each to see 
the mediumistic frauds last fall, and 
especially for those believing in mu
terial manifestations of the spirits, I 
will endeavor as best I can to describe 
the most wonderful performance in 
that hue 1 ever witnessed, to-wit: The 
Cabinet Act. It is certainly beyond 
comprehension how anyone could be
lieve iu the honesty of those mounte
banks of last fall at Blue Earth City 
and Winnebago City, and could any
one ,so believing have seen the per
formance they would have ‘been very 
much disgusted with themselves.' .-If 
yon will imagine four bamboo sticks, 
about six feet long, forming the cor
ners or legs, like a table, and a bam
boo stick connecting each around the 
top, and from the top pieces- a. curtain 
hanging, forming an enclosed space 
of about four by six feet on the floor, 
and without any covering at the top, 
you will have the cabinet. Imagine 
this placed on a platform, in an 
amphitheater brightly lighted by elec
tricity, and surrounded on ull siiles by 
six thousand to eight thousand peo
ple. The curtains to the cabinet are 
now all up, so that one sees nothing 
but four legs or bamboo sticks. On 
the platfornl arc three gentlemen 

.taken from the crowd, well known, 
and the partner of the performer.

The performer now stops to the 
front of the stage, and the three gen
tiemen tie Ins hands very securely 
together behind him with strips of 
Unbleached muslin, very hard to untie 
as all know, mid they tie very tight 
with four or more knots. They then 
place a common chair in the cabinet, 
on which he sits, and they tie a strip 
of cloth around his ueek and down 
behind to the chair, They tie his 
hands behind hnn to the chair. They 
tie strips around his ankles and nail 
tliem to the floor, and then tie his 
knees together. All this with the 
curtains of the cabinet up and in full 
view of the audience. He hue on an 
ordinary dress suit. Ue is ceitainly 
now firmly tied, and cannot move 
hands, feet, legs, nor bend forward. 
Now the side and back curtains aie 
dropped- and the men walk around in 
tlie cabinet and- see that he has no 
“little man” to assist. Now a tam- 
bourme is laid on his lap, the front 
curtain dropped, and the tambourine 
begins to play, and finally comes over 
tlie top onto tbe platform, and, in an 
instant (no waiting to flx things), the 
front Curtain is drawn, and there he 
sits firmly bound. His partner stands 

. at the corner of the cabinet and draws 
; the enrtnin in full view of all, and the 
> gentlemen from the audience, who are 

within eighteen inches of him. Again 
the tambourine and a bell are placed in 

, his lap, the curtain dropped, and both 
'-begin to sound, the bell ringing loudly, 

and finally landing on the platform. 
The curtain is drawn, aud he sits 

■ there firmly bound. Again the tam
bourine, a bell and a horn are placed 
on his knees, and the curtain is 
dropped. All begin to play, and the 
curtain is drawn immediately, aud he 
sits with tbe horn in Iris mouth. 
Again, a board, hammer and tacks are 
placed on his lap and the curtain 
dropped. In a moment you hear very 
distinctly the tacks being driven into 
the board, and the hammer lands On 
the platform. He calls time im- 
mcdiutely, and the curtain is drawn. 
This is too much for the judges, and 
they examine him closely, and find 
him perfectly fast and as they had 
tied him. Now they lay a knife in 
the tambourine on his knees, and he 
tells them to listen through. the cur
tain and hear him cut himself loose. 
And, behold he steps out with the 
strips around each wrist as they were 
tied, one around his ankles, one around 
his neck, and the pieces nailed to the 
floor are yet there.

This was no dark-room affair, but 
on an open platform, in bright electric 
light, with men walking around the 
cabinet. Mr. Ransom says he has no 
assistance from anything on the inside 
or- outside, and does not attribute the 
wonderful ])erfonnance to mesmerism, 
Spiritualism, rheumatism, or any other 
ism. but it is simply a trick.

Now, comparing this marvelous per
formance to the clumsy work of those 
two friends in our community, and it 
seems a pity that such men are allowed 
to swindle the credulous in the name 
of religion; but such is human nature.

W. E. C. Ross.

DR. 6. E. 
WftTKINS

THE FAMOUS HEADER’S GREAT 
WORK AT THE SICK-BED,

In the month of July Dr. Watkins 
discharged seventy-two patients as 
cured. Forty-two of these patients 
were given up to die by the old
school M. Ds. Dr. Watkins books 

। are always open for full investiga- 
lion to 'anv patient who may de
sire to see the evidence that he is

CURING MORE PATIENTS
than any.other one physician. He 
dislikes to publish testimonials, but 
as all do who advertise, he will 
from time to tune publish letters 
from such of his patients who may 

. request him to do so. If you are 
getting better under your present 
treatment, do not write hnn for a 
diagnosis, as he only desires to 
help those who are not being helped 
by their present treatment.

Dr. Watkins does not . claim that 
he is tbe only successful healer in 

. the world, and he never speaks ill 
of a- brother healer,- and he does 

. not allow those who are in his em
, ploy to speak ill of anyone. •

Remember, that if yopr case le 
critical.- it is diagnosed by

Independent Slate-Writing, 
and that Dr. Watkins has-tfiiB gift 
is-known positively to be-a fact. 
For eighteen years he was known 
as the grandest and best slate
writing medium iij; tjie country. 
It .is not merely a claim op his mart 
for- advertising* -purposes/ bi|U all 
the spiritual papers have for eight
een years endorsed him as one of 
tbe best of mediums, as they do to
day endorse his wonderful success 
as a physician, and as being per
fectly honest and worthy of the 
confidence of the sick.

TESTIMONIAL»
Goshen, Ind., May il, 1896.

DR C. E. WATKINS—Dear Doctor4-.btlll Improv
ing; almost well. I am so thankful. I am lure die 
credit Is all yours and your guides. Enclosed find New 
York draft jur third mouth’s medicine. I think 1 am 
bu well 1 will not need any more medicine. 1 am so 
ph used to know 1 am well again- I did not and can 
not have faith in any other ductor and am so thankful 
1 rote you fur a diagnosis. I ou told me so curructly 
what was the matter with me, ancL your remedies 
proved to lie what I needed. You would nut think] 
ever was sick could jou but sco me butzlng arouud 
the li uie. Yours ever,

. 11RB. RICE THOMPSON.

Send ajre, leading symptom,. sex and 
two 2-cent stamps.

DR. 6. Ê. WftTKINS,
AYER, MASS. .
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acting upon the theory that by no 
other means o.r, under no other name 
than that of a trick- will' the people of 
“Gofi” look Jriucily upon a spirit man
ifestation, they are stooping to that 
sort of subterfuge to “catch some.”

' You will perceive that this man
ifestation is upon the same plane, 
apparently, of .-the seances of the 
Fosters, Winans, Pettibone, and 
others. It strikes me. however, that 
these good people who scorn tricks, 
subterfuges, and all the arts of the 
devil of necromancy, .are becoming 
very liberal when they undertake to 
regale themselves and their guests 
with the mere ‘ ‘tricks of legerdemain, 
sleight-of-hand, etc.,” and then fail 
to compel the operator to tell “how 
he does it.” He contents himself with 
the remark that it is a mere trick, and 
yet leaves his auditors in the dark. 
Turn on tiie light, please, Mr. Ran
som. Let us know how you ao this, 
and whether the trick is one of human 
origin and expression, or of tlie realm 
of spirit.

I should also say that .tjie banker 
referred to as writing the clipping 
attended one of. Winans' light seances, 
where similar but greater manifesta
tions occurred, last winter,’ and ex
pressed himself freely that the same 
werd genuine and most wonderful.

Andrew C. Dunn.

In

THE NEW MAN.
—: ■

Reply to Eva A. Cassell

<s> s> 
<«> s>
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J. M. PEEBLES, M. 0.
SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC

DISEASES.
—Depcnda for hla remarkable curea, not 
upou tbe old dmclu drug system, but upon 
the knoiyledgo of discuses aud tbolr proper 
remedies—upou science aud tbo finer pay- 
ethic forces.

Some of lit» cures, like Schlatter’s, are 
INSTANTANEOUS; jn other cusob months 
arc required. ■

Haviug carefully studied ull the tbcrapeu-.. 
tic agenclus iu connection with bl»lougiucd- 
loul experience, he uses thouc LcH udupted 
to each case with unvarying success.

Hundreds are Joyfully writing the Doctor: 
“1 am better,’1 or ‘i am cured.” “God bless 
you.”

HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING!
Dyspepsia, dtarrhwa. dropsy, epilepsy, ec 
zeuiu. erysipelas, fulling slekuess, rheuma
tism, : crofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
hciiduebcK, heart disease, kludey complaint, 
female weakness, liver dllliculiy. neuralgia, 
Daralysis, bleeding piles, brouchhls, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upon the face, uterine diseases, wcukuesucb 
of meu, licrreuncHs. Insanity, tiriinkeiiiicsa, 
eonsifpation. la grippe and all chronic 
diseases. And further, he furulabel

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS
Jlygenle and Physiological literature, cn.- 
al’llngthcm when cured, to remain healthy.

Correct, Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing name, age, sex, 

lending symptom and stamp 
tor reply.

«

I REMEMBER TO ADDRESS <

ì J. M. PEEBLES, M. 0., Î
L SAN DIEGO, CAL. Î 
» mt <

epiration and control of the spirit, and 
in doing so ¿ears tjie. stamp of God's 
will upon hip ’actions/ •’ Thus he be- 
comek'ah exemplar, pointing, the way 
for offieip.-to'follow/,'. , .

. T^'thfc?year l8j>p'/an pld m(in,ai the 
,verge of death, thus -prophesied: 
¡‘inhere-^jiusto'be, -one “raised up who 
sha)J he- go <insti;iiBted ,hi the Vvqys. of 
.God .and eq imbyecTwith h‘is spirit as, 
^r tbe sake.of the love, of God and 
man and truth, he shall sacrifice all 
therefor—life itself, if need be. He 
shall be the herald of the dawn of the 
reconstruction of . society and the 
establishment of celestial government 
on earth. He shall become gifted with 
the power of speech to thrill the na
tion, and -yet be so meek and humble 
us that there shall be none like unto 
him in nil the land. He shall be hke 
unto a woman in tenderness, sym
pathy and love, and yet the strongest 
and proudest in all the land shall not 
have strength like unto him. He shall 
become known as the divine messen
ger, through whom cometh heaven’s 
mandates unto the people. The age 
demands such a one, and in due time 
such a one will come."

Such a type of man does not grow 
spontaneously, but is developed grad
ually from a .properly organized child. 
From a positive mind nhd will he be
comes negative, aud lives the life of a 
conscious, highly-unfolded, properly- 
enlightened psychic or medium, thor
oughly at one with and subordinate to 
the will of God or spirit or an Organ
ized Spirit-world. -

So, if Eva A. Cassell is looking for 
the New Man in these “latter days” 
of the old world and the dawn of the 
new, she may have to be content with 
a man made to order in advance of 
the rank and file of men; and being a 
Spiritualist, she should think none the 
less of him because merely a medium 
rather than one wise in his own con
ceit. W. J. Cushing.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

MEDITATIONS.
Spiritual Homily, Incul 
eating Good Thoughts.

He Who Overcomes Shall Receive 
a Crown.

Mrs. Dr. flobson-Barker, 
AS A SPIltkEUAL HEALEIl 
HAS NO EQUALt . . ...

■ \

Rejoice and Be Glad! Hera Id Forth 
the Tidings i»f Good Health!

DR. A. Bl DOBSON’S
Healing power« are being repeated over aud over 

again through th<j ■MwilluuufMp ot MRS. JDR-
DOBSON-BARKER,, who, for tho past year and 
a half but* ■

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS

of all disease» that floab 1» heir to, and will give 
you pruut of her power«, by sending reijiilrunwulB 
&» per Buiall advertisement for diagnosis ef your 
ciao. Here la.ono of her many cures:

- St. Louis. June ¿1,
MY DEAR MRb. DOBSON:—J : herewith eudo»o 

41.15 for another month's remedies for my shier 
Einuu. I cau l tell you how much good ibt se medi
cines do her and how thaukful and gratoful we are 
forhuvlng applied for them. Wbeu tdio begun tak
ing this last medicine, she bad cuuslderuble dlatreis 
■In tbe bowels audstomiich, but after a week tho was 
relieved and wo are convinced If sho bad not the 
medicine sho would have bud a serious sick spell as 
liver, stomach and bowels were In a bud condition. 
Now everything seems 11 good order; still wo fool as 
If moic medicine will eventually cure all her ailments. 

AVo tliuuk you sincerely for prompt -reMy« and wish 
you all the success you so well merit. .

With affcctlouttte regurds. very truly,
. REBECCA LEVY.

8831 Laclede ave., St. Louis Mo. .

DR. J. S. L0U6KS,
SHIRLEYVILLE, MASS.,

The Well-Known Magnetic Physician 
of About 80 Years' Practice.

Hie practice extends into all porU of tbe United 
States and Canada; aJaoln s^ine parts of Europe. He 
1b making wonderful’cures with hie megnetlo reme
dies, as hts certfOcateaof cures will show. Send for 
nne. Many are cured when given up to die by -tbo 
M. D’s. ILyou send him a lock of your hair, name, 
ace. sex, and four 2-cent stamps, • he will tell you 
what be thinks of your case; also what t|io .pros
pects are for a cure. Try him and be convinced

Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
8HIRLEYVILLE, MASS, 
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earth remains, the law of gravity will 
prevail and we will be held to earth, 
for spirit cannot rise while entangled 
with a desire for the things of earth; 
and it can only be freed by over
coming.

Use determines all things, either 
for good or evil. To some it seems 
strange that man has in his nature the 
disposition and 1 traits of character 
manifested in nil forms of animal life, 
but it is true, -nnd to evolve the 
spiritual man he must do so by grad
ually overcoming all those traits and 
inclinations. This life is intended for 
that purpose, and If it is postponed it 
will take much Idnger time and have 
to be done under greater difficulties 
in the life to come—for the law must 
be fulfilled by ifll. IBy the right use— 
notabuse—of all the faculties, pow
ers, passions -and. Inclinations is this 
accomplished. :“He who overcometh 
shall receive a crown.”

■ Iu W. Van Dyke.
Frujtvale, Cai. i ' .

OBSESSION.

One Who Wash Afflicted and Is 
HaMed.

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D. . - ———Q—- ■ •
SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 

DISEASES. 
------- o-------  .

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS 
DRUGS!

TESTIMONIALS t
Dead Dootok—You sent medicine to my daughter 

last spring, which 1 believe saved her life. Sho fa 
now well mid ham>y. Q. A. HERRICK,

N. Brookllu, Me.

Dm am Dootok -Your medicine lias done wonders 
O' me. I have ouly tnkeu one botllc but am gain

ing iu weight aud am over so much bettor.
WytoplllocK, Me. MISS JULIA BONCHARD.

Dear Dogtor—When l began the use of your won
derful medicine, I was a very sick mau; could not 
work nuil liad no euergy. It cured me. J now weigh 
ISO pvnnds. WESLEY HOWARD.

De r Dootok—Your medicine-has been * wonder* 
ful help to me, for which I fccl-grateful and urn 
lug luaiiy othcie to you who ure being cured or greatly 
helped. • ■ ' J. B. FISHER.

Keene, N. H. : : : . ’ .

One thousand more od file ut our office- Watch 
flilB space as new testimonials will appear every 
twoveqUflj .

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address .

J. C. WDORF, m. d„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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T‘

FORSTER, OR, W. M, 
THE NOTED 

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OP THE PACIFIC COAST, 

Will send a free dlaguosl» and termi for treatment to 
, all who will »end their name and address—in their 

own hand.wriilng-jfrith postage stamp for reply.
‘‘The Pacific CoMt Spiritualist“ of Dec. 80, 1813, 

• says of Dr. Forster: —
| “Since tils coming hero ho Las made himself highly 

respected and beloved for bli benevolent work, bli 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and bls straight
forward cours? of Jutegrlty and honor."

"Dt.-W. M. horsier, California» noted clairvoyant 
physician, 1s receiving commcndutloaB from far aud 
uearover bls remarkable» suoeea» as a healer.”—Phil* 
osophlcal Journal.

Address, .

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 Markel Street. « San Francisco, Cal.

■ 833

A WONDERFUL OFFER
...BY . . . i

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
One of tbe most successful healers and diaguoatlolana 
lirlug. The doctor ba» letter» from all over th* 
United States, Canada. Australia aud Europe' tuning 
of the mamlou» re»ultti, after all hope in other 
sources have beeu. given up. belug speedily qursi 
under bls treatmeut. Nervous uud chronic disease! 
of every character, peculiar to both man aud women* 
are, by the aid of bls wonderful and extraordinary 
power, cured.

i he dooior has never failed lu u correct diagnosis of • 
any case, mauy times it being catuca that hud baffiai 

ln?st r®Ii°"ned physlcaiiB, but wc» readily el- 
plained through hit wonderful clairvoyant and clalr- 
audlcut powers.

Each CD8O receives the attention of himself and 
band. &ho remedies for Individual case- Beadlbrod 

. & cent stainpa, lock of hair, aye, »ex. aud uue ryuiptom« 
aud by return mall you -will receive a full andaccu» 
rate description of your case and any advlee regarding

Through persecution ou accouut of bis iuurveloup 
auccesB the doctor graduated In a regular subooL 
therefore being an M. 1). •

Sufferers, you that have failed to find relief, try 
once more aud bo convinced of Dr. Lay’» powen and 
ability. Address ;

842tf DR. W. F. LAY, Box 018, Chicago, IU.

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.
Something new and starto 

Ung. Thia knowledge u 
from a higher source anq 
h fully explained in th< 
“Abtral Guide.” which 
will Le aont FREE to any 
address upon receipt of * 
Uvo cent stamp for postage. 

Astrological BtudentB; 
.Physicians, Healers. 
Nurses, Everybody Mura 
have the “Guide.”

J. 3HAF&R. 
Chomlat,

G1 CetUcinxs

r
a
Ê 'I

?
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ASTONISHING OFFER.
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of bair, uaine 

age. sex, one leading symptom, aud your disease will 
bo diagnosed free by spirit power-

MRS, DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
SAN JOSH. CAL.. Box 182 3160

P/VR/VLYSIS
— AND — 

RHEUMATISM 
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. . , .

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.
A book containing Instruction, for inaklun a holla, 

centrli lioroBcopt-, together with « chart which 
tho poaltlou ot tbe ptauct. troui 1821 to 1816. Tbe luoal 
coiuplett work on thia ,,-alom ever published Adapt
ed tor beglunera or profe.aora. One can oaat aud read 
a boroscope Id half uo hour. I or sale by

FltEDEHlOK WHITE, O. O M , 
SOU tilth A. . Mf.iHrttpeHa, Min».

Bend the date of your blrtb aud ,1 and receive 
w your boroscope ready to read. Meutlou thia paper when writing sutf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. Oue and Two
ÎSS." '?.V ™uf> OI»—I

FOR BEGINNERS
The Play of the Planets. - - o- -

Thia wonderful educator Is attracting tbt aUenttou 
of tbouiande of people all over tbe world as its aim* 
pllcielty give» one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the Influence of the plonete and the ilgni 
of the Zodiac In human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to use It and accomplish 
wonders.

MAGNETISM nil« tbe «yelotn with new life, euergy Cure« all form« of ecouiuch, liver aud klduev dim..«, 
aud vigor, oud pule It In Lemony with nature. It , al«ocon»tlpatlon, Aeure cure f-r that tired worn anl 

etlulllbrlu,n ,moug the vltal ,0™,• I M
SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY I “.X^Kr M.gnetUedCompound for wt 

FORM OF DISEASE. | e'Lh,L b'’en Uiod “ud
Send for our new book ou raralysla-FREK-In or-1 or all throe aeut »ustpal^for’ll V.™i

der to learn more of this M VST1CAL SUBSTANCE, r 1 1 Ior "4W- wllh
MAGNETISM. It LuI.b bow tu fin tbesystem with 
magnetic life tyad rigor, and prevent all forms of 
disease.

k

OVA MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At Ope Dollar per pair, or three ¡>alr for I wo Dol

lars, will convince the most skeptical on earth of 
the power of this great, grand, la visible substance. 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. I4OI MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

DR. AND MRB. HA8ENCLEVKR HOLI) TRUMPET 
and materialising scaude» at 79< W. Van Buren 

street every Wednesday and Saturday at 8 p. m. Inde
pendent slnte-wrlllng daily. M-S

INVALIDS

tnougand» In all parts of the .........  _V1
SL?I,?h.r?e 8CDt Fy8tP«|d for ii.oo. with 
photo and Inutruulfnae how to live 100 year»

Melted Pebble Hpeelueles.
.1R?.l“rel.<)“.1 ,Wrll"»r lllustriled Clreubr, 
■buwlni; blyle. aud j.ricea aud pliulo of Spirit Varma 
whodotulopcd Ulla clairvoyant power In tur IcaA adjuat my Melted Pebble Spectacle« a« perfectly tj 
your eye« lu your own borne aa If you were In mV

DR. GARLAND'S

VKGETABLE COUGH DROPS
n ’JiEl11..“.1! ouu<le 110 b011'’ “bi »«> guarautept 
to give »aibfuctlon or money wt|i be refunded by th* proprietor Dr. M H. Gn/lnui? Send T ¿¿L d 
•tamps nnd receive by rclurti mall a box of this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY

JI. «O WILL SEND FOUR CENTS /N
_ _ , „ , . «tempi, tÀMr díiiMe, er »ywptoai», will recelv»
TtlP CnmilliF Rtndv 111 OiWlllt Ar- H»Pbl«t«adadvlc«mBt«our«tbemi«lv«i wkboul IRC UUUllllg OL11UJ 111 VLvUlL AB hilf». TU« THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Cord*

tronomy.
This wonderful Invention makes It easy for all to 

learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born for 76 year» put. and alio to de* 
lineate tbe HOROSCOPE. *

A few of the first edition left which will 
furnished at $1 each.. Fortale at this 

office.

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

lAfftOn, Ohio ' tf

pSYCHOMETKY, CONSULT W1TH\™ 
* Prof, A. B. Severance la all matteri pertaining to J,®, 
practical Ute. and your spirit-friends. Send look of 1 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 1111 
three questions tree of charge. Beus for clronl.rs.
Address, 7101’ralrlc street. Milwaukee. TTIs. is«««

I as you will tiud II a blood olpuper as well as a Throat 
, »nd Lung Remedy. Over lüjlfcö boxe» »old sad JI 

reoominiad them. Addreu all ordere io DR II n I OAftLAND, ÖW ¿Ixtletb Mace. Stadon O.. ChJoigK 
____ ÖÄtfIllinois.

XfR. AND MRS. PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND MR- 
m. diuuis. Bunday meetings, «17 N. Clark street. 2:30 
jnd 7:45p.m. Private readings fiufly, 514 N. Wells 84. 
instructions In development and beallug. Circles 
Monday and Friday evenings. Class, Tuesday atfl'p-m* 
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LAST CHANCE.

To the Editor:—The above ac- 
"count is from the Blue Earth City 
Post, a paper published in this county 
of Kairbiwilt, Minnesota. The writer 
is a banker at Blue Earth City, and is 
evidently of the opinion that all phe
nomena are tricks. The mountebanks 
that he speaks of are Brothers Winans 
and Wheeler, two genuine mediums 
wlio gave seances at my home here, 
and elsewhere in this county, and, in 
the opinion of all capable judges, with 
abundantly successful results. Now. 
what I write for and enclose this clip
ping is to ascertain, if possible, 
whether the phenomena claimed to 
have liecn produced at Chautauqua by 
the man Ransom was really produced 
by human tricks, or whether it is not 
really a manifestation of spirit power. 
.It would seem to me that if the man 
was ically tied, and had no assistance 
from outside, as lie claims, there must 
have been power aiding him not 
attributable to mere human agencies; 
in other words, Ransom is a Spiritual 
medium, and is giving Spiritual se
ances in the light at the home of the 
“Gods,” Chautauqua, aud is per

. mitting the elect there assembled to 
see the same under a false label.

It is possible that, as St. Paul sayef 
“I will be all things to all men that 

• I may save some,'" the. Spiiit-world,

The old man, as personified in Adam 
and expressed in tlie race since, was 
an animal man living from self, and 
quite ready to succumb to temptation 
from the opposite sex, as symbolized 
in the story of the apple.

Jesus came as a type of the spiritual 
mau—the man .who can look upon a 
woman in love rather than in lust— 
for such are regenerated and born 
again of tbe spirit.

Mere sex passion enslaves them no 
more. That animal instinct to keep 
alive the race lias become spiritual
ized and subordinate to reason. 
Woman is no more ’ the toy and slave 
of man’s pleasure, but the true equal 
companion and helpmate.

Before such a one seduction, adul
tery and the consorting with “strange” 
women disappear as unworthy the 
spiritual man, and onjy a true union 
with one woman can satisfy his ideal. 
An old-tinje Spiritualist here once re- 
maked that “It takes a whole dis
pensation of preaching before they 
begin to practice. ” It seems true, for, 
although the church has taught over 
again the teachings of the new Adam, 
Jesus, down to the present time, yet 
men are still largely ruled by their 
passions and from a merely selfish 
standpoint. So, as the prophecies of 
old foretell, there must bo a second 
coming of the new Adam or spiritual 
man to take up the work again, in 
modern times, ef portraying—not in 
or from his own will- or mind, but 
from the mind and will ofc. God—the 
regenerated, saved, hafmonial, bal
anced, universal man.

Such a one personifies, reflects or 
manifests a character under the in-

Thoughts are living things, and as 
they go forth on their mission, either 
for good or evil, so will they prove 
a blessing or a curse to the one who 
sent them, when the harvest-time 
comes. Guard your thoughts as you 
would a beautiful, tender flower from 
the fiercest windstorms. Think no 
thought you would not be wjlling to 
express at any time. Pure thoughts 
breed pure desires—pure desires draw 
to us the best of all things. ■

Be just to others, or how can. you 
expect them to be just to you? As-a 
general rule, as we treat the world as 
a whole, so will our general, treatment 
be at the hands of humanity at large. 
Of course we find many cases’ of in
gratitude among the depraved and un
developed, but such treatment comes 
through ignorance of the law: “As 
ye sow, so shall ye also reap.” Those 
who sow sensuous pleasure and self
ishness reap pain and poverty of soul.

The key to the highest unfoldment 
for a life in the spheres, is to live a 
life of love, unselfishness, and such a 
life as nature’ ’ dictates—overcoming 
all the lower desires in us, so that we 
rise superior to earth and all its de
sires; then indeed will we be ready for 
heaven when we leave this tenement 
of flesh and blood.

The people as a mass are chasing 
phantoms, though as a whole the 
world is gradually evolving into a 
higher state of intelligence, arid in 
time, as the acorn becomes the plant 
and the plant becomes the perfect 
tree, so will humanity become rounded 
out as one great, grand, harmoniotis 
family of children] looking to the 
Creator for all things. . Then, indeed, ■■ 
will brotherly love prevail, and we 
will live for each other instead of self 
alone.

Having been evolved up through all 
the forms of animate and inanimate 
life that this planet is capable of 
evolving, it . ds. necessary for us to 
control and overcome all the desires 
of every kind in our nature and in 
time evolve the pure spiritual -body; 
then indeed will the statement in 
Genesis be true, and we will havedo-

To the Editob:—In The Pro
gressive Thinker-of July 25, 1896, 
friend Charles Betts, of Burr Oak, 
Mich., writes on Obsession. I have 
been afflicted in the same manner for 
the last three years. I visited the 
most eminent physician of this city, 
and also visited old and reliable me
diums that came to our city from time 
to time. None could diagnose my 
case correctly; none could cure or give 
relief; until I became discouraged and 
thought that there was no help.

Dr. -tyoyes, of San Francisco, Cal., 
came to Denver, and 1 called at his 
office for consultation, and to my sur
prise he diagnosed my case correctly— 
seeing clairvoyantly the condition I 
was in, and also seeing the spirit that 
was obsessing me, proving that a me
dium controlled by intelligent spirits 
can see the obsessing spirits and re
move them permanently. The Doctor 
claims that his controls take the ob
sessing spirit find educate it, and lift 
it up to a higher plane of life; and 
the explanation and the treatments he 
gives seem to bear out his claims. In 
my own case I know it is a grand suc
cess; I feel like a new-born soul, and 
cannot say too much in favor of the 
Doctor’s spirit controls. I believe it 
is true that the ordinary medium has 
no power over earthbound spirits.

The Doetor’s record shows proof of 
obsessed mortals brought from the In
sane asylum and cured by his controls. 
The Doctor does not claim the credit 
of his work, but gives all to his con
trols.

Friend Betts asks: “Is there no 
help, O Eternal Spirit?" I answer 
yes; but my experience teaches me 
that few mediums have that power, 
although many claim it. Remember, 
many are called: but few are chosen. 
I have not given-half of my experience 
of the. Doctor’s yower. •

Anyone writing to Dr. Noyes, 1462 
Champa street,! Denver, Col., and 
sending one leading symptom, age and 
sex, with stamp! for answer, will re
ceive free diagnosis. I will cheerfully 
give all informtsfidh in my power. ’

Nins. Katie Miller.
Denver, Col.

Mothers will find ‘‘Mrs. Winslow’. Soothing 
Syrpp" the best to use tor children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

PSYCHO ASTRAL READINGS WILL BE GIVEN 
by Mra. M. E Aldrich upou receipt of dale of 

blrtb. sex, and one dollar. Box 55, Sauta Crus, Cal.
85’1

minion over all things. As long 
any desire, disposition or ; feeling

as 
of

“Human Qilture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up. 
building.”.,By MID.-Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on-Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office. .

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of .the Principal 
Passages Qi the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study ot the Bible in Its 
relatione to Spiritualism; As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of. 
information on the subject. Price $1. 
For sale at this efflee. • ■ ,

. Religion of the Future.- By S. Weil 
Cloth. $1.25: paper, 50 cents. - .

II GOOD OFFERÌ
DR. J. R. CRAIG, California’s well-known and suc

cessful clairvoyant physician, will diagnose and treat 
tbe most complicated dltca e without-leading symp
tom, age or sex. All he request» ti lock of hair or 
hnDQ-wrltlng, (while other» request you to send lead
ing symptomB, etc.)

He ha» beep very suocecsful In curing all kinds of 
sickness, anil terms for treatment are wllbla reach of 
all. Address

DR. J. R. CRAIG,
1598 Market St. - - San Francitto, Cal.

848lf
Ef V. WILSON'S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOU It OWN 
home. Will scud a pamphlet giving Inetructlona, 

delineate your phaaeaof niedlumaldp. end aaplrltual 
tong-book. All for S5 centl. Addres« Mrs, J. A. Biles, 
4F21 Calumet Ave., Chicago, UI. 364

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clairvoyant, clairaudlem, 

psychometric snd prophetic, can be ooneulted st No. 
1630 North Clark »treat. Engagement» can be mads 
hy letter. S40tf

«.^r^bJBV.elvll,,ed a11 of 1116 mineral springs, 
,rled P"lrut medicines, and your doctor 

?‘iuc“uu‘>lbt uu,ei' trr l,‘i wonderful comhi 
uatlon treatment, Magnet|»m and Exanthematic Curd. o^U11 cor^

CONSUMPTION CURED
By a new and easy metbud, by D. P. KAYNE» M D 
Home treatment furukbed, and cure almost cirteta 
Address with stamp for terms, at 411 K. itreuL Suora, 
mento, Call I oral/, gl\ parllulara of case. M'.ttf

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A New Badge In solid gold 
with b;ue and black enamel, 
ulll) the pyrninldfl. ubeltiX 
aikd bun’i rays tu gold. Every 
Mjitic iliouhl have one of

these beautiful emblems. Price |2. For sale al tbii 
olllce.

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Bead full name, age, sex, and two stamps for mt* 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jaokson. Mich.

Mention thia paper« 886tf

BOOK-THK “LATEST OUT ON HYPNOTISM,” 
by Prof. Barnes, Mailed on receipt of 50 cents.

Ill 16th street, Denver, Colo. 853

PSYCHE
h tbe Invention ot & prHctlcal medium, under spirit 
guidance, and li» designed iv dvtolop anetllumsblp. 
Many, by Its use, bave received ioni oyiumlinka- 
Llons from spirit friends, and express jrest satisfa?» 
liuti. Price, |1, nnd 20 cents exlra for exprstoaii. 
Furiale at the office of Tux Pboukebsìvk TuinxcB,

MRS. 6. fflRTRIDGE,
Jlie well-known FiycbometrlBt and Bnelaeii Medium, 

eidlngi penonally or by letter 11.00. Three rea
»enable question» answered by mall for 25 centi.

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
Magnetic treatment riven at-her residence, or at

E. V. Wilson was one of tbe pioneers of Spiritual- home of the patient. 8140 Rhodes aveuue, Chicago, 
laim and was noted asa speaker andu-at medium. He ( 111. Tako Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty first 
dia a grand work for tbe cause, and this book narrates , street Residence, one block West on Rhodes avenue, 
------- ...------------------- ... near Thirty-first. aeotfmany of hie striking experiences during his labors.

Purchasers will find ft intensely interesting, and 
will tender kindly service to his widow who was left ..
In straitened circumstances. F1 CENTS, LOCK OF RATR.

The book contain* 400 page», and l»«old fortl. Ad- blrtb and one 2-cent stamp, will read 
tees MRS.K V. WILSON, SI South Locust street,. and future^and diagnose dhetos.

Valparaiso, Ind. *°u. W. Mouroe street, Chlcoj

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

Ai tbe Sunflower turns tie 
face towards tbe iun, so Bplr- 
huallsm turn» the facet of hu* 

reality from darkness ind Buperstltton towards tbe 
Sanllgbt of Truth and Frogresilon.

PRICES:
Rolled Plate Bar Pin...................
Solid Gold Bar Pin......................

•2 25 
. 160

Electro-plate Badge....... *.........................   73
BoD ci Plate Badge. Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... I & 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button..... j 7B 
Rollet Plate Maltese Watch Charm..................... a 00
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm....................... . 5 00
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant................................. 8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant.................................. 8 00

FtlR.SALV) AT THIS OFFICE,

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D
Ip Rili .volume: the nnthor, In th« thirty-nine 

cbsplerl, dUCusees a'wide variety of inbjecU par- 
talnlng to SptrHuallnn. from a aplritunltitle lennd- 
polnt. &he evinces tbe powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and flpe literary alyl«, and 
capability of thought expression. The subject* *r* 
well-handled witheoncleenejB ahi yet with cfearn&i». 
Lt drill prove a rich addition to any Splrltuallit’a 
library. Kod a meet excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Spiritualism and its teach- 
Inn.
Fer Sale at this Office.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative System« and tbe Happlnew 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL.D.,D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover. 152. For sale at 
this sffice. . .

BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

.... .. VO. LO. vvv« vr oorf, DATE or 
blrtb and one 2-cent stamp. will read put, preheat

Icago.
Prof. M. .A. Stln-

SSOtf

BOW TO DRAW YOUR SPIRIT FRIENDS 
around you. with talisman, io centi sliver and 

etamp. Prof, James Hilling, l Essex Street, Sower-
Tille, Mau,. . 852

URIEL BUCHANAN. Ph. D-, WILL GIVE CHAR
acter readings sad private Lessons In accultim 

during August nt 80 D¿nrborn ave., Chicago. Send 
•tamp for first lessen aud terms. 852

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you xre lick and with a correct dlatauili, ecad 

I our came and addraw U) DR. E. A. STEELE, 1428 
lerket street, San Francisco. Cat., and stamp for re

ply. My terms art wit bls reack of ull. 316

* nOBOSCQPfe OF Tout bibth and astbal 
xx reading of your life,-with nuraerofas »uicfitloni 
aa to Uno of boslncsi qrprofeiBion iy.lt.ed to your nd- 
tore; also a private lasson In OioutU»m- Bead date {f birth and 25 cents to URIEL BUCHANAN. 883 

►earborn avenue, Chicago.352

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manosi ef hypnotlam. useful to 
Studente of tbs subject. Io tbs form of dialogue and 
story, tn» author preienlj very aucciiafully a con* 
denied account of hypaetiim, ita theory and practice 
up to Ute. Price, paper, ¿5 ota. Sold st thli office.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By LUlle Doten. Tbsy are really valuable. 

Price mho.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS,
—OB—

OHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.

Sereful sompsrison of some of tbe Spiritualism 
i Mediumship st the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Mosfff HtftL. Aa tawfaclble argtraieit proving that 

jtwi wu only a medium, subject to ail Uw ceMI- 
tlons of modern mediumship. Lt alio shorn that cl 
ths manifestations throughout the Old and New Torta- 
aent were under the tame conditions that medium« 
require to-day; and that Iha spring ef Christ Is the re
turn of mediumship te the world. 4S pages. Price. 
lOceatt. For Hie at this office.

THOMAS PAINE'S 
Examination of the Prophecies,

Price, $ 1, BO i A tonsldsrstlos 61 Iha puisrsi I, 
-------------- :--------- Btent, qnetei from Urn Oli. tai oshi

la the New Testa-
irvi» luv vju. a oaritd FrophielS» ÇlB* 

earning Jeiu Chrtrt. FtlcelSceaU.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-JuBtio*.

By Loti WaObronker. Many Mito rood tbti bunk, 
mtnv bare re-read It, aid many other! out lo road It.

_ _______ _ _______ ......____________I ittbouidfre road by etery man »4 woman la thePG RMS FROM" THE INNER LTER It no« *he fauitle. rampant la moiety in 1UM3 ravu 1A1U inncjll Hirn wiatrw. Of mon! and aoclal Import, ud tbe rrroaga 
By Mails Doten. These poeme are ai ateple Ae that flow therefrom to Innocent rietina« of-aortal 

Bugar. Price »1.00. : - .■ oatraclHa. It eonlatne a-finel|teiMa ot the author.
■ I Floe sloth, 88* page«. Prlaa »Loo

CHURCH AND STATE.
- The Bible In the Public Schoelii the Hew ‘tArner* 
loin” Party. By “Jeffefiph” Tblri edltfffn, Thli 
beautiful pamphlet of 88 puei'te ui mwt tboroiiti 
presentation of tho Churon Ua state quiiUod Utt 

appeared. Frlce iO cenU. • .

, THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
Br Tbcmu r»lm, Pirk T »i II, Btlng » 

unm U Mr, Buft.’l Attack urm ta. Ftetiob 
BerolUllon. roll iro., Sit Ftper, so cental 
iblh, Mceata, -

Ssä,

This excellent book 1» written In ebe Interest of hu
manity, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book writtea 
tor tbe purpose of calling attantlou to tbe deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side, and more espe
cially to tfie hostile attitude and tbe lualdiutis wiles of 
Sevar-preBent, tbouga secret, uabcrupulous fee—

6 Catholic^. wasntBgton's words ef warulog. 
Lincoln’» apprehension anl the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included la the volume. Archbltibop 
Kyan.of Philadelphia, Ina recentsertnoussld: ”Tbe 
church tolerates heretics where sho is obliged to do 
•o. but sho bates them with a deadly batr.d, 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our ovin(M 
know bow she treated beretJes lu the Middle .Apes, atyl 
bow she treats them today wljtre she ba» the power, 
wc no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Mqly Ghost and tae princes of 
the church for what they have tbougkt fit to do.” 
Every one sbonld read this work. Paper, JWO pages. 
Il will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MORROW O? DEATH was wrlten to 

develop the Idea of the principle ot tbe penxApcnde 
of the human »oul after deith, and Iti reincarnation 
la a chain of new beings, whose aaccesslve links are 
unrolled tn the boaorrt of ethcrial space. “Bkvo*d 
Tn a Threshold contiaiw on the same Hues, en
larging aai expanding tbe idea by reasons and con- 
alderallont drawn from science and nbllosophy: claim
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
carthky end le the best means of arming ourselves 
agalnit all weakness In tho presence of death, and 
that tbe help offered by »dense wd nhliwophy to that 
end Is far superior to Shat of any or the exhtlogro* 
Hglona. From beginning to nd it Is lntere»tlB|. ca- 
tertatalng, instructive aud fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or pet, nuch will have boca learned 
tad much pleasure enjoyed la ita perusal Price 41.25« 
For sale at this ofilee.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

Thli admirable wotk consist» of three p&mphletu 
embodied In one volume« In whisb questions of great 
importance to tbe race are dlscfiswd from the stand« 
point <?f an advanced social reformer. Trice 50 cent*. 
For sale at thli office.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomu Fake. Belon to iBvestlgxtlcra of True 

*nd Fabuloui Theology- A new. and Complete^dl- 
tfon, from new plates and new type; 181 pages, post 
Bro, Taper» 25 cent«; cloth, 50 ceau.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Sense, The Crisis, Right» of Man, etc 

Illustrated edition. Post 8yo., €50 pages, Cloth, 11.00; 
postage, 20 cfenU. -

THE GODS.
By Col. R; G. Iigcrsoll. A pamphlnt of 19 page*.

Worth Its weight fa gold. Prie» 20 cent».

THE VOICES.
• By Warren Snmnet-’Barlow. Tho Velcet contain 

poemi of retnuklHe Iwiuty and torce. Thiy ar, 
moat excellent Price. 1.00. - ■
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ft VISIT TO THE. GEL&STIftL
I Mrs. m/aïreed. I G1TY OF FGftGE. g

some in silvery green, some in white, 
some wore the gray mist of the morn 
and {.hose sparkled like as ,if dew was 
upon them. A blazing sun shone upon 
their bosom—the symbol of their order; 
they all bore geen boughs in their hands 
—a symbol of perpetual growth.

They stood in front of us a few mo
ments—a silence had been over us dur

A Vivid Portrayal of a Soul-
Experience.

By request 1 give this experience to 
the readers of The PROGRESSIVE 
Thinker, as one of the many 1 huve
had in the past three years. _

It came to me on the loth day of 
February, 1895, in the city of Boston, 
where I was then residing. It is my 
habit in the morning to take an hour to 
sit in the silence, to get my lesson from
the spirit side oi life.

The logos 1 took that morning to hold 
in my mind to meditate on was Peace. 
Words have a great effect on me—I soon 
felt an undefinable peace within myself 
and at peace with all the world. I had 
not been sitting long wheu a strange, 
sweet spell seemed to be stealing over 

id I fell a sensation of slipping out
of my body.

1 soon became aware I was out of my 
body, and it did not seem unnatural to 
be in that condition, but just as it should

Beside me stood my eldest brother, 
who is an exalted spirit, and with him 
an Oriental guide. They were both 
clothed in pure white garments, as 1 was, 
my=elf. How 1 was clothed 1 cannot 
tell - J mean the process hotf these gar
ments are prepared and placed upon us. 
I think il is done through a chemical 
law we in the mortal do not understand.
But how wonderful was this change.

I wasfelt so light and airy, and happy 
perfectly free from my physical environ-

of peace" as beet I can, that you too may 
got a faint idea of its beauty:

It was awhile city. Our march had 
taken us through the eastern part of the 
city. It was very large, because each 
house had much room in und about it.

ly of them, but I 
look through them, 

und 1 realized that their homes were 
not selfish prisons where my family 
alone was permitted to reside, or yours, 
as it is on earth—the home that I had 
paid for, and was mine—but was freely 
opened for anyone to enter, to come and 
go as they wished; the doors were always 
open, there were no looks, no keys, be
cause there was no need of them, as 
there is among humanity where one 
brother is trying to rob another^of all 
he has—where thieves break through 
and steal, where for a few paltry dollars 
they will take the life of that brother or 
' " There were beautiful lawns,
with sparkling fountain jets, treesevery- 
wliere such as I never saw before, with 
many bright and happy children play
ing under their swaying branches. 
Such a feeling of rest and peace every
where!

The buildings were beautiful and 
shapely, graceful, airv structures. Ar
bors with blooming roses over them that 
filled the air with fragrant odors. They 
were, in fact, inviting places of real and 
meditation, but Buch peace and love

They spoke no audible word to me, 
but 1 understood I must go with ihom. 
Now we began to glide upward, like a 
bird sails through the air, until we 
struck the pure ethers (ah, how little 
we know of those pure, liquid others). 
How far up wo went I know not, biit it 
seemed a long distance, and yet the time 

■ We now passedseemed short m going. .
rai.idly through space- how easy it was 
to travel this wav: it seemed these spir
its understood or had control of a cer 
tain force, that propelled us so rapidly 
along, that those nearer the earth had

I asked no questions; I hud perfect con
fidence in my guides. At first 1 saw 
naught but billowy clouds, but they 
formed the hills and valleys over which 

Sometimes I caughtwe travele:!.
glimpses of bright ones that passed us 
quickly going on their errands of mercy
and iovc.

After awhile we came to a large plat-
eau on which were gathered many peo-

Ferhaps youpie, of different nations. . _
will ask how I knew. 1 will answer, in
the sin.io way you would know here on 
earth: lor every nulion and people re- 
liiiu llieir special individuality; only as 
they become more and more spiritual
ized they lose those more prominent 
traits and become more fully rounded 
out as a harmonious family are through
the law of love much alike.

These people had bright and happy 
face-, and t hey were all clothed in white 
garment“and'seemed the embodiment 
of lo.e and peace within, for they were 
singing und chanting songs of. melody, 
and the mu.-ie from whence did it 
____ Soil, "sweet strains tilled and 
thrilled iny being through and through, 
and 1 asked myself: “Is this heaven? the 
heaven I have heard so much about?"

My thought was understood in a mo
ment and answered: “No, sister, we 

together here with one

Then another question was in my mind 
in a moment, and instantly answered: 
“We are going to the Celestial City of 
Peace, to get our lesson."

“Where is this City of Peace?”
The response came: “Ask no ques

tions: it will all be revealed to you, and

All was so real I did not realize I was

dwelt everywhere, and every soul was 
impregnated with it. There is much 
more 1 could say about II if 1 had time.

Wo were now coining to a part'of the 
city where minarets, and towers, and 
glided domes arose like magic before 
me. Some seemed set with the richest 
ol jewels, for they sparkled and shone 
with the colors of the rainbow.

This part of the city had been hidden 
from our view by what seemed a white 
mist or veil that hung over it, hiding 
all from our view but the home part of 
Ihe city; but I thought nothing of il, 
as white, airy clouds, and mountains and 
misty semblances were often visible

But as this great multitude of people 
with their music and inspired songs 
touched witli their vibration and power 
this misty white substance, it was 
lifted, like a great white cloud—rolled 
itself up and floated away out of sight,
to be seen no more.

At that moment every soul stood still, 
and the hush of silence deep and pro
' ' ' I was transfixed.found rested upon us.
1 could not have spoken if I would; the 
brightness, the glory, the immutable 
splendor that rose before my vision was 
beyond all conception of the human 
mind

"Oh,1’ I said to myself, “here is where 
Ihe Gods dwell—the immortal God
men and women who have climbed the 
hills of science for ages, who have un
earthed and brought from the hidden 
receptacles of nature the laws that gov
ern and control this universe."

in the center of all these great struc
tures (for these buildings were tho halls 
and schools for learning, on an immense 
Seale:, stood the temple of art. Of its 
beauty and magnificence 1 can say but 
little, as you could not comprehend it 
without seeing it. it must have covered 
what we call, in earth-life, two or three 
acres of ground: the great, round dome 
in the center shone like the sun: there 
were walks, trees and flowers growing 
inartistic beauty around il, and festoons 
of graceful yines, and the air seemed 
pregnant with living, beautiful thought, 
and prismatic colors vibrated in and 
around this temple; in faol, it was made 

‘ " tangible thought—uoes that
seem dreaming, friends? Bo be il, for it

out of my body. Just then I saw what 
looked like a great white cloud rolling 
____ ; .. which proved to be an ethe
real bridge, and it. became attached in 
soii.e way’ lo the. plateau. Then they 
all fell into line and began to move over 
this e.hcreal bridge. After crossing it 
we stood near the base of a grand old 
mountain whose summit was not visible

toward u

Slowly we began to ascend around and 
up the mountain. There seemed to be 
little or no effort made to climb, for our
minds were so filled and engrossed with

There arose, close beside the temple 
of art, an observatory, also on an im
mense scale, with telescopes all num
bered for the use of those who studied 
the star®; mathematics seemed to bo 
the key to unlock definitely the great 
storehouse of knowledge that every
where seemed to materialize before me. 
Every soul had their number, so 1 
learned, and every telescope and room; 
und order, which is Nature's first law,
was seen in everything.

Bui 1 must hasten, as time is flying 
and I must not intrude upon your time, 
friends. 1 had been attuned in a won
derful manner lo come into vibration 
with this exalted sphere of life, and I 
seoined lo absorb so readily what came 
before me. aud much I have not here

ing our stay there, while waiting for 
the brothers. I understood now that a 
great lesson was to be given, and that is 
what had brought the people together. 
They now began to move, the green 
boughs were swayed back and forth—a 
sign that all was in readiness. We 
marched through the temple grounds, 
and away to the right was a park toward 
which we were led by the brotherhood. 
By this park flowed a winding stream 
so clear we could see through its crystal 
depth to its sanded floor beneath.

We wereled to tho center of this park, 
where stood agraceful white altar, from 
which arose the incense of flowers; the 
fragrance tilled the .air, and an exhilar
ating power infilled us from it. During 
the inarch we always had music, or may 
i call it melody of sweet sounds, that 
came in such rhythmic measures and 
intouings that we were swayed and 
moved in rhythm with it.

I- thought 1 was getting nearer heaven 
all the time, not thinking that tho
heaven within had helped to make this 
heaven without. ’
formed

The people now
in three great horse-shoes 
’ ’ the Brotherhoodaround the altar;

formed anolhor horse-shoe within these 
three great circles. Iwas permitted to 
stand near my brother, and the Oriental 
guide in the first circle near the Broth
ers. .

Everything now seemed in readiness, 
and all eyes were turned toward the 
temple, as though expecting some great 
person: and by and by he made his ap
pearance, and certainly it was the 
Prince of Peace. Such an illumined, 
benign face; such majesty of bearing. 
1 had never seen before. lie was 
clothed in silvery white garments, a cor
ona of golden light was around his head 
and his form, and features were perfect; 
as he walked he loft tracks of light be- 
bind'hlm. The twelve that wore with 
him were ethereal, and much light 
shone around them.

They took their places around the 
altar, the master occupying one side 
alone. He had a long white wand in 
his hand. 1 was trembling, fearing I 
was not worthy of being there, for 1 had 
become so illuminated 1 could read 
their thoughts, and sensed their high 
intellectual and spiritual natures.

He seemed to read my thought in an 
instant, and as quickly a thought floated 
from his mind to mo: “Fear not. iny 
child, you are worthy, or you would not 
be here. Peace be unto you; nothing 
but love enters this land of ours, and 
you are loved by all here”-and all 
seemed to understand the thoughts that 
vibrated to me and' seoined to respond, 
although no word was spoken. 1 cannot 
describe the peace that flowed iu and 
quieted me. I felt 1 was a child com
pared to the rest.

A silence now fell upon the people— 
oh, such silence—1 could feel it.

I knew not this multitude of people 
was waiting for the diviner’s rod to smite 
the rock of truth, and through the law 
of vibration open up a sea of thought to 
the waiting multitude, touching their 
spirit and calling forth through that 
magic law the pent-lip genius within, 
bidding to activity the thought-centers 
of these waiting souls.

The master stood with wpnd in hand 
and closed eyes, as all the Brothers did; 
they seemed to be in deep meditation or

wonderful changes that are -about—yea, 
are taking place upqn this planet Earth, 
through the supervision of the Divine 
power that is culminating as fast as it 
can through the working of certain 
forces brought about by the wisdom in
telligences. ’ :

The earth is being moved upon and 
transmuted through the chemistry of 
thought, by these master minds that are 
bringing about changes that, while they 
will necessarily paralyze some condi
tions and forces that need to be lost 
sight of, will quicken and make alive 
certain other forces and conditions that 
have been dormant for ages, in the hu
man family; and mental volcanoes and 
religious earthquakes, and political dis
asters are sure to follow in the onward 
march of this disintegrating force that 
is to shake thrones, and kingdoms will 
quake; and while this force is sweeping 
the world from center to circumference, 
the physical world will feel it also, and 
there will be cyclones and terrible 
storms on the seas, and earthquakes, and 
the earth will be in a stale of turmoil, 
dissension and crime will seem to have 
been let loose; the hearts and minds of 
the people are stirred as never before. 
This has to be, for the thought-awaken
ing and spiritualizing' power that is com
ing to the whole world, and the merce
nary gods are to be slain, and the proud 
and ambitious gods are to be slain, the 
conservative and dogmatic gods are to 
be slain, and tho fear and war gods 
must go, .too; and in their place are 
coming the gods of peace, love and 
unity, strength and power, and the god
within every human soul is to be

concentration. Now the master raised

THE BIBLE.
An Abstract of a Sermon by 

nev. Samuel Weil

Delivered Before the Free Relig
ious Association,

There was a vast auditorium joining 
these two buildings, where they gath
ered on occasions for lectures and dif
ferent things (aud by the way, I have 

-------. .. . ___ ....... ._____ • been permitted since then to go with neared the top there came down to meet brother into the observatory and 
us a great concourse of people also through some of those telescopes, 

.. ' and 1 got a great lesson there, as thatstill yhile mossing the budge and one of my hrotlier’s retreats, and 
climbing the mountains, but now they . gtU(] p]aces). How real and yet how 
all began to sing an anthem such asl t ni J
had never beard, and such voices—lean । j want to go back a little way, wherri 
not describe their sweetness and mel 1 we ap st<jod transfixed with Ine grand 

 

ody. 1 joined in, for 1 seemed to under- 8cene before us, as that cloud was lifted 
stand just what to do. j from tower and dome—for there were

Through my whole earth-life have I many of them.
desired and longed to sing and write | There broke over us a golden light 
beautiful soul-felt poetry, and now in ; tbat shimmered, and prismed every- 
thi® spiritual state I could sing. My [ thing in beriTfl^e^rit came from every- 
voice was full and strong and musical, I tvhere, and nowhere in particular.
and I realized that all that we truly long । ; 8aw ao although the light 
... ----- in. this material state Would I reiembled sunlight, only it was not
be ours in the spiritual state, and we. bot or fiercri, but soft and mellowl 
would have it forever. | It did not fall in rays, but: seemed a
Many of those people that met us were ; golden covering, spread everywhere,.

■’ *’------------and everybody wa® bathed by its efful
gence, and new power arid life floated 
into my being'. . ' '

We did not stop long'to take this all, 
in, for everything -moves rapidly in" 
spirit—time is not taken into account in

the grandeur of what was coming, our 
thoughts were not on climbing. 1 could 
look away in the distance and see wbat- 
seemed to be other mountains. As we

dressed in while.

for here

carrying flags and banners with inscrip
tions. One inscription I read was: 
'■There is no night here, for. God is the 
light;” another was: “The seed-germ.of 
truth is planted in every soul on earth 
and in spirit-life.” There were many

those, higher spheres, only as they need 
it to gain knowledge. Now the temple 
doors swung back. I thought we. were., 
going to enter it, biat iny brother said- 
“No," to my thought, “not this time, 
but some other time.you will have the' 
privilege of going In there.”

As the'doors opened, the brotherhood 
of this city tiled out. They all. had on 
robes of color,-each according to his 'de-

We were now nearing tqe city: we 
came to a great arched gateway,it jwas 
covered with vines and flowers—the air 
was filled with their sweet odor. We 
marched through this gateway, which 
was on tho east side of the city.. There 
were many of these arches in the city. 
I was inspired and awed by tho wonder
ful scene as we moved along. *1 must — ----- -------—- ---- - —
ItOpLight here and describe this “city 1 gree and office; some in royal purple,

his wand and began to slowly move it 
across the altar, and I heard the tink
ling of great numbers of line silvery- 
toned bolls. Again slowly he moved it 
back over the altar, and the music of 
the bells rang louder and clearer; and 
he moved it in that manner a number of 
times, each time the bells ringing 
louder, fuller, sweeter, richer, until 
they blended in one harmonious whole, 
and floated away in the distance, echo
ing among those lofty mountains, and 
dying away gradually, until we were 
again left in silence. Never once had 
their eyes been opebed.

(The altar was really an instrument 
filled with a network of fine, attenuated 
strings of some kind of, shall I say, 
metal; it had that appearance, because 
of having become so sensitized I could 
see through it, although it was covered 
with white-cloth, and the cloth with 
symbols.

My vision was opening7 in a marvel
ous way, and the altar as well as every 
soul there was a center for these occult 
vibrations. Oh, wfrat thoughts came 
rushing over me—the very atmosphere 
had been stirred through 'concentrated 
thought.

Again the master began to pass the 
wand across the altar, and I heard the 
faintest sounds of music; again be passed 
it back, and the muskrwas more distinct; 
thus slowly, for each movement was 
slow and rhythmic, or measured, and at 
each passing of the rod the music be
came fuller and sweeter, clearer and 
finer: now soft, sweet cadences floated 
through my being—I was filled and 
thrilled by it. I was quickened in every 
part of my being, the air trembled and 
pulsated with melody; again and again 
the waves of music rose and fell in liquid 
currents about us; wejvere a part of it, 
lapped .by the waves:?we were in an 
ocean of it, carried out on its billows, 
Jiving, floating In siceet sounds.

I now realized for the first time that 
all the ringing of the bells and tho mu
sic had been brought forth from within 
ire, by the concentrated effort® of these 
masters: they had touched the living 
spring within us, and there.came forth 
at their bidding the ringing of the.belle 
first to harmonise us, and then the mu
sic to inspire, invigorate arid chemical
ize .the thought-.region.witjiin us touri- 
foldarid bring forth thought-images—ih 
fact, to educate through the subtile law 
of vibration Ad concentration. ■ ■ ■

Oh, how grand was this lesson I had 
.been receiving, and my soul went up in 
praise tb God or Divine Good that bad 
made it possible for such things to be. 
How I had-grown spiritually—how I had 
been enriched. : I had become possessed 
of a knowledge that would stay by mo 
forever;-Iwas filled with the power to 
such ah extent the spirit of prophecy was' 
upon me. 1 was'clothcd upon toiee the

touched by these new gods that will 
have come to reign for a long period of 
time. '

Wrongs will be righted, and under 
the benign influence of these peace gods 
this old earth will be made to blossom as 
the rose, the sweet influence of love will 
reign in every soul, and that brother
hood of intelligence, love and good-will 
will everywhere be folk

Now this will not all be accomplished 
In a few days, or Instantaneously, for the 
"mills of the gods grind slow, but sure,” 
and through the ages this has been 
coming, and now, at the close of this 
cycle, It is culminating. The times are 
now ripe and ready for It, and the signs 
in the heavens portend radical changes 
that are to take place in the next few 
years. Old things ate passing away, 
and all things are to be.made new.

The spiritual wave has reached us— 
the new cycle is upon us, and we must 
prepare ourselves for the harmonious 
and quickening breath of this glorious 
emancipating power that is going to 
make us free, breaking the shackles of 
ignorance and bigotry, and fortifying us 
with a reserve force of concentrated 
will-power that will move us in har
mony and in the right direction.

We must remember that humanity has 
been climbing through the long, slow 
ages, until, unconsciously to many, they 
have reached the lino where the old 
says good-bye—and welcome lo the new; 
so it will be very .necessary to make 
great efforts to hariionize, and let the 
diviner's rod move every soul to a high
er living, unfoldingl and spiritualizing 
the latent forces within us until -we can 
can say rejoicingly: “I am glad I live, 
whether in the body or out, to see tho 
Christ-principle harmonizing, blending 
and bringing the whole world into a 
universal peace, a universal faith and 
hope for the race, and trust in that di
vine power that brings ail the graces of 
the spirit to us—Love, Charity, Justice 
—making us like one rpyal family.

Ali this will take-time, but it is com
ing as fast as it can: it will bo accom
plished, for there is no such word as fail 
in that divine realm.

All this and much more passed rapidly 
through my mind while standing in that 
inner circle by that grand man, whoso 
face was lighted with truth and wisdom, 
and the lesson that came to me in that 
hour was of great utility. I saw and 
sensed that for our. higher growth we 
must have harmony. *

We were now dismissed by a wave of 
the wand, and that great multitude of 
people became invisible to me, and I 
found myself back in my body, my at
tendants still with me. I had been gone 
two hours, but how much had been given 
me in that short space of time!

Sometime, perhaps I may toll you 
something of this brotherhood that, 
with hundreds of others, are doing such 
a grand work for spirits and mortals 
both. Through these brotherhoods the 
work has been systematized for educat
ing and redeeming the world, through 
these higher laws \Ve do not yet under
stand, but will someday.

Mbs. M. A. Reed.

A VISION.

I wandered lonely by the sea
And watched the cloudlets, gray and 

dun; '
My heart, it cried put to be free, 

To seek beyond the setting sun
A heaven of. rest from worldly pain— 
The war and striferand qupst for gain.
But as I watched, athwart the sky

A vision broke upon my view, 
And forms of beauty Hovering nigh—

Familiar faces that I. knew-“ 
Came with all the old-time grace 
And shed a halo o'er the place. 
The weary years had quickly fled.

And time had ceated its onward_______________ ____________flow;
The past gave back its sacred dead, 

And every cloud.;and. bitter woe
Had vanished as fades the gloomy night 
Before the morning’s radiant light.
And lo! from out the atmosphere, 

Falling oh my enraptured ear, 
Came, like music, words of cheer, 
, Dispelling.every doubt and fear; 
Arid the,eyhnidg’s shadows cold 
Shone as. bui'nished raysof gold.

J - . Bishop A. Beals.

When!a-man has not a'good reason for 
doing a'.thing, he has one’ good reason 
for lotting it alone.—Siri; falter Scott.

It is not. enough that pbritryshould be 
so refined, ah'to satisfy tfle;judgment; it 
should appeal to our feeling and imagi
nation.—Horace. ■

There"is in every true Woman’s heart 
a spark of heavenly, tiro, which beams 
and blaz.es.in the dark hoiihs of advers
ity.—.Irving. .

Happiness is a rare cosinetie.—G. J. 
W. Melville. .

[last PAPER,]
In calling attention to the religious 

persecutions of the past, my motive was 
primarily to show that after the inaugu
ration of the new Christian dispensation 
men still persisted in adhering to the 
Old Testament standards and penal laws 
which were incompatible with the new. 
Secondly, it was intended to poiftt'put 
that in the realm of religious thought 
men to this day entertain conflicting be
liefs und are apt to have two different 
moral standards. In secular things they 
believe in equity, but in contemplating 
the Jehovah of the Bible they use a dif
ferent standard, and their moral sense 
is not shocked at all at the anthropo
morphic traits of a God who enjoins the 
killing of witches, who commands cap
ital punishment, the extermination of 
heretics, and who foreordains certain in
dividuals to be “saved," while the im
mense majority is in imminent danger of 
being “lost."

The Loudon Spectator recently called 
attention to the surviving, lighting in- 
stlnct in modern man: to the eagerness 
for war manifested in these times of 
commercial amity. The paradox is char
acterized by Mr. Spencer as a double 
standard, as adhering to two different 
creeds to be severally used as occasion 
seems to require. Speaking of the av
erage Englishman Mr. Speucer says:

“Now he enlarges on the need for main
taining the national honor, and thinks 
it means to arbitrate about an aggression 
Instead of avenging it by war; and now, 
sailing bis servants together, he reads a I 
prayer in which he asks God thut our 
trespasses may be forgiven as we for
give trespasses against us.

"From the New Testament we take 
our religion of amity; from Greek and 
Latin epicsand histories we takeour re
ligion of enmity. Primitive humanity 
had but one religion. -The humanity of 
the remote future will have but one. 
Wo have two. At our schools and col
leges the same men are nriests of both 
religions. The nobility of self-saerifice 
get forth in scripture lessons and dwelt 
on in sermons, is made conspicuous 
every seventh day; while, during the 
other six days, the nobility of sacrificing 
others is exhibited in glowing words."

This illogical trait in the humanity of 
■the present explains the amazing ability 
to compromise between the genuine and 
spurious portions of Scripture. On week 
days the student believes in the vast ge
ological periods of the earth's develop
ment while on Sunday he acquiesces in 
the six days of creation.

Now Jesus is all love and compassion, 
and now he consigns men to everlasting 
punishment. The Almighty, who guides 
the stars and worlds in their courses, is 
conceived as giving instructions to 
Moses concerning the curtains and tas
sels, fringes and oilier ornaments of the 
Jewish tabernacle. Here it U com
manded to love the Lord thy God and 
thy neighbor as thyself as being the es
sence of religion; there it is related how 
God commanded Abraham to slaughter 
his only son as a burnt-offering, and how 
he changed his mind at the critical mo
ment. Indeed, Jehovah often “repents.” 
How human! Tho “Plan of Salvation” 
implies that the omniscient Almighty is 
embarrassed by difficulties and obstacles 
which, in order to overcome, he must 
plan and contrive like a veritable man. 
Do I overlook or undervalue the good 
precepts and noble examples contained 
in both testaments'? 1 think my former 
articles disprove this charge. I recog
nize that “an honest God is the noblest 
work of man.” My aim is to disarm 
criticism of the Bible by humanizing it 
and ranking it alongside other “in
spired” books. As long as clergymen 
insist on calling it the “Word of God,” 
they play into the hands of skeptics and 
unbelievers.

The following points may now be 
summed up:

First—In some parochial Sunday
schools, Catholic and Jewish, to my 
knowledge, an abridged Bible is substi
tuted for the complete volume. In this 
comparatively small handbook all is 
loft out that conflicts with the moral 
sense of our times. In my ministration 
of over forty years as a religious teacher 
of the young, I-never allowed the whole 
Bible to be used by them: only an 
abridged one. This is a tacit admission 
that the “Word'of God” contains doc
trines and examples offensive to the 
moral sense and even to decency, hence 
unfit for children. But what is offen
sive toour children can not but be offen
sive to our youths and maidens, to men 
and women.

Now, are we at liberty to do for adults 
what thechqrch and the synagogue per
mits for children? May wo expurgate 
from the Bible what is objectionable? 
The outcry of theologians against the 
new version of the Woman’s Bible 
shows that such an attempt would be 
abhorred. Perhaps it would be an un
seemly enterprise. Who would tamper 
with any classical or standard author? 
Who would dare to emend Shakespeare 
or Homer? Would it not be a literary 
impropriety? We likewise cannot 
emend or remake the Bible. As it, now 
is, it must stand or fail, according to 
men's conceptions of its being human or 
divine.

Second—Theologians themselves ad
mit the gradual progressiveness of rev
elation a® laid down in the Scriptures. 
AU human knowledge is relative. An 
absolute; final revelation of all religious 
truth would be arrested-development. 
This psychological axiom is recognized 
in the Bible itself; pre-eminently in the 
declaration of the greatest teacher, who 
said; “1 have yet many things to say 
unto you, but yo cannot bear them now.” 
Indeed, Jesus did not correct the erro
neous notions of his contemporaries con
cerning death, and the hereafter; nor 
did he meddle with the legends of the 
Old Testament. He, himself, apparent
ly accepted the account of Jonah’s hav
ing been swallowed by a fish, and spit
ted out again on the third day. He even 
made use of this legend as anillustra-

tion, if we may believe the passage in 
Matthew, xii, 40, to be genuine. His 
mission lay not in that direction. He 
did not meddle with, the myths of his 
countrymen. What he came to correct 
wa® their moral and spiritual perver
sions. His mission was the finding of 
the lost tribes oi Israel or the caring for 
the outcasts who were abandoned by the 

-self-righteous Pharisees.
“The spirit of truth,” predicted by 

Christ to bring more and higher revela
tions (John xvi, 13), i® nothing else than 
the progressive development of man’s 
ethical and spiritual nature. Religious 
truths are identical with science. The 
unverihuble dogmas of the creeds of or
thodoxy are doomed. Nothing will sur
vive that cannot be verified. Hence 
science and the religion of the future 
are convertible terms. The truths of 
subjective or human nature are like the 
truths of objective or outward nature, 
amenable to—law, are matters of knowl
edge, not of belief. Instead of conflict 
between religion and science, there will 
ensue complete identity. According to 
the doctrine of the “uniformity of na
ture,’ whatever has been will be. Hence 
in the mental world the same effects 
must be traced to the same causes. If 
inspiration is a fact iu human experi
ence, it must be universal in space and 
time. If discovery or revelation of 
spiritual truth has taken place, it can
not be confined 10 certain localities and 
ages of antiquity. What has been will 
be. Even the miracles of the New Tes- 
lament are declared by the highest au
thority in the Bible itself to be less in 
magnitude than those of the future. In 
John xvi, 12, Jesus says that greater 
miracles would be wrought in subse
quent ages. Hence, to regard an an
cient collection of miscellaneous and 
partly anonymous •books as final author
ity in matters of such momentous im
portance, is, as we have seen, tacitly 
contradicted by theologians themselves, 
who admit the progressive nature of 

■ revelation, and absolutely contradicted 
by the axioms of modern science.

From the foregoing the readers will 
perceive that these are no mere Inger- 
sollian onslaughts on religion, but that 
the present writer stands uuon solid 
ground, having positive facte at his com
mand, by which he is able to replace 
what negative criticism may take away.

These articles in the Herald are the 
iirecursors of a stupendous system, a 
ligher synthesis, in which all that is 

true in the Bible, in Christianity, in 
Judaism, and in oilier religions extant, 
finds its legitimate place aud recogni
tion. - '

WHEN DID PAUL LIVE?
Antichrist” Arrives at a 

Strange Conclusion.

History Seems to Be Badly Mixed,

“THE LAND OF THE LOST.”

Poets have sung of the land of the blest, 
Of the land of strife and the land of 

rest,
The land of bloom and the land of frost, 
Bnt to-day we sing of “The Land of the 

Lost.”
’Tis not a land that is far away, 
A land of darkness without one ray 
Of hope or love, or blissful light, 
To banish the shades of endless night. 
’Tis not a land beyond the seas, 
Shadowed by deadly upas trees; 
Whose air is laden over with blight, 
Where nothing is seen that's just and 

right.
“The Land of the Lost" is around us 

here,
Where greed makes hunger, aud the 

widows tear
Flows down the cheek of sorrow and 

care,
From a heart that’s crushed by deep de-

’Tis
spair.

not the land where the wicked 
dwell—

The deep, dark place that men call hell; 
“The Land of the Lost” is all around 
Where want and sorrow and tears are 

found.
There are gamblers there and men of

prayer,
And song-s and curses are on the air. 
And they are blest who have the test 
Of doing musLto help the rest.
There are women there who loved 

trust,
in

And whose souls to-day are dry as dust. 
They listened to the words of lustful 

men,
And they went down—hut they will rise 

again.
Being sinned against, they cannot stay 
Forever banished from love’s bright ray, 
For Nature provides a redemption 

sweet
For repenting heart and returning feet.
There.are children there who are raised 

in fears,
Conceived in corruption and born in 

tears,
With the mark of Cain set in the face— 
Born into the world without a place.
There are men who, in some evil hour, 
Under passion’s spell, lost their power, 
And imbrued their hands in deed of sin. 
While conscience sternl^ehided within. 
They, too, are afforded a chance, once 

more.
In “The Land of the Lost,” on every 

shore,
Mercy has planted a bright beacon 

light, '
To lure the wandering back to right.
“The Land of the Lost” has birds and 

flowers,
And laughing rills and leafy bowers, 
And fountains that play in the sunlight— 
A land of day and a land of night.
“The Land of the Lost” is in the heart, 
’Tis not surveyed by methods of art.
Wherasin and sorrow and grief abound, 
’Tis there “The Land of the Lost” is 

found.
“The Land of the Lost” holds evil and

good, 
For sin is virtue not understood. 
’Tis the land where men are lost

■ right . ■ . , '■ , . _
Only till they recover their sight.'

To the Editor;—At the outset of 
your very able and learned editorial on 
“A Thinker for Thmaers to Think 
About,” you concede there is strong 
evidence that Paul’s adventure al Dam
ascus occurred about (>4 -years before 
our era. The only clue to dates in the 
Pauline Epistles (excluding the vague 
reference to Pontius Pilate in 1 Timo
thy, vi, 13, an episllethat is pronounced 
spurious by many eminent authorities, 
including Ewald, Mangold, Meyer and 
Holtzmann, of the orthodox school) la 
the following passage:

“In Damuse us the governor under 
Aretas, the king, kept ihe city of the 
Damascenes .with a garrison, desirous to 
apprehend me, and through a window in 
abasket was I letdown by the wall and 
escaped Ins hands."—II Cor. xi, 32, 33.

When did this event occur? Dean Ab 
ford, in Smith's Bible Dictionary, de
scribes two kiuge named Aretas, who 
are mentioned in the Bible, to-wit:

1. A contemporary of Antiochus 
Epiphanes.—B. C. 17(1, 2 Mace. v. 8.

2. The Aretas alluded to by Paul In 
the passage above quoted.

Bui the writer says: "There is a 
somewhat difficult chronological ques
tion resuectmg the subordination of 
Damascus to this Aretas;” and he pro
ceeds to argue the probability of a 
change in the rulership of that city af
ter the death of Tiberius, March Hi, A. 
D. 37. Aretas, kingof Arabia Nabataea, 
whose capital was Petra, 25u milef 
south of Damascus, was at war with 
Herod Autlpas. his son-in-law, who 
hud divorced his wife. A battle waa 
fought and the army of Antipas waa en
tirely destroyed. He sent lo Rome for 
help aud Tiberius commissioned Vitel- 
lies, governor of Syria (A. D. 35-311), to 
march against Aretas and to lake him 
dead or alive. While on the march he 
heard at Jerusalem of ihe death of TL 
berius. 'That ended the campaign, aud 
there is not the slightest record any
where that Aretas ever displaced Vitel- 
lius as governor of Damascus, or hi® 
successor, 1’elronius, who governed the 
city from A. D. 39 to 42.

But there was another king Aretas 
who answers clearly lo the passage in 
Paul's Epistle.

His reign was very long. He was con
temporary with Alexander Janneus, 
king of Judea (106— 7« B. C.), with 
Queen Alexandra (78—(ill B. C.—called 
Helena in the Toldolh Jeshu), and with 
her sons, Hyrcanusand Aristobulus (t>9- 
57 B. C.i, contending successors lo the 
throne. Hyrcanus fled lo Aretas, who 
aided him with an army against hi® - 
brother. Meanwhile Scaurus, tne Ro
man general, came lo take Jerusalem, 
but being offered money by Aristobulus, 
he raised the siege and ordered Areta® 
to depart. Aretas resisted, but wa® 
beaten. Soon afterward Pompey con
quered all Syria, and coming lo the 
country of Ptolemy Menneus (who wa® 
so haled by the Damascenes that they 
called in Arelas to rule over them) ha 
accepted a thousand talents to save 
Menneus’ life (Jos. Aut. xiv, 1, 2,3; 
War. i. 6).

The government of Syria and Damas
cus had been unstable for muny years 
under Ihe Seleucidm. Rawlinson say® 
that for a period of about 14 years, from 
83 to 39 B. C., Tigranos, king of Ar
menia, was called in by the suffering 
people to govern Syria; and he adds 
that the remnant of the kingdom of the 
Seleucidm was reduced into the form of 
a Roman province, B. C. 65.

But it does not appear that Damascus 
was actually taken until about ((.( B. C., 
and il was not until 62 B. C. that the 
first questorof Syria. Pompey's general 
Scaurus, began to govern that country. 
(Smith’s Bible Dio.)

Josephus describes a battle between 
Aretas and Antiochus Dionysius, king 
of Syria (95-83 B. C.),in which Antiochus 
was slain and his army destroyed, and 
then says:

“After him Aretas reigned over 
Coplo-Syria, being called to the govern
ment by those that held Damascus, by 
reason of the hatred they bore to Ptole
my Menneus.”—Ant. xiii.. 15 Sec. 2.

This was between 83 and (ill B. C. The 
last Seloucidean king of Syria was de
throned, and sometime before the'tak
ing of Damascus by Pompey (i>3 B. C.), 
a foreign kiug, Aretas. of Arabia, was 
invited to rule that city. How long he 
roigned there is uncertain, but proba
bly until the capture oi the city by 
Pompey, a period of about twenty years. 
—McClint. and Strong s Cyc.. article 
Damascus.

If, therefore, the reference to Aretas, 
in Cor. xi., 32, is genuine and historical, 
it certainly follows that Paul was in 
Damascus about 63 years B. C.. as re
corded in the Talmud, and the bepper 
Toldolh Jeshu—Book of the generation 
of Jesus.

But now comes Prof. Johnson, who 
maintains that not only the Epistles of 
Paul, but the works of Josephus, are 
modern monkish fabrications. If so, 
then the workings of "Antichrist” are 
superseded, and Christianity is only 
about 700 years old: deriving whatever 
historical truth it may have from-the 
Moslem Scriptures. In The Progress
ive Thinker of June 1, 1895, we gave a 
synopsis of the Moslem story of Isa, the 
son of Mariam and^ her cousin Yussuf, 
the carpenter, taken from Prof. John
son’s “Rise of Christendom,” but we 
have not yet yielded our entire assent 
to the author’s conclusions concerning 
the modernity of the writings of Paul 
and Josephus.' "Antichrist.”.

to

“The 'Land of the Lost” is Eden re-
• gained . I < '

To those who stumbled; at garments
. stained, : ■' '-'■ —

They have struggled up with fearful
cost, ■. - ■ ' ' " -. ■

But "The Land of the Saved” is “The 
Land of the Lost.” ■

. "Stab,” in Bradford Herald.

Repartee is the highest order of wit, 
as it bespeaks the coolest, yet quickest 
exercise of genius, at a moment when 
the passions are roused.—Colton.
. Law is the science in which the great
est powers of the understanding arc ap
plied to the greatest number of facts.— 
Johnson. \

Were we as eloquent as angels, yet 
should we please some men and some 
women much more by listening than by 
talking.—Colton. ' . .
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TRUE CHRISTIANITY.

formed. Selim.

Mahomet, the IltustriQus.
BY GODFREY HJCGINS, ESQ.

H. L. Chapman.power

MAPLE DELL CAMP.
Mr,

PRESENTATION OF A CHAIB TO MBS.

of time bad ab

of his own hands instead of begging them something of the real Chris-

FRAUD IN MATERIALIZATION

of

BY A. B. FRENCH.of

BOOMING!
Clinton Camp Coing Ahead

for salaries, while doing his dangerous 
reformatory work in the very center 
of despotism and wickedness.

He taught the Jews, Greeks and 
Romans that there is one God, in

OOMPILSO AKD EDITED DT

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

The Divinity m Mediumship—It 
. Fulfills the Divine Word.

A Reception Tendered 
and Mrs, Hull.

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under the Bushel; or Thirteen 

Hundred »nd Six Quoitlons to the Clergy. By Wm 
Hart. Price 40 cents. ' .

It . Is Set Forth Clearly by 
Professor James Rodes 

Buchanan. Essays to Glvef JLlght Upon the 
Suited.

: a . V'K. . ■
Thinks Incorrect Notions Are 

Prevalent.

How to Deal with Materializing 
Mediums.

This work Isono of the Library of Liberal Cisse les. 
No.autbor was better qualified to write au impartial 
and honest Hfo of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is Intensely interesting. It should bo 
read in conjunction wltU.Glbbou'e work- For sale at 
this oillcc. Price. 23 cents.

tianity of St. Paul. You can refer to 
Corinthians, and show that the church 
teaching is an apostasy, for if St. 
Paul were obeyed, every prayer-meot-

mtliportraUsrepreseiitlugaH'g. Rlchmoiidiil
1857, <>s 1876. and in 1881.

whom we live and move and liave our 
being, and that this God, a divine 
spirit, is the source of our spiritual 
influx of wisdom, saying, ia 1 Cor
inthians, xn;

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. B. CROCKED.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, &n Inquiry u to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms com* from Hu Satanic 
Majesty and His Subordinates in ths Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moue Hull. Price, 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

Tbli book will be found peculiar, curious. startllngl 
«—moreso than any work issued since Uncle Tuurt 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the tumi

.4. Now, there are diversities 
gifts, but the same spirit.

5. And there are differences 
administration, but the same Lord.

;. THE SOUL,
Ite Nature, Relations and Expicaslon In Haman Em
bodiments. Given through Mrs. ■Cora L. V. Rich
mond, by her Guides. A book that every one who Is 
Interested in re-lncarnatlon should read. Trice li.00.

POEMS..
Dy Edith Willis Linn. A volume of sweet oatpoor 

Inga of a gentle nature, WJtd has no thought or the 
bitter cruelty of earthdife. These are sweet, winsome 
and resttnL Price UDO.

HISTOliY OF THE INQUISITION
Jost the book for those seeking Information con

cerning that most damnable luHtltution known In 
hlatorv—the Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted with the 
facte so succinctly stated In this valuable record. It 
•hows the methods used by tho Romish Church to ex
terminate those who reject Itt beliefs and claims. ! 
For rale at this office. Price 25 cents.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the ••Aikoran of Mohammed.” 

Translated Into English from the original Arabic- with 
explanatory notes taken from the most approved' comi 
moutators. With a preliminary discourse by Geo- 
Ssle. Price, cloth, tl.QO. For sale at this office.

Origin, Develonment and Destiny 
of Man.

ANGEL WHISPERINGS
For the Searcher After Truth.

HF HATTIE A. RAT.
All who love, genuine poetry, of excellent moral 

and spiritual quality, should read thia book. Thia 
work fa handsomely bound and la dearly printed 
good paper. For sale at thls offlce» Price IL 

MIND READING AND BEYOND. 
- By Itm. A. Hoyey.- SOOpagea, with llluitratloni of 
the »objects treated upon. Price tl.25.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattii E. Hull. Tblrty-clgbt of Mra. Hull's 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, lOcta., 
or |6 per hundred. For sale at this office.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits influence mortals. By M. Faraday. 

P. 23. Price 18 cents.

Outside the Gates, and Other Talcs 
and sketches. By a hand of spirit Intclllgincea, 
through the mediumship of Mary Theresa Sbelbamer. 
An excellent work. Price 81.25.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW ~ 
The Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
HolyoAkft. Thia H a most valuable contribution to 
Frcetbought llteratunr. Bound In paper .with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve coplei 
forilW. ’

The church has permanently set its 
face against mediumship, because the 
church is not based on Chustiiinitj. 
but on the fraud that was substituted 
for Christianity at Home, and justified 
itself by compiling a fraudulent Tes
tament; not in the first century, when 
the primitive Christians were still In - 
Ing, nor while any of the apostles 
lived, but u hundred years aftei they 
were all dead. The forgeries man
ufactured then are the chief basis of 
the church to-day. ■ .

Hence it is that while the primitive 
Christians cultivated spiritual inter
course as freely as Spiritualists do 
now, the church founded on the de
Struction of Christianity, and icgaid- 
less of its essential ■ principles, is 
every where the ■ antagonist of the 
spiritual, instigating opposition and 
jjersecution against it, as it is doing 
with especial malignity now in Penn
sylvania, making that a crime which 
was commended by St. Paul as a 
Christian virtue. But bear in mind 
that St. Paul is not the author of half 
of what has been sent forth in his 
name More than half is downright 
forgery, and contrary to true-Chris
tianity, while Paul really spoke undei, 
the inspiration of Jesus, teaching the 
same religion.

That winch the church now at
tributes to the devil, the ancient Jew
ish mediums, who were called proph
ets recognized as the voice of God.

how, as St. Paul, inspired by Jesus, 
taught that communication of wis
dom prophecy and healing from the 
Spmt woild was all from God—one 
spirit operating in many ways—is it 
not as diMiie to-day as it w as then, 
as piiinitivc Christianity considered it. 
Therefore do I speak of the divinity 
in mediumship, which would be recog
nized and honored by the church if it 
had any primitive Christianity in its 
life For piiinitivc Christianity raised 
fiediuinship to its highest honor, and 
he Greeks likewise honored medium

ship, md kept its ine-diuins m temples 
to piophesj and to counsel, and in 
those temples was healing done.

But modern Christianity is far be
low the Jews and the Greeks in its 
Qppi relation of heavenly things. If 
Sohlitter had appeared eithei in Ju
dea oi in Greece he could have had 
far more honor than he has had here, 
and Dr J R. Newton would have 
had high histone renown if he had 
appeared then.

Slandered as St. Paul has been by 
base forgeries attributed to him, few 
realize his high spiritual nature. But 
when we refer to Ins writings, we see 
his deep earnestness in all things 
Spiritual, for which he was willing to 
give up all honors due to his talents, 
to be assaulted, persecuted and killed, 
and to maintain himself by the labor 

6. And there are diversities of op
erations, but it is the same God which 
worketh in all.
• 7 But the manifestation of the 
spirit is given to every man to profit 
withal.

8. For to one is given by the spirit 
thaword of wisdom; to another the 
word of knowledge, by the same 
spirit.

9. To another faith by the same 
spirit; to another the gift of healing 
by the same spirit.

10 To another the working of 
miracles; to another prophecy; to 
another discerning of spirits; to 
another divers kind of tongues; to 
another the interpretation of tongues: 
But all these worketh that one and 
the selfsame spirit, dividing to every 
man severally as he will.

28. And God hath set some in the 
church, first apostles, secondarily 
prophets, thirdly teachers, after that 
miracles, then gifts of healing, helps, 
governments, diversities of tongues.

XIV., 26. How is it, then, breth
ren ? when ye come together every one 
of you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, 
hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath 
an interpretation. , Let all Things be 
done unto edifying

30. If anything be revealed to 
another that sitteth by, let the first 
hold his peace.

31. For ye may all prophesy, one 
by one, that all may learn, and all 
may be comforted.

39. Wherefore, brethren, covet to 
prophesy, and forbid not to speak 
with tongues.

How completely does he describe 
what is going on now among Spirit
ualists just as it was among primitive 
Christians. Everywhere we have 
prophesying, although in Pennsylva
nia orthodoxy tries to make it a crime. 
Everywhere we have healings, and dis
cerning of spirits, and we have in
numerable miracles, even going 
through locked doors and holding the 
hands in the fire, and floating up in 
the air, and . speaking in strange 
tongues, and interpreting, unknown 
languages, and words of profound 
wisdom and singular revelations of 
^knowledge, and anostles finhthur

against hostility, an® teachers and 
prophets, and some 'things -m which 
we excel the ancients—-and > the same 
zealous meetings where. many are im
pelled to speak and tq discern spirits.

And we may thank tiiee, Paul, for 
making so good a record of Christian
ity as it was, and also for thy strong 
assertion, which . the« Romanized 
church has entirely forgotten, that all 
these things come from the one great 
spirit on high for the blessing of hu
manity. ’ •

It is indeed divine, as St. Paul said; 
for the God whom he presented before 
the Athenians as the one spirit in 
whom we live and move and -have our 
being—the spirit that fills all worlds 
and is tlje life of mankind, is the 
source of the spiritual phenomena, 
and Paul and his brother martyrs do 
now look down upon this wicked 
world (but not as wicked as Home in 
his days) and rejoice that the truth as 
he taught it is now allowed to appear.

1 have been for years familiar with 
the.men of the Apostolic Age, and 
know how delighted they all are 
at this reappearance of tlieir Chris
tianity on earth, and how gladly they 

contribnte tbe^r share to its 
triumph, and to the overthrow of the 
Roman usurpation that destroys Clms- 
tianity. They will tell what it was, 
what they really thought; and stamp 
with the indelible brand of forgery the 
shameful fictions which have been 
passed off as the word of God, and 

_the insane language attributed to St. 
Paul and to Jesus Christ, who have 
no more sympathy with the modern 
church than they had with the Phar
isees who pe/sectited them and who 
are now in the name of Christ per-: 
secuting the sacred truth. •

But the triumph of mediumship is 
fast approaching, for, as St. Paul 
says, it brings knowledge and wisdom 
and prophetic power and healing, 
which are beyond the power of the 
colleges ruled by Mammon and the 
apostate church.

Ilie heroes of humanity do not 
triumph m their own century; they 
encounter hostility and- scorn for a 
remote posterity; and it was not un
known among the disciples in their 
spiritual meetings that their heavenly 
truths would reappear in a remote 
age, and thus are fulfilled the predic
tions of Jeremiah and of Jesus, of 
the destruction coming on the Jews 
and their city (500,000 being slaugh
tered). and the more pleasing predic
tion of Jesus that nothing can be per
manently hidden, and • that all things 
shall be revealed.

fhe revelation is beginning, and 
the world will see that Jesus tfas no 
lunatic, threatening the world with 
destruction, but tho one great teacher 
of humanity in a barbarous age differ
ing from all others, and free from 
superstition, whose religion will tn- 
umph in the twentieth century, be
cause it is the spiritual religion of 
wisdom.

And I would say to my spiritual 
friends, do not withhold vour precious 
Knowteuge from tuose wuo uuve ucetl 
deluded by the Roman fabrications 
prepared by the papacy and led into 
blind bigotry. You may not bo able 
to relieve them immediately from the 
fear of the devil, but you can teach 

ing and other religious assembly would 
have spiritual Christians present dis
cerning spirits, and giving both spirit
ual messages and prophecy and heal
ing the sick.

If they cannot or will not do this, 
it is because they have not the true 
religion, for what is Christianity but 
love and spirituality. Jesus and his 
disciples would bo known by their 
loving one another, and none of them 
should ever become rich—for the rich 
man would not reach heaven. They 
were bound to give all their super
fluous wealth to helping and enlight
ening their brethren. But professors 
of Christianity arc as much devoted 
to becoming rich as anybody else.

It is evident, therefore, that the 
church has uo true Christianity, for 
Christianity means brotherhood. And 
Jesus told his disciples not to pre
meditate, but to speak by inspiration 
—to act as mediums. And St. Paul 
applied this principle to all Chris
tians, requiring them to cultivate their 
spiritual mediumship, to discern 
spirits and to heal the sick.

“And these signs (said Jesus) shall 
follow them that believe,” “they shall 
lay hands on the sick and they shall 
recover.” (Mark xvi.) Does any 
Christian church practice this?

Is it not, then, clear that the church 
has degenerated and lost its Chris
tianity, and that the Spiritualists are 
gradually restoring the lost religion?

Again, is it not clearly certain that 
our second-century Testament is a 
false compilation? In that corrupted 
volume St. Paul is made the champion 
of every scoundrel ruler in the world, 
threatening damnation to all who re
sist the powers that be. If this were 
true, then Washington, Jefferson, La
fayette, Kossuth, Mazzini and Gari
baldi and many thousand patriots 
would be in hell for seeking liberty. 
But no American believes this now. 
Surely that passage was a fraud.

And, again, if the language falsely 
put into the mouths of Jesus and of 
St. Paul and St. Peter hack been veri
fied, the dead would have been jerked 
out of their graves to be sent to hell, 
and the whole world burned up in the 
first century. This is a self-endent 
forgery'. Hence vve know the book 
was a dishonest compilation.

And its' crazy descriptions of a 
burning hell for millions are also self
evident forgeries. Jesús and St. Paul 
teach us to cultivate the spirits and 
receive all tho wisdom they give us, 
and thousands of returning spirits tell 
us there is no such place, but. that all 
who die co at once to the mansions 

above us,•. as Jesus himself said, for 
he told the thief on the: cross, as Hus 
Testament says, “this day shalt thou 
be with me m Paradise/' Hence, if 
lie told the truth, all men go at death 
immediately to the Spirit-world, and 
Spiritualists are teaching the same as 
the founders of Christianity.

They don t call Jesus u God, but 
accept his own repeated statement 
that lie could do no great work him
self, but depended for all upon the 
divine spiritual powers that operated 
through him. fhe Christians of the 
first century did not regard him as a 
God. That idea came from the de
generacy of tho church, the influence 
of the prevailing heathenism (which 
made G ods of the worst Ronuiu em
perors) and the power of priestcraft 
all combined.

Thus, through the divine gift of 
mediumship, sanctioned by the early 
Christians, true religion will be re
stored and the pupal imposture buried,

A Musician Gone.
Frank M. Davis passed to epint-llfe 

August 1, 1896. from the Chesterfield, 
Ind., camp-meeting, where he had gone 
with friends to spend a few weeks, bask
ing in the sunshine of true Spiritualism, 
in which religion he had been a hfelohg 
believer. The immediate cause of h\s 
passing out was neuralgia of the heart.

Ho was born January 23, 1839. on a 
farm neai' the town of Marcellus, Onon
daga Co.. N. 1. lie was tho youngest 
in a family of ten children, all put three 
of whom, ona sister and two brothers, 
had preceded him to the higher life.

At an early age he determined to ded
icate hie life to music, and the enviable 
name he made as a musician shows how 
earnestly and faithfully he devoted him
self to his chosen profession. 'When but 
a boy he began composing tunes and 
setting word^ to them. His first compo
sition given to the public was a march 
published in the Waverly Magazine.

His first book for Sunday-schools, 
“New Pearls of Song," was published in 
1877. Since that time he has published 
nine other books for schools. Sunday
schools and temperance workers, all of 
which have been well received and 
found ready sale. “Notes of Praise," 
published by himself, reached a sale of 
over 50.000 copies.

His songs and music can be found in 
nearly every book published. . He Is 
also author of hundreds of pieces of 
vocal and instrumental music published 
in sheet form.

He was a man of sterling qualities, 
and his heart was filled with charity and 
brotherly love for all humanity. His 
music breathes forth that buoyant, joy
ous and sympathetic spirit which was 
his, and which he ever tried to infuse 
into the souls of others. Being of a 
modest and retiring dlsnosltion, ne did 
not seek to make himself known.

He traveled extensively. He lived a 
good deal in the South, in Baltimore 
and Vicksburg principally: in the North 
at Cincinnati. O., and Burr Oak and 
Findley. Mich.

His funeral was held, August 4, at the 
home of M. A. Dexter, Findley. Mich., 
where he had made his home at various 
tunes and where his last book, ‘ Bright
est Glory. ’• was composed, music from 
which was sung on tho occasion. E. W. 
Sprague of Jamestown. N. 1,, delivered 
the address, which was a masterpiece of 
eloquence and logic and most fully rep
resented Mr. Davis’ views of earth and 
future life. Nour the close of thetserv- 
icos the newly-arisen spirit manifested 
his presence by taking control of the 
speaker and in a beautiful poem spoke 
words of cheer and consolation to his 
relatives and friends who were present. 
It was truly the most Impressive and 
wonderful manifestation wo have ever 
witnessed, for Mr. Sprague was a 
stranger to all and only arrived an hour 
or two before the funoral.

Mas. H. E. Thurston.

To the Editor:—It is somewhat dis
couraging to notice our friends encour
aging frauds in materialization, by pro
scribing feats of magic for them to per
form, and agreeing to conclude that If 
these feats are performed, then the so- 
called medium Is genuine, and material
ization an established fact. Can not 
everyone understand that any test can 
be avoided in time?
Why not put an end to the materializa

tion farce in the following manner? Say 
to tho medium: “No restriction what
ever shall be placed upon you. Go into 
the cabinet and carry with you any num
ber of masks you choose. We will pa
tiently wait outside, and whenever one 
of our deceased acquaintances appears 
to our positive knowledge, then, and not 
till then wo will have faith in you."

As it is, when the trickster can over
come the test, we say: “Well, that 
proves it,” without regard to the reality 
of spirit appearance.

Why should I believe that my friend 
would take the pains to visit me, and 
then wear a mask? Let the materiali
zation stand on its own merit.

I recently heard a very intelligent, 
excellent lady say she recognized her 
friends at a materialization seance, al
though sho admitted that if they had 
not claimed to be such she would not 
have known thoml

Just think of it! “I conclude a form is 
that of a spirit, simply because, if a 
mortal, I can’t conceive how ho got into 
the room!” .

Let us make identification the test, 
and disregard all others. I am not ig
norant of the fact that at almost all 
these seances confederates are placed 
near the cabinet who weep copious tears 
of joy or woe at the appearance of dear 
friends. If we ask of those frauds: 
“Why do you put up that curtain?!’the 
answer is invariably: “To keep out the 
magnetism of the audience.” Just think 
of the flow of so subtile a thing as human 
magnetism being prevented by a dark, 
woolen shawl! Indagatus.

To THE Editor:—Clinton Camp is 
booming. I have only time to say that, 
we are having the grandest time in the 
history of the association. The" phe
nomena presented this season is simply, 
magnificent. Will C. Hodge.

CONSUMPTION
To the Editob—Please inform your read

ers that I have a positive remedy for the 
, above named disease. By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases havo been per
manently cured. I shall be glad to send 
two bottles of myremedy free to any of your 
readers who have consumption if they will 
sendme their express and post office address. 
tEJLSfoonm. 1M Pwu-1 SEJJ

ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
«U.: -.' '■ ■

To the Editor/.—Having had some 
experience with eleqp'icity and magnet
ism during the laqti twenty vears. and 
having been an Inyeqtigutor of spiritual 
phenomena to some extent, I have many 
times noticed that a large number of 
people attribute all our phenomena to 
electricity, and magnetism, usually for 
the simple reason they do not under
stand what electricity and magnetism 
are. or rather the laws under winch they 
act. just the same as tn times past every
thing that was not understood was said 
to be the works of God or the Devil.

And after reading the article by 
Brother C. Newell, in your paper of 
July!], entitled ■‘Animal Magnetism,’- 
I decided to write j’ou on this subject: 
and should noy criticism seem rather 
harsh. I trust Brother N. will take it in 
good part, for I believe that, like my
self, he is anxious to learn; and should 
iny reasoning and conclusions seem 
wrong to others who are better posted 
than I, I shall sincerely hope for correc
tion in turn.

I shall be obliged to quote some of 
Brother N.’s article in order to bring 
out the point 1 wish. He says: ‘-After 
careful investigation we find that what 
is commonly known as electricity is the 
lowest form of the elements.” Now. if it 
is one of the elements of nature, it cer
tainly fills its proper plooej aaand in ac
cordance with natural law, and it has 
always been and always will be elec
tricity—nothing more, nothing less. It 
is not subject to change or growth. 
These being the facts, we fail to under
stand in wliat way the term “lowest 
form-'anphes to it as one of the ele
ments of nature.

Then he says: “We can generate it 
from fhe air by the use of dynamos, or 
we can generate it by friction in differ
ent waye, or by the use of carbon, zino 
and copper, wet with acids." Now, to 
generate something is to make some
thing. We apply heat to water, and it 
Generates steam. We strike a bar of 

■on with a hammer, and generate 
sound. Not bo with electricity, it being
one ofthe elements, is latent in almost 
every material substance to a greater or 
less degree. This is especially the case 
with copper, and in the dynamo we do 
not generate, but simply excite or cause 
it to vibrate. And in each section of the 
copper wire of the armature as it ad
vances towards one ot the field magnets, 
it sende out what is known as a positive 
current of electricity from one end, and 
a negative current from the other end 
of the section, but the instant it passes 
the field magnet ^‘‘‘negative current 
comes back through the same wire that 
carried out the positive, and likewise the 
wire that carried out’tue negative cur
rent brings back h jibsltive current; and 
that part of the dynamo known as the 
commutator is so qrrhnged that all posi
tive vibrations, wether going out or 
coming back, are madö to connect with 
one of the brushes’ör ¿¡ollectors in such 
manner that all 'the& vibrations pass 
to the line-wire traveling in the same 
direction. And thfö Mme thing occurs 
with the negative Vibrations.

So this latent electricity in the copper 
wire simply vibratop, similar to the 
vibrations of sound, or, of metal, as when 
a long bar of iron is struck with a ham
mer at one end, tile particles of iron do 
not change their position perceptibly, 
vet the vibration travels rapidly. And 
we believe the theory of vibration holds 
good with electricity everywhere, no 
matter how it may be excited.

Also Brother N\ says: "We find that 
the electric forces that pervade the air 
are different from the electro-magnetic 
forces that pervade the earth.”

Now I take it that lightning is a mani
festation of the electric force that per
vades the air, and science has pretty 
thoroughly demonstrated the fact that 
lightning is identical with the elec
tricity of dynamos, except, perhaps, 
lightning is somewhat more intense or 
on a larger scale than that of our 
dynamos. .

Now bear in mind this fact, that iron, 
in its different forms,,is the only metal or 
substance that is magnetic to any con
siderable extent (nickel and cobalt be
ing slightly affected as a magnet). 
From this it is easy to see that electric 
forces are different from magnetic 
forces; magnetism is only an effect pro
duced in a piece of iron by sending a 
current of electricity around it. Hence, 
magnetic octioh is always connected 
with the iron that constitutes the mag
net, and cannot change location except 
as the iron is moved.

Now, in regard to earth, .it contains 
much latent electricity in its metals, and 
as the earth revolves at a rapid rate, 
with the sun, moon and planets acting 
as field magnets, the earth becomes a 
huge dynamo, exciting an intense cur
rent of electricity that travels around 
the earth, and also around the iron In 
the earth, and, making a magnet of it, 
whose poles are the north and south 
poles of the earth, or as nearly so as the 
distribution of the iron in the earth will 
permit.

Is it not reasonable to suppose in this 
case that it is the want of water, more 
than the lack of electricity, that causes 
them to die? Also in regard to the “peo
ple who live away up in high buildings, 
and become weak and puny,” we would 
attribute this condition to the fact that 
such people do not have sufficient air, 
sunshine and exercise; To ' illustrate, 
just fix a sling for your well arm, and 
carry it for ten days without any exer
cise whatever, and you will find it very 
weak in this short time. Again, shut 
up some hens in a room where very lit
tle light can get ibJtLblqt make all -the 
other conditions tE&v^yy best you can, 
and their combs wD^ soqn fade, and.they, 
will become sickly ^n^ jiie. Now, hens 
are workers, and tqqy ^cratch for a liv
ing, but in the darkened room' they ex
ercise but little, and.sqT attribute their 
sickly condition to gje||fick of light and 
exercise. . ii ->d

But for the cure of disease it is possi
ble that a current ofc, electricity passing 
through the body, y(jth the electric. 
belt, may be beneficial,¿and.. if Brother 
N. has discovered a^hatpod of taking a 
current from the ground and using it for 
curing disease, as*, stated, he should 
surely patent itand^mt rt on the market, 
or make it known, so that suffering 
humanity may receive benefit from it.

But with the electrio belt I am in
clined to think that'the! effect produced 
upon the mind does more real good than 
the eleetric current it furnishes; for a 
full belief in the healing power of the 
belt, or of medicine used, certainly does 
have a wonderful effect, or a positive 
assertion that you are growing better, 
and will be well at a certain time if con
tinued and followed up, will sometimes 
surprise you. Try it. .

Now, as many claim that table-tip
ping, raps and other phenomena are all 
done by the action of electricity and 
magnetism produced by the circle of 
sitters, I would say, 1 once made a gal
vanometer so sensitive that a battery 
cpmposed of a common, small, one-cent 
piece, and a zino of same size, when wet 
with water would show a current of eleo- 
.tricity . when contact was-made or 
broken. With this sensitive galvano-.

met^r I made connection with aqlrcle of 
sixperaons, id every way I could devise, 
but failed to get the least particle of 
current, although in tho circle there 
seemed to be a strong current passing. 
What that current Is I <Jo not finow, but 
I cannot discover that it in any way con
forms to the laws and rules of well-be
haved electricity. This force, I believe, 
has been called animal magnetism, and 
I think the very name is misleading, 
and has caused a quite common belief 
that it is electricity' and electro-magnet
ism, while there seems to bo no similar
ity in any other way than the feeling it 
produces.

I believe this force that produces this 
sensation is the same force that is used 
to produce raps and other phenomena, 
ana it-seems that the source of this ioroe 
is endowed with intelligence, and often
times has a knowledge of and transmits 
information regarding things of which 
no living person knows, and which later 
investigation proves to be true.

Llectricity and magnetism do nothing 
of this kind, and to produce raps or 
table-tipping by their use would require 
heavy and costly mechanism and care
ful and thorough manipulation, and 
could not possibly be used without being 
easily detected by anyone.

Knowing by experience in my own 
home that these phenomenaare produced 
without any appliances, electrical or 
otherwise, I can only sav that I believe 
it to be just what it claims to—spirit

D. M. KING — WONDKRFUfc MIND* 
BEADING — OTHER ITEMS OF IN- 
TEBE8T.

Last Wednesday evening a general 
reception was tendered to Moses and 
Mattie Hull, in which all of the camp
ers participated. It Is seldom, in. 
deed, that a man and his wife are 
both so equally qualified for any 
special line of lifework as are tins 
happy couple. They are very popular 
at Maple Dell, and have justly earned 
the right to be so by hard and har
monious work for the upbuilding of 
the camp in past seasons. I heir zeal 
and ability to rightly direct the saipo 
are so well known to Spiritualists 
throughout the entire country that 
any words of praise from the writer 
would simply be superfluous.

Friday, the 14th inst., was cel
ebrated as Young Women s Day, and 
Miss Catherine Dickens Cole, an ac
complished Cleveland teacher of elocu
tion, the Delsarte system of physical 
culture and kindred branches, aud 
who has done much during the entire 
session to make camp life pleasant 
and interesting, was special chairman 
for the day. She performed her du
ties in a thoroughly satisfactory man
ner, and was particularly compli
mented upon her happy rendition of 
one number not on the published pro
gramme, viz., the presentation to Mrs. 
Lucy King of a handsome easy chair. 
Mrs. King is the wife of the veteran 
founder of the camp, D. M. King, and 
she was so completely overcome by 
this testimonial of the appreciation 
which the campers have for her ster
ling worth that she was unable to re
spond, and Mrs. Mattie Hull had to 
perform that office for her. Others 
participating in the exercises of the 
day were Mrs. Cole’s class of little 
girls who are studying physical cul
ture, Mrs. Agnes Tuttle and Miss 
Clair Tuttle, tho sisters Blair, three 
in, number, whose vocal selections 
were highly appreciated, and last but 
not least both Mr. and Mrs. Hull.

It was cooler Sunday, and in the 
forenoon Mattie Hull and in the after

, noon Moses Hull, each in their own 
masterly manner, interested and in
structed large audiences. In the 
evening a veiy enjoyable entertain
ment was given in the auditorium, in 
which all of the talent on the ground 
participated, but the principal feature 
of the programme is so fairly reported 
in to-day’s issue of the Cleveland 
World that we quote their report com
plete:

WONDERFUL MIND-READING.
“The Spiritualists at Maple Dell, 

ever ready to study any phase of,occult 
phenomena, hailed with delight the 
arrival of Mr. Ion Carroll, the well- 
known mind-reader. He gave an ex
hibition of his powers in this line of 
work in the auditorium Sunday even
ing, before a large and appreciative 
audience. A committee of six gen
tlemen, all well known, was selected 
by the audience, and in some of the 
tests Mr. Carroll successfully read the 
minds of the entire six, although their 
thoughts were centered upon different 
subjects.

“He concluded with the famous 
book test, which cost Washington Irv
ing Bishop his ^fe. Mr. Carroll was 
taken out of the building by two of 
the committeemen, while another of 
the committee selected a word at ran
dom from a book and wrote it plainly 
upon a chart upon an easel, so that 
all could know the word without it 
being pronounced, then destroyed the 
chart completely, and on Mr. Carroll's 
return he located the word in the 
book and then wrote it plainly upon 
another chart in full view of the au
dience. In this test, in order to prove 
that it was not muscle-reading, his 
connection with the committeeman 
whose mind was centered upon the 
chosen word was simply a piece of 
cotton thread stretched from the fore
head of one gentleman to that of the 
other, as they stood some six or eight 
feet apart and directly in front of the 
footlights. - ' ' •

“During all of Mr. Carroll's work 
he was carefully blindfolded and' did 
hot fail in a single experiment under
taken. He does not claim to be a 
medium or to posses any spirit power, 
though, naturally, some -df the people 
here think that is the only hypothesis 
upon which to explain the phenom
enon. Tho test conditions imposed 
hy the committee were such as to pre
clude the possibility of there being

any confederate . associated with Mr 
Carroll.” ; > . .

Mr. 1«, G.,Griffith, of Chardon, Ohio, 
was with us on Sunday and kindly 
rendered several vocal selections, as
sisted bv Madame Lora Holton, of 
Chicago, whose work as musical direc
tor has been most faithfully per-

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 

Contenu: The Beginning«: Fundament*! Princl- 
Îles; Formttloa of ConHellitlonB. Systems. Suos

-Janet* and Sateiiltei. The Origin or Meteur- and 
Comets ; Tue Organic Kingdom: The Origin of Man: 
Man—His Attribute® und Powers; Tho Soul-How It 
Receives aud Imparts Knowledge: How the fiual Re* 
ccives Its Highest Impressions: Tho Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Bthor ; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Souse; The Finer or Spiritual Body: Growth and De- 
mooraUoni. Morally. Spiritualism Proved by the 
Blbloi Tho Bible and Christ : Tho Summary: '‘WLal 
Must Wo Do to Bo Saved." For sale at thisorfue

Price, Cloth. Wl 31.■ Paper, r.n-
SEERS OF THE AGES.

Embracing Spiritualism, past and present. By J. 
M. Peebles. M. D. An encyclopedia of interesting 
and instructive facts. Price 12.00.

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR XV THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities. Employ
menu. Surroundings, and Conditions in the Spheres. 

By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Bhelha- 
mer. medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage 10 cem.8. For sale at 
this office.____________________________ ________

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mobbb Hull. A compound of the two pamph

lets, -The Irrepressible Conflict.” und “Your Answer 
or Your Life; - with important additions, making a 
book of 180 pages all for 25 cents. This book contains 
statlitlcs. facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler. Iliuatrateii with views of the old 
Paine Homestead aud Paine Monument, at hew 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thoruaa Clio Rickman. 
Joe Bailow, Mary WolUtouecraft. Madame Roland. 
Condorcet. Brisaot. and tbe most prominent of Paine’e 
friends in Europe and America. Clotu. 75 cents.

THOM ASPAI NE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cente. ' 

“THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown- 
M. D. Price. 15 cents.

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowlei; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng. me« 

dium. This little book will be read with Intense in« 
tereat by thouBftnda. Price 25 cents.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.
. T^B work contains an account of th? very wonder
ful spiritual developments at the home of fteV. Dr- 
PbelpB, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases tn al) 
parts of the country, This volume is the frst froit 
the author directly upon tbe subject Of *,8plrituallMn H 
and has stood the test of many yean. Cloth- 11-25- 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this ofllce.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Fblloaophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man. Price ei.00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbaru. Price lOcents.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.

ZTFE ZN THE STONE AGE. THE
history of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band uf A> 

Aryans.' This pamphlet, contain!«# Bl pages, was wilt* , 
ten through the mediumship of U, G. Figley, and is lit 
tensely Interesting, price 80 oecUk For sale at thi 
«See.

Ingersoll’s Great Address
On Thomas Paine, at the late Paine celebration In 
New YorkClty. Price,Scents; ten copies for 50 cents.

Real Life in the SpiritLand. i
Given inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You ' 

will not become weary while reading this excellent , 
book. Price 75 ceuta. i

The Evolution of the Devil. |
By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New ' 

York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and ■ 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
published. The book contains 66 pages, aud is beau- : 
llfully bound, with likeness of author on title page. , 
Price 25 cents. i

Paine’s Theological Works.
Ageof Reason, Examination of tho Prophecies, etc. 

Illua. edition. Post 8vo.. 482 pages. Cloth. 11.0ü

HOW TO MESMERIZE?
By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of tbe most successful 

rresmerists In America. Ancient and modern mira
cles explained by mesmerism. An Invaluable work, 
price, paper( SO cents.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Price 11.00; 
postage 10 cauta.

1 HE DIAKKA.
'THE DÍAKKA AND TNEJR EARTH
A. ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davte. ii a very In

teresting and auggesliva work. It te an explanation o< 
much that Li false and repulsive tn Spiritualism, em 
bodying a most Important recent interview with James 
VlctorWlteon. a resident'of the Summer-Land. Pries 
50 cento. For Mia at thia office

waysídeToTtiñgsT-
Gathered from tho Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This tea marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Halls best poems, 
sermona and essay*, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Bull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth. |L -For sale at this 
office.

LIFE WORK 
-OF- 

CORA L V. RICHMOND.

OUTLINEOl' CONTENTS:
IWTBSDUCTIOK. -------* / -

ChajtxbL Parentage—Place of Birth-Childhood
. School Exparlcucca-Fkbt Mcdlumlstlo Work, etc- 
Cuaptrb II. Hopedale—Mr. Scott in Massachusetts-

Removal to WIscodbIu-THb Ballou Family—Adlu 
Ballous Work—Mork of Spirit Adin Augustus 
Ballou. ’

CtfAMEB TIT. Oulna-Her Earthly Life and Traglo 
Death—Her Mission lu Splrlt-Llio.

Cham’XB IV. Other Controls—Tho Guides-
Chaptxb V. Work in Cuba. N. Y.—Buffalo Pastorate 

—Workers lu Buffalo-Thomas Galea Forster-Sarah 
Brooks-Horace H. Day—Removal to New 7ork 

. City, IMS—PiHiadelphU—Boston—Baltimore-
CuxiTiu VI. Work lu New York City.
CnATTXBVIL hew York City (continued). Prof. J

J. Mapes—Hon, J. w. Edmonds—Dr. Gray—New 
York Editors aud Clergy-other Places In the East 
—Meadville, Pa., 1661—Hon. A. B. Richmond.

CiixprzB VIII. Washington, D. C.—Reconstruction— 
Senator J. M. Howard—George J. W. Julien—Gen. 
N. P. Bonks—Nettle Colbern Maynard—Statement 
ot Geo. A. Bacon.

Chaptxb IX. England—Robert Dale Owen—George 
Thompson—Countess of Caithness — Mrs. Straw* 
bridge—Mr. and Mrs. Tebb-Mrs. Noswortby—J-C- 
Ward—Mrs, Sluter—Andrew Cross.

Cbaptkr X Work in England (Continued lu Throe 
Subsequent Vlslte.)

Chaptkb XL California Work. 1875-Other Vteita— 
Letter of C. M. Plumb—Letter oi Mrs. John A. 
Wilson. ’

Chaptbb XU. Chlcifo Work. 1876 to 18J5—First 
Society Chartered. WW-Completc Account of Work 
in Letters and Statements of Membera of the 
Society.

Chapter XIII. Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga— 
Lake Pleasant—Onset Buy—Luke Brady—Lookout 
Mountain, etc.

Chaptek XIV. Literary Work—Hesperia—Volume« 
of Discourses and Leotures—Psychopathy: Soul 
Teachings—Poems—Other Literary Work.

Chapteb XV. Literary Work (continued)— Lectura 
04Gyroscope. 1858—'T ho Shadow of a Great Booli 
iua Weary Laud.” 1887—Poems—Choice SolecUoni 
Inproae and Verse—Work of William Richmond.

Chaptke XVI. Letters from Personal Friends: from 
Orpba E. Touaey; from Lady Caithness, aud other« 
—Appreciation of the Work from Those Beat Qual
ified to Judge—Frederick F- Cook—Wendell O. 
Warner—Dra. Emmet t uud Helen Dinsmore-

Chapter XVII. Mrs Richmond's Experiences While 
In the Tranco State. W ritten by Htraelf.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
' thia office.

WAS 
flgRflHM LINCOLN 

A SPIRITUALIST?
- OR-

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

- BY —
MBS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits. Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln. front Carpenter s 
l-ortra<t from Life.

1

?

nt

snatched from tbs very Juwa of oblivion. It deab 
with high official private life durlug the most moment 
ous period In American History, and Is a secret pagi 
from the life of him whom time nerves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more uuderatood- 
"'Abiuuam Lincoln. ■

Cloth, illustrated, jtp. ¡ffG4, $1.50.
Paper. 75 cents.

For Hale nt this office.

The Tomorrow of Death.
— OR THE —

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by gdouce. It Is written 
In that peculiar interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize eclentlilo 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions SptrltualMs os ‘'devotees of a now super- 
Btltlou,” elo., etc., In which he manifest/Hie u>nal 
animus of tho "selcutlflc clas.<' yet be says again: 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea lu SpIrliutiliMn.'* 
aud regards as proved "the fact of cointmitdcation 
between Bupcrbuinatis and the Inhabitant« of Ljirib;” 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
Thcro Is, U) a SplrItiiiiiht, a niaulfeti discrepancy In 
the an thorn's ideas, but the well rend ndnd wtl rendily 
select aud arrange the pros And cons, and out uf tho 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. Thu author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Trice «1.50. For sale al 
tills office.

“GLeAlWQS- 

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

This work 1b one tli&t every one should retd. II 
beanie throughout with rure peine of thought, prao- ■ 
tlc.l M well es profound. There Is euushtne end 
beauty In every sentence uttered. Tho work le dedi
cated u> the author's "favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Spirit life. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives an Interesting sketch of th. 
author's life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, French'
■William Denton,
Legends of tbe Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and War« ot 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and tho Book of Mormon 
Conflicts ot Life.
The Power and Permanency of Ideas, 
The Unknown
Probability of a Future Lifb. 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

PRICE. si.OO. POSTPAID. ______

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEO

tures given by the Spirit Band through the m®1 
dlumahip of Mr*. Magdalena Kline. This volume con« 
•late of e aeries of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered tn public through the mental or« 
ganlsm of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrvoy« 
ftntand inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one mny find 
come ideas that dlfior from those lie has bold, yet ha 
will find much to pleaee. benefit and Instruct. The 
reverence with which .Jcrus is mentioned will please 
many, although tbe Ideas advanced concerning Jeeul 
and Christian«-’’ are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 489 large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for ei.tXX For sale at this office.

NEW THOUGHT.
Volume L Nicely bound in cloth, 579 Urge, beauti

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of tho beat 
speakers and mediums. The matter all *,*'lgfnal and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By Moses Hu^l. Price 
only 11.50. For sale at this office.

Volume n. 884 p^ffcs. beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents. By Moses Hull. For sale si this 
office.

“EDITH BRAMLEYS VISION.^
A thrilling appeal to all who are Interested in learn* 

lug how the great forces of the Roman Cathollo 
Church are seeking to control all movements pet- 
t&lnlng to human progress that art in opposition to 
their dogmatic religious teachings, price 15 cento. 
For sale at this office.

Romanism and the Republic.
By Rev. Isaac J. Lensing, M. A. " Every patriot 

thould read It price 11.00. __ ,
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TWO IN ONE

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly tBitroctlro «nd Interesting work li * 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. IIull'l ■nlondlH urnrlra Tlv ♦ n a..» ..... - - _ ..principle and corn-true- t combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hun1' 

more sensitive to spir- splendid work®. By thia arrangement the coat Itinc]

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual alture.

Mrs. Hazel Russell (Stoll) 
Detected in Her Ne

farious Work.

The Interest in Camp Is Not 
Waning. Though the 

End Is Near. .

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A COMBINATION OF 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

^t Is Surprised by a Fake 
Performance.

Letter from a Prominent Spirit- 
uallst aiid Worker.

COMPILED BY EM fA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

Mrs., Stoll, the ffjedlum, Was Re
. mantled.

$

Letter from the President of the 
Galveston Spiritualist
/ Society.

along the Bible, theological and devo
tional lines, that characterize tlic grad
uate from the orthodox Chriviitui relig
ion into Spiritualistic faith,iawikoning 
frequent applause from the responsive

THE FSYGHOGRflPH
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thia Instrument Is Bubstantlally the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare In lite early InveatlKatloiii. 
lu Ito Improved form It has been before the public for 
more than «even years, and In the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved its superiority over the Plan* 
chette, and all-other Instrument« which have been 
brought out in Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correetrieBB of the communication« received by 
Its aid, and a« a tueaus or developing mediumship.

Do you with to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receh’e Communications?

The Paycbograpb ft an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

To the Editor:—We might have 
captured thé town of Redondo (a town of 
about 3,UUU) had it not been for a mate
rializing fake sprung the first week. 
The medium''had been highly recom
mended by some who hud placed her un
der “test conditions” in their parlor in 
Los Angeles, and said several children 
came out und played with children in 
the mortal in the circle, but, on inquiry, 
I find that but one at a time came out, 
and that it was probably Mrs. Wilcox 
on her knees. After the seance here 

• ftjr. und Mrs. Wilcox were the first ones 
off from the grounds. The seance was 
advertised from the rostrum at all our 

' meetings three days before it occurred.
If 1 can rely on the testimony of hun- 

■ dreds of friends, materialization is a 
fact. The following, from the Los An- 

‘ ' geles Herald, is a very fair report:
Thirty seekers after some tangible 

evidenee of the existence of a real spirit 
world, among whom was a Herald re
porter, attended a "materialization'' 
seunce, given by "Dr." und Mrs. T. A. 
Wilcox, in the basement of the big am
pbitheater at the Spiritualist cump- 
lacoting at Redondo (Cal.) Wednesday 
evening. They all suw spooks. These, 
however, while tangible enough, were 
not of such a character that they made 
tile best of evidence of a spirit realm, 
Such, at any rate, was the opinion of the 
reporter and of all attendants who were 
interviewed, including two prominent 
mediums. ,

The seance began shortly after 8 
o'clock. The room in which it was held 
was a plain, unfurnished apartment, 
with solid floor and ceiling. All about 

'the walls were arranged chairs in a óir- 
ele, one arc of which was formed by the 
cabinet. This-necessary adjunct of ma
terialization was put up in the presence 
of nil, and was thoroughly inspected by 

_ the reporter and others. It was made 
of a folding screen frame, covered with 
heavy red cloth, the front being nothing 
but a swinging curtain of the same ma
terial. The top was covered and se
curely closed. Light was furnished 
from a common hand-lamp, which was 

' lowered,and raised at the bidding of 
"Dr." Wilcox, according to the demands 
of the occasion.

Before commencing the ser.uce the 
“Doctor" gave a brief talk, in which he 
explained, or rather announced, what 
was about to transpiré, and h^'ged that 
everyone obey orders and behave as 
ladies and gentlemen, concluding with 
the warning statement that the police 
were present, both inside and out of the 
building, Then the medium, Mrs, N. 
D. Wilcox, wus led down from an upper 
room and took her seat in the cabinet, 
with the curtain raised. Upon invita
tion of “Dr." Wilcox, the Herald repre
sentative bound her hands together with 
a short cord furnished him, tied the 
ends of the cord together witli a string, 
and the seance began.

First a series of tricks were per
formed,.theireonnection with the Spirit
world not being explained. They were 
similar to those done by many of the 
leading conjurers, and were executed 
with almost as great skill. First a camp
stool was thrown into ".be cabinet, the 
curtain lowered and in a moment a voice 
from the inside called “light.” The cur
tain was raised and the medium stood 
with her arms through one of the rungs. 
In Lliis manner the stool was shifted in
to nearly every possible position. A 

. '■ chair was substituted and the same per- 
formunce repeated. Next a coat was 
borrowed, and this was put on and off 
rapidly and in many ways, sometimes 
wrong side out, again with both arms in 
One sleeve, and so on through numerous 
changes. The tricks were cleverly and 
raniilly done.

Religious songs were then sung by the 
audience, while the medium sat in the 
open cabinet and rested, or, as the 
“Doctor'’ explained, went under the 
control.

When a sufficient number of hymns 
had been sung to evoke the aid of a 
quantity of shades, the light was turned 
low, down went the curtain and while 
another vocal selection of some length 
was rendered, the medium prepared 
herself to do battle with the skeptics. 
After the lapse of about throe or four 
minutos? a white form showed itself at 
the aperture in the curtain. Becoming 
atrille bolder it came out in full view, 
then darted back behind the curtain. 
Afterward the white shade appeared 
frequently, gradually going farther from 
its dark retreat until it rushed, with 
outstretched hands, to one of the medi
ums of the cult who was present* The 
form touched the medium and ran quick
ly back to the cabinet. From that on 
spirit visitants were numerous. . They 
visited the seats of many in the circle, 
always one at a time, often taking some 
person by the hand and leading him 
back toward the place from which they 
emerged. Here a salutation was ex
changed, and the "spirit” disappeared. 
These salutations were of a varied na
ture - sometimes a grasp of the band, a 
caress and often a kiss—according to 
the individual who received the visit.

The Herald reporter was one of the 
first to receive a caller from the other 
world. He was led to the cabinet, re
ceived a dainty kiss on the hand from a 
pair of warm’ lips, and the shade was 
gone At the request of “Dr.” Wilcox, 
he then took a seat almost touching the 
cabinet, from which vantage poiut he 
observed with closest scrutiny all that 
followed.

Spirit forms became more numerous 
and the circle kept up a measured chant 
of well-known Sunday-school songs. Oc
casionally the medium's guide would' 
call out, strange to remark, in tho voice 
of the medium, for some favorite hymn. 
It also happened during tbe evening 
that “Dr.” Wileox expressed his choice 
of music to the spirit control, called Red 
Face, and the selection was rendered on 
a plaintive-voiced accordion. This in
strument of torture was, however, first 
placed in the cabinet at the request of 
the “control,” heal'd very distinctly by 
the reporter, who sat close by.

During the entire performance the 
"doctor” acted as stage manager. At 
times he would announce in advance 
what the spirits would do next. He dis
played his knowledge of the program 
often. Sometimes a short spook would 
appear and the "doctor” would call at

- fontion to the fact. The reporter's at
. lenlion was also called to the short 
,ipooks and he always observed thatthey 
' were so weak in the knees that they 

- rere forced to stoop. Tall spirits had a 
peculiar movement, like one walking on 
his tiptoes. A peculiar white cap, evi- 
lently tho latest thing in heavenly mil

. iinory, as all "the spirits wore the same 
tind, appeared tilted high on the heads 
ji the tall shades. Another peculiarity 
pf these was the shortness of the skirts, 
while an opposite tendency seemed to 
prevail among their plump little sisters.

- rhe same fashion of dress prevailed
I generally.

• I And there were gentlemen spooks, 
too. These were less numerous and 
they all wore false moustaches. The 
Herald representative conducted many 
of the celestial visitors to those whom, 
they wished to see, and while doing so

managed to discover » strong, healthy 
pulse In many. After one or two at
tempts on his. part to get a good hold on 
their heavenly hands, only the flngep 
tips were extended’ by tiifl spirits who | 
followed. They were evidently warned. 
He learned, however, that they all man
icure their nails in the same way up 
there and their fingers are yery much 
alike. " '

An old lady hi the circle, evidently ] 
believing she recognized one of the vis
itants, called out a name and i;ushed to
ward the apparition. No response was 
given, but a few moments later a shade 
appeared and murmured the name given , 
by the old lady. The same thing oc- ' 
curved with several others.

"Now you will have a chance to see 
how numerousrthey are in there," said 
the "doctor,” and the bold spirit ap
proached the man of the press and led 
him Inside of the cabinet. In response, 
to his inquiry as to uwho was with him, 
the medium’s voice .answered, "cross 
your bands.” The speaker crossed them, 
at the same tfmeturuing him toward 
the opening in the cabinet. A vigor
ous massage treatment was given. Many 
rapid blows were dealt aud the reporter 
wus led out of the midst of the "mas
sage spirits” much strengthened spirit
ually. Both his hands -were then 
clasped in one of the spirits’ and he was 
allowed to feel one of the hands of the 
medium, who was supposed to be seated 
where she was last seen with her hands 
tied.

The same treatment was' given many 
others in succession, each being handled 
exactly the same by the supposedly dif
ferent spirits.

At the conclusion of'the seance-the 
curtain was left down for a brief period: 
then the light was turned on und the 
medium was seen sitting presumably as 
she was left. Sho was not exactly so, 

. however, as the reporter who had bound 
her hands examined the knots and they 
were almost as he had tied them, but 
not exactly so. “Doctor" Wilcox went 
on to explain that Jhe medium had been 
in a cataleptic state, all the time. Her 
pulse was very active and her hands 
and face all aglow, as though she had 
been exercising vigoifenslyl This un
usual eondition'for a cataleptic was not 
explained, nor was the audience told 
why Mrs. Wilcox was aroused from her 
comatose condition without the usual 
rubbing process employed on such oc
casion.

This ended the seance. Those who 
had paid their little 10 to 1 filed out of 
the room, but the representative of the 
press was detained and his dollar re
placed in his band with the assurance 
from the donor, Dr, Wilcox, that it was 
“all right.” ■

On this-point the reporter took his 
word without further investigation.

A great deal of dissatisfaction was ex
pressed by nearly all who attended, in
cluding several prominent members of 
the Spiritualist association at whose 
camp the seance was given.—Los An
geles Herald. .

Many of the leading Spiritualists of 
the camp attended the above-mentioned 
seance, including some of the officers 
and the undersigned, and all agree that 
the reporter, who, by-the-way, Is an 
honest Spiritualist, was very fair in'kis 
report. However, I was taken into the 
cabinet, as was the reporter, and ob
served things he did not. I am partly 
cat-eyed and see thingg In the dark not 
visible to others. When the “massage 
treatment'' was administered to prove 
"how numerous the spirits were,” I ob
served, both by seeing and feeling, that 
the "spirit" used both bauds and elbows, 
with aii occasional kick with the knee 
or toes. I also noticed that the medium 
was not in the chair where she was sup
posed to be entranced. When the 
"spirit” took iny two hands in hers she 
deftly slipped the right one away and 
hold my two hands in her left. She then 
placed my hands upon her right, which 
had been so inclined as to make it ap
pear to be the medium's, though it was 
some distance from the ohair. After 
going outside the cabinet, she put her 
right arm around the curtain and again 
took my hands and placed them upon it. 
If it was the medium's hand this time 
she must have moved forward some two l 
feet. 1 also recognized the face of every | 

। spirit that came out as Mrs. Wilcox. In i 
■ trying to convince us that there were I 

two spirits seen at once, she sometimes I 
I stood at one side of the. curtain while i 
I she held her long white train up behind I 
the curtain so that it appeared at the i 
other side us an independent figure, but 
without any definite form or face. She 
Is an expert knee-walker. The rest has 
been told by tile Heruld reporter. 
There will be no more materializing 
fakes at the camp.

Notwithstanding many Spiritualists 
claim Mrs. Wilcox has given material
izations under strict test conditions for 
twenty years, all admit that onthis occa
sion at least she wus a most consummate 
fraud, aud is therefore unworthy of fur
ther support by true Spiritualists.

Ebnest S. Green.
Redondo Camp, Cal.

Stricken in the Pulpit.
Rev. Alexander Posey, a minister of 

the colored Methodist denomination, 
was stricken with paralysis while 
preaching a sermon in Rushville, Ind., 
and died. He was carried from the 
church to' his home and the services 
brought to a sudden ending. Pastor 
Posey was about 60 years old and pos
sessed much ability. .

The above item was clipped from the 
Chronicle, of this city—a dispatch from 
Rushville. Ind.—and leads a thinker to 
remark: Is this the same angry God 
that struck" down "our Moses” some time 
ago. If so, in this later strike He knew 
not His own very well, or drew the 
color line on the gospel. In any event, 
this same God created the gospel, hand
ed it over to His Son and a few others 
who seem to.have bad a pull ever since, 
and a monopoly on sermons. Moses 
Hull recovered. This good old colored 
man died. Instead of profaning the 
name of God, as was heralded the world 
over against Moses, he was proving the 
highest religion under the sun, from an 
old text-book of theology, the Bible. 
The colored brother was telling about a 
certain crucifixion and reappearance in 
spirit of the one crucified. T. W."

arm whlcli UMsaw behind Mrs. Stoll'« 
chair, brinftilfl.'forth Hermann, who 
made a motion as if to strike Lott, Dick 
Crawford threw his gun down on the 
chief epQok^Mr, Hermann, and he 
weakened.

Tn the meantime there was pandemo
nium in thé audience, there being six or 
seven ladies .present. Anderson still 
kept watch cni the door until matters 
were quieted 4jdwu.

The patrol , wagon , was sent for and 
Mrs. Stoll and Air. Hermann weré taken 
tqtha police station, where they were 
locked up ofi'’a charge of, obtaining 
money under faites pretenses. The cases 
will come - UÈ1 Before Recorder Railey 
this morningVatH o’clock and it promises 
to be quite a lively affair.

HE DOESN’T WANT TO WASH THE DIRTY 
LINEN OF DIRTY MISCREANTS, EVEN 
IF HE HAS THE GULF OF MEX1CO TO 
DO IT IN.
To the Editor:—The following ap

peared in tlie Light of Truth of July 11.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.

In a recent issue of The Progress
ive Thinker, there appears an article 
written by one Mr. Head, president of 
the Galveston Society of Spiritualists. 
I was the medium upon the night to 
which he refers, not Jules Wallace, as 
Mr. Wallace had kindly allowed me to 
use his parlors. Upon that night there 
were four English gentlemen (?)came 
into the seance. Mr. Head was not pres
ent: he knows nothing.except that 
wliioli these men told him. I want to 
state that I was undressed ande.xamined 
by the wife of the secretary of the soci
ety, she being the only lady present, 
and she stated to the sitters that my at
tire consisted of nothing that could pos
sibly be used iu making a supposed ma
terialization. r

Theseance wont on very well until' 
the light was turned out, and one of the 
gentlemen imagined that all was not 
right, and struck a match. The inclosed 
explains itself, and is signed by the wife 
Of the secretary. I can send you the 
signatures of the other four who were 
in attendance, excepting the four gen
tlemen ('-'). < " .

Mr. Head has done and said a great 
number of unchristian as well as un- 
gentlemanly things of Mr. Wallace: and 
being prejudiced against him, it seems 
to mo he uses my”seançe in order to 
bring Jules Wallace'into a compromis
ing position in regard to his medium
ship. Let me say that Mr.Wallace is do
ing a world of good in Galveston, as he 
does in every place he goes, and I, with 
a great many of the leading Spiritualists 
of Galveston, hope that he will remain 
in Galveston, and rid the “good wheat 
of some of the chaff.’-’

Hazel Russell Stoll),
The article referred to by Mrs. Rus

sell, published in your paper, gave facts 
in reference to a seance iu which she 
was the materializing medium, in Jules 
Wallace’s rooms, which most of your 
renders will remember. After this arti
cle of Mrs. RuBsèll’s appeared I wrote 
the Light of Truth, telling them that as 
1 was not present'at the seance, and as 
some people who were there claimed 
there was no., fraud, and as my letter to 
you was not aimed at Mrs. Russell, she 
being only an incident in ■ the affair, 
that I hoped time would demonstrate 
that she was a true, honest medium 
and Spiritualist. In that letter I. told of 
Jules Wallace's outrageous and disgust
ing conduct in Galveston, and how he 
hud been compelled to leave the oity, 
by a gentleman whose good name he 
had defiled. That letter the Light of 
Truth refused to publish.

I wrote to its editor thereof for his 
reason, and suggested that he might be 

■friendly to Jules Wallace, as the reason, 
at the same time calling their attention 
to the failure to publish a letter last 
spring, showing up the fraudulent work 
of John King, allas Dr. H. H. Waite, 
alias Peter B West, alias Harlow Ha
zen, etc. In reply I received tbe follow
ing letter: ’

"Your favor of 31st ult. has been re
ceived and noted, und in reply we wish 
to say the article written by Hazel Rus
sell was given space, not for the pur
pose of strengthening his case, but to 
allow her to vindicate herself as a medi
um. We have personal acquaintance 
with this Indy and are fullv satisfied as 
to her mediumistic qualifications and 

| ability. Had we not been acquainted, 
। no attention would have heen given to 
। her article. As to Jules Wallace, we 
> know him to be a medium and a good 
! one, but we know also of his shortcom- 
' Ings and weaknesses, if they may be 
called such, which we do not approve of 
by any means, and do not consider that 
such individuals are any credit to the 
cause. We have always been loath to 
show up the shortcomings of mediums, 
believing there is enough good to be 
said of the cause without parading to 
the outside world the dark side, and for 
this reason solely, we did not give space 
to your article relating to the fraudu
lent work of John King. Since leaving 
Texas, this man King has been in the 
northern part of this State under an
other alias, and brought «disgrace upon 
himself and the cause, and we have con
cluded that we owe it to ourselves and 
the Spiritualists all over the country, to 
show this fellow up, and if you will give 
usa brief statement of what you know 
to be facts of his infamous work while 
in your city, we propose to publish it, 
and also his picture, that wherevqr he 
may go, no matter under what alias, he 
will be known. Trusting this will be 
satisfactory and prove to you beyond 
any question that we are endeavoring to 
do that which is right, and for the best 
of all concerned."

As to whether the Light of Truth did 
know of Mrs. Russell's mediumistic 
ability, and as to whether she is vindi
cated, let subsequent facts, as evidenced 
by the following clipping from the 
Houston Daily Post of August ", speak:

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The reSult of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound bbok, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it. :

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and Interesting preservation 
of a most important subject», /Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer'into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all -in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it giveniy Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely interesting. Price S2.

And the following- from the same pa
per for August 8:

“Mrs. Hazel Stoll and H. Hermann, 
the Spiritualists, were arraigned before 
Recorder Hailey yesterday on the 
charge of obtaining money under false 
pretenses. Charley Lott wus the only 
witness put ou the stand. Both of the 
accused entered pleas of guilty, and Re
corder Railey fixed their bonds at $250 
each to appear at the next term of the 
District Criminal Court."

Also the following of August 9:
“Lawyer Ti-acy has made application 

to Judge Calvin at Galveston for a 
habeas corpus hearing for his Spiritual
istic clients, Mrs. Stoll and her confed
erate,, Hermann, held under bond for 
obtaining money under false pretenses.”

The application for habeas corpus was 
held last Friday, the 14th, before Judge 
Calvin, and refused, the prisoners being 
remanded to'jail in default of the $250 
bond. .

The Mr. Hermann mentioned is the 
gentleman who was present at the ex
posure here, and was one who could see 
no evidence of fraud.'

I think comment on the above is un
necessary. I do not want to pose as a 
persecutor or prosecutor of mediums, 
out I do exaet that mediums shall be 
honest and of average character ana 
reputation, before they shall receive my 
encouragement, In other words, we do 
not propose to wash the dirty linen of 
any such as Wallace, Russell and King-, 
it we have the Gulf of Mexico in whjch 
to do the washing. '.

1 think Wallace told the truth when 
he said to the St. Louis Republic report
er that Galveston was the hardest place 
he ever struck. L. W. Head.

Galveston, Tex. ' ,
HABEAS CORPUS* HEARINGS.

Judge Cavin, heard, four applications 
for release on writs of habeas corpus yes
terday. Among them were W. H. Don
nelly, charged with burglary; Leon 
White. aggravptyd assault and battery: 
Wm. Refold. Mglary, and Mrs. Hazel 
Russell Stoll',’ ’obtaining money under 
false pretenses.,

All these 'Ve.t'b jUsmtssed except Mrs. 
Stoll, who w$S remanded to custody un
der the eame'amo.unt of bond as fixed by 
the recorderuliamely, $260.

Among th^p^pr relators, Mr. Refold 
is well-knowp ,'at^ong the German citi
zens of Houstpu^ind his vindication is a 
source of graJillc^tion to his friends.

The case attracting the most attention 
was that of MfsjStoll and Mr. Hermann, 
Mrs. Stoll elalin^to be a spirit medium, 
and in fact sue' stated on the witness 
stand yesterday'iiiat she could qiatorial- 
Ize spirits, ¿¡.'bout a wetik ago a number 
of citizens, -.ttfjjpjyere skeptics, attended 
one of Mrs. Stbll'i seances and made a 
complete ekpo^ure of her methods by 
detecting Mr. Hermann its her acces
sory, Concealed behind a dark curtain 
and assisting in the deception.

They were both arrested and placed 
under bond to answer the charge of ob
taining money under false pretenses 
and have since then remained in jail, 
being unable to furnish the required 
bond.

They were represented in the habeas 
corpus hearing by Attorney Elliott 
Tracy, who made the point that, as the 
prosecuting witnesses were all non-be
lievers in the genuineness of Mrs. 
Stoll’s work, they could not have been 
duped, hence the charge of obtaining 
money under false pretenses could not 
be sustained.

This contention might have been ap
plicable to the testimony of all the wit
nesses except as to that of Mr. Charles 
Lott, who admitted on the stand that he 
Was a firm believer; that he was notin 
the conspiracy, and that the expose was 
a complete shock to his abiding faith in 
the medium. This completely uuset the 
theory of the defense, even had it been 
originally tenable, and for shattering 
Mr. Lott's abiding faith in the material
ization of spirits Mrs. Stoll and her asso
ciate will have to spend some additional 
time in jail.

Last week the women, supposedly 
tender, clinging vines, had their day—a 
whole day—on the C. L. F. A. platform, 
in which to present their cause and 
claims, and right royally did they ini-, 
prove-the golden opportunity; but this 
week the stronger and sterner sex have 
pre-empted the territory, and the soft, 
persuasive tones of a treble voice have 
not been heard mingling in the philoso
phy and eloquence that has been poured 
from lips inspired upon the waiting mul 
titude.

One of the most unique and striking 
figures before the Spiritualistic world 
to-day is J, Clegg Wright, a small man 
physically, of quiet bearing and modest 
manner, but with magnetic aud strongly 
marked personality that increases in in
tensity with acquaintance. When his 
early life is considered, so poor and 
cramped in its beginnings, lackingall 
advantages of education and inental cul
ture, contrasting it with his present 
marvelous attainments, even the most 
skeptical must concede hie a most re
markable intellectual deVelophiOiit, ib- 
ceived through the gift of inspirational 
mediumship," which came upon him un
expectedly inrnn hour, while he was an 
humble laborer in old England, the land 
of Ins nativity. . ■ "

The opening address of Mr. Wright 
was given with intent, to demonstrate, 
the power of inspiration and spiritual 
force, and wjis considered, by those who 
fully understand such rare gifts, a most 
remarkable effort. From the quaint
ness and simplicity of thought expressed 
in the Lapcashire dialect, he would sud
denly change, giving expression to the 
most sublime and lofty sentiment in 
flights of grandest oratory.

Mr. Wright said he had no handle to 
his Spiriti'alism. He-was a plain Spir
itualist, with a contempt for those of the 
faith that sought to have the title of 
"Rev.” affixed in order to gain a stand
ing before the world. Theosophy he 
declared had no meaning; it was stale 
stuff and rubbish, imported from the 
East. His style, In the main, is epi
grammatic, like the following:

“I believe in the sovereignty of man." 
“A mau who has fear in his heart is a 

slave.’’
“The woodenheadeduessof some Spir

itualists is lamentable.”
“All religions have been born of su

perstition in caves of Ignorance."
“The most contemptible humbug in 

the whole world is a parson claiming to 
know about God; he talks out of his im
agination."

“The intellect of man, up to the pres
ent development, cannot deal with the 
subject of God."

“My religion is to work hard, and 
spend less than I earn."

“It is easier for the Holy Ghost to 
convert woman than man.”

“The establishment of free schools in 
America killed the power of the 
church.” .

“Science will dispel imagination.”
"Woman's emancipation came with the 

bicycle; the wheel has done more for 
her than all the pulpits in the land." I 
but hold the picture up to nature. Re
ligion is dead: it is a gigantic sham.

On Sunday afternoon, by way of con
trast, Rev. W. W. Hicks discoursed
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A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
fl Songs. Golden Chain Recitations, Memory o»™« 
Choral Responses, Funeral Ser-Ices, Programs fa 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Ofl 
ganiztng and conducting Lyceums, Instructions ftf 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching; Bam 
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc-1 a book bl 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual 01 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wantsol 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tono of the old bymnologyi 
It furulshesa unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such asuo other selection contains. It give* 
a practical system of graceful callslheulcs. every step 
of which is made plain by engravings, it gives in* 
struclloua how to make the budges and banners and 
instruct* in inarching. It shows howto establish» 
Baud of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the molt beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
prepared for the task by yeurs of devoted labor In tM 
Lyceum. The book 1« the result of practical work 
cud tested by the Interest »wakened lu the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for (Up working Lyceum, theguld® 
is admirably adapted to the ut-i-ds or tbb family, ¡Ulf 
Plying 70 pages of new spiritual muslo and wdraj 
found nowhere else, except lu sheet form nt mini 
times the ‘cost. The book has been placed at th? 
remarkably low price or no cents, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker, 

40 Loomis St.. Chicago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio,

CHIEF SPOOK WAS CAUGHT.
SPIRIT MEDIUM AND HER ASSISTANT 

UNDER ARREST.

There was quite a lively seance last 
night at No. 1803 Leland avenue, and 
one that was not set down on the pro
gramme so far as Mrs. Hazel Russell 
Stoll, the Spirit medium, and H. Her
mann, her chief spook, were concerned. 
In the past five weeks Mrs.-Stoll has 
been giving seances at the house occu
pied by her, 'No. 1903 Leland avenue, 
and quite-a number of persons have 
visited her. Among them were Messrs 
R. P. Crawford, John Stewart, Andy An
derson and J. W. Lockett. They con
cluded that Mrs. Stoll had an assistant 
in the cabinet who represented the 
spirit, and last night they determined 
that they would, if possible, ascertain if 
their suspicions were well founded.

Messrs. Crawford and Anderson armed 
themselves with a couple of forty-fives 
and repaired to the seance. Besides the 
gentlemen named there were present at 
theseance Messrs. Charles Lott, George 
Morgan, T, J. Baker, Mr. Andrews, J. 
B. Cochran, R. Keyworth, Arthur Brun
ner and William Cameron.

The circle had already been formed 
and the seance had begun. Mrs. Stoll 
was in the cabinet and was supposed to 
be there alone, except, of course, the 
spirits. At a given signal Andy Ander
son got in the door leading out of the 
room, which was then in darkness, 
struck a light and, with his pistol in his 
hand, exclaimed, “There is fraud in 
this thing and I am "oing to expose it.”

At the same^ime Dick Crawford drew 
his pistol and jerked down the wall cur
tains and the cabinet. *

Charley Lott, now realizing that there 
must be somedeception about the affair, 
rushed to the cabinet and grabbed an

The above is from the Houston (Tex.) 
Post of August 15, 1898, and is only one 
of several other exposures that have 
cóme to hand lately, and which we have 
not published as yet because we did not 
wish to nauseate Spiritualists too much. 
Those Who have sent them must be pa
tient. There are consummate, villain
ous frauds who pretend to be mediums, 
but are not, and frauds that are aided 
by a depraved mediumship, and those 
who are genuine at times and at other 
times 'fraudulent. Spiritualists have 

■ got to contend with these three classes. 
The last named are the most dangerous. 
Genuine one evening, they delight ev
erybody, and the next evening are ex
posed in the most outrageous frauds. 
Such a medium should be avoided. In 
connection with those who perpetrate 
fraud at times, ,1s another class of well
meaning Spiritualists, who, when they 
receive someihiifc genuine through him 
(or her) demàfidhts publication, and if 
the request ih àcéeded to, the villainous 
medium is advertised: if not, then the 
writer is.soréty A'exed—and so it ¡joes. 
There are ctjDÌuHi honest and reliable 
mediums to flll’fll the demands of Spir
itualists, without resorting to the trick
sters, expeeffng ^hern to be brought in 
contact witln^oui* angel friends. Spir
itualism is a feratfd truth and does not 
"require villainous spirits or mortals to 
advocate its telahns.

How a Paid Her Debts.
A lady in Lexington says: “I am out 

of debt; andithanks to the dishwasher 
business. In the past six weeks I have 
made $530. Every housekeeper wants a. 
dishwasher, and any intelligent person 
can sell them with big profit to himself. 
The dishwasher is lovely; you can wash 
and dry the family dishes in two min
utes, and without wetting your hands. 
You can get particulars by addressing 
The Mound City Dishwasher Co., St. 
Louis. Mo. There is big money in the 
business for an agent. I expect to clear 
$4,000 the coming, year. I need the 
money, why not make it. Miss C. E."

The following days of the week are 
set apart for public worship in different 
nations at the’present time;-Sunday, by 
theChristians; Monday, by the Grecians; 
Tuesday, by the Persians; Wednesday, 
by the Assyrians; Thursday, by the 
Egyptians; Friday, by the Turks; and 
Saturday by the Jews. -

"Plato, Aristotle and Mcon” were 
the subjects of Mr. Wright's second ad
dress, "Shakspeare, and the Future of 
Our Republic,” furnishing the topics of 
the third, and are considered among the 
most learned and intellectual lectures 
ever delivered on the Cassadaga plat
form. Mr. Wright also delivered u spe
cial course of evening lectures upon the 
“Intellectual Development of the Hu
man Race." A grand historical pano
rama, reaching down to the present 
time.

During the week, Prof. Lockwood, a 
Chicago scientist, delivered a course of 
illustrated lectures; wherein he demon
strated the creation of forces, showing 
that a proper understanding of the 
simple laws of nature leads up to a com
prehension of the higher laws of spirit
ual communion, or the effect of mind 
upon mind.

In addition to the Professor’s pnblio 
addresses he gave a special course of 
lectures, by the critics pronounced very 
able-especially the closing one upon 
"The Mistakes of Civilization and Gov
ernments,” given for the benefit of the 
association, and about which all who 
heard it are most enthusiastic and loud 
in their praise. -

On Monday, August 17, occurred the 
annual meeting of the stockholders, and 
election of trustees for the ensuing year. 
Returns after balloting showed the re
election of the same board who have so 
well and faithfully served Cassadagaand 
the cause during the past.

The attendance continues of goodly 
size, nearly every State in the Union be
ing represented, with a large influx of 
new comers, and a delighted uumber of 
Canadians, most of whom are profession
al men and women.

A fair quota of attractions will be pre
sented during the closing week, and 
judging from indications, the interest 
will not abate before the curtain drops 
upon the season of 1896 at beautiful Cas-

with every Imtrumeut. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumlatlc gift, bare, after a tew siltings, 
been able to receive delightful meisagcs. A volume 
might be Oiled with commendatory letter«. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy. found that the 
intelligence controlling 1t knew more than them- 
eelvea, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edward«, Orleut, N. Y„ writes: “1 had 
communications (by the 1’sycbograph) from mauy 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave- 
atones are moss-grown tn the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved tome that Spir
itualism la indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
loas1 have had of«ou, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
wrkesae follows: "1 am much pleased with the IM- 
chogriph. It Is very simple In principle and construc
tion, and 1 am sure miut be far
Huai power than the one now In t|se. 1 believe It will 
generally supersede the lattor when Its superior 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Pr-U,, Ohio.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK-
This work Is hy DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for
*2, hut the price now has been reduced to fl. R la a 
book that will Interest and instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. 8ber- 
tnau was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work la a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence tn Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity, Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Cburcb History; Progression; Inker-

sadaga. Shirley Belle.

Saw the Devil.
Rev. Father B. E. O’Mahoney, the 

priest who became so violently insane 
while delivering a sermon at Havana, 
Ill., lately, is reported somewhat im
proved, and his physicians have hopes 
of his ultimate recovery. They at
tribute his sad condition to overwork 
in the hot weather, and ’hope that 
quiet and rest will restore him to the 
use of his faculties. -

At the time the attack seized him, 
Father O’Mahoney was preaching in 
the church at Manito. lie is an elo
quent speaker, and his nervous ex
citement sbemed to increase as his 
words grew more fervid.

Suddenly he shouted that he saw 
the enemy in a comer of the church, 
and rushing from the pulpit he seized 
the chalice from the altar and hurled 
it across the room. Several of the 
congregation fled, while others ap
proached the demented man and tried 
to quiet him. He became calmer in a 
short while and was then brought to 
Havana and placed under medical 
treatment.

.Verily each one is subject to natural 
law. God cares no more for the 
priest than he does for, the lowest
dago.

Havana, Ill.
D.

To be proud and inaccessible is to bo 
timid and weak.—MaSrtllon, - '

Magniffcent promises lire always to bo 
suspected,—Theodore Parker.

f - - — -• - • — 4 au-w—..vug, .UkM, HJV VUOV MVOUUI
that the reader Is enabled to secure the two book] 
CO1LJ.H2J at the same price as was formerly asket 
for them separately. This volume couialns «2 nntb 
and la handsomely bound In cloih, and contains an 8i 
celient portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Ib a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit» 
uallfim. No book of tho century bus made so mani 
converts to Modern Spiritualism aa tbis. The author! 
alm. faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenonicuaand philosophy, bat been accompHsbei 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe wants or numani 
Ity; Ita moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel' 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and ttwobjeS. 
tlonsofTereti Lo Spiritualism, are nil considered In thfl 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and domnioj 
sense, sud expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
constats of n critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a moat able production, and 
Is n perfect storeboucQ of facts for those who whfi 
to defend Spiritualism, or And arguments against th? 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
ent tn Substance; Tbe Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Dcatb; Splrltusl De&th; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abode«; Matter and Spirit; Site and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms: Born Again; Tbe Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: “Each Individual partakea of - ------------------------w«r«-
both physical and inimtal or spiritual ailment for him* ' may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern« 
self. Each one muct digest their various kinds of food *!1R eye, though It escape tho observation of tha 
for themselves, and that la all they can possibly do vulgar.’’—Vqltairb. .
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puplL I - s
My physical expands by virtue of shat food and nour rnv-rv^a. ««'r»,« wm«a -n..« « o n Ithmealof whlcU I IndlvI.luHlIy partake »nd dtp:«. I „¿¡S™'.??.■ .5!1; ®uH. b Satirical Romance, ' 
oty soul must cipand by virtue of tbe soul essence the Athelat-"t“Thn •
y^c1l;iIe1°td^JJ“^b'g”tllcr“':',cornl’r<:lieni'-o:'ll|SCBU'’ ; orForty C^.''I 

_________ “Mtcromecaa," a Satire on Hankind; 'The World u 1 
• a. lairAMi , Ba*B«v a7a~LBau 'TJie Black and the White;" "Memnon, th. !AN EXCELLENT WORKnil LAULLLI.lv I flUIllXl yith “Chinese;'•‘Plato's Dream;" “A Pleasure in : 

„ __ __  ) Having no Pleasure:“ “An Adventure in India:’* I
• ran • Jeannot and Colin;’ “Travels of Sc&rmentadot** IThe Rationale of Mesmerism Hyi!?ftSS?S!?,5,Vn,;"..‘’T11,,Two comforter»;"-aL ■

• nv a t-». ru cicQi raisnana raoie. ’
x A* “• BLN N JcjTTi I Ouc volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and Q

This excellent work treats of the following subject« ScSS?00*’ Extra vellum cloth, »1.50; postage

A Neto Edition, Profusely Illustrated»

I choose that a story should be founded on prob
ability. and not always resemble a dream. I dcslrotA 
find nothing in It trivial or extravagant; and T desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there

L 
n.

V.

vn. vm.

Old and New Theories. - I ,n, „, . „ —— ,
»m ir • -n ’ 8G^ro keen and Une-pointed as aThe Mesmeric Force. HlstoP’- » . .
The Real Literature ofMes- ^Bo8t^commoDweaitu,______________ ,;

Side-Lights of Mesmeric THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
Phenomena.

Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.

According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

IX. Mesmeric Practice
Tbe price of this admirable York U 11,25. All booto 

advertised tn Tub Progressive ^uikekb are

For sale at this office.

"THE DREAM GUILD,”
A FASC1NA tixg R OMAJVCE Of 

/I two worlds. By Florence Huotley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, ti.W. Books like “The Dream 
Child’’spur humanity on to make more and more de« 
m&ndi of this nature, and win open up new heights 
and depths ot spiritual knowledge.—Ella TTheelcr Wil
cox. Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer’l 
“Zanoni” and the •’Scraphlta" of Baltic.—“Dally 
Capital," Topeka, Kansas, Although simple and UH* 
lyrnlsbed with any Inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thought«, 
TOtil reluctantly the reader closes tbe last page.— 
Minneapolis “Supday Tiroes “

HEALTHANDPOWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by the 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of feature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D;, author of “Principles o! 
Light and Color.*’ “Philosophy of Cure,*’ etc. Price, 
cloth; 25 cents; Leather, 35 cents.

I A translation from Japanese, made under the aua. 
) pices of the Bev. Shaku Boyen, delegate to the Par* 

llameat of Religions. Waa lately published In Japafi* 
Price IL For sale at this office.

THE HNKNOWN LIFE
-OF-

Jesus Christ
-BY—

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Since the wilting of the New Testament no bookhu 
appeared of as great Importance to Christianity M 
tbc-UxKKowN Lirx of Jesub Christ.
. This volume, written by the discoverer of the manu« 
script, contains a tbrllHng account of the prlvalloiu 
and perils encountered In his search for It, a literal 
translation of the original manuscript, and lastly *

I critical analysis of what It contains. ■
Tbte.work.contains 185 neatly printed pngca,.sndlf 

published on the basis of combining cheapness ahd 
excellence. Trice, neatly bound, one dollar. Papet 
cover, price25 cents, postages cento. •

. fMioffi.ee,40LoomitSt», ChicagojIU»

LAULLLI.lv


äug. so, ma

Progressive Thinker,
IMM «««ri/ Saturday at <10 Loomis Street

k PRODIGY.

Ar' GftlLD MEDIUM

TLUUUS Of SUBSCItlfllON.
& The Progressive Thinker will be furnished until 
¿farther notice, at the followlfig tenus, iuvaiiubly in 
'jfvancc:
<Olw year........................................................................11.00

of tea (a copy to tho ouu getting up the
.i : dub).................................................................. 7.50
Thirteen weeks.................. .......................................
JUllgltJ copy.............................................5cts
.to. . REMITTANCES.
I'jReptt Uy Postofllce Moucy Order, Registered Letter, 
•WdraRon Chicago or New York. It costs IroiuJO 
ialS oeute to get checks cashed qu local banks, todon't 

^ Mnd them uulc&a ypu wish that amount deducted from 
the amount scut. Direct uU letters to J. R. Francis, 
(ip. 40LqolhIb Street. Chicago, 111.

CLUBS! IMPORTANTSUGGESTION!
Aa there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-live ccuiBiurTuEpROGKESsiVETmNKHu 
■ thirteen 'weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 

UA'aeaiuple copy, to solicit several others-to unite with 
■ them, and thus be able to remit from |1 to a 10, or even 

more than the Utter sum A large number of little 
.. .-«mounta will make a large sum total, and thus extend 

the tield of our labor and usefulness. -The same sag
' . ftcatlou will apply iu all cases Gf renewal of subscrip- 

V flows—solicit others to aid in thvgood work. You will 
i-'; experience no difficulty whatever In inducing Bplrltu- 
'• alible to subscribe for The Pbookebbivb Thinker, 

v for uot one them can afford to be without the valua- 
? Ue Information Imparted therein each week, and at 

the price of only about two cents per wepk

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents,
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

x ■ give you for25 centsy Justpause and tbluk for a mo- 
pient what an Intellectual feast that small investment 

< will furnish you. The subscription price of The Fko- 
GHKSbivK TuiNh&R thirteen weeks Is only twenly-flve 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 

- four pages of solid, substantial, aoul-clevating and 
- mlud-rcfreshlng readlug mutter, equivalent to a medl- 

• uni-slzedbook!

'' TAKE NOTICE!
<At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

< the paper is dlspoutinued No bills will ho scut for ex- 
trs mnnbersX*^

' I3T“ If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
• write to us, and errors In address will be promptly 

corrected, oud missing numbers supplied gratis.
■ Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
; changed, always give the uddress of the place to which 

it la then scut, or the change cannot be made.

JR. FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher.

tejed Chicago Foatoltlcc aa second-cia.a matter.
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O, the Barbarian. »“•

beautiful and harmonious, and that

distasteful to her. She is very fond
of her French grandfather, Mr. Jo vine,

Expresses His Opinion, on 
Various Subjects.

Romanism.
at a country in 
the Pope is abso-

Peculiar Gifts of pttle Mabel 
Miller, a Chicago Girl.

A Sample of
Take a glimpse 

which the sway of

Lives on the Pacific 
Coast,

They pass best over the world who trip 
over it quickly; for it is but a bog—if we 
stop We sink.—Queen Elizabeth. man will give you. ” At that time

“You’ve got some money in your 1 .................... ’ , ' ‘
pocket, and pretty soon when you sell which is coarse and crude is wholly 
the house you will have a lot that a distasteful to her. She is very fond

A LEADING LIGHT.

: A Wonderful Ke vela tion.
. Noother class of Bible readers are so 

■ well posted in sacred lore as are Spirit-, 
ualists and Agnostics. They have been 

: taught to “search the Scriptures,” and 
. they do it thoroughly and understand
. ingly." Christians aro mostly content to 
v allow the preachers to select, read and 

expound the sacred text for them, leav
Ing their own Bibles resting on shelves, 

. collecting dust until, in the expressive 
language of the pulpit, they can write 

: their own damnation on the covers.
How many of them have noticed the 

. following facts? -
Stophen, the first Christian martyr, 

■ addressing the Jews, narrated in Acts 
vii, 41, 42, 43, and contexts, mentions 
how they made a calf and sacrificed to 
the idol, and rejoiced in the work of 

... their own hands; that God gave them 
? - up to worship the host of heaven-that 

is, tho stars—to whom they offered sac
rifices forty years while journeyingin 
tlie wilderness: that they took up the 

/ tabernacle of Moloch, and the star of 
r their god Remphan, to worship them.

Amos v, 25, 20, is the source of the 
.. . martyr’s information, to whom he re

. fers. The Greek Remphan, in the Acts, 
in Amos is rendered by the Hebrew, 
Chiun. With this slight variation the 
facts are identical, proving from what is 
recognized asdivine authority, that dur
ing the entire wanderings of the favor

: Ites of God for forty years, led by a 
cloud by day, and a pillar of fire by 
night, from the time they left Egypt un
til their arrival in Canaan, they were 

- Idolaters, "sacrificing to devils, not to 
God,” Deut. xxxii, 17, just as for the 430 
years preceding, while slaves in Egypt, 
they wore also idolaters. See Joshua 
xxiv, 14, and Ezekiel xx, 8.

It follows: Tho commandments, pre
tended to have been given on Mount 
Sinai, came from the hand of one of 
these idols. This explains why It took 
tho creator of tho universe, who per
formed that majestic tusk of creation in 

■ six days, forty days to engrave the ten 
. commandments on stoue, keeping Moses 

the same “forty days and forty nights 
without eating bread or drinking wa

, ter," while this God was tracing with 
. his finger the commands to have no 

other gods but him, to keep the Sabbath 
day holy, etc.

Are you following this narration, 
good Christian reader, who believes the 

■ Bible infallible? Either Amos and 
. Stophen lied in their statements, else 

the God who commanded the Jews, and 
: noother people, to keep the Sabbath 

day—our present Saturday—holy—was a base Phoenician idol.
. It is said the galled jade shall wince. 

Wo have no doubt she will do so on this 
- occasion, but as Paul put it, “It is hard 

to kick against tho pricks.”

Frightened the Comet.
It Is said some centuries ago, when 

the power of tho Popo was supreme, he 
■ hurled his maledictions against a comet 
that' was approaching the earth. His 

. anathemas were so severely felt by that 
heavenly messenger it changed its di- 

■ rection, and this mundane sphere was 
thereby saved from destruction.

At St. Joseph, Mo., on the '13th inst., 
Rev. Peter Mattison was struck by light
ning and killed, while tho steeple was 
torn off the Presbyterian chureh. On 
the same day the steeple of the South 

- - Congregational Church in Fort Wayne 
was splintered from top to bottom.

If a Pope’s bull diverted a comet from 
its course, why not try one on the light
ning?
. When Haley's comot appeared in 1496, 
the Turks had just gained control of 
Constantinople, and were threatening 
to invade Western Europe. To the Ave 
filaria was then added tho prayer: "lord 
save us from the devil, the Turks and 
tho comet.” Why notjadfl at.this time: 
“O, Lord, save our churches and our 
clergy from lightnings and other minis
trations of thy almighty wrath?”

Distilled and Fermented Liquors.
It is stated that in consequence of the 

destruction of the vine in some of the 
‘ provinces of France, where a drunken 

man was unknown twenty years ago, 
when.wine-drinking was almost univer
sal, to-day everybody—young and old, 
women and men—gets drunk. They are 
now using distilled liquors. •

Theodore Parker, when he made his 
tour of Europe some forty years ago, 
wrote from Florence,'where he died, 
that in all his journeyings in the wine
producing countries, he never saw a 
drunken person; that his opportunities 
were most excellent for seeing had it 
existed. Rev. Mr. Parker was a rigid 
temperance man, but he suggested it 
was possible, since men would use stim
ulants, that true temperance reform 

.could be best accomplished, by the sub
stitution of the fermented juice of the 
grape where distilled liquors were now 
employed. .

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find’ gems 
if thought in poetic diction in this hand- 
■pme volume, wherewith to swooten 
jours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
■ JQ For sale at this office. . .

Methods of Priestcraft.
From the inception of■■ Christianity 

down to the present, it has been the pol
icy of the church to provide for its fu
ture, by gaining control of the child be
fore it begins to reason, then holding it 
in its icy grasp until death removes it 
from earthly scenes. Adopting- Urn mot
to, “Just as the twig i& bent the tree's 
inclined,” they have been faithful to 
their task of indoctrinating successive 
generations witl^their horrid faith.

With the christening came baptism, 
after wh ich the |ittle innocent was vir
tually a .churchman, subject to priestly 
contig. So BoonXas memory dawned a 
creed was placed in' its lrands to mem
orize, then it was a full-fledged victim, 
and purgatorial fires the penalty for 
priestly disobedience,

Thus, from generation to generation, 
and from age to age, the system has 
grown until it dominates our Western 
civilization.

The Protestant denominations, off
shoots of Catholicism, have imitated the 
parent church, so far as practical, and 
are doing all iu their power to bold 
the youth in their deadly thrall. Not 
content to limit their pernicious influ
ence to the home circle, or to church in
struction, they have invaded our public 
schools, and poisoned all the sources of 
knowledge, by fHling school-books, from 
the primer to the highest class-books, 
with their superstition, oven insisting 
on introducing their senseless mum
mery of ritualism tn tho form of Bible
rending, prayer, and, in many schools, 
singing praises, to tickle the pride of 
the Infinite. . • - .

Gaining’ access to foreign nations by 
;he treaty-making power of government, 
they employ every artifice which long 
years of usurpation and scullduggery 
has taught them, to gain control of the 
the brightest youth of such countries— 
by purchase in some cases. Boys, thus 
owned and educated into their faith, 
are used as stool-pigeons to capture 
others, in this manner, by protracted 
effort through the centuries, a nation is 
captured and made auxiliary to the cen
tral power. This method is usually a 
pacific one until it has gained consider
able strength; then, as in Turkey at 
this time, the Christian element rises 
in revolt, and attempts the overthrow of 
the government wherein it was late a 
beggar, praying for favors which they 
now demaud as a right, and insist on the 
aid of outside Christian powers to en
force with the munitions of war..

But pacific measures have not been 
always employed for proselyting pur
poses. Commencing with Constantine, 
if any trust can be placed in history, the 
greatest victories of the Church have 
been gained by the sword.' Nearly all 
the countries of Europe outside of Rome 
were wrested by force, one by one, from 
their ancient faith, and were annexed 
to the usurping empire. Whole prov
inces were wasted, and, as in the Neth
erlands, embracing a then population 
of three millions, an ordor was sent put 
by the Pope to exterminate the entire 
population for refusing to accept the 
Christian religion. The history of the 
“Sacred Sword Bearers” is a history of 
slaughter and extermination. •

While the historian shall continue to, 
record these aggressions on humanity, 
in aid of a pretended religion of peace, 
and men are permitted to read, so long 
there will be persons w$o will resist tho 
claims of the world’s oppressors, and 
will labor to defeat their machinations.

Good lor President Cleveland.
Two students of the higher classes, 

at the United States Military Academy, 
West Point, N. Y., wore recently ex
pelled for hazing “plebs." Great ef
forts were made to influence President 
Cleveland to extend clemency to the 
dismissed students. Instead of comply
ing with tho request, ho declared tho 
offense of maltreating and abusing new 
cadets by upper-class men as mean and 
cowardly, opposed to every trait that 
should characterize a true' gentleman 
and soldier, and refused to interfere in 
behalf of the offenders.

All institutions of learning should 
unite to put down a disgraceful custom, 
which is growing more barbarous each 
year. •

Learning Priestly Arts.
The secular press begin to compre

hend the guile of the clergy. Hero is a 
specimen clipping from the Kansas City 
Star:

“A young woman in a Maine town, 
-who recently played cards for three 
hours one evening, died the next day, 
and a local clergyman took tho incident 
as a text for a sermon in which he de
clared that her death was a judgment 
sent by God to indicate his condemna
tion of card-playing. But tho next week a man dropped dead while carrying 
food to a starving family, and his sudden 
death was declared to bo an evidence 
that God approved of his errand of 
mercy and therefore took him home."

Poor Fellows.
A Bohemian was on trial for lunacy in 

this city, a few days ago, before Judge 
Brown. The respondent, John Robeck, 
said ho was troubled by devils, fiends 
and evil spirits. He did not think he 
was insane, and would be all right if the 
devils would let him alone. '

Frank Guber claimed to have been 
confined in a box with snakes. He, too, 
was visited by devils, and suffered all 
sorts of torments.

Such is the hell of Christian belief in 
its practical results.

A Good Definition.
Somebody defines a gentleman as 

"One whose body has been trained to 
be the ready servant of his mind; whose 
passions are trained to be the servants^ 
of his will; who enjoys the beautiful, 
lores truth, hates wrong, loves to do 
good, and respects others as himself.”

We would add to that definition: A 
person who has an opinion of his own 
and dares express it on all occasions, 
and is tolerant of the opinions of all 
others. .

“Menelek, -Emperor of Ethiopia and 
Negus of Abyssinia, has issued an edict 
against tobacco smoking within his 
realm.”—News item.
-Missionaries should be sent to Ethio

pia forthwith, and the edict should be 
annulled, else the emperor should be 
slaughtered. Why should a barbarian 
tribe be prohibited from practicing 
Christian vices? \ .

GREAT 

INDUCEMENTS 

NEVER BEFORE 
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BY
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An Unparalleled Offer.
VOLUME ONE OF THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

OF DEATH, AND LIFE IN THE SI’IKIT 
WORLD, TO BE GIVEN AWAY,
We wish to reach 20,000 new reads. 3 

In order to do it wo must make a great 
financial sacrifice. We will send out The 
Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, as a gift 
to all new subscribers for three months. 
It contains 400 closely-printed pages, 
and has been sold for 50 cents.

Send 25 cents to this office and you 
will get this book and The Progress
ive Thinker for three months. If pos
sible, get your friends to unite with you. 
Advertise this offer, Spiritualists, 
among your friends. .

We wish to do a philanthropic work. 
Many thousand copies of The Eucyclo- 
ptedia of Death have been sold, and the 
great mass of Spiritualists have been 
loud in its praise. The good it has done 
in uiodifying the views of people in re
gard to the change called death has 
been great. Send in your orders at 
once. When you receiv^the book, and 
have carefully read it, you can not fail 
to rejoice. You would not take $2 for 
it if you could not get another copy.

Egj'Any one of our present subscrib
ers who will sendusa new three months’ 
subscriber with his own subscription 
(extending it not less than six monthe), 
can each have a copy of the book.

ES’-as the demand for this volume of 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World has been very large, 
and realizing the great good being done 
through its instrumentality and The 
Progressive Thjnkeu also, we extend 
the above.terms for a few weeks longer, 
thus allowing all to avail themselves of 
the terms offered. . .

Details of the Great Find.
Some kind but unknown friend has 

sent us a clipping from the New York 
Herald of the flth inst., with full details 
of the great find in Egypt, by Prof. W. 
M. Flinders Petrie, the Egyptologist, 
made among the ruins of ancient 
Thebes. The Professor claims to have 
“come upon a stone with a long inscrip
tion upon it, which contains the earliest, 
and so far the only record of the fact 
that the Egyptians were ever aware of 
the existence of the Israelites.” This 
reporter goes on to say: -

“Strangely enough, there has hither
to been no external evidence to the 
truth of the Bible narrative—no record 
of the bondage of the Israelites.-' Nay, 
more, no mention whatever of the very 
name of Israel occurs on any of the 
Egyptian monuments unearthed. There 
are records in plenty of all their other 
neighbors, or bondsmen, but none what
ever of the Israelites.” .

Having told how very important is 
this discovery of Prof. Petrie, the rock 
and inscription is next described. Its 
archaeological value is claimed to be so 
great, and as the Christian world is dis
posed to go into ecstacies over it, we 
cannot do better than copy entire:

“It is a large tablet of black granite; 
with hieroglyphic inscriptions.- The 
mention of Israel occurs almost at the 
bottom of the slab. The document con
tains a long account of the defeat, by 
Morenntah, of the Libyans, who had in
vaded Egypt, and towards tho end 1b the 
summary of another war in Syria. Ev
erywhere, it seems, Merenptah tri
umphed. The document ends with this 
crow of vainglorious delight:

“ ‘The Hittites aro quieted; ravaged 
is Kanab with all violence; taken is As- 
kalon; seized is Chesullotli; Yanoah of 
the Syrians is made as though it had 
not existed; tho people of Israel is 
spoiled—it hath no seed; Syria is wid
owed.’

“The date of the inscription is about 
B. C. 1.200. It has been suggested, in
deed, that instead of Israel the word 
which occurs in the inscription might 
be Jozreel, the name of a town in tho 
plain of Esdraelon; but well-known 
Egyptologists have rejected this pro
posed rendering of the hieroglyphics.

“The inscription is of the vaguest. 
Such as it is, however, it is of tho ut
most value to Egyptologists and to Bib
lical scholars. it is tne first bit of ex
ternal evidence to prove that the Egyp
tians were acquainted with the people 
of Israel."

It is the desperation of -the Church 
which induces its acceptance of such 
slight evidence—indeed, no evidence at 
all—that the Jews were ever residents 
of Egypt, even in so humble a capacity 
as slaves. Aside from the Old Testa
ment, and Josephus, who claims he cop
ied and rendered into Greek the holy 
books of the Jews, all probably forger
ies, the evidences of a Jewish nation or 
a separate people from the Phoenicians 
are mighty slight, qhite too trifling to 
build a great system of religion upon its 
ruins. The Jews so numerous, and so 
widely scattered, are the descendants of 
the Phoenicians which occupied Pales
tine, a great commercial people who' 
colonized Carthage, built numerous cit
ies in Spain, and contended with. Rome 
for the empire of the world. Defeated 
and dispersed romancers have built a 
system of religion on their faith, and 
converted her idols into modern Gods 
which they insist the world shall wor
ship. .

"Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. Tho Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methodsand Instruments)?’ By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Pref. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest ^lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of bls lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents.

Religion of the Future. By S. WeiL 
Cloth. $4.25; paper, 50 cento

SHE A PROPHET, FOftE|'ELLS HAPPEN
INCH OF A VARIETY OF KINDS, AND 
APPARENTLY SEES INTO THE FUTURE 
WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST EFFORT— 
HAS ALSO REMARKABLE MUSICAL 
ABILITIES—LEARNED ENGLISH UN
AIDED—SEES QUEER THINGS,

A remarkable and peculiarly gifted 
child is little Mabel Miller, whose 
home is near the corner of Houston 
avenue and Ninetieth street. A large 
proportion of the houses in this part 
of South Chicago seem to be peeping 
into the street, as the first and part of 
the second stories are below grade. 
One of these small houses, which is 
not on but for tho most part under 
Houston avenue, is Mabel’s home. 
From the time the child could speak 
she has been in the habit of foretell
ing events with no more concern than 
the ordinary child announces that it 
is hungry or sleepy. In fact, her an
nouncements in regard to the coming 
events which cast their shadows be

fore them, were delivered in sneh a 
matter of course fashion that for some 
time none of .the family gave them 
any heed.

When the child was-about two years 
old it dawned upon the mother that 
the oracular forecastings of events 
connected with the family made by 
her little daughter without exceptions 
came to pass. She then began to ob
serve that when Mabel said:

“Mamma, hurry and get your work 
done, Aunt Anna is coming this after
noon,” the aunt arrived; or when she 
announced : • .

“Grandma is coming to-morrow, 
and I am going home with her," her 
grandmother invariably came and in
vited her to accompany her home. At 
first her mother did not know What to 
make of the invariable correctness of 
these little prophecies, and, in fact, 
she does not know yet, as she is 
wholly a matter-of-fact, hard-working 
woman, who has never given any 
attention to and really has qo knowl
edge whatever of occult masters. Sho 
simply recognizes that Mabel’s an
nouncements in regard to future oc
currences can be relied upon and that 
she is very different from the rest of 
her little flock and from the children 
who are their companions.

It is only recently that Mrs. Miller 
remembered that there was anything 
remarkable about the child's birth. 
Then a neighbor happened to speak 
of some superstitions in regard to 
people who are bom with a caul over 
their faces, and it occurred to her that 
Mabel's face was copied with this 
peculidr little veil when she was born, 
and she began to associate it with her 
unusual powers. . ‘ - ,

The grandfather of Mabel Miller on 
her mother’s side is a Frenchman, her' 
other relatives are Germans, and are 
all members of the Lutheran Church. 
None of them-know anything of Spir
itualism, and the littleigirl has never 
heard of, or been brought, in contact 
with, anything of the,- sort. She is 
entirely unspoiled, andjdoe? not in the 
least realize that she isdoing anything 
remarkable in telling pgople what will 
happen to them days, .¡weeks and 
months before it occurs. ,Qften when 
she was a little tot of;'thiçe years—, 
she is now in her fifth year—she 
would say to her little playmates:

“Frieda, you are gojngTto have a 
new dress ; your mamma will buy it 
to-morrow. Elsie is going to the cir- 
ciis; her uncle is going to take her,” 
and so Im; and it is said her predic
tions were always correct. As she 
grew older she began to make prog
nostications in regard to more serious 
matters than visits and happenings 
among her little playmates. At one 
time she asked her grandfather for 
some pennies, and he, jesting, said:

“I am poor;' I haven’t got , any 
money.” §he at once repliedi

none of tho family knew of the sale 
of tlie house, which was tl\en being 
negotiated for, and. in a short time 
was sold. '

A few weeks ago she was visiting 
an aunt, who is a clerk in a store on 
Twelfth street, where quite a number 
of people are employed. Looking at 
one of the clerks, she said to her 
aunt:

“She is a French girl.” As this 
was true, her aunt thought she would 
see if sho could tell the nationality of 
the other people in the store, and, 
without making a mistake, she told 
the nationality of more than twenty 
people.

Hearing of this, a lady who is in
terested in matters of this sort ar
ranged that the child should be 
brought to see her. While she was 
eating her luncheon, and, indeed, 
during her entire visit, sho kept turn
ing her head and looking as if she 
saw someone where there was noth
ing- to be seen by the ordinary ob
server, When she returned to her 
aunt she told her that the lady she 
had visited had u nice big boy, and 
described liiin accurately, even stating 
the color of his eyes and hair. The 
lady had a young man son, but he

was Spending a few weeks with a 
friend, and he was not with her, and 
no one who’ came in contact with the 
child, excepting herself, had ever seen 
him, nor was he spoken of before her.

Illness in the family she invariably 
foretells, and when asked why she 
thinks the person she names is going 
to be sick, she says because she sees 
them in bed. When pressed to tell 
how she sees them, she invariably 
says:.

“O, I jest sees ’em,” and will say 
nothing more about it. Sometimes 
she will answer questions when asked 
in regard to future events, but quite 
as often she will say nothing. What
ever she announces in regard to the 
future seems to be in response to a 
strong impulse within herself, and 
when this impulse does not move her 
she is simply a shy little girl, much 
like others of her age,

She is passionately fond of music, 
and when she hears it she is alert in 
every fiber of her small and graceful 
body. If she hears a song twice she 
can sing it without missing a word or 
a note, and often she Accompanies a 
new song with the most fetching little 
dance of her own composition. She 
is a natural actress and never assumes 
a crude or ungraceful attitude. In 
fact, whatever she does seems to have 
a touch of the inspirational quality.

It is the united testimony of her 
relatives that she is an exceptionally 
obedient child, and her mother says 
that she never knew her to tell a 
falsehood. Still, although she is 
tractable and gentle, there is no power 
that can make her. friendly with cer
tain people. She has extremely strong 
likes and dislikes, and often asks-her 
mother why she permits certain per
sons to come to see them. When 
asked why she does not like people, 
she often says because their eyes hurt 
her, or because their eyes are not 
good. She. is very. fond of being 
alone, and will sing and play by her
self for hours without seeming to feel 
that she is alone. Occasionally there 
is a child that she regards with much 
fondness, but. the uncounted-company 
of children which makes Houston ave
nue, in the vicinity of her home, ap
pear. as if continual preparations for 
the starting off on. a picnic were in 
progress, she will not associate with.

There are certain places as well aS 
people which she does not-like, and 
she sometimes expresses fear of things 
which she sees but are'invisible tp 
others. For-instance, one day her 
grandmother was about to take her in 
her lap, when she exclaimed: ■

“O, grandma, don’t put your chair 
there; that is where the little man 
always-stands, and he looks at me so 
fierce I am afraid.’’ On another occa
sion she wanted to know how'a queer, 
ptetty bird she Saw got into tho house. 
She is very fond of all that is fine,

and when he ia dressed to go out she 
will say with beaming satisfaction:

“Just see how nice my hopapa is." 
Hopapa and homainina being pet 
names for her grandparents. Although 
she never hears any language but 
German in her home and has never 
been to school, she speaks English 
with scarcely any accent. When her 
mother was asked where she learned 
English, she replied:

■ “I don’t know. She just seems to 
pick tilings up in herself.” This really 
seems to bo the literal truth, not only 
in regard to her English, but other 
things which this baby seeress knows.

A HIGH ESTIMATE OF THE PROGBE0SIVE 
THINKER IN THE WORLD OF REFORM 
—ITEMS OF INTEREST ON VARIOUS 
SUBJECTS.

To tub Editor:—I have to con
gratulate you on the most brilliant 
and the grandest sample of The Pro
gressive Thinker that has yet ap
peared, according to my judgment. It 
is the champion that eclipses all the 
rest. Several profound essays, and 
papers that captivate the reader to a 
feast of literary and intellectual pab
ulum. It fairly revels in exalted men
tality. .

There is Hudson Tuttle, the ‘ ‘Sage 
and Seer of Berlin Heights," on the 
proofs of the impersonal Jesus, His 
robust argument hud in it wealth of 
material enough to have covered the 
entire first page. A most original and 
climbing scrap on “Character Build
ing," by J. 0. Underhill. “Seeking 
for Truth," by Professor John Fiske, 
will be referred to anon. Then con
spicuous, concise and certain, is “The 
Evidences of Another Life," by Pro
fessor Goldwin Smith. Another, 
Warren Smith, a Hercules at defensive 
and aggressive criticism with fpreeful 
argument. Also others which speak 
for themselves^ carry their own com
mendation. .

This splendid copy of The Pro
gressive Thinker deserves to be re
produced and these high-grade con
tributions put in pamphlet form for 
the public good of tho world over, 
and the protection of orthodox people 
against ecclesiastical imposture.

ThS author of “Seeking for Truth” 
makes a mistake about the persons 
who discovered the planet Neptune. 
Neptune had four discoverers.

Leverrier, In France, noted some 
uncommon perturbations of the planet 
Uranus, and “by an inverse method 
of reasoning upon them”—i. e., from 
-eause to effect—concluded they must 
be produced by the influence of an 
unknown orb near by. He wrote to 
Dr. Guile, of Berlin, who was nearer 
the object in view, to point his far- 
seeing glass to a certain place among 
tho celestial bodies and look for a 
new planet. This mechanical work 
was done,- and Dr. Guile brought to 
light and in fact the planet Neptune. 
This, after Leverrier had discovered 
it in theory and reasoning, on Sep
tember 23, 1846. Six weeks prior to 
this time Professor Adams, of Eng
land, had mode and noted tho dis
covery of the same orb, but had not 
made it known to the public. But 
there was another discoverer six 
months prior to those above named. 
That man was Andrew Jackson Davis, 
the Seer of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 
U. S. A.
• In the early part of the year 1846, 
while in his “superior or clairvoyant 
state,” Davis pointed out and de
scribed this same planetary sphere, 
Neptune. Here we And four veracious 
workers in the same field, and all 
make the same disclosure. Three were 
original workers, and the discovery of 
each was independent of the other.

Mr. Tuttle only touched upon the 
great theme about which the religious 
world is fatefully ignorant, and that 
ignorance a delusion perpetuated by 
clerical falsehood and perfidy.

As our author says, Paul knew of 
the controversy concerning the real 
and spurious Savior. We all gather 
this from one expression. He says: 
“We preach Christ crucified." (1 
Cor., 1., 23.)

This implies that others preached 
him “not crucified.” It also shows 
that the question was not one of mere 
doubt, but had two sides to it, and 
the negative side was the best sus
tained. So Christians try to make 
Paul a witness for Jesus. The fact 
turns out that so far from Paúl being 
a witness for Jesus, he, Paul, is in the 
same dilemma, and needs Jesus or 
somebody to stand up and prove 
Paul’s claims to healthy historic 
standing. For no contemporary writer 
ever mentions either Jesus or Paul 
There is not a scrap of credible his
tory in support of either of them. 
Both are myths of the cunning Pagan 
prelates who concocted the entire 
Christian fraud in Roma during the 
third and fourth centuries.

They destroyed records, they burned 
men and libraries, they altered and 
interpolated books, changed names in 
manuscripts, end forged Biblical mat
ter for this gigantic deception.

Apollonius of Tyana was a pro
totype of both Jesus and Paul. He 
lived or began life in the year 1 of 
the first century. All the pictures of 
the head of the so-called Jesus. are 
those of Apollonius. Every anthro
pologist and physiognomist at first 
sight must declare that these portraits 
are purely Greek, with not a Jew or 
iíebrew feature in them. Apollonius 
was Greek of purest type. His statue 
stood in Rome dúring the reigns of 
Titus and Vespasian. He was also 

deified and worshiped in Borne and 
other places.

Another point, which in itself is a 
complete refutation of that shameful 
Christian imposture and delusion—the 
pretended Christian records—is, that 
all the history, narratives, epistles, 
and what not, are- in the Greek lan
guage. While the reputed authors are 
Hebrew; the followers of Jesus spoke 
Hebrew, if anything. Now we ask: 
Where are the Jewish records? Where 
are these Hebrew gospels? Nowhere! 
There are none I

The authors of the gospels and the 
New Testament were Greek and Latin 
priests and wrote in their own tougue. 
They took a Greek subject (Apol
lonius) for a model and baptized it a 
Jew, but forgot to change the tongue 
and facial features into Hebrew. 
These two prodigious Greek facts .re
main as fatal tell-tales to betray their 
work and confute that major decep
tion of the earth—the Christian 
sdhemo of vicarious atonement in re
ligion.

He who said, “Whatsoever a man 
hath sown, that must he also reap," 
was a wise man. But he or they who 
conooeted the “Savior” business—the 
vicarious atonement—was both a fool 
and a rogue. The Christian scheme 
is foul and impossible. It is evil in 
intent, in act and in result.

In Faraday’s posthumous work wo 
are informed that Bishop Eusebius con
fesses to have compiled the gospel of 
Matthew and Acts. “This,” says 
Judge Waite (in “First Two Hundred 
Years of Christianity”) “was written 
in the interest of the Catholic Chureh, 
In it there is the same bold appeal ta 
the love of tho marvelous, the same 
disregard of historical facts." Judge 
Waite further says: “No mention is 
found in any heathen writer of any of 
the Christian writings before they are 
referred to by the Christian writers 
themselves. Jonas, himself a Chris
tian writer, says Justin Martyr, Cle
ment Alexandrinus, Lactantius and 
Jerome made use of testimonies from 
forgeries and spurious book» to prove 
tho foundation of Christian revela
tion. Nothing was written in tho 
first century. Acts—tho Cambridge 
manuscript (Codex Beza)—has six 
hundred interpolations. No one of 
the gospels is mentioned in any part 
of the New Testament, No man
uscripts of any of the gospels are in 
existence dating further back than 
tho fourth century. No authentio 
autograph manuscript of any of the 
gospels has ever been known. Nor is 
there any authentio record of a single 
credible witness who claimed to have 
seen such manuscript. In all the mass 
of Christian literature there is not bo 
found a single mention of any of tho 
canonical gospels. A Christian pres
byter relates that Mark, the putative 
author of that gospel, never heard, 
saw or accompanied Jesus. ”

A. S. Hudson, M. D.
Stockton, Cal.

lute—Ecuador. No political organiza
tion or public sentiment contests with 
the church there. Everything is sub
ject to the Pope, and the population, 
occupying a fruitful land in the most 
healthful country in the world, is the 
most ignorant, servile and degraded 
in the world. A correspondent writes 
from. Quito describing the filth and 
degradation of the capital city, and 
accounts for all by saying that the 
church is the power behind the throne, 
and it controls the government and 
dictates its laws and sees to their en
forcement. All the schools are taught 
by priests and nuns, and the scholars 
learn more about the saints of tlie 
church than about their own country. 
There is no reliable man of Ecuador. 
For years there has been on the statute 
books a law forbidding the importation 
of books, newspapers or printed mat
ter of any description without the ap
proval of the priests. More than one
fourth of all the property in Ecuador 
is owned by the bishop. No religion 
save that of Roman Catholicism is tol
erated. Protestants worship as they 
did in the days of the Inquisition. 
There is a Roman Catholic chureh for 
every two hundred inhabitants. Two 
hundred and fifty days each year are 
set.aside as fast or feast days. Ten 
per cent Of the total population is < 
composed of priests and nuns.

Sixty per cent of the births are 
illegitimate, because of - the excessive 
maiTiage fees exacted by the church. 
—Primitive Catholio.

Every season of the year has Its own 
peculiar malady. To render the system 
malaria proof during these "muggy" 
and oppressive days, the blood should ba 
keptpuro-and vigorous by the use of 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. It will help you 
wonderfully through the dog-days.

Proverbs were anterior to books, and 
formed the wisdom of the vulgar, and 
in the earliest ages were the unwritten 
law of morality.—Disraeli.



As Pictured by Barrett, the Famous English Magician.
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'Of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World.

When the hair begins to fall out' dr 
turn gray, the scalp needs doctoring, 
and we know of no better specific than 
Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.

Same date last year. A general good 
feeling eeems to prevail, and I think 
all seem to enjoy the camp life.

Da. J. 0. Phillips.

Details of the Work Going 
On There.

CMldren’s Progressive Lyceum.
Attaatu^with ilrectiohl far the orginîxation and 

management of Bandar fohooli. Br André w Jtckaon 
Davie, Something mttepenubie. £rlco 90 centa.

‘•Living Is an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions! In fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of tho arts.'—Tuomas Btabb Klnu.

CLINTON GAMP, IOWA.
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SOME OF THE IMAGINARY DEMONS THAT ARE TERRIFYING FRANCE

SPIRITS AWE FRANCE.
Many Marvelous Apparitions 

Are Seen,

The Mysterious Black Woman.

WEIRD TALES OF SORCERERS, ENCHANT
MENT, ANGELS, DEMONS AND OTHER 
POWERS OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS— 
THE FRENCH SOCIETY OF PSYCHICAL 
SCIENCES IS PUZZLED AND WILL 
MAKE A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION.

To the Editori—The occult is re
ceiving attention in France as never 
before, as is evidenced by the strange 
accounts which appear in a late num
ber of the New York Herald. The 
account sets forth that “The divil is 
abroad in France!" This is now the 
cry throughout the length and breadth 
of that country, Never within the 
memory of man has there been such 
a scare; never have there been so 
many blood-curdling stories of awful' 
supernatural apparitions. From these 
stories one would imagine that the 
whole.infernal host and a battalion or 
two of celestial angels had broken 
loose. We hear of Belial, of Ashta- 
roth, of Apollyon, of several other 
uncanny and undesirable demons. We 
hear, too, of sylphs, of shapeless mon
sters like incubi, of pallid ghosts, of 
fiery serpents and of a marvelpus 
woman, who is supposed to he -the 
Virgin Mary. Of sorcerers, too, and 
their strange doings we hear some
what, as also of witches and their 
magical pranks.

The denizens of the other worlds 
made their first appearance at Tilly- 
sur-Seulle. All Europe heard of and 
marveled at these apparitions, and 
finally they caused so much stir that

the vision has fully manifested itself. 
On Ascension Day two hundred wit
nesses say they saw a rosy cloud, 
while eighty say they saw a Calvary 
and sixty a cross. Some young per
sons who tried to play on the cre
dulity of the pilgrims, found them
selves hunted by three fiery bullets, 
at which they fired their revolvers in 
vain. Others say. they have seen 
headless phantoms and have heard 
invisible bells ringing; nay, one day a 
lion devouring his prey is said to have 
appeared to a large number of per
sons, among them a child, who was 
nearly frightened to death. ■

AN EXTRAORDINARY INCIDENT.'
But here is a yet more extraordinary 

incident. On a robe in which one of 
the latest apparitions of the Virgin 
was clothed were written four letters' 
Mario Laine, who saw this vision, does 
not know how to read. Site asked 
someone to show her an alphabet, 
which being done, she straighway 
pointed out the letters that she had 
seen on the Virgin's robe. They were 
the t letters U. 8. P. Q. What could 
they mean? This was the question 
everyone asked. Among, the others 
Abbe Brettes was puzzled until he re
turned to Paris, for there he found a 
letter from Gaon, saying that the hid
den meaning of these letters had been 
revealed to a child in a dream, 
. They are the first four letters of the 
four Latin- words, “Unum sacellum 
plum quaesp, ” the meaning of which 
is, “I am looking for a holy chapel.” 
The child who made this discovery 
knows no Latin any more than Mario 
Laine, who first saw the letters, knows 
how to read. The savor of diabolism 
about this extraordinary phenomenon 
has caused widespread, awe, which is 
intensified by the inexplicable conduct 
of a strange woman who has been at 
Tilly for some days.

house, now insulting, now terrifying, 
now pleading. Policemen have tried 
to find the owner, and the weird voice 
has laughed them to scorn. Dr, Pate, 
the family physician, has investigated 
and the taunting voice has covered 
him with contumely. Furniture has 
been smashed by the invisible, de
stroyer, and after one wreck of this 
kind the voice shouted maliciously: 
“Hurrah, lam doing good work; I 
am content with myself!”

A curious explanation of this mys
tery has just been offered. Isabelle 
Pellettier, the servant in the house, 
occupied, it appears, two situations 
before her present dne, and in each of 
them occurred phenomena somewhat, 
resembling those now occurring in the 
haunted house. These phenomena, 
too, it is said, only occurred in her 
presence or when she was near. Now, 
it is a remarkable fact that in every 
so-called haiinted house .there is said 
to be either a sensitive young girl or 
some man who is suffering from a 
nervous malady. The theory is,that 
the strange phenomena that oceur in 
such houses aro dne to the presence 
of men with diseased nerves, or, which 
is far more often the ease, of high- 
strung young girls from thirteen to 
twenty years of age. .

The experiments of M. de Rochas 
and of Dr. Baraduc prove that man is 
possessed of a fluid envelope, which, 
in its normal state, is impalpable and 
invisible, but lyhich, under known; 
conditions, can leave the body, and: 
become materialized, after which it 
impregnates inert bodies to such an 
extent as to communicate to them a 
sort of life. In the case of some' per? 
sons certain ^ffluvia escape from this 
fluid in the shape of waves, becoming 
more intense when the' subject is in 
direct, contact with the groundj with, 
out the interpQsitioui of isolating sub-

^içnally, of ttll this apftreni'diablerle. 
v On tiie other band, Al^beScbnabelin, 
who ranks next to, Br.- Papus as the 
most profound oeciflnst of modern 
times, is-of the opini^p that the resi
dents of the haunted h'Ouse have been 
enchanted by a sorcerer. Rochas re
cently made certain e|^|erimetits as to 
the effects of enchantment. He 
pricked the photograph of a certain 
person all over with-a,pin, and found 
that the person whos&. photograph it 
was felt the pin-pricks in his own 
£ody- ■ ■
' Rochas simply desired to prove that 
there is a good deal of truth in the 
old legends regarding the wickedness 
of sorcerers. Now, sorcerers flourish 
to-day in several parts of France, and 
especially In Paris, Brittany, Berry 
and the Basque country. They are, 
as a rule, shepherds, tramps and or
dinary fortune-tellers of both sexes. 
Among them, too, are several young 
girls, and they are especially dreaded, 
for they are supposed to have the 
power of inflicting unspeakable woe. 
Gypsies have also kept up the ancient 
practice of sorcery, the most cel
ebrated being those of Hungary, Bos
nia and Russia.

Abbe Schnabelin has not spoken 
rashly. He went to Valence-en-Brie, 
made a careful investigation, and only 
then expressed the opinion that the 
entire turmoil had been caused by a 
sorcerer, A man, known to be a sor
cerer, lives in the neighborhood, and, 
according to the abbe, his fluid body, 
or that of sorno other spreerer, has 
the power of freeing Itself from the 
material body at will, and has in this 
instance’ done so In order to annoy the 
family in the haunted house, ..

In this enlightened age a conjecture 
of this kind sounds absurd,'but it is 
very plausible when, we compare it 
with other stories of,, sorcerers, and 
especially those concerning human 
metamorphosis. Here, for example, 
is one told by Delancre, .a member of 
Parliament, who, in the reign of Louis 
XIII., was commissioned to make an 
inquiry into the actions of thé Basque 
sorcerers: “A gentleman of the 
Basque country,” he says, “returning 
from the hunt, saw AShe-wolf, whose

/apollyon BCUtAt incubus Ayr

s!

the French Society of Psychical Sci
ences started an investigation. Abbe 
Brettes went to Tilly, spent several 
days there, and finally returned and 
made his report. Here is what this 
churchman and scientist says:

“I am absolutely convinced that 
apparitions were really seen at Tilly. 
I have obtained all possible testimony 
on the subject, and the proofs that 
the apparitions were genuine are in- 
contestible Legends? and traditions 
show that this region has been always 
haunted. A well-known government 
official, it is said, saw the Virgin Mary 
one evening wreathed in flames. Ap
paritions began to appear on March 

i 18, and since then they have appeared 
i several times daily. The school‘cjiil- 
’dren were the first to see the Virgin 
I Mary, and they spread the story 
everywhere, the result being that im
mense crowds have been coming to 
Tilly, as many as 18,000 arriving on 
one single day.

MANY WITNESSES EXAMINED.
“During my investigation I ex^' 

amined more than fifteen hundred 
witnesses, among whom were rep
resentatives of all classes and of all 
ways of thinking—magistrates, teach- 
era, believers and unbelievers. I 
closely questioned them all, and they 
told me the same story. My conclu
sion is that we cannot dispute this 
evidence The supernatural certainly 
exists, and defies materialism and free 
thought These phenomena appear to 

- he botli dinne and diabolical. If they 
cannot be both at the same time, then 
the diabolical influence preponderates, 
for, while an angel of darkness can 
assume the appearance of an angel of- 
light, an angel of light never assumes 
the guise of an angel of darkness.

“lam convinced that if the spot 
where these apparitions have appeared 
is^lhoroughly dug, we shall discover 
thrums of a chapel or a convent, or 
of some monument dedicated to the 
Virgin. In conclusion, let me say 
that we should not be surprised at the 
frequent appearance of supernatural 
phenomena in these days. Such phe- 
noména have appeared at all times, 
but persons paid no attention to them. 
To-day we are at the height of the 
reaction against free thought; the 
psychical sciences have made great 
progress and have greatly helped to 
arouse the attention òf thè .men and 
women who have for some time been 
shaken in the faith of their childhood 
and are now coming back to honest 
belief after an era of doubt. The 
history of the world is full of such 
reactions.” < \

Alitile girl named Polinieie has 
already seen the apparition of the 
Virgin thirty times at Tilly, and 
touching is her description of the 
manner in which she feels herself im
pelled by some mysterious force to 
remain ever near the spot where the 

~~wondrous vision appears. Sometimes, 
in place of the Virgin, appear chapels, 
statues, angels and globes of fire. 
Out of the ground they seem to come, 
enveloped in a cloud, Which gradually 
disappears,' only to appear again after

She is clothed entirely, in black, for 
which reason she is known far and 
wide as “tlie black woman,” and ru
mor has it that she sees most terrible 
sights. A pitiful sight she is, so much 
does she seem to suffer. On her fore
head are ever great beads of perspira
tion. Her eyes are red with weeping, 
and at times her whole face is con
vulsed as though with horror at some 
diabolical vision. Abbe Brettes ques
tioned her as to her trouble, and she 
confessed to him that she was con
stantly beset with visions of Legion, 
who, be it known, is a most potent 
demon. She begged the abbe to free 
her from her tormentor, a request 
which the abbe, though entirely will
ing, was unable to grant, as Legion, 
with demoniac persistency, declined 
to show himself while the abbe was 
present. So “the block woman” still 
weeps and shudders in the grip of the 
hideous demon.

THE SOCIETY'S CONCLUSIONS.
Taking all these alleged facts into 

‘consideration, the Society of Psychical 
Sciences arrived at the following con
clusions:

1. The supernatural, as manifested 
at Tilly, bids defiance to all the laws 
of materialism. J

2. Certain facts, but only those 
which have been clearly proven, seem 
to be of divine origin ; others betray 
their diabolical origin., Therefore we 
must admit either that Tilly is the 
ground on which a battle is being 
fought between the divine super
natural and the diabolical super
natural, or that all the phenomena, of 
which we have spoken, are the result 
of a demoniac influence.

3. Finally, our practical conclusion 
is this: That it is necessary tojnake 
excavations in the place where the 
apparitions have appeared, as it is 
likely that thus we may obtain val
uable elements of information.

This is certainly a practical conclu
sion, and many are wondering whether 
“the black woman's” frame of mind 
will chaûge af ter the magical ground 
at Tilly has been thoroughly dug tip. 
Few think it will, “for she is truly 
possessed,” say they. “Did she not 
say to a lady who was imploring the 
Virgin on behalf of her sick child: 
‘Unhappy one, what are you doing 
here? Go away at once. • Your child 
will not be cured. ’ Twelve tapers 
were burning at a little distance from 
her, five of which had been placed 
there by the mother of the sick child. 
As ‘the black woman’ spoke a great 
black-winged butterfly flew among the 
tapers and extinguished five, the very 
five placed there by the mournful 
mother. They were relit, but the 
monster butterfly appeared again and 
extinguished them once more. "

Very strange all this, but not more , 
strange than the story of the haunted 
house at Valence-en-Brie. This house 
has been the theatre of inexplicable 
sounds, the most mystifying being a 
voice, tiie ownet of whichjias hitherto 
eluded all human eyes. For"sbventeen 
days this mysterious voice Jias been 
making itself heard throughout the

stances. Dr. Baraduc has especially- 
shown, by means of photography, that 
the phènomenon of aspiration and ex
piration is manifested by the cosmic 
substances with which this envelope is 
nourished.

SOME PLAUSIBLE THEORIES.
Knowing so much, and whether we 

believe that living visible beings are 
the only beings on this earth, or that 
there are also other invisible beings, 
such as angels, demons or incubi, two 
plausible explanations can be given of 
the phenomena occurring at the 
haunted house at Valence-en-Brie.

One is that the subject impregnates 
with the vital fluid whatever objects 
he approaches. These objects, then, 
in a sense become extensions or pro
longations of his body, and when he 
moves from one place to another they 
move with him. It is possible, too, 
that the simple contact of an object 
charged with opposing electricity may 
bring about a returning current which 
will cause objects to change their po
sitions. The smashing of furniture, 
then, could be explained by a violent 
electric shock.

But we cannot in this way explain 
the presence of the’ mysterious voice, 
for, in order to produce this, a ma
terialization of the organs necessary 
for the emission of articulate sounds 
would be necessary.

The second explanation is very sim
ple, and will cause many to smile. 
The question is, May not a spirit at 
times obtain possession of this vital 
force after it has escaped from the 
human body, and may it not then 
model it and materialize it and use it 
for its own purposes? The Kabbalists 
and^ modern occultists believe in the 
existence of elementary demons, and 
claim that they people the elements, 
among such demons being sylphs, 
gnomes, undines, incubi and salaman
ders, some wandering through space 
and endeavoring to become incarnated, 
others being incarnated, which latter 
are vicious and .imperfect men. Oc
cultists, too, believe in the existence 
of fluidic phantoms, known to the 
ancients as larvas and Iemura, which 
lové the steam of shed blood and 
which flee before the edge of a sword. 
Only by dividing them can such fluidic 
coagulations be déstroyed.-

Dr. Baraduc holds that these phon, 
toms are monstrous productions, with
out body or soul, and that they can 
be attracted by. certain invalids, 
who are in fatal sympathy with them, 
and who thus enable them to drag out 
for a longer or shorter time a fictitious 
existence at their expense. They are, 
as it were, supplementaiy instruments 
of the invalids’ instinctive will, their 
aim being never to cure, but always 
to mock and mislead.

There is a third explanation—that 
the phenomena in the haunted house 
are the work of a practical jokér, but, 
if so, it is rather strange that the 
joker has not yet been caught. Among 
those who have studied psychic sci
ences the opinion seems to be that 
Louise Pellettier is the author, though 
probably unconsciously or uninten-

pyes seemed .to him tone very like 
those of his wifd. He Raised his gun 
and fired. The she-wolf, hit in the 
side, ran off, howling.

“On his'return home the gentleman 
found his wife in bed, protending that 
she had hurt herself, by accident as 
she was out walking, The gentleman 
examined the wound, aiid great was 
his amazement when ge found in it 
some grains of shot of the same size 
he had used.

“The unhappy woman then con
fessed that she had been in the habit 
of assuming the form of a she-wolf, 
with the object of taking part in the 
witches’ revels, and that it was she 
who had been shot by her husband. 
Her name was the Lady of Urtubi, 
and soon after this event she was tried 
and burned.” '

The above study of the occult in 
France does not seem to be on a verjj 
high plane. There is much truth In 
it, and some seeming errors or false
hoods, Tho manifestations ore re
markable, and seemed to emanate 
from Catholic spirits, who always 
wish to impress upon the world that 
everything they say or do is direct
from God. Vespuoiub.

CLINTONCAMP.
It Is a Grand Success This 

Year.

To the Editor :-^The succesh of 
this camp-meeting (notwithstanding 
the hard ; times) is already assured. 
Every available: room on the grounds 
is now occupied. The array of me
diums was never so good. Yesterday 
afternoon at the mediums’ meeting 
there was an attendance of four hun
dred and forty-five, whiéh is a good 
indication that the interest’in our me
diums is not waning. . b:

The Bangs sisters ¡ ftte'very busy 
with their paintings fbrhthe people. 
Max Hoffman is having a-good time 
and plenty of ivork iri-'slhte-writing. 
Mrs. Trippe is giving «go’dd satisfac
tion with her matenalizifig 'seances. 
Last evening she gave'a pflblic one to 
over one hundred people. I hear it 
well spoken of. 0. B.' Winans, and 
Mrs. Reynolds, as well ai 'Mrs. Aber 
Jackman, are also hero 'land doing 
their work. ' The Démpsêy family, 
consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey 
and their three little daughters, from 
St, Paul, are creating quite a sensa
tion with their mediumship, especially 
the communications given through the 
speaking dial (a patented invention of 
Sir. Dempsey).

T(ie speaking thus far has been of 
a high order. J. Frank Baxter 
finishèd his work yesterday forenoon. 
He has made hosts of friends among 
his hearers. His testj were excep
tionally fine after his lectures, every 
one given while here having been 
recognized.

The attendance is Jorger than last 
year, the receipts being in excess of

To the Editor:—We came from tbe 
Northwestern Camp by boat from St, 
Paul, to the Clintoil Camp, and for the 
first week did not • feel very much at 
home. The trip down the Mississippi 
river was very much enjoyed by myself, 
as l am a great lover of natural, chang
ing scenery. Many of our fellow pas
sengers were Catholic, as there was a 
large party attending the convention of 
Catholic Temperance people in St. Louis. 
However, we had no controversy with’ 
them. The first speaker we heard was 
Willard. J. Hull.

The next speaker was J. Frank Bax
ter, and this versatile medium made 
and held many friends. A case in point, 
at his lecture, the first Sunday, there 
was a Universalist minister and his wife 
present who had come a hundred and 
thirty miles to see and hear him, having 
read of him for the past few yeans, and 
having a strong desire from reading of 
him to meet him personally, After the 
lecture was over he came forward and 
had a talk of nearly an hour, asking for 
light in different directions, and stating 
how well pleased ho was with the lec
ture, and said if he got nothing more he 
felt well repaid for the money he had 
expended in coming to the camp. He 
thought he would return at once, but he 
became so interested that he remained 
and visited the different kinds of mani
festations, attended more lectures and 
conferences, paying his way the same 
as other people, and learning many 
things that were new to him. He was 
told that within a few years he would 
be speaking from inspiration from the 
Spiritualist platform, and his willing
ness so to do when tbeproper time came.

Following Mr. Baxter, came Mr. J. C, 
F. Grumbine, and Saturday of thia week 

'we have our friend and president, of the 
N. S. A., Brother H. 1). Barrett. Hav
ing heard him at the .Northwestern 
Camp, I know that those who may be bo 
fortunate aa to hear him here at Clinton 
will be well repaid for any effort made 
to be present.

There are mediuma here for almost 
every known phenomena of td-day, and 
from the best in this country. Mrs, 
Kayner and myself attended a material
izing seance given by ..Mrs, Gilman 
Trippe, and for the first time I had the 
manifestation of matter being passed 
through matter, as follows; The medi
um’s cabinet control had called for a 
glass -xif ..,water, and after having had 
'time to drink the water I was called up 
to the cabinet and asked to take my 
right band and bold the two edges of 
the curtains tightly together. I did so, 
when instantly I was told to take the 
tumbler which they had passed through 
the curtain near my hand. I had exam
ined the cabinet closely, and found the 
Curtain extra heavy, and with no hole 
whatever. The other manifestations 
were Anh, and all went away well 
pleased. Last Sunday night she gave a 
public seance in the pavilion, and there 
was quite a number present, and the 
results were good. Many forms came 
out, and at One time a man had been 
called up to talk to a friend who was in 
sight of the audience, when the medium 
came out of the cabinet and went down 
and took a man by the hand, asking for 
strength, and led him up to the cabinet, 
the spirit form talking all the time.

Mrs. Kayner, In a quiet way. is doing 
• some good work here. Sho has taken 
up one of the customs of her father, 
If V. Wilson, that of a daily ten-cent 
circle, and she has reached many in this 
way that are just beginning to look into 
our philosophy and phenomena. Last 
Sunday she was the means of saving to 
our cause a gentleman who had been in
vestigating a long time, and never had 
received from any medium that which 
was a truthful test, and he had made up 
his mind on that morning that if he re
ceived no information that day which 
would be a test to him, he would drop 
the whole matter and never have 
another thing to do with Spiritualism. 
He came to our circle and nearly every
one in the room had received something 
except himself, when the guides turned 
to him and gave him two or three tests 
that were so positive that they startled 
him. He then came for a reading, and 
received so rnfich more that he went 
away a believer in the truth of our beau
tiful philosophy, and the knowledge that 
the loved ono which he laid away still 
lived and was around and about him. 
There are many others that she has 
helped here, but this was a very marked 
case. She nas been doing some treat
ment here, and has been very successful. 
This is a line of work that leads in the 
direction of the divine.

Every tent and cottage on the ground 
Is filled up, and some have taken rooms 
outside the grounds. There is a very 
large attendance of mediums upon the 

■camp, and also many friends, most of 
whom will remain until the close of the 
camp.

The election of officers for the coming 
year will take place next Friday. It is 
expected that there will be some 
changes in the line of management.

A Concert was given by the choir last 
Friday evening for the benefit of the as
sociation. It wqs highly enjoyed by all 
who attended. Bro. Baxter gave three 
numbers on the programme. Nearly 
every number given by the talent re
ceived an encore, which was always re
sponded to. .

Next Monday will be set apart as “In
dian Day.” It is being looked forward 
to by many as one that will be of great 
interest.

There are many people here on the 
grounds from Chicago. It is expected 
more will come before the camp closes. 
This, is a beautiful grove here this 
season. Since the hot wave passed us 
by we have been having delightful 
weather. . T. D. Kayner.

To the Editor In The Pbogbebs- 
tve Thinkeb of August 22, I notice 
statements by Shirley Belle which 
seem to me to be misleading. In my 
economic course at Cassadaga, I did 
in no' uncertain terms state what I 
consider to be the necessary remedies 
for existing conditions. . My sum
mary in the last of .the series possibly 
she did not hear, or, hearing, did not 
understand.

If a scientific analysis of present 
conditions, and of the causes leading 
to .them, can be called “pessimistic,” 
then her characterization may be 
just—not otherwise. I did not un
dertake to predict the future, but only 
to show the acting forces, their tend
ency, and the result, if allowed to 
work out their consequences. % What 
the people will do in seif-defense

when aroused, I did not undertake to 
say, I did, however, in clear terms, 
point out what I considered the course 
that should be pursued. I am sorry 
if a truthful statement of existing 
conditions has cast any gloom over 
Cassadaga. The “dunce” ought to 
“go on,” and “joy be unconfined," as 
long as possible, I suppose, and any 
one who raises a warning voice is a 
‘ ‘pessimist, ’’according to ShirleyBelle. 
She reminds me of (the French woman 
at the time of the .revolution. Some 
one tried to make her comprehend the 
.condition of the common people, and 
stated that many of them were unable 
to get bread,

“What! No bread!” she exclaimed. 
“Dear me! Why don’t they eat cake, 
then?”

However, the iridescent dreams of 
some people in this countryMnust be 
disturbed by a rude awakening, and I 
feel it my duty to speak what I be
lieve to be the truth, eyen though it 
may offend some who otherwise would 
have more admiration for me. I can
not hope to please everybody, or 
make all understand, :

? L. V. Moulton.
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”The'great mystery of existence consista in perpet 
nal and uninterrupted change. Everything Is fnimor 
t*l and IndeetructiWo—the smallest worm as well ai 
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grain of the water drop as well as tho highest beingt> 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only tbe forms b 
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itself re^naina eternally tbe aarne and Imperishable 
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race, in our children, lu our deeds, lu our thoughts— 
in short. In tho entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our abort personal existence, we 
bare furnished to th«' Kiibilstence of mankind and of 
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m original Independent writing. It Is beautifully 
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Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound In 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It Is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
Is, by remitting $1.50 you will get THE 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopædia.

EST In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopædia, always state whether it 1b 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia of Death, 

bound In paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
pedia, and is only given away on the 
ternis mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It Is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.
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ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct] or Bight Doing. Virtue, tho 
Dluratnator ot Llfo. Prudence, an Economy otLlto. 
What Know Toot Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos- 
«esslou. Temperance and Intemperance. I, tho Use 
ot Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation ot Individuality. 
Charaotor, a Jewel of Great Prlco. Idleness, An
other Name tor Loss. Industry, the Stall of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Gamcaof 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What Is an Oak? or 
thoWorthot»Promise. Fraud* Crime. ThoPolson

Blander. What is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
A10™ Sense. Selfishness, tho Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 

elf-Relianco. Self-Control. BeK-Rcspect. 
Foolish Pride and Billy Prejudice. Anger, tho Dis
torter. Tbo Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
urest Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Man. 

* a Promoter of Success, TheDlfficulltcs
. e* Temptation, tbe Demon on tho Highway. 

Habit, Second Nature. Power of WilL Courage, a 
Necessity ttf'fifgbt Living, In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tho Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
?A .An«10 Bwt En^. Good Nature, Ono of 
Liro b Best Blossoms. Reason and Free luauiry. 
Eve* Speech. A Free Pros». WgbU of Animal.. 
Wgnts of Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—Tho Gentle- 
Joan. Politeness—Continued —»The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
. -AND- 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

.A most able and Interesting presentation of a mosl 
taporunt subject. Every Spiritualist and every In- 
Solrer Into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual- 

im should have this excellent book. Its value la rec- 
ognixed and acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
cloth, |1. For tale at this office. ■ . ..

Soni of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

DY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. B, 
ID ponton. A marvelous work. Though concise u 
> text-book, ft Is m fascinating u a work at Helion. 
Thereaderwillbe ematod to lee the curtolB facts 
here combined In rapport ot this newly-discovered 
power ot tho human mind, which MU resolve ■ thou 
Band doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain ax 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now oti 
tcurcd by time. .
Soul or Tilings—• Vol. L

Cloth.
__  Fostege 10 cent».

Soni of Tliings—Voi IL 
lllu»tr»tcl 4»pp. Cloth............

„ .  ___ rortag» 10 cent». ■
Soni of Things—Voi. IIL 

nurtraicd. tra no, oiots............. .
FMUge 10 centi.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
IFIZT SHE BECAME A BPIRITUALISI,

261 pages. One copy, tl| atx coplea, »3,

FROM JiTOBT TO MORty
Or, An Appeal to Uie Rapfist Church, 

82 pages. One copy, 15 centaj ten ooplaa, H. .

TOE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, ’ 
„«»PW». Owoupy, bound In clolh.il! paper,«- 
cents.

For Bale at this Office, 40 Loomis Btreet,

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
■ A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody* 
Ing tho highest moral sentiment, and free from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Bold at this office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment, on Oeneala, Exodua, Levltlcua, Number» 
and Deuteronomy, by

ffiteabelfc Cady Blanton, Lillie Dmsreuat 
Blake, Bee, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wirk Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

*In every soni there Is bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the world of thought 
what no other ono possessca.’'— CouiitL

The bricht and scholxrly commcnts of tbta calaxy 
of bricht mlud. nro of drrp Interest, and tbroir a 
atroug and new licht on the Hlblo tcachluga relalln» 
to vornan. All ihonld re ad In
Prlco 50a. For salc at thls Office.

THE MEÜIUMISTIC ~
Experiences of John Brown,

Tho Medium of He Rockies, with an Introduction by 

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
Thia book should be In tbo hands of every one inter* 

etted tn Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, Tbo Heavenly, Mauston. Chapter 8. Removal t4 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remark
able Testa. Chapters, Hjs Work as a Healer. Chap
ter 6. Leaves tho Body. Chapter i. Visit to tho Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma 
oleate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 0, Jflscel 
lanooui Articles. Chapter 10, A Strang? Experiences 
Ubaptcril, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break in 
tbo Atlantic Cabio Shown to Jolin Brown. Cbaptei 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Oia-podrtda,

For salo at thl» ofllco. Heavy paper cover, price Cl 
cents. .

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of tho Order of the Magi,Chicago- 
noUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD

LD side, and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, |nst Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjocta, together with other artl. 
cles from various newspapers, relating to the greaS 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued' 
In 1892, and three others on the Hvsrur Sour, which 
are alone worth the price of tbo book. This wonder
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science nwl 
t ruth. Price »1.23, postpaid, to any address. ForsalJ 
st this offing

THE DEAD MAN’S MESSAGE.
By Iloreace Marryat, author of "A Scarlet Bln." 

"How Like a Woman," “The Riten Dead," “There 11 
No Death“’ etc. Cloth, »100.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Me* of Death, Heaven and Helt. Br 
Moans Hull. This pamphlet besldee giving tho Spir
itualistic Interpretatlnn ot many thing* in tbo Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains tho 
heavens and hells believed tn by Spiritual!«*, price. 
lUcents. For isle at this office. -

RELIGI0X OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL. ‘

Ctoth, 11.25. • • • Paper, EO cents. .
This Is a work of groat value, written by one of the 

Keenest, most powerful and. most truly rcU^lout 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put into the hande of those who hare freed '' 
themselves front tbe dogmac of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it will ’. 
strengthentbeconvlcUonofthe free mind that mind -; 
and scubcb are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method in psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
Cpufution; that only verifiable tenets can aurvire, and - 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be Buper, 
eeded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office.BIBLE “MARVEL WOBKEfi^

AKD THE WOHDROUS POWElt 
/x which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter inspired words, together with toxM 
FeraotmlTTwlti and Characteristics of Propkata, Apt* 
ties, aid Jesus, or New Readings of ••The Mtradaa.* 
y Amur Pvtbam. Price Tscsnu. ForuliaitMl

clolh.il
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'GENERAL SURVEYS

The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings. Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change ns made 111 speak
ers. or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
pan bo expressed in a dozen'liues; but 
Jong reports will not bq ubed. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least JO.UOU. \Ve go to press early 
hlonduy morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
prdor to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be .ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

Laona writes from San Francisco, 
Cal-: “Mrs. Elizabeth Sloper. State Or
ganizer. of California, assisted by Mrs. 
Hattie Wrenn, of San Francisco, minis
tered to the society of Spiritualists at 
Stockton. August nth. The address of 
Kirs. Sloper wits well received, and. 
Strange as it may seem.was published in 
the stoekton mail, a loading daily of- 
tliat city, the editor of winch we under
stand is a Catholic. (I e find the news 
papers are becoming niore and more 
liberal to us as a people, and to our 
philosophy. The tests given by Mrs. 
ilattic Wrenn were all recognized, and
were of such a 
vicnon. She :

nature as to cawy con
manes no claim to the

marvelous, is quiet and reserved in 
manner, mild-voiced, ur.d by hdr earn
est talk and tests won many friends. 
The State Association will have for one 
of its members tho society of Btockton. 
There arc many minds in that city look
ing towards Spiritualism for light. We 
hear that Prof. Earl, a hypnotist, has 
done much to awaken thought in that 
direction. A socletv with such men as 
Dr. U- Grattan. Dr. Hudson and John
York, to keep the philosophy to the 
" itli Dr. A. L. Foreman to lookfront.
out for the phenomena (as he still thinks 
that the most important feature of 
Spiritualism', is sure to have success. 
Ilirs. C. Mayo Steers and Mrs. Jennie 
Robinson have been doing some very 
acceptable work in convincing the skep
tics of Blockton. ”

one hundred miies would be a success: 
and equid be well sustained, with ease, 
and that at Hemlock Lake, just south of 
Rochester, is a good dace for a camp, 
and that at or on Oneida Dake, east of 
Oswego, would be a grand, good place 
for another one. We need more such 
men among us, and long may Brother 
Dennis live to plant camps all ovor the’ 
United States, before Ins old white head 
shall be laid beneath the daisies, is the 
wish of a host of his Central New York 
friends. The Central Camp Association 
has tendered him a vote of thanks for 
the aid he has been to them, and for the 
donation lie made.-"

A .Subscriber" submits the following 
statement and query: "There lives in 
New Whatcom. Wash., a clairvovaut 
physician, namely, J. M. Laube. who 
has among his band of spirit guides one 
control who. after taking possession of 
the medium, can then throw him still 
farther into the hypnotic state, in which 
condition the medium has all dental 
work done without pain, and it is sup
posed by the medium that any surgical 
operation could be performed upon him
self while he is thus hypnotized, as pain
lessly as it is upon others who are hyp
notized by mortal hypnotists. Has spirit 
power been known to have been used 
for similar purposes beforci' Can any
one tell us.'"

; Correspondent” writes as follows of 
the Beacon Light Spiritual Church: 

Mr. and Mr8. f'erkins. directors of the 
spiritual meetings at Oil North Clark 
street, are having great success in pre
senting to their audiences such varied 
talent as pleases, instructs and comforts 
the minds of young and old. Mr. Mor
man. a rising, talented violinist, with 
his accompanying pianist. Mr. Depew, 
gave some excellent selections. Miss 
Arnold, a young elocutionist, of more 
than ordinary ability, has favored the 
listeners with recitations and will again. 
Mrs. Dr. Magoou. a pianist and elocu
tionist. with great spiritual power and 
delicacy of .expression, has captured the 
good people with her music aud stirring 
recitations. Miss Loi Winters read an 
original poem written for the occasion, 
entitled Our Mission.’ showing remark-, 
able spiritual inspiration, as she writes 
with apparent ease with no premedita
tion whatever. . Mr. Perkins finds time 
to sandwioh in a song. and. with Mrs. 
Perkins, givestests that are remarkably

I putting him into a deep sleep without 
any sense of. feeling or pain. Placing 
the boy in a clairvoyant state he sent 
him to Melbourne, and he described the 
city, and told the time of day there. I 
was moi e surprised when he sent him to 
luy home in Maine, and while there de
scribed my parents and sisters eating 
dinner. When the influence was taken 
from the boy he said lie felt as though 
he had slept for a week, and tripped 
a\vay. happy as a oluni.’”

Gai-rie Fuller • Woatherford writes: 
in DesSince closing my engagerilent 

Moines, Iowa, in Jufy: which was my 
thud month in that city. I am enjoying 
a needed and welcome vacation among 
relatives and friends. Among the noble 
workers in lowa ts capital city. 1 wish es
pecially. to speak of Messrs. Hammer 
and I-eai-sull. gentlemen with large 
property and business interests who 
Iiav'e done much for Spiritualism: 
Messrs. Castelline and Kirkpatrick, 
physicians; Mr. Harlan, and many 
others, who unselfishly and willingly gid 
forward the work for truth. While

Mrs. A. L. Andre 
writes from Liberal. Mo.

secretary, 
Please state 
will be nothrough your paper ther 

meeting at Catalpa Park this yea,
Mrs. S. E. Bromwell writes that she

closed her Spiritual Endeavor service», 
August z. until September 1. It being 
her birlhdav anniversary, a collation 
was served, donated by the ladies.

Il beni

About 100 were present, all wishing lie: 
success on her trip to Si. Joseph, Mich, 
to locate the lost sleumer Chicora, wis
given by her guides on luesday night, 
January zz. ]81m. the night after the 
Steamer sailed from Milwaukee, She 
expects to receive tho 41.000 offered for 
locating the sunken steamer.

Lucy M. Bitting writes from Des 
Moines. Iowa, that Ainue Whoe.e, and
sister held two Successful seance» for
materialization and trumpet, ii
light. Mr. Wheeler w 
two months last wintei

the
in Des Moines 
and organized

the Iowa Stale Spiritualists’ Association. 
He made a host of friends, who know 
boyond a doubt that ho is a worthy me
dium.

J. M. Holaday writes from Council 
Blulls loi .1: "The Spiritualists held a 
highly satisfactory meeting yesterday 
(Sunday) afternoon m Woodman Hall, 
this city, the exercises being conducted 
by Mrs. Anna Wagner and Mrs. May L. 
Goodu I both of whom were in their 
best tone and trim, and consequently 
gave de l«ed satisfaction. It was the 
fiist appeal anee here of Mrs. Goodrich, 
who is not only a spontaneous talker of 
captivating arts, but a platform test me
dium of almost peerless ability. She 
gave many proofs of spirit presence, in 
some instances pronouncing the names 
of the heavenly visitors, She will con
duct a parlor service on Thursday even
ing of this week at Mr. and Mrs. Ben 
Austin's. I hope she will visit Council 
Blulls regularly; also Mrs. Wagner.”

“Etrusca” writes from Hastings, 
Mich.: "1 am pleased to tell you of some 
wonderful tests which were given 
through the little daughters of Carrie 
Fuller Weatherford—Essie and Ethel, 
aged eight and ten years respectively. 
Not able to always pronounce the words 
which thev see written by the spirit 
friends, they spell them, often giving 
nothing but the letters, descriptions 
and incidents. The smallest child thus 
spelled out several full names of rela
tives and friends for one of-the engi
neers at tho waterworks, and gave de
scriptions and incidents, everything cor
rect. Most of the names were very pe
culiar. The eldest child also gave sim
ilar tests, besides others of a business 
nature. The little ladies are also very 
sweet singers, it is a great treat to 
hear their spiritual songs. Mrs. Weath
erford is a native of this city, formerly 
one of our most successful public school 
teachers, and a respected and loved 
member of social and church circles of 
this city. She has always been consid
ered unusually intellectual, aud a great 
deal oi interest was manifested by her 
church friends on account of the stand 
sho has taken.”

Dr. Magoon is holding meetings with 
excellent success at i’raternity hall, 216 
Grand avenue. Milwaukee, Wis. The 
Doctor can be addressed for en gage
merits.at No. 381 6th street.

H. C. Sessions, prominent as a Spirit
ualist,' in Cortland, N. Y., was in the 
City last week. He assisted in establish
ing tho Freeville Camp, and contem
plates starting another in Pennsylvania. 
The camps that he assists in starting 
seem to prosper. '

Societies wishing the services of A. E. 
Tisdale for the month of October, 1896, 
and the last two Sundays in February, 
1897, may address him at 547 Bank 
street, New London, Ct.

Mr. Frank Harland will be in San 
Jose, Çal., for the next three months, 
where'he will be pleased to receive ap
plications of appointment for platform 
tests and slate-writing. No engage
ments for less than one month desired.

A. E. Tilden,. M, D., writes: “As I 
was a visitor at thé'Central New York 
Camp of Spiritualists, held at Freeville. 
N Y-. the later part of July last, I wish 
to sav a word concerning the good work 
that Bro. J. AV. Dennis, of Buffalo, N. Y., 
has doife at this joint. 1 really believe 
thatwithout hint and his tireless energy 
and push, there would be no camp asso
ciation there to day-.. But. he came, he 
saw and he conquered the situation. He 
gathered around him the best workers 
of the society, and was the means of 
forming an association that bids fair to 
last a long time in the future. As the 
date of next ychrs camp-meeting has 
been fixed for the last Saturday of July, 
1897, Mr. Dennis worked incessantly for 
six weeks to get the camp-meeting un
der way, and he can be justly proud of 
his work. The association is out of debt 
and has a fund on hand to begin next 
Sear’s work with. May Brother Dennis 

ve long to establish çamps that shall 
be like green oases in this desert of un
belief. He claims that a camp, every

accurate in descriptive detail, 
freshing honesty of purpose, 
and hear." .

Dr. A. M. Roberts writes:

with re
come in

On ac-
count of sickness in the family. Mrs. L. 
A. Roberts was suddenly called home 
from the Clinton Camp, where her work 
was giving the best of satisfaction, and 
as she will now remain in the city, she 
will at once tuke up her fall and wintqr 
work. Beginning bundav. August 23. 
she will hold seances for materializa
tions. on Saturday and bundav evenings 
of each week, at 8 o’clock, at her home.
No. 10. bouth Leavitt street."

John A. Hoover, of Philadelphia, fur
nishes the following recent information 
concerning Dr. Henry Slade: "Dr. 
blade, the dear soul, was here in Phila
delphia in early spring, and gave our 
little societies some of his good lectures. 
1 hough he was in very poor health, yet 
the phenomena continued wonderful 
with Elm. He also, in his kind way. 
made presents to the Lyceum of the 
First Association. He went from the 
city, but. about a month ago. he re
turned. sick and in want. I. in my own 
humble way. helped him all 1 could, and 
as he desired to go to Wilmington, bel.. 
I helpedUiim to reach that place. A let
ter from him the other day states that 
he was at the house of a friend, and that 
he would like to get to New VorkCity. 
where he has friends, and where he 
thinks he could get along nicely: but as 
he is unable to travel alone.be would 
like to got an honest man. out of employ
ment. 1 have lost the address of the 
Doctor al Wilmington. Del., and as his 
last letter to me Is without his address. 
1 cannot furnish 11. I think the Doctor 
is a most wonderful medium, and the ex
periences he has had should not be lost 
to the world. The Doctor should have 
time before he leaves the body to gather 
up his wonderful experiences, and put 
them into book form; it would be one of 
the most fascinating books in Modern 
Spiritualism.”

J. A. Harris writes from Harris, Tex.: 
“During a seance at my home several 
days since, while my wife was writing 
automatically, there was something per
ceptible going on under the slate, and 
as my wifi did not know its meaning, 
she turned tho slate over and found un
finished a face with the outlines made 
with something like the dust on the 
wings of a butterfly. In a few moments 
more we might have had something 
wonderful, as it was not finished; could 
not recognize the face.”

Moses Depue, a prominent Methodist 
and farmer, who lives in Pahaquarry 
Township, N. J., in the upper section of 
Warren county, says that while fishing 
in the Delaware River, near the Gap, 
the other day, he saw an apparition 
which resembled the Virgin Mary. Mr. 
Depue says he was busy with his line 
when he heard a sort of sweeping noise, 
like that made by the wind blowing 
through the branches of the trees. On 
looking up the river Mr. Depue says he 
saw a huge white cloud, which arose 
from the stream, and its peculiar color 
made him watch it closely. He declares 
that as it came up out of the river it ap
parently assumed the form of a cross. 
As it rose in the air the cloud parted 
and in the center was the form of a 
beautiful woman. Her face was radiant 
and her dark brown hair fell richly over 
her shoulders. He says the figure was 
robed in white, the garment seeming to 
fall to her feet without the usual girdle 
about the waist. As the apparition ap
proached the New Jersey shore it be
came dazzling in splendor and he fell to 
the bottom of the boat, so dazed was he 
by the strange sight.- When Mr. Depue 
recovered from his fright the vision had 
disappeared.”

Mrs. Thos. Kennedy writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “The Spiritualists of San 
Jose, Cal., are enjoying the circles of 
Frank Harland, recently from Australia. 
Attending one of his seances, being a 
skeptic and going out of curiosity, I saw 
by the phenomena manifested that there 
must be some greater power than the 
medium could produce, he sitting before 
a plain cabinet, with a sitter on each 
side, holding his -hands! Hands of all 
sizes appeared. Slates handed into the 
cabinet were written on by spirit friends 
who gave advice to earth friends, and 
signed full names in their own hand
writing. Three slates were covered 
with fine oil paintings, wet, as if just 
from the artist’s brush. Receiving my 
brother s signature to a message on a 
slate handed me through the cabinet, I 
made appointment for a private sitting 
the next day. I held a pair of slates in 
my hand, one pair being under my feet. 
In the course of fifteen minutes they 
were covered with writing in different 
colors’, answering all of my questions in 
a most satisfactory way; also guiding 
riie how to develop my mediumistic pow
ers. Mr, Harland gar6 me evidence of 
his psychic powers by having me go in
to the public sitting-room, and make a 
pin-hole iu the-wall; also one in a morn
ing paper. Going back, I blindfolded 
him, when he took me by the hand and 
found the holes, both in the wall and in 
the newspaper. • In the meantime a boy 
came into the office with some printed 
matter and complained of a sleepy, tired 
feeling. Mr. Harland made a few 
passes over him, and psychologized him

there, we were very elegantly enter
tained at different limes by Mesdames 
1-earsall, Hammer and Smith. I wish 
especially to mention Miss Carrie 
Kaiser, whom we soon hope to hear of 
in rostruip work, and R. W. E. Caster
line. M. D.. who devplopeu a very fine 
magnetic healing gift in my class, and 
to bespeak the kindness of Spiritualists 
for these new instruments, who are edu
cated. refined and respected members of 
society. My little daughters. Essie and 
Ethel, wish to express their thauks to C. 
1-uyson Longley tor the unexpected gift 
of six of his beautiful songs. Spiritual
ists who think we have no song life 
should send for his publications. His 
music is superb and words inspiring. 
My little daughters. I am pleased to say 
to my friends, are giving surprising 
tests. Their singing of spiritual songs 
is proving very popular indeed and a 
great attraction, societies wishing my 
services for lectures, tests, and inspira
tional songs, will do well to address me 
immediately for fall work, at Alaska. 
Kent Co.. Mich."

Bishop A. Beals will close his en
gagement ut Oakland. Gal.. Sunday. Au
gust 24, and returns to Summerland, 
where he can be addressed for engage
ments for the coming fall and winter.

The Los Angeles Herald contains the 
following in reference to the Redondo 
(Cal.) Spiritualist Camp: "The Spiritual
ists held a well attended meeting at 
their camp to-day. notwithstanding tfie 
strong counter attractions. Prof. J. S. 
Loveland delivered a moving address, 
after, which Prof. A. E. Whitelaw 
played a delightful violin solo and Mrs. 
Emma Sherwood sang a beautiful 60I0. 
The afternoon was devoted to a test 
meeting by tne mediums of the camp, 
among whom was the celebrated medi
um. Maud Lord Drake. W. P. Haworth 
will lecture this evening, and Maud 
Freitag will conduct the usual tests. 
To-morrow the spiritualistic features of 
the camp-meeting will be addresses by 
W. P. Haworth and J. S. Loveland, witli 
tests by Mrs. D. N. Place and Mrs. 
Weeks-Wright."

Oscar A. Edgerly has recently filled 
very successful engagements at the fol
lowing named camp-meetings: Onset. 
Muss., Luke Pleasant. Mass., and Tem
ple Heights. Me. His next engagement 
is with the Vicksburg. Mich., camp
meeting. Owing to the financial 
troubles of a society with which Mr. 
Edgerly was engaged for October and 
November, he at present has a part of 
October and the whole of November at 
his disposal. He will be pleased to hear 
from secrotarys of societies desirous of 
engaging a trance speaker and test me
dium for the time above specified. Ad
dress him at 43 Market street. Newbury
port. Mass.

G. E. Dent writes: "At the annual 
meeting of the Medium's Protective 
Union, at Haslett Park. Mich., the fol
lowing officers were elected: President. 
G.E. Dent. Vicksburg: vice-president. 
Win. N. Means. Williamston: secretary. 
Mrs. J. M. Walton. Jackson: treasurer, 
jerry BncKer, lona; director, 1'. F. uier, 
Lansing.”

The Michigan City News, of August 
3, says, “The Michigan City and Chica
go people, who are camping out about 
two miles down the west beach, are 
having a very enjoyable outing. With 
the party is Georgiana McIntyre of 
Chicago, a mystic, who gives readings 
on the inner life and who deals with the 
higher class of spiritual and astral phi
losophy.” Mrs. McIntyre is now at her 
home, 1891 Washington boulevard, 
where she will be pleased to see her 
friends.

TEMS FROM THE TWO WORLDS, LON
DON, ENGLAND.

Prof. Crookes, the scientist, became a 
Spiritualist. He is the author of the 
following works: Select. Methods in 
Chemical Analysis, Manufacture of 
Beet-root Sugar in England, Handbook 
of Dyeing and Calico Printing, the Gen
esis of the Elements, Radiant Matter, 
Spectroscopy, a Manual of Dyeing and 
Tissue Painting, and an English adap
tion of Kerl’s Treatise on Metallurgy. 
He has also translated from the'German, 
Reimann s Aniline and its Derivatives, 
Wagner's Chemical Technology, and 
Auerbach’s Anthraven and its Deriva
tives; and, from the French, Ville’s Ar
tificial Manures.

Mediumship manifests itself in a vast 
variety of forms, but for practical pur
poses writers should not deal with mere 
hearsay, but should write only what 
they know.

The painful side of impersonating me
diumship often arises out of ignorant 
and officious meddlers, yet people who 
are sympathetic, and act from the best 
of motives. I have found that it is not 
Wise to meddle, handle or talk to a me
dium when going through an impersona
tion.

Psychic influences at times are very 
obstinate, and will not be removed, 
neither by_change of surroundings, em
ployment, or magnetizing; nay, I hgve 
on occasion, and often, found that mag
netizing, to take away pains that have 
been left by a dislodged control, has 
been more mischievous than good. The 
best method in my experience, to get 
rid of disagreeable psychic elements, is 
to change the employments of the mind, 
and seek to forget the casual circum
stances that have produced the painful 
results.

For the development of impersona
tion, you require a circle, small, select, 
and consisting of people honest of pur
pose aud good intent.' Frivolous, aim
less folks have no business sitting at such 
a circle, for they bring conditions that 
allow of spirits that are best avoided,' to 
have an opportunity that they should 
not have until such times as they have 
thrown off much of their earth-life.

Our perceptions do not explain our in
telligence. It is our intelligence alone 
which "explains our perceptions.

The work of Spiritualism has been 
iconoclastic. It has been well done in 
that direction. The better classes of 
thinking people have been made ’to see 
the fallacy of “a plan of salvation.” 
With that, necessarily, has gone the 
doctrine of a vicarious atonement, by 
the blood of Christi That gone, the 
whole list of past and present systems of 
religion, appears in its mythological 
nakedness. . ■

Milo carried the calf' nay by day until 
it grew into a bullock, so a medium, by 
development, arrives at a stage when he

can do what MHmce dared not attempt.
Personally you have an atmosphere 

that belongs Jbjyour inner nature, and 
its character xispends upon the mental 
and moral operations within.

To the medium I would say. let vour- 
self go if circumstances about you are 
suitable, and you feel confident in tho 
people near VQU.

Because a neighbor cannot see as you 
do, is no reason for condemning him. 
Keep on the pleasant side of the road. 
Present youri viows illuminated by the 
sunshine of brotherly love, and backed 
up by living example of their practical 
benefit, and yp;i should you fail to con
vince. consolg yourself with the thought 
that you have, perchance, prepared 
ground upon which someone may sow 
seed that shall result in u bountiful har
vest.

1 hat consciousness is never manifested 
except in the presence of cerebral mat
ter, or of something like it. there cannot 
be a question; but this is a very differ
ent thing from its being a property of 
such matter, in the sense in which po
larity is a property of the magnets or ir
ritability of protoplasm.

It is a serious matter developing me
diumship. because, by some act of yours, 
you might do a measureless amount of. 
harm to a medium by ignorant tamper
ing with lijs conditions. One of the 
many forms that the impersonating me
dium manifests, is. tho how people pass 
away into Spirit-life. The last scenes of 
mosl individual lives are solemn, pain
ful and heartrending. The agonv of 
separation, the loss that is not measura
ble. and which the spirit dreads, add 
terrors to the soene. and make the man
ifestation thereof anything but a pleas
ant circumstance.

Spirits do come back, and they do re
turn with vivid recollections of their 
last hours upon earth, and with painful 
clearness they sometimes recall in the 
medium all those scenes through which 
thev passed in (.hat final battle with an 
invisible though not unfelt foenian. 
Tamful: nay. heart-crushing, is the 
scene. What is to be done? The me
dium appears to suffer keenly: the body 
writhes and twists in agony, according 
to the nature of the disease of the con
trolling spirit, or is still in a death-like 
swoon, from wlnoh you think he will 
never wake. - Be patient, my friend: it 
is the work of the spirit trying to teach 
thee an invaluable lesson. Don’t touch: 
be calm; let silence reign supreme, ajid 
that still form will pass througli its 
work, and the medium and the spirit 
will be benefltted thereby. But meddle, 
get excited, rub the body, shout at the 
person, or try to awake him by any 
means rather than patiently waiting, 
and the harm you- will do won’t be set 
right for many a day after, and a life
long mischief may be done. The playing 
of some musical instrument, or the sing
ing of a hymn, soft and low. in tendèr 
harmony, yields a jovous magnetic flow, 
that brings peace and contentment into 
all hearts, and this supplies the neces
sary energy for'the accomplishment of 
the test.

I think it vite Sir Isaac Newton who 
declared that"'‘the Incarnation of God 
is not less abdfiriF than the Impanation 
of God. or Gbd’“in a piece of bread.” 
And Evansominliftitained that "a virgin 
daughter producing her father, and a 
creature giving birth to her Creator, is 
a blasphemous, tìnpiety." Jerome held 
that "those .who. coniess the Trinity, 
must bid farewqlkto science." The doc
trine of the Liunity. I may observe, was 
an open question ¡with the Church until 
the fourth century, when Athanasius 
unfortunately -cairned the day against 
the earnest .pnoteet of Anus. This may 
be taken as an. illustration of how Chris
tianity has developed. ♦

Mr. T. W. H. Myers, who has made 
automatic writing a subject of prolonged 
and careful investigation, says that in 
some of the automatic messages re
ceived he cannot-avoid the conviction 
that it is the "departed personality" 
which originates them.

Mr. John Slater has been to Birming- 
nam lor a snort, visu, ana 1 can only re
port that from beginning to end his se
ances were most successful. To attempt 
to give any particulars would be a mis- 
take( for in every case the same word, 
“success,” would have to be used, and to 
adorn that simple word with any com
mon-place adjective would spoil it. We 
have no good adjectives in everyday use 
in Birmingham that could be applied- 
well, hardly any; there is one, a very 
popular one, but I am doubtful of its be
ing quite applicable or respectable 
enough. '

“I feel like singing all the time,” says 
the popular hymn, but the Spiritualist 
should be singing all the time, for the 
black shadows have gone from his life. 
Spiritualism will yet bring back mirth 
to an almost mirthless people, and ban
ish super-solemnity forever. John Slater 
is doing hisdiest to help to this end.

It is always wise to act in unison with 
the spirits; to oppose and to generate a 
sense of dread is only to make mischief, 
and to harm your powers. A quiet con
fidence that you will not and cannot 
come to hurt is a reserve of power that 
is not measurable, and lends strength to 
the spirits. I know what objections you 
can raise, but every objection can be set 
aside by you, if you will culture yourself. 

-I, de- not mean book-reading; I mean 
personal soul culture—the creation of 
ideals of conduct and life in your mind, 

-and endeavors in conduct to realize 
them. .

I am aware that whatever be your 
character and culture, you are liable to 
be overshadowed by spirits who are not 
like yourself, but if you exercise your 
mental and moral capacities, you will 
draw into your surroundings spirits cor
responding to yourself, and who will set 
a watch and ward over you, so as to pre
vent any permanent harm being done 
you by the sundry spirits who may come 
and control.

To spirits, j a, developing medium is 
more or less ‘ a, moving Tight, and as 
moths are attracted by its presence, so 
also are certain spirits. It is, therefore, 
wise to avoid p^rt^in places, persons and 
things, if yotrJfvbuld léave away from 
you certain disagreeable company. I 
know that the iQwly ones need uplift- 
ment, but it. is’hot everybody that is 
equal to the*, wqrk, and so prudence is 
needed, especially when you are young 
as a medium. -■ _

Dr. J. M. Pepbtes, although 75 years of 
age, seems likely‘¡to succeed in carrying 
out his own advicq of living to be 100, 
and growing old gracefully. He is hale 
and hearty, and not only carrying on a 
Health Home, with a" large medical 
practice, but publishes a monthly called 
"The Temple.of Real th,” which is full 
of interesting matter. In addition he 
finds lime to work for Spiritualism, and 
has just issued !a pamphlet on “Who 
Are These Spiritualists? and What Is 
Spiritualism?” which contains the testi
mony of upwards of one hundred emi
nent people. .

We need schools, not churches. Col
leges of health, not hospitals for disease. 
Unity for the common good, not warfare. 
Greater liberty for and incentives to 
well doing, not punishments. Equality 
of opportunity, and help for the weak 
and incompetent, not competitive strug
gling. The right to live—to learn, to 
love, and to be happy, not to simply ex
ist. The right to the necessities of life, 
not the much to the few and the little to 
the many. Aye, the right to use our 
talents in the best way, and for the good 
of all; and thus establish the much 
talked of Brotherhood of Man.

SPIRIT PICTURES.
Wonderful Paintings by Un 

seen Hands.

A Marvelous Work oi Mediums.

THE PROCESS IS CONDUCTED 11Y THE 
BANGS SISTERS—PICTURES ARE PRO
DUCED IN THE SAME ROOM WITH THE 
SUTER HEPHESEN'l'ING THE PERSON 
HE HAS IN HIS MIND—PERFECT IN 
COLORING AND OUTLINE—SOME ¡IL
LUSTRATIONS. L

.A most iwonderful exhibition of the 
workings of the psychic laws, says the 
Clinton (Iowa) llerald. is the portrait 
painting conducted by the Bangs sisters, 
who are now at the campgrounds at Mt. 
Pleasant Park. The image of the sit
ter s mind is placed ou canvas by spirit 
hands, with marvelous fidelity of color
ing afi$ outline.

The Bangs sisters. Lizzie and May. 
have their home in Chicago, at Nos. 3 
and 4 Elizabeth street. Ihe fame of 
their discovery is wide-spread, for tfiB 
portrait painting is new to even medi
ums. , ■

I he pictures resemble pastels and 
water colors. The exact composition 
ot the material is unknown, «and proba
bly only a chemical test could determine 
the ingredients.

The manner in which the picture is 
produced is this: I he person who wishes 
tho portrait sits in the room. The can
vas, for either a life-size or a three-quar
ters, is stretched on a frame, leaning 
against the legs of the table, and is hid
den from view bv a curtain thrown over 
it and ite supports. The Bangs sisters 
are in the room, and remain with the 
Bitter, if he desires. At intervals, if the 
spirits signify their willingness, it is 
permitted the sitter to raise a corner of 
the curtain and peep at the canvas, 
where the picture is gradually growing. 
In two hours or less the picture is com
pleted. The sitter need only think of 
thq person whose image he wishes por
trayed. He must conjure up in his 
mind the features he longs to behold on 
the canvas. This is the most wonderful 
part ef it all. Thue the subject can be 
pictured at any period of life.

Among those who have obtained high
ly prized portraits through the Bangs 
sisters are Mr. and Mrs. Sol. Seeley, of 
Sterling. Mr. Seeley had painted a pic
ture of his father. Col. k. Seeley, of 
Profeetstown. a remarkable likeness, 
finely executed. The couple also had 
their own portraits painted. These pic
tures can be seen at the camp, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Seeley can be interviewed on 
the subject. Mr Steve Pond. Morrison, 
has a picture of his wife in her wedding 
gown.

Mr, Pond is over eighty years of age. 
He had no portraits of Ins wife at all. 
and much desired one. Ihe picture 
mentioned above is remarkable from the 
fact that it represents his wife of forty 
years ago. in her old-fashioned dress. 
Mr. Pond prizes it highly. There are 
many others who have availed them
selves of this power of the Bangs sisters, 
to obtain portraits of loved ones who 
have longed since passed to higher life.

There is cited the instance of a man 
whose wife, and infant child, born but a 
few hours ere it was taken away, had 
gone before to a brighter land. He 
earnestly desired tljeir pictures. One 
time for a number of nights in succes
sion he beheld his wife at his bedside 
and a little ourly-headed child playing 
near. Though he was not sure this was 
his babe, he hoped it was. He went to 
the Bangs sisters and decided to have a 
picture of his wife. He also wished to 
himself that he might have one of his 
child also. What was hissurprlse when 
the painting was done, to behold on the 
canvas the two images he had seen in 
his lonely room on those nights. Many 
other miraculous instances might be 
cited of the work oi spirit artists. To 
the average person, when he compre
hends the fact that no other portrait or 
likeness need be exhibited, that the 
sitter is required to only bring up in his 
mind the original of the picture he 
wishes, these paintings seem wonderful. 
To those who nave nothing but memory 
with which to perpetuate dear ones, the 
process is surely most grateful. The 
cost is moderate—not half what the act
ual picture, if painted by any good ar
tist, would bring.

In order to test the truth of the state
ment that these pictures are really .the 
work of spiritual agency, the Bangs 
sisters will allow the sitter to nail the 
canvas, on its frame, in a box, and the 
picture will be painted in spite of the 
obstructions. There is no possibility of 
deception. Scientists and Spiritualists 
together are interested in this process. 
The Bangs sisters can be seen at the 
Pansy cottage on the camp grounds, and 
will doubtless be pleased te talk to 
those persons interested in this spirit 
painting.

They are exceedingly pleasant ladies, 
and have a vast store of information to 
impart to sympathetic listeners. Their 
power as mediums is well known, while 
their reputation upholds whatever as
sertions they may make. They are 
probably consulted ottener, and surely 
as often, as any mediums on the grounds. 
Of course, just now their chief occupa
tion is answering inquiries concerning 
their paintings and in attending to the 
duties connected with the production of 
the portraits. They have been cogni
zant of this process only a few years and 
it is a new discovery in the line of psy
chic research. What it may lead to no 
one can guess. The Bangs sisters have 
ever been in thè lead of progressive 
thought, and have been highly favored 
in their efforts. This is shown by their 
wonderful pictures, and by the many 
people who claim their time and serv
ices.

Saturday. She was followed. Sunday 
morning, by that able, willing and de
termined Micfiigan pioneer. Dr. A. B. 
Spinney, who most thoroughly cleared 
the ground and paved the Spiritualistic 
highway, as he marched straight for
ward through a discourse, wide in its 
range of . thought and well expressed. 
Uiuknig a wonderfully good impression 
upon all lus hearers, and distinguishing 
hunself as man of broad thought and 
»ide experience. Ho will undoubtedly 
do much good work in the future. The 
Doctor was followed, in the afternoon, 
by Mi s. Richings: and again, on Tues
day afternoon, when sho completely out
did horsolf. She was obliged to take 
a hurried departure, to continue her 
work at Lake Fleasant Gamp. Mass. 
Our best wishes go with her in her work 
for the betterment of humanity. We 
will continue our meeting until August 
30, as announced, hoping to reach many 
strangers to our philosophy, and lead 
them to tho light that thev may be en
abled to see all that is about them: and 
seeing, understand. .

John S. Phillips. Seo.

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
Mrs. C. M. Nickerson and Mrs. Helen 

l almer Russeque are the present speak
ers at Lake Brady. Both these ladies 
have fine oratorical powers. The former 
seems to soar, eagle-like, into the high
er realms of spiritual thought, which 
the ordinary mind cannot comprehend, 
but the latter seems to receive it from 
that point and feed it to the people.

Mr. and Mrs. Kates, with Prof. Jo
seph Singer and son. musicians, have 
just closed a very satisfactory engage
ment here. Mr. Kates is a nne elocu
tionist as well as lecturer. Mrs. Katos 
is a gifted speaker and lest medium. 
Her German control. "Fritz.” often 
convulsed the audience with merriment 
by his odd sayings. Mrs. Kates also 
read character from the sound of the 
voice, spoken while she was blindfolded. 
The Singers, with mandolin, harp and 
violin, produced some of the sweetest 
music ever heard at Lake Brady. A 
concert, given Sunday evening, al which 
local talent assisted, would have graced 
any opera house.

Speaking of music, we cannot refrain 
from mentioning the sweet singing of 
Mrs. Elsie and Mrs. Archer, that have 
added such charms to the auditorium 
during the season. Their services have 
been given freely and have been fully 
anproeiated.

toung Mr. Willkison. who made such 
a fine addition to our orchestra with his 
sweet-toned violin, has returned to his 
home in Meadville. Pa.

Moses Harmon, editor of Lucifer, has 
been with us a week or more. The mar
tyrdom of imprisonment and social os
tracism this man has suffered for con
science’ sake commands our respect, no 
matter how we may differ wnh him as 
to ideas of reform.

Is. J. Bowtell gave a lecture on 
incarnation'’ Monday forenoon, 
deserved a larger audience Ilian c
gathered on a camp-ground out: 
the regular meetings.

Lake Brady has a boy medium. 
Starr, from the Hocking Valley c
gions. He is 14 years old and small for 
his age. with a piping, childish voice. 
Last evening the writer sat in Tony's 
circle, which consisted of six people, in
cluding the little medium. Two trum
pets were placed in the center of the 
circle, and we joined hands, two and 
two. No other persons were in the 
room, or to my knowledge in the house. 
Master Tony extinguished the light and 
almost immediately the manifestations 
began. This consisted of voices, all 
along the scale, from the lowest bass to 
the highest treble. They sang, laughed, 
shouted and whispered, sometimes keep
ing time with the trumpet, or joining in. 
the singing of "Lull for the Shore. ' 
etc.—very much out of lune. One trum
pet became so animated as to sail around 
over our heads, while a voice issued 
from it. singing "Beulah Land.’ in a key 
too high for any of us to reach.

One voice called Itself "Squaw 
Trixy,” and claimed to be a control. 
One or two others spoke as though fa
miliars of the medium.

All in the circle received communica
tions with first names, and sometimes 
tho last names of departed friends.

The boy came his two hundred mile 
journey alone to Lake Brady, and is his 
own manager. He has plenty of confi
dence and faith in his own mediumship, 
and has given a number of clairvoyant 
tests. To-day ho is hammering away 
on a wire cage in which he promises to 
sit this evening, placed there and 
guarded by a committee, with the trum
pets outside during the manifestations.

The Wadsworth business-men are. 
having a very large picnic here to-day, 
Quite a number attended the Spiritual-
ist meetings. Miss Maggie Gaule, the 
test medium, singled them out and sur
prised some of them with descriptions 
of spirit friends. To one man she said:

“You are not a believer ip Spiritual
ism. You were never at such a meet
ing as this before. There comes to you 
a lady; she calls you ‘Ed.’ and says, 
‘From the hospital to the train; from the 
train to the grave. Oh! how I suffered, 
but it is all over aud I am so happy to 
come to you.’ ”

The gentleman, though much moved 
by being thus confronted, admitted it 
was all correct. Mrs. M. McCaslin.

VICKSBURG CAMP, MICHIGAN.

AU Is Serene and Prosperous.

fjie auditorium. It is well attended bj 
young and old from far and near.
. Besides the dances, we have a larg( 
number of informal entertainments. 
su»li as arc conducive to the pleasure of 
all visitors. .

Notwithstanding the dull times, the 
attendance han been large from the first
and is constantly increasing.

Joseph King, the materializing medi
um, of Fipestone, M Ich.. has just arrived.

M. Donovan, the slate-writer) 
iner Riley, and other mediums ara 

expected almost aiiv day.
Among the noted guests are Henry 

Nesbitt aud son, from North Dakota: 
M.s. L. L. D. Jacobs, better known here 
as "mother of the camp:” Mi- Wm 
J’ury, the noted violin maker, of Cold* 
water, Mich.; Miss Marie.
of Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, is 
part of her college vacation 
Mabel Fraser, the belle of 
has a neat little tent pitch 
season. ' .

I hav£ the honor and the pleasure of 
being here under the auspices of the 
management. Irom this camp 1 shall 
go directly to my home in Cleveland. O-' 

. W. A. Mansfield. M. D. __ *•
Grand Ledge C^mp.\

Grand Ledge Camp Association heli} 
its second annual election of officers and 
business meeting August 14 in its spa
cious auditorium. It he meeting was 
called to o.der by Mrs. A. L. bheets 
vice-president. The secretary. J. P 
Russell, read the minutes of the last 
meeting, after which the secretary and 
treasurer, Mr. Geo. H " *Sheets, madj

Saul report 
to be in good

i so amended that 
association shall

payan annual membership fee of one 
dollar.

Ihe ti ustees elected to hlt-fhe places 
of J. I. Russell and Geo. IL Sheets and 
one to fill the vacancy made bv the res
ignation of W. W. Howe, whose health 
has failed so as to make It necessary for 
him to icsi^n, were as follows: E. (J. 
Russell, Geo. H. Sheets and J. P. Rusi 
sell. After the

us follows: E O.

e meeting
M AD

11 vi q 
treasurer.

and J. 1-, Russell, secretary.
the board have their leases ready and 

a number of lots have been leased. Two
collages have been built this yeai 
more will be built before another

' and 
year.

A good dining-hull wflh sleeping-rooms 
abo.e » ill aloo bu built before another
camn-meeling, aud also a collage for 
mediums.

ihe association has just closed a very 
successful meeting and are to be con
gratulated upon the fine buildings al
ready on the grounds and other improv^ 
ments, and we bespeak for them a suc
cessful vamp and resorting ground. Na
ture has certainly lavished her gifts in

B OIIiu

iderson. trance speaker and 
a, is now lu the citv. and can 
:d for j^gaveinents at 027

THE ELIMINATOR
—OR-

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

B. WESTBROOK.
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For Sale at this Office.
Researches m 'orientai History.

W. BROWN. M. D.
Fol. 13/no. 407 I'ayen. Cloth. $1.50.

GEixERaij l»i viSiON.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY.
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIFATION OE CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I
The whole comprises an oarnest but frulilces tiearch 

for n Historical Jesus.
Ip tlflfa volume the Jews ero clearly ehowo not U) 

have been tbe holy anu favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea fa traced to the 1)m- 
(rlan Philosopher, 2S50 years U. C., and its history la 
outlined, following tbo waves of emigration, until n 11 
fully developed into Cliristhinltv. with u myi l.lcnl hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, eoun niter the comnwucemont 
of tbc Christian era. •

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its con 
tral hero are mythiral: that the whole ayatein is basM 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, tearand force; mid that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dognnu aud superstitions ap 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast rfr 
search among the records of tho past; its facts ar0 
mostly gleaned from i'lirbtinii authority: mid no per
son can read It without i istruction «iud protit. whether 

.-Uc reaelics. the «imi* conrlii>lom> with the author on
Tor ».ale :<t tliis uilicc.

Island Lake Camp-Meeting.
Our camp still continues in a strong, 

lively condition. We still have Mr. 
and Mrs. Menough, the independent 
slate-writing mediums, with us, doing 
good work as usual.

Mr. M. M. Henry, the clairvoyant and 
spirit-telegrapher, is also with us, giv
ing perfect satisfaction. A very re
markable, circumstance occurred with 
this medium on Friday, August 14, 
when, after the regular lecture, a com
mittee was selected to choose a certain 
card, number and word, the medium be
ing at his room in the hotel with two of 
the .committee. In a few minutes he 
wrote upon a sheet of paper the name of 
a card, a number and a word. When 
the two committees met it was found 
that the card, number and word wrote 
by Mr. Henry, the medium, correspond
ed exactly with the selections made at 
the auditorium,- three hundred feet from 
the medium 'when he wrote the selec
tions. The card selected was the Ace 
of Clubs; the number, “168", and the 
word “some.” This test was good proof 
to the large audience. After the camp 
closes Mr. Henry expects to locate at 
Detroit and practice his peculiar phase, 
that of spirit telegraphy.
. When Mrs. Helen Stuart Richings ar
rived suddenly at our camp, the remark 
was made: “She will do well if she en
lists the sympathies of our campers suf
ficiently to receive the praises of the 
majority, following, as she does, so many 
of our favorites and being a compara
tive stranger to so many of us.” Yet, 
this is precisely what she accomplished 
upon her first introduction here, last

The Thirteenth Annual Camp-meeting 
of Vicksburg, Midi., commenced August 
7. The camp is located in a charming 
grove, one-half mile south of the pretty 
little city of Vicksburg, and twelve 
miles south of Kalamazoo.

Miss Jeannette Fraser, a modest and 
dignified little woman, manages the pro
ceedings of the entire camp; that is to 
say, she is president, vice-president, 
secretary, treasurer, trustees and over
seer of the grounds. So far as I can 
learn, all questions concerning the meet
ing are settled without dispute. This 
strong-minded little woman is busy from 
early morning till late at night, looking 
after the welfare of the campers. She 
moves about the grove and among the 
visitors like a ray of sunshine.
C-Besides the hotel, dining-room and 
auditorium, there are several cottages: 
and also about seventy tents pitched in 
the grove.

E. W. Sprague, that soul-stirring ora
tor, is chairman for the entire meeting, 
besides which he will deliver several 
lectures; he and Mrs. Sprague also are 
excellent public test mediums, and one 
or the other is engaged to follow nearly,, 
all lectures with tests from the rostrum.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, the sweet 
singer of the soul, has just completed a 
series of four remarkable lectures, and 
departed in company with Mr. Rich
mond, for Lake George Camp.

Mr. and Mrs. Sprague will oceupy the 
rostrum with lectures and tests from 
August 14 to 18. J. Frank Baxter will 
follow them and continue until the 23rd; 
then Mr. and Mrs. Sprague will be on 
again until the 27th, tnen comes Mr. O'. 
A. Edgerly for the finish, closing the 
meeting on the 30th. ■
"West’s orchestra, of Battle Creek, 

furnish the instrumental'music for the 
season. The Fletcher sisters, of Men
don, Mich., with Miss Pellet for accom
panist, charm the daily audiences with 
vocal solos and duets.

Every Friday night a hop is iu given

Its
HYPNOTISM)

Facts, Theories and Related
Phenomena, with Explana

tory Anecdotes, Descrip
tions and Reminis

cences.
"DY CARL SEXTUS. THE ROOK IS 

largely a record of ibe facts and demonstration! 
which tho autbor^iM fecD^Ueard-Ot or pretented in 
hie own experiments. The lifitory of the various 
phase* of tho science Is succinctly presented, and tbs 
various theories clearly stated. Mapy of the experi
ments described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen* 
oral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student, The work is a .handsome volume of $0q 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, Vor sale at
the ofllcc of The Pkoohessttk TuiNriB,

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

at a Leader of Annies. By Mdses Hull. TIiIiIf. nt 
once the most truthful hlsiory of Joan of Arc. and 
one of the most convincing nrginncnt« on SpIrliunliMu 
Overwritten. No novel was ever more thrlllhigiy in
teresting; no history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 2." cents. For sale at this oilier.

A
SPIRITUAL HARP. ’

Collection of Vocal Music ibr the 
Choir, Congregation and Social 

Circles.
By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; B. H. Bailey, 

Musical Editor. New cd.tion. Culled from a wldf 
field of literature with the most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul oi 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues oj 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and ndepted to all 
occasions, It Is doubtless the most attractive work oi 
the kind ever tnbllshcd. Ils beautiful songs, duetl 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accbm* 
pantment, adapted both to public meetings aud tho 
eoclal circles. Cloth, »2.00. VosLnse 14 cents.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful ffcnui, with 

: music and chorus, In book form. By 0.1*. x.ouciey 
Price 11.25. Postago t5 cents. . •

alone.be
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Sfeci

Thifi Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium .

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at . Berlin Heights, Ohio.

C. S. Galion, Ohio: Q. (1) Do children 
grow in Spirit-life? .
• (2) Where do they go after passing 
from this life?
• (3) Why are not more refined persons 
chosen for mediums?

A. (1) Life is continuous, and tho de
velopment begun hero is perfected in 
the next. Bishop Bowman relates how 

.When near to death by fever,- in a state 
bordering on insensibility and trance, 
he saw a spirit, with garments more ra
diantly beautiful than anything be had 
ever dreamed, of. She spoke to him, 
saying, “Father, do you not know me? 
Iain your daughter, who died twenty 
years ago, when only two years old." and 
then he said he remembered, and he 
firmly believed that it was the spirit of 
his daughter who came to him, she hav
ing grown tall -and beautiful in her an
gel life.

(2) There is no arbitrary command 
for the spirit to leave its earthly home, 
and it lingers as long as tho attraction 
is greatest, but usually friends arc pres
ent who lead it away to their abode; es
pecially children are received by loving 
firms and made welcome by warmest^i- 
fection. . ■ /

(3) Mediums are not “chosen," and 
are used because there are 110 others 
more desirable. Medi’umshlp does not 
depend on moral character or refine
ment, but organization. The character 
pf the spiritual beings attracted is de
termined in a great measure thereby. 
Purityj Integrity and cultured intelli
gence are preferable, but the idiotic 
Blind Tom may become a medium for 
h master of music. A thirsty traveler 
will drink, from a broken fountain, nor 
ask for a silver chalice from which to 
slake his thirst.

T. M. T.: Q. Who was the originator 
of the "World’s Parliament of Relig
ions?” .

A. That great honor must be given 
to Charles C. Bonney, a Chicago lawyer, 
A man of deep religious convictions and 
broadest views, he performed the most 
difficult task of bringing together such 
an assembly as never before met by the 
dictates of kingly potentate or priestly 
dictator. ■

T. J. Aùrand: Q. Can you, recQnij 
mend a good hypnotist? • *

A. Dr. Carl Sextus, Chicago. ‘ ’

•K, J. Stern: Q. Are we to accept 
the statement of the book “Eon and 
Eona,” their many reincarnations, and 
the established order of the Sun Angel 
Order of Light, as true?

A. The doctrine of reincarnation, as 
has been repeatedly stated in this de
partment, is utterly opposed to the spir
itual philosophy, and is antagonistic to a 
scientific (accurate) view of life in the 
physical or spiritual state. Hence any 
book having tliatdootrine for its founda
tion must be erroneous, not only in this 
respect, but in all the inferences and de
ductions drawn therefrom.

dissolvable with the cppsenl pf the par
ties. \ < 7 fefe';

Is this true? ' '; ’ X. v '
As far as marital laws 'protp.ct the 

rights of the cp.niractiug parties and 
their offspring, it is like other contracta, 
while beyond these .lijjn.tq’it becomes 
subject to higher law’s. :

A legal contrhc.t, if justly made, ,wheu 
fulfilled, leaves the contracting parties 
as they were before it' was made. If the 
marriage relation is assumed, can the- 
contracting parties make restitutiod, 
çnd is ill not impossible to. fulfill its ob- 
•ligationB except with au entire and dp- 
voted life? Furthermore, the institua 
tion, with all its enactments, looks bè- 
youd, to children as a third party, who,, 
although outside of, absolutely depend 
on its provisions. It is assuredly erro
neous to term such an agreement a le
gal contract, to be annulled liko any 
other which may be annulled at any 
time by the desire of ope or both of the 
parties. . ,

The rights which grow out of mar
riage may be defined by law, but i>o hu
man enactments can reach, the subtile 
relations of souls. Estates, real and 
personal, may be measured and appor
tioned by law; the heart lies beyond its 
province. Sacred and holy are its rela
tions, and so far as it is concerned mar
riage becomes a divine sacrament; the 
jolden chalice in which the mutual 
ives of parants and offspring are 
pressed by generous hands to willing 
''P5-

<•'" Marriage demands honor, truthful
ness and fidelity. While love is fpee to 
choose, it is not free to east aside duties 
once assumed.

If allowed to decide with every mo
mentary whim, there could be no mar
riage, which by its nature contemplates 
and presupposes permanency. The 
pledges of love .are exchanged under the 
assurance of unehangeableness, for love 
is prophetic and recognizes with clear 
prescience itq demand^,

Conjugal love is exclusive, because it 
presciently feels what science is slowly 
but surely revealing, the great and im
perishable influence the parents have 
over each other through the parental 
act. The very being of the mother is 
moulded by the force which fashions the 
germ after the father. She assimilates : 
and becomes like him. It is a union 
more close than were the'same blood to 
pass through their united veins, and be
yond this, in the domain of subtile mag
netism, as yet almost unheeded, are 
more delicate blendings.

The attraction &nd repulsion which 
finer natures experience, and which aro 
remorselessly sacrificed to convenience 
or interest, are the sure guides to proper 
unions, and the health, beauty and de
velopment of offspring. qre directly re
lated to their satisfaction and balance, 
for they express the primal condition of 
the spirit,, which builds ù'p thé physical 
body. •

The suffering which flows from ruth
lessly ignoring conjugal love, both men- 

'tai; and physical. Is "beyond expression. 
?jÿèUrànsmiBsion of disease, long latent 
1$ the father, is the most -obvious evi
dence of the foregoing statements. The 
poison may not appear in the same form 
as in the father, but attacking the weak
est organs of the mother, appear in con
sumption, nervous debility, scrofula or 
cancer. Or it may fail to appear in the 
mother, and attack her children, or,

TEN-FLflSHÊS FROM 0^10.
"■ » pt ■
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BY C. H. MATHEWS.

BLIND LEADERS.
Prof. Alfred Russell Wallace, of Lon- 

’don, England, recognized as the ,world’s 
greatest living naturalist and scientist, 
and who has thoroughly investigated 
Spiritualism, with a view of arriving at 
the truth, has recently published a book 
entitled “Miracles and Modern Spirit-

SOME CORRECTIONS NOTED.;!

9>> ■ 
>

Faustus, Augustine, Swedenborg, 
Calvin, and Others. u

purpose. No matter.how hapd the times 
may bo, the ti'easurjijof the? Lord is al
ways supplied with cash for- missionary 
find other purpos.es.jm.. 1 ;
. RESPONSIBLE FOR IT, 

Mrs, Charlotte Slnith, wjio has been 
trying for fifteen ydH’rf past' to do some
thing for fallen wombn, saysi that there

ualisin. in the preface to which he ¡a an alarming increase of the social 
says: The whole history of science evil, and she is firmly convinced that in
shows us that, whenevor the educated dustrial conditions are responsible for 
and scientific men of any age have de- She will make a etrong'eilort to put 
nied the facts of other investigators on a the presidential candidates pn record as 
priori grounds of absurdity or impossi- f&yoring legislation in behalf of women 
bility, the deniers have always been wage-earners, and a mora equitable 
wrong.” The most persistent deniers of wage system. Geu. Grosvenor, of Ohio, 
the truths of Spiritualism and spirit re- ag^ed her why the women did not get 
turn have been among the trained and mttlT¡ed? She told him that in Massa- 
educated ministers of the gospel of chusetts there were 100,000 more women 
Jesus Christ. They are blind leaders of píen, and in all the States but five 
the blind, and cannot discern the truth atiere was g. surplus of women. There is 

g i« an army of 600,000 professional outcasts
\ in the United States today; and Mrs.

when .it is clearly presented to them. 
They will assuredly fall into the ditch'.

COMMITTED SUICIDE. , Smith says she can prove that 50 per 
Mr. Christopher Sheeler, aged 82„ cent, pf the women who lead immoral 

well known to the writer, (formermayor ।lives are driven to it by the small wages 
of our neighboring city, Canal Dover, they receive. In Boston and New Vork 
Ohio,) committed suicide by hanging tliey have increased 50 per cent, in the 
himself, at Muncie, Indiana, He was , last three years. Mrs. Smith says that 
suffering severe pains in his head, and I "industry and morality go hand in hand, 
fancied himself a burden to his children.' but when women cannot earn enough to 
He'was a good citizen, and for many keep them decently, .the temptation is, 
years a member of the Moravian church.; great,that the weaker, sex are called 
The religion of Jesus Christ, “the means upon to display more strength of charac- 
of grace and the hope of glory,” through tter than men.and go without the neces- 
the at-one-inent, didn’t seem to afford .sarles of life in order ,to maintain their 
any consolation to our good brother, and respectability.” 
at 82 he couldn't bide his time, Had he This is not a very nice showing for a 
known of the future life, as Spiritualism country that makes'loud boasts of its 
demonstrates, his life on earth would .Christianity, and is sending- millions of 
have had a far more peaceful .tormina-. money to heathen countries, to make 
tion. He will now have to progress out, Christian, converts. “Thou hypocrite! 
of the “Slough of Despond.” into which f cast out first the beam out of thine own 
lie has thrown himself, through mental eye, and then thou shajt see cfearly to 
weakness. He friends on the other side PuU out the mote that is in thy brother’s

7177 , ; ________________ _ * owo »_ T mL-o tU.JO • mio« KoA HoHm.will help him on to eternal progression 
in the “beautiful land o' the leal." .

A PROPHETESS.
“A sensation has ■ been caused in the 

State of Tobasco, Mexico, by the appear
ance of a young Indian prophetess, who 
predicts a general conflagration, to be

eye.”—Luke vi:42. • They had better 
cease their silly efforts to put God into 
the Constitution and bend their energies
to put him into the hearts of the people, 
where ho Is almost a total stranger. .

. RISKY BUSINESS.
Rev. E. P. Wise, pastor of the Church 

of Christ, of Massillon, Ohio, has been 
preaching.. He says: “They that live 
for self are the real anarchists. To hide 
our talent in a napkin, or use it for self
ish gratification, is anarchy. To pos
sess social power and not use it to ad-

preceded by signs and wonders, among 
them the falling of edifices and the pre
mature speaking of Infants. Several 
bridges have fallen, and the Indians be
lieving these Incidents to be the fulfill
ment of-the prophecy, aie alarmed. The . , , .
bishop of Tobasco has sent for the girl, vance the true interest of men, is an- 
who claims to have had celestial visit- archy. To hoard wealth is anarchy, 
ors during her recent sojourn in the Fo form trusts and. combines, to build 
forests along theGrijalve. "—News Item.' gigantic monopolies, is anarchy . . . . .

— • • • ' ’ a, medium; and, Cruelty, extortion, Injustice, hardship,
' usury, arc results of this moral anarchy.

The girl is probably a medium; e.— 
the next thing she will be suppressed, or 
banished. Catholicism cannot long
stand such innovations.

A REVEREND MURDERER,

Not until this ceases, until the cross has 
brought mon dowtW in recognition of 
their inherent selfishjtess, and leavens
•their lives with thé love that promotes

Richard Morgan: Q. Why,'when I 
find myself out of work, do I feel such a 
strong’Inclination to commit suicide'? •

A You aro by no means an excep
' tion. When the mind is depressed by 

any occurrence, it may take such mor
bid inclinations. This is brought on by 
malarial tendencies, the disease of the 
liver, whereby the blood remains im
pure.

H. Rice: Q. Can you not give nov
ices a differential synopsis of the various 
mental science schools, with the rela- 
tlvo advantages of each? It sèems their 
training will bring about entirely an
tagonistic conditions tb those of medium
ship. ‘

A. There aro about as many “schools” 
of mental science as there are individ
uals, and it would be impossible to make 
èomnrehensible tho hair-drawn distinc
tions for which various devotees con
tend. The fundamental statement that 
mind—spirit—is superior to matter is 
held in common with Spiritualism. In 
the inferences therefrom there is con
tinuous disagreement. “Mental Science” 
is peculiar in the fact tbat it in no sense 
is a science, and its methods are entirely 
unscientific. All that is true and valu
able in mental science has been taken 
from Spiritualism, and to this it has at
tached a mass of rubbish of no value, 
and bewildering to one who seeks to 
comprehend Its verbosity.

If Spiritualism be carefully studied, 
• the student will have acquired all that 

is known m mental science.

B. r’eely: Q. What is marriage as 
understood by Spiritualism?

A. The difference in the condition of 
man and woman has been an element of 
ponfusion in reasoning on the relations 
they sustain to each other. She, being 
the weaker, has, during the vast ages of 
the supremacy of physical force, been 
tbe subject of man. Instead of the wife 
being the equal of her husband she.has 
been his abused slave and beast of bur- 

■ den. It is interesting to trace the mar
riage relation as it arises from the bru
tal lnstinct to the spiritual plane, and 
note the slow changing of an intense, 
selfish appetite to an ally of the purest 
sentiments and feelings of humanity.

The union of man and woman in the 
relation of husband and wife, a con
nection around which the holiest affec
tions and purest emotions of the heart 
gather, to us is so natural that we infer 
all the races of meh regard it in the 
same manner. Yet, in the lower tribes, 
marriage, as we understand that rela
tion, does, hot exist. The conjugal in
stinct in the savage,like all;hisappetites, 
is unrestrained by higher feelings. We 
perceive, as we arise to more advanced 
stages, the blending of the higher with 
the lower motives, but nowhere the full 
and“complete supremacy of the higher. 
Marriage, even with the most advanced, 
Is Hot free from the stain of the lower 
nature. . \ -

The state and church unite in support 
of-the old idea of woman’s subjection to 
man, and making her bondage to her 
husband indissoluble.

Murrtage, considered as a sacrament, 
solemniftd by God’s vicegerent on earth, 
could not be annulled. This presup
poses tbat the right individuals unite, 
and presents an enchanting view, for 
what otherwise would become galling 
Chains, give rest and security. Love re
ceives the sanction of divine authority, 
and is declared eternal.

But the right individuals do not al
ways unite. Fallible human nature 
errs in its judgment, and too late finds 
the enchanted palace a torture-chamber. 
Snoh unions cannot have been made in 
heaven. The social philosopher swings 
With a bound to tbe denial of such mar-

and there is Of the in
stitution 1b conferred br lai* It h a Jo- 
gal contract and; like all euoh contract#!

ijassing over a generation, develop in 
oathsome forms In the grandchildren.
Thus the necessity of removing mar

riage from tlje plane of- the appetites 
and desires, to that of purest spiritual 
necessities, and its consummation by the 
guidance of knowledge instead of blind, 
infatuated ignorance, is presented in the . 
strongest light.

Love is free to choose, but in man 
love means more than instinct; it means 
the affections and all that vast sphere of 
unselfish qualities which haye aptly 
been termed benevolence. Having made 
the choice, it incurs the most moment
ous duties possible for a human being 
to assume, and rights spring up which 
cannot be set aside. These can be prop- ■ 
erly met only by a life of mutual devo-J 
tion between the husband and wife. The» 
point of their united love is an immortay 
spirit, coming unconsulted into the won
derful arena of life, qpd claiming as a 
right, inalienable affection and care of 
father and mother.

Beyond true conjugal love no higher 
relation can exist. It is the foundation 
of social life, and as in its lowest ex
pression it is the creator of beings, in 
its higher it is the golden bond which 
unites them in universal brotherhood.

This union has no demand for divorce. 
Then you would not permit separation?

Until mankind become educated and 
learn that the lower faculties, the appe
tites and desires must be controlled by 
the higher intellectual and spiritual be
ing; learn that the brute man is not 
master, but the spirit-man should be dic
tator: as long as marriage is contracted 
for convenience, jnterest, or purpose
lessly, and the finer attractions ignored 
or unrecognized, there will be baneful 
contracts, which are more sinful in 
keeping than in breaking. If the hus
band and wife become hateful to each 
other; if the old fable of the union of 
beauty and tho beast is repeated; If re- 
flnement, purity and spirituality are 
united with coarseness and brutality, 
there is no law of right or justice which 
should keep them together.

So far from divorce in such cases be
ing immoral, it is the depth of degrada
tion and immorality to compel the pure 
and noble to accept the vile and detest
able in the nearest relations of human 
life.

Rev. Francis Herman, of Salt Lake absolute justice—not mitil then will uor- 
City, Is charged with the murderof sev- ‘^ow and sighing floojaway and the dés- 
eral young girls of that city. The de-1 erfc of humanity blossom as the rose.” 
tectlves aro on the lookout for the rev- j This clergyman preaçjjes truth, but ho 
erend scoundrel. He was a high-roller1 puns a big risk of losing, his perquisites, 
for one of his vocation, and was pastor of ;f not his whole salaryT. "Verily, verily, 
the Norwegian Methodist church of the - —---- --------•••
Utah capital. The crimes charged 
against the preacher, it is said, have 
few parallels in the criminal history of 
the Country. This is the class of clergy
men who are charging Spiritualists with 
being frauds and free-lovers. Verily, 
verily, I say unto you, they shall have

•their reward. It is alleged that the

Isay unto you!” J "ni 
A SADfiCENE.

A very affecting Sftetfe is described as 
occurring at LancasiblwPa. The four- 
teen-year-old daugh’teP'bf F. McLaugh
lin died. The next ■''evening Mrs. Mc
Laughlin went into1 tile'parlor to view 
the remains, and while doing so she sud
denly dropped beside,°tlhe coffin dead, 
her death being c'ahs'Cd by excitementreverend gentleman had -two trunks, 

oneof which contained clothingof one .. .
of the women, and which he tried to get and grief. The mpthfe^vaB thirty-eight 
Rev. Melby, of the Lutheran church, to 
sell for him. What infamyl

IGNORANCE WANTED.
At the Catholic cathedral, at Fort

years of ago. Had she been educated in 
the religion of Spiritualism, which 
teaches us that we can communicate
with our friends “over there,” she 
would no doubt have found consolation 
to sustain her in her great bereavement. 
When our friends are summoned away

Wayne, Ind., Rev. Father Brammer, 
Vicar General of vhe diocese of Fort 
Wayne, created a sensation by his de- j by the fiat of nature, the ordinances of 
nunciation of the public library: That the Christian religion do uot seem to 
tho library contained books that no reach the spot. They mourn as those 
Catholic should read, and positively for- who have no hope of a future life.
bade them to take the books out or allow 
their children to do so. He denounced

who have no hope of a future life.
MISSIONS FOR PROTESTANTS.

Archbishop Corrigan, of New York, 
is organized a band of Catholicpriests,

"Footprints of the Jesuits” as a “tissue j .
of falsehoods that would poison their. has organized a band of Cathollcprissts, 
minds against the men in our holy under command of Rev. Walter Elliott, 
church. " Such books should be ex- a well-known Paulist orator, who at 
eluded.” Such arrant impudence should' once will begin the worit of giving mis- 
be, and no doubt will be, rebuked by.sions for Protestants in every parish in 
the intelligent citizens of Fort Wayne. New York. This, it is said, is the first 
That church prospers most that can' systematic effort at wholesale con version 
keep its devotees in dense ignorance. AI tnat has ever been made in thiscountry, 
good field for the A. P. A’s to cultivate, and is in the Une of "carrying out the 

wishes of the Pope, whose chief aim

It was not Bishop “Taprtus," as mis- 
iirinted, but Bishop Faustus who chal- 
enged'Augustine to produce any evi

dence of the authenticity of the Testa
ment, which Augustine would not do, 
because he could-not. But Augustine 
was the greatest champion of the church 
in his time, and still figures as the great
est of saints and theologians. He was a 
proper representative of his church. His 
early life being one of most unboundefl 
profligacy for thirty-three years, he 
joined tbe popular church when he was 
unable to give anj> evidence of its truth, 
and ably defended its worst doctrines.

Ho it was who formally introduced the 
principle of burning heretics, saying: 
"It is much better some should perish 
by their own fires than that the whole 
body should burn in the everlasting 
flames of Gehenna through the desert of 
their impious dissension.”

Augustine may well be called the head 
devil of Romanism,as Calvin was the head 
devil of Protestantism, and the churches 
are not yet ashamed of these devils, for 
a Presbyterian clergyman said to me in 
Boston: "I adore Calvin.” ,

The seven great “national” religions' 
(misprinted rational) have never pro
duced pne- great thinker competent to 
lead mankind to a correct knowledge of 
thaf/lieaven upon the existence of .which 
religion is based, ■

Swedenborg alone came near doing 
this, but could not quite succeed, notwith
standing his wonderful endowments, be
cause he was held fast by his blind faith 
in that great fraud the fabricated and 
forged Roman Testament. So: he flut
tered like a chained eagle in his mental 
slavery. . .

Even before the Roman forgery ignor
ance was too dense to comprehend the 
relation of this world to the next The 
ancient theory that life might be origi-' 
nated by mud (not “mind,” as mig-' 
printed) dispensed with any higher 
agency, and modern materialism has run 
as deep into the mud as ancient ignor
ance by supposing life to originate in 
some kind of slime spontaneously, and 
grow, and grow until it produces fins to 
be dropped, shells to be dropped, feath
ers to' be abandoned, fur to be aban
doned,wings to be abandoned, tails to be 
abandoned, until man is manufactured, 
although neither on land or aea, on 
islands or in caverns or mines, have 
they ever caught a single one of these 
developing species on the road to some
thing higher for a thousand years of the 
transforming process.

Father York claimed that his church 
was one for fifteen hundred years, and 
that there ought to bo a supreme power 
now to prevent forming new sects, by 
the same power that prevented Southern 
secession. ..

I admitted that it had been one 1,400 
years, but I meant one at Rome. But 
throughout the first six centuries 
Rotnanism was as badly split, up as 
Protestantism by rival sects. Not as 
numerous as the Protestant sects have 
become, but much more quarrelsome 
and warlike against each other, show
ing, according to the test given by Jesus, 
that none of them were his disciples, for 
he said the world would know his dis
ciples by their loving one another. How 
many churches or how many ministers 
could bear that test my readers can 
learn by observation, as quarrels and 
fights sometimes break out In the body 
of the church. When the Rev. Mr. 
Hamilton, the leading clergyman of 
Mobile, Ala., attended a clerical assem
bly in that State, he was so indignant at 
the proceedings as to say he did yot 
wonder that mon fought duels.

Odium theologicum has passed into a 
proverb, and the-church still holds in 
high honor the murderer, Calvin, who. 
tore the flesh of his victims with hot 
irony. Finally, as the clergy and the 
church are as eager in tho pursuit of 
wealth, and gather as much as the rest 
of the world, it is clear that they care 
but little for Christ, who said no rich 
man could enter the kingdom of heaven. 
Jesus was right, for the millionaire re
pudiates brotherhood.

Jos. Rodes Buchanan.

THE CLAIRVOYANT.

good field for the A. P. A’s
MUCH ADO. has been to reunite all sects.” It also

The general Assembly of the United looks us though the holy father intends 
Presbyterian church, at. Xenia, Onio, ^hat his numerous priests shall earn 
decided in. favor of allowing instru- tbeir salaries hereafter, if they have
mental muslo. Dr. D. W. Carson had

that his numerous
ly father ir 
lests shall

—------ .... , , not heretofore. “The lion and the lamb
put in a heavy protest against it, and it Bp,aiq lie down together and a little child 
refused to place his protest on record. । ahall jead them.”—Isaiah xi:6. The 
The vote of presbyteries on seminar- ’
control was 882 yeas and 20 nays, whicl 
authorizes the General Assembly to cou-

- sha l lead them. -Isaiah xi:6 The 
7; funds will be supplied by the Missionary 

111 Union.
firm or veto the election of professors to 
any of the theological seminaries, and 
to remove for “unsoundnessof doctrine.” 
The matter of placing God in the Con
stitution was vigorously discussed. It 
had its origin in Xenia,‘Ohio, thirty' 
years ago. It is safe to predict that he 
won't “get there, Eli!” Tho whole 
business may be tersely styled, “Much
Ado About Nothing.”

SOMETHING GAVE WAY.

STOLEN.
An Italian priest (Catholic) in New 

York, complains in court that Carlo 
Motta—probably another priest—had 
robbed him of a valuable MS. history of 
“The Open Vatican.” Monsignor An
tonio D. D. Conte Renier says the publi
cation of tho work would carry conster
nation into church circles. The MS. is 
valued at $20,000. By all means let the 
book be published, and the thief pun
ished.

ONE GOOD JOB.

She saw strange faces from her birth, 
Familiarly as those of earth;
They were to her as real as 
The countenance of mother w’as.
Our poor perception’s limitations 
Cause us to miss all the vibrations 
Between tbe realm of color and 
The ajidlble on either hand.
Thus messages from other spheres 
Unnoticed fall on our dull ears, 
On our dim eyes unnoticed fail; 
Her subtler sense perceives them all. 
To her there is no quick, no dead, 
But one unbroken life instead; 
A> surely as the flesh dxlsts, 
She knows the living soul persists.

Miles Menander Dawson.

PSYCHIC POWER.

Whence comes this subtile, unknown 
power?

Which steals unbidden through my

“Th» A. P. A. MANUAL contains muc| Interesting and Instructive matter pni ft 
wide' clrcuiatloo of the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary a&ant 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions ttfflf 
surround teeia. I should like to seo it given a wide circulation." ' /

C. P. JOHNSON, Slate President A. P. A. of Illinois,
sgsr g'■■
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H-ERESY,
... OR . . .

LED TO THE LIGHT.
A Thrilling, Ptyeholoffical Story of Evangelic 

pation and Eroe Thought, It i» to ProUtt» 
antUm what the Secrets of the Con» 

9mt', ie to Catholicism,

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
Tbe dliUncuIibed author. Hudson Tuttle, require» 

no Introduction to the reader» ot Thk Pnooax&itvn 
Tuikkeb, but tbe following beading» of chapter» W1U 
show them what tbdr may expect trout tbo book:

Costhmtb:—An Idyl — Firdbam - Building tbe 
Church—The Evangelist--Blood—The- Saloon—Ths 
Lost Daughter—Law—Tbe Harreet of Souls—Jane 
Grey—Tbe Mother of Caln—Evolution-bteUa—Tho 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—Tbo 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette-The Bank Robbery— 
Liberty-AU is Well That Enda Well-Tbe New 
Church—Tbe New Wayi Led to the Light.

Every chapter 1a devoted to one Idea, and tbo whole 
prepents so muny tableaux moving onwald to the cli
max. The fiendish career of tbe rerlrsllet Is con
trasted with tbe. character of tbe honest minister and 
the thinking agnostic. The steps by which a preacher 
emerges from tbe church, and the difficulties he meets 
aro graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyceum arrived out of the old, form an In
teresting study to thoso seeking new methods.

It Is aoeautlful volume of 223 pages, and tb» price 
In Accordance with our new departure, 1» SO cent», 
postpuld, or five copies for »1.2». For »ale at the 
offieu <>f Tita Pnouunssivs 'luiuaaa.

THE FREETHINKERS'
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

THE PRIEST.THE WOMAN
-"AND-^“ ■

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
Tbla la a moit valuable book. It comes from so B® 

Priest, wboau character Is above reproach, and wb< 
knows what bo Is lalklug about. Everybody sboulf 
rejd It. price, 11.00. It contains tbe foltowlug chap 
terst

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self 

respect in the Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pl; of Perdition for tbfl 
Priest.

CHAPTER nr.
Tbe Confessional is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV. ’'
How tbe Vow of Celibacy of tbe Priaatsda made euj 

by Auricular Confeaslon.
- CHAPTER V.

Tbe highly-educated and refined Woman In tbe Con* 
faaslonal—What becomes of her after uucondltioa- 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ttei of 

Marriage and Human Society.
/ CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Coufeaslon be tolerated among Civil* 
tied Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Fuace to the Boiil? 

CHAPTER IX.
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrlleglouj 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compel« tbo Church of Rome to confeas th| 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confenlou in Australia, America, and 

France.
. CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hus« 

bands and Fathers—Sone of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome mutti Question his PeullcuL

Sent Post-paid, Price. $1.00.
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NEFIOENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSES OF A UNION 
or chuboh akd »tatb.

Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS. 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS QF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por* 
trait of Designer.

Too IlluBtratloni are classlfled aa follows: 10 rap 
re«H2U Uncle Bam and thft Prlosta; 2, The Church 
RotHlx the People; 8, Tbaoksglvlni; J. 8apb^th 
hW9t 14 Children end the Church; is. women and 
tte LX/arch; 6,. The Church hud Tbotnai Paine; 4, Stud- 
lealu natural Hlitory: 2, Tbo Bible and Science; 16, 
The Clergy ahd Tbeir Flocks; 1, Piety In Our rehlten* 
tlttrifla; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, Tbe Lord and 
Hta works ii. Prayer; ¡0. The Creeds: 2, Christiano and 
Mohammedans; 2, 6&mpj6i of Chrhtlanlty*e work; 
^Mlialonirlcai l»Tho Lord’s Inatrumenli; 85, Bibis 

octrines and Their Reeuitsf 1, Tbe Cbdrah. «md 
Slavery; 2, Prueitt ppd Politics; 4, Ireland And thfe 
Church; 2, Church'« Idea of Clvlllratlop; 1, The Usee 
of tbeCrops;4, Unkind Reftectlons on tbe Church; 9, 
Peraecudons _qf tbe Cnurcb; 12, Some Allegorlea' 
B,Heaven ;6;uell;7, Mlscellancoua. Price82.

For Sala at this office.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD j
- Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
ny LOIS WAISBROOK'ER. THIS IS 

JD a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpoie Is not itnerely to enable an unthinking. Idle 
mind to while away the time tn a state of idle bUsied< 
neiL devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or (he good of humanity. It la a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to do mothers; ajd secondly, through 
the mother!, to effect tbe well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tbe child of proper surrounding* and Influ* 
enoss bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally tbe author touches upon various things 
la moderp social and business life, which are uujust, 
and flx unequal burdens upon tbe individuals compos« 
thg society as a whole. The book Is trenchant. Instruc- 
tlve and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
u a novel, and Is especially commended to “women 
everywhere," to whom It Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of tbs Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual Phil- 
PFopby are introduced It contains a floe HkeneaB ot 
the author. It eontslns .”45 Paget, neatly bound tfl 
<Joth Prl'’/* ' •- •’ ci

❖❖❖THE♦ ♦♦

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
-OR- |

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
■ -OR -

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

This h one of the author'i most useful and In* 
! Btruclivc books. This work should be rosd by every 

men and woman. Price, &0 cenU. For Bale at UH 
office.

Onset Camp-Meeting.
Onset Gamp was never In a more pros

perous condition. Dr. Storer's place Is 
well and acceptably filled by Mr. Geo. 
Day, as chairman of the association 
meetings, and whose kind and genial 
presence has won him many friends; all 
unite in one verdict that ho is the right 
man in tho right place.

Sunday forenoon, August 16, C. Fannie 
Allen gave an able and eloquent address, 
followed in the afternoon by Mrs. A. M. 
Glading, whose address was uplifting 
and inspiring. She was followed by 
Mrs. May S. Pepper, who gave the 
skeptic as well as the believer ample 
evidence that their spirit-friends can 
and do return. Fully 10,000 people were 
on the grounds. Between 5,000 and 6,000 
of them heard the lectures and tests. 
Maggie Waite gave a test seance in the 
evening at the temple, which was well 
attended and which closed the day's ex
ercises so replete with food for thought.

Dr. Geot Dutton, of Chicago, „ is Still 
with us, and also his. estimable wife. 
He is one of the grandest teachers of 
the age. He scatters .words of wisdom 
wherever he is, and is . doing much 
towards the advancement of humanity 
to a higher plane of thought and action.

Dr. Plummer arrived at bis cottage 
Thursday. He is a wonderful medium, 
and much sought-for by those who want 
a scientific reading.

Every phase of mediumship is repre
sented here. All the mediums have 
been busy, or they ought to be. Some 
have-not* made as much money as they 
desired, but mediums should learfi~this 
one law of their work, that is: Work 
will come to them, and the less anxious 
they are about it tbe better will tbe 
work be done. No one can do another’s 
work. If this law was better under
stood, there would be-no failures in the 
work they undertake. A. A. CATE.

Onset, Mass............. ; .
Life cannot subsist in society but by 

reciprocal concessions.—Johnson.'

Major Camp, the evangelist, has been 
spreading himself over a good deal of 
territory in Columbus, Ohio. He says, 
there is’ “too much sky religion. This 
strange’‘pump-handle’ shake does not 
bespeak earnestness and sympathy. 
Men are already lost now, and what we 
want to tell them is, that Jesus .came to „ 01 sectarian control, luo inquiry was seek u^uSaVT the 10st- . 7he ¥?P°r I provided for in the District Approprla- 
says: “When I was converted .something i P1BiU A wise prorisW In- 
ffnra wQvintidAnf hip n.nn mv.filn IKa!. . »«»j

Before Congress adjourned, the Vice
President announced the appointment of 
Senators HarrisL Faulkner' and McMil
lan, a committee to inquire into, the 
charities of the District of Columbia, 

' with à view to ascertaining the extent 
of sectarian control/ The inquiry was

gave way inside of me and my old life I 
is no more, and I am happy all day 
long.” Many of the Major’s friends, in
cluding the writer of these “flashes,” 
will rejoice with joy unspeakable and 
full of g-l-o-r-y to know that he is 
“saved.” Amen! .

deed. Stick a pin' there, and look out 
for the report.

veins,
And gives new interest to each hour, 

As day by day increase my gains—
O, God of love, the star of life. .
Place, honor, power, all are mine, 

From the Creator, born of his love.
This power supreme and all divine, 

Emanating from some source above.
It rushes through my veins, as mad; 
It leaves mo grateful and more glad 
Than thought of {nan or angel strain 
Can voice, or heart or mind retain— 

Bright, red sweet wine of life.

NOT AFRAID.

"DIDN'T KNOW,” ETC.
The clnb-room of “The Happy Six,’

Here is an' extract 'from, a secular 
newspaper, printed. By on old friend Of 
mine, who probablyjXndllionaire as he 
is) doesn’t take muc^ stfy!k in the “gos
pel fireplace”: : 3r'i£ _

Young English Sfraritow—Aren’t you 
afraid to build a nest?In the'eaves pf this- 
church, mamma? You know the good 
little boys have juspsgtoned us away 
from one church. • ' '

Maternal Sparrow-r Yes, my dear, but

composed of members of tho Home 
Avenue V. B. church, was the scene of 
an unfortunate tragedy recently, while 
the party were discussing arrangements 
for a Sunday-school entertainment. Al
bert Ryhon brandished a 38-cahber re- this is one of those cWurdhee that close 
volvor, sportively, of course. When1 - - -
Harvey House suggested that ho “hunt' 
elephants with It,” R. turned and emp
tied the revolver, and then pointing the 
weapon ot House, told the latter to take 
it back. They werd laughing. Ryhon 
pulled the trigger and House fell dead 
with a bullet in his head. Ryhon 
thought the pistol wasn't loaded, of 
course. ¡But what a couple of young 
church members wanted with a loaded ,---—,------------ . , . », ,,
pistol at a religious gathering, is some- tK® freezer and comes out instantly, 
thino* thnt ordinarv sinners liko the smooth and perfectly frozen. This aS”- 

i------- kt ¿„j tonishes people and a crowd will gather
to see the freezer in operation and they 
will all (hint to try the cream. You cap 
sell cream as fast as it con be made and

Stay not, ye powers of heaven divine, 
0, gladsome, precious power of mine, 
But let me of thyself drink deep— 
thy precious love enshrined I keep. 
Flow swift within my slumbering veins; 
Sing glad and warm thy tender strains; 
Bring power.of healing all complete; 
Lend swiftness to thy flying feet—

O, God of Love, the Wine of Life. 
Mrs. E. 0. Claflin,

Few »nd startling revelation» fn retfntona history í lEE IU TU/H CDUCDEC
which dtsoloio tho Orleqtal origin ot all tbe doctrine», 1 l|T IH I Wil
principle, precepts and mtraclc, ol tho Chrl»ttan New kll fa 111 I If V VI IlfallfaVi
Tc.tameut, and furnishing a key for tmlobklng many I 
of Ita »acred mysterle»,. besides comprising tbe His i 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Godi- Thia won* I 
derful and exhauatlro volume will, wo aro certain, 
taka blab rank as a book of reference in tlrn field 
which the author bai chosen for it. The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile tbe 
varied Information contained in it mus) hare been so- ■ 
vere and arduous Indeed, and now tbat it la in such 
convenient shape, tbo student of free thought will not 
willingly allow It to fcooutof print But tbo book is 
bynomesnaa mere collation qf views or statistics; 
throughout its entire course tbe author—as will be 
Jeon oy bls title-page and chapter-beads—follows a --------- v_- - -,...... - ------ - - - r------------------

efintto lino of research and argument to tbe close, pleasing form of narrative.
and his conclusions go, like suro arrows to the mark. ' Tbe following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction; 
Printed on fino white paper, 880 pages. New edition,, The Hòuse of tne Sage; Home of tbe Miser; Tbe Low 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. ! Goch’*“- —*•-»* ’•* “■** 0-*-—•
price Pottage IQ cento. For tale at 

this office, J'0*'

io
A Fascinating Work.

The readen of Tnx Pbocxxibttx Thdœkb will re*
member the atory under tbe above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which Was published tn Ila columns. At tbs 
tln.*e, constant Inquiries were made aa to Ila appearing 

4n beok fonn. This wlab has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pakea, In style and form like tho 
“Copventpf ibp $acred Heart,” with a finely-engraved . 
likeness of the author on the corer. The scenes of thd 
Story altérnate]/ shift from ?arth to the spirit sphered 
and tbe fibUosotihy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of yfe of spiritual beings, axe presented Ln the

writer will be unable to find out.
GOD’S TREASURY.

Woman, Church and State.
. I

early for the summer?-. We shall not be 
disturbed in this nest? yWe and Satan 
will have things all 8ur°own way here 
until next September^'—Ch icago Tribune.

<3', H. Mathews. 
New PbiladelphialOHio.

Ice Cream Made By a.New Process 
I have an ice cream freezer that will

freeze instantly. The cream is piitinto

The National Synod of the Reformed sell cream as fast as it can be made and 
Presbyterian church met at Cincinnati, sell freezers to many of them who would 
Ohio, recently. 'Rev. Dr. McCallister,’ not buy anold-style freezer. It is really 
whose methoasof orthodoxy were called ' a curiosity, and you can sell from So to 
in question, was “excused" from further ; $8 worth of cream and six to twelve 
attendance at the synod. He is one of freezers every’ day. This makes a good 
the strongest and most advanced men in profit these hard times and is a pleasant 
the church. The recognition of God, [employment. J. F. Casey & <3o., 1143 
Christ and the Bible in the Constitution St. Charles street, St. Louis, Mo., will 
of'the United States,-.was-recommended j send full particulars and iuformatlon In 
for adoption by Congress; and It was regard to this new invention, on appllca- 
alBO recommended that 810,000 be ex- tion, ud will employ good salesmen'on 
pended from the church funds for that- salaif. . .1 RoBT.-C.

not buy an old-style freezer. It isreallÿ

A Pessimist's Bqjoinder to an Optl- 
■ mist.

My dear, deluded Optimist, you say 
some pretty things; .

You fancy I’m a chrysalis with,unde vel- 
oped wings; ; . •. , •

But when I burst my shell, yon say, and 
. . reach the by-and-by,

J’ll find myself transformed in loan airy, 
buzzing fly.

And then,-you think, we.two may meet 
zupon the shining shore.

As evoluted Insects that will live to die 
no more—

I, as a soaring spider, no longer seeking' 
prey, —

You, as a sainted house-fly, in the realms 
of endless day, ' ’

W. H. B.

A Historical ^conntof the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris* 

tian Ages, with Beminis- 
cences of the Matri

. archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

0.

“Human Culture and.Uure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volnmes on Health, Social' Sci
ence, Religion, eto. Price, cloth, TSo. 
tor eale at this office.

'THE AMOU.VT OF VALUABLE IN
J, formation succinctly and clearly stated tn Ikis 

volume of &H pages Is amazlbg. The UUp, as above 
given, falls to convey an idea of tbe f altfess and com* 
pieteneMsritli which the.subjects art treated. The 
Matrlarchate. or Mother-rule, is tbe theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curl* 
out. Is brougb| to view In elucidation of thfc subjeot. 
Tbll Is followed by chapter« on Celibacy, Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, polygamy, Woman ana 
Work. The Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future: 
and there Is not a chapter in tbe book that la not 
handled tn a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, Is net worth tbe full price 
of tho volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
BJTtnred, And IntenaelylnlrreMIng from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buyingit: it Is a toI- 
nable addition to the library of any free and trutb-lov- 
tngmlnd. .

Price, $2.00. For sale at.this 
office. . a

COMMON SENSE.
ByThomM Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad

dressed to the Inhabitants of America la 1776, with 
15 Pi£ti0TI soUce ftaUlor*

Fifty Years in the Church of Rffine

C UUUJO Ui LUC DU(V, llUIUC Wl UJt9 NllBCi; I UU L.UW 
;kllesi Bades; Cbrlstmastldc In tho Spheres ot

—jht; Chrfstnuwtldeand the Golden Gate; TboUm 
happy Marriage; Raster Pay In Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; Tbs Change Colled Death: Coming to tbs 
Knowledge of tbs Light; The Society Again Visit! 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Dlscutslon; A 
Visit to A Distant Olobp: Reunion tn the Sp1rlt-woiid; 
CofiwntedneBsXot Gopaness; Address of the Sage.

It If a bpok the Bpirltuallit will be delighted with; ft 
book ip which tbo Investigator will find answers to ■ 
erbr-recurilng questions; a book which will Interest 
tbe church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price la paper is SO cent«; muslin <!| postpaid.ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OR 

his country should bare at hand for consult* - 
tioh. By Rev. luac J. Lanrlng, M. A. Thia Is a moat 
able work consisting of a Discussion of ths Purposes. : 
Anumbnons, Principles and Methods of tbe Roohi 
Cpthollo Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, ant 
miybocoiulSereoamlneof valuable information fo! 
ewy pAtriot in the land- Price tl. For sale st thil 
efflea.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work Trill be found especially Interest5ng to alt 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and ' 
tbe Bible. Tbe historic facts stated, and tbe keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practices should ' 
be read by all. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

God in the Constitution.
Br Robert G. Ingersoll. Oneot the best papers Colo- 

sei I»gersoU ever wrote. Jfi paper corer, with like- 
Beniyauthor. Trice, 10 cents; twelve copies lor,LOO,

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The orb 
gin of religions, and their influence upon the mental 
development of tbehuman race. Transcribed at the 
request of ft baud of ancient pbllosonbcrs. Trice 
TO cents.

MEDIÜMISTIC EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN BROWN,

Ths Módlam «f the Ttockle*. with Introd actlcmby 
r « Tbl« tbe blBtoir of one ot th*

[trfalmHlumi that ever fired, 167 larri 
MotuHnX' Price,» casta, Far tale
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The Dog

reply-to J. f). H.’s article in Tn^ 
PnoGBEBSivB Thinker of August'8, 
“Are. there savage beasts in Spirit
life, and if one kind exists, why not 
the other?” I) will give you my own 
experience in part.

When a child I saw spirits, as well 
as many’, many ugly beasts. They 
oftentimes frightened me into spasms. 
|Ny parents, not understanding me
diumship, thought my mind affected 
and talked of placing me in an asylum 
for the insane. My fear of sucli a 
place caused me to say nothing about 
what I saw. I will relate two inci
dents in late years. About three years 
ago I was keeping hotel in Milwaukee, 
AVis. Some may read this who will 
remember my little Scotch terrier dog 
Jim. I am personally no lover of 
dogs as pets, but grew to be very 
fond of Jim, for lie was so devoted to 
me, and I knaXv his love for me was 
unadulterated, and I could rely upon 
it, there was at least one expression 
of life that really loved me. Every
where I went so did Jim. At last he 
grew sick; all we could do for him" 
proved futile. Finally we closed out 
the hotel and I entered the field of 
spiritual workers as a professional 
medium aud crossed the lake to Man
istee, Mich., taking Jim along. He 
grew worse, so much so he was iu a 
loathsome condition. Some people 
thought they could cure him, and 
begged for him. As I was about to 
make another change, and on con
dition that if he grew worse they 
ryere to.put him out of his misqry, I 
left him.'

. I shall never forget the appealing 
look in his eyes and the reproach lie 

/ gave me. as they took him away, and 
how he cried as far as I could hear 
him,

I went to Ludington, Mich., where 
I made my initial bow before the 

. public as an inspirational speaker and 
organized iny first Spiritual society. 
I became so absorbed in my work I 
forgot about Jim, only at brief in
tervals. while passive, I would catch 
a clairvoyant view of him.
' One morning on rising, as I picked 

up my clothes to dress, there stood 
Jim, while his eyes, so intelligent in 
life, beamed appealingly upou me, 
while his little form quivered in every 
nerve. I exclaimed: ' ‘OI my Jim is 
dead!”

“How do you know?” asked my 
husband.

“Why, I see him here,” said I, and 
I noted the hour.

About forty-eight hours later I re- 
‘ ceived a letter from Manistee saying 
he had grown so much worse they 
shot him the morning I had seen him.

Who shall deny that his spirit came 
direct to me? Ever since then, at 
times I will look up, and there is Jim 
curled up on the table by me while I 

writing, just as he used to do, or 
he is lying at iny feet, or iu a chair, 
or will run in through the open door.

Again, at the same time I had a 
canary bird that, in his cage, sat upon 
the portico among the house plants, 
with Jim lying beside his cage. Pos-

THE FAMOUS HEALER’S GREAT 
WORK AT-THE SICK-BED.

In the month of July Dr. Watkins 
discharged seventy-two patients as 
cured. Forty-two of these patients 
were given up to die by the old
school M. Ds. Dr. Watkins' bonks 
are always open for full investiga
tion to any patient who may de
sire to see the evidence that he is ,

CURING MORE PATIENTS
than any other one physician. He 
dislikes to publish testimonials, but 
as all do who advertise,' lie will 
from time to time publish letters 
from sueh of his patients who may 
request him to do so. If you are 
getting bettor under your present 
treatment, do not write him for a 
diagnosis, as he only desires to 
help those who are not being helped 
by their present treatment. •

Dr. Watkins does not claim that 
he is the only successful healer in 
the world, and he never speaks ill 
of a brother healer, and he does 
not allow those who are in his em
ploy to speak ill of anyone.

Remember, that if your case is 
critical, it is diagnosed by
Independent Slate-Writing, 

and that Dr. 'Watkins has this gift 
is known positively to be a fact. 
For eighteen years he was known 
as the grandest and best slate
writing medium in the country. 
It is not merely a claim on his . part 
for advertising purposes, but all 
the spiritual papers have for eight
een' years endorsed him as one of 
the best of mediums, as they do to
day endorse his wonderful success 
as a physician, and as being per
fectly honest and worthy of the 
confidence of the sick. .

TESTIMONIALS:
Dsah DooTon—1 capuot tell you how grateful 1 am 

to you for preparing such a wonderful medicine. 
When I begun using it could not tee my baud ut all; 
can Use It very well now.

Braudon, Vt. MRS. LUCRETIA PAT-TEE.

< > 
¥3

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 
DISEASES.

—Depends for hia remarkable cure«, not 
upon the old drastic drug system, but upon 
the knowledge of diseases and their proper 
remedies—upon sclonce and the finer pay
chic forces.! - ' .

Some of his cures, like Schlatter's, are 
INSTANTANEOUS; lo other cases months 
are required.

Having carefully studied all the tberupeu- 
tlo agencies lu connection with hlalong med
ical experience, he uses those best qdkptecl 
to each case with unvwylpg bucccu. .

Hundreds are joyfully writing the Doctor: 
■Inm better,” or ”1 am cured.” “God blues 

you." . . '
HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING:

DytpepMa, dlarrbuea. dropsy, epilepsy, ev 
zema, erysipelas, falling sickness, rheuma
tism, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
headaches, heart disease, kludey complaint, 
feiuuleweaknes,. liver «tally, waralri». 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses 
of men, barrenness, Insanity, drunkenness, 
constipation, la grippe and all chronic 
diseases. And further, Ue furnishes

Ff\EE TO ALL PATIENTS'
Hygenlc and. Physiological literature, en
abling them when cured, to remain healthy.

Correct Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing' name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stunip 
for reply, r

REMEMBER TQ ADDRESS

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D »J
. SAN DIEGO, CAL. ¡ 
> . 31Mt <

am

1>k ah Doctor—Your medicine has done more for 
my little girl and myself than anything else we ever 
tried. We have spent $1,000 in doctor bills, nnd ¡5 
worth of your medicine did us more guod than all the 
other. Adj one who doubts this statement. write me.

Sheffield, Mass. Mite, amos b«ewer.

Dear Dootor—Il has been a yeftr slnco 1 sent to. 
you for medicine, and in looking back 1 cau hardly 
reallte that 1 buy tbe uame person. 1 was a phyeical 
wreck. MV troubles were caused Uy cancerous hu
mor. To-day I mn almost a well woman. 1 sleep well, 
eat heartily, aud enjoy life once more.1 MRS. H. ELLA SEVERSON. '

6W. A. Morldeu, Conn.

Send age, leading symptom, sex and 
two 2-cent stamps.

DR. G. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

, sibly some will read these lines who 
will call to mind the strange combina
tion, so often remarked by passers-by. 
Misfortune alike visited my bird; it 

. also got sick and paralyzed, finally 
blind and helpless. When I moved 
from Ludington to Pentwater, we 
were obliged to go by sleigh through 
heavy drifts sixteen miles. I knew 
the bird could never survive the ride,

. .80 I decided to put the poor thing be
yond its misery. So, while my hus
band wrung its neck, I was in an ad
joining room wringing my hands and

. choking back the tears.
A year later another bird came to 

. live in the same cage. Many a time 
do I see tire dear bird’s spirit fly into 
the cage and take possession of the 
swing, often both in the swing to
gether.

Who shall say it is not the same 
■ identical bird that lived and sang in 

that cage only a year before? If we 
(as all nature teaches) by the law of 
evolution are the culmination of all 
life) not only spiritual, but animal, 
vegetable and mineral, then surely 

' we have come up through all the 
lower incarnations of life, for life is 
Spirit (soul), light, intelligence, foree— 
.hence God (or good), for “God is 
life, light, spirjt, intelligence, love'’ 
(Bible), and we are each an expression 
of God, an emanation or part of the 
great perfect whole of spirit, and in 
the fullness of time, or perfection of 
development, we shall not only be
come “Sons of God,” but God incar
nate,. or incarnate God, for ‘/-we 
ihall be like him,” “equal with G&d,” 
and no matter what expression of life 
is represented, each and every living 
soul will pass through the same in
carnations, and the same equal pos
sibilities are for every living soul, 
whither we have evolved to men and 
•women of this advanced, thinking 
age, ])rimitive man or animal life— 
for this expression of life is only one 
of the many expressions or incarna
tions of life.

. These,are only two of the many in- 
_ stances of my experience of seeing 

animals in spirit-life, but if one 
animal is present in spirit-life,' then 
sure.lv all. for nature shows no par
tiality, but forms and transforms re

’ gardl'ess of class or clan, with neither 
a blush of joy nor sigh of regret; and 
if th'e souls (life) of animals go back 
to the great reservoir of soul, and are 
not in -spirit-life, then pray tell rue 
where wo may look for them? for life, 
is eternal, “without beginning of days 
or end of years.” Life is.increate, 

' Jnfiniverse, and must exist somewhere.
Will some brother or sister throw a i 

. Hash of light upon this subject?
- Madame Pabcells. '

A Letter of Explanation.
To the Editor :—It is perhaps 

proper for me to say in explanation 
of the reason that Mrs. Jennie Hagan- 
Jackson will be unable to meet her 
host of Texas friends at the camp
meeting in Dallas, that it is through 
no fault of hers, or perhaps of any
one else. She greatly regrets that she 
cunuot be present and renew the as
sociations so pleasantly entered into 
at the previous camp. The present 
management of the camp, at its last 
annual meeting, determined that the 
present meeting should be held about 
the same time us the last one was 
held, and Mrs. Jackson contracted 
with the writer hereof, on behalf of 
the association, to give ten days or 
two weeks of time to the present 
camp, on the understanding that it 
was to be held in the latter part of 
September, as all of her time prior 
thereto was engaged by other associa
tions. She thoroughly understood it 
this way, so did the writer, and so did 
the association. Her arrangements 
had all been made to comply with her 
agreement and meet her Texas friends 
in the latter part of September. She 
was surprised and pained to know that 
the management had changed the time 
of meeting, by which it was rendered 
absolutely impossible for her to be 
present. The management, in their 
judgment, concluded that the camp 
should be held in August. Of this 
judgment the writer has no criticism 
to offer—it was a'matter of judgment 
-for the officers to determine. And 
while the association was practically
bound to Mrs. Jackson for the en-
gageaient, and have it fulfilled in the 
latter part of September, yet of this 
she finds not the slightest fault, as 
the time she had taken from her other 
engagements to come to the Texas 
people is in ready demand. She only 
regrets very profoundly her inability 
to meet her Texas friends, and hopes 
that, in the early future some arrange
ments may be made by ’which she 
shall be able to renew her associations 
in Texas. The writer has no manner 
of criticism of the judgment of the 
management in changing the time for 
the association’s meeting, and in ad
vance he begs to say that this paper 
is written in no such spirit, but only 
for the purpose of explaining to the 
Texas people fully the reasons why 
Mrs. 'Jackson cannot meet with them. 
The writer feels that it is his dùty to 
make this; explanation, as he was 
largely instrumental in introducing 
Sirs. Jackson in Texas, and as he 
made the arrangement with her to ap
pear thé present year, and as those 
reasons should be known, takes this 
method of reaching the people.

John W. Wkay.
Fort Worth, Texas,

Mrs. Dr. Ifobson-Barker,
AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER 
HAS NO EQUAL! .....

Rejoice and Be, Glad! Herald Forth 
the Tidings of Good Health!

DR. A. B. DOBSON’S
Healing powers are b^|nfc repeated ,over aud oyer 

again through the J mediumship of MRS. DR.
DOBSON-BARKER, rwho, for the past year and 
a half baa , ■

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS

of all dlBCiiscB that flenh Is heir to, and will give 
you proof of her powers, by sending raquhementa 
as por amall adveitlaement for diagnoah of your 
case. Here Js ono of her rnauy cures:
_________ . St. Louis, Juno 21, 1896.
MY DEAR MRb. POBSON:^-1 herewith enclose 

Si.15 for another month’s remedies for my ahter 
Emma.: 1 can’t tell you how much goof} these medi
cines do her and bow thankful and grateful we are 
.forhaving applied for them. When she began tak
ing ibis laet medicine, sho had considerable distress 
iu the bowels and sto.iupcb, but after a week she was 
relieved and we are convinced if abe bad not the 
medicine sho would hft’ie bad a perlons sick spell as 
liver, stomach and bowels were in a bad.condition. 
Xow everything seems la good order; still we feel as 
It more medicine will e rentuully cure all her ailments. 
We thank you sincerely for prompt reply, and wish 
you all the success you so well merit. _ _ , -

\\Ith aiTeotlonalc regards, very truly,
REBECCA LEVY.

8331 Lacledo ftvo., St. Louis Mo.

Wliat tlie Editor of the Philosoph
ical Journal Says 6f Dr. Pee

bles and His Medical
■ Work,

Having heard and known of Dr. Pee
bles for years through his books, assays, 
lectures, psychle gifts and romarkaolo 
cures, we called with some forty or fifty 
others last week at Dr. Peebles’ resi
dence, in honor of W. J. Colville’s visit. 
Dr. Burroughs courteously conducted 
us through the doctor’s medical labora
tory, the printingqjlaiitand up to the 4th 
story— sky-lighted— where the doctor 
diagnoses and prescribes npw for over 
400 regular patients. To some of these 
he gives psychic treatment only; but to 
the majority vitalized medicines, not 
poisons, nor drastic drugs. Every day 
he dismisses more or less cured.

Upon one corner of his desk there lay
a pile of letters, probably 75- or JOO 
or more—the number usually received 
daily. Looking into his shipping ex
press book we saw that he had shipped 
that day thirty-eight boxes by express, 
and a larger number of packages by 
registered mail. The doctor’s business 
is continually increasing, and for the 
reason that he cures the sick—he cures 
them! His charges we know to be very 
moderate; just enough in most cases to 
pay for the expenses of medicines, with 
their compounding and shipping. 
Tho'iigb he has five assistants, ne at
tends personally to each patient. These 
write him every week or ten days, so 
that he keeps in close magnetic sympa
thy with each invalid.

Every letter sent out of his diagnosing 
room (and sometimes over a hundred go 
a day) carries with it tho doctor's aura, 
or healing magnetism. Some are cured 
almost instantaneously by his psychic 
power; while'- it sometimes requires 
months to effect cures with others.

The doctor devotes his whole time to 
his patients, sending out such vibratory 
thoughts with his medicines, as “God 
and the good angels bless you”—"Be of 
good cheer”—“Your health star is ris
ing”—“All is well,” etc.

Dr. Peebles, so well and honorably 
known these forty years among Spirit
ualists and reformers for his benevo
lence, his moral integrity and scholarly 
attainments, has never found it neces
sary to advertise that he was honest. 
Everybody knows it. His articles in 
the Spiritualist and medical journals 
are being copied in England, Australia 
and India. He is now devoting his time 
and whole strength to healing the sick. 
His remarkable cures have already 
been compared to Schlatter’s, who is 
called in Denver and tho great West 
the “Miracle Worker."

Inquiring of the doctor how he could 
accomplish so much at his advanced 
age, he replied smilingly—”! keep the 
commandments—my body is not puffed 
up with pork and beer—my garments 
are not saturated with tobacco smoke; 
nor my brain befuddled with whiskey 
A person's vitality, stre~ngth and terres
trial magnetism partakes of his foods, 
drinks and habits.”

“An hour in my garden,” said the 
doctor, “and an hour at book-writing in 
the evening, is my pastime, my rest!”

Spirits, through their mediums, are 
almost continually recommending tho 
sick to Dr. Peebles for treatment, thus 
recognizing in the higher life his won
derful psychic gifts of healing. There 
is not a disease-a chronic disease—in 
the whole catalogue that the doctor does 
not cure, unless it be in the very last 
stages, at death's door. .

The doctor, as i? well-known, is one of 
the best educated physicians in the 
United States, having received both 
his M. D. and A. M. degrees from the 
Philadelphia (Pa.) University. This, 
with his intuition, experience, and psy
chic gifts, enables him to read or diag
nose disease -with astonishing cor
rectness—and prescribe with equal wis
dom and good, sound mediopi judgment; 
hence his unparalleled success. . He has 
hundreds and hundreds of testimonials 
unasked—("mark well,” unasked for) 
that he has classified in a pamphlet un
der the caption—“The. Songs the Sick 
Are Singing.” Health—good health— 
is above all price!

Cycled in Her Sleep.
Cropsey avenue, Bath Beach, N. Y., 

was dotted with the lights of bicycle 
lamps at 2 o’clock one Monday morn
ing lately, when from towaid Benson- 
hurst appeared a form in white, gliding 
gracefully along on a wheel. Directly 
behind the specter followed half a 
hundred riders.

The rider was a handsome young 
woman, not more than nineteen years 
old, with a face that was a picture. 
For a background, luxuriant brown, 
wayy hair reached down her back to 
the waist, The mysterious pedaler 
was attired in a single garment of 
white.. She evidently knew the road 
by heart, for—and the truth was 
quickly whispered—the fair creature 
was asleep,

At Twenty-first avenue the sleeping 
rider turned around and started back. 
At Twenty-seventh avenue her wheel 
struck -a stone and she was thrown to 
the ground, The shock awoke her. 
For a moment she gazed about her in 
a dazed manner, In a moment she 
realized her position and began to sob. 
Two of the women riders shared their 
petticoats with her and the men were 
told to go back to Bath Beaeh.

The sleep-rider and her two new
found friends rode on to Bensonhurst, 
where she bacamehysterict^, and Dr. 
De Muno, of Twenty-second avenue, 
Bensonhurst, was called. He ad
mitted yesterday that he was attend
ing the somnambulist, but declined to
give her name. 

New York.

NEW BOOKS.

c.

Those wishing free diagnoses and lit
erature, should send to Dr. Peebles, San 
Diego, Cal.,the full name, age, postoffice 
address, one leading symptom and
postage stamp.

a

HASLETT PARK CAMP.

Audiences Increasing and Good 
Work Done.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carns. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi
ple?. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely road it without spiritual profit 
Price®]. For sale at this office.

To the Editor:—Almost continuous 
heavy rains during the first and second 
■weeks of out meeting at Haslett Park 
Camp has done much to prevent the at
tendance that would undoubtedly have 
been otherwise, but in spite of this fact 
the audience has gradually increased in 
size. -

Monday, August 10, Parliamentary 
Congress; August 11,10:30 a. m., confer
ence: 2 p. m., lecture by Anna L. Robin
son; August 12, Children’s. Day, 10:30 
a. m., exercises by the children; 2 p. m., 
lecture by Anna L. Robinson; August 
13, Medium’s Day, 10:30 a. m., confer
ence; 2 p. m., lecture by O. P. Kellogg. 
Augpst 14,10:30 a. m., lyceum; 2 p. m., 
lecture by Anna L. Robinson. August 
15, Pioneers’ Day, 10:30 a. m., remarks 
by nioneers; 2 p. m., lecture by O. P. 
Kellogg. '

Sunday, August 16, the weather is bet
ter, the sky is clear and no sign of rain, 
and the people begin to flock in from 
the surrounding country, and by 10:30 
a. m. we have a large audience in the 
auditorium to listen to an address by 
Mrs. Aiwa L. Robinson; 2 p, m., lecture 
by O. P. Kellogg. ’ Jerrv Bricker.

J.6.BflTD0RF,M.D.
. ; A ■. • ■ 0 ■■ » 1 ’ ' ■

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 
DISEASES.

' . ■■ - -——a—-------- . .
PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS 

DRUGS! ,

Ono thousand more on flic at our office. Watch 
th!# Bpu.ce as new testimonials will appear over/ 
two weeks,

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name iu full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

J. G. BATDORF, M. 0
•GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

BMtt

FORSTER, DR. W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

Will send a free diagnosis and terms for treatment to 
•U who will send their name and addreeç-ln thair 
own handwriting—with postage stump for reply. \

* ‘ " .............. Dec. 50, 1893,

highly 
work, h a 

straight-

California's noted clairvoyant 
commendations from far and 

succc&B as a healer.”—Phil-

respected aud beloved for his beuevolent • 
huniunknrlaii Ideas and practices, and his 
forward course of integrity and honor.’’ 
feJ'Dr. W. M. Forster, California's noted cl 
■ta’sleiau, is receiving commendations fro

bica] Journal.

The Play of the Planets.
----------0——

ThU wqudertul educator Isaltraetfag the attention 
of thousands of people all over the world as 1U slm- 
plicioity gives one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the Influence of the planets and the signs 
of the .Zodiac In human life.

EVERY CHILD caniearu to use it and accomplish 
wonders.

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

This wonderful invention makes It easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born for 75 years past, and also to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE. .

A few of the first edition left which will 
be fnruUhed at $1 each. For sale at thie 
office, ,

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

Mothers will flud ‘‘Mis. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup" the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

Tho Religion of Science. By Dr. Paul 
Cairns. Second edition, revised and en
larged. Cloth,-50 cants; paper, 2b cents.

This is of the-claSs of books that are 
small in size, but large in thought and 
import.

Religion and science must be recog
nized us two of the greatest factors in 
the development and life of humanity, 
and as such they are and ever must ba 
subjects of deepest interest to thought
ful, philosophic minds.

The churchly view of religion over 
has been churchly and narrow—partak
ing of tho nature of theological dogma 
and limited to the bounds of certain 
tenets, forms and so-called religious 
lines of thought and practices designed 
and- tending to the culture of certain 
frames of though hand feeling such as 
the cburchly teachers set forth as form
ing and fixing a “religious” character.

Dr. Carus is too deeply imbued with 
the philosophic idea and cast of mind to 
be circumscribed within tho narrow 
limits of tho mere churchly idea of re
ligion. His idea of religion is too 
broad to be cribbed and confined within 
the creeds and forms of any existing 
church.

The church, in all its „.branches, has 
boon—as is clearly proven by the mas
terly work of Dr. Andrew White on 
the “Warfare of Religion and Science” 
—the antagonist of science all along 
down to the present day.

It is the aim of Dr. Carus to effect the 
conciliation of religion and science—re
ligion in its broad sense, and science as 
including verified and verifiable truth. 
He would base religion upon the matur
es! and truest thought of the present, 
rather than upon the crude and mythi
cal thought of past ages.

While recognizing the present drift 
in the churches toward larger freedom 
and liberality, he aims to assist in the 
evolution of a truly catholic religion, 
which must be the religion of scientific 
truth—in other words, the Religion of 
Science.

Hence, he says:
“We must introduce, on the one hand, 

the warmth of religious enthusiasm 
into the province of philosophy and sci
ence, and, on the other hand, the spirit 
of -uncompromising criticism and scien
tific research into the domain of relig
ious criticism. ■

“We must learn to know that Science 
is but another name for Revelation.”

Tn the spirit of these remarks he has 
written this little volume, which is well 
worthy the perusal of every religious or 
philosophic thinker- -

In connection with it, the reader 
would find pleasure and profit in read
ing Dr. E. D. Babbitt’s very thoughtful 
and excellent book on Religion.

Dr. Carus’ views of the soul and im
mortality diverge from the views held 
by Spiritualists, but Spiritualists, can 
but admire and appreciate his catholic* 
ity of spirit, his phiilosophic fair-mind
edness and liberality. :

“The Watseka ‘Wander.” To tho stu
dent of' psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts Of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, HI, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of tbe important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented' and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Lmlufling Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanitv.” Bv. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper covet1, 15c. For sale at 
this offio*. I; . ' -

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism
E. V. TViiaon was one of the pioneers of Spiritual

ism, and was noted hh a speaker aud teat medium. Ho 
did a grand work for the cause, and this hook narrates 
many of Uh striking experiences during bis labors.

Purchasers will Hud it Intensely interesting, and 
win render kindly service to bls widow who was left 
in straitened circumstances,

The book contains 400 pages, and is sold for •!. Ad
reas MRS. E, V. WILSON, VI South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
/J EVERY ....

Aj.. SPIRITUALIST 
willh’ SHOULD WEAR THE 

hKiU SUNFLOWER

JEWELRY.

A8 Sunflower turne tea 
face towards the sun, bo Splr- 
ItualUm turn# tu« faces of hu

manity from darkncFB and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICESi
Rolled Pinte Bur Pin................................................. |2 25
Solid Gold Bar Blu......................................................8 W
Electro-Plato Dodge................................................... 78
Rolled 1’luto Budge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button,,, 1 25 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button....... 1 78
Rolled Plate Maltese AV&tcli Charm....................... 8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm........................... 5 00
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant................................. 8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant................. . ............. C oo

FOR 8ALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume the author, in the thirty-nine 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both in matter of thought and flue literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-haDolcd with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist’s 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing information concerning Spiritualism and iu teach
ings.
For Sale at this Office. Price, $1.50

. IMMORTALITY,
...OR . ..

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

A WONDERFUL OFFER
. . . BY .. .

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
One of tbc Hiost uuccesaru) bealcr« aud dlaguoetlcluu 
ill1.??;. 'rom »11 over tbd
United Staten, Canada, Australia and Europe rebind 
of tho marvelous rcsulto. after all hope lu othei 
Bourcea hare been given up, being apccdljy cured 
under hla treatment. Nervous aud chroutc dlscasu 
of every character, peculiar to both men aud women, 
tire, by the aid of hla wouderfdl and extraordinary 

। power, cured. *
The doctor bae never failed in a correct diagnosis of 

any case, uiany times It being eauaea thjt had baffled
PbJ’tlcliinB, but waa readily ex

plained through Ids wonderful clairvoyant and clair- 
auiUent powers.

Each ease receives tbe attention of himself and 
Land, also remedies for Individual cuae. Send three 
Tn i*i hair, age, sex, and one symptom,
and by return mall you will receive u full and acoJ 
f.a to description of your cane and any advice regarding 
it. Through persecution on account of his mavveloui 
success the doctor graduated in a regular schooL 
therefore being an M. 1). 7

Sufferers, you that have failed to find relief, try 
once more aud be convinced of Dr. Lay’s powers and 
ability. Address

842tf DR. W. F. LAY, Box-918, Chicago, IB. >

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW. '

R. W. M. FORSTER, 
Market Street. ~ Ban Francisco, Cal.

833

NISHINO OFFER.
three two-cent stamps, lock of hair, uatnc 

leading symptom, and your disease will 
free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
BAN JOSE. CAE., Box 182 BiCtf

fed three 
. BOX, ODO 
llagnosed

PAflftLYSIS
— AND-

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. . . .

MAGNETISM HHb the system with new life, energy 
and vigor, and puts it lu harmony with nature. Il 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital forces 
which Is the . .

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
FORM OF DISEASE.

fiend for our new book on Piralysls—FREE-ln or
der U> learn more Of this MYSTICAL SUBSTANCE, 
MAGNETISM. It tells how to til! tbe aystm with 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all forms of 
disease.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, will convince the most skeptical on earth of 
VUe power of this great, grand, invisible substance. 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

Dr. and mhs. hasenclevep. hold trumpet 
aud materializing seances nt 704 W. Vau Buren 

street every Wednesday and Saturday at 8 p. ut. Inde
pendent shite-writing dally. 358

INVALIDS
TT, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
rr aUmpi, th.tr OlieMe, or •rmptonu, will receive 

pampulet and advice rara to cure lliemael roe without 
?rnP- The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
turion, Ohio (f

psYCHOMETRY^ CONSULT WITH 
»»«rance tn all matterà pertaining to 

prMUCAl life, and your aplrlt-frHpds. Sand lock of 
one dollar. Will answer 

three questions free of charge. Bend for circuì an. 
Address, 7io prairie street. Milwaukee. Wls. >56cf

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
This nAmlrable work coatalnt wbat a hundred 

■plrlti. good and evil, ttf ol tbelr dwelilng-piaooa. 
Giro a« detail»—details and aeokrata delineations of 
Ute In the Splrtt-wortdl—is the constant appeal of 
thoughtful mlnda. Death 1> approaching. Wntther— 
oh. whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb?. Will they know me? What Is their present 
condition, and wnat tbelr occupations? In this vol
ume the spirits, differing as they may, ar$ allowed to 
Epeak for themselves. No man is better qualified 
ttaallr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. He treats of the Mysteries of Life; 
Doubts andllopes: The Bridging of tbe River; T»re- 
gleams of the Fntnrc; Testimony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body: Is it 
the Soul or Body that Sin»?; Clothing in the Spirit- 
■world; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Personal Ex* 
lerivuceH Aaron Knight; The Red Man's Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Tcttimony of Physicians Ju Spirit
Life; The Homes of Apostles end Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit-life: Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer- 
oob to mention. Price 11.50; postage, 12 cents. For 
sale nt this office.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including. Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D„ M. D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office. ’

Something new and etartt 
Jing. This knowledge is 
from a higher source and 
is fully explained in thd 
“Abtiul Guidk?’ which 
will be sent FREE to any 
address upon receipt of a 
two cent stamp for postage*

Astrological etudentfl, 
PhyBicfiiiB, HenlerB, 
Nurse«, Everybody MOB5 
have the "Guide."

L. J. S1IAFI3R.
Ohomist,

GX CallrixLe Av«.,

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.
‘^ructions for making a helio- 

centiII horoscope, together with a ohart which glvci 
the position of the piaueU from 1825 u> 1910. The most 
complete work on (bln system ever publlebed. Adapt 
ldhi°Jnbeg UI?er.e w Pro1fei8°w- One can cu8t aud read 
a horoscope In bait an hour. For sale by *

FREDERICK WHITE. O. O.M., 
50M Fifth Ave,, 8. - Minneapolis Minn.

Sen*1 the date of your birth aud 91 aud recelva 
L w yuur horoscope reudy to rea<LMention this paper when wi t11ug. 81 itf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures «11 forms of slomach, liver aud kidney dlseasai 
fiSln«n8lC .mra“-. Ad“,“rt' for tb“1 tlred/wuru-oul 
recilng. Guaranteed to assist your system tn lipalil with pure, rleh blood. BumÌleJ. QuauUty fir ‘3 
moulb seni fur,1.00. ’

One package of our Magnellzed Compound for son 
eyesor pour eyesight. Hayi been used and praUed bl 
thousands in all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cent! 
or »1! three sent postpaid for |1.00, with Yarmll 
Photo and instructions how tollvc 100y«are *

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Rrstorelost visloa. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

showing btyles and price? aud photo of Spirit Yanni who developed this clairvoyant power 1™ ne. I c*. 
ii irBivlïy ?elled Pflbbie <8 perfectly
youreyob in your own home as If you were in miSend Zmi EÏ 
photo. B. f. Pools, Clinton. Iowa.

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

U>TlveLU.l ;!x o1111,!c 11,1 h«xii» and are guarnuleej 
Mrfwi. "nJ ti "I,"10111')' w111 to relundod by the 
propilctor, Dr. M. H. Garland. Send 25 cents In 
stamps aud receive by retoru mail a box of 1 his

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
T'.if11..11"11 '111‘ 1,'nu"er “» well a» t Throit 

and Lung Heme,ly. over Suo.miu I,oven .old and all 
ret.0111111 end lliein. Addrel. all order, to DU M Tt

MR. AND MRS. PERKIS6, SPEAKERS AND ME
.... S S™’ ®"“4?’ »««ty». 01? N. Clark atreet. 2:80 
and 7:46 p.m. Private reading« dally, 514 N. Wells St. 

instructions In development and healing. Circles 
Monday aud Friday evenings. Class, Tuesday at&p.m. 
______________________ 349 tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
w‘ud a. P«uiphlct giving instructions, 

delineate your phases of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song book. AU for 25 cents. Address Mn. J. A. Bliss. 
<921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, HI.

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clairvoyant, clalraudfent, 

psychometric and prophetic, cun be consul tell at No. 
1680 North Clark street. Eugagements can be made 

lutlor-__________ tsioif

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
fiend full name, age, 'sex, and two stamps for frkk 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. w. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

CONSUMPTION CURED
Hi.,!! 'u,') '"“to'l by L> P. KAYNHU. M D.
aTi. ltP""Tul ninnili.<1. nu.i .-tire ahno.-i .ertala. 
nJ?.’ rV h'^""'l'!"r""ll K atre.-t, Sacra. 
u>t nt .», (.u^iuiulih ^i\ big punì uiqrs of < aae. amti

ORDER OF 
THE MAGI

A New Badge In solid gold 
with him,, nnd biurjj etmuiel,
wiih ih<« pyramids, u I •<•)!■!{
and Mina rayi* Ingold. Every 

.. ...................................................................1»»*'»’. oue of
these beautiful emblems. Price |2. For tale at this 
office.

Mention this paper, 886tf

BOOK—THE “LATEST OUT ON HYPNOTISM,” 
by Prof. Barnes. Mailed on receipt of 30 cents. 

»11 1Gth street, Denver, Colo. 853

MRS. 6. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known PeychometrlM and Builneai Medium. 
ne»Mn»> per»on»lly or by letter »1.00. Three rea- 
Bonablo questions answered by mall for 20 cents. 
Magliette treatment Riven at her residence, or at 
home of tho patient. SUO Rhodes avenue, Chicano 
Ill. Tako Cottage Grove avcuuc car to Thirty first 
street. Residence, one block West on Rhodes avenue 
ncarThtrty-flrsU

FOB 2.1 CENTS, 1OCK OF HAIR, DATE OF 
birth and one 2*cant stamp, will rend pot, present 

and future, and diagnose disease. Prof. R. A. ßtln- 
Bon, 285 w. Monroo street, Chicago. 854 tf

TITHS. M. L. GILLETTE. INDEPENDENT SLATE- 
-uA writer. 218 hast Eorty-sccond Place. Sittings 
daily from 10 a. m. to 4 p.m. 858

MQPAHKS FROM THE INFINITE" IS A NEW
O booklet in prose and verse, dealing with tbe 

electric, magnetic, odyllo and psychic forcés In their 
direct relation to the soul and Its destluy. Price 10c. 
URIEL BUCHANAN, 883 Dearborn avo.. Chicago.

853

A HOROSCOPE OF YOUR BIRTH AND ASTRAL 
reading of your life, with nufoerous suggestions 

is to line of business or profession autted to your nat
ure; also a copy of “The Soul and the Stars.” Send 

date of birth and 25 cents to URIEL BUCHANAN. 
883 Dearborn avenue, Chicago. 853

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you arc alok and wish a correct diagnosis, send 

your nnmc and address to DR. E. A. STEELE, 1428 
Market street, San Francisco, Cal., and stump for re
ply. My terms ere within reach of all.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of hypnotism, useful to 
Students of the subject. In the form of dialogue and 
Story, the author presents very successfully a con
densed account of hypnotism, Its theory end practice 
up to dale. Price, paper, 25 cU. Sold at this office.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of "Belen Hr riot's Vow,” "The Occult 
Forces of Sex,” "Perfect Motherhood,” nnd many 
»ther works. Price 25 mnu For «»Ie at this office.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER/’
To the Undent of piychlc phenoraens, this pamphlet 

U inUmsely interestlm. It give« detailed Recounts or 
two Cases of "double coniftiouxwca,” M»ely Mary 
Lurancy Vennntn, of Watseka, HI., and fMary Key* 
aoids, of Venango county, Pa. For tala at thia offica. 
Price 15 coati.

“JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS^ 
' —OB—

CHBIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
c.aFSf<Jl compirtson of tome of tbe Bplrltualitm 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that ef to-day. By 
MobeuHull. An IhvlQcIble argument proving that 
jeeua was only a medium, subject to all th« condi
tions of modern mediumship. It also short that «¡i 
the manifestations throughout ths Old and Ker TmLi- 
ment were under the sums condition» that mediums 
require to-day; and that tbe coming of Christ Is tbe re
turn or mediumship to thewortd. 48 pages. Price. 
W cents. For sale at this office.

THOMAS PAINE’S
ami-. OTA-T-I-—iExamination of the Prophecies.GHUKGH AND STATE. A consideration of the pusarei In the New Teit»- 

.. i — ... 1 went, quoted from the Ola, and called Prophecies Co»-The Bible la the Public Schools; the Now "Amer P?iee iVeeS.1
lean" Party. By "Jc.Terton." Third edition. Tilts ctrDldE J^nBChntt. Price la cent!
beautiful pamphlet of 2’ ynje. b the most thoroeeb 
presentation of tbc Chnreli usd State question licit 

appeared Price JO cents.;

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History, 

Embracing the Origin <¡1 the Jew», the Bias andDevel. 
opment or Zoroastrianism ud the Derlratlon of 
Christianity; to which 1« addcii Vfhenee Onr ATT** 
Anceatora? By G. W. Brown, M. D. One nt tbs MS 
valuable trorki ever pnbllahei Me* sun.

PSYCHE
Ir thtyfaveulhm of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed lo develop me ilumshlp. 
Munyl by its use. have received lung communica
tions Atom spirit friends, and express great sat Infec
tion. Price. 11, and 20 cejiis extra for cxprcSbage. 
Fortnle at the office of The Pkogkessive Thinker,

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

This excellent book Is written In tbc interest of hu
manity, of liberty, and of patriotism-a book written 
for tho purpose oí ealllug attculiuu to the deadly 
danger« Ibu. tom us on every Mde, and more uvpo- 
daily to the hostile attltuda and the insidious wiles of 
an evcr-presetit, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics. Washington'» words of warning. 
Lincoln's apprehension nnd tbe prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included tn the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, lu a recent sermon auld: “Tba 
church tolerate« heretics where she Is obliged iodo 
so, but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our cucmles 
know bow sbt? treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today wbero she has the power. 
M o no moro think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Roly Ghost and the. princes of 
the church for what they have thought tit to do.” 
Every one should read this work. Paper, SbO pnges. 
It will be sent, postpn’d, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office. .

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
.TUB TOMORROW OF DEATH was wrlten to 
develop the idea of the principle of the permanence 
■of the human soul after death, and It, reincarnation 
in a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of ctbcrlaj apace. “Beyond 
tab Thrkkuold” continues on the same lines, on- 
larging and expanding tbc Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science nnd philosophy; cl aim
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourielrei 
against all wenkness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beglnnlagto end It Is interesting. en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In Its perusal Price 11,25, 
For sale at this office.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlets 
embodied In one volume, tn which questions of great 
Importance to the race are dlscuBeed from tbc stand
point of an advanced social reformer. Price 50 cent!, 
For sale at this office.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Pahm. Belna in investigation of True 

and Fabulons Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type; 185 pages, post 
Bvb, Paper, 23 cents; cloth, M cesta.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc 

Illustrated edition. Post 8vö„ Wü pages. Cloth, 11.00; 
postage, 20 cesta. . .

THE GODS.
By Col. B. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth its weight In gold. Price 20 eenta.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW; 
Or SclC-Justice.

By Lola Walfibrookcr; Many Lave read this book, 
jnaBvlhBve re-read It, nnd many others odt to read It. 
It should be read by every man and woman lu the 
land. It shows the falsittes rampaht In society In 
reettm of moral and abclal Import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of Fecial 
DBtradlFm. It cohtafns a fine likeness of the an lb or. 
Fine die th, 280 pates. .Price ILW

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Llzr.te Doten. They are really TaluaWe,

Price 11.00.- _ . ___________________ _____

P0EMSFR0M THE DsTiEB LIFE
By Little Doten. Theie yoeta« tn «a rtaplt l*

THE VOICES.
Bv Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain 

poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are 
must excellent. Price 11.09.

sure.lv
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Pt m/vsterly address
DELIVERED AT THE LILY DALE SPIRITUALIST OAMP

BY HON. A. B. RICHMOND.

Th« I nrvir* nf Natural Phfl- movement of inert and inanimate mat- Tne Logic ot Nawai rne tei,( we must know that a human mind iB 
* the unseen "power behind the throne

greater than the throne itself," and that
nomena.

“Nature is man’s best “teacher; she un- . -. . ',, , . >ixuiuiu io luou ° . > all intelligence, however manifested, Is
Her treasures tq bis search, unseals his W a mandate of the monarch, human nci ucuouiodlvu n w ’ reason, whose scepter is thought, and
Illumes his mind and purifies his heart; whosei kingdom^ boundless realm of 
An influence breathes. from all sights nhenomena that

and sounds
Of her existence, she is wisdom's se’f." 

. —Street’s Poems.

NATURAL PHENOMENA.
All natural phenomena are mani

fested to us through- t)ie senses; they

We know, that all phenomena that 
manifest intelligence are “sui generis." 
They cannot be counterfeited. There 
is no spurious coin among the circulat
ing media of human thought. There is 
no similitude of the human mind, and
when we see It manifested by pen or 

i«icu u? •'jplanchette, or hear It In the raps of
are the only avenues tiihou,^ w hlch a tongue or table, we know that we cannot 
knowledge of objec.s or enté epn deceived In the nature of the force 
reach our consciousness, and although |tkat eau8e8 the phenomena. If intel- 
the cause of the ,“e । Ipct, memory and love control the un
hidden in nature’s boundless aboratory, 18ee^ forces, then they must be phenom- 
yet the effects are plainly visible. Thus - - ’ ”
wo see that a blade of grass grows day ena of a human soul, for. they can ema

nate from no other source. There is no- ____ 7 . - uftwiruiuuuuvuwouuri». iuwcwuu
by day through tbe enei gy called vega- p0Wel, ¡n uniVerse that can simulate ♦ .« u/z. ...koi fhof Hfi> IQ UTA fin _ . ....tative life, yet what that life is we do 
not know. We see an apple fall, as did
the great Newton, and we call the force 
that draws it toward the earth the at
traction of gravitation, yet science can 
not tell us what gravity is, or what

them. The only mint of the human
mind is the human soul, and (here can 

। be no counterfeit of either its Impress 
or the pure metal of iis coinage. -

PERSONALITY AND INTELLIGENCE.
Life is not more apparent to thé 

" t. It is true that
causes it. ! ..

We know that the attraction of matter senses than is intellect. Iv.o i.rW v.,»« 
for matter molds ' and forms alike the there may be life without intellect, but 
dewdrops and the orbs in stellar space,1 not intellect without life, and where it 
yet how, or when, or wherefore, are un- ‘ is manifested, in whatever form it may 
solved enigmas. We know that there is I be observed, It is certain that life Is 
a love among atoms pf matter called. there also. The faintest raps that con- 
chemical affiiiity, that unites an acid | vey intelligence are positive evidences 
and an alkali in a marriage embrace, of the presence of both life and a human 
and un enmity whose antagonistic force' mind. The marks of identification of 
will divorce them: but what these con-1 personal! ntellectualily are more plain 
tending powers are, science has.not dis- and certain than those of physical for- 
covered. We know that electricity, by mations. Men are nearer alike in body 

- - ■ • ulan mind, As in the celebrateda force called Induction, begets magnet- .
ism, and that magnetism by a similar Tichborne trial in Englund, men have 
law becomes the parent of electricity, often personated other men from are- 
and the great unsolved problem is: ‘ ‘
"What are these mysterious forces that 
are- interchangeable?" und that under 
different circumstances and conditions

semblance in form and features, but

may become either parent or offspring. 
Around qs ou every side we see the ef
fects of natural laws which are as won-

never in mentality or intellectual ac
quirements.

If an intelligence manifests itself to us 
by any means, its personality is de
termined by proof that is absolutely 
conclusive. Therefore, when a human 
intellect with its peculiar mental char-derful to our senses as any so-called 

spiritual phenomena, while their pri
mordial causes are "beyond the reach of — ------------- r -
scientific researches or Investigations.1 ing, no fact can be made more clearly 
The eminent aayant Lacoiio says: I apparent to our senses. It matters hot

I'We know thé effects of many things, that the casket that once contained it in 
but the causes of few.” • I earth-life has long since been given to

THE MYSTERY OF LIFE. death and decay, the soul surely lives
Mankind recognizes the former and retains its personality if it can re- 

through the evidence of our seuses, member incidents of the past, and re
while the latter are only made apparent late them through any physical phenom- 
by a process of inductive reasoning, ena, however insignificant they may ap- 
Effects can be proven by the testimony pear to those unacquainted with the 
Of observers, while causes are the enact- laws and conditions of Spirit-life.

uctcrlstics makes its presence known to 
us either by raps, vocal sounds, or writ-

An orthodox friend remarked to mements of nature's unknown senate, ____ ...
whose laws govern all movements and the othei day that he could not believe 
formations of matter. The mysteries of1 that the spirits of our dead would stoop 
hnmnn life have evaded the research of I 60 l°w as to communicate witli their XIU1UUU 111C Jill» c uv uucu un u i uovai vn ui , T,
science, yet inductive philosophy teaches earthly friends by raps on old tables and

• .. . ' t . .* • a * .. ______ 1__ f.Q rv» nmi mnac A omflinrrcn rani* on 11 iron a Aus that its continuity is not more im-
probable than its present existence. 
The great mystery of life is before the 
cradle; not beyond tbe grave. The 
wonder is that wc live now, not that 
we slia.ll continue to live beyond the 
phenomenon of death. We witness the 
present cflcct called sentient life. We 
do not know its cause, and wo know no 
reason why it should not continue be
yond the casket aud the tomb, and if it 
can and does prove its existence beyond 
the grave by the same evidence we rec
ognize of this life, how can we doubt or 
disbelieve?

MESSAGES RECEIVED.
We receive through the clicks of the 

telegraph a communication from a dis
tant friend. The operator interprets the 
raps of the sounder to us; they narrate 
memories of the past, relate facts known 
only to ourselves and the distant friend. 
We recognize them, and know that that 
friend is living and communicating 
with us, and upon this knowledge we act 
in the most momentous affairs of life. 
There is nothing in the mechanical de
vices of the telegraph line or office that 
carries conviction to our minds. We 
form our Opinion of the truth of the 
message by the innate evidence it pos

- sesses of mutual knowledge, memory or 
affection. And we could not doubt if 
we would. Then we receive a similar 
message purporting to come from a 
friend who has "passed away.” We 
have the same innate evidence of its 
genuineness that we have of the one 
transmitted by the mysterious throb- 
bings of electricity. Yes! even more, 
for this last cominuuication Is written 

- in the handwriting we remember' so 
■ well. We recognize the mental charao- 

teristics of the deceased, the peculiar 
forms of expression not observable in 
the telegram are there, and added to 
this is the well-known signature whose 
form Is indelibly impressed upon our 
memory; all these unmistakable evl- 
dences of personality are there,, and the 
thinking mind cannot but be convinced 
that the friend still lives, and that the 
mouldering form in the grave is but the 
cast-off raiment of this life exchanged 
for the glorious habiliments of immor
tality. -•

In scientific inquiry philosophers do 
not ignore the evidence of visible facts 
because their cause is unknown, but 
recognizing them, they search for the 
laws that govern and created them, r

The eloquent tongue is but a clod of 
' senseless matter that raps the air in 

recognized vibrations to which language 
. has affixed a meaning, “Yes” and “no” 

aré but different numbers of vibrations 
’ or raps on the membrana tympani of the 

par, which English-spfeaking . people 
have agreed should be 'an affirmation or 
negation: yet the phenomenon is not 
different from the raps on the table by 
some unknown living force. It is not 
more mysterious than that which moves 

' the tongue: and when both are governed 
by intelligence that has human charac
teristics, how can wo doubt the parent
age of one more than the other? .

CANNOT BE COUNTERFEITED.
If we hear human intelligence mani

- * -^ftsted by tongue or raps, or see it in the

tambourines. A smiling sneer enlivened
his intellectual countenance when he 
uttered this profound argument against 
well-known phenomena, and I was com
pelled to acknowledge its force and 
logic with the remark, “that it was 
strange, it is true; almost as much so as 
that a spirit should communicate with 
a denizen of earth through the sonorous 
vocal organs of Balaam’s old and faith
ful servant.”

AN “ASINUS VULGARIS.”
The credulity of orthodox Christians

of past superstition, whether carved in 
marble or enunciated in the articles of 
faith of creedal dogmas. What are the 
facts to be investigated? Is the question 
of educated thought, and faith and hope 
to have no • place in the laboratories of 
either scientific or mental research, 
Faith has no scales in which can be accu
rately weighed the testimony of the 
senses, but is rather the dust in the cup 
of the balance, to be removed before 
facts are placed therein, lest it gives a 
false impetus to tbe descending scale; 
while hope is but^an—idle wish, often 
prompted by personal desires and self
ishness, and whose gratification would 
be injustice to the world.

IMPORTANT QUESTION.
Is there a life beyond tl;e awful mys

teries of death? is the all-absorbing 
question of sentient thought, and noth
ing but facts will ever answer It to the 
convictiqn of neason and reflection. The 
evidence of facts must be proven by the 
experience of the senses; no otjier wit
nesses can truthfully testify In the case, 
and when the testimony Is before.the 
court of the human ml'ud, the verdict 
will be as involuntary as the movements 
of the heart and lungs.

No special pleading by faith or petti
fogging by hope will avail to change 
the decision of that great tribunal. It 
is certain that a belief in spirit visita
tions and manifestations is a recorded 
fact for all ages, ahd among all neople, 
and to-day so-called modern Spiritual
ism is permeating all Christian organ
izations. In a cbvert way it is whis
pered in many a sermon from orthodox 
divines. Church members secretly visit 
the seance-room and there find confirm
atory evidence of the basic facts of all 
creeds. The great religious acrobat 
and sensational evangelist,Dr. Taimage, 
in a recent sermon, speaking of death, 
Bald: “The apparent feeling of uneasi
ness and restlessness at the time of the 
Christian's departure the physicians say 
Is caused by no real distress. It is an 
unconscious and involuntary movement, 
and I think in many cases it is the vis
ion of heavenly gladness- ton great for 
mortal endurance. It Is the only heaven 
breaking ip upon the departed spirit. 
You see your work will be done and the 
time for departure will be at baqd, aud 
there will be wings under you, aud 
song lot loose on tbe air, and your old 
father and mother, gone for years, will 
descend into the room, -and your little 
children, whom you put away for the 
last sleep years ago, will be at your side, 
and their kisses will be on your fore
heads, and you will see gardens in'full 
bloom and the swinging-open of shining 
gates, and will hear voices long ago 
hushed, lu many a Christian depart
ure that you have known and I have 
known, there was in the phraseology of 
the departing ones something that indi
cated tbe reappearance of those long 
deceased, It is no delirium, no delusion, 
but a supernal fact.

“Your glorified loved ones will hear 
that you are about to come, and they 
will say in heaven, ‘May I go down to 
show that soul the way up? May I be 
the celestial escort? May I wait for that' 
soul at the edge of the pillow?’ And the 
Lord will say: ‘Yes. You may iiy down 
on that mission.' And I think all your 
glorified kindred will come down, and 
they will be in the room, and although 
those In health standing around may 
hear uo voice nor see arrival from the 
heavenly world, yon will seo and hear. 
And the moment the fleshy bond of the 
soul shall break, the cry will be: ‘Fol
low me up this way! By this gilded 
cloud, past these stars, straight for home, 
straight for glory.' " '

These utterances of Dr. Talmage, 
when shorn of their tinsel rhetoric and 
gaudy verbiage, are' simple '

AVOWAL OF THE FACT
claimed by Spiritualists. They assert a 
spirit-life wherein the spirits of .thosewill permit them to believe that the f, .

spirit-world can and has communicated ' -who have passed away have a knowledge 
with men through the lips of an “asinus * —• ' ‘ n"--‘
vulgaris,” yet they most vehemently 
deny the possibility of a like occurrence 
through tne hands and lips of their me
diumistic friends and neighbors. They 
believe that such occult phenomena 
have occurred in' times past through the 
unchangeable laws of an immutable God 
and yet denj’ that they can occur to
day.

The priesthood of to-day claim to be 
the only mediums between man and fu
ture life. They seem to be afraid to ad
mit the possibility of the mediumship 
of the past occurring at the present 
time, lest infidelity might draw an in
vidious comparison between the medi
ums of Balaam’s time and those of the 
sacred desk or pulpit.

It is common occurrence for orthodox 
Christians to sneer at the plebeian mode 
of spirit communications. They seem 
to forget that in accordance with a be
lief of their creed, their Savior, a God, 
was born in a manger, and for nearly 
thirty years worked with his reputed 
father at the lowly calling of a carpen
ter, and, while on his holy mission, con
sorted with Magdalens and fishermen, 
depending upon the charity of the public 
for his daily bread. But what avails 
the sneers and sarcasm of bigotry and 
creeds if the facts exist?
“Till they can rail the seal from off the 

bond
They but offend their lungs to speak so 

loud.”
Under the enlightenment of advanc

ing thought it is impossible to-day to si
lence inquiry, or stifle the investigation 
of any subject in which the people feel 
an interest. Ab Prof. James T. Bixby, 
in the Arena for November, says:

“The modern mind is thoroughly 
wide-awake and has quite thrown off the 
leading strings of ancient timidity.. It 
looks allquestibns in the face.- and de
mands to be shown the real facts in 
every realm; - AU the traditions of his
tory, the laws’of science and the princi- 
plesof morals are overhauled,; and.the 
foundations oh which they rest ’relent
lessly probed. And o'ur- modern curios
ity can see no reason why it should 
cease Its investigation when it’cdmes to 
the frontiers of religion. It deems no 
dogma too old to be summoned before its 
bar, no pope or scripture too venerable 
to be put in the .witness-box and cross
examined as to its accuracy or author
ity.” ................ ...............

Such is surely the spirit of the age in 
which we live; Science is a ' ■

RELENTLESS ICONOCLAST, - 
and hit“ no respect for the sacred images

of the things transpiring on earth. That 
they remember and love those who were 
dear to them in this.life, and that under
certain conditions they can return to 
earth with their consoling influence, 
and accompany the departing soul to its 
future abode of supernal bliss. And 
when the time comes, as it surely will, 
when the beautiful philosophy of Spir
itualism can be enunciated in all the 
pulpits in the land without danger to 
the tenure of “Othello’s occupation,” it 
will be the religion of the world. Then, 
and not until then, will the true millen- 
dium come.

“Then shall death be swallowed up in 
victory, and all tears wiped away from 
.all faces,” and all mankind shall know 
“That if a man die heshall live again",

“And that Death is the crown of life: 
Were death denied, poor man would 

' live in vain. ■
Death wounds to cure: we fall, we rise, 

we reign: •
-Spring from our fetters, fasten to the; 

skies, -
Where blooming Edens open on our 

sight, - -
Thè king of terrors is the prince of 

peace.” , .
AN INTERROGATORY.

Many persons, who ’deny the logic of 
so-called spiritual . phenomena-, often 
ask: "“Why is It necessary • for those 
who desire communications with the 
spirits to go to a medium, or a seance, 
or a spiritual camp-meeting? Why do 
not the spirits comete us in our every
day life, and during our dally avocations 
—if they can come at all?”

This Interrogatory was recently pro
pounded to me by a good brother of an 
orthodox church. The tona of the 
question was a compound of honest in
quiry and sarcasm, and the inter rogator 
evidently thought it unanswerable; Yet, 
with a humble suggestion of. a lack of 
information on my part, and a desire to 
become enlightened ! ventured to reply.. 
• “Why do you.hold your. prayer-meet
ings, your revivals and camp-meetings?” 
I inquired. “Why cannot the kind Fa
ther. above forgive hie disobedient and 
repentant children during their daily 
walks and avocations as well as at thè 
‘mourners' bench,’or during the sup
plications of a prayer-meeting? Is it 
necessary to forgiveness that the peni
tent sinner should utter his wail of woe 
in a stentorian voice to reach the ear of 
a Being who knows all secrets, and who 
hears.the most silent whispers of the 
human heart, even before .the tongue 
hath given them utterance? Whyfsit

necessary to plead and argue before 
the throne of the ‘Most High1, that 
a sin-stricken soul should receive Hie 
forgiveness—as a lawyer argues his case 
in court? Why is it deemed import
ant to call in the services of a trained 
medium, a minister of the gospel, to ex
ercise his learning, logic and eloquence 
to convince the Divine mind that the 
cause of hjs client deserves immediate 
consideration and a favorable decree in 
the court of equity, in heaven, whose 
sessions seem to be contemporary with 
the revival meeting,- on the earth, with 
long extended vacations between? Is It 
truè,” 1 asked, “that
“There is an eye whose glance pervades 

■All depths, all deserts and.all shades: 
That there is an ear awake on high 
E’en to thoughts whisper's ere thèy die.”

REVIVAL MEETINGS.
“And if the basio facts of all religions 

are true, why do |he orthodox churches 
and creeds deem It necessary to have 
certain conditions and mediumistic in
fluences surround their revival meeting 
before they can hope for a ‘pouring out 
of the Holy Spirit,’ as they term it, and 
the forgiveness of sinners? Is It not true 
that there are instances of individual 
conversion where the seance-room was 
the darkened, silent closet of prayer, 
where the petitions of. a contrite heart 
have invoked the ■ aid' of unseen spirit 
power and reoelved it? We do not know, 
with certainty, from “whence comes this 
power, or all the laws and conditions 
that control and surround it, but we do 
know that it is not of this material 
world. , '

“We believe: it to be demonstrated 
spirit-life, and this theory will account 
for all so-called spirit-manifestations, 
whether they occur in the seance-room, 
the closet of prayer, or around the 
‘anxious seat' of religious revivals. 
What we knowtyfi’psyohlcal laws teaches 
us that there is am jhpreased force In 
the concentration lot '.mental energy, 
as there is physical power in united 
physical efforts.’’ Hero pur interview 
ended, but it was. suggestive.

The realm of mqntalijgr is asboundless 
as space, and must b£: governed by laws 
as fixed and certalpiïhtih'eir operations 
as those that, govern the kingdom of 
matter. The searcbofter those laws, 
the study of .their effects pnd potent iall- 
tiese Constitutes, th'a . whole volume of 
spiritual philosophy. It.seeks for “truth 
for.autborityL-not àïjttority-for truth." 
Truth asserts itself »nd. requires no en
dorsers‘in. the...itityllectual marts' of 
earth. It aslis ng. assistance from hope 
and faith to establish’ tty claims, but it 
is willing to aid tbtuxi’ dn their dark 
and uncertain iqvpsfigytlQPs. Here, as. 
in all researches,lifter.cause and effect, 
we must reason-froni tKe'’kriown to the 
unknown, from-: facts to the logical con
clusion to 'be dratyfl therefrom.
DWe witness certain ' phenomena and 
their explanation is apparent;' science 
has . 'investigated;;,and - .discovered thp 
laws that govern theta. The source of 
these laws Is unknown, yet have their 
operations beeh ' formulated and their 
power calculated ;¡with unvarying accu
racy. We observe other occurrences of 
like character and logically attribute 
them to the same'cause. The mental 
effects produced by certain events are 
nearly the saine jiy. all minds. The dif
ference is only in degree. The knowl
edge of a great' catastrophe happening 
to the inhabitants ■ of a certain locality 
causes a generab pmotion of commiser
ation or horror..;’ i

The feeling of Sympathy for the suf
fers of thé Jphnstown''flood was alike all 
over the world where the tale of woe 
was narrated.

There was a difference only in the de
gree of intensity of the emotions, not of 
the kitid.

The result of a murderous battle or 
the ravages of a deadly pestilence; the 
effects of an earthquake on land, or a 
storm at sea, produce nearly the same 
feeling in all minds. Therefore, we 
know that the kingdom' of human men
tality is governed* by; general laws as 
fixed and certain /in thélr operations as 
those that control the material world.

CONVERSION.OF SINNERS.
There is '■ in tiie realm of rellg-

theretofore rejected, he lives a moral, 
honest life. And so the seance goes on. 
The spirits of those who have passed 
away continue their efforts, and men 
and women are truly made better 
through their influences. It is not that 
mysterious, mythical essence called 
“The Holy Ghost,” that produces these 
beneficial results. It is more probable 
that it is the “ghosts" of our dead who 
still retain their friendship, lovesand 
memories of the past, uud who, from 
their spirit-home, bring comfort, hope 
and faith to those once dear to them in 
life.

PSYCHIC FORCES.
All psychic phenomena are similar In 

their nature and nearly alike in cause 
and effect, and we can well understand 
that in the various camps founded by 
the believers of orthodoxy and Spiritual
ism there is a concentration of psychic 
forces operating through the various 
mediumistic influences, vet modified by 
surroundings and conditions. If there 
is a spirit-world, and if, under the un
changeable laws of the Intelligence that 
governs the universe, the spirits of the 
dead visited the earth in times past, 
they must be able to do so to-day; and 
when hundreds of houest, earnest seek
ers after truth congregate together in 
camp or seance-room to Invoke their 
presence, we can well understand that 
the conditions must be favorable for 
manifestations.

The Christian world believes in spirit 
•visitations of the past and of the pres
ent. Saered and secular history record 
these events of bygone centpries, while 
the rustle of angel wings amid the whis
pers of spirit voices are often heard by 
ears growing cold and senseless in death; 
and eyes forever blind to earthly visions 
see the ethereal forms of spirits waiting 
for the soul that is passing away. Thiels 
a universal belief and Is property mode 
the theme of consolation oy ministerial 

-lips, both in public and private funeral 
obsequies.

If spirit visitations are facts, it is evi
dent that conditions are as necessary to 
their return as to their passing away, 
and while they often visit their earthly 
friends in the silent closet of prayer or 

' the congenial seance of home and fire
side, yet it Is certain that the camp af
fords favorable conditions for a greater 
variety of manifestations, and more 
powerful exhibitions of spirit force than 
the private seance-and mediumship. 
Just as the psychical force necessary to 
religious revivals is more strongly 
evolved at camp-meetings’ and lih tlie 
circle of prayer ground the altars of the 
churches than in the 'workshops or 
marts of trade.' What the creeds call 

-conversion seldom, comes, to men,.while 
engaged in their business; neither li it 
incident to political meetings, Fourth of 
July. oelebratlons or public festivals; but 
It is the result of concentrated religious 
fervor focused at places of cognate con
ditions. So it is with spirit manifesta
tions

At a “spiritual camp” all thought is 
directed to the future world; all the 
public lectures, invocations and confer
ences but serve to concentrate the ag
gregate force of human mentality to
words the one absorbing enigma: “If a 
man die, shall he live again?” The elo
quence of inspiration, voiced in song 
and sermon, is directed to and enters 
into the great problem of death and a 
life beyond. Spirit influence, presence 
and manifestations are invoked—and 
unless nature’s laws and phenomena 
bear false testimony to inquiring man, 
they come with their heaven-born influ
ence, wiping away the tears of mourn
ing grief, soothing the aching heart of 
affliction and gilding the darkening 
cloud of death with tne sunlight of dem
onstrated immortality. They reinforce 
the evidence of faith, and the testimony 
of hope, and with whispered words of 
memory and love assert the glorious 
truth that there is no death,only transi- 

’tlbn.
F. L. McCreery asserted a logical 

deduction from nature’s varied phenom
ena in his beautiful poem, entitled 
“There is no death,” to which, In con
clusion, I call the attention of my audi
ence. ■

ious thought anil experience .a phe
nomenon known as “The Conversion of 
Sinners.’’ A Wage Of mental reforma
tion commence?;>t; the center—a so- 
called “religious revival"—and spreads 
over the country as -If carried on the 
wings of the wind.’ It is peculiar to cer
tain localities, conditions - and seasons of 
the year. In the rural districts it never 
commences in seed-time or harvest, nor- 
anywhere in the summer months except 
at camp-meeting's, where there is a con
centration of thb'-pgychical forcé of me- 
diumistio ministers, and willing and re
ceptive minds. Tlrere can' be no doubt 
of the good effect produced by. these 
mental cyclones in purifying the moral 
atmosphere—that without them would, 
become poisonous from the exhalations 
of men, and their sordid lust for gain. 

I All religious revivals of greater or less 
magnitude are the result of a concen
tration of mental forces and spirit power 
focused ate certain points favorable to 
their development. ■ ‘’Hiere must be an 
Opportune time, a. congenial place and 
conditions,' and cognate environments. 
In country districts or rural hamlets it 
would be impossible - to . inaugurate a 
“revival” in having,, harvest or fair 
time. But the winter comes. There is 
comparative rest from physical labor 
for the artisan, and, the farmer and his 
family. A noted medium—“called an 
Itinerating evangelist’!—appears on the 
scene and commences to hold hie serv
ices or evening meetings. The semi
darkness of candle ór lamp-light affords 
better conditions than does the glare of 
day. Heartfelt prayers are uttered, 
sacred music produces mental harmony. 
There is a concéhtrqtiop of many minds 
in invoking, s^ifit. íñiiience, and in ac- 
cordance,'wi1tmráa.'fu'í'e’6 unvarying psy
chical lawsát.cotnesv /Affectionate spir
its of the-dead?1 hbver on angel .wings 
over, the seance. I-A loving mother, 
whose prayers, in behalf ,of a wayward 
son .availed n»tight froin her earthly 
home, now tojjches': with ' spirit-fingers 
the.obdúrate Kédrt, of¿her sinful child, 
and tears of repentance flow from “eyes 
that mocked at tteaps before.” Conver
sion follows and the’penitentsjnner goes 
forth "regener¿ted’—abetter man. with 
new. resolves, new purposes, new. hopes 
and aspiratibns. ^Accompanied and 
ovpi-shadowed. by a. • spirit influence

THERE IS NO DEATH.
There is no death! the stars go down 

To rise upon some other shore, 
And bright In heaven's jeweled crown 

They shine forevermore.
There Is no death! the forest leaves 

Convert to life the viewless air;
The rocks disorganize to feed 

The hungry moss they bear.
There is no death! the dust we tread

Shall change beneath the summer 
showersj

To golden grain, or mellow fruit, 
Or rainbow-tinted flowers.

There is no death! the leaves may fall, 
' The flowers may fade and pass away— 

They only wait, through wintry hours, 
The warm, sweet breath of May.

There 1b no death! the choicest gifts 
That heaven hath kindly lent to earth 

Are ever first to seek again
The country of their birth;

And all things that for growth or joy 
Are worthy of our love or care, 

Whose loss has left us desolate, 
Are safely garnered there.

Thgtigh life become a desert waste, 
We know its fairest, sweetest flowers, 

Transplanted into paradise, 
Adorn Immortal bowers.

The voice of birdlike melody
That we have missed and mourned so 

long, >
Now mingles with the angel choir 

In everlasting song. .
There is no death! althougn we grieve 

When beautiful, familiar forms.
That we have learned to love, are torn 

From our embracing arms. •; r ' 
An awful form stalks through the land, 

With poisonous’ breath and silent 
tread, . " -

It steals our best loved ones away, • 
And then we call them dead.

Although with bowed and . breaking 
. heart, , .

With sable garb and silent tread, .
We bear their senseless dust to rest, ■ 

And say that they are “dead.” ’
There is no death! they have but 
. passed -

Beyond the mists that bind us here, 
Into the new and larger life . 
‘ Of that serener sphere. - i, .

-9

They have but dropped their robe 
clay .

■To put their shining raiment on; 
They have not wandered far away—

They are not ‘‘lost" or “gone." 
Born into an unending bliss, 

They leave us but to come again, 
With loving words and fond caress 

To soothe our grief and pain.

of UNIVERSALISM,
Considered a Dead Issue by 

Orthodoxy.

Tliough disenthralled and glorified, 
They still are here and love us yet;

The dear ones they have left behind 
They never can forget.

And sometimes, when our hearts grow
faint , x

Amid temptations fierce and deep; r
Or when the wildly-raging waves 

Of grief or passion sweep,
We feel upon our fevered brow

Their gentle touch, their breath of 
balm;

Their arms enfold us, and our hearts 
Grow comforted and calm.

And ever near us, though unseen, 
The dear immortal spirits tread— 

For all the boundless universe
Is Life—there are no dead!

F. L. McCreery.

Having Performed Its Mission the 
Enemies Think It Should 

Now Expire.

Baby Dying of Old Age.
The following item comes up from St. 

Louis, and beats the record of curios
ities so far enrolled:

“Physicians of this olty have discov
ered a remarkable phenomenon in the 
S arson of a child 8 months old which 

led of senile debility. The child was 
Herman Robert Burch, son of Enoch 
Burch, a fisherman who lives in a little 
cabin on the bank of the Mississippi 
river, just opposite Bellefontaine ceme
tery.

“The child, which was brought to Dr. 
Randal), of the North Side dispensary 
two weeks ago for treatment, was a mon
strosity. Ite body had ceased to grow 
after birth, but the head was fully devel
oped, the face bearing all the marks of 
an old man. The head was covered with 
coarse hair, and on the face was a strag
gling beard.

"Dr. Kendall stated that the baby’s 
head was perfectly developed ip every 
way, even to the bones, which were 
hard and brittle, as with the case of ad
vanced years. He did not have a great 
opportunity to study the case, as bis at
tention had not been called to it until 
the evolution was complete. During the 
time he was, watching it, however, he 
searched in vain tor a parallel case."

Sees Vision ot Death.
A dispatch fram Wilksbarre, l’a., to 

the seculqr.pyess says: . ,
“Robert Montgomeiy was working in 

his chamber in the Winajnie colliery 
about two weeks ago, when, according 
to his story; ho felt the presence of 
something supernatural. It was some 
minutes before he could see anything, 
but then he managed to discern the dim 
outline of a man with a warning finger 
upraised. He spoke to the "shape,” but 
received no answer. He felt, however, 
he said, a peculiar chill in the air, which 
penetrated to the marrow of^his bones.

He at once left the mine and told his 
friends that he had received warning of 
death, nor could any argument convince 
him that it was merely a case of hallu
cination. He could not be persuaded to 
return to the mine. A couple of days 
after he had seen the apparition he 
roused to leave his bed, and, although a 
physician told him he was not 111, Mont
gomery could not bo convinced.- Al
though no sickness manifested itself he 
grew weaker and died."

THOL’GHTS RETROSPECTIVE.

As through the past I look in swift re
treat

To pictured days and hours, where glee
ful stand

The mists of Moments bright, with yon
der hand

Of Time and Fate advancing, yet so 
sweet,

The jov unconscious of^those youthful 
days, •

That even now I quaff the memoired 
wine—

And find it but a phantom that is mine—
And sighing, chide my heart the while 

it plays
So willfully and wantonty with what is 

just
The dear, dead rose of old youth's happy
Yet, A past is not so far away!

What matters now! The precious bloom 
. is dust.

A time has past, and we can barely 
speak—

To say In brief, ’tie true some years have 
past

Since, joyous blooming-tide, I saw you 
last— •

Yet I, across a chasm, sadly seek
Companionship with all the old, free, 

happy times, -—
When all the morning sunshine at my 

feet
But seemed to vie with careless joys
- that beat
Impatient pinions, keeping stroke to 

tuneful chimes
That crowned my girlish fancies in 

their spell,
The while I watched the blue and curl

ing smoke
That floated the horizon, snake-like, to 

provoke
The dreams that charmed me, ere they 

bade farewell
: ■ Ella Gibson Magoon.

- -Resentment is, in every stage of the 
passion, painful, but not disagreeable 
unless, in excess; pity is always painful, 
yet always agreeable; vanity, on the 
contrary, is always pleasant, yet always 
disagreeable.—Home.

Reason elevates our thoughts as high 
as the 'stars, and- leads us through the 
vast space of this mighty fabric; yet it 
comes far short of the real extent of our 
corporeal being.—Johnson.

There is no opposing brutal force to 
the stratagems of numan reascA.— 
L’Estrange. • - '

Who ever saw old age, that did-not 
applaud the past and Cbndemn the pres
ent time?—Montaigne. •

■ They could neither of them speak for 
rage dtyi so fell a-sputtering at one an
other. like two roasting apples.—Con
greve. ..... ...

While the thousands of Christian Bn* 
ffeavorers were in enthusiastic session 
at Washington, says the New York Suu, 
a large convention of the Young Peo
ple's Christian Union of the Universal- 
1st church was in progress at Jersey 
City. The youthful optimists, so far as 
the future world is concerned, repre
sented eighteen States and reported 
that never was the condition of the so- 
clety so prosperous us now. It seems 
that, for instance, branches exist in 
every Southern State except Louisiana, 
and that a Universalis! minister is sup
ported at Atlanta as a Southern mission
ary of the union. ’

This report of the progress of Upl- . 
versalism is surprising, for the denoini
nation has largely dropped out of public 
attention during reoeut years. Former
ly it was made conspicuous by the at
tacks upon it in which orthodoxy so 
generally engaged. The L’niversalists 
were treated as religious outlaws by th# 
orthodox pulpit because they denied 
everlasting damnation: and the history 
of our American polemics contains the 
records of many notable contests against 
them as pernicious infidels, who rejected 
a doctrine fundamental to Christian the- . 
ology. Because they did not believe in 
hell they were singular among Chris
tians. The separation between them 
and suoh churches as are now repre*. 
sented in the Christian Endeavor Soci
ety at Washington was complete and ir
reconcilable. The two classes of relig
ious opinion were diametrically opposed. 
A Presbyterian boy, for instance, looked 
on a Univorsalist boy as little less than 
a heathen. Not to believe in hell was 
regarded as the extreme of religious 
perversity. To deny hell, it was argued, 
was.to deny the Bible and allrevealed re
ligion, and to invite tbe everlasting pun
ishment so wickedly rejected.

Now, the spirit pervading tbe Uri- 
versalist Convention at Jersey City and 
the Christian Endeavor Convention at 
Washington was tbe same. The two 
might have met together without there 
being any discoverable line of separa
tion between them as to the■ mutter of 
hell. Nota word was said nt Washing
ton which could have offended the sens
ibilities of the Jersey City T'niversalfsts. 
Hell was not even mentioned in the 
Christian Endeavor Convention. The 
young people wore not terrified by de
scriptions of the lake of fire ana the 
everlasting torments of the damned. 
The love of God wai dwelt upon, but 
His anger never.

Under such circumstances the contin
ued existence of the.Universalist Church 
is an example of the persistency of an 
organization when the reasoixfor it has 
passed away. It is now defending a cit
adel against which there is no longer 
any attack. Protestantism generally 
has abandoned the doctrine of hell. It 
is preached no more in the Protestant 
pulpits of the refined sort. Perhaps its - 
terrors may be made to influence some 
rough Baptist or Mcthodi-t camp-tneet- 
ing at the West or in the South, but it 
is a word which is not deemed polite at 
Chautauqua and Ocean Grove, und is 
used only by violent preachers whose 
bad taste is deemed reprehensible. 
Here in New York it is rarely heard in 
a church, but is relegated to the use of 
the profane solely.

The issue made by the L’niversalists, 
accordingly, is now dead. Nothing re
mains for them to fight over. The pres
ent and real Issue is as to tlje author
ity of the Bible, upon which depends 
the whole fabric of Protesttfnt faith; the ’ 
doctrine of rewards aud punishment,and 
every other dogma and conclusion of 
theology. Of course, if tbe Bible is the 
human production which Dr. Briggs 
calls it, nothing remains in that system 
for the doctrine of hell to stand upon, 
and there Is no longer any use in talk
ing about it, except ns a mutter of spec
ulation purely. If it is not revealed 
from God, it is simply a subject for reas
onable examination as to whether it is 
probable or not that men are to be pun
ished everlastingly for any offence of 
commission or omission.

Universalism, as a distinct issue, is 
out of date; Brlggsism is the current in
fidelity, and Its reach is infinitely wider.

This from one of the secular press 
with orthodox proclivities, is a very lib
eral acknowledgment of the great turn 
in the tide of orthodoxy, from the ram
pant, creed-bound, hell-fire and brim
stonedoctrine of a few years—only a 
few years ago—and now they would mo
nopolize the Universalists' stock-in
trade and have that little band of “het 
erodoxy” merge into orthodoxy. Why 
not turn the merging act the other way 
and let the Universalists swallow up or- 
thodoxy—the doctrine of all being the 
same—and make one grand and great 
universalism of all? The name conveys 
broad ideas, and the victor should surely 
maintain the name under which the vic
tory was won. Farthermore, the lead
ership that has done so much to make 
a new and a better God—a God on the 
latest plan of religion—“the new God- 
are the more competent to present this 
hell-less and devll-less religion.

Spiritualism is fast being adopted and 
advocated in the pulpits of our land, and 
it looks to-day almost Imperative tnat 
we. too, should look to our laurels 
or be lost, swallowed up, merged into 
Theology. There are few advanced 
pulpit orators that are not preaching, 
often unconsciously, and often otherwise, 
that “they, the dead, are all around us; - 
w'e can feel them, we can see them in 
the'shadowy twilight as they flit to and 
fro; we can hear their soulful whispers 
as they lovingly speak to us, and we 
know they are arouud us.” ■ :

.These men see whither the masses are 
drifting;, so many, pews are empty; so 
many dues are unpaid; salaries are not 
so large and very hard to collect; col
lections are extremely light; there is 
something wrong wjth old attractions— 
they no longer attract—there must be .

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2.
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materialized hand is the cross stamped A VERY FASCINATING WORK.Thereby hangs a curious
io . sent me the

hand, had as his medium a very stout
history of atharael

BT A. B. FRENCH.
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D$. T. Wilkins,Infinitude.
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The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

Tbit work Ie one tbnt every one »should read, it 
beams throughout with rsre gemi of thought, prac 
Ucal as well as profound. There Is sunshine and 
beauty tn every srntcuce uttered. The work Is dedl 
cated to the author's favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Spirit-life. Hudson Tuttio, of 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives un Interesting sketch of the 
author's life.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

Cloth.....................................................
Fo*tage 10 cent*.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Ulustr&leä. 430 pp. Cloth.............. ..

Postage io cento.__
Soul of Things—Vol. HL 

Hlictnted. 862 pp. Cloth.............
rortags 10 cent*.

Thl* Uno volume might wen li.vo been entitle'' 
Spiritualism DeuwuHrutcd by Science, It is wrht.i 
In. that, peculiar Intercsthn; Kyle In which Frcncn 
Writers excel when they would popularize ectv-QtilH 
Bubleeu In aJapiKtlun to the need« of tho gcuerm 
reader.' The author Is not a Spiritualist —lie evr 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotoes of a new super 
sUvlouj’’ oto^ etc., io which he mtmifesLs the uh,s

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Matti* E. Holl. Tblrty-elgbt of Mr*. Hull'« 

«weetesl *onrt, oduntud i. popular iuubIc, for tho use 
of congregetlons, circle« «nd fumlllea. Price, 10 ct» , 
or 66 per hundred. For sale at this office.
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WHAT HE BELIEVES.
F

£- 
IF

THE? PROGRESSIVE THINKER SEPT. 5, 1896.

Fragments of a Liberal 
Thinker-8 Creed.

It Includes Some Things He Does 
Not Believe.

If this life is continued beyond the 
grave, I believe that it can only be true 
by being the • result of fixed aud un
changeable laws of nature. And 1 firmly 
believe that life is continued.

1 as hruily behove in God; not as a 
person, but as a power by which the 
universe is controlled and this life con
tinued. I faithfully believe that God is 
for man—not man for God. I abhor the 
justice and intelligence of a God posing 
as the eternal source of nil that is just, 
true and good, that would have anyone 
worship him, or has any favors to. show 
or bestow on anyone. ......... -

I feel that 1 have well-founded reason 
to believe that there is a power in all 
living to couuuer dea,th; in other words, 
that whuj we speak of aj death is only a. 
birth into a higher, -purer and Qteriml 
life. The word death can only refer to 
the material, to. a disintegration of the 
element^ that enter into the composition 
of the Body—the mortal - homo of ‘ the. 
real man, the spirit. ; «.„••. . i

I believe that everything that has 
ever had a solf-recoirnizuble life con
tinues to live: that there is an everlast
ing, never-dying pattern in spirit form 
of everything that has ever possessed 
life in material form: that spirit doesn’t 
die. -

1 us much expect to greet those that I 
.know and have known in this life, be
yond death's door, as I expect topass 
through that change called death,

I believe that the same mind and 
spirit that we now have will go with us, 
and that we shall know each other as 
ive have known each other in this life.

1 believe the resurrection is the death 
of this body; aud when our material 
eyes are closed In death, our spiritual 
eyes will open in life eternal.

I don't believe that death changes us 
more than to free the spirit of that 
which pertains to this material life, 
and unfolds to us a greater knowledge, 
lifts the veil that we may comprehend 
God, the laws of nature as they are.

I think the realm beyond the grave 
will be common to every soul that lives 
or has ever lived. No heaven or boro-

Bible oy Testament were Inspired any
more than th^i wntert of any other book, 
even in tho srpent .age. . . : ■ f - .

,We.are all4nsplr$a-ip ,aU we do, in 
exact proportion to. oiiu. aspirations, in
telligence an'|l other ¡surrounding cir
cumstances,' It aeemsYto'ijne nothing 
short of an insult to intelligence, reason 
and justice, to.expect a matured and in
telligent person to accept the Ch ristiaus’ 
explanations <¡>1 the Bible as fact, in the 
face of positive evidence that it is hot a 
fact. J: -. ' ■

I attribute to Jesus Christ great credit 
for doing.all in Ins power to. elevatc.hu- 
mamty'above the level ’of superstition, 
ignorance and all manner ofsin as it ex
isted in his day. 11 1

• I think lie was far ahead of his time 
in evolution; I regard him as being a 
prodigy, perceiving the laws of nature 
as other prodigies have the laws of 
music and mathematics. 1 can’t be
lieve that be has any more to do with 
the ruling oi the universe than any 
other dead man. I believe that if it was 
in the power of linn or any other good 
man, the laws of God (Nature) would be 
-written in the lirmamont, on the clouds, 
-and on the flowers and foliage of the 
trees and grassland the birds would 
speak and sing them from every bough.

I don't believe that anyone should be
hove anything that is absurdly unrea
sonable j;nd unjust. - ' ■

• I beijeve that I have good reason aud 
evidence for believing all that I do.

' ■ ”J. G. Smith, M.D.

after existence could simulate complete
ness without the presence of ail whom 
we have loved in this life, aud that re- , 
gui'dless of all their faults or iinperfec- 

. tions; for the good aro balf-bad, and the 
bad are half-good, it has been wisely 
said.

Our imaginative power cannot pio- 
,tare a heaven that will satisfy the long
ing of tho soul of a just and intelligent 
human being, and leave out oue of those 
we love or have loved in this life. We 
want our father, mother, brother and 
sister, our children—our boys and girls; 
the infant, and every soul that has ever 
loved us or we have ever loved in this 

’life. I abhor the selfish and heartless 
man or God that can speak of u heaven 
that leaves one of them out. Why should 
I care for a personal God and Jesus 
Christ that I have never seen or cared 

. for in this life? Iwantmy loved ones— 
my friends—those I have known and 
loved in this life, and those who have 
loved me.
, I don t aspire to ever see a heaven 

J with a personal God in it and a fow se
lect that 1 have never known or cared 

.for in tins life.
i. But do you say we are changed? If so, 
- why shall 1 care for the diff erence in a 
heaven or hell, If we are lo be someone 
or something else when this life is 
ended? In the heaven 1 aspire to there 

7Will .be no personal God, no king, no 
' priest, no slave. It is not an officered 

• institution: but there will be a greeting 
of those gone before us, not us llesh and 
blood but in spirit form, and we shall 
know each other, not only as we have 
appeared to be in this life, but as we 
have really been. There will bo no 
make-believe or deception in that 
realm. Those who in this life have 
lived most just will be the greatest in 
the life beyond; and to be just and do 
all the good wo can is the only true hap
piness in this life.

Wheu we have progressed until we 
have outgrown the Christian Santa 
Glaus story of God, Jesus Christ, hea,ven 
and hell, we can then realize bow glo
rious. it is to be just and true in nil 
things in the sight of man, for the sake 
of man, and in the name of man and 
justice. We can then behold God as he 
is, and his will shall be done on earth as 
in heaven.

It is not and has never been right to 
. do wrong, and it has never been wrong 

to do right.
I fully believe in .Tosus Christ—not as 

a God, but os a man. 1 believe he was 
the Son of God, just us I believe that 
every other man is tho son of God. 1 be
lieve that he had a material father, just 
as every other man has a inaloruil 
father: that there (s no hocus-pocus in 
the laws of nature. 1 believe all that 
was ever written of him that is of good 
report. 1 believe that he comprehended 
the laws of God (Nature) as no other 
man has over done. I can even believe 
that he healed the sick, and that it is 
possible that he raised the dead, and 
that he did many wonderful and good 
things. 1 think ho did so by the power 
of fixed and unchangeable laws of na

. ture. But I don't believe that Jesus 
Christ ever intended that there should 
be a single crime committed in hisjiame. 
I can’t believe that he ever willed that 
there should be anti-knowledge institu
tions, culled churches, to practice all 
manner of crime, from murder down, in 
his name; to dwarf the intelligence and 
progress of mankind, to crush the spirit 
of justice and retain humanity in igno
rance and superstition.

Superstition is not religion; belief 
without some evidence is ignorance. 
There is no justice in sacrifice; make 
restitution, reparation—undo the wrong 
and wc make the greatest, tho most 
honorable and just effort in human 
power to right tho wrong.

As long us we believe that wrong can 
be righted by prayers, forms and con
fessions, just so long tho spirit of justice 
and intelligence will remain crushed, 
and ignorauce and all manner of siu will 
thrive.

1 believe that if Jesus Christ were li,v- 
ing at this time he would 'be regarded 

‘ by the churches as one of the most re- 
■ pugnant infidels the world ever know.

The time is certainly near at hand 
when men will feel that it is no mean 
compliment to be called infidels. The 
wore! in its true meaning is a man 
who has outgrown the unjust and myth
ical old stories of the Bible. An infidel 
is one who realizes that justice, science 
and intelligence are supplanting injus
tice", superstition and ignorance. An 
infidel is a person who is the proprietor 
of a mind and dares to use it in think
ing and reasoning for himself.

Infidels are they who have brought 
this world to its present state of intelli
gence and progress, and they only are 
unveiling the great laws of nature and 
making the world wiser and better.

I believe the New Testament ih the 
main. I can accept all that ii in It that 
Is just and reasonable. I regard it as 

- being the result <it an effort of a super- 
Etitious and ignorant eightcen-h'unflre>d- 
years-ago people to record a biography 
of a wonderful and good man; but I 
don’t imagine that the writers of the

THE WOLF AT THE DOOR,

GHOSTS PICTURED.
Some Strange Stories of 

Experiences .Had in the 
Spirit-World. ■

Moulding a Phantom’s Hand in 
Wax.

M. ALEXANDRE AKSAKOF REPLIES TO 
HARTMANN—EASY METHOD OF MA
TERIALISING UNCANNY OBJECTS 
SEEN AT SEANCES IS EXPLAINED BY 
HIM—EGLINTON’S NOTABLE TRANCE 
—MARVELOUS STORY OF A FIRM 
BELIEVER IN THE WOULD OF SPIRITS. 
Many persons assert that they have 

seeu ghosts, but are utterly unable to 
givo the slightest proof of the truth of 
their statement, says the New York 
Herald, the result being that they are 
either regarded as vjetims of a delusion, 
or as conscienceless Munoliausens, in 
whom imagination is stronger than the 
love of truth.
■ - At last, however, a ghost seer has 
come forward who gives a clear proof of 
his statement. He Is M. Alexandre Ak- 
sakof, the most distinguished ¡spiritual
ist in Russia and a director of psychical 
studies in Leipzig. No man is bettor 
known in tho occult world than he is, 
mainly on account of his sturdy and out_

Eglinton, sufi^nded by white ghostly 
forms, which ift-b onthe whole sufficient
ly distinct, th9Wh their features canqot 
be distinguished. -But the fact that 
ghosts, or fdvfift of some kind, did ap
pear to Eglinton on this occasion has 
been preserved1 for all time by these 
photographs. “te other words, accord
lug to M. AksiS&f, here is a clear proof 
of the materialization of phantoms?

: A PH^TqM'S HAND.
But there Is even a better proof than 

that furnished by photographs. Let M. 
Aksakof tell the story. “These photo
graphs are goefaj’* he says, “but we did 
not consider them sufficient. Our aim 
was to have a'bdnvijicing answer ready 
for those scejftlfS'who might sgy that we 
were the suhrjocUof.-halluoination. Wo 
therefore conceived the idea of obtain
ing in material form a single member of 
U body, and after that the entire body 
itself. This single member we have ob
tained. Here ix is.”

This materialized member is the plas
ter cast of a hand. M. Aksakof keeps 
it-on his writing-table, and the ordinary 
observer would take it for a paper
weight. A notable fact, however, is the 
appearance of a cross stamped in relief 
on the back of tho hand." .

“We first,” continued the Russian, 
“obtained the impression of the hand in 
soft clay. Then we obtained new im
pressions on paste and on smoked paper. 
But the most- conclusive experiments in 
this direction and those which do not ad
mit of any doubt, are assuredly those 
which consist in reproducing forms

ECHOES. Mahomet, the lllostrioes. LIFE WORK

They Come from Woolley 
Park Camp, Ohio. .

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ. CORA L V. RICKMONl

[The following poem is taken from 
the Evening Press, Ogden, Utah.] 
Poverty, thou art a dread and direful 

thing— .
The curse of every age! ,

The strifes inspired, by tjjee pre those 
that loudest ring . ■ , 

O'er history’s sample page,
No common man am I, but one of liberal 

mind; ?
Doomed none the less to feel

In this broad land, with millions of my 
alien kind,

The print of fortune’s lieel 1
My years of stalwart strength have riin 

to four-score now—
Of penury and distress—■

These shrunken limbs, these palsied 
hands and wrinkled brow;

They are my witnesses.
For two-score years I’ve lived upon your 

nation’s soil
Earning my bread in sweat;

Accustomed early and accustomed late 
to toil

In sunshine and in wet.
They wrought the glowing metal at 

forge; breast bare
They tilled tho untilled land, 

Where once your giant forests kissed 
the neighboring air 

The homes of culture stand. - 
The wilderness I’ve made to blossom as 

the rose
Through long and bitter years. 

Insensible in summer’s heat or winter's 
snows

To changeful atmospheres.
They dug the mine; laid the.rail; the 

iron horse
With his metallic roar

They’ve driven like a whirlwind on Ms 
fiery course, 

From east to western shore.
Your halls of classic song where music 

wakes to lyre, 
Cecilia woke of old.

Your temples, too, where learning and 
where art inspire 

With myriad works untold
Bespeak both one and all the patient 

workman's skill;
His strong and tireless arm

That chiseled out huge blocks of ragged 
stone until

They bore a pleasing form.
You asked me wherefor and for what 

I've done all this?
To win myself a name?

To climb, footsore, the steep and dizzy 
precipice

Where sits the goddess Fame?
Perchance for wealth or independence, 

when the sere 
And yellow leaf is shed?

Was it for any such I labored, year by 
year?

Not so—it was for BREAD!
Bread was my children’s cry; by day, by 

night their cry;
And oftencr it was mine.

My scanty recompense at times would 
scarcely buy

A rich man’s glass of wine!
Behind me skulks a wild and wolfish be

ing, whoso -
Weird face is lean and gaunt, 

Suruamed by those whose bleeding 
footsteps he pursues— 

The demon horror—Want!
The poor man’s cry ascends, or waking 

or asleep, 
For some o'ermastering hand

This foremost persecutor of our race to 
sweep 

Forever Irom the land.
The wants of nature must aud will be 

satisfied—
And satisfied with bread!

Our starving millions, toiling humbly 
. side by side, 

Can, must and will be fed!
Beware, ye rich, in purple and in linen 

fine!
The poor man lies in wait.

His patience will not last for two-score 
• years, like mine— 

His step is at your gate!
Beware, ye magnates, gloating o'er your 

hoarded spoil!
The poor man's heart is sore.

Beware! But doubly so, ye tillers of 
the soil —

The wolf is at your door!
And ye that rule o'er five and sixty 

millions, when
Will ye hear their mutterings?

The stars presage one more will fill the 
chair, and then 

The people shall be king!
Sweep with the besom of destruction

sweep, O God, 
This foul plague from our shore, 

That those who weep, as wept the Naza
reno in blood, 

May smile and weep no more.
Abraham Lincoln (in spirit).

A Chance Ito Blake Money.
In the past three months I have 

cleared 8600.75 selling dish washers. I 
did most of the work; my brother helped 
some. I expect to do better next month, 
as every dish washer sold advertises it
self, and sells several more; I don’t have 
to leave the house. People hear about 
the dish washers and send for them,they 
are so cheap. Any lady or gentleman 
can make money in this business, as ev
ery family wants a dish -washer. Any ol 
our readers who have energy enough to 
apply for an agency can easily make 
from $8 to $10 per day. Yon can get 
full particulars by addressing the Mound 
City Dish Washer Co., BL Louis, Mo. 
Try it and publish your success for the 
benefit of others. . C. A. D.

In parts of Austria and Italy there 
is a superstition that the human saliva 
is a cure for blindness. The idea proba
bly originated in the miraculous healing 
of a blind man recorded in one of the 
gospels. . ■

Mental pleasures never clog; unlike 
those of the body, they are increased by 
repetition, approved of by reflection, and 
strengthened by enjoyment^— Colton.

The discovery of what is true, apd the 
practice of that 'which is good, ire the 
two most important objects of philoso
phy.—Voltaire. ■

e.
spoken opposition to the theories ad
vanced by Schopenhauer’s successor, 
Hartmann.

M. Aksakof’s book in reply to Hart
mann is entitled, “Animism and Spirit
ualism,” or, as some would translate it, 
“Animism and Spiritism.” In addition 
to this work, the Russian specialist has 
written much about mediumislic phe
nomena and the materialization of phan
toms, and has also written critical 
sketches of several renowned mediums, 
among them being Eglinton, Eusapia 
Paladino, Kate Cook ana Mme. de I'Es- 
perance. As for his reputation, suffice 
it to say that he has for years been in 
communication with such well-known 
specialists us Zoellner, Crookes, Richet, 
Wagner, Lombroso and Carl du Prel.

M. Aksakof is now in Paris, where ho 
is being lionized, and where the utmost

which have become materialized 
through mouldiiiffl

“For this pMiiation two vessels are 
necessary, one’witn cold water and the 
other with warm water, on the surface 
of which is, some melted wax. The 
hand which appears is required to 
plunge itself iiito’the wax and remain 
there for some -seconds, after which it 
must plunge [itself into the cold water 
and repeat ttys, operation several times. 
In this way jhKymatarialized hand is 
quickly envefppci with a glove of wax 
of a certain .'thiikness, and when it is 
withdrawn from j,he water it leaves in 
its place a peqfecfj mould, which can bo 
filled with plaster. The. mould, after 
being melted Ju bpijing water, leaves a 
plaster cast, U},'all respects similar to 
the object which occupied the mould.

“The remarkable feature about this
surprise is expressed at his wonderful 
ghost stories. Told by a younger and in the back. Thereby 
less notable man, they might be regard- tale. M.>-Reimers, wni 
ed by many as hardly worthy of ere- ’ ’ ’ ' ’ - _
denco, but told by a veteran graybeard woman. On the evening when he ob- 
1 ike Aksakof, they make a strong im- ktalned the hand, he had enveloped her 
prossion even on those who are most in-1 in a tulle sack, which covered her head 
dined to be skeptical. and arms. A belt, fastened around her

How strange, for example, is this 
weird tale. “The Spiritualist movement 
began to interest me in 1855,” says M. 
Aksakof, “but it was not until 1870 that 
I began to study the question seriously. 
My study of phenomena forced me to 
the conviction that wo were in the pres
ence of a new science, which would be 
able to furnish mankind in a longer or 
shorter time with a solution of the prob 
lem of existence.”

EXISTENCE OF PHANTOMS.
He went on studying, year after year, 

and finally obtained what to him was a 
clear proof of the existence of phantoms 
or ghosts. Eglinton was the medium, 
and lay in a tranee. Around him sat 
Aksakof and a few other earnest Spirit
ualists. The only light in the room 
came from a small alcohol lamp. Sud
denly a large, white object appeared 
above Eglinton’s head. At the same 
moment was heard the sound of blows. 
The surprised spectators lit some mag
nesium and got ready a photographer’s 
camera. Meanwhile Eglinton slept 
with his arms crossed over his breast. 
And while they watched, lo! on the left 
shoulder appeared a third hand, covered 
with some white drapery, and on the 
forehead appeared a fourth hand. An 
instant later a tall, masculine form, 
clothed in snow-white raiment, and 
wearing on the head a turban of the 
same color, made three or four steps 
into the silent room.

Those present thought that the phan
tom was the ghost of Abdullah, Eglin- 
ton's spiritual guide, or guardian angel, 
who had already shown himself at se
ances in St. Petersburg. ButM. Aksa
kof quickly saw that it was not Abdul-
lah, for Abdullah was a one-armed be
ing, and the two arms of this phantom 
were plainly visible. As though to leave 
no doubt on the subject, the ghostly vis
itor ostentatiously folded bis two arms 
across his breast, after which he courte
ously saluted M. Aksakof and disap
peared.

A new form appeared some seconds 
later near Eglinton—the form of a tall 
human being. Slowly it approached 
the sleeper and placed its left arm 
around him. No stir made Eglinton, so 
profound was his trance. M. Aksakof 
was only a few feet away from this vis
itor, and was able to study it at his ease. 
The phantom’s beard was black, its eye
brows thick, and its eyes, piercing and 
hard, were fixed steadily on the magne
sium light during the few seconds that 
it remained burning.

This experience cost Eglinton dear. 
Not for a full hour could he recover his 
strength. When he became fully con
scious he was seized with convulsions, 
accompanied by hemorrhage of the 
lungs. The seance itself, however, was 
a thorough success, as the photographs 
show. These photographs, which are in 
the possession of M. Aksakof, portray

FIJSfflED
(From IT. 8. Jmmal efKedicine.)

ProLW. H.Feeke,whatnakefi*spedaltyof Epilepsy, 
haswIthoutdonbttnatEdmdcoieiiDoiecaMisUuui 

. enyliringPhysician;hisncceselaagtonlslitog. We 
. harehiaraofcasesofSOyrara'rtandfogairedtT’liIm.
He publishes a valuable work on thia difflasewhichhe 
sends with a large bottle of hie absolute cure, free to 
»nysuHerCTWbomijsentlthelrP.O.BndEzpresiad. 
dress. We adrlee anyone wishing a cure to address, 
»rot W, S. FKBKS, F. D.,« Cedar BU, New

waist, kept her arms and hands close to 
her body. M. Reimers began by put
ting some paraffin in boilipg water. A 
moment afterward, tno medium being in 
a trance, d noise wqs hoard in tho water 
and the assistants found In the vessel, 
filled with cold, water, the mould, still 
warm, of a left hand, on the back of 
which was the form of a cross, which M. 
Reimers had formerly given to a phan
tom that had appeared to him under the 
name of Bertie-. The plaster cast of 
this hand was taken immediately after
ward.

“Now, you see that this hand is small 
and elegant, whereas the hand of M. 
Reimers’ medium was large and^vulgar. 
There cannot, then, bo any suspicion of 
fraud. Moreover, her fingers were 
much longer than those on Bertie's 
hand. As for the cross, though it may 
seem incredible, it is a fact that M. Rpi- 
mere has never seen it since the daj* 
that he gave it to the phantom. Are 
we not bound to conclude that the phan
tom carried it off?”

Other marvelous stories are told by 
M. Aksakof, and it is plain to see that 
he believes thoroughly in the world of 
spirits. He admits that there are many 
difficulties in the way of such a belief, 
but he maintains that they only make 
the problem more interesting. He. Is 
perfectly willing to listen to all objec
tions, but until he Is persuaded to the 
contrary, he is determined to remain a 
firm believer in the reality of Spiritual
ism.

To '/he Editqb:-Do not think I have 
just been resurrected from the dead, 
and have determined to report through 
the columns of your widely-read journal. 
I have been active nearly all the time 
since tbe camp season commenced, but 
at Onset, Lake . Brady and Mantua 
(camps l have attended} I found report
ers on the grounds and knew you would 
receive detailed reportsof the respective 
meetings. I wish, to say in brief, that 
these camps, though not as largely at
tended as many previous seasons, owing 
to bud weather and the stringency of 
the times, have not lacked in interest in 
any direction. I have heard it remarked 
that without an exception, the lectures 
delivered at all these places have bean 
par excellence; that the subjects treated 
have been of general interest, and cal
culated to arouse the, best thouglit of 
our deepest thinkers. •

The trustees of the association at the 
close of the late meeting in Mantua, de. 
cided that the long-tallqed-of “Spiritual
ists’ -Workers’Training-School,’’ should 
be instituted on the beautiful grounds of 
Maple Dell Park, ManCua, O, More 
will be said of this later. ■ I desire to 
say that a fine lyceum was organized 
with the assistance of “ye scribe.” The 
lyceum must succeed, as it has enlisted 
a good number of bright, active children 
and a splendid corps of workers.

I do not care so much to report the 
other meetings in which I have been a 
participant, as they will be heard from 
in other ways, as I am desirous of get
ting a few words into the current issue 
of your journal concerning the meeting 
now in session on these beautiful 
grounds, I do not understand why no 
details have been written concerning 
the meeting unless everybody has left 
the work to someone else. If so, they 
have learned once more that when work 
is left to everybody, it is never done.

I will not go into details here concern
ing the beauty of the ground, fine ac
commodations, etc,, we have at Wool
ley Park—only this: There are ample 
accommodations for all who desire to 
oome here. Many Improvements have 
been put upon the grounds since the 
meeting of last season—among them a 
magnificent auditorium, and several 
commodious cottages. Trees have been 
put out around the woodland homes. 
Flower-beds have been made. The 
rains have made the lawns beautiful 
and the lawn-mower, used almost every 
morning, makes the grass plats look like 
one extended lawn. The restaurant is 
under the management of a family of 
Spiritualists and the comfort of the 
boarders Ib earnestly looked after. This 
is my third season here, and 1 know of 
no camp that has made so many im
provements (with the exception of Ma
ple Dell Park) as has this one.

The management have endeavored to 
secure good talent in every direction. 
Among the lecturers are Dr. Ada Shee
han, 0. P. Kellogg, Moses Hull and the 
writer. Dr. J. H. Randall is at present 
visiting the camp. He has given us one 
Interesting talk. Probably he will re
main a few 'days and put In a laboring 
oar. Some youqg mediums are with us, 
among them Mrs. Davis, of Columbus, 
O., bids fair to be a good worker in the 
cause. I understand phenomenal medi
ums are expected later in the meeting. 
I have not learned who they are. I will 
not trespass further on your space only 
to say there is no reason why this camp 
should not be woll patronized by the 
Spiritualists in this portion of the coun
try. No better accommodations can be 
found anywhere for the money than 
here. Furnished rooms can be secured 
at moderate prices and board furnished 
by the day or week at the restaurant. 
Tents can be secured, and there are 
good facilities for boarding one's self. 
There is plenty of good water, good air, 
good food, and lots of good people at 
Woolley Park Camp.

As one attraction the present season, 
we have with us Mr. Skinner, a superb 
violinist from Columbus, Ohio, and his 
daughter Myrtle, a fine pianist. A ly
ceum is already under way and a gen-' 
erally interesting time is expected. We 
expect large acquisitions to our numbers 
next week. More anon.

Mattie E. Hull.

- TN* work I* one of the Library of Liberal Classic* 
No auibor was bolter qualified to write aa Impartial 
aud houesl Hie of Malmulet than Godfrey Hlttzln*. 
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Translated Into English from tho original Arabic, wltli 
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moalatora. With a preliminary discourse by Geo 
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Origin, Development and Destiny 
oi Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 
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Embracing Spiritualism, past aud present- By J. 
M. Feeble«, M, D. An encyclopaedia of Interesting 
and loaLructlve facta. Price 42.00.

IT IS INTERESTING. ~
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT

Being a description of Localities. Employ 
menu, Surroundings, and Conditions In the Sphere«. 
By member« of the Spirit-Band of Mlsa M. T. Shelba- 
mer, medium of tbe Banner ot Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage W cema. For «ale at 
this office.

THE REAL ISSUE.
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lata. ‘The Irrepressible Condict.*' aud “Your Answer 
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LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
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by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of tbe old 
Paine Homestead aud Paine Monument, at New 
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ly Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

“THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Clvlllznttou, with the True 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown. 
MLD. Price, 15 cents.

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng, me
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terest by thoubandfi. Price 25 cents.

Philosophy
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This .work contains an account of (he very wonder 
ful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases in al) 
£ art« of tbe country, Thia volume is the first fro® 
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Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
a graad and noble um. p rice 11.00.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits influence mortal«. By M. Faradar. 

P. 23. Price 10 cents. 7

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just the book for those seeking Information con- 

cerfllng that most damnable Institution known in 
btswrv—the Rotaan Catholic luquisition. Every 
Americap citizen sbonld become acquainted with tbe 
facts so succinctly stated iu this valuable record. It 
shows the methods used by tbe Romish Church to e y 
termlnato those who reject Its beliefs and claims., 
For rale al this office. Prlu* 25-outH.

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 
blilory of Alharael, Chief frleat of a Bud cf Ab 

Aryan*. Thia pamplileLconulnlxn SI pagos, waa vnlo 
ten through the medlonfthtp of U. U. Flgley, ud I, f,. 
tensely üataresüng. Trice an cut* For sale al th1 
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of a Trance Medium.
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Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
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The To-Morrow of Doatli
---ORTHE---

Future Life According to Science,

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

more alluring attractions elsewhere.
The God of wrath used to force collec

tions and obedience to the mandates of 
the church through fear. The God of 
love tries to coax and love it out of the 
members; but tljey love their gold more 
than their God; pit jis tangible, and has 
an Intrinsic value as a purchaser—a con-. 
troller—a conveyor to them of the neces
saries of life, and no God ever did or 
had the power to do so.

Universalism ¡killed their devil and 
knocked hell ou^ot^he Bible; now our 
spiritual philosophy"— the X ray of .all 
truth, religious ,-or , scientific—Is throw
ing its bright light .through every win
dow, door and skylight of every church, 
and into every,chome—aye, upon the 
homeless who in rags and filth must 
roam the streets^-by day-and night in 
sleepless search3Ibr,. cast-out crumbe— 
and teaches that ther.eis a home beyond 
the grave, not built:.with gold, but by 
our lives—as oun We ls here will our 
home be there—that perpetual justice 
reigns, and no one-can crawl away from 
it—that our loved ones whom we call 
dead are living, and' we 'will see them 
again; teaches "all these by objective, 
tangble, knowable demonstration.

Yes, indeed, there is another allure
ment that appeals to the reason and dis
solves superstition and dispels the dark
ness of theological dogmas. These peo
ple want the earth, the sun, moon and 
stars, and no doubt hope, by preaching 
some of our philosophy under the nalhe 
of Presbyterianism, Methodism, etc.,, to 
retain their advancing members, their 
positions and fat salaries. . .

Spiritualism will embrace, but not 
merge.. Her platform is broad enough 
for the whole world—her foundation

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
This is also camp week across the 

lake. Five regiments of troops are in 
camp there, with the effect of increasing 
our numbers at the regular weekly 
dance and also at our meeting for relig
ious services, showing that all classes, 
under certain conditions, are willing 
and anxious to improve all opportunities 
for investigation ahd receive the benefit 
thpt is sure to come from all honest 
searching after the truth.

The puolio seances of Mrs. Augusta 
Ferris and Mrs. N. M. Russell were 
very much appreciated.
■ The 22d brought E. W. Emerson to 
the platform, to the great delight of all, 
apparently at his best; and on Sunday, 
with a new control of powerful influence. 
It was universally recognized to be the 
grandest effort of Mr. Emerson as a lec
turer, and also with the tests that fol
lowed. Filty-four descriptions aud 
names were given in as many minutes, 
and all but eight were recognized at 
once, breaking the record along this 
line.

The days following were fully occu
pied by a lecture on Tuesday, by Mrs. 
Jennie Rosenberger, and Wednesday 
and Thursday by Mr. Wm. C. Ferris, of 
Chicago, and Mrs. Dr. C. W. Burrows, 
of Detroit, both conceded to be as inter
esting as any of the season.

We expect Mrs. Anna L. Robinson 
for Sunday, August*30, and we all know 
what we expect. This will be the clos
ing lecture this season, and I think ’we 
can without fear of contradiction assert 
that we have had tho longest list of tal
ented speakers that was ever put upon 
a programme '■for a camp-meeting in 
Michigan, if not in the United States.

Thus ends a very Interesting and in 
every way prosperous camp-meeting. □ 

. J. S. Phillips.

IngersoU’s Great Address
On Thoma« Paine, at tbe late Paine celebration In 
New York City. Price, C cents; Lcn copies for 60 cents.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mr«. Marl i M. King. You 

will not become weary while reading ibis excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

The Evolution of the DeviL
By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New 

York City. Tbe most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
published. Tbe book contains C6 pages, and Is beau
tifully bound, with likeness of author on title pskc. 
Price 25 cents. .

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo., 482 pages. Cloth. «1.00 

“how to mesmerize.
By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of tbe most fiucce^f n 

jj'esinerlsta In America. Auclent and modern iiilrii- 
clcs explained by mesmerism. An Invaluable wonu 
Price, paper, 60 canu. -

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lecture«. By Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Price 11.00; 
postage 10 cents.

“ALL“ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from HU Sataulc 
Majesty and His Suboidlnatea In the Kingdom uf 
Darkness. 60pages. By Moses Hull. Price. 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

’ 1 HE DIAKKA. ’
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
JL ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davit, la a very In

teresting and suggestive work. It Is an explanation o< 
much that la false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em 
bodylnga most Important recent interview with James 
Victor wliaon, a resident of the Summer-Land. Price 
30 cents. For aeJe at this offic*

WAYSIDEJOTTI NOS.
Gathered from tbe Highways, By-ways aud Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie B. Hull. This Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best puciiiR, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of tbe author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, 11. For «ale at thia 
office.

anluiu« of tbo ";eli'Hftllc i-l««-.," yel J,« ««y« agu];. 
“TDnrel** true nnd reapeetable Idea hi Splrllu>ll»ni 
and regard* a« provodS-iba tiu-i at euminanlcallo, 
between tuperbumaus a Jd ibe Inbabftauta of Earibi 
• nd be goes on to relate iivtauceaof fact In erldcu. .
T here U, ui a bpii-huailM, n niauifcai dhvrcpauei it 
the Rtithors’u l<I-iifi. litii t he well ie;ul mind will rertdiij 
«elect and nrrniiKr die pros Hnd cons and out of the 
wlitilti will ttnd u»t only good nmutal culture* but 
much valuable iiHurntHiiou. The author buldi the 
theory of reincarnation. Price fl.50. For tale at 
thli office.
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CONTENTS: 
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Mohammed, or the Faith and War* of 

Islam.
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“'From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Hood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
*1.00. For sale at this office.

“The Religion of the Future.” ByS. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For saleat 
this office. Price, cloth, 81.25; paper, 
60 cents. ’

. “The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50c.

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and^selected hymns,Tor lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a. public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections' 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sae 
at this offle*.. ..

MIND READING AND BEYOND.
Dy Wm. A- Horey. SOOpare«, with llluau-aUoni of 

tbe subject« treated upon. Price 11.25.

Soul of Thing's; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

ny wm. and Elizabeth m. b. 
£) Denton. A marvelous Tork. Tbounb concise aa 
a text-book, h 1« m fascinating u a work of fiction, 
Tbe reader will be «maxed to «eo tbe curio xa facta 
here combined tn support of tbla newly-discovered 
power of tbe human mind, wbfeb will resolve a tbou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology aa plain as 
day, aud throw Ugbt on all the grand aubjecte tow otH 
•cured by time.
Soul or Tilings—Vol. I*

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
-OR-

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Careful comparison of some o! tha Spiritualism 

tad Mediumship at the Bible with that of to-day. By 
MoskiHuix. Ah invincible argument proving that 
Jesus waa only t medium, subject to all th» 
tloiu of modern mediumship. It also show that aii 
the manifestations throughoatths O'Z end New Teau- 
ment were under the same conditions that 'mediums 
requlrt to-day; and that the coming of Christ to the re
turnot mediumship. tb the world; 48 pages. Price, 
10 cento. For sale at tbto office.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
Am&suaLTHh directions for tbe organlzetlen end 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Bamethlnxlndlspeniable. Price W cents.
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’ THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

¿1, tureB given by tbe Spirit Band through the me
: ilunubtp of Mr». MagdalcnaKllno. This volume con- 

slat« of a Berles uf lectures. mcERagcs and pocma.
। written end delivered In public through the mental or- 

ganiem of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a tranee, clafrroy 
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their aplrtt good; and even though one may dud 
eome ideas that dlficrfrom those be fans bold, yet be 
will find much to nletFC. benefit and Instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus is mentioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced cdbccrnlng Jeaua 
and Christianity arc not after the orthodox standard 
Tbe book contains large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for H.50. For ar.i< nt this office

NEW THOUGHT. ~
Volume!. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti

fully printed pa$ea. Portraits of aeveral of tbe beat 
IpoBken and mediums. Tbe matter all and
presenting in an attractive form tbe highest phase of 

Hhe Spiritual Philosophy. By Mos» Hdll. Price 
only It JA For aata at thia office.

Volume IL 884 pegea, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 7b cents. ByMoszs Hull. For sale nt this 
office.

EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION^
A thrilling appeal to an who are Interested In learn

ing how the great- forces of the Roman Catbpllo 
Church are seeking to control all movement« per
taining to human progress that arr in opposition to 
their dogmatic religious teachings, Price w cento. 
Tor sale at this office.

Romanism and the Republic.
By Her. luie J. Luting. M. A. Every mtrfot Uoulfircxfilt Price,IDO. " ’

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
sad «ketches. ■ By *Jbend ol iplrit IntrUlmnce«, 

, through the medium,hip of M»ry There*» Sbelhemer. 
' Anttceu^fwork. Trice »1.25. .

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW ,
The Efficement of CbrhtUnlty? By George Jacob 
Holycake. Thl* 1* a most ratable oontrthntton to 
Freetliought literature. Bound In paper xlth goal 
likeness of author, price, 10 cent«; tirelT* copl»* 
tor»1.00. . -T
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ECHOES OF CAMP LIFE

BY MOSES HULL.

The groat and good Franklin was

THE UNKNOWN LIFE

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

of her problems."
In offering a few reflections aneti t my 

honorable brother Smith’s “ '

ishmeut or slavery.'’— Chambers’ Cyclo
pedia of English Literature. .

4 ^.1 ...... ♦ .»iLn'C avTAWZ.

estant and Catholic, can live together 
without quarreling; and where, in the 
great national crucible, the differences

the Indians they became morally trans
formed. and showed it ever after tn 
their lives. No red man in the forest,

Spiritual Missipnary Writes 
Ç lntered$lfij£ly,

' ' * ' ITr

And Makes Bornie Valuable 8ug- 
gestjonB.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 
two world«. By Florence Huntley. Price: 

r, 50 cent«; cloth, 41.00. Book! like "The Dream 
1 'epur humanity' on to make more and more ue- 

manda of this nature, and will open up' new height« 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler WU- 
cox. Will, I believe, take Its place beside Bulmer’s 
“JZanonl” and the r’Serapblta” ot_ Bslxac.—“Dally 
Capital," Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, en
thralls tbe mind to tbo exclusion of other thoughts, 
tmtll reluctantly the reader closes the last page.— 
Minneapolis “Sundsx Times’’

M.vuuv, umi.iis ‘scorching eal'Diquake; it binds like a chain; it in
criticism” of my comments on his first spires like music; it cheers like a sun

....................  - ■ — - beam.”

Jesus Christ
-BY

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Since the writing of the New Testament hObookK 
appeared of aa great importance to Christianity ■ 
the Bsxkowk Ltfz or Jesus Christ. ■

This volume, written by tho discoverer of tho mana 
•crlpt, contains a thriving account of the privation! 
and perils encounter ad 1fi his ceatch for It, a TIMiV 
translation of the original tnannscript, and lastly ■ 
critical analysis of what It contains. - (

of sect and tribe, and priest and people 
are being moulded into a great univer
sal brotherhood; and that the question 
which the lawyer flung atOhrfst, and 
which brought forth the incident of the

THE PSYCHOGRflFH
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

This highly Inetructlve and Interesting work 1 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. fid 
splendid works. By this arrangement the coat 1F|i 
that tbe reader ie enabled to Secure the two pO1 
Join J .’nod at tbe same price as wae formerly a»1 
or them separately. Xh‘l volume couulns tin 

and it handsomely bouqd in plotb, and contalus an 
ccllent portrait of the anthor.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
It a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spl 
uallem. No book of tbe century has made so nil 
converts to Modern Splrltuallim as this. The autnl 
alm. faithfully to compare (bo Dlb|e with aftd 
phenomena and philosophy, has been aocdmpllsfa 
The adaptation pi Spiritualism to tho w»nta Of bum 
Ityjti moral tepdouoyi the Bible Doctrine of an 
mlnlstryi the ¡MrkuM nature of man. and the obj 
Ilona ofl^edto Spiritualism, are all considered 
light of th<J Bible, nature, history, reason and comfi 
■ease, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST'
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism J 
ahd Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and | 
Is a Pcrfoct »torehouio of facts for tboHe wbowlifi | 
todefend Spiritualism, or find arguments against tn® 
assumptloni of Orthodoxy. i
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. I

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

SEPT. «, lew

SOME REFLECTIONS 
ON VARIOUS THINGS

THE OTHER SIDE
As Viewed by a Leading 

Light.
» ■ _________

TEXTS FROM SHAKESPEARE.
In religion,

What damned error, but some sober 
brow

Will bless it and approve it with a text.
Or as the heresies that men do leave 
Are hated most of those they did de- 

• ceive..
For, as the old hermit of Prague, that 

never saw pen and ink, very wittily said 
to a niece of King Gorboduc, “That that 
L is; for, what is 'that’ but ‘that,’ and 
‘is’but‘is?’”
And do as adversaries do in law, 
Strive mightily, but eat and drink as 

friends. - < .

It Is one of tlip beauties and excel
lences of that palladium of spiritual and 
intellectual liberty, The Progressive 
Thinker, and the principles it so in
telligently and eminently represents, 
that its columns are always open for the 
free discussion of those themes possess
ing a common interest to its readers; 
thereby proving the truth and wisdom 
of its pertinent and eloquent motto:

through jSmiLhfield, rivulets of blood 
were seen trickling from tlie coffin ^nd 
polluting the ashes of the Christian 
martyrs hero burned. 1 ■

What has not humauity endured for 
the sake of opinion? And here I would 
ask. is it in consequence of the courage 
of one’s convictions, or is it simply the 
pride of opinion? Which?

But, at all events, it is probably in 
consequence of tins martyrdom for opin
ion’s sake that Brother Smith and my
self are able to ventilate our views as 
freely as heart can wish to-day, without 
the fear of being burned, although we 
may possibly dread scorching. ;

It hardly seems possible that any sys
tem of religion so atrocious and cruel to 
humanity could ever have been founded 
on the teachings of the gentle Nazarene, 
whom Earnest Renan calls the creator 
of the “divine religion of Humanity, 
and the Law of Love.” One whose 
teachings, as revealed in tlie Sermon on 
the Mounfi and elsewhere, and whose 
Ingh moral eode Thomas Paine says has 
never been excelled.

But this system,
MISCALLED CHRISTIAN, 

had nothing pertaining to its founder 
about it, save the name. It was simply 
a political ecclesiasticism, that sought 
for rule, supremacy and sway, that had 
neither the principles nor the practice 
of the founder of that great altruistic 
religion of practical love and benevo
lence, that to-day is properly recognized 
as Christian. : •

REPRESENTATIVE MINISTERS.
Asa practical exemplification of this 

I will cite extracts from two of its fore
most or representative ministers; one 
personating its liberal or progressive 
element, and the other voicing its more 
onservative or orthodox character.

Professor David Swing, so long the 
pride of Chicago, but since passed to the 
other side where the many mansions be 
—was one of the world’s foremost pro
gressive thinkers, whose fame and 
whose influence was cosmopolitan in.ex
tent, has this to say of that divine solici
tude of love which is the greatest faefor 
in the Christian religion to-day:

"While there is no chemistry that 
may properly be said to weigh and 
measure sentiment, it seems probable 
that the thought that I love another is 
not so inspiring as the thought that an
other Iqves and deeply cares for me. 
This thought or sentiment is undoubted
ly the most potential, the most power
ful and influential in the spirit temple. 
When that good father Marquette re
vealed his loving care and solicitude for

“Progress [or evolution] is the universal , , , ■
law of Nature, and thought the solvent ¡m African negio in bondage can resist 

- ■ ■ • the power of this solicitude. It under
' mines like a wave; it rends like an

article—“An Indictment of the Chris-1 . , ,, , , , , „ ,
tian Cburcli”—while admitting some of' ®ye.n£lat.o‘,a.ml)i_on of ol'.th?doxJ'’ 
the propositions of my learned brother,1, J-a'lna?e> 'J*106® personal chaiac- 
I shall not undertake to rnntrovApf nr * 00 not fjt'eatly admire--has this to 
disprove others that I do not admit: say 1,effai‘ding practical Christianity: 
but in the main shall content mvaelf1 I could see as plainly as the nearest 
with nn And«»™»» in ripdnnA fmm th® man to this platform,the old Bible story rv 1 in uu ciiuuutoi lu ueuuce irom tne . , • _ _ u , J
theme here dismissed r nrofliablA and ve-euacted; and I said to our group un- 
Rho-iTAstivn nini'ui ,derthe tent: ‘One drop of practical

There can be no douht that hnrrihU Christianity is worth more than a whole 
and atrocious cruelties wem iiei'iiAtrA-t aH ®®a of eccleslasticism, and that good 
during the Dark A «ZPB and PVBn dnrn in »amnritan had more religion in five 
the name of the Christian church; ¿nd “ nntes than the minister and the Le- 
among other representatives of the I vliy*ln.a<
church at this time was that morakmon-1 ac°,lrB.ed thing
strosltv Henrv vilf whn narapnntAii .on «arth is sectional and sectarian prej- 
nunished behAitded find biiPMAd bxith udice^ and I olcSfi God that I live ID puiiiaucu. uenuuueu uuu uuineu uuin *__ __ , ■« » .
Protestant and pflnist nnd nmnnir u?a America, where Gentile and Jew, Prot- J lULUoLalll UUU X alHbL, UUU UinOUE llio . . j , , .. ,, , '...1... .1 _ 1 _i 1 o. w,, Aaunt. onn ( .at.holin /»on liva Lwvatlia».victims was the scholarly Sir Thomas 
More, who was his Lord Iligh Chancel- 
ler, a stanch Catholic, who won for his
unthankful king the title from the Pope 
of ‘¡Defender of the Faith,” and who In 
the end was repaid for his loyalty by 
the loss of his head. “But,” says 
Charles Dickens, “it was as dangerous to 
be this fellow's friend as it was io be his 
enemy,” and he further says: “He was 
probably the most detestable villain' 
that ever drew breath; a most intolera
ble rullian, a disgrace to human nature, 
and a blot of blood and grease upon the 
history of England.”

SIR THOMAS MORE'S UTOPIA.
Reference has here been made to Sir 

Thomas More for the purpose of intro
ducing a most pertinent and suggestive 
Illustration of the theme here discussed. 
His character was most bonignant. and 
besides “he was a scholar and a ripe^and 
good one,” and in the early partof^ms 
career he wrote a book depicting an 
ideal state of government, which he en
titled “Utopia," thereby adding a new 
word to the English language.

“Among their many salutary princi- 
files,” he says: "It is one of the oldest 
aws of the Utopians that no man ought 

to be punished lor his religion, it being 
a fundamental principle or opinion 
pmong them that a man cannot make 
himself believe anything he pleases; 
nor do they drive any to dissemble their 
thoughts." “Every man may endeavor 
to convert others to his views by the 
force of amicable and modest argument, 
but whoever adds reproach or violence 
to persuasion is to be condemned to ban-

good Samaritan: 'Who is my neighbor?’ 
is being answered thus:

‘“My neighbor is the first man I meet 
in trouble; and a wound near at hand 
calls louder than does a temple ten 
miles away, though it covers seventeen 
acres, and is of such vast proportions.’ ”

. UPLIFTING HUMANITY.
And here I would ask my honorable 

brother if this kind of sentiment is not 
more uplifting to humanity, and njore 
conduoive to the improvement and bet
terment of mankind, than are acrimoni
ous accusations and Intolerant tirades 
against the faith of those whose educa
tion, intelligence and moral honesty is 
at least equal to our own?”
INFIDELITY THE GREATER FACTOR OF 

PROGRESS.
Perhaps"! may regard it as a compli

ment to my intelligence, and as an ac
cretion to my logical brains, that I do 
heartily congratulate myself on being 
able-to-agree with my honorable ana 
learned brother and even go a step 
further in one important and significant 
particular, viz: That all the great steps 
in the'world's progress and civilization 
were made or inaugurated by infidels. 
Jesus Christ, the founder of Christianity 
and the law of love, was an Infidel to 
the religion of the Jews, who taught
an entirely different—an opposed creed.

, Martin Luther was an Infidel, as were
Such tolerant views were extremely the whole body of reformers who op

rare in that intolerant age, and, alas! posed the corrupt Catholic church of 
for the frailty and inconsistency of poor their day.
human nature, the author of these no-; Thomas Paine, the great apostle of 
ble sentiments proved himself to be in our liberties, was an Infidel, and a mar
the end a most intolerable bigot. tyr. too, for a hundred years after his

Tbis was a period of evolution, and in- death, because he lived a hundred years
fidelity bad crept into the bosom of the in advance of his age. '
holy Catholic church. It was the time The great and good Franklin was
of the Reformation, and William Tyn- charged with being an Infidel -and was
dull, “a clergyman of great piety, learn- ” . .. ., ... „ .... so regarding some of the tenets of or
ing, and gentleness of disposition, had thodox Christianity. Yet this groat 
jnade an English translation of the New . humanitarian, and wise altruistic phi
Testament Scriptures, but so violent losopher did take some stock in the 
Was his persecution by the Catholic teachings of Christianity and the Bible; 
Church, that he was compelled so take in proof of which, as a text for his own 
refuge in Germany with Luther, where guidance, in his dally walk and conver- 
he remained. I sation, lie quotes the following from St.

Among the most bitter and virulent of ” ’ 
his persecutors was Sir Thomas More, 
Who wrote several volumes of oontro-
-tersy against him, employing such vio
lent language as the following:

“Our Savior will say: ‘Thou art ac
cursed, Tyndall, thou • son of the devil; 
for neither flesh nor blood hath taught 
thee these heresies, but thine own 
father, the devil, who is in heli. » * * 
There should have^een more burned by 
A great many, than there have been 
within this seven years past, the lack 
whereof, I fear me, will make more be 
burned within the next seven years com- 
Ing.”—Chambers.

Is not this •
- : , A PITIFUL PICTURE

®r commentary on the bigotry and intol
erance of human nature?

Aside from this, Sir Thomas More was 
çné of the most amiable and genial gen
tiemen in the kingdom, who even made 
a jest of death'at the time of his éxecu
tion, saying to the sheriff: .

“I priy you, master lieutenant/see me 
safe up [to the scaffold], and as for my 
coming down, let me-shift for myself.” :1

And what was the fate of this bloated 
king? He had his Nemesis even here, 
End the body of this tyrannical monster 
At last became a loathsome mass of dls-

Paul:
“Whatsoever things are true, whatso

ever things are honest, whatsoever 
things are just, whatsoever things are 
pure, Whatsoever things are lovely, 
whatsoever things are of good report, if 
there be of any virtue, and If there be 
any praise, think of these things.”— 
Phillipians iv, â.

THREE IN ONE.
I profess to be a Spiritualist, an opti

mist and an evolutionist, but I am not 
an extremist nor an agnostic. •

While I greatly admire the eloquence 
of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, and think 
the cause of truth and progress is great
ly indebted to him for his services In 
knocking out the superstitious super
structure of the Bible and letting it rest 
squarely upon its own merits the same 
as any other book, I think his teachings 
would have been ten times more effica- 
ciouBjmd far-reaching if they had been 
supplemented by a generous concession 
and a righteous recognition of the gen
uine goodness and veritable truth there 
surely is In- the Bible, in spite of its'er
rors, and also in the Christian church, 
despite the offensive dogmatism and the 
false accretions that in the early days of 
the church were associated with it."

But those days are past, and the sen
timents above quoted are a fair and justease and corruption, worse than a thoji-

Sand death*: and when death ends it, - , 
and his bLateJ carcass is.being borne „thought entertained .by the great body

exposition of the trend of modern

of the church and Ita mor® advanced 
and liberal representatives to-day.

MONSTROUS CRIMES.
Individual professori of that faith who 

are guilty of moustrous crimes and 
misdemeanors only show how much 
¡nere powerful are the natural passions 
and innate depravity of some minds 
pian are trie moral and religious teach
ings of any form of faith or belief. But 
to say tliiit these moral delinqtiencie'fe 
arc the legitimate result of the teach
ings of that system whose founder even 
went so far as to place licentious 
thoughts mid conceptions on a par with 
sensual acts, is such a monstrous perver
sion of the spirit of truth aud fairness 
as to .

“Invert the attest of eyes and ears. 
As if those organs had. deeeptious func

tions,
Created only to calumniate.”—Shake
speare.

CURSE OF REFORMS.
It seems to be the curse of neprly all 

reforms, that, mixed with au honest ad
vocacy of ever so righteous a cause, 
there has nearly always been associ
ated with it a personal passion and 
prejudice or an apparent malignant an
imosity inseparable from controversy 
that is not only inclined to distort thè 
truth while it at the same time robs a 
just argument of its beneficent and le
gitimate end, which is not only to con
trovert, but to convince and convert.

A striking illustration of this may be 
seen in the . very phrases used in the 
paramount political issue discussed to
day; one side being represented by the 
“silver lunatics,” and the other by the 
“monometal monomaniacs.”

STRIKING OBJECT LESSON.
In concluding the final summary of 

what I have to say upon this controvert
ed question, I would like to cite, as a 
striking object lesson, the strongparal
lel or analogy existing between Profes
sor Gold win Smith on the one hand and 
Honorable Warren Smith on the other, 
toward the respective themes they rep; 
resent, in The Progressive Thinker 
of the same date—August 8th, 1896.
PROF. G0LDWIN SMITH AND SPIRIT'

, UALISM.
In Mr. A. M. Griffen’s masterly criti

cism of Prof. Gold win Smith upon th® 
“Evidences of Another Life," it would 
appear that the learned professor, after 
exhausting his large logical brain in 
discussing the conundrum or problem 
of man’s continued existence beyond 
this bank and the shoal of time—after 
exhaustively quoting from Darwin, 
Tyndall, Huxley, Spencer, and other 
materialistic philosophers, he arrives at 
last at a most lame aud impotent con
clusion.

In this lame and impotent conclusion 
he pays this slighting, inconsequent and 
contemptuous compliment to the phe
nomena and philosophy of modern Spir
itualism:

“Nor oan spiritualistic apparitions 
call for notice. They have been often 
enough exposed. Nothjng Is proved 
by them but the fond credulity of be
reavement pining for communion with 
the lost. Spiritualism, it should not 
be forgotten, had its farcia! origin In 
table-turning.”

"Apart tan the miraculous resur
rection of Christ, and Christ’s miracu
lous raisings from the dead, no one has 
been seen or heard from after death. 
That evidence, which alone could be 
absolute conclusive, has never been 
afforded.”

DARWIN'S PROOF.
The first paragraph above quoted 

shows upon tlie very face of it [he result 
of a weak aud shallow judgment, ap
parently based upon second-hand or 
hearsay evidepee alone, and is entirely 
unworthy of a scientifio professor who 
essays to discuss a great problem from 
insufficient and superficial data.

It must appeàr to the candid reader a 
self-evident fact that the professor here 
does not speak from personal knowledge 
and experience, but gets his knowledge 
from others who are as ignorant of What 
they disouss and as prejudiced aa the 
learned professor himself.

But suppose this able scientist had 
■seen as I nave, written plainly upoq pa
per held in his own hands, and with no 
visible or material pen and ink, but in 
characters that are still legible and 
graphic, this legend:

“The soul lives after that phase of 
Evolution called Death. Look upward.

[Signed] “Darwin.”
And when Darwin says in corrobora

tion of this, that “The supernatural 
does not exist, but that no man knows 
the boundary of the natural; and that 
the invisible forces of nature are far 
more potent than tfie visible"— would he 
still disbelieve in disembodied spirit in
telligences, and doubt the evidence of 
his own senses on the spot, or would he 
believe, with Hamlet, that thqpe ®re 
more things in heaven and earth tijan 
were ever dreamed ol in his philoso
phy?

Tho second paragraph appears to me 
to exhibit one of the strangest and most 
inconsistent anomalies of poor human 
nature. There are thousands of pro
fessed Christians to-day who firmly be
lieve in the miraculous resurrection of 
Christ from the dead, because tne Bible 
and tradition says so, who would not, it 
is presumed, beliete the evidence of 
their own senses, “though one did rise 
from the dead” before their eyes, for no 
better reason than because ft is opposed 
to their preconceived prejudices and 
opinions. s

LAME CONCLUSIONS.
In this symposium of facts, theories 

and conclusions, I submit it to the con
scientious judgment and the considerate 
common-sense of the readers of THE 
Progressive Thinker, if i£ is not as 
perfectly a righteous judgment to take 
all the contemptible frauds, impositions 
and misrepresentations that have been 
perpetrated in the name of Spiritualism 
as a just estimate and exposition of the 
most wonderful phenomena evar wit
nessed in the realm of nature, and upon 
which is founded the grandest practical 
philosophy of. Immortality that ever 
dawned upon the earth, to light and 
bless It, as to consider the caustic tirades 
against the Christian Church by the 
honorable Warren Smith a true and 
candid reflection of that church to-day, 
with its thousand institutions of practi
cal bepevolence, and its many altruistic, 
widespread and progressive education
al tendencies.

A PESSIMISTIC.CONCLUSION.
As far as m.v feeble logic is able to 

perceive, I can but regard the efforts of 
both these learned and honorable gen
tlemen as having achieved about the 
same pessimistic negation; and that 
their conclusions will be regarded in 
the sober light of reason and reflection 
as not only lame and Impotent, but as 
fallacious in argument as futile In effect.

The honorable Warren can see noth
ing good in the Christian Church of to
day, and the learned professor is oblivi
ous of anything worth his serious con- ' 
'sideration in Spiritualism.

The laudable object of all controversy 
is to expose error and bring truth to 
light, and in my endeavor to do this, al
though my ability is not equal to my de
sire, I profess to be guided by the most 
sincere motives and am willing to abide 
thè candid judgtment of my readers.

In concluding, I cannot forbear sub
mitting my testimony to the cause this- 
paper so ably and intelligently repre
sents.

But some will say: “What practical' 
good has Spiritualism accomplished?”

A SPIRITUAL ^ATFORM.
First. It has evoly^d from out tlie 

mists of doubt and angulation, by a fa
miliar and practical qejnonstration of its 
truth, a sublime aesuraijce and a glorious 
oerUtnty. • ■

Second. It has as a,practical science 
and philosophy, by proof achieved by suc
cessful experiment, fprged a key that 
haaopenea the dark vault of the invisi
ble and revealed to portal eyes that 
rare and radiant genr balled immortal
ity. ' ■

Third. It has “ ■
“Rolled back the heavens; blown ope1 

the iron gate ,
Of Death and Lethe,, yr^ere confused lie 
Great heaps of ruinousflaortality,” 
and above these deaftbonesithas resur
rected a new spiritual- science an£ phi
losophy that preaches and demonstrates 
a continuous and eternal ever-ascending 
state of being.

Fourth. It lias relegated to the re
gions of a dead theology all systems of 
future rewards and punishments and a 
Judgment to come, other than those 
based upon natural logical cause and ef
fect. It demonstrates that our lives are 
a continued series of rewards and pun
ishments, and that every day we live is 
a day of judgment: also that our lives as 
lived here are the gauge or passport to 
our moral conditions in the higher, fu
ture life.

Fifth. It also teaches that the higher 
life and the higher happiness consist 
in an ever-increasing endeavor in climb
ing up the golden stairs of progress and 
advancement, and assisting others to 
climb, who by mistake have been tread
ing “the primrose path of dalliance” 
until it has proved to-them a road 
guarded with thorns and beset with 
lurking adders. '

Sixth. It teaches that all-, however 
low in the scale of being, are, in conso
nance with an inherent impulse or law 
of nature, evolving to higher conditions 
of wisdom, goodness and-happiness, by 
their own noble endeavor, and the 
eternal law of progress and evolution in 
the very constitution or soul of things. 
And, finally, Spiritualism teaches that 
it should be the aim of all to assist hu
manity to become wiser, better and hap
pier here that they may be the much 
more ffo in the great, vast, and eternal 
hereafter.

EPILOGUE AND MORAL.
“Truth crushed to 'earth shall rise 

again,
The eternal years of God are hers;

But Error, wpunded writhes with pain, 
And dies adiong her worshipers.”

"Then heed not the .shaft, too surely 
oast— L

The foul and hissimi volt of scorn— 
For with thy side shall dwell at last

The victory of endurance born."
—Bryant.

Ira Gale Tompkins.
191 Laflip St., Chicago, Ill.

To the Editor!;s-The echoes.of 
camp life are etili rihgirfg, and the ques
tion comae: Of whiit'tood are camp
meetings? Spiritual'¿amps are a growth 
of tho last part of’the’nineteenth cen
tury, and those whb,Hi£Ve*httende<i the 
camps of the so-called'’.Christian sects, 
as they were know^W-i their earlier 
days, weirkhow thè' tMals of "the man
agers of them; and after Spiritualism 
became established on a sound basis, 
and a proposition was made that a camp 
should be established, the first objectioa 
that was made was that there would bo 
such a disturbing element from unbe
lievers, that good results could not be 
obtained.

But those who have followed the spir
itual camps, which have increased in 
numbers, and are now held In many of 
the States, oan answer the question at 
the beginning of this article in many 
■wavs—not only by answering that thè 
f;rand truths M our philosophy are bo
ng spread faster than tn the demon

strations as given in halls and private 
seances, but that the disturbing element 
which was expected has failed to show 
itself, while on the other hand a more 
orderly crowd oannot be found In any 
gathering in the country. -

Then the answer comes again in this 
way: The disturbing elemohts whiqh 
are and ever have been tn the Meth
odist camps, are unkpywn in the Spirit
ualist camps, while the Methodists 
have to keep up a large police foroe, 
and dhturbanceè are trhquent, during 
Ì.11 the years that our camps have been 

n session not one disturbance by the 
hoodlum element which makes Meth
odist cambs so uncomfortable has oc
curred, and generally no “arm of the 
law” is needed for protection.

Thus the answer comes. There is 
such an air of freedom among the spirit
ual oamps that when visited by those 
unacquainted with us, they hear new 
thoughts, and there is such an appeal to 
the innate humanity (which everyone 
carries, however little it may have been 
developed), that before they are aware 
they become Interested, and, finally, 
those who came to scoff usually go away 
if not converted, then convinced that 
there is something beyond their com
prehension, and the result is obtained 
that they are compelled to think.

Spiritual camps are doing good in in
numerable ways; and while there are 
some mercenary enough to say that 
there are now too many spiritual camp
meetings, because with so ujany none Of 
them are able to make them pay finan
cially, 1 must say I wish the present 
number was increased two-fold.

I believe that if every Spiritual soci
ety would hold its meetings out in some 
grove during the) hèfited terms they 
would not be obliged to adjourn for that 
season, as they do1 note, but instead an 
interest would be fiwakened that, when 
the weather became sofleold as to compel 
them to again go-(b Their halls, they 
would find an increkseà interest as well 
as an increased attendance.

Many who cannot get away from busi
ness to go miles away^to camp, because 
of expense, or can -only leave home for 
a day, would go to’a nbar-by grove, for 
a day or two; and fff out-door meetings 
were thus establishba, Speakers who are 
compelled to loaf ’around the larger 
camps could be Induced to go to such 
subordinate camps’for far less than at 
other times, and thué'fthé good of the 
cause could be’ still iarfher enhanced.

But camp-meetings have not reached 
the height of their usefulness—there are 
many things yet to be done to enlarge 
their field, not only to carry our truths 
to those who as ' yet do not know, but 
also to tho believers as well, and espe
cially to the so-called teachers—that is, 
the mediums and speakers.

I believe there should be concerted 
action between all camps.

Now, I do not want someone to hop up. 
and say: "O', yes, he wants us to bind 
ourselves-together, in acreedal system 
and compel all to subscribe to some 
formal compact.” ’ - ■

No, I want concerted action in this 
way, namely: It seems as if every camp 
should establish a summer-school, a la 
Chautauqua—that is, a school for the 
instruction of its mediums and speakers;

The trouble is that too many of our 
speakers and mediums are troubled 
with the “big-head.”/Many of.-them 
have been taken from tlie humble walks 
of life; they have been forced into the 
pobitioji they now occupy, and-the old 
workers nave been educated by the 
spirits. Tliey never would have’ been 
laiown to the world if ii had not been 
for the spirits, and to-day, if the spirit
force sholild be taken from them they 
would become helpless wrecks, stranded 
like a vessel on tlie rocks. They have 
done their work, and done it well; no 
fault is to be found with them; they 
have made Spiritualism what it is—all 
honor to them for it. But they ought 
not to swell up too large, for what has 
been done cun be done again: and here 
comes in the great lesson for the camps. 
These same old workers should advocate 
the education of all workers, no matter 
of what name or nature.

• Every old worker to-day well knows 
that he or she is not speaking to the 
same audiences to-day they addressed 
twenty-five or even ten years ago. In
telligence has developed among all 
classes,, so there is a greater demand to
day for rhetoric and grammar than 
there was twenty-live years ago; and. 
with the increase iu intelligence of the 
audiences, so has also been the Increase 
in the capacity of the speakers. Per
haps this is ths cause of the aforesaid 
"big-head," but these are the ones who 
should be willing to teach others. But 
they ought not to become teachers by 
telling the new workers they need edu
cating; they must set forth the fact that 
audiences are not willing to hear the 
English lauguage murdered, neither do 
they desire to hear old straw re
threshed, or to continuously listen to 
the ideal of a future life, to say nothing 
of the present. .

Some might ask: “What, then, ought 
they to talk about?" Answer: A high 
order of ■ spirit influences will find 
enough to talk about, and this same edu
cation will fit not only the medium but 
the spirits who use the medium. If the 
medium be made to understand that 
only the highest order of philosophic or 
scientific thought will be accepted, then 
the law of supply and demand will be 
exemplified. "

Of course, some will say-. "Many 
workers now in the field will be crowded 
out." Well, then, let them make prepa
ration and come in before ft storms.

I find that Moses Hull is not the only 
one who advocates a school for mediums; 
the thought 1» on the -increase; not only 
with those who often hide their faces 
when they hear some idle prattle 
which is called spirit teachings, while 
they are sitting before an audience, but 
by many who compose the audiences, 
and just assureasSpiritualism continues 
to thrive, just so sure will the time come 
when there will be a weeding process; 
and when camp managers all agree that 
there shall be a school for mediums es
tablished, then a higher education and 
teaching will be presented by the spirit- 
worldj then the great good of the camps 
will Ko apparent, and Instead of all the 
Sand best thoughts being given at 

rge camps as they are now estab
. the same grand thoughts can be 
ip the general outdoor meetings 

advocated above, and the expense which 
Is such a great burden to-day will be re
duced to tne minimum. .

It has been my pleasure to ''visit sev
eral camps this season, and 1 oan readily 
see the great good accomplished at 
these same camps, as well as the need 
of the schools. I have beard a great 
deal of discussion of the subjeot, and I 
believe all has been in advocacy of the 
schools.

I nope this article may be the means 
of calling out the thoughts of others on 
the subject; I presume some may oriti- 
oise my plain talk, but it will all be re
ceived in a friendly spirit,

It has been my pleasured« aot as chair
man o( Devil's Lake Spiritual Camp 
this season, and I do not believe there 
Lap been"one camp in tho country that 
has done more to advanoe our cause 
Ulan tnis camp on the grounds of Mr. 
Burdsall, on the shore of one of the 
most beautiful lakes in southern Mich
igan, whore we will hold another next 
season, commencing about August 1.

We were handicapped the first week 
by the rain, so continued an extra week, 
and while the financial part was not 
superior to that of any other camp, the 
work by the spirits and the mortal 
workers could not be better, and the in
vestigators being numerous, the con
verts were many. I oau personally tes
tify to more than a score who were 
made sure of immortality, who came 
there with no surety of it.

The lectures of Dr. P. T. Johnson, of 
Battle Creek. Mich., and Mrs. Eva 
Payne Hopkins, of Owosso, Mich., 
ought’to be especially mentioned.

Farmer Riley, the materializing me
dium, was with us one week, and the 
full forms which appeared at his se
ances brought great consolation to the 
many who were fortunate enough to get 
in nis circles. I know I saw my. father 
at one of his seances, and-^also itecqjved 
a test from a Mason, that Farmer Riley 
could not imitate.

Mr. J. B. Jonson, of Toledo, Ohio, was 
there two weeks and held circles almost 
every night. He usually holds two se
ances—a light one for physical mani
festations, where spirits show their 
hands and write messages, while the sit
ters see the hands that write on the tab
let, and do other things which are the 
most convinolng of the unseen power; 
and a dark one, where voices through 
the truifapet converse with their friends, 
and Independent voices, from little chil
dren to adults, converse in tones loud 
enough to be heard by all present.

At a seance on the grounds the lagt 
nlgbtof the camp, the father of Miss C. 
P. Hughes, the secretary of the camp, 
materialized outside of the circle, so 
that she handled his clothing all over. 
He stood by her ohair for nearly ten 
minutes, and kissed her, while she held 
an animated conversation with him., At 
the same time, a pug dos, weighing 
about fifteen pounds, was running around 
the room outside the circle. I asked 
the controlling spirit of the medium if 
he could pick up the dog, and immedi
ately the dog began to yelp, when in
stantly the dog was dropped in a pail of 
water which stood in the midst of the 
circle, and a chuckle of exultation came 
through the trumpet, and at the close 
of the seance, th§ poor dog was found 
crouching and trembling at the feet of 
its mistress, dripping with water.

Tbls account would not be complete if 
we failed to. mention that grand test 
medium and clairvoyant, Mrs. F. V. 
Jackson, of Grand Rapids, Mich. She 
came among us a stranger, but her hon
esty soon made her many friends among 
the campers, and as she has promised to 
be with us next year, she will surely be 
the means of inducing many to come, if 
for no other purpose than to hear the 
grand tests she gives from the platform 
to the audiences assembled.

And last but not least, I must mention 
Mrs. Francis Ruddick, from Franklin, 
Ind., one of the grandest independent 
slate-writers in the field, and the tests 
she gave with the slates on the’ rostrum 
could not be excelled; but the best of 
all was given one afternoon to a Baptist 
minister, whom I invited, with thirty- 
one of hie flock, who were visiting the 
lake that day for a picnic. The rever
end’gentleman strolled in our camp, 
when I had quite a conversation .with 
him, and when I invited him with his 
people to come to our meeting, he ac
cepted my invitation, and took a place 
on the rostrum near the- medium, and 
while one of his sisters held a slate with
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the medium, a communication was writ
ten to him. I hardly think any other 
spiritual camp can boast of having a 
Baptist minister with part of his congre
gation as guests. Surely, “the world do 
move.”

Devil's Lake Camp closed on Sunday, 
i«ugust 16, and I accompanied Bro.
ohnson to Toledo, 0., where I hope to 

locate for one year. On Thursday, Au
gust 20, I had the pleasure of address
ing a large open air meeting of the 
Maumee Valiev Spiritual Association, 
of which Bro. F. D. Dunikin, of Avery, 
O.. is president. There was a large 
delegation from Toledo, including Mrs. 
Dr. Jamieson—a regular M. D., and a 
flue psycliometrio reader. She read 
many handkerchiefs, and py so doing 
gave many fine tests. There being a 
little misunderstanding in the call of 
the meeting, it was continued to the 
next day, whep another good-sized audi
ence assembled, and Bro. Dupikin gave 
one of his best inspired lectures, and 
Mrs. Jamieson gave more tests.

This meeting wrs really called to take 
under consideration the proposition to 
buy or lease the old court house near 
Maumee City, one of the oldest public 
places in Ohio, now vacant and idle, to 
be used as a place of meeting; but be
cause there was a lack of enthusiasm on 
the part of those who have a plenty of 
this world’s goods, and there were not 
enough present of those who had less, 
the project fell through, and a hall was 
selected in the village of Perrysbury, a 
good-sized village on the electric rail
road between Toledo and Maumee. Thus 
a good thing has been lost because the 
purse-strings of the rich would not 
loosen. J How long. 0 Lord, how long?

I will speak in G. A. R. hall, Toledo, 
on Sunday, August 23, and for the Mau
mee Association on Sunday, August 30.

I am still open for engagements for 
any Sunday or week-day or night, also 
to attend funerals at reasonable rates, 
and would like to make arrangements 
for camp-meetings for the season of 1897. 
Address, 426 Tecumseh street, Toledo, 
Ohio. M. F. Hammond.

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect 
ual and Spiritual ■ alture.

COMPILED BY EMjxA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION Of MUSIC ANÜ' 
Souks, Golden Rocllttlou». Memory Gel 

CbOhJ Reiponaéi, FyperttJ Sertlcei, Erogrlm# !
Fttlfcmoaufy Rules. lUBirucUons for 1 

pulMus VJ qonductlpff Lyuemni. Instrnciioni > 
Pbyflci) Culture, CalistbeulcB and Msrchtoff: Bi 
^.Standard., the Band of Merck etc.; a booV-_ 
the ala of which a PrôgreàBlve Lyceum, a Splritqbl QÏ 
Uberal Society may be organized and condliçua 
wHbout other aaaiatance. It auppltea the waxitJor 
Spiritual Sodetlea tor frrab Spiritual aonga, wits 
mualc free from the ditnnal toue of the old bymnoioffW 
It furnlsbeia unique Election of choice readlngaiM 
feiWweasuch aauo otheraelenion coihbLub, ItffiTO 
apHopcal system of graceful calisthenics, every stib 
of which (s made plain by engravings. It gives (fl» 
atructlons how to make the badges and banuert aM 
iüsiructs lu marching. It shows how to ebtabliiTa 
land of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and haï 

all the most beautiful songs which have beengatbefwL 
up by th^t movement.

Tbs author and compiler of tbls Guide h eminent)! 
prepared for tbê task by yeara of devoted labor in tbi 
LyCeum. The book Is the result of practical *<?r« 
and teated br the Interest awakened In the actual 
session of the Lyceum. \

While Ipteadea for th® working Lyceum, the guldi 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the luinlly, |QjR 
pl/Ü1? TÔ pages of now spiritual music and ffOrdB 
found nowhere elle, except tn sheet form kt {naff 
times the cost. The hook has been placed at thl 
remarkably low price of M cents, sent poatpald. l 
For Sale by Tho Progressive Thtuket1, 

40 Loomis St.. Chicago. '
Also by Huasdn Tuttle,

Berlin Heights. Ohio.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF 

“The Question Settled” and “Thij 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

This Initramont Ib lubetaDtlally the same sb that 
employed by Prof. Hare in bl> early InveBtlgaikinB. 
In lu Improved form It bns been before the public for 
more tban seven years, and Io the bands of thoucandB 
of persong bai proved Its superiority over ibe P)an- 
cbette, and all other Initrumcnta wbtcb bare been 
broujbt out in Imitation, bolt Ip regard to certainty 
and correctness of the commuhtcattona received by 
ILb aid. and aa a means or doreloping mediumBblp.

Do pou wish to invetligate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Paycbograpb ii an invaluable assistant. A 
pampblct with full direction« for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship -

with every fnatrument. Many who were not aware of 
their mediumtstlc gift, have, after a few lifting», 
been able to receive delightful meisagcB. A volume 
ftilght be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It aa an amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them 
eeiyet, and became convene to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edward», Orient, N. Y., writes: “1 had 
communications (by tbe rsyebograph) from many 
qtber friends, even from old »cttlers whose grave- 
■tones are moss-grown in tbe old yard. Tbev have 
been highly satlBfactory, and proved to me that Spir» 
Ituallim Is Indeed true, and tba communications nave 
friven my heart the greatest comfort in the icvereat 
ossI have bad of son, daughter, and their mother.”
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 

name familiar to those Interested in psychic matter«, 
writesae follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph. it 1« very simple In principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more senBltive to iplr- 
Itual power than tbe one now In use. 1 believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when its superior 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
Uw manufacturer, for $1.00. Addresa

HUDSON TUTTLE,
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clenl Faith and Fable."
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Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, «¡.50; postage 
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According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japanese, made under the auk 

filcea of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Pan 
Lament of Religions. Was lately published In Japa&J 

Price IL For sale at this office.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pt^Ttfandll 
published os the bails of combining chc&pueso im 
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cover,price 25 cents, postages cento. •
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in which the bones of a saint had been
steeped cured lunacy; oil from a lamp of ignorance and barbarism shall be rel-

; burning before the.tomb of Si. Gall

A WORTHY OBJECT.
of
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Aunt L. came down the stairs. She

I told them

succeeding, I was in a passageway be-
The room on onetween two rooms.4 ’ t”ccu unv ¿wino. iuc iwui vu viw

yet again the rush to death, the return side was this world) that on the other

Mi

A BAND OF THE IMMORTALS SANG TO 
HER WHILE SHE WAS FLOATING IN 
SPACE—DEATH A PLEASURE, NOT A 
PAIN—GLAD RECOGNITION OP PER
SONS SHE HAD KNOWN ON EARTH— 
WHAT A DYING CHILD SAW—A 
WOMAN GIFTED WITH SECOND SIGHT.

ä®

comes, only t 
but through

A Project to Help and Pro. 
tect Homeless Boys.

Who 
‘Her 
‘Shu

Now Is a Good Time.
They who have taken a trial trip

Hou. A, B. Richmond.
Mr. Richmond, recognized as the Sage 

of Cassadaga, favors our readers this 
week with another excellent address.

„■ ccd is! For that amount you obudu one hundred and
: four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevatlug and 

mlnd-refreahliig reading matter, equivalent to a medi
- uni-sized book!

intervals. Then came .a rally, then 
another return of consciousness, and

saw nothing; but I seemed to hear 
everything—lamentations that I had

by right have had a long and vigorous 
life; but he passed too soon into a de

egated to the designing priests who 
made them for man's enslavement, and 
the wpi-ld shall be governed by knowl
edge instead of faith, there will bo but 
little divergence in religious belief.

The Ramenstein ' Home At Chel
tenham, Chicago. t
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not now.’ ‘How do you know? 
told you?’ asked Mrs. E. 
mother,’ was the quiet reply, 
said her work was not done; 1
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which met my eyes warmed me. 
seemed to float in it. I said to mv
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to life; and the third time, against 
the despair of all, life prevailed and1

ovvu .uiv a uv everything—lamentations that 1 had 
cline, whence he YreHt swiftly plunging ] f^reh and hurt myself. I told them 
down, as it sedmed, to death. Life that j did not falli but let mygelf 
held only by gasps of agony at long down_ Much of the time, immediately miAwrnto 'Jknn AnVrtn » will.. 4-l\z%n *

get upon the lounge. I might have 
woman will do much to advance tbe! succeeded, but the seat of tbe lounge 
cause of Spiritualism. In “By-way bad a movable lid, and, instead of 
of History, ” written by Abigail Dodge pulling myself upon it, I pulled the

_ “ ‘What enn I say? How dellglit-
to writing and distributing her last ful. Beautiful. Beautiful. Beautiful?
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' Another Scholar to the Front.
J' “A History of the Warfare of Science 

with Theology in Christendom,” is the 
' title of two volumes from the pen of 
g... Andrew D. White, LL.D., president of

.Cornell University, Itahca, N. Y. The 
second volume is late from the press, 

y, Preachers and religious journalists 
• give assurance that the civilization of 

? the world is indebted to Christianity for 
,;y. all its’ wonderful achievements. A

. glance at the healing agents it employed 
? ;to relieve human suffering tells its own 
? pitiful story. The devil was thcp^vil

' principle, the cause of disease, and since 
’ it was impossible to make a decent devil 
' of him. the next best thing was to in
: \ duce him to relax his hold on the unfor- 

•;tunate victim. In earlier times they 
< tried to drive him away by violence; but 
, " blows, intended for his discomfiture, fell 

.. on the patient, and when the Prince of 
y Evil retired, unfortunately, he always 
< took the poor sufferer with him. Then 
; foul odors were employed for the same 

• purpose. If these failed they fed him
• ■ on blood of frogs, and rats, the liver of 

toads: and, by way of suggestion, the 
: ’fibres ot a hangman's rope, anointing 

the patient at the same time with bint
? , ment made from the hodies of executed

■victimR/ Toothache was cured by trie
??. ,tion with a dead man's tooth, and the 

. breath of a donkey was a sure antidote
'for poison. Long experience taught 

>.' ■ these ecclesiastical physicians specifics 
for the cure of all diseases. We quote

. a portion of a paragraph from Dr. 
'.(.-■White’s chapter “From Miracles to 
; , Medicine/’to illustrate:
? ■ ‘‘The water in which a single hair of" 
J? a saint had been dipped was used as a 
;; purgative; water in which St. Remy’s 
, ring had been dipped cured fevers; wine

.1 ” 'fc • —
'• •) Cured tumors. St. Valentine cured op- 

llepsy: St. Christopher, throat diseases: 
St. Eptropius, dropsy; St. Ovid, deaf- 
.nessr St. Gervase, rheumatism; St.

? Apollotiia. toothache; St. Vitus.Sl.An- 
•? thony, and a multitude of other saints, 
•■■'.■. tho maladies which bear their names. 
J Even as late as 17-18 we find certain au

: thorities in Bavaria ordering that any 
one bitten by a mad dog shall at onee 

? put up prayers atiho shrine of St. Hu
; bert, and not waste his time in any at- 
V temps at medical or surgical cure. In

the twelfth century we Lind a noted cure 
;■■-. attempted by causing the invalid to 

drink water in which St. Bernard had 
washed his hands."

;;. Space is too valuable to follow with 
? . these instructivo quotations. Suffice it.

The church tr.ado continued warfare on 
?- .: the medical profession so long as it had 
‘ power, fightlug as they have fought 
? : every other discovery in science. When 
? defeated, like demagogues, they come 
■ " to the front, and claim it was tho church 

; 7 and the teachings of Jesus that made 
■ ■ these great reforms possible, and there 

; ore still persons, who wish to be classed 
V , Jis men of intelligence, who endorse 

these ridiculous claims.

t

The Bible and Science.
■••The petrified remains of a whale 

■ ' eighty feet in length have been found 
In the hills north of Lorn bee, a few miles 
back from the sea, in Santa Barbara 

■ county, California.—News item.
These discoveries of marine animals, 

' far inland, and buried hundreds of feet 
?. beneath alluvial deposits, perhaps over
’ laid by rock formation, used to be 

quoted as evidences of a universal del- 
U£e, and confirmation of what is called 
Bible history. Since geology has come 

"to the front os a science, ills shown that 
^the deepest valleys and the highest 

mountains, at some period in the earth’s 
history, have been the bed of an ocean; 

, that the fossil remains of the inhabitants 
Of the deep had there rested, and been 
covered over by drifting sands which 
subsequently had hardened into rock; 

. that iu some great convulsion of nature 
the bed of the ocean had been uplifted, 
the waters had receded, and the levia
thans which had sported in its waves 
were left, covered by alluvium, far in
land, which modern explorations in the 
bowels of the earth are bringing to 
light. There is neither mystery nor 
miracle about the matter, and the Bible 
record only proves the ignorance of 
those who wrote the book, as also those 

’ in later times who have been its ex
. pounders.

The Bible In Schools.
• Gerald Massey, the distinguished 

scholar, author, and Spiritualist, roply- 
jng to a correspondent, wrote:

' “Most certainly I would exclude the 
Bible from children’s schools. I would 
iiave the Bible-basis superseded for all 
uture teaching, as unscientific, immoral, 

and false as the facts in nature. The 
"mass of people who are Bible-taught 

hever get free from the erroneous im- 
isessions stamped on their minds in Di
sney, so their manhood or womanhood 

can have no intellectual fulfillment, and 
millions of them only attain mentally to 
>sort.of second childhood.” .

Riches do not' exhilarate ns so much 
frith their possession as they, torment us 
With their loss.--Gregory. ■

I A Wonderful Revolution.
Until the advent of Modern Spiritual

ism, effort of fifty years ago, toe 
churches taught a material resurrec
tion. They believed the body rested in 
the grave until reanimated on the morn
ing of tho Judgment Day, when it would 
be reunited to its severed parts, and 
ushered into the presence of the Great 
Judge, where it would be welcomed to 
its heavenly home, else assigned to the 
regions of the damned. Deny it as earn
estly as Christians may, the almost en
tire church literature down’to the pe
riod mentioned abounded with the idea 
pt a material heaven and a material 
hell. Each was to be inhabited by ma
terial bodies, the resurrected from 
earth-life. The Apostolic Creed, claimed 
to have been invented about A. D. 600, 
declares: “I believe in the resurrection 
of toe flesh.” Canon Gregory only a 
few years ago is reported to have said:

“Take away the physical resurrection 
of Jesus, and the foundation of our spir
itual life is gone. If the Christ did not 
rise corporeally • from his tomb, then 
that tomb is the grave of Christianity.”

Hervey’s Meditations, Young’s Night 
Thoughts, Baxter's Saints’ Rest, and 
Edwards’ Sermons, books,in almost ev
ery well-to-do Christian family half a 
century ago, would lose all their vitality 
if stripped of their material character. 
The learned Jasper, of “the-sun-do 
move” fame, and even Talmage, in some 
of his wildest utterances, may still dis
course in the same direction, yet scarce
ly a churchman of any repute to-day 
takes any stock in this old-time teach
ing. Their God is a spirit, as are all 
the heavenly hosts, and the regions in 
space they occupy. Indeed, their idea 
of spirit surroundings in the continued 
life is substantially identical with that 
of Spiritualists, with the possible ex
ception, many do not believe in the re
turn of spirits. They are, however, in 
a state of transition, and in another 
generation few, if any; will reject that 
feature of the new faith.

In view of this great revolution in the 
public mind, why should not Spiritual
ists be hopeful?

While the subject is under considera
tion there is another feature seldom 
mentioned, which presents a cheerful 
aspect! The infidelity of the past gen
eration very generally repudiated the 
belief in a future life. True, there were 
exceptions. The good Thomas Paine, 
whom churchmen have belied and 
libeled more than any other character 
of a century ago, expressed a belief in 
immortality, and furnished the best ar
guments the world had ever known in 
support of that belief. And the same 
in regard to a God, though he repulsed 
the Jewish idols posing as God, and re
pudiated the three-headed one of the 
Christians. He knew nothing of a 
Devil, or an endless hell, and exposed 
the fallacies of the Bible, hence he was 
a “bad man,” and no terms of reproach 
were loo foul for Christians to apply to 
him. But the Infidel of to-day, instead 
of denying a future life, is content tosay 
he does not know, as his own title, Ag
nostic, indicates.

Spiritualists, then, in less than half a 
hundred years, have revolutionized the 
intellectual and religious world, chang
ing the idea of a future life into a spir
itual instead of a material one, bringing 

tthe larger part of humanity into a com
mon belief in this regard. When the 
race shall cease to be tied back by 
creeds, and books written in the ages 

three months with The Progressive 
Thinker and found it the most inter
esting and instructive of all Liberal pa
pers published, without regard to the 
side they represent, should not deny 
themselves the pleasure of its reading 
now that the heated term is over; but 
should renew their subscriptions prompt
ly and get ten others—twenty, if possi
ble—to join them. Everybody writes 
that they like the paper, that they gain 
more real knowledge from it than from 
any other paper they ever read; they 
love our contributors; they love the edi
torials: they love the very few selec
tions: then why should they not become 
permanent patrons? The cost of type
setting is no greater on a paper of 100,
000 circulation than one of 20,000, 
neither is the cost of the matter any 
greater; but the good the larger circu
lation can accomplish cannot be counted 
in dollars and cents. The price fixed 
for the paper is so low we cannot afford 
to employ canvassers, so we have to rely 
on the voluntary aid of those who are 
already patrons.- “A long pull, a strong 
pull, and a pull altogether” accomplishes 
wonders in the physical world, and now 
we ask it for the permanent upbuilding 
of the best Liberal and Spiritual paper 
published on earth. Good friends, 
thanks! Confident of your immediate 
assistance in rolling up subscribers, we 
will order an immense stock of paper 
and ink, and make sure of the necessary 
assistance in mailing, so let them come 
singly or by scores, there will be no de
lay at this end of the route, however 
large the additions may be.

A Suppressed Revelation.
This good one is told of an English 

saint of the long ago, who was supposed 
to have died. As he was being Ipurered 
into his coffinless grave, face upward 
and uncovered, he opened his ghostly 
eyes, took in the situation and assured 
his mourning Christian friends ho was 
not dead; bad only fallen into a trance, 
from which he had just awakened. He 
said ho had visited the spirit-world dur
ing his absence from the flesh, and had 
learned much mortals ought to know. 
To the priest who had a few moments 
before made a long prayer in his inter
est, he said: “I found your preaching 
is not true. There was no fall of man, 
there is no hell, no atonement, no per
sonal Christ, no Redeemer, no—." Just 
then the good preacher said: “For God’s 
sake, fill in the earth, and stop the blas
phemer’s mouth.” The narrative says 
this was done, and the residue of the in
teresting revelation was never told.

■ “Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other, im-
portant volumes on Health, Social 
enee. Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 
For sale at this office.

Sci- 
75c.

An Unreliable Historian.
The genuineness of Josephus has been 

called in question by contributors to 
these pages. Consulting Kitto’s Cyclo
pedia of Biblical Literature the other 
day, article “Resurrection of the Body,” 
we were surprised to find the following:

“Josephus is not to be relief upon in 
tho account which he gives of the be
lief of his countrymen.” .

Good heavens', if the Jewish historian 
cannot be trusted when Ke relates the 
religious belief of his own people, when 
can he be trusted? His relation of Al
exander’s visit to Jerusalem is known to 
be untrustworthy. His account of the 
translation of the Jewish Scriptures 
into Greek, at Alexandria, by the Sev
enty, is now universally conceded by 
scholars to be false. Save wherein he 
substantially agrees with his rendering 
into Greek of the Old Testament, which 
he calls “The Antiquities df the Jews,” 
he seems to bo everywhere at fault, 
wherein we have anything that synchro
nizes with his narratives. Prof. Edwin 
Johnson, who has probably brought into 
service a riper scholarship than any 
other student of ancient history, says, in 
his “Rise of Christendom,” p. 287: “The 
Hebrew literature was derived from the 
traditions of the Arabians, and the An
tiquities of tho pretended Jew, Flavius 
Josephus, were produced by Basilian 
iqonfcs, probably in some monastery of 
Southern Italy." Of Jerusalem, he says, 
p. 329: “NiSiUch city pught to appear on 
any historical map until the 12th cen
tury.” Again, on p.' 290: “There is ab
solutely no evidence from architecture, 
from coins, or any documents of antiq
uity, that this peoplejthe Hebrews) ever 
enjoyed dominion in the city founded by 
the Romans as 2Elia Capitolina, and 
conquered by the Arabs."

Dr. J. C. Batdorf’s Advertise- 
• ment.

The printer made a miserable blun
der last week in making up the pages of 
The Progressives Thinker, trans
posing Dr. Batdorf’s splendid testimo
nials to Dr. Watkins’ advertisement. 
Dr. Watkins does not require the testi
monials of any other physicians, having 
enough of his own, legitimately gained, 
to use, and Dr. Batdorf, honest and 
skillful himself as a physician, doesn’t 
wish to lend his testimonials, as they 
are attached\to himself alone as a re
ward of merit. But mistakes will occur 
in the “best regulated families’’—and 
especially in a printing-office.

Storage of Gold.
The astounding assertion is made that 

there is more gold in the sacred vessels, 
ïnedals, chains, etc., preserved at the 
Vatican than in the circulation of the 
whole of Europe.—News Item.

Poor, deluded servant girls in ali 
Catholic churches contribute.-»t their 
scanty earnings to Increase thesé’golden 
gewgaws with which the Vatican 
abounds. Peter-pence adds to the col
lection as does the confessional. From 
a thousand other sources the drain from 
the impoverished toiler goes on to in
crease the luxuriant surroundings of the 
ecclesiastical lordlings, whose office It is 
to tyrannize over the people in the name 
of God. Allowed to go on a few cen
turies more without interruption, and 
the wealth of the world is theirs.

President Barrett.
President Barrett of the National As

sociation, was In the city last week on 
his way to the North Collins Meeting, 
N. Y. He has won golden opinions on 
the Pacific Coast, and at the various 
camp-meetings he has attended.

On April 3, 1896, a meeting of the offi
cers and members ot the First Occult 
Society of South Chicago, was held to 
organize a society to help and protect 
homeless boys, and from that time till 
the present the work has been progres
sing slowly but surely.

Mr. Ramenstein, who first proposed 
the idea (being prompted by his guide,' 
Dr. Wiseman), and for whom the home 
is named, owns and has leased one acre 
of land to the society for ninety-nine 
years at the nominal sum of $5 per year, 
located at Cheltenham, Ill. The land 
has been ploughed, graded and fenced, 
and a small frame building put on it, 
which, from its lack of class-room and 
the applications made, is entirely too 
small for its needs.

It was at first proposed to take chil
dren of all denominations, but as it is 
thought and said by a large majority 
that Spiritualists are a little wrong in 
tbe head, it has been decided to taae 
boys belonging to Spiritualist parents 
who cannot afford to educate their chil
dren in this grand truth, or whoso pa
rents have passed over, leaving their 
children to be cared for at any charita
ble institution that will take them in. 
So if your readers know of any such 
boys—preference being given to those 
between six and fourteen years of age, 
please write and obtain all particulars' 
from Mr. F. Ramenstein, 822ti Reynolds 
avenue, Station S, Chicago. Ill.

Plans are being drawn for a perma
nent building, but funds are needed 
very badly (Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
has once lectured for the benefit of the 
Home) to carry on this great and noble 
work. Will all who read this contrib
ute what they can to this worthy cause? 
Treasurer’s address: Mr. A. Fong, Com
mercial; avenue, Station S, Chicago. 
(The number I have not got.) The so
ciety has a State charter. '

Annie Ford, Sec’y. 
1115 93d street, Station S, Chicago.

This enterprise to which attention is 
called by Secretary Annie Ford is a 
practical move in line with suggestions 
repeatedly urged upon Spiritualists in 
the columns of The Progressive 
Thinker. It marks an advance in the 
right direction—toward practical hu
manitarianism. It is practical work for 
the upbuilding of humanity in educa
tion, morality and spirituality.

Such enterprises are worthy of ail 
praise, and of liberal sustaining assist
ance of money and good-will on the 
part of Spiritualists in particular.

Let Spiritualists “chip in" and aid 
this most worthy Spiritualist humanita
rian work. X-Ray.

The cause which produces sick head
ache is more“ promptly removed by 
Ayer’s Pills than by any other medicine. 
They-easily and speedily correct all dis
orders of the stomach, liver and bowels, 
and restore to these organs regular and 
healthy action.

DBftTH OF ft REMARKABLE WOMAN

NOTE FROM CEN. W. H. PARSONS.
To the Editor:—I hasten to mail 

you the enclosed valuable, remarkable 
contribution to the sublime triifh, both 
of our philosophy and phenomena, 
from the last contribution to litera- 
turoby Gail Hamilton (Abigail Dodge) 
shortly before her death, entitled 
experiences, “By-way of History," 
first written in 1884, and just pub
lished by her (1896) under the title 
of “XTtayq."

The extracts are embodied, in a full 
synopsis of its spirit and facts, from 
Hamilton, Mass,, pending the funeral 
of the author, and published in the 
New York Journal, which votes 
several columns to the theme. As a 
tale of the supernatural the'Journal 
says: ’

“Such a tale from the pen of such 
a woman will do much to advance 
tbe cause of Spiritualism?’

I marked and you published her re
markable experience last year (1895), 
when she fell in the Blaine mansion 
and came so near the ‘ ‘border land” 
that she saw across the valley and 
heard the voices and beheld the forms 
of friends gone before.

As our camp-meetings are now in 
full progress, this last contribution is 
timely and bound to make a national 
sensation in literary and church and 
philosophical circles, therefore publish 
in your next issue, if possible.

• I sent you" the report ot the new 
Siniatic disedvery of the Syrian ver
sion of the new gospel narrative, and 
the oldest ih existence. You re. 
produced the'1 original picture of a 
specimen of the manuscript. I send 
you a picture tablbt of the stone rec
ord of the only relic of tbe Hebrews 
in Egypt, the days of the Pha
raohs. With j’OUr usual enterprise 
reproduce this picture tablet.

'< ' W. H. Parsons.

deal of our preaching has been words 
wasted because we don’t know what 
we are talking about. The truth is 
something we cannot imagine. I have 
learned what tbe Valley of the Shadow 
of Death is. I have been in it, and 
it is altogether different from what I 
supposed. I was ill. I was here at 
home. I 5vas lying in'bed. And sud
denly I went out into tbe universe. 
For thé first time I felt what it was to 
touch nothing. I never before knew 
what it was not to touch anything. I 
did not want to touch anything. All 
was immensity. I looked above; I 
saw nothing. It was infinite space 
arouud me, beneath me; only vast
ness, infinity?
HAD NO FEARS AND WAS CONSCIOUS.

‘“Were you afraid ?’•
“ ‘Not in the least. I was perfectly 

tramjuil. perfectly serene. Strange 
as it seems, I did not think of God; I 
did not. think of my Bins. I only 
thought one thing-hhow vast it isl'

“.‘Do you think you were con
scious?’

“ ‘Entirely so. I was even con
scious of being home. I knew that 
my family werô around me, but also I 
was out in the universe. I cannot 
otherwise describe it—the conscious
ness of enlargement. ’

“ ‘Had you any pain?’
‘ ‘ ‘None at all. Perfect rest. Float-. 

ing out in absolute peace ; but I went 
back again. Three times I had the 
same experience. Three times I went 
out into the immensity ; into the in
finity of the universe? . '

“I asked him if it had affected his 
view of death. He said: ‘

“ ‘1 am fearing always that it may 
have been a hallucination. '

“But to his inward thought it was 
manifestly not a hallucination, but a 
very real experience.”

SAW HER BROTHER’S SPIRIT.
Another experience related by Gail 

Hamilton was that of friends who 
lived in New England. A young man 
had entered the War of the Rebellion

( and perished untimely. His sister 
shortly after fell ill of some baffling,

। mysterious malady. During one of 
her mail)’ short convalescences she 
was sitting at table with the family—

, father, mother, sisters aud grand- 
mother—when her dead brother ap

I peared to her to enter the room, no 
longer dead, but smiling, living, wel
coming. He passed slowly around 
tbe table as if taking in the presence 
of each one, then paused a moment

! and said:
“I shall come again on Wednes

day," and silently disappeared.
Her grandmother was, at tbe time, 

quite well, but sickened the next day 
and died on the coming Wednesday.

Hamilton,'Mass., Aug. 19.—The 
funeral of Mary Abigail Dodge (Gail 
Hamilton) will be held to-morrow at 
3 o'clock in the afternoon, at her late 
residence in this town. The Rev? 
Mr. Nichols, of this city, will conduct 
the services.

Since her return home from Wash
ington, after her first shock in 1895, 
Miss Dodge's Ijealth had seemed good, 
except that she had a short attack of 
indigestion last May. After recover
ing from that she devoted her time

book. The work of mailing the copies 
sent for was carried on at her home 
here. This added much to her labors, 
and her friends were surprised that 
she should undertake that task. She 
stood the hot weather well, went out 
doors, and last Saturday enjoyed a 
carriage ride.

STORY OF HER LIFE.
Gail Hamilton left behind her the 

story of her life—a story weird and 
mysterious; a story that to the be
lievers of'the occult will carry convic
tion ; a story that to the superstitious 
will prove most^mystifying, and a 
story that even the cynical will be 
compelled to stop and ponder over. 
It is a story that goes beyond the pale 
of life and passes into the land of 
death. It is a story’ supernatural in 
all its essential features, and yet it is 
a story of her own life, told by Gail 
Hamilton before she passed finally 
into the land of the great unknown.

A TALE OF THE SUPERNATURAL.
Such a tale from the pen Of such a

in 1884, and published by her in 1896 
under the title of “X Rays,” she took 
her readers not only into the Valley 
of the Shadow of Death, but beyond. 
Speaking of a clergyman well known 
in Hamilton, Ohio, who had fallen 
suddenly ill, shii said: -

“Though a clergyman, he had been 
a man of the Vorld also. Strong, 
alert, fond of mountain and stream, 
loving the interests, the activities, 
even the bustlei anti hustle, the fun 
the frolic, of thriwdrld, he should and

the conflict was over. Sitting alone 
with him in his library’ one morning, 
he turned a short corner in the con
versation by asking me suddenly in 
an arresting voice, with eyes not. upon 
me, but gazing afar:
THE AFTER-LIFE NOT UNDERSTOOD.

“ ‘What do you understand by the 
Valley of the Shadow of Death?’

“Imade answer to the best of my 
defining ability on short summons.

“ ‘I have become pretty well con
vinced,’ he continued,-‘that a good

Referring to the death of the wife 
of Frances Gillette, formerly United 
States Senator from Connecticut, Gail 
Hamilton said:

“Several times she seemed to waken, 
as it were, and have a sense of her 
mother’s presence, twenty-five years 
gone. With great feeling she spoke 
her own dear mother’s name, and then 
exclaimed, faintly, ecstatically, at 
intervals, her beloved greeting:

And thus she went along the pleasant 
path and is seen no more.”

HER OWN EXPERIENCE.
And now comes the weirdest part of 

this most weird of books. It is the 
story of Gail Hamilton’s own ex
periences in the realms of the super
natural. •

“Solar I bad written,” said she, 
“when it befell me to be tented in that 
valley of shadows. My experience 
there I am sure that you, dear neigh
bors, and all friends, will be glad to 
learn, chiefly because it was’nex- 
perience, a little, also, because it was 
mine.

“It was early morning, but so 
swiftly the darkness fell that I have 
always thought of it as evening. I 
was standing by a lounge in my room 
when I felt myself sinking. There 
was no pain, no alarm, no fear, no 
feeling. I had but one thought, that 
it would be a shock to the family to 
find me on the floor, and that I must 

cover off. ‘When, or if, I gave up the 
struggle, I do not remember, or the 
lapse of time, only there was a lapse, 
and then I heard .a voice at the door, 
asking: ‘Is it all right?’

“I answered: ‘No, it is not all 
right.’

“ ‘Unlock the door and let me in.’
" ‘I cannot. I am on the floor and 

cannot get up. ’
HEARD, BUT DID NOT SEE.

1 ‘Another lapse of time, and then 
familiar voices were all around me. I

the next world. The doors of both 
were closed.

■ “Once I asked, ‘Am I supposed to 
be alive still?’

“This question I did not afterward 
remember until it was repeated to me. 
Then I remembered not the question, 
but the^ circumstances that led to it. 
So many friends were around me Who 
had gone out of this world that it 
suddenly occurred to me whether I 
myself might not be already gone, and 
I was. about to ask, ‘Am I dead or 
alive?’ But I thought if it should 
turn out that I was still alive the 

question might sound rather harsh, 
and I deliberately softened it to, ‘Am 
I supposed to be living still?’ Once, 
in reply to a morning greeting, re
ferring to two brothers whom some of 
you have known, and who had died— 
one a few years, the other a few weeks 
before, and using their full names, 
which were not commonly spoken—I 
said:

“If I can get rid of the Stanwood 
ghost and the Brown ghost,' and be 
left to myself, I should feel very well. 
I could get along with my own ghost, 
but I don’t like to have so many 
ghosts following me around.

HER SPIRIT JOURNEYS. _
“To myself it seemed as if my 

spirit were partially detached from 
my body—not absolutely freed from 
it, but floating about, receiving im
pressions with great readiness, but not 
■with, entire accuracy, as if the spirit 
were made to receive impressions 
through the bodily organs, and with
out them could not rely implicitly 
upon its own observations. Many 
foolish things I undoubtedly said, but 
many I distinctly remember to have 
refrained from saying because I knew 
theyowere foolish.”

« « 
, *

To those who live in dread of death 
this, woman left much consolation.

“Beloved, yon, if any such there 
be, who through fear of death have 
been.all your lifetime subject to bond
age, be of good cheer. For seven 
weeks I lay encamped on tbe further, 
if not the farthest, side of the Valley 
qf the Shadow of Death, and it w_as a 
pleasant valley, Its tranquillity was 
ns gentle, as natural, as deep as sleep. 
Its activities were as simple as going 
into the next room. Its atmosphere 
was peace. Its only gloom was my 
keenest pity for those who remain be
hind. I hope and think that its 
shadows mark the four dreams of life. 
We are born into the Valley of the 
Shadow of Death, and we die out of 
it into the life eternal, which is to 
thee, the only true God, and Jesus 
Christ, whom thon hast sent.”

WRITES OF “FAILURE.”
' In the chapter entitled “Failure,” 
she writes to Dr. Cyrus Hamlin, mis
sionary in Turkey. To him she told 
the story of her unsuccessful efforts 
in behalf of Mrs. Maybrick, and in 
her letter severely‘scored the British 
Government.

“Man of God," said she, “if there 
is ever a cause in which human beings 
have a right to claim divine assist
ance, surely such a cause is this. On 
the one side innocence helpless, on 
the other side oppression powerful. 
God thus far has sided with power. 
Secretary Blaine, who worked earnestly 
for the relief of the oppressed, died. 
Secretary Gresham gave it his prompt 
attention, twice leaving bis office and 
coming to me to inspect the new evi
dence, which he declared so strong 
that if it could stand cross-examina
tion Mrs. Maybrick had a perfect case. 
But in the midst of his efforts to 
press the British Government into or
dering a cross-examination, Secretary 
Gresham died. Dr. Tidy and Dr. 
McNamara, eminent physicians in 
English official service, who offered 
irrefragible evidence of her innocence, 
supplementing it in pamphlet and 
press, died. I, who could offer, as 
results have proved, no help save 
sympathy, but never failed in that, 
was in one moment reduced to in
action and unconscioysness. But Sec
retary’ Matthews, who had judged and 
imprisoned the victim, lived in the 
sunshine of promotion as Lord Some
thing or other. Secretary Asquith 
lives and his wife died, leaving him 
to marry the New Woman, to whom 
his attentions had been so pronounced 
that his wife's discomfort thereat over
flowed into the gossip of the drawing
room and the newspapers."

PROOFS OF A FUTURE LIFE.
Following her letter to Dr. Hamlin, 

Miss Dodge, under the title of “Hints 
of Heaven," tells a number of almost 
incredible happenings that came under 
her own observation:

“A new page in the Book of Life 
was opened to me,” said she. “At 
first the question arose, Why lias God 
given us such an eagerness to know, 
yet withheld all knowledge? Then 
has he? Has he so withheld knowl
edge? Ilas he not rather in this, as 
in all other matters, given us hints 
and helps, but left it to human will 
to use them? Ilas he not created man 
with as much knowledge of the rela
tion between this world and the other 
world as between the cathode rays and 
the human eye? As between Mars 
and the earth? Is not our ignorance 
due to our theories and our sjjiLiborn, 
stupid adherence to them jn spite of 
facts, rather than of God's orderings? 
Do we not look upon the borderland as 
forbidden ground, and bar discovery 
by a mistaken sense of prohibited 
and therefore unhallowed curiosity? 
Certainly, as I look back along my 
path, I see many facts which have a 
direct bearing upon this question, but 
which I never classified, never even 
marshalled, only looked at as marvels, 
inexplicable and unrelated, with no 
orderly bearing upon a question that 
concerns every human being.

STORY OF HER SISTER. '
‘ ‘One of my earliest recollections is 

of a little sister, who left this world 
before I entered it, but whose beauty 
and sweetness lived in a mother's 
heart and on a mother’s lip, as real 
but to me as non-earthly as one of 
Fra Angelico’s angels. The little 
drawer where her bright curls were 
cherished has not yet lost the odor of 
consecration. At three years of. age 
a malignant malady swept her into 
the grave, but not without leaving a 
heavenly consolation. Just before she 
died a strange, low, silvery sound—a 
sort of birdlike warble—trilled faintly 
over her lips, then a pause—and then 
for one moment it rung on the hushed, 
expectant air, clear and sweet, and 
joyous, like the imagined songs of 

angels. Her mother always thought 
it was the first note of her little angel’s 
heavenly song.

“To this same mother had coms 
into her early maidenhood a vision. 
At a time when she was herself ill, an 
intimate young friend died suddenly. 
The first Sunday my mother went to 
chinch after her friend’s death she 
was thinking of her very intently and 
■with an emotion she could hardly con
trol. The choir sang the hymn, ‘The ■ 
Blessed Society’ in Heaven.’ When 
they came to the verse—
“ ‘The glorious tenants of the place 
Stand blessing round the throne, 
And saints and seraphs sing and-praise 
The infinite Three-One—,
my mother said suddenly heaven 
opened before her eyes. She saw the 
throne and shining ones standing 
around it, apd among them her friend, 
with the old pleasant smile on het 
face. Her attitude, her features, the 
brightness of her glory, the joy of her 
heavenly home, impressed themselves 
in that moment on my mother’s mind 
with a vividness which all the years 
that followed could not obliterate. 
The weight of her sorrow disappeared 
instantaneously, and in its place came 
ineffable peace."

A SEAMSTRESS WHO SAW SPIRITS.
Spiritualists will find plenty of argil» 

ment in a story told during the illness 
of Miss Dodge at the residence of Mrs. 
Blaine, in Washington.

“A young woman,” said she, “was 
sewing in the family of one of my 
friends near Boston, and heard her 
employer sfiy, ‘1 shall not go out; we 
are watching for a telegram. Mr. E. 
may come home at any moment, and 
go to Washington on the evening 
train. If he does I know he will wish 
to see me before he goes and 1 must 
be here. ’ The seamstress looked up 
quietly and said: ‘You can go, Mrs. 
E, Mr. E. will not be summoned. 
Your friend will not pass out, at least 

seen her father and mother and 
brothers. One of them has gone 
lately, and there is another. Has she 
lost a little sister?’ ‘I do not know,’ 
said Mrs. E. ‘Or any other child that 
she was very much interested in? I 
see a pretty, little, old-fashioned girl.’ 
Mrs. E. took the earliest opportunity 
to inquire, and then first learned of 
little Mary Whipple and her sweet, 
brief life on earth, and told me this 
story of her seamstress, who is a 
quiet, unpretending woman, making 
no profession of her extraordinary gift 
of sight, but only speaking to her 
friends when she sees aught that con. 
cerns them. Shelias no theory, does 
not herself Understand how the vision

give no further information." 
AN EXPERIENCE WHEN ILL.

Reverting to herself, Miss Dodge 
wrote:

“In 1859 I was taken ill, and no 
one thought I could recover. I turned 
my head on one side of the boil. I 
saw a man, a stranger with a heavenly 
face, looking at me. I said, ‘What 
do you wish?’ He answered, d have 
come to take you to spirit-life for 
treatment.' I said, ‘How will you 
take me?’ 'Just as you are on your 
bed.’ ’I said I was willing to go. In
stantly the cloth about my bed was 
changed to the most beautiful tex
tures. The material seemed to be in
laid; it had all the brilliancy of gems. 
As we swept through space the light 

guiile, ‘Whence comes this light?' Ho 
answered, 'From the throne of God.’ 
I said, ‘Let me stay in it; it gives me 
strength.’ Many bands of spirits 
passed by. I recognized one of their 
number. Ilia name w:is G. T. 1 said 
I wished to speak to that young man. . 
to tell him about his family. The 
man who walked atT.'s side looked 
up at me and shook his head in the 
negative. The man who was G.’s 
guide 1 have never seen in earth life. 
When I afterward described him 1 was 
told it was G. s father.

“Presently I noticed a house at my 
left; there were five steps leading 
down from the door; below these steps 
was a short hill, which led down 
to where I was renting. Looking at 
the house and wishing that someone 
would come whom 1 knew, a young 
girl came to the door, closed it and 
descended the steps. She was dressed 
in white, with close-cut hair. I did 
not know the girl. Was informed by 
my guide she was J. G.'s sister (a 
brother-in-law), who passed away 
when she was sixteen years of age. I 
thought she was coining to speak to 
me, but she vanished. I still gazed 
at the door, longing to see some of 
my own dear ones coming to meet me, 
and no sooner had I thought than 

saw me, smiled, bowed her head. As 
I looked at her, Uncle B. came and 
stood by her side. She pointed to me, 
he turned his head, smiled and also 
bowed; tbsp, clasped in each other’s 
hands they vanished from sight.

SAW AN OLD FRIEND.
“Immediately, in the distance. I 

heard a sweet voice singing a familiar 
air. While trying to recall the voice, 
A. B. (a dear friend) stood before me. 
She and her band seemed to fill all 
space with a flood of angelic melody, 
while from a distance, softly harmon
izing with the voice of the singer, was 
heard the rich strains of an instru
mental band. My delight was intense; 
it was too much for my poor, weak 
nature. I lost consciousness. When - 
again myself the band had gone.” i

Philosophizing, Miss Dodge said: 
Z “.The natural body gathered from 
our planet and its atmosphere serves 
the spirit for awhile, and when it is 
outworn returns again to become %
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DREAM PREVENTS ROBBERY.

MARTHA HARDY.

The

HYPNOTIZED.

She Will Sue the Preacher.

Ravenswood, Hl;

D.Portland, Sie.

Part"Human Culture and Cure.

It Awoke a Merchant in Time to 
• Defeat a Party of Burglars.

i Ravenswood Prodigy Again 
Displays Unusual Powers.

In the center foreground we find 
the subject, Thomas Paine. Close by 
his .side stands Edwin Booth, and near 
his left Thomas Jefferson. Think of

Camp-Meeting, 
The Marshalltown (Iowa) Spiritual-

? part of the planet whenqe it was or-, 
ganized, and the spirit served alone

’ by its spiritual body can be seen no 
■ inoro by planetary eyes, Butwemust 

. - remember that by them it never was 
. Seen, not even his closest friend has a

• .man ever seen. Side by side through 
. qhildhood and manhood we live with 
’ dur dear ones and know their voice, 

laughter, footsteps afar off. Then 
' comes the dread day of silence. The 

lips that spoke, the eyes that smiled, 
the feet that were swift to do good, 
all remain. Everything that we saw 
is still there. Only that is gone which 
Is always invisible—the spirit .which 
vivified and controlled, which made 
character and constancy, which se
questered in sacredness the earthy 
body, which gave to us a mortal love 
and bequeaths tq us immortal longing.

■ That dear spirit, the Christian imagi
. nation follows and invests with a 

spiritual body, which it declares, but 
does not define or attempt to analyze. 
Paul’s imaginary interlocutor asks 

. with vivid insistence: ‘How are the
• dead raised up? With what body do 

they cóme?’” ‘

PROF. STREIGftT, 
TH-E SPIRIT ARTIST.

' '' It appears from the’Dallas (Texas) 
News that burglars entered the store 
of Bussey, Ayres & Gaston, in Hawk

, ing, Dallas county, on the night of 
July 7, by prying open the large 
double doors, in ‘front. The circum
stances connected with it are, in some 
respects, a little peculiar. Captain 
C. H. Bussey, the senior member of 
the firm, was awakened, from a dream, 
in which it appeared to him that an 
old frame building in the rear of their 
store was on lire. lu his dream some
one had asked him if he was losing 
anything by the fire, and he an
swered, “Yes, 1,000 bushels of oats.” 

■ There were no oats in the building, 
nor fivas it afire, but the Captain 
thinks he must have answered the 

- dream questiori aloud . and that the 
sound of his voice aroused him. So 
impressed was he with this dream that 
he. went to the fyont door of his res
idence and looked out in the direction 
of the store. He discovered that there 
was a dim light in the brick store. ’ 
. He dressed and reached the front 
of the store just in time to see one of 
the burglars disappear around the cor
ner. They were evidently frightened 
by the approach of the Captain, as 
they left without their booty. Some 
neighbors were summoned, and an 
Investigation disclosed the fact that 
the burglars were preparing to load 
themselves well. A couple of large 
valises had been token from the 
shelves and one of them was packed 
with shoes. Other shoes were found 
upon the counters, and scattered over 
the floor were other articles which had 
been taken from the showcases. Cap
tain Bussey says he doesn’t know how 
this dream business will look in print; 
but it’s true, every word of it.

THROUGH THE INSPIRATION OF OUR 
FRIEND AND ARTIST, PFOF. B. A. 
8TREIGHT, HIS PALATIAL PALACE 
IB GIVEN TO THE WORLD ON CANVAS.

On August the 9th, 1896, through 
the mediumship of our friend, W. B. 
Earles, the trance medium, we had 
the pleasure of an oration from one 
of tjie grandest minds that ever graced 
the material world. *

We asked our friend if he would 
allow Thomas Paine to come and use 
his organism. The answer came, 
“Certainly.” In a few moments we 
were addressed in a low, soft, singing 
tone:

“Good morning. I feel as though 
I bad just awakened from a sleep—a 
dream. Ah I I now realize my where
abouts? I am back in the material 
once again, Would to all the Spirit
world—yea, the angelic, and all there 
be, that I could remain, if but for a 
little while. If I could remain I 
would teach the children of earth 
something about Spiritualism they 
never heard. I now have the power, 
would I—could I—have the oppor
tunity? ■

‘ ‘While, here I will speak oh the 
condition of those in the material; 
also a few remarks on the spirit side 
of life. YouJ know it is written in 
that book which contains a lot of 
words, words, words! that narrow is 
the road that leads to life and few 
there be that And it; and broad is the 
road that leads to destruction, I say 
to you and to the world, reverse the 
road; that is the correct way to put it, 
Broad is the road that leads to ever
lasting life, and many there be that 
find it. The orthodox church teaches 
that the way is full of boulders, 
craggy places, peaks almost un- 
surmountable, and few there be that 
have courage enough to attempt it. 
If I can drop some seed here in the 
material that will spring up and cast 
off the scales from some material eye,

whole, representing perfect peace and 
harmony. ■

The artist, Professor Streight, is .in 
love and perfect harmony with bis 
guides and work. His loving wife, 
who stands as a background in his 
efforts, makes the material picture of 
the happy couple complete.

The ■ Professor is just ripening to 
the age whereby the thoughts, crowned 
with years, are harmonizing, giving 
him power to produce the real 
spiritual effects on canvas. He is now 
located at 137 South Bunkerhill ave
nue, Los AngeleS, Cal., where he will 
remain until about the 20th of Sep
tember, when he expects to return to 
hie home near Stanford University, 
Mountain View Postofflce.

To anyone harboring a beautiful 
vision or spiritual scene in their mem
ory, we will say, if you would like to 
see it produced on canvas call on this 
wonderful artist; have a sitting with 
him, and in a few weeks you will re
ceive your vision on material canvas. 
The prices for his paintings are very 
reasonable, considering the amount of 
strength, time and energy required to. 
produce them.

We hope the good angel of mercy 
will prolong his sojourn with us many 
seasons, as no artist in the. material 
(known to us) possesses the instru
ment which can be played upon in 
perfect harmony, producing the 
pianissimo and forte of tone-coloring 
as his. .

G,od speed his’ crowns of success, 
and may they be many. .

Carl Saw yell.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Martha Hardy, says the Chronicle, 
the Ravenswood girl who has attained 
considerable local fatao on account of 
her apparent ability to command un
seen forces, gave a brief but remark
able exhibition of her spiritualistic 
powers, one night lately, at the home 
of W. H. McNutt, of 351 Thirty-third

THE CHARGE WILL BE THAT HE SEP
ARATED HER FROM HER TIMEPIECE 
BY HYPNOTIC INFLUENCE.

On one Sunday, lately, a Mrs. Mar
ley, of Auburndale, Mass., was at the 
great meeting at Old Orchard, Me., 
and. after the sermon of Bev. Dr. 
A. B. Simpson, contributed her watch, 
ft valuable one, and, as she said at the 
time, very precious because of the 
associations connected with it, to the 
cause of missions. More than $100,000 
was raised at the time. Later, Mrs. 
Marley, who is aged, recovered from 
her excitement and desired the watch 

“back. Her son“ asserts that he asked 
Dr. Simpson and Miss Louise Shepard 
to return the watch, but they de- 

■ dined on the ground that a gift once 
made to the Lord could not be re
turned.

Miss Shepard had nothing whatever 
to do with the giving of the watch. 
She is in charge of the “gold for iron” 
branch of the Christian Alliance work; 
She receives such watches as may be 
passed to her, giving iron watches in 
return. She is the agent of the so
ciety. and has no part in the work of 
soliciting such contributions. Mrs. 
Marley’s son came here and consulted 
Portland lawyers. His idea was to 
bring suit- against Dr. Simpson in the 
United States Court and to allege the 
exercise of hypnotic influence over his 
mother.

Mr. Marley was advised to bring 
the action in Boston, where it would 
be possible to get experts in hyp
notism as witnesses. Mr.' Marley 
writes that he has retained Boardman 
Hall, of Boston, and that an action 
against Dr. Simpson will be at once 
begun to recover the watch, and that 
the use of. hypnotic power will be 

. alleged. •
She undoubtedly gave her watch up 

in consequence of the hypnotic influ
ence exerted, and it should be re
turned to her. The church is full of 
hypnotic subjects—hypnotized to join.

First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In-' 
eluding Method’s and Instruments).” By 

J E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 

<. have a wide circulation, as it well fulfill^ 
- the promise of its title. For sale at this 

- office; Price, 75 cents.
“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na

ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
tram. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance oihis leo

' jrares on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem- 
pnstrating a scientific basis of Splrltual- 
Urn. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cent».

then I will feel to go on. My works -
do follow me. I say to the world and Btoeet. The perfume of flowers was 
people on it, think broadly, more inhaled for a few moments, by her 
bold, and noble, and not be bound by w«1?. then a 8Pe<‘ch was mado bY the 
chains, creeds and dogmas. Woe be spirit of Mme. Besant, and the ex- 
to the one who teaches creeds and Pel'iments concluded with a song, said 
dogmas, sending people into the Spirit- 40 be ’n tbe vo*ce Jennie Lind, 
world all earthbound. He will be com- Tbe singinS was tlle “ost successful 
polled to~live in darkness scores of anY ^ss Hardy s public at- 
years—centuries, perhaps—-thousands tompts. A dozen persons were present, 
of yeara! ' including W. S. Frisby and wife, of

“I am in the fourth sphere, and I Ravenswood; G. W. Krelle and wife, 
expect to keep on progressing though ?0G Belmont avenue; J. Flick and 
eternity. There is a right road and °tber friends and spectators. The gas 
a way whereby the Spirit-world will tbe pm’lors was turned low, but 
send tho fire of pentecost all over this eaouSb i*Sbt cam° in from outside, to 
wonderful land, and, thanks to the aii°w objects to be distinguished. 
Spirit-world, the time will come when ^*ss Hardy stood near one end of the 
its power will be felt from north to r’^m, and after a few moments 
south, from east to west, and hu- mience she apparently lost all con- 
manity will be Spiritualized.” ■ sciousness, though she kept her po

sition. An apparition, like a brightTHOMAS PAINE’S SPIRIT HOME. shadoW) to flutt^. flround

Little did we think when we heard and was seen by all in the room. The 
the above few words uttered by that giri's petite figure seemed to grow 
noble, broad-minded spirit, that within taller and her pose more stately as 
a short space of time we would have 8he began to sing.
the pleasure of standing before the The song was a warbling melody, 
easel which held the canvas, and though occasional syllables were in 
thereon Thomas Paine’s spirit home. Italian. The voice was a beautiful, 
When the picture was placed before ringing soprano, which soared up and 
us, we were struck with amazement! down the scale, each time higher, until 
When we look back but a few seasons finally, at the highest note, high 
we find him persecuted on every enough to be out of reach of the great 
hand—denounced by thinking men majority of feminine soloists, the 
and women, by science, by scholars, singer fell over in a dead faint. Such 
and by the masses. Ah! he had sown an emergency had been anticipated 
the seed, and yquR find the scales will and pillows placed behind her, but it 
drop from the eyefc of those same per- was several moments before she could

PENDULUMS AGITATE THOUGHT—
THREE CHIN! FIGURES IN A GLASS 

TUBE RAP 'SIGNALS BY COMMAND 
OF VISJTOUftif-THE INVENTOR PRO
FESSES IGNORANCE — DECLARES HE 
DOES NOT KNOW WHAT PRODUCES 
THE MYSTERIOUS RESULTS SEEN AND 
HEARD. ‘J'r

To the Editor:—Ari apparent man
ifestation of an entirely new force in 
nature is attracting attention among 
the scientific men and the curious peo
ple in the neighborhood of East Prov
idence, R. I., says the New York 
World.

On the road leading to Bumford 
stands an odd-looking one-story frame 
house, In it resides an old man, John 
Nelson Sherman, who has mystified 
many scientists by his wonderful per
formances.

Except the abnormal size of his 
hands, there is nothing remarkable in 
the appearance of the old gentleman 
himself. He is seventy-eight years 
old, with long,“ snow-white hair and 
beard. His kindly blue eyes light up 
a face which shows but slightly the 
wrinkles of time, and his pleasant 
smile bids all welcome to the 
“museum," as it is called, because of 
the number of archmqjogical and 
geological specimens exhibited in the 
yard surrounding the .house, - .

: AN ODD MUSEUM.
A queer collection of oddities in 

wood and. stone is arranged in the 
front of. the house. Besides the odd 
lot of stones, some queer roots and 
knots of trees had also ^taken his 
fancy, many of them representing 
snakes, birds and other animals. 
There were many Indian arrow-heads 
which he had dug up but a short dis
tance from his house; bits of slate 
with fern impressions; huge fern 
stalks, relics of the carboniferous age, 
arid a petrified fish. .

Several stones were painted to rep
resent faces. A stone owl perched on 
a gnarled root was very curious, One 
bench held pieces of quartz, including 
masses of white crystal. There were 
also whales’ |eeth, with curious pic
tures engraved :pn them—the work of 
sailors; a quahapg which had been 
turned to stonpj $ piece of cloth made 
from the bark of a tree from the Sand
wich Islandsf. ,and a shark’» tooth 
which had bqen ^ound at the bottom 
of an artesiaqjyqll.

A sign outside, [painted on a slab of 
stone, reads: , ,t|

"FREE MUSEUM: WALK IN."
The old gentleman describes with 

pleasure the various curiosities out
side the house,, but his hobby is to in
vite visitors ¡aside. Passing through 
the parlor and kitchen, one is ushered 
into the “holy,of ‘holies. ” There one

a pendulum [ incased in glass and 
isolated from the elab by glass stop
pers. By placing one’s hands on the 
slab this also vibrated. Inside a large 
glass wax-flower case standing upon a 
sewing-machine stand were three bot
tles, a pendulnm in each, which 
vibrated separately or together at his 
bidding.

i On being asked, “What does it?” 
his reply invariably is: “I don’t know, 

~ftnd should be very pleased if anyone 
could inform me. Ido not wish to 
deceive myself, but I believe it must 
be the work of a disembodied intelli-j 
gence. I was impressed with the idea 
ten years ago, and cannot explain it 
any better to-day. Professors from 
Harvard and Brown University have 
visited me to witness the manifesta
tions, but have failed to solve the 
mystery. Their only explanation is 
that it is some invisible and unknown 
force of nature.”

The old gentleman has no pecuniary 
interest irt exhibiting this phenome
non. He shows it freely and without 
price. The suggestion of electricity is 
impossible, for every child knows that 
glass is a non-conductor. Unconscious 
vibrations caused by circulation of the 
blood, fails to explain it, for, as pre
viously stated, in that case all the 
pendulums would swing at the same 
time. .

The above account, from the World, 
is only one of the multitudinous 
methods that spirits have in com
municating with the denizens of the 
earth, The secular press is doing a 
noble work in spreading these great

" Best sarsaparillas.” When you 
• think of it how contradictory that 

term is. For there can be only Olie 
best in anything — one best sarsapa
rilla, as there is one highest moun
tain, one longest river, one deepest i 
ocean. And that best sarsaparilla is

1 ------?.... There’s the rub I You
can measure mountain height and 1 

( ocean depth, but how test sarsapa- 
i rilla? You could if you were cheat-

1 ists, But then do you need to test it? I 
11 The World’s Fair Committee tested । 
‘ it,—and thoroughly. <®They went

behindthelabelonthebottle. What । 
1, did this sarsaparilla test result in?

Evyy make of sarsaparilla shut out 
of the Fair except Ayer’s. So it 
was that Ayer’s was the only sarsapa-

1 rilla admitted to the World’s Fair. I 
The committee found It the best, ‘ 

l They had no room for anything that 
was not the best. And as the best, 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla received' ,the 

I medal and awards due its merits, Ke
i' membertheword “ best ” is a bubble 

any breath can blow; but there are 
pins to prick such bubbles. Those ' 
others are blowing more “ best sarsa- 
parilia” bubbles since the World’s । 
Fair pricked the’old ones. True, but

1 Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has the medal. 
I The pin that scratches the medal , 

proves it gold. The pin that pricks 
: the bubble proves it wind. We point 
.. to medals, not bubbles, when we say: 
. The best sarsaparilla is Ayer’s,

sons that so strongly denounced him. be restored to herself. '
The picture referred to is a master- The clearness and precision with 

piece of art. lew possess the clair- which the upper notps were sung, as 
voyance, the trance state or phase, well as the rich quality’ of the lower 
whereby the ancient masters can come register, excited the wonder of all 
and fully demonstrate to them on who heard the song. How such a 
canvas the true spiritual colors. matured voice could be possessed by

At the artist s daily twelve o clock a girl hardly seventeen was another 
sitting, the darkened veil was sud- source of wonder. Her relatives say 
denly rent, there bursting into view that this is the reason the singing with 
that awe-inspiring scene, “A Beau- “Jennie Lind’s” voice is such a strain 
tiful House Over There,” causing him upon her, as an undeveloped girl~|9 
to sigh, breathe deeply’ from the foun- somewhat forced to sing as an adult, 
tains of joy. The house, or mansion, Previous to this final feat the pretty 
is near the center of the picture, young medium (though she objects to 
Words in the material are too feeble being called a medium) sang a song, 
to give a detailed description or do it it was said, in the voice of her dead 
justice. sister “Dick," who was near her own

With its breadth of splendor, its age. After that performance she did 
whitened domes, the thought comes, not appear exhausted.
An angel hand must have wrought The spirit of John H. Thodo. in life 
such work. a telegraph operator, was called to the

Back of the spirit-home are three table, and after the rappings which 
tiers of mountains,- showing the three Miss Hardy obtains so readily, he was 
phases yet to ascend to: The first, a asked to use a sounder whioh was 
beautiful purple; the second, more brought in. Miss Hardy placed her 
dim; the third, showing the ethereal fingers on the key and ticked off sev- 
coloring we find only where we are eral words, though she and Her family 
able to ascend to such a sphere, and neighbors say that she is totally 
The foreground consists of beautiful ignorant of the Morse alphabet, 
fountains, lakelets, roadway’s, waik- Mme. Besant’s speech was a short 
ways, flowerbeds, never-fading ever- and orderly talk on the Spirit-world, 
greens, greenswards, etc., the whole which was said to always closely sur- 
blending into that harmony and splen- round mortals. Thus the good work 
dor of color only found in such realms, goes on. Clio.

the triune power-ths three. If ever iet Camp-meeting opens ' August 30 
the subject of the Three Graces and continues to September,15. Mrs..

M. Summers, of Chicago, vice-pres-' 
these three charaotere s and, with ident, will lecture and give tests. Mrs. 

■their great power and .splendor, the Eva McCoy and other prominent test 
f?0d fOi}^nght 7°Uld be“ mediums will be present. Music by 
plenty, and the people of earth would Mrg. Tmie Summ£ra assisted by the 
have received lessons n art hitherto A1V;on Orchestra. For particulars, 
•mknown On the right of the three addresg j. McC Mrs_ M gum^ 
stands Edgar Allen Poe. On the eft, me 412 Eaat 4vada streeL - 
in a cluster of large trees, amid a • . . _ _______
soft yellow light, stand» Henry Clay. “Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
Other characters are seen, but not By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all In
ao visibly brought out. A beautiful /donation relative to the lost continent

•from left to right, blending with the It is intensely interesting. Price 12.

finds placed upon a table a puzzling 
array of bottles, and tumblers of all 
descriptions. Suspended from the 
corks by a pendulum, finely balanced, 
is a brass rod, which hangs down in
side the bottle. At the bottom of the 
rod is a small brass ball. These are 
so arranged that vibrations cause the 
pendulum to swing and produce a 
rapping upon the sides of the bottle.

Some eighteen or twenty of these 
bottles are placed upon the table.' 
The old gentleman seats himself at 
the table, placing his hands upon it 
lightly, . He will ask you to designate 
any particular ball which you would 
like to see swing, and without any 
perceptible motion on his part it will 
commence to vibrate, very slowly at 
first, gradually increasing in force, 
until it obtains sufficient momentum 
to strike the sides of the bottle. '

It seems to be sentient,- for on ask
ing it to knock a certain number of 
times, it will respond, accordingly. 
The curious thing is that all the other 
pendulums remain perfectly still while 
the particular one is in motion, thereby 
precluding the idea that it was caused 
by vibration imparted to the table by 
human hands. To still further con
vince any “doubting Thomas” of the 
genuineness of this phenomenon, the 
visitors are requested to place their 
hands upon the table, ifi order to 
satisfy themselves that there is not 
the slightest vibration noticeable.

Tho visitor is also requested to ex
amine the articles on tho table, and 
may take any one of them in his 
hands, with only a caution from the 
old man not to'drop it. Upon placing 
it back upon the table, covered with 
an ordinary oilcloth, it will im
mediately’ commence to vibrate at the 
old gentlemanTs bidding. ■ .

DOLLS JH.AT SIGNAL. •
In a large.Jaqip chimney are sus

pended tliree sjaall china dolls. He 
calls these Mapie,jjennie and Harry— 
the names of। three of his children 
who are deaq." Harry occupies the 
center, with agistor oh each side. On 
asking Mamie, for Instance, to knock, 
she will respond^immediately. Asked 
to stop and let. Harry knock instead, 
she remains qui^t and Harry com
mences, or if, requested, two or all 
three will swing^at one time to suit 
the desires of jlre spectators.

Another bottle. Js supposed to be. 
inhabited by P. T. Barnum, while 
Others contain JLorenzo Dow, formerly 
an itinerant preacher; Thomas Paine 
and.Shawnee and Swift Arrow, Indian 
chiefs, as their names suggest. 
Another bottle is devoted to his for-. 
mer wife, Catherine. The old man 
calls this weird company his “pets,” 
and addresses them in a very affec
tionate way: “We would like to hear 
from you, Mamie dear;” “Come, now; 
Harry, we are waiting on you;” “You 
would oblige me by keeping quiet, 
Mr. Barfiuni," eta.

WHENCE THE FORCE? , 
Ou a marble slab near the table was

Angell Prize-Contest Recitations. 
To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases, Compiled to 
be used in Entertainments managed 
by Churches, Societies, Lyceums, 
Sunday-Schools, Bands of Mercy, 
or Individuals Aiming to Establish 
Right Over Wrong, Kindness Over 
Cruelty, Knowledge Over Ignor
ance, and Justice over all. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. J. R. Francis, 
Chicago; Hudson Tuttle, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, Publishers. Price, 
30 cents, post paid. ■ 
The inauguration of the prize-con

test by Demorest marked an era in 
the temperance movement. It began 
where all true reform begins, with the 
education of the people, especially the 
young. Seeing its value, it has been 
pressed into the service of humane 
education, and it cannot be denied 
that there is great need of education 
in (his direction, <

There has always been, and still re
mains, a, feeling that man owns all 
the lower forms of life, and has a 
right to do with,the “dumb brutes of 
the field” os he pleases. The idea 
that animals have rights that he is 
bound to respect has only just re
ceived advocacy. Interference with a 
man for whipping his horse, a few 
years ago, would have been thought 
indefensible. There has been im
provement in this direction, owing to 
the efforts of the Humane Societies, 
yet it must lie confessed that when 
the leading colleges not only permit 
vivisection, but advertise this wanton 
cruelty as an attraction to students, 
there is a crying need for farther 
effort.

A book of appropriate selections for 
such contests has been tho desid
eratum, and practically nothing tould 
be done in this direction without oue. 
Seeing the necessity, Mrs. Emma 
Rood Tuttle undertook the task. The 
difficulties were greater because of 
lack of material and the requirements 
that the selections should have what 
is rare, “speaking qualities,” as well 
as pertain to the subject. No one 
could be better prepared for the work. 
Trained in the best schools of elocu
tion, and by practical work on the 
stage and rostrum, devoted to the hu
mane movement, she brought an 
earnest zeal to the task which is seen 
on every page.

A contest assumes the speaking in 
the best manner of eight or ton of 
these selections, and their being 
listened to attentively by a large au
dience. We cannot conceive of any
thing better calculated to awaken in
terest and call attention to the treat
ment of animals, and to all forms of 
cruelty—to man as well.

In tho introduction the plan is 
clearly given, so that anyone interested 
may hold a contest Eight or more 
young people are secured as compet
itors. They each select from the book 
a piece to their liking, and at ari ap
pointed time the contest takes place. 
Impartial judges are secured, and to 
the contestant receiving the highest 
credit an engraved silver cup is given 
as a prize. The manager or manage
ment secures this beforehand, and is 
repaid by the admission fee. -

No more . popular entertainment 
could be devised, and we recommend 
the Prize Contest to Spiritual societies 
and lyceums for the purpose, not only 
for the good that is done, but for re
plenishing their treasuries.

The lyceum has an auxiliary Band 
of Mercy, and the contest is directly 
in that line. ■ - .

Aside from its value in.the contest 
work, the book is just such a one as 
the lyceum scholars have needed from 
which to select „pieces for recitation. 
Recitations is a prominent feature in 
the lyceum, and the inquiry is con
stant, where can a good and effective 
piece be found. This book contains 
seventy-five, varied to suit every taste, 
and in their way equally good.

All inquiries in respect to the con
test work should be addressed to Mrs. 
Emma Rood Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio.

Word comes from all quarters that the 
neatest and most satisfactory dye for 
coloring the beard a brown’or black is 
Buckingham’s Dye for the Whiskers.

4TBS
DRUM IN j 
pounoN,.

and Bead Nobes relieved by using 
WilBon’sCommon Sense Ear Drums.

New bcientlile invention; different 
fromaHotberdevice#. The only safe, 
simple, comfortable and invisible 
Ear Drum in the world Helps where 
medical tikiil falls. No wire or string 
attachment. Write for pamphlet.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO.,
Ofieei I i8< Tru,t ^uUdlle. Uj,j uneM IB. SkO, IliS Breadway Ji, Y.

. -IN THE- ■ ...

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE,
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

2l3sulU of recent scientific research regarding th! : 
origa, position and prospects of mankind. '

V From the German of . ' :

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter.” Essays on Nature an4 ‘ 

Science,’I “Physiological Pictures,” “81x Lee- .
• . tures on Darwin,” Eto, .

“The great mystery of existence contfeta In perpeti ■' 
lal and uninterrupted change. Everytblngis Immort • 
al and indestructible—the smallest worm as well as -- 
be most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
train or tfee water drop as well as the highest being lii 
reatlon, man and bls thoughts. Only tbe forms lii : 
.•hlchbolug manifests itself are changing; but Being 
¿self remains eternally the same and Imperleliabl», 
Vhen we die we do not lose ourselrcs, but only out? .. • 
creonal consciousness. Wo live on In nature, in our 
ice, In our children, In our deeds, U our thoughts-* . 

। short, tn the entire material and physical contribu«, 
oh which, during our short personal existence, wfl1' . ’ 
uve furnished iotl.i’suMatence of mankind and of : 
Hu re in gcuc ra!."-Buechner. .

» «• -i. ,if q«/) page«, vclhitncloth, IL ”

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed In the best style of the 
printers art. It Is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will bo sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for ono year 
and Vol. II. of the' Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopædia.

OT In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol, I, or Vol, II, that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia Qf Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It Is called ^he Premium Encyclo
pædia, and i* only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
groat expense to tho Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
In connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above. -

This book give« an admirable courae or study In 
etblca, end supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to tbe comprehension of 
children, a« well os older persons whom It Is wisely 
and appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

The author ebows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She llluBtrates 
her «ubjcct with many brief narrative« and anec
dotes, which render tho book more interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It 1« especially adapted 
for use tu children's lyceums. Intbe handi of moth
er« and teachers It may bo mad© very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. It is a most excellent 
book and should bo widely circulated.

CONTENT?:
Right Living. What la Morality? What Is Ignor

ance? Knowledge tho Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right 'Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life, 
what Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Is tbe Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other ham© lor Loss. Industry, tho Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Gatncsof 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What is an Oath? or 
the Wurth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. ThoPolson

Blander, Wbat 1« ny'pocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Sclflshnesa, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. 1« Reverence 
£.Dl?.tV«s.eJf-ReyalcP- Self-Control. ScK-Rcspect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter, The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Mon. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, tbe Demon on the Highway, 
Habit, Second Nlturo. Tower of Will. Courage, a 
Neccgfilty to Right Living, in Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Ararlce, Not 

10 Life’s .Best End. Good Nature, Ono of 
Life e Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Free Speech. A Free Press. Rights of Animals. 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or tbe Equality 
of Mam Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office,

BY HUDSON TATTLE,

A most able and Intcreillng presentation of amoit 
Importent subject. Every Spiritually and every In
quirer Into the proof« and philosophy of Spiritual- 
Jim »hould hare this excellant book. Ito value 1« rec* 
ognlzed and acknowledged all overthc world. Price, 
doth, «1. For sale at this office.

Experiences of John Brown, -
The Medium of tho Rockies, with an introduction by •

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
Thia hook should be In the binds of ever)’ one tntefr '■ • 

tstcdlu Spiritualism.
Chapter 1. Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Cbaptei 

2. The Heavenly Mansion. < hapter 8, Removal ttt" 
California; Return of Ills Guide. Chapter 4. Remark» 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chaff*' : 
ter 6. Loaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comm» . • 
nlcatc; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, MliCdl 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience 
Vbapter li, Rema rkablc Manifestation of Spirit PÓWÍ •: 
or. Chaptex' 12. Now Experiences—Illustrative olf 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break 1! 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chnptel <' 
14, Unsoon Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrlda.1 .

For sal© at tali office. Heavy paper cover, price C| 
conta. - . . .

>7AT) WONDROUS P0WEZ^~ 
<ti which blip.» or-invi, them perform. <
•work, and otter Ineplred wort», together with >M|..’ r,? « 
renosa! Tntta and Chanctcrtnte. et Prophète, Ape* g 
Ues, aad Juna, or New Reading* ot “The MM01 
hr Au,nPvTxut. Price 15cent». Tir ni© at
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LILY DALE CAMP.

Giant

HAD AN ENJOYABLE OUTING,

HASLETT PARK CAMP.

All

Ite

A

G. :song.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc, ionie Remarkable Reminiscences 

of the Gifted Californian, 
MRS. J. J. WHITNEY.

The Season at That Noted 
Place.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
Collection of Vocal Mnsic for thè 
Cholr, Congrcgation and Social

Circles. .........

A Quartette of Societies at a 
Picnic.

Is Going Prosperously For- 
tì. ward.

«LA A A. A A A. A A A. A A A-A-A.A.A.A A A. A, A. A.Vff It f f f f • if f <. 

ENERfiL SURVEY:

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radio»}; expo»» 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and d»g> 
matlc OhrUtlaulty, contaluk’g many slaftllng conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tei«» 
tneht stories, and proving that Jesus was an Imperiod» 
atlon and not r person. A genuine sensation.
Price Sl.BO. For Sale at this Office.
Researches in Oriental History.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
-Whenever a change is made in speak
ers. or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, plesso. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines: but 
long reports will not be used. Mootings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to ail speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 46.000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to- have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name aud address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

Dr. H. M. fl hornton writes from «ban 
Jose. Cal.: "1 had the vle^sure of at
tending a daylight seance given to ten 
skeptics and myself by Frank Marland, 
which, beyond a doubt, was one of the 
most satisfactory I had ever witnessed. 
He would allow none but skeptics to 
hold him, when the most satisfactory re
sults were obtained. One gentleman 
was sure that if he and his wife should 
be allowed to hold the hands of the me
dium the manifestations would cease. 
His wishes were readily graflted. when 
immediately he was nearly shaken out 
of his chair, his head patted, and bls 
hair pulled by spirit hands. The de
light of the sitters was unbounded. Uis 
wife grew red m the face and cold per
spiration stood out in beads on her fore
head. Hands were seen to pat and ca
ress her. The husband and wife saw 
and felt enough. Such demonstrations 
in broad daylight must carry conviction, 
especially when skeptics are allowed to 
control the conditions to suit themselves. 
Mr. Frank Harland is recently from 
Australia, and is making a tour of the 
United States. He wilt remain in San 
Jose for three months. His seances are 
phenomenal, as he holds them in skep
tics- homes, convincing them of spirit 
return wherever he goes.’-

Henry Dinsmore writes from Denver. 
Col.: "We have with us Svra and 
and Santa Thornclifle, excellent medi- 
unis. I attended one of their seances, 
consisting of physical manifestations, 
independent music, smnt hands and 
faces. These mediums hold their se
ances in the light. The hand of my 
spirit wife appeared in the uir and 
wrote a message on my own Blates, 
while I held them. All present saw the 
hands. Many tests were given and rac- 
o^ui/.oJ. SlvCuiluo a,c bemg convinced 
that Spiritualism is a grand truth 
through their wonderful mediumship.”

M. S. Beckwith writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: “The season for our lecturers at 
the different camps is approaching for 
their return to their regular fields of la

I bor. Many Spiritualists in visiting 
. 'different cities often desire to learn the 

locality of the various places of meet
ing. We note a very fige directory of 
the different societies in Chicago and 
have had the pleasure of visiting some 
of them, and we hope those who visit St;

; ; IjOuìb will not fail to visit tho St. Louie 
Spiritual Association at Howard. Hall,

; ; 3001 Olivo street, at which' meetings are 
. - • ' held every Sunday, and also by the Wo- 
|i men’s Benevolent Association every Fri- 
k, day at.3 p. m. Wo would like to see a 
. • directory of the leading societies of the

Mississippi Valley published weekly in 
' The Progressive Thinker."

, Correspondent writes: “The meetings 
j at Bricklayers’ Hall have of late been 
I unusually interesting. Brother Jenifer,
I the nover-tiring president of these

meetings, is always on the alert for good 
speakers. Lust Sunday evening a rare 
treat was had in the way of an address 
by Mr. D. Gilmour, subject: ‘Do We 
Live After Death?’ . It was handled in 
an able and scholarly manner. Wo hope 
to bear nlm°again soon. Then came 
Prof. C. West, in a violin solo, accom
paniment by Mrs. Muller at the piano.

- The deep thinker and logical reasoner, 
Mr. Blair, thon gave us a good talk. Mr. 
C. C. Henderson, a stranger here from

: California, made a few remarks; said he 
was glad to be here in such a harmon

' tous meetincr. Mr. Arnold made a few 
remarks. Dr. A. Hasenclever gave 
tome very fine tests. Mrs. Brom well 
mode a few remarks. Mrs. Abrim closed

' • the meeting with a short lecture." 
■ Àllie Lindsay Lynch writes as follows 
; to the Chicago Chronicle: “Sometimes 
; t wonder what the world is oomlng to, 

io strange are the ways of its people.
. The Sunday Chronicle contained a pic
. ture of a dog dressed in pants, coat, 

iji; fihirt, cuffs, collar and tie, which called 
: . op such resentment toward the mon- 
j v ’’ eyed aristocracy as to lead me to think 
; E (fiere should be laws which would take 
$ I". : wealth from those who heartlessly 
ii], .: fpend it upon such fads while human 

peings go unclad and unfed, or so nearly 
io as to suffer intensely. England has 
tetthe fashion, the dress style, for bull

; jogs, pugsand poodles, and the pug and 
poodle portion of America’s citizens is 

• jure to follow in the footsteps. Their
owners will seek to have their precious 
pots resemble themselves, and some may 
find their folly has been stamped upon 
jheir own babies. Why not? Chris
tianity is seeking to save the far-away 
heathen, while in our own so-called civ
ilized land are those whose souls will 
oe in a t housand times darker condition 
otter death. Isn’t it time the Christian 
Endeavorers try their prayers on the 
mammon sinners and leave those who 

.¡each humane charity, as does Bob In
gersoll?”.

Prof. Lockwood is in the city, looking 
sxccptionally cheerful, happy and well, 
ofter his arduous summer campaign 
»mong the camps. The Professor’s lec- 
lure.s have been enthusiastically re

ceived wherever he has appealed upon
¡he rostrum. His home address is 98 
Ogden avenue.

Mrs. H. L. Bigelow, of San Jose, Cal., 
writes: “Enclosed find a new subscrib-

nomena, phyaical as well as slate-writ
ing. If I were to write up all the differ
ent manifestations we received; it would 
take more space m ypur uapgr thaji I 
could ask for. I shall be pleased to hear 
of him through your paper, and also be 
more pleased, to receive a letter from 
him personally.”

M. S. Beckwith writes from St. Louis,- 
Mo.: "The meetings of the St. Louis 
(Mo.) Spiritual Association are held in 
Howard Hall. 3001 Olive street, every 
Sunday, from September first to June 
first, at 10:30 a. m. and ¡:45 p.m. The 
Womens Benevolent Society, an-ad
junct. hold meetings every Friday after
noon. same place, throughout the year, 
at 3 p. in. Invitations extended by both 
societies to visitors and the nubhe."

Miss Josie Delaney writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: -‘I am one of the lucky ones 
that have attended Mr. Harland s, and 
Dr. Thornton s circles.. I.put a slate in 
the cabinet, and when it was handed out 
to me by the spirits it was full of writ
ing by my mother. I am an orphan girl, 
16 years old. and I can assure you I was 
much pleased to know my mother and 
father can come to me and protect me. 
After the circle Dr. Thornton hypno
tized one of my lady friends aud while 
asleep she went to -talk to inv little sis
ter. who is adopted by a family in San 
Francisco, and described her. and told 
me she was with two little children, a 
boy and a girl, in the nursery, and said 
she looked well. I am- very happy to 
have met Mr. Harland and Dr. Thorn
ton. and thought you would like to hear 
from me and my first experience in 
Spiritualism."

Mrs. A. Is. Sheets has closed her 
camji work, and opens the fall season for 
the First Spiritual Church of Indianapo
lis the first Sunday in September.

T. J. 11.. of Buena Park, Cal., desires 
to know how the two great political 
parties stand In relation to the God-in- 
the-Constitution question. It is our 
opinion that both candidates for- the 
presidency possess too much good sense 
to be wrong on this question.

W. Kossuth Gordon, platform test me
dium. trance and inspirational speaker, 
would like engagements Ip Missouri. 
Illinois and Nebraska for October and 
November, at your own terms. Address 
him at 214 N. Broadway. St. Louis, Mo.

M. F. Hammond Is now located at 425 
■Tecumseh street, Toledo. Ohio. Would 
like to make engagements with societies 
to lecture, either on Sundays or week
days: also will attend funerals.

Good reports come to us of tlje Home 
Mediums- Developing Society, which 
meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock at Bricklayers’ Hall, 93:Peorla 
street, corner of Munroe. It is con
ducted by Mrs. Horine and others.

The Register, the official organ of the 
Clinton Camp-meeting, has the follow
ing in relation to Mr. J. C. F. Grum- 
bine: "He read two brief poems as a 
,prelude to his lecture Sunday morning, 
and also gave a grand invocation that 
could not fail to place his audience in 
perfect receptivity to the grand thoughts 
that constituted his discourse. He took 
for his subject, ‘Natural Religion.' Mr. 
Grumbine is an inspirational speaker 
and a very -rapid talker, hence It is ex
tremely difficult to give even an outline 
of his lecture, for his thoughts flow with 
a ceaseless fluency which would baffle 
the ablest stenographer. The gist of 
his thought, however, was that Spirit
ualism is a natural religion. It is the 
product of all the systems of religious 
thought that have evet- been. It is the 
great ocean into which all the streams 
of religious thought are flowing. The 
Methodist, the' Baptist, the Presby
terian, every denomination of Christian-; 
ity and every .division of every other 
system of thought is all tending toward 
Spiritualism, and there is no -power to 
prevent that tendency, It is spontane
ous, it is inevitable. He would not de
stroy a single religious thought, no mat
ter how much fie might be obliged to 
differ wltfi it. It has its plgce. It is 
needed or it would not be. Every per
son will be just what he or she is till ho 
or she grows into higher conditions. 
Every phase of mediumship, from the 
lowest and crudest to the highest mani
festations, is needed; hence he was 
obliged to take issue with Mr. Barrett 
In his position that it was necessary to 
protect the people against certaln'medi- 
ums who are either tmdeveloped or who 
exceed their powers. He thought there 
should be no other judge than con
science, no other criterion than intelli
gence. When the conscience of the me
dium and the Intelligence Of tho sitter is" 
properly developed it will not be neces
sary to set up bars to protect either ths 
medium or the sitter. His lecture was 
grand in its completeness, its logic, its 
force, its clearness and its earnestness. 
It is to be regretted that the spiritual 
platform has not many more such able 
and earnest exponents of thg ‘highest 
type of modern inspiration. He grows 
in esteem every time he speaks, and his 
influence for good increases with each 
year of his active and useful life.”

Committee writes from Fayette, la.: 
“A Spiritualists’ annual meeting and 
picnic will be held September 5 and 6, 
in the grove at the residence of John 
Hutchinson, one and a half miles north
west of Lima, on the Albany and Dun
ham roads. The society has secured 
the services of Charles Wesley Peters 
as lecturer for the occasion. He will be 
accompanied by a slate-writing and 
trumpet medium. The public are in
vited to come and spend a day with us

and Mise Arnold in her licitation. Mr. 
Perkins seemed to electrify the hearers 
with in» ‘Creeds of the Bells.- Mrs. 
Perkins gave excellent tests at the 
close of the mettlng.”

Antichrist writes: “Please reprint the 
following corrected sentence in the ar
ticle, ‘When Did Paul Live:’ -If. there
fore? the reference to Aretas, in IL Cor., 
x:32. is genuine and historical, it cer
tainly follows that Paul was in Damas
cus about 63 years B. O., preaching a 
Jesus who was stoned and hanged jibout 
7a years B. C., as recorded in the Tal
mud, and the Sepher Toldotli Jeshu—■ 
Book of the generation of Jesus.’ Noth
ing is said about Paul in these Hebrew 
books—only about Jesus: and in our ar
ticle the clause about Jesus was omit
ted."

The Helping Hand Society of Flint, 
Mich., met at tbe home of Mrs. Effie M. 
Post, in honor of little Gladys Florence 
Post (born June 20). presenting her a 
silver spoon, and adopting her as the 
“child of tbe Helping Ilana.” A poem 
written by one of the members, was 
read in honor of the event.

S. Clay Markey, 138 South Main 
street. Cortland. N. Y.. writes: "Wanted 
the address of several test mediums and 
spiritual lecturers. None but the best 
are wanted. Ihe hall will seat o.OOO, 
and is on the ground floor. There are 
10.000 inhabitants in Cortland. Homer, 
li miles away, 4.000 and in adjoining 
towns, five to ten miles; 1.000 to 2.000. 
Here is a place where the largest Spir
itualist meetings nr the State can be 
held. Let me hear from some of the 
mediums and lecturers. Address me at 
ld8 South Main street. Cortland. N. Y

Mr. Geo. W. Walrond. trance and in
spirational speaker, is now passing 
through Colorado, westward to the 
Pacific Coast. Societies requiring the 
services of an enthusiastic and earnest 
worker should address him. care Gen
eral Delivery. San Francisco. Cal. Open 
for a fall and winter engagement.

• We are glad to learn that Dr. II. 
Greer is fast recoving from a sovereat
tack of acute bronchitis—a dangerous 
malady—which confined him to his 
home for several days. This will ac
count for his office being closed for sev
eral days, to the wonderment of many. 
The office is now open.

Dr. A. A Kimball writes as follows 
from Onset. Mass.: "I have had a very 
successful season here. The conference 
took up the question of ‘obsession’ and 
discussed it two days. Harmony pre
vailed and great interest was mani
fested in the subject.”

The Progressive Spiritual Church. 
Lakeside Hall, southeast corner of Indi
ana avenue and Thirty-first street. Rev. 
G. V. Oordingly. pastor. Services at 3 
and 7:30 p. m. Lecture, with tests after. 
Harry W. Miller, soloist.

Rev. G. V. Oordingly, trance and test 
medium; seanoes Monday. Wednesday 
und Sauuida^ ulghua. Paychotneuric 
circle every Tuesday afternoon at 2 
o’clock. ’

G. W. Kates and wife have been lec
turing in the Spiritual Temple, Buffalo, 
N. Y., tbe Mast two weeks of August. 
They may be addressed at Saratoga 
Springs, N. Y., during September and 
October.

Four of the leading societies of the 
suburbs of this great city of Chicago 
gave a picnic under the direct auspices 
of the-Kenwood Society of Christian 
Spiritists, August 23. The day was an 
ideal picnic day, and the crowd were 
ideal picnickers. During the’ greater/ 
part of the morning .Mrs. Clamare, the 
pastor and speaker of the day, spent her 
time in endeavoring to attract the atten
tion of wandering Spiritualists who 
were seeking the Tittle grove near West 
Pullman, known to the electric train
men as Calumet Grove, ’

While she was thus busying herself, 
the number swelled from a little knot of 
six.or eight to sixty or seventy happy 
hearts and faces, all eagerly awaiting 
the time for the services. After a very 
pleasant picnic dinner of cake, flies, pie, 
ants and sandwiches, the crowd was

fir’s name. Please send book premium, 
Vol. I Encyclopaedia. Everyone whom 
me Encyclopaedia of Death has reached 
Is well satisfied that it contains wonder
ful truths, and I believe every one tries 
»do good withit. The month of July 
And this present month we are favored 
ri th Sarah Seal, of San Francisco. She 
is an eloquent speaker and an able expo- 
jant of our philosophy. She also leads 
¡he Lyceum while she is here and is 
tlways present at our morning circle, 
vhich is largely attended by skeptics 
»nd investigators. Many good tests are 
Received by them from our roediums.- 
Hrs; Griffin and Mrs; York both gave 
fixcollent tests last Sunday, and thus the 
vork of opening the eyes to the splrit- 
lal.understanding is progressing. Next- 
nonth. (September) the convention of 
Spiritualists will be held in San Fran

cisco, and we expect to send delegates." 
'.Mrs. J. H. Lohineyèr, of San Fran- 

■ h jisco, writes:-;"! am very much pleased 
fó to read the inquiry concerning Dr. 

ii&BenrySladei, of whom I am very deiir- 
¿B^iu» to hear of hiB whereabouts. The 
iW?poctór is ‘».personal friend of myself and 
? fere' know from our two months’ experl- 
Ì Wmbe,"having had him at our homèfor 

length of time, that h« 1b all that 
HkMÌF.F. H; Shrook claims him to be. We 

th« most convincing pho-

and enjoy themselves. There is plenty 
of good pure water on the ground and 
good shade for jieople and teams. There 
will be one public lecture on Saturday, 
at 1:30 p. m., and two lectures on Sun
day; services commencing at 10:30 a. m. 

'Come one, come all; we make all wel
come.”

Dr. W. P. Phelon, after enjoying a 
most delightful summer with our east
ern spiritual friends, has returned to 
Chicago for; the fall, at his old address, 
619 Jackson boulevard. He is enthusi
astic in the progress of our immortal 
cause all over the East.

O. J. Hamilton writes from Mounds- 
vllle, W.Va., that a parily-successful at
tempt was made by church people to 
break up a meeting held by J. O. Mar
ple, qn ex-preacher who is now a Spirit
ualist. Mr. Marple’s powers as a heal
ing medium are said to be wonderful, 
and he excels as an inspirational 
speaker. -

Frank T. Ripley, the well-known plat
form test medium, is now in Chicago, 
andean be addressed for engagemehte 
at No. 240 Thirty-first street. He will 
also give sittings there daily. .

F. Corden White, who is recognized 
everywhere as a most excellent test me
dium, is now in the city. He will settle 
permanently on the South Side. ’

The Friends of Human Progress will 
hold their forty-first annual meeting at 
Forest Temple, North Collins, N. Y., 
September 4, 6 and 6, Harrison D. Bar
rett, president of the National. Spirit
ualists’ Association, who will be remem
bered for his able lectures last season, 
and Rev. W. W. Hicks, of New York 
City, one of the most eminent workers 
in the cause of Spiritualism, willUe the 
(peakers.

Correspondent writes: "The Beacon 
Light Spiritual Church, 617 North Clark 

i street, haa a very interesting meeting 
August 23, Mrs. Hamilton Gill gave 
tests in German; which pleased many of 
the audience and interested ail. Mn. 
Magoon was particularly interesting in 
her piano solo andelociltlonary ability, 
as was also Miss Winter in her poem,

photographed, and then repaired to the 
center of the grove and seated them- 
selvet to await the good, rich thoughts 
to be gleaned from our pastor’s guides.

After the invocation and song, Brother 
John (Mrs. Claman’s guide) spoke at 
some length on the forces of spirit 
thought concentrated there by the har
monizing of four societies, gathered to
gether as one great family, just as they 
would be after this material existence 
was left behind, like a shadow froin a 
powerful light. His strong, plain talk 
pn the transition of improssional power 
in generations coming was good to hoar, 
for those whose clean minds were capa
ble of comprehending and profiting by 
it especially, for it was from ‘‘heaven 
direct.”

After his lecture, Miss Thomas, a col
ored medium, spoke jovially and at 
times with real pathos, and her short 
remarks reminds one of the Ilustrious 
Mark Anthony, for he, like Miss 
Thomas, controlled his audience, and 
his wish was the wish of his hearers.

She spoke emphatically of the great 
sleeping-car magnates consulting me
diums in recent oases of trouble, etc. 
Her bright face caused many a remark, 
not to mention the glorious things that 
tell from her lips.

A guide, Joel, who controls Mr. Wil
cox, then spoke on the progression of 
spiritual and material worlds, and was 
considered very good indeed for a young 
medium. , ■

Eliza, a colored control of Mrs. da
mans, and a control of Miss Thomas 
chatted and sung for a time, after 
which the meeting was closed and the 
rollicking picnickers started out for 
homes and nappy dreams.

It was noted with some great pleasure 
that a number of outsiders came on .the 
grounds during the service and. seemed 
very eager to grasp every little word of 
spirit truth. This, dear readers, Shows 
that, as Miss Thomas has stated, "Spir
itualism is ketchin’.” '

LeRoy T. Wilcox.

Maple Dell fork Camp.
The five weeks' se^ffin f«r 1896 closed 

Sunday, August 23, weather very 
disagreeable, which^- unquestionably 
»-evented bo large an attendance as had 
jeen expected, but these present were 
ful) of oneer. true fraternal feeling and 
lope for the future of-ifhe cause in gen
eral and for the perpetuity and prosper
ity of Maple Dell Camp in particular.

ihe prevailing haiji .times, which 
have been soseverelyrielt.by all camps 
this season, have had their effect in re
ducing the receints of the association 
below the amounts received in more 
prosperous years, but? despite this un
favorable condition., and to the great 
credit of the management be it recorded, 
the current exjiensbs have been kept 
within the limit« of< the receipts, or 
practically so. and a careful auditing of 
the assets aud liabilities of the associa
tion shows Maple Dell Camp to be in a 
sound financial condition, with bright 
irospects for future suocess and use- 
ulness.

On Wednesday evening, August 19, 
Miss Katherine Dickens Cole gave a 
special entertainment in the auditorium 
to a very appreciative audience. Her 
work here as teacher of elocution, ora
tory. the Delsarte system of physical 
culture and kindred branches has been 
especially meritorious and by her quiet 
and womanly ways she has endeared 
herself to all with whom she has come 
in contact, and it is the hope generally 
expressed by the campers that she may 
labor with us in future seasons. At the 
conclusion of her program Mr. and Mrs. 
C. B. Gould were Induced, by a clever 
ruse, to come upon the platform, and 
after guying them unmercifully, but to 
the evident enjoyment of the audience, 
they wore ureseted with a slight floral 
offering. True to the emblem worn by 
many Spiritualists, the central feature 
of the bouquet was a huge bunch of sun
flowers upon stalks fully seven feet long, 
and to which had been bound innumer
able stalks of gladiolus and other flow
ers. After the audience had enjoyed a 
hearty laugh at their expense, the 
spokesman. Bro. D. M. King, referred 
to the fact that it was the hftli anniver
sary of their marriage, and expressive 
of the campers- desire to celebrate their 
wooden wedding, ho produced, as if by 
magic, a handsome parlor table. Mr. 
Gould replied in a feeling manner and 
with voice trembling with evident emo
tion. Mr. and Mrs. Gould have filled a 
special engagement throughout the en
tire season as press representatives and 
have sent out over five hundred news
paper reports, carrying the name and 
fame of Maple Dell Camp and some 
facts regarding its high standing men
tally. morally and spiritually, to thou
sands of readers.

The special speakers for the closing 
meetings were Moses and Mattie Hull. 
We have previously written oftheirsuc- 
oessful work and great popularity here. 
Suffice it to say that they were fully up 
to their usual high standards of elo
quence and logic.

The board oi trustees are planning for 
something which they>H6pe to make one 
of the grandest and greatest undertak
ings in the history of Modern Spirit
ualism. They contemplate no less an 
an achievement than tniai founding of a 
permanent summei-.ischool for fitting 
our young speakers andujediums for the 
better peMormance Sf their public la
bors. ft is intended to' make it some
thing of a normal training school in 
character, with a thoroughly competent 
faculty of teachers, jind: do systematic 
school work for a special term of six 
weeks annually, beginning the first of 
each June and closing,-in-time for the 
opening of the regular edmp season.

Special classes will be; provided in el
ocution, oratory; physical culture, rhet
oric, logic,; parliamentary law; Biblical 
exegetics and kindred branches. In ad
dition to six weeks personal drill in 
class work, arrangements will probably 
ba made to carry the work throughout 
the entire year, somewhat upon the 
Chautauqua plan. It is hoped that 
Moses Hull can be engaged as principal 
of this school, and we will, no doubt, be 
able to give more definite information 
on the subject at qn early date.

Although Dr. D. M. King is the or
ganizer of Maple Dell Camp, this is the 

. first season that he has been in attend
ance here throughout the entire ses
sion, owing to his labors in connection 
with so many other camps. Last fall 
the trustees made Bro. King the gen
eral manager of the camp for 1896; and 
in addition to his manifold duties in 
that capacity, .he has been compelled to 
do a great deal of platform work qnd 
has been very successful also with his 
special lessons in psychic science. The 
work and the demonstrations have been 
very practical and many of the students 
have made marked . progress in their 
study. The trustees were unwilling to 
take any chances on transient teachers 
of this great science or those whoso sen
sational advertisements promise to de
velop any phase of mediumship in so 
many lessonB at so much per lesson, and 
therefore engaged Bro. King to give 
give these lessons in the auditorium, 
under the patronage of the association, 
and made admission free to all campers.

Our chairman, M. 8, Danforth, has 
given excellent satisfaction as a presid
ing officer, .andhis kind, patient and 
fatherly ways hlive endeared him to all 
of us.

At the closing session Mrs. Mattie 
Hull, who went from here to Ashley 
Camp, which is associated with Maple 
Dell, was instructed tq.extend to the so- 
clety there our fraternal greetings and 
assure them of bur hearty cooperation.

Mantua Station, O. Selma.

“The Priest, the Woman,' and the 
Confessional." This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniqus reveláis the de
grading, .impure influences and results of 
of the Romish confessional, as poved by 
the sad' experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 60 cents; paper, 25 cents.

"History of the Inquisition." Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish cburchly 
inititution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
Institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling’ powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 

these statements of veritable history, 
e devUishness and murderdus ma

lignity of the “Holy Inquisition" Is 
•carcely paralleled In all the world’s 
records or inhuman atrocities. It 1b for 
•ale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for Ma 1

. Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates.her subject wltfi 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use. in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothersand 
teachers it may ■ be made very useful. 
-Young and old will ¡be benefited by it 
Clotn81 For sale atthis office.

"Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable-levity. It is-a 
book for tfie freethinker < who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong i board fcovers, 
•IS cloth 81 .of). For sale at this office.

“Mebomet, the UlUBtrifius.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No authorAvas better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than .'Godfrey Higgins, 
»nd this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in1cob junction with 
Gibbon’s work. For saleiat this office. 
Price, 25 cents. •

"Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume,..this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively, to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price 81. Fob sale 
at this office. ;

“The "Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph. Ph.D., ex-priest 
of tfie diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and ite priesthood. -. Price 15c. 
For Bale at this office. -

The season just closed at Lily Dale 
was a delightful success in every way. 
The mediums on the grounds were the 
very best There were.no exposures or 
unpleasant rumors to prove a disturbing 
element. There was nothing but har
mony pervading the atmosphere, and 
the stranger within the gates at Lily 
Dale came away feeling nappier and 
spiritually benefited.

The camp this year engaged for the 
season the renowned inedlnm. Mrs. J. J. 
Whitney, of California, who. while giv
ing her marvelous tests from the plat
form, held every one spellbound.

Mrs. Whitney is in every way a re
markable woman, and some stories of 
her life, as told by hej-self. may be of in
terest to the reaainfr world.

Ten years ago site knew nothing of 
Spiritualism and had never had a sitting 
with a medium in her hfe. Her family 
and relatives were all cliurcli people: 
two brothers are clergymen, and an un
cle is an Episcopalian. •

In 1886 transpired that which made of 
her a Spiritualist. Her son. a youth of 
16, and the Idol of her heart, died. Ilie 
circumstances surrounding his death 
were peculiarly significant.

While on his vacation lie conceived 
the idea of engaging on a railroad train. 
The mother objected, having a premo
nition that something would befall her 
boy. He was indulged, however; she 
was unable to denv him any wish, until 
at last.jwhen her apprehension grew so 
strong that she went to the superintend
ent and begged of him to discharge him 
from a position perilous and unnecessa
ry. This he promised to do at the end 
of the week. As the son was leaving 
home one day she called out to him. with 
the fear still in her heart: "Harry, you 
have not kissed me good-by.”

"Nevermind, mother.’- said he, "if 
I don t come back I ll kiss you twice." ■

That night about 2 o'clock something 
awoke her, kissing her twice. Sbe 
asked her husband if he had kissed her. 
but he replied that he had not. Again 
she was awakened in the same way, and 
she then thought of her boy and became 
greatly alarmed, but it was not until the 
next day that the intelligence was con
veyed to her that her most awful fears 
were Realized. Her darling was dead.

This brought on an immediate serious 
illness, and her child was buried with
out her seeing him. The rest is better 
told in Mrs; Whitney’s own words:

"One day, five months after, I was 
sitting in my room about 2 p. m. The 
room was light, and I sat there alone. 
All at once the room grew dark; I could 
not think what it meant. All at onoe a 
spot of light appeared, and within it I 
saw Harry, all out and mangled, and the 
lower part Of his body wrapped in a 
sheet. I started toward him, but he 
vanished.

" ‘My God!' said I, ‘was that the way 
he was cut and mangled? Must he go 
through heaven in that way?’

"They hod all told me tfiat there was 
not a soar on his body. But 1 told my 
husband what I'had seen, He, after 
much hesitation, told me that that was 
the way he had looked. On attempting 
to board»a train, he stepped on a coup
ling pin, it turned and eight cars passed 
over nis’body. They took him up and 
wrapped him in a shoot,

■■ "Frantic with distress and doubt, I 
went to my clergyman, told him what I 
had seen, and begged for consolation. 
But as. my boy was not a member of the 
Sabbath-school, he told me he could in 
consequence give me no assurance that 
he was in heaven.

"Distressed, I continued to sit in my 
room alone about the same hour, when 
after several weeks tfie room became 
dark again, and in the light spot as be
fore I saw my boy. He spoke to me and 
said: ‘Mother, I came to tell you that I 
live.’ This time he was radiant and 
beautiful.” .

At this instant a talk fine-looking 
man appeared to Mrs. Whitney, who 
gave nis name as William ¿aulsbury, 
and said he was her guide. He was a 
very eminent man, born in 1628.

Mrs. Whitney also tells how her de
velopment as a public medium came 
about. With a friend she attended a 
spiritual meeting in Oakland, Gal. Tne 
medium was a little late, and while the 
speaker was announcing this from the 
platform Mrs. Whitney began to feel a 
sensation of cold. In a few moments 
she became unconscious, was taken to 
the platform where she was afterwards 
told that she gave marvelous tests.

An amusing incident occurred a week 
ago at the Grand Hotel where Mrs. 
Whitney was stopping. A beautiful lit
tle ten-year-old girl whom nature had 
endowed wite every charm except curly 
hair (a thing roatly longed for), bad an 
aversion to her straigfii locks and went 
forthwith to consult Mrs, Whitney. -

Hearing gentle taps at her door, the 
medium, surprised, asked the child, who 
was a stranger to her, what she could 
do for her. Walking confidentially into 
the room, the little girl held out her 
hands and said: "Mrs. Whitney, I want 
you to get the spirits to make my hair 
curly.”

This Mrs. Whitqey avows is the most 
flattering.tribute she ever had paid fier.

The climate of California, this lady 
thinks, develops grander phases of md- 
diiimsfiip than, any other State in the 
Union. The evenness of temperature 
makes conditions. There is no climatic 
shock to the sensitive, “Everything is 
Conducive to conditiops," she added, 
laughingly, "if an earthquake does not 
come along and swallow you up.”

Many believe that mediums should 
eat no meat, but Mrs. Whitney is a liv
ing contradiction to this, as she declares 
that she eats all the meat she may de
sire. However, she says it may depend 
to a certain degree on the phases of me
diumship. Inspirational speakers should! 
eat no meat. /

As to spirit communications, Mrs. 
Whitney says that oftentimes spirits 
who desire to communicate to loved ones 
are unable to do so because they forget 
their earth names, and descriptions are 
hard to give, because, as her guide tells 
her, there is no age in spirit-land. All 
seem to take on the beautiful age of 
youthful maturity. Everyone knows 
his spirit-friends through Intuition, and 
rises to meet their conditions after they 
pass over. Especially is this bo of those 
who are'searching for light in this lifq.

While under control „lira. Whitney is 
Mr. Saulsbury; outside^)! that she ls the 
woman, a lover of nature, rides a wheel 
and drives a fast horse. She is posscsed 
of unusual magnetism and her very pres
ence is soothing;.

She travels with-her husband, and de
clares that her life is one long, sweet

Lak» Brady Oamp-Meeting.
Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 

Micfi., and Mrs. Helen Palmer Ruseoue 
are the attractions at Lake Brady now. 
The former is a trance speaker, her ut
terances being entirely dependent upon 
the influences controlling her. some
times that of a child, and again, a man 
of mature and logical mind. Sunday, 
in answer to questions handed up. she 
caused general interest, much applause, 
and often merriment. For instance, in 
answer to the question. "Why do Spirit
ualists have such ignorant and degraded 
people as followers:-” the control Baid:

‘ Such people are not the children of 
Spiritualism, but of Christianity. You 
have had nineteen hundred years at 
them, and we. less than fifty, but, it is 
said, sugar is often made from old rags. 
If so. may be we can make some saints 
out of your sinners, but these are only 
followers, as you say. The rank and 
file of Spiritualism represent the intelh* 
gent people who do their own think
ing."

Moses Harmon, the editor of Lucifer, 
has spent some time here during this 
season, giving several lectures upon an 
unnopular subject, which has created 
much thought, namely. "Self-ownership 
of Woman in the Marriage Relation." 
There is no doubt of his honesty and 
sincerity of ourpose. and the martyrdom 
of imprisonment he has suffered for con
science sake, commands the respect of 
of even those who differ from him in 
their ideas of reform.

t here is much discussion here in re
gard to spirit drapery. It usually is a 
tlnn, gauze-llke fabric, that almost 
floats around the body. At Mrs. Archer's 
materializing seance last evening sev
eral forms seemed to build up several 
feet from the cabinet. They first ap
peared as small, quivering spots of light, 
gi-gdually enlarging until they seemed 
u pile of drapery, reaching, at last, the 
height of a human figuro. Then some 
of the spirits would • wrap a white veil 
from about their faces and be ready to 
receive their friends. Some of them 
kept the veil on and frequently received 
kisses through it. The controls of the 
medium explained that the veil \vas a 
magnetic shield, often necessary to keep 
the form from falling to pieces.

Bell Wilson, the spirit lace-maker of 
Lake Brady, endeavored to show how 
the laces were woven, by taking a small 
handkerchief and, to all appearances, 
pulling lace from all sides. When com
pleted, the fabric was twenty 'times its 
usual size and comparatively thin. The 
hands and arms of the spirit lace-maker 
were bare to her shoulders and held 
away from the body. The flesh looked 
pink and natural, in distinct contrast to 
the white drapery of the figure.

Many more female spirits appear than 
male. Three males appeared last even
ing in dark clothing, and one, partly in 
white, a sort of surplice, and a turban 
on his head. One wore a long, black 
beard, and claimed to be of the ancient 
order of Mqsons. He called two Masons 
from the audience, and whispered to 
them some of the secrets of tfie order, 
which they admitted loffie correct.

The spirit of a tall, old gentleman, In 
gray clothes, with a long, gray beard, 
appeared.. He gave, in a hollow, dis
tinct whisper, a sort of lecture on Spir
itualism, ne having once been a me
dium. While speaking, he slowly sank 
toward the floor and disappeared. ■

Mrs. M. McCaslin.

Official programme of the week end
ing August 22:

Tuesday morning, August 18, reading 
circle; afternoon, lecture by Anna L. 
Robinson. Wednesday morning, Au
gust 19, mediums’ meeting; afternoon, 
lecture by Anna L. Robinson. Thurs
day, August 20, Soldiers’ Day, morning, 
conference; afternoon, lecture by our 
worthy chairman, O. P. Kellogg. Fri
day, August 21, Association Day, morn
ing, lyceum; afternoon, lecture by Mrs. 
A. E. Sheets. Saturday, August 22, 
National Association Day, morning, 
reading circle; afternoon, lecture by 
Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, 
president of the Michigan State Spirit
ual Association.

Sunday, August 23, morning, lecture 
by Hon. L V. Moulton; afternoon, lec
ture by Hon. L; V. Moulton, to a very 
large and attentive audience—1,010 
tickets were sold at the gate.

We have with us mediums of nearly 
every phase. Materializing mediums— 
Verna Cooper, of Mason, Mich., the boy 
medium, and John Mabee, of Lansing, 
Mich.; independent slate-writers, Verna 
Cooper and George Goodman, of Lib
eral, Mo.; trumpet and light seances, 
clairvoyants and clairaudlent readers, 
Mrs. Rebecca Amidon, of Flint, Mich.; 
Professor Daniels, of Flint, Mich.; Mrs. 
E. A. Payne, of Grand Rapids, Mich.; 
Mrs. Hattie L. Warren, of Ionia, Mich.

As speakers we are to have with us 
this week, Mrs. Marion Carpenter, of 
Detroit; Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand 
Ledge, Mich.A and Moses Hull, of Chi
cago, Ill.

We are having very fine weather 
now and we expect this week will be the 
best week of our camp.

The regular annual meeting of the 
Mediums"Protective Union was held at 
the office of the Mediums’ Home, August 
20. The following officers Were elected: 
President, C. E. Dont; vice-president, 
William Means; secretary, Mis. Julia 
M. Walton; treasurer, Jerty Bricker.

Jerry Bricker.

Passed to SpirlGLtfe.
Robert Clark passed to Spirit-life at 

Henry, ID., the 14th of July. He was 
an ardent Spiritualist, and for over 
thirty years has bebn doing missionary 
work, frequently to the detriment of his 
business. B. C.

Passed to Spirit-life from her home in 
Cambridge, Mass., after a short illness, 
Mrs. L. Terry, a medium and seeker 
after truth and ■ the higher thought of 
the Spirit-life and understanding.

- Prof. James Hilling.

Jesse N. Murphy passed to Spirit-life 
August 2,1896, from his home in East 
Swanzey, .N. H., aged 79 years, 11 
months and 6 days. The writer has 
been his companion, sharing his joys 
and his sorrows, for over fifty-six years, 
¿he is bow left to mourn her loss and 
finish earth's journey alone.

Mary N. Murphy.

Mrs. Phobe Johnson, aged 63 years, 
passed to the higher life from her home 
In Flint, Mich., August 18. An aged 
husband, a son and daughter are left in 
the home, each knowing the dear one 
has only laid aside the worn-out gar
ment, and will be;with them still to 
guide aud bless them. Mrs. Johnson 
was a Spiritualist for years. She was of 
a cheerful, loving disposition, making 
her a general favorite. Dr. Sarah Allen 
delivered the funeral address. ‘

Mrs; Effie M. Post.
“Woman, Church and State.” By 

Matilda Joslyn. Gage., A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsio value. 
The subiect is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not don« for - woman. It is full 
of Information on the subject, and should- 
be read by every one. Price 12,’poet- 
pald. - " ■ ■: ■ . ....

, .. William F. De Wolf, husband of Mrs. 
‘ S. F. DeWolf, passed to spirit-life Au

’ gust 19, at his residence on Washington 
i boulevard, Chicago. He was a true 
I friend of Spiritualism for many years, 
[-■and looked forward to meeting his dear 
. boys in spirit-life. ■ - ; .

r Mrs. S. F. DeWolf.
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THE ELIMINATOR

One

BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.
rot. Um, 407 Paget, Cloth, 31. SO.

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

' BY DR. R. B. WESTBROÒK.
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HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and^ Related

Passed to the higher life from he, 
home at Monroe Center. O.. August 88. 
1896, Miss Eliza Mitchell, aged i6 year? 
She was a great sufferer from cancer, 
the cause of her death. She died as an« 
had lived, a Spiritualist. Since he« 
girlhood she had been confined to he, 
ped, a life-long invalid. At her request 
the writer officiated at her funeral. 
This highly-respected though sadly* 
afflicted family nave the sympathy of 
the community in which they live.

Mrs. L. E. Wood.

It grieves us when a truly honest soul 
that lias strewn his pathway wjth the 
flowers of love and charity, is taken 
from us—one whose countenance eves 
bespeaks brotherly kindness, and whose 
words were but expressions of good-wl]! 
from a kind and generous heart Such 
was the character of Dr. A. J. Kinne. of 
Decatur, Mich., who took his leave to 
the Evergreen Shore on the morning of 
Aug. 16, in the 73rd year of his ago, 
The early oart of his hfe was clouded t>+ 
the dark and chilly clouds of material
ism, till thev were dispersed and driven 
away forever by the phenomena ana 
philosophy of Spiritualism, which he 
was ever ready to advocate and defend 
thereafter. We mourn his loss, for the 
world needs more such fearless, honest

transition of an old stiritualist.
At the age of ninety-two. at Laings* 

burg, Mich., Paul Sprague passed t< 
the other life. August 17. He leave* 
one daughter. Funeral services were 
conducted by Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

. A Friend.

Albert Lott. one of the early Spiritu
alists, was born to spirit-life August 2, 
at his home at Dewitt. Mich. In th« 
presence of his Masonic brothers, th« 
sisters of the Eastern Star order, and 
many relatives and* friends? the funeral 
services were conducted in the Baptist 
Church of the above-named place, by 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets. A Neighbor.

Qoldea Yell««, Larger and SweeUr thu Ue Ohtue»«, VlaMl 
glower for Winter* FroktProofandTbrheila&n/Wtedaw, , 
Like the Chinese It blooms very quickly after plante 

Ing, eUber In soil, sand or pebbles and water. Maj M 
had In blooip by tho Holidays, each bulb produOing 
Several sblkea, tno exquisite beauty and frugrxnnl CT 
which will surpass everythin?» To introduce It #• 
will eend (together with 84-page Catalogue and latnple 
copy of “Mayflower” with two lovely colored pjatfifn 
by Mall, pastpald, 9 rlae, LaiwebuWd for lOesfel»,or0rorj[l& AMR OATAlrOaUGT, ILMiMluftff
VJ of all nlndl ofrlautt dpa vulbs, for Fall Planting and 
winter Blooming, also new Fruits. Shrubs, etc., la now 
ready, and will be mailed FRbK to all who apply. Opoio» 
«■t Hyacinths, Tulipe. Marolftii», atid other Bulbs, at 
By reduced prices. Wrltb for llat orice. Addreii

LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park, N. Y.

GENERAL DIVISION.
I. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH BISTORT. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. > ( 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS! ]

The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless learoh 
fora Historical Jesus.

In thl» volume the Jews are clear)? shown not U 
haVe been the holy and favored people they claim U 
have been. The Messianic Idea fj traced to tbe Bad» 
trian Philosopher, 3&0 year* B- 0., and ite history M 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until It fl 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical befa 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tbe commenceveat 
of the Christian era. -• • . ।

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its oen 
tra! hero are mythical; that the whole system is baud 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; add that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions 
but Survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vsft r#» 
searen among the records of the past; Its facta are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority: and no per* 
eon can read It without I ».«ruction and profit, whether 
he reaches the lame conclusions with the amber on 
otherwise. For sale nt this office.

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reiulnis- 
cences. .

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK ¿3 
JO largely arecoM of tbe facts and dcmoostratloii 
Which the author has seep, heard of or precentei 11 
hla oWn experiments. Tbe history of ibe vanotti 
phases of tbe science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expen- 
meûta described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to tbe interest and value of th» 
book, vblcb will be found very Interesting to tbe g»n» 
oral reader, as well as helpful and iMtruttWe to tïi 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 809 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, Fur sale at
the of ice of The Progressive Thintib,

By J. M. Peebles aid J. O. Barrett; B. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled Iron, > wide 
Sold of literature with the most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul ot 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of 
the Spiritual philosophy, act to the most cheerfol and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all • 
»ccaslons, It Is doubtless the most attractive work ot 
the kind ever published. Ita beautiful songs, dueta 

, and quarteta, wtth piano, organ or taelodeon accbsa- 
pkniment, adapted both to pnbllc meetings and th* 
social ctrolea. Cloth, »2.00. Postage H coms. “ 

i ______________ - - - ■___ _________ _

, Echoes From the World of Song.’
A collotUon oi now tnd bcavUtul.jonia, with 

-1 music and churua. In book form. By C. F. Lotxldv. • -
Price dl.a. Foatact IS cinu. ' —1
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A REMARKABLE TEST.

the Story Itself.

to a dead sartinty In

about him way dowp I in Alabam1 or

Per-

VICKSBURG CAMP, MICHIGAN.

GRAND LEDGE CAMP.

work, E. W. Sprague,

iÄ ¿fe

us a 
tests.

A Southern Preacher in Ante- 
Slavery Days, and How He 

Was Made Game of.

un'ers unhung’, 
his name wuz'

All Is Harmonious and All Are 
_ Happy.

A Skeptic Receives a Convincing 
Test.

tlirougli-their ear? And didn't the 'Posl 
Paul send back Onqesmus, who was a 
runlway nigger? I can prove slavery 
from the Bible to a dead sartinty in 
spite of all the black-hearted abolish-

Interestlng and Enjoyable Meet
ings. •

the grounds. In the afternoon he gave 
very good lecture, followed by 
He remained with us until Fri-

, But what did you say 
;? Mnbbe I hearn tell

«BTT, 5, lw<

This Departments under the manage
ment of tli& distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
, Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

■ —---- ---------- ---- —    ----- -J---------—T 
H. Squirs, Manchester, England: Q. 

Please tell me through the columns of 
•' The Progressive Thinker if I ean 

become a medium, and in what phase, 
and how shall I develop the gift?

A. This is an example of an over
whelming number of personal questions 
which, however deeply Interesting to 
the questioner, have no interest to the 
public. The. correspondent will best 
take measures to ascertain if he is a me
dium by following the rules repeatedly 
given in these columns fijrthe formation 
of circles apd culture of sensitiveness. .

E.: Q. Almost forty years ago! had 
a‘'dream of affection.” which was not 
realized. The object is now dead, but 

-at times I am overwhelmed with the old, 
time thoughts. Is it imagination?

A, No, but the entering of that spirit 
into your sphere, as you would soon find 
were" you to give full opportunity.

H. R.: A recent correspondent theo
rizes that the clairvoyant brain receives 
vibratory impressions directly upon the 
sense neuters without intervention of the. 
sense organs. As Miss Fancher is said 
to hold objects behind her head to see 
them, thus getting them much nearer 
the sight centers than she could in 
front, this would appear to bo a plausi
ble theory—indeed, Ì have had objects at 
right angles to my liue of sightappear 
as if directly in front of me; yet a much 
more reasonable theory, if not dis-j 
proved, would "seem to be that every or
gan has its astral; which is always- per
fect in form and function, and always in 
place though the material organ' may 
have; been amputated, and the power of 
the astral eye far transcends that of the 
material one aS to direction as-well as 
penetration.. Which theory is correct?

A. If thù correspondent will put his 
Verbose theosophical phrases in plain 
English, making his “astral eye” 4® 
mean thejspiritual eye,’ that is, tne vis
ual organo! the. spirit-body, his expla
nation is perfect. Clairvoyance is a 
more or less awakening of thè capabili
ties oL pure spirit when independent 
from the physical- body., Jt is seeing 
with the spiritual eye or. vision. The 
only ' ‘astral” is.the spiritual body—what 
St. Paul calls'thè “celegtiiiriiody."

Student: Q. Is antitoxin proving as 
valuable an antidote to diphtheria as an
ticipated?

A. -This lauded specific, from which 
so much was promised by the doctors 
who launched it onthe public, is proving 
moro dangerous than the disease itself. 
Why should it not bo? The serum of 
the blood of the horse, saturated and 
fuming with concentrated poison, when 
injected into the veins of a child must, 
by transforming the blood to substance 
like itself, produce a violent conflict, 
like yeast in a loaf of bread.

, Dr. Winter, in a lecture before the 
Academy of Medicine, New York, said 
that the benefits of antitoxin should be 
measured by the number of fatalities 

" when used and net by the númbef' of ro- 
coveries. He cites twenty-five cases of 
death after Ils'1 use.' In some of-these 
cases the patients seemingly recovered 
and then suddenly relapsed and died. 
In nearly all these cases the symptoms 
after injecting the serum were the same: 

.’ The heart weakened in its action and
' the kidneys failed. In all cases when 

largo doses are injected, resort must bo 
had to stimulants to keep up the action 
of the heart. Ln several cases death 
came in a few minutes after injection, 

: and with tuberculous children it is espe
cially dangerous. '

’ Ai'id for this poison-serum, which is 
proving more deadly than the dreadful 
diphtheria itself, countless animals have 
suffered, by inoculation and reinocula
tion, and several doctors have become 
famous! Now it is admitted to be a mis- 

~ ’ take. O, yes, these doctors shall be pro
tected in their “scientific” methods of 
curing disease by killing the patient! 
O, shade of Jenner, picking pus from 
the crooked heel of- a horso to poison 
the fountain of life, thou wert a most 
arrant quack, and by your quackery 
fooled the world. Truly, who are the

' quacks?"

Psychologist, Paris, France: Q. I 
see, quoted from ah English paper, .that; 
it is proposed to remove the brain of the 
noted actor, Scanlan. It is said by his 
physicians that bis brain differs in con
dition from the usual cause of paresis, 
the degeneracy producing idiocy; that 
it is really dead. Experiments have 
been performed on living' dogs, remov
ing the brain, and in one instance the 
subject lived for fifteen months, and 
showed at that time no disturbance of 
tbe vital forces. If the brain of the 
actor is thus removed, he will bo in no 
worse condition than at present, and 
may live many years. In case such ah 
operation is successful and he continues 
to live, but thoughtless, what becomes 
of the mind, and does it not go to provo 
the complete dependency of the mind on 
the body? ~ .

A. It may be set down absolutely, that 
no warm-blooded animal ever lived one 
single hour after the, removal of the en
tirebrain, and that any experiment tend
ing to prove tho contrary is not correctly 
stated. It would be just as believable; 
to say that a-dog ran after his legs were 
all cut off, as that he lived after his 
brain was all cut away.

Granting, however, that it is possible, 
the result proves no niore than suspend
ed animation or the manifestations of 
disease or. o}d age. All that such in
stances show is tne dependence pf the 
spirit on the physical body while con
nected therewith.

If Scanlan’s brain should be removed 
and he continued to live, his spirit 
could no more manifest thought through 
his body than the musician could draw 
music from a piano after the strings 
were taken out.

The case would be there, but the 
mechanism of sound—expression being 
absent, the tones could not be produced.

The condition of his spirit, thus teth
ered to a corpse, would be most unde
sirable, and instead bf attempting to 
prolong life under such horrible condi
tions, death would be a mercy. The 
suggestion of such an operation comes 
from the leaders in the heartless 
methods of vivisection. The actor who 
has Üæse many years amused the public 
is at their mercy. Whatever the result, 
notoriety awaits the diplomaed butcher 
who cuts away his brain. The man who 
can bind the confiding dog to the dis
secting table, alid unfeelingly cut 
through the quivering flesh, and tear 
away ■ the great nervous center most 

■sensitive to pain, is quick to propose the 
same 'to human beings. It was seriously 
proposed by- a legislative doctor to have 
condemned criminals given over to vivi
section. Then, instead of the uninter
esting corpse, the student will have the 
living subject. , .

It is claimed that this fiendish cruelty 
is for love of science! Science, calm, 
clear and sympathetic, never made such 
demands. It is the innate'savage love 
of witnessing pain, the same spirit 
which made tbe inquisitor bind those in 
his power to the rack; the shameless 
love of notoriety. Tacitly it is held 
by the practitioners of medicine that 
the sick have no rights opposing any ex- 
périment they may be pleased to make. 
There have been countless experiments 
with the filthy poison of the smallpox; 
hundreds of children sacrificed to the 
quackery of putrid serum as a cure for 
diphtheria; millions have died by the ex
periments of the doctors to drain the 
“bad blood” out of the veins, and now it 
is proposed to take away Scanlan’s brain 
os an experiment!

Albert Kohn: Q. (1) When a child 
dies, say at the ago of 10 years, does it 

■ grow older in spirit-life, or always re
main at the same age?

(2) How can the priests insist on the 
divinity of Jesus, when, according to 
the Gospel, he cried out in pain on the 
cross, “My God, my God, why hast thou 
forsaken me?” He surely could not 

- claim to be God himsblf in the face of 
his.qwn words.

. (3) Is there any reliable record that 
■ ’Jetes ever manifested himself to any 

i medium? Of course, I moan outside of 
the Gospel, Mary Magdaleno, his disci- 
pies, etc.

A. (1) The growth of a child in spirit 
corresponds to what its growth would 
have been bad it not left the physical 
body.

\ (2) This question presupposes that
priests and ministers reason on the Bi- 
blc, aud accept it because consistent, 
while the very contrary is the fact. The 
Bible is squared and fitted to the creed, 
not tbo creed to the Bible.

(3) There have been many communi- 
L cations published purporting to come 

from Jesus, but none bear internal evi- 
donee of genuineness.

“S.,” St. Louis: Q. When was the 
- Great Eastern built, and why was she a 

failure?
A. The Great Eastern was built un

der the instructions of the celebrated en- 
gineor, Brunel, and launched in 1858. 
Her length was 680 feet, draught 30 
feet, tonnage 22,500 tons. Her speed 

- was at its best nor more than fourteen 
and one-half knotsan hour, and sbe eon- 
sumed on her first trip from Southamp
ton to New York almost 3,000 tons of 

"coal. Had.she been fitted with the 
modern screw propellers, she- would 

. have been more successful, but with 
- side wheels and a subsidiary screw pro

pellet, she was unwieldlyand too slow.
Yet it would seem that her building, 

: disastrous as it was to her owners, was 
fora purpose, well known to some power 
behind the - scenes of human affairs. 

.... When the Atlantic cable was proposed, 
'this great ship, in 1866, was ready to 
take it aboard and stretch it across the 
Atlantic. With this exception and lay
ing two more cables, in 1873 and 1874, 
every movement made by the vast ship 
was disasterous and she was finally 
broken up into Old iron in 1888.

Other ships might have performed 
this difficult task, but at this time-one of 
the most hazardous parts was the splic
ing of the' table in mid-beqan. This has 
since beenSuccessfully done. Her slow 
motion was favorable, and being scarce
ly affected by the waves on account of 
her size, the strain on the cable was un
der perfect control. .

Has

.. To

MATERIALIZATION.

Had the Evidence of 
sonai Experience.

THE Ediipr:t-I ¡lava road with
interest the many communications by 
able writers upon the subject of materi
alization in The Progressive Think
er. . I note that some of our ablest me
diums, who have occupied the public 
platform for many years, seem to ex
press a feeling of doubt -as to the genu
ineness of this phase of mediumship. 
For my part, I do not doubt as to the 
existence of materialization. '

I will admit there is nothing produced 
by our mediums that carries with it so 
much doubt as does this one phase, and 
at the same time the opportunities of
fered to defraud by physical mediums 
covers a broader field than all others 
combined, as it must be in a darkened 
room or partially lighted only, and then 
if it is full form materialization the me
dium must be enelosed in a cabinet to 
insure success. I have witnessed.mate
rialization pure and simple—being alone 
in a room at night, hdwever—and have 
had some of my friends appear to me as 
in material form; while I was wide 
awake aud in a full conscious state I be
held these individuals with the physical 
eye. .1 know these things to be facts, 
from my own experience.

I have witnessed materialization by 
some of our phenomenal mediums, and I 
have had proof beyond a doubt of the 
genuineness of materialization.

But very few people in our ranks have 
had an opportunity of ever meeting a 
real independent-voice medium. Just 
such a medium resides in this city. I 
have carried on a conversation with my 
brother and sisters who have been in 
the Spirit-world for several years, in a 
manner that would astonish some of the 
most advanced in our rank's. The me
dium seems to be in her normal state, 
devoid of the least emotion, during the 
conversation, which I have know to last 
from a half hour to an hourn without 
ceasing. The medium’s lips never 
move during the conversation; the 
mouth is clossd in the natural way. It 
has been thoroughly tested by closing 
the nose and mouth for several seconds, 
which seemed to have no effect upon 
the medium—the voice seemed to be 
just as distinct as before, not ceasing 
for a single moment. \

Now, if our loved ones can converse 
with us in an audible tone of voice, why 
cannot they appear to us like Jesus ap
peared to the multitudes as recorded in 
the Bible, or the same as Moses and 
Elias-appeared on the mount? If there 
be any doubters as to the independent 
voices, let us hear from them through 
the columns of this paper.

Lincoln, Neb. Dr. P. S. George

Ice Cream Made in a Minute.
I have an ice cream freezer that will 

freezqcream perfectly in one minute; as 
it is suSia7wonder a crowd will always 
be around, so anyone can make from five 
to six dollars a day selling cream, and 
from ten to twenty dollars a day selling 
freezers, as people will always buy an 
article ‘ when it is demonstrated that 
they can make money by so doing. The 
cream is frozen instantly and is smooth 
and free from lumps. I have done so 
well myself and have friends succeeding 
so well that I felt it my duty to let others 
know of the opportunity, as I feel con
fident that any person in any locality can 
make money, as any person can sell 
cream, and the freezer sells itself. J. F. 
Casey & Co., 1143 St. Charles street, St. 
Louis, Mo., will mail you complete in
structions and will employ you on salary 
if you can give them your whole time.

Geo. B.
“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 

Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and- so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

REMINIS6EN6ÈS.
__ . . . . . . : ■ vati 5

Edward K. Earle’s Great 
Work in San Francisco.

CTHDV U/ITU A URDA I Devil> an the poor nfolks and tbe sick □ I Un I lllln A miltlALt people were his warmest friends.” ■ 
VI Will II i111 n IIIUimi.1 “I’spect he wasfo'New Light,’wasn’t 

■ he?" eagerly inquired the preacher.
But the Moral Is Pointed by “Weii.i .believe i« was said that he . _ * waft ‘thft truA TicrhiAinnck'G.hA linht. nf

To the Editor:—Some 50 years ago 
I m'ade a business trip through some of 
the slave statesto New Orleans. Jt was 
in the halcyon days of the “divine instir 
tution” of negro slavery, of which they 
were more jealous than any other pf the 
“saered institutions of the Bible.” Many 
interesting scenes connected with slav-. 
ery came under my.observation, but my. 
experience with an illiterate and old- 
fashioned preacher was to me of pe
culiar interest at the time.

He was the only “ipcal preacher” in 
the county, but through the. week lie 
worked at his trade of blacksmith. On 
passing his shop, I was at once observed 
as a stranger, and hailed for informa
tion and an acquaintance. His zeal in 
the ministry had made him “instant in 
season or out of season.” He recognized 
at once that I was “from the Nawth;” 
and he seemed to feel intuitively that I 
might become a valuable adjunct of his 
as a fellow-laborer. At least, he soon 
proposed that I stop and settle in the 
littig^rude town, and become a preacher 
also? Of course I was much surprised 
at his sudden proposition, but he urged 
the mutter with many pressing argu
ments. He “knowed that I was a larned 
young man by my looks,” and as “sich 
promisin’ young men was powerful scase 
down hyar,” he “jist knowed that in 
time I could do a power of good.’’ He 
said be would tell mo all about “the 
Bible doctrine,” and the "scheme of sal
vation,” and that “after awhile I mout 
become one of the peartest preachers in 
that peck o’woods." ■

I told him that my ideal of a preacher 
was very high, and I doubted very much 
if I could ever attain to that high stand
ard of goodness and humility which, to 
me, seemed indispensably necessary to 
a preacher of the divine principles of 
the meek and lowly master. But, with
out seeming to comprehend .my remark, 
he assured me that "all you want is to 
understand the gospill scheme, an’ to 
have strong faith," "Don’t think of 
yer own righteousness, for all that is 
nothin’ but filthy rags.” I smilingly re
plied that that doctrine seemed emi
nently true with many preachers and 
church members, for, as a relief from 
personal righteousness and responsibil
ity, that doctrine was evidently a very 
great success.

He obviously discovered no point In 
my remark, as he continued to urge me 
to become a preacher. I finally told him 
that I had read of a man who was a 
preacher and a doctor, also, and I had 
always thought It would be a very high 
honor to any one who could preach and 
cure the people as he did, but I was 
afraid it I should try to preach as he did, 
that, like him, I might get into serious 
trouble. "Oh, I reckon not," said he, 
"but if lamin’ and edication iff a part of 
it, you know a heap of that already. But 
whar did that preachin'doctor live? Did 
he live up in Elenol, or down Souf?” 

: “No, he lived away in,thq East.” .
“Ob, yes; I know, Je was a Yankee,'- 

like you is." .
.“I have never happened to meet him, 

and I think he has very few followers. 
I have only read some brief and distort
ed accounts of him. But by reading 
between the lines, I have formed quite a 
correctand a very high opinion of him.’”

“Now, mebbe 'twan’t Wesley, nur any 
of them big men, was it?” •

“Oh, no: he was a very different sort 
of man from any you ever saw or heard 
of. Ho never wrote any book, nor any
thing about himself, but bo kept travel
ing around and preaching and doctoring 
wherever ho was, both on Sundays ana 
week days; and he was such a.good doc
tor that the people flocked to him by 
hundreds from all around the country, 
and the report says that he cured them 
all.”

“Wal, that beats all; but did he use 
calomel, or steam, or what?” ?

“That is not known, as I don't think 
his medicine was ever seen.”

"Must have been a pooty ha'sh medi
cine, wa’n’tit?"

“No: I think not. In fact; I think it 
was very mild, for after getting well of 
their diseases, they didn’t have to get 
well of their medicine.”

"Wal. now, it wouldn’t do fordown 
here then. The liver's what’s the mat: 
ter with us, an’ ther' ain't nuthin’ so 
good fer it as blue mass, though.some- 
times we give Ingin juice an’ brimstun. 
But I want to hear more about his 
preachin’. He don't preach from no 
notes. I reckon?"

“I don't think he did; but, from the 
short reports we have of his sermons, 

■they seem to have been carefully stud
ied, and every word was in its proper 
place.”

“Ho, that don’t amount to shucks,” he 
replied with a contemptuous sneer. “I 
recolmember it’s now nigh onto two 
years ago I had a big ’pintment to 
preach in our country town where the 
coathouse is, for the fust time, an’ as 
there is a power o’ lawyers and mer
chants an’ all sich larned men down 
thar, thinks I to myself and says I, now, 
I’ll jist show ’em what a raal jam-up 
sarmont is; so I picked out a big text 
airly Monday mornin’, an’ I said I 
wouldn’t do a lick o' work all that week, 
an’ I didn't; for every mornin’ I went 
way back into the woods out o’ sight an’ 
bearin’, an’ I said this here stump is the 
cheer, an’ them big trees is the lawyers, 
an’ then I tuck my tex’ an’ went at it. 
Sometimes I preached it one way, an’ 
then I preached it a nulher, till I got 
the fust part all O. K., an’ then I fixed 
all the other parts down to seventhly, 
an’ I jist thought I had one of the best- 
studied sarmonts that ever was preached. 
Wal, when I got into the ffchule house 
an1 gin out the hims an’ opened meetin’ 
I begun On my ffarmont jist as I’d fixed 
her up; but things begun to git kinder 
tangled, an’ fust I knowed 1 had ‘fifthly’ 
in whar ‘secondly’ oter be, an’ then I 
got part of two antidotes twist,an’ then I 
seen ’em begin to grin an' laugh, an’ I 
thin got so mad at my studied sarmont 
that I jist flung the hull kaboodle of it 
all away,-an’ I then sailed in jist as I 
alters use ter, an atter slashin around 
in the ocean of salvation awhile-1 jist 
rainsacked tbe Devil’s kingdom from 
center to conference an’routed out the 
Devil an’ all his young uns, for mor’n 
two hours. I tell ye 1 never felt so hap
py in all my life, an’when I sot down 
they all looked awful solum an’ you 
could jist heard a pin drap. But I didn’t 
want to interrup’ ye—I only wanted to 
show ye that them cut an’ dried an’ 
studied sarmontsdon'tamount to shucks. 
Now, I want to hear more about that 
thar Yankee docterin’: preacher. Wuz 
he a Methydis, or a Babtiss, or Prisbi- 
terimun?” ■

“I hardly think he waff either; but 
while the church officials and eome Of 
the real orthodox believers accused him 
of casting out diseases by the aid of the

was‘the true lights ani1 the light of 
men,’ and that those! who sat in dark
ness under the olds preaching ‘saw a 
great light.’ But' ittefflas his preaching 
that got him into ti oiible.'. You see, he 
was a very poor man; for he didn't even 
own a home of his own, and he didn’t 
charge anything for either doctoring or 
preaching, and had no rich or influen
tial friends or kinfolks to back him up; 
so that in all his preaching there were 
only two or three well-to-do men who
didn’t own any slaves that liked him op 
befriended him. And as the preacher 
wasn’t popular with the officials and the 
orthodox preachers,' his few • friends 
were almost afraid to have it known or 
take his part. When any doctrine is 
popular you know it Is all tight, but 
when it’s unpopular, no matter how 
good or true it is, it is all wrong.”
“’Pears to me it's mighty hard to 

place him, or to,size him up—but what 
kind of doctrine did he preach?”

“Well, in the first sermon of which I 
got any account he, said that the Spirit 
of the Lord was upon him, and that he 
had been anointed to. preach good news 
to the captives, and to poor folks, and to 
heal broken hearts, and to preach liber; 
ty to those in bondage; to make the 
blind see, and to send the oppressed 
awdy free.” .

The preacher fairly jumped from bis 
feet with indignation, and, striking one 
fist in the other hand; he exultingly ex
claimed: “Jest as I expected, I swow!— 
that feller was an abolisbionerl Sure’s 
yer bawn he wasl Just think of it, a 
weachin’ liberty to them' in bondage! 
That means our slaves, our niggers, ye 
know; an’ then tryin’ to free ’em, and 
mebbe run ’em off Norf on the under
ground railroad, too. Yes,, I know all 
about them kind 0’ low down preachers. 
We had them kind away down in Ala
bam’, and every one of ’em was an abo- 
lishunei'—a real black-hearted abolish- 
'uner; but they soon got enough of It. I 
tell ye. ■ Just think of a man callin’ his
self a preacher of the gospill, an sayin’ 
that he’s auinted to preach sich stuff, 
when the Bible says ‘oussed be Canan,’ 
and ‘a bond-sarvant ^hall he be all the 
days of his life.’ That means niggers 
shall be slaves for always—yes, for al
ways. An' don’t tbe Bible tefl how they 
branded ’em, or marked ’em with a hole

Georgy?" ! '3
“I hardly think iypw know anything 

about him; bpt if you did, you seem to 
think very little of iim."

“In course Idon’^thtak nothin of him, 
nor any of hie kind,' *But what become 
of him, did you say?6 b

“Well, he kepttiofi preaching that 
kind of doctrine fooitwo or three years, 
and he kept on healing the elck, but it 
was hie preaching Ithqt made the other 
preachers mad, so tflieyjwouldn’t lot him 
preach in any of theiyn meeting-houses, 
so he and his frienda went away off into 
a desert place. But at J he was camping 
out one night, thejl latd a trap for him. 
They went throughna>sort -of trial, a#^ 
thougteth'e law • was: bn, ibis! side, they 
tore off his clothes,' and, after spitting- 
on him and whipping-him unmercifully, 
they fastened him upon a: tree till he 
died.” ■: •

“Sarved him right, sarvedhim right!”, 
joyously exclaimed the preacher. “All 
sich as, he ¡orter swing.' But they’ve 
done worser’n that down Souf, for they 
burnt ’em; yes, sir, they jist burnt’em. 
It seems to me that I onct hurd of this 
very feller. Wan’t his name Brown or 
Smith? One or tother. I reckon.”

“Yes, you may have heard of him. In 
fact, it would be very strange if you had 
not, for his name was Jesus,Christ.”

The preacher started back and turned 
npale, while his mouth fell open 

s protruding eyes glared at me 
in horror. I stoodterect, while calmly 
and steadily looking Into his eye, until 
a reaction suffused his face with livid 
rage. As soon as he' could speak, he 
shook his brawny first at my face as he 
hastily fled, and indignantly exclaimed: 
“I don’t want nothin’to do with you! I 
don’t want nothin’ to do with you!!!”

0. C. Adams.

The Spiritualists of San Francisco are 
all excited, over the wonderful tests 
given by E&ward K. Earle, at Scottish 
hall, every Sunday night for the past 
eight or ten weeks, and skeptics who 
come there to rail go away dumbfound
ed, and in a great many instances con
vinced that there is more in Spiritual
ism than is dreamt of in their philos
ophy.

Nir. Earle, while not being a polished 
or even iluent talker (as is easily notice
able in his opening address), seems, as 
soon as he gets under the control—or 
whatever term is used in designating 
the power under which he works—to 
lose his identity, and his descriptions 
are perfectly clear and at times, intense
ly dramatic. Oue thing noticeable in 
his seances, as compared ^ith those 
given by others of his class, is tliqt in all 
he says there is no blush brought to the 
cheek of those addressed, and nothing 
said that could offend the sensibilities of 
the most, sensitive. '

From the time he first makes his ap
pearance on the stage until his last test 
is finished, he ip given the most rapt at
tention by his audience (which is always 
a large and distinguished one), and tne 
very decided applause which greets 
each difficult test shows that hie efforts 
are thoroughly appreciated. One in
stance of this was given last Sunday 
night at his meeting, which your scribe 
attended. ,

It was observed that Earle, in the 
middle of several interesting teste, 
would abruptly stop, and turning his 
back on the person under consideration, 
a^d with eyes bent on the floor and 
hands outstretched, would fly, rather 
than walk, to a certain part of the hall. 
This occurred probably half a dozen 
times, and the people in that locality 
were worked up to quite a nervous 
pitch, as indeed were tne rest of the au
dience. '

Finally he made one flying trip from a 
remote part of the hall to this place 
where somp power seemed to draw him, 
and standing at the end of one of the 
rows with both hands pressed over his 
eyes for a few seconds, he suddenly 
swooped down on a man sitting near the 
end next to him. He grasped the man’s 
hands and cried out: “Andrew! An
drew 1"

The man, evidently scared and angry, 
sprung from his chair and muttered out 
something about his “not wanting to be 
made a snow of" and “he wiehed-'he 
would .take his d---- d foolery some
where else,” -and pushed Earle away 
from him and resumed his seat. The 
medium slowly returned to the stage and 
gave the signal for the lady to play the 
piano—standing the while seemingly in 
atrance, when suddenly'agaln he darted 
to the same part of the hall, and grasp
ing the band of the same man, pushed 
him back in the seat from which ne bad 
protestingly arose

The piace was now in an uproar, and 
people all over the hall were standing 
up, while those In the balconies were 
leaning over at the imminent risk of be
ing pushed down by the pressure of 
those behind.

•1 am going to give this test if it kills 
me, and you, Andrew Thornton, will 
have to listen to the message from your 
old friend, Jack Edwards!" So spoke 
Earle, and at the mention of those 

. names, 'Thornton seemed resigned to 
listen to what was to come. Through 
some twenty-eight years 0! the man’s 
life the medium led him,,,from the time 
he was a little boy in Eureka, Ill., 
where he was born and went to school, 
Incidentally describing his father and 
mother (both dead), their occupations, 
and home iu which they lived, to the 
time when he moved to another town in 
Illinois, and finally tho move tp Texas, 
■where ho became a cowboy. Theo 
through the scene, where, at midnight 
during a terrible thunder-storm, while 
Thornton and his chum, Edwards, were 
on night guard, how 500 cattle stamped
ed; about the wild’night-ride .of several 
miles, and at last' getting the cattle 
quieted down; of the return to the scene 
of the stampede, and the finding of the 
mangled remains of Edwards and his 
horse, where they had been struck down 
by lightning ana mangled under the 
cattle’s hoofs. Then tbe message from 
the dead man telling Thornton that he 
was happy in jfeing able to greet him 
once more, wiund up a scene which 
those who witnessed will not soon forget. 
-The man was completely unnerved by 
the test, but he thanked the medium 
and expressed his satisfaction at having 
received a message from the best friend 
he ever had. And yet we are asked: 
“Is there anything in Spiritualism?"

William Berry.

< _ __ _ .
We are having a delightful meeting. 

The attendance is ' fully up to that of 
former years. Yesterday was one of 
our great days, the admission fees show
ing that more people came through the 
gate than on any previous day since 
Miss Frazer has managed the camp.
_ We have 4 splendid array of medium- 
istic talent, among whom are the follow
ing: Joseph King and Farmer Riley, 
materializing mediums; Dr. W. Â. 
Mansfield, independent slate-writing; 
Mrs. C. A. Sprague, Mra.-E, F. Curtis, 
Mrs. F. V. Jackson, and other mediums 
of various phases, all of whom are do
ing excellent work for the cause.

Yesterday the writer was the speaker 
of the morning, and J. Frank Baxter 
entertained the large audidenco in the 
afternoon. Both lectures were followed 
with tests by the speakers.

Vocal music is furnished by the Misses 
Mildred and Delia Fletcher, of Men
don, Mich., and MissMhrie Sprague, of 
Jamestown, N. Y., with Miss Amy Pel
let, of Mendon, MidL,ias pianist. Mr. 
and Mrs. W. H. Weit,a)f Battle Creek, 
Mich., have assisted rin harmonizing 
conditions at • each.tossion, with instru
mental music on the eilitar and mando
lin. ,f -

The weekly dance of last Friday even
ing was largely attended and was a har
monious and en joya^e occasion. •

J. Frank Baxter’s.pjq$ical and literary 
entertainment last ¿Saturday evening 
was a decided succegs. ,a

Next Sunday will,,be ¡the closing day 
of one of the grandest; camp-meetings 
ever held on the Viqksbyrg grounds.

Perfect harmony prevails, Everyone 
is happy, and sb am I." Yours in the

“Principles of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. LL.D.' A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the -well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces .will find instruction of 
great vukje and interest-. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. . Price, postpaid, 
la. It is a wonderful work -and you will; 
be delighted with it.

Thia last week of Grand Ledge Camp 
proved to be as interesting and enjoya
ble as did tire previous ones, although 
we,had a very severe rain and wind
storm Sunday night and- another on 
Monday. It then cleared away, and on 
Tuesday Dr. P. T. Johnson arrived on

day.
On Wednesday — State Association 

Day—Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand 
Rapids, gave us two of his learned and 
logical lectures, which were very inter
esting and well received. *

On Saturday Lyman C. Howe arrived 
and remained until the camp closed, 
giving us three fine inspirational lec
tures..

I think no camp has had better talent 
or truer mediums than has Grand Ledge 
Camp.

Will A. Mansfield, the slate-writing 
medium, was with us two weeks, and in 
that time gave us public slate-writing 
from the fustrum. His work was ap- 
nreciated, by all. Mrs. Lindsey and 
Mrs. Caufman, of Grand Rapids, did 
good work on the rostrum, and in pri
vate circles; also, Mrs. Russell, of 
Grand Ledge, is a fine test medium. 
Mrs. Smith also gave good private read« 
Ings. . .

Mrs. Sereiter, of Battle Creek, gave 
the oil test before the audience. It is 
done by holding up her hand and oil 
comes in her hand which she uses for 
healing purposes.

Farmer Riley was also with us two 
weeks and gave very satisfactory se
ances. Camper.

“The Woman’s Bible.. Part I. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women- and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, .is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship-and fearless 
adherence-to the right, .characterize 
thievery interesting effort,of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day.. For Mie 
at thia office. Price SO cents.

“TheA.P. A. MANUAL contains much Interesting and Instructive matter and a 
wide circulation ef the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agent 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions that 
surround them, I should like to see It given a wide circulation/' ' * 

C. P. JOHNSON, State President A. P, A. of Illinois. "
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LED TO THE LICHT.

4 Thrilling t Ptyehological Story of Evangelic 
oation-and Free Thought* It io to Protest» 

antism what the tfSecrete of the Cen» 
00^^ io to Catholiolem,

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
Tbo distinguished author. Hudson Tuttle, requires 

no Introduction to the readers of Th* PaoaKBssivK 
Thinkxk, but the following headings of chapters will 
•bow them what they may expect from the book:

Contbkw-Aii idyl - FirdMin - Building the 
Church—The Evangelist—Blood—The Saloon—The 

,Lo«t Daughter—Law—The Harvest of souls—Jane 
Gtey—Tbo Mother of Caln-Evolutlon-btella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—The 
Double Role-Heresy—Annette-The Bank Robbery- 
Uberty—AU Ji Well That Ends Well-The New 
Church—The New Way; Led to the Light.

Every chapter is devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fiendish career of tut revivalist Is con- 
treated with the character of the honest minister and 
the thinking agnostic. The «tips by which a preacher 
emerges from the church, and the difficulties be meets 
are graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyccum evolved out of the old. form an in
teresting study to those seeking new methods.

It is »beautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
iu accordance with our new departure. Is 80 cents, 
postpaid, or five copies for «1.25. For sale at the 
uffiee of Tub Phoobxssive Tuinkxb.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAB
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
_ThJ. 1« » moot valuable book. It cornel from an gl 
rrteat, whom character la above renroacb, aud wfl 
*BO.W» «tat be I. talking about. Evervbodv ihoull . 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contain, tbo following cbaj 
tef.t ,
_ .... . . CHAPTER I, _____
The Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Sell

reaped la the Coife«ilontL
. ... . . CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confeealon a Deep Pit of Perdition for thl 

Prteit.
_____ . . . . CHAPTER III. 
Tbe Confessional la the Modern Sodom.
______ „ . CHAPTER,1V. _
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests la made eaij 

by Auricular Coufeaalon.
. CHAPTER V. .

The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con 
feaaional—What becomes of her after uncondltlon 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

................ .... . CHAPTER VI. .
Auricular Confession destroys all tbe Sacred Ties of 

Marriage and Human Society.
. ................... CHAPTER VII.
Should Auricular Confeiilon be tolerated among CItH- 

ixed Nations?
- . . . . CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Conteulon bring Peace to the Soul?

________ . . CHAPTER IX.. _
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrliegioui 

Imposture. .
... ______  .. CHAPTER!. .
God compel« tbe Church of Rome to coulee« th« 

Abomination« of Auricular Confession, 
«........................CHAPTER XL
Auricular ConfetBlon In Australia, America, and 

France. '
..... . CHAPTER XIL
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus« . 

band« and F.tber.-Bon>o of ibe matter« on which 
the Priest of Rome must Quesilou bin Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
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NEFICENT INSTITUTION,] 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
or onunon and stati.

Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS. 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and thb 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 

. THE ARTIST.
Designs by Watson Heston, with por* 

trait of Designer*
Tbe Illustration« are classified as follow«: 10 ren 

reiesla Uncle Sam and tbo Priest«; 2, Tbo Cburco 
RobH'ig tho People; 8, Tbankiglvlng; fl, Babbatb 
Lawsi 14 Children and tbe Church; lo. woman and 
UA'Jjurchjfl, TbqChurchand Thomae Paine ;4, Stud
io« 1»Natural History; 2, Tbe Bible and Science; 15, 
The Clergy and Their Flock«; 1, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; The Atonement Scbeific; The Lord and 
HI« Works: 2. Prayer; 10. Tho Creed«; 2, Christians and’ 
Mcbammadsnsi 2. Samples of Christianity1« Workt, 

HWiidairie«: I. Tho Lord'« Inttrumenl«: faibT« 
ftoolrlne. «nd Their Re«ult»i I. The Church, «nd 
Blarory; 2, Priest« and Politic«: 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; 1, The Use« 
of tbeCross;4, Unkind Reflections on tbe Churcb;9, 
Persecutions of tbe Church; 12, Some Allegories1 
0, Heaven ; C; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price 12.

For Sata at this office.
♦ «’❖THE ♦♦♦

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
-OR-

CHRISTIAN1TY BEFORE CHRIST.

PERFECT MUIIIERHOOD
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose 18 not 'merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
mind to while away the time In a atate of Idle blessed- 
ne««, devoid of earnest thought or care fur either 
flblf-lmprovement or tbo good of humanity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to ba mothers; aid secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and tnflu- 
epoos beartug upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various thing! 
in modern social and bushicFB life, which hrd unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos 
Ing society as a whole. Tbe book Is trenchant, inetruo* 
tire and very Interesting, oven wh^p regarded merely 
a« a novel, and 1« especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whonj It h dedicated. )t also thor
oughly item up the Jo.ultlc«! .plrll or tho Catboll« 

.Lhnrch ; advanced J^eas relating to the Spiritual pbtl- 
psophy aye introduced It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It n,ri-;’r> 'r. piCC8. ncul]y b0UD-l ffi AI.. 11. PM«» It ..

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
-OR-

THEEE-F0LD POWER OF SEX. e

BY LOIS WAISBBOOKEK.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

New and startling revelation« In religion« history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrine«, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian Naw 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its «acred mysteries, besides comprising the Hta 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goda. This won
derful and exhaustive volume wllL wo are certain, 
take high rank a« a book of reference in the field 
which the author has chosen for IL Tbo amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
vaned information contained tn It must have been sc- 
vereandaMmra» Indeed. and now that It la In «ur.b 
Convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allowit to go out of print. But the book Is 
by no mean« a mere collation of view« or statistic«: 
throughout It« dntlro course tbo author—a« will ba 
seen by his tttlckpago and chapter-bead«—follows a 
definite line of research and argument to the close, 
and Uta conclusion«go, like «uro arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white popcr, 880 page«. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author. ■ 
JPrice $1,50, Postage 1G oenta^ Por sale at

titUofike, _____________________

Woman, Church and State,

This la one of the author'! most useful and In
structive book«. This work should be read by every 
ma# and woman. Price, 50 cent.. For sale at thu 
office. —

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri- 
• , archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE,

'THEAMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN. 
A formation «ucclnctly and clearly atated k tbit 

volume of 5M page«!« amazing. The title,, a« above 
given, fall« to convey an Idea of thefulne««andcom- 
BUtene,« with winch the .object« »re treated. The 
Matriarchate. or Mother-rule,-1« the theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, la brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
Thl» a followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work. The Churcbof To-day. Paet, Present, Future: 
and there knot a chapter in the book that 1« not 
bandied InamaBterlymanher, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, 1« not worth the full price' 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intensely IntercEting from beginning to 
«?: c*n PowlW repret buylnnlt; ft 1« « y«l-
nable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind. .

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

COMMON SENSE.
; By ThoniM Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlpt, nd* 
■dreued to tbe inhtblUfit« of America tn 1776, with 
explanatory ■ notice by an Encllah author. Paper, 
ISceqt«.-................. • ’ «•

Fifty Years in the Church of Eome 
■ >r Ber. Cku. Cbtnlqny, ex-ptiett. ▲ raurtaUiM
toot rrleefiSK.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

Tho readers of Tua Progke&mvz TnizKin win re* 
member the story under tbo above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in It« columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were m&dc as to Its appearing 
in book form. This ylrh hn. now been ?ri>lined. IC 
makes a volume or 243 pages, in atyleand form like the 
•'Content of the Sacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
likeness of tbo author on tbe cover. The ecMjes of tho 
story alternately shift, from earth to tbe spirit spheres, 
apd the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes Of life of spiritual beings, arc presented in tho 
pleasing form of narrative.

Tbe following are the chapter-titles: Introduction: 
Tbe House of tie Sage; Home or tbe Miser; Tbo Low 
Societies; Hades; vhrlstiniiHlde lu the Sphere« of 
Light; Chrlstmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Un* 
happy MMTis.se-. Easier liny. In Heaven-. AVIsltto 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to tbo 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visit«

The Forsaken and. Despised; Dlscurslon; A. 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion tn tho Spirit-world: 
ContentcdncsiNotGoodncss; Address of the Sage.

It is a book the Spiritualist will bo delighted with; a. 
book tn which tbe Investigator will find answer« to 
ever-recurring question«; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper U 50 cents; muslin «1; postpaid 

ROMANISrlND-THEf®.

PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OB 
hi« country should have at band for consult»* 

tlon. By Bev. Isaac J Lansing, M. A. Th!« taamosj 
able work, consisting of aDlscusslon of the Purposes, 
Aasunjptiona, Principles and Method« of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contain« 447 pages, tn I 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information fo t 
every patriot in the land- Price «1. For sale at thl t 
effico. . . •

TALLEYRAND’S ~~ 

LETTER TO THE POPE.
This work will be found especially interesting to al! 

yfio would desire to make * «tudy_ of Romanism and 
tbo Bible. The historic facts stated, and tbe keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practice« should 
bereadnyalL Price, 25c, sold at thlioffice. . .

God in the Constitution.
By Robert O. Ingereoll. Oueof the belt paper, Colo

nel IngersoU ever wrote. In paper corer, with like- 
nos« of author. Price, 10 cent«; twelvecop!o«fot|  1.00.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By tbe late M. Faraday. Tbe orb 
gin ot religions, and their Influence upon the mental 
development ot tbe hutnau race. Transcribed at tbe 
request of a band ol undent nhnusoDbcrs. Price 
10 cents.. - . . . t ■ .

MEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of the Rockies, with introductlon-by 
8. Loveland. Thl« Is tbo history of one-ot the 

most wonderful medium« that ever lived. 167 Urie 
page«, By Moiss Hull. Price, 60 centa. For salt 
at this office.
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THE UNIVERSE.

DR. A. B DOBSON'S< >

OVER ONE

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC
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PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS
DRUGS! 

- ----------- U------- L----  

- TESTIMONIALS!
Dkab Dootob—I cannot tell you how grateful I am 

to you f$r preparing such a wonderful medicine. 
When I began using it could not use my band at all; 
can use it very well now. -____ ________

Braudon, Vt. MRS. LUCRETIA PATTEE.

J. M. PEEBLES,M.0, -#•ASA SPIBtffTJAL HEALER
HAB NO E4BUAE1 . ,

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST
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THE SITE OF PARADISE.

HAUNTED BY A DEVIL.
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FOR BEGINNERS.
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E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism
Mention this paper, 385tf

As to How It Is Done.

BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.-

J. C. F. GRDMBINE, SEEK,

Joys Beyond the Threshold

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

BY DR. J. MÍ PEEBLES.

Rejoice and BeXMad I Herald Forth 
the Tidings>of Good Health!
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SUCCESSFULLY ^TREATED 
THOUSAND PATIENTS

of all dUeaaeB that flesh h heir to.

There Are More Than Eighty 
Theories Regarding It.

t 
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PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS. -
Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc 

Illustrated edition. Post Bro,, 650 page». Cloth, »1.00; 
postage, 20 cents.

E. V. Wilson was one of the pioneers of Spiritual
ism, and was noted a« a speaker and teat medium. He 
did a grand work for the cause, and this bo jk narrates 
many of his striking experiences during his labors.

Purchasers will find It intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who was left 
In straitened circumstances.

The book contains 400 pages, and Is sold for »1. Ad
reas MRS. E. V. WILSON, 01 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

3X Galletas.« JL/ve.,

By Lois Walsbrooken Many.have read this book, 
many have re read It, and many others out to rend It. 
Jtsbonldbe read by etcry maunnd woman In The 
land. It shows the falsities Yampant in eoclciy lu

He* Caine to ' Valladolid with 
Shower of Stones and Flash

... -ing Fires. '

. PRICESi
Boiled Plate Bar Pin.;..............
Solid.Gold Bar Plu.......... .

FREE. TO ALL PATIENTS
Hygcutc and Physiological literature, cu- 
ubllug tbcin when cured, to remain healthy.

Correct Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing name, nge, sex, 

leading symptom and stamp 
for reply. . . .

Ancestors? By G. W. Brown. M. D. One of the most 
valuable works ever published. Price »1.50.-

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. .1, New White Cross 

Literature.

A SEQUEL TO 

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

; 'AN INVALUABLE WORK I 
This admirable work contains what a hundred

Ono thousand more on file at our office. Wutcb 
this space ns new testimonials" will appear every 
two weeks. •

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 
Î820 Hawthorne Street, Station P, Chicago, Illinois1 

Psychlscopcs, including a regular sitting, »2.
861

A Transcendent Vision of the 
Heavens.

Hcallug -power« are Ufciftg repeated ovar and over 
agili, througli .tlw i_medluin,Ulp pf MBB. DB. 

DOBbON-BARKtlLtfvbo, tor tbo paalr year end

. __________ ____ _ _________end will give
you prouf of ber powers, by tending requirement« 
a« per small advoitisemeut for dlaguoals of your

THE GODS. -
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages, 

i Worth Ite weight in gold Price 20 ccüt«.

The magnificence of the ascent can 
never be expressed. : . . ,

Glory, splendor, ravishing beauty, 
sublime'grandeur, and' infinite serqx.

Ab the SaQflower turn« Ite 
face towards the tan, so Spir- 
Ituallam turn» the faces of hu

manity from darkness and superstition towards tbo 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression^ ■

The Play of the Planets.
.----------o — ■ ' '•

TUU wonderful educator Is Attracting tha attention 
of thousands of people al! over the world asitsslm- 
plldclty give» one '

-DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the Influence ot tbo pltneta and the signa 
of the Zodiac In human Ufa. -

EVERY CHILD can learn to use It and accomplish 
wonder».

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy,

‘ This wonderful Invention makes It easy for all to 
IMrn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
ot ererr person born for 7S years past, and also to do- 
Uneate the HOROSCOPE. •
' A few of Me first edition left wMeh wilt 
be furnished at $1 each, For sale at this 
office.

Electro-plate Badge.....................      15
Rolled Flatc Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Butann. i 25
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button....... 1 75
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm............... .  8 00

FO?.-» C.ENT8, LOCK OF HAIR. DATE OF 
A1 birth and one 2-cenl stamp, will read past, present 
and future, and diagnose disease. Prof. R. A. Stin
son, 285 W. Mouroe street, Chicago. 854tf

ment. <

MRS. G. PNRTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psycbometrlst and Business Medium. 
Readings personally or by letter »1.00. Three rea 
wnable Qucation« answered by mall for 25 cent«. 
Magnetic treatment given at her rcsldcuoe, or at 
homo of the patient. 6U0 Rhodes avenue. Chicago, 
111. Tako Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty-first 
street. Residence, one block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thirty-first. «¿go«

Wi uniuuiiii nil Ui| 
GRANIR RAPIDS, MICH.

'■ ' ■ • . . - • 838tf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all torm, of stoutaeh, liver aud kidney dlseaaa, A„hur<? c“rc,or that tired,yworq-i* 
fecllpg. Guaranteed to ««slat your «yslern to bealti

thousandalu all parte of the world. Bent for 60 cent«. 
Smi1! thJ?e 8eut.j>O8tPal<l for •1.00, with Yarmai 
photo and infltruetfous how to live 100 years 1

IMMORTALITY, 
■ . ... OR . ./ 

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL* 
M ING PLACES.

psYCHOMETR F, CO. XrSUL T WITH 
4 ^F°f: 4;.B' 6®veratiC6 in all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Bend lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Bend for clrouBrS. 
Address, <10 Prairie street. Milwaukee. Wls.

CHURCH AND STATE.
The Bible In the Public Schools; the New “Amer 

lean” Patty. By “Jeffereon.“ Third edition. Tbli 
beautiful pamphlet of 23 pages Is tbe most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State question that 
bas appeared, Price 10 cents. .

A VALUABLE WORK?- 
Researches In Oriental History,

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COLGH DROPS 

¿« PPI up lu six ounce llu Lose» »nd »Ie guxr.nleel 
to give satisfaction or money will lir reluuded by th« 
proprietor, Dr. M. 11. Garland. Bend •» cents |! 
stamps and receive by return mall a box of Hila

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will And It a blood cleanser a, well as a Throat 
and Luug Remedy. Over 2,10,000 hoiei .old and all 
recommend them. Address all orders tt Dll. M H 
t,u’VAkD' 832 1’laro, Sudou 0., Cliloato, 
Illlnof«.__________ „__________________

CONSUMPTION CURED 
By a new and easy method, by D 1‘. KAYNEB, M D 
Home treatment fiirnlahed. and cure almost certiln. 
Address with stamp for terms, at 111 K. street, Sadri- 
uieglo, Calllornls, giving pari 1 ularsd'case. Best.

THE VOICES.
Br Warren Bumner Barlow. The Voice« contain' 

poem« uf remarkable beauty and force. They. are. 
most excellent. Price »1.00. ; T

POEMS OF PROORESsT <
Bv Lizzie Dotcn. They are really valuable. ’ ’

Price »t.oo. ‘ • - - ■ - :

. . FOR HALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

The Other World and This.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW; 
. ,Or Self-Justice. /

’ REMEMBER TO ADDRESS | 

J. M. PEEBLES, M. 0., Í
: SAN DIEGO, CAL. I
' ■ • 32Ütf £
*$$$$$>$$$>$$<$$$$$>$>$>£>$>$$$$$$

SPECIAL READING NOTICES, ‘ '

Mother« whl find “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething. An old aud well tried remedy.

land. It show« the XalBltiej Tainpant m- eocJciy- in ---------- ---------------- --------------- ———— ------- -
mattert of moral and eocIr! import, and the wrong» I nnTpirn TPPHM TITV TVNHTP T.TET? 
tbat’fldw therefrom to Innocent victim» of social]rU-EHu-k) rKvlu JLlLu iJlrJj

M lh' »utl,°r- Br Lillie Doten. These poem, xre u «tapis u
FIne cloBi. IIOpsgO-. tylc® «LOO . . I ,i,gir. Price«l.W. ’

1« developing aensltlvea In Psycbometry, Clalrvoy- 
o w j auce, Inspiration and Psychopathy by a series of 
6 00 , inspirational teaching« through tbe law of corre
" M spondence. Fpr booklet, endorsements, term», aend 

an addressed and »tamrel envelope to

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you arc sick and wish a correct diagnosis, send 

yonr name and addre«« to DR. E. A. STEELE, 1428 
Market street, Ban Francisco, Cal., and stamp for re
ply. My terms are within roach of all. 858

F. GORDEN WHITE, 
Trance, Test and Business Medium. Billing« dally 
at 8058 Calumet avenue, corner Thtrty-flrrt street 
Flat 9, Welhboro Flat«. S54tf

ZJ, fto WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
V s «tempi, th«Ir dlsuae, or aymptomi, win rec.lv, 

pamphlet aud advlca raax to euro theuiBalvaa without 
drug,. TT10 THOMAS BATTEHY COMPANY. Card
tagton, Ohio -

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW;

the same city, the demonio parlero 
returned to infest some of the villages 
of my parish, especially Gulcoba. He 

i^^wnys came at midnight or about
1 a. m., with a great'whirlwind, dust

This admirable work consists of three pamphlets 
embodied in one volume, Ln which questions of gfesi 
Importance to the race are discussed from the stand
point of an advanced «octal reformer. Price 50 centa. 
For »ale at this office.

THE AGE OF REASQN.
By Thoma« Paine. Being an Investigation of True 

sind Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates end new type; 186 pages, post 
Bvo, Paper, 25 cents; c'.olh, 50 cents.
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■ / BY ONP WllOIADMIR^S NATURE.
.’ The majesty of God is nowhere. Iso 

magnificently displayed as in the 
starry firmament. .

. His systems roll eternally, and his 
orbs revolve «ith a placid precision 
which time is pirneiless to change.

The unheise i& a panorama of 
mighty achievement, and the rhythmic 
tread of the planets in their orbits is 
a stupendous fruition of that august 
prescience which designed it all.

The brain of man quails before the 
celestial galaxy, and his understand
ing totters as reason attempts to solve 
the supernal problem.

Order is absolute. Exactness rules 
with microscopic nicety every depart
ment of solar space. ,

The union of orbs in cosmic 
economy is a prototype of the allinnce 
of sublunary agencies in the evolution 

, of planetary methods. ,
Suns, moons and satellites are em

blems ol Gods provident provision 
tor huniaiiitv. ■

The ebb and flow of stellar streams 
are mystical types of the rise and fall 
of generations, as cycles wax and 
wane in the infinite cosmogony.

Splendor is supreme in the match
less concourse of worlds as they ride 
in glory through the resplendent dome.

Complexity most marvelous is pus- 
tained by power most intricate, _

Law abuts law us flank abuts flank 
in the celestial battalions, and har
inony, transcending conception, rav 
ishes the observer’s gaze.

Light is the medium of revelation, 
and darkness the foil by which ito 

. verities stand forth.
Man scrutinizes the abyss when 

night draws a veil over the earth, and 
the glittering vault shines in un- 
tarjiishcd sublimity.

He sees masterful movement; awe
. full silence; omnipotent control; ani 

his intellect staggers before its own 
overwhelming littleness.

■ He recognizes the law of cosmic 
■ .evolution, which gauges diurnal 

change, and his keen faculties leap 
its limitations to stand where the 
solar blaze is uinemittent , where night 
is unknown; where time, as measured 
by the earth’s fluctuations, is swal
lowed up in eternal light. • ■

‘ He realizes that measurements are 
an illusion, where diurnul variation 
ceases to exist,
; . -He perceives the data of fixed 

/ events vanish before that fervid efful- 
' gence which wanes or wavers not. ■

He sees the histories of ages wither 
and 'melt As -fragments, where the’ 

. fierce rays of undimmed suns burn’ 
the scrolls of tTunsltonyi things.' ■ :
• Fathomless azure, flecked with 

"atoms of flre; each atom a sun, a 
moon, or a stiu'of majestie^magiiitude, 
,spr§iids before his vision,i/and the 
meagre interests which h^ye occupied 
his min'd dwindle and .shrivel ?;inlo 
vapid obscurity.

1 As lie gazes, lost in the profundity 
of a surpassing revelation, all prior 
conceptions are engulfed in the vast 
arcana unveiled to his thought. Re
ality becomes hallucination, knowledge 
a delusion. Only the endless distances 
and the abysmal depths of the universe 
survive.

. Nature has merged into eternality, 
and human ties are vapors that drift 

. over the sea of memory.
. '• Billows of ether rock colossal orbs,

GrtftS. E.
WftTKlNS, 
M. D. . ..

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success. .

ANOTHER REASON Is that hedoes 
not try to run down other doctors. ’

ANOTHICR IfEASON is lie is ac
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him eitch week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and inkhe 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER R15ASON Is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

: HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers 'not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect. .

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Booikon

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to . 
consult him ■

Send Two, 2-ccnt Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. G. Ê. WATKINS,
AYER. MASS.

whose course swerves not from the 
ultimate debign of creative energy. 

' Blue heights immerse effulgent gal
axies; stuis are cradled in the bosom 
of translucent oceans, and suns glim
mer in remote perspectives, where no 
breath of decadence has yet been born.

■ Vast nebulous, .areas trail in the 
wake of evol u ting spheres.

• Seas of light nurture glowing 
sparks, deep in the-womb of futurity.

Wells and fountains of‘scintillating 
spray illuminate the labyrinths of in
finitude. -

Towering columns mount and soar 
into the arching expanse, emitting 
shpwers of shimmering radiance.

Gleaming comets plunge from out 
obscure horizons to sweep the zenith 
with their flashing trains.

Vivid currents wind and sparkle in 
cerulean calm...

Space is pregnant with a splendor 
mystical and grand. - ■

New irons loom above eternal plen
itude, and prophecy transcribes her 
oracles on tablets of mystory.
"Incipient forces tremble into life, 

supremely silent.
Slumber clothes the dawn of being 

in the reservoirs of God.
The vaults of the unknown pour 

forth their lambent energy, in ever
fruitful streams. , / '

The star-encrusted firmament is 
bountiful to universal needs. .

Height, depth and distance blend 
in such immensity the consciousness 
of sense is lost before the conscious
ness of soul, and every finite faculty 
is dead. . _

Slowly—as custom tunes, the mind 
to this exalted plane, new visions steal 
into the' intellect as buds burst into 
blossoms on a vine. ■ . ■

‘Prismatic colors tint theaureoles of; 
stars and specific details grow',upon 
near satellites. In one the splendor 
of n ruby burns, another radiates an 
emerald hue. . . ; ; ’

Far forth into blue atmosphere a 
crimson sun shoots orange, tongues of 
flame. ■■ ■ „ . • ■

Pink planets roll in pellucid crystal 
■ tones: radiance surpassing -radiance 
flows everywhere in mingling., floods; 
glory transcending glory flashes far 

■ahd’ naar;'and every instant’greater 
beauty bears upon the tnuisported 
soul. • . . : . '

- Here-a pale globe floats airily, a 
globe justbursting into ’luminous px-

istence; an(l fostered by the mellow 
YapoTB.wpundabout ity.form. ,

There a speck' of gold glows like a 
jewel in an amaranthine mist, ■ ■
' Every color, tone and tint, imagina

tion can conceive, and myriad .hues 
eclipsing all conception, glorify celes
tial realms. ■ - . " ' ■

The zodiacs Of planetary worlds arc 
ever-changing zonep. of fluorescent 
light, when the spirit s eye discerns 
the subtile truth.

Clouds are shifting spectrums every
where, - and everywhere resplendent 
with panoramic pageantry.

The ether pulses with mellifluent 
melody. , - '

Ideals perish — and rise divinely 
new in every region of the ambient 
concave. ’ -

Hopes, dreams, aspirations, am
bitious, reach a godlike scope In the 
free life of the free soul. ' .

Creature sense melts like a film in 
the .spirit’s upward course; .nature 
articulates in resonant tones which 
the deific sense of transported being 
hears; her supreme operations are 
seen, and heard, aud felt, when in
telligence escapes its shell of clay, for 
celestial faculties culminate and crown 
the mind. ■ . .

In etheric realms life is entrançe- 
ment; scope is ecstacy; aspiration is; 
beatitude. • ■ . .

The higher glides into the lower as 
quickened vision verifies reality.

Thought compasses every field of 
stellar symmetry.

Imagination. delves and reason fol
lows steadily. ' '

Truth is first explored by fancy, 
and exalted fanby. is always-inspired ; 
reason is a plodder, who quibbles and 
challenges each advance.

The. empyrean dome.is an; amphi
theatre where immortality guides the 
faltering instincts of mortality through 
ever-amplifying ways. .

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 
'DISEASES.

—Depend« for bl« remarkable cures, not 
upon the old drutio drug «yutem. but upon 
the-knowledge of dlsuasci and'their proper 
remedies—upon science and the liner psy
chic forces. . ' '•■ ■■ • .

home of bls cures, like Schlatter’s, arc 
INSTANTANEOUS; In other cases mouths 
ate required

Having carefully studied all tbe therapeu
tic agencies in connection wUli hl« long med
ical experience, be uses those beet adapted 
to each case with unvarying success. .

Hundreds are JoviqUy 'Wtittug tbo Doctor: 
“I aiu better," or “J am cured.’’ • “God blew 
you.”
HE TREATS THE FOLLOWING!

. Dyspepsia,- diarrbiea. dropsy, opilepsy, ec 
xema, eryslpeu«, fulling sickness, rbeuma-

•. tllin, vcrofula. nervous »pasin, giavcl, guut, 
headaches, heart disease, kinder conplaint, 

t fenulo weakue«. lira difficulty, ue irulglu, 
1 paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
►. bladder affection, caiicer, catarrh, pimples 
* upon tbo race, uterine dlseutes, weaKDCBBCB 
> of tneu, barrenness, insanity, drunkenness, 
> constipation la grippe and, all . chronic 
» diecasts. And further, be furnishes

Vucatan letter to Chicago Inter 
Ocean: ’No' words can portray the des
olation; tW. now -broods .overihe city 
of ^J£alladolid. The central plaza, 
where hidalgos and ladiés of high de
gree were wont to promenade to the 
accompaniment of - moonlight and 
music, is now ¡mkle-deep in sand, its 
benches of crumbling stone overrun 
with scorpions, centipedes and lizards, 
and its ancient palms and elms too 
ragged to cast a shade. At one side 
of it is nn enormous parochial church; 
with convent and cloisters, fast falling 
.to decay. There are other large 
churches, notably Sisal, San Serlroio, 
San Juan de Dios, Santa Lucia, Santa 
Anna and Candalaria, all more or 
less dilapidated. The private houses 
show the same melancholy tokens. In 
the principal street, the Calle de Sisal, 
stand many extensive buildings, roof
less.. and doorless, with grass and 
bushes growing from crevices in the 
walls, while,-as if in mockery of, hu
man pride, the coats'of arms of ’for
gotten families are emblazoned on 
their, tottering fronts. According to 
local tradition, Valladolid has been 
the theater of remarkable events in 
days not very distant. It is asserted, 
on the authority of both ’ church and 
state, that the place was long haunted 
by a demon of the worst character, - 
■which to this day is spokeiT of .with 
bated breath as .El Demonio. Parlera 
(the Talking Devil), because he held 
nightly discourse with anyone who 
chose to question him, answering in 
th/voice of a parrot. Though never 
visible, he seems to have been a merry 
sort of fellow, dancing, laughing, 
playing on guitars and castinets. 
After a time he took to throwing 
stones into houses, pelting people with 
eggs, slandering honpst folk; in short, 
getting the whole tojvn by the ears, to 
such an extent that the Bishop of 
Merida was obliged to interfere and 
forbid anyone to speak to the demon, 
under pain of severe spiritual punish-

It is gravely related that when the 
people abstained from; ifly. - further 
communication with him,./1110, evil 
spirit wept and wailed so’loudly-as .to 
interfere with the serriei'qf th'e-church 
and the nightly sleep' bf ,’the^ 'people, 
and after* that mood'passed .he took 
revenge by burning houses. • At this 
alarming juncture the bishop was 
obliged to invoke divine assistance, 
and after a long tussle the combined 
powers of earth and heaven succeeded 
in ousting the devil, who then took to 
the woods. In ah official report of 
the occurrence, which actually exists 
in Valladolid, and is believed by all 
good citizens, the learned and pious 
Dr. Sanchez de Aguilar says:

’ “An aunt of mine, one day vexed 
with this, devil, said to him: ‘Go out 
of my house, thou evil one/ and gave 
him a blow in the face which left his 
nose redder than cochineal. Forty 
years afterward, when I was dure of

in the visible environment/Are em
bracedby* an eternally magnifying 
consciousness. ,

Wh-.it is, is veritably embodied in 
the, supernal ego, and the soul npt 
only becomes an adjunct of the vast 
panorama, but involves it in his own 
being by an assimilative process im
possible to describe. 1 '
’ Visions reveal“ prospective actuali
ties to Our souls, and impress deific 
power upon our intellects. >

Visions present beatitudes within 
the gauge of emotion, the only method 
by which they can be adequately 
understood. ■ . ., .

Visions are the bulwarks of proph- 
ècy,. the beacons of futurity, arid the 
synoptical reviews of. coming events. 

: Stupendous as the arcana of cos
mic fact .may appear, humanity will 
ultimately compass its sublime verities 
and be. identified with its immutable 
fountaiiihead. . ; Paul AÂ’enÉl.

-Avon-by-the-Sea, N. <L . '

! “The Watseka Wonder.” 'Totlïé stu
dent of psvchic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting.' it gives 
detailed accotints of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, 111, and _ Mary„ 
Reynolds of Venango, county, Pa. For 
sale at this office.’ Price 15c. , . ,

Mrs. Dr. Ooiion-Birker^. 6. BflTDORF, M. D.
. . . _ ___________________ ------------------------------------------------------ —■ 0-‘—'

case. Here Is ouo of ber mauy cures: v
_____  _ 8t. Louis.-June 21, 1896. . -

Ml DEAR MILS. DOBSON:—I herewith enclose 
1.15 for another month's reuiedksT for iny. sister 
Cminn. 1 can'L tell yon hr*w much good these niedl* 

dues do bor uud--hi»w thankful uud grateful wc »re 
farhayloR applied for them. .Whoii abo bugau'tuk-. 
lug this last-medicine, she had caustdenible dlsticis ■ 
lu (he bowels and stomach, but afier a week she was 
relieved aud we are convinced if she had not the 
DioiUclnu she would bare bud a icriou, sick spell a« 
liver, stomach and bowels were in a bad condition/. 
Now everything seems i i good order; still wo feel as, 
if more medicine will eventually cure all her ailments. 
We thunk you sincerely for prompt reply, and wish 
you all the success you so vol! merit. *

With'affectionate regards very truly,
REBECCA LEVY.

8331 Laclede ave., St. Louis Mo. •

> There are more than eighty differ
ent theories regarding the site of Par
adise—namely, the .North Pole, Poly
nesian Islands, Canaries, Cashmere, 
Delta of the Indus, Arabia, Persia, 
Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine, Arme
nia, Scandinavia, Eastern Prussia, 
foot of St. Gothard in Switzerland, 
eto., says the Hebrew Standard. These 
theories, it is/ maintained, were 
deficient in three respects: They try 
to harmonize the Biblical descrip
tion with actual geographical con
ditions; they do not strictly adhere to 
the principle: that the words used in 
the description of Paradise must haVe 
the same meaning tirnt they always 
have in otherpassages of the Old Tes
tament, ■ and, lastly, they confuse Bib
lical and extra-Biblioal ideas, failing 
to distinguish between the Hebrew 
conception of Paradise and the prim
itive Babylonian view. According to 
the views of the Babylonians, as found 
in the Babylonian Nimrod Sepic, Par
adise, the fountain of life, was situated 
not at the head of. four rivers,' but at 
the mouths of ihfe riyers, The same 
idea is found itt.thp Oriental legends 
concerning Alexander the Great, which 
are ultimately derived from the Baby
lonian Nimrod Epic. When the He
brews adopted Ilie Babylonian idea of 
Paradise they transferred the Garden 
of Eden from the mouths of the rivers 
to the heads of these same four rivers. 
This was done imaccordance with the 
idea of ' the Hebrews that God dwelt 
in the north. / Such an idea is found, 
for. instance, in 'the first chapter of 

■Ezekiel, where the prophet, in relating 
his vision-,/distinctly; ®ay$uthat he saw 
•it -northward. b/And -so, too,”in -the: 
fourteenth chapter of Isaiah. Now, 
these changes, of course, entailed a 
geographical confusion, because, while 
the four rivers all empty into the Per
sian Gulf, they do not; • Of course, 
spring from the sante source.—Ex.

AN MPLANATION

and noise; as of a hurricane. Stones 
swept over: the entire village, and 
though.the people hastened to put out 
all the fire in the kitchens, this did not 
avail, for from the flames with, which 
the? -devil ' himself was inwardly tor
mented proceeded: flashes like mighty 
comets or wandering . stars, which did 
fire several houses at once, and spread 
so rapidly that there were not people 
enough to put them out. I, being 
sent for to come and drive him. away, 
conjured the demon with the faith and 
zeal that God gave me, and com
manded him never again to enter that 
village. Whereupon the fire and 
whirlwind ceased, to the glory and 
honor of the Divine Majesty which has 
given such power to the priests.” '

The record goes on to state that tiie 
‘demon, after, having. thus been ban
ished from Gulcoba and.'.several other 
villages, returned to, Valladolid with 
new burnings, but was finally barred 
out altogether by the simple means of 
surrounding the town with consecrated 
crosses,? set dosé together on the, hill
tops? These, the devil could not pass, 
and to this day-you may-'see hundreds 
of w'Opden crosses standing guard all 
•round Valladolid; ■. '

Deab Doctor—Your medicine ba« done more for 
my little girl and myself than anything else we ever 
tried. We have spent »1,000 In doctor bills, and »5 
worth of your medicine did us more good than all the 
other:.‘■’Anyone wbo doubts this statement, write me.

Sheffield, ¿Uss. . MRS. AMOS BREWER.

I)£ah Dooiou—It has been a year since 1 sent to 
you for madidue. and In looking back I . can hardly 
realize that 1 am the same persou. 1 was a physical 
wreck. My trouble« were caused by cancerous hu
mor. To-day 1 ain almost a well woman. 1 sleep well, 
eat heartily, and enjoy life once more.

. MRS. H. -ELLA SEVERSON.
Sia. A. Meriden, Conn. •

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, ajje, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. : Address ?

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
THE NOTED 

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 

Win send a free diagnosis and terms for treatment to 
all who will send their name and address-fn their 
O'™ handwritlug—with postage stamp for reply.

“The Pacific -Coast Spiritualist.” of Dee. 30, 1B83, 
save of Dr. Forster:— .

“Since bis coming here be has made himself highly 
.b.elove4 tor hla bencrplout work, hla 

bumanltarlau ideas and practices, aud bls straight
forward course of integrity aud hoDor.”
.. “J)r. W. M. Forster, California's noted clnlrvoyaut 
physldun. Is receiving commendations from far aud 
uoarover his remarkable« success as a hcaler.'^Fbll- 
osopble&l Journal.

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1051) HJarlmt Street, - San Francisco, Cat, 

'■ 883

ASTONISHING OFFER.
- Bend threo two-ccnt stamps, lock of hair, name 
age. sex, one Icadlug symptom, aud your disease will 
bo diagnosed free by spirit power. ' 1

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER, 
__________ SAN JOSE. CAL., Box 185 846«

P/VR/VLYSIS 
— AND — 

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. . . .

MAGNETISM fill» the system with new life, energy 
and vigor, and puts It In harmony with nature. It 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital forces 
which Is tbe

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
FORM OF DISEASE.

Bond for our new book ,ou . Paralyel.-FREE-In or- 
der.lo learn more of tbIs M VBT1CAL SUBSTANCE, 
“A0N.?T.1.iiM- V bow to oil tbe system wltb 
magnetic life and vigor, and pravout all forms of 
disease.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
Al One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lar»,. will convince the moef skeptical on earth of 
*- the power of this great, grand, invisible substance.

Try them and bo convinced. Address

DR. G. I. THATCHER,
X. IAOI MASONIC TEMPLE,-CHICAGO.

’ INVAL I DS "

pkkkinh, SPEAKERS and ME- 
111 dlums. Sunday meetings, U17 N. Clark atroet. 5:80 
and 7:« n. m. Private readings dally, SH N, Welle St. 
Ipsiruction« tn development aud healing, Circles 
Monday and Friday evening«. Class, Tuesday at 8 p.m. 

; 1 ■ ___________ • 84§tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home, Will «end a pamphlet giving Instruction«, 

aeHnealeyout phasesdf modlurnainp. and a spiritual

MRS, ELLA M. DOLE.
®.e?lu''1’. wb0. elalrvoyaut, clalraudlenl, 

psvcbomctric and prophetic, cad be consulted at No. 
1680 North Clark street. Eugagements cau be made 
by letter._______  i840tf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Bend full name, age, sex. and two stamps for frxe 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M, I)., Jackson, Mich.

A WONDERFUL OFFER
. . .’BY ...

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant
One of the most Biict.esBful lieMer« aud dlaguo«ticlaiu 
llvlug. I be doctor has letter«» from »11 over th« 
Vultcd State«, Canada, Australia nod Europe. teUlfit 
of the marveloui reaulu, after ull hone lu othoi’ 

•d«» “P- »elw cifrel 
under hl« treatment. Ncrvoiw and chronic dkcfctt 
of every character, peculiar to both men and womeL 
are, by tbo aid of bla wonderful and extraordluaff 
power, cured. 1

The doctor baa never failed lu a correct dl»gna«18 of 
any cate, many time« ft being caiujca that bud baffloi 
the most renowned phyaictan«, but w>a readily Ax 
plained through hl« wonderful clairvoyant uud clalr- 
audleut power«.

Each case receives .the aiteDtluu of blinsolf an< 
baua. also remedies for individual cubo Semi tbref 
t cent «tamp« lopk of hah. a^e, hex, aud one Byinntow 
«nd bi returrfmill you will nn-elve a full nnd acco 
rate UwrrJptlon of your ca»e and aoy advice recardtni 
11. Through paraecutlou on account of hl» murvelon* 
IUCCCM the doctor graduated lu a regular «chooi, 
therefore, being an M-I)

Sufferer«, you that have failed to find relief, try 
once more and be convinced of Dr. Lay’« powe.ru and 
ability. Address ..

842tf DR. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, 111.'

Something now and start
ling. Thia knowledge b 
from a higher source apt 
Is fully explained in tuf 
“Ahthal GUiDK?' which 
win be sent FREE to anr 
address upon receipt or a 
two cent ataiup for postage.

Astrological students, 
Physicians, Healer». 
Curses, Everybody mum 
have the “Guide."

L. <J. SHAFHK, 
Chemist,

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROWGY.
A bookcontaj^nglMiruclIouiformakluK » hello 

,gt’lllerwltllltch‘rt »l>lcb »¡re 
tbo position of the plauets from 1821 to 1 »16. The inn? 
¿a’VrJI1®3ork ou ‘W® V'6teui ever Published. Adapt 
ed for beginners or professors. Oneean cast audresl 
ft horoscope In half an hour. For sale by

FREDERICK WRITE. O. O.M., 
50C Fifth Ave,, S. - Minneapolis, Minh,

Seud the date of your birth and ,1 and rerelra 
book and chart with your borescope ready to read. 
Mention tbi« paper when writlug. * MtH

Rr.BlorelMt rlelon. Write tor lllo,tr»u<l Ctrculm 
Bhowlug stjlui and price, aud photo of Spirit Yarffia. 
who developed thl, clalrvoyeut power lu me. 1 aS 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacle» ae perfectly m 
your eye. Ip your owu home as If you were Id tnv 
office, u thousands cau testify. Send stamp t<i 
photo. B. F. Pools, Clinton. Iowa. P

Melted Pebble Spectacles.

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A New U&dse !u solid gold 
with blue and block enamel, 
with the pyrntuids, obeli»« 
uixl kiiu's ruys in gold. Every 

., . ......................... Ny»iic »lionld have ofle
these beautiful emblems. Price «2. For sale at t 
office.

To the Editor In your issue of 
August 22, I notice a query regarding 
a cabinet' exhibition by Mr. Ransom 
I see. no reason -for attributing said 
exhibition to other than mundane 
forces. The “trick” is easy, as I 
have seen it played by would-be 
“exposers” of spiritual demonstra
tions. '

The how to do it is this: There is 
first tied around the wrist of the 
“operator” a tape, with the ends of 
the tape, sayj several inches long. 
The knots can be sealed or sewed for 
that, matter. By a little delay, the 
operator having two other pieces of 
tape in his possession, slips the middle 
of each under the tape that is around 
his wrists, he previously having tucked 
the ends of. the tape that is around his 
wrists up under his wristbands. The 
loop is. easily held by, a finger while 
.the “assistants” are tying the long 
ends of . the tape to thejback of the 
chair. - When the curtain is drawn 
his hands aré brought forward, and as 
the instruments are in his lap it is, 
very easy for;him to manipulate them, 
and befe i the curtain is withdrawn 
he can elip his , hands behind him, 
draw the loop under the band, and as 
the knots are all as Usual, the feat is 
accomplished. x The cutting ; of the 
tape is also simple,, as his hands are 
at all times perfectly free.

H. W. Tibbals.

“Encyclopedia tCb. Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old.ànd New Testament 
Scriptures which.prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together-witfc a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Biblel” By Moses Hull 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has hero embodied the results ot 
his many years’ stùdy of the Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a véritable encyclopedia of 
information on the. subject. Price «1. 
For sale at this office,

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D,, M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper coyer, 15c. For sale at 
this office. -- ’

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price SI. For sale at this office.

: “The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. ' A 
most able and', interesting presentation 
of a most, important subject».- Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book-. Cloth, 
SI. ’ For sale at this office. -

SPIRITUALIST BADGES. 
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST 
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a praetlc»! meltlum, under spirit 
guidando, and la drslirad to develop medlumslilp. 
Muuy, by Ita uae, have revolved 1-mg c ninniuilca- 
tlouB trom spirit Irleuds, and expreas grenl s.vllslao- 
tlon. Trice, «1, and SQ cents extra for et 
For aale at tbe office of Tun Pho .ttr-sivtt 

“ THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.

rtS-.M- L. GILLETTE, INDEPENDENT BLATE- 
writer. 218 East Forty-second Place. Slttlnn 
dally from 10 a. m. to 4 p.m. 856

Tbl« excellent book 1« written in the Interest of bu- 
?»unity, of liberty, aud of patriotism-« bojk written 

or tbe purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
danger« that beset ub on every side, and more espe
cially to tbe hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe 
the Catholic«. Washington's words of waroii 
Lincoln’s apprehension and tbe prophecy of Genci 
Grant are all included in the volume. Ajcbblsh 
Ryan,of Philadelphia, tn a recent sermon siid: "T 
church tolerates heretics where «he Is obliged to 
so. but she hate« them wltii a deadly hntr. d, a 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our cncmiea 
know bow sbe treated heretics lu ih<* Middle Ages, and 
bow she treats them today wber<- she has tbe power. 
Wc no more think of denying these historic fads than 
wc do of blaming tbe Holy Ghost and the princes of 
tiie church for what they have thought lit to do." 
Every one should read this work. Paper. pages. 
It will be «ent, poitpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume-the author, In the thirty-nine 

chapter«,discusses a wide variety, of «nWecta per- 
talulng to 8n;ritualtsm, from a spiritualistic stand
point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects arc 
well-bandied with conciseness and yet with dearness. 
It will prove a. rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any-one seek* 
ing Information concerning Spiritualism and its teach
ings. - ' ■' . ' '
For Sale at . this Office. Price, $1.50

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH*
.THE TOMORROW OF DEATH was wrilen to 
develop th) idea of the principle ot the permanence 
of the human son) after death, and 111 reincarofttlOD 
In a chain of new being«, whose successive links are 
uoroUpd In the bosom of etlicrlal «pace. “Bxtond 
trb Turexuold" continues on the same Hue«, en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con 
sidérations drawn from science nud philosophy; claim
ing that the certainty of a new blrtb beyond our 
earthly end is the best meau» of arming ourselves 
against all weakness Id the pre&oucc of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
enilB iwjsuperior to that ot any.,0} the existing rt- 
llgtoDS. From beginning to end it is Interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fasclnatlug, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In Ite perusal Prices!,25. 
For sale at this office.

An entertaining manual of hypnotism, useful to 
students of tbe subject. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents^yery successfully a con
densed account of hypnotism, it» theory and practice 
up to date. -Price, paper, 25 cts. Bold at this office,

k SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow,’’ “Tbe Occult 
Forces of Bex," "Perfect Motherhood," nnd many 
•tber works. Price 25 cud tn For Jtr, this office.

‘‘THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
To tbe student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

Is Intensely interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two case» of “double opneeiowesa," fl&mely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, til., aad Mary Rey
nold«, of Venango county« Fa. For gale at this office.: 
Price 15 cent*.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING^“ 
Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity. By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. Dn M. D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper corer, 15c. For sale at 
this office;

ipirlti, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 
Gl-e us details—details and accurate delineations of 
life in tbe Bplrlt-world!—is the constant appeal of 
thonghtf ol minds. Death Is approaching; Wnithcr— 
oh, whither J Shall 1 know my friends beyond the 
tomb? - Will they know :nc? Whatls their present T___
condition, and.wjattb.dr occupations? Is this vol- Embracing the Origin ot lhe Jews,theRlBBindpeT®« 
umc tlic spirits, differing as they may, are allowed to opment of Zoroastrianism mid .the Derivation of 
speak for tlu'msolve?. -No. man Is better qualified . Christianity; to whichII added: whence Our Aryan 
than Dr: Peebles to places work'of this kind before ° w ~ -.v. .
the people. He treat« of the Mysteries of Life; 
Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of the River; Fore
gleams the Future; Tcatimour.’of Salute; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is it 
t.je Soni or Body that Sin«?; Clothing in The Spirit- 
,w»rld; OurLittle Ones-In Heaven; Tbe.PersonalEx- 
reriencets .of ‘ Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s Testi
mony;'Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in Spirit* 
■Lire, The.Home, ot Apostle.-.na-Divine.; Tbe 
Friends and shakers In Splrit-Llfe; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer* 
ous to mention; Price »1.50; postage, 12 cent». For 
sale at thlft office. • : \
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Pc B/VTTU ROY/VL
IT RAGES BETWEEN METHODIST AND SPIRITUALIST, 

AND THEY POUR HOT SHOT INTO EACH 
OTHER'S RANKS.

A. E. Maliin, D.D., and Dr. H. V. Sweringen, of Fort Wayne, Ind., 
Have a Little Newspaper Controversy.

A recent issue of the Fort Wayne I chargee had been preferred against 
Daily News contains the following com- Bishop Foster at several of the past 
mumcatlon from Dr. H. V. Sweringen.' general conferences, and had been 
After giving to it a liberal display of,“’----- .
headlines, the editor prefaces the com-
munication as follows:

“Many conjectures as to the true mo
tive for the action of the Methodist 
Conference at Cleveland, in ‘retiring’ 
the two bishops, have been made. Dr. 
Sweringen, in the following communica
tion to the News, offers a new explana
tion:

- “To the Editor of the News:
“Some months ago a Methodist min

ister in Fort Wayne, in conversation 
with a Spiritualist, concerning some of 
the utterances of Bishop Foster, which' 
were considered by many of the minis
ters in the church as heretical and unor- 
tfiodox, remarked that charges had 
been preferred against him at several of 
the past general conferences, but they 
had invariably been pigeon-holed. •

“Tiie recent act of the general confer
ence at Cleveland, O., retiring Bishops 
Bowman and Foster from the episco
pacy, ostensibly bn account of their age, 
naturally raises the question: What was 
the true reason of their retirement?

“Bishop Foster announced to the con
ference a few days after this action, 
that H have received a large number of 
letters denouncing the action of the con
ference in removing me, as cruel, brutal 

. and an outrage. These letters come 
from the best Methodists in the coun
try. I want to say that those good peo

. plo are misinformed. There comes a 
time in all men’s lives• when^ey must 
retire, and the conference sinfply recog
nised this fact. They did right, and I 
respect them for it. I go to retirement, 
but will carry, the office of the episco
pacy to’the grave. 1 love my brethren, 
and'I believe that most of them love 
me.’ . "

“Now let me give, in my opinion, the 
real reasons for the retirement of these 
eminent bishops by no bequest of their 
own. , ■

“The retirement of Bishop Foster is 
due to the fact that in a book he had 
written entitled ‘Beyond the Grave;’ he 
uttered the following agnosticism: -

“'However it may awaken surprise, 
truth demands that we. should make the 
confession that we do not know that 
death does not end all. .. There is not a 
single fact within our reach that fur
nishes us.absolute knowledge. We have 
neither sense nor mental vision of man 
after he dies. He does not appear wlth- 
in the range of our faculties. We do 
not find him. Where he is, or that he 
is at all, is absolutely unknown to ub, 
Our consciousness is silent on the sub- 
jeot. The dead do not come back to us, 
and we are not able to go to them. This, 
without doubt, is the common experi- 
enco of humanity.’

“It was this honest confession of igno
rance, and, therefore doubt of a future 
existence, together with the adoption of 
the Spiritualistic doctrine of the resur
rection’ that retired Bishop Foster, what
ever may bo said to the contrary, not
withstanding.

“There is such a thing as church pol
itics and diplomacy, and that both were 
practiced in this conference is made 
plain to the close observer.
, “What was the cause for the retire
ment of Bishop Bowman? It was be
cause in a sermon upon ‘The Pearl of 
Great Price,’ before an annual confer
ence of preachers a few years ago, he 
preached what was denominated by the 
conference, ‘rank Spiritualism.’

“These two bishops present a peculiar 
spectacle; the one expressing doubt of a 
future existence, but embracing the 
Spiritualistic.doctrine of the resurrec
tion; the other openly preaching Spirit
ualism to a conference of preachers.

“Had Bishop Newman’been a little 
older, he, too, would have been (retired’ 
ostensibly bn account of his age, but 
actually, on account of his having given 
expression to tbo following:

• ‘“That the spirits "of the departed 
have returned to earth, is a belief that 
is almost universal. Those eminent in 
the church for learning and piety have 
cherished this common faith. It. was 
the opinion of Wesley that Swedenborg 
was visited by the spirits of his departed 
friends. And it was Paul who said: 

■ “Are they not all ministering spirits?’”
“If Spiritualism spreads as rapidly in 

the next four years as it has in the ]>ast 
quadrennial, the M. E. General Cbnfer- 
ence of 1000’ will have several more 
bishops to ‘retire.’ .

“H.y. Sweringen,”

pigeon-holed, let that minister give the 
proofs of hie assertion over his own sig
nature, I affirm that the statement’ is
untrue.

“The reasons given by the committee 
on the Episcopacy for their retirement 
were the true and only reasons foi,:the 
action of the general conference. Ev
eryone who is familiar with the facts in 
the case knows that both of these hon
ored bishops are unfitted by the infirm
ities of age for the discharge of Episco
pal duties. This and this alone caused 
their retirement. They were declared 
non-effective, in all kindness and love. 
They will be supported by the church; 
are bishops as much as they ever were, 
and will be loved and honored to the 
end. So that not only are Dr. Swerin- 
gen’s: reasons false and slanderous, but 
also the cry of ‘brutal,’ -‘cruel;’ etc., 
raised by some one who knew not where
of they were speaking.

■ • “A E. Mahin.”

DR. SWERINGEN REPLIES. '

ANS WERS THE RECENT COMMUNICATION 
' FROM REV.'A. E. MAHIN. .

' To the foregoing the Rev. A. E. Ma
hin, D. D., made the following reply: 
“To the Editor of the News: "

“Iri your paper of-May 23. appears an 
article‘headed ‘The Motives, Etc.,’by 

-Dr. H. V. Sweringen, in which he pro
fesses to give the reasons for the re
tirement of Bishops Bowman and 'fester

To the Editor of the' News:
My attention has just been called to a 

reply of nd little acerbity from Rev. ,A 
E. Mahin to my reoeut' communication, 
giving, in my opinion, the reasons for 
the retirement of Blshopa Foster and 
Bowman by the recent General M. E. 
Conference, whioh met at Cleveland. 
Those reasons were that in the case of 
Bishop Foster, he gave expression in 
his book, “Beyond the Grave," to an ag
nosticism concerning Igjfuture existence, 
but. strange to say, embraced the Spirit
ualistic view of the resurrection.

Rev. A. E. Mahin, who replies in the 
interest of his church, pronounces these 
statements as “utterly false and mali
ciously slanderous,” ang affirms that 
Bishop Foster is no more of an agnostic 
than he is.

Now, all that I will have to do is sim
ply to reproduce Bishop Foster’s utter
ance upoh the subject' of a future exist
ence, and add the fact (which goes far 
to substantiate the statement made by a 
Methodist minister of Fort Wayne, that 
charges had been made against the 
bishop, but were invariably pigeon
holed) that in a subsequent edition of 
his-book the bishop referred to the ob
jection his brethren had raised to this 
utterance, but still maintained his orig
inal position upon the subject.

I am not at liberty to give the name 
of the Fort Wayne minister who made 
the above statement, but the reference 
made by the bishop himself to the an
tagonism of his brethren to his utter
ance, is to my mind corroborative evi
dence of the truth of said minister's 
statement. ,

But what does Bishop Foster say in his 
book? He writes as follows;

“However it may awaken surprise”-— 
the reader will please mark the lan
guage; the bishop knew it would awaken 
surprise, not only among his brethren, 
but among all classes of people—“How
ever it may awaken surprise, truth de
mands that we should make the confes
sion that we do not know that death 
does not end all,” etc. (See quotation 
as already given in first communica
tion.)

Now, if the foregoing is not an agnos
ticism worthy of an Ingersoll, I would 
like the Rev. A. E. Mahin to give, in 
his usual logical manner, the reason 
why it is not. .

If Bro. Mahin subscribes to the senti
ment therein contained, he, too, bad 
better “look a little out” for a “retire
ment.”

But what does Bishop Foster say upon 
the subject of the resurrection? Every
body knows the old orthodox views upon 
this question, and it will therefore be 
unnecessary to state them. Bishop 
Foster, however, teaches the Spiritual: 
istic doctrine of the resurrection as fol
lows: /
“Moses and Eiias were in the resur

rection state, wearing their immortal 
bodies. . . . To the view of the resur
rection here presented there can be no 
objection; -It is in- the line of divine 
analogies. It is free from grotesque and 
offensive implications. It is reasonable. 
Itharmonizes with scripture statements. 
It meets all the demands of the affec
tions. It is sublime! It is in accord 
with a plan of progressive glory, accord
ing to the Pauline idea.

“The resurrection state is the culmin
ation of glorified humanity—is the 
change of the earthly to the heavenly— 
is the putting off the flesh, and the put
ting on of the spiritual body. The res

to. He says “we do not know, therefore 
we are liable to have misgivings, doubts 
and fears.” ■

In regard to Bishop Bowman, another 
M. E. minister who heard his sermon 
upon “The Feari of Great Price,’’before 
a conference of preachers, declared 
that it was considered one of "rank 
Spiritualism.’’

I am not at liberty to give this minis
ter’s name, but he is a well-known 
preacher, standing well in his confer
ence, He also made this statement to a 
Spiritualist.

As for Brother Mahin’s declaration 
that "no man can have a more thorough 
contempt for the superstitious folly of 
Spiritualism than I -have,” I have only 
to say that it is but another evidence 
that great men will differ.

One would hardly suppose, however, 
that Brother Mahin would differ so rad
ically from the Rev. John Wesley, the 
founder of his .church. What did"John 
Wesley say upon this so-called “super
stitious folly?” In the month of May, 
17G8, John Wésley had the following to 
say: '

"It is true, likewise, that the English 
in général, and indeed most of the"men 
of learning in Europe, have given up all 
accounts of witches and apparitions, as 
mere old wives’ fables. I am sorry for 
it; and I willingly take this opportunity 
of entering my solemn protest against 
this violent compliment, whioh so many 
that believe the Bible pay those who do 
not believe it. I owe them no such serv
ice. . . . . If but one account of 
the intercourse of men with separate 
spirits be admitted, their whole castle 
in the air (déism, atheism, materialism) 
falls to the ground. I know no reason, 
therefore, why we should suffer even 
this weapon to be wrested out of our 
hands. Indeed, there are numerous ar
guments besides which abundantly con
fute their vain imaginations, but we 
need not be hooted out of .one; neither 
reason nor religion require this."

How strange it is that Brother A. E. 
Mahin would express such “thorough 
contempt for the superstitious folly” of 
the founder of the church in which he 
preaches! Not only does Brother Mahin 
refleoi upon the sanity of Jolin Wesley, 
but upon that of many of his ministerial 
brethren of more recent times. -

Dr. Adam Clarke exclaimed: "I be- 
liéve that there is a spiritual world in 
which human spirits,both good and bad, 
live, and that these spirits have inter
course with the world, and become visi
ble to mortals.”

Bishop Newman, of Brother Mahin’s 
own church, now living contemporary 
with all the other bishops thereof, ex
claimed: “I bèlieve in communion with 
departed spirits, and nothing Is more 
clearly taught In the Bible.”

And so I might continue ad Infinitum; 
producing Jho names of men equal to 
Brother Mahin in learning and intelli
gence, who, in’steoQ of . regarding Spir
itualism as a “superstitious folly” wor
thy only of “thorough contempt,” look 
upon it as the grandest truth of the 
ages. . - ' ■ ;

That demonstrable proof of a future 
existence should antagonize a church 
that teaches it by.faith and hope, is be
yond my understanding. Must we sit 
idly by and hug thé delusive,phantom, 
of hope of immortality wîthoüim'âkingi 
any effort at all to settle definitely the 
question of a future existence? Are not 
tne sheep Of the fold going astray, scat
tering for the want of something tangi
ble, more assuring than mere hope?

When the ohuroh confesses, as Bishop 
Foster has done, that it doos, not know 
that death does not end all, it is certain
ly time that it was making some effort 
at least to obey the scriptural injunction 
to add to its faith knowledge, no matter 
to how much "thorough contempt” and 
ridicule of “superstitious folly” such an 
effort may be subjected. '

A. great opportunity is now offered 
the onurch to add to its faith in, a 
knowledge of a. future existence, but 
it contemptuously rejects it, seemingly 
content to follow ratner than to lead in 
the grand marchofprogressivethought.

H. V. Sweringen.

REV. MAHIN AGAIN.

SAYS BISHOP FOSTER IS NOT AN 
NOSTIC—HE QUOTES.

AG-

urrection is the standing again after 
'death; the body of the resurrection isby the recent General Conference tVthe 

Methodist Episcopal church. >
“Permit me to say with ail possible 

emphasis that Dr. Sweringen’s state-,— 
ments concerning the reasons for the re- ¡Mcalt it begins .. in the natuial, and 
tiremeut of these bishops are utterly i weaves its curious integuments of dust 
fnkn «rd mallciouslv «landerou« for earthly use.- It-weaves the new robes

“Bishop Foster's* book, ‘Beyond the , the departing soul; it fashions the 
Grave.'and Bishop Bowman’s sermon on i celestial organism,, or -more properly, 
‘The Pearl of Great Price'had no more God gives ns a body as it hatt pleased 
to do with their retirement .than' they notyand beyond the grave.. .
have with the ebb and flow of the At-1 “I wish to put on record here that, 
lantic Ocean. ■ ■ I for myself, there is nothing in any par
rot only is this true, but it is also; ticle of flesh or blood that ever belonged 

true that Bishop Foster is no more of an . to my body that creates in me the least 
agnostic than I am. And Bishop Bow-. desire to ever see it again.
man is no more of a .Spiritualist than 11 Thus does Bishop Foster express him- 
am. And no man can have a morethor-; self upon the subejetof the resurrection, 
ough contempt for thg superstitious notwithstanding his agnostic-utterance 
folly of Spiritualism than I have.. , upon that of a future existence. The

“If any Methodist minister in Fort Bishop simply lives by-faith and.hope 
Wayne- said- to -a -Spiritualist' that and not by knowledge in relatidn there-

the body with which the spirit is clothed 
for its celestial life.' The organizing 
life-principle is uninterrupted andiden-

To the Editor of the News:
If it be your pleasure to grant me the 

privilege, I desire through your columns 
to notice some things in the recent com
munication of Dr. Sweringen, and will 
then intrude.upon you no further, unless 
some reason not mow apparent shall de
mand it.

I had “Beyond thé Grave” for years, 
but it is now absent from my bookcase, 
so that I am not able to verify the doc
tor's quotation, nor to notice its connec
tion with other parts of the book, an es
sential factor in order to a right under
standing of the passage. But I will ac
cept the quotation as correct, pass over 
the absence of knowledge of its connec
tion, and say that in the sense in which 
I do not doubt the bishop uses words, 
and in view of his well-known views and 
teachings, I hesitate not to accept his 
statements. The following, sentences 
gives the clue which enables us to un
derstand the whole quotation:“We have 
neither sense nor mental vision of man 
after he dies. He does notappear with
in the range of our faculties (Right here 
Brother Mahin substitutes “stars” for: 
“We do not find him, where he is, or 
that he is at all, is absolutely unknown 
tous.”—H. V. S.), our consciousness is 
silent on the subject. The dead do not 
come back to us, and we are not able to 
go to them.”- • .- , .■ ..

This is certainly . cold comfort for 
Spiritualism.; But what is an agnostic, 
and what is agnosticism? I quote .from 
Webster’s .International Dictionary:

“Agnostic-—professing ignorance; ; in
volving no dogmatic assertion; pertain
ing to or involving agnosticism.”

“Agnosticism—that doctrine which, 
professing ignorance, neither asserts 
nor denies. The doctrine that the ex
istence of a personal Deity,, an unseen 
world, etc., can be neither-proved nor 
disproved. * * * Opposed alike to 
dogmatic skepticism and to dogmatic 
theism.”

The question may now be properly 
asked, does or does not Bishop Foster 
dogmatically assert the existence fef a

personal Deity? if he does not then I 
admit that he is an agnostic. If ho does 
then he is not an agnostic.

In hie lecture on “Personal Cause” he 
affirmed the following postulate: “A 
personal God, self-existent and eternal, 
the absolute creator of all other being 
and beings, visible and invisible.”

Is this, or is it not, a dogmatic asser
tion of the existence of a personal Deity? 
Is it not dogmatic theism, to which ag
nosticism is opposed? '

He says: “Science finds God nowhere 
among things, but it finds nothing that 
does not point onward to Him.”

In his lecture on “Origin of Life,” he 
says: “That the final causy in innumer
able cases, is as obvious to reason as 
matter embodying it is to sense. * *

* * There is nothing better known, 
to our experience and consciousness 
both, than that final cause.”

In his lecture on the “Origin of Spe
cies,” he says: “Scientists babble when 
they count out God. They seek in vain 
to explain either the origin or the order
ing of the universe, without Him. *

* * The granite facts stand brawn 
and bold, when the silly dream and sil
lier dreamer come and vanish away, 
Each dead and living thing, from mite 
to archangel, and from atom to sun, 
lifts up its voice against the folly and 
the wrong; and ever louder and louder 
still, from all worlds and all ordors.of 
life, comes the resounding confession, 
'The hand that made us is divine.’"

If the bishop does not make dogmatic 
assertions in thèse passages, then the 
English language is too poor to express 
a dogmatic assertion. Blit the defini
tion says: "Involving no dogmatic as
sertion « * * neither asserts nor 
denies * * * opposed t * * to 
dogmatic theism.” .These definitions 
and quotations show thç doctor’s charge 
to.be as utterly wlthouVfoundatich às the 
baseless fabric of a dream; and unless 
retracted, his accusations have all the 
elements of a deliberate and intentional 
slander. ’

For some years past BJshop Foster has 
employed much of bis.time in writing 
“Studies in Theology." These studies 
consist up to date of four large volumes. 
Vol. 1, '‘Prolegomena)” vol. 2, “The- 
ipm;” vol. 3, “Thé Sueprnaturql Book;” 
Vol. 4, “Croation--God -in Time and 
Space,” These volumes are commended 
in the highest terms by scholars and 
divines of perhaps every Christian de
nomination in the land.. And does any
body suppose , that a Christian minister 
could write a book on, “Theism;" and 
anotheron‘-‘‘The,Siipernatural Book;" 
and still another on M'Croation—Gòd in 
Timo and Space,” an<fn»ke no dogmatic 
assertions concerning, the existence of-a 
persona! Deity? And that, too, without, 
the fact being noticed by critics of ot er 
denominations?' ■

! TÔ charge ' Bishop Foster with being 
an agnostio is equivalent to charging 
him with being the most colossal hypo
crite of the age, for he talks, and writes, 
and breaches âS:;’a dogmatic believer 
[not knower.—H, V. $•] in God and a 
future life. Now, while ! do not believé 
he'is infallible, neither do I believe he 
is a hypocrite;'. and hence resent this 
miserable slander: upon his good name. 
Of all the irrational charges I have seen 
in print, this is the mojt absurd, ridio- 
ulousi'and jibnsehsloal.;; .

I pass' by his quotation concerning the 
“resurrection” as beingjof no particular 
consequence, and' desire to notice as 
briefly aS possible his charges, of Spir
itualism. . '

I suppose that no sane man, not totally 
blinded by his prejudices, who has stud
ied the life ana work of John Wesley, 
will believe for, one moment that if he 
were’living nb)V he-’would have any 
sympathy with Spiritualism as it exists 
among us(- any more than' hé believes 
that if John Wesley were living now he. 
would write such a treatise on medicine 
as he did write. And that is all that 
need be said ,on this point, except to add 
that he had ho'sympathy while living 
with such' Spiritualism as we have 
among ufi nOW. :. ,

With regard to the charge against 
Bishop Bowman, te quote an anonymous 
Methodist preacher is no better than 
quoting from an anonymous letter; and 
tne.oharge made in Such a manner is 
worthy .oi no more attention than would 
be given ah anonymous letter.

Not only so; but even if some Method
ist preacher made1 the statement the 
doctor attributes to the nameless brother 
that does not prove anything.! A preach
er might assert the earth to be flat, but 
that does hot make, ib so; and no more 
does the assumed assertion of Brother 
Anonymous prove that the bishop’s ser
mon was “rank Spiritualism.” Hence, 
the doctor’s charge is without the least 
foundation and slanderous..

As to'the language imputed to Bishop 
Newman, even if used ny him, it does 
not prove him a Spiritualist. Any fair- 
minded and impartie) man would want 
an explanation from him as to the mean
ing he attaches to’the term used, before 
deciding him a: Spiritualist. We need 
to know under whet circumstances, and 
to what extent, and in: what manner he 
believes in “communication with de
parted spirits:” whether in the prayer 
service in the well-lighted room, or in 
the night-time, in a back parlor, with 
shades closely drawn, lights out, and ò 
phosphorized medium: to do the “com
municating.”

No man can be what the term Spirit
ualist means among us to-day, and oc
cupy the pulpites a Methodist preacher, 
unless he is a dishonest hypocrite. And 
will anybody dare say that Bishop Bow
man is a dishonest hypocrite? Yet, 
when stripped of. all shams, and the 
naked fact_ stood out before .us, that is 
just what is’ done when he is called a 
Spiritualist.- But as we have not.tbe 
slightest evidence -that these honored 
bishops have apyiiympathy whatever 
with what is knpivh. among us as Spirit
ualism,- the jadeusaiion : may be' thrown 
out of court, without further ceremony.

' A. E. Mahin.

i DR. H. V. SWERINGEN •

REPLIES TO REV. DR. A. E. MAHIN.

To the Editor of the News:
I must insist Upon Bishop Foster's be

ing an agnostic upon the suWectof a 
future existence, the Rev. A. E. Mahin 
to the contrary notwithstanding. 1

Brother Mahin’s ouotation from Web-

ster of the definition of an agnostio, 
fully sustains me in this position. To 
quote from his quotation, “an agnostio 
is one who professes ignorance or makes 
no dogmatic assertion; one who neither 
assorts nor denies a personal Deity, an 
unseen world, etc.” The “eta.” may re
fer to a future existence or to anything 
else to which the term may properly ap
ply. It certainly does as properly apply 
to the question of a future existence as 
it does to the questions of- a personal 
Deity, or an unseen world.

Technically speaking, to one who 
merely expresses “dogmatic belief” in, 
while being unprofessedly ignorant of a 
personal Deity or an unseen world, the 
application of the term “agnostic” is 
not wholly improper. Upon the ques
tion of a future existence, however. 
Bishop Foster confesses that he does not 
know that death does not end all. We 
are dealing with the question of knowl
edge and not dogmatic faith, hope or 
belief.

I have, therefore, to repeat that upon 
the question of a future existence, Bish
op Foster has expressed an agnosticism 
that would do honor to Robert G. Inger
soll. . ' •.

In the opinion of Brother Mahin, 
Bishop Foster’s ignorance of the fact of 
à future existence "is-certainly cold 
comfort for Spiritualism.” Had Brother 
Mahin substituted the word Christianity 
for Spiritualism, his remark would then 
be more In accord with the fitness of the 
premises. Said ignorance is proving a 
veritable iceberg in the old orthodox 
sea, against which the old ship Zion has 
struck, and unless something is speedily 
done to patch her up, she will certainly 
sink to the bottom. i

Spiritualism is based upon the knowl
edge of a future state of existence, de
rived from evidence that has never been 
successfully controverted; evidence that 
is now to be secured every day through
out the world; evidence that is to be 
had by its mere seeking; evidence of. 
the occurrence at the present day of the 
very same Spiritualistic phenomena de
scribed in the Bible, and which John 
Wesley believed without, for the most 
part, having seen, because they.were re
corded in that book—an example of 
“faith” which his followers have failed 
to follow. •

. I am well aware that Mr. Wesley 
Sreached doctrines that his church to- 

ay does not preach, but no official, 
episcopal or ecclesiastical action of re
nunciation of those doctrines has been 
taken by the church. - It is simply silent 
upon , them; it !has ' merely ceased to 
preach rtheip;- they remain unerased; 
however,’ upon its statute books. How
ever much- John Wesley may have been 
in error ' upon these doctrines; the faot 
that phenomena are occurring all over' 
the world to-day that sustain the posi
tion he assumed in 17G8 upon the subject 
of Spiritualism, is no insignificant proof 
that lie was not very much out of the, 
way on this question. ’ ’ ’

Is Bro. Mahin willing toadmitthat 
because John Wesley was in error in re
gard to “medicine,” an “eternal brim
stone hell,’’ "total depravity,’’ “the cre
ation of the world,”. “the resurreotion,” 
etc., etc., he was in error in regard to 
everything else he taught? . ■

Bro. Manin passes by the subject of 
the resurrection “as being of no partic
ular consequenoe.” In the light of -and 
as being supplementary to Bishop Fos
ter’s agnosticism upon a future exist
ence, Bro. Mahin’s, estimate of the im
portance Of the resurrection is no doubt 
correct. .

It should not be forgotten, however, 
that. notwithstanding Bishop Foster’s 
expressed ignorance upon the subject of' 
a future existence (because he has not 
sought and obtained the evidence there
of), he teaches the,Spiritualistic doe- 
trine of the resurrection. He does hot 
believe that in the so-called “morning 
of thé resurrection,’’ he will be again 
created from his own material dust and 
don his old or new liver, bowels, kid
neys, heart and lungs to functionate in 
his new state of existence, otherwise he 
would have no particular use for these 
organs. - '.

Will Byo. Mahin .please differentiate 
between the Spiritualism in which Wès- 
ley believed and the Spiritualism as it 
exists among us now, with which he al
leges Mr. Wesley would have no sympa
thy? What constitutes the difference? 
Do not spirits communicate with mor
tals now as then, or did they not then as 
now? Is not the Bible replete with ac
counts of spirit communications with 
mortals? Was Moses fool enough to for
bid an impossibility when he issued his 
edict against “consulting with familiar 
spirits and holding converse with the 
dead?”

If conversation with the dead was 
possible in the .time of Moses, why is it 
not possible at the present time? -

Does Bro.-Mahin believe his Bible? 
Does he believe that a hand material
ized and wrote upon : the wall at Bel
shazzar's féast? Doés he believe that 
Moses and Elias'materialized on the 
Mount of Transfiguration? Does he be
lieve that Samuel came back and talked 
with Saul? Does he believe any one or 
all of the spirit manifestations to mor
tals contained in the Bible?

If so, will ho please explain why we 
do not or cannot have the very same 
phenomena to-day? / >

Bro. Mahin’s interpretation ■ of the 
character of the Spiritualism of Bishops 
Bowman and Newman and other preach
ers of the day I might mention, may be 
more or less'correct; but I would cer
tainly prefer that these gentlemen 
should make their own interpretations 
of their own utterances upon the sub
ject.

■ If it be impossible for the truth to be 
told confidentially or written “anony
mously,” then I will grant that the 
charges made against the bishops by 
the "nameless brothers” in. the minis
try are without foundation. But if’ it 
be true that frequently our most import
ant evidence is given by unwilling wit
nesses, I will still be inclined to believe 
their.statements. .. - . . .

Will Bro. Mahin please give us some 
data concerning communication with de
parted spirits in the orthodox way, that 
is,’"in the prayer service in the well- 
lighted room?” 'There is no reason why 
the-clairaudientChristian in the prayer
meeting of the church should not re
ceive communications from departed 
spirits, as well as the clairaudient me
dium upon the public platform before.a

mixed audience in a "well-lighted room 
receives them. There arejñbtances not 
a few wherein the different phases of 
mediumship have developed in and 
among Christians in the church during 
attendance upon the various means of 
grace thereof.

If Rev. A. E. Mahin asserts that the 
phenomena of the Spiritualism of to-day 
are necessarily produced “in the night
time, in a baek parlor, with shades 
closely drawn, lights out, and a phos- 
phorized medium todo the communicat
ing,” he exhibits an ignorance of the 
subject which is inexcusable. This may 
be what the term Spiritualism means to 
him, but it is not what the term means 
to Spiritualists.

We are not now discussing the ques
tion of frauds, either in the ohuren or 
in« the ranks of Spiritualism. God 
knows there are plenty of them in both 
places. I have no more confidence in 
"phosphorized mediums” than I have in 
"phosphorized" ministers or in "phos
phorized’’ Christians.

It is abput as difficult for me to be
lieve in the genuineness and reality of 
some so-called spiritual manifestations 
I have witnessed, as it. is for me to be
lieve that Judas fell headlong and dis
emboweled himself before or after he per
formed the hanging act,or that our Heav
enly Father “Walked," "talked,” had 
“bodily form,” "wrestled with one patri
arch,” "ate veal and cakes with another," 
contended, and for a while in vain, with 
the magic of other Gods, got "angry,” 
“jealous,"sanctioned fraud, commanded 
cruelty, and exhibited almost every pas
sion and imperfection of man: com
manded, at Elisha’s suggestion, Jehu to 
kill King Joram, ordered the killing of 
King Ahaziah, and then craftily to ob
tain the heads of seventy of Ahab’s chil
dren, to send packed in baskets to Jez- 
reel. I would as soon believe all this as 
to place, confidence in a “phosphorized 
medium.”

Büt I know whereof I write when I de
clare that I have witnessed and received 
absolutely genuine and incontrovertible 
Íphenomena in every phase of Spiritual- 
stie mediumship.
If spirit manifestations are so improb

able that the testimony of thousands of 
living, competent witnesses, derived 
after the severest tests, leaves ns still 
incredulous, how can Brother Mahin be 
certain that the miracles of the Gospel 
are true? How is he able to credit that 
first supreme and fundamental one of 
Christ’s conception and birth through 
the Virgin, based as it is only upon 
Joseph’s^retim. os told by Matthew over 
sixty years afteb it 'happened? If, how
ever, the modern spirit phenomena are 
genuine. It renders so highly probable 
all the alleged munlfestatlons' D'f 'antiq
uity, that 'a vqry little evidence will 
satisfy us. But if np evidence shall sat
isfy us to-day, how can we trust the 
slight, feeble testimonies that have 
come down to us from antiquity? If we 
are not to believe the wonders told by 
our neighbors here and now, why are 
we to believe. the greater wonders re
lated to us by three or four witnesses 
elsewhere nearly two thousand years 
ago?

To say the least, Brother Mahin’s 
persisting incredulity in the solemn 
affirmations of his contemporaries 
places the evidence for his Christianity 
in the most embarrassing dilemma.

H. V. Sweringen.

SPECTRE ENGINES.

Railroad Men Believe in Thein.

“The belief of railroad men in ghosts 
is proverbial,” says Robert Inkton, of 
Harrisburg, Pa., according to the Wash
ington Times. “Now, I am an old rail
road -man myself,” Mr. Inkton contin
ued, “yet it surprises me at every turn 
to see how each section of railroad in 
the country has its own particular ghost 
story, which has entire credence with 
every man. on, the line, The Pittsburg 
branch of the Baltimore and Ohio, on 
which I travelled recently, has a curious 
legend with a ghost attached. -

“It is the fixed belief of every man on 
the line.that whenever therojs to be a 
fatal accident, a spectre engine appears 
on the track In the vicinity of its scene. 
The phantom engine always goes just 
ahead of the ohe'frqm which It is seen, 
and, so it is said, many an engineer has 
reversed his lever with a jerk in mortal 
fear of a collision, only to see the engine 
ahead disappear when he has come to a 
full stop. Then the engineer becomes 
uneasy, for he knows, or thinks he- 
knows, that someone on the road is sure 
to meet with a sudden and violent death 
before long. He does not sleep soundly, 
until he hears of a fatal accident,' Then 
He again breathes- freely, for hO knows 
that the prophecy has been fulfilled.

“Of several accidents which occurred 
on that line in bygone days, in every 
case I heard of a phantom engine that 
appeared a few days before. Sometimes 
the spectre engine is going in the same 
direction as the engineer who sees it, at 
others it is coming from the opposite di
rection. In the latter case the engineer 
will make herculean efforts to bring his 
train'to a-standstill, but before he can 
do so the other train passes right 
through his engine. _

“Just who this mysterious warning 
trainman is, no one seems to know. The 
common belief among the trainmen 
themselves is that it is the ghost of the 
engineer who was killed in the first 
wreck that occurred after the road was 
built. As the first man killed, it seems 
but proper that he should warn all oth
ers likely to share the same fate.

“I have known engineers who have 
refused to go out on their regular trips 
when the vision had appeared to them, 
choosing ratjier to lose a few days' pay 
than to run the risk of losing their 
lives. There is no use arguing with an 
engineer when he thinks' he has re
ceived this warning. You might as well 
argue <ith a stone wall. '

“I would not say that all trainmen'be- 
lieve In these things,'but I know that a 
large majority do, and, I suppose, al
ways.will.” ■

He that cannot decidedly- say “No,” 
when tempted to do evil, is on the high
way to ruin. He loses the respect even 
of those who would tempt him,-, and be
comes but the suppliant tool of their 
evil designs.—J. Hawes.-- -

SYNOPSIS OF LECTbllEB.

Before the Lake Pleasant Associ. 
' ation ot Spiritualists.

BY DR. C. W. HIDDEN, OF NLWBURY- 
PORT, MASS. ,

August 9, Dr, H'dden began by read
ing a poem entitled, "God Ghe Ul 
Men,’; by Dr. Holland. I

He introduced the lecture with a text 
by the Apostle John: "And I, if I bg 
lifted up, will draw all men unto me.” 
Some object to Bible texts, but «e have 
the right to select thoughts from any 
source, sacred or profane.

John filled a place ever unique in his
tory, he ever stood for light against 
might, for liberty and justice. All 
whose hearts are attuned to spiritual 
truth will see a deep pojuhic meaning 
in the text. /

Men in Jesus' time were' wholly given 
over to worldly pursuits and desires, 
from which he came to lift them: and in 
America to-day we need a similar up-. - 
lifting.

The lecturer here made a distinction 
between the fanatic, the radical and the • 
crank. :

Heaven bless the crank; he fills the 
place in the realm of ideas that the vol
cano and the tornado do In the physical 
world. •

Cranks are necessary adjuncts to the . 
wheels of progress. ,'

The reformer is born, not made; hq ' 
moves the world forward to the goal of ~ r 
success. 'c..

The dreamer is a lever to lift up the 
dense and groveling masses.

In every department of life selfishness 
and greed rule the world, and men must ■ 
be lifted up above these baser elements. \

Here the lecturer gave an exquisite 
word-pieture of a moonlit night upon 
Lake Helen, Fla., diverging into an elo- . 
quent description of the mighty dream
ers who have influenced the world 
through the ages—Socrates, Jesus, 
Chiron, Esculapius, Hippocrates, Hahn
emann, Columbus, Swedenborg, Wesley, 
Jeanne d’Arc, Matthew Henry, Thomas 
Jefferson, eto., a brilliant list of the in
spired dreamers who have led the 
minds of men. •

The pages of history are stained with 
the life-blood of the dreamers.

Selfishness and greed must be lashed 
from the temple of humanity.

Let ns extend a helping hand to the 
downtrodden and helpless. Let us be • 
liftqd up from the earth, into spiritual 
light and truth. 1 ■ '

The social conditions are changing, 
ripening for the revolution yet to come. 
The giant trusts are winding their eoils , 
around the Republic, and will destroy it 
if not prevented.

The animal man is only covered with ' 
a thin external veneer of' polish; he is a 
dangerous, social despot. •

The children of to-day are the mon of 
to-morrow. The prie-t says: "Give mi 
the child until seven years of age, and I ' 
will make a Catholic that no power 
shall change.”

Let them be lifted from the earth, to 
know the dangers of bad literature; 
lifted above false leachings. O, Relig- ’ : 
ionl What wrongs huve been wrought : 
in thy name! ' ■ •

O, for a tidal wave to lift the church 
out of its darkness and bigotry. The ' ■ 
lack of religion is the curse of Chris- 1 
tianity. ■ .

O, that business-men could be lifted ", 
out of injustice and falsity: men of poll- . . 
tics out of corruption and greed! : ■

The poor and the lowly beg for the 
right to live. ■

Why stand idle? Crush out avarice, : 
banish greed, and tear the lingers of ■ - 
foreign capitalists from the throats of . 
our honest workers. ■

The lecture closed with an eloquent " 
condemnation of despotism and oppres
sion. -

August 11, Dr. Hidden leotured on 
the "Nearness of the Unseen;” with a . ’ 
poem by himself. We have no report • 
of this, which' we regret. The Doctor ■' >■ 
said in substance that there was no such 
thing as the supernatural. Natural law 
rules phenomena in the universe. The ■ 
princiules governing life aud being are ; 
not abstruse. Nature knows not anni
hilation; matter canuot be destroyed, 
nor can force be eliminated. Vibratory 
laws are becoming understood. Noth- ■ ■ 
ing is lost, but forms are continually • 
changing. ‘

Throw thoughts out into the stream ■ 
of life—the ripples widen out to the 
furthermost confine of the universe. . 
The subjective power of mind is limit- , 
less. Tne X ray is destined to revolu
tionize mechanics, eto. .

The lectures and experiments in hyp- • / 
notism were interesting in the highest 
degree, as also the physiological and 
medical lectures, with public healing, . 
which were most successful and attend-
ed by large audiences. S. W.

Clairvoyance Finds the Lost One.
On the 25th of August, a young man 

named August Peters, says the Chroni
cle, of this city, disappeared from his 
home in Highland park, and although 
the-police and others had made dili
gent search, no trace of his whereabouts 
could be'discovered. ‘

Either inspired by a hope of obtain
ing thé reward of $105, or other motive, 
Mrs. John Moore, of Highland Park, 
wrote to a clairvoyant in Wisconsin (the 
item does not give the name of the clair
voyant), for a reading, in whioh .was A 
description of the hole, and its surround
ings, where the man could be found. 
With this description Mrs. Moore and 
Ker daughter, Minnie, started out on 
Wednesday noon, Sept. 2, for a stroll 
along the beach. .

They found him lying on a pile of 
rocks In a hole under an old breakwater, 
precisely' in accordance with the clair
voyant’s description of the spot.

Mrs. Moore and daughter are entitled 
to the reward for th§s? morning stroll, 
and the clairvoyant into revealed thé 
location, no doubt, got the regular fee,
the sum'’of oue dollar. W.

Affection naturally counterfeits those 
excellences which are placed at the 
greatest distance from possibility of at
tainment-Johnson.

The fawning courtier and the surly 
squire often mean the same thing—each 
his own interest.—Berkeley. ,

1
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PICTURE THE THOUGHT.
Startling Discovery Recently 

Made by a Paris Phy
sician and Sci

entist.

Sensitized Plates Show the Ope
rations Going On in the 

Subject’s Mind.

_■ Wo live ina ttingulai* age. We1 are 
beginning to realize that what we call 
pur axioms are not things about which 
there is no dispute (which is the proper 
definition of an axiom), but things which 
wo hai o nevqr happened to hear dis- 
f>uted. - Now a change has come. Noth- 
ng is allowed to go undisputed or tin.

Challenged. What with new discover
ies, detected by honest research, and 
registered by appliances less subject to 
error than any of our senses, we seem 
afloat on a sea of uncertainty, in an at
mosphere of twilight gloom, which may 
possibly be the herald of the dawu of 
truth, but which Is certainly the suc
cessor to a long, night of ignorance, 

C Things have cpme to such.a pass that 
if someone were.to demonstrate to us 
tomorrow that the earth is not round 
and that the stars are merely hallucina
tions of the vision, we would acquiesce 
calmly, without any mental revolt, with 
only a smile for the simplicity of our 
certainties of yesterday.

Twenty years ago all the theories 
of medical science were overthrown and 
had to be reconstructed onanewbasis by 
the discoi ery of that infinitesimal atom 
known as the microbe. Only the other 
day the gelatln-brouio plate proved tp 
us the impotence of our retina and the 
inanity of all optical laws founded upon 
that organ us a register of impressions.

SURPASSES THE ROENTGEN RAYS.
And now comes a wise man to improve 

upou lloentgen and to tell us that 
thought itself can be photographed. We 
do not reject him, we do not call him a 
fool or an imbecile, we hold our judg
ment in suspense and wait his explana
tion. A few years ago we would have 
mentally consigned,him to the Paresis 
club at Bloomingdale.

The name of this wise man is Dr. Bar- 
adue. He is a practicing physician, an 
electropath. His professional studies 
led him to the discovery which he has 
just announced at the meeting of the So- 
ciete de Medecine in Paris. Let us try 
to disentangle that discovery as much 
as possible from the technical labyrinth 
¡n which he well nigh burled It away 
from the popular comprehension. This 
article will deal with his experiments 
and his conclusions rather than with 
hifa arguments.

Dr. Baraduc first produces for your 
inspection a couple of magneto-meters, 
which he lays upon a table. These are 
two little cases, graduated to 360 degrees, 
on each of which moves ai copper needle 
as sensitive as possible, but isolated from 
all exterior contact in a small glass ves* 
sol. No breath, therefore, no slightest 
displacement of the air, can affect it.

You are asked to hold your open 
hands in such a way that the fingers all 
point to one or the other of these mag
neto-meters, and to observe what fol
lows. At the end of about two minutes, 
if you are a person of normal tempera
ment, you will find that the needle op
posite your left hand has fled five degrees 
awray;’the other, opposite your right 
hand, has approached by fifteen degrees. 
Now\> what has produced this double 
displacement?

Evidently some force, fluid or wave, 
call it what you will, of which you are 
the fountain head, enters the left needle 
end makes a circuit back through the 
light. Dr. Baraduc calls this vital 
force. It gives testimony to its exist
ence in a very striking manner.

Between each of the magneto-meters 
and your hands a sensitized plate is in
troduced, the room is darkened so that 
all light is excluded save a falqt red 
light, which, as is well-known, cannot 
make any Impression on the salts of 
silver’. '

STARTLING PICTURES.
Now, if you dip the plates in ihe de

veloping basin you will find that the 
right one presents a curious, speckled 
appearance, while the left surface is di
vided into almost unbroken blackness 
on one side and a mottled white on the 
other. This proves that the vital force 
bears rays of light and that it has passed 
through" both glass vessels. The two 
plates are there to furnish all the neces
sary evidence.

Dr. Baraduc calls the vital force, 
when passing out of the left hand, ex
piration, and when passing back to the 
right hand, aspiration.

Now, you will remember that the ex- 
fiiration moved the needle five degrees 
orward, while the aspiration drew it 

fifteen degrees backward. There re
mains, therefore, a difference of ten, 
which is somehow accumulated in our 
human reservoir. That is what consti
tutes psychical force, which we can by 
a mere effort of will radiate out of us.

Now comes another experiment. The 
radiometers are removed and are re
placed by a simple photographic plate. 
You are told to extend your hand in the 
direction of this plate, and to think in
tently upon something. In course of 
time, which may vary with the individ
ual from a few minutes to two hours, a 
very remarkable phenomenon will have 
become impressed with a sort of lumin
ous fog, in which forms may be more or 
less dimly traced. The experiment is a 
hard one, because at Its end, provided 
you have put into it all your force, no 
matter what the length of time that It 
has consumed, you will find yourself 
mentally and physically exhausted. The 
impression is there, however, and unless 
it be admitted that an invisible, yet lu
minous wave has made an impression, 
how in heaven's name, asks Dr. Bara
duc, did it get there?

PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT.
Two plates were submitted by the 

doctor for examination. In one there 
could be faintly discerned a child’s 
head, which was what the individual 
hod in mind. He was a normal and or
dinary individual. It is true that the 
head’was - no more distinct than the 
shapes you sometimes imagine you see 
In clouds. But Dr. Baraduc had an ace 
up his sleeve in the second picture. 
This was startlingly distinct. A solemn- 
visaged Oriental, with long black beard 
and moustache, with his -head arrayed 
In a tiirban, was the object photo
graphed upon it. Dr. Baraduc explained 

' that this was produced by placing a me
dium in front of the sensitized plate.

A medium, he said, undoubtedly pos
sesses a faculty of exteriorizing his in
ner self, whicli is greater than that of 
ordinary mortals. He is the plaything 
of his own imagination when he expects 
to evoke a specter or a shadow. In re
ality he draws the image from his own 
brain and materializes it externally 
with sufficient plainness to.see it him
self and sometimes to cause it to be seen 
by others.

This explanation is not without merit. 
As'Spiritualistic ghosts and specters are 
mere creatures of the imagination of

drivel in the shakiest English—or 
French, for that matter.
■ It must be confessed that Dr. Bara-

due, intoxicated by. this discovery, has 
allowed his imagination io run off into a 
delirium. -He has obtained photographs, 
or psychicoues. os he culls yiem, of men 
and women under the influf|hce'Ot vari
ous emotions—joy, grief, Mger, etc.— 
And he has catalogued und po-ordinated 
these various plates-as if they’repre
sented tho microbes of al! human pas
sions. From them he has evolved an 
entire system of mystic and moral phi
losophy, whichhvill soon bemade known 
to the world in a large volume entitled 
“TheHuman Soul.”

The above from the Now York Her
ald indicates that the research in sci
ence knows no end. Only a short time 
ago was discovered the X ray, and to
day all the curiosity shops and medical 
institutes contain one or more of these 
awe-inspiring discoveries. But, as if to 
put a shadow or eclipse over Professor 
lioentgen’s great illumination, here is 
a Paris physician with a sensitized plate 
to catch your thought: imprinting the 
likeness of your imagination on a nega
tived piece of glass. This discovery por
tends still higher unfoldments along the 
psychic liue—the investigations occur- 
1 ng both in earth-life and spirit-life. 
We see the dawning of a still brighter 
day. • W.

SELF-CONTBADICTIONS.

Swedenborg’s Demonstrated by a 
Buddhist.

The Apostolic Church worshiped 
one God (True Christian Religion, 
638). Tho Apostolio Church dis
tinguished the Diiliiitj: into three per
sons (Doctrine Concerning the Lord, 
65).

The name of Jesus is so holy that 
it cannot be named^ by any devil in 
hell ('j'. C. B., 297). I heard the 
name of Jesus uttered in hell (Spirit
ual Diary, 228). ■

John Calvin was honest and is in 
heaven (Continuation Concerning the 
Last Judgment, 64). John Calvin is 
au evil spirit shut up in a cave in hell 
(T. C. R., 798-9). ■■■■■

The Apostolic word (Coronis, 69^-) 
lias not an' internal sense (Arcana 
Coelestia,. 10,326). The Apostolic 
word has an internal sense (Acts, ii.,' 
1-4; Apocalypse Explained, 455).

The ^called” — in Revelations, 
xvii., 14—means those that are in the 
highest form of lovo. The “called” 
means those that are in tlie lowest 
form of love. The “faithful” means 
those that are in the lowest form of. 
love. The “faithful” means those 
that are in the highest form of 'love. 
(Apocalypse Explained, 1074; Apoc
alypse Revealed, 744.) .

Ño one remains in the worjd of 
spirits beyond thirty years (H. H., 
426). No one remains in the world 
óf spirits beyond twenty years (A. R., 
866; A. E., 1276).

The hells are eternal (A. E., 318, 
1164, 1220; H. H., 426). The hells 
are not eternal (S. D. j 228,286, 3489, 
1742).

The above quotations are copied 
from “Swedenborg the Buddhist,” 
page 296. The author of the book, 
Philangi Dasa, of Los Angeles, 1887, 
proves his postulate and gives an. ex
cellent exposition of Buddhism.

“Swedenborg,” says the author, 
‘ ‘wrote generally under the influence 
of the incubus of a personal, extra- 
cosmic god, and tho theology founded 
upon this incubus; sometimes, how
ever, under the influence of the sci-’ 
ence, the metaphysics, and the social 
Ideas prevailing in Europe in this day; 
at other times under the influence of 
spooks and elementáis; and again, at 
other times, under the influence of 
Asiatic arhats and their chelas; whom 
he, in his writings, sometimes calls 
the Lord, at other times angels, and 
again, at other times, spirits. I call 
to mind what an Asiatic Yogi of high 
spiritual rank and seldom power told 
me a few years ago, when I asked 
him if he knew the Swedish seer. He 
answered he did; and added that he 
knew that the’ sublime Asiatic ideas 
to Abe found here and there in his 
writings were ‘insinuated’ into his 
mind by members of tho Brotherhood 
of the Himavat. This exalted Yogi 
did not, in this converse, use oiir 
seer’s name, Swedenborg, but called 
him, in the foreign tongue he spoke, 
the ‘Man-Thát-Got-Mixed.’ .* * * 
I have a forefeeling that in his next 
enfleshment he will write something 
unmixed.’’

Swedenborgian churches and so
cieties are divided and at loggerheads, 
just as all other religious associations 
are and ever will be.

W. H. Burb.

CONUMDRUMS
Propounded torTheologians 

and Evangelists.

But They Will Never Try to An- 
1 ewer Them,

DB. DEAN CLABKE ASKS fiOMSk VERY 
. PERTINENT QUESTIONS.

In looking over some old manuscript 
the writer discovered the following 
queries, which were offered to Rev. 
Hammond, a pompous revivalist 
whom he encountered about twenty 
years ago at Sun J ose, Cal.

Attending one of his revival meet
ings, he attempted to conveit the 
writer, who agreed to accept his 
“oiler of salvation’’ if he would an
swer the questions that follow satis
factorily. As no answer was ever re
turned, the writer is still out of the 
old “ark of safety,” trusting to na
ture’s “plan of salvation” by obedience 
to her. inexorable laws. As these 
questions of the “unregenerate mind’’ 
are still pertinent/ the writer offers 
them anew to any other expounder of 
“divine mysteries” who is “called of 
God to make clear the way of salva
tion. ” .

1. 
butes? 

, 2.

Is God infinite in all his attri-

If so, could infinite wisdom

SCHOOLSTORMEDIUMS
A Medium Gives Her Views 
„ and Experiences.

Some Pertiueut Queries Are Sug- 
■ gësted.

CASSADAGA.
Aftermath of the Successful 

Session.

Gathered by Our ¿lingering Cor
respondent.

The “Self-Contradictions of Sweden
borg” remind us of “Self-Contradic
tions of the Bible," a pamphlet first 
published in 1860, concerning which 
the Rev. H. L. Hastings, in The 
Christian, 11882, said: .“The pamphlet 
immediately became a standard text
book among skeptics and was widely 
scattered.” We have it for sale, 
price 15 cents, and though it is anony
mous, it is now pretty well known that 
Mr. Burr is the compiler. •

HASLETT PARK CAMP.

Moses Hull a Drawing Card.

TO the Editor:—The last week of our 
camp has -been a grand success. The 
weather was fine and the- attendance 
good. , ’"’M1

August 30th we had Moses Hull on the 
rostrum; and fie drew a large audience 
—financially the best day of the session. 
Twelve hundred passed through the 
gates, besides tenters and cottagers.

Official program of the last week: 
August 24, wash day. ■ • 
The 25th, 10:30. a. m., conference;

2 p.m., lecture by Marian Carpenter.
The 26th, memorial day, 10:30 a. m., 

roading circle; 2 p. m., lecture by Mrs. 
A. E. Sheets.

The 27th, 10:30 a, m., conference; 
2 p. in., lecture by Moses Hull.

The 28th, 10:30 a. m.. lyceum; 2 p. m., 
lecture by Moses Hull.

The 29th, 10:30 a. m., association day; 
2 p.m., lecture by Moses Hull.

The 30th, 10:30 a. m. and 2 p. m., lec
ture by Moses Hull; after the afternoon 
lecture, farewell address by our worthy 
chairman, O. P. Kellogg. ..

Thus ends the 14th annual session of 
Haslett Park Camp. • ' •
. . ' Jebby-Bricker.

make a mistake?
3. If not, why did God “repent 

that he had made man?”
4. Was it a sin for Adam and Eve 

to partake of the fruit of the tree of 
knowledge?

6., If bo, for what purpose was it 
put in the Garden of Eden?

6. If God did not design to have 
Adam and Eve learn both good and 
evil, why did he-put the free there, 
make the fruit “good to the taste,” 
make them with an appetite for it, 
and create a “tempter" to induce 
them to eat it? .

7. Did Adam and Eve have any 
desires which God did not implant 
within them, and did he not know all 
that was within them when he pro
nounced them “good?"

8. If,the “serpent” was evil, 
where did he get it from?

9. If the serpent did not act the 
part designed for him, why,did not 
Omnipotence prevent him? ’
. 10. If Adam and Eve did not act 

the part designed for them, why did 
not God prevent them?

11. If they did as Omniscience 
knew they.would, and os Omnipotence 
allowed them to do, and as all the 
circumstances compelled them to do, 
and if they knew not that they were 
doing evil before learning it, why did 
an infinitely good and just God curse 
them and all of their descendants?

12. Would a wise and benevolent 
earthly parent punish his weak and 
ignorant children eternally for one act 
of disobedience, and that, too, when 
he had put a temptation before them 
which he knew would cause them to 
disobey?

13. If so, would it be the duty of 
those children “to love him with all 
their heart, soul, mind and strength” 
for his great justice and goodness in 
preparing a way by which a few of 
them might escape his wrath?

14. Is an eternal hell consistent 
with infinite goodness and justice?

15. If the object of punishment 
is the good of the punished, is it 
justice to either party that the in
nocent should suffer for the guilty?

16. If Jesus made a full atone
ment for the sins of Adam and all his 
descendants, why are we still under 
the curse?

17. If Jesus was God, or a third 
port of him, did not God punish him
self to reconcile himself with himself?

18. If only the human nature of 
Jesus suffered for our sins, could it 
be an infinite atonement?

•19. If Jesus made an infinite 
atonement, could our final salvation 
be conditional? In other words, if 
Jesus answered all the demands of 
the law, what have we to answer for?

20. Is belief a matter of volition, 
and can we believe what our reason 
repudiates? .

21. Is a person’s belief of greater 
merit than his character or actions?

22. If God made our salvation de
pendent upon an article of faith, and 
he wishes to save all of his children, 
why require them to believe what 
their reaspn rejects?

23. If reason is in the way of sal
vation, is not the less we have of it 
the better? \ -

24. If “God’s loving kindness is 
over all his works,” and “he. is no 
respecter of persons, ” why do we need 
“an advocate with the Father” to se
cure his mercy toward, us? '

25. If “God will have mercy, and 
not sacrifice,” what virtue have sac
rificial atonements?

26. Which must we do, “work 
out onr own salvation," according to 
Jesus, or “believe” it out, according 
to evangelical theology?

27. Is it not a license to sin to 
teach that we are to be saved by 
another’s merits, and not our own, 
and as surely if we repent on a 
dying bed as at any other time?

I have not an objection to offer as 
against educated mediums, be this re
membered. But .^wish to offer a few 
facts and make air inquiry which seem 
to point againstj.^ .course of study for 
mediums. To njy^ind, there would be 
great injustice In uifirks of respectabil
ity—such as a diploma—being given to 
some and the sneer to those who could 
not show a "sheepskin.”

1 note that a writer claims that “me
diums, as a rule, are chosen from the 
ranks of the uneducated;” and follows 
this statement with that of the asser
tion that “it is the great ‘I’ or egotism 
of many, rather than a true claim, that 
their guides are tutors.”

My inquiry is this: Why is it that the 
spirit-world makes selections usually 
from the uneducated ranks?

I am one of those who have claimed 
that my guides have instructed me 
But I have said that I regret, always 
the years of inability to attend school 
the lack of an education. Let this 
statement staud as against egotism on 
my part. ~

Now I wish to relate an incident. In 
1893 I roomed with my friends, Dr. M. 
E. Conger and wife, for three months. 
Among other occurrences of that great 
year was the opening ot a health uni
versity by Dr. Geo. Dutton. Dr.Conger 
and wife joined the class, aud advised 
me to do so. Dr. Rosa said it was just 
the opportunity for me. I also talked 
with Dr. Dutton, and seriously contem
plated taking pp the study course, 
which as aid to my “healing gift” would 
enable me to hang out my shingle. I 
will say that this gift is strong, and me
diums have always mentioned it when 
with me. Mr. Campbell, the widely- 
known spirit artist, frankly told me I 
had the power to heal simply by my 
presence, and he would gladly exchange 
gifts, it in liis power. I had been In his 
presence but fifteen minutes, and never 
again met him. I have had many proofs 
of the power. But I have another gift 
that permits me to live a retired life- 
inspirational writing.

I am very sensitive to the mind. Influ
ence of others, and, as I said, I thought 
to heed my friend Rosa’s injunction. 
One day I took the Lake street car, to 
visit Mrs. Seqley (then living on W. 
Superior street). At Western avenue I 
was waiting for the north-bound cap. I 
started ana walked south, instead, to 
187 Western avenue. I had met Mrs. 
Ralston once, but had never been at her 
home. I went direct to her .house and 
I told her that I felt dazed And could not 
account jor my changed course, etc. 
She invited me Into her parlor, kindly 
saying she would see If. she could get 
any message for toe/or impression. But 
I, not she, was controlled, and my guide 
told her the storyjof my wish to set in 
for r course of study, and their wish to 
prevent my doing go, as such study would 
make me positive to their inspiration, 
and they preferred to use me for a writ
ing medium.

I have given the ntpnes of these per
sons to show you how earnest Is my 
work for the wishrof the unseen forces. 
I wish, however, to further say this: I 
again listened to mortals, and I did at
tend some lectures at the health univer
sity, and purchased bdbks which I took 
to my southern hdtae, ‘Intending to try 
to master these, and then return the 
following year; But. those long names 
for bones, arteries, etc., became as a 
mass of creeping worms in my brain at 
night, and when I had to resort to the 
pouring of ice-water on my head, I closed 
the anatomy. And I did but little writ
ing that winter in consequence. In ’94 
passed the summer in Chicago. It so 
happened that I was rooming with a 
friend who was all absorbed in the study 
of astrology, and she kindly offered to 
lend assistance if I would take It up, sug
gesting that I could thus have an inde
pendent support. I began this study and. 
became deeply interested. But I soon 
noticed that I could only study a few 
moments until a drowsiness so overcame 
me that I was forced to drop' penoil and 
books, I .gleaned enough knowledge, 
however, to know that the planets do 
forecast much' that each individual lives, 
and that marriage would not so often 
prove a failure if astrology was more 
widely consulted.

I learned, also, that my guides, at 
least, do -not wish me to study to a de- 
gree’that leaves me positive to their im
pressions.

Are they wise enough to be my teach
ers? They encourage reading and ob
servation, but much that I have learned 
has also come to ine Dy experiences. I 
candidly confess they are wise in their 
efforts to establish truths la my mind, 
which I hope to pass on to others who 
have not gleaned from guides.

My last question is this: As a rule are 
those who advocate schools fbh mediums 
themselves mediums?

Let me say that our lecturers—our 
Moses and others—are teachers, now 
filling more widely useful fields as such 
than if devoting their time to the few 
who could attend' ihe proposed schools. 
And it seems to me that mediums who 
listen attentively, or who read our most 
worthy papers, can thus get instruc
tion. : '

Ido not oppose efforts to inform tho 
new mediums that are springing up 
everywhere, but I am questioning the 
wisdom of a course in grammar that may 
at once oppose the unseen spirits and 
leave them to, seek elsewhere for imme
diate Instruments. •

Please carry forward the pro and con 
of this theme, and let us hear from those 
mediums who are known to have been 
chosen from the uneducated ranks, yet 
now fill most prominent fields of labor 
under guidance of shir its. My hope, In 
offering any publlcfyvoril, is always the 
hope to aid Spiritualism’s advancement.

AlliejLINdsay Lynch.
Chicago, 111. ' ’ 8

Men and things hftVeaiaoh their prop
er perspective; to jadge.rightly of some 
it is necessary to sed th&n near, of oth
ers we can never -jifilgek-ightly but at a 
distance.—Rochefoucauld. .

Political men, .ifkd’p goats, usually 
thrive best among inequalities.—Lan- 
dor. . p ... •

Pleasure soon exftau^s us and itself 
also; but endeavor “never does.—Rich-

. The season of 1896 at Cassadaga, the 
Arcadian, has closed, and the curtain 
has been rung down on bright and sorry 
scenes that were enacted during the 
brief drama so well, and again to idly 
plaved by the actors.

The last eloquent peroration has 
been uttered on the platform, the last 
lingering applause thundered from the 
listening multitude, and the last sweet 
lay of the minstrels been piped. No 
longer evening lamps glimmer through 
the parks—nor belated attendants at 
thought exchange or seance-room wake 
us from the first sweet slumber by ani
mated discussions under our window. 
We have seen them all depart—the gay 
and frivolous, the earnest and thought
ful, the teacher and student, the inves
tigator, the sootier—and they whose 
hearts were rich with the priceless 
knowledge; to all we said, “God-speed: 
angels keep thee till we meet again.” 
And now, like some lone bird of passage, 
we wander alone through deserted 
Sacks, along the quiet shores of the 

impled lake, or Bit us down in the 
strangely silent and spacious auditori
um to muse and dream o’er the chang
ing pictures of the past six weeks, im
printed on our memory, only the last 
sories of which are reproduced in this 
closing chapter.

As’ previously stated, the upward 
trend of the people toward a higher 
spiritual and intellectual development 
was a source of universal comment 
among the observant yearly attendants. 
Lectures were never so well attended, 
and certainly better addresses never fell 
from inspired lips than were delivered 
during the season. Morning confer
ences, forest meetings and th$ Thought 
Exchange vied with each other in at
tractiveness. Publie. and private classes 
were thronged with the hungry seekers 
after knowledge—almost everything im
aginable within the realms of occultism 
having been taught, besides a score of 
practical things especially essential to 
the everyday logic of matter-of-fact 
folks. .

Mediums endorsed by the manage
ment deserve their share of praise and 
credit for excellent work accomplished 
along their lines, scores of investigators 
having been convinced of the continuity 
of life through public tests and private 
manifestations.

The inagnifleent service rendered by 
the celebrated Northwestern Band could 
only be comprehended and appreciated 
by one who heard, their exquisite music 
through the weeks, and then listening 
with strained ear and sinking heart to 
the painful silence that follows their de
parture hence.

During the closing week the platform 
was occupied by such brilliant and pop
ular speakers as the logical and learned 
Hon. A. B. Richmond, the witty and 
versatile Mrs. Jennie Hagan Jackson, 
and the inspired and eloquent Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie, each and all of whom added 
fresh laurels to those already won.

Friday, the last on the programme, 
the Spiritual, Educational and Protec
tive Union, by Invitation of the manage
ment, held their annual convention and 
election of officers in the auditorium, 
all other exercises being, through cour
tesy, for the day abandoned.

Regardless of reported bankruptcy in 
local secular papers, the association met 
every bill, and discharged all financial 
obligations, leaving a perfectly clean 
sheet on which to begin work for the 
coming season—are markably gratifying 
state of affairs that has not existed in 
several years. ’

Though the season of ’96 was not the 
largest recorded in the camp’s history, 
the attendance throughout was remark
ably good, with an interest and enthusi
asm manifest that seemed to increase 
with each recurring day, culminating In 
a great love-feast at the close—an event 
at Cassadaga not soon to be forgotten by 
those present. There wore a number of 
brief, bright speeches pertinent to the 
occasion delivered with telling effect, 
by the leading talent and wit who still 
lingered within the borders of their 
Mecca.

A unanimous call for the president, 
Hon. A. Gaston, resulted in bringing 
this very modest and unassuming custo
dian of the C. L. F. A. to the front to 
receive the hearty applause of the peo
ple who thus voiced their sentiment. In 
acknowledgment of this manifestation, 
Mr. Gaston said:

“During a recent heavy storm I was 
asked by one of our prominent speakers 
it I were not afraid of thunder and 
lightning? To which I replied, ‘No, a 
man who has been president of Cassa
daga camp for the past eight or nine 
years, is prepared to. meet his God at 
any hour,’ and I assure this audience 
that events transpiring within the past 
week have served to intensify this feeling 
on my part. To my friends whose votes 
have re-elected me trustee and presi
dent of this' association, and who have 
thus demonstrated a continued faith In 
my integrity and honesty of purpose, I 
extend my sincere gratitude; my heart 
is deeply touched; 1 pledge to you a 
faithful discharge of every duty, and ob
ligation devolving upon me during the 
coming year, as I nave correctly endeav
ored to do in the past. Those who are 
not my friends, who harshly misjudge 
mo, and publicly or secretly seek to do 
me wrong—to them I say, when we meet 
on the other side, as some day we must 
—when all this mist has cleared, in the 
clearer vision, you will know me better, 
you will see and understand, and so I 
wait.

"l am held here at the head of this as
sociation, not through any personal am
bition, but by my friends on this side of 
life and their forces on the spirit-side, 
who do not believe my mission at Cas
sadaga yet accomplished, and will not, 
until it is completed, relievo me. ■

"Cassadaga, and the cause for which 
it was builaed, lies nearest my heart. 
My faith In tbo future growth of this 
organization, and its increasing influ
ence as an educational center, never, 
fails for I believe that Spiritualism will 
eventually become a beacon light to all 
life's mariners. ” Shirley Belle.

A full and complete line of Cooking and 
Heating goods for all kinds of fuel, made by 

the same mechanics and of the same material
57 as 'Garlands," “Michigans” are the peer of 

ANY other line EXCEPT “Garlands.”
THE MICHIGAN STOVE COMPANY, Largest Maker« ot Stoves and Ranges In the World.

Mahomet, the Illusi«.1
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Thia work la one of the Library of Liberal Classic». 
No author was better qualified to write au Impartial 
aud honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Hlggiiu, 
aud thio volume la Intensely interesting. It should be 
read in conjunction with Gibbon’s work. For sale at 
this office. Price, 25 cents.

THE KORAN.
Conunonlv called tho “Alkoran of Mohammad." 

Translated Into English from tbo original Arable irltb 
explanatory not«« taken from the moat approved conr 
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Bale. Trice, cloth, |1.00, For »ale at tills office;

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.
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¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ« 
menu, Burroundlnga, and Conditions In the Spheres. 

By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Bbelha- 
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By Mosse Hull. A compound of the two pamph
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By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
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The Beligion of Spiritualism,
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SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
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OBSESSION.
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HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
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CnAPTW XII. Cble.ro Work, 1S76 to IMS-FIrri 
Society Chartered, 1869—Complete Account of Work 
tn Letters and Statements of Members of lbs 
Society.

Chapter XIII. Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga— 
Lako rleasant^-Oueet Bay-Lake Brady-Lookout 
Mountain, cte.

Chapteb XIV. Literary Work—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Discourses uud Lectures—Psychopathy; Soul 
Teachings—Poems—Other Literary Work.

Chapteb XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
Gir<”c°P* WSB-rTyo Shadow of a Great Rock 

Ina Weary Land,” IBST-Poema-Cholce Selections 
InTroseand Verse—Work of William Richmond.

Chapter XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from 
Ornba E. Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and others 
—Appreciation of the Work from Those Best Qual
ified to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C. 
Warner—Dra. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.

Chapter XVIL Mrs RIchmond’sExperlcnces While 
in the Tranco Stale. Wriueu by Uerseif. ,

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office.

WASLIPiCOLH
A SPIRITUALIST?

-ou-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Forms. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin- 

coin, from Carpenter’s 
■ Portrait from Life.

This book will be fonod peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more bo than any work Issued sluce Uncle Tonrt 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whinier« which the ruat 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the moitmoment- 
oqs period In American History, and Is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln."

Cloth, 12ino, illustrated, pp. 264, $1.60} 
Paper-, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

The To-Morrow of Death.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.
BY LOUIS FIGUEER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. B. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This Ane volume might well hare been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written
I lu that peculiar interesting style In which French 

. ._____writer, excel when they would popularise eclcntllloHISTORY OF ATHARAF) .object« In adaptation to the need, of the general I ■ VIV ■ VI ni I mivnuu. reader. The author I. not a Splrltuallst-be even

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE
blitorr of Ai bared, Chief Priest of a Band of AV 

Aryans. Thli pamphlet, contalrJiff91 pages, was wrifr 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Ftjjey, udls In
tensely Interesting. Price 80 OKS For Ml« m tM 
»Ijce.

mentions Spiritualist, as “dovotecs of a new «uper- 
stlUon," eto^ ctcM tn which ho manifests the ueual
animus of the “scientific class,” yet be says again; 
“Thore tea true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication
between BnperbnmanB aod tbo inhabitants of Earth;” 
and bo goes on to relate Instances of fact in evidence. 
There la, to a Spiritual!«, a manifest discrepancy tn 
thoautbors’i Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and one of theIngersoH’s Great Address -...... W. » VUV ««MU VCZLLO, BUU VUS V» vaie

On Thomas Paine, at the late Paine celebration In 1 y1,1' L??'? «0°« mental culture, but. . ... —- velnnhln IttfrtWwBllnTi -Dw no.lm* n.id» eV.A

While a' man is stringing a harp, he 
tries the strings, not for music, but for 
construction. When it is finished it 
shall be played for melodies. God is 
fashioning the human heart for future 
joy.—Beecher.

CONSUMPTION
To the Editob—Please inform yonr read

ers that I have a positive remedy for the 
above named disease,. By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases hare been per- 
manenUy cured. I shall be glad to send 
two bottles of my remedy free to any of your 
readers who havo consumption if they will 
Bendme their express and post office address, 
TJL81ocum,M.O., 183 Pearl St.,Now York.

ter. —■' -J—
Man is not born UOEoWe

does.—Rich-

the problem
of the universe, but to find out what he 
has to do; and to restrain himself with
in the limits of his comprehension.— 
Goethe. A

The bigot for the most part clings to 
opinions adopted without- investigation, 
and defended without arguments, while 
he is intolerant of the opinion of others. 
—Buck.

Most controversies would soon bo 
ended if those engaged in them would 
first accurately define their ’terms, and 
then adhere to their definitions.—Tryon 
Edwards. ’

Shakspeare says we are creatures that 
look before and after; the more surpris
ing that we do not look round a little, 
and see what is passing under, our very 
eyes.—Carlyle. ‘

New Gamps.
Brother J. W. Dennis, of Buffalo, 

N. Y., writes that he has calls from two 
different new localities to go next seas
on and establish new camp associations. 
The interest in yearly camp-meetings is 
increasing. The Central New York 
Camp, at Freeville, N. Y., was the third 
new camp that he has had a hand in
forming. May he live long to reap from 
the good seed he is sowing in this camp 
work, for ho really ought to reap a thou
sand fold. Parties forming new associ
ations would do well to correspond with 
him.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Cams, 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would, gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price 81. For sale at this office.

New YorkClty. Price,Scents; tenoopleiior&Oceate.

Beal Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. Ton 

will not become weary while reading this excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

The Evolution of the DeviL 
_By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New 
York City. The moat learned, accurate, «clenttfic and 
philosophical analyala of HI» Satanlo Majesty ever 
published. The book contains 66 page», and. ia beau- 
Ufclly bound, with likeness ot author on title nsee. 
Price 23 cent». .

much valuable Information. Tire author bolds the
theory of reincarnation. Price «1.50. For sale at 
th la office.

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

Paine’s Theological Works.

Thli work Is one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare gem. of thought, prac
tical as-well as profound. There is sunshine ant 
beauty tn every sentence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to the author'« favorite elater, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Bpirlt-ltfe. Hodson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Hetghu,qhlo, gives an interesting sketch of th* 
author's file.

Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc 
Wus. edition. Post 8vo.,43>pagcs. Cloth, tl.no

HOW TO MESMERIZE?| contents:
By Prof. J. W.Cadwcn, one of the most tnccewf.il; np<1InnHnn. rretmcrltt. ta America. Ancient all modern mlra-1 ---------- _ . _  ______ .

ties explained by mcsmcrlam. An InvUnable wur1’ . Sketch Of the Lud Ox A. B, FNBOb. 
Price, paper, w cona.____________________________। William Denton,

Why She Became a Spiritualist of the Buddha. _
Twelve lecture«. By Abby A. Judson. Tbls book i 

should be ve«d by every Spiritualist. Price n.W; I 
postase 10 cent«. .

■ ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, sa Inquiry ss to whether Modem Spiritualism 

an4 other Great Befonns come from HU Satanic 
Majesty ud His Subordinates tn the Kingdom of 
Darkness. so pages. By Moans Hvtx. Price, 15 cents. 
For sale st this office.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, With dtrectloM for the orgsntrstlon end 

mansgemeat of Sundw schools. By Andrew Jsckson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Trice SO cent.

Mohammed, or the Faith and Wart of 
Islam. .

Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon 
Conflicts of Lift,. ' t
The Power and Permanency of ideas 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Lift».
Anniversary Address.. 
The Egotism of Our Age, 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

PRICE. SI.OO. POSTPAID.

Cble.ro
tnccewf.il
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BESSIE’S PRAYER.
A Story for Young Folks 

and Old. .

By PAKKEB KENYON.

"O, mamma! mamma' wake up 
look! God did lieur my prayer!

and 
See

the pietty doll he hus brought for me!” 
was tho exclamation which, instead of 
the eustomai'y alarm, aroused Mrs. 
Kelly fiom sleep. ■

Rising upon her-elbow and looking to
ward the bed on which her invalid 
daughter was lying, she could hardly 
credit her eyesight when, in the dim 
morning light, Bessie held up for her 
admiration a beautiful and baudsomely- 
dressed doll.

Ama/ed bejond expression, Mrs. 
Kelly sprang out of bed and, crossing 
the room, took the dainty creation in 
her toilworn hands, and for an instant 
looked as pleased as Bessie. Then won- 
deringlj she asked:
. “Where did-you get it, my child?”

-‘‘Right here by my side, niumma,” re
plied Babble. “God brought it. ■ .1 have, 
been asking him to brine me a doll, and 
now he has really brought it. The lady 
who teaches Laura in Sunday-school 
says we inud ask God for what wo want. 
He can hear us and give us what we ask 
for, because everything in the world be
longs to him, and lie loves little girls.”

Bessie’s eyes were shining with de
light, and her little, thin, blue-veined 
hands weie working nervously.

Mrs. Kelly’s chattering teeth, now 
called her attention to the fact that she 
was not dressed. Replacing the doll in 
Bessie’s outstretched arms, she hastily 
slipped on her clothes, and soon had a 
brisk lire burning In the stove. As she. 
was preparing the frugal breakfast, her 
thoughts were busy over the mysterious 
appearance of this expensive doll. She 
well remembered Bessie's pathetic little 
pi at er.

“DearGod, lam Bessie Kelly,one of 
your little girls. I have hurt my back 
and can't ever walk any more; and, 
dear God, won’t you please bring me a 
nice doll? I want a doll so much, ’be
cause I have to stay alone while mamma 
goes away to work. One with real hair, 
and that can open and shut its eyes. 
My papa is in heaven, Good bye, 
Amen.”

Mrs. Kelly intended getting (or her 
coming birthday just sucn a doll as Bes
sie wanted. It would require the most 
pinching economy; hut as it was fully 
six weeks until then, she thought she 
could accomplish it by saving a little 
every week.

She called Laura, her eldest child, 
seven years of age, to get up, so she 

" would nave time to get a cartful of coal 
before it was time to go to school. Like 
many poor people in a city, living near 
a railroad, all the coal they used wks 
gathered along the track. And -one 
kind-hearted fireman was always surq^ 
that his engine dropped coal where the 
little girl could get it.

When the cold wind shrieked and 
howled like a demon, Laura took great 

an^ satisfaction in knowing she 
coal enough (o keep a bright, glow

ing fire for Bessie. "
Laura drew herself sleepily out of bed 

and was duly surprised at the appear- 
auce of the doll. In fact, she was even 
more surprised than her mother, and 
manifested her astonishment in many 

. extravagant expressions.
While she was dressing, Bessie was 

calling her attention to its perfections:
“See, Laura, sho has real hair; opens 

and shuts her eyes,- and—wonder of 
wonders!—real stockings and buttoned 
shoes!"

At this point Laura interrupts with: - 
"And O, Bess, they can be taken off 

and put on again!”
Mrs. Kelly’s ear caught this remark 

and she quickly asked:
“Why, Laura, how do you know?"
Poor Laura, covered with confusion, 

blurts out, “They look like it." 
' By this time breakfast was on the ta- 
,ble. But Bessie was too much excited 
to eat, and her plate and mug of milk 
arc placed within reach, for the mother 
must go to her daily work, leaving tho 
helpless child alone. But she did not 

• suffer from neglect, for all living in the 
building were very kind to her; often 
coming In to speak a cheery word, to 

»see if sho needed anything, or to replen- 
iah the fire.

Bessie enjoyed singing, and Laura 
had taught her the songs she had 
learned; and her sweet, childish voice 
often filled the dingy room with melody 
and the listener's eyes with tears. 
Laura loved her little sister dearly, and 
devoted all her spare time to her.

As the whistles were announcing 7 
o’clock, Mrs. Kelly kissed the children 
and started for her work, sadly per
plexed and puzzled. The arrival of the 
doll musl'bc accounted for; and she in
tuitively felt that Laura could throw 
some light upon the matter.

Poor, weary, over-burdened woman, 
hers was a hard and desolate lot. Left 
a widow without means, when Laura 
was five and Bessie three years of age, 
she had had a constant struggle to pro
vide the simplest necessities of life for 
herself and little ones, For herself she 
made no complaint: but it distressed 
her to see her little girls deprived of all 
that makes the sunshine in achild’s life.

The first year she managed very well, 
by doing washing and ironing in fami
lies. But one day, while she was away, 
little Bessie had fallen downstairs and 
injured her spine, and had not been 
able to stand upon her feet since, and 
the doctors could give no hope of her 
ever being any better.

What a blow to the poor mother! It 
seemed more than she could bear. If 
she could have staid at home and taken 

1 care of her children, this would not 
have happened. To add to her anguish 
she believed that something could yet 
be done, if she only had money.

Women of society, think of the thon
sands that are Spent in extravagant, 
foolish pride: in a vain, wicked display 
of worldly riches, and this poor woman 
not enough for her Stricken child. Oh! 
mothers of wealth and leisure, is there 
no chord of sympathy between you and 
the mothers of toil and sorrow?

For several mornings Bessie looked 
for the doll as soon as her eyes were 
open, and bore her disappointment pa

' tiently. But one morning she told her 
mother, with trembling lips and a tear
ful voice, that So many little girls were 
sending prayers to God at bedtime, that 
it might be better for her to pray in the 
afternoon, when well little girls were 
busy playing and running around. Ac
cordingly, that afternoon, when Laura 
came from school, both children prayed 
}ond and earnestly. For did not Laura 
earn at Sunday-school that Jesus had 
said, “Where two or three are gathered 
together in my name, there will I be 
also?” .

If God didn’t hear this prayer, Jack 
Smith—living across the hall—did; and 
as teasing Laura had long been the acme 
of pleasure 'for this mischievous boy, 
here wns a golden opportunity to. tor
ment her without mercy. Therefore, 
oh her first appearance, he calls out:

“Hallo, little Sallie Parson: Has that 
doll showed up yet? _ Better get on the 
roof—you will lie nearer heaven.”

For several days the afternoon's peti- 
'Mon was offered by Bessie alone; Laura 
stationed herself as a gliard Oiitside of 
the door, to prevent-that terrible ,!ack 
Ishlth. from listening-again. . But the

afternoon prayer brought no better ré
sulte than that of the evening. Little 
Bessie’s faith was exhausted. .

One evening, while her mother was 
preparing her for tho night, she threw 
her arms around her neck and sobbed 
out: ‘ '

“God must have too many little girh 
to hear all of them: some must go with
out the things they, want.”,

Her mother consoled lier with the 
promise that she should have a doll on 
her birthday; and the tired child fell 
asleep inurmunug, “That is a long time 
to wait.” :

At last the busy day drew to a close, 
as all days must, be they never so hard 
and long. That evening Mrs. Kelly sat 
down by Bessie's bed, and.calling Laura 
to her side, put an arm around her, and 
kindly but firmly said:

“Now, will my little girl tell me all 
she knows about the doll?”

“But, mamma, God brought it,” de
clared Bessie.

■ Poor Mrs. Kelly was in a trying posi
tion; for she must tell Bessie that God 
could not bring a doll or anything in 
that manner. She saw liarself in the 
unenviable light of allowing, her child 
to pray to a God that she had no reason 
to believe existed, and for a gift’ that 
she knew could not be granted by such 
a God; ■

During her reverie Bessie, wornout 
with the excitement of the day, had 
fallen asleep; and Laura, who had 
maintained a sullen silence, suddenly 
slipped down on the floor, and burying 
her face in her mother’s lap, said be
tween her sobs: ■ ■

“It was me that brought it, mamma; 
it was me. ’ ■ ■

Gently stroking her hair, Mrs. Kelly 
did not speak until her grief was spent, 
then simply said:

•'Tell mamma all about it.”
“Well, mamma, it was just this way: 

Every time I passed the big toy store I 
would look through the window at the 
rows and rows of dolls, and wish Bessie 
oould have just one of the kind she 
wanted, and that all sick people could 
have the things they wanted; and when 
the Sunday-senool teacher told us how 
much God loved everybody, and every
thing belonged to God, and he could do 
everything, see and hear everybody, 
and be everywhere at once, I got mad at 
God because Bessie’s doll did not come: 
and I got ugly and wicked right here,” 
putting her hand on her heart. “The 
ugly feeling grew and grew, until when 
I saw little girls with such pretty dolls, 
and sometimes more than one, I could 
hardly bear it. I wanted to tear them 
right away from those girls. ’And, O. 
mamma,"—here the voice sank almost 
to a whisper—“yesterday, when I was 
coining home from Dr. Graves, with the 
medicine for Bessie, I saw in Mrs. Gif
ford’s yard, just Inside of the gate—and 
it was open, too—this doll lying in a 
doll carriage. No one was near, and I 
don’t know what it was, but something 
made me’ take it and run away with it.

"It was nearly dark when I got home, 
and the lamp was not lighted. I slipped 
it.tinder the bed. And when you went 
out for water, just before you went to 
bed, I put it on the back of Bessie's bed. 
She was asleep and did not hear me.”

This was a long confession for such a 
wee culprit. Mrs. Kelly listened with a 
sinking heart, the tears slowly rolling 
down her cheeks, and she sat for a few 
minutes in silence, which was broken 
by a plaintive voice asking:

"Mamma, did I steal the doll?”
“Yes, my daughter, I must say you 

did,” was the answer. •
Bessie, having awakened, both chil

dren lifted their voices in loud lamenta
tion, and refused to be comforted. Bes
sie in fear of losing; the doll, and Laura, 
because God’s. loving everybôdy and 
owning everything* didn’t change the 
fact that no one could, have what they 
did hot have the money to pay for; and 
some would have more than they needed 
and others not enough, just as it always 
had been.

Alas! what could the poor mother say 
to these children that would reconcile 
God’s great love and tender care with 
the unequal disposition of comfort and 
happiness, suffering and sorrow?

The following morning, as Mrs. Gif
ford was sitting down to breakfast, Mrs, 
Kelly, accompanied by Laura, knocked 
at tbe side door. Being admitted, she 
at once made known her errand by tak
ing the doll out of the paper in which 
Bessie had carefully wrapped it, and 
asked if a little girl living there hud 
lost it. , .

“Yes,” replied Mrs. Gifford, "my 
granddaughter, Grace, who has been 
visiting me, lost just such, a doll a 
couple of days ago. She had been cau
tioned about leaving her dolls and toys 
within easy reach of those to whom 
they might prove a temptation; there
fore, when the doll' was taken,-neither 
she nor I was at all surprised. She re
turned home yesterday.” •

Mrs. Kelly replied by saying: *
"My little girl has something to tell 

you.”
Poor Laura, she would have been 

thankful if the floor would have opened 
and swallowed her; but floors are not so 
accommodating'. Lifting her burning 
face from her mother’s shoulder, she 
cqsj^a sly look at Mrs. Gifford, whose 
kiu?q motherly face, framed with waves 
of soft, white hair, and gentie blue eyes, 
full of sympathy, gave her some cour
age, and she falterlngly said she had 
stolen the doll. Mother-love moved 
Mrs. Kelly to modify this by telling the 
circumstances of the case.

Mrs. Gifford tenderly said:
“My poor child, how cruelly you have 

been tempted. I will gladly give you 
tbe doll to take back to your little sis
ter. Grace has a number of dolls, and 
so many pleasures that she often tires of 
all of them.” And, turning to Mrs. 
Kelly, she earnestly said: “Do not 
blame this little child; what she has 
done is but the natural result of teach
ing a false and foolish doctrine. I long 
to see the day when mortals shall have 
a true knowledge of the unseen influ
ences which are so powerful for good as 
well as for evil."

Mrs. Gifford interested herself in the 
welfare of Mrs. Kelly and her two little 
girls. The sight of the wan face of lit
tle Bessie touched her deeply, and like 
a true member of the “Home Circle 
Fraternity,” she interested her family 
physician in the girl’s behalf. Under 
his skill and watchful care Bessie is 
nearly well, the color has come again 
into her dimpled cheeks, and her large 
brown eyes sparkle with delight as she 
plays with her doll every day.

Mrs. Kelly now oversees the well
being of an apartment building, in 
which position she receives ample re
muneration for her services' and a cozy 
suite of rooms for her own use. Laura, 
no longer picking coal along the tracks, 
is a daily joy to her good mother and is 
known and loved by all. ,

A New Campaign Song.
A spirited patriotic song, entitled 

“McKinley, Hobart -and Honor,” com
posed by G. F, Perkins, has just been 
published, and is creating quite a stir 
among the political singers. Tbe price 
is 35 cents a copy, and can be ordered 
through this office. 355tf

- "The Philosophy of Spirit, and th. 
Spirit-World." By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject, Every 

-Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy .of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Çlolh, 
$1. ‘For sale at this C (hce.

ECHOES Swb were the ■ 
clent souls

HB of these su

Between This World and the 
World of Soul.

The To-day and the To-morrow of 
Mortal and Immortal Life.

That wade an impress on my willing 
mind; jQ

They swept away my ppsgimlstic tho’ts, 
And made me feel at'one with human

kind.
The melancholy of myJformer state

Has passed away, .qnd I again am 
free;

Awakened from its spell. I feel opce

CHARITY IN JUDGMENT.
A Plea for Kindly Thought 

and Speech.

Prose and Poetry Utilized to a 
Good Purpose.

^71

fi

BY LAURA L. RANDOLPH, M. D.
Alone! without companionship ou earth, 

Without a friend to cheer and make 
life sweet;

No kindly interest shown In my afiairs;
Noone, returning home, I find to 

' greet. "
But hold! such thoughts are treason to 

the soul!
They are not true; indeed they cannot 

be,
For floating hither from an unseen 

shore
The friends long gone come back and 

speak to me.
They speak! but not-in an uncertain, 

slow,
Weak, palsied, doleful, earthly, doubt

, ful tone: -
But loud, strong, quick, impassioned, 

forceful, deep, . ‘
As though the wealth of ages were 

their own.
Top weak my mind to fully coipprphend, 

Though much I strive, and strain my 
llst’hlng ear:

Tbe impress left upon my eager mind 
Is but the echo of the truths I hear.

Alone? “Ah, no!” they say, “there’s no 
such thing.

In truth, all are but links in the great 
Chain

Of life, connecting all that’s gone be
fore ’

With that which is. All past things 
■ are our gain. .
"Rich knowledge lies within the reach 

of all, • ■ ■ ■■
For universal truth is floating free, 

And flows to natures gentle, Bind and 
. true, : . ■ • ’

.So they a help unto the world may 
be.” ■ . - -

They tell me darkness is not positive, 
But caused by absence of the orb of 

fiay;
So what the world makes haste to brand 

as wrongs
Is lack of knowledge of the better 

way. .
Without the darkness day would prove 

a curse:
By contrast strong wo learn to prize 

the light.
Contrasting deeds of different kinds, wo 
' call ' .

The lower wrong; the nobler we term 
right. . ’ .

What is wrong to-day, to-morrow may 
look right, ',

And right to-day, to-morrow may seem 
' wrong:

So what to-day may cause a cry of pain, 
To-morrow.may call forth a burst of 

song, .
Man Is progressive—close connecting 

flnke - - .?
Fast bind him to all animate^ things;

But still some vestige of life’s lower 
form

Unto his higher nature fiercely clings.
The king of beasts with mighty strength 

of limb, - — ' ,
His supple joints, and strong, half

hidden daws—
How like Is man, when passions wild 

and fierce
Impel him to defy ail human laws.

By slow degrees-the beastly part of man
Became subjected to his njgher will: 

To-day, he stands from thraldom' half 
redeemed, . '

Impelled toward freedom, he pro
gresses still. ‘

Great men have lived. Upon stupend
ous heights - ■ ,k_

Of intellect they sjqpd; ahii,Jove-likei. 
. hurled. ■' . .. ' . ............

Their . thunderbolts of knowledge and 
kee’l thought

On a benighted and bewildered world.
And when, by progress slow, mankind 

had reached .
The point where stood these giants 

of their time,
They found another leader higher still. 

Inviting them to heights still more 
sublime. .

Forever beautiful is Wisdom’s way!:
The paths are bordered with the fair

est flowers; • .
The air is filled with sweetest melody,'

That charms away the swiftly-passing 
hours.

All nature thrills with joy! Why, then, 
should man, - -

Of living beings, most of all despond; 
Look on life darkly, and refuse to see

The things In store that, fairer, lie 
beyond

His present grief. And when they come, 
ferchanee

read a lesson writ in golden 
light—

A background dark but makes the pres- 
ent.joy

By contrast seem more beautiful and 
bright.

The elements of happiness in man, 
If cultivated to a" high degree, .

Will give him faith that in each pain
ful thing

A lesson lies, which tends to make 
him free. _

As planets in their orbits constant move.
Majestic, round a common, central 

sun; . .
So worlds of thought, in deep founda

tions laid, . ’
In circles wide, through endless cycles 

run.
These mental worlds, rock-ribbed, hold 

fast within
Their centers liquid flames of burning 

thought .
Which surge and boll, till by volcanic

throes
A red-hot stream is to the 

brought.
A sweeping torrent—formless, 

flows, .
And burns its way into the

surface

fiery— 

souls of
. ■ men, % ' ' ’

Where,cooled by contacLvith pure reas
on’s light, \

It finds expression oft by tongue and 
pen. . '

And thoughts are things. Yes! all that 
has been known .

Of deepest wisdom, or of poet’s lay, '
Or grand, heroic words in freedom’s 

cause,
Still ring and echo round the world 

to-day. ' ’ ■
Man’s soul must be in harmony with 

God,
Be lifted up above this mundane 

sphere .
Of blind fanaticism and ignorance, 

If he the swelling .chords fain would 
hear. - . •

These floating sounds on light and airy 
. waves, .

Though whispered low, or voiced in 
tnunder-tone, ‘

If comprehended, must originate
Upon a plan not much; above his own.

For how can man appreciate the things 
Beyond his present growth, or hope 

to hear,
With ears accustomed . to material

sounds,
The truths and melodies of higher 

spheres.

more *

IMESÄJ
That all the universe belongs to me. 

But not to mo alond: all souls have 
share . '1‘.....

Alike. Wo—each—are an epitome 
Of all the universe ccfitJins, and hold 

Within us. latent, till that’s yet to be.
And man Is bound by laws immutable 

As those that operate in stellar space, 
.Control the movements of the suns and 

stars, ~
Thus bolding each withi/i its proper 

place.
The growth of man has been extremely 

slow
Through all the countless eons of the 

past.
The great momentum of the ages gone 

Impels us forward toward a future 
vast; . . ■

And filled with possibilities undreamed 
^y man in his primeval state of life, 

We have, to help us onward in our 
ip'owth, 

The lessons of the ages wrought in 
strife.

So, toll we on in life’s triumphal march 
Of ■ hutfian progress, ever keeping 

time
With those who lead the world in tho't 

or deed,
And dying, leave a record most sub

lime.
Up lofty heights by spiral- paths we go, 

Then down again we grope to lower 
plane; •.-■

Rejoiced to find, at last, that every dip 
Is less, and every circle made is gain.

Man has a dual nature, Placed between 
The world of spirit and the world of 

■ ■ sense, . • .
To both related, and in contact close, 

His higher nature seeks a recompense, 
For all thq so-called ills of earthly life, 

And finds at every step a lesson broad, 
And quite essential to his higher growth;

Thus leading on and, upward, nearer 
God.

In harmony with all, he lovea.inanklnd 
And helps his fellows: white hYs spirit 

keen .
Receives most gladly the celestial truths 

Forever flowing from that world un
. seen. . .

Oh, happy thought!,to feel the future 
years -

Shall bring the world the wlshed-for, 
longed-for day,

When alrebstruoilbn io a free converse 
■ ’Twbft eirtn tad heaven shall have 

passenaway, , -
’Twould seem by this .that all the so- 

• called truths. 5
That flow to us from those beyond our 

- sight ik in ■
Do but confirm our deepest, dearest 

thoughts : !h
Worked out by la-eason’s cool and

steady light. , :
As we .progress, new 'thoughts will come 

to us
Upon a higher pltfne0 than we have 

Ijmown; ' •
If we exemplify our’high ideal, 

A wealth of wisdoin-Tnay be all our 
own. J’ ’ ai

We prate about a fijiura.lifc of bliss, 
And locate it in sojjje far distant 

sphere; '-tn ,j -' - 
But -th'e advanced« progressive. mind 

well knows <r.'
That Heqven with its promised joys 

is'here. '
Let us take courage: thankful for the 

past; ’ .
_ Believing all was-for the best that’s 

''-■'•''ri-gone;... • . '
.¿With firmest Mith;ln,a.ll that is to be;

-With cheerful Step' and eyes,aloft, 
march on.

“Ie; Charity Worth While?’’—the 
headlines of an article in one of the late 
magazines—started in my mind a train 
of thought which suggested the follow
ing article.

The article in question deals particu
larly with material aid often unwisely 
extended the poor and unfortunate; but 
the thought impressed itself upon iny 
mind that, whatever question may be 
raised regarding the value or wisdom of 
charitable assistance in the line of 
money, food or clothing, there is one 
method of exercising charity—the high
est charity—which assuredly is “worth 
while,” which can never be misapplied 
or wasted by the recipient, and which 
returns with ten-fold blessing on the 
giver. _

The highest charity, to my mind, is 
the charity we extend in our speech and 
our thoughts, concerning the opinions 
and conduct of our fellows. Ie it less 
than egotism on our part to take upon 
ourselves the regulation of their lives; 
unkindly speculating upon their motives, 
criticising their acts, and declaring to 
ourselves and others the utter folly, use
lessness, or even wickedness of what we 
perhaps don’t understand, or at any 
rate have no business criticising in an 
unkindly spirit?

Luck of charity in thus speaking or 
even thinking of our brothers and sis
ters does incalculable injury, not albne 
to the censured, but to those censuring. 

The erring ones may be much more 
quickly brought to recognize their fail
ing, by kindly suggestion, which comes 
from the loving heart of a true friend, 
than by cold, unsyippathetlc and harsh 
judgment which declares the word or 
deed worthy qf -unoonditlonal oensure; 
while the finder of fault, and self-ap
pointed custodian of the lives of others, 
grows to analyze the simplest words or 
actions of another, not to get the good 
possible from them, but to cavil, orlti- 
Oise and blame. He thus loses the les
son he may often need, and fastens more 
firmly upon himself a most disagreeable 
habit, finally becoming one to be avoid
ed and disliked.

The carping orltlcl Who is more 
feared, dreaded, and, at the same time, 
despised? It is a conceited person who 
is always looking for fault, always 
right, while all the world, unless agree
ing with him, is surely wrong! .

Spiritualists, of all people, should be 
liberal and broad-minded. Suffering 
themselves from the narrow views of 
the creed-bound, they surely should be 
the last to snow narrowness and bigotry 
in their opinions of others. Are we thus 
liberal? Is there not ground for great 
improvement in this direction?

BROTHERLY LOVE.
How easy it is to see fault in another; 
How exceedingly hard harsh judgments 

to smother,
And justice and mercy extend to our 

brother
In earth-life’s most difficult race!

The beam in our own eye obscures 
just vision, 

While the mote in our brother’s we

our

A GOOD SUGGESTION.

God-ln-tlie-Constltutlon Move
meat.

To the Editor:—In “Pen Flashes,” 
In No. 353, it is said that -.the “God-in- 
the-Cohstitution”- movement originated 
in Xenia, Ohio, thirty years ago. That 
may have reférènee to the commence
ment of petitioning congress on the sub
ject; but the agitation is much older. .

The Synod mentioned is the -legiti
mate offspring of the Scottish Covenant
ers, whose covenants bound them to the 
extirpation of popery and prelacy. 
Since by immigration that church was 
planted in this country, it maintained 
the same opposition to government 
methods. Here their objections to be
coming citizens were slavery and want 
of recognition of God in the Constitif- 
tioq.

Since slavery was abolished they have 
but one thing to ask, for whiçh they are 
willing to give $10,000. But your ex
cellent correspondent,' Mr. Mathews, by 
another flash, strikes the nail fair and 
square when hé says:

“They had better cease their sll!y 
efforts to put God into the Constitution 
and bend their energies to put him Into 
the hearts of the people, where he Is al
most a'total stranger.” '

I do not think ne is more a stranger 
anywhere than in tbe hearts of the 
“God-in-the-Constitution" agitators. I 
remember well when the light began to 
dawn on that church, and in 1833‘the 
majority of their Synod went for citi
zenship, and the minority held a prore
nata meeting, and organized a new sy
nod on the old creed. Each of these 
parties claimed to be the original synod, 
one having the majority, the officers, 
and the records; the other holding to 
the old creed, and L' cau safely say that 
I never saw more bitter animosity than 
existed there, especially on i-he part of 
the minority, who are the predecessors 
and real originators of “Goa-in-the-Con- 
stitution.”

The spirituality’Of life seems to be 
nowhere in comparisonjvlth their hobby, 
and Pope Lço XHI. js'-as good a man as 
the original leader.of this party, whom 
1 have heard preach many a time.

Theirs is certainly::not the Christ 
method. 1 have seen, nowhere in the 
same space so much wisdom as in the 
suggestiyn to put God in the hearts of 
the people, for when Ho is there every
thing else will-come right.

. 3 - \ R. Neely. .

mark with derision, 
And charge him with sins the most 

grave; our decision
Denying him pardon or grace. . 

How quickly we see each mistake in his. 
action; .

How prone are we all to take deep satis
faction

In faults and bad habits of others’ con
traction,

Refusing a charity free
Which grants to him, possibly, purest 

intention,
In striving for. good amid evil conten

tion;
Alas! his most secret faults oft do we 

mention
In unsympathetical glee.

We think ourselves fitted to make the 
revision

Of other folks’ lives, as to sins of omis- 
slon,

As well as mistakes of their faulty com
mission;

Stern censors of others we stand.
Better far for us all, our best powers un

: - folding,
In truth our own motives and duties be

holding,
To spend all our strength in most care

fully molding
Our lives to the nest they command;

True charity each to all others extend
' ing,

Seeing good in their lives, and their 
- virtues commending,
Enjoying their triumphs, their motives 

defending,
And seeking true worth to behold;

Thus striving our brother's rough path
way to lighten,

Our own troubled lives shall unceasingly 
brighten

Through aid we extend, and love’s ten
drils shall tighten,

Encircling us all in their fold. r
We're brothers and sisters; our love and 

assistance
Are due to each other; for firmest re

sistance
'Gainst troubles and’eviis requiring per

sistence '
In battling for victory true,

Is required of us all; and each sister 
or brother .

Should charity show for the faults of an
other, •

Perceiving the weakness and need of 
the other,x

And giving him truly his due.
Thenlet us judge kindly, and ever deal 

fairly, - ■ .
Not seeking to blame, but endeavor 

most clearly
To See the best side of another, then 

rarely .
We’ll find we’ve-the right to reprove. 

But sweet Charity’s mantle of love will 
then cover ■ . ■?.•

The faults and the failings of each from 
another, J

And we truly will find etah a sister or 
brother, ■ -ri ’

In one common household of love. 
- Eva Lynn Calmerton.

Milwaukee, Wis. .

Did You Ever Make Money Easy?
Mr. Editor:—I have read how C. E. 

B. made so much money in the Dish 
Washer business, and I think I have 
beat him. I am very young yet and 
have had little experience in selling 
goods, but have made over eight hun
dred dollars in ten weeks selling Dish 
Washe/s. It is simply wonderful how 
easy it is to sell them. All you have to 
do is to show the ladies how they work 
and they cannot help but buy one. For 
the benefit of others I will state that I 
got my start from the Mound City Dish 
Washer Co., St. Louis, Mo. Write to. 
them and they will send you full partic
ulars.

I think I can clear over $3,000 the 
coming year, and I am not going to let 
the opportunity pass. -Try it and pub
lish your success for the benefit of oth
er». • ' J.’F.C.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Mrs. Albert Leighton passed onto her 

spirit-home April 22,1896, She was one 
of our old-time Spiritualists, and was 
not afraid to make known this fact to 
all. She often came to our meetings, 
always speaking a good word for the 
cause. She was an invalid for some 
time, yet she was ever patient and 
cheerful, even when called to part with 
her loved ones, saying she knew she 
would meet them on the other shore, 
and in the glad hope of immortality she 
entered into rest.

Mrs. Sarah Byrnes, at her request, 
conducted her funeral services, and with 
the beautiful flovwrs around, her form 
was laid away in the village cemetery.

:; . • M. L. F,

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.,'M. D. Thiscomprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15a For sale »t 
thia office.
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THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect 
ual and Spiritual alture. .

COMPILED BY E.U>1 A BOOH 
TUTTLE.

THE PSYCHOGRflPH
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE,

This Instrument Is substantially tbe same at that 
employed by Prof. Hare In his early Investigations. 
Io lta Improved form It has been before the public for 
more than sevenyears, and lu the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Ite superiority over the Plan- 
obette, and all other Instruments which have heed 
brought out In imitation, both tn regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Its aid. and as a mesas or developing mediumship.

Do you with to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you with to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograph is an Invaluable asslstaut. A 
pamphlet with full directions fur the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumiitlo gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful massages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
E^”i«®uc.e controlling it know more than them
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Oapt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I bad 
communications (by tbe PaycUogTAPb), from many 
other friends, even from old settlers w^ose grave*-- 
stones are mpsa growp tn tbo old yard, They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spin 
Ituaiism is Indeed true, and the communications have 
friven my heart the greatest comfort In tbe severest 
oss I hive had of son, daughter, and their mother.”
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bis 

name familiar to those interested In psychic matters, 
"Um much pleaeed with the Pif- 

chograph. It is very simple in principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than tbe one now In use. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the Latter when Ite superior 
merits become known.”

Securely packed) and tent pottage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
jfx Bopge, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gama 
Choral ttrsponaea. Funeral BerHceo. Programs foi 
sessions, Parliamentary Ru^s. Instruction^ for Qn 
R&nlxloi and conducting Lyceums, Instf net Ions tor 
Physical Culture. Calisthenics ayd Marchings Ban« 
neri, Standard«, the Bapd of Mercy, etc.j i book nji 
the aid of which a Progresilve Lyceum, « Splrltqjil or 
Liberal Society may be organised and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wantsqt 
Spiritual Societies (or fresh Spiritual ipngi, with 
music free from tlj9 dlsinil tohe pt the old byipnoUgr? 
Il furnishes a unlaue selection pf choice readlugs and 
responses such aifio other selection ooutatns, Hg|ve« 
a practical system of m-aceful OaUsiheulcs. every «ten 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives nK 
strugUons bow to make the badges ayd banner« ani 
tartrucu In martalus... Il «bow» Uow to «»t.bllO 
Daad of Mercy at.Military to the Lyceum, aoi 
fill tbe most beautiful songs which have beeugatherci 
up by that movement.

The author and oomnqer of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor In fbl 
Lyceum. The book. « the rtalt of .practical woflt 
and tested by the Interest awakened in tbe actual 
session of t Uo Lyceum. ’

While Intended ior tbe working Lyceum, the gultte 
is admirably adapted lo lbe needs of the family, «UCB 
plying 76 pages of netf spiritual music end woraf 
iouuu nowhere else, except In sheet form m*Pl 
times the cost. The book has been placed al thl 
remarkably low price or 50 cents, eent postpaid, / 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinkers

40 Loomis St.. Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

"THE DREAM CHILD,”
A fascinating romance of 

+ 1 worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 60 cents; cloth, 11.00. Books like “Tbe Dream 
Child" spur humanity on to make more and more de* 
mandi of ibis naturò, and will open up now heights 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella wheeler Wil
cox. will, 1 believe, take Its place beside Bulwer'a 
“Zanonl” and tbe "Soraphlta" of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital,"Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un* 

»■.varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly die reader closes tbe test page.— 
Minneapolis ‘•Suudny Times ”

This highly ImtructlTo and Interesting work Is a 
combination into one voluinA of two of Mr. HuU’4 
splendid works. By this arrangement tho cost la such 
that tbe reader la ¿nabled to secure the two book! 
comJmod at tbe tame price as was formerly asked’ 
for them separately. This volume dontaina 462 page« 
and la handsomely bound lu cloth, and ¿butalus an ex
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit* 
uallsm. No book of tbe century has made so man^ 
convert» to Modern Bplrltullim ». tbl.- tbe iufiior'i 
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human* 
!ty; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; tho spiritual nature of man. and tbe objec* 
tions offered to Spiritualism, are all considered tn tbb 
light of the Blblo, njturo, history, reason and common 
semie, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
coneiets of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism, it Is a most able production, and 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments agslhst tbo 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Unman Upbuilding by tbe 

aid of now, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By B. D. fiabbttt, M, D, author of “Principle« ol 
Light and Color, ' "Philosophy of Cure* etc. Price, 
doth, 25 cents; Leather, 85 cento.

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW,
OR —

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.
A New Edttiont Profusely Dlustrated-

“I choose that a story should bo founded on prob 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire t( 
find nothing In it trivial or extravagant; apd 1 deatrl 
above all, that under tho appearances of fable. tber< 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tho dlsccny 
Ing eye, though It escape the observation of the 
vulgar.”—Voltairx. ,

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

BY MAIÌVEL KAYVE.

Afine pTOBe poem; a.story of the "New Woman." 
true woman of all the centurle*. A re

markable book, contrasting the modern Vashti with 
the* Vashti of ancient Bible times. Interesting and

For »a« »t 
this office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A. CoUection of Vocal Music fbr tbe 

Choir, Congregation and Social
Circles. f

By J. M. Feeble« and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
Held of literature with tbo moit critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the »onl of 
Inspiration, embodying the principle» and virtue««! 
thh »plritual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
occasions, It Is doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Ite beautiful »ongs, duets 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted both to public meetings and the 
social circles. Cloth, »2.00, Poetage U cento, . 

Lilioes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful bomb, with 

mucic and chorus, in book form. By C. pTLoupIp» 
Price 11.25. Postago 15 cents.

Coxtest»: “The White Bull." a Satirical Romance, 
“Zadtg, or Fate,’1 an Oriental History; "The Sage and 
the Atheist;" "The Princes» of Babylon;" “The Mai 
of Forty Crowns ;n "The Huron, or Pupil of Haturei*' 
"Mlcromegas," a Satire on Mankind; "The World M 
It Goes;" “The Black and the White;" "Memnon, th» 
Philosopher;" "Andre Des Touche» at Siam;” "Bab-

-T.h0 B'-'idj- of Nature;" "A Conversation 
With» Chinese;" ''Plato'» Dream;” ''A Pleasure 1S 
Having no Pleasure:" “An Adventure In India;” 
"Jeannot and Colin;” “Travels of ficsrmcntedoi* 
“The Good Brahmin;” "The Two Comforters;” "Am 
clent Faith ana Fable.”

One volume, post 8ro. 430 pages, with portrait and S3 
Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, si.50; noeta«. 
15ceute,

"Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed as a

A delightful reproduction, unique and refresh lug." 
—Boston Commonwealth.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japaneae, made under the ana. 

pices of the Rev. Bbaku Boyen. delegate to tbe Part 
¡lament of Kellglotia. Was lately published la Japan» 
Price IL For sale at this office.

THE UNKNOWN LIFE

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomas Paine. Parts X and XI« Being an 

answer to Mr. BurktTs attack upon the French 
Revolution. Post 8vo,, 279 pages. Paper, 80 cents: 
cloth, 50 cents, .

IMMORTALITY.
A poem In five canto« “If a man die, shall be Hye?" 

is fully answered. B' W. S. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price 60 cents. -

" ' THOMAS PAINE’S 7
Examination of the Prophecies. 

' A consideration ofthe paieage» In thei’ewTe.to- 
tnent, quoted from tbe Oli and called Prophecies Con* 
cemlng Jciub CUtIbl Price 15 cents. . '

BEYONDTHEOATES.
Br HWabelh Stuart Phelp*. AkWOtMMtf irotVPrice iiBU .

JesusChrist
—BY- ,

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH. :

Since tbe writing of tbe New Testament no boofcba« 
appeared of m great Importance to Christianity M 
tbo Ukxsowk Lira or Jebvb Christ. . \
\ TbU volume, written bythedltcOYerer of the mannf 
script, contains a thrilling account of tbe privation« -• - 
and perils encountered In his Fcsrcb for IL • literal . . 
translation of the original manuscript,'’and lastly a ' 
critical analysis of wbnt It contains. .. -. , '

This work contains 185 neatly printed psy«, and!« . 
published on the hula of coinbmlne chosraeto uq ' 
excellence. Frlcc. ncetlv boimil, one ck’llM'. Papef • 
cover, price 23 ccnt\ po.*tApe "> cents. • • - 
uldi^nthis office, 40St-, ChioagotTlk r
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THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER.
The Progressive Thinker.
P«4>IU1MI ewry Batunfay at 40 Loomta Street

3. H. FRANCIS, Editor audfublishcr.

Entered nt Chicago Poatoffice as soaond-olm matter,

IEB1US Of SUliSCIilPTIOK.
Tur FhoqressiveThinkkh will bo furolahcd until 

lurcher notice, at Che tollowU? ccruu», luvaiUbly Lu 
- advance:
Onqyeur..................... .......................    |1.00
Clubs of ten (a copy to tho ouo gutting up the

l1 ubj,«««.<« 
Thirteen weeks.................................... ..................... 23cth
Single copy................................................................. 5 cts

. HEMITTANCES.
KcinltbyPofitofflce Money Order, Registered Leiter, 

or dratton ChlMKO or New York. It eosu from 10 
to 15 cones to get checks caehed ou local bunks, bo don c 
eend them uulcsa you wish that amount d ad net oil from 
tho amount sent. Direct all lotters to J. R. Francis, 
No. 40 Loomis Street, Chicago, IU. .

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ae there are thousands who will"al first venture 

only tweuty-fivc cents for The PuoouebbiveTiiinkeb 
thirteen weeks, wo would suggest to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, aud thus be able to remit from |1 to 110, or even 

. more than the latter sum A largo number of llttio 
amounts will make a large sum total, aud thus extend 
the Held of our labor ana usofulaess. The same sag- 
gestlou will apply iu all cases of renewal of subscript 
tlons—solicit others to aid iu the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever Iu inducing Splrltm 
allsta to subscribe for TukFhoouessive-Tui^keb. 
for uot uue of them cau afford to bo without the valua* 
ble luionnatlon imparted therein each week, aud at 
the price of only about two ceuts per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 35 cents? Just pause and think for a mo* 
meut what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. Tho subacrlptlou price of The Pbo- 
qrkssive Tuihkhu thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
Four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
Siiml-refreshlng reading matter, equivalent toaiuedl- 
om-alzedbookl ■

TAKE NOTICE! ”
tar At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

;ho paper is discontinued No bills will bo sent for ex* 
Va numbers.

V3T If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
vrite to us, and errors iu address win be promptly 
mrreeted, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

C3F Whenever you desire tho address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place tctwblch 
jl U then sent, or tha chsuce cannot bo made.

the more earnestly—nay, vengefully— 
do I resent the false teachings that have 
embittered my life—not for myself only, 
but more for others,"and most of all for 
children.* Remember, the education of 
youth is chiefly in the bands of ortho
dox teachers, who still give the Bible 
all the preference over nature aud sci
ence, ahd who will goon deluding the 
innocent little ones so long as ever they 
are paid, or are permitted to do so. But 
what a dastardly shame it is for us to 
allow children to bp taught that we 
know Is false, and do not believe! The 
present calls with an appealing voice, 
begging us to protect the unborn against 
this terrible tyranny of the past. Do 
not any longer let the winding-sheet of 
death be the swaddliug-baudsput on the 
helpless little ones for life at their in
tellectual birth. It is appalling to 
think of the populations that have al
ready passed on victimized; the lives 
that have been wrecked; the brains that, 
have been bruised, and the hearts 
broken of those who have dashed them
selves against those barriers to human 
progress and the freedom of thought 
which were ignorantly erected and then 
made sacred in the name of God, by 
means of this Hebrew Book pf the Be
ginnings; in short, by a ilteralization 
of mythology.
“That should inspire one effort more, 
Mightier than any made before.
The barrier wall at last shall fall;
The future must be free for all.”

"V1..... ..
FACTS ABOUT RATES.
The Great Convention 

the N. S. A.
of

To Be Held in Washington, p. C., 
October SO, ai. aud Sii, 1890. ,

SATURDAY, SEPT. 12, 1600,

A Crushing Indictment.
Without question Gerald Massey, the 

poet, author, lecturer and Egyptologist, 
is the most learned Spiritualist now liv
ing. He has made an earnest study of 
all the mythologies, including the He
brew, and has shown that they all start
ed from a common base, however diverg
ent in afte)' ages; that all rest upon as
tronomical and element worship; that, 
sun, moon and stars were the gods of 
primeval time/; aud that these nature
gods have gradually changed into spir
itual deities as man has advanced in 
knowledge. Mr. Massey's lecture on 
“Hebrew and Other Creations, "is a mas
terpiece of learning. The story of 
creation, as given in Genesis, is traced 
to its Egyptian and Assyrian origin, as 
are the gods disguised by copyists and 
translatorsinto one God.

A brief reply of Mr. Massey to a cor
respondent In regard to the Blbleln 
Schools, was given in these columns last 
week. A fuller expression of his opin
ion of that book is given at the close 
Of the lecture mentioned, which will 
attract the ' attention of all readers, 
coming from the scholarly source it 
does. He was replying to a eulogy 
by Gladstone, on what the latter terms 

. the “poem of creation,” who declared 
it “forcible, effective and sublime.” 
“But that Is not the question," replies 
Mr. Massey:

“Is the story false or true? Have we 
been misled and cheated? The essence 
poetry, however attractive, must be 
truth, not falsehood; it must not mislead 
on the pretext of being a revelation. 
The older I grow the faster I am losing 
my faith in all lovely unrealities. Con
sider the oflect of such false leaching! 
Only the other day a child who had been 
taught God made man out of the dust of 
the earth, was watching an eddying 

. cloud of dust being whirled Into shape 
by the wind,when she cried,‘Oh,mamma, 

. come here! Look! I think God is creat
ing another baby'.!’ Our mental stand
point has been made quite as childish 

. with regard to other beginnings. From 
every pulpit of the past we have been 
implored to remain as little children at 

• the mother’s knee. We have been 
taught and compelled to surrender our 
reason, doff our manhood, and grovel 
like worms in the earth as the success

- fui mode of wriggling our way through 
this world into heaven. We have beeu 
robbed by a thief in the night. Chil
dren have been cheated out of their nat
ural senses, and the mental cmascula- 
tion of men has taken the place of the 
physical, alleged to have been inculcated 
by Christ. See Mat. 19:12. Men who 

■Rrc sane on most subjects will give up 
all common sense on this, and talk like 
lunatics. See how the teachers, who 
ought to have learned better, continue, 
all their lives through, to wear the cast
off vestments of ancient mythology.

“Take Mr. Ruskin as another typical 
example. Be is in many ways a most 
diligent searcher after truth, and a 
worshiper of all things noble and beau
tiful. But he was so profoundly infected 
by the falsehood made religious to hint 
in childhood, as to be marked by it 
and mentally maimed for life. In’his 
‘Modern Painters' he tells us that ‘man 
perished in seeking knowledge,' and 
‘there is not any part of our nature, nor 
cau there be through eternity, uninilu- 
enced or unaffected by the fall.’ It is 
most painful to see such a man. so hu
man at heart, such a seer and lover of 
nil love lines, believing so damnable a 
lie, aud indorsing it not only for his own 
lifetime, but for so long as his writings 
may last, because it was told him iu his 
own confiding childhood. It Is good to 
waken the eyes of men to the beautiful, 
but still better to lead them to the en
during truth! So soon as my own eyes 
were opened wide enough to take in the 
immense imposture that has been based 
upon mythology, 1 gave up my chance 
of a seat on tne Mount of the Muses, and 
turned aside from the proffered crown 
of poetry as a seeker after verifiable 
certitude. And after all, how can the 
picture of a divinized fool at the head 
of affairs, with sc certain a break-down 
In the beginning, be beautiful, when 
such a representation reduces the drama 
of the whole universe into à most pitiful 
oue-act farce? Any god who demands 
thè worship of fear is unworthy the serv
ice of love. Modern Atheism is main
ly the result of false Theism, which is 
being torn up by the root to expose its 
godless. Falsehood is always fraudulent; 
no matter how it may be poetized or 
painted; no matter how religiously we 
have believed it true, or how long we 
may have been imposed on by its fairness; 
and woe to the revelation that is proved 
false! woe to the sphinx when her secret 
is found out! It will then be her turn to 
be torn.

"Tho Hebrew Pentateuch has not 
only retarded the growth of science for 
eighteen centuries, bflt the ignorant be
lievers in it as a book of revelation have 
tried to strangle every science at its 
birth. There could lie and was but little 
or no progress in astronomy, geology, 
biology or sociology until its teachings 
were rejected by the moro enlightened 
among men—the freethinkers and dem
onstrators of facts. Progress has been 
In proportion to the repudiation. Fer 
By fieli, the nearer I draw towards death

Not Badinage.
The Progressive Thinker lias

come to the conclusion, after long de
liberation, that any dollar issued by 
Uncle Sam, bearing his stamp and made 
a legal tender for the payment of debts, 
is practically good enough for its use, 
and will be taken In full payment of 
subscriptions to the extent of two thou
sand dollars a week. This offer will hold 
good so long as our Uncle, aforesaid, 
shall keep all his currency on an equal
ity, interchangeable at the will of the 
holder. * ■

Not wishing to discriminate, it may be 
well to add, that in the absence of con
venient coin or even fiat currency, post
age stamps will be’accepted at their 
face value.

Dr. Emmens, the c-iinent metallur
gist and Inventor, of New York, claims 
to have discovered the art of transmut
ing silver into gold, at an absolute lo'ss 
of less than 25 per cent, making an arti
cle that bears every test of the United 
States Assay office, thus settling the 
vexatious silver question by science in
stead of voters. Notwithstanding this 
discovery, which puts the old-time al
chemists to rout, gold coin bearing 
the government stamp will be received 
at par at this office; so hurry up sub
scriptions, not to exceed two thousand a 
week, understand, until onr press abil
ity fails, of which due notice shall be 
given. Gracious, what a paper we shall
make with such a weekly revenue 
expend In Improvements.

to

, “Hell Hot and Strong.”
This world is not altogether a barren 

waste. Occasionally we get behind the 
scenes and see for ourselves what Is 
transpiring there. Harold Frederic’s 
Illumination gives a sketch of incidents 
transpiring while a Methodist church 
committee are engaging a minister. 
Brother Pierce, one of them, addressing 
the candidate:

“What we want here, sir, is strait- 
out' Hat-footed 'ell—the burnin’ lake o’ 
fire and brimstone. Pour It into ’em 
hot aud strong, $Ve can't have too much 
of it. Work in them awful death-beds 
of Voltaire an' Tom Paine, with the 
devil right thar In the room reachin’ 
for ’em, whoopin’ It up, an’ thev yellin’ 
for the fright. That's what fills the 
anxious seat, au’. brings in souls hand 
over fist.

"An' then, too, our folks don’t take 
no stock In all that pack o' nonsense 
about science, such as tellln' the age o' 
the earth by crackin’ up stones. I’ve 
been In the quarry line all my life, an’ 
I know it is all humbug. Why, they 
say some folks are goin’ round now 
preachin’ that our grandfathers were all 
monkeys. That comes from departin’ 
from the ways of our forefathers, an’ 
puttin' in organs an’ choirs, an' deckin’ 
our womon-folks out with gew-gaws.”

The backwoods regions have an 
abundance of fossils of the Brother 
Pierce breed.

Mesmerism Triumphant.
The religionists have been enjoying a 

grand old time at Burlington, Ind. Mrs. 
Mershon is the revivalist, and is doing 
a wholesale business. It vf"claimed she 
had two hundred in a trance state at one 
time a few nights ago. Outsiders 
claimed the subjects were under hyp
notic influence. They aroused the Sleep- 

.ers and broke up the meeting.
Were a practical inesmerizer to im

itate these revival meetings, his sub- 
jects-shouting, prayiug, trying to mount 
upward to heaven, and pleading for 
others to join iu the medley, he would 
bedriven from town as a blasphemer, 
making light of sacred things: but all 
who are acquainted with hypnotism 
know these displays of pentecostai pow
er are, in every respect, identipal with 
that induced by the professional hyp
notist. Were It not for Inciting the re
ligious clement to frenzy the whole pro
gram could be - re-enacted at will. . The 
performance at Burlington demonstrates 
that Mrs. Mershon is a superior mes- 
meriz.er, whether she knows It or not, 
and her power should be expended in 
curing bodily ills, instead of inducing 
lunacy. Asa rival of Catholic saints, 
not excepting the digital bones of the 
good St Anne, she would be a grand 
success.

A Bridgeless Chasm of Ignorance
Hallam, In his “View of Europe Dur

ing the Middle Ages,” p. 461, says:
“I am not aware that there appeared 

more than two really considerable men 
in the republié of letters, from the 
sixth to the middle of the eleventh cen
tury." . '

One of these was a native of Ireland, 
and the other, a mathematician ’who 
became Pope Sylvester II. But of 
all the writers of the Dark Ages,
Hallam 
smallest

said: “Ignorance was their 
defect. They were univer-

sally deficient in original argument 
or expression.” He claims, - "Religion 
tnadff abridge across the chaos of Ig
norance; and linked the two periods of 
ancient and modern civilization.” Is it 
not more probable, when learning was 
revived, after the Crusades,«the priestly’ 
scholars availed themselves of the ad
vantages of that period of “universal ig
norance,” to foist their new religion on 
the world, forging numerous books, 
which they denominated holy, and ante- 

.dalcd to earlier ages, as .synvjvals of 
that chasm of intellectual darkness? 
This is what Prof. Johnson, in his “Rise 
of Christendom,” has proved.

The miserable arc sacred.—Seneca,

To the Editor:—It is with pleasure 
that I announce that the Central Trafilo 
Association and Trunk Line Association 
have granted rates for our convention 
on the certificate plan.

We shall be unable to secure rates 
west of the Mississippi river, the bound
ary on the west being the Mississippi 
and Illinois rivers, and the west line of 
Cook county.

Rates secured, however, as far west 
as Burlington, Keokuk, Quincy, Hanni
bal and St. Louis. The southern bound
ary is the Ohio river. Rates cau be se
cured from all points on either side of 
the river.

It is very important that all persons 
desiring these rates understand these 
facts:

You must purchase a ticket to Wash
ington, D. C., paylug for same full fare. 
At your request the ticket agent will 
Issue a certificate, which you must pre
sent to the secretary of the N. S. A., at 
the convention hall in Washington; 
after he Indorses It, it will entitle you to 
purchase a ticket for return trip at one- 
third of the usual fare.

Please to remember that you ask for a 
certificate ticket to the National Spirit
ualists’ Convention at Washington, D. 
C.; if you do not secure this certificate 
when you secure your ticket, you cannot 
secure any reduction rates whatever for 
return trip. Tickets will be sold at the 
place of meeting for the return trip at 
one-third the first-class limited fare to 
those having certificates.

These tickets will be on sale to come 
three days befqi’e the convention assem
bles, and will be good to return three 
days after convention adjourns, Sundays 
not counted.

Remeqljgr, also, this one fact about 
securing tlie'Se certificate tickets, you 
must apply for them at least thirty min
utes before the train you wish to tote Is 
to leave, as the ticket agent must have a 
chance to make out certificate. Remem
ber this one fact and not rush into the 
depot at the last minute and demand one 
of these tickets and then because you 
cannot get one atfonce, blame the rail
road and officers of the N. S. A.

If certificate tickets cannot be secured 
at starting point parties coming from 
the far west can journey to the first 
place inside the boundaries above men
tioned, and’then purchase a certificate 
ticket to Washington. •

The New England Passenger Associa
tion has granted certificate rates from 
all large citlesand towns in Maine, New 
Hampshire, Veumont, Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island and Connecticut.

Carriages will meet all trains for the 
Ebbitt House, the headquarters of the 
Association during the convention. The 
Ebbitt House is| one of the most aristo
cratic hotels in Washington, and will 
open its famous Red Parlor, (in which 
have gathered in the past some of the 
most noted religious and literary asso
ciations of this country), free for the an
nual reception of the National Associa
tion, on the evening of October 19,1996, 
at 8 p. m,

This house has made a special rate for 
the week of the convention, and I can 
guarantee first-class board to all who de
sire to stop there, at astonishingly low 
rates. The hotel is within five minutes 
walk of the White House, and three 
minutes’ walk of the Treasury Depart
ment, and In sight of Masonic Temple.

Rates have also been secured of the 
Trunk Line Association, Grank Trunk, 
New York Central, Hudson River R.R., 
West Shore, New York, Ontario and 
Western, Erle Railroad, Delaware and 
Western, Lehigh Valley, Central Rail
road (N. J.), Philadelphia and Reading, 
Pennsylvania R. R., Baltimore and 
Ohio, Chesapeake and Ohio. On ac
count of the small attendance from the 
South and extreme West no rates can 
be secured from these two sections of 
the country.

F. B. Woodbury, Sec’y.

Crime and the Press.
The dally papers frequently mention 

the pernicious influence of dime novels 
on the tender and susceptible minds of 
youth. They are correct. By familiar-’ 
Ity with crime and the arts of the 
vicious, a spirit of emulation is incited 
which culminates in attempts to rival 
the acts cf the vicious. But if dime 
novels are to be shunned, what shall be 
said of the daily papers, which abound 
in recitals of murders, robberies, bur
glaries, and crime In all its multitudin
ous forms? The detail of police proceed
ings and trials in the higher courts fill 
out the lessons of horror, and the effect 
is seen, by minute descriptions of new 
crimes which follow the next day, per
petuated by a.younger class of offenders.

Is it not probably true that the better 
morals of country people can be traced 
to the fact that children raised there do 
not read the daily records of crime 
which are hashed up for the delectation 
of city readers?

A Boaring God.
“Thus salth the.Lord of hosts, the God 

of Israel; Drink ye ijnd-be druuken, and 
spew, and fall, and rise no more, * * 
and it shall be If they refuse to take a 
cup at thy hand to drink, then shalt 
thou say unto them, Thussaith the Lord 
of hosts: Ye shall certainly drink.”

The quotation is from Jeremiah 23:27, 
28. In the 30th verse this “God of Is
rael” is presented as a roaring and 
shouting personage, as if on a booze 
himself.

“The Lord shall roar from on high, 
and utter his voice from hie holy habit
ation; he shall mightily roar, * * * 
he shall give a shout; as they that.tread 
the grapes against all the inhabitants of 
the earth.”

Jeremiah 48:31, tells us the Lord will 
howl, A roaring, shouting and howling 
God may have served the Jews a good 
purpose; but is he really a need in our 
American Constitution? -

Ancient and Modem Infidels.
Josephus, in book 13, chap. 5, of "An

tiquities of the Jews,” says of Sadducees, 
which he calls a seet of the Jews:

“The Sadducees say there is no such 
thing as fate: that the events of human 
affairs are not at Its disposal, but they 
suppose all our actions are in our own 
power,so that we ourselves cause what is 
good, and receive what ,is evil from our 
own folly.” .

Instead of making God responsible for
the evil and the good 
world, as credited to 
Amos 3:6, the Infidels

there is in the 
Isaiah 45:7, and 
of those times

taught what the same class of people, 
including Spiritualists, teach now, that 
man must answer for his own folly, and 
pay his own penalties. This is what 
makes them “the most moral people on 
earth." .

class of people,

Libraries are the shrines where all 
the relics of the ancient saints, full of 
true virtue, and that without delusion 
or imposture, are preserved and reposed. 
—Bacon. - .

THE LANGUAGE OF CHBI8T.
. ■ . IIOI----------‘

What Wm His Mother-Tongue?
■ • ■ ■ ■ J.—

This much diboussed question, says 
the Literary Digest, has a deeper inter
est than that of mere curiosity. It has 
practical bearings on problems of Bibli
cal interpretation, aud the verbal inspi
ration of Scriptures.! It is an old ques
tion, but one that is constantly new in 
its interests, as Is seen from the repeat
ed discussions it- has elicited iu recent 
years. The latest and possibly the best 
of these is found in a small volume by 
Dr. Arnold Malar, of tha University of 
Bonn, entitlelli r'Jeeu Muttersprache” 
(Jesus’ mother-tongue), which is rich in 
historical and other data, and from 
which we condense the following facts:

The question as to the language spoken 
by Jesus did not particularly interest 
the earliest Church fathers. They con
fined themselves in this regard to the 
question as to the original language em
ployed by Matthew- in the preparation 
of Jiis Gospel, which, Papias declares, 
was “Hebrew.” The current oplnioji 
was that the Lord had employed the 
“Syrlao” as his vernacular, which term 
was used interchangeably with “He
brew” and “Chaldee." This became the 
settled tradition of the Church down to 
the Reformation and later, and when In 
1555 Wldmaustadt published the first 
edition of the New Testament in Syriac, 
this work was greeted witli a warm wel
come on the ground that now the Church 
possessed the very words of the Lord as' 
lie had spoken .them. Only a'few skep
tical minds, such as Scaliger and Gro
tius, doubted the correctness of this con
clusion, and claimed that the Savior 
had spoken amixed dialect then current 
in Palestine.' . ’ . _

Among the Jesuits the Idea early 
gained ground that the Lord’s vernacu
lar must have been the Latin, as this 
was the language spoken by the saints 
in heaven. This view was first promul
gated by the Pater Inchofer In 1648.

A century later another Jesuit schol
ar, Hardouin, assigned as a new reason 
for this view the fact that the Vulgate, 
or official Bible of the Roman Catholic 
Church, was also written in the Latin 
language. On the other hand, Prot
estant scholars begun to maintain that 
Jesus spoke Greek, the language of the 
New Testament. So good an authority 
as the late Prof. Delitzsoh believed that 
Christ spoke a relatively pure Hebrew, 
the study of this language having been 
rigidly taught In the schools of Pales
tine.

The facts in the case, especially as 
seen in the words of the New Testament 
other than Greek, show that the Lord 
spoke an-Aramaic language, and of this 
language again a Galilean dialect. The 
Aramaic is a branch of the north Semi
tic, and as such a sister tongue of the 
Hebrew,“ Long before the close of the 
Old Testament canon the Aramaio had 
supplanted Hebrew in popular use in 
Israel, and had become the language of 
trade and business between the people 
of Syria and odlinlKes farther east. Al
ready a Jeremiah.¡and an Ezekiel show 
the influence of( this tongue; the same is 
true of the later, psalms, Ecclesiastes, 
and especially EzrK'and Daniel, both of 
which contain »portions written In this 
dialect. During the Maceabean period 
the Aramaic h^d virtually supplanted 
Hebrew in Israel. It is used In the'Tal- 
mud, and its general use is reported by 
Philo, a contemporary of St. Paul, and 
by the historian Josephus, who calls It 
the “language of- the latherland."

Only In one,'respect the old Hebrew 
maintained Its” hold. R was the lan
guage of the sabred writings of Israel 
and the official tongue of their Scrip
tures. In the synagogues these books 
were read" In the original Hebrew, but 
were interpreted to the people through 
Aramaic paraphrases called Targumiin. 
Testimonies abound and agree that such 
was the case regularly, so that the com
mon people could nd longer understand 
the sacred tongue of their fathers and of 
their Scriptures. The current language 
of the day was accordingly the Aramaic, 
and this language, beyond any reasona
ble doubt, was the tongue employed by 
Christ In hie discourses with his disci
ples and with the people. The Hebrew 
as such was known well only by the 
learned, but itfas not understood thor
oughly by the common people.

The correctness of this conclusion is 
attested by the words cited in the New 
Testament.

The Church of the Soul.
To the Editor:—Vacation 1b over, 

and once more eager hearts and willing 
hands are making preparation for the 
winter’s wdrk. It will be remembered 
that last season the Church of the Soul 
was ushered into existence, only to be 
closed down for the summer vacation. 
To many of ue-tbe long break has been 
a time of hungry waiting, and even 
those whose privilege it was to share 
in the feasts spread for them at the dif
ferent camps, are. glad that once more 
the time has come to break bread be
neath our own "vine and fig tree.”

On Sunday, September 13, we resume 
our services in Schiller Theatre, with 
Orpheus Hall again for Sunday-school 
and Thursday evening services. Al
ready the trustees and council have met 
and plans are laid for an active winter's 
work.

Wo are looking forward to a fruitful 
year. The new organization of the 
Church of the Soul has brought out the 
enthusiasm and co-operation of our peo
ple in such a manner that success is 
more than insured from all sides. We 
hear the willing cry, “What can I do to 
help?” The old members stand sturdily 
at the front, ready to show their appre
ciation of the soul teachings, which for 
so many years have meant so much to 
them, while a great many new ones 
have come in, full of eager anxiety to 
Sut their shoulders to the wheel and 

elp on ‘-'the gospel chariot.”
In all this movement one feature has ; 

stood out prominently, before us. Dear 
as is the personality of our belbyed pas
tor, Mrs. Cora L. y. Richmond, to al!of 
us, this has played1 bill a very small part 
in the matter. The people have rallied 
around the soul ¡teachings themselves; 
principles, not personality, is the basis 
upon which the Church of the Soul has 
gone forth to the (rvorld. It is . true in 
her we lovingly necognizo the Instru
ment through Wjbofa these wonderful 
truths have been glvep, and to her justly 
belongs the honor of being the founder 
of this church. '

At present she- is still wandering 
amidst the grove%.bu| will be homo in 
time for service on Sunday morning, 
September 13, wh'Sn tne subject of her 
discourse will ba: ’¡'The Triumph of 
Soul Forces.” On Thursday, the 17th, 
a reception and "Reunion Local”will be 
held in Orpheus Hall, at which we hope 
to shake hands with all interested in 
this great work. ' ■

I am requested by the trustees, espe
cially, to say that the plans of the thea
ter are now open at the office of the 
vice-president, Dr. Nutt, 1207 Masonic 
Building, and the friends who have al
ready subscribed forscats are requested 
to select as early as possible, and I 
would also remind our friends that dona
tions of flowers are always in order, ahd 
will be gratefully received for Sunday 
services. Let us have a good display of 
these on the 13th. C. Catlin,

Secretary pro tern.

How deep is the magic of sound may 
be learned by breaking some sweet 
verses into prose.—Willmott.

AND MYTrtlGftL NELLS 
OF TAE ROM/VN CORPORATION

A HELL ON EARTH.
Such Is a So-called “House 

of Mercy” of the Putrid 
Roman Catholic Cor

poration,

Where Women Are Unlawfully 
Imprisoned and 

Starved.

Gagged and Bound for Hours for 
. Merely Speaking,

A LESSON FOR AMERICANS—A 
. OLIO INSTITUTION THAT IS

EVEN FOR A SAVAGE—JUDGE 
DOES A HUMANE AND LEGAL

CATH- 
UNFIT 
BEACH
ACT.

To the Editor:—It appears from the 
New York Herald of August 29 that “by 
order of Judge Beach, of the Supreme 
Court, Laura B. Forman, of Asbury 
Park, N. J., was released from the 
House of Mercy at Inwood, N, Y,,” Au
gust 28, on “habeas corpus proceedings” 
instituted by George II. Lefferson, her 
sweetheart, for her release.

Her counsel stated, when leaving 
court, that on behalf of Miss Forman he 
would begin an action for $25,000 dam
ages against the institution for false im
prisonment.

Counsel for Miss Forman’s father 
"stated tp the court that the youug wo
man was not held by process of law. but 
was being cared for at the institution at 
the expense and under the direction of 
her father.

QUESTIONED BY THE JUDGE.
Judge Beach directed Miss Forman to 

be brought before him.
“Have you been detained against your 

will?” asked the court.
“Yes, sir.”
“How old are you?"
"I will be nineteen next October.”
"Do you wish to leave the Institu

tion?”
“Yes, sir,”
“That is all. I see no reason why you 

may not leave it.”
“Her father placed her there," inter

posed Mr. Patterson, “believing that It 
was necessary to do so to protect her 
purity and character.”

“That may be right from every point 
of v(ew but the legal one," replied the 
court. “It" is wrong, according to the 
legal view, to confine this young woman 
without due process of law."

DAUGHTER AND FATHER.
As Miss Forman was preparing .to 

leave the court-room, surrounded by 
several women friends, her father 
picked up her satchel aud walked up to 
where she was, to esoort her away. She 
took her grip from his hand and Said in 
reply to something he whispered to her: 
“No, no, no!” She turned her back on 
him and refused to speak to him. She 
left the courthouse with Mrs. Margaret 
A. Green, of Asbury Park.

Mr. Lefferson denies that he and Miss 
Forman were engaged to be married or 
that they intended. to be wedded se
cretly, ,
MISS FORMAN MAKES A STATEMENT OF 

HER CASE.
A -telegraph dispatch from Asbury 

Park, N. Y., August 28, to the New 
YorkHerald, says:

Miss Lauro B. Forman, after her re
lease from the House of Mercy at Inn
wood, N. Y., consented to tell the his
tory of her experiences from the time 
she was sent to the institution. She 
said:

AN INHUMAN FATHER. 1
“I left Asbury Park about July 10 

last, and went directly to my sister’s, 
Mrs. Nickerson, at No. 60 West Seventy
sixth street. I was only there a few 
days when my father called. He told 
me he had made arrangements to take 
me to an institution where I would be 
obliged to stay for some time and secure 
an education. I remonstrated with him, 
cried and pleaded to him not to take me 
away. He said it was for my own good, 
and that I must go with him. I fell in a 
swoon.
THREATS OF FORCE-IMPRISONMENT.

“My father said that if I did not go 
along peaceably he would call a police
man and force me to go. My father led 
me downstairs to a cab standing outside.” 
The young woman then described the 
journey to the “House of Mercy.”
STRIPPED TO HER SKIN—SEVENTY-FIVE 

YOUNG WOMEN PRISONERS.
“The Sister Superior led mo to a 

dressing-room,” continued Miss Forman, 
“where I was stripped of all my cloth
ing, aud given a common garb that was 
probably made by the Inmates of that 
institution. They took away my corsets, 
shoes, examined my hair closely, and I 
was obliged to wear an old broad pair of 
shoes, with soft sojes, which could not be 
heard as we walked in the chapel. Af
ter this I was led down a long hallway 
into a large cell, wherein were confined 
about seventy-five other young women. 
We all slept in one room and had little 
to lay on or cover ourselves with.
STARVATION-THE KIND OF "EDUCA

TION” SHE GOT.
“There was a board bench upon which 

we sat, and for five hours each day we 
were compelled to do some needlework. 
Our .first meal consisted oi bread and 
molasses, oiir- second of molasses-and 
bread, and,the third of.both together. 
The first thing 1 had to do in tho morn
ing was to make all the beds and wash 
the windows and some of the clothes of 
the other inmates. ' '

DIABOLICAL TAEATMENT.
“I began to fade away very'fast for 

the want of proper food. After supper 
we were ordered to go to bed, and were 
prisoners until sunrise. During my 
daily visits to the chapel I fain ted twice. 
I became exhausted, could not work nor 
hardly stand. My eyes were sore and 
my constitution was all run down. When 
I came to myself again the Sisters in at
tendance told me that it was due to tight 
lacing, which they thought I had been 
accustomed to do. This was not the 
case, however, and I know it was caused 
from starvation.
GAGGED AND TIED TO THE WALL FOR 

FIVE HOURS. s
"One girl spoke in the chapel, and she 

was gagged and tied to the wall for five 
hours. While confined in a cell I saw 
three of the young women receive pun
ishment by being placed in the dungeon. 
Their shoes were taken away from them 
and they were compelled to walk in 
their bare feet. /
THOUGH SHE WENT THERE IN A CAB

THE PATROL-WAGON BROUGHT HER 
BACK.
“I was surprised this morning when 

the Sister Superior came to me and 
handed me my dress which my father 
had brought to.ine. She told me that I 
was to out It on and renort to her. After 
doing this the,police placed me in a pa-

tiol-wagon and took me to the court
room. Oh! how I did dread this dis
grace! I asked, the policeman if he 
would not let me walk so that I would 
not be noticed. He said nothing, but 
drove on.

A TRUTHFUL GIRL.
“In court when I met my father he 

came to me and asked me what I was 
going to say, and I told him that I was 
going to tell the truth. I asked what he 
would do if I went against him, and the 
only thing he said was for me to do as I 
pleased. I did not know what they were 
going to do with me in court. I noticed 
a lot of my friends there and was anx
ious for the outcome.

GRATEFUUTO HER SWEETHEART.
‘T feel very grateful to Mr. Lefferson, 

who has wasted so much of his time in 
securing my release. What my father 
intends doing with me I don’t know, As 
far as my marrying Mr. Lefferson, I will 
uot say just now whether I would ask 
my father’s consent or not. I have not 
seen Mr. Lefferson since my return 
home, as my father particularly re
quested me not to talk to him. 1 pre
sume my father will attempt to place 
me in another institution, and probably 
this time make sure that my friends 
cannot locate me.”

A MANLY DECLARATION.
Mr. Lefferson, when seen by the Her

ald correspondent the evening of the 
day of the trial, said that he had done 
all in his power to have the young lady 
released, and that he stupii ready to 
marry-her, not for gratitude, but for his 
love toward her.

•FRIENDS SHOW THEIR SYMPATHY.
Miss Forman received many callers at 

the McKeown cottage, at the corner of 
Asbury and Grand avenues, this even
ing (August 28), and all congratulated 
her upon her return home. Mrs. Mar
garet A. Green, who was tn the court
room at New York City, Is the wealth
iest woman living on tho New Jersey 
coast. Miss Forman will probably live 
with Mrs. Green.

A RELIABLE NARRATIVE.
Every statement of the above is from 

the New York Herald, one of the most 
prominent papers published. We have 
in no way changed the wording of Miss 
Forman's statement or the scene before 
thè honorable court. The manly inten
tions and efforts of Mr. Lefferson gives 
the lie tfo the insinuations of the father's 
counsel, who seeks to excuse his con
temptible conduct by a course both vile 
and Jesuitical. Miss Forman's state
ments regarding herself and the Romish 
hell in which she was unlawfully and 
wickedly imprisoned, bear on their face 
the unmistakable signs of their truth
fulness. The suit for $25,000 damages 
will probably never be tried. That’ 
combination of superstition, scheming 
and sin, known as the Roman Corpora
tion, has a healthy horror of American 
law, and the matter will probably be 
compromised—it would be a scandal on 
“Holy Mother Church," and not to be 
thought of, •

It is but fair to state that the head
lines of this article, which are amply 
borne out by'the facts In thiaoase, were 
not furnished by the Herald—that pa
per, strong and powerful as it is, pursues 
a conservative policy In this direction. 
They are very careful not to insert 
“scare-heads” that might reflect on any 
one of the' numerous tentacles of the 
Romish Devil-fish. But whenever some 
counterfeit medium is detected, how 
the “scare-heads” are piled up, and how 
Insinuatingly are they written so as to 
involve the good name of both Spiritual
ists and Spiritualism.

Yet, while the great daily papers are 
given to unfairness in this particular, 
the rivalry between them compels them 
to print "all the news” or go under. 
This is palpable proof of the Fqrmau 
case. Miss Forman certainly had no 
reason to Invent any story In regard to 
the "House of Mercy” in which sho had 
such a fearful experience. Stripped to 
the skin, obliged to don a garb as though 
she was a felon and outcast, obliged 
to participate in religious mummeries, 
to be a scrub and washwoman, to be im
mured In a cell, watched like a thief 
and doomed to slow starvation—is it at 
all to be wondered al that she should 
turn her back to her father, relate these 
things, and express gratitude for her 
deliverer upon regaining her freedom?

Were this "House of Mercy”—rather 
Hotbed of Misery—a Spiritualist insti
tution instead of one of the numerous 
progeny of Rome, how the papers would 
pile up their "scare-heads” and de
nounce, with all the wonderful turnings

SAVED FROM HELL.
That Is What the Church oi 

Rome Teaches Its Dupes

Would Happen to an Unborn 
Babe If Its Mother Died and 

It Was Removed and 
Baptized.

DIABOLICAL ACT AUTHORIZED BY 
THE CATHOLICS—IT IS WORTHY ONLY 
OF SAVAGES—THE CATHOLIC CHUBOH 
A CESSPOOL OF SUPERSTITION, BIG
OTRY AN» IGNORANCE.

Justice, a paper published at Louis
ville, Ky., contains the following:

Priestly influence and the extent to 
which it is carried in the Roman Cath
olic Church was thoroughly demon
strated last Saturday night, or rather 
Sunday morning, at No. 629 East 
Breckinridge street. At that number 
rèsideg J. Charles Obst, Jr,, son of 
Charley Obst, the well-known and 
highly-respected member of the Louis
ville Are department. Young Charley, 
as the son is called, is employed at 
Finzer’s tobacco factory. What hap
pened last Saturday, night has been 
the talk of the East End during the 
past week.

For some time past the wife of Mr. 
Obst, Jr., had occupied a sick bed. 
and she continued to grow worse aud

last Saturday it became 
she could survive but a 
Mr. Obst had been most 
his wife and every wish 
gratified. She was oi a

very amiable and lovable disposition, 
and she bore her sufferings with a 
fortitude and resignation that was 
truly remarkable. 8he realized that 
her end was near and that she would 
soon have to leave all those who were 
dear to her. Her spiritual adviser 
was Father Thomas A. York, of St. 
Paul’s Roman Catholic Church, on 
Jackson street, and he visited her 
more than onee during her illness. 
On one of these visits it was made 
known to him that the poor sufferer 
was in a few months (not quite three) 
to become a mother. Then up went 
the priestly hands in horror at the 
thought of that unborn babe going to 
its grave probably without being bap
tized. Should the mother die and 
that child not be baptized, it would 
go straight to hell. Such were the 
teachings of the Roman Catholic 
Church, and they were imparted to 
the husband. He had been raised in 
the Catholic faith aud he was ready 
to believe anything almost, but such 
a doctrine was almost too much for 
him to swallow. Rut ho was true to 
his religion, aud still truer to her with 
whom he had stood at the altar and 
taken a vow to protect, honor and 
obey. He was uot the man who had 
the slightest idea of placing any ob-, 
stacle in the way of her happiness, oC' 
that of her unborn babe, in this or the 
next world, and he gave his couseut 
to what was to follow, although be 
had his misgivings as to necessity,

On last Saturday evening Mrs. Ubst 
grew worse, typhoid fever having set 
in, and it was apparent to all that the 
poor sufferer could last but a few 
hours at the most. Dr. J. L. Evans, 
of No. 1509 Shelby street, was sum
moned and the duties expected of him 
explained. As soon as the patient 
should breathe her last the unborn 
babe was to be removed, and while 
yet alive baptized in the name of the 
Father, Son and Holy Ghost. It was 
the wish of those nearest the dying 
womau, and Dr. Evans raised no ob
jection to performing the operation.of the editor's brain, the “standing 

menace;” how every pulpit would rave T, o , , , „ , , , , ,
and fume and thunder; how quickly K was 8 o clock Satuiuiiy uight when 
would a mob gather to stone the win- Dr. Evans was summoned, and he at
dows!

But it makes a heap of difference 
whose ox is gored in this sinful world! | 
Were this a Spiritualist hell instead of 
a Romish hell, the light of day would 
not be insulted at this time by finding
it a living tomb—the prison at this very 
moment of over seventy young Ameri
can women! How respectfully silent 
Is the "conservative" press and the or
thodox pulpit. How pusillanimous are 
the political forces of this nation in al
lowing these infamous PRISONS FOR 
WOMEN to exist.

These “prisons for women,” all real 
hells pure and simple, dolour fair land 
throughout its length and breadth; in 
every city and under the waving folds 
of “Old Glory,” their walls stand as so 
many monuments saying “Liberty Is 
dead here." They are protected by the 
police, the cities kindly pay for lighting 
their exteriors, and the population pay 
Increased dues that these sacred “re
ligious” institutions may go untaxed.

Think you, kind and loving father of 
some beautiful little girl, that such in
stitutions^ if allowed to longer exist 
without proper daily inspection by the 
civil authorities—think you that their 
frowning walls and befpiked windows, 
their loathsome dungeons and cold, 
cheerless cells may not some day hold 
in their stony grip the idol of your 
home? Such a thing may be. These 
hells of starvation, superstition and 
slavery must be inspected daily by the 
arm of the law, or a perpetual menace 
will continue to overshadow the Ameri
can home.

Are the women now imprisoned in 
those actuàl hells to be rescued?

_ Willis F. Whitehead.

A. Sentiment Not Realized*
“Truth is immortal and fable is fleet

ing as joy," said Young in his Night 
Thoughts. The hope of humanity of all 
creedsis built on this postulate; but 
fable thus far in the world’s history, 
has been the victor. A change for the 
belter is desirable.

once informed Mr. Obst that his wife 
was liable to die at any time and that
it might be well to send for the priest.

“1 consider it my duty,” says Mr. F. 
Z. Dias, of San Diego, Texas, "to certify’ 
that Ayer’s Pills have completely re
lieved my wife of neuralgia, from which 
comuJaint she was, for a long time, a 
great sufferer."' They are easy to take 
and always effective. -

A messenger was at once sent for 
Father York, who responded with 
alacrity. Then followed the vigil of 
death. Mrs. Obst was conscious at 
all times, and conversed with her 
spiritual adviser during her last hours. 
Between 12 and 1 o’clock Mrs. Obst 
grew weaker and weaker, and the holy 
father, the physician and the husband 
stood at the bedside in silent expect
ancy awaiting the end. The priest 
mumbled a chaut, the surgeon had his 
case of instruments in readiness, while 
the husband, with tear-stained face, 
stood and watched the soul of her who 
was all the world to him fast leaving 
the body. The end came at just 1 
o’clock. "She is dead,” solemnly an
nounced the physician. It was a 
heartrending announcement to make 
to the husband, but it seemed to have 
little effect upon the priest, who 
seemed to be filled with impatience. 
There was something he wanted done 
and done hastily. The surgeon under
stood him, and then intimated that he 
would not act in the premises until 
the husband was satisfied beyond the 
shadow of a doubt that her whom he 
had loved so well had really left this 
world for the great beyond. The 
heartbroken husband pressed his lips 
to the still, quiet face, uttered a groan 
and said that he was satisfied. Then 
it was that the surgeon nerved himself 
for the task before him. “Leave the 
room,” he commanded, aud the hus
band slowly obeyed. - The door had 
hardly closed behind him ere the cruel- 
knife in the hands of the skillful sur
geon had done its work, and a gasp
ing boy baby was presented to the 
view of the priest. The surgeon had 
performed his work, and it was now 
the turn of the priest to perform his. 
There was a short mumbling in Latin, 
and then in the name of the Father, 
the Son and the Holy Ghost, the holy
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the more earnestly—nay, vengefully— 
do I resent the fates teachings that have 
embittered my life—not for myself only, 
but more for others, and mostcQf^ll for 
children. Remember, the edueBlon of 
youth is chiefly in the hands of ortho
dox teachers, who still give the Bible 
all the preference over nature and sci- 
enoe, and who will go pn deluding the 
innocent little ones so long as over they 
are paid, or are permitted to do bo. |3ut 
what a dastardly shame it is for us to 
allow children to be taught that we 
know is false, and do not believe! The 
present calls with an appealing voice, 
begging us to protect the unborn against 
thia terrible tyranny of the past. Do 
not any longer let the winding-sheet of 
death no the swaddling-bands put on the 
helpless little ones for life at their in
tellectual birth. It is appalling to 
think of the populations that have al
ready passed on victimized; the lives 
that have been wrecked; the brains that 
have been bruised, and the hearts 
broken of those who have dashed them
selves against those barriers to human 
progress and the freedom of thought 
which were ignorantly erected and then 
made sacred in the name of God, by 
means of this Hebrew Book pf the Be
ginnings; in short, by a literalization 
of mythology.
“That should inspire one effort more, 
Mightier than any made before. ' 
The barrier wall at last shall fall;
The future must be free for all."

A Crushing' Indictment.
Without question Gerald Massoy, the 

poet, author, lecturer and Egyptologist, 
is the inobt learned Spiritualist now Jiv
ing. Ho has made an earnest study of 
all the mythologies, including the He
brew, and has shown that they all start
ed from a common base, howe ver diverg
ent in after ages; that all rest upon as
tronomical and element worship; that- 
siin, moon and stars were the gods of 
primeval times; and that these naturo- 
gods have gradually changed into spir
itual deities as man has advanced In 
knowledge. Mr. Massey’s lecture on 
"Hebrew and Other Creations, ”is a mas
terpiece of learning, The story of 
creation, as given in Genesis, Is traced 
to its Egyptian and Assyrian origin, as 
uro tho gods disguised by copyists and 
translators into one God.

A brief reply of Mr. Massey to a cor
respondent in regard to the Bible in 
schools, was given in these columns last 
week. A fuller expression of his opin
ion of that book is given at the close 
Of the lecture mentioned, which will 
attract tho attention of all readers, 
coming from the scholarly source it 
does. He was replying to a eulogy 
by Gladstone, on what the latter tarms 
the "poem of creation,” who declared 
it “forcible, effective and sublime.” 
“But that is not the question,” replies 
Mr. Massey:

"is the story false or true? Have we 
been misled and cheated? The essence 
poetry, however attractive, must be 
truth, not falsehood; it must not mislead 
on the pretext of being a revelation. 
The older I grow the faster 1 am losing 
my faith in all lovely unrealities. Con- 

■ aider the effect of such false teaching! 
Only the other day a child who had been 
taught God made man out of the dust of 
the earth, was watching an eddying 
cloud of dust being whirled into shape 
by tho wind,when she cried, ‘Oh,mamma, 
come here! Look! 1 think God is creat-
Ing another baby!!’ Our mental stand
point has been made quite as childish 
with regard to other beginnings. From 
every pulpit of the past we have been 
implored to remain as little children at 
the mother’s knee. We have been 
taught and compelled to surrender our 
reason, doff our manhood, and grovel 
like worms in the earth as the success
ful mode of wriggling our way through 
this world into heaven. We have been 
robbed by a thief in tho night. Chil
dren have been cheated out of their nat
ural senses, and the mental emascula
tion of men has taken the place of the 
physical, alleged to have been inculcated 
by Christ. Soe Mat. 19:12. Men who 
"are sane on most subjects will give up 
ail common sense on this, and talk like 
luuntics. See how the teachers, who 
ought to have learned better, continue, 
nil their lives through, to wear the cast
off vestments of ancient mythology.

“Take Mr. Ruskin as another typical 
example. He is in many ways ,a most 
diligent searcher alter truth, and a 
worshiper of all things noble and beau
tiful. But be was so profoundly' iqfected 
by the falsehood made religious to him 
in childhood, as to bo marked by it 
and mentally maimed for life. In his 
‘Modern Painters’ he tells us that ‘man 
perished In seeking knowledge,’ and 
‘there is not any part of our nature, nor 
can there be through eternity, uninflu
enced or unaffected by tho fall.’ It is 
most painful to see such a man, so hu
man at heart, such a seer and lover of 
nil love lines, believing so damnable a 
lie, and indorsing it not only for his own 
lifetime, but for so long as his writings 
may last, because it was told him in his 
own confiding childhood. It is good to 
waken the eyes of men to the beautiful, 
but still better to lead them to the en
during truth! So sooruas my own eyes 
were opened wide enough to take in the 
immense imposture that has been'based 
upon mythology, I gave up my chance 
of a seaton the Mount of the Muses, and 
turned aside from the proffered crown 
of poetry as a seeker after verifiable 
certitude. And after all, how can the 
picture of a divinized fool at the head 
of aflairs, with so certain a break-down 
in the beginning, bo beautiful, when 
such a representation reduces the drama 
of the whole universe into à most pitiful 
one-act farce? Any god who demands 
the worship of fear is unworthy tho serv
ice of love. Modern Atheism is main
ly the result of false Theism, which is 
being torn up by the root to expose its 
godless. Falsehood is always fraudulent; 
no matter how it may be poetized or 
painted: no matter how religiously we 
have believed it true, or how long we 
may have been imposed on by it s fairness; 
and woo to the revelation that is proved 
false', woe to the sphinx when her secret 
is found out! It will then be her turn to 
be torn.

"The Hebrew Pentateuch has not 
only retarded the growth of science for 
eighteen centuries, bBt thé ignorant be
lievers in it as a book of revelation have 
tried to strangle every science at its 
birth. There could.be and was but little 
or no progress in astronomy, geology, 
biology or Sociology until its teachings 
were rejected by the more enlightened 
among men—the freethinkers and dem
onstrators of facts. Progress has been 
In pipportion to the repinliiuioa. Kor 
jujBell, the nearer 1 draw towards death

come to the conclusion, after long de
liberation, that any dollar issued by 
Unclo Sam, bearing his stamp and made 
a legal tender for the payment of debts, 
is practically good enough for its use, 
and will be taken In full payment of 
subscriptions to the extent of two thou
sand dollars a week. Tills offer will hold 
good bq long as our Uncle, aforesaid, 
shall keep all his currency on an equal
ity, Interchangeable at the will of the 
holder.

Not wishing to discriminate, it may be 
well to add, that in the absence of con
venient coin or even flat currency, post
age stamps will be' accepted at their 
face value.

Dr. Emmens, the c-iinent metallur
gist and inventor, of New York, claims 
to have discovered the art of transmut
ing silver into gold, at an absolute loss 
of less than 25 per cent, making an arti
cle that bears every test of the United 
States Assay office, thus settling the 
vexatious silver question by science in
stead of voters. Notwithstanding this 
discovery, which puts the old-time al
chemists to rout, gold coin bearing 
tho government stamp will be received 
at par at this office; so hurry up sub
scriptions, not to exceed two thousand a 
week, understand, until pur press abil
ity falls, of which due notice shall be 
given. Gracious, wbat a paper we shall

„ “Holl Hot and Strong.”
This world is not altogether a barren 

waste. Occasionally we get behind the 
scenes and see for ourselves what is 
transpiring there. Harold Frederic’s 
Illumination gives a sketch of incidents 
transpiring while a Methodist church 
committee are engaging a minister. 
Brother Pierce, one of them, addressing 
the candidate:

“What we want hero, sir, is strait- 
out1 flat-footed ’ell—the burnin’ lake o’ 
fire and brimstone. Pour it into ’em 
hot and strong. We can’t have too much 
of it. Work in them awful death-beds 
of Voltaire an’ Tom Paine, with the 
devil right thar in the room reachin' 
for ’em, whoopin’ it up, an’ thov yellin’ 
for the fright. That's what fills the 
anxious seat, an’, briugs in souls hand 
over fist.

“An' then, too, our folks don’t take 
no stock in all that pack o' nonsense 
about science, such as telHn’ the age o’ 
the earth by crackin’ up stones. I’ve 
been in the quarry line all my life, an’ 
I know it is all humbug. Why, they 
say some folks are goin’ round now 
preachin’ that our grandfathers were all 
monkeys. That comes from departin’ 
from the ways of our forefathers, an’ 
puttin'in organs an’choirs, an’ deckin’ 
our women-folks out with gew-gaws.”

The backwoods regions have an 
abundance of fossils of the Brother 
Pierce breed.

Mesmerism Triumphant.
Tho religionists have been enjoying a 

grand old time at Burlington, Ind. Mrs. 
Mershon Is the revivalist, and Is doing 
a wholesale business. It is claimed she 
had two hundred in a trance state atone 
time a few nights ago. Outsiders 
claimed the subjects were under hyp
notic influence. They aroused the slecp- 

_ers aud broke up the meeting.
Were a practical mesmerizer to im

itate these revival meetings, his sub- 
jects-shouting, praying, trying to mount 
upward to heaven, and pleading for 
others to join in the medley, he would 
be driven from town as a blasphemer, 
making light of sacred things: but all 
who are acquainted with hypnotism 
know these displays of pentecostal pow
er are, in every respect, identical with 
that induced by tho professional hyp
notist. Were it not for inciting the re
ligious element to frenzy the whole pro
gram could be re-enacted at will. The 
performance at Burlington demonstrates 
that Mrs. Mershon is a superior mes
merizer, whether she knows it or not, 
and her power should be expended in 
curing bodily ills, instead of inducing 
lunacy. Ab a rival of Catholic saints, 
not excepting the digital bones of the 
good St Anne, she would bo a grand 
success.

A Bridgeless Chasm of Ignorance
Hallam, in his “View of Europe Dur

ing the Middle Ages,” p. 461, says:
"I am not aware that there appeared 

more than two really considerable men 
in the republic of letters, from the 
sixth to the middle of the eleventh cen
tury.” ’

One of these was a native of Ireland,

sally deficient in original argument 
or expression.” He claims, ■ “Religion 
tnad" a bridge across the chaos of ig
norance and linked the two periods of 
ancient and modern civilization.-'’ Is it 
not more probable, when learning was 
revived, after tho Crusades,.the priestly 
scholars availed themselves of the ad
vantages of that period of “universal ig
norance,” to foist their new religion on 
the world, forging ' numerous books, 
which they denominated holy, and ante

dated to earlier ages, as survivals of 
that chasm of intellectual darkness? 
This is what Prof. Johnson, in his "Rise 
of Christendom,” has proved.

To the Editor:—It ie with pleasure 
that I announce that the Central Traffic 
Association and Truiik Line Association 
have granted rates for our coii/ention 
on the certificate plan.

We shall be unable to secure rates 
west of the Mississippi river, the bound
ary on the west being the Mississippi 
and Illinois rivers, and the west line of 
Cook county.

Rates secured, however, as far west 
as Burlington, Keokuk, .Quincy, Hanni
bal and St. Louis. The southern bound
ary is the Ohio river. Rates can be se
cured from all points on either side of 
the river.

It is very important that all persons 
desiring these rates understand these 
facts: - .

You must purchase a ticket to Wash
ington, D. C„ paying for same full fare. 
At your request the ticket agent will 
issue a certificate, which you must pre
sent to the secretary of the N. S.-A., at 
the convention ball in Washington; 
after he Indorses it, it will entitle you to 
purchase a ticket for return trip at one- 
third of the usual fare.

Please to remember that you ask for a 
certlfioate ticket to the National Spirit
ualists’ Convention at Washington, D. 
C.; if you do not secure this certificate 
when you secure your ticket, you cannot 
secure any reduction rates whatever for 
return trip. Tickets will be sold at the 
place of meeting for the return trip at 
one-third the first-class limited fare to 
those having certificates, ’

These tickets will be on sale to come 
three days before the convention assem
bles, and will be good to return three 
days after convention adjourns, Sundays 
not counted.

Remember, ateo, this one fact about 
securing these certificate tickets, you 
mustapply for them at least thirty min
utes before the train yon wish to fake ie 
to leave, as the ticket agent must have a 
chance to make out certificate. Remem- 
her this one fact and not rush into the 
depot at the last minute and demand one 
of these tickets and then because yon 
cannot get one at once, blame the rail
road and officers of the N. S. A.

If certificate tickets cannot be secured 
at starting point parties coming from 
the far west can journey to the first 
place inside the boundaries above men
tioned, and'then purchase a certificate 
ticket to Washington.

The New England Passenger Associa
tion has granted certificate rates from 
all large cities and towns in Maine, New 
S" shire, Vermont, Massachusetts,

! Island and Connecticut.
Carriages will meet all trains for the 

Ebbitt House, the headquarters of the 
Association during the convention. The 
Ebbitt House is| one of the most aristo
cratic hotels in Washington, and will 
open its famous Red Parlor, (in which 
have gathered in the past some of the 
most noted religious and literary asso
ciations of this country), free for the an
nual reception of the National Associa
tion, on the evening of October 19,1998, 
at 8 p. m.

This house has made a special rate for 
the week of the convention, and I can 
guarantee first-class board to all who de
sire to stop there, at astonishingly low 
rates. The hotel is within five minutes 
walk of the Whit« House, and three 
minutes’ walk of the Treasury Depart
ment, and in eight of Masonic Temple.

Rates have also been secured of the 
Trunk Line Association, Grank Trunk, 
New York Central, Hudson River R.R., 
West Shore, New York, Ontario and 
Western, Erie Railroad, Delaware and 
Western, Lehigh Valley, Central Rail
road (N. J.), Philadelphia and Reading, 
Pennsylvania R. R., Baltimore and 
Ohio, Chesapeake and Ohio. On ac
count of the small attendance from tho 
South and extreme West no rates can 
be secured from these two sections of 
the country.

F. B. WOODBURY, Sec’y.

Crlme and the Press.
The daily papers frequently mention 

the pernicious influanep-of dime novels 
on the tender and susceptible minds of 
youth. They are correct. By familiar-' 
ity with crime and the arts of the 
vicious, a spirit of emulation is incited 
which culminates in attempts to rival 
the acts of the vicious. But if dime 
novels are to be shunned, what shall be 
said of the daily papers, which abound 
in recitals of murders, robberies, bur
glaries, and crime in all its multitudin
ous forms? The detail of police proceed
ings and trials in the higher courts fill 
out the lessons of horror, and the effect 
is seen, by minute descriptions of new 
crimes which follow the next day, per
petuated by a.younger class of offenders.

Is it not probably true that the better 
morals of country people can be traced 
to the fact that children raised there do 
not read the daily records of crime 
which are hashed up for the delectation 
of city readers?

A Roaring God.
“Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God 

of Israel: Drink ye and be drunken, and 
spew, and fall, and rise no more, * * 
and it shall be if they refuse to take a 
cup at thy hand to drink, then shalt 
thou say unto then», Thus saith the Lord 
of hosts: Ye shall certainly drink.”

The quotation is from Jeremiah 23:27, 
28. In the 30th verse this “God of Is
rael” is presented as a roaring and 
shouting personage, as if on a. booze 
himself.
, “The Lord shall roar from on high, 
and utter hie voice from hie holy habit
ation; he sjiall mightily roar, * * * 
he shall give a shout, as they that tread 
the grapes against all the inhabitants of 
the earth."

Jeremiah 48:31, tells us the Lord will 
howl, A roaring, shouting and howling 
God may have served the Jews a good 
purpose; but is he really a need in our 
American Constitution?

Anclent and Modem Infidels.
Josephus, in book 13, chap. 5. of “An

tiquities of the Jews,” says of Sadducees, 
which he calls a sect of the Jews:

‘‘The Sadducees say there is no such 
thing as fate: that the events of human 
affairs are not at its disposal, but they 
suppose all our actions are in our own 
power,so that we ourselves cause what is 
good, and receive what is evil from our 
own folly.”

Instead of making God responsible for 
the evil and the good there is in the 
world, as credited to Isaiah 45:7, and 
Amos 3:6, the Infidels of those times 
taught what the same class of people, 
including Spiritualists, teach now, that 
man must answer for his own folly, and 
pay his own penalties. This, is what 
makes them “the most moral people on 
earth.” - -

THE LANGUAGE QF CHBHJT.
noi------- -

Wbat Was His Mocber-Tongue? 
■ ■ . ■ ■ J:----- i- : . ■.

This much dteoussed question, says 
the Literary Digest, has a deeper inter
est than that of'mere curiosity. It has 
practical bearlh^s on problems of Bibli
cal interpretation, and the verbabinspi- 
rationof Scriptures.; It is an old ques
tion, but one tfiat is constantly new in 
its interests, ae fa Been from the repeat
ed discussions it- has elicited in recent 
years. The latest aud possibly the best 
of these is foujid in a small volume by 
Dr. Arnold MdM>‘, of the University of 
Bonn, entitled ?‘Jesu Muttersprache" 
(Jesus’ mother-tongue), which is rich in 
historical and other data, and from 
which wq condense the following facts:

The question as to the language spoken 
by Jesus did not particularly interest 
the earliest Church fathers. ’’They con
fined themselves In this regard to the 
question as to the original language em
ployed by Matthew. In the preparation 
of his Gospel, which, Papias declares, 
was "Hebrew,” The current opinion 
was that the Lord had employed the 
“Syriac” as his vernacular, which term 
was used interchangeably with "He
brew” and "Chaldee.” This became the 
settled tradition of the Church down to 
the Reformation and Jater, and when in 
1555 WidmauBtadt published the first 
edition of the New Testament in Syriac, 
this work was greeted‘with a warm wel
come on the ground that now the Church 
possessed tho very words of the Lord as 
he had spoken .them. Only a few skep
tical minds,- such as Scaliger and Gro
tius, doubted the correctness of this con
clusion, and claimed that tho Savior 
had spoken a mixed dialect then current 
in Palestine.' .

Among the Jesuits the idea early 
gained ground that the Lord's vernacu
lar must have been the Latin, as this 
was the language spoken by the saints 
in heaven, This view was first promul
gated by the Pater Inchofer in 1848,

A century later another Jesuit schol
ar, Hardouin, assigned as a new reason 
for this view the fact that the Vulgate, 
or official Bible of the Homan Catholic 
Church,' was also written in the Latin 
language. On the other hand, Prot
estant scholars began to maintain that 
Jesus spoke Greek, the language of the 
New Testament. So good an authority 
as the late Prof. Delitzsch believed that 
Christ spoke a relatively pure Hebrew, 
the study of this language having been 
rigidly taught in . the schools of Pales
tine.

The -facts in the case, especially as 
seen in the words of the New Testament 
other than Greek, show that the Lord 
spoke an Aramaic language, and of this 
language again a Galilean dialect. Tho 
Aramaic is a branch of the north Semi
tic, and as such a Bister tongue of the 
Hebrew. Long before the close of the 
Old Testament canon the Aramaic had 
supplanted Hebrew in popular use in 
Israel, and had become tne language of 
trade and business between the people 
of Syria and oótínVries farther east. Al
ready a Jeremiah ¿and an Ezekiel show 
the influence of; this tongue; the same is 
true of the later, psalms, Ecclesiastes, 
and especially fc.rU' and Daniel, both of 
■which contain »portions written in this 
dialect. During the Maccabean period 
the Aramaic hp.d ^virtually supplanted 
Hebrew in Israel, 'it is used in the’Tal- 
mud, and its general use íb reported by 
Philo, a contemporary of St. Paul, and 
by the historian Josephus, who calls it 
the “language of. the fatherland."

Only in one respect the old Hebrew 
maintained its'hold. It was the lan
guage of the sabred writings of Israel 
and the official; tongue o.f their Scrip
tures. In, the (fynqgqgues these books 
were read in the original Hebrew, but 
wore interpreted to the people through 
Aramaic paraphrases called Targumim. 
Testimonies abound and agree that such 
was the case regularly, so that the com
mon people could no longer understand 
the eacred tongue of thoir fathers and of 
their Scriptures. The current language 
of tho day was accordingly the Aramaic, 
and this language, beyond any reasona
ble doubt, was the tongue employed by 
Christ in his discourses with his disci
ples and with the people. The Hebrew 
as such was known well only by the 
learned, but was not understood thor
oughly by the common people.

The correctness of this conclusion is 
attested by the words cited in the New 
Testament.

The Church of the Soul.
To the Editor:—Vacation is over, 

and once more eager hearts and willing 
hands are making preparation for the 
winter’s wdrk. It will be remembered 
that last season the Church of the Soul 
was ushered into existence, only to bo 
closed down for the summer vacation. 
To many of us4be long break has been 
a time of hungry waiting, and even 
those whose privilege it was to share 
in the feasts spread for them at the dif
ferent camps, are. glad that once more 
the time has come to break bread be
neath our own “vine and fig tree.”

On Sunday, September 13, we resume 
our services in Schiller Theatre, with 
Orpheus Hall again for Sunday-school 
and Thursday evening services. Al
ready the trustees and council have met 
and plans are laid for an aetivo winter’s 
work.

Wo are looking forward to a fruitful 
year. The new organization of the 
Church of the Soul has brought out the 
enthusiasm and co-operation of our peo
ple in such a manner that success is 
more than insured from all sides. We 
hear the willing cry, “What can I do to 
help?” The old members stand sturdily 
at the front, ready to show their appre
ciation of the soul teachings, which for 
bo many years have meant so much to 
them, while a great many new ones 
have come in, full of eager anxiety to 
puttheir shoulders to tho wheel and 
help on “the gospel chariot."

In all this movement one feature has 
stood out prominently.before us. Dear 
as is the personality of our beloved pas
tor, Mrs. Cora L. ,y. Richmond, to all of 
us, this has played but a very small part 
in the matter. The people have rallied 
around the soul ¡teachings themselves; 
principles, not personality, is the baste 
upon which the Church of the Soul has 
gone forth to thelwbrld. It is . true in 
her we lovingly recognize the instru
ment through ’wjbonj these wonderful 
truths have been glvep, and to her justly 
belongs the honoipof being the founder 
of this church. .a1- 1 ’

At present shd is still wandering 
amidst the grore^buj will , be home in 
time for service on- Sunday morning, 
September 13, wb&h the- subject of her 
discourse will bHr. 'i'The Triumph of 
Soul Forces.” Oq Thursday, the 17th, 
a reception and “Reunion Local”,will be 
held in Orpheus Hall', at which we hope 
to shake hands With all interested in 
this great work. ■ '

I am requested by the trustees, .espe
cially, to say that the plans of the thea
ter are now open at the office of the 
vice-president, Dr. Nutt, 1207 Masonic 
Building, and the friends who have al
ready subscribed for seats are requested ■ 
to select as early as possible, and I 
would also remind our friends that dona
tions of flowers are al wavs in order, and 
will be gratefully’ received for Sunday 
services. Let us have a good display of 
these on the 13th. C. Catlin,

Secretary pro tem.
Bow deep is the magic of sound may 

be learned by breaking some sweet 
verses into prose.—Willmott

RE/VL AND MYTftlG/H. HILLS '

OF THE ROMAN CORPORATION

A LESSON FOR AMERICANS—A ÇATH- 
. OLIO INSTITUTION THAT IS UNFIT

EVEN FOR A SAVAGE—JUDGE BEACH 
DOES A HUMANE AND LEGAL ACT.
To the Editor:—It appears from the 

New York Herald of August 29 that "by 
order of Judge Beach, of the Supreme 
Court, Laura B. Forman, of Asbury 
Park, N. J., was released from the 
House of Mercy at Inwood, N. Y.,” Au
gust 28, on "habeas corpus proceedings" 
instituted by George H. Lefferson, her 
sweetheart, for her release.

Her counsel stated, when leaving 
court, that on behalf of Miss Forman he 
would begin an action for $25,000 dam
ages against the institution for false Im- 
prieonment.

Counsel for MIbb Forman’s father 
stated to the court that the young wo
man was not held by process of law. but 
was being cared for at the institution at 
the expense and under the direction of 
her father.

QUESTIONED BY THE JUDGE,
Judge Beach directed Miss Forman to 

be brought before him.
"Have you been detained against your 

will?" asked the court,
■‘Yes, sir."

•“How old are you?" '
"I will be nineteen next October."
"Do you wish to leave the institu

tion?”
“Yes, sir."
“That is all. I see no reason why you 

may not leave it."
“Her father placed heK-there,” inter

posed Mr. Patterson, “believing that it 
was necessary to do so to protect her 
purity and character.”

“That may be right from every point 
of view but the legal one,” replied the 
court. “It 1b wrong, according to the 
legal view, to confine this young woman 
without due process of law."

DAUGHTER AND FATHER.
As Miss Forman was preparing .to 

leave the court-room, surrounded by 
several women friends, her father 
picked up her satchel and walked up to 
where she was, to escort her away. She 
took her grip from his hand and said in 
reply to something hé whispered to her: 
“No, no, no!" She turned her back on 
him and refused to speak to him. She 
left the courthouse with Mrs. Margaret 
A. Green, of Asbury Park.

Mr. Lefferson denies that he and Miss 
Forman were engaged to be married or 
that they intended. to be wedded se
cretly,
MISS FORMAN MAKES A STATEMENT OF 

HER CASE.
A telegraph dispatch from Asbury 

Park, N. Y., August 28, to the New 
York Herald, says:

Miss Laura B. Forman, after her re
lease from the House of Mercy at Inn- 
.wood, N. Y., consented to tell the his-

said:
AN INHUMAN FATHER.

"1 left Asbury Bark about July 10 
last, and wont directly to my sister's, 
Mrs. Nickerson, at No. 60 West Seventy
sixth street. I wqs only there a few 
days when my father called. He told 
me he had made arrangements to take 
me to an institution where I would be 
obliged to stay for some time and secure 
an education. I remonstrated with him, 
cried and pleaded to him not to take me 
away. He said it was for my own good, 
and that I must go with him. I fell in a 
swoon.
THREATS OF FORCE-IMPRISONMENT.

"My father said that if I did not go 
along peaceably he would call a police
man and force me to go. My father led 
me downstairs to a cab standing outside.” 
The young woman thon described the 
journey to the “House of Mercy.” 
STRIPPED TO HER SKIN-SEVENTY-FIVE

YOUNG WOMEN PRISONERS.
“The Sister Superior led me to a 

dressing-room,” continued Miss Forman, 
“where I was stripped of all iny cloth
ing, and given a common garb that was 
probably made by the inmates of that 
Institution. They took away my corsets, 
shoes, examined my hair closely, and I 
was obliged to wear an old broad pair of 
shoes, with soft sojes, which could not be 
heard as we walked in the chapel. Af
ter this I was led down a long ball way 
into a large cell, wherein were confined 
about seventy-five other young women. 
We all slept in one room and had little 
to lay on or cover ourselves with.
STARVATION-THE KIND OF "EDUCA

TION " SHE GOT.
“There was a board bench upon which 

we sat, and for five hours each day we 
were compelled to do some needlework. 
Our first meal consisted of bread and 
molasses, our second of molasses and 
bread, and the third of both together. 
The first thing 1 had to do in tho morn
ing was to make all the.beds and wash 
the windows and some of the clothes of 
the other inmates. '

DIABOLICAL TAEATMENT.
“I began to fade away very fast for 

the want of proper food. After supper 
we were ordered to go to bed, and were 
prisoners until sunrise. During my 
daily visits to the chapel I fainted twice. 
I became exhausted, could not work nor 
hardly stand. My eyes were sore and 
my constitution was all run down. When 
I came to myself again the Sisters in at
tendance told me that it was due to tight 
lacing, which they thought I had been 
accustomed to do. Tbis was not the 
case, however, and I know it was caused 
from starvation.
GAGGED AND TIED TO THE WALL FOR 

FIVE HOURS.
"One girl spoke in the chapel, and she 

was gagged and tied to the wall for five 
hours. While confined in a cell I saw 
three of the young women receive pun
ishment by being placed in the dungeon. 
Their shoes were taken away from them 
and they were compelled to walk in 
their bare feet. ■
THOUGH SHE WENT THERE IN A CAB 

THE PATROL-WAGON BROUGHT HER 
BACK.
“I was surprised this morning when 

the Sister Superior came to me and 
handed me my dress which my father 
had brought to me. She told me that I 
was to put it on and reoort to her. After 
doing this the police placed me in a pa-

trol-wagon and took me to the epurt- 
rpom. Oh! how I did dread this dis
grace! I asked the policeman if he 
would not let me walk so that I would 
nofo.be noticed. He said nothing, but 
drpve on.

A TRUTHFUL, GIRL.
"In court when I met my father ho 

came to me and asked me what I was 
going to eay, aud I told him that I was 
going to tell the truth. I asked wbat he 
would do if I went against him, and the 
only thing he said was for me to do as I 
pleased. I did not know what they were 
going to do with me in court. I noticed 
a lot of my friends there and was anx
ious for the outcome.

GRATEFUGTQ HER SWEETHEART.
"I feel very grateful to Mr. Lefferson, 

who has wasted bq much of his tifae in 
scouring my release. What my father 
intends doing with me I don’t know. As 
far as my marrying Mr. Lefferson,! will 
not say just now whether I would ask 
my father’s consent or not, I have not 
seen Mr, Lefferson since my return 
home, as my father particularly re
quested me not to talk to him. I pre
sume my father will attempt to place 
me in another institution, and probably 
this time make sure that my friends 
cannot locate me."

A MANLY DECLARATION.
Mr. Lefferson, when seen by the Her

ald correspondent the evening of the 
day of the trial, said that he had done 
all in his power to have the young lady 
released, and that he stood ready to 
marry- her, not for gratitude, but for his 
love toward her.

FRIENDS SHOW THEIR SYMPATHY.
' Miss Forman received many callers at 
the McKeown cottage, at the corner of 
Asbury and Grand avenues, this even
ing (August 28), and all congratulated 
her upon her return home. Mrs. Mar
garet A. Green, who was in the court
room at New York City, is the wealth
iest woman living on the New Jersey 
coast. Mise Forman will probably live 
with Mrs, Green,

A RELIABLE NARRATIVE.
Every statement of the above is from 

the New York Herald, one of the most 
fimminent papers published. We have 
n no way changed the wording of Miss 

Forman’s statement or the scene before 
the honorable court. The manly inten
tions and efforts of Mr. Lefferson gives 
the He to the insinuations of the father's 
counsel, who seeks to excuse his con
temptible conduct by a course both vile 
and Jesuitical. Miss Forman's state
ments regarding herself and the Romish 
hell in which she was unlawfully and 
wickedly imprisoned, bear on their face 
the unmistakable signs of their truth
fulness. The suit for $25,800 damages 
will probably never be tried. That 
combination of superstition, scheming 
and sin, known as tho Roman Corpora
tion, has a healthy horror of American 
law, and the matter will probably be 
compromised— it would be a scandal on 
“Holy Mother Church," and not to be 
thought of.

It is but fair to state that the head
lines of this article, which are amply 
borne out by the facts in this case, were 
not furnished by the Herald—that pa
per, strong and powerful as it is, pursues 
a conservative policy in this direction. 
They are very careful not to insert 
“scare-heads” that might reflect on any 
one of the numerous tentacles of the 
Romls.h Devil-fish. But whenever some 
counterfeit medium is detected, how 
the “scare-heads” are piled up, and how 
insinuatingly are they written so as to 
involve tho good name of both Spiritual
ists and Spiritualism.

Yet, while the great daily papers are 
given to unfairness in this particular, 
the rivalry between them compete them 
to print “all the news" or go under. 
This is palpable proof of the Fqrmau 
case. Miss Forman certainly had - no 
reason to invent any story in regard to 
the “House of Mercy” in which she had 
such a fearful experience. Stripped to 
the skin, obliged to don a garb as though 
she was a felon and outcast, obliged 
to participate in religious mummeries, 
to be a scrub and washwoman, to be im
mured in a cell, watched like a thief 
and doomed to slow starvation—is it at 
all to be wondered at that she should 
turn her back to her father, relate these 
things, and express gratitude for her 
deliverer upon regaining her freedom?

Were this “House of Mercy”—rather 
Hotbed of Misery—a Spiritualist insti
tution instead of one of the numerous 
progeny of Rome, how the papers"would 
pile up their "scare-heads’’ and de
nounce, with all the wonderful turnings 
of the editor's brain, tho “standing 
menace;” how every pulpit would rave 
and fume and thunder; how quickly 
would a mob gather to stone the win
dows!

But it makes a heap of difference 
whose ox is gored in this sinful world! 
Were thia a Spiritualist hell instead of 
a Romish hell, the light of day would 
not be insulted at this time by finding 
it a living tomb—the prison at this very 
moment of over seventy young Ameri
can women! How respectfully silent 
is the “conservative” press and tho or
thodox pulpit. How pusillanimous are 
the political forces of this nation in al
lowing these infamous prisons for 
WOMEN to exist.

Those “prisons for women,” all real 
hells pure and simple, dot our fair land 
throughout its length and breadth; in 
every city and under the waving folds 
of "Old Glory,” their walls stand as so 
many monuments saying “Liberty Is 
dead here.” They are protected by the 
police, the cities kindly pay for lighting 
their exteriors, and the population pay 
increased dues that these sacred “re
ligious” institutions may go untaxed.

Think you, kind and loving father of 
some beautiful little girl, that such in
stitutions, if allowed to longer exist 
without proper daily inspection by the 
civil authorities—think you that their 
frowning walls and bejpiked windows, 
their loathsome dungeons and cold, 
cheerless cells may not some day hold 
In their stony grip the idol of your 
home? Such a thing may be. These 
hells of starvation, superstition and 
slpverv must be inspected daily by the 
arm of the law, or a perpetual menace 
will continue to overshadow the Ameri
can home.

Are the women now imprisoned in 
these actual hells to be rescued?

_ Willis F. Whitehead.

Justice, a paper published at Louis
ville, Ky., contains the following:

Priestly influence and the extent to 
which it is carried in the Roman Cath
olic Church was thoroughly demon
strated last Saturday night, or rather 
Sunday morning, at No. 629 East 
Breckinridge street. At that number 
résides J. Charles Obst, Jr.'sou of 
Charley Obst, the well-known and 
highly-respected member of the Louis
ville fire department. Young Charley, 
as the son is called, is employed at 
Finzer’s tobacco factory. What hap
pened last Saturday night has been 
the talk of the East End during the 
past week.

For some time past the wife of Mr, 
Obst, Jr., had occupied a sick bed. 
and she continued to grow worse and 
worse, until last Saturday it became

A Sentiment Not Realized.
"Truth is immortal and fable is fleet

ing as joy,” said Young in his Night 
Thoughts. The hope bf humanity of all 
ereedsis built on this postulate; but 
fable thus far in the world’s history, 
has been the victor. - A change for the 
better is desirable.

“I consider it ray duty,” says Mr. F. 
Z. Dias, of San Diego, Texas, “to certify' 
that Ayer's Pills have completely re-1 
lieved my wife of neuralgia, from which 
complaint she was, for a long time, a 
great sufferer.” They are easy to take 
and always effective.

attentive to his wife and every wish 
of hers was gratified. She was of a 
very amiable and lovable disposition, 
and sire bore her sufferings with a 
fortitude and resignation that was 
truly remarkable. She realized that 
her end was near and that she would 
soon have to leave all those who were 
dear to her. Her spiritual adviser 
was Father Thomas A. York, of St. 
Paul’s Roman Catholic Church, on 
Jackson street, and he visited her 
more than once during her illness. 
On one of these visits it was made 
known to him that the poor sufferer 
was in a few months (not quite three) 
to become a mother. 'Then up went 
the priestly hands iu horror at the 
thought of that unborn babe going to 
its grave probably without being bap
tized. Should the mother die and 
that child not be baptized, it would 
go straight to hell. Such were the 
teachings of the Roman Catholic 
Church, and they were imparted to 
the husband. He had been raised in 
the Catholic faith and he was ready 
to believe anything almost, but such 
a doctrine was almost too much for 
him to swallow. But he was true to 
his religion, and still truer to her with 
whom he had stood at the altar and 
taken a vow to protect, honor and 
obey. He was not the man who had 
the slightest idea of placing any ob
stacle in the way of her happiness, or 
that of her unborn babe, in this or the 
next world, and he gave' his conseut 
to what was to follow, although he 
had his misgivings as to necessity.

On last Saturday evening Mrs. Obst 
grew worse, typhoid fever having set 
in, and it was apparent to all that the 
poor sufferer could lost but a few 
hours at the most. Dr. J. L. Evans, 
of No. 1509 Shelby street, was sum
moned and the duties expected of him 
explained. As soon as the patient 
should breathe her last the unborn 
babe was to be removed, and while 
yet alive baptized in the name of the 
Father, Son and Holy Ghost. It was 
the wish of those nearest the dying 
woman, and Dr. Evans raised no ob
jection to performing the operation. 
It was 8 o’clock Saturday night when 
Dr. Evans was summoned, and he at 
once informed Mr. Obst that his wife 
was liable to die at any time and that 
it might be well to send for the priest. 
A messenger was at once sent for 
Father York, who responded with 
alacrity. Then followed the vigil of 
death. Mrs. Obst was conscious at 
all times, and conversed with her 
spiritual adviser during her last hours. 
Between 12 and 1 o'clock Mrs. Obst 
grew weaker and weaker, and the holy 
father, the physician and the husband 
stood at the bedside in silent expect
ancy awaiting the end. The priest 
mumbled a chant, the surgeon had his 
case of instruments in readiness, while 
the husband, s^ith tear-stained face, 
stood and watched the soul of her who 
was all the world to him fast leaving 
the body. The end came at just 1 
o’clock. “She is dead,” solemnly an
nounced the physician. It was a 
heartrending announcement to make 
to the husband, but it seemed to have 
little effect upon the priest, who 
seemed to be filled with impatience. 
There was something he wanted done 
and done hastily. The surgeon under
stood him, and then intimated that he 
would not act in the premises until 
the husband was satisfied beyond the 
shadow of a doubt that her whom he 
had loved so well had really left .this 
world for the great beyond. The 
heartbroken husband pressed his lips 
to the still, quiet face, uttered a groan 
and said that he was satisfied. Then 
it was that the surgeon nerved himself 
for the task before him. < ‘Leave the 
room,” he commanded, and the hus
band slowly obeyed; ^ The door had 
hardly closed behind him ere the cruel- 
knife in the hands of the skillful sur
geon had done its work, and a gasp
ing boy baby was presented to the 
View of the priest. The surgeon had 
performed his work, and it was now' 
the turn of the priest to perform his. 
There was a short mumbling in Latin, 
and then in the name of the Father, 
the Son and the Holy Ghost, the holy

could.be
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Water was sprinkled upon that pure, 
Innocent little babe. It lived but a 
few minutes, but according to the 
Romanist teachings its soul had been 
saved from hell. The surgeon com
pleted his work, And then the under
taker was summoned. The body of 
the mother was plaeed in a magnificent 
silk-covered casket, and in her arms 
was placed the diminutive babe. It 
Was a tiny little thing, so tiny, in fact, 
that it could hardly be seen nestling 
as it was in the beautiful shroud in 
which its mother was incased. All 
day Sunday and Monday crowds visited 
the Obst home to view the remains of 
the mother aud babe. Loud were the 
mutterings against the priest who had 
ordered such'a deed to be performed 
under a threat of hell if it was uot 
done. Women and young girls, aud 
even old men, discussed and con
demned it as silly in the extreme.

The Justice man learned of all the 
facts connected with the case,-aud 
from the death returns filed in the 
health office saw that Dr. J. L. Evans 
had been the attending physician. The 
report had first been circulated that 
the operation had been performed 
while Mrs. Obst was still alive, and 
for the purpose of verifying this part 
of the report the Justice man called 
upon Dr. Evans. The doctor refused 
point blank at first to say anything 
whatever about the case, but when it 
was intimated that Mrs, Obst Was 
alive at the time of the operation, he 
denied it most emphatically and gave 
a true version-of it. He said that 
Father York did not de maud that the 
child be taken from the mother, but 
simply suggested it in a geuteel man
ner, mid the ceremony throughout was 
very impressive ; that while he (the 
doctor) did not believe in any such 
teaching, still those who were near 
and dear to the deceased did believe 
in it, and as it was part of their re
ligion he could see no particular harm 
in it. Had there been any particular 
harm in it he would certainly not have 
taken part in it. On Tuesday morning 
the deceased and the little babe were 
buried from St. Paul Roman Catholic 
Church, on Jackson street, the re
mains of the mother aud child being 
laid to rest In the St. Louis Cemetery.

I would like to send a few words of 
encouragement to Brother Betts. The 
obsessing spirit is not in his atmos
phere, but he is in the vibrations 
where the spirit dwells. In his call 
for help, every sympathetic heart that 
responded in thought helped the 
brother. There is help for the brother 
yet; but he must learn this important 
lesson of life, that much depends 
upon ourselves.

He is not obsessed—only vibrating 
lower than he ought to, to be in har
mony with the higher forces of life. 
He says in one of his communications 
he doesn’t believe in this vibratory 
law. If he will ouly study into it, it 
will help him out of the present 
dilemma. It does -not alter a law of 

- life because we do uot comprehend it; 
we are subject to it just the same.

There is a deep and harmonious law 
governing all life. These inharmonies 
lead up to the divinest harmonies, and 
all these seeming disciplines are bless
ings in disguise. Let us all learn to 
3|Ud aright these problems, and we 

ill find to our astonishment that we 
were in the sunshine all the while, and 
that loving wisdom angels were guiding 
and directing our life-bark always.

To all afflicted with unwelcome aud 
unseen risitants, let me say: You are 
stronger than they are; assert j’our 
own positive nature, and then your 
helpers will come nearer and help you 
out of the negative current» in which 
you are moving.

A. A. Cate, M. D.

THE UNLETTERED MEXICAN GIRL WHO 
CLAIMS TO HEAL THE SICK, AND HAS 
SUFFERED BANISHMENT UNJUSTLY 
FROM HER NATIVE COUNTRY.

If, as Carlyle says, “matterexists 
onlj' spiritually and to represent some 
idea and body it forth,” then Teresa 
Urrea, the Saint of Cabora, says the 
Chicago Record, embodies charity, 
love, self-abnegation aud all those 
cardinal virtues which pulpit orators 
bepraise. This picturesque “mara
villosa sanadora,” believing that all 
aspirations should be utilitarian in 
their scheme and show forth God’s 
harmonies regardless of man’s creeds, 
moves among her horde of afflicted 
devotees, giving with a touch and a 
smile great cheer to the sorrowful.

She is an unlearned Mexican girl, 
born and bred on an isolated hacienda 
in Sonora, where no hint of odylic 
force uses — which “from female 
finger tips biirned blue”—could ever 
have reached .her for imitation. She 
never could have heard of Gassner's 
strokes with the hand or of Franz 
Anton Mesmer, yet her method is 
theirs. She has'had no education, so 
she cannot have read Deleuze, or 
Mayo, or. Teste, or Carpenter. Her 
chirography has been acquired, as she 
naively explains, with a piece of Char
coal upon a board, yet she is associate 
editor of El Independiente, a cred
itable weekly published in El Paso.

of the people. When the canvases 
were cut—the frames were imbedded 
in the walls—the people protested, 
defying the Governor and the jefe 
politico ill defense of their altars. 
Carillo returned empty-handed and 
indignant, leaving some ill will be
hind him.

This was in August, 1891. The 
following December Padre Manuel 
Gastelum came from Urnachic to 
preach to the Tomochitecos, and de
nounced Teresa from the pulpit as a 
heretic and evil worker. But the peo
ple were sullen and only praised her 
good works. Much,incensed, the good 
padre partook himself to Guerrero in 
high dudgeon and notified the author
ities that the Tomochitecos were in 
revolt. . .... '

How meets Mexico any uprising or 
massing, political, ecclesiastical or in
cidental? Soldiers were sent at once 
from Guerrero. Thirty Tomochitecos, 
rudely armed, resisted them, but were 
routed and all prisoners shot. Hav
ing registered a vow that they would 
appeal to Teresa Urrea—now a sort 
of saint and prophetess by virtue of 
her fame aud their superstitions—they 
repaired to Cabora, a pueblo on the 
Urrea estate. The girl’s father, 
Thomas Urrea, an intelligent and 
comely Mexidan, denies that the girl 
further inflamed them or. led them. 
He characterizes the troubles as per
secution. and the Government’s well- 
known distrust of the populacho. But 
the troops fell upon all, and riot, in
cendiarism and bloodshed followed; 
Women and children were shamelessly 
butchered and Tomoehic burned. Be-

thought was evfl^orthodox?—need we 
scoff at her honesty? And because 
she believes likMKardec—but, in her 
own words, that “God is a spirit, and 
we a spark of him, hence needing no 
mediations”:—nfei>d wo denounce her 
charity and deyption as an impious 
attempt to rival: the miracles of rev
elation, and threaten to excommunicate 
any who apply $ her.

. Maud Mason Austin.

TERESA URREA HEALING THE SICK.

Mr. Coleman’s very admirable essay 
upon the historical existence of Jesus 
tempted me to supply a supplement, 
giving some additional particulars of 
his history.

But as Mr. Hudson Tuttle has token 
up the negative or skeptical side of 
the question, which I supposed had 
been settled affirmatively by the com
mon consent of the best historians, I 
•will wait the issue of their discussion.

Mr. Tuttle certainly approximated 
the truth in saying: “That there was 

’ a miin Jesus, around whom the tra
- ditions and myths in the hands of 
- Paul aggregated and grew into form, 

is • probable, but the Christ of the 
gospels, of the church, of Christen
dom, is an idea which has grown and 
expanded with the wants of each suc
ceeding year. ”

Certainly the Christ of the Roman 
Testament is a largely fictitious and 
impossible character, uot ‘ ‘grown and 
expanded with the wants of each suc
ceeding year.” but fully developed at 
Rome in the second century by fraud 
and forgery.

St. Paul bad nothing to do with 
. these forgers, but was himself as 

much their victim as Jesus was. The 
morally destructive doctrines and pre
posterous falsehoods which the Roman 
Testament put into the mouths of both 
Jesus and St. Paulf have demoralized 
civilized nations and stultified their 
Intellect ever since that work was pub
lished, the. advent of which maybe 
regarded as the greatest calamity ever 
inflicted by fate upon the human race.

. J. R. Buchanan.

Lack of vitality and color-matter in 
e bulbs causes the bair to fall out and

urn gray. We recommend Hall’s Hair 
enewer to prevent baldness and gray-

She uses her mesmeric influence 
with a grand diregard of its power, 
otherwise than as a measure of relief 
to her patients. If a nervous subject 
falls into her arms when she touches 
her hands, she smilingly restores her, 
not knowing, perhaps, the danger in 
this state of coma.

From whence comes her influence? 
Ask of the maimed and worshiping 
multitude that flocks about her. There 
is nothing supernatural about it, any 
more than all electrobiology is mys
terious, and all self-sacrifice and noble 
purpose hyperphysical as coming from 
God. the center, love.

The Catholic, the Protestant, the 
scoffer—who has only nature for re
ligion, the earth for church, sky for 
dome and birds for choir—all wish to 
look upon her face. Serious, but 
smiling, patient, helpful, she gives 
freely and without recompense her 
time, her strength, her pity, her skill. 
That creedbound religionists refuse 
to see anything noble in such self
effacement and honesty of purpose 
makes us realize how the Nazarene’s 
condemnation fell upon the Pharisees, 
and the Jews’ also upon him for ap
proaching the woman of Samaria. .

STORY OF THE INSURRECTION.
■ This exiled “saint” seems to be the 
embodiment of simplicity, and to look 
into her mysterious dark eyes one 
would never think her capable of in
stigating an insurrection. Honest 
chroniclers say, indeed, that she was 
only indirectly responsible for the 
massacres in Northern Mexico. A 
jacquerie of rugged mountaineers— 
the inhabitants of Tomoehic are Mex
icans, not Tarahnmares—impelled by 
oppression and poverty, fanaticism 
and defiance, perhaps would have 
needed even less than this girlish' • 
idol to precipitate the horrors and 
insurrections of Tomoehic and San 
Tomas.

When eighteen years of age Teresa 
lay in a trance for thjg<f months. In 
this comatose state she began de
bouncing sectarianism and performing 
her wonderful cures, which her family, 
being at that time orthodox people, 
looked upon with small sympathy. It 
was in the succeeding year, when her 
fame was already abroad and the peo
ple coming to her from within four 
hundred miles thereabouts by wagon, 
that Governor Carillo, of Chihuahua, 
came to the little mountain pueblo of 
Tomoehic to remove certain famous 
paintings from the church. These 
paintings were presumably by Murillo,

fore this was accomplished, however, 
fifty-eight valiant rebels- killed B80 
perlones—soldiers—in one encounter, 
and it is not to be wondered at that 
Biaz laid his sword upon these poor 
creatures, maddened by previous 
wrongs and oppressions. They fought, 
not like men, but demons, shouting 
the names of Maria Santissima and 
Teresa until they were exterminated. 
’Tis no wonder the soldiers dubbed 
them “tigres de la Sierra.”
THEN CAME TERESA’S BANISHMENT.

The Urrea family, abandoning large 
landed property under prounciamento, 
escaped into Arizona, and Santa 
Teresa, her name still a talisman, 
recklessly flaunted by the defiant 
Mexicans, innocently bore the re-

The awe-inspiring mystery of death, 
says the New York World, and the 
universal hope of life beyond the 
grave, have produced Spiritualism, 
and the credulity of believers in Spir
itualism has caused thé imposition of 
fake Spiritualism upon the world. 
Spiritualism as a religion is wide
spread. It ia beautiful belief, this 
of ^comfiiunion of the dead with- the 
living. Fake Spiritualism is just as 
widespread.

I mike no war.against Spiritualism. 
All sects to me are saered when their 
votaries are sincere. Warfare against 
the mediums who live aud thrive by 
their imposition upon an honest and 
childlike faith, has been my constant 
work for the past thirty years, 
, , J have exposed;.:thousands of these 
mediums, until it Jias come topass 
that the doors of seances are closed to 
me. What amazes me most in the 
exposition of these frauds is their in
ventive genius. No sooner are their 
peculiar methods discovered than new 
devices more cunning and inventive 
than the old ones are found.

Probably I had best give a few 
illustrations here of the humbug pass
ing for Spiritualism, to let the public 
know how easily the senses are de
ceived and how hard it is to detect 
the imposition, I need not here men
tion my encounters with Mme. Dis 
De Bar, nor my standing offer of 
120,000 for the production of a per
fect medium. That offer remains to
day as it has for twenty years,- and 
the best evidence of the humbug of 
mediums is that no one has yet won 
the money, .

EXPOSING A SUCCESSFUL MEDIUM.
Some years ago a noted medium in 

Philadelphia gti^ve tyi-monthly seances. 
Her social standing was so high and 
the position qf, l^er patrons in the 
world of fashion so exalted, that her 
methods went unquestioned. The press 
was full of lier ..“occult wonders,” the 
public never tiijéfl pf her praise. The 
admission fee obf» five dollars was 
cheerfully paid' bÿ1 her patrons, and 
people came avivent, believing that 
they had seen i,their loved ones of 
earth in another world, and had re
ceived àssuranëfeé ’yf their happiness

I sought an introduction to the 
woman and attended one of her recep
tions. I was politely though firmly 
requested not to attend further ones, 
as the medium explained that my 
presence, I being a medium, inter
fered with certain psychological effects 
between the seen aud the unseen and 
retarded her perfect work. The papers 
put it more plainly by describing me 
as a medium, negative to her affinity, 
and because this spiritualistic ver
biage was not understood the ex
planation was accented.

Of course i knew tae woman was a 
fraud, because I realized at once the 
chemicals used to produce certain 
effects. But the methods constituting 
the basis of her work puzzled me for 
some time. ' I had casually examined 
her cabinet. - The usual cabinet trick
ery in the construction of this useful 
article of “fake” Spiritualism was 
missing in hers. It would appear, for 
her purposes, perfectly harmless and 
useless to the inexperienced eye, but 
I knew at a glance it was used for 
perspective reflections.

busincss in a Southern city on the old 
lines.

A PREACHER DECEIVED.
One of the most eminent divines 

was most grossly deceived in his 
spiritualistic belief by a medium. He 
had lost his wife. Their love was in
tense an(l he was inconsolable. The, 
idesire to commune with her led him 
to Spiritualism. He consulted a me
dium at stated intervals, and under 
her mediumship he saw the spirit of 
his wife in her physical guise. Her 
features, her form, her smile, the old 
tenderness of love that beamed in her 
eyes were all there.

There could be no mistake in his 
mind of the identity. You could as 
easily move the rock of Gibraltar as 
to shake his belief in the medium’s 
powers, and yet the scheme was sim
ple. The woman needed only three 
hours for preparation and two rooms 
separated by wood and plaster par
titions. An aperture previously .cut 
through the partition, a photograph 
of the dead wife thrown on what is 
known as spiritualistic plates, and 
plenty of phosphorus, were the me
dium’s stock in trade.

Darkness, of course, was absolutely 
necessary, and then, with the aid of a 
peculiar instrument, as small as a 
lady’s watch, with the properties of a 
magic lantern, the ghost walked. The 
walk, the look, the rustle of her gar
ments, were all mechanical effects pro
duced by tlie woman’s feet and known 
to every tyro in the profession of 
magic.

I may be asked here if I claim any 
of a medium’s powers in my own per
formances. Opinion is divided on 
that subject by the Spiritualists them
selves. The president of the Spirit
ualistic Association of America, I be
lieve, has pronounced me a perfect 
medium. Others consider me a me
dium, but possessed of powers granted 
by ‘ ‘the evil one, ” and others, again, 
believe me no medium at all. In the 
midst of these various opinions, I 
will leave the public to judge, always 
remaining the public’s faithful serv
ant. .

The above is from the greatest of 
living magicians, A. Herrmann. It 
contains a few startling truths in re
gard to fakes that' Spiritualists would 
do well to consider. The time, how
ever, has arrived when a man must 
verge on to idiocy to declare that all 
mediums are humbugs. In nearly 
every city of the United States me
diums can be found who can demon
strate the truths of Spiritualism so 
plainly that none Uut a semi-idiot 
would deny them. But Mr. Herrmann 
is doing an excellent work in exposing 
fakes, and they are large in number.

Dr. Henry Slade.
I note in a recent Thinker that 

F. H. Shrock has instituted a truly 
humane movement. It behooves 
Spiritualists to seek out Dr. Slade and 
make pleasant his age, since in youth 
he did so vastly much with his me
diumship toward advancing the great 
truth we cherish so highly. Though 
I never met Dr. Slade, it is enough 
in his favor as a genuine medium 
that I have heard Moses Hull relate 
manifestations witnessed.

The only regret I have, as con
nected with Brother Shrock’s good 
efforts, is that he felt moved to pen 
flouts that seem to be as hints at 
some who are as earnest and fully as 
determined to state truths known to 
them as himself. When he made 
mention of the “demoralizing idiocy 
which goes - goggling after ‘material
ized’ frauds,” I am painfully afraid 
he had in mind a very positive claim 
I recently' made in The Progressive 
Thinker to the effect that I had wit
nessed genuine materialization, which 
was not a manifestation in “the full 
light of a sunshiny day," but was no 
less genuine than that he relates-of 
Blade.

It is not necessary that we be like 
little boys who call each other names, 
because all do not witness the gen
uine at all times. I’m for aiding 
truth, and where I know I have found 
a genuine article, it is as much my 
privilege to bespeak it—and the in
strument through which 'Conveyed—a 
recognition, as it may seem to another 
is his or her right to endorse what has 
been witnessed. If we are working 
for a cause we love—even if we may 
unknowingly be sometimes imposed 
upon—let us be too fraternal in our 
feelings to draw forth the pained feel
ing of a brother or sister whose soul 
is in constant desire to advance a 
cause. Allie Lindsay Lynch.
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TERESA URREA.

sponsibility of being a “leader of in
surrections” in their campaigns.

This gentle girl could never have 
reveled in bloodshed. ^Expatriated, 
Jjut undaunted, she finds on the 
■¡fiftstigau side of the Rio Grande at 
El Paso no armed opposition to her 
creed, .which seems to be: “Be good 
and love.” She leaves science to the 
wise, theories to investigators, pelf to 
the avaricious. Her surroundings are 
poor beyond compare. She sleeps 
upon a bed woven of rawhide, when, 
if she chose, she could coin pesos.

It may count for one’s eternal sal- 
ration to wear one’s skin away on 
bare boards, like Wesley, but good 
works seem to me more efficacious, 
and I see no difference between his 
self-torture and the crucifratres. He 
it was, too, who said: “A string of 
opinions is no more Christian faith 
than a string of beads is Christian 
holiness.” Because Teresa Urrea is

How the 
troubled me. 
the sequence 
used, and the 
cellar beneath, 
of two clever

they ..could, I disguised them as 
plumbers, plentifully smearing their 
faces with lampblack and furnishing 
them with, plumbers^ tools, as well as 
an order from "the public works de
partment to inspect the plumbing in 
the medium’s house. I gave them in
structions where to look and what to 
look for in the cellar. They entered 
into the scheme with enthusiasm.

THE FAKE, DISCOVERED.

rear room of ,tjief'extension parlor 
above where thér* séances were held, 
lost no time inu tile examination of 
conduit pipes. ¡Ejièÿ went directly to 
work to searchjrfon wires, and when 
these were founds tfe secret was out. 
The cabinet abotfêwqs worked through 
a. Carpet-coverea trap in the floor, 
opening into the cellar.

The stage glani' efime from the cel
lar, and was re^ectçd above by mir
rors. The wires-served to elevate and 
depress the spirits ascertain angles of 
perspective,:.whiëh aàded intense real
ism to intense humbug. So perfect 
was the whole adjustment and so 
quick its working mechanism, that if 
a flashlight at anytime during one of 
the woman’s seances had been thrown 
upon the gloom surrounding them, 
she could on the same instant, with 
the wonder mechanism at her com
mand, cut off II communication with 
the cellar and efy detection.

With the < posure that followed 
there was mu; i chagrin felt by the 
dupes who 1 d been swindled in 
pocket and feeling. The medium left 
town a sadder and a richer woman, 
and, under an assumed name, resumed

Sallying forth from ignorant minds 
are thoughts that blockade the atmos
phere and intensify the particles of 
matter that consummate living things 
—the erroneous elements that arise 
from the utterances of inharmoniously 
predisposed minds, both in the spirit
ual and physical conditions, which, if 
not fully ignored, will tend to destroy 
the blending of pure and peaceful in
tentions; for thoughts which are 
strongly impregnated with jealous, 
cankerous feelings, surpass their own 
identity and succumb to the inflowing 
strata of things, and thus become 
heavily and grossly intensified, so that 
they act strongly in their bearing, 
therefore obstruct the more genial, 
copious intentions of the intellectual 
seeker. •

Thoughts are living things, per
ceptible, too, and derive their exist
ence from whom they are a counter
part. Hence the inability of spirits 
to make their presence felt. Thoughts 
impregnate the atmosphere, and there 
intensify their identity peculiar to 
each. They eradicate the finer forces 
from the physical eye; hence, were it 
not for thoughts, spirits could be dis
tinctly seen by mortals.

The atmosphere contains particles 
of carbon concentrated with.an ethereal 
substance, which, when combined, 
tend to produce concussions, by which 
raps and other physical phenomena 
are produced, with the aid of har
monious conditions, which must be 
strongly adhered to for spirits to reach 
their mediums, and from them extract 
the chemicals necessity in all phases 
of mediumship. Hence inharmonious 
thoughts bring to bear upon spirits 
defects, exclusive of the more bar- 
monious elements of mortals, for 
psychic power is entirely dependent 
on harmony. The, work of spirits is 
greatly debarred of its potency by 
crude, gross and overbearing thoughts, 
for they-are overwhelming, unseen 
barriers, against which the finer forces 
are but frail in comparison. Thoughts 
are deeper far, in their meaning, than 
is most generally supposed; only a 
few, in comparison, have attained to 
the deep-seated aura of this interest
ing scientific element of thought.

The adepts of to-day scientifically 
demand (by thought exclusive), 
their powers, by ' which they control 
the powerful ■ substance known as 
alsasa.. And here it is well to say 
that through abstinence, privation, 
concentration, mental study, and se
clusion within the caves of mountains 
and gorges, together with copious 
drafts of the purest air and water, the 
bdept becomes master of all the forces 
of his own being, and really becomes 
more spirit than mortal.

. ■: Addie Buhdge.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
olotb, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished' on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get Ihe 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopædia. By 
remitting $2you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and 11. of the Encyclopædia.

t®" In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia of Death, 

bound in paper/cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is cailcd the Premium Encyclo
pædia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with" the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

RIGH-T LIVING
BY

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of -Apple« of Gold," “All la a Lifetime,” 

••The Story Hoar,” “Summer Day« at Onaet,” 
“Sunday Obeervance,” etc., etc.

_.I!‘L« b0?¥ «dmtablo course of study In 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, os well as older persons whom it Is wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

-W**" «bow« a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching tbo principles of ethics. She illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
for use In children's lyceums. In tbc bands of moth
ersand teachers it may be made very useful. Younii 
and old willbe benefited by it. It is a most excellent 
book aud should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS: ' __
Hight Living. What Is Morality? What Is Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Bducotlon. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, th? 
Illuminator of Lire.-Prudence, an Economy ofLHe. 
what Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos

. Tempcranoc and. Intemperance. Is the U»o 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss, Industry, the Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games ol 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. Wbat la an Oat? or 
the Worth or a Promise. Fraud a Crime. ThoPol»on 
of Slander. What la Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
M“™ SelflBhncss, tbo Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. In Reverence 

Self-Control. Sdf-Rejpect. 
Foollah Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. Tho Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 

Perseverance, the Friend ot Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter ot Success. TheDlfflcnltlcs 
Jf-L"®-,. Temntation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit. Second Nature. Power or Tim, Courage, a 
NecesBlty to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vlee. Bexutlfnl Charity. Fidelity, the Giver ct 
Strength and Honor. Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
aMenns to Life’s Best End. Good Nature, Ono ot 
Lire» Best Blossom,. Beason and Free Inquiry.

Free Press, .Hights ot Animal,.
WCWMren. Human Rights; or the Equality 

of Man. Moral CleanlincM. Politeness—The Gentle- 
mun. PolitcncBs—Conti ifced — The Gentlewoman. 
Beat Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wladom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold nt this Office.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
' ““ AND —
THE SPIRIT WORLD.

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy oi Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. N very in
structive and valuable work. . It should
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promis» of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents;

A most able and Interesting presentation of a most 
Important subject. ErcryWrlrltuatlBt and orcry In- 
QUlrer Into tbo proofs and philosophy of Spiritual* 
tan Should hare this excellent book. Its valne la reo* 
ofnlxed end acknowledged nil oyer the world. Price» 
cloth, •!, For sale at this office. ■

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
Br Ber. Cbas. Cblnlqny, ex-prlort. A remarkable 

boek. Fa<es, 832- Price B55. _

DEAFNESS
and Head Noises relieved by usxjff ■ 
Wilaon’aConution Sense Ear Drum«, > 
. Now solontldo Invention; dfitonat r 
froraaliotborderices. The only safe. 
simple, comfortable and invisible ■ - y 
Ear Drum in the world Helps where■ '>1! 
medical skill falls. NovireorstrlOK’ 
attachment. Write for pamphlet.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO-, 
0Mculv8^Tru*t Uabillle, Kn Vllew IU. U0, IUU BroAdwiy S.

jvtyvixr
—'IN THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Result! of recent scientific research regardlug thfi 
orlfin. position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DB. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Vatter,•’ Essays on Nature and 

Science,’’ “Physiological Pictures,*’ “six Lee- 
tures ou Darwin," Eto.

“The great mystery of existence consists in perpet
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything Is lininoi^ 
tel and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being In 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only the forms In 
which being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally the tame and Imperishable 
When we die-we do not lose oursehca, but only oul 
personal consciousness. We live on lu nature, in out 
race, In our children, in our deeds, in our thoughts-.- 
In short, in the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature In genera!.” Buechner.

n..f» vol. n...f Fve.. t t»»:ig| 3'0 pagftl, Vellum ClOtfa, 91.

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual

Spheres, i
Transcribed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through In
dependent slate-writing. The Illustrations were given 
tn oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artist«. It 
is not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel in the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct expoiition vf the philosophy, religion ana 
■clence of Spiritualism. The book contains 260 pager 
with six illustrations in half-tone, and twelve pages 
tn original Independent writing. It la beautifully 
bound in blue ellk cloth, atauined lu allver. Price. 
•1.25. For sale at this oftlce. •

Commenta on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Number» 
sud DeuteroBomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Illite Devereux 
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be, 

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrich, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur, 

sala N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E Barr,

THE MEOIUMISTIC
Experiences of Jolin Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with anlntrtiuuctlonhy 
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In (be bauds of every one fntw*» 
tried Id Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety: Early Mediumship. Chapter 
?• The Heavenly Mansion. . Chapter 8, Removal ta 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remark
able Tests. Chapters, His Work as a Healer. Chap
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma 
nlcate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mfscel 
laoeous Articles. Chapter in. A Strange Experience, 
Chapter it, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow» 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break to 
the Atlantic Cabio Shown to John Brown. Chaptol 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover» price G| 
oonu. -

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
&1OBKS Hulu TW» pamphlet betides giving the Snlr* 
ttuallstlc Interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
Interpretations nerer before given, cxpl&inr the 
beavcM and hells believed tn by Splrittudttu. Price. 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

This is a work of great value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
mind, of the day. It la particularly a work which . 
should be put Into the bands of those wbo bare freed 
themselves from the dogtniu of orthodoxy and from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction ot the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of UfO. -

The chapters reveal a -new method !n psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moraX 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of fa! th and fancy will be super
ceded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office. BIBLE MARVEL WORKER^

/JHD THE WONDROUS POWER 
¿1. which helped or made them perform might» 
works and utter Inspired words, together with am 
Personal Traits and CbaracterlsUp of Prophets, Apt* 
ties, aid Jesus, of Hew Readings of “The Mlraclea* 
by Allu Pvtkax. Price ft cente. For »ale M IM
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MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.
A List of His Noted Works.

Its

together a goodly number to join with
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc.

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
rol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth; $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.

For Sale at the Office of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Let. Mediums Be Examined and 
Tested.

Its Speedy Publication Promised,

seances are given bv prominent medi- together a goodly number to join with 
AWB every Sundav. . Wednesday and Fri-1 them in their- .exorcises and. enjoy the 
"Say; private tuition and discussion in I many, pleasures as wclraS Instructive

Wayside Jottings.
Gathered from the Highway,, By-way, and Hedge, 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. Thl.lia maivelotuly 
neat book of »election, from Mr,. Hull, beet poem«, 
aermone and eway,, and contain, a aplondld portrait 
of the anthor, also a portrait of Moie, Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In Engll.U cloth, 11.
The Spiritual Alps

' and How IF« Ascend Them.
Or a few thought, on how to reach that altitude 

where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. By Moses Hull.- Just the book 
to teach you that you arc a spiritual being, and to 
ihow you how io educate yuur spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound tn cloth, 40 cental in paper cover. 28 
cents.
Hew Thought. _

Volume I. Nicely bound in cloth. 579 large, beauti
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the belt 
sP^kcrsandhiedluma., The matter all. original and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only it.w.
.New Thoughts

Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely* bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 centa.
Joan, the Medium.

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Leader of Armies. By mobbs Hull. This Is at 
once themost truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel was ever more thrIlllngly In- 
terestlng; no history more true. Price tn cloth, 40 
cents', paper cover, 25 cents.
The Beal Xssue.

By Moats Hull. A compound of tM two pamph
lets. "The Irrepressible Conflict,” and Myonr Answer 
or Your Life;” with important additions, making a 
book of 1W pages all for 25 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, op the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should hare. ‘
AU. About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from Hie Satanic 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the. Kingdom of 
Darkness. «0 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, IS cents.
Jesus'and the Mediums, '

or Christ and Mediumship,
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumshin of the Bible with Ibat of to-day. By 
MobesHull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condi
lions or modern medlumlhlp. lt tliq «bow, that all 
the manifestations throughout the Qld and New Testa
ment wore under the same conditions that mediums 
require to day; and that the coming of Christ u the re
turn of inedlumehtp to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
lOcenta.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Bs To-JTorrOtr.
!- Tiro Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and HelL By 
: Moses Hull. Thia pamphlet besides giving the Splr- 

Huallst-lc Interpretation of many things in the Bible
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and holla believed in by Spiritualists. Price,

■ Wccnts. • .
The Quarantine Raised.

Or the Twenty Tears Battle Against A .Worker 
Ended. Price 1U cents. . . .
SpirltualoSongster, -

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs; Hull’s 
sweetest sones, adapted to popular muti'c, for the."use 
of congrcgntiouB, circles and families,- Price. 10 eta« 
or |6 per hundred.
The Mediutnisfic Experience 

■ ' of John Brown,
The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. S. Lovclnnd. This 1b the lilstorv of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that oxer Used. 1C7 large 
pages. Price, 50 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists,

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Mdses Hulu.-Price,5cents.-' ‘ .

JTaa John Calvin a Murderer? . ..........
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Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings, 
whenever a change is- made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 

'us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
In their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 

’us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Cominuiiieations must always be ac
companied by tlie full name and.address 
pf the writer, or no attention will be 
paid lo them. . ,

Lyman C. Howe is improving in 
health and will answer calls for platform 
work, and for funerals, for October and 
any mouth after November. Societies 
desiring his services can address him at 
Fredonia, N. Y. This notice is the only 
application he makes for engagements. 
First call, first served.

L. Steinbach writes from Philadel
phia, Pa.; "1 wish to say that Dr.fslude 
is not in the asylum for the insail»y4is 
your paper relates. He was with me 
for seyen weeks: then he went to Wil • 
mington and staid two weeks, and from 
there lie went to Lancaster, Pa., where 
lie is at present, at No. 418 West King 
Mroet." .

Mrs, J. R. Winson writes; “I read a 
query in The Progressive Thinker 
of August 29, by K. J. Stern, concerning 
tho Sun Angels Order of Light, and 1 
would say that there certainly is an or
ganization by that name on this side of 
life, or at least there was a few years 
ago. The president, J. B. Fayette, 
lived at Oswego, N. Y., and I know that 
there is sueh an order on the spirit side, 
and I also know many people that belong 
to it. The order was organized by plan
etary spirits for tlie good of Earth’s 
children on both sides the grave.”

Mrs. Lora Holton, the musical test 
medium, was invited to spend a few 
weeks at the home of Hon, 0. P. Kel
logg to rest a while after her labors at 
Maple Dell Camp. She will be pleased 
to make engagements to speak and hold 
circles in this part of the State. Ad
dress lier at East Trumbull, Ashtabula 
Co., Ohio.

Thomas Barnltt writes from Indian
apolis, Ind.: "Our new church will be 
opened the first Sunday in September 
with Mrs. Sheets as speaker for the 
month. The church has been newly 
furnished throughout and the prospects 
for tlie coming season are very brignt. A 
great interest is being manifested here 
and a number of our most prominent 
citizens have connected themselves with 
our church and are becoming quite 
active in the work.” •

D. L. Haines writes: “The Spirit
ualists of Frajiklin, Neb., and surround
ing neighborhood in Southwestern Ne
braska and Northwestern Kansas, will 
hold u four days’ camp-meeting in the 
Rose Grove, half a mile west of Frank
lin, commencing on Thursday, Septem
ber 17, ut 10 a. m., and continuing over 
tye.following Sunday—possibly longer. 
D. W. Hull, of Norton, Kan., and Dr. 
and Mrs. Noyes, of San Francisco, Cal., 
will be with us. The Doctor is a mag
netic healer and Independent slate-writ
ing, clairvoyant and psychometric me
dium. -Mrs" Noyes is a psyeliometrist 
and clairvoyant medium. They are on 
their way to visit Eastern cities, and 
will stop with us during our camp-ineet- 
ing. Other sneakers and mediums are 
expected to be in attendance.” .
„Geo. W. Walrond, trance and inspira
tional speaker, delivered an address at 
the Spiritual Church, Denver, Col., on 
Sunday morning, on the subject; "Man: 
Whence? Why? Whither?” and in the 
evening the subject, "After Death, 
What?” was the theme, followed by 
tests of a very convincing nature, Chris
tian and surnames being given in each 
caso. Mr. Walrond is now open for en
gagements on the Pacific Coast for the 
winter season. Address him in care of 
General Delivery, San Francisco, Cal.

Daniel S. Fisher, agent of The Pro
gressive Thinker at Frackville, Pa., 
writes: “It is my aim, with the assist
ance of others, to establish a spiritual 
church in our community, as this is a 
good field, and ripe unto a rich harvest, 
t am only a.beginner in the faith that 
The Progressive Thinker advances, 
and by getting the latter circulatee, we 
may be able to engage some genuine 
medium to visit us and hold a revival in 
our midst. I have spoken to several of 
the subscribers that I sent you a few 
weeks ago, who have received the paper 
and the premium. They are exceeding
ly pleased with their bargain and will 
use their influence towards a large sub
scription in the near future. They are 
anxiously wailing for the time when we 
can have a church in our vicinity to suit 
our advanced ideas. .

W. A. Mansfield^ the homeopathic 
clairvoyant.physician, who has been 
sojourning for several weeks among the 
Michigan camps, has returned to his" 
home and professional duties in Cleve
land, O.

W. H. Blair, prominent as a worker 
in our cause, being an excellent lecturer, 
has just arrived In Chicago, having 
spent the summer in Wyoming. During 
the fall and winter ne will lecture 
wherever his services are desired. Ad
dress him at La Grange, Ill.

Geo. H. Brooks, who filled during the 
Ïiast season very acceptably the posi- 
ion of chairman at Lily Dale Camp

meeting, is now at his home at Wheaton, 
ill., where he is resting preparatory to 
bis fall and winter work. Address him 
there for engagements.

Mrs. Prank Chapman and Mrs. John 
Parker write that Mrs. Jennie Darrell 
has given some very satisfactory mate
rializing seances, under test conditions, 
at Stevens Point, Wis. Messages were 
written on slates. She gave a special 
seance for the benefit of skeptics, and 
mbjeeted herself to their every whim, 
and passed through thé ordeal, trium
phant.

Alfred Dietz writes from Baltimore, 
Md.: "The Mystic Circle of Light, and 
School of Philosophy and Scientific 
Psychic Research, isconducted by Prof. 
Geo. W. Gannaway. It was started 
about a year oæo, and already its repu
tation for the Investigation of truth, and 
;he simplicity of teaching it,has reached 
all parts of the city, and no doubt will 
foon be known throughout the country. 
The Professor is a man ofabqut56 years 
of age, who has had a wide experience, 
and has traveled extensively throughout 
Europe aud America. He is a student 
of the old school, and is well versed in 
ihe teachings of the Greek and other 
philosophers. His reputation for ve- 
.-acity and the educating of the mind to 
shoose the right road ou this mundane 
sphere, in order to facilitate spiritual 
progression iu the life beyond the grave, 
is one of his principal characteristics. 
We cannot speak too highly of the work 
he has devoted himself to. Public ।

philosophy, under the direction of Prof, 
^annaway^are given every Tuesday and

Mr. O. E. Winans, the materializing 
medium, will be located at 320 Sixth 
avenM, Des Moines, Iowa, during the 
montq of September, where the friends 
visiting the State Fair can find him, He 
wilJ also give slate-writing and readings 
to those desiring.

A Spiritualist writes from Hillsdale, 
Mich.: “We have with us at present 
Mrs. Frances Ruddick, of Franklin, 
Ind., independent slate-writing medium. 
This lady is without doubt as fine a 
slate-writer as we have met, writing by 
spirits in bright sunlight, . between 
folded slates, the medium the while 
walking about tlie room; holdinga slate, 
you hear the spirits writing. Spirit 
hands materialize in daylight and are 
plainly seen by the sitters. We need 
lust such workers here. ; May good seed 
be sown and bear fruit that all may see 
the beautiful truth and be led Into the 
light of eternal progression.”

Mrs. Frank: Chapman writes from 
Stevens Point, Wis.: “Wç have had the 
pleasure of an acquaintance with Mr. 
Ilgrry Shagren, an independent slate
writing médium:. I had a sitting with 
him in my own parlor, with the finest 
résulte. The slate bejug held under the 
table after the message was written, 
thé pencil was taken up through the 
table and left'under tlie spread. Mr. 
Shagren is a young medium, and I pre
dict for him a brilliant future.” .

Mrs; Virginie Barrett, of Indianapolis, 
Ind., is open for engagements with so
cieties desiring her services, as inspira- 

'tional speaker and test medium; also as 
solo singer. Her terms are reasonable. 
She would like to ipake arrangement at 
once. Address for the present at 139 
Maitland street, London, Ont., or 499 
Seventh street East, Indianapolis, Ind.

J. C. F. Grumbine’s address is 7820 
Hawthorn streeet, Station P, Chicago. 
He serves the Howard Hall society, St. 
Louis, Mo., during September and Oc
tober. He will lecture week nights of 
September and October in Iowa, Illi
nois, Missouri and Texas. As he goes 
East November 1, those wishing his 
Services during the week for above 
months should address him at once. Ab 
be will belli Watertown, N. Y,, in No
vember, he will make engagements with 
societies in Central New York. .

Axel Lundeberg holds a meeting each 
Sunday night at his residence, 276 E. 
Superior street. .

A complimentary benefit will be ten
dered Father Williams, who has been 
very sick, by his Continental Singers, 
assisted by other first-class talent, at 
O'Neill’s Hall, No. 681 West Lake 
street, Thursday evening; September 
10, at 8 o'clock. Tickets, 25 cents.

Mrs. J. J. Whitney, who gained so 
many honors for her remarkable medi
umship at Cassadaga, is now in Boston, 
Mass., and can be addressed at 533 Mass
achusetts avenue.

Lizzie A. Greyburn writes from Pitts
burg, Pa.: “Since the close of ihe last 
season's meetings, May 31, the ‘Ladies’ 
Aid’ has, besides its regular Thursday 
afternoon meetings, held Sunday even
ing conferences, that proved to be of 
more than passing interest. The at
traction, however, of the season was the 
closing meeting, August 30, and con
sisted in a popular lecture by Mr. J. H. 
Knight, vice-president of the Pittsburg 
Society of Spiritualists. The speaker 
pointed out some startling facts relative 
to the present unsettled condition of so
ciety, the abnormal concentration of 
wealth in the hands of the few, the in
creased burdens placed upon labor by 
combines, trusts and monopolies, ana 
the curse of the ‘sweat-shop’ system in 
our large cities, where women are com
pelled to make shirts for six cents each 
and hem handkerchiefs for- three cents 
per dozen, and find their own thread, 
etc., or starve. Nor did the speaker 
fail to point out the means and the end 
by which tlie ‘white Slaves of monopo
lies' are to be emancipated. ‘Education 
is the moans, and the ballot-box the 
place where tliese wrongs must be 
righted, ' he said. The entire lecture 
was replete with suggestive facts and 
figures.. The Ladies’ Aid has, out of its 
treasury, and with the assistance of its 
individual members, repapered and oth
erwise renovated” the nail or place of 
meeting, giving It a very pleasing and 
comfortable appearance. Many of our 
people have been to ‘Lake Brady Camp’ 
and enjoyed its pleasant surroundings, 
the genial society of its people and tne 
feast of good things there in general. 
Some have been to other camps, and 
others to still other summer resorts, out 
most of these have now returned to 
their city homes. September 6th the 
fall worli begins with our society, and 
for this month will be conducted by 
Mrs. Emma J. Nickerson, who needs no 
eulogy from anyone, her work being 
her best commendation.”
Se cretary writes: "August 30 was 

pening day for the Rochester (N. Y.) 
Spiritualist Society, under the ministra
tion of Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, pastor of 
the First Society of Spiritual Unity of 
Chicago. Next Sunday G. W. Kates 
and wife will occupy 'our rostrum after
noon and evening. Correspondence is 
solicited with any good speaker who 
may be intending to pass through Roch
ester and can stop over and give us a 
lecture. Address G. H. Barsdale, 25 
Swan street, Rochester, N. Y.” 
xLizzle and May Bangs have returned 
home from Clinton Camp and are located 
at No. 3 S. Elizabeth street.

At the last annual convention of the 
Michigan State Spiritual Association, 
the following officers were elected:

dlsoqursaa given at their cavp. J most 
eheerfultystate that I never came among 
a more prosperous and thriving society, 
doing much for the cause and spreading 
our spiritual philosophy with its divine 
triiths broadcast throughout their sur
rounding country. They are also devel
oping add bringing out several mediums 
who will be rays of light, shedding forth 
their gleams of sunshine into the dark
ened realms of life, opening the eyes of 
humanity to the mysteries unveiled. 
Among the speakers was Rev. Mr. Mer
rifield, of Coloma, a very able man as 
well as deep thinker, expressing his 
views In a masterly manner. Miss G. 
Taylor, of Buffalo, N, Y,, gave through 
her controls thoughts deep aud impres
sive, also rendering an inspirational solo 
in a very pleasing manner. Iler impro
vised poem was excellent, and she prom
ises fair as a brlliiantand ardent worker 
in our field of Spiritualism.”

Prof. Lockwood has been sick with 
thq asthma, but ig now recovering. He 
is at his home, 98 Ogden avenue, where 
he can be addressed.

Mrs. Hamilton Gill of No. 15 Bishop 
Court will resume her parlor seances 
Sunday and Thursday.,evenings. They 
prove very interesting.

Will C. Hodge is in the eity from the 
Clinton Camp. He now proposes to 
again enter tlie lecture-field.' He can 
be addressed for engagements in care of 
this office. ■ .

J, C. F. Gruinbine opened Howard 
Hall Society Sunday, September 6, at 
Ila. m. and 8 p. in. The evening sub
ject, that drew a large audience, was 
"What Do We Know of a Life Beyond 
theGrave?" Societies in the South and 
West that may desire his ministrations 
should address him for week engage
ments at Station P., Chicago, his perma
nent and home address.

Mrs. J. W. Kratz would like to make 
engagements for fall and winter months 
to serve as lecturer and test medium. 
She has been pastor for the Progressive 
Spiritual Society for the last two years 
aud a half at her home. She will be 
liberal with lier time and services to 
struggling societies. Address her at 
No. 1 Madison avenue, Evansville, Ind.

With our next number we shall com
mence publishing a list of meetings In 
Chicago. Please send In your notice at 
once.

Vicksburg Camp.
To the Editor:—Sunday, August 30, 

was the olosing day of the most sue- 
cessful camp-meeting ever held at Vicks
burg, Mich, Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond opened the meeting August 9. She 
gave, in all, five of her most interesting 
and instructive lectures to very appre
ciative audiences, The othèr speakers 
whose voices were heard during the ses
sion were J. Frank Baxter, O. A. Edg
erly, Mrs. C. A, Sprague and E. W. 
Sprague, all of whom followed their lec
tures with tests. A great variety of 
thought was presented, both from the 
spirit and mortal side of life, and many 
fine tests were given.

Misses Mildred and Delelle Fletcher, 
of Mendon, Mich., and Miss Marié 
Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y., furnished 
the vocal music, with Miss Amy Péllet 
as pianist.

Mr. and Mrs. West, of Battle Creek, 
furnished music on the guitar and man
dolin. They are experts in that line, 
and their sweet music was a great at
traction and added much to the.enjoy- 
ment of the patrons’of the camp..

The mediums each and all did noble 
work for our cause, and many were made 
to see the light of oür glorious philoso
phy as it. penetrates the shadows and 
darkness of mate’rialisin. skepticism and 
doubt. ■ - > . -■

Thus our beloved Spiritualism, with 
its wonderful phenomena, its natural 
philosophy, its absolute science and its 
beautiful religion is marching on to 
bless a suffering, sorrowing world.

The daily attendance was large, 
though there were not as many campers 
on the grounds as last year, probably 
owing direetly or indirectly to a lack of 
“silver.” The meeting was one of the
best over held on these grounds.

The conferences were everyone inter-, 
esting and instructive, sometimes a lit
tle “lively," but always harmonious; In 
fact, this has been a camp-meeting with
out jealousy or inharmony, perfect har
mony having prevailed throughout the 
entire session.

The Friday evening dances were well 
attended, and the young people were 
happy. The ‘.‘camp-fires’’ were well 
patronized and the games were partici
pated In and enjoyed by old and young 
alike. ’

Miss Jeannette Fraser, the little wo
man who fills the place of president, 
secretary, treasurer, directors and trus
tees, has the entire management of the 
camp. She has shown what can be done 
by a woman who is in earnest and has a 
good cause at heart. Mr. and Mrs. 
Smith, of Battle Creek, old and true 
workers, wore on hand throughout the 
entire meeting, always giving a cheer
ing word or a kindly smile to each one. 
Mrs. Smith is one of the early mediums 
and she fought make our cause known 
when it cost more to be a medium than 
now. There were many of the dear old 
pioneers on the grounds, and all were 
happy because of the grand success of 
the meeting. .

I still have October free and would be 
pleased to correspond with societies 
wishing my services. Address 416 New
land Ave., Jamestown, N. Y. Yours for 
the cause. E. W. Sprague,

' Chairman Vicksburg Camp for 1896.

Letter from Farmer Bfiey. ’
To the Editor:—I.have just returnedPresident, L. V. Moulton, Grand Rapids; 

vice-president, Mrs. A. E. Sheets, Grand 
Ledge: secretary, Mrs. Mary F. Ayres, 
Lansing; treasurer, Charles A. Clement, 
Lansing; trustees—John Hutchinson,j, 
Jackson; Dr. A. B. Spinney, Reed City,’ 
and Frank Gates. Detroit. .

Mr. G. F. Perkins will speak and give 
tests at Lakeside Hall, September 13, 
exchanging with Mr. G. V. Cordingly, 
who will speak and give tests at Beacon 
Light Church the same evening, 617 N. 
Clark street. Northsi'ders and South- 
slders note the change and act accord
ingly. • '
’ Correspondent writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “The Spiritualists of 
.Grand Rapids are preparing to open up 
their meetings for the fall and winter. 
We shall open our West Side meeting, 
commencing regular services each Sun
day afternoon in Golden Eagle Hall, 
corner Bridge and Scribner streets, on 
the first Sunday in this month. All 
strangers are especially invited. Mrs. 
Lindsey Is through with the camp work 
now, and is ready to correspond with so
cieties. She lectures, gives public tests, 
holds circles, both public and private, 
aud is a good revivalist in the Spiritual 
work. Address her at No. 26 Turner St., 
Grand Rapids. Terms reasonable.”

“Guest” writes of a visit to the First 
Society of Spiritualists of Coloma, Mich: 
“I was invited as a guest-to attend the 
yearly camp-meeting, of a few days’ du
ration, commencing August 22, 1896, 
held in the beautiful grounds surround
ing the residence of Mr. Henry King, a 
staunch Spiritualist as well as lover of 
all the beauties of nature. The hospi
tality of their president and chairman, 
Mr. Rosa, secretary, Mrs. Damon, and 
other mejnbers of the society, in extend
ing a cordial welcome to all church
members as well as Spiritualists, brought

home from a five weeks’ onting at dif
ferent camps in our State, and can say 
that I am pleased with the outlook for 
,the great cause of Spiritualism (Natural
ism) in Michigan. '

In all my experience! never saw so 
mueb interest^ manifested among the 
masses. Our lecturers have outdone
themselves this season. Mrs. A. E. 
Sheets never did better. Bro. E. W’. 
Sprague, the able. chairman of the 
Vicksburg camp-meeting, is a host in 
himself, and has made many admirers 
and friends in this part of the coun
try. His estimable wife, and daughter 
Marie, with their social and pleasing 
ways won for themselves the esteem of 
all the campers. As to Oscar A. Edger- 
ly, who closed the meeting, I can only 
say he is a Spiritual “cyclone.” He gave 
some of the most powerful lectures I 
ever listened to. Nothing but praises 
can be heard for Edgerly. In fact, I 
was so impressed with his guides, that I 
made arrangements for him to come to 
Marcellus and deliver one lecture, which 
he did last evening^his subject being 
the “Mission of Spiritualism, and the 
Neu’ Church of the Future.” His guide 
spoke one hour and a half, and to say 
tne lecture was educational and grand 
is putting it very mildly. He goes from 
here to Elkhart, Ind., to-morrow for the 
month of September. Success go with 
him. .

As for myself I have given some very 
satisfactory seances, considering the 
condition of my health.

James Riley.
1---------------------- -—. —.—•—---------------------

“Mahomet,- the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon's-work. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents. ’

The readers of Tit's Progressive 
Thinksr are awm^j that I have de
voted years to dwcqvering the early 
history of what hat ; been called the 
Christian■ religion—having been sum
moned to the investigation by a mes
sage from St. John,’and that my in
vestigations have established what the 
more learned ' theologian^ had pre
viously learned, viz., that the New 
Testament, ou which . the churches 
base their religion, has no authenticity 
whatever, but was anonymously com
piled by Roman priests a hundred 
years after the death,of the apostles.

Their investigations could go no 
farther, and they had not the boldness 
necessary to speak plainly to the 
chureh concerning their fraudulent 
Testament, and the church goes on as 
if no such discovery had been made.

But to me the apostles camé, telling 
the whole story, showing that their 
Christianity was a purely spiritual re
ligion, with the same facty and phe

 

nomena as modern Spiritualism, and 

 

telling me how it was destroyed, first 

 

by Jewish and Pagan persecution, 

 

which only murdered its teachete; and 
then by the Roman conspiracy, which 
was far more criminal, which em
bezzled and suppressed the writings 
of the apostles, changed the character 
of the chureh, making it a political 
power, and adulterated all the Chris
tian writings with interpolations that

remonstrance; and finally, the prim
itive Christians being dead, perfected 
the scheme of the Papacy for con
quering the world by alliances with 
every form of despotism. yvliile cul
tivating superstition in- tlie place of 
religion, and absorbing the most 
superstitious ideas of heathenism, 
which make the basis of the modern 
chinch. .

The Papacy has been the curse of 
humanity for seventeen centuries, and 
its- Protestant offspring is still the 
foe of. all liberal progress Nor is 
there any speédy WltyTif throwing off 
this curse, without'exposing the fraud 
and making known“ to All sincere but 
deluded members o'F’Jfie church what 
was the religion.that C“'ist established 
and how completeljiiit Was reversed in 
the New Testameift -àuj in all the 
creeds of Christend^nf.'1 ’

Reason alone wil^'.qot overcome the 
delusions of the church, for men sur
render their-reasonSwhén they join it,' 
aud the Roman Chijrcfi requires them 
to surrender the jftyjàence of their 
senses and believer that, wine Is the 
blood of ai murdiS-ed' martyr at Je- 
rusalein. ' “ 1

The paralysis of the moral sense 
produced by the Roman - imposture 
makes it impossible for mankind to 
realize the debasement and the calam- 
itles which it has produced, to which 
they have grown accustomed. Even 
so intelligent a statesman as Mr. 
Gladstone wishes to see all Christen
dom united with the Roman’Church— 
the unyielding and fierce foe of liberty 
and progress—asking no apology for 
burning Bruno, and the ecclesiastic 
tyrant on theSTjbef tells him that all 
must bow down to him if they want 
any union.

Mr. Gladstone, saturated • with 
superstition, is. an example of its de
basing influence on intellectual men; 
for, instead of leading progress, he 
looks to the Roman Church, turns his 
back on Spiritualism^ upholds the 
Staty Church and tlm. useless royal 
family, that cost millions, and strives 
to plunder other nations by the gold 
standard of England. And yet Mr. 
Gladstone is one of the best speci
mens of statesmanship based on the 
Bible, while Jefferson and Lincoln 
exhibit untrammeled and virtuous 
statesmanship, for the real Jesus 
Christ was their ideal, and not the in
sane, fictitious Christ of the Bible.

It notv becomes necessary for me to 
announce that the guardian, angels 
who have sustained my advanced age 
inform me that I.cannot realize twelve 
months more on earth, but must de
part in my eighty-third year, and my 
work must be rapidly finished, to con
summate which! must appeal to the 
public. : '

I had hoped for four or five years 
more to consummate my labors and 
utilize my vast accumulations—to 
show the mysteries of the brain, and 
a vast philosophy of two worlds in 
“Thé Now World, of Science"—to 
show a correct materia medica—to 
illustrate supernal Hfe-i—to review thè 
animal kingdom—|p “how a new law 
of destiny—to complete my discov- 
eues in the solar system, of life in 
thé planets—to illustrate the very lucid 
principles of ethicè’ and sociology— 
the laws of oratory ¿and the divine 
mathematics of two rwotìds—and even 
to found a free tfierhpeutic college 
and emancipate .tbe'medical profes
sion—but my settipg ^un forbids— 
and my accumulations i'are not avail
able to others. T should be in
consolable but for the fact that I am 
going to the land of liberty and love, 
where I. can labor without hindrance, 
and from which 1 hope to find a 
mouthpiece in the heroic woman* who 
guards my last days on earth—for the 
time is coining when disembodied man 
shall become the counselor of the 
struggling children of earth, and what 
I could not or dure not say here may 
be said from above. Her voice shall 
be heard to guide many with prophetic 
wisdom. ■

’ The work on Primitive Christianity 
is nearly finished, and will appear as 
soon as subscriptions are received to 
insure its publication. •

I have revised all the gospels and 
epistles of-, the New Testament under

the dictation of their authors, restoring 
the original text and expurgating 
the mass of forgeries interpolated at 
Rome, thus showing the beauty and 
rationality of primitive Christianity, 
in which there is nothing unworthy of 
the world’s greatest religious teacher— 
nothing to which a -rational and spirit
ual mind would object. If primitive 
Christianity had been in existence 
when the philosopher Marcus Aurelius 
reigned in Romo, it would have re
ceived his support and become the re
ligion of Europe, advancing civiliza
tion ten centuries in its progress. But 
he was too wisé to give any encourage
ment to the Papacy.

This revision showg the true char
acter and ideal virtues of Jesus, and 
his freedom from the superstitions of 
his age; and show^ that St. Paul, in
stead Of being a dogmatic bigot, sus- 

-tainihg political despotism and the 
slavery of woman, was inspired by 
Christ to preach the same religion.

The honest and intelligent pro
fessors of the church to-day, when 
they compare the religion of Jesus 
with that of the New Testament, can
not fail to realize its vast superiority, 
and the circulation of this work must 
dispel superstition and show that the 
reformers of Judea were the founders 
of the Spiritualism which has been 
buried for seventeen,centuries.

The -world knows very little. of 
Jesus and his apostles, for the Roman 
conspirators detested the pure religion 
that forbade a Papacy, £iid they-de
stroyed its records. They wanted 
nothing of Jesus and the apostles but 
their honored names to adorn the 
Roman fraud. ■

Though witnesses were abundant, 
they preserved no record of the first 
thirty years of the life of Jesus, but 
circulated instead such disgustingly 
fictitious works as the “Gospel of the 
Infancy” and the “Prolevangelion,” 
which Origen recognized as the lost 
gospel of James, in which we are told 
that trees bowed down to worship the 
baby Jesus, and that the Egyptian 
idols tumbled down when he was 
brought before them, and that ayoung 
man who had been transformed into a 
mule was restored to the human form 
when the baby Jesus was put upon the 
mule's hack. This wonderful child, 
they said, made animals out of clay, 
that walked, and birds that flew, and 
his baby clothes and wash-water 
worked miracles, etc. Such were the 
writings recognized by the fathers of 
the chureh.'

This trash is not circulated now, 
but equally ridiculous stories in the 
Catholic “Lives of the Saints” are 
officially endorsed by the popes and 
bishops.

I have obtained a full record of the 
life of Jesus—his works and lectures 
during the first thirty years, his 
travels in Egypt, India and Persia, 
and his power over his numerous 
hearers„..in . Jerusalem. He might 
easily have become the ruler of Judea 
if he would have compromised in his 
mission, become a Jewish rabbi and 
harmonized with the priests and 
aristocracy; but his inspiration was 
too powerful to falter in his mission, 
though he knew it would bring him 
death, and he was worn out in the 
conflict before death came.

The old Jewish writings in the Tal
mud and the Toldoth Jeshu show 
how bitter was the hostility of the 
priests and what scandalous falsehoods 
they circulated about Jesus and his 
family,

The lives of the apostles are as 
little known as that of Jesus, being 
superseded by silly Action,, such as 
that St. John was boiled in oil, but 
could not be killed, and that St. Peter, 
at his own request, was crucified head 
downward, though he was really never 
crucified at all, and nobody can show 
where or how he died, or where he was 
buried; and though the immense 
cathedral is claimed to be erected over 
his remains, it is a monumental lie, 
like the greater part of the Catholic 
traditions.

To the lives of,Jesus and the apos
tles I have added the Gospel of St. 
John, corrected by himself, which is 
a fair representation of primitive 
Christianity. .

“Primitive Christianity” will be 
published as soon as a moderate num
ber of subscriptions is received at 
$2.00 per volume, and to procure 
them promptly those who subscribe 
before publication will receive their 
copy for $1.50. -

My friends in tb,e higher world urge 
prompt action, and for many years I 
have had their cheering words, which 
I have not given to the public.

The , second volume of my work, 
containing the gospels and epistles, 
and reviewing the-, religious history of 
the first centuries, will be completed 
this year, embodying a complete dem
onstration of the fraud by ’ which 
Romanism was substituted for Chris
tianity, and showing the necessity of 
a fundamental changé in every honest 
church, which honest people must de
mand whether their clergy assent or 
not. A church which knows nothing 
correctly of its pretended founder or 
his history is a manifest fraud, and if 
its members are sincere they will re
pudiate the fraud. '

Let all who are interested address 
me immediately at San Jose, Cal.

: Jos. Rodes Buchanan,

* At the Lily Dale Camp, last year, 
Mrs. Buchanan received, through a 
friend, a poem from Robert Bums, 
which will appear, in a volume to be 
published. The poem is in Burns’ 
Scotch, and will be more intelligible 
in English. I give a few verses: 
The laddie’s sun will soon go down, 

, It’s setting in the West.
He’s weary with the working, 
- The worker soon will rest.

Transition’s mom is coming,
’Twill follow the setting sun/ • 

But in that wondrous hour
He’ll wish more work was done.

The burden then ye’ll bear, love, 
The yoke they’ll put on ye.

Ye must not shrink or moan, love, 
When the burden falls to thee.

Fame must be won by thee, lady, 
Fume cannot be handed down.

Ye must cut the thistles by the way 
If ye would wear Fame’s crown.

A leader ye must be, lady, 
The torch of truth hold high.

Aye! the flaming torch that ye shall 
bear

Will be seen in the bye-and-bye.
Ye must travel Progression’s road, 

lady, ;
Ignorance ye must slay;

The children of men will follow your 
light, ’

To attract them fropi danger's way,

To the Editor:—I have just a few 
words I would like to say, providing 
you have room and think it fit to put 
in your paper.

Ibis summer, while attending, a 
Spiritualist camp-meeting,,! was very 
much surprised to hear that the me
diums were allowed to enter Die camp 
without being thoroughly tested in 
regard to the genuineness of their 
phase of mediumship. At that camp
meeting two were exposed during mv 
stay there.

I should think that, in order to help 
the ■ cause along, Spiritualists would 
better appoint mediums whom they 
know to be thoroughly honest, to ex
amine mediums before allowing them 
to enter the camps, and at the same 
time giving them a certificate showing 
they were examined and found to be 
just what they claimed. I would like 
to hear from other mediums and see 
what they have to say.

Again, why would it not be a good
plan, when a person claimed to be a 
medium and was proved to be a fraud, 
to warn the people from every ros
trum, for it is truth we are after, and 
nothing else. Red Clover.

The Greatest Event. •
To the Editor:—The greatest event 

that has occurred in this section of the 
country this season was the marriage of 
Benjamin F. Nesbitt, of Fisher, Minu., 
to Nellie M. Roe, of Vicksburg, Mich., 
by Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, 
Mich. The marriage was the outgrowth 
of a meeting by Mr. Js’esbitt and Nellie 
Roe at a camp-meeting at Bankeon 
Lake, Mich., in June last. At this meet
ing they met for the first time. Mrs. 
Sheets being one of the speakers, and 
getting quite well acquainted with the 
couple, Nellie Roe being musical di
rector, Mrs. Sheets made a prediction 
that a wedding would be the .result of 
their meeting, which proved to be true, 
and was consummated at Bankson Lake 
August 30, in the presence of a large 
audience.

The 31st the young couple started for 
their home in Fisher, Minn. 1 can as
sure them that they have the best wishes 
of the writer as well as those of their 
host of friends they have left behind. I 
cannot close without referring to the 
beautiful spiritual marriage ceremony 
given on this occasion by Mrs. Sheets. 
It was truly grand and Inspiring. No 
one hearing it could ea^Hhat Spiritual
ists as a people do not believe in true 
marriage.

When she presented the ring she re
ferred to it as a fitting emblem of their 
unending love and affection for each 
other, aud counselled them always to be 
true to its teachings. B. O’Dell.

Paw Paw, Mich.
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sCeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 

Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos« 

Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism aud dog
matic Christianity, containing muuy slartlfng conclu
sions ¿ever before published, showing clearly tin 
mythical character of most of the ' "
in ent stories, and proving that Jesus Impirsoh
atlon aud not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price S1.50. For Sale at this Office 
Researches in Oriental History

One

1. RESEARCHES IX JEWISH HISTORY.
2. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. •<
4. WHENCE OUR ARI AN ANCESTORS? |
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless ecarcb 

fora Historical Jesus.
Ip tbts volume the Jews are clearly shown not tq 

hsve been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea 1s traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C.. aud Its lifatory 1| 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It la 
fully developed Into Christianity, with• mythical hero* 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. j

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system la baaed 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called pagauUm. It shows vast re> 
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without l istructlon and profit, whether 
!>«' reaches the same conclusions with the amber o* 
other wise. Fur sale at thlLOffice,

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrlp

tions and Reminis
cences.

DY CARL SEXTUS., THE BOOK Z!. 
LJ largely a record of Ibe facta and demouEtratltml 
which the author has seen, heard of or prerented 1, 
bl, own experiment». The history of tlic varloul 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and tht 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred tn Chicago. The pictorial 
IBuEtrntlon, add much to the Interest and value of th« 
book, which will bo found verv Interesting to the m. 
enrt reader, as well ns lielpfnl and Instructive to IM 
student. The work It « liandaome.Volume of ■* 
pages, bound In doth. I'rtrc, $2.00. j-,,, ui. 
the otlcc of Tux ritoanxssiv* Thiltm.PricOi ft cent*. . - •:
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Wonderful Finds at Babylon That 
May Carry Human History 

Back Tep. Thousand 
YfW.

terest id the subject, as he frequently «ooror platform which he and others 
returned to the storv. Hannino- un ns ho haS taken to be the ground level of the
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at this office. .
’ The Occult Forces oi Sex.” By Lois 

Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied 'in this volume; in which quest
ions of (freMt importance to the race are

This Is one of the anther's most useful and In
structive hooks. Tilts work should be read by every 
man and woman. Price, 50 cents. For sain at this 
office.

FLOOD OF LIGHT ON THE DIM 
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PERFECT MOTHERHOOD
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
OF LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

J-J a novol written with a purpose, and that 
purpose la not merely to enable an unthinking. Idin 
mlod to while away the time 1u a state of Idle bleued* 
nets, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
•elf-improvement or the good of humanity. It Is a

Narrative of a Real Occur
rence Near Quincy, 

Illinois, in 1864.
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SPIRIT RETURN.

In modern «octal end huslncso life, which ore unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon tbe Individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book is trenchant. Instruc
tive and rery interesting, even when regarded merely 
u a novel, and Is especially commended to “women

was present, and her hospitable home the race. It bring, strongly and clearly to view tbe ~~ i result upon the child of proper surroundings and luflu- 
WHS sought by all as a place 101 both SO*. ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity, 
_i_i ---•-----------x, |g | Incidentally the author touches upon various things

book designed «specially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to be mother«; add secondly, through 
Che mothers, to effect tbe well-being and happiness of

everywhere,’' to whom it la dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of tbo Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine lUceness of 
the author. It contalna pages, neatly bound tn 
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THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
- OR -

TEREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

MANUA

THE THINKhrt.
the political arena. The., uncertainty 
which invests all, communications pre
vents, as it should, the implicit blind 
reliance, and forces all to think for 
themselves. The campaign is a wonder
ful educator, and the right will ever 
come uppermost, but we must work for 
that result.

This Department is under the manage
ment of the 'distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin -Heights, Ohio.

Harrison Augir: Q. (1) Is there 
demonstrable evidence of man’s im
mortality retaining all the qualities of 
body and mind that he possesses here?

■ (2) If so, why do not such men as 
Robert Ingersoll believe in Spiritual
ism? . . . .

A. (1) The literature of Spiritualism 
furnishes what would be regarded in 
any other field as a demonstration. The 
works of Prof. Hare, A.. R. Wallace, 
Prof. Crookes, Epes Sargent, the pro
ceedings of the Psychic Research Socl- 
ety; furnish an unimpeachable mass of 
evidence. What is more, this is not a 
dead and sapless tree. It is full of life, 
and the means are in the hands of any
one who wishes to investigate and dem
onstrate for himself. It 'by no means 
follows, because there are many that 
are unconcerned, that Spiritualism is 
not demonstrated. The laws of plane
tary worlds are demonstrated, but those 
ignorant of mathematics can know noth
ing about such demonstration, and ac
cept the statements of astronomers un
thinkingly, if at all.

(2) Ingersoll has spent his life in, 
warring against superstition and indi-' 

«reotly against Spiritualism. If it is true, 
his teachings would have to be greatly 
modified. All he is he has built up by 
denial. He is content with his large 
lecture fees, and the popularity he gains 
by flouting Spiritualism. Saturated as 
he is with materialism, he would not ac
cept demonstrative facts.

The fallibility of the Pope has been 
demonstrated over and over; why does 
not Tim Flanagan accept it, instead of 
clinging to the opposite? The mind 
must be educated for the understanding 
of a demonstration, or it is a barren 
field. '

Such men as Ingersoll need to become 
interested by the departure of someone 
near and dear, and then they will see 
how little is the best that earthly life can 
give and how absolutely necessary 
another life is to satisfy the longings of 
the mind. Then there will be someone 
on the other side anxious to communi
cate. There will be a magnet drawing 
the thoughts to a higher realm, and the 
desire to investigate and to know will 
take possession of the mind. - .

T. W. M.: Q. (1) How is it pdsSlble 
to eliminate tho elements of selfishness 
from human conduct, since it is always 
true that in doing good to others we 
reap the greater benefit ourselveb?

(2) is it true that at tho death of the 
physical body we are bereft of tho 
power to think aud reason, since these 
are dependent on a movement of the 
brain? A recent Spiritual writer, who 
claims to know, takes that position, and 
says that the emotions take the place of 
reason.

(3) In the fierce struggle between the 
forces of labor and capital, now every
where being waged, has it boon shown 
by anyone, to the satisfaction of anyone, 
that it is necessary and wise ana just 
for the laboring classes to “multiply and 
replenish” their ranks to the utmost of 
their ability, as we see them doing? 
Doesnot the present time demand the 
promulgation of the doctrine that mon 
have no-right to procreate those whom 
they cannot properly food, clothe and 
educate up to the full stature of men 
and women?

A. (1) If we do good for others with 
tbo thought that ultimately we shall 
reap the reward, the action is purely 
selfish. It is thus that the Golden Rulo 
is founded on selfishness, for we do good 
that others may do tho same to us. But 
in the higher moments of doing for 
others, this thought comes not in. Tho 
heroic actions of history, the sacrifices 
made constantly in everyday life, are not 
the results of calculating selfishness.

The engineer who stands at his post, 
though to do so is certain death, to save 
tho passengers; tho life-savers on the 
coast, who gp-out to rescue the perish
ing shipwrecked seaman in the storm, 
give all, even their lives, for others, and 
do not expect a return.

The law is that the higher faculties, 
from which love, charity, sympathy, 
self-forgetfulness, and all spiritual qual
ities flow,should in man have ascendancy, 
and when they do he grows out of 
the selfish into'the spiritual.

(2) On the contrary, tho spiritual be
ing possesses reasoning powers of far 
greater activity than in earthly life, 
nor is it possible for tbo emotions to be 
substituted for reason.

(3) Not only "in. tho tierce struggle 
for existence, but among all classes, 
rich and poor. The statement made in 
this question has tho force of a com
mand. Fewer children and better. It 
is nothing short of a crime to force into 
the world physical wrecks qnd mental 
dwarfs. Tho multiplication of a family, 
without the means of support or of giv
ing children requisite education and as
sistance, is nothingshortofacrime. This 
is not a question of class, for the wealthy 
have no more right to bring into the 
world diseased and morally deformed 
children than the poor. That large 
families are desirable is a superstition 
encouraged by the Bible, and it is time 
it should be cast aside for the teachings 
of science. It has been believed that 
children were from God, and must bo 
received in any number he chose to give 
in his wisdom. If this were true, God 
has sent strange specimens of his work. 
There'is no reason why the same care 
and forethought should not be exercised 
in this; important matter as elsewhere, 
and there are most cogent reasons why 
it should not bo given over to the blind 
dictates of tho passions.

O. E. S.: Q. In reply to a question 
by Mrs. C. T. G., Oakland, Cal., you say 
that spirits cannot hear “reading 
aloud,” but are only sensitive' to the 
thought when “spoken.” What is the 
difference, when, in either case, it re
quired a sense of hearing in the spirit? 
And why should one sense be so much 
more acute than another? When all in
telligent Spiritualists with whom I have 
conversed tell me that the spirits of our 
nearest friends are with us constantly, 
and cognizant of all that we do in our 
daily lives, presupposing a sense oi 
sight in the spirit. I ask, in all humil
ity, for a little information, for these 
seeming discrepancies in the statements 
of Spiritualists are great stumbling
blocks in the way of an honest investi
gator like myself, who desires nothing 
so much in this life as to believe in the 
truth of genuine Spiritualism.

A. When there is a comprehensive 
understanding of the whole subject, it 
will be seen that there is no discrepancy 
or conlliction of statement. This corre
spondent does not correctly state the 
most important point in the answer 
given to Mrs. C. T. G.: It is uot stated 
that spirits "are only sensitive to the 
thought when spoken.’’ Allow the quo
tation: “Ab a spirit cannot hear ‘reading 
aloud,’ but is sensitive only to the 
thoughts, such reading cannot be bene
ficial. Thoughts are more clearly 
formed when spoken and hence can be 
better read by the spirit attending." It 
is not possible for spirits to hear sound, 
for they have no physical ear to catch 
its waves. They hear' by the organ of 
hearing of their spirit bodies, and this 
is cognizant only to tbe spiritual Bound 
waves. ' .

As thought is propagated by waves 
which reproduce the thought when-re
ceived by the receptive, there is no ne
cessity for the intervention of any other 
means. ; '

It is true spirits tell their friends that 
they are constantly with them, and 
while this may be pleasing to the 
friends, it must be monotonous to the 
spirits if this is to be taken literally. 
Really, it is not literally true. A spjrit 
may be a thousand or ten thousand miles 
away, yet because of the perfect trans
mission of thought by which it is kent 
in rapport, it may be as though directly 
present.

It is well to carefully take in consid
eration all facts, whether they are in ac
cord or discord, but still more that we 
go to the foundation of this philosophy of 
life, which never conflict, and when we 
observe apparent antagonism in their' 
ramifying expressions, we ought to 
humbly confess that the cause thereof 
lies in our own misunderstanding. The 
clouds are In our minds and do not prove 
that there is no sun.

A. M. S., Chicago: Q. My wife sees 
'■people who have passed over, or who 
are still living on this side, and even 
hears them speak; describes strange 
buildingsand scenery, both peculiar aud 
common birds and flowers, and-such 
things. She can go to Bohemia to our 
old homes and describe what our friends 
are doing there. She does not losejher 
consciousness. I would like to know 
what this state of hers is; whether her 

-.visions are' real or imaginary?
A. She is clairvoyant, and her re

markable sensitiveness makes -her sub
ject to spirit control

N. Wilber: Q. Does the great upris
ing of the American people in the sup
port of Mr. Bryan, and the principles 
ne represents, meet the approval of the 
friends of reform and progression in the 
Spirit-world? ' *

A. Among the spirits of the Spirit
world there are as diverse opinions as 
with mankind, and even among the re
formers there are various conclusions 
as to the best and most practical meth
ods to ad vance the race. Hence it is not 
iust to make the Spirit-world responsi- 
de, as a whole, for the beliefs of à part, 
f consülted, some would express tbem- 

lelvcs favorable to one side1 ¿nd some to 
the other. It would lead to grave com-, 
plications to have the Spirit-world enter

“The A. P. A. MANUAL contains much Interesting and Instructive matter aw e 
wide circulation of the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agent 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions tbil 
surround them. I should like to see It given a wide circulation.” ’ 

C. P. JOHNSON, State President A. P. A. of Illinois.

H. Rice, Arcadia: Q. (1) Why is it 
that the communication£of each medium 
have a characteristic tone, or color, as 
if all came from his or her brain, or 
from one control?

(2) Can spirits manifest in different 
places at the same time? ' '

A. (!) The musical instrument im
presses its Imperfections and character 
on tbo performance bf the player. He 
may bo a Mozart, yet will the broken 
strings, the badly-tuned instrument, dis
turb his finest passages. Were other 
great performers to follow, the same 
characteristics would appear. In short, 
the character of the instrument would 
appear in all. Ole Bull, given the most 
crude violin, would play better than any
one else, but for his best would have the 
finest cremonas that skill could put to
gether and tho years bring into har
mony.

The instrument gives its coloring, and 
under the most skillful hands, the pi
ano, tho organ, the violin, the mandolin 
each have a character distinctly their 
own. Whoever may be the performer, 
he cannot transcend their capabilities. 
The mandolin, if touched by the hand 
of a Paganini or a Mozart, will not give 
the tones of a violin or organ, but will 
color every performance with its own 
peculiarities.

Wo expect this, and would think it 
folly to suppose that Mozart would be 
able to give the grand tones of the or
gan from the strings of a guitar, yet we 
are perplexed when a medium impress
es his character on thé communications 
given.

The more perfectly the character of 
tbe medium agrees with that of the 
spirit, tho more perfect the communica
tions given. The elimination of the in
fluence of the medium should engross 
the most thoughtful care.

(2) It is possible for spirits to commu
nicate in two different places at the 
same time. This is done by sending 
their thoughts so distinctly as to be re
flected on the'mind of the sensitive.

J. F. Parker: Q.' What do you think 
of the following? A young man died 
near this place, of mountain fever; was 
kept two days, and then taken about 
eight miles into the country, where the 
coffin was opened. Tho undertaker 
noticed drops of water or sweat standing- 
on his face. It was wiped away and 
again appeared. He was buried. It was 
said the reason of the water on the face 
was caused by the heat of the sun, as it 
was a very hot day, and-the sides of the- 
hearse were of glass and reflected the 
heat on the coffin. I have read the two 
volumes of the “Encyclopaedia of Death” 
and when I heard of this case I was anx
ious to have your opinion about it.

A. A body taken from a cold room to 
a warm one might condense the moist
ure of the air, and give tbe appearance 
of perspiration, but this would scarcely 
occur in a summer temperature. ,

With the many cases of premature 
burial, and the attendant horrors, it is 
most reprehensible to proceed with 
burial when there are any misgivings as 
to the death of the subject. It has been 
determined- that there is no surety of 
death until decomposition is observed, 
and even then there are recorded cases 
Where life has been restored. The un
seemly haste of burial within a day or 
two after apparent death is unwarranta
ble and has the appearance of heart- 
lessnesB for the departed.

Why not allow the body to repose in a 
quiet room, whore it can be watched 
tenderly, until there remains no doubt?

Being buried alive is terrible, and is a 
doom which impends over all, for all are 
liable to fall into a state so like that of 
death that the most skillful physician 
cannot distinguishbne from the other. -

“The Watseka Wonder.” Tothe stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two casesof "double 
eonsciousnossj’ namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15o.

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies' with universal 
nature, and their souls, with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in.the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
•l: paper, 75 cents.

Hero is proof of the return of spirit 
after death of the body. Without pref
ace, without argument, I will relate 
the Incident in as brief way as possible, 
hoping that it will interest those who 
are earnestly hunting for such evidence. 
Several of the eye-witnesses are still 
living, and will confirm the truth of this 
statement. All are now living in the 
State of Illinois, or were living in Ad
ams and Hancock counties of said State 
but a short time ago—our sister living 
in Quincy, and Mr. Michael, in Tioga, 
or near there, in Hancock county.

But to the evidence. It was a sum
mer evening in 1884 that Mr. Jas. Mich
ael, a neighbor, and my brother and I 
were returning to our homes from the 
city of Quincy. The night was a moon
lit, peaceful one, the hour near mid
night. We wero in a carriage, the 
horses in a leisurely walk, and on either 
sidoof the main road the rich farm 
homes, orchards and quiet character
istic of scenes near the city above 
named. •

Mr? Michael was about 35 years of age, 
married, a farmer, livingpn a farm near 
my father’s place, and a man universally 
respected by all who knew him. He was 
fairly well educated, but a pronounced 
Atheist, denying existence after death.

My brother and I were both young 
men, over twenty-one years of age, and 
the sons of a minister in one of the Bap
tist denominations. Both were what is 
termed mediumlstio, familiar from in
fancy with the phenomena of clairvoy
ance, and of several kinds of physical 
phenomena.

There had been several great battles 
that summer, and away to the south of 
us many of our relatives were battling 
against each other, and in Virginia and 
the West. My brother, an officer, was 
at home then, and we had that evening 
been talking of the number lately lost 
in battle, and the lives gone out in sac
rifice, when Mr.Michaels said something 
about the total extinction of such a mass 

'of human hope, love and life.
It was a challenge of our knowledge 

of survival, and we wore soon engaged 
in argument relative to legal evidence 
of continuity of existence, and bow we 
could find such indisputable proof of in
dividual consciousness, memory and 
body after the change called death.

To close the , argument, my brother 
proposed that we enter into a compact, 
a mutual pledge, that the first one of 
the three to leave the body should re
turn and so appear before the other two 
that neither could thereafter doubt the 
return of the spirit.

This was agreed to, and with clasped 
hands wo each made such agreement.

At once some prophetic presence 
seemed to hover over us, making all 
about us to grow wondrous sad and 
quiet. •

Why we did bo, I do not know, but 
shortly after making this agreement all 
three were talking of the blazing up, 
for three years, in the northwestern 
h.eavens, of a star that seemed to grow 
-brighter and brighter with flame until 
it niially disappeared from view. It was

man’s construction; then it slowly began 
to recede backward, upward, toward 
|the center of that constellation, slowly 
receding and growing smaller and 
smaller in the distance, until it became 
a small speck, and then disappeared.

It is needless to' say that neither 
mother, sister norinyself slept much 
that night; we wrnfeiost in our wonder 
and study of what it could mean. The 
fact that my brother was then sick and 
was watched over by my father in the 
hospital at Nashville, from some merci
ful cause was kept from us that night. 
Let the reader consider the cause.

The next morning I was out in the 
yard, when Mr. Michaels came through 
rhe gate, and coming up to me, said— 
while I noticed that he had a strange, 
quiet way, a solemn face and troubled 
expression, very unusual to his nature:

“Mr. L—-, did you see that man up 
there yesterday evening?" looking up as 
he put the question,

Surprised and startled more than I 
care to say, I inquired: '»

“Then you also saw it, James?" ) 
. “Yes,” he answered. “It was just a 

little after three o’clock. Mr. L---- , do
you remember what your brother and 
you and I agreed to do that night last 
summer?” '

“My God! Oh, my brother! ray broth
er!” was all the answer that I could 
make him then. .

That afternoon we learned that my 
brother passed out of the body just fif
teen minutes before that spirit appeared 
to Michaels, mother, sister and I on the 
evening previous.

Dear brother kept his pledge, his 
agreement, to the letter; and within one 
year James Michaels became a member, 
and afterwards an elder In the Chris
tian church, near Tioga, Hancock coun
ty, Illinois. When asked by hiB laugh
ing friends why he had so changed his 
atheistical views, he invariably related 
this agreement, the return of my broth-, 
er’s spirit, and declared that he never, 
could doubt afterwards the fact of im
mortality and spirit return, ■

At some other time I will give other 
cases, where the persons who witnessed 
the incidents are yet living, and can tes
tify to the truth of tlje story. This is 
not romance, but a hastily written story 
of a real occurrence. DR. Isle.

A London, Eng., dispatch Bays that 
the American expçdit|oh to the ancient 
mound of Nippur ÿ,as made wonderful 
discoveries, throwing’ a flood of light 
upon the history of Babylon. The most 
astonishing of all ¿s the unearthing of 
ancient inscriptions and other records 
which carry back written human his
tory no less than 2,250 years further than 
anything before ¡known. Prof. Hil
precht, who ib in charge of the excava
tions in behalf of. the University of 
Pennsylvania, has'iust deciphered cune
iform records upon tablets of Babylonian 
history dating back at least 7,000 years 
¡beforqÇhrist. This is 2,250 years earlier 
than any other record. He is confident 
that some tablets upon which he is now 
working date hack still another thou
sand years, or about 10,000 years earlier 

! than the present day. He is not ready 
supposed by astronomers to have been a I y comrn’t himself yet on this 
world burning up, and that was the ac- , -, , u ..ceptod view, when it thus totally disap- T1,le? ^st dlscovories came about in 
peared from view. My brother seemed ie^esDng way. Hib predecessor, 
that night to take more than usual in- Pr‘ Peter.8>. -wol’ked. d°w“ attain

returned to the story, glancing up as he naa taxen to oe me ground level oi the 
did so toward that part of the heavens ancient city. One of the party Bug- 
whfirA it bfld diminnftAwvl frnm vIaw I jested that this level should be pene- wiiuitj it, imu u iDuppcuruu irum view, z . a , ., ...

How little we know why such trivial ’ “".d Fho'«’“tinned untU
things have a veiled meaning that is i or vlrff!n B(d’ SjOU]d,ke j0^ck.e.d- 
afterwards unveiled in storm and bitter The suffffestion was adopted, and, to the 

delight of all concerned, it was found 
that what was supposed to be the level of 
the ancient city was only the level of aBut there was nothing in the quiet 

night to tell us of the coming revelation, 
and I have sometimes wondered if we brin-thia about by our own tempting the ruins of an older one or a succession 
SXhingss^ ‘he level had
ellence for t/e breath of a song fhat 
could be heard only by the soul of 
things.. Rivulets of stars floating tr- 
continents of unseen, b------- ’

They were now continued to a depth of 
tars floating by— W J°et. ^,elow- -,The excavations 

Wuuu,u»v. UU»OTU, harmonious, Ilv- 1 remai“?
ing'beings—and yet, yonder, away to c<?vei^.^ a Per^ of 4,OTO years of 

thunder Li eanLon, Babylonian history. Below the platform 
agony, and the dark t?‘he virgin soil was an accumulation 
Mow far these two,of ?rain8.’ Preserjed and broken pottery,

seemed to be away from ns that night, 
and yet an unseen link united us with 
the Angel of Death in the south and the 
constellation in the heavens.

Our homes were only a short distance 
from the city, bnt long after that night 
it has ever seemed to me to have been 
the longest night ride I had ever taken. 
Perhaps because of the sequence. Let 
that be as it may, we were, undoubtedly, 
led to do what we did, that human souls 
might'be made the happier for it.

This was in the Bummer of 1864. One 
afternoon, on the 23d day of March, 
1865, 1 was in one of the rooms reading 
and lazily listening to a bird-song com
ing from ths orchard, when I was 
startled by a cry from a sister on the 
north gallery or porch. The doors of 
the rooms between that gallery and thé 
place where I was reading were open, 
and I could see my-sister Ella standing 
on that gallery and looking up towards 
the northwest part of the heavens, her 
face white with fear and awe, her form 
trembling with excitement. Her cry 
rang out with a wail of dread and fear 
that caused me to ..instantly drop my 
book and turn toward the door.

“Oh, mother! mother!” she cried, 
“come quickly; yonder are the angels 
in the air.”*' '

My mother; then in the front room, 
hastened out on the gallery, and before 
I could get to her, clasping her hands, 
and uplifting them toward heaven, she 
cried:" “Oh, the end has come! The an
gels are coming! God’s angels are 
here!"

Dear old mother; her face was white 
with awe, and yet there was an expres
sion of glad ending to the secret doubt, 
waiting and expectancy.
-Looking up into the northwest heav

ens, there midway between the earth 
and the blue sky, seeming from tho Cen
ter of the constellation that 7we had- so 
oftënTôoked to on that summer night, 
was indeed the appearance of an anger 
form. . ■

The form was that of a man in the 
white dress or robes of a minister of the 
Episcopal church. The head, neck, 
shoulders, arms and feet were plainly 
seen, but the features, while very white, 
were only faint. • seen, as though veiled 
from sight. One arm and hand—the 
leftrt-was down by his side; the right 
was outstretched and the index finger 
was pointing toward Nashville, Tenn. 
The arm, hand and finger could be 
plainly seen, as could, in fact, the whole 
form as that, seemingly of a minister of 
the Episcopal church.

For fully five minutes it remained 
there, giving mo full time to satisfy my
self that it was no cloud, no phenome
non of nature, no balloon or object of

vi uiaiupj 1 uovi iqu auu Mt untju pu vvvr j, 
land various other objects of interest. 
Twenty-three feet below the platform 
Prof. Haines came upon the most an
cient keystone arch known, an arch 
which, Prof. Hilprecht thinks, canhot 
be later than 5,000 B. C. Prof. Haines
excavated the lower part of the marvel
ous wall of the city. Its foundations 
were found to bo sixteen feet below the 
level of the desert wall itself. It is 
seventeen feet high and forty-five feet 
wide upon the top. This wall stands 
upon another of unknown height. These 
walls were built of bricks twenty inches 
square, probably the largest bricks ever 
used. The most valuable finds were the 
inscriptions upon the broken vases, 
bricks and tablets. From these it is 
confidently predicted by Prof. Hisprecht 
that a continuous history of Babylonian- 
ism will be written. <

Money Made in a Minute.
I have not made less than sixteen dol

lars any day while selling Centrifugal 
Ice Cream Freezers. Anyone should 
¿hake from five to eight dollars a day 
selling cream, and from seven to ten 
dollars selling freezers,sas it is such a 
wonder; there is alwayq a crowd want
ing cream. You can'freeze cream ele
gantly in one minuteanu that astonishes 
people so they all wfintPHo taste it and 
then many of them buy freezers as the 
cream is smooth apa;perfectly frozen. 
Every freezer is guaranteed to freeze 
cream perfectly in onti minute. Anyone 
can sell ice cream add Ifie freezer sells 
Itself. My sister makes from ten to fif
teen dollars a day. jJvI?.' Casey & Co., 
1143 St. Charles street,'St. Louis, Mo., 
will mail you full particulars free, so you 
can go to work and mail® lots of money 
anywhere, as with onenfreezer you can 
make a hundred gal^mspf cream a day, 
or if you wish they -will hire you on a 
salary. . _ ~, MARYA.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible,” By Moses Hulk 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ stndyuf the Bible in its 
relations to'Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject Price 31. 
For sale at this office.. . v

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to"the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely interesting. Price 32.

. RELIABLE MEDIUMS.
A short time since, I received a letter 

from a Southern city, asking me if we 
have in Chicago a reliable medium, one 
who would be able to tell anything that 
would help a man in the most important 
move in life.

I was glad to tell him that Fthought 
we had. I presumed we had many such, 
but as I am acquainted personally with 
but one, I recommended that one. I 
gave him the address of William Arn
old, and told him of the wonderful tests 
this medium has given me, aud, of the 
materializations I have seen at his cir
cles, under the most strict test condi
tions, where I, myself, have sewed the 
medium up tight in a bag, and with a 
good deal of pains had to cut out ray 
own stitches after the seance was over. 
Mr. Arnold’s seances are light, are held 
once each week, in the afternoon, as 
well as the evening circles, which 
makes it very convenient for ladies who 
wish to attend, and have no one to ac
company them in the evening, and 
would, I am sure, satisfy the most skep
tical; not only of the medium’s honesty, 
but of the great truths of Spiritualism.

SOME GOOD BOOKS.
Moses Hull’s Encyclopædia of Biblical 

Spiritualism is, to my mind, one of the 
finest books ever written. I have à 
copy of the book, and can cordially rec
ommend it to every reader, whether 
Jew or Gentile. While it is of great 
help to those of the Spiritualistic faith, 
it is a still greater help to those—and 
their name ib legion—who are dissatis
fied with the contradictions and absurd
ities of the Bible, but are yet stumbling 
along in the dark and trying, to make 
those ridiculous and often abominable 
stories of God consistent with their idea 
of a supreme being.

I cannot say too much in favor of this 
book, and I would like to present every 
reader in the world with a copy of it.

A CHAT WITH CONTRIBUTORS.
In a back number of The Progress

ive Thinker I notice a communica
tion from Charles Nevins on "Judas, 
Peter and Joseph." I notice, too, that 
Mr, Nevins takes the Bible allegories 
as historical facts, and so taking them, 
I do not wonder that he quarrels with 
the manliness of these personated ideas. 
But I want to« advise Mr. Nevins and 
every other reader of our splendid paper 
to read "The Devil’s Pulpit," bv the 
Rev. Dr. Taylor.

.The title is an unhappy one, and re
pels the reader, but the nook is unlike 
the title, and “the Devil,"either real or 
imaginary, has nothing to do with it. 
When you realize that Joseph Ib the 
personified Constellation, “Bootes,” the 
spouse of the “Virgin,” or, os we call it, 
Virgo, but not the father of “our Lord 
and Savior Jesus Christ,” simply be- 
eauBS our Lord and Savior, the sun, in 
Virgo was not begotten by “Bootes," 
then we Bee why Joseph sustained this 
not remarkably complimentary relation.

Christ said Peter “savored not of 
God,” did he? Well, since the Goat is 
the zodiacal sign of Capricorn, and 
Peter, who has the “keys of heaven," is 
Aries, the Ram, of course he does not 
“savor," more particularly as the Goat 
is a winter sign, and Aries unlocks the 
heaven of the summer months as he lets 
the sun-god back to the northern world.

Mr. Nevins must go back of our four
teen separate crucified redeemers to the 
original cause of this belief, and he will 
find that all our religions arose from 
the old original sun-worship, and that 
instead of one crucified Lord, or four
teen, our sun-god that the ancients wor
shiped is crossified every year nt the 
autumnal equinox. And ho will find 
that these puzzling allegories are all 
clear and beautiful as such; not as per
sonal history.

MUSIC.
Spiritualists as a body may not care 

to compete with the churches; mny not 
feel it incumbent on them to rival the 
music of the cathedral or dhoir, not in- 
the sense of rivalry, which .of itself Ib 
not a desirable spirit; but no one people 
on earth know so well the power of 
good music, and the reason why it is a 
harmonizing power, as do Spiritualists. 
Let me inquire, then, why it is given so 
little p. eminence in our meetings. We 
know that fine music not only furnishes 
an attraction to our boys and girls, but 
we know that music, and good music, is 
absolutely essential to produce har
monious conditions.

Mr. Geo. F. Perkins says we "pay the 
enormous sum of 10 cents in the evening 
to hear from the spirit-world.” Is it 
possible that wo are not liberal enough 
to pay for music?

It is true that each society may, and 
most likely does, contain plenty of musi
cal talent within its own limits, but let 
me say right here, with the most gener
ous heart in the world, a singer can not 
afford to give service unpaid. The cost 
of a musical education is too great, the 
time required for constant practice and 
for the attendance on the meetings is 
too much for any one to give, or for any 
society to ask. What would we think of 
ourselves if we were to ask some three 
or four persons in each society to donate 
the entire proceeds of his and her 
week’s labor, and all the' education that 
fitted him or her for that labor .to donate 
all that on each Sunday to thé society, 
and live on what he or she could earn 
after office hours? And yet this is what 
free music means, if it is music that can 
compete with that of churches or thea
ters, or other places of instruction or en
tertainment,

I know musicians in the city of Chi
cago who would gladly make an engage
ment to sing or play, at a very nominal 
sum, yet who .cannot find positions. And 
yet we can attend many meetings where 
the only music furnished is a general 
medley, of good, bad, and very bad stabs 
at singing by the congregation. And 
not one sensitive in the meeting does not 
feel the ill influence of this poor music, 
and has to take a long breath, and-try to 
harmonize their surroundings, after, the 
noise has ceased. ■ ... ”,

Did Moody and Sankey ever trust to 
such conditions?

Do the Roman Catholic churches 
trust to such music? ,

Or do the Protestant churches, those 
who draw the better, more cultivated 
classes, face the certainty of empty 
pews by such carelessness?

Yet all these people secure good 
music because they see by experience 
that it attracts. We Spiritualists, and 
we alone, understand , why it is so, and 
know the necessity of it.

The Salvation Army have the most 
abominable travesty on the name of 
music known, and look at tho effect. 
The Salvation Army will be the gutter 
army, the butt of ridicule of the small 
boy, and the abhorrence of the refined, 
just so long as they have such music as 
they dp. Let them lead out on a street 
corner with a Sankey or a'McGranahan, 
and watch results. Not even the abom
inable poke bonnet could keep the better 
class from standing on the curh until the 
'last- sweet strain of heavenly music had 
died away. If a society does not feel 
able to pay a full chorus, or a quartette 
choir, one soloist could be engaged, and 
I will venture the assertion that the one 
soloist could draw a sufficient crowd to 
much mere than pay -his or her salary,
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putting it on this business footing. Just 
to' -what ’extent the congregation, 
whether in the body or out of the body, 
both conditions included, would be 
helped, and harmonized and drawn 
closer together, I will leave for the un
derstanding of every Spiritualist.

Mobtimer Post.

An Excellent Medium Paised to 
Spirit-Life.

Mary C. Levy, 457 Missouri avonuo, 
Washington, D. C., passed to Spirit-life 
August 29, 1890; she was born June 28, 
1832.

Mrs. Levy was born in the City of 
Washington, of an old and well-known 
family, her family name being Carr. 
She has been known as a medium for 
twenty years, being first controlled in 
1876. Being a woman of independent 
circumstances, in her own right, she 
was never known as a medium beyond 
her own home, but for alt those years 
her house has been in the best sense a 
Spiritualist home. She was known by 
visitors from all over the United States, 
and by many from Eurone, as in all re
spects the most remarkable trance me
dium of her time. One peculiarity of 
her mediumship was the gift of trance 
control in languages foreign to her own, 
she knowing no other. Sho has given 
seances in French, Italian, Indian and 
other tongues, to be readily understood, 
and by conversation on the part of the 
sitter. And in intellectual grasp, phil
osophic and scientific comprehension 
and personal idiosyncrasy of dialect and 
style in perfect keeping with the char
acter of the intelligence purporting to 
use her organs of speech for the time 
being. In these respects her medium
ship was both exceptional and phenom- 
nomenal.

But all those were supplemented by 
an individualitySas remarkable. She 
was a woman gifted with a most engag
ing and agreeable personality. She was 
the centre of every circle in which she

look upon her like again." In deference 
to your limited room, this must suffice 
on the part of her friends who could fill 
a volume in instructive retrospect of a 
good life, useful beyond comparison 
with many fame has given to history.

H.

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. Tha result of years, of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
#1.00. For sale at this office.

“The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
Weil- This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its, perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, 81.25; paper, 
50 cent«.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin." By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is , conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

‘ “The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts,of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office. Price 50 cents. -

“Cosmian Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism.' Price, 50c. For sa e

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
Thh is a most valuable book. It comes from as Ex* 

Priest, whose character la above reproach, aud who 
*??*•. A®, •’.taklag about. Everybody ihould
re*d It. Price, *1.00. It contains the fohowlug chap«

... CHAPTER I.,
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self

respect In tho Confessional.
a . . . . . CHAPTER II. _
Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for tbe 

Priest.
__ . . .CHAPTER III..
The Confessional la the Modern Sodom. ,
....... ...........................CHAPTER IV±
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made easy 

by Auricular Confession.
................. . CHAPTER V...
The Ulgbly-edncated and refined Woman In the Con

fessional—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

............ _ . CHAPTER VI. .
Auricular Confession destroys all tbo Sacred Tics oi 

Marriage aud Huinau Socluty.
CHAPTER VII. -

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil 
Ized Nations?

_____ . . . CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to tbe Soul?
______ . . C.HAI-TER IX. .
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
„.... ... .. CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Rome to coufess the 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
2 CHAPTER Xi.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France.
...... ... CHAPTER XII................  _
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus

bands aud Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
tbe Prlost of Rome iirnsi Question bls Penitent-

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Th« Progrimivb Tbtnkxb re
member the story under tbe above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, .which was published In Its columns. At tbe 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This wish bas now been gratified. It 
jnakea a volume of 248 pages, In style and form like the 
“Convent of tbe Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of tbe author on tbe corer. Tbe scenes of tha 
story alternately shift from earth to tbe spirit spheres, • 
and tbe philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and ' 
modes of life of spiritual beings, arc presented in tho 
pleMlng form of narrative........................ .

Toe following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction; x 
The Home ot the Sage; Home of the Miser: The Low 
Societies; Hadec; Cbrlstmastlde In tho Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Un* 
hippy Mttrlaze; Euter Day tn Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to tho 
Knowledge of tho. Light;. The SoctctyAgaln Visits 
BfRO.I Th* Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Coutentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book tbe Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which tbo Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
tho church member, nor repel tbe most prejudiced.^. 
The price in paper is SO cents; muillnil; postpaid. ROMANISM AND THE~K& PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OB 

his country should have at handfor consult», 
tion. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Thlslsamofl 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of tbe Roman x 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, ant 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information fo F 
every patriot tn tbe land- Price SL For sale at thl* 
slice.

TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Thia woik win be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to moke a study* of Bomanlsm and 
tbe Bible. The historic facts stated, and tho keen, 
scathing review of Hornish Ideas and practices should 
be read vy an. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

God in the Constitution.
Bv Robert G. Ingersoll. Oneof the best papers Colo* 

nd Ingersoll crcr wrote. In pspor cover, wllhllke- 
UMtot author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies tor, W0.

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Tbe ori
gin of religious, and their Influence upon tbe mental 
development of the human race. Transcribed at tbe 
request of a band of ancient Philosophers. Price 
10 cents. . .

MEDIUMKTIC EXPERIENCES.
OF JOHN BteOWN, ’

The Medium of the Rockies, with tntrodncllon by 
. J. S, LorcUad. This Is tbe history of one of Un 
I most womkrtulmedium« thsl ever Herd, isn.vn dlscuued from the Standpoint.of an ad- • pagri. Br Moses TTiru, Price, W cent», Per uli 

▼»need social reformer. Pri« 60c. <u ttii office.. .
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SPIRIT PHENOMENA.

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Satisfactory Result of Pri
vate Investigation.

The Experience of au Iowan Re
lated by Himself.

The ptlrson who would hear the 
“silken, sud, uncertain rustling of 
each purple curtain” which separates 
the sensuous from the super-sensuoAs 
world, and see. between the parted 
folds the faces of his loved and lost, 
can in thia decade abundantly satisfy 
this mortal craving for a knowledge 
of immortal things, thanks to the 
blessed and glorious gift of medium
ship, which places us in direct com
munication and in actual conflict with 
those who “triumph in . conclusive 
bliss," and have experienced that 
“serene result of all”—death.

I had long desired to investigate 
the phenomena, sub-rosa, and two 
weeks ago secured the services of 
Araae Wheeler for such period as my 
spirit wife should direct, taking the 
medium to my home and leaving 
everything to spirit management.

I am iiow daily enjoying the un
common, and, to the majority of peo
ple, incredible pleasure of conversing, 
viva voce, with my favorite poets, and 
those whose valor in the field, or elo
quence in the. forum, has challenged 
the admiration of mankind, They are 
usually' announced the evening pre
vious to their appearance, and when 
they come announce themselves as 
guests invited by my spirit wife.

As an illustration of our conversa
tion I will cite the following:

“Lord Tennyson, in my edition of 
your works this passage pccursi 
‘Within these ears, till hearing dies,

One set slow hell will seem to toll 
The passing of the sweetest soul 

That ever looked with human eyes. ’
“I have changed the preposition 

‘with,’in the last line, to ‘through,’ 
Do you approve of the change?" -

“I dp, sir; the change makes It 
more poetical."

We stretched a curtain across" a 
bedroom door, and my spirit wife 
walked out three feet into the lighted 
room at least a dozen times. She 
wore a veil, and at first did not raise 
it ; upon being requested to do so, she 
raised it and showed that the eyes and 
nose were as yet not fully completed. 
She went back, and a spirit appeared 
in his shirtsleeves and began rubbing 
tljg carpet with his hands. We asked 
him the purpose of his labor, and he 
said: “lam magnetizing the earpet, 
so the lady can come out farther; she 
came out before we got ready for her, " 

; He then rubbed one córner of the 
black- curtain on the carpet and a 
nyhite fringe began to grow on it;~this 
fringe he separated from the curtain, 
and, under rapid manipulations of his 
hand, something resembling rubbing, 
the fabric grew, a filmy lace. When 
there were' five or six yards of it I said;

CI+AaE.
WftTKlNS, 
M. D.. ..
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rSTH Mis. Dr. Mson-Bàiker,
& BURROUGHS,

SPECIALISTS IN ALL CHRONIC 
DISEASES.

—Depend for their remarkable cures, not 
upon the old drastic drug systeui, but upon 
the knowledge of diseases end their proper 
remedies—upon science and the finer pay- 
< hit fortes _ .

Some of ihetr cures, like Schlatter s, arc 
INSTANTANEOUS; In other cases months 
are required > .. . . -

Having carefully studied all the therapeu
tic agencies- In connection with their long 
medical experience, they use- those nest 
adapted to each case with unvarylngauccusa..

Hundreds are Joyfully w ritlng the Doctor . 
"J am better," or “I am cured.” "God bless 
you." ’

THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWING!
Dyspepsia, dlarrhæa, dropsy, epilepsy, ec
zema, erysipelas. failing Mluknees, rheuma-

i AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER 

HAS NO EQUAL! ,. . -

; > Rejoice aud BeGLW! Herald Forth

J, 6. BflTDORF, M. D.

£ 
$ 
o< ► o o
ó

the Tiding oflGood Health!

DR. A. 0. DOBSON’S

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 
■ ■ ■ • DISEASES. ■

■■■ -■ • •———0—— . '

PRESCRIBES NO POISONOUS 
DRUGS!

-----------------Q------------r

3B

# I He&Hug ppwurs are befog ^repeated over, aud over 
A | - again through the anidluuiehlp. of MRS. DR, 

DOBbON-BARKER, -vrtw,. for the paet year and 
a half hue - .

• >
i >

< >
■< > 
< >

¿cuii, erysipelas. jailing siuauub*, muutu» 
Item, acpoJula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, Y 
hoadaebes,. heart disease, kinder complaint, 
female weakness, liver.difficulty, nouralgla»

355 if

A WONDERFUL OFFER
...BY , ,,

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant, 
Oacof the juott succosafpl healers aud dtuguoatlclan. 
!«“!>’•, The doctor haa .Iptlera from, all over th. 
L’ultcd Staten, Canada, Australia und Europe, telling 
of the marvelous result*, after all hope. Iu othet 
sources have been given up, belug speedily cured 
under his treatment. Nervous ami chronic dUeasef 
of every chnraoter, peculiar to boili men and women, 
are, by the aid of his wonderful aud extraordinary 
power, cured. . * *

1 • The doctor 1ms never failed Ju a correct dlHguofilsoi 
nny case, many times it being causes that bud buffi J 
the moat renowned pliyalc’ans, but was readily ei 
plained through big wonderful clairvoyant and clatr 
audlent powers.

tach case receives the attention of hlinaelf an4 
baud, also remedies for iudlvlduul case- Send tbrel 
2 cent stamps, lock of bai i, a^i', »ox, ami oue symptom, 
ami by return mail you will receive a full uud ac-cu- 
rate deacriptlon of your ease and any advice regarding 
it. Through Persecution on account of hla murveloui 
success the. doctor graduated In a regular scbuoL 
therefore being au M. I). •.

Sufferers, you that have fulled to flud relief, try 
once more aud be convinced of Dr. Lay’s powers and 
ability. Address

812tf DR. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, Ill.

■ TESTIMONIALS: :
De^r DooroB—Your medicine is the best for the 

liver and kldnoya I have ever taken. nnd I have tried 
them all. ■ ' ANN M. BATES.

RIdgcfleld, Conn. . •

Dkab Doctor—It 1b only two mouth* since 1 began 
your medicine, and I scarcely know myself. Have 
euffere^ao much pain, seems like a new world 1 am 
in albce getting rid of It. Am gaining strength every 
day and know thaï I will soon be well.

. . JULIA A. STEVENS.
Bridgeport, Conn., 88 Beach street.

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
‘thousand patients ■ .

of al) diseases that flesh Is heir to, and will give 
you prooi of ner-power», by senamg re'iuirvmcuu 
as per small adverilsemeut fur dlgguosls of your 
case. Here Is one of her many cures:

. 8t. Louts, June 21,1898.
MY DEAR MRb. -DOBSON:~L herewith enclose 

11.15 for another month's remedies foy my sister 
Emma. I can’t tell you how much good these medi
cines do her andhow thaukful and grateful wo arc 
for buying applied for them. When .ho.began-tali- 
Ing this last medicine, she had .considerable dishes? 
iu the bowels autfatomach, but after 4 week-sho was 
relieved’ and are convinced if she had not the 
medlcluc sho /xrtild have had a perlons sick spell as 
liver, stomach and bowels were In a bad condition.

Who is bo successful in treating Chronic I,
Diseases, devotes bis whole time to U
1118 practice. This 18 one reason for y bladder affection, cancer, .catarrh, plinpjeji
hie great success. X L.__ ________ __

• - . __ 4 , . , • I & constipation.'Ta grippe ___  —.
ANOTHER REASON IS .that he does I & dlaeatiCB. Aud further, they furnish , 

not try to run down other doctors. X free TO ALL PATIENTS 
ANOTHER REASON Is he is ac- X Hl'fieulc and pbyalologlcal literature.-en, 

¿howledged by all to have the most T ______
wonderful psychic powers by which I X Tlintrnnsis Free
he can locate the cause of disease. i LOrrect Diagnosis 1 lee, 

X By enclosing name, age, sex.
ANOTHER REASON is that he has Z leading symptom and stamp

his patients write him each week, and 4 f01‘ 1>ePly-
he spuds them weekly wetructions, | REMEMBER TQ ADDRESs^
thus showing that he watches each x .
case closely, v DRS. PEEBLES

ANOTHER REASON is he gives | & BURROUGHS,
only tho purest medicines and In the Z p. O. BOX 177, ? I odies Spiritualized."
smallest doses that will produce the * INDIANAPOLIS, IND. ♦ I I earnestly hope it will readily be 
desired result. Some cases are cured > . . ssstr ♦ taken into homes,'seance-rooms and
without any medicine. lecture halls, and' forever banish all

ANOTHER REASON is he makes ....... ■— — I the orthodox hymns that contain ideas
the price of treatment right to all. Geo. W. Wall'Ond Oil H18 Toill’ to wholly opposed to the teachings of our 

ur- ir. r.mnnern x,.„ own loved Spiritualism. Can we adI® ENDORSED the Pacific Coast. vocate a Savior, his blood, ora God that
by all the Spiritual papers not only as After a three-months’ fitly in St. a pergonai existence and sits, on a 

a fine physioian, but a perfect gentle-1 Louis, Mo., and other - cities east- throne: can we, and be honest in our 
man and honest in every respect. ward, I find myself in the glorious c]aim that we desire to aid the tenths 

----- — ■ altitudes of the Rockies—-the glorious of Spiritualism ? Let us think on this 
Rnnd n. 2 rant Htarnn for His realm °f ether ?nd inspiration. On theme, for surely those do not who 

Book on------------------' my-journey westward to the Pacific eontinue to sing of these, the claim?
■ : '■ Coast, where I propose to labor for of orthodoxy. 1 must think that it is
PURHNIP DKCAQF2 ” 'yinter, I touched at Denver, Col. a marh of thoughtlessness on a line 
UlHlUIllU UlOLHOtvj I Here I found Spiritualism hnd be-1 pohCy in those who sing their 

Which will more than repay come one of the reognized^religions of kymns. They mar any gathering I 
you. Should you desire to I tl‘e city> and had reached a pinnacle may attend, and I have heard others 

. consult him of permanence beyond doubt. At no Bay as much; but I confess, very re-
„ . I place eastward have I found so much I <n,etfully that many persons who op-
Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, I enthusiasm and zeal, and the elements I p0Be BtiH lend their voices to aid in 

_ Sex, and Leading. Symptom. that, go to make Spiritualism a suo- keeping these words of -falseness be
. -------- - —, . . . cess, as I have found in Denver. fore the world’s hearing; Desist,

Kn ; I*' l^8 i® “«iHiy due.to.c?*®Pera;tl0n boniest SpirMAudfetej.deMBtj'foKin.'tIito ■
l)R 11 T<» Wtl I KINS a numhor Of ladies who are real manner do you aid -the foe to re-
Mll, V., W’ nLi 1,111 iW, workers, and the very able medium- generation that is tojaroiiden humanity 

AVER MASS istic ministrations of the pastor, Dr. through the desteaetion of the false
. , ’ . . G. C. B. Ewell, M. D.. The church khat has so long been enslaving man-

(it used to be an .orthodox one) is kindhi reason. .
'- . ' I crowded every,, Sunday with, good Ar.r.ru LranwAv T.vnch,

audiences, and converts are joining all I \ ■

uivcmni M*
oladder affection, cancer, .catarrh, plmpjes P 
upon the face, uterine dlseueS, ^euknaases v 
of men, barrenness. Insanity, drunkenness, ■ <>

- ' aud all chronic <»

. Demi Doctor -1 have no use for medicine no>v; 
am entirely cured, for which I thauk you very much. 
I think your wonderful medicine saved iny life. My 
back never aches now and aui free from palu. Am 
very hearty aud uu gaining flesh every day. 1 shall 
alwayspritlse your wonderful imdlcjne anti UouA^ou 
will make greater efforts to place it In the meh of 
a»sufferer»;- - MKB; EDSON B. CLARK, 

Schroou Lake, N. Y. - ‘ ‘ ’
1 * I Now everything seems in gOoiixirdcr; still wo feel ae 
4 * I if more medicine will eventually cure all her allmeuts. 
° | Wo thank you sincerely for promp t reply, aud-wish 

you all the success you so well merit.
<> With affectionate regards, very.truly.
" .... . ' . . .. kebeccaLevy.
o I 8831 Laclede ave., Bt. Louis Mo. ,

To Those Who Sing.
A little book, containing fifty-four 

songs well adapted for Spiritualists to 
sing at their meetings, has been issued 
by H, W. Boozer, of Grand Rapids, 
Mioh., under the title of “Old Mel-

Onq thousand more on file, at our office. Watch 
this spaco as new tcrtlinyutiilB will appear every 
two weeks. *

Scientific diagnosis free,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. D„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

• 8S8tf

FOR BEGINNERS.

the time. / ; : > special advehtibements.
I'had the pleasure of taking part in  ----------—----- '■—------ - —

the ordination to the 'Spiritualistic AnnoimoaUlQIlt.

FORSTER, DR. W. M,
the noted

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF the pacific coast, 

WitlsendafreedlaguoalBandtertUB for treatment to 
all who will send their name and address—in their 
own handwriting—with postage stamp for reply, 

"The Pacific Coast Bplrilualist’' of Dec. 80» 1893.
Forster:- ... . , .. ......

"Sluce hla coming hero he has made himself highly 
respected aud beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian ideas aud practices, and hla stralght- 
forward course of integrity apd honor." .

"Dr. Nj, M. Forster, California’s noted clairvoyant 
physician, h receiving coimnendutioue from far and 
nearover hkreintirkablcs success as a healer."—Phil
osophical Journal.

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
X05t> Marliet Street, San Francisco, Cal» 

■ . 833

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.
. A book contalulu« lu«lructh.us for making a hello, 
centric horoscope, together with a chart which give! 
the position ot the planets from 1821 to IMS. The moat 
complete work on thlsiyalem ever published. Adapt, 
ed for beginners or professors. Oue eau cast and read 
a boroscope In half on hour. For sale by

FREDERICK WHITE. O. O.M., 
602 Fifth Ave,, 8. - »Ilhneai>olla, ninth 
,..6.?.nd..1Ve ?M? Of your birth and Hand recelv, 
book and chart with your horoscope ready to react 
Mention thia paper when writing. ■ 844tf

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of hair, name 

age. sex, one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power. . • .,

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
SAN JOSE; CAL.. Box/82 846tf

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. Oue and Two 
Cures all forma of «loniacb, liver aud kidney disease) 
alBO Conallnatlon. A jure cure for that tired, worn-out 
feellUB, Guaranteed to assist your ayatoin to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month sent for *1.00. ’ ‘ ’

Ono package of our Magnetized Compound for aoro 
?,y.C8..or >l00,r ey.?,,SM- ?.“• bue» ‘J*ed and praised b» 

tthou«auda In Ml parts of the world. Sent for 60 cent i, 
or oil three sent postpaid for 61.00, will) Yarma'i 
photo and Instructions how tollvc lOOyears.

DR. J. S. LQUCKS,
Of Shirleyvllle. Maas., anil his band of powerful 
ancleut spirits ape effecting the moat wondeiiul 
cures that havo been recorded aud are ao acknowl
edged. By his clear knowledge of your diseases, 
aided by hla marvelous spirit forces combined 
with bls magnetic remedies, will convince the most 
skeptical of hla wonderful power to heal the sick. 
Try him. Bend him sex.J age, name, lock of balr, 
ana four 2-cent stamps: and he will send a diagnosis 
of your caao free. He doesn't want auy leading 
symptoms. Address DR. J. B. LOUCKS, Bbirleyvllle, 
Massachusetts, . 8€4

‘-inwA'i’
Melted Pebble Spectacles.

Rr.storelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 
showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit YarmA 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly UI 
your eyes In your own homa as If you were la mf 
office, as thousands can testify. Send stamp 7or 
photo. B. F. Fqoli, Clinton, Iowa.

. “What are you making that for?” , 
“For the lady to wear out next , 

time. ”
. “How long can that be made to re
main a material thing?” was my next ' 
inquiry.

“Three hours,” was his reply.
The next appearance of my spirit 

wife was much stronger, and she was 
enrobed in the lace. This tjme sho 
•advanced farther into the lighted 
room, raised the lace veil, nnd beck
oned me to approach. The features 
were much better this time, but not 
quite perfect. She drew my head down 
upon her shoulder, kissed me, and 
talked to me for three or four minutes.

For the benefit of the public, and 
the protection of mediums, I wish to 
say here that the voice was exactly 
like that of the medium, for the reason 
that it was her first effort, and for the 
farther reason that the', circle, con
sisting of but two besides the me
dium, did not afford sufficient mag
netic aura or material emanation with 
which to build up the vocal organs, 
and as they drew mainly from the me
dium for this purpose, the voice, as 
an occult physiological sequence, re
gembled the medium’s.

■ During a seance at 10 o’clock, this 
morning, with a curtain stretched 
•across one corner of my parlor, with 
the medium sitting outside the cur
tain, hands reached out over the cur
tain, played the violin, rang the bells, 
wrote messages on a paper tablet and 
handed’them out; also drew pictures. 
The forces were also strong enough to 

i enable a lady sitter alone to hold a 
• previously cleaned slate under a table 

and obtain a message, while the me
dium. Mr. Wheeler, was walking'up 
and down the room. These latter 
manifestations in the full daylight.

I am convinced that the most sat
isfactory way to investigate the phe- 
noniena is to employ a well-developed 
medium to come to your house and 
stay there until you are satisfled, ad- 

„ mitting no one but your own-family, 
excluding any hypercritical member 
nntil the; rooms and furniture are
thoroughly magnetized. In this way 
I am obtaining results so astonishing 
to a novice that I do not care to fully 
Btate them, lest I be deemed lacking 
In sober reason and judgment.’• In
our dark seances it is no uncommon 
thing to see two and three forms of 
“mingled mist and light” walking in1 

'■ jmd out of the circle. To the un
Initiated sill seances are given under 
»trict test conditions. - . ’

Should anyone desire to know more 
. of the .phenomena, or of Mr. Wheeler,, 

the medium, t will very briefly an
swer them if heeeâsaiypostage is en
closed. ï . I)on Cbambb.

Avoca, lovca. '

Wit may be a thing of pure imagina
tion, but humor involves sentimenfrand 
character, flutpor is.of a genialqual-.. 
Itr.' dwells in the same character as 
pathos, and is always mingled with.sen- 
fibility.—Giles, . - ./ ■

• i ■ • ministry of, Mra. M. A. Gridley, late 'At the earnest reqpest of hundreds of
Very EXClUSIV.O. of New York City. The service my patients, as wall !as friends and ac-

“The boasted exclusiveness of New- throughout was one of the most de-
.port sOcietyrs not based upon moral- lightful ones I had ever attended, and offlce in tho East. While I have a.very 
'¿rounds,' hnd '.the summer would’be'j it had a very impressive effect on the.'harge practice on; the; PacificCoast,.the 
very dull if it was. A gentleman who very large audience present. After greater pi'oportinn.ofjmy-'-patients.ahd 
has spent a part o^the. ee^oa W--^
tells me that ho attended two dinner spirit guides, Dr; Ewell delivered an I alting fol. iett¿rB Or medicines has 
parties lost week. At one of them, oration on Angelic and Mortal Mln- been something of a hindrance to those 
where there were fourteen at the istey, and amidst garlands and bon- who desired my medical services. A 
table he noticed six persons who had quets of flowers ordained Mrs Gridley gtanc«
been divorced, and at the other, where as a minister of the gospel of Spirit- car.B¿rv¡cOi ls something of an item in 
ten were at the table, every woman ualism. , even a slow chronic disease. And yet,
had a record except one, and she was Mrs. Gridley very feelingly and ap-1 under these disadvantages, the increase 
a girl sixteen years old. . proprlately replied, and impressed the 6bXrtag Spjn the mlree-

“WiMdAM E. CüBTis. ’ audience favorably with her ability as 1 ui0UB. .
The above closing paragraph of a an inspired speaker for the Cause of But to meet the wishes of my friends 

Newport letter In one of our daily I truth and human progression. I and acquaintances, of hundreds of my 
papers holds within itself a volume. Dr. Ewell concluded his-ordination ‘ ^tenífhaveVncluded'

It is well known that Newport is service with many convincing tests oí toopen an E¿stern office., I have de- 
the ocean annex for the delectation of I spirit presence, descriptions'of " the elded upon Indianapolis, Indiana, as be- 
New York City. Whatever can truth- spirits, messages and names , being ing the most central, as being the best 
fully be said of Newport is said be- given in each instance. '
on use the dwellers fire GothuwitCBj 1 My address till J &m settled will do I the country, and-accordingly
claiming not only residence, but the general delivery, San Francisco, Cal, I have'concluded to locate my Eastern of- 
governing power on all lines of that Geo. W, Waleond. . fice in Indianapolis, Indiana, wishing all
great human hive still striving; to be- Denver, Col. ' .. ,;S ' a^to^^entemb^
come the metropolis of the Western. -r._ . - J0 to Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Box
world. If this is a condition of the _ • J.V w ~ 177, Indianapolis, Ind,
outcome of civilization, as guided by Letter from Ella GlbSOH MagOOD. I The detail, work by the one to have 
the orthodox teaching of the Chris- 'To the Editor ¡—After a- fort
tian Church, what are we to expect, night’s pleasant work among old I from earl„ boyhood-an “adopted,son." 
from its farther continuance? friends and familiar faces in Chicago, He attended medical lectures before he

From what its worst enemies have in the midst of which ah unexpected was seventeen years old. He studied 
said of Spiritualism, we could easily summons hastened me onward north, b^hTexlsanl Ca^
suppose that these people were of our I am again m the old self-centered ifornla) accompanied me in my travels 
cult; but, on the contrary, these are Dutch city,' where we 'have mainly to England, Scotland and the old world, 
people who would lift their hands in concentrated the labors of a summer, He is a .graduate of three different 
holy horror if the word Spiritualism and from which I journey to-night ^ycbTpowlT £qh“had
were mentioned in their presence. en route , to ' Minneapolis and the charge of my office-work, dispensing

It would be bad form (their greatest Northwest. . . .- , ?l medicines muohof the time for years, 
acknowledged crime) to confess that A pleasantly appreciative audience I and has attended to the practice In my 
they believed the dead communicated I was assembled at Fraternity Hall, aa¿eByfif^0 18 8O'3er’ ^onest< onerge 10 
with the living, or that they could, where Dr. Magoon has been holding There will be no psychic change-nox 
under any circumstances, associate weekly meetings, last Sunday évehing. ehange in the magnetism or methods of 
with the despised ones who believe in I After the invocation and brief lecture the office. Everything will be carried 
spirit reality and purity. by my guides foUowed a vocal se- £

In all that has been said against I lection, well rendered by Mr. Greene, tients that has been such a marked fea- 
Spiritualism, there .has never been and a well-appreciated , discourse ture in my long practice; < ; ■ 
anything so full of horriblesugges- through. Dr. Magoon, followed■ by J. M.Peebles, M. D.
tions as these few lines .concerning- several very convincing tests by the ■. _—‘ ' ' _.-- .. ' .,
persons who, no doubt, are all high-1 guides of the-speaker,, at the close of I Another Tribute to Dr. -Watkins, 
church communicants in good and the lecture. ■ My Dear Mr. Editor:—After an ab-
^„«u.dk.g, . . ,■ L 1**» «» ^largely

If it be true, as we are told, that jn camp-meeting life, but the next c. E?'Watkins, M. Di, the famous chron- 
the ’diverse and erratic , action of | month .will regather the friends with ist. Truly the budjof promise has blos- 
thought currents emanating--from renewed labors, in -thefields of the homed. The well-known _psychic force 
men’s minds disturb static and seismic different societies, refreshed and in- »ton ^tilf rema^witó h^^Hfe wo^k 
conditions alike, then it may be that I vigorated from the rejuvenation of of diagnosing, in which slates are used, 
Professor Buchanan’s cataclysm for the pure country air of the summer I ¡b a marvel of artistic skill—every line 
the island of Manhattan may still be camp-meetings. clear and clean-cut The drawing of
gathering momentum, and be not so Much good is being outwróught Pl1.0 0I! 6? _ J., ..-I , , -e. , . , „ !> . Bide of the inner, sariace oi the Blates,
far off, dither, as many have thought, throughout the country by our faith- an¿ the diagnose on the other. Judg- 
It will not be an exhibition of -the I ful home-yorkers and mediums hold- ing from the quantity ;of testimonials, I 
wrath of an offended God/but the I ing steady perseverance against .the should say it was accuracy personified, 
disturbance of the universal thought 8Corch-fiend of summer heat; laziness findletteis from mwrriata^^toTave 
currents, as when one swashing , in a and oppression. Foremost among boen cured of consumption and cancer,' 
pool of water brings down by the these are our talented co-workers, Mr. beside chronic cases without number, 
waves thrown-up portions of the ad- and Mrs. George F. Perkins, the No wonder that a man who can work 
joining shore; Commend us to the founders of the new Beacon Light buearts'^ 
teachings of. The-; Progressive I Spiritual Church, in Chicago, who, abie to extend a cheerful, genial greet- 
Tbinkeb for honesty of purpose and with their undaunted. courage, higb ing to his friends. Hla home is a mar- 
purity of life, amongst all Spiritual- purpose _and firm resolve, hold firm I velof beauty, peace and comfort. What 
ists everywhere,rather than these of friends "among .the zealous of our ^when adteus arelen! ató one 
the four hundred. ranks wherever they may labor. Their I ;s once more Bwallowed by the busy

W.cP. Phelon, M. D. splendid gifts convince many of the stream of life, in the outer world.
...m. -i Y ""“W—~ w most skeptical, and we cannot have Yours truly, John Strong.

- “The Molecular Hypothesis. of Na- . ■ ■ ’ .... - . Ayer, Mass., August 27, 1896.ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood; to° manyjiuch within .our ranks. I ’_____ ’ , ’ . .
Prof. Lockwood 1b recognized as one.of l With the best desires for the paper 1 ' ■ . ;
the ableetleoturerB on the spiritual ros ■ which is obtaining first popular choice | _ H-uuian Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
tram. Tn’ this little volume £e nresente am the Spiritualiste,l remain, By°PE D* Babbitt ^M if

Ella Gibson Magoon.
Natfire; and presenta his viewV as dem-1 ___________ _ I 5jle work, by the Dean of the College of
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual- , * Fine Forces, and author of other im-

rism. The i»ok is commended to all who Idleness is only^the refuge, of weak portent volumes on Health, Social Seb 
Ihve to study RTiQ think/ For sale at this I minds,and the* holiday of fools.--Ches-1 encer Religion, etc« .Price, • cloth, 75c.. 
office. Price 25 cents. . 1 terfield. - ' . ; ; ■ I Fer sale at this office. ;

This wonderful educator Is attracting ths attention 
of thousands of people all over the world as itasim- 
pUcicity gives one -

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the Influence of the planeto and the algne 
olthoZodiao In human life. . ... ...

EVERY CSJLD can learn io use It and accomplish 
wonders. • .. . :

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

This wonderful Invention makes it easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and . . .

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person bom for 70 years put, and also to de- 
llnoate the HOROSCOPE. . .
4 few of i7ip first edition left wMoh will 

be fUrnisJied.at each^^or sale at this 
office» ‘ ‘'’ . ' '

PARALYSIS 
— AND — 

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. ...

MAGNETISM fills the system with new life, energy 
and vigor, and puts It In bsrmony with nature. It 
establishes an equilibrium among the vital forces, 
which is the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
FORM OF DISEASE,

Send for. our new book on Paralysis—FREE—In or
der to learn more of this MYSTICAL SUBSTANCE, 
MAGNETISM. It tells how to fill the system with 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all forms of 
disease.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, will convince the most skeptical on earth of 
the power of this great, grand, invisible substance. 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. O. I. THATCHER,
X. I4OI MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up In- six-ounce tin boxes and are guarantees 
to give satisfaction or money will be refunded by th« 
proprietor. Dr. M. 11. Garland. Send 25 cents la 
Btampfl and receive by return mall a box of thia

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
aa you will find It a blood cleanser as well as a Throat 
and Lung Remedy. Over 2O0,o(W boxes sold and all 
recommend them. Address all orders to DR. M. H. 
GARLAND, 832 Sixtieth Place. Station O., Chicago, 
Illinois. 822tf

CONSUMPTION CURED
By a new and easy method, by D. P. KAYKER M D 
Home treatment furnished, aud cure almost certain. 
Address with stamp for terms, at III K. street, Sacra
mento, CsHfornta, giving particulars of ease. 340tf

A WEEK FREE?
Better than a “week free" Is our two week«’ treat- 

meuttoallVho aeud 50 cents, symptoms, age. sex 
aud oceupatlou Foribe twu week. w. »eud, no.t- 
paid, the grand remedies suited to each of our patient» 
by Prof. Jos. R. Buchanan, the Cumpiuy physlclant 
also the psychic healing by our combined force eacn 
7 p. m. All particulars and fee per month given with 
our letter. Always address

MEDICAL REFORM COMPANY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

INVALIDS
HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

r r rtampa, their dlseue, dr symptoms, will receive 
I «mphlet and advice ns, to cure themeelvoe without 
drugi. Th, THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
lagton, Ohio tf

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow's Soothing 
Syrup" the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedv.

PSYCHOMETXVt CONSULT WITH 
a Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 

’practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
lalr. or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 

three questions free of charge. Bend for clrculirs. 
Address, 710 Prairie street, Milwaukee, WIs. 'i58tf

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

As the Sunflower turns Its 
face towards the sun, so Snlr- 

__ . . ituallsm turns the faces of hu
manity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Bunllgbt of Truth and Progression.

PRICES!
Rolled Plate Bar Pin;»........... ..........  ....|2 2S
Solid Gold Bar Pin.;,,;................ ’........................8 50
Electroplate Badge.......................... ..........................75
Rolled Plate Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1-25 
Solid Gold Badge, Bear! Pin or Lapel Button..... 175 
Rolled Plato Maltese Watch Charm........ ........... . 8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm............... . .......... 5 00
Rolled Plate MaltesoPendant...........?...»..... 8 00 
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant.................................. 5 00

FOB SALE XT THIS OFFICE, 

40 LOOMIS STREET, OHIO AGO 

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

Tlie Trullis of Spiritualism

HfB. AND MBS. PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND ME- 
1U. dimes. Bunday meetings, 617 N. Clerk street. 2:30 
and 7:<S p. tn. Private readings dally. 514 N. Welle St. 
instructions in development and healing. Circles 
Monday and Friday evenlugs. Class, Tuesday at 8 p.m.

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
homo. Will send »pamphlet giving Instructions, 

umlneate your phases of inedlumslilp, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address Mre. J. A. Bliss, 
4Wl Calumet Ave., Chicago, Ill. 364

MRS, ELLA M. DOLE.
Thl. medium, who 1, clairvoyant, clalraudlent, 

psychometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 
1680 North Clark street. Engagement* can be made 
by letter, iwtf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Bend full name, age, sex, and two stamps for fbse 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful euros being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson. Mich.

Mention ibis paper, 836tf

MRS. 6. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psyohometrist and Business Medium. 
Readings personally or by letter 11.00. Three rea 
sonablo questions answered by mall for 25 cents. 
Magnetic treatment given at hor residence, or at 
home of the patient. 8140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
III. Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty-first 
street. Residence, one block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thirty-first 2fl0tf

rlS. M. L. GILLETTS, INDEPENDENT SLATE
writer. 218 East Forty-second Place. Sittings

dally from 10 a. m. to 4 pan. 856

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

A Now Badge Ina olid gold 
with blue and black enamel, 
with the pyramids. obcMsH 
and sun’s rays In gold. Ever? 
Mystic should have one of

these beautiful emblem*. Price <2. For sale at this 
office.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
liulduucc, and is designed to develop mediumship, 
jlany, by Its use, Iihvc received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price. 11, and 20 centa extra for expreshage. 
For Bale at the office of The Piiouke-'sive Thinker,

IMMORTALITY,
...OR . . .

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

E, V. Wtlflon ™ one ot the pioneer» ot Spiritual- 
Um, »nfl was noted aaa speaker andteat medium. He 
did a grand work tor the cause, and this book narrates 
many ot his striking experiences during his labors.

Purchasers wfll Sub it Intensely interwUng, and 
wlU render kindly service to bls widow who was left 
in straitened clroumstonces.

The book contains »00 pages, and is sold tor »1. Ad- 
TOBI MRS. E; V. WlLSbN, 81 South Locust street, 

^Valparaiso, Ind._______/__________ ' ,

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
If you are sick and wish a correct diagnosis, send 

iour name «nd »ddnu to Dll. B. A. 6TEELB, 1428 
larkot street, San Franctaco, Cal., and stamp for re

ply. My terms are within reach of all. 855

F. GORDEN WHITE, 
Trance, Test and Business Medium. Sittings dally 
at 8038 Calumet avenue, corner Thirty-first street 
Flat 9, Wellsboro Flats. 854tf

J. 0. F. GRUMBiNE, SEER,
Is developing sensitives in Psychomotry, Clairvoy
ance, Inspiration aud Psychopathy by a series of 
Inspirational teachings through the Jaw of corre- 
SponUonce. For booklet, eudorsements. terms, send 
an addressed and stamyed envelope to

J. C. F. GBUMBINE,
7820 Hawthorne Street, Station P. Chicago, Illinois

Psychlscopes, including a regular sitting, 12.

AN INVALUABLE WORK1
Tbl» admirable work contalM. what a hundred 

spirits, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 
Give ng details—details and accurate delineations of 
life in the Bplrit-worldl—is the constaut appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death is approachlug. Whither— 
ch, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? What is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In tnlj vor 
mne the »plrlta, dlfterlng «. they mar.. are allowed t4 
speak for themselves. No man Is better ouallfled 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people, He treat,_ or the Myoierl« of Life, 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the River; Fore
ileum, of the Future; Teatlmpnr of SalntB; The 

rowth and. Perfection of the Spiritual Body; 1»It 
the Soul or Body that Blns?; Clothing in the Spirit
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tbs Personal Ex
periences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s Testi- 
nony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians InSpirit

Life; The rfomea of Apoatlo» and Blvlne»; Th. 
Friendsand Shakers in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit- 
Lsmd. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price •1.50; postage. 12 cents. For 
sale st thia office.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

Thia admirable work constata or three pamphlet, 
embodied In one volume, in which quoitions of great 
Importance to the race are discussed from the stand
point of an advanced social reformer. Price 50 cent«. 
For sale at this office.

The Other World and This.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THfi TO-MORROW OF DEATH waa^wrlten to 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human eonl after death* and Ite reincarnation 
In a chain of new befogs, whose Buceesslro Link* are 
unrolled In the bosom of etherial space. "Beyokd 
ths Threshold" continues on the same Unes, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con 
sidérations drawn from science and nhllosophy;c!alm- 
fog that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
«gatoît all wejknes» In the prcacnoc of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end lifar_«upcrlorto that of any of the existing re- 
llglons. From beginning to end It Is Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In its perusal. Frlce|l,25 
For sale at this office.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

A HOROSCOPE OF YOUR B1BTH AND ASTRAL 
reading of your life, with numerous suggestions 

as to Une of business or profession suited to your na
ture; also a private lesson in Occultism. Bend date 
of birth and 25 cents to URIEL BUCHANAN, 387

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

Chestnut street, Chicago. 855

IFRS.. 6. F.DbWOLP—INDEPENDENT. BLATE* 
JftL writing. 240 Winchester are., near Van Buren. 
Madison street c&r; take transfer.al Robey. Ladles*
circle, Thursday« at 2:30. 828

Regular readings fifty cents, trial,
10 cents and stamp. D SIBERT, 95 Barclay street,

Grand Rapids, Mich. .355

MATERIALIZATION.

MRS. L. A. ROBERTS, THE MATERIALIZING 
medium, holds seances for Materialization on Sat

urday and Sunday evenings of each week at 8 o’efock,

MBS. L. PACKER. 750 W. VAN BUREN. CLAIR- 
UL voyant, psychometrlst, busineil medium. - Three 
reasonable questions answered by mall, with stamp, 
25 cents. 858

REV. G. V. CORDINGLEY, 
The celebrated trance .and tert medium. Seancca, 

, Monday, WediwnlW andi.tard.r nights. _ Prlrato 
I consultations dally for business and diagnosing Pey- 

chometrlc circle every Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock. The only treatise ever offered the reading and pmidonon fuit? Tndfann ivcnun ■ ftjitfUlInMng public to the Interest of modern SRlrltnsl- Rcrfdence 2963 Indian«.»»^-------------
a rt IDSYCHOMETBY-FULL DELINEATION. 11; TO

BUUon, Md which _ _______. 'r tlic»e enable to pay. FREE, -by mall only. Send
Demonstrates continuity of life and our envi-, tw0 Prof.Clarke, 111 Walnut street, Chtcapo, 

ronment of epirUitualitifluenceg, _ ! 1ns. "New York, Augnst 2?. Id9r>—I find your road-
from the data of modern physical and physiological l°£®0 exact that lam writing again. And many 
science. - others. - . 356

BY PROF. W. Iff. LOCKWÖOD,

„cieoue. . ............................ .. . . .. .
To the Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation of

Bclcnilflo data end verified lacto. . ... '
To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of the 

invisible energies operative In Nature's formula of 
evolution.

To the ecclesiastic, a uewbeaven and a new earth. 
A book to read, to rtufly and think about. A con- 
densod volume of eclentlflc information for 25 cento. 
AddrcBi your orders to ,
The Progressive Thinker, 40 Toomis street, 

CHURCH AND STATE. ’ 
The Bible tn the Public Schooli: the Few "Amer

ican" Party. By "Jeffereon.” Third edition. Thli 
beautiful pamphlet of SB pages is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State qneition that 
Vuiippeareil, Price 10 cents.

ranDROPSYFREE 
HBBSOsredvHkVe*etabIeRemcdlc«.Hare 
-urt-omany thousand cases caHedhopelesR.» In 

10 days at least % of all symptoms are removed. 
Book of testimonials of cures and IDdaps treat 
fnentfreebpmaO. DrMtreeaABoas, Atlanta,«

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In thia volume the »«»or. In the _»mr«to» 

chapters, dleeuMe, a wide variety of »objects per
taining to SplrltasllBm, from a spiritualistic Bland- 
Eolnt. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 

oth In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects, ate 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Bplrltnallstl 
library, and a most excellent book for- any one seek
Ing information concerning Spiritualism and Its teach- 
lags-
For Sale at this Office. Price. $1-00

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AtyES HUNTINGTON,

This excellent book is written in the interest of hu
manity. of liberty, and of patriotism-» book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to tbe deadly 
dangers thatDesA us on every «Ide, and more csp* . 
dally to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics. Washington’s words or wyraip* 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General . 
Grant are ail Included tn the volume. Archbishop 
Rrnn, of Philadelphia, in e recent sermon aald: “The . ‘ 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
bo. but she hales them with a deadly hatred,., and 
uses all her power to annihilate them.' Our enemies 
know how she treated heretics tn the Middle Ages, end , 
how she treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more thfhk of denying these historic facts than 
we do ot blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the enurch for what they hare thought , fit to do. . 
Every one should read this work. Paper, &W-pages. 
Itwlllbcscnt, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office. . -

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBBOOKER,COMMON SENSE.

BvTbom». Paine. A Revolutionary psmpbiet, »4- 
dreated to too inhabitant* of America In 1776, with 
explanatory notice bp an Engllth author. Paper, 

‘ la cento. .. ■ .
Author ctf "Holen Btflow’.'Vow," "The Occult 

Force, ot Bex," "Perfect Motherhood,” W4 nm! 
MhvworU. Price ss cent*. For Mie M IMl ofic^ I

Ar.r.ru
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i FflGIFIG GOftST POINTERS |
I AND FEN-SKETGHES. g

HERE are few among this great chance. Meekly, innocently, I asked 
growing army of Spiritualists ' the elder to cure my la grippe head- 
and reformers that ’have not'ache. Bravely he marchedforward and
heard James G. Clark sing his 

sweet, soul-inspiring songs, heard him 
recite his beautiful poems, read hie able 
contributions in the Arena, and other 
iournals; and few that do not know that 
le is a firm, outspoken Spiritualist.

Upon Prof. Clark’s reaching San 
_ . Diego, a few days ago, to drink in our 
"• stimulating bay breezes and meet old 

friend?; I tendered him a reception at 
my residence, fifty or more being pres
ent, The hall and parlors were beau
tifully trimmed by my neighbors—Mrs. 
Christenson, a musician,and Mrs, Judge 
Bonett. Tlie rooms seemed a paradise

placed his hands upon my head. They 
were horny andibrawny; and candidly, 
there.was no “virtue” in them. The 
elder thought I “lacked faith.” This 
Mormon incident, by the way, affords 
sufficient foundation for green-eyed gos
sips and weazy-faced crones to start the 
story that Peebles has turned Mormon. 
Boom it, beloved! ‘
. NOT A MOHAMMEDAN. '

I take and read carefully the Moslem 
World, and Voice of Islam (A, Russell 
Webb, editor), published in New York, 
But I am not a Mohammedan; nor much 
inclined in that direction. Traveling 
twice through and residing nearly a 
year in a Mohammedan country, wit-

- of roses and lilies, heliotropes and ya- 
riogated grasses. Brother Clark’s voice ' 
was at.its best—clear and captivating,! hessing their worship in their mosques, 
The Rev. Mr. Parker, Congregational-1 admiring their Unitarian conception of 

. 1st, made some happy remarks upon so- ,God, honoring their temperance princi- 
cial life; Mr. Newman, editor of the ‘ pies, I nevertheless despise their polyg- 
Philosophical Journal; related interest-1 amy; and religiously, I consider them 
ing experiences; Prof. E. Whipple gave .fie most direful zealots and bloodthirsty 
Mr. Clark a most admirable astrological bigots that scourge God’s green earth.

Certainty I do.reading; others bore testimony to our 
guest’s merits and musical talents. Dnr- 
ing the evening Prof. Clark recited sev- 

, eral of his splendid poems, and sang 
nearly a dozen of his choicest songs.

MUCH IN LITTLE.
The thinker tires of hearing the stale 

platform, patience-testing, spiritistic 
Preyious to his singing "The Ever- camp-meeting assertion; "God is, un- 

J7 T <£ n .«Li™ 'hfl knowable. God 1b incomprehensible;” 
rfe ^PppHIpa nvpr "fortv I tllei’efore> there is no God. permit me Uar'sa-o in Auburn^New York, in the । to literate, or change thisi dry-rot logic 

Rev. J. H. Harter. I believe they were ful workmanship is unknowable, Is in

i ^¿reen Mountains ol Life,’ which ! ZT^?vLna 718«
Doctor fha? whenever“ we^rne“ 'he ' *iunknowable^ Do not resmt to 

shabby trick of confounding the Ma 8 ^\^I>ePHtiV°n^prilpn?tn\,vJithnU words unknowable and incomprenensi- 
• ■sa'v'ws. sue ■!»■?

ever since.” Yes-and we shall be the ' Ji^c’
. warmest of friends when wo meet over | God> . the. absolute Life, thiough the 

there, on “the; evergreen mountains of 
life," for memory is undying,-friendship 

: is eternal and pure love immortal.

Previous to his slnginj 
green'Mountains qf Lif<

CALIFORNIA’S .GOLDEN FUTURE.
, “Last fruit shipment to Li verpool, safe 

and in excellent condition." Such is 
the substance of. a late cablegram from 
Liverpool. This State coiitains richer 
treasures than the gold fields of ’49— 

’ treasures of health, of fruit-lands, of 
:. grain/fields, oilfields; mineral resources 
\ amLmpiost innumerable scenic attrac- 

_,ti6ns. Early discoveries opened up the 
gold fields;: while recent studies-have 
opened up and given us a full view of 
the various types of humanity that pep- 
iile this coast. The stirring, enterprisi
ng Yankee, the happy-go-lucky ;Mexi- 

Q can, the hardy Western pidneer. the 
gay Italian, the almond-eyed Chinaman, 

„, . the slow, thoughtful German, the indus
trious Scandinavian, the stolid, dis
heartened Indian, and stirring, calcu
lating business men from the Atlantic 
States make up a population of diversity 

' Ip unity. If it is the rubbed steel that

1 grand and stupendous works of nature. 
But I can comprehend neither God nor 
a watch; and yet I believe in both. 
When I speak of ,God I have no refer
ence to that-jealous and wicked Jewish 
Jehovah qfIsrael: no reference to an an
thropomorphic,.' human-shaped, avoir
dupois divinity; but by God I mean 
Causation, as per Proclus; Spirit, as per 
Jesus; the Oversoul, as per Emerson; 
the Power that makes for righteousness, 
as'per . Arnold. Walt Whitman, the 
good, gray poet, put the matter thus:

keeps bright;'if it is the stormy ocean 
that makes the skillful mariner, soit-is 
a conglomeration of nationalities that 
makes the grandest commonwealth. All 
are brothers, and each may learp of thé 
other. . ' - ■ • ■
• “HOW ABOUT SAN DIEGO?”

An old friend of mine, tired of the 
sultry heat of summer in northern lati
tudes and the intense cold of the win
ters; inquires about Sam Diego, its cll- 
mate, its products'and its liberal status. 

/ The city contains 20,000, has an equable 
; . semi-tropical climate and possesses the 

- safest land-locked harbor on the Pacific 
Coast. ‘ ‘ "

The county of San Diego extends from 
the Pacific ocean to the Colorado fiver, 
a distance of 160 miles due east from the 
city; has an average width of 50 miles, 

.. and contains’’approximately 5,000,000 
, acres. . The population is at least 34,000, 

and the assessed valuation about 824,- 
000,QUO. A branch of the'Sierra Madre 
mountain range extends in a northeast
erly and southwesterly direction 
through the county, at an avorge dis
tance of about 45 miles from the coast. 
This range; snow-clad in winter, serves 
as an effectual barrierto intercept the 

. hot winds from the Colorado desert (so- 
• called), the result being the cool sea
- breezes from the ocean produce a won

derfully equable climate, extremes of 
heat and cold being unknown. This 
statement is proved beyond controversy 
by the observations of the United States 
weather bureau,'covering a period of 22 
years. Since the era of development of 
water for irrigating purposes dawned i« 
this county, it is rapidly coming to the 
front as a producer of choice citrus 
fruits and contains beyond doubt the 
largest area of practically frostless lands 
of any section of the United States. De

’ ciduous fruits of delicious quality are 
also raised in great quantity and the 
apples grown in the Julian mountain 
district are unequaled iu the State. In 
addition to its fruits, San Diego county 
is noted for producing the finest quality 
of honey in the State. Wool, grain and 
dairy produce are also raised in great 
abundance. .

As to liberal sentiments, theologically 
speaking. I have never resided in a city 
where there was so much genuine liber
ality. There .are not only Unitarian, 
Universalisé Swedenborgian, Jewish 
and Mental Science congregations of 
worship, but three Spiritualist societies, 
all sustaining regular meetings, and 
supporting such speakers as W. J. Col
ville, J. S. Loveland, Mrs. Bulléne, Mrs. 
Foye and others. - In the above enumer
ation I quite forgot the ■ Theosophists 
and the Mormons.

MORMON GIFTS. -
And by thé way, here comes in the 

alleged “gifts” of the Mormons. There 
■ are two Mormon preachers in this city;" 

one of which called on me while suffer-

“I hear and behold God in every object, 
' yet understand God not in the least,- 
Nór do I understand who there can be 

.. more wonderful than myself.
I believe a leaf of grass is no less than 
■ the journey work of the stars, .
And á mouse is miracle enough to stag

ger sextillions of Infidels.”
MENTAL SCIENCE GUSH. •

. The editor of Freedom, ‘Helen Whit
mans; a leader in the Mental Science 
fad,'recently let fly moré of her semi
brainless wind-bubbles of egotism in 
these words:. .<• - ' '

“Allis good; fire,-'flood,..eaultfquake, 
pestilence, every form of disease, un
happiness, poverty, starvation, tyranny, 
oppression, Inequality of riches, baa 
government, monopoly, murder, suicide, 
parricide, every forth of error; it is all 
good because it throws men on their 
own responsibility.’’ etc. .

Is there no possible way for a man to 
be thrown upon his. "own responsibil
ity” except through -criminality, except 
byvbecoming a. murderer? Parricide, 
the murdering of father or mother, is 
good, for all is good, writes Helen. 
Suicidéis good, murder is good, declares 
Helen. Oppression, starvation, disease, 
rape are good, for all is good, exclaims 
Helen. As a physician, we recommend 
to Helen, rest,’ calm, quieting environ
ments, tender, lute-like music, ice baths 
for the brain, refrigerants over the re
gion of self-esfSm, and full doses of 
Mother Winslow’s soothing syrup.
. HOW TO CREATE.

Here are more of Helen’s ravings and 
vaporings in Freedom, of August 4:

"Whether reincarnation is true or not, 
I am sure of one thing: A man may 
have. been reincarnated a thousand 
times, but the moment he reaches a 
point in intelligence where he realizes 
that *11 Is mind and that he has power 
to create through the simple evolvement 
of truth from his own Organization, he 
will never have to be incarnated again.”

I guess not! And then how queer it 
must feel and seem to “create through 
the evolvement of truth.” As “all is 
mind,” it must be a funny process ion 
mind to “create mind through the 
evolvement of truth.” How is it done?

Here’s another Mental. Science gush: 
“All is mind. Mind is plásticas wax, 
and is subject to the hands of the mold
er; the will and-the I are identical. 
Therefore, I have the power to build, 
myself as I please. I have all there is 
to build with.”

“No, you’ve not “all there is to build 
with;” you have not this writer! Andi 
don’t propose to have you capture, swal
low, or in any possible way “build” me 
into your great avaricious, maw-absorb
ing mind. I said "maw,” because maw 
is mind, according to Mental Science 
theology.

EGOTISTS OF THE AGES.
“The mind is_superior to disease, su

perior to accident, superior to - poisons, 
superior to chance and circumstances 
and superior to death. .
. "All there is is mine. I am the pro
duct of all the past and the heir to all 
the future; Why do I cringe before a 
power of which I am master?

“Why should a man be .satisfied to 
pick up. crumbs around the back door of 
creation when ne can'march around to 
the front, enter into the great hall and 
take possession of the whole concern? 
Why, indeed, unless It be because he is 
too blind to read his title deed to every 
tree andevery blade of .grass and every 
atom óf sand m-all the worldl” .

The thief is not "too blind to read bls

ing from la grippe, to leave some mis
sionary tracts. They w "Jo received 

i graciously. This elder informed me that 
among other spiritual gifts Mormons _
had the “gifiof ncaling.-' This was my title” to his neighbor’s’ pocketbook, and

fe
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so steals it—that is to say, he stole some 
“mind,” for “all is mind.” “Why,” 
asks this Mental Scientist, “should a 
man be satisfied with crumbs, when he 
can march to the front door of creation 
and take possession of the whole con
cern?" In the first place, it would be 
dreadfully piggish to do so, Helen; and 
secondly, if one man should “take pos
session of the whole creation,” it would 
be decidedly unpleasant for the rest of 
us poor fellows.

Saying nothing of science, scholarship 
or logic, of which Mental Scientists are 
quite innocent; yet, for balderdash, for 
wordy harangues and spread-eagle bom
bast, these self-opinionated,, egotistic 
Mental and Christian Science blather
skites excel, and should be called and 
crowned the egotists of the ages. Nlne- 
teen-twrintieths of them should go on a 
spare diet, take cold baths, applying ice 
to the organ of self-esteem; they should 
read Emerson, study Brittan on “Man 
and His Relatious,” and sit at the feet 
of Henry Wood, taking lessons in mod
esty and ■ good, solid common sense. 
This recipe is gratuitous.

GLUTTONY. ’
Greatness and gluttony are incompat

ible, Fleshiness in excess is a disease, 
and is caused either from gormandizing 
or from eating too much starchy food.

Cicero ate very little, and of the plain
est food. He had a theory that any dis
ease could be overcome by fasting, and 
often abstained from food for days-at a 
time, drinking only water.

Mohammed was abstemious. A hand
ful of dates arid a mouthful of water were 
all the food he required for a day of 
hard riding.

Francis Bacon was plain in his eating 
tastes, Splendid banquets were pro
vided for his guests, while he himself 
ate of one or two simple dishes.

Demosthenes, when preparing for a 
great oratorical effort, lived for several 
days on dried figs and wine.

Murillo said that no man could eat 
rich, greasy food and have the soul of an 
artist. His ovjn diet was generally very 
plain. ■

Some people are so slow upon hygienic 
matters that eternity will complete its 
round and overtake them, on its next 
cycle, flndirig them still plodding along 
the same old, old path.

Remember that Dr. Tanner' fasted 
forty days, and Grlscotm forty-five days; 
Two meals a day are better than three. 
Merchants, clerks, and bank-office dys
peptics should take but one full meal a 
day, and working at manual labor, 
should earn that. The so-called curse 
of mythic Eden, to earn the bread by 
the sweat of the brow, was a blessing.

SALIVA SPITTERS.
Not only did Dickens, but ' Europeans 

quite generally,twit Americans for their 
frequent spitting. I am always pleased 
to see in street "cars and ferry boats no
tices, “no spitting on the floor.” Spit- 
& unless one has a serious , case of ca

. ,■ is a'bit of impolite filthiness. 
And a, than' who will dump a great 
mouthful of tobacco juice oa a steam
boat, church or hall floor should be 
compelled by law to stoop down, retake 
it back irito his mouth and deposit it 
somewhere outside; arid then as a pen
ance scour and wash thé floor.

Do tobacco-users know that their 
clothes and their breaths stink? Do 
they know that tobacco undermines the 
nervoüs system, induces impotence and 
causes cancer? .Gon. Grant’s cancer was 
a tobacco cancer. It killed him. <

Only the other day we saw the Rev. 
Ubach, the San Diego Catholic priest, 
smoking a cigar on one of our street 
cars. ■ <He ought to both know and do 
better. The rise of tobaceoTs an expens
ive habit, a filthy hablt and an offensive 
habit—offending by its stench those who 
do not use it. Who wants to breathe 
smoke just puffed out of-a tobacco
monger’s filthy mouth? Why will not 
Spiritualist lecturers, preachers and 
ethical teachers lecture and ■ preach 
against the tobacco habit. It leads to 
liquor drinking. Nearly all drunkards 
use tobacco—a nuisance as nasty, as re- 
pulsingly disgusting to all decency. It 
maybe best to confess, when a youth I 
used tobacco several years; but I had 
enough energy, enough manhood to quit 
the vile, dirty habit Reader, if you 
smoke and chew, stand at least ten feet 
away from me when you talk tome. 
Your breath sickens and vomits me.

"TONGUES SET ON FIRE OF HELL.
These were the fiery, blistering words 

of the New Testament—James. H you 
would know the context—that called 
out his scathing language, take down 
your Bibles, blow the dust off from their 
covers and read for yourselves.

All the tattle, all the gossipping.and 
slandering bubbling up from the black
hearted, is not confined to spiritslsts. 
What .are denominated liberal denomi
nations have their share of babbling 
brothers and limbertongued sistsrs.who 
seem to fatten on the bits of filth and 
garbage that -they carry about to edify 
others. . ,

Hence, one of the noblest and most 
eloquent of the liberal clergymen of the 
country writes: “I have laid down the 
following rules for myself, and I recom
mend them to my church:

1, To hear as little as possible of 
what is to the prejudice of others.

■ 2. To believe nothing of the kind till 
I am absolutely forced to by the clear
est evidence. • " -

3. Never to drink in the spirit, or in 
the least encourage one who circulates 
ill reports. -

4. Always to believe that if the other 
side were heard, a very différent ac
count would be given of matters' con
cerned. • ....

5. Ever to remember that the bear er 
of ill and vicious reports, affecting'repu- 
fation, is actuated by jealousy and mal
ice^? has something in her own closet 
which she wishes to cover up. ■ • ■

6. Always to moderate as far as I can 
the unkindness which is expressed to
ward others. - And always to have the 
parties at variance get together with a 
third party, mutually chosen, and speci
fying grievances, privately and fratern
ally Bettie the misunderstandings.”

A MEXICAN JOAN OF ARC.
. San Diego county reaches down to 
Mexico, and steamers plying between 
Mexican ports and Southern California 
bring one into close com mercial social 
and religious relations with the Mexi
cans. .

There is is the more mountainous

portion of.Southern Mexico, at presents 
a visionist, a healer and a prophetess, 
named Dolores Luiz. Sho is described 
as a tall, uneducated Indian girl,.mild- 
mannered, quiet, powerful, and exceed
ingly retiring . in disposition. Her 
prophecies are indisputable, Some of 
them have already come to pass. The 
pure Spanish regard her as an impostor; 
while tne masses are frightened at her 
visions, the brilliancy of her eyes, and 
at some of her calamitous prophecies al
ready fulfilled.

The Parish Curate, old and venerable, 
of Talpa, journeyed muleback to Macus- 
pana tai investigate the stories of her 
visions, trances and prophecies. He 
held long conversations with her and 
returned convinced that she saw the 
Virgin, saw angels, and was a “chosen 
vessel of Divine Grace.” The Archbish
op, alarmed, has ordered her brought 
before him. To this her parents and 
the vyhole department of Cnantalpa ob
ject There is . great, exqitement all 
through the mountains, as well as at 
Macuspana. .

The trend of her revelations seems to 
be that great social and political revolu
tions are impepdipg all over the world, 
The nations are wicked and selfish, and 
judgments await them both bn the ma
terial and religious planes of existence.

“A year ago she predioted that there 
would be , great shakings of the earth 
and a vast oav|ng in of the ground 
throughout tbe Department of Chan- 
talpa. '

“When these predictions came true 
the people doubted no longer, but called 
her ‘Santa’ Dolores.' She has become a 
saint. . . . .

.“ ‘What more room have we for 
doubt,’ said her father, ‘that heaven 
has blessed her mother and myself 
above all the parents of Chantalpa?

“ ‘Has not the ¡great stone bridge at 
Sibaya fallen? And that at Zaragoza 
likewise, and still:a third at San Juan 
Bautista, our capital? Did not pur Dolo
res, our child, foretell these things?

‘And the fields on the rpad to'Talpa, 
have they not befen swallowed up, even 
as the child sqld?’ .

"Not only did these, stone bridges fall 
without premonitory crumbling and 
without apparent cause, but Dolores pre-' 
dieted their fall. I

“As regards the paving in of the land 
between Macuspana and Talpa, her 
prbpheoy was very-explicit and was 
widely noised abroad before the event. 
These, are facts, explain them as you 
may. . ... .

“Is it any wonder then that the people 
of Macuspana say: ‘And now .ro know 
she is a saint and a' prophetess Inspired 
by the blessed Virgin.' And aided by 
holy angpls? ' ’ '

The Mexican lndians look upon her as 
particuliarly t)he sifint of the Indian peo
ple. The .cehturlqs of oppression have 
not crushed Q the ancient race enmity 
which the descendants of. the conquered 
Aztecs cherish' towards their Spanish 
conquerors. Q ' : .

“A word frpm ber ana .the embers of 
this dying.hate ' would be fanned into a 
flame again, with consequences too hor
rible to contemplate. Should the raise 
a standard and! deplaro-a holy war, not 
only all the Department of Chantalpa 
would rally to her, but the Indians of 
the neighboring States as well, for her 
fame and authority is spreading fast.” 
" It appears that -already pilgkims from 
the whole southern part of Mexico are 
beginning to journey to' Maouspana to 
make their vows at the great tree in the 
forest where she received her first vis
ions. She spends much of the time alone 
in the grand tropical forest of teak and 
mahogany. This is her church, and 
here she spends days and nights in 
firayer and fasting; in spirit communion, 

ri trances and in visions.
On coming, to herself after such ex

periences she appears exhausted and re- 
?fuires food- and . sleep. On recovering 
rom what she calls her spiritual weari

ness, she will recount the wonderful 
things she has sben.' She is simply, a 
medium. _■ - ’
THE UNSEEN SOUL-FORCES THE REAL 

FORCES.
Suspend a magnet over a bit of steel 

and the steel leaps up and clings to it. 
Why? What unseen' force reaches down 
invisible fingers from the magnet and 
seizes the steel? By. what unseen force 
does the sap, in seeming violotion of law, 
rise up from'.the roots, through the 
trunk of the tree to the top, and trans
form the apple tree buds into autumn’s 
golden fruitage? What unseen substance 
is it that streams in bewitching odors 
and delicious fragrance from the rose, 
delighting the sense.of smelling? What 
is it that flames and flashes from that 
person the moment ho approaches me, 
that repulses me and drives me into my 
inner self? It is absolutely known that 
around earth and > sun. star and rose, 
magnet and man there s an aura, an in
visible emanation, or effluence corre
sponding in both quality’and quantity to 
tne object or conscious subject. To this 
end Sir David Brewster said; “All bod
ies throw off emanations of greater or 
less size, and these particles enter more 
or less, into the pores of surrounding 
bodies; sometimes resting on the surface, 
sometimes permeating tne whole mass.”
OUR LIVES PHOTOGRAPHED IN THE 

ATMOSPHERE.
It has been said by a noted artist and 

scientist that when1 a photograph has 
been “wholly effaced by polishing, it 
can be made to reappear by electricity, 
showing that the portrait is the parti
cles of the sitter emanating from him, 
and these particles are actually sunk 
into the plate. These radiant- forces 
are forever passing from all objects in 
their vicinity, thus photographing their 
pictures on each otheriyou cannot wink 
your eyesJ'Qbut it is recorded. ' Thus, 
there ape pictures of the past on every
thing. > Hjb.w are we to see them? There 
is no known chemical, action that will 
make thelh visible; yet.they can be per
ceived. In some individuals the brain 
is sufficiently sensitive to perceive them 
when brought in contact with the ob
jects on. which the influences are im-. 
preseed; :.Thus in writing a letter we 
give off ■ magnetism by which the psy- 
chometrist can describe the writer.” In 
other wordk, we shed; we impart a por
tion of orir ^magnetic keif to our letters, 
to our clothing, to our houses, to our 
rooms. •

Psychometry, nf which Prof. J. R. 
Buchanan was thb real discoverer, is a

science; and this science may be demon
strated by placing a letteror almost any 
object on the forehead, with the eyes 
shut, and waiting, for impression or 
clairvoyant vision. Goodness is not ev
anescent, since, after we are, dead, the 
yery places we have inhabited exhales 
our good influences. The good live in 
their books, in history, in the very soil 
they tread, The power may be exhibit
ed both in light and darkness, but dark
ness is preferable: the more perfect the 
darkness, the more perfect the vision, 
because of the quietness.

The physician, in writing a letter to a 
patient, or in compounding his medi
cines, compounds a portion of himself 
into them. The more sensitive often 
sense it—-that is, sense the aura from 
the medicated and magnetized atoms of 
the combination.

An aura, particled and ethereal, pro
ceeds from every person, and is tinged 
with their individuality, their conduct, 
their character and their emotions.. The 
aural influences, proceeding from and 
thrown off from persons, are communi
cated to all, to everything that persons 
touch or handle. The sdfish, absorbing 
our ivital auras, cannibal-like, devour 
us. The benevolent and healthy impart 
to us vitality and strength. Jesus, when 
the woman touched the hem of his gar
ment, “felt virtue go out of him.”

Infectious diseases are communicated 
by the absorption of the aural particles 
thrown off from invalids suffering from 
diverse diseases. A certain species of 
ivy communicates poison without con
tact. This is the ease also with one kind 
of wild laurel. ;

Where did the smallpox come from? 
is-often asked. How did my child gbt 
the measles? there’s none in the neigh
borhood. Yes, there Is, It is'In the 
air. At times in the aural, measle- 
charged atmosphere, and your child 
coming into relation with these emana
tions and pulsations absorbed them. 
The result was measles. All effects 
have legitimate causes.

THE HOLY GHOST AND TOBACCO.
What is, or was, the holy ghost in Bi

ble times? Why, just what we’ve been 
saying—the effluence, the psychic aura 
that envelopes every human being.

“Arid God wrought special miracles 
by the hands of Paul, so that from his 
body wore brought unto the sick hand
kerchiefs or aprons, and the diseases 
departed from them.”—Acts xix, 11. 
“And he (Jesus) breathed on them and 
they, received the Holy Ghost.”—The 
disciples "laid hands on them and they 
received the Holy Ghost.“The Holy 
Ghost sat upon each'mf them:’’"■ ‘’-They 
wore’fllled with the Holy^Ghost” "The 
Holy ghost fell upon them when they 
heard Peter.” "On the Gentiles, said 
the apostle, were-poured out the gifts 
of the Holy Ghost.” So you see that 
this Holy Ghost, or rather, Holy Spirit, 
was a.substantial something, a substance 
that was poured out, -that fell upon and 
that filled the popple. It was simply an 
aura—a refined, ethei’ealized spirit-sub
stance. ,

Jesus was a “mediator,” ahealing me
dium, and when he breathed upon his 
disciples, he breathed on to them and- 
into them a portion of himself, and they 
were Infilled with a heavenly baptismal 
power. He breathed upon the sick, 
and as the Scriptures say, “healed all 
manner.of'diseases?’ But if Jesus had 
smoked and chewed tobacco, if he had 
eaten pork, gotten- Cn nn occasional 
“drunk,” bragged, lied, and Illegally 
hitched an M. D. to his name, he could 
never have healed the siok; but would 
rather have made them sick, by bestow
ing upon them and infilling them with 
an unholy ghost: or an unholy, un
healthy, filthy aura. Jesus was no pre
tentious quack. The virtue that he 
felt go out of him was clean magnetism, 
pure psychic influence, that vitalizing, 
sanctifying aura'■that effectually heals 
and uplifts so many invalids to-day. By 
his fruits, by his conduct, by bls marvels 
the people of old knew him; just as they 
now know Sohlattor, arid just, as. they 
know many of our self-saerificlng heal
ing mediums, God and good angels bless 
them. .

KARMA, SOWING AND REAPING.
One tires of that .Theosophical plati

tude, repeated ad nauseufff, “Karffla.” 
Karma; which simply means cause and 
effect—means that all causes produce 
their legitimate and natural results— 
a doctrine taught by the Gnostics and 
Socinians of the past, and by Universal- 
Sts, "Unitarians and the millions of 
Spiritualists in the present. But The
osophists hove dragged in an old Sans
krit word, and our Theosophical breth
ren are now conjuring withand cackling 
over it, something as the barnyard pul
let cackles most energetically over its 
first laid egg. Kprma was eriunciated 
by Paul when Jie wrote—"Whatsoever a 
man soweth that shall he also reap.”

’We leave ourselves upon everything 
we touch. We print ourselves upon the 
world around us. The universe is a 
grand photographic gallery. Our ac
tions, our outbursts of passion; our soul 
aspirations uttered or unexpressed, are 
all daguereotyped upon the atmosphere 
we breathe. To this end Prof. Bflnbage 
said: .

“The air is one vast library, on whose 
pages are forever written all that man 
has ever said or woman whispered.” 
Professor Jevous assures us that “Every 
thought displacing particles of the brain 
and setting them in motion, scatters 
them through the universe, and thus 
each particle of the existing matter 
must bs a registerof all that happened.” 
Professor Draper declares that “The 
pictures of thoughts, words and deeds 
of men thus preserved in tlya ether or 
akasa can be seen by. one who has de
veloped his clairvoyant faculty, that 
faculty whereby one is able to see things 
invisible to mortal sight.” And So sci
ence arid pSychometry, like science and 
true religion, are in perfect accord.
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN'S FORTHCOM

ING BOOK, -
As I had previously’ written in your 

columns: Professor Buchananjs explor
ing antiquity and psychometrically test
ing its records with a view of resurrect-' 
ing the true gospels, and giving us the 
real origin of Christianity. The results 
of these investigations will at no distant 
day be published. The public-anxiously 
awaits them. In. addition to tlie fore
going, appearing last spring. I desire to 
add that, having been acquainted with 
the profound investigations of Professor

Buchanan and the endorsements of his; 
labors from the higher 'realms of the- 
spirit-world. I can cordially recommend 
his revelations concerning primitive 
Christianity as a work of the highest 
importance to those seeking religious 
truth.

NOT A CATHOLIC.
Friend J. W. Colville addressed both 

Spiritualist societies in San Diego last 
Sunday. Psychically considered he is a 
wonder. While inspired by highly ex
alted spirits, he is an incessant worker 
for Spiritualism. All the babbling about 
Mr. Colville’s being “a Roman Catholic 
and going to confession” are by lying 
tongues, slandering tongues, set on the 
“fire of hell.” These long-tongued 
mischief-makers are the moral pests of 
society. They are the voluntary car
riers of cesspool sediments. They are 
often liars, deserving not only censure, 
but public exposure; and thank tbe 
gods, I am in a position to do it. My 
gating is ever in position. ,

Al the second reception given Mr. 
Colville at my residence, last Friday 
evening, there were over fifty .present. 
The exercises were most interesting. 
Our guest's answers to questions were 
most admirable, and his readings of 
character arid poetic descriptions, with 
the conferring of the appropriate sym- 
bolio names, caused very great enthusi
asm. Among those present were the 
distinguished Judge Barrett, Rev. Solon 
Lauer, Col, Dryden, and other promi
nent personages. Let ub say it softly, 
there are solid, substantial Spiritualists 
in this city who almost force themselves 
to receptions in parlors, and alriiost go 
into ecstaoies over the trance speeches, 
poems and readings? of mediums, but 
they never darken the doors of a Spirit
ualist hall. Why? Are they moral cow
ards, or are they top stingy to pay ten 
bents?

Next Sunday evening the platform of 
the First Spiritualist Society will be oc
cupied by James G. Clark and myself. 
My subject will be: "Col. Ingersoll and 
Spiritualism.”

J. M. Peebles, M. D. 
San Diego, Cal.

A QUESTION CONSIDERED.

Is a Universal Religion Possible?

NO. 356

“WHAT GOOD IS IT?”
The Answer of Practical Expert, 

enee.

The September Arena has a scholarly, 
well-written paper, by Isaac N. Taylor, 
inwhich hd.takes the 'affirmative side of 
this question: arguing from the fact 
that the tendency of science is toward 
the oneness of trutji.and the same is true 
in the realm of spirit, and the other fact 
that religion is anannate element of hu
man nature, therefore Its unfoldment 
naturally tend&toward perfection, which 
necessarily implies unity and universal
ity. A

There is a great deal in this essay 
that is beautiful and instructive; never
theless it is liable to criticism.

Mr. Taylor writes from a Christian 
Second-Personal-Advent standpoint,say
ing: “The Christ of God and Jesus of 
man will come to reaffirm and enforce 
the religion he gave the world.”

Jesus came, not to give that which 
was already in the world—the Innate 
religious element in man—but to bear 
witness to the truth.—John 18:37.

Mr. Taylor takes the old Latin word 
religio, which means to rebind or read
just, to describe religion.

Linguists know that words are con
structed to express ideas prevalont at 
the time. It was no doubt believed 
when this word was adopted that some 
disaster had come upon humanity simi
lar to, if riot the same, as the orthodox 
“fall,” which necessitated a “readjust
ment.” ’

Religion, as we understand it, is sim
ply the aspiration of the soul to the 
source of its being,as the child to its pa
rents. Therefore, if we were making a 
word for.this place, it would be one that 
would express this idea with its concom
itant duties. There are good men to-day 
who would rather have no religion than 
much of what goes by.that name.

The truth makes free instead of bind
ing and rebinding.

Mr. Taylor acknowledges that we have 
inklings of the new feature of the com
ing age in the revelations of psychology 
and the presence of angelic teachers, 
yet he insists on a personal coming again 
of Christ and the domination of the 
Christian religión over all other systems. 
He says: “If Zoroaster was the light of 
Persia, Confucius the light of China, 
and Buddha the light of Asia, Jesus was 
and is to be the light of the world.”

Does Mr. Taylor forget, or does he 
"know how much Christianity owes to 
these Eastern sages? Does he know how 
much even Jesus himself owe» to them? 
or has he followed the Nazareno in his 
travels during the eighteen years, from 
twelve to thirty, of his life, in which he 
certainly was not idle? .

If Mr. Taylor would acknowledge the 
composite nature of that system called 
Christianity on the hypothesis that it 
originated with Jesus; and if he would 
concede our right to exercise our innate 
subjective, intuitive, conscious reason
ing power as a means qf spiritual soul
growth, instead of setting down the 
Christian religion as a finality, and the 
only religion that can possibly become 
universal; then we could entertain many 
of his other ideas. Jesus conceded all 
this when he said: “Why even your
selves judge ye not what is right,” and 
"The kingdom of heaven is within you.” 
. We agree with Mr. Taylor that a uni
versal religion is possible’; but it will-be 
the religion of heaven, of Jesus, and of 
Thomas Paine—to do good.

' R. Neely.

To the Editor:—Spiritualists are 
often asked—at least I am—"What good 
does it do you, anyhow?” and it is a 
pleasure for me to say to such Inquirers 
that the more Intimate the knowledge 
obtained, the more comforting the 
grandeur, the more beautiful it becomes; 
and that a real, living knowledge of the 
truths of Spiritualism once obtained, 
one can no more go back to tne old su
perstitious of his earlier years thaq 
the active, healthy man or woman can 
go back to the toys and pastimes of 
childhood for relaxation and amuse
ment.

And sometimes I go farther, when the 
above reply is met with the rejoinder, 
that “it's all a humbug”—and say to my 
doubting Thomas that, granting for 
the instant, and for the sake of perl 
sonal vindication, it is "a humbug,”’ 
nevertheless it is the most comfort
ing, consoling, happiness-bringing, joy
ous and hopeful "numbug" that -ever 
entered the heart and mind of . man; 
that no other scheme of redemp- 
lion, “plan of salvation,” or theory of 
the immortality of the human soul, ever 
brought to this life such contented ac
quiescence in its manifold-ills and mis
fortunes, or suoh comforting assurance 
and hope, and knowledge of eternal 
bliss hereafter.

Yes, and further, that until some at 
least equally plausible, philosophical 
and demonstrable promise of greater fe- 
Holty in the beyond the veil, is evolved 
out of the “inner consciousness" or-else-. 
where, I shall stlok to Spiritualism, and 
put my gratitude in evidence for the 1 
good it has done to and for me by and 
through the courage of my convictions. 
It's a good thing to stick to, to stand up 
for, and oh! that all who are convinced 
in mind apd hearts of its grand truths 
had the moral courage to face Mrs. 
Grundy. And so, now and here, as our 
Methodist brothers say, I am going to 
stand up (Brother Francis permitting) 
and testify before this grand Progress
ive Thinker audience, to the truth as • 
I have found it.

Our little village was favored lately 
by a visit of of a few days from Mrs. 
Tina Powell, of Lawrence, Kansas— 
phases, trumpet-speaking, clairvoyance, 
and psychometric reading. The trum
pet phenomena; both ' in the light and ■ 
the dark,were most satisfactory,as were 
also the other phases. An entire strang
er to us all, in broad daylight, in my . 
own house, holding the large end of the 
trumpet at arm’s length in one hand, ■ 
sho asked ma to place my ear at the 
small end, and how can I describe whpt 
followed—how my bov, gone twelvb 
years, spoke to me in the tones of long- 
ago; my father.and wife, laid away in the • 
grave nearly thirty years ago, each us
ing the terms of address used by them 
and them only when in the form, speak
ing of matters long since past, and of 
which I seldom or never speak, and of 
which even the wife who has lived with 
me nearly a quarter of a century knows 
not, and then one of the controls came, 
and in his own peculiar way admon- ■ 
ished, advised, and encouraged in a ■ 
way, or ways, that surely the unaided 

^medium could not do.
And I repeat as part of my testimony, 

that the cares, privations and humlHa- 
tions of life are lighter,less burdensome, 
and easier to bear, because of this wel- ■ 
come experience, and life isthe better 
worth living. So I take up my burden . 
with renewed strength and courage, and 
even enjoyment, because of the clearer 
light thrown on life’s pathway. . .

■ Two dark circles were held at the . 
home of Major Jas. B. Abbott—now 
nearly eighty years of age. but still a 
stalwart pillar of the faith, as also is bis 
brave wife. The circle formed close 
around the sides bf the room (about 14 . 
by 16 feet), Mr. Abbott silting at one 
side of the medium, who sat in the circle, 
and the writer on the other. At her 
feet, on a cushion on the floor, lay- her 
little orphaned niece, Frankie, 7 years 
Old; in the center of the circle stood the 
trumpet. Nearly opposite the medium 
and ten feet away was a lady, at whose 
feet also lay her little boy, Ben, same 
age as Frankie. .

Soon after the lights were turned 
down demonstrations began, the trum
pet touching this one and that one. Sud
denly little Ben. his mother Bays, began 
hitching up tonerand into her lap (it 
was his first searice, and he says the 
trumpet was touching his face), and the 
clear ringing voice of the little Indiaii 
girl control catne—“How-de-do? little
boy—little boy, little boy—I like nice 
little boys”—and so to other children in'. • 
the room. A young lady sitting directly 
opposite the medium was referred to by 
the chief control, who said that to prove 
he. was right, asked her if she did not ■ 
go to sleep at once tbe night before, 
wheh she went home from Major Ab- ■ 
bolt’s house?

“Why, yes!” she replied, “I hadn’t 
thought qf it sirice, but I must have 
gone to sleep as soon os I touched the 
bed, for I can’t remember putting my 
head on the pillow, even.” ;

“Yes,” said the control, “you com
plained last night of being tortured with 
sleeplessness of late, and our baud sent 
healers along with you home last night, . 
who treated you." .
.Well!—but you can’t spare room. 

Brother Francis, for an account of all 
the good things that came to us—and

Give what you have. To some it may 
be better than you dare to think.—Long
fellow. .

Lying is a most disgraceful vice; it 
first despises God, and then fears man. 
—Plutarch. .

The law is without depth to those who, 
without heed, do plunge into it.—Shak- 
spaare.

. • Employment is natureis physician.— 
Galen.

; There is ever a certain languor at
tending th'e fullness’of prosperity. When 
the. heart has no mote to wish, it yawns 
over its possessions', and the energy of 
the soul goes out like a flame that has 
no more to devour.—Young.

there wore lots of them—the good 
things—nearly everyone getting a good 
deal at both siltings, making them hap-_ 
py, enjoyable-never-to-be-forgotten sea•’ 
sons,so much that some of our orthodox 
friends are inquiring if these things be" 
so. •

It is needful that the helping-hand be 
extended to Mrs. Powell, and all who 
have the courage of their convictions 
and who are living within convenient1 
railroad connection with Lawrence, 
will feel happier for it if they send for. 
her to visit them in their homes, and 
through her mqdiumsliip convoy the 
truth of our glorious faith to their skep-. 
tical friends, and thus'by actual demon-r 
stration give unchallengeable answer to; 
“What good fs it?”—for verily, broth-: 
ren. wo know that we have jeon and 
hoard cf ourselves.— "There is ntt. 
death.” F. E. MILLER, i

A
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Relation of the Doctrine of 
j Evolution to It.

Final Symposium of the Confer, 
enee at Greenacre, Me.

NOME INTERESTING Papers by b, f. 
UNDERWOOD AND OTHEIiS-CLOSING 
REMARKS BY DR. JANES.
The parlors of the Greonacreluu, Me., 

were again crowded to the . do_QÇBj and 
all available standing room oççupied, on 
thq’ occasion of the losing- symposium of 
the "Evolution Conference. The topic 
was "The Relation of the Doctrine qf 
Evolution to the Idea of God.-” Tita dis-- 
cussion was bpeped by au able paper, 
from Benjamin F. Underwood,' of Chi- 
oago, fovniôi'ly. of the Boston In- 
dëx, and tlie Open Court and Philôsoph- 
leal Journal, ot Chicago. Mr. Under
wood said in part: ■

. PRODUCT OF EVOLUTION. • 
‘ “The idea of God is a product of evo

? lution. It had its genesis in man’s at- 
:tempts to interpret the objective world 
; ? in terms of the subjective. Anthropo!
' ogy is the isey to theology. What man 
i - worships is not the piece of wood, the
I ■ mountain, the sky, the sun, moon and

: stars, but the intelligence like Lus own 
■ imagined to -exist in natural objects. 

s Evolution disposes of the theory that
9 the idea of God is innate by showing
& that it is au acquired conception which 
r;' - ’ has arisen in experience and undergone 
[ ' changes like other human conceptions. 
I- The evolution of religious thought has 
I ■ consisted in a process of deanthropomor- 

phization, to use Dr. John Fiske’s very 
long but very appropriate word. Deity 
is not longer thought of by enlightened 
miuds as having body, parts and pas
sions. Thinkers.see that such words as 
intelligence aud design, in referringto 
God, are inadequate and inapplicable.

' Intelligence implies human limitations 
■—organism and environment. Those 
whotavest God with volition and feeling 
make au idol, not indeed of wood_ or 
stone, but out of the phenomena of their

- own minds. They regard as atheists 
■ those who reject these anthropomorph- 

■ isms, much as the Indian or negro re- 
■ gard the denial of their rude conceptions 

of the supernatural as atheistic.

< CONCEPTIONS OF GOD.

- “Conceptions of God change; the 
Eternal Power persiste through all 
changés, and gradually is divested of 
all tnose human qualities which men

■ have bestowed upon it. The more igno- 
. rant a man is, the more he thinks he 

knows about God. Yet the student of

• evolution is at liberty to hold iu the rev- 
,¿rent spirit in which he once worshiped 

a personality, that, greater than any

' conceivable personal being, greater than 
'■ any known intelligence, is the ultimate 
; reality, in whidri a phenomena, psy

chical and physical a common 
basis. Philosopn materialism finds 

U -as little justification as doos anthropo
- • morphism, in the teachings of modern 

science. Feeling and thought are sub
jective phenomena, motions and collis
ions of atoms are objective. That the 
latter should give rise to the former is a 

. fancy as wild HS ftny.of the fancies of the 
old mytholo^ists. r ,

of a Power which is the souyce'of all be- 
iug and thé basis bf all »ct^vity. Evolu-; 
tion is tn reality the gradual revelation 
of this cosmical. existence; aijd seeing 
that manis the latest product of evolu
tion, we can well, believe "that, as his 
noblest attributes ' are develeped, the 
face of God is being gradually, unveiled 
to him. Revelation is an unveiling, and 
this is an internal process, which is 
really a cqinjng to self-consciousness in 
mart of the divine.' Man and Nature are 
çomplenipntary factors of a higher 
unity, that of the cosmical being to 
whom we give the name of God.

“Reason is the noblest attribute of 
man, and under its highest aspect as the 
luiA'ersal reason it is identifiable with 
God. The being of God is coextensive 
with' the /universe, arid therefore, al- 
tbo.Dffh .the highest idea W.e. can form 
of this is true as far as it goes, because 
H iS an ^pression pf; the.' divine mind 
in man; ÿét it is necessarily incomplete. 
iThe prospect is too vast for mortal 
sight.’’,:- :
L EVOLUTION OF THE HIGHER-SELF.

The paper of Horatio W. Dresser, of 
Cambridge, on “The Evolution of tho 
Higher Self," which, in his unavoida
ble absence was read by C. W. Post, 
of Michigan, emphasized the psy
chical possibilities of the human wind, 
its power, iu rare moments of quiet and 
receptivity, to expand to the confines of 
the universe, and become the recipient 
of divine wisdom. "The higher self,” 
he said, "seesand knows now, by direct 
vision, just as the eye comprehends the 
present passing events of the outer 
world. In ways of its own, and accord
ing to a transcendental law, guidance 
comes which brings. its . own evidence 
with it. The intellect demands evidence 
of the validity of these intuitions, which 
are not always reliable. The two come 
into conflict, and thus sound, lasting 
development goes on by Nature's sure, 
systematic method.

“The first evidence that here 1b this 
higher eelf is its contact with the lower, 
its superiority to the dictates of selfish
ness and of the physical sense. It seems 
to say, ‘Here. is the wisest Way:, follow 
it if you choose, but turn aside if you 
think you know a better.’ The law 
which governs the evolution of thia 
higher self is recognition of it, desire for 
its guidance. Everyone at times has 
intimations of this higher nature. If 
wé discriminate, by careful analysis and 
experience, when the. guidance lb genu
ine and, disinterested, it wijl grow in 
power with us. Wherever the will or 
attention is concentrated,, there the 
forces which shape experience shall 
gather.. ' •

“Jt is this. elevating presence which 
lies at thé base of all great religious 
and the belief in immortality. In this 
sense the evolution of the higher self Is 
the record of our aspiring life on the 
spiritual plane. This law is also illus
trated by conscience, or the ethical ae- 
pectof the higher self. Two voices 
speak to us, one of which we must 
choose. Conscience simply presents 
the ‘ought’ for our consideration. If wo 

: neglect its- keèn emphasis of right, the 
: ‘ought’ quietly retires. Not until we 
■ love the right more 'than all else does 
i the moral sense become so strong in us 
• that there is no conflict between higher

Hm -ewvmlii’VärSf tf igrvtiffoKtiQh £na 
satisfaetirni at the successful outcome 
of the conference, and'a hearty vote of 
thank; was unanimously tendered’to Dr. 
Joies for his efforts in organizing and 
conducting it.

LOVING WHISPERS. ' < .

Soft and faint I hear the whispers : 
Fall about my listening ear; :

All around me angels linger, ' 
Breathing words of love and cheer.

O, how dear to me those loved ones, 
As I catch their, faces bright,

Ah! I know them—they're uot phan
toms,

But the true guides of my life.
Whqn the night-winds round me howl, 

Aud my weary spirit sighs,
Then they come, O, blessed dear ones, 

And release me from my ties, .
Earthly bonds seem fairly severed, 

And I soar to worlds above,
Whence I come to earth refreshened, 

To learn to labor and to love.
Then, O spirits, guide me ever: 

Teach me some melodious song, 
And to harm a brother never;

Grasp the right to banish wrong.
Friends supernal meet me often, 

Aye, forever bring the light;
With your love my hardships soften,. 

Help me e’er to do the right.
Thus along life's thorny way,

Where’er my trusting feet shall roam, 
Keep me, lest I thoughtless stray,

And prepare my heavenly home.
Miss Lillian Maud Cravens. 

Springfield, Mo,

As Viewed by^'JVIr. Wiggin.

His Address at ^í»á. Grove, Me.
£11

As Mr, Wiggin,'tts well-known test 
medium, Bays, phenqitena are. wha| set 
'people to thinking, and it is only .by 
thinking that peqplai advance. - All of 
his addresses are such as are apt to set 
people thinking,andons falls to. see how 
atty intelligent pertonivlio listens to him 
catfgq^away wlthdht’poasessing a fund 
that will afford food for : thought for 
many days, —

Mr. Wiggin's address Tuesday after
noon was listened to by about 400 people. 
His text was "Mediumship and Some of
Its Uses,” and among many other state
ments made were that, we often spent 
much time about things that are not very 
well defined. We had what we consid-,
eved our belief, but be doubted if we 
were at all times prepared to aqt accord
ing to advice found somewhere in the 
Bible; which was ’“Be; ye ever ready at 
all times to give reason'for the faith 
;;ou have within you.1!- ' Mediumship, 
le said, was very imperfectly under

stood by a large majority of Spiritualists 
as well as by a great many mediums 
themselves. Mediums should become

_ . ■ , . - ■ : ......

’s/ ‘ -Rev.'Wttlis' Edwards, :pf»tor Church 
;«f the: Spirit/ opisned. the new hall, at. 
flaO.Nôrth'Çlark.streqL Sunday, Septeiq-" 
ber.Q, The congregation was one that 
the pastor of any church might feel 
proud ot, highly ' cultured, -intelligent 
people. '

( It was certainly a great tribute of re- , 
sneot and appreciation to Dr. Edwards' 
that twenty-seven of the njost prominent 
citizens of Streator, Ill,, attended .both 
js er vices, coming that distance to attend 
the opening. ; . ‘ ■■ ' ;.

MrSy Nickerson Warne, inspirational 
speaker, gave thé ' discourse, afternoon 
and evening. This gifted woman was 
highly appreciated, and many who were 
strangers to her waited until after the 
service to express their gratification 
for the benefit received, as even the 
most skeptical could not fail to realize 
the beauty and truth of her teaching, 
She will be with' us again next Sunday, 
Mrsi Maud Gillette gave slate-writing; 
the messages were clearly given, with 
full names, and recognizef in every

Í

AND WE SEND MISSIONARIES XO 
CHINA. --*1

Our steeples throw shadows o’er dun
geon and cell—

And we send missionaries to China, 
And the clank of the chain drowns the 

soft Easter bell—
And we send missionaries to China;

We hear the dull fall of the tramps’ 
million feet, .

At midnight We find in the great city's 
street

Lost souls, to whom even h’ell would 
seem sweet— . ■

And we send missionaries to China,
Thousands of dollars each year,we sub- 

■ scribe .
To send missionaries to China, 

That the Pagan religion's pure stream 
may imbibe;

So we send missionaries to China;
But beggars ask alms at the million- 

aire'sdoor, , -
And our Dives can’t shut out the cry of

. the poor— .. ... ’
The low cry that some day will rise to a 

roar—
And we send missionaries to China;

Women do work that by men should be
- done— . -
And we send missionaries to China: 

And babes often die ere their life is be-

riven io our place. The services were 
held »t. the Congregational, ohurph 
which was well -filled.: The remains 
were buried at Vicksburg Cemetery. ;

.. ’ ■ C. E. Dent.

íahomet, thellluslrinys,
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Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

; UFE WORK
- —OF— ■ ' ' ■

CORA L V. RICHMOND
OOUraiD ÀSD EDITED BY

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

With portraits representing Sirs. Richmond in 
IS$7t in 187 G, and in 1804,

QUALITIES OF. MATTER.
“Indeed, the qualities of matter are 

. but names for different ways In which 
our consciousness is affected. Light is 

:' a fact of consciousness, and does not ex- 
1 1st where there is no eye. There is no 
.• musical quality in the waves of the air 
i save as the mind,through hearing, gives 

i"- it. So of all our sense perceptions. 
- Even the conception of vibrations among 
•< the particles of matter is but an infer- 

■ ■ , enco from our states of consciousness
ri' subjective experiences produced in us by 
p an unknown cause. Haeckel has even 
■ assumed that tho atoms possess sensa- 

< . tion and consciousness. When matter 
| is assumed to be eternal, and is invested 

: with sentience and consciousness, it must 
p.- be regarded as psychical or spiritual in 
I its nature. Mind also, according to this 
[ . view, is eternal. .
r “The speculations about design in na
: ture involve us in perplexities of thought 

from which, bo far as I can see, the con- 
P ception of evolution gives no relief. If 

the good in the world is designed, so 
> also must be the evil. We may at least 
;' J find reasons for belief that the laws un- 

[ der which all beings exist are the meth
s' .ods of Divine Power by which some 

I ' great end is to be attained.
p" " ‘One far-off, divine event, 
f. ; To which the whole creation moves.’

and lower. One truth is emphatically 
emphasized by the presence qi a higher 
self when at last one understands its 
meaning. It is evolutionary, elevating, 
progreslve. I do not mean to assert 
that the mind is dual. Here as else
where it displays unity amidst multi
plicity, the universal law of being. The 
higher self is the deepest lying ego, 
which holds all that Is outwardly so 
complex and paradoxical in one great 
living whole. It is the power of individ
uality, of character, of soul. The higher 
self is most emphatically the self of 
charity, love, devotion, the self of the 
higher life. '

"Thus one's whole life should be a 
witness that there really is a nature 
within us that is more than human. The 
supremo evidence is that divine impulse 
which Influences life as a whole, and 
points steadily to the existence of God. 
Is the higher self reallythe Eternal God? 
Do we in these experiences simply rec
ognize ourselves as the all of Being? 
Some have thought so, and have 
deemed the world of nature and the 
lower self as an Illusory dream. But if 
my higher self is God, how can there be 
any evolution? Why does my experience 
differ from yours?

ONE ETERNAL REALITY.

.' ETERNAL ENERGY.
L “Feeling is deeper than thought, and 

the demands of the heart are more im
. perative than those of the intellect 

; - Neither is satisfied with recognizing the 
t' external world visible to us as complete

Li l and ultimate'Being. Philosophy re
's; !• quires the postulation of an invisible 
gi: universe, an order of being of which the 

' t ' world cognizable by us is out a phenom- 
F. enal manifestation—an ‘Infinite and 

it- Eternal Energy from which all things 
X proceed,’of which the visible universe 

Lj- is a sign and symbol only. Thisinscrut- 
. able Reality meets as the mind advances, 

the requirements of the religious na-•-V-
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of Geo. A. Bacon. .

Ciuptbb IX. England—Robert Dale Owen—George 
Thompson—Countess ot Caithness—Mrs. Straw. 
brldge-Mr. and Mr». Tubb-Mr». Nosworthy—J. O. 
Wurd—Mrs. Sluter—Andrew Cross, .

Chapter X. Work lu Englund (Continued tn Three 
Subsequent Visits,)

Chapteb XI. California Work, 1875-Othcr Visits— 
Letter ot C. hl. Plumb—Letter of Mrs. John A. 
Wilson. -

Clllearp Work, 1876 to'iMIS-Flrst
Society Chartered, IBM—Complete Account of Work 
lu Letters and Statements ot Members of the 
Society.

xni«. QamP. Meeting Work-C®M_adart-. 
Lake Pleasant—Onset Bay—Lake Brady—Lookout 
Mountain, etc.

CiupTEB XIV. Literary Work—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Discourses aud Leotures-Psychopatby: Soul 
Teachings—Poems—Other Literary Work.

ChafTkb XV. Literary Work (continued)-Lccture 
ea Gyroscope, 1858-”Thc Shadow of a Great Kock 
in a Weary Land,” 1387-Poems-Choicc Selections 
in Prose and Verse—Work of William Richmond.

Chaptbb XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from 
Orpha E, Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and others 
—Appreciation of the Work from Those Beet Qual
ified to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C, 
Warner—Dra. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore. *

Chapter XVII. Mrs Richmond’s Experiences While 
in the Trance State, Written by Herself.

Price $2. Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office.

case. ■
Prof. Buchanan, teacher of occultism, 

spoke on the possibilities of the spirit 
while yet in human environment. The 
thoughts he gave were soul-inspiring.

Mrs.' Edith Gray sang two solos. Her 
beautiful voice was appreciated. This 
lady has been engaged for the season, 
and will sing every Sunday at both serv
ices.

Dr, Edwards gave phenomenal tests 
in his own inimitable way. All he asks 
is that we attend and help spread the 
good news that "there is no death.”

Many have enrolled themselves as 
members of the new church.

We will have F. Corden White with 
us .the last two Sundays in this month, 
and Mrs. Mattie Hull the entire month 
of October. From time tó tíme will be 
jiven the very best talent in the field in 
will philosophy and phenomena, with
out money, without price, as our beloved 
pastor not only gives himself to the 
cause but.also foots the bills.

R. E. Minnett, 
1277 Rokeby St., Chicago.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: TUeBegluffiug«; Fundamental Frlncb 
>lus; Forinatlou at Cmutenatlons, SytitcmB, Suns 
Janets and BatelUtea. The Origin of Meteor* and 

CoiuetaiTb« organic Kingdom; TboOrigin of Mu; 
Man—HIs Attributes and Powers; Tbe Soul—How It 
Receive» and Impart» Knowledge; How the Soul Bo- 
cclvefl its Highest Impressions; Tbe Record Book, or 
Tho Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tbo Sixth 
Sense; Tho Fin?ror Spiritual Body; Growth and Da- 
jBueratlon; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bibis and Christ: The Summary: “Wbat 
Must We Do to Be Saved.” For sale at tblsodlcc

Price, Qlotb.fti-2f>. P>uiw.
SEERS OF THE AGES.

Embracing Spiritualism, past and present. By J, 
M. Peebles, M, D. An encyclopaedia of interesting 
und instructive facts. Price 12.00.

better educated upon the subject, and he 
had found that a great deal of time was 
being given by the instructors in Spir
itualism to show the'relationship be
tween the earth and Mars or the earth 
and Venus, also the manner of living on 
those planets. It might be important 
to know how far it waste a planet, but 
he believed it was far more important 
for us to understand the essential truths 
that govern a proper living.

A great many people on this side are 
so thoroughly carried away with Spirit
ualism that they want to be called to 
the. next realm. It was for them to 
learn that it was necessary that their 
life should first be made complete here; 
that they must partake of the paine aud 
the struggles of life in order to enter 
into the loys of the life to come. Medi- 
nmship is one of the things that should 
first of all be inquired into and made a 
study of by Spiritualists. Learn to ghow 
strong by beginning at the roots and 
growing out to the branches. There 
are too many ivoodch ucks that keep to 
their holes during the winter and at 
the springtime come out aud reap th e 
harvest that someone else has sown; in 
other words, there are too many drones.

Mediumship is one of the most com
mon things in the world, and not like 
common sense,which is the most uucom- 

'mon. It is as common as humanity. 
We all live under the psychological in
fluence of persons either in this life or 
the other. It is ofttimes the good influ
ence of someone in the mundane sphere7, 
and sometimes we have an influence that 
is a terrible thing. .Because a person is 
a medium is no sigm.tkat he or she ie a 
good medium. A mtn may be a good me
dium, true to his kind, ibut the kind l?e 
fearfully bad. A man who is a bad man 
cannot be a good medium. • A man can
not be a good medimh without some 
spiritual development, and spiritualiza
tion of the man means ailgood mad,

The man who seeks a! spring with an 
unclean vessel usually Tinees .the same 
before he expects; to iget clean water 
from it, and so it is4 that' Spiritualism 
prefers to send itdc massage ■ through 
vessels that have beeriicleansed. You 
cannot have a mediunfrifif the beet ex
pression unless youllaw a'medium that 
las been educated; yet he- did not want 

his statement to beteqnStrued that the 
medium must- haveLa cellegiato educa
tion; it was'not thati ihe must be edu
cated psychologically. /' / .

Mediumship belongs to all’and all are 
controlled; all have confessed the fact;

IT IS INTERESTING.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT.
World: Being a de»crIpUon of Localltle». Employ 

mente, burrpundlngs, and Conditions In the Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Mlsi M. T. BheibaP 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale at 
this office. . • • ___________
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AT HOME AGAIN.

Ideal Cottage by the Sea.

THE REAL ISSUE.
. By Mom Hull, a compound or tbetwo pnn>pU- 
lets. “The Irrepressible Conflict,” and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;“ with Important additions» making a 
book of 190 pages an for » cents. Thia book contains 
Itatlat|o8, facta and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should bare. For sale at 
this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
. ByEditor of the National with Preface and Notee 
by Peter Eckler, . Illustrated with views of the Qld 
Paine Homestead aud Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joo Billow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame _ Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot. and the most promhicntpf Paine s 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, 15 cent«,

WAS

liHcolH
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OR-
Curlous Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with PortraitB, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life. '

We returned from Oakland by steam
er last Wednesday, and were warm
ly welcomed by the friends at our ideal 
cottage home by the sea. The oil devel
opment here is on the increase, and we 
may say a real boom has set in. Houses 
are rapidly going up, and an oil city has 
sprung into Existence, with all the life 
and animation of a metropolis.

I spoke at Santa Barbara last Sunday 
for the Spiritual society, formed a few 
months since under the ministration of 
O. Fannie Allyn, of Boston, Maas., while 
here, and since ministered to by differ- ' 
ent talent among the speakers and Prof, 
Loveland of this place.

The new society seems well officered, 
and thé prospects are it will have a 
wide and important Influence on the 
minds of that conservative,church-bound 
city-bound and enslaved by slavish su
perstitions of dogmatic theblogy. Evan
gelic dogma of the Catholic church, the 
early settlors of this country, still sway 
and shackle thé mind, and their mission 
churches erected in the early settlement 
are still held in holy reverence—a 
menace to human liberty and.prqgress.

As disease and vices are transmitted 
from sire to son by the hereditary law, 
80 are these diseuses of the mind trans
mitted from generation to generation by 
psychic laws, dark and subtle, and un
yielding. We have just begun to seo 
that moral and physical diseases have 
much the same origin and that the same 
laws regulate both. ■

We are not strictly free agents, except 
in a very limited sense; pernaps not all, 
though wo may act upon the theory that 
we are. -

Tho dawn of man’s redemption draw- 
oth nigh. The world is crying out to be 
free. Dogmatism and superstitions are 
receding before the light of ÿisdom,'and 
the angels are shouting over the ram
parts of the grave: “There is no death!"

x Bishop A. Beals.
Summerland, Cal-

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius? 

By Wm. Henry Burr, Price 15 centa. •

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Not AdtpteiT to Modern Clvlltrntloo. with tbo True 
Charecter ol Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price, 15 cent».

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowled! Mr». Carrie E. 8. Twin«, roe- 

(Hum. Tula little book will be read with Intenae In
terest by thousands. Price 25 cents.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more bo than any work hsued since Uncle Toura 
Cabin. It brestbeg forgotten whispers which tbo rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
»Mtobedtrom tbo .very Jaw» of oblivion. It deal» 
with high official private life during tbo most moment« 
oub period In American History, ana is a secret page 
from the life of hlm.wbom time serve-aonly to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
nABn*UAM LlNCOLb'."

Cloth, liitno, illustrated, ftp. H64, $1,50/ 
Paper, 7S cents.

For Sale at this office.

the To-Morrow of Death,
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science,

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wonder
ful spiritual developments at tbe house of Rev. Dr. 
Phelps, Stratfor^, Conn., and similar cases in all 
»arts of tbe country, This volume is tbc first fro» 
ho author directly upon the «abject of "Spiritualism,•• 

and has stood the test of many years. Cloth, 91.29 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Religion of Spii'itualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
agrandand nobleman. Price ftl.00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. Price lOccnts.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Matt» E. Hutu Tblrly clgbt of Mni. Hull'« 

sweeten! long«, adapted to popular niu.lo, tor tho use 
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or »6 per hundred. For sale at this office.

gun— :
And we send missionaries to China; 

Motherhood once was to women a crown; 
But now civilization on that puts its 

frown, ’ ■
Till toil is our sweethearts’ best path to 

renown— ,
And we send missionaries to China.

Dear little children are.working each 
day—

And we send misssionarles to China; . 
From cradle to grave knowing nothing 

of play— -
And we send missionaries to China;-- 

Though back in the past the Savior 
once said J :

That the Kingdom of God of such shall 
be made, '

The dark curse of toil falls on each lit
tle head—

And we send missionaries to China.
Each day some suicide goes to his 

• death—
And we send missionaries to China;

And a smile of content gilds his last 
gush of breath— ' -

And we send missionaries to China;
For our life is too hard for the soul that 

beats high, ■ . ■
And the cage breaks the wings that 

need liberty’s sky, "
And for one who dares laugh are a mill

ion who sigh—
And we send missionaries to China.

Ou^ Tombs holds of murderers nearly a 
score—

And we send missionaries to China;
And our slums are breeding each day 

many more—
And we send missionaries to China;

Human life is not safe in our cities at 
night;

And the robber’s close clutch is felt in 
daylight, .

And children are thieves; oh! shut out 
the sight— . .

And we send missionaries to China.
There’s a satisfied few who like things 

as they are— . .
They help send missionaries to China;

But we know that their prayers do not 
mount very far, •

Though they send missionaries to 
China; ~ '

For they always proclaim that divine is 
the plan .

That will give them a.chance to grab all 
that thef can, . . _

And that, poverty’s really of value to 
man— .

And they send missionaries to Chlna;
The great sage who sleeps’neath Vlr- 

ginia’s'sod J ’
Didn’t send missionaries to China;

He knew we ourselves were too far off 
from God i '

To send missionaries to China;
And when to the crest of his faith we 
' shall climb, ‘ •
And know men are equal, O doctrine 

'sublime!
Ah!.then, blessed day, we shall know it 
, is time ' ~ .

To send missionaries to China. ' 
That day is fast coming to gladden our

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKEE.and he inquired if those present had not 

often heard pérsons say that they were 
Impressed to do a thing. ' Such a state
ment is a confession that you aTe a me
dium. United action is never intelli
gent unless it be associated with an or
ganization. It was just as valuable for 
a man to be impressed to raise an ox 
properly as, to ne impressed to stand 
upon the platform and talk to an audi
ence. . •

Every man is stronger by making a 
resolution even if .it be broken the next 
minute. The spirit that stirs him to 
that resolution, is something that comes 
into his sphere, becomes à part of his 
spirit that pxists. Mediumship is as qld 
as humanity. zIt has been acknowl
edged by all peoples of all civilized 
lands in all ages, and is as eternal as the 
hills. There are no new phases of me
diumship. Flowers grow under the same 
law that you do; all life grows under 
the same law that you do. If I could 
extract a teaspoonful x>f life force from 
you, à teaepoonful from 8ome"’anlmal, 
and a teaspoonful from the flower, put 
each into a bottle, mix the bottles and I 
could not tell them apart. It’s the life 
force that-emanates all; it is God. The 
result of chemical action upon matter Is 
but the transmutation of an idea from 
one force to another. Life force makes, 
of you a medium. Mediumship is not 
simply the transmission of a thought 
from some one source to another; but it 
is the transmission of- a principle. A 
great many call it a fraud, and some say 
mediums are fools; bpt he preferred to 
be a fraud rather than a fool; • .

Mediumship did not consist of these 
things, but it did consist of bringing, 
thought from the world of though 
out thereto us, and-if thé world out 
there was as slothful and slovenly as the 
world here we wouldn’t grow at all. 
True mediumship is the transmission of 
life’s essences to and fro in not only our 
direction but in both'. ; We find many 
unbelievers who will read of the'feast of 
Belshazzar and that a spirit had traced 
out letters. You believe it because it is 
in the Bible. If it had been a Hebrew 
or a Hottentot who did it, it would make 
no difference to you. If you see it now, 
they tell you it is not sd.l;i God does not 
move as then. But let mfe'tell you if the 
writing happened théff it^can now,for it 
was natural law, and'^what could come 
then can come now, ahd-1 perhaps more. 
The law of Moses may have been best 
then, but it is not thè-law1 that we most 
desire in America to-day.,

If Spiritualists had as‘much interest 
in their mediums as ihe'-dhiirches have 
in their ministers, madé’êo by reverend 
digits, you would find that you would 
be better off. • Jesuÿ-was taken to the 

, : top of the mount and iolct by Satan that 
all that he saw should be.fiis if he would 
but accede to his wishes, but Jesus said, 
"Get thee behind mè‘, Shtan.” Some 
people seem to think.nthât all medium
ship is good for is to:’assist them in ob-' 
taining coveted ends', but we can only 
say to them, "Get thee behind me, Sa
tan.” Mediumship is only here to make 
the world better; it means an expansion 
of the head,with plenty of room to think 

■ your own thoughts, and in thinking your 
own thoughts be better for. it. God loves 
an honest man, but hates a liar.. The 
meanest man on earth will sometime 
become an angel, but the meanest man 
would be poor material to make one out 
of in a minute. ' -

- OBSESSION.
How evil aplrlta Influence mortal». By M. Faraday. 

F. 23. Price 10 conu.

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just the book for tho?o seeking Information con

cerning that most damnable institution known In 
history—tho Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen aboiild become acquainted with the 
facta ao succinctly stated In this valuable record. It 
«hows the methods used by tbe Romish Church to ex
terminate those who reject its beliefs and claims. 
For rale at this office. Price 25 c^nu.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK,
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Bpirttuaihm Demonstrated toy Science. It is written 
tn that peculiar Interesting btylo In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
sublecU lu adaptation to the needs ot the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualise— he even 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super
stition,” etc., etc.. In which he manifests the utual 
animus of tho “scientific class,” yet he says again: 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved "tbc fuel ot communication 
between auperhuinans and the Inhabitants of Earth«,” 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, n manifest discrepancy 1n 
the authors's ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. Tbc author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price 11.50. For sale at 
this office.
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HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.

ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE
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Aryan». Thl» pamphlet, MUMHm waa mW 
ten through tbo mediumship of (7. G. Figley, and is in
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Passed to Spirit-Life.
Ella A. Vosburg Wheeler passed to 

Spirit-life, Augiist 9,1896. She was born 
in East Shelby, Orleans Co., N. Y., 
December 6,1843. September 21.1865, 
she was united in marriage to John M. 
Wheeler, of Shelby, N. Y. In March, 
1869, with her husband and parents, she 
came to Michigan, settling near Union 
City. In 1871 she moved to Tekonsha, 
Mich., and in 1882 moved on the farm 
where she has since resided. One child, 
a daughter, was born to them, who with 
her hueband and one brother, Clarence 
J., survive her.

The funeral services were conducted 
by Mrs. Emily D. King, of Butler, Mich.

' Miss Myrtie D. King.
Butler, Mich.

IngersoH’s Great Address
On Thomas Paine, at the late Paine celebration In 
New York City. Price, Scents; ten copies for 50 cents.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. King. You 

will not become weary while reading this excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

The Evolution of the DeviL
By Henry Frank, tbo Independent preacher of New 

York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
published. The book contains 66 pages, and is beau . 
tlfully bound« with likeness of autnor on title page. 
Price 25 cents. *

BY A. B. FRENCH.

' “What, then, must the term 'God’ 
signify to me? There can-be but one 
eternal reality, one self-subsistent Be
ing. Whatever exists, that is Ho. Lan
guage can hardly suggest the beauty, 
the depth, the glory of the one limitless 
essence which thus appeals to thought 
and literally and exhaustively tlie All. 
God is just as truly revealed in the life 
whereby we exist on the physical plane, 
as Ho is through the spiritual essence 
immediately perceived by the higher 
self. But all intelligibility is surrend
ered when one confuses God and his 
manifestation, the eteifTal divine and 
self-eonscious human. More truly, then, 
the higher self is a manifestation of 
God. It is-God and man in soul-com
munion. It is not God alone nor man 
alone. It is so much of God as I, the 
finite ego, can apprehend.

"There is no greater mistake than, 
having concluded that the higher self 
is All-perfect, to live the narrow life of 
subjectivism. The higher self must 
take me out of myself, or I had better 
not have known it. It must lead me to 
a larger lifel where I not only perceive 
the divine spirit and thft. universal law 
better than before, but where I still en
joy nature, where altruistic motives 
guide me into the ethical life. God, 
the Universe, Society, Myself—these 
terms must mean something distinct for 
me, and my life should broaden in pro
portion as the mind expands within. In 
this way only shall one develop harmo
niously. In this way only shall one be 
true to Godlike reason. In this way at 
lastall life shall become a ready wit
ness to the joy of existence and to the 
eternal nearness of the living God.”

After, brief remarks by Col. Alfred 
Norton^ of Boston, and others, Dr. Lewis 
G. Janes, chairman .of the conference, 
bttered a closing word of congratulation 
on the successful issue of the meetings. 
It must be clearly evident, he said, that 
if the higher aspects of the doctrine of 
evolution have been properly interpret
ed to us, we have had the pleasure of 
listening to some of its ablest represen
tatives in America—there need be no 
fear of pessimistic or materialistic im
plications in the teachings of modern 
science. Without any distinct purpose 
or effort on my part, there has been a 
striking and notable consensus of testi- 
m'ony urthie. effect. However deeply 
the new teaching may touch the springs 
of man’s spiritual nature, no flower of 
beauty on God’s green acres, which has 

; hitherto been nourished by their waters, 
shall perish under the new Interpret«- 
tion. The watchword of the future, on 
the banners of science and evolution,

Passed to Spirit-life, October 29,1896, 
Frederick, Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. H. 
Schneider, 1215 Rbkeby street, Chicago. 
Rev. Willis Edwards officiated at tne 
funeral and spoke sympathetic words of 
love and hope to the sorrowing parents, 
dwelling on the consolation Spiritualism 
offers the afflicted heart. Many who 
had gathered out of respect to the be
reaved parents, never having heard a 
Spiritualist speak before, seemed sur
prised at the grandeur.and beauty of 
our religion, and the simplicity of its 
teachings. J. Kelly, Seo.

162 Dearborn Ave., Chicago.
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ture.” 4
MAN’S NÖTION OF COD.

Ç. Staniland Wake, of Chicago, sus
tained Mr. Underwood’a thesis that 
“inan’s notion of God is always a reflec
tion of himself.” '’The Grand Etre of 
Comte,” he said,” “was a kind of gener
alization, if not personification, of the 
human racé as a whole, and such is 
Clifford’s Father Man. In thé beginning 
man did not generalizè, but he personi
fied, and saw nature swarming with be
ings similar to himself. Animals were 
accredited with a similar nature to that 

À of man. Man’s ideas of the divine na
il p ture unfolded as the human mind devel- 
;|£ oped. The tribal deity was usually the 
! L eponymous ancestor of the tribe. Each 
I i;' family had its àncestrâl god. Each in- 
ii dividual had its attendant spirit.

THE TRIBAL COD. .
“The tribal god became developed 

l V Into the god of empire, pari passu, with 
ik' the wider perceptions of the operations 
I ' of Nature and the enlargement of the 

national boundaries.' At a compara
i tlvely early time were formed notions of 

two great spirits, one of light and one 
Of darkness, rulers of the day and night. 
Still later, these deities'were clothed 
with moral attributes-corresponding 
With the moral ideas formulated in the 
human mind.. In the later Persian sys
tem a higher generalization was reached 
—that of Ono Eternal Being—and con
ceptions of religious relation aud duty 

»Avery similar to those of Christianity. 
i'/Christian teaching as to both God and 

Smovi Is but Httle more than a union of 
fjudaic and Persian ideas, under the in-

-'¿iuence of Greek thought.

.g' ' EVOLUTION AND REVELATION.
«'The idea of God is itself -a revela- 

Btion, not from without.but from within. 
' - ’ rThe theory of evolution requires the ex

.* EMtence throughout the universe, and, 
.. ^efwei in man himself as a part of it,

shall be an all-pervading unity, and the 
essential beneficence of life. Let. us 
carry with us this uplifting promise to 
strengthen our hearts and minds for all 
useful work. .

Miss Sarah J, Farmer, the goodgen-

. eyes—
Then we’ll send missionaries to China; 

And new stars of hope will shine in our 
. skies, ' '

Whei»we send missionaries to China; 
And those missionaries will carry tho 

light . . ..
That now is all hidden except on the 

height . , ,
Where Equality sits with her great sis

ter Right— ' . ...
And these two" evangels,’ serene' faced 
" ■ and bright,- ; • '
We’ll send to illumine poor China’s dark 

' night - . ■■■ . '
William Everett Hicks,

Walter F. Cook passed to Spirit-life 
September 1,1896. .-He was born in But
ler, Ind., September 2, 1880. He is a 
bright and shining light in the realms 
of heaven. Dr. A. J. Rauch, of Ft. 
Wayne, Ind., delivered an able address 
at the funeral, it being the first Spirit
ual address of this kind in this city, and 
has: started a groat many people to 
thinking. L. M. Ohlman.

Passed to Snirit-llfe from her home in 
Camden, Mien., on September. 1,1896 
Clara, wife of Thomas E. Cooney, agec 
50 years ■ and 1 month. She leaves a 
husband, two daughters, four sons, and 
hosts of friends to miss her material 
presence. Many of'them through the 
Knowledge of Spiritualism are comfort
ed in their bereavement.

She was a lifelong Spiritualist, and 
was an invalid for years. It ‘ was her 
greatest solace to know of a continued 
progressive existence and ajoyful re
union with all the loved ones.
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Money is a handmaiden, if thou know- 
est to use it; a mistress, if thou knowest 
not.—Horace.

Keep you in the rear of youraffection, 
out of the shot and danger of your de
sire.—Shakespeare. :
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• Christianity commands us to pass by 
injuries; policy, to let them pass by us. 
—Franklin. ..

Gayety pleases more when we are as
sured that it does notcover carelessness. 
—Mme. de Stael.

An angry man is again angry with, 
himself when he has returned to reason' 
—Publius Syrus. - ■ ■

Nicholas Reid passed to the higher 
life at Vicksburg, Mich., Septembers, 
1896, aged 10 years, 1 monhts and. 1 day. 
His transit was caused by the kick of a 
horse. Mr. Reid came to Michigan in 
1838, and was married January 1, 1858, 
to Elizabeth Richmond, to whom but 
one child was born. They both survive 
him. He was an ardent Spiritualist and 
had been for thirty-six years. He was 
convinced through his own. organism. 
He was always ready to work for our 
cause and was one bf our charter mem
bars. Some noted the way his residence 
was decorated while his remains were 
awaiting burial—instead of being draped 
with black, white was used, and flowers 
were strewn everywhere. The services 
were conducted by E. W. Sprague, of 
Jamestown, N. Y., .who gave us one of 
the ablest discourses that had-ever been'
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spirited patriotic song, ■. entitled 
“McKinley, Hobart and Honor,” com
posed by G. F. Perkins, has just been 
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among the political singers. The price
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A BORIAI AT SEA.
A Prominent Spiritualist Lec

turer Passed to Spirit
Life.

Remains of Dr. James De Bn- 
chananne Consigned to tho 

Waters of'tlie Deep.

DESIRED A SAILOR’S BURIAL —THE 
BODY TAKEN FROM GALVESTON FIF
TEEN MILES OUT IN THU GULF OF 
MEXICO—A WEIRD SCENE ON BOARD 
THE SEMINOLE—CEREMONY ACCOHD- 
ING TO DECEASED’S SPIRITUALISTIC 
BELIEF.
To the Editor:—As set forth by the 

Galveston Daily News, James De Bu- 
chanaune, the well-known Spiritualist 
lecturer, and alleged Duke of Orleans, 
was Buried at sea, September 3, within 
fifteen miles of Galveston Island. Tex.;

The “doctor,” as he was familiarly 
known among his intimate friends here, 
had been a sailor for a goodly portion of 
his 55 years. The sea had borne him 
upon its broad bosom to many a distant 
clime, and he had conceived and .re
gained an affection for it which perhaps 
can only be understood by him who has 
made his homo upon it. Tho ocean, 
with its calms and its storms, its pleas
ures and its dangers, its smiling surface 
and its mysterious depths, was typical of 
the lights and shadows of his own life, 
and it is said he often expressed the 
wish that when hie spirit had “passed 
out" his body should find a sailor's 
grave in the heart of the great waters. 
He had beeu a sufferer for many years-, 

, and looked forward to bis release from 
pain for some time past. A short while 
ago he became conscious that the end 
was near, and calling together his 
grand-niece, .Miss Ella Cutler, and his 
intimate friend and Spiritualist brother, 
Mr, T. A. Stone, of Dallas, the pro
gramme of his own burial was mapped 
out in detail, even totno selection of the 
hymns and the reading of the address by 
Mr. Stone. On Tuesday last the end 
came, and ■ the programme yesterday 
was carried outin strict accordance with 
his wishes.

At 1 o'clock yesterday afternoon a few 
of the intimate friends of the decersed 
gentleman gathered in the front room 
which he has occupied since he has been 
in Galveston, at 2110 Broadway. In one 
end of the room stood the casket. Its 
exterior was covered with white cloth. 
It had silver handles and here upon the 
Burfaoe a silver name-plate, with the in
scription engraved thereon: <

JAMES DE BUCJIANANNE, ; 

- D’Orleans, de Borirbon. ’ '.

L. D. P. /.

Above the inscription was thé equare 
and compass, the emblem of the Masonic 
order, and below it the coat' of, arms of 
the Knights of Pythias.. Inside the 
casket had been placed. 100 pounds of 
lead—50 pounds at each end. Jted by’- 
Miss Cutler, the few friends-present 
san? “Nearer My God to Theo,” after 
which the. pallbearers carried the casket 
to the waiting hearse, arid the party was 
driven to the foot'of Center street.

The large and powerful steam tug 
—¿Seminole was in waiting at pier 21.: 

The casket was tenderly carried aboard 
and placed on a raised platform in the 
stern of the boat, with the Stars and 
Stripes enveloping it on every side. The- 
Invited guests followed, and the Semi
sole, casting off her lines, stood out for 
the jetties and the gulf. The boat’s 
9ag was hoisted half-way to the peak, 
&nd as the boat slipped past a small skiff 
Belonging to an incoming steamer the 
inmates of the skill rose and bared their 
heads in respectful salutation.

A strong head sea was setting in as 
the Seminole passed through the jetties 
and considerable water came aboard. 
The boat rolled and plunged ouite heav
ily, which resulted in no little discom
fort to several of the ladies on beard. 
Especially was this so with Miss Cutler, 
the grand-neioe of thedeceased, but she 
bore hei* indispositlpn with remarkable 
fortitude throughout the voyage, and 
Insisted upon conducting the services 
according to the programme. When 
the bout had passed beyond the jetties, 
however, tho waters were more placid 
and relief was at once experienced.

Throughout the entire trip one feature 
constantly impressed itself upon' the 
mind, and that was the complete ab
sence of any evidences of grief or sorrow 
sxcept in so far as the passengers ' were 
somewhat quiet and subdued. This was 
observable during the whole of thé .bur
ial ceremony. It was explained by the 
Spiritualist friends of the deceased that 
the flag enveloped body in the stern was 
simply regarded by them as the one
time tenement of the spirit of the than 
they bad known and loved, and that, in 
fact, he was over present with them and 
could communicate with them as before 
what is called death came to him. 
Death was simply “passing out’’ to the 
spirit-world and was a matter rather for' 
rejoicing than for sorrow.

About a mile from the jetties a large 
canvas bag was brought forth, made to 
conform to the shape of the casket. Ow
Ing to the great .weight of the casket, 
however, it required much time and the 
strength of half a dozen men to place 
the casket inside of the bag. Finally it 
was accomplished and the,open end was 
securely sewed up. ..

When about t-welve miles from Galves
ton the Seminole slowed dowri and the 
captain stated that they were in fifty ta 
sixty feet of water. Miss Cutler, now- 
ever objected to the burial taking place 

. In that limited amount of water, iriis- 
much as it had been Dr. DeBuchananne’s 
desire that he should be buried in forty 
fathoms of' water. She was 'assured 
that it would require several tourk'of 
steady steaming to reach that depth of 
water, but she insisted upon going out 
farther. Accordingly the Seminole con
tinued her voyage out until a distance 
of fifteen miles was reached, and then 
she stopped again, and Miss Cutler cori- 
sented to the performance of the cere
mony. .

It was a strange, weird and. solemn 
oicture. Ovqr the taffrail of the 
item extended a long deal plank. Upon 
Jiis plank rested the silent form of the 
jailor-preacher, lecturer, doctor and al- 
.eged nobleman waiting consignment to 

’ ts last journey beneath the waves. In 
Jose proximity’ stood the' woman who 
nad tended him in his long sickness and 
ninistcred to his daily needs, and who 
low. in a voice calm and composed, 
jade farewell to all that was mortal of 
lim. Next to her stood the inlimate 
"riend and Spiritualist companion, and 
grouped near on the lower and upper 
flecks were those who had known the 
Sead man and had listened to his ex

: poundings of that spirit-world to which 
je had now gone. • All . around , was the 
quietude of undisturbed nature. The 
vast waste of waters extended upon ev
ery side. Thé waves were -tipped with 
the gold of the declining sun, and as 
they rose asd fell under the plank with 
Its human freight, they seemed to invite 
the body to the rest it had prayed for. 
The silence was first broken by the sing-

of “ When We Go Hence.”

Mie» Cutler, then read the following 
versus: ' •
Ciad in thine immortality, . >

E’en now we hear thee joyful .slug: 
“O grave, whero is tby victory?

O death, where i? thy sting?” 
Pass on, sweet spirit, to increase '

In every bright, celestial grace, , 
Till in the landuf love and peace ? ■

We meet the dear one face to face.
Rest, then, ¡n peace, .

With blessings on thy head; ' ' 
Pass to the land - . -Y ■

Where sinless spirits dwell.
Gone, but not lost; ’ ' ' / .

We will not call thee dead; -
The'angels claim thee, . ■

Dear one, faro thee well;
Turning to those present. Miss Cutler 

then said:
"Friends: The ceremony that we are 

about to perform is one iliattlie spirit of 
hiuj who now lies there longed for. It 
is the only wish of his heart that has for 
many years been carried out. It seemed 
impossible that fate would allow any de
sire of his to be gratified'. In the pres
ence of him, I thank you each arid al] 
for all tjiat Jou have so kindly done for 
him. . ■ . . .

"This is not a solemn day; it is a day 
of rejoicing -rejoicing because we know 
that his heart's wish is realized and that 
no more paiq can' rack, bis i>ody. His 
spirit is now in the'realms beyond, to. 
which we all must pass sooner or later, 
I could not : resign myself to give him 
up if 1 did not know that he, will be with 
me always and help’ me mòre than he 
did—not more than he wished to, but 
more than he was allowed to do. For. 
some unknown reason the hand of fate 
had beeu set against him, and we all 
know that when fate undertakes to vail 
our lives we have rio power over it. The 
early part of bis life was very successful; 
every tiling he did turned into money, 
Later In life things turned against him. 
To-day I have lost my dearest friend, 
bul l am confident I have gained an
other spirit.”

Mr. Stone followed with some lines, in 
which he gave a history of De Buchan- 
anne’s eventful life, closing with some 
appropriate thoughts to the friends who 
attended the services and the loved ones 
at home:

"Friends, there is no death; ’tie only 
a change. The body we see lying before 
us is but a vaeant house that our brother 
used to occupy. • We love not the house 
so much as we do those who dwell with
in. Sweet memories will ever hover 
around the old home of our dear friend 
and fellow worker, but it Is the brother 
who is absent from this home that we" 
really love. 'Twas he who gave us coun
sel and taught .us the beauties of the in
ner life. It 1s of him, the spirit, the in
telligence, the real man, the T’ who oc
cupied this form.that we are beholding, 
that I wish to speak. His life was one 
like our own, only more fully developed 
thari many of us, perhaps than any of 
us. He was industrious, firm, fearless 
and unyielding in his search for truth 
¿nd wisdom,-ever holding the holiest 
reverence for his highest conception of 
the good, and endeavoring by power of 
thought, through the law of attraction 
and desire, to draw to himself and hu
manity the most powerful and potent 
agencies from the source of infinite 
love. - ■ ■' . -- .

"With wliat Access ha labored many 
of. us bavé seen, and the thought he. 
would, continually: impress upon ‘ us is 
that we can all reach the goal of our 
strongest' arid «purest .desire if we will 
carefully’follow the pathway that leads 
up the rugged mountain of experience 
to the summit «of wisdom. .Others can, 
as be did, point out the way to success, 
but no one can do our work for us, and 
we must rérich ’thej summit we1 wish to1 
achieve by "bur own exertional . He, 
taught us that the friends in spiritilife 
can and do assist us and guard and guide 
us, if we heed their impressions for the 
right and exercise the powers óf our . 
own minds and/discriminate between 
right and wrong. He taught us that the 
pathway to wisdom and power is often 
beset with pitfalls and that it behooves 
us to be wide awake, with the lamp of 
reason trimmed arid burning. Where: 
there is great power and strong intelli
gence there is also a great responsibil
ity. And he who would reach the sum
mit must be willing to climb the hill
side, He who would attain true knowl
edge and have ;for his- companions the 
good and the truly great must assùme 
the responsibility of the position he 
would hold, and ever keep in view the 
fact that life is one endless and eternal 
progression, a never-ending series of 
steps from a lower to.a higher order of 
intelligence, and that he can only âd- 
vance as the mind of the ego, the ‘I,’ is 
able to comprehend the plane upon 
which he is dwelling. ■ ' . —
.“It was the wish .of our brother, Dr. 

De Biichananne, that this occasion 
shall be one of rejoicing rather, than a 
time of sorrow and regret; that we shall 
rejoice with him in Ills freedom from 
pain and suffering. We of thé school of 
thought of which our broth°r was one. 
of the noblest teachers, have no doubte; 
and fears as to his life beyond the mys-’ 
tie river. Wo do not meet around the 
form ho used to occupy as those who are 
tortured with'the picture of an endless 
hell, but we oeWo together realizing 
this is a time for reflection-and deep 
thought, g, time for us to take a look in- 

.wardly and see whether we are living 
the life that will unfold the powers and 
possibilities of the soul.

“As our brother stands in-the circle 
with us to-day he would impress upon us 
again the importance of living pure lives 
if we would reach a high position in 
mental and spiritual development. We 
shall not see him again in the body 
through .which he has often, given iis 
messages of peace and love pnd knowl
edge of the laws ot growth and develop
ment, but he will come tó us In the 
spirit and give us impressions of thé 
¡truths he learns in the world beyond. 
Our brother, who has been so true to us. 
will not forget us over there. We shall 
miss him, we shall often wish to hear 
his loving voice again; but we shall 
never feel him lost, and if we live true: 
lives and quietly listen in the silence we 
may hear nis tender heart speak to our 
own as we meditate upon the good and 
seek to elevate ourselves and the rest of 

’.humanity, . . . . .
“Let us invoke the love and power of 

the infinite and the co-operation of the 
higher spirit forces to strengthen us 
and enable us to receive and assimilate 
the truths-of being as they are presented 
to us by the guides’who return fréni the 
realms of light to assist us in the school 
of experience below. They teach ub 

. that ’ - : ’
’Tis through experience we learn to 

know, : . .
And thus both body apd mind must 

grow;
At last we she, let what will befall, 

.’Tis ever the best that comes to all. 
Did we neveriee the dark of night 
We could not appreciate the light. . 
H time was one perpetual day ' ; ..

, We’d grow faint and weary ón thé way. 
Were there ne sorrow, labor rind toil, 
From ceaseless joy the heart would re

coil. . .. -, . ■
. As joy arid sorrow move on apace 

We'note theJadvancement of the race; 
The laws of attraction and desire ''

i Work together te lift us higher, - 
Ar.d thus it is ever, in the main,

' The soul's approaching a higher plane.
: “Thé Doctor spent nearly half of his 
life on the water. He loved the ocean, 

. and for many years it had beoti his wish, 
tl be buried at. sea. With this weight

JELL T, V* yi L t" , t ■■THBFRQQIRBSfeßlVE THINKER.
we send the body .down below the depths 
of the carnivorous ttehe^andthesalt 
water will preserve the casket-for.ages, 
and bis body .will continually be, as he 
wished it should be, rocked in the cradle 
of the deep; But as we place his body 
in the cradle of nature let us remember 
that our beloved brothsy la not there, 
for in spirit he stands with us, in com
pany with the angel bands who have 
long watched and guided ue as we pur
sue our. vocations'in life. He, with 
them, is witnessing now our acts of Jove 
that we promised to perform.” , -

Here the casket was lowered in the 
water, while “Rocked in the Cradle of 
the Deep” was sung.

“Now, in his presence, and the pres
ence of the angel band, we invoke the 
blessings of the Infinite Father and 
Mother whom he loved, and trusted to 
rest upon and guide and comfort each of 
you, and enable you to reach a high and 
>appy position with the true and the 

good.” . ■ . ; ■
During the address of Mr. Stone the 

plauk with the body upon it was pushed 
out until one end of the casket overhung 
the water. Immediately upon the con
clusion of his address, Mr/Stone gave 
an almost imperceptible signal to the 
three men who stood at the end of the 
plank, and at the same time whispered 
to Mr. Walter Hanscom. • The men 
slowly raised the end of the plank until 
the weight of the casket overbalanced 
it. There was a Hash of white canvas, 
a severing of the blue waters, a splash 
of spray and the wish of the sailor heart 
was fulfilled. —

As the waters received the body into 
jts embrace until such time as the sea 
shall give up its dead, Mi-. Walter Hans
com commenced singing the beautiful 
song which was now the sailor's re
quiem:
Rocked in the cradle of the deep, . 
I lay me down in peace to sleep. 
Secure I rest upon the wave, 
For thou, O, Lord, hast power to save. 
I know thou wilt not slight my call, 
For thou dost mark the sparrow’s fall, 
And calm and peaceful is my sleep, . 
Rocked in the cradle of the deep.
And such the trust that still were mine, 
Though summer wind sweep o’er the 

brine, .
Or though.the tempest’s fiery breath 
Rouse me from sleep to wreck and 

death. :
In ocean’s care still safe with me 
The germ of immortality.
And calm and peaceful ie my sleep, 
Rocked in the cradle of the deep.

The singer’s voice vibrated with the 
pathos of the song, which was further 
intensified by the solitude which reigned 
all around, and the knowledge that a 
once animate and beloved form was yet 
speeding its way to the “ocean's care” 
below. .

The moment was impressive in the ex
treme, and the tension of emotion was 
only relieved by the renewal otthe'pro
peller’s throb as it urged the boat from 
the sailor's last resting-place.

Thus ends the earthly care of qne who 
was worthy of greater success in life 
and a wider field of, action. He was a 
grand, good man. .1" Spiritualist.'

Galveston, Texas. , .

MOWN CAMP.

It Is Meeting with Excellent Suc-
• ■ , ■ ■ (Cess. ■ . ■ ■ •

THE ANNUAL CONGRESS

EDGAR W. EMERSON.

To THE Editim:—While at Clinton 
Camp we received a circular from the 
secretary at Marshalltown, Iowa, stating 
that a Spiritualists'Damp-moeting would 
be opened in that.place August .¡ü, and 
continue for two or three weeks, arid as 
Mrs. Kayneraud myself were intending 
to strike some of .the interior points of 
the State, we thougfht best to take the 
train for that city. ¡August 29. So, bid
ding tlié friérids ftt Clinton farewell, we 
started in company with Brother Max 
Hoffman, the president: for this year, 
and his friend, Mr. Eichman. We were 
soon rolling away from the mighty Mis
sissippi, and passing through the great 
corn belt of the State. It ie certainly a 
beautiful farming .country through this 
section of this great State. We arrived 
at Marshalltown, ¿bout five o'clock, and 
upon reaching the camp-ground were 
met with great .hospitality by Mr. and 
Mrs. Beeson and Mr. and. Mrs. J. R. Mc
Coy, the - former, living at Albion, and- 
the latter here in the city, Also a Mv. 
Pettit, who tries in every way in his 
power to give aid to the" cause we all 
love. These people soon made us feel 
that we were not among strangers, and 
we soon settled down in the work of 
helping them to make a success of their 
camp. Although it is young, yet it has 
awakened much interest in this locality. 
Their aim and object is to establish a 
camp for central Iowa, so that those 
who cannQt afford to go to the North
western or Clinton eamps, may yet have 
an opportunity to receive some of the 
manifestations and truths of the spirit. 
There have been people present this 
week that have come from fifteen to

He Gives Some Excellent Teste in 
St. Louis.

To THE JiDlTOR:—The first Sunday in 
September, 1806, opened bright; as was 
also the opening of the Spiritual Phe
nomenal Association’s meetings at Has- 
hagan—formerly Garisbn Hall/ with 
Mr. Edgar W. Emerson, of Boston, the 
popular lecturer arid test medium. Mr. 
Emerson Is no stranger to the Spiritual
ists of SV. Louis, and a larga and appre
ciative audience greeted him oh liis re
turn. Many subjects were handed up to. 
the rostrum, upon which Mr. Emerson 
spoke with fervor for upwards of an 
hour, after which he gave many tests, 
mentioning over fifty names,all of which 
were recognized by the audience. 
There were two of a public character 
which the community at large can recog
nize. The -first was: “I experience a 
feeling of coldness as if a draft of cold 
air was passing through the roorii. I 
feel a dampness in my clothing and all 
about me.' A spirit stands by my side, , 
with his hands on the table. He seems 
'to be shivering, and rises orihis toes and 
settles back again. Now his hands are 
in his pocket. He sends ,.a message pf 
greeting to his friends in ^t. Louis. I 
get the name óf D. P. Slattery. He says 
ho has settled- the question of man’s im
mortality; and that he is all right." 
“Wasn’t he drowned?” queried the me
dium; “I thought at first he was frozen. 
He says: ‘The waters covered my. body 
as my spirit went out, hut I would not 
go back, to life.’ ” . . -

Mr. Slattery was a man ol large busi 
ness enterprises and a, puhlio-spirited 
man, and his sudden death by drowning, 
early in the spring, while oh a fishing 
trip, sent a thrill of horror through the 
community. This test was universally 
recognizeri by.all present.

The second was: “I see an old man: he 
is annoying me. He has a stick in his 
hand on which is something that looks 
like a piece of pie. and he asks me to 
take abite. He is a very old man, arid 
advises me to eat a good old cracker. I 
get the name of Old Joe Garman.' He 
talks about trick, in which he seems to 
refer to the cracker.”

Many persons recognized the descrip- 
tton.of Joe Garman, whodurlng thé war, 
baked hard tack for the army.

Mr. Emerson will be with us during 
the month of September, and we antic
ipate a great spiritual awakening.

; J. H. Taylor.

i SPURGEON’S MESSAGE.

To the Editor:—I enclose colored 
crayon writing received by me last night 
at« Signora Sammanl’s seance (widow of 
the late Lieut. Thomas Sammani, U. S. 
A). If you will compare, tho signature 
you will find it a fac-simile of Mr. Spur
geon’s when "In the mortal. Besides 
numerous tests which were all recog
nized, the medium gave some 40 writ
ings, all in colors, with telegraphic ra
pidity—a wonderful phase, as she bor
rows a black pencil frofa the audience. 
The spirit . materializes beside her, 
guides her hand and, not using the bor
rowed pencil, writes in half a dozen dif
ferent colors. After returning the pen
cil she gives several independent writ
ings, just passing her hand over the 
paper. . . ,

Noticing your invitation in your val
ued columns, I write to say that 1 am a 
Baptist, brought to the light and much 
strengthened in my Christian life by the 
knowledge of the continuity of life and 
the immortality of the soul. You are at 
liberty to use.all or any portion of this 
communication for the advancement of 
the Truth. Samuel H. Congdon.

Baltimore, Md.

Of the American Secular 
Union.

To the Free Thinkers of America:— 
The annual congress of the American 
Secular Union and Free Thought Feder
ation will meet at Chicago, November 
13,1-ftind 15, This will be the most im
portant Free Thought congress ever 
held in the country? Robert G. Inger
soll, with the foremost Free Thinkers of 
England, Geo, W. Foote and Charles 
Watts, representatives and officers of 
the British Secular Society, will be with 
us. The congress, therefore, will have 
more than a national significance: it 
will be international. . It will be a union 
of the Old World and New World in 
far-reaching comradeship.

We have now come.to a point in hu
man affairs when the utmost effort is 
needed to preserve the principle of Free 
Thought; the history of the last year 
demonstrates the impending danger. 
An amendment was introduced into 
Congress the last session to sp change 
the Constitution as to revolutionize our 
Government; to make this a Christian 
Government, and thus legally to disfran
chise the non-Christian. Our National 
Association, with its allies, fought this 
amendment before the Congressional 
committee and defeated it: Had we not

thirty miles with their teams, and left 
their farms in the care of boys or friends, 
that they might be able to get a little 
spiritual food from the mediums present, 
and they have gone home feeling that 
they could now pass the coming year 
with more satisfaction.

Last Sunday was a great day for the 
camp. At 10 a. m. there was a confer
ence, which was well attended, and a 
great deal of interest was manifested.

At3p. m., Mrs. Isa Wilson Kay net 
gave a test seance in the large tent, and 
the people were astonished at the man
ner in which she passed from one to an
other, giving sharp, ringing tests first 
on one side and then on the other. 
There were many present, who never at
tended a Spiritualist meeting, rind there 
were none but kindly remarks heard 
upon all sides, It, seemed at times aq 
though.the mantle of her father, E. V, 
Wilson, had truly fallen upon her. '

In the evening' the tent was filled to 
its utmost capacity, and there was an 
intelligent audiencé present notwith
standing that Mr. .Williams, the evan
gelist, was holding a revival meeting 
but five blocks away, and had the united 
forces of all the churches in the city to 
help him. He liasia large choir and 
good music as an attraction, and his as
sistant, Billy Sunday; is a resident her.

The leader of ¡Diuslc in-the Methodist 
ohurcb crime, out:.ta our meeting, and 
taking a seat upon the rostrum, kindly 
led our singing foi’ ihe evening. Mrs. 
Kriyner gave thé leetlure, and was closely 
fallowed by all -present. Her subject 
wag: “Spiritualism:! the knowledge it, 
gives us,” and tho teacher handled it in 
an Interesting and. able manner. After" 
the meeting BrotbenHoffman gave some 
tests that were dulyurecognized, and all 
went home- feeling fthat it was good to 
have been there.1 Iyj .

The mediums ¡taking part so far nave 
been Mrs/ McUoy and Mrs. Cooper. Mar
shalltown; Mrs, -Kayner, Mrs.,Summers 
and Mr. Hoffman, of Chicago; Brother 
Gilman; Milwaukee,and Mrs. Spies; Du
buque. ' ’ ■ . •

It is thought best to continue for two 
weeks longer; but that has not been def
initely settled as yet ■ -, . : '

The election. ,of officers takes place 
next Saturday for the ensuing year, 
and it.is hoped that an able and active 
set of officers will be elected, so that the 
work which has--been started from a 
small nucleus mriy.be pushed forward to 
wide-reaching results. ' J

I certainly believe, from my observa
tion this summer, that there is need of 
more of these camp-meetings, as schools 
for the diffusion of the truths of our re
ligious philosophy; There are many 
people how ready to look Into these mat
ters, if the subject is presented to them 
in a kindly, proper spirit." Every few 
days in our work we meet people that 
have been brought up in some (>ne of 
the churches, and have grown away 
from the. teachings, so , much so that 
they are not satisfied, arid are restless 
for something beyond; and when they 
receive the tests and proof which; they 
get in a sitting, they tell us they have 
found that now which satifles the heart
hunger which they had. When strong, 
grizzled men can be brought to tears in 
an instant, by some slight ¡test that to 
another person would seem to be of no 
account, we feel that we have the 
truth with us and' are able to demon
strate it as we move along.

Mrs. K., and myself intended to go to 
Des Moines to-morrow, but the friends 
here do not wish us to leave until they 
break' camp. We will visit Webster 
City and Fort. Dodge soon,, and then, if 
nothing happens, shali turn our faces 
toward home, a place we have not seen 
since the first day of February last. If 
the way is opened up we may travel to
ward the Pacific Coast this winter. At 
any rate, through Missouri Kansas, and : 
Nebraska. .. : , .

The Iowa Soldiers’ Home is located 
here at Marshalltown, and many of the 
old veterans attend our meetiugs at the 
camp and are as deeply interested as 
any present. There, are many of the 
boys in blue that you meet as you pass 
up and down the business streets. Mrs. 
K. and myself received an invitation yes? 
terday from the fruit-gardener at the 
Home, to come opt,, and he would take 
us all around, and /if we would come 
some evening or Sunday he would throw 
open the chapel-'and get tbe boys to 
come in to listpn to the lecture. He 
said there were:a-.good many in the 
Home thathave a, knowledge of Spiritu
alism. ■ ■ -.js .

Mrs. K. is to giye another test seance 
this evening, and ante-day has been La
bor Day, and many^ave had a day's 
rest from toll, wq/arç in hopes that there 
will bo a large attendance of strangers. 
She has been- tested liere - by some par
ties getting a reading and then sending 
someone else w(th an article that be
longed to them jo see if the two read
ings would correspond. And so far she 
has hit them evqry time.

- Should we stay here until the close of 
the camp you will hear from me again; 
if not, I will send you some notes by the 
way. T. D. Kay’ner.

been organized and prepared for oppo
sition at the very beginning, without 
doubt this amendment would have been 
forced upon Congress by the ecclesiasti
cal party. By our united and prompt 
measures, we have averted agreutperil, 
but the contest is not yet over. The 
“God-imtlie-Constitution” lobby threat
ens to appear before Congress next ses
sion, backed up by 10,000,000 petitioners 
for the “Christian Amendment,” We 
must meet the conspirators again in the 
halls of Congres's, and we must be sup
ported by an enlightened public senti
ment. ~

Thia is the purpose of our national 
gathering; to arouse the people; to edu
cate them in the principles of liberty 
and justice, to maintain the Constitution 
as it is; to stand for the rights of man in 
unison with the founders of this Repub
lic. For success in our great work we 
need comradeship; we need enthusiasm; 
we need agitation; we need united pur
pose, and harmonious effort,. In some 
directions -the theocratic forces have 
gained important advantages, and their 

’iron tyranny is established.- In New 
York City to-day it is a crime to buy a 
loaf of bread for a. starving family on 
Sunday, to buy a piece of ice for a sick 
man. Little children, guilty of ho 
crime, under these cruel laws have 
been dragged to jail and confined with 
criminals of the vilest sort. . Will the 
American people submit to this, a more 
odious infringement of personal liberty 
and rights than can be found in Russia 
to-day? ,

This despotic legislation is a disgrace 
to oiir civilization. It is the result of 
bigotry, hypocrisy and cowardice in the 
American Republic. It is a return to 
the superstition, and ignorance of the 
past. It will hot do for Free Thinkers 
to be careless and indifferent at -this 
crisis.. There is need of vigorous or
ganization and persistent work. Through 
our labors the fairest heritage of the 
Republic must be preserved. We are 
committed to no creed. We stand for 
the rights of every American citizen; 
for the'freedom of all, the Christian and 
non-Christian alike. We' declare no 
dogma of belief. Our movement is not 
sectarian, but universal.

Let us realize the greatness of our op-- 
portunity, that we are in tho.front rank; 
that- we are the pioneers of human 
progress. For that reason we must sac
rifice and toil; we must carry on the con
flict of the ages; we must continue the 
struggle that has illuminated the dark
ness of human history; we must bear, 
onward the torch of Liberty, Science 
and Humanity. ,

Let us give, a glorious welcome to our 
allies from England; let them see that 
in America the fires of Freedom glow, 
and that warm hearts are with them in 
this world-wide battle. Let us unite 
with'them in the enthusiasm of a com
mon cause;4et us give them hope and 
courage by the generosity and heroism 
of our labors; let the New World and 
the ’Old World rejoice in fraternal 
union. . . ,

Let us look forward; we have suffered 
defeats: we have won victories. We are 
advancing. Tho issue is not doubtful if 
we are true to our principles, and are 
earnest for their advancement. We 
must be active, united, progressive, 
hopeful and courageous. The great 
lessons'of the past are our inspiration. 
The heroes and martyrs whose names 
shine upon the pages'of history, teach 
us duty, confidence, forethought, devo
tion and brotherhood.

, We hope to see every friend of liberty 
in the United -States, Canada, and all 
America, present at this great congress: 
everyone who endorses the demands of 
liberalism, who will help to maintain 
the principles of a secular government, 
without fear or favor, and who will sup
port the organization in its endeavors 
for a total separation of Church and 
State,, is cordially welcome to its fellow
ship. „ . . . .

Do your best; eternal vigilance is the 
price of iibertv. Give to nils supreme 
cause your heart and hope! your liberal 
services, the friendly greeting, the burn
ing thought, and broad and generous 
sympathy. SAMUEL P. Putnam,

President.

1

Hon. C. B. Waite, 
T. B. Wakeman, 

• Jno. E. Remsburg, 
FranklinSteiner, 

. Vice-Presidents.
E, C. Reich Wald, 

. Secretary.
Otto Wettstein, • 

. Treasurer.

The, following is the message, written 
as with crayon pencil, in five different 
colors:

'.‘That which makes a man pure must 
have truth in it: that which defiles, a 
lie; truth begets love, and hatred false
hood; such is true Spiritualism—love, 
charity and-purity; If right, it must suc
ceed and not fail. C. H. Spurgeon.”

To Save Your Digestion
Use “Garland” Stoves and Ranges.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism;. together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism." As its title 
denote's, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. PriceBL 
For sale at this office. ■ : . ; .

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist ana every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office.

^‘Social Upbuilding,'Including Co-op
erative Systetas and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By, E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. Thiscompriscs 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office.

“The Priest, the Woman, and tue 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de? 
grading, impure influences and resulte'of 
of the Romish confessional, as ppved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Prico, by mail, 81. For sale at 
this office.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W- H. Bach-. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and
utilize the lavs of mediumship and de-J-
velopment, and avoid errors. ■ Price, 
cloth, 50 cents;, paper.:25.cents. _ ,.....
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THE FSYCHOGRflPH
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

This instrument la substantially the same as that 
employed by prof. Hare In bls early investigations. 
In its Improved form It has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and In the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved lu superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certalsty 
and correctness of tho communlcafloûe received by 
Its aid, and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to invettigate SpirUuaUsm?
Do you wish to develop SfediuituMp?
Do you détire to receive Communication*?

The Psychograph Is an Invaluable assistant. A 
■ pamphlet with full directions for the 
Formation of Circles and Cultivation 

of Mediumship
with every instrument. Many who wei^e not aware ot 
their medlumtsUc gift, bave, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. .A volume 
might be filled with'commendatory letters. Hany 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that tbc 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them
selves, and became converts to SplrttuaMam.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “1 bad 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave- 
■Stones are moss-grown tn the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Bplr» 
Ituallsm is Indeed true, and the communications br.ve 
F'Le? !?X t».0 STeateet comfort lu-th« »evere.1
loss I have had of.son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
name familiar to these interestec^n psychic matters, 
writes aa follows: "I am much pleased with the Pay* 
ehogrsph. It Is very simple in principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must oc far more sensitive to spir
itual powor than tho one now In use. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when 1ta superior 
merlu become koown.”

Securely packed, and eent poetage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, Addreen

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heijfhti. Ohio.

"THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 

/~L two, world., By. Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cent»; cloth, »1.00, Book, like "Tbc Dream 
Child” »pur humanity on to make more an-J more de
mand, of thly nature, and wlu .open up new height, 
and depth, ot aplritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. win, I believe, take It. place beside Bulwer'. 
"Zanobl" and tho “Seraphim" of Balzac—"Dally 
Capital.”Topeka, Kan..., Although simple and nn- 
ytrnUhed with any inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the render closes tho last page,-* 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times “

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by the 

aid of new» refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles o1 
Light and Color.” “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
cloth, 25 cents; Leather, SScente.

VASHTirOLDANDNEW,
-OR-

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
' A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

A inn prose poem; a «lory ot the “New Woman,” 
whole ibe true woman of all the centuries. A re
markable book, eentrastIng tbe modem Vashti with 
the Vaehti of ancient Bible time«. Interesting and 
tuggestlve. Cloth, Ht paper, Wcents. For sale at 
till office, *0 Loomis street, Chicago.
“SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Mnslo Ibr the 

Choir, Congregation and Social 
. Circles.

By J. M. Pceble» «nd J. O. Barrett; B. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. Now edition. Culled from a wide 
Held ol literature with the most critical care, free 
from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying. the principle« and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
eccaslons, It Is doubtless the most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. It» beautiful songs, duet« 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted both to' public meetings and the 
social circle«. Cloth, «2.00. Postage 14 cent«. 

Echoes From the World of Song;
A collection of new and beautiful songs, with 

music and cborn«, in book form. By C. F. Longlev 
Price «1.25. Postage 15 cents. :

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect 
ual and Spiritual "Culture. !

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD
TUTTLE. V»

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC 'ANDA 
^~L Bong», Golden Ctialn Recitation», Memory Gei». 
Choral ReipunaeB, Funeral Senlces, Programs for 
Beatons, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions Mr Or* 
gnnlzlng and conducting Lyceums,. Instruction. toA 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching; Baa*»' 
aers, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book ft* 
the aid ot which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual oft 
Liberal Society may be organized and couductiffl 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of] 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, wlti1 
music free from the dismal toue of the old bymnolon^ 
It furnishes a unique selection of ohdlce readings anil 
responses such as no other selection contains, It give* 
a practical system of graceful callstheulcs. every ate» 
or which Is made plain by engravings. It gives lux 
structlona bow to make the badges and banners ana • 
instructs io marching. It shows bow to establish»; 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary Ui the Lyceum, and ha* ’ 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
dn by Ibut movement................. .......................... / ;

The author and compiler of this Guide U eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor In th«! 
W®.“.“- roRUlt ot pr.ctlc.1 worg
and tested by the interest awakened in the actual 
aeaMonof the Lyceum. <

While Inteudea for the working Lyceum, theguld* 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup} ‘ 
plying 76 pages of new spiritual inutic and words 
fouutl nowhere else, except in sheet form at many.. 
times the cost. The book bu been placed at thi 
remarkably low price of r>0 cents, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker»

40 Loomis St.. Chioaco. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle, 
' Berlin Heights. Ohio«

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF - : i'-te

“The Question Settled” and “Thq 
Contrast” Into one Volume. -;

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly tnstrnctlve and interesting work Is a 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull’d 
splendid works. By this arrangement the coscji suck 
that the reader 1« enabled -to secure the two books - 
coma.nsd at-the, «sum price an was formerly asked 
for them separately. This volume contains 4G2 pages 
and Is handsomely bound In clolb,find contain» an ex
cellent portrait of the author. . .

THE QUESTION SETTLED •
1st careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit- 
uallam. No book ot iho century ba«, mule to ma»y 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author’s 
elm, faUbfuny to compare Ue Bible with modern < 
phenomena and plillosophy hat been nccompllahed. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human- 
lty;ltsmoral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and tbe objec- 
tlonBofferod to Spiritualism, aro all consldercddn the 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and eommofi'* 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly. ...

THE CONTRAST -
conslRts of b critical comparison of Evangelicalism ’ 
and Spiritualism. It 1« a most able production, and 
1B a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish :• 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against ths 
assumptions of Orthodoxy. '
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES..
A. Neto Edition, Profusely Illiislratrd.

"I cboneo that a story should ne founded on prob
ability, and not always reaomblo a droam. I desire to 
find uotbinfflnlt trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tho discern« 
tog eyo. though escape the observation of tho 
vulgar.“—Volt ai by.

Coktkktb: "The White Dull.” a Satirical Romancer 
“Zadlg, or Fate," an Oriental History; “The Sage and 
the Atheist;’’ “The Princess of Babylon;“ “The Mad 
of Forty Crown«;“ “Tbe Huron, or Pupil of Nature:” 

« Satire on Mankind: “The. -World'll 
ItGoes; “The Black and the White; Memnun, tho 
Philosopher;“ “Andre Des Touch« at Blam?” “Bab«- 
abcc;” “The Study of .Nature;” “A Conversation 
With a Chinese;“ “Plato's Dream;“ “A Pleasure la 
"«^PoriMaure;“ “An Adventure In Indlaf

Jeannot and Colin; ’ “Travels of Scarmentado;" 
“The Good Brahmin;" “The Two Comforter«;“ “An
cient Faith and Fable.“

One volume, postfivo, 480 pages, with portrait and H 
lllastrationi. Extra vellum cloth, u.50; nostafffc- 
15 cents. • • ’ *

"Voltaire’s eatire vra« keen and fine-pointed ai a 
rapier.’’—Magazine of Am. History.

“A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.* 
—Boston Commonwealth.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA;
According to Old Records?

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A traniUUon from Jap«ne»e. mode under tho ««. 
fdees of the Rev. Bhakn Soycn, delegate to the Par» 
lament of »cUglons. Was lately published in Japan

Price IL For salo at this office. -

’ THE UNKNOWN LIFE
-OF-

Jesus Christ
, -BY- 

N1C0LASNOTOVITCH.

rixamination oi tne vropnecies« script, containsattriUlng account of 1 be privaUons 
A cbhilderatlon of the paisaffea In. the New Testa-1 &nd Peril« encountered in his search for it, a literal 

went, quoted from tbe Om, an a cabled Prophecies Con- t»p»»«on of the-original. manuscript, nnd laHly M 
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Another Congress of All Religions.
A call is made for another congress of 

all religions, this time under the auspi
ces of the Mohammedans, to be held at 
Delhi, British India, during the autumn 
of 1897. Tho object, like the late ses
sion in Chicago, is to bring together the 
leading representatives of the various 
religions of tho world, and give them an 
opportunity to become acquainted with 
each other, ar.d compare their respect
ive creeds. The movement is a grand 
one. Tho discords among nations have 

’ had their root in couilicting religious 
opinions, while tho most protracted and 
sanguinary wars owed their origin to 
the variant Gods. When understood, it 
will be found all nations and peoples 
worship the same “Unknown God,” 
though they may have different cohcep- 
tions of his attributes, and employ dif

ferent figures, some ruder than others, 
to impress his character on the popular 
mind. Called to assemble In the very 
heart of India, at one of the oldest and 
most renowned of walled cities, with a 
population of near a quarter of a million, 
the home of the old-time Mogul kings, 

v surrounded by magnificent ruins of 
\former greatness, and the center of the 
vast railroad system connecting the 
provinces of the great Eastern Empire, 
It seems tho place of all places for such 
an assemblage. The English-speaking 
people have a college there whore more 
than half a thousand students are in con- 

<stant attendance, and whore tho natives 
arc educated in our Western literature. 
Mohammedans, Brahmans, Buddhists 
and Christians meet in dally intercourse 
on the streets and in the bazars of the 
city, and every right is fully secured to 
each by tho British government, which 
guarantees full toleration of all creeds 
to her subjects. Spiritualists should not 
fail to be fully represented in this great 
Congress by several of its ablest cham- 

;■ - pions. Persons desiring to be hotter ad- 
‘ - vised in regard to this Congress can ad

dress S. M. Nasrat Ali, publisher of 
■ - Nasrat-ul-Akhbar, Delhi, British India.

A Sad Affliction.
“Lightning out of a clear sky,” say the 

y: reports, “struck a Methodist church in 
. : Berea, Ark., on the 10th of August, so- 

<:■ rlously injuring two preachers and kill
.' ing a communicant.” W. W. Cochran 

earnestly petitioned, God to do some- 
■: thing on that Sabbath day that would 

convince all doubters of the danger they 
were in. And he did, instantly, demol- 

■ ■ Ishing the roof of the church and kill- 
j.' ing Cochran outright, giving two 
L. preachers a gentle hint that “the throne 
: . of grace” had fiery darts for those who 

’’ • claim they are saved, as well as for the 
, ■ other folks? Will Talmage tell of this

.special dispensation of Almighty God in 
answer to prayer? -

A railroad accident to a Sunday ex
cursion train in Iowa, by wb ich several 
persons were killed and others injured, 
was compared by the “Christian States- 
maTr” to tho drowning of Pharaoh's host' 
in the Red Sea. Then continues this 
church organ:

“Both of those providences were sim
ply tho voice of an angry God, speaking 
in thunder tones against Sabbath dese
oration.”

What will the editor call this event 
down in Arkansas?

£ ■

•KJ.

And His Misstatements
. Laid Bare.

A Sorrowful Outlook.
At a church congress in 1888, Canon 

Taylor is reported to have said:
“The heathen increase in numbers 

foil ten millions each year; that after 
three hundred years of missionary work 
in India, there were not to ffxceed two 
and a quarter millions of Christians in 
all those heathen lands.”

He estimated it would take 2,750 years 
to convert even one year’s natural in
crease of population, each continuing at 
the same rate as at present.

It is said every heathen convert costs 
$500,' and every conversion of a Jew 
81,500. It is a scrrowful outlook for 
Christianity the world over- with these 
disheartening figures in view. And 
then all those vast, regions where it is 
claimed the system had its birth, as all 
Northern Africa and westward to 
Greece, Mohammedism is in the ascend
ant. Southern Europe is dominated by 
Catholics, as. is its central provinces. 
And so the Western hemisphere, less 
the United States, in which they nearly 
equal the Protestants. Greek Catholics 
rule in Russia. Even in India, where 
such enormous wealth is annually spent 
for proselyting purposes, the Catholics 

-Jiave a greater part of the converts,
Howl, ye Protestantsi Your sectarian 

legislation, and your cruel oppression, 
and usurpations, will not save you!

The Last of ^artli.
L. N. Fowldr, the well-known phrenol

ogist, formerly of tho publishing firm of
- Fowler & Wells, N. Y., died at WSst 

Orange, N. J., of paralysis, on tho 2d 
inst. He was in his 8Uth year. Mr, 
Fowler graduated at Amherst, in 1832, 
In the same class with Henry Ward 
Beecher. He never had any ugly words 
lb sav against Spiritualists, but was un
derstood to be in sympathy with them. 
The Writer knew him personally for 
Sany years, meeting him for the last 

me at Hot Springs; Ark., i u 1885. . He 
nt tbweon a lecturing tour.

It would seem impossible to crowd 
more misstatements into a given space 
than did Rev. Vrooman, at the Kenwood 
Presbyterian church, in hi^ sermon on 
the morning of the 30th ult. His sub
ject was “Society’s Debt to the Church.” 
He represented Rome as the mistress of 
the world in the early days of Christi
anity, “governed by a raving mauiac, 
a matricide, and a man steeped in every 
crime possible to humanity.” Quoting 
him verbatim, in continuation, he said:

“The everyday life of the Roman peo
ple was a story of misery, and oppres
sion,-and shame, and debauchery, and 
degradation. The high scorned and 
hurt the lowly, and all lived the life of 
beasts!”

The object of all these falsehoods was 
to magnify the pretended reforms 
brought about by “An obscure leader of 
humble birth who arose in Judea, and 
drew about him a handful of followers,” 
as he puts it. '

The crimes of Nero, “the maniac and 
matricide,” rest upon the forged state
ments of. Tacitus and Suetonius, with a 
slight reference to him by Dion Cassius. 
The two latter authors, both probably 
forged many years later, drew on Tac
itus for their account, hence eliminate 
the former work, and there Is no author
ity for the terrible crimes against hu
manity charged to the Roman emperor. 
His fiddling and dancing whil^ Rome 
was burning; his murder of his mother, 
and his brutality to Christians, are all 
believed to be fictitious. Even Tacitus 
discredited the story of his burning the 
city, and said the origin of the fire was 
unknown. The bold assertion that “all 
the people of Rome lived the life of 
beasts,” is simply shameful, and is not 
sustained by even forged authority.

But the most glaring misstatements 
are contained in tho following short par
agraph, a part of that remarkable ser
mon, which we extract from the Chron
icle's report: *

“The free schools, tho hospitals, the 
public libraries,, these and similar Insti
tutions are all Christian and the out
growth of the church. They did not ex
ist in pre-Christian days, and they exist 
to-day only in Christian countries.”

We have shown on several occasions 
that hospitals for the sick were estab
lished in India, by Asokia, at least two 
centuries before the Christian era] and 
that the first hospitals for the insane, 
under Christian patronage, were erected 
for the care of lunatics made such by 
the teachings of Christianity. Indeed, 
remove that foul blot on, civilization, 
with its hell torture and vices peculiar 
to the system, and there would be little 
need for that class of hospitals to-day.

Is Mr. Vrooman conscious that wo arc 
indebted to the Mohammedans, not to 
Christians, for our literature? In the 
tenth century, “the darkest period of 
Christian literature,” while the greater 
part of Europe was still sunk in barba
rism, ignorant of letters and groveling 
in vice: •

“The Arabs had flourishing schools of 
learning from Bagdad [on the Euphra
tes] to Cordovia [in Spain]. Of their 
seventeen universities, that of Cordovia 
enjoyed the highest distinction and is 
said to have possessed a library of (100,
000 volumes. Grammar, the art of versi
fying, history, geography, astronomy 
aud astrology, chemistry and alchemy, 
mathematics and medicine, were all 
studied; and iutho last two departments 
the Arabians made important improve
ments on their Greek masters. An ele
mentary school was attached to every 
mosque, in which reading and writing 
were taught, ths pupils learning many 
poems by heart. The universities were 
chiefly occupied with theology, juris
prudence, ancT speculative philosophy; 
and for the natural sciences there were 
special schools, while medicine was 
taught IN HOSPITALS.

The quotation is from the American 
Cyclopedia, Vol. 6, page 412.

Two centuries later we find a little ad
vance in learning in Christian Europe; 
but it was confined to the monks and 
clergy, and was used for purposes of op
pression. It was not until the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries, after the close of 
the Crusades, when the learning of the 
Saracens was spread over Europe, that 
education made any considerable pro
gress among the devotees of Christi
anity. The same high authority just 
quoted, tho American Cyclopedia, Vol. 
G, page 413, says:

“During the period preceding the re
vival of learning, female education de
clined. Only a few schools Were main
tained in the large cities for the instruc
tion of glyls in reading, and the inmfites 
of convents wore taught hardly moke 
than to repeat their prayersand to prac
tice embroidery and other needlework.”

The libraries founded by the heathen 
went up in clouds of Christian smoko. 
Of these there was the Alexandrian, 
containing 700,000 volumes. It was de
stroyed in A. D. 379, by Theophilus, on 
the order of the Christian emperor, 
Theodosius. Then followed the destruc
tion of the Palatine Library, at Rome, 
on the order of Pope Gregory I. The 
Library of St. Sophia, at Constantinople, 
containing 120,000 volumes, was ■ de
stroyed. by Christian iconoclasts in the 
eighth century. After the. Mohammed
ans were expelled by Christian vio
lence from Spain, the libraries in Leon' 
and Castile were burned by Torquemada 
because they were heretical. And Car
dinal Ximenes burned on the square of 
Grenada 80,000 volumes of Arabic man
uscripts. All this sacrilege, to efface 
the true beginnings of Christianity, 
while forged and simulated history, the 
productign of cowled monks in their 
secret cloisters, was substituted in its 
place. If space would permit details 
would be given. - - ;

So late as 1740 Frederick the Great 
came to the throne of Prussia. Says the 
Cyclopedia Britannica: ■ :

“Frederick tolerated ’ every form of 
religious opinion, granted considerable 
freedom to the press even in political 
discussion, was most careful to secure an 
exact and impartial administration of 
justice, and allowed every one with a 
genuine grievance free access to his per
son. 9 * * At the age of thirty-three 
he had raised himself toa great position 
in Europe, and henceforth was the most 
conspicuous sovereign of his time.”

Frederick was a devoted friend of Vol
taire, who repeatedly visited the king, 
and, on the king’s earnest entreaty, be
came a member of his household, with a 
pension of 20,000 francs, to meet his pe
cuniary needs. It was under the admin

istration of this wise prince, “almost an

“pll public schools and institu
tions of learning were placed under the 
supervision of the State. In 1763 he is
sued a decree requiring all parents to 
send their children to school, a require
ment still enforced by admonition, rep
rimand and fines.” Tho American sys
tem of “free schools,” which Rev. Vroo- 
mau credits to Christianity, was bor
rowed from this friend and patron of 
tfiat terrible Infidel, Voltaire^ thing 
quite impossible in this country prior to 
the American revolution, inaugurated 
and carried forward to success by Infi
dels, the clergy almost universally sid
ing with the parent country.

The mother church exerted all its 
power to keep its lay subjects in igno
rance, and it is still active in that di
rection. Protestants favored education 
to the end that the student could read 
the Bible, which they denominated the 
Word of God, intending-at the same 
time, as is proved by their actions, to 
make it a fetich in the interest of priest
craft. It was not until Liberalism had 
broken down the barriers to knowledge, 
which Christianity had erected, that it 
was possible, without risk of life, to ex
pose the frauds on which the system was 
built.

Said a renowned politician, address
ing' one of his fuglemen: “Claim every
thing for your party, deny everything 
your opponent asserts, reply to nothing, 
but go on making charges. The more 
vigorous the attack, the more earnest 
and extravagant should be your claims.” 
This is just what the preachers are now 
doing.

The Premium Encyclopaedia.
Three weeks ago we withdrew our 

Offer to send the Encyclopaedia of Death 
and Life in the Spirit-World to new 
three months subscribers, yet manv 
are still sending for it. We have been 
at great expense in sending out this 
premium, knowing that thousands of 
Spiritualists would want it without any 
intention whatever of becoming perma
nent subscribers to The Phoqressive 
Thinker, for, as a rule, they take no 
Spiritualist paper. But thp inducement 
of getting a 400-page book, worth fifty 
cents, and the paper also for three 
months, all for twenty-five cents, 
brought theni' temporarily to the front. 
The great good that the thousands of 
copies distributed will do, compensates 
us for the. great expense we have been 
to in this direction.

We still have a few hundred volumes 
on hand of this “Vol. I” of the Ency
clopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World, in paper cover, which we 
will send to all new six months’ sub
scribers; and alsp to each of our present 
subscribers who renews for not less than 
six months,, and who sends us at the 
same time one now six months’ snb- 
seriber. .

It is far better for the new subscriber 
to take the paper for six months, for, 
during that time,']ie will begin ,to see 
the necessity ot continuing it.

Christian Tyranny.
“At no time since the Middle Ages 

havo brgotry and intolerance bden more 
impressively shown, than in the recent 
case of the introduction of a bill in the 
Austrian diet, providing that all Jews 
shall be excluded from citizens’ rights 
and their property confiscated; also that 
corporeal punishment shall bo relntro- 
duced for criminals of that race. In ad
dition to this, an amendment was offered 
to tho bill making it a crime for a Jew 
to marry a Gentile."—News item.

Tho whole policy of Christian legisla
tion is to suppress all opposition to the 
ohurch, at any cost of human liberty. 
The only difference between church op
pression in the Middle Ages and now is 
the want of power. If any one church 
becomes dominant in any country it so 
shapes legislation as to silence oppo
nents. Fortunately in America' there 
are so many sects warring against each 
other they cannot agree upon a plan to 
accomplish their ends. They hope by 
their combination of effort through a 
general alliance to do in detail what 
they are not strong enough to accom
plish as a whole. “God in the Constitu
tion” is the first step proposed in Amer
ican legislation. Then heretical sects 
must be put down< as every other form 
of belief not in harmony with the op
pressors. What Christians are doing 
in Russia and in Austria, they practiced 
in Spain at the close of the. fifteenth 
century, even reducing Jews and Moors
to slavery, after having usurped 
government.

their

/VlDlVlNÇ, LESSON
THAT IT WOULD BE WELL FOR FAKE MEDIUMS TO I 

' CONSIDER. 1

Sonic Suggestions in
Regard to Obsession.

Common: Honesty Illustrated by a Master Mind.

“Provide things honest in the sight of all men.”—Bomans, xii., 17. 1
When one is about to build a house he chooses common rock for his 

foundation. The storms may beat, and the floods come, and the winds blow, 
but a foundation of common rock is the best thing to depend on in such an 
emergency. As to the upper stories, he may use whatever material he . 
pleases for purposes of ornament, but simple and homely rock, taken from ■ 
the nearest quarry, will stand him in good stead when he puts up his cellar 
walls.

In like manner, the homély virtues make the best corner-stones for a 
character. The common virtues are all cardinal virtues. That is, they are 
of prime importance. A high sense of honor in our dealings with each other 
is worth more to . ourselves and to the world than tho gift of poesy or the ' 
genius of eloquence. When you say of a man that he is honest, your words 
are the best epitaph the graver can cut on his tombstone, and when you de
clare that he is dishonest you make an indictment so serious that his life is 
utterly valueless if what you say is true.

No man can have one vice or one virtue alone. Vice breeds qualities 1 
which are similar to itself, for nature cannot help being consistent, and it is ' 
the same with virtue. There is in our characters a kind of spontaneous gen
eration. Given any prominent peculiarity, good or bad, and'you are sure to 
find others which are closely allied to it. One wild rose on the hillside will 
in a few seasons cover the whole hillside with wild roses. One impudent 
weed in the garden will All the garden with weeds before the summer is over, 
If a man is thoroughly honest he is sure to be a good deal more than that, 
and if he is dishonest he is sure to be a good deal more than that, too.

QPIBITQ AMD niQEAQEZ asaiu th0 next morning, and what was onnilu nliU UluLnuLi his astonishment to behold his pa
______  tient attired for a call upon a friend, 

___ • „ ___ ।__ __ ■ „ He said this lady’s case was the most Obsession and Obsessing peculiar one he ever saw, aud he 
Influences, and How could not understand it. The last

to Treat Them, time he called she had every symptom 
of fast approaching dissolution. <

On examination I-.found her case
Interesting and Valuable Prac* to be one of undeveloped medium- 

tical Experience. shiP and obsession, with the following- vuavoMVU, HIU1 UUQ XUUUWIUg

~ physical disturbances: Coughed and

Having «elved tondvoa. nf
from persons m different parts of .the nQ]t bear w ht of £ y J
n?v ^1peT'eS9in? appreclatl°U spiqal column very soreand tender to 
my articles on obsessren, and kindly the touch., Uver was in two distincl 
requestigg nfetown^moreofmy ex- conditions while one part was in- 
penehces-for publication, I have con- damed an’d BW n o h r 
Si,'n°nRC°miiV’ I fi11’ eair0St shrunken and inactive; bowels nevei 
solicitations and through the medium movi t b eath'artics aided b 
of your valuable paper, with jour ffinemab symptoyms of ft al J 
kind permission, give pubhcityto tende were preSent. 
these experiences for the benefit of * «
humanity, on a very little understood case her mother accompanieTher to 
and a greatly misunderstood subject. my house. She said she had been 

Trusting that many may come to baving a pretty hard day of it; that 
an understanding of the true cause of she bad fclt a Joworful y d- d 
their peculiar cases as he M. D.’s herl but could k 
call them I have often felt sad while berBelf itive h to . . 
nfiHimn<r thfi ndvw.A onvAn hr anmn nf x<___ A’. _ 1 •

T My wife is a medium and assists 
your correspondents to obsessed per- m0 in treating these cases. The pa- 
sons, as it was evident they were tieilt wife abd )f gat d / 
writing from theory on a subject of thei. In a fewmJillutes tho 8 irit of 
which tiieyhad no practical know!- a woman who had passed out with a 
edge It was truly a case of where lung trouble and paralysis, and was in 
bread was asked a stone was green a„ extreiuely took

Some of your correspondents write control of w-fe j- laid ’ wif
S ihTa g U? '“a i V8 n *i upon a lounSe- witb tlliB «PWt oon- 
splrit-hfe, that we leave off all ev.l tl.ollillg. hebpulse ffag 78 1 In a few 

■xxawvzu, uj wo pwvmwuuvu uj. u. ¡juuuu vu wv-m- Rl.?Re,n8Iilet On> tbat llfo' minutes her pulse was down to 34.
oda, it is like knocking away one of the corner-stones from a building. Why . .e~’. a ey* fiP,1Its “ttVe “° Power The ladies were frightened, as they 
should the building stand when you have made it impossible to do so? . .. an J, °n.1 Ulortals> allc* had never witnessed anything of the

Pure blood in the body means health; strength and long life. Every-' a,lt t ?? 111 ,'e 1 ® Powey th° kind before. I assured them it was 
thing depends on the purity of tho blood, and the man who tampers with it ,spin a wou , .no,, peim,, ,?/ all right and of almost daily occur
- ' • ’ — - - - W do good people in,thc> ear h-hfe rence°witll lls iu Our work. The side

permit vice and crime? Simply for of ber f lnoulh ftnd n(jge drcw 
the reason they are powerless to to 011e gid and lhe left gide of her 
whony prevent i The same reason bod wag ite cold j could uot .
holds good in spirit-life. Individua - ceiv0 ber chegt heav' aud the bea’ 
ized power is limited in spirit as well of thc beartwag not perceptible to the 
as in mortal life touch j direcled n . e(fortg lo hl.

Others write that the person ob- creasing the action of the heart and 
sensed must be on a low plane, of an ; °She goon took a lo breall 
immoral character etc., to attract opeued her eyes and asked: “Where 
suoh low, vile influences to them. jjenrv?”
While this is true in some cases in The ¿olher reluarked; that 
the majority of cases that I tried I wonderfuI? Henry is brother.g 
find the patients to be very sensitive, na aud hig wif> died 
of fine principles, and living true the gaine manncr ag thig e‘¡..¡t y 
practical, moral lives but are through gonateg th h wi‘fe 
ignorance, set upon by fiendish, de- wouth and nobse over jn {he 
moniacal spirits, out of pure ma- game mann aud ghe d 
hciousness and revenge h,it.life when da^hter wag

If I understand the law of ath-ac- ei ht old / can °lainl geo 
tion properly, like never attracts like, that thege llg d had
but it is opposites that attract; two wer0 persollations of this aunt aud 
magnets loaded tlife same repel each otber ¿pir;ts >> 
other Often women of true pure, When the spirit came to conscious- 
sensitive natures are attracted to men negg gbo could not ful]y realiz0 that

Now, this rule not onlv holds with the individual, but with any aggro- ,
gate of individuals—the hamlet, the town, the city, the nation. National S0Jme
life is merely individual life enlarged. The single man is a little nation in 
himself, and the nation is a huge ifian. The whole is governed by the same
laws which control every atom in it. If common honesty is a prime
necessity in individual success, it is equally a necessity in national success, 
Dishonesty will, in the long run, ruin a man, and it is Just as inexorable in 
the life of a nation. What happens to you will happen to everybody who 
does as you do. The fire that consumes a shaving will also consume a forest.

You have but to lower the moral tone of a community in order to bring 
it to ruin. Loose morals and disaster are simply cause and effect. If any 
.nation, by the proclamation of a public policy, enters on dishonorable meth-

does himpelf an irreparable injury. But suppose, by way of experiment, or
under a misapprehension of the laws of nature, you inject into an artery a 
few drops of mineral poison, what then? You may possibly recover after 
long suffering and heroic treatment, or possibly you may die. It is certainly 
a very dangerous and eyen U reckless thing to do.'

It is the same with the body politic as with the body physical. You 
can’t poison a nation’s blood and keep the nation healthy. A false idea is 
worse than a revolution. Public dishonesty leads straight to the. historic 
cemetery. Lower the moral tone of the people and you commit an act of 
treachery to their best interests. Ideas may be traitors or loyalists as well 
as men. He who' lifts us up to a higher sense of honor is the true patriot,
but whoever deb’dse's1 the general conscience is a public enemy. , 

There is not much religion in the world that doesn't begin with common 
honesty. You ffiayf accept all- the creeds that human hands have piled 
together, but if you;are not an honest man in your dealings with your fellows 
your so-called religidrils unworthy of its name. What you do and not what 
you believe is yojir jJafh to heaven. Your theology will serve you to little 
purpose in the great beyond unless in addition to your theories you have a 
clear conscience. I would rather go to the-bar of judgment with an honest
life^and a head full of heresy than with a perfect theology and an impure 
life behind it. <! '1 ' '

’ What the wor|d‘ needs, to-day more than anything else is plain, simple, 
old-fashioned, sturdy ah(| common virtues. If one has integrity he will 
stand straight anywhere in God’s universe. • If he lias it not, he is in danger 
here and he will be in’danger hereafter. 'An honest man couldn’t miss ....... , . . wu.« un
getting to heaven if he tried. If you attend to my text you will have a good 0 vle puncip es an ow, sensual g;le wag ¡n s ;r-t [¡fe ftU(j collll.oi)ing 
day’s work before you, and wheii. night comes you will have a good rest.— natures, through the law of psychol- mcdium and r----------  . 6
George H. Hepworth iff the New York Herald, ' Offv' marrv them' aud then llve a 1,fo - - ------------ ' ' ’ ' ’

a
- , ,, »..J was very much sur-ogy, marry them, and then live a life iged that ller irit ^g oul of her 

of sorrow and misery. own bod that ghe hnd been twellt
Persons on the same plane of life four in spirit and had not real- 

find a congeniality and affiliation in ized ¿he ch 
each other s society. Did any of your j told ber £ leave lho mcdium ag 
readers _ ever hear or know of people goon ag ghe t more gtreQ h and ag 
who led good, true, honest Irees, S00n as she was convinced of the fact 
whose daily practices were good ex- return aud tell mo ghe left th(j 
amples for others to follow being medium for flfteen minuteg and th 
abused, maligned and traduced—even returni told me it wag’ truc an(J 

s‘a^-for being true that it ewag a wolldcrful revelation 
adherents to that which they believed
wa5, right. ThiS spirit did not know anything ’

There are persons going into spirit- about Spiritualism when in the eartli- 
life every day, and many who have nfe Had she had any understanding 
been there ages who delight whenever of the lawg goveniinJ mediumship, 
the -opportunity offere of making control and °lle ill(]°ence of A’ 
others suffer out of pure viciousness. upon’mortal her aspirations would 

While others, I am very happy to have hel d her ri^ from thig con.
note write -in words, that ring with a diti a*nd ghe w0(dd have bce„ 

-------- , -............... ............................ --------------- ----- - -------- ------- ---------- P™11.0*1 knowledge of the subjec; , nizant of the great change which had 
children to them, these reasons shall be presented to a commission to be £lve words ot wisdom and know!- C01ne to bei., a))d be(?n enabjed l0 „et

‘ ‘ ‘ ..................  The committee will decide whether the chil- , S6 ™ earnest seeker, which b(d ¡u g -ri(. i-roin 1[josc ab]e ,lsgjg(.
Those not observing it shall brinS co“fort a“d sympathy to many b aud v/ould bave ai..sen tQ a nlovo

............ ......................................... .......... a sorrowing, struggling soul who is progressive plane, instead of being
Other laws of importance were promulgated in this diocese for the first ^nguig ana praying to be free from made a tooj aud b(dd ¡u tbc aura 

time. Membership in the Free Nasons is not allowed, under pain of ex- . ® tyrannical thraldom of obsessing jler njcce by vbldjC|jve spirits for a
communication, and the Knights of Pythias, Odd Fellows and others are also inuuences. malicious purpose.

' ........................' About tour years ago a lady of iu a few minutes after the spirits
thirty-two years applied to me for ief wife,g lge regum<;d u()r_ 
treataen At the age of eight years maJ conJdiUon, 
she had been controlled by a little Tr
Indian girl and gave promise of being ^ow> P0Ult ls /'o^t here. If 
a fine medium; but the mother of the the.s,e sPir‘ts ^11 affect my wife as de
child was a tradeswoman, and think- above- they can and do affect 
ing it might injure her business if it sensitive persons m a greater or less 
became known-as Spiritualist me- ^8, by coming into their aura 
diumship was looked upon by the without everr controlling their or- 
church people as rather uncanny-the gamzation, as is generally understood 
mother put a stop to her child’s being by control.
controlled. By this act she prevented I’M short time nine very vicious 
the higher powers from controlling spirits were brought in and forced to 

. .... .. and using her child’s organism for her control the medium by our band, one
great strengthenerjio those who are looking for the complete overthrow of a own soul development, and the good, after the other, while I talked to them, 
churOh which for Sf?/m?aiy ceiituries has fastened its direful clutches upon the and in her ignorance opened wide the appealing to their manhood, honor, 
world; and in .spitq;of;ieveii what rationalists like Becky may say to the con- door to the lower forces intake and and. to the love of that mother who 
trary, has, more thauany one other cause, helped to retard the progress of use her child as they chose__and well bore them; telling them they were in-
civilization. 1 am. no-A. P. A. man. I am only one of your «Fanner Men did they improve the opportunity, as juring themselves, and could not afford 
of the West,’ who,iinlho time to come, will overthrow all impostors, political soon after that the child never saw a to lead such a life; that they were not 
or clerical.” . . .j ’ ■ Jos. Rodes Buchanan. . perfectly well day till after I had doing as they would wish to be done

; . ‘j- i -■■ - u - . treated her. by, etc.

The Foolish Catholics Boycott the Public Schools.

ST. LOUIS PRIESTS FORBID CATHOLIC CHILDREN ATTENDING THEM.

For the first time in forty years the priests in tho archdiocese of St. 
Louis have met for the purpose of revising the laws governing the action of 
clergy and laity.’ Their regulations most directly concern the laity, and the 
action which has brought forth the greatest comment since the calling of the 
gathering, is that in regard to the education of the young. In the promulga
tions resulting from the meeting was a section directing that in parishes 
where parochial-schools have been established, Catholics shall send their 
children to them or to other Catholic' schools in the city. Under no circum
stances shall the children be sent to the public institutions.

The same section includes a clause directing that schools shall be built
in every parish in the city, and if the laity have reasons for not sending their

'The Difference.
The pending war in Cuba is said to be 

one to the finish. Neither party asks nor 
expects quarter. It seems to be, sub
stantially, an indiscriminate slaughter 
of all prisoners taken in battle. But, 
observe: Both parties, the Spanish rul
ers and the insurgents, are Christians. 
They each pray to tho same Godjdollze 
the same pretended son, bow at the 
same shrines, and each is sure hell is 
the doom of his enemies slain.

Over in Turkey, and on the island of 
Crete, it is Christians who are in revolt 
against Mohammedan rule. Every bat
tle wherein a Christian falls, he isrre- 
ported “slaughtered,” and is counted a 
martyr to his faith. The whole Chris
tian world sympathizes with 'him, and 
contributes relief for the homeless and 
the destitute. But in desolated Cuba it 
is onlythe patriotic who. ever think of 
the suffering there, and they only con
tribute means to make the war still 
more destructive, rarelythinking of the 
women and children on whom the afflic
tion most heavily falls. This because 
that' suffering is caused by Christian 
hands. And this is the difference! See?

Camp-Meeting'Reports.
No more reports from the. camp-meet

ings will be published after this week 
during the present.season. They begin 
to prove wearisome to our readers.

Mf. Alexander Sanderson, Choudrant, 
La., says: “Having used Ayer’s Pills at 
least twenty-five years, I would say that 
for all diseases of tho bowels, stomach, 
and liver, which can be remedied by 
pills, these are always effective. They 
keep the system in perfect order.”

Humor is wit and love.—Thackeray.
Common sense is the average' sensi

bility and the intelligence of men undis
turbed by individual peculiarities.— 
W. R. Alger.

The art of putting well into play me
diocre qualities often begets more repu
tation than true merit achieves.—Roch
efoucauld. ' '

Providence conceals itself in the de
tails of human affairs, but becomes un
veiled in the- generalities of history.— 
Lamartine.

There are some minds of which wo can 
say, they make light; and for. others 
only, they are warm.—Joubert.

appointed by the archbishop.
dren in question shall be exempt from the rule,
be refused absolution for their sins.

barred. Catholics will not hereafter be allowed to sing in the choir 
estant churches, as many have been doing on account of the salary.

of Prot-

...... A Liberal Triumph in Canada.
To the Editor:—I have just received a letter from an earnest Liberal 

and antagonist of the Papacy in Assiniboin, Canada, in which he says:
“We, the Liberals of Canada, have, as you are aware, just won a great 

victory over the Boman Catholic Church in its attempt to assert the 
supremacy of church over state in,the matter of ‘The Manitoba School Ques
tion,’ one of the greatest political victories ever won by popular vote against 
the most insidious, clerical Opposition, more particularly so as it was the 
Boman* Catholics of Quebec who did most toward throwing off the yoke.

* ‘A work like, your Dawn of Christianity, will come as a revelation and a

-77 . • *. - About a year, previous to my treat- The medium being conscious, with
.TheflGourage to Live and Be Honestr . : ing her she lay for nine weeks with the power of using her own brain, 

To the EDi^Br^-The^Boston Investigator—Infidel and Atheistic— her friends daily expecting her to pass these spirits, while controlling, could 
always has some ^ood things that are worthy of the consideration of Spirit- out.. One morning her mother went get good, ennobling .thoughts from 
lialists. Itsays: ' \ ? ? - * '■■■'''[ , . into her room/and found her sitting her. My guides at the same time

“We need not1'prfeach' the courage to die—that is common enough—but ................... ...... ’ ’ ’
the courage to live,1'to he honest in spite of poverty and neglect, to be true 
though all is dark, to be faithful though the heavens fall- and hearts break 
and friends and friendship turn to gall. Yes, we must teach men to be un
popular^ to be misapprehended, to be ahead of the time, to follow tho voice 
of truth, although it leads into the wilderness, to tell the Devil to his face 
that he lies, and also to give him,his. dues—-an act which requires the

upright in bed with her eyes closed, were showing them their past life, 
and apparently under the control of which was passed like a panorama be
an Indian spirit, who was gently fore them; also showing what they 
pounding ; thfe back of her head and might have been and what they could 
down the spine. In a few minutes he be, by leading pure, true lives, in 
laid the girl down and then left her. helping others instead of dragging 
The lady slowly opened her eyes, and them down to misery and death. , 
looking around in a dazed sort of way They are very soon enabled to seesupremest courage at all times. looking around in a dazed sort of way They are very soon enabled to see

. “We wouldn’t give a farthing for the triumphant faith, of the death enquired what she had been doing, their true condition, and a desire mnd 
hour, unless it comes from the triumphant, faith which makes our life full of This was repeated every day till she aspiration swells up from their souls 
noble Sating, which is ready to fling aside honor, wealth, the praise of was around the house again, to rise out of their degraded con
' ■ ............................ ‘ ‘ ........................... ~ ‘ ‘ Two weeks previous to the lady’s dition. They are thus helped and

coming to me she had a very bad started on the road to a higher plane 
spell. A physician was culled, who of usefulness. ........
declared she could not possibly live On further treating this case I found

friends, rather than impair for a moment the soul’s integrity. Oh! for such 
a courage—the courage to think, to act, to tell the harsh truths, to overthrow 
splendid falsehoods, to disown sweet lies, and to banish tender associations 
rather than check in the.least the free movement of the. sovereign mind! 
We all must die with more or less equanimity; but we cannot live in the full 
splendor of our being except By courage and by determined exertion."

The above is well worthy of the consideration, of every thoughtful
mind. T.

until morning. He came again in the a condition of sick spirits correspond- 
night, and reiterated his former state- ing with every physical debility of her 
ment, with the addition that she was body; and with every sick spirit we 
growing very much weaker, He called took away, there were three un- •
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developed spirits taken who were using 
tho Biok epirite as a battery tp caiise 
the corresponding disease iu my pa
tient as the sick spirit passed out with. 
This is on the same principle as my 
baud uses me as a battery in healipg 
to produce a condition of health and 
happiness. .

As fast as these conditions were 
broken about the patient, and their 
effects healed, the patient gained very 
rapidly, till she entirely regained her 
health.

’ My mode of treating these cases-of 
obsession or obsessing influences I 
deem superior to any other method, in 
that we restore- the sick spirits to 
health, enabling them to progress in 
spirit, and they become a help to 
their friends and others in earth-life; 
and also, while breaking the power of 
tho evil-disposed spirits, we at the 
slime time educate and help them to 
rise to a higher plane of usefulness; and 
then, out of gratitude and apprecia- 

' tion for what has been done for them, 
they not only become friends and 
helpers to the patient, but they are 
many times a valuable acquisition to 
the healer’s band, whom they join to help 
iu the good work of redeeming their f el- 
lows; whereas, if they are driven away 

' through sheer physical force, they go 
to other persons who are sensitive, 

■ ■ and will return again to the patient nt 
some future time, while at the'same 

' time the healer operating makes an 
enemy of these spirits, and whenever 

. the time comes when the healer is laid 
upon a sick bed, the evil ones co’m- 
bine, with a power which the healer in 
his weakened condition is unable to 

' combat successfully, and he is some
times taken to spirit-life.

. Iwish right heve to mention two 
points in relation to sick spirits : First, 
just so long as morphine, chloral and 

■ other drugs of a like nature are used 
and given to patients at the time dls

. solution of the body is approaching, 
. j ust so long will persons go into spirit

life in a dazed, insensible condition, 
to become tlie tools of low, ignorant 
and vicious spirits, to cause sickness, 
misery and death. Second, spirits 
cannot make up'a strong spiritual 
body from the diseased emanations of 
tho cast-off physical body. One great 
proof of this is, that persons passing 
out by accident while inxobust health, 
come to us very strong in spirit at 
once; while those passing out by dis
ease are weak until helped but of their 
physical condition. • - ’ -

■■ Towards the last of my treating this 
.■■.. case, the young lady said to me: “I 

wish you could see a friend of mine 
who is in the State Asylum. I pre- 

<„. ■■ sume you remember the circumstance, 
. > .. how a man that was boarding with

• mother wassuddenly taken insane 
and undertook to kill mother . and

. myself. Through the help of friends 
' we managed to take care of him, and 

in a few days he seemed to be all 
' right and resumed his labor. ' After a 

time he was taken violently insane 
again, and came near .murdering us 
with a butcher knife. This time we 

, applied to the authorities, and he was 
committed to the asylum. The super- 
intendeiit .in charge, on examining 
hint, did not think there was any hope 
of his ever becoming sane again; that 

• he never knew of a person -manifest
' ing the symptoms this ■ person did, 

that recovered. But I don’t suppose 
. you can ■ help him, as they will not 

permit you to go there and treat him, 
and they certainly will not let. him 

• come out to be treated by you.”
I told her they could not prevent 

? my band of spirit workers from going 
there, and we would see what wc could 

. do for him. •
The next day about 3 p. m., while 

_ sitting in my parlor with my wife and 
< a few friends who had called-, our con- 

vernation led to the - treatment of the 
insane;- as one of the ladies present 

: had, with her husband, taken care of 
. the insane in oue'of our State institu

tions some years previous.
All at once my wife looked at. me 

-■ and remarked- there was a crazy spirit 
of a man standing beside me, and de
scribed his build, complexion and 
general characteristics. I said to her: 
“Come and sit down beside me.” She 

. came, and as she was about to sit 
down the crazy spirit took control of 

. ‘ her, and with such demoniacal eyes, 
and lips livid with rage! Such a look 
as he gave me;-no one but a crazy per

' son—as a lady remarked—could ever 
have such an expression upon his 

. countenance, He cried in wild an- 
Vguish for me not to bind him and 

shut him up. .
As soon, as I could grasp and hold 

him sufficiently for me to make passes 
, over his brain and .^own his spinal 

column, he quietly sat down. I talked 
to him while making posses, assuring

and the holy angels bless and prosper 
you,’’he was gone. »

Immediately after he had left my 
wife that first afternoon, there came 
three very strong, vicious, revengeful, 
Jesuit spirits, one after the other, and 
they all demanded in terms of rage 
the bringing back of the crazy spirit; 
he was their tool, and they wanted 
him to use on the man in We asylum, 
calling, him by name. I appealed to 
them similarly as in the former case 
and they promised to do better,

The next day but one the lady came 
again for treatment, and related to 
me with great pleasure how she was 
up to the hospital day before yester
day and found her friend as sane as 
anybody, and on inquiring found that 
he had suddenly become sane about 
three that afternoon. „ •

The officials of the asylum could 
not-believe that it would be lasting, 
and kept him thirteen, days, when he 
was discharged as a well man, going 
back to his boarding-place and’ re
suming his occupation as a painter.

A. A. Kimball.
Northampton, Mass.

ADVICE TO SPIRITUALISTS,

Dr. Magoon Says They Have 
Railed at the Christian 

Church Too Long.

Dr. J. N. Magoon delivered a SpirJ 
itualist lecture at Fraternity Hall, 
Milwaukee, Wis., which was followed 
by a seance. The lecture was a plea 
for the recognitipn of conversion as 
expounded by churches, in the Spir
itualist practice. All states, nations 
and ■ religions,, he said, had been 
evolved, step by step, according to 
the unvarying laws which govern all 
evolution. They bad grown and ex
panded gradually, and into their laws 
and professions of faith had been in
corporated many principles of vital 
importance. The states would con
tinue tp crumble as they had in the 
past, nations would be disintegrated 
and religions die, but through-all the 
ruin there would survive certain prin
ciples whose truth was valid however 
it might be confused with error, and 
these principles would continue as.the 
heritage of- mankind. They tran
scended creed, nationality or human 
law, and should be recognized by 
everyone whenever they were found, 
without regard to their origin. One 
of these great truths was conversion. 
It was a condition of mind in which 
some idea was fully accepted as true, 
with a full conviction that the-truth 
would benefit the recipient mentally} 
morally and spiritually, and a firm re
solve to cease from actions contrary 
to that truth, In Spiritualism this 
same force was needed. It made a 
man no better to become convinced of 
spirit return. That was purely mental. 
There was needed a moral element, a 
determination that every action should 
be guided in accordance with the 
highest moral precepts. Spiritualists 
bad scorned the churches, but the 
churches held fast to certain truths 
which would be of great benefit to the 
Spiritualists. One of these was a firm 
adherence to moral uprightness as a 
condition to lofty spirituality. One 
who was immoral could hold no con
verse with spirits, as they enter no 
unclean heart. He thought the Spir
itualists had railed at the Christian 
Church too long- because it was a 
church, and said that inasmuch as or
ganization was necessary, the church 
should be respected for the partial 
truth which was fostered and kept 
alive in its care.

The Little Red Schoolhouse.

'V

. . him of my deepest sympathy in his 
sickness; and that I could assist him. 
He. wanted to know if he could live 

. with me.
Suddenly looking out of th$ win

dow (it was in the month, of Septem
ber) lie remarked: “I am going to the 
Centennial again. Iwas taken sick 
at the Centennial and carried home, 

. and have been very sick; but now I 
am better I can go again, as it is not 
out till October. ” .

I assured him that it .was long past 
, the Centennial year; that he had been 

•very sick and passed to spirit-life. 
With a look of pity on his counte
nance, he asked of the ladies present 

, if I was not a little out. They assured 
.him of the truth of my statement. In 

a few minutes he said: “Yes, you are 
right; I am out of my body; this is 
not my body; I can see it all now." '

He thanked me very kindly for hav
ing helped him, and left the medium.

This spirit returned two years after, 
j controlled the medium, identified him

self and again thanked me in-tones of 
heartfelt and soulful appreciation, 
while ho depicted the progress he had 

— made in spirit, and the grand, noble

a

work we were doing, both for spirit/ 
v. and with, “May Gou (

U<

Ar SUICIDE IN SPIRIT-LIFE

T0D( HIS OWN LIFE,
Impressive Seance with a 

Suicide.

He Fled from Unendurable Tor
tures,

NOT'A FIT PLACE-TO EDUCATE ; THE 
CHILDREN OF 0ATB0]£c£<.

Archbishop Ireland • Tifih IsJued ¿.a' 
letter announcing that liereaftei^ft the j 
Catholic parochial -schools' no tuition' 
will be charged, such tuition being 
considered an obstacle to the'growth 
of these schools. In the course of the 
letter he says:

‘ ‘Of course, the expense of main- 
tifining the schools must be provided 
for in some way. Pastors will take 
the amount of these expenses from 
the regular church receipts of the’ 
parish or will rely upon extraordinary 
measures which their own judgment 
may commend. Catholics will, we are 
very sure, co-operate with their pas
tors in maintaining the parish school,. 
The proper view to be taken of the 
Catholic school is to regard it as a 
great religious work iu which all are 
concerned, whether they have or have 
riot children attending it. The Cath
olic school—-the future will prove it 
beyond a doubt—is the most fruitful 
of all institutions for the preservation 
and perpetuation of the faith in this 
country, and the Catholic who takes a 
deep and abiding interest in his re
ligion will love the Catholic school 
and prove his love for it by his gen
erosity toward it. ”

The letter closes with an appeal to 
Catholic parents to support the pa
rochial schools and send their children 
to them, saying; ■ '

“Pupils of Catholic schools learn 
thoroughly their religion and are made 
to practice it -in daily life. If the 
faith of your children is to be with 
them a strong and living faith when 
they have grown to manhood and 
womanhood, it must become to them 
uow, as it were, a second nature. This 
is what is done by a Catholic school. 
Faith is there grounded into children 
so that it never 1 ’tyes them after
ward.”

“The Religion of tho Future.’’ By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with, it, and

and humanity, and with, “May Gqu ( 60.cents.

■ well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
A>is office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper,

AND FOUND A WELCOME BELIEF IN 
DEATH-—-PROOF THAT WEALTH FAILS 
TO INSURE HAPPINESS—ANNOYANCES 
WHICH CORRODE LIFE. . ,

On one of the torrid days in the 
final weel; in July of the present A. D. 
1896, says a writer in the Cincinnati 

..Enquirer, J wandered away to an um
brageous forest skirting Northwood 
in search of relief from the heat, and 
found a natural arbor formed by wild 
grape vines over a group of small lin
dens. Near by ran a murmuring 
brook through a pretty vale, down 
which the breeze came gratefully, and 
the whole air and aspect of the place 
invited repose and relief from tlie in
tense pressure of the orb of day. It 
seemed to be just the spot I needed, 
and so I sat down upon a tuft of soft 
moss and studied the situation. Be
hind me was the decaying bole of a 
large tree, bereft of its limbs by a 
lightning stroke, and apparently left 
as a memento of divine wrath or to re
mind man of the impotence of things 
earthly when attacked by tho bolts of 
Jove; This great trunk was split 
through the middle, and a hundred 
splinters projected from the opening, 
reminding one of the needles of Fate, 
bjackeneii by fire and exposure. Wild 
flowers ornamented its base and be
decked tlie ground in every direction, 
imparting fragrance to the welcome 
zephyrs. It was a place where cool
ness could wander in surreptitiously 
and nestle ip repose far apart frottr 
garish day, and could suffering Cin
cinnatians have found it at any time 
during the seven fervent days which 
rounded out the second summermonth 
of; the present season they would have 
escaped part of the torment of our 
preliminary hades. But certainly 
there is this yet in reserve for the 
next vivid mood of old Sol.

I enjoyed the gratefulness of the 
cooling atmosphere in _ this pretty 
arbor for an hour or more, in com
pany with an attractive book, whpn I 
was unexpectedly and astoundiugly 
interrupted. It was more startling 
than a blow on the head from behind, 
or a knock-down hit from any direc
tion; but it was not iff the nature of 
either. It was a voice, apparently 
from the cloven bole, and it addressed 
me

IN TONES THAT I RECOGNIZED, 
but I saw no person, and, after walk
ing around the shattered trunk some 
half-dozen times, .and ascertaining 
tfiat it inclosed no hollow in which 
even a chicken could successfully con
ceal itself, I began to doubt the evi
dence of my ears. As I stood in 
bewilderment over these Strange con
ditions there was a subdued laugh, 
and a voice coming from a space uot 
more than six feet away halloded:’

“Tom!” • '
“Is ttiat you, Will?” I responded. 
“Indeed it is.” ।
“Where are you?”
“Right here in plain sight.”

- “I do not see you.”
“No? Well, that is strange» I see 

you and myself as plain as ever, but 
can Realize that I am not . right plaiu 
to you, though I thought you’d see' 
me sufficiently for recognition. And 
I’m really out of sight, eh? But we 
«an have, a little talk, all the same, 
for J want to tell you something?’

“Is it your spirit that'Uddresses
me?” - .

“Probably it is, but I 
swear to it. I feel just the 
ever, but somehow people 
recognize me any more. ”
“Then you're dead?”
“It must be so—dead

couldn’t 
same as 
do not

without
knowing it, like a lot of those old cur
mudgeons whose funerals we used to 
long to attend, but they managed to 
prolong human, existence beyond my 
time, and they’ll probably outlast you. 
I’m dead because I wished this con
dition for myself rather than the ills 
of life to which I was constantly sub- 
jeeted.” ’

“You don’t mean it, you^ who were 
financially well fixed, with a nice wife 
and handsome children, 'free from 
care and nothing to do but enjoy the 
good thing's of thé world. Everybody, 
including myself, envied your good 
fortune." .

“That only proves what I’ve always 
suspected, that everybody, including 
yourself, is a blamed fool. I’ve been 
an unhappy man for a dozen years, 
with constantly augmenting causes 
for dissatisfaction with life, and for 
years I contemplated suicide as the 
only means of escape in my power.”

“Self-murder!” ‘
“Yes, if that's your, name for it; 

but I take a different view. I look 
npon suicide as 1 .

THE ONLYtyRUE CATHOLICON 

for the disappointments of. ambition 
and thè other annoyances which beset 
a sensitive man when he finds it im
possible to overcoîne these impedi- ‘ 
mente to his , progress. I had money’ 
enough and considerable property, but 
their possession assured me no hap
piness. Rather, I had been better off 
without them, for then thè incentive 
to exertion would have been sharpened 
by need and the result something 
worthy Of a fair ambition. Every 
man devoted to literature or science 
can understand this position and sym
pathize with it. I had a taste for 
both, and could have devoted myself
to eithcr.iinost' heartity, but I had no 
bp-opera ¡ion where I needed and had 
good rig’it to expect it; no encourage-
cp-opera

ment where it meant life to my hopes 
and its ■ absencej(death; no word of 
cheey or sympathy, or that connatural 
force,; call it what you may, powerful 
at great distance to unite by secret 
amity things of like kind by secretest 
conveyance. Iu uyword, my wife was 
not only without sympathy in literary 
and scientific pursuits, but she de
spised them and their adherents. 
Worse than silent contempt, she lam
pooned the classics, parodied the 
poets and constructed ridiculous hy
potheses for the scientists whenever 
I attempted to discuss with her the 
merits of any author or theory, and 
this conduct was her chief delight in 
company. Of course, its object was 
ridicule, pure and simple, and you 
know that a wifei \ has more facilities 
than anyone else to make her husband 
ridiculous and otherwise hinder him. 
She tutored our children in the same 
scheme of petty annoyance, and it 
delighted them.”

“Which was not pleasant for you.”
“Just so; hot pleasant by any 

means to hear your child ask, instead 
of inquiring for your health: ‘How is 
your peddler hyjokeless to-day? What 
is the latest discovery iu mole holes? 
Anything new iu comic selections?’ 
the subject of these questions being 
bad parodies upon tjie nebular hy
pothesis, molecules and conic sections. 
So ran the awkwaTd joke through the 
whole list of literary and scientific 
terms, till it became more nauseating 
than a rapid succession of emetics, 
and, my wife having egged on the 
game, I had too much pride to check 
it verbally. The scheme to render 
my exertions ' nugatory was first to 
make them ridiculous in the eyes of 
my friends, and this was promptly 
accomplished, The effect was

ALMOST EQUALLY PROMPT, 
and instead of earning fame I became 
the laughing-stock of the refined and 
select circles in which my wife was a 
leader, aud I, to a large extent, the 
enforced almoner. It was made up 
of those whose intellects were of the 
Stomach instead of tlie head, ’and con
sequently they sighed for the flfesh
pots. The soft of ladies and gentle
men, you know, w.hft patronize refined 
French novels and .gj^dy skirt dancers, 
and who vote the Shakespearean drama 
passe.” , ,
‘ “It was youi;, npssion to convert 

them to better no.tiqjis of life and its 
enjoyments. ' )v ,

“Certainly, and iyjth the co-opera
tion of my wife jmd,. children I pbuld 
have done so, Ipyt rpvhat could I do 
against their a^ivq. and determined 
opposition?' As [Well attempt to make 
way against a headwind after all the 
sails are lost." , .,-1

“No true man is beaten back by a 
single impediment..",,,. ,

“Certainly not, but after.his course 
has been changed by that impediment 
it is much easier to change it again 
by a second,. and a third is more 
readily set up, and so on till it reaches 
the utter depths of- despondency. 
Having received no cheer where it is 
honestly due, he cannot hope to earn 
it where it is paid with reluctance, and 
when, hope expires death is a friendly 
doom. Everything I undertook in 
■trade, speculation or profession was 
resultless, because the word went out 
from my roof tree that’it was an in
sincere undertaking, and so every
thing I did was labeled by the world;” 
‘Will Hamline’s Folly.’ How could 
success be even deserved under these 
conditions?”

- “I see your point. All the fruitage 
of life was reft from you by those 
whose best efforts should have as
sisted in its cultivation, and for you 
was left nothing but the dry husks.”

-.“Precisely so; and rather than re
main a worthless clod on earth I re
solved to pierce the mysteries of 
eternity, not agreeing with Hamlet 
that it may be better to bear the ills 
we have than to fly to others that we 
know not of, No human condition 
can be worse than that of a nonentity, 
tt cipher, among those who know you, 
especially if brought about by the 
malice or thoughtlessness of those 
you love. ”

“And the Spirit condition?”
“I scarcely realize it yet,’for I am 

upon earth and see the same friends 
daily I have always known. If I am 
what melfi call ‘dead, ’ the process of 
death is wholly inexplicable. I took 
a composing draught; and for a while 
was unconscious. But I was awakened 
by the sound of sweet music from 
many instrument? and found myself 
in a land of flowers and’ glorious har
mony. The breetzes were spice-laden, 
and they' played -through the tali 
cedars with a corisoling cadence, as if 
to extinguish regret, and waved the 
scarlet-tipped gitas'Hn forms which 
spread afar off into pictures of squad
rons in battle hrray. Noble songs 
were sung bj- voices softer than vel
vet, but where the singers were I 
Could not see, nor whence proceeded 
the sound of pitching waters, the 
ttotes of birds and tlje sonorous direc
tion by a far-piej-cing bugle. I was 
reclining upon a bed'’ of roses, whpse 
size, brilliant tints, and soothing fra
grance are ¡¿conceivable,

' AND I WAS CONTENT.
“Many times I heard my name pro

nounced more sweetly than it ever 
had sounded before, but why. and by 
whom were problems not yet solved. 
I also heard a rustle as of wings, the 
lazy drone of bees, the lowing of dis
tant kine and the impatient drumming 
of the woodpecker. The air seemed 
full of a lazy summer afternoon in 
a quiet, paradisaical spot, far re
moved from pain and discouragement, 
where hope might spring eternal in 
the human breast and bring ceaseless 
joy. It was happiness. I tried, to 
sing, laugh, shout, and wanted to get 
up and dance, but for all these enjoy
ments Strength was lacking. I sighed

deeply. . Then there was a voice at 
my ear, and I heard these words:

“‘Rest securely. There is no in
fluence here to counteract any uoble 
desire.’

“Then, peace came and I slept 
again, but how long I know not. 
Upon awakening I was surrounded by 
every-day scenes and familiar faces, 
with no change in myself except I 
suffer‘neither hunger nor drowsiness, 
go where I wish unperceived, and, as 
I now find, am spared the ability to 
hold converse with a friend. I have 
found out many things it was im
possible to learn on earth, one of 
which is, that nearly all those I once 
associated with are knaves and hypo
crites, preying upon each other; and 
another, that the apparent grief at my 
demise was simulated, and that those 
who professed to grieve for me are 
already more than comforted. It is a 
hollow-hearted world, vile, ill-favored 
and wicked.”

“But even death does not enable 
you to leave it. ” -

“It permits me to leave behind its 
cares and corroding hindrances. 
Rather than suffer their return I 
would submit to the most painful 
death-torture. The hell of a life such 
as I have been forced to lead since 
1884 is worse than the most exquisite 
torments pictured by Dante, and the 
wealth of the world could not tempt 
me to endure its repetition,”

“Then you have niade an ad
vantageous exchange of lives through 
your own actj” .

“Yes, unless that act is punish
able; and it will probably be found 
that I have had my share of infelicity. 
General antipathy to suicide is a 
proper sentiment, but I cannot release 
myself from the belief that power 
over the period of his earthly exist
ence was given to man that he might 
have an ultimate means of escape 
from such ills as he finds unendurable. 
Had I uot taken myself out of the 
way I would have been driven to ac
tual murder, and from that measure 
of crime I thank God I was spared.”

I asked if he could clasp my hand. 
Yes. But when he thought he had 
done so I told him I had not felt his 
touch. He tried several times with 
the same lack of success. Do you 
breathe? Certainly. Then I asked 
him to breathe upon my hand with all 
his power. I could not feel it. 
Taking out my watch, I requested 
him, to state the hour indicated. 
Without an instant’s hesitation he 
said 6:10, which was correct.

This presents itself as a strange, 
unnatural, incomprehensible story, 
and as I write these words Will Ham
line’s vojee is at my ear with the dec
laration:

• “Its main fact is not stranger to 
you than to your old friend, but at 
some time all things will be made 
plain.” ’ T. P.

- r? it r.r;—

The Best. *»
■ ■■■ ■ ■ " ■ ■■ - $1, .1

ilheRcstQ 
:1 Ihc Test

। 'rtiere are Iwo Linds of sarsapa
rilla: The best—and the rest. 
The trouble is they look alike. And 

■ when the rest dress like the best 
( who’s to tell them apart ? Well, 

' “ the Ires is known by its fruit.”
That’s an old test and a safe one.

, And the taller the tree the deeper 
the root, That’s another test.

! What’s tho root, — tho record of 
• these sarsaparillas? The ono with
I the deepest root !s Ayer’s. The 1 

‘ eno with the richest fruit: that, 
too, is Ayer's. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla 
has a record of half a century of 
cures; a record of many medals

I and'awards — culminating in the 
( medal of the Chicago World's Fair, 

which, admitting Ayer’s Sarsapa- 
Srilla as tho best — shut its doors 

against the rest. That was greater 
honor than the medal, to be the only 
Sarsaparilla admitted as an ex
hibit at the World's Fair, If you 
want to get the best sarsaparilla

I of your druggist, here's an infalli
. ble rule t Ask for the best and 
( you’ll get Ayer's. Ask for Ayer’s

and the best.
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Of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World.

She

MRS. RICHINGS.

Does Not Believe in Spirit
ualism.

Rev. Helen Stuart Richings, pastor 
of the Unity Church of Milwaukee, is 
an extremely pleasing .woman, with a 
low, soft voice, and comes from classic 
Boston. When asked to tell some
thing about herself, she said: . 
j# “I believe that a woman, if imbued 
witlrthe proper spirit .and teachings, 

(makes as good a pastor as a.man, and 
in some cases better. Man, as a cler
gyman, is frequently at a disadvant
age, and my church, which, properly 
speaking, is the Spiritual Church, be
lieves as I do. . I have been East for 
several weeks doing a little mission
ary work, and some day I may remain 
long enough in Buffalo to organize a 
branch of our-church. We have large 
societies in Boston, Detroit, Cincin
nati, Pittsburg, Indianapolis and Min
neapolis. In some respects our creed 
is very much like that of the Unitarian 
Church. We believe in a unity of life, 
meaning that there is but one life and 
one God, but we do not believe in 
Spiritualism. We do not believe in 
the Trinity, and we believe the Man. of 
Nazareth was just like any other hu
man being, but that he lived nearer to 
God and obeyed his divine command
ments closer and with more faith than 
others.

. “To become a pastor of our church 
it is necessary to become sufficiently 
imbued with the true spirit of our 
teachings, and to have the necessary 
intelligence to teach and promulgate 
them. We pastors are regularly or
dained, and we are recognized as pas
tors in every State in the Union. In 
my church at Milwaukee we have sev
enty-five members and ah average at; 
tendance of about six hundred.”— 
Chicago Chronicle.

Supposing she doesn’tbelie ve in Spir
itualism, what then? You maythink that 
because of accepting calls at camp
meetings and to lecture beforeSpiritual
ist societies, she is-hypocritical and is 
sailing under false colors! With the 
opportunities that she has had to in
vestigate, it seems decidedly strange 
that she should still discredit the phe
nomena! We cannot keep out of 
the Spirit-world the one who can give 
one hundred reasons why this earth is 
flat instead of being a sphere, there
fore Mrs. Richings’ chances for a áeat 
there are equally as good.' She will get 
to “heaven” undoubtedly without be
lieving in the grand truths of Spirit
ualism, but she would sail into it 
easier and smoother if she only ac-

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and'II. of tho Encyclopædia.

OF In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopædia, al ways state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia of Death, 

bound In paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is cailed the Premium Encyclo
pedia, and Is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

RIGHT LIVING 
— BY — 

SUSAN H. WIXON, 
Author of “Apploa of Gold,” “AU tn a Lifetime," 

“The Story Hour," •‘Summer Daya at Oniet," 
“Bunday Observance,” etc., etc.

“Living Is an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions! in fact, tbo highest method, the noblest 
of the arts.’—Tuomas Stabb Kino. •

This book glrei on admirable course of etudy In 
J.® “I«“®!08 * lon?-felt want ot an ethical
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, ob well as older persons whom it Is wisely 
and hpproprlately designed to interest while m^hino 
them valuable ethical lessons.
_ Tbe author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She Illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use fn^hlldrcn’B lyceunn. In tho hand# of moth

. era and teachers It may bo made very useful. Young 
and old wilt bo benefited by iu It is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTSi
Is Morality? What la Ignor- 

anccP Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life, 
what Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos- 
aesBlon. Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, b flewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Nomo for Loes. Industry, the Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What Is anOattiPor 
tbcJJorthotaPromlBe. Fraud a Crime. The Polson 

blanker. What la Hypocrisy?. Confidence, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Monaco of Society. 

Flower of Life, Ib Reverence 
aDnty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. Sex-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and’SlUy Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness.’Observation a 

Perseverance, the Friend Of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of - Success. Tbo Difficulties 
W_“feu Temptation, tho Demon on tho Highway. 
^ k.Sccond Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tbo Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
aMeans to Life’s Best End, Good Nature, One of 
Life s Beet Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry, 

Pre!?- . Whts Of AnlmnlB. 
5,*®“ o'.CMMren- Human Rights; or tbo Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle
man. PolItcncsR-Contlnucd — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office. 

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
-AND - .

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

cepted them. 
Milwaukee, \Jris.

Iota.

No one in ordinary health need be
come bald or gray, if he will follow sen
sible treatment. "We advise cleanliness 
of the scalp and the use of Hall’s Hair 
Renewer. . '

He who goes no further than bar« 
justice stops at the beginning of virtue, 
—Blair. '. . ■ , ■ ■ . .. \ .

HUMAN CULTURE 8 CURE I
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEfc 

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BY EL D. BABBITT, M. Df, Lfc. D,

very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science. 
Bellglon, etc.

Price, cloth, 75 cento, For sale at this oßlce.

-IN THE-

PASI* PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

ResulU Ot recent Bclentlflo research regarding tha 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

. . From the German of

DB. LUDWIG BÜCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature and 

Science,” “Phyeioiogical Picture»,” “Six Lee
, tures on Darwin,” Eto.

“The great mystery of existence consists fa perpet* 
ual and uninterrupted change. Every thlug Is immor
tal and indestructible—the smallest worm as well aa 
the most enormous of tbo celestial bodies,—tho sand 
grain or the watel d/op as well aa tho highest belngln 
creation, man sod bls thoughts. Only tho forms la 
which being manifests Itself are changlug; but Being 
itself remains eternally the same gud imperlsliablfe 
When wedle we do nol lose ouraelvea, but only out 
personal consciousness. We live on in nature, In our , 
.'ace, lu our children, in our deeds, in our thoughts-^ 
n short, in the entire material and physical contribu> 
Ion which, during our short personal existence, wa 
:ave furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
•ature iu goners!.“—Buechner.

rm« xvn.. ebtiut S.M) pages, vellum cloth, 11.

MARGUERITE HUNTER.

'Á

$1

A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 
the Material and Spiritual

Spheres, ' ,
Transcribed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined ■ 
with chosen media of earth. It woe given through In
dependent alate-writing. The Illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artists. It 
Is not a action, but a narrative of real life, without» ’ 
parallel in tho literature of Spiritualism, being a cleat । ' 
and succinct exposition of the philosophy, religion and '■ . 
science of Spiritualism. The book contains 860 pages : ; 
with bIx illustration» In half-tone, aud twelve pages ’ 
in original Independent writing. It 1b beautifully, 
bound in blue Bilk cloth, stamped in silver. Price.-I 
#1.85. For salo at this ofbee. 11'-

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
rar SHE BECAME A SPIIIITUALIST.

264 pages. One copy, |l; six copies, 15. \

FBOM NIGHT TO MORNj -
Or, An Appeal to the> Baptist Church* j 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; tea copies, IL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWOrWOHEDS, -j 
pages. One copy, bound In cloth, fl| paper,75 *

For Sale at this Off.ce* 40 Loomis Street, '

cosmimthymn book;
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Home, ..

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN,

Tbla volume meets a public want. It comprisei 
233 choice selections of puotry and music, embody! 
Ing tbo highest moral senLlmeut. and free from aq. 
sectarianism. Price SO cents. Sòld at this offlee.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART I THE PENTATEUCH.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers ' 
and Deuteronomy, by '

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie DevereiM1 
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be- 

pick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur- 

stila N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E. Barr, '

“In every soul tliorc Is bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to the world of though? 
what no other one possesses.”—Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deop Interest, and throw s 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read it, ,
Price BOc. For snle at this Office,

THE MEÜIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

Tbo Medium ortho Reekie«, with on IntrOuucttoaby 
PBOF. J. S. LOVELAND.

Thia book should be In the hands of every ono Inter« 
ested In Spiritualism, -

Chapter 1, Notoriety: Early Mediumship. Chapter 
i .T.»« Heuje.oIX . Chapter A Removal W 
California; Return of Ills Guide. Chapter 4, Remark* 
able Teste. Chapters, Bis Work as a Healer. Chan* 
ter 6. Loaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to tho Bplnp 
Lamí. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comm® 
nlcate; How to Conduct u Circle. Chapter 0, ^fiscel 
taneous Articles. Chapter 1(1. A Strange Experience? 
vbaptor it, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Powv 
or. Chapter 12, New Experiences—IliuBtratlvc pl. 
Prophetic visions. Chapter 18, Tho First Break in« 
the Atlantic Cable .Shown, to John Brown.. Chaytei 
li. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrlda.

For Bale at this office. Heavy paper cover, prico 5Í 
cents.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

P.,. £ontQ,Ql.n8 8?0 This splendid 
book, just Issued, contains nineteen full Temple Ice, 
tures npon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the greai 
work. It contain» all the old Temple lectures issued 
In 1892, and three others on tbc Humax Boux, whlclt 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder* 
ful book Is unique as ad Evangelist of Science ami 
i rutb. Price 11.23, postpaid, to any address. For sal3 
ct this offlnA

THE DEAD MAN’S MESSAGE.
By Florence Marryat, author ot "A Scarlet Sin.” 

How Like a Woman," “The Risen Dead,” “There la 
No Death"’etc. Cloth. «100.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

Tlic Spiritual Idea of Death, Ueavcn and Heli.. By 
MO8RS Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the oplt» 
a““"’»8 interpretatfon of.many thing. In the ,'Blble- 
Ihterpretatlons never before given, explain, the 
heaven, and hell« believed In by Splrltuausu. Price. 
Wccnu. For .Ue at this offlee. .

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

con,, n.s. Paper, SO cents.

&

A moat able and interesting presentation of a most 
Important subject. Erery Spiritualist and every In* 
qulrer into tbc proofs and philosophy of Spiritual* 
lim sbonld have this excellent book. Its value is rec
ognized and acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
clolh, 11. For salo at this office. ' .

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chas. Cblnlquy, cx-prietti A remarkable 

book.* Pages, 832. Price $2.25. .

This Is a work of great value, written by one of tha 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It 1» particularly ft work which 
should be put into the bands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmai, of orthodoxy and from 
tho dogmas of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of tho freo mind that mind 
and ficnsos are not the whole of life.

The chapter« reveal o new method. In niyehlc nnd 
.plrltuel research. They «how vivid glimpses of a

J?0!’«!cosmos that.will «upersede moral 
confusion; that Only verifiable tenets eon survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super* • 
eeded by knowledge and facts. For Bale at this offico. -BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS;

THE WONDROUS POWER 
/i which helped or made them perform mlghtj 
works and utter Inspired words, tonther with coma ■ 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos« 
Ues. and Jesus, or New Reading» ot “The Miracles.** 
by Allks Putnam. Price 75 cents. For Bile at tiug 
office. ' ..

The Occult Forces of Sex
WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.

Gathered from tbo Highways, By-way» and Hedges 
GfLIfo. By Ma rm E. Hull. This Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermems and essays, end contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, IL for tale at this 
office. ' ... ; .

BY LOIS WAISBKOOKEB,

This admirable work conelBts of three pampblcta 
embodied In one volume, in which questions of great 
Importance to the race arc dlscuFRcd from the stand
point of an advanced social reformer. Price fiO-canta. 
rpr talQttum office. •
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers. Doings, Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly lopoits of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special inteiest, send 
usabnef item, please. A gi eat deal 
can be ex pi eased in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used Meetings 
are of local interest only Wo extend a 
coidial invitation to all speakei s to send 
in theii appointments to lecture, and 
general moi einents, which will be read 
bv at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday nioining, and items must reach 1 
us as eai ly as Fl iday or Saturday in 
Older to have immediate insertion ,.

Communu ations must always be ac
com pained by the full name and address 
of the wuter, or no attention will be 
pai^l to them. ,

Will C. Hodge, inspirational speaker, 
having sevei cd his connection with 
tho (liutcin Camp, is now open foren- 
gageinents w ith parties or societies, and 
foi°the camping season of 1807. . He will 
make reasonable terms with any party , 
desiring Ins services. He has been en
gaged at Waukesha, Ww., for Sep- , 
tember 27, and all the Sundays of Octo- 
her, and at St. Louis during November.- 
Address him in care of 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, 111

John A. Johnson writes from St. 
Loins, Mo: “I leturned from camp
meeting the 1st Inst. We opened our 
meetings at Hashagan Hall with Bro. 
Emeison, to a large audience, winch 
will increase during his stay with us. 
I had my In st en cle last evening. On 
the whole, everything is opening auspi- 
ciouily,”

W R. P writes of “a Catholic priest 
vv ho went to attend services not far from 
here, in Pennsylvania, and when he got 
out of his buggy he had two revolvers 
in his pocket. They dropped out, and 
one exploded and killed him.”

Mrs. Agnes Locke writes that the 
First Spiritual Society of Lawrence, 
Mass., lias been holding public circles 
all summer with-great success.’ The 
regular meetings for the winterwill 
commence October first. The ministers 
at Onset Bay say that Spiritualism is 
driving them out of the city.

J. J. Crane writes from Summertown, 
Tenn.: “Summertown is situated in mid

' die Tennessee, on the line of the F. &
N. R. R.. sixty-five miles south of Nash
ville, and twenty-one miles south of Co
lumbia. We are very anxious to secure . 
a good platform speaker and test medi- 
urn, Ai there should bo any coming by 

.the way of Nashville and Columbia, we 
would be pleasod to have them stop off 

. at Columbia and come to Summertown. .
I have a good hall and have dedicated it 
to freedom of thought and freedom of 
speech. We have never had a meeting 
here, on tho account of speakers; but 
there is a splendid opening to build up a 
good organization at this place. Will 
be pleased to correspond with anyone 
coming South. Summertown is beauti
fully located, In a natural grove of for
est trees. There is one of the finest 
springs of free-stone water to be found 
in this section. It is a noted health re
sort, and will be one of the finest placos 
to locate a cami>-ground in tho South.”

Edgar W. Emerson is engaged for St. 
Louis, Mo., during the month of Sep
tember.

• Johann Bolwicker writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “Not being able to visit Mr. 
Frank Harland, the independent slate
writing medium, personally, being an 
invalid, I wrote my questions and sent 
my little daughter, fifteen years old, for 
a slato-writing, to him. I sealed my en
velope, sewed it with a sowing-machine, 
and placed it between a new pair of 
Blates. When my daughter returned 
and I opened my Blates, I found, to my 
intense pleasure, messages of love and 
sympathy from my spirit guides, also a 
receipt from an old German doctor who 
had treated me years ago, and who 
passed out two years ago. You cannot 
Imagine what an intense feeling of grat
ification and relief came to me upon 
reading my messages; also, upon using 
the receipt of my spirit doctor, I am now 
confident 1 will be well in a short time.”

J. P. writes from Scotts, Mich.: “I 
have been much interested in the Vicks
burg Camp this summer and should like 
to say a few words concerning it. The 
cottages and tents arc erected among 
noble oak trees, making it an ideal 
place both for rest and communion with 
nature and our loved ones. Not a dis
cord disturbed its harmony. Several 
inspiring lectures were given by our 
veteran worker, Mrs. Richmond. Espe
cially interesting wore the lectures of 
Mr. Edgerly and the remarkable tests 
of J. Frank Baxter. A word is due, 
also, to the most genial, courteous, sym
pathetic chairman the camp ever had, 
Mr. E. W, Sprague, of Jamestown, N.Y-. 
His lectures and tests are equal to the 
best, and his heart and soul are in the 
work. His wife, too, Is a fine medium. 
From sittings I have had with her, 1 do 
not wonder that she has converted many 
a skeptic and healed many an aching 
heart. They have just closed two suc
cessful meetings at Scotts, Mich. Many 

- other mediums were present at the 
camp, and the daily attendance was 
larger than over before. And so the 
blessed work goes on. I hope that all 
these good people may be constantly em
ployed giving light to the world.”

Carrie Fuller Weatherford lectures 
again at Hastings, Mich., September 7. 
Parties desiring her services for lec
tures, tests and inspirational songs, 
should address her immediately for fall 
work. Address as above.

D. L. Carpenter writes from Ft 
■Wayne, Ind.: !‘Ft. Wayne is enjoying 
quite a treat at ^present, the First 
Spiritualist Society having secured the 
services of Mrs. Mitchell for the month 
of September as their speaker. She de
livered her first lectureSunday morning 
to a very fair audience, on ‘Spiritual
ism.' For one hour she spoke to a house 
that was packed to overflowing, making 
some very good points, and in the right 
places. Her remarks on Moses investi
gating the phenomena of the burning 
bush were good. Everyone seemed well 
pleased. There was not a word said 
that any of our orthodox friends could 
take offence at. Her readings from pho
tographs in scaled envelopes were good. 
Every one was recognized by the owners 
Of-the pictures. We wish her success 
and think the society may feel proud of 
her, as her whole soul is.in the work.”

E. W. Barber, of Brooklyn," N. Y., 
writes: “I write you to Bay that this 
hall (Fraternity Hall, 869 Bedford Ave.) 
has been open all summer and we have 
had grand meetings and a large attend
ance, so much so that -we have had to 
bring in camp chairs many evenings. 
We have for the past six weeks had a 
short address from Mr. Simmons, who 
Traveled in Europe and this country with 
)r. Slade; They have been very inter

esting and instructive to all. Then, best 
of all. we have had Mrs. L. A. Olmstead, 
one of, if not the best, of Brooklyn's 
piediums, who has given us each night 
fifteen to twenty tests, which have in all 
cases been recognized.1'
> Frank Harlaud writes from San Jose, 
C»l: “Sun Jose is a bcauulul city in-

deed, with a very progressive and en" 
lightened band at, Spiritualist*. I re
main here for about three months. I am 
recently from Australia and on < tour 
around the world. Will be pleased to 
receive applications for engagements as 
a platfoi m test medium and independent 
slate-writer.”

Theo. A Ibach writes fiom Philadel
phia, Fa: “Qur association, after 
three mouths’ wotk, is still in the land 
of the living, and what is moie, we 
mean to stay During the time since I 
lart wrote we have had grand success 
with our meetings, the attendance i tin
ning fiom thirty Ine toeighty-hveeveiy 
Sunday evening. The smaller attend
ance was due entliely ).o the extieine 
waim weather that we had during the 
month ol August. Too much ci edit can
not bo given to the efforts of Mr. Geo. 
Day and Mrs. Irene Stephenson, both of 
whom are exceptionally line trance me
diums, through whom we have some 
very line lectures. Mr. James Wallace, 
of tins city, occupied -the rostrum every 
Sunday, giving us all some very good 
tests. Mrs. Selina Snyder and Mrs. 
Echart have also given good tests under 
control.: At the last busmess meeting, 
of-the association it was decided to ap
ply Jo . the National Association for a 
cnarler and we will hereafter be known; 
as the Association of Spiritual Workers 
of Philadelphia.. We invite all Spirit
ualists to attend oyr meetings, and if not 
connected to join our association. We 
charge no admission fee and nodues are 
collected. After this date we will hold 
two-tneetings each Sunday, at 2:30 and 
7:30 p. ni.’’

Mrs. J. J. Wlntnev, tbe phenomenal 
reader of tests at the Spiritualist camp
meetings, lias now found her work 
changed for the present toa test medium 
for all who need her services. Her loca
tion for the present is 144 W. Canton 
street, Boston; and those who wish the 
services of a choice spirited and truth- 
Beeking medium will do well to make an 
investigating call on her. She remains 
at her Boston location for awhile, and 
then will change her location to Wash
ington, D. C., so those hereabout pro
posing to utilize her gifts should make 
Immediate calls upon her.—Banner of 
Light, Boston.

G. W. Kates writes from Rochester, 
N, Y.: ’ “Mrs. Kates and myself held 
meetings here Sunday and Wednesday, 
September 6 and 0. Our 'lectures, and 
the tests given by Mrs. Kates, were 
highly appreciated and attracted large 
audiences. This city should have a 
large society and an elegant temple in 
the interest of Spiritualism: but the 
cause has not been pushed here with the 
vigor that other places have put forth, 
I believe the prospects are now good for 
this little society to enthuse and grow. 
The desire exists here to in some gala 
manner observe the fiftieth anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism, now so near at 
hand (March 31, 1898). It is not too soon 
to prepare for. it. The half century 
mark should be indelibly mode upon his
tory, by a proper expressiqn of the 
growth and- effect ipade by the raps in 
1848. Let me suggest that the Spirit
ualists of the United States, or of the 
world, purchase the cottage and grounds 
of the Fox family at Hydesville, and 
thereon erect an auditorium to meet in 
at every anniversary, and to enclose the 
little house to preserve it from decay. 
That house and spot should be preserved 
in commemoration of the raps. The 
owners should be the Spiritualists. The 
N. S. A. should at their .next meeting 
take action to secure it. Every Spirit
ualist could, and would most likely; con
tribute a dollar to the purchase and 
preservation of the birthplace of Mod
ern Spiritualism. No such a duty since 
we neglected to care for the Fox sisters 
has appeared to Spiritualists. I trust 
this may- no longer be neglected, for1 
soon it will be-too late.”* ,

Mrs. M. Foster writes: “On July 25, 
the Brockway family returned to Walla 
Walla, Wash., from Spokane, Wash., 
and they have been with us for the. past 
five weeks. At the preient time th8y 
are located at Baker City, Oregon, ex
pecting to go from there to Salt Lake 
City. Their return here was truly wel
comed by those who had met them dur
ing their previous stay; but it was with 
regret which was felt by many,“When 
they took their departure. This com
munity is high in its praise for these 
honest, true and devoted mediums/ as 
they accomplished.some very creditable 
work while here, and may success at
tend them always."

G. W. Kates aud wife will be at 70 
White street, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., 
during September and October. They 
have some open time for 1897. .

mere inrtru9fk»i *nd thought-foo^ out 
of a single copy than all the time she 
visited meetings and circles. I felt bap- 
pier to think I was the means to have 
her send in for a short subscription, 
How many other Spiutualists could do 
good In this way, by inducing investiga
tors to try The Progressive Thinker 
for a short tei m, lam sure they would, 
after once taking it, never be without it. 
The same person made the remark the 
other day at my home how appi opriate 
the name, for your paper with its con
tent, always affords new thought and 
food for the advancement of the soul of
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man. í
Hon. L. V. Moulton will be in Wash

ington, D C., during October, to lecture 
foi the Fii st Society, and would be 
pleased to make w eok-day engagements 
en route. He would engage for political 
work, if desired, as he is fully qualified 
to present the “free silver" Bide of the 
question, having been engaged in the 
currency reform agitation for the past 
twenty years; author of “Science of 
Money, Etc.," in 1880, a recognized 
American authority in Europe. He 
would also like to engage for like work 
near Washington, D..-C., during the. 
month of October. .

E..J. Bowtell spoke at New Philadel
phia, O., September 7; Massillon, O., 
September 13 and 20. Can accept en
gagements in Ohio and vicinity for fall 
and winter. ■

Word comes from Providence, R. I,, 
that John Hughgill, who allowed him
self to be buried alive on the theory of 
hypnotic suggestion induced by Prof. 
Watson of London, has been unearthed. 
Hughgill went to sleep, but he woke up 
fourteen minutes ahead of schedule 
time. When Hughgill came to he made 
it known by pounding upon the coffin, 
and during his struggles dislocated his 
kneepan. WJien he was brought to lie 
lapsed into a death-hke stupor, which 
the physicians almost mistook for death. 
He was rubbed with whisky and alcohol 
and revived. Huglurill says lie will 
never do it again. When he awoke he 
imagined he hud been buried alive, and 
this almost crazed him.

Julia Steelman-Mitchell writes from 
Ft. Wayne, Ind.: “Herein Ft. Wayne, 
where we are serving for the month of 
September, we find the society a wide
awake, earnest and harmonious people. 
The meetings ¿re held in a large and 
beautiful hall, presided over by Mr. H, 
Pierce, as president. The lyceum is in
teresting and well conducted. We find 
some advanced Spiritualists here, as the 
readers of our papers know, and many 
excellent mediums, all doing a grand 
work for the cause. Our guides have 
.been congratulated that on Sunday last 
we addressed the largest audience in 
the history of the society. Our week
day meeting also has called out a large 
number of progressive thinkers whom 
it Is a pleasure indeed to meet. We go 
north for October. We have one month 
of this season open for engagements. 
Long •dive*- your excellent paper. Our 
home address is 109 Van Voast avenue, 
via Newport, Kentucky.”. ’
. The Banner of Light, Boston, [Mass., 
says: “Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bach made 
us a brief call on Tuesday morning, Sep
tember 8, We are informed that Mr. 
Bach intends to establish lectures in 
Boston, and : to have tests given at the 
conclusion of his discourses—of which, 
moreanon.” • . -

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond is at homé 
and lectured last Sunday to a.highly ap-’ 
preciative audience at Schiller Theater? 
She is a general favorite.
. Dr. J. C. Street has been lecturing at 
Saratoga Springs, N. Y, .

Dr. Mills keeps up the interest at Sar-. 
atoga Springs, N. Y.’ He’ls bhairman; 
of the meetings there. On the 6th of 
this month- Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond

Oscar A. Edgerly, during the month 
of September, is filling an engagement 
with the Spiritual Union of Elkhart, 
Ind. Mr. Edgerly’s engagements as 
made for the coming season are as fol
lows: The entire month of December, 
with the First Spiritualist Society of 
Lynn, Mass.; January, 1897, 3 and 10, 
Salem, Mass.; January 17, Newburyport, 
Mass.; January 20and 27, New Bedford, 
Mass.; February'6 and 13, Norwich, 
Conn.; February 20 and 27, Bridgeport, 
Conn.: March Is still open for engage-, 
ment; first two Sundays of April, Mal
den, Mass.; last two Sundays of April, 
Worcester, Mass. Owing to financial 
troubles of the society with which he 
was engaged for October and November, 
Mr. Edgerly was compelled to cancel 
those months. He would like to hear 

-from societies desiring fo secure the 
services of a trance speaker and test 
medium for October, November or 
March. ■ . ; :

Mrs. E. C. Gray writes: “NoiT is . the 
time for congratulation to our little so
ciety, for, after, earnest pleadings, the 
Rev. Geo. V. Cordingley has now re
turned to . the Progressive Spiritual 
Church for anotber season, refreshed by 
his camp-meeting experiences, ' As an 
evidence of'welcome were a> very pro
fuse display of roses upon his.platform 
lastevening, bearing upon satin ribbons 
the inscription in gold letters: ‘A hearty 
welcome home, to Rev. Geo. V. Cord
ingley.’ Ht^gave a beautlful impromptu 
poem in recognition of this token from 
his friends. Then came a sweet song, 
rendered by our old friend, Mr. Harry 
Miller, a fine soloist. We ha.ve with us, 
too, the inspired pianist, Mr. Lon How
ard, whois known equally as a slate
writer and a popular musician. . Come 
and hear our pastor. We expect a great 
harvest this winter through his guides 
and sincere work. The childrens ly
ceum is certainly a credit to the cause. 
Our services are held at Lakeside Hall, 
southeast corner Indiana avenue and 
Thirty-first street.” .

The Spiritual Endeavor Society will 
begin its usual Sunday evening services, 
September 13, at 1 South Hoyne avenue. 
Lecture and tests by the pastor, Mrs. 
Sarah E. Bromwell. ■

Wm. Arnold, the test and materializ
ing medium of this city, writes: “Allow 
me to contribute these few lines for the 
benefit of your paper, and the good of 
the cause that all earnest workers are 
striving to bring more to the front. Mrs. 
Webster, of Wabash avenue, was at my. 
home last week, and wished to thank roe 
for having your paper sent to her; also 
the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in 
the Spirit-World. She was very much 
pleased with the book,’ though she .had 
only read a few chapters of it: and sue 
says-she cannot see now people can got 
along without The Progressive 
Til INKER, and she would certainly never 
be without it, Your paper, or rather 
the contents Ihcreof; has mode her a 
Spiritualist, so she sayS, as she-received

lectured there. -
; Madame Bourgeois, musió teacher, 

lids returned from Cassadaga. She had 
a very pleasant timé there and made 
many friends. She will have charge of 
the music there next season.

We have received several reports 
from the-Marshalltown (Iowa) Camp
meeting, We only have space for one, 
the first that came to hand,

Mrs. ,1. J. Whitney, that most excel
lent California test medium, has changed 
her. location and can now be found at 144 
Canton street, Boston, Mass.

Frank T.-Ripley, platform test medi
um and speaker, is serving the^Firsf So
ciety Of Spiritualists at St. Joseph, Mo.,' 
for the Sundays of September and Octo
ber. He has November, December and 
January open for tho Sundays of those 
months. Address all letters to St. Jo
seph, Mo., 607 North Ninth street. He 
will accept. week evenings to lecture, 
near .St. Joseph, Mo., will also attend 
funerals in that State. .

Dr. C. W. Hidden, of Newburyport; 
Mass., having closed his tour of the 
camps, is now homeward, bound via Ni
agara Falls and elsewhere. He will be 
at home on or about September 20.

Florence K. White will make engage
ments for Sundays of October for plat
form tests. Address Circular Street 
House, Saratoga, N. Y. •

May Goodrich, platform test medium, 
will return East by the first of October. 
She would like to make engagements 
for societies throughout Massachusetts 
and Rhode Island. Present address, 417 
North Nineteenth street, Omaha, Neb.

Frank Morteli writes: “I am a con
stant reader of your noble paper at 
homelDenver, Col.), and would like ly 
say a few words in regard to a medium 
I went to see here in Chicago. I went 
to Mrs.’ Hasenclever, 794 Van Buren 
street, to get a message in slate-writing. 
Being a perfect stranger to her it was 
impossible for her to know anything of 
me. The slates never left my hands, and 
after holding them for twelve minutes, 
I was more than surprised to find a per
fect likeness of my father’s hand-writing 
and also his likeness, which I will treas
ure highly as it is the only one I have. 
My father passed to Spirit-life in Cana
da without ever having a picture taken. 
The same evening I attended one of her 
seances, and I am trying to bring her 
with me to Denver, for we need medi
ums like her there. She does a good 
work hero and has promised to come to 
my home in May. I -would also state to 
you how happy I was In reading the 
Encyclopædia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World. It has helped-’ to pass 
away many a lonesome hour, and I nope 
everyone will subscribe to your paper to 
receive it.”

Prof. J. W. Kenyon filled a six months’ 
engagement’very satisfactorily with the 
Cleveland, O., West Side Society. He 
hai calls ’to Brockton, Pawtucket and 
Onset Camp, the 4th, 7th and 8th of 
July, 1897. He can be addressed in care 
of the Bannerol Light, Boston, Mass., 
to lecture and attend funerals..

Seymour Van Brocklin, Inspirational 
speaker and psychometrist, now holding 
services every Sunday afternoon anc 
evening at Dwight Hall, 514 Tremont 

‘street, Boston, will accept week day en
gagements in New England for the sea
son lSyti-7. Address 6G2 Tremont street. 
Boston. *

A cordial invitation is extended to all 
members of the Church of the Soul, and 
friends, to attend the reception, musical 
and ice-cream festival Thursday even
ing, September 17, at Orpheus Hall, 
Schiller Building, ,:45 p. m. Tickets 25 
cents, including refreshments. Let 
there be a large attendance upon this 
occasion to give a royal welcome to Mrs. 
Richmond upon her return home. - ■

In the language - of the weeping 
prophet, Jeremiah, "the harvest is past, 
the summer is ed^ed." The summer 
has gonp so qutckty’that we hardly re
alized that it was heie, until it was 
ended. Not a week’has passed since the 
publication of my last letter that I have 
not resolved this iWsek shall see a letter 
in the mail for the progiessne thinkers 
whoi’ead their Chicago-namesake; but 
good lesolutious are easily bioken, and 
“procrastination is the thief of time.”

Though appearances may be some
what against me, I assure you that it 
has not been indolence on my part that 
has kept me bo long from reporting. I 
write this on the cars while traveling at 
the rate of not less than forty miles an 
hour; and when this journey is made I 
will have traveled, since June 18, not 
less than six thousand, seven hundred 
and fifty miles. In the same length of 
time I have delivered sixty-five dis
courses on Spiritualism and kindred 
topics, and four political discourses. 
Beside that, I have attended quite as 
many conference and other-meetings, 
and nave never failed to take part in 
them. •

I am now on the “Iloosac Tunnel 
Route,” from Etna, Maine, to Ashley, 
Ohio, to visit the tenth camp for the Bea
son. When the camps are over I will 
try to hud more tune to devote to the 
papers.

If my notebook has made no mistake,, 
■my last letter to THE PROGRESSIVE 
Thinker was sent from Grand Ledge, 
Mich., late in July. Since then I have 
attended the camps at Onset, Mass.; 
Lake Brady and Mantua, Ohio; Haslett 
Park, Mich., and Etna, Maine. I have 
no time to make even brief reports of 
the work done at all these places; nor 
is it necessary, as I noticed that you had 
able correspondents at each of them.

While the attendance at these camps 
may not have been larger, if as large as 
on some former occasions, I think I can 
Bay that I never saw better work done 
than has been done this year. I thinx 
that camp managements have not gen
erally catered so much to the amuse
ment-loving crowd as formerly. While 
they believe in amusements, they’be
lieve that generally many of tho com
mon kind of amusements can be had at 
home, and the camps have been founded 
more to do a work that cannot be done 
so well elsewhere. Certain of the camps 
have worked more for the benefit of 
those who are striving to rise into that 
altitude where their whole being may 
beepme more ¿spiritualized, than for 
those who went' out merely to see 
"smoking flax,” or “a reed shaken with 
the wind.” .

The feet is, many begin to think that 
a few years of work; in genuine Spirit
ualism will enable alinosi any one of av
erage ability to coinè io the place where 
they can ride ip their .own spiritual ve
hicles. Catholics think it all important 
to have à priests I Biand between one’s 
soul and his God; iso,-many Spiritualists 
think wé need mediums to take a per
manent position between men and wo
men here and thosg in.spirit-life.

I think the medninj7who assists one in 
finding his own spiritici self is worth to 
the.world a hundred times "as much as 
the one who gives"mèrely a few exoteric 
signs of an occult'power. This search 
for one’s own po\yeP is a step in the 
right direction; tlipKble has promised 
us that we should “become "q nation òf 
kings and'priests.”;. When that ..text is 
spiritually interpreted I believe it. Com
ing together to be lectured at, sung to, 
and prayed for, or even sitting and hold
ing each other’s hands, will never; ac
complish this greatly-desired result. 
This altitude is reached, not simply, by 
sitting and being' fed, but by personal 
and -conthluous effort. It' seems to me, 
Jeremiah must have had his mind on 
some such people as some of our Spirltr 
ualists are, when he spoke of those whose 
power was “to sit still” Certainly Bérne 
Spiritualists. - in the past, have mani
fested more talent in that direction than 
in any other—this is being seen, and ef
forts are being made to get into clearer 
and deeper watèr. '

Thè people of Maple Dell Camp, at 
Mantua, Ohio, seem to be striving to 
rise, and to realize that it takes work-to 
ascend the spiritual Alps, as much as 
any people I have met this summer. 
There I gave a few conference talks on 
my hobby of a Spiritualist Workers' 
Training School. All became deeply, 
interested in it, in so much „that the 
management, asked me to explain my 
plan in writing, for, the .benefit of the 
board, which ^did. ; It seemed to strike 
them as being just about, the thing 
.needed. They next asked me to meet 
them and’state on what’terms I would 
go to Maple Dell and carry -these plans 
oiit. Now I never wanted to carry out 
my plans myself. Lajn too old. I be
long toa past generation; it has been 
too long since I have been to a schoolof 
any kind; except that of life and experi
ence. I told them so; I preferred io 
have nothing more to do with it than to 
advise and to contribute from my very 
lean purse, money enough to keep one, 
two, or perhaps three students there.:

But the board of trustees was inexor
able; they had a charter for the found
ing of thè school; now, if I would 
bring a corps of teachers and take the 
nianagementof the school, it,would Start 
on the first day of next June, not other
wise. Well, to make a long story .short, 
I was caught in my own trap. Iwas 
elected, and if I am in the form next 
June I will be at Mantua, Ohio, to open 
the School that I have waited oyer thirty 
years for somebody else to found.

At; present the school is to last only 
forty-five days; that is, from the close of 
the meetings in th? nails until camp
meeting season. ft; is hoped, however, 
that during these fòrty-five days a Chau
tauqua may be formed which may keep 
the students employed with profit to 
themselves duringrtne remainder of the 
year. Thè tuitioKdujing the six weeks 
will cost the students,' or those who send 
them, ten dollars. Board and room on 
the grounds, fou£* dollars per week. 
However, arrangements can be made 
for students to rent ’.kooms or cottages,. 
and board themselvej^ or, board can be 
had down in the village, one-fourth of a 
mile distant, at reasonable rates.

Our curriculum; will embrace such 
studies as will prepare qur workers for 
their work. It is; of* course, supposed 
that the most of tìipsó' who come to this 
school will have rófcéived such education 
as xian be obtained3 in the common 
schools; where that is not the case it 
will'be necessary to teach them, at 
least, the principles of English Syntax. 
Aside from that our aim will be to teach 
Rhetoric, Elocution, Oratory, Logic, 
Parliamentary Law, the Higher Crit
icism, and Biblical and Spiritual Exege
sis. We shall also have a Bible Class, a 
Class in Psychic Culture, or Spiritual 
Science, and a Class in Anthropology, 
and in the outlines Of Pbysiogeotnjsand 
Phrenology. » "y

It Is not expected that any one student 
will take ail these studies in one term of 
the school: but it is hoped that the 
school will be kept up, at least six weeks 
every year^ until an arrangement can be 
made to keep it up as many months or 
more every year. Besides that, as be
fore Indicateci we hope to organize a 
kind of Chautauqua, which is to be kept 
updating the remainder oh the year.

Theyel Fortunately for The Pro
gressive Thinker and its numerous 
readers, I am drawing near my Journey’s 
end and must stop. If this journey had 
no end, that would peihaps be the fate 
of this paper.

Latei': Well, I have reached the 
Woolley Park Camp. The giounds were 
never more beautiful. Among the 
speakers present aie Hon. O. P. Kellogg, 
Dr. J. H. Randall and Mattie E. Hull. 
Several mediums are here, among whom 
aie Mis. De Long, and Mrs. Myrtle 
Dai is, of Columbus, Ohio. The audience 
is not laige, but, to all appearance, all 
are happy. They ieport good meetings 
all the week, and laige meetings on Sun
days

Next week Mis. Hull aud I will, per
haps, Bee you in your own office. Our 
appointments in the immediate future 
are; September 18 to 22, Unionville, 
Mo.; September 23 to 25. Hayesville, 
Iowa; September 27 to 29, White Pigeon, 
Iowa. In October Mrs. Hull speaks for 
Dr. Willis lidwards'Society, in Chicago, 
aud I for the First Spiritualist Church, 
In Alleghany City, Pa. I believe they 
have rented Carnegie Hall for the oc
casion.

With best wishes for Brother and Sis
ter Francis, and for all the thinkers who 
read their Thinkeb, I am, as ever,

. . Moses Hull.
Ashley. Ohio, Sept. 10, 1896.

LOCATE THE SPEAKERS.
A Strong Plea for a Settled 

Pastorate.

The Advantages of a Settled Min
istry. .

Splrltuallst Meetings in Chicago. 
■ The Church of the Soul, at Schiller 
Theater. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
pastor. Services at 10:45 a. m.

Beacon Light Church 617 North Clark 
street, near Burton Place. ServiceB at 
2:30 and 7:45 p. m., conducted by Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins.

Church of Love, Faskin’s Hall, 3012 
Archer avenue. Experience and test 
meeting at 8 p. m.

German Spiritualist Society, Gartel- 
man's Hall, 13th street and Ashland av
enue. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Spiritual Endeavor Society meets 
at 1 South Hovne avenue, 7:45 p. tn. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Broinwell, pastor.

Spiritual Gospel Temple,Ilygela Hall, 
Washington boulevard aud Paulina St. 
Services^ 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Home. Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and 8. p. m.

The Church of the Spirit, Willis Ed
wards, pastor, meets at 620 North Clark 
street, at J and 8p. m. Lyceum at 2p. in.

People’s Home Association, Bricklay
er’s Hall, 93 South Peoria street. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m.

South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Hall. 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conference meeting at 
J p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m.

The Spiritualists Church of the Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. in., at Monsen’s Hall, 
1052, Milwau|jee avenue, corner Lincoln 
street, Mrs. M. bummers, pastor.

MU GL8SSIK
PAPER EDITIONS.

Paine’s Age of Reason...................................... ..
Paine's Common Sense......................................
Paine’s Rights of Man........................................
Paine's Crisis.........................................................
Paine's Behgious and Theological Work«.

Illustrated.......................................................
Paine's We. Profusely illustrated................
Volney's Ruins of Empires aud the Law of

Nature. Illustrated.............................. .......
Rousseau’s Vicar of Savoy, aud A Search for 

. Truth, by Olive Bdhreiner........................
Rousseau’s Social Contract.................. . ..... .
Meslier’s Superstition 111 all Ages. Portrait 
WleeUer’d ffifalitie iiublUerintuft. Portrait 
Dickens’ Sunday Under Three Heads. UIxis. 
Bulwer’s History of a False Religion. Plus. 
Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. 1'ortnat. . 
Gibbon’s Birth and Character of Mahomet... 
Higgins’ Horie Ssbbaticie.............................
Higgins’ Apology for Mahomet, the Illus

trious..........................................................
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot...... 
FatherTomandthe Pope; or, A Niglitatthe 

Vatican......................................................
Voltaire’s Zadig, or Fate; and The Mlute 

Bull, a Satirical Romance...............
-------- The Sage and the Atheist; also Til» 

Pnucessof Babylon.........
--------The Man of Forty Crowns; and The 

Huron, or, Pupil of Natur e............
----- -Micromegas; The World os it t oes; 

■ Pluto’s Dream: Jeannot and Colin;

81 
U 
35 
»
GO 
GO

60

21

64

2t 

SI

31

21

21

'Hie Two Comforters, eui............ ..
Voltaire’s Romances, containing the above 4 

books in one vol. Profusely illustrated..fl (M
Bacon’s Paradoxes. Portrait...........................
Ingersoll’s Controversy & Christmas Sermon 
------------- Gods and other Lectures.

21

MOSES HOLL’S BOOKS.
A List of His Noted Works,

Every reform that has blessed the 
world was brought about through agita
tion, and the needs of the people always 
lead up to agitation, and from inquiry 
and discussion comes the fulfillments of 
our needs.

As fast as we outgrow the old ruts 
newer and more verdaut paths lead iis to 
higher plains, and when we have 
reached the boundaries of to-day, then, 
and not until then, is the to-moriew 
ushered in full of new hopesand needs.

Every day brings a new birth of 
thought and impulse which only means 
growth; every aspiration of the human 
soul for more light and truth marks a 
new decade of growth in human unfold- 
ment, for the wants of to-day are but the 
steps which lead upto grander needs to
morrow.

And the time has come for us as pro
gressive men and women to agitate the 
subject of locating ouï’ speakers for the 
upbuilding of the cause and for the ad
vancement and progress of tKb-Spiritual- 
ist societies. . '

Co-operation is thé watchword along 
all the lines of work to-day. and it is 
only by locating a good speaker over a 
society, qnd every member co-operating 
with that speaker in the work to be 
done, that we can obtain the beneficial 
-resultsheeded; for it is a truth that no 
pastor can-feel the deep interest in his 
church or can work so effectually for 
the enlarging and, prosperity of the 
same by meeting with them on Sundays 
only. . '

He needs.tb know the members, their 
character and. their needs. He needs to 
come in close touch with their habits 
and tendencies, and as far as is practi
cable to reach the undercurrent of their 
lives in order to minister to their needs 
and their necessities; and it is an impos
sibility for speakers to do this when so 
much of; their time z and strength Is 
wasted in traveling froin place to place, 
as .has been done heretofore and is still 
practiced. If we but stop and consider 
how much money 1b paid to the greedy 
railroads, we can see at once that we 
are standing in our own light: for a lo
cated speaker can afford to work for less 
money by the year than they can possi
bly do while they have to go from place 
to place every week; and another thing 
of no mean importance is thé weariness 
of traveling and the undue waste of vi
tality that one has to suffer in “tramp
ing” across the continent, when, if time 
and strength were concentrated in one 
place, over a society, much greater good 
could be accomplished—and wherever it 
has beén done we .find it always success
ful and the society more prosperous in 
every detail. .

It is time for thinking people to look 
at this from a humane as well as pro
gressive view, and organization will 
mean far more to us than now. •

We have'speakers In the'field to-day 
that, were they “located,” with their 
abilities and Interest in the cause, they- 

‘would call to their support a thinkings 
.liberal'element from.sectàriàn churches; 
who are only waiting for an opportunity, 
to bt-caWhe shackles of bigotry, and' 
stand out in all the strength of dignified- 
manhood and womanhood, and assert- 
their own God-given individuality, and* 
it is to such that a located pastor cab 
reach; but When he or she only roaches 
the place late Saturday night, and goes 
away again Monday morning, no matter 
how eloquent or educational the lecture 
may be, One hears or knows nothing 
comparatively aboutit until, po.ssiblyjthe 
local paper very condescendingly deigns 

■to mention it! and thus the chance to 
get substantial food is past.

The little local advertisements go but 
: a little way in arousing the people from 
their sluggishness; but let the public 
know that you have the unqualified 
stamina ’ to' place a good speaker upon 
your rostrum, and that he is “there to 
stay/’ and I will not need to tell you of 
the satisfactory result, for the move
ment will prove thertriith of it to any
one. ; ■ .. . ■ ■ J '

Let ustak'e this home, discuss it there, 
on the street, in our conferences, every
where we go, and. it will be a success. .

. Laura Cummings. •
. Springfield, Mass. ' \

Repudiates the Sunday Law.
The press dispatches say: . ; ■ 
“After ten years’ trial of a Sunday 

law in New Orleans, it has been decided 
to abandon It as impracticable.- During 
these ten years, however, the law has 
been enforced only three mouths, and 
that spasmodically, a couple of Sundays 
ata time. The city officials have testi
fied unanimously against the law, saying 
it takes the entire police force to sup
port it, and that in the criminal courts 
the murder and other more important 
cases have been crowded from the dock
et by the Immense number of Sunday 
law violations."

- The average churchman would prefer 
the enforcement of the Sunday law to 
the prosecution of the minor offences, 
such as murder, arson, etc. , ,

Mrs. Annie Wagner, of Omaha, plat
form test medium, will visit the Eastern 
States this fall, and- would’ like to make 
engagements with societies for the next 
three months. Address her'at 417 N. 
Nineteenth street, Omaha; Neb.

W. F. Smith writes: “After December 
I shall be open to engagements for one 
or a course of five lectures, free of 
charge, In any part of the United States, 
will devote my time to thecause of truth 
and-justice, I speak under inspiration. 
Subjects given by by the audience if 
preferable. Address me at Jackson, 
Mich. - - ■ ■/ . ■ . _

It is surely-the hardest science to for 
gét—Pope.

For Sale at the Ollice of The Pro, 
- gressive Thinker. ■■

Wayalde Jottings,
Gathered from (be Highways, Bv-wpya and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This is b matveloualy 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls beat poems 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Mosca Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, 11.
The Spiritual Alps
. and How We Ascend Thein,

Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 
where spirit js supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Jost the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cental in paper cover, 20 
cents
New Thought,

Volume I, Nicely bound In cloth, 679 large, beauti
fully printed pages, Portraits of several of the best 

mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form the bigbest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only eijo.
New. Thought, .

Volume IL 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound,-7b cents.
Joan, the Medium,

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Leader of Armies. By Mosgs Hull. This la at 
ouce the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel was ever more tbrllMngly In
teresting! no history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 23 cc&u.
The Real Issue,

By Moses Hull. A compound of thO two pamph
lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict,” and •‘Your Answer 
or Your Life;1’ with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contain! 
statistics, facts and documenta, on Ue tendencies of 
the tlmes^ that every one should have.
AU About Devils,

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
«nd other Brent Reform«, oomo from gl. 8«Unle 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom of 
Daricneu. 60 pages. By Moses Hull, price, 15 cento.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship,
• Careful comparison of aomo of the Spiritualism 
and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jeeui w«> only a medium. .uMeet to ell tbe .condl- 
t on« of modern medlninihlp. It alio ehowe that all 
tbe manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa
ment were under the a«me condition, that, medium« 
require to-day; and that tbe coining of Cbriat la tbe re
turn of mediumship to tbe world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth,

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
Tho Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

Mobeb Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tbe Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things tn the Bible— 
Interpretations acver before given, explains tbe 
heavens and bells believed tn by Spiritualists. Price. 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised,

Or tbo Twenty Years Battlo Against a Worker 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
Splr ItualoBon gster.

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’s 
sweetost songs, adapted to populnr music, for tbe nee 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 eta., 
or |6 per hundred. .
The Mediumistic Experience

. of John Brown,
Tbe Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. 8. Lovelaud. This Is tbe history of one of tbe 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. ICT large 
pages. Price. 60 cents.

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull, price. 6 cents.
ITaa John Calvin n Murderer?

Price. 6 cento.

The Devil and the Adventists, .

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
<< No. l. New White Cross

' b Literature.

BYAUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In this volume the author, tn the thirty-nine 

chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects, per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point. Sho evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and flue literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The,.subjects are 
well-bandied with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will provo a rich addition to any Spiritualist’s 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing information concerning Spiritualism and its teach
ings.
For Sale at this Office., Price, $1.CO

A SEQUEL TO
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,
-Tim TO-MORROW OF DEATH waa writen to 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul alter death, and Its reincarnation 
in a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of ethcrlal space. “Bbyond 
tub Threshold” continues on tbc same lines, en
larging and expanding tbc Idea by reasons and con 
sldcr&tlons drawn from science and philosophy: claim
ing that the certainty Of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is tho best means of arming ourselves 
npdnut all weakness In, the presence of death, and 
that (be help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any. of tbo existing re
ligions.' From beginning to end It Is Interesting,-en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in Its perusal. PrJcctl,25 
For sale at this office. :

IT IS A MOST EXCEL- 
LENT_yVORK-

Thia workli by DR. M. 1. SHERMAN, assisted by 
PROF. W, F. LYON. Heretofore it hubeoa Bold for 
♦2, but the price now has been reduced to 11. It Ie a 
book tbe! will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and la full of euggcsllve thought«. Dr. Sher* 
man was a medium of rare qualltlea, and bls work lea 
reflection from tbe celestial sphere«. It treat« of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In- 
tellecte: Pnrltyi SalmloU; Discord«; Good, »nd Evlli 
Unn«tnnl Idea«; Church History I Progression: Inher
ent In Substance; The bibulous Theory; Particle« are 
Entitle«; Justice; Impregnation ot tM Virgin; The 
Science of. Death; . Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; Tbc Confounding of Language; Tbc BpIrB 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Site and Dlstance; Bplrltu- 
al Organism«; Born Again: The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy : Goes to Huven; A Slave Master: etc., etc» * 
.Tbe. author saya: "Each, individualparuhes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for blm* 
self. 'Each onC must digest jbeir various kinds of food 
for themselves; and that fa-all they can postlbly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupn. 
My physical expands by virtue of -.bstfood and.noar- 
lenmcntof which I indMitiinlly partake and digest 
My soul must expand by virtue of tbe soul essence 
which 1 individually gather nud comprehend or digest 
For sale at thia office - _ ~

LIFE, A NOVEL. .
It beam« with advanced thought, 'and Is fuclnatini?, 

Trice»50cento. ■. . \ • ■ . . .

- ■ Ghosts mid other Lectures...............
——■ — borne Mistakes of Moses...................

- .. Interviewa on Talmage.............
------------- What Must wc do to be faavedt.......

■■— Blasphemy....................................-.....
—----------Cranes Against Criminals........
■ ' Vindication of Tuomas Paine.......
———Man, Woman and child. Portrait, 
—— ----- Is Suicide a Sin î..................................
—------- Shakespeare, a Lecture. Portrait.
——■----- Abraham Lincoln, a Lecture. Por

trait.................. ....................... ........
, About the Holy Bible, a Lecture,.. 

——।—Voltaire, a Lecture. Portrait.......
——-——Which Way? a Lecture........... .......
- ------------Myth and Miracle.......................-.....  
- - - -Field-Ingersoll Discussion.......-.....
—— -------Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy...

,, -SomeReasons Why..»...............-.....
■ ..........Patriotic Addresses............................
—-—The Christian Religion........... .......
------- ?—Foundations of Faith............... -  
--------—How to Reform Mankind...... .........  
Keeler’s.Short History of the Bible......... ..
Gardener’s Men, Women and Gods...............

CLOTH EDITIONS.
PAINE'S COMPLETE WORKS.

Finest Illustrated Edition, Boxed.
Paine’s Political Works. 2 vol.
Paine’s Theological Work« 1 vol. 
Paine’s Miscellaneous Works. 1 vol. 
Paine’s Life. By Clio Rickman 

and the editor of The Nation
al. Profusely illustrated. 1 vol.

Paine’s Age of Reason.......................
Paine’s Rights of Man.......................
Paine’s Crisis..........................................

a 
ti 
u

6 vol. I&.04

Paine’s Life. Profusely illustrated.................. fi
Paine's Principal Political Works, (1 vol.)... 1 W 
Paine’s Political Works-Complete, (2 vols.).. 2 CM 
Paine’s Religious and Theological Works. 1 tt 
Gibbon’s History of Christianity. Ulus........ 2 0*
Gibbon’s Birth and Character of Mahomet.. N 
Voltaire's Romances, Illustrated............ .......1N
Rousseau’s Vicar of Savoy. Portrait.... ....... ft
Rousseau’s Social Contract. Portrait...........
Meslier’s Superstition In all Ages. Portrait. 1 
Wle^Her’ft wloubetmb ttlcritimfi. Portrait 1 
Volney’s Ruins of Empires. Illustrated,.....
Volney’s New Researches in Ancient History 1 
Reade’s (Winwood) Martyrdom of Man........i
Gsbckel's Visit to Ceylon. Portrait..... .. .........1
Dickens’ Sunday Under Three Heads. IJiua. 
Diggins’ Horae Sabbatic#..................................
Biggins' Apology for Mahomet, the Illus-^ 

Buchner’s Force and Matter. Portrait.
Buchner’s Man In the Past, Present and Fu

ture. Illustrated..... . ...................... .......
Rochefoucauld’s Moral Maxims..............-.......
Comte’s Positive Philosophy. Portrait..........
Goodloe’i Birth 6f the Republic. Poftrnit... 1 
6altus’ Anatomy of Negation................. ........
Baltus' PhlloBOphv of Disenchantment.,.......
Fawcett’s Agnosticism.........................................
Bulwer's History of a False Religion.............
Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. Portrait.., 
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot......
Father Tom and the Pope; or,a night atthe 

Vatican.......................................................
Ingersoll’s Lectures, vol. I, cloth.....................
---------------- “ vol. 1, full sheep............. 
---------------- " vol. I, half morocco  
(Second voluma in preparation, to be biMind 

uniform with volume one/}
Ingersoll's Prose Poem,. Portrait........ .........

■---------------- “ “ Cheaper Edition..
---------------- Gods and other Lectures.............. 
---------------- Ghosts and other Lectures........... 
---------- :----- Some Mistakes of Moses................
---------------- Interviews on Talmage........ 
---------------- Blasphemy.........................................  
----------------Field-IngersoU Discussion............

- - Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy 
■ ■ -------- Patriotic Addresses........................

0

«
8 M 
6 M 
1 01

1

■ ■ - The Christian Religion.................
■ ■ ■ Shakespeare, a Lecture. Portrait.,
Heeler’s Short History of the Bible...............
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“ FOB SilB BY

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKEB,
THE ELIMINATOR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdote 
Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly rsdlcal; 

Ing the fabulous claim« of ancient Judaism sm 
malic Christianity, containing man}’ elartllDg c 
lions never before published, showing cKarl 
mythical character of most of Ui« Old and 1Toy 
ment stories, aad proving that Jesus was an Imp 
atlon and not r person. A genuine sensation.
Price Sl.BO. For Rale at this Office
Researches in Oriental History

BY O. W BRQWN, M. D.
Ono Fol. Igmo, 407 Pages, Cloth, fil.SO

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
2. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM, 
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY, 14 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? , 
Tho whole comprises an earnest but fruitless searcl 

for a Historical Jesus. . ., . ....
In thia volume the Jew. «re clearly »town not t< 

have been the holy and favored people they claim l< 
b&ve been. The Measlaaic Idea is traced to tbc Bao' 
trlen Pbllosopber, inoyeahR. C, and. It. IiMojT II 
outlined, following the wave! of emigration, untl ft ( 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, sood after the commencemcDi 
ofthoChristian era. .........................

Tho book demonstrate that Christlinlty ard its cen 
tral hero arc mythical; that tbc whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and th*( 
Its ritea, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions an 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It ahoiri vast r® 
’caret among the records of the past; Its fncts m 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no pw 
son can read it without l istructicn «rod profit-. whcthlj 
jo reaches the aamt» condhiMoot with the auihor Cl 
•therwlse. For sale at this office

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Itelatei

Phenomena, with Explana- - 
tory Anecdotes, Descriqi- 

tions and Reniinis- 
cences.

JJYCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOX IS 
J-J largely a record of tbc facto aud demomritlonj 
wbtcb the author bns Feeo, beard of or pretented la 
Mi own .experiment*. The Mrtory or the vtrtoei 
phases of tbe science Is succinctly presented, nod th« 
yarloua theories clearly stated. Many of tte expert 
pent« described occurred tn Chlccgo. The pictorial 
IllaBtratlotiB add much to the Interest end value or the 
book, which.will bo found very Intorcittng tx> the 
end reader,»« well as belprninnil tnitructrre to Ah 
Undent. The Work. Is a .h«nd»ome volume ef M 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, ill.OO. p,), ailtW 
the oNceofTsw rnosarsstvK ThiS.-xb. -
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Thin Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Wm. A. Thompson: Q. What coun
- try produces the most gold?

A. Dr. Soetbeer, who studied the sub
ject of the world's production of silver 
and gold, with the exhaustive research 
characteristic of the German scholar, 
estimated that from 1493 to 1850 the pro
duction of gold was about 153,000,000 
ounces, and of silver at about 4,800,000,
000, From 1851 to the present the pro
duction of both metals increased, or of 
gold, more than 205,000,000 ounces, and 
silver 3,700,000,000 ounces. To this sum 
the United States has contributed of 
gold about 93,500,000, and of silver 
1,000,000,000, or, in both cases,' about 
onortbird.

The production of the world's silver to 
gold has increased from 5.30 to l in 1851 
to, in 1801, 5.90 to 1; in 1871,10.94 to 1; 
1881, 15.83 to 1; 1891, 21.70 to 1; and in 
1895, 17.37 to 1. ■

The price of silver per ounce was, in 
1851, one dollar, 33 cents, and 7 mills; in 
1895, (¡5 cents, 4 mills and 9 hundredths, 
measured by gold. .

■ However painstaking the collector of 
statistics may have been, it must be ad
mitted that these ligures are little more 
than estimates. The increase of popula
tion has more than kept pace with the 
increase of the two precious metals, 
while their uses in the arts and for orn? 
ament has constantly absorbed a greater 
quantity. . ■

W. L. C„ Findlay, O.: Q. In the 
issue of The Progressive Thinker 
for August 8, Is an article In which it is 
stated that Dr. W. R. ,Mansfield, under 
test conditions, received a message 
signed by Abraham Lincoln, urging the 
people to vote for Bryan and better 
times would be the result.

The editor remarks that other spirits 
are just as emphatic in saying that Lin
coln is in favor of McKinley.

: Now, if such spirits as Lincoln deceive 
and pervaricate, how can we place de- 

■ .pendcnce in any communication? and 
where is the truth?

A. The reception of a communication’, 
under test conditions may prove that it 
had an ultra-mundane _ source, but it 
does not prove that it is from the'lndi- 
vidual giving bis name. Should a spirit 
like Lincoln come he would not deceive, 
but because his name is given is not, as- 

'surance that he gave-the message,
In the flood of falsehoods which over

flows the press, it would seem: that if 
' ever guidance of the Spirit-world was, 

needed it is at the present time, yet it 
would be hazardous to place reliance on 
such guidance instead of.our thoughtful 
conclusions. To be led is to be weak
ened, and failure is preferable to sub- 
servioncy. even to snirit-control.

■ Ware w.e to know that AbrahariuLln- 
coin wrote the message, it would not be 
the advice of the “Spirit-world.” It 
would be his advice, and of thé same 
value were he in this life, perhaps-en
hanced because of his more extended

' range of vision into the future. , Wore 
John Sherman in Spirit-life, he proba
bly would advise voting as he does now, 
as other spirits do, and It is perfectly 
consistent and strictly in accord with 
the primary doctrines of Spiritualism.

The Spiritualist does not expect a cri
terion.for truth. He does not expect in
fallible authority. Every message and 
revelation, from the lowest to the high
est, rests on its own intrinsic merit, and 
must boar the test of reason. • If you 
want authority on which to lean, a guide 
that will carry you in his armsand keep 
your feet from rough places, a mentor 
who will think for you, and hold you 
from every blundering fall, you must 

- not expect to find that authority in Spir
itualism. It constantly repeats, “Think 
for yourself.” “He who most earnestly 
pushes forward receives the greatest as- 
slstanceY’

______ Q. Shall I meet my 
child, who died when two years old, as 
she loft me, or will she have changed

“A Mother:”

she loft me, or
.with the years? Did she take the dark

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.
in fancy idealize her position or attain
ments." ...

“Love you »till?” • . /
“With all the immeasurable depths of 

an angel’s love.”
“Will yoi) know her when you meet 

on that shore?" :
"Aye, she will be the first to welcome 

you, as you were the first to welcome 
her.'1 . ■. . -

“Treasure the little shoes, for her feet 
now tread on the zones which span the 
spheres. She is!a companion of the tall 
and shining ones who dwell in light.”

"You weep! O, that I might open 
your, spiritual eyes, that you might see 
all this. Then would your sorrow be 
changed to joy. The dreadful wound, 
the memory of which makes you shud
der and cry in anguish, would be 
healed.”

>
< >
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FINE SEANCES.
Mrs. Frances Ruddick Is ths 

Medium.

M. R. B.: Q. For the past .-four 
months I have, at times, seen flashes of 
light when looking ata star-lit sky, or 
looking at semi-dark places. The flashes 
are of a pale-rose color, resembling 
sheet lightning, with often smaller 
sparks thrown off as from a battery. 
Sometimes I see eyes looking into mine. 
I cannot call these up by will.' Yet I 
am conscious when they are cpming, by 
a peculiar, indescribable state. Is this 
a trick of imagination, or bas it a psy
chic meaning?

A. This question is from a promi
nent physician, who finds that he can
not account for the symptoms by the, 
medical knowledge, being sure that they 
are not referable to physical conditions. 
The questioner is not alone, for three 
others send questions almost identical. 
It should be understood as an effort of 
spirit-friends to 'attract attention, being 
the only present means available for the 
purpose. The self-evident course for 
such incipient mediums to pursue is to 
cultivate this quality by proper means, 
a well-organized circle being the best,

“Physiognomist:” Q. Has “temper
ament," as taught bycphrenologists, as 
much influence over character as they 
give it, and is it of as much service in 
selecting proper companions in mar
riage? . . ■ ■

A. Temperament denotes the result 
of the blending of the various elements’ 
which go to make up tjie’individuality 
of the man, and although not given as 
much attention by physiologists as by 
phrenologists, is wet! worthy of. study. 
The attempt to make aclassification was 
made before the age of Hippocrates in a 
division which was childlike, because 
in the childhood of the race, heat, cold, 
dryness and moisture were the four ele
ments of life,

Hippocrates with equal childishness 
divided the fluids of the body into four- 
blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black 
bile.' On this was founded the tempera
ments. When the blood predominated, 
giving full fluid habits, it was called 
sanguineous; slow, light-oomploxionod 
persons were said to nave the phlegm- 
matic; dark and sluggish were said to,, 
have the choleric; and the dark, melan
cholic the melancholic or bilious.

The Influence of the organs of the 
body on the mind was thus vaguely indi
cated.

The classification of Dr. Powell doe? 
not materially differ:

First, । Sanguine; second., Bilious; 
third, Lymphatic; fourth, Encephalic.

From these he makes interminable 
combinations. He also presents the re
quirements of these in marriage with 
the force of a law. , .

Persons with the same temperaments 
should not unite. If they do their chil
dren will be subject to disease and die 
young. (One party should haye the.vital, 
by which he moans sanguine or bilious,’ 
and the other the opposite

It will be apparent, if this classifica
tion be correct, thatfor the best results, 
if perfect offspring are desired, the 
mother should have the vital and the 
father the encephalic or mental.

But it seems to be idle to talk of sci
entific mating, for so many extraneous 
influences come in play, that few there 
are who would arrange marriage with 
such cool discrimination. With this 
fact in view, it is a happy circumstance 
that the spiritual attractions, when left 
unimpeded, aro almost unerring guides. 
The best students of temperaments are 
often at fault, where- the blending is so 
perfect, and the predominance of any 
type obscure, but this attraction is un
erring, and not only indicates what will 
give most perfect offspring, but what 
ought to be and really is most happy 
life for the contracting parties.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
The visit of China’s great statesman,. 

Li Hung Chang, to this country, August 
28,-was the occasion of a grand naval 
display of eleven war ships of the new 
navy of the U. S., at New York. At the 
review, off Spithoad, in England, -he 
was also treated to a grander display of 
forty-eeven war ships—twenty-seven 
battle ships and cruisers, and twenty 
torpedo destroyers; all of,the latest im
provements In everything. Here were 
the two greatest and most enlightened 
Christian nations in the world vying 
with each other in "Christian endeav
or” to excel in all the pomp and circum
stance orglorious war, before a broad
minded “heathen Chinee.” I have no 
doubt that Li Hung Chang “smole a 
sickly smile” as he gazed on the rivalry 
and war mettle of the Franks and the 
Yankees, paraded in presence of one 
who received the homage of 409,000,000 
subjects who are not Christians! Funny, 
isn't it? . .

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.
Dr. Dean Clarke, an eminent scientist 

and student of the occult forces of na
ture, says that "modern art and science, 
through the photographic camera, has 
absolutely demonstrated the continued 
existence of decarnated human beings, 
in a'subliiuated body, closely resembling 
their abandoned giortal form." There 
are thousands of Spiritualists who do 
not accept spirit photography; but it is 
a truth nevertheless, that was fully dem
onstrated over thirty years ago, in New 
York. - . .. ’ ■ ■

; CHARGE IT TO GOD.■
“Trust in God ivheq o’er thy path 
Storm and tempests come in wrath!” 
Ai Irwin, Pa., the Reformed Church 

was damaged; loss, $300. At Cresson, 
Pa., July 29, a Presbyterian church was 
struck and damaged. - ■

At Van Wert, O., a brick church was 
demolished. At Beach City. O., a 
church was damaged. At Pittsburg, 
Pa., the Centenary M^E. Church had its 
roof and. steeple blown off; damage, 
$8,000. The steeple and boll fell on a 
house adjoining, badly ecarinf the fam- 
Uy. The Fifth U. P. Church had its

helmet,” etc. "The great need is more 
backbone, mope , meule, more daring, 
more prowess.” Well; (¡he Doctor knows 
what he is talking aljojit, and I won't 
dispute with him. 'j. ,; .

. STRUCKÜHEM.
“Two hundred and fifty Baptist 

churches west of the Mississippi,” said 
a recent speaker at a national meeting, 
"are in imminent danger of losing their 
houses of worship. The financial pqnic 
of 1893 struck them,” etc.

PERTINENT QUERY.
The daily press tells us that “Arch

bishop Ireland’s great fortune of $1,500,
000 in land is sacrificed to hard times.” 
Query—How did the “arch"-bishop be
come possessed of a million and a half 
in lauds? Did anybody ever hear of his 
doing any kind of manual labor? This 
is not an iinpertlnent'inquiry, under all 
.the circumstances.

WHO ARE TAINTED?
I have always claimed that the phe

nomena of Modern Spiritualism (which 
our New Philadelphia M. E. clergyman 
says are nine-tenths fraud) furnish the 
only reliable proof of the continuity of 
life.’ The clergy, feeling that this is 
true are forced to call it fraud, and inti
mate that “Spiritualists - are tainted 
with free-love,” when the church, from 
Henry Ward Beecher down to innumer
able clergymen and celibate priests, are 
not only “tainted with free-love," but 
steeped in it almost beyond redemption. 
The crimes of the preachers have been 
tabulated and issued in book form, by 

■ the Truth Seeker Company, New York. 
It shows that 70,000 preachers have 
committed 3,098 crimes in 5 years, and 
the crimes against women alone num
bered 1,497. Perhaps the pious Rev. C. 
B. Henthorne had better omit “free- 
love” from his indictment against the 
Spiritualists. . . ■

He may be surprised to learn that B5 
per cent, of the convicts in the prison 
reports had been attendants upon Sun
day-schools, and drew their first lessons 
in morals from these nurseries. Geo. 
W. Brown, M. D,, is my authority for ’ 
this statement. '

Varied and Wonderful ManUes 
tattoos.

“The A. P. A. MANUAL contains much Interesting and Instructive matter h| & 
wide circulation ot the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agent! 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions tlrt 
surround them. I should like to see It given a wide circulation.” ' ' 

" C. P. JOHNSON, State President A. P. A. of Illinois.

journey alone.
A. In answer to this question, I will 

quote a passage from “Life in Two 
Spheres:” ' ’ .

A soft light eame into, the eyes of 
Mona, as she replied: "Listen! I will 
tell-you what I nave seen. When your 
child closed its mortal eyes, its spirit
vision fell on the .smiling face of your 
aunt, the dear girl who was called when 

. the rose-was budding on her cheeks and 
herffieart was brimming with the wealth 
of love. As the little one -found your 

; arms ready to receive it when it awoke 
' to life, so nnv it found in the arms of its 

aunt the same protection. Resting on 
- her bosom, it sank to sleep, weary from 

the pain and struggle of the last sick- 
■ nsss. •

"i saw them often, as soon as they 
came to the old home, for they were 

. drawn by the powerful magnetism of 
love; -As you sat weeping, your aunt 

’would bringyour child and place it on 
your lap. Then it would look wonder

" ingly up in your face, and put its little 
hand against your cheek or in your-halr. 
It did not know what had occurred. It 
knew hot that it had left, its mortal 
body. When 'you did not notice its ca
ress, it became grieved, and then its 

- guardian’would take it in her arms, and 
in a manner I cannot explain, substitute 

’ hprself in your place, and the darling 
was again happy and content; It was 
exquisitely dressed in gauze, pale-blue 
and delicate in pattern, like that its 
guardian wore. -

•a “From time to time I observed her 
growth and advancement in knowledge. 
Both were more”rapid than if she had 
remained. On her first birthday her 
guardian came with her late in the e ven- 
ing, and both wore exceedingly happy. 
She was crowned with lovely flowers, 
and bore a bouquet in her hand.” Her 
guardian explained that she had taken 
her to a group of children whom she 
had under her care, and they had made 
her their queen and crowned her be
cause of the event. They had all en
joyed that day, and many more were in 
store. Harsh words, the stinging, re- 
iiroach, the jeerbf selfishness, the bit- 
ng winds of envy and jealousy, to her 

would forever be unknown.
“IjVhcn three yeans had passed, I saw 

her as a child of five. She knew the re
lations of life and death, and, that her 
guardian and mother were distinct. It 

• was a singularly beautiful sight to see 
her float into the room where you sat 
and throw her arms around your neck.

1 She was not grieved because|she met no 
t' response, for she expected none. Her 
' heart was overflowing with tenderness.

She had become exquisitely beautiful, 
with an indescribable softness, traus- 
parency and purity, which no artist's 
pencil "can represent; the embodiment 
of spiritual qualities. ■ It is a joy to gaze 
on her perfection. Trained in the rm gel 
school with such companionship, when 
• »core of years have passed, you cannot

A SERIOUS QUESTION.

The Picture Gallery of thé 
man Mind.

Hu-

Would It not be a good thing for us 
Spiritualists to study the picture gallery 
of our own nflnds before going before 
the public to exhibit the spirits we see, 
and say they are our friends just arrived 
from the evergreen shore? Are we not 
liable to make ourselves believe we have 
arrived at a truth, when in reality we 
have only seen the shadow of a truth?

Allow mq to ask a question—hoping 
by so doing to gain some'light from 
brother or sister pilgrims, treading 
their way o'er the sands of time witn 
myself.

Which is the surest way to grow wise 
and. happy, to obey th? moral law of our, 
own inner nature, and walk by the light 
of our own soul’s lamp; or become neg
ative, and depend on a power outside of 
ourselves to guide us? ,

To me , this is a serious question. I 
have had some experience as a medium 
(or what Is called a medium), allow
ing spirits to draw from me and ma
terialize, I remaining perfectly con
scious; found, by talking with them, that 
gome of them knew much more than I 
did; and they always told me to use my 
own reasoning powers in all my investi
gations— it was the only sure road to 
wisdom. Yet I have heard grand truths 
through entranced or mesmerized sub
jects, but it does not seem right for one 
human being to be a master, and another 
one to become a slave—and I have no
ticed that the mostof the controlsof me
diums that I have talked with aro very 
selfish, and those that are spiritually 
unfolded seldom control mediums. The 
same law seems to hold gobd amongst 
undeveloped mortals—they are always 
ready to control others, in the place of 
controlling themselves. .

,1 have noticed those undeveloped spir
its are very apt to advise their mediums 
that they are not living with the one 
adapted to them; that they needed 
other mqgnetism. for their unfoldment, 
etc. This kind of mediumship has been 
carried on so long and so thoroughly that 
it has driven many of our best minds out 
of our ranks, and I am pleased to hear 
from my brothersand, sisters that are 
speaking out plainly on the subject of 
spiritual Spiritualism, for it is a truth 
backed by the almighty lows of nature, 
and has come to revolutionize the world 
and establish the universal republic and 
the brotherhood and Urierhoodof hu
manity—not on the plane of sensational
ism or sensualism, by earth-bound mor
tals and spirits, for their days are num
bered, they must pass away and'fnake 
room for the heaven-born philosophy of 
spiritual science-so human beings will 
learn to say, "Thussaith the divine laws 
of nature,” instead of saying, “Thus 
saith the Lord,”or "my spiritjfnlde.”

A. C. Doane.

roof blown off; damage, $5,000. -
There was a cloudburst in the north

east part of Washington county, Ohio, 
June 25. ’ At a place-known as Fifteen, a 
church, a school-house and /dwellings 
were washedaway. On Arclier’s Fork, 
northeast part of the county, a flouring 
mill and many dwellings were derhoL 
ished.: ’Of course, all this will ba charged 
up to a God, who— ■’ '

“Plants his footsteps in the sea, 
’ . And ride’s upon the storm.” . ‘

- BLUE LAWS.
Daniel P. Porter when a boy of 15, in 

attendance at church at Bridgeport. 
Conn., was actually caught in the act of 
cutting his finger-nails. It Is said the 
boy, who was somewhat wearied by the 
long sermon, was startled to hear the 
minister call: “Daniel Porter will re
main after service.” He did remain, 
was arraigned and fined one dollar, and 
it was entered upon the records of the 
church. He soon left, driven away by 
the shame and disgraced) His family 
lost track of him for twenty years, but 
he finally turned up in Brooklyn, N. Y. 
His son, who is Daniel A/. Poi'ter, of 
San Jose, Cal., some years ago went to 

-Connecticut on business, but refused to 
remain in the State of wooden nutmegs 
over twenty-four hours, - because his 
father had been persecuted under "blue 
laws.” Unless the people stamp out all 
church tyranny, we snail-soon be re
manded back to the persecutions in 
those days of the "church* triumphant.” 
What a holy farce it has been and still 
Is! A good citizen was literally ban
ished from the State for no erlthe what
ever; only a victim of religious bigotry 
and intolerance. And yet they prate 
about the “mercy seat,” in their lachry
mose prayers.

WITCHCRAFT. •
Mrs. Margaret Goubert, of Tarenton, 

Pa.,has sued M.rs, Josephine Baezum for 
83,000 damages for alleged slander. Mrs. 
G. alleges that Mrs. B. circulated a 
statement among the neighbors that sfre- 

J'practiced witchcraft,” and that she 
“had bewitched the defendant's house 
and caused her child to die.” The plain
tiff claims to have been brought into 
disrepute and disgrace among her 
neighbors. As It is not near so disgrace
ful and disreputable to be called, a 
“witch” now as it was 200 years ago 
(when witches were burned on-Boston 
Common), the termination of this slan
der suit will be looked for with consid
erable interest,especially at “the Hub.”-

■ BLAMES THE DEVIL : 
. Romulus Cotell, recently on trial at 
Akron, Ohio, for the murder of a whole 
family named Stone, and who is to be 
hanged November 6, after being exam
ined for ten days, finally shielded him
self behind the Devil: "The Devil told 
me to do It, and he told me to hide the 
weapon under the woodshed.” Inasmuch 
as the Bible tells us that Jesus Christ 
was tempted by the Devil, it is not to be 
wondered at that this green young 
scapegrace should charge his misde
meanors upon, his Satanic majesty. 

..“Thus spake the fiend,''and with neces
sity, the tyrant’s plea, excused his dev
ilish deeds.” . •- ’ . ■

ONE-TENTH TRUE.
Rev. C. B. Henthorne, Methodist 

clergyman at New Philadelphia, Ohio, 
has devoted recent sermons to discuss
ing the "Spirit Forces of the Universe,” 
and “The Great Spiritual Enemy.” 
Also to “Modern Spiritualism.” What 
the pious preacherAknows about the 
spirit forces of the universe would not 
fill a very large* volume; and what he 
knows in regard to Modern Spiritualism 
is an unknown quantity indeed. But 
the introduction of Rev. Walter Howell, 
of London, Eng., who gave us two very 
interesting lectures on Spiritualism, has 
stirred up the clergy, and in order to 
fill their churches they preach on a sub
ject that Is interesting a large percent
age of their church members. "Now, 
concerning spiritual gifts, my brethren, 
I would not have you ignorant”—Cor., 
12:1. Verily, the agitation of thought 
is the beginning of wisdom. The Rev. 
Henthorne said that, spiritual manifesta
tions ’were nine-tenths frauds, and that 
Spiritualists were all “tainted with free 
love.” This exhibits a phase of ignor
ance hardly excusable in a M. E. clergy
man in these days of spiritual enlight
enment. I must infer from the preach
er’s discourse, that one-tenth of the spir
itual manifestations is true. That is a 
logical deduction. So be it.

QUITE CORRECT.
Rev.Talmage says: "The church of God 

is in wOful need of men who can stand 
under Ere.” I think the reverend should 
have called for men who, like the fabled 
salamander, can stand in the fire, as 
that is to be the portion of the wicked 
and "all the pations that forget God.” 
He says: “The great obstacle to the 
church’s advancement is the inanitv, 
the vacuity, the soft prettiness, tlie 
namby-pamby ism of professed Chris
tians. Great on a -parade, cowards in 
battle. Afraid of getting their plumes 
ruffled, they carry b parasol over their

' OUR HOPE. /
In yearning for more prosperous 

times, let us hope that—
A better day la coining, .

A morning promised long, . 
Whoa girded right with holy might .

Will overthrow ihe wrong; ’ 
When God the Lord^ill listen

To every plaintive’bigh ■■ ■. .
And stretch his hand o’er.every land

With justice by. aqd.hy. ’
Thè boast of haughtyaarror

No more will fill the-air, 
But age and youth will love the truth

And spread it everywhere.
No more from wanLoi sorrow 

Will come the helpless cry, -
And strife will cease, and perfect peace 

Will flourish byaudbby.
—Rev. D, Oglesbyin Chicago Express. 

our wicked Sister.
At a revival meetjjig^ast winter, an 

Ohio clergyman, in an opening sermon, 
rose very serenely aBjdJ easting a glance 
of satisfaction over ^j.udienee, which 
was composed of the ere pe de la creme 
of the Ohio eity, remarked: “I am glad 
to see so many wojnod out,. as it. be- 
hooyes them to, stanjb up’ Ixqd,. 
since it was through woman that ’ all sin 
came into the world." What a slander 
on fair Evo, and what hvpocrisy to 
preach such stuff to an intellieent con
gregation. The smirk he wore on his 
countenance was evidence that he was 
trying to preach to please the people 
rather than himself.
' SCHOOL TROUBLE.

A wrangle in the Presbyterian church 
at Bowling Green, Ohio, has produced a 
fight in earnest for the superintendency 
of the public schools of that city. The 
retiring board hired one A. D. Haylor 
for a term of three years. The new 
board, for its first business, declared 
the contract void and told Prof. Haylor 
that his services would not be needed 
and made a contract with one M. E. 
Hard. Now the school board has beeii 
enjoined'from employing Hard, and a 
pretty kettle of fish is being cooked. 
All of which goes to show, that religion 
should be sedulously kept out ot our 
public schools, and teachers should be 
employed ’solely, on account of educa
tional fitness, and not because they be
long to any particular church; or be
longing to no church at all should not 
disqualify them. Maintain the public 
schools at a high grade ot efficiency, 
and thus perpetuate free government, 
which should De based on the virtue and 
intelligence of the whole people.

HEAR THE DEVIL YELP.
I road of Rev." W.’ F, Sanford, who 

styles himself the chief apostle of the 
“Holy Ghost and Us” Bible-school. He 
and his wife practice divine healing 
away up in* Durham, Maine. They 
“cast out devils,” also. He says (and 
we must believe hiin) that he “cast a 
devil out of his own mother," and thus 
saved her life. He is a graduate of 
Bates College, and was a Free Baptist 
clergyman. He has been converting 
members of the churches to his faith. 
They have a decided advantage over 
other good Christian people^ in that 
they can "hear the Devil yelp,” when 
they get him in a tight corner.. They 
style the naw faith, “The World’s Evan
gelization Crusade, on Apostolic Prin
cipled" This notice Is not in the nature 
.of an advertisement, but merely to show 
that these good people are. trying to 
carry out the doctrines/ laid, down in 
God’s Holy Book. OfjCyiirse, they will 
be persecuted jusl.ak' spiritual healing 
mediums are in FhiJqdflohia, Pa.; but 
they will go on with/'.their healing, in' 
spite of the Devil ana,Eis imps.

Sia; Mathews.

I feel it my duty as well as pleasure to 
let the numerous friends of Mrs. Fran
ces Ruddick, of Franklin, Indiana (and 
also those who have never been privi
leged to meet her), know of the wonder
ful manifestations that have been wit
nessed here at our home, through her 
mediumship.

Her powers as an independent slate
writer have long been recognized, as 
she receives independent slatewriting in 
the light Of day, at any time or place. 
Also, sitting at a little table, wiih all 
human hands in the room upon it, mate
rialized handsiof all sizes and forms will 
greet us from under the cover, answer 
questions by innumerable yaps, or write 
their messages independently, always 
materializing the pencil used and quite 
often writing, in colors.

But I started out to tell of another 
phase she has only recently developed, 
and that is dark seance manifestations; 
and thinking that it may interest many 
of your readers, I will endeavor to tell 
of one seance, although no more won
derful than many others: *

The piedium was fastened securely in 
her chair, the sitters, seven in number, 
forming a semicircle, with herself in 
the opening, and the light extinguished. 
Almost immediately hands caressed us, 
and Jimmy McCormick, her main con
trol, greeted us through the trumpet. 
Two adult forms materialized, who 
talked to and caressed their friends in 
the circle, while others could only make 
themselves known through the trumpet. 
Jimmy soon informed us that if we 
would sing again he would baptize us, 
and almost instantly everyone was 
sprinkled, and that copiously, while he 
informed us that he brought it from the 
tub outdoor, and as there was nd water 
In the room we were compelled to be- 

,lieve him. He was masked if he could 
not bring a band to make music, and he 
replied, "Certainly, if you will furnish 
the instruments.” A violin and guitar 
were accordingly brought aad placed In 
the circle. The spirit friends immedi
ately tuned them to their satisfaction 
and then played’on them—on the Bitters' 
laps, floating in the air, on the celling, 
etc.. Jimmy also sang through the trum
pet, accompanied in perfect time by the 
guitar.. ' . .

' Last, but not least, a tiny niece that 
has materialized bvery night, and that 
had talked In her bauy way at various 
times during this seance, sanga baby 
song independently, and afterwards a 
little playmate of hers materialized, 
told her name and where her parents 
lived, and then they two sang “Rock-a- 
bye Baby” together, while one picked 
the guitar in perfect time. .

O, were the two worlds ever nearer 
one than at that moment? Spirit lights 
were next brought’to each one, ond after 
another baptism from Jimmy wo were 
loth but compelled to bid them good 
night. '

Jimmy is quite a politician, and when 
there are none in the circle that it will 
offend, hurrahs for "free silver” and 
Bryan to his heart's content. In the se
ance above mentioned he wrote “10 to 1" 
and “Bryan” on a gentleman’s shlrt- 
bosom, and while making a great com
motion with the trumpet at tne ceiling 
in one corner of the room he was asked 
what.he was doing, and the answer came 
"Electioneering," and his reply to 
whom he found up there? was “Gold
bugs.”

He Is very humorous and makes many 
happy hits. The perfume of flowers 
have been brought many times, so that 
'their aroma pervaded the room. Tests 
have been given to skeptical sitters, 
both by independent voices and through 
the trumpet, that could not ba gainsaid. 
Fearing that I have already made this 
article too long for your limited space, I 
wifi close, although there is much more 
I should like to say of the manifesta
tions witnessed through this marvelous 
but unassuming instrument of the Spirit
world. D. P. Hughes.

"Wheatland, Mich.

“Principles of Digit and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D^ JJl.D. A truly 
great work of a masfe^mind, and on®. 
whom Spiritualists shojud delight to 
honor. The result '¿>1 ¡years of deep 
thought and patient.'tejearch into Na
ture’s finer forces avs here garnered 
and made amenable to .tlie well-being of 
humanity. Medical meh! especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces.-willvfityi Instruction of 
great value and interest. “A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid. 
$5. It is a wonderfuFwork and you will 
be delighted with it.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
o{ thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
81.00. For sale at this office.

“The Woman's Bible, Part I. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of.the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right,.- characterize 
this very interesting effort of some ot 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
,»t this office. Price 5J cent«.

THE CALF-PATH.

One day through the primeval wood 
A calf walked home, as good calves 

should,
Butmadp a trail all bent askew, 
A crooked trail, as all calves do. 
Since then two hundred years have fled, 
And, I infer, the calf is dead.
But still he left behind his trail, 
And thereby hangs my moral tale.
The trail was taken up next day 
By a lone dog that passed that way;
And then a wise bell-wether sheen 
Pursued the trail o’er vale and steep, 
And drew the flock behind him, too, 
As good bell-wethers always do.
And from that day, o'er hill and glade, 
Through those old woods a path was 

made. .
And many men wound in and out, 
And dodged and turned and bent about 
And uttered words of righteous wrath, 

•Because 'twas such a crooked path;
But still they followed—do not laugh— 
The first migrations of that calf. * 
And through that winding wood-way 
' . statked

Because he wobbled when he walked.
This forest path became a lane, 
And bent and turned and turned again; 
This crooked lane became a road, 
Where many a poor horse, with his load, 
Toiled on beneath the burning sun, 
And traveled some three miles in one. 
And thus a century and a half 
They trod the footsteps of that calf.
The years passed on in swiftness fleet; 
The road became a village street, 
And this, before meh were aware, 
A city’s crowded-thoroughfare;
And‘Boon the central street was this 

.Of a renowned metropolis,
And men two centuries and a half 
Trod in the footsteps of that calf. 
Each day a hundred thousand rout 
Followed the zigzag calf about; 
And o’er his crooked journey went . 
The traffic of a continent.
A hundred thousand men were led 'i;r 
By one calf near three centuries dead. 
They followed still his crooked way, 
And lost one hundred years a day; 
For thus such reverence is lent 
To well-established precedent. ■ 
A moral'lesson this might teach, . 
Were I ordained and called, to preach. 
For men are prone to go it blind ' •
Along the calf-paths of the mind, 
And work away from sun to sun " 
To do what other men have done.
They follow in the beaten track, 
And out and in, and forth and back, 
And still their deyious course pursue, 
And keep the path that others do. 
But how the wise old wood-gods laugh, 
Who saw the first primeval calf! • 
Ah 1 many things this tale might teach— 
But I am not ordained to preach. J

■ . . —The Aitrurian.
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Complete ßcposE or theí
§• ofthb PRINCIPLES a objects EmSSB

, « AMERICAN PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
¿ J fCQrVBIQBTBD.» |

Illustrated Edition contains 80 pages. Sent on racolpt of 15 cents 2 copies for 
' . 25 cents postpaid. The MANUAL sells at sight.
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

f+ERESY,
.. . OR . . .

LED TO THE LIÒHT.

¿¿thrilling. Psychological Story of SvangelU 
' tuition and Proe Thought, It is to Protest- 

antisty what ths ,(Seorct3 of Uis Con- 
vont'* is to Catholioism,

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
The dlltlntulahed ntitlior, Hudson Tuttle, requires 

no Introduction to the readers ot Tun Pnoonasstva 
Tur sun, but the following beadlngn or chapter, wlU 
show them what they may expect from the book;

Costs ws:-An Idyl — F rrdham - Building the 
Church—The Evangell«t-Blood-The Beloon-Tbe 
Loet Daughter—Law—The Harvest ot Boule-Jane 
Grey—The Mother ot Caln-Bvoldltou-btella—The 
Cell-peatb—A step ForwahJ-The Home Circle—The 
Double Role-Herosr—Annotte-Tbe Batik Bobbery— 
Liberty-All Is Well That Well-The New 
Church—The New Way, Led tomb Llsbt.

Every chapter is devoted to one Idea, aud the whole 
preeeauso many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fiendish career ot the revivalist la con. 
trusted with the character ot tbs boneat minister end 
the tblnklug agntstlo. The ,u-ps by wlilcli a preacher 
emerges from the church, and tbs difficulties no meets 
are graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyceum evolved out of the old, form an in- 
tereitlng study to time seeking new methods.

It la a beautiful volume ot 223 pages, and ths price 
U> accordance with our new departure, la 90 cents, 
postpaid, or five coplei for 11.23. For lais at the 
office of Tus rnoaaxssivE Tuisxxn.

Woman, Church and State,
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archat«.

BY MATILDA JOS LIT,'GAGE.

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN. 
formation laeclnctly and clearly itated in thia 

volume ot CM page« U amazing. Tbe title, aa above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of tbe f ulnces and com- 

the subjects sre treated. The 
Matriarchal«, or Motber-rnle, is the theme of tbe first 
chapter, ta which much lore, quBtat, queer aud curl« 
ous, Is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
Thia «a followed bychiptara on Celibacy, Canop Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In tbe book that Is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of InformationJb not worth the full price 
of the volume. It If pecked , with knowledge welL 
arranged, end Intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. NTo one can posBiblyregrctbuytagit; rtti a val
uable addition to the library of any free and trutb-Lov« 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIALTEXT-BOOK.

BHOWTNq THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S

, CLAIM TO BE A DIVIDE AND" BE
NEFICENT INSTITUTION,^ 

AND REVEALING THE
ABUSESOFA UNION 

o> bavins jvsd stats.
185 Fall-page' IRustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT' OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

The Illustrations aro clssslflcd as follows: Id rep 
resepla Uncle Sun and the Pries*«; 2, The Cburcn 
RobHug the People; S, Thsnkigirlng; 6, Babbatb 
!:RT?: H Children-and the Church; IB, Woman and 
ILt ‘Juurch; 6, The Church and Tbomaaretac; 4, Stud* 
leihj Natural History; 2, The Bible and Science; 15, 
TbeClergy and Their Flock«; 1, Piety in Our Penitcn- 
lUrlei; d, TJ»e_Atonement Scheme; <, The Lord and 
Uli Worksil Prayer; 10. The Creeds; 2, Christians and 
Mohammedans; a Samples of ChrlsUsnltys Work; 
S, Mtsslonsrlesi LThe Lord's Instruments; 85, Bible 
Doctrines, and. Their Results; 1, Tbe Church, and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and PolltlM; t, Ireland and tbe 
Church; 2, Church s Idea ot Civilization; I, Tbe Uses 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind RcdectloM on tbe Church; fl, 
Persecutions ot tbe Church; 12, Some Allegories' 
i Beaven; 6;Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price»2.

FoE Sal» at this office. _______
♦ 4> ❖ TH E ♦ ♦ ♦

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
-OR-

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.

New and startling rerclstlon» In religious history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
arlnmplcs precepts and miracles of tbe Christian New 
Testament, andfarnlablngakey tor unlocking many 
of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the His 
tory of .Sixteen Oriental-Crucified Gods. This won- 
dcrfni and exhsnstlre volume win, we are certain, 
takehlgh rank as a book ot reference 1n the field 
which the author has chosentor It. The amount ot 
mental labor necessary totoUate and compile the 
varied Information contained In It must hare been se
vere and arduous indeed, and now that It la In such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allow it to go ont of print But tbe book 1« 
by nomeMja mere collation of view« or statistics; 
throughout its entire coarse the author—as will be seen by his title-page and chapterhead*—follows • 
definite line of research and argument to the close« 
and his conclusionsgo, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 830 pages. Kew edition* 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Price <2.50. Postage 10 cents» Por sale at

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW •
The Effacement of Chriitlmltyf By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This 11 a most valuable contribution to 

- Freethonght literature.' Boned in paper with good 
likeness at anther. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
gortlJO. . ...

Memorial Oration by CoL Ingersoll 
On Bosses Conkling., Delivered bsgore tha New

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
This 1« a moit valuable book. It comoa from an Ex« 

Priest, whose character is above reproach, aud wbq 
knows what be is ulklnr about. Everybody ahoula 
read i(. Price, (1.00. It contains the following cUarv 
ten: * p

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self 

respect la the Confessional.
. .... _ . CHAPTER!!.
Auricular Confearton a Deep Pitot Perdition for tb 

Prleet.
.. ............................... CHAPTBRIII.
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.
- .....................CHAPTER IV.
Row the Vow of Celibacy of the Priest« la made ean 

by Auricular Confession.
-................................CHAPTER V.
The Ijlgbly-educated and refined Woman In tbe Con 

fesalonal—What bocomea of her after uncoudkton 
al surreader—Her Irreparable Ruta.

... _ . CHAPTER VI. .
Auricular Confession dcatroya nil the Sacred Ties o 

Marriage and Human Society.
_______ _____ CHAPTER VII.
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil 

jiFd Nations?
________  . „CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?
_ ______ . CHAPTER IX../
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Coufeaaldn a Sacrilegious 

Imposture, /
....... . .. CHAPTER X. I .
God compels tbe Church of RomJi to confcse thi 

Aboinluatlona of Auricular Confesstou.
.. . CHAPTER XI.

Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 
France.

. . .. CHAPTER X1T. _ _
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus« 

bands aud Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

'DY LOIS WAISB ROOKER.' THIS IS 
ID a -novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpoie la not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away too time In a state of Idle bleued- 
nesi. devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
solMmprovenjept or tho good of humanity. It la d 
book designed especially. primarily, for mothers and 
choee who are to oe mothers; ajd secondly, through 
the mother», to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and Influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon variona things 
Id modern social and Luitacss life, which are unjust, 
ana fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society aa a whole. The book Is trenchant, instruc
tive and very intercitlng, even when regarded merely 
a« a novel, and la especially commended t>0 “women 
everywhere,” to whom It Is dedicated, it also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic- 
Qhurch; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual Phil* 
osophy are Introduced It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains 345 nogca. neatly bound tn 
Moth. Price b» n-.fi. w-wtM,

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
-OR -

TEREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKÊR,

This t» one of the author’« most useful and In
structive books. Ibis work should be read by every 
man and woman. Price, 0 cents. For sale at thi 
office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The reader« of Ths Psoorxbbtve Thinker will re» 
member the «torr coder the above title, by liadsoa 
Tuttle, which was published in lie colfimns. At the 
time. constant inquirió« were made u to Its appearing 
tn booh form. Thli wUh has now been gratified. It 
mates a volume of 243 pages, In style and form like tbs 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
llkenesi of the author on the corer. The acenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in the 
plcaaingfonn of narrative.

The following are the ehaptcMltlcs: Introduction; 
The Houae of the Sage; Home of the Miser: The Low 
Societies; Hadec; v'brlstmnstldc tn the Spheres of 
Light; ChrlatmaBtide and the Golden Gate; The Un* 
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Vl.ltto 
the Barth; The Change Called Death; Coming totbo 
Knowledge of the.Light;. The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Contentedneas Not Goodness; Address of the Bage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book in which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price tn paper is 60 cental muslin 11 ¡ postpaid.ROMANISM AND THE R& PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER 0» # 

Mi conntrr rtould have at haadtqr contralto.
tlon. By Bev. iBa&cJ.LtDBlng, M. A. Thia li a moot 
able work, conilitlngof aDlBcuislon of the Porpoeef, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Romaii 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tttawork contains M7psges, ut| 
may be considered a mice of valuable tafonnatloa fa? 
every patriot la tbe land- Price si. For aale at thl| 
office. . .... —■

TALLEYRAND’S ~
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially taterertlng to all 
who would desire to make a study of Bomanism and 
the Bible. The historic facta stated, and tbe keen. 
Bc&tblnf review of Romish Ideas and practices should 
be read ey all. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

God in the Constitution. .
Bv Robert G. IngereoU. One of tbe best papers Colo 

nel Ingersoll ever vrrote. In paper corer, with like« 
neas of author. Price, 10 cents; tweire copies for 11.00.

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By tbe late M. Faraday, The ort
gin of reUtfonB'tn&'thelr Influence upon tbe mental 
development of tbehuman race. Transcribed at the 
request ot a band of ancient bhlloBODbere. Price - 
10 cents. . •

.. OF JOHN BROWN,
The Medium ot the Hockiea, with Introduction hj 

J. S, Unround. This is the hUtoty Mond of the 
most wonderfulmedlums thet ever tired. 1ft lena 

Jâf2*““ ritM- «0 com. For sm.
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R MISSIONARY WORK.

Praçtical Plan to Spread the
Light of Spiritualism.

A Well-Directed Effort in Missouri

To the Editor:—Supposing, that a, 
sketch of ;iny work here would be in
teresting to your munv readers, I give 
the following as an idea ot the work 
which 1 have begun in this county 
outside of' Unionville, Mo. My first 
address before a public audience out
side ol our little society of Truth
seekers, was on the third Sunday of 
August, at a new Christian Church 
known as the Concord Church.

The following is the plan of work 
laid out: To secure an appointment 
wljeie I can address, the people once a 
month on the subject of Spiritualism; 
and have four of these appointments 
in. four ditieient localities, thereby 
reaching from 1,000 to 1,500 people 
every month, presenting .Spiritualism 
in its best dress, and not allowing any 
criticism made about anybody else’s 
religion. / ...

At the Concord Church I began 
with the text, ‘ ‘Prove all things; hold 
fast that winch is good"—not as some 
people do, ‘ ‘Prove some things; hold 
fast that which"! believe.” It is 
necessary to prove all things, for that 
is the only possible way of securing a 
truth. You may read all the books 
yon may find, or listen to all the lec- 

* tines and talks that are given in the 
country—you cannot learn a truth.- 
YTou may gain ideas and theories from 
books and hearsay, but to leant truths 
you must make a practical demonstra
tion yourself mid for yourself. •

An idea or theorywlnch you dem
onstrate for yourself will prove to be 
a truth or a falsehood, otherwise it 
would still be a theory, and you could, 
not possibly know whether it would 
,be true or false.

And before we begun to present the 
principles of Spiritualism we. made the 
statement that we did not come here 
to criticise anybody else’s religion, nor 
would we answer any question the an
swer to which would criticise anyone s 
religion: that we were here to present 
Spiritualism in its best dress.

First, I have never heard of any 
persons who have become acquainted 
with the phenomena and philosophy 
of Spiritualism but they have in
variably accepted it as being true as a 
religion and become Spiritualists. 
And the first Idea of the philosophy 
of Spiritualism which each person 
muift receive is liberty.

Without liberty no one can com
prehend the harmonlal philosophy. 
You must first have liberty to read all 

' books and papers, taking everything 
you read under ■ consideration, not 
knowing whether ..it be fake or true 
until you put it to a practical test. 
And, when anyone asks you a question 
and you don’t positively.know, don’t 
be afraid to say “I don’t -Ifnow.” 
Don’t say you know when you don’t 
know; thereby giving yourself the lib
erty to tell the truth. And after you 
have given yourself full liberty, then 
concede the same rights to everybodj’ 
else.

Don’t criticise other people because 
you think you are a step in advance 
of them. Give them the liberty you 
needed to get out of those conditions. 
This is what we call the fundamental 
principle of Spiritualism, and without 
which no one can become a lover of 

. the truths of Spiritualism. Liberty 
leads to knowledge through demon
stration, and the knowledge of the 
truth leads us to that groat fountain 

.. of joy and happiness which brings us 
• in harmony with all nature. Love— 

this is the god of the true Spiritualist.
• After presenting some of the lead

ing features of Spiritualism, we gave 
the audience the liberty to ask ques
tions. Before we thought of it an 

’' hour had passed and it was time to 
. adjourn.. .There were no Spiritualists 
present; nearly all were members of 
some church, and from outward ap
pearance all enjoyed the first talk they 
ever heard on Spiritualism.

We have an appointment here again 
for the third Sunday in September, 
and an appointment nt the Lone Star 
SchooLltouse on the first Sunday in 
September. This is the beginning of 
our work, which bids fair to show 
grand results in the coming years.

Let us bring the work home and 
present the grand truths to our neigh
bors'and friends around our own 
home. If anyone has axbettor plan, 
let him come out with the practical 
work. .
/. We expect Moses and Mattie. E. 
Hull here from the 18th to the 21st of 
September, inclusive. - _ ■

W. T. Grxkne.

6H-/VS. E.
WftTKlNS
M. D 1 >

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes bls whole time to 
Ins practice. Tins is one reason for 

- his great success. •
ANOTHER REASON is that he does 

not try to run down other doctors.
ANOTHER REASON is he is ac

knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely. .

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in-ihe 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANdTHER REASON is he makes 
the price of treatment right to till.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

ii CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you/Should you desire to 
consult him. -

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age,' 
Sex, and Leading Symptom,1

DR. G. L WATKINS,
AYER, MASS,

■ “Poems ol Progress." By Lizzie" 
Doten. In this volutnc, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is atak to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L For sale 
at this office. " . ' ■

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the. Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against aU 
institutions, beliefs "and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 

-In these statements of veritable history. 
The • devilishness and murderous ma- 
dignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all _ the world’s

-■ records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c. ■

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open thisliook, as its eom- 
leal pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
|o induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest'frhm busy : cares, and drive, away e” hni. Price, in strong board covers,

t apth«1.50. For sale at this office.

A New Society in Detroit.
-To tbbEditor:—Tbe cause in which 

-we are all so much interested, the 
spread of Spiritualism, has received a 
new impetus in our midst by (lie or
ganization, two month's ago, of the 
Central Spiritual Union, which has for 
its purpose the unification of Spirit
ualists in our city. . .

It is nowiu complete and successful 
running order, with a full corps of 
officers, consisting of president, sec
retary. treasurer and conductor, with 
an executive board of nine and a 
council of twelve.

The duties of tbe board have to do 
with the management and conduct of 
public meetings and circles, and the 
council lias to do with the extension 
of the cause. '

Tbe union has met thus far with 
the most unbounded sffccess, large 
and overflowing meetings being held 
weekly, tbe last of which was held 
lust Friday evening at Prismatic Hall, 
when Dr. J. D. Kergan, our fellow
citizen, well and favorably known as 
an enthusiastic Spiritualist, gave a 
most interesting and instructive ad
dress on “A Drop of Water, from 
the Table to the Heart." ■

This was followed by a rare and 
beautiful exhibition of psychic power 
by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, a lady 
resident and co-worker, whose ability 
and popularity as a platform speaker 
and seer seems to be fast placing her 
in the front ranks os a psychic. Let 
me mention a sample of her work 
on the occasion above mentioned, 
especially her psychometric phase.

A large number of articles from 
total strangers, such os watches, keys, 
rings, eta., being placed upon the ta
ble, she seems to be overwhelmed by 
unseen and invisible forces, which 
take possession of her. Her whole 
system becomes convulsed with pro
found emotion, the face lighting,with, 
a radiance beautiful to behold, the 
cheeks flushed; those tapering fingers 
are - slightly moistened with water, 
and this Compound of humanity and 
divinity is now ready to read with un
erring certainty not only the thoughts 
of those present, but, strange to say, 
objects and things in use hundreds 
and thousands of-years ago. and their 
history, by whom owned, and the 
mses to which-they were put, becomes 
an open book.

Each papilla, twenty thousand to 
the square inch, on those soulful 
fingers becomes a thousand auditor}’ 
or sensory eyes, ears, and ■ intel
ligences, by which the past, present 
and future gives up its secrets.

■ And now the half has not been told. 
Suddenly, as with a mighty rush, the 
very air seems to be crowded with 
spirit presences, each importuning to 
be heard, and rarely failing of recog
nition. • -

Thus (loth the visible mid invisible 
world blend in this wonder of
cliometry. .

C, 1Y- Burrows, M.

“Human Culture and Cure. 
First 'The Philosophy ol Cure.

psy-

l>.

Part 
(In-

eluding Methodsand Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. Avery in
structive and valuable work. It.should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
otfiee.. Price, 75 cents, “

THB FROGRBæiVB THINKER.

ORS. PEEBLES
& BURROUGHS,

SPECIALISTS IN ALL CHRONIC
DISEASES.

'-Depend for ibelr remarkable euros, sot 
upon thç old drastic drug system, but upon 
the knowledge of ;dlsoBBcs and thetr proper, 
reincdtes—upon sçlence and the finer pay* 
unie forces. - .

Some of tbclr cures, like Schlatter's, are 
INSTANTANEOUS; in other cases month» 
are required: . ■ . .

Hpvfug carefully studied all tbe tberspeu- 
lo.CTUMctfou with their long 

medical experience, -they use those beat 
adapted to each cAse with unvarying success.

Hundreds are Joyfully wrltlngthe Doctor : 
I am bettor,” or “I am cured?’ "God bleu 

you.”

THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWING!
Dyspepsia,; aiwrbœ», dropsy, epilepsy, ee
tenia, erysipelas, falling Blcgness, rheuma
tism/scrofula, nervous spatsm, gravel, gout, 
headaches,. heart'dleeMe, klndey powplalut. 
female weakness, liver- difficulty,. neuralgia, 
paralyse, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer; catarrh,' ¡ilrriplee 
UPO» the face, uieripe dlseues, weakneaees 
of mon, barrenness, Insanity.drunkenness,, 
constipation,-la grippe and all cbronle 
diseases. And further, they furnisb .

FREE TO ALL- PATIENTS
Hygenlo aud Physiological literature, en
abling them when cured, to remain healthy.

Correct Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stump 
for reply.
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SPIRITS BESIEGE THE HOUSE.

Mysterious Rappings Make Life 
a Burden. r

-The home of D.-D. Bower-sox, No. 
53 North California avenue, is pos
sessed by strange, uncanny spirits. 
For two months, past his family has 
been startled by mysterious noises and 
rappings, for which he can discover 
no cause nor even so much as a plaus
ible explanation. .

The phenomena are most startling, 
and often since their first appearance, 
he says, It has been impossible to gain 
a night's uninterrupted rest, 
' Mr. Bowersox is a traveling sales
man, and says he has never before 
taken any stock in stories of Spiritual
ism, His family consists of his wife 
and a son of seven years. For a year 
past they have lived in the house, a 
two-story flat building. They occupy 
th^ftfat flat, and Charles Kimball, the 
owner of the building, resides with his. 
family on the second floor.

One night about eight weeks ago 
Mrs. Bowersox was awakened by a 
knocking on one of the doors leading 
to her chamber. She says there were 
three distinct raps, plain and loud. 
She t opened ■ the door, but there was 
no one there.

She retired again, but once more 
the rapping came; but sho did - not 
darc this time to open the door, her 
husband being absent.

Several nights thereafter the unseen 
visitors made their reappearance, and. 
then there was another witness.. This 
was Mrs. Bowersox’s sister, who also 
testifies that she heard the rappings 
distinctly. . - . .

When the head of the household 
returned home he laughed at • the 
ghost stories and declared he had yet 
to see the spirit that could terrify him. 
But he didn t have long to wait before 
his courage was tested. ■ Sinoe then, 
he says, the spirits have returned sev
eral times, and that last Wednesday 
the house was fairly battered by them.

“The noises would seem to answer 
one another across the room and from 
one end of the house .to the other," 
said he. “When they first came I 
was standing within afoot of a half
opened door, and I heard them rap 
three times on the other side, just 
above my head. I ■ jumped in front 
of the dooms quickly as I could, but 
could see nothing which by any 
stretch of the imagination could pro
duce that sound. -

1 ‘After we had retired it seemed the 
spirits, or whatever they- are, were 
holding high carnival... Raps on the 
parlor- door would be echoed in the 
kitchen and re-echoed in our bedroom. 
Then the spirits would become more 
aggressive and beat at tho head of our 
bed,-o'r on the drawers of the dresser,- 
It was the most ghastly sound I ever 
listened to. . : *- .

“We are not superstitious, but we 
are going to leave- as soon as we -can 
find a suitable house. ” . •

The house has been built only three 
years;, but the cause of the mysterious- 
rapping is unexplained.

Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.

“Religious and Theological Works ol 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, $1. ■ For 
sale at this office.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
.Old Records,” Told, by Paul Carus.' 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all wbo would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
pies. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.. 
By Ignatius Donnelly . Sums up all in
formation Relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely interestins. Price $2.

Mrs. Dr. Mbson-Barker,
AS A-SPi AL HEALEK
HAS NO EQBIÎÏj!

Rejoice and Be Gilad !z Herald Forth 
the Tidings df Good Health!

UR. A. B.. DOBSON’S
Hcallbg poyers are-telnff repeated over and over 

again through tbe mtdiuineblp of MRS. DR.
D0B8ON-BARKEB. wbo, for the patl year and 
a half *bas ‘

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS

of all diseases that flesh la beir to, and will give 
you proof of her powers, by Bending requirements 
a» per aquH advertisement for diagnosis 61 your 
case. Hero its-oho of Uer mauY cures;

. 8t. Louts, Juno 21. 1896.
MY’DEAR MRS. DOBSON:—! herewith .uiulOHC 

«1.18 for another month's remedies for my ehter 
Emma. I can’t tell you bowmucli good these medi
cines do her and bow thankful and grateful we are 
for baying applied for them.. Wheu she began tak
Ing tbh Jaat medicine, she had considerable distress 
in;the bowels aud stomach, but after a week'sbe was 
relieved and we are convinced If-she had not die 
medicine she would have had a wrlous sick upell as 
llvor, stomach and bowels were in a bad condition, 
Kow everything seems lo good order; still we feel as 
if more medicine will eventually cure all her ailments. 
We thank you sincerely for prompt reply, and wish 
you all the success you so well merit. ..

With affectionate regards, very truly, 
_ . . • . KEDEUCALEVY. t

8391 Laclede are., pt. Louis Mo. - .

J. 6. BflTDORF, M, D.
SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 

'DISEASES.
\ ---- —0- —-T, ■

PRESCKIBES NO POISONOUS 
DItUGSl I .

------- —O——-I /

TESTIMONIALS!
Dear Doctoh—Yout medicine 1» the best for the 

liter aud kidneys I buvo ever taken, and 1 Lave tried 
them all. ANN M. BATES.

Ridgefield, Conn. . .

Deae Doctor—It h only two months since ! began 
your medicine, and I scarcely-know myself. Have 
suffered so much pain, seems like a new world I am 
Id since getting rid of it, Am gaining strength every 
day and know that 1 will soon be well.

JUMA A. STEVENS. 
Bridgeport, Conn., 88 Beach street.

Dear Doctor -I have no use for medicine now; 
am entirely cured, for which I thank you -very much. 
J Hunk your wonderful medicine saved my life. My 
back never aches now and am* free from palu. Am 
very hearty aud am gaining fldsh every day: I «hull 
always praise your wonderful medicine and hope you 
will make greater efforts to Place it iu the reach of 
allsuffcrers.. . ’ MRS. EDSON B. CLA0K.

Sbhroon Lake, N. Y. -

'■ One thousand more on flle at our office.. Watch 
thia space, as. new testimonials will appear every 
two weeks.

A CATHOLIC MEDIUM.
How and Why She Lost Her 

Gift of Mediumship.

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, aud 
two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. D.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
' ' . asstf

FORSTER, DR, W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 

■Will send a free dtognoslsand terms for treatment to 
all who win lendkthelr name and address—In their 

andwrltlng—with postage stamp for reply.
. fl be Pacific Coast Spirltuailst” of Deo/fid, 18H 

Savs of Dr. Forster:- • •
Ns coming here he ba, made hlmielf highly 

reapected and beloved for hla benevolent work, hl. 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and bis straight
forward course of Integrity and-honor.” .

“Dr. W. M. Forster, California’s noted clairvoyant 
puysmlan, Is receiving commeudatlons from far and 
uearover liisreinarkublea success as a healer.’1—Phil
osophical Journal.-

Address, .

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1Ü50 Market Street» - Ban Francisco, Cal, 
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ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.
if Something new and start» 
ling. - Tliie knowledge lb 
from a higher source and 
is fully explained in the 
“Abtkal Guide/’ which 
will be sent FREE to any 
address upon receipt of a 
hvc cent ataiup for postage.

Astrological Btudents, 
Physicians, Healers, 
Nurses, Everybody uu&T 
have the “Guide.” .

X. .7. SHAFER, 
■ Ohemiat,

Some years ago a young. Irish girl, 
eighteen years of age, by the name of 
Maggie Kane, was employed bj' us/or 
general housework. She was a ¿ood 
girl in every respect and a devoted 
Catholic. She was a natural-born 
medium, but knew nothing of Spirit
ualism.

I was sitting one day at the table in 
the dining-room, trying to induce the 
spirits to write for me, when Maggie 
came into the room to do some work, 
and I asked her to take the pencil and 
try. -She readily complied with my 
request. The spirit at once wrote for 
her, to ohr great pleasure and satisfac
tion. Maggio was now invited into 
the parlor every evening to give us an 
exhibition of her newly-found spiritual 
powers, and I assure you we. were 
highly entertained ana greatly de
lighted, at the wonderful manifestation 
of her mediumship, The spirit-writing 
through her handvwas a great mystery 
to the girl, as sire was entirely ignor
ant in regard to everything pertaining 
to our philosophy. 1

Now comes the :blow that crushed 
our hopes and destroyed our pleasure. 
At the end of the month the spirits 
wrote; “This gid; is a Catholic and 
strongly devoted- jto her church. She 
is a nutural-bormnedium, and if she 
will give up her religion we will make 
her one of the grandest mediums the 
world has ever seen." ■

I asked: “Spirit,; how long will you 
give her to consider.thiB matter?’’ - 

. “One week1,"; was.promptly written
on the paper; through :Maggie’.s hand.

I said: “That is too short a time to 
consider so important a question and 
consult with her friends and family. ” 
' The reply came very’ quick in these 
words: “Well, sir, if you think a week 
too short a time, we will,, give her a 
month; but during that .tune we shall 
do no writing, and if she declines our 
offer we shall leave her and hunt up 
another medium.”

1 asked; “Why do you ask her to 
give up her religion?” : -

The reply camo promptly, as fol
lows: “When we get her nicely de
veloped she will tell her priest all, 
about it, and he will tell her the Devil 
is in it, and to let it alone; and she 
will 'then and there promise to do so, 
and all our labor will have been in 
vain. ” . ‘ ' .....

One evening at the end of the 
month Maggie seated herself at the 
table with pencil in hand, in. the pres
ence of all the members of our family, 
when the spirits-wrote as follows:

“We were present at the Catholic 
Church the-next Sunday after the ar
rangement was made, and at confes • 
sion our medium told the priest all 
about it. He told her the Devil was 
in it, and as she valued her' soul; to 
let it alone—which she .then and there 
promised to do. We will now bid you 
all good-bye.”

This closed all our spiritual in
vestigation with Maggie, the medium. 
She often came into the parlor, and 
volunteered her services as a medium, 
but no phenomena ever occurred. She 
Would go to her room,.and before re
tiring sit for an hour at a time, with 
pencil in • hand, coaxing, begging, be
seeching, imploring the spirits., with 
tears in het eyes, to write for her; 
promising them everything except the 
surrender of her religion, but she 
never could get the.'pencil to move.

-Three years later Maggie married a 
fine young man. He is an .engineer 
now on the Erie Railroad.

■ J. G. Patton.

ASTONISHINQ-OFFER.
Bend three two-cent Hani'p,. lock of hair, name 

age, scr, one leading cytnptom, and your dlaeaae will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power. •

MRS, DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
• SAN JOSE. CAL., Box 182 8tttf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Of BhlrleyvlHc, Maes., and Ida band of powerful 
ancient spirits are effecting the inoat wonderful 
cures that liavo been recorded and are so acknowl
edged. By lite clear knowledge of your diseases, 

& h,s marvelous spirit forces - com bl nod 
with bls magnetic remedies, -will’convince the moat 
skeptical of hh wonderful power to heal the sick. 
Try him. Send him wax, age, name, lock of hair, 
aud four 2-cent stamps, and he will send a (Uagnorls 
of your case free. He doesn’t want any leading 
symptoms. -Address DIL J. S. LOUCKS, ShlrieyvIHe, 
MnsBachuBetts. ' „ 864

SJ. CaUdscxn 
1TX> »A.3PIPS. uricst.

A WONDERFUL OFFER^ 

. . . BY ., ,
DR. W, F. LAY, Clairvoyant, 
One of the most succeisful healers and diagnostician! 
mutnil Rmr6 d?,cl"r ,lias le,lerJ‘ boni all over the 
United Blates, Camulu, Australia aud Europe, lelllna 

result», attey all hope in oth« sources hate been givtn up, i.elng speedily cured 
under his treulmeut. Nervous bud elirunlc dlacusde 

nlci; 1:|,.cull“r to ijoth meu and women, 
pwer, cured“W b * woude“ul “°d extnordlnury
.«I'l6»1101”01 •"t’.ccver ful Ie J In u correct dlupnuata of 
fur ™ 1 “1“ f 'c,lug C1|u»e« that had baffled
ln,LinIU?o ren0,teupd Physic puk, but was readily ex 
SXnipoww.U " w<)lld,!|■íu, cl’ilrvoyant aud olalr-

Each case receive« the attention of htmaolf and 
9 nnnfr i,W, CMC. Send HirCO
2-ccnt Btamps, lock of hair, a ;e, rpx, and <>nU eymytoiu 
and by return mall you will rocelvo a full andaer * 

«tascrlptton of your ca.<c and any advice regarding 
?,,1cn aceo»nt of hh marvelous

ItaXetelng‘M““4 ’ MguUr
Sulfmrs, you Hint have failed tA llud relief try 

ablll™ Address“ couvl,,ccd Dr-Powers’ and 
SWfbll. W..F. LAY, liox ?1S, Chicago, Ill. 

heliocentric; astrology? 
¿tS«

the position of the planet- from |R2'> to 1'Jlti. The maxi 
S’ri *»1° York ou ^iBlyatem ever published. Adam
o Yt«ir b<’<l,,,]er8 or professors. One can cast and read 
a boyosco;>e in half an hour. For sale by

FREDERICK WHITE. O OM., 
80$ Fifth. Ave,t b, - Minticapulia, Wntt, 

Send the date of your Idrtb aud $1 and rerotv.

FOR BEGINNERS.
The Play of the Planets.

. ■■■-■ _0—. ■. : ■-. ■
Tbla wonderful educator is attracting the attention 

of thousands of people al) over, tbe world as Ils elm- 
pllclclty gives one . '

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE 
concerning tbo influence of tbe planet« and tbe signs 
of-the Zodiac In human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to use It and accomplish 
wonders. .

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

This wonderful Invention make. It euy for all to 
learn this aubllme eclence and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of-every person born for 75 yean past, and also to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE.

A of the /irat edition left which will 
be furnished at $1 each. For eale at this 
office,

P/WLYSIS
— AND — •

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. ...

MAGN'ETHM nil* tbo n-atem with new life, energy 
and vigor, aud puts It In harmony with nature. It 

-est*bli8besgn equilibrium among the vital forces 
which Itf die

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
k FORM OF DISEASE. •

-Seito for our new book on Paralyil»- FREE—In or
der co learn more of tlil.i M VBTICA L SU H6TANCE, 

ft?*- V V,!",,ow. K> "» tlieeyalcmwltli 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all forms of 
dhotue.

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, will convince tbo mn*t skeptical on earth of 
tbe power of thia great, grand. InvlRlble substance. 
Try them aud be convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. 1401. MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
«l"o<con«1ln»,i,“„0r T’""'1'"- 1,VBr a'ld klJ'iey dl.oa.0.

^L^°d’
OnofnekuReofourMagnetlied Compound for ior« 

fl™ Or 'l00,r dyrelUkt. Hah Imen used and praised br 
thousands In all purls of the world. Sent for 60 cents 

8ellt j’°“,P“ld tor tl.00. with Yarma'i 
photo and Instructions how tollveiooyears. ,^Ina,

Melted Pebble Spectacles,
RMWrelost v,slo». Write tor lllu.trated Circuit« 

«hewing .Ivie« nndprlce. and phot. ot Spirit Yanna. 
WJ*<° devel0>‘ud this clalr, oynut power In me. I ca^[ 
adJuBt my Mehcd Pebble SpneiLle. «» perfectly w 
offlie.<,yal I? •Vf>ur own ’’Omo UB If yon were In my 

, I ihousanda can testify. Send stamp tor 
photo. B. F. Poolb. Clinton. Iowa. ■

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

INVALIDS
FT, ZFO «7ZZ SEND FOUR CENTS JN

” «ymptoma, will racelra 
pamphlM and advlpa ruca to cure tbsmsalvo. without 
dren. The THOMAS B1TTKUT- COMPANY. Card- 
Infton, Ohio - t/

psYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
.. ÍT0?: *.-.b- Severance In all matters pertaining to 

EreoUcal llfe, end your spirit-friends. Beud lock of 
Si'»?.?“'1’"!«“«. *nd one dollar. Win 'answer 

uiree questions free ot charge. Bend for circulars. 
Address, lit) l-ralrle «.reel. Milwaukee. Wie. IWtt

DR. GAR LA NITS
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS 

ln '•a-’’“»«’ •!“ boxes and are guaranteed 
to give aatlafactlon or money win be refunded hr I hl proprietor Dr. M. H. (¡„'and. Send 25 eeni In 
stamps and receive by return malLa box of this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
ae you will And It a blood cleanser as well as a Throat 
aud Lung Remedy. Over VoO.Ot» boxes sold and all 
recommend tbein. Addreis u!l orders t > dr m n IllMa51'“’ “2 61I"elh n,ce- St»»"» O., Ch|^

CONSUMPTION CURED
and CUBr wethod. by D P. KAYNER. M D. 

Home treatment furulibed. and cun* almost certain 
mjg^^rg  ̂ “¿Vol .-X“*"

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

Mothers will find ‘‘Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST 
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 

JEWELRY/

Al the Sunflower tuns Its 
face towards the aun, so- 3ptr- 
ituallsm turns tbe faces of hu

manity from darkness and superstition towards tbe 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

. PRICES!
Rolled Plato Bar Pin...................
Solid Gold Bar Pin........ 7...........
Electro-plate Badge............................ . ................
Rolled Plate Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button.... 
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm.....................
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm..........-....... ..
Rolled Plate Maltose Pendant.................................
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant.........................

FOR HALE. AT THIS OFFICE,

..«2 25 

.. 8 50
75 

1 25 
1 75 
8 00 
5 0Q 
8 0Ö 
5 W

40 LOOMIS STREET, UHICAGO 
È. V. WILSON'S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism
E. V. ‘WUbod was one of tho pioneers of Spiritual- 

Ibto, and was noted asa speaker and test medium. He 
did i-griad work for tbo cause, and this bqqknarrates 
many. of - bls striking experiences during bls labors. 
■ "Purchasers will find it .Intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who wu left 
tn straitened circumstances. ,...................... . .

Tbe book contains iOOnagea, and I* »old for SI.. Ad
rets MBS. E, V. WILSON, 01 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso» Ind. . ■..

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Undeslrableilmmlgration.
The Catholic element-in the United 

States is being constantly augmented by 
fresh importations from. Italy. Tho 
most undesirable American population 
has Come from that country, where edu
cation is at a very low ebb. Late reports 
say there are 460,000 in this country, no 
doubt sent hero by'.Rome for political 
purposes.

Lyceums and .Societies* that wish to get up ele
vating,'. interesting end paying: entertainments enn- 
not do better than to Imre u Prize Contest. The ta- 
tiro plan, with full directions, Is te the book, and 
may bc'eaelly managed; Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than *n Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing is needed more. Any individual .may organize 
one In his own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS. 
... ■ v- ' 'Address .

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
Berli i HeigJt'g Ohio.

MB AMI MR«- Pl REINS BPI AKERS AND Ml 
dlumB. faunday meetings, 617 N. Clark street ^:30 

and?:45 p.m. Private readings doily, 514 N. Well* Ft. 
instructions in development and healing. Circles 
Monday and Friday cvcnlnga. Class, Tuesday at 8 p.m.
__________________________Mil

H°,WJO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phases of medlumslilp, and a spiritual 
52?ii<iok- Al' ,or 23 <!cn,•• Address Mrs J. A. Bliss, 
1921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III. sm

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who is clairvoyant, clalraudlont, 

psychometric and yrophetlc. can bo consulted at No. 
1680 North Clark street. Engagements can oe made 
by letter.  l840tf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Rend full name, age, aw, and two stamp« for frxe 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
yv. W. Lathi op, M. I)., Jackson, Mich. 

: Mention this paper, 33 tf

MRS. 6. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known PgycUomctrlst and Business Medium. 
Readings personally or by letter 11.00. Three rca 
•onablc questions answered by mall fur W cents. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
home of tbc patient. 3140 Rhodes avenue. Chicago- 
III. Take Cottage Grove avenue car io 1 birty-flrsi 
street. Residence, one block west on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thirty-first. 260if

IfBS. M. L. GILLETTE, INDEPENDENT SLATE- 
IU. writer. 918 East -Forty-second Place. Sittings 
dally from 10 a. in. to 4 p.m. 856

VIOLIN. MANDOLIN, GUITAR, PIANO AND 
V vocal music for Bale at 5 cents per cony, 100 for 

I1.S0. Send Btainp for catalogue. 2829 olive street 
Bl. Loull, Mo.- ssg

“fTcORDEN WHITE, 
Trance, Test and Business Medium. Sittings daliv 
at 8058 Calumet avenue, corner Thirty-first strent 
Flats, Wellsboro Flats. 354lf

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, SEER, 
Is developing sensitives In Taychometry, Clalrroy 
r.uce, Inspiration and Psychopathy by a series of 
aspirational teachings through the law of corre

spondence. For booklet, oudorsementa. terms, send 
an addressed and stanr e<l envelope to

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
7820 Hawthorne Street,“ Station P, Chicago, Illinois 
. Psychlscopca, Including a regular alttlng', 12.

. •. . SCI

ICRS.. S. F. DeWOLF-INDEPENDENT SLATE- 
ILL.wrltftiR. 240 Winchester arc., near Van Buren 
Na<Ut?n Hrcct car; take transfer at Robey. Ladle«’ 
circle, Thursday« at 3:30. . - ’ • 328

MATERIALIZATION.
MRS..L. A. IIOBERTS, THE MATERIALIZIN,; 
IU. medium, holds ecanccs for Materialization on Sat
urday and Sunday evenings of each week at S o’clock, 

■ ■ •. ■ . 356

■irns. L. PACKER, 7503V. VAN BUBEN. CLAIR- 
jUL voynnt, ppyclioinctrlsl. business medium. Thretf 
rcneoaBble questions answered by mall, with Btamn, 
2u cents. 858

A New Badge.. ... .Il’ SOHrI gold
with blue and black enamel, 
with Hie pyramids, obelisk 
and Bun's rayb In gold. Every 

____ ______  . .. Mystic should have one of 
these beautiful emblems. Pricen bur mlc nt thia olflee.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of » practical medtuin, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have received Hug c >tiitnunlca- 
tluns from spirit friends, aud express great satisfac
tion. Price, |i, ¡ nl 20 cents extra for eiprcssage. 
Formic at the office of Tint Pro »nx«stVR Tin NX Sb, 

AMERICAF SPIRiTliAL
HEALTH CIRCLE.

HOW TO GAIN HEALTH
AND RETAIN IT I

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

SEND 2-GENT STAMP TO . . ,

3R7 Col. Arc., BOSTON, MASS. 
. 856tf

”WMORTflilTy,-
...OR ■ . .

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR, J. M. PEEBLES.

“Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M, D., 
LL. D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth; 75c. 
For sale at this office.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture, ” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on. the Molecular. Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism; The book is'commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
Office. Price 25 cents . . ■

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

REV. C. V. CORDINQLEY, 
tne celebrated trauco and test medium. ScanccR, 
Monday. Wednesday and Satanta- nights.. Private 
coiiF-ulLitlons dally for buslaes« an I dtagnoffng Psy
chometric circle every Tuesday afternjonal2 /clock. 
llCoideneo 2953 Indiana avenue. . 3 ntt

PSYCHOMETRY^FVLL DELINEATION. -T: TO 
1 tbesc unable to pay, FREE, bymallonh. A.-nà 
tao stamps. Prof. Clarke, UI Walnut sire’-t.T'hlrago, 
Ills. "New York, August 21. W96—I find your road
ing so exact that 1 am writing again.” And many 
others. *'35ti

AN INVALUABLE WQRKI
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

.plrltt, gpui. .nd ertL «y or tnclr dwclllng-plncei. 
Give ui details—details and accurate delineations of 
life tn the Splrtc-world!-ts the coiwunt nppe.l oi 
thoughtful minds. Death bflpproatbjng. Whither— 
oh, wbltlier! Shall I know my friends beyond tne 
tomb? W III tlwy know me? Wimt 11 tbolr preen- 
condition, and vbat their occupations? In this wb 
umethc spirits, differing as they may. are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man Ik better qualified 
thsn Dr. Peebles toplace a work of this kind before 
the people. Ho treats of the MyMertu of Life; 
Donuts and Hopes; The Bridging of tbe River: Fore* 
gleams of the Futirre; Testlnipnr of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body; Is it 
tlft Soul or Body that Sins?; clothing -in tl^c Splrlt* 
world; Our Little Ones in Ucovcti; The Personal Ex* 
perlrnces of Aaron Knight: The Red Map s Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of PiiyHclans In Spirit
Life; Tbc Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tbe 
Friendsand Shakers, in Splrlt-Llfe; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices .Tom the Spirit
Land. Many other matters uro treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price «1.50; postage, 12 cents. For 
sale at this office.

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomae Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad-

' | drOEscd to.the’InbablianU of America In 17<C, wft.h
. I explanatory notice by an English author. Paper,

The only treatise ever offered tbe reading and 15 cents.-. _ . - ■
thinking public In tbc Interest of modern Spiritual- '
lent, that is absolutely free from the theories oi super- ZT" ~ 7 . ----- -
^°\s2d’.hl.cl‘ । The Devil and the Adventists,

-An Advcntltt Attack on Bplrituallsm repulsed. By ronmentof^MtUuaUnflucncct,. ' MObes Hull. Price. 5 coats. For sale at this offlee.
from the data of Tnodem physical and physiological '
science.. '

To tbe Spiritualist; an Impregnable foufidatfon -of 
scientific-data and verified facts.
, To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of the 
Invisible energies-operative in Nature’s formula of 
evolution. - -

. To tho ecclesiastic, a new heaven aud a new earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about, A con- 
densedvolumc of scientific information for 23 cents. 
Address your orders to *
The Progressive ThinheT, 40 Eoomis ftroet, 

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKT 
Gomroon Sense* The Crisis, Bights of Man, etc 

Illustrated edition, roil 8vc>„ 650 pages. Cloth, I1.-00;' 
pousge, BO cents.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
IND HO W WE ASCEND THEM.
Or «few thought. on Irow to reach that .itllntlc 

where fiplrl« V supreme nod *11 things are cabled to 
It. With purtraii. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
Liteitcliyou that you hro «.spiritual "being, and to 
e’iC'W you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
1 rice, bound in eiota,-jrt ccnti? in paper cover, 23’ 
uiiuts For sale at iLifi cfTicc. . - .

Th!« excellent book Is written in the Interest of bn- 
mantty, of liberty, aud of patriotism—a bo^k written 
for the purpose of calling attention to Uic deadly 
dangers that beset os on every side, and more espe
cially to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
Ujo Catholics, waihingion-s words of warning, 
Lincoln’s apprehension and tbo prophecy of General 
Grant arc all included in the volume. Archbishop 
Rvon, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: "The 
church tolerates heretics where sho is obliged U do 
so. but she bates them with n depdly hatnd, and 
uses all her power to-annihilate them. Our euemics 
knowhow she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she has the power. 
Wc no more think of denying those historic facts than 
wc do of blaming the Hoti* Ghost and. the princes ol 
the cnurch for what they have thought ill to do." 
Every.one should read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will bo sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For Salo al 
this office.

’ THE GODS. ~
By Col. R. G. IngcwoU. A pamphlet ol 40 paces 

B’orth its weight la gold Price 2J cents.

DEATH AND TBE AFTER LIFE.
By Andrew Jiskton Davis, Something you rtiould 

read. Fries <5 cents.

THE VOICES.
jjy Warren1 Sumner Barlow. Tbc Voices contain 

poerns of-rcmnrkftbta beauty .and force. They aro ' 
most excellent Price 51.00, , _

POEMS OF PROGRESS?
Pali'S!' DOtCB' rCaUi -
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THE GHUR6H HS fl FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION
AN HISTORICO-PHILOSOPHIOAL ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE NEW YORK 

"'\ NINETEENTH CENTURY OLUB,

Reformation. Luther’s brave protest 
Involved the right of every mind, in the 
exercise of private judgment, to protest 
against whatever it conceived to be false- 
and wrong; and it has led legitimately 
to freedom of -thought, investigation, 
soience and progress.

But every religious and social condi
tion, like every stage of life, being the 
product of pre-existent conditions, any. 
Budden transition in the character of a

-w
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:

MODIFIED BY ENVIRONMENT.
Christianity, as an institution, has 

everywhere been modified by its envi
ronment; and, consequently, it exhibits 
to-day greet diversity of form and char
acter. "The Church” is ' a mosaic of 
different designs and colors. It includes 
numerous bodies of believers,._with 
creeds as unlike and with quality of 
membership «as different as those, for 
example, of the Abyssinian Church and 
those of the American Unitarian socie
ties, . ' • ' .

Under favorable conditions the poor
est fruit improves. In a soil and climate 
not suited to its development the best 
deteriorates. So a religion among a 
people whoso conceptions are superior 
to its teachings loses its. worst elements 
and receives valuable additions; while 
the highest religious system, introduced 
among barbarians, is soon changed by 
them in accommodation to their unde
veloped condition.

Everywhere the Church has met with 
forces to which, in order to maintain its 
influence, and even its existence, it has 
had to adjust itself; and it has, in many 
cases, become sb modified as to differ 
but little, except in name and in a few 
dogmatic features, from what it is sup
posed to have supplanted. The Latin 
Church, though ft has retained some of 
the early Christian belief, supplemented 
with dogmas of doubtful origin, took 
over from imperial Rome many of her 
pagan ideas and ritualistic observances. 
“Scratch a Russian and you <will flnd.a 
Tartar," it is said. In like manner, if 
the Christian veneer which covers a 
people be removed the natural char
acteristics of the people will be found to 
exist very near the surface.

Not only our most common human 
man nature, but racial, and sometimes 
even national, characteristics are deeper 
than the impressions and traits produced 
by any special forms of religion, though 
this, continued through centuries, may 
have a very strong modifying influence,

CIVILIZATION BEFORE-CHRIST. .

is a very complex product. Its factors I pie among whom the institution has ex
are so numerous and so varied in char- isted, neither can it be justly held re- 
aoter, and there are so many activities,! sponsible or condemned for all the ig- 
some of them apparently antagonistic to 1 norance and moral debasement which 
progress, which force themselves upon ; have co-existed with it. At the same 
our attention as—viewed in the light of time we can see that where the author
history—necessary and helpful parts of ity and conservatism of the Church, in 
the evolutionary process, that we are . times of turbulence, have been in oppo- 
liable to be lost in the vast labyrinth of ’ sition tb mischievous innovations and in 
forces which are the co-operant agencies support of social order and personal 
of advancing civilization. | morality, her influence has been a pow-

It has been common for theologians to erfulaidto civilization. But. whatever 
point to civilization as tbe result of their contribution the Chureh has ' 
religion, and to all the dark spots in the । that degree of stability which 
heathen world as the result of its relig- 'necessary to progress, she 
ions: but the careful and impartial (tarded progress by her _______
thinker considers the influence of civil-^gainst that mental flexibility and that 

1 I'/ut.inn imnn polirrinn ns waII.AP th A in- modlfiflblAHARR nf nnndit.innu urifliAiit

made to 
has been 
has re

influence

ization upon religion, as well as the in- modiflableuess of conditions without 
fluence of religion upon civilization. He । which no advance is possible, the 
sees that there has been a multitude of । Church has been obstructive in making 
forces in operation for centuries to pro- the thought, spirit and methods of anIVl V'-O 1U U[lv4 UHVU IV1 I.V14VU4 tv » v

duce present mental and inoral condi
tions, and knows that it is impossible,bv 
ideal separation of one strand fropi ail 
the others which connect existing con-

outgrown past, formulated in creeds, as 
finalities of thought, and organized in 
institutions, the authoritative standards

ditions with the past, to estimate to 
what extent the total result is due to

of more advanced times.
THE MIDDLE ACES AND ANCIENT LIT.

ERATURE. ,
During the Middle Ages the polioy ofthat particular strand. The forces of 

civilization cannot be studied isolatedly: -----7 —
for they exist only in co-operative ac- the Church was well adapted to keep 
tivity, none acting detached or existing Pe°Ple in ignorance. , But I may 
independently of all others. ' ? s?rvlce ,to the.cau0e of 0arn-

I ilictiti i-rmkic kicrrccAnv l *?g w.hioh ah® performed quite unfnten-
ALL INSTITUTIONS NECESSARY. tionally.- The monastic movement con

All institutions, doubtless, have come tributed to the decline of letters; but, 
into existence in response to some de- fortunately, the Greek and Roman class- 
mand of man’s nature, and have been les were preserved, and the monasteries 
necessary in the attainment to present were the receptacles in which they were 
conditions. This is true eVen of slavery. kept, and in many cases preseived from 
which was never right, yet, when it be-! destruction. Protestant writers have 
comes a substitute for the maseacre of, condemned as one of the great crimes 
prisoners taken in battle, was a sign of of the Roman CatholioChurch her keep, 
progress. As man was constituted, the ing the people in ignorance of the Bible.. „----- . ing the people in ignorance of the Bible,
present social state could not have been “Every rational principle of religion," 
reached except through slavery, howev says Hallam, “called for such a change 

....... ‘ n [translation of the Bible and liturgy];
’. but it would have_been made at the ex-

reached except through slavery, howev 
er revolting it is to contemplate from 
an enlightened and moral point of view.

In regard to the Church, we may say 
that its priesthoods, its creeds, its ec- 
clesiastlcisms, are products of religious

However much credit is given to the

pense of posterity."
Retained as the language of the 

...... . . „ Church, Latin was preservedin' its
and social life, not creations de novo, purity; and the splendid works; of 
The Church is what has been made; first, ; Pagan antiquity, on which the dust of 
by the elements derived from the pre- centuries was allowed to collect, .were

Church as a moral force in human his- existent conditions, and, second, by all preserved and transmitted to. posterity., 
x. . _n —Mn«.' that, the environing influences operatingj “Thore 1b no adequate cause”—to quote

upon it during its existence, modifying again from Hallam—“for keeping the 
its character and determining its policy. | people in ignorance, and the gross cor- 

The Church is an outcome of the hu-, ruptions of, the Middle Ages arc in a 
man mind and the human heart, which great degree assignable ,to this polioy. 
is true of all political and religious.agen-1 But learning and. consequently, religion 
cles and institutions and of all, human derived from it the utmost advantage.” 
activities and achievements which be- The study, of this literature, I need 
long to the sequent order of man's his- not say was one of the most import-

tory, we will all agree, of course, that 
it hud nothing to do with those civiliza
tions which preceded tbe rise of Chris
tianity. To the Church mankind is in 
no way indebted for the impulse that 
was given to intellectual progress by 
ancient Greece, “that Inimitable 
Greece,”as Renan says, “which existed 
but once for simultaneous delight and 
despair of all who love the beautiful.” 
The Christian Church did not help to 
produce the character of Timoleon, of 
Aristides, of Socrates. Independently
of her influence came _ 
language and literature, the sculpture 
and' art, the idea of personal liberty, 
and all those Inspirations -and achieve
ments of genius which contributed to 
make the Greeks the intellectual aris
tocracy of the human race, and their 
country, where "freedom rose, like sun
rise on the sea,” the brightest spot on

The study, pt this literature, I need

ant factors in the awakening to in
tellectual life. “The “revival,” says 

r , Lecky, “which forms the starting-point
Inthe first two centuries the moral of our modern civilization, was mainly

toricul development.
A MORAL DECADENCE.

i. Independently ™ w ourmoaern civilization, was mainly
into existence the elevation of the Christian Church pre- ‘due to the fact that two spheres of intel--- ------- - . ■ ■ * - . ** *** ikvm vuo* v V«lU o LZ11 Ol go UI m UCl 

seated a strong contract to the general iect remained uncontrolled by the spec
social condition. In the third century t-

earth. -
The Church was not a factor in the 

civilization of Rome, nor in the more 
ancient Egyptian, Indian, Chinese, and 
Assyrian civilizations.

OUTSIDE OF CHRISTENDOM.

there was a marked moral decadence, 
which continued through a long period 
of ecclesiastical despotism; but Chris
tianity having been, in the beginning 
of the fourth century, proclaimed the 
established religion of the empire, by 
the beginningof the fifth tbe church, to 
quote from Guizot, had “conquered the 
barbarian, and became the bond, the 
medium and the principle of civilization 
between the Roman and tbe barbarian

tre of Catholicism. The pagan litera
ture of antiquity and the Mohammedan 
schoolsof learning were the chief agen
cies In resuscitating the dormant ener
gies of Europe.” ;

worlds.” The imperialism of pagan 
Rome thus survived in the empire of tbe 
Church, which perpetuated the idea of 
unity, of a public national life, 'which 
tbe destruction of the empire tended to.

The Church had no part in producing 
the civilization which exists to-day out
side the pale of its influence—that of 

. China, Japan, and other non-Christian, p. .., ..... _
nations, that will compare favorably, in । unifying power the social forces when 
morals as well as in intelligence, with , society was threatened with dissolution, 
some of those countries in which the This was, beyond all question, a great 
authority and Influence of . the Church service to the world. ’
are least disputed and least counteracted BASE AND DESPICABLE,
bv the secular asicncies and freethought
i i „Ju— Ar o.« But the moral and social conditionstendenccs ,„Tinu under ecclesiastical imperialism would

CONDITIONS OF CIVILIZATION. seem to indicate that the Church during 
Can the superiority of the highest the Middle Ages had hut little, if any, 

civilization which exists to-day be justly regenerating power. Of the Eastern 
ascribed to the influence of the Church, Empire, under the Church, whose pow- 
whollyorln a large degree? We must er was absolute, and which existed 
remember that the highest condition nearly eleven centuries unsubdued by 
has been reached in the temperate zone, .the barbarians, the historian (Lecky) 
which is more favorable to high intel- says that “the universal verdict of his 
lectual and moraL development than any tory is that it constitutes, without a 
other region of the earth. Whatever single exception, the most thoroughly 
religion prevailed, the people of the base and despicable form that clvil- 
temperate zone generally, where there ization has yet assumed; that there 
were not special counteractlng.causes, “has been no other enduring eiviliza- 
either in the character of the people or tion so absolutely destitute of all the 
in local conditions, would probably rep- forms and elements of greatness, and 

, resent the highest attainments of the none to which the epithet‘mean’may 
race. To this fact, doubtless, may be be so emphatically applied.” i 
attributed largely the high character In the Western Empire, where the 
of the civilization of Middle and South-, church exercised absolute control for 
ern Europe and regtons corresponding seven centuries after the invasion of the 
therewith on this continent; though barbarians, and where society was per- 
we should bear in mind that the condi- meated by ecclesiastical influence, the 
tionsof the tropics were necessary for same historian says that those centur- 
thc emergence of society from barbar- Ies “should be placed in all intellectual 
ism, which would have been .impossible virtues lower that any other period in 
In the temperate zone. . ' . the history of mankind".’’

Characteristics of race, due probably of course the Church during those 
to the long-continued influence of cli- ages was affected by the conditions in 
mate and soil among other conditions, the midst of which it grew to power and 
count much in a nation’s progress, and influence. We cannot hold the Church 
in the national and individual character responsible for all those conditions 
of the adherents of all religious systems, which affected her, as well as society in 
When, to illustrate the difference be- general, so injuriously. ’
tween the influence of Romanism and thf oVn pagankm ■
Protestantism, some writerscontrastthe . • ’
Condition of the United States with that The old Paganism had become too 
of Mexico, Peru, and Brazil; they fall to effete to have any influence oyer the 
distinguish between the inborn charac- moral life of the people inthe great cen- 
teristicsof these peoples. Supposovthe tens of population, and in its.'special

extinguish, and held together by its 
unifying power the social forces when

The study of ancient literature and of 
Arabian science, which traveled Into 
Europe through the channel of the 
Moors, while the influence of the Church 
was exerted in opposition to knowledge, 
was a part of that evolutionary process 
which -led to free-thinking habits, to 
numerous heretical divergences from 
the established faith, and finally to the 
Reformation. ,
PROGRESSIVE IN SPITE OF ROMANISM.

The Roman Catholic Church has al
most uniformly resisted innovations, in
cluding the most important movements 
of the centuries in which she has ruled 
the minds of men. Her attitude has 
been one of hostility to science and in
tellectual freedom. Maoaulay goerso 
far as to say that “during the last three 
centuries to stunt ,the human mind has 
been their chief object. Throughout 
Christendom, whatever advancement 
has been made in knowledge, in freedom 
in wealth .and in the arts of life, has 
been made in spite of her, and has-been 
in inverse proportion to her power. 
The loveliest and most fertile provinces 
of Europe have under her rule been 
sunk'in poverty, in political servitude, 
and in intellectual torpor; while Prot
estant countries, once proverbial for 
sterility and barbarism, have been 
turned by skill and industry into gar
dens, and can boast of a long list of he
roes and statesmen, philosophers and 
poets.” :

This statement Is perhaps not entire
ly judicial or quite just (by reason of 
what the historian omits to say); but it 
is truethat the influence of the Roman 
Catholic Church, during the last few 
centuries at least, has been obstructive 
of progress.

The Greek church, too, which in Rus
sia is. united with the State, and helps 
to keep up militarism and to subject the 
people to temporal and spiritual despot
ism, is against all innovating tendencies 
and in support of whatever is estab
lished, thereby counteracting, as far as 
possible, ail progressive movements and 
humanitarian reforms among the peo
ple. '

PROTESTANT INFLUENCE.
The Protestant churches, in addition 

tothégood Influence they haveother- 
wise exerted, counteracted to some Cx-
tent by their opposition also to scienceteristicsof these peoples, ¡suppose the iers 01 pupumuuu, «« m 11*. special "v'T"—

former countries had accepted Protest- form It was doomed to disappear. The | reform, and freedom and independence 
autism, is it probable that they would rapid rise.and increasing, power of the | of thought, have helped to release the ftunoiu, j _.1} • ___ rnitv, ~ mi nd from th e thrnJdnm nf anthnmt.vhave attained to a position equal to that new faith , were-an indication that the 
of the North* American republic? It is Roman world was preparing to. pass 
as unjust to ascribe the condition of the through a profound moyai crisis, which 
least advanced Roman Catholic nations would be attended with a violent and 
to their religion as it would be to give wide-reaching change of the old order 
credit to Romanism for the culture and of things. If Roman society had been 
progress of the French nation, whose different, the Church would have been 
leading minds have long since risen ftifferent.
above the dogmatic teachings and con- THE CHURCH AND PROGRESS.
Bervative influence of that Church. As the Church cannot be credited with

. A COMPLEX PRODUCT. the moral and'intellectual elevation
Civilization, «o should bear in mind, which ha- marked the history of a peo-

,a

mind from the thraldom of authority, 
and have unwittingly promoted that 
individualism and freedom of thought 
which are indispensable to political, so
cial and religious advancement. '

Not to Protestant creeds, but to Prot
estant principles and the Protestant 
spirit which developed in and outside of 
the Catholic church and found express
ion and active opposition to ecclesiast
ical authority by the voice and pen of 
Luther, is the world Indebted for the 
grand Impulse to progress known as the

people, or in its habits of thinking, and 
In the attitude to vewly announced 
truths or newiy inaugurated reforms, 
was not possible; The Protestant 
churches followed: the Mother Church 
in persecuting heretics, in opposing new 
discoveries, and jn combating reform 
generally. , . ....

THE'ANGLICAN CHURCH,
For instance,; the Anglican church 

opposed, through Its. representative in 
the'House of Lords; Sir Samuel Romilly’s

is ever in the “trade winds,” so to speak, 
of the Universal Power, and his volition 
and action only help to accomplish re
sults which often he cannot foresee, 
and which are far beyond the capabili
ties of his voluntary powers to produce. 
PART QF THE EVOLUTIONARY PRO

CESS,
Thus, while we can see where the 

Church has been for or against this or 
that conception or movement, it is diffi
cult, if not impossible, for a finite mind 
to balance the good and evil that have 
resulted from her influence, and to de
termine to what extent she has helped
or hindered civilization. Had the 
Churtfh come into existence by a mirac
ulous creation, or had she descended 
from some other sphere, and had her 
influence been separate and distinct 
from that of all other agencies, we 
might perhaps approximately estimate 
the amount of good and evil she has 
done, and have some data for judging 
as to the preponderance of one over the 
other. '

But of an institution which is a product 
ef the human mind, and of all those 
forces which have been back of man and

bill for the abolition of the death pen
alty for shop-lifting to the value of five 
shillings. The bishops who supported 
the slave-trade also warmly supported 
the oppression of the American colonies.
Catholic emancipation, the extension of ......_________ _____ _____________
suffrage,the remoyalof disabilities from working through him, of an institution 
dissenters, the abolition of rotten bor- whichhas been formed amidandmodi-
oughs, the disestablishment of the Irish “ ' ' ' ... ....
church—all these reforms the Anglican 
church did its b6st to defeat.'

To-day it is pledged to sustain mon
archical and aristocratic pretensions 
and tradition. Its clergy flatter those 
in power and lecture Hie poor on the 
virtues of resignation and submission, 
producing, as an intelligent English 
writer (William Clarke) says, the dull, 
boorish existence of the English rural

fled by human conditions, which has 
been but one of a myriad of human agen
cies, all in simultaneous operation—of 
such an institution we can only say that 
its formation, growth and influence 
have been a part of the evolutionary 
process which has resulted in present 
conditions; that in all its branches and
various degrees of enlightenment it has 
beep as necessary as have been the dif
ferent stages of human progress. With

-------- — ----------------------------------- out the Cnurcn the present civilization 
been saved by the vitality of town life, could not have been reached; butl may 
the growth of dissent^and the develop- add that our civilization is one upon 
mentof modern‘industry. The clergy which a more advanced age, may look 
of the Anglican church'are for tho most back with wonder that men professing 
part electioneering, agents for the Tory to be rational could be proud of a sys- 
party, and the institution is anti-demo- tem containing so much of the barbar- 
eratfc and obstructive of political and ism and savagery of the remote past, 
social reform. . , '

The Non-Conformist churches and

districts, from Which 
been saved by the vital

tbe towns have

their representatives , have a more
COSMIC UNITY-NOTHING ISOLATED.

What the state of the world would be
progressive spirit," and their *co-pp- H there had been no Christian Church, 
eration in many reforms has been in l.B. 0 a3^' ?r belongs
marked contrast; to.the influence of ¿Líj!»^¡Jj^ural order in which cause and 
tha »AtahliRhAfi nhnMi nf ‘Rn'irlnnd and offcot are united, and, as the world and of other countries man ar® constituted, tke absence of the
‘■ • Church from human history and from 

human affairs, past and present, wouldFREETHOUGHT AW> PROGRESS. UUUJO,„ auu prewul „uulu
Where Protestantism has culminated imply links dropped out of the chain of 

in a large.‘dtiiouht. ofpfree-thought, in causation, antecedents without conse- 
and outeidh the-chùrches, leading to sep- qpente, discontinuity jn the mental, 
aration of Churçh',ÿnd^tateythp'chureh- rdorul.arid religions life of man, and'im- 
es have become identified with progress- possible conditions which would, be (if 
ive movements; and altei'-they-have ae-- ¿they could.exlst) fatal to alLoalculatioh 
quired some degreé(ôf strength and pop- and all reasoning ih regard to man and; 
Ularlty, ,thèse mbvements ¿have often thé world.
been championed by thé ’churches. The universe; with its many apparent 
These churches/ conserving what has irregularities, is a cosmos in which all 
been attained—too often tbe bad as well- events are related in a common order; 
as the good, I am.compelled to say—ape and the life of the human race, with all 
iri an attitude to receive, though slowly, ita diversities, inconsistencies and ap- 
the higher thought of the age, and to .parent lawlessness, Is a grand unity in 
conform thelç teachings and methods to which no individual and no thought or 
its demands. , act of man is isolated from the cotamon

The Church and Christianity have ......... ... .
often, even.by. able; writers, been given 
credit for the removal of many evils 
which were really.perpetuated through 
their Influence.

life out óf which have grown all institu
tions and all moral and religious agen
cies that have appeared in the history 
of mankind.

THE POTENT FACTOR. cumstances we will be able to preserve 
equilibrium of mind and harmonv of 
spirit.

The most profitable occupation of 
mind is investigation and study. In the 
infantile stage of growth object lessons 
^re requisite. But there should come u 
stage of growth when mind finds mora 
satisfaction in mental perception, in 
knowing and understanding, thuii in 
phenomenal presentation.

’ conducive to soul growth
and spiritual advancement to rest satis
fied with the phenomenal evidence of 
continued existence after so-called 
death, and the delightful truth of com- 
“upion with the departed, than it is to 
rest satisfied that 'Jesus brought immor
tality to light, and bought for believers 

heavenly mansions, 
urowtn is the supreme purpose of ex
istence, and growth is attained only bv 
unceasing endeavor,

Why should not the annual gatherings 
at camps become schools? Why should 
not a course of lessons in psychic science 
and the development of soul powers be
come a part of the programme? Whv 
should people meet year after year to 
be reassured by phenomena that iriter- 
cpmmunion with the invisible Spirit
world is a fact, and that there is a 
sweet by and by in store?

And why should Spiritualists continU# 
to depend chiefly upon the teaching that 
purports to come from departed spirits, 
through mediums? Why is it not bet
ter aud more conducive to our spiritual 
advancement to find how we, here and 
now, can attach ourselves to the great 
reservón- of thought and knowledge, 
and the wisdom of the higher spheres of 
intelligence, and become ourselves illu
minated from the supreme source?

Though interesting and instructive 
addresses may be listened to from sneak
ers and mediums, the exercise of 
thought and the result of study till un- 

be no such estimate of human dignity as attained isVfní^'i-VLt'11? knowledge is 
is expressed in the statement of an ex- individual. ff1 eater benefit to the

Moral Progressif Mankind 
Rests with the Mother.

Her Cherishing, Unselfish Love 
Develops Goodness in the

Race. ’

The article in The Progressive 
Thinker of date August 22, “What Is 
the Potent Factor in Moral Progress?” 
suggests much of deep import, for it 
makes pertinent the question by what 
agency is human goodness most readily 
developed. It suggests also that man 
has been very slow to realize this good
ness, either in himself or in his concep
tion of God.

The evolution of God in the human 
mind and through the inspiration of 
man is an interesting study, and we may 
expect that by and by it will be formu
lated in a scientific manner, and that it 
will demonstrate the evolution of man— 
the process of man's becoming good.

The Supreme Being in which we live 
and move and have our being has been 
evolved in the consciousness of man ac
cording to the successive stages of man’s 
development. A conception of a higher 
power than animul existence, and the 
phenomena of the material world, is in
herent in man. The childish stage of 
development conceived a mighty ruler 
who is delighted with and who exacts 
homage and adoration.. We see trie 
same stage of development to-day. 
Were it outgrown there would be no 
kings and queens, no crowns and 
thrones.

Were the higher law of moral pro
gress perceived, even by .the Intellectual 
grade above the average,there could

congressman recently. He is quoted as 
saying;

“America is ripe for a monarchy. We 
have now in our millionaires the mate
rial to create Lords, and Dukes, and 
Marquises. It is not reasonable that a 
car-driver should be called Mister, and 
George Gould should have no greater 
distinction. It is not fitting that the 
car-driver should have a vote, and

The comments of one who has been a 
frequenter of the camps and who spent 
eight weeks at one of the noted gather- 

.v 18 8e“6on> have suggested to ms ■ 
that there might be a factor of spiritual 
progress introduced at these piaees ol 
assembly heretofore lacking. The ex
pression of disappointment, even dis' 
gust, and of the failure to find any up
lifting from tfie teachings given, be- 
causé of _ the reiteration of the same old

' CHRISTIANITY AND SLAVERY.

Take slavery, fqi1.instance, which was 
condemned by the1 Essenes and by some 
pagan reformers’ ’as early as the fourth 
cqptury before Gtrlqt. It continued to. 
exist in Christian Rpme eight hundred 
years; and the number of slaves, histo
rians have stated,- .exceeded that in the 
pagan empire. "•“'The. first nation in 
Europe,’’ says Higginson, "that abol
ished slavery in the colonies (France in 
1703) did in the , same session abolish 
Christianity,: and' when Christianity

THE MESSAGE.

A form from the beautiful realms so 
bright ’

Stood by my side in the ■ morning light, 
And said: “Child of earth, a message 

L0.nFrom Wisdom’s heights to the children 
. of men.

“Bigotry and superstition 
Nevermore shall have full sway.

See! the torch of truth is burning, 
,To illumine the dark way.was restored, slavery came back also.” 

When France emancipated the blacks 
of Ban Domingo, the Christian House of women, voo, must neeu pass u
Lordsand th# head of the Anglican For no slavish chain can fetter “
Church opposed;.• every proposition for One who to herself is true.
abolition. . . .. . ‘Mind, not sex, must be the power

In England missibnary societies owned That ghall govern ;n Hfe’B school; 
slaves, and owners of slaves were sent to >Tis a law of evolution— Aklcaasmlssibffaries In this country, T^rnlt in the‘Golden Rule.’ 
within the memory of men still living,
scholars and representatives of the Prot- "Freedom surely means free bodies, 
estant churches, : like Moses Stuart, of With minds, as free as birds in air—
Andover Theological Seminary; Presi- Minds that will not bow to idols, 
dent Fisk, jqf Middletown Theological And kneel down and worship there; 
Seminary; Rev. Nehemiah Adams, and 
Alexander Campbell, defended slavery 
on Scriptural grounds. ’

■ Rev. Albert-Barrips declared that the 
strongest of all support^ of slavery were 
the ecoleslastical.bodUs of tiio land. As 
Rev. Carlos Martin, .in his Life QI Phil- o ---- .----- j.lips, says, the chu^hes generally, from SoWshness and greed and discord;
1840 to 1B, were “apologists and often F™dom born they’ll live in love, 
defenders of mw.■stealing," and the cley- "Onward! then, brave workers, onward! 
gy “branded th# abplltiqniatj as fauat- Shout for freedom! freedom cryl

"Operi wide the gates of freedom, 
Women, too, must need pass through;

“But will spar afar, unfettered, 
, Seeking God in all that's good, 
' | Not alone among the angels, - 
‘ ‘ But in human, brotherhood.

fes meddling with what difi not concern 
them, and anathematized them as iiifl- 
dels assaulting the administration of 
of Providence.” ’ •

Says the historian Guizot: “Slavery 
existed a long time in |he heart of 
Chritlan society without its being par
ticularly astonished or irritated. A 
multitude of causes and a great develop- 
iment in other ideas arid principles of qiv- 
lization more necessary for the abolition 
of this iniquity.”

FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION.
If, when she has.favored oppression, 

fomented religious wars, or Jncltàd to 
persecution, invoking the aid of the 
civil power to enforce her : arrogant 
claims, the Church has been a hindrance 
and obstruction ,io progress, she has 
been, by reason .of her numbers arid 
power, when on the side of justice and 
right, a powerful aid to human ad
vancement, an important "factor in civ
ilization.” '

• THE UNCONSCIOUS LIFE. .
We speak of political and social insti

tutions which ihan has produced as fact
ors in civilization) but even man’s dis
cursive intelligence and purposive will, 
instead of- being creative or ultimate 
cau- es, are only .factors in mental and 
moral progress. .-The unconscious life, 
that “dark continent within us” which 
carries on a multitude of operations in
dependentlypf-our, conscious, voluntary 
effort—for instance, building un the 
bodily structure and directing all the 
wonderful processes of assimilation .and 
growth as with the skill of a master 
btfilder—this unconscious life, more 
perhaps than the conscious,..discursive 
intelligence, has moulded human char
acter and shaped and directed human 
affairs. Man seems to be the sovereign 
and arbiter of his own destiny: but he

“Mop and women then as equals 
Side by side shall rise above

Till the echoes of your voices 
Bing.through earth apd air and sky.’ 

. Lennie Istho'me Lauren.

YOUNG LOVE. •

Corpe little Infant, Ipve me now, 
While tbine unspacted yearn, 

Clear thine aged father’s brow 
From cold jealousy and fears.

" Pretty, surely, ’twere to see 
By young Love old Time beguiled, 

While eur iportings are as free 
Ab the nurse’s with the child.

Common beauties stay fifteen, 
Such as yours should swifter move;

Whose fair blossoms are too green ’ 
Yet for lust, but not-for love.

Love as much the snowy lajnb 
Or the wanton kid doth prize, 

Ab rhe lusty bull, or ram.
. For his morning saorlfioe.

Now, then, love me^ time may take 
Thee before thy tinje away. 

Of this need we’ll virtue njake. 
And learn love before vte

So! we win of doubtful fate, 
And if good tp u? she mpant, 

We that good shall antedate, 
Or, if ill, that ill prevent. '

Thus do kingdoms, frustrating 
Other titles to these crowns, 

In the crade crown these . . 
Kings, so all foreign claims to drown.

So to make all rivals vain, < 
Now I crown thee with my love, 

Crown me with thy love again, 
And we both shall moqqrchs prove. 

SciENTUS POJ&TA.

Truth is the root, but human sympa
thy is the flower of practical life.— 
Chapin. •

George Gould should possess no higher
“uridoubtedV6this man’s God is a poten'- he’liffurstud^mf^'1 a^e^,featl,re o* 
tate who loves and commands adoratiiw- -ia«U>4-tnnrn wati,lna the6e me®t" 

jandXotoWj)'. The Gods upto date have ,
beep’j.pihsculine, and'have been clothed whlch thb church
with masculine attributesr It is slgnifi-.. ,sfV /X a8 eve|" Dew> d°98 not sat
eant that .with the uprising of woman htohh progress de
fer recognition as an equal factor in hu- standing S e?.ge' deeper under
man affairs'and social progress, the con- more truth s? as81mllate
oeptiou of God has essentially changed. ' Bucinda B. Chandler.
The autocratic, stern and vengeful God 
is rapidly being replaced by the God of 
reason’ and love, and is no longer “a” 
God, but an impersonal Be-ing.

Though Theodore Parker, nearly half 
a century ago, addressed “Our Father 
and Mother God,” the idea of the femin
ine in the Supreme Being has slowly 
come to acceptance. The tacts of good
ness indicating the higher factor in the 
law of moral progress which the brother 
has so happily and clearly Illustrated, 
have been through the centuries In con
stant demonstration in the self-abnega
tion and devotion to the welfare of her 
children of the mother.

By no means are all women who have 
brought forth children developed to the 
normal motherhood, But no degree of 
goodness in human character has been 
so greatly and so largely manifested as 
that of the mothers of mon. In her ges- 
tative function she is compelled by na

-ture to give her life, and during Infancy 
she gives herself, regardless of personal 
considerations, to the comfort and well
being of her child.

Tne goodness which is the roost po
tent factor in moral progress, is pre
eminent in the essential feminine qual
ity, which is materrial. It is inherent 
in the being who can most powerfully 
impress the human embryo, and whose 
cherishing love is as unselfish as it is 
measureless. That the race cannot ad
vance beyond the status of motherhood 
1$ well understood. The growth and de
velopment of womanhood, and the nor
mal condition of wifebood and mother
hood, is the most potent factor in moral 
progress. This is claimed because the 
goodness of welcome and unhindered 
motherhood is the agency by which the 
ran# is impregnated with goodness.

Motherhood has been shorn of its high 
possibilities, and humanity deprived of 
the blessing of goodness, because wo
men has not been free to cemmand tbe 
condition? of maternity. The deepest 
import of the woman movement is the 
emancipation of tjjb higher forces and 
qualities of being; Woman's emancipa
tion is not essentially political, but 
social. It is the understanding of her 
psychical powers and her possibilities of 
advancing the race she needs more than 
she needs or can benefit by political 
equality. The goodness pf the human 
heart needs for its expansion and higher 
qnfoldment a free, enlightened and joy
ful motherhood. '

Spiritualism might and ought to do 
much to establish tne educational, social 
and legal conditions that will bring 
about this desirable condition. Much 
of the time devoted to phenomena 
might be more profitably employed in a 
study of the psychical nature, and the 
relation of soul powers to parenthood.

If Spiritualism is made profitable to 
instruction, to righi. living in harmony 
with the laws of the universe, and to 
development of the higher powers of 
being, it must be made so by first learn
ing frhat these powvs are in ourselves, 
an^ hew tb eppl# them in daily life to 
overcome all weakness, and to the de
velopment of wisdom and soul strength.

There are schools giving attention to 
these important studies, and if the 
Spiritualistic movement fails to keep up 
with this spirit of investigation, it will 
fall behind the advance guard and be
come merely phenomenal entertain
ment. It is doubtless interesting to wit
ness the proof that decarnate spirits can 
clothe themselves with elements that 
enable them to identify themselves to 
our external and grosser vision.

But it would be of more profit to us, 
spiritually, to find what In our constitu
tion demonstrates that we are spirits, 
are spiritual beings, and how to culti
vate those powers so that under all cir-

ALL OR NONE.
Bible-Reading in the Pub 

lie Schools.

Unique Suggestions Toward Solv
ing tbe Question.

In the past few years the Bible in the 
public schools has been harped on in 
the public press by friend and foe. I am 
opposed to a dissected Bible being used.- 
If the Bible is to be used in the public 
schools, let us have the whole of it from 
the beginning of Genesis to the end of 
Revelations—whole and entire.

Now there are some passages in the 
book and many of them—that are un
intelligible to the learned, how much 
more so to the child; and any child 
should have the privilege of requesting 
the teacher to explain any sentence 
which the scholar may think "needs ex
plaining.

Instead of fighting the Bible in oUr 
schools, let us one and all advocate the 
measure to the best of our ability; give 
the children a taste of the whole book, 
and if the teachers, after being ordered 
by the school board or directors to read 
the book in its entirety, refuse to do so. 
turn them out and nut in such as will 
obey the order. If this is done, the 
rankest Bible crank would soon draw in 
his horns, and Instead of being a friend 
of Bible reading, would become one of 
its bitter oppoBers.

Plenty of teachers could be found who 
would havejio objections to Bible-read
ing, neither would they object to the ex
plaining part. As to the effect it would 
have upon the children, any person of 
common sense can depict it, aud it 
would do more toward breaking up the 
public school system than the opposers 
of our free schools could possibly accom
plish. Tbe church of Rome would stand 
idly by and see that done which they 
have been fighting for the past forty 
years or more. The most strenuous 
friends of the free school, not wanting 
the minds of their children contami
nated, would take them away, and prefer 
sending the little ones to "the priestly 
schools.

Suppose the teacher was reading 
about the amours ef holy King David, 
the licentious acts of King Solomon, 
male angels visiting virgins and old wo
men and what happened after the visit, 
etc. In fact, the teachers would resign, 
and not wait to be turned out.

The advocates of this Bible-reading 
business do not intend to have the whole 
Bible read, but pick out such parts as 
would not bringlhe blush of shame to 
the teacher’s face and shock the schol
ars, even the most depraved. Now, 
Brother Francis, instead" of using the 
columns of your widely-read paper in. 
opposition to the Bible in our schools, 
take the opposite and advocate the read
ing of the whole book; for if the Bible 
is the word of God, let the children 

Jtave the whole compound.
John L. Moore, J. P,

Take heed of jesting; many have been 
ruined by it. It is hard to "jest and not 
sometimes jeer, too; which oftentimes 
sinks deeper than was intended or ex
pected.—Fuller.

You may depend upon it that he is a 
good man whose Intimate friends are all 
good!—Lavater.

Truly there is nothing in the world so 
blessed or so sweet as the heritage of 
children.—Mrs. Oliphant.
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a grand and nobleman. Price 11.00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. Price lOcenu.

A CURIOUS CASE
In Which Obsession Is II tus- 

trated.

A Kind-Hearted, Humane Man 
Turned Into a Demon.

TOTALLY OBLIVIOUS TO THE FACT 
THAT HE HAD COMMITTED MURDER.
That enterprising paper, the New 

York Daily Journal, gives an account of 
a curious case which illustrates the dan
gers of obsession, and' tho extreme ne
cessity of letting intoxicating drinks 
alone. It sets forth the case of Patrick 
Gogiiin, who, witli one blow of his fist, 
killed twelveryear-old Mamie Bryan,ana 
■which Is, in many respect, beyond the 
f'rasp of reason. The facts are so, start
ing and so unusual that, after accepting 

them, the mind is too bewildered to pro
ceed. ,

Goggin is young, healthy and sober. 
These are undeniable facts. There is 
nothing wrong with bis mind; be is full- 
blooded, rosy-cheo^ed and’ perfectly 
normal in bis daily life. Ail who have 
ever known him—that is to say, such 
persons as the police have been able to 
find—testify to his sobriety, his quiet 
manner anil his inoffensive nature,

He has held his present position as 
calker and gusfitter for foul- years, which 
is an excellent recommendation in the 
eyos of those who are familiar with this 
trade. He is not married and is not in 
love. He lives in the house of a good- 
natured Irish woman who has children 

■of her own and who takes sufficient in
terest in Goggin to save his money’ for 
him and look after his clothes. ’

If ever there was a normal man, here 
you have one. Goggin is a num without 
passion or temper or, for that. matter, 
any pronounced characteristic of any 
kind. You see a thousand such as he 
every time you go out into the street.

Oli Monday afternoon he drank a glass 
of beer and teen—

"I remember,” he says, “going opt at 
the side door feeling a litile queer.”

Between the glass of beer and the be
ginning of that feeling of “queerhess” 
Goggin swears he did not drink another 
drop. Yet witness the marvelous trans
formation; ..that' one glass of beer—if 
there was only one-robbed this man of 
his consciousness, his reason—yes, even 
of liis identity. It was another Goggin 
who went out into the street, dazed, but 
sulky and brutal.

SEIZED WITH SUDDEN FURY-
He went to Stuyvesant Park, whore 

he sat on one of the benches. A police
man drove him away. Whether this 
was the innocent cause of that feeling of 
rage that ended so tragically no one can 
say. But Goggin went out of that park 
furious as a wild beast.

He roamed the streets, aimlessly, un
conscious of his doings. He saw a 
bright-faced young child walking down 
the street. She was as innocent as the 
sunlight; a drunken man would have 
stopped to pat her cheek. Goggin saw 
her, and the sight filled him with un
governable rage. It was blinding, de
moniac passion that filled his brain. 
With all the force of’ well-trained mus
cles he struck the child on the chin with 
his clenched list Then ho walked 
away. The girl’s fate is too pitiful to 
dwell upon. The man's case, however, 
aside from all sentimentand resentment, 
presents features of extraordinary psy
chological interest, and is well worth 
considering with care.

After striking the girl, instead of be
ing overcome with the enormity of his 
crime, or even being dazed by it, as 
would have been the case with an ordi
nary drunken man, Goggin walked back 
to Stuyyeeant Park and sat down. He 
was hatless and there was blood on his 
hand. People who saw the attack, 
pointed him out to the police and he was 
arrested. He was able to give his name 
and address.

"Were you ever arrested before?” 
they asked him.

“Fifteen times, and always in front of 
my boarding-house, No. 211 East Forty- 
first street,” he answered. He had 
never been arrested before.

’ HIS MIND A BLANK.
They locked him in a cell, and, almost 

instantly, ho fell asleep. He slept all 
night without a single awaking, and, 
when he rose in the morning, his crime 
was erased from his memory as cleanly 
and completely as if it had been regis
tered upon a slate over which a wet 
sponge had afterwai'd b.eeu rubbed.

Here you have a true Jekyll and 
Hyde, with the sole exception that Gog
gin never has been known to depart 
from his normal self bofore. If it is an 
isolated instance of an hour’s or a day’s 
insanity, it'becoines even more remark
able. The whole thing Is as far apart 
from all teat has ever been known about 
the man, and all that he has ever done 
before, as would have been a similar 
crinre committed yesterday 10,000 miles 
away.

’ Nor has it left the slightest trace in 
his mind. In trying to unravel this psy
chological puzzle absolutely no help can 
be had from Goggin. It is to him as if 
another man did it while he was asleep. 
It Is a mystery of the human brain.
' HOW THE BLOW WAS STRUCK.
When Dr. Schulze examined the body 

of the dead girl as it lay at her home, 
No. Blu East Eighteenth street, he was 
unable to find any external evidence of 
a fracture of the skull. The only sign 
of violence was about the lips, which 
had been cut by the teeth. Believing 
that the fracture was at the back of the 
head the skull was first examined there, 
but was found to be perfectly sound. 
Then a hair-like line was noticed curv
ing upward from a point just above the 
back of the right ear to the temple. 
This was examined and found to be the 
fracture that had caused death. Baek 
of the broken bone was a elot of blood 
pressing on the brain, which had been 
caused by the breaking of a small 
artery. The left side’of the head was 
examined and no fracture was found, 
though the inner surface of the skull 
showed the effects of the blood and the 
brain dose to it was somewhat lac
erated. • •

From the nature and location of the 
fracture it was evident that the blow 
was the one known to prize-fighters as 
the knock-out blow. In this the fist is 
brought against the point of the chin 
with such force that the jaw-bone is 
driven against tee temporal bone, upon 
which, in turn, the pressure is so great 
that the skull is broken at its thinest 
part, which is near the temple. So 
great Is the strength needed to fracture 
the skull by this blow that it is very .sel
dom that such serious injury is caused.

IS ALMOST UNPRECEDENTED.
“This case is a remarkable one in 

many ways/' said Coroner Hoeber. “Or
dinarily such a blow, even in its most 
serious results, causes.only concussion 
of the brain, dr, after a lapse of time, 
meningitis. That it should result in the 
fracture of a young child’s skull is, so 
far ns I know, unprecedented. That 
this occurred in Mamie Bryan's case 
shows that Goggin must have used great 
force in striking her, for her skull was 
soft nt the point of injury, and Could rot 
have been easily fractured.

"In striking the child Goggin’s hand 
could not have been tightly clenched, 
as there is a ent on the forefinger which 
■Was caused by one of the girl's teeth 
«gainst which he struck his finger, and

this could h»ve easily hanpened had the 
knuckle of hisforefingerlaeen protruded 
somewhat.” - -z;. \ . । ,

Coroner’s Physician Otto H. Schultze,’ 
who performed the autopsy,-said: ■

“The injuries' which cauwad- Mamie 
Bryan.’s death resulted-.from a blow 
which is known among prize-fighters as 
the ‘knock-out blow.’ The fatal blow 
struck the chin and had an upward tend
ency. The force, of the blow followed 
the jawbone and caused >the skull to ex- 
pandat.the sides. In numerous cases 
!vhere this blow has been administered 
he skull of the victim has not been s'uL 
ieiently flexible to allow of the expan

sion, and, as in the ease of Mamie Bry
an, the skull has been fractured, Jn 
her case the fracture extended from the 
right teiuple tea point above the back 
of the right ear. The fracture was only 
the width of a hair. The blow also 
caused a rupture of an artery inside the 
skull. The blood from this: ruptured 
artery formed a clot of blood on the 
brain, and this was followed by death.

“While.the skull was not fractured on 
the left side, the brain was lacerated on 
that side. This also was. caused by the 
force of the blow. The fall which the 
girl received had nothing to ¿0 witH 
her death.” ,

PIONEER IN SCIENCE. A THINKER THINKS.
SEPT, 20, 1808.

PROF. HERRMANN.
His Status and Pretenses 

Unmasked,

To due Editor:—In your issue of 
September 12, you. gave some promi-
nence to the alleged exposure of 
uins by Professor Herrmann, the 
(?) magician.

Thousands of people read The 
gressivjs Thinker who do not

medi- 
greut

Pun
know

this individual, but believe him to be all 
that he desires them to believe that he 
is, Among these thousands who are 
thus impressed .with a sweeping state
ment from a man admitted to be “great” 
simply because no one eVer thought it 
worth while to dispute his insignificant 
greatness, there are many, very many, 
who are in a transitory state between 
either original ignorance, or skepticism, 
and spiritism. . ■

I glory in every iiian who dares to tell 
the truth and does tell it, but! hate and 
detest an individual yvho professes 
truth and trades upon a simulation of 
truth merely to procure some advantage 
for himself, and that is what this man 
Herrmann does every day. He is nota 
great magician, but a mediocre stage 
performer. The only thing ho-excels in 
is obtaining a vast amount of gratuitous 
advertising, and he never did scruple to 
resort to any, even the . most question
able expedients, to secure as much' no
toriety as possible without paying' for it.

This man, to begin with, is not the 
original Herrmann—who was great—but 
he was Professor Herrmann’s servant, 
and thus learned what ho does know, 
but never did and never will execute 
even the simplest trick like the man 
whose coat he was wont to brush. When 
the original Herrmann passed out, and 
his equally famous contemporaire, An
derson, left the field, the present Herr
mann assumed the name of his employer, 
and having this branch of the show busi
ness almost to himself, ho mot with 
more or less success, because fools are 
still numerous In their material shells. 
I have known tills man for thirty years 
and know his methods. He is a Jew, 
without the character of a true Israelite, 
and everyone knows what these hybrids 
are. . ’

He wears his hair, what he has left of 
it, and his-inustaeho and imperial Jn im
itation of Mephlstopholes, and his picto
rial printing represents him in that 
guise. His one . great aim, during a 
quarter of a century, has been to make 
the credulous and ignorant believe that 
lie is some bastard vagary of that maj
esty whose prototype is not met with 
anywhere now except in the final scene 
of an old-time Punch and Judy show.

He is keenly alive to the widespread 
interest in occult phenomena and all 
kindred subjects. But if he told the 
truth ho would have to acknowledge 
that he has not the slightest trace of 
power, and not even an inkling of the 
source of genuine phenomena. But such 
an admission would involve a .serious 
loss of patronage, and the disenchant
ment of a lot of silly dupes who feed his 
insatiable vanity by attributing some of 
his least clumsy manipulations to help 
from an “uncanny” source.

This individual has never lostan op
portunity to lead people to Infer that 
the Spiritualists believe him to possess 
mediumlstie power. He makes all sorts 
of Jesuitical statements in the same con
nection, and finding that he has failed 
in attracting attention in that manner, 
he now seeks a new method of obtaining 
cheap publicity by claiming to have 
discovered gigantic frauds among Spir
itualist mediums. '

For tee sake of a sensational story«, in 
which“he would figure as the hero, this 
fellow would be capable of “faking” just 
such an’ arrangement as he describes, 
and then duping a couple of reporters 
by making them believe that He is giv
ing them an opportunity to distinguish. 
themselves.

1 rejoice, with every other right- 
minded person, in the unmasking of 

' fraud, and I consider that the false pre
tense of the Jesuitical enemy referred 
to, is fully as great a fraud as any he is 
likely to unearth among the mediums. 
My object in sending you this remon
strance is not to shield anyone, but to 
call attention to the fact that a great 
wrong can be done under a pretense of 
doing right. ’

Investigators who have had only little 
experience are apt to give up in despair 
by reading such stories, believing that 
a great (?) magician must be an author
ity on such subjects.

I have given you the true measure Of 
this felkw’s greatness simply to prove 
to those who, as yet, lack the courage of 
their convictions, that they ean be ef
fectually duped by those who profess to 
save them from being duped. •

' M. Rayon.
Battle Creek, Mich. ?

The great lesson of a loss, as the prov
erb suggests, is determinable, not so 
much by. what we have lost,-as by what 
we have left.—Bovee. .

Fun has no limits. It is like the hu
man race and face: there is a family 
likeness among all the species, but they- 
all differ.—Haliburton.

In general, treachery, though at first 
sufficiently cautious, yet in the end be-, 
trays itself.—Livy. . .

The man who loves with his whole' 
heart truth will love still more he who 
suffers for truth.—Lavater.

.Temperance is corporeal piety: it is 
the preservation of divine order, in ‘ 
body.—Theodore Parker.

The past and future are veiled; 
the past wears the widow’s veil; the 
turc the virgin’s.—Richter.

the

but 
fu-

- The tongue of a fool is the key of his 
counsel, which in a wise man wisdom

his

hath in keeping.—Socrates.
The sun, reflecting upon the mud of 

strands and shores, is unpolluted in his 
beam.—Jeremy Taylor. - ■ -

A dull head thinks of no better way to 
show himself wise than by suspecting 
everything in his way.—Sir P. Sidney.

As it addeth deformity to an ape to ba 
so like a man, so the similitude of super
stition to religion makes it the more de* 
formed.—Bacon, - . . . .

He Is Original, Philosophic 
and Philanthropic.

Surrenders Wealth, Honor and 
Popularity to Advance

' ■ . '• Science. ' I • /

Dr. J. R. Buçliauauaml Ills Work.

During the last ten years I have 
watched with deep interest the progress 
of Dr. J. R. Buchanan, in carrying the 
human mind beyond the limits recog
nized by colleges. He is one of the rare 
class of original and philanthropic men 
who are willing to surrender wealth, 
honor and popularity to bring forth scl- 
ence in advance of their age, which may 
not receive justice till long after their 
death. ■

His discovery and demonstration of 
Psychometry will not be fully appreci
ated until it has been applied to enlarg
ing the boundaries of many sciences, as 
Professor Denton applied it to reyeal 
the wonders of Geology.

In the hanfisof Dr. Buchanan it has 
been applied with the aid of a great va
riety of experiments on the brain, to re
veal the functions of the controlling or
gans of the body and foundation of the 
operations of tne soul—thus changing 
the whole physical basis of the inimical 
sciences and initiating new methods of 
practice. . /

In his original experiments he dem
onstrates ten times more of the physiol
ogy of the brain in a single day than 
has been proven by all the cruel vivisec
tions of medical colleges which have 
tortured and slaughtered a hundred 
thousand animals with but meagre re 
suits. Finding allopathic colleges in
tolerant of all great discoveries, ho took 
the lead in establishing a college of the 
Americau Eclectic system, at Cincinnati, 
which has been eminently successful 
throughout the fifty years of its pro
gress and made a revolutionary move
ment toward freedom—a vigorous rival 
of the Allopathic and Homeopathic, but 
unlike’them, a champion of freedom, 
in these labors he has taught m'ore than 
a thousand physicians. During his labors 
for medical freedom lie took the lead in 
introducing women into the medical 
profession, and at the same time pre
sented, in a most forcible and eloquent 
essay, the doctrine of the freetloin'of the 
land, nearly fifty years ago, which under 
the vigorous championship of Henry 
George has made a deep impression on 
enlightened nations, and is regarded by 
many as the most important step ever 
taken in politics for the welfare of man.

His revolution of medical philosophy 
and physiology has been embodied in 
his large work entitled Therapeutic 
Sarcognomy, which has passed through 
three editions, and which he now sends 
out from his home at San Jose, Cal., 
and he has been urgently1 requested to 
found a new college of the advanced sci
ence, at San Francisco. But, as he has 
passed his eightieth year, he may not 
able to do more than imitate such a 
movement. If he does, it will be the 
only fundamental revolution, that medi
cal colleges have ever known—not only 
embracing those methods of treatment 
which the colleges have Ignored, but 
proving that there is no necessity for 
the expensive four years drill which 
tends to extinguish originality and ex
cludes from the profession young men 
who cannot spend $1,500 and four years 
of time to acquire, the profession. Dr,. 
Buohanan claims that better physicians 
than any we have at present, could be 
prepared by a two-years course.

Many have regretted teat his profound 
work on anthropology, “The New World 
of Science, ” has not been prepared for 
eager students, but Dr. Bucnanan al
ways aims at practical ability, and he 
has found a more urgent duty.

Seeing how long the world has been 
ruled and debased by ancient supersti
tions and ecclesiastical tyranny, which 
stands as a barrier against every species 
of progress, he lias devoted thé last four 
years chiefly to proving from history 
and by spiritual revelations, that the 
church founded at Rome, and reformed 
by Luther, was founded on a forgery, 
and that Christianity as it was in the 
time of the Apostles, was substantially 
the same as modern Spiritualism, and 
that by expurgating from the Testament 
the Roman frauds and forgeries, wo-can 
roach the original teaching of Jesus 
and his disciples, in which there was 
nothing irrational.

He says everything good in the Testa
ment is genuine, and every falsehood is 
a forgery. This great work, I under
stand, is nearly finished, and every Spir
itualist should subscribe for copies 
of this deeply interesting work; 
which reveals a mass of unknown histo
ry of the first two centuriës. I propose 
to invest $25 in it when It is announced, 
for as many copies as that will buy—the 
best method of promoting every species 
of reform; by demolishing its obstacles,. 
and showing how a few h'erpic men like 
the apostles can start a revolution, for 
which the world to-day is ready. ’

Dr. Buchanan's demonstrations are so 
convincing that thé pulpit cannot ignore 
them, and they will shake the fabric of 
orthodoxy everywhere.

I am greatly pleased to see his writ
ings in so influential a paper as The 
Progressive Thinker, and in ■ that 
splendid magazine, The ArOna, which 
honors him as a “Many-sided man of 
genius.”

Not long ago I placed some of his 
writing,concealed in an envelope, in the 
hands of a refined lady for psychometric 
description, not knowing myself what 
was in the envelope. She described her 
impressions as follows:

‘Tsee a man advanced in years, but 
who stilt preserves’the vigor of youth. 
He is seated before a desk writing, the 
room is filled with books, and seems to 
be a library. The window isopen and 
the odor of roses is wafted, in, the air is 
summer-like, and fills me with dreamy 
delight. The personality of the man 
impressés mé strongly. There is a blend
ing of the philosopher and the idealist— 
the poet and the sage—a mental har
mony and balance seldom attained on 
this plane. He impressed me as Long
fellow and Emerson, with something 
stronger than either. He works for 
■humanity rather than himself.”

The poetieal faculty is correctly stated 
as one of the best poems in the Arena 
came from his pen, in answer ton Cath
olic poem against progress.

M. Korff.

Thinking Evolyps a Method 
into Into a Materialist.

Further Thinking. Makes Him a 
Spiritualist.

To the EDiTOB:-rfIt occurred to me 
that some of your ipmy readers may be 
interested in the r remarkable experi
ences of ahard-headed’skoptie who vis
ited the camp just closed at Grand 
Ledge, Mich.

I will here state that I was born and 
reared in the faith of the Methodist 
church, but by the slow and painful pro
cess of evolution was urged forward 
step by« step till finally, as one extreme 
follows another, I emerged from what 
had become dark and gloomy to me into 
what seemed the brighter fields of ma
terialism. Here I had comparative rest 
from the struggle through which I had 
just passed, so doffed my.thinker, lay on 
iny oars till induced one <jay by a friend 
to give Thé Progressive Thinker a 
trial subscription for six months. I 
handed him the fifty cents, the paper 
was received in due course of time, and 
let me add parenthetically that the re
newals have been kept up since on my 
own account. •

This kind of reading aroused my 
thinker again, and as a matter of fact 1 
became interested in _the phenomena of 
Spiritualism more than in the thing it
self; for while the idea of spirit as an 
ego, a personality appeared to me too 
absurd to be entertained,! was forced to 
admit of seme basic truth underlying 
this peculiar phenomena.

Now, to get nt this truth and to solve 
this question satisfactorily for myself I 
boarded au early train July 20, and 
reached Riverside Park; Grand Ledge, 
Mich., the same day in time to secure 
board and lodging on the grounds for u 
couple of weeks. And not to weary the 
reader or the patience el our kind edi
tor, I here solemnly attest that what I 
shall relate, and much more, occurred 
under such test conditions that fraud or 
deception was absolutely impossible.

Through Dr. W. Mansfield and others 
I received no less than ten written mes
sages from spirit friends, one of which 
was given under such peculiar test con
ditions that 1 trust you. will bear with 
me in giving most of tee particulars.

A niece who passed over three years 
ago requested me through a medium to 
sit for a message from her which would 
be written in gold, and also that I should 
hang It in my room as a star to attract 
her and my spirit friepds.to my iwin. I 
complied with her request, but only re
ceived u large golden star in a corner of 
the Slate with a message by the medi
um,? guide. This po| lieing satisfactory 
I wrote on a slip of, paper asking my 
niece to explain thÿnÎMsage purporting 
to have come from! hoi, aha with the 
paper folded and doubled till a mere 
wad, I secured a sitUng.,.with Dr. Mans
field who, after I had cleaned my slates, 
requested me to tie tmy handkerchief 
around them, place Jthdtn on my lap with 
my gold watch on top and my hands on 
the slates. I few ujomgnts sufficed for 
the writing, when on opening the slates, 
the following messiigd, not yet dry, 
written in gold, with three golden stars 
at the top, greeted any:astounded vision:

, * <9 r 1«
My Dear Uncle:

’ I did the best I could the other day 
and was more disappointed than you 
were. 1 sent my message by another 
and it was not delivered’ properly.

Ben FrpnklimiWasj correct when he 
said, “H you want something done, go, 
if not, send.” Now my dear, good uncle, 
no matter whatever happens always re
member that We are yet alive and that 
we shall all meet here. Good bye. •

From your loving niece, ' 
( Do all you can j. Mabel. 
1 to spread the light, j

The above is an exact copy, quotation 
marks, etc. ' ,

. Along with one of the messages were 
correct colored crayon drawings or pic
tures,»as compared with photographs of 
the three Fox Sisters; also the picture 
of one alleged to have been sent to help 
me. But inis was not all. Not less than 
forty materialized spirits appeared in 
the four seances I attended, three for 
my recognition, the first one being that 
of my beloved wife. . .

Now, with all this evidence confront
ing me and much more not even alluded 
to nere but fully as convincing, I can as
sure the reader that all doubts as to the 
continuity of life and communion with 
spirit friends lié buried in Riverside 
Camp beyond the possibility of a resur-

in my room, «nd it wag there when I got 
homa No oae knew that I wrote the 
letter, ■

My wife is cognitive of what I am do
ing. She said in her other letters she 
was glad to know I was not living in 
such a manner that I would have to feel 
my way when I awoke in the other life.

At one of Joseph King’s seances I was 
called to the curtain by Margaret Fox 
Kane. She asked for my tablet and pen
cil, and wrote the following communica
tion:: . .

“Ladies and Gentleman: it is 
with the greatest pleasure that I appear 
before you this night; therefore you ob
serve that 1 have lost no interest in the 
development of our philosophy, I am 
deeply interested in the movement of 
this camp, and predict for it a bright 
and successful future. I urge all present 
to be steadfast In the truth. I will visit 
here often. Yours In the work, •

. “Margaret Fox Kane,”
My wife and others materialized for 

me many times, through three different 
mediums. They came very strong at 
one seance. My wife called three ladies 
np to the curtain—Mrs. Estell and Mrs. 
Dell Platt, of Battle Creek, and Mrs. 
Hiram Hosbreck, of Newton, Mich. 
She shook hands and kissed them all. 
It seemed as though she was with us five 
minutes that time. When she went she 
vanished in a second in sight of all the 
sitters.

What I have written is the plain, un
varnished truth: no money would hire 
me to trifle with the living in regard to 
their dear departed ones. I am an old 
man—have parted with father, mother, 
nine brothers and sisters, one fine boy 
and my angel wife. I don’t feel like 
trifling on so sacred a subject. '

Dr. J. W. Dickinson.
Battle Creek, Mich.

A full and complete line of Cooking and 
Heating goods for all kinds of fuel, made by 

the same mechanics and of the same material
as-'Garlands," “Michigans” are the peer of 

ANV other line EXCEPT “Garlands.”
• THE MICHIGAN STOVE COMPANY. Largest Maker, of Stove, and

rectiou. J. Guiwits.

SATISFYING EXPERIENCES.

Positive Proof of Spirit Return

The sword is but a hideous flash in the 
darkness; right is an eternal rav.— 
Hugo. . .

If you wish to appear agreeable in so
ciety you must consent to .be. taught 
many things which you know already.— 
Lavater. ■ ■

CONSUMPTION
To the Editob—Please inform yourread- 

era that I have a positive remedy for the 
above named disease. By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases have been per. 
manentJy cured. I shall be glad to send 
two bottles of my remedyfree to any of your 
readers who have consumption if they will 
send me their express and post office address. 
TXSlocuiii,lLC.,183 PearlSt.,New Tort

PSYCHIC

-»i-HUDSON TimiE.

LIFE WORK 
. -OF- 

CORA L V. RICHMOND.
COMPILED AND EDITED BT

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

. With portraits representing Mrs. Richmond in 
I 1857, in 1816, and in 1894,

IMPORTANT WORK.
Studies in the Outlying 

Fields of Psychic 
Science.

A WORK BY HUDSON 
TUTTLE.

. To the Editor:—My wife told me on. 
-the planchette that if I would go to 
Grand Ledge camp she would give me a 
grand slate-writing. When I went for 
the writing, Dr. Mansfield said: “Your 
wife wants you to tie your slates in your 
handkerchief and hang them on that 
nail, and put yOur ring on top of them.” 
In ten minutes he said: "Look at your 
slates.” This is what I found, written 
in gold, taken from the ring. (The 
money bho had when she passed out 
went to pay for the ring.)

“My dear, beloved husband, I will 
keep my promise the best I can. I now 
promise you we shall be reunited in this 
beautiful world forever, and this prom
ise I shall also keep. Go on in the good 
work, and do all you can to spread dur 
great truth. Remember me as your 
ever loving wife in the Spirit-land. Lov
ingly, - Cynthia.”

There was also a beauftful forget-me- 
not flower, hanging’;ln''a frame, drawn, 
on the slate; also thtcfoUowing message 
in Egyptian (translated >£>y'Mrs. Marion 
Carpenter, of Detroit):. .

“A mighty revolution is coming, when 
tee great principles81 life will be better 
understood. The mighty lever that is 
lifting the clouds of^ignorance and su
perstition is in the Jmndp of the Spirit
world. The mighty' battle that to-day 
is imminent will result in the emancipa
tion of humanity. 3 U

. “EGYPTjjA IjALLADELA.”
1 had a grand ti^no ,at the Ledge; I 

would like to say much’in favor of the 
camp speakers and mediums, and would 
but for lack of space. I (vent to Haslett 
Camp, and found .everything lovely 
there.

Before I went to Vicksburg Camp I 
wrote a letter to my spirit wife, asking 
her to meet me at the camp and give me 
a nice message, and to lot me know in it 
if she received my letter. This is what 
I got: ‘

“Spirit Sucre, Aug. 18,189G.,
. “My-Dear John: As you may well 

know, I have been in your private post
office and read the letters addressed to 
me, and if I only had the strength to
night 1 would answer by a letter twice 
as long as any of yours. But you sec 
how it is. I am held here but a few mo
ments. Some day I hope to be able to 
come in your room and answer your let
ters right there. Lovingly,

. ■ “Cynthia.”
Now, this is the second letter my wife 

has answered for me, as correctly aa 
anyone could in earth life. The letter I 
wrote tny’wife I left on my writing-table

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS HOW TO IN
VESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM', DEVELOP 
MEDIUMSHIP» AND FOR THE FORMA
TION OF HOME CIRCLES.
This second edition, with important, 

additions, is the second effort in the 
New Departure of The- Progressive 
Thinker. It is a book which marked 
an era in tbe methods of thought on 
psychic subjects. It was first to take 
this hitherto unexplored realm, and its 
treatment is entirely original. It out
lined a plan of study and investigation, 
which, new as the subject was, appears 
to be the only one the student can pur
sue, to arrive at satisfactory results.

A great many psychic clubs and read
ing circles have adopted it as a guide, 
and one college has taken it as a text 
book. In its field it stands alone, and is 
the student’s only helpful manual.

Since the author wrote the “Arcana 
of Nature,’’ by almost purely auto
matic controls, his inspiration has 
made no higher flight than in “Psychic 
Science.” '
Price Reduced About One-

Half.
Incur New Departure, determined to 

give Spiritualists—instead of the dear 
est, as hitherto—the cheapest literature 
of any denomination, sector organiza
tion, wo have not only enlarged the 
book by twenty pages, but reduced the 
price from $1.25 to 75 cents.

A wealthy Spiritualist purchased cop
ies at full price and presented one to 
every college and academy jn the New 
England States. We have reduced the 
price until no one will be prevented 
from possessing it, or deterred, for want 
of means, from sending it forth on mis
sionary duty,

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
81.00. For sale at th is office.

“The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
WeiL This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth .alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
fiOcents. . . '

“The Dead Man’s.Message,” an occu 
romance- or Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritualism 
and her study of occult science have 
prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi- 
gation.and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office. ■ ■

“Angel Whisperings for the Searcher 
After Truth.” By. Hattie J. Ray; A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
pleased and benefited by it. For sale at 
this office. Price $1 •

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu- 
denf’oT'pSychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill, and Mary' 
Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c. ,

A new edition of "Three Sevens,„ by 
the Phelon’s, is just issued. The May 
Arena says: "The gist of such books as 
Dr. Phelon’s “Three Sev0ns,”and other 
works descriptive of or alluding to the 
various occult societies, Which seem to 
have existed for ages, has never, until 
recently been said so openly and plainly 
that ‘he who runs may read.’” Cloth 
$1.25, postpaid. For sale at this office.

An abridged edition of “Antiquity 
Unveiled” ¿gives in condensed form its 
more important statements and refer
ences. It is in stiff board covers, and 
the price is-50 cents. - For sale at this 
office... . -

OUTLIXE OF CONTENTS: 
INTB9D0OTION.

Chaitkb I. Parentagi'-PIBCC of P.lrtb—Clilldbood- 
Bcbool Expcrliwco.-Flral Mediumlstie Work, etc.

ClurTBB II. Hopedale—.Mr. Scott In Mnssurbusetti— 
Removal to Wlscou»iu-Tbe Uaiiou Famllv-Adln 
Ballou’s Work-Work of Spirit Adin Augustus 
Ballou.

CuarTEB III. Ouhm-Hcr Earthly Life and Tragic 
Death—Her Mission In Splrlt-Llfe.

CnaiTEB IV. Oilier Conirols-Tbe Guides.
Chaftbb V. Work In Cuba, N. Y.—Buffalo Pastorals 

—Workers In Buffalo -Thomas Gale» Forster-Sarah 
»Foo«“—><• .l>«I-Remov»l to New York 
City, 1856—Philadelphia—BosUin— Baltliuaro.

CiuprzB VI. Work tu New York City.
CHaUTEB Vil. New York City (couilnued). Prof. J. 

J. MuDei—Hou. J. W. Eduiouds—Dr. Gray- New 
York Editors and Clergy—Other Places In the East 
—Meadville, Pa., 1864 - Ilou. A. B. Richmond.

Chafteb VIH. Washington. D. C.—Reconstruction— 
Senator J. M. Howard- -George J. W. Julien—Gen- 
N. F. Banks—Noitle Colbcrn Maynard—Statement 
of Geo. A. Bacon.

Chapter IX. England—Robert Dale Owen—George 
Thompson-Counter of Cnlthocis — Mr«. Straw
bridge—Mr. and Mrs. Tcbb—Mrs. Nos wort Uy—j, c. 
Ward—Mra. Slater—Andrew Crubg.

CHAprin X. Work lu England (Continued In Three 
Subsequent Vlslu)

Chapter XL California Work, 1875 -Other Vlslte- 
Letter of C, M. Plumb-Letter of Mrs. Jolin a. 
Wllaon.

Chapter XII. Chican, Work. 187« to 18H-FM 
Society Chartered. 18c9—( omplete Account of Work 
1n Letter* and Statements of Members of th« 
Society.

Chapter XI1T. Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga— 
Lake Pleasant—Onset Bay—Lake Brady—Lookout 
Mountain, etc.

Chapter XIV. Literary Work—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Dlacourae.s aud Lcctures-Payrhopatliy; Soul 
Teachings -Poems—Other Literary Work.

Chapter XV. Literary Work (continued-)—Lecture 
CJ Gyroiuopo, 18M--Tbe Shadow of a Grew Hock 
tua Weary Land,” J8H7—Poems—Choice Selections 
InTroae aud Verse—Work of William Iticbmoud.

Chapter XVI. Letter« from Personal Friends; from 
Orplia E, Toueey; from LsdyCaltiiDds, and others 
—Appreciation of the Work from J hose Best Qual
Ified to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C. 
Warner—Drs. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.

Chapter XVII. Mrs JHcliinoud’s Experiences While 
in the Trance State, Written by Herself.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office.

WAS

LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

— OR —
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

PomiB. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portra t front Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
«—moreso than auy work Usurd bluet Uncle Toura 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almoH covered, and which have been 
matched from the very Jaws of oblivion. Il deals 
with high official private life during the most moment
ous period in American History, and It« a secret page 
from iho life of him whom time serves only to tnako 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood-4- 
•‘Abbauam Lincoln."

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp. 264, $1.50;
Paper, 15 cents.

For Solo nt this office.

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work 1b one that ©very one should retd, h 
beam* throughout with rare gome of thought, prac
tical M well m profound. There I* sunshine aud 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to the author's favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Bplrlt llfo. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heighta,OUlo, gives an Interesting aketch of th* 
author's life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the LdCe of A. B, French
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and War« of 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of ideas. 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Lifts. 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth? •
Decoration Address. - .

THE ; .

EVERLASTING GOSPEL TheTo-Morrow of Death.'
A COMPILATION OF THE LEG- ' - ...qrthe...

acl turei given by tbe Spirit Band through the mo- . _
dlumshlp ofMrs. Magdalens KUno. This volume con- T?rifnm Tilfix AftiwniiiMF in Spiphaa lists of r series of lectures, messages and poems, JJUlUrc LUc AVLUnilllg Lu 0L1UIH& 
written and delivered in public through the mental or* 
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrroy* 
ant and inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some ideas that differ from those he n&s held, yet he 
will find much to picas©, benefit and instruct. The

• reverence with which Jesus Is mentioned will please. . 
many, «¡though the Ideas advanced concerotng Jeans 
and Christiania «re not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains large pages, and will be sent .
nottraldfdrsi..so. For.-,ent this office., __ . TH, #nev01nme mlght „enure been eatiltel 

NEVA/ TUCHinUT Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It U written
InCW I rrvUvin I • In that peculiar interesting style In which French

BY LOUIS EIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
, BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK. *

Volume L Nicely bound In cloth. 579 I.ree. beantl. writer« excel when they would popularize aclcntlllc 
fully printed patras. Portrait« of several ot tirabr.t «ublecta In adaptation to tbe need« of the general a aaa s^ .u.vu r bD » v, w««« Vl vv, Gt OJ UL the Uv£b ~ _ i ___ rrva, _ . J* m a.»
speakers and mediums. Tbe matter all *'riglnal and ' Spiritualist—-he etcu
presenting In an attractive form ths hiebest nhascnf mentions Spiritualist* as devotees of a new super- •J vuvuuug iu no otvtavtn V 1V1 IZ4 mo UlzUCBL OI ,, I« «.t.t.1, V — at. —the RuiritDai PhnrMonbv Tiv Ninnna tttt* t Prtnn Button, SuL, etc., in which he manifest* the usualMly »lS, For .a^aPt tbl« ofe C anltnua of the‘HelenUllc cla.it,” yet be aaya again:

Vn, TT wlvH-n>n(1 „ , . , . ’‘There is a true and respectable idea in Spiritualism,’*wiXSi?Efmif* Ä of111 ^d aud ftnd regards as proved “the fact of communication
hmfiÜi C ‘ between superhuman* and tbe inhabitant« of Earthf
SSU?* cenl8’ Dy^0BE8HVLL- For sale at this and he goes on to relate inst&ncei of fact tn evidence, 
- __________ __________ ___ There Is, to B ßpIrituallsL a manifest dlscrentncjm
_ . .. ------- ' tbeauthor«’sldess,buttbewcll-readni!Ddw1ilreaany
Outside tlie Gates, and Other Tales.... _ . ; . : . ...................-Whois will find not only good mental culture, but
and aketebea. By a band of spirit InteUljtence«, much valuable Information h_::: “5
through tbe medlnmahlp of MaiyTherei* Ehelbamer. theory of reincarnation. Trice 11.50. For aale at 
An excellent work, rrlc» ,1.15. thtaoflc*.

Tug author bolds the
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WHY “CHRISTIAN?"

Bro. Hoffmann c< rise

Jas. C. Underhill.heavens.
Hammond, Ind.

AN EVENING WITH ANGELS.

come sounds

which floats

Orthodox Sociology and* the New 
Sociology.

An Ordinary View, and an 
Inordinary View.

Advice to' Mediums and Those 
Seeking Mediumship.

Religion of the Future. By S. Weil, 
Cloth. 81.25; paper, 50 cents.

Spiritualism Needs No Qual 
¡tying Epithet.

« - I> o: '
SPIRITUAL CaUBCH OF LOVE.

■ ■ . 1«. ■ «0

A New Society Organized in Çlil- 
cafo.

“ "• ! — -”. ' 1 ' ? 0» r. - '* ■ " • ■> •• * 1 -
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The Chicago Tribune sets forth in a 
thoughtful editorial: "It is a truism to 
state that the most sacred duty of man
kind is the perpetuation of the race. 
Lawgivers recognize , the family as the 
unit of government. Mr; John Fiske 
has pointed out that the family, due 
primarily to the prolongation of infancy, 
Is the unit of civilization. Marriage and 
procreation are, or ought to be, the first 
care of a legislature in its relations to 
the people for whom it legislates. Tra
dition; instinct, religion, statutory en
actment, and human reason all lend to 
the domestic relations a sanctity, npt 
possessed by any other „institution. Yet, 
as Mr. Edward Cary points out. in the 
August Forum, tlie conditions of modern 
living all make for celibacy.

The cause working chiefly to this re
sult is found in the so-called emancipa
tion of women, Freed from the neces
siti’ of dependence upon father, brother, 
or husband, the girls of to-day make 
their own futures without masculine dic
tation. In ali the gainful occupations 
tlie ratio of increase for the decennial 
period ending in 1890 was 47.88 per cent 
for women and but 27.A4 per cent for 
men. As a result, however, women in 
IbflO formed but 2 per cer.t more of out
working population than in 1880. Mi-. 
Cary argues from this that "while many 
more women earned their own living in 
1890 than in 1880, they had over the 
whole field to a very slight extent only 
displaced the men.1 With this we .can
not agree. In 1880 every 100 of the 
working force of the United States was 
made up of. 85 men and 15 women; ten 
yearslater the proportions are 83and 
17. The tendency is toward an equality. 
And this tendency is alarming.

“In France the proportion of women 
to men employed is greater and the pop
ulation is actually decreasing from yepr 
to years to the dismay of every lover of 
‘tabelle patrio.’ in Germany recent in
vestigations go to show that the number 
of unemployed men is balanced with 
substantial accuracy by the number of 
employed women. Among other things 
this hùs come to mean—and the signifi
cance of this application of it cannot pe 
exaggerated—the abandonment of the 
theory of the iron law of wages. It was 
held by the older economists that a man 
would forsake an industry in which lite 
gains were not sufficient to maintain 
himself and his wife and two children. 
In Illinois there are already classes of 
labor where it is necessary, in order tt) 
provide a mèra living for the family, 
that husband, wife, and all the children 
more than 7 years old, should labor to
gether.

“Of the more obvious results of wo
men entering into competition with men 
in the labor market it is not necessary 
to speak here. Of course, if with given 
work to do the number of laborers is 
doubled, the wages of labor must de
crease; 'eventually, it is likely, to a 
point where both men and women are 
together receiving less than the men 
alone were before. But the real danger, 
the imminent and fundamental danger, 
lies in the blow struck irt the family. 
Not only is it true that the ability of 
womankind to maintain itself without 
marriage decreases the number of mat
rimonial ventures; but the very terms 
of its employment of necessity decreases 
the size of the family among women 
already married, And thia is u matter 
witli which sociologists of the first re-

the-oerpetuatfemof ^ progeoy of hered
itary degenerates hud criminate. :. - , ,

It is not so much the “size of tbe fam* 
Uy," as it is the quality thereof, that 
makes for the piogressof mankind—a 
fact that seems to, have escaped the 
Tribune and the whole tribe of pi-dinary 
sociologists.

It is a disgrace to and an impeachment 
of our civilization and our present indus
trial system, that, as the Tribune says: 
“In Illinois there are already classes of 
tabor where it is necessary, in order to 
provide a mere llpug for the family, 
that husband, wife, and all the children 
more than 7 years old, should labor to
gether.” It is a fact,' a sad tact; and it 
stands an indubitable pi-oof that the in
dustrial system under wirieh such facts 
are posable—nay, inevitable—is vitally 
defective, and is working results that 
are inimical to the true welfare of soci
ety.

• Its tendency is plainly toward the uh 
timate exlinction.of tbe family which is 
“the unit of civilization." The Tribune 
fails to see this just conclusion from its 
own statement of fact, and would, as is 
its wont, make tlie welkin ring with 
hysterical screams of “socialism,” “an
archism,” etc., when the truth is pointed 
out that the working system of society 
is wrong, and a more equitable system Is 
suggested as an ideal of final attain
ment. -

To “multiply and replenish the earth” 
with a progeny of degenerates is not nor 
cun be a “duty of mankind.” ■

To affirm tlie duty of perpetuation in 
such case is equivalent to affirming a 
moral obligation to perpetuate immoral
ity, vice and crime in society.

Wherein moral obligation attaches is, 
not merely nor at all to the mere "per* 
petuation of tlie race,” for many sam
ples are not fit to be perpetuated; the 
duty is to perpetuate, if at all, a better 
and higher quality, an improved and 
noblermankind. Better, beyond till 
comparison, the perpetuation of a more 
limited number, hereditarily, endowed 
with the requisites that make for full
ness of intellectual, moral and spiritual 
attainments, than to flood society with a 
multitude of low, gross, animal beings, 
inclined to vice and crime, living and 
perpetuating the race oil the animal, 
sensual plane.

The saçredness of duty is all bound up 
in the higher.'development of the race, 
not in mere perpetuation.

Differing from the Tribune again, and 
viewing the matter from the standpoint 
of: philosophy and sociology, I must say 
that I consider that, what is deprecated 
as the “so-called emancipation of wo
men” will prove one of the chief factors 
in the development of this higher, bet
ter and nobler—though not so multitud
inous— mankind. ■

The “new woman” will solve the prob
lem of the family and the perpetuation 
of the race better than the theoretical 
sociologists can; and mankind will make 
progress forward add not backward.

While love remains in human hearts, 
marriage and thé family will continue; 
and the enlargement of woman’s sphere 
to her full emancipation from social and 
political inequalities, will prove n most 
potent factor in .the moral and social 
progress of mankind. The inherent 
goodness in the mother’s love will ex
pand with her liberty and become more 
effectual in its moulding force upon thè

materializing and slate-writing test me
diums werh Mrsi Jennie Darrell, Mr.; 
and Mrs. W. W. Aber, Mrs; Valree, 
Pro/. H. S. Sbagrou,. Miss, Ellen T. 
Thomas, Mrs. Annie Martin, who, we 
believe, were all (veil patronized by the 
public.

Upon the whole, the season was one tri 
intense mediumistic activities and inspP 
rational outpourings, and all wept away 
with deeper convictions and more earn
est devotion to the cause that holtjs so 
much of blessing for humanity.

In closing 1 would call attention to the 
earnest and self-sacrificing part taken 
by our Brother and Sister J. C. Wat
kins, of Dallas. Brother Watkins is 
president of the State and of the camp 
associations of Texas, and I am sure a 
general vote of thanks is due our brother 
and his companion and their co-oper
ators in making the camp the success it 
has been. '

I hope to hear from the friends in Mis
souri and elsewhere concerning fall and 
winter engagements.

M. Theresa Allen. 
233 Commercial street, Springfield, Mo.

minds and hearts of the incoming-gen
erations, building up a nobler, belter 
humanity.

The emancipation of woman will go 
forward to its proper culmination in the 
equalizing of conditions between the 
sexes) by the elevation of womanhood; 
and the ultimate result must and will 
be—not merely perpetuation of the race, 
but-—the - development of a better, 
higher, nobler type of mankind and the 
evolution of a better, higher, nobler 
typo of society.

The'family will not be endangered, 
but purified, ennobled, enlarged in 
moral and spiritual endowments, and 
man will not be a slave to sordid greed 
or animal instincts, but live in the su
perior realm that links the spiritual on 
earth to the higher spiritual life in the

I am waiting by his bedside while his 
pulses feebly beat; •

I hear the sound of footsteps as they 
hurry on the street;

Tl\e lights that glance and quiver on the 
laces that pass by, .

Reflect some heartfelt prayer that is
wafted to the sky.

Up from the open window 
of broken mirth;

Then I offer up a hope.

pute are still struggling—a-vital prob
lem in the progress of the human fam

, ily, upon the solution of which progress
hangs.” .

There is much in the preceding 
thoughts expressed by the Tribuue to 
call forlh sober consideration.

It is a q uesliou for serious thought and 
to which there is strong ground for the 
entering of a demurrer, unless there be 
some modification, that “the most saored 
duty of mankind is the perpetuation of 
the' race.” Taken ifi the bald signifi
cance of the expression, it allows no 
limitation on any score whatever—men
tal, physical or moral.

The perpetuation of a totally depraved 
humanity—such as self-labeled orthodox 
Christianity declares all mankind to be— 
cannot be justified on moral grounds.

Aside from all "orthodox” dogma, 
however, it is quite within the bounds 
of reason and moral sense to doubt the 
truth of the claim. While we may rec
ognize the family as the "unit of gov- 
eroment” and the “unit of civilization,” 

■ ; we may’ hesltale to admit that it is in 
' any sense or degree a "duty” to engen- 

derand bring forth families of vice
begotten, vice-sodden, morally-depraved 
and physically-diseased progeny, to be a 
detriment and u curse to themselves and 
the world. ■

• “Tradition, instinct, religion, statu
tory enactment," etc., may lend all the 
“sanctity’ in them to such “marriage 
and procreation,” and the result is still 
a fulfillment of the old orthodox hymn:

“Lo, 1 am vile, conceived in sin, 
And born unholy and unclean,”

and by no stretch of reason or common 
sense can the perpetuation of sueb sam- 
pies of the race be brought within the 
range of moral obligation.

Duly implies moral obligation. Is it 
possiblolhat mankind, or any individual 
components thereof, can be under moral 
obligation to perpetuate the race by 
bringing forth a progeny of physical, 
mental aud moral cretins and “degener
ates?"

. The terrible influence of the laws of 
■ heredity in perpetuating vicious and 

criminal traits is well established by 
sociological facts. Can it be the “duty” 
of men or women whose gross, vicious, 
criminal propensities are liable to de
scend by hereditary law to their chil
dren and to their children’s children, to 

: "multiply and replenish the earth” with
such offspring? '

Tbe “instinct” may be strong—most 
likelv it will be exceedingly strong-but, 
with'“religion, tradition,” etc., allsup

. porting it nevertheless—can it be right, 
can it bear the sacred impress of moral 
obligation, that such persons shall per
petuate the human race, to the extent of 
their physical ability, when their prog

: eny may with certainty be expected to
' line up in the ranks of the army of 

criminate, the vicious and depraved— 
thè enemies of morality, of society it

. self?
. — On the contrary, is it not evident that 

. the whole weight of duty, of moral òbli- 
gatioh to society and the world, bears 
direct against such an idea, in theory or 
in practice? ■

’ Again: Can “tradition, instinct, relig
Ion, statutory enactment,” or any other 

’ thing in heaven, on earth, or finder the 
■. earth, impart sanctity to a marriage 

productive of such results?
Is it not evident that the “duty” of 

“perpetuation of the race” is limited in 
its range? that' in this as in other mat

. ters pertaining to “mankind,” the cen
trai point of moral obligation, the mat
ter of chief regard and consideration is 
the welfare of society? It is not what 

. may please and gratify thè passional in
stincts, or parental, of badly-organized 
human beings; for the -interests and 
welfare of society as a whole are para

. mount, and these interests and this wel- 
: fitre are not aided, but contravened, by

away from earth,
While a ripple of soft voices of laughter 

and of glee
Fill my eyes with tears, for their love is 

not for me. .
So I linger near his bedside and look 

into the night,
Till all the doubts and sorrows are lost 

to me and sight,
Then my ears catch other voices with 

sweet, familiar tone,
And time on earth has vanished, and I 

am not alone.
A loved voice fills the shadows and 

lightens all the gloom
And a form to me so dear moves softly 

through the room;
In hallowed joy I listen, then close my 

eyes to see,
Behold the ones I thought were dead 

are my blessed company.
They touch my face in tenderness, they 

lightly smooth my -hair; .
They call my name familiarly, they all 

my troubles share;
And whisper' that the darkest clouds 

have silver Hirings bright,
For the sunbeams of the Morning Land 

dikpel the darkest night.
That death cau have no power o’er the 

arisen soul—
He Is only a bright angel to lead us to 

that goal
Where peace and purest love are 

dressed in robes of white,
And often come to those bn earth with- 

messages of light.
There are looking into mine a pair of 

blue-brown eyes,
And I hear in sweetest accents: “Arise, 

beloved, arise!
Come out from gloom and darkness and 

be forever free; .
Come walk the elysian fields of bliss 

through the eternity. *
. RoseL. Bushnell.

Springfield, Mo.
The Dallas, ' Texas, Camp-meèting 

closed on September 12, with fitting ex
ercises, and we. are back again in the 
field specially assigned to us as mission • 
aries and organizers' of Missouri and 
Kansas. The past two weeks at the 
-camp was a busy season for Mr. ¿Alien 
and myself, but the same applied, wo 
believe, to all the other workers on the 
grounds. Among the lecturers from 
abroad were Mrs. Dr. S. Augusta Arm
strong, of Buffalo, N. Y., prominent as 
an equal suffrage and temperance lec
turer, and member of the Eastern Star; 
Dr. G. C. B. Ewell, of Denver, Col.; 
Rev. Allen F. Brown, of St. Paul, Minn., 
Mr. Allen and myself.

Among the local workers of the State 
were Dr. B. C. Tabor, Mrs. Carrie M. 
Hinsdale, Prof. John L. Manley and 
others who did excellent work for our 
cause in connection with the lecturers 
irom other States. Among the mental,

There has been a growing tendency 
of late, among Spiritualists, mediums 
and societies, to term themselves 
"Christian Spiritualists” and mediums 
of “Christian Spiritualism.” In just 
what way they differ from the plain, . 
every-day Spiritualists is notquite clear, 
unless it is in a lack of knowledge of the 
spiritual philosophy. '

This tendency is noted mostly among 
recent converts who havenot yet become 
familiar with the underlÿfÊig principle 
of the spiritual philosophy, which is. 
that each must work out his own salva
tion, not with fear and .trembling, but 
confidence and hope; they have not yet 
learned enough to give them confidence 
to stand alone, so in their weakness 
bring with them the name Christian, 
indicating that, to a certain extent at 
least, they are still leaning on a tor
tured Christ.

The name Spiritualism does not need 
any restricting names prefixed to it, and 
the. sooner these ■ friends familiarize 
themselves with the spiritual philoso
phy of life here and hereafter, as taught 
by high spirits, the better will it be for 
the spiritual movemeiit;|or we may soon 
see Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian 
and' other denominational Spiritualists. 
Should this happen, they will simply 
incorporate spirit-return fhto their 
creedsand churches and go on with 
their forms and dogmas, leaving the 
firogresslve, uplifting teachings of Spir- 
tualism to die. :

When you commence to investigate 
Spiritualism don’t stop with the phe- 
nomenaor the fact of. spirit return, but 
see what its teachings are in regard to 
this life and th e life to come. Learn 
the taw of spirit return and communion 
and under what conditions they may re
turn. Study the ejfect of acts in this 
life on the individual in the life after he 
has passed over. Investigate as to the 
condition of various classes of people 
you have known here, after they have 
passed over. Familarize yourself with 
all of its leachings, and if you are con
vinced of their truth, join a society and 
heip others to get the light. Thefeis 
strength in co-operation, and active 
workers are needed. Live the life of a 
true Spiritualist, and set an example for 
your neighbor.

To be a true Spiritualist is to be as a 
god among men; so, live such a life that 
you will be no reproach to the name 
Spiritualist. Pay no attention to what 
your neighbor may say, but go right 
along living your own life—that-is the 
one you are most interested in. Do all 
the good you can, and help in every 
way you can to uplift the whole race. 
We are all parts of one great whole, 
and a part cannot advance very much 
bçvond the whole; so do your part to 
help all up, thus elevating yourself.

Christianity, as well as all the groat 
religions of the past, has filled its place 
In the growth of man from lower to 
higher conditions, and while man was 
Weak and unable to stand alone it was 
well oncugh to have priests and preach
ers to do nis 'thinking; but the time has 
come for every man to stand alone, be 
his own priest, and as intelligent beings 
it is our right and duty to investigate all 
things and learn for ourselves. - .

The religions of the past were all 
founded on spirit communion, and as the 
priest grow in power, the letter and not 
the spirit of the teachings was followed. 
These religions filled their place in the 
development of the people during those 
times, out conditions Tiave changed and 
they are not adapted to the needs of the 
civilization'of the nineteenth century. 
We are a nation of thinkers, and the 
services of the priest are no longer 
needed.

In the twentieth century we will all 
be mediums, seers and prophets. If 
you find you have mediumistic powers 
quite strong, and desire to unfold them 
so you can use them for the uplifting of 
humanity, first study well the philoso
phy. Learn the taws of spirit control, 
so that you will know the dangers which 
beset your past, and you will then know 
how to guard against them. “Fools rush 
in where angels fear to tread.” Blind 
development is a dangerous thing, and 
often gets one into trouble that may 
take years.to outgrow, and all do not 
outgrow their troubles and obsessions.

Put your physical body in a perfect 
state of health, and then you are to de
cide whether you will unfold your psy
chic gifts, or whether you will be merely 
an instrument in the hands of the spirit- 
world-a controlled medium. If you de
cide you will be merely an instrument, 
then you want only the highest class of 
controls, and to attract them you must 

. get rid of all evil, selfish thoughts; raise 
or spiritualize all your desires, so that 
thé lower or earth-bound spiritswill 
find nothing attractive in you—for like 
attracts like. If you ever allow low in
fluences to controlyou, it will cause you 
much trouble and take time to drive 
them out. Two spirits cannot occupy- 
the same space at one time, so if you 
habbor thé bad there is no place for the 
good. < -

If you decide to develop your psychic 
gifts alone, it is a slower process, as it is 
a natural unfolding of the soul-senses 
corresponding torihe physical senses,and 
is effected mainly through the positive 
will spiritualizing the desires, by over
coming the lower tendencies. . .

' ■' ' L. W. Van Dyke.

From a Member of the Anthro- 
pologlcal Society of France.

■ •—A—
To tub Editor:—There are many 

strange phenomena!’in life., I have 
met with much in* the past fifteen 
years’ investigation of ' Spiritual phe
nomena. I have listened to the word
pictures of our notfed lecturers; 1 have 
seen the best test mediums of America 
and Germany—but it has been left to 
me to make the most startling dis
covery of my life here in Kansas City. 
Last Sunday evening I attended a lec
ture in Ridge Hall, presided over by 
Dr. I. L. Meyer. The notice of this 
attracted my attention, for therein it 
said the spirit intelligence of Honore 
de Balzac would deliver a discourse 
on "The Common People,” through 
Dr. Meyer. I expected a sell, and 
found myself badly sold, for if Honore 
de Balzac did not manifest through 
Dr. Meyer, then the medium is an in
tellectual peer over all past and pres
ent aspirants, for it was certainly the 
most grand, eloquent, practical, phil
osophical discourse it has ever been 
my pleasure to listen to. Life was 
pictured in all its phases—human ob
ligations were set in such terms that 
the minds of men could follow life 
into eternity and seek to know their 
immortal nature. Memory set the 
seal of judgment. God, the infinite 
spirit of wisdom, was revealed in sim
ples. The strangest part of all was 
that, after this profound discourse, 
questions submitted by the audience 
were briefly answered, but to the point. 
The "Chemistry of the' Spirit" was 
beyond a doubt sublime; “Why do 
Angelsor Spirits Manifest in Clouds?" 
was beautifully illustrated; while "The 
Nervous System, ” by Professor Char
cot, was a scientific and reasonable 
answer. - The versatility and learning,. 
if not invested in the spirit, as the 
Doctor claims, is beyond the range of 
finite comprehension; after which this 
grand instrument of the Spirit-world 
gave his character readings from 
objects which would revolutionize the 
science of phrenology. His palm read
ing was equal, if not superior, to that 
of Cheiro. .

Clairvoyant, and clairaudient tests, 
with two paychomptrtareadinge, closed 
the entertainijieqifeuIt was uncues- 
tionajjly t]ie g^andesttìffair I ever saw. 
Being a meinbef^ rtf the Anthro
pological Society’pfqiì'raiice, I found 
here the grandest jiroJulem of my life. 
If it be not the power of spirit, in the 
name of commofi3 stìnse, reason and 
science, will soniebnq fell me from 
whence this greatqiower and ability to 
confound the minds nof men comes.

Db. James L. Baohus.

The Cause at Marshalltown, 
Iowa.

^To the Editor:—Since I last wrote 
yon the work has still been going for
ward, and many people that have never 
had the opportunity to see any manifest
ations of our philosophy, have for the 
first time seen and heard things that 
have set them to thinking that there 
are some matters in existence still worth 
looking into,

Taking up matters where I left off, I 
will say that lectures were given by 
Chas. W. Petjers, on last Wednesday 
and Friday evenings, to very good audi
ences, speaking to the church- people 
from the Bible, and showing to them 
that if they believed in their Bible, as 
they said they did, they could not help 
but believe in the demonstrations of 
Spiritualism, as the Spiritualists were 
the only ones who produced the evidence 
that these “signs shall follow them that 
believe.” After his lecture, Max Hoff
man and Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner gave 
many fine tests to the audience, tliat 
could not help but produce good results.

After the second lecture, Brother Pe
ters gave some tests that were recog
nizee! by those to whom they were given. 
My. H, A. Lamb came here with Mr. 
Peters, and has given two or three 
trumpet seances in the light, with very 
good results.

Next Tuesday evening Bro.Peterspvill 
lecture, and at the close Brother Lamb 
will give some public independent slate
writing upon sealed elates brought by 
the people in the audience. -

It is a pleasure to see the interest 
manifested by the people as they gather 
'in groups tCLread the messages^ud see 
the flowers that have been obtained by 
those having sittings with Brothers 
Hoffman and Lamb. .

A very smart sleight-of-hand perform
er, who was so skeptical that he did 
not «believe that there'was any such 
thing as genuine spirit-writing, was told 
by Brother Hoffman to come up and 
have a sitting with him and he would 
convince him that there was a truth in 
it. So one evening last week he came 
for his sitting and was told to carefully 
clean and examine the slates and be
sure that there was no deception about 
the matter, He did so, and was satis
fied that the slates were all right. From 
the time that he took the slates to clean 
them until after the sitting was over 
the slates were never out of his sight, or 
left his hand. They were placed to
gether, he holding one end and Mr. 
Hoffman the other, with a small plate 
of paint set on top, and after sitting ten 
minutes, he was told to look at his slates 
and see if there was anything there. 
He said in the audience, after that, when 
he went to open the slates he did not 
believe there was a thing upon them; 
but he was so astonished when he saw 
upon the inside of one a beautiful white 
rose and bud, with stem and leaves, and 
the other inside tilled with a message 
written very finely. He said in public 
that lie came there an unbeliever, but
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“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
though t and. patient research into Na
ture's finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general -readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it.

A new society, known as the ‘‘Spir
itual Church of Loye,” has obtained a 
charter and holds two meetings every 
Sunday at Faskin’s Hall, 3012 Archer 
avenue. The Children’s Lyceum is at 
2 p. m. About twelve years ago four 
ladies, feeling the need of work among 
the children, obtained the necessary 
paraphernalia, rented a hall and or
ganized a lyceum. They worked under 
great difficulties, but succeeded.
' When the Spiritual Church of Love 

decided to educate its little ones in 
Spiritual science, we urged these good 
ladies to join us, and bringing guides, 
instruction books, flags, library, and 
last, but by no means least, their ex
perience, they are assisting us to make 
our lyceum a success.

In our physical culture and march
ing exercises we are again blessed by 
having a practical instructor; Miss 
Eldora -Parsons is too well known 
among Chicago Spiritualists as an 
elocutionist to need any words of com
mendation from my pen.

Our leaders seem well adapted to. 
their several groups, our children are 
interesting and apparently interested, 
while we have enough embryo singers, 
elocutionists and debaters to make our 
sessions enjoyable.

We think everybody, particularly 
Spiritualists and Freethinkers, who 
have any interest in the coming gen
eration, should attend a lyceum. If 
you are not a member of such an or
ganization we invite you to become 
one of us.

Our evening meetings at 8 consist 
of talks, life reading, poems, tests 
and other spirit phenomena. There 
are always good mediums in attend
ance. Mr. Broyjn, through whose 
mediumship the ^society obtained its 
name, is only onB of the many de
pended upon; while tinder the efficient 
management of Messrs. Bbwen, French 
and Saunders oqr coffers have never 
been empty, and'Weiihope soon to be 
able to engage irino’wned talent to 
assist us in bujldiijg' up a large 
church. n. '

We wish all would come and see for 
themselves what ’wfe ate doing for the 
cause, and then ¿uctfiirage and aid us 
in our attempt, p" .

. Mas.' C'..;E., Bullock.

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq.' (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read-in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. ,'Fdr sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of tbe important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented" and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
informatidn on. the subject. Price >1. 
For sale at this office. .

that manifestation had given him new 
light, and had so unsettled his precon
ceived opinions that he was almost ready 
to say that he was convinced of the truth 
of our philosophy, "for,” says he, “if it 
is done by a trick, then he is one of 
the smartest young men in this coun
try, fori~cimnot see how it was done ex
cept in the manner in which he claims 
for it.” .

Last Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock, 
Mrs, Kayner gave a test seance in the 
large lent, holding her audience for two 
hours, and giving-forty readings that 
were recognized. In the evening she 
delivered the lecture to one of the larg
est audiences of the season, on the sub- 
jecta-“Ln My Father’s. House Are Many 
Mansions,” and she tried to show them 
that as they builded hero and now, so 
they might expect to find their homes 
in the future.

At the close of her lecture she took

in reading to him the following resolu
tions, at the same time handing to him 
a beautiful bouquet of flowers that camo 
from the Association, making some re
marks that were very appropriate:

“Whereas, Bro. Max Hoffmann, of 
Chicago, the retiring president of the 
Central Iowa Association of Spiritual
ists, is about to resume his position as 
one of the active members of this Asso
ciation; and -

Whereas, There can be shown a de
sire to recognize the unselfish efforts of 
our -workers other than by finance; 
therefore, be it

“Resolved, That wo, the members of 
the Central Iowa Association of Spirit
ualists, do, in this manner^ express to 
Bro. Max Hoffmann, our kindliest feel
ings of thankfulness for the services he 
has rendered us, and for the good he 
has done to extend the cause we love so 
well, in the position of trust and respon
sibility which he has so faithfully and so 
cheerfully filled.

"Resolved, That as he returns to his 
home at the close of this camp, that we 
send with bin. our best thoughts for his 
future sûecess in his work of shedding 
the light of the spirit in many of the 
dark places of this earthly existence, 
and that we shall look for him to be 
present with us at many annual meet
ings yet to be.

“Resolved, That wo present to Bro. 
Hoffmann these resolutions, with à 
slight visible token of our regard and 
esteem, and that they be signed by our 
incoming president and secretary.

“T. D. Kayner, President.
“Duane Bentley, Secretary.”
Bro. Hoffmann was deeply touched 

with the presentation, and made some 
very feeling remarks in reply. But Mrs. 
Kayner was taken by surprise in return 
when Bro. C. W. Pe'ters arose and pre
sented a fine bouquet, and stated that 
while she had been doing good to 
another, others had thought of hér and 
the grand, good work she had so will
ingly and freely done for this young As
sociation. Then followed tests by Bro. 
Hoffmann and Mrs. Kayner, and when 
the audience was dismissed it was a 
pleasure to see the bright, cheerful- 
faces that gathered about to ask a ques
tion or get some new thought different 
from those upon which they have been 
feeding in the past. '

The annual business meeting was held 
last Saturday at 3 p. m., and after the 
reports of last year’s work had been read 
and disposed of, the election of officers 
for the coining year resulted as follows: 
President, T» D? Kayner, Chicago; first 
vice-president, Edward Vail, Marshall-, 
town;-'second vice-president, Dr. E. 
Wolever, Marshalltown; corresponding 
secretary, Linna Pearl Beeson, Albion: 
recording secretory, Duane Bentley, 
Marshalltown; treasurer, H. M. Beeson, 
Albion; directors—J.' R. McCoy, G. F. 
Pettitt, J. W. Linderote, L. W. Fox, 
Mrs. L. J. Wolever and Mrs. Alice 
Bentley, Marshalltown.

It is intended to try and build up a 
strong society here, and be able to give 
the trfiths of Spiritualism to those who 
may come to seek, either through the 
phenomena or the philosophy of the sci
entific religion of Spiritualism.

Taking into account that the Associa
tion has this fall had the counteraction 
of a religious revival all through their 
session, they have been enabled to reach 
a great many people and give them 
something to think of that will make it 
Impossible'for them ever to return to 
the same condition of thought which 
they had four weeks ago.

T. D. Kayner.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect 
ualand Spiritual 'alture

COMPILED BY EflLslA ROOD 
' TUTTLE.

THE F8YCH0GRAFH
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thia Instrument is substantially the same as that 
employed hy prof. Hare tn ills early Investigations. 
In Its improved form it has been before tbe public for 
more than seven years, and In tbe hands of thousand« 
of persons baa proved lu> superiority over tbe Finn* 
chette, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out in Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of tbe communications received by 
its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Doyou desire to receive Communications?

The I’syohograpb la .an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship '

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their uiedluiuistlc gift, huve, after a few siuluga, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might bo filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began wjtb It as an amusing toy, found tb&t the 
intelligence controlling It knew more than tbeur 
solves, and became converts lb Spiritualism.

Capt. D.B. "Edwards, Orient, N.Y,, -writes: “I bad 
communications (by tbe Psyehogreph) from mauy 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave* 
stones arc moss-grown in tbe old yard, They have 
been highly satisfactory, aud proved to me that Spir
itualism is indeed true, and the communications have 
fjlven my heart the'groatest comfort in tbe severest 
ose I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made bls 

name familiar to those Interested in psychic matters, 
writes as follows: "I sin much pleased with tbe Psy* 
cbograpb. It la very simple In principle and codkifuc- 
tlon, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now In use. 1 believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merits bocomo known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
HerUn Heights, Ohio.

¿1 COLLECTION OF MUSIC ANIX 
ri Soap, Golden Cb«(p BedtaUou», Memory «->"> 
Choral RhpomeB, Funoral Strilcei, Progra 
session«, Parllamuntary Bules. Instructions fb) 
nultliw and eouduytlpg Lyceum,, Instruction» -fOB 
Physical Culture, CallbthenUs aud Mprcblng; Baofl 
Sers. Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book bjn 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual 0f> 
Liberal Society ioa¥ be organized and conducted 

 

S’llbout other asshtance. It supplies the waattof,’, 
pirltual SoclelicB for fresh Spiritual songs, with! 

music free from the dirnnai tone of the old byuinoloiy? 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no other selection contains, It glvcjr- 
a oractlcal system of graceful caUgtbeuics. every step 
of which Is mido plain by engravings. It gives fi' 
structlons how to make tbe budgesand banners 
instructs in inarching. It shows howto establish 
Baudot Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, ana gas1 
all the must beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor IB tna 
Lyceum. The book Is tbe result of practical wpr£ 
end tested by tbe Interest awakened In tbe actual 
sesslou of tt»u Lyceum.

While intended for the worklug Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to the needs or the family, Blip* 
plying 7(1 pages of new spiritual music and wo 
found nowhere else, except lu sheet form at m 
times the cost. The book has been placed at 
remarkably low prli-e of 50eeuts. sent postpaid 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,
40 Loomis St.. Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

"THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

As. two worlds. Dy Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cent«: cloth, »1.00. Books like “Tbe Dream 
Child" spur humanity on to make more an! more de
mands of this nature, and will open up new heights 
and depth« of spiritual knowledge.-Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Wil], I believe, take Its place bcnldc Bulwer’s 
"Zanonl” and tbe “Serapblta” of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital,"Topeka, KausRS. Although simple and nn- 
vajnlsbcd with any Inflanimablc descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader close*- the lust page.— 
Minneapolis "Sundny Times ”

HEALTH AND POWER.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work tf a 
coiubiuallou Into one volume of two of Mr. Hairs 

 

splendid works. By thisarraugeiuent the cost liflUQS 
that tbe reader Is enabled to secure the t^o boo 

 

couu.nad at tbe same prico as was formerly aekdd 
for thorn separately. This volume coutalns 4C2 pages 
and Is handsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED 
is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spl 
ualUm. No book of the century has made so mi 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. Thoautho 
atm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modi 
Pbeuomuua.ud philosophy, ba, been accara. 
Tbo »daplatlpB Of SplrltualUm to the want, of humin; 
Ily; its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angM 
ministry; the splritutj nature of man, and the obje&< 
tiops offered to S plrltyallsni, arc all considered in tna 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason aud common 
»cube, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It 1? a most able production, and 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

secure

-4 Neto Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by the 
add of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By B/D. Babbitt, M- D., author of "----- *---------
Light and Color.” "Philosophy of Cure,’
cloth, 25cents; Leather, 85 conte.

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW,
— OR—

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

"1 cboQSc that a story should ne founded on broth I 
»MUty.wd npt always resemble a dream. I desire to- 

"Principles oi find nothing lu It trivial or extravagant; and I. desire 
i etc» rnce, sbove all, that under tbo appearances of fable, there 

may appear some latent truth, obvious to the dlscerjf 
ing eye, though escape tbo observation of the 
vulgar."—Voltaire.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

A-fine proie poem; a story of tho "New ■Woman.’1 
■who Ib the true woman of all tbe centuries. re* 
markable book, contr&BtlQg tbe modem Vashti with 
the Vashti of ancient Bible times. Interesting and 

■BuggcBtlve. Cloth, ii; paper, SOccnts. For sale at 
this office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago, .

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A. Collection of Vocal Music for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social
. Circles.

Bj J. M. Peebles ana J. 0. Bamlt; E. H. Bailey, 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wide 
Held of literature with the moat critical care, free 
from all theological blaa, throbbing with tbe aoul of 
Inspiration, embodying tbe principles and virtues of 
the epirltual philosophy, set to tbe most cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all 
occasions, It is doubtless the most attractive work of 
thekind ever published. Its beautiful eongB, duets 
and quartets, ■with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted both to public meetings and tbe 
social circles. Cloth, 62.QQ. Postage 14 cents._______

Echoes From the World of Song.
A colIccUon of new. nnd . beautiful aonga, with 

music and chorus, In book form. By C, pTjLongler 
Price 11.25. Eostage 15 cents. / *

"theHrights of man.
By Thomas Paine. Parts I hod. II, Being an 

answer to Hr. Burke’s attack upon the French 
Revolution. Poet 6vo., 279 pages., Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents,

IMMORTALITY.--
A poem In five cantos "If a man die, shall he lire?” 

Is fully answered. B ’ W. S. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price W cents. •' ,

- THOMAS PAINE’S

Coxnnrr»: “The White Bull." a Satirical Romancer 
"Zadtg, or Fate," an Oriental History; "The Sago and 
the Atheist;" "The Princess of Babylon;" "Tbo Man 
ot Forty Crorrns;" "Tbe Huron, or Pupli of Nature;-- 
“Mterpmegas," a Satire on Mankind; 'The World u 
It Goes;’ nTlie Blaok and the White;" "Memuon, thu 
Philosopher;" "Ancpo Des Touches at Slam;" “Bib- 
abeo; "Tbo Study of Nature;’’ "A Conversation 
With a Chinese;" 'TIbCo’b Drcam;" "A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure:’’ "An Adventure In India;" 
"Jeannot and Colin;" "Travels of Scarmentado;" 

‘The Good Brahmin;’’ "Tbe Two Comforters;" "An«
elent Faith and Fable."

One volume, post 8ro, 480 pages, with portrait and 82 
Illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, li.W; postage. 
15 cents.

“Voltalre’e satire was keen and flne-poluted as fl 
rapier.’’—Magazine of Am. History,

"A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing, 
—Boston Commonwealth.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the auB« 
flees of the B*?r. 8haku Soyen, delegate to the Pap* 
lament qx ueliglons. Was lately published In Japan« 

Price For sale at this office.

THE UNKNOWN LIFE 
-OF- 

Jesus Christ 
, —BY—
NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,

Since tbe uniting of the New Testament do bookbU 
appeared of ns great. Importance to Christianity al 
the Unknown Lite ofsJebus Christ.

Examination of thie Prophecies.
A consideration of the

ment» Quoted from the Old,-------------
cemlng Jesus curiet. Price 15 cents.

This volume, •written by the discoverer of tbe manu« 
script, contains a thrilling account of tbG prlvayom

pai,agei lu tbs New Test»- and perils encountered In bl, caret for It, a iltcttì 
Id, and called Fropbccle,Con- translation of the original manuscript, end.lastly i 
■» .__r /.vltlnalnnclt.olBrvt wkdt if ^nratraCnncritical analysis of whftt it contains.

BEYOND THE GATES.
By Sillabe th Stuart Phelps. A blgblyeoterWac 

WoAt Price »U».

This work contains 1S5 neatly printed jrjjei, and IB 
published on the basis of combining chehpnciii aid 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one donor. Papii 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.
Address this office, 40 Loomis St,, CMoago,Dh
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TERMS OF SUBSVltll’TIOE.
Tub Pbouubssitb Tuinkki: will bo luruluhcd until 

further notice, at tho following teroie, luvailably In 
•drauev: .
gueyear.......... ............. . ...................... ■■........... . »1.00

tubs of ten (a copy to the cue gutting up the
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Sets
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REMITTANCES.
Beinlt by rostofllce Money Order. Registered Letter. 

qx draft un Cblcago orNcw 'iwK. It coats from 10 
to 15 cents to get checks cashed ou local bunks, bo don't 
tend them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the - amount seut. Direct all letters to J. It. FrauclB, 
No. 4QLoomlB Street. Chicago, 111.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there pje thousands who will at flrat venture 

only twcuty-Ilve cents forTHEPttOGBESBiVK Tuinkeb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
& suiiiplu copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, aud thus be able to remit from 81 to 810, or even 
¡¡pore than thclutter sum A large number of little 
BJHouiiis will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the-Ovid of our labor and usefulneas. The same nug- 
gestluu will apply In all cases ci renewal of sub&crlp- 
tlous-sollcit others to aid lu tho good work. You will 
experience uo dlfllculty whatever fu Inducing Splrltu* 
allsu to subscribe for Tub Progressive Tuinkeb, 
ior not oue of them can afford to be without the valua- 

>le information imparted therein each week, and nt 
he price of only about two ccuis per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents;
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you lor 25 cent.? Ju»t pause aud tWukiora mo
went what an lutcllectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subecrljRiou price of Tux Pro* 
gressive Thinker tblrt^eii weeks Is only twenty*live 
¿cuts! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating aud 
inlud-rcfresblng reading matter, equivalent to a medl- 
.Um-slz.ed book!

TAKE NOTICE!
By At expiration ol aubscrlptlou, if not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No bills will be sent for ex« 
tra numbers.

fir If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
wrlte.to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and misslug numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed« always give the address of the place to which 
it is then Bent, or the change cannot be made. .
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Parallel Myths.
Alfred Clark, the novelist, has just 

published a volume entitled “The Find
ing of Lot’s Wife.” It is said to abound 

' In horrors. It describes the exact loca
tion of tho saline monument, and just 
how to reach it; but “it makes all in
sane who look upon it,” says the ro
mance. It inay be a question whether 
those who believe tho original story 
genuine are not in the same category. 
Only a demented or dazed mind can be
lieve the God of the universe capable of 
inflicting such a flagrant penalty for so 
small an offense. Mr. Clark’s book is 
wholly a work of fiction, yet it will be 
accepted as gospel truth by religious 
lunatics, while Jasper, Talmage, and 
others of their ilk, will herald the dis
covery to the world as a recent archm- 
©logical find, of inestimable value, cor
roborating the Bible narrative, just as 
they tell of a tourist having ascended 
Mt. Ararat, and found there the re
mains of Noah’s stranded ark.

In respect to tho terrible calamity of 
■ ‘‘looking back,” we have a more graphic 
story in classic fable than the inventor 
of the Genesis story was capable of 
writing.

Orpheus received a lyre from Apollo. 
He played on it so sweetly and with 
such masterly skill the most rapid rivers 
.ceased to flow, savage beasts forgot 
their wildness, and tho mountains moved 
nearer to listen to his song. ' All nature 
tyas charmed, and the nymphs were his 
companions. He, in turn, was charmed 
by Eurydicc, whom he married. Pur
sued by another, in her flight, she was 
bit on her foot by a venomous viper and 
died. Orpheus determined to recover 
the loved one; but as all did in those 
early days, she went to the eternal 
shades. Taking his lyre with him, and 
reaching the infernal abode, he charmed 
all with his melody. Pluto listened 
spellbound, so say the poets. Ixion 
Stopped his wheel; the stone of Sisyphus 
ceased to roll; Tantalus forgot his thirst, 
and even Proserpine was moved with 
pity. Consent was given Orpheus to 
take Eurydice back to earth, condi
tioned he should not look back until he 
should reach the most extreme borders 
of hell. In his joy he wandered earth
ward. As he neared tho upper regions, 
then in sight, he remembered his love 
was behind. Turning to look, she in
stantly vanished.

Both the Genesis story and the Gre
cian were unquestionably derived from 
a common myth, but the classic author 
excelled his barbarian neighbor in ad
ding greatlv to tho details and beauty 
of tua ruder fiction.

. Prof. B. F. Underwood.
We publish on the first page of The 

Progressive Thinker a highly enter- 
tahupg address by this learned gentle
man. It was given before the Nine
teenth Century Club, New York, at 
a late date. This club is the most 
liberal and progressive of all the great 
clubs of New York City, and it is com
monly regarded as representing the in
tellectual aristocracy of that city. The 
address opened a discussion before an 
audience of 800, in which a Unitarian 
minister and an orthodox doctor of 
.divinity from Princeton College took 
part. The Princeton professor so far 
conceded the points made by Mr. Under
wood, including the obstructive influ
ence of the church, that Mr. U., in clos
ing the debate, referred to the conces
sions as an illustration of progress 
among the clergy and as proof that even 
old Princeton, once a hotbed of dog
matic theology, had already been, revo
lutionized by the liberal teachings and 
-spirit of the times. Free thought has 
its triumphs no less than war, and the 
favor with which Mr. Underwood’s ad
dress was received by an audience com
posed of leading minds of New York 
City, is one of the indications of the .de
cay of supernaturalism among thinkers. 
This was further shown by the remarks 
of the Princeton professor, who, accord
ing to the published report, said that 
tho church was a product of evolution 
and he would have it judged by what it 
is to day, not by what it has been, and 
that civilization was not caused by 
Christianity, but had simply been divers
ified by its teaching and influence. Some 
twenty-five years ago, we remember, 
Mr. Underwood wrote a work to combat 
the assumption, then generally made, 
that “Christianity is the cause of civili
zation.” Times change and men change 
with them. Prof. Underwood is a pro
found thinker, and we take great pleas
ure in giving his address to the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker.

Prayer as a Factor in Politics.
At the election in Little Rock, Ark., 

on the 7th inst., the Republicans. Popu
lists, the Women's Christian Temper
ance Union, and those wielding the 
prayer gauge, united their forces to de
feat the Democrats. License was car
ried, as was the Democratic ticket, by 
an unusual majority. Prayers don’t 
count on a poll list. One good, straight
forward legal vote is worth a thousand 
prayers. •. . . - ■ ■

.Additional Thoughts.
■ In a brief editorial of twp weeks ago, 
under the head of “Crimp and the 
Press,” it was shown that familiarizing 
themiuff with vice, whether by reading 
dimei novels,-or descriptions in the 
daily papers, innocence was polluted and 
public morals werei badly corrupted. 
Those journalists who keep their sheets 
free from reports of crime, and the do
ings of the slums, best deserve the pa
tronage of those who would conserve 
the interests of society. ...

Reflecting on these facts as we read 
the article in print, a JieW train of 
thoughts was awakened which seems 
germane to the subject. Our ministe
rial friends have made the discovery 
during the last few years that jt is not 
the purpose of the Bible to teach sci
ence,but good morals—religion,in short, 
so as to fit the reader for regions of 
eternal bliss/ If familiarity with crime 
is prejudicial to youth as well as to age, 
and the reading of “blood and thunder 
novels” and police reports are corrupt
ing, is not the same class of literature in 
a sacred book equally vicious, though 
professedly Inspired by a God?

Open the Bible at the beginning and 
read only a little way and we learn of the 
murder of Abel by his brother. We had 
already learned of the disobedience of 
their parents and their expulsion from 
Eden. A little farther and we learn 
Lamech had two wives, and that he had 
“slain a man to his hurt.” Then the 
whole race proved so vile that God 
could not reform them, so he swept all 
away but righteous Noah and his family. 
Ho who was to people the earth again 
“drank wine and was drunken,” says the 
inspired record. Next wo are intro
duced to Sodom and its wickedness, the 
destruction of the inhabitants by fire, 
followed by an account of the incestuous 
relation of Lot with his daughters.

It is not our purpose to follow the vile 
recitals. Scarcely a page of the book 
whereon some great crime or dereliction 
from moral rectitude is not detailed. 
The New Testament is hardly less im
pure than the Old, each abounding in 
objectionable teaching. If scientifically 
false, and telling of the escapades of 
patriarchs and prophets, of the foulest 
of murders and thé most revolting 
crimes, why was it transmitted to these 
times? The pages of The Progress
ive THINKER shall not be polluted by 
reference to book, chapter and verse; 
enough, it is there, with the filthy songs 
of a seraglio, to corrupt the daughters 
of faith, sugar-coated by labeling them 
“the mutual love of Christ and his 
church. . . He showeth his love to her,” 
and numerous other headlines, equally 
distant from the subject,added by trans
lators to deceive the thoughtless.

Creeds Paralyze Investigation.
A friend of The Progressive 

Thinker inquires why Spiritualists do 
not convene a general representative as
sembly of their ablest scholars, and pro
ceed to formulate a sort of creed, or ar
ticles of faith, which shall be known the 
world over as embodying the leading 
opinions entertained by them.

That party with the fewest specialties 
in its platform is the best united, and is 

, the.mbst sure, of success" Division and 
discord are outgrowths of Conflicting 
thought. It should be remembered that 
believers in a continued life and spirit 
communion with mortals have come out 
of all the variant sects; that there are 
millions of earnest and faithful sympa
thizers with us who still cling to tho 
churches for family, social and business 
reasons. The bond of faith with Spirit
ualists is a very brief one. The widest 
diversity of opinion prevails on nearly 
all subjects. A person may deny the 
existence of what churchmen call God, 
and be a consistent Spiritualist. He 
may adore a triple-headed God, and wor
ship the human mother of that God, if 
he wills, and still be a Spiritualist. The 
ancients believed in a multitude of Gods, 
and yet he who reads Homer or Hesiod 
finds belief in spirit-life was universal 
among tho ancient philosophers.

If a person has reached that exalted 
eminence where knowledge can go no 
farther; if he lias grasped all those sub
lime truths which have evaded the 
search of the wise in all ages; if ambi
tion and effort are ended, and there is 
ne possibility of further progress—then 
a creed may be written to command uni
versal assent. But so long as humanity 
possesses its reasoning powers, and there 
are new forces in nature to conquer, and 
great truths to be evolved, a creed will 
paralyze investigation, retard progress, 
hold the world back to worthless opin
ions, which had their rise in ignorance, 
and have been perpetuated by fraud and 
falsehood, just as have the Christian 
creeds for long centuries.

’ Walt a Little Longer. -
Again the dupes who have been made 

to believe the old Egyptian theory, that 
the earth would be alternately destroyed 
by flood and fire at each interval of 3,000 
years, lately fixed another day for tho 
grand pyrotechnic display. Unfortu
nately the event transpired on the 19th 
inst., but was invisible on this side of 
the globe. A wealthy Indiana farmer 
says he was told in a dream that October 
I is the true due day, so he is waiting 
the event.

A Mrs. Warren, of Sharpsburg, Del., 
was so sure the grand denouement 
would transpire on the 9th inst, she ab
solutely gave away her entire belong
ings, ana arrayed herself in a white robe 
for her heavenly flight Failing to come 
to time she wanted her goods oack, but 
her pious friends knew a good thing 
when in full possession and refused to 
surrender them. A suit at law, it is 
said, will bo the outcome. . ' ’

A Righteous Act.
Bishop Andrews, of,New York, has 

warned the divinity .students of the 
North west Indiana Conference, that the 
function of the ministry is not to settle 
the question affecting the reconstruction 
of society, the relation between capital 
and labor, and municipal reformation, 
“On the contrary,” says : the Bishop, 
“the duty of the minister is to deal with 
the individual. As lie improves spirit
ually, the condition of society will be 
improved, and the State will be recon
structed along new lines.” The report 
saysr “The Bishop did not think it wise 
for ministers to charge dishonesty 
against a political part}’.”

If the clergy of all denominations 
would observe these suggestions of 
Bishop Andrews they would not render 
themselves so obnoxious to the general 
public. Many preachers, as soon as or
dained, seem to suppose themselves set 
apart to meddle with everybody’s busi
ness but their own, and because of it 
they render themselves public nuis
ances. . ... - . • .

The Premium Encyclopaedia.; , 
■ Several weeks ago we withdrew our 

offer to send the Encyclopaedia of Death/ 
and Life in the Spirit-World to new 
three months subscribers. We have 
been at great expense in sending out 
this premium, knowing that, thousands 
of Spiritualists would want it without 
any intention whatever of beconling 
permanent subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker, for, as a rule, they 
take no Spiritualist paper. But the in
ducement of getting a 400-page book, 
worth fifty cents, and the paper also for 
three months, all for twenty-five cents, 
brought them temporarily to the front 
The great good that the thousands of 
copies distributed yill do, compensates 
us for the great expense we have been 
to in this direction.

We still have a few hundred volumes 
on hand of this “Vol. I” of the Encyclo
paedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit
World, in paper cover, which we will 
send to all new six months’ subscribers, 
and also to each of our present sub
scribers who renew for not less than six 
months, and who sends us at tho same 
time one new six months’ subscriber.

It is far better for the new subscriber 
to take the paper for six months, for, 
during that time, he will begin to see 
the necessity of continuing it.

A Court Better Than the Uw.
A 'party was recently prosecuted in 

New Jersey for playing golf on Sunday. 
The court, on the preliminary examina
tion, remarked: .

“If this antiquated law was rigidly en
forced, life in this community would be 
intolerable, and Englewood would be a 
place from which we would all be glad 
to escape. As long as I am on this 
bench I will interpret Sabbath observ
ance from a modern standpoint, and I 
will not find anybody guilty of violating 
the statute simply on the ipse dixit of 
a local officer, or for the purpose of grat
ifying anybody's personal spite.”

Some day the courts of last resort will 
decide that all legislation in the interest 
of religion Is in derogation of the Con
stitution, and as such is void. It isonly 
a matter of time.

A Grateful People. .
' In most of the London churches on a 
recent Sunday night special thanksgiv
ings were offered up for the rain that 
had fallen.—Newsitem.

The various elemental influences 
which made the vapor rise from the sea, 
float* away in the atmosphere, form 
clouds, and, when overcharged, descend 
in the form of rain, were no doubt re
joiced that they had done the Londoners 
an essential service; but the probabili
ties are they made no record of the 
event, not even exempting the dominie 
who led in the exorcises from the pen
alty attached to any transgression of 
which he may .have been guilty. In the 
light of eciencep how silly these prayers 
for rain, and thanks to some imaginary 
power for its fall. Bitter curses will 
bring rain just as quickly as will the 
most pathetic prayers.

A Survival.
In the Swiss canton, Wallis, the me

diaeval custom still exists of ringing all 
the church bells to avert an Impendlife 
thunderstorm or untimely fall of snow. 
—News Item. .
... .Priests ¡used. to, j tegch.. that electric 
storms and snowfalls were the..produc
tions of the Devil, and that hé would 
abandon his wicked purpose on hearing 
the sound of a-church bèll, just as com
ets changed their course in obedience to 
bulls of toe Pope, or fig trees died be
cause of the curses of Jesus. Where 
church authority still bears sway, and 
ignorance is thé rule instead of the ex
ception, full faith in the efficacy of the 
churchbell to drive away the hellish 
powers holds full sway.

Please.
Persons sending postage stamps, in 

payment of subscriptions, are earnestly 
requested to enclose them in waxed 
paper, used by grocers, to prevent their 
adhering together. They. frequently 
are rendered almost worthless, for lack 
of such protection.

Dr. Geo. Dutton.
Dr. Geo. Dutton, well, known to many 

of our readers as an author and editor 
of valuable medical works, and a most 
skillful teacher of the art of curing and 
preventing disease, has returned from 
the East, where he spent the summer, 
to this city, and is now located at 52 
Dearborn street;

See notice of the Dutton Medical Col
lege in another column of this paper.

“SWEPT AWAY.”

The above is the rather cuphoneous 
title of a neat little silver-colored pamph
let, by Moses Hull. The book is an en
largement of a discourse delivered by 
request several times on that terrible 
hailstorm spoken of by Isaiah, the 
prophet, which is to “sweep away the 
refuge of lies-” The pamplet professes 
to exhibit a chain of legislation obtained 
by the money power, to take the wealth 
of the country from those who produce 
it and put it into the hands of the.money 
power. Of course, he has it all termi
nate with the surreptitious legislation 
which demonetized silver. While The 
Prgressive Thinker takes no sides on 
partisan politics, it rejoices to know that 
pol ideal issues are being sifted to the 
bottom.

This pamphlet brings out an array of 
Tacts on the silver side of this question 
which the reader would have to wade 
through many volumes to find else
where. Mr. Hull takes the matter up, 
not as a 'politician, but as a scientific 
question. Whether one agrees -with 
him or not, he cannot help but be bene-, 
fited by reading this little book. Who
ever reads it will conclude that Mr. 
Hull is aS much at home on this ques
tion as he is on Biblical or Modern. 
Spiritualism. ■

The Progressive Thinker will send 
"Swept Away” to any address for ten 
cents. .

After reading Moses Hull’s pamphlet 
don't fail to read General Harrison’s 
splendid address on “Sound Money.” It 
attempts to show the fallacy of those 
who believe in the free coinage of silver. 
You can obtain Gen. Harrison's lecture 
by addressing the Republican Head
quarters, 333 Wabash avenue, Chicago, 
and enclosing 2-cont stamp for postage. 
If after reading both sides, you are still 
in doubt, then throw away your vote on 
the Prohibitiori’candidate.

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and thè 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is- very striking.. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office.' Price 50 cents.
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ASTRONOMY.
■■■ ■ ¡1 :.. - ' • ;

Its Su bl ime-and Wonderful 
Révélations.

his observations on double stars, he 
was acquainted with only four. Sub
sequent observation made by him and 
hjs co-laborer, M. Struve, the great 
Russian astronomer, in northern and 
southern latitudes, brought the num
ber up to 0,000. Many of these double 
stars are known to exhibit different 
colors, often making a beautiful con
trast with each other; as orange with 
green, white with purple, yelloszwRh 
blue. \

In the Southern Cross, a very briL 
liant constellation of the Southern 
Hemisphere, consisting of more than 
one hundred stars, eight of the most 
prominent ones are richly colored, 
red, blue, orange and green. '

What landscapes of surpassing 
beauty must be presented to those 
who dwell on the primary worlds that 
circle around such variegated suns. 
How the clouds would be piled moun
tain high with amber and gold, and 
the streams and fountains glow and 
glitter in the radiance of such re
splendent luminaries, Colored suns 
deck every part of the starry heavens.

OTHER FIRMAMENTS.
So far we have been studying our 

own firmament and some of the bright 
centers that people its azure dome. 
We have found worlds not more than

Homes of the Immortals.

REVELATIONS OJ’ THE TELESCOPE AND 
SPECTROSCOPE—COLORED SUNS—IM
MENSITY OF THE UNIVERSE.

In otir last we took a brief journey 
through the solar system, noticing 
some of the more remarkable facts of 
physical astronomy. Well may we 
pause, while we plume our mental 
pinions for a higher flight, call to our 
aid the telescope and spectroscope, 
and the marvelous revelations they 
make in regard to the unity and vast
ness of the material cosmos.

To the uncultured mind it seems 
impossible that there should be other 
worlds than ours. With such our lit
tle earth is the beginning und end of 
the universe. For teaching the plu
rality of worlds Bruno was burned at 
the stake and Galileo imprisoned. 
When the latter asked the churchmen 
to look through his telescope and see 
the moons of Jupiter, they would not, 
lest they should be convinced. The 
church has stood for ages, like an ad
amantine wall, defying the onward 
march of the world.. The telescope 
comes to our aid, and sweeping the 
heavens we behold unnumbered mill
ions of systems. Star clusters, gal- 
axles', firmaments and; universes float
ing like islands of beauty in the 
infinity of space. .

The bodies of the solar system are 
likqjhe members pf oiir own . family, 
very near to us. The nearest fixed 
star, 61i..'cygni, is our dooryard neigh
bor. The consteUations are like those 
who live in adjoining,’ States, and the 
star clusters, faintly discernible with 
the most powerful glasses, are like 
those who live in more distaut coun

six miles in diameter, others 90,000, 
as the giant Jupiter. We have seen 
blazing meteors whose light is mo
mentary, and brilliant stfns, like Sirius 
and Procyon, that shine from eternity 
to eternity. By the aid of the tel
escope we have enlarged our knowl
edge; until the few hundred stars seen 
by the eye have ’ grown to countless 
millions. With spectroscope in hand 
we have analyzed those starbeams, 
and find them to contain oxygen, hy
drogen, gold,' barium, sodium, and 
many other elements familiar to the 
chemist. With the photographer's 
sensitized plate we have filled the va
cant places in the firmament with my
riads of blazing stars, Nebulae that 
seemed irresolvable with the older in
struments have given way under the 
increased power of the new; and gal
axies and clusters of suns people every 
part of immensity. We reach the 
astounding conclusion that there is no 
limitation to the universe. That the 
18,000,000 suns 'seen by the best tel
escopes may not be more than a leaf 
to the forest, or a drop of water to 
the ocean, compared with those wo 
cannot see. It was a Persian poet 
who penned the immortal stanza: 
“Millions of worlds created by thy

. hand
Wander unwearied through the blue 

.. ■■ abyss. ; .... .
They, own thy power, accomplish thy 

command,
All gay with'life, all eloquent with

tries and foreign laqds, . ■
It is said some of; constellations 

are so distont.;(th^->q'iTay of light 
would, be thirtyi^ilHpns of years in 
Teaching us, ÿèt' ■itrtr^ÿeïa wiih the 
amazing velocityjof 185,000 miles in 
a second of tipie^;. Could we place 
ourselves on this constellation, and 
look again, other, flusters would ap
pear as distant; as the former, and 
could we thus (transport ourselves a 
million times, w$ would only be in the 
beginning of creation—other constel
lations, otherr.; .firmaments, other 
universes still rushing into view.

THE SPECTROSCOPE.
One of the mostTemarkable instru

mente ever ’invented W the spectro
scope. It is the handmaid of the tel
escope in enlarging our knowledge of 
the universe. '

A spectrum is a collection-of colors 
which are dispersed by a prism from 
any given light If it is sunlight, it 
is a solar spectrum. - If starlight, It 
is the spectrum of a star. The spec
troscopic analyzer undertakes the 
marvelous task of unraveling tho sun
beam, or starbeam, and giving us a 
knowledge of thfe chemistry of the 
“glowing orb” of day or the most dis-, 
tant star. What a revelation to know 
that the bodies of the solar system 
have the same chemical nature that 
the sun has. That the most distant 
star is similar to our earth. That the 
sixty-four elements are the alphabet 
of the millions of Worlds, “all gay 
with life, all eloquent with bliss.” 
That the 18,000,000,000 suns, and 
their attendant worlds, have the same 
chemical nature and molecular ar
rangement. .

How interesting to turn to Procyon, 
Sirius, or Polaris, analyze their light, 
and thus demonstrate the unity of the 
material cosmos. More than this, we 
"know that many nebulæ contain 
glowing hydrogen and world stuff in 
process of formation. Creation was 
not finished six thousand years ago, 
but is constantly going on. The spec
troscope enables us to deteimine the 
approach or recession of a star. By 
it we know that Sirius is rapidly ap
proaching us; other stars are receding 
from us. ■ - ■

THE MILKY WAY. .
About two. hundred and ’fifty thou

sand stars may be seen, ranging from. 
20 of the first magnitude to 140,000 
of the tenth. By the aid of the best 
telescopes more than 18, 000,000 suns 
may be seen in the Milky Way. Make 
a zone surrounding/ but at an illimit
able distance from the earth; fill it 
with 18,000,000.guns; give to each a 
retinue of worlds; more gorgeous than 
the solar system ¡¿construct it in such 
way that many of them will be double, 
triple,' quadruple orc multiplex com
binations, ? namely,-; suns rotating 
around suns; maire.some of them red; 
as Aldebaron and, Betelgnesse ; others 
white, as Sirius, Regplus and Spica; 
others yellow, a£ .Procyon, Capella 
and Polaris. Make.ibem of varying 
magnitudes—some -.immense,- like 
Sirius, 7,000,000 miles in diameter, 
and therefore 600,000 times larger 
than our sun. Endow them with in
tensities of force, in their vast sweep 
through immensity, that even an an
gelic mind cannot comprehend, and 
you will have but a faint picture for 
that part of the stellar system to which 
our earth belongs. Our sun, if seen 
from one of these, would be an 
orange-colored star of the tenth mag
nitude. Its bright retinue of worlds, 
shooting meteors and blazing comets 
would be lost in the depth of space, 
and the position it occupies would be 
a mere penpoint-on the outer rim of 
this glittering and diamond-belted 
zone of the universe.

COLORED SUNS.
Whtn Sir William Herschell began 

Pilos of

golden

burning

Suhs lighting systems with their 
joyous beams?”

THE GLORIES OF THE UNIVERSE. -
It is said in the olden time that an 

angel came down to earth, touched 
man, saying: “Gome up higher and I 
will show you the glories of the 
universe.” The man said: “I cannot 
go; the flesh is too weak.” The angel 
touched him again, and immediately 
the flesh was dropped, and the man 
stood clothed in garments white as 
snow,, like angels wear. Together 
they ascended the surrounding atmos
phere. Hand in hand they passed 
each body of the solar system. Now 
and then they paused to behold the 
greater glories of some sublime lo
cality. On they sped through inter
stellar space until the nearest fixed 
star was reached. From this point a 
transcendental view of the Milky Way 
was presented. Instead of eighteen 
million suns, eighteen thousand mill
ion nearly expressed the number. 
Sirius, Procyon, Polaris and Alcyone 
shone with greater beauty than mortal 
vision had ever seen. But they passed 
beyond these systems', and beyond 
system after system, and infinity after 
infinity, until the human heart sank 
and the man cried: “Angel, I can go 
no further—end there is none to the 
universe òf God.”

The angel strengthened the man, 
and they flew on again until worlds 
left behind were out of sight. - Specks 
of light were suddenly transformed 
into blazing suns, and, as they ap
proached them, into rushing systems. 
Fimament after firmament spread out 
before their enraptured vision. The 
man sank again, and cried: “End 
there is none to the universe of God. ” 
' “Lo, also,” repeated the angel, 
‘ ‘there is no beginning/’ .

HOMES OF THE IMMORTALS.
The angel strengthened the man, 

saying: “These systems, are God’s 
thoughts expressed in worlds; let me 
show you his thoughts expressed in 
love. Look through this glass”— 
handing him a spiritscope. The 
lenses of this instrument were polished 
in the lapidaries of the Spirit-world. 
Psychometry and clairvoyance were 
the marvelous material out of which 
it was formed. The man looked, and 
behold what a revelation! . Surround
ing each earth and every system in 
the universe were zones of resplendent 
beauty, each in their ascending 
order being more refined and spiritual. 
Over each zone were flashing the 
words,'Eternal Life. ” Over every 
hill and glittering stream and flow
ing fountain were written, “Eternal 
Progression.”

Here were the happy spirit homes 
of God's children. Here immortals

dwelt. Here,were the palaces royal 
of earth’s kings and queens who had 
loved and toiled for humanity. Here 
were celestial temples, where lived 
and walked mid ” taught immortal 
teachers. Cities fair as light peopled 
these zonal belts, and homes made’ 
aropial with fragrance from flowers 
that bud and bloom forever in this 
happy Summerland. ‘

How beautifully these homes are 
furnished. Every thought, every 
word, every noble deed, every act of 
life, every aspiration of the soul, are 
made the warp and woof of their 
celestial furnishings. ■

The man looked, and the angel was 
seen ascending to higher spirit 
spheres. Ho returned to earth, but 
his soul, afire with inspiration, has 
moved onward and upward and 
heavenward along the pathway of in
finite progession.

Dr. E. J. Morrison.

CREDO.

The Religion of an Unsectarian.

bliss.
What shall we,call them? 

crystal light?
A glorious company of 

■ . streams?
Lamps of celestial ether 

. bright?

Dr. R. B. Marsh, of the People’s 
Church, Peoria, Ill., gives in his little 
sheet, The Unsectarian, his creed, 
which most of us whom the churches 
designate Infidels can most cheerfully 
indorse. His idea of‘a God is in har
mony with good sense, and is not re
pulsive to a sensitive mind, as is the 
repentant weakling and bloodthirsty’ 
one described by “Moses and the 
prophets,” which Christian fanatics 
wish, by fair means or foul, to en
graft on our national Constitution. 
Read;

“I believe in religion back of all 
creeds and forms, as love is back of 
all ceremonies and speech, through 
which it manifests itself.

“I believe each soul should be free 
from all fetters that would bind it to 
any form of religious expression.

“I believe in souls, therefore in an 
over-soul; in minds, therefore in the 
over-mind; in the universe of mind 
and of matter, which is God, who can 
be known only through matter and 
mind.

“I believe nature is kind and lov
ing, for man, who is part of nature, is 
kind and loving. I believe that these 
higher things come last, as the fruit 
of all that has gone before.

“I believe that religion is back of 
all books and forms, and all these are 
but imperfect attempts to express it 
in word or symbol. When these words 
and symbols become dead, when the 
spirit that once gave them life has 
departed, they are but hollow mock
eries, the learning and repeating of 
which are worse than useless.

‘ ‘I believe that religion will exist 
in greater purity when men shy 11 look 
back upon all sects, even Christianity, 
as a myth that was once full of life 
and satisfied men’s souls, but had its 
day and ceased to be. I believe the 
religion of science and experience con
tradicts the Christian religion in many 
important particulars; mainly in the 
character of God, the way of salva
tion aud the life to come.

“God is good, aud never cursed 
man, nor needed an atonement; sal
vation is a character, not a gift; the 
result of culture and good deeds, and 
not the acceptance of Christ or the 
resting in his finished work, I believe 
the same laws that hold good in this 
life will in all, aud that man needs 
knowledge, not forgiveness,

“I believe that science, coupled 
with the spiritual vision of the highest 
and best souls of all ages, especially 
this, is the only word of God, the only 
inspired scripture.

• ‘ ‘I believe in love, in progress, in 
striving to be better day by day. I 
believe in the great future fore
shadowed by the past.”

WAYSIDE JINGLES AND JEWELS.

See those smiles on baby’s face? 
Those are soul-thoughts.
You think she is making believe— 
Nay, she is beginning to weave 
Little white garments for her soul 
As the thought-spool doth unroll. 
Some day’ sho’ll sail away 
Out into life’s "work-a-day.”

I tell you, in one kind, humanitarian 
deed.

There is more “church” and “creed” 
Than in oceans full of theology.
Good deeds need no apology.

“Thoughts are things;”
Sometimes they have stings,
Yet it may seem strange and funny, 
Like the bee, they oft have stings and 

honey.

Science to-day is turning on the light 
In the direction of superstitions’ night, 
And the owls and the bats begin their 

flight.
What a sputtering!
What a muttering!
What a fluttering!

Morning, is almost in sight.

No matter how much we deny it, 
There exists a mental disquiet. . 
Christianity broadens in its range, - 
Religions and creeds do slowly change. 
The mind is like a wave-lashed shore . 
Watching the thought-ships coming o'er. 

■ While every flashlight . 
Opens the way for morning light, 
How it broadens, “like the wideness of. 

the sea,” .
Sailing toward eternity.

. Geo. Spaulding Green, M. D.

‘fFiveyears ago I was taken so ill 
with rheumatism that I was unable to 
do any work,” Writes Peter Christensen, 
Sherwo6d, Wis. “I took three bottles' 
of Ayer’s Pills and was entirely cured. 
Since that time I always keep them in 
the house.” They are easy to take.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.’“ By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. Thiscomprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office. ",

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais 
brookcr. One of theauthor'smost Useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman. Price 50c.

oEPI .28, 1896.

STRAY THOUGHTS.
The Bible and Christian 

Theology,-

With Practical Illustrations and 
Comments.

Theology and its so-called super
natural teachings have exerted a most 
pernicious influence on the human 
race.

History proves that there is no 
superstition so unreasonable and ab
surd but that it has its full comple
ment of devotees to believe and ad
vocate its false and erroneous .theories.

The -Bible and 'Christianity have 
handicapped the exercise of man’s 
reason by diverting his-attention from 
nature’s truths* to theological errors.

We accept our religious opinions 
upon authority, instead of reason 
and argument, and that, too, during 
the period of childhood and youth, 
when our minds are undeveloped and 
incapable of knowing the difference 
between fact and fiction.

If our religious ideas were accepted 
and cherished on a basis of reason, 
Christian ecclesiasticism, under the 
stress of modern criticism, could not 
command the respect, much less the 
reverence, of the masses for a single 
year, St. Paul, alias Saul, well un
derstood this fact when he enjoined 
his followers to beware that “no man 
spoil you with philosophy;” while 
Martin, whose surname is Luther, in 
one of his sermons declared that 
“reason is the ugly bride of the Devil 
and the worst enemy of God and 
man.”

Were people in Mohammedan coun
tries grown to man and womanhood 
without ever hearing of the Koran, 
not one in a thousand would believe 
that Mohammed rode through seven 
heavens on a donkey, and among 
other wonders saw a rooster that 
measured many thousand miles be
tween the eyes. I.

Does any intelligent person believe 
that there is one in a thousand of the 
American people who, had they' never 
beard of the Bible, would believe its 
Munchausen stories about a talking 
snake and donkey; and that a drove 
of quails came from the sea and fell 
around the Israelitish camp to the 
depth of three feet, covering an area 
180. miles in circumference, and fur
nishing the meat-hungry tribes with 
over sixty thousand bushels of live 
quail for every man,woman and child?

The Christian superstition has not 
only' distorted physical facts, but has 
grossly outraged every principle of 
ethical truth and the requirements of 
intelligence and morality.

If the founders of Christian ec- 
elesiasticism had formulated a system 
for the sole and exclusive purpose of 
enslaving and degrading the human 
race, it could not have originated one 
more deplorable in its results than 
the present orthodox system of the
ology.

The humiliating subordination of 
the human mind to the God-defaming 
and man-degrading dogmas of the 
church, has incapacitated man to ac
cept and understand the truth when 
presented to him.

A child, while believing the earth 
has “corners,” and rests “on pillars.” 
as the Bible teaches, cannot accept 
the theory of the earth's rotundity, as 
taught by science.

The first reform work, to be effect
ual, must be iconoclastic. A field 
pre-occupied by noxious vegetation 
must be subjected to the heroic action 
of the plowshare before seed can be 
successfully' sown and a harvest in
sured.

The law of use is the law of growth, 
while disuse or inactivity signifies de
generation and death, and this is the 
fate of reason under the deadening 
influence of ecclesiasticism.

The deluded devotees of the church 
denounce “free thought” as a crime, 
and under the fear of eternal punish
ment confine their thoughts within the 
narrow limits of 
creeds.

The difference 
ignorant savage 

their diminutive

between the most 
and the highest

developed, intellectual and moral 
European or American, is the power 
of the latter to think freely and more 
profoundly than the former.

The church declares in favor of 
“free enquiry," which means that you 
are free to investigate, so long as you 
do so within the boundary limits of 
your creed; but transcend the crccdal 
limit, and the brand of a heretic is 
placed upon you.

For ages one of the cardinal tenets 
of the church was, that ‘ -ignorance is 
the mother of devotion," and thus she 
unwittingly declared a truth.

The church is exerting its best en
ergies to introduce into our public 
schools the monstrous and injurious 
teachings of the Bible, where the ben
eficial truths of science should alone 
be taught; and but for the contention 
between rival sects, it would be hard 
to tell where orthodox encroachment 
on human rights would stop.

STANDARD CHURCH SENTIMENT.
‘ ‘It will be a glorious day for the 

Catholics of this country when, under 
the blows of justice and morality, our 
system of free schools will be shivered 
to pieces. ”—Catholic Telegraph.

“If the Pope should err by enjoin-. . 
ing vices or forbidding virtues, the 
church would be obliged to believe 
vices to be good, and virtues to be : 
bad.’’—Cardinal Bellarmine. ■ . •

“The gospel of Christ has a right 
paramount over all other rights in the 
world; It has a divine and supreme 
right to be received by every nation, 
and the knee of magistracy must- bow 
at the name of Jesus. That which is 
contrary to the gospti has no rights, 
and hence should hate no liberty. ”— 
Bev. I. Higginson, Protestant.

In Christian Russia to-day it Is a .
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crime, punishable with the murderous 
knout, to teach even your own child 
how to read. This decree against ed
ucation was propagated in 1890.

At a convention held in Pittsburg, 
on the 4th of February', 1887, for the 
purpose of devising means to foist God 
in the Constitution, its president, in 
addressing the delegates in regard to 
the object of the convention, said: 
“We must secure such an amendment 
of the National Constitution as will 
suitably acknowledge Almighty' God 
as the author of the nation's existence 
and the ultimate source of its 
authority, Jesus Christ as its ruler, 
and the Bible as the supreme law of 
the land.”

“Christian morality' is to be en
forced over all the inhabitants of 
America.” Christian morality, church
going, Sunday observance, paying 
tithes and submitting to the ordinance 
of baptism, taking up collections, etc., 
to be enforced. ■

• ‘Entire subjection to Jesus Christ, 
Lord of all, is the great and only 
principle of national reform. ” Tried 
for centuries in Europe with the most 
disastrous results! ■

“No man lias a right to be an in
fidel, and no infidel has a right to any 
protection in the expression of his 
sentiments. If he attempts to propa
gate any' ideas tending to subvert 
Christianity, lie should be crushed 
like a viper.”

Here we have an expression of 
Christian sentiment from headquarters 
that cannot be misunderstood. It is 
couched in plain English, and he who 
qannot discern therein the serpent 
head, the poisonpus fangs and slimy’ 
scales of the ecclesiastical cobra, is 
surely most stupid and dull of com
prehension. . •

These crazy fanatics, goaded by 
their blind zeal, would pull down our 
structure of liberty, destroy the char
ter upon which it rests, and re-enact 
the sickening scenes of the Park 
Ages. Wabbyn Smith.

I Some Objections to Dirt, g
THE SCHOllt QUESTION.
Romish Antagonism to Our 

Public Schools.

A SUGGESTION

Ab to Camp-Meetings and Their 
Proceedings.

ECHOES! ECHOES
• . ' I .

They Come from Clinton 
Camp,

And Are Furnished by the Efficient 
Ex-Secretary.

Prof, Burt Reese and His Grave
yard Dirt.

c

s

■i
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‘ To THE EpiTOR:—I have waited for 
some months, hoping that some one 
would voice the thoughts that I, am 
prompted to send you, and as nothing 
has appeared I venture to make a. 
suggestipn that seems to me to be 
fraught with profit if put in practice.

We have in the United States 
fifty-two camp-meetings. There are 
gathered at those centers of living 
thought, the ablest, purest, brightest 
minds in the nation. Their lofty dic
tion, their grand themes, their burn
ing eloquence, their tender sympathies, 
are cast as “bread upon the waters” 
of the great sea of humanity. We 
drink in the pure .streams of truth as 
they flow down from, the fountains of 
the Summerland, and we rejoice in 
hope of the gloi-y of humanity in the 
future; yea, and it gives us strength 
to endure the present.

But who among the ranks of the 
humbler class—the masses of the la
boring people who swell the volume 
of the vast assemblies at our camp
meetings—can take in, retain and 
digest the thoughts expressed upon 
our rostrums? The beauties and 
powers of the first lecture are eclipsed 
and overshadowed, perhaps, by the 
scope, logic and eloquence of its suc
cessor. The old adage, “Waste not, 
want not,” seems applicableJiere.

I would suggest (in a wnisper) to 
some enterprising individual or spirit
ual publishing concern, that in the 
coming season of ’97 all the lectures, 
tests and striking phenomena be 
gathered and written in detail and 
published in pamphlet form, with a 
description of each camp as to its ad
vantages and locality. This would 
afford wholesome food for thousands 
during the long term before the next 
camp-meeting, and not only so, but 
how those little pamphlets would pro
claim the gospel of truth to those to 
whom we could loan them. These 
booklets could be put into the hands 
of the reader for about ten cents. 
Then, if the fifty-two reports were 
bouud in one volume, would it not be 
a verv desirable and salable book?

Doubtless all are thankful for the 
brief notice we get through our Spirit
ual papers—it would be impossible to 
give a more detailed account. But 
one feels sad to miss the good things 
that fall from the inspired lips of our 
highly-endowed speakers.

Hoping that someone of influence 
and experience will respond to this 
crude presentation of this seeming 
important matter, I remain fraternally 
yours, C. F. G.

OH, BEAUTIFUL FLOWER.

F
il

GIVEN UNDER CONTROL BY E. A. SHARP. 
Oh, beautiful flower, thy bosom unfold, 
Reach out to the sunlight thy petals of 

gold;
When the earth is enwrapped in the

The patrons of Clinton Camp and 
members of the Mississippi Valley 
Association have reason to congrat
ulate themselves on having held the 
present season one of the most suc
cessful camp-meetings in the history 
of their organization.

No inharmonies disturbed, the 
speakers were all first-class; and the 
phenomena presented wore in the main 
all that anyone could reasonably wish 
or hope for.

A better showing of mediumistic 
talent never assembled at one time on 
the grounds of Mount Pleasant Park.

THE VARIOUS MEDIUMS.
May and Lizzie Bangs, the phe

nomenal mediums of Chicago; Max 
Hoffman, John A. Johnston of St. 
Louis, C, E, Winans, Mrs. J. M. 
Trippe, Elsie Reynolds and others all 
did excellent work. .

. SPIRIT ARTISTS.
The marvelous work of the Bangs 

sisters in their new phase of securing 
portraits was .one of the features of 
the camp, and. this, with 'their in
dependent slate-writing, kept them 
constantly busy’,

EMISSARIES OF SATAN.
We read that upon, one occasion in 

the.,olden time, that when the sons of 
God assembled for laudable purposes, 
'there also came among them emis
saries of Satan as a disturbing element 
in the camp of the righteous,

It is au awful pity that, among so 
many good features one is compelled, 
in the-interests of truth and decency, 
to call attention to a conscienceless 
fakir and all-around confidence man, 
who, in the guise of mediumship, 
seeks only his own profit at the ex
pense of his dupes, .

Such a person is one who styles 
himself “Prof. Burt Reese, the pride 
of Chicago,” and that was the legend 
that met the eye of all persons who 
neared the vicinity of the white cot
tage where he domiciled.
ONE OR THE OTHER-DARK TRICKS.

This man either possesses clair
voyant powers or is an adept in. the 
ballot trick, and after getting his 
victims wrought to a high pitch of 
excitement by his tests, proceeds to 
get in his work on their pocketbooks 
by methods that would land him in 
the penitentiary if he were prosecuted, 
as he certainly ought .to be.

One of his methods is to discover 
clouds around his victim, which he 
confidently asserts he can burn away.

Thjs he proceeds to do by burning 
a ballot to drive away the encroaching 
evil, and for a consideration in exact 
ratio with the credulity of his victim 
and the length of his purse.

DIRT, MEDIUMSHIP, GRAVEYARD.
His great specialty, however, is in 

the development of mediumship, in 
which he promises most wonderful re
sults in the short space of from three 
to five days.

His method is to procure dirt from 
some graveyard, placing it in a small 
earthen flower-pot and covering with 
black silk.'

INHALE THE AROMA. '
This he presents to his victim, with 

the assurance that if instructions are 
carefully and faithfully followed, 
sure and glorious results will be ob
tained. , ,

The person receiving one of these 
graveyard dirt pots is required to go 
quietly and alone, twice daily, and an 
hour at each sitting, and inhale the 
aroma supposed to arise from the 
combination.

He worked- this racket on several 
persons at Clinton camp the present 
season, receiving from twenty-five to 
sixty dollars from persons whom he 
succeeded in victimizing.

It is true, as reported to The Pbo- 
‘GBESSLVE Thiskbb from Clinton 
camp, that “he set the town agog 
over his wonderful tests," and secured 
the pavilion for an exhibition of his 
wonderful powers one Sunday after
noon.

The meeting was well advertised 
and a prospect of a large audience, 
when he suddenly announced that his 
presence was required in Chicago.

knows which to condemn most, the 
duplicity and devilish rascality of 
Prof. Burt Reese, or the ignorance 
and stupidity of his victims.
DIRT AT THIRTY CENTS PER OUNCE.

I a in informed by one of the camp
ers, a gentleman doing business on 
Madison street, and who happened to 
be on the same train with the man 
Reese on his way to Chicago, that he 
chuckled and boasted of swindling his 
victims by selling them dirt at thirty 
cents per ounce.

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS.
Spiritualists, how long is this state 

of affairs to continue? .When are we 
going to learn the fact that medium
ship is a growth, and is not to be pur
chased nor unfolded by the numerous 
developing fakirs who infest our 
ranks?

When are we going to demand in
tegrity in mediumship and decency of 
character in all our workers, and rel
egate to the rear the scoundrels who 
are besliming and befouling the fair 
name of the most glorious philosophy 
ever given to mortal man?

When are we, os societies and in
dividuals, going to demand creden
tials of the mountebanks who travel 
the length and breadth of the land 
seeking whom they may despoil?

Is it not about time that a fund be 
raised to put these villains where they’ 
will be compelled to earn an honest 
living, instead of using money to con
done their rascality',

True mediums have nothing tS fear, 
and honest workers do not geed the 
protection of the law, as they are very 
seldom molested.

DECIDEDLY SHADY.
The people that are continually cry

ing for protection are those who sim
ulate the genuine manifestations and 
are decidedly shady in character.

... One thing is certain, we must elim
inate these characters from our ranks, 
or the laws of the land will settle it 
for us, and it cannot be done too 
quickly. Will C. Hodge.

Parochial 8çlio/||s to Make Cath 

olics, Not.io Educate.

H

shadows of night .
Thine eyes ever turn toward the morn

ing light. ■ -
So, gentle flower; when thy bright face 

I see, • '
Oh, let me learn this great lesson of 

. thee: . ' '
■ When dark clouds obscure this pathway 

*■: ■ of mine, . . .
■ Let me turn up my face to the light 31-
/ r -vine, . • . ' . ,

zLnd there to its glory’ my bosom unfold 
Till it shines to the depth of my inner

, . most soul, ' '
Lifting me up, by its infinite power, 
From the rubbish and weeds, like thee; 

little flower.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
find How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment” By W. H. Baoh. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 60 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“The Occult Forces oi Sex.” By Lois 
Waiebrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions of great, importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of u ad
vanced social reformer. Price 60c,

SMELLING A RAT.
_ Bis victims had begun to smell a 
very large-sized rat, and fearing an 
untimely exposure lie conveniently re
ceived a telegram Calling him to the 
city, with a faithful promise' that he 
would return in time to cany out his 
contract on the following Sunday.'

When Saturday arrived President 
Thompson .received a telegram an- 
nouneing the fact that the “pride of 
Chicago” had been called to New 
York, and therefore would not appear 
os advertised. . .

On Sunday a large audience as
sembled in the pavilion, many coming 
from the city of Clinton, and for
tunately we induced the Bangs sisters 
to give up private work already se
cured and appear on the platform, 
where they gave, as they always have 
at Clinton Camp, pleasing and re
markable demonstrations of their 
powers as instruments of the invisible 
intelligences.

The above is a plain, unvarnished 
and truthful statement of facts known 
to the entire camp, and one hardly

Letter from Seymour Van 
Brocklin.

Tq_THE EDUOtt:—At no time in the 
history of the world has intelligent 
humanity been so eager to investigate 
the claim advanced by Spiritualists, 
that when a man dies he shall live 
again, and can, under certain con
ditions, . intelligently demonstrate his 
presence and interest in spiritual and 
mundane affairs. And yet the intelli
gent investigator who first conies in 
contact with the average medium is 
almost struck dumb by the mass of 
unintelligible and meaningless rubbish 
purporting to emanate from pretended 
thinkers in spirit-life. ' • .

Little is heard that would be of 
value in determining the truth so loudly 
proclaimed. And those who attempt 
to study the question generally forget 
that the first important element in 
ascertaining this truth is the channel 
through which that truth must be pre
sented.

In material affairs one would be 
loudly and justly condemned for at
tempting to demonstrate a fact unless 
the means employed were the best 
which could be obtained, but when 
the most important question which 
to-day stares humanity in • the face is 
investigated, anything and everything 
pui’porting to possess medial powers 
is entertained as an instrument, re
sulting, too often, to the discredit of. 
the cause.

The little which can be secured is 
eagerly grasped and treasured as a 
most priceless evidence that “Death 
has lost its sting, and the grave its 
victory." .

For nearly half a century Spirit
ualists have had this grand evidence 
of a, future life in their possession, 
and yet nothing bos been done to 
establish a school or college where 
those who have strong evidences of 
medial powers, and limited education, 
can secure opportunities for thorough 
development under the best possible 
conditions, and an education which 
will place them before the world as 
fitting representatives of this great 
truth.

Would, it not be better for those 
who claim to be Spiritualists, who 
have been seeking the Spirit-world so 
assiduously for the advancement of 
their material interests, to turn their 
attention to this important subject, 
and give the same amount of time, 
zeal and means to secure results which 
would place the name Spiritualism be
fore the world where it would com-, 
mand respect.

There is a great amount of talk 
about protecting mediums, which re
sults Only in high-sounding promises. 
Yet nothing is done to educate me
diums to ■ protect themselves. The 
argument so often advanced that our 
spirit guides will protect us, no mat
ter what we have to face, we know 
from actual experience to be a fact, 
yet on intelligent understanding of a . 
condition to be met by the medium 
only’ aids our Spirit friends to secure 
the results desifed. .

We hope the day is not far'distant 
when those who have means will 
recognize the necessity of concerted 
action for the founding of a university 
for the education of mediums who are 
ready to serve. -

When the hair has fallen out, leaving- 
the head bald, if the scalp is nob shiny, 
there is a chance of regaining the. hair 
by using Hall’s Hair Renewer.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character anfl 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to bb practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office, .

■/ ;-yr—;

One of the anqipalies of these pro
gressive and enlightened times is that 
there should be such a question at all 
as the school question; and the ques
tion naturally arises, What are its oc
casion and cause? Who, or what ele
ment, .interest' or class, is it that can 

zat this day have a motive to propose I 
such a question?

Magnificently endowed by the gen
eral Government, more than 70,000,
000 acres of land having been donated 
and set apart for its establishment and 
maintenance, the common school sys
tem in the United States, which now 
employs some 400,000 teachers and 
extends its benefits freely and impar
tially to over 15,000,000 pupils, 
strange to say, has its mortal enemies, 
who would, if they could, set it aside, 
or divert it from its present efficient 
educational work, and erect in its 
stead and on its ruins a'denomina- 
tional or diversified religious system, 
subject to the control of different re
ligious denominations and in the in
terest of each particular form of sec
tarian religion.

It is needless to say that substan
tially all the opposition to the free 
public school system comes from one 
quarter, viz. : the Roman Catholic 
Church, whose hierarchy, In accord
ance with the decrees of the third 
Plenary Council of Baltimore, held in 
1884, have established Catholic schools 
in a large proportion of their parishes, 
the object of which is, as now most 
explicit!j' avowéd, not to educate the 
young, in the elementary branches of 
knowledge, but to preserve and per
petuate the Roman Catholic faith. 
-This appeals by a • recent pronun
ciamento and confession of that dis
tinguished Catholic prelate of St. 
Paul, Archbishop Ireland. A late 
dispatch inforjns us that this arch? 
bishop “has issued a letter announc
ing that hereaftM’ ‘in the Catholic 
parochial schools-’ho tuition will be 
charged, such tuition being considered 
an obstacle to the growth of these 
schools.” Then, Quoting the language 
of the letter, the Akrchbisliop is re
ported as follow^: !':

“The proper vîew'to be taken of the 
Catholic school is t)o regard it as a 
great religious 'Wdfk in which all 
[Catholics] are”concerned, whether 
they have or have1 hot children attend
ing it. The Catfiblic school—the fu
ture will prove itP-L-iflithe most fruitful 
of all institutions foB‘the preservation 
nud. perpetuation'ofjithe faith in this, 
country, and the Catholic who takes a 
deep and abiding -interest in his re
ligion will. love the Catholic school 
and prove his love for it by his gen
erosity toward it. Pupils of Catholic 
schools learn thoroughly their religion 
and are made to practice it in daily 
life. If the faith of your children is 
to be with them, a strong and living 
faith when they have grown to man
hood and womanhood, it must become 
to them now, as it were, a Beyond 
nature. This is what is. done by 
a Catholic school. Faith is there 
grounded into children so that it 
never leaves them afterward. " .

Close upon the heels of this sig
nificant announcement, there comes 
from St. Louis the- following equally 
significant item of mews:

1 ‘For the first time in forty years 
the priests of the archdiocese of St. 
Louis have met for the purpose of re
rising the laws governing the action of 
clergy and laity. Their regulations 
most directly concern the laity, and 
the action which has brought forth the 
greatest comment since the calling of 
the gathering, is that in regard to the 
education of the young. In the pro
mulgations resulting from the meeting 
was a section directing that in par
ishes where parochial schools hare 
been established, Catholics shall send 
their children to them or to other 
Catholic schools in the city. Under 
no circumstances shall the children be 
sent to the public institutions. The 
same section includes a clause direct
ing that schools shall be built in every 
parish in the city, and if the laity have 
reasons for not sending their children 
to them, these reasons shall be pre
sented to a commission to be appointed 
by the archbishop. The committee 
will decide whether the children in 
question shall bd< exempt from the 
rule. Those not observing it shall be 
refused absolution for.their sins. ”

The last ano’ite ¡action was un
doubtedly provoked by the fact that 
the Catholics had1!idst control of the 
St. Louis board “of school trustees, 
and hence were not lunger able to se
cure a largely disproportionate ratio 
of Catholic teaclîérÿ,1 as i they yet are 
able to do in thU’Scliools of Chicago 
and those of otliefl large Northern 
cities. If these Ecclesiastical gentry 
cannot control the'public schools and 
thereby protect their Catholic interests 
in them, they will'mo longer patronize 
them. -, '

Büt the question is, Shall the peo
ple of this ebuhtry forever tamely 
submit to such ecclesiastical dictation, 
or will they pass compulsory laws, 
and thus, despite ignorant parents and 
domineering priests, give every child 
in the land a thorough elementary ed
ucation, that he or she may become 
the better equipped for the battle of 
life and the performance of the duties 
of good citizenship?

Catholic sohools, it may readily be 
conceded, do tend to produce “good 
Catholics,” and that is undoubtedly 
the chief reason why tho hierarchy 
are so strenuous in their efforts to 
force them upon their subjects. 
“Good Catholics" pay the priests for

masses; absolutions, indulgences and 
other like fictitious and imaginary 
spiritual goods, and without the 
’■‘good” Catholic the market for such 
wares would be greatly abridged. But 
let us see what else the Catholic 
school produces.

A Baptist minister of Cincinnati, 
in 1892, gave utterance to tho follow
ing statement, which is substantially 
corroborated by statistics. Said he: 
, “Look at the result of parochial 
school teaching, The Catholic Church, 
though numbering only one in nine of 
our population, furnishes almost one- 
half of all the criminals in our land. 
In some instances the children who 
have been brought up under Boman 
Catholic instruction form five-sixths 
of the prisoners in our houses of 
refuge, reform farms and other penal 
institutions. We have the census 
taken of one such reformatory institu
tion in Massachusetts, where 1,226 of 
the inmates were Roman Catholics, 
226 Protestants and 17 Jewish. Many 
prisons have a similar proportion 
within their walls, It is estimated 
that three out of every five of the 
criminals executed in our Northern 
States are accompanied to the scaffold 
by the Romish priest. This is the 
result of the so-called godly schools.”

Close our ports to undesirable im
migration, enact universal laws of 
compulsory education in the common 
public schools, and enforce the exist
ing laws against obtaining money by 
false pretenses, and the malefic dark
ness of paganism which has so long 
overspread the earth would swiftly be 
dispelled from our land, and the sun 
of reason would arise with ever- 
resplendent ray to bless and to lead 
the nation on to the higher and more 
glorified destiny which awaits the 
triumph of the good and the true over 
the evil and the false,

. A. M. G BITTEN.

Lyman O. Howe Speaks of 
Mrs. Richings. /

To the Editor:—I have just road 
’with some surprise the notice of 
Helen Stuart Richings, pastor of 
Unity’ Cliurch, Milwaukee. This re
port distinctly avers that Mrs. Rich- 
jngs is not a.Spiritualist! I must take 
this statement reservedly until we 
hear from Mrs, Richings over her own 
signature. Surely the societies who 
have employed her for years past have 
supposed she was a Spiritualist, and 
have counted on her as something of 
a ‘ ‘drawing card” as a platform test 
medium, though I am not aware that 
she ever definitely claimed them as 
the work of the disembodied. I am 
confident that she has by words and 
acts clearly implied, if not directly- 
stated, that she is a Spiritualist. 
When I met her at Henry J. Newton's, 
in New York, two years ago, she 
talked like a Spiritualist, and en
gaged to write an article on the sub- 
ject—Affirmative—for the New York 
Recorder, and I think sho did so. At 
this writing I cannot positively state 
the character of the article, but I may 
find it later..

I know Mr. Newton regarded her as 
an advocate of Spiritualism during her 
engagement there; and there seems to 
me no room for reasonable doubt that 
at that time at least she posed as a 
Spiritualist; and I do not think a 
woman of her intelligence could recant 
if shew as once in the light, as she 
appeared to be. But whether she is 
or is not makes no difference with 
Spiritualism, and we should be glad 
to know her true position, and respect 
her right to believe or disbelieve 
whatever her convictions compel, for 
our belief is not a matter of choice.

Blit in speaking for her church she 
may not intend to include herself. 
1 ‘We do not believe in Spiritualism, ” 
maybe spokeni for the people as a 
body, while individual members may 
believe quite differently, as is the case 
in other churches. Hundreds of pas
tors of the different churches believe 
in Spiritualism, while , their church 
would be shocked to have it an
nounced ; and many of them innocently 
think their ministers are thoroughly 
opposed to everything savoring of 
Spiritualism.

Let us hear from Mrs. Richings 
over her own signature; and if she is 
not a Spiritualist, the societies who 
employ her, as such, will be glad to 
be informed; but that might not be a 
reason for canceling her engagements 
with Spiritual camps and societies. 
If we can accept the agnosticism of 
Ingersoll, and pay him $850 to repeat 
a lecture that we have read a score of 
times In the past twenty years, and 
enjoy’ his sneers at mediumship and 
all the fools who believe-in a future 
life, we ought to tolerate Mrs. Rich
ings, although she does not accept the 
full faith with which she has been 
credited.

Let all duplicity be left to the 
church, that needs it to satisfy the- 
dubious revelations and self-contradic
tions of its mythical authority; but as 
Spiritualists we have no need of double 
dealing to sustain a doubtful and un
reasonable dogma. I do not believe 
that Helen Stuart Richings needs to 
sail under false colors, .or “carry 
water on both shoulders. ”. If she was 
a Spiritualist and has changed, she can 
probably give a reason for it. y

Lyman 0. Howe.

1 A New Campaign Song.
A spirited patriotic song, entitled 

“McKinley, Hobart and Honor,” com
posed by G. F. Perkins, has just been 
published, and. is. creating quite a stir 
among the political singers. The price 
is 35 cents a copy, and can be ordered, 
through thisoffice. .. 355ti

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the homo: compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sa e 
at this office. . ■:
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DEAFNESS
and Head Noises relieved by using
WiUon’s Common Sense Ear Drum»,New bcluutlflo Invention] different 
iromaliotherdeviM». Theonlyeafe, 
simple, comfortable and invisible 
EarUrum lit the world. Help, where 
medical cfklll fails. Nowlreoratrlng 

fatUebiaent. Write for pamphlet.'’
WILSON EAR DRUM CO..

' Office» 1 SMTrest Bldg.. UuImHU. Ky. I -111. filO, HU Brwdw»/ K. r.

HUMAN CULTURE 0 CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D„ LL. D,

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Flue Forces, and author of 
other important volumes on Health, Social Bclouce. 
llellglou, etc.

Price, cloth, 7S cénit» For sale at thtsoflice.
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the Encyclopaedia of Death,
and Life in the Spirit-World.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
oloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art, It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Pbogressivb Thinker Vol. 
H. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting 81.50 you will get The 
Pbogressivb Thinker for one year 
and Vol. JI. of the Encyolopwdia. By 
remitting 82 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
andll. of the Encyclopaedia.

In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopaedia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
‘Vol. 1. of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 

bound In paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo- 
PÆDIA, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to tho Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
la connection with tho bound copies of 
the Enoyclopædla. Tho bound copies 
are only'sent out in connection with a 
year's subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

RIGHT LIVING 
- BY

SUSAN H. WIXON, 
Author ot -Apple, of Gold," "AU In ■ Lifetime," 

“The Story Hoar,” "Summer Dey» et Onset," 
"Sunday Obiervance," etc., etc.

*• *n.Brt * method, of cxpretslni greet 
conceptions 1 la fact, the hlgho*i method, the noblest 
of the art». —Tromas Stabb King.

This book gives an admirable course of study In 
^c.e- _»uPP fa« a Wng-foit want of nn ethical 
text-book especially adapted W the comprehension of 
children, as we)l *s elder persons whom It is wisely 
sod appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

Tbe author »hows a wise practicality tn her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. She lllqstratei 
her subject with many brief narrative J and inec- 
dotes, which reuder tbe book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
for use In children’s lyceums. In tbe hands of moth
ers and teachers It may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. It is a most excellent 
book and should bo widely circulated.

, CONTENTSt
-«‘CbiLiylM. .What 1» Morality? Wb.t I. Ignor
ance? Knowledge tbe Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Lire.

J'lBt’cey Fortitude a iioble Pos- 
sesilon. temperance and Intemperance. Is tbe Uso 
of Tobacco Dangerous^ Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Kaine for Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Cbsnae. Truth and Falsehood. Wbat Is anOa£?or 
the Worth of a Promise. Frauda Crime. Tho Polson 
?L8Mdftr- J.® Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Bclflsbness, the Menace of Society. 
Gr*tltu'ic,.aFL«mntl'lowerotLir0. Ii Reverence 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-OontroL BeM-Rcspect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Auger, tbe Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Ousorvatlpa a 
Great Faculty. Peraeveranqj), the Friend of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. Thidifficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon oo tbs Highway. 
ilBbIt'.Sccon_dNaturo. Power of Win. Courige. a 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, tbe Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not

LHc’s Best End. Good Nature, Ope of 
Life s Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Ef??.-6??'!?.11:.» A Fi?" Pre»». Mghu of AnlmiU». 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or tho Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Pollteness-The Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued *v* Tbo Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment, wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office. 

MWOF SPIRIT
x - AND -

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A moat able and Interesting presentation of a most 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist and every in* 
qulrer Into tho proofs and philosophy of Spiritual* 
ism should have this excellent book. Its value 1» reo* 
ognixedjand acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
cloth, fl. For sale at this office.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Kev. Chas. Cblnlquy. ex-prleat. A remarkable 

book. Pages, 832. Price <2^5.

"^WAYSIDE JOTTINGS^
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

ofLIfe. By Mattik E. Hull. Tbla Is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mr*. Hulls'best poems, 
sermon» ana cwoys, unji contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of MoseS Bnll. Price, 
neatly bound tn English cloth, <1. For sale at this 
office.

1 HE DIAKKA. .
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
1 br Victim»,by tbeSeer. A.J.pavta.to> veryla- 

tere»ting and iuggestlvo work. It Is an axpUuuon o( 
mneh that Ib falsa apd repulilva in Spiritoaltan, em
bodying a most Important recent Interview with Jama 
•Victor nllion, a resident of the Silmmer-Land« Frier 
50 cents. For ante at tbla -

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative Syitems and the Uapplnesi 
and Ennoblement of Humapity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D., M< D. Thia comprise» the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office. 

MIND READING AND BEYOND.
By Wm. A. Hover. 200 paces, with illustration» of 

the »objects treated upon, price 81.25..

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
• -on-

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Cinrful comparison ot some ot the Splritnallitn 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
MOBK&HVI.L. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesuawaaonly a medium, subject to all the cendl- 
tloua of modern mcdluraihtp. It also them that ail 
the raanlfeitatlons throughout the O:f. and Kew TejU- 
ment were under the same condition» that medium» 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the re
turn of medlum»lilp to the world; «pages. Trice, 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

■^THE’WATSEKA-WONDER”'
. To the student ot riychlc pheoomena, thia pamphlet 
Is Intensely intereitlng. It gives detailsd accounts of 
two case» of “double consclousn*«.’’ asmely Mary 
Lunncy Veunum, of Watseka. ulM tod Mary Rry* 
uolds, of Venango county» JTC?Mto this office« 
Price 15 cents. -

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomai Paine. Being an InvcBtlpitian of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new apfi complete edi
tion, from new plates and new ftp!! 186 pages, post 
Svo, Paper, 23ce*ti; clotbt W cehti.

OHUROH AND STATE.
The Bible th the Public School»; the fleir “Amer 

IcU" Parfr. BP‘'JeffBriQB." Third ddltloa. This 
begntlful pamphlet et 58 pages li the most thorough 
•resenihtiem of the Church and State Question that 
Vs appeared. Price 10 ce&ta. : _ .

JMLAJNT
—IN THE—

PASI, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF .

Hasultt of recent aclcntlfio research regarding th# 
origin, position and prospects of luauklniL

From tho German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Matter," Essays on Nature and 

Science," ‘‘Physiological Pictures," “Six Lee- 
tiires oa Darwlu," Eto.

“The great mystery of existence consists In porpet* 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything la iiumon 
UI and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well al 
tbe most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or tbe water drop as well as tbe highest belngln 
creation, man and bls thoughts. Only tbe form! in 
which manifest» Itself are changing; but Being 
.tself remams eternally tbo same and TmperlehablC 
When We die we do not lose ourselves, but only .out 
personal consciousness. Wo live on lu nature, fa our 
¡•ace, In our children, in our deeds, 1q our thoughts— 
u short, in the entire material and physical centrlbu- 
don which, during our short peraona] existence, wo 
iave furnished to the subrUtencc of mankind and of 
.ature in geHPral.,’r-Buccbner. >

’ ” ’ ’ ’ 1 • •«•r pages, vellum cloth, |1.

MARGUERITE HUNTER,
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Trenicrlbed by a Co-operative Spirit Baud, combined 
Slth cboieu media ot earth. It waa given through In- 

npnndent »late-wrltlng. The Illustrations were give» 
Inoll paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artist* It 
la not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without a 
farsllel in tbellterature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
andiucclnct exposition of the philosophy, religion uad 
Mleuoe of Spiritualism The book contains 260 pagu 
with six Illustrations In half-tone, and twelve pagdl 
In original Independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound In blue Bilk cloth, stamped In silver. Price. 
«1.25. For sale at tbls office.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
D’HF SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 

261 pages. One copy, .1; six copies, 13.

FROM FIGHT TO MORN/
Or, An Appeal to tho Baptist Church, 

82 pages. Ono copy, 13 cenisi ten copies, tl.

THEBBIDGEBETfrEEy TWO WORLDS, 
909 page». Odo copy, bound In cloth, 11; paper, ?5

Eor Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Street,

GOSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for School! 

and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public want. It comprise^ 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody* 
tns th« hlgbeit moral »oatlment, and_ free from all 
secUrlaa&m. Price 50 cents, sold at tbts office.

THE WOMAN'S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCI

Comment! on Genetls, Exodui, Leviticus, Number! 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, TAUie Dovereua 
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wirk Colby, Ellen Ballette Dietrick, 
Mr»< teuUa Southworth, Ur- 

mda N, Gestefeld, and . •
Frances E, Barr,

"In every soul there Is bound up soma trutfi a«4 
some error, and each gives to the world of thought 
what no other one possesses."—Cousin.

Tbo bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds'are of deop Interest, and throw 1 
strong and new light on the Bible teaching! relating 
to woman. All should read It.
Prioe BOo. For gale at this Office.

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

Tbo Medium of tbe Rockies, with an Introduction by 
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In tho bands of every one Inter»

Chapter i, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chantel 
2. The Hflkveaiy Manslod. Chapter 8, Removal td 
California; Return of tils Guide. Chapter 4, Remark* 
able Tests, Chapter 5, Bli Work as a Healer. Cba> 
ter«. Leavo^ tofi Body. Cheptw 7. Visit totbeSPlfft 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Vied by Spirits to Comm» 
Pleil.: Huw fy Oonduat a Orel.. ..Chapter 9, mW 
laacotu Articles. Chapter ¡ft A Strange Experience 
Utupterll, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Fow 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative ot 
'Prophetic Vision*. Chapter 13. Tbe First Break 1A 
Iha Atlinllc Cabla. Showy to John Brown. Chapt« 
14, Unieen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida. M

ror sale at tala offioo. Heavy paper cover, price G| 
cants.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.
DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

LJ »Ide, and containing SSO page». Thli splendid 
book, lu»t issned, contaihl ptaeteen full Temple leo. 
turei Jpon occult subjeuta, Wgethcr iHth other aril* 
cles from various newapapers, relating to the ffrcal 
work. It contains all the old Temple lecture» laautd 
In 1892, and three other» on tho Humax SotL, which 
are alouo worth the price of tbo book. This wonder* 
(pl book Is unique at an Evangelist of Science anfl 
t ruth. Price postpaid, to any address. For sail 
at this offica

THE DEAD MAN’S MESSAGE.
Br Florence MarryaL author of “A Scarlet Sin,* 

"Hdw Like a Woman.” “The Rlien Dead." “There U 
No Death“’ etc. Cloth. 8100.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

Th? SpIrUasI Idea of Death, Heaven and llelL By 
Moers Hotu Th!» pamphlet beafde» giving the Splr- 
Itu'Ul.Uo Interpretatfdn of many thing, tn the lilble- 
nurpretattdn» .never before given, explalne the 
betvem aod hdla believed tn by Sp I ritual! its. Price, 
lOcenta. For sale at tbh office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Ciotb, »1.23. Paper, so cent».
This Ii a work of great value, written by .one-of the 

kecneit. most powerful and molt truly religion! 
ml&dBottbe day. .It Ie pirtlcularly • work which 
ihould be put Ihto the hanof of those who bare freed 
tbemselvea from the dogma« ot orthodoxy and frond 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It win 
itYengtbentheconriclioaofthefrce mind that mind 
and seniqs are not tbe whole of life.
. ThecbkpWr»reveal» new. method tn psychic and 
iplrltual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super* 
seded by knowledge and facts. For sole at tbli ofllca,BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
which helped or made them perform roigtity 

Totk. »nd utter Wired word»., tojetber with »md 
Penonil Truitt and Cbartcteriitlcs of FropheU, Ape» 
Clea and Jeans, or New Beading» of “The Mlraci«k* 
by At.t.tn Putnam. Price 75 CODCB. For Ule Ui Chll 
offica. ' ' . ' .. ■ ■

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work conalsti of three pamphlet! 
embodied in one roltune, In which qncstlons ofgreag 
Importance u the race are discussed from tbettaa*. 
?otu of an advanced social reformer. Price 50 ceata.

or sale at Ulis office. '■
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löENERftL SURVEY 1
The Spiritualistic Field—Its 

Workers, Doings, Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A <rreat deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not bo used. Mootings 
are of local interest only. Wo extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,()00. Wo go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach” 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion
• Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

The Daily Independent-Tiinos, of 
Streator, this State, of September 12, 
contains nearly a column article written 
by Dr. W. H. II. Tucker, relating inci
dents of a visit to the Church of the 
Sjilrit, of which Dr. Willis Edwards is 
pastor. It was on the occasion of the 
dedication of the church, at 620 N. 
Clark street. He narrates many of the 
remarkable tests given by Dr. Edwards 
and by other mediums present.

Dr. 1’. S. George, secretary of the 
State Spiritualist Association, Lincoln, 
Neb., writes: “lam desirous to corre
spond with some gentleman who hae the 
trumpet phase of mediumship to travel 
with me in Nebraska. Any such me
dium who will come I will introduce at 
each place in my lectures, and he (or 
she) can be kept ’busy for some time, as 
people in this soction seem to beanx-, 
ions to witness something in this Une of 
phenomena.”

A. Campbell, well known as a spirit 
artist, called at the office of The Pho- 
GREKS1VE Thinker on the 15th Inst. 
After a stay of ton days in Chicago he 
will return to Lily Dale, N. Y,, and 
thence to Boston, Mass. Mr. Campbell 
is enthusiastic in his praise of Lily Dale.

Dr. Carl Sextus, tho well known hyp
notist, lias removed to 267 La Salle av
enue, where he can be addressed,

Dr. J. M. Temple, platform test me
dium, has returned to California, after 
an extended tour of the Eastern cities 
and camps. He is at present located in 
Los Angeles, Cel,, where ho will remain 
during October. The coming winter 
will be spent in the East and South. 
Having a few open engagements, he 
would like to correspond with societies 
on liberal terms! Address him at Hotel 
Portland, 4441 South Spring street, Los 
Angeles, Cql. •
■ Mrs. Celia Hughes, the trumpet modi- 
um, has gone to Cincinnati for a two 
weeks’ vacation. She will open her 
circles again at her residence, 2517 
Michigan avenue, on September 28.

“Silina” writes from Ocala, Fla.: “I 
consider Rod Clover’s suggestion the 
only way to put an end to fake mediums. 
Every h’onost medium will happily sub
mit to an examination, end the good 
spirits will surely strengthen their force. 
We have a great truth before iis, with a 
largo majority against us, "and constant
ly reading of fake mediumship makes 
my heart turn weak: All Spiritual so
cieties should see the wisdom of a safe
guard against fraud. The precaution is 
simple, and I consider they owe that to 
the public who visit our camp-meet
ings."

C. H. Mathews writes from New 
Philadelphia, Ohio: “Prof. E. J. Bow
toll, of Brooklyn, N. Y., an earnest and 
able lecturer in the Spiritualist cause, 
after spending the season at Lake Brady 
camp-meeting, gave an interesting lec
ture in this city, on the 7th inst., being 
‘Personal Experiences in a Trappist 
Monastery.’ The details are horrible, 
showing to what terrible extremes re
ligious bigotry and ignorance drives 
people who imbibe the dogmas of the 
Catholic church. Mr. Rowtell deserves 
recognition in the Bold of usefulness to 
which he intonds to devote his life.”

Lymun C. Howe is now at bis home in 
Fredonia, N. Y. His health is gradually 
returning, we are glad to learn. Ad
dress him at once for engagements.

E. J. Bowtell writes from Massillon, 
O.:' "The Spiritual and Religious Asso
ciation of this city, recently organized 
and chartered, held meetings in the 
house of W. Hargroove, Canal street, 
September 12, 13 and 14. On those even
ings I had the pleasure of lee.turing to 
most intelligent and appreciative audi
ences. The officers of the society are 
zealous and earnest in the work they 
have -undertaken, aud there is a fair 
prospect of much spiritual good being 
accomplished by their efforts. There 
are in this place some who have knowl
edge of spirit communion, and many 
who are willing to accept such knowl
edge when evidence is brought to them. 
There is a disposition here, not met 
with in all places, to search for higher 
spiritual instruction and not to be con
tent with the bare facts of the phenom
ena."

Moses and Mattie Hull passed through 
the city last week to fill an engagement 
at Unionville, Mo., and at Hayesville, 
Webster and White Pigeon, Iowa. Dur
ing October Mrs. Hull will speak for 
Dr. Edwards’ society on the North Side, 
Chicago.

H. W. H., of Lawrence, Kansas, 
writes in high terms of the work there 
by Mrs. A. C. Lull. He says: "She has 
just finished a summer course of lec
tures. We expect great good will re
sult from her efforts. The Spiritualists 
are moving along in the good work here. 
New mediums are being developed, and 
the science of life is being better under
stood. Wallula Camp-meeting will 
commence this week, and we all expect 
to attend and receive a full share of the 
benefits of camp life."

Annie Wagner. writes from 417 S. 
19th street, Omaha, Neb.: “We have

our dear friends were many; among 
whom! will mention Mre. L. H. Palmer, 
a true Spiritualist, and a Progressive 
Thinker’s friend; also Ifc., and Mrs. 
Knapp. The latter gave me a reception, 
in which the best people of the city par-’ 
ticipated. At Dundee I found many 
warm friends and true workers for the 
p rand truths of Spiritualism. I am now 
in the care of the dearest friend of Spir
itualism in Toledo, one who is uot afraid 
to stand up and say from housetop, if 
needs be, ‘I am a Spiritualist.’ She is 
Mrs. Ella Woodward of 101G Adams st.

Mr. and Mrs. G.W.Kates began a two 
months’engageraentut Saratoga Springs, 
N. Y’., Sunday, September idth. Their 
audiences were larger than the society 
have had for some time. These work
ers have open dates in 1897, Societies 
should correspond with them at once. 
Address 70 White street, Saratoga, 
Springs, N. Y.

Mrs. Lora Holton is meeting with 
very good success, giving parlor lectures 
and holding circles in Ohio. Her ad
dress now is at 730 Warren street, 
Sandusky, Ohio, care of C. H Upson.

Mrs. Maggie Waite, the excellent 
test medium, is at present located in 
Boston, Mass., at 448 Shawmut avenue, 
holding public seances Sunday evenings, 
at Red Men’s Hall, and giving sittings 
daily.

L. G. Comparet writes: "There have 
been some efforts made to bring the 
grand subject of Spiritualism before the 
inhabitants of Dodge City. Kansas, and 
■with some success. Many here seem in
clined to investigate, but with the fear 
of exposure to ridicule, severe criticism, 
loss in financial affairs and social ostra
cism. There are, however, quite a good
ly number of the intellectual part of the 
people of Dodge City who do not hide 
their light under a bushel, but openly 
avow their knowledge and belief in 
spiritual philosophy. The field here is 
a large one, but requiring a Moses Hull 
or his equal as an expounder of the 
grand truth of Spiritualism, not neglect
ing to bring along a well-filled purse as 
well as. a good stock of patience. These 
requirements being supplied will guar
antee success in this city of religious 
bigotry and darkness."

The Spiritual Conference Society, of 
Philadelphia. Pa., has changed its name 
and has been chartered by the National 
Association, and also by the Slate. The 
officers are as follows: President, Hqn. 
Thomas M. Locke; 1st vice-president, 
Samuel S. Wheeler: 2nd vice-president, 
Charles Hamman; treasurer and secre
tary, Mrs. Thomas M. Locke; historian, 
Mary R. Galloway. Board of directors, 
Mrs. James Hinds, Mr, Charles G. 
Frorer, Mrs. B, Merrill, Mr. George 
Roscoe, Mrs.Marie Wheeler. Mr. Edgar 
H. B. Chew, Mr. N. D. Field, Mr. Will
iam Oliver.

E. W. Sprague, lecturer and test me
dium, has been doiqg some excellent 
work in Michigan. He held two meet
ings at Bankson’s Lake. During eight 
days he held eight meetings and chart
ered two societies with the National As
sociation. He says: "Our cause is 
growing grandly, and we are enjoying 
the work.”

Dr. Goo. H. Carlton writes from Den
ver, Col., that he visited the Thorncliff 
mediums a skeptic, and received” tests 
that thoroughly convinced him that 
spirits do return and communicate. In 
full gaslight, faces and hands were seen, 
messages written on sealed slates, mu
sical instruments were played, etc.

The writer of the “Gold! Gold! Goldl” 
article wishes it known that he will en
ter into no deal with anyone about it in 
any way, nor will he furnish others the 
charts. He has been flooded with let
ters—which shows that The Progress
ive Thinker is a good advertising me
dium. The great query with him was 
this: “What strange working of mental 
forces, extraneous or innate, could have 
induced that vision at Topeka and its 
repetition to another at Hanuibal, Mo?”

The Kansas City Star, of September 
7, devotes a half column of fineprint to 
an account of Dr. J. L. Moyer’s spiritual 
meeting in Ridge hall the previous 
evening. The Star says: "if it was not 
the spirit if Balzac speaking, then Dr. 
Meyer is a very peculiar man. It was a 
learned philosophical discourse.” The 
question, "is not the nervous system the 
connecting link between mortal and 
spiritual life?” was asked by a minister
ial-looking man who sat between a moth
erly old lady and a very refined young 
woman. Dr. Meyer snapped his fingers, 
pressed them against his temples, 
rubbed his forehead and eyes,'and after 
a minute or two, said: “I have the 
pleasure to introduce the spirit of Prof. 
Charcot.” Prof. Charcot then answered 
tbe question, speaking slowly: "The 
nervous system, as understood b.y men, 
is a myth. Man at his best is an incom
plete entity, circumscribed by heredity. 
Then a man who would want to take his 
nervous system into the spirit-world 
would be simply wanting to take with 
him a discarded garment, a part of his 
physical mechanism.” That was only 
the beginning of tlie answer. It ended 
in a maze of scientific words, where the 
reporter, who was trying to follow the 
thread of their meaning, floundered and 
got lost.

iv

had a very successful series of meetings 
in Omahaduring the past two months, 
good attendance, and an urgent request 
from some of the truth seekers to con
tinue our meetings. May L. Goodrich 
has made many warm friends in Nebras
ka and will bring to her Eastern home 
the good wishes of many a heart who 
has been made glad by some token or 
greeting from some loved one gone be
fore.” i '

E. C. L. writes from Chester, Iowa: 
“Will you please state in your valuable 
paper, read by so many, that Mrs. S. Mi 
Lowell, of Anoka, Minn., is here doing 
good work, and stirring up the people 
in the cause, which is hew to most of 
them. Her lectures are of a high order 
and most eloquent. The people seem to 
be much interested. ”

Mrs Frances Ruddick writes from 
Toledo, Ohio: “My work now finds mo 
in the. beautiful city of Toledo. Since 
visiting Devils Lake Camp I have been 
pleasantly entertained<by dear friends 
atdifferent points in Michigan, friends 
who stand up for truth and progression. 
I have also found many warm admirers 
of vour most excellent paper. I was 
nicelv entertained at Wheatland, Mich., 
for a week by Mr.and Mrs. F. L. Hughes, 
also by that sweet and lovable gentle
lady. Miss DelphaHughes, secretary of 
the Devil’s Lake Camp. At Hillsdale

- TÜb THIÑKBR.'
C. W. writes from Decatur, Mich,; 

“Among the many grove-meetings that 
it has been our privilege to attend, one 
of the best of (he season was N, Martin's, 
held at Bankson's ¿Lake, Mich., August 
30th, Mrs. Jennie Hagan Jackson, of 
Grand Rapids, was the speaker of the 
day. Everyone who has had the pleas
ure of listening to Mrs.. Jackson knows 
she never fails to interest her hearers, 
but on this day she seemed to outdo her
self, Her poems given ou the well-worn 
subjects, ‘Evolutian,’ and ‘The Relig
ion of Spiritualism,’ were especially 
fine. A pleasant feature of the day was 
the marriage of Frank Nesbitt, of Min
nesota, and Nellie Roe, of Michigan. 
Tlie ceremony was performed by Mrs. 
A Sheets, of Grand Ledge, ably assisted 
by Mrs. Jackson, and was beautiful and 
impressive. Atthe request of the bride, 
Mrs. Jackson gave a poem that touched 
the hearts of the listeners. The day 
was one to be long remembered.”

Bishop A. Beals can be addressed for 
engagements at Summerland, Cal.

Dr. P. S. George, secretary, writes: 
“The State Spiritualist Association of 
Nebraska will convene in annual session 
at Lincoln, at Grand Army Hall, corner 
12th and N streets, Thursday, October 
8th, at 2 p. in., and continue two days. 
Every Spiritualist of the State of Ne
braska is cordially invited to attend. 
Important business' as to the future of 
this organization will be brought before 
this assembly. The greater part of the 
attendants last year were entertained 
free by our Lincoln Spiritualists. I 
think the same will be extended this 
year.”

Mrs. M. A. Reed writes from the Clin
ton Camp: “I have been teaching and 
giving readings ever since the camp 
closed. I have had à pleasant and profit
able season. I met many nice people, 
and many hungry souls, thirsting after 
spiritual truth. There seems to be a 
great awakening on the spiritual line of 
thought, and true spiritual workers are 
needed everywhere. The sensational 
must be weeded out of the spiritual field 
and truth must brighten and garnish ev
ery phasepf mediumship from tho rap 
to the traseendontal philosophy, taking 
in all phenomena. The best must be 
sought after and given to the publie, 

'Every year should tell on the calendar 
of time of progress in this direction. I 
hope every true worker will send out 
their thoughts and try and make this 
year the grandest and best, and may 
showers of spiritual blessings constantly 
descend upon us, revivifying us, causing 
us to'grow and become inspired with 
greater and higher truths, and be ready 
tor the conflict that is upon us.” Mi’s«. 
Reed can now be found at No.‘5321 Jack
son aven tie, Chicago. . .

C. H. Gates writes: . “The First Spir
itualist Sqeiety of Kansas City, Mo., 
have again taken up the work of advanc
ing the cause by electing the following 
officers to gnide the society for the en
suing year. President, Dr. Ed. Allen; 
vice-president, Mrs. Webb Baker; sec
retary, C. H. Gates: treasurer, T. C. 
Davidson. We will be pleased to hear 
from any test mediums or lecturers of 
acknowledged merit and ability who 
may have open dates till June i, ’97. It 
is our desire to bring Kansas City io 
the circle or in tho route of all of the 
Spiritualistic talent, and to give to our 
people the benefit of the truth so ably 
expounded by them. We are in need of 
a. revival here and earnestly request 
correspondence. Communications may 
be"directed to the secretary, Rosedale, 
Kansas, and will reçoive prompt atten
tion."

. Mrs. S. E. Grippe, materializing me
dium, is now located at 1418 9th street, 
So., Minneapolis, Minn. ... .
, Mr. E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, 
N. Y., will speak for the Spiritualist 
church at Rochester, Ind., during the 
month of November and probably for 
December. x

. It has been said that the report from 
one .camp-meeting can be adopted for 
all by only changing names. “Eloquent 
.speakers," “fine teats,” “full form ma
terialization,!; “excellent slate-writing,’!, 
“superb scenery,” Ind "most excellent 
management,” are the words required.

The Christian Endeavorers furnish to 
Spiritualists ।an example of what organ
ization can accomplish.

Charles W. Sullivan has gained quite 
a reputation in the East for his excellent 
singing. oi.-j ■ . .

Prof. Herrmanfi ¿an never expose a 
genuine medium.1

Will C. Bodge pays particular atten
tion to “dirt” in another column. A 
cheap subject, indeed, but very impor
tant. .

Prof. B. F. Underwood has a most ex
cellent lecture on our first page. Verily 
The Progressive Thinker leads in 
advanced, thought.

Prof. W. F. Pock thinks that organi
zation is absolutely essential to success.

Mrs. Stevens, of California, who was 
at Onset, is the sister of the lamented 
E. V. Wilson.

Lucinda B. Chandler talks well this 
week on “The Potent Factor—Moral 
Progress of Mankind Rests With the 
Mother.”

Mrs. C. M. Cooley says that Lake 
Pleasant is a beautiful place.

Mrs. Kate Wentworth charmed the 
Spiritualists of Lake Pleasant withone 
of her wonderful musical entertain
ments. ■

Mrs. Farrar, inspirational singer, 
sings in different languages.

The Banner of Light gives the Angell 
Prize Contest, by Emma Rood Tuttle, a 
splendid notice. It says: “As an educa
tional factor we do not think there could 
be any scheme devised morcr fraught 
with far-reaching benefit than this, and 
uo one will dispute, when he sees bow 
the faithful animals are treated, that 
such education is needed.”

Dr. Sweringen has something of inter
est to say of Bishop Foster. .

Many improvements are planned for 
Queen City Park next year. -

James W. Riley calls Oscar A. Edger* 
ly the “Spiritual Cyclone” because he 
manifests fo much genuine force.

“A Curious Case,"on the second page, 
will be read and reflected on by every 
thoughtful mind. Verily, wherein the 
blamS;-Gofcgin, the glass of beer or an 
obsessing spirit?

M. Rayon unmasks the pretenses of 
Prof. Herrmann.

M. Korff has kind words for Prof. Bu: 
chanan.

By the slow and painful process of ev
olution, J. Guiwits was made a con
firmed Spiritualist. Read what he has 
to say.

Dr. J. W. .Dickinson has had some 
satisfying experiences, The skeptje 
should read what jje.has to say,

“No life can he/jived for another," as 
ably set forth jby i “A Progressive 
Thinker," on our seventh page.

Silas Boardman says that- “the faitfi- 
ful cultivation of ijll the Inherent facul
ties of man, constitutes his entire duty.”

“Life is short," says Mary Kinnear, 
and then "bursts’Morth with the follow
ing in the Banner.: .
Life is short. No£timp have we for cen

sure or reproving.
Life is short, Let’s make it sweet hy 

tender, faithful IpyIng.
Life is short. Grept'.need there 

gentle, patien^w^tipg;
Need of trust in hmngn kind and 

of human hating.
Life is short;..etna, when, ,,^t; last.,’ 

comes the hour of leaving,
He that has forgiven most will

is for

scorn

there

have

!

A correspondent writes: “Almost un
known to the Spiritualist world at large, 
the votaries of our religion at^Iarshall- 
town, Iowa, and vicinity, have just had 
a pleasant and profitable little camp
meeting ‘of their own,’ in the suburbs 
of that city, for the two weeks com
mencing August 3uth. The occasion 
was opened by the president of the asso
ciation, Mr. Max Hoffman, of Chicago, 
who Introduced Mrs. M. Summers, of the 
same city1! vice president, and also Mrs. 
Kayner, Mrs. E. McCoy and others, of 
various ‘spiritual gifts,’ as slate-writ
ing, trumpet mediumship, clairvoyance, 
psyehometry, etc. Mrs. Summers is 
well-known in Chicago and elsewhere as 
a medium, inspirational lecturer and 
clairvoyant, and she is the pastor of the 
Spiritualist Church of the Students of 
Nature in Chicago. Wherever she goes 
she is recognized as a true worker, a 
‘sunshiny’ converger, etc. She made 
the introductory invocation and address. 
The general result of the exercises at 
this camp-meeting have been that the 
messages delivered were instructive, 
and the tests especially were recognized 
by those whom they concerned. Believ
ers have been more thoroughly estab
lished, while ‘outsiders’ have had their 
respect for our beautiful philosophy 
greatly heightened.” ■

Dr. Alice Tobias, the well-known me
dium, who has been lecturing and giv
ing, «platform tests through central 
Colorado, has purchased a lemon and 
orange orchard hear National City,Cal., 
which place will bo her postoffice ad
dress and home in the future. Wo ex- 

■tend the hand of congratulation to the 
doctor . . .

S. H. Barnsdale writes from Roches
ter, N. Y.: “The Rochester Spiritualists, 
Society has had excellent meetings thus, 
far this season. Sunday, September 6, 
G. W. Kates and wife lectured for us, 
Mrs, Kates giving tests at'both meet
ings, and giving universal satisfaction. 
The audience was enthusiastic, and on 
Sunday evening crowded tbe hall to the 
door. September 13, Mrs. Mary C. Ly
man, of Chicago, gave us a feast of fat 
things. Next Sunday Mrs. M. B. Bing
ham, of 10 Scio street, Rochester, anoth
er sensible worker, will take her old 
place on our platform. Will any speaker 
who is about to pass through Rochester 
please communicate with the writer, at 
25 Swan street, Rochester, N. Y.”

At the Church of the Soul the subject 
of the discourse on Sunday morning, 
September 27. will be “Wnat of the 
Coining Crisis!"’ Serviceswill beheld 
in Schiller Theater. Everybody should 
hear this lecture, as given by the guides 
of Mrs. Richmond.

B. F. Campbell writes from Little 
Rock, Ark.: “The Rev, Allen F. Brown, 
of St. Paul, Minn., stopped over here a 
few days on his way to Dallas, Texas. 
He gave one lecture here in our home. 
Those present enjoyed it very much. 
On all sides we could hear remarks of 
Pleasure, sueh as: ‘Why, is he through? 

could sit and listen to him talk all 
night.’ ‘Is that Spiritualism? Well, if 
it is, it won’t be long until I am a Spirit
ualist.’ ‘When is lie coming back?" ‘I 
could go and listen to him every night in 
the week and Sunday thrown in,’ ‘1 
like to heal' that man talk; I can learn 
something.’ ‘He is great. I wish he 
was going to stay longer.’ Yes, and so 
do we wish he could stay longer and get 
the Spiritualists of Little Rock stirred 
up and on their feet again. Societies 
wishing a good, honest speaker and me
dium, and a true gentleman in every re
spect, could not do better than engage 
the service of Allen F. Brown, of St. 
Paul, Minn."

Mrs. M. McCaslin writes from Cleve
land, Ohio: “The West Side Society, 
known as the Progressive Thinkers, are 
reorganizing and nope soon to be estab
lished on a solid financial basis. Mr. 
F. A. Hays, who held the position of 
chairman, is now in his third term. A 
large audience was assembled in their 
commodious hall, Sunday afternoon, the 
exercises , being • of the character of a 
conference. Local speakers and me
diums occupied the rostrum, except Pro
fessor William Seymour. Mr. Seymour 
spoke at length on the general interests 
of Spiritualism, especially on the con
ditions necessary to receive tests. Ho 
emphasized the necessity for a passive, 
almost indifferent, state of mind until 
the medium completes the message or 
test; then an acknowledgment, if cor-, 
rect, will bring further communications. 
Mr. Seymour claims to have been placed 
in a coffin ready for burial while in an 
entranced condition, and woke up just 
in time to save his life.”

Dr. Adah Sheehan has resumed her 
labors in the lecture field and is now 
open for engagements. She has been 
engaged at some of the camp-meetings, 
where she was well received. Address 
her at Elsinore Gate and Russell street, 
Cineiunati, Ohio. .

L. W, Van Dyke well says: "Put your 
physical body in a perfect state of 
health, and then yon are to decide 
whether you will be merely an instru- 

_ment in the hands of the spirit-world—h 
'controlled medium.” Read his article, 
“Why Christian?” ,

J, W. Fletcher opens an office at 1554 
Broadway, N. Y. -

W. J. Colville has again taken up the 
work in San Francisco and Oakland,Cal

The Banner says: “Mr. and-Mrs. B. B. 
Hill and Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader paid 
various visits to tho business and editor
ial departmens of the Banner last week. 
The guests were in high spirits over the 
results of the camp-meeting seasou 
throughout the country, and looked for
ward confidently to the session of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association at 
Washington. They were full of interest 
for the cause in all its various depart
ments. Mrs. Cadwallader was making 
arrangements for the speakers at the 
Society of Spiritualists (of which she is 
Vice President) in Philadelphia, and tho 
prospects are excellent for that organiz
ation under her skillful prompting.”

Prof.Kenyon lectured at Onsoton The 
Coming Man with great acceptance,

CALIFORNIA.
The State Spiritualists As 

sociation’s Three Days 
Session in San Fran

cisco, f

A Very Harmonious Session and a 
Keen Interest Manifested.

Evidence Given of the Spread of 
Spiritualism in the Golden 

State.

least cause for grieving.
There is to be a fine spiritual temple 

built In San Francisco, Cal. It will bo 
of gothic style, and the material will be 
Roman pressed brfek. Tho auditorium 
will be on the second floor, with rooms 
for a library and children's lyceum.

G. W. Katos wants Spiritualists to 
buy Hydesville. N. Y. They had better 
buy a resting-place first for the remains 
of the two sisters, whom they allowed to 
nearly starve.

Dr. Moyer seems to be entertaining 
the/good people of Kansas City very 
well indeed. .

According to T. D. Kaynor, Marshall
town, Iowa, is receiving quite a spiritual 
influx.

“Hopeful,” on the 8th page, gives 
something very interesting in reference 
to a loving wife.

Now it will he thé proper thing for 
Prof. Burt Reese to defenahimself from 
the "base and uncalled for attack” of 
Will C. Hodge, and’ explain the charac
ter of the dirt he used to hoodwink the 
Clintonites.

A. M. Griffin takes up “The School 
Question" on our 5th. page, and gives 
some pointed facts. His head is level.

Miss Maggie Gaule is said to have 
given a hundred tests in a week, at 
Lake Brady, and in all cases they were 
recognized.

W. H. Bach will establish meetings 
in Boston. He is a western man, and 
full of the zeal and energy peculiar to 
that locality.

Dr. T. A. Bland lectured at Onset, on 
The Mission of Spiritualism.

Mrs. Hellen L. Palmer Ressegue is 
lecturing at Providence, R, I.

Mrs. M. A. Gridley, of Denver, Col., 
has been ordained a minister of the 
gospol.

As to Bible reading in public schools, 
J. L. Moore wants it all read—or none. 
He thinks, propably, that the vulgarity 
can be read blindfolded, and with cotton 
in the ears. . ’ •

Dr. E. J. Morrison, on the 5th page, 
gives our readers some eloquent words 
on the heavens. His worlds of six miles 
in diameter are weighty affairs. •

Lyman C. Howe has- something to say 
in reference to M^s. Richings. 'Would 
it not be better for her to explain, and 
thus set the matter to.rest.

J. C. Underhill th as, something to say 
of “Women and Mariage,” this week, 
that will prove interesting.

Warren Smith turns his critical mind 
on the Bible, etc.jon'.our fourth page.

Inhaling the ardmaof ; “dirt" did not 
develop a singlev medium, at Clinton 
Camp, even if 825 were paid for it.

“Woman, ChufOh tmd State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gkge;i A royal volume, 
of more thah conftnon intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing 'what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one, Price 82, post
paid. • .

“The Priest, the Woman, and the 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of 
of the Rothish confessional, as poved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Prico, by mail, 81. For sale at 
this office.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price, 25 cents. .

A pilgrimage is an admirable remedy 
for overfastidiousness and sickly refine« 
ment.—Tuckerman.

The California State Spiritualist As
sociation met for its first annual session 
at Golden Gate Hall in San Francisco, 
Cal., on Friday morning, September 4, 
with sixteen societies represented by 
delegates from San Jose, Stockton, Ala
meda, San Diego, Oakland, Los Angeles, 
Hollister, Santa Cruz, Summorlanu and 
San Francisco.

A large number of Spiritualists from 
difterent parts of the State and country, 
many of them high iu our ranks, were 
present, among them being President 
Barrett ol the N. S. A., Thos. G. New
man, editor of the Philosophical Jour
nal; W. J. Colville, Stephen D. Dye, 
president of the State Camp-meeting 
Association, and others.

The first day’s session was devoted to 
organization aud the reading of the re
ports of the various officers of the asso
ciation: •

President Wadsworth read his first 
annual report, which showed that the 
association and thecause of Spiritualism 
throughout the State were in a prosper
ous condition,

The reports of the treasurer and sec
retary were read and referred to the 
finance committee. The finance com
mittee submitted a verbal report, which 
was accepted, The report of the State 
organizer was next read and showed 
that a number of new societies have 
been »organized and that there is a 
greater Interest manifested in Spiritual
ism atthe gresent time than ever before 
and there is a call for information and 
light regarding it audits doctrines.

Mrs, Julia Schlessinger as assistant 
organizer, reported regarding her mis
sion to*he Redondo Camp-meeting, 
which was full of interest and showed 
that there is as a general thing much in
terest manifested Tn the southern part of 
the State and a tendency among the so
cieties of that section to join the State 
association,

National President Barrett was called 
for and gave one of his characteristic 
little speeches. He brought greetings 
from tlie East and said that the Spirit
ualism of California, like all things 
else Californian, was the largest and 
grandest to ue found in the world. He 
advised the sinking of personalities, the 
abandonment of envv and selfishness in 
the interest of a higher and better Spir
itualism and the rising on the ruins of a 
dead past to a new and higher -type of 
manhood.

President Wadsworth announced the 
sudden transition of Bro. M. B. Dodge, 
one of San Francisco’s most earnest and 
foremost Spiritualists, who was for many 
years president of the Society of Pro
gressive Spiritualists of that city, and. a 
man who was highly esteemed as an up
right, honorable, straightforward man 
and citizen.

In the evening a reception was ten
dered National President Barrett, and 
the visiting delegates. The looming 
Call, the leading daily of the city, and 
the first to recognize Spiritualism as one 
of the groat factors in modern civiliza
tion, speaking of the reception, says: 
“There are between 3,000and 4,000Snir- 
ituaiists in San Francisco, and it looked 
as if they hud all met at Golden Gate 
Hall last night to receive and do honor 
to Hon. Harrison D. Barrett, the presi
dent of the National Spiritualists' Asso
ciation who comes to confer a National 
charter upon the State association now 
in session.”

Tho programme consisted of an over
ture by Prof. Richard D. Young’s orches
tra, addresses and vocal and instrument
al selections by different parties after 
which there was a general time of hand
shaking and getting acquainted. Mrs. 
Emma «Sherwood, of Chicago, and Prof. 
E. A. Whitelaw, pf Boston, had musical 
numbers on the programme, which were 
highly appreciated.

SECOND DAY.
. The second day’s session was opened 
by an Invocation b/Rev. H. P. Haworth, 
of Long Beach, The constitution and 
by-laws were read and adopted, after 
which the committee on resolutions re
ported as follows:

Whereas, The estimate which people 
place upon themselves is usually the 
rule by which others measure them, 
therefore be it

Resolved, That Spiritualists are in 
duty bound to measure themselves by 
the highest ideal of intellectual and eth
ical excellence; and

Whereas, Spiritualism embraces ev
erything pertaining to human evolu
tion and happiness, and possesses the 
key to the solution of all religious, so
cial, philosophic and economic problems, 
therefore be it

Resolved, That the proper position for 
Spiritualists to occupy is that of leader 
of the world’s thought and progress; and

Whereas, All the betterment of hu
man life and conditions is summed up in 
the one term, education, therefore be it

Resolved, That Spiritualists' are most 
imperatively required to be .foremost in 
educating themselves and the people 
around them and that every Spiritualist 
society should become an educational in
stitution; and

Whereas, A mere intellectual convic
tion of the fact of continued existence 
does not necessarily produce a more ex
alted ethical or spiritual character or 
conduct bn 'the part of believers; and 
whereas, the world approves or con
demns all movements by the moral char
acter of their members rather than by 
the proofs of the truthfulness of their 
teachings, therefore be it

Resolved, That the pressing duty rest
ing upon Spiritualists is a higher stand
ard of ethical and altruistic;.living; and

Whereas, Spiritualism has in the last 
fifty years given the world a complete 
and scientific demonstration of continued 
conscious existence in tho future; there
fore be it

Resolved, That it is now called upon 
' to give the higher demonstration of the 

noblest life ever lived by man upon this 
earth.

Resolved, That while we profoundly 
respect and honor our great army of 
test’mediums, we nevertheless confess 
to the necessity forthat “highermedi- 

■ umship," which includes a felt commun
ion with the Infinite Life of the Cosmos 
and a realized fellowship with the Great 
Humanity in all its joys, in all its real
izations, and in all its hopes.

i Resolved, That we recognize and ap
preciate the attention given to thecon- 
vention by the press of the City of San 
Francisco and the general fairness with 

: which the proceedings have been given 
, to the public.
; Resolved, That in the presence of the 
i Hon. Harrison D. Barrett^ president of 
> the National Spiritualists' Association, 

at this State Convention, we recognize 
not only his great personal interest in 

r the work in this State, but also of the 
>. National Association itself, and we 

pledge ourselves to do all we can to

make the National Association a greater 
power in the land for good, as it is be
lieved it is intended to be the grand, in
spiring organization to further the in
terests of Spiritualism iu every State 
and Territory in America.

Resolved, that the convention by-laws 
of this association be printed at once for 
use by the State officers, affiliated socie
ties and State organizations, in small 
form, suitable for the pocket, and as in
expensively us possible. ■

J. S. Loveland, 
Dk. H. M. Bakker, 
Thomas G. Newman, 

Committee.
On motion the report was adopted and 

placed on hie.
Thomas G. Newman, of San Diego, of

fered the following resolution, which 
was adopted by a rising vote:

Whereas, This association has learned 
with pain of the passing to the higher 
world of Brother M. B. Dodge, there
fore, be it

Resolved, That this association de
plores the loss of a tried, true and faith
ful brother, a man of sterling worth 
and integrity, and a good, upright citi
zen, and oilers condolenco to the be
reaved relatives in their loss—feeling, 
however, at the sametime, that Brother 
Dodge is not dead, but has simply passed 
on to the hills of life, and though absent 
in tlie flesh, is with us in spirit, earnest 
and energetic, loving and friendly, an4 
wiser far than we wlio are left behind.

The convention then adjourned until 
2 p. m. ,

At the afternoon session a resolution 
was adopted inviting Thomas G. New
man to move the Philosophical Journal 
to San Francisco, and pledging the 
association and Spiritualists’ aid in 
the expense of moving.. Brother New
man, in a neat little speech, accepted 
the invitation, and will ifiove to San 
Francisco in November. The chair ap
pointed a committee to assist in raising 
the funds necessary for removal.

The question of "holding a camp-meet
ing was referred to the State Caqip- 
meeting Assooiation.

The following named members of the 
association were elected as officers for 
tho ensuing year, viz.: President, Thos. 
G. Newman, of San Diego; vice-pres
ident, C. H. Wadsworth, of San Fran
cisco; secretary, John Koch, of San 
Francisco; treasurer, B. F. Small, of 
San Francisco. As directors, the follow
ing-named were chosen: Dr. C. Grattan 
of Stookton, Professor J. 8. Loveland of 
Summerland, Dr. H. M. Barker of San 
Jose, S. D. Dye of Los Angeles and 
Martin S. Norton of San Francisco.

The matter of choosing seven del
egates to the coming session of the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association in Wash
ington, D. C., October 16, was next in 
order, and the following-named were 
chosen: Mrs. Julia Schlessinger, W. J. 
Colville, T. G. Newman, J. 8. Loveland, 
Mrs. E/Sloper, S. D. Dye, N. S. Norton, 
Maggie Waite, Mrs. D. N. Place, Mrs. 
S. Cowell, Mrs. J. J. Whitney.

A vote of thanks was tendered the 
various committees and those who had 
been so earnest in the work of the con
vention.

The retiring president, C. H. Wads
worth, introduced the new president, 
Thomas G. Newman, who took his seat 
after making a neat speech.

After the transaotlon of some unim
portant business the Association ad
journed in a business capacity, to meet 
again in San Francisco, September 4, 
1397.

Three public meetings were held in 
the hall on Sunday, all of them being 
well-attended, the house being literally 
packed in the evening. Excellent pro
grammes were rendered on each occas
ion. National President Barrett, Eliza
beth Lowe Watson, Thos G. Newman, 
W. J. Colville, N. F. Ravlin and others 
speaking, while Prof. Young's Orches
tra, Mrs. Emma Sherwood, 1'rof. E. A. 
Whitehead, Mme. Waltz, contributing 
musical numbers, and several mediums 
giving tests and messages from the 
friends in the Beyond. Every test was 
recognized.

Tlie death of Bro. M. B. Dodge, who 
was a member of tho Association, oceur- 
ing, as it did, the day before the meet
ing of that body, made his funeral in re
ality on# of its functions, and the cere
monies took place in Golden Gato Hall, 
Sunday noon, September 6, between tho 
forenoon and afternoon sessions of the 
Association, under the auspices of the 
united societies of San Francisco.

The exercises began by a vocal solo, 
“Angols, Ever Bright and Fair,” ren
dered by Mrs. G. R. Tuttle.

Mrs. Elizabeth Lowe Watson then of
fered an invocation and spoke <jt the life 
of the deceased as a part of that better 
life toward which the world Is moving. 
She spoke of him as one who in spirit 
would ever be present to counsel and 
advise in deeper, greater love than 
earth can have.

Mrs. G. R. Tuttle and Mrs. Frances 
Rogers then sang the duet, "The Old 
Man’s Dream,” u favorite of the late Mr. 
Dodge.

Professor J. J. Morse, of England, de
livered the funeral oration, which look 
the form of a touching tribute to a risen 
friend, and was a masterly effort.

The pall-bearers were William M. 
Rider, president of the Progressive 
Spiritualists' Society; W. H. Yeaw, 
vice-president; F. B. Small, J. 11. 
Moore, John Koch, L. A. Gough, A. D. 
Hall and George H. Hawes. The coffin 
was beautifully decorated with flowers 
and sheaves of ripened grain. The in
terment was in Odd Fellows’ Cemetery.

The sable-winged angel came very 
gently to Brother Dodge, and not with 
pain, distress and long suffering.

Deceased went to his room to lie down 
and rest, and as he slept the messenger 
came and bore the loved husband, tried 
friend and true Spiritualist to his re
ward. He has passed, indeed, from labor 
to refreshments.

The association was most harmonious 
in its labors, and the prospects are that 
societies all over the State will take a 
ch'arter from it, and there is much dis
cussion of the subject of Spiritualism all 
over the State—new Spiritualists and 
new societies springing up all around.

Much of the success of the association, 
as an organization—its building up—is 
due to the energetic and unselfish labors 
of Mrs. Elizabeth Sloper, State Organ
izer, who has traveled, and labored at 
home, to show the benefit and advant
ages to be derived from •affiliation with 
the National Association, and many oth
ers have also worked hard to establish 
harmony and consolidate the forces of 
the Golden State.

Just at present no topic is more talked 
of in San Francisco than Spiritualism, 
and now a Spiritualist revival is in 
progress—began Monday, September 
7th—having meetings Sunday, Monday 
and Tuesday of each week. The meet
ings are well attended, and much inter
est is manifested. This part of the Pa
cific coast—the Spiritualistic part, at 
least— is thoroughly awake to a sense 
of its duty, and the 'world can look 
for a good report from California, the 
land of gold, of-fruit and of Spiritual
ists. I Zeno.

Sau Francisco, Cal;
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Spiritualist Meetings in Chicago,

The Church of the Soul, at SohiHejf 
Theater, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richm® 
pastor. Services at 10:45 a. m.

The First Spiritual Society of th« 
South Side, New .Masonic Temple, 3129 
1’orest avenue. Services at 2:30 and 7:$Q, 
Mrs. Adu Foye lectures and gives test«.

Beacon LightChurcli «17 North Clark 
street, near Burton Place. Services at 
L:3t) and 7:45 p. m.. conducted by Mr« 
and Mi*b. Geo. F, Perkins.

Church of Love, Fuskin’s Hall, 3012 
Archer avenue. Experience and test । 
meeting at 8 n. in. <

Germqn Spiritualist Society, Cartel«1 
man s Hall, 13th street and Ashland ays 
enue. Services at 3 and 8 p. m. i

Ilie Spiritual Endeavor Society meet« 
at 1 South Hoyne avenue, 7:45 p. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Spiritual Gospel Temple,Hygeia HalL 
Washington boulevard and Paulina St. 
Services at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Home Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and 8. p. m.

The Church of tfie Sjilrit, Willis Ed. 
wards, pastor, meets at 620 North Clark 
street, at 3 and 8p. m. Lyceum at 2 p. in. 

People’s Home Association, Bricklay
er s Hall, 93 South Peoria street. Serv« 
ices at 7:30 p.m.

South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Hall 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conference meeting at 
J p. m, Lecture at 8 p. m.

The Spiritualists Church of the Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. ni., at Monson’s Half, 
1052, Milwaukee avenue, corner Lincoln 
street, Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.
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The progressive thinker.
THE ELIMINATOR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR. R B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical: exnoi 

Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog 
matlc Christianity, containing many elartllng conclq 
lions never before published, showing clearly thi 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa 
ment stories, and proving that Jesus was sn tmperMn 
atlon and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.50. For Sale at this Office 
Researches in Oriental History.

One

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
Vol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50

general division.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World." ' By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
81. For sale at this office.

The soul and spirit that animates and 
keeps up society is mutual trust.—South.

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
X. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM, 
3. DERIVATION OP CHRISTIANITY. | 
4. WHENCE OUR ARIAN ANCESTORS? I 
The whole comprlsee an earnest hut fruitiest searcl 

for a Hittorlcal Jctut. _____ ___
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not ta 

have been the holy and farorod people they claim t< 
bare been. The Metarule Idea Is traced to the Sia 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its blalory II 
outlined, following the wnret ot emigration, until It It 
fully derelopod Into Christianity, wlthamythlcal hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, toon after the commencement, 
of the Christian era. - -- ...........1

The book demonstrates that Christianity and It J cen
tral hero are mythical; that the-whole system la bated 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and thM 
lu rites, ceremonials, dormas and eupentltlone 
but surrlrals of so-called paganism. It shows rast re* 
Buarch rtdodr tlie record? of the past; iti facti wt 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no pert 
sun can read it without Iwtructlun and proM, whelp« 
bcrrM’hee the same conclusions with the Minor (XI 
otlierwlee. For tale at this office. ,

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
Bl A. 6. Hudson. M D. Price, 15 eenU. ’ _
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NO LIFE GftN BE WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
LiyED FOR /VNOTH-ER

AFTERTHEPÄST.WHAT?

The

By

THE SPIKIT' WtIST.

He Is Doing a Grand Work.

Whore ie he? You are now in hiemo.

o 
y

.be .
for somethiug to 
lift, up; a reatson- 
ÌWprked out, and 
Vqstjve mind had

and a casting about 
better, something to 
able conclusion well 
then only when this

Future Life: Develops from 
the Present,

As Presented by Mattie E. 
Hull.

This Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Conclusions from “The Past, 
An Object Lesson.”

. the correct use of all helps,-and 
the wise application of all that has been

ftaWERS

H. Rice: Q. Your answer to my 
question in regard to “circular respira
tion,” was very unsatisfactory. You ap
pear—which 1 ean not believe—not to un
derstand it. Swedenborg is certainly 
high authority. White says that he 
“was gifted with the power of suspend
ing animation from childhood, which is 
common with men of deep thought.” 
(Life, page 67.) Swedenborg says it will 
"enable me to breathe inwardly for a 
long period of time without the aid of 
external air.” “Aly outward senses, as 
well as actions, continuing in vigor.” 
"I have also been instructed that my 
breathing was directed x ” to en
able me to be with spirits and to speak 
with them.” In a Hindoo book, written 
J100 1J. C., tliestatement is made; “Hold 
thy breath * * * three minutes, and ■ 
in the fourth the good spirits will appear 
to tnee; in the fifth you will acquire the 
power of good spirits.” I have seen al
lusions toso-called “internal” or“circu- 
lar respiration,” and that holding the 
breath will produce coma. It is gener
ally believed by doctors that the blood 
requires continuous oxidation by fresh 
air, yet there seems to be a means un
known to remain untoxio without respi
ration. I should like further light on 
this subject. . '

A. The meaning of the correspondent 
was fully understood, afid answered as 
fully as the case appeared to demand, 
for the hypothesis of “internal respira
tion ’ is, in its very wording, an out
growth of misunderstanding. There is 
no doubt that by holding, the breath 
coma can be produced, for the result 1b 
the same as that of an. JU-ventilated 
room; the blood-becomes loaded with 
poisonous products. But this state Is no 
more like the true: spiritual state than 
disease is like health.

• It is putting effect for cause when the 
slow breathing of persons in deep 
thought is supposed to go before the 
thought, rather than to follow a? an 
effect. One can readily observe this in 
himself, and will find that when ab
sorbed in profound study the breathing 
la impaired, and probably one of this 
produces, more than anything else, the 
exhaustion which follows.

There is a state of trance in which 
breathing is almost completely suspend
ed, and the blood remains without creat
ing poisonous products; for the physical 
activity is suspended. But it must be 
observed that here the spiritual state 
determines that of the body, and is not 
a result of the stopping of the breath. 
There is no "internal respiration.” 
What little there is proceeds the same 
as the normal condition. There is a 
slight absorption of air through the 
skin, as well as the- lungs, sufficient to 
preserve the flame of life—tbat is, the 
connection Of body and spirit.
.1 have no wish to controvert the high 

authority of Swedenborg, who was a re
markable clairvoyant, but no one can 
deny that ho was strangely influenced 
by his own preconceived religious su
perstitions, and in bis scientific knowl
edge unreliable. That ho should mis
take tho effect for the cause is hot re
markable. If the breath should be held 
for ‘ three minutes,” absolutely, there is 
no doubt “good spirits would appear," 
and equally without doubt that these 
minutes would be quite sufficient for 
that result.

To seek clairvoyance and activity of 
spiritual perception by holding the 
breath is as rational as it would no by 
hibernation. In either case a lethargy 
of all the faculties, spiritual and physi
cal. is produced, much more remote 
from clairvoyance than the normal.

With the new views of spirit which 
we entertain, it would seem that the 
childish ideas of the Indias ought to go 
to the rubbish heap of dead things. The 
very fact that a theory is two thousand 
years old ought to cast discredit on it. 
The psychology of India and its specula
tions are constantly bobbing up, claim
ing a place and hearing because old, and 
because of India.

The western world' does not desire, 
that knowledge of spirit which comes 
from stolid contemplation, year after 
year, of the abdomen, cultivated by the 
“great” (?) sages of India. _

That old Indian psychology which de
grades the body and makes its pains 
and disorganization a pathway to purity 
and spiritual growth is the antithesis of 
the new Spiritualism. This new Spirit
ualism begins with a perfectly attuned 
physical body as the temple of a perfect 
sjiirit, and the best and highest spiritual 
power is gained through the perfect 
harmony in the relations of these.

There may be occasions where, by the 
weakening of the physical, the spiritual 
shows more distinctly—as by disease, 
drugs, or at the moment of death—but 
such instances show what might be 
nermanent were the relations fully un
derstood. Directly in this line of 
thought comes a question from another 
correspondent: ■

M. B., Olean: Q. Can we gain spir
itual knowledge by the study of the oc
cult philosophy of India? ;

A; We present as a personal conclu
sion, gained by a somewhat thorough 
study of the occultism of India, that its 
methods are so contrary to the new 
Spiritualism of the West, that they and 
their fruits are valueless. What truth 
they contain has become a part of Spir
itualism, and the largo remainder is of 
value only as fossil remains of monsters 
of early beliefs.

Instead of delving in the rubbish.heap 
- of the past with the expectation of find
ing some jewels, perchance mouldering 
from the decay of its wearer, dead thou
sands or years, let us go forward to the 

. new fields-where the horizon broadens 
out to the universe. ;

We have not one thing to learn that 
is fresh and new from the “hidden wis- 
dotn" of the Orient; not one Jact in 
physical science dr spiritual philosophy. 
The moral maxims and instructions are 

" not included, for these are the world’s 
property, and no race or sacred writing 
has a patent on them.

The very fact that there is a claim of 
mystery, of hidden meaning, should 
condemn. This claim of the riddle, that 
only the inspired priest, or the chosen 
taken with incantations into the holy of 
holies, can interpret, proves, of itself, 
the riddle worthless, and the Interpre- 
tors frauds, or infatuated. Knowledge 
has no mysteries, has no ritual to enter 
her gates, no password, or sign or grip. 
She spreads out her store, from the in
fusoria which finds an ocean in a drop of 
dew,' to the stellar system, which 
stretches beyond the power of the tele
scope. The man of knowledge has no 
secrets to sell, or whereby to surround 
himself with mystery. He says to all: 
"Come with your lamps, your tapers and 
torches. Mine will burn no dimmer for 
lighting you all," and the world flames 
with the torch of the knowledge he 
freely imparts.

Spiritualism has felt the touch of the 
occult Indian mysticism, and has suf-

fared just as far as it has yielded. From 
them came reincarnation and pre
existence, which have caused dissension 
and, if received, would as effectually 
destroy the spiritual philosophy as 
death would destroy life. From thence 
comes the constant pressure th go to the 
pundit for spiritual knowledge, instead 
of seeking jt at the spiritual source. 
How strong this belief is, is shown by 
the credence given thoxclaims of the 
high priestess of Theosohhy, and the 
real existence of the entniely fabulous 
“Mahatmas.” t .

It is time Spiritualism-cast aside de
pendency on the past. It has not to dig 
in the fermenting compost heaps of 
India for truths which it already has ex
pressed in modern phrase. Its advance 
guard, the extreme picket line, are the 
truth-bearers, not the laggards in the 
rear. .

Theologian: Q. What do Spiritual
ists believe about God?

A. Spiritualists have various beliefs, 
and perhaps no better answer can be 
given than the following quotation from 
“Life in Two Spheres,” from the Words 
of the Sage: ,

Here the question arises: “What and 
where is God?” This vast subject has 
engaged the attention of theologians and 
philosophers through all recorded time, 
and yet nothing but a vague, unsatisfac
tory conception has been gained. Still 
the mind manifests its inward dissatis
faction In striving for something more- 
something beyond. In early ages the 
chiefs and rulers gave their ideas, and 
their followers . were satisfied. They 
recognized God as a personal being, and 
their followers worshiped as such. This 
ideaof God’s personality has descended 
to the present time, and the mass still 
worship a monstrous human potentate 
instead of the controlling principle of 
the universe—the Over-Soul.

Say to the churchman that you believe 
the Deity to be the Mind of Nature, and 
he will exclaim in horror: “You are a 
disbeliever in God; you cannot worship 
Him unless he is personified." The 
Chinese bowing before their idols, the 
Hindoo prostrating himself before the 
crushing wheels of Juggernaut, the fire
worshipers venerating the rising king 
of day, are no more idolatrous than 
those who worship a personified Deity. 
The germ of true veneration is deeply 
planted in man’s nature, and cannot be 
suppressed, From beneath the weight 
of-uges of superstition the holy aspira
tions of our nature will Hash out like 
beautiful stars from behind the rolling 
clouds. Ip olden time I often uttered to 
myself the sentence; “What and where 
is God?” Civilization sent back its sul
len echoes in a host of answers; individ
uals and classes assailed me for a sepa
rate hearing: all was uproar and con
fusion; but above the universal din 
arose the voice of the priests that God 
was a potentate in the human form 
dwelling in High Olympus, surrounded 
by a court of demigods. To deny was to 
accept the scourge and death.

I wandered over the sands of the des
ert, revolving the great inquiry in my 
mind. A son of the-waste stood before 
me. Here is a child of Nature, thought 
I; he cannot be prejudiced by the myths 
of their fathers. In this, however, I 
was mistaken. For a moment free 
thought broke through the clouds which 
hung over his mind, and Nature spoke 
through him:

"Behold,” said he, “these sands are 
bordered with plants. They grow arid 
give me sustenance. In-then- growth I 
behold life and wisdom, and, in propor
tion as my mind expands,.! behold intel
ligence. Look abroad over this water. 
See yonder moving pillar of sand. God 
has moved his breath to do his bidding. 
I feel his presence in the broad sunshine 
and in the serene night. The stars re
flecting the dim shadows of the waste 
remind me that he is far off, yet near."

Turning to the Indian, who passes his 
life chasing the deer through tne forest, 
or pursuing the bear to his den—who 
dwelt most with Nature, and had never 
been led astray from her truthfulness-r
I presented my bold inquiry. For a mo
ment he was amazed und confounded, 
when ho exclaimed:

“View the mighty forest, the birds 
caroling in the branches. I hear his 
voice mingling with the wail of the 
spirits of my fathers in the breeze. 
In the echo of the thunder he speaks to

presence. He is ever speaking to you, 
for he dwells in everything and in every
where."
. Untutored child of Nature,' from 
whence derived you so much truth? 
Theologians have long striven to grasp 
thy simple explanation and failed. Pre
conceived opinions and tradition exer
cise great influence over the mind; and, 
although fully convinced that the Deity 
is an intelligent principle, our fancy will 
personify Him. Reason alone can sot 
the matter right. As soon as you per
sonify and give God a shape, you circum
scribe his limits and power. As soon as 
you measure him by man, in power or 
shape, and thus bring him down to finite 
comprehension, you make him a finite 
personage. You must not compare him 
with man. The fact that mau stands 
apparently at the head of creation is no 
evidence that there may not be inhabi
tants on other planets differing entirely 
from him in form, yet as far exceeding 
him in compreheuson and power of 
thought as the most acute philosopher 
on this globe exceeds the Hottentot, 
who imagines the horizon to be the 
boundary of the universe. The finite 
cannot comprehend the Infinite. The 
idea of God’s personality leads us imme
diately to believe thatheisof the hu
man form. The Caucasian thinks he is 
a Caucasian; the Indian a red map: the 
Turk a Turk; the African a black 
chieftain: and so to the limits of intelli
gence. where God’s existence ceases to 
be recognized. It also compels the as
signing of a locality. If God is local, he 
cannot be universal,' he must be finite— 
and not infinite. A finite being cannot 
control an infinite empire—hence there 
would be systems of worlds, situated.far, 
far beyond the control-of suchaGod. 
The great code of principles created the 
earth in its present form, and so far as 
they acted in creating, they now act in 
controlling. God is eternal; so are these 
attributes. They are co-eternal, .co
existent with matter, and can never be 
annulled or altered. As man’s soul and 
body are one, so is the Infinite mind and 
the whole universe. - - - .

A Medium in Need.
To the many readers, old and new,-of 

The Progressive Thinker: Through 
the kindness of this paper I wish to ask 
Spiritualists and friends of humanity to 
help me on again as they have done be
fore in the past. I am a medium of 
twenty-eight years’ standing. I have 
worked faithfully in the psychic field. 
I hare been used chiefly in automatic 
writing, inspirational speaking, and 
clairvoyant vision and symbol. Through 
these phases I have given messages, in- 
stnictions, answers to questions and 
tests. I' worked without pay until the 
last three years, when I have received a 
little compensation. Reverses came upon 
us. My sister Carrie, brother Chester 
and myself, well along in years and ail
ing, are destitute, so I ask help. A lit- 
tie gratuity from the kina-hearted 
would suffice. I will still sit and try for 
controls and send results to those who 
mav wish, if they will send letter and a 
dollar, enclosed to me. Please address:
. . Miss Lucy Myer,

Waynesville, Warren. Co., Ohio.
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6EUESTI/YL DYNAMICS
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature.

accomplished before our time, do we 
come into full strength; by this disci
pline of muscle, nerve and brains do we 
apply this knowledge that has come 
down to us out of the ages—the years 
behind.

Applied knowledge turns the wheels 
of progress, moves the dynamos, and di
rects the wondrous electrical circuits 
that course backward and forward, 
through and over our cities, our coun
try: electricity is that most powerful as 
well us latest discovered force that has 
brought about sucha revolution in many 
departments of life mundane.

We rise to planes of higher, purer 
life, by the correct use, we say, of all 
that—the past has worked Out, or has 
reasoned out, and when we have fully 
mastered the varied lessons that the 
past so clearly teaches, then are we 
equipped for the conquest just ahead— 
those fields that lie all ripe and ready 
for this class of reapers. The past has 
taught us such rich and varied lessons, 
and if we learn well these lessons, so 
well worth the learning, our heads, our 
hearts, will be abundantly grown to en
ter the arena of life just ahead, to press 
on to the triumphs that so surely await 
the patient gatherer of earth’s valuable 
lessons, gathered in the hope of making 
himself a harvester iu the fields that 
the future shall present.

All life of the body, all earth life, is 
much the sume product, and it is only as 
the mind, the soul, rises superior to its 
fleshy envelope, to dominate, to control, 
that any diversity is seen in the human 
man who is dependent upon all and 
eyerything about him for his life, his 
training; his after life, bis life after 
manhood begins, at least, is, in a large 
degree, the result of all this and a pro
duct Of these conditions. His mind, his 
soul, is'the product of his life,.the re
sultant of his hopes, his thoughts, and 
his life in general, and he is, to a large 
extent, what he-wills, what he develops. 
He can be a companion fit for thé gods, 
or lie cap be the lowest, filthiest worm 
that grovels upon earth. He can de
velop a healthy, active mind, live a 
pure, beautiful, soul-helpful life, or be 
can bécome an animal with just amere 
spark of the divine soul.

We wish we could write it in letters of 
flame, so that he who runs might read. 
Wo wish we could impress upon each 
son and daughter of bur race the real 
truthfulness of our deduction.

If worldly position, social elevation 
and.the power of money had not been so 
exalted, so almost deified, and the whole 
aim and end of life been to make more 
money, we should be better able to see 
that a beautiful soul, a sweet spirit, is 
one of our sole qualifications for the life 
ahead, and , is worth all it costs of self
sacrifice, of righteous living.

We wish we could help you to see how 
many spirits are almost crushed'out by 
this excessive devotion to Mammon; that 
whole lives are lived' with only the in
centive to accumulate, to enjoy of earth
ly goods and then—to go away and leave 
all behind, and go-on with the mere 
shadow of what should have boon, to be
gin the future life, having no qualifica
tion of life or of soul to carry to our fu
ture home that is eternal and only just 
a little way ahead.

If our earthly friends could only for 
one moment realize the difference be
tween a soul that has grown to its full 
fproportion, by a beautifully-lived earth- 
ife; that has lived to perfect its own 

.life and help all those around to be bet
ter am! happier—that has lived to feed 
the hungry, to clothe the poor, to lift up 
the fallen, to soothe the troubled heart, 
to bind up the broken spirit; that has 
been a blessing, a benediction all'the 
way along—and that selfish, sordid, sen
sual earth product, a graduate of the 
flesh and the servant of his baser pas
sions—who only has.lived for his own 
pleasure, no matter who else might be 
crushed in the struggle, or who be 
starved, only that he might eat of the 
fat of the land, drink of its abundance, 
and be clothed in the finest of raiment; 
he who has taken of the pearls of soci
ety only to crush, blast and blacken, 
no matter, only so he lives, ho enjoys.

If you only could see the different pro
ducts that come out of life material, it 
would cause you to see earth life in its 
true light; it would cause you to see the 
real mission of man, of woman. It 
would give yori a lësson in what value 
may consist.

Wo have heard a self-constituted, self
satisfied divine labor strenuously to pre
sent his reasons for li ving, that sounded 
somewhat like this:

“Live that you may work, out your 
salvation through Jesus Christ, for he 
only carries the keys to life eternal! 
There is no salvation except thé blood 
of Christ cleanse you from all. sin, for he 
died for the sins of the whole world.”

The advance guard of these closing 
years of this nineteenth century are just 
beginning to see that no life can.be 
lived for another, that no just punish
ment can be endured by other than the 
really guilty, and that the main object 
of living is not that we escape a brim
stone bath, while our friend, not being 
so fortunate or so well circumstanced, 
or able to quite agrée with us in doc
trinal matters, without regard to his 
life or its fruits, will be relegated to the 
realm whose only atmosphere will not 
support life. . '

-Come, my friend, : and let us reason 
together! • ' • ' .

If you live a high, pure life, you will 
perfect a noble soul that shall be your 
own dear self here, a stimulant: to your 
friends, a lightalong.the way; and when 
the casket has becooae so diseased, so 
debilitated that it cannot nourish this 
beauteous gem, then shall the only im
mortal part of ourselves be freed from 
its shell, and the mortal returu to the 
material elements that composed it, to 
be of them once more, and what has 
proven too precious to decay will find 
another sphere of its own kind, where it 
will live on, only on, to enjoy, to come 
and go on errands of mercy and love, ns 
it so delighted to do here.

This is the only reasonable deduction, 
and it is only waiting for you to prove 
its truthfulness." The present timo is 
full of opportunities, and only he who 
will not know need be ignorant.

We only learn to read by using all the 
helps we cun get, and putting what we 
learn into patient use, and steadily 
growing in knowledge day by day, ap
plying as we go.. JSo also should it be 
with the occult; so also shah it be with 
all that is worthy to be learned.

All progress in any field has been pa
tiently worked out in just this way, and 
there seems no reason to hope for a time 
when progress will happen, or descend, 
or be found or mined, or evaporated. 
All race-growth has been the result of 
dissatisfaction with Existing conditions,

the patience, the influence and the ex
ecutive ability to apply, tg the end that a 
better way be found that may help some 
one up higher.

Would we discard belief iu the super
natural.-' Oh, no!

But we would have man be all that he 
can bo;, we would have him be true to 
his better self, true to his brother, and 
we would have him develop such a ma
terial body, such a nerve power, such 
mental power that ho may apply the 
lessous of the past to the development of, 
all that is best within him; then lie may 
go forth in the power and light thus 
gained, to live a most beauteous earth
life, so that the soul that he is mean
while developing shall be the noblest 
possible earth product—this same to be 
his capital upon which to commence his 
life ahead. '
We rise by the things that are ’neath 

our feet;
By what we have conquered of good 

and gain;
By the pride deposed and the passion 

slain;
And the vanquished ills that we hourly 

meet. ' .
Only this: Let us grow out of these 

earthy damps, that we may clearly see 
that what have seemed sad, funereal 
tapers are only the lamps that should 
light our path way when we leave these 
structures of clay upon the sphere where 
we have found them.

Weare only following the sweetest, 
the purest part of those' beautiful say
ings of those beauteous souls, that have 
loft a few sweet strains to' help us, while 
they have only gone on to take up life 
where they so richly deserve to live.

What of those, then, who will not, do 
not,cultivate this germ of life immortal? 
Their lives abundantly prove that neg
lected opportunities, unused talents, 
produce only a wreck and saddest of re
flections that itmight have been so dif
ferent, just as here, and instead of the 
soul that should have been, only a fail
ure; so scarred that its beauty is all 
gone, its usefulness blighted, its very 
life only a spark. .

The opportunities neglected are gone, 
and with them the results that should 
have been worked out, We, none of us, 
are as much as we might Ije; no one is 
as perfect as he ought to be! Human 
naturò is very fraill Bpt we, neverthe
less, are the product of our life, the re
sult of our own actions, and as such we 
will have to leave the’W&tal to take on 
whatever is ahead, with a well-spent or 
an ill-spent life to connné'nco the future, 
be it wnat or where it msjr.

A Progressive Thinker,

Probably few of ouPr^aders have as 
yet enjoyed the pleasurevof examining 
the work of Prof. HF A:'Streight, the 
wonderful lneplrational "artiet, whose 
stay In Los Angeles .'is h’hw drawing to 
a close. The ProfessdV h’as some grand 
views of California 'sceiiery, but the 
most interesting part dP'hls work, to 
Spiritualists, is the prdductfonjri-alle
gorical scenes and views In the Spirit
land. To give an Idea of; his work in 
this line, we give herewith a bit of per
sonal experience.

By invitation of the artist, the'editor 
of tne Medium and his wife had a sit
ting at the studio a few days ago. A 
piece of French mill-board about twelve’ 
by twenty inches in size was properly 
magnetized, and upon this the picture 
was painted. It 10 a most beautiful 
piece of work, and we cannot even at
tempt to describe it, but the following 
communication which came with it from 
the spirit band of the artist may give a 
faint idea of its character:

Tireless worker In the Father’s vine
yard: We have heard- thy voice crying 
in the wilderness, demanding truth ana 
wisdom, and henceforth you shall be 
guided and instructed by wise and lov
ing beings who aro ever ready to re
spond to the call of earth’s children who 
are in search of wisdom and truth. .

The little symbol which-we present to 
you is only a faint and Imperfect presen
tation of what you are to realize in the 
future.

Back in the distance you can see the 
mountain which towers above all Others. 
This is the mountain of Hope and Inspi
ration. Keep these always in view and 
falter not. Draw to- thee from the 
spheres of wisdom and love the elements 
needed for the great work you have un
dertaken for humanity.

You will perceive the golden atmos
phere which hangs over the distance. 
This symbolizes Wisdom: and the white 
light which comes from beyond is the 
pure light of inspiration which is min
gling with the light from the Sphere of 
Wisdom.

There is also a glimpse of the River 
of Life, and your homo near by, which 
is not yet completed. -

The watch-tower, which stands on the 
boundary between the two worlds, 'is 
provided with a light which shall pene
trate the dark places of earth arid scat
ter the mists of superstition and igno
rance, while messengers pure and truth
ful will report to you from time to timé 
and inspire you to proclaim through the 
Medium that which will enlighten and 
purify the eager and truth-aspiring mul
titude. The Astral Band.

- Prof. Streight has. painted several 
pictures of this class ?pr”p,eople of Los 
Angeles and vicinity, aiid/ in every in
stance they have givdn 'the most com
plete satisfaction. In sdmtìThere appear 
many spirit, forms,' moYbror less plainly 
defined, and’ among them àre recogniza
ble the forms, features > and dress of 
friends of the persons for whom the 
view was painted. As? works of art 
alone these pictures are? worthy of a 
conspicuous place in-any-home or art 
collection. There is something there 
which fascinates the pehfllder, and the 
longer one studies them the more he ad
mires and wonders... The i.artist is, for 
the present, making ¡these wonderful 
pictures at a ridiculously low price, con
sidering their beauty and value. He 
will remain but a few weeks longer. 
His residence and studio is at 137 South 
Bunker Hill avenue.—The Medium; Cal.

“Human Culture and Cure.. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure, fin- 
eluding Methods and Instruments).” By. 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents. . .

"Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.-■ ■ -

At present writing, we, Moses and 
myself, are spinning over the country 
on a fast train, our first point of destina
tion, Chicago.

Our camp work for ’96 concluded last 
Sunday, at Woolley Park, Ashley, Ohio. 
We commenced early in the season, and 
1 believe the Ashley meeting was the 
last to close.

The camps in which we have been 
particularly interested the present sea
son, have not as a general thing had 
so large an attendance on week days as 
some seasons previous, but without an 
exception, the decision has been that 
no better camp-meetings ever have been 
held. The lecturers’from first to last 
have been imbued with a grand, up- 
reaching. intelligent, progreusive inspi
ration. The conferences’ have been of 
more than ordinary interest; the social 
interchanges have been pleasant and 
harmonious.

In these notes, I..can only refer in a 
general way to the work along the line. 
There are many encouraging signs at 
present, In connection with tfie move
ment of Spiritualism. Among these en
couraging signs is a disposition, on the 
part of the rank and file who represent 
our cause, to become better acquainted 
with conditions necessary for the best 
results in mediumship, and they are de
manding also that the workers shall 
qualify themselves in every department 
of their work, so we, as a body, may be 
competent to compete with the talent 
arrayed against us, in the pulpit and on 
the platform.

The Ashley meeting, though smaller 
in point of numbers the present season, 
was a great meeting in the way of talent 
and inspiration. .

Mrs. Dr. Briggs (nee Marguerite St. 
Omer) was prevented from filling Jiet- 
engagement by illness, but the gap was 
grandly filled by Dr. Adah Sheehan, 
whose inspired utterances electrified the 
audiences that assembled to hear her. 
' Hon, O. P. Kellogg needs no words of 
praise, as a camp-meeting worker, from 
me. He is an “all around men” at a 
camp, The cheerful, genial spirit he 
always takes to the platform makes him 
a most acceptable chairman. No mat
ter what his theme, It always abounds 
with sparkling thoughts; sometimes his 
audience is convulsed with mirth over 
the humorous illustrations and compari
sons, und again his words are full of 
sweet and tender pathos. May he live 
long in this world arid preach as-long as 
he lives. .

Dr. J. H, Randall felt an inspiration 
to visit the Ashley Camp. He was soon 
harnessed to the work, and entered with 
zeal and inspiration into the magnificent 
addresses'h'e gave. Hé was invited by 
the management to give three ad
dresses. His work was so well appreci
ated he was given the full endorsement 
of the association and ordained as one of 
its ministers, on the evening of the clos
ing session. .■

Mr. Hull conducted the ordination 
service for the society. Dr. Randall's 
postoffice address is Clyde, 0. He in
tends to devote his entire time to Spirit
ualistic work.

Modesty forbids my saying much con
cerning tne work of Mr. Huff and my
self. We were assured it was equal, If 
in not advance of the work informer 
meetings.

The closing days of the camp were 
filled "with more than ordinary interest. 
Memorial day, the day set apart not on
ly to the ascended campers, but to our 
arisen friends, was a day that will long 
be remembered by the campers of ’y(j 
at Woolley Park. A few nights before 
the services were to take place I was 
shown a vision of a rostrum, appropri
ate for that day. Among the decora
tions I saw what seemed to me to be a 
bank of flowers. The large collection of 
flowers was made up of small bouquets 
brought by those who had friends in 
spirit life. I saw names of the departed 
attached to those bunches of flowers, 
in the center of this floral piece was the 
inscription: “In memory of Our Arisen 
Friends.” It was a beautiful vision. I 
consulted a few who were Interested in 
the proceedings, and requested that we 
should make an effort to duplicate the 
vision. Accordingly I requested that 
everyone who had a friend in spirit-life, 
and who felt so disposed, should bring 
one flower, if no more, and with his own 
hands put it in a place prepared' for such 
offerings.

O, what a soulful response there was! 
Fathers, mothers, children, husbands, 
wives, brothers, sisters, friends, came 
with their little offerings. A large, 
solid tablet had been prepared, covered 
with white muslin; we had printed a 
lovely cardboard, with the inscription 
I had seen in my vision. Before It was 

?time for the service, the tablet was cov
ered; it was a beautiful sight, and a 
wonderful “object lesson” to skeptics. 
The first thing on the program, was a 
meeting, in which the mediums Mrs. 
Davis and Mrs. Delong, gave striking 
tests, and valuable messages in connec
tion with the flowers.

The children's entertainment received 
much praise, and as the writer had the 
affair in sole charge, sho felt a little 
pride in the result of her work.

My notes are already too long, but I 
must chronicle an event which took 
place soon after the opening of the last 
meeting. I had been announced for thè 
evening. Soon as I had taken my placé 
on the rostrum, I noticed one row of the 
front seats was filled with the little girls 
who had been associated with me in the 
Lyceum. They were dressed in white, 
and were arranged as I had always ar
ranged them for their march drill. 
Soon as the meeting ■ was fairly opened, 
it was announced that the children were 
coming to the rostrum to. say a few 
words. The musicians immediately 
commenced playing a march, the chil
dren arose and in perfect order 
marched to the platform. Two of the 
little girls who were nearest to tne said: 
“Teacher, we present this album to 
you; our names are written therein.” 
•Seldom in my life' have ! been so over
come as I was when these dear, sweet 
children put thoir little gift into my 
bund, and looked lovingly into my face 
for a response. 1 said a few words and 
gave them a little Impromptu good 
night poem. I thought as they filed past 
me, keeping time to. the music, heaven 
held no fairer sight-.

Dear children of the Lyceum at Wool
ley Park, may you never have an in
structor who will love you less than I 
do. You can never have one who will 
love you more. Our three seasons .to
gether have made us dear to each 
other.

Mr. ¡Hull and myself commence bur 
labor in Unionville, Mo , the ¿1st. 
From there we go to Hayesville,to Web
ster and to White Pigeon, Iowa.

Address us, 29 Chicago Terrace, Chi
cago. More anon.

■ ' Mattie E,Hull.

“Poems, of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In. this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may- be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively, to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured,and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is hastily 
printed and bound. Price 8L For sale 
at this office. :■

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN.
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETC.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scieijpfic method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental Healers, MofePphysicians, and all who practice the Healing Art 
Divine should give “Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies.

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light. For sale at this office.

“TH-E. LIGHT OF EGYPT,”
OB THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE STABS.

Finely Illustrated With Eight Full-Page Engravings.

BY AN INITIATE IN ESOTERIC MASONRY.

It is claimed that this book is not a mere compilation, but thoroughly ’ 
original.

It is believed to contain information upon the most vital points of 
Occultism and Theosophy that cannot be obtained elsewhere. :

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mysteries of man upon every 
plane of his existence, both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secret and Occult mysteries of Astrology are revealed and explained 
for the first time, it is affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics. ,

An effort is made to show that the Science of the Soul and the Science
of
OF

the Stars are the twin mysteries which comprise The On? Grand Science 
Life. .

The following are among the claims made for the work by its friends:
To the Spiritual investigator this book is Indispensable.
To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all earthly price, and will

prove in real truth “a guide, philosopher and friend."
, To the Occult it will supply the mystic key for which he has been so 

long earnestly seeking/ .
To the Astrologer it will become a “divine revelation of Science."

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“A noble, philosophical and instructive work."—Mrs. Emma Hardings 

Britten.
“A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—Dr. J. R, Buchanan.
“A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly interesting work. * * * It 

is more clear and intelligible than any other work on like subjects. "—Mr. 
J. J. Morse.

“A careful reading of The Light of Egypt discovers the beginning of 
a new sect in Occultism, which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the subtile delusive dogmas of Karma and Re-incarnatlon."—New York 
Times.

“It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from that class of schol
ars interested in mystical science and occult forces. But it is written in such 
plain and simple style as to be within the easy comprehension * * * of 
any cultivated, scholarly reader."—The Chicago Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book, the author certainly presents a theory of 
first causes which is well fitted to challenge the thoughtful readers' attention 
and to excite much reflection.”—Hartfori Daily Times.

“Considered as an exposition of Occultism, or the philosophy of the 
Orient from a Western standpoint, this is a remarkable production."—The 
Daily Tribune (Salt Lake City).

“This work, the result of years of research and study, will undoubtedly 
create a profound sensation throughout the philosophic world.”—The Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser.

“It is an Occult work but not a Theosophical one. * * * It is a book 
entirely new in its scope and must excite wide attention.”—The Kansas City 
Journal.

Beautifully printed and illustrated on paper manufactured for this 
special purpose, with illuminated and extra heavy cloth binding.

Price, Three Dollars. For Sale at This Office.

il

THE LANGUAGE OF THE STARS.”
A Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics.

BY THE AUTHOR OF «‘THE LIGHT OF EGYPT.”

This important primary work is the first practical exposition of the 
Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in their relation to man—that has yet been 
issued by the. American press. It contains fourteen special lessons, em
bracing each department of human life, in such plain, simple language that a 
child can understand the elementary principles laid down. And In addition 
to these lessons is an Appendix, containing a full explanation of all technical 
and scientific terms in general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, yet 
practical Astro Dictionary. This work is illustrated with special plates.

For Sale at This Office. Price, Fifty Cents.

“The A. P. A. MANUAL contains much Interesting and Instructive matter and a 
«Ide circulation of the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agent 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions that
surround them,
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I should like to sea It given a wide circulation." 
C. P. JOHNSON, State President A. P. A. of

PRICE • 15 • CENTS
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Illustrated Edition contains 80 pages, Sent on ncelpt ot i§ cents 2 copies fr 
25 cants postpaid. The MANUAL sells at sight.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. /
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BISHOP FOSTER.

Rejoice and Be<fílad! Herald Fortji 
the Tidings iof Good Health!

Under Certain Circum 
stances He Would Pre

fer Going to Hell.

Mrs. Dr. Dolison-Rarkeii
AS A SPIKIIL'AL HEALER I 
HAS NO EQJJALf . , , ) . !

M.D
THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

<»>

CHRONIC DISEASES,”
ff

SPIRITUALISM

Originated March 31, 1848,

IN THIS HOUSE.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

Which will more than repay 
you. . Should you desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

REMEMBER TO ADDRESS 

DRS. PEEBLES
& BURROUGHS, 

P. O. BOX 177, 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

’ : ; ■ 8S5tf .

Correct Diagnosis Free,
By enclosing name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stamp 
for reply.

A LOVING WIFE.
From Spirit Life She Speaks

Where Does the Mind-Beading 
• Come In. '

To the Editor:—it pains me to 
liave published matters which are so 
sacredly private. I think, however, 
that duty elicits publication, while 

■the emotional must 'be checked. One 
much beloved and too dear to the 
writer to name publicly (known, how
ever, to the editor and an occasional 
correspondent) passed to spirit-life 
last winter. In re that sad event it 
seems to me the evidence of spirit re
turn so utterly defies all existing the- 
ones of the materialistic school, con
cern ing our glorious philosophy, that 
jt may be my duty to make them pub
lic. In doing this, I fully appreciate 
the fact that each one is inclined to 
overvalue Ins own experiences, while 
undervaluing those of others.

First. 1 will state the situation. 
The writer’s daughter lives in Long 
Island City, N. Y. The spirit was 
freed fjom the body, in Kansas, in 
the month of January, ’96. In the 
midst of grief almost unbearable 
the writer requested his daughter to 
visit some medium of good reputation
in New York City or Brooklyn, on his 
behalf, with reference to his sad loss. 
Wisely she first consulted Judge A. H. 
Daily. A medium was selected under 
his advice.

Let it be understood that the me
dium and my daughter were utter 
strangers. First occurrence was the 
appearance of the writer's first wife
mother of the daughter—who gave 
her name and method of release.

I shall beyond this give very. little 
of the satisfactory seance, except such 
as positively precludes any possibility 
of the silly, threadbare theory of inind
reading.

The second spirit presenting herself 
to the trance medium gave the name 
of the one concerning whom I am now 
writing. Description and name were 
given (this known to the daughter), 
Then came the following: “When I 
was passing away, he (her husband) 
askid me to press his hand, if cou-. 
scious. I tried very hard, but could 
not. I moved my feet and I think I 
shook my head, but could not press 
the hand.” .

Now, no one on earth but myself 
• knew this. At noon, when she was 

surely passing away, all went from 
the room but myself, to .dine in our 

'dining-room. My wife's throat was 
paralyzed and eyes closed. We all 
thought her unconscious. There alone 
with her—no one but the angels cog

ci juziutt ;of what pa8ged~^;b«gged, if 
• oofiSGlous of my preijeitfje/ s)j£;$ould 
press my hand, which I had placed 
within her cold fingers.

For four hours she had made no 
motion; except what wae invOlved in 
breathing. She moved her?feet, turned 
her head to the left and then back, 
but did not press my hand. Compare 
tins with what she said. Let it be 
noticed that all she said was un
solicited, indicating (I infer) that she 
was saying it for my benefit, to let 
me know she it was who was com
municating.

Again: “There were just three of 
us in the house. The hired girl was 
so kind to me, I loved her dearly." 
The daughter receiving the com
munication could not have known the 
exact number in the house, nor the 
wonderful love which my wife inan- 
ifested for the girl who, 'though a 
stranger, hired during my wife’s last 
illness, seemed ready to sacrifice 
health and self-comfort to attend 
strictly to the patient's. As proof of 
her high appreciation of this girl, my 
wife directed me to give her a bureau 

. which she prized highly. (Let it be 
Understood tiiat there were two se
ances—held with different mediums 
and wholly unknown to each other; I 
give them combined.)

Again she said: “Tell him what he 
did at the funeral was just what I 
wanted; it pleased me very much.” 
What I have great reason to think 
this alluded to was the collection of 

t her thoughts on a future life, her be
. lief, etc., which were read by a friend.

She had ever solicited me, in cose of 
her going first, that I should let it be 
fully known at the last that she did 
not recant, but passed away a firm 
Spiritualist. The daughter had not 
a? yet received the details, and hardly

• comprehended this.
. Again: “I liked the flowers they 

- put in the casket; they were mostly 
white. One small bunch, the smallest 
bunch there, tied with a white ribbon,

■ cuddled near my chin. I liked it best 
of all. ” I must here mention that the 

' word “cuddled” was a very common 
word with my wife, and that she 
seemed lost for a pet word for pets or 
children that would sound to her more 
sweetly than “It cuddled down to me' 
so lovingly. ” Everyone who read 
this last-mentioned phrase observed 

' that. Now, as to the bunch of flowers,
I myself knew nothing of any such 
bunch. Surely the daughter in Long 
Island City knew nothing of them. 
By diligent inquiry among the ladies, 
I found one who had’ worked a kind 
of pocket in the bosom of the dress, 
and had placed there a bouquet of 

-white flowers, and tied them with a 
white ribbon. This confirmed every 
point. Nor did the lady know why 

-1 made the inquiry until she had 
explained all. Also, the kind and in
telligent lady who had been so kind 
to her, saw and knew the bunch to be 
smallest of all.

At one seance held in that city she 
was । importuned by my daughter to 
sav something which would be. a test 
of her presence to me. In response 
to thi«, after hesitation,? she said: 
’‘Tell him 1 was with him when he sat 
upon the side of the bed partially dis

. robed, and exclaimed. ‘Oh! my God,

».

Ctt/VS. E.
WftTKlNS

Who ie so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. Thie is one'reason for 
his great success. '

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is ac
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON ie that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that .will produce-the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all. .

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and -honest in every respect.

DR. 6. Ê. BIKINS,
AYER. MASS.

1 can’t bear it. ’ " Ju ,the interest of 
truth, I admit this otherwise sacred 
bit of privafly to Jie true. ■ ••<. ..

I have reserved "tlie'most potent 
point to the last. There lived in the 
city-where tjye .writer. liv.esj and where 
my wife passed away,- tl lady whom I 
will call Mrs. Green. When my 
daughter lived here (as she did for a 
few years), this lady and my wife 
were excellent friends. In time my 
wife became estranged from this lady 
and believed her deceitful. As this 
lady and liusband are among my 
especial friends, it pains me to record 
this, and I only do it in the interest 
of the cause. Notwithstanding this 
feeling, this lady was very kind to my 
wife, sitting up with her many nights 
during a long, painful sickness. A 
part of the time her disease, and the 
strong poisons administered to her, 
caused her to wander intellectually. 
During these wanderings she became 
still more averse to Mrs. Green. In 
writing my daughter of my wife’s 
painful illness (heart disease), I never 
mentioned Mrs. G. except in terms of 
praise. ,Of course she believed that 
my wife loved Mrs. G. to the last; 
indeed, she could not think otherwise; 
for, besides all that I have stated, my 
wife was an extremely loving woman. 
At the second seance my daughter 
was instructed by me to ask: “What 
was your feeling towards Mrs. G. at 
the last?” Of course the daughter 
expected a very loving reply; but she 
was shocked to hear the following: 
“Why, just what it always was. I 
tkfelk she is a snake in the grass, and 

'he had better keep away from there.” 
My daughter explained to me that she 
thought tlie medium was exhausted, 
which caused this great error. It was 
true, however.

I had said to the daughter in my 
letter: “There was a little flower in 
the house, which she prized above all 
others—does she know where it is?” 
Answer: “Why, he put it on my 
grave, or intends to do so. The in
tention is there, but it is not a flower 
now; it is not now in bloom.”

The plant was a sweet violet. At 
the time of the seance it was upon 
the grave, where I had placed it; but 
the flower had dropped, and it was 
indeed a plant.

I had intended to condense this ar
ticle more, but find it impossible. I 
will abbreviate one other instance and 
close. She said: ‘ ‘Tell him I met the 
doctor as I came over here.” Now, 
my daughter knew that two. different 
doctors had attended on her. She had 
not heard of the death-of either, and 
asked in her letter telling me of this, 
“What does that mean?” Reader, it 
meant just this: During her sickness 
of over two months my wife had in
sisted that an old, white-headed spirit 
doctor was attending her. This she 
knew would be evidence to me that 
she still lived and loved in that sweet 
spirit land, where heartrending sor
rows will be known no more; where 
the rosy fetters of love’s sweet chain 
shall be a constant delight forever.

< Hopeful.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World, 
By. Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
ef it giveh by Plato as veritable history 
Itis intensely intereslintr. Price $2.

’EE8LES i
BURROUGHS, !

SPECIALISTS IN ALL CHRONIC 
5 DISEASES.

—Depend for tbelr remarkable cures, not 
upon the oUl dnih'tlc drug system, but upon 
the knowledge of dlaeases uud thulr proper 
remedies—upon science üud tbe finer psy- 
e.blc forces. r ’

Some of ihelr cures, like Schlatter’s, arc 
Î INSTANTANEOUS; iu other cusod mouths 

. arc required. '
Having eui’Ofully studied all the therapeu

tic agencies in connection with ibcli' long 
medical cxnprlencc, they uso thouc bust 
adapted to each ease with unvarying success.

Hundreds i)ro joyfully writing the Doctor : 
S“I am better.” or “I urn cured.’’ “God bices 

you.” ■
g THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWING!
X Pyspepslu. fllurrhiea, dropsy, epilepsy, ec 

zema, eryslpijluf, fulling sickness,- rheuuia-
Y 1 lam, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
Y headaches, heurt diseuse, klüdey complaint. 
y female weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia,, 
y paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, ustbinu, 

bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
5? upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses 
w of men, barrenness, Insanity, drunkenness, 
& constipation, lu grippe aud all cbroulc 

diseases. And further, they furnish
I FREE TO ALL PATIENTS
X Hygculc aud Physiological literature, on- 
V abllng them lybeu cured, to remain healthy.

A Pleasant Visit to Hydes
ville, New York.

Mrs, Kates and. self, accompanied 
by Mr. Clackner, of Rochester, N, Y., 
visited this little village Friday, .Sep
tember 11, that we might see- the cot
tage where the Fox girls'obtained in
telligent communion with the spirits 
through raps. The place is thirty
miles east of Rochester and less than 
a mile from the New York Central 
Railroad station at Newark, . N. Y. It 
is only- a little walk from the station, 
If you cannot stop off when going that 
way, theii look north immediately west 
of the station and you will see a’story- 
and-a-half cottage, painted light green, 
with a red barn nearly in front, and 
the palatial residence of Mr. Hyde ad
joining. It is easily seen from the 
railroad, Over the door the Hyde 
family have preserved for ten years 
past a board sign, painted white, with 
black letters reading as follows:

Other families have, lived there since 
the Fox family, and the magnetic 
forces, are । changed;- but :the house is 
in a fair state of preservation, con
sidering its age. It can be kept for a 
a century or more by enclosing it 
under a shed. The Spiritualists should 
purchase it and the grounds and erect 
there a memorial to Spiritualism. 
Meetings should be held there, at 
least on anniversary dates.

The Rochester society desires to 
hold a semi-centennial of the raps 
(March 31, 1898) and make it a na
tional meeting, that once., more the 
glad tidings may be sent forth to the 
people. I have agreed to co-operate, 
and would like to hear from all who 
are interested. We will soon learn if 
the Hydesville Cottage can be pur
chased. If it can, then all Spiritual
ists should contribute and make there 
a testimony of the great good Spirit
ualism has done the world.

We were accidentally joined at the 
cottage by Mrs. Lyman, a speaker 
from Chicago; Mr. and Miss Coolidge, 
of Phelps, N. Y. We held a little 
meeting in the house and obtained 
some light raps, and were talked to 
by the spirits through Mrs. Lyman 
and Mrs. Kates. They prophesied of 
a yet greater work to be done at 
Hydesville.

We obtained some photographs of 
the cottage as it ■ now is, which we 
hope will be suitable for reproduction, 
so all may know its present appear
ance and realize that the place should 
be made a sacred care by all who have 
been benefited.. G. W. Kates.

Right Living.’-’ By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will bo benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.

“Religious and Theological Works ol 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price 91. For sale at this office.

“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents: cloth, 91. For 
sale at this office. ■

“The Gospel of-Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“History Of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of vcritable'history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this ¡office, and-will be mailed 
costnaid for 25c.

DR. A. B. DOBSON’S
Healing powers are being repeated over and ovtir 

again through the j mediumship of MRS. DR.
DOBSON-HARKER, who, for the past year'and 
a half has ' ' '

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS .

of nil diseases that ilesb Is heir to, aud will give 
yon proof of her powers, by uendlug requirement 
as per small udvertisvmunt for dlsguosls of your 
case. Here is one of her many cures:

St. Louis, June 21, 1606.
MY DEAR MRS. DPBSON:—1 herewith enclose 

11.16 for another mouth’s remedies for my slsttir 
Emma. 1 can't tell you b'»w much good these medi
cines do her and how thankful aud grateful wo are 
for having applied for them. When she began tak
ing this last medicine, she bad considerable distress 
in the bowels aud stomach, but after a week she wi.s 
relieved aud we are convinced if she had not the 
medicine aho would have bud a serious sick spell as 
liver, stomach uud bowels were lu a bad condition, 
Now everything seems la good order; still wo feel ns 
if more medicine will eventually cure all her ailments 
We thank you sincerely for prompt reply, and wish 
you all the success you so well merit.

With affectionate regards, very truly, 
____  . . _ _ ... REBECCA LEVY. 
8331 jjaclcdc ave., St. Louis Mo.

What I admire in Bishop Foster is 
that he usually .says what he thinks, 
without apparently giving thought as 
to whether or not wlyif he says is in 
accord with .his creed. He honestly 
expresses his honest thought from the 
pulpit and in his writings. Would 
that the church had more such preach
ers—men who do not allow themselves 
to be circumscribed within the.narrow 
limits of man-made creeds and dog
mas. Bishop Foster is all right. He 
is a grand man; one of the “grand old 
men” of America. God bless him, If 
he only had experienced a few of the 
evidences of spirit return that have 
come to thousands of the “weak, fool
ish common -people" throughout the 
world, what a help he would, be to the 
cause of Spiritualism! How much he 
could aid the “cranks,” the “weak 
and the foolish,’’ in confounding the 
wise and mighty!"

On the 23d, of September, 1894, 
Bishop Foster . .preached before the 
Pittsburg Annual Conference of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, over 
whose sessions:! he presided. In his 
sermon, according to the Pittsburg 
Dispatch, he spoke as follows, to 
which the Zionis Watch-Tower, an 
orthodox publication located at Alle
gheny, very seriously objected, hav
ing devoted a part of- two issues 
in commenting upon the Bishop's 
“heresies.”

‘In his sermon (Bishop Foster ut
tered the following:: ' ‘

.“‘Ifl could concede for a moment 
that the world as I know it, and I 
know it from rim to rim, having trav
eled in all lands, having seen its dis
solute, despicable millions—having 
seen it in shame and filth, and if I 
were compelled to think that my- God, 
whom I worship, would by any pos
sible method of condemnation send 
down to hell 1,2(‘0,000,000 of my 
brothers, that know not their right 
hand from their left, and save a few 
of us who are a little better, perhaps, 
in our morals, I would not go into 
heaven if I could. I could not worship 
such a God as that. I would join the 
hosts of hell in rebelling against such 
a‘God. Our God is not a God of that 
kind. God is love, and is trying to 
save men. ”

This is exactly what Spiritualism 
has been teaching for years. It is 
also Ingersoll's idea.

The bishop is reported to have said, 
also:

“We think sin caused death, and 
we are accustomed to say so. It is 
not true! Death’ is God’s normal 
method of the universe! God made 
the universe for death!” -

Another of his “heresies” is as fol
lows:

“God gives impulses to reach out 
and take that which we should not 
have. But when, to indulge these 
desires, we step over the law with 
which he has hedged us about, we 
commit sin.”

Still another:
“Why did not Christ come im

mediately after the fall of man? Why 
was not revelation made at once? 
Simply because it could not be. * * * 
In Eden language took form, but it 
was not sufficient for revelation. 
Adam probably knew very little, and 
God treated him accordingly. He did 
not give him such a law as he gave to 
Israel at Sinai, ibiit he treated him as 
you would an infant ”

Verily, old orthodoxy is crumbling 
within itself, i H. V. Sweringen.

"Old Testament Stories Comically 
UhiBtrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, baSed on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
.book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers,- 
•It cloth 91.50. For sale at this office.

’ “The Molecular Hypothesis of-Na
ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presente 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism, The book is commended to all who 
love to ¿tudy and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents .

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds,” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miite 
Judson's literary works. Price, cloth, 
91; paper. 75 centa i
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FOR BEGINNERS.

68 Oak Street.

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

Mention this paper. 88$tf

F. CORDEN WHITE,
E. V. Wilson was one of the pioneers of Spiritual-

To

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

letter. 861

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
SEND 2-GENT STAMP TO . . .

•e street, 
358

Advance Humane Education 
. X 

in AH Its Phases.

Norwich Conn.
857

867 Col. Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
856t r

Syrup" the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

The Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New 

York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
; rhfl.BDphlcal analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
i bdhihlicd. The book contain! GG pages, and is beau*

Ono thousand more ou file at our office. Watch 
this space as new testimonials will appear every 
two weeks.

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

ANew Badge In solid gold 
with blue and black enamel, 
with the pyramlda, obelliK 
and sun's rays hi gold. Every 

.. Myrtle should have one . of 
emblems. Price 12. l or talc at this

42 2S 
. 8 W 
. 78 
.. 1 25 
. 1 78 
. 8 00 ’ 
.. 5 00

IfRS. L. PACKER, 750 W. VAN BUREN. CLAIR- 
111 voyant, psychometrlet, bnsinesB medium. Three 
reasonable questions answered by mall, with stamp, 
25 cents, 35g

Doctoti Batdorf—I have'given your medicine a 
good trial and uni pleased Co say It has cured tuc. You 
cau imagine how grateful 1 um for relief after doctor- 
hig so long with the ductors here without receiving 
auy benefit, and then to find a so-called “pateut inedF 
clue” that would cure me. 1 tell all- my friends aud 
wish evory poor sufferer In tho world could hear me.

„ . ’............... . MISS ANNA JOHNSON.
Newark, N.Y„No.80Murray street.

Tbs book cdntalns 400 pages, and Is sold for si. Ad
reas MRS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

PftflftLYSIS 
— AND — 

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. . . .

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Send three two-cent stamps, look of hair, osmo 

age, aex, ouo leading- symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER
_ _______ SAN JOSE, CAL.. Box 132 MGlf

Dbar Doctor—Before taking your medicine I was 
so weak 1 could hardly walk, and am now doing my 
own work. May|heaven bless and prosper you lu your 
good work. MAGGIE J. HEALY,

Athens, Pa., Box 573.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad* 

dressed to the Inhabitants of America In 1776, with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper, ‘ 
15 cents. -

Ilie Play of the Planets.
,----------o------- --

This wonderful educator Is attracting tbs attention 
of thpussuds of people all over the world as Its itm- 
pllctclty gives one „

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE 
concerning the influence of the planets and the signs 
Of the Zodiac In human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to use It and accomplish 
wonders.

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

This wonderful invention makes It easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of evory person born for 75 year« peat, end alto to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE.
a few of the first edition left which will 

be furnished at fil each. Fbr eale at thie 
office.

EARN CURE.
♦ Y?rN?i2Q our for monthly absent 
treatment by Dr. Swarts uud othura, combined with 

e8 froU1 Kodes Buehanam 
T tb0U» ,uouoy fruin you- Por ,hls and our

Co“, Ban jOSo“ciint“' Be"11 ‘° Medlc"'
_ ___________________o >7

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, spd Is designed to develop mediumship. 
Many by Its u»e ftavr reeeh ed long conimilnlc.- 
lion» from spirit friends, and express great smisfac- 
tiuB. Price. SI, ond 20 cents extra for expresses^. 
For sale at the office of Tre Prodreasivk Tiiinkeb, 

iMEmN^PIRifiJAL
HEALTH CIRCLE.

REV. G. V. CORDINQLEY, 
the celebrated trance and test medium. Seances, 
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday nights. Private 
consultations daily for business and diagnosing Psy
chometric circle every Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. 
Residence 2953 Indiana avenue. 8>5tf

Purchasers will find It Intensely interesting, and 
Will render kindly service to his widow who was left 
in straitened circumstances.

As tbe Suuflower turns Its 
face toward, the .«n, >o _Splr- 

__________ _____  Ituallem turn, the face, of ho- 
inanity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICESi

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
■UAeAí;1]1íOrH, °f U«r and kidney dl.eaaei 

““JP“'10“- A.«'“,e core for that tired, wern-oul 
“I- <’UB,r*“‘ced to ai.lnt your «y.tem to health 8unc,'“‘ '»““t

Oae package of eur Magnetized Compound for sora 
eves or poor eyesight. Has been used ini praised b? 
tSou.aod.lnanpart. of the world. Sent for 8 
or a!) three sent postpaid for 11.00 with Yarma’i 
photo and Instructions h ow to live 100 years.

CONSUMPTION CURED
By a new and eat, method, by D. 1>. KAYNER M D. 
V?1."6..tre,!.,!'cnt fbrbl.hed, and cure almost certain. 
A Idret, with »tamp for term., at til K. street. Sacra
mento, Calllorul», giving purtp-ulars of case. 849tf

TTRS. 8. F. ÖkWOLF—INDEPEh'DENT SLATE- 
JU. writing. 840 Winchester are., near Van Buren. 
Madison streetcar; take tr-nsfer at Robey. Ladles' 
circle, Tbnrsday. at 8:80. 858

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

J. 6. BATDORF, M. D.
’ ■' । .Q , ■

SPECIALIST IN ALL CHRONIC 
DISEASES. ' ' 
------- o , .

PKE8CBIBES NO POISONOUS 
DKUGS! 

—--------- 4).---- ----- --

TESTIMONIALS t
Doctor Batdobf—Your medicine lias been ft god- 

«end to tue. 1 bave spenta Urge amount of money 
for medicines, but uever felt us well us 1 do now.

PRINCIPLES 
. - OF -

LIGHT AND COLOR.

IMMORTHLITY, 
...OR...

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

MRS. 6. PARTRIDGE, 
' B ‘ Th- w«ll-Known P.ychoinetrlit and Butlne» Medium.

I Reading, peraonallr or by letter ,1.00. Three rea 
sonable questions answered by mall for 25 cents.

I Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
home of tbe patient. 8140 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
III. Take Cottage GrOvc avenue car to Thirty-first 
street. Residence, one block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thirty-first. WGOtf

K. v. wiison was one or me pioneers oi epiruuai- «... „I.m, and wa, noted a« a .peaker and tert medium.. He Teit ind Bw no.. Medium Bitting« dally
did * rr&nd work for tho causé, and this book narrates 2» Calumet tienne, corner Thlrty-fim street <ua a graauwur*ior iuuuuubc, *uu vuia wuiuriibiw Wio* o traii.i.nw. m.>.many of his striking experiences during bls labors. 9‘ Wellsboro Flats._____________________8Mtf

PSYCHOMETRY, ÇQNSQLT WITH 
___! 4. ®'Ber,er*nce ln.»!1 mattar, pertalatn, to 
___ practical life and your aplrlt-friends. Bead lock of

Address. «101’rulrle street. Milwaukee, Wis.

MAGNETISM fills tbe system with new life, energy 
and vigor, and puls It Ip harmony with nature. Jt 
establishes an'equilibrium among tbe vital forces 
which is tbe

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
FORM OF DISEASE.

Send for our uew book on Paralysls-FREE—in or
der to leurn more of tbh M Y6T1CAL SUBSTANCE. 
MAGNETISM. It tolls how to fill the system with 
magnetic life and vigor, and preveut all forms of 
disease. '

OUR MAGNETIC INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dol

lars, wilt couvlnce tbe most skeptical on earth of 
the power of this great, grand, Invisible substance. 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. I4OI MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

‘ in valTds
rr, HO WILL SEHD FOUR CEHTS IN 
If •*“*!•. jtalr dlaeaaa, or aymptoma, will racalvo 
pamphlet and advtca raxx to curt themsolvsi without 
draga. Ill, THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card- 
tt|ton.Omo t/

—, _ -, r A ■ ■■ ,a V1?1!1-?’-MANDOLIN, GUITAR, PIANO AND
Tn A TrilfhA AT vniriTIIAllAm J.YucSlnll“lc 5 per copy, IDO for me innnsoi òpiinuaiisiii rLousl;.uiirpf°'c‘taiutii°'

POEMS OF PROGRESS.......... . . .......
to Lixsie Dolen._ .They are ■ really, valuable. !

Price 11.00. . j . .

HINKBR.

SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS FREE,
By enclosing name in full, age, sex, 

lock of hair, leading symptom, and 
two stamps. Address

J. C. BATDORF, M. D„
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

' . 888«

A WONDERFUL OFFER
. . . BY ..,

DR. W. F, LAY, Clairvoyant,

Uultcd Staled, Canada, Australia and Europe lelllna 
of tbe inurvoloua results, after all hope lu othe? 
f.°?.^.AavOeeo. upJbelng speedily cured 
under Ins treatment. Nervousr and chronic diseases 
of every character, peculiar to both men and womfiS. 
are, by the alfl of bls wonderful and oxtraortUuarJ f power, cured. ' ••wwumj

I Ue doc'or has never failed lu a correct diagnosis of 
auy ease, mauy times It being causes that bud baffled 
the moat rquowned physicians, but was readUy ex 
oudUnt powef? “ wo'lderful “lulrvuyimt uud clalr-

Esch ease receives the attention Of himself and 
baud, also remedies for Individual case. Send thruo

v*tB!nI1*' UUn of t’ex’ttud °»e ryinutoiu,
|U1H ",|n reeelve a full amlaccu!

0,i'our t““,! “'“1 “dvlee regarding 
It. Through p-iraecutlon ou account of his niarveldui 
ihe-r^orcbelugauM’D.11““011 111' • «gnlur aeUool.

Suftei-or«, you that have failed to Hud relief, try 
once more and be convinced of Dr. Ley’s powers and ability. Address

8l2tf DR. W. F. LAY, Bos 918, Chicago, Ill.

HELIOCENTRIC ASTK0L0GY.
_ A book containing Instructions for making a hollo- 
thp miiH°r01lli0He'togctl,or wltl) a Chart whleh Iglvea tbe position of the planets from 1821 to 1919. The moat 
“‘fl’!6.“’ York »■> <M»«>»tem ever published. Adapt 
SVnmLi “'i“1,*<!1! I'™,fcdsur“. Oae cau east aud read 
a horoscope lu half au hour. For sale by
v FREDEK1CIL WHITE. O. O.M.,

Ave,, b. - Minneapolis, Minn,
Send tho date of your birth aud 11 and rerelv« 

Menrlw'rH11“'1' wltl',>'our boroscope ready to read. Moutlou this paper whoa writing. 3j,tf

FORSTER, DR, W. M, 
THE NOTED 

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT 
’ OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 
Will ecud a freo diagnosis aud tortua for treatment to 
all who will send their uumu aud address—lu their 
°T.H,1h_aiLd-wFllIuK“wlll1 postage stamp for reply.

The Pacific Coast Spiritualist" of Dec. 80. 1893. 
says of Dr. Forster:- • .

Since his coming here be has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for bls bouovolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his atralrbt 
forward course of integrity and honor.” .

“Dr. W. M. Forster, California's noted clairvoyant 
physician, is receiving commendation! from far aud 
ucarover blsrcinarkablcs success as a healer.”—Phil
osophical Journal.

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1051) Havket Street, » San Francisco, Cal, 

• : 883

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Of Shirlcyvllle, Mass., and hU band of powerful 
ancient spirits are effectlug tbe most wonderful 
cures that have beau recorded and are ao acknowl- 
c?Fe,d- By hie clear knowledge of your dlMcasea, 
® 1,18 inarveloufl spirit forces cembiued
with bls magnetic remedies, will convince tbp most 
skeptical of bls wonderful power to beal tbe sick. 
?.rI .bV":. 8end >'lra 6eii “B“. o“™“. look of hair, 
trnil four 2-cent stamps, and be will send a diagnosis 
of your case free. He doesn't want any leadluk 
symptoms. Address DR. J. s. LOUCKS, Shirlcyvllle, 
Massachusetts. 354

DUTTON : : : : 
MEDICAL COLLEGE

AT —
52 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill., 
wfj iei{0UndaIegal,y chartered medical Insiltutlon 
with full power to confer degrees In medicine where 
kilowkdire*nDf hítaiÜ ful>* 1>ract|cal aud «Cienllíc 

« 5°. ow.to treat the liuinau body In health 
expense. The system taught 

.or Wfiaetlo, and uo State board óf health 
or lueiHcal Inquisition cau interfere with the work oi 
graduates who follow tne doctrines an 1 carry ium «7 
feet the principles of this school. By aid of text- 

fürtbItí the whole ark rtho ta““^‘’"«‘■■‘Ipi'erentlou may be nXrei 
at home, rhe uooessary outfit for home atulv u tin ““d,‘1 %eutlr-e curt or ieilure fee. auTtn. “riíllon roí 
ttonaX"íWlll'dl|',un,“la <15ü- i'"“““”' Intoriua-

GEO. DUTTON, Sec’y,
62 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III. 
__________ ___________ ________________ 857 If ’ 

ft LIBERftL OFFER!
DR. S. W. FISKE

•““'I',»; >7110(11.1?. full name. Slate uud eSiSty. By 
tlie aid of aplrltpower and tblny-olghl year.’nrao> 
aua^ °Ure8 ne,)r y every Mb far aud near 
Aluoasascer of marvelous power, the Doctor will 
answer quextlon. fQr ten Crete eneh, or ulx for an, 
cents. Whole readings for one dollar. Address ?

DR. S. W. FISKE,

SPIRITUALIST BADGES. 
EVERY .... 

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

Rolled Plate Bar Pin..........................................
Solid Gold Bar Pin................................................
Electro plate Badge........ . .....................................
Rolled Plate Budge« Scarf Pla or Lapel Button. 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button.. 
Rolled Plato Maltese Watch Charm..................
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm.......................
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant............... . ............
Solid Gold Maltoao Pendant.............................

JVjB sale at this office,

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up ele
vating, Interesting and paying entertainments can
not do better than to have a Prire Contest. The en
tire plan, with full directions, Is in the bQok, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth* 
Ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organize 
one In bls- own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
> Berlin Height», Ohio.

A truly great work In which the author exhibits 
tbe results of years of research, of a mind devoted 
to science and truth, highly glftBd with keen intui
tive Insight and the psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling him to discover and elucidate facts aud prln- 
cLples nor observable to ordinary ken; TbeboOkls of 
verv great interns and Importance, bringing to light 
many Important i otnts concerning light ana color In 
tbelrijvntal hnd physical effects and their practical 
appilc tlo.v In iho conservation of health and tbe 
cure of dlBcsceand sickness. Its medical value Is be
yond estimation, and its teachings should be known 
by' -................. .................................Finely Illustrated with ents and colored plates.

I>IiICE, $5,00, POSTAGE, 36o, 
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ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

Ind other Great Reforms come from Hh Satsujc 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom or 
Darkness. eO pages. By Mosxb Hull. Price, 15 cent«. 
For sale nt this office.

“RB- PERKINS. SPEAKERS AND ME 
alums. Sunday meetings, 617 N. Clark street. 2:80 

and 7:45 p.m. Private readings dally, 514 N. Wells St. 
instructions in development and healing. Circles 
Monday and Friday evenings. Class, Tuesday at 8 p.in. 
_ ______________________________  349tf 

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Wil! send a pamphlet giving instructions, 

delineate your phassBof mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address Mrs. J. A. Bliss. 
4921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III._______________ $64

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
¿.T?.1“1?.'"*1““’. wb°. Clairvoyant, clalraudlent, 
psychometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 
1690 North Clark street. Engagements cau be made 
by letter._________ _______ 840tf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Send full name, age, sex. and two stamps for price 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being muds by 
W. w. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
Rr.storelost vision. Write for Illustrated CJrcu'art 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma. 
who developed thia clairvoyant power In me. 1 cad 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 

your own home as If you were in ray 
office, as thonsanda can testify. Scud sump for 
Photo. B. F. Poolx. Clinton, Iowa. H

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up In alx-ounce tin boxes and are guaranteed 
to give BullHfictlon or mopey will be refunded by the 
proprietor. Dr. M. II. Garland. Send 2fl cents In 
stamp« and receive by return mall a box of tbls

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as too will find It a blood cleanser as well as a Tbroai 
and Lung Remedy. Over 2ti0,d00 boxe« «old and all 
recqinmend them. Address all orders to DR. M. H 
GARLAND, 382 Sixtieth Place, Station O., Chicago’ 
IlHnoli- 822tf

the,.» beautiful 
oilice.

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, SEER, 
Ie developing sensitives lu Psychometry, Clairvoy
ance, inspiration and Psychopathy^by a series of 
Inspirational teachings through the law of corre
spondence. For booklet, endorsements, terms, send 
an addressed and siamj al envelope to

J. O. F. GRUMBINE,
7820 H.wtbome Btrset, Station P, Chicago, llllnol.

PiyohlBcopai, Including a regular anting, 12.
861

HOW TO GAIN HEALTH 
AND RETAIN IT!

SEND NAME AND ADDRESS OF THREE PRO- 
grcistve friends, with stamp enclosed, and receive 

a copy of “Tho Soul aud tho Stars." Uriel Bncbantn.
887 Chestnut street, Chicago. 357

Business readings-twenty-five cents.
Dr.^. Barney, 3o2 Logan St., Grand Rapids, ^ch.

CONSULT THE CELEBRATED BUSINESS AND 
Medical PsychometrlEt, Marguerite St. Omer 

Briggs, 7T4 Richmond street, Cincinnati, O. Terms, 
|1 and |2. Her wonderful psychic powers are testi
fied to by all who have consulted her. In person orb

Tlie Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist Attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 

Mobeb Hull, Price, 5 cents. For sale at this office.
THE SPIRITUAL ALPS“

AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.
Ora few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

whereBplrltlsBupremeandall things are subject to 
Il WHh portrait. Bj-MobbbHull. Just the book 
to teach yon that you are a spiritual being, and to 
Bhow rou how to educate your spiritual, faculties. 
Price, bound tn cloth, 40 cents; in paper cover, 25 
cents For sale at this office.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE?
* By Andrew Jaikson Davis. Something you should 

read. Price 75ccnts.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

spirits, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 
Give ui details—details and accurate delineations of 
life In tbe Spirit-world!—-Is the constant appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death li approaching. Whither— 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? WhMI, their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol
ume tbe spirits, differing as they may. are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man Is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. .Ue treats of the Mysteries of Life; 
Doubts and Hopes; Tho Bridging of tbe River; Fore
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; Tbe 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is It 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing tn the Spirit* 
world; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Peraonal Ex
periences of Aaron Knight: Tbe Red Man's Testi
mony; Krll Spirits; Testimony of Physicians InSplrit- 
Llfc; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tbe 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno sod Others; Many Voices from tbe Spirit* 
Land. Many other matters arc treated, too nume> 
ons to mention. Price 11.50;* postage, 12 cents. For 
sale at this office.
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are the spirit voices. The /Lord spake 
face to face with Adam and Eye. (Gen.

Inaugural Address Delivered 
Thirty Years Ago

Before the Glasgow (Scotland) 
Association of Spiritualists.

. AN ADDRESS WHICH DID MUCH TO 
PROMOTE THE INTEREST IN SPIRIT
UALISM IN SCOTLAND IN EARLY 
DAYS. . .

. The doctrines we are about to odvo- 
cate are, we know, unpopular,, and we 
expect a- sneer; yet we advocate them 
with a degree of boldness, for we speak 
that which we believe. -

It will he well, however, to clear away 
from our pathway all rubbish ere we 
proceed to the discussion of this import
ant, yet withal mysterious, subject; im
portant because it concerns the mostlm- 
portent part of our being—our spiritual 
nature. It is but right and. fair, then, 
that you understand exactly the prem
ises on which we found the arguments 
which follow; so that, in clearing our 
way, we may distinctly understand each 
other. . • -

Then we assume that we address those 
who believe in a duality of man’snature; 

' that he is immortal aswell as mortal; 
that he is spiritual aswell as material; 
that he is far more truly living in a 
world of spirit than in a world of matter.

And further, we assume that as there 
are natural laws which govern the ma
terial universe, so there aresupernatural 
laws, corresponding in kind', which gov- 

.ern tlie spiritual universe, or in fact,' 
that all matter, and that all spirit, is 
subject to law. The spiritual and the 
natural composing but one universe. .

With him who does not believe the 
. Bible to be a word of God or who scouts. 
' the idea of a Deity and laughs at 

immortality we have at present no dis
pute. We deal'with those who, believ
ing in the.Bible, believing in a God, yet 
reject that testimony which would sweep 
the pathway clear for the grossest infl- 
del to read Listi tie clear to heaven.

Another class with whom we have no 
dealing are those who think all specula
tive subjects unworthy of the investigo- 
tion of man: or who call them the "deep 
and hidden things of God," irito which 

■ it is presumption to pry. All we say to 
those is: “Wo believe there is no subject 
too sacred—none too holy—for the. in
vestigations of that soul that has shaken 
itself free from the fetters of an horedi- 
tary faith, and realizing its immense 
power, stands in all its majesty main
taining to the world the right of private 

• and individual judgment." .
: On these promises, then, and on those

rights'we build. We will try to do our 
best to unravel some of the mysteries 
and realize some of the realities of that 
realm beyond the tomb where we hope 
to meet those who have gone before and 
gaze on their features alive with kiridly 
sympathy, or to take the sadder side of 

• tne picture where thoughts long buried 
from the outward life—actions which 
the very memory had sunk into the 
depth of utter. oblivion—meet the soul 

■' in all the fierce grandeur of retribu
tion. '

In approaching the consideration of 
this subject we would desire to sink all 
prejudices, and regard it not so much in 
the light of a new phase of religion but 

- more as a branch of science. How long 
will it be, then, ere the people regard 
this subject in its true light, and know 
that the Jew,'the Greek, the Chi-ls- 
tian or the Mahometan may be a Spirlt- 
ualist as he may be a geologist? Spirit
ualism is a branch of science which has 
been much neglected for ages past,. un
til its phenomena have come now to be 

■ accounted miraculous by the supersti
tious; just as in days past the wonder
ing people gazed, with awe upon an 

■ eclipse and never thought of assigning 
a natural cause, so even to this day the 
appearance of a ghost is regarded as an 
interference with the laws of nature, 
until Spiritualism steps in arid attempts 
the reduction even òf such appearances 
to scientific law and order, turning the 
natural and the supernatural all into 
one. Our subject, however, not being the 
theory*; but the history of Spiritualism, 
we must proceed with that, and in doing 

' so we will not detain you long over the 
ancient manifestations of Spiritualism; 
but we cannot do this matter justice 
without taking a retrospective glance 
Into its far past existence. .

- VARIOUS INSPIRED BOOKS. •
Perhaps some will pause and say: 

“Are we to believe that Spiritualism ex
isted among the’ ancients?" We reply, 
“Most certainly.” And that no one may 

• cherish that popular but erroneous idea, 
that this is a new thing,'we assert 
that it is simply the resurrection of a 
truth old as man himself. It is a truth 
which has been recognized in all ages, 
in all nations and in all faiths. The 
Koran is filled with it. The Zend 
Avesta (as much as is preserved of it) is 

- filled with it. The Vedas is filled with 
it. Indeed, all heathenism teems with 
it. And last, but most important to 

- us, the Bible is full of it from Genesis to 
Revelation. And when the love that is 
inculcated in the Bible, in the Zend 
Avesta, in the Koran, arid in every 
other inspired book, has gained the' as
cendancy, then will have arrived the 
time when there' shall be “one Lord, 

■ one faith and one baptism.” - ■
We will, however, endeavor "to.prove, 

and riot merely assume these things, at 
another time. . -

We have stated that amongst the va
' rious inspired "Bibles” ours is to us the 

most important, and in this article we 
will assume its authenticity.. . _

In regard, then, to the Spiritualism of 
the Bible, let us take one or two in
stances.'
- EARLY MANIFESTATIONS.
,,Amongst the earliest manifestations

2:1(1); and again 3:9 to 22. Then He also 
spake face to face with Cain (Gen. 4:6). 
And He spake and walked with Enoch. 
Then to pass over some twelve òr six
teen hundred years we find the Lord 
continuing in communication with man, 
telling Noah of his danger and,how to . 
escape. And l ean imaginejthe people 
laugh at poor old Noah’s credulity in be
lieving a spirit had spoken to him, just 
as Noahites are laughed at in the pres
ent day. Then there is Abraham the' 
faithful. How full is his life of spiritual
experience'. In Genesis, 18th chapter, 
4b related the memorable visit of the an
gels to Abraham: and afterwards their 
visit to Lot: "Be not forgetful to enter-' 
tain strangers, for thereby some have 
entertained angels unawares.” And 
again angels of the Lord met Jacob on 
his return from Padari-aram < Gen. 32:1). 
Also atPeniel an angel met and wrestled 
with him. Refusing to give his name, 
he wrestled all the night until he said; 
“Let me go, for the day breaketh.” 
“Ah!” says the skeptic, “Why fear the 
morning? Why fear the light? Why 
ref use his name? Surely his deeds must 
have been evil." And if any of our 
manifestations take place in tne dark, 
then it is said: “They, too, are of the 
Devil. They love the darkness for their 
deeds are evil." .

Again the Lord was continually 
speaking to Moses, - who .was evidently 
in -constant communioitrbn with the 
spirit world. Arid, yet again there were 
the great miracles performed by Moses. 
You remember, he cast down his rod 
and it became a serpent; the magicians 
also cast down their rods, and they, too,1 
became serpents. “Oh,” says Farmer 
and Middleton and 'others of the same 
school, "it was a clever illusion; only a 
trick of the magicians." But the Bible 
'says the reverse, and we consider it of 
the first authority. “Their rods did also 
become serpents,” probably through the 
agenqy of some evil spirit, when, to 
show the superiority of the spirit which 
supported Moses, his serpent swallowed 
up the others. .

Then there were the plagues which 
followed, one after another,, snowing the 
power of the spirit of God which at
tended the prophet. - Then there was 
the dividing of the. Rod Sea< and; forty 
years after, the dividing of the Jordan, 
besides the intervening •miracles of 
bread rained from heaven; of water 
flowing from a rock, etc., all supernat
ural events caused by the superior 
power of spirit in relation to matter.

• Now, you cannot but be aware of the 
numerous instances of “miraculous" 
cures occurring in the Old Testament 
times. We could instance hundreds of 
cases, but we merely recommend the 
reading of a few passagés (being com
pelled, necessarily, to omit a great' pro
portion, as we have been compelled also 
to omit a vast proportion of the super
natural events recorded in'the Old Tes
tament): Lev. 14:1'5; Numbered: I. Kings 
13: I. Kings 17; II, Kings 4:5,19,20; 
Joshua 10. . . ■ ..

Hundreds of such cases can be cited 
from the New Testament also, and hun
dreds occur in the present'time; for 
Christ said: “Lo! I-atri with yoù àlway, 
even unto the end of the world.” and 
these signs shall follow those that be
lieve: “In my name shall they cast out 
devils; they shall speak with new 
tongues; they shall take up serpents; 
and if they drink any deadly thing, it 
shall not hurt them; they shall lay 
hands on the sick and they shall re
cover.” (Mark 16:17,18.)

But again “poor, sinople Joseph," says 
the modern skeptic, believed in à divin
ing cup. “Is not this the ' cup whereby 
indeed my Lord divineth? Wot ye not 
that such a man as I can ' certainly di
vine?” (Gen. 44:5 and 15.) ' ■

Then again, there Was, the Brim and 
Thummim gazed into by-certain persons 
who saw mysterious things in the breast 
plate of the high priest, just a siinilar 
case to that of poor,: superstitious Zad- 
kiel, who has a crystal ball in which 
persons of a certain temperament see 
strange sights. A man is ' accounted 
weak or mad nowadays if he hears 
sounds such as Samuel heard in the 
stiil midnight hour.--’ Notice how sus
picious Samuel’s case is. when’viewed in 
the light of modern skepticism. He 
was alone and in the dark; achlld of 
nervous sensibilities and easily over
come by his fears. Yet it wasriot nerv
ousness, nor madness, nor the imagina
tive creation of fear that haunted 
Samuel. ' ;

A man is weak nowadays if he hears 
such sounds as were heard by the whole 
hostof the Syrians when they fled in 
fear. (Another case open to the objec
tion of having occurred in the. dark.) 
Many cases are related in the Bible 
history where sounds, strange and mys
terious, were heard by good as well as 
by bad persons: but they must not be 
heard now except by the silly, supersti
tious or insane. Insanity is made to ac
count for all spiritual visions, although 
the youth who stood with Elisha saw 
the mountain full of chariots and horses 
of fire. . ’.

We are mad if we say: “We have seen 
writing or drawing or painting which 
was never done by mortal hand:” or if 
we say: “Our own hands have been 
moved to write unconsciously to our
selves, ” although spirit writing appeared 
on Belshazzar’s palace Wall, and al
though Ezekiel 2:9 says: “And Wheh I 
looked, behold, an hand was sent unto 
me: and lo, a roll of a book was there
in, and he spread'it before taef arid it 
was written within and without'.”, There 
you have two instances of spiritual man
ifestation very like, if not exactly sim
ilar, to those which come under our- no
tice at this very day. Spirit hands and 
spirit writing were seen . without the 
seers being either mad or dreaming or 
entranced. . i..,

.“AH'this,” said David,--“the Lord 
made me'understand in writing by His,

hand upon me, even all the works of this 
pattern." (I. Chron. 28:19.)

And, again, who .more fit, in the esti-, 
mation of many of the public, for a 
lunatic asylum, than the man who would 
believe that a spirit could lift à table. 
“Thus,” they say, “violating the estab
lished law of gravitation; although axes 
of iron were made to swim; and men 
were carried through the air, so often, 
indeed, that Obedlau was afraid lest the 
spirit should carry away Elijah, after 
he had announced h’is presence to the 
•king (I Kings 18), But, probably, the 
law of gravitation was not so firmly es
tablished in the mind of men then as 
now. ,

All the instances cited here are true, 
or the Bible is a myth. We accept the 
former position, and declare, that all 
these things did appear. ’ :

Let us now pass over a
FEW HUNDRED YEARS OF DARKNESS 
in Israel, darkness similar to that which 
has, of lute, enshrouded ourselves,-when 
the Lord, in consequence of man’s mate
rialistic tendencies, sent, in His own 
words,a famine—not of bread nor of wa
ter, but of the hearing of the Word; a 
famine of revelation. “Therefore night 
shall be unto you that ye shall not have 
avision; and it shall be dark unto you 
that ye” “shall not divine.” (Micah 
3;(>, 7.) This dark and dismal night of 
materialistic intellectualism we pass 
over, only looking hopefully to the East 
to see the first faint flush on the eastern 
sky betokening the. coming sun and 
Savior. It was in the midst pf this dark
ness, when all religion was' ceremony, 
and faith in miracles but a thing of the 
past, when cold and benumbing matbri- 
alistio intellectualism was the forte of 
the age; when the seers, the diviners 
and the mediums were despised and ma
ligned as they are now, that thp world 
was startled by the utterance of à'voice 
from heaven proclaiming, “Peace on 
earth and good will towards man.”

Then the light of the world broke 
forth to save men from the chains of,, 
darkness, and chase away the gloom 
that had so' long oppressed them, and to 
restore the broken ties of spiritual com
munion and intercourse. •

And now we come to the Spiritualism 
of the New Testament. A people in 
the midst of darkness, groping their 
way, yet looking for a king from heaven, 
trailing clouds of glory in his path, are 
bitterly disappointed to fine} that their 
hopes have clung to a carpenter’s child 
born in a stable. The hutqble and the 
credulous, it is true, believe on him; 
but the aristocratic orthodox ofithe Jews, 
the scribes and pharisees, the philoso
phers of the day, all rejeoted both him
self and his supernaturalism; and meet
ing together they say: “If we let this 
man alone doing these mighty works all 
the world will believe on him.’’ For, 
take notice, the “poople were filled 
with astonishment and praised God;" 
and referring to the darkness of the 
preceding age, said: “A great prophet 
hath arisen in Israel.” But the leaders 
of the people were'fllled with'scorn.

Hastily glancing at Christ's career 
and at the histories which follow we 
notice first, Jesus Christ did cast out 
devils.: “Oh!” says the Christian in the
ory, but the practical infldelof the pres
ent day, “these were only diseases, men
tal and physical, which Christ cured.” 
All we can say is: Christ spoke to 
them as devils—they answered him as 
such—and we have yet to be made aware 
of any instance in which the disease 
held a conversation with the physician.

EVIL POSSESSION. .
Dr. Wolf, in his “Life and Travels,” 

tejjç ris that “evil possession" is still 
common in jthe East—“And,” we may 
ask: “Is it not common here as well?” 
Let the demoniac yells that rend the 
walls of our lunatic asylums answer the 
question! . ■

Particularly notice here that the first 
impulse of the proud and haughty Jews’ 
was to say that Christhad tricked them. 
But when compelled to admit that 
Christ had cast out devils, they said, it 
was by "Beelzebiib the prince of devils.” 
And when men gaze on the modern phe
nomena, aud dare not call them impos
ture, like their materialistic represent
atives in the olden time, with astoical 
sneer they say: “It is the devil.” The 
clergy, as a rule at present, adopt this 
explanation; they say it is degrading 
to a spirit to ring bells, etc. They 
seem to say: “We will believe that a su
perior spirit would descend to make 
donkeys speak, turn sticks into serpents, 
open prison doors, snap chains, aye, 
even roil big stones.” Then, pray, how 
much lower do they sinlà when they 
play pianos, ring bells or tilt tables.
. But, again, there are many instances 
of angels, spirits or apparitions appear
ing to men described In the New Testa
ment. It is unnecessary we shorild go 
over all these. We merely hint at one 
or two:

When tho disciples saw Christ walking 
on the water they thought he was a spec- 
tre—not pneuma, a spirit, as translated, 
but phantasma, an apparition or spectre.

2nd. When Peter was in prison an 
angel came to him, snapped his chain, 
burstoperi the prison doors, and set him 
free. The disciples were met together 
at prayer in the house of Mary, and 
thither he took his way. He knocked at 
the door, and the servant, Aiming to 
those who were within, said, “It is Pe
ter.” “Oh!” they said, “It can’t be he;” 
“it is his angel." This shows that such 
apparitions were believed in, and were 
common to them.

3rd. Demonology was also recognized 
by the early Christians, for tho apostle 
John warns against sorcery and witch
craft, when he said: "Beloved, believe 
not' every spirit, but try the spirits 
whether they be of God!” -

- How can we account for the meeting 
between Moses and Elias, and Christ 
and his disciples, the several cases of 
raising of the dead, the carrying of per
sons through the air’(for Phillip’was 
“carried otf by the spirit and found in 
Azotus”), and the innumerable cases of 
cured diseases, fevers, leprosy, lame
ness, blindness, etc., except on the hy
pothesis that spirit power was exercised, 
spirit communion felt, and Spiritualism 
believed in? • .

But while all this was going on, there 
were those of whom it was announced 
long before that, "hearing they should 
hear and not understand,-and seeing, 
they should see and not perceive.” 
These were far too learned, far.too or
thodox, to believe in the supernatural.

They smiled at the credulity of the fol
lowers of Christ, and' boasted of their 
own unbelief. But Christ reprovingly 
said to them: “Oh, ye of little faith.” 
Faith, we must remember, is oue of the 
Christian graces, and should not be rid
iculed and nicknamed credulity. •

We think we have sufficiently proved 
to all that the Old and New Testaments 
are filled with records of Spiritual man
ifestations. And we now lay down the 
universally received axiom that, “what 
has happened once may happen again.” 
And in this case-we are prepared to sup
port it with-suffieient testimony.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.
Before leaving the ancients however, 

I desire to call your attention to the fact 
that other histories as well as the Bible- 
are filled with records of the supernat
ural. For instancé, it is related of Al
exander of Macedon, that, when march
ing; against the Persian Empire,' the 
Pamphyllian Sea was. divided to let his 
army pass over. This incident is re
lated by Josephus, by Calistheue's, and . 
WO believe by all the - hlstorilms ofthe 
time. Further (we here quote from Mr. 
Howitt), “the chief, incidents in the life 
of-Cyrus were prophesied by pagan 
prophets, as well as by Isaiah, Jere
miah, etc." ’

Then thése remáí'kable women, the 
sybils, also prophesied many oftheim
portant events that had yet to happen, 
and in as plain terms as Isaiah himself, 
they prophesied the coming of Christ.

The miracles of Vespasian, Constan
tine, and Hadrian should, be quite famil
iar to you all. Of those of Vespasian, 
Hume, in his essay on miracles, says: 
“They are the best authenticated in all 
history.” Indeed,. Josephus, Tacitus 
and others, not tomention picero, who 
ehirks a good deal; are quité' full of su- 
pernaturallsm. \

The early fathers of the church, also, 
not only themselves aj| believed in it, 
butwrought miracles upon miracles. I 
need name none of these; they are so 
numerous that none can ¡be entirely ig
norant of them. ~

While down tile dark ages of Roman
ism, in the midst of much(that was ficti
tious, much that was diabolical, there 
were, nevertheless, genuine men to be 
found, with genuine faiUhl. who wrought 
genuine miracles, who opuld say with 
Paul. “I can do all things through Christ, 
who strengtheneth me.” . But we must 
hurry oh. . : ■/'

Then, after throwing off the Roman 
yoke, the -. .

leaders of the'reformation 
were firm believersTmSpiritualism. Lu
ther himself, we find; in. two cases at 
least, casting out devils, and while doing 
so, repeating the apostles"’ creed, the 
Lord’s prayer, and the.words of Jesus: 
“He that believeth in :me, the works 
that I do, shall be do also;-and greater 
works than these shall he-do." We need 
hardly remind you that Luther con
versed with demons at other- times; that 
lie said, “Avaunt, thee, Safan,” and cast, 
his ink-bottle at one; nor . of his cele
brated controversy with a: spirit on the 
sacrament. These must be well enough 
known to all readers... ¡

Melancthon, too, "was a Spiritualist; 
for, among other cases, which it would 
take too long to enumerate, he tells us 
that his father’s sistei4 appeared to her 
husband after her death, and conjured 
him to pray for her. Beza also affords 
us material testimony. He says:“It often 
occurs in profane history that brutea 
and idols nave spoken;- which, indeed, 
is by no means to be rejeoted as false.” 
And then he accounts for those occur
rences by evil spirits, taking possession. 
He also Informs iis that John Calvin 
‘.‘regarded Satanic wonders as super: 
natural and real and not mere sleights, 
and that he (Calvin) had the.genuine 
spirit of prophecy himselfu(notes on the 
New Testament). As 'further, proof we 
have the astounding' miracles at the 
churchyard of Paris in 1731; all authen
ticated by thousands , of witnesses; also 
the case pt Mr. Greatrakes, a. healing 
medium of great power, who, by the 
mere laying on of hands, cured cancers, 
scrofula, lameness, ’ deafness, and in any 
other diseases accounted incurable, for 
years. These cures Were all attested 
by such menas Dr. Denton, Dr. Fair
clough, Dr. Astel, ,Dr. Wilkins, and 
hosts x>f others of equal if not greater 
celebrity. Aad time Would fail to tell 
of the hosts of mediums (such as the de
spised Quaker brethren) who, by the 
power of spirit, have suffered persecu
tions, have cast, out devils, cured dis
eases, taken rip serpents, drank deadly 
things and were not hurt; who, in fact.? 
having the’germ of true faith—love it
self—in their hearts, were able to fulfill 
the prophecies of Christ regarding their 
mission in the world. :.

These things, which are not hole and 
corner work, cannot be passed by; they 
are facts indubitable, stubborn and im
movable, and must be admitted what
ever theory they may lead to in the end. 
. tinder this head ho would also bring 
in John Wesley, George Whitfield, 
Emanuel Swedenborg and Edward 
Irving, all mediums of a very high caste, 
but whom we can only namo aud refer 
you to their several histories in confirm
ation of our statement.

At this point, however.-
A GREAT REVIVAL

in the history ’ of Spiritualism (to which 
we must shortly revert); broke out: it 
was in 1847, in the village of Hydesville, 
N. Y., America. On the 11th of Decem
ber, of that year, Mr. J. D. Fox,, with his 
wife and two children, look up his abode 
in a house there. 'Immediately on en
tering there were strange, mysterious 
noises beard, which, within a month or 
bo, began to assume“ the’ form of distinct 
raps. The knocking generally took 
place in the night ¿time; and they grad
ually increased until they became quite 
a disturbance. Heavy footfalls were 
also heard througli the house. ’

One night, when the knocks had been 
very loud, little Rate, Fox, 9 years old, 
thinking itVas‘the devjl, . said: "Here, 
old Splitfóbt. dó as i I do.” She then 
snapped her fingers. Immediately a 
rap was heard. Mrs. .Fox',', struck with 
this, said ¡“‘Please courit ten.” Ten raps 
were then beard. '“How old is my daugh-' 
ter Margaret?”: Twelve raos. “How old 
is Kate?” Nine raps. "How many chil
dren have I?" Seven raps. "Ahl wrong 
this time. Try again.? Seven raps. A 
sudden'thought struck her and-she said: 
"How mrinv living?’”- .-Six raps. “How 
many'dead?" Oiterap. •

About the end pf March,: 1S4É, when

there were seventy or eighty persons 
present, the spirit informed them that 
it was.thatof a traveling tradesman who 
had been murdered by J. C. Bell, a 
blacksmith; that he had been robbed of 
hie property and that his body had been 
•buried in the cellar by Bell.

The Hon. Robert Dale Owen, speaking 
of this case, says: “The servant girl liv
ing with the Bells at the time of the 
murder, Lucretia Pulver, gave evidence 
that she had-been suddenly sent away 
the time the pedlar was there, und sent 
for back afterwards. She found the 
cellar floor had been- dug up, and that 
Bell afterwards repaired it in the night 
time. The pedlar never was seen again, 
and on the floor being dug up, to the 
depth of more than five feet,the remains 
of a human body were found.”

Of course the publication of these 
events created an immense sensation. 
But the spirits having once gained a 
mode of communication, were deter
mined not to lose it, so they took to rap
ping in other houses, as well as in Fox’s; 
among others, in the house of Dr. 
Phelps, at Stratford, and of Mrs. Gran
ger, a wealthy citizen of Rochester. '

This was the rise of modern Spiritual
ism; and its progress was so marked 
that in 1855 tne increase of believers 
was at the rate of 390,000 per annum. In 
1807 the religious world became alarmed 
fop the safety of its (look, and the Ro
man Catholic bishops held a convocation 
Where each made a return of the Spir
itualists resident in their various dis
tricts, making tho total number of Spir
itualists' In America, 11,000,000, with 
50,000 mediums, while Protestants and 
Catholics together wore 9,000,000, with 
45,000 preachers; and though many of 
its converts might be numbered among 
the humble and the credulous, yet the 
truth, always invincible from its nature, 
knocked at the very doors of the col
leges, and carried conviction to the cen
ter of the schools.

When we fand a judge of the Supreme 
Court of the skeptical turn of mind, 
yielding to its influence, as did Judge 
Edmonds; when we find such men as Pro
fessor Mapes (a confirmed materialist) 
and his circle of friends, investigating 
the subject for five years, once every 
week, for the' very purpose ,of exposing 
its errors, become converted by its truth; 
such men as Hon. Robert Dale Owen,' 
the leader of the so-called infidel party 
in. America, succumbing to its evidences; 
suich men as Professor Hare, of Phila
delphia, the great chemist and electri- 
oian(but determined' infidel), setting to 
work to prove,the whole a delusion; and 
an electric dödge, yet, after three years’ 
investigation, .yielding before its irre
sistible influence; publishingliiB recant
ation, and dying'a Christian; and Whieh 
such men and women auPrôfessor Bush, 
Professor Gray, Adin "Ballou, Governor 
Tallmadge, and countless others equally 
eminent, have thrown themselves into 
its ranks, we cannot weil see why the 
superstition of Spiritualists should be
come a proverb; nor how men should 
laugri at' its truths and say “They are 
ridiculous.” - " • .

Professor Hare gives evidence that 
25,000 infidels had, in his own day, been 
converted by its influence to Christian
ity. And Wm. Howitt very properly 
asks: “Where is the church that can 
say this?” . ■ ■

With this and kindred facts before us 
we cannot, for the life of us, see why 
men continue to press on us the ques
tion: “If it be true, what is the use of 
it?”

An interesting experiment tried by 
Dr. Hare, in his Investigation, is worthy 
of rehearsal. He, himself, having be- 
oome'a medium, and being on a visit to 
Cape May, one hundred miles from 
Philadelphia, asked a spirit professing 
to be that of his sister, to go to Phila
delphia and desire Mrs. Gourlay, a me
dium there, to get Dr. Gourlay, her hus
band, to call at a certain bank and ask 
the note-clerk a question as to the pass
ing through of a bill'and bring him an 
answer. The spirit returned in half an 
hour with the answer. A fortnight 
after, when,Dr. Hare returned to Phila
delphia, he found his message had been 
received by Mrs. Gourlay and had been 
delivered by her husband at the bank. 
He inquired of the note-olerk what 
question had been asked and what an
swer given; and the replies correspond
ed exactly with those delivered by the 
spirit messenger.

Judge'Edmonds also gives us from 
thirty to fifty well-authenticated cases 
pf mediums speaking in tongues entirely 
'¡unknown to themselves; some using 
Greek, Latin, Spanish, French, etc.', 
when he knew them to be èntirely igno- 
rànt of these languages. ,

Of course all were up in arms against 
this (so called) new truth, which threat
ened to inundate the worjd. Commit
tees were formed—comprising the pro
fessors of universities and others—.to in
vestigate and expose the trick, but, ex
cept in cases where iheir conversion was 
the result, they were all entire failures.

For ample^and abundant proof of 
modern physical manifestation you have 
only to read “Incidents of My Life,’! by 
D. D. Home; or the current literature 
of the movement.

At the Tuilleries, on one occasion, 
when only the late emperor, the ém- 
Êress, a distinguished lady, arid Mr.

[ome were sitting at a. table, a. hand 
appeared, took up a pen and wrote, in a 
strong and well-known character, the 
word “Napoleon.” Napoleon’s spirit 
band was then presented to the several 
persons present to kiss. _

And then there is that class of medi
ums who, being entranced, deliver po
ems, lectures, sermons, etc; Amongst 
the most celebrated of these we might 
name the Rev. T. L. Harris, Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge Britten, Mrs. Cora L. - V. 
Richmond, Miss Lizzie Doten, Mr. A. J. 
Davis and many others. '• r. '

Mr. A. J. Davis ..delivered in New' 
York, while in a clairvoyant state, one 
hundred and fifty-seven lectures, since 
published under the title of “Nature’s 
Divine. Revelations.” Aman who could 
at that time scarcely speak, far less 
write, good English, nas, in these lec-. 
tures, again and again, appealed to 
terms in other languages, in support of 
his statements. '

Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten, some 
of whose addresses have been published, 
is too well known to require any praise 
from me; having often heard- her I can 
ratify, the statement of the'London

Times that "she keens thousands spell
bound.”

Then comes the Rev. T. L. Harris, 
whose sermons under spirit inspiration 
can only be characterized as perfect tor
rents of living language, nt to burn 
their way into the coldest and hardest 
of hearts. Through him whole epics 
have been given,' under the supposed in
fluence of Byrop, Shelley, Keats, Pollok, 
Coleridge, etc. These, however, must 
be read to be comprehended,

It is, we think, worthy of notice that 
the “Lyric of the Golden Age,” con
taining 381 pages, was delivered and 
written down in ninety-four hours, aud 
it might have been done in less time had 
the scribe been able to write quicker.

We have also named Miss Lizzie 
Doten, through whom Edgar A. Poe 
gave several beautiful poems, also Mrs. 
Cora L. V, Richmond. .

In illustration of this phase of medi
umship I take the liberty of appending 
one poem supposed to have come from 
the poet just named, though, I under
stand, through another medium; .
• EVERMORE.
I beheld a golden portal, in the visions 

of my slumber, , ' •
And through it streamed the radiance 

of a never setting day,
While angels, tall and beautiful, and 

countless without number,
Were giving gladsome greeting to all 

who came that way;
And the gate, forever swinging, made 

no grating, no harsh ringing,
Melodious as the singing of one whom 

we adore,
And I heard a chorus swelling, grand 

beyond a mortal’s telling,
And the burden pf that chorus was 

Hope’s glad word—
Evermore.

And, as 1 gazed and listened, came a 
slave, ail worn and weary;

His fetter-links blood-crusted, his 
dark brow cold and damp;

His sunken eyes ¿learned wildly, telling 
tales of horror dreary—

Of toilsome struggling In the night 
amid the fever swamp. •

Ere the eye had time for winking, ere 
the mind .had time for thinking—

A bright angel raised the sinking 
wretch and off his fetters tore.

Then I heard a chorus swelling, grand 
beyond a mortal’s telling—

“Pass, brother,, thro’ our portal— 
thou'rt a free man—*

Evermore,” .,
And, as ! gazed and' IRteqed, came a 

mother, wildly weeping—
“I have lost my hopes fprevor— one by 

■" one they went «way.
My ohildrtm. apd their, father the cold 

gi'ave hath in keeping;
Life is one long lamentation—I know 

nor life nor day.”
Then the angel, softly speaking: “Stay, 

sister, stay thy shrloking;
Thou shalt find those thou art seek

. ing behiild that golden door.”
Then I heard the chorus swelling, grand 

beyond a mortal's telling—
“Thy children and their father shall 

be with thee ,
Evermore." -

And, as I gpzed and listened, came a 
cold, blue-footed maiden,

With oheeks of ashen whiteness, eyes 
filled with lurid light,

Her body bent with sickness, her lone 
heart heavy laden.

Her home had been the roofless 
streets, her day had been the 
night.

First wept the angel sadly, then smiled 
the angel gladly.

And caught the maiden, madly rush
ing from the golden door.

Then I heard the chorus swelling, grand 
beyond a mortal's telling—

“Enter, sister! thou art pure, thou art 
, sinless

I
Evermore.”

saw the toller enter to rest for aye 
from labor.

The weary-hearted exile there found 
his native land;

-The beggar there could greet the king, 
as equal and as neighbor;

The crown had left the kingly brow, 
the staff the beggar’s hand.

And the gate, forever swinging, made 
no grating, no harsh ridging,

Melodious as the singing of one whom 
. we adore;

And the chorus still was swelling, grand 
beyond a mortal’s telling,

While the vision faded from me with 
the, glad word • 
. ' “Evermore!"

Next we 'have a class of mediums 
through whom written communications 
of the most varied character are re
ceived. I expect to be told that many 
of these are false, because contradictory. 
Now, I admit that there are both seem
ing and real contradictory, statements 
made, and in accounting for these (in so 
far as they have not already been ac
counted for),- let me quote from Mrs. 
De Morgan’s “Matter to Spirit:”

“We nave reason-to believe that the 
communicating power is cognizant of all 
the different forms in which truth can 
be conveyed through a variety of medi
ums, but that each medium seems 
chosen for some special quality found in 
him, in this world. Ideas "conveyed 
from one to another must always fall 
into language comprehended both by 
speaker and hearer; but, of course, the 
same thought would be expressed in dif
ferent terms to a child and a philoso
pher.!’ • •

In continuation of this idea, you will 
also see that, being transmitted through 
a medium, the message is very apt to 
become mixed up in some way, or in
fluenced by the medium’s peculiar ideas 
and phrases.

To make this, plain—Mr. A. conveys 
to Mr. B. a thought, in the form of a 
message, intended for me. Mr. B. writes 
it down and sends it to me,' but, on read
ing it, I discover the' taint. It is not a 
pure message from Mr. A. to me; it has 
passed through a medium, and immedi
ately I discover the handwriting, style, 
arid phraseology of Mr. B. -
■ Thus, you will at once see the danger 
there is of the communication being In
fluenced by the medium. Notice even 
the danger there is of mistakes occur
ring in the transmission of thoughts 
through the simple medium of words: 
I pause in the middle of a sentence, and 
thus entirely, alter its meaning. 1 put 
the emphasis on a wrong word, and thus 
convey a wrong ide*. Now,*>®we com-

munications from spirits are subject to 
all this danger, and far more; whilst, 
on the other hand, there is q danger of 
our misunderstanding the message even 
if we receive it correctly, for much of 
the language of the spirits to us is nee- ■■ 
assarily symbolical, because, if we were 
told its realities, we could not'under- 
stand them. How, for instance, would 
you describe a beautiful landscape to a 
man who had been bom blind? Tell hire 
of its green slopes qnd sunny skies, and 
he would ask what you meant by green, 
or sunny. You must explain it symbol
ically to the senses he has got. Tejl him ' 
it is soft to you, like the touch of velvet, 
or swqet to you, like the taste of honey, 
and, with explanations from you, he may 
partially understand you, but never en
tirely. We, then, are that blind man, 
receiving the truth in symbols. .

These sypibols may fail in conveying 
the whole truth, and we may fall ill 
grasping that wnich' they do convey, 
and because to us they appear confused, : 
shall we say they are not spirit mes
sages at all? It says little for therea- .. 
soning faculties of him who would do so.

So, now having laid the matter short-, 
ly, but plainly, before you. I would ap
peal not bo much to the intellectual aris» 
tocrats of the land, as to the great and 
almighty people, for a full, free and 
honest investigation, and thus help us to 
systematize these phenomena and to 
seek the scientific explanation of those , 
things so long accounted lawless and su* 
pernatural. . '

•And now, in conclusion: What is th* < 
meaning of all this? What does , it all 
tend to? If It means anything it means- 
that those who have left us are not dead 
but gone before, aqd the love of their 
hearts, which is the relationship of 
heaven, is Btill as strong as ever; and 
that they are bound to us by tiris 
stronger than those of kindred, stronger 
than blood, for blood is not thicker than 
water unless mixed with love-ties of, “ 
love that cannot die, but ever llveth. 
They are not dead, for .

"There is no death; .
What seems so is transition;

This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of that life elysian 

Whose portal we call death,"
And within that portal there is, indeed, 
a truer life than this we live without, 
When this death change takes . place 
the gross nature is thrown oil, and the 
freed spirit treads the interminable; ‘ 
fiatha of infinitude, and living under the 
nfluence of the uplverjsal law of pro

gression, continues to advanco while the 
ages of eternity roll on.

Again, the orthodox draw their 
swords and contest the ground, > Th.ey ■ 
charge us with holding to universal sal
vation. We thank Gbd that while wi' 
admit his justice, we cannot ignore his . 
love. ' '
"God loves the erring, as the shepherd 
Loves the wandering sheep. < ■
No mother hates her child, ’ ’
But, orusted o’er with evil, Mn-defiled, - 
Cradles him in her bosom.
All the world may curse him, :
Yet it matters not to her: ‘
She loves him better for his agonies.
God owns no power mightier than him

self. , . -.
His love outweighs a mother's;
God owns no power equal to himself, r , 
And never formed a soul he could not 

save."
But, further, these things happening 

around us encourage us to face death] ' 
for, while the waters of Jordan lave our 
feet, and we are shrouded in darkness, ■ 
how otherwise are we to know whether 
we attempt to cross a narrow stream or 
the overwhelming depths of-annihila- ? 
tion’s seal .

And not only so, but they olear the 
eye of faith to see through the mists of 
the future:
“I can almost see to the land of light— 

But there’s a mist before my eyes;
The path I know stretches out before, 

But I can’t see where it lies;
For there is a valley that lies between, 

And a shadow as dark as night, .
That sends up its gloom from a loved T 

one’s tomb, ?
And a blur 1b on my sight. ’

“But there’s someone stands on' the 
golden sands,

And lifts up the nebulous bars, 
Throwing back the door to the-ehining • 

shore,
And there’s light beyond the stars.

And the flashes bright that fall on my 
sight . ;

Seem to scatter the night away; ’ 
And I know, I know, where 1 shall go, ,

At the close of some weary day.”
' All we can hope for, all we can wish, 
is, that Spiritualism may prove to you 
the blessing we have proved it to be. It 
breaks down aU creeds and moulds them 
to the will of God; it subjects all to the 
test of God-given and God-enthroned . 
reason, and it teaches the true religion 
taught by Christ—the only religion that 
can conquer the heart, and conquer the 
world—Love.

“Our religion is love,
’Tis the noblest and purest; .

Our temple—the universe', ; “
: ’Tis the widest and surest.” :

The House of Love. ■ ' ■.
Now in my dreams I saw the House of 

Love ' ■ '
Builded immutable in an unknown land. A 
Whose fair arcades in rainbow wise did 

stand, ■
Whose halls with sunset clouds were 

roofed above; _ . . .
Yet was it.shut in an enchanted grove, 
With trackless labyrinths on either ~ 

hand, , .
And wildernesses deep in desert sand, 
And no man finds the way to the doorg 

thereof. . ' ,
Then let me slumber well, and wake me 

not. ■ ‘ , - . .
That I in dream ¿ again may find theclue 
And pass upon the road none ever knew, 
■Or having haply known, straightway 

forgot;
And enter in upon a rose-hid floor, 
And dwell adreamer of dreams for ever*

more. —Pall Mall Gazette.

Those there are whose hearts have * 
look southward, and are open to the 
whole noon of nature.—Bailey,

Charity ever finds in the act reward, 
and needs no trumpet in the receiver,— 
Beaumont and Fletcher. . . ,
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To the 'Editor:—In view of the fact 
that the annual convention of the Na
tional Association is about to assemble 
iu Washington, D. C., It is well to con
sider some of the purposes of that con- 
\ eutlon a.3 w ell as of the association in 
whose name it will assemble. . •....■■

The chai ge bus boon made that none 
of the older and inoie experienced Spir
itualists in the United States favorthe 
present National Assoeiatiou. The facts 
are the very leiei'oe of this, as anyone 
Will see upon tho examination of the 
records of tbe Association’s officers and 
their immediate assistants. The presl- 
dent of the National' Association has 
been a Spiritualist for 'more than six
teen y ears, and, although hp is young in 
jem-s, he is yet old iu experience in- 
Spiritualistic work. The vice-president,, 
Mis. Cora L. V, Richmond, has been 
forty-five years a lecturer and teacher 
upon" our platform. She gave her first 
address at the age of Ji, m tho fall of 
J85J, und her voice has been heard con
stantly from that day to this, in the de
fense of the eauso she loves so well. 
Surely the charge of inexperience falls 
to the ground so far as this noble worker 
is cancel tied.

The efficient secretary, Francis B. 
Woodbury, has been a prominent worker 
in Spiritualistic circles for neai ly twenty 

' years, and Hie charge of inexperience 
or over-zealous youth cannot be laid at 
Ills door. , Th is is also true of Theodore 
J. Mayer, our enthusiastic treasurer, 
nbo is already a veteran of ten years’ 
nctiv e service in our ranks. He is well 
posted as to the needs of our cause and 
lias a deeper interest in its advancement 
thau have some of the critics who claim 
fifty years’ growth as Spiritualists, and 
yet understand nothing of tho real spirit 
of our movement Our trustees are also 
veterans in the service. Hon. Milan C. 

. Edson dates his Spiritualism from 1 b54;
B. B. Hill goes back to the Rochester 
knockings in 1848 and 1849; L. V. Moul
ton dates his conversion in the earliest 
’btl's, thirty-five years of hard study on 
his part should surely count for some
thing; Dr. Geo. A. Fuller Is a veteran 
of more than thirty years’ standing, and 
Mrs. A. L. Pottengill dates her advent 
into the new life some thirty-five years 
ago. From the above dates and figures 
it will be seen that every member of our 
board of trustees is a veteran true and 
tried in the point of service, hence has 
a thorough knowledge of the needs of 
our movement.

The same is true of the leading work
ers upon our platform and among the 
laity. Mrs. Colby Luther, Frank 
Wulker, Mrs. J. H. R. Matteson, H. W.

’ Richardson, J. B. Hatch, Sr., J. B, 
Hatch, Jr., W. H. Bach, Mps. R. S. 
Lillie, Mrs. Elizabeth Lowe Watson, E. 
AV. Sprague, Geo. W. Burnham, Mrs. 
J. A. Chapman, Mrs. M. E. Cadwalla- 
der, Col. James Freeman, Dr. O. W. G. 
Adums, Mrs. F. C. Steinhart, Alonzo 
Thompson, Dr. S. N. Aspinwall, B. F. 
Small, Fred. Fickey, Jr., D. S. Forney, 
and hundreds of others, all date their ad
vent into the ranks of Spiritualism from.
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If uot Satisfied with $he management
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¿npersqu, that you up&Aiie-your Influ- . ; Ye Reap. ;
fence iniieeurivg one'to your lik- -------- ’
ing. Don't stay outslduiànd find fault, , _ - .. ,
but come in and help to1 rectify the er- A- Seriuonette Inculcating Com- 
rors, if errors there be, and to perfect I mon (dense Truth. ' 
an Institution that was foymed for the __ __ -,
sole purpose of upbuilding our cause. o „ n, „ À,Rates of one and one-third fare, on the „ irot, 'Jpn Carpenter, author of
certificate plan, on all railroads, from ‘‘0^ Hundred Reasons Why the World 
tho State of Maine to the Mississippi Is No‘; Round,” dtod i-eqenOy without 
River, have been obtained. These hTCan,t??e: An? M'11hTe World m°ve8,“ 
rates are available to anyone, delegate No«r it hu only John Jasper w s way, 
or layman, wishing to attend the con- ttn^ tt will continue to whyl just tbe 
ventfon. The California delegation will same whether he is here or gone.
have u aneeial rar fmm Snn Fianelseo to Nature is a wonderful tiling. No wonKansas ^htv where thev will pet their Jel' tllat some call It God. And how lit- liaiibas VlLy« »Vllulu lUul Will col LUCil ! .. ■ «. , ■rates to Wellington. If you cannot go «« wiseacres accomplish when 
to tho convention, you cun yet aid the b>ey get foul of it in any way. » 
Association by sending in a donation to Jins reminds us of a ship carpenter 
its tiensury. Friends of progress, now °u » Mississippi steamer, who, was so 
1» the time to act. Send in your dollars, °n it and had his own way so much 
file ten or one hundred vour nuarters thalhe thought he was an absolute no- 
and your dimes to Secretary Woodbury, ce=Sity. Speculating omthis theory fqi 
and help to push the cause ol progress an. advance of wages, he told the cap- 
fprward in humanity’e upward marcii. talu, Piat h® waB -,S°}nK .to 9“11’,n.rhe 

D Barrett. captain saw througlr it and said: “Very 
San Francisco, Sept. 15, Ì896; S. E, 49. wel1' the ottic® lve in

• ili’ I your tune.” The poor, dumbfounded
carpenter said they put him and his 
tool-chest ashore, and the old boat went 
up the river the same as il he was on it.

Jesns said: “If I have told you of
earthly things, and ye believe not, how 

The Fullness of Time Is shall ye believe if I tell you of heavenly 
_ , . . things?” If these plain, matter-of-fact

uome TOf a. New unrist. affairs, which are within the compre
-------  liension of every schoolboy, are disbe- 

Thero Are Many PretepderH, but Heved because they are the product of 
kt * .t--------------------- , scientific discovery as against the igno-

Noue llittt bultill the Ideal. rancezif a darker ago, and the prejudice 
. - - of tbe presept, how will the profounder

In the crucible of science, or exact problems ol spiritual life bo understood 
knowledge, all things are finally tried and believed? .
before we can arrive nt the truth re- “Great truths are greatly won; not 
garding them; and this Is no less true in found by chance, 
relation to that mystical character, Jesus Nor wafted on the breath of summer
of Nazareth, than ttf'any other fact in dream, 
nature. . <• But grasped in the great struggle of the

For nearly two thousand years his soul,
name lias been before the world, and is Hard buffeting witli adverse wind and 
still held aloft in all Christian lands as stream.” ■ ‘
the ideal toward which humanity is . Our philosophy teaches that every- 
tendnig; but faith has weakened under tl b J governed by law, and it is oGr 
tho onslaughts of Liberalism, and Anti- „„..A- knbow la.i ,,Gd’ conform our*1 1* I I Jul u LAJ lallU W lUv JU »V UJJU Vii/HlvllllJ UUlchrist is iu the luud us never before. livos tn if ’This truo in the realm of Now, what couhlsettle this doubt and ‘ n1^ { “t of n atter and
unbelief so well as the coming of another ®{ » ‘ * e sow °o also shall yo
individual, fashioned as he . was in bis „ we .make such mistakes as interior unfoldment and. oneness with 'eal ' p 1 ™ w“kd0 ®uc", . "16\%£Qe“ ““ 
that power we call spirit? SWJ vraysu^^sap-

Spiritualism, as u whole, has laid deep I , . to . h 1 J 1 
the foundations ol a new yet old, maui- ‘ A aiatelll. pootl with a veteran intu- 
festation of spiritual phenomena and ... . , 1 ' „„.i.odrfv believermediumship; and into thi,-movement, ” V"ntoStto heaven on " fre^
and upon tins base of education in spn- 8 wlthout worbking fol. it sald: 
Itual things should certainly come h l
another “Christ," or master medium, If “It is by our own work we rise, . 
he Is to come at all in fulfillment of Bl- And will be judged at the assize; - 
ble prophecy and God’s word to man. And, though you sluggards may not 

That the times are ripe, both in this like it, , , , ,
respect as well as in the'general Bug- Heaven, like earth, is what you make 
gestiveness of mundane affairs, no one it.” ■ ,

fifteen to forty-five years ago. The 
above are only a few of the many names 
that could be cited, and from such an 
array of workers, both on the platform 
and in the ranks, it would seem to the 
outsider, at least, that the National As
sociation was backed by only the veter
ans in our movement.

The question is often asked: What 
doos the National Association purpose 
doing? The answer comes promptly—a 
great deal, if it only, had the means. 
Briefly outlined, some of its many pur
poses may be summed up as follows:

First—protection for genuine medi
ums -from' unjust persecution on the 
part of enemies outside of our ranks, 
and from competition with the frauds 
and. fakirs who have 'attached .them
selves,1 like barnacles to a ship, to our 
movement and are Spiritualists in name 
only. Second—To assist our magnetic 
physicians in obtaining their rights in 
the forty-two States whose law-making 
bodies have decided that they have no 
right to heal suffering humanity. 
Third—To provide homes, through a 
pension fund, for our aged and indigent 
workers and laymen. Fourth—To pro
vide sanitariums and hospitals in which 
those afflicted by all kinds of diseases 
can be placed and cared fop by the most 
advanced methods of medical science, 
referring now especially to mental dis
orders. Fifth—To establish schools of 
science and philosophy in which the 
laws governing mediumship and every?- 
thing pertaining to psychology can be 
thoroughly taught to all students of oc
cult lore, more especially our embryo 
mediums. Sixth—To assist local socie
ties in erecting temples and other suita
ble places for holding their meetings, to 

? the end that our people will 'not be 
• obliged to ascend to tbe fourth floor o£ 

an uncomfortable building, dr to meet 
• over a livery stable, a saloon or a Ger

” man soup-kitchen, as many of them are 
now doing. Seventh—To provide for an 
active missionary service, by means of 
which the eager searchers fo'r truth can 
be made acquainted with the funda
mental principles of our religion. 
Eighth—To provide suitable music for 
our gatherings of all kinds, in order 
that the dismal hymnologyof twohnn- 
dred years ago may hereafter be avoid
ed by us. Ninth—To establish a Na
tional Library in Washington, D. C., 

' where every book, newspaper and peri
: odical ever published in the interest of

Spiritualism can be found for reference 
by the students of this great science.

■ Also, every book ever published against 
Spiritualism, that a fair .comparison of 
tbe merits of the arguments'on both 
sides can be obtained. Tenth—To es
tablish and maintain in every city, town 
and hamlet Children’s Progressive Ly- 
ccums, through tins instrumentality of 

‘ which the rising generation may be led
into the light of Spiritualism.

■ We commend these ten points to the 
readers of your valuable journal and ask 

■ them, in all sincerity, if they do not 
deem them worthy of their support? If 
our cause has anything of value ln.it for 
humanity, it will have to ■ work along 
practical lines to accomplish it. .

To do any kind of work, the sinews of 
war are always necessary, and the chief 
weapon in the accomplishment of any 
ii?form is cash. Therefore we appeal to 
the friends of human progress whereso
ever dispersed to prove their devotion to 
the cause of truth and their confidence 
in their fellowmen by contributing lib- 

‘ erally Of such means as they possess, to 
the treasury of the National Association 
for the furtherance of the highest good 
Of our cause. To the liberal-minded, we 

■ appeal for your generous, sympathetic 
support.

The friends of the National Associa
tion are men and women of standing, of 

■ lone years’ experience and faithful serv
ice “in our ranks. They are. worthy of 
your support and confidence. Place suf
ficient means In their hands and Spirit
ualism, the eclentlfio religion and the 

■’ religious science of our time, will be.the 
emancipator ..for--this great American 
Nation. May we not ask yopi fellow 

-Spiritualise, to fill the treasury .of pur 
National Association with>JundBjthat
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can deny. . ; I HProf.Cai'penter.could have divest-
Notonly this, but men are already pro- ed himself of his obstinate prejudice, 

claiming themselv.oa “Messiahs,’5 apd and stood on tho shore of Lake Michi- 
fighting their way to recognition, “Lo, gan, he might easily have known the 
here; lo, there; I am the Christ,” is the rotundity of the world by tho surface of 
cry to-day, as It was prophesied of old the lake dropping out of sightatacer- 
it would bo. Some have one line of I teiu distance, although it extended a 
work, some another, but all agitato the iong Way further.
idea of the “second coming of Christ,” n the Bbip carpenter hod not overes
as it was in the early days that preceded I tiraated his own importance, and undor- 
the Apostolie church; for more than estimated tho captain’s independence, 
one callpd himself a Christ in those he would have taken a surer method of 
days as now. . bettering his situation.

Thns we have the reality of tho hu- If tho orthodox Christian had. given 
man side of such, characters, op divine proper attention to the law as illustrated 
instruments,-/presented again to-day; I by the necessarv connection between 
and as they bear the opposition, ridi- the sowing and the harvest, he would 
cule, doubt and scorn of the outside have sowed to tho spirit that ho might' 
world—tbe world that, has no eyes to reap life everlasting, instead of bollev- 
see or cars to hear—so do they express ing the 0(rete dogma “Jesus paid,it all/’ 
more of that divine nature which Jesus to find that ho could not reap whore he 
gave us when he said,, “Father, forgive ¿id not sow. ’ ’■
them, for they know not what they do.” |.'“novv" let us sing that beautiful hymn:

That which makes a man “a Christ” “Sowing the Seed of the Kingdom,” 
Is spiritual unfoldment, carried to its 1 that our hearts may bo tuned to har- 
highest degree; and. If our cause was mony with the divine, and we shall sow 
graded, as regards the. development of the spiritual seed of good thoughts, 
its mediums, like Masonry, then' the words of truth and deeds of love, which 
“Christ” medium would be the master iead to everlasting jby In the greatbo- 
tnedium, the same as the Muster Mason. yond. - . R. Neely. .
And yet he would be the weakest, the I J ‘ . '■ : " .. ....
most negative of any; because both will ~ ''' ' / ~
und feeling have been subordinated so A Worthy Worker Honored, 
as to make him susceptible of a foreign . To THB editor:—The inclosed poem 
controlling Influence at all times and un- was written by Mrs. S. J, Darling-whb 
derail circumstances. Through train- rfte B continJUOUBly for the press over
ing. discipline, culture and^ unfoldment the nom dfl lum(/of .<Lupa’V-for ray 
he is thoroughly one. with the will and 70th birthday, and which was Intended 
purpose of the; Spirit-world; and walks f publioatl^ 
amongyou more as a, oonsoiouB hypnotic p£ur. yearB more have run their: 
subject doing the will of God or spirit, rounds and another nnniversUry was 
rather than as one acting from his own c?tebritea by a largo gathering in my 
will and feehng. parlors Monday, August 31. We had

You have to-day the Pictur® pre* n0 games or dancing, but fine music, 
rented of one so-called Messiah it.Chi- ori(»iaal poetry a?db ’many endearing 
cago, teaching social reform and advo- f £ppi.^iation for iho Ufe work 
eating celibacy re his. sex doctrine: of f he writ^ by hot onl tbose wJ,0<re 
.another, in Hot Springs, Ark, striving in hulnble life, but by Prof. Wm. Bui- 
to found the Kingdom of Heaven on g6BS) for ;on(, years. superintendent of 
earth with free-lovo as the plan; of gcbooiBi and by Rev, Francis King, 
Francis Schlatter, in the West, with his I wbose creeds and dogmas seemed nar- 
marvelous healing and personal like- 0 and faulty and-in this unsettled 
ness to that which Jqsus is supposed to with nnor health and all
have borne, and of other lesser lights eacthly hopes nearly blighted, hedrifted 
W6a nJ DOt I?ea?on' ar? into Mrs. Logan's “Circle of Harmony”and there are truths presented by them and tbbl.e fouhnd comfort joy and peace, all, but no one as-yet stands outre tbatbehad 60 lonffed foJrfand the en- 
strongly as1 did Jesus, no one as yet.19 comfUms that he pronounced Upon the 
so supported In hjs mission thut the jeadevof the little group worelikodiu- 
verv winds and waves obey him, because monds Btrung on p„oldgn threads, and 
h? hav°inA thS woven Into a beautiful wreath for herhigher life t^t for-tom to wilLathing broWi and jf half of tho good has been 
ls toboth will and dolt too. done that he depicted with his pathos,

Thus Jesus must jiuve walked in his I e;0qu0tlCe and oratory, then indeed shall 
day among speaking the. words j jn a [ew HhOrt years hear tbe welcome 
that came to him tospeak and doing the Iirnn1„ ,.n htaW » things that .came te.hitter de not of ^ydaHy prater is that I ma'ybo 
his own will, bpt of the wUl of that wortby of tbo companionship of the 
power which rules over ub for the ulti- to j d and nobio and continue in 
mate good of all, no matter what trials tho^d WOrk with the “Spiritual Cir- 
we may. bear, the which we call the I cle Harmony.> untn cayled hence 
8pl a. \ „ when we shall see as wo are seen an<SpintuaUBra. hasswung, back, like a know as we are known.
pendulum.beyond.its balance, to a point Tb(J friend8 dld not f t bring of 
nearer the truly religious or spiritual tba needful, and all expressed great 
element; and into the movement at this pieaBure in ¿aving the privilege of cel- 
time come such as portray this element Crating the eventfuUay. Fraternally, 
In order to act upon It, or else they go • Mes/k. a. loGAN.- .
outside of it to proclaim their ideas and . •
embody their social beliefs as messen- for mrs. logan ON HER seventieth 
gers of God, or Messiahs. . I - BIRTHDAY.

For Christianity to became a religion I Another woman, silver-crowned: 
and produce an effect upon people s Another woman, world-renowned, 
lives, there had to be an ideal or imper-1 Had counted seventy Bprings 
sonated life for an example to reach up qj gong und bud und April showers, 
tOa Snell a one was that of Jcsus^ and I anftaninir rIcior And oDoninp1 flowers* 
neither the church with only the letter of shadows dancing here and there, 
of the truth, nor wo in modern times And new.fledged birds, with wings7 
■who have the spirit of it, should doubt A-flutter in the tender air- 
that life to have been lived in the will Full seventy blessed springs, 
of God,and sodivino. . . . . . _<... -

So, comparing tho to-day of Spiritual- I -^n“ one> “tenet of whose shoos 
ism with tho yesterday of Christianity, I scarce am worthy to unloose,
there should be another special life, or Around her name hath Hung 
exemplar, in order to make of Spiritual-1 A wreath of immortelles and bay, 
ism a religion and lift it from its base of So is her memory since that day, 
phenomena to its crown of spirituality. As one who never groweth old,

Brooklyn, N.Y. W. J. CUSHING. Vtf hose joy-bells still are rung, 
As one on whom Tune lost his hold

At “seventy summers youug/’
Good nature is the very air of a good wb t ld frieDd6hip wish for 

mind, the sign of a large and generous .¿ply
soul, and the peculiar soil in which vir- - wh t bldghtcr thing than this could 
tue prospers.—Goodman. be

■ .=;■ =.-== I But one—forever young?
And when the veil grows thin between 

llirn The seen and what we call unseen,
MB ■ ■ ■■■■■ill Mayall “the mists be cleared away,”Fl I ■■■■■■ And birthday songs be sung,

■ “ 'As morning vespers for that day. (RwsDiRiTournaZqfjretfiHn«.) | Which finds tnee alwavs VOunp
■ IW,w'n.Pake,whoBakaiagi»daltTotEpnepSy. C
■ huirithout doubt treated and cured fflorecweathM ' ' • • AIRS. o. J.. DARL1AG. .
1 MylMpgrtni^ihiaauaaathaataniiJifcig. Wa ■ .

. hxTebeariOfraaeaofSOyeara’itadliigctiredbybta. . ... : -

Amendmentfir to Constitution and By
Laws, which will be presented for con
sideration of’the delegates to the Fourth 
Anhual Conyqijtion' of the National 

.Spiritualists^, Awpciatlwi of the United 
States and Cgnadq', at Jdasonic Temple, 
corner üth and K streets, Washington! 
D. C„ October 20, 21, 22, 1806, at busi
ness sessions held each day at 10 a,- m. 
and 2 p. in.

Amend Article IV of the Constitution 
of the N, S., entitled.Officers and Trus: 
tees, by substituting the following, ylz: 

The officers of thia Association shall 
be - a president, vice-president, secre
tary and treasurer, who shall be trus
tees and with five others shall constitute 
a board of nine Trustees, who shall be 
elected by ballot at a regular annual 
convention by the delegates assembled 
for terms of three years each, except at' 
the annual convention to be -held Octo
ber 20, 21 and 22,1806, when they shall 
be elected as follows, viz.: The pres
ident, vice-president and one trustee for 
the term of one year; the treasurer and 
two trustees for the term of two years; 
and the secretary and two trustees for 
the term of three years; and at each an
nual convention thereafter there shall 
be elected three officers and trustees in 
the order as above named for terms of 
three years each, except where a va
cancy has occurred, when the office 
shall be filled by the election of a suc
cessor for tho balauce of the uuexpired 
term. .

Amend Article IV of the Constitution 
of the N. S. A., entitled Officers and 
Trustees, by substituting the following:

The officers of this Association shall 
be a president, vice-president, secretary 
and treasurer, who shall also with five 
other persons constitute a board of nine 
trustees. .

Officers and trustees shall be ejected 
by ballot at the regular annual conven
tion by the delegates assembled for the 
term of three years each; except that at 
the annual convention to bo held Octo
ber 20, 21 and 22, 1866, they shall be 
elected as follows, viz: (1) The presi
dent, vice-president and one trustee for 
the term of one year; (2) the treasurer 
and two trustees for the term of two 
years; (3) and the secretary and the two 
trustees for the term of three years; but 
at each annual convention thereafter 
there shall be elected one set of three 
officers and trustees in the order and di
vision as above named for tbe terms of 
three years each. When, however, a 
vacancy has occurred such vacancy shall 
be filled by the election of a successor 
for the remainder of the unexpired 
terra. •

Amend Article VI, page 8, by adding 
after the wdid “thereof'’ in the ninth 
line, the folltiwing: “Provided, however, 
that no sooiétV'éhall be represented by 
delegate wUMp has not contributed at 
least one colfectlpn each year to the N. 
S. A.” ■' >- >J '

Also to arriérai Article VII of Constitu
tion, section' If''second paragraph, as 
follows: i“’ ‘lf

In the fourth dine of the second para
graph of Sëé. ‘I’, strike. out the words 
“Twenty-five1 cents” and insert the 
words “Twé1 dollars and fifty cents.” 
Amend Section-^ of tho same Article by 
adding afterWio’ word “Charter” in .the 
8th line, the1 following:. “Provided one 
collection ealqfa ÿear be taken up for the 
benefit of theiN. S. A," .

Amend Article VII, Section D, of the 
By-Laws pt the N. S. A., entitled Spe
cial Funds, by substituting the follow
ing: ' .

A fund known as.the National Spirit
ualists’ Temple Fund, for the purpose of 
buying a lot and erecting a Temple 
thereon, , whoso support and influence 
shall be distinctly national, combining 
an auditorium, seance-room, U library, 
living apartments for the Secretary and 
for such mediums os may be there lo
cated under tho auspices of the N. S, A. 
and also such. educational departments 
as the Board of Trustees may in their 
wisdom adopt-. The said fund-shall be 
in charge of a committee of three per
sons appointed by the President, all of 
whom must be Spiritualists and mem
bers of the N. S. A. It shall be the 
duty of said committee to receive and 
disburse the moneys of the said fund and 
to attend to all the business and details 
for the construction of said Temple; but 
they shall be subject to all restrictions 
that the Board of Trustees may from 
time to time impose; and they shall ren
der quarterly, statements of all moneys 
received and disbursed and of all busi
ness transacted to the Secretary of the 
N. S. A., and such statements for each 
current year shall be read at the annual 
convention next following.

Article VII, Section D, of By-Laws:
Provided, however, that this commit

tee may, by and with the advice and 
consent of the majority of the Board of 
Trustees, purchase at any time, when 
they shall nave funds in hand to enable 
them to do so, a lot suitable for the erec
tion of the National Spiritualist Temple 
in the city of Washington, D. C. . ■

And it-is further provided that the 
erection of said Temple shall not Ibb 
begun until there shall bo in the treas-

.>•’ , •Article V. -. .
: ‘ Section 1, The annual duej of a cbar- 
'■tered floatety'shall be'due and payable 
on or before the :first day of October in 
-each year, ■

■ Seo, 2, In the event of 'failure to pay 
inch dues, such defaulting society shall 
not be entitled to representation in the 
convention on behalf of its membership, 
; , Article VIII.
. Section 1. The delegates to the an

nual conventions of this Association 
Shall be elected by thoir respective soci
eties at least four weeks prior to the as
sembling of the said conventions.

Seo, 3,. Any delegate may appoints 
proxy in event of inability to serve, and 
any society .entitled to representation 
may supplement or substitute its creden
tials of delegates by sealed instructions 
to the committee on credentials, direct
ing said committee, concerning die ap- 
polntinentaud instruction of proxies, to 
represent said society. .

Sec. 4. The secretary of each char
tered association shall make and for
ward to the secretary of this Association 
an annual report, which report shall be 
forwarded at least thirty days prior to 
the ajinual convention of the same, and 
shall contain tho following information: 
The -number of enrolled members, list 
of officers. and addresses of the same, 
and such other information as specially 
requested by the board of trustees.

Francis B. Wooduury, Sec’y.

tb««e wnxshona« mistook.the thunder TL_ ‘'if •
of the ekies for the thunder of battled | R0 ^0160» HVDOlIlBS S 
»nd'they wheeled into line—no riders . /r

OF NATURE,

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.
Wtle for God and truth goes boom- ........  "....... ' - -
mg ' through the heavens, the old uitiuing?nubu*Uin lite: Interest of modern SptfltuaV 

scriptural warriors can keep their, Jt“loi“ud wwibcl) iae iroul ll*D «> supsr-
places on their thrones. Methinks ^»nonttmtvcontiuuitvofH/baiuiourenH- 
they will spring into the fight and ex-1,
. . . ■ • . .. ° . . ■. from cho data pf model q physical and physiological

To the Spiritualist, an Impregnable louudatSou ot 
Iclentlllo date and verified tecte. .

Io the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of tbe 
Invisible cuerglea operative lu Luturo’s formula of 
evolution.

change crown for helmet, and palm 
branch for weapon, and come down 
out of the King’s galleries into the 
arena, crying: ‘Make ?oom! I must 
tight in this great Armageddon.’ The 
old war horses mingling in the light,”

Io the ecclejIaBtlc, ft now hcoveu and a new earth
A book to read, to Btudy and think about. A con* 
oenaed volume of ßclontlüc Intorxuatlou for 25 cónta. 
Addrcaß your order* to
Tho Progressive Thinkor, 40 Loomis ^veet,

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. PERFECT MOTHERHOOD*
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

DY LOIS IVAISBROONER. THIS IS 
i-J a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose la not merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
in I ml to while away the limo In a state of idle blessed*
uess, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
solf-linprovcmont or the good of humanity. It 1« a 
.book fleelgucd eapcclully, primarily, for motben: and

mauliy, of liberty, and of patriotism—a b°ok written
cffilx tS^lVe SiSS “?di 1E wbiiro to’bV

Ibe Catholics. Washingtons words of warulug,; rceolt upon tbe child of proper tsiuTouudlngs and luflu* 
r rUon°i aCjr eQCCe bearing upon the mother previous to maternity.
Grant are all Included lu the volume. Arciibtehop jUctdentally the author touches upon various things 

,< »T!ie lo modern social aud buslnetalife, which ore uujust,
»0."St tae"iitl,"ftbS“w*ft’ deadly I’atrad, uSd 
uses all her power to uunibilate them. Our enemies 
knenv how <jho treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she trvau them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the enureb for what they have Drought fit to do."

To.tiie Editor:—Things spiritual 
were.never brighter in Boston than at 
the present time. It looks as if every 
public hall in this city is engaged every 
Sunday for the use of Spiritualists’ 
meetings. Eben Cobb lias reopened Ids 
hall. The meetings are very interest
ing. Hehas generally from six to four
teen mediums and speakers who take 
part in the meetings. Those Spiritual
ists who object to one speaker or medi
um occupying the entire time, and long 
for variety, certainly will find it at 
America Hall, presided over by Mr. 
Cobb,

Prof, Bach, a noted hypnotist, speaker 
and medium from the far West, com
menced a scried of meetings at Engineer 
Hall, which he intends to continue dur
ing the entire winter. Judging from 
the opening, his meetings will be a de
cided success, He is a very unpreten
tious gentleman, and very sincere, and 
Ins chief desire is to place Spiritualisn 
where it dught to be—the foremost of 
alt religions. There is uot the slighest 
deubt but that Prof. Bach will be tho 
means of developing some grand me
diums while in Boston.

Another medium from the far West 
who has opened meetings, is Mrs. Mag
gie Waito, of California. She occupies 
the same hall she did last winter, Red 
Men’s Hall. Very large audiences greet 
her. Her tests are remarkable. Last 
night she received a perfect ovation at 
the close of her seance. It was one of 
tho most remarkable test seances ever 
given in the city of Boston.

Another Sunday will see Mr. J. Clegg, 
Wright on the platform at Berkeley 
Hall. His name alone draws the crowd. 
The< first Sunday evening he is to be 
followed with tests by Mrs. J. J. Whit
ney, another medium from California, 
whose reputation as a tost mediujn, like 
that of Mis. Waite, is national. Surely, 

. with two such mediums there ought to 
bo a revival here in Boston.

The first Sunday in October will see 
Mr. Tisdalo, tho blind orator, one of the 

■foremost speakors on the spiritual ros
trum, occupying the platform of Ayers' 
Spiritual Temple. The meetings at this 
temple are always free and attract great 
crowds : There is not a man in this or 
any other country that has done and is 
still doing so much for the cause he 
loves as Mr. M. S. Ayers, who built the 
most magnificent temple in America 
dedicated to Spiritualism. Would that 
we had more such men, who ‘'talk little, 
but work hard. If we had we'would 
very soon stop our speakers and medi
ums from traveling all over the country, 
speaking in halls four and live stories 
from the ground, many of them dismal 
enough to give one the horrors. If we 
would be respected we must be respect
able; and if we expect Inspiration from 
our speakers we must put them in sur
roundings where they can gather inspi
ration. It is about time we asSpiritual- 
lets made a change.- Let _us keep our 
speakers and mediums for one year. 
The amount wo would eave from rail
road expenses would rent a beautiful 
hall in a good locality, and bring us 
more in touch with those we wish to

uryafund sufficient to pay the entire 
contract price ot the erection of the said 
building.

Nor snail the plans be determined,up- 
on, nor the building commenced, unless 
with the consent of the majority of the 
Trustees. Amend' Section 8, Article 11 
of the By-Laws by adding after the 
word “transacted” the following: “A 
Committee bn Nominations shall be ap
pointed, composed of one delegate from 
each State, Territory and District of 
Columbia represented,' to be chosen by 
tbe members ol each State, Territorial 
or District of Columbia delegation who 
are present. -wA“>tandidate to bo eligible 
for election to'office must be a member 
in some chattered, society of the N. S. 
A., at least six months before tho date 
of such election.’! .

Amend SoitionC, Article VIII, of the 
By-Laws by hddifig after the word “con
ventions” thd'fallowing: “But no soci
ety shall be''’represented by delegates 
unless chartcrod^at least three months 
prior to the>asS6tnbling of said conven
tions.” ’ J'- «• ■' ' : - .
SUBJECTS OF; IMPORTANCE TO BE DIS

; QJSSED. ; "
How can protect Spiritualism, 

Spiritualistslf.-honest mediums and the 
public from ’the ariuy of fortiine-tcllera 
and charm-sellers and impostors who 
use Spiritualism.as a cloak under which 
they ply a nefarious business? '

How can ordination best be regulated 
so as to prevent persons not qualified by 
education or development of spiritual 
gifts from receiving indorsement of any 
kind? :
THE CHILDREN’S - PROGRESSIVE LY*

. ' CEUM. ■ ■
How can we introduce new lite into 

this important department of our work?
How can lyceums be best sustained?
What can we do to assist our young 

people to organize? ■ •
• SPECIAL NOTICE.

The attention of the officers of. char
tered societies is called especially to Ar» 
tides V and VIII of our By-Laws, that 
they may act accordingly:

log aoclcty ua a whole. The book 1« trenchant, In&lruc- 
live and very intercitlng, even wlisn regarded mere!) 
*0 a novel, and la cupecially commended to ‘‘wquh'd 
everywhere," to whom II 1b dedicated. Jc also thor- 
yughlpbowa up tho Jesnhlrat spirit of the Catholic 
Church? advanced ideas relating Io the 'Spiritual I‘M1- 
psophy are introduced It contains a fine likened ot 
the author, h coml»» pp/es. neatly bound it:

LIFE WORK

CORA L V. RICHMOND.
OOJtTLLKD AND EDITED DY

HARRISON D. BARRETT.
'THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
x habited but now submerged part of tbl« globe 

known as Atl&ntli, Is one of much interest. The 
flats gathered from ancient and modern sourceR- 
from classical Quthora-rfrom traditions, legends and 
inyttolosten.lroni tho deep tea laveatlgailqos ot 
modern Bclentiets and autiquarlan researches Ju the 
mounds and the ruins of anclept cities found on the 
American continent—are hero arranged In compact, 
literary form, in this very interesting volume. Tho 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be* 
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of tbe statements purporting 
to bo given by spirits of ancient Allantlans concern* 
Ing the fac£ of au Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, ouce existing ou thia oarth. For sale at thte 
oflice. Price 2.00.

FFW»portraits representing Mpg. ¿CicRmondüi 
1837, in 1870, and in 1804,

Tbtiworklaoneof the Library of Liberal CIm.Icb. 
No Author was better qualified to write an Impartial 
and honest Ilia ot Msliotnet thin Godfrey Higgins, 
end this volume la Intensely Interesting. It should be 
read In conjunction with Gibbon's work. For sale at 
this office. Price, 33 cents.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkeran ot Mohammed" 

Translated into Engllah from tho original Arable, Mth 
explanatory notea Uken from the most approved com! 
montators. With a preliminary discourse by Geo. 
Sale. Price, cloth, tl.W. For aafe at thia office

Origin, Development turn Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Tlios. P. Fletcher.

Contents: Tho Beginnings Fundamental PrincV 
pies? Formation of Consceuationi, Systems, Buns 
Pianola and Satellites. The Origin of Metoo-and 
Coiuet8;Tjjourg8.nki Kingdom; The Origin of Mm»; 
Mnn-Hls Attribute, and Powers; The 6ou1-_Hot It 
IlecelreBond.ImparU Knowledge; How the Soul Be
eelves Its Highest Impressions; The Record. Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense? The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do* 
jpmerattou; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Dtblei The Bible and Christ; Tiro Summary: ‘'What 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For sale at this office

Price, Cloth, R1-2K. Pantir. R“-

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS;
ISTBODOOTIOH.

CuaptebI. Parentage-Place ot Birth-Childhood- 
School Experiences—Flrat Nedlumlatlc Work, etc 

Cuavteh II. Hopedale—Mr. Scott In Massachusetts- 
Removal to Wlscwulu—Tho Ballou Family—Adie 

; Ballou's Work—Work ot Spirit Adin Augustus 
: Ballou.

Cham-eh III. Oulna-IIor Earthly Lire sud Tragic 
। Death—Her Mission lu Splrlt-Llfe.
, Chaitkb IV. Other Coutrols-The Guides.

CuArrsK V.. Work In Cuba, N. Y.-Bud.Io Pastoral” 
—Workers In Buffalo—Tbomae Gale« Forster—Sarah 
Brook«—Horace ll, Day—Removal to New York 
City, IMG—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore.

CnaM’BBVI. Work In Now York City.
CnxpTxn VII. New York City (continued). Prof. J. 

J. Mapes—lion. J. W, Edmonds—Dr. Gray—Now 
York Editors and Clergy—Other Places In the East 
—Meadville, Pa., IBM—lion. A. B. Richmond,

Chapter VlIF. Washington. D. C.—Reconstruction— 
Senator J. M. Howard—Georgo J. W- Julien—Gen 
N. P. Banks—Nettle Colbern Maynard—Statement 
of Geo. A. Bacon,

Chapter IX. England—Robert Dale Owen—George 
Thompson—CounteM of Caithness — Mrs. Straw
bridge—Mr. and Mrs. Tcbb—Mrs. Noswortby.—J. C. 
ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross,

Chapteh X. Work tn England (Continued In Three 
Subsequent Visits.)

Chaptkb XI. California Work, 1875—Other Vlalls- 
I Leiter of C. M. Plumb—Letter of Mrs. Johu A
I Wilson.

Cblcs.f? Work. 187G to 1895-HrM 
• Society Chartered, 18u9—Complete Account of Work 

In Letters and Statonieuta of Members of tbo 
Society.

Chapter XIII. Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga- 
Lake Pleasant—Ousct Buy—Lake Brady—Lookout 
Mountain, etc.

Chapter XIV. Literary Work—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Discourses and Lectures— Psychopathy; boul 
Teachings—Poems-Otber Literary Work.

Chapter XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
ou Gyro.eopo, 1B5S—* lhc Bhudow of a Great Bock 
In a Weary Laud, 1887—Poems—Choice Selections 
inTroseand Verso—WorkofWIIllarn Richmond.

Chapteb XVI. Letters from Personal Frieuds j from 
Orplia E. Tousey; from Lady Caithness, and others 
—Appreciation of tho Work from 1 hose Best Qual- 
Hied to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C. 
Warner—Drs. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore.

: Chapter XVIL Mrs RIchmond’sExperlences While 
in tbe Trance State, Written by Herself.

SEERS. OF THE AGES.
Embracing Spiritualism, pait and present. By J. 

M. Peebles, M. D. An encyclopedia of interesting 
and instructive Xacti. Price 12.00.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this oflice.

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ 
meats. Surroundings, and Condittons tn the Spheres. 

By members of the 6p!rlt*Band of Miss M. T. Bbalba* 
mer. medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth ' 91.00. Postage K cenu. For sale at 
this oflice- __________ • _ ,

THE REAL ISSUE.. *’• P“W>*lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict," and "Your Answer 
or Your Life?" with Important additions, making a 
book of itO pages all for ¿5 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts atid documents, on the tendencies of 
tbe limes, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.- •

In a late Sermon this eminent divine 
said: “There is a class of phenomena 
-which, makes me think that the spirit
ual and heavenly World may, after 
awhile, make a demonstration in this 
world which will bring all moral and 
spiritual things to a climax Now, I 
ani no Spiritualist; but every intelli
gent man has noticed that theft are 
strange and mysterious things which 
indicate to him that perhaps the spir
itual world is not so far off as some
times wo conjecture, and that after 
awhile from the spiritual and heavenly 
world there may be a demonstration 
upon our world for its betterment. 
We call it magnetism, or wo call it 
mesmerism, or we call It electricity, 
because we want some term to cover 
up our ignorance. 1 do not know 
what it is. I never heard an audible 
voice from the other world. I am 
persuaded of this, however: That the 
Veil between this world and the next 
is getting thinner and thinner, and 
that perhaps, after awhile, at the call 
of God—not at the call of such as 
were the Davenport brothers or An
drew Jackson Davis—some of the old 
scriptural warriors, some of the spirits 
of other days, mighty for God—a 
Joshua, or a Caleb, or a David, or a 
Paul—may come down and help us in 
the battle against unrighteousness. 
Ohj how I would like to see them 
here—him of the Bed Sen, him of the 
Valley of Ajnlon. him .of Mars Hill! 
English history says that Robert Clay-’ 
ton, of the English cavalry, aWhe 
close of a war bought up all thé old 
cavalry horses, lest they should be 
turned out to drudgery and hard work, 
and "bought -a piece of ground at 
Knavesmire Heath and turned out 
these old war-horses into the thickest 
and richest pasture to spend the rest 
of their days as compensation for. 
what they had- done in other days. 
One day a thunderstorm came up, and

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of tbe National with preface and Notei 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with view» of the old 
P«too Homestead and Paine. Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
JooBftilow.Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland. 
Condorcet, urlseot. and tho most prominent of Palne’a 
friend® In Europe «nd America. Cloth '“»cent*.

““THOMAS PAINED
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 centa.

“THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price, 15 cent*. .

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
; By Samuel Bowlei; Mrs. Carrie E.*0. Twlng, me- 
dtum. Thts little book will be-, read with intenio In*: 
tereit by thousands. Price 25 cents.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contain* an account of tbe very wonder
ful spiritual developments at tho house of Rev. Dr 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases In Rl’ 
iwtsot the country. Thia volume I. tbe «rat free 

ho author directly upon the aubjcctof “Spiritualism, 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth. 8l.2.‘ 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at thh office.

The Religion of Spiritualism, 
' Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rer. Samuel 
Wauon. Thia work was written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble mfin. Price M-w.

WAS 

ftgRjJHW LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

-on-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

Thli book will be found peculiar, curious, startltog! 
■—more so than auy work Isnued bIdcu Uncle Tom's 
Cabin. ItTireathes forgotten wbispera which the rust 
of time had almost covered, nud which have been 
anatebed from tbe very jaws of oblivion. It dealt 
with high official private life during tbe mostmomeut- 
oua period 1n American History, and 1b a secret page 
from tb,e life of him whom time serve« only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
^Abraham Lincoln." -

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp, S64, $1.50;
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

GLeAjMlHGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

Thia work ta one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare ¿ems of thought, prac
tical as well as profound. There is sunshine and 
baautylueveryaenteMOuttered. The work I. dedl- 
iated to tbe author', favorite .later, Barah French 

arr, now pawed to Bplrtt-ltfe. Hudrat Tuttle, of 
Berlin Helghu,Ohlo, give, an Interesting fficetch ot tbs 
author'« Ule. ______

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A.B,FrtJWh. 
William Denton.

The Science of Spirit Return. Logends or the Buddha. - 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price10cent.. . Mohammed, Or the Faith and War* OJ

■ ■ _____ ____________ - ■ ■ Islam. . v ■
SPIRITUAL SONGSTER. JosePh Braith and the Book afUonnon
By MATTOt E. Hep. Thirty-eight of Mra. Hull'. ________________

«wcelest xongs, adapted to popular music, for Hie use The Power and Permanency OXldeaS.
ot congregation., circle« and famine.. Price, 10 era., n-vnn™ 
or tS per hundred. For sale at thia office. Ine lingnowm _

- Probability of a Future Lifts 
OBSESSION. -------- < Anniversary Address. .

How evil spirits Intlnence morula By H. Faraday. The Egotism of Our Ago. ,
F.as. Pricoiocenu. What Is Truth?

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just the book for those seeking InformatloB con* 

ccralng that molt damnable Institution known in 
htstorr-the. Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted with the 
facte so succinctly Mated Ln ibis ralnablc record. It • 
shows the methods used by the Romish Church to ex* 
terminate those who reject its beliefs and claims. 
For ra:e at th!* office. Trie** ?" rr-n*« ’

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
7IFE INTHE STONE AGE. THE 

JL, historf of Atb&rael, Chief PriMt of aBft&dof A> 
Aryan». Tnl* pamphlet, containing 11 pages, vm writ
ten through the mediumship of (J. G. Flgley, cad Is ti> 
tensely intereiti&g. Trice SO OMfic For sete at Util. 
Vice. ’ . - . . -

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEO 

tnres glvea by the Spirit Band ihrough the me* 
dlmnshipof Mrs. JlagdalenaKllne. ThisTUlmna con* 
stets -of a series of lectures, nretsares and poems, 
written and delivered in public through the mental or« 
ganlim of Mrs. Magdalene One, a trance, clalrvoy* 
•stud inspirational medium. Their tone is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those he dm held, yet be 
Tin8ndmuch to.WeM., beneat and Ir.yznct. .The 
T»vmao»TWi.T*lcb Jtmib monuoaul WJU plena 
snay, although the Idea, advanced concerning Jc.ua 
and CbriiUsnltv .ra not after the orthodox wtandard. 
’nebor^ endtelaa gM Urge page., an4;wlU M eent 
poetpaMicrVEW.- FornleailhUoffice.

Decoration Address.'

. PRICF «i nn. POSTPAID. _

The To-Morrow of Death.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science. ■ . ■ - * ■ . . • •
BY LOUIS FIGUIER,

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
, ' BY S.. B. CROCKEE.

I A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
Thia One rolotno might Ten hart been entitled 

BplrltnaUxm Demonstrated by Science. It ia written 
In that RMctlar InterttUng atria tn which French 
Trltera ear* Thea they aronia popularize scientific 
subjects ta adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The anther ia not a Spiritualist—ho eren _ . . » *•_ - ■- - - . — — . ■ •  . _ . - * _ __ . — —xnemloni SpIrituMIßta u "devoteM of » new np«r- 
Btlttoa," eton eLtk. tn whloa he manifest« the mual 
animus oftb* "scientific class," yet be saya mln: 
"There tea true and respectable Idealo Spiritualism," 
«ad regirdi m proved “ft, tact ot conmtmloa.Him 
tictYeen «nperhmmni tod th, Inhahltuu ot Ktrfti" 
»nd he goet on to relate lurtanpet ot tact 1> vtldnoh. 
There la, to a BpIrltsalUt, a enalten ílecreBOBej I» 
thoaothora'e fdoaa, bat th, wen-retd hitad wulraOllf 
select and *rranga,Uie proa «rii oom, udntrittl 
«hole win and not only tood meatal mltnra, bat 
much rateable Intormaâon. Th, aafter MM| CM 
ttiewj- or retararnaUon. PHoe tlA ICt au M 
this office.. - . . . : . ■ - . ■

Ì

Jc.ua


Tbe author and compiler of tbls Guide 1» eminently 
prepared for the task by year» of devoted labor tn th> 

.T£“ “ookls Hie re«ixlt of practical worl 
and tested by tbe Intereet awakened In tbe actddl 
session of tbe Lyceum.
. wMle luteudeJ for the _ working Lyceum, the guide 
1» admirably adapted to tbo needs of the family, sup« 
plylnir 7« page, of now spiritual music and wpMi 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form at 
times the cost. The book has been place,» at thl 
remarkably low price of w cents, sent postpaid. " 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker, 

40 Loomis St., Chicago, 
Also by Hudson Tattle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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RIMEStianity.
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THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
PSYCHIC

SCIENCE

‘y-HUDSON TUTTLE

□p by that movement.

Oregon. I came near tho THE PSYCHOGRiPH
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

TWO IN ONE
MY BARQUE.

BY MOSES HULL.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

¿ÍOÎK3H■fetlEe

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW,
-oh- s

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

Indiana Universalist Conven 
tion Is Such.

■> .4i-,

A Manual of Physical, Intellect 
ual and Spiritual 'ulture.

COMPILED BY EMMA. ROOD 
TUTTLE.

A WORK BY HUDSON 
TUTTLE.

An Effort/to Tell the Whole 
Truth. .

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL, ■' '
: A DRAMATIC IDYLL.’

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

Interesting Report from Rev. 
O, Q, Love.

IMPORTANT WORK, • .. .
Studies in the Outlying 

Fields of Psychic 
Science.

A COMBINATION OF • ■ 

“The Question Settled” and “The 
z Contrast” Into one Volume.

HEALTH AND POWER, i I
A handbook of Core and Human Upbuilding by thl . ’ 

aid of new, reflnedand powerful method» of nature? < . 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles of I 
Light and Color.” “Philosophy of Cure," etc., Priced ’ - 
doth, 25 cent»} Leather, 35 cents. .. /r 1

HELLIANISM. \ —
Contrast Between Church 

Creeds and True Chrie-
- ~TT

W. Bach.Located There.

«■

n

When human character is discussed 
we must handle it tenderly, but when 
governments, institutions or creeds are 
discussed, we should as fearlessly “tell 
the truth and shame thé devil” as the 
chemist in his laboratory or mathema
tician with his figures, and if we detect, 
a moral poisou we should give it the 
right name in plain English. .
. The world is ruled by authorities, in- 
stltutions, creeds and people; but we 
must not, like Carlyle, tell the people 
they are fools, for they would retort in 
the same way; we must not tell them 
their creeds are worse than themselves 

. and really wicked, for they will fight 
for their creeds aud send the saucy 

. critic to jail. We must not tell them 
their.institutions are'demoralizing, for 
they do not qoiisider themselves demorr 
aliz'ed. We must hot say’the king is a 
gilded pauper, for tout would be an in
suit; nor that the aristocracy are blood
Bucking leeches—that would be treason.

But, my intelligent friends, let us an
alyze chemically the institutions that 
rule our people, without sayinganything 

■' about toe peoplê themselves.
What are the chief characteristics ol 

- the societies now contending fqr su
- premaçy in the human mind? Are they 

not, respectively, Heavpu and Hell? 
The spiritual- religion is a religion of 

. free and freejueht communion with 
heaven—that ,is its great merit. It is a 
heavenly religion, and it is for daring 
to maintain this heavenly communion 
that its opponents make war on it with' 
slander, ridicule and persecution.

Our societies, therefore, must be des
ignated as heavenly, and we believe in 
living a heavenly life. When we do 
live a heavenly.life, which' is universal 
brotherhood, we are practicing our re
ligion, and the proper name is Christi
anity, for that was what the true Spirit
ualists of Jerusalem called it when it 
was first introduced, and they made that 
name so honorable that it lias been used 
as a grand cloak to cover a multitude of 
sins and crimes, for they made a real 
brotherhood, and we have not yet got 
up to their standard, though we are 
moving that way. .

Certainly the old religion of Jerusa
lem and yob ng religion of America is 
rightly called the heavenly reJigion, 
and all heavenly spirits endorse it.

But what is the most proper name of 
the réligion invented at Rome? How 
does it differ from all other religions?

Its chief characteristic seems to be 
that it sees pothing important in tho 
whole universe but hell. As to the mill
ions of suns and worlds, it does not rec
ognize them as anything else than 
lamps for our benefit. ' Its God thinks of 
nothing but this little world as a feeder 

, for his infinite hell, where the countless 
millions of the past and future are to be 
eternally roasting. He planned the 
earth as a feeder for hell and fixed his 
theological trap to catch the whole race, 
but fished put a few to make his celestial 
choir, without any reference'to their 
character, and inspired them with faith 
in his theology which authorized them 
to kill and torture heretics, thus, like 
their divine master, making a good im- 
Ration of hell on earth outside as well 
as inside of toe Holy Inquisition. - 

, His theology does npt allow us to take 
much interest in anything but IjelL- To 
tremble with fear before him and beg 
to escape hell—to roiise the whole world 
into terror of hell, and conquer all thosé 
who make light of it—to subjugate all 
nations to the authority of his priests; 
to suppress all innocent gàyety, theatri- 

’ cal amusements, loud laughter, lively 
music, dancing andz displays of female 
-beauty, and one day in seven to live un
der the shadow of hell, even whistling 
being a punishable offense; in short, to till 
the world with a glowing consciousness 
of the ever-roaring hell which is engulf
ing all nations, has certainly been the 
chief characteristic of what is called or

. thodoxy, during the last eighteen cen
turies, and is still, except whore modern 
civilization has made its votaries 
ashamed of their crazy .ways, which 
make so large a contribution to lunatic 
asylums. •

Hell Is certainly the essential pecu
liarity and glory of orthodoxy wherever 
it has full swing, and groans are a prom
inent çart of its service whenever it is 
much in earnest. ..

It has other peculiarities in intoler
ance, cant, persecution and hypocrisy, 
but these are minor matters, all arising 
from the all-pervading power and terror 
of hell. '

It is therefore impossible to find a 
name more appropriate for the old or
thodoxy of many centuries than that 
which would express its chief character 

- as identified with hells. It is a hellian 
system, a hellian theology, a helltan 
view of human life as a stepping-stone 
to hell, a hellian view of the universe as 
a place of infinite room for hell, a hell
ian conception of God as the hell-builder 
and hell monarch of eternity.

■ To call.this hellian system Christian
ity is as gross an abuse of language as 
to call a brass casting a twenty-dollar 
gold piece and encourage its circulation 

■ as such. '
Original Christianity was direct com

munion with heaven as practiced by 
Spiritualists to-day, and a kind brother
hood among its followers. It had no 
hell, no angry God, no persecution, no 
gloom, nor terror, but a great outpour
ing of the.spirit, and healing of the sick 
by their brethren. Its crucial test for 
the brethren was, “they shall lay hands 
on the sick, and they shall recover.” ,

It assumed no authority; it conquered 
\ by kindness, it appealed to reason, leav- 
' ing all ■ men free, for as 'St. Paul Baid, 

"Where the spirit of God is, there is 
liberty,” . ■ . •

Such is the heavenly religion which 
is reviving to-day, and which the hell- 
ian church would crush if possiblé.

It is true toe" hellian church is al
ready haff-civilized and getting to be 
somewhat religious, as It is trying to 
drop its hellian character, but as long as 
it wars against heavenly communion 
and clings to its hellian creeds,, it must 
continue to be a dead weight upon Intel
lectual and moral progress, and Prof. 
Herron will find ne is galvanizing j 
corpse. .

■ The hellian system hides in its creeds 
«nd refuses to investigate; the heavenly 
system lives in freedom, grows in love 
and leads the march of wisdom progress.

I have thought these suggestions 
■worthy of publication, for a name is a 
pioneer in leading mankind. The pre
tentious title of'Theosophy enabled Mad
ame Blavatsky to circulate a mass of an
tiquated Hindoo rubbish, and the noble 
name of Christianity has eiven an air of 

- saoredness to the most fatal system of 
despotism that has ever afflicted man
kind, and reddened, all lands with the 
blood of martyrs and blood of wars. 
Name it- correctly es the hellian system, 
and its charm is gone.

Butas long a» we honor the hellian 
system by calling it Christianity, its 
hold upon toe human mind .wilt be hard 
to break. .....

■ It ts true the members of the various 
denominations—Methodist, Presbyterl- 
U, Baptist, etc.—are not personally

.. im ■ ,i....................«.J,
hellions, «nd the term really belongs to 
thdir. creeds. As; hiimaq wltypy Ip" a 
free civilized country, they qaunot weji 
be practical hellians, like the church * 
few centuriecago. but t|i? 1» 
in thglr creeds, wn'eti still, enough they 
resist it, nave‘a debasing effect upon 
good people, many of whom would he 
willing to see a theological despotism es
tablished. in ’this jeouetry, and all of 
whom are withhuld-frum Jie«v^jfiy com
munion as long as the church'can . con
trol them. The people are far better 
than their creed, ’and its full power is 
not realized to day. The hellian of the 
days when St. Bartholome_w’s massacre 
occurred, a -little >over three centuries 
ago, when the pope had a Te Deum cele
bration over the assassination of .50,(100' 
Protestants, was a very formidable and 
bloody-minded bigot. ‘The creeds that 
produced those murders are unchanged, 
but the true hellian nq longer exists, for 
humanity has outgrown the creeds, and 
we see no great difference between those 
inside and outside the churcb, except 
that the former are generally averse to 
progress and deficient in liberality.

The human race must continue in 
mental bondage until the hellian creeds 
are abolished, when social evolution will 
advance'with lightning speed, ' /

. Jos,. Rqdes Buchanan. ■ - . ■
The ' Nebraska and Kansas 

Camp-Meeting.
The Nebraska and Kansas Oamp-meet- 

ing opened Thursday, September 17, at 
Franklin, Neb., under very unfavorable 
conditions, toe weather cold and dreary.

H. J, Need, president of the Franklin 
Spiritual Society, delivered, a short in
spirational address of welcome to a small 
but attentive audience 'of ,'Spiritualists 
anil friends: followed with . short ad
dresses by C. H. Moody, of Otego, Kan.; 
then by the writer arid Mrs.-Noyes, and 
friend Barrows. The evening'train 
brought Dr. P, S. George, of Lincoln, 
Neb., secretary of toe Nebraska State 
Spiritual Association.: On the morning 
train came D. W.-Hull, of Norton, Kan
sas, brother of Moses Hull, of spiritual 
renown". • ' " .

On the 18th, spiritual meetings were 
held in the I. O. O. F. hall, for toe rain 
of the night before prevented us from 
going to toe camp. The hall was packed 
with Spiritualists arid Christian friends, 
and they listened to a fine discourse by 
D. W. Hull aud others, followed by tests 
by Mrs. Noyes. All the tests recog
nized. -

The 19th, clear and cold. 2 p. m., in- 
spirationabJecture by C, H. Moody, of 
Otego, Kan., and Dr, George, of Lincoln,_ 
Neb,, followed by'tests by Mrs. Noyes.“

Sunday, the 20th, clear and warmer. 
10 a, m., call for the purpose of organiz
ing a Spiritual Camp-meeting; organiza
tion to be known as the “Southwest Ne
braska and Northwest Kansas Associa
tion.” Officers elected as follows: Pres
ident, H. J. Need: secretary; D. L. 
Haines; trustees, ‘ Chas, Davis, C. H. 
Moody and O. Bershsler.

,2 p.m., lecture by D. W. Hull. Dr. 
P. S. George gave his experience while 
in jail, placed there for the terrible 
crime of healing, There’was a large at
tendance at the camp,

7:30 p. m., the hall was packed to its 
utmost, The writer lectured under the 
inspiring influence, of Father McKin
zie, a reformed Catholic priest, which 
was well received by’the audience. I 
was followed by tests by Mrs. Noyes.

The camp-tneeting has been a grand 
success. , ..

The Franklin Society added forty 
names to its membership. Our camp
meeting broke up at 10:30 last night, 
and the noble workers departed to their 
various homes, with .many a true, hearty 
hand-shake, hoping.to meet agairi in the 
near future. : Dr. Noyes.

LOVE.. ~ ..

0, Love! holy passion, thou life of the 
' soul; . ■ / .

Thou comest unbidden, from fountain 
unknown; \

New senses awaken, bright visions un? 
fold, • . ’

Ever tinting each thought, with col
ors thine own.

Like angel enchantress from heaven 
descended,

Thy.magical power doth fond memory 
enchain; . • ...

Like breath of rare flowers ip harmony
' blended, '

■ For sorrow thou weepest, nor wouldst
temple profane. '

Thy language in words hath.pe.ver been 
spoken, ; . . < *

O,' passion too pure for stammering 
" tongue; .

Butsilenco thy language, a'heart-throb 
' . j or token, . ‘ ■

Or faltering sigh from tenderness 
. wrung. ' , . . ’

Thrice blest is the mortal who knoweth 
thy power,

Tho' thy chains be as fire, they bind 
us to heaven;

From thy whispers coihe life to sweeten 
. each hour, •
To the heart that lies bleeding, fond 

hope hath given.
One-touch cf toy power endureth for-, 

ever; "
In dreams thou canst come o’erwhelm- 

ing the soul, 
Till the hours seem but moments we'd 

fain hold forever, .
Submitting—e’en blessing thy rapt

urous control. -
Like silent dew kissing the brow of bleak 

mountain, r
Whose dark,roughened peaks, forbid

ding and bare, । -
Ne’er knew the sweet music of songbird 

or fountain
Till its tears in glad-brooklets distilled 

from the air. ; I .. .
So thou dost come to hearts chilled’iwith 

sorrow; ’
Whose cords have been rent, whose 

altars are bare. .
Thy unspokpn words bid ub look to the 

morrow^ . .
Thou pointest to heaven—fruition is 

t-hel'e' ■ -_ R- D. Wise.
YOUNG GIRL’S STRANGE GIFT.

»•»PBfojr jApw w- twt of her. feh» 
ie in upnaturgl poai-

tiop andJftVfew moments will (be. writ* 
ing.Jhewosds being upsidedown to her,“■ 

may be looking.out qf
me wlndo^.v.iWhUe'rUnder control her 
arm and hvut become cold pa ice and' 
powerless ta do anything hilt write. 
Sometimes she uses the right jiand, 
sometimes toe left and often Doth, writ
ing tup distinct messages,. bnt> perhaps 
in a man’s hand, toe other in a wimams, 
at the same time. - ' . -

Everything is done in the light and 
in full view of everyone. As a result of 
the girl’s work many heretofore ortho
dox church, members have embraced 
the spiritualistic faith.

NON-PROGRESSIVE.

From Kalamazoo, Mich,, comes news 
of the recent development of a new me-, 
dium. The item from the daily Chron
icle, of this city, reads as follows:

Alma Gault, toe 14 year-old daughter 
of J ulius Gault, who lives near Gales
burg, has recently developed great spir
itualistic manifestations. She h a hand
some and intelligent girl, and tier father 
believes she has received a divine call, 
and will not allow her to receive money 
for taking messages from departed 
friends. . .

Several months ago Mr. Gault bought 
his daughter a planchette board to play 
with. One evening alter his mother 
died, he was surprised to see the board 
spell out his mother’s name. Alma took 
a pencil and wrote:

“Go to the pantry and you will find a 
paper containing an article on Spiritual
ism.” .

Mr. Gault treated the matter as a joke, 
blit finally found the article. It was a 
poem. Mr. Gault says the writing was 
his mother’s exactly, In a day or two 
the girl found herself writing on a copy
book at school, and was surprised to see 
that the pen was. not tracing the 
thoughts in-her own mind, but some
thing quite foreign. •

Since then there have been many com
munications. Alma will frequently sit 
down in broad daylight, with a sheet of

1’roven So by Its Action on Reg
' - olutions.

To the Editor:—I have ever been of 
the opinion that the Universaliste were 
a progressive, liberal sect of religionists, 
but the following resolution, with its 
"whereases,” adopted by the Indiana 
State Convention of that sect, which re
cently met at McCordsville,'has done 
much to change it. •

It is said that the resolution was 
framed for the special benefit of a Uni
tarian minister (Rev. Llewelleu), a 
broad and liberal preacher, who has 
hitherto, in other States, been invited 
and accustomed-to' affiliate with the 
Universalist ehuroh. But it seems that 
he and the Universalists with whom he 
has been wont to Commingle are far in 
advance of Indiana Universalists, as the, 
resolution itself abundantly proves. But' 
here is the resolution, which will speak 
for itself: . .

' ANTI-RATIONALISM, ' .

Whereas, The Universalist Churches 
and Convention of Indiana, have all been 
builded up to their present position 
upon the theory that the Bible is infal
lible authority in all matters of religious 
faith and practice, and :

Whereas, During the last few years, 
there has .appedred in our ministerial 
force a few preachers who by their- 
public utterances in our pulpits, and es
pecially at the meetings of our associa
tions, ministerial circles and conven
tions, and by their private conversations 
and conduct when among our people and 
when among strangers, seek to belittle 
the Bible as an infallible guide in mat
ters of religious life; and who, under 
the misleading guise of "higher criti
cism,” are in the habit of assorting that 
certain assumed facts of science are true, 
and that they contradict tho Bible, and 
that the Bible must give way to these 
assumed facts, and ail true religion must 
conform to and be based upon science, 
and the old positioii of our church in 
reference to the -Bible must bo aban
doned, and Rationalism be substituted: 
and . • -

, Whereas, These so-called “higher 
critics,” or rationalists, are not in any. 
sense building up the Universalist 
Church in this State; but on the contra
ry are creating divisions and : dissen
sions, and are causing doubts and mis
givings among our people, beclouding 
théir faith and chilling their zeal, and 
putting in the hafids of the opponents of' 
our faith much evidence in support of 
the old slanderous charge that Univer
Balists are infidels; therefore, be it .

Resolved, That while wé do not intend, 
to abridge any man’s freedom of thought 
or speech, we dh protest that the teach
ings of. these preachers, who in any way 
Beek to belittle the Bible as an infallible 
authority in religion, iB not in any sense 
Universalism, and no person has the 
right- to proclaim such skepticism in 
the name of the Universalist church. If 
the historic position of the Universalist 
church fora hundred years, in regard to 
the Bible, does not suit these.brethren, 
their own sense of honor shduld lead 

■ them to sock a more congenial fellow
ship; and be it.further

Resolved, That it is the sense of this 
Convention that the Circuit’Gommittee 
and the officers of the churches of the 
State should use their influence to pre
vent the employment, by any ohuron in" 
this State, of any minister who is in any 
way given to the practice set forth in 
the preamble to these' resolutions; and 
that the. committee’on fellowship of this 
Convention ought not. to grant any li
cense or fellowship to any preacher who 
is not certainly known to be in harmony 
with the doctrines' of our church, and 
especially a believer in the Bibl$ as an 
infallible rule of faith and practice'in all 
matters pertaining to the religious life; 
and be it further
. Resolved, That our preachers, Sunday

school superintendents and teachers 
should devote more time and effort to 
increase the confidence and faith of the 
people In the Bible as too authoritative 
text-book in «religion; and that, they 
should make it clear to all with whom 
they come in contact, that no kind of 
Rationalism is in any sense Universal
ism. ■ (Adopted;) »

The first article of the “Universalist 
Profession of Faith” declares: "We be
lieve that the Holy Scriptures of the 
Old and New Testaments contain a rev
elation of the. character of God and of 
the duty, interest and final destination 
of mankind.”-."The -reader will mark 
the language—“The Bible 'contains’ a 
revelation of thé character of God.”,We 
arenot to suppose that the Bible in its 
entirety is a Word-for-word inspired rev
elation of the character of God.

What is “Rationalism” but a rational 
"interpretation of all that appeals to 
reason in the Bible as in nature allabout 
us?, Is-the Bible opposed to nature? Do 
they conflict? Does the supernatural
conflict with the natural? Is God to hold 
us accountable for judging thé Bible in 
accordance. with the reason He has 
given us? What is ‘rational. religion’ 
out reasonable religion, and who. can 
accept an unreasonable religion? Are 

-we not allowed to exercise reason in re
ligion as in every, other department of 
thought? If not, the less we have of re
ligion the better. ' '

I had supposed that Universalism, and 
Rationalism, and Unitarlanism, and 
Liberalism, were all synonymous and 
convertible terms, but it Seems the Uni- 
versalistsof Indiana think differently. I 
congratulate the Rev. Llewellen upon 
being cast out from among such Univer- 
ealiets. I have heard Rev. Llewellen 
preach upon several occasions, and was 
greatly impressed by the rationale, the 
naturalness and reasonableness of his 
sermons, so plain and convincing were 
they that they could not possibly be re
futed by science or religion.

There are’a few Universalist preach- 
érs in the State who also come within 
the ban of the resolution and against 
whom it is also directed. I now recall 
the fact of sitting in a trumpfet circle in 
Muncie, Ind.,notlongago,Mrs. Hibbitts 
being the medium, in which there sat a 
Universalist minister who received sev
era! very satisfactory communications. 
While he did not commit himself, I am 
?uito certain he^ is convinced of the 
ruth of spirit return. I have sinqe 

iearned that he and his congregation 
have parted company; whether on ac
count of his liberality in entering any 
avenue in the pursuit of any truth bear
ing upon his calling aè a teacher of the
ology or religion,1 cannot say. The in
ference 18, however, that he has reached 
a plane of thought far in advance of his 
congregation. . H. V. Sweringen. .

JONAH AND THE WHALE—THE SUMMER 
CAMPS—THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER 
—THE “WONDERFUL” HERRMANN— 
GRAVEYARD DIRUjAT THIRTY CENTS 
PER OUNCE. > <iv ’
To the Editor:—‘rhe arrival of The 

Progressive ThîS^er this 'evening 
called my attention" to the fact that I 
had not written -ydii'k-letter for some 
time. . - -j ■'

First, I wish to nay my respects to a 
critic of my article on “Jouah and the 
Whale,” which the writer of tho criti
cism thpught'I would have to remodel 
after reading his criticism. I would, 
rather, respectfully call his attention to 
the story of the old sailor that is at
tached to the story of “Jonah and the 
Whale.” The story from his .French 
paper-would be no better proof than the 
other one. Even if his story was true, 
it would not be.a proper comparison, aS 
the whale was'dead ’and therefore the 
gastric juices would not act with the 

(same force they possessed in life. Of 
course, it is useless to bring up the ar
gument that a person could not get 
breath in such a place as It is well known 
that a man would die in the stomach of 
an animal as quickly as he would in 
water, allowing that he could get there 
without injury.

No, brother, I am not read}’ to modify 
the story until; better evidence than a 
newspaper story is offered in substantia
tion of the claim that such a thing is 
possible. -

We enjoyed our stay at the camps 
this summer. Cassadaga, according to 
Mrs. Bach’s report (I was .not there), 
was finer than ever, aud I must say (.hat 
I enjoyed the time spent at the camps I 
attended, better than ever. Ono great 
point in the camps of this season was 
that they were demanding a union of 
the philosophical and the phenomenal. 
This is a good feature. ■”

By the union of the two, we will grow 
faster than we could ■ by either one, and 
this year the lectures were attended 
quite as well when there was no test 
medium to follow as they were when 
there were tests to be given without 
lectures. But when they were combined 
the enthusiasm was the greatest. -

There are some very interesting ar
ticles in The Progressive Thinker 
lust received. Brother Underwood’s 
lecture should be read and digested; 
Brother Moore’s ideas should be put 
into practice. The stench would soon 
give the world a different idea of the 
so-called "holy writings,” and we would 
be bothered less by pious cranks in our 
government and other places.

I wonder if the writer of the article 
criticising Herrmann expects many of 
the readers of Thj; . Progressive 
Thinker, who havq'sepn. the entertain
ments, to agree witn luim I do not be
lieve in bringing everything into psychic 
lines, but does not iRq^ftnann do some 
wonderful tricks without the usual stage 
mechanism? It strikes ine that I have 
seen him do some of |hmn. In faetL his 
“palming” is remarkable, as everyone 
versed in legerdemain is willing to ad
mit. But it is yvell kpown that he is 
not the “Great Herrmann,” but had his 
name changed to th^at of/the great mas
ter. He has also statejil, many times, 
that he could duplicate;,;the “tricks” of 
any medium, though, he has failed to 
carryout his claim Ina number-of cases, 

' Herrmann is a sleight-of-hand . per-' 
formerand we cannot deny his ability to 
do many wonderful <things. ' In fact, we 
have many who are capable, of doing 
wonderful things. But 1 would like to 
see the sleight of-hand ■ performer who 
will duplicate the things I have had 
donlt for me by mediums, many of whom 
were personal friends^aud did them in 
my own home. -

The letter from Will 0. Hodge has 
tho right ring to it. His letters always 
do have. Some way, Will seoms to 
have a “knack” about it. Clinton camp 
must have boon alive, with all the 
grand talent he mentions, and I can im
agine the friends, as thoy gather around 
in. the early evening, as the friends do 
at Clinton, talking over their experi
ences. But . what I would like to know 
is why they did not run the “fake” men
tioned off the grounds when he was 
Belling “graveyard dirt at thirty cents 
an ounce. - ,

When will Spiritualists wake up to 
th'e fact that they Cannot get develop* 
ment by smelling dirt and carrying 
charms arotind in their pockets. It is 
easy to realize why a person whose edu
cation has been in a mystical line should 
carry Hie' foot of a graveyard rabbit, or 
a horse-chestnut, or a dried-up potato 
around with him to ward away some 
mysterious something, but why a Spirit
ualist whose education is of .an entirely 
different order should do so is one of toe 
'“mysteries of Godliness.”

The suggestion of “C. F.C," is a grand 
one. It is really too bad that so much of 
our grand thought that is so pregnant 
with good and elevating ideas, should 
be lost completel^ as it is. No one can 

-carry the substance even of the lectures 
listened to at any of our camps. We 
should gather these lectures together 
in some way. . But how, to do it ls.the 
question with1 those.who have attempted 
to put literature of this class on toe 
market, -

. C. F. C. thinks the report of a camp
meeting, with all the, "lectures, tests 
and striking phenomena *. * » could 
be published in pamphlet form and fur
nished at about zten cents?” The great 
conundrum that , publishers of this class 
of literature have to solve is how to 
make both ends meet on the basis pre
sented.. The sales of such literature 
are very limited. In fact, from my 
knowledge of the 'experience of those 
who have attempted:'.to iput such works 
on sale, it is my opinion that many of 
the publishers do noft .get enough out of 
their publications to. pay: the printer’s 
bill. . ,v -,L , J”.

But why can we not make ajnove that 
will carry but sUchqaiiline of publica
tions? We can, if we are willing to in
vest a little money In ife The cost of a 
stenographer and typewriter for such a 
purpose would be about ten dollars a 
day; for a thirty-days)ceamp, $300. If 
my memory serves me right, the cost of 
printing and binding in, paper the re
port of. the first convention of the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association was $467 
for three thousand copies. As the re
port of a thirty-day 6*'camp could not-be 
crowded into a much' smaller space than 
this three-days’- convention was, that 
would make the cost, Independent of 
compilation, $767, or over 25 cents a 
copy. Tbe cost could be lowered by 
large sales. I would suggest to C. F. C. 
that he' make the attempt to get sub-, 
scribers to such a publication; If a suf
ficient number can be secured, the book 
could not help being a marvel of. wisdom 
and. worth thousands of dollars to the 
Spiritualists, to say nothing of its value 
from an intellectual point of view.

Well, this has been a sort of rambling 
letter,’ but perhaps from traveling 
around in the interests of Spiritualism, 
I have gotten into a rambling habit; 
now I am trying to break toe habit, and 
unless the climate does not agree with 
us; we expect to remain in -the Hub 
city. For the present, at least^jry ad
dress will be 33 East Newton street, 
Boston, Mass. W. H. Bach.

To the Editor:—No doubt the peo
ple are beginning to wonder what has 
become of myselFand the camp-meeting 
that was announced through your valu
able paper, to’take place in Seattle.

Well, the car line that had, through 
their superintendent, agreed to arrange 
seats and shelter and also to light the 
grounds with electric lights, failed to 
curry out their side of the proposition on 
account of the receiver refusing to 
spend the money necessary to do the 
work as agreed on by the superintend
ent. The consequence was, I took the 
next best offer, and the camp-meeting 
was hold at Pleasant Beach, about one 
rnjle from Port Blakely, and about 
twelve miles from Seattle, on Puget 
Sound., > .
. It was one of the prettiest places you 
could imagine to hold a camp-meeting 
in. There was a lovely grove of young, 
fir and mountain laurel trees, giving a 
splendid shade beneath, in which toe 
tents were pitched. In the foreground 
Stood the restaurant and dancing floor, 
from which we looked ou tho briny 
wuters of the oft-heard-of Puget Sound.

There were quite a. number of camp
ers for just a few days at a time, and 
twenty-one campers remained until the 
close. A considerable number brought 
bedding aud found places to sleep in the 
restaurant or among the Dampers. 
While so far as finances are concerned, 
I did not get back toe money ■invested,' 
yet because of the good work accom
plished 1 am satisfied. -

There is no telling the results of the 
meeting spiritually considered, so I will 
not try it. The,meeting commenced on. 
toe 8th and lasted until. the 30th, inclu
sive. We were in a country where but 
little was known in regard to our relig
ion, and yet the people seemed'to be 
captivated from the first. . ■

The people came from Port Blakely in 
large numbers to see and hear about our. 
wonderful doctrine of eternal life in our 
own individuality, and our common 
brotherhood. . - '

On the night of and just prior to our 
Igst meeting, a number of men sur
rounded me out' in the grounds, and 
plied me with questions concerning cir
cles and the knowledge of Spiritualism, 
until I was compelled to excuse myself 
to preside over the meeting that had 
been called and was waiting my pres
ence .And then I was only allowed to 
go after I had promised to visit them 
again in the near future.

During our stay at the camp grounds- 
myself and- wife visited Port Blakely; 
Mr. McDonald, the owner of the camp
grounds, kindly placed his horse' and 
buggy at pur disposal for that purpose. 
Port Blakely is said to have the largest 
saw-mill in the world. We found it run
ning day and night with several hundred 
men employed. There were in port at 
that time ten sea-going vessels loading 
lumber for various part? of the world.

There is'also at this place a large 
number Qf men employed in the ship
yard, and two large vessels were under, 
course of construction at the time of our 
visit.

Many -are the friendships I -heye 
formed among those I met omthe camp
grounds, and I wish them all success in 
tbeir journey of life both spiritually and 
financially, _ So enthusiastic did the 
people become that a committee from 
various cities and towns in the Sound 
country was organized for the purpose 
of arranging for a - camp-meeting in 
1897, Mis. M. E. S. McCall, of Tacoma, 
being president thereof, and Brother 
Gifford, of Seattle, if I remember right, 
vice-president.

Many mediums and speakers of local 
talent were with us during the camp
meeting, as follows: Mrs. Ruth A.Paine, 
president of the First Society of Seattle; 
Mrs. Lena J. Gifford, Mrs. W. H. Fer
guson, Mrs. Ida Christie, Miss Amelia 
Christie, Dr, Chesbrough, Mrs. Maud 
Chesbrough, Mrs. Esther Thomas. Mrs. 
Jno. J. Anderson and Charles Lilly, of 
Seattle; Mrs. McCall, whom I ordained 
a little over three years ago for the 
First Society of Portland, Oregon; Mrs. 
Lena Swan, of Ellensburgh, Washing
ton; Mrs. Dr. Lou Patterson, of San 
Francisco; Mrs. GeorglaCooley, of Sum
merland, Cat; Mr. and Mrs. W. P. 
Williams: of Salem, Oregon; Rev. G. C. 
Love and Mrs. Westlake., of Portland,

Boy Medium. from near Kelso, in Wash
ington, only 15 years of age. and yet he 
is able to hold his own with many of the 
older speakers in the cause. These 
whom I have mentioned are all good in 
their line and earnest in their work.

There are a number who attended the 
oamp and came before an audience for 
the first time, who bid friir to do a grand 
work in the . cause of Spiritualism. 
Among them I mention Mrs. Myers, 
Mrs. Lida Bassett, Mrs. Moore, of 
Colby. • .

Should there be those whom I have 
omitted, it is not intentional, for I assure 
them that I have appreciated the efforts 
of all in their endeavors to make the 
meeting a success. I thank them all for 
their kindness to me. Yes, great en
thusiasm has been awakened by the first 
but not the last Spiritual camp-meeting 
on Puget Sound. .

The bills were "mine—they are all 
paid in full.

The camp-meeting belonged to the 
people, and! am satisfied they enjoyed 
it. I labored under adverse circum
stances; my daughter—only child left 
out of five—was then and is now in a 
very serious condition physically. It 
was thought she would not survive the 
camp; she still lingers and her condi
tion will keep me near my home for a 
time. But I am using too much of your 
time and space and will close.

' Rev. G. C. Love.
324 Front street, Portland, Ore.

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS HOW TO IN
VESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM, DEVELOP 
MEDIUMSHIP, AND FOR THE FORMA
TION OF HOME OIROLES.
This second edition, with important 

additions, is the second effort in the 
Now Departure of The Progressive 
Thinker. It is a book which marked 
an era in the methods of thought on 
psychic subjects. It was first to take 
this hitherto unexplored realm, and its 
treatment is entirely original. It out
lined a plan of studv and investigation, 
which, new as the subject was, appears 
to be the only one the student can pur
sue, to arrive at satisfactory results.

A great many psychic clubs and read
ing circles have adopted it as a guide, 
and one college has taken it as a text 
book. In its field it stands alone, and is 
the student’s only helpful manual.

Since the author wrote the “Arcana 
of Nature,” by almost purely auto
matic controls, his inspiration has 
made no higher flight than in “Psychic 
Science.”
Price Reduced About One- 

Half.
In our New Departure, determined to 

give Spiritualists—instead of the d ear 
est, as hitherto—the cheapest literature 
of any denomination, sect or organiza
tion, we have not only enlarged the 
book by twenty pages, but reduced the 
price from $1.25 to 75 cents.

A wealthy Spiritualist purchased cop
ies at full price and presented one to 
every college and academy in the New 
England States. We have reduced the 
price until no one will be prevented 
from possessing it, or deterred, for want 
of means, from sending it forth on mis
sionary duty, ■ •

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND j 
As. Songs, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory Gem». 
Choral ReapoBies, Funeral Berrice», Program» Tof 
»onions, Parliamentary Rulei, Initructlom for QK 
ganlzing and conducting Lyceums, Initructlom for

Culture, Calisthenics and Marching: BÀn«f 
nen, Standard!, the Band of Mercy, etc,; a book bv 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual CT 
Liberal Society be organlied and conducted 
without other aeeletance. It auppllee the wanted 
Bp rltu.1 Societies tot fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music tree from the dismal tone of tho old bymdologK' 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings M ’ 
responses such ae no other selection contains, It giro ’ 
a practical system of graceful cullstheutcs. every su 
of which Is made plain by engravings, it give, It 
structlons bow to make tbo badges aud banners ah 
Instructs In niatohlug. It shows howto establish 
B.“? of Merey as «uxlllary w the Lyceum, and SÏ i ' 
all the most bountiful songs which have been gathers ran htr , >>n > I

Lonely beams the evening star, 
’ My barque is on the sea, 

And across the moaning bar
Friends are waiting me. -

But the tide Is noiseless, deep, . \
. All too full for sound;

I can only wait and weep, 
Heavenward bound. )

Twilight shades and evening bell— 
All my life is dark; . I

Muffled oars repeat—farewell— 
Lonely is my barque. ’

< But a form with smiling grace 
Beams from out heaven’s place, 

And I know the angel face
. Asa star in space.

. Bishop A. Beals.

A New Campaign Song.
A spirited patriotic song, entitled 

“McKinley, Hobart and Honor,” com
posed by G. F. Perkins, has just been 
published, and is creating quite a stir 
among the political singers. The price 
is 35 cents a copy, and can be ordered 
through this office. . 355tf'■

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First.' The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methodsand Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D.,.LL D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents, __ . •

,ThIfl highly instructive and Interesting work 1» a 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull’» 
aplendldwork». By this arrangement the coat 1» »nch 
that the reader!» enabled to secure the two book» 
combined at the same price a» wm formerly asked 
forthem separately. This volume contain» 4« page» 
and Is handsomely bound in cloth, and contains on ex* 

-cellent portrait of tbe author.
THE QUESTION SETTLED

1» a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit- 
uiUsm. No book of tbo century baa made ao many 
convert» to Modern Spiritualism as this. Tbe author’» 
alm, faithfully to compare tho Blblo with modern 
phenomena and’philosophy, bae been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to Ihe wants of numan* 
Units moral tendency.; tbo Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual nature of men. and the objec
tion» offered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
eensc, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist» of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. Lt is a most able production, and 
Is a perfect etorehou»e of facts for those who wish 

•to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the
assumptions of Orthodoxy. ’ '• ■
PRICE SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful Bouga, with 

music and chorus, In book form. By C.P. Longley. 
Price <1.25; Postage 15 cento. • .

CHURCH AND STATE.
Tbe Bible In th« Public School,i the New "Amer 

lean” Party. By *‘Joffer»on.” Third edition. Thia 
beautlfulpampblel of as pages Is the most thorough 
presentation of tbe Church and State ’queitjon that 
V» appeared. Price 10 cento.

Thia Instrument li subetantially the ume a« that 
employed by Prof. Hare in bh early Investigation»* ' 
In Ite improved form Lt baa been before the public for ••• : 
more than »even years, and In the bands df thousand! v 
of persons has proved its superiority over the PlaiK' . 
chette, and all other Instruments which have oBen ■ 
brought Qut in Imitation, both in regard to certalntf ' - 
and correctness of the communications received bf 
its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship. . ;

Bo you wish to investigate Spiritualism? / 
Bo you wish to develop Mediumship?
Bo you desire to receive Communications? - ■<.

The Psychograph Is an Invaluable assistant,' A 
pamphlet with full directions for the /

Formation of Circles and Cultivation < ■.; 
of Mediumship f '

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of ’ -
their medlumlstlc gift, have, after a few sitting». . '
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be tilled with commendatory letters. Many ' 
who began with it as rd amusing toy, found that th? ~ 
intelligence controlling It knew more than them« 
»elves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D.B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y.? writes: “1 had . 
communications (by tho Psychograph) from many " 
other friends, even from old eettlcrs whose grayi«. ' 
stones are moss-grown tn the old yard. They’ bayq - 
been highly satisfactory. and proved to me that Bpq* • ' 
ituallimls indeed tru?. and the communications hart • 
friven my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
oss I have had oison, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, frbose writings have made Ml ” 
name familiar to those interested In psychic matters, 
writes as follows: «1 am much pleased with the Fsfr . 
chograph. It is very simple In principle and constrno? 
tlon, and I am sure must bo far more sensitive to spirt 
Itual power than tbo one now tn use. 1 believe It wilt . 
generally supersede the latter when its superior - 
merit« become known.” ) *• .

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
tlw manufacturer, for $1,00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Height«, Ohio. . :

A fine prose poem; a story of tho “New‘Woman,* 
whoi» the triia woman of oil tbe centuries. Art- 
markable book, contrasting the modern Vailitt with 
th« Vashti of ancient Biblo limes. Interesting ini 
-suggestive. Cloth, |i; paper. 50 cents.: For bbIs M .<4 
this office, 40 Loomls-strety, Chicago.

THOMAS^PAINE'S

Examination of the Prophecies 
A consideration of tbe tuntet In the New T«ta> 

ment, quoted from th. Old, unicilled RrophcCftiUo» 
cerniugjMus Christ. Price 15 cents. - ,
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TXBMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
Til® Pbogkjjssivb Tuinkeb will bo furnhhed until 

farther notice, at the following term«, Invariably in 
advunae: . .
O?e,ear..................      »1.00
Club« of ten (a copy to the onu getting up the -

/ .club)................................  7.W
Thirteen ueekf............................... . ............. . .........25cU
Single copy......................................:............... & etit

BEMITTAN'CEB.
Remit by Po»toffloe Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago or New lork.- It cusis from 10 
to 15 cent! to get chocks cafibed ou local bauka, ao don’t 
send them uuleta you wieh that amount deducted from 
the ainoupt scut. Direct all letter* to J. B, Hunch, 
tyo. 40 Looinie Street, Chicago, 111.
CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!

As there uro thousauda who will at Drat venture 
only twenty’flYc cents for The Pnour.Ksstv B Tuinkkb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a sample cony, to solicit several ochers to unite with 
them, aud thus be able to remit from *1 to »10, or even 
more than the latter sum A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, aud thus extend 
the Held of uur labor aua usafuluess.' The same sug- 
ge&tiou will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrip* 
tious—solicit others to aid iu the good -work. You will 
experienced)difllculty whateveriu luduclug Spirltu* 
alists to subscribe for The FuOGRESbiVK Thinker, 
for nut one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of ouly about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents,
Do you want a more bountiful harvest th ah wo can 

give you lor 25. cent.?. JUBt pause audtblukiora uro
incut what an Intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furuish you. The subscription price of Thk Pho- 
orkssiyeTuinkeb thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amouut you obtain one hundred aud 
four pages of solid, substantial, Boul-elevating and 
niind-refrcf'liing reading matter, equivalent to a medl- 
Uin-blzcdbook! ..

TAKE NOTICE!
ty At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

tbc paper is alecouLlnued No bills will bo sent for ex
tra numbers. ■ .

If yon do not recelvo your paper promptly, 
wjrltG to us, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, aud iuiasluff numbers supplied gratis. -
fy Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, alwajpglyo the address of the place to which 
it is then sent, or tbeghanee cannot be made. ' !

' ' ' B,'■ ' '
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• A Needed Reform.
The extravagant expenditures attend

; • ant upon modern 'burials of the dead 
: ought to be counteracted in the interest 

of the living. Those in middle and hum
; ble life attempt, on such occasions, to 

: ape the ostentation and display of the 
wealthy. In doing so they impoverish 

? their estates, and often bring penury 
and suffering on their families. The 
loved dead are frequently transported 
long distances at great expense, to be 
laid by the side of kindred. Viewed 
from the standpoint of a Liberal,'these 
wasteful expenditures for purposes 
of display should be discarded. The 
dead body, lately animated, has become 
to Spiritualists the cast-off prison-house 
of the soul. Its mission is to return to 
dust, to mingle again with its native ele
ments, and in due time to reappear in 

. organized vegetable and animal forms. 
¿¿ The memory of the dead is an abiding 

and sacred treasure to family and friends 
; but they who are correctly instructed 

do not seo in decaying matter 
“The sparkling eye, the kindly smile, 

¿“I And tender words of love,"
- with the occupant of the tomb. On the 

contrary, they look beyond, and fancy a 
¿ disembodied spirit no longer subject to 

death or decay.
; The Countess Wemyss, late a promi
; nent personage in Londomsociety, said to 
■ ‘have been noted for her hospitality and 
- ' practical common sense, has set the 
- -: .world an excellent example. In her' 
/ / Will she gave directions for her burial:

. . ■ “She wanted a plain coffin to be laid 
on a farmer's cart instead of a hearse 

.and covered with some colored cloth that 
should not resemble a pall. The cart 
was to be drawn by four horses, each led 

- by its driver, while the pall-bearers 
were to be her own personal friends. 
No blinds were to be drawn in her

- house and no crape worn. ‘I hope,’she 
'concluded, ‘these wishes will not be 

J.. . looked upon as in any way eccentric.
They aro not so. They are simply the 
expressions of a feeling that pomp and 
expenditure in funerals are unbecoming, 

J?'■ and that death at the end of a long and 
happy life is more a matter of thank- 

L fulness and rejoicing than of lamcnta- 
• _ .tian or woe:

‘Sleep after toyle, port after stormie 
»' seas, ■

I ?, ■ Ease after warre, death after life,
I Doe greatly please?
h “Lady Wemyss’ wishes in regard to 

I j? . her funeral were carried out, though in 
I '. place of the plain coffin one of iiolished 
pi r l pak, with heavy brass mountings, was 
1:?-' ' provided.”

; Philanthropists cannot do the public 
I £.; a greater service than torn their atten

tion to this subject, with the view of 
I S; ; correcting a growing evil.

' E-
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of the county seat ware that have raged
in Western Kansai.” . ’ ’

Public achoojs sustained by taxes col
lected fibm. all classes should be kept 
free from sectarian bias. So long us 
Christians insist on forcing the reading 
of their book on unbelievers, so long it 
will be the duty of the latter to show, 
not only the worthless character of the 
book, but also its pernicious teaching. 
A ridiculous claim was set up against 
the protestant that he is an Atheist. 
Have not Atheists the same rights in 
this Republican government as have 
Christians? The days of burning that 
class of offenders have long since passed 
away. True, it was one of the most ef
fective measures for making Christians, 
but the church must be content with 
milder methods now. Hypnotism is 
their present -‘best hold.”

•• . - ,.-r: a .- : j '. --A' •
in -,»’• beeqnw ajxtwrt iailùrei— RùtiM 
!A: were. lately prosecuted at Oshkosh, 

■ Wisconsin,Jor playing ball on Sunday, 
jury.-just four and one-half 

minutes," says the /report, “to ‘decide 
that U is . not a critne nor a violation of 
the Sunday , statute to pluy baseball on 
Bunday in Oshkosh." .The witnesses on 
■the part of ^the prosecution, save pne, 
refused to testify, lest they. should in
criminate themselves. The’ testimony

TlH : MMPÔYçrtGtifl/W’H'
V " -F’ ‘ - >- <’ ,

SOMETHING new under the SUN.

REMINISCENCES.

Another Terrible Slaughter of 
Christians. •

An attempt was lately made by a body 
, of Armenian insurgents to loot a bank 

at Constantinople. The Turkish mill-’ 
taryappeared promptly in aid of the 
civil authorities and fired upon the bri
gands, killing many of them, and pre
venting the spoliation of the bank. 
Cablegrams were immediately sent out 

; by the missionaries, or their agents, an- 
nouncingto Western nations "another 
terrible massacre of Christians.” All 
Europe was aroused, and away were sent 
British, French and Italian fleets, no 

, longer to wrest the holy sepulchre from 
the Saracens, but to protect Christians 
from slaughter at the hands of the vile 
Turks,, the legitimate successors of the 
Saracens. The object of this naval dem- 

■ onstration is said to be the abdication 
of the Sultan, probably having ultimate
ly in view the division of the Turkish 
empire among the allied powers. .

But a new complication has arisen. 
Russia is reported to have taken Turkey 
under its protection. Russian fleets in 
the Black Sea are already on the move 

; to meet, the invading fleets from the 
West. .And what adds interest to the 
occasion, Germany has sided with Russia 
and is determined to aid that power in. 

' protecting the sovereignty of the Sultan.
This is wholly unexpected, and may lead 
ip. a long and bloody contest between 
these great powers and the allied forces.

President Cleveland has dispatched to 
the Levant one of the strongest of ou r 

- war-ships, unquestionably to protect 
■ American interests in those distant re- 

glons. ' . .
But observe: The Nord Deutsch, of 

- Berlin, evidently voicing the opinion of 
the German emperor, in a late issue, 
said: “The recent massacres in Constan
tinople were clearly justified,as the Sul
tan merely punished offenders against 
his sovereignty.” '

: But more: This same government or
gan of the Germans says:

“American missionaries are chiefly 
responsible for the Armenian difficul
ties."

The Bible Disturbs a School.
-A iightis on in Canton, Kan.,over read

ing the Bible in its school. The district 
treasurer protested to the School Board 
Bgairist religious instnuction’ in the pub
lic schools. The church elcmentsentup 
a counter petition, and the Bible read - 
Ing was continued. A few nights later 
the school. house was entered and the

That Wonderful Archieologlcal 
Revelation.

The article on our 7th p^ge three 
weeks ago, headed ‘.‘Flood of Light on 
the Past,” may not have attracted that 
attention its merits deserve. It is in 
fact an astonishing revelation which 
opens up a world of speculation, and 
must require a reconstruction (^Biblical 
literature iu regard to the Beginnings. 
Away back 3,000, and possibly 4,000 
years before Adam was made of dust, 
there was the city of Nippur, and its 
residents were so far advanced in knowl
edge that 5,000 years before our era they 
had learned to write anfl transmit their 
knowledge to contemporaries, and to 
distant generations, . .

It had been supposed, until within a 
•very few years, that the invention of let
ters was due to the Phoenicians. Prof. 
Sayce, iu his Arabian researches, upset 
that theory, and proved that a written 
language was ¿introduced into Egypt 
from Arabia, and that the Phoenicians, 
instead of being inventors of letters, 
were only borrowers. Now, way down, 
sixty-slx feet, through debris, the accu
mulation of 9,000 to 10,000 years, the 
site of many successive cities, rising one 
above another, each built on the crum
bling ruins of a former city, and each 
leaving written records on stoue and 
pottery, are found, not' traces of,man, 
but enduring monuments demonstrating, 
his great antiquity and civilization. This 
eannpt be explained away by book or 
priest. There has beon no forger among 
those indestructible records,, nor any 
tool of a religious hierarchy to alter, 
amend, or redate to fit any modern 
creed. . ■ ;

The explorations have been made un
der the auspices of .the University .of 
Pennsylvania. Prof, Hilprecht, sent 
out by that great institution of learning, 
and compensated for expenses by it, is a 
churchman. Dr. John P. Peters, of,New 
York, the predecessor of Prof. Htl- 
precht', led the way in this great arohte-.’ 
ological work. Both are Semitic schol
ars of high standing, and both were able 
to read the cuneiform inscription» and 
translate them into English, says Dr. 
Peters, as interviewed by the New York 
Herald, from which we quote:’' . ' ■ ■

“One result from, the explorations 
conducted by the University of Penn-, 
sylvania, at Nippur, has boon to show 
that civilized man Inhabited that city 
and the whole country of Babylonia at 
an age hitherto unsuspected? We found 
there written documents from about 
4,500 B. C., and the writing on these 
documents was in a semi-syllabic Script, 
with conventional characters only rec
ognizable in a few cages as originally 
pictures, Evidently, there was a long. 
development behind this script, extend
ing, presumably, Over centuries; say,- 
roughly, that writing was invented In 
Babylonia about 5,000 B. C.

“As early as that a true arch with a 
keystone was found by Haynes. At least 
a thousand years earlier, as shown by 
our excavations, Nippur was a city. Its 
inhabitants made pottery, used copper 
and gold, baked bricks, built houses and 
temples, conducted a considerable com
merce, had laws and a stable govern
ment, and were in general civilized. It 
is evident there must Have been a long 
period of training and developing pre
ceding the attainment of this stage of 
civilization. These general conclusions 
are corroborated by the work of a 
French expedition, which has also been 
exploring in the vallev of the Euphrates 
about fifty or sixty miles south of Nip
pur, and, as far as civilization in gen
eral is concerned, by recent explorations 
in Egypt. Recent explorations in the 
Troad, in Greece, in Asia Minor, Syria, 
and in Southern Arabia, all point in the 
same direction. Man was civilized far 
earlier than has hitherto been supposed. 
The explorations at Nippur enable us to 
fix a date for this civilization in the 
Euphrates valley not less than 0,000 
B. C.” ■ ■ . j

We would love to follow this sub
ject farther, and may do so on a future 
occasion. We are sure the reader is in
terested. : .

of oue poor, forlorn character,-named 
i Richard Leo, a detective in the interest 

of the Sabbath Association, was disored
: ited by the jury, everyone of whom was 

a merchant. <
¡ Reports of similar failures to sustain 
i prosecutions come from every part of 

the country. The laws punishing blas
phemy have become obsolete, and the 

■ Sunday laws will soon be placed in the 
same category, .

’ A Most Efficient Work, and Oue 
To Be Patterned After.

i Mr. and Mrs Robert Wilcox have long 
been identified with Spiritualism. For 
a number of years their son, then a mere 

1 boy, published a little paper devoted to 
1 the cause, which was the only amateur 
’ journal devoted to Spiritualism, and in 
1 many respects a notable paper.

Mrs, Wilcox came into possession, by 
inheritance, of a large brick house, di
rectly fronting the electric road connect- 

I ing Norwalk, Milan and Sandusky, run
' ning through one of the most populous 

and wealthy portions of the State of 
' Ohio. !.-■ . ' ¿ .

Most fortunately she owned a tract of. 
land in the oil belt with a large yield 

! of oil. She said the means thus placed 
in her hands was for a purpose,and with 
rare judgment saw that she could do a 

' good work right at home; and:not wait, 
as. so many others have done, for far-off. 
and great occasions.

' ‘ Practically the three populous towns 
were brought to her door by thé electric 
road, so she proceeded to remodel the 
house for a public hall. Its two large 
parlors thrown into one made a fine as
sembly room, A room at the side was 
furnished as a waiting-room, with easy 
chairs and couches for the aged, or chil
dren. The whole was carpeted, re-pa
pered and re-painted in pleasing harmo
ny of quiet colors.

Then she engaged Frederick Donakin 
to remove from his home in Paulding 
county, and become the settled speaker.

Mr. Donakin has been long and favor
ably known in the western part of the 
State as reliable, earnest, and devoted, 
and is ably sustained by a wife of equal
ly noble character.

The public meetings began in April 
last, and the attendance crowded the 
full capacity of the house and,, has been 
well sustained. Under the new influ
ences Mr. Dpnakin’s inspiration became 
more exalted, and his eloquent dis
courses have become a theme of conver
sation. . .

Mrs. Wilcox was not content with this 
ministration for adults, but sought fora 
iñethod to bring in the children. She 

■ found all she desired in the Children’s 
Progressive Lyceum, and this was or- 
ganfzed, or rather, the, whole society 
became a Progressive Lyceum. Every 
fourth Sunday is set apart for a Lyceum 
session, and the talent displayed would 
be an honor to any society.

This lady Is worthy of all praise. She : 
; is one of the few Spiritualists who think 

their belief has significance and de
mands their aid, and she is doing a work 
which will last in its effects as long as 
there is a surrounding community. : . ;

The Premium Encyclopædia.
Several weeks ago we withdrew our 

offer to send the Encyolopsédla of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World to'new 
three months subscribers. We have 
been at great expense in sending out 
this premium, knowing that thousands 
of Spiritualists would want it without 
any. intention .whatever of becoming, 
permanent subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker, for, as a rule, they 
take no Spiritualist paper. But the in
ducement of getting a 400-page book, 
Worth fifty cents, and the paper also for 
three months, all for twenty-five cents, 
brought them temporarily to the front 
The great good that the thousands of. 
copies distributed will do, compensates 
us for the great expensé we have, been 
to in this direction. ¿ _ ¿ ,

We still have.a few hundred; volumes 
on hand of this “Vol. I”, of thè Eneyolo- 
media of Death , and Life In the Spirit
World, in paper cover, which we will 
sénd to all new six months’ subscribers; 
and also to each of our present sub
scribers who renew for not less than six 
months, and who. sends us at the same 
time one new six months’ subscriber.

-. It is far better for thè new sùbscriber 
to take the paper for six months, for, 
during that time, he will begin to see 
the necessity of continuing it. •

The Preacher in Politics.
The Indianapolis Sentinel expresses, 

our own vièvys this way: . :
“If a preacher wants to go into poli

tics let him come down out of his pulpit 
and go on to the hustings like any. other 
politician. ’Nobody objects to that.. He 
divests himself of the sanctity of his of
fice, and: puts'himself on a level with 
other campaign speakers. What is ob
noxious is your preacher who under
takes to be a preacher and a politician 
at the same time—to throw the mantle 
of religion over the political views he 
entertains—to make the Almighty re
sponsible for his half-baked political 
thought.” ; .

’ 11 .
Fratn an article by David Starr Jor

dan, in Appleton’s Popular' Science 
Monthly for September, 1896, it ap
pears that rempr)iablo discoveries iu 
photography ar$, at present being 
made by meai^ of the Roentgen or 
X rays, or of oflio pr some other oc
cult force and Ja^. . The experiments 
described by JR. ‘Jordan consist in 
photographing, in the dork, either the 
image fixed upon the retina of the 
eye or the ideal held in the:- mind of 
the operator by force of the will.

It appears that Professor Ingles 
Rogers, of London, discovered that 
not only could pictures of objects be 
produced in the dark by the action of 
the invisible X rays, but that, images 
formed in the retina of the eye could 
also be fixed upon the sensitized plate 
by means of some invisible inter
mediary force acting between the eye 
and the plate. Looking at a postage 
stamp for a few minutes, the Pro
fessor went to his camera, in a dark
ened room, and gazed through the 
lens at the sensitized plate, with the 
result that a picture, small arid a little 
blurred, of tire stamp, was impressed 
upon the plate. , ’ -
' Another experiment , described was 

one made by Mr. Cameron Lee, who 
“attempted to secure the image of a 
thought.” He accordingly placed 
‘ ‘his own eye in the focus of a lens in 
absolute darkness, thought intensely 
of the face of a certain cat," and, 
mirabile dictu, the negative, after 
long'exposure, showed unmistakably 
in the center of the rounded outline 
of the enlarged pupil of the ej'e, 
“a faint image" of a cat.

The sympsychograph is the name 
given to a camera with a lens having 
seven curved facets .‘‘arranged on the 
plan of the eye of the fly, ” ‘ ‘To each 
one of the seven facets led an in
sulated tube provided within by an 
electric connection, so that electric 
or odic impulses could bo transferred 
from the brain or retina through the 
eye of each different observer to the 
many-faced lens. From the lens these 
impulses would be converged on a 
sensitive plate, as the rays of light 
are gathered together in ordinary pho
tography." ,

The experiment with, this instru
ment consists ,jn having seven persons 
fix their minds steadfastly upon ; a' 
cat—no particular tabby—“but a cat 
as'represented byr the -innate idea of 
the mind or ego itself.’’ With such 
idea in their minds the experimenters, 
being in utter darkness, gazed • into 
the tubes leading । to the seven-faced 
lens, arid the ij-X.jiays, odic or other 
force proceeding. Jrom the seven eyes 
or the seven egos, back of them,' con
verging upon the sensitized plate, pro
duced thereonpnmidst much grotesque 
and fitful' confusion, quite distinct 
pictures of two generic cats, which the 
writer suggests may disclose more or 
less perfectly “the cat of the human 
innate idea, the astral cat, the cat 
which ‘never was on sea or land,’ but 
in accordance with which all cats have 
been brought into incarnation." .

Truly, scientific experiments of this 
kind are unique and interesting, and 
they touch forces, powers- arid laws 
to which the non-scientiflc as well as 
the scientific world ¿are as yet quite 
strangers. They are probably but the 
beginnings of a more accurate and 
profound chemical, • biological'-- or 
psychic science, dealing, however, with 
but forms and modes of phenomenal 
activity and being, as all science must 
and can only deal. .

To photograph the images within 
the mechanism of the human eye, 
whether, implanted there byt action of 
objects, and media from without, or 
whether reproduced there by the cre
ative power of thought resident in 
imagination, memory and will, can' 
scarcely be said to photograph thought 
itself; for,, what is thought? It is of 
course much easier to risk such a ques
tion than to answer it. It is also 
much easier to rsay. what thought is 
riot than to explain what it is. • ;

Black Eyes Galore........
The great fight to preserve Sunday as 

a sacred day still goes on. God, in His 
infinite wisdom, neglected to shroud the 
world in a blue light, or employ any 
other instrumentality to assure mortals 
that he regarded any one day in the 
week better than another. It was the 
priest, pretending to voice the will of. 
God, who made the discovery that by
gaining control of one day In seven he- 
could better control his . dupeh? ■ The 
fifty-two days thus stole from labor each 
year, added to about two hundred Saints 
and other holy days, consumed some 
two-thirds of the year, whicti were real-' 
ly dedicated to the ser vice of th e church 
from which the priests alone profited, 
•But they did not restat that point. One
tenth of the proceeds of the labor, of 
herds, and-flocks, and fields, went in the 
same direction. The toiler was virtually 
a slave to a cruel hierarchy. He was 
kept in ignorance and terrorized by ex
communication, anathemas and threats 
of purgatorial fires, if he rebelled 
against church authority.

Don’t tell a Thinker that Protestants 
had no hand in enslaving the toiler. 
They are only offshoots of Catholic ofh 
pression, inheriting their creed and all 
the essentials of the parent church. But

Poor Old Pope.
- That distinguished ecclesiastical func
tionary, the Pope, has just issued an 
apostolic letter in which he proclaims 
the ordinations by the Episcopalians are 
absolutely invalid, and he asks the An
glicans to return to Catholic uni tv; This, 
probably, comes from Gladstone's sug
gestion of a reunion of Protestantism 
with Catholicism. . .

Stimulus to Goodness.
Two murderers were executed at Tah

lequah,Indian Territory,on the 18th,ult. 
Each claimed conversion and said he 
was not afraid to die. The certainty of 
hanging has great redeeming merit.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A

for those creeds and that tyranny the 
Protestant churches would have never

most able and interesting' presentation 
of a most important subject. Every

Protestant churches would have never Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
been. It is not for the want of disposi- proofsand philosophy of Spiritualism
tion these professed reformers are not should have this excellent book. Cloth, 

Though the outside $1. For sa-le at this office. .as . oppressive. Though the outside 
world.has no knowledge of what is trans
piring’ in the secret councils of that
mother church, yet facts in our pos
session render it more than probable 
that obnoxious parties are still impris
oned; tortured, and probably murdered 
to silence opposition, in the interestof 
the church. . .. '

But we have wandered from the sub
ject for which the pen was taken. 
Though there is ho relaxation in effort 
to enforce Sunday laws,, prosecutions

- “The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day; For sale 
at this office. Price 50 cents.

We can and must,: however, 'dis
tinguish "between the sense-impres
sions, which .are {he fragmentary ob
jects .of thought, and the activity 
which constitutes thought itself. So 
must a distinction be made between 
representative ideas,¿the products of 
imaginationor reproductive thought, 
and the original power, or activity, of 
thought itself. A brief explanation 
and definition-of thought is given by 
Prof. G. 8. Morris in his work, 
“Hegel’s Philosophy of the State and 
History,” which may help us in our 
understanding of ' this intricate and 
subtile subject?' It'is ds follows:

“Thought is peculiarly a universal 
activity. 'Its peculiar products have 
.the form of universality; it considers 
everything under the form of uniyer 
sality. Moreover, it is the peculiarity 
of thought that'itstobjects, its subject
matter, are no,t. away from it, but 
absolutely present to and in it. The 
presumption of {bought is, that ali its 
possible objects lie within and not 
without its own realm, or within the 
sphere—to employ a truthful figure— 
of the rational self of the thinker. Or, 
more plainly, thought presupposes 
that things are thinkable; that it and 
its objects have a common nature; 
that a common reason informs and 
constitutes the thinking subject and 
the objects of thought; that in truly 
thinking and knowing things it is 
just as truly developing and actual
izing the potentialities of the subject’s 
own nature, or thinking, and knowing 
itself; and so that, »herever it may 
successfully range, whether in the 
sensible or in the spiritual world, it is 
no: longer a stranger, but strictly at 
home, and is free.” - - ;

That thought is a universal activity

implies to my mind that that which is 
absolutely real iu this universe of ours 
is >imMiateri,ol, or ’ truly . spiritual, in 
its nature, and that as such ‘ reality it 
is infinite both in its constituent gen
eral principles and in its possibility of 
realization in actualized particular's. 
But no human being is infinite; yet all 
human beings are infinite when the 
thought of the universal possesses 
their minds; in other words, the 
thought of infinite space, of infinite 
time, of a universal law of math
ematics, of a universal physical or 
moral law, lifts the mind into the 
higher and purer universal strata or 
domain of infinite being, and the mind 
thus apprehending the universal be
comes essentially at one with it and is 
a fitting and natural exponent of it.

But thought treated in this manner 
is too- general and abstract for the 
practical purposes of the individual 
life. We cannot conceive of thought 
without a thinker, and this brings us 
to the soul,, or that which is the very 
man. ■ Wonderful, indeed, would be 
that instrument òr device which could 
picture the soul-ego upon the sen
sitized plate,: Bqt even here let us 
not be too sure. Gradually, but none 
the less certain, has the onward march 
of the physical sciences been the wreck 
of religion's mysteries, and unless the 
fabric of our soul-structure is woven 
of'veritable tissue, material or im
material, natural or supra-naturàl, we 
have no assurance that it, too, shall 
not crumble into dust before the same 
everlasting Juggernaut of science,

But let us turn from this dread con
templation to considér for a moment 
the nature of the soul, which, like tin 
Eolian harp, seems to catch .the 
sweeter and diviner breaths of nature 
and transform them into heavenly 
music, Hegel, through whoso mind, 
in the language of a recent '.com
mentator, the pure light of philosophy 
shone, if it ever did shine upon earth, 
said of the soul—“that in the eye the 
soul concentrates its entire self, and 
that it is not solely by the eye that it 
sees, but also that by the eye it is 
seen. * ; * * J^ut what is this soul 
which is thus capable of shining 
through all the parte of the form? 
Certainly we do not find it in inorganic' 
nature, or even in animated natures. 
In these everything is finished, 
bounded, deprived of knowledge .of 
itself and of freedom, It is in the 
development and life of the spirit only 
that can bo found the free infinity 
which consists in Its resting upon 
.itself, in its ability to retùrn to itself 
in any and every manifestation. In 
this only is true freedom, and until 
this is acquired it must exist but os a 
limited, force—a character arrested in 
its development. " w

Is it not true, and does not all our 
experience teach us, that the soul ex
presses itself most truly and intensely 
in the eye? Hope, joy, despair, an-: 
ticipation, passion, love, deep mean
ings, tranquility, beauty—what; may 
we ¡ not' read of humanity and its 
spiritual wonders in the human eye i 
Poetry that never was fashioned into 
metric -verse—because far- too ex
quisite for that—dwells and over has 
.dwelt in the eyes: of women and men.’ 
Language, the symbolized vehicle of 
thought and feeling, fails to express 
the higher shades of meaning, the 
deeper arid more delicato cadences of 
feeling, of the inner life, and images 
and pictures are but suggestive of 
the rare beauties and profound glories 
that immerse and enthrall the soul of 
the true spiritual artist.
. Let science, then, seize upon the 
manifested being, the glimmerings of 
the divine world of the sou £ the out
croppings of the infinite life that is— 
let it encompass the wide domain of 
the shadowy forms of ss-named tan
gible substance, and yet it sees not, it 
hears not, and knows not the soul and 
its infinite realm of truth and beauty.

All pictures and images are but rep
resentatives of the finite; they can by 
no possibility fulfill -the infinite, since, 
they must ever occupy, or intercept, 
only some given , portion :of. space and 
time. The soul contemplates ■ the 
boundless and limitless, takes its root 
and source of being therein, and pro-
jects but fragmentary part's or phases 
of itself into the finite world. No two 
phases or manifestations of the soul 
are alike, which is a fact bespeaking 
the infinity of the soul itself. Some 
new thought, new or varied, aspiration, 
hope, fear or desire finds its way into 
the mind or heart of every man and 
woman each day, and it is so because 
there. is infinite space, eternal time 
and unmeasured bountifulness of na
ture; and the soul, at oue with that 
infinity, that etemality and that 
myriad richness of nature,: forever 
profits thereby. . .

Science establishes the data of .mat
ter and force; but reason, a quality of 
soul, interprets such data by the light 
of general principles and univarsal 
concepts, without which interpretation 
all manifestation would be unintel
ligible and useless. ’ So, on jbe other 
hand, without a knowledge of the 
facts of .external nature and of man
ifested soul, the mind would have 
nothing but itself to work upon, and 
its conceptions and formula: would be 
enriched by none of the contents given 
by experience; though self-conscious, 
it would be barren of other conscious
ness and be shorn of all the joys of 
rational being.. Thus.it is that hand 
in hand science and the higher phil
osophy and art must ever go, each 
supreme in its special domain and 
each all-essential to the fulfillment of 
humanity's needs,

-•A, M. Griffen.

the Future.By S. Weil 
Cloth. S1.2o; paper, 50 cents. ■ :

How He Came to Sign the 
Émancipation Proc

- : ; lamation,

A STRANGE 8TOHY TOLD BY OOL. KASE, 
ONE OF THE WITNESSES FOR THE DISS 
DEBAR — THE PRESIDENT SAT ON 

: . A PIANO AND IT JUMPED UP AND
THREW HIM 0F1V

Prominent among the many dis
tinguished-looking people who have 
been present for the past few days at 
the trial of the “Princess” and the 
“Gen.” Diss Debar is a tall, stoutly- 
built old geutlemau of truly striking 
appearance. Ilis massive frame, 
thick, curly white hair, and strong 
face, surmounted by an intellectual, 
high forehead, would attract attention 
anywhere. He will appear as a wit
ness for the defense of the spirit
juggling Princess. His name is Col. 
S. B. Kase, and he hails fropi Phil
adelphia, where for many years he has 
been well-known by those interested 
in railroad affairs. Although a mem
ber of the Presbyterian Church, Col. 
.Kase is a believer in the so-called 
spiritual manifestations of modern 
mediums. How he came to embrace 
this belief he told an Evening. Sun 
reporter yesterday J and it was an in
teresting reqital. ■? -

“In the early part of 1862," said 
Col. Kase, <‘I went from Philadelphia 
to Washington to further the prpgress 
of a railroad bill in which I was in
terested. I had formerly lived in 
Washington and had an office on Penn
sylvania avenue near the Capitol. The 
morning after my arrival in Washing
ton I hnd occasion to pass--by my old 
office, and I naturally looked with in
terest at the building wherein I had 
been situated twelve years before. I 
noticed the name of J. B. Conklin on 
a sign by the door. I had heard of 
Mr. Conklin as a well-known New 
York medium, but had never met him.

“As I stood looking at the sign a 
voice behind me said: ‘Go in and see 
Mr. Conklin. He has something for 
you;’ I turned to see who had spoken 
to me, and was dumbfounded when I 
observed that there was no one within 
a hundred yards of where I stood. 
For a moment I hesitated, but my 
curiosity finally compelled me to obey 
the command.

“I went into the building and went 
straight to Mr, Conklin’s office. He 
was sittings in his shirt-sleeves, near 
the window, writing. I approached 
him and saw him direct an envelope 
hastily and seal it. Without a word 
of greeting he handed me the en
velope and : said: ‘Col. Kase, you are 
to give this to the President at once. ’

‘_‘I looked at the envelope and saw 
that it was addressed to President 
Abraham, Lincoln.

“‘Cannotyou send this by mail?’ 
I inquired; much•■ surprised at Mr. 
Conklin’s manner.

“‘No,’ said'■ he abruptly. ‘You 
must deliver it to him. ’

“I looked mote closely at the man 
and saw that he was apparently in a 
trance, and at that moment the same 
voice ‘ that had spoken to me in the 
street said: ‘Take the letter to the 
President and seo what comes of it. ’

1 ‘Thoroughly interested now, I told 
Mr, CohkTln I would comply with his 
request I was very busy all day, but 
that evening I went to the White 
House and sent in my name to Mr. 
Lincoln. I had never met him, and 
I learned afterward that when my 
name was announced he thought it 
was Salmon P. Chase, the war Sec
retary ofjthe Treasury. At all events 
he received me at once, and seemed 
surprised to see a stranger. .

‘“You are----- ,’ he began, with a
look of inquiry. •

“‘S.‘B. Kase, of Pennsylvania, ’ 1« 
said, ‘and I have a letter for you. ’

“He took the letter and, after re
questing me to be seated, tore open 
the envelope. I noticed as he hastily 
read the missive that a look of great 
surprise, not unmixed with some 
strong emotion, swept over his ex- 
presive face.

“‘What does all this mean?’ he 
demanded sharply, looking at me. ‘It 
is very strange. I cannot understand 
it. AVhat does it mean?’

‘“I am sure I don’t know, Mr. 
President,’ I said.

“'But you must know, sir; you de
livered this letter. ’

“ ‘But I don’t know what it con
tains.’ ; ■ - '

‘“Then I will read it,’ said the 
President. ‘Listen.’-

“Mr. Lincoln then read this letter. 
I remember the wording of it per
fectly: • \

“‘President Lincoln—Sir: I have 
been sent to you by the Spirit-world 
to speak with you upon matters of 
vital importance to the nation. I 
cannot return to New York until I 
have seen you; Yours very respect-

name is Mrs..Laurie,’ .he said. ‘She 
lives in Alexandria and has a daughter, 
Mrs. Miller, who plays wonderfully 
upon the piano. ’

‘“But I don’t know her. Why 
should she invite mo to her house?’

“ ‘Perhaps she was impelled to do 
so,’ said the judge, with a peculiar 
emphasis upon the word.

“This set me to thinking of Spirit
ualism again, and I determined to call 
upon Mrs. Laurie. Two or three 
evenings after that I went to her 
house in Alexandria. When I entered 
the parlor I found the President and 
Mrs. Lincoln there, together with a 
number of people whom I did not 
know. For a wlflle the conversation 
was general aud nothing unusual hap
pened.

“Suddenly a young girl about 
fifteen years old walked the length of 
the drawing-room to where President 
Lincoln sat. Stopping in front of him, 
the child—for she was nothing more__
looked into his eyes with a peculiar 
rapt expression on her face, ‘

“ ‘President Lincoln,’ she said, in a 
clear but not loud voice, ‘the liberty of 
our nation, conceived iu the womb of 
oppression, and born iu the throes of 
the Revolution, can never be crowned 
with the wreath of iuiinortality until 
each and every human being in these 
United States js free. Slavery in any 
form must not exist. So says that 
spiritual Congress which in this dread 
time of menace and danger to the 
Union watches over and directs the 
affairs of the nation with even greater 
care and steadfastness of purpose than 
do the representatives chosen by the 
people. I have been chosen as their 
medium of communication with you 
Refore you con hope to bring about 
the great and lasting glory of this re
public you must make every man 
within its boundaries free. You must 
emancipate all the slaves by your pen, 
aud your armies must indorse your 
action with the sword.1

“She talked-to the President in this 
strain for an hour aud a half, never 
hesitating or faltering for a word, and 
clothing her thoughts in language 
which, in her normal condition, she 
could not have understood. When 
she recovered from her trance she 
knew nothing of what sho had done 
or said. This child was Nettie May
nard, afterward recognized as one of 
the greatest mediums iu the world. 
The President seemed greatly im
pressed with what the girl had said.

“A short time before he had said 
to those urging the emancipation idea: 
‘I hope it will not be irreverent for 
me to say that, if it is probable that 
God would reveal his will to others on 
a point so connected with my duty, 
it might be supposed he would reveal 
it directly to me, for, unless I am 
more deceived in myself than I often 
am, it is my earnest desire to know 
the will of Providence in this matter, • 
and if I can learn what it is I will 
do it. ’

“On.JSepteinber 22, 1862, he signed 
the proclamation making the slaves 
freemen. ,

“Before I left Mrs. Laurie’s that 
night I had another experience'worth 
noting. Mib. Miller, her daughter, 
began to play on the piano, aud as 
she did so the piano jumped up and 
down on the floor, keeping time to the 
music. I asked if I might sit upon 
the instrument, so that I could testify 
by my sense of feeling that it really 
moved. She gladly consented, anil 
President Lincoln, Judge Wattles 
(who hailed from the West) and 1 sat 
on the piano. Mrs. Miller played 
again, and the piano jumped so 
violently and shook us up so roughly 
that we were thankful to get off it. ’’

As Col. Kase concluded his story 
he looked at the reporter steadily, 
and, raising his right hand, said with 
great solemnity: “As there is a God 
in heaven, all that I have told you is 
true.”—New York Sun, June 9, 1 888.

THE “DIVINE” HEALER.

He Has Been Enjoined.

fully, J. B. Conklin.’
“For several minutes after reading 

the letter Mr< Lincoln was silent and 
seemingly plunged In deep thought. 
Then he asked what I knew of ‘this 
Spiritualism.’ I knew very' little 
about it then, but I knew enough to 
interest the President very greatly in 
a half hour’s conversation. When I 
arose to go he said: ‘Send Mr. Conklin 
to mo on Sunday morning at 10 
o’clock.’ . .

‘ ‘For several weeks after this I was 
very busy with my railroad affairs. 
One afternoon I was in the gallery of 
the House of Representatives, watch
ing the proceedings on the floor below, 
when a lady whom I had never seen 
before came up to me, and giving me 
her card, said: ‘I would be pleased to 
have you call at my house some 
evening.’ _ . .

“A judge of one of the courts, 
whom I knew, stood beside me,. and I 
asked him who the lady was.,
' “ ‘You can see by the card that her

Aiigust Schrader, the “divine” 
healer, is iri New Orleans, exercising 
his powers, as any healer lias a right 
to do. While at his work the follow
ing “legal” instrument was served 
upon him:

“Allopathic State Board of Med
ical Examiners vs. August Schrader.

“You are hereby commanded, en
joined and restrained, in the name of 
the State of Louisiana and of the Civil 
District Court for the Parish of Or
leans, from practicing medicine or 
pretending to practice medicine, or 
from prescribing or directing for the 
use of any person or persons, any 
drug or medicine or other agency for 
the treatment, cure or relief of any 
bodily injury, infirmity or disease, or 
deformity, by writing, print or other 
methods, professing to cure or treat 
disease or deformity by any drug, nos
trum, manipulation or other expe
dient, in this State, without first hav
ing passed before the said board of 
medical examiners the satisfactory 
examlnatiori required by law, after- 
presenting a diploma from a medical 
college in good standing, and without 
first obtaining and recording, as re
quired by law, Raid certificates. ”

That law is infamous that will not 
allow anyone to heal the sick by laying 
on of hands. It should be repealed 
or modified at once. Justice.

New Orleans, La.

‘.‘Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Princinal. 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied.lhe results o’f 
his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relatione to Spiritualism. As its' title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject Price iL 
For sale at this office.
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CHRISTIAN FORTUNE-TELLING.

Have you heard teU ,of tka queer Revel- 
'ation . w

Had in virion by John,'on Patmos 
lone Irie?

, How he went into trance, or plons'exalt-
■ atlon, ■ i- - . ;;

And saw things uncommon, as he 
dreamed, the while? . -- .

Now. if John had been down with-“de- 
, ■: ' lirium tremens,” ,

Or “forty-rod spur,” or something of
' tbe kind, “

No wonder if spooks or some saered hob
goblins

. Had tangled bls feet and the pulp of 
, his mind.

Put :tis claimed for Johq, that a deep 
revelation,

Projected from Heaven on his sensl-
. tlve tile, . .

Had raised his vision to sublime exalt
ation, .

To the seeing of spirits, which some 
will revile.

The vials of wrath which the good Lord 
Almighty

Had turned on the earth inomnipo
tent rage,

. The sounding of trumpets, preparing to 
smite, He .

Made strange things appear on Reve
lation's page. '

John heard mighty voices proclaiming 
in thunder

The daybreak of doom in the gatber- 
ing storm, :

He saw strange goblins, and graves rent 
asunder,

And Gabriel himself,. with his "oldr
i .' ... time” horn. '

- Now Gabriel stood in sublime persona
. lion, • . ’

With one foot on the sea, and the 
. other on shore, . ■

■ And ho yelled through his borp this 
brief imprecation: •

“Duration will end now," and “time 
be no more.”

And yet there was time for the loving 
Jehovah .... . .

To raise up the dead from the grave 
and the sea,

To call some to heaven; and the rest to 
send over ,

To a place called Hell, to be damned 
eternally. . . ,

Tbe good, who believe in some creed 
called religion,

Were given a harp of three octaves or 
more, ............... '

The bad are roasted, while the Devil 
in perdition ■

■ Helps God with His curse, on the plu
tonian shore. . .

: Thore also was time for the “Great Jah
■' Jehovah" -, -,
To pose in stern state on his “Great

. White Throne," . :
And listen in ■ rapture to .¿he f ‘Can-can

. Ovah"
Of twenty-four Elders, and beasts 

monsters grown.
Where these beasts ever came from, or 

when created,
Is not recorded in the Pentateuch 

song, •
Full of eyes within them, and eyes bi- 

.furcated . . ' .
They; dignified Elderg, occasion, and 

’ throng. -
,- An orchestra of harps and beasts in 

- grand concert .
Would be a great card in Chicago or 

Rome, . .
But this seance of Heaven has millions 

of converts, .
And many have faith in its pious hip

> • • podrome. ■ .
O, this is a sample of Christian foretell
-. iug .................•

Not found in the courts of “fortune
telling schemes," ■ •

Where bellowing beasts and Elders are 
swelling

Prophetic religion, in forecasted 
. dreams. • •
< And now, don’t you smile at this con-

• catenation
■ Of John and his spectres on Patmos’ 

bleak shore; . -
■ Remember ’tie Christian, and hence

• • your solvation, ’
To believe in this seer and be saved 

evermore.
And If ever you hear of modern foretell

- .-ing y . ... , ■.
That’s pulled into court aS money-get

ting schemes, ■ ■
Send. His Honor this poem, and ask him, 

" ' if willing,. . •
To square the account by “cash paid" 

■ for John’s dream. . . . .
- prof? W. M. Lockwood.

AKETAS OK DAMASCUS,

And St. Paul, Who Knows!Noth- 
ingoi Ulin? - ■

The Priest Threatens
> - I -

to EXGornrnlinicate tVef.

' ' 11 ;'-1'’ ' i1*’' " -Í-‘ ■
. L. óriJeBr^ "We were permitted

‘ ' later to retimi tR another district; but

THE MEDIUM TERESA.
She Does Not Admit She Is 

a Saint.

The Catholic Church Threatens 
to Exeominuuicate Her.

NOT A JOAN OF ARC, NOT A REVOLU
TIONIST, BUT SIMPLY ONE WHO MIN
ISTERS TO THE SIOK—ACCOUNTS OF 
HER DOINGS AMONG THE YAQUI IN
DIANS GROSSLY EXAGGERATED.

: To the Editor:—The interest in- 
the Mexican healer,^Santa Teresa, ap
pears to be great among Spiritualists. 

■A correspondent of the St.'Louis 
Globe-Democrat.writes from El Paso, 
Texas, giving a graphic account of his 
visit to her. He commences by ask
ing the question, “Is Santa Teresa a 
saint?" And then goes on to say: i

Verily, she must be even more than 
this—a genuine Sonora witch, if half 
of the descriptive literature now going 
the rounds of the syndicate press be 
true. She appeal’s Upon one page a 
modern Joan of Are, astride a bron
cho, leading Yaqui Indians in a wild 
charge of conquest. A cowboy cos
tume is her dress. Agaiu, a picture 
looms up decked in queenly costume 
and jewels. Then is shown a matronly 
form with the face of a mau, patiently 
telling her beads. She is described

having to wait? like those with whom 
time is no object. -

I was ushered into the patio, a 
courtyard filled with boys and girls, 
where Senor Urrea, a tall and court
eous Mexican, greeted me kindly and 
led me to his daughter, through the 
only chamber that boasted of abed; 
blankets upon the bare floor sufficed 
for the rest of the family and many 
guests, who came to be healed, to see 
the saint, to partake of the family 
frijoles and free cigarettes. •

Teresa received me at her corner, 
amid her court of wrinkled, copper- 
colored dames, who with features un
moved watched the patient youngs 
woman as she gently rubbed the ankle 
of a bootless ancient, who snjiled with 
the luxury of cessation from pain. 
Turning from this humble work, the 
healer greeted me with the un
embarrassed grace of her race, shaking 
hands in tire ordinary manner, without 
shocking the visitor- with amperes, 
volts or-other measures of electro
magnetic power. But I soon no longer 
doubted her saintly quality, for this 
rare and radiant maiden only smiled 
sweetly when I showed her a gross 
newspaper picture perpetrated as her 
likeness. Any woman but a saint 
would have flushed with resentment.

Comely I thought her, despite the 
cruel pock-marks from which few of 
her people escape; Mexican in hue, 
with large, handsome eyes—hypnotic 
some people call them; raven-haired,

iïuiirf
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. The learned . discussion about the 
. . existence of King Aretas, at Damas

. cus, in time of St. Paul, or- St. Paul 
in the time of Aretas, when it was 
said (in the Roman Testament only) 

. that St. Paul was let down in a basket 
■ outside of the walls to escape him, is 

a great waste of literary ammunition, 
7 like many other— discussions and 

libraries of theological lore based on 
-- - the Homan forgeries,which were made 

the basis of a church. - . ■
■ - There Js nothing in it. The passage 

' . referring to Paul’s basket exit is-a 
forgery, like, various other forgeries 
by scribes not intelligent enough to 

’ make the -forgery plausible. But 
' ' neither: truth nor plausibility was 

' ’ necessary in making a Bible for the 
people to swallow blindly. There ore 

-more ridiculous perversions of the 
truth, which the church fathers con

. sidered sacred. They could believe 
anything, even traditions which con

' tradict their Testament, such as Jesus 
being born in a cave in the country 
while Joseph was hunting for a mid

. -■ wife, and the' trees bowing down to
- . worship the baby Jesus, and dead

bodies, as the Testament says, jump
Ing out of their graves when he was 
crucified. And these credulous fools 

’ of the church are claimed to have 
divine authority over mankind-to de- 
clarc the word of Godl

. St. Paul pronounces this Aretas and 
basket story a forgery, as well as the 

_ whole of the eleventh chapter, which 
contains it. He repudiates it earn- 
estly—I might say indignantly, but 
these ancient saints are so high in the 
sphere of serenity they express no in

* dignation over the libels that mis- 
■ represent them. ’ •

The orthodox critics have not de
tected half of the forgeries and spu
rious passages fathered on St Paul. 

{ Everything Paul wrote was strong, 
> earnest, high-minded and true. The 

forgeries imitate bis style, but they 
' - are muddy, mysterious and deceptive,

and show a great propensity to speak 
of several matters in a vulgar way.

4 Jog. Rooks Buchanan.

as a red-haired maiden of the blonde 
family of the Yaqui tribe, and again 
as . the typical Mexican woman. So 
much for the imagination of cor
respondents who have never visited 
the border or been able to see a pho-, 
tograph from which to -prepare the 
varied sketches of Teresa,.

. Now for facts, though .they mar tho 
romance one little bit, as to the ex
periences and miraculous power of 
this maiden. If she be not a witch; 

‘then Teresa was not at Nogales one 
night a month ago, when the “Yaquis, ” 
a name unjustly applied to all the 
thieves along the border west of El 
Paso, made a reckless raid, for on 
that day she was in El Paso. Instead 
of being hidden in the Sierra Madre 
Mountains, as one romancer has Te- 
resa^ I found her the other day calmly 
holding forth at an abandoned United 
States- Custom House in old El PasoJ 
in sight of the three-times centenarian 
church of her forefathers, on the Mex
ican bank of the Rio Grande; and in 
sound of 300 cavalrymen, hastily 
summoned by special train from in
terior Mexico, to repel the imaginary 
coming of 200 Yaqui warriors from 
far-away Sonora to capture the reve
nues of • the Mexican port of entry 
and carry the exiled saint back into 
the Sierra Madres.

The abiding place of the señorita 
was indicated by the throng of Mex
icans around the old adobe building. 
There , were dozens of them, of all 
ages and conditions. In the yard 
were three wagons from the mountain 
country, which brought a volunteer 
bodyguard of a dozen men, who are 
armed and on the lookout at Hight, 
because of a fear that emissaries of 
the Mexican Government may seek to 
kidnap Santa Teresa, and take her 
into the jurisdiction of Mexico.

An outward view of the scene of 
the labor of the woman who caused all 
this commotion is not at all imposing. 
It reveals one window from which 
the glass has fallen; another half cur
tained by red calico. The entrance 
stands open to all, and those who 
linger within, the deaf, the blind, the 
lame ducks generally, stand in no awe 
of their saint, but rather on terms of 
loving familiarity. Yet they court
eously wait, grouped about the open 
door of her room, until in turn called 
in to receive treatment. In view of 
all spectators she administers unto a 
sufferer, or, as in some cases, reviews 
the visitor behind a calico curtain, 
where only the immediate attendants 
may bo witnesses.

An American caller is generally met 
cordially by some of the habitues of 
the plaoe and given immediate au-

tall, slender, and elad in calico prints, ■ 
upon which no time had been lost in 
fitting—a type of the Mexican whose- 
blood has come down through-Aztec 
and Spanish ancestors. Of jewelry 
she .wore none, save gold earrings; 
her hair was banged in the style of 
tho younger Mexican women, but of 
vanity or vulgarity she bore no trace. 
Of fierceness or warlike intentions no 
visitor could suspect her. ' Rather did 
she look to be one whoso loving kind
ness to all had left its mark upon her 
face, stamping purity, gentleness 
thereon—the beauty of holiness.

‘ ‘Si Senor," she said, “I am Teresa, 
but I am not a saint; that it is my 
friends call me, because l am able to 
help some of them.” And then little 
by little I drew her on to tell me -sim
ply of hex life; how,- during an attack 
of fever that followed the desertion of 
her first and only lover, seven years 
ago, when she.was sixteen, she had a 
trance and a vision. Since her infancy 
in the mountains north of Hermosillo, 
Sonora, the superstitious Indians had 
marveled at some of her attributes^ 
and when she told of the sights she 
had seen in her vision they almost 
deified her. In her trance the arch
angel Gabriel appeared to her as a 
young man and delivered to ‘her a let
ter, 'which urged all to repent of their 
sins, believe in Jesus, and they would 
be cured from sickness. This Tetter 
was afterwards printed, and copies of. 
it were distributed, the possessor of 
one ever feeling safe from harm. But 
Teresa does not lay claim to having 
had ■ other visitations. “The people 
believed ! was a saint, ” she said, “and 
I felt that God willed I should heal 
them, and when they asked me I did 
so. No, I do not - think prayer is 
necessary, nor does one have to be
lieve in me to be cured. If I can 
cure, I can.”

Teresa said that she hid never wit
nessed a revolution or a battle; that 
she had never led or ordered arrin- 
surrection', nor contributed to one. 
She believed revolutions were some
times necessary where people were 
oppressed. The bloodj’ battle of To
mbchic was fought because a Gov
ernor and a priest attempted to take 
from the native church some ancient 
historic pictures, brought by Spanish 
priests centuries ago, and- when the 
Indians drove the officers away troops 
were sent to subdue the people. “The 
Tomochics—the race of my father, for 
we are not. Yaquis—live far to..the. 
west of Tomochio, believed the troops 
were tyrants, and slew them. On 
telegraphed orders from President 
Diaz, the Governor and General sent 
me and my father out of Mexico

dience by the "Santa," instead of without trial, when I had done nothing

four yegrs ago, wheóCfro^ble occurred 
hundreds of miles from me, we weré 
sent to Arizodk, and túere have I 
healed the sick, until in the summer, 
when I came to El Paso. I have 
known' nothing'1 of proposed revolu
tions, nothing. li'I do not believe the 
Government would harm me bodily; 
it never has; lint’ only sent me away 
to prevent trouble. I have lately' been 
officially invited .to go to Mexico, and 
promised peaca^bit we will make our 
home in the Udi.ted States."

Teresa keeps a record of the people 
who come to her for treatment, and 
the score foots up from 17& to 250 
per day, and has all during the sum
mer. From six o'clock in the morning 
until nine at night she ministers unto 
them. With some she makes the mo
tions of the mesmerist, and rubs the 
afflicted parts. Oils she applies to 
others, while to some she gives simple 
herb medicines, “old women’s reme
dies," supplied to her lij' the wrinkled 
dames who flock about her. And all 
this is done without money and with
out price, absolutely. I saw a grate
ful American offer the saint twenty 
dollars, but she declined it. Iler sis
ter was prevailed upon to accept for 
household support a tithe of -the sum. - 
A Mexican begged Teresa to. take 
three dollars from him. She replied: 
“Senor, you may need it worse than I 
do.” A wealthy sporting- man, Si 
Ryan, known from Maine to Mexico, 
wiio was unable to go to the healer, 
seqt a carriage for her and her father 
daily, until .his rheumatism was cured, 
but no money would she accept for 
the services. It takes but a few dol
lars per week to supply food for Te
resa, her father, tho little brothers 
and sisters, even though they share 
their humble fare with the people who 
are as poor as they. More tho Urreas 
do not want. Money they could have, 
but ref use. They are not avaricious 
in business matters, and are too easily 
satisfied with the bare necessities to 
which they have been accustomed.

The name of Teresa Urrea was used 
as associate editor to give notoriety to 
a weekly paper, “El Independiente," 
printed in Spanish by Lauro Aguirre, 
a bilious exile, and Circulated to create 
discontent with President Diaz. 

. Aguirre seems to be the evil genius of 
the Urrea family, whom he caused to 
come here, ana Shnor Urrea. appears 
to be under his influence; yet the pa
per has‘gone tho way of the weakling, 
though Teresa might easily have made 
enough money to“supply-the small 
fund needed. '■ .

But does Teresa, effect cures ? The 
Catholic priests openly denounce her 
as a heretic, all impostor. 'She has 
abandoned .theidhurch of her people, 
led her family frota its faith, and an
nounces that mediation through Cath
olic forms is unnecessary. The clergy 
have threatened excommunication for 
those who:seek« heji aid, or call, upon 
her, yet well riigh all of the humbler 
class of the Mexicans flock to her 
within a stone's throw of the cathedral.

In the ante-room I saw one native, 
the swelling of whoso jaw had grad
ually diminished from the size of a 
foot ball to that of a base ball, who 
said: “Surely, senor, the-señorita is a 
saint, for did she not make me tran
quil when I was in pain?” Upon the 
bare floor, leaning, against the wall, 
was a wasted form, a man patiently 
oiling the joints of his withered legs 
with oil which Teresa had given. For 
three days he had beerf there upon the 
floor, fed by charity. He answered 
me patiently with the faith of a l^tie 
child, “It will be well manuna, ” the 
Spanish for to-morrow. .Even in pain, 
the poor fellow could nqt be im
patient. ■ ■ ■

"My wife, she is Mexican, you 
know,” said an American,' “was ill 
over three weeks; I could get no 
money to buy medicines and employ a 
.doctor, and so she went to Teresa, and 
in three days the local trouble was 
cured. No, she used no mesmeric 
-methods, simply gave some herb med
icine internally. To many she gave 
such . treatment, or oils to.be applied. 
The Mexican women bring these 'to 
Teresa. But my neighbor was a crip
ple—rheumatic. The doctors could 
not relieve,him; this woman did.” .

“Thank, God! I. am better than I 
have been for years/’ exclaimed Cap
tain Weston, who, after several visits 
during which he felt benefits, walked 
forth able to lift a paralyzed arm. 
He is an old man, but the benefit has 
remained to some extent. I have seen 
nervous women become unconsciois in 
the hands of Teresa and recover free 
from the headaches which sent them 
to her. Others have felt no effect of 
treatment. The Americans, you know, 
are quick to judge. Few of them be
lieve in the saint.” The average Mex
ican will keep on, going for treatment 
a week, a month or a year; so long as 
he is in the hands of a saint he will 
be satisfied to.wait for results.

The local physicians do not even 
take the trouble to investigate' the 
woman’s alleged ‘power. One of them 
sneered at her lack, of appreciation of 
the germ theory of diseases, for she 
performs no ablutiojrts when her hands 
pass • from the tinciean beggar to the 
aristocratic visitor Or to the suffering 
babe. . ,, - - ■ . '

Speaking critically, results do not 
add very much strength to the claim 
of the Mexicans that she performs 
miracles. That she possesses mes
meric, hypnotic. force, magnetism, 
electric; power, whatever' it loe, that 
will give relief in some cases, such as 
rheumatism,.seems to be a fact; but 
she does not tell anyone to takeup 
his bed and walk, nor have the blind 
been made to see, nor the deaf to hear.

But,; after, all, the simple faith of 
the humble Mexicans in this woman’s 
divine gift, the loyalty to her from 
day to day and year to' year of people 
bom and bred in the Catholic faith, 
but who now brave all the penalties 
that have ’ been so powerful to check

Ralf-savage people and cause obedi
ence, is one of the'most interesting, 
phases demonstrated.

Whatever vague ideas the father 
and the associates of the girl .may 
have as to advancing the .political 
conditions of the Indian -tribes of 
Mexico, Teresa does not ’ busy herself 
with them. Her family and the maiden 
certainly believe in her power to 
benefit sufferers, and that is her ardent 
aim, be she deluded or be she in-

John M. Hawkins.

WANTED-KNOWLEDGE
Concerning a Matter of 

Great Importance.

A Medium Expresses Her Earnest 
Thoughts.

thing. But there is auoh a thing as 
that they cannot prevent it; and there 
is such a thing as that a medium has 
■no guides, and any spirit that can 
reach me can step in and talk, just as 
a neighbor can come into my house 
and talk;-and older mediums than I 
don’t know how to prevent it; whereas, 
if we were educated in the knowledge 
which all mediums should possess, we 
could save ourselves much trouble 
and prevent much fraud as well as 
falsehood coming through us, from 
spirits who are ready to take every 
advantage they can possibly get hold 
of, for the sake of talking and for the 
same motives which people have be
fore they leave the body.

If there is any show for an educa
tion in these tilings, we want it: but 
it seems as though, if it can be taught, 
it could be put into a pamphlet. It 
would cover more ground sooner than 
through a school.

Mbs. J. II. Winsob.

HUMAN CULTURE ê CUR!
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL 

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL

BYE. D. BABBITT,>1, D., LL.D,

A most excellent and very valuable work, by thi 
Dean of the College of Iino Forces, and author q« 
other important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc.

Price, doth, 75 cents» For sale at this office,

To this Editor:—I want to say my 
say in regard to the education of me
diums, since you are so kind as to let 
each one have a say. I am a medium, 
and one of the uneducated. I have 
dwelt in this form nearly’ sixty years, 
during which time 1 have very many 
times had cause to regret that I did 
not possess what the world is pleased 
to call an education,

But not until after I became a me
dium did I ever realize what educa
tion meant. Then my soul cried out 
in agony for knowledge; a knowledge 
of the forces which are held in the 
unseen—an understanding of the laws 
connecting the different phases of 
human life. I bought books, which I 
thought contained this knowledge, and 
I studied them; but I could find noth
ing more than merely touching the 
subjects on which I wanted to be ed
ucated. Oh, how I longed for some 
way to present itself whereby’ people 
who knew the need as I did might at 
least get into the right course towards 
an education which would be of far 
more importance to the human race 
than grammar and geometry, or 
crowding the brain with a multitude 
of facts to be remembered.

Does not the fact that mediums are 
so often chosen from tho uneducated 

-ranks of mankind point to some law 
that we should be hunting and 
heeding?

This is an age of mediums; we are 
nqt always mediums because we wish 
to be, but because we are developed 
to n degree of sensitiveness that we 
cannot help it, as the many letters 
on. obsession in The Progressive 
Thinker well prove. If we could be 
educated in these laws regarding me
diumship and spirit control, obsession 
would not he of so frequent occur
rence. Spirit . control without the 
consent of the sensitive is far from 
pleasant. , . . ,

Many talk abput the law as though 
they were 'perfectly familiar with it, 
but they do not tell anything about it, 
sp that the simple, uneducated mind 
can get any understanding of what it 
really is, and we cannot-conform to 
the laws until we know what they are.

Some will say that if unreliable 
spirits come to you, it is because you 
attract them ; that if your own temple 
is pure you will attract the pure ; while 
it stands to reason that this is true, 
there is something else which is time, 
also, and .that is, that a medium of 
pure mind and morals may attract 
spirits who have not yet learned the 
art of tolling the truth at all times. 
Is there never a bad man goes to 
church? ■

I was taught when a child to tell 
the truth, because it was true, because 
it meant honor, wlii'Jh 'was the foun
dation of a noble character; so I grew 
up comparatively truthful; but the 
time came when I fell into the habit 
of telling social falsehoods, such as, 
"I shall be very glad to have you 
come," when in my heart I would be 
very glad if they would stay away; 
but people irom truth societies on the 
spirit ’ side, through tho mediumship 
of my little son, taught me better- 
taught me that such things were just 
as false as any other falseliood.

I tell this merely to show that I 
partially understand what thè truth 
means,' for I have suffered untold an
guish because I could not be told truth 
at all times, by the spirits who talked 
to me day and night; and I could not 
find the law which governed it. -

Since then I have been told that the 
■condition of-a medium maybe such 
that spirits who are truthful cannot 
always control the wires over which 
communication passes. There is no 
medium who would not try to make 
the conditions required, if they only 
knew bow. ■ '■ • ’ ’

School education is all right and 
desirable, so far as it aids in the 
growth of the spirit. The number of 
educated rascals we have makes a 
good offset for uneducated mediums.

I would like to make a comparison, 
for the sake of being educated, for by 
so doing some mediums’ guides may 
find out what is needed "among me
diums and give, through their me
diums,as far as they can, the ex
planation of some of the laws which 
they understand and we do not (We 
can stand tbe big ‘ ‘I’’ and any amount 
of egotism for the sake of the knowl
edge.) •

I am personally acquainted with a 
man who is a scholar. While wè are 
both in the form, he dare not approach 
me; but if he should leave the form, 
he understands many things—for one, 
perhaps; hypnotism, which would help 
him to soon pick'up the knowledge of 
how to control of talk to me, as I am 
very sensitive. For his own satisfac
tion he would worry the life out of 
me, if I did not know how to keep 
him at a distance, which I do not—, 
that is, and still preserve my medium-' 
ship; and I know of other mediums 
who need the same knowledge.

But I hear some -medium say: 
Our guides will not permit such a

Drs.Maybe 
and..... 

Mustbe.
You choose the old doctor 

before the young one. Why? 
Because you. don’t want to en
trust your life in inexperienced 
hands. True, the young doctor 
inay be experienced. But the old 
doctor must be. You take no 
chances with Dr. Maybe, when 
Dr. Mustbe is in reach. Same 
with medicines as with medi
cine makers — tlie long-tried 
remedy has your confidence, 
You prefer experience to experi
ment—when you are concerned. 
The new remedy may be good 
—but let somebody else prove 
it. The old remedy must be 
good—judged on its record of 
cures. Just one more reason 
for choosing AYER’S Sarsa
parilla in preference to any 
other. It has been the standard 
nousehold Sarsaparilla for half 
a century. Its record inspires 
confidence — fifty years of 
cafes. If others may be good, 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla must be. 
You take no chances when you 
take AYER’S Sarsaparilla.

tbe Encyclopaedia of Death,Of
and Life In the Spirit-World.
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parallel In the literature of Splrltuallam, being a clear 
and aucclnct expo»Itlon of the ohltoaopby, religion and 
Bclence ot Bplrltuallsin. The book contains 260 page, 
with a!z Uluatratlona la bait-tone, end twelve pegs. 
In original Independent writing. It 1» beautifully 
bound in blue silk cloth, stamped in ellver, -Brice, 
•1.23. For aale at thtB office. .

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
IEHF SHE BECAME A BPIBITfAUST, 

264 pages. One copy, 91; elx copies, Ì5,

FROM NIGHT TO M0RN¡ 
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, 

82 pagel One copy, 15 cents¡ ten copi», 11.

THÇBSWGJ9 BETWEEN TWO WORLDS,
209 pagel One copy, bound in cloth, tl¡ papen 71 

centi

For Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Street,

GOSMIAN HYMN BOOK, 
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns
Ear Liberal and Ethical Socletlee, for Sehoob 

’ and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets b public want It-xomprisil 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody 
Ing tho highest moral j.enttment, and . free from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Sold at this office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCI

Comment* on Genests, Exodui, Leviticus. Number! 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Bev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be* 

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

“la every soul there Is bound up tome truth asd 
some error, and each gives to the world of though! 
what no other one possesses.Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comment« of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deop Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read it.
Price SOo._________For sale at thU Office^

THE MEUIUMISTIG
Vol. II. is now-ready for delivery. It 

Is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art It is furnished' on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get ’ihe 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vói. II. of the Encyclopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of tho Encyclopædia.

In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia oi Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It Is called tho Premium Encyclo
paedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to tho Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of' 
thp Encyclopædia. The bound conies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

Experiences of John Brown
The Medium of th« Rockies, with an Introduction bp 

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND
Thli book «herald be In tho hand! of every one Inter 

e«t?4toSplrltu»ll.m. .. ............................. __
Chapter 1, Notoriety: Early Mediumship. Chantel 

?■ .?.»« . pbspler 3, Remora! M
California; Return of Hie Guide. Chapter 4, Remark 
able Teat«. Chapter.1), His Work as « Healer. Chap 
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit* 
Land., Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma 
nicate; How to Conduct a Circle, Chapter 9, Mlscel 
lancous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience^ 
Chapter lir Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow< 
er. Chapter 12, New Experience!—Illustrative oi 
Prophetic Villons. Chapter 19, Tbe First Break In 
tho Itluittc Cabio Shown to John Brown. Chaptel 
¡4. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover» prlco Of 
oonU.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. B. RICHMOND

G. M. of the Order of the Magi .Chicago.
BOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

•Idp.and containing 820 page». Thti »piendld 
. book, ]ust Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures apon occult subjects, together with other aril® 
des from various newspapers, relating to tbe greai 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1W2, and three others on the Human Soul, which 
are done worth the price of tbe book This wonder* 
fulbookls unique bs an Evangelist of Science atvl 
truth. Price fl.25, postpaid, to any address. For sail 
ct thia ofilf1*

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
-AND- 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

- BY HUDSON TUTTLE» _

A moil able and Intereitins presentation of amort 
important inbJecL Erbry Spiritualist and every In* 
Gutter into tbe proof! and philosophy of Spiritual* 
ism should hare this excellent book, fu value li rec
ognized and acknowledged ail over the world. Price, 
cloth, 91. For sale at this office.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-opcrattve System! and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity. By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. BAIL'D* This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For side at 
this office. ' .

THE GOSPEL UF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS,

A translation from Japanese, made under tho ana. 
pices of the Bit. Shaku Boren, delegate to tbe Par« 
llsment of udHgioni. Wai lately published In Japan- 
PrtcetL For sale at Uda office.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
__ _  -OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Cifefnl cornptriBon ot tome ot tta Splrttu»UBn> 

tad HedliiiiiaNp oi tbe BOW with Hua otto-day. By 
MoaMHoLL. Ab tsrlnclble argiuneiit provlns that 
jeeuawuoBly b medium, eubjaot to all the oocdl- 
tloesot modern medlumaMp. It aleo abow* that all 
the mnltcBiatlost throochoat the Old and New l\lita- 
B«nl wwrenndertbe eame oondlHont that medluma 
require t»4ay; and that the coming ot Ckriit 1» the re- 
turn-at mnUniuMp to tbewoau. 4S pagea.-Trice, 
lOctnti. ¿Waeleattblioffloe. .

THE DEAD MAN’S MESSAGE.
By Florence. Marryat, author of “A Scarlet Bln.’1 
How Like a Women," "Tbe Risen Dead," "Thera Is 

No Death-" etc. Cloth. ,100.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Helt By 
. °8.?* Tiili ptmpblel beildei ¡riving tbe Spin 

ttuallitlc interpretation of many thing! in the Bible— 
LnterpretaUon. never before elven, explain, the 
hcavem and hells believed in by Spi ritual lata. Price. 
10cento. For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY a WEIL.

Cloth, I1Ä Paper, 50 centi
This 1> a worte-of great value, written by ono of th! 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
mlndi of the day. It 1« particularly a work which 
•hould be put Into the hand* of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmu of orthodoxy and from 
ft®.ot m.terluintlo .clencc, for ft will 
strengthen the conviction otthe free mind that mind 

^ole of life...............................
The chapter! reveal a new method In psychic and 

spiritual research. They show vivid gUmpsea of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede mora 
confusion; tbttonly verifiable tenets can »arrive, an 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super« 
seded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office.BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

THE. WONDROUS POWER
which helped or mode them perform might) 

yort» midnttertaplred word», tonther with sotoa 
Penontl TralU and Characteristics of Prophet«, Apo» 
Ues, axid Jesus, or New Reading! of “The MiraolM.0 
by jkiLXSPuTSAX. Price 75 cut«, FOT«al«etthM 
offict.

The-Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of three punphleti 
embodied tn one volume, In which question! ot great 
importance to the race are discussed from the itan* 
point of ta advanced social refcrujtr,- price 50 cents. 
For tale st thlt office.
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A List of His Noted Works.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.
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An entertaining manual of hypnoditn, useful to 
Undent* of the subject. In tic form of dialogue uud 
■lory, the author presents very successfully a cotr 
dexmed account of hypnotism, Itslheory and mctico 
upto date. Price, paper, ¿jets, bold at this office.

For Sale at the Office of The Pro. 
gresslve Thinker.

Has Secured the John the 
Baptist of Splrltijullsm.

Paine’s Political Works. 2vol.
Paine’s Theological Works 1 vol.
Paine's Miscellaneous works. 1 vol.
Paine’s Life. By Clio Rickman 

and the editor of The Nation-

Buchner’s Force and Matter. Portrait....... 1 00

.P“. °* “>? «rtbor’i molt uicful .nd 1» 
■tractive books. Tbl« work should be read by mtt 
men and woman. Price, 80 ctots. For sale at thU 
office.

Bedium. If there Kt 
their route, - which de
es and will notify them

——--------Ghosts and other Lectures...........
- ---------------Some Mistakes of Moses................. 
-----------------Interviews on Talmage.............. 
---------------- Blasphemy.........................................  
---------------- Field-Ingersoll Discussion...........  
-----------------Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy 
—------------ Patriotic Addresses........................
•--------------- The Christian Religion.................
■--------------- Shakespeare, a Lecture. Portrait.
Keeler’s Short History of the Bible.................

Buchner's tian in the Past, Present and Fu
ture. Illustrated..,................................. 1 M

Rochefoucauld's Moral Maxims....................... 7o
Comte’s Positive Philosophy. Portrait.........  < 00
Goodloe's Birth of the Republic. Portrait .. 1 00 
Saltus’ Anatomy of Negation..........................
Saltus’ Philosophy of Disenchantment........

Bulwer’s History of a False Religion.............
Talleyrand’s Leiter to the Pope. Portrait..
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot......
Father Tom and the Pope: or, a night at the

Vatican.................................. ...........................
Ingersoll’s Lectures, vo). I, cloth.....................
----------------- “ vol. I, Bill sheep...........
----------------- •' vol. I, half morocco  6 00
(Second volume in preparation, to be bound 

uniform with volume one.)
Ingersbll’s Prose Poems. Portrait.............2 60
- “ “ Cheaper Edition.. I 60
— ■ Gods and other Lectures..... .......  1 00

Voltaire’s Zodig, or Fate t and The ‘White 
Bull, a Satirical Romance...............

— The Sage and the Atheist; also The 
Princess of Babylon.............. ......... .

-------- The Man of Forty Crowns; and The 
Huron, or, Pupil of Nature............

------- -Micromegas; The World as it Goes; 
Plato’s Dream; Jeannot and Colin;

. The Two Comforters, etc.................... _
Voltaire's Romances, containing the above4 

books in one vol. Profusely illustrated.41 M 
Baton's Paradoxes. Portrait............ .............. 10
Ingersoll's Controversy & Christmas Sermon 06 
------------- - Gods and other Lectures................. M

-. FOB BALE BT

The progressive thinker.
THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN

- “~ AND™™

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
»Thl? ‘•»mo.tT.lB.bl« book. It com«, from.»« X» 
PrleiL, whole character li above reproach, and whi 
know, wh.t be I, talking about. Everybody .houl| 
read It. Price, 41.00. 11 contalni tho following ohafl 
tera:
______' . CHAPTER I. _ . 
The Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Belt 

reipect la the Confeulonal.
• . CHAPTERn. _

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for tta 
Priest. "

_____ __ . . CHAPTERIJI, 
The Confessional la the Modern Sodom.
„ . CHAPTER.IVr . .
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests la made eat 

by Auricular Confession.
... .. .. . chapter v._ . .
The hlghly educRted and refined Woman in tbe Cos 

fesalonal—What becomes of her after uncondltioa 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

............ . . CHAPTER VI. _ ...
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties • 

Marriage and Human Society.
. ........................ CHAPTER VII. / _
Should Auricular Confession do tolerated among Clyfl 

Ized Nations?
. . . . CHAPTER VIII. . _ ..
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul!
_____  . . CHAPTER IX. ' ..
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrlleglom 

Imposture.
... . ... CHAPTER X. .
God compels tbe Cburcb of Rome to confOH the 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
.........................  CHAPTER XI. .
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, ani 

Franco. ,
..... . CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legfataton, Hu» 

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters ou whlcl 
the Priest of Rome must Question bls Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
— OR —

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

IFaysida Jottinge. .
Gathered from the Highway,, By-way, and Hedge, 

of Life. By Mattib E. Huu. Thia 1, a marvelously 
neat book of aelectlon, from Mra. Hull« beat poem, 
lermone and eaaayi, and contain, a aplendld portrait 
of tho author, al,o a portrait of Hose, HuU. Price, 
neatly bound tn Englub cloth, ,1.
Ihe Spiritual Alps

and How jpe Ascend Thein,
Or a few thought, on bow to reach that altitude 

where anlrlt Is supremo and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. By Mesas Hull. Just tho book 
to teach you that yon arc a spiritual being, and to 
show von bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 cental lu paper cover, as centa • - - . —

jfeto Thought, -
Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of tbe beat 
speakers and mediums. Tbe matter all original and 
presenting tn an attractive form the highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. .Price, only ,1.60.
h’ew Thought,

Volume II. SSI pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound.' Original matter. Six portrait,. Cloth 
bonnd, 75 centa.
Joant the Medium, '

Or, tho Ineplred Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Leader of Armloa. By Moses Hull. Thia la at 
once the moat truthful history of Joan of Are. and 
one of the moat convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrtlllugly in
teresting; no history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
centa; paper o^ver, 25 cent«.
The Beal Issue, .

By Moses Hull. A compound of tbO two pamph
lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict," and Tom- Answer 
or Your Life;" with important additions, making a 
book of 180 pages all for 25 cent,. This book contain, 
atattitlcs, facts and documents, on tho tendencies ot 
the limes, that every one should have.
Ail About Devils. '

Or, an Inonlry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms.come from Hit Bátanlo 
Majesty and HI, Subordinates in the Kingdom of 
Dsrkneu. 60 pages. By Moszs Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Issus and the Mediums, -

or Christ and Mediumship, .
Careful comparison of acme of the Bplritnailam 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of tcwlay. By 
MobesHull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jems waa only a medium, subject to aff the condl- 
tlona of modern mediumship. It also «hows that all 
tbe manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa* 
meat were under the same conditions that medium« 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is tbe re
turn of mediumship to. the world« 48. pages. Frlce, 
lOccnte. . . .
The Spiritual Birth, - 

or Death and IW To^lSorrowt
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Rearm and HelL Br 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet beside« giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many thing« In the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the 
heave« and hells believed In by Sblrltuallita. Price. 
IDcenti.
The Quarantine Baiecdo
. Or the Twenty Tears Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Price 10 centa» _
SplritualoSongster,

’ By Maths E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mra. Hull's 
sweetest longs, adapted to popular mueic.Xor tbe use 
of congregations, circles and families, rrlce, 10 cti,, 
or 16 per hundred, •
The Mediumistio Experience 

■ ■ of John Brown,
The Medlnm-of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. 8. Loveland. This Is the history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 1C7 large 
pages. Price, 80 cent«.
The Devil and (he Adventietes .

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. Ry 
Mosks Hull. Price, 5 cents. -
Wai John Calvin -a Murderer?

Price» S cents. ' ' .

TmmortalTty;“““
A poem In Ure e»nto, ‘If e m«n die, abril be Href" 

te fully anewereiL B i W. 8. Barlow, author of 
Voice«. Price eo centa. .

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
By A. B. Hudson, li D. Frica, lieanta. -

6

GENERAL SURVEY
The Spiritualistic Field—Its 

Workers, Doings, Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early aa Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them.

Mrs. A. W. Collins writes: “Concern
ing mediums’ education, will not the 
truth tell, no matter by whom spoken or 
how simple? Are not proofs more con
vincing coming from a child than from 
an experienced person? Are not the 
educated, most of them, creed-bound, 
and would not mediums educated be the 
same? Pure, simple truth is what will 
win every tiine, and if one spirit can 
conti'61 a medium, cannot one learned as 
■well as an ignorant one: then the creed 
doesn’t bother and get mixed up ill it; be
sides being more convincing for the 
learned through the unlearned.”

B. O’Dell writes from Paw Paw, 
Mich.: "The last grove meeting for this 
season was held at Bankson Lake, Sun- 

■ • day, the20th, with Mrs. ¡Marion Carpen
ter, of Detroit, asspeaker. And well 
did she perforin her part. She held the 
flpe audience that came to hear her al
most spellbound -with her eloquence, 
both forenoon and afternoon, following 
the afternoon lecture with tests which 
were good and all recognized. Hon. L. 
V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, gave us 
an agreeable surprise by being present 
and making a few pertinent remarks in 

■ regard to organizing, .He says ‘that 
organization is the only sure road to 
success.’ Mrs. Carpenter also gave a 
very able and eloquent address at Law
ton, on Monday night, to a crowded 
house.” .

Joseph ® Baldwin writes from To
peka, Kans.: “The First Society of Spir
itualists have been holding excellent 
and pleasurable meetings, in our Lin- 
coin Post Hall, with' Dr. Louis Schles
inger as test medium. He has already 
done much good here; but< may not be 
able to stay long. We need just such 
test mediums to come one after the 
other, and build up the cause. The very 
best should go out on the circuit, and 
nut down infidelity. Our truth is hurt 
by poor, incompetent medinms. Only 
the very best should occupy the public 
platform. Let the others keep up tbe 
conference and test meetings.”

W.- D. Arthur writes: “We have read 
with much pleasure and curiosity the ar

. tides in recent issues regarding animals 
in spirit-life; and desire to add our test!- 
mony to the proofs now existing that 
there are animals across the veil. One 
evening in a small circle, the medium 
was controlled by an Indian girl, who 

- ■ after giving some tests, said: ‘Well, I 
/ must hunt up my dog and go,’and upon 

inquiry, she gaee the name of thtrani- 
.;. mal and told us what a good dog'he 
■ was. After she left, ‘the medium com

menced to bark and growl and snapped 
viciously at any one near her. The me- 
diutn’s 'hand was then controlled to 

‘ write and the following message was 
handed the medium s husband: ‘Medium 
iiossessed by spirit oi dog. Insist upon 
mmediato removal.’ The influence was 

removed and the medium regained her 
normal state. Some evenings later the 
Indian girl again controlled the same 

> medium, and the first thing she said 
-. was: ‘Oh, I have had awful trouble.

They didn't want to let me come any 
more, just because I lost my dog the 
other evening.’ We have not had suffi- 
ciont experience as yet in the work to 
hazard an explanation of this phenom- 

■ enon,and would be pleased to have some 
one farther advanced explain it through 

>■ the columns of your paper.”
. Dr. C. W. Hidden has returned from 
Lake Brady, Ohio, where he was very 
much in-demand, to his home at New- 

< bury port, Mass. While away the Doc
; tor visited Lake Pleasant, Onset' Bay, 

Mass., also Queen City Park; Vt., and 
‘ Niantic; Conn., creating a great deal of 
. interest wherever he wont with his hyp-

There .is beginning to Vo such rivalry 
among camps' thaÿ the truth is often 
concealed; The fact is that many of the 
camps rarely had an audlepce larger* 
than those wdp .flock to our halls in this 
city on Sunday, yet much greater.prom
inence was given them by reports writ-1 
ten to all the Spiritualist papers, • The 
camp-meetings are doing a splendid 
work, and are to be encouraged, but not 
at the expense of truth.

Mrs./M, J. Crilly, of Allegheny, Pa., 
has changed her residence to 29 Balkam 
street, where she will be glad to see her 
friends.

J. W. Fletcher, the noted medium, has 
returned to his New York office, 1554 
Broadway. New York City, where he 
will remain for the present season. Vis
itors to New York will find The Pro
gressive Thinker and other Spiritual 
publications always on sale at Mr. 
Fletcher’s rooms, and receive a cordial 
welcome as well.

Mrs. N. M. Russell writes; “The local 
Spiritualists’ society, of Grand Ledge, 
Mich., had the pleasure of listening to 
Mrs. Marion Carpenter, of Detroit, 
Mich., at the auditorium, on the J3th of 
September. There was a large attend
ance notwithstanding this raipy weather. 
Although dark and lowery without, 
within was cheer and sunshine, as no 
one who listens to her cheerful remarks 
can feel anything but pleasure and in
terest, and anyone who listens to her 
onco is always desirous of another op
portunity. Mrs. Carpenter has made 
many warm friends here at our camp, as 
het' work was fine, and will in all proba
bility occupy a place on our rostrum 
next year, which speaks more for her 
than 1 can tell. A growing interest 1§ 
manifested in our society and wd hope 
to do much good during the long winter 
months.” ■ .

Frank T. Ripley Is giving £ series of 
lectures and. tests at St, Joseph, Mo., to 
large audiences. He . is. engaged there 
for September and the Sundays of Octo
ber. - . ’

The Lorain (Ohio) Times contains the 
following: "Rev. E. P, Graham, of St. 
Francis' Apostolate, Cleveland, now 
supply for tne Elyria church, gave an 
address. He said the church would not 
only be a place where people could go to 
pray, but would be a place where God 
would dwell; that the church, coining 
from God, could forgive sins and that 
she speaks as one having authority; that 
the voice of her priests is the voice of 
God. He closed with a declaration of 
the theory of transubstantiation.” And 
thus the Romish church promulgates its 
pernicious doctrines. . .

Rowland.Webster writes from Atlan
ta, Ga.: “We have-lately started the 
Society of Spiritual Spience here and 
are growing very nicely, haying now 
about one hundred and fifty in attend
ance, with an increase every Sunday, so 
that next Sunday we will have to pro
vide more chairs, ” .

Someone writes from Pueblo, Col., ex
tolling the mediumship of Mrs. Gohn, 
but does not sign his (or her) namp. The 
communication says: ‘‘Mrs. Gohn has 
been meeting from house to house with 
us for months; We first place the trum
pets and the musical instruments in the 
center of the room, then form a horse- 
shoo from the piano, so that is included 
in the circle, and the results are grand. 
The spirits salute each ono by name, 
strangers just as quickly as those they 
are used to meeting. Then the trum
pets and small instruments will float 
around the room, touching the ceiling, 
and thé different ones in the circle. 
We get trumpet singing and talking,

and pyblic test 
any societies on i 
sire their servic . .
at once what they can do toward remun
eration and entertainment, they will be 
considered and answered immediately.

Will C. Hodge) who is now lecturing 
in Waukesha, na|l changed his perma
nent address to’710 Prairie street, Mil
waukee, Wis. Address him there for

: notic exhibitions and healing. Tbe Doc
tor- reports his trip highly profitable, 

• both financially and from a scientific 
■ point of view.

■ Mrs.: Lora Holton writes: “I have 
t been visiting various sections in the 

State of Ohio, and find a lively interest 
.' 1»the cause of Spiritualism, and many 
) ' investigators. I held a circle of twenty 
■I at the farm of Ralph Chase, in Tbomp- 

: son, with good results, and spent a sea- 
eonof two weeks' rest at the lovely

" home of Hon. O. P. Kellogg, East Trum
' bull, where I was royally entertained 
' hy his earnest wife. From there I vis- 
■i ’ ited Ashtabula, and was entertained at 

. the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Tal
cott, who are earnest workers, Mrs. Tal

) cott possessing strong inediumisticpow- 
i. ers, arid is developing for a public 

worker. I held two parlor psychie'and 
J. musical scances.giving many convincing 
'• tests to those present. While there I 
L attended a materializing seance by Mr. 
I: and Mrs. John Archer, of Canada, which 
I was good, some six or eight musical, 

instruments being played upon, several
- at the same time, and other physical 
- manifestations. From there-I visited 
■ Mrs. Wm^ Gates, of Collinwood—by in- 

vitation—givirig several parlor lectures, 
followed bv psychic and musical read
ings, which have been well, attended.

, I am open for engagements in this part 
: of the country. for the fall and winter 
. months, upon reasonable terms. Address 
\ Mi’s- Dora Holton, Collinwood, Cuya

hoga county, O., care, of Mrs. Wm.
. Gates.”

The St. Joseph Grain and Stock Ex- 
■ change, of St. Joseph, Mo., has the fol

lowing: “Mr. Frank Ripley, of Boston, 
■ the noted lecturer and test medium, last 

Bunday evening, before 3 large and ap
; preciative audience, gave one of his in
' ¿tractive and entertaining lectures, en

titled, ‘Who and Where is God?’ Mr. 
Ripley and his work is well known in 
the East, where he has been lecturing 

- fortheSpiritual churches and societies.”
R. M. B. writes from Rushville, Neb.: 

'■ “I am a believer in Spiritualism and 
’ have been since I was a small boy. I re

ceived raps in 1851, when Spiritualism 
■ was in its infancy, so to speak, and 1 was 
- ' but 8 years old. My parents soon put a 
'. stop to the ‘spirit business,’ as they were 

Baptists aud thought it all came from 
the Devil.”

A lady who visited several camp-meet
ings writes as follows in reference to 
them: "The attendance was very small 
Indeed. I don’t know just why Spirit
ualists seem to . think it all right to de
ceive about their attendance, finances, 
»rid so on. The truth that lies behind 
She published reports was that the at
tendance -was poor and the. finances such 

/that the speakers did not receive the 
R tmounts their contracts called for, and 
' notwithstanding they all made 

lower at the start than usual.”

also piano playing and music from the 
small Instruments. We"get a number 
of different voices, and we can all com
municate with our friends. Often Mrs. 
Gohn goes under control and speaks 
beautifully. This last year has been 
one that has witnessed a great changé 
among the Spiritualists of Pueblo. 
They have formed a society, and the 
number of smaller circles that are meet
ing weekly would surprise the commun
ity at large if known of. Ret the good 
work go on, even if it has to thrive ip 
secret. ' -

Mrs. A. A. Averill, secretary, writes 
from Lynn, Mass.: “The Lynn Spirit
ualists' Association held its yearly meet
ing on.September 1 and elected the fol
lowing board of officers: President, 
James M. Healy; vice-president, Mrs. 
Amanda Robinson; secretary, Mrs. Ab
bie A. Averill;. treasurer, E. Pl Averill. 
Board of directors, Mrs. Augusta Wil
liams, M. V. B. Stevens and Charles H. 
Worthen. The affairs of this society 
are in a flourishing condition and pros
pects bright for a successful season the 
coming winter, having engaged the very 
best talent obtainable. TBe course will’ 
open October 4, with Mrs. Maggie J. 
Butler and other Boston talent, with 
supper served in the, hall.”

■Correspondent writes: "Interest in 
the Church of the Spirit seems tobe 
growing rapidly on the North Side. Sun
day afternoon Rey. Corden White as
sisted Dr. Willis Edwards, and there 
were about two hundred attentive listen
ers. In the evening W. H. Blair gave 
an interesting discourse, followed hy 
tests and delineations. Every test Mr. 
Edwards and Mr. White gave were rec
ognized. In the evening fully five hun
dred persons were present, In many 
cases those who had come to the hall 
out of idle curiosity went away marvel
ing at what they saw and heard. Wé 
have Mr. F. Corden White with us again 
next Sunday, and all the month of Oc
tober Mrs. Mattie Hull. Mrs. Edith 
Gray has charge of the musical pro
gramme every Sunday, and hér beauti- 
fur voice is in itself a great attraction. 
We shall have with Us from.time to 
time the very best mediums for the phil
osophy and phenomena of Spiritualism. 
Those mediums will also assist in our 
home circfes Monday and .Wednesday 
evenings at 162 Dearborn avenue, at 8 
o'clock sharp.” . . I

Carrie Fuller Weatherford has a few 
more Sundays disengaged. She lectured 
at Augusta, Mich., September A7, ,Par- 
ties desiring her services for lectures, 
tests and inspirational songs, shoùld ad
dress asabove. ■. ' ' '■■.'■

Ùnder the title “Some Beginnings iñ 
Science/’a fully illustràtéd account of 
early teaching at the "University of" 
North Carolina will-be given by'Prof. 
Collier Cobb in Appleton’s Popular Sci
ence Monthly for October, . .

Prof. Lockwood is. open for engage
ments for October, either for the' en
tire month or for single lectures. His 
discourses upon the spiritual philosophy 
and upon the present financial crisis 
are pronounced to be masterpieces of 
logic and eloquence. Terms reasonable. 
Address him at 98 Ogden avenue; Chi
cago, 111. ■

Mrs. A. Lineley writes from Denver, 
Col.: “Dr. and Mrs. Noyes have left us 
for engagements in Ñebraska. They 
will be missed in the spiritual ranks of 
Denver—Mrs. Noyes for her physical 
manifestations and grand tests, and Dr. 
Noyes for his strong magnetic power 
and wonderful cures.”

The Northwestern delegates to Wash
ington, D. C., are: Dr. S. N. Aspinwall, 
president of the Northwestern Spiritual
ist Camp-meeting . Association, of Min
neapolis, Minn.; Judge AndrewC. Dunn, 
first vice-president and director, of Win
nebago City; Mrs. Bessie Aspinwall and 
O. J. Johnson, also director, of Minne
apolis, will visit Washington, D. C., as 
delegates to the National Spiritualists’ 
Association Annual Convention, to be 
held October 20, 21 and 22.. Doctor As
pinwall Is an inspirational speaker, and 
nis’wife an-unconscious 'trance speaker

engagemepts. ¡I
Prof. Lockwood has been filling an

other engagement at Watseka, III-, 
where he is a great favorite. The Pro
fessor is open foiil engagements for Oc
tober. Address jjim at 98 Ogden ave
nue, Chicago, Ill;; ,

F. A Wiggin tjpgins a three months’ 
engagement for t|ie First Society of In
dianapolis, Ind., on the first Sunday of 
October. Societies desiring his services 
for week evenings can address him at 
Indianapolis. General Delivery.

Mrs. Mary C. Lyman is located for the 
present at No. 15, Flat B; Ashland, 
Boulevard. She Returns rested, and full 
of enthusiasm to press forward in her 
ministrations as speaker for tbe First 
Society of Spiritual Unity, which meet- 
ipgs will be announced in the near fu
ture, as the society is not fully decided 
as to location. Some think a center lo
cation in the citybest. ; '

It is soothing to one’s nerves to receive 
such a noté as the. following, while Sil
vey and Gold are rendering night and 
day hideous with their incomprehen
sible arguments. It is written by H. A, 
Judson, of Lynden, Wash,: “I talce five 
newspapers, and 1 am a member of the 
Methodist churcjii, yet we like The 
Progressive Thinker better than any 
oral! the other papers we take; so send 
it along. We have already missed two 
copiesand can not longer get along 
without your paper.” There are mill
ions of Spiritualists who can learn a 
lesson from the above, as they take no 
Spiritualist.paper; and are but of little 
benefit to the cause of truth. .

M, C. S. writes from Riverside, Mich.: 
Dr. H. C. Andrews has lectured for .our 
society very acceptably for the past 
month. His style is forcible, and his 
thoughts are beautiful, and with his po
etic inspirations and tests, have been a 
marvel to many. Our cause is growing 
here and many are joining us, as our 
philosophy is so ably presented hy our 
gifted brother. Dr. Andrews goes to 
Indiana from he^'é to fill a short engage
ment. He has a few open dates for Oc
tober, and can be addressed at River
side,-Mich." ■

Mrs. Rose L. Bushnell, has left Sum
merland; Cal., and in doing so writes to 
the paper published there, as follows: 
“Upon leaving Summerland I feel a re
luctance that is only known to those 
who are attached to home-and the peo
ple with whom one associates, and’ daily 
feel a hood of friendship strong ana 
deep. I have watched Summerland 
since its birth with an interest and love 
that has ever held me sabred to her 
trust. She has within her infancy 
passed through the furnace of living 
pain and has been piii-lfied in the gold of 
the mint. She has blessed all those 
who. have had faith in her future and 
well-being. She has opened up the 
fountain of her wealth and is scattering 
her treasures east and west, north ana 
south, and her name is among other 
places of interest iu the great marts of 
the world. She is in touch with Euro
pean capital, but an yet somewhat unde
veloped, But the prospects are that she 
will continue to yield” tier treasures un
diminished for a long time to come.”

Dr. Hasenclever writes that he has 
opened his home to the public for a Sun
day night meeting, with great success. 
As there are always a number qf good 
mediums present, it will be enjoyed by 
all those attending, Mrs. Abram spoke 
a week ago, and Mr. Lang, a young me
dium,just in the field, gave some very 
good readings last Sunday. Next Sun
day Mrs. Hasenclever will assist by in
dependent slate-writing.

J. C. F. Grumbine writes: “Owing to 
the abandonment of services (on account 
of hard times) in Watertown, N. Y.,all 
engagements of speakers for the year 
hare ueen canceled. I have, therefore, 
the month of November open to any so
ciety in the West that may wish my 
services. Address me at Station _“P, 
Chicago, Ill.” .

Dr. P. S. George writes from-Lincoln, 
Neh.: “I. have just returned from 
Southwest Nebraska Camp-meeting. 
We met.there the, noted orator, Mr. C. 
H. Moody, of Otego, Jewell Co., Kansas.' 
He is a master Of profundity and elo
quence. It was Oúrqiléasure to meet for 
tne first time D;. W. Hull, of Norton, 
Kansas, who is the most able Bible 
scholar I have ever came In contact 
with. He is a master-pieee in the line 
of Bible Spiritualism. He will be at 
Lincoln, Néb., October 9, 10, 11,‘ Dr. 
Noyes and wife, of California, were in 
attendance as phenomenal mediums. So 
much Interest was manifest that the 
hall proved inadequate.”

Don't be alarmed because an "expos
ure” of a fake medium takes place oc
casionally. They, are a component part 
of our civilization and will remain until' 
the masses are elevated to a higher 
plane. . - ‘

The one who telle even a "white lie” 
adds ‘to the aggregate crime of the 
world. - " ' '■ . ■

People wonder why there is any dis
honesty among mediums. They are 
part of the body aggregate and cannot 
rise to any great extent above it.

Mediums will become .honest just in 
proportion that the masses are elevated- 
to a higher plane.

The National Association should, im
port Jules Wallace from Texas to.be in 
Washington at the annual convention to 
be exhibited as an object lesson of the 
pernicious policy that has followed the 

. ordination Of ministers of the. gospel.
Drunkards, jail-birds, bums and Igno
ramuses and “what nots’’ ha,ve been or
dained as ministe'rs of the'gospel of 
Spiritualism.' Verily “Rev.” is very 
cheapas anornament. /

A medium is one of God’s evangelists 
in just that proportion that he (or she) is 
honest, pure and upright—and so is 

• every other: person possessing those 
characteristics. , / .... ■ ‘ .

A movement" Is on foof to establish 
another camp-meeting at Austin or San 
Antonio, Tex. ■ ‘ ■ ...

The Harvest Moón Festival proved a 
decided success atC nset. - ;

Dr. Storer is still held In reverential 
remembrance at Onset. At a late en
tertainment there his portrait was pre
sented in a frame of leaves and wheat.

That excellent medium, Mrs. Maud 
Lord Drake, was at the Redondo (Cal.) 
camp-meeting. '

During November J. Frank Baxter 
will be in Titusville, Pa. His permanent 
address is 181 Walnut street, Chelsea, 
Mass. ■ .

Light, of London, speaking of B. F. 
Underwood’s article in the Metaphysical 
Magazine, "Beyond the Illusions of 
Sense,” says: “He grapples very vig
orously with the problem of God, and he 
seems to us to stand right in the van 
with his conclusion: ‘Man, with his in-
telligence and his moral and religious 
nature, the outcome of millions of years 
of cosmic activity, is the flower of evo
lution on this planet, the highest devel
opment known; therefore may we not 
infer that the energizing and controll
ing force of the universe, though incon
ceivable under the ------'------

. Dr. C. W. Hidden,'ihe hypnotist, ft 
goon to open an offipè MBoston, Mass? . 
- California has beeuVaUed the grave
yard of Spiritualist pa.pe.ri. Every at
tempt to establish a first-class Spiritual
ist paper there has failed. ■ Mr. Owen 
and Mrs. Schlessinget’j.both with Iprge 
brains and varied experience, tried it, 
and could not succeed.

When your subscription to The Pro
gressive Thinker exriires, your name 
is taken from the liet'ùnless you renew. 
We are always delightèd to have each 
one renew, but if they do not, then their 
names'come off the list ai once.

W. H. Cushing haéRsojméthing to sgy 
of the “Scientific Christ.” In the 
course of 10,006,000 years, Jesus, we 
hope, will be considered a “back num
ber, He is now very much to the iront 
with the.churches.

- Arrangements are being made for 
several new Spiritualist camp-meetings 
next year. .

The historic cellar at Hydesville is 
only a crude hole under the house. But 
there was space there for the raps to 
originate to startle the world.

“God help us!” says Charles Nevins, 
when spirits fear one can know too 
much. So say '

The Banner of Light says: “Mrs. 
Helen Stuart Richings has delivered of 
late, at the Lake Pleasant Camp-meet
meeting, 'several lectures—some of 
which nave been reported in our col
umns.- She lias been for years a lec
turer on Spiritualism, and we feel that 
she has accomplished a great work in 
defense of- the cause. Those who may 
wish to satisfy themselves as to her be
ing, a Spiritualist will do themselves a 
great favor by securing her for labor in 
their localities. The fullest commenda
tion has always reached us from quar
ters where her talents had been or were 
being displayed.” .

Mrs. F. A. Logan, of California, has 
reached her 70th birthday. She has 
been an indefatigable worker.

The Universaliste want more faith in 
the Bible, etc., among the people, and 
in that respect they are decidedly weak. 
See what Dr. Swerlngeu has to say.

A pertinent question is asked by. Prof. 
Bach in his article, In reference to 
“graveyard dirt.” Will Mr. Hodge an
swer him?

Great enthusiasm prevailed at the 
Puget Sound Camp’meeting. '

A. M. Griffen has something interest
ing to say of the Sympsychograph. 
Verily, Science is the Savior of the 
world, assisted, of course, by The Pro
gressive Thinker and Its-able con
tributors. • ■

The medium Teresa has been threat
ened with excommunication by the 
Catholic Churoh. She will. get to 
heaven in spite of that, however, and 

»will be fap above the Romieh priest who 
thinks he is consigning her to purga
tory- . ■ ' ' ■: ' '■ . ' .. ■

Prof. Lockwood has something of in
terest to say of “ChrlstianFortune Tell
ing,” in this issue of The Progressive 
Thinker.' -j.

-Teresa ft right in Bàyiûilf that it is not 
necéssary, in order tO''gét to heaven, to 
go there by the way-of< the Catholic 
Church, The Archangét Gabriel ap
peared to her as a young-man.

C. H, Mathews' “Pen1 Flashes” con-“ 
tain many items of into tés t. ''

The announcement1“.that the Chicora 
is found will be a gre^t -triumph fpr 
Spiritualism, if it proy.ea'|rue.

Light, of London, alludes to Mrs. Nel- 
He Brigham as “the 'popillar American 
speaker.” Well saidp -She is now lec
turing in England- ^lth- ;great accept
ance; - ' ' ; ■ ,'B,. ■ ' .' ' '

"Matter is but an apbeatance of an in
visible reality,” says B. F. Underwood.

“Life In Two Sphères,” by Hudson 
Tuttle, has been published in England.

Baby Ethel Carroll, of Oklahoma is a 
human phonograph—4 years of age. 
She can repeat a whole play on once 
hearing it. ■ v ..

How many human cattle will vote at 
the next election,.from the slums of Eu
rope?

Judging from the talk of mediums the 
Spirit-world is taking a hand in politics. 
Well, why not?

J. W. Mahony is certain that there, 
are animals on the spirit side of life. '

Read an account of the barbarities of 
the Catholic Church on the 8th page. 
. If every creed werp annihilated and 
the moral code promulgated in every 
family, the world would at once advarice 
to a higher plane. ■ :

Theology—Jhe church—opposed sci
ence until public opinion forced it tp de
sist. , .

Would the word "Reverend” be out of 
place as applied to a oircue clôwn? Not 
if his jokes were good. ,

W. H. Bach 33ks: “When will Spir
itualists awaken to the fact that tney 
cannot get development by smelling 
dirt?” Give it up, Brother Baoh.

G. W. Kates says, in the Banner of 
Light: - "If the cottage at Hydesville 
can he purchased we propose to call for 
a subscription.” That’s right, Brother 
Katos. Two of the sisters were allowed 
to nearly starve in New York, ’and 
would have suffered muoh worse had it 
not been for Mr.-Merritt and Frederick 
Cook, who made repeated appeals in 
The Progressive Thinker in . their 
behalf. • h . ■ ' . .

■ The mental mediumship of.Prof. J. G. 
Leonard is exciting great attention in 
New York. ’

It will be a good thing to purchase 
the houseinhere Spiritualism originated 
at Hydesville, N. Y. But don’t think, 
Spiritualists, that will .atone for your 
shortcomings in letting two of them 
suffer - fori the common necessaries of 

'life. ■■ . ' • - ■■ ■ - . . .
Prof. Barrett makes not only a lively 

president, biifa very efficient one—so it 
genérally . appears.' See his article this 
week. h '.' ‘J;; . . - -

If wo cannot purchase; the Hydes
ville cottage, let .us mpef jthere March 
31,1898, and celebratoith'e semi-centen
nial of the raps—G. W. Kates in Ban
ner. And at the samelin^, with bowed 
heads,' ask two of the sisteys’ pardon for 
their dastardly treçiuïent while on 
earthr - , '1

Light, of London, Èng., says: '"The 
Progressive Think-LR.j prints some 
half-dozen sermons by- Mr. Hepworth, 
editor lor the New Yorjr Herald. They 
are a curiosity, and a .great deal more. 
The simplicity of them is perfectly 
charming, and they jpref as free from 
affectation as they are, spiritual and re
fined. If we may venture to say so, they 
are as unlike what we associate with 
the New York Herald as mothers milk 
is unlike raw rum. But they are all the 
more welcome for that.” Yes, those 
sermons were exceptionally fine, and 
they were welcomed by all our readers.

Prof. Andrew Cross stirred Scotland 
from center to circumference with his 
masterly address on our first, page, de
livered thirty years ago, and ‘'reported 
especially", for - The Progressive 
Thinker. It will be read with interest. 
Scotland has now many fine mediums. 
Prof. Cross is a profound thinker.

The First Spiritual Union,of San Jose, 
Cal.; held three sessions,' September 20. 
President H. D. Barrett lectured at 
10:30 a. m., on “The Mathematics of 
Spiritualism;” 2:30 p. m., on “Co-opertv- 
tion or Organization;” 7:30 p. m., “The 
Higher Science or Religion©!-Spiritual
ism." Each subject was carefully and 
skillfully handled, - and was well ap-

pl|mde6 by the Urge audtonoe. The l»r 
diee of thii society and their friends 
have banded themeelveB together in 
what is called "TJie First Spiritual La
dies’ Aid Society of San Jose, and hope 
to accomplish sbme good in the future 
by that me^ns. - Correspondence is so
licited fi'Oitt‘Becretarie? of like societies 
in other cities and states, address Mrs. 
H, L. Bigelow, recording secretary, 
also corresponding secretary of First 
Spiritual Union, 849, Orchai’d street;, 
San Jose, Cal. .’ ■ '

Mrs. Lora Holton is now open for en
gagements wjth societies to lecture and 
give psychic readings, interspersed 
with musical selections, for the fall and 
winter, upon reasonable terms. Also 
holds parlor seances. Address her at 
730 Warren St.; Sandusky, Ohio, in care 
of C. H. Upson. .

During the Sundays of October, Mrs. 
Mattie Hull lectures for Dr. Edwards' 
society on the North Side.

All physical mediums are requested to 
send their address to J. B. Wallace, 
112 Turk street, San Francisco, Califor
nia, secretary of the Protective Order 
of American Physical Mediums (char
tered), and receive valuable information.

Mrs. Lora Holton, of (- Chicago has 
been ordained a minister of the Gospel 
of Spiritualism by the National Spirit
ual and Religious Association of Ohio.

E. Parsons, M. D., writes from North 
Pomona, Cal., that Mrs. Wil^px, whom 
he has known for many years,, is a time, 
hopeatand good woman; that; h'e Jias in
vestigated her mediumship under the 
best test conditions, and knows she is a 
true and strictly conscientious io edium, 
and one of the very best. ;. r. t'. '

fasten, and words 4 -ympathy- spoken 
and written fois the 'affiiQted ' notlier 
were poured In;' tn great vbuhd.auce.

Passed to the higher life, from Ball
win, Mo., August 4,139«, Mias kla Maud 
Parkhurst, only daughter of Dr. H. M. 
and Rosa R. Parkhurst, aged 13 years, 
6 months, and 17. days. The euddeo 
passing on of this bright young flower, 
the idol of our hearts, has brought to 
our minds a condition o! spiritual things, 
in an orthodox community, of which we 
little dreamed. For move than twenty 
years we have been the only pronounced 
Spiritualist family in this vicinity. We 
have had our share of ostracism and 
persecution, "but when the angel of 
death came and opened the door to show 
us those we love, such an expression o! 
sympathy was extended that we were 
overwhelmed. The floral display was 
profuse and grand, although flowers 
were scarce, and no gardens near. A 
neighbor lady who rendered the most 
assistance, and was most orthodox, said 
to me while the friends were singing a 
beautifnl song: "Ida is enjoying that 
music; I' think she is smiling while we 
are weeping.” Everything said and 
done seemed to make death more beau
tiful. Hei' form is gone, but her spirit 
is still at home wlth uo.

. ■ Dr. Parkhurst.

Departed this life, Earl Mann, at the 
home of his parents, Milan, Ohio, Au
gust 26, in the 26th year of his age. He 
was a devoted son and exemplary in his 
character. His death came suddenly, 
after two days of mortal suffering.; The 
attendance at the funeral oh? the 28th 
was so'large that it was adjourned to 
the grove in the cemetery, where ¡Hud
son Tuttle gave, an address, bringing 
the true balm of Gilead to the wounded 
hearts of the mourning friends, by the 
consolation of the bpoad views of life 
here and hereafter furnished by Spirit
ualism. • » „ '

PAPER EDITIONS.
Paluo’p Age of Reason............. .................. ........
Paine’s Common Sense............ . ...»................ ..
Paine'« Rights of Man.........................................
Paine's Cruia....................................................... ..
Paine's Religious and Theological Works.

Illustrated............... ............... .........................
Paine’s Life. Profusely illustrated.................
Volney’s B^|ns of Empires and the Law of

Nature. Illustrated........................... ........
Rousseau’s Vicar of Savoy, and A Search for

Truth, by Olive Schreiner...... ...................
Rousseau’s Social Contract......... .....................
Meslier’s Superstition in all Ages. Portrait 
®lc«(iev’8 ®tmifc uub Sei'iimift Portrait 
Dickens’Sunday Under Three Heada Ulus. 
Bulwer’s History of a False Religion. Blue. 
Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. Portrait... 
Gibbon’s Birth and Character of Mahomet.. 
Higgins' Horse Sabbatic»........ ............. .
Higgins' Apology for Mahomet, tho Ulus- 
_ bious....^...............;....^:.^.................... 
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot.:.... 
Father Tom and the Pope; or, A Night at the

Vatican............................................................

To the Spiritualists and Liberals of 
Texas: At a meeting of the State board 
of directors held September 21, we were 
fortunate in perfecting arrangements7 
with Allen Franklin Brown, of St. Paul, 
Minn., for a number of months work as 
State lecturer of Texas. Mr. Brown 
comes to us recommended by ¡the offi
cers of the N. S. A., which society he 
represents. His record in both Minne
seta and Michigan is that of an earnest, 
vigorous and successful worker.

At our camp-meeting he won the 
hearts of all by his quiet and earnest 
manner, having the happy faculty of 
uniting all factions and antagonising 
none. ■ .

‘‘His lectures are models of logic.” to 
quote from the Nevada (Mo.) dailies. 
They are convincing, full of thought 
and never abusive. .

The psychometric tests given by this 
gentleman are clear, to the' point, and 
almost invariably correct.

■ He. has- heen styled the “John the 
Baptist” of our cause by our northern 
brothers. ' -

- Our plan of work is to place Mr. 
Brown in t|ie larger cities for a “month 
of Sundays,” visiting adjacent-points 
during the week, lecturing and organ
izing.

We wish the-hearty co-operation of 
all Spiritualists throughout the State, 
and hope to hear at once from those so
cieties who. wish his services as well as 
from points where there Is no society.

We aip to make this winter a mem
orable one in State work and shall ar
range for a large midwinter convention 
at some point available. . ,

. • J. C. Watkins, 
President Texas State Spiritual Astoci- 

ation. ’ * '
Mrs. C. W. Watkins, Secretary.

On September 6, 1896, ff’om his home 
in - San Jose, Cal,, William H. Cole 
passed from earth life to his home 
"over there.” For thirty-one years he 
was a firm believer in Spiritualism 
which be name a knowledge to him. He 
leaves in the earthly abode a wife and 
several children and grand-children.
• Mrs. Chynoweth, of Edenvale, gave 
the address, Instead of crepe, there 
was a large bunch of pale pink roses 
hung on the door. H. L. B.

--------------Ghosts and other Lectures................
——— Some Mistakes of Moses.............. . .
— Interviews on Talmage...;........ .
■ . .—— What Must we do to be Saved î......
— 1 Blasphemy.........................................
j- 1 Crimes Against Criminals................
■ Vindication of Thomas Paine........
-T—Mau, Woman and Child. Portrait.

—la Suicide’a SinT.................................
■. Shakespeare, a Lecture. Portrait.
—-----------Abraham Lincoln, a Lecture. Por

trait................................ .................
------- «—- About the Holy Bible, a Lecture...
"• r — . ■ Voltaire, a Lecture. Portrait.......
—^u-r ■ Which Way? a Lecture...................

'Myth and Miracle..............
» ■ Field-Ingersoll Discussion...............

Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy...
———Some Reasons Why.........................
- ------------ Patriotic Addresses..................... ......
■ ■■■ ■ The Christian Religion...................
----- :--------Foundations of Faith........................
-—- — Howto Reform Mankind...............
Keeler’s Short History of the Bible.................
Gardeners Men, Women and Gods.......... .

CLOTH EDITIONS.
PAINE'S COMPLETE WORKS.

Finest illustrated Edition, Based.
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Spiritualist Meetings In Chicago.
The Churoh of the Souh at Schiller 

Theater, , Mrs. Cora L. VTRichmond, 
paston Services at 10:45 a. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, New Masonic Temple, 3120 
Forest avenue. Services at 2:30 and 7:30. 
Mrs. Ada Foye lectures and gives tests.

Beacon Light Church 617 North Clark 
street, near Burton Place. Services at 
2:30 and 7:45 p. m.( conducted by Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo, F. Perkins.

Churoh of Love, Faskin's Hall,.3012 
Archer ¿venue. Experience and test 
meeting at 8 p. m..

German Spiritualist Society, Gartel- 
man's Hall, 13th street and Ashland av
enue. Services it 3 and.8 p. m.

The Spiritual Endeavor Society meets 
at 1 South' Hoyne avenue, 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Brom well, pastor. ’

Spiritual Gospel Temple, Hvgeia Hall, 
Washington boulevard and Paulina St, 
Services at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

. , Home Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and 8. p. m.

The Church of the Spirit, Willis Ed
wards, pastor, meets at 620 North Clark 
street, at 3 and 8p. m. Lyceum at 2 p. m.

People’s Home Association, Bricklay
er's Hall," 93 South Peoria street. Serv
ices at 7:30p.m. ’

South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Hall, 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conference meeting at 
3 p.m. Lecture at 8 p. m. ■ .

The" Spiritualists Church of the Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. m., at Monsen’s Hall, 
1052, Milwaukee avenue, corner Lincoln 
street. Mrs. M, Summers, pastor.

Church of Malachi meets at 255 West 
Randolph Street, at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. 
C. C. Henderson, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 794 
West Van Buren street. Services at 
7:45 p. m. Dr. Hasenclever will lecture’ 
and give spirit messages, assisted by 
other prominent mediums.

Brown's Hall, Forty-seventh and State 
streets. Services at 8 p. in. Lecture 
and tests by Dr. Harry Abbott of Cali
fornia; ■.

Society of Spiritual Truth, 887 West 
Monroe street. Services at 8 p. m.

Passed to Spirit-Life.' .
Passed to Spirit-life, September 24, 

from her' home, 78 Auburn street, Hav
erhill, Mass., Jannett C. Noyes, aged 54 
years; ■ . '. ' ■ . .

She.was an ardent and conscientious 
Spiritualist and medium. She leaves a 
husband and two sons—both mediums— 
not to mourn her loss, but to ever hold 
in loving remembrance one who sc ten
derly Ipvod and' cared for them, and 
who they know loves and cares for them 
still.

The floral offerings were many and 
beautiful, attesting the love and appre
ciation in which she was held. The 
services were conducted by the Rev. 
Geo. Benedict, assisted by the writer, 
who voiced a message from the spirit to 
her loved ones and gave them the conso
lation that only our beautiful faith can

Miss Matilda M. English, recently 
known as Tillie" Summers, the daughter 
of Mrs. M. Summers by a former mar
riage, died at her residence, 1753 Mil
waukee avenue, Chicago, September 16, 
at the age of 16 years. ’

For the last two years she has been 
organist for the Spiritualist Church of 
the Students of Nature, of which her 
mother is pastor, and her favorable rep
utation brought ; a large concourse of 
people to the funeral on the 18th, which 
was conducted by Mrs. Gora L. V. Rich
mond. Many expensive. floral designs 
were contributed by friends on the oC-

‘ Sunday in Cleveland.
The Children's Progressive Lyceum 

(East Side) opened Sunday for its 28th 
season. The attendance was fair, with 
a good showing of experienced lyceum 
workers.

In the afternoon The Progressive 
Thinkers’ Lyceum (West Side) was 
formed, with a hypnotlo and psychical 
manifestation entertainment by Profs. 
Launderville and Albertson. The large 
hall was packed and the whole proceeds, 
a goodly sum, was presented to the Ly
ceum.

In his opening speech Prof. Launder
ville took the position that hypnotism, 
self-irfduced or otherwise, was the door
way to all psychical phenomena.

A cabinet was placed upon the stage 
in which Mr. Launderville was tied, 
hand and foot, by a committee from the 
audience. •

Upon closing the curtain the usual 
manifestations occurred—rattling of in
struments, hands protruding and fresh 
flowers thrown .out over the top of the 
cabinet.

Tests, were also given through a trum
pet, anS written messages produced. 
Mr.-Lauriderville was then displayed, 
still tied, but upon the curtain being 
drawn, in ten seconds he stepped out, 
free from his bonds, He then gave 
demonstrations of hypnotism upon vol
unteer subjects. Whatever may be 
thought of the untying of tho mediums, 
cortainly there was no collusion between 
him and his committee, and as an enter- 

.tainment the performance was excellent 
throughout. Mrs. M. McCaslin.

'83 Davenport St, Cleveland, O.

al, Profusely Illustrated. 
Paine’s Age of Reason...... .
Paine’s Rights of Man.......
Paine's Crisis.......................................................... „
Paine’s Life. Profusely illustrated................. W
Palne'fl Principal Political ’Works, (1 vol.)... 1 01 
Paine’s Political WorkSjCompleta (2 vole.).. 2 (X 
Paine’? Religious and Theological ’Works, j « 
Gibbon’s History of Christianity. Ulus....... i a
Gibbqn'e Blrth and Character of Mahomet.. & 
Voltaire's Romances. Illustrated................ 1 ty
Rousseau's Vicar of Savoy. Portrait....»....... M
Rousseau’s Social Contract. Portrait........... 71
Mealier’s Superstition in all Agea. Portrait 1 0( 
SReSHer'B <»Iaul>eunb QJeruunft Portrait 1 04 
Volney’s Ruins of Empires. Illustrated...... ft 
Volney’s New Researches in Ancient History 1 £4 
Reade’s (Winwood) Martyrdom of Man..... .. 1 M
Haeckel’s Visit to Ceylon. Portrait...............1 04
Dickens' Sunday Under Three Heads. Hlus. M 
Higgins’ Hors Sabbatics.................................. M
Higgins’ Apology for Mahomet, the DI us- g

trious............................................. . ............... .

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL-

LENT_WORK.

_ This work II by DR. M. L. BHERMAN, sorted M 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore it buoeea sold for 
11. but ths price now has boon reduced .to «1. It !» a 
book that wiU Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr.Sber- 
tn an was a medium of rare qualltlea, and bis work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treat« of the 
Soul of Tbings; Intelligence In Substance; Ahtmal In
tellects; Purity; flalvatton: Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progressions Inter* 
ent In Substance: The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
>nlltlet; -Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 

clence of Death; spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; Tfce Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Else and Distance; Splrltn- 
alQrgantimi; Bora Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., ate.

The author says: ’'Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him* 
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for tben\selTea, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be prlc.pt or lannan, teacher or pupil. 
Mr phntori eip«nds by virtue of that food »Bd.pour- 
iBDinent of which 1 Individually partake and digest. 
Mv soul must expand by virtue of tbe soul essence 
Jhlch I Individually gather and comprehend or digest-."

or sale at this office.______,’ .

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
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This Department is under the manage, 
ment of the, distinguished author, 
speaker and medium ;

Hudson Tuttle;
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

H. C. Horton: Q. (1) Spirits, through 
mediums, tell us they cannot see and 
communicate with all othei' spirita; that 
aorae degree of similarity in develqp- 
mént and vibration is needful to this in- 
tereourse.eveu in the Spirit-world—this 
being true, will a person, at death, be 
Bure to meet all loved ones the heart 
longs for? Will a good, spiritually- 
minded mother meet her loved, though 
erring, unspiritual son; or will such 
meeting be impossible until the son at
tains the unfoldment to bring him into 
the mother’s spiritual plane?-

(2) If a medium claims to./see and 
converse with ■ spirits constantly, whom 
all classes of spirits (the medium claims) 
are able to influence, and who can 
hardly pass half an hour without being 
controlled (in and out of season), but 

■ whose mediumship amounts to little in 
helping humanity nor makes the medium 
a more useful, charitable or reasoning 
person—is there not reason to doubt the 
control by spirits?  .1

(3) May not a person : be self-hypno
tized to believe himself controlled by 
spirits, when it- is only his own undevel
oped spirit acting? .

A, (I) There is a great deal of loose 
and incorrect talk on the condition of 
spirits and their relations to each other. 
There id no arbitraryburrier between the 
low and high, more than there is m the 

■ earth-life. The attraction of a mother 
to her chilff, however erring that child 
may have been, will find no impediment. 
She will be one of the mo=t potent 
means in his advancement. •

(2) The control is as purposeless and 
idle as the- medium, and does not prove 
the medium to be a deceiver. Such 
mcdiuriiB and their communications 
should be ignored.

(3) A person may become “self-hyp
notized,” and in many cases of alleged 
insanity this is the cause. The ab
straction of the mind until it is controlled 
by one idea is a more or less complete 
hypnotism. In such cases it is easy to 
fancy that the strange state 1b the result 
of spirit influence. I have watched this 
process in circles with great interest; 
and, again, have seen the hypnotic or 
mesmeric power of the circle thrown on 
the medium, who was thus brought un
dec the control of the circle instead of a 
spirit. Again, I have seen thè power of 
the spirit attempting to coihmunicato 
forced aside by that of the circle, who 
received through the medium a commu
nication began by the spirit, but fin
ished by the reflection of the thoughts 
of the most'positive members.

-bav£-uot that, it is-»wjt4*elfto-«tiempt 
to force them.;. i ; , . -

Thphe; haye be.en injtances wh'ere the 
spirit,' seeing thb necessity, bas revealed 
to. near friends' the* facts in regard to 
property, mines,' etc.', but auch cpses 
must he- exceedingly^raj-e; for those 
spirits who would ;make 'a benevolent 
use of wealth are the ones'.whose'minds 
are bo far drawn away from wealth that 
they cannot delve ia mlnea'more thau 
they could barter in the market.

Tho ones whose minds are drawn to 
mineral wealth are selfish and would be 
unable to make use of it were-it placed 
in their possession. • ;

II Spiritualism has ■ one instruction 
more emphatic than all others, it is that 
of individual strength of character 
gained by personal effort. > Man must be 
a power unto himself, nor roly on a 
“thussaith the spirit,” more than “thus 
saith the Lord. ” ‘ • . .

(2) It is probable that when health is 
restored sensitiveness will be regained, 
yet it is possible that sickness may so 
change the organization that it will be 
reconstructed on new lines, and the de
sired sensitiveness be lost, • ■

C. C.; Q. Wha| is meant by the 
woTd Monism? ••

A, Monism is opposed to Dualism, 
which teaches that there are two ele
ments in creation—matter and spirit. 
It affirms that there is one principle or 
primary substance, its believers have 
various shades of interpretation, inclin
ing to Spiritualism, Materialism, Athe
ism, or Deism. The cult has been gen
erously advocated by the “Monist,” a 
superbly-printed quarterly; edited by 
Dr. Paul Gurus, and contributed to by 
the ablest believers in this country and 
Europe. . . . :

Alexander Humboldt, in his great 
work, "Tlie Cosmos,” advocated a scien
tific monism, in his grand conception of 
“The Unity of Nature." .

The now Spiritual Philosophy, in its 
fundamental claim that spirit is the 
eternal verity, and matter and its phe
nomena the outward visible manifesta
tion of this energy, is a form of Monism 
ereatly differing, however, from that 
inculcated by tlie school of which the 
“Monist” is the exponent. ■ This school 
ignores a life beyond this, and its evolu
tion ends with the perfection, of the 
race. .

“C.," Oregon: Q. I have abad con
trol, which leads to immoral thoughts.

. and I fear it will result in immoral 
- actions: What am I to do?

A, In all the cases which have come 
under my personal observation, in a long 
series of years, and they have been 
many, a deficiency of will power, in
duced by physical conditions, rather 

■ ■ than mental, has been the immediate 
' cause of what is called obsession, in 
varying degrees, from a slight-inclina
tion to complete, loss of self-control.. . I 
do not make the statement as a rule, 
but it certainly is the prolific cause. 
Unless the gateway is open.such, influ- 
enees cannot euter. Known or unknown 
there is a weak point of attack, a physl- 
cal state, more or lees diseased, reflected 
on Jhe mind, and making it plastic to 

: impressions received through the lower 
nature. . ’' ■ .

: It is consoling to excuse oneself by the 
:■ scapegoat of obsession, and in some, 

cases the excuse is valid because of ig
norance of the cause. There is but one 
cure and that is the purification of the 
body from the disease, and the firm con
viction of the will to resist with the in

' doinitable strength of higher thoughts 
and aspirations the influence of the 
lower nature. ,

It is full time that Spiritualism out
grew tho pernicious doctrines that have 
been promulgated about obsession, hyp
notism and the exemption from respon

' sibility in these states. .
. No one was ever hypnotized by man or 

■ spirit to think or do that which was not 
already in their own organizations. It 
should be most emphatically held in the 

• 7 mind that itis expected.of every human 
, being to retain absolute control of his 

individuality, and more—hold it to the 
• highest—and that his responsibility 

reaches to that extent that any yielding 
to lower promptings, from . his own 

■ mind or the suggestions of another, is 
$ • degradation, and a crime _for which in

; evitable retribution will- be received; 
- and this holds true whether the digres

. sion is through ignorance or with full 
knowledge. - ■ .

“Thinker.” Q. What is secularism?
A.. It is a reaction against the belief 

that man must live for the next life, 
.rather than this. Seeing the Buffering, 

; • misery and injustice in the world, it is 
'. said that an all wise God cannot rule the 

world, and man must depend on himself. 
It is anoffspringof the.Socialistic movo- 
ment. advocated by Robert Owen, and 
has been eloquently advocated by Holy
oke, Bradlaugh, Underwood and others. 
It holds that God, if he exists, must be 
the highest ideal of man, and henee 
must prefer a well ordered life than de
votion to forms and ceremonies.

- As morality does not require the 
forms of religion, it is much more de
sirable to perform its duties than to 
give attention to that of the futrfre. It 

■ seeks to bring man into a position where
it will be impossible for him to do 
wrong, but it meets with the almost in
surmountable obstacles of ignorance and 
superstition. .

If those who struggle against the 
: hard lot of their environment pause to 

- think, they cannot be satisfied with the 
promises of heavenly joys in Paradise as 

. compensation for the miseries suffered 
in this. They will cry out, "One world 
at a time,” and "this one first." Yet, 
after the bonds of superstition are cast 
off, and purely materialistic ideas enter

; tained, tha mind becomes dissatisfied 
and yearns for the ideal, the spiritual, 
without which life has no completeness.

M. M. M.: Q. What is the condition 
on entering Spirit-life, of a person who 
has grown old before his time through 
trouble and sorrow? A person whose 
senses seem paralyzed, whose faculties 
are much weaker, than they should bo, 
memory gone, though a fair degree of 
strength is retained by the body. Will 

. this person be able to. see and under
stand the truth after leaving the weak
ened body? - ■

A. All the infirmities connected with 
the body are loft with the body. The 
regrets and sorrows inherent to the 
mind would be preserved. The spirit 
at first retains the impressions of these 
in a greater or lesser degree, but they 
soon pass away. Tho new life furnishes 
more comprehensive views, and what in 
the earth life would be considered mo
mentous consequences/ sink away into 
insignificance; after a brief period the 
influences reflected from the mortal life 
become imperceptible, und forgotten in 
the glorious life of the freed spirit. 
There are, however, conditions of the 
mind which hold the spirit to earth: and 
its memories, most potent of which are 
sordid selfishness and ungoverned pas
sions, but these do got enter into the 
case contemplated by the question.

SCHOOLS FOR MEDIUMS.
Illiterate Mediums and lllit- 

erate Controls.

IVB THJNKER.

CHICORA IS FOUND.

. ORIENTAL HISTORY. ■ years; which is ¡unBudporied by any
. When I was in the secular newspaper . standard of Chrit^gu fyith throughout 
bueineBs, mayhap u quarter of a century i the world; teaching this heresy; thus 
ago, one of my goody-good Christian I misleading the u£)lnst|'ucted and dis
contemporaries was wqnt to charge me i turbing the peacq,qf th|) church, . . . . 
with hating the churches, abusing the l They teach the spg^y personal coming 
clergy, and berating religion in general.! of Christ and the .near approach of tfae 
My strictures on the “holy fathers” end of the world) ’^eitjier of which is 
were mild, in those palmy days, coin- eustainod by any. standard of faith.’
pared to what they have since devel
oped. . ■ ■

My recent “Researches in Oriental 
History, embracing the Origin of the 
Jews, the Rise and Development of Zo
roastrianism, and the Derivation of

The preacher then1 suggests that to be 
consistent these members should with-

When Both Are Ignorant Wliat 
Shall Be Done?

Boat Located Ten Miles Off 
St. Joseph, Mich., in ISO 

Feet of Water.

A Very Strange Agreement Is 
■ Entered Into,

A. J. S., Morrison, Col.: Q. (1) Why 
. w do not spirits tell mediums who will 

make good use of wealth, where to find 
mines, that they may build public halls 

. we are much in need of, and assist in 
_ many other ways? '

. (2) If persons lose their clairvoy- 
a,rice or medlumistic cowers by sickness, 
will they regaimthem on recovery?

A.(l) II&11 the gold and silver in the 
Rocky Mountains were given in a pure 
elate, would the" people Tie the richer? 
IF every dollar of fold and silver were 

M" 7 . Annihilated this day, would there be lees 
' : ’ food or less clothing, or less comfortable
ri homes?. , ,,

Itis the lawthat man work for him- 
selfand not dept nd on a superior power. 
There are means enough to carry for- 
watdAny iad allhiifiiane objects, if the 
people had the; disposition,, <Jf they

■ In conjunction with our sister, Allie 
L. Lynch, 1 would like to ask'why-is it 
so many of our finest inspirational 
speakers and mediums are-chosen from 
the uneducated ranks? I look at the, 
question in this light: The spirits 
choose such Instruments as they are 
willing or able to use. , From my obser
vation I find a large majority of ■ our 
best inspirational speakers and mediums 
are from the uneducated class.

Education of a person is riot all that is 
required .for mediumship, spirit power 
or control. But, of course, education 
will assist in the unfoldment of knowl
edge of spirit philosophy. I have found, 
in my short experience, many Spiritual
ists who advocate that mediums should 
educate their guides and controls. I 
will acknowledge we have many medi
ums who are not educated, and many 
who ore educated, who have very illit
erate guides and controls. I would ad
vise.such mediums to endeavor to place, 
themselves in ‘such a condition that en
lightened and intelligent spirits may 
control them; instead of trying to edu
cate your controls, let your controls ed- 
ucateyou. My idea is to. have guides 
and controls who can teach us, and not 
that we teach our guides and controls.

If mediums would test'their guides 
and controls before placing entire confi
dence in the communications, received 
from them, there would be fewer un
truths given. Our orthodox friends 
think it is very strange that untruths 
should come from the angels; but as 
some of the spirits were not angels on 
earth, the transit froin one world to the 
other is not all that is required to clear 
away the cobwebs of past teaching.

Sensitives are chosen from the:poorer 
walks of life b,y the spirits, and are 
adapted for the spirits’ Work, and forced 
by the spirits to give up all manual 
labor for their support, arid depend 
upon the scant remuneration they re
ceive from those who seek the assist
ance of the mediator between the two. 
worlds, in many cases receiving nothing 
for their efforts. I ask, is this just or 
right? Is not the laborer worthy of his 
hire? ,

Some will say that the mediums could 
not tell them anything. My friends, 
have .you ever stopped to eee what a 
condition you was in at the time that 
you entered the medium’s presence? 
Bear in mind, friends, many mediums 
cannot combat with the influences the 
sitters .bring with them.

As to educating mediums, would it not 
be better to educate our children while 
in their youth, and when their brain is 
free from care, and not allow them at 
all times on the streets, or to grow up 
in ignorance and superstition? Our free 
public schools are open to ail. Let us 
have the true ring to the inspired ex
pressions, no matter in what words they 
maybe expressed, if they carry truth 
with them. .

There is not one medium in twenty- 
five who could afford the expense of 
those schools. I think we, as a people, 
should try and make better conditions 
for our mediums and assist litem to lead 
honest and upright lives.

.. Corah Belle Noyes.
Denver, CoL

Christianity; and Whence our Aryan 
Ancestors?” (an intensely interesting1 
book by Geo. W. Brown, M. D.,of Rock
ford/Illinois,) has set me to thinking 
more industriously than ever, on the 
follies and crimes of our intensely relig
ious ancestry.

I regret that want of space prevents 
me from giving this -book an extended 
notice. The author has been very dill
gent in his researches and quotes from 
many ancient historians, including Jo
sephus; also Johann Lorenz von Mo
sheim, an eminent German theologian 
and historian (l(iÜ4)iauthor of (‘Commen
taries on Christianity Before ther Time 
of Constantine the Great," etc.

“In tlio fourth1 century,” says Mo
sheim, “errors in religion are punish
able with civil and corporal tortures. 
In obedience to the requirements of 
the Master, persons forsook father and 
mother, brothers and sisters, wife and 
child, and all they had, to become dis
ciples; and then the church taught sub
stantially, ‘Believe ‘as the Apostolic 
head directs, else die at the stake, and 
thence to a hell of eternal tortures,’ ’’

“BrotestantB,” says the Doctor, claim 
“they are in no planner responsible for 
the violent acts of Catholics, and that 
Christianity must not be judged by their 
cruel deeds; but the reader should re
member that alL the artifice, deceit, 
fraud and lies of these early Christians 
have been transiriittod to their succes
sors, even down to tjie present times."

The curse which his. holiness, the 
Pope, pronounces against heretics, is 
enough to make “each particularhair on 
thy young head to stand like the quilltf 
of the fretful porcupine.” .

Protestantism, with all its parapher
nalia, is only a mild form of Christianity 
and rarely protests against anything in 
these latter days, unless it be against 
the non-payment of its salaries. Cathol
icism, with its Inquisitorial tortures, has 
its outstretched wings ready to educate 
free America in the horrible tenets of 
the “Mother Church.” Let us all re
member that eternal vigilance is the 
price of civil and religious liberty 1

WASHINGTON'S WORDS,
“Against the insidious wiles of foreign 

influence I conjure you, my friends, and 
believe me, my foliow-eitizens, the jeal
ousy of a free people ought to be con
stantly awake, since history and oxpori- 
ence prove that foreign influence 1b one 
of the most bandful foes of republican 
government.” — George Washington, 
September 17, 1796.

Surely these words of wisdom, uttered 
just one hundred years ago by the 
Father of his country, should navo great 
influence with thé Pittsburg Presbytery; 
whose interest in “voting right” scorned 
to be aroused at their recent meeting. 
In fact, all Christians might profit 
thereby. . .. ■ ;

VOTE. RIGHT. ' ' /
At the Pittsburg Presbytery, Sept. 8, 

a resolution “deprecating any political 
action that would cripple the work of 
the church at home and abroad.” yet 
“advising onr people to vote right at 
the coming election,” was squelched in 
its incipienoy and was not presented to 
the body for. its action. What “right 
voting” means, the intelligent reader 
must decide for himself. The responsi
bility for voting right has never been 
more serious than at the presidential 
election of November, 1896. Them’s my 
sentiments, after mixing in thirteen 
presidential electidns in the United 
States. ■ ■ ■ , :.

' A PROPHET OFyFREEDOM.
In the June'number of the Arena, the 

editor, Hon. B. O. Flower, in an article 
entitled “A Prophet of Freedom,” 
writes: . . ,

“Andtome.it seems most reasonably 
that the spirit of Whittier should be to
day working with those who are bravely, 
making a stand against oppression, no 
less worthy than that made by Wash
ington, Jefferson and Adams in an 
earlier day. Believing as I do that 
those who live up to their highest on 
earth are permitted to come back to in
spire, impress, and encourage those who 
are true to their sacred trust in the

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity. By. E, D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. Tbiscomprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Core. Paper cover, -15c. : Farsala at 

. ibis office. • ■ • • • ’ ■ ’

battle for freedom, fundamental justice, 
human brotherhood, and enduring prog- 
gress, I see no reason to doubt but what 
New England's poet of freedom may be 
influencing noble mon and women with 
whom he may come in touch throughout 
the length and breadth of the world to
day, to consecrated lives in the cause of 
truo civilization.’!. A grand truth.

- LET US PREY,
The Pittsburg Christian Advocate, a 

well-known and influential religions 
newspaper, in September, 1896, says: 
“The addition of $1.50 per ton to the 
price of anthracite coal, which has been 
made by the coal trust, Is nothing less 
than a heinous sin, as well as a crime 
against mankind. To raise the price, 
when money is scarce and indications oi 
a hard winter, is an act which we cor
dially condemn. We are told that the 
coal trust is composed of about m, dozen 
tnen, and that the profits from this raise 
in price will run up into tens of millions. 
There is but one word by which this 
deed can be characterized and that is 
robbery, and it should lead by a short 
route to the State prison.” This, too, in 
a “Christian country." Comment is un
necessary. Let us prey.

WHO ARE RESPONSIBLE?
A cablegram from Berlin, dated Sep

tember 11, states thatGermany had in
trusted her interests in Turkey to Rus
sia. An article in the "Nord Deutsch" 
declares that the recent massacres in 
Constantinople were justified, as the 
Sultan merely punished offenders against 
his sovereignty. The same German 
newspaper asserts that American mis
sionaries arc chiefly responsible for the 
Armenian difficulties. As long as our 
government protects intermeddling mis
sionaries, who want to Christianize the 
Orientals, just so ‘long will we have 
these troubles. This is beginning to be 
understood by the churches, but their 
anxiety to go junketing to foreign lands, 
and get a living oil of the church, causes 
no end of trouble. As if to emphasize 
my remarks, the dispatch says that an 
Armenian bomb factory was discovered 
by the police, under the Armenian 
church. "For thou hast girded me with 
strength to battle; them that rose up 
against me hast thou subdued under 
me."—II. Sam. 22:40. ■

FALSE PROPHETS.

draw from the churches; and he advises 
all who love the church to “give no aid 
or comfort to these heretical teachers.” 
Trv the good spirits, and getsomething 
reliable. The others are “false proph
ets.” : ' ■ • / ■ • -

PERPETUATING THE RACE.
The lunacy committee, in its investi

gations, found Jacob Miller, a wealthy 
farmer, near Fountaindale, Pa., living 
with eight imbecile children. The 
mother had died several years ago, hav. 
ing given birth to eleven children .be
tween 18b0 and 1874, not one of them 
possessed of a Bound mind. Mp. and 
Mrs. Miller, were blood cousins of the 
first degree. The father, it is said, 
looked upon the affliction as “aetroke.of 
Providence.” Perhaps the poor mau 
was a good Christian, and had been 
reading in the Bible, from Genesis, 1st 
chapter, 28th verse, where God said,unto 
them, “Be fruitful and multiply and re
plenish the earth.” The society to pro
tect children investigated the matter; 
but found that, man-made laws could 
not take chargé of imbecile children, in 
Pennsylvania,

. HOLY ROLLERS.
The “Holy Rollers” seems like an odd 

name for a band of religiousenthusiasta. 
There aro about 209 of them in Craw
ford, Erie and Warren counties, Penn
sylvania, and they call themselves the 
"Holy Band.” They go through wild 
contortions, leap in the air, pound thé 
floor with their fists, shout, rush through 
the church with frantic speed, until ex
hausted. Some member will prostrate 
himself on the floor arid hiss like a 
snake. One feature is tho "holy kiss,” 
by men and women promiscuously hug
ging and kissing each other in public. 
They use no intoxicating liquors, which 
is one good feature of their religion. 
Alvin Cordiner, of Elgin, Pa., was the 
organizer. Of course these people find 
warrant for the religious vagaries, in 
Romans 16:16, where they are command
ed to "salute one another with a holy 
kiss.” But it is not my .province to de
cry a system of rèligious rites so plainly 
sanctioned by the Holy Bible.

HOW IT WILL WORK.
If ithe Raines «¿Bill be passed in the 

New York Legislature, it is claimed by 
the clergv that it will prevent the ad
ministration of the communion in 
churches on Siindriy^jund thus interfere 
with religious ¿worship. Fermented 
wines are liquors, > aqd may neither be 
sold nor given away pp Sunday, nor on 
any other day to pepspna under 18 years 
of age, nor withiiT20Q feet of a church. 
It this law goes into effect, the church 
will be in a oad box: and will bo liable 
to be investigatéâ“by. the grand jury for 
violation of law. ’it is a poor rule that 
won’t work both wàyk

. GAINING CpOUND. " :
l am glad to sep4h|it Dr, Adah Shee

han, of Cincinnati,, Gjiio, testifies that 
“materialization is a 'fact in nature as 
palpable as the eayl,h4tself;”and she has 
never had a doubt oi its truth. She is 
not alone in this knowledge. There are 
no secrets in nature if man demands 
truth. . . . Thera is a spiritual Spirit^ 
ualistn that transcends any and all relig
ious'; plans' of salvation. The doctor 
sewns to be a “middle of the road” 
Spiritualist. “Fight on, fight on, we’re 
gaining ground; glory, hallélujahl” "

ANOTHER PROPHET. '
The very reverend Dean Peck, of 

Denver University, is scattering con
sternation by predicting the election of- 
McKinley and the end. of the world. 
“All Bible prophecies indicate that this' 
age is to end in all kinds of disaster and 
hardship. I believe that the coming of 
the Lord 1b bo near that if I live out my. 
three-score years and ten, I will never 
have to travel through the mouth of the 
worm to meet my lord.” The dean 
seems to be in dead oarnest, He says 
the Turkish question ingoing to involve 
the whole world in war, “The time of 

. the Gentiles ends in 1898, The time of 
tho Jews, thirty years later, in 1928.” 
“Set thy house in order, for thou shalf 
die and not live.”—Iisaiah 38:17 You 
pays ÿôur money and takes your choice.

THE LORD'S ANOINTED. _
They are having a row over the music, 

at St. John’s'Catholic church, Bridge
port, Conn. Also a dissension about the 
rector's salary. . Vennslous Tichy is a 
trustee who thinks the rector is too ex
travagant, and ought not to have a car- 
Î»et in his study. He tweaked the doin- 
ale's nose. Thon the sexton and the 

organist joined in the trielee, and the 
latter says the reotor hit him on the ear. 
Sefranke, a trustee;' was accused by the 
organist of coming to church with a 
dirk knife down the baek of his neck 
and with a desire to murder in his heart. 
He wants him arrested, The Lord’s an
ointed do not seem to dwell together in 
unity. There was no hugging and kiss
ing in this little church row, and the 
reason was that there were no women 
mixed in tho fight.

HANDS OFF. . 7
Thomas McDougal, of Cincinnati, O., 

one oi the principal lay prosecutors of 
Dr. Briggs, of New York, and Rev. H. 
P. Smith, of Cincinnati, for “heresy,” 
introduced a bill in tho Ohio Senate to 
enable Lane Seminary, Cincinnati, to 
transfer thair properties :to the general 
assembly of the chuTch, and give the 

' latter body the veto, power in the elec
tion of professors.-.’ Tri an- outsider it 
looks as though ^thp' Ohio Legislature 
should keep its haiidri off and let these 
ecclesiastical bodiris their own bat-' 

, tleslhemselves, arid tattle their own re
ligious difficulties. Such an innovation 

, would be to turn i back the Wheels of 
■ progresses exhibited'by this college 

professor, whose iAiplto seems to be 
found in Délit. 8fe:4L"Thou shalt not 

, muzzle the ox whetiha treadeth out the 
corn.” ■

DOESN'T READ IT.
Mrs. S. Ç. Adams; OÏ Salem, Oregon, 

■ has some very çdgenï7thought on the 
, Turkish government ¿Sid religion, cen
; suring the "insidious ’iproselyters" who 
; are meddling in matters that ought not 
• -concern them. The article should be 
■ studied by our government officials, and 

the President himself could do no better 
; than to make a hole' of that timely ar
i tide and govern himself accordingly. 
i Perhaps he doesn’t read The Progress
i Ive Thinker. C. H. Mathews. 
i New Philadelphia, O. 7
i • ' ; '. • ■ — -;■* '------ — '
i To Live Well arid Happily

Use “Garland” Stoves and Ranges.

THE REWARD IS TO BE DIVIDED BE
TWEEN 1JROF. GUSTIN AND THE 
HEIRS OF THE CREW.
Another chapter, and perhaps the last 

in the search for the Chicora has nearly 
come to an end. Prof. Gustin, a clair
voyant, "who has been operating hero 
for several weeks, has placed in the 
hands of President J. H. Graham a very 
remarkable document—an agreement 
between the professor and the crew 
which perished on the boat. Prof. Gus
tin agrees with the dead to divide the 
reward money provided tlie departed lo
cate the boat. The contract is signed in 
the bands of Captain Stines and James 
R. Clark, the clerk, and is witnessed by 
Dr, S. B. Ellsworth.

Prof, Gustin says the reward pioney 
was divided by the dead crew among 
themselves and that he had nothing to 
do with the proposed division. The 
business was transacted between Prof.

■ ‘From Soul to Soul.’
Rev. E. M. Wood, of the M. E, church, Tuttle. Lovers of poe 

Pittsburg, Pa., in ä sermon . August 23, of thought in poetic di.
charges theChrietian . Alliance with some volume, where

HyEmrna Rood
try will find gems 
tion in this hand.-;
vith - to /.sweeten. B^. ^B^B ^^B ^B^B . . . B B ^^B. B^^B

teaching the “tangible, personal and honrs of .leisure 'rind-.eijoymente .Price 
visible reign of Christ on earth for1,000 S1.0Q;. For fcaleat this office, j? $>&£■;!
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GEIJESTI/YL DYNAMICS
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN* 
G UAGE OF THE STARS,” ETO.

A magnificent and complete course of Astro-metaphysical study, em< 
bodying Vital Principles of Life, Mental Force, Sickness and Disease. With 
the only true and really Scientific method of treating the sick successfully.

Mental Healers, Meta-physicians, and all who practice the Healing Ari 
Divine should give ‘ ‘Celestial Dynamics” a thorough and impartial study, 
and thus learn the real cause of their frequent failures.

No Astro-Student can afford to be without this work, if he would under
stand the Meta-physics of Astrology.

This work was specially prepared for publication to meet the demands of 
a large and very earnest class of people who cannot afford to pay for a regular 
course of instruction under a qualified teacher. And those who can afford 
this privilege will find the work an invaluable text-book to their studies. ■

The Price is One Dollar Only, and is within reach of all who seek 
light. For sale at this office.

THrÇ, LIGHT OF EGYPT/’
OB THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE STABS.

Gustin and Clerk Clark. Mr. Clark 
visited the professor the first time at 
two o’clock at nightf He mot him “on 
the square,” as botli. -were Free Masons.

Here is the document:
Agreement made 31st day of August, 

1896. "I, James Gustin, of Benton Har
bor, Mich., of the first part, do promise 
to do and act honorably with all of 
those that went down and did perish on 
the Steamer Chicora; there being a re
ward of 810,000 for the location of tlie 
said Steamer Chicora in Lake Michigan, 
U. S., to place above reward, when re
ceived, into the hands of the Graham & 
Morton Transportation Company, of: 
Benton Harbor, Mich., to be paid by 
them at their office to the said parties 
concerned therein, according to agree
ment drawn up by them through the or
ganism of Prof. J. Gustin, in behalf of 
the crew that perished on Baid steamer; 
that the stipulated amount be given to 
the immediate heirs of said crew as di
rected by their order in the following 
list of names of said crew in proportion 
to what may be received for said loca
tion. .

And we, as the crew, of second part, 
do agree to give all the necessary in
structions required for the said, location 
of Steamer Chicora, honorably, and with 
one accord, whereby we subscribe our 
names. . . . ' ’

Steamer Chicora, of the Graham & 
Morton Line, foundered in Lake Mich
igan, January 21,1895; al) on board per
ished. . . .

NAMES OF CREW. ' .
Edward Stines, captain, St. Joseph— 

$2,000.
Cornelius D. Simona, first mate, Ben

ton Harbor—$1,000. ,
Benjamin Stinfls, second mate, St. Jo

seph—81,000. : •
Joseph Markes, Wheelman, ' Benton 

•Harbor—81,000.
James R. Clark, clerk, St. Joseph— 

$1,000. . '
Robert McClure, chief engineer, De

troit—$1,000. • ' \ ■
Alfred Wirtz, second engineer, De

troit— $125,; ■ •
• William Miller, fireman, Benton Har
bor— $125. ,.. ■ ' ’ ■

John Werner, fireman, Sweden— 
$125. : . • ..

■ Ralph Downing, coal passer, Lapeer 
—$125.' .

Grant A. Downing; oiler, Lapeer-;* 
8125. •. . '

: Thomas Robertson, watchman, Balti
more—$125.

John Hodgea, watchman, Baltimore— 
$125. ' ' ■

John Mattison, . watchman, Benton 
Harbor—$125, -

Jesie Davis, porter, Benton Harbor— 
$125. ,

Nathan Lynch, cook, St. Joseph— 
$125. . .

James Malone, pantryman, .Chicago— 
$125.. ' b

Merritt W, Morgan, head waiter, Ben
ton Harbor—$125., '

Archie Bentley, deck hand, Bangor— 
$125.;:- .

Ted Gearing, deck hand, Bangor— 
$125. ' .

Dot Brundage, deck hand, Bangor— 
$125. .
.Jack Ryan, deckhand,-----—----- $125.
Prof. James Gustin, $1,000 for locating 

the said Steamer Chicora in Lake Mich
igan. .

In case there are 'Borne of the heirs of 
the crew holding, the minor parts that 
cannot be found, their amount must be 
equally divided with the remaining 
ones holding the lesser amounts.

Prof. James Gustin.
, Captain Edward Stines, 

' . In behalf of crew.
James R. Clark, Clerk.

Witness: Selim B. Ellsworth.
Attached to the above agreement was. 

the"following location of the steamer: 
Benton Harbor, 31stday of August, 1896.

We make path. The said Steamer 
Chicora lays from the light-house off 
St. Joseph dock; lays due west 30 de
grees and 10 minutes, according to the 
measurement of diagram of said chart of 
Lake Michigan given on said map, ,iri 
the depth of one hundred and eighty 
feet of water according to measurement 
and the right angle to the shore.

James R. Clark, Clerk.
Per Jas. Gustin. ' , '
Distance, 10J miles and lol feet from 

the light-house at1 St. Joseph.—Evening 
News, BentonHarbor, September 21.

Bishop Whipple as a Sprinter.
A good story is told on the venerable 

Bishop Whipple. The Bdene is laid in 
St Paul, and the BtoryruuB as follows:

One evening in the. fall, and after 
dark, as the bishop was walking along 
the street, he noticed a little fellow try
ing to ring tho door-bell of a fine resi
de neo. He was too short to do any more 
than reach it, and although he stood on 
his tiptoes and Stretched vigorously, no 
sound caihe frpm the bell. The kind- 
hearted prelate felt called upon to assist 
him, and so, ascending the steps, asked:

“Shall I help you, my little man?” 
. The boy intimated that such a course 
would be gratifying to him, and the 
bishop rang the bell. Thereupon the 
little fellow remarked: ' .

.."Now we’d better both run like hell,” 
and decamped as ranidly as possible.

It took the bishop just a moment to 
remember that it was hallowe’en, and it 
is said that he made tracks and got 
around the corner about as rapidly as 
did the little boy.—Wabasha (Minn.). 
Herald.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight ‘ 
honor. The - result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity; Medical men especially and 
scientists,: general readers and students: 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con*, 
taining beautiful illustrative: plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid.

• -85.: IHsja wonderful work ana you will 
' be delighted wlth.lt. ■ - .

Finely Illustrated With Eight Full-Page Engravings.

BY AN INITIATE IN ESOTEBIO MASONRY,

It is claimed that this book is not a mere compilation, but thoroughly 
original. . . — . •

It is believed to contain information upon the most vital points of 
Occultism and Theosophy that cannot be obtained elsewhere. '

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mysteries of man upon every 
plane of his existence, both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lani 
guage that a child can almost understand it. ,

The secret and Occult mysteries of Astrology aré revealed and explained
for

of
OF

■ the first time, it is affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.
An effort is made to show that the Science of the Soul and the Science 

the Stars are the twin mysteries which comprise The One Grand Science 
Life. ’ . ’ . . .

The following are among the claims made for the work by its friends:
To the Spiritual investigator this book is indispensable. ,
To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all earthly price, and will 

prove in reril truth “a guide, philosopher and friend. " ' ~
To the Occult it will supply the mystic key for which he has been so 

long earnestly seeking. . ■
To the Astrologer it will.become a “divine revelation of Science." .

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“Anoble, philosophical and Instructive work."—Mrs. Emma Hardinge 

Britten. ' .
“A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—Dr. J. R. Buchanan.
‘‘Aremarkably concise, clear and forcibly interesting work. * * ’ It 

is more clear and intelligible than any other work on like subjects.”—Mr,. 
J. J. Morse? , ■

. “A careful reading of The Light of Egypt discovers the beginning of 
a new sect in Occultism, which will opposé the grafting on Western Occultists 
the Subtile delqsive dogmas of Karma and Re-incarnation."—New York 
Tjmes, ; - _

“It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from that class of schol
ars interested in mystical science and occult forces. But it is written in such 
plain and simple style as to be within the easy comprehension * * * of 
any cultivated, scholarly reader. ”—The Chicago Daily liter Ocean.
' “Hpwever recondite his book, the author certainly presents a theory of 

first causes which is well fitted to challenge the thoughtful readers’ attention 
and to excite much reflection.”—Hartford Daily Times.

• “Considered os an exposition of Occultism, or the philosophy of the 
Orient from a Western standpoint, this is a remarkable production.”—Tlie 

.Daily Tribune (Salt Lake City).
- “This work, the result of years of research and study, will undoubtedly 

create a profound sensation throughout the philosophic world. "—The Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser. e

“It js an Occult work but not a Theosophical one. * • * It is a book 
entirely new in its scope and must excite wide attention.”—The Kansas City 
.Journal.

. Beautifully printed and illustrated on paper manufactured for this 
special purpose, with illuminated and extra heavy cloth binding.

Price, Three Dollars. For Sale at This Office.

(4 THE LANGUAGE OF THE STARS.”
A. Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT.”

This important primary work is the first practical exposition ofthq 
Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in their relation to man—that has yet been 
issued by the American press. It contains fourteen special lessons, em
bracing each department of human life, in such plain, simple language that a 
child can understand the elementary principles laid down. And in addition 
to these, lessons is an Appendix, containing a full explanation of all technics) 
and'isclentifle terms in genera) use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, yet 
practical Astro Dictionary. This work is illustrated with special plates.

For Sale at This Office. Price, Fifty Cents.

"The A. P. A. MANUAL contains much Interesting and Instructive matter and a 
wide circulation of the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agent 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions that 
surround them, I should like to see It given a wide circulation.” r
!®-¿ S
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The Trellis of Spiritualism
E. V. Wilson WM one of the pioneer« of Spiritual-

in straitened circumstances.

To

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.
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Send a 2-cent Stamp l’or His 
Book on

dition of those unfortunate portions 
of the globe where priestcraft rules.— 
John A. Hau in Primitive Catholic. .

BejoiceandBeGlai! HeraldForth 
the Tidings of Wood Health!

THE ART OF HEALING i 
UNDER PLANETARY LAW.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS
By Csrrie Ï. B. Twin*, medium. Frio* 10 «noto.

Advaince Humane Education 
in AU Its Phases,

CauUdxua. Ave., 
LTD EAFIBS. U

Mothers will find '‘Mrs, Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

Its Barbarities in This the Nine
' teentb Century.

ism, and was noted as a speaker and test medium. He . sonabhrnnesrfon«1' T!).rc' rcs
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrates . Maunetlc "trelrme m“’*”-4ro* f"r cents.
many ot bls striking experiences during hl, labors. u0„e or th. nlnint

Purchasers will find It Intensely interesting, and ! m <
will render kindly service to bls widow who was left Street. Resldenco'or

HfRS. S. F. DnWOLF—INDEPENDENT SLATE- 
III writing. 240 Winchester are., near Van Buren. 
Madison street car; take transfer al Rohoy. Ladlea’ 
circle, Thursdays at 2:30. - S58

REV. G. V. CORDINGLEY, 
the celebrated trance and test medium. Seances 
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday nights. Private 
consultations dally for business and diagnosing Psy
chometric circle every Tuesday afternoon at 8 o'clock. 
Residence 2953 Indiana avenue. ■' ar.tf

Mis. Dr. DAson-Barker, 
À8 A'SPIRITUAL HEALER 
HAS NO EQUALI . . , . . .

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Ltal. Dot^ The, « mu,

Cloth........................................................
- . Postage 10 cent«.

Soul of Things—Vol IL 
UlustraUd. 450 pp. Cloth..........

t . Postage 10 ccnte. _
Soul of Things—Vol. UL

IHU^UmL BG2r»p. cloth.................
• Postage 10 cent«. .;

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Send full name, age, aex, and two stamp» for pre» 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cur.es being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. I)., Jackson. Mich.

THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWINGi 
Dyspepsia, diarrbwa. dropsy» epilepsy, ec
zema, erysipelas, falling sickness* rbaurna- 
tlsui, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
headaches, heart disease, kludey complaint; 
female weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia, 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses 
of men, barrcimess. insanity, drunkenness,', 
conatipatlon . la grippe and -chronic

-diabases. And further, they furnish

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS
Bygenlc aud Physiological literature, en- 
aiding them when cured, to remain healthy*

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
SEND 2-CENT STAMP TO . . .

B. W. BANKS
8Ö7 Col. Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

- ____________ 83612

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Eepd tbree two-cent stump«, lock of bulr, name 

age. sex, one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed-free by spirit power. ■

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER, 
' ’ SAN JOSE, CAL., Box 182 8<6tf

l slvcn at ber residence, or al
„ , ....... il« Rhodes avenue, Chlcaao.

.. .5? potugo Grovo arenile car lo Tblrlrflrat 
Mreet. Residence, ono block West on Rbodo» arenile, 
near Tùlrty-arst. swtf

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up ele
vating. luuircstlng and paying entertainments can* 
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. The en
tire plan, with full directions, is in the book, and 
may. bo easily managed. Nothing kindle« enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth« 
Ing la needed more. Any ludlvldnal may; organize 
one in hla own town nnd reap a tinanclal reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address . .

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,' .
. . Berlin Heights, Ohio.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM. 

11®’,.‘bongbu on how to reach that altitude

I!J Mo«»Ih-LL. Just the book 
to teach yon that you arc a »plrltual being, nnd to 

I0“ h0? t0, c!,uc»tc I°ur »Plrltual facultlea. 
Price, bound In cloth, <0 cents; In paper cover 23 
cent» For aalo at this office. '

Soni of Things; or PsychometriO ' 
Researches and Discoveries.

nr WM. AND ELIZABETH M. #.
Z? Danton. A. marvelous work. Though con cite a* 
a text-book, It la aa fascinating aa a work of fiction. 
The reader will bo amared to Bee the curtoii fact» . 
hero combined In inpport of thia newly-discovered ‘ 
poworof the human mind, which win resolve a tbod 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain M 
day, tad throw light on all the grand subjects cowob« 
•cured by time. -
Soul or Things—VoL L *

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Of Shirleyville. Mass., and his band of powerful 
ancleut spirit« are effecting the moat wonderful 
euros that have been recorded and are so acknowb 
edged. By his clear knowledge of your diseases, 
“H?d.Me marvelous spirit forces combined 
with hta magnetic remedlei, will convince the most 
skeptical of bls wonderful power to heal the sick. 
Try him. Hund him sex, age, name, lock of hair, 
and four 2-cent stsinps. and he will send # diagnosis 
of your case free. He doesn’t want any leading 
symptoms, Address DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, Shirleyville, 
Massachusetts. 364

THE GODS.
By Col. R. G. Ingcrsolt A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth its weight In gold. Price 20 centi. .

The Play of. the Planets.
•• -------- 0--------

This wonderful educator Is attracting th« attention 
of thousands of people all over the world aaHasim« 
pllclclty gives one .

. DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE 
concerning the Influence or the planetB »nd the algni 
or the Zodiac In human lire.
. EVERY C IILD can learn to use It and acooinpIlBh 
woudora. ■ ■

The Coining Study in Occult As
tronomy.

Tbla wonderful Invention makes It easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS..
or every person bnrn tor 78 yean past, and alto to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE. '

A few of the first edition left which will 
be furnished at each. Ifor sale at this 
office,; >

IfRS. STARR, SPIRITUAL MED1UM-INSTRUC- 
ILL tlons In developing inspirational nwaic and other 
phases. Readings dally, 9 a. m. to 8 p. in, 2967 Cot« 
tage Grote avenne, 859

tl^agenclcs In connection with their long 
medfeai-eiperlencf?, they use those best 
adapted to each case wiihunvaryingsuocess. 

Hundreds are joyfully'writing the Doctor 
I am better,” or ‘‘I am cured.” “God blent

you.” • . •

The book contains 400 pages, and ia Bold for «1. Ad* 
ress MRS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South LocUBt street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

FORSTER, OR. W. M.
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
: OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

Will Bend a free iliaguosla and lermi for treatment to 
all who will aenfl their name and addresa-lu their 
°lf.”.handwrltlng—with pontage stamp for reply.
' T“^£,clll° Cpiut Spiritualist" of Dec’. SO, .1883, 
s»ys of Dr. Forster:- .

’?!???“• W1“« »»?«•*> be has made himself highly 
respected and-beloved for his benevolent work, bis 
human!tarlap. ideas and practices, and his straight
forward course of integrity and honor.”
\**Dr.' W; M. Forster,'California’s noted clairvoyant 

physician, is receiving commendations from far and 
near over his remarkable« success as a healer.”—Phil
osophical Journal. ‘ -

Address,

DR. W, M. FORSTER,
Market btrett, • San Francisco, dak

■- : . ' ' . ' usa

TTR8.L. PACKER, 750 W; VAN BUREN. CLAIR« 
dJL voyant, psychonrntrist, business medium. Three 
reasonable questions answered by inaiL with stamn 
25 cents. ' ’ t 353

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clolrvoyant, clairaudlent, 

prophetic, can be consulted at No. 
1680 North Clark stroot. Engagements can be made 
by le»er« 840tf

The Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Erinlt, the Independent pre»ch«r of New 

xork City. The tnott lexrned, accurate, aclenttflc and 
ÎhU0B0pMca*Mlr»I» of-Hla Bitanlo Majesty oyer 
obllahed. The book contain. 88 pan», and la beau- 
Itolly bound, with Ukenen of author on title mm, 

rrlceSS o««ta. . . ,

MRS. 6. PARTRIDGE,
Th* well-known Psychometrlst and Business Medium
Readings . personally or by letter «.00. Three rea

A truly great work in which the author exhibits 
the results of years of research, of a mind demoted 
to science and truth, highly gifted with keen intui
tive insight and the.psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
euabllnghtm to discover and elucidate facts and prln« 
clples not observable to ordinary ken. The book is of 
very great Ir.tcres nnd importance, bringing to light 
many Important points concerning lleht and color in 

. tlicfr m ntnl and physical effects anil their practical 
applic tloa tn the conservation of health and the 
cure of disease and sickness, its medical value Is be
yond estimation, and Us teachings should be known 
by all. ■

FlnclyJUustratcd with cuts and colored plates.
PJITCE, $5.00. POSTAGE, 3Gc.

“Tor Sale at The ProyreMlve Thinker Office,

P/VflftLYSIS
— AND —

RHEUMATISM
ARE EASILY CURED WHEN THE PROPER 

MEANS ARE USED. .. .

MAGNETISM fills the Bystem with new life,'energy 
and vigor, and puts it in harmony with nature. It 
establishes an Equilibrium among the vital forces 
Which is the

SECRET OF CURING ANY AND EVERY 
FORM OF DISEASE.

Bend for our new book on Paralysis—EKEE—In or
der to lenro more of CIj|h M f BT1CAL SUBSTANCE, 
MAGNJCT18M. it tells how to till the system with 
magnetic life and vigor, and prevent all forms of 
disease.

OUB MA.GJJETIQ INSOLES,
At One Dollar per pair, or three pair for Two Dub 

lars, will convince tbo most skeptical on earth of 
the power of this great, grand, invisible substance. 
Try them and be convinced. Address

DR. C. I. THATCHER,
X. 1401 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

AYER, MASS. - M1

tatlon In marriage, and what 
tho lines of your hand foretell, 
accurately told from pictures, 
an dan 1 mpresslon of your hand, 
by Phrenology, Physiognomy 
and Palmistry. Bend two 2c 
stamps for full Instructions and 
sample delineation to

P' n.ox ?«’. Harvard, HL
Trleasp mention this paper.)________

THE TALMUD.
Selections from the content, of that ancient boot 

IU commentaries teachings, poetry, and leeends 
Also brief ikctcbel ot the men who mndo and com- 
SeMon it. By H. PoW. 83. pp.

Children's Progressive Lyceum.
Amanual, with directions for the organiraUon and 

management of Sunday scboolB. By Andrew Jackeon 
UbyIi, Something InaispenBible. Price 50 cents. .

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chas. Cblnlquy, ex-priest. A remukabl» 

book. Pages 882. Price 83.28.

INVALIDS
rz, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

S.,lr «•»•«. «r .ymptoms wlllroeolva 
pamphlet and advice ninto cure themselves without 
drogi. The THOMAS BATTEltY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio '

.p^YCHOMETRY^ CONSULT WITH 
/ Se*erance in all matters pertaining to

y°ur apiriUfrtenda. Bend lock of 
hair, dr handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
•tbree Question« free of charge. Send for clrculara- 
Addresa, ao Prairie street. Milwaukee. WU. i58rf

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE GOUGH DROPS 

Are put up In six-ounce tin boxes and are nuaranfee.

stamps and receive by return mall a box of this U “

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
onl°fU, !f a Lll00d cleanser as well as a Throatand Lung Remedy. Over 200,1100 boxes sold andall 
GARI AND ‘'«"srh'1'1,”,» "" ori’cr‘ t0 Dl1- M- K Illinois ND' J32 61111,5111 1 laee' Motion O., Chl«^

CONSUMPTION CURED
By a new and cosy method, by D. P. KAYNFn m n 

tr"',t'!lent 'urolshed, and euro almost emailsA-ldros. with Stamp lor term«, at <11 K. itrect ftaiit 
memo, Callfornl., giving parti-ulars or “te ' bJoS

— v w w , .. „ ^.. . . •
Some of their cure», like Schlatter’s are < > 

INSTANTANEOUS; in other cases months < > 
are required. ■ .. ■ : ■ .

Having carefully studied .11 the therapeu- , , f Irt n ■* ... - H »_ _.1.V a 1, .,1.. 1 rtsww

Bometblng new and start* 
ling. Thia knowledge J* 
from a higher source a£q 
la fully explained in th, 
“A.tiiai, Guide/’ which 
will be eent FREE to any 
addreaa upon receipt of ■ 
two cent elamp for postage, 

Astrological etudente. 
Physicians, Healer», 
Nurses, Everybody nue® 
have tho “Guide."

L. J. SHAVliH, 
Olieriifet, .

VIOLnr, MANDOLIN, GUITAR. PIANO AND 
music, f°r sale at 5 cents per copy, 100 for 

•2.50. Send stamp for catalogue. 2829 Olivo street, 
bt. LOUl«. Mo. 33g

~F. CQRDEN WHITE, 
iSSS?1 Test andBuilneM Medium. Bitting» dally

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, SEEK, 
1» developing sensitives In P»ychomotry, Clairvoy
ance, Inspiration and Psychopathy by a series of 
‘“•Pjratlonat teachings through tho law of oorre- 
apondence. For booklet endorsements, terms, send 
an addressed and stamped envelope to

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
7820 Hawthorne Street, Station P, Chicago, Illinois 

Peychlscopcs, Including a regular sitting, »z 
. . 881

SPECIALISTS IN ALL CHRONIC ; .
DISEASES. ’

—Depend for their remarkable curei. not '' 
upon the old drastic drug system, but upon 4 ’ 
the knowledge of disease* and their proper 1 > 
remedies—upon iclenoe and the finer psy« < > 
chlo force*. • < ►

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, on Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

»yd olber Great Reforms come from His Satanic 
Majesty .«nd Hl» Suboidlnates In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hüll. Price, 10 cent». 
For sale at thl» office. Y

The Devil and the Adventists.
. An Adyentlet Attack on Spiritualism repulsed. B» 
Hossa Hüll. Price. 5 cents. For sale at this oillca

DEATH AND THEAFTERI»
By Andrew Jaakron Davis. Something you should read. Price 75 cent«. •* *■ - m

PRINCIPLES 
— OF — 

LIGHT UND 60L0R

As the Sunflower turns Its 
face towards tho sun, »0 Splr- 
Itualhm turn* the face* of hu

manity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Suullght of Truth aud Progression. .

PRICESi
Rolled Plato Bpr Pin................................................. jo 25
Solid Gold Bar 1’iu..........................  » 8 50
Electroplate Badge.........................;...................... 75
Rolled Plate Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1 25 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button.......1 75
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm........................8 00

Solid Gold-Maltese Watch Charm,...............6 00
Rolled Plato Maltese Pendant.................................8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant........ . ....................  Soo

. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO 

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

ORDER OF 
THE MAGI.

A New Badge In »olid gold 
nlth blue nnd black enamoL 
with the pyramids, obellii 
and sun'* rays in gold. Everf 

. ... Mystic Should have one of
office. “ Prlco•2■ Fur'»1« >1 thli

PSYCHt
“i a,Pract|cal medium, under iplrl» 

guidance, nud Ie designed to develop mediumship» 
HMn/’r by ll8. Unve received tong oommunicT 
lions from spirit friends, and express great «atlsfao 

amd c0ut8 extra for expressage. For sale at the office of Tnx Pbogbxssivb Tmwg«W,

MISS EMMA RUDER WILL , GIVE PRIVATE 
losBona through mall on Occult Science and 

rmlMOphy. 663 Wealthy are., Grand Rapids, Mich, 
~ • ,861

BANGS SISTERS^
Phenomenal Mediums. Independent alate-writing 
daily. Sconce» Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 8 
o'clock. Llfc-slxc portraits ol departed friends ex
quisitely executed by tho spirits under the most sat
isfactory conditions. Send for circular. No. 8 South 
Elizabeth street, Chicago. . • gjgtf

HELIOCENTHIC ASTROLOGY.

the position of the planets from 1825 to 1916 Thn^nAal complete work on tta ./»ton. ever published Adint 
ed for beginners or professors. One can castnnd JU»' 
a horoscope In half an hour. For sale by “ “ M

FREDERICK KHITE, O. O.lf,, 
BOU Fifth Ave., s. . Minneapolie, Hinn.

A WEEk”fREE!
medical reform compaIrt

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA.
JOI. Rodes Buchanan, M.D. Medical Director Dr A

— -. _______ 859

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two

or all three sent postpaid for (I 00 wttli photo and Instructions how to live wo years. Y*

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ;HYPNOTIC INFLUENCE.

Simply and Without Exaggeration

M.D
THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

< >

CIIUHG1I OF MALAGHE

Another Organization in Chicago.<s>

THE CATHOLIC CHUILCH.

8

Its Effect and Its Utility Ex 
. plained '

To the EditorSome of the facts 
herein set forth are strange; it is sim
ply a confirmation of the oft-repeated 
saying, that fact is often stranger than 
fiction. This is a simple, straight
forward record of the results of a 
'demonstration of the phenomena of 
hypnotism, made before more than a 
half a dozen prominent physicians of 
this city, and were given to the read
ers of the Times-Herald, of this eity, 
as the exact truth about this subject.

Methods of producing hypnosis all 
depend upon one or the other of two 
means, namely, strong and abrupt or 
light and prolonged sensorial excite
ment. 'The two schools of hypnotism, 
the one at Paris and the other at 
Nancy; France, were founded upon 
these two methods; Cliureot, at Paris, 
used the former, and Bernheim, at 
Nancy, uses the latter, and since by 
the different methods different types 
of hypnosis are induced, the schools 
are greatly at variance as to the med
ical use of’hypnotisni. Space will not 
permit a full discussion of these dif
ferences; suffice it to say that tire 
milder methods used by the Nancy 
school are decidedly preferable, for 
the sufficient reason that they do not 
so profoundly shock the nervous 
system.

Nearly all persons are'susceptible 
to hypnotic influence in a greater or 
less degree, and because a person can
not be hypnotized by one operator is 
no certsiin evidence-that he could not 
be by another. Although the personal 
equation is important in hypnotism, 
almost anyone can become a hypnotist. 
Comparatively little depends upon the 
operator, but much upon the subject, 
for hypnosis is a subjective state. 
The proper means intelligently and 
patiently used will almost invariably 
succeed, no matter who employs them. 
It is hard to clear the subject of the 
ancient relics which cling to it, but it 
is very certain that the animal mag
netism notion, which supposed that, 
there was- a peculiar force. wjijch 
passed from the operator to the sub
ject, is not true. There is another 
preposterous • notion in the popular 
mind, which assooiates a Svengali-like 
character with the name hypnotist. It 
is not only possible, but the duty of 
every competent physician to become 
skilled in the use of hypnotism or 
suggestive therapeutics.

The different stages or degrees of 
hypnosis were illustrated by two sub
jects in the experiments before the 
physicians. One was put into the 
lighter state; the other into the deeper 
state. In the former the subject be
came very drowsy and could neither 
open her eyes nor move her. arms or 
limbs, but her mind remained active. 
In the latter, the subject fell into a 
profound sleep and-appeared uncon
scious. This deep state is called som
nambulism, and it was in this con
dition that these experiments were 
made. The line of division between 
these stages is marked by the loss or 
retention of the memory of the events 
which occurred during the hypnotic 
sleep.

While much is claimed for hyp
notism as a therapeutic agent, it is not 
a panacea, or cure-all, but alone or in 
conjunction with other curative agents, 

: it is fast proving itself a valuable aid 
. in the cure of disease. The mind 

causes many physical ailments, and it 
is reasonable to expect it to cure many 
of the same.

One of the most important effects 
obtained in hypnosis is anesthesia. or 
insensibility, and so this was one of 

•; the first things demonstrated. While 
in deep hypnosis the subject was told 
that she- would have no feeling, no 
sense of pain, and Ihen Dr. G. F. 
Shears was requested to see if the 
subject was surgically anaesthetic, and 
after a careful examination he re
ported that she was. The eyelid was 
drawn back and the comea touched 
without a flinch. It is not unusual to 
perform important surgical operations 
upon patients in hypnosis. The chief 
disadvantage in its use in surgery is 
the fact that it cannot always be used 
in emergency cases, and this because 
most patients require education in 
hypnosis before they can be put sur
gically under its influence.

Why a person is intellectually 
stronger in hypnosis is not easily ex

plained. and the only approximately 
satisfactory explanation that has been 
•found is the one given by Max Des
soir, a German psychologist, which is 
based upon the theory of a dual ego, 
or double consciousness. Briefly, this 
supposes that there are primary and 
secondary consciousnesses, the former 
active in the waking state and the lat
ter active in sleep and hypnosis. They 
are, however, by no’means independ
ent of each other. In primary con
sciousness memory contains events in 
its own sphere only, while in secondary 
consciousness memory contains the 
events of both spheres, thus showing 
the broader action of the mind in 
hypnosis and explaining the increased 
intellectuality in that state.

Probably the most interesting and 
most important features of hypnotism 
are found in posthypnotic suggestion 
and hallucination. A number of ex
periments were made in these depart? 
jnents, and we found it easy to cor
robórate the statements and duplicate 
the experiments of the French and 
German investigators. A subject was 
shown an imaginary coin lying upon 
the table, and told to feel of it so as 
to be sure-that it was a real five-dollar 
gold coin. After feeling it she ad-, 
knitted that it was there sure enough. 
The suggestion .was. given that on 
■waking Bhe wonlck Still Bec ■ the coin ।

CH7VS. E.
WATKINS

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success. .

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to rundown other doctors. •

ANOTHER REASON is -he is' ac
knowledged by al) to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by'which 
lie can locate the cause of disease,

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
lie sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 

' smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON is be makes 
■ the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire; to. 
consult him . • . ■

Send .Two 2-ceht Stamps. Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. 6. Ê. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

lying there, and then she was 
awakened and asked if : she saw any
thing' 0» the, table. “Yes, a gold 
coin,” she replied. “Are you sure?" 
we asked. “Yes; it is a five-dollar 
gold piece." “Very well, you may 
have it; go and get it," she was told.. 
She went over to the table and tried 
to pick it up, and was greatly sur
prised that she was unable to lay hold 
of it. A word was sufficient to dis
sipate the sense delusion.

When asked why they perform 
these requirements they usually assign 
some reasonable motive, as much. to. 
satisfy their own minds as to gratify 
the questioner. Free uently. they can 
find no reason for doing the deed and 
they say, “Oh, I just felt that I 
ought to do it." '

The range, of these posthypnotio 
suggestions is very wide, and that they 
may be used for evil as well as. good 
all recognize. Some, however, deny 
that persons may be induced to com
mit crime by posthypnotic suggestion, 
but undoubtedly they can be induced 
to do almost anything. There are two 
factors which bear upon this point, 
namely, tjie moral character of the 
person and the manner of giving the 
suggestion. There would be no dif
ficulty in making a naturally vicious 
person, who would, on occasion, knife- 
his man while awake, commit any 
crime, murder not excepted.

The emotions are affected in any 
degree. A pathetic story will cause 
the tears to well up into the eyes and 
trickle down the cheeks, and the per
son will choke with sobs. We tried 
some experiments along this line with 
very gratifying results. The-.young 
lady was told that .she was in a me
nagerie, and she at once filled in the 
mental picture with animal cages,' 
snake cases and the like, peopled with 
their usual occupants, and when told 
that one of the large serpents had 
gotten out of his case and was ap
proaching her, she saw it and evinced ’ 
a lively terror. Her eyes and mouth 
wore typical expressions of fright as 
the imaginary reptile slowly ap
proached her.' It is possible to throw 
a subject into convulsions by causing 
such an idea to possess the mind. 
But it is inhuman to cany them to 
such an extent, as it is also barbarous 
to thrust hat-pins, darning-needles 
and the like through the ears, cheeks 
or tongue. It is quite, unnecessary to 
resort to these means to satisfy in
telligent persons, either physicians or 
laymen, that the subject is anaesthetic 
and not simulating. The expression 
of the eyes, analgesia and other col
lateral evidences, are usually sufficient 
to exclude fraud. Not infrequently 
those who say they did .what the 
operator 'required simply to please 
him are self-deceived, as can be 
readily shown by a renewed hypnosis. 
We have had patients declare that 
they had not been asleep, when they 
had been dead to the world for nearly 
an hour.

Testimonial.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear 

Sir:—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles 
are all ripht. They fit me well. Ate 
just what I wanted. I am 91 years old. 
Many thanks. Respectfully, --

- • Geo.: W; Goodwin.
Hahcock Point, Maine. . . ■

URS. PEEBLES 
& BURROUGHS,

- Correct Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing nunie, • agei sex; 

leading -symptom aha stamp 
for reply. . : : • . . •• i

- REMEMBER TO ADDRESS

DRS. PEEBLES '
'& BURROUßIJS.

. . ' P. Oi BOX 177, ; .
INDIANAPOLIS, IN»
.. .. . ' ■ . S5*tf

DR. A. B. DOBSON'S
Healing powers are being ivepeated over «nd over 

again . through the xnedluiusblp of HRS. DR.
' DOBSON-BARKER, who. ,<or the put year and 

a half has . '

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS

of all diseases that flesh Is heir to, and will give 
you proof of her powers, by sending requirements 
as per small advertkement for diagnosis of your 
cu.be. Here la one of her many cures*.

St. Louis, June 21, 1896.
MY DEAR MRb* DOB£ON:-1 herewith enclose 

«1.1$ for another month's remedies for my slater 
Emma. I can’t tell you h^w much good these inedlr 
clues do her and bow thankful and grateful we are 
for having applied for them. When she begun tak
ing this'last medicine.¿ho bad considerable.distress. 
In the bowels and stomach, but after a week she was 
relieved and wo are convinced If she bad not the 
inedlelue she would have bud a perlons sick spell as 
liver, stomach and bowels were in a bud epadltiou. 
Now everything seems io good order; still we feel as 
if more medicine will eventually cure nll-ber.ailments. 
We thunk you sincerely for prompt' reply, aud-wish 

-you all the success you so well merit. -
With affectionate regards, very truly,. »

1.: REBECUA LEVY.
8331 Laclede ave., St. Louts Mo.

Mrs. Eliza Smith has gone before 
the proper authorities to complain of 
the horrible cruelty of which her six- 
teen-year-old son, Jose Lisson Smith, 
has been a victim in the College of 
St.: Thomas of Aquino, in Lima, 
Young Smith was confined by Father 
Nardini, in person, director of the col
lege, in a cell that measured eighteen 
inches by nineteen, where he remained 
from Tuesday until Sunday, inclusive, 
that is to say, five days.

• On Friday at 3 p. m. they took him 
from his cell ’to hang him by the 
lingers in a window, in which position 
he remained four minutes. The hang
man selected by the reverend fathers 
was a fellow-student,* young Villena. 
Tuesday at 9 p. m. Father - Nardini 
applied fifty blows on the hands of 
young Smith. The prelate .himself 
imposed this chastisement, refusing 
assistance ■ from anyone, .He con
sidered that- by this correction he. 
should make an example of cruelty 
* * * and he succeeded. On Wednes
day at 11 a. m. they strapped the un
fortunate youth to a' cot,. stripping 
him from the waist down,.and applied 
fifty more lashes with a strap, 'after 
having first ,placed upon-his'back'wet 
clothes so as to obliterate the marks’ 
caused by the flogging; one father, 
Arteta (born, according to report,, in 
that nest of villainy known as the 
“Republic of the Heart of Jesus”), 
devised this last scheme. ..........

Furthermore, the victim of this 
brutality was kept in confinement 
(more horrible .than that in which 
Louis XL imprisoned his turbulent 
nobles), Unless when led out to eat his 
miserable fare.

The indignant reader may ask what 
offense had been committed to deserve 
such punishment? This alone: He 
was suspected of- having stolen a 
watch belonging to -the student Vil
lena. It was necessary that he should 
confess. He was bound to accuse 
himself of robbery-in order to satisfy 
the vengeance of his tormentors. The 
boy, who'is a third-year student, has 
not confessed, and persists in de
claring his innocence.

The penal code and code of civil 
procedure in vogue in Peru, states ’in 
Article 249: “The following offenders 
shall suffer the penalty of imprison
ment in the" fourth degree: 1st, Such 
as intentionally wound, strike or mal
treat another. * * * 4th, Such as 
cause grievous injury by means of 
bodily chastisement or by ignominious 
methods.” Shall the law be applied 
to these clerics who. have so brazenly 
dared, in the view of Peruvian so
ciety, in the very days in which prep? 
arations were being made to celebrate 
the anniversaryjpf its freedom from 
bondage, to martyrize one of her chil
dren with such extreme cruelty? ■

We do not wish to comment further. 
We thoroughly believe the police au
thorities will know how to punish the 
heartless crimes, which we denounce, 
and which we will follow up without 
ceasing, until an outraged public shall 
tear aside the mask from the hypo
crites and dark-dyed and hooded 
scoundrels who pretend to exercise 
ownership over the Peruvian people.

Let not the crime pa^ unnoticed, 
as occurred in 1886, when these mer
cenaries’ debasing offense brought the 
blush of shame to humanity; let it not 
remain unpunished like that act of 
unparalleled ferociousness on the part 
of the priest of Bambamarca.

The above, taken from ’ El Com
mercio, a paper published in Lima, 
Peru, is hardly calculated to recom
mend the Roman Catholic religion as 
a religion of love and gentleness. It 
seems unfortunate at this time, when 
the Pope is seeking unity and an in
gathering of all outside his church to 
the sweet communion of his fold. We 
are pleased to see that the people will 
not tamely submit to such brutality 
on the part of their priests, and that 
a manly, independent, republican 
spirit resents such barbarous conduct. 
It reflects on the spirit of Romanism, 
for there it is the State religion and 
Protestantism is prohibited by law. 
God forbid they should ever get the 
ascendency in this country ana have 
an opportunity to reduce it to the con-

To tiie Editor:—The first regular 
meeting, September 13th, of the Spir
itualist Church of Malachi was held 
at its hall, 255 West Randolph street. 
The hall was comfortably filled with 
earnest seekers after truth. Dr, Hen
derson, the instrument of Malachi, de
livered a very instructive lecture. 
After the close of the lecture, a 
great many fine tests were given by 
Mrs. Jennie Peters; also by Mrs. Hart 
and others.

The new church has a bright future. 
Its officers invite all who are seekers 
of truth to visit it. It has a beautiful 
hall, located at 255 West Randolph 
street. Sunday, September: 20th, the 
second meeting of the Spiritualist 
Church of-Malachi was a great suc
cess. The hall was- crowded. Dr. 
Henderson gave a soul-inspiring lec
ture. Malacbi, a powerful Egyptian 
monarch, who started the buildipg of 
the pyramids, is Dri Henderson’s chief 
control. His object in-coming back 
and’working through his instrument, 
is to establish a Spiritual church in 
his-name that will <be as lasting and 
inspiring as the pyramids that he con
structed thousands tof. years ago. The- 
Church of Malachi , is" built upon a 
strong foundation;: aud there is 
gathered around it.a spirit force , that 
is irresistible. It teaches Love, Truth 
and Knowledge of ufhis ¿life and the 
life to come. Aftenthe lecture,,Mrs. 
L. Jnquet, Dr. Gammon and other 
mediums gave teste, k .

' ‘ We extend’ a cdrdial invitation to 
all to come and see us at our hall. 255 
West Randolph street, at 7:30 p. m. 
every Sunday evening. It is the in
tention of the officers of the church to 
start two new churches, one on the 
North Side and one on the South Side. 
The hours of meeting for these two 
new Churches of Malachi will be 10 
a. m, and 2 p. in. respectively, each 
Sunday. The good Spiritualist broth
ers and sisters who wish to co-operate 
with us in this work will please send 
me their address and they will be 
notified of time and place of meeting. 
Dr, Henderson’s control will lecture 
at each of these meetings.

John F. Lipphabd.
149 S. Sangamon St., Chicago.

Testimonial.
It affords me (freat pleasure to testify 

to the consummate skill of -Dr. C. E. 
Watkins as a psychic practitioner. 
Wearied and worn with travel and pro
fessionaltoil, I came to his hospitable 
homer seeking strength. Iwas sure of 
a welcome in view of old-time associa
tions; nor was I disappointed. How
ever, I was astonished and gratified to 
find that (as in other departments) the 
exercise of psychic power and . the 
training of the schools in medicine are 
not incompatible. Restored to health, 
I make this tribute voluntarily.'- Hun
dreds of similar testimonials come to 
the doctor every wee£. He is having 
unparalleled success in his work, as the 
•heavy daily mail to Dr. C. -E; Watkins, 
Ayer, Mass., .proves. Continued suc
cess to him. Rev. C. B. Lynn.

Right Living,’’ By Susan H. Wixon 
Theauthor shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject -with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
■which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothersand 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis. of Na
ture." By Prof. -W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lock wood is recognized as ono of 
tho ablest lecturers on' the Spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume ne presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientiflc basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 Cents '■

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson.. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, aud their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of Ine Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 75 cents.

"Human Culbure ana cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building." By E, D. Babbitt. M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the Col lege of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
ThomasPaine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 480 
pages. Price tl.' For sale at this offloe.

If biok or ailing, send * lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading symp
tom, four cents postage, and I will ai- 
agnose your case ana, tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Addree»

DR. J. C. BATDORF,
Dept. F., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
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SPIRITUALIST BADGES. 
EVERY . . . 

spiritualist 
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

A

A WONDERFUL OFFER
.. . BY ...

DR. W. F, LAY, Clairvoyant,

Uultcd blaten, Cauada, Australia and Europe, telling 
ei..1r!^^“rVel?u‘ ,e5ult8’ *'I1!r “B hope in otliJ 
bQurcLti bavo bccu glvvu ud. lieine arifHdiiv 
oflvr<‘iv'rtre&l,!le“U N“ri011" “ud chronic dtstueT 
of i cry character, peculiar tq both men and wamlti JotbZc"red“W Ul “'6 W1’“'1^ful ‘“d “Wlnir) 

file thetor lies never fulled In a correct dlaanosfi of tbfi I11Dit. r An Own ».ri L nln.r.f ,.i^_ ^bUt ljU(lQbafflei

the mo>t renowned phyMclans. but wa« readlivnr- auiiicnt tiowcrB? Kouileri“1 clairvoyant and o’!.J

Each ease receives the attention of himself ar J 
band, also remedies for Individual case. Scud Ume! 
2-Lent Btampi, lock of hair, aye, sex. and one uyiuDtoni 
and by return mall you will receive a full and areu» 
ftM,Th?nr> Pitl0“ 1,15 °U.r C““5 *”li “ny »"' Ice regarding 
it. 1 brpugli psriecutlon on account of b!u mnrvAiaiil 
S?o8r:VeIn7^,rMirn“:,U‘,Cd ’'«■’.R

Sufferers, you that have failed to find relief lev nKrix;? conv,“c<!d °f Dr- B.y’“dpor^’ a

DR- W. K LAY, Box 918, Chicago. III.

Melted Pebble Speooolesc 
Rf.storelost vision. Write for IlluitratAri 

wharf«? *UiDtd prlces aDd Photo of Spirit Varma, who developed thia clairvoyant power In me r Z3

MR7. AN.D PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND ME- 
aluuiB. Sunday mcetingB, 617 N. Clark street. 2:80

•nd 7:45 p.m, Private readings dally. 514 N. Welle St- 
instructiouB in development and healing, circle« 
Monday and Friday evenings. Class. Tuesday at 8 p.m.

.________ ___________ 849tf
TTOJLTO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
AA homo. Win »end a pamphlet giving Instruction«, 
delineate your phase«of mediumship, and a spiritual 

All for 23 cents. Address Mrs. J. A. Bliss,
<921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, Ill. ,s<

CONSULT THE .CELEBRATED BUSINESS AND
Medical PBj-cbometrlet, Mareuerlto St. Omer 

Brigg., 788 RIcbmond. street, Cincinnati, O. Terma 
.l,and.2. Her wonderful psychic powers are testi
fied to by all who hare consulted her, In person or b 
letter. 861

materialization.
Mrs. Hascnclcvcr will hold seances every TfcdneB- 

day and Saturday «t8 p. m.. and a Indies’ circle Wed
nesday at 3 p. m. Independent .late-writing daily. 
784 W. Van Buren street, Mf

PROF. R. A. STINSON. .ASTROLOGER, CLAIR
voyant and psycboinetrlet, Send lock of hair, 

date of birth and 50 cents for reading. Address 285 
TV.'Monroo street, Chicago, 553

AMERICAN SPIRITUAL
heal’th circle.

HOW TO GAIN FTFlAT.TFT 

AND RETAIN ITI
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HINDOO TEHGHERS
They Will Try to Capture the United States

H. DHARMAPALA.
This Hindoo’s treatise Upon 

the Mysteries of Life.

Flnds Much to Condemn in West- 
■ ern Religions and 'Civil

izations.

SCARCELY A SUGGESTION AB TO IM
' PROVEMENT, BUT MUCH SAID OF NE

GATION—PHYSICAL TRAINING THE 
MEANS BY WHICH THE SPIRITUAL
IS DEVELOPED.
To the Editor:—The Chicago Chron

icle, ever to the front, has already in
formed its readers that the Buddhist 
priest, H. Dharmapala, is about to re
visit Chicago. No one who saw the dis
tinguished Hindoo at the congress of re
ligions can fail to remember his intel
lectual face, his clear-cut features and 
that spotless robe, which maintained its 
purity in spite of Chicago soot and Chi
cago mud.

Mr. Dharmapala will find that Amer
ica has no less interest in Oriental

The kind of experience may vary, but 
the method is the same.

Vivekananda says the prophets were 
not unique. .They were the same as you 
or I, and the supraconsciousness they 
gained can only be gained by all—in 
truth, must be gained eventually by all 
from the lowest animal to the highest 
angelic being.

The first steps to be taken to reach 
this exalted condition are in a moral di
rection. This morality is chiefly of a 
negative character—non-killing, non
stealing, non-receiving gifts, truthful
ness, continence, cleanliness, content
ment and self-surrender to God. Most

self and files off at various tangents, 
One would have supposed that the se
vere mental discpline he professes to have 
exercised would have led to clear think
ing and accurate expression; that the 
concentration which he urges would 
have led him to keep close to his sub
ject without a single diversion.

It is not so. To get at the author’s 
meaning one must keep turning the 
Îiages of his book backward and forward, 
inding a bit of revelation here, a glimpse 

of light there. With all the difficulty 
the case would not be so bad if it were 
not for certain contradictions. -After
giving various instructions for the care 
of the body and its use as a fine instrp-of these are virtues familiar to all, butjL* «“v. »uu udp»o « u««

why the non-acceptance of gifts? Gifts ment of the mind, Vivekananda begins 
are usually evidences of affection, bonds 
that unite heart to heart. Wha,t objec
tion can there be to them? True, the 
Trojans were once warned against the

to speak of the body as' an unreal 
dream. This, too, when he has already 
declared that the soul must go through 
various incarnations before It cap free
itself from the desires that are peculiar 
to the body. " .

Greeks and those bearing gifts, but 
that was an exceptional case.

The explanation given by the monk is . ....
that when a man receives a gift his stitlon. It is a superstition that makes 
heart becomes impure, he becomes low, I us happy or unhappy. It is supersti- 
he loses his independence and becomes (tion caused by ignorance that makes us 
bound. “Even when one is suffering «nA «niA r,oin «nA nlnncnre
terribly he should not receive a pres
ent.” This seems to be a contradiction

"This idea of a body is a simple super-

feel heat and cold, pain and pleasure. 
It is our business to rise above this

WONDERFUL YOGIS.
Marvelous Feats of Hindoo 

Ascetics with the Aid 
of “Agasa.” .

Levitation, Invisibili ty and Disin- 
tregration.

ONE LIFTED THROUGH THE AIR TO THE 
ROOF OF A TEMPLE AND THEN BE
CAME INVISIBLE—TUE DISINTEGRA
TION AND REINTEGRATION OF A PEB
BLE. -’T.;- < ' .
To the Editor:—“Agasa," says the 

St. Louis Globe-Democrat, according to 
the Hindoo and Arabian ecstatlcs, is 
another name for life fluid. The mar
vels that I shall presently describe, ac
complished by these yogis in my pres- 
enoé, were accomplished, they claimed, 
by the aid of the “pitris," or ancestral 
spirits, and the superabundant superpo- 
■tentlal agasa in their» trained andmacer- 
■ated systems. Spirits, they insisted, 
used agasa as a conductor to matter, 
somewhat as the eleçtrio current uses a 
copper wire as a traveling medium. In 
proportiqn to the « quantity and. potency 
of agasa in the system, so is thé poWer 
to work marvels by £]je aid of spirits. ’

One of the gentlemen, named Bahadur 
Dost Sauda, assured ’ ipe that initiation

ra ay have played me tricks so far as Mr. 
Sauda’s temporary invisibility was con
cerned, I labored under no such possible 
disadvantage in connection with his 
aerial ascension, That I could swear to 
in a court of law; is that not marvelous 
enough?

Not less amazing to the layman as well 
as the magician is another experiment 
claimed by my yogi friends as “a simple 
illustration of the power of agasaon nat
ural substances.” The experiment was 
twice performed for my edification, once 
under circumstances where sleight-of- 
hand or trickery of some kind was very 
remotely possible; the second time, if 
agasa was not at work as they claim, it 
is Impossible to indicate in the remotest 
degree what was operating,

The scene, as before, was the temple 
hewn out of the solid rook. Mr. Sauda 
and five of his friends officiated, The 
Munshl, an old fakir, sat near us, but; 
took no part in the—ceremony is, per
haps, the best word to use, for whatever 
these gentlemen did had a reverential 
aspect, as if they were exercising' 
strange powers by the benevolent and 
gracious permission of the highest of all 
powers. " ’ ’

Before we entered the temple I was 
asked to pick up a stone anti carry it 
with us—one weighing three or four 
ounces would do. It was to be placed in 
my handkerchief and I was to hold the 
four corners of the hand kerchief so as to 
touch the stone as little as possible. 
Suffering them to precede me a few 
steps, I selected an ordinary pebble and 
fixed it. in my handkerchief as request

AN ENVOY OF BUDDHA.
Dharmapala Returns, as a 

Missionary from Ceylon,

Comes to Labor tor the Brother
hood of Man Bather than 

the interests of Any 
One Dogma.

THE HINDOO, GANDHI.
He Will Establish a Hindoo 

Propaganda.

The Indian Philosopher Will Soon 
Establish Missionary Head

quarters in Chicago.

to what Vivekananda said while in Chi
cago, for he certainly advocated charity 
then. Many will remember the scold-thought than when he was here three, t----- -----—---------------  —------

yearsago. In most of the large cities Ing he gave his audience one day in the 
there are well-organized societies for Art institute for sending tracts and mis

- - - - • - J sionaries to India instead of supplying
the poor natives with bread and the

the study of Eastern wisdom, and Chi
cago, not to be outdone, has severalcago, not to be outdone, nas several wo 
prosperousarganizations. Togetherwith necessaries of life.
*K. nf 11hn>m>i>nnta’‘s noin. PHYSICAL CULTURE.the announcement of Dharmapala’s com

. Ing is the appearance of a new book in After these negative virtues comes
English by Swami Vivekananda. that posture. A series of exercises, physical 
other Hindoo monks conspicuous in the and mental, is to be gone through every 
fiarliament of religions—ne of the yel- day until certain higher states are 
ow turban, who fascinated the ladles । reached. The ideals not primarily to 

and held them spellbound as he talked ................. ■ ........................
of Samadhi and the formless absolute,
the absorption into the infinite and all 
that.

The ladies did not always catch the 
meaning of Vivekananda’s supersubli
mated thought, but they thronged to 
his lectures and hnng about the plat
form long after the lecture was over. If 
it was their privilege to meet him in 
the social parlor they fairly doted on his 
words and expressed their admiration in 
every possible way, until the pious 
monk, unused to feminine ways.’ closed 
his eyes and turned away.

A MYSTIC DOCTRINE.
Vivekananda’s admirers could repeat 

little that he said. Exclamations of 
rapture took the place of exact state- 

■ ments. Clasped handsand gentle sighs 
indicated an unutterable something, an 
attempt to express what was beyond ex
pression—beyond their expression, at 
least. And so those who learned of 
Vivekananda and his wonderful thought 
only at second hand caught nothing 
more than a confusion of ohs and ahs, 
and a gush of feeling intended to sug
gest the inollable. A few of the more 
sober-minded sometimes questioned 
what would be the worth of Viveka
nanda’s lectures apart from his fascinat
ing personality- a question not easily 
answered then? But now that the hand
some monk is far away in India and his 
lectures are before the public in cold 
type, the real value of his thought may 
be determined.

Vivekananda belongs to the most an
cient order of monks in the world, and 
his religion is based on the vedas.. By 
the vedas no inspired book is meant, 
but rather the accumulated treasury of 
spiritual laws. These laws have been 
discovered at different times by dlffer-

make the body strong, though that is 
desired as a means to an end. The main 
object is psychological. The posture to 
be assumed is that which leaves the in-
dividual free to think, and may vary 
with different individuals, but “let the

ent persons. As the law of gravitation 
existed long before Newton's discovery,

superstition.” .
AN APOSTLE OF NEGATION.

Vivekananda speaks bf love and 
friendship, and yet he Scouts the idea of 
love and friendship as known to the 
western mind. Negation, continual ne
gation, the giving up of everything, is 
the command. "As long as we require 
some one else to make us happy we are 
sieves, Isolation, that is the goal. 
When that is attained the soul will find
that it was alone all the time, and it re
quired no one to make it happy." .

The love which Christianity offers as 
its very essence, the brotherhood and 
human sympathy which makes life 
worth living and eternity desirable 
seem to have no part in this philosophy. 
We find this expounder of Brahmanism 
saying: “When the soul realizes that it

«xuu uinurouu iuuiviuuuio, uuu iou vue depends upon nothing in the universe, 
whole weight of the body be supported from gods to the .lowest atom, that is 
by the ribs,” says the teacher, “and ..............
then you have an easy natural posture,
with the spine straight. You cannot 
think high thoughts with the chest in. 
The three parts of the body must always 
be held straight, the chest, the neck and 
the head in one line." ■

In order to have command of the 
nervous system rhythmical breathing is 
advocated. The explanation given is 
the nerve center.that controls the respl?

perfection.” .
No wonder that this abstract philos

ophy, which ignores the best things of 
this world, repelled a large part of its 
followers, and that the, more-practical 
Buddhism took its place. ‘ The wonder 
is that so many still retain their hold on 
the ancient faith. Its aristocracy, its 
exclusiveness, its appeal to thé intel
lectual class alone, doubtless had much 
to do with the permanent hold it seems 
to have on the highest caste of the Hin
doos, but one cannot help thinking that 
a religion less individualistic, mote hu-

ratory organs has a sort of controlling 
influence on the other nerves. Rhyth
mical breathing has the tendency to 
move the molecules in the body in the man,might have made India less hungry 
same direction. “When mind changes and more self-reliant.
to will the currents change into a mo-1 — - ’ ■ - - • - — ■
tion similar to electricity. When all the There is another point on which Vive-

kananda dwells that is widely foreign tomotions of the body have become per- „ôstern thought and that’is theori^inïï 
fectly rhythmical the body has, as it C0nditi0n of the soul and its final return 

^ecome a è'S^otio battery of to the same. The religious belief of the 
Brahman is that human beings are butwill.”

Vivekananda gives special directions temnorarv manifestations of a formless f » .» ■ , i. * .« • ■» » ; vein dim m y inuuiicouuiiuuD ui u iui inicoo
f°r this rhythmical breathing, and he absolute an(j that the soul is going for- 
says the effect of the practice is such i war(j oniy return to the same condi- 
that in a few months the face wllbtlon> The western theory, on the eon
change, harsh lines will disappear and ■ trary] lsthat man>sde8tinJ; is gQon 
a calmness wili come over the counte-1 ajw improving, always advancing 
nance. The voice will be refined and —ft’., mti.
beautiful.

This calmness and gentleness is not to
throughout eternity. This, the Hindoo

be mistaken for stupidity and dullness. 
It 1b the repose of strength based on per
fect self-command. “Activit; “

says, is absurd, for there is no such 
thing as continuous motion in a straight 
line. A straight line infinitely pro
jected is a circle or a return-into Itself.

the Hindoo monk, “Is the man:
of the lower strength, calmness of the 
superior strength. It is the greatest 
manifestation of power to be calm.” 
This self-command, this control of feel

ou vu meted is a circle or a retur 
a'. He holds.that nature works ^IteStatlOn „Inn. All ovnliit.tan fjanHo

ing and will must be voluntary. The 
author condemns faith-healing and the— \ autnor conoemns lanu-ueaung anu meso, accordin« totheHin , „ I? .(work of hypnotists . because it is the 

and sPlrlt“a* ®vtat befnre Iwork of another and not of the indlvid-
BOU11?n’n , TH« trno that ufti> and the result is not the same. The
and aftei the disco y. , , F faith-healers teach people to deny their
most, if not .all, of the great teachers of miflery and pain ,ontrollfng the

theOn<?v12<T thni - knowledge nf brain centers by the power of individual 
that they received Thenknowtedge ofiu but by gturining the patient’s mind 
spn-teuai tenth from beyond—either { a8 R
from God, from the:angels, from a vis- . b *ther g ’ the h ot[ 
on. or from a higher source of some-£b 8Uggestlon, excites in the pa

kmd. Vivekananda or rather the gos- u • / morbigdKstate. ’vivekananda goes 
pel which he preaches, maintains that- - • ...................
the mind itself is the source of this
knowledge, that it has a superconscious 
state in which it discovers spiritual 
truth.

Sometimes the mind stumbles into this 
state, and then strange' hallucinations 
are mixed with the highest truth. This

I so far as to say that it is healthier for 
the individual or the race to remain 
wicked than to be made apparently 
good by such morbid extraneous con
trol.

Doubtless the faith healer would put

. is the reason why Mohammed, along \ 
with most wonderful truths, combined
crudest errors. So, too, of other seers, 

■ diviners and prophets. .
Yet, for all that, according to our Hin

doo monk, every answer to questions 
pertaining to God. freedom aud imtnor- 
tality must come from this supersensible 
state, this condition that is above the 
plane of reason. All our ethical tbe- 
cries, all our moral attitudes, all that is 
good and great in human nature, has 
been molded upon answers that have 
come from this higher plane.

“The utilitarian theory of the great
est happiness to the greatest number is 

. not the basis of morality," says Viveka- 
nanda. “Why should! not produce the 
greatest unhappiness to' the greatest 
number if that serves my purpose? 
Where is the necessity, the force, thé 
power of my being unselfish? Why 
should I he? Why not be a brute if that 
is my pleasure?” The answer is that a 
higher life, a higher form of happiness, 
has been revealed, and man cannot.find 
satisfaction in the lower, knowing there 
is a higher. . . .

A PUZZLING QUESTION.
Howto reach this higher state is the 

question. For Vivekananda holds that 
this is the real object of life. Moham
med and such as he stumbled upon it 
by chance, but that was a misfortune 

- and evil results followed. Thé supra-, 
conscious state . must, be reached in a 

■ • scientific.roannei-r not in any hit or taiss 
wüÿ/’-'The'experimental^method As’âa- 

*•••. Seated as urgently by Vivekananda, as 
' tt U by Ite leading scientists of té-daÿ;

in a protest here and affirm that if a 
man were down, physically or mentally, 

i it is the part of his fellowman to lend a 
hand and give the man a lift, help
him to help himself. '

VALUE OF CONCENTRATION.
Having obtained control over the mind

on the same
plan. All evoliitlon tends to dissolu
tion. All dissolution to evolution—a
continuous round.

MAN IS DEGENERATE.
He then puts the question which is 

better, the condition of the soul as differ
entiated in human beings or in its form
less state. His answer is, of course, 
that the going back to God, or the abso
lute, is the highest condition. The 
f resent state of mind is a degeneration, 
t is full of misery. It is limited in ev

ery possible way. It is diabolical and 
unsatisfying, and is excusable only on 
the score that we have to pass through 
it in order to become regenerate again. 
The sooner we get out of this state we 
call man, the better for us.

Does he then advócate suicide? Not 
at all. That is but killing the body. 
The soul would appear in repeated new 
bodies untilrby its own efforts of purifi
cation, concentration,’ meditation and 
complete self-surrender, it is fitted for 
the highest state once more. The diffi
cult part Of this is to understand the na
ture of this highest state. “It is not," 
says Vivekananda, “as some men fear, 
that of the zoophite or stone. They 
seem to think there are only two states 
of existence—one of stone, the other of 
thought. What right have-they to 
limit existence to these two? Is there 
not something infinitely superior to 
thought? God does not think, does not 
reason. Why should he? All is clear 
to him.”

Still, the explanation of the Hindoo 
monk does not satisfy. The question

so that it is no longer continually diverted 
and distracted, the next step is concen
tration, or giving the mind to a single 
object. This is said to develop a won
derful sense of perception. If the mind 
is concentratedjon the tip. of the nose, 
after a few days one begins to smell 
wonderful perfumes.. If It is concen
trated at the root of the tongue one be
gins to hear sounds, on the’ tipof the .eviue». »»uj Ouv,u<>i .vuuU num 
tongue to taste wonderful. flavors. If God, through pain and misery back to 
one concentrates his mind’ on thé palate [God? Why not remain in the first ab
he begins t<> see'peculiar things. "If 
any man doubt this,” says Vivekananda, 
‘,‘let him faithfully 'try the experiment 
and he will have proof.” - '

The great value of concentration is 
that it enables the' mind to- hold to one 
subject and leads "to thé-next higher 
step—meditation. .The mind nowdwells 
upon subjects mote refined and more ab
stract. All argumentation is to be 
given up as mere intellectual jargon. 
All outward influénoes, aré to be- shut 
out. The mind is simply to develop the 
truth that is within, and.by persistently 
holding to this the final stage of supra
consciousness is reached y where pure

comes: Why this eternal round from

solute condition? No answer can be 
given. The problem of evil is as myste
rious in the.east as it is in the west. :

The book as a whole will disappoint 
the admirers of Vivekananda. It has
not a whit of the orator’s eloquence, and 
it lacks every grace of style. Although 
no one-would demand more clearness 
than the nature of the subject admits, 
and granting every consideration to the 
foreigner, still, the vagueness of expres
sion and the careless repetitions are un
pardonable in one of Vivekauanda’s 
scholarship. ’ -

•. Caroline K. Sherman.

truth is unveiled. ,. '
i At this point the reader cf Viveka.

nanda finds himself in’ about as hazy a auvui i,uw,wv me, ui »uicu ue neeu- 
condition of mind as when 'he listened for his own expenses only 1,000,000, not 
to the eloquent speaker in-the Art Insti-" only for his personal expense.-but. to 
titte. The-Hindoo is notaclear writer, make presents- to rulers of othercoun- 
-His style is rambling. 'Jie-repeats him- tries. •

The Pope enjoys a yearly income o 
about 7,500,000 Ure, of which he keep8

H. DHARMAPALA.

irjto these wonder-working powers was ed. We entered the temple. The fakir 
“.through asceticism, chastity, frequent lighted some torches which sufficiently 
ablutions, long fasts, seAsonsof profound illuminated the section we were in. My 
abstraction, a spiritèÀalted to the con- handkerchief and the pebble were 
temptation of creation,, deity, heaven placed on the hard rock " ’ ' 
and heavenly thingsj'amind wholly sub- ~ - • - • - -
limated from earth and earthly things."

This particular-conversation occurred 
at Bombay, in the middle of the night, 
in a little-known- tepiple opening out of 
the celebrated caves of Elephanta. 
Sauda Sahib had Worked himself up in
to a state of what I,-moor ordinary mor
tal that I am, should describe as hyster
ical excitement, a condition that closely 
twins the fervor of some of our religious 
bodies. Suddenly his eyes began to dis
tend. He stopped’ an agitated walk he 
had been indulgingdn as he talked, and 
facing me, cried out*.

“Behold, me! I àm all agasa. This 
thin film of matter wherewith I am cov
ered, these mésheé of bone that form my 
framework of life, are they not fined 
away to the tenuity .of the elements? 
They hinder not my flight through 
apace, neither can they bind me to the 
earth. lam castihg them off. Seethe 
roof; main wabah' jane se darta nahin 
hun!” (I am not afraid to go there.)

He looked upwards, the expression of 
his face became, ecstatic; throwing up 
his hands, he seemed to be pulling at 
the atmosphere above his head: and, to 
my surprise, and, if it must be admitted, 
somewhat to my alarm, he began gently 
to ascend toward thè’roof of the temple, 
some forty feet above us! As his hinds 
reached through‘ thè space above him 
his feet gently best ; back the space be
low him. The action’was not like a man 
walking up, into space; but rather that 

•of one pulling himself with his hands 
and pushing himself with his feet into 
it; amotion not' unlike that of a swim
mer. He. moved inlthis odd way right 
to the roof and circled slowly round and 
round, then floated down. Asheneared 
me he commenced intoning the sentence, 
“Main bhi bahar ja’"(I shall go out, also 
—literally), over and over again. As he 
reached within a foot or so of the earth 
he began to float slowly round mo, chant
ing all the time. I kept turning on my 
own axis to face him. Soon I fancied tie 
was less distinct, arid' as the minutes 
succeeded each tOther I began to feel 
dizzy, and he _póátiqned to fade, till’at 
last he was"quitet invisible to my eyes, 
though my senses 'seemed cognizant that 
a something, a hb'man essence, was still 
circling round me, and the murmured 
“Main bhi bahar jp/ithough very faint, 
continued to reachiiny ears. Last, the 
intoning censed, thè dizziness dissipated 
itself. I put "my band in front of my 
closed eyes for.a second or two asoné 
does under such circumstances. Remov
ing my hands and'ójfening my eyes, there 
stood. Sauda Sahib, breathing hard and 
wiping the proluse perspiration from 
his face.

‘ lam perfectly awqre that the infinitely 
clever reader who Oils everything fraud 
his limited intelligence- can not under
stand and whose conceptíve powers are 
nil, will guffaw hereabouts and consider 
me .either a. fool or assert that I was 
hypnotized: - Granting that my senses

. ... ground. Mr.
Sauda’s friends and myself sat round 
the handkerchief, Mr. Sauda himself 
sat down about four yards off and turned 
his back to us. Nowhere about the
smooth rock was there a stone, pebble 
or loose splinter or segment of stone. 
One of the yogi took out of his pocket a 
small cake of common red water-color 
paint and a camel’s hair brush. Moist
ening the brush with his saliva he filled
the brush with moist color and handing 
it to me asked me to mark the pebble in 
any way I liked. I illumined it with a 
“B” that covered all the available sur
face.

While it was drying, the Yogis began 
murmuting, and placing their flat hands 
in turn on one spot on the floor, just. 
away from the handkerchief. As soon 
as the marking had dried, I was asked 
to roll the pebble on this spot they had 
“charged with agasa," being careful not 
to touch it with my hands.

The quintet all fixed their eyes on it 
and at first pointed the dexter finger 
steadily towards the pebble, ceaselessly 
murmuring, intoning and singing in 
-meze voce. This continued some time. 
Then, in turn, each man seemed to take 
something invisible out of the atmos
phere and shake it over the stoné, the 
others meanwhile continuing to chant. 
As they proceeded their intensity aug
mented. Soon the “B” I had marked 
in red began to fade and at last disap
peared altogether.

The pebble, too, seemed smaller. It is 
impossible to determine how long I 
watched the pebble, but after a consid
erable interval of time the yogis’ hands 
dropped and their droning song ceased. 
The pebble bad disappeared.

It had grown small so gradually that 
its final disappearance I could only 
credit by passing my hand over thé spot 
where it bad lain continuously and with
out intermission under my eye. I asked 
for an explanation. . , ,

“Sahib,” was the answeï-, “we have 
disintegrated the pebble by removing 
agasa from it We have reduced it to 
primitive atoms and dispersed it.”

“Then as a pebble it no longer ex
ists?” Tasked. ■ :

For answer the old fakir plucked me 
by the sleeve and pointed to Sauda Sa-' 
hib. * ; ■

I rose and went to him. He was: 
seated cross-legged on the rocky floor, 
one outstretched hand, .palm upwards, 
on his knee, his head sunk on his breast. 
Apparently he slept. The fakir held a 
torch near Mr. Sauda’s hand. I looked 
and rasped. Layinr in his palm was 
the pebble precisely as I had marked it.

■ Frederick Bancroft.

Falsehood is susceptible of an infinity 
of combinations, but truth has only one 
mode of being.—Rousseau. '

I have from tho beginning, and I hope 
I shall to the end, pursue to the ut
most of my .judgment and abilities one 
steady line of conduct for the goodof. 
the.great whole.—Washington. ■

WILL ALSO ENDEAVOR TO CORRECT 
SOME MISCONCEPTIONS IN THE MINDS 
OF CHRISTIANS—WILL ACCEPT INVI
TATIONS TO TALK OF HIS FAITH.
To the Editor:—As set forth by a 

late article in the Chicago Tribune, H. 
Dharmapala, a Buddhist missionary, is 
in Chicago to work in the interest of the 
brotherhood bf man and not for the ad
vancement of any particular dogma. He 
will accept Invitations that may . be ex
tended to him to talk on the subject of 
the elevation of mankind, which is his 
idea,of religion.

Three years ago he appeared as a del
egate for the Buddhists of Ceylon at the 
Parliament of Religions and made a fa
vorable impression on his hearers when 
he explained the scope of Buddha’s 
teaching. And a most favorable im
pression the Parliament of Religions and 
the broad-gauged men and women there 
made on the follower of Buddha. At 
the close of the parliament, with an en
tirely different idea of Christians from 
that which he had previously enter
tained, he returned to his native land 
and began at once to enlighten his fel
low Buddhists concerning the typical 
Christians.

RESULTS OF THE PARLIAMENT.
As a result of his visit te Chicago and 

the Parliament of Religions, with its 
many and lasting lessons, the study of 
the Bible became more common among 
the high priests of Ceylon, and their 
study resulted in finding much to praise 
and nothing to condemn in the teachings 
of Jesus Christ. His precepts, they 
maintained, were like Buddha’s in that 
they taught a brotherhood of man, and 
therein the Buddhist and the Christian 
would meet on common ground.

In furtherance of this idea and to cor
rect misconceptions in the minds of 
Christians about the doctrines of Bud
dha, Missionary Dharmapala was depu- 
ti?ed'tp'retjii;n tp. the United States. It 
was-uriperstopd that he would gvail him
self of every -onpbrtuuHy of presenting 
the claims of tne Buddhist faith in its 
true and best light.

He delayed bls departure from India 
until after Buddha Gaya, the most sa
cred spot on earth to the Buddhist, had 
been turned over to the keeping of the 
followers of Buddha.

BUDDHA GAYA REGAINED.
In the spot, some 300 miles from Cal

cutta, the founder of the faith, several 
centuries before Christ, “attained to his 
enlightenment,” as his disciples phrase 
his sanctification'. This event marked 
the beginning of the Buddhist era. On 
the invasion of the Mohammedans, In
dia ceased to be a Buddhist nation, and 
for several centuries the Buddha Gaya, 
or temple, remained in the possession of 
Mohammedans and Christians, and not 
until three months ago was it returned 
to the keeping of the faithful followers 
of Buddha.

The Buddhists found a remarkable 
resemblance between Jerusalem and 
Buddha Gaya. The former was the 
scene of much of the activity of the 
founder of the Christian religion, and 
yet its residents are not now known as 
Christians, and Buddha Gaya was the 
place where the founder of the Buddhist 
faith appeared, and its residents, up to 
three months ago, were not followers of 
Buddha.

The transfer of Buddha Gaya to the 
faithful was effected through the Chris
tians, and has done much to remove the 
prejudices existing in India on the part 
of the Hindoos. With the transfer 
completed, Dharmapala started on his 
mission of peace and good will, and ar
rived In Chicago yesterday. His stay 
here is indefinite. At present he is the 
guest of Charles Howard, No. 6558 Stew
art avenue.

Thus it is that the Hindoo is making 
his impress on this country. Dharma
pala represents a country as much supe
rior to this in all the cardinal virtues, as 
one can well imagine. It is not corrupted 
by the slums of Europe.

Chicago, III. Magazine Gleaner.

BABY BOY.

[To Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan.]
HERB.

Baby boy,
Mamma’s joy, 

■ Little legs and arms;
• Baby boy, 
Papa’s toy, 

Bless youfflittle charms!
Go to sleep,
Mustn’t peep, 

At the close of day;
Go to sleep, 
Little feet 

Cannot always play.

There.
Thou little babe, 
Who Undismayed 

: Approached the gates of death: 
' Now thou art free, 

No more shalt see 
The woes of mortal breath.

God loves his own, • 
' .. He called thee home , . .

His heaven bright to share;
. There thou shalt grow, . ...-. 
- Without Earth's woe, 

. A being bright and fair.
/ ■ Willis F. Whitehead.

, In the pursuit of knowledge, follow it 
wherever it may be found; like fern, it 
is the produce of all climates, and like 
coin its circulation is not restricted to 
any particular class.—Colton.

• Cleverness is a sort of genius for in
strumentality. It is the brain of the 
hand. In -literature cleverness is more 

. frequently-accompanied by wit, genius 
l=an£sense than by humor.-^Coleridge.

BESIDES TAKING PART IN DEBATES, HS ' 
WILL WRITE FOR THE PRESS, AND AS 
HE PROGRESSES IN HIS CRUSADE, 
WILL APPOINT ASSISTANTS.
To t*he Editor:—A very palpable 

echo of the World’s Congress of Rejig
ions, held in connection with the World"s 
Fair at Chicago, arrived on the St. Paul 
yesterday, in the person of Virchand R. 
Gandhi. He is en route, with his wife 
and seven-year-old son, to Chicago, 
where he will establish missionary 
headquarters, says the New York Jour* 
nal of September 27.

Gandhi is one of the most profound of 
the band of Indian philosophers whoso 
arguments for their religion and code of 
morals made numerous converts during 
the progress of the World’s Fair among 
those who organized the Congress of Re
ligions for exactly the opposite purpose. 
He speaks fifteen languages and trans« 
lates readily from the Sanscrit. It was ' 
Gandhi who visited the monastery al 
Ladak, India, and verified the data pre« 
sented in Nicholas Notovitch’s “Un« 
known Life of Christ”—a book which at« 
tempted to prove that Christ lived ip 
India during the years of his life which 
are not accounted for in the Scriptures, 
and created a sensation.

Before leaving Chicago at the conclu
sion of the World's Fair, Gandhi had or« 
ganized large classes in his philosophy. 
Men and women of brains sought to 
learn from him the principles qf his re. 
ligien. He explained to them that 
Christians in America are almost en« 
tlrely ignorant of the Hindoo faitnj 
while the Hindoo philosophers had 
fully studied the doctrines of Christiai? 
ity. He thought it reasonable that hi 
should try and convert the men and w<l 
men who had brought him aqd his col« 
leagues all the way from India to toll 
them of a religion they already know all 
about.

There is no doubt about Gandhi'^ 
status in India and in Europe, where ho 
is welcomed by the profoundest think
ers. He is not a stranger to New York 
City. Returning to-India three years 
ago be spent several days here—long 
enough to completely bewilder tho 
members of the Nineteeth Century Club! 
with his arguments denying the value of 
the Christian missionary movement in. 
India. :

He did not enter into the merits of 
Christianity as a religion, but he de-, 
clared that it had made its Indian con
verts a great army of hypocrites, to 
whom the new . religion was a pretext 
for gluttony and drunkenness. In India,. 
he said, the natives see the Christian 
missionaries eat the flesh of animals and 
birds end drink liquor as part of a re- 
liglous ceremony—an example that 
breaks down all the old barriers and. 
makes of converted Hindoos a race of 
drunkards and eaters of meat. Gandhi 
complained that the Christian mission
aries in India retain the habits and cus
toms that govern their lives in America 
and England, and that the mass of 
heathens who hear them get a false upd 
degraded idea of Christianity.

Gandhi will preach in this, country ■ 
that it is a crime to eat any kind of food 
obtained by the sacrifice of the life of- 
any living thing. He is here with a de
termination to make converts. His re
ligion is one full of mystery and fasci
nation. As he progresses in his crusade 
he will appoint assistants, and hopes to 
make the religion of the Hindoo as well 
known on this continent as the Chris
tian religion is in the Orient. He will 
visit all tne large cities, will take part 
In debates and write for the news
papers.

How much impression Mr. Gandhi’s 
propaganda will make on the religious 
thought of this western world, is a mat
ter of speculation. There can be no 
doubt that a liberal infusion ot the ideas 
and snirit of the Oriental religion repre
sented by this well-knoiyn philosopher- 
and thinker would be of immense bene
fit to the orthodox religious element of 
our time. The liberal and tolerant 
spirit of the religions of India is widely 
apart from the spirit of orthodoxy, 
which is [essentially intolerant and hos
tile toward all religious thought that 
does not coincide with accepted ortho
dox tenets. The spirit of orthodoxy is 
proscriptive and aggressively antago
nistic toward all shades of religious be
lief that do not harmonize with ortho
dox faith. ■

. Buddhism, on the other hand, is tol
erant and permeated with the spirit of 
'kindly liberality toward allshades of re
ligious thought. It does not proscribe, 
ostracise and persecute, but allows full 
freedom of thought and belief. Surely 
the introduction o! this element into the 
veins of Western religious sentiment 
cannot be other than beneficial to the 
spiritual life of the religious world. ,

No doubt, too, there are many West
ern minds prepared to receive the ¿hi- 
losophy of the East, as represented by 
this missionary, and such will welcome 
him and give practical aid by personal 
adherence arid syriipathy. The contem
plative mind may find matter for inter
esting study and forecast of the religion 
that will ultimately result from the 
growth and influence of Buddhist phi
losophy and Spiritualism, gradually in
terblending with and modifying ortho
dox religious faith and sentiment in our 
Western, world. That the evolution 
will be in a humanizing and ennobling 
direction cannot be doubted, and hence 
this movement of the celebrated Indian ■ 
pllllospher will be watched and wel- 
domed by all lovers of a broad, humani
tarian, philosophical religion. ’

' X-Ray.
The charities that soothe and heal and 

bless are scattered at the feet of man 
like flowers.—Wordsworth.

All beings have their laws; thq Deity ' 
has his laws, the material world has its 
laws, superior intelligences have their 
Jaws, the. beasts have their- lawsj and . 
man his laws.—Montesquieu. ■ v
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AGE OF REASON.
Dawn of an Age of Intellect

uality and Spirituality.
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Friends of Earth:—As this song floats 
up from mortal lips to the blue depths 
of heaven, we find in it the hopes and 
aspirations of man in regard to eternal 
life. We find his hopes as they are 
pictured and set forth in that song, the 
thoqghts that are founded in man’s di
vine being, and to us who have passed 
On to life eternal they have their full 
meaning and force. Ae you are in this 
condition to-uight, do you realize the 
importance—do you think for one mo
ment of the importance of that song, 
and in that one song lie all your hopes 
and ambitions? In that we find all your 
hopes in regard to that land where lies 
all happiness and bliss.

To-night, as I come baeir to earth to 
tell you to look upon life here and here
after, you must remember that I am not 
dead. The remains of my botlv we not 
mine. I have passed through that slaw, 
and to-night will, sooner or later, lay 
down the burdens of this life, lay down 
the material body and take upon him the 
garments of glory. My body thpt lo- 
niirht lies mouldering in the grave is 
gone: my body is gone, but my spirit re- 
turneth to him who gave it.

We find.ln these words the hope of 
this life. We find the divinity of man's 
nature, Thore is nothing grander in 
music than the divine impression that 
goes forth in that song. It elevates man. 
It takes him from earth aud places him 
beyond the line that separates this life 
from that grand and noble life beyond; 
and as you sing 'of that happy land be
yond, do you realize that some day you 
shall staud on the other side of the 
threshold aud gaze upon your loved 
ones?

Ah, no, I am not dead. The words of 
men who have passed on before and who 
return to the world and give you their 
ideas are the strongest proof ef eternal 
life. Men, as they go on from this earth 
throwaway the old garment of the ma
terial body, but the spirit goes on be
yond the blue depths of heaven, and it 
returns to earth and gives to man the 
hand of spiritual fellowship, and brings 
him nearer that land which is sweeter 
and more glorious than this earth.

Ah, no, friends, I am not dead. I still 
have the benefit of that knowledge 
which I possessed when on this earth. 
It returns again. 1 don’t forget this 
earth. I don’t forget the material man, 
because I am bound to him with links 
that cannot be broken—links that will 
not and cannot be severed. I never on 
earth considered very carefully the 
thoughts that iiow forth from tho song 
you have just sung. There are, perhaps, 
some of yon that are nearer your God to
night than you were before, and you 
will go on in life giving your thoughts 
more power and force than they ever 
had before.

This is an age of reason. We find 
about the universe, from one end to the 
other, from cast to "west and from north 
to south, the divine principle of reason. 
This is a glowing age; it is the dawning 
of day all over the world. It is the 
dawning of a more intellectual day for 
man. Your superstitions are being laid 
aside, and the grand principles that 
come from the life beyond are taking 
hold on man and he walks with more 
firmness than ever before. Yes, the 
light of reason shall shine again, and no 
longer be kept down by a demoralizing 
religion. .

. The age of reason! How many times 
have men looked for the dawning of that 
day—the day when reason shall prevail 
and immortality shall be proven; the 
day when man shall speak these glo- 
1'lous thoughts. Friends, that day is 
coming in a few short years. Within 
one hundred years man will come to the 
realization of all the hopes that have 
been growing in him through all the 
ages. s

I was regarded here as an infidel. I 
was looked upon in scorn by those who 
called themselves Christians. In those 
Christians themselves was not the spirit 
of “Do unto others as you would nave 
others do unto you.” The principles of 
Christianity were in those days as they 
are to-day. But as I couid not see 
their thoughts I could not believe as 
they believed. They called me an In
fidel. They cursed me and damned me 
to everlasting torment.

Ah! no, that principle was wrong. I 
could not believe It; but to-day I find 
that 1 can return and give them words 
that will upset their doctrines—words 

- that 1 gave them over one hundred 
years ago. Because in that grand prin
ciple is that great divine law of spirit 
return.

If you could look with me into the 
great beyond: if you could be in the 
spiritual, and gqze into the minds of iu- 
tellectual men, you would find in them 
the grand depths of immortality. You 
would find in them the principles of love 

: and truth. Truth Is the foundation of 
all religion. Truth is the foundation of 
the high and exalted man. If religion 
is not founded upon truth, It is not good. 
All good principles of truth that come 
to man, come through inspiration, aided 
by the divine ones that come from the 
celestial shore.

Man goes on day after day and year 
after year until at last he becomes 
weary of the trials and temptations of 
life, and he is welcomed with out
stretched arms into the celestial band. 
And if you could see these things as you 
go about on the material planet: if you 
could see the blessings enjoyed by the 
celestial band, you would be more loving 
than in the past. But there is not one 
man in this universe that, if you could 

’ place his-mind, upon this matter at all, 
- could believe the principles of tho 

Christian churches of to-day. But in 
the Bible we find this divine law; wo 
find the spirit returns to him who gave 
it .

There is not one in this universe who, 
when he has laid flown the burdens of 
this life, and lays with his arms folded 
across his breast, will not have a knowl
edge of the material world which he has 

; left. They know the chatter and prat
tle of the baby that still lives while they 
are. on the celestial shore and they are 
still in a position to gaze upon it. Tney 
know all about their friends hero yet on 
earth. They know their friends are 

- still living. They know it because they 
gaze upon tbem-^ Not upon their mate
rial body, but upon their spirit that has 
flown to the.blue depths of heaven never 
to return. Oh, yes, it returns. It is a 
fact that it returns and_reason teaches

man, aidefl by inspiration from on high, 
it shall extend through all ngea, audit 
thali btand forever. From it we got now 
intellectual knowledge andnewstrenuth 
and power for the liuman.ru.ee. "We 
find that men will become giauts in the 
intellectual race. We will find in them 
the strength of fellowship. And every 
man as he Teaches the other shore shall 
clasp the hands of those who have helped 
him on.

Do you know of anything more wonder
ful than these thoughts? Can you thiuk 
of anything more wonderful? The an
swer is, you cannot. I believe that God 
was the foundation of all-things. And 
if a man did not possess that ray of glo
rious light he was not a man in spirit 
and in truth. But, oh, these thoughts 
were not accepted by Christianity; and 
because I did not believe in those doc
trines of hell and eternal torment I was 
called an Infidel. No, my friends, 1 rea
soned, and I received truth from the 
world beyond.

Sometimes when the cares and trials 
of life were over me, as 1 passed on 
through the trials and temptations I re
ceived the«inspiration. I received that 
glorious, divine feeling which told me 
that the departed spirits who had lived 
before ptill returned and gave me their 
counsel and advice. Not only once but 
thousands of times did I have this inspi
ration. The spirit really made me what 
lam. But we know that we are not all 
alike. I cannot believe what some be
lieve, and perhaps they cannot believe 
as I believe. But, oil, I am glad because 
I believe the truth that death has lost 
its sting,’ and the grave has lost its vic
tory. .

Instead of facing the judgment seat of 
God, I find that I must face myself. 
There before me were pictured and por
trayed my thoughts and my actions. 
There before me was the good and the 
bad; there before me all that I had done 
in my material life. But 1 have cor
rected my evil thoughts, and to-day I 
can see that I am progressing in these 
realms on high, and receiving aid from 
sources which the material world^knows 
nothing about. ’

But returning again to this age of 
reason, 1 believe that the time will come 
sooner or later when all these old relig
ions will be done away with. There is 
u dawning of a new day coming with its 
divine and inspiring rays in which all 
men will be walking In the same foot
steps’. The light of that dawning shall 
guide them through the wilderness and 
on to eternal life. The day will soon 
come when the ago shall dawn, and that 
will be the dawning of a glorious morn
ing when the world shall lay all super
stition under its feet and grow to intel
lectual strength and power.

The day is coming when man will up
hold the new religion, and his thoughts 
shall be based upon something hereto
fore unknown and unheard of. And 
again the light of truth shall be above 
the wrong. Intelligence shall be above 
ignorance. Then shall come the dawn
ing of the better time. We find that 
to-day the world is going down before 
this excellent truth. We find that su
perstition is going down before it, 
struck down by the universal laws of na
ture. There is a day coming—and do 
you all understand it clearly?—there is 
a day coining, and it is almost on us now, 
when every human being will feel that 
there is something new In him. There 
is something that tells him that he must 
look into things, must investigate. 
There are millions in the world to-day 
who have those thoughts. They have 
investigated—they have looked into it. 
They have crushed down superstition. 
They have opened their lives to that 
change, and tho spirit has penetrated 
their souls.

That age will soon come, that age 
that 1 have spoken of, that age that has 
been pictured in the thought of men for 
agesand ases. Slowly but-surely the 
time is coming. In this world there is 
no darkness but ignorance. There has 
always been something that man was ig
norant of. Through all ages man has 
been ignorant of tne spirit’s return.

I have been received into the celestial 
band and am in a uew life. I will no 
more condemn my fellowmen. I will say 
that every man is my brother. And 
that is what you should all do on earth. 
And the time will come when this prin
ciple will be all over this earth. Then 
you shall see the universe rapidly 
changing Then you shall see the ban
ner of truth waving proudly and grace
fully over this world.

Now, before closing I will give you 
one of tho principal reasons for not ac
cepting Christianity:

All through my life I investigated the 
subject of Christianity. 1 looked into 
the matter carefully, I read the Chris
tian gospel. I rpad all the works which 
were given me. First, I find that they 
believe in God. And again, I asked my
self, what is God? And in tny boyish un
derstanding 1 found that this God was a 
personal being and created the universe. 
That it was within his power to give a 
man either happiness forever or eternal 
torment. If this God has such power, I 
thought to myself, in my boyish under
standing, why then does he cause so 
much pain and sorrow by taking the 
men of this earth away from their loved 
ones, and give them a more perfect un
derstanding, and let them gaze down 
upon the loved ones they have left? 
Why does he cause all this trouble?

I never heard a preacher on earth 
that preached a sermon on Christianity 
but what it was full of hell. It was hell 
from one end to the other. You either 
had to believe in God or go to this place 
called hell.

I could not believe in these thoughts. 
I did not learn to love him. Instead of 
that I learned to hate him. But again I 
say that I did not curse him. I said to 
myself, that is not the truth. That is 
not the God of nature. That is not the 
creator of the universe.

Then I asked my self,-what is this God? 
Who is it? God is the creator of the 
universe. He created the universe and 
created man in his own likeness. I found 
by the Christianity of the world that 
God created man in his own likeness; 
that man has the same form as God. 
And I asked myself, did he create him 
in his material likeness or in his own 
likeness as to understanding and knowl
edge? Did God create man in his own 
shape or in his own understanding and 
his own divinity? s

Are the same thoughts possessed by. 
man that are possessed by God? Can 
there be such a personal being? There 
is none. This universe is ono. Man is 
in one sense of the word one. And tho 
only God there is is the God of nature. 
I believe that God is good, I believe 
that He is loving, and I believe that Ho 
is true. In this book I find that "God 
is love;” I find that he is in all the uni
verse. I find that He is in the stars of 
heaven. ■ • •

I find Him in the flowers of earth. I 
find Him in the forests. ’ I find Him in 
the babbling waters that run in the 
stream. That to me is God. I find that 
such a God should be implanted in every 
being. This is the God I believe in. 
This is the God that should be in the 
lives and souls of all people. ■ •• ’•

«very of tlii* eayfo
the ward oi Wr w»t
book »1 &retiuua '¿»tea Jtpofeit. T medi
tated upon, it-, tteqd jjivwtigatfifl 
U- I campareduta expressions, &ud I 
went carefully ihrpugh it from one end 
to the other, #nd after studying it, I eaid 
to myself, .thje boek is not the word of 
God. Then what is it?

I turned around and took other hooks, 
written by men that are not claimed to 
be Inspired, not claimed to be from any 
divine source or from the living God, 
and I found in those books things that 
are nearly as grand as those found in 
the Bible. Then I said to myself: The 
Bible is nothing but a historical work. 
It has been revised and translated. It 
bus been tampered with by the church 
itself. It has been kept in a state of 
darkpess, locked up by the priests of re
ligion. This book is not the word of 
God. And I took the Bible for what it 
was worth. I did not take any one’s 
opinion. I did not take the opinions of 
any man. I took my own opinions that 
came to me; and I said to myself: There 
is good and bad in the Holy Bible. I 
find in that book some of the most pow
erful things that man can get from any 
source. And again we find ip the Bible 
things that are of no use to man. We 
find that it was not all written by the 
same power, and we find that it contains 
many errors. The book Is not the word 
of God. And upon that I say Christian
ity rests. And so it rests there through 
all eternity.

Is that a solid foundation for a relig
ion that should stay in the world? A 
book that has been handed down from 
generation to generation, century after 
century, after . being re-formed and 
tampered with by mere men? Changed 
and tampered with by prieste to suit 
their ideas, until we know not how it 
diflers from the original word of God? 
Oh, no, that book is not the word of God. 
I cannot believe in that form of Chris
tianity, That is not the kind of religion 
that should be revealed to the world.

And according to that religion, if you 
bffii^ye that book and worship that God 
you will receive eternal life: if you don’t 
believe that Idea, you will * receive 
eternal punishment. Read the Bible 
anij reject it, and there is nothing left 
yol) but eternal damnation. .

'¡But I could not believe it. That doc
trine I could not accept. But I believe 
in God. I believe in that good principle 
that is founded in man, but I believe 
that principle comes from some higher 
power. If the world would investigate 
these matters it would come to the con
clusion that they are true. And then 
when they come to look and investigate 
these things they will find that they are 
not according to their first understand
ing.

in this world It is your privilege to in
vestigate It is your duty to investigate, 
and you are all right as long as you find 
no fault with tho doctrines of Christian
ity; but just as soon as you find the doc
trines of Christianity do not agree with 
reason, you are doomed to everlasting 
damnation. '

But the world is progressing through 
all ages. These principles that I be
lieved are correct, though at the time 
they regarded me as an infidel and I 
was cuysed by tho world. 1 did not 
claim that I was a perfect man. A man 
that was cursed by the world as I was 
could not be perfect. I never was per
fect. There never was a man in all the 
world that was perfect.

Now, again, there Is another principle 
that I could not accept. That is the 
principle of Christ. I cannot accept the 
claim that Christ came from heaven, 
that he was sent by the living God, that 
he came to die for the sins of men, for 
the sins of the world. Now, if Christ 
died for the sins of the world, why 
should men he punished in everlasting 
torment? Why should we be told to seek 
for immortality, if Christ brought with 
him immortality? They will tell you 
that Christ was the son of God. When 
he was here he did not claim to be the 
son of God any more than any man in 
this world.

He said, “I am the son of man;”and 
again he says, “I am the son of God.” I 
am the son of man, I am the son of God. 
I am the brother of man. I am in the 
human , brotherhood. I receive the 
Godly principle as it comes to me. I am 
the son of the divine,spiritual and mate
rial.

I did not try to reject the Holy Bible, 
but just took it as it came soully and 
spiritually. And we find in the world 
that men have existed as noble and as 
high as Christ was: and the day is com
ing, we know it is coming, when such 
men will inhabit the world, because it 
is just such men that are needed to lay 
the foundations of morality in the com
ing ages. And when that day comes, 
the words of these men will not bo mis
represented and their teachings will 
not be doubted. With the coming of that 
event will come a new intellectual age. 
All mankind will take these arguments. 
And I will say to the Christian world: 
All Christendom will also take these 
arguments. They are my thoughts: 
they know they are my thoughts In re
gard to hell and also in regard to a per
sonal God.

But, oh, the time is short and I must 
return. I must go, and this is one of 
the accomplishments of nature. The 
time will come when the world will say, 
I know that 1 will - never die. I know 
that I will live to all eternity.

But may I ask for that day to come? 
When it comes it shall inspire men as 
they have never been inspired before. 
The inspiration shall shine as a beaming 
light to all humanity. And oh, what 
rejoicing there will be in that day when 
they will receive inspiration as they 
never received it before. Oh, if the 
world could only understand these 
things!

Understanding is the foundation of 
the universe. Mind is. the.foundation 
of the universe, and it is your privilege 
to use your mind. I have the facts of 
inspiration because I investigated them, 
and If you investigate them you will find 
that from them you will receive inspira
tion. From them you will receive 
no error, but still find things in this life 
that will inspire you, as you draw from 
nature itself.

You go onward and onward until at 
last your spirit takes the habitation of 
the soul and passes to that great beyond. - 
Thera you will find the grand things of 
nature that you do not see in this life.

As this is my first message through 
this source, I will say that it will not lie 
my last. More forciole arguments than 
these will be given to the world within 
a very few years.’ I -frill come again to 
the (threshold of the material world and 
give you my thoughts. I will say to all 
the universe that I have never repented 
my thoughts. • *

Illvefl,and I died as I lived, and! 
was resurrected asd died. I believe, as 
I have always believed, in the immor
tality of the soul. The spirit of a divine 
God is founded in nature. I believe in 
God as the guiding spirit of truth. I 
believe in looking upon all men and wo
men as brothers and sisters. I look

■from the foimdatjM 'ofthe Worl&apd J; 
find that priuciplwiuplahted thera. ' 
.. Only a few. more-moments and! will, 
.leave you. I ask the privilege cf cofo- 
ing agaiu.. iwaut to help the -coming 
generation that 4|ili lift the -world to 
victory, that will raise it above all super» 
stition—above aDtthe superstition of 
past ages, above the idea of hell. There 
Ie no such place—rib hell but what you 
make yourself. Rf'ou make your own 
heaven and hell; ^md may you, aided by 
divine law, make it heaven.

I must now say good-bye. Good-bye 
to you to-night 'ion the present. The 
world will kuowfiuqe sooner or later. 
But remember tj)esp thoughts are the 

■thoughts that I alwgys had, the beliefs, 
that I always believed and always^will 
believe. ‘ '

My name I will give afterwards so 
that then you may know who I am. You 
will in time know my name. To-night 
I will not give it, but if will be given. 
As the coming day dawns over the uni
verse mankind will receive such inspir
ation as will make him have a clearer 
idea of the things beyond—will shine in 
aud awaken the world to a higher sense 
of morality and immortality.

. You will please sing the song that you 
sang in the beginning of my presence. 
Please sing. (Nearer My .God to Thee.)
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An Aged Veteran Rises in Its 

Defense.

Is Suicide Ever Permissible or 
Justifiable.
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AN ANSWER
Very Important Ques

tione,

Presented by Hon. A. B.
R/chinond. .

To THE; Editok;—The .able address 
by Hon. A. B. Richmond, published 
in The Progressive Thinker for 
September 5, suggests the questions 
referred to in the accompanying let
ter, As by permission in the margin, 
the letter is placed- at your disposal.

A. T. Waterman.

us that it floes. Reason teaches us that 
great men that have gone beyond return 
pgain to thalr loved ones. AU the op
ponents.of that beautiful religion—all 
the opponents of that grand thought nan 
Opt overthrow it. Though tt hgs been 
attacked «any times wroughout ti» .„ . . __
*«b, H still endures, By the banfl fltf the divine "word of God. Every sentence,

Again, they say that this .bodkflame 
down through all the ages, and that It 1b

CONSUMPTION 
. To the Editob—Pleaso inform your read
ers that I have a positive remedy for the 
above named disease. By its timely use 
thousands of hopeless cases have been per
manently cured. I shall bo glad to ¿nd 
.two bottles of my remedy free to any of your 
.readers who hare consumption if they will 
. sendmetheir express andpost office address, 
TOJUBocum, M.O., 183 Pearl Be, NewTok,

Dear Siu:—Your letter to me was 
directed to my friend William Rich
mond, of Chicago, and was by him 
forwarded to me,, and I have only 
time to answer your interrogations 
briefly. . You ask, first: •

1 ‘Do you find the standard of morals 
among average church members higher 
than that of average non-church 
members?”

No, I do not. My experience of 
nearly half a century in the criminal 
courts of this country, in which I 
have been engaged in one hundred 
and three houilcid}} cases and over 
four thousand ciipiyfal cases of lesser 
magnitude, convinces me that the 
creeds of the orth'Odoxjchurches rather 
promote than jireyipnt crime. The 
absurd doctrine jhat [repentance alone 
can atone for siq; .mid'that through 
the so-called “redeeming blood” of 
the mythical “Lamb’' all mankind can 
secure immunity ijrom the conse
quences of wrong-doing, is a theory 
that has a tendeqey'to increase crime. 
Tho man who pjjljqves that he can 
commit the mosfe: qdioys crimes, and 
by a future repentance escape its con
sequences, is a~‘ mo§t dangerous cit
izen and has little to restrain him.

It is the certainty of the conse
quences of evil-doing that restrains the 
evil doer, and not the amount of pun
ishment he maj- possibly receive un
less he repents. If men were taught 
that the consequences of crime werp 
as certain to follow the criminal act 
as an effect must follow a cause, there 
would be fewer offenders in the world, 
and a large decrease in the number of 
church members who flee to the 
churches as a city of refuge from tbc 
consequences of their acts.-

Every year hundreds of murderers 
go to the gallows with a Bible or 
prayer-book in one hand and a crucifix 
in the other, who ..hope to escape the 
consequences of their guilt through 
saving grace in answer to their re
pentant tears, and. are swung off the 
scaffold into heaven and manufactured 
into angels to live in endless bliss 
thereafter. It matters not to them 
that the victims of their murderous 
deeds were by them cut off in their 
sins, and are now suffering endless 
torment in the very sight of the bat
tlements of heaven. No, nol Rest
ing in the capacious bosom of Father 
Abraham, they can fold their angelic 
wings and thank God that they com
mitted the crime that has secured 
their eternal bliss through the agency 
of repentance alone.

This is an epitome of the creeds of 
orthodoxy and the belief of those who 
fill the pews of the churches and re
pent at their leisure of their sins of 
daily commission. ‘

The greatest criminals that I have 
either prosecuted Or defended have 
been believers in the orthodox creeds 
of to-day, and very, many of them 
church members in good standing 
who served God through fear of the 
Devil. The belief in.yie saving power 
of repentance is-Airarsheet anchor of 
nearly all crimintd&,'-Who depend on it 
for safety hereaft&r, ttnd who are only 
anxious to escapqdhp ¡courts of earth, 
ft here repentance avails naught against 
the stern mandated oi the law.

Your second ^le^fion: “What in
fluences in our yjonjinunities make 
specially for righteousness?” is more 
difficult for a laft^ei^to answer, and 
you had better propound it to a min
ister of the gosp<4( ?),.;_

. All that I knowsthat would promote 
righteousness, nifc - hypocrisy, is to 
teach men to be honest, virtuous and 
truthful, for the iSve.Of honesty, vir
tue and truth’s sake, and not through 
fear of punishment. ' Teach them to 
recognize the brotherhood of man and 
the fatherhood of the infinite mind of 
the universe, and I know no better 
place to find this teaching than in the 
beautiful philosophy and phenomena 
of Spiritualism. A. B. Riciuiohd.

Meadville, Pa.

No bandit fierce; no tyrant mad with 
pride, no caverned hermit rests self-sot- 
isllod; who most to shun -or hate man
kind pretend, seek an admirer or would 
fix a friend.—Pope. ■ -

, A man intimately acquainted wlth tha 
nature of things has seldom ocbUsion to 
be astonished.-^Henry Home. “ J

[One of our subscribers, formerly a 
Presbyterian minister, but for some 
years past a freethinker on all subjects, 
officiated, a few months ago, at the fu
neral of a young man of fine talents, and 

■ otherwise of good character, who closed 
his long, but ineffectual efforts to reform 
the drinking habit, by suicide. His 
family residence was and is Beaver 
Falls, Pa., but he died in Buffalo, Now 
York; uud his dying request was that 
this quondam clergyman, who, many 
years before, had officiated at the mar
riage of his parents, should conduct his 
funerul ceremonies, assisted by two of 
his literary friends from Central New 
York. These intimate friends of the 
deceased, who knew him long and well, 
in'their addresses to the audience, 
touched with remarkable candor and 
leileet upon the character of the depart
ed, whose only weakness, like that of 
thousands of others, was his inability to 
eonquer a habit which made himself the 
only enemy he had. '

There are those who condemn the aet 
of suicide under any circumstances 
whatever, and also those who differ in 
opinion with them on this subject. We 
therefore publish an original article 
growing out of this case at Beaver Falls, 
which we think may be worth reading. 
—Editor-] .

EUTHANASIA.
Has a person, when hopeless misery 

is before him, the natural right to pro
nounce his own nunc dimittis, and emi
grate' to a better country? This is a 
question which, like all other questions, 
has two sides—an affirmative and a neg
ative. I, for one, take the affirmative.

The idea of the inviolable sanctity of 
human life is a mere superstition, run
ning ¿back in its origin to the Dark 
Ages of antiquity. Like that of the in
feriority of woman, it has been woven 
Into the very fabric of our thought and 
feeling by long centuries of false teach
ing and custom. Life, in the sense of 
breathing, eating, and bleeping, is not 
the greatest of all blessings: nor is death, 
the cessation oi all these, the greatest of 
all evils.

A man never was consulted as to 
whether or not he would be born into 
this world, and run the gauntlet of hu
man life. He may have been the pro
duct of mere lust, such as governs the 
lower animals, instead of mutual love 
and esteem, and his whole life may be a 
burden of bodily disease and mental 
disability, imposed on him by the ignor
ance and brutality of his parents. If, 
when he contemplates tho kind of in
heritance he has been born to—incura
ble disease, intense suffering, useless
ness, perhaps poverty, and a burden to 
all around him, lie has no right to re
nounce it, he Is of all men the most mis
erable.

The idea of the supreme value of life 
has not, according to the Bible, either 
a very respectable, or a very reliable 
origin. It was his Satanic Majesty, the 
Devil, who, in contempt for the coward
liness of our race, said of Job: “Skin for 
skin; yea, all that a man hath will he 
give for his life?” In the Christian 
mythology, the Devil Is the father of 
lies; and no greater nor baser lie did 
he ever utter than the general state
ment 1 have quoted. There have been 
multitudes of men and women, in all 
ages, who would prefer death to dis
honor. Scores of thousands of our own 
countrymen willingly and actually, in 
the flush of health and of manhood, gave 
their lives, and more still offered them 
on the field of battle, to preserve the 
Union of these States from disintegra
tion and ruin.

But this is my position. When a 
great calamity overtakes a man who is 
able to bear It and struggle through it, 
let him do so, and not skulk off to the 
grave, like a coward, leaving behind 
those wjio are ashamed of him. If, how
ever, his mission In life is ended, and ho 
becomes a burden to himself and friends, 
too grievous to be borne, he has a right 
to take the responsibility, and shuffle off 
the mortal coil.

Whom does he harm by so doing? 
Who of his .friends is not benefited by 
the act? The medieval idea was that, 
the crime of murder, as stated in the 
bills of indictment, consisted in robbing 
the king of the life and labor of one of 
his subjects. In like manner, tho sin of 
the suicide was rather a wrong com
mitted against the sovereign than 
against himself; and hence, his body 
was denied Christian burial, and his 
grave was at the crossroads, and a stake 
was driven through it as a disgrace.

Against the clear teaching of Nature, 
our dear old mother, we have in the 
Book of Genesis (9:5), the famous Noach- 
ic precept, which forms the basis of all 
the law among Christian nations for 
capital punishment. It runs thus: “And 
surely your blood of your lives will I re
quire: at the hand of every beast will I 
require it, and at the hand of man," etc. 
Our English ancestors, for long ages, 
carried out the law literally, ana hence 
the word in their jurisprudence, “deo- 
dandum," which means, given to God, as, 
for instance, if a living chattel, or an 
inanimate -thing, were the immediate 
cause of a man’s death, it must be of
fered up to God in expiation of the of
fence. But, as God lived so far away 
from England, the deodandum was in
terpreted as a forfeiture to the king, the 
minister of God, as Paul calls him, to be 
applied by him to pious uses.

There is no danger that euthanasia, 
in a civilized age, would bo practiced, 
except in extreme cases. The love of 
life is so strong in us that unless a man, 
by his suffering, in soul and body, is al
ready dead to the world, he would not 
seek a departure from it.

The point I make is, that under the 
circumstances above stated, a person 

Jias a right to put an end to his suffer
ings when by so [doing he injures 
neither himself nor any other human 
being.'

No one impuenes the courage of Na
poleon as a soldier on the field of battle, 
when he was gratifying his insane am
bition to become the conqueror of 
Europe. But I consider him an ignoble 
coward. Had Mark Antony, or Cassius, 
or the noble Brutus been sentenced by 
their victors to die by inches on a bar
ren rock in the ocean, like St. Helena, 
dare we suppose that any of them would 
have done as Napoleon aid? No. Instead 
of consenting to be a caged lion for life, 
and subject to the gaze and comment of 
a curious world, each one of these brave 
men, feeling that he was the owner of 
his own self, dressed himself for death, 
and met the event with composure.

This is a beautiful world, in its month
ly changes through the year; and it is 
glorious to live in it if we can take part 
in its affairs, enjoying our two-fold nat
ural birthrights—good bodily health, 
and personal and intellectual freedom. 
H our circumstances do not pen us up in 
a city, like criminals in a prison, but al
low us to walk abroad , under the sun, 
and the moon, and the stars, the only 
grand objects which the eyes of all man
kind have seen and wondered at, and to 
hold close communion with nature in all 
her wqrke and ways as they are related > 
to us by science; for Nature’s God is 
not an invisible being, away off in the 
inaccessible regions of space, but is her-

|M A full and complete line of Cooking and Im 
W Heating goods for all kinds of fuel, made by'S 
P the same mechanics and of the same material \ 
fas "Garlands." “Michigans” are the peer of 
ANY other line EXCEPT “Garlands.’’

self the visible and worshipful God to all 
her children who are wise enough to 
make her acquaintance, to study her 
laws and to obey them and be happy.

But when old age comes on, with its 
isolation and its burden of infirmities, 
and we look around in vain for the so
lace of companionship; or when, in 
youth or middle age, a fatal disease 
preys upon us like a vulture, and we 
nave nothing to do, or to live for, then 
1 think the sufferer has a right to re
lease; and if his friends, under the in
fluence of an absurd and cruel supersti
tion, would turn a deaf ear to his re
quest, when a few drops of chloroform 
injected into a vein 'would give him 
prompt relief, then if the spirit oftha 
dying man, when he did die, should re
turn and haunt them in their thought
ful moments, and awaken feelings of re
morse for their stupid conduct, I would 
not pity them. A. B. B.

Enon Valley, Pa.

¡The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

BY PROP. "W. M. LOCKWOOD,

,,.T!“ onlIcve.r Oltered tb. reading and 
thinking public in the iuteroutof modern Spiritual- 
lem. t-batta absolutely free from the theories oi super- 
stitiou, and which
Demonstrates continuity of life and our encl.

ronment of spirilltual influences,

from the data of modem physical and physiological 
sclunee.

To the Spiritualist, an impregnable foundation of 
scieutitlo date and verilied facta.
1.T.0.t.b.e“,“ter!llll»t“"‘*.!ikeptle, a revelation oftha 
Invltlbloenergies operative lu Nature’s formula of 
evolution.

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a new earth. 
A book to read, to study and thluk about. A com 
unused volume of selemlhelulormatlou tor 25 cents. 
Address your orders to
The Progressive Tlilnlierg 40 Loomis street,

fa
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THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

This excellent book Is written In the interest of hu
manity, of liberty, aud of patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
danger« that Deuel ua on every aide, and more e>pe: 
dally to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wUos of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics. ‘Washington's words of warning. 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Kvan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermou said: “The 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
so. but she hales them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow sho treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the cnurch for what thev have thought fit to do." 
Every ono should read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office. .

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Haymond’s Resolve.

DY IOfS WAfSBROOKER. THIS IS 
J-) a Qovel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an uutbluklug, Idle 
mind to while away tbc time in a state uf Idle blessed« 
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-luipreveuieui or the good uf humanity. It is s 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: an< 
those wbo are lobe mother«; ajd secondly, ibrougi 
the mothers, to effect the well-tclng and happiness ol 
the race. It brings struugly and dearly to view th< 
result upon the child of proper siirrounolngs and iuflu 
euces bearlug u|>un the niuther previous to materuity 
Incidentally the uutbor touche» upon various tiilug 
In modern social and bushiei-s life, which bio unjust 
and fix unequal burden: upou the Individuals compos 
Ing society as a whole. The book U trenchant, Instruc 
tive and very jutere»tlng, even when regarded mrrel] 
u a novel, and Is especially coiiiuiended to “woinei 
everywhere,” to whom if lb dedicated. Jt also thor
üiigbly ebowb up Hie .Ir^uiilcul bpirii uf th« Cutbutli 
Church : advanced kl»-«. relating tu the Spirituel phi! 
Dtopb’y are ’• -• .......................... ...........

Corh rrv ’

I< contultis u line UkonebS ol 
neatly bound in

LIFE WORK
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ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

, Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

Z'HE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now submerged part of Ibis globe ' 
known as Atlantis. Is one of much Interest. The 

data gathered from ancient and modern sourcch
from etauiral authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from tho deep sea Investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches 1u the 
moundsand the rains of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged hi compact, 
literary form. In thia very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial interest to Spiritualists be« 
canse of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Adamians concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and r great people of the 
name, once existing ou Hits earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

Mahomet, the llliistriüys.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Tilt« work 1« one ortho Library or Liberal Classic«. 
No author was bettor qualified to write an Impartial 

or Mahomet than Oodlrcy Hireln«, 
and this volume Is Intensely Interesting, itshould Iio 
read In conjunction with Gibbon’« work. For sale at 
thu office, Price, 2S cents.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
// COMPILATION OF THE LEC

tures given by the Spirit Band through tbc me« 
dlumsblp of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume con* 
alsta of a series of lectures, messages and poem«, 
written and delivered In public through the mental or* 
ganlsmolMrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrvoy*1 
ant and Inspirational medium. Tbcir tone U excellent 
and their spirit^good; and even though one may dud 
some Ideas that differ from those he has bold, yet be 
win find much to please, benefit and Ir.Txuct. The

GORA L V. RICHMOND.
COMPILED AND EDITED BY

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

With portraits repressiti ng Mrs. Richmond in 
1857, in 1876, and in 1894,

OUTLINE OF COXTENTS:
Introduction.
CnApTKBl. 1‘firentape—Place of I’Irth-ChPdhood- 

bchool Experiences—First Medluuilstic Work, etc
CjuptkbH. Hopedale—Mr. Scoil in Massechusetts- 

Removal to Wisconsin-The Ballou Fainily-Adlt 
Ballou’s Work— Work of ispirlt Adin Augustus 
Ballou.

Chapter III. Oulna-Ikr Earthly Life and Tragi« 
Death—Her Mission In Spirit-Life.

Chapter IV. Other Controls-Tbe Guides.
Chapter V. Work in Cuba, N. Y.-Buffalo Pastoral« 

—Workers In Buffalo—Thomas Gales Forster—Sand 
Brooks-llura^ _H. IHy-Rmut.l to New Tori 
City, 1S5C—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore.

Chapter VI. Work in New York City.
Chatter VII. New York City (continued). Prof.,!, 

J. Mapc«-Hon. J. W. Edmunds-Dr. (;ray-New 
York Editors and Clergy—Other Places lu tbc Easl 
—Meadville, Pa., 1864—Hon. A. B. Richmond,

Chapter VIII. Washington. D. C.-Reconstruction— 
Senator «J. M. Howard— George .1. W. Julien—Gen. 
Ji. P. Banks—Nettle Colbern Maynard—Statement 
of Geo. A. Bacon.

ChaptjB IX England—Robert Dale Owen—George 
Thompson—Countess of Caithness - Mrs. Straw
bridge—Mr. and Mrs. Tebb-Mrs. Noswortby—J. C. 
Ward—Mrs. Sluter—Andrew Cross,

Chapter X. Work In England (Continued tn Three 
Subsequent Visits.)

Chapter XI. California Work. 1875- Other Visits— 
Letter of C. M. Plumb—Letter uf Mrs. John A. 
Wilson.

CnxrTCT XII. CblcBfn Work. 1S76 to 1815-First 
Society Chartered. 1869-Coiupiete Account of Work 
In Letter* and Statcmeuis of Members of the 
Society.

Chapter XIII. Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga- 
Lake Pleaaan^-OnBet Buy—Lake Brady-Lookout 
.Mountain, etc.

Chapter XIV. Literary Work—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Discourses and Lecture«—Psychopathy; Soul 
Teachings—Poems—Other Literary Work.

Chapter XV. Literary Work (coutinued)—Lecture 
oj Gyroscope, 1858—“The Shadow of a Great Rock 
in a Weary Land,” 1887—Poema-Cbolco Selections 
In Prose and Veree—Work of William Richmond.

reverence w|th which Jeans la mentioned will please r
many, although tho Ideas advanced concerning Jesus ornba iu to 
and Cnristlanlty are not after the orthodox standard, i —Appreciatll< 
The book contains 488 large page«, and will be .sent : w ¿ac

Chapter XVI. Letters from Persona! Friends; from 
Ornba E. Touaey; from Lady Caithness, and others

,_____ Ion of tbc Work from Ibosc Best Qual
to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C.

V

The book contains <8S large pages, and will be .sent 
postpaid for «1.50. For sale at this office.

FROM THE ROSTRUM

BY A. B. FRENCH.

This-work Is one tbit everyone should ntd. It 
beams throughout-with rare jrems of thought, prac
tical M well M profound. There Is euneblne and 
beauty In exery sentence uttered- The -work li dedi
cated tn the author’s favorite lister, Baah French 
Farr, now passed to Bplrlt llfa. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives tn Interestlag sketch of the 
author's Ute.

CONTENTS:
Dedication. -
Sketch of the Life of A. B, FrMtb. 
"William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and Wars ol 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book trfHOHnon 
Conflicts of Lift.
The Power and Pcrmnnenoyof Ideas, 
The Unknown.
Probability of aFuture Lift, 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Out Age.
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address. -

PRICE, SLOP, POSTPAID^ __

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, hy Thus. P, Fletcher.
OorrexTB: TbeBcrinnlngi; T<ma*inEirta1 Prfnc!' 

pie«; - Funnnllon trf GonsteltaCla&s, Syitemu Sum- 
rlanota ar.«i hntelllies. Tip Origin of.iictnw* -ud 
ComutBiTuevrgHnlc Kingdom; The Origin of Mwii 
Man—Illa Attribute« nnd Power»; Tbe'Soul—How It 
Keorlres and Impart» Lnuwledge; How the Son! Be 
eelvesIts Highest Imprcailoos; Tho Record Book, or 
The Heavenly -Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sbdm; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth »nd De- 
nventlon; MoWtyt Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible aud Chrlit; The Summary: "Wbat 
.Mort We Do to Be fiared.” For «ale at ihta office

Price, C19tK $ 1^5. Paper, fcOe,

.Warner—Dra. Emmett and Helen Dinsmore. ’
Chapter XVII. Mrs Richmond’s Experiences While 

In the Trance State, Written by Herself.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office.

WAS flgRAHAri LIliCOLPi 
A spiritualist?

—on—
Curious Revelations from the Life

I of a Trance Medium.
! -BT- .
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD

I Together with Portraits, Letters and 
■ Po^ma. Illustrated with Engrav

ings and Frontispiece of Lin
coln, from Carpenter’s 

Portrait from Life.

This book iriH be found peculiar, curiou«, startling! 
-niureso tbaa «07 -work luaued etaco Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin, li breathes forgotten whispers which the nut 
of time Tuff aXmort covered, wnd wNcb have beep 
snatched from tho very taw« of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the most moment« 
ous period In American Hlstury, and Is a secret page 
Tram the lifecfhlm whom time serveecnly to make 
greater, more appreciated, and wore understood— 
’’Arraium Lincoln.-” •

XRoth, 19mo, ilhtslrated, rP« M*, $1.50} 
Paptr, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Juetthe beak for those «coking Informaticm con

cerning that pMt dtmntble futitutlon known In 
history—the Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American cltlren should befiome acquainted with the 
facta »0 succinctly stated in thta valuable record. It 
shown the mettrodsTueduythe-Romish Church to ex
terminate those who rnJc(A lu beliefs .and claim«. 
Farcateatlhts office- Price 2X cents.-

...LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
SyEdltor of the NatlonU with Preface and Kotei 

by Peter Eckler, Illoitrated with riera orili« «■<!■ >
Paine Homeittad and Paine.Monumeu, at .N,w. , . . 
Rochelle,, alio, portrait« of Thoma« Clio P.lekroea. 
Joe Bailew. Mary Wollstonecraft. Mídame Roland.- 
Condorcet, Brissot, and tbemoit oromlMaof .
fflMdl Ik Swope and America. Clotb. 76 «nu.
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I WAYSIDE JOTTINGS
V

As Experienced by MattieE, 
Hull.
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Undoubtedly , the good friends with 
whom we spent pleasant days at the va
rious caihps are settled in their respect-’ 
ive homes, and although they enjoyed 

. the meetings, the social visits, and all 
that enters into camp life, we know they 
are glad to be at home and to take up 
their accustomed duties once more. 
Among the hundreds of enthusiastic 
Spiritualists whom I met during the 
Beason, enjoying the opportunities af
forded at the camps for lectures and 
seances, how many, I am wondering, 

- will make an effort to impart, from the 
knowledge they have received, light on 
the great subject of Spiritualism, in 
their respertiva communities? How 
many who were loudest in their praises 

• of the work done at tlie camps will have 
the courage of their convictions when 
interrogated by their orthodox neigh
bore? . ,

-I sometimes think our spirit teachers 
niust be possessed of more patience than 
we can even comprehend, tp be so pains-, 
taking in their effort to lead their earth. 
friends from the shadows into the light, 
in presenting so faithfully the phenom
ena and philosophy of Spiritualism with 
so little co-operation and apparently ap
preciation on the part of many of their 
mundane friends. How easy it is to 
float with the tide. How little courage 
is required to avow unpopular truths 
when surrounded by friends who are in 
sympathy with the sentiments we would 
have proclaimed,

It-is said that there were forty-two 
Spiritualist camp-meetings in session 

. during the late camp season. It seems 
as though there should go from these 

‘ camps an influence that would honey
comb every community with the truths 

: of Spiritualism. Such an immense out
lay of time, talent and means should 
count for much in our glorious cause.

Since the closing of the camp work 
Mr. Hull and myself have been as busy 
as at any time during the season. .

We reached Chicago (direct from Ash
ley Camp) on the night of September 16, 

■. and left that eityon the night of the I7tn 
ult., and boarded the C., B. & Q. train 
for Unionville, Mo. We reached oqr 
destination in a big rainstorm, and were 

’ told that the storm had been in progress 
ten days. O,the mud! and what a pros
pect for Bight-seeing on a bicycle. We 
were met by. L. P. Roberts, Esq., a 
whole-souled Sniritualist, and one who 

- has never felt It necessary to hide his 
, light under a bushel, though prominent 

in the legal profession. He took us to 
his beautiful home and in a short time 
WO were made to feel we were not in a 
strange land. Toward night the clouds 
lifted, and the first meeting was as well 
attended as one could expect.

We conducted three meetings Sunday. 
The audiences increased; at night the 
hall was crowded. Monday night many 
more were out than could be accommo
dated in the hall. Some of the readers 
of this paper may remember that I vis
ited this placeajioii tone year since. The 
work resulted In good. Soon after a sb- 
oiety was formed called “The Truth
Seekers’ Society,” and regular meetings 
were held during the year. The leaven 
that was left as a result of my efforts has 
been thoroughly working, and our re
cent visit made me feel as though there 
were more than “three measures of 
meal” in which for it to work. Mr. 
Hull's discourses on “Biblical Spiritual
ism” were eye-openers to the conserva- 
tlve people of Unionville, and many who 

v had commenced investigating along 
{ihenomenal lines were surprised to 
earn that Spiritualism had such good 

backing in the Bible.
’ Tuesday we started for our lowaap-- 

pointments, We found we could not 
reach the place of our next appointment 
the same day we left Unionville, so we 
arranged to make a living visit in the 
home of Mrs. W. F. McCarroll, one of

- the oldest and most active Spiritualists 
in the State. I had the pleasure of be

;.... ing entertained in her home before we 
took up our residence in the West. Dur

. ingall these years, through good and 
evil report, she has been a stanch 
friend. She was identified with the 
woman's movement as long ago as I 
commenced my labors in Iowa. How 
pleasant are such reunionsand how they 
help to smooth the path of the itinerant 
lecturer. Mrs. McCarroll had recently 
returned from the Clinton camp-meet
ing; she reports a splendid meetingand 

. fine prospects for the future.
Our first appointment in lo^a was in 

Hayesville. This town was included in 
my circuit last season, as were the other 
points we Visited on our recent trip.

. The meetings at that point were engi
neered by the Richardson brothers, wno 

. are old Spiritualists and progressive in 
all lines oi reform. The meetings were 

; . held in a new store building. It was
well seated and lighted. The ladies 
decorated it beautifully, and seldom do 

‘ we find so nice a place for meetings in a 
small town as this beautiful new store 
afforded us. Audiences were large at 

. every session except one afternoon, and 
we learned that one cause might have 
been, someone had . circulated the re
port that an admittance fee was to be 
taken at the door. If such a report was 

. : actually circulated, it was undoubtedly
. to keep people from attending. _ The 

: meetings were free to the public in 
every place on our circuit; the money 
was raised by private subscription.

Our next point was Webster; there 
we held two meetings, and four in 
White Pigeon. These towns are only 
five miles apart. Mr. Gilbert S. Morgan 

; of the former town, and Mr. John Greg
ory of the latter place, co-operated in 

. their efforts in getting up.the meetings.
The audiences in Webster and White 
Pigeon were all we could expect. Suh- 
day night the hall in White Pigeon was 
crowded. Many were compelled to sit 
upon the platform and some remained 

< standing during the entire service. '
Mr. Hull’s work is well calculated to 

do good in towns like those we recently 
• ' visited, where orthodoxy has its strong-

¿olds: that is, if the people are tolerant 
enough to listen. The “Holiness” peo- 
pie are numerous in and around Web
ster. As far as I can learn, they are 

: among the most bigoted people in Chris
tendom.

. People in the East often hear it said 
that “the great liberal West is ready 
for advanced thought on all lines.”

< : When weave in New England, Iowa
• Ib regarded as a portion of “the, 

great West.” It is no more ready 
for radical thought, nor as much so as 
Puritanical New England. I have spent 
years in Iowa, some of them at its capi
tai. It is a great State, but some of the 
most obnoxious laws that were ever 
passed (some of them city ordinances), 
were enforced while we were residents 
of Des Moines. The Sunday laws were

. more arbitrary than any I have ever 
known. There is much more toleration 
in the extreme West. There is a spirit 

. -of freedom noticeable in Washington, 
Oregon end-California, that one seldom' 
finds in the'Eastern States.'

Mr. Hull and I have worked conjoint- 
g ly since the close of the camps. Weare 

now in separate fields. Our appoint
, ments are as follows: Mr. Hull lectures 
- in Allegheny, Pa., during October; he 

spends the month ol November in Phii- 
adelphia. I lecture, the Sundays of Oc- 
Jiber, .in Chicago; in Allegheny, Pa,, 

tiring November. We are to spend the 
month of December InWatertown, N. Y-;

We go from there to Boston. Our head 
quarters will be there until April. We 
.shall be in Mantua'duringJune.’ 'I h‘lve 
a few open dates itvJanuatw and Febru
ary, The twq first Sundays'of March 

■ are disengaged. I have several Cails for 
October. If, In those places where I am 
desired, the friends can arrange for 
week night lectures, I cun eugage, oth
erwise not. ‘

Now the time has cotne to reopen the 
halls for Spiritualist meetings, to reor
ganize for the fall and winter work, I 
wish it were possible to unite more sol
idly than ever before, shoulder to shoul
der, heart to heart, brain to brain, soul 
to soul, and rise-into thqt altitude where 
envy, prejudice and jealousy can make 
no impression upon us, where, with “one 
long, strong pull, aud a pull all togeth
er,” we may place Spiritualism on the 
heights where its light may penetrate 
into darkened places, aud its voice pro
claim a religion so sweet, so tender, so 
inspiring, that “the common people will 
hear it gladly.”- Mattie E. Hull.

29 Chicago Terrace, Chicago, 111.

Siuce the above was written, we have 
a letter from Watertown, N. Y.; stating 
that owing to the hard times they will 
be compelled to suspend meetings fpr 
the present. That cancels dur Decem
ber and, : probably, appointments for 
April and May. In consequence of this 
I shall return to Boston early in Decem
ber. I have scattering calls from various 
points in New Englund during the win
ter months. I shall probably lecture in 
Manchester, N. H., on one or more Sun
days in December. M. E. H.
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How His Heroism Was Rewarded 
by a Home.

Yer honor, I pleads guilty; I’m a bum
mer—

I dqn’t deny the cop here found me 
drunk; •

I don’t deny that through the whole long 
summer

The sun-warmed earth has been my 
only bunk.

I hain’t been able fur to earn a livin';
A man with one leg planted In the 

tomb " ■
Can’t ^ita job—an’ I've a strong misgiv- 

'Bout bein’ cooped up in a soldiers’ 
home. -

“Whar did I lose my leg?” At Spottsyl- 
yania—

Perhaps you’ve read about that bloody 
flglit—

But then, I guess the story won’t re
strain you

From doin’ what the law sets down as 
right. ■

I’m not a vag through choice, but 
through misfortune; ■

An'as fur drink—well, all men have 
their faults; ' ,

An’ judge, I guess I’ve had my lawful 
portion

O’ rough experience in prison vaults.
I served as private in the Tenth New

SOMETHING.
To Say Something Well 

an Art.
Is

A Sample Poem of thè Im
: proniptu Sort. .

To the Editor:—To say. something 
well is ah art; to say nothing well is- a 
science. In your late issue my mental
ity 1b attacked: I'wlsh to set my would- 
be-educatpr aright. \

. If anything Is positively criminal, it is 
to taka up valuable time and space when 
you have nothing to say. To those that 
know me this article wlll be superfluous; 
to those that do not, and to Brother Post 
I would Bay that my rather critical de
fense of the character of Judas did not 
Imply my belief or disbelief In any of 
the parties or events, any more than a 
review of any story of the present day 
would imply a belief in any oi the 
things reviewed.

When I am accused of believing all 
or any part of the orthodox Bible, my 
tpenlality is attacked, and that I will de
fend while I have voice or pen. I 
iiointed out discrepancien, injustice and 
diocy. of account. I believe In a fair, 

stand-up fight, and even though the 
character of Judas is fictitious, I don’t 
like to hear it everlastingly abused by 
people who cannot and will not learn to 
think.

That exploded theory of planetary an
alogy, though something of an astron
omer in a timid way, has no place in my 
astro-cranlology—the origin of ism and 
anity is lost in antiquity.

Victor Hugo says: "That fabulous 
monster which has scales on its belly, 
and yet is not a lizard; has warts on its 
back, and yet is not a toad, which lives 
in the crevices of old lime-kilns and dry 
cisterns, a black, velvety, slimy, crawl
ing creature, sometimes swift and some
times slow of motion,emitting no cry,but 
which stares at you, and is so terrible 
that no one has ever seen it.” The an
tiquity that veils these myths of ortho- 
and other doxies is just that kind of a 
nondescript. .

MEDIUMS AND EDUCATION.
In the same issue of The Progress

ive Thinker—long life to it!—is an ar
ticle from the pen of Allie Lindsay 
Lynch, which says that the spirits whicn 
control her have forbidden her to know 
too much, or as much as themselves, 
fearing her passivity would be lost. 
God help us!

The great trouble with Spiritualism 
is, it is too passive! Adam and Eve 
were kicked out of the orchard for 
knowing too much. What was the re
sult? We can teach the one that put 
them there.

If we knew all languages, all sciences 
from geology and the grains of sand 
to astronomy and the grains of stars, we 
could not know too much! Could we 
create a world out of nebulous gases, we 
would still be (eons of years behind the 
deific power that moves the spheres.

Were all the brains from the earliest 
ages up to the present and indefinite 
future rolled into one, it would still fall 
billions of ages short of the mighty 
power that called It into existence.

The grander the instrument, the 
grander the music every time. Point 
me the impromptu poem worthy the 
name, that ever came through the 
brain of an Ignorant person. ”

Where is the sermon that ever ex
ceeded in logic the mental calibre of the 
one that voiced it?

I have heard mediums give vent to
poems on subjects chosen by their audi
ences, and they all ran something like
this:
“The lily is so sweet Od fair, 
Its petals they are everywhere. 
It points to truth and so is given, 
While all about we see it bloom 

and heaven."

like

to us

Rot! rot! I say! No one need go Under 
control to voice such rubbish! If from 
the medium herself, it Is unworthy the 
name of anything; if from spirit, it is 
from the same class that while in the 
form contributed poetry to the editor’s 
waste basket. Educate dur mediums!

. Charles Nevins.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The New Woman’s Ten Com
mandments./

William Schmeckebier, of Chicago, 
has been granted a diyorce from his 
wife, Tillie,- on the ground of infidelity. 
Judge Hanecy entered the decree just 
as soon as Schmeckebier proved that his 
wife gave him a poem, which she had 
clipped from a humorous paper, with 
the remark: “That is the way to treat 
men.” The judge read the poem and 
severed the marital bonds with one swift 
stroke. Here is the poem:
“These are the new commandments ten, 
Which wives now make for married

1.

2.

3.

4.

men:
Remember that I am thy wife, 
That thou must cherish all thy life. ~ 
Thou shalt not stay out late at night, 
When lodges, friends or clubs invite. 
Thou shalt not smoke, indoor or out, 
Or chew tobacco, “round about.” .
Thou shalt with praise receive my

pies, 
Nor pastry made by me despise.

.. My mother thou shalt strive to please, 
And let herlive with us at ease. ' -

5.
6. Remember, ’tie thy duty clear 

To dress me well throughout the year.
7. Thou shalt in manner mild and meek 

■ Give me thy wages every week.
8. Thou shalt not be a drinking man,' 

। But live on prohibition plan. .. '.
9. Thou shalt not flirt, but must allow 

Thy wife such freedom, anyhow.
10. Thou shalt get up when baby cries, 

And try the child to tranquillize.
Thesej my commandments, from day to 

. day, . ■ ”
Implicitly thou shall obey” .

Jersey,
An’ all the boys ’ll say I done what’s 

ripht; • .
Thar ain’t a man kin say that Abram 

Bursey
War ever found a shirkin’ in a fight.

Right in the heli-born, frightful roar o’ 
battle, .

Whar shot an’shell shrieked thro’ the 
darksome wood, ’

Amid the blindin' smoke an’muskets’
.. - ■ rattle, ■ . . ■ ' ■ ' ' . ■'
You’d always find me doin’ the best I 

' could, . . . .
We o brave ol1 feller fer a colonel— 

- We;called him Sweety, but his name 
was Sweet— ' ,

Why, Judge, I swar it by: the Great 
Eternal! ...

That braveol’ cubs'd rather fight than 
■ " '' eat! . ■ .. . ■ ■
:An' you could alius bet your bottom dol

" ■ lar ■. - ' ■ : . .
In battle Sweety’d never hunt a tree;

He’d alius dash into the front and hol
ler: .

“Brace up, my gallant boys, an’ toiler 
me!" ■ .'

Well, just afore the Spottsylvania bat
tie, " ■ /

01’ Sweety oum to me an’ says, says 
he:

"I tell you, Abe, 'tain’t many things ’ll 
rattle

A tough old weatherbeaten cuss like 
me;

But in my very soul I’ve got a feelin'
That I'm agoin’ to get a dose to-day, 

An' 'tain’t no use fur me to be concealin’
The skittish thoughts that in my bo

som play.
“Fur many years you’ve been my neigh

bor, Bursey,
An’ I hev alius found you squar an’ 

true— 1 :
Back in our little town in old New Jer

sey
No one has got a better name than 

you. ‘
An' now I want yer promise, squar'ly 

given, -
That if dur cause to-day demands my 

Uto, . ", "■
An’ you yourself are left among the llv- 

in’, - ■
You’ll take me back an* lay me by my 

wife.” . ,.
Well, judge, that day, amid the most in- 

fornal
An’ desp'rate bloody fight I ever seed, 

'Way up fn front I saw the daring- Colo
nel ’ ' ■

Throw up his hands ah’ tumble off his 
steed. \

In half a minute I was benclin' o’er him 
An’ seein' that he wasn’t killed out

right;
I loaded him upon my-back an’ bore him

Some little distance back out o’ the 
fight.

The blood from out a ghastly, wound was 
flowin’

An’ so I snatched the shirt from off 
my bank, ,

For I could see the brave ol’ cuss war 
goin’

To die, unless I held-that red tide 
back. ,

An’ purty soon I seed he was revivin’,
An' heard him whisper: “Abe, you’ve 

saved my life,
Your ol' wool shirt, along with your.con- 

nivin’,
Has kept me from that grave beside 

my wife.”
Well, judge, while I stood thar beside 

him, schemin'
On how to get him in a doctor's care, 

A ten-pound shell toward us came a- 
screamin’—

Just like a ravin’ demon in the air.
An’ w’en it passed, I found myself a-lay- 

ing
Across ol’ Sweety's body, an’ I see

That 'tarnal shell, that by us went a-fly- 
in’,

Had tuk my leg along tor company.
Well, judge, that's all; except when the 

war was over,
*1 found myself a cripple, an since' 

then
I’ve been a sort o’ shiftless, worthless 

rover,
But jest as honest as the most o’ men.

I never stole a dime from livin' mortal, 
Nor never harmed a woman, child or 

man— .
I’ve simply been a bum, and hope tbe 

• court’ll - .
Be jest as easy,on me as it can. .

Then spake thé judge: “Such helpless, 
' worthless creatures
Should never be allowed to bum and 

heg; . ,
Your case, 'tis true, has some redeeming 

features,
For . in your country’s cause you lost a 

leg- ’ . . . .'
And yet I feel the world needs an exam

ple ' ;
To check the tendency of men to 

roam; .
The sentence is, That all your life—your 

camp’ll ! ; . -
Be in the best room In my humble 

home.” ■ . ■ .
The soldier stared! Dumb! Silent as a 

statuel ■ x
Then, in a-voice of trembling pathos, 
.. said: '

“Judge, turn your head,, and give me 
one look at you—

• That voice is like an echo from the 
dead.” ' .

Then forward limped he, grimy hand 
extended, •

While tears adown his sun-browned 
cheeks did roll,

And said, with slang and pathos 
' strangely blended: . , '. .

- “Why,- Colonel • Sweety, durn your 
brave ol’ soul.” .

Don Santiago Carlino.

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and. ethical societies, for schools 
and the home: compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For aa e 
at this office. : .

REMINISCENCES.
Referring to ' ', that Grand 

Spiritualist,;Prof. Wm. 
Denton.

- ■ in- '■

A Large Underground River Dis
covered toy Him.

THE STREAM FLOWING TO THE SEA 
FROM THE WHITE MOUNTAINS— 
PROF. DENTON WA LAUGHED AT 
WHEN HE ASSERil'Eli ITS EXISTENCE 
YEARS AGO, BUT ITS COURSE HAS 
NOW BEEN TRACED—THE PURE WA
TER IT SUPPLIES TO LOWELL.
When the late Prof. Denton, of Som

erville, Mass., first declared that there 
was an underground river of considera
ble size flowing from the White Moun
tains across and under the States of 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, people 
laughed at him. He insisted that he 
was right, and said many times: “I 
have discovered a supply of the purest 
water below the surface. I am of the 
opinion that the supply is adequate for 
all Central New England for all time. 
You may laugh, but sooner or later some 
one will strike 'the.'rolling torrent and 
find a never-ceasing supply of the purest 
water."

Prof. Denton died Ip South America a 
few years ago. Were he alive now he 
would find that men of Massachusetts 
and Rhode Island had experienced a 
change of mind on the subject of his 
river. The great underground current 
has been tapped, and at~ several points 
along tjie course, aS laid by the geolo
gist, large manufacturing concerns are 
using the supply in the place of the 
local service. The water, reached .by 
driven wells, is better than any found in 
springs or lakes in these parts.

It was between 1872 and 1875 that a 
large bleachery In Providence drove a 
well in the northerly part of the city 
and found an underground supply, 
which from that day until this has 
never failed it. The water was struck 
eighty or one hundred feet below the 
surface under a layer of etone from eix 
to eight feet In thickneBB. From the 
iilpe Ice-cold water spurted several feet 
nte the air. Fifteen feet below the un

der Bide of the first rock the pipe struck 
another layer of Btone. When the well 
pipe was forced Into that rook the flow 
of water stopped. People who examined 
It were of the opinion that the well had 
reached a spring of unusual size.

Eighteen years ago Prof. Denton was 
engaged by a straw hat manufacturing 
concern at Foxboro, Mass., a few miles 
from Attleboro, Mass., to locate a source 
of pure water, as only pure water could 
be used In the bleaching of the material 
employed in the manufacture of fine 
summer hats. H. E, White, now of At
tleboro, Mass., but .at. that time of Fox- 
boro, Maes., was engaged to assist in the 
search. He and Dbntbn made several 
expeditions through ,the interior of the 
Bay State, and on,,90$ of these tours 
Prof. Denton made, a. discovery that re; 
mained a secret witb 'him for a long 
time. One of the places visited by the 
geologist and his party was on the south 
side of the main rpadjto Foxboro from 
the south. At that .point are situated 
three ponds, one called “The Boggs, the 
second Sheppard's' Poiid, and the third 
Witches’ Pond.- d .n

Prof. Denton noted A, peculiar forma
tion of the surface, in that section. In 
Ths Boggs, from vvnich Foxboro now 
gets its supply of Writer, a few springs 
were found, and a fem'were also discov
ered in Sheppard’s Pond. Witches’ 
Pond contained several springs of great 
size. These three'lakes are located on* 
high land, the Eastern Massachusetts 
divide, and so situated that the outlet of 
The Boggs flows to the northeast, 
through Canton, the home of Congress
man Elijah A. Morse, to Massachusetts 
Bay, while the outlet of Sheppard’s 
Pond flows southerly toward Taunton, 
where it empties into the river of that 
name in the vicinity of Dighton.

Witches’ Pond has an outlet, but it is 
not visible.' It makes its course below 
the surface in a south westerly direction, 
and finds tide water beneath the ledge 
on the west shore of Narragansett Bay 
below the port of Wickford.

Witches’ Pond was so named years 
ago on account of the many peculiar 
noises heard there. At intervals there 
were distinct rumblings beneath the 
surface. Superstitious persons were 
alarmed and afraid to go near it. Peo
ple who had no fear of ghosts watched 
the action of the water with interest. 
They, always found the water icy cold in 
summer, and it ever rolled and boiled. 
A water pail would not coyer some of 
the largest bubbles.
. The pond covers fifteen acres, and in 
winter Ice fprms there long before there 
•re signs of ice on other ponds. Ice six 
inches thick forms on Witches’ Pond to 
every Inch of ice on other ponds in the 
vicinity In the same length of time. 
Only a few years ago four men wno were 
fishing through the Ice narrowly escaped 
losing their lives. There was a sudden 
upheaval while the men were on the 
pond, and ice, fourteen inches iq thick
ness, that coVered the peculiar lake, was 
thrown about. The men, having heard 
the Internal rumblings, took warning 
and reached the shore just in time to 
avoid being precipitated Into the boiling 
pond. Lily-pad roots, as large as one’s 
arm, were brought to the' surface at the 
same time.

. Prof. Denton heard several stories 
about the pond, and out of curiosity 
made an Investigation into the cause of 
the great boiling of the water which oc
curred at intervals. He tried to take 
soundings, but In several places he was 
unable to find the pond's bottom. Gases 
were detected rising from the pond, and 
he whs led to believe that they issued 
from some distance below the surface. 
The water’s remaining pure proved to 
him that the pond had tin outlet as well 
as a source, and as l^ was not visible the 
investigation was all. the mor.e interest
ing. ■' ‘ - ' .

Pipes were driven abbut the well, and 
obal ahd blue clay tiers .brought to the 
surface. Over 100 fpet.below the level 
the pipe struck a ledge,and after drill
ing the ledge bn ' the south side of the 
pond, water was fturid. That water, 
when examined, wasi fotmd to be purer 
than any other found. In New England. 
Several wells were driven, and Prof. 
Denton came to the conclusion-that 
Witches’ Pond was an outlet for an un
derground river. Ib wijs when he told 
of his discovery that people laughed at 
h1“- :• . i- i! „. .. .

‘ The river located was 110 feet below 
the level. Above it was a couering of 
hard pan, and the bottom, twenty feet 
below the covering, was of rock. Prof. 
Denton was of the opinion that there was 
no Witches’ Pond until there was an up
heaval in the earth years ago, when the 
shelving rocks under and over the tor
rent were torn away. Aided by' gases 
from the coal and other substances in 
the earth{'a rent was torn, through 
which the water made its way to the 
surface. /

The streams In the vicinity of Fox- 
boro are from a different water-shed. 
The underground river is believed to 
come from a glacial spring in the 
White Mountains of New Hampshire or 
beyond. It is known that the city of 
Lowell struck the river only a few year« 
ago, and from that day to this has had a 
fine supply of Water. At . the time the

Lowell wells were driven no one had 
heard of the river flowing under New 
England from'; north to south. : The un- 
dergrpupd current has been followed by 
wells through Attleboro, Dodgeville, 
Hebronville; to Lebanon, where it 
swerves to the west end passes under 
Pawtuckpt Falls, on Blackstone River, 
thence through Pawtucket southwest
erly and under Providence, Cranston, 
Warwick, East Greenwich, Wickford, 
into North Kingston, aud Into the eea 
near Hazard’s Ledge.

To the north the course of the river 
was followed to the New Hampshire 
line. Before Prof. Denton found the 
source of the river he was called to Bra
zil to locate a water supply. He was 
stricken with a fever afterward while on 
a visit of exploration and died on the 
island of New Guinea.

Within a very short time manufactur
ing concerns have driven wells and 
found immense supplies of water, and 
now there are probably 200 or 300 wells 
connected with the river in Providence, 
to say nothing of the Lowell wells, and 
those at Foxboro and along the course. 
It ie only on the course as laid outby 
Prof. Denton’s party that the great cur
rent is struck, '

The above graphic account from the 
New York Sun will be read with deep 
interest, for it refers to one of the 
grandest minds that ever graced the 
ranks of Spiritualism—Prof. Denton.

Attleboro, Mass.

THE FOX FAMILY.

L.

L Proposition to Purchase the 
Cottage in Which They Lived,

You say, Mr. Editor, that the Spirit
ualists should provide a place fpr the re
mains of the Fox Sisters to rest before 
we purchase the ccttage in which the 
first intelligent raps occurred, No 
doubt there is an idea of justice in ypur 
assertion. All of us know that the Spir
itualists did hot do their duty in the 
protection of the Fox Sisters. ThW 
were allowed to suffer. They becamq, 
through public neglect, children of uh-1 
fortunate circumstances; but we must; 
except Leah (Mrs. Underhill), whosh 
married life was happy and well-pro
vided for. (The marriages of Katie aqd 
Margaretta were not so pleasant and 
harmonious. Time brought changes 
and trouble before the public were 
aware, The Spiritualists thought they 
were happy and beyond want. Their 
troubles came like a thunder-clap from 
a cloudless Bky. A few friends knew of 
the facts, and yet they made no move for 
redemption. I am certain that the 
Spiritualists at large would have with 
great spontaneity and generosity pro
vided for the girls.

As to their burial: Your reference 
may cause some people to think they 
were placed in the potter’s field, or are 
entirely neglected. I believe a fund 
was subscribed and proper attention was 
rendered.

If they need a place for proper memo
rial, then all the more reason for ub to 
purchase the Hydesville cottage and 
grounds, and thereon erect a mausoleum 
to hold their remains and to be properly 
inscribed. If the place can be pur
chased. a testimonial of some character, 
to their memory, should at once be 
erected. ' '

All this shows that the cottage should 
be purchased at once. We cannot now 
accomplish what has been neglected. 
But we can atone for It! Having neg
lected the persons, let us cherish their 
memory. Let ub purchase the home of 
their childhood, made sacred to our 
cause by the spirits there, through 
humble children, starting a revolution 
in thought that has brought humanity 
to the truths oflmmortallty. At least, 
let us hold a meeting there to commem
orate the semi-centennial of Spiritual
ism, in 1898. All who are Interested, 
please agitate and let us know if there is 
such a public desire. G. W. Kates.

A PROGRESSIVE WEDDING.

Unique Exercise Attending It.

<4

1

P5YCHÎC 
i SCIENCE

BY* HUDSON TUTTLE..

IMPORTANT WORK.
Studies in the Outlying 

Fields of Psychic 
Science,

A WORK BY HUDSON

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS HOW TO IN
VESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM, DEVELOP 
MEDIUMSHIP, AND FOR THE FORMA
TION OF HOME CIRCLES.
This second edition, with Important 

additions, is the second effort in the 
New Departure of The Progressive 
Thinker. It is a book which marked 
an era in the methods of thought on 
psychic subjects. It was first to take 
this hitherto unexplored realm, and its 
treatment is entirely original. It out
lined a plan of studv and Investigation, 
which, new as the subject was, appears 
to be the only one the student can pur
sue, to arrive at satisfactory results.

A great many psychic clubs and read
ing circles have adopted it as a guide, 
and one college has taken It as a text 
book. In Its field it stands alone, and Is 
the student’s only helpful manual.

Since the author wrote the “Arcana 
of Nature," by almost purely auto
matic controls, his inspiration has 
made no higher flight than in “Psychic 
Science."
Price Reduced About One- 

Half.
In our New Departure, determined to 

give Spiritualists—-instead of the dear 
est, as hitherto—the cheapest literature 
of any denomination, sect or organiza
tion, we have not only enlarged the 
book by twenty pages, but reduced the 
price from $1.25 to 75 cents.

A wealthy Spiritualist purchased cop
ies at full price and presented one to 
every college and academy in the New 
England States. We have reduced the 
price until no one will be prevented 
from possessing it, or deterred, for want 
of means, from sending it forth on mis
sionary duty,

TWO !N ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies,

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual 'Culture. '

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE. ,

1fcji

•y)i

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND'
XA Bonga, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gem* : 
Choral Response», Funeral Ber,Ice», Programs rd . - 
sesaloni, Purllanientury Rules. Inntructloua for 0» ■ 
faulting and cunduetlug Lyceums, Instructions fol 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics aud Marching! Bam 
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book M ' 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual ui 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducts! ■ 
without other «BSlstance. It supplies the wantsol 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual sOngs, will 
music tree from the dismal tone of the old bymuoloif. 
It furnlihea a unique »election of choice rending» and 
response» »ueb a» no other »election contain», It give, 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every ate» 
of which h made plain by engraving», it give» Im 
BtructlonB bow to make the badge! aud banner» and 
Instructs In marching. It »hows howto establish* 
Bund of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, aud hit 
all the most beautiful aonga which have been gathered 
up by that movement. ■

The author and compiler of thia Guide la eminent)» 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in tha 
Ryceuin. The book is the rcBiilt of practical work .. 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum. ..

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
w admirably adapted to the needa or the family; sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and woru 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form at maof 
times tbo cost. The book has been placed st th» 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, »ent postpaid. ..
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,

40 Loomis St., Chicago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle, :

' Berlin Heights,'Ohio, ..

THE PSYCHOGRflPH 
—OR— 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

This Instrument ifliabstanUally tbe same as thH - 
emploved-by Prof. Hare In bia early investigation®. " 
In Ite Improved form It bee been before the public fol 
more than seven years, and in tbo bands of thousands , - 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plad»- -s 
chstte, and all other instruments which have been < - 
brought out in Imitation, both in regard to certaintf 
and correctness of the communications received by l 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship. . -

Do you wish to investiffate Spiritualism? ? 
Do you wish to dovelop Mediumship? . .
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Feychograpb is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the • ’

Formation of Circlesand Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every instrument. Many who were not aware of ■■■■'
their inedluinistlc gift, have, after a few sittings ‘ 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume , : 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Man» 
who began with it as an amusing toy, found that the , . 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them« 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism. ■

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I had . 
communications (by the Psycbograpb) from many ' 
other friends, even from old settlers whose gravi* 
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They bay* 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Bpir» . 
Iluallsm Is indeed true, and the communications haV^ 
fliven uiy heart the greatest comfort In tbe severeil
oss I have had of son, daughter, and theli mother." ' 
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 

name familiar to those interested in psycbic matteM. ' 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with tbe Pan . ;
cbograph. It Is very simple In principle and construe* . 
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spirt , 
itual power than the one now In use. 1 believe it wll| 
generally supersede tbe latter when Its superior ’ .
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid front 
the manufacturer, for $1.OO< Address: • '.

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. ,

In Chicago, recently, I attended a 
wedding that was decided progress. 
Ever since the wedding of Adam and 
Eve such events have been attractive 
occasions, and the interest still gives 
no evidence of abatement.

The scene of the present gathering 
was in large double parlors, richly 
and profusely decorated with' vines 
and flowers. There were some fifty 
guests assembled to drink in the joys, 
and the -bridal couple were radiant 
and richly attired.

After a progressive ceremony—for 
the Baptist clergyman relieved the 
bride of the ancient embarrassment of 
promising to obey—and after the 
usual congratulations, and the regula
tion refreshments, there was added an 
unusually interesting literary feature. 
It consisted of two or three charming 
recitations; two exquisite poems writ
ten especially for the bride and read 
by the writers, and some half dozen 
speeches in response to such toasts as 
“The Twentieth Century Marriage,’’ 
“The Ideal Home," “The Ideal Hus
band,” “The Ideal Wife,” “the 
Coming Man,” and' “The Coming 
Woman.” The responses were all 
highly flavored with rich seasoning. I 
will give a brief synopsis, of the one’ 
on “The Coming Woman.” The 
speaker said the coming woman would 
be the going woman expanded; she 
may ride many wheels, but she will 
have no wheels in her head; she will 
exert more influence through the 
power of the ballot; she will devise a 
tasty, low theatrical hat that will not 
need removing; she will not be less 
proud of her personal charms, but 
will be more proud of her improved 
judgment and increased good sense,; 
she will appreciate every new Trilby; 
she will read novels to increase her 
knowledge of manners and customs, 
and read philosophy for a deeper un
derstanding of human nature; she 
will have greater depths of character, 
born of higher views of the theological, 
political and economic problems; she 
will have free use of her every innate 
gift; she will ask only to be a coun
selor, not a sole ruler; and, finally, 
she will be a more intelligent and 
wiser mother.

The wedding presents were to the 
entire satisfaction of those most in
terested, and. there was a manifest 
feeling that the whole programme had 
been quite an “up-to-date” affair.

E. W. Baldwin.

TbIS highly Initractlre «nd Interesting work Is « 
eomblMtlon Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull’s 
splendid works. By this nrmngement the cost Is such 
that the render Is enabled to secure tbe two books 
oomlilnsd at tbe same price ee was formerly asked 
for them eeparauly. This volume contains «1 pages 
and Is handsomely bound In cloth, and contains an ex
cellent portrait ot tbe author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modem Spirit
ualism. No book of tbe century has made so many 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. Tbo author’s 
alm, faithfully to compare tbo Bible with modern 
ihenomonaand philosophy, has been accomplished.

he adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe wants of human
ity ¡Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tions offered to Spiritualism, are ail considered In tbe 
light of tbe Bible, nature, history, reason and common 
sense, and expressed dearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It la a most able production, and 
Is a perfect etorebousc of facts for tbosewbowlsb 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments «gainst the 
assumptions ot Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFIC-F-

HEALTH AND POWER,
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by th0 

aid of new, refined and powerful methode of natnreu 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principle* oi 
Light and Color.” “Philosophy of Core,” etc. Pricft 
cloth, 25oente; Leather, S3 cents. -<

ENCYCLOPEDIA
... OF...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and Nets 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism/

Together with « brief hlitory of the origin ot m«nr 
thelmporUmt book« of the Bible. -

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How toMesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

RIGH-T LIVING 
— BY — 

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of ^Apples of Gold,“ «An in b Lifetime,” 

“The Story Hour,’’ '‘Summer Days at Onset,” 
“Sunday Observance,” etc., etc.

“yi1.?? *• .“.,rL “etbod of expressing great 
conception«! in fact, the highest method, tho noblest 
of the aria.’—Tuomas Starr Kino.

This book gives an admirable course of study In 
® long-felt want of an ethical 

text-book especially adapted to the comprehension of 
children, u well as older persons whom It Is wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

«“».r »tows « wise pructkutty fn her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics. Sho illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and anec
dotes, which render tbo book more interesting aud 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
for use in children’s lyceums. In the hands of moth
er® and .teachers itroay be made very useful. Young 
and old wlllbe benefited by It. It Is a most excellent 
book and should bo widely circulated.

CONTENTS:
Right Living. What Ib Morality? What is Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
WhatKnowYcof Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos- 

Temperance and Intemperance. 1» tbo Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other hamo for Loss. Industry, tbo Staff of Life, 
value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What Is anOalh?or 
the Worth of •Promise. Fraud a Crime. ThePoIson 
if ®5“Ac_r:. I« Hypocriirt Con.clencc, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, • Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 

Jelf-Control. BeK-Respect. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice.- Anger, the DIs- 

Tbe Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success, Tbo Difficulties 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway.

Tower ot Wffl. Cooraxo,« 
XccciEltr to Rlgbt Lirins. In Regard to Concealed 
vice. Bo.utlful Cbarltr. Fidelity, the Giver ol 
Strength «nd Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
fSS“’ BC6t Eni Good.Nature, Ono of 
Llros Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry. 
Er'S..6?,"-??;,.* r«6 I’rcaj.mghte of Animal». 
“,«?!! 01 Chlldrrn. Human Right»; or tbo Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office, 

Echoes From the World of Song. 
A collection ol new and beautiful Bonn with 

tnuBlc and choru* tn book form. By C. pTLonglev 
Price ,1.25. Pottage 15 cento. ’

CHURCH AND STATE.
The Bible In the Public School.; the New "Amer

ican” Petty, By "Jefferson." Third edition. This 
beautiful pamphlet of 33 pages is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State queatlon that 
w appeared. Price 10 cents.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mobeb Hull. A compound of tbe two pamph

let«. "The IrrepreMlble Conflict," «nd “Tour Answer 
or Tour Lite-," with Important addition«, making « 
book ot 1W p«gC! »11 lor 35 cent«. This book contain« 
«ututlca, r«cu »nd document«, on tbs tentacle» of 
-the Umea, that every one should hare. For «ale at 
Uda office. K_-,____  ■

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that Is in this book appeared In an abridged 

form In a series of nine full pages of Thb pBOOBtaB* 
lv* TimnciB. The« articles were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists wbo felt tbe needol 
some kind of document for ready reference. Tbif 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more: hence the 
publication of this work. .

Theauthor, Moses Hull, bas written manyvolumea 
on Spiritualististlo and other themes and each on611 
fuil of careful study on the subject cbosen. Mr. 
Hull, In his Introduction of this work says:

’Hoping that thio book will serve to lead the peOTJle 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair: and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested tbe Bible from. 
“I ^ct.lfled’ enemies, it will not ’spike’ It, but .tfffl 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian superstl* 
tion and ignorance, I send it out on Its errand of eh» 
llghtenment with the humble prayer that it will prof a 
a divine benediction to every reader.*'

Thx Enotolopbdia of Biblical Spuhtualibu 
contains 833pages, beautifully printed on good paper« 
contains a full-page portrait of tbo author and la 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
bare this work. .
PRICE $1, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

VASHTI, OLD AND NEW,
OR ■ . ■ :

THE ETERNAI FEMININE.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL. ;
A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

Aline prole poemi a itory ot tho “New Woman,*- 
woman or all the centurle., Are- 

markable book, contnutlng the modem Vashti with 
the VasbU of ancient Bible time«. Interesting »all 
Buggeetlre. Cloth, Bl; paper, 50cents. For aalo at 
tale office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago. :

THE KORAN. 0 'J
Common!» called tbo "Alkornn of Mohunmed? 

Translated into Englhh from the original Arabic, wlta 
explanatory notes taken from tbe most approved com! 
menutora. With a preliminary discourse by Geo. : 
Sale. Price, cloth, tl.oo. For sale at this office.___ _.

THOMAS PAINE’S 
Examination of the Prophecies. 

A consideration of the paasagea Iu the New Test*, 
ment, quoted from the Old, an d called Prophecies Co*, 
cernlng Jesus Christ Price 15 cents. .

THE RELATION
Of the spiritual to tbo Material Universe: and tbt 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cent®.

PAINE’S~ POLITIC2VL WORKS.'
Common Sense, The Crisis, RUrbts of Man, cto - 

Ulnstrated edition. Post Bro.-, 650 pages.. Cloth, 11,Ofir 
postage, 20 cents, • ■: .

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History, i 

Embracing the Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Deveh'' 
opment of ZoroutrianlBin and the Derivation ol 
Chriitlanity; towhjehje added: Whence Oar Aryia_ 
AacMton? JJyG. W. Brown. M. D. Ono of the too® 
raiuhiavttkBareTpabiUhcd. Price tlJB.. ■ . '.
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A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Gents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause aud think for a mo- 
xnent what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tua Pno- 
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A Graphic Picture. ’
A gentleman of prominence, with a 

national reputation as an author, and a 
’ patron of The Progressive Thinker, 

writing from the “wild and woolly 
West" a few days ago, with no view to 
publication, gave his opinion of the Bi
ble, knd his feelings regarding it, in the 
following words:

“You are very correct in saying, sub- 
stantiolly, that the Bible is a very Pan
flora's box of pernicious evils; for it is 
the source of all the hydra-headed and 
monstrous superstitions that have filled 
tho earth with divisions, enmity and 
hatred. It has been the constant ene
my and hindrance to science, progress, 
liberty and a higher civilization. It has 
resisted all new discoveries, and stub
bornly insisted on a reversion to the ig- 
noranceof medieval barbarism, and an 
eternal comp upon tho unnatural delus
ions and fabrications of undisguised 
idolatry.

“Had I the utterance of a fabled arch
angel, and the graphic imagery of Dan
te or Ingersoll, and the Titapic power of 
Jupiter, and could pluck a stalwart pine 
from Norway’s rocky main, I’d dip it in 
the fiery, liquid hell of old Vesuvius, 
and on the azure vault above try to rep
resent and chronicle the black and 
damning deeds, the ignorance, supersti- 
tlons, humbugs and falsities, of which 
tbe Bible is the parent. But all my ef
forts would bo miserable and wretched 
failures. Could I write with every light- 
nlng (lash that has illumined the 
heavens, its blinded devotees could 
never see it. And could I hurl tho truth 
and facts with the force of all the thun- 
derbolte of heaven against the heads of 
the deluded worshipers of that book, I 
would fail to drive into the heads of the 
priests and their sycophantic followers 
a single ray of common sense. ”

He made a graphic picture, surely. 
Who will say it is too forcible?

Fraud or Fact, Which?
The secular press make frequent men

tion of occurrences like the following, 
deemed sufficiently importaut to be tel
egraphed from Kalamazoo, Mich., to the 
Chicago Chronicle, from which it la 
clipped.

“AlmuGault,the 14-year-old daughter 
of Julius Gault, who lives near Gales
burg, has recently developed great Spir- 
jtuahstic manifestations. She is a hand
some and intelligent girl, and her father 
believes she has received a divine call 
and will not allow her to receive money 

- for taking messages from departed 
friends. Several months ago Mr. Gault 
bought his daughter a planchette board 

\jto play with. One evening, after his 
mother died, he was surprised to see the 
board spell out his mother's name. Alma 
took a pencil and wrote: ‘Go to the 

■ pantry and you will find a paper con- 
taming an article on Spiritualism.'

“Mr. Gault treated the matter as a 
joke, but finally found the article. It 
was a poem. Mr. Gault says the writ
ing was his mother s exactly. In a day 
or two the girl found herself writing on 
a copy-book at school, and was surprised 
to see that the pen was not tracing the 
thoughts in her own mind, but some
thing quite foreign.

“Since then there have been many 
communications. Alma will frequently 
git.down in broad daylight, with a sheet 
of wrapping-paper in front of her. She 
takes the pencil in an uunatural position 
and in a few moments will be writing, 
the words being upside down to her. At 
the time she may be looking out the 
window. While under control her arm 
and hand become cold as ice and power
less to do anything but write. Some
times she uses the right hand, sometimes 
the left, and often both, writing two flis- 
tlnct messages, one perhaps in a man s 
hand, the other in a woman’s, at the 
same time.

“Everything is done in the light and 
in the full view of everyone. As a result 
of the girl's work many heretofore or

.. thodox church members have embraced 
the Spiritualistic faith."

A Relic of Amazing Antiquity.
“A gigantic specimen of a rhinoceros 

has lately been discovered, frozen up in 
an iceberg which stranded at the Lena 
delta. This specimen was seven feet 
taller than the largest variety of rhinoc
eros of to-day, and was armed with two 
nose horns, the shortest of which was 
three feet two inches in length. The 
animal doubtless belonged to an ante
diluvian species.”—News item.

Everything is “antediluvian” with the 
average newspaper writer. The deluge, 
according to Bible chronology, occurred 
4240 years ago. No one can form any 
correct estimate from present data of 
the distant .period, probably millions of 

• ’years, when that animal was in full life;' 
The climate in which it was found was 
once tropical. Probably by a change of 
the earth’s polarity, the region was sud
denly metamorphosed into a frigid zone;

. Frozen and immediately covered with 
ice, it was saved from decay. The ice
berg may have been millions of years 
in forming, and other millions ol years 
in repose. Then, by gradual change, a 
warmer sun has wasted the ice, and it 
appears a pMeontologic wreck, the won
der and the admiration of all true sci
entists; but a terrible shock to the sitn- 
pietons who wish to limit the age of the 
earth to a few thousand years. ■

llecopstruction of Rellgton. I record” ie rank Infidelity In mort of the

When common sense geta into a pulpit 
it Is a pleasure to make a note of It. 
Our criticisms on the clergy are because 
they wish to intrude into modern civil
ization the barbarism of medieval igno
rance. When a clergyman gets out of 
the rut, without caring to what sect he 
belongs, we feel like cheering him on
ward. .

The Chicago Chronicle gave an ab
stract of a sermon preached by Rev. R. 
A. White, at the Stewart Avenue 
church a few Sundays ago, on “The Re
construction of Religion,” which had 
the ring peculiar to discourses from 
men of enlarged thought. We are sure 
our readers will regret the abstract is 
not more complete. We quote as fol
lows:

"Henry Ward Beecher said many 
years ago, ‘If thè American people are 
ever driven away from the church or 
from faith in tho Christian religion, it 
will be the fault of the church and the 
pulpit.1 That is, if faith fails in the 
land, it will be the fault of a bad admin
istration of Christian truth. No man is 
a sceptic by choice. It is equally true 
that thinking people will not accept 
even religious truth on insufficient evi
dence. To say that there is confusion 
in religious thought and no little sceptic 
cism is to say what everybody says. 
There is much drifting. Old theologi
cal anchors drag in the aneient theolog
ical mud and no longer hold the new 
Ships of thought tugging at them. On 
the other hand there Is a strengthening 
of opinion that the best interests of men 
demand not a destruction of religion, 
but its reconstruction. There are two 
fundamental reasons for present relig
ious unrest. To understand them is to 
understand better the lines along which 
reconstruction must proceed.

"First, the gradual introduction Into 
the world of thought of the scientific or 
inductive method. We are undergoing' 
a mental revolution not merely in* 
thought, but primarily in the method ol 
thought. Religion has heretofore pro
needed upon the deductive method. It 
began in assumption. It followed the 
method of Plato rather than that of’ 
Aristotle. It assumed special re vela- : 
tion, verbal inspiration and what not. 
If facts did not square with the theory, 
so much the worse for the facts. Until 
the present century the religious method 
domineered all phases of thought. All 
philosophical systems, physical as well 
as moral and spiritual, proceeded upon 
its assumptions. On the other hand, the 
last fifty years have witnessed a trans
formation in thought method.. It has 
become inductive. Investigation, veri
fication and classification take the place 
of assumptions. Religion proceeded 
upon the assumption of a revelation, 
modern thought upon the progressive 
and continual revelations of truth. Re
ligion assumes, science investigates. 
Between these opposing thought meth
ods there is nor can be no compromise., 
One or theothermust prevail, and there 
is at present no question which will con
quer. Religion, which has stood for 
centuries the prime dispenser of truth, 
finds its scepter snatched from it and its 
crown taken away. Its own assumptions 
are now subjects of inquiry with other 
thingspastand present, anil the investi
gation thus far has not proved comforta
ble to traditional belief. Religion or 
religious teaching has not yet fully ad
justed Itself to this new method. The 
schools now teach our children one 
method, and at the average church they 
are taught another method of thought. 
Tho reading man wanders six days 
among the deductions of science to find 
himself mentally outraged or confused 
by the religious thought method of Sun
day’s sermon. Thus the average mind 
finds itself caught in the swirl of two op
posing thought methods and wanders in 
confusion between them.

“Both the interpretation of religious 
truth and the estimation of its real office 
in the affairs of living men must be re
constructed. It must admit itself to the 
new method of thought. It must itself 
become scientific. It must adjust its 
doctrines of Providence to tho univer
sally accepted doctrine of law. These 
two things must be made to harmonize. 
It must fearlessly offer its most sacred 
doctrines to the scrutiny of a reverent 
investigation, conscious that truth is in
vulnerable and no doctrine that is true 
can suffer.”

Excess of Fasts and Festal Days.
“In the Russian army two days a week 

are observed as fasts—Wednesdays and 
Fridays—on which days all the soldier 
gets in the way of food is lentil soup and 
black bread, and a drink consisting of 
water in which rye bread has been ab
sorbed.”—News item.

Russia is under the domination of the 
Greek church. It has about as many 
saints’ days and boly days as has Rome. 
Put all these days together with Sunday, 
and there are near two hundred and 
fifty sacred days each year among the 
still half barbarians of Russia. To in
crease interest in the history of this 
people add to these sacred days two fast 
days each week—for the priests require 
this of all churchmen, just what the 
Czar requires of his military subjects— 
then what remains to the people? Some 
thirty years ago the then Czar emanci
pated the serfs. The people should now 
be freed from the tyranny of the priest
hood, and be made self-reliant Then, 
with education universally diffused 
among them, the Russians would be
come the most intelligent and practical 
nation on earth.

An Error.
L. W. Van Dyke, in his excellent ar

ticle two weeks ago, said, incidentally: 
“While man was weak and unable to 
stand alone it was well enough to have 
priests and preachers to do his think
ing." We think our brother is wrong 
in this position. An organ or muscle 
not used does not ?ain strength by in
action, but will grow weaker from day 
to day. The brain is like a muscle in 
this respect, and loses all its force when 
not used. When priests think for others 
the brain loses its power to reason, and 
will never acquire that special gift«-' 
nature which elevates toe man above 
the brute. Church schools are con
ducted for the sole purpose of making 
students think as do the priests. Our 
free schools, on the contrary, when not 
under the influence of churchmen, are 
specially designed to stimulate thought, 
and make the pupil rely upon his own 
energies: hence the reason the present 
generation are iu advaiice of all others 
in intellectual attainments.

churches. Even to doubt Jonah's adven-
ture with the whale, though a,magnifi
cent “boo,” yet it must be authentic for 
it is “between the lids of the Bible, all 
of which was inspired by God,” so say 
the orthodox preachers,

A Buddhist Missionary.
Among the recent arrivals in Chicago 

from abroad, our readers will take spe
cial interest in that of H. Dharmapala, 
direct from Calcutta, India. He comes 
as a missionary, an expounder1 of the 
doctrines and teachings of the immortal 
Gautama, better known as Buddha. 
The learned Buddhist talks English 
with the fluency of a native to this 
country. He represented his people at 
the Parliament of Religions three years 
ago, and made many friends on that oc
casion. He called on Prof. Max Muller, 
Sir Edwin Arnold and Rhys Davids, dis
tinguished Buddhist and Sanscrit schol
ars, on his way to this country. Mr. 
Dharmapala has already issued a mani
festo declaring the purpose of his visit, 
wherein he says it is “to dispel preju
dice, effect a reconciliation with Chris
tianity, and for the uplifting of human
ity,” His object is praiseworthy, and 
as the representative of an older relig
ion, much more numerous in believers 
than are Christians of all creeds, as also 
the Eastern branch of the great Aryan 
family of which we are all so proud, he 
should receive a cheerful hospitality and 
welcome. He says he selected America 
and Chicago as the held of his mission, 
because he believes it the grandest na
tion and the most progressive people on 
the globe.

As Spiritualists and Liberals have a 
kindly feeding towards all peoples 
who are pressing forward and upward, 
they will be glad to listen to Mr. Dhar
mapala whenever favorable opportuni
ties occur. In behalf of them we extend 
him a cordial greeting.

A Skeptic in tbe Pulpit.
1 Rev, Jenkin Lloyd Jones, just returned 
to Unity pulpit, this city, after an outing 
of several weeks communing with na
ture, had the courage to say during his 
first Sunday discourse after his return: 

, “I am persuaded there is some mis-■ 
take in that story of Joshua and his con
test -with the Amorites. I do not be
lieve the sun stood still upon Gideon, or 
that the moon halted over the valley of 
Ajalon, that the hosts of Israel might 
revenge themselves upon tneir enemies. 
The sun and moon are too impartial. 
Their indifference is sublime.”

To doubt any statement in the “divine

/ton. 1 Warren Smith
r Replies to Criticism

SLASHING.
Impeachmanit of So-Called 

Christianity.

Hon. Warren Smith Eeplies to 
Criticism.

The Premium Encyclopaedia.
Several weeks ago we withdrew our 

offer to send the Encyclopaedia off Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World to new 
three montts subscribers. We have 
been at great expense in sending out 
this premium, knowing that thousands 
of Spiritualists would want it without 
any intention whatever of becoming 
permanent subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker, for, as a rule, they 
take no Spiritualist» paper. But the in
ducement of getting a 400-page book, 
worth fifty cents, and the paper also for 
three months, all for twenty-five cents, 
brought them temporarily to the front, 
The great good that the thousands of 
copies distributed will do, compensates 
us for the great expense we have been 
to in this direction.

We still have a few hundred volumes 
on hand of this “Vol. I” of the Encyclo
paedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit
World, in paper cover, which we will 
send to all new six months' subscribers, 
and also to each of our present sub
scribers who renew for not less than six 
months, and who sends us at tho same 
time one new six months’ subscriber.

It is far better tor the new subscriber 
to take the paper for six months, for, 
during that time, he will begin to see 
the necessity of continuing it.

A Good Man Gone. .
We are pained to learn from the 

Truth Seeker that Hon. Wm. S. Bush, 
a former editorial associate of the 
writer, died at Seattle on the 31 st of 
August. The Judge was a graduate of 
Lombard University, at Galesburg, 111. 
He afterwards graduated with the de
gree of M. D., from the Eclectic Medi
cal Institute at Cincinnati. For several 
years after he was associated with the 
press as editorial writer. He established 
and published for a series of years the 
Galesburg Daily Register. When he 
disposed of that journal he entered the 
office of Col. Ingersoll, at Peoria, read 
law, and was admitted to practice at the 
bar. He accompanied the Colonel to 
Washington, and was connected with 
him in his law practice. Judge Bush 
removed to the Pacific Coast several 
years ago. He was a brilliant writer, a 
Liberal in religious views, and a gentle
man of great moral and social worth. 
He leaves a lovely family to mourn his 
loss, to whom our tenderest sympathies.

Christian Martyrs.
A cablegram of September 11, from 

Constantinople, reads as follows:
“An Armenian bomb factory was dis

covered by the police yesterday under
neath the Armenian church, near tho 
Kassim Pasha Cemetery. From tho fac
tory a long tunnel had been excavated 
in the direction of a government maga
zine, the intention, obviously, having 
been to undermine the magazine and 
blow it up."

Looting banks, blowing up fortifica
tions and magazines, are all peaceful 
acts when done under the auspices of 
Christian missionaries, and directed 
against an infidel government: but “hell 
would be out for noon” if Mohammedan 
soldiers should chance to kill some of 
those insurgents in an attempt to arrest 
.them.

An incomparable Book.
A gentleman writing from the Pacific 

Coast, says: “Ever since I procured 
that incomparable book, Dr. Brown's 
Researches in Oriental History, it has 
been doing mission work. It has made 
lots ol converts to its positions, and it is 
doing much good. A bright, smart lady, 
late a Congregationalist, has got her 
eyes open wide. Having read it she 
borrows it for others, who read and see." 
The Progressive Thinker is still 
filling orders for the book, on receipt of 
«1.50/

Defeated the Whipping-Post.
A bill was lately pending in a called 

session of the legislature of Tennessee, 
to punish a certain class of offenees at 
the whipping-post. Our correspondent, 
Hon. Warren Smith, lately writing from 
Arkansas, for The Progressive 
Thinker, is a member of that Tennes
see legislature from the Nashville dis
trict. He led the opposition to the 
•bill, and was successful in securing its 
defeat. ’

' The Luxury Tolerated.
The courts of Illinois are beginning to 

discover that New England Puritanism 
of a hundred years ago is not indige
nous to her soil. The Appellate Court 
at Mt. Vernon, Ill., lately found that 
“Plowing corn on Sunday in the sight of 
churchgoers does not in itself constitute 
a disturbance of the peace,” therefore 
siich luxuries may be enjoyed at will by 
Seventh-Day Adventists.

In the treatment of nervous cases, he 
is the best physician who is the most in
genious inspirer of hope.—Coleridge.

To the Editor:—I see that Brother 
Ira Gale Tompkins has come forward 
with a three-column article anent my 
criticism in your issue of August the 
9th. Our brother begins with a quo
tation from Shakespeare and ends 
with a quotation from Bryant, sand
wiching in between stanzas from 
other authors.

I am not poetic or esthetic, but am 
only a plain miner and sawmill man, 
grappling with the hardships and 
rough experiences incident to those 
occupations. I find life to be stern 
and real, anfl while I love poetry and 
music and the beautiful in nature, I 
still realize that reform work is start
lingly realistic and lies in the line of 
the practical realities of life. I am 
sorry that Brother Ira, instead of oc
cupying valuable space with common
place poetical quotations, did not 
show some reason tor his opposition 
to my propositions. Poetical quota
tions may tiokle the fancy, but are 
poor rejoinders to argument.

Our brother “admits some of my 
propositions," and very prudently says 
that he “will not undertake to con
trovert or disprove others that he does 
not admit." The reason is obvious 
why toe brother does “not” try. to 
controvert or disprove my proposition. 
He admits toe wrongs, cruelties, and 
outrages which I charged against or
thodox Christianity, and adds: “It 
hardly seems possible that any system 
of religion so atrocious and cruel 
could have been founded on the 
teachings of the gentle Nazarene,” 
and then he cites the opinion of 
Renan and Thomas Paine. The ques
tion is not whether a thing “seems 
possible” or not;* or whether Renan, 
Paine or anybody else approves or 
disapproves it; but the main question 
is, What are the facts in the case?

The teachings bf the J udean fa
natics are of a'two-fold nature— 
ethical and theological. The ethical 
part was plagiarized from ancient 
Pagan writing, while the theological 
part of his teachings are no doubt 
original, and Ato not only subversive 
of all good, butJ are promotive of 
tyranny, oppression and wrong.

BIGOTRY.
Bigotry has' been the bane of the 

ages in Christian countries and Christ 
fostered, it. Ho sent his disciples 
forth to preach his offensive vagaries, 
and declared that whosoever refused 
to receive them aud hear their words 
should suffer a worse fate ‘ ‘in toe day 
of judgment than Sodom and Go
morrah." Freedom of conscience 
that—with a vengeance! ’

WAR.
War is the bloody art of the sav

age, and is a dire curse of the ages, 
and opposed to every principle of jus
tice and fraternity. Tho fanatical 
victim of Christian superstition ever 
prates about the “Prince of Peace,” 
the “lowly and meek Jesus,” whose 
mission on- earth was “good will to 
men." This senseless gush all sounds 
well enough, but is utterly lacking in 
the elemeut of truth.

War, tyranny, slavery, persecution, 
hate and revenge are only results of 
underlying causes adequate to their 
production, and I assert without fear 
of successful refutation that the teach
ings of Jesus Christ are the cause, 
and are directly responsible for all 
the wars, cruelties, wrongs and out
rages that have characterized the his
tory of Christian nations for over 
twelve hundred years. .

Let us lay aside our prejudices and 
get down strictly to facts. What was 
Christ’s mission on earth? The proper 
thing to do is to let Christ answer 
this question for himself. He answers: 
“Think not that I am come upon the 
earth to send peace; nay, verily, I 
came not to send peace, but a sword. ” 
“If any man has no sword let him sell 
his garments and buy one.” These 
declarations embody toe spirit of war, 
rapine and murder so universally ex
emplified and practiced by Christian 
nations. I request Brother Ira to 
show any disagreement between this 
Christ-expressed sentiment and the 
“atrocious and .cruel religion” of 
ecclesiasticism referred to by him in 
his article? I ask if it is not legit
imate for this! sentiment to produce 
the horrid conditions I attribute^ to it? 
Startlingly and., fearfully has tlie dec
laration of Christi that he came on 
earth to “send- ai sword,” been ful
filled. How devoid of prophetic power 
were, .toe angels,--;when on Easter 
mom they sang in sweet accord, 
“Peace on earth J and good will to 
men.” More .truthful would it have 
been had their,song. presaged war, de
vastation and ruin.

We are told that this same Jesus is 
coming to our world a second time. 
As to the purposes of his second com
ing, he declares that he will come in 
the clouds of heaven, convoyed by le
gions of mighty angels, and “taking 
vengeance on"—not toe vicious, sin
ful and depraved—but “on those who 
know not God and obey not the gos
pel.” Now, according to Christ’s own 
statement, the purpose of his first 
coming was “to send a sword,” and 
the purpose of his second coming is 
to take “vengeance”, on that portion 
of earth’s inhabitants who may have

goodness to believe in Ills revolting 
system of wholesale damnation.

HATE.
Love is necessary to the well-being 

and happiness of the human race, and 
hate is toe antithesis of love, and is 
responsible for the war, strife and 
misery that so universally afflict hu
manity. Jesus enjoined conditions of 
discipleship that no humane person 
could accept. He emphatically de
clares that “If any man come unto 
me and hate not his father and mother, 
brothers and sisters, and wife and 
children, he cannot be my disciple." 
Here hate is specifically defined and 
exacted as a condition of discipleship. 
What a contrast to Gautama, who 
ever breathed toe spirit of peace and 
love, untarnished by one single trace 
of the spirit of war and hatel

Christ also enjoined that if any man 
forsake not his father, mother, brother 
and sisters, wife and children, and 
follow him, he was not worthy of him. 
In harmony with these anti-home and 
anti-family doctrines, during the Me
dieval Age, when man was ignorant 
and mean enough to practice Christ's 
teachings, Christian Europe swarmed 
with pious tramps, who, in obedience 
to their master's command, had aban
doned their families and wandered 
from place to place, tolling the people 
of the »‘unsearchable riches of Christ, 
and by their vagrant lives disgracing 
humanity, and leaving their families 
to shift for themselves or starve.”

In harmony with this statement of 
Christ, authorizing the abandonment 
of home and family, is his command 
for us to take no thought for the mor
row, what we shall eat or drink, or 
wherewith we shall be clothed. Obe
dience to this command would lock 
the wheels of commerce and manufac
ture, render our cultivated fields bar
ren wastes, and reduce our state and 
nation to a condition of hopeless men
dicancy. Those anti-natural doctrines 
are opposed to industry, economy and
the provident nature of man, 
should be condemned by all men 
women who desire to fulfill the 
purposes of human existence.

SIGNIFICANT FACT.

and 
and 
true

Slavery and polygamy were prac
tically in vogue in Judea at the very 
time Jesus is said to have been there 
working miracles in favor of the liquor 
traffic and cursing figtrees because 
they yielded not fruit out of season, 
and yet uot one word did he utter in 
condemnation of these monstrous 
iniquities. It is a significant fact that 

■the first vessel built in England for 
the accursed slave traffic was under 
the reign of Protestant Queen Eliza
beth, who commissioned Sir John 
Hawkins as its captain, and presented 
him with a crest or figure-head for the 
vessel, representing an African slave 
in shackles. This hellish craft was 
appropriately christened under the 
name of “Jesus," and a pious chap
lain was appointed to accompany it on 
its Christian mission and implore the 
throne of grace for fair winds and 
“bon voyage." ‘By their fruits ye 
shall know them. ”

Christ said: 1 ‘Blessed are thd peace
makers.” A peacemaker in this and 
other Christian countries signifies a 
monster marine “ironclad,” equipped 
with four sixteen-inch-bore Krupp 
guns to batter down the monuments 
of industry and perpetrate wholesale 
destruction of human life.

Christ declared that the “meek" 
should inherit the earth. The fact is, 
that the purse-proud bigot has ever 
owned the public domain, while the 
great masses of “meek” and humble 
toilers have ever been denied the in
alienable right of owning a home, 
their right of “eminent domain” being
confined to a 4x6 foot lot in an 
scure comer of “Potter's Field." 

HORRIBLE DOCTRINE.
But perhaps the most horrible

ob-

aud
revolting doctrine ever propagated 
among the inhabitants of our planet is 
Christ’s fearful doctrine of eternal 
and endless torment, for the Christian 
sin of unbelief. No pen can describí, 
no tongue can tell, the true effect on 
the human mind of this appalling doc
trine. It dwarfed and eliminated from 
the minds of millions every vestige of 
love and sympathy,’ and degraded 
them to the level of incarnate fiends, 
whose greatest delight was to torture 
theii fellowmen on the rack and at 
the stake. '

The cruelties practiced by the fol
lowers of Christ from the fourth to 
the seventeenth century were simply 
frightful in character. The Christian 
persecutors during this fateful period 
acted on the principle that if “Our 
Heavenly Father,” endowed with in
finite love, could torture his unbeliev
ing children with endless punishment 
hereafter, it was proper and right for 
them to give the heretic a foretaste of 
God’s mercy by torturing him by rack, 
dungeon and stake in this world. “Be 
ye perfect' even as your father in 
heaven is perfect." ■

But . for this hideous doctrine the 
world would have been «pared the 
fearful and atrocious cruelties that 
have been so widely inflicted on the 
innocent unbelievers by thè fanatical 
and cruel devotees of the Christian 
Church, and which covered the 
European kingdoms with, violence and 
injustice like some black pall of death 
tor over twelve hundred years.

To truthfully illustrate the effect of 
this hell-and-damnation doctrine on 
different minds, I will quote briefly 
from toe gospel as preached by cel
ebrated ordained Christian ministers.
REV. AMBROSE—SERMON ON DOOMS

- DAY.
“When the damned have drank 

down whole draughts of brimstone

same thing another day. Their eyes 
shall be tormented with the sight of 
devils, and their ears with the Ijideous 
yellings and outcries of the damned 
in flames. Their tongqes, their feet, 
and every part shall fry in flames."

REV. EMMON’S-SERMON NO. 18.
“The happiness of the elect in 

heaven will consist in witnessing the 
torments of the damned in hell, and 
among these it may be then' own chil
dren, parents, husbands, wives and 
friends on earth. The vessels of 
mercy will not take tho part of these 
miserable objects, but will say, Amen! 
Hallelujah I Praise the Lord.

“The sight of hell's torments will 
exalt the happiness of the saints for
ever."
REV. THOMAS BOSTON —FOURFOLD 

STATE-PAGE 336.
“The godly wife shall applaud the 

justice of the Judge in the condemna
tion of her ungodly husband. The 
godly husband shall say amen to the 
damnation of her who Jay on his 
bosom. The godly parents shall say 
hallelujah at the passing of the sen
tence on their ungodly child; and the 
godly child shall from his heart ap
prove the damnation of the wicked 
parent who begot him, and the mother 
who bore him."

“Godly," in this instance, is the 
synonym of hellish.

REV. THOMAS VINCENT.
“This will fill the saints with 

astonishing admiration when they see 
some of their nearest relations going 
to hell—their fathers, their mothers, 
their children, their intimate friends 
and companions, while they them
selves are saved.”
REV. JONATHAN EDWARDS-SERMON 

ON REPROBATION.
“Beprobate infants are vipers of 

vengeance that God will hold over the 
flames of hell in the tongs of his wrath 
until they turn and spit venom in his 
face.”

Brother Ira, here we have the le
gitimate effect of the teachings of your 
“Gentle Nazarene,” and if it is not 
strictly “atrocious and cruel,” I am 
uo judge of the significance and mean
ing of words!

No tongue can correctly describe 
the horrid depths of woe and misery 
to which this awful doctrine has sunk 
some of the purest and gentlest souls 
that ever lived on earth; while, on the 
other hand, it has transformed mill
ions of evil-disposed persons into 
fiends incarnate, fiercer than the wolf, 
more ferocious than the tiger, and 
more bloodthirsty than the jackal and 
hyena. The Nazareno merits the op- 
probium and lasting hatred of the 
human race for propagating these un
natural and vicious doctrines, so de
structive and injurious to the progress 
and happiness of mankind.

Had not the theological teachings 
of Christ been modified by.the leaven 
of Tagan ethics, the better part of 
the human race would loathe and de
test him as the Avatar of hate and 
cruelty.

How passingly strange that men 
and women of this age should accept 
Christ's hideous doctrines of damna
tion for the many and salvation for 
the few, as the gospel—“glad tidings. ” 
The only rational solution of this 
anomaly is, that the orthodox devotee 
of the Christian Church is an un
fortunate victim of orthodox genera
tion and pulpit and Sunday-school ed
ucation—twin curses that have con
tracted and dwarfed the minds of 
millions and rendered them the willing 
victims of one of the vilest systems 
of superstition ever distempering man
kind with its pestilent influence; and 
how men and women claiming to be 
reformers can lend their approval and 
support to it, is to me a perplexing 
mystery, and illustrates the dark and 
damnable influence of religious super
stition on the humau mind.

In conclusion, I want to inform 
Brother Ira that I cherish no “per
sonal passion and prejudice or malig
nant animosity,” nor do I desire “to 
distort the truth,” but have given the 
facts, and if he or any other apologist 
for ignorance and superstition cannot 
controvert my arguments, let him or 
them lapse into a state of desuetude, 
and cease to expose tbe weakness of 
the vulnerable cause they so feebly 
represent.

Yours for the eradication of evil 
and the ultimate triumph of good.

Warren Smith.

A Denial.
It is denied, with a great deal of earn

estness, that a constable attempted to ar
rest the waves that came rolling in and 
breaking upon the beach, at an Eastern 
watering place on Sunday, as Sabbath 
breakers.

too much intelligence, sympathy and one day, they. Trill have to do the

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records," Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price SL For sale at this office. .

“The Priest, the Woman, and tue 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of 
of the Romish confessional, as poved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Pries, by mail, 81. For sale at 
this office. ■

"The Fountain of- Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex." By Lois Wais 
brookrr. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
iand woman.Prioe 50c.

'“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
BI: cloth 81.50. For sale at this office.

“The Religion of the Future.” ByS. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, , reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it. and 
well repaid-by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, 8L25; paper. 
50 cents. - .

A CROSS,
As It Exists in the Heavens.

Significant of the Coming l*o. 
liticai Crisis.

THE SUBJECT VIEWED FROM THE 
STANDPOINT OF AN ASTROLOGER.

We know toe effect produced upon 
vegetable, animal and human life by 
toe four seasons (spring, summer, fall 
and winter), caused by the annual 
revolution of the earth around the 
sun through the twelve signs of the 
zodiac, the sun imparting its vital 
forces and quickening the latent en
ergy of toe earth, causing change and 
evolution in all things and advancing 
the process of humanriife. We have 
extended our researches after the 
truths of nature beyond our earth into 
the starry heavens, and soughi the - 
effect of the planets of our solarlsys- 
tem in their influence upon human 
life and character as they pass through 
the twelve signs of the zodiac in their 
journey around the sun, the center 
and controlling force of our solar 
system, receiving its vital force and 
imparting their several peculiar in. 
fluences upon each other and all of 
humanity, thus influencing worlds and 
nations in their upward march of pro
gress.

In our investigations we find that a 
cross was formed in the heavens or 
the 23d of September, 1896, by the 
position of six planets and the sun, 
and that the planets will not again • 
form a combination and produce a 
cross in the heavens tor a period of 
about two thousand years—Mars ap
pearing as head of the cross, the sun 
being the center, Mercury forming the 
left arm and Jupiter toe right arm; 
Venus will be just below the sun, or 
center of the cross, Saturn next be
low, and the top of the base will bo 
formed by Uranus.

The cross is one of promise, as 
prophesied by the prophets of old, it 
being one of the signs that would 
“appear in the heavens” when “peril
ous times shall come upon the earth,” 
and “wars and rumors of ware shall 
cover toe whole earth.”

Tho cross has a very significant 
meaning at toe present time, and from 
a scientific understanding of the qual
ities of each planet used in its forma
tion, and the influence of each in theit 
separate and combined effects upon 
the earth and the people thereof, it is 
very plain.

Mars, tho active, impulsive planet, 
sits enthroned as tbe head of tho cross 
in toe sign of Scorpio, or Secrets, and 
therefore possessing the secrets of the 
nation and acting us judge of all tbe 
earth. The sun occupies the center, 
and gives light and life to our solar 
system of worlds. Jupiter forms tho 
right arm of the cross und represents 
the wealth and riches of the world, 
and gives its strong material influence 
to the accumulation of wealth, it be
ing the largest planet in our system, 
nearly fourteen hundred times larger 
than the earth, and at tbe present 
time being in tbe sign of Aquarius, 
the central sign of the business trinity, 
makes it very active and powerful for 
the accumulation of wealth by a cer
tain class of people who possess the 
key to tho combination and exercise 
the privilege of law-makers, judges 
and rulers, being given the power by 
the people—which power can only bo 
transformed for the good of the 
masses by tho united influence and 
voice of labor, represented by Mer
cury, the planet of labor, which forms 
tho left arm of tho cross. Mercury 
being in tho sign Leo, or heart, of the 
zodiac, and Leo being the home or 
natural position of our earth, as tho 
heart of humanity in the solar man of 
onr solar system, it thus signifies that , 
labor will finally win, and that toe 
wealth of the world will bo brought to 
serve the people, in supplying tho 
needs of home and family and each 
individual from a maternal and loving 
standpoint. Leo being the center of 
the maternal trinity and of love, all 
true men and women will give their 
loving influence, and heart’s blood, 
too, if necessary, that right may pre
vail and our country be saved from 
oppression and ruin.

The position of Mars at the head, 
and Jupiter and Mercury, planets of 
wealth and labor, forming the arms 
of the cross, denote that active and 
impulsive words will flow freely be
tween wealth and labor, and that the 
war of words will be hot and lively, 
and that the secrets of power will be 
revealed to the people through free 
speech, causing them to vote for the 
best interests of the whole people, 
thus preventing war and bloodshed.

Venus, the planet of love, repre
senting woman and her influence, oc
cupies the position in the cross just 
below the sun, or center, and being in 
the sign Taurus, the bull, denoting 
strength, gives a strong, loving in
fluence for good, and modifies the 
warlike attitude of wealth and labor, 
and by election time Venus will have 
passed into the sign Leo, or, heart, 
thus denoting toe full power and love 
of woman and her influence in the 
election and for home and family.

Next comes Saturn, forming the 
upper part of tho base of the cross. 
Saturn is a spiritualized planet, with 
spiritual rings or zones, denoting 
powerful logic, as Satunr'characters 
are powerful logicians. Saturn is sup
ported by Uranus as the foundation 
of the cross—a spiritualized planet— 
denoting nerve, energy and capacity 
and desire to labor, work, delve, and 
seek and find the truths of nature.

The earth occupies a position above 
the arm of labor, and just on the line 
between the signs Virgo and Libra, 
and as she advances in her course 
through Libra, the sign i of toe bal
ance, or justice and equity, she comes 
nearer to Mars, the head of toe cross;
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and aa election draws nigh we find 
the earth in the sign Scorpio, in close 
«conjunction with Mars, whose favor 
she has courted, and who has just 
passed out of the secret sign and given 
full possession to the earth. ' 

- Mercury in his travels having 
passed through nine signs of the zo
diac since forming the cross, having 
passed Jupiter in his race around the 
sun, on election day will find himself 
in the sign Aries, or the head, de
noting intelligence or wisdom, which 
he has gained and is now usiug in 
casting his ballot for the cause of 

• • labor, home and country.
■ While these .changes are going bn 

-with Mercury,! Venus, Mars and-the
: earth, Saturn and Uranus still remain 

iu their stronghold and the sign Tau
rus, keeping the foundation secure 
until the crisis is passed; and Jupiter 
«till holds his position in thé center 
of the business world, and it will 
take six months to shift his position 
into Pisces, the- last business sign, 
and then oue year's time to close up 
his business accounts and specula
tions end enter the sign Aries, enter
ing upon an intellectual career for the 
good of the head, which will benefit 

v the whole body of humanity ; and after 
two years of schooling in wisdom, go-, 
ing through Aries and Taurus, he will 
gain understanding enough to impart 
his influence and begin to distribute 
his wealth for the benefit of humanity 
as he entera the sign Gemini, the 
twins; the arms and shoulders of hu

: manity, the right and lef t hand of fel
lowship will be extended in brother
hood and sisterhood, and the burdens 
of life will be made lighter by being 
carried on the shoulders and in the 
arms of every one. Then woman will 
come into the full possession of her 
franchise, before the close of the 
coming. Presidential term, or the year 
1900 dawns upon the United States, 
and the whole world will be entering 
a period of pence and plenty, as 
••Jupiter enters the signs Cancer and 
Leo—the maternal breasts and heart 
of humanity—and love and prosperity 
shall reign for years uncounted.

Dr. M. L. V. Russell. 
San Diego, Col.

SPIRITUALISM.
It Is the Original Christianity

Church Christianity Based 
Forgeries, as Set Forth by 

Jos. Bodes Buchanan.

on

I

■V. 
à

WONDERFUL TEST.
A Portrait Through the Me

diumship of the Camp
bell Brothers.

Joy Iß Brought to Sad Hearts.

Much could be said and written 
concerning the physical phenomena 
which took place on beautiful Lily 
Dale camp grounds this summer for 
the enlightenment of hungry in
vestigators, but what I am about to 
write is of as much interest to the old 
Spiritualist- as the investigator.

The Campbell brothers, spirit artists 
and slate-writers, have been holding 
seances and private sittings at their 
cottage here the entire season, so on 
the evening of July 27 myself and 
husband, with some friends, attended 
one of their public seances at their 
home. My husband (Dr. Stillson), 
previous to coming, and unbeknown 
to anyone "but himself, wrote on a slip 
of paper, asking his uncle, George S., 
if present, to please send him some 
proof of spirit return. I will here 
state the seances of the Campbells are 

■ held in a light sufficient to read or 
write in, and their manifestations 
consist of writing on tablets, type

: written messages, and independent 
paintings and painted portraits in oil 
on slates and porcelain.

At the commencement of the seance 
the s]>irits or force called for a piece 
of porcelain, when, in the shortest 
space of time, possibly a minute (not 
more), a portrait was handed out to 
my husband, who instantly recognized 
it as a portrait of his Uncle George 
that he had written to. It was ex
quisitely painted in oil, and looked 
like a miniature on ivory it was so 
finely executed.

At the same seance a lady received 
fl portrait of her sister, who had re

’ cently passed out; also many other 
paintings, wet from tbe brush of the 
invisible artist, and over fifty messages 
were received on the typewriter, with 
names signed in full, sent to their 
friends in the circle, and glad were 
the hearts of the friends who were 
assembled.
' Now for‘the test. My husband, 
after the seance, took the medium 
aside, and pulled out the message he 
had written to his uncle, from an in
side pocket, which read: “If my 
uncle, George 8., is here, will he send, 
me some proof of spirit return?” He 
then showed the medium the portrait: 

. he had received, which was perfect.
I should here say there is no other 
picture of him in existence, to our 
knowledge. My husband the next 
day showed it to a friend of his, a 

. • James Galbraith, and asked him 
if he knew who it was. He im
mediately replied: “Why, yes; It is 
your Uncle George.” .

; Now, this is only one of the many 
experiences that are witnessed through 
these mediums every day. I have 
seen many who came into the seance
room, sad, leave it both joyous and 
Wpy, 60me toien or painted 

. portrait of some guide or friend, with 
slates full of cominunications/show- 

. Ing that they can reach those of earth 
if they will only -go the right way 
about it ’

I envy the people of Boston this 
winter, for the Campbell brothers ex
pect to pass most of the winter there, 
and the remainder of the winter in 
Chicago, where they are so. well 

• known and where they will be sur- 
founded with hoBte of friends. May 
they prosper and live long is the 
Wish of the writer. R EL 8.

Christian Spiritualism, in the sense 
in which those words are frequently 
used, supposing the church to rep
resent Christianity (which it does not), 
is a very absurd expression, no more 
fit to be used than ignorant science or 
midnight sunshine. The idea is so 
irrational that I have had difficulty iu 
believing it accepted by any intelligent 
person; but I cannot avoid perceiving 
that there are many professors of 
church Christianity who cling to their 
old habits, and when they are con
vinced of the true return of our de
parted friends, they try to hold on to 
as much as possible of their old faith 
and trim it down to the Spiritual 
standard, endeavoring to ride two 
horses traveling on different roads.

Every returning spirit demolishes 
the Biblical creeds of the church—its 
fiery hell, its Devil, its angry God, its 
six-days creation, its Garden of Eden, 
its great throne in heaven and singing 
angels, its salvation by faith, drink
ing the blood of Jesus, its day of 
judgment and burning of the world, 
etc. ; and as these falsehoods have 
ruled and cursed the world for 
eighteen centures, breeding persecu
tion, war and despotism, it is our 
duty, as soon as we discover their 
falsehood, to renounce them forever 
and warn our friends of their errors.

But though Spiritualism and Chris
tianity are as incompatible as oil and 
water, Christianity in its true, original 
sense is but another name for Spirit
ualism, for it was the first appearance 
on earth of rational Spiritualism, 
through the grandest inspired medium 
of whom wc have any knowledge.

There is no other such character as 
Jesus in either ancient or modem 
history—uo such combination of di
vine love and disinterested heroism. 
There was no grand, no personal am
bition in him. He might have been 
the greatest leader of the Jewish na
tion, but he preferred to be an humble, 
moneyless teacher, and to stand in his 
solitary moral strength against a self
ish aristocracy, an angry mob, and a 
murderous priesthood, knowing that 
death would be his fate.

His twelve apostles were not com
mon men. They, too, had courage to 
rebel against priestcraft, at the risk of 
life. They were not credulous, and 
though they witnessed his great spirit
ual power, and he assured them of his 
return, they were not willing to be
lieve in his materialization when he 
came among them, and he had to re
buke their skepticism. Their skep
ticism was natural, for such material
izations had never before been known. 
Thomas demanded to handle the ma
terialized body, and John regarded 
Jesus as an Impostor until he became 
well acquainted and saw his dis
interested sincerity and spiritual 
power.

The devotion and reverence of these 
twelve energetic men to one who had 
nothing but his moral and intellectual 
superiority, is unequaled in history. 
In their close intimacy they could not 
be deceived. They were the first and 
most heroic disciples of Spiritualism. 
We have nothing to-day of which they 
did not give us the original example, 
both in public service and in their 
private meetings, which have never 
been fully described.

And they did many spiritual things 
in a nobler style than modern Spirit
ualists. They displayed a more re
markable ■ healing power—had some 
more remarkable displays of spirit 
power, and were more bravely and 
disinterestedly devoted to their prin
ciples, although the Roman apostates 
and traitors would not make an honest 
record of their devoted lives, to which 
I shall endeavor to do justice.

It is therefore true that Spiritual
ism aud Christianity are substantial]}' 
the same thing. But Spiritualism is 
not so exact an expression. It is 
used to cover all spiritual thought and 
action or investigation, even down to 
mere Spiritism — which signifies 
nothing more tlian running after mat
ters of spiritual curiosity as we run to 
a theater or circus.

In the highest sense of the word 
Spiritualism, it is both science and re
ligion. It means the cultivation of 
our spiritual faculties, the study of 
eternal spirit life, and the assimilation 
of our earth life to the model of the 
life in heaven, of sympathy, love and 
universal brotherhood.

In that higher sense it is the same 
thing as Christianity, and therefore I 
like the word Christianity, "because it 
means the highest possible Spiritual
ism—a Spiritualism which fearlessly 
follows the truth and will not affiliate 
with a false church, which has always 
been the foe of freedom and progress, 
the bulwark of slavery and champion 
of war. The true Christian is the 
most extreme antagonist of the ortho
dox church, which held Europe in the 
barbarism of the Dark Ages for a 
thousand years, and whieh destroyed 
Christianity, murdering mediums by 

.hundreds of thousands.
I see no objection to using the word 

Christianity as the expression of the 
highest type of Spiritualism, because 
the word has been stolen by the imr 
postors of Rome, who had no right 
"to it. .

We restore it to its true meaning, 
for it means following .the highest 
teaching of the Spirit-world, coming 
through its anointed or inspired 
teachers, who not only express the 
highest wisdom, but embody that wis
dom in their own heroic and dis
interested lives, and work in every 
way for progress and happiness.

The Progressive Thinker takes

the right view, that lives t>f active be* 
nevolenee are true religion nnd true 
Spiritualism, of which we have no 
better illustration in this country than 
the lives of Thomas Paine, Thomas 
Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln, three 
faithful followers of Jesus Christ, who 
stood aloof from orthodox}' and were 
hated by it—Lincoln least because his 
principles were unknown, as a friend 
destroyed his anti-Biblical writings 
and thus saved a savior from the ban 
of orthodoxy. ■

The complete Christian is always a 
savior and apt to become a martyr or 
a victim in some way; for his soul is 
of the heavens, heavenly, and rebels 
against the hells that surround him— 
against darkness and crime, against 
ignorance and superstition, against 
profligacy and corruption in private 
and public life—against the vast and 
villainous accumulations of wealth, 
which carry all nations down to ruin— 
against the traitors in office, that ruin 
our republic as they have ruined 
others:
“Thus the splendor of Athens and 

glory of Rome
Are gone and forever, like billowy 

foam. ”
The enlightened Christian does not 

run with orthodoxy or with popularity, 
either in science, religion or politics, 
for they are not yet redeemed from 
the primeval ignorance of the ages of 
darkness, which the church has per
petuated with such iron-bound power 
—the church with wagon-loads of the 
one true cross, which has never 
diminished in size, as its saints and 
popes affirm, and which still worships 
human bones more than a thousand 
years after their disappearance, and 
drinks the blood of Jesus, that was 
never shed—the most enlightened 
grandchildren of which try to be 
rational, but never discover what 
ridiculous myths and forgeries they 
cherish as sacred,

These myths and forgeries are 
doomed to oblivion, in which true 
Christianity will buiy them, for the 
sunshine of the Summerland is stream
ing into millions of homes, and the 
original founders of Spiritualism will 
be vindicated from ages of calumny. 
We shall see their glorified faces, and 
future ages will be able to appreciate 
the divine love of our grandly inspired 
elder brother, Jesus Christ.

This will be made plain when them 
true gospels are published.

NEARLY'BURIED ALIVE.
Physician Thought the Wo 

man Was in a Cataleptic 
State And Prevented 

Interment,

EXPLANATORY.

Why the Fake Was Not Fired.

To tub Editor:—Ab you ask for 
an answer to the question propounded 
by Brother Bach, “Why did they not 
run the fake mentioned off the 
grounds?" allow me to say there are 
several reasons, one of which is, that 
no matter who the person may be, no 
matter how disgraceful their habits 
and their private life, there is always 
found a certain class of Spiritualists 
who will defend them if they only 
possess the gift of mediumship, and 
any attempt to run such people off 
the grounds usually results in a first- 
class factional scrimmage that would 
disgrace the famed Kilkenny cats, and 
the further cry of persecution of me
diums.

In this particular case, the fake 
mentioned evidently sensed the gather
ing storm and saved the management 
trouble by taking his departure, and 
undoubtedly he is now looking for 
fresh suckers to appoint a new smell
ing jwmmittee in order to develop 
mediumship.

I also wish to remark, in answer to 
the lady who visited several camp
meetings, and who seems to think 
that the various managements are 
untruthful,-that in justice to all con
cerned she make Clinton Camp an 
exception to her sweeping assertions. 
The attendance was greater than an
ticipated ; everj’ speaker received the 
full amount their contract called for, 
and no speaker made their terms 
lower than the usual rate.

Every bill was promptly paid, in
cluding the amount required to extend 
the pipes of the Clinton Water Com
pany to the park, and more than seven 
hundred dollars was turned over to 
the treasurer. In fact, the past sea
son, from every point of view, was 
one of the most successful in the en
tire history of the association.

Will 0. Hodoe.

A Case of Telepathy.
A gentleman took a house in Ireland 

for six months and was accompanied 
thither by his wife and daughters, says 
Realm. The house was furnished and 
had plenty of bedrooms. Therefore it 
was decided not to use a certain large, 
long room with cupboard salon gone side 
(which had all been locked and sealed 
up with tape) in which things belonging 
to the owners of the house had been put 
away. One evening one of the daugh
ters, going to her room, saw an old lady 
wrapped in a shawl walking along the 
passage in front of her. The old lady 
appeared to know her way and hurried 
on without hesitation into .the unused 
room. The girl called her sister and 
they followed the dame into the room. 
But all was silent; no one was there; the 
dust lying about showed nd signs of foot
prints.

Shortly after the same young lady was 
reading on the hearthrug by firelight. 
Looking up she beheld the old lady 
standing in the doorway watching her. 
Greatly frightened, she sprang up and 
rushing down stairs, was found fainting 
at the drawing-room door. At last the 

.family returned to Dublin. One day 
when a friend was calling, the curious 
incident which I have narrated, was re
ferred to. The young lady very unwill
ingly told her experiences. The visitor 
seemed much struck' and asked for a de
scription of the old lady. “Dor," said 
she, “that house belonged to the two old 
ladies, sisters,' and when they let their 
house they went to reside in Geneva. 
One of them, answering the description 
you have given, died at the time you 
saw her appear.” .

Imagination is not thought, neither 1b 
fancy reflection; thought paceth like a 
hoary sage, but imagination hath wings 
as an eagle.—Tupper. _

ANNOYANCES.
The Especial Resentment of 

Mediums,

Their Life Oue of Constant War
fare.

_ _ _  5;1
HUMAN CULTURE Í CURE!
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL Í

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL I
UPBUILDING. 1

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D.» LL, D,
FAMILY THOUGHT HER DEAD — SHE 

SAYS SHE.WAS IN OOMMUNIOATION 
WITH HER PARENTS WHEN DROUGHT 
BACK TO LIFE—SOMEWHAT INDIG
NANT BECAUSE HER SPIRITUAL SLEEP 
WAS SO RUDELY INTERRUPTED.

Mrs. Mary Albertson, of Columbus 
Slough, Ore., is undergoing a living 
death, accompanied by circumstances 
so remarkable that physicians and 
scientists are completely nonplussed. 
Twice she has escaped being buried 
alive while in a state of suspended 
animation, -during which she says she 
is in direct communication with the 
spirits of her dead parents and rela
tives.

Mrs. Albertson, who is a young 
widow, became ill on July 1 with 
what the physicians pronounced 
typhoid fever, On July 27, to all in
tents and purposes, she died. Prep
arations were made to bury her on 
July 29, When she was being placed 
in the casket the rigidity forsook her 
and she became as limp as in life.

Frank Thurman, a young medical 
student, who was a particular friend 
of Mrs. Albertson, at once opposed 
the embalming of the body, thinking 
that the woman was not dead. The 
relatives of the woman set young 
Thurman down as a fanatic, but he 
was so persistent that they allowed an 
operation. An electric battery was 
applied to the body, which produced 
a hectic flush in the cheeks and 
twitchings of the muscles, but nothing 
more. " '

Thurman still protested against the 
burial of the body, and threatened to 
take legal measures if he was not 
allowed to continue until greater out
ward evidences of death made them
selves apparent. He continued to 
apply the battery, and, four days after 
the woman was pronounced dead, he 
was rewarded by seeing a healthy 
color coming and going in the woman’s 
face.

RETURNED TO LIFE.
Her fingers slightly moved, but' her 

eyes remained closed. Dr. Vernon 
was summoned and remained In the 
room two hours,, and the operation 
was repeated. Electricity was again 
applied, with,Btili more success.

The woman, who was being mourned 
as dead, movpd her right arm, and, 
pressing it to her right brow, gave 
vent to a iqw moan, and then she 
arose to a sitting posture. Then she 
opened her eyes, and gazed in a be
wildered manner about her.

“Oh, I’m eto húngry I" were her first 
words. Then for the first time did 
the friends and relatives of the sup
posed dead woman realize what a hor
rible death she had so miraculously 
escaped.

While Mrs. Albertson was in this 
trance-like state she had no knowledge 
of what had' occurred, except when 
she was being placed in the casket. 
She was conscious of the horrible pre
dicament, but could not move a 
muscle to escape.

She rallied so that she was able to 
visit friends at Grant’s Pass, Ore., on 
August 15. She seemed to be in ex
cellent health when she left, but once 
more entered a cataleptic state. Two 
days after her arrival at the home of 
B. S. Blockmeier she became very ill, 
and on the third day was apparently 
dead.

AGAIN ASLEEP.
Had not the attending physician 

been familiar with the woman’s first 
narrow escape it is likely that she 
would have been pronounced dead. 
The same methods of bringing her to 
her normal condition were applied. 
Then the cataleptic trance gradually 
released its hold on the patient.

When she came to her senses she 
failed to realize where she was, and 
complained bitterly at being removed 
from the spirits of her parents, with 
whom she was enjoying a delightful 
visit. '

In this instance Mrs. Albertson has 
been absolutely unconscious of pass
ing events on earth, and says her 
astral body has been wandering in 
celestial realms. She cannot be made 
to' believe that for several days she 
was in a deathlike trance. She seems 
to be indignant because her spiritual 
sleep was interrupted by medical 
science.

When her mind was clear enough 
to realize her' second narrow escape 
she went Into cOhvulsions, and four 
hours . later was’’again in a trance. 
Since then Mfs. Albertson has gone 
into a cataleptic ¿tato at intervals of 
two and three' days. A remarkable 
feature in conaectibn with the case is 
that while in a" trance her respiration 
and pulsations' life absolutely imper
ceptible. Her medical attendants say 
her life hangs On’-'a frail thread and 
death is<- likely to come at any mo-
ment. ' ■ a

There are thotfsands of cases of 
premature intihntnt in this country, 
caused though the ignorance of phy
sicians. Doctor.

Columbus Slough, Ore.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. ■ Babbitt, Mi D., LL.D. < A truly 
great work or a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here parnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It 1b a wonderful work and you wili 
be delighted with it, v

To be disturbed in any act or move
ment in life ofttimes means “about 
face" in the avenues of our thoughts, 
walk and,conversation. The states of 
being annoyed are iu many ways. 
We think, of all creeds, sects or re
ligious beliefs, the Spiritualist meets 
with more annoyance than any other, 
especially the mediums, for in order 
to become a medium it requires a very 
fine stringing-up of the human organ
ism—-that organ not made by man— 
and when old and worn out to be dis
carded and replaced with another, 
No one can become a true and honest 
medium without fighting, daily, hourly,! 
yes, every moment of his precious 
time, ' :

No doubt some would ask: Why; 
must we fight? In order to win a 
rightful, truthful battle, for the enemy 
is ever ready to march against the 
righteous and just, The better ah 
tuned the harp-strings of yom soul, 
the more ydu have to contend with,' 
for it has been said: “When we un
dertake a good and noble act the 
Devil is always around." Nor do we 
think this quotation falls to naught, 
for ofttimes, when we are in our 
purest and noblest thoughts, we are 
suddenly switched aside, and, lol we 
find our thoughts resting on things 
not fit for utterance; so it follows that 
our spirits ruling this house of clay 
must watch and pray, watch to keep 
it clear of the cobwebs of doubt and 
mistrust.

So It is with our material house; 
if neglected for any length of time it 
is apt to fall into decay and ruin, and 
become as a barren and deserted 
island.

Remember there are good and evil 
spirits; the evil stand ever ready to 
impersonate. There are a number of 
ways by which they can impersonate; 
by giving false names, showing false 
symbols, throwing the wrong light 
at the right time, rapping falsely, 
speaking or whispering in our ear in 
the- place of our loved ones, im
personating them in dress, form and 
shape, through the most holy phase
materialization.

Not only can we be annoyed from 
the spirit side of life, but the ma
terial as well. The persons we meet, 
their aura, is everything for or against 
our ease and comfort. The magnetic 
conditions we come in contact with 
either draw from our battery or we 
take from theirs, The extending aud 
shaking of the hand should be care
fully studied by all investigators; wo 
can give out more magnetism in one 
handshake than we can restore 
through our own battery in thirty or 
ninety minutes. In conversation wo 
are often drawn upon, for if we are 
well-developed sensitives, and do not 
know bow to lock up our magnetism, 
we often feel a sense of annoyance, as 
well as weakness, not knowing that 
we have been robbed of our magnet
ism by the other; and ofttimes, after 
a thorough search through our own 
material house, we are tempted to 
give up in despair and say: “I won
der what’s the matter with me? I 
don’t seem to develope or make any 
progress. I feel like quitting. ” And 
many other similar remarks.

Even among the so-called Spirit
ualists they seem to want 1 ‘tests, ” as 
they call it, from a medium, reading 
something like this: “I see for you a 
large amount of money; it is right at 
hand;” or “You are going to change 
your business, and it will be a profit
able move;” again, “You need not 
worry, that which you are expecting 
will come out all right;” “I see a 
gold mine awaiting you; if you are 
not interested in mines you will be 
soon. ” And just so long as they re
ceive tbe so-called “tests” of the ma
terial plane they call themselves 
Spiritualists. But alasl When a me
dium ascends to the spiritual spheres 
where they belong, you hear remarks 
like these: “Give us the phenomena; 
we want proofs; we want that in our 
midst which we can grasp. If you 
expect me to jielieve and live a Spirit
ualist, you hare got to keep proving 
to me, by raps, by physical phase, by 
automatic writing, by slate-writing, or 
some other physical demonstration.”

We have scores of just such; they 
•are like a child—-wanting something 
to satisfy its appetite; it would eat 
and drink poison if it were not for its 
parent or guardian. So it is with 
you, investigator; you swallow that; 
which is of the mundane sphere, and 
your soul is all the while hungry, 
wanting something—you suppose that 
same kind of food. No! Change your 
diet. Try more of the spiritual. Have 
patience, and in a little while see if 
your appetite is not quenched. 
Search well the four comers of 
your heaven; dive deep into the en
tombed caverns of your heart; reason 
well with the ego in your own head; 
ask him who you are; explore the aura 
round about’you; bring to light the 
seeds in darkness of kind deeds; ask 
that your spirit may float above the 
earth-bound conditions; yea, float be
yond the crested, fleecy clouds.

The avenues of wisdom are open to 
you, my brother. ' The some fountains 
are ever flowing as they did when the 
Nazerene walked the earth. It is yours 
to seek—yours to enjoy. And,,last 
of all, be honest with yourself ; weigh 
well the words “Materialist” and 
“Spiritualist," and find which you 
are. Your answer, if found nowhere 
else, from the pages of nature’s book 
•echo will waft you you reply. ■

• Carl Saw ykll.

»Giant

Goldeo Tellov, Larger aud Sweeter Him Uo Chinese. Fluect 
Flouer fur Winter. Frost troof aad Tlirku is in y iTludow.
Like the Ohlneso it blooms very quickly after plant- 

(ng, either In Boll, sand or pebbles and water. May bo 
had in bloom by the Holidays, each bulb producing 
several spikes, the exquisite beauty and fragrance or 
which will surpass everything. To introduce it we 
will uend (together with CLpago Catalogue and sample 
copy of ‘ ‘Mayflower” with two lovely colored plates,) 
by Mali, potlvud/S Flue, Large Bulba for lOceuls,or Ofor 25c. 
OUR CATALOGUE. ELKOAKTLX 1LLH8TBATBD, 

of all kludi of Flints aud ilulbi, for Fall Planting and 
•Winter Blooming,also now Fruits. Bhrubs,etc,,isnow 
ready, and will bo mailed FlitE to all who apply. Choic
est Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, and other Bulbs, at 
greatly reduced prices. Write for It at once. Address 

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, floral Park, N. Y.
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DEAFNESS
and Head Noises relieved by using 
Wilson’« Common Sansa Ear Drum«. 
. Now sclwitlllo Invention; different 
fromollotherdovicea. Theonlyaafa, 
simple, comfortable and invisible 
Ear Drum in the world Helps where 

Imedleal skill fails. No wireorstring 
attachment. Write for pamphlet.

WILSON EAR DRUM CO..
118,4 Tro11 toulnllle, My. IU22Broadway,Roaa «(T JI.I.
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VOLUME II.

ÍM¿¡

Of the Eneyclopædia of Death,
and Life in the Spirit-World.

Vol. II. i»now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best stvle of the 
printers art. It is furnished" on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get'1 he 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Eneyclopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Eneyclopædia.

ZS' In ordering one volume of the 
Eneyclopædia, always state whether It is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Eneyclopædia of Death, 

bound In paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
pedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Eneyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
- AND- 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A moat able and Interesting presentation of a moat 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist and every la

«.? Philosophy of Spiritual. 
ibid should have this excellent book. Ita value 1b rec* 
ognized and acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
cloth, «1. For sale at thia office.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Cooperative. Systems end the Happiness 
and 'Ennoblement of Humanity. By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D.. M. D. Thia comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For Balo at 

-this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records. „

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under tho aub. 
fiiccB of tbo_R'5v. Shaku Soyeu, delegate to tho Par« 
lament 01* i^ilKlons. Was lately published lu Japan* 

Price 81« For aalo at this office.

The To-Morrow of Death.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science, 

BY LOUIS FIGULEB.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CROCKEE. .

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
x™» ft“ TPlome might-well have hem entitle« 
fiplrttnallBm Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
In that .peculiar interesting style la whicb French 
writers excel when they would popnlarke scientific 
aubjeca In adaptation to tbe needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists aa “devotees of a new super- 
stltion," etc., etc.. In which he manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class," yet he un ©gain: 
“ThereIsa true and respectable Idealn Spiritualism,'’ 
and regards aa proved “the fact of communication 
between superhumaus and tho Inhabitants ot Earth;" 
saddle goes on to relate Instances offset in evidence. 
There la» to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the antbnri’s Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good .menr-al culture, but 
much valnable Information. The author holds th« 
theory of reincarnation. Price «1.50. For sale at 
this office.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
—OR—

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP. 
.SrSSLi’E1’*''?0? tonu: oI 1,16 Spiritualism 
udMedlomshlp of tbe Bible with, bat of to-day. By 
MosssHuu.. An Invincible argument proving that 
JcsuB.wasonly a medium, subject to all th.

n":dlum'hlp. Il also shorn'that all 
themanlfestattons throughout the Old and New Tea*.

t™6 eonilUIOM that medium,
J?‘"5 coming of Christ Is the re- 

turnof mediumship to the world. 43 page«. Price. 
10 cent«. For «ale at this office.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

Uy Wm. Henry Burr. Price IS cenU.

Why Site Became a Spiritualist
Twelre leclurei. By Abby A. JudBon. Thl. hook 

abould be rert by every Spirituali«. Prico .l.DOi 
post ago lOcuti.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, The Ttuplred Berolne of Orleans. Bplritnallim 

u atesder o! Armlet. By *Mohb Sell. Tbls la at 
once ibe mort truthful hlrtojf of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing argument« on Spiritualism 
ever written, l^ouorel wn ever more thrllUngly In
teresting; ■ohittoxy more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cante; jBptrcoTer. 35cent», for Wat ttUipfflce»

¿fete.

A moit excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes ou Health,. Social Science, 
Religion, etc. •

Price, doth, 15 centi. For eale at this office,

3XÆA1M
—IN THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Results of recent scientific research regarding thfi 
origin, position and prospeota of mankind. #

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, , 
Author of “Force and Matter," Essays on Nature and'

Bclence,” “PhysiologicalPictures," “SULee- 
__ tures on Darwin," Etc,

“The great mystery of existence constats In perpet* 
ual and uninterrupted chaugc. Everything la immor
tal and indeatructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—tbe Band 
grain or the water drop as well as tho highest belnglu 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only tbe forms in 
which being mautfestaitsclf are changing; but Being 
itself remains eterually the same aud linperlsbablB 
.w.he“'v.0dle d0“ot I“.» oureelves, but only oul 
personal consctousuesa. We live on in nature, In out 
race, In our children, iu our deeds, in our thoughts— 
In short, in the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature hi geuml.”—Buechner. ’

' ’ ’ ; 1 "G pages, vellum cloth, *'

MARGUERITE HUNTER.
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Traniortbed by a Co-operative Spirit Band, combined 
earth. 1c was given tbroughin«.

dependent slate-writing. The Illustrations were given 
in oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artist! It 
1b not a fiction, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct expotition uf tho philosophy, religion aud 
science of Spiritualism The book contain« 2G0 pages 
with Mx Illustrations in half-tone, and twelve page« 
In original independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound in blue Bilk cloth, stamped in sliver. Price. 
11.25. For salo at this office.

BTSSJODSDNYim
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIBIIUAZIST, 

264 pages. One copy, |1; alx copies, 15.

FROM NTGHT TO MORE)
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, 1 

82 page». One copy, 15 cents! ton copies, <1.

THE BRTDGEBETWEEN TWO WORLDS, 
209 pages. One copy, bound In cloth, 11; paper. 73

For Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Street.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societiee, for Hohoob 

and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public want. It comprieel 
258 choice selections of poetry and music, embody 
Ing the highest moral sentiment, and free from al 
Bectajianlsm. Price 50 ceuw. Bold at this office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCI

Comments on Genesis. Exodus. Leviticus, Number! 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Rev. Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

"In every soul there Is bound up some truth an! 
some error, and each give, to tho world of though! 
what no other one possesses."—Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comments "or thia galarj 
or bright minds are or deep Interest, and throw a 
«trong and new light on the Bible teachings relatlna 
to woman. All should read It. *
Price BOc. For sale at this Offlce,

THE MEDIUMÍSTÍC
Experiences of Jobn Brown,

The Medium of Che Rockies, with an Introductionbj 
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

'This book BhouTd be In tbe hands of every one Inten 
ested tn Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2, Tho Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal 3 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remarlo 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chap 
ter 6. Loaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commo 
nlcate: How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Miscel
laneous Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experlenca 
Lbapte.rH, Remarkable Manifestation of-€pfrlt Paw. 
or. Chapter 12, New Experiences— Illustrative oi 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, The First Break 11 
the Atlantic Cable Sbuwn to John Brown. CbaptcÜ 
1L Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda. '

For salo at this office. Heavy paper cover, price El 
oenta.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi, Chicago*
ROUND IN CLOTH WITH COLD " 
ID side, and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, lust Issued, contains nineteen full Temple loo- 
cures upon occult subjects, together with oilier ard. 
clea from various newspapers, relating to tbe (treat 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
tn 1892, and three others on the Hvnax Sotn,, which 
are alone worth the price of tbe book. Thia wonden 
till book 1» unique as an Evangelist of Science aw] 
irutb. Price .1.23, postpaid, to any address. For sail 
at thio offi''“

THE DEAD MAN’S MESSAGE.
By Florence Marryat, author of “A Scarlet Sin.“ 

How Like a Woman,” “The Risen Dead,” “There hKo Death*''etc. Cloth. «100. M

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea at Death, Heaven and licit Bj 
Moirs Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains th« 
ticareni and hells believed In by Spiritualists. Price. 
lOcents. For Bale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Croth, 11.Î3. Paper, 50 cents.
Thia R a work ol great ralno, written by one t>f th» 

kecneM, moat powerful ana most truly religion! 
mlndaof the day. _ It Is particularly a work which 
ahonld bo put Into tbe handu or those who bavo rreea 
themeelrealrom tbe dogma, or orthodoiy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for it win 
«trengtben the conviction or tbe tree mind that mind 
andtenaes are not tbe whole ot lire.

Thechaptersreruala new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vlrld glimpses ot a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
conrnslon; that only verifiable tenets can survive, aud 
tbe childhood period ot talth and toney will be super- 
sededhy knowledge and tacts. For sale at this officeBIBLE MARVEL WORKER^

AND THS WONDROUS POWES 
/x. which helped or made them perform mlghja 
worm .nd otter Inspired words, together with son« 
Personal Trait« and Characteristics of Prophets, Apo» 
Ues. aid Jeina. or New Readings of “The Miracles?" 
brALixsPutklm. Price 73 cents. For sale at tag

The Occult Forces of Ser
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This Admirable rak consistí or three pamphlet« 
embodied In one TOlume, In which questions of grtM 
Importance to the ruceare dlscuued from the atta* 
pmntvfan-advancedsociilrcformtr, price W coat 
ForMleAt.lhb office. -

fe
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iGENEKftL SÜRVEYI
notiem oan be used to a great advantage 
in developing mediums, '^he lady bjid- 
jeot was very nervous and was sufjgrmg

; The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
r" Workers, Doings, Etc, 
?

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
lublish weekly reports of meeting^.: #?.' publish weekly reports oi meeting?. 

: h ?. whenever a change is made in speak**

t

ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not bo used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send

tola her .wula be well apc enjôy 
better health than she had before, which 
was correct, for after the influence Was 
taken from her she testified thatehe felt 
much better. Dr. Thornton 19 à firm be
liever and a good exponent of Spiritual
ism, and skepups, when qtber rhodiums 
failed, through his exhibition 01 hypno
tism as applied to the development of 
mediumsnip, were convinced beyond all 
doubt.” 1

s in their appointments to lecture, and 
’ general movements, which will be read 

bv at least 40,000. We go to press early 
' Monday morning, and items must reach 

us ns early as Friday or Saturday in 
’ order to have immediate insertion 
v Communications must always be ac

companied by the full name and address 
‘ of the writer, or no attention will be 

paid to them.
■ Annie Lord Chamberlain writes from 

■ Azusa, Cal.: "Permit me through your 
valuable paper to call attention to a new 

. spiritual song-book, recently published 
by H. W. Boozer, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich. It is 'Old Melodies Spiritual
ized,’ and one doesn’t have to under
stand music to be able to sing them, for 

: all know the old familiar songs and
' hymns that have been sung for years.

These spiritual words are fine, just what 
■ is wanted to sing at circles and home. 

.. Every Spiritualist ought to own one of 
these song-books, also ‘Echoes from the 

■ World of Song,’ by C. P. Longley.
There is nothing like music to keep and 
promote harmony, I am pleased to in
form my friends that the medical band 

i of Mrs. Dr. Clark, of San Diego, has 
united with the medical band around 
me to endeavor to restore my health 
and strength, so I shall be able to again 
do some effective work in our cause. 
1 am anxiously waiting and shall be 

■ ready when prepared for service.”
Any society wishing a speaker would

■■ do well to address Mrs. L. J. Curtis, 
. Mishawaka, Ind.; a place preferred 

where at least one evening in the week 
■ could be occupied in the higher occult 

studies.
■ ' Mrs. Jennie Moore, well and favor

ably known in Chicago, has removed to 
- Djluth, Minn. She is regarded as an 

v- excellent materializing medium. She 
i can be addressed for engagements at 309

' W. Second street.
>' The American Humane Association 
i- met at Cleveland, Ohio, September 22, 
: ' 23 and 24, 1896. Mrs. Emma Rood Tut-
i tie delivered an address—“A Plea to 
j- Popularize Humane Work.” It was 
'• well received by those present. "The 

Angell Prize Contest Recitations,” by 
■ . Mrs. Tuttle, will be instrumental in do- 

.«■ ing a vast amount of good.
/ Mrs. E. M. Swerengen writes from Ft.

Wayne, Ind.: “We have just closed a 
■?.■■■ successful engagement with Mrs. J. 
' Steelman Mitchell. We have had, dur- 
/■’ ing the month, large audiences, and 

groat interest has been manifested. She 
p has given satisfaction in her reading of 
>ij/ sealed photographs, which is a new 

phase to our society, and we are sorry 
k’i ' that we are unable to secure her services 
/ for a longer time. We bespeak the 
p ■ good will of the societies sho will serve 
t/V ' in the future, and bid her God speed in 

her work.” •
>; ’■ Will C. Hodge writes that owing to 
/ the hard times and inability to secure 
V funds to meet possible obligations, his 
I*/ - engagement at St. Louis for November 
1.4 . has been canceled. He is open for en

gagements after October, in any part of 
I’/■ the United States, and on reasonable 

terms. Will attend funerals. Address 
i> him at 710 Prairie street, Milwaukee, 

Wis.
i? C. H. Horino writes: “Mrs. M. E. 
L ? Kratz, of Evansville, Ind., is with us,
L and will remain in Chicago for a few

-weeks. Sho is an excellent medium—in- 
• spirational speaker and test medium.

p- To those who are fortunate enough to 
know her. it is unnecessary to mention 

J' / , too talents of the lady.”
p- “One of the Friends” writes from 

Stevens' Point, Wis.-. "Under the he
L' roic leadership of Clara L. Stewart, a
L. few devout friends of the cause are try-
pi/- ing to’spread the light of Spiritualism

' in this city. In spite of the hard times, 
; and a prejudiced public opinion, I think 

L we are slowly gaining ground. We owe 
L much to the tireless work of our much
I' beloved medium and speaker, Mrs. 
h? Stewart, who seems to have consecrated 
fi - her life and energy to this caused We 
I. have this month also had with us Prof. 
[ <; E. Andrus Titus, of Boston, whose in
k' - spirational speaking has undoubtedly 
I.- done much good. Our meetings must 
k again be postponed for a time, as Mrs. 
p- • Stewart goes to St. Paul, Minn., to fill 
p- an engagement there.”
p Geo. W. Walrond, trance and inspira- 
f; tional speaker, has lectured and given 
p : tests at the First Spiritual Church, Den- 
| < ver, Colorado, for the past four Sundays 
1/ during the absence of Dr. Ewell, M. D., 

■ the regular pastor. - The audiences, 
which have numbered from 300 to 400, 
were delighted with both lectures and 
tests. Mr. Walrond would like to hear 
(before leaving for the Pacific Coast) 

. from Spiritualists at towns within rail
' way touch of Denver. This is an oppor- 

■ tunity to hear one of the best speakers 
j on the Spiritualistic platform. Address 
if- him, Granite Building, Denver, Colo.
If — Mr. and Mrs. Perkins will entertain 
I; propositions from outside towns for lec- 
V tures and test circles, for Sunday or 
f week-day evenings. Address, 514 N.

: Wells street, Chicago.
Mrs. Kate Hutchison writes: “The

Della B. Platt writes from Battle 
Creek, Mich.: “Wiihave not had any 
meetings for some time, but since the 
camps closed, Mrs. Curtis; of Misha
waka, Ind., came and gave us several 
lectures, and also formed classes in oc
cult science, by which many came to 
understand that phase of liberal thought. 
Then came Mr. Sprague, wife and 
daughter, of Jamestown, N. Y., who 
gave two fine lectures to large and ap
preciative audiences, his daughter fur
nishing the music. Mr. Sprague gave 
many grand teste which were all recog
nized. Last Thursday and Friday even
ing we were favored in having with us 
Mrs. Marion Carpenter, of Detroit, who 
won the hearts oi all by her fine inspi
rational lectures, grand tests and sweet 
music.” . .

Ellen Woodward writes from Toledo, 
Ohio: "There has already been much 
said on the mediumistic powers of Mrs. 
Francis Ruddick, of Franklin, Ind., but 
I feel it a duty as well as a pleasure to 
add a little to what has been said, and 
thereby keep the ball rolling in praise 
of one of the finest independent slate
writers in the country. Not only does 
she produce independent slate-writing in 
the bright light, but the correct answers 
to sealed questions in every Instance. 
She also produces grand trumpet mani
festations and independent voices, 
‘Jimmy McCormick’ being the main con
trol. Mrs. Ruddick has been in Toledo 
nearly three weeks, and has given two 
public exhibitions of her power on the 
rostrum with very satisfactory results. 
She has converted hundreds of people, 
and started them thinking on the immor
tality of, the soul. She has left,us now 
to fill engagements in Indiana,”

M, A. Webster, of this city, writes: 
•‘I have become deeply interested in 
reading your valuable paper; it is full 
of truths and a great help to those in
vestigating spiritual phenomena. I wish 
to speak of a wonderful test that I re
ceived at a materializing seance at Mr. 
W. Arnold's home. His rooms are so 
arranged that there is not the least pos
sible chance for fraud or deception. He 
is a good medium, honest and upright, 
and qn earnest worker for the advance
ment of Spiritualism. I have two sons 
in Spirit-life. The last one passed out 
in December and was buried in a distant 
city. A short time ago, while attending 
a seance, I was called to the curtain 
and in communicating with him I asked 
him what was on his gra^ve? He said, 
‘Flowers, and a stick marked J. Z.' 
Shortly after that, I sent my daughter 
there to prepare tho grave for a stone. 
She found the flowers on it, the stick 
with the initials as he had said. A 
stranger had claimed the grave and ten
derly watched over it, shedding tears 
over an unknown. We had the body ex
humed and found it was his grave and 
his body resting there. It certainly is a 
fact that we can hold communion with 
the Spirit-world and feel the presence 
of loved ones that are gone. It is food 
for a hungry soul.”

"Correspondent” writes: -‘A test se
ance. social and dance will be given un
der the auspices of the Church of the 
Spirit, Friday evening, October 9, at 
Lakeshore Hall, 020 North Clark street, 
Chicago. Dr. Willis Edwards, nastor; 
Mrs. Mattie Hull and Mrs. Nickerson 
Warne, inspirational speakers; F. Cor
don White and Dr. Edwards, test medi
ums; Mrs. S. F. De Wolf, slate writing, 
and others have kindly volunteered 
their services for the occasion. Mrs. 
Edith Gray, soloist. A duet by Mrs. 
Griffis and Willis Edwards. The enter
tainment will conclude with a dance and 
raffle of a fine organ that has been

'terms, and they will find het- one of the 
verjr beat. She Bays: “No demonstra
tions on our damp gbouude thia season 
wpve gipre gpnviniiing to the-skepiioa) 
than wfve Mre. Jackson’s clear-out tests 
*¿9 psychoipetrio readings. She will 
aWaken enthusiasm in any society and 
should be kept fully employed."

B. F. UpijfirwQqd lectured to a large 
and cultured audlence^at Peru, Ill., On 
Sunday, September 21 th, ' He cah be 
engaged to lecture before Spiritualist, 
free thought and literpry societies. Ad
dress him at 384 Washington boulevard, 
Chicago, Ill. His lectures on evolution, 
ethics, etc., are most excellent. Send 
to him for a list of subjects. "

All who are interested in having a 
-spiritual camp-meeting in Central or 
Western Iowa, are requested to corre
spond with H. M. Beeson, Albion, Iowa, 
or Messrs. Edward Vale, J. R. McCoy, 
and Duane Bentley, Alarshalltown, Iowa.

E. W- Sprague is serving the Spirit
ual Temple Society, of New York City, 
for the Sundays of October. The place 
of meeting is 128 and 129 Columbus ave
nue. He has an engagement at Roches
ter, Ind., for November. He can be 
engaged for December and the follow-: 
ing months to lecture and give tests. 
Address for October 65 West 21st street, 
New York, N. Y. Mail addressed to 
965 Grove street, Meadville, Pa., will 
reach him at any time during the 
winter.

Moses and Mattie Hull were- in the 
city last week, fresh from a successful 
Western trip. Mr. Hull goes to Alle
gheny, Pa., for October, while Mrs. 
Hull will speak for the Church of the 
Spirit, North Side.

Mrs. Lee Norie Claman is said to be 
doing an excellent work with the South 
Side.Christian Spiritualist Society, 4308 
Cottage Grove avenue.

Mrs. Thomas M. Locke writes: "Mrs. 
C. Fannie Allyn has just completed a 
very successful engagement with the 
Philadelphia (Pa.) Spiritualists’ Society, 
Shq.lms given us eleven lectures, and 
dofte'good work in our city. She made 
many friends, and her audiences, which 
always manifested the greatest interest 
in the work, increased every Sunday 
while she was with us. She Is a grand 
advocate for humanity and justice and 
scatters seeds of kindness werevor she 
goes,”

J. C. F. Grumbine expects to be in 
Cincinnati, O., about November 19 to 
visit his relatives. He will be glad to 
lecture-in Newport or Covington, Ky., 
and in adjacent places, while in the city, 
for very reasonable terms.. Address him 
at once, Station P,Chicago. His classes 
In psychometry, clairvoyance, inspira
tion and psychopathy are open to stu
dents. See advertisement in this paper.

reducei.rates
To the National Spiritual 

ists’ Association Conven
tion, Washington, D. C.

October 2Q< 21, 22.

Reduced Rates on Certificate Plan 
from, all Cltieß^aud Large 

Towns In New England 
and as fa? West as 

the Mississippi 
River.

Huxley Answers His Critics.
Prof. Huxley replied pointedly to his 

critics in the preface of the fifth volume 
of his collected essays. After denying 
that he had gone out of his way to at
tack the Bible, or that he harbors any 
hatred of Christianity, he says of his 
scientific career: '

“1 had set out on a journey with no 
other purpose than of exploring cer
tain provinces of natural knowledge. 
I strayed- no hair’s breadth from the 
course which it was my right and duty 
to pursue, and yet I found that whatever 
route I took,.before long I came tea 
tall, formidable looking fence. Confi
dent as I have been in the existence of 
an.ancient and indefeasible right of way, 
before me stood a thorny barrier with a 
notice board of ‘No thoroughfare—by 
order of Moses.’ There seemed no way 
over, nor did the prospect of creeping 
round, as I saw some do, attract me. 
The only alternatives were either to 
give up the journey, which I was not 
minded to do, or break the fence down 
and go through it. One point became 
perfectly clear to me—namely: That 
Moses is not responsible for nine-tenths 
of the Pentateuch; certainly not for the 
legends which have been made bugbears 
in science. In fact, the fence turned 
out to be a mere heap of dry sticks and 
brushwood, and one might walk through 
it with impunity, which I did.”

What an insulting farce it was to bury 
this man according to Christian rites!

The New England Passenger Associa
tion will issue certificate tickets iu the 
States of Maine, New Hampshire, Ver
mont, Rhode Island, Connecticut and 
Afassaohusetts to those persons who de
sire to attend the convention. A per
son purchasing a certificate ticket pays 
full fare to Washington, D. C. Persons 
desiring these tickets should ask for cer
tificate ticket to Washington, (D, C.) 
National Spiritualists’ Convention. This 
ticket, when endorsed by the secretary 
of the association, will entitle the holder 
to purchase a return ticket at one-third 
of the usual fare. .

To give the station agent time to fill 
out certificate, apply for. same at least, 
one-half hour before you wish to take 
the train.

Certificate tickets on sale three days 
before the convention opens, and they 
are good to return on three days after 
the convention closes—Sundays not 
counted.

The following named Railroads and 
steamboat companies .ip New England 
join in this reduction:

New England Passenger Association— 
Bangor & Aroostook R. R,, Boston A 
Albany R. R„ Boston & Bangor S. S. 
Co., Boston & Maine R. R., Canada At
lantic & Plant 8. S. Co., Canada Pacific 
Ry., Contrai Vermont R. R., Delaware 
& Hudson R. R., Fall River Line, 
FitchburgR. R,, Grand Trunk Ry., In
ternational S. S. Co., Maino Central R. 
R., New England R. R., New York,New 
Haven & Hartford R, R. (New Haven 
System), New York, New Haven & Hart
ford R. R. (Old Colony System), Norwich 
Line, Portland S. S. Co., Providence & 
Stonington S. S. Co. .

Trunk Line Association—Grand Trunk 
Railway, New York Central & Hudson 
River R. R., West Shore R. R., New 
York, Ontario & Western Ry.-, Erie 
R. R., Delaware, Lackawanna & West
ern R. R., Lehigh Valley R. R., Cen
tral Railroad of New Jersey, Philadel
phia & Reading R. R., Pennsylvania R. 
R., Baltimore & Ohio R. R., Chesapeake 
& Ohio Ry. '

[Trunk Line Association—territory 
New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, 
New Jersey and Maryland—also imites 
in granting the same rates over all their 
territory.! v

The Chicago and ‘Alton road will also 
issue tickets. All 'stations in Illinois 
and St. Louis, MÒ.. Chicago and Bloom
ington, etc. jf -tiv

Central Traffic AeÉoòfàtion also grants 
the same rates on thè certificata plan as 
far west as the Mississippi and Illinois 
rivers, to Cairo, including Burlington, 
Keokuk, Quincy, and- Hannibal and St. 
Louis. This territory includes most of 
the States of Illinois, Michigan, Indiana
and Ohio. a..

t

First Religio-I’hilosophical Society of 
Fayette county, Iowa, held its.annual 
meeting and picnic the 5th and Oth of 
September in the grove of John Huteh- 
ison, deceased. His beloved wife, Mary, 
still remains to carry on the good work. 
We had a grand time. There were 
nearly a thousand people present to hear 
the spiritual philosophy discussed. We 
engaged Charles Wesley Peters for 
speaker. He did well. Rorry Lamb, 
the trumpet and slate-writing.medium, 
gave some very satisfactory seances 
with trumpet and slate.”

. H. .1. Woods writes from San Fran- 
■ cisco: “Last Sunday I attended one of 

Dr. Thornton's lectures, at his parlors. 
The Doctor explained in a satisfactory 
manner that 80 per cent of disease is of 

. a psychic nature, aud the other 20 per 
cent is caused by improper diet. After 
the lecture, Dr.* Thornton gave some 
practical demonstrations in hypnotism 
and vital magnetism. Taking a subject 
in the class, he made a few passes over 
him and soon had the man in a deep 
sleep. A surgeon’s needle was passed 
into his arm without any indication of 
pain ou the part of the subject. The 
doctor then stated that on extracting 
the needle there would bo no flow of 
blood, and, to our surprise, there was 
none. Upon inserting the needle again 
and saying there would be n flow of some 
blood, it flowed freely, until he made a 
pass and stopped it. Taking another 
subject. (a lady), she was soon in a olair- 
\oyant state and talked under spirit oop- 
trol; also described many spirits, readily 
recognized by the audience. The doctor 
»ent tier mind to Chicago and she de
scribed several places in that city (she 
i »d never been there before); also told 

hs time by the clock at the railroad 
tatlon; the difference being noted by ns 

. »h» wae proved correct. I Mlieve hyp

kindly loaned to the society by Mrs. 
Griffis. We wish to dispose of it for her. 
A good time is assured to all. Tickets, 
35 cents."

Mrs. L. A. Mabee will lecture at 
Grange Hall, Overbrook, Kan., on Oc
tober II. ,

Mrs. Rose L. Bushnell, a prominent 
Spiritualist of Summerland, Cal., has 
removed to Sterling, Ill.

O. J. Johnson, a prominent Spiritual
ist of Minneapolis, Minn., passed through 
the city last week on his way South. He 
will attend the National Convention as a 
delegate.

A subscriber writes: “Fredrick 
White and Geo. A. Chase, of Minneap
olis, Minn., have leased a hall in the 
Century Building, Minneapolis, and 
propose to hold a school (or the study of 
occultism in general, Prof. White teach
ing astrology and phrenology. Prof, 
Chase teaches hypnotism and psychic 
development, and mediumship in gen
eral. Open meetings free for all are 
held Sunday evenings, when demonstra
tions of occultism are given. Tuesday 
evenings they hold a developing circle. 
Any one visiting Minneapolis 1g cor
dially invited to visit the school. Mem
bers of tho Mari are also invited to 
visit the Magi Temple, which is open 
Monday evenings in the first degreq and 
Wadnesday evenings in the higher de
grees.” -

Mr. J. C. F. Grumbine was tendered a 
reception in the form of a “White Rose 
Party,” Tuesday evening, September 29, 
by the St. Louis Spiritual Association, 
and presented with a very large and 
handsome bouquet of white roses, tied 
with the ribbon of the Ladles’ Auxiliary. 
Mr. Grumb'.ne serves the association for 
October also.

May Ayers, State Secretary, writes 
from Lansing, Mich.: “The annual mid
winter meeting of the Michigan State 
Spiritual Association, has been fixed for 
the first Friday, Saturday and. Sunday 
after the first Monday in February each 
year; the place to be determined an
nually, and is movable, so hs to be held 
in various parts of the State. The pur
pose of fixing the date, is, that all per
sons Interested may have early notice, 
and especially all who have been or
dained by the association, may thus be 
able to arrange their engagements, to 
be present, and have a reunion for mu
tual benefit and better acquaintance.”

Mrs. Clara Cable, of Battle Creek, 
Mich., writes approvingly of the work 
there of Mrs. Marlon Carpenter. She 
gave many tests, and, in many cases, 
full names. Mrs. Cable says: “May 
the good spirits watch over her, give 
her health and strength to bring back 
their messages to those sorrowing 
hearts who cry out in anguish of soul, 
‘O, death, give"back my loved one.’”

Mrs. J. W. Kratz is now in Chicago, 
and would be pleased to fill engage
ments for societies in surrounding towns 
and cities. Address her at 508 Forty
fourth Place, Chicago, Bl., in care of 
C. H. Horine.

Geo H. Brooks is lecturing for the 
the Unity Society, Milwaukee.

D. P. Hughes, of Wheatland, Mich., 
secretary of the Devil's Lake Camp As
sociation,1 wishes to say to societies 
wishing to engage a first-class platfom 
test medium fof* the fall and winter 
months, that Mrs. F. V. Jackson, of 76 
California street; Grand Rapids, Mich., 
can be ‘engaged on very reasonable

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most Important subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
81. For sale at this office.

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, Is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of" some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. Fot'-sale 
at this office. Price 50 conta

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embpdled the results of 
his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relatione to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
thè Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements Of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c.

“Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

“Woman,- Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; snowing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price 82, post
paid. -

“Mahomet, His Birth. Character and 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse, criticism. Price, 
25 cents.. For sale at this office. . J

** — —
Rates can be secured'at all cities and 

large towns on eittfbr side of tho Ohio 
river, but none west of'the Mississippi 
river. . i . t -

Persons coming fronctjio far West can 
secure these rates hftet- reaching Chi
cago, St. Louis or 'Burlihgtoh.

Persons using certificate tickets can 
have their choice of hotels In Washing- 
Ington, D. C., or private boarding
houses. Carriages will be at depots on 
arrival of all trains for the Ebbitt 
House, the headquarters of the dele 
Sates to the convention, and all other 

otels.
The proprietors of the Ebbitt extend

ed a polite invitation to the board of di
rectors to make that hotel the headquar
ters of this convention. The invitation 
was accepted with sincere thanks, as the 
Ebbitt has almost a world-wide reputa
tion. The management of this house 
have also tendered the National Spirit
ualists’ Association the free use of their 
famous Red Parlors for the annual re
ception. The rates made for delegates 
and others who attend this convention 
are astonishingly reasonable, and ought 
to secure to this strictly first-class hotel 
the united patronage of all. Persons 
anticipating attending convention should 
secure rooms in advance.

The program of the Convention is not 
completed yet, but will be announced In 
The Banner from time to time, through 
the kindness <?f the management.

On Monday evening, October 19, at 8 
o’clock, the annual reception will take 
place at the Ebbitt House Red Parlors, 
Fourteenth and F streets, North-West, 
Washington, at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. 
each day.

At 7:30 each evening, grand public 
meetings, with address, «pfrit communi
cations, music, etc.

FYidw, October 23, and Saturday, Oo- 
tober 24 personally conducted excur
sions to points of interest, of which 
there are many in the vicinity of Wash
inton.

Those who remain fh Washington un
til Sunday, October 25, will have an op
portunity to listen to two grand lectures 
by Hon. L. V. Moulton of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., in Masonic Temple. -

Persons purchasing certificate tickets 
can remain in Washington until Monday, 
October 25, 1896. ’

Francis B. Woodbury, Seo'v. 
600 Pennsylvania ave., 6. E., Washing

ton, D. 0.
P. S.—Persons desiring to read up 

about the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation should send at once two two-cent 
stamps to this office, and secure a copy 
of President BarrettfB Rbport, 1895, also 
¿copy of the History bi the National 
Association. This history contains the 
pictures of all the-bfficers ot the Na
tional Spiritualists' ^Association, and a 
truthful history of itfe origin and work 
accomplished. "’■! F. B. W. /

A partial list of tite!.talent that will 
take part in the exercises of the Annual 
Convention, N. S. A.’I'Washington, D.C., 
October-20, 21 and 22; 1896:

Harrison D. Barrdtt, rMrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, Hon L./Vi^Moulton, Hon. 
Samuel Putnam, W.‘J. Golrille, Dr. Geo. 
Fuller, Mrs. M. H. CadwaUqder, Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets. Mrs. Olari Field Conant, 
Charles Sullivan, Miss'!Meggie Gaule, 
Homer Altimus, Mrs. Rachael W. Al
cott, Mr. Geo. Bacffir. Mrs. Ida Whit
lock, Mr. Thos. Nfewman, Mrs. J. J. 
Whitney, Charles Schirm, Esq., Mrs. 
Maggie Waite, Dr. O. G. W. Adams, 
Mrs. Maud Frietag, Eli W. Sprague, 
Dr. Schlesinger, Dr. G. C. B. Ewell, 
J. B. Hatch, Jr., Mrs. Anna Jaquess, 
Mrs. Adaline Glading, Mrs. Mattie 
Chamberlain, F. A. Wiggin, Chas. W. 
Stauglen, Col. Jas. Freestn, Dr. As
pinwall, E. W. Bond, Mr* Aspinwall, 
John Hutchinson. Esq., Theo. F. Price, 
Mrs. A. E. Pierce, Mr. and Airs. J. D. 
Storrs, W. H. Bach, Mrs. J. E. B. Dil
lon, Mrs. Carrie Loring, Fr*nk Walker, 
Mrs. Wheeler Brown. Joh’. Eggleston, 
Esq., Capt. E. W. Gould.

Francis B. Woodbuby. Sec’y., 
■ N. S. A.
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WANTED--KNOWLEDGE
A Response to Certain ln- 

quiries.

Treason is like diamonds; there is 
nothing to be made by th* mall trader. 
¿¿Douglas Jerrold.

To the Editor:—The above is the 
headline to an article bj’ Mrs, J. R. 
Winson To take it up seriatim and 
give our views would make a lengthy 
article; hence we shall only review 
two or three of the most important 
pointe. There is a law governing all, 
to which she refers, and it is the study 
of law that enables us to arrive at 
conclusions.

I quote as follows: "I was taught 
when a child to tell the truth. * * * 
I have suffered untold anguish be
cause I could not be told truth at all 
times by the spirits who talked to me 
day ' and night; and I could not find 
the law which governed it.” * * * 
"Since then I have been told that the 
condition of a medium may be such 
that spirits cannot always control the 
wires over which the communication 
passes.” "I am personally acquainted 
with a man who is a scholar. While 
we are both in the form he dare not 
approach me; but if he should leave 
the form, he understands many 
things—for one, perhaps, hypnotism, 
which'would help him to soon pick up 
the knowledge of how to control or 
talk to me, as I am very sensitive.”

In this last ' quotation may be 
summed up all the argument that 
governs mediumship, which could be 
better explained by Carl Sextus than 
anyone—and we hope he will take up 
this subject and give us a dissertation 
upon it. •

All questions of faith cure, Chris
tian science, hypnotism and spirit 
control are answered by one and the 
same law, which is that of will and 
psychic control.

Spme years since I read an article 
from Carpenter, the celebrated mes
merist, which was .in substance as 
follows:

“I have a subject who, in coming 
to one of my entertainments or ex
hibitions, if he makes up his mind he 
will not take off his coat, because his 
shirt is dirty and he does not wish to 
appear in that untidy condition, I cun 
make him do everything I wish except 
to take his coat off, and why? Be
cause he has made himself positive 
upon this one point against my power 
and influence. ”

Here is the law of spirit control, 
incarnate and excarnate.

It is well known that no one can be 
controlled by a meljnerist if they are 
positive against it. Mesmerism or 
hypnotism is nothing more than the 
influence of a spirit operating in and 
through a form upon another spirit in 
the body. If the subject can maintain 
that positive condition against the 
spirit of a hypnotist here, cannot the 
samp law govern the spirit after it has 
left the body? . ,

Spirit control is the operation of 
the spirit upon a willing subject, who 
becomes negative for that purpose, 
and seek their aid and guidance. You 
ask how can I discriminate between 
the class of spirits that seek to control 
my organization while my spirit mind 
or will is in abeyance? How do you 
control yourself with regard to the 
same associations here? Do you in
vite the liar, the thief and classes of 
depraved to your home, and ask them 
to become associates with you? On 
the contrary, you repel them os such, 
while at the same time you desire to 
improve their conditions.

Even if you go into the haunts of 
such, your own positive nature against 
their aura or evil associations helps 
you and keeps you on your guard, 
against any injurious effects that 
would otherwise be exerted against 
you. When they pass from the body 
you are just as proof against their 
influence and control as you would 
when they were here, if you make up 
your mind they shall not control you.

If you are not afraid of your 
learned friend here, you need not be 
after he has passed on. Do not feel 
afraid of his influence of leave any 
loophole of doubt upon which he oan 
work, but be positive that such shall 
not in any manner control you or even 
exert an influence upon you. '

You will again naturally ask how 
can good spirits come. They come at 
your bidding. Your nature, your 
very desires i-pvite them. While, with 
that positive will, you repel, build up 
a wall, as it were, around you, against 
those you- do not desire; you can, at 
the same time, be negative to the 
better, higher and nobler spirits. 
Carry these thoughts ever with you 
and you will be armed against the 
enemy and receive recruits from 
friends you desire. :

This is the law, in brief, in the 
light in which we view. it. It is a 
subject that should be thoroughly dis
cussed and understood, and we trust 
those of experience, and particularly 
Carl Sextus, vyill give their views.

. M. 8. Beckwith.

Spiritualist Meetiugs In Chicago.
The Church of the Soul, at Schiller 

Theater. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
pastor. Services at 10:45 a. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, New Masonic Temple, 3120 
Forestavenue. Services at 2:30 and 7:30. 
Mrs. Ada Foye lectures and gives tests.

Beacon Light Church 617 North Clark 
street, near Burton Place. Services at 
2:30 and 7:45 p. m., conducted by Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins.

Church of Love, Faskin’s Hall, 3012 
Archer avenue. Experience and test 
meeting at 8 p. m.

German Spiritualist Society, Gartel- 
man’s Hall, 13th street and Ashland av
enue. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Spiritual Endeavor Society meets 
at 1 South Hoyne avenue, 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Spiritual Gospel Tern pie, Hygela Hall, 
Washington boulevard and Paulina St. 
Services at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Home Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and 8. p, m.

The Church of the Spirit, Willis Ed
wards, pastor, meets at 620 North Clark 
street, at 3 and 8p. tn. Lyceum at 2 p. m.

People’s Rome Association, Bricklay
er’s Hall, 03 South Peoria street. Serv
ices at 7:80 p. m. '■ ■ ‘'

South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Hall, 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conference meeting at 
3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m,

The Spiritualists Church of the Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. m., at Monson's Hall, 
1052, Milwaukee avenue, corner Lincoln 
street, Mrs. M. Summers, pastor,

Church of Malachi meets at 255 West 
Randolph Street, at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. 
C. C. Henderson, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 794 
West Van Buren street. Services at 
7:45 p. m. Dr. Hasenclever will lecture 
and give, spirit messages, assisted by 
other prominent mediums.

Brown's Hall, Forty-seventh and State 
streets. Services at 8 p. m. Lecture 
and teste by Dr. Harry Abbott of Cali
fornia.

Society ot Spiritual Truth, 887 West 
Monroe street. Services at 8 p, m.

The First Society of Spiritual Unity 
will meet Sundays at 11 a. m., 3 and 7:30 
p. m., in Washington Hall, 490 Wash
ington boulevard, corner of Ogden ave
nue. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, speaker.

South Side Christian Spiritualist So
ciety, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue. Serv
ices at 3 and 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Lee Norle 
daman, pastor.

PAPER EDITIONS.
Paine's Age of Beason............ ............................
Paine's Common Sense................... ...................
Paine’s Rights of Man........................................
Paine’s 0*13........ ..... ....A.............................
Paine’s Religious and Theological Works.

Illustrated.......................................................
Paine’s Life. Profusely illustrated.................
Volney’s Ruins of Empires and the Law of 

Nature. Illustrated..............................
Rousseau’s Vicar of Savoy, and A Search for 

Truth, by Olive Schreiner...................
Rousseau's fiodafiContract...........................
Meslier's Superstition in all Ages. Portrait 
WieBiiev’» ©lauby mib gleniuuft. Portrait 
Dickens’Sunday Under Three Heads. Dlua. 
Bulwer’s History of a False Religion. Ulus. 
Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. Portrait
Gibbon’s Birth and Character of Mahomet... 
Higgins’ Horae Babbaticie.................................
Higgins’ Apology for Mahomet, the Ulus* 
. foous...................................................
Reasons for Unbelief, By Louis Viardot......
Father Tom and the Pope; or, A Night at the 

Vatican.....................................................
Voltaire's Zadig, or Fate: and The White 

Bull, a Satirical Romance...............
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50
50

50
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--------The Sage and the Atheist; also The 
Princess of Babylon............... ...........—■ Z. Tbe Man of Forty Crowns ; and The 

Huron, or, Pupil of Nature............ „
— Micromegas; The World as it Goes; A M 

Plato’s Dream : Jeannot and Colin; •
..... The Two Comforters, etc....... ............. 2Q

Voltaire’s Romances, containing the above4 
books in one vol. Profusely illustrated..}! M 

Bacon’s Paradoxes. Portrait.......................  10
Ingersoll’s Controversy & Christmas Sermon 
-———Godsandother Lectures.................
*■ Ghosts and other Lectures...............
—— Some Mistakes of Moses...................

Interviews on Talmage................. .
- What Must we do to Be Saved?-....
------------- Blasphemy..........................  i 
— ■ ■ - Crimes Against Criminals................
- Vindication of Thomas Paine......
--------— Man, Woman and Child. Portrait. 
... —•— Is Suicide a Sin ?................................
———- Shakespeare, a Lecture. Portrait

■ Abraham Lin coin, a Lecturer Por
trait........ ..........................

--About the Holy Bible, a Lecture... 
- -——Voltaire, a Lecture. Portrait.......

----- - ------Which Way ? a Lecture.................... 
—--------Myth and Miracle...............................
■ । ■ Field-Ingersoll Discussion...............
—— Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy... 
------------- Some Reasons Why...........................  
------------- Patriotic Addresses............................  
.. . — ■ The Christian Religion...................
-—■ 1 Foundations of Faith.......................
———How to Reform Mankind...............
Keeler’s Short History of tbe BlNe...... ..........
Gardener’s Men, Women and Gods.................

CLOTH editions.
PAINE'S COMPLETE WORKS.

Finest Illustrated Edition, Booed,
Paine’s Political Works. 2 vol.
Paine’s Theological Works. I vol.
Paine’s Miscellaneous Works. 1 vol.

s

MOSES HULL’S ROOKS.
A List of His Noted Works.

For Sale at the Office of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Wayside Jottings, .
Gathered from tbe Highways, By-ways end Hedges 

of Life. .By Mattib E.TIuli,. tbls Isa marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
Bermoui and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull, price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, IL
Ths Spiritual Alps

and How We Ascend Them,
Or a few thoughts on bow to resch that altitude 

where spirit issupreme and all things are subject to 
it. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 ceuts; in paper oover, 25 
cents
Kew Thought,

Volume I. Nicely bound in cloth, 679 large, beaut!- 
fplly printed, pages. Portraits of several of tbe beet 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting in an attractive form the highest phase of 
cho Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 11.00.
New Thought, '

Volume IL 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter, fllx portraits. Cloth 
bound, 76 cents.
Joan, the Medium,

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
sb a Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull. This Is at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc. and • —• *V. A _ „A. .^-..1, -l_. A. A______ * - . . ...one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel was ever more thrilllngly tn- * 
terostlng; no history more true, price tn cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Beal Issue.
. ByMOBXiHuLL. -A compound of th« two paraph- 
lets, “The Irropretslble Conflict," and "Your Answer 
or Your Life;’’ wfth Important addition«, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 2S cents. Thia book contains 
statistics, facts aqd documents, on the tendencies of 
tho times, that «very one should have.
AU About DevOo,

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
Snd other Great Reforms come from Bls Satanic 

lajeety and His Subordinates tn the Kingdom of 
larknest. 60 pages. By Moist Hull. Price, 16 cents.

Jeaiu and the Hediunu,
. or Christ and Mediumship,

Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 
and Mediumship of the Bible wltb tbat of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An Invtnolble argument proving tbat 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modern mediumsnip. It also shows tbat all 
the manifestations throughout the Old aud N ew Testa* 
ment were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to day; and that the coming of Cnrlst Is the re* 
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and HelL By 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Bplr* 
llualtstic interpretation of m*ny things In the Bible— 
lDterPret*«ope never before given, expiains_ the 
heavens and hells believed tn by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Baiscd,

Or the Twenty Yean Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Prlee 10 cents.
BpiritualaSongstsr,

By Mattis E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’s 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congTcgaUops, circles and families. Price, 10 cta^ 
or per hundred.
The Mediumistic Experience

of John Brown,
The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. B. Loveland. This Is tbe bljtory of one of the 
most wonderful mediums tbat erer lived. 1G7 large 
pages. Price, 60 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists,

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 6 cents.
TTas John Calvin a Murderer?

Price. 6 cents.

H-ERESY, 
i. . OR ■ ■> 

LED TO THE LIGHT.

A Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangeli- 
ration and INw Thought* It is to Protest* 

■■ antism what the ^Secrets of the Con- 
-■ vent’* la to Catholicism*

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
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¿ vol. |ß.00Paine’s Life. By Clio Rickman 
and the editor of Tlie Nation
al. Proftiselv illustrated. 1vol.

Paine’s Age of Reason.......................
Paine’s Rights of Man........................
Paine’s Crisis............ . ............................
Paine’s Life. Profusely Illustrated................. 76
Paine’s Principal Political Works, (1 vol.)... I 00
Paine’s Political Works. Complete, (2 vole.).. 2 ft
Paine’s Religious aud ideological Works. 1 06 
Gibbon’s History of Christianity. Ulus....... 2 ft
Gibbon’s Birth and Character of Mahomet. H 
Voltaire’s Romances. Illustrated................... 1 &0
Rousseau’s Vloar of Savoy. Portrait............ ।
Rousseau’s Social Contract. Portrait...........
Meslier’s Superstition In all Ages. Portrait. 1 
fflhSlier'e wlaubnmb ®rr nuitfL Portrait 1
Volney's Ruins of Empires, niuatruted......
Volney’s New Researches in Ancient History I 
Reade’s (Winwood) Martyrdom of Man........J
Heckel’s Vldt to Ceylon. Portrait...............  1
Dickens' Sunday Under Three Heads. Ulus. 
Higgins’ Hone Sabbatic®..................................
Higgins’ Apology for Mahomet, the Blus- a 

triouB................................................................
Buchner’s Force and Matter. Portrait....... 1
Buchner’s Man In the Past Present and Fu

ture. Illustrated...............  1
Rochefoucauld’s Moral Maxims.......................
Comte’s Positive Philosophy. Portrait.........
Goodloe’s Birth of the Republic. Portrait , 
fialtus’ Anatomy of Negation..........................
Saltus’ Philosophy of Disenchantment........
Fawcett’s Agnosticism................................. .......
Bulwer’s History of a False Religion.............
Talleyrand’s letter to the Pope. Portrait.. 
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot......
Father Tom and tbe Pope; or, a night at the

Vatican......................... ....................................
Ingersoll's Lectures, vol. I, cloth.,..................
...................— “ vol. I, full sheep............  
—..............- “ vol. I, half morocco   ..
(Second volume in preparation, to be bound '

uniform with volume one.)
Ingersoll’s Prose Poems. Portrait................. M
•---------------- “ “ Cheaper Edition..
---------------- Goda aud other Lectures..............
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—-------------- Ghosts and other Lectures..........
—---------Some Mistakes of Moses................
■ --------Interviews on Talmage............«...
— Blasphemy.........................................
-------- —-Fiela-Ingersoll Discussion...........  
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FOB BALE BY

THE PR0GBE8SIVE THINKER.
THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN

—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
This 1b a moit valuable book. It comes from an Rs 

Priest, whose character it above reproacb. and whi 
knows what be Ib talking about. Everybody iboun 
read It. Price, 61.00. It contains tho following chap 
tors:

... CHAPTER I. . ...
Tbe Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly BeU

respect in tbe Confessional.
. . . _ . CHAPTER II... ....................
Auricular Coufeutou a DoepPtLof Perdition lor till

Frleat. ____
. .chapter in. 

The Confessional is the Modern bodom.
„ .................... CHAPTER IV. ... .
How tbe Vow of Celibacy of tbe Priests 1b made eaq 

by Auricular Confession.
.. ...................... CHAPTER V._ . .. _ 
Tho higbly*educflte« and reflued Woman tn tbe Con

fesslonal—What becomes of her after uncondltloa 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

. ... _ . CHAPTER VI. .. . .
Auricular Confession destroys all tbe Sacred Tita (X 

Marriage aud Human Society,
. ........................ CHAPTER VII. . . .... 
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THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
— OR —

TfíREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX

BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB.

This Is one of the author’* most useful and Id 
Strufcdvc books. This work should bo read by even 
man and woman. Price, 60 cents. For sale at thfl 
office.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
William Steele departed this life at 

his home near Watseka, 111., Sunday, 
August 30,1896, at the good old age of 
85 years. The funeral was held at the 
home of Joseph Schroder, near Papi
neau, Ill., and the remains were laid to 
rest in his family lot. Frank Dutcher 
delivered the funeral discourse. Mr. 
Steele was a stanch Spiritualist, and 
spent his time in healing the sick. He- 
leaves an aged wife and one daughter to 
mourn his departure.

Martha Smith.

“Social Upbuilding, Inqhidin^ Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office. .

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood
Tuttle.- Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten

Tbe dl.tlSKtiltbed author, Hudion Tuttle, require, 
uo Introduction to the reader, ot Tax Pxoaars.ira 
Thikxeb, but the following beading, ot chapter, will 
show them what they may expect from the book;

Coxrxrrw-An Idyl - Firdh.m-Building the 
Church—The Byangellat-B oid-Tbe. 6»toon-Tbe 
Lost Daughter—Law—The _ Harvest, of Boul.-Jane 
Grey—Tbe Mother of Caln-Evolutlon—Stella—Tbe 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward—The Home Circle—The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette—The Bank Robbery- 
Llbprty-Afi I, Well That End. Well-ÌEe New 
Cburcb-The Now Way; Led to the Light. .. . .

Every chapter is devoted to one tyéa, and the whole 
presenta so many tableaux moving onward to the ell* 
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist is cod* 
trusted with tbe character of the honest minister and 
the thinking apcsttc. The steps br which a preacher 
emerge^ from the church, and the difficulties ne meets 
are graphically presented. Tbe sew church and pro
gressive lyceum evolved ont of the old, form an in
teresting study to those seeking now methods.

It Is a beautiful relume of 223 pages, and tho price 
iTflCcordnncc with our new departure, is SO cents, 
postpaid, or five copteu for si.25. For sale at the 
•’fflee of THE FR06EE8MVX TBTKEXB..'-

JVI
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

ThlB 1» No. 6 ot the library ot Liberal Classlci. It 
I> conceded to bo htitorlcally correct, and eo exact and 
perfect In every detail a» to be practically beyond the 
reach ot adverse qrltlcUm. Thla work will be found 
Intensely Interesting. Price, 23o. Bold at thia office.

K dr;iX°r6lndrXm^t.s' Prto TREE AND,SERPENT WORSHIP 
111.00. .For tale at thU offic«, | wXS.hu4wii.mii. Frtw.it t«».

gi£

IT IS A MOST EXCEL 
LENT WORK-

. Thl» work I» by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, ».ilBted M. 
PROF. W. F. LŸON. Heretofore It hu been fold foy 
13, but the price now hM been reduced to »1. It 1» • 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and la Tull of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Bhefr( 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bis work is t 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of thtt 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In* 
telleots; Purity; Salratlon; Discords; Good and Ml 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent in Substance; Tho Nebulous Theory; Particles aro 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Thfl 
Science of Death*. Spiritual Death; Immortality^ 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes;1latter_an4 Spirit; Biro andDlstsace; BpIriW 
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra»] 
Phy; Goes to Hmtn; A Slave Hasler; etc.» etc. <1 
. The author says: /‘Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselvoa, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or laymura teacher or puplb 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour- 
lehmentof which 1 individually partake apd digest» 
My soul mbst expand by virtue ot the aoul_ essenc» 
which I individually gather acd comprehend or digest." 
For sale at this office.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

An entertaining manual of hypnottim. useful to 
students of the ehbjeck In the tana of dialogue and 
story, tho author presents very successfully a con» 
denMd account of hypnotism,. lu theory, ud practice 
up to date. Price, paper, 15 Cto. SoMattbla office. ■

Frtw.it
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This Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle. , 
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

U. G. Figley: Q. (1) Who were the 
Shepherd Kings? ,

(2) Who was Hermes Mercurius Tris- 
anegistus?

A. (1) Tho Shepherd Kings or Hyksos 
were probably hordes from the deserts 
of Arabia and ’ Syria,-who invaded the 
fertile lands of Egypt, and remained 
•there in nnssession during the 15th, 
Itith and ll'th dynasties, .according to 
(Manetho. This stretched over a period 
of about 500 years, which; according to 
the authority of Mariette, was from 
2200 B. C. to 1700 B. O., or, taking P.pole, 
from MOO B. C. to about 1500 B. C.

Unlike most conqueror?, instead of 
forcing their manners and customs on 
the Egyptians, they adopted those of 
the conquered, even to the sacred forms 
of religion, and accepted the Egyptian 
Gods. This would lead to tho conclu
sion that the wandering tribe, led by 
the Shepherd Kings, was not numerous, 
for it is a law of mingling races that 
the most numerous absorb the less. The 
type of the Hyksos, however, in certain 
sections of Egypt, probably in the an
cient center of its power, is well, pre
served to the present day.

(2) He was the God Mercury, of th# 
Greeks, and Thoth, of the Egyptians, 
the inventor and supporter of learning 
and literature. He was believed by the 
Egyptians to'lnspire all writing, and 
hence all their books were sacred. The 
works that pass under his name are in 
•Greek and Latin, arid are of no value, A 
great mass of writings attributed to him 
are forgeries, written in the Middle 
Ages. There have been, pointed out. 
many phrases and thoughts in the works 
attributed to Hermes, that appear in 
the Egyptian papyrus arid inscriptions. 
It is without doubt that the books are 
-not forgeries, nor really as ancient as 
supposed, but enlargements of more an
cient writings. These writings are per
vaded by a senseless mysticism, and to 
the practical and direct thought of the 
present are worthless.

am repelled and yet ,1 feel stronger. If 
I attend church I come home feeling 
angry, miserable and depressed. Have 
been a student of psychic-phenomena 
five years aud am very nervous, flow 
can I overcome these difficulties?
-A. (1) I cannot give in full the noted 
prophecies of Dr. Buchanan. They in
cluded all the horrors which usually ac
company . prophetic utterances, and 
their terrific character was heightened 
by tbe glamour of science. War, pesti
lence pnd famine were followed by the 
depression of the eastern coast of the 
continent, and Duly tbe rock-ribbed Al
leghany Mountains would roll back the 
ocean waves.

As the time for the fulfillment of most 
of these predictions has passed, no alarm 
need be felt that the remainder will 
cometrue. .

(2) This correspondent is exceedingly 
impressible, i. e., a sensitive, and has 
not harmonized his faculties. That the 
church is disagreeable to him should 

.teach him to keep away from its influ
ence. Heis unhappy because unsettled 
and disturbed by conflicting thoughts. 
Listening to some sermons would make 
good people augry, depressed and mis
erable. He should keep away from that 
which annoys, and proceed to cultivate 
his mediumship according to the rules 
and conditions essential for its unfold- 
ment. He must determine In his mind 
what course to follow, and adhere firmly 
to his choice. .

TAU ALONG SUNBEAMS
Possibility of Their Subsiitu 

tion for Telephone 
Wires.

Pro£ Graham Bell Jias Renewed 
: His Experiments with 

theX Rays.

Instances Where the Fall of a
Shadow May Be Heard.

Art. S, Gordon, Tenn.: Q. I have 
read with deep interest the answers to 
questions, and while I admire their 
usual fairness and directness, do you not 
hold your ideal ot marriage above the 
possibilities of actual life, and is it right 
.and practical to so' severely treat the 
limitation of the number of offspring?

A. As for marriage, can its relations, 
in the high sense in which it should be 
understood, be too idealized?

The other question is one to which 
there has been a great awakening in re- 
cent’times, as a reaction against the su
perstition of religion. The church, 
founding its mandate on the Bible, has 
taught that not to have all the children 
“God saw fit to send” was a most repre
hensible crime, and that alargo family 
was a cause of glory to the mother. 
That is the doctrine of a Bible written 
■by men in a barbarous age, of a mascu- 
line.God, and has been taught until it 
has become a .hereditary superstition. 
Itis a belief consonant with a slave wife, 
obedient to the husband who is her mas
ter. With the advent of the rights of 
woman as a co-equal with man, this 
brnial belief has slowly yielded to the 
sense of justice and of right, and the 
two kinds of morality, one for man and 
quite another for woman, is passing 
■with it. ■

I do not know to what passages this es
teemed correspondent alludes, but 1 will 
say that I cannot write anything too se
vere to express tho disgust I feel-to the 
church and Bible teachings on this sub
ject. Lately tho press has had a kind of 
epidemic, reporting cases of groat pro
lificacy, and the style such cases are re
ported is that of laudation, as confer
ring honor as well a? notoriety.

One instance is that of a Clay County, 
Kentucky, family of twenty-throe chil
dren by two wives, and of three broth
ers in the same county, two of whom 
are living with tbe third wife, and fath
ers of twenty-three children each, and 
one living with his fourth wife and 
father of twenty-six children. One of 
these fathers, when questioned as to the 
-number of his children, was quite una
ble to answer. Tho poet’s pen and 
artist's pencil have portrayed the terri
ble sacrifice of the innocents, the de
struction of helpless children; who shall 
paint the utter wretchedness of be
tray cd trust and love blighted by pas
sion? Who paints the slaughter of 
wives?

Human beings cannot hope to rival 
the lower order of animals in the num
ber of their offspring. The codfish in
creases by the million, but they are all 
codfish. These Clay County men, by the 
slaughter of wives, have a score, but 
these are like themselves, and better 
for the world that they never existed. 
Aside from the question of the worthi
ness of such children, arises another 
jqually cogent, were they all saints and 
philosophers. This question reaches be
yond these ignorant clowns, who know 
nothing higher than brute instinct In
stead of praise and public flattery and 
Staking them examples, no word of con
demnation has sufficient emphasis to 
brand them with the ignominy they de
serve. What right has anyone to as- 
sutne the tremendous responsibilities of 
parentagegunjess they are reasonably 
assured of gi Ing the child a proper de
velopment of body arid mind and to care 
for its growth and culture? None what
ever. The world has no need for such 
population. It has too many already of- 
this progeny of sin and licentiousness. 
It has need—direful need-^of men and 
women in the true sense of, that word. 
Unlimited, unrestrained multiplication, 
instead of a blessing, is an evil fraught 
with dire consequences, for as prolifica
cy in nature is in inverse ratio of devel
opment, the tendency is for the lower to 
crowd out the higher by sheer force of 
numbers, as weeds stifle cultivated 
grain. It is from this prolificacy which 
produces human beings instead of men 
and women, that' free institutions re
ceive their severest strain, and- are' 
threatened with greatest danger. These 
shams of human beings can make or un
make government by their votes. .They 
vote because human beings and not be
cause men.

There should be praise, not for those 
who have the greatest number of chil
dren, but. who have tho best. And while' 

• we talk of prenatal influences, and qf 
impressions'given by the mother, let us 
be not only just but correct, and boldly 
declare the influences earlier than those 
the mother can give; those of the father. 
For malformation, deformity, physical 

■ and psychical, the mother has borne 
blame; while in tho majority of cases 
such inflictions are results of secret 

” vices of the father. .

“Truth Seeker:” Q. The writer ob
tained the most excellent tests through 
mediums—a friend procuring the tests 
in the writer’s absence. Tbe results ob
tained were wholly unkuown (as to their 
verity) by the friend. Notwithstanding, 
the spirit states thata Mr. 8., very much 
disliked in earth life by the communi
cating spirit, is. in Spirit-life, but could 
not approach the communicant. This 
statement was repeated by another me
dium, who kuew nothing of the first 
one’s statement. An investigation now 
proves that Mr. S. is living in earth-life 
and quite well. How can we account 
for Buch a'misstatement?

A. A misunderstanding, or the com
ing in of a spirit who intentionally mis
states, are among the first thought-of 
explanations. The method of communi
cation is really so imperfect that itis re
markable that the confliction is not 
greater than it is. The tests received 
are in nowise weakened by the errone
ous communications. Every message 
and answer stands on its own merit, and 
even when a medium is proven to have 
deceived, it 1b only for the one time, and 
does not prove all that he may have 
given is false. Honesty and high moral 
character are valuable possessions for 
the medium, but are not indispensable. 
The character of the Invisible and un
known spirit that may come on the 
other side may defeat our calculations. 
Antagonism in communications has been 
a stumbling-block to investigators, for 
they cannot free themselves from the 
old conception of spirits being infalli
ble, and they take for granted that the 
means at their service are perfect.

B. R. A.: Q. (1) Is these any possible 
sense in which thoughts can be called 
things?

(2) Would it be' logical to speak of 
photographing a thought, where the 
thought produced is simply some promi
nent element of the thought? Suppose 
I am thinking—“My baby is better look
ing than Smith’s:” Granted, now, the 
outline of a child’s head shall appear on 
the plate—is that a photograph of my 
thought? If bo, then this wreoks spirit 
photography, does it not?

A. (1 and 2) The question, are 
thoughts things, has been recently dis
cussed at length and I only here reply 
that in no sense is this true. It is as 
senseless as it would be to call electricity 
a thing. This loads up to the other 
queries about photographing a thought. 
Even granting the supposed case and 
tbo appearance of a “child’s headi”the 
correspondent correctly concludes that 
it does not prove what is claimed. As 
the production of a photographic nega
tive must have reflected light, and as 
thought cannot reflect light, on a priori 
grounds we conclude that tbe taking of 
such photographs is impossible.

Before we theorize we must be sure of 
our facts, and of these we are by no 
means certain. Only demonstration, re
peated and repeated, can establish a 
claim so wonderful and beyond ordinary 
record.

Until that time, it is uncalled for to 
accept statements, however supported 
by world-wide names. A spirit cannot 
be photographed any more readily than 
a thought, except that it has a person
ality. If it desires to be seen or to im
press itself on the plate of the camera, 
it mustattract te itself particles of “sub
stance” sufficient to reflect the rays of 
light, and this a thought cannot do. It 
is not necessary for a spirit to attract 
material sufficient to be seen in order to 
be photographed, as the plate 1b far 
more sensitive than the eye. It is the 
first step toward materialization.

Peoria Has a Haunted House.
It has been years since Peoria, Ill., 

has'had a haunted house, but the resi
dents of the neighborhood of Calvary 
Presbyterian church are ready and 
willing to swear they have one in their 
neighborhood, says a news item. '

The building is a two-story structure 
and is located on a triangular piece of 
property at Prairie and Madison streets, 
in the rear of the church. The first in
timation of its peculiar inhabitants came 
to light Tuesday night,- when peculiar 
sounds emanated from the house, which 
was the object of a shower of brickbats 
and rocks. The neighbors, greatly- 
alarmed, stood in their doorways and 
saw the bricks fall, but wore unable to 
locate the source. The police were 
equally at sea, and lately a squad of ten 
men, with Captain Charles, observed 
the mysterious charge of missiles. They 
examined the neighboring buildings and 
mounted the church steeple, but could 
not find the spooks.

The haunted house is .creating consid
erable talk and a large number.of people 
swarm about it during the day.

A. E. Baumgart: Q. (I) What were 
Dr. J. R. Buchanan’s predictions for 
New York, and the cause of the calam
ity? , - - . • .(2) ■ WhCnlnomein contact'with peo- 
g}g who are - radically oppbSed -to me I

Farm Hooses Mysteriously Stoned
A strange case is reported from a 

farm owned by Al Sch'ader, about six 
miles, west of Little Rock, Ark. Hr is 
tenanted by a white man and by a ne
gro. For the past two weeks showers 
of stones have fallen abont'the houses 

’ occupied by both families, shattering 
•windows and doing other damage. A 
small boy was seriously hurt by being 
struck by the mysterious missiles. Au 
are mystified over the affair, and the 
superstitious among the colored people 
ascribe it to supernatural agency.

A party of men with shotguns were 
sent out to Investigate, but their pres
ence-had no effect upon the bombard
ment, which continued with renewed 
vigor. The men gred volleys into the 
woods, whence the stones proceeded,- 
but all to no purpose, and, although the 
neighborhood was scoured thoroughly, 
no trace of the offenders could be found. 
The shower of stones continue day and 
night. All are at a loss to account for 
it. . ■ ' '  ;  -

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methodsand-Instruments).” By 
E, D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very In
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it wellfulfills 
the promise of its-title; .For sale .at this 
office. Price,-76cents.'• -

Prof. Graham Bell has been devoting 
his attention this summèr to the com
mercial development of an invention of 
his which invplves nothing less than 
telephoning by a ray of light.'

Perhaps not a single reader of this 
article is aware of the fact that nearly 
twenty years ago Prof. Bell made the 
discovery of a method by which he 
could hear a shadow fall, says the New 
York Sun. He found in following up 
the researches of Dr. Werner Siemens 
that the rare metal called selenium pos
sesses the peculiar quality of varying 
its electrical conducti vity under the ac
tion of light. That is to say, Its resist
ance to the passage of a current of elec
tricity differs when it is exposed to the 
light or hid in the dark. It was from 
this discovery that the inventor devised 
an instrument as simple as its powers 
were astonishing. He found that by 
connecting a cell made of this metal, 
selenium, with the ear, by means of an 
ordinary telephone, and then directing 
upon this cell an interrupted beam of 
light, he could detect a sound. It was 
at first supposed that this rare metal 
was the only one which possessed this 
quality of being sonorous—that is to say, 
of giving out sounds under the action of 
light: but in a series of experiments 
Prof..Bell found that all substances pos
sess it more or less in the same way 
when made up in the form of tiiinqlisks 
or diaphragms. In a word, the great in
ventor laid bare for the time a new 
principle of matter.

It was out of these researchesthat the 
wonderful instrument upon which Prof. 
Bell is now again at work sprang. He 
gave it originally the name of the pho
tophone. It aimed to substitute for the 
ordinary telegraph or telephone wire a 
ray of light.”

Doubtless there is many a man whp 
would question the sanity of any ope 
who would contend he was able to talk 
tor a long distance over a sunbeam. And 
yet this is exactly what Prof. Bell has 
succeeded in doing. The mechanism 
which.he devised does not differ widely 
from the telephone in its général prin
ciples, save in the fact indicated, that it 
substitutes a Tay of light for the usual 
copper wire.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE RADIOPHONE.

There is, first of all, a transmitter, 
which is made np of a thin diaphragm 
of mica or of some other substance, sil
vered at its back so as to make of it a 
reflecting mirror. The diaphragm is 
connected with an ordinary speaking 
tube, Into which the operator talks just 
exactly us he would talk into the trans
mitter of a telephone. Against this 
thin disk or diaphragtri is projected a 
ray of light, preferably sunlight. The 
light is caught by a mirror, ana directed 
through a-concentrating lens, whose Jo
uis is the transmitting diaphragm. The 
latter in turn reflects the ray through a 
second lens, which again makes the 
components of the ray of light parallel, 
so that it may travel any distance with
out dispersion.

At the other station, where the receiv
ing operator is, there is a parabolic re
flector, at the end of which is fixed a se
lenium cell, The cell in turn is con
nected, telephonically, with’ the ear. 
Now, when the ray of light is reflected 
from the transmitting diaphragm and 
the operator speaks into the tube joined 
with the latter, what he says may be 
clearly and distinctly heard at the other 
end of the line; that la, at the other end 
of the traveling ray of light. And that, 
practically speaking, is all there is to 
this wonderful affair.

The theory upon which this instru
ment is built is that the ray of light may 
be impressed with sound vibrations in 
exactly the same way that an electrical
ly charged wire is impressed with the 
sound vibrations from the telephone. 
When you talk into the telephone, what 
takes place is simply this; The electrical 
current being brought into connection 
with the carbon diaphragm, against 
which your voice strikes, the wire or 
current is set in vibration, or rather the 
sound vibrations or waves are impressed 
upon the elecrical vibrations or waves, 
just as If you were to start a series of 
ripples In a pond and then add to these 
a second series of a different character, 
which would follow in the same direc
tion, but not the same line of vibration 
or wave motion. _

• It follows from the" process here de
scribed, that if speaking against the 
carbon transmitter will set up such an 
agitation in an electrically charged .wire, 
àmechanism which shall just reverse 
the action of the transmitter will repro
duce a similar set of vibrations upon a 
diaphragmai the.other end of the line 
and thus reproduce your speech.

As the reader is -doubtless aware, all 
the trend of modern physical science is 
toward establishing the close relation
ship of the different forms of molecular 
motion, which for ths purpose of dis
tinction are variously called light, heat, 
electricity and sound.

So close, indeed, is this relationship 
that the late Prof. Tyndall, the highest 
authority on the subject, wished to abol-. 
ish some of these phrases, notably that 
of “light,” as simply confusing. And 
the further science has gone the more 
it has come to see that the only differ
ence between these varying modes of 
motion, the only difference between 
light, and heat, and electricity, and 
sound, is the difference of form and ra
S. It has found that It is not very

Itto convert the one into the oth
er. The conversion of heat or electric
ity intolight is so familiar and cominon- 
place a process that persons do not 
wonder at it at all. But when Prof
Bell went a step further and demon
strated the possibility .of converting 
light into sound, or at least causing a 
wave of light to produce a wave of sound, 
he entered, into a new field and welded 
a new link in the chain of relationship 
and interdependence. You will see that 
it was but a step further than this to his 
telephoning by light.

NOT INTERRUPTED BY OBSTACLES.
But to say that' this is “telephoning 

by means of a sunbeam” is really a very 
crude and- inaccurate description of 
what actually ’takes place. This is 
what Prof. Bell discovered by accident 
one day in the course of his experiments. 
It ohanoed that he thrust in the path of 
the ray a disk of India rubber, and he 
found that communication was not inter
rupted in the least. The acoident told 
Prof. Bell that he had made a yet fur
ther step in his researches;'that he had 
opened new gate to further knowledge 
of the subject. He had discovered that 
the process of telephoning was,not con
ducted by the visible rays of the Bun
beam at all, but by the invisible rays, of 
which there is knowledge only by infer
ence..

- If you split up a sunbeam by means of 
a prism on eacn side ot the spectrum 
there will be found to be certain rays

which arg not Y.isiblel but still have’tbe 
property ofa&rëlppiiÿ beat or of affect
ing a guivanometetv- Some of these are 
called actinie rays, and then again 
t here is another class of which the world 
has heard a gre>at /deal of late, the to- 
called X rays, which Prof. Roentgen 
made use of iu aeej^g the hones if the 
human body. ,■

The peculiar quality of these invisible 
rays is that they will pass through sub
stances which tlie Risible rays of light 
will not pass through, and this is just 
what happened ivheb Prof. Bell thrust 
this India rubber ante the sunbeam’s 
path in his experiment. The phenom
enon showed that it wa? these invisible 
rays which' really Sook up the sound vi
brations and carried; them along. And 
so from this Prof. Bell wasted to change 
the name of his device from a photo
phone to a radiophone. By this new 
phrase the inventor was able to give a 
clearer and move accurately descriptive 
name todiis invention.

But Prof. Bell’s researches were only 
begun. The invention of the radiophone 
was due to his discovery of the peculiar 
properties possessed by selenium. This 
is an exceedingly rare metal, go closely 
resembling telurium that the man who 
■firsttound it gavé it. a name which would 
indicate its relatiorishlp; as telurium 
comes from tellus, the earth, he took its 
name from selene, the moon. It Isas 
expensive as it is rare, and in his labora
tory last spring Prof. Bell showed the 
writer a little glass jar which contains 
probably the largest amount of selenium 
in the world. Furthermore, aside from 
its expense, it was a troublesome metal 
to deal with, and many a long night 
did Prof. Bell spend—all his work is 
done at night—over ways and means for 
its practical use.

It happened one day when Prof. Bell 
wished to make some experiments that 
the selenium was all gone, and just by 
way of hazard a number of other 
substances were tried, to see if they 
would act in anything like the same 
way. It was just from this chance exper
iment that it was found that there are 
a great many substances that will do al
most as well. One of these was ordinary 
black wool. And just to show how large 
a part mere cbancie.plays even in mat
ters of pure science, Prof. Bell goes on 
to tell of how one day he was out of black 
wool, ns well ns selenium. There was. 
white wool, however, and, nothing 
daunted, the inventor proceeded to be
daub this with ordinary lampblack. 
And this worked better than ever. It 
was only a little further to experiment 
with lampblack itself, and finally with 
just plain soot, And the last was best

FIRST SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT.
So, by one chance experiment after 

another, Prof. Bell devised a talking 
machine literally out of a sunbeam and 
a small vial of soot. At first all tbe ex
periments were conducted in the labora
tory between one room and another. 
One day Prof. Belfaco-worker, Sumner 
Talnter, climbed up with a radiophone 
transmitter into fci'çppola of a school
house a considerable distance away. 
Prof. Bell was at the. receiver by onp of 
the laboratory windows, wondering, 
just like Darius Qregn, “whether the 
fool thing would wprk,’’ Into the trans
mitter Mr. Taintev ¡cried:

“Prof. Belli If ypHyhear what I say, 
copie to the window., and wave your 
hat" j

I*rof. Bell did net .wait for his hat. 
With all the enthusiasm of a schoolboy 
he jumped to the windpw and waved his 
arms as frantlcallynsjio knew how.

Later came thé experiments of talking 
through a distance of a mile and a naif. 
And here the progress, of the invention 
stopped. There Vere flther things to, 
engage the attention of the inventor, 
anfl not until the announcement of the 
wonderful things which Prof. Roentgen 
was able to do with hlsX raysdid the 
instruments received-further attention. 
Now, however, with the rapid progress 
whioh investigators have made in this 
direction, Prof. Bell has again taken up 
the work with a view to making the rar 
diophone a practical and commercial 
invention. It would never do to have 
an instrument which has to depend en
tirely upon sunlight for its workability, 
and for a time it looked as if the radio
phone would be of no use to any one 
Bave men of science. But it is possible 
.that with the advance of electric light
ing and means of generating the X rays 
a simple and practicable way will be 
found to produce a light that will rival 
tho sunbeam, atleast.for this purpose.

The conditions are that it shall be 
sufficiently powerful. and at the same 
time steady. If it does not possess the 
quality of steadiness^ in trying to talk 
over a ray of light you would experience 
the same sort of confusion as when you 
try to telephone over a wire that is vl-: 
brating at the same time from some 
other source.

The writer asked Prof. Bell what 
would be thelimitas to distance through 
which the radiophone might operate, 
and if it would be possible to talk any 
further than you may-now signal with a 
heliograph. He replied that he saw no 
reason why, if the right sort of a light 
were found, it would not -be -possible to 
establish a series of reflecting mirrors 
at convenient distances apart and reflect 
the ray in any desired direction. Pro
vided the lenses employed are perfectly 
accurate, the light would not lose its 
power, nor would the sound vibrations 
be disturbed by any number of such de
flections.

Theoretically, it is entirely conceivar 
ble that if a series of mirrors were set 
up at regular inter vals, sufficient to over
come the curvature of the earth, it 
would be possible to talk across the con
tinent, or for that matter, were the way 
clear, all around -the world, with this 
single original beam of light. Thennly 
condition would be that there should be 
nothing in the way of an obstruction to 
cross the beam in ita travels.

- As to the practical use of tbe radio
phone,' it is easy te ¡see fhat with its sim
ple construction ifccfiuld be cheaply 
built, and might be employed for long 
distances, where th&jçMt.of copper wire 
would prohibit. .Jiris likewise easy 
to see Its utility . inj^imes ol war, when 
It’would be impossible].to string a wire 
or when a wire might be cut by the ene
my. By its meansjjrgo communication 
could be established --ÿetween armies 
considerably distant\ «¡pm each other or 
from a lookout to jtiiqsheadquarters of 
the commanding.gcmetpl.

There is no deeper subject‘for those 
studying any of the^higher sciences than 
this. It is exactly 3in-.Jlne with the re
searches of our owbiProf. Lockwood. 
It is in touch withrthetioocult sclencaof 
the day. Prof. Bell . pays: “It is not 
only upon the vislple.ray that the con
veying of sound depends, but the invisi
ble ray.” This is true ot any motive 
power so far discovered and utilized 
by man. You may see what you term 
waves of heat, but you are only watch
ing the radiations emanating from the 
invisible power or activities behind the 
visible. It is true of the use of steam, 
electricity, or the mind upon the human 
body. Everywhere the invisible pre
cedes tho visible in expression, unfold- 
ment and progress. .:

Cold, materialistic science Ib rapidly 
advancing toward the warm, invisible, 
spiritualistic phenomena and very life 
principle of the universe of being, and 
all because the human: brain is free to 
think and delve in all directions, un
hampered by fear of. a noose, the fagot 
and stake, the rack, the guillotine, or 
other implements of -Christian torture ; 
and death,
• It is a pleasure to watch'the progress'

¡of al) the scieiu3es,and I think it a credit 
to the Chicago Tribune, front .which the 
abo; e was taken, and others of the sec
ular press, that such advanced thought 
should appear in their columns.

■ Im. T. Wilkins.

EXCELLENT RESULTS.
Phenomena Produced Under 

Strict Test Conditions 
at Canton, 0.

On Saturday night, September 26, 
Mr. J. G. Jonss of Columbus, Ohio, gave 
a trumpet seance- in this city, under 
strict test conditions, to a party of thir
teen people, all skeptics and ardent 
church members, except the writer, 
who is a Spiritualist. This seance was 
held at the home of a gentleman who is 
one of the leading members of the Meth
odist church here, a gentleman, too, 
who is well known and who stands high 
in this community professionally, and 
otherwise. There were six gentlemen 
and six ladies besides the medium, he 
making the thirteenth party, who sat in 
the circle, ■

The test conditions Mr. Jones sat un-
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der were as follows, and were made by 
the gentlemen who were in the cirole, 
and not by Mr. Jones:

First condition! Handcuffs were 
placed around Mr. Jones' wrists. Sec
ond condition: His arms from the elbow 
to the wrist were tied securely to his 
limbs. Third condition: His limbs were 
tied securely to the chair he sat upon. 
Fourth condition: HiB body .was tied se
curely to the back of the chair. Fifth 
condition: His mouth was filled with 
raw cotton, and a large piece of that ma
terial was placed over his mouth and 
tightly bandaged, leaving but a small 
space for breathing through his nostrils. 
The handcuffing was done by Dr. John 

;8. Pyle, one of Oanton'e most skilled 
physicians, and when completed was en
tirely Batisfactpry to all in the room, ex-' 
cepting, no doubt, the poor medium, 
who was unable to utter a word arid 
scarcely move a muscle. Being then 
ready for the manifestations frotn 
friends on the spirit side of life, the cir
cle was formed and a guitar and a 
common trumpet were placed upon a 
table within the circle. The light (gas)- 
was then extinguished. All joined 
hands, and in less time than two minutes 
the trumpet was raised, touching the 
ceiling, and immediately following this 
manifestation, Mr. Robert Craig. Mr. 
Jones’ seance control, spoke through the 
trumpet, saying: “Why don’t you tie 
and handcuff me,” and then requested 
us to sing, which we did, he singing also 
through the trumpet. -

After singing a few verses, another 
spirit voice was heard by us, giving the 
name of Dr. Walker, a former Canton 
ian, and who passed to spirit-life from 
Canton a few years ago. After the 
Doctor had conversed for awhile with 
old acquaintances that were in the cir
cle he gave way to other friends on the 
spirit Bide to speak.

During the evening Mr. A. H. Douds, 
who passed to spirit-life from Canton 
about eighteen months ago, by beiqg 
killed by a freight train, at a crossing 
on the Valley railroad, near Canton, 
came and delivered an important mes
sage to a near relation, telling this re
lation to go to a certain spot near where 
he (Douds) lost his earth life and he 
would find a certain instrument of writ
ing. On the day following this gentle
man drove to the place designated 
and found the manuscript. The distance 
he had to drive was fully fifteen miles.

After holding the medium in this test 
condition for fully a half hour, and all 
in the room being satisfied that the 
manifestations were not of the medium, 
the cirole was broken, the lights turned 
on, and-the medium was released from 
the bandages, and a seance in the regu
lar way was held.

However, I negleoted to mention that 
Dr. Pyle and others who assisted him in 
imposing those tests, examined the band
ages and found them just as they were 
before the seance, the handcuffs leav
ing creases in the flesh of his wrists. I 
have since talked with several people 
who were in the circle, who told me 
that they were certain the manifesta
tions were genuine spirit manifestations, 
judging from the tests they had received 
and the truthfulness of those tests. This 
test seance will be the means of doing 
much good for Spiritualism in Canton, 
and I only wish we had many more such 
mediums as Mr. Jones. Yours for 
truth, E. R. Kidd.

Canton, Ohio.

Bible vs, Darwinism.
In regard to the impenetrable mys

tery surrounding man’s origin, we 
have had one very able answer in 
Darwinism, yet without the proofs. 
That animals have undergone wonder
ful modifications, like the horse, who, 
from a five-toed animal the size of a 
raccoon, has grown to the huge one
toed animal as we now see him, is 
easily proved; but Darwin’s theory of 
descent is wrongly named, as applied 
to animals; that which departs from 
the monad form can only ascend; but 
the descent of man, if from the Spirit
world, is rightly named. Every day
progress in science is proving facts of 
the Bible heretofore not understood, 
and what better evidence have we 
than its teachings that God made man 
in his own image? The spirits of the 
old prophets .-who had taken up their 
abode in that “undiscovered country, ” 
occasionally returned (materialized), 
but made longer stays than the ma
terializing spirits do to-day. No doubt 
our present visitants, favored by the 
Almighty with temporary returns for 
definite purposes of their own and his, 
are too well satisfied with their pres
ent abode to remain long away.

This brings us to the question, 
Could not a spirit, under the proper 
conditions, absorb enough material to 
remain longer? If they have all the 
bodily organs of a human being, ore 
not such organs capable of being put 
to their respective uses for their main
tenance here, as of old—the stomach 
for digestion, etc.—and could not 
such semi-solid forms be fed upon 
nourishing vapors until ablejto assim
ilate liquids and stronger food? May 
not Eve have been materialized from 
Adam in some such way? As the 
most wonderful modern inventions 
.have been heralded by serions jokes 
as to their possibility, I will say, may 
we not have a re-creation of both man
and woman to-day. H. R.

A New Campaign Song.
A . spirited patriotic sohg, entitled 

“McKinley, Hobart and Honor,” com
posed by G. F. Perkins^ has just been 
published, and is treating quite a stir 
among the political singers.■ The price 
is '35 cents a copy,' knd pan be ordered 
through this office. '£ *-•• ■ 355tf
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MOST WONDERFUL BOOKS.

The Warfare of Science 
With Theology.

A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom,
• By ANDREW D. WHITE, LL. D., late President and Professor 
of History at Cornell University. In Two Volumes. 8vo. Cloth, 
Five Dollars. For Sale at Th isi Office.
In these two large volumes are combined information that the reader 

could not find in the libraries of the world in fifty years. It shows the con
stant and determined opposition of Theology to the advancement that has 
been made in every branch of Science. To the Student it is indlspensible. 
Every Free Thought Speaker should have it. It should Circulate in every 
community.' It goes into minute details, citing in all cases the authority, 
showing the persistency of Theology in fighting new and advanced ideas in 
Science. ' .

’‘The magnum opus of the eminent es-President of Cornell plants a new 
and notable milestone along the highway of-ever-advancing human thought. 
The work is the masterpiece of a mind as devoid of wanton iconoclasm as of 
moral cowardice. It is a definite statement of where the best thinkers of the 
world now Stand in the religio-scientifip conflict It is clear, honest, brave, 
and must be given a place among the great books of the year.’’—Chicago 
Tribune. •

“The most valuable contribution that has yet been made to the history 
of the conflict between the theologians and the scientists; struggles that have 
alarmed timid Christians, but, as Mr. White shows, there was no occasion for 
alarm. The several chapters are extremely interesting, and while President 
White never flinches in telling the whole truth, as he thinks science has 
ascertained it, he is nowhere irreverent. He confronts truth, takes its hand, 
and follows boldly wherever truth bids him come.”—Buffalo Commercial.

“The book is written almost colloquially, and so interestingly as to 
enchain the attention at once, and keep it enchained. Concise as a history 
of the universe could be made, tabulated so that instant reference to a par
ticular bit of history, theory, or biography may be had, it will be valuable as 
a lexicon relating to religious controversy. It is crammed with information, 
sorted, sifted, winnowed, and prepared for the consumer, as reading it is of 
on absorbing interest, and it will probably provoke answering arguments.11—■ 
Chicago Times-Herald.

“Undoubtedly the most exhaustive treatise which has been written on 
this subject It is able, scholarly, critical, and impartial in tone,"—Boston 
Daily Advertiser.

“A literary event of prime importance is the appearance of ‘A History of 
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. ’ "—Philadelphia Press.

These two large volumes, containing about 900 pages, will be sent to 
any address on the receipt of the price, Five Dollars. .

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

THE ELIMINATOR
Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 

Secrete.

Its
Phenomena, with Explana

tory Anecdotes, Descrip
tions and Reminis

cences.
"DYCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOR IS 

LJ tersely a record of tbe facts and demonstrations 
which tbe author has aoeu, heard of or presented tn 
hte owu ex perl menu. The history of the various 
phases of tbe aclenco Is succinctly presented, and tbe 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments des cribed occurred tn Chicago. The pictorial 
illustrations add much to the interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen
eral reader, aa wall as helpful and instructive to the 
student. The work II a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, SV.OO« Fur sale at 
the office of Tua Pboorbsbitb Thintxb.

IMMORTALITY,
.. . OR...

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLAGES.

BY DE. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK!
_ Tbto admirable work contain, what a hundred 
■Plrlta, good and evil, ,ay of tlielr dwelllng-niaooa 
Give ni detain—detail, and «ccurata delineations of 
Ufa In the flplrlt-worldl—11 the constant appeal of 
thoughtful mind.. Death Is approaching. Whither— 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? Whati. their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol
ume the spirits, dllferlng as they may. are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man Is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of thia kind before 
the people. Ho treats of the Mysteries of Life, 
Doubts and Hopcn The Bridging of the Riven Fore- 
gloams of .the Future; Testimony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is It 
the BoUlor Body that Sins?; Clothing tn the Spirit
world; Our Little Ones tn Heaven; The Personal Ex
periences of Aaron Knight; The Bed Man’s Testi
mony; Eril Spirits; Testimony of Physicians tn Spirtt- 
Llfe; The Homca of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers In Sptrit-Llfe; Spirit Homes of 
Brnno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price 11.50; postage, li centa. For 
sale at tuts office. .

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos* 

Ing the fabulous claims of anoient Judaism aud dog» 
matlc Christianity, containing many siartllng concltL 
Bions never before published, showing clearly th! 
mythical character of most of the Old aud New Testa* 
inent stories, and proving that Jesus was an Imperson* 
attou aud not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price fll.SQ. For Sale at this Office, 
Researches in oriental History. 

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
One Fot. lJ9mof 401 Pages, Cloth, $1,50,

GENERAL DIVISION. ’
1. RESEARCHES IK JEWISH HISTORY, 
S. RESEARCHES i.V ZOROASTRIANISM, 
S. DERIVATION OR CHRISTIANITY, 1 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I 
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search

fora Historical Jesus.
In this volutno tbe Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been tbo holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messteulo Idea is traced to tbe Bao* 
Irian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and tta history la 
outlined, following the whvtb of emigration, until It te 
fully developed Into Christianity, with »mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, auou after tho commencement 
of tbe Christian era. -

Tbe book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
Cral hero arc mythical; that Che whole system la based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonial, dogmas and suporstldons are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Ita facto are 
mostly gleaned from Chrhtten authority; and np^per- 
son can read It without I iBtructlon aud profit, whether 
be reaches tin* ssmt cnueluMuus with the author O*' 
ofliurwl-'' Eoraalent this office.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Music for the 

Choir, Congregation and Social
Circles.
.E. n. Bailey. 
Musical Editor. New edition. Culled from a wlao 
field of literature with the most critical care, freo 
frotn all theological bias, throbbing with tbe sou! of 
inspiration, embodying the principlce and virtues of 
the spiritual philosophy, set to the moat cheerful and 
popular music, (nearly all original), and adapted to all- 
pccaalons, it Is doubtless tbe most attractive work of 
the kind ever published. Its beautiful tonga, duett 
and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accom
paniment, adapted both to public meetings and the 
toclal circles. Cloth, s2.uo. Pom««*., n cents.

NEW THOUGHT.
Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 Urge, beauti

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of tbo best 
speakers and mediums. Tbe matter all '•riginal and 
preaenUngtn an attractive form the.hlghest pnase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By Moses Hull; Price 
only tl.50. For sale at this office,
-Yu1-"?’JI- „83.‘ beautifully printed end 
nicely bound. Orlgtn.l matter. Blx portrait«. Clolh 
bound, 75 cente. By Moses Hull. For sale at this 
office. —

OBSESSION.
rn2sowrWy1""mort‘‘11’- a? m. Fared,*

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Not Adapted to Modern Clrllliatlon, with tho Trna 
2Dract^. n̂^gda,tne'

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowler, Mr». Carrlo E. B Twin? ma- 

iJ.!,8'’“'»’ooky1’1 be read with luteM0 4n- 
tercit by thousand,. Price 23 cents.

Joys Beyond Ilie Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE T0M0HB0W OF DEATH wax writer; to 

develop the Idea of the principle of tho permanence 
ot the human «oui after death, and tta reincarnation 
tn a chain of new Beings, whoac tuooesslro link, are 
unrolled 1n the bosom of etherlal space. “Bbtoxd 
Tmi TnasinoLD” continues on the same Unes, en
larging and expanding theTdca by reasons and con 
slderatloni drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that the 'certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence nt death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end la far superior to that of any of tho existing re
ligions. From beginning to cud it Is interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one acceptait au or not. much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In Its pcrusaL Price 11,23 
For sale at this office.

-«philosophy 
OFSPlErrVAL iniekcouese.

««ountol tbe very wonder- ftilepIritnal developmonts at the house ot Rev. Dr
Stratford, Conn., and similar oases In all

7. ttlo (ountrL This volume Is the first from 'and “Z?I’0.n‘ubJectot"Spiritualism"
ana ou stood tbe test of many years. Cloth li 25. 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office. 1 ’

The Religion of Spiritualism, 
w1.l?Zhe?S5.e" V” FNIosopbv. Dy Bev. Samuel 
Watson. This work waa written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man. Price 11,00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
■By Charles Dawbarn. Price lOccnts.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By M*Trn E. Hull. Tbtrty*6|ght of Mrs Hull’s 

“a?te,d t0 piyitlartnustc, for the nsn
M , ’•.C|’S1M ”n<1 ftmllles. Price, 10 els- or |6 per hundred. For Bale at this offlbo. *

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In th!> TOlnOit Uib »nthor, tn the tblrtynlhe 

chanters, discusses a wide variety ot subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, frotn a spiritualistic (tend- 
point. Bhe evinces the powers ot a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thoopht and fine literary stylo, and 
cipiblUty ot thought etpreulon. Tho-subjeots are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Bpliituallst's 
Ubrary, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning SptHtnatHm and Its teach- 
lnf- - • ‘
For Sale at this Office, Price, $1.80
Vim of Onr Heavenly Home.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomai P<!ne. Parte 1 and IL Belnff U 

answer to Mr. Burke’s attack upon tbe French 
.Revolution. Poet Bvo., 279 pafft», paper. 80 cente: 
clotb, 50 cents, ’ ’

Ingersoll’s Great Address
On Thomaa Paine, at tho late Paine -celebration In 
New TorkClty. Price, 6 cente; ten edtdeBlOrSOcents.

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales
BlretcMk By . band ot iptrtt JnteniEfnrei, 

through the mediumship of Mnry Tbereaa Shelbamer. 
An excellent work. Trice $1.25.

^BEYOND THE QATES.~
By EHnbeth Btnart Phelps. A highly eaterttlotBf 

Votb» Price yi.00. -

— ’ F ,.. .AS“
. By Edith-WiilU Linn.- A volutfioöf sweet outpour* 

1ngs ot gentle -nature, who hu do thought ot the 
bitter amelty of carth-iuo. Then are sweet, winsome 
andrbstfoL Price 1100. . * .

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBBOOKER,

Jttrthor «I "Bein Bartow", Vo»," ’The OeeallH* Atul raw Ttsvfi A IdkM* OMmmMka Ämwiva Vi BCIvu .xMriOw^ VOW, '*X|1O OCCURBy AMrflw JBCKSOB AJAT1I. A HlgBIjr Muvnnff . gftwv of Etax.'’ *TM*frrt .llnthm-taN-Ml?' and vMteas • • • . \ »sc ou*« . iw.citiuu wtvvuüCflUUA.. BalurcnxYrre» 75 cents. ratitHoe^te. atbtr WOftoTlMceSceau. ForaaieatthteofflcST



• THOUSAND PATIENTS

Cft/VS. E
WftTKïNS
M.D

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful iu treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success.

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is- ac
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients-write him eich week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions,- 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
: only the purest medicines and in the 

smallest doses that will producé the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any jnedicine.

ANOTHER REASON Is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a tine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect. ■

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, arid Leading Symptom.

DR. G. Ê. WftTKINS,
AYER. MASS.

Mondays of each week at 357 Co
lumbus avenue, Boston, Mass.

AMERICAN SPIRITUAL
HEALTH CIRCLE-

HOW TO GAIN HEALTH
AND RETAIN ITI .

) ' , <.V ,'S. • - ;

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
SEND 2-CjENT'STAMP TO .

357 Co). Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
. • ■ ■ BSCtf

ing.” The question is how long can 
they stand the strain? for there must be 
a limit to endurance. . .

May progressive thought (and THINK
ER) continue to spread its light until the 
dark corners are filled with the sunshine 
of knowledge and men rise by the way
side and cry Ye Blessed.
.................... .... Frank-L. Beown.

Boston, Mass.. ... . ..

Tire American Spiritual Health 
Circle.

Among tlie tnuny methods employed 
in the treatment of djseuse, wo would 
cite the three leading schools that em
ploy medicines alone for the cure of dis
ease. The Allopaths administer large 
doses, the Homeopaths small doses, 
while the Eclectic School is supposed to 
use large or small doses, as in their 
judgment seemeth best. ",

Each of these schools have legally rec
ognized colleges in which; their methods 
are taught to the coming physician. 
Aside from this, there are many other 
methods, prominent among which are— 
Christian Science, Mental Healing, 
Mind Cure, Faith. Cure, Psychic, Mag
netic, and Massage Treatments—as well 
as the so-called New Method— Kneipp’s 
Cure, or walking bare-footed in the 
dewy grass. While much is being said 
in. favor of the “New Method,” we

Watkins’ Great Work in 
Boston.

. We- saw -by ’ the Banner, ;last week, 
“there was-great excitement at 357 Co
lumbus avenue, Boston," owing to some 
wonderful cures wrought by Dr. C. E. 
Watkinianfi. B. W- Banks, “The Heal
er,” and their method of psychic treat- 
inents. Thinking, perhaps, I might 
f et some new facts as to spirit-healing, 

called at their parlors. They occupy 
the whole of first floor, giving them two 
large parlors and a small room taste
fully arranged.

• iri the front parlor were a number of 
people waiting. Introducing myself, I 
told Mr. Banks I desired to investigate 
his method.
' “Come right into my work-room," he 
replied, “and if my people do not object, 
you may gather what you can.”

For about an hour I watched him in 
his specialty, that of healing by laying 
on of hands. Each one claimed to nave 
been more or less benefited. In answer 
to my questions, some said: “Good as 
new!” “Notan ache!” “Wonder how he 
does it?” etc. One poor man came in 
bent almost double, hitching along on 
two canes, and the thought came to me: 
"Now will I see the victor vanquished.”

‘Take off coat and vest,” was the or
der, and I smiled to myself.

In about five minutes, however, Mr. 
B. said: "Stand up—straight!” and sure 
enough he stood up straight. "Now, I 
want you to walk like a man,” said Mr. 
B, Much to my surprise, the man 
started, feebly at first, like one afraid, 
but in about a minute he seemed to gain 
confidence, and walked about the room 
nearly as well as I could. Tears ran 
down his cheek, and he told me that for 
more than five years he had not straight
ened his back, and had given up all 
hopes of ever taking another step with
out his canes.

“So that is the cure,” said I.
“Oh, no,” said Mr. B., "it will proba

bly take three months for him to thor
oughly regain confidence and develop 
muscular tissue sufficient to perfect a 
cure.’’

By this time my head ached so badly 
that I began to lose interest and thought 
best to go home, but Air. B. smilingly 
said: "All experiences have a price: and 
this is no exception. Shall I cure^your 
Headache?” and he did in less time than 
it takes me to write it.

I find in Mr. Banks none other than 
the’husband of our late gifted speaker, 
Airs. Clara Banks. .

I was then invited into the other room" 
—the office of Dr. Watkins—and with a 
“Hello, Charlie,” and "How are you, 

. Frank?” we were lost to the present, in 
reviewing the past. Then came, one 
niter another, some ten or more people, 
and I witnessed what to me was a dem
onstration of wonderful power.

Hardly a question was asked, and 
before he hardly looked at them, 
he would begin to diagnose tneir 
case, each one claiming it was perfect
ly correct, and I was astonished at the 
rapidity and certainty of the descrlp
tions. Some came for final examin
ation and declared they had been.com- 
plefely cured of what to them had 
seemed Incurable diseases. Another 
said: “While devoid of hope a month

should advise very moderate indulgence 
during January and February through
out New England. .

Can any of the foregoing schools or 
methods claim to have reached “per
fection?”

How is the public, the people, to de
cide which one of the many to employ 
when they feel the approach of the de
stroyer?
' Which one instructs the public how 
to keep well? In this article we shall 
speak of the M. D.’s and others as doc
tors, believing that each according to 
his own school or method is striving to 
recover health.

Now we believe a doctor should be 
able and willing to instruct the public 
in the art of retaining as well as regain
ing health, and doubtless many are. 
But the great majority seem to us quite 
content to struggle with the problem 
forced upon them in the sick-room.

The object, then, of the Spiritual 
Health circle is. not only how to get 
well, but how to keejl^o. Our njotto is: 
“An ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure." We have bgen con
ducting our Health Circle, in a quiet 
manner for some time and have positive 
proof of its good work and feel impelled 
to enlarge the Circle from a sense of 
duty.

Why do we call it The American 
Spiritual Health Circle? As all common 
laws are founded on the Divine law, the 
Spiritual law should permeate and con
trol to a marked degree all natural and. 
physical laws. “Thoughts being things,” 
must- carry weight in the circle pf jjn- 
seen force; therefore, in this we find an 
answer to the great Agnostic’s wish, 
and firmly believe that'-undeii'propfir in
struction,'health is as catching as dis
ease. '

Combined concentrated thought, in
telligently applied, increases the power 
of force to ail witnln the radius of the 
thought. We feel it our duty, having 
fully tested its merits, to interest you in 
the movement. We shall form classes, 
giving monthly lessons or instructions, 
which will embrace Hygiene, Laws of 
Health,' How to Live, How to Gain and 
Retain Health, Care of the Sick, etc. 
Many receipts and suggestions as to 
food, tempting dishes, drinks, etc., for 
the sick-room. How often we hear the 
patient wishing they had something 
that would taste good. .We hope to 
supply, in a great measure, this long- 
felt need. '

Do not suppose that wo are antago
nistic to your doctor; on the contrary, 
our object is to aid him’in bis effort, by 
pointing out an intelligent course of 
action on your part, and suggesting 
many minor details that your busy doc
tor has not time to enumerate. Often 
your doctor is blamed for the loss of 
some loved one, when in point of fact he 
has done all in his power, and blame, if 
any, belongs to ourselves alone, owing 
to our inability to act in intelligent con
cert with him. •

We propose forming a New Circle on 
or about October 1st, and monthly there
after, and would be pleased to hear from 
all wishing to join. There are no re
strictions, and one subscription in a fam
ily we deem sufficient. Our purpose is 
to enlarge our field of usefulness, and 
carry rest, hope and strength to weary 
hearts. Address,

B. W. Banks, Secretary, 
357 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 

Membership, $2 per year, in advance.

ago, to-day the sun shines brightly, and 
I'shall soon be myself again.” Could 
not help thinking as 1 sat there; “Can 
this splendid specimen of physical man
hood, with that sympathetic dignity 
that is so invigorating that even I (a 
hard shell) feel almost impelled to join 
the next foot-race,’ be the same Charlie 
Watkins that we knew years ago as the 
wonderful independent slate-writer and 
sensitive?” It is truly interesting to 
watch the development of such a man 
and instrument. ,

There seems to be a great degree of 
harmony between these two men—Wat
kins the psychic, and Banks the healer 
—and I should hesitate to limit their 
combined curative powers. They both 
feem to have their hearts in the work, 
knd from what I overheard, are extreme
ly conscientious. .■ : .

1 .When Jleftytlwm jB;. was a continua
tion bf the old story,..“Coming and go-

.'i' .ó *'// -
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DRS. PEEBLES 
& BURROUGHS,

< ; SPECIALISTS IN ALL CHRONIC 
U DISEASES.
' ' —Depend for their remarkable cure*, nqt 

, upon the old dr«8tl0drug.y.Un>, butuppu 
; the kuowlfidge of dlseaseB and their proper 
' remedies—upon science and the fleer pay-

oWcIoree»., . ■ . ............... _
4 k Some of their cures, like Schlatter^, are 
♦ 1N8TANTAN£OU8| tn other cases mouth* 
I are required. ■ , ...........  ' .

Having carefully studied all the therapeu
tic agencies in connection with their long 
medical experience, Ilioy use tlioM bMl 
adapted to each case wlthunvarylugsuccess.

Hundreds are joyfully writing theDQCtor.;

“I am better,’’4>r UI am cured?’ “God bless 
you.” - ,r

THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWING:

Dyspepsia, dtarrhaca, dropsy, epilepsy, oc 
zema. erysipelas, falling sickness, rheuma
tism, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
headaches, heart disease, kludey complaint, 
female weakness, liver dlfllculty, neuralgia, 
purubsifii bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upon the face, merino diseases, weaknesses 

® . of men,: barrenness. Insanity, drunkenness, 
w constipation. . lu xHppo and all ..chronic 
$ diseases. And further, they furnish 
| FREE TO ALL PATIENTS 

iC Hygenlc and "Physiological literature, en
Y aliHogthem when cured, to rctnalu healthy.

Correct Diagnosis Free,
By enclosing' name, age, sex, 

leading symptom anil stamp 
for reply. . .

OCT-1 -, 1896.
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. REMEMBER TO ADDRESS

DRS, PEEBLES .
BURROUGHS, 

¿P. O. BOX 177, .

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
. p. . .• • 855tf

Magnetism or Medicines—Which?
It was said of old, “Thy faith hath 

made thee whole.” But considering 
present human conditions and orgafiizal 
tlons, faith is not a universal panacea— 
neither is “belief,” nor “will-power.” 
Tinctures of roots and herbs—wisely se
lected and properly magnetized medi-. 
olnes are at times required to restore 
the sick. And spirit power often (very 
often with Dr. Peebles)- cures at once, 
removing pain instantaneously.

[We have seen and inspected the let
ters to Dr. Peebles from which the fol
lowing extracts are made.—Thomas G. 
Newman, Editor of Philosophical Jour
nal.] .

For instance, Mrs. S, A. Jewett, Pitts
burg, Pa., (care J. J, Shipley, B. & O. 
depot) wrote us yesterday: “I had suf
fered great pains a long time from a 
prolonged sickness; but when I was sit
ting Thursday evening for your psychic 
treatment, the pains all left me at once, - 
and I was instantly cured. Although 
there Is some little soreness, I've had no 
pain since.”

A letter from Mrs. R. Irvine, 65 Cory
don street, Bradford. Pa., received the 
same evening as Mrs. Jewett's, says: 
“My foot was very, very painful; and 
when your letter came I took and bound 
it on to my foot and it was perfectly easy 
right off, and-it has not troubled me any 
since. It Is wonderful and I feel very 
happy over it.”

G, W. Ackerly, 60 Herkimer place, 
Brooklyn, New York, writes: “At my 
first sitting for your psychic treatment, 
doctor, my hand, by some invisible im
pulse, was lifted to my head- which was. 
very sore arid ’painful; and ’believe’ me, , 
■before the half hour waSi-up^iLcould, 
press hard as possible onmyhead; arid’ 

-there was no soreness, no $ain—all hid' 
left It was wonderful;”.' '■ '• ■- '■■-o

Certainly, Dr. Peebles is doing “won
derful” things and miking astounding 
cures, taking many,by hispsychic power 
and attending spirit healers,’ from their 
sick-beds almost instantaneously, thus 
literally making “the lame to walk, the 
blind to see and casting put demons” 
(obsessing spirits). Others, In fact the 
majority of invalids, require (not poison
ous drugs) but some magnetized vital
ized medicines. : -

The doctor also treats the tobacco 
habit and drunkenness with marked 
success.

Those sitting for psychic treatment 
should put the left hand upon the signa
ture of one of his letters and place the 
mind calmly upon spirit and spiritual 
things—upon health, harmony, happi
ness and heaven.

. Those wishing a free diagnosis should 
send the name, age, sex, leading symp
tom arid stamp for reply. Address Drs, 
Peebles and Burroughs, -P. O. Box 177, 
Indianapolis, Ind. _

INDIANS ON AN ISLAND,

Adepts at Black Art and Perform 
Most Surprising Feats. .

Letter to My Patients.
Having long felt the need of tl^e 

proper person to administer massage and 
psychic'treatments in connection with 
my practice, am pleased to inform you 
that I have induced B. W. Banks, the 
healer, to open parlors at 357 Columbus 
avenue, Boston, for this purpose. Mr. 
Banks has been long and favorably 
known among his friends as one who 
possessed to a very marked degree this 
wonderful magnetic -curative force. I 
have for a long time been trying to in
duce him to work in concert with myself 
for the benefit of suffering humanity, 
and have just succeeded in inducing him 
to join me in the work. ’

The remarkable feature of his treat
ments is the rapidity^and permanency of 
his cures. Wef desire to say that we 
have in tho past, and still have, the gift 
ot psychic healing; we have met and 
witnessed most wonderful cures without 
medicine. We ourselves have cured 
hundreds by this method, but we never 
saw more remarkable cures than- some 
of those performed by Mr. Banks.

Hereafter we shall have a Boston 
office, where Mr. Banks will give treat
ments daily (Sundays excepted,) remem
ber at 357 Columbus avenue, Boston. 
Office hours 0 a.-m. to 4 p. tn. Knowing 
as I do that some dlseases 'will not yield 
-to magnetism alone, I continue to give 
medicine, using as heretofore, the purest 
possible to procure. On the other hand 
I know full well there are cases that 
psychic or magnetism treatments alone 
can reach, and.others where magnetism 
and medicine work In harmony and fa
cilitate -the cure’of stubborn cases. I 
also can be consulted personally on Mon
days, free of charge, at the same office. 
I will also diagnose and give psychic 
treatments as well as Mr. Banks on this 
day. .

1 still continue my letter practice. 
When you desire me to diagnose your 
case by letter, address me at Ayer, Mass;, 
giving name, age and leading symptom. 
Price of-treatments mpde right to all, 

■ . Yours kindly, . ■■
' C. E.’WatkiMS, M.D,

Mis. Df. Hbbson-Barkar, 
AS A SPUUWAL HEALEH 
HAS NO EQVAL! .. . . ,

Rejoice and BeßladI HeraldForth 
the TidingsuOf Good Health!

DR; A. B. DOBSON’S
Healing powers are bting. repeated over and over 

again through tbe . mediumship of HRB. DR.
DOBSON-BARKER,'wbtf, for tliQ past year and 
a half has . . •

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE

of al! diseases that flesh: Is Loir to. and will give 
you proof of her powers, by sending requirements 
as per small ^advertisement for diagnosis of your 
oase. Here Is one of her many cures:- '

_ _ Bt. Louis. June 21, 1696.
MY DEAli MRb. DOBBON:-! berewltb enclose 

nl.16 for another mouth's remedies • for my sister 
iuiina, I can't tell you how much good these medi
cines do her and how thankful and grateful we are 
for liayluK applied for them.. When sho begun tak
Ing this last medicine, she bad considerable distress 
iu the bowels and stoniueb, but after a week she was 
relieved amt-we are convinced if she bad not the 
medicine she would have bad a serious - sick- spell as 
liver, stomach and bowels were In .a bad condition. 
Now everything seems in good order; still we feel as 
if more medicine will eventually euro all her ailments. 
We thank you sincerely for prompt reply,- and wish 
you all tho success you so well merit. .

‘With affectionate regards, very, truly, .
. . _ _ . .. HEBfeCCA'LEVY.

8331 Laclede avo., St. Louis Mo.

King’s Island, in’the Behring Strait, 
about 120 miles from - Siberia, is peo
pled with a queer band of Indians. 
They have lived there for centuries, 
and make their living by hunting and 
fishing. The climate is so cold that 
holes dug in cliffs serve as refriger
ators, and will keep meats the year 
round. . ’ .

Capt. M. J, Healy, who commands 
the steamer;Bear, and recently re
turned from a fishing trip to Alaska, 
says that the Indians are wonderfully 
adept in legerdemain and other forms 
of the black art He says that he has 
seen a medicine man thrust a knife 
into the body of another Indian, ap
parently killing him, arid yet within a 
few miriutes the injured man would 
be walking ’ around without a scratch 
on him. ' ’ .

Captain Healy also tells of another 
event more surprising^ One day an 
Indian girl who was visiting his ship 
In company with her friends, suffered 
from hemorrhage. Blood flowed in a 
stream from her mouth, and she was 
rapidly becoming unconscious. The 
ship’s surgeon was called, but before 
he arrived a medicine man went to 
the girl, blew in each ear and tapped 
her on the chin. Then she arose and 
walked away as though nothing 
bothered her. All that was left to 
show her. previous condition was the 
blood-stained deck. —New York World.

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
. t ■ • • ■ ' • .
If sick or ailing, send a look of your 

hair, name, age, sex, leading symp
tom, four centa poetage, and Iwill di

. ' agnose your case and tall you what 
will cure your ailments. Address
DR. J. C, BATDORF.

Dept. F., Grand Rapids« Mich.
• . • - • ' V 85811

ftOW TO
M/VKE MONEY

WRITE TO THE , .

Golden Laxative Coffee Go

ft.-

FORSTER, OR, W. M,

THE HUMANE WORK.
Hudson and EmmaR.Tuttle 

in Cleveland, Ohio. :

To the EDiToa:—Prominent amoug 
the delegates to the American Humane 
Association, which recently assembled 
at its annual convention in this city, 
were Hudson and Emma Rood Tuttle, 
of Berlin Heights, Ohio, two of the 
best-known and most highly esteemed 
workers in the Spiritualistic move
ment, , The : association, being purely 
noh-sectarian, welcomes all kind- 
hearted and benevolently-inclined as 
members and workers therein, no 
matter what their religious views may 
be, whether Spiritualist, Materialist, 
Jew or Christian—all are welcome; 
hence’the interest taken therein by 
these two humanitarians.- “Sub rosa,” 
the work ;of the A. H. A. has really 
grown to be Mrs. Tuttle’s chief hobby, 
and through "the deep interest and 
study she has given it, and the active 
part she took in this year’s conven
tion, together with the introduction of 
her new book, .just fresh from The 
ProgressivéThinkét Publishing House, 
“Angell Prize Contest Recitations” 
(modeled somewhat after the “Dem
orest Prize Contesté,” for the further
ance of the temperance cause), adopted, 
by thé association!., for immediate use, 
Mrs. Tuttle will,inD doubt, henceforth 
be known-as on®, of the most con
spicuous workers in this humane ed
ucation. . .

' > Besides the various discussions par
ticipated in by Mr: and Mrs. Tuttle, 
the- former distinguished himself as 
one’of'-the ahtUmiSebtlonists,. and the' 
'latter-.by.herYVBiyi5nterestlng_ paper;- 

< < A'Plea to PopularizeHuma’fie'Wbik', ” 
closing with on admirable’rendition of 
“My Horpe;.'Mary” (original), which 

.was, indeed, a revelation to her deeply- 
interested audience.

The formation of 1 ‘Children’s Bands 
of Mercy” was strongly advocated in 
the various Children’s Lyceums and 
other Sunday-schools ; also in the 
public schools.

Now that the Cleveland C. P. L. 
has resumed its meetings since its 
customary summer vacation, it will 
make a special feature of 1 ‘The Band 
of Mercy" work under its new guar
dian, Mrs. Kate Hicks, and “The 
Kindergarten,” under the manage
ment of Miss Nellie C. Thayer, prin
cipal of the Thayer Kindergarten, on 
Van Ness street. Lyceums through
out the country desirous of giving ad
ditional interest to their work are re
ferred to Mrs. Emma R. Tuttle, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, for further informa
tion regarding the Brotherhood of 
Mercy work.

At the close of the convention, pre
sided over by Mr. John G. Shortall, 
of Chicago, held in the Chamber of 
Commerce Hall, the delegates were 
invited for a trolley ride through the 
principal streets of the city, with the 
writer and his sister, through the 
courtesy of the genial and efficient 
treasurer of the association and agent 
of the Cleveland Humane Society, Mr. 
E. C; Parmalee. . •

Thus are the old denominational 
walls crumbling away and the humane 
of all creeds becoming oo-workers.

. Thomas Lees.

Testimonial.
B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa—Dear 

Sir:—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles 
are all right. They fit me well. Are 
just what I wanted. lam 111. years, old. 
Many thanks. Respectfully. . .

. Geo. W. Goodwin.
Hancock Point, Maine, . . .

“Human Culture arid'Cure. JJarriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. ,D., 
LL.B. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on’Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, «to. Price, cloth, 75c.

I For s&lc ftt ttilfTiftc®» . . 4 . •। r

861AYER, MASS,

THE NOTED
MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT

OF THE PACIFIC COAST,
Will send a free diagnosis and terms for trestmentto 
all who will send their name and address—In their 

haudwrlttng—with postage stamp for reply.
Iho Pacific Coast Spiritualist' of Dec. SO, 1893, 

Miya of Dr. Forster:— x 
nflluce his coming here he has made himself highly 

respected and beloved for his benevolent Work, hit 
humanitarian ideas and practices, And hla straight
forward course of integrity and honor."

“Dr. W. M. Forster, California's noted plalrvoyant 
physician, is receiving commendations from far and- 
nearover blsrcmarkablcs eupceas as a healer,’’—Phil
osophical Journal. . •

Address, .

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
105Ü Market Street, • Ban Francisco, Cal, 
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A WONDERFUL OFFER 

. . . BY ...
DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,
One of the most succe»»ful healer» »nd dlagnoetlclau

J?11.11 dpet-or Ua. letters from «11 over ttj - 
United State», Canada, Australia and Kurono. telllD 
of th. marvelous results, after all hope In othrt 

,be«u given up, being speedily curd 
under bls treatment. Nervous and chronic disease! 
ol every character, peculiar, to both men aid wonma. 
are, by the aid of Ula wonderful and extraordinary 
pbwer, cured. . : i I . ; '

1 he.docior has npver failed In a correct diagnosis of 
any case, many times It being causes that had baffled 
the most renowned physician», but wa, readily «k 
plained through his wonderful clairvoyant aud olali- 
audlent powers. '

• Each case receives the attention of himself and 
band, also remedies for Individual esse. Bend tliril 
U-cent stamps, lockof hair, aze, sox, apd one symptom, 
and bl return mall you will receive a full and aiot! 
rate description of your case and any advice regarilA 
It. Through persecution ou account of bls luarvelOTl

‘a",Joc:“r„Kr“du“t«l In a regular echo«), 
therefore bolug ah M. D. ■

Bulferers, you that have failed to fled relief, trr 
once more und be convinced of Dr. Lay’s power» all 
ability. Address

812tf DR. W. F. LAY, Box 018, Chicago, IU.

HELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY. 
„A?,01*co“iolul“K Instruction» lor making » h«Ma, 
ceutrle horoscope, together with a chart which rfig

Wlon °,r tbe W?net» from IBS5 to 19i6. The mou 
complete worjt on this aystoia over published. Adepll 
ed for beginners or profe»»or». One can ¿net and rflil 
a horoscope lu half an hour. For sole by

FHEDERIOK WHITE, O. O M., ' 
SOA Fi/th Ave,, s, - Minneapolis, Minn.

°? your blrtk »nd SI and receive 
v tb your boroscope ready to real Mention thia paper when writing 844(1*

TOR BEGINNERS.

ASTONISHING OFFER.
. Send three two-cent stamps, look of hair, name 

. age. sex, one leading -symptom, and your disease will 
■ be diagnosed .free by spirit power. ■

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
BAN JOSE, CAL., Bok 1B2 M6tT

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Of Sbfrleyvilfe. - Mass., and his band of powerful 
ancient spirits are effecting the most wonderful 
cures that have been recorded and are so aoknowl- 
edriid. By bl* clear knowledge of your diseases, 
aided by bls marvelous spirit forces combined 
with bis magnetic remedies, will convince the most 
skeptical of Uis wonderful power io heal the sick. 
Try him. Send him sex, age, name, lock of hair, 
and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send a diagnosis 
of your ease free. He doesn’t want any leading 
symptoms. Address DR. J. S. LOUCKB, Shirley vlhe, 
Massachusetts. - 864

A WEEK FREE!
MEDICAL REFORM COMPANY 

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA.
Job. Rode» Buchanan, M.D , Medical Director. Dr. A. 

_J. Swarti, Bec y, Mr*. M. A. Janney Maasser atd nan}e> «ymptoiii, »61, age, arc 1-0,%
" alB,> “ weel( psychic healing b? tn!

S.n^l Including Dr. Buobtnajff
grand remedies for moderate fee, or certain work al 

da IN JUbiC, UAL.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cure» all forms of stomach, liver und Itldnev dlseaiui 
also constlpa|lon. A sure cure for that tired,^orn-cSI ' 
fueling, Guaranteed to assist your system to healfil 
^S't^Voiot,d’ 8uUWeut 
„ ®?“p*ckl'2i*,,0“r MA#netl»ed Compound for son 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised bl 
oi ?‘rtB (!ie world' 8«t for g c,«a
or all three sent postpaid for 11.00, with YarmM 
photo and instructions now tollve lOiyeaya. *

The Play of the Planets. - - - - - - - - - - '
Thia wonderful educator I» attracting the attention {--j— xc.’ 

of thousand» of. people all oyer the world as Its slm- wfiton, Ohio 
pllclclty gives one

INVALIDS
T/L HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
ri stamps, thatr disease, or symptoms, will receive 
pamphlet and advice mi to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card*

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
ButorelDlt vision. Write for Illmtretod Clroul. 

obowlng HylfeB aud price» and photo of Spirit YwJ 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I fl 
adjust my Meltod Pebble Spectacles as perfectly 
your eye» In your own home a» If you were In t 
2?c.e' '“““““»Ils c«u testify. Send »lamp 1
photo. B. F. Poolb, Clinton. Iowa.

tf

PSYCHOME TR Yt CONSUL T W1 TH
. x Prof. A. B. Severance In all matton pertaining to

concerning the influence of tho planets and the signa Pf*ctical life, and your splHt-frlends. Send lock of 
of the Zodiac In human life. ' halr, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT 0N6E

EVERY GUILD ctnlenrn to use It and accomplish 
wonder» ■

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

This wonderful invention m*k?6 It easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and '

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born for n yean past, and also to de
lineate tbe HOROSCOPE.

A few of Ole first edition left whieh will 
be furnished at ,1 each, For sai^ at this 
office.

'th/ae questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Andrens, 710 i’rairlo street, Milwaukee. Wla. W

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

Mothen will find ‘‘Mrs. . Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup”'the best to use for children while 
¡teething. An old and well tried remedy.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR,THE 

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

MR. AND MRS. PERKINS; SPEAKERS AND ME 
(Huma. Snudny.meutiug*, 617 N. Clark street. 2:80 

and 7U6 p. m. . Private readings dally, (u N. Weil» Bt. 
Instructions in development and healing. Circles 
Monday and Friday evenings. Clasi, Tuesday at 8 p.in. 
_________ ________________________ 84&tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving instructions, 

delineate your phases of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-hook. All for 25 cento. Address Mrs. J. A. Bliss, 
4921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III. S64

MRS. ELLA M DOLE.
This medium, who is cldlrvovsnt, clalraudlent, 

psychometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 
1630 North Clark street. Engagements can be made 
by letter.. 840tf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Bend full name, age, sex, and two stamps for raw 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made hy 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are put up in Mx-oqnce ttu boxes and arc guarantaei 
to give satisfaction or money will be refunded by thi 
piuprletor, Dr. M- H. Garlaud. Send-a cent! S 
stamps and redelve by return mall a box of this

household remedy
as you will find It a blood cleanser as well as a Thraai and Lung R^nedy. Over biiei sdd aiftTS 
recommeud them. Address all orders to DR M w GARLAND, 382 Sixtieth PlaSi, SteUon O., ChO 
Illinois.

CONSUMPTION CURED
By a now and ea»r uietbod, by D. F. KAYNER. M 1 
Yh!!1» treatment furnlibed, audenro almoat cohah 
Addre»» w th »tamp for tonne, at 411 if ¿rout, 
uieoto, Lalllorul», giving particular» of ca»|.

Mention this paper. ssstt

Ai tbe Bunflower turns its 
face towards the sun, so 8plr* 

. ituallsm turns the faces of bn*
mantty from darkness and superstition toward* the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICES!
Rolled Plate Bar Pin................................................. 12 26
Solid Gold Bar Pin!.................................................... 8 50
Electro-plate Badge.......... ........................................ 78
Soiled Plate Budge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1 25 

olid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Button....j 75
Rolled. Plate Maltese Watch .Charm............. .  . 8 OQ
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Charm...........................5 00
Rolled Plato Maltese Pendant.........................  8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant.....................   6 00

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

40 LOOMIS STKEET, CHICAGO

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism
E. v. Wilson was one of the pioneers of Spiritual

ton, and wm noted asa speaker and test medium. He 
> did a grand work for tho cause, and this book narrates 
many of bla striking experiences during his labors.

Purchasers will find It Intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who was left 
in straitened drountotoDces. ■ - t

Th« book cohtaln« <pO_P»ge«, and 1» «old for «1. Ad- 
reel MBB.B. V;-WILSON, 91 South Locust »treet, 

Valparalio, Ind.

PRINCIPLES . -OF — 
LIGHT AND 60L0R.
BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.

MRS.G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Ppychomejrlet and pyalneas Medium. 
Bendings personally ór by Tetter JLOi. Three rea 
sonatile questions answered by mall for 25 cents. 
Magnetic treatment given at ber residence, or at 
home of the patient. 8146 Rhodes avenue, Chicago, 
Ill. Take Cottage Grove avenue car to Thirty-first 
street, Residence, one block West on Rhodes avenue, 
near Thirty-first. 260tf

READING through October, 25 cents tn silver and 
two stamps. Annie Denson, Greenup, 111. 859

F. GORDEN WHITE, 
Trance, Test and Business Medium. Sittings dally 
at 8058 Calumet avenue, corner Thlrty-tlrat street 
Flat 9, Wellsboro Flatt. 854tf

J. C. F. ÖRUMBINE, SEER, 
Is developing sensitives In Psychometry, Clatrvoy- 
f,uoe, Inspiration and Psychopathy by a series of 
nsplratlopai teachings through tbe Jaw of oorre- 

apondence. For booklet, endorsements, terms, send 
an addressed and stamped envelope to

J. O. F. GRUMBINE,
7820 Hawthorne Street, Station P, Chicago, Illinois 

Psychlscopes, Including a regular sitting, 12.
Ml

REV. G. V. OORDINGLEY, 
the celebrated trance and test medium. Beauccs, 
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday nights. Private 
Consultation! datly^Tor business and diagnosing Psy
chometric circle every Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Residence 2988 Indiana avenue. 855tf

CONSULT THE CELEBRATED BUSINESS AND 
Medical Psycbomotrtst, Marguerite St. Omer 

Briggs, 788 Richmond street, Cincinnati, O. Terms, 
«land 12. Her wonderful psychic powers are testi
fied to by all who have consulted her, In person or b
letter. 861

MATERIALIZATION.
Mrs. Haaenclever will hold seances ever? Wednes

day and Saturday at 8 p. m.. and a ladles' circle Wed
nesday at 8 p. m. Independent slate-writing dally. 
TH W, Van Buren street. 361

ris. BTARR, SPIRITUAL MEDIUM-INSTIIUC 
tions tn developing Inspirational music and other 
phases. Reading! daily, 9 a. m. to 8 p. m, 2967 Cot

tage Grove avenne. 859

MISS EMMA RÜDER. WILL GIVE PRIVATE 
lessons through mail on Occult Science and 

Philosophy. 663 Wealthy ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.
861

ORDER OF
THE MAGI.

■ A New Badge Iq solid gold 
. with blue and black enumu 

with tbe pyramlat, obrLIsl 
and sun’s rays In gold. Brew 
Mystic should havfl one 

these beautiful emblems. Price «2. For laic at thli 
olUce.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, ano Is designed to develop modlumsht^ 
Many, by Ita use, have received long comintinlcv 
tionn from spirit frienda, and exnreaa great Batliraa* 
lion. Price, |1, und 20 cent! extra for exprcBsagd^ 
Fonale at the ofllce of The Phogiiushvb Thinkbb,

YOUR CHARACTER, 
right occupation In life, adap’ 
tation in marriage, aud what 
the lines of your band foretell, 
accurately told from pictures, 
and an impression of your hand, 
by Phrenology, I'hysloguomy 
and Palmistry. Send two 2c 
stamps for full instructions and 
sample delineation to

P. O. Box 287, Harvard, IU.
(Please mention this paper.) ■

HOW TO DRAW YOUR SPIRIT FRIENDS 
ar<>uud you, with talisman, 10 centa silver and 

stamp. Prof. James Hilling, 1 Essex street, Sjiner*
ville, Mass,« 860

ÁN ASTRAL READING OF YOllt LIFE, WITH 
numerous suggestions as to line of business or 

profession suited to your nature: n’so a private lesson 
In Occultism. Send date uf birth and 25 cents to 
URIEL BUCHANAN, 337 Chestnut street, Chicago.

859

17RI?I? peltooHtlon and diagnosis. Send ftva 
JD JlJjjIj 2-oeht slumps, date, month and year of 
birth, sex and handwriting; you will receive a correct 
diagnosis of your disease and u brief puychoroetrlo 
delineation freo. DR. E. A. READ. Box 32!, Yonkora,
New Turk. 362

CONSULT ASTROLOGY. AND PSYCUOMETRY, 
You will learn your business qualifications, how U) 

avoid accidents, losses and unhappy marriage, w^at 
your mcdlutnlstic gifts are and bow to develop them. 
Fee SI. Address HARRIET N. READ, P.O. Box 821,
Yonkers. Now York. 362

Testimonial.
• • Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept 20,1896, - 

Dr, E. A.' Bead, Yonkers, N. Y.— 
Your treatment of my sister was success-; 
ful. She is entirely well. I hope you’ 
can benefit her daughter as much.' My
self and friends who have been under 
your care are delighted, with the result. 
I shall recommend > you at all times to 
those afflicted. Yotar cure of Mrs. Van 
Vlaack after so many years of pain was 
remarkable. Yours fraternally,

Mrs. R. A. Sclater.
Other testimonials on application.

’ Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows: a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which'render the book more interesting 
and more easily-comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachersit maybe made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis' of Na
ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers ou the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think.. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents ■ . . ’

"Talleyrand's Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The -historic 
facts he states^and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish, ideas and practices 
should be read.by all. Sold at' tbit 
office. Price, 25,cents. •

A truly great work In .which the author exhtbito 
the reiulu of yeari of research, of a mind devoted 
t) science and truth, highly gifted with keen lutul* 
tive In.lgbt and thb p.«h!c faculty ot clnlrvomce, 
enabling him to discover end eluoliate facta ^ud prin
ciple! not observable to ordinary ken. Tbe book la of 
very great Interest and Ipfcruuic'e. bringing to light 
many important points concerting light and color In 

: their mental and phnjoai effects and their practical 
applioitlon in the conservation, of health and the 
cure of disease and sickness. ■ its medical value is be
yond estimation, and Ito teachings should bo known 
»yjN. ■ ... ... • • . . ....

Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.
PRICE, $B,OO, POSTAGE, Stic, 

Sot Saio at The Progressive Thinker Office,

PROF. R. A. STINSON. ASTROLOGER, CLAIR
voyant find psychometrlfit, Send look of hnlr, 

date of birth and 50 cents for roading. Address 285 
W. Monroe street. Chicago. 359

Occult goiuES.
. A wonderful book conulnlng valuable m.lter of 
intense interest to all who (lustre tn any way to benefit 
their condition in life, a marvel of oundenFcd thought 
and brilliant ideas pointing a new way to succesb in all 
undertakings through the mastery* of subtile forces.

Develop v?ur latent powers and accomplish what 
would otherwise be Impossible. This knowledge not 
onlv Increases personal Influence but fortifies one 
against designing and unprincipled persons. Price ot 
book 80c. or sent free for addresses of friends likely to 
be interested In It and 12c. in stamps- Circulars free.
OCCULT 1’L’B. CO., 8574 Vincennes Avenue. P. T.,
Chicago, UI. <10

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases, '

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up cle* 
rating, Interesting and paying entertainments can* 
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. Tbo en
tire plan, with full directions, Is in the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than aa Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing is needed more. Any* Individual may organize 
one in bls own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address ■

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
. Berlin Heights, Ohio,

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or; an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from His Satanic 
Majesty and His Subotdlnates In tbe Kingdom of 
Darkness.‘60 pages. Dy Mom Hull. Price, 15 cento. 
For tale at this office. . - • .

The Devil and the Adventists.
Au Adventist Attack oxiSpIyltuallsm repulsed. By 

Moses Hulu Price, 5 cento. For sale at this office.

BANGS SISTERS,
Phenomenal Mediums. Independent slate-writing 
dally. Seances Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 8 
o'clock. Life-size portraits of departed friends ex
quisitely executed by the spirits under tbe most sat
isfactory conditions. Send for circular. No. 8 South
Elizabeth street, Chicago. 858tf

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 
where spirit is supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. By Moses Hvll. Just tbe boog 
to teach you that yuu are a spiritual being, and tp 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; In paper cover, 26 
centa For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
. -AX»- .

THE LAW OF NATURE,
/. TO WHX0H IB ADDYD

Volney** Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notice 
by Coont Dani, and the Zodiacal Sign* and 

Oonatellatlons by the Editor;
Also, & Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients. .

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates. In large, 
clear typo, with portrait and illustrations. OnevoL, 
postBvo, 248pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cento.

This to undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books 6y«r published. It elMuentlv .advocates the 
bestinterosto of mankind, and clearly potato out tbo 
sources of human ignorance and misery. The author 
is supposed to meet in the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains tbe true principles of 
society, and tbo causes of both the prosperity and tho 
ruin of anolcnt states. A general assembly of tbe 
nations la at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tho source and origin of rellclou, of govern
ment, and of laws discussed, and tbe Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—1b finally proclaimed 
to an cxDcctan* wnrl ’ __  _ ___

Tho Evolution of the Devil.
ByHcury Frank, the independent preacher of New 

, Tork City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
: philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
: published. The book contains 66 pages, and la beau
tifully bound, with likeness of author on title page. 
Trice 25 cents. -

AN EXCELLENT WORK»
TtEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 
Ly The "Stellar Key” 1, tbo phtlowphlc»! Intr» 
duction to the revelations contained In^thts book.
Some Idee ot tb!> little volume maybe rained from tbe 
roiifiwlng tobloof contents: 1—Death and tbe After
Life; .2—Scenes In tbe Summer-Land; 8—Society In the-------------------- . -------— L,net .a—»cenesin me bununvr-DauQ; b—oocicvyrniu«

DÈATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.1 »tj
By Andrew Jaekuou Davi». Something you should 

read. Trice 76 cent*.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
ByLlul« Doten. They *r* mH, nli*bl& 

MHOT.OO. .................................... ■ , -, ■

. ---------------- -- rjmmcr L«nai_6-Lwimii«.»ui
Life In Summer-Land; 7-Mat«rl»l Work for Bplrltuaj 
Worker«: J-mtlrnMe» In the Summtr-Linfl: 5-Vole* 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition eon 
ulD»mweth»n double tbe »mount of nutter In fan 
mer ealtlou, «nd 1« enriched by » beautiful front!» 
niece, IUUtr*tlM the "torm»Uon^if tbe Sptrltua 
Body.” Cloth TTcUta FoaMC« « cefit». Far mM 
•»thUoBfifi.■ ..

THE TALMUD.
Selcctlonsfrom tho contenta of that ancient booh; 

its commcolarlcs, teachings, poetry, and Icgendg. 
Also brief sketches of tbe men wbo inado and com* 
mented upon iu . By H. Polaiig. 859 pp. Price 
cloth. »1.00. ____________________ _

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A msnnal, with directions for the organization and 

management of Sunday schools. Dy Andrew Jnckson 
Davis, Something indispensable. Price 60 cents.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Obas. Chinlquy, ex-priest. A remarkable 

book. Pages, 832. Price 12.25. ■

“ THEGÔDS. •
By Coi. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth Its weight In gold Price 2U cents.

Soul of Thing’s; or Psychometric 
• Researches and Discoveries.
ny WM. AND ELIZABETH M. A*. 
D Denton. A marvelous wort. Though concise aa 
a text-book, h is as fascinating as a work of Action. 
The reader will be amazed to see the curio is facto 
here combined lu support of this newly-d!fccovere|
power of the human mind, which will resolve n thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain a* 
day. and throw light on all the grand subjects now oh* 
•cured by time. •
Soul or Things—VoL I.

Cloth............. . ........................................
- Postage 10 centa.

Soul of Things—VolII.
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth................

• postage 10 cents.__
Soul of Things—Vol. IIL

Ill unrated. 862 np. Cloth..............
- Postage 10 cents.

..♦L»

■tm

■ILS

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
By Carrie EvS. Tiring, medium. Frloe CO cent».

SEERS ÖFtHE AGES?
Embracing Spiritualism, part and present By J 

M. Peebles, M. D. An encyclopaedia of Intcrcstim 
and Instructive facto. Price 1100. __________

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE 
' By LUtle Dotes. Tbeie poemi M« U tUfl, « 
infer. Priceil.W. . - ■ .-■ ■
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EVOLUTION /VS Ar RECONCILER 
IN PftlLOSOPHY AND ETHICS.

A PHILOSOPHICAL ADDRESS GIVEN BEFORE THE CONFERENCE OF 

EVOLUTIONISTS, AT GREENACRE, ME.,

EVOLUTION ESTABLISHED.
The doctrine of evolution has, among ।_____ ______

scientific men generally, taken the place , antecedent to all experience, the evolu- 
of the old theory of the origin of spe-1 tfonist, to be consistent, must view these 
cies by special creation, and many of the mental forms as connate and so far 
classes that have hitherto opposed evo-1 a priori; but as products of ancestral ex- 
lution are now conceding its truth and perience they are acquired and there- 
endeavoring to modify their theological ■0,'e a posteriori, 
beliefs in adjustment to its teachings.
Borne say they are ready to admit that „„„„ , „„„
the human body is derived from the* 1 ganism and environment: and every 
bodies of animals, while still insisting modification of structure and every ac
that the human mind was supernatu- ; companving sensation must be experien- 
rally created. Others concede that the tju]. T'he ¡nfanti when it enters the 
mind of man, as well as his bodily world, has no innate idea of space or 

time, but it has organized tendencies— 
Kant’s a priori forms—which have 
arisen in experience because of the con
stancy and universality of the external 
relation to which the organism has been 
subject, in like manner all the phe
nomena of the fully developed mind, ex
hibited under the rubric of sensibility, 
whicli arc viewed by the Kantian as in
itial phases, as primary conditions of 
mind, are the result of ages of acquisi
tion and modification, like “the wealth,” 
as Lewes says, "which a merchant ac
quires through his own efforts by em
ploying the accumulated results of the

Experience Implies two factors—or- 

efforts of previous generations.” Every 
truth, whether “universal or particu
lar,” “necessary or contingent,” is 
learned by experience and its ascertain
ment is possible only by the conditions 
of experience.

TWO GREAT MISTAKES.
The mistakes of the sensational school 

of metaphysicians, like Hobbes, Locke 

wrong in assuming that man possesses 
only the results of his individual expe
rience. and the intuitionalists in not. see
ing that the experiences of ancestors 
become organized in their descendants, 
as predispositions, aptitudes, “forms of 
thought/’ faculties, etc.

Evolution thus elTects a reconciliation 
between the sensational or experiential 
and the intuitional or transcendental 
philosophy, and makes the repetition of 
the old controversies between the two 
systems a waste of words.

KANT'S IDEA OF EVOLUTION.

Kant, it is to be remembered, believed 
in evolution, indeed is ju-tly ranked 
among its pioneers, buthis-idea of evolu
tion, in its different aspects, was not full 
and clear enough to enable him to apply 
it to mind, the intuitions of which he 
treats as though they were ultimate, al
ways the same in man as now: admit
ting of no derivation and of no analysis 
into simpler elements. This is not strange 
considering how slow thinkers who have 
accepted evolution, even in our time, 
have been to see its implications in re
lation to mind.
SPENCER’S PROFOUND CONCEPTION.

"Origin of Species” appeared. His 
"Principles of Psychology” may be prof
itably studied to-day by those who 
would understand evolution in its deep
er implications.

Lewes,referring to this as one of those 
profound conceptions with which Spen
cer has enriched philosophy, says that 
it “ought to have finally closed the de
bate between the a priori and the ex
periential schools in so far as both ad
mit a common ground of biological in
terpretation, al though,of course,It leaves 
the metempirical hypothesis un
touched.”

Says Dr. Edmund Montgomery: “Phi
losophy, after four centuries of most di
versified trials, had failed to discover 

and empiricism remained fundamentally 
irreconcilable. Suddenly, however, 
light began to pierce the hitherto im; 
movable darkness. It was Mr. Herbert 
Spencer who caught one of those rare 
revealing glimpses that initiate a new 
epoch in the history of thought.

Ho saw that the evolution hypothe
sis furnished a solution of the contro
versy between the disciples of Locke 
and Kant, to us younger thinkers, into' 
whose serious meditations Darwinism 
entered from the- beginning as a potent 
solvent of many an ancient mystery, this 
reconciliation of transcendentalism and 
experiential ism may have consistently 
presented itself as an evident corollary 
from the laws of heredity^’

But what an achievement for a soli
tary thinker, aided by no other light 
than the penetration of his own genius, 
before Darwinism was-current, to dls-

structure, has been evolved, in some 
way, from lower conditions, but they are 
unwilling to believe that man's moral, 
spiritual and religious nature has been 
developed from conditions represented 
by any animal below man. The-e, they 
declare, must have come direct from the 
Creator. Their words imply that the 
wonderful structure of man and of the 
Iftwer animals, and the marvelous 
intelligence of those animals, are not di
vine in their origin. Why not have a 
conception ot God large enough to be 
consistent with the view that all the 
complex forms of life and all intelli
gences, from worm to man, are ‘derived 
from the same universal power, by what
ever name called?

EVOLUTION OF MIND.

Accepting evolution as true regarding 
structure, we are logically bound to rec
ognize the evolution of mind which is 
correlated with structure. The notion
that an animal body was evolved to a 
certain point, and tht..............................
intelligence which had grown with it

lattben the animal and James Mill, was in not recognizing t]je juct tjiat tj)e ¡n(jjv¡jua] i)as intuj. 
vacated it as one would a tenement and ’ tjons which he did not acquire and 
that a human intelligence, supernatu-. which experience onlv is necessary to 
rally created outride of the evolutionary ; awaken. The mistake' of the intuition-
order, took possession of the dead animal alists al)(] transcendentalists, like Kant 
body,is too crude and childish a thonght an(j Leibnitz, was in failing to see that 
to be seriously entertained. intuitions and forms of thought,so-called,

There is as much evidence of mental although ureeeding all experience of 
as of physical evolution, if not more. ■ their possessors, have been evolved out 
The explanation of the individual is in of and are entirely derived from the ex- 
his history, and his history is in the his- periences of ancestors.
tory of the race, and in the history of , rum cdcit rouruc
all forms out of which his race grew. TWO GHEAI TRU THS.
We do not see all the factors; we do not I Both the old schools had an element 
understand all the conditions: but in i of truth: and each an element of error, 
concluding therefore that there has been , One was right in saying that all knowl- 
nn intrusion in the natural order of a ! edge is from experience: the other was
supernatural force, is to reason like the । right in saying the human mind has in
savage who invokes the volition of gods ! tuitions which it did not acquire by ex- 
to account for every phenomenon when ' perience. But the sensationalists were
he cannot see the link which connects 
it with its antecedent.

IMPLICATIONS OF EVOLUTION.

When we come to understand the im- 
plieations of evolution, we see that all 
mental as well as bodily characteristics 
have been evolved by contact of the or
ganism with the environment in which 
it has existed. The human mind con
tains, in a condensed form, the results 
of ages of ancestral experience. Instinct 
is Inherited habits. The young alliga
tor, as soon as it is born, starts for the 
water, because the experiences of its 
ancestors through millions of years 
have adjusted its structure to the water 
and given it corresponding instincts. 
What is true of instincts is just as true 
of intuitions, viz: That while they are 
a priori to the individual they are expe
riential to the race, and while they come 
to each member of the race to-day as a 
birthright, as a part of his intellectual 
character and equipment, they are 
nevertheless the result of the slow ac
quisitions of centuries, organized in the 
face, the experiences of ages “consoli
date in mind and frame.” -

EXPERIENCE AND INTUITION.

With these facts in mind, observe 
how evolution reconciles the oxperien-

pi 
?

ft

Herbert Spencer was the first to apply 
. evolution to mind systematically, and 

tial and intuitional or transcendental to show how experience is organized 
schools of thought. Tho former claimed and transmitted as a heritage, and to 
that all knowledge is derived from expe- point out that such a priori “forms" as
rience, the latter that there are innate those of space, time, causality, etc., must 
ideas, or that there are elements of have bad their origin in experience, 
knowledge not sense derived: that. This he did, assuming the truth of or
there are laws of the understanding. I ganic evolution, years before Darwin's
forms of thought or sensibility by which 
all sensuous impressions must be molded 
before they can be changed into experi
ence, forms in which no empirical influ
ence enters, which, indeed, precede and 
condition all experience.

This was the contention of the 
great Kant, who had discovered, he 
believed, in pure mathematics, a kind of 
knowledge constructed wholly from 
data which the mind possesses without 
the aid of sensorial experience. Space 
and time, in which all mathematical 
constructions take form, and the synthet
ic power which combines particular data 
into systematic knowledge, are, he held, 

‘ possessions of the mind quite independ
ent of experience.

But according toevolution, the powers 
of thought and all the mental charac
teristics have been brought into exist-
ence by the modification of previous i derived from the senses.
conditions, and the forms of thought,
so-called, have their genetic explanation 
in the experiences and acquisitions of 
the race.

A QUESTION OF PSYCHOCENY.

The question is changed from one of 
psychology to one of psychogeny, from 
a consideration of the nature of mind to 
that of its genesis and evolution. The 
evolutionist says: “There are, no doubt, 
logical processes corresponding ’ with 
Kant's laws or forms of sense and un
derstanding, which are as Indispensable 
in the formation of judgments as are the 
laws of geometry in the construction of 
figures, but instead of regarding these 
as concepts antecedent to all experience, 
individual or ancostral, as primordial 
element 'of 'mind, we should regard 
them as mental conditions, though not 
reducible to any individual experience, 

' yet the evolved experience of the race,

I organized In structure and function.” I cover this deeply hidden secret of na- 
| Although Kant declared that they are|ture, which with one stroke disclosed 

' ................ ' ’ • the true relation of innate and acquired

TWO FACTORS.

the ways of knowledge. In no manner 
could it be adequately extracted from ., ■ -----
reason, and just as littlejcould it be fully individual members suffer,
derived from the Nor had any : whatever therefore promotes the
compromise at all succeeded. Nativism . tn,?0.0 . A® pronounced’ ■ • ■ .... .. right. This is public utility, the gen

eral good.

faculties, an enigma over which so 
many generations of philosophers had 
pondered in vain.”

WEISMANN'S VIEWS.
There is no time here to consider 

Weismann’s views in connection with 
this subject: nor is it necessary. Their 
author has been continually modifying 
his theories from his first announcement 
of them, and so far as they are directed 
against the transmission of acquired 
characteristics by inheritance, Spencer, 
Komanes and others have disposed of 
them so effectually that Professor Weis
mann has been forced to change his po
sition with such frequency that it has 
been difficult to keep informed as to his 
latest concessions or contentions.

EVOLUTION AND ETHICS.
A few concluding words in regard to 

evolution and ethics. Moral codes have 
grown, so to speak, out of the wants and 
necessities of mankind. They have in
creased in complexity as man’s knowl
edge and relation have multiplied, and 
as his life has become more complex.

Through ages of experience man has 
learned that some actions conduce to 
human happiness, that others cause un
happiness. One class of action's is called 
right; the other is called wrong. The 
only criterion by which we cun ulti
mately decide as to the moral quality 
of acts is the effect they produce for or 
again.-t human well-being, and that im
plies the conditions of happiness.

THE MORAL LAW,
“The moral law” is a generalized ex

pression for all those actions which have 
the approval of our highest conception. 
The conception of a moral order is 
formed by obstructing from character 
and conduct, and combining in an ideal 
sequence all those moral qualities which 
experience has taught us are advantage
ous to the race.

Moral law is not a thing per se. It is 
the ideal rule of life and must be con
sidered in connection with man’s 
thoughts and actions from the standpoint 
of human well-being.

WHAT UTILITY INCLUDES.
When the word utility is used it com

prehends, it should be understood, 
among other components, the pleasura
ble, the ornamental, the beautiful, art, 
poetry, music, love and passion, as well 
as printing presses, steamboats, tele
graphs and sewing machines. Our ideas 
of duty become more correct with ad
vancing culture, because it enables us to 
understand more fully our relations to 
our fellowmen, and to the external 
world, and to perceive the result of cer
tain lines of action and courses of con
duct, by which we learn what is involved 
in those general principles and precepts 
which have descended from the early 
and comparatively uncultured periods 
of human history.

DESIRE FOR HAPPINESS.
Life has been evolved and sustained 

in a perpetual conflict, it is true, yet 
primarily bv actions which are accom
panied by pleasurable sensations. Were 
it possible for a race of animals to seek 
pleasure in actions that are painful and 
injurious, such a race would become ex
tinct very soon. It is certain that under 
such circumstances no race could oome 
into existence. Thus is indicated that 
our knowledge and practice of virtue— 
the sum-total of acts that conduce to our 
well-being, have been attained by the 
desire for happiness. If the transoend- 
entalist speaks of the “categorical im
perative" and declares that “1 ought” is 
more authoritative than any considera
tions of utility: still in order to know 
what we ought to do, we have to go to 
experience and learn what has been pro
motive of happiness. The whole history 
of civilization, from the dawn to the 
present time, is a record of experiences 
which have educated us into our present 
moral conceptions.

Experience has taught men that some 
acts which are pleasurable for the mo
ment are under some circumstances ru
inous in the end: that others which are 
painful for the time are a step to great 
happiness to themselves and others. It 
has also taught that acts which may be 
a source of pleasure to the individual, 
if h§ can enjoy it without reference to 
others, may be against the happiness of 
the community, which is the main con
sideration ever in tribal life. Society is 
an organism, so to Speak, of which indi
viduals are but so many units, and since 
the well-being and even the existence 
of the individual members depend upon 
the existence and security of the colleot-
ive body, its interests become of primary 
importance and must be guarded, even

The community, with the advance of 
civilisation, comes to include the entire 
human race, and the principle of the 
utilitarian philosophy admits of no nar
rower interpretation'than that those ac
tions are right which are the best for 
the entire human family.

Man .lives not for himself alone, 
nor for those simply who claim his 
attention during his personal existence, 
but as well for the millions that come 
after him to receive fora heritage what
ever contribution, material or physical, 
he has made to the progress of the race. 
Every'human life, from the least to the 
greatest, leaves traces of its existence 
which in one form or another must last 
while the race endures.

CODES AND LAWS.
We do not alway—swe do not usually 

«top to consider a vast train of circum
stances that must follow a given act. A 
large part of our moral life is lived with
out calculation. . The results of the ex
periences of mankind are summed up in 
moral procepu .and moral codes, and 
are expressed In customs and laws which 
serve as ultimate authority for most 
men.

Then we have in us the organized ex
perience of countless generations who 
preceded us, and who having through 
ages acted in accordance with moral 
rules and principles, slowly learned by 
experience, have transmitted to civil
ized men of to-day the results, as a leg
acy, in the form of moral intuition. The 
moral sense, as it is called, thus evolved 
from the multiplied experience of men 
registered in the slowly evolving organ
ism and transmitted like other charac
teristics, has become a part of our men
tal constitution, extremely sensitive io 
some, dull in others, and in the lower 
races and in individuals among us but 
little developed. The lowest creatures 
have no sight, no hearing, no taste. 
Their whole structure, serves the gen
eral purpose of performing, without di
vision of labor, the simple functions of 
life. Slowly life, as it is developed, dif
ferentiates into several senses,—taste, 
hearing, seeing, etc., with correspond
ing organs. Similarly there hae been 
evolved out of experiences of men who 
originally could have made no ethical 
distinctions, the lofty moral conceptions 
of to-day. The race has learned by ex
perience courses of conduct which are 
promotive of its well-being, and, at the 
same time, Jt has acquired a moral sense, 
which intuitively responds to the dis
tinctions which we nave Jearned to 
make.

THE MORAL SENSE.
The moral sense Is the highly complex 

product of human culture. Although 
intuitive in civilized map it is the result 
of acquirement in Ihe race. We have 
here, in its application to the moral 
sense, a complete reconciliation of the 
utilitarian conception of ethics as 
formerly held and. the intuitive 
theory of morals. Conscience does 
not teach what is rigjht and wrong. 
Indeed, in two individuals, it may ap
prove acts diametrically opposite 
inmoral quality. Jtis not the "voice 
of God." Its dccislqns ¿epend upon the 
views which are lipid, and these upon 
inherited character, .education and oir- 
cumstances. It approves or condemns 
according to the oonuiolions of its pos
sessor, and in civilized man oi.to-day its 
decisions harmonUe, essentially with 
those rules of conduct which man 
has learned in the eohopl of experience 
are for his well-belngi' As Spencer has 
expressed it: "I believe that the experi
ences of utility, organized and consoli
dated through all past generations of 
the human race, have been producing 
corresponding modifications, which, by 
continual transmission and accumulation 
have become in us certain faculties of 
moral intuition-certain emotions re
sponding to right: and wrong conduct 
which have an apparent basis in the in
dividual experiences of utility."

MORAL FOUNDATIONS.
Thus morality has its foundations in 

the mental constitution and in the na
ture of things, and the moral sense, 
which, equally with the starry heaven, 
filled Kant with wonder and awe, is the 
very efflorescence of evolution, suggest
ing that the universe in its essential na
ture is good, and justifying the effort 
and hopes of the mejiorist as against 
the despair of pessimism, whether it be 
of the Cnlvlnlstic type or that of Scho
penhauer and Hartmann.

ORGANICALLY GOOD.
The path of virtue becomes pleasant 

with moral development. The moral 
life involves a struggle when the lower 
part of man’s nature, the savage, the 
brute In him, is still strong and hard to 
resist. With the highly evolved man, 
with an Emerson oi* a John Stuart Mill, 
virtue is second nature. The sense of 
coerciveness has disappeared and the 
right course is pursued without struggle, 
without any feeling of obligation. The 
good man is so organically. His desires 
and aspirations and his inclinations are 
in harmony. He does good by instinct. 
But this condition nev$r could have 
been reached had not the struggle to 
overcome evil, with all its failuresand 
conquests, been continued through 
countless generations of ancestral life.

SOUL OF TRUTH IN ERROR.

The evolutionary, view of man, moral
ly considered, reconciles conflicting eth
ical theories by eliminating errors from 
each and uniting- in a consistent system 
the truths which they severally repre
sent. 'Whatever soul of truth there is 
in error is brought to view when the 
evolutionary process is studied. For 
instance, while the doctrine of the fall 
of man and original sin must be rejected 
the fact remains that man at birth has 
tendencies to evil, some more than oth
ers, inherited from tha past, which are 
about the same in their effects, perhaps, 
as would be "original sin” ie.,“sin” that 
a fellow has before he overdid anything 
or had a thought, but which will make 
him think wrong andigo wrong as soon 
as he knows enough to think and act!

The old idea of the Sensationalist that 
the mind at birth is like a blank sheet 
ot paper or a piece off wax, has as little 
foundation in truth, as the doctrine of 
total depravity. Men of every genera
tion begin life with their mental and 
moral as well as thqir physical charac
teristics fixed by the, countless genera
tions preceding them.' The influence of 
the dead is necessarily greater, incon
ceivably greater,.therefore, than the in
fluence of all the liYiry-,

The conceptions of tire past have led 
to those of .tha pregcAt; =all have served 
a purpose, and- mu»t S>e -regarded as a 
partof the evolutionary order in which 
are united ih comm'on origin, a com
mon brotherhood andia common destiny, 
all the children of mém _

But wé Shbiílá kecbjin .mind the fact 
that evolution Jé. fropess, and not an 
ultimate, cause. ;Á>'jstndy oí this, pro
cess shows the manner «.which changes 
occur and' reshltk íiné reached,“but wo 
have only á surface! view, seeirig only 
very imperfectly: th£ manifestations of 
the Universal Fowertwhich is tho basis 
of all tho wondbrftii phenomena.
■ ■ - — ■ ■ * ■ ■ 
' Nature hath- appointed the-twilight as 
a bridge to pass usóut oFnight into day.- 
—Fuller. ’

A MENTAL TRINITY.
Is the Mind of Man Three 

fold in Being?

Wonderful Narratives That Seem 
to Support this View.

THE ASTRAL MIND OR SUPER-SOUL— 
THE NORMAL OR INTERMEDIATE IN
TELLIGENCE—THE ANIMAL OR SUB
NORMAL ENTITY.
To the Editor:—We hear it often 

asserted that man is dual in nature; that 
lie has a good and a bad side; that the 
twin forces of good and evil are con
stantly influencing to higher stages of 
aspiration and achievement, or impel
ling him to plunge in the abysses of deg
radation and ruin. Be this as it may It 
is evident that man stands mentally mid
way between a midnight black with un
couth, undeveloped and brutish desires 
and deeds, and the noontide flood of a 
perfectly illumined spirituality. The 
midway station he occupies has long, 
lingering shadows from whose sable 
draperies issue forth sorrow and suffer
ing, toil and tears, aching brows and 
bleeding feet. Were they to conquer 
us despair would seize us and we might 
become "fallen angels.” In this con
dition mockery, vileness and evil would 
grow upon us; but to conquer the shad
ows will bring mercy, charity and sym
pathy to our side, into this midway 
world also conies the shafts of light from 
the sun of absolute good, justice and 
truth. These inspire us with resolve, 
courage and hope. Thus man is situated 
between two existences. To recede is 
to have animality conquer soul; to ad
vance is for the soul to conquer self. 
Our daily lives are the battles of sense 
and soul.

From this commonly accepted view let 
us advance a step. A multitude of ap
parently small incidents give to each of 
us the knowledge of inward voices— 
voices that are distinct from yet abide 
in our normal intelligence. Voices that 
approve or disapprove a rational, sane 
conclusion or arrangement. Voices that 
argue and impel. Voices of prophecy 
and warning, the verification of which 
fill us with wonder and amazement.

These voices are not those of our un
seen friends, their voices indicate dif
ferent personalities from our own, while 
these are of our own ego. They are 
not the voices of conscience, intuition or 
inspiration, for these depend upon con
ditions that these voices do not require.

One voice is the voice of all the myr
iad links between man’s present devel
opment and his lowly evolutionary be
ginning. In its ascending scale may be 
detected the hiss of the snake, the sav
age leap of the tiger and the rage of 
the lion. To give way to rage, to ani
mality, of any kind is to awaken and 
strengthen this second-self soul. It is 
the unimmortal being.

The other voice speaks many times in 
unusual deeds of kindness, in the phe
nomena of Intense religious feeling, in 
astral trips wh.en the body is locked in 
slumber, in solving mathematical prob
lems when the normal mind is at rest, 
in the careful and fearless feats of the 
somnambulist. It has memory of events 
outside our lives and is acquainted with 
places we have never visited and lan
guages we have never learned.

This voice is of us, it is devoid of self
ishness and material sense. It is an in
ner ego—the astral soul.

Sometimes a cause so beclouds the nor
mal mind so as to suspend for a time its 
various powers or some part of them— 
the memory, reasoning powers or other 
mental attribute—and in this condition, 
many individuals have been dominated 
by their animal or astral souls until 
such time as the normal mentality 
regained consciousness, wholly or in 
part.

We now give an abstract of a narra
tive published by the Chicago Tribune, 
September 27, which may be seen to be 
a case where the astral or super-soul 
cared for and guarded its physical tene
ment until the young man in question 
partly regained his normal condition:

Two years age young Herbert Spencer 
was a pharmaceutical student at the 
university of Lawrence, Kas. in Au
gust, 189-1, he disappeared. In August 
of this year he returned, re-entered col
lege, and took up his studies with ap
parent ease at the point where he had 
left off, but he recognized neither mem
bers of his family nor his old professors 
at the university. It was as if he had 
been asleep for two years and in that 
sleep had forgotten faces and forms, yet 
had retained the book-lore of vonth.

The two years are a partial blank to 
him,partial because he recalls his where
abouts during the last five months, and 
at times flashes come to him of other pe
riods: It is evident that during his 
wanderings he visited Europe. He has 
memories of Paris, London, Antwerp 
and New Orleans, but only in a vague 
way, and he shows the same misty recol
lection of other cities. But there is one 
place he entertains a vivid recollection 
of—Philadelphia. From March 6 last 
his memory is perfect, and he recalls 
everything since that date. It is as if 
he was born anew at that time.

On the night of March 6, 1896, a po
liceman noticed a well-dressed young 
man standing on a corner and looking 
vacantly up and down the street. The 
officer approached the individual and 
was astonished to hear the question, 
"Where am I?” The policeman saw by 
the young man’s earnest air that he was 
not jbking and asked his name. "I don't 
know,” he replied, "I can recall nothing. 
What'city am I in?” Saying this the 
young man passed his hand heavily 
across his forehead, and appeared as a 
person awaking from a deep sleep. 
When the officer informed the young 
man that he was in Philadelphia he en
deavored. to learn something about 
him. Failing to gain any noinforma
tion, he took him to the police station. 
There the strahger was thoroughly 
cross-examined, but not one word of ex
planation eould the youug man offer of 
his strange plight. His answers showed 
t-Uat he neither knew who he was, where 
he hod come, from, nor how he had 
reached Philadelphia. -A physician was! 
summoned. An examination revealed 

nothing wrong with the young man 
physically. The next day he was brought 
before a police judge; that official 
found that the young man’s mem
ory was perfectly clear as to the events 
of the night before from the time he ac
costed the policeman until his arraign
ment in court. Beyond that his mem
ory was an absolute blank. Then it 
dawned upon the police judge that lie 
had before him a strange and unusual 
case and he turned the young man over 
to the authorities of tlie Philadelphia 
City Hospital, sending to Dr. Daniel 
Hughes, superintendent of that institu
tion, a written account of all the details 
of the case.

Dr. Hughes immediately took a deep 
interest in the case and for a month he 
devoted his attention to the matter, in 
an effort to solve the mystery. Not the 
least puzzling of the many strange 
features of the case was the fact that 
George, as he was re-named, had not for
gotten his use of language, nor what he 
had evidently acquired at school. He 
appeared well educated, was an excel
lent penman, and so Dr. Hughes ap
pointed him as his private secretary, 
both because hie services were valuable 
and because the doctor desired to keep 
him under constant observation.

Early in July Dr. Hughes engaged a 
young physician by the name of Ernest 
Robinson as an assistant. For some 
reason Dr. Robinson did not see Dr. 
Hughes’ secretary until nearly a fort
night had passed, but late on the after
noon of July 18 Dr. Robinson entered 
the office and foi the first time since his 
arrival at the hospital noticed George 
seated at a desk, writing. Dr. Robinson 
started back in surprise when he saw 
the young man and said:

“Bert, where did you come from? Did 
you come to see me?”

The youug man looked up at being 
thus addressed and responded that he 
was employed as secretary to Dr. 
Hughes.

"Why, Bert Spencer, do you not know 
me?" continued Dr. Robinson, "when 
since childhood we have been as close 
friends as could be?”

George said that he had no recollec
tion of Dr. Robinson whatever. Dr. 
Hughes had all this time been an inter
ested spectator of the scene, and at last 
he asked Dr. Robinson if he bad any 
positive means of identifying George. 
Dr. Robinson said yes, that when he 
parted from his friend two years before 
in Lawrence they had exchanged photo
graphs and he had the picture of Spen
cer in his room. Dr. Robinson at once 
got the picture, and a comparison 
showed it to be a portrait of George.

Dr. Hughes then sent for Dr. Easterly 
of the Wills Hospital, who came orig
inally from Lawrence, and lie at once 
identified George as Herbert Spencer. 
Dr. Robinson then telegraphed to Law
rence, asking when news of Herbert 
Spencer had last been received. In a 
few hours a reply came back from 
Selma, O., Spencer saying that bis son 
bad left home at about tlie same time 
Dr. Robinson had gone East, two years 
before. The last news received of him 
was on January 27 of this year, when he 
was in New York. Since then no word 
had been received. Young Spencer had 
no recollection of having written to his 
father from New Y’ork.

Herbert Spencer arrived home on the 
last day of August, having made the 
trip in company with his brother, whom 
he failed to recognize when ho saw him. 
In Kansas City he was met by another 
brother, and without an introduction 
went to the second brother and «hook 
hands, saying: "Thore is a man I know, 
but I do not know his name, nor where 
I have seen him.” In the Kansas City 
depot ne was met by his family and 
a number of friends from Lawrence, 
but failed to recollect any of them.

All his old home surroundings have 
failed to arouse him to a knowledge of 
the past. Before his disappearance two 
yearsago he had shown no special re
gard for children, and paid but little at
tention to them, but his brother's chil
dren seemed to awaken a warm spot and 
he became much attached to them. This 
affectionate disposition was also shown 
in his relations with the other members 
of his family and with people with 
whom he became well acquainted. It 
was an element of the young man's dis
position entirely foreign to any he had 
shown before his departure from home. 
His health is good in every particular.

Cases of this kind are by no moans 
rare. They are not cases of obsession, 
insanity or spirit-control. Yet persons 
under super-soul control are apparently 
unmindful of their previous environ
ments and circumstances. A wealthy 
man has been known to disappear only 
to be discovered as a common laborer 
later on. Each case of this kind mani
fests certain new traits of character.

Readers of The Progressive Think
er will remember the case of Patrick 
Goggin, who killed a little girl with a 
blow of his fist. It has since transpired 
that Goggin had been inhaling gas while 
at his work,' and declares he knows 
nothing about his crime. The New 
York Journal says that the attention of 
criminologists has been called to recent 
instances in which men have exhibited 
murderous instincts after inhaling illu
minating gas.

Goggin’s case suggests a parallel with 
that of Thomas F. Hogan, who was held 
for trial, a few weeks since, for a mur
derous assault. Like Goggin, Hogan 
was a young man of excellent reputation. 
Like Mamie Bryan’s slayer, he was 
noted for his peaceable temperament. 
Like him. too, Hogan took an involun
tary “dose of gas.”

He was employed by the department 
of public works, New York City, and on 
August 29 he crawled out of a manhole 
on First avenue, drew a knife and 
rushed down the street, shouting out 
threats of sudden death against all man
kind. In a word, Thomas Hogan ran 
amuck. ' ■

A certain self-reliant blacksmith, by 
name Anthony Spieth, was the only man 
in the neighborhood who scorned to flee. 
And he rued it, for Hogan, after execut
ing a war dqnce around him,- sprang 
upon him with a yell and buried the 
knife in his neck. ■

■ When Hogan recovered his normal 
self-possession he avowOd that, from the 
moment he crawled out of the manhole, 
feeling sick and light-headed, after 
breathing , the escaping gas, under
ground, he was conscious of none of the 

events that elapsed before he awoke in ' 
his cell.

These two cases, together with others 
quoted by physicians, point to the exist- ‘‘ 
ence of a hitherto overlooked cause for 
crimes of violence. As such they are 
exciting great interest among those who 
make crime a study. r

Such is the account in the Journal. 
It appears to me, however, that these 
cases show a suspension of the normal 
mind, the subnormal soul obtaining con
trol thereby and committing deeds In 
keeping with its ego. ; ,

The desperate crimes of drunkard« ” 
may be accounted for by the animal 
soul taking control through the influence ' , 
of alcohol.

Sometimes the brute man obtains pos
session over the normal man by "spells,” 
Though this is recognized as Insanity by 
our “doctors,” yetour “subnormal soul” 
entity accounts for the facts. A case of : 
this kind we take from the Chicago Rep« 
ord of October 8, as follows: '

Andrew Buist, a painter, living at 721® 
Halsted street, went crazy yesterday ai* ■ 
ternoon and tried to kill his sister LenlL 
a girl of 23, A terrible battle ensuqA 
between the madman and his two sisters, 
a younger one, Deide, coming to the d«- 
fense of Lena. Buist, the account sayf, 
slept most of the forenoon, and in the 
afternoon persuaded Deide to go oflt 
with him. Lena objected and called to 
her sister to come back and put on her 
wraps, This angered the man and he 
rushed up the stairs and attacked Lenk, 
striking her over the head with a Hai- 
iron, stabbing her with a file and stamp- ' 
ingon her with his bootheels. When 
at the police-station he sat in his ceil 
and refused to make any reply to ua« 
questions addressed him. Buist's insttU- 
ity is hereditary. His employer «aid 
he feared Buist was becoming violent, 
before the “spell” came upon him.

We may see from the foregoing faotf 
how fatal are the animal propensities to 
spiritual development. Cultivate thS ' '• 
higher, ideal mentality; control ever# 
brutish, selfish instinct, and keep ever 
in use the “Magic Staff” of Andhc# 
Jackson Davis: “Under all ciroum- 
stances keep an even mind,” .

Willis F. Whitehead. .

ALWAYS BEEN PROVIDED FOR.

“Good wife, what are you singing for?
You know we’ve lost the hay, 

And what we'll do with horse and kye
is more than I can say;

While like as not with storm and rain 
We’ll lose both corn and wheat.”

Sho looked up with a pleasant face ' 
And answered low and sweet:

"There is a heart, there is a hand
We feel but cannot see.

We've always been provided for, 
And we shall always be.”

He turned around with sudden gloomi 
She said: “Lovo, be at rest;
on cut the grass, worked soon and late, 
You did your very best.

That wqs your work. Y'ou’ve naught at 
all

To do with wind and rain.
And do not doubt that you will reap

Rich fieldsof golden grain.” 
“That's like a woman's reasoning,

We must because we must," 
She softly said: “1 reason not, 

1 only work and trust.
The harvest pay redeem the hav,

Keep heart whatever may betide, 
when one door shuts, 1‘ve always seen

Another open wide.”
He kissed the ealm and trustful face, 

Gone w,as his restless pain;
She heard him with a cheerful step

Go whistling down the lane, 
And went about her household tasks

Full of glad content, 
Singing to time of her busy hands

As to and fro she went. '
Davs come and go: ’twas Xmas tide 

And the great fire burned clear.
The farmer said: “Dear wife,

It's been a good and happy year: 
The fruit was gain, the surplus corn

Has bought the bay, you know.” 
She lifted then a smiling face and saidl •

"I told you so.” —Exchange.

Spiritual Matters at San Diego, 
California.

To the Editor:—It is said that some
thing like three thousand people in San - 
Diego call themselves Spiritualists. 
Over in National .City another society 
exists. At Escondido still another. At 
the latter place a splendid camp-meet
ing has just closed after a three weeks’ 
session. A society was formed which 
has for its object the holding of yearly 
camp-meetings. The grove is upon th« 
farm of S. D. Nulton, Esq., a solid citi« 
zen and a stanch Spiritualist. Miss Mary 
Nulton was the prime mover in th« 
matter, and the success of the camp was 
due to her. -

We have enjoyed the teachings of 
such noble instruments as W. ,1. Col
ville, Mrs. Bullene, Colonel Dryden, 
H. J. Tobias, Ben M. Barney, Mrs. 
Rozilla Elliott, Maud Freitag. Mrs. . 
Johnston, and a multitude of others, dur
ing the past winter and summer.

I wish to say a good word for Medium 
Barney. He has been employed by th« : 
Advance Guard Society for eight months, 
and during that time he has certainly 
done a wonderful work in this city. I 
have had the pleasure of sitting upon 
the platform with him for several 
months: also have had two private sit
tings per week with him for over threo 
months, and it is my pleasure to add my 
testimony to his wonderful power, as 
well as to his principles as a man and a : 
gentleman. I have seen him read sealed 
letters without number. , ;

Mrs. Maud Freitag, of National City, 
has developed a new phase of medium
shin. . . . \

The First Society of this city, under / 
the presidency of Brother Wileox, 1«. 
much more harmonious than formerly, 
and a new life seems to have mitered the 
parent society. . * ■ ..

We have a great many new converts’ " 
to Spiritualism here this summer. ■ । 

■ Mediums contemplating visiting Call- 
fornia this winter will confer a favor by : 
dropping me a line. S. S. Knapp, • 
President of the Advance Guard Spirit*

ual Society, San Diego, Cal. ■ ■

Grief or misfortune seems to bo indis. 
pensable to the development of intellb 
gence, energy and virtue.—Fearon.

*
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gently, and we know not to this 
who our benefactor was.

EXAMPLE.
My wife had been very ill, and 

evening when we were alone In

'~r. -.».I ■■ T-!= -..-=r.s-
advance guard-of spiritual Spiritual 
ism, and becojaq merely «phenomena

An Alliance or Confederation 
in Chicago.

ATLANTIS. '
The Antediluvian World. 

Illustrated.

institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy Is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma-

fHB PROGRESSIVE THINKER

One Side Wants All Cor
ruption Carefully Hid.

To the Editor:—I am in receipt of 
a communication from a well-meaning 
person, who takes me to task for an 
article which lately appeared in The 
Progressive Thinker, concerning the 
swindling operations of “Professor" 
Burt Reese at Clinton Camp. My 
correspondent is only one of a type of 
Spiritualists who criticise such articles 
on the ground that such exposures in
jure .the cause, and who regret that our 
papers should publish anything of the 
kind, for the reason that the outside, 
world may on that account form an 
unfavorable opinion of mediums gen
erally, -

From my own standpoint the dan
ger and the mischief all lie on the 
opposite side of the question. , 
......... AN IMPORTANT POINT.

What would be thought of the 
Board of Health in any city when, if 
smallpox, diphtheria or some other 
form of malignant disease should 
make its appearance, they at once 
made every effort to conceal the fact, 
on the ground that the good name of 
their city as a health .resort might be 
smirched? ‘

A CRAVE QUESTION.
What would bethought of a civil 

officer who allowed counterfeiters to 
ply their nefarious business, under the 
plea that the ignorant and unsuspect
ing might form the conclusion that no 
money, was genuine?

' HONEST, CLEAN METHODS.
No! No 1 This will no longer do. 

We have, as Spiritualists, suffered this 
state of affairs to exist already too 
long, and there is a growing demand 
for honest and clean methods in 
promulgating the facts and philoso
phy of the new dispensation.

There is not an intelligent Spiritual
ist of experience in the whole country 
wno has not felt the blush of shame 
tingle his or her cheek as they have 
mistakingly felt called upon to con
done the rascality of the dishonest 
charlatans who, under the guise of 
mediumship, not only simulate genu
ine manifestations, but in numerous 
instances are guilty of crime.

To our shame, be it said, that in- 
stoad "of eliminating this element our- 
Eelves, we have allowed it to pervade 
our ranks until the police have in 
many instances come to the rescue in 
protecting the unwary and to save 
ourselves.

A FRIEND OF MEDIUMS.
No one who knows me, and has 

been familiar with my position for the 
past twenty-five years, will -for a 
single moment accuse me of being an 
enemy of mediums. On the contrary, 

. I have stated, and still hold the opin
ion, that mediumship is the founda
tion rock of modern Spiritualism, and 
when the movement is purged of those 
unholy and dishonest characters we 
will have the hearty co-operation of

higher intelligences, who are honestly 
and faithfully laboring to bring hope, 
; oy and sunshine into the life of mor
tals. We must change our tactics, 
and not allow personal considerations 
to prevent our telling the truth.

The best intereste of Spiritualism 
demand it, and the man or/woman 
who seeks to condone these infamous 
practices, or hide the truth concern
ing them from the gaze of the whole 
world!, is not a true friend of Spirit
ualism.

Spiritualists, what will you do about 
it? And what action will the National 
Spiritualists’ Association in convention 
assembled take in regard to these 
matters?

For myself I can only say that if 
the element complained of cannot be 
eliminated, but we must continue to 
be cursed by fakes and charlatans, I 
prefer to step down and out, and cast 
my lot with the Salvation Army.

Will 0. Hodge.

GULLIBILITY.
Now who is to blame for this state 

of things? Largely our camp man
agements and officers of societies, and 
the great body of Spiritualists gener
ally.

Heaven save us when this glorious 
.gospel of the skies does not stand for 
common honesty, and when we are 
willing to cover up all manner of 
deviltry for fear the cause may be 
injured.

Let it once be known by the people 
at large that our philosophy or re
ligion calls for sterling honesty and 

-rectitude of conduct in practice as 
well as well as In theory, and we shall 
have the support of thousands who are 
now waiting to see what we propose to 
do with the whole brood of fortune
tolling, cioud-dispelling fakirs, and 
charm-working madams, and the alto
gether too numerous “doctors,” “pro 
feasors” and “reverends."

FOUNTAINS OF UNCLEANNESS.
I opine that far more harm is done 

by covering up these fountains of un
cleanness than can possibly be done 
by exposing their rottenness and giv
ing them a thorough airing, letting 
the sunlight of truth into the dark 
corners and upon ways that are dark 
and disgraceful to all concerned.

CHARMS AGAINST EVIL.
How many Spiritualists believe in 

working charms against evil -influ
ences?

How many believe that medium
ship can be developed for a consider
ation, either by the dirt-smelling pro
cess or any of the numerous methods 
proposed by the so-called developing 
medium?

When are we going to be honesty 
and say to the investigator, beware of 
false prophets and simulated manifes
tations, and by thus putting them on 
their guard enable them to find some
thing that is true and valuable?

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS.
When will we learn that a seventh 

son is no more entitled to considera
tion than a sixth or eighth son, and 
that a person bom with a veil is 
neither cleaner nor wiser on that 
account?

: When will we cease to condone the 
crimes committed in the name of 
Biediumship, and demand that the 
penalty for getting money under any 
false pretense shall be . strictly en
forced, if it lands the transgressor In 
the house of correction or the peni
tentiary?

We owe this not only to the honest 
investigators who are continually be
ing fleeced, but we owe it to the many 
tried • and true instruments of the

The word “psychism,” pronounced 
<‘sl-kism," from the Greek Psyche, 
the soul, means the science or study 
of occult man. The soul is distin
guishable from the outward physi
cal form, the body, on the one. hand, 
and from the moving principle, called 
spirit, on the other. She Stands be
tween the two, and the principle aim 
in experimentation and study in. this 
field is to discover whether, when the 
outer form returns to its parent dust, 
she dies with it or survives physical 
dissolution.

Truly this is the most important 
question of the. nineteenth century: 
“If a man die, shall he live again?”

For convenience and perspicuity I 
shall divide the subject of psychism 
into—

First: Inferior psychism, which 
treats of phenomena—the levita
tion of ponderous bodies, ani
mate or inanimate, visible control, 
etc., without physical contact, which 
would prove that the material law of 
gravitation, although universal as 
physical law, is not supreme, but may 
be overruled or superseded by a power 
unknown to material science. ,

Second: Superior psychism, which 
deals with the sentiment^—the opera
tion of one mind, embodied or dis
embodied, upon another mind—soul 
aspirations and desires—visions, pre
monitions, the higher clairvoyance and 
so forth. These branches of the sub
ject are named the metaphysical, from 
the Greek meta, beyond, and phusis, 
nature or matter (the ancient Greeks 
didn't consider anything pature be
yond what their senses could cognize, 
all beside was “meta”). In this age 
we consider that the most important 
part of nature is invisible.

I shall in this paper confine myself 
to the first division of the subject, al
though I have seen much in both, and 
always when alone or in the company 
of my wife only. I do not think it 
best to make a trade of go-between- 
ism. I judge not but my old Quaker 
predilections still adhere to my coat
skirts. I could fill a volume with the 
relations of home occurrences which 
always came unexpectedly and so pal
pably that 1 ‘a wayfaring man, though 
a fool, could not err therein.” 

. Not to weary my readers I shall re
late just one little occurrence which 
happened when we were alone in the 
house (one out of very many), a small 
matter, perhaps, but one which no 
scientist can account for on scientific 
data. It occurred, silently, calmly,

house I placed a pillow at her back 
as she sat in an ordinary cane-seat 
rocking chair. Pretty soon I ob
served that her feet were slowly rising 
from the floor and stretching out 
When perfectly horizontal the chair 
began to set back, back, until it rested 
on the back points of the rockers, and 
in that position it remained about 
twenty minutes—it was as motionless 
as a rock, and in a position defying 
every law of gravity. Although a 
very nervous person she was not 
afraid; she had had previous experi
ences which gave her great faith.

“Are you not tired from holding 
out your feet so long?” I enquired.

“I am not holding them out," she 
replied; “they seem supported by a 
soft cushion, and oh, I am resting so 
delightfully.”

At the expiration of the time speci
fies the chair began to move forward 
again, very slowly, to its normpl posi
tion, and her feet were lowered to the 
floor. She said she knew she was be
ing treated for her sickness, and by 
that treatment she was cured.

Now what does this prove? 1st. 
That there exists power beyond physi
cal law. 2d. That the power is in
telligent, and can work to a plan. 3d. 
That it is good and beneficent 4th. 
That it can, through the exercise of 
some law unknown to us, heal the 
sick. And from these we infer that 
there is another and better world; that 
its denizens desire to do good; that 
they are acquainted with our infirmi
ties, and that they sympathize with 
us as one soul sympathizes with an-
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A committee, consisting of promi
nent, influential citizens of Cbr igo, 
active and versed in the sti. of 
esoteric and occult subjects, have 
issued a circular for the purpose of 
agitating thought and gaining an ex
pression of the public mind in regard 
to the expediency and practicability 
of forming an alliance or confedera
tion with established headquarters at 
Chicago.

This call is dated October 7, and 
the meeting will be held in room 512 
Masoniô Temple. .

On the 5th of September a large 
and intelligent audience gathered at 
the above-named place of meeting, 
and listened to a presentation of the 
movement by Dr. Edouard Blitz, the 
American representative of the Groupe 
Independent d’etudes Esoteriques de 
Paris. The doctor, in a comprehen
sive, clear manner, outlined the dis
tinctive features of the organization, 
and gave an account of the methods 
employed by the “Esotérique Groupe 
de Paris," declaring that they would 
freely give the>beneflt pf their experi
ence for the guidance of the move
ment in America, and the use of their 
name if we wished to organize as a 
branch of that group.

Dr. Blitz acknowledged that the 
prestige gained bythe World’s Fair 
and the Parliament of Religions had 
caused Europeans to think that any
thing that this country undertakes 
will be carried to a successful issue, 
therefore recognizing that the Occi
dent is destined to lead the spiritual 
evolution of the future.

“The Esotérique Groupe” has signi
fied its desire to bo the first enrolled 
if it shall bo decided to make Chicago 
the headquarters for the world, while' 
such powerful occult orders in Europe 
and Asia as the Universal Order of 
the Illuminated Brothers of the Rosy 
Cross, the Martinist Order, the 
“D. S.”- of Denmark, Norway and 
Sweden, the Fraternity of the Treas
ure of Light, and other equally im
portant societies, have also offered 
adhesion. '

Dr. Blitz read communications 
from a number of professors and 
students who" are among the most 
noted scholars of the old world. These 
letters contain words of congratula
tion, assistance and co-operation.

The writer, who was present at the 
initial meeting, understands the organ
ization to be a public one, proceeding 
along purely scientific lines. “The 
work will be divided into several sub
ordinate groups or sections, each hav
ing charge of the investigations along 
certain specific lines, and working 
upon an absolutely independent basis. " 
Each subject or section will be treated 
philosophically, socially, spiritually 
and scientifically. It is also said that 
one of the distinctive features of the 
organization is its university of high 
studies, the programme of which 
represents a synthetic course of study, 
presided over by a large staff of com
petent instructors.

It is said “that during the last 
twenty-five years a constantly increas
ing number of thoughtful people have 
been turning their attention to the 
study of the occult or (supposed) hid
den laws of the universe, and since 
Theosophy, Christian Science, Thought
transference, Mental Telepathy and 
Hypnotism have entered the field the 
movement is gaining respectability, 
and not only thoughtful but intelli
gent people can now afford to become 
identified with that which was once 
■tabooed’ and relegated to the super
stition of ignorant folk."

All of these cults that have come 
into the fashionable world are but 
branches of the parent stalk, Spirit- 
itualism, which is as old as the world 
—yes, as old as creation, for spirit 
created all, and material things are 
merely the manifestations of spirit

Let not Spiritualists be deceived by 
the new and fashionable terms. Hold 
fast to our knowledge. It is not a 
question of faith or speculation with 
us, but tested and actually established 
facts.

Dr. Blitz, during the course of his 
remarks, when outlining the methods 
and plans of the French society, said 
“for the scientific investigation of 
spiritual phenomena.” a room had 
been especially prepared for the ex
periments, and to guard against fraud 
and imposition it had been so arranged 
to turn on Immediately a dozen strong 
electric lights. If the many and mani
fold phenomena of the spiritual world 
obtains recognition and demand such 
careful and strict investigation," how 
vastly important must they be. In 
no other occult movement is there 
needed, or can there be proof given, 
of its authenticity. Spiritualism is a 
truth backed by the almighty laws of 
nature, and is the only religion that 
will revolutionize the world and estab
lish the universal republic and the 
brotherhood and aisterhood'of human
ity. ■

Theosophy is purely speculative, 
1 and with its prominent feature, rein
’> carnation, there is as yet no proof. 
- All the other branches enumerated 
■ above.are but demonstrations of the 
■ spirit, either dwelling within the 
1 earthly tenement or freed from physi- 
■ cid environment, and which positively 

proves the basic principle of the har
; monial philosophy.

The time has now come when thé 
rank and file of Spiritualists do not 
need the testimony of phenomena. 
The infantile stage of growth, object 

7 lessons, have passed away. There
fore let us keep abreast with the times, 
and place ourselves on record as pro
gressive and intelligent beings; but if 
we fail to keep up with the spirit of 
progress, we shall fall behind in the

THE LAW:OF VIBRATION,

• . ■ -Jo.' — " _
As Applicable, to the Gase of Ob* 

«esslou.
..il; ■ . <

To tub Eniiòp:—If you can spare 
the space, I woiilfi like to offer Brother * 
Betta a few spj'gestions. The brother 
is hindered bylaometliing from pro
grossing as hB/wbuld, He thinks it is ’ 
obsession; but if it be so, I think ob
session is not always a deliberate, in
tentional act of venom or spite; it is ' 
hindrance, and that alone. Now, we 
have seen many cases where a willing 
party has tried to help others, in a 
piece of work, but by not understand
ing the work has been 1 ‘right in the 
way," or. otherwise hindered them ; 
may have taken something, to use as a 
lever that was put there for a brace, 
and the load has slid back upon them; 
the willing helper did not know how 
to work in concert with the others; in 
“harmony” together, and therefore 
prevented the good work of the others. 
It surely was not antagonism. Or, 
take half a dozen musical instruments 
of the same or different kind; let'them 
take the same tune, play it at and iq 
the same time, with each pitched ou 
a different key-n-tho rhythm and such 
are perfect—but music? Alaa, no; 
anything but that I Ahl the only 
trouble is, “Not in harmonyl” But, 
now let all take' the same key, and 
play in concert as before; there, now, 
is harmony of action, and all the items 
are working in sympathy together; 
and music? Indeed there is; the 
reeds of the organ, the pipes of the 
greater one, the wires of the pianq, 
the strings of the guitar or violin, all 
now vibrate in the same time, all in 
harmonyl Yes, brother, “vibrate" is 
the word we use ; thoug h you do not 
take kindly to the idea of vibration ; 
yet, brother, vibration is the means 
whereby the greatest forces of nature 
reach mankind; were it not for that 
vibration in the ’reeds, pipes, wires 
and strings of those instruments, 
causing vibration, in the air, and the 
vibration of the tympanum of your 
own ear, and the vibration of your 
nerves, of heading, conveying it' to 
your brain, there would have been nd 
music or even sound for you ! Brother 
Betts, in rejq§|ipg the law of vibra
tion, you are ad jecting the only means 
by which you“'see, hear, smell, or 
feel. Cancel ,tl}q vibration of your 
nerves olone, IMd what condition are 
you in? A"’ coinpany of soldiers 
marching over a long bridge, and 
“keeping will sot the bridge to 
vibrating to sjjclj. an extent as to tear 
it. from its (foundations I While it 
would hold up'a'regiment, unshaken, 
were they not treading in harmony or 
rhythm togetligr;,. ' .

Sounds andiiight-are but effects of 
waves or vibràtìona in the air, each of 
a different rapidity:' Why can we hear 
the scratch of a pin at the other end 
of a rod of iron or steel, by placing 
the ear at the end? By the law of 
vibration set at work among the par
ticles of that rod, and caught by the 
ear before being dissipated in the 
atmosphere. The reason we know of 
the existence of the planets is because 
their action on the surrounding ether 
and our atmosphere produces vibra

I tion. Our nerves convey the vibra
tions given theui to the brain, by their 
vibration ; and thus wo learn of it. If 
the vibrations be a given number per 
second, we get the sense of feeling 
alone ; if between two other rates, the 
effect is sound, of various pitches—as 
the letter scale in music; between two 
other rates, the effect is light; the 
different grades varying with the 
rapidity of vibration. Now, we know 
that there are Vibrations that we can
not hear,, but can see ; some we cannot 
see or hear, but caU feel. We know 
of these senses through acquaintance 
with them for years. Are there not 
other senses, dr even capabilities of 
action in those we know, that os yet 
we do not understand, that are 
“pitched” or tuned to their own pe
culiar range of vibration, and which 
will respond alone to'that peculiar rate 
of vibration? If a violinist be near 
an organ, with his playing he con set 
certain, ohords or keys in action and 
produce their notes from that organ, 
by sympathetic vibration in harmony 
alone—the other keys will remain 
silent until the ones in accord with 
them is struck, then their vibration 
becomes apparent to^the ear, while 
the others in turn are dumb.

Why not^ in reason, apply this 
grand principle of “rate of vibration” 
to the sights of our. mediums as com
pared with people.of another range of 
vision, or of another key of action?- 
And even the deferent methods of 
our different j£mefiiums and seers 
Seem to be explainable by this law of 
universal vibrStiQU,- which some do 
not believe, Wljil^1, nothing else will 
explain the popjEa t ’ Is not this, too, 
the cause of ihelldifference between 
the average ifiedihm, the seer, the 
clairvoyant,'thi^cMirau dient, and the 
psychist? I thixyt, ■ Brother Betts, 
that if you jviUsàccept the law of 
vibration, youi -yourself will very 
largely removd1‘“o8session” from your 
pathway. I ajp nq expert, but give a 
few of my ideas as , suggestions to a

Permit us to ask this question of 
you in miswer to yours, “Why Chris
tian?” . .

I find the definition ofj the word 
Christian, as expounded by the dic
tionary, “one who believes in the 
teachings of Christ,” and such being 
the received definition of the word 
Christian, permit mo to ask, as a 
Christian Spiritualist, why there is so 
much bigotry among Spiritualists 
(per se) regarding the title Christian 
as a prefix to Spiritualist? , 

. Surely the Spiritualist (per se) can 
find no fault with the inculcation, 
‘ ‘Love thy neighbor as thyself"—that 
is to say, do .thy neighbor-no injury— 
from the negative standpoint, and 
from the positive, “Do as you would 
be done by." The Spiritualist who 
objects to subscribe to this code bad. 
better change his name at once.

Further, what true Spiritualist 
could object to the inculcations of 
the “Sermon on the Mount," or the 
command to go out into the world and 
heal the sick—the* sick in mind, 
body and estate? . :

These are . all Christian teaching,' 
taught by the greatest teacher the 
world has ever yet known, Then 
why should a spiritual-minded, pure- 
living, sound moral and intellectual 
Spiritualist object to having the prefix 
Christian attached to the cognomen 
Spiritualist?

We who have enlisted under that 
banner adopt the term Spiritualist, not 
discarding the name Christian, for 
this reason: We wish it distinctly 
understood that we are followers of 
the teachings of the Christ, and that 
in embracing tho truths of Spiritual
ism we have simply added a steeple to 
our former belief and our desire to 
follow in his footsteps who said, “I 
am the way, the truth and the life— 
follow me;” and in following him we 
find that we can accept the truths of 
Spiritualism, for did he not in person 
exemplify all that Spiritualism demon
strates. All miracles (so-called) are but 
demonstrations of spirit power, and 
he demonstrated them all—demon
strated all that modern Spiritualism 
is endeavoring to teach, even to the 
phenomena of materializations.

Let me warn the Spiritualist who 
repudiates the title “Christian," that 
if he build not upon the rock of ages, 
lie will find that he haa built upon 
shifting sand, and that sooner or later 
his house will fall.

No I no 1 the Spiritualist who objects 
to the teachings of Christ, to the ex
tent that he desires to expunge the 
title Christian as a distinguishing title 
and mark, is no true, honest, honor
able member of that body. This we 
say in the most positive, the most im
perative mood, past, present and 
future tense, and we defy, nay, we 
challenge contradiction.

Ida 0. Hawkins.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able aud interesting presentation 
of a most important subject, Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo, P. Rudolph, Ph.D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O., A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann, 
It is good readingr.and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15o. 
For sale at this office.-, •

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS

Life of Thomas Paine,
. By Editor pt h»_H»UomI with Prefac« «nd Note« 
by PeUr Eckler, Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine HoiBMtud aud Paine Monument at New 
Bocbelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wolletoneeraft, Madame Itoland, 
Condorcet, Brbsot, aud tho most prominent of Faino's 
fritmiis In Europe and America. Cloth, 7ft cant«.
The Age of Reason;

Being anlnTMtlgatlon of True and Fabulous The* 
ology. Anew aud complete edition, from new plate« 
ana new type; 188 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cents; 
doth, 60 cents.
Common Sense, "

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to the inhab* 
itantuof America lu 1776. with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The.RightsofMan.

Port, 1 and H. Bclngjin answer to Mr. Burke's 
ittack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 219 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 60 cents,
Paine's Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

IHus, edition. Post Bro., 482 pages. Cloth, «1,00
Paine's Political Works.
_ Common Sense, The Crisis, Rtabt. of/Mw, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8yo(i 650 pages. Cloth, 11.00;

: postage, 20 cents. '

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE LN- 
J. ionnation succinctly «nd clearly stated In thia 

volume of 654 pages Ie amazing. The title, as above 
given, fail» to convey an Idea of the fulness and com* 
pletenesa with which the subject« are treated. The 
Matrlarchate, or Mother-rule, la tho theiue of the first 
chapter, tn which much lore, quaint, queer and curl* 
ous, Ubroughttoview iu elucidation of the subject. 
This la followed by chapter« on Celibacy, Canon Law, 
Marquette, ‘Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman aud 
Work, The Church of To;day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there la not a chapter in the book that 1« not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth tho full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well* 
arranged, and InteuEelyInteresting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buyinglt; It 1« a val
uable addition to the library of auy free and trulb-lov* 
iDgmlnd. •

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

VOLTAIRE'SROMANGES,
A Kew Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

“I choose that a story should be founded on prob* 
ability, andnotahvaysresomUea dream. I desire to 
find nothing Ju ic trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above oil, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern* 
ug eye. though escape the observation ot the 
Vulgar.’’—Voltaire.

Conthttb; “The White Bull.” a Satirical Romances 
. “Zadlg, or Fate.” an Oriental History; “The Sage aud 
the Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylon;’’ “The Man 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature:” 
“Mioromegas/’aSatireon Mankind; ’’The World as 
It Goos;” r“rhe Black and the White;” “Memnon, the 
Philosophers” “Andre Des Touches at Slam;” “Be1'* 
•too; /The Study of Nature;” ”A Converse I. t 
With a Chinese; ’ “Plato s Breatni” “A Pleasure in 
Sjjtog.“® Pjeafiure:" -‘An Adventure In Indi«;" 
‘‘Jeannot and Colin;” “Travels of Scarmentado:’’ 
“TheGoodBrabmln;” “The Two Comforters;” “An. 
dent Faith and Fable.” -

One volume, post 8ro, 480 pages, with portrait and 82 
illustration*. Extra velluin cloth, »1.50; postage. 
15 cento. ’ ’

“Voltaire's satire was keen and fine-pointed as a 
rapier.”—Magtulno of Am. History.

“A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.” 
—Bostod Commonwealth.

"Woman, Churoh and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; snowing what the ohuroh has 
and bas not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Prioe B2, post
paid.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 0 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact' and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“History of the Inquisition." Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

By Lois Wahbrookor. Many have read this book, 
mwy have re-road It, and many other« out to read ft. 
It should be read by every man and woman In tliu 
land. It shows the falsities rampant in society in 
matters of moral and social import, and the wropga 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness at the author. 
Flue cloth, 280 paget Price 91,00

' TALLEYRAND’S 
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially Interesting to all 
who would doslre to make a study of Komaulsui and 
Ilie Bible. Tbe bl.torle fuel« elate J, jmd the keep, 
scathing review of Hornish Ideas and practices Should 
bo read Dy alL Price. 25c. bold at this otHcc.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

BY PROF. w. M. LOCKWOOD.

The only treatise ever offered the reading and 
thinking nubile la the interest of modern Spiritual
bin. that IB absolutely free from the theories oi super
stition, «nd which
DMionttrate» continuity of life and our envi

ronment of spirltltualinfluencee,
from the data of modern physical and physiological 
science.

To the Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation of 
scientific data aud verified facts.

To the mrfterlallat ana skeptic, a revelation of tho 
invisible energies operative lu Nature's formula of 
evolution.

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a new earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con- 
denied volume of scienilllc information for 25 cents. 
Addresa your orders to
The Progressive Tbinkcr, 40 Loomis tlreet,

This excellent book ts written tn the Interest of hu
manity, of liberty, aud of patriotism—« book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
duger., tb.lbuet on overt »Ide, «nd more_ e»pe- 
dally to the hostile attitude and the insidious wDea of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics. Washington’} words of warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included in the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan, of Philadelphia, tn a receyt sermon «aid: “The 
church tolerates heretic« where she is obliged to do 
bo. but «he hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our euemles 
know how she treated heretics in the Middle Ages, and 
how «be treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy GUoat a,nd the prince« of 
the cnurch for wb»t they have thought fit to do. 
Every one should read this work. Paper, 800 page«. 
It will be «ent, postpaid, for fifty cento, For «ale at 
this offloa.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD
Or Mabel Haymond’s Kesolve.

T)Y LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D . novel written wttb. purpo«e, .nd that 
purpose is not merely to efiable an umhlnkiug, idle 
mind to while away the lime in a alate of idle blessed- 
dcbb, devoid of earneat thought or care for either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to be mothers; ajd secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of, 
tberace. Il bring« strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tbecblld of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally The author touches upon various thing« 
i* modern social and business life, which ard unjust, 
ana fix unequal burdens upon the Individual« compos 
(ng Society »»a whole. The bodk 1« trenchant, instruc 
live and very interesting, even when regarded merel; 
a* a novel, and 1« especially commended to “women 
•verywbere," to whom it is dedicated. It also thor
oughly «bows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating io tbo Spiritual Pblb 
psopby are Introduced It contains a fine likeness 01 
the author It »•«•i-ialn* Ai£> neatly bound tn

LIFEWORK
'THE QUESTION OF A 0NCE-/N- 
J habited but now submerged part of this globe 

known as Atlantis, Is one of much Interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modeib source»— 
gpm classical authors—from traditions, legend, and 

fUiologles; from Cho deep sea luvesclgaflbns of 
modern aclenCHcs and antiquarian researches In the 
Toupda and the ruins of ancient cl Clot found oh the 

merlcan continent—are here arranged In compact, 
literary form. In this very .Interesting vo Ums. The 
boOK pOsauiseB especial Intereit to Splrltuinst« be« 
cause of Lt« tn ord mg oorrqborstivo evidence of the 
gennlncne&a and truth of the itatements purporting 
io bo given Ui spirit, of anolent Aclantlans concerii. 
Ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at thia 
Office, price 2.00.

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

TUI« work l, one of the llbr*TT of Liberal Cluilci. 
No «mhor wai better qualified to write an Impartial 
and lioneat lire of Mahomet than Godfrey Higglna, 
and thia volume la Intensely Interesting. It should bo 
read In conjunction with Gibbon's work. For sale at 
this odlce. Price, 23 cent«.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
/I COMFLLATLON OF THE LEC- 

torsi given iy tho SptrttBiM through ths mo- 
dlumahlp of Mrs. MagdalehaKllne. This volume con* 

of a «cries of lecture«, messages and poem«, 
wiiUen and delivered in public through the mental or* 
ganlsm of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, oUIryoy- 
*-* and inaplrational medium. Their tone is excellent 

' ' )lrlt good; and even though one may find 
that diner from those be nap held, yet he 

win find much to please, benefit and Jr.niruct. Toh 
reverence with which Jesus Is mentlonud will please 
many, although tbs Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox ttandard. 
The book contains 488 large page», and will be aeni 
postpaid for 41.60. For aale at this office.

CORA L V. RICHMOND.

fFtth portraits representing Dire, Richmond <n 

1857, in 1870, and in 1888,

CmaftkiL Parentage—Place of Birth—Childhood-* 
School Experiences—First Medlumlstlo Work, ile. 

Ouaptbb lì. Hopedale—Mr, Scott in Massaehasetts— 
Removal to Wisconsin—The Ballou Family*—Adin 
gallon's Work—Work of Spirit Adin Augustus

Chapter HL Ouina—Her Earthly Life and Tragic 
Death—Ror Mission In flpirli-Ltfo.

Chapter IV. Other Control»—The Guide«.
Chapter V. Work In Cqba, N. T.—Buffolo Pastorate 

—Worker» in Buffalo—Thomas Gales Forster—Sarah 
Brooks-Hursee ft. D«y-Rrmor«l to Now York 
City, 1850—Philadelphia—Boston—Baltimore.

Chafteb VI. Work Ip New York City.
Chapter VII. New York City (continued). Prof. J. 

J. Mapes—Hon. J. W. Edmunds—Dr. Gray—New 
York Editors and Glorgy—Other Places in the East 
—Meadville, Pa., 18^4—Hon, A. B. Richmond«

CHAPTXiVlli. Washington, p. C—RcconstruetloB— 
Senator J. M, Rotfard—Geoi'ge J. W. Julien—Gen. 
N. j*. Banks—Nettle Colburn Maynard—Statement 
of Gm. A. Bacon.

Chaftxb IX. England—Robert Dale Owen—Georgo 
Thompson-Counteis of Caithness — Mrs. Straw- 
brldgo— Mr. and Mra. Tcbb—Mrs. Nosworthy—J. C. 
Ward—Mrs. Sluter—Andrew Cross,

Chapter X. Work In England (Continued In Three 
Subsequent Visits.)

Chapter XL California Work, 1876-Other Visits— 
Letter of C. M. Plumb—Letter of Mrs. John A. 
Wilson.

CHAPTCT XI I. ChlCBFO Work, 1876 to 1895-First 
Society Chartered, 18o9—Complete Account of Work 
in Letter« and Statements of Members of the 
Society.

llgnity of tho “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world's 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25a

“Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry,- and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is Intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature; and presents his views as dem
onstrating a ecieptiflo basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents

“Talleyrand’s Letter to thePope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study bt 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by alt Sold at this 
office. Price 25 cents

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It Is writtep in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all ol Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price,, cloth, 
•1;. paper, 75 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price BL For sale at this office.

ZT> T K T T KT/7i CO ! Cbaptxr Xin. Camp Meding Work-Casudaga-
( T I at“,SiX I Fkasant-Onset Bsy—Lake Brady—Lookout5 <4^-2 Mountain, etc..

_________ __ ' Chatteb XIV. Literary Work—Hesnerla—Volumes
FROM THE ROSTRUM, " - -

. Thia work 1« on« that every one ehouM md. 
beam« throughout with raro gem« qf thought, pros» 
tlcal aa Yell m profound. Tberd is sunshine and 
bwuty lu.ever? «eatence uttered. Tho work 1« dedl- 
¿«ted to the author*« favorite «titer, Sarah French 
Wi fipw^Mwed to Spirlt-llfe. Hudaon Tattle, pt 
BerlinHelghto.Ohlo, give« an interesting akstcb of the

CONTENTS:
Dedicatioa.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, FNQOb.
William Denton.
Jjegenda of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith radWSNal 

Islam. -
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormoa 
Conflicts ot Lift,.
The Power and Permanency of Ideas, 
The Unknown. •
Probability of a Future Lift, 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address. .

of Dlscourae« and Lectures—Psychopathy; Soul 
Teaching»—Poem»—Other Literary Work.

I Ciuptyb XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
ci Gyroscope, 1858—"The Sbadofr of a Great Rock 
Ina Weary Land." 18??—Poems—Choice Selections 

1 In Pro«« and Verse—Work of william Richmond.
from Perwn»l Frlp»d.| ftx>m 

Orpba E. Tonsoy; from Lady Caithness, ¿nd others 
—Appreciation of the Work from Those Best Qual
ified to Judge—Frederick F. Cook—Wendell C. 

. Warner—I)ra. Epimctt and Helen Dinsmore.
Cn APTER XVII. Mrs Richmond's Experiences While 

In the Trance State, Written by Henelf.

r?rlce $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
; this office.

I WAS' WW LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

-on-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BT-

MBS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portrait«, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav* 
Ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.Origin, Development and Destiny 

of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. 

Coktxxt,i. The Beginning.; Fimd«ment«l Frtnel- 
pies; Formation of CanaieUatloB«, Systems, Sou 
Planets and Satellites. The origin of Meteor* and 
CometsiTiie Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Mas* 

Attribute, «nd Bower,; Th. Bcul-How
Bocelre, and lmp«rt» Knowl.dgn How th. Bou Re- 
celrcs Its Blgbeel Impression«; Th« Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Eth«r; How to Cultivat« the Sixth 
Bouse; The Finer or Bplrltuil Body; growth «nd De- 
moeratloni Morally, Eplrltusllim Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ: Tho Summary: “What 
Most Ke Do to Be Bared.'* For sale at this office

Price, Cloth. 81^5. Paper, 50c.,

SLATHERED FROM THE TREE OF
Containing tome of the experiences of a 

spirit who bu been tn spirit life flfty*«even rear«. Bp 
. B. E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pag«i contains« 
Vast fund of Information. It gives the experience« cri 
a spirit «.nd therefrom an Important lemon la learned. 
Be visit« the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. HIs soinoguy, aa he enters the dark vahey, la

Till book win b« found peculiar, carton«, ftirtlltt! 
rhm» tb«n «ny woA Uroed .Ince Unol« Torn1, 

it breathe« forgotten whisper« which th« nut 
Of Mme had almost covered, and which hare been 
^«tilled from the rery J«wj of oblivion. It de«l> 
with high official private life daring the mostmomeit* 
on« period In American History, ana 1« a secret pare 
from the life of him whom time terves only to tnaxe 
greater, more appreciated, ana mor« understood— 
nA3BABAM LTKOOLN."

Cloth, 19mo, Uhtslrnted, pp. 264, *1.50;

Paper, 75 cento.
For Sale at this office.

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION 
• Jurttbe t»ek tor ftoMBttMir Inform «do. oon- 
eeralng that most danmabli Institution known in 
history—tho Roman Qathoya JnaulBltion. Every 
American citizen should bacane acquainted with tho 
facta so sDcctnctlr staled in this valuable record. It 
abows the method« n«od by the Romish Churth to ex
terminate those who reject Its beliefs and claims. 
Forrale at trus office. Prfrn 2R ernts.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
ByEditor of the National with Preface and Notes

___ im. HU «oinoaar. *• b« ®ö»r« tb> duk Tiber, U by Peter Eckler. Illu»tr»tcd wlth view, of the .Id 
VnrlnteretUn*. E. «croît. « «orrowto, «pirli, «nd Paine HotnMteii «nd Paine Monuny.t,«t New 
by ¿taHy BdYic« leads him to th« Tempi« of Procrea*. Rochelle, also, portrait« of-Thomu CUoBlckoMD, 
pfu afrp—timapfa York Is vividly portrayed. Tiri« Joe Bulow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Rolkad. 
verk contai*« sixteen chapters of valuable latan» I Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promlneataf Psiae’i 
«Ä? TUCUL» Tersale at this (Am. | friends in Europ« and America. Cloth. T5 canta.
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ARE MEDIUMS WITHOUT KNOWING ITTHE DEVIL THEORY.

THEY ARE MEDIUMS

No other race, or white or black,

So seldom stooped tò grieving; • 
o other race, when freed agaiq,

mon

THE OLD GARDEN;

shall

for-

AUJ LJ *0.1 DU UJD IAJC, 
0 hayste thee, hayste thee, whyle wee

They muste bringe back, ere sette of

hys

Geius Written by Paul L. Dunbar 
and Margaret E. Mauro.

Howells—who is always quick to see and 
never reluctant to praise what is really 
good—that the young Afro-American 
poet was introduced to the larger audi
ences which the importance of his work

Shall follow thy continuous rise; 
Our ears shall list thy story .

From bards who from thy root

And Are Inspired by Spirit 
Poets.

Considered from the Standpoint 
of Facts.

±

arm or bay, on the third is the Great 
Northern Railway.

This great corporation is under con-

THE DOG WHICH SEES THE SPIRIT OF 
HIS BELOVED MISTRESS—THE . VIS
IONS OF A DYING BOY.
To the Editor:—There is a class of 

iiersons, not, perhaps, especially noted 
□r intellectual vigor, whom we should 

assist, if possible. I allude to those 
who, admitting our phenomena, still 
ascribe .them to demons.

' It seems to me an argument ca,n be 
presented for their benefit which is ab
solutely unanswerable. We have many 
fairly good instances of the recognition 
of spirits by domestic animals. To 
those who have interested themselves in 
the research of spirit manifestations, 
such phenomena are well known. How
ever, that my meaning may be un
doubted, I will give a single illustration. 
In that sweetest and purest of books, 
“The Philosophy of Spirit arid the Spirit
World,” by our justly-esteemed and re
nowned brother, Hudson Tuttle, on page 
51, is an account of a gentleman who had 
recently lost a beloved wife, who, on 
crossing a lonely moor several miles 
from home, in company with his son, 
saw the wife sitting upon a mossy stone. 
The son was also witness to the circum
stance. The house dog lay at the feet 
of the mother and wife. The form of 
the latter soon vanished, but the dog 
surprised them by remaining, when, to 
their astonishment, he turned out to be 
the genuine flesh and blood guardian of 
the household—their own dog. Now 
the question is, did the Devil deceive 
tbe dog? If, Indeed, Satan possesses 
such unlimited power as this, God,, who 
created all things both the good and the 
bad, is very much to blame. ■

■ Many instances of recognition similar 
to the above are on record where both 
dogs ani horses have manifested a 
knowledge of the presence of master or 
mistress (deceased), while a sensitive 
clairvoyant has attested the truth of the 
recognition. ■

If any of these unfortunates who are 
pledged to advocate this power of an 
imaginary Devil should happen- to read 
this article, I would kindly request thein 
to pause and give emphasis to the 
thought. A human being may be de
ceived by an imitation of a deceased 
friend; but the dog—never.

What, then, are we to make of the 
case of the dog following and fondling 
the spirit seen by the clairvoyant?

One more proof against the Devil 
theory, equally conclusive:

■ This instance, though It has many 
parallels, was narrated to the writer by

. Ills wife, who was a witness to the occur
rence. A young boy, the bou ot pious 
parents (Methodists), himself brought up 
as a strict churoh member, lay dying. 
As the human eye became glazed with 
death, and the spiritual vision opened 

1 on the celestial, he announced to the( 
grieving parents that angels stood

'■ '' around nls bed. Boon he expressed sur
prise that they had no wings. Finally 
he said: “Why, ma, they are not real

. angels, either. I see Uncle Will among 
‘ thein.” ' Boon hp gave In detail the 

names ot various deceased persons, some 
of whom had been unknown to him, but 
his descriptions were accurate. Did 
God permit the Devil to capture this 
pure, departing bou! and thus delude th# 
parents and friends. If so, why do you 
think so? Why, because somewhere In 
an old book, wri are told by somebody, 
we know not by whoin, that this God 
told some Jews (whoso Very existence Is 
mythical) to bewaye of those who have 
familiar Spirits/ Thus, then, let us ban
Ish the demonstrations of our senses and 
adhere to this moss-covered legend.

Concordia, Kans. B. R. A.

»Twas only a quaint old garden— 
A way from tne clty’B din, - 

With sweet but old-fqshloned flower« 
. That gracefully grew within.
And yet, upon mem’ry’s pages 

It lleth a picture fair;
Its glimmering lights and shadows 

Fall fltfiilly hero and there.
When spring, from the grasp of winter 

Burst forth with its fancies bright, 
The apple trees dropped their blossoms 

In pink and white clouds of light.
The bright daffodllls, so comely, 

The violets, sweet and fair, 
- . The snowballs and lilacs dainty, 
' Were visions of beauty rare.

The altheas,. prim and stately, 
And hollyhocks, bright and gay, 

Invited the bumble bee’s kisses 
Throughout the long summer day.

The fleur-de-lis raisedlts banner 
In colors of purple hue, 

And sweet-scented shrubs’ rich odors 
' Distilled in the morning dew.

But fdirost of all the flowers ’ 
That grew in their beauty there

. Were roses in wild profusion, 
Whose perfume sweet filled the air.

Catalpa trees spread their branches, 
And heaven-trees soared on high, 

While glossy, green arbor-vitics, 
Like sentinels, stood near by.

And down midst the clust’rlng grasses 
. The ground-ivy riot run;

But up in the air, so stately, 
The sunflower faced the sun.

- Chrysanthemums, red and yellow, 
With phloxes of varied hue, 

And dahlias in brilliant colors 
Within the old garden grew.

The spicy “old man" lent flavor, 
The bergamot bed(was sweet, 

And humming birds quaffed the nectar 
The flowers gave forth so meet.

The grapes in rich purple clusters 
Hung temptingly there in view, 

And hop-vines their graceful festoons 
Around the old arbor threw.

The odorous walks of tan bark 
Stretched .redly amidst the green;

And yonder, beneath the bell-tlow’r, 
The old garden seat was seen.

But gone are now all the flowers— 
And gone the old garden, too;

Ths restless and busy city 
Has crowded its march right through.

.In spirit, sometimes, I wander .
; ‘ Along the old paths once more;
: I gather again in the flowers, 

So loved in the daysof yore.
■ I hear, top, the loved ones calling
• Across the wide span of years;— 
I waken—to And my vision 

Dissolved in a rush of tears.
Findlay, O. Mrs. J. E. Mitchell,

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois-Wais- 
brooker. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
•nd woman.Price 50c.

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau- 
gied not to open this book, as its cotn- 

. pictures, based on Bible texts,_ tend 
nduce uncontrollable levity. If is a 
k for the freethinker who wishes to 

pest from busy cares, and drive away 
annui. Price, in strong board covers, 
ill cloth S1.50. For sale at this office.

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. In the form of dialogue and 
Itory, the author presents very buccbsb- 
Fully a condensed account of hypnotism 
it« theory and . practice up to date. 
Frio«, paper, 25 cents. Sold at this

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

FORMER IS AN OHIO NEGRO, THE SON 
OF AN EMANCIPATED SLAVE—THE 
LATTER IS A YOUNG RHYMSTER WHO 
HAS JUST ENTERED HER TEENS— 
REMARKABLE POWERS AND BEAUTY' 
OF RHYTHM DISPLAYED BY BOTH.
To the Editor:—The poems of Paul 

L. Dunbar, says the Chicago Chronicle, 
soon to be issued, mark an entry into 
literature of the son of a slave, and for 
the reason that they come to the front 
from a great publishing-house and are 
heralded-by an introduction from no less 
a writer than William Dean Howells, 
they are deserving of serious considera
tion as to their merits. .

The poetry of Margaret F. Mauro is 
remarkable as being the work of a child 
not yet 14, and displays great finish of 
rhythm and a maturity of thought very 
remarkable for one so youthful.

The work of these two poets is attract-

below, as most typloal of a singer of his 
race and as voicing a spirited song to 
that race:

“ ODE TO ETHIOPIA. .
Oh, Mother Race! to thee I bring 
This pledge of faith unwavering,

This tribute to thy glory.
I know the pangs which thou didst feel, 
When Slavery crushed thee with its heel, 

With thy dear blood all gory.
Sad days were those—ah, sad indeed! ' 
But through the land the fruitful seed

Of better times was growing.
The plant of freedom upward sprung, 
And spread its leaves so fresh and

young—
Its blossoms now are blowing.

On every hand in this fair land
Proud Ethiope’s swarthy children stand 

Beside their fairer neighbor;
The forests hee before their stroke, 
Their hammers ring, their forges 

smoke—
They stir in honest labor.

They tread the fields where honor calls;
Their voices sound through senate halls 

In majesty.and power.
To right they cling; the hymns they 

sing '
Up to the skies in beauty ring, 

And bolder grow each hour. -
Be proud, my race, in mind and soulj 
Thy name is writ on Glory’s scroll

In characters of fire,

It will be noticed thaty'Weside the al
most simple music of fhe verses, the 
spelling, the syntactic^!, form of the 
lines are true to the genius of ancient 
English. And yet this little poet,whose 
years preclude the idea of any extensive 
excursions into the literature of earlier 
times, is unable to tell whtìn or where she 
got the ideas for her poem. Although 
not precocious in any other, way, Mar
garet has been writing verses since she 
was 6 years old. She is ¿Jie daughter of 
PhilipMauro, a patent ^yer, and all 
the years of her young life, except 
one, when she was'abrfiad, have Ijeen 
passed in Washington. iTjle child never 
went to school, exoept at- infrequent in
tervals, as her mother preferred to edu
cate her according to - her own ideas of 
what a little girl should learn. At 
home, where she was surrounded by her 
flowers and her toys, Margaret’s poetical 
nature expanded. From the time when 
she was taught to hold a pen her natu
ral inclination was toward the writing 
of verses, whioh, crude at first, gradu
ally took.on rhyme and rhythm. The 
flowers, the birds, the books which she 
read, and the trifling incidents of her 
everyday life suggested to her the ideas 
which she expressed in childish rhyme.

. ANOTHER GEM.
Margaret Frances Mauro is not yet 14, 

and most of her verses were written be
fore she had completed her twelfth 
year. Indeed, she has written prose 
and verse since she was (1 years old.

A shadow on the grass'suggested these 
lines, which Margaret wrote several

SOMEWHAT CRITICAL.
Hypnotism, Obsession and 

Responsibility.
I

The Veteran, Lyman 0. Howe, 
Has Something; Interest- , 

ing to Say.

‘ PAUL LAWRENCE DUNBAR.

years ago: .
O, dainty little Shadow^
O, coy, delusive Shadow!
O, fickle phantom of the lightsome 
One moment swift careering .. 
Across the sunny meadow, 
Then flitting, disappearing— ' 

Who knows where? .

air!

.Toward thee bend the grasses, 
The tall, tall meadow grasses, - 
Ab if to nold thy flittin« figure still, 
Now o’er them ling’ring, brooding, 
Thou tempte'st their caresses, 
Then dartest off, eluding— '

Mocking still.
O, merry, merry Shadow, ’
O, little elfin Shadow! •
Dance gaily with thy playmate zephyr 

now, ■
Fop oh! the sparkling river, 
ihe sunshine on the meadow, 

hey will not last forever— 
Nor wilt thou!

There is great promise, and, indeed, 
fulfillment, in these two poems,and with 
advancing years may be assured, an ad
vance in the poetry of. on« who is - un
questionably possessed of the poetic 
gift, The career of two poets bo widely 
different will bp watoned with interest 
by lovers of poetry.

NORTHWESTERN CAMP.
. . ' ' — '•<.= 1. ' 

Present Work arid1 Future 
Prospects; öc. 

__________t .* J1

The Managers Are J^Mhlng Mat
ters for the Ne¡¿t Oamp.

ing attention in many placés. As to Mr. 
Dunbar,- his has been a gradual rise in 
the estimation of ’ th® reading public, 
brought about by the publication of 
poems from time to time which evinced 
poetical gifts of a high quality.

For several years poems bearing his 
name have been appearing in the lead
ing magazines, but they bore on the 
surface no racial Ynark, and the fact that 
some of them were In the negro dialect

High ’mid the olquds of Fame's bright 
sky ’ • ■

Thy-banner'B blazoned folds now fly, , 
And truth shall lift them higher.

Thou hast the right to noble pride, 
Whose spotless robes were purified

By blood’s severe baptism.
Upon thy brow the cross was laid, 
And labor's painful sweat beads mode 

A consecrating chrism.
counted for nothing,• since many white No other raoo, or white or black, 
writers have attempted that, although “ thou wert, to the rack,
with less success. It was not) therefore, ‘ ‘
until a slender, quiet, shabby little vol- No . ....
ume of verse, dateless, placeless and rorgot the past ana proved them 
without a publisher, drifted out of the . So noble in forgiving, ■ 
West and accidentally reached Mr. | Go on and up! Our souls and eyes

deserved.
LEARN OF HIS RACE.

Only then did it become generally 
known that the author was black, that 
his parents were slaves who learned to 
read lifter they were free, and that he 
himself had stood shoulder tg shoulder 
with the heaviest laden of his rape. He 
was educated in the public schools of his 
birthplace, Dayton, 0., and was until 
recently an elevator boy.

As these facts camo out the signifi
cance of Mr. Dunbar’s poetry stood re
vealed, and It was recognized not only 
for its intrinsic worth, for its Ivrical 
beality and metrical quality, .which are 
quite enough to lift it into prominence, 
but as the first authoritative utterance 
of the inner life of a race which had 
hitherto been dumb. The little book 
thus voicing what had never been before 
spoken, was privately printed and called 
‘■Majors and Minors,” the majors being 
in English and ths minors In dialect, 
sometimes the dialect of the middle 
south negroes, and sometimes of the 
middle south whites, and, in the case of 
the negro dialect, reproduced with a 
perfection that no white writer has at
tained. V 'J

One of his finest lyrics Is a shortone 
of three stanzas entitled:
ERE SLEEP COMES DOWN TO SOOTHE 

. THE WEARY EYES.
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the 

weary eyes. a.
Which all the day with ceaseless care 

have sought
The magic gold from which the seeker 

flies;
Ere dreams put on the gown and cap 

of thought,
And make the waking world a world of 

lies—
Of lies most palpable, uncouth, for

lorn,
That eay life’s full of aches and tears 

and sighs;
Oh, how with more than dreams the 

soul Is torn— -
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the 

weary eyes.
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the 

weary eyes, ,
How all the griefs and heartaches we 

have known
Come up like pois’nous vapors that arise 
’ From some base witch’s caldron, when 

- the crone, ’
To work some potent spell, her magic 

plies. ’ '■ :" '
The past which held its share of bitter 

. pain, ’
-Whose ghost we prayed that Time 

" , ■ might exorcise,
Come up, is lived and suffered o’er 

again,
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the 

weary eyes.
Ere sleep comes down to soothe, the 

weary eyes, " ~
What phantoms fill the dimly-lighted 

room; . ; ■
What ghostly shades In : awe-inspiring 

guise : ■ '■ .
Are bodied forth within the teeming 

■' gloom. ’ ■ ■, ■ ■
What echoes faint qf sad and soul-sick 

cries, , •
• And pangs of vagpe indefinable pain 

That pay (he spirit’s ceaseless enters 
prise, : -

Come thronging thro’ the chambers of 
the brain,

Ere ele«p comes down to soothe the 
weary eyes.

PerhapB the’best poem Mr. Dunbar 
has written is the one which we quote

spring,
And proudly tune their lyres to sing

Of Ethiopia's glory.
Of Margaret Mauro’s poetry it would 

be insufficient to merely acebrd it the 
tribute of commendation without analy
sis. Take this poem of hers, for In
stance, written before she was 12 yeaFs 
old- •
YE ROMANCE OF YE OCbENNE TYME.
Yt was ye knighte of ye oldenn« tyme

Dyd love ye beauteous dayme;
Her form was slym, her fayce was faire, 

Esmonda was her nayme;
Butte wo untoe ye lover true;

For hys sterne father sayde:
“My son shalle wedde a ladye proud, 

An notte ye countrie mayde.”
Harde bye untoe ye castle dwelt 

An dayme of high degree;
I wot she was naye slym nor falre, 

Butte wealthle aye was she.
She hadde bayth lande and golds, 

sooth,
An palace rych besyde. • ' '

Then spayke Sir Gundlebaye, hys eyre:
“Thys dayme fchall bee yr bryde."

One day, when young Sir Gundlebaye 
Went out too hunt ye deere,

Hee spyde hys gentyl ladylove , 
Her swyne a-tending neare. '

Her cheekes were lyke ye oherryas 
. redde.
Her haire was golden browne:

She wore uponne her gentyl hedde
An rose turned uppe-syde downe!

"O haystethee, love,"criedGundlebaye, 
Ynne lowe butte earnest® tone;

“Mye syre ys rydeyng fast beehynde, 
An wee muste soone bee gone;’

Hys noblemen ryde at hys heel, 
Thy ryval at hys toe;

• maye— .
Hee wyll notte see us goe.”

Then out andblusht ye mayden gaye, 
And sayde, wyth courtesie lowe; ■

“Sin that ye aske, Sir Gundlebaye, 
I cannot welle saye noez”

Syne he has ta’en her on hys steede, 
An thro’ th’ woodes they flye,

Butte notte before ye courtlie dayme '
Their course had tyme toe spye. .

“Nowe haste ye, haste ye, noble sir! 
Yr. sonne has fledde, I ween, * 

Wyth ane poor countrie damsel, when 
Hee might have hadde a queene."

Ye word ye spayke, ye bugles blown«, 
Toe boote an horse—away! .

SU“, .
Ye yqunge Sir Gundlebaye. . ,
When lo—a wender ceme toe pass!

Ye swyne left bye ye waye, 
Wroth at their mistress’ leave, thronged 

.round ’
The syre oi Gundlebaye. .

Regardless ot hys sterne volet “Scat!” 
Ari qf hys nqble blqqde, - <

They vext hys herse, until hee threw
Hytn cleene eff in ye mudde! '

Wherat-soe wrathy was ye eyre 
Hee should soe meenelie fair, 

Hys princely dygnitie was shock!
Weinye beyond repayre.

Fayne wood hee have dyslodg’d 
feete, '

The classic shores ol. that world-re
nowned ebeet of water,’Minnetonka— 
Big Water—will soon rtevrirBerate to the 
blows pf the woodman’ll ax,, and the 
more penetrating sounds qf <^he carpen
ter's saw and hammer, jipr, uafter much 
tribulation, long Buffering and patient 
efforts, the Northwestern C^mp-meeting 
Association has Invaddd' these shores, 
purchasing thereon puenitef > the most 
charming sites for a permanent camp 
that could be found,' search the world 

"The tract of land.- embracing thirty 
acres—about one-half wooded, the other 
under cultivation—lies on the' north 
Shore of the main lake, and nearly equi
distant from the Hotels Lafayette, 8t, 
Louis, and Lake Park; while the vil
lages and hamlets bordering the lake 
are easily reached. Thus, while on one 
side is the main lake, on the other an

I-

tract to build and maintain a station, 
also construct a sidetrack, both adequate 
to the wants of'a great camp; while ex- 
i.ursion rates from Minneapolis and St.
Jaul will be little more than one-haff 
he regular fare.
• A force of men are-now at work olear- 

ingthe wooded portion of underbrush, 
while others are preparing for ereotion 
of cottages, on grounds already platted. 
Nearly one hundred persons have al
ready signified their intention of put
ting up cottages in readiness for the 
camp of 1897. '

While the grounds will be platted in 
large lots, the rental will be merely 
nominal, averaging not more than $10 
or S12 eaoh, so that a cottage can be 
built and owned by the occupant for 
even less than has to be paid yearly for 
cottages on other parts of the lake, 
built for rental.

The officers and directors of the N.W. 
8. Association are men of means, long 
business experience, energy and deter
mination, wno.have taken hold with the 
view and expectation of making this a 
camp for not only the northwest but the 
whole country—the “Mecca” toward 
whioh pilgrims from every point of the 
compasg will journey. .

Hotels, batning and other houses will 
soon be erected, and everything needed 
to a flourishing community provided.

Constitutions broken by long residence 
in miasmatic climes will find the health
restoring and life-giving breezes of 
beautiful Lake Minnetonka a panacea 
for all their ills: indeed, one cannotover- 
estlmate the, blessings. attendant on a 
sojourn of a few months' duration at this 
lake, as thousands can testify.

Fishing—of which there ’& none bet
ter—boating, etc,, are among the pleas
ures indulged in during, the summer 
months. ,

It is expected to have this great camp 
in full readiness for next'Reason, and we 
would recommend thosenat'ia distance 
who contemplate attendance, and Who 
desire a cottage home,with t|S, to let ua 
know in season, by addressing! the sec
retary, Jas. 'F. Raymond, 201'7 Fifth av
enue, 8., Minneapolis, Minnt

The N. W. 8. A, fs inepyporated under 
the laws of the State of ^iingesota, and, 
being a joint stock company,non-assess- 
able. The- .management? would be 
pleased to issue certificafes'Of stock to 
those Who wish to further Ihe cause of 
Spiritualism, For further information, 
address as above.

. Jas. F.’RkYMOND.
”______1___ _ _ «■. :__ -i—— ..

To Save Doctors’ Bills
Use “Garland” Stoves and Ranges.

r “Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist DeveL
opment. ” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
.utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid terrors. Price, 
clotn, 50 cents', paper, 25 cents.

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sa e 
at this office. ■

Every number of The Progressive 
Thinker is rich and racy, and more 
wisdom may be obtained from a studi
ous perusal of its pages every week than 
was ever gleaned from an equal amount 
of reading from any “holy book;’’ but 
in either case as much depends upon the 
readers as upon the papers or “holy 
books,” .

Carping critics who read to find false
hood or folly, will find what they seek 
in any book, sacred or profane; while 
those who read to learn the truth, and 
store up whatever of wisdom they may 
glean from imperfectly-written pages, 
where truth and error always blend 
(as they do in every hunjan life), will 
make the time consumed in the reading 
profitable. I do not mean by this that 
we should not criticise, for it is by criti
cism we are able to discriminate and 
sift the wheat from the chaff. ■

The contributions from the pen of 
Hudson Tuttle are worth a year’s sub
scription every week The Pen-flashes 
from the Pacific Coast, and from C, H. 
Mathews glow with inspiration and scin
tillate with thought and sentiment from 
which we may glean much knowledge as 
well as quickenings of the spirit by the 
law of. rhythmic vibrations,

“Wanted, Knowledge" should be not 
only read, but studied by all mediums 
and their friends and helpers. On this 
llfie I may have something to say later. 
We are apt to like the Ideas that echo 
our own, arid this Is natural and Inevita
ble. The attempt to force o^pselves 
Into agreement with, and assimilation 
of, thoughts or sentiments for which we 
have nothing in common, Is harmful, 
and always a dismal failure. Hudson 
Tuttle hits me, so I vibrate, and absorb 
the wisdom that flows from his pen. But 
occasionally I strike a nugget, freshly 
blasted from his mine of good things, 
that 1 cannot appropriate without some 
grinding and fixing, to adapt it to my 
mint for coining foreign gold into valu
able currency. In the Thinker of Oc
tober 3,1 read and enjoyed his dealing 
with obsession, hypnotism, responsible 
ity of mediums, etc.; but here comes a 
nugget that I want to grind down a 
little, and fix It to suit my weak capac
ity to mold into usable shape:

"No one was ever hypnotized by man 
or spirit to think or do that which was 
not already In their own organization.”

In an extreme stehse this may be true 
of everybody and everything. For In
stance, no music can be got out of a 
planoi the possibility ■ of "‘which was 
not already In" its own organization. 
Nevertheless, all the music that Is 
evolved from it Is due to the “hypno- 
tizer," if we may be allqwed the exten
sion of the word to Inanimate objects. *

The possibilities of all that can be 
evoked from any machine are In the 
machine, minus the directing life or en
ergy. In the old school of mesmerism, 
which I take to be but another name for 
hypnotism, a good subjeotcopld be rr^ade 
to act or speak in aqy manner the oper
ator willed, provided he eould hold In 
suspense, by mesmeric stupor, every 
other faculty that might oppose-or re
strain the expression of the one acted 
upon. This I saw done fifty years ago. 
The faculty that accumulates valuables 
used to be called acquisitiveness. Act
ing alone it would take any and every
thing irrespective of ownership, and 
hold it, and oven conceal It—with the 
co-operation of caution—and there was 
In these cases no responsibility on the 
part of the subject, for every faculty not 
engaged in getting and keeping was, 
for the time, so thoroughly<asleop or be
numbed as to take no cognizance of 
what was going on in his mental family.

Supposing a human being could exist 
with but one faculty, and that the one 
that destroys, would there be any ac
countability if such a one should kill 
helpless women and children, as we kill 
thotr progenitors to gratity our flesh
devouring appetites (I speak of progen
itors here in the Darwinian sense). If 
there would, then why not hold a snake 
responsible for swallowing a toad, or a 
tiger for making his breakfast of a fat 
missionary? If, then, the hypnotist can 
paralyze the balancing faculties, which 
check evil temptations, how can the sub
ject be charged with any crime which, 
under these conditions, he or she has 
been moved by an outside power to 
commit? It seems to me it would be 
lust as logical to punish a stone for fall
ing on one’s head, or boiling water for 
scalding one's hand, as to punish or 
charge responsibility against a hypno
tized subject for acting as the gravity of 
the situation compelled.

I know it may be said no one should 
surrender Individuality to any such de
gree; but It may surrender itself when 
we least suspect the subtile influence 
that is charming it to sleep. It seems 
to me that no one acts independently; 
and every instant we are molded by* 
million blended causes, some of which 
are easily discerned, but more that He 
back of our beginning, or beyond the 
constellations that drift in an infinite 
sea of causes and effects, and fling their 
silvery voices into the eternal balance 
that holds our destiny, and from count
less causes, central and circumstantial, 
antenatal and prophetic, are hypnotized 
at every step of life’s journey.

Lyman C. Howe.

very highly of Dr. Schlesinger as a me
dium, at thigpoint.

I find the secular press more liberal 
here than at the majority of places. 
Here «e have notices given us through 
the secular papers, the writers not being 
Spiritualists.

The Baker City Evening Republican, 
September 2, 1896, says: “The eminent 
independent slate-writer, Mrs. A. 
Brockway, is causing quite a furore 
among Spiritualists and even skeptics, 
by her wonderful work. Many have 
availed themselves of the opportunity to 
investigate the unfathomable phenom
ena, and many are leaving her sittings 
more than ever convinced of the pres
ence of unseen powers. Even skeptics 
come to the conclusion that Spiritualism 
is not a myth, but a grave reality. The 
work is done in such a free and open 
manner, and in sight of the investiga
tors, and precludes the possibility of any 
trickery. It is certainly worth the 
while of all to investigate the lady’s 
powers in that direction. Her sittings 
are instructive and entertaining. The 
work has been assigned to mind-read
ing and other phenomena: but when she 
recalls departed ones of whom you prob
ably never thought for many days, it 
is certainly startling, arid of more aud 
more convincing nature,”

The Baker City Democrat, September 
9,1896, says: “Mrs. A. Brockway, the 
renowned spiritual medium, continues 
to mystify all who call to witness the 
demonstrations of occult power with 
which the lady is endowed. She is un
doubtedly the strongest medium that 
has ever visited the Queen City. Skep
tics are willing to admit that the won
derful manifestations produced under 
the strictest test conditions are dumb
founding proofs of unseen forces of na
ture.”

We have been at Boise, Idaho, but 
two weeks. There is no society, and 
ppople, so I am told, are very backward 
in regard to Spiritualism. This point 
is nineteen miles off of the main line. 
We go from here to Ogden, Utah.

Charles B. Brockway.
Boise, Idaho.

FROM THE FAR WEST.
The Lay of the Land, Given 

by a Medium.

Notes Concerning Mediums and 
Their Work.

Fayne chang’d hys garments wette, 
Still dyd hee styck—for aught I noe •

Hee mayee bee stuck there yet!
Howe faires yt wyth ye knight an dayme 

Aye bolde that fledde that daye?
Together doe they safely byde

Yn a havenne bye ye waye.
Ye guests are gone, ye vows bee sayde, 

Ye priest has ta’en hys fee, .
Ye bryde and groome, O may they live 

Full long an nappilie!

To the Editor:—I will endeavor to 
give to the many traveling mediums 
who read your valuable paper the lay of 
the country.- ■ .

Spokane, Wash., has a society of about 
sixty good workers and a great number 
of Spiritualists who hold their light un
der a bushel, also a great number of in
vestigators. We find that wherever Dr. 
Dean Clarke has been engaged, as he 
was at Spokane and other points, he has 
awakened a great interest among the 
thinking class of people. ■

Moscow, Idaho, is off of the main line; 
we found there but two or three Spirit
ualists, ■

We visited Walla Walla, Wash., for 
the second time and found that the seeds 
sown but a month before had spread 
rapidly. In my previous letter I spoke 
cf but one Spiritualist, but now I can 
safely say two hundred or more, and 
family circles all over the city, which 
find it a good policy to read The Pro
gressive Thinker at the beginning of 
their circles, as it brings ’ harmonious 
conditions, and good results can be

-looked forward to. ’
Baker City, Ora, I find has a strong 

society and the attendance is much 
larger than that of any of the nine 
churches they are blessed with. They 
meet every Sunday and are entertained 
by their home mediums. They speak

iS
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THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect» 
ual and Spiritual Culture,

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD •' 
TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AMD ' 
/1 Bongs, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Genub 
Chprtf, KeapcMM, Fuuerul. Swrlcci, Frogram, 2} 
seisWUn, Parliamentary Rules. lu.tructiois for OA 
gaulzldg and conducting Lyceums, Instruction, fiw 
Physical Culture. Culkthtnics and jSarchlog; / 
ners. btandards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a bQOk b* 
the aid of which u Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or ' - 
Liberal Society may be organized add conduct#« 
without other assistance. It aupplka the waataol-- 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, wit* 
music free from the dlamul tone of the old hythnoloir 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings aZi 
responses such as no other selection contains, It gtvM ' 
a practical system of graceful calistbeulcs. every aiM '
of which is made plain by engraving». • It ghea s 
alriiclions how to make the budges aud banners and • ~'i 
instructs in marching. It shows how to establish^ 
Baud of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and Ma* '• 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement- : >

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently * 
prepared for the task by yeara of. devoted labor in the ' 
Lyceum. The book is the result -of practical work ' 
end tested by tbe interest awakened In the actual 
session of the Lyceum. :
. While leteuded for the . working Lyceum, the guide v 
is admirably adapted to the needs or tbe family, sup» • j 
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and wora* . 
fouud nowhere else, except in sheet form at many ' ■ 
times ihecoet. The book ha. boon placed kt th« 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, oent postpaid. . v 
For Sale by Tbe Progressive Tltluker, -

40 Loomis St., Chicago.
Also by Hudson Tuttle, , 

■ Berlin Heights, Ohio. .

PSYCHIC
SCIENCE

-■y-HUD50M TUTTLE. í

IMPORTANT WORK.
Studies in. the Outlying 

Fields of Psychic ' 
Science.

A WORK BY HUDSON 
TUTTLE.

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS HOW TO IN
VESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM, DEVELOP 
MEDIUMSHIP, AND FOR THE FORMA
TION OF HOME CIRCLES.
This second edition, with important 

additions, is the second effort in the 
New Departure of The Progressive 
Thinker. It is a book which marked 
an era in the methods of thought on 
psychic subjects. It was first to take 
this hitherto unexplored realm, and its 
treatment is entirely original. It out
lined a plan of studv and investigation, 
which, new as the subject was, appears 
to be the only one the student can pur
sue, to arrive at satisfactory results.

A great many psychic clubs and read
ing circles have adopted it as a guide, 
and ‘one college has taken it as a text 
book. In its field it stands alone, and is 
the student’s only helpful manual.

Since the author wrote the “Arcana 
of Nature,” by almost purely auto
matic controls, his inspiration has 
made no higher flight than in “Psychic 
Science." .
Price Reduced About One- 

Half.
In our New Departure, determined to 

give Spiritualists—instead of the dear 
est, as hitherto—the cheapest literature 
of any denomination, sector organiza
tion, we have not only enlarged the 
book by twenty pages, but reduced the 
price from $1.25 to "5 cents.

A wealthy. Spiritualist purchased cop
ies at full price and presented one to 
every college and academy In the New 
England States. We have reduced the 
price until no one will be prevented 
from possessing it, or deterred, for want 
of means, from sending it forth on mis
sionary duty,

TWQ IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one yolume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interentng work la a 
oomhlnatlon Into One vOluma ot two ot Mr. Hull', 
apludld works. By this arrangement the eost laauoh 
that the reader U enabled to aecnrd thh twoTiooka 
comJaied at the same price aa was formerly asked 
tor them separately. This volume contains <63 pages 
and Is handsomely bound In cloth, and contain* an ez- 
ceUent portrait ot the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Isa careful comparison ot Biblical and Modern Bp! rit
ualism. No book ot tbe century has made so many 
converts to Modern Spiritualism as this. Tbe author’s 

“‘“““I W compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation or Spiritualism to the wants of human
ity; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tions offered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light of the Bible, nature, history, reason and comfcm 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly. -

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critic*! comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is «most able production, and 
Is a berfect storehome of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy. , . .
PRICE SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mosns Hull. A compound of the twe pamph

lets, “The Irrepmslble Conflict,” and “Your Answet 
or Your Life;” with Important adflltlois, making a 
book of ISO pages all for 25 cents. This book contain 
statistics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should havc< For sale at 
this office.

Echoes From the World of Song.

THE FSYCHOGRflPH
-OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE,

TBit Initrument U tuliiianiltlly the ume >■ th»l 
employed by Fret Hare In bit early InvestlgAtlona, 
In It, Improved form It bat been before tbe public Jal 
more than seven years, and In tbe bands ot thousands. 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Flai 
ohette, and all otber Instrument, which have Nek 
brought out In Imitation, botb In regard to certalatf. 
and correctness of tbe communications received by i. 
Its bld. and as a means or developing mediumship. ■

Do you wMi to investigate SpMtuaUtm?
Do you wish to develop Medlutnshlpf ' ’ .
Do you desire to receive Communiootioiuf

Tbe Psyobograph Is an Invaluable asslttant. A - 
pamphlet with full directions for the '

Formation of Circles and Cultivation '
. of Mediumship ■.

yltb every Instrument. Many who were not sward ot '
Utolr modlumletlo gift, have, after a tow sittings, ■ 
been able to receive delightful messages. 4 volume 
aight bo tried with commendatory letters. Muf ' 
who began with It as an amusing coy, found that tbtt 
Intelligence controlling it -knew more tjian tiein» 
aelvei, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D.B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I bad ’ 
OQmmunlcations (by the rsyebogroph) from many 
pther friends,’eveq from old settlers whose grar$ ' 
atones are moss-grown in the old yard. They havi' ' 
»•“WiMycMIsfactory, andwovNtomo that W 
Hualiitn Is indeed true, and tbe communlcatlone have 
given my heart tbe greatest comfort in tbe severed , 
“I?.1 hft* oiao'b duugUUr. and their mother?’ '

Crowell, whole writings have made h r. 
came familiar to those interested lu psychic matters, 
writes« follows; “I am much pleased with Cho Fsp 
chograph. It is very simple in princlplernd construe* 
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to iplr« . ‘ 
Itual power than tbe one now In use. 1 believe It Will 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and tent pottage paid from 
the manufacturer; for $1,00, ¿¿drew *

HUDSON TUTTLE,
• Berlin Hefffhta, Ohio.

HEALTH AND POWER.
X handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by th* 

aid of now, refined and powerful methods of nature, 
By E. D. Babblet, M. D., author of “Principles of 
Light and Color.“ “Philosophy of Cure," etc. Price/ 
elotb, 26 cents; Leather, 85 cants. ‘ •

. ENCYCLOPEDIA 
...OF...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
.. . OR...

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and Few

■Testament Scriptures which prove ' : 
or imply Spiritualism/ ■

Together with s briet history ot the origin of mgny ot 
thelmportant books of tbo Bible.

BY MOSES HULL,
Muobtiwtliln this book appeared In an abridged \ 

formln a Berles of aloe full pages of Tub PboobCS^ ■■ 
rvn TdtxxM. Tbeso nrtlcll* were prepared at tie 
call ot bundrode of Spiritualist* wbo felt tbe neeooi 
some kind of document for ready reference. Theis 
only seemed to whet the appetite tor mores hence th»- 
publication of this work.

Tbeauthor, Hoses Hull hai written many volumes 
on Bplritualististlc and other themes and each one Is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mb 
Hull, In his introduction of thli work Bays:

“Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from' 
Its‘sanctmed’enemies, H win not‘spike’ H, but wifi 
use ft to batter down the walls of Cnrlsttan superset« 
lion and Ignorance, I send U ont on its errand of en* 
llgbteument wlththo humble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader."

T'.1' k£9toloi'i.i)'a or „Bibucat. ErrarrttALiau 
contains §85pares, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and U . 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should : 
have this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

VASHTI, OLO AND. NEW,
— OR— .

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.

A ROMANCE OF THE WHEEL.
• A DRAMATIC IDYLL.

BY MARVEL KAYVE.

A fine prose poem; a story of the “New Woman/* 
who fa the true woman of all tlic centuries. Are* 
markable boolt, contrasting the modern Vashti with 
the Vashti of ancient Bible times- Interesting end 
lUggegtlre. Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents. Foxhole U 
this office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.

THE KORAN. "
Commonly called the "Aitoran of Mohammed* 

Translated into English from the original Arabic, with 
explanatory notes taken, from the most approved com! 
mentafor*. With . rrcllmln.rj- dlscour«e by Geo. 
Bale. Price, cloth, 11.00. For sale at this office.

THOMÄS PAINE’S
Examination of the Propheciea.

A consideration of the pusagoi In thuNewTeit» 
sent, quoted from th. Old, and called Prophecies Co» 
Ceralas Jeau Chriat. Price 15 cent*.

THE RELATION
Of 'hoUplrltual to the Material Universe; and tbs 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Bente, The Crlsle, Rights of Man. etc 

IllUBtrateaedltlon. Post8vo.,650pages. Cloth,il.OOi 
postage, 20 cent*.

A VALUABLE WORK.
TResearches in Oriental History,'

iS« 
|l

Embnclu the Ortxln of the JewAtheBlee end Duvet 
OTmeBt of zoroiitrlenlim end the Derlvetlon ot 
bhrietluiltyi to which II Added: Whence Onr A17M . -------- ------------ «-------— " One otite taw*

. A. collection ot new taâ bewUfol «oop, with ; vnrmuuusi! w wuiuu.. wuuvu, 
mnilo chora.. In book form. Bv 0, P-Longier. I Aooe«tor«l BfG. W. Brown, M.D. Otte otti 
Prien «14B, Putaae is cent*. , . I TnHabiewotkienrvrib’.lihei Prie» 11 JO.
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these coal and amber formations 
their treasured remains.

Religion of the Future. ' By S. Weil. 
Cloth. 81.25; paper, 50 cents.

- - I learn several great truths; as that it 
1b impossible to see into the ways of in

i'- turity; that punishment always attends 
the villain, that love is the fond soother 

< Of the human breast—Goldsmith.

IJîSilS or BUBSCRIPXIOIT.
y Tux Progressive Thinker will bo turdaUed until, 
further notice, m the following terina, InvaiUbly lu 
«¿mee: || . ’ «

tOneieur......................      »1.00
y Clubs of ten (a copy to the ono getting up tho 

• club)............................................................... 7.50
;eon weohe*............... ..................................  25cts
o copy..........................    Sets

;.V. . »EMITTANCES. .
. ■ Bumlt by Postofficc Money Order. Registered Letter, 

'■ ordrufe on Chicago or Rew York. It costs fruiu ¡0 
to 15 coûte to get checks cashed on local bunks, so don’t 
Miul them uultM you wbh that amount deducted from 
g,e amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R* Francis, 

tail)Loomis Street, Chicago, ill.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

Oily twenty-five cents fur The PaouuEbsivE Thinker 
. thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive^ 

» sample copy, to solicit several othors to unite with 
• k- them, and thus be able to remit from «1 to $10, or oven 

more than the tetter sum A large number of little, 
amounts will mako a large sum total, and thus extend 

. the field of our labor ana usefulness. The same sug* 
' - gestion will apply In all oaees of renewal of subscrip- 

tlouB-eollcIt Olbera to aW. iu tho good work. You will 
' • experience no difficulty whatever In Inducing Spirltu* 

allais to subscribe for TnEpROGiiEssivx Thinker 
for not ono of them can afford to be without tho valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 

/■ / ■ the priee of only about two cents per week

r.'■■* A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cento,
y- Do you want a.more bountiful harvest than we can
•? ■' give you for25 CCD18? Just pause aud thinkfora mo
i- ment what au intellectual feast that small Investment 
s will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pbo- 
;. ghbssive TiiiNKBu thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
r. ceyts! For that lunouut you obtain one hundred and 

four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
-- mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi

um-sized book 1 .

TAKE NOTICE!
* 92T At expiration ef subscription, If not renewed,

-, the paper la discontinued No bills will be sent for ex- 
< trayuiubera.

1ST If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and. error, in address will ba promptly 
corrected, and missing numbera supplied grade. .

tar Whenever you desire tho address of your paper 
. ehanged, always glvo the address of the place to which 
r > it is then sent, or the change cannot be made.

• Imbedded in Coal.
; . The St. Louis Republic has condensed 
; ■ , into a very limited space valuable in

. formation which should be in the pos
; session of all. Two' short paragraphs 

are extracted;'
“Most people know that coal is full pf 

•-.. vegetable remains, but comparatively 
few are aware of the fact that animal 

y 'and insect bodies by countless millions 
, also go to make up the great beds of 

?! fuel that are now being so extensively 
drawn upon/ The vegetable impressions 

••? found in coal or jn the shale just above 
the vein are very beautiful as well as 

- numerous, not less than 1,500 different 
? kinds of plants having been noticed in 

; ..-• the carboniferous seams in the different 
z parts of the world. Some of these 

plants are very much like those now
... living, but the majority of them, even' 

though found in Nova Scotia or Iceland,
; appear to be representatives of what are 

now tropical varieties.
. “Many animals and insects are also 

.. found fossilized and thoroughly pre- 
• • served in thé coal beds. These pet- 

■ rifled creatures of the bygone age called 
the "coal period” are of various kinds.

- - Huge toad-like reptiles with beautiful 
s\ teeth, small tree lizards, great fish with 

/tremendous jaws, tiny water mites, 
snails, ‘hundred-logged1 worms and 

;. thousands of insects of the grasshopper 
ci* and dragon-fly tribes are also found.

The curious fact is that there is not a 
>• • single representative of these fossilized 

, - creatures now living." •
; ...Amber is a resinous gum, the product

; •• of ancient forests, solidified into masses 
' up to fifteen pounds in weight. It is 

cast upon the shore of seas after severe 
' and protracted storms. It is also found 
•;;• buried hundreds of feet deep in the 

earth, covered with drift and alluvium.
' It is most plentiful along the Baltic aud 

in the high latitudes, though common 
to all parts of Asia, Europe and Amer
ica, It is always filled with extinct va

. rieties of Insects, twigs, leaves and other 
organic remains of seemingly a tropical 

k lliinate. The products of the frigid 
• tones are never found entombed in this 

i;um. These fossils of insects, frequent- 
y with detached legs, and wings torn off 

i . in their efforts to escape from imprison
ment, were entangled while the gum 

l was soft and sticky, fresh from the pa- 
■ rent tree, aS pitch oozes from the pine.

Those who question that the frigid 
zones were once torrid, probably' many 
times so, have incontestable evidence in

Parallel Legislation*
They whose recollection extends be

yond the great war of the Rebellion will 
remember that the pro-slavery party 
from the South invaded Kansas at its 
.first territorial election, with an armed 
force, took possession of every polling 
district but two, elected their own tools 
to the Legislature, and thus usurped 
the government and all its machinery 
from the j-eal settlers. Determined to 
perpetuate their own rule, at the' first 
session of the intrusive Legislature, thus 
lawlessly elected, they vied with Draco 
in enacting bloody laws. Among these 
was that memorable 12th section of “An 
act to: punish offenses against slave 
property,” in words following:

“If any free person, by speaking or by 
writing, asserts or maintains that per
sons have not the right to hold slaves In 
this territory,or shall introduce into this 
territory, print, publish, write, circu
late, or cause to be introduced into this 
territory, written, printed, published or 
circulated in this territory, any book, 
paper, magazine, pamphlet or circular, 
containing any denial of the right of 
such persons to hold slaves In this terri
tory, such person shall be deemed guilty 
of felony, and punished by imprisonment 
at hard labor for a term of not less than 
two years.”

Instead of accomplishing the object 
for which the law was enacted, to sup
press freefapeech an^. a free press, its 
influence was directly opposite to that 
intended. It aroused' into greater ac
tivity those it was designed to silence, 
and the Kansas press teemed with de
ntals of the legal right'to hold slaves 
in Kansas thereafter. There was never 
a prosecution under the law. The 
usurpers had overleaped the mark, and 
by foolish legislation increased the ir
ritation they hoped to allay by severe 
penalties.

The statute-books in most if not all of 
the original States of the American 
Union, and probably in some of the 
earlier new States, under church dicta
tion, enacted laws, of-which the follow
ing, originally adopted In Pennsylvania 
in 1700, and re-enacted in 1860, is a spec
imen:

“If' any person shall willfully, pre- 
meditatedly and despitefully blaspheme, 
or speak loosely and profanely of Al
mighty God, Christ Jesus, the Holy 
Ghost, or the Holy Scriptures of Truth, 
such person, on conviction thereof, shall 
be sentepceq to pay a fine not exceeding 
one hundred dollars and undergo an 
imprisonment not exceeding three 
months, or either, at the discretion of 
the court.”

So far as we have information but two 
prosecutions have been made under 
these barbarous statutes. The first was 
that of Abner Kneeland, in Massachu
setts, in 1833. His offense consisted in 
saying: “The Universalists believe in a 
God, which I do not.” For this terrible 
crime be was convicted' of blasphemy, 
and sentenced to the penitentiary, where 
he did service to the State. The Boston 
Investigator, still published, was estab
lished by Mr. Kneeland, and is the out
growth of his persecution. For sixty- 
five continuous years it has denounced 
the system which he insisted had its 
origin in paganism.

The second prosecution was that of ex
Rev. C. B. Reynolds, who was convicted 
of blasphemy in New Jersey,- in 188?, 
and was fined $25 and costs, which Col. 
Ingersoll paid. From that time until- 
his demise, July 31, 1806, Mr. Reynolds 
spent bls time In the lecture-field. He 
did not abate one jot of his hatred of a 
system which made an honest expression 
of religious opinions a criminal offense, 
but he removed to Oregon, a new field, 
where crimes against God are unknown.

Our purpose in this article is to keep 
before the people the devices priestcraft 
employs to silence opposition. Know
ing the weakness of thciiscause, and the 
want of ability to sustain it by logic, 
they resorted to legal pains and penal
ties. Even these, however, have lost 
their force, as we have seen. Prosecu
tion and persecution only strengthen.op- 
position. „

/ ? : ■ ■ Sam Jones’ Heaven.
./:•... The following story of a somewhat fe
z moiis preacher in America is probably

true. We hope it is. It indicates the 
way to heaven in a manner no sacra- 

•A; ment nor creed can hope to rival: 
' The question, "Where is heaven?" 

•. .. was put to Sam Jones by one of his 
•' ■? : wealthy church members in Georgia, 

whose cotton crop yielded him some 
$20,000 last year. “Where is heaven?" 

. said the rich planter. *
c ‘¿I’ll tell you where heaven is,” said 

. Mr. Jones, "if you will go down to the 
/? village and buy $50 worth of groceries, 
. put them in a wagon, and take them to 
■' that poor widow on the hillside, who 
• ■has three of her children sick. She is 
? pooi'i and is a member of the church. 

'■. Take with you a nurserand some one to 
. ■ cook their meals. When vou get there, 
/ ■•- read the twenty-third psafm and kneel

by her side ana pray. Then you will 
find out where heaven is.”

Next day,as the evangelist was walk- 
■ • Ing through the village, he met the 

same wealthy planter, nis face beaming 
’ with joy. He spoke after this manner:

“Mr. Jones, I've fpund out where 
jieaven is. I went as you directed me. 

■ We took up the wagon-load of groceries, 
-.and 'the poor widow was completely 

’ overcome with joy. She could not ex
’ press her thankfulness. As I read to 

her the twenty-third psalm, my heart 
was filled with thankfulness to God, and, 
when I prayed, the angels caAe, ahd I 
thought I was nearer to heaven than I 

■ . ever had been in my life. I left the 
. nurse and cook In her humble dwelling, 

and promised her she should neyer suffer 
so long as I could help her."

A Dost Christ.
Prof. Northrup, of the University of 

Chicago, in an address on theology, 
partly published in the Chronicle on the 
3d Inst., , is reported to have said:

"The chief occupation of theology for 
the last quarter of a century has been 
the quest of a lost Christ, and its pres
ent joy and ground of hope for the fu
ture is the rediscovery of him. Christ 
has been lost'in the creeds, lost in the 
cloister, lost even in the Bible.”

The Professor might have added with 
truth: He has'been diligently sought for 
in history, and cannot be found. TJie 
more earnest the search the more con
clusive the conviction that he is a myth 
of the remote past, reincarnated by 
Catholicism, and reflected on modern 
times in the interest of the creeds..

t&h-íÉ?

THB FRO0RBSSIVB THINKBR
Creeda No Evidence of Goodness

John Tyndall, LL. D., late professor 
of Natural Sciences in the Royal Insti
tution, occupying the chair in which Sir 
Humphrey David acquired immortal 
distinction, and Fellow of the Royal So
ciety, London, whose name as a philos
opher has become a household word in 
l^urope and America, put his opinions 
of a certain class of thinkers which 
churchmen hold in great disrepute in 
words following:

"If I.wished to find/tnen who are scru
pulous in their adherence to engage
ments, whose words are their bofids, and 
to whom moral thriftiness of any kind is 
subjectively unknown; if I wanted a 
loving father, a faithful husband, sn 
honorable neighbor, and a just citizen, 
I should seek him and find him in the 
band of Atheists to which I refer. I 
have known some of the most 
pronounced among them approaching 
with open eyes the inexorable goal, 
with no dread of a hangman's whip, 
with no hope of a heavenly crown, and 
still as mindful of their duties and as 
faithful in the discharge of them as if 
the eternal future depended upon their 
later deeds.”

We place this statement from the 
learned scientist before our readers to 
impress on them the fact that it is not. 
creeds, nor even' a belief in Gods, 
which make men trusty, honest, moral 
or good; •’'that the best of men may be 
Atheists, as all experience demonstrates 
that those professedly the most religious 
may be the most infamous.

Tell Tale Blunders In Bible His
tory*

Churchmen claim Luke's gospel was 
written qbout A. D. 63 or 64. Luke 
24:13 tells of two persons who, after the 
morning of the resurrection of Jesus, 
“went lb a village named Emmaus, 
which was from Jerusalem about three
score furlongs,” 71 miles. This village 
was built after the destruction of Je
rusalem, not earlier than A. D. 71 or 72, 
seven to eight years after Luke, if he 
wrote in 63 or 64, had made mention of 
it. It was built expressly for a Roman 
garrison, where 800 soldiers were sta
tioned, the object to preserve order 
throughout that portion of Palestine 
after its desolation.

It is by such discrepant statements of 
Bible-makers that the false claims of 
their sacred books are exposed. Who
ever wrote Luke’s gospels, whether one 
hundred or fifteen hundred years after 
the alleged birth of Jesus, had Josephus 
before him, from which he gained a 
knowledge of Palestine. As Paul’s Epis
tles supplied the pretended facts about 
the character Jesus detailed in the 
Gospels, so Josephus was drawn upon 
for the geography and historical inci
dents: but fhe writer was not sufficiently 
versed in these sources of information 
to make their statements harmonize 
with each other.

Wherein the Difference?
"The Holy Scriptures in a special 

sense 'is the medium of divine revela
tion to the human race. God has made 
known to us therein more fully and 
clearly than elsewhere his will and char
acter.”—See Chambers' Encyclopedia, 
article Revelation. .

Under the title Prophet, in Gruden's 
Concordance, the reader is told how this 
“revelation” was made by God to man 
through his inspired servants. We 
quote:

"The true prophets, . . transported 
by the motions of God's Spirit, were 
sometimes agitated in a violent manner. 
. . The most usual way by which God 
communicated himself to the prophets 
was by inspiration, which consisted in 
illuminating the mind of, the prophet, 
and exciting his will to proclaim what 
the Lord dictated to him from within. 
It is in this sense all the authors of the 
canonical books of Scripture, both of, 
the Old and New Testament, are ac
knowledged as prophets. God also com
municated himself to the prophets by 
dreams and nocturnal visions.”

We have no disposition to be cynical; 
but wherein does this- mode of revela
tion differ from spiritual communica
tions, save one pretends to voice the will 
of God; the other the revealments of de
parted spirits? It would seem God with 
infinite power and wisdom wonld employ 
more reliable methods for making his 
will known to us; while spirits, with 
Only finite power, do well to make them
selves understood by any. device.

Sometimes we cannot avoid the con
viction that the diets of wicked spirits 
—demons in fact—have been mistaken 
for communications from God, as when 
he put lying spirits in the mouths of his 
prophets, or when he directed the 
slaughter of everything that breathed, 
saving alive only the maidens who have 
never known man, and instructing his 
savage soldiery to ‘.‘keep them for your
selves.”

Methodists Against Women.
The Methodist Episcopate, of the Rock 

River Conference, late in session at 
Freeport, by secret ballot voted against 
allowing women representation in that 
body, A secret ballot was. the proper 
thing on such an occasion, for the dear 
sisters, who owe everything, including 
their emancipation from serfdom, to 
Christianity, letting the preachers tell 
the story, won't know who are opposed 
to their having a voice in church, cir
cles. The true province of women, in 
clerical estimation, is to get up kissing 
bees and grab^bagB to raise money to 
defray the salaries of these holy men.

BOSTON, MASS. 
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PLEA FOR T^E NATIONAL ASSOCIA
TION AND ITS PRESENT OFFICERS, 

To THE Editor:—In my last letter

ft WORK DESIGNED
TO ELEVATE THE MASSES TO A HIGHER SPIRITUAL 

' x , PLAlfp.

He Detested Superstition.
Among the last words of Voltaire 

were the following:
“I die' worshiping God, loving my 

friends, not hating my enemies, but de
testing superstition.”

The Frpnch clergy prevented the 
burial of the learned critic's body in 
consecrated ground, so he was interred 
in an abbey belonging to a nephew. 
Frederick the Great, of Prussia, and 
Catherine II., of Russia, did special 
honors to Voltaire’s memory. Says the. 
American Cyclopedia:

“He was the sovereign writer of his 
century. No other controlled so com
pletely.the opinions of the world.”

The Ordination Process.
The Natlonal'Assoclation, which meets 

at Washington, D. C., the 20th, 21st and 
22d of this month, will have several im
portant problems presented to it for solu
tion, and whether it will deem it advis
able to put itself on record in reference 
to all of them remains yet to be seen. 
The delegates will be confronted with a 
most dangerous, growing evil, and which 
has, in m%ny respects, been a curse to 
Spiritualism and a menace to public 
morality. Bums, drunkards, ex-prison 
convicts, ignoramuses, and those who 
cannot under any circumstances reflect 
any honor on our cause, have, with 
“solemn ceremonies,” been ordained as 
ministers of the Gospel of Spiritualism. 
One society in California ordained, we 
are informed, about two hundred per
sons without any reference whatever to 
their respective qualiCcaticns, seeming 
to entertain the idea that the process of 
ordination acted os a divine agent and 
purifier.

The Progressive Thinker.
Each issue of The Progressive 

Thinker is always interesting—always 
contains food for thought—something 
that should be filed away for future ref
erence. No Spiritualist should allow 
himself to be without it. Prqf. B. F. 
Underwood’s lecture on^'Evolutton as a 
Reconciler in Philosophy and Ethics" 
will be found a most valuable acquisi
tion to your thoughts on that subject. 
“The Mental Trinity—Is the Mind of 
Man Three-fold in Being?” by Willis F. 
Whitehead, will carry you into new 
lines of thought where one should go. 
Will C. Hodge considers "Both Sidès” 
In a very suggestive manner. Then 
comes “Psychism," by Thos. Hardinge; 
“Studying the Occult,” by Hector; “The 
Law of Vibration,” by H. A. Fowler; 
“Why Not Christian?" by Ida C. Haw
kins; “The Devil Theory,” by B. R. A.; 
“Are Mediums Without Knowing It;” 
“Somewhat Critical," bÿ Lyman C. 
Howe; “A Plan to Popularize Humane 
Work,” by Emma Rood Tuttle; "A Hin
doo Missionary;” Free Thought; An
swers to Questions, by Hudson Tuttle: 
“Pen Flashes from Ohio,” by G. H. 
Mathews; “A Very Obnoxious Medical 
Law,” by Dr. P. S. George; “The Spirit 
of True Religion,” by Jas. C. Under
hill, etc., etc.

In fact, the whole paper is beaming 
this week, as usual, with rare gems of 
thought The Progressive Thinker 
leads in all that pertains to the advance
ment of the human race. .

iA Good Indorsement.
A lady of culture and refinement, and 

a very earnest Spiritualist, wrote re
cently:

• ‘I think The Progressive Thinker 
is improving in every department. Cor
respondents - are discorusing more on 
morality, and less on phenomena. For 
a time I only read the editorials and the 
addresses of a few individuals. lam 
not interested in everybody’s experience 
with mediums; but ' now there are 
thoughts on every page that deserve 
and receive my attention.”

The good lady voices the sentiments 
of thousands. Her name would add 
largely to the value of her indorsement, 
but as she wrote privately it is with
held, - .

to you J lyentioned Mr. A. E. Tisdale, 
the blind orator, as being the speaker 
at Ayers’ Spiritual Temple, when it 
•should have >been Mrs. N. D. Willis. 
The season of-J96 and ’97 has opened 
with prospect^ of accomplishing much 
good here in Boston. On account of 
sickness Mr. Clegg Wright was unable 
to open the season for the First 
Spiritual Society, which meets in 
Berkeley Hall. In his place the serv
ices of Mr. Frank Baxter were 
secured. A fair audience greeted him 
in the morning. In the evening he 
was followed by Mrs. J. J, Whitney 
with a number of tests.

A very large audience to see Mr. 
and Mrs. Concannon nt Ayers' Tem
ple, morning and evening, was pres
ent, Mrs. Concannon giving tests and 
Mr. Concannon giving full-form mate
rialization under test conditions. In 
the afternoon, at the same place, Mrs, 
Willis delivered an eloquent address.

Mrs. Maggis Waite is still puzzling 
the Boston skeptics. There seems to 
be a great influx of mediums at the 
present time. Among the latest 
arrivals are the Fosters, whose phases 
consist of physical - manifestations in 
the light, slate-writing and spirit 
photography. .

Mrs. 0. B. Bliss, the well-known 
materializing medium, held her first 
seance of the season in her parlors. 
Every seat in the house was occupied. 
The manifestations were grand.

Now that the time is nearing when 
the Spiritualists of this country are 
to meet in convention, it behoves 
everyone who is interested in Spirit
ualism to make an effort to have this 
the best convention ever held, and to 
this end it would be a good plan if in 
the various sections of the country ex
cursion parties were- gotten up like 
one we have, in Boston, and for the 
benefit of your readers in this section, 
who are legion, I would say that Mr. 
J. B. Hatch has arranged an excur
sion party to leave Boston on Sunday, 
the 18th, by the Fall River line to 
New York, taking the Royal Blue 
Flyer from New York to Washington, 
the round trip costing only $26, in
cluding everything. You simply get 
your ticket frpm Mr. Hatch iu Boston. 
In return he will I take you to Wash
ington, show youthe sights, give you 
room and boat'd; and return you safe 
home, all for $261 Get up excursion 
parties, if you 6uu spare the money, 
and go to Washington. Let all socie
ties who are under the national charter 
make an effort to get all delegates 
there; duty demands the presence of 
every one interested.

The present olficers of the National 
Association'' 'have been untiring In 
their efforts to spread the cause of 
Spiritualism, Mr. Barrett having trav, 
eled the country from east to west in 
behalf of the association. A better 
man cannot be found to hold such a 
responsible position. It is to be hoped 
that the Spiritualists will keep him 
where he is. He is the right man in 
the right place. Then there is Mrs 
Cora L. V. Richmond, one of our first 
and grandest speakers. We cannot 
afford to lose ner. fhe secretary, 
Francis Woodbury, has shown not 
only ability, but, like Brother Barrett, 
has worked unceasingly night and day. 
Now if there is an undercurrent to re
move those whom I have mentioned, 
I hope the Spiritualists will Wake up 
and see that those who have borne the 
blunt of the battle shall not be shelved, 
to make room for some one that might 
be aspiring to those positions.

The mediums of Philadelphia de
mand the attention of the convention. 
They are still under bonds. .

Herbert Winthrop.

THE INDIAN FAKIRS.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8.

which was carefully plastered up with 
mortar and sealed with the rajah’s 
seal. A guard of British soldiers was 
then detailed to watch the vault ‘day 
and.night. At the end of the pre
scribed time the vault was opened in 
the presence of Sir Claude and Run- 
jeet Singh, and the fakir was restored 
to consciousness. ’

‘ ‘Indian history is replete with aim“' 
Bar successful experiments of sus
pended animation, Volumes might 
be written with well authenticated 
cases of similar phenomena; not only 
in the land of the Brahmin and 
Buddhist, but in every country there 
is to be found the expert hypnotist 
and telepathist, but of all countries I 
am pretty saferwhen I say that India 
breaks the record’|or genuine produc
tions of magical occult phenomena. 
Even our Christian Bible is full of 
records of t6ese.. so-called magical 
wonders, fromj jthe’very day when ‘God 
caused a deep ftjeep tofall upon Adam, 
and he slept’ (iiypnotistn), to the tele
pathic visions ^d^evelatiofls of Paul. 
God’s.laws arq‘’the(Bameyesterday, to
day and forever. I know, because I 
have seen, and.! therefore affirm the 
reality of sucH. phenomena, but' Mrs. 
Ttyler, who confesses sfie has not seen, 
denies its existence in toto. Such is 
life all the world over.

11Yours very truly,
• '“George W. Walrond.”

' Friends are as companions on a jonr- 
ney, who ought to aid each other to per^ 
severe in a road to a happier life.— 
Pythagoras. , ? '

Power exercised with violence has 
seldom been of long duration, but tem
per and moderation generally produce 
permanence in all things.—Seneca.

Great souls are not those who have 
less passion and- more virtue than com
mon souls, but only those which have 
greater designs.—Rochefoucauld..

Examples of vicious courses practiced 
in a domestic circle corrupt more read
ily and more deeply when we behold 
them in persons in authority.—Javenal.

A Plan to Popularize Humane 
Work.

GIVEN AT NATIONAL HUMANE CONVEN
TION, CLEVELAND, SEPT. 24, 1896,

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men: The largest lion crouchingin 
the path of the humane educator is 
ignorance. His roar is the loudest; 
his fangs are the sharpest; his claws 
most angrily unsheathed to attack the 
heaven-sent Angels of Reform, who 
tread the rough ways where the help
less lie waiting for succor. Deserted, 
abused, sickly children cry in want 
and desolation. Ignorance curses 
their sin. stained parents, but does she 
prepare homes for tiiem, wherein they 
may be put in the way to battle 
against their unfortunate birth, and 
become good men and women, con
tributing strong individualities to the 
strength of our nation? Oh, no! 
That is not. the work of Ignorance. 
That task is left for wise heads and 
tender hearts; to those who are intelli
gent enough to realize that physical, 
intellectual and moral deformities are 
bequests forced upon children by pro
genitors, in the matter of which they 
have no voice nor choice. ' .

OUR DEAD ANCESTORS.
' Holmes wittily expresses thia fact 
by saying we are only omnibuses, in 
which our dead ancestors ride, and 
that reform must commence with the 
grandfathers of the future. This 
truth should teach us charity, aud 
make us quick to aid the unfortunate. 
But how often we hear the petulant 
remark, “I wouldn't act that way!” 
Probably not; but if you had been be
queathed that sinner's body and en
vironments you would have done 
exactly as lie does. You were more 
lucky; but you had no more to say 
about what you would be than did he.

Animals, , ."
DUMB CO-LABORERS 

with human beings, lie dead and dying 
by the roadside on all the surging 
highways where man drives on his 
inferiors. They fall, before their 
natural lives are half over, because 
ignorance and selfishness goad them 
on blindly to death. The highway is 
strewn with whips, clubs, rails and 
spurs which were used by human 
hands, on their poor, failing bodies, 
to force them to greater exertion. 0, 
hard hearts! If man only could real
ize that matter is ever rotating 
through the different kingdoms of 
nature, and that to-day will not be as 
to-morrow; that the man who plies the 
goad this year may, in years to come, 
have been disorganized, and by the 
subtile processes of that change have 
passed; again into organic life, even 
into such animals as he has so cruelly 
tortured, while in power in human 
form. ‘

I. say it may be so—it must be so 
as long as the known laws of growth 
and decay continue in force. Does 
any cruel person wish to be wheeled 
forward into that position? I do not 
mean that human souls are thus 
rotated, 'but that matter is, and that 
God has so ordered it

INDIFFERENCE.
The next largest lion in the path is 

Indifference. He seems to be blind, 
but he is not. He sleeps, and growls, 
and don't care who suffers if he is let 
alone. He opens his eyes when the 
cries of the suffering come too near 
him, but he does not seem to under
stand. He lies right across the path, 
and will not move. This lion makes 
humane workers a vast amount of 
trouble. It is so hard to get up any 
feeling of any kind in a person utterly 
destitute of sympathy.

The first lesson in humane educa
tion is to learn to put ourselves in 
another’s place. When we begin to 
try to make this lesson practical, we 
are surprised to find how many people 
are afflicted with the “insanity of 
indifference;” and the great question 
is, how can we quicken their feelings? 
How make them see what is going on 
around them? How sensitize them 
until they will feel hurt when they see 
another organism equally sensitive 
suffering pain?

THE UNCERTAIN JURY.
It was while trying to solve these 

questions, and wondering how we in 
Ohio could ever expect justice as-long 
as, in all cases of prosecution, the de
fendant may demand a jury trial, and 
the people, from whom the jury must 
be chosen, are so uninformed on 
ethics toward animals, that in nine 
cases out of ten a jury will disagree 
and the case be. lost, leaving disgrace 
for the prosecutor to shoulder instead 
of a righteous victory for the help
less. .

OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS.
People are so unreasoning in deal, 

ing with and speaking of our animal 
friends. They are obstinate extrem
ists, either considering them philoso
phers, who can trace cause to effect 
with as much precision as human be
ings, or else demons, who delight in 
doing vicious things to torment their 
owners.

How few consider that they should 
be educated with patience, so that 
they can understand what is wanted of 
them, instead of being beaten,, jerked, 
blinded, checked, starved, choked, 
etc., until they are frenzied, and come 
to consider their trainers as enemies 
instead of friends. If such a course 
were pursued with human beings, not 
a voice within speaking distance would 
be silent, but would ring out denuncia
tions with most certain sounds. But
people will see animals thus 
every day, and not even feel 
fortable about it.

A CASE IN POINT.
I had occasion to appeal

treated 
uncom-

to the

president of our county society for 
interference in a case of extreme 
cruelty to old horses. “Well,” he 
said, ‘ ‘we will call on the offender— 
do wliat we can. If we only had 
things as they do in New York State, 
where such cases are disposed of with
out jury trials, we could stop such 
business at once. But we can’t get 
people who know enough about justice 
in such matters to sit on a jury. They 
don’t know what abuse is, and they 
don’t care!”

IGNORANCEIANDIINDIFFERENCE.
“Well! well!” I said. “This la In

deed a nice kettle of fish! Our Ohio 
laws are all right, but the lions in the 
path preventing their enforcement are 
the ignorance and indifference of the 
people I Then we must set about 
educating them. We must begin with 
the ohildrenj and when they are grown 
up we shall have men, and, I hope, 
women too, who will be qualified to 
sit on jury." The work was unavoid
able if the desired result was speedily 
reached. We must aid nature to 
evolve humane men and women. We 
must begin nt onqe, and seek the most 
effective method. In the meantime 
officers of humane societies must needs 
■do a good deal of tongue-lashing with 
the whip of fear. They must bluster 
and threaten.

I knew that
GEORGE T. ANGELL, 

of world-wide notoriety as a hu
mane educator and an indefatigable 
worker, had, by long experience, come 
to the cohclusion that we must begin 
at the roots to educate—begin with 
the children. I knew the value of 
competitive work in all branches of 
business, and I said: “Why not in
troduce it into humane education; 
Demorest made it successful in tem
perance work? It will bring out the 
very best work of which young people 
are capable?

ORATORICAL PRIZE-CONTESTS 
will be the greatest force to hasten 
the diffusion of humane sentiments. ” 
So I made a plan, sent it to Mr. 
Angell for his approval and liis criti
cism. He at once gave his opinion 
that it was a plan which would work 
great good. Hp commended it heart
ily. and encouraged me to bring it out 
aud set it working. He granted the 
use of his name and his literature, 
and promised his personal influence, 
as well as financial patronage, all of 
which he has given; so I have the 
pleasure of presenting for your inspec
tion during the convention, tho book 
I have made for the eqpeeial use of 
oratorical prize-contest work. It is 
titled “Angell Prize-Contest Recita
tions‘to Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases."

It is designed to be used in enter
tainments managed by churches, soci
eties, lyceums, Sqhday-schools, bands 
of mercy, or Individuals aiming to estab
lish right over wrong, kindness over 
cruelty, knowledge over ignorance,' 
and justice over all. It contains ex
plicit directions which amateur mana
gers can ebsily follow, and will be 
found to be not only a light-bringer, 
but a money-bringer. I know of 
nothing which will create the enthusi
asm and excitement which an oratori
cal prize-contest will, unless It be a 
first-class horse race. There is every
thing except the betting; and it is all 
to wake people up to action in a noble 
cause, to hurry them out of the insan
ity of indifferSnce I

The book was made expressly to 
furnish good speaking pieces on the 
various subjects germane to

HUMANE ETHICS.
The matter is largely original, and 

its scope broad. A class of from six 
to ten or twelve, varying in age from 
ten to twenty-five if need be, may be 
organized in almost any town or soci
ety. Each contestant is expected to 
buy a book, which costs only thirty 
cents, as one Important object is to 
carry humane reading Into as many 
families as possible. If a family has 
a contestant in the class they will all 
read the book to see if he or she has 
really seleeted the best piece, and is 
likely to wM. And when the lessons 
of mercy, kindness, charity, fraternal 
love, unselfishness, fidelity, and the 
fundamental lesson of all, which is to 
be able to put yourself in another’s 
place, are read, they will stay, they 
will regenerate, they will bless every 
soul upon which they fall.

I sincerely hope all delegates will 
take a copy of ‘ ‘Angell Prize-Contest 
Recitations” home with them, and will 
organize a class and try the plan. I 
shall feel greatly honored if they will 
report to me their success in various 
localities. These contests ore named 
in honor of George T. Angell, the 
President of the American Humane 
Education Society, and of the Massa
chusetts Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals. His picture is, 
by his permission, on the covers, and 
much of his wisdom and goodness 
between them. ’

The prize which is most popular is a 
sterling silver medal of great beauty, 
which is to be worn, and is a decora
tion of honor. It has on the bar, 
“Angell,” and on the lower part, 
which is suspended from the bar, the 
words “Humane Education Prize." 
These may be purchased from me, and 
marking cards for the use of judges 
can also be obtained, with the books, 
by addressing me at Berlin Heights, 
Ohio. I will close by giving a recita
tion from my new work “Angell Prize
Contest Recitations,’’ page 21, which 
is a lesson on Vivisection:
MY HORSE MARY—A STORY OF VIVI

SECTION.
When you were a boy. did you ever 

own a colt? Do you remember how 
proud you were of it? Do you re-

member how you loved it, and how it 
loved you?

, The years since then may have 
brought you many treasures aud many 
losses, but you will never forget that 
colt you owned in boyhood.

You will nevpr forget how, when it 
first stood by its mother’s side on its 
long, clumsy legs, your father, just to 
tease you, told you “'Twasn’t -good 
for anything, ’cause its legs were so 
long it could never get its nose to the 
ground to eatl" Surely it looked that 
way, but you didn't believe him. You 
felt sure that colt would come out all 
right, and that you should probably 
ride off to war on its back when you 
got to be a man. And you thought 
how fine you should Qlook with a 
feather in your hat and a sword by 
your side—that colt a horse then— 
prancing so you could hardly sit in 
the saddle.

You remember it all; and you will 
sympathize with me in my sad experi
ence with my colt.

My father gave her to me. She 
was black and shiny, as if covered 
with patent leather, except that she 
had a white face and two white feet.

I named her Mary, because I had 
an aunt, whom I deemed perfection, 
who bore that name, and I wanted to 
compliment her; sol named my colt 
after her, and she sent it au embroid
ered blanket, just to please me. Bless 
my dear aunt Mary! She has gone to 
her rest, and so has my .colt Mary 
Aunt Mary died with consumption, 
nursed with care. But the horse 
Mary—you should hear how she died.

She grew, and I grew. At last she 
was large enough to be educated to 
drive. This my father and I din 
kindly. We taught her gently how to 
wear the harness, the disagreeable bit, 
and to pull the wagon. It was a pretty 
one with yellow wheels, and Mary, 
hitched up before it, made a showy 
turnout.

One day my father and I were 
driving in the streets of Philadelphia, 
when a queer-looking fellow, whom 
pa said was a dude, called out:

“Fahmah! fahmahl Do you want 
to sell that boss? Weally, she’s a 
beauty. ”

“She belongs to me,” said I 
promptly, “and I don't want to sell 
her, but 1 may be obliged to. I would 
not say to-day that I will or not”

“Is she bwoke to the saddle? She'd 
be jolly for a cantah with the boys, 
don’t you know.”

“Yes, she is a fine saddle-horse. I 
ride her nearly every day.”

Father started on.
“Fahmahl fahmah!” c.ried dudie, 

waving his hand, “wheah could I find 
you—next week, don’t you know? 
Maybe the Gov and I will dwive out 
to make you an offah, don't you 
know.’’

My father told him where we lived, 
and drove on. ‘

My mother had been ill all sum
mer, and was threatened with con
sumption. The doctor sold it was 
certain If she remained north during 
the winter.

Prices were low and money slow 
coming in. My father had not ths 
money to send mother south unless I 
sold my horse.

So it came to this: Would I sell 
Mary to save ipother? I cried all 
flight. How could I sell her, and how 
could I let mother die?

Of course I said: “Father, we will 
let her go. Mother must be saved."

The next week out came the dude 
with his father, a rich old man, to 
buy my Mary. He was willing to 
give a fancy price, and paid 1800 for 
her.

Before she went I told him her 
name, and that I hoped he would feed 
and water her plentifully.

“Do bosses need drink? I should 
think it must be vwerry little, ns it 
must be only wahtah. Dwlnking wah- 
tah is not like taking coffee, with evah 
so much nice eweam in it, you know 
—or chocolate—or wine; ah, now! 
Do you think she will weally like 
wahtah—just flat wahtah?”

“Oh, yes!” I said. “She is a free 
drinker, and will die without it.”

He only said: “Awhl”
My heart was sick, but I made my

self believe the servants would care 
for her if her silly master did not 
know her needs.

I think that night was one of the
saddest of my life.
cheerful, but I thought only of Mary, 
my beautiful horse. .

I saw so many ill-used horses about 
me—so many sick ones, I thought I 
would like to be a veterinary surgeon, 
that I might benefit them.

This idea did not leave me. I kept 
to it, and resolved to begin study the 
next year, or as soon as I could have 
the necessary means, without feeling 
that I was taking from mother’s com
fort and medical aid.

I had an acquaintance who was 
studying in the veterinary department 
of the University of Pennsylvania. He 
was an advanced student, and know
ing my interest, offered to take me in 
the class with him.

I joyfull}’ accepted his invitation, 
expecting to hear a regular examina
tion of students, instead of witness
ing operations of the most revolting 
character.

Vivisection is the dissection of liv
ing animals. I was to see it in all its 
heartless cruelty.

The door was unlocked to permit ns 
to enter, and locked again when we 
were within. The windows were far 
above the ground, so as to prevent the 
curious from looking in.

A horse was before us, tied by a 
halter. It was my horse, Mary, 
which had been sold to the brainless 
dude; such diminutive specimens of 
men never ought to own anything 
more sensitive than a saw-horse or a 
horse radishl

As we passed to our seats my 
horse knew me; she gave an affection
ate whinny. . I could not help step
ping to her head, patting her and

beI tried to
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expressing my love for her. She laid 
her head on my shoulder, and seemed 
;full of dumb joy. I did not then 
know what awaited her. ’ If I had, I 
might have been frenzied enough to 
have attacked the animated human 
machine, known as tl|e French pro
fessor, who directed the experiments.

No antes thetics of any kind were 
given to the horse; nothing to deaden 
tiie pain of the clumsy cutting into 
the live flesh by the inexperienced 
students. The first pupil was told to 
drive a seton into the shoulder of the 
horses—a very painful operation.

Another was ordered to perform 
tracheotomy, making an opening into 
the windpipe; a third, to drive a 
seton into the hind flank ; a fourth, to 
dissect the various nerves of the foot

Mary kept looking to me with agony 
in her beautiful eyes. And -I could 
not help herl She was not mine I She 
had been purchased by the students 
for martyrdom to the august cause of 
science. She was a dumb victim to 
the most damnable and unnecessary 
mode of education.

She had'been “hobbled," so that 
she could not move, before the foot 
dissection was commenced, and lay in 
pain and blood as one after another 
cut was directed by the professor. ■

At last the demonstrations were 
finished, and I thought, “now she will 
be killed, and all will be over.”

Eagerly I asked the professor: 
“What is now to be'done with the 
animal?”

“Oh,” he answered flippantly, “we 
leave her here,. and if she- is ‘alive in 
the morning we go on with other ex
perimentations. If an animal which 
is being vivisected lives, sixty-fôur 
operations are performed on each one. 
Twelve horses are operated on each 
week.”

I Wanted to kill himl I felt that I 
must kill Mary and stop her agony. 
Begging that mercy was of no avail. 
She was not mine. I must be calm if 
efficient. I went out quietly after the 
class, but made an excuse to my 
friend-that Lhad forgotten something, 
and must go back. He gained en
trance, and I put a revolver to Mary’s 
head and killed her. I killed her be
cause I loved her. I put my fingers 
over my friend's lips, and said only 
this: “You understand.” He never 
told of the merciful release I gave my 
first pet—my “black beauty.”

1 bavé never loved the world nor 
man as well since I saw the depth of 
cruelty which vivisection reveals.

I learned the dude, with some other 
“swells," got drunk, and drove Mary 
until she was spoiled for use. So she 
was purchased for the vivisectors’ 
knives.

The night I shot Mary I pledged 
myself to the cause of humane reform. 
I will work for it as long as I live. 
Do you wonder? And will not you 
join your efforts to mine. to speed on 
the work of Humane Education.

THB PROGRESSIVB THINKER

Pt HrlNDOO MISSIONARY

VIRCHAND R. GANDHI.
He is Secretary of the Jains 

in India.

HE IS SENT WITH ANOTHER 
GREAT SCHOLAR.

They Are to Teach Eastern Doc
trines to America.

TENETS OF THE JAIN FAITH AS EX
PLAINED BY MR. GANDHI—-HEAD
QUARTERS TO BE IN CHICAGO, WITH 
BRANCHES IN LOS ANGELES, WA.SH- 
INGTON, CLEVELAND, ROCHESTER 
AND OTHER CITIES.

To the Editor:—From India there 
has come to America, as set forth by 
the Chicago Times-Herald, a man who 
will seek to propagate the doctrine of 
his religion in this country. He is 
Virchand R, Gandhi of Bombay, sec
retary of the Jain Association, an 
Indian religious society with five

schqjxr, Fattehchand K. Lallan, he 
arrived in Chicago Wednesday.

The party of Indians will be the 
guests, for a few days at least, of Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Howard of Engle
wood, who have been for many years 
interested in oriental philosophy, and 
have entertained distinguished orien
tals who have visited Chicago from 
time to time.

Mr. Gandhi has a striking person
ality, which appears all the more 
marked in his occidental surround
ings. Clad in the strange garments 
of his own people, he appears out of 
touch with his environments. He is a 
man of strong personality, with an 
enthusiasm which seems undaunted 
by the obstacles which apparently 
encounter him. Sincere and earnest 
purpose is expressed by his deep eyes, 
and as he discusses the selfishness 
and injustice of mankind,' and devices 
plans for their amelioration, he grows 
eloquent and his oriental reserve melts 
in a burst of eloquence, while his soul 
seems to shine through his piercing 
eyes. •

His striking personality pervades
million members. Mr. Gandhi does <...„ IA 
not come to make proselytes. The , picturesqueness. His ordinary dress,

Meeting at Orion, IHicb.
I send you a brief statement of the out

come of the two days’ meeting of Lake 
Orion Spiritualist Association, held in 
the Congregational Church of this place, 
Sept. 30 and Oct.-1. The weather was 
unfavorable, owing to hard rains the 
previous day and night, and continued 
threatening the greater part of the first 
day. The attendance was not equal to 
that promised on that account, but as 
the trains arrived the faithful few were 
present, and the programme was fully 
carried out.

Mr. N. P. Wadsworth was appointed 
temporary chairman, and Mrs. W. H. 
Watson, secretary pro tern. The busi
ness hour was occupied in discussions 
with a fair, considerate view of the pros
pect of buying grounds and establishing 
a permanent camp at Orlon. A stand
ing committee was appointed, consisting 
of Clvde Skinper, bt Orion; Messrs. 
F. E. Odell and N. P. Wadsworth, of 
Lapeer, to investigate and choose a suit
able situation, some live acres or more 
of land, in any locality thought desira
ble; a report of thia investigation to be 
made at the annual grove meeting. 
Also a committee was appointed, consist
ing of Mr. C. Skinner and Mr. W. H. 
Watson, to interview the present owner 
of the island, which has been purchased 
by him for the purpose of holding unde
nominational meetings, and fit- it up 
finely for assemblies. In the evening 
Mrs. Anna C. Robinson, held the audi
ence with her usual fascinating power 
of expression, and her winsome manner 
and plain, simple presentation of the 
truths of the spiritual philosophy, and 
she attracted the attention of the young 
as well as the old. .

The following day Mr. Stebbins, of 
Detroit, was present, and parlor meet
ings were held at Messrs. Edgerton’s 
and H. Skinner’s, with remarks from 
various earnest minds npon the progress 
of our work and the underlying growth 
of the principles we represent. An
other meeting was held in the church, 
and Mr. Stebbins gave an hour of fine, 
thoughtful teachings upon the spiritua. 
side°ot life. Music was furnished 
throughout the meetings by a choir of 
ten young ladies well-trained for the 
work. ,

We feel this occasion has been pro
ductive of much good, and the coming 

. camp-meeting time promises more than 
usual success.

Mrs. W. H. Watson. ■

A New Campaign Song.
A spirited patriotic song, entitled 

“McKinley, Hobart and Honor,” com
posed by G. F. Perkins has just been 
published, and is creating quite a stir 
among the political singers The price 
is 35 cents a copy, and can be ordered 
through this office. 355tf

“Human Culture and Cure, Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 

• hònor. The result of years of deep 
• thought and patient research into Na

ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and-made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of o"-ult forces will find instruction of 
grt ' value and interest. A large, four- 
pouna'book, strongly bound, and . con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
M It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it.

even his dress, which, adds to his

am the secretary, have sent me to 
America to represent them. I come 
at the request^ those to whom the 
oriental teachings appeal who asked 
¡¡he Jain Association to send me. It 
is the intentioni'to found in Chicago a 
school of oriental philosophy, which 
from a modest-beginning may grow to 
great size. _ There seems to be a grow
ing desire for, ftomethiug of the kind 
in America, which desire has been 
voiced by my f riends. They desire to 
know sometbwgiof the occult, and an 
apprehensioniiofj the philosophy that 
teaches the possibility of.perfection of 
character in this life with the master
ship of natural forces which follows.

“The instruction will at first be de
livered in a course of lectures and also 
to private classes which may be form
ed. The first lecture will be deliv
ered on Oct, 11 in Steinway Hall, to 
which everyone interested is invited. 
It will be a preliminary discourse on 
occultism and oriental philosophy, 
and at the time it will he determined 
what will be the arrangements for the 
other lectures. There will .be proba
bly twenty or more, extending over as 
many weeks, I do not come as a 
missionary, for that would be con
trary to the tenets of Jainism. I am 
merely here to teach oriental, philoso
phy to those -who desire to become 
acquainted with, it Mr, Lallan will 
aaslat me ip my work."

While Mr. Gandhi has not arranged 
the plans of the course which he is to 
deliver, it will probably Include ad
dresses on Yoga, the science of the 
soul; the science of vibration, Hindu 
astrology in connection with the influ
ence of the planets on humans; the 
[rower of mind and thought-currents, 
symbols of ancient nations, the influ
ence of colors and gems on individ
uals, the science of breath, magnetism, 
science of eating, practical concentra
tion, occultism and Jainism.

The influence of colors on gems and 
gems on individuals, of which men
tion is made as one of the subjects of 
Mr. Gandhi’s lectures, is novel to 
occidental minds. He believes that 
the wearing of colors has an effect on 
the temperament of the person who 
wears them. The qualities of the 
mind may be strengthened and those 
that should be weakened may be 
weakened by the wearing of various 
colors. Red is supposed to give tlje 
wearer increased-business power, and 
to enable himito go through exciting 
ordeals. Neryo.ua individuals who 
wear blue will hc pacified. White and 
yellow are useful in making the indi
vidual's character, more spiritual. Mr. 
Gandhi’s idea of his school seems to 
give no exoteric reasons for their be
lief aside from the claim that as the 
light of the sun and that of the moon 
have different effects on persons so do 
the various. colors. On dark, rainy, 
cloudy days persons of a sensitive 
temperament ,feel) , depressed, while, 
when: the SUPiIs shining rbrightly, 
they are invigorated and ready. to 
accomplish an enormous amount of 
work. '

rule of the Jainist faith forbids that, 
but he comes to found a sehool of 
oriental philosophy, whose headquar
ters will be in Chicago, with branches 
in Cleveland, Washington, New York, 
Rochester and other cities. He does 
not come as a missionary to convert 
Americans to any form of Hinduism. 
According to his own idea, “the true 
idea of Hindu worship is not a propa- 
gandism, but a spirit—a universal 
spirit of love and power, and answer
able to the practical realization of 
brotherhood, not brotherhood of man 
alone, but of all living things, which 
by the lips of all nations is indeed 
sought, but by the practice of the 
world is yet ignored.” Roughly these 
are 'the tenets of his creed and the 
platform upon which he stands, not 
beseeching Americans to join him, but 
willing to have their co-operation.

Chicagoans have already some slight 
acquaintance with Mr. Gandhi. He 
was one of the delegates from India 
to the world’s parliament of religions, 
which was held in this city during the 
world’s fair, where he attracted great 
attention by his addresses, which were 
full of the spirit of brotherly love, 
which he makes his chief doctrine. 
Remaining in America for several 
months after the close of the parlia
ment, he returned to India, where he 
told his fellow Jainists of Iris idea of 
founding a school of oriental philoso
phy in America. Chicago seemed to 
him the most appropriate place for its 
headquarters. . The idea was pleasing 
to bin co-religionists, and they re
solved to aid him in every way in their 
power. They presented him with 
credentials, and, as he is their secre
tary, on the eve of his departure they 
gave him a magnificent address, and 
voted trim a gold medal With their 
best wishes he left India for New 
York, where he arrived last Monday. 
He abandoned his flourishing practice 
as a lawyer in Bombay, and with his 
wife, his son Mohand, and another

which he wears on the street as well 
as at Mrs. Howard’s home, consists of 
linen trousers secured with a long sash 
of beautiful silk. A long coat of 
pongee silk falls half below his knees, 
while on his head is an Indian turban, 
which consists of an enormous num
ber of yards of silk wrapped found 
and round his head.

Mrs. Gandhi’s costume is no less 
strange. Her dress of a brown cash
mere is made of a single piece of silk, 
which is wrapped round and round her 
body, forming both skirt and cloak, 
and, being finally brought up over her 
neck, comprises her head-dress. The 
edges of the dress are embroidered 
in Indian style. It is put on in folds 
and draped on the sides. The dress, 
which is called “sari" by the Indians, 
consists of a single piece of cloth ten 
yards in length and forty inches in 
width. '

Not the least striking member of 
the party-is their son Mohand. The 
youngster, who, although only seven 
years old, is tall for his age, and has 
the dignified bearing of a man of 
forty in America, wears coat and 
trousers of lilac silk, more gay than 
any Chicago woman would dare to 
wear on the street to invite the dirt 
and dust Which is blown about by 
Lake Michigan winds. Each of these 
garments is embroidered handsomely 
and decorated with silver ornaments, 
which are around the bottom of the 
trousers and on the edge of his coat 
Mohand wears a purple cap like the 
polo caps which were once the fashion 
here. It is of velvet, but the texture 
of the staff is hidden by the mass of 
delicately chased silver ornaments 
which adorns it He has rf number 
of suits of clothes made in the same 
style, and hats to match each cos
tume! 1 ■ '

While seated with his wife and son 
and his. associate, Mr. Lallan, in the 
home of the Howards, Mr. Gandhi 
spoke of his plans.

“The J ainists, of whose association I

The influence of gems is akin to 
that of colors. Mr. Gandhi does not 
hold the same superstitious vibws 
about the opal that are held among 
Americans. The opal does not bring 
harm itself, in his opinion, but when 
evil influence threatens it changes 
color as a warning. When danger 
comes within the “auro," or spiritual 
atmosphere of the individual, its 
change of color occurs as a signal. In 
other words, it does not make bad 
luck, but indicates its presence.

Jainism, the religion to which the 
apostle now in Chicago belongs, is a 
sect or kind of- Brahmanism which is 
believed in by five million souls. Jt 
is an offshoot. of the other religion, 
and represents the .revolt of some of 
the more independent against the 
tyranny of the' priests. It is less 
strict, destroying the boundaries of 
caste which pervade Brahmanism and 
forbid any member from visiting a 
foreign country. It is also more 
liberal in the mutter of diet, allowing 
its members full liberty, although 
most Jainists, like Mr. Gandhi him
self, are vegetarians, and abstain 
from eating flesh of every' kind. Dur
ing (gll of Mr. Gandhi's life no form 
of flesh has passed his lips.

There are two ways in which the 
Jainists look at things, one of which 
is called Dravyarthekaraya and the 
other Parayartheka Noya. From the 
latter point of view the production of 
a law is a production of something 
not previously existing, while from 
the former it is not the production of 
something not previously existing. Ac
cording to the Parayartheka standpoint 
there is creation and destruction at every 
moment, while from the other point of 
view, the universe is without begin
ning and end.11 <J '

As to the origin of the universe the 
Jainists hold fhaiPmatter and soul are 
eternal, and caKntft be created. God,

son, has no platé’in thé Jain philoso
phy. They hold'that such a creator 
is illogical, bub'believe that there is a 
subtile essenc® underlying all sub
stances, conscious and unconscious, 
which becomes'àii bternal cause of all 
modifications, jintïjis termed God.

Jainism is divided into philosophy, 
which is calle|l,'Shrnte Dharma, and 
ethics, or Chatra Dharma. The phil
osophy has to ’do with the nature of 
nine principles, six substances, six 
kinds of living beings, and four states 
of existence.! The first of the princi
ples is called Tua, or soul. This, is 
that element which knows, thinks and 
feels, being the divine element in the 
living being. All sensatory phenom
ena of the hightr type are, in the opin
ion of the Jain, conditioned • upon 
sometipng. The true nature of the 
soul is right knowledge, right faith 
and tight conduct^ and the soul under
goes evolution as long as it is capable 
of transmigration. Thé soul being 
immortal, not springing into existence 
purely for this life; it must continue 
afterwards; Creation at birth means

Annihilation at death, and the contrary 
is also held true by tjie Jainists. The 
soul has passed through many Uvea, 
and will live to pass through many . 
more, without recollection of them.

¡ The other principle besides soul is 
called nonsoul, by which term ia meant 
mora than mere matter. Whatever is 
not soul is held to be nonsoul. The 
other seven of the nine principles are 
different states produced by the com
bination and separation of the princi- < 
pies of soul and nonsoul. The third 
principle is called Puuya (merit). It ' 
is the cause of making a being 
happy. The fourth principle is Papa । 
(demerit), which causes a being mis
ery. The fifth principle is Ashraua, 1 
the state which brings in merit mid 
demerit The seventh is Nirjara, de
struction of actions. The eighth is 
Bardha, the bondage of soul with , 
Karwa, actions, while the ninth is the , 
total and permanent freedom oí'bouI 
from all Karwas, which principle is 
called Moksha.

The divisions of six into which sub
stance is divided are: Sentient, wu- 
scious, matter, stability, space and 
time. The six classes of living be
ings are in their English equivalents 
known as earth body beings, water 
body beings, fire body beings, wind 
body beings, vegetables and all of 
those having but . one sense, that of 
touch. These are again divided into 
four classes of beings—first, those 
having (wo organs of sense, those of 
touch and taste, such as worms or 
leeches; second, beings having three 
organs, those of touch, taste and 
smell, such as ants; those having four 
organs of sense, touch, taste, smell 
and sight, such as bees and some in
sects; and, lastly, those having all of 
what are commonly known as the five 
senses, touch, taste, sight, smell and 
hearing. To this latter class belongs 
human beings, birds and most ani
mals. These are minutely subdivided 
according to then- capabilities, and the 
Jain canonical books treat of these in 
great detail, and it is claimed that 
many of the statements made therein 
have been confirmed by the researches 
of microscopists.

Existence has four states, which 
are known as Naraka, Tiryarch, 
Manushyra and Deva. The lowest of 
•these is Naraka, which is that of be
ing an inmate of hell; Tiryarch is 
next, that of having an earth body, 
water body, fire body, vegetable, or 
having two, three or four organs, as • 
animals, birds or men. The third is 
Manushyra, of being a man. Dwell
ers in the celestial world enjoy the 
state of Deva. The highest stat® of 
existence to which a mortal being may 
attain is that of Moksha, when, by the 
destruction of all extrinsic matter, the 
soul is in its purest state and becomes 
divine.

Karma, which is a companion doe- 
trine to that of transmigration of soul, 
is believed in by the Jaiiiists. It is 
in Jainism divided into eight classes, 
somewhat resembling the divisions of 
the Theosophists. These are those 
which act as an impediment to the 
knowledge of the truth; those which 
act as an impediment to true insight 
of various sorts; those which give one 
pleasure of pain, and those which pro
duce bewilderment. The other four 
divisions are divided again into other 
classes so minutely that the Jainist 
is able to trace any effect to some 
cause of Karma. When a person by 
right faith, right knowledge and right 
conduct succeeds in, destroying all 
Karma he reaches the highest stat® of 
perfection, is divine and is called 
Jinias.

Different philosophers of the Jains 
give different rules for the practice of 
the Jain ethics. Ethics is an im
portant part of the system, which is 
more of a series of ethical rules than 
of religious rules. The Jain ethics 
are designed to so order conduct that 
it will be capable of the highest de
velopment of soul happiness; which is 
the ultimate end of all human actions. 
The Jainism holds that the highest 
happiness is to be obtained by knowl
edge and religious observances. The 
rules of conduct are not to kill, but 
to protect all life, whether of humans 
or other animals; not to lie, not to 
take that which is not given, to re
nounce all interest in worldly things, 
and especially to call nothing one’s 
own. All of these doctrines are lived 

; up to only by the ascetics.
Mr. Gandhi has brought with him 

I three things which he values above 
; all his other possessions. One is the 
: address presented him by the Jain 
’ Association on his departure for 
' America. It is printed on bluish 
■ green satin, embroidered in gold and 
: silver in occult emblematic symbols. 
’ It is kept in a case like a music roll, 

which is of solid silver beautifully 
! chased by hand. With it is a gold 
! medal, which was given him on his 
, departure, in which he is called the 
■ “Star of Jainism. ” Another address

FREE THOUGHT,
he True Purpose of Qivtl 

ization.

Au Appeal to the Freethinkers 
of America.

Amidst the fluctuations of public 
opinion and the clash of political ideas 
in our land to-day, it is supremely evi
dent that in these questions which so 
deeply concern human happiness and 
progress the principles of Free Thought 
are absolutely necessary! These ques
tions must be determined by human rea
son and experience and not by authority 
and force.

Free thought is not a particular conclu
sion of the mind, but the way in which 
that conclusion has been reached, by 
the free operation of the reason through 
constant-experience; that fa, by abieuce 
and not by theology. The time has 
passed in human history when one man 
can do the thinking of another. No 
question can again be settled in thia 
way. People must think; and they 
must think freely. They must be true 
to themselves; and to be true to them
selves, they must have intellectual con
victions, wrought from the fires of thefr 
own thought. Thia is pre-eminently 
true of government.

Government is of the people, and in 
order to be a great and noble govern
ment it must come from a thinking peo
ple. and not from masses bound Tn the 
authority of creeds, be those cyeeds 
what they may. The glory of our Re- 
>ublio depends upon the knowledge and 
ndependenca of the individual, The 

true purpose of civilization is not to 
make institutions, but men and women. 
Give men and women iree, progressive, 
truthful; and Institutions will take oare 
of themselves. Institutions should not 
control the people, but the people must 
control the institutions.

Civilization must be ever animated by 
the breath of liberty. The moment it is 
confined to a creed or church, or fixed 
authority, that moment its life is gone. 
It ia no longer a creative power. It is a 
copy of the past.

Authority can settle no question of 
human happiness or progress; neither 
can such questions be settled by physi
cal force. They must be settlek by rea
son and influence, by agitation and edu
cation, by the ballot and not by the bay
onet. An enlightened public opinion 
must be the source of all reform. The 
sword can only be used for self-defense. 
Freedom and peace must be combined 
in the future advancement of the human 
race. War is not the instrument of 
constructive free thought. No cannon 
ever yet made one happy home, or dow
ered the world with one glorious 
thought; or made one harvest field.

It is the reason of man, science, dis
covery and invention; it is thought— 
free thought only that can fill the world

is from the society in. Bombay. It is 
also very handsome, and is kept in a 
sandal-wood box .

Mr. Gandhi expects to remain m 
the United States for three or, four 
years. He expects to establish branch 
schools in Los Angeles, Rochester, 
Cleveland, New York and other cities, 
but will make Chicago his head
quarters.

Mr. Gandhi should receive a cordial 
reception from all Spiritualists. Next 
Sunday he occupies the rostrum in place

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards thé description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is Intensely interesting. Price Î2.

"The Watseka Wonder.”1’ To the stu
dent of psychio phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two casesof "double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vehnutn of Watseka, Hl, and Mary 
Reynolds Of Venango, county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c. -

strengthenand improve our organlxij 
tion, ^¿hat w® desire is the per 
influence of the Freethinker, hie 
radeship. It is union and federal 
that will make Free Thought pet< 
Freethinkers, above all, shouldi ret 
nize fraternity. Jt is fraternity t _ 
must take the place of authority, Fre® 
Thought ig not isolation, but companion, 
ship. Free Thought is individuality, 
but through individuality, it is also hu
manity. . :j

Do not let the political fervor of to« 
day sever us from the foundation princi« 
pies of Free Thought. While loyal to.ri. 
our principles on other question, let ua -yq, 
be loyal to Free Thought itself. Let ua ; t 
remember that Free Thought is the au- 6 
preme universal and permanent condi-■ 
tion. for which we strive; that without 
Free thought there is no such thing aa, T-| 
progress or reform anywhere. ;

Samuel P. Putnam. “

with the splendor of noble achievement. 
We must depend upon free thought, and 
if free thought fails, then civilization 
fails.

Free thought may not succeed all at 
once. It possesses no miraculous power; 
it must advance through a thousand dif
ficulties, but it is the sole hope of the 
human race. It is the sole source of 
living truth, of heroic action, of radiant 
progress.

All reforms depend upon this reform; 
all questions must be settled by this 
universal eruide. There can be no com
promise in this matter. There is no 
other road. To expect to win in any 
other way Is absolute folly. The wrecks 
of the past are innumerable; the wrecks 
of theology, of superstition, of blind 
faith. These have never given the 
world anything but disaster and suffer
ing. The free intellect of man, the open 
eye, the keen observation of facte, the 
study of experience, the understanding 
of Nature’s laws, and devotion to human
ity, will alone bring man to the para
dise of earth; to true wealth, to world
wide prosperity, to generous virtues, to 
shining homes and fields of joyous labor.

Freethinkers, therefore, must be edu
cators of the human race. They must 
recognize their sphere of action and ac
cept its noble duties.

They must not look to instant popu
larity and success. They must find 
satisfaction in the value and grand
eur of their work, not in its apparent 
results. The quality of results, not quan
tity, Is the supreme thing. To teach 
men to think; to act reasonably and 
courageously; to study universal princi
ples; to look beyond tbe Interests of the 
hour to the profound and abiding laws 
of human growth—thia is the mission of 
Freethinkers; a mission that grows more 
bénéficient, more beautiful and more 
victorious as the years sweep on.

No matter what may be the outcome 
of tbe presidential election, concerning 
whose issues honest men differ, the prin
ciples of Free Thought demand our 
loyal support. They cannot be voted up 
or voted down. They are more than any 
party or any political measure. Free 
thought ia greater than any government 
can be. It is the very life blood of the 
human race.

When the present political upheavals 
have subsided, whatever may be the de
cision of the people, it is still important 
that the great work of Free Thought be 
sustained; that we still labor to incor
porate its principles in the administra
tion of our laws; that we stand for a 
secular government, aud a Constitution 
without "God, Jesus Christ or the 
Bible."

These issues are before us and must be 
met We cannot let things drift. Hu
man will and human wisdum must come 
into play. No law of evolution will 
make liberty and justice. Man himself 
must be the power to establish liberty 
and justice, and if be does not do it, then 
liberty and justice are no more.

The true Freethinker must be an ac
tive Freethinker; he must recognize his 
power and his responsibility, that he 
must be his own -providence, and help 
build the Temple of Humanity. Man 
must not trust to nature, but he must 
conquer nature and use her forces for 
his own highest advancement. Free 
thought is forethought in this world, 
and self-reliance and energy, or it is 
thought and nothing more. What is 
thought without action? •

"We live In deeds not years; in feel
ings, not in figures on a dial-plate.”

“We should count time by heart 
throbs.”

“He lives longest who thinks the 
most, feels the noblest)-acts the best”

This should be the motto of the Free
thinker. His thought must be living 
and not dead. It should be a thought of 
fire—a hope, an aspiration, a splendid 
purpose. .

The visit to our shores of our noble 
English allies, George W. Foote and 
Charles Watts, affords a golden oppor
tunity for freethought comradeship. 
Now is the time to stir up public opinion; 
to set people to thinking; to enlighten 
the masses. The trouble is that the 
people do not know what free thought is, 
they do not understand its aims, they do 
not realize the justice and the necessity 
of its principles. There is stagnation in 
the community.

I hope that every Freethinker who 
, caldoso will be present at our Con

gross, and give welcome to our friends 
from abroad. We can thus make Free 
Thought better known than ever, and 

• rally the Indifferent to our standard.
We need to Inorease our forces, to

Bottlebinding.
You ean’T]udge of the quality 

of a book by the binding, nor 
tell the contents by the title. 

■ You look for the name of the 
author before you buy the book. 
The name of Robert Louia
Stevenson (for instance) on the
back guarantees the inside of ■ i 
the book, whatever the outside 
may be. -

There’s a parallel between ( 
books and bottles. The bind- 1 
ing, or wrapper, of a bottle is . 
no guide to the quality of the 1 
medicine the bottle contains. I 
The title on the bottle is no 
warrant for confidence in the 
contents. It all depends on the 
author's name. Never mipd 
who made the bottle. Who ' i 
made the medicine? That’s ? 
the question. 1

Think of this when buying 
Sarsaparilla. It isn’t the bind
ing of the bottle or the name of 
the medicine that you ’re to go 
by. That’s only printer’s ink and 'i 
paperl The question is, who । 
made the medicine?. What's 
the author’s name? When you 
see Ayer’s name on a Saraapa. ,1 
rilla bottle, that’s enough. The 
name Ayer guarantees the best, 
and has done so for 50 years. ।

Vol. II. ia now ready for delivery. It < 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed In the best style of the j 
printers art. It Is furnished on the ' - 
same terms that the first volume was. !■■ 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker VoL 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting 81.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year < 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2you will get THE PbOgres- 
sive Thinker one year and yelumes L 
and II. of the Encyclopaedia.-

GF" In ordering one volume of the . 
Encyclopaedia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND. >
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed : 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere.' ’ 
It is cailed the Premium Enoyclo- 
PjEDIA, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to c 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with' the bound copies of 
the Encyclopaedia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above. ,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
-AND- 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA*
According to Old Kecords.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A tnailWoa from Jipuen, miäs under the h> 

st. Bbtkn Boren, delegue to tbe F*r 
Ktou. Wm Utetf >ubUrtie4 in Ja*u> 
Ml* attilli office.
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How the -J 
by Aurl
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if the Prluta li made tuj

IT IS A MOST EXCEL 
LENT WORK-

For Sale at the Office of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Auricular Confeaildii a beep Fit or Perdition for tk* 
Frie«.

.. ............................... CHAPTEB III..
Tbe Confenlonal Ie Moddru Sodom.

CLOTH EDITIONS.
Paine's complete Works.

Finest Illustrated Edition, hoœed.

An entertaining manual of hypnotism, useful u 
•tuaeuu of the subject. In the iorm or dialogue ani 
story, the sûthor presents very successfully a c« 
denied account of hypnotism, Its theory and practief 
up to date. Price, paper, i: cl*. Sold at this ofice.

. Thli I. No, 1 of the Library Of Liberal Clmlc». It 
la conceded to be historically correct, and to exact and 
perfect In every detail ea to oe practically beyond the 
reach of advene criticism. This work will be found 
Intensely Uterestlng. Price, He. Bold at this offioe.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
” OR ~ *

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

Tbt« Is one of the author's most useful and lo» 
structive book*. Thh work should bo read by every 
man aad woman. Price, 50 cents. For sale at thii 
office. *

THE GOSPEL ÛF NATURE

UHL tun♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«♦♦♦♦♦I ’
ENERftL SURVEY i

The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings,. Etc.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
In their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
bv at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them, -

Max Hoffmann, 988 North Western 
avenue, this city, has returned from a 
most successful trip at the Western 
camps, where his slate-writings havei 
been the means of convincing a great' 
many of the truth of spirit return.

J. C. Patterson, qf New Orleans, La., 
writes that the society there is in need 
of a iirst-elass test medium and lecturer. 
No doubt such a person would create a 
great deal of interest and ;do a good 
work.

The president of the First Spiritual 
Scciety of Owasso, Mich., writes: “I un
derstand that Dr. E. H. Denslow, of 
Sturgis, Mieh., is to discontinue giving 
magnetic treatments, and is to enter the 
■lecture-field, and to all societies in need 
of u speaker I would .most heartily rec
ommend him. He sbrved our society 
the first three Sundays in June, and his 
lectures were of a high order, being sci
entific and showing deep thought. Our 
society (like almosf everything else) has 
felt the effects of the hard times*conse
quently we have thought it best to hire 
no outside tulent, but are still holding 
our. meetings once on Sunday."

Fannie Spalding, speaker and psy
chometer, would like engagements for 
the season of 1896-’97. Societies wish
ing her services will please address her 
at 53 Pearl street, Norwich, Ct.

DeLoss Wood, journalist and lecturer, 
of Danielson, Ct., will make engage
ments with New England Spiritualist 
societies for the coming winter.

After December W. F. Smith will J)e 
open to engagements for one or a course 
of five lectures, free of charge, in any 
part of the United States. He speaks 
under inspiration; subjects selected by 
the audience, if preferable. Address 
him, 1009 Francis street, Jackson, Mich. 
- Mme. DeLoux is said to be doing good 
work with her lectures and tests before 
the West Side Society of Cleveland, O.

Geo. G. C. Mlnnett writes that since 
,the opening of the new hall of the 
Church of the Spirit, 620 N. Clark 
street, this city, there has seemed to be 
an increased interest in the cause. 
Emma Nickerson Warne gave' lectures 

■ and poems on two Sundays of Septem
ber. Dr. Buchanan also gave a lecture. 
F. Corden White occupied the rostrum 
for two Sundays, and W. H. Blair gave 
an instructive lecture. For the month 
of October Mattle E. Hull occupies the 
platform, and none can doubt that she 
will render efficient service.

■ Frank T. Ripley, speaker and test me
dium, has the following engagements: 
St. Joseph, Mo., for the Sundays of Oc
tobcr; Detroit, for the Sundays of No
vember; Topeka, Kansas, for the Sun
days of December. Mr. Ripley can be 
engaged for January, February and 
March. Address all letters for October 
to 417 South Ninth street, St. Joseph, 
Missouri.

— Mrs. M. Bates writes from Joliet, Ill.: 
“The First Spiritual Society of Joliet 
gave au ice cream sociable at its hall, 
corner Jefferson and Ottawa streets, on 
last Friday night, this being the first 
entertainment wo have had since our 
good pastor came into our midst. We 
greatly enjoyed it. Many good tests 
were given, all of which were recog
nized. A few remarks from the guide 
of our pastor, Mrs. Claman. Great in
terest has been awakened here since the 
meetings opened, and ere the winter 
closes we expect a great revival of spirit 
truth.”

■ 1 T. C. Jefferis writes from St. Joseph, 
Mo.: “Our society would like to engage 
good test mediums for November and 
following months. We will give them 
all the door receipts for their services."

Mrs. W. W. Briggs writes from Bat
tie Creek, Mich.: “Kindly permit a con
stant reader of your noble paper (one of 
the principal truth disseminators of the 
nineteenth century 1 a little oi its vulu- 

. able space in acquainting its many read
ers with Mrs. L. J. Curtis, teacher of 

; occult science, who resides at Misha
waka. Indiana. Mrs. Curtis has been 
staying in our city for a few weeks past, 

• during which time she has been emi
nently successful in instructing two 
large’and enthusiastic classes in gaining 
a knowledge of the higher truth. As 
one of her students, I take pleasure in 
recommending her to the public as an 
honest] intelligent, conscientious and 
spiritual woman. Her desire is not per- 

■ sopal gain; her aim is not personal ag
grandizement. To do good is her desire, 
to alleviate the condition of humanity 
by emancipating it from the chains of 

; error is her aim. She is thoroughly 
competent to instruct and one whom it 
is a pleasure to know.”

L. W. Van Dyke writes: “If I can 
. only save one from some of the horrors 

I went through by trying to become 
negative, and thus got weak so I was af
fected by every influence I came in con
tact with, even aches and pains from 

- chairs, and by coming in contact with 
people. I never became a controlled 
medium. Now I am strong, healthy and 
positive, and by my will protect myself 
from all influences below me, though 
my ear is ever open to counsel from 

■ those above me, and I am striving daily 
to reach a higher plane."

Miss Josie Rea and Mrs. Jas. P. At
wood write from Baker City, Oregon: 
“Our little city has been favored with a 
visit from the great boy wonder, Charlie 
Brockway, who gave several seances 
-while here, at which many startling 
tests were given: Independent music 
on different instruments, bells chimed, 
hands fully materialized, and from the 
cabinet were thrown written messages 
from spirit friends to nearly all present. 
As a developing medium we cannot say 
enough in praise of Mr. Brockway’s 

• powers. He is simply wonderful; 
while here he gave private developments 
as well as in a class which met three 
times a week, and all that attended 
were well repaid for the time spent with 
him. One lady who has, tried for a long 
time to be entranced always failed until 

_• she joined his class, when she was en
tranced the first evening and taken pos
session of by an Indian girl who spoke 
several words of her native language". 
Another, whose phase was inspirational,' 

' has surprised some of her friend» by. 
words and even phrases in. both French 
and German, languages of which she 
never before uttered a word. She has 
also made rapid advancement in insplra- 
tional music and clairvoyance. And yet 

' another whose phase is independent 
slate-writing, already receives taps on
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her slate; has also seen her guide ethe 
realized. Many others too numerous to 
mention received aid from him while 
here, Mrs. A. Brockway, as an inde
pendent slate-writer, is without an 
equal.” ‘ ,,

Mrs. Amanda A.’ Cates writes from 
West Rupert, Vt.: “From up among the 
mountains grand and beautiful I send 
you greeting. The Encyclopedia of 
Death that goes with new subscriptions 
to your paper is aoing ihuch toward ed
ucating Humanity, as well as your wide
ly-read and excellent journal. One of 
the last subscribers, Dr. Burghardt, of 
Washington, D. C., says of the Encyclo- 
Eedia; ‘What a wonderful and excellent 

ook; it should be in every home in our 
land.’ I agree with her and'shall con
tinue sending subscriptions until that is 
accomplished, and it can be. I am up 
here treating a case of obsession ana 
know success will crown our efforts.”

D. L. Carpenter writes of the dedica
tion of Gregg Grove to Spiritualism. It 
is located sixteen miles east of’Fort 
Wayne, Ind. There was a recitation by 
Miss Gregg, followed by vocal and in
strumental music by Mrs. Gregg, an in
spirational lecture by Mr. liail, the 
reading of a paper by Dr. EllaF. Harris, 
and a lecture by Dr. A. J. Rauch, also a 
paper by, Mr. Brooks, of Maysville, af
ter making arrangements to organize a 
lyceum on th# next Sunday, which has 
since been accomplished.

The address of G. H. Brocks, well- 
known as a very efficient worker, during 
October and November, will be 661 Mil
waukee street, Milwaukee, Wis. He 
will respond to calls for his services at 
funerqls. ,

Mary L. Shaw writes of receiving' 
from Mrs. St. Omer-Briggs very good 
psychometric readings that have been 
of practical benefit to her.

Mrs. I. Shepherdson writes from Riv
erton, Neb., of securing the services of 
Dr. and Mrs. Noyes to hold meetings and 
seances at Riverton: whioh were very 
successful, stirring up much interest 
and attracting large audiences. Skep
tics were convinced, The result has 
been to put new life into the spiritual 
cause at Riverton. Dr. and Mrs. Noyes 
go to Lincoln until October 20, then to 
Omaha.

J. L. Bushong writes from Fort Worth, 
Texas: “We would like to say that 
Fort Worth is still bolding aloft the 
glorious banner of the truths of Spirit
ualism. We have a good number, of 
Spiritualists here, and many, many in
vestigators, but only a comparatively 
few that take an active part in pushing 
the cause forward. What we have been 
sorely in need of is earnest, active, 
zealous leaders. We believe that we 
have secured one in the person of Dr. A. 
F. Brown, the missionary lecturer and 
psychometrist, of Minnesota. He has 
been with us two Sundays, and his ex
cellent lectures and more than satisfac
tory psychometric readings have made 
a very favorable impression upon our 
people, but not less favorable, however, 
than his quiet and unassuming manner 
and gentlemanly bearing in every re
spect. The First Society of Spiritual
ists of Fort Worth and the Dallas Soci
ety have engaged his services for sev
eral months for the Sundays. During 
the week Dr. Brown Will do missionary 
work in the adjoining towns. We pre
dict for him much success in. his work 
among us. Would that we could have 
more such laborers in the Texas field.”

T. P. Hughes writes: “There is a 
large cave in Indiana' which bears evi
dence of the existence of the American 
continent 26,460,HOI) years ago. There is 
a sacrod book which tells us that the 
world sprang into existence suddenly 
about 6,(100 years ago. Millions of ages 
back fail to record the time of the 
world's first revolution, yet weare asked 
to believe it was within the last 6,000 
years. Even the sacred book itself can
not make us believe that our mother 
earth,, whereon continents have risen 
and sank, whereon mankind first flour
ished and evolved slowly into Its pres
ent condition, has lived but a stingy in
significant 6,000 years. Bible chronolo
gy is very uncertain, and so are many 
other things that are connected with 
that book.”

Allen Franklin Brown is doing excel
lent service in Texas. He has been 
holding forth in Dallas and Ft. Worth. 
He is a capable and efficient worker. 
His address is at 105 Swiss avenue, Dal
las, Texas.

Mrs. Emerick, secretary, writes: “The 
Spiritualist Camp-ineeting held at Wal
lula, Kansas, September 18 to 28, was 
well attended and thoroughly enjoyed 
by all present. In spite of the cold, 
rainy weather, people came in wagons 
and by rail from miles distant to enjoy 
the grand spiritual feast. Many were 
convinced of the truths of Spiritualism 
and went home rejoicing. Positive 
proof of Spirit return was given by Mr. 
Winans, a medium for materialization, 
independent slate-writing, and painting, 
and tests. Tests and character readings 
were given from The platform by Mrs. 
Hutcheson, Mrs. Lull, Mrs. Hammon, 
Mrs. Sweezey and Mr. Brown, many of 
which were acknowledged as correct. 
The prominent speakers present were 
Capt. Brown, Mrs. Lull, Mrs. MaBee, 
Mr. Bonney and others. Mrs. Sweezey 
taught a class iu the science of healing, 
and Mr. Brown a class in psyehometry 
during the meeting. Quite a number of 
names were added to the roll of mem
bers, and it is to be observed that our 
society is steiidily gaining ground and 
we feel encouraged to go on in the good 
work of spreading the light."

Dr. Dean Clarke, one of ourmostable, 
eloquent and popular speakers, who is 
thoroughly equipped with facts, logic 
and scholarship, and has had as extens
ive experience as any lecturer in the 
field, is now ready to answer calls for 
his services during the coming winter. 
Our larger societies in the great cities 
cannot do better than to give Dr. Clarke 
a month’s call, or a more permanent en
gagement, as his versatility oi talent 
enableshim to meet the demands of in
telligent audiences for months together, 
without repeating himself. Such a 
thoroughly competent speaker, who has 
ever been an honor to our cause and the 
spiritual rostrum, should not be with
out constant occupation, and we com
mend his services to all the patrons of 
The Progressive Thtnker, trusting 
that the secretaries of societies will at 
once secure'his services. Address Sol
dier’s Home, Milwaukee, Wis.

Letters will reach A. W. 8. Rother- 
mel if directed to Omaha, Neb. He is 
now in the Black Hills.

Dr. Magoon writes from Milwaukee, 
Wis.: "We are still holding meetings in 
Fraternity Hall, Sunday conference and 
evening meetings being largely at
tended. Mrs. Magoon, who has been 
very busily engaged in Minneapolis and 
St. Paul, has returned with glowing re
ports of her work there during Septeih- 
ber.”

C. L. Willis,.inspirational speaker and 
platform test medium, would.be pleasea 
to hear from societies desiring his serv
ices. Address him at 10 Bond street, 
Boston, Mass. . t

Carlos E. Wright spoke in Baldwin, 
Mich., on Sunday evening, October 4, 
by invitation of tbe pastor of the Peo
ple’s Services. Hie address, explaining 
the phenomena, the philosophy and the 
religion of Spiritualism, was full of good 
things, in excellent spirit and clearly 
expressed. Mr. Wright’» address is No. ’ 
246 Fifty-fifth street, Chicago, Ill.

Thomas Lees writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio: “At the annual election of the 

Lake Brady Company, which took place 
at LaKe Brady, Saturday, September II, 
the following directors were elected: 
Alfred Kellogg, Chas. Thomas, Dr. E. 
Fowler, Chas. H. Palmer, A. K. Skeels, 

■Calvin Wilkinson, Judge Underhill, 
Mrs. M. Maurer and Mrs. Nancy Clark. 
At a subsequent meeting the following 
officers were chosen: Chas, Thomae, 
president; Chae. H. Palmer, let vice
president; Dr. E. Fowler, 2d vice-presi
dent: A. K. Skeels, secretary; Nancy 
Clark, corresponding secretary; Calvin 
Wilkinson, treasurer, gome definite 
action will soon be decided on as to the 
best course to pursue to relieve the com
pany from its present indebtedness and 
place it upon a more solid foundation 
than it has hitherto enjoyed."

Henry Upsall writes from Watseka, 
Ill., that he took three slates screwed 
together at opposite corners, sealed 
them with green sealing wax and put on 
his business seal, in presence of four 
young men—skeptics—then put a seal 
over each screwhead. After a seance 
with Mrs. Gillette, of Chicago, the 
slates were opened and found full of 
very closely-written, legible writing, on 
four sides of the slates, some messages 
being written in gold, together with a 
white dove with a scroll in its mouth; 
also there were two roses that had been 
taken from a vase, dematerialized and 
materialized again between the slates.

Mrs. M, A. Reed, trance and test me
dium, and an excellent psychometrist, is 
now located at 2970 Indiana avenue, 
where she will be pleased to see her old 
friends and those who are seeking light.

J. C. F. Grumblne will lecture iu St. 
Paul, Minn., during the month of No
vember. He will form a class in devel
opment in inspiration there. He finds 
it impossible to accept invitations to lec
ture for the societies during November 
in Baltimore, Md., Washington. D. C., 
and New Orleans on account of priority 
of invitation. While in St. Paul, he 
would be pleased to fill week-day engage
ments in places relative to St; Paul, .

Thomas Lees Writes: “The Children’s 
Progressive Lyceum, of Cleveland, O., 
is fast building up since its’ summer va
cation, mainly through the young ladies 
and gentlemen engaged therein, who 
have recently started semi-monthly sup
per parties. The first took place at the 
residence of Thomas arid Tillie Lees, 56 
Stearns street, aboutforty persons being 
present. The next one will be at Mrs, 
Wright’s 116 Bolivar street, Thursday, 
October 8. The new features to be in
troduced this season in the Lyceum are 
Kindergarten work for the little ones 
under the direction of Miss Nellie C. 
Thayer, principal of the Thayer Kinder
garten; physical culture for the young 
ladies and gentlemen, under the direc
tion of Miss Genevera Richards, teacher 
of vocal and instrumental music and 
dramatic art Discussion of live topics 
by tne adults, forty-five minutes being 
given to each department." .

M. a. Johnson, of Detroit, Mich., 
writes: Last Sabbath, the First Spirit
ual Philosophical Society resumed 
meetings’at their new hall, No. 55 
Grand avenue, with Mrs. Nellie S. 
Baade as speaker for the ensuing year. 
Although the meeting was not announced 
in any of the papers, a good audience 
turned out to hear Detroit’s favorite 
speaker. The subject presented by the 
audience in the afternoon was ‘Reincar
nation.’ It was handled in a masterly 
manner. In the evening the subject 
was ‘Theosophy vs. Spiritualism.' At 
the close of the meeting many expressed 
themselves in this manner—that not a 
better lecturer or test mediurii.stood 
upon our rostrum to-day. Next Sabbath 
we meet to organize a lyoeum. It is our 
first attempt as we have never hqd a 
suitable room, until at the present tsme. 
Now we are determined to go ahead and 
show by our works that we practice 
what we preach, and preach what we 
practice.”

E. J. Bowtell speaks at Canton, O., on 
the Sundays of October, and for the 
First Spiritual and Religious Associa
tion, Massillon, O., on tbe Friday even
ings of the same month. Other even
ings at liberty. Address 402 S. Market 
street, Canton, O.

Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock speaks dur
ing October Ut Baltimore, Md.; during 
November she will be near Boston; in 
December at Pittsburg, Pa. She has 
open as dates, April 18 and 25, and the 
months of may and June. Societies de
siring her services would do well to cor
respond with her soon. Please address’ 
her in care of Banner of Light, Boston, 
Mass.

Chas. P. Cooks, of Brooklyn, N. ¥., 
writes: “I am pleased to make the an
nouncement that Mr. Fred Evans, Inde
pendent slate-writing medium, of San 
Francisco, is now making a circuit of 
the United States, in the Interest of the 
cause; and I say it without solicitation: 
He is one of the most gifted of mediums 
in his special phase, psyohography; and 
a young man of the highest integrity. 
I am able to say it both from personal 
experience, and public testimony. To 
investigate the phenomena of slate-writ
ing in his presence is to be convinced of 
its truth; and those interested may soon 
bo favored with an opportunity to verify 
the statement. Although Mr. Evans 
has never traveled east of California 
since his remarkable development, he 
has spent one year in Australia, serving 
under tbo auspices of the Spiritualist 
societies there with universal satisfac
tion.”

Geo. F. Perkins has removed to 587 N. 
Clark street, where callers will receive 
a cordial welcome.

W. T. Greene writes from Unionville, 
Mo.: “I don’t want the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker to think that 
we are not doing anything. From the 
18th of September Moses and Mattie 
Hull were here, and ,have set a good 
many people to thinking. My meetings 
in the country are progressing very 
nicely. In the near future I will give 
you an outline of the work I have done. 
Wc cannot expect much interest until 
after the election when the interest will 
improve. .

Mrs. C. Catlin, writes: "In conse
quence of the annual meeting ot the 
National Association in Washington 
during the coming week, and the neces
sary absence from this city of its vice
president, our pastor, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, on Sunday. Oct. 18, the ros
trum of Schiller Theatre, The Church 
of the Soul, will be Supplied for that day 
by our old friend, Mr. Virchard R. 
Gandhi, of Bombay, India, who, withhig 
son, will, we know, be warmly welcomed 
by all those who have still pleasing 
taemories of his visit five years ago. The 
seats' of Schiller Theatre are free to 
strangers, and all are invited. The sub
ject of his discourse will be “Occult 
India.” ' ,

“Correspondent” from Minneapolis 
writes: “The widely-known . lecturer 
and test medium, Mrs. Edith E. R. 
Nickless, has been holding meetings in 
Odd Fellows' Hall the past month. In 
the presenting of spiritual truth, the 
clear and ■ exhaustive methods. oi her 
guides have aroused a new interest in 
our philosophy. The spirit messages 
as given from the platform were the 
most remarkable, ever witnessed here. 
Many of the most prominent people of 
Minneapolis have sought the private in- 
tetview of her guides and been thor
oughly satisfied, and all have gone forth 
convinced of the truth of spirit return 
and communion. Chicago will be her 
next field of labor. 1

Bishop A. Beals has been lecturing at 
Santa Barbara and Summerland, Call 
He is doing a good work there.

77-^ 1 ■■ -hr- ■
Emma Lindsay writes frpm Boise City, 

Idaho: “At last Boidblbas organized a 
spiritual church. Wptdmit it is very 
small at present, but fis there are a 
great many Spiritualists in Boise, we 
expect to grow .larger in a very short 
time. The Brookway4i family are here 
and have been very knid in assisting us 
tp organize. We call our church the 
First Spiritualistic Church of Idaho. 
Mrs. Brockway is going tq lecture for 
us next Sunday evening.”

Dr. Adali Sheehan,! tone of the most 
eloquent speakers, wiljj'serve the origi
nal Southwest Michigpji Society of Spir
itualists, at Lake Coi,’5'iitjie last Sunday 
of June, 1897. The ; three preceding 
Sundays are open and can be engaged, 
Michigan preferred. As the railroad 
fare is such an item in the expense ac
count of both societies and speaker, 
dates in the same vicinity will be con
sidered first by Mrs. Sheehan. Novem
ber of Jhis year is open and January, 
February, May and a portion of June, 
1897. Correspondence with societies so
licited. Also camp engagements for 
next season. Address Dr, Adah Shee
han, Elsinore Gate and Russell street, 
Eden Park, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mrs. W. C. Coffman, lecturer arid test 
medium would like to make engage
ments with societies near Grand Rapids, 
where she could go Saturdays and re
turn Monday; anywhere within a hun
dred miles. Terms very reasonable. 
Address her at 402 Jjake street, Grand 
Rapids, Mich.

A State Convention, under the au- 
spicesof the First Spiritual Church, will 
be held in Denver, Col., at 10:30 a. m., 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m,, Tuesday, Wednes
day and Thursday, November 10, 11 and 
12. The following well-known workers 
of the cause have been secured: Dr. G. 
C. B. Ewell, pastor of the First Spirit
ual church, speaker and test medium; 
Dr. Sara L. Hard, assistant pastor, of 
Denver, Col.; Mrs. M, A. Gridley, 
speaker and psychometrist, of New 
York, and Geo. W. Wal rond, trance 
speaker and clairvoyant, of England. 
All persons interested in the cause are 
earnestly invited to attend. •

O. Lee writes: “I would like to tell 
you what occurred af the Chesterfield 
camp last summer. I attended one of 
Charley Barnes’ trumpet seances. My 
daughter Ida materialized and brought 
the harp to me, put it in my lap, stood 
by me. patted my cheeks and smoothed 
my hair, and, talked without the trum
pet. I think this was a genuine mate
rialization."
- O. H. H, write» from Port Huron, 
Mich: “Mrs. Anna L. Robinson was 
greeted by a large and. attentive audi
ence at her first lecture of the season at 
Society Hall, October 4. The rostrum 
was handsomely decorated with cut flow
ers by Mrs. Fred Davis. After a few 
words of welcome from the chairman, 
Mr. James H. White, Mrs. Robinson 
gave one of her soul-stirring lectures, 

_sqme saying it was the best they ever 
listened to, and surely -if put into prac
tice, the millenium “would soon dawn. 
At the Lyceum in the morning, there 
were present slxty-sik ■ children and a 
good many adults, but we’hope to double 
the number before sprlgg. Each class 
was furnished with a handsome, new 
banner, giving an added] interest, and 
now that our work 1g' the good cause is 
fully inaugurated, waaptjclpate a pleas
ant and profitable winter^

The ordination of Julep Wallace for 
a Minister of the Gospql jjy a Spiritualist 
society in Texas, iBJsnow regarded as 
placing a premium on dirt and whiskey. 
It is in order for thoqe who did the job 
to ask forgiveness. ■ r t
.The different “Jesusqs” now living In 

this country smiled^perppely.when they 
read an article in TaÉ'Progressive 
Thiniîer denying their existence. They 
are puzzled over the great iguorafee 
prevailing among our literary lights on 
the subject.

It is generally’ supposed that Divine 
Providence knows who the next presi
dent will be, but he will not tell, as it 
would boom silver or gold, and he Is a 
non-partisan, and. at present, outof poli
tics, fearing that he might offend some 
one if he should take an active part 
therein.

Rev. Newman Is for gold—because the 
throne is made of it, we suppose. He 
expects a golden harp some time.

If the President of the United States 
would only call on the next Spiritualist 
National Convention, he would be nearer 
heaven than he has ever been, and he 
might possibly leave it with a good sup
ply of messages for future use.

The older Moses Hull gets the younger 
he becomes, and he can take a ''beader” 
on a bioycle without even ruffling his 
temper. He did. in front of The Pro
gressive Thinker’s office take one 
that compelled him to, lay up one leg 
and a pair of pants for repairs. -

The latest news from the spirit Abe 
Lincoln is that he has concluded that 
the next president should be a “compo
site” man composed of all the candi
dates. Pretty good idea, to qay the 
least.

Difference of opinion must be toler
ated. Even the doctrine that the world 
is flat will not prevent a man from get
ting into heaven, or going to the Na
tional Spiritualist Convention.

Bob Ingersoll, it is said, offended 
some Spiritualists at Cassadaga, who 
saw. nothing but darkness in his incan
descent sentences, and who thought he 
ought to be excluded from the Spirit
ualist rostrum. But Bob can't by any 
process at present known be excluded 
from the Spiritualist heaven. You will 
meet him there. .

One Spiritualist society in California 
ordained about two huiidred ministers 
of the gospel. Other' societies didn’t 
consider that hardlyjair. It was half
fare, at least—on thé railroads.

The Spiritualist National Convention 
is near at hand. If it could only ruri the 
national government for ten days, both 
Houses pf Congress would abdicate in its 
favor. •' ,

Prof. Lockwood haijJjeeji in the city. 
He had a severe attack of asthma, but 
has now recovered. And thus it is, un
der the providence of jGod, that elo
quence, philosophy and good nature are, 
no safeguards againqj, asthma and hay 
fever.’ ■ ’

Col. Ingersoll’s health is regarded as 
most excellent this'(summer. He saw 
during his peregrination among the 
camps, some medium?.'were sick, “con
vincing him” that he.stood the nearest 
to Divine Providence. And yet there 
are some who would.like to prevent 
his lecturing to Spirittlalihts.

There seems to have bfeen some doubts 
in regard to the existance" of Jesus, and 
that, too, when we pave at idast one 
dozen in the United States. Will Hud
son Tuttle: W llliam Emmette Coleman 
and Prof. Buchanan reflect on that fact, 
and act hereafter accordingly? "

The prophet-medium is abroad in the 
land, and is practicing on Bryan and 
McKinley. Some of them-will have to 
take a trip up Salt River.

The Advance Guard Spiritual Society 
of San Diego, Cal., passed a series of 
resolutions, signed by its president, 8. E. 
Knapp, and several others, commending 
Ben M. Barney for the excellent->work 
he has done there.' .

8. E. Knapp writes of tbe good work 
in San Diego, Cal. He says, “There 
are rumors in the air already thaT sev
eral Spiritualist camp-meetings will be 
held next season,” In which the repor
ters should remember that “brevity 1» 
the soul of wit” in writing them up.

A liberal infuslon'of the spirit of the 
Oriental religion may help to elevate 
the masses of our people to a higher 
plane. '

The Hindu Gandhi thinks the mission
aries to India are a decided evil.

The way the Hindu Yogis dissipates 
a peeble is to remove the “agasa” 
from it.

Colborne says that the most beautiful 
pivotal teaching- in the philosophy of 
Spiritualism is that of guardian angels.

The “Saints” are well said to be our 
sanctified dead.

Spiritualism came to redeem the world 
from sin and ignorance, not to conceal 
unpleasant truths in reference to those 
who would bring disgrace upon it.

A oause that requires truth to be con
cealed in order to promote it, does not 
come under the head of Spiritualism. It 
comes under the head of Jesuitistq.

The idea that the Hindu should come 
to this country as a teacher in order to 
promote the morale of'our people, seems 
a trifle singular.. Biit they will get used 
to him in due time. ' ' _ ■

The fact that crime is actually increas
ing in the United States, shows Mr. 
Gandhi’s ministrations are needed here. 
Read aboutiiim on our fifth page. We 
extend to him the hearty hand of wel
come.

The erudite Prof. Lockwood, who is 
very popular as g lecturer, did not at
tempt to cure his last attack of asthma 
by prayer. The application of an idea, 
however, taken from his lecture on the 
Molecular Hypothesis would have re
lieved him at once.

According to the Popular Science 
Monthly, it has become possible to pho
tograph a thought. ,

Mrs. Maud L. Freitag is exciting a 
lively interest in San Francisco,'Cal., 
with her platform tests.

Mrs. E. Sloper will be at the National 
Convention, and report for the San Fran
cisco Call.

Willis F. Whitehead has something 
interesting to say on a “A Mental Trin
ity,” on our first page. Some exceed
ingly curious cases are narrated.

Will C. Hodge well says: “For my- 
eelf I can only »ay that if the element 
complained of cannot be eliminated, but 
we must continue to be oursed by fakes 
and charlatans, I prefer to step down 
and out.” Many prominent wealthy 
Spiritualists, we deeply regret, have 
done that already, and have associated 
themselves with the various liberal 
churches where grand spiritual truths 
are also inculcated. It seems to us that 
they would have been far, far wiser to 
have.remained "at home," and assisted 
in “cleaning house;.’’ that’s the proper 
thing to do, for there is some dirt every
where one can go.

Thos. Harding says that his old Quak
er predilections »till adhere to hie 
“coat tail,” so strong are early teach
ings.

H. A. Fowler has something excellent 
to say on “Vibration," without which 
life would be impossible. Read his ar
ticle on second page.

"Both Sides" are considered by Will 
C. Hodge on our second page. Hjs vari
ous points are telling, and seemio be in 
the right direction.

B. F. Underwood basa most thought
ful lecture on our first page. It will be 
read with a great deal of Interest. He 
well says that “man Ilves not for him
self alone, nor for those simply who 
claim his attention during his personal 
existence, but as well for the millions 
that come after him to receive as a her
itage whatever contribution, material or 
Seal, he has made in the race." Mr.

rwood can be engaged to lecture 
before Spiritualist societies, literary 
clubs, free thought associations, etc. 
Address him at 384 Washington boule
vard, Chicago.

“Authority can settle no question of 
human happiness or progress,” so says 
Samuel P. Putnam. Read his appeal on 
our fifth page.

C. H. Mathews has bls usual install
ment of '‘Pfin-Flashes” this week whioh 
will be read with interest.

Gandhi, the Hindoo missionary to this 
country, claims that- “matter and soul 
are eternal, and cannot be created.” 
Rightl

Dr. P. S. George has something inter
esting to say of a “Very Obnoxious 
Law." He has had a taste of it in prison 
and knows what he says to be true—and 
we agree with him.

“The Spirit of True Religion” is viv
idly illustrated by Jas. C. Underhill, on 
our seventh page. Hudson Tuttle’s an
swers to questions on same page will be 
found to be specially interesting.

C. H. Mathews gives an account of a 
“riot” at a church. Andrew D. White, 
the great historian, shows that it has 
been “rioting” during all the past ages.
' It is pleasant to know that Chicago is 

to be tbo headquarters of the Hinioo 
missionary, Virchand R. Gandhi. He 
is needed here, in this center of wealth, 
education and churches. He is one of 
the noblest of earth’s children.

Chas. fe. Brockway is certainly doing 
an excellent work Inz tbe west. We ex
tend a cordial welcome to him In his ef
forts to elevate the world to a higher 
plane..

Right, Brother Howe: “The possibil
ities of all that can be evoked from any 
machine are in the machine, minus the 
directing life or energy."

Emma Rood Tuttle has not only fa
vored the world with a book of charm
ing poems, but she is In the very high
est and grandest sense, a humanitarian, 
and one of the. noblest and best of wo
men. She Is now engaged in a humane 
work that will bring to her the com
mendation of every advanced spirit. 
Read her lecture carefully, on the 4th 
page. We call the special attention of 
the National Spiritualist Convention to 
the work in which She is engaged.

Well, well—a Hindoo Missionary! He 
is needed here, and needed badly. His 
name is Virchand R. Gandhi, and he 
hails from Bombay. He is far in ad
vance of all the churches, and the drink
ing of whiskey or intoxicating drinks 
will not follow bis ministrations. .

Ida C. Hawkins makes a plea for 
“Christian” on our second page. Heally 
our good sister, it is not necessary for 
one’s salvation to be called a “Chris
tian." She should read thé “Warfare 
of Science wltn Theology,” by Andrew 
D. White, LL. D. She will then see 
how “Christian” has opposed human 
progress in various ages of the world.

"The Devil Theory” is ably consid
ered by B. R. A. That dying ooy’s vis
ion containe'd a striking illustration. 
Read what he says on third page.

Be sure and give the communication, 
"Are Mediums Without Knowing It” a 
careful perusal. Paul Lawrence Dun
bar will surely win great renown as a 
poet, though a colored boy; and so 
will the little girl, Margaret Mauro.

Lyman C. Howe says that every num
ber of The Progressive Thinker is 
"rich and racy,and more wisdom can be 
gleanèd from a studious perusal of its 
pages every week than was ever gleaned 
from an equal amount of reading from 
any holy book,” . "

“Vashti, Old and New. A Romance 
of the Wheel.” By Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, $1. For 
sale at this office.

Passed to Spirit-Life,
Passed to the higher life, September 

16,1896, Mr. Abram Leavitt, of Palmyra, 
Maine, aged 84 years, 7 months and 22 
days. It can well be nald that a good 
man has gone from among us. Upto 
the time of his transition he had ever 
been an honored and respected citizen 
of this town, where he nad lived for 
sixty years. His material presence will 
be greatly missed by his wife and three 
sons, also his many friends and neigh
bors.

His belief in Spiritualism had been 
steadfast and unwavering. Death to 
him was a beautiful change. The 
Progressive Thinker, which contains 
the grand truths of inspiration, was re
ceived and read weekly by him and 
therefrom he selected a beautiful spirit
ual and appropriate discourse which he 
desired to be read at his funeral, and re
quested the writer of this to read the 
same on tliat occasion, which request 
was granted. The spiritual selections 
rendered by the choir were very im
pressive, and the floral offerings were 
many and beautiful, among them being 
two pillows of flowers on which were in
scribed “Father,” showing the high re
gard in which he was held by his rela
tions and friends.

Mrs. H. D. Homstead,

Spiritualist Meetings in Chicago.
The Church of the Soul, at Schiller 

Theater, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
pastor. Services at 10:45 a. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, New Masonic Temple, 3120 
Forest avenue. Services at 2:30 and 7:30, 
Mrs. Ada Foye lectures and gives tests.

Beacon Light Church 617 North Clark 
street, near Burton Place. Services at 
2:30 ana 7:46 p. m., conducted by Mr. 
•and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins.

Church of Love, Faskin’s Hall, 3012 
Archer avenue. Experience and test 
meeting at 8 p. m. . ,

German Spiritualist Society, Gartel- 
man'a Hall, 13th street and Ashland av
enue. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Spiritual Endeavor Society meets 
at 1 South Hoy ne avenue, 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Spiritual Gospel Temple, Hygeia Hall, 
Washington boulevard and Paulina St. 
Services at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Home Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and 8. p. m.

The Church of the Spirit, Willis Ed
wards, pastor, meets at 620 North Clark 
street, at 3 and 8p. m. Lyceum at 2 p.m.

People's Home Association, Bricklay
er’s Hall, 93 South Peoria street. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m.
. South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Halt 4308 aria 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conference meeting at 
3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m.

The'Spirltualists Church of the Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. m.’, at Monsen's Hall, 
1052, Milwaukee avenue, corner Lincoln 
street. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Church of Malachi meets at 255 West 
Randolph Street, at 10 a. ffi. and 2 p. m. 
C. O. Henderson, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 794 
West Van Buren street. Services at 
7:45 p. m. Dr. Hasenclever will lecture 
and give spirit messages, assisted by 
other prominent mediums.

Brown’s Hall, Forty-seventh and State 
streets. Services at 8 p. m. Lecture 
and tests by Dr. Harry Abbott of Cali
fornia.

Society of Spiritual Truth, 887 West 
Monroe street. Services at 8 p. m.

The First Society of Spiritual Unity 
will meet Sundays at 11 a. m., 3 and 7:30 
p. in., in Washington Hall, 490 Wash
ington boulevard, corner of Ogden ave
nue. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, speaker.

South Side Christian Spiritualist So
ciety, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue. Serv
ices at 3 and 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Loe Norle 
Claman, pastor.

FFayHtfe Jottinqa,
q»tlier»|| from the Highway», By-way» act Hedge» 

of Lite. By'Harri» E. Hull. Thli 1» a mtfvelotfilr 
Beat book of »elections from Mrs. Hum bell pdeh,» 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid Portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, neatly hound la English cloth, 11. *
Z7w Spiritual Alps

aiul Bow We Ascend Them.
-PT? L’.’ “»oughts on how to reach that altitude 
where spirit 14 supreme and all thing* are subject to 
IL with portrait. By Moss* Hull. Just tbe hook 
to teach you that ydu 4Ye a Ipirltual being, and to 
show you how to educate youy spiritual faculties, 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 cental In paper corer, 2d cents ' ' - • -
New Tlwughie

Volume L Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti
fully printed page*. Portraits of several 5f the best 
maker« and medium?. The matter all origins! and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phase of 
the Spiritual Phllosopny. Price, only ¿1.60.
Mew Thought,

Volume II. 8S< pages, beeutlfully printed snd 
nicely bound. Original matter. Blx portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents.
Joan, the Medium»

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
a* a Leader of Armies. By Moaas Hull, This la at 
?nce!1?? mo>Ltrut^l bUW of Joan of Arc, and 
ono of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel was eter more thrilllngly In
teresting: qp history more true. Price in cloth, 40 
tents; pk|>or cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue»

By Mobks Hull. A compound of thO two pamph
lets. “Tbe Irrepressible Conflict," and "Your Answer 
or Your Life;” with Important additions, making a 
book of 150 pages all for 25 cepts. This book contain* 
atatlstioa, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should bare.
AU About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry ai to whether Modem Spiritualism 
and other Great Reform* come from His Satanic 
Majesty and Hla Subordinates In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship»
Ci rcful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all Ine condi
tions of modem mediumship, h alid shows that all 
the manifestations throughout IheOld and New Testa
ment were under the same conditions tbit mediums 
require to-day; ana that the coming of Christ ii tbe re
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth,

■ or Death and Its To-Morrow»
The Spiritual Ideit of peath. Qoar*n and HeiL By 

Moses Hull. This patqphlel qefeldes giving the finjr. 
Ituallrtl o Interprftatign of minyttilngf in the Blbfih- 
lnteroretatlons_ never before given, exp!alds_ tbe 
hetvens and belli believed In by spiritualists. Price. 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised.

Or the Twenty Tear* Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Priee 10 cents. •
SpiritualoSongster,

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mr*. Hull's 
»weetert .ot^Bd.ptoatopqpnkrmoBlt tor tbe uie 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 eta- 
or 16 per hundred.
The Mediumistie Eoepertenoe

■ of John Brown.
Tbe Medium of tbe Rockies, with introduction by 

J._ 8. Loveland. This is the history* of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 largft 
pages. Price, B0 cents.
The DevU and the Adventists,

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cenu.
Has John Calvin a Murderer?

Price, ft cents.

His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

PAPER EDITIONS.
Paine’s Age of Reason............. .........................
Paine’s Common Sense....,........................ .
Paine's RlghteofMan....................... ...... .......
Paine’s Cruds................. .......................................
Paine’s Religious and Theological Works, 

niusiratea................................................
Paine’s Life. Profusely illustrated................
Volney’s Ruins of Empires and the Law of 

Nature. Illustrated.............................
Rousseau’s Vicar of Savoy, and A Search for 

Truth, by Olive Schreiner..................
Rousseau’s Social Contract..............................................  ao
Mealier’s Superstition in nil Ages. Portrait*' W 
flftedlier’d ©laube nub jÜenninfi. Portrait 
Dickens’ Sunday Under Three Heads. Ulus.
Bulwer’a History of a False Religion. Ulus.
Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. Portrait...
Gibbon’s Birth and Character of Mahomet...
Higgins’ Horse Sabbatic©................ ................
Higgins' Apology for Mahomet, the Blus- 

trions:............................ ................. r..... .
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot......
Father lOm and the Pope : or, A Night at the

Vatican.............................. v.......... .......... .........
Voltaire’s zadlg, or Fate; and The White 

Bull, « Satirical romance........ ......
----- The Sage and the Atheist; also The 

Princess of Baby Ion....... ,...... i..........
—■ ■ The Man of Forty Crowns; and The 

Huron, or, Pupil of Nature............
--------Miqromegasj Thé World as it Goes} . - 4 

Plato’s Dream : Jeannot and Colin; •' 
The Two Comforters, etc..................

Voltaire’s Romances, containing the above4
books in one vol. Profusely illustrated.^! 00

Bacon’s Paradoxes. Portrait........................... u
Ingersoll’s Controversy & Christmas Sermon fl 
■ ■ Gods and other Lectures................ fl

Ghosts and other Lectures..............
Some Mistakes of Moees..................
Interviews on Talmage....................
what Must we do to he Saved L.... 
Blasphemy...........................................
Crimes Against Criminals...............

■Vindication of Thomas Paine.......
Man, Woman and Child. Portrait 
Is Suicide a Sin ?................................

—— Shakespeare, a Lecture. Portrait 
•——----- Abraham Lincoln, a Lecture. Por

trait........................
1 About the Holy Bible, a Lecture... 
-—■ Voltaire, a Lecture. Portrait 
------ ——Which Wav? a Lecture--------------  

■ ■ ----- Myth and Miracle............................ .
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BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. limo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.80i

GENERAL DIVISION.

Phenoineua, with Rxplaua- 
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Itemlnis-
cences. ■

T)Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK I( 

J-) largely a record of tbe facts and deiuoustratio’/ 
which the author bus seen, beard of or presented A 
tils own experiments. The history of tbe various 
phases of the scleuce is bucciiictly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred iu Chicago. Tbe pictorial 
illustrations add much to the interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very interesting to tbe gen* 
eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to the ' 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound In cloth. Prive, $‘¿.004 For salo at 
the ofllce of Tux PBoanicssivii Tuin.'.’er.

Researches in Oriental History.'

THE SPIRIT OF TRUE RELIGIONPEN-FLftSHBS FROM OHIO.
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BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.
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Of a Very Obnoxious Medi
cal Law,

Which Abridges the Divine Right 
of Spiritual Healing.
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Need of the Nineteenth

Century. '

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR, R. B. WESTBROOK.

Price $1.60. For Snle nt this Office.
NEW THOUGHT.

“Angel Whisperings tor the Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Ray. A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fine

HYPNOTISM^
Facts, Theories and Related

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos
ing the fahuloutolahne of anclout Judaism and dog
matic Obrlitlanlty, containing many startling conclu- 
11001 paver before pnbllibed, »bowing clearly tbe 
mythical character of most of tbe Old and New Testa-

IMMORTALITY, 
. . . OR . >.

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10cent*.
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By Mattt» B. HtrtL. Thirty-eight of Mra. Hull-« 
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IngersoU’s Great Address
On Thomas Paine, at tbe late Paine celebration in 
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Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band of spirit lutenigfncca, 
through the mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelbamer. 
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Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. aA highly 

work. Price75 cento. Postage 5 cent*.

A GENERAL REVIEW

This Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium ■

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

hN^ŒS:

U. G. Figley: Q. What is the mean
ing of “blastema," “sarcode," “proto
plasm,” their origin aud difference be
tween them? ■

What is the relation between "proto- 
phytes,” “protozoa,” and “zoophytes?” 

A. Blastema is a a word often used 
by Hippocrates, the father of medicine, 
but what he intended by the word is not 
clear. Castali thinks it means the ir
ruption of some morbific principle at the 
surface of the body; another meaning is 
the “matrix of general formative ele
ment of tissue,” It will be seen by this 
definition that the ancient Greek doctor 
had anticipated the most advanced 
ideas of the present, for hie Blastema is 
another name for protoplasm. Dr. 
Beals gives a new term to the old idea, 
calling it germinal matter, or bioplasm. 
Huxley won scientific laurels by giving 
“blastema” a new name, and defining it 
as the “physical basis of life.”

The term “blastema1” once generally 
used, has become obsolete, giving place 
to more expressive terms, which have 
not the heritage of exploded theories.

Sarcode, moaning rudimentary flesh, 
is a term applied to the substance com
posing the bodies of the lowest members 
of the animal kingdom. It is semi-fluid, 
structureless and contractile, capable of 
motion, and has the power of absorbing 
material and thus increasing.

We cannot agree with Dr. Carpenter 
that it is unorganized, though the high
est magnifying power fails to reveal any
thing like organization.

It is living matter, with the capabili
ties of producing by evolution the high
est organizations. •

Protoplasm is Identically the same as 
sarcode, except it 1b found in vegetable 
cells, being the physical basis of plant 
life as sarcode is of animal. The emi
nent botanist, Von Mohl, was first to 
discover this fact.

As the swarms of microscopic beings 
are distinguishable more by these con
ditions of growth, habits and methods of 
multiplication, than structural peculiar
ities, and it is impossible to draw the 
line between those which are vegetable 
and those which are animal, it will be 
seen that the terms sarcode and proto
plasm are confounded, and really are 
terms designating the same substance. 
Biologists take for granted that proto
plasm such as can be examined in masses 
is the same as that in the walls of cells, 
but this is an inference by no means 
warrantable. No one has seen, much 
less examined, the contents of the prim
itive celt

As to the origin of this living matter. 
This matter, “unorganized,” yet capa
ble of organization, and by absorption 
and assimilation multiplying Itself, It is 
as mysterious as the existence of matter 
itself. The theory of evolution necessi
tates tho belief, that under certain con
ditions matter takes on this form, and 
manifests vital force, otherwise this ini
tial step would necessitate miracle. 
Yet, if it be asked what is this vital 
force, no one is bold enough to advance 
a theory even. In fact to all tests and 
appearance, dead protoplasm is identi
cal with living.

Unless the possibility of the formation 
bf living matter from tho elements be 
granted, the theory of evolution Is inad
equate.

It is through t|jis blastema, sarcode 
or protoplasm, this matter unorganized 
yet capable of organization, that the 
first step is taken from the elements to
ward living forms.

The difference between the proto- 
phyte and protozoa is that while both 
are little more than flecks of protoplasm, 
oue is at the source of all vegetable 
forms, and the latter of all animal. The 
only marked distinction is that even In 
this earliest form tbe protophytes are 
able to assimilate directly from the 
mineral elements while the protozoa 
can only assimilate matter that is or
ganized in other protozoons or proto
phytes. A minute “jelly-speck,” would 
give a correct idea of these organisms 
which stand at the very base of living 
beings.

Zoophytes are a groud of animals with 
a more or less plant-like character. As 
a usual thing, colonies uniting together, 
form branching, plant-like skeletons. 
They are little more than a stomach or 
digestive cavity.

Marcus R. Jackson: Q. We are con
stantly told by ministers that God 1« 
love, and again that he is a God of 
wrath. What is the teaching of the Bi
ble in this respect?

, A. The necessity for a divine revela
tion is supposed to exist on account of 
tho fallen and corrupt nature of man. 
If this revelation supercedes reason and 
flows from an infallible source, it must 
firesent a perfect view of the divine be- 
ng. If we examine the Bible critically 

as we would any other book, we shall 
find that such is not the fact It bears 
unmistakable evidence of human origin. 
If God gave a revelation to Moses and 
another to Paul, he would represent 
himself the same in both. The Bible 
should be a unit, although Its Inspired 
writers were scattered over a thousand 
years. The sad fact is the very reverse. 
It is a book of fragments, which contain 
not the absolute views of God but the 
unknown writers' ideas of God.

Man changes; the ages come and go. 
bringing new ideas, but God is eternal 
and unchanging. The barbarous Israel
ites in the wilderness, and the disciples 
taught far differently from each other, 
and they wrote differently. Hence the 
Bible testimony is conflicting, and yields 
texts In support of both the unity and 
trinity of the godhead. He is repre
sented qs satisfied with his works and as. 
dissatisfied: as dwelling in temples and 
as not; as dwelling in light, and in dark
ness; as seed and heard, and as impossi
ble to be seen or heard; as being weary 
and resting, and as never requiring rest; 
as being omnipresent and all-knowkg, 
and as limited in presence and know!- 
edge; as all-powerful and as the re
verse; as unchangeable and as change
able: as just and impartial, and as 
unjust and partial; as tbe author of evil 
and not its author; as warlike and as 
peaceful; as cruel, unmerciful, destruct
ive and ferocious, and as kind, merciful 
and good; as vindictive and unforgiving, 
and as merciful With true heathon 
relish he is described as delighting in 
bnrnt offerings, sacrifices and the ob
servance of holy days; and, again, when 
a sudden gleam of spirituality pierces 
the darkness, as disapproving • all of 
these: as accepting human sacrifice, and 
prohibiting it. The unity and plurality 
of God are both endorsed by the Bible. 
The Creator, represented as the author 
of all things, is an eternal, omnipotent 
spirit, almighty, all-good, merciful, sin
cere. faithful, who upholds and governs 
all things, good and bad. It teaches 
that this Creator subsists of his own

Such is the translation of its language 
into creeds.

The Father is the true God, who from 
eternity begat his only son,, consulted 
withand foreordained him before the 
foundation of the world. He sent him 
into the world, supported him through 
his earthly struggle, speaking in and 
working through him, gave him upto 
death, and raised him up from the dead 
and crowned and gave him all power in 
heaven.

The Son is equal to the Father, but 
one in essence. He is called God, the 
only God, the King of Kings, the Lord 
of Lords: and all the divino attributes of 
omnipotence, omnipresence aud un
changeableness are ¿scribed to him.

Though as Son he is equal to the 
Father, through his human nature, as 
mediator, he is inferior. In that stato 
he undertakes to pay our debts aud ful
fill the obligation. Jesus Christ is God 
and man united, so as to enable him to 
be a true mediator between the Infinite 
and the finite.

The Holy Ghost proceeds from the 
Father and Son. He is omniscient om
nipresent and almighty. He is recog
nized, not as an energy, but as a person, 
reproving, executing and being grieved.

Such is the trinity received by the or
thodox churches, ¿nd proven from the 
Bible. Its mysteries they do not attempt 
to solve, but receive with uncriticising 
faith.

The Unitarians claim that thè Bible 
furnishes absolute proof that God 1b one. 
Christis the Son of God, and the Holy 
Ghost is the power of the divine influ
ence of God. The - church fathers of 
the first centuries were, on their side. 
Not until pagan Ideas began to dominate 
was the trinity introduced, and with it 
the texts giving it support inserted in 
the Bible.

Justin Martyr, the most distinguished 
of thè earlier writers next to the Apos
tles, says: "We worship God, the maker 
of the universe, offering up to him 
prayer and thanks, But assigning to 
Jesus, who came to teach us these 
things, and for this end was born, the 
second place of the God-head, we not 
without reason honor him,”

From the beginning to the present 
unity and trinity have disturbed the 
quietude of the church, and» because, 
both could be proven from revelation, 
the most horrible persecutions and 
fiendish inhumanity have taken the 
place of speculation.

The God-idea of the Bible would not 
be complete were the devil omitted. 
That personage fills a most important 
position, for by him Is solved the per
plexing problem of evil. The scheme Is 
Imperfect without him. The belief In 
his existence is passing away, but his 
name cannot be blotted from the pages 
of Scripture. It remains as a remnant 
of the influence of Persia on the Hebrew 
mind. The Bible recognizes duality in 
nature: good and evil deities; and Lu
cifer, fallen as he Is, is believed by 
Protestant and Catholio to be the 
stronger, and if the number of souls he 
captures is an Indication of power, this 
conclusion cannot be avoided. But a 
knowledge of natural law has demate
rialized the much-abused and convenient 
devil, right before the eyes of the or
thodox world, who wonder at the mar
velous disappearance as they would at a 
trick of legerdemain. The devil is 
here captivating souls by the million: 
Presto! Change! he’is gone—never 
more to disturb the quietude of man
kind.

The God-idea of the Bible Is that of a 
tyrannical man—afar off, huge and un
real, but a man. The God of the Old 
Testament Is a crafty, cruel Jew; the 
God. of the New, the same, with the 
added graces of a thousand years of 
culture. -

Christ is the ever-expanding ideal of 
the age receiving him. What, then, do 
we learn from the Bible, of the naturo, 
power and attributes of God? Nothing. 
The God of the universe cannot bo an 
overwrought caricature of a Jew, and if 
that were possible suoh a being could 
not have had a son like Jesus Christ. ■

J. T. W., Crookston, Minn. Q. Is tho 
use of narcotics,- such as hashish, etc., 
any aid in developing mediumship, and 
if so to what extent should they be 
used?

A. It Is said that the wonderful an
swers of the Delphlo oraoles were given 
by the priestess whose trance was in
duced hy her inhaling the gas which 
came out of a fissure in the rock over 
which the tripod on which she sat was 
placed. The Indian, when he went out 
into the wilderness to receive a revela
tion, fasted and drank the juice of the 
wild flag. It may be stated as true that 
any means whereby the physical state is 
depressed, allows greater activity of the 
spirit, other things being equal. Yet it 
must not be entertainad that the state in
duced by narcotics or hashish is a true 
trance, or a state enabling the closer 
approach of spiritual beings. The va
garies whioh enter the mind under such 
influences, are of no more value than 
dreams.

The sensitive should avoid all such 
material means to Induce a state that is 
purely spiritual. It is true that as a 
person may be more sensitive to im
pressions when asleep than when awake, 
they may gain in sensitiveness while 
under control of narcotics, but the com
munications will be too distorted to be 
of value..

I. A. J. P., Baldwinsville: Q. I am 
deeply interested in the questions and 
answers, and to the reply that spirits 
cannot hear our voices, only being cog
nizant of the thoughts, I am impelled to 
ask if they can see our physical bodies?

A. The same holds in both cases. 
The spirit, having spiritual vision, can 
only see spirit, and this shows why it is 
that mistakes arise as to the identity of 
spirits in and freed from the physical 
body; also why clairvoyants (having 
spiritual vision) frequently make the 
same mistake.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book Is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price $1. For sale at thia office.

“The Priest, the Woman, and tue 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of 
of the Romish confessional, as poved by 
£he sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, •!. For sale at 
this office. '

“Tito Religion of the Future.” By 3. 
Weil. This is a work of far more tnan 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, olear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, SL25; nauer. 
50 cents. 1

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A, 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It 1b written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents. .

simple and undivided essence, in three ____ u ~,__________
distinct persons—the “Father, Son and i moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
Holy Ghost:” “the same in substance । pleased and benefited by it For sale at 
and equal In divine power and giory.’’ thisoffice. PricoSl ~

NEED AN ETHICAL REVIVAL.
"The eyes of the world are upon the 

island of Crete. Two civilizations—the 
Mohammedan and the Christian, arein 
conflict there. The issue cannot long 
be doubtful. Tho cross Is in the ascend
ant." Such wore the remarks of Rev. 
Dr. Luccocks, pastor of the Smithfield 
street M. E. church, Pittsburg, on Sun
day, September 20.. This “conflict,” as 
all intelligent people know, is the result 
of the dominating Christians trying to 
force their religion upon foreign lands— 
to substitute the cross for the orescent. 
The force of the sermon was completely 
spoiled when the pious clergyman 
linked Carnegie along with Lincoln and 
Garfield, as “striking instances of the 
power of earnestness to lift a lowly life 
into the highest associations.” The 
preacher was honest enough to admit 
that "we need an ethical revival far 
more than an emotional one.” A pro
test against the persistent missionary 
work would be appropriate.

. GREAT ECLAT.
The dedication of a Greek Catholic 

church, at Braddock, Pa., was the sens
ation on Sunday, September 20. A 
street parade of olvio societies num
bering 500 men, and a dozen brass bands, 
lenteclat to the solemnities (I)of the oc
casion, if such they may be called.

The Presbyterians sold their church to 
the Catholics for the neat little sum 
of $10,000, and' of course the church 
edifice had to be dedicated anew to 
the services of “the living God,” The 
Protestants and the Catholics seem to be 
getting along swimmingly, and we are 
fast approaching the good time coming, 
when there shall be but "one fold and 
one shepherd.” So mote it be. Now 
you see it, and now you don’t.

LIVELY TIME.
The Rev, John Hall, who devotes his 

precious time inthe Christian Endeavor 
to save souls at Morrow, Ohio, had a 
very lively time Sunday, August 30: “A 
colored woman with a child in her arms, 
seated near the altar, suddenly tossed 
her baby heels over head to another col
ored woman standing near, and then 
proceeded to execute a dance, in which 
she was joined by a white woman. The 
people showed their appreciation by 
shouts of laughter.” That ourlous sen
timent called religion crops out in vari
ous ways, and each person should be 
permitted to enjoy it in his or her own 
way, provided always they do not molest 
their neighbor or make him afraid. 
“Praise him with tbe timbrel anddanoo. 
Praise him with the sound of the trum
pet, and with the psaltery and harp.”— 
Psalms 150:3, 4. Notwithstanding this 
scriptural Injunction, the uncivil author
ities of the Godly city of Columbus, O., 
attempted to enjoin the Salvation Army 
from oxercising their religious rights 
(bo nearly alllod to David’s psalms) in 
their own primitive style. It is refresh
ing to know that they were not success
ful.

TIPPLE. .
TheRev. Dr. E. S. Tipple (a very sug

gestive name), pastor of Grace M. E. 
church In New York, says there Is no 
now woman. “Shirt fronts and bloom
ers do not constitute a new order of 
character. An attempt at mannishness 
¡S disgraceful’’ It would be interest
ing to see this sanctified man preparing 
his toilet, especially when be is prepar
ing for a “church social,” orsome such 
religious ceremony, amongst the “sister
tag.”

MADE A VOW.
Woldeman Friedrich, of Leipzig, who 

has made a tour of India, met a dervish 
who had made a solemn vow never to 
sit or lie down for sleep or rest. Rao 
had refused to grant him a boon; there
fore was something in his life that kept 
him in disgrace with the divine powers. 
He had to construct a hanging mat for 
his back and shoulders, In which he 
hangs to the livo-long. day, reciting his 
penitential chants and prayers. His en
forced penance had made him too weak 
to either walk or stand, and It Is only a 
question of time when he will be relieved 
of the burden of living. “What shad
ows we are, and what shadows we pur
sue!” Some of us.

OFFERING UP ISAAC.
Newton Blagg, a farmer, living near 

Chatteroy, Washington, "returned home 
from his labor recently, just in time to 
save his 2-yoar-old child from a horrible 
death. Hib wife, driven insane from re
ligious frenzy, had built an altar In the 
woods near the house, upon which she 
had secured the little babe, preparatory 
to roasting it alive. She was engaged in 
offering up a prayer when her husband 
arrived in time to save the child. She 
was sent to the insane asylum. These 
poor, deluded people find warrant for 
such actions in the Holy Bible; and it is 
rank “heresy" to say anything deroga
tory to it.

A DELUDED SINNER.
Romulus Cotail, the young man at 

Akron, Ohio, who murdered a whole 
family named Stone, and now shields 
himself behind the Devil, was seen by a 
press reporter. He was reading nls 
Bible and smoking a cigar. “Why 
should I be disturbed? God helps me. 
He kept me up during the trial and he 
will remain with me if I am hanged. . 
. . . I am as good a Christian as any
body. That is why I have been able to 
stand all this.” He Will be transferred 
from the gallows into heaven on the 6th 
of November. He says that “only a 
coward would attempt to commit sui
cide.” The Christian religion really 
does work wonders in some oases, ana 
this poor, deluded “sinner” is a sample 
case. '

ROCKETS.
Rev. Syndicate Wilson, the great 

evangelist, has been working wonders 
at Gallipolis, Ohio, on the fairgrounds. 
“Over 4,000 people have been converted 
in his meetings during the past twenty- 
two months, and he has held over 1,800 
meetings, which he claims is the great
est record ever made by an evangelist 
in this country. He carries a Brass 
band, cannon and sky-rockets. When
ever a sinner is converted a rocket is 
sent up.” This is the press report. He 
is described as a reformed drunkard, 
and has since been preaching the gospel 
“with wonderful success,” He no doubt 
pities “the poor, deluded Spiritualists.”

SAW A SPIRIT. .
Robert Montgomery, a coal miner, at 

Wanamie, near Wilkesbarre, Pa., died 
on the 16th of August, 1896, He was at 
work in the mine about two weeks pre-, 
vious to his death, when he saw the 
dim outline of a man and felt the pres
ence of something supernatural, as the 
apparition had a warning finger up
raised; He was thoroughly frightened 
and at once left the mine, telling his 
friends he had received a warning of 
death. He could not be convinced to 
the contrary and took to his bed, al
though the doctor told him ho was not 
sick. He gradually grew weaker and 
fell quietly asleep and died. He told 
his friends he spoke to the spirit but 
received no answer. Had this poor 
miner understood the philosophy of 
Spiritualism (which fully explains all 
such phenomena) Instead of only the 
dogmas of the church, he might have

been living happilydwlth his family to
day. But" “If fgnqpnea is bliss, ’tie 
folly to be wise.” jn

, HIS FUNERAL. .
Lorenzo Dow MoKinney, living near 

Portsmouth, Ohio, iH ¿order to be sure 
of haviug a suitable* fflneral sermon, en
gaged Rev. Forest -Evitas to do the job. 
They repaired to one of God’s temples, 
the primeval forest^ where 8,000 people 
were assembled. Onp man,90 years old, 
saiig"JeBus, Lover of My Soul." A ser
mon was preached: Text—"The time of 
my departure is now at hand,” Another 
hymn: “The Sweet By-and-By," was 
sung, and then the crowd filed by and 
took leave of the “departed” (tearfully), 
who seemed very much alive. If old 
Mr. McKinney hap made up his mind to 
dlè, it Is likely he will soon ne accommo
dated. - •

READ THE RIOT ACT.
Emperor William, of Germany, “read 

the riot act” to a clerical superintend
ent who had refused the right of Chris
tian burial to the wife of a respectable 
citizen, who "had drowned herself. Dr. 
Scipio offered to officiate, but was not 
allowed to. Thereupon the widower 
sent a telegram to the emperor. His 
Majesty instructed the provincial au
thorities to se.e that thé poor woman 
was given a Christian burial. She had 
drowned herself while In a fit of Insan
ity. and the clergy thought she should 
be consigned to sheol, or to “potter»’ 
field,” <

MISTAKES HIS CALLING.
Rev. Thomas Dixon, Jr., of New 

York, ctekted a scene, Sunday, by 
Îireachiifg a sensational sermon attack
tig the Democratic party and his nomi

nee, William Jennings Bryan. To the 
credit of many in his audience, they 
protested vigorously against its un- 
Christlau-like remarks. The“reverend” 
Mr. Dixon belongs to that class of cler
gymen who have mistaken theircalling. 
—Pittsburg Post.

PREACHING BY PHONOGRAPH.
Funeral services can now be conducted 

by proxy. At Gravesend, near Coney 
Island, says the New York Journal, 
where clergymen are scarce and funer
als plenty the undertaker persuaded a 
duly ordained minister to read the 
burial service into the cylinder of a pho
nograph, with, appropriate hvmns and 
prayers. When the coffin has been 
laid beside the grave, the machine is 
started, and then "Nearer My God to 
Thee” is sung with much unction. The 
effect Is said to be very solemn. The 
undertaker will not. allow his sacred 
instrument to be used for- any secular 
purposes and it is kept alongside of the 
family Bible wlftntnot in use. Abe 
Stillwell is the originator of the idea, 
and it 1b said thé i clergy approve the 
plan. Wonders wlU«never cease,

DOWN Ofi -UAZING.
There is one act; ofr President Cleve, 

land’s for which he,should be commend
ed: An order frotjrthS secretary of war 
has been issued dre,missing cadets Giles 
Bishop, Jr., and .H.’ S.'’Commager, who 
were tried for haztag "plebes." Power
ful influence has beedi brought to bear- 
on the President to'-pardon these young 
men; but he says'he "is determined to 
break down this disgraceful practice of 
abusing new cadets. The President is 
right- ■ ''.psi. »

•• • REBÈtVipN.
It seems there is ai Irrepressible con

flict in religious circles, particularly bo 
among the Catholics. At a meeting of 
the National Alliance (Polish Catholics) 
at Buffalo, N. Y„ September 24, the 
dean advised all Catholics to abandon 
the Alliance, depose the present leaders, 
aud that then they be taken into the 
fold. A riot then ensued; the 400 dele
gates were on their feet, yelling like 
Comanche Indians. A general con
fusion then ensued, and by a vote they 
decided "not to submit to the rule o'f 
any Roman Catholio bishop, or donate 
money to that church.” Thus it will be 
seen that the people are rebelling 
against the tyranny of ecclesiastical 
rule, which is continually squeezing 
money out of them and giving'them noth
ing but husks in return. How long they 
will submit to such unholy conditions 
they must decide for themselves.

SUBSTITUTE FOR HANGING.
A bill providing a substitute for hang

ing has been introduced in the Ohio 
legislature. It is proposed to use the in
vention of a Columbus citizen, by which, 
it is claimed, death will be produced In 
shorter time and with less Buffering 
than by the rope or the electric chair. 
By this device the prisoner’s head is 
placed in a vice-like helmet, a lever Is 
turned, and the bones of the head are 
crushed. The scheme, strangely enough, 
is receiving considerable support.— 
News Item.

If we were not living In a so-called 
Christian community, where churches, 
cathedrals and colleges are numerous, 
such inventions would be unknown; and 
criminality would not increase the ne
cessity for killing people without pain. 
It is evident that the millennium is not 
to commence in 1896.

“What constitutes a State?
Not high-raised battlement or labored 

’ moynd, •
Thick wall or moated gate.

Nor cities prend with spires and turrets 
crowned;

Nor bays and broad-armed ports, 
Where, laughing at the storm, rich nav

ies ride;
Not starred and spangled courts, 

Where low-browed baseness wafts per
fume to pride.

No! Men—nigh-mlnded men— 
With senses as far above dull brute en

dowed. ' °
In forest, brake or den. 

As beasts excel coldTofcks and brambles 
rude— 3

Men who their duties know, 
But know their rtglfts, and, knowing, 

dare maintat«//
Resent the lonÿ-àithed blow.

And crush the tyrant, while they rend 
the chain! li it)

These constitute aSState.” 
ic0pH. Mathews.

New Philadelphia,-Ohio.
_____ :---- ___________ ■

"Social Upbuilding,'including Co-op
erative Systems and (tne Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.£D.9 This comprises 
the last part of 'Hainan Culture and 
Cure. Paper cov^r, ‘15c. For sale at 
this office. ’ '

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
11.00. For sale at this office.

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. / Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office. Price 60 cents.

To the Editor:—For the Informa
tion of the many readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, I will endeavor to 
disseminate a few facts in regard to the 
statutory laws of Nebraska, as applied 
to the practice of medicine, defining 
who may practice, etc. The statutes 
provide for a State Board of Health. 
This board consists of the following 
State officials: Governor, attorney gen
eral, and superintendent of public In
struction. This board appoints four sec
retaries to aid them in carrying into ef
fect the intent of this legislative act to 
regulate the practice of medicine, but 
the design is to monopolize, as I will 
show later on. These four secretaries, 
appointed by the official State Board, 
resolve themselves into a Board of Seo
rotaries, and have a chairman, who is 
known as the Chairman of the Board of 
Secretaries.

The fact of the matter Is, these secre
taries do not act in any official capacity; 
they are simply employed by the official 
board which I have named, and without 
compensation. This Board of Secreta
ries consists of four in number and are 
all medical doctors. They meet at the 
capital once a month to transact busi
ness. Their duty is to examine all di
plomas on file, and issue certificates to 
all applicants coming within the limits 
of this medical law, each applicant con
tributing five dollars, providing he is 
granted a certificate to pursue the prac
tice of medicine. All the money com
ing through this channel is appropriated 
by this Board of Secretaries, as a com
pensation for their services. The object 
of this Board of Secretaries Is not for 
the preservation of the public health, 
but for the protection of the M. Ds. 
We might say, without deviating from 
the truth in the least, that the main ob
ject of this medical law is to prevent 
any individual who is seeking relief 
from disease, from employing only those 
who are selected by this Board of Secre
taries. A better term would be Board 
of Servants. Two of the present board 
are Allopathic, one Homeopathic, and 
one Eclectic. So if you are not in the 
ring, no need to apply.

This law has been in operation for 
several years past, and not a single in
stance can be cited wherein this Board 
of Public Health has ever provided, or 
even recotnmendedt any plan wherein 
the public health might be preserved or 
benefited. Therefore it is not for the 
preservation of health, but to hold the 
public by the throat, figuratively speak
ing, while this Board of Secretaries 
stand guard and see that the public is 
bo impregnated with poisonous and nau
seating drugs that health is entirely de
stroyed. I will cite the vital parts of 
this legislative act, showing the intent 
of the framers of this nefarious law, 
which I copy from our statutes:

“Art. 361)1, Seo. 8. Compiled Statutes 
of Nebraska—Medical School Defined: 
The term Medical School or College, in 
good standing, shall be defined as fol
lows: A Medical School or College re
quiring a preliminary examination for 
admission to its courses of study, and 
which requires as requisite for the 
granting the degree of M. D., attend
ance on at least three courses of 
lectures of six months each, no two of 
said courses to be held within one year, 
and having a full faculty of professors 
in all the different branches of medical 
education, to-wlt: Anatomy, physiology, 
chemistry, toxicology, pathology, hy
giene, materia medlca, therapeutics, ob
stetrics, gynecology, principle and prac
tice of medicine and surgery, and clin
ical instruction in the last two named- 
provided that this three years’ clause 
shall not apply to degrees granted prior 
to July, 1891.

“Art. 3(198, Bec. 15. Effect of Aoton 
Suitors: No person shall recover, in 
any court in this State, any sum of 
money whatever for any medical, surgi
cal or obstetrical services unless no 
shall have complied with the provision 
of this Act, and is one of the persons au
thorized by this Act to be registered as 
a physician,

“Art. 3696, Seo. 16. Unlawful Frac-, 
ticlng—Penalty: Any person not pos
sessing the qualifications for the prac
tice of medicine, surgery or obstetrics, 
required by the provisions of this Act, 
or any person who has not complied 
with the provisions of this Act who shall 
engage In the practice of medicine, 
surgery or obstetrics, or any of the 
branches thereof In this State, shall be 
doomed guilty of a misdemeanor and on 
conviction thereof shall be fined In any 
sum not less than fifty ($50) dollars nor 
more than three hundred ($300) dollars, 
and costs of prosecution for each offense, 
and stand committed until suoh fine and 
costs are paid.

“Art. 3700, Sec. 17. Practitioner De
fined—Exception: Any person shall be 
regarded as practicing medicine within 
the meaning of thle Act, who shall op
erate or profess to heal or prescribe for, 
or otherwise treat any physical or men
tal ailment of another, but nothing in 
this Act shall be construed to prohibit 
gratuitous services in case of emergency, 
and this Act shall not apply to commis
sioned surgeons in the United States 
Army and Navy, nor to nurses in their 
legitimate occupation, nor to the admin
istration of ordinary household rem
edies.’’

Now, suppose you are a magnetic, 
mental or ohristian-science healer, or 
treat diseases by the use of water, etc., 
what does this law say to you? It says 
if you operate upon, or pretend to heal 
In any manner, the siok, you are liable 
fo arrest, fine and imprisonment

Why was this law so construed? Be
cause these'M. D.’s do not understand 
the science of healing, as do magnetic 
aud spirit healers and Christian science 
workers. This science, of healing is 
something beyond their comprehension, 
therefore this law Is brought in action 
to destroy the science of healing diseases 
and to establish or retain the art or sys
tem they so oherish. Under this law 
every manner of treatment whatsoever 
is considered or termed practicing med
icine, whether a particle of medicine is 
given or not It is a stroke at every
thing not in the line of drugging, as 
practiced by the medical profession. 
Some say, "Let us have th is law repealed. 
Do not violate it.” I say, let us Ignore 
it; that is what I am doing every day in 
the year. I dare to pretend to be a 
healer In spite of this Ironclad law. I 
believe it is the way to have such unjust 
laws repealed, or by so doing they will 
finally become inoperative.

Dr. P. S. George.

HOME FOR WIDOWS—CHARITY BEHIND 
THE MOVEMENT—FOOD AND SHELTER 
WILL BE FURNISHED TO DESERVING 
WOMEN AND THEIR CHILDREN—A 
BIG UNDERTAKING. -
Chicago Is to have a widows’and or

phans' home, says the Chicago Journal. 
Already the institution has been inoor- 
f(orated, with Mrs. Ada M. Simpson as 
ts president.
A building has been secured in the 

structure just west of the Leland hotel, 
which formerly did service as the First 
Regiment armory and later was utilized 
for hotel purposes by the Niagara Hotel 
company.

The home Is to be known as the Offi
cial Widows’ and Orphans’ Home, and 
will have many unique features. Among 
these will be a'restaurant where those 
inmates who are totally destitute will be 
given their meals free of charge, while 
others more fortunately situated finan
cially will be charged a nominal price 
for tne Bame. There will be an em
ployment bureau and a nursery and 
kindergarten for the children, bo that 
the mothers of the latter can go away to 
their daily toil'with the consciousness 
that their little ones are belug well and 
kindly eared for.

Although the name of the institution 
would Imply that none but women who 
have lost their husbands, and children 
without parents, will be accommodated 
there, this is not actually the ca^e. Any 
worthy woman with children to support, 
whether her husband Is dead or has de
serted her, will be welcomed when the 
building is ready for occupancy. This 
will be within a few days, pending which 
time every effort will be made to make 
the interior comfortable and cleanly.

The building, having been fitted up 
for a hotel, is admirably adapted to the 
uses to which it is proposed to put it. It 
is a four-story structure, divided into 
between 300 and 400 rooms. Under 
pressure the place will easily accommo
date from 400 to 600 persons, and the 
manner in which destitute women have 
been flocking to the shelter since a brief 
announcement of the starting of the en
terprise appeared in The Journal about 
ten days ago indicates that when the 
place is once opened it will be speedily 
filled. Of course, dismantled as it now 
stands, the rooms are uninhabitable, 
but when the women first began to ar
rive looking for accommodations, Mrs. 
Simpson, not realizing how many would 
visit her, undertook to provide for a few 
of them by fitting up two largo rooms, 
where they can cook their meals and 
spend the nights. Thus there have been 
from nine to a dozen inmates in the 
home ever since the building was se
cured. Seeing that it would be Impossi
ble to care for all wbo applied, the kind- 
hearted president has been obliged to 
turn all others from the door, and will 
continue to do bo until the formal open
ing, which will be announced, Is had.

The project Is largely in the hands of 
the widows of Masons and Odd Fellows, 
but it will not be required that the In
mates shall have had any such affl na
tion«. Neither nationality, race nor 
creed will be considered in the welcome 
extended to applicants.

EMPLOYMENT"BUREAU.
One of the greatest benefits of the es

tablishment will belts employment'bu- 
reau, whereby the management will aid 
the widows to employment, after which 
it will be expected the latter will con
tribute a small monthly stipend toward 
their room rent and meals, thus assist
ing toward the maintenance of the insti
tution as well as enabling the women to 
feel they are not objects of oharity. 
The fact that the building is bo centrally 
located will obviate the expenditure of 
car fare, and thus women earning small 
wages will effect a saving that will rep
resent considerable to them.
« It is intended to utilize the third floor 
for the nursery and kindergarten, and 
in order to render the rooms commodi
ous, it will be necessary to tear away 
several partitions, but otherwise the 
structure will remain about as it stands.

The basement will contain the restaur
ant, dining-room, a portion of the first 
floor, the offices, parlors, committee 
rooms, and employment bureau, and the 
remainder of the structure will be de-

ing hjtn that gives as well as him that 
receives. •

When Spiritualists shall have become 
thoroughly alive to the spiritual import 
and benofitof suchlines of humane work, 
tl.ey will enter into it with heart an! 
mind, and means, and they will receive 
enlargement of soul, and rich largess of 
spiritual unfold ment and growth in the 
things that link man’s higher nature to 
the realms of spiritual light and beauty 
in the beyond.: Jas. C. Underhill.

Hammond, Ind. •

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HIS TOBY. 
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM. 
a. DERIVATION OB CHRISTIANITY. < 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I
Tbe whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesua.
la this volume tbe Jew* are clearly shown net to 

have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to - 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea is traced w the Bae* 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 years D. 0., and Ito history is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until It li 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of th. Cbrtitlan era. .................. ...

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral bero are'mytblcali that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, tear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas &od superstitions* are 
butsurvlvals of so-called pAgaulsln. It shows vnst re* 
searob among tbe records of tbe pasti Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority! and no per* 
son can read It without 1 istructlon and profit, whether* 
be roaches tbe saino conclusions with the author OR 
otherwise. For sale at tbla.oifice. " .

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

spirlu. good and evil, aay of their dwelling-places. 
Give ua detalls-detalle and aocorate delineations ot 
life tn tbe Splrlt-worldl—1b the constant appeal of 
thoughtful mlnth. Death t. approaching.. Whither* 
oh, whltberl Shall I know my friends beyond thé 
tomb?. Will they know, me? What le their present 
condition, and what their oecupatlonsY In this vol* 
ume the Bplrlti, differing as they may. are allowed to 
speak for themselves. Ko man is better qualified 
than Dr. reibles to place e work of this ktud before 
the people. He treats of tbe Mysteries of Ltfer 
Doubts and Hopest The Bridging of tbe River; Fore* 
<leune of the Future; Testimony of Salou; The 
Growth and Perfection of tbe Bpirltunl Body: 1«It 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In tbe Spirit* 
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tbe Personal Ex* 
perienoes of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man's Testi* 
mony; Evil Spirits । Testimony of Physicians in Spirit* 
Life; Tbe Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit* 
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer* 
ous to mention. Price 11.50; postage, 12 cents. For 
sale at cbla office.

—THÉTLÏMINÂTÔÎr

voted to sleeping and living apartments.
The parlors will be fitted up for the use
ofinmates when they have callers. Bnbl{al charlcter 0? mosTof 

When Mrs. Simpson secured posses- wentitorira, ud proving that, 
sion of the building through the benefi- ; ‘
cence of one who wishes to remain un-

"Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the PrinciBal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures whioh prove or Imply Spirit
ualism;, together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible." By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of the Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism. As Its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price Si. 
For sale at this office. ■■

known In the enterprise, and who has 
agreed to advance tne rout for a year, 
tbe place was In a deplorably dirty con
dition. But the president was undaunt
ed, and with the aid of two other char
itably inclined women, set to work with 
a will to clear it out, Tpns of refuse in 
tbe court book of the building bear tes
timony to the magnitude of the work.

• Collectors who have been tireless In 
their energy have been canvassing the 
city for subscriptions. Among the most 
useful donations-th at have .as yet been 
secured are pledges from Swift, Armour 
and others of tne packers to furnish 
meats for the restaurant one day each 
week, and from H. H. Kohlsaat, the 
Troy bakery, and Kinsley’s to similarly 
supply other commodities in the way of 
food. The Chicago Edison Eleotrio 
Light Company has also agreed to fur
nish light to certain floors in the build
ing if some one else will string the wires, 
and if some one would oome forward 
aud agree to furnish heat, those at the 
hoad of the home feel that with the rent 
assured a great load would be lifted 
from their minds. Mrs. Simpson her
self has.donated between $3,000 and 
$4,000 worth of furniture used by her 
when she was conducting a hotel some 
years ago.

In addition to ths president, the of
ficers of the newly-incorporated Institu
tion are Mrs. H. M. Plumb, vice-presl- 
dent, and Peter Heckinger, secretary 
and treasurer.

And so the good work of practical 
humanitarianism goes forward, and 
therein is reason for rejoicing, though , 
Spiritualists as a class may lag far away < 
in the rear of this phase of humane 
progress.

Not always will this be so. Some day 
there will come over Spiritualists a_re- 
vival-awakening, when it will be seen 
that humanitarian effort is conducive to 
truest, highest spirituality and the un- 
foldment of that element in man’s nature 
that is nearest akin to the blessedness of 
the angelic life. ■

"And now abideth faith, hope, chart- ' 
ty, these three; but the greatest of those 
is charity."Gharity—meaning, love in its 
broad humanitarian sense—1b the great
est (that is, best) of all. This charity in 
its practical phases is an upbuilderof 
fine spirituality within the soul of him 
that feels and exemplifies It, thus bless-

Volume I Nicely bound In cloth, ST» Urge, benntt- 
fully printed pirns. Portrait! of leveral of the brat 
epeakera and medium,. Tho matter nil —Iglnal and 
Preamittag In an attracUvo form tbe highest phase of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By Mosse Hull. Price only »1.60. For sale at thia office. .
_.T5!?5?„9- beantlfnlly printed and
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
3i%l ** Coilt1' By Mosxs Hutt. For sale at thia

OBSESSION.
« ^9* IT?1influence mortals. By M. Faraday 
P.M. Price 1| cenu. *

the' TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the Trna 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brovra. 
m. d. Price, 15 cents.

Ont of the Depths Into the Light. 
.,By S—Mrs- c*rr,° K- 8- Twlng, me
dium. This little book TUI bo read with Intense th- 
terrat by thousands. Price a cents.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

Th!» work contains an acconnt of the very wonder
ful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar caiei in ail 
parts of the country, This volume 1» the first from 
the author directly upon the inbjectof ‘'Spirltualiaim" 
and has stood tbe test of many yean. Cloth. I1.2S. 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office. .

The Religion of Spiritualism,
It! Fheupmem ,nd PblloBophy. By Rcr. Bimuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man. Price 11.00.
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HOW TO
M/YKE MONEY
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A1WRITE TO THE .

WftTKlNS Golden Laxative Coffee Co
M.D. AYER, MASS.

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

i:
FOR BEGINNERS.

the successors, B.

JESUIT.SPIES EVERYWHERE.

SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

<> 
. >

ell the therapeu- 
with their loug

O 
< 1 
< ' 
O «

They May . Be Prominent Politl- 
clans, Protestant Servants or a 

Lady Friend of Yonr Family.

Rejoice arid Be Glad ! HeraldFortli 
the Tidings of.Good Health!

< > 
< ► 
<>

857 Col. Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
. ' . . ■ 8561!

I FOR FURTHER .INFORMATION 
SEND 2-GENT STAMP TO , . .

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething, . An old and well tried remedy.

Mrs. Dr. Dsbsoit-Rarker, 
, AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER

HAS NO EQUAL! .....

upon the fact*, uterine djBeaq.eB,ArCRkncBHOB. 
of ineù, b’arrçuueEB. .iusaiiliy. drunkennebB, 
ponstlpation la-grippé< and, all ; clirouto • 
dbeusU; ; And further,. they, fpnilab

• FREE to all PATIENTS
Hygenlo ahd 'Physiological; literature, en-' 
abllng them when cured, to remain'-healthy. - ■

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
AYER. MASS.

Mondays of each week at $57 .Om 
lumbus avenue, Boston, Mass.

The Play of the Planets.
; ----------0------- '

Thia wonderful educator is attracting the attention 
of thousands of people all over the world as its slm- 
pliclclty gives .one . .......

'definite knowledge at once 
concerning cho Influença of'the plineU »nd the .Igtu 
Of the Zodiac In human Ute. . ’

EVERY CHILD can learn to use it and accompUah wonders.

Thé Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy. • .

This wonderful Invention makes it easy for all to 
learn this auhllmo science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every penon born for 7i yean pul, utd alao to de
lineate the HOROSCOPE.

A few of the first edition left whieh win 
be fnmiahed at fl each. Ftrr eale at this 
office.

FORSTER, DR, W, M,
THE NOTED

MEplCAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 

Will send a free dlsguostsund terms for treatment to 
all who will send their name and address—In tholr 
‘>V“..llal!.‘,wr1.tluB-with poataxe istntnp for reply. 

"The Pacino Coast Spiritualist" of Dec. BO, 1893. 
saya of Dr. Forater:— ............................

‘‘Since bls coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for bls benevolent work, bls 
humanitarian ideas aud practices, and his straight
forward course of Integrity and honor,” .

“Dr. W. M.,Forster, Californio's noted clairvoyant 
physician, is receiving commendations from far and 
nearover hisremarkablcs success as a healer.”—Phil
osophical Journal.

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1089 Market Street, • San Francisco, Cal, 

. . 888

< > '' ¿

rel.0’.1 v1'10?- Wrl“1 ,<>r Illustrated Clroulm W>?„ 115 ity e! prlcM *nd l"1“1“ °' 8Plr|t Y»rm2 
wbo developed ibis clairvoyant power In roe I 
adjust my Molted Pebble Spectacle, as perfectl/w 
X«’rL’ 1A„’.?“ra0W“ b0,n’ aa if you^wera iZmf 

a. s
DR. GARLAND’S

VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS 
Are put up tn six oynce Un boxes and are guarantee! 
n?ArtM^Bat fcDCtl0^ °F mon®y w|ll be rerbuded by tfij 
proprietor. Dr. jj. B. Garland. Send 20 aente in 
stamps and reoelte by return mall a box of thli

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
a» you will find It a blood eloanaer aa well aa a Throat 

“«'"«‘■y- Over 200,01X1 boioa sold and all
c All?nAx'n A,dd.re*' ‘n °rd'« to DR. M. 8.

IlilnoiaAt'D’ 332 Plac«. Station O., Obloa|\

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cures ajl forms of stonueb, liver and klduev di>u>>.

mo'ilE't forll.OO00^' «r«

of .nte.^^f’or;f:«>8“w‘lt'borra

photo and Instructions how tollre lOOyears. Y,nD*1

upou tbe old drastic drug system, butupou 
the kuQwledgeof diseases and their proper 
remedies—upon »deuce and the finer pay* 

i >*10 forces. . . . . , _ .■ . .
< >. Some of ibelr cures, like Schlatterta, arc 
< > INSTANTANEOUS; In other cases mouths 
o ore required ... ... ’
6 ..Hat Ing carefully stud ed 
< > tic agencies In connection

Something new and steri« 
Hng. This knowledge If 
from a higher Bouree and 
is fully explained In tu 
“Astral Guide/1 which 
will be sent FREE to any 
addroas upon, receipt of B 
two cent etamp for postage.

Astrological students, 
Physicians, Healers, 
Nurses, Everybody inrK 
have the “Guide.’1

-L. 0, SHAFER^ 
Oh emist, 

@X GallElKLS ‘

ALOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

<> medical experience, they use those, best i) adapted to each cascwlthunvaryin^auccees. 
a • Hundred» are joyfully Writing the Doctor : 
X “I ain better," or “I am cured.’’ • "God blew 
& w-” ... .......
I THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWING!

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Bend three two-cent stamp», lock of hair, name 

age. ie?, one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be dlsgnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER, 
BAN JOBE. CAL., Box 182 846tf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Of Shirleyvlllc. Mass., and bl» band of powerful 
anolent spirits are effecting the most wonderful 
cures that have been recorded aud are so acknowl
edged. By bis clear knowledge of your diseases, 
aided by his marvelous spirit force» combined 
with bi» magnetic remedies, will convince the most 
skeptical of bls wonderful power to heal the sick. 
Try him. Send him sex. age, name, lock of hair, 
and four 2-cent stamps, and he will senda diagnosis 
of your ease free. He doesn't waut any leading 
symptoms. Address DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, tibirleyvllle, 
Massachusetts. 864

INVALIDS
JZ, NO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

tbelr disease, or symptoms, wlllrecslve 
pamphlet and adrlca rnia to cur» themselves without 
drags, no THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card
ington, Ohio u

psYCHOMETR Yt CONSUL T WITH 
A Prof. A. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
Eradical life, and you? spirit-friend». Bend lock of 

air, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three question» free or charge. Bend for circulars. 
Address, 710 Pralaie street. Milwaukee. Wi». *58c,r

DBS. PEEBLES
&BURBOUGHS,

SPECIALISTS IN ALL CHRONIC 
. DISEASES. . t

—Depend for tbelr remarkable cures, not

Dyspepsia, dlarriitea^dropay,. epilepsy, .ec-. 
zoma, erysipelas, falling bIckucbs,' rheurua- ’ 
-tlstn, scrofula, nervous'spasm.-grdvei; gout,' ’ ’ 
headaches,. heart disease, kludey complaint, > 
female weakness, liver dl|llculty.'neuralgia, ‘ 
paralysis; bleeding plies, bronchitis, Asthma, .< r 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, -pimples < * 
upoo the face, uterine diBeaBea/wcHkncssoB. < »

AMERICAN SPIRITUAL
HEALTH CIRCLE.

HOW TO GAIN HEALTH 
AND RETAIN IT !

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.
I®

Li!

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Plseases. devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success. .

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is ac
knowledged by all to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease.

ANOTHER REASON is that he lias 
his patients write him each week, arid 
he sends them weekly instructions,' 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by, all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle-' 
man and honest in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps. Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

The American Spiritual Health 
. Circle,
Among the many methods employed 

in the treatment of disease, we would 
oite the three leading schools that em
ploy medicines alone for the cure of dis
ease. The Allopaths administer large 
doses, the Homeopaths small doses, 
while thé Eclectic School is supposed to 
use large or small doses, as in their 
judgment seemeth best.

: Each of these schools have legally rec
ognized colleges in which their methods 
are taught to the coming physician. 
Aside from this, there are many other 
methods, prominent among which are— 
Christian Science, Mental Healing, 
Mind Cure, Faith Cure, Psychic, Mag
netic, and Massage Treatments—as well 
ns the so-called New Method—Kneipp’s 
Cure, or walking bare-footed in the 
dewy, grass. While much is being said 
in favor of the “New Method,” we 
should advise very moderate indulgence 
during January and February through
out New England.

Can any of the foregoing schools or 
methods claim to have reached -“per
fection?”
.How is the public, the people, to de

cide which one of the many to employ 
when they feel the approach of the de
stroyer? •

Which one instructs the public how 
to keep well? In this article we shall 
speak of the M. D.’s and others as doc
tors, believing that each according to 
his own school or method is striving to 
recover health.

Now we believe a doctor should be 
able and willing to instruct the publie 
in the art of retaining as well as regain
ing health,, and doubtless many are. 
But the great majority seem to us quite 
content to struggle with the problem 
forced upon them in the sick-room.

The 'Object, then,, of the Spiritual 
Health’ Circle is not only how to get 
well, but how to keep so. Our motto is: 
“£.n ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound...of cure," We have been con
ducting our Health Circle in a quiet 
manner for some time and have positive 
proof of its good work and feel impelled 
to enlarge the Circle from a sense of 
duty. .

Why do we call it The American 
Spiritual Health Circle? As all common 
laws are founded on the Divine law, the 
Spiritual law should permeate and con
trol to a marked degree all natural and 
physical laws. “Thoughts being things," 
must carry weight in the circle of un
seen force; therefore, in this we find an 
answer to the great Agnostic’s wish, 
and firmly believe that under proper in
struction, health is as catching as dis
ease. .

Combined concentrated thought, in
telligently applied, Increases the power 
of force to all within the radius of the 
thought. We feel it our duty, having 
fully tested its merits, to interest you in 
the movement. We shall form classes, 
giving monthly lessons or instructions, 
which will embrace Hygiene, Laws of 
Health, How to Live, How to Gain and 
Retain Health, Care of the Sick, etc.

CorrectJjiagnósisFree, | 
By enclosing, name, age, sex, x 

leading symptom and stamp X 
for reply. " ' ' &

REMEMBER TO ADDRESS X

DBS. PEEBLES Z
& BURROUGHS, I 

‘ P. 0. BOX 177, ; I

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. *
' , .. ' . , ■ B55W ' 4

DR, A. B. DOBSON’S
Heallug powers are bcigg ;repeated over aud over 

again through ' the mediumship of MRS. DR. 
DOBSON-BARKER,, who. for .the past year and 
a half has t

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS

of all diseases that flesh In , helrlo,. and will give 
you proof of her power«, by sending requirements 
as per biuull udvertlscmeut for diagnosis of your 
case. Hore is one of her mnuy cures: 
____________ - St. Louis, June 21, 1896.

DOBSON:—I ■herewith enclose 
41.15 for another mouth s remedies for uiy sister 
Emma. I cau’t tell you how much good these medi
cines do her aud how thankful and grateful we arc 
!or applied for tboin... when »be.began tak
Ing this last medicine, she hud considerable distress 
in the bowels aud stomach, bui after a week she was 
relieved and we are convinced If sho had not the 
inedlciue she would havo hud u serious sick spell as 
liver, stomach and bowels were lu a bad condition. 
Now everything seems 1j good order; still we feel as 
if more medicine wlll.eventuallycure all her ailments. 
We thunk you sincerely for prompt reply, and wish 
you all the success you bo well merit.

With affectionate regards, very truly, 
____ . _ REBECCA LEVY. 
8331 Laclede avo., St. Louis Mo.

the better to defend themselves from 
their enemies. Then came the great 
Aryan wave,, at the beginning of the 
historic period, which swept away all 
preceding races, and introduced the 
.new order of things, of which we-are

A WONDERFUL OFFER 

. . BY ...
DR. W, F. LAY, Clairvoyant,

United States, Canada, Australia and Europe, tolling 
»tter all hope in oth.l 

? > rh?'«.‘‘neu given up, being speedily odFei 
under h!s treatment. Nervous and chronic disease, 

nnd wometf are,by tbe old of-his wonderful and extraordinary 
power,cured. .

Tbe doctor haa never failed In a correct diagnosis of any case, many times it being causes that bud baffied 
renW.cd' Physicians, but was readily ex • plained through hts wonderful clairvoyant and ¿air» 

audient powers. ..
Each case receives the attention of himself and 

oiSiv'S»!0 rc,Ved.IC8.tor1 individual case. Send thrba 
10CH oi ba,r• and one symptom,«»d?7 ret.uli? maIJyou w,n recelv® a ioU andacJS 

f? CThJSnJh ?S>OiyOHr ea8e ond auy advIco regardmg 
lnrtnL?Q°Mgh Pcr®ecutlon on Recount of hie marveloui

Sufferers, you that have failed to find relief try 
SCK0S?£»’C",l“CCd0,I,r'L’i'' “d 

8t2tt DR. W.F.LAY, Box U18, Chicago, UL 

llELIOCENTRIC ASTROLOGY.

the position of the planets from 1825 to 1916. The meil 
ediS!hteYork on ever published. Adapt

°£ Professors. One can cast and feU a horoscope In half an hour. For salo by ■
FREDERICK WHITE, O. O.M., 

SO» Fifth Ave., B. - BBnneapolie, Minn.

¿KSSMention this paper when writing. M4M
the other day in his sermon, “All 
lived the life of beasts.". .

But new revelations“ of the still 
more distant past burst.upon us. We 
a?e carried back to those ancient 
times

If SICK or ailing, send a lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading svmp 
tom, four cents postage, and I will di 
agnose your case and tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Address

DR. J. C. BATDORF,
Dept. F., Grand Rapids, Mich.

SMlfThe spies are a kind of a fifth 
order, known only to the general and 
a few. friends. They are men of all 
ranks and ladies in all - positions in 
society. Though bound by no vows, 
they belong to the order. They are 
rewarded by good positions where the 
Jesuits have influence, by a great lib
erality in pardoning their sins, qt by 
money, if it is needed. This class, 
mixing with all classes of men, report 
the affairs of the world tb the follow
ers of Ignatius.

■ The Jesuit is a man of several char
acters. The brethren have been very 
extensive merohante, and some of 
them are probably still engaged in the 
business.

Posserin, a celebrated Jesuit, think
ing that a .blow could be successfully 
inflicted on Protestantism in Sweden 
through the popish tendencies of John 
III., son of the great Gustavus Vasa, 
instead of the papal legate, as he 
really was, entered .'Sweden under an 
assumed name, aad as the ambassador 
of the widow of the Emperor Maxi
milian.

Christiana, the daughter of the re
nowned Gustavus. Vasa, king of 
Sweden, wa» visited in her palace by 
two handsome.-youpg men, Italian 
noblemen, whoisteted bthttt they were 
traveling for their improvement. 
These aristocratic young men were 
Jesuits, and they led the apostate and 
unmarried daughter of a glorious 
father into the embraces of Rome.

In his ‘‘History of the Jesuits’’ 
Nicolina asserts, that at the siege of 
Rome, when Pius IX. fled from his 
loving children, one day a flue-look
ing man, with beard and mustache, 
was observed going from place to 
place, praising the soldiers for their 
valor, encouraging the citizens not to 
desert their walls, and cursing the 
French, the pope, and especially the 
Jesuits. One day some guards per
ceived a kind of telegraph in a house 
almost over the wall of the city, be
longing to the Jesuits. They burst in 
and found three men making signals 
to the enemy. They were Jesuits, 
and one of them was the unknown 
man who was so full of apparent patri
otism when in company of brave men 
who were defending old Rome against 
the pope aud Oudinot.

A Jestiit might be a leading Prot
estant or a prominent politician, the 
wife of a cabinet officer, a servant in 
a family—as Hogan found one—any
thing, anywhere, in every disguise, 
judging from the past.—The Ameri
can.

“Ere man learned
To hew the shaft, and lay the archi

trave, ' •
And spread the roof above them."

The London Standard published in 
a late issue a letter addressed to the 
secretary of the French Academy of 
Sciences by thé well-known anthropo
logist, M. E. Riviere, who announces 
that in the course of a mission con
fided to him by the ministry of public 
instruction, he has discovered in the 
department of the Dordogne a prehis
toric cave, of which he has explored 
127 meters (414^ feet). Its walls are 
covered with drawings of animals. 
These drawings are cut deep in the 
rock, some of them being buried un
der stalagmites. This fact is, accord
ing to M. Riviere, most important, as 
it constitutes an undeniable proof of 
the great antiquity of the drawings in 
question. ' ■

The caves of the Dordogne have 
for some forty years been noted for 
their relics of a very early race of 
men. . They were first explored by M. 
Lartet of Franca, and the. Englishman, 
Mr. Christy, whose fine collection .is 
now in the British museum, but the 
one recently examined by M. Riviere 
appears to be of exceptional size and 
interest, The special value—if, in
deed, it be not unique—of M. Riviere’s 
discovery is that he has found some 
kind of incised ornamentation upon 
the actual walls of a cave. These 
carvings are sometimes covered by a 
film of stalagmite, which shows them 
to be very far from modem ; the pat
terns, however, of the engravings will 
be yet more satisfactory proof of their 
antiquity ; for the style of ornamenta
tion practiced by this folk is not so 
familiar to experts that they can rec
ognize it without difficulty. Both the 
objects depicted and the material em
ployed throw considerable light upon 
the condition of Western Europe at 
this early age. The antlers of rein
deers are commonly used for tools and 
ornaments, and the bones of this ani
mal abound in the debris on the floors. 
Obviously, it must then have been as 
common in Perigord as it now is in 
the .extreme north of Asia or 
America. '•

This factj taking into consideration 
the present range of the animal, and 
remembering the habits of the people, 
indicates that in those days central 
France cannot have had a climate 
more genial than that of northern 
Norway at the present era. In addi
tion to these wild animals, the red 
deer, the Irish elk, the wild horse, 
the glutton, and, possibly, the rhin
oceros are depicted; but the most 
interesting sketch of all is a fairly ac
curate and rather spirited outline of a 
mammoth scratched on a piece of 
tusk. These figures sometimes are 
actually sculptured as if to form 
handles of knives or tools of some 
kind ; but in other cases, as in the last 
named, they are incised on thè flat or 
curved surface of a bone or of an ant
ler. Remains of the; cave-lion and 
cave bear have been found, though 
not abundantly, together with those 
of the hyena, thé ibex, the chamois 
and the saiga antelope, which now in
habit the plains of 'the Volga and 
southern Siberia. These men of the 
Dordogne had probably attained to a 
stage of .civilization comparable with 
that of the Eskimos before they weré 
brought in contact with Europeans, 
and thére is so strong a family like
ness in the handiwork of the two that 
Professor Boyd Dawkins, who has 
paid much attention to the subject, is 
of the opinion that the Eskimos are 
the nearest approach to descendants 
and representatives of this long lost 
race. As comparatively few bones 
of thé Dordogne folk have been iden
tified with certainty up to the present 
timé, we are hardly in a position to 
say what anatomical evidence there 
is for this view, but. so far as it gòes, 
it is favorable.

The people who'made' those inscrip
tions and scratchings in. , the caves of 
Dordogne were, in all probability, 
the original inhabitants of Europe. 
These troglodytes were followed by 
the lake-dwellers, who built their 
homes on piles distant from the land,

SPIRITUALIST BADGES. 
EVERY .... 

SPIRITUALIST 
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

_ Ai tbe Buuflower turn« lu 
face towards the sun, so Bplr- 
Itusllsm turns the faces of hu

manity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICESi

Melted Pebble Spectacles;

MR. AND MRS. PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND ME 
dluins. Sunday meetlugs, 617 N. Clark street 2:80 

and 7:46 p. m. Private readings daily, 514 N. Wells St. 
instruction» In development and healing. Circle» 
Monday and Friday evening«. Class, Tuesday at 8 n.m. 
_________ ______________ 84Hf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will »end a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate yourpbaseiof insdlutnsblp. and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address Mrs. J. A, Bliss, 
4921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III. 364

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
„ J*1.1“ n,.cdlum'. ”h0. *?. clairvoyant, olalraudlent, 
psychometric and prophetic, can be consulted at No, 
1630 North Clark street. Engagements can be made 
by letter. 840tf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Send full name, age, sex. and two stamps for fukb 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson. Mich.

E. V. WILSON'S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism Mention this paper. 885tf

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.

PREHISTORIC TIMES.

Elizabeth street, Chicago. 858 tf

To

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

360roe avenne.

Wealthy ave., Grand Rapida, Mich. 861

4 stampa for reply. 365

.......140

MS

Rolled Plate Bar Pin. 
Solid Gold Bar Pin...

Advance Humane Education 
in AU Its Phases,

God in the Constitution.
Bt Robert G. Ingersoll. Ono of the best papers Colo

nel IngersoU ever wrote. In paper cover, with like- 
newofMther. Price, 10cent»; twelraeorleaforsim.

Recent Revelations in Cen 
trai France.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
By Andrew Jaskson Davi». Something you should 

read. Price 75 cents.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Llzila Doten. They an really valuable

Price «1.00. "°1

George Walrond Comes to 
the Front with Facts.

SEERS OF-THE AGES.
Embracing Splrltnakm. past-sad prctfnL By J. 

M. Peebles, M D. An encyclopedia of Intcreitlol 
»nd Instructive. facts. Price tîf». ■ _

IfRS. STARR, SPIRITUAL MEDIUM-INSTRUC- 
1U. tlons in developing inspirational music and other 
phases. Readings dally, 9 a. m. to 8 p. m, 6242 Mon

ITISB EMMA RUDER GIVES LESSONS BT 
ML mall on Occult Science, Philosophy and As
tronomy. Ono course of ten lessone for 12.50. 683

F. GORDEN WHITE, 
Tranoe, Test and Business Medium. Sittings dally 
at 3058 Calumet avenue, corner Tbtrty-firt>t street 
Flats, Wellsboro Flat». 8S4tf. PRINCIPLES 

— OF —

LIGHT HND GOLOR

THE INDIAN FAKIRS.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry ai to whether Modern Bplrltuailm 

and other Great Reform» come from HJ» Batanlo 
Majesty and Hl» Subordinate» In tbe Kingdom of 
Darknew. 60 pages. By Mosxs Hull, Price. 15 cent*. 
For »ale at this office. .

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adrentto Attack on BpIrltaHtsm repulsed. By 

Ho»s Hull. Price. 5 cent». For tale at tbl b officii

CONSULT THE CELEBRATED BUSINESS AND 
Medical PsycbometriBi. Marguerite St. Omer 

Briggs, 788 Richmond itre6t, Cincinnati, O. Terms, 
41 and 42. Her wonderful psychic powers are lc»U- 
fled to by all who have consulted her, In person or b 
letter. 861

MATERIALIZATION.
Mrs. Huenelever will bold seances every Wednes

day and Saturday at 8p. m.. and a ladles* circle Wed
nesday at 8 _n. m. Independent »lute-writing dally. 
794 W. Van Buren street. 861

BANGS SISTERS,
Phenomenal Mediums. Independent slate-wrltlng 
dally. Seances Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 8 
o'clock. Life-size portraits of departed -friend» ex
quisitely executed by the spirits under the moat sat
isfactory conditions. Bend for circular. No. 8 South

ua

È

REV. G. V. OORDINGLEY, 
the celebrated tracce and test medium. Seances, 
Monday, Wedneid.y and Saturday, night,.. Privata 
consultations dally for business and dlaguóstng Piy- 
chometrlc circle every Tuesday afternoon at S ó’clock. 
Residence 2953 Indiana avenhe. 855tf

FRPP hellDeaUou and dlagnosli. Bend Iva 
A 2-cent mflaipg, dalt, month upd year of
birth, box aud handwriting; you will receive a corfeoi 
dlRgnohls of your disease and a brier psychotaeMo 
delineation free. DR. E. A. READ, Box 321. Yonkers, 
New York. mJ

E. V. Wilton Was one of the pioneers of Spiritual
Inn, and was noted as a speaker and test medium. Re 
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrate« 
many of his striking experiences during bls labors.

Purchasers will find It Intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who wu left 
In 8tr»ltened ctrcum»t»ncei. ............................. ..

The book contains 400 pages, and la sold for Si. Ad
reas MBS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South Looust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Paycbometrlat and Bustne»» Medium.
Reading» personally or by letter 41.00. Three rea 
sonable questions answered by mall for 25 cento. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, 6r at 
home of tho patient. 67 83rd st Chicago. 260tf

CONSULT ASTROLOGY. AND PBYCIIOMETBY. 
V I ou will learu your buelne»» qualification», bow to 
avoid accldcuts, Iobbcs and unhappy marriage, wbil 
your medlumisilc gift» arc and how to develop them» 
Fee 41. Address HARRIET N. READ, P.O.Box 8jL 
Yonkers, New York. Mi

g

Electro-plate Badge........................   M
Rolled Plate Badge. Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1 »
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin or Lapel Bntton.......1 75
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm....................... 8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Watch Obarm........................... 5 00
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant................. . .........  8 00
Solid Gold Maltese Pendant...............................  6 00

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

40 LOOMIS STKEET, CHICAGO■ Sometimes I am simply struck with 
wonder when I read many of the un
warranted • statements mode by so 
many of the leading Christian workers 
in the churches. In Denver, Colo., 
at the St. John’s Cathedral, a Mrs. 
Tyler gave a discourse, in which she 
asserted that the “fakirs of India are 
not and never have been,” also that 

■ telepathy and other phenomena do not 
and never have taken place in that 
country of the lotus and mysticism. 
I hrid to refute that lady’s statements 
in the following letter to the Denver 
Republican, September 29, and which 
explains itself: .
GEORGE WALROND DISPUTES AN ASSER- 

. TION MADE BY MRS. TYTLER.

“In your issue ot Sept. 21 I read a 
report of Mrs. Tytler’s experience in 
India. Among other statements made 
to the small audience in the crypt of 
St. John s cathedral was one that the 
‘wonderful intervillage telepathic com
munications which the nations of India 
carry on, according to the writers, 
tourists and others, are not.’

“Now, ‘telepathy’ is simply a 
■ psychic science, understood by thou
sands of people in this country. It 
is the communion of subjective minds, 
and a power vouched for by the lead
ing scientists of the day. It has been 
known and practiced in India and 
most Oriental countries for centuries 
past. During my experiences in India, 
Egypt, Palestine, Zululand, South 
Africa and other places I have found 
telepathic communication quite a com
mon occurrence, and I am surprised to 
hear of any person living in India 
fifty-eight years and never once drop
ping across a single instance of tele
pathy. The powers of observation 
and research must be extremely lim: 
ited, or the clouds of bigotry and pre
judice very opaque.

“Another statementof Mrs. Tytler’s 
is: 3And the people whom the magi- 
ciahs put in a comatose sleep and bury 
for an indefinite period are not and 
never have been.’ Now, we have any 
number of well authenticated coses of 
suspended animation and burial for 
long periods without any visible signs 
of decomposition when the bodies were 
exhumed. Many people believe that 
depriving the subject of air, in cases 

' of catalepsy or suspended aniriiation,' 
will cause death in a few hours. Snch 
opinions are decidedly erroneous. In 
‘The Law of Psychic Phenomena,’ 
page 312, we read: ‘One of the most 
clearly attested instances of the kind 
alluded.to is the experiment. of the. 

• Fakir of Lahore^ who, at the instance 
of Runjeet Singh, suffered himself to. 
be buried alive in an airtight vault for 
a period of six weeks. This case was- 
thoroughly authenticated by Sir Claude 
Wade, the then British resident at the 
court of Loodhiafa. The fakir’s nos- 
trUs and ears were first filled with wax;- 
he was then placed in a wooden box, 
wtiich was securely locked, and the 
box was deposited in a brick vault, 
’ CONTINUED ON PAGE L

Many receipts and suggestions as to 
food, tempting dishes, drinks, etc., for 
the sick-room. How often we hear the 
patient wishing they had something 
that would taste good. We hope to 
supply, in a--great measure, this long- 
felt need.

Do not suppose tljat we are antago
nistic to your doctor; on the contrary, 
our object is to aid him in his effort, by 
pointing out an intelligent course of 
action on your part, and suggesting 
many minor details that your busy doc
tor has not time to enumerate. .Often 
your doctor is blamed for the loss of 
some loved one, when in point of fact he 
has done all in his power, and blame, if 
any, belongs to ourselves alone, owing 
to our inability to act In intelligent con
cert with him.’

We propose forming a New Circle on 
or about October 1st, and monthly there
after, and would be pleased to hear from 
all wishing to join. There are no re
strictions, and one subscription in a fam
ily we deem sufficient. Our purpose is 
to enlarge our field of usefulness, and 
carry rest, hope and strength to weary 
hearts. Address,

. B. W. Banks, Secretary, 
357 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 

Membership, $2 per year, in advance.

ORDER OF
THE MAGI. 

_A Now B»dK? In »olid goli 
with blue and black •aameL 
with tlie pyramfai, obelliK 
and hud'b rays In gold. Every 

.. . Mystic should have one Ox
tne»e bcauill ul emblem». Prlce42. For tale at thll office.

PSYCHE 
1b the invention of apractical medium, under iptrit 
guidance, nnd is designed to develop medlumibip. 
Many, by Ita use, have received long conimunlot- 
t on» from spirit friends, and expre»» great BatlsfaO* 
llou. Price, 4L and 20 ceuts extra for t-xpressage. 
For »ale at the office of Tub PuocniEitatvn Thinks

HOW TO DRAW YOUR SPIRIT FRIENDS 
around you, Wltli talisman, id cents silver anl 

Btamp. Prut James Hilling, 1 Essex street, iomtr* 
rille, Mass, ¿Jf

A truly great work In which the author exhibits 
the result» of years of rosearch, of a. mind devoted 
to science and truth, highly gifted with keen intui
tive Insight and the psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling him to discover and elucidate facts and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary-ken. The book Is of 
very great Interest and Importance, bringing to light 
many important points concerning light and color in 
their mental and physical effect« and their practical 
application tn the conservation of health and the 
cure of disease and sickness. Its medical value la be
yond estimation, and lu teachings should be known 
by all.

Einely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.
PRICE, $5.00e POSTAGE, 86c.

For Bale at The Progressive Thinker Office,

Occult Forces.
containing voluahta m.tt.r qt 

Intense interest to all who desire in a»j/ way to benefit 
their condition In life, a marvel of condensed thought 
and brilliant Ideas pointing a new way to success in all 
undertakings through the mastery of subtile forces.

Develop v?ur latent powers and accompli,!, wbat 
would otherwise be Impossible. This knowledge not 
only increases personal influent# but foitlfles one 
against design!»» and unprincipled persons. Price ot 
book 30c. or sent free for addresses of friends likely to 
be Interested In Hand 18c. in sumps. Circulate free.
OCCULT PUB. CO., 8574 Vincennes Avenue, P. 
Chicago, 111. 410

Whatever throws light on the early 
history of humanity is always read 
with profound interest by those who 
do their own thinking. Ofily a few 
years have passed since scientists have 
sought beneath the. surface of the 
earth for a buried knowledge of an
cient man. Explorations by pick and 
shovel have thrown more light on the 
real condition of the race from two 
thousand to ten thousand years ago 
than have all the books in our libraries. 
We enter the lately resurrected city of 
Pompeii, aud at once see with our own 
eyes how the arts and sciences flour
ished; find everything there just as it 
was on that fatal night when old 
Vesuvius vomited forth fire, scoria 
and ashes, filling all her streets and 
covering her highest temples, leaving 
not a trace upon its surface for more 
than seventeen hundred years where 
this populous city once stood. All, 
however, was preserved’ from decay. 
The pictures on its walls were as fresh 
and perfect when exposed eighteen 
hundred years after as. wh'én the 
painter completed his task. The shops 
ajid implements of labor were all 
there, as were the theaters,' thé 
museums, -the temples,and. even, 
places of trade. The bread was yet 
in her ovens or bn her counters, and 
many’ a hapless buyer' was covered 
with a paste of water and ashes which 
formed a mould into which plaster of 
paris has been poured,- thèn the in
crustation was removed, and the poor 
wretch in hi's dying agonies was de
picted with the reality of extinct life.

But these scenes bring us in con
tact with . one. of the cities of the 
Roman empire in the heyday of her 
greatness and prosperity,, when, as 
Rev; Vrooman- very incorrectly said

Testimonial.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept 20, 1896.

Dr. E. A. Read, Yonkfire, N. Y.— 
Your treatment of my sister was success
ful. She is entirely-well. I hope yoif 
can benefit her daughter as much. My
self and friends who have been under 
your care are delighted with the result. 
I shall recommend-you at all times to 
those afflicted. Your cure of Mrs. Van 
Vlaack after so many years of pain was 
remarkable. Yours fraternally,

Mrs. R. A. Sclater.
Other testimonials on application.

Testimonial.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear 

Sir:—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles 
are all right. They {fit me well. Are 
lust what I wanted l am 91 years old. 
Many thanks.. Respectfully, , -

Geo, w. Goodwin.
Hancock Point, Maine.

“Human Culturerand Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building." By Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, eto. .Price, doth, 75o. 
For sale at this office;"

Right Living.’VBy- Susan H. Wixop 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth 81 For sale altfiis office.

A new edition of “Three Sevens,„ by 
the Phelon’s, is just issued. The May 
Arena says: "The gist of such books as 
Dr. Phelon’s “Three Sevens,"and other 
works descriptive of or alluding to the 
various oceult societies, which seem to 
have existed for ages, has never, until 
recently, been said so openly and plainly 
that‘he who runs may read.’” Cloth 
81.25, postpaid; For sale at-this office..

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up ele
vating, Interesting and paying entertainments can
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. The en
tire plan, with fall directions, is in the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing is needed more. Any individual may organize 
one In hts own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EJIMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Height., Ohio.

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
riEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

4-^. Th? •'Stellar Key" la tht> pblloaophlcal Intro
duction to the revelation» contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tbe After 
Life; 2—Beene» In tbe Summer-Land; 3-Soclety In the 
Sumxfier-Land; 4—Social Centre» In the 8unnner-L&nd; 
B-Wlnter-Landsnd Sumtner-Land; 6-LanKuago.anI 
Life In Bummer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate» Id the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wtlsfin. This enlarged edition con 
tains more than double tbe amount of matter in for 
ner edition», and Is enriched by a beautiful front!» 
piece* Illustrating the .“ formation of the Spiritual 

Cloth T9 cut» fcaun » Mte Iw hm 
attuaottca. ‘ • -

HOROSCOPE
CHARACTER READINGS.

Dlipoiltlon, spiritual, mental and business qualifica
tions, buslneBi adapted to and phases of bouI unfpld- 
ment, If desired. Get one to train your child by. For 
full written reading, Bend 42, sex, date and place ol 
birth, hour If possible. Send for circular, giving full 
particulars,

L. W. VAN DYKE,
119 JtUian Avenue, San Francisée, CaU

861

J. 0. F. GRUMBINE, seer, 
Is developing sensitives In Psychometry, Clairvoy
ance, Inspiration and Psychopathy by a series of 
^tlonal teaching» through tbe law of corre- 

nce. For booklet, endorsement», tens», »end 
*n »Mre»»ed_and_»tBmr.(l envelope to J. O. F. 
GRUMBINE, 7820 Hawthorne Street, Station P, Chi
cago, Illinois. Psychiscopes, Including a regular 
sitting, 42. 860tf

IF YOU ARE SICK . 
And wt»b a correct diagnosis FREE, send to DR. E. A. 
STEELE, 822 McAllister Street, San -Francisco, Call.

CE. MAÜSTÖN, PBYCH0METRI8T- ■GENERAL 
• reading» from lock of hair, ft. Sample roadings, 
two dlmei and »tamp. 47 William street, Boston, Mass.

Blue bird, engineer of night express 
running between darkness and dawn, will show Il

luminated faces in headlight of progress, give names 
and poems of bouI mate and Indian guides, ring the 
bell by each blighted pine when storms are duo, place 
signal lights in trails of bus'ness or pleasure and slow 
up to each station of health, wealth and matrimony. 
Inclose one doltr.r, name, fige and address. Dr. Ma
rion Helen Bassette, Box 323, Henderson's Harbor, N.Y.

■ • • ' . 862

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The ori
gin of religions, and tlieir Influence upon tbe mental 
development of fiichr-nun race. Transcribed at tbe 
request of a bund ot rnclcni philosophers. Price 
10 cents. .

POEMS FROM THE INNER LHTË
By Lizzie Doten. Those poem» are as staple as 

sugar. Price HiW. . *

. USHB.StUa'Vr® 

tatlon in marriage, ana what 
the lines of your band foretell, 
accurately told from pictures, 
andan impression of your hand, 
byThrenology, Physiognomy 
and Palmistry. Send two Sc 
stamps for full Instructions and 
sample delineation to

P. O. Box »87, Harvard, HL 
(Please mention this paper.)

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts on bow to reach that aliltuda 
where spirit Is supreme and all things are subject t* 
it. With portrait. By Mobeb Hull" Just the booi 
to loach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show rou bow to educate yuur spiritual faculties. 
Price,bound in clottf, 40 cents; in paper cover, 25 
cents For sale at tills office.

THE TALMUD.
Selections from the contents of that ancient book 

Ils commentaries, leachings, poetry, and legend* 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and eod- 
mented upon it. By H. Polang, SJ9 pn. Pridl 
cloth, 11.00.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the organization and 

management of Sunday school». By Andrew Jackson 
Davi», Something indlnpenBuble. Price 50 cento.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chas. Cblnlquy, ex-prle»L A remarkable 

book. Pagew®2. Price 82.S.

“the gods. ’
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth 1U weight In gold Price 20 cent».

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

DY WN. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
D Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise af 
»text-book, h is ufascinating a» a work of fiction. 
Tbs reader will be .maxed W tee the curio is tut. 
here combined in support of this DewIy-dlscoverM 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a then 
»and donbta and dlfllcnlties. make Geology as plain aa 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now obi
scared by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L 

Cloth............... . .............................................
Postage 10 cent*.

Soul of Things—Vol IL .
Dlustrated. 450 pp. Cloth........................... .

Postage 10 centa__
Soul of Things—Vol. HL

Dltmtcd. 862 pp. Cloth...................... ...
Postage 10 cents.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from tbe Highways, By-ways ind Hedge* 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This Isa marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poemf. 
BcrmoDBand cssnyn, and contain» a splendid portrait 
of the RQthor.niBon portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bouud In English cloth, *1.- For sale at this 
office.... . y .
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SPIRITS IN WASHINGTONknew how to observe, and 
mark What was going on ai AN OLD VETERAN.

GHOST OF M'CULLOUGH.
THEOSOPHY.

V.

He Appears to Actor Bond.
An Exposure and a Confession.

THE CAPTIVE.

I Theosophical Society, Solovyoff wassus-eyes. he saw a panorama of ■ landscapes.tJVon. lie bttw u, uiinui amt» wi iuuuobai/co. . . * . , * ' w, . .
A few hours later as they journeyed on I l’>cious of the phenomena and was stnv- 

. . . * •. . w , r inzv drtfnrtt fvsQiid And no falls no

OUTWARD VOYAGE.

DEATH.

1

¿Æ

ing to detect fraud. And he tells us 
how he discovered repeated frauds by

Dead Tragedian Rehearses 
“Virginius” at the 

National.

letter to Blavatsky from Paris, sa' ..
•‘I -convinced Richet of the reality of

The above is thoroughly authenti
cated. If you note my selections for 
your columns, thoyaro principally spon-

Madame Blavatsky ' and 
S. Solovyoff.

Lessons of a Lifetime Are Pre
sented.

Vôices His Thought on His 
82d Anniversary,

i ftS ft MATTER OF HISTORY.

“Believe I could not,’’says Solovyoff in 
is book, but he acknowledges the effect

he good-bye. 1 am needed at home.”
- All this in more detail was written

tying: Master's writing?”
lity of “I do not know,” he answered. "To

morrow morning I shall come to bid you

V. S. Solovyoff, a noted Russian novel 
writer, met-Mudame H. P. Blavatsky in 
Paris, May, 1884. He was hunting up 
occult literature for use in a contem
plated novel.- At their first meeting he 
told her he came to learn if she pos
sessed certain occult powers, and, if so, 
could she answer serious spiritual ques
tions? Aftera long silence, gazing at 
him with her bright, magnetic eyes, she 
solemnly said: “1 can.”

“But excuse me," she added, “I must 
see-my servant, Babula, about my din
ner; I will be back in a second."

the went out and caiiie back in three 
minutes. Taking her seat again, she 
said, “listen,’.’ and made a. flourish with 
her hand upwards. Suddenly he heard a, 
sound like a little silver bell or an 
-diolian harp, apparently near the ceil
ing. '

“What is the meaning of this?,” he 
asked. ' -

• ’‘This means,” said she; “that my 
muster is here, and he tells me I must 
trust you and do for you whatever I 
cdn.” ' ' ’ ' ■

She then introduced him to her Brah
min servant,' Mohini,"<a disciple of an
other master, Kebt Hoomi. Her own 
particular master was Mahatma Morya. 
These living Mahatmas could commurii- 
cataat will when' summoned by their 
diseiplcs.

Two days later Solovyoff called again 
for a second lesson. She discoursed

“Really? and I have seen him too.” 
Solovyoff told her his vision, and she in 
turn told hers. Morya had appeared to, 
her and said, “We have great deed of a 
little beetle like you.”

' The two set oil to the Gebhard man
sion. Blavatsky said to . them with a 
smile, “Well, what sort of a night have 
you had?" ’

“Very good,” said Solovyoff,. and he 
added thoughtlessly, “Have you noth
ing to tell me?” ’

“Nothing particular,” she answered; 
“I only know thatthe Master'has been 
to sep you with one of. his chelas.” 
' Then Miss A. proceeded to narrate 
their visions. Chuckling with delight, 
Blavatsky said, "There, there, you are 
done for, Mr. Skeptic. What will you 
say now?”

“I shall say that I had a very clear, 
vivid dream or hallucination,” said he, 
“ produced- by my nervous state, my 
great fatigue in consequence of the jour
ney after two sleepless nights, and the 
powerful impression produced on me 
by the brilliantly lighted portrait on 
which I gazed for more than a hour."

“You will drive mo out of my mind 
with your incredulity.” said Blavatsky.

“But you say he told you some inter
esting things?” .

“Yes,’ .said Solovyoff, “he told me 
yvhat 1 was busy with, and what was to 
be found in my brain,”

“But ho assured you it was not a hal
lucination?"

“Yes, but hesaidyou would-prove this 
to me in the presence of all.” -

“And have I not proved it by know
ing about his visit?” • .

“I do not consider this a valid’proof.”
“Very well, I will prove it in another 

way.”
Blavatsky rang an electric bell and 

collected her Theosophists, to whom she 
narrated the great phenomenon, and it 
was talked about the whole day.

____ ____ ___ ,_,__J see, and re
mark what was going on around them.” 

X® ; “Still you must nave been caught 
- sometimes?” said Solovyoff,

"Well, what then? 1 wriggled out and 
— it always ended in those who had found 

me out being left with empty .hands.” . 
' “Are you alone the author of. Kept 
Hoomi letters?” , ’ .... '
' “No, the chelas ’ used sometimes to 
help' me, Damodar,' Subba Rad and 
Mohini.”

Theosophy, A '-‘Societe Theosophique ... ,,
d'Orient ,et Occident” had existed in ' -In the evening they assembled again. 
Puris for two years; its president, the , Olcott was in a room above. Said Bla
Duchesse de Pomar: its secretary, Mad-1 ,, . , . , ,
atne de Morkler. After examining the “Ihe Master Is up stairs now; he 
printed rules and finding nothing obiec-, passed by Olcott s side and put some- 
tionable therein, Solovyoff paid the'thing in his pocket. Keightley, runup 
fee arid -joined it. He was thereupon in- stall's,and bring the Colonel. ’ 
itWted by Mohini and Keightley. Mo- When Olcott appeared shq said, 
hini was receiving letters from Root, Haye .you seen the Master...................
Hoom ¡that did not come by post. The1 
-friends and visitors of Blavatsky num
bered about thirty-five while Solovyoff
sojourned there.
' Soon Col. Olcott came from India. As 

a proof of the’ existence of Mrihatmas, 
Olcott:exhibited a scarf given to him 
by a certain one who appeared and van
ished.'

■ Blavatsky’s sister came from Russia. 
The sister Was a Christian; Blavatsky 
was not. The slster doubted Blavatsky's 
psychic powers, but was dumbfounded 
at the reading of a sealed letter with 
a. postage stamp affixed. This perform
ance by Blavatsky was duly certified, by 
tbe-sister, by another Russian lady and

"I felt his. presence and his touch," 
he replied.

“On which side?”
“On the right." ,
“Show.us all you have-got in your 

righthand pocket.” .
He brought out. a key, a button, a 

match-box, a tooth-pick, and a bit of 
folded paper.

“What is that?” inquired she.
“I don’t know,” said Olcott; “I had 

no piece of paper.”
She .seized it and exclaimed, "The 

letter of the Master,” and opening it 
sho read, “Certainly I was there, but 
who can open the eyes of him who will 
not see? M.” .

by Solovyoff. He says he expressed 
some dissatisfaction, but was promised I ------ -- ------ -
someth inn-better. ¡of the evidence upon him in a nervous

At the next meeting another test was coa^*t!jDv>1 x , ,,
given, but yet he says he was skeptical. I 'Tell me, said Blavatsky, can you 
Nevertheless he was seeking evidence,, take your oath that you only had a de- 
and as late as October 8, he addressed a lusion, and that this note is not in the

your personal power and of the phenom
ena which proceed from you,” and he 
expected to see “such a triumph that 
all the physicists would be wiped out.”

At the end of the summer Blavatsky 
was at Elberfeld with Olcott and Mo-
hini, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gebhard. 
Solovyoff sought relief from overwork 
by leaving Paris and journeying to 
Elberfeld. Stopping a night at Brus
sels, he there metan acquaintance, Miss 
A., who also was going to Elberfeld. 
Missing the early train, he lay down on 
his bed for a rest. There, with closed

out and used by the London Society for 
Psychical Research. It was considered 
by them to be a vivid dream, while Sol
ovyoff declared he “did not regard it as 
affording any evidence of occult agen
cy.” The Psychical Society had invest
igated Blavatsky’s phenomena in India, 
were about to declare her “one of the 
most accomplished, ingenious and inter
esting impostors in history.” -

Though still a, member of the Paris

the train through a country he had 
never before seen, he was astonished to 
see the landscapes reappear to his open 
eyes.

Again, in the following night atElber- 
feld, he bad a waking vision of a most 
remarkable kind. At the mansion of 
Gebhard that day he gazed for an hour 
at the painted portraits of Morya and 
Root Hoorni under a strong light and 
was fascinated. Going to bed at the ho
tel. he looked the door and went to 
sleep. Suddenly, he woke up, or, as he 
says, “what Is more probable, I imag
ined that I was awoke by a warm 
breath.”

Before him stood a tall human figure 
in white, and he "felt a voice, without 
knowing how-or in what language, bid
ding him light a candle.” He lighted a 
candle and by his watch it was two 
o'clock. The 'vision did not vanish. 
There was the apparently living original 
of the wonderful portrait he had seen at 
Gebhard's, Mahatma Morya. Seating 
himself in a chair by Solovyoff's side, 
Morya told him in an "unknown but 
intelligible language,” various matters 
of interest to himself—that he had re
ceived a lesson that morning when he 
saw the landscapes with closed eyes— 
that he possessed great and growing 
magnetic force, and had already been 
able to see an astral body.

“How am Ito employ this power?" in
quired Solovyoff.

No answer came to this question and 
the figure vanished. '

Solovyoff sprang to the door, but 
found it locked. “It is ^hallucination,” 
thought he, “or I am going out, of my 
mind.” Then, lol there came Morya 
back again, smiling and* saying in 
voiceless language: “Be assured I am 
not a hallucination, and your reason Is 
not deserting you. Maaame Blavatsky 
will show you to-morrow in the presence 
of all that my visit was real.”

Again Morya vanished. Solovyoff 
looked at his watch, and it was three 
o’clock, r . . .

He went to sleep and woke at ten. 
The door was still locked. He went to 
the coffee room and there found «Miss A. 
at breakfast. .

“Have you had a good night?’- he in
quired. ; -. -

"Not very,” said she; “I have seen 
the Mahatma Morya.”

Blavatsky, aided by accomplices. .The 
evidence" adduced by him seemed to 
support his conclusions.

At one time her Hindoo servant sat at 
her table with a blank sheet before 
him. Ho knew nothing of Russian, but, 
as if in a dreamy state, he wrote in that 
language, "Blessed are they that lie.” 
The intention was to write “believe,” 
and the mistake was like omitting the 
first two and last two letters in English. 
Solovyoff seized the paper and held it up 
to ridicule and scorn. “(Jh, Bavadji!” 
said he, “you should have got your les
son up better for examination."

The Hindoo hid his face in his hands 
and rushed out of the room sobbing 
hysterically. Blavatsky was perplexed. 
"So you think I taught him this?” she 
exclaimed: “you think me capable of 
such arrant folly! It is the spirit of ‘ele
mentáis’ who are making fun Of him, 
poor fellow.”

As confirmatory evidence that this 
was no occult phenomenon, the writer 
quotes a declaration of the secretary of 
the Paris society that Bavadji told her 
that Blavatsky appealed to him in these 
words: “Bavadjee, suavez-moi, trouvez 
quelque chose. Je ne sais plus qu’ in
venter.” “Bavadji, save me; find 
something. I don’t know what more to 
invent”

Having now much evidence of Bla
vatsky’s frauds, he continued his invest
igation with hope of full exposure, still 
keeping on tolerably friendly terms with 
her. At length in one of her unguarded 
fits she made to him*a confession that 
she was a fraud. After another expos
ure of her apparent trickery, he frankly 
told her it was high time to put an end 
to all this comedy? - .

A lively dialogue ensued. She buret 
out in defense of - detselt -to accomplish, 
herends: “In order to rule men, it is 
necessary to deceide them. - I should 
have no sort of success but for the phe
nomena. I would long-ago have starved 
to death. The moro silly and gross the 
phenomena the more likely to succeed . 
If you only knew how many lions and 
eagles in every quarter of the globe 
have turned into asses at my whistle, 
and obediently wagged their great ears 
in time as I piped the tune! I- have not 
met more: than two or three"-men who

"And Sinnett?” L
“Sinnett won’t invent gunpowder, but 

he has a beautiful style; he is splendid 
at editing.”

“And Olcott?”
“Olcott is not bad at editing when he 

understands what he is talking about. 
But one has always to chew everything 
for him till qne is sick. But ho knows 
how to make himself clear to the Hin
doos. And then he has often helped 
me in phenomena, both over there and 
here. Olcott is useful in his place, but 
he Is generally such an ass. Such a 
blockhead."

“Please let mo see the magic bell."
Opt from under her shawl she raised 

her arm and somewhere in the air there 
sounded tbe tones of an arolean harp 
which had astonished everyone. She 
made another movement beneath her 
shawl and held out in her hand the 
little silver bell. Solovyoff wished to 
take it «in his and and examine it, 
but she put it away in her drawerand 
turned the key.

"You shall know enough, all in good 
time, but now to tbe point." Said she: 
“Save me, help me. Prepare the 
ground for me to work in Russia. Write 
more about the . Theosophic Society: 
rouse their interest and ’create’ Koot 
Hoomi Russian letters. I will give you 
the materials for them.”

No longer having strength to main
tain bis part, Solovyoff seizSd his hat 
And ran awaj' without another word. 
But he was not long in bis room at the 
hotel before her Hindoo servant brought 
him a letter beginning thus: “1 have 
just seen the Muster. Hehascommand- 
ed rnq'to tell you something which will 
be a Surprise to you!” The letter ended 
with “Come as soon as ever you ean.”

Solovyoff returned to her at once and 
protested against her request that he 
should create Koot Hoomi letters.

" “What! I made such a. proposal? I 
never said anything of the sort to you.”

“Oh, then it must have been somepn? 
else who offered me that honorable 
charge. But then we were alone.”

Bursting into tears, she exclaimed: 
“What a disaster! That black wizard, 
the Master's enemy and mine, has taken 
possession of me. He talked with my 
tongue, it seems, and I knew nothing of 
it.” ;. . “ .

Solovyoff-suggested some more plausi
ble explanation, aud immediately she 
said, “Perhaps, after all. it was notour 
enemy, but the Muster himself who 
wanted to expose you to test.” . '' ”

Then she sought to make Ijim sup
press her confession by .various artifices, 
and succeeded in eliciting a promise 
from him to wait developinentefor two 
mohths. Sl.c ivanted him to help her 
to become a secret agent of Russia in 
India to get dp a gigantic rebellion. He 
advised her to put down in writing what 
sho could do and he would deliver the 
paper to Katoff, with whom she had 
been long in corresnondeuce. That did 
not seem to suit her, and the subject 
was never mentioned again.

Blavatsky would not quit her hold on 
Solovyoff, but continued to' write to him. 
At last her letters ceased and he was 
glad. But after the report of Hodgson 
to the London Psychic Society she wrote 
a long, letter, in . which she said that 
Hodgson had proved nothing. To this he 
replied, repeating former advice toherto 
remain quiet and not run into the halter. 
What was his aknazement to get another 
letter from her, headed “My Confess
ion.” From this confession I extract 
the following:

"I have fallen because I have made up 
my mind to fall or else to bring about a 
reaction by telling all God's truth about 
myself, but without mercy on my enp- 
m'ips. . . I will fly no more. , . I shall 
not oven attempt to defend, to justify 
myself. . . I will snatch the weapon 
from my enemies' hands and write a 
book which will make a noise through 
all Europe and Asia, and bring immense 
sums of money to support my orphan 
niece, an innocent child, my brother's 
orphan. Even if all the filth, all the 
scandal and libs against me had been 
holy truth, still I should have been no 
worse than hundreds of princesses, 
countesses, court ladies and royalties, 
than Queen Isabella herself, who have 
given themselves, even sold themselves 
to the entire male sex, from nobles to 
coachmen and waiters inclusive. What 
can they say of me worse than that? 
And all this I myself will say and sign. 
. ; . You did not calculate on the cool 
determination of despair. . . If I am 
lost, I am lost to every one. I will even 
take to lies, which for that reason are 
the most likely of all to be believed. I 
will say and publish it in all the papers 
that my master and Mahatma Koot 
Hoomi are only the products of my own 
imagination; that I invented them, that 
the phenomena were all more or lees 
Spiritualistic apparitions; and I shall 
hava t wenty million Spiritists in a body 
at my back. I will say that in certain 
instances I fooled people. I will expose 
dozens of fools, des hallucines. I will 
say I was making trial for my own satis
faction for the sake of experiment.: And 
to this I have been brought by you. 
You have been the last straw which has 
broken the camel’s back, under ite in
tolerably heavy burden. .

“Now you are at liberty to conceal 
nothing. Repeat to all Paris what you 
have heard and know about me. I have 
already written a letter to Sinnett for-, 
bidding him to publish my Memoirs -at 
his own discretion. I will publish them 
with all the truth. So there will be the 
truth about H. P. Blavatsky, in which 
psychology and her own and others’ im-: 
morality and Rome and politics, and all 
her own and others’ filth once more will 
be set out to God’s worlds. I shall con-' 
ceal nothing. It will be a saturnalia 
of the moral depravity of mankind, this 
confession of mine; a worthy epilogue of 
my stormy life, and it will be a treasure 
for science as well as for' scandal; and it 
is all me, me; I will show myself with a 
reality which will break many, and will 
resound through all the world. ; ; I

. ■ ------------- :-----
thirst for one thing only, that the world 
may know all the reality and all the 
truth and learn . thé'.lesson; and then 
death, kindest of all; \ /'

, . “Hl P; Blavatsky.
' “You may-print this letter if you will, 

even in Russja. It is alitile same now.” 
, This confession wris’followed by am 
Other letter a few;driys later in which 
sheput on a virtuou^ musk, and confess
ing her sins; she-'-appealedf to Solovyoff 
to remain steadfast, to her, as a Russian 
exile who had never; done any harm to 
him. She would 'lijiset all the conti
nental societies. « l ;

But she cautioned him to beware what 
he did. “You are^sbrrourided by such 
a ring that your cüolijieaxl will not help 
you." He inferred1 that,she was prepar
ing to avenge herself upon- him in very 
theosophic fashion; arid such proved to 
be the fact. ,

She wrote herself down as a widow, 
but her husband' sqrvived her. She 
claimed to be a virginf -but her early 
reputation was that of,(¿Magdalen.

A few days after.shqr;confession Solo- 
vypff made a fornçil'. tlesignation from 
the Theosophic Society' by registered 
letter to India, dated 'February ili, 1886. 
Desperate were the effórts ôf Blavatsky 
to checkmate SplovypfUs. intention to- 
publish her confessjon; .-f It was read-be
fore the society ilj; Paris arid at once 
that society was dissolved. But despite 
al« efforts to suppléas the« exposure, it 
now appears in a book df 366 pages from, 
which the foregoing abstract.has been, 
made. . ,z- !' . .

• For a period ,qf Uveivri years Blavat
sky was known as'a'Spii’Jturilist. In 1874 
she wrotp a letter to A,-|4.. Aksakoff, ed
itor of the Leipsig;«Psyçhische Studion, 
saying: “I have iiofr bean a Spiritist for 
more,than ten yeaSi-and all my life is 
de voted .to the dooifclne;“ But the Katie 
King exnosure'gava'iSpîrltualism a set
back and dimiriishSfl-'nev resources as a 
writer for profit. ‘•"■li riftf ready to sell 
my soul for Spiritualismi’’ ahé wrote in 
lh(5, "but nobody «rjll bùyùt, and I am 
living from band tò1 inpùthb” A little 
later she wrote: : “Rlcott 4b organizing 
the Theosophical S^iètyiin Now York. 
... I am writing bdok, which I 
call, by John King’#-advice, ‘Skeleton 
Key to Mysterious (Jritesi’ ■" This book, 
in spite of John's advice,^Appeared in 
1877 as “Isis UnveilSd.’! now proved to 
be a compilation frdm' numerous books 
with very few crcdilirigs-itr book with
out system, a real hodge-podge. '

From that time $ïfc,denied that she 
Was. a Spiritualist ,ìri ;theimodern and 
American sensé.bf ftte word, but a Bud
dhist P’riftthelB1 dier -letter to 
myself dated November J»i J 87Î ), Arid - 
frequently thereafljBr shóìidenied that- 
she had everibeen ¡¿’Spiritualist. - But 
it appears that, bprpspMt^uidé, Johri 
King, waS”tt!ansfprmeq into Mahatma 
Morya; Óf Thlbeflntlll -an inhabltanfof 
this earth. ' ‘W. H. BURR. '

Washington,-IJ.O,: ‘

WHILE THE COMEDIAN WAS SLEEPING 
AT THE PROMPTER'S TABLE A NOISE 
WAKENED HIM AND JOHN M’CUL- 
LOUGH’S GHOST WAS SEEN PASSING 
AWAY IN THE WINGS—AN AMBITIOUS 
PROPERTY BOY WHOSE GHOST KEEPS 
VIGIL WITH THE REHEARSALS OF 
M’CULLOUGH.
To the Editor:—I enclose you an

other choice budget. Don’t discard one. 
McCullough’s spirit walks the boards of 
tiie theatre once his special favorite in 
this-city, and where he made his first 
failure from approaching paresis. . -The 
following is from the Washington Post:

John McCullough's ghost walks! It 
•was seen-one night-last week at the New 
•National Theatre here, where'it has ap
peared at intervals ever since his death. 
The spirit of the great actor is evidently 
very restless, and so it comes back to 
this theater, where he played so many 
times during his life to enthusiastic au
diences, and personates his favorite 
characters.

The famous tragedian made his first 
appearance at the National Theater on 
■September 1, 1875, on which occasion ho 
played ‘‘Hamlet.” He over afterward 
used to say that he would rather act in 
Washington than in any other city in 
the United States. This was his favor
ite playhouse. This probably accounts 
for the fact that he walks here now and 
nowhere else.

John McCullough’s greatest part, and

Throiigh the red bans of sunset,« across 
the prairies’ gbld, i

In the edge of the, drip old forest rose 
the Shawnee’s village bold

In the tent of a mfghty’warrior a dying 
captive lay, .' i ~

Where dark bide«. 0yps|were gazing on 
the setting siinUgbtp reys.

Her couch of hemlock boughs was soft, 
. with pantheT ski|i|s O'eespread, 

And stalwart forms tff-youth and pride 
knelt round her Iqwly bed;

As through the opdtiiiibcrwuy the crim
son sunlight stete-;- 4 ■■

Lightening up that stfKBge^wlld group, 
, as With a flame of !gdlo.

Why light the' blurigj'riS brightly now? 
why crimsons theip^le cheek,

As o’er each wasted.-Jeatnre death's 
darkling shaiiow^ creep?

And now each dusky^hqad is bowed, for 
music, sweet and'cjfear,

Breathes from her dyli^g- lips, of home 
and kindred friefljd&so dear.

Softly the night-wiridi/jifted each tress 
of wavy hair, L

Then moaned outside,’ippng evergreens, 
with voices of despair. .

The grief-bowed chieftain spoke at last: 
‘My child is goinipUome;

But not to the far hunting grounds be
yond the setting, sun. .

“Oh! warriors! we have’ ivronged her life 
—she is not of oumralce;

The JTender Lily dio4lto-night—these 
wilds are not.her plice.

List! list!” he said, “even now her soul 
sings of its natftW stream, •

Where the blue waveirkro rippling and 
fair pond liliesgleafa. - ’

“What now to her iri^jhe wild wind’s 
song in green qlj foqest bower? .

The bounding,steps.qi'toe hunted deer, 
the fragrance of -Wild-wood flowers?'

Far over the Mde ptiiijes her soul has 
winged ite flight;; -

The lily will.blootn, iri-jhe whlte man’s 
home, arid wear,its robe of light.”

And the violet eyes weie closed in sleep, 
to waken never triqibb. .

Gently the dimpled hands .'were placed 
her pulseless bogfimto’er.

Beneath the moariingt hemlocks they 
made a shallow tomb,; -

And Iqld the faded Illy down whom 
- death had claimed too soon. ■ ■

And now when • eiffnfS»# ’sunset rays 
stream o’er tallrorwt^ees, ■ •

When autumn winds are rustling the 
tinted falling leaves); -

Those children of the red- men oft see in 
the flickering shade ' ’ .

A broken lily droopln^where the cap-' 
tive’s grave is made; \ ;

Marion HellSn. Bassette.

There is nothing sb ¿likely to produce 
peace as to be well^repsrod to meet 
the enemy.—WashiBgion. _ -.
'* The smallerTh‘e dt$iil$the ciearor the 
head arid- the cooler the blood, Which 
are great benefits'in” tamper and busi
ness.—WllliamPenn. f
- Every one '.of hts opinions appears to 
himself to -be written frith sunbeams.— 
Watts. . ‘ . - . ... ’ $ . . • .. •
, The instinctive feqllng of. a" great peo
ple is often wlser-thariine wisest man.— 
Kossuth. ■■■' • —

■ Groat memories,- winch retain allin- 
differently, are.the nriljfresses of an inn,’ 
and riot the mistresses ma house.—Mme. 
Necker. >- ■ - 'S- ' . • ■

utllize that arrangement for studying 
their parts as they are sure to be undis
turbed, and being on the stage inspires 
them,

BOND THOUGHT IT WAS RATS.
Mr. Bond was sleepy and sort of half 

dozed, when suddenly he heard a slight 
noise, and looked up, expepting to see a 
watchman or somebody connected with, 
the theater. Nobody appeared, and as 
ail the rest of the theatre was dark he 
thought he must be mistaken, and that 
the noise was made by rate. So he put 
it out of his mind and went on with nis 
work. After he had sat there a while 
longer he felt convinced that he was not 
alone on the stage. He seemed to feel 
the presence of some one. He looked 
up, but could see nothing. Presently, 
however, as he was watching, a figure 
came from the wings. He was wonder
ing who could possibly be in the theater 
at that hour of the night, and thought it 
was probably the watchman. He was 
about to speak when a feeling of awe 
came over him and he sat spellbound.

It appeared. What it was he did not 
know. It must be- human, and yet it 
looked so weir'd. It walked with long 
steps across the stage. When It got In 
front of Mr. Bond he jumped to his feet 
and cried: “John McCullough!” Then 
it went to a wing, on the other side and 
vanished into nothingness. Mr. Bond 
was so startled that he stood stock still, 
staring. McCullough’s spook had hard
ly gone when that of his admirer, who 
follows him in death as in life, entered. 
It came from the same spot and walked 
in McCullough’s footsteps, finally melt
ing away in an exactly similar manner. 
The comedian recognized It as Eddie 
Specht in the instant it had remained.

taneous spirit phenomena. I nm tired 
of almost every phase« requiring doubt
ful human agency; always tempted by 

.. , , - ■■ ■ ■ greed to perpetrate imposture—except
the one he liked best to represent, was , independent slate-writing, in broad day, 
Virginius lu • Virginius.- And it is as over the table and on your own slates 
this character that he is generally seen.1 held in your own hands. That was the

plienouieuu ou Sinai, on "tables of 
stone”—good slate! Hence my taste for 
spontaneous manifestations, when there 
is no human agency, or professional me
diums, who have gone into it merely tp 
rnake money and are bringing our causé 
to open shame.

Thè following appeared in the Wash
ington Post la?t week:

"I notice," said Mr. C. A. Poole, of 
Boston, at the Norinandie, "that the be
lievers in Spiritualism are going to 
meet in Washington in national conven
tion this month, and that reminds me

He is said to be drosseu as He wus in 
life for the play, and to appear from one 
wing, strut across the stage in the long 
strides that distinguished him, ana 
strike the' attitudes which in old days 
never failed to bring down the house. 
Île Is appealing, to an invisible aridi- 

nce. ' ' He does' not tarry long, .but, soon 
disappears behind a wing on the oppo- 
fSitasifle of thestage.

WATCHMAN IN THE' BOX OFFICE;
The watchmen of the theater say they 

have often seen him. It is certainly a 
fact that they pre afraid to go on the 
stage at night after the performance is 
oyer and, the lights are out. They are 
obliged tio touch an electric bell at in
tervals to show that.they are there, but 
their method is to shut themselves up 
andlock themselves in the box office, 
thus proving the genuineness of their 
terror. ‘ At the appointed times when it 
is necessary they make a hurried expe
dition to the bell and rush back to the 
office and fasten the door in again.

Washington is a great city for ghosts, 
and the managers of the theatre rather 
boast of the phantom. In fact, they 
have two spooks' who honor them with 
their .presence. The second wraith is 
that of a property boy who died a short 
time ago, named Eddie Specht. • His 
spirit has been recognized a number of 
times. Between the two there is not 
much chance for quietness in the estab
lish ment during the night hours.

Young Specht had great theatrical 
ambition. He thought he would some 
day be a famous actor. Tragedy wak 
what be especially idolized, and John 
McCullough was bis beau ideal. When 
the theater was empty he would go 
there and practice different parts, ex- 
pecially anything that he had seen Mc
Cullough do. And now his -phantasm 
follows that of the man he admired so 
much.

The New National Theater is one of 
the oldest in the country; or rather it is 
built on tbe same site, the original 
■building having bceh burned down. It 
has been reconstructed several times, 
but has stood just as it is for a number 
of years. Many actors would rather play 
here than anywhere else in the United 
States. In fact, it may be considered 
the favorite theater of members of the 
profession, and its popularity dates very 
far back.
BOOTH PLAYED THERE BEFORE LIN

COLN.
If walls could speak, those of the New 

National Theater would have many 
strange things to telL Most of the 
great actors of the last three or four de
cades have trodden its boards. Here 
Wilkes Booth played on the night of 
April II, 1863, and President Lincoln 
occupied a box and applauded vigorous
ly, little dreaming that he was after
ward to be murdered by the young actor 
whom he admired so much.. In fact, 
there is hardly an actor’s name you can 
mention who has not played there one 
time or another..

■’ John McCullough, as has been said 
above, loved the New National Theater, j 
He played there many times, and was' 
always a particular favorite with Wash- 
ington'people. He made his last ap
pearance in' Washington in 1884. At 
this time his mental impairment had be
gun and his Virginius was a pitiable ex
hibition--of his failing -powers.'' He 
would repeat himself over and over 
again and he became very moody and 
preoccupied. Perhaps it is the knowl
edge that his last performances here 
were sp imperfeef that makes his spirit 
so uneasy. He’ acts the parte over 
again, untiring in his exertions to do 
himself justice. - -,

His apparition has been observed and 
recognized over and over again by his 
personal friends in the theatrical pro
fession. It was seen so recently as one 
day week-before last, by Frederic Bofld, 
the well-known comedy player. He1 was 
sitting, after the performance, at the 
prompter’s-table, which is always ^rtit on 
the'frontjpartof the stage just beyond 
the footlights, for rehearsals. > There is 
oiie gas jet so arranged that it will light 
up the'table if desired, all'the'other 
light being extinguished. .Actors often

that some years ago I took a great inter
est in Spiritualism. I had plenty of 
leisure, and traveled farahd wide, inves
tigating the subject, being strongly in
clined to accept as true many of the 
things Claimed for it by its disciples.

“But with more extended investiga
tion my belief weakened, and while I 
have nothing to say against honest Spir
itualists, of whom there are many, I am 
bound to declare that there are also 
many charlatans and impostors. Those 
who have gone into It merely as a mon
ey-making scheme deserve to be ex
posed, and I think that sensiblo people 
will do well to give a wide berth to all 
who take money as a fee for alleged 
spiritualistic manifestations.”

The above illustrates the cause of the 
lukewarmness of many once open and 
avowed Spiritualists.

I don’t know but we will be compelled 
to discard all who take pay as a fee for 
spiritual manifestations, except those 
who are duly commissioned and vouched 
for by organized societies, who will be 
under obligation to expose and repudi
ate where (no matter how great the 
gift) charlatanism is in anj' case re
sorted to to fill up an evening’s enter
tainment when conditions—so-called- 
are unfavorable, for "falsus in uno. 
falsus est omnibus” is a law and should, 
be a spiritual maxim. 1 honor your no
ble stand on this subject. Impostors 
have no consideration or mercy at your 
hands, and hence I feel the cause is safe 
while you live and conduct The Pro
gressive Thinker.

W. H. Parsons.
Washington, D. C.

The white-fleet ships and the tall ships 
go

Across the tranquil bay,
And I watch, as they glide to dhd fro, 
For my fairy ship of the long ago, 

That so silently sailed away. "
O, the ships that sail are bright and 

fair, ■
White, and gold, aud dun,

And the white-winged gulls, with grace
ful air,

Swift as the winds, unruffled with care, 
Follow the wake of the ship’s run.

Fine is the freight the ships they bear 
From distant lands afar;

Pearls and myrrh, and spices rare, 
And men of pride, and ladies fair, 

• With hopes like the morning stars.
’But I look for my ship that sailed away, 

"One bright morn in May, 
Out of mv youth’s sunlit bay, 
With sails all set radiantly, 

And bathed in a fleecy spray.
And ! watch, as the shadows dim from 

Bight, .
The bay and the ships and sea, 

Till the gloaming of night seems folded 
in light, .

As my vision spans the years in their 
flight, 

And my ship returns to me. . 
. Bishop A. Beals.

- Summerland, Cal.

. What is fanaticism to-day is the fash
ionablecreed to-morrow, and trite as the 
multiplication table 'a week" after.— 
Wendell Phillips.
. Do what good thou canst unknown; 
and be not-vain of what ought rather to 
be felt than seen.—William Penn.

We want fewer-thifigs to live in pov
erty with satisfaction than to live mag
nificently with riches.—St. Evremond.

To the Editor:—On this day, Octo» 
ber 3, 1814, the writer first opened his 
eyes to the light of old earth, and for 82 
years I have battled with the cares'and 
vicissitudes incident to a physical exist
ence; battled that the spirit and mortal 
might sojourn in harmony the time al
lotted by nature for their union; battled 
to overcome the hereditary tendencies 
transmitted to the physical form—a 
form unfitted by nature for the occupant 
who by the decrees of fate (or natural 
law) has been held in bondage and, like 
the caged bird, chaled for its freedom 
that its aspirations for a broader unfold- 
ment and wider avenues for the exprès 
sion of thought might be gratified, with, 
a feeling bordering on disgust at na» 
ture’s seeming partiality in the bestow-, 
ment of her gifts, and the struggles aud 
disappointments that beset at every 
turn. .

May it not in reason be doubte^ 
whether life here is worth living? when 
viewing, through the dim vista of the 
past, the history of the race upon the 
planet earth.. Is revealed the fearful 
struggles and disasters to untold mill
ions that through famine, pestilence, 
wars and religious persecutions have 
gone down to death amid fire and blood) 
and to the materialistic theory that death 
ends all, the only rational answcr.tbat 
can be given is that life here is a most 
signal failure. .>

But the advent of Modern Spiritual
ism was most opportune, coming ata 
time when theological teachings were 
driving the people into blank material» 
ism arid infidelity, bringing the glad 
tidings of a continuity of life, and dem-, 
onstraling the absurdities of material
ism and the false, cruel, blighting, soul
torturing teachings of old theology, 
lifting from the minds of toiling thou
sands the religious incubus that was 
weighting them down with the black 
pall of midnight darkness, and with en» 
eouragement to be good and do good, to 
endure the hardships incident to earth' 
life, that when the trials of physical
existence terminate, a world of progres
sion and compensation beyond this vale 
of tears is the reward.. . . -. - ■ i

The recurring Anniversary (tlioWjofc:. 
my nativity, .induced thq few thoughts 
here presented in this short article. It 
will , be seen that I have reached-that - 
stage in life that earth's children are 
said to take on the condition of second 
childhood, which is supposed to include 
myself (the spirit) and the tenement-in 
which I have made iny home these- 
many long years. I

In taking an autopsy the discovery.ÎB ■ 
made that the ravages of time has shat-' 
iered the old habitation, greatly impair- . 
ing its usefulness, in which is pointod a 
warning, that in the not distant future 
the vacating the premises may become 
a necessity as being uninhabitable.

In consideration, then, of the existing ■ 
state of affairs and with a desire to con
tinue to add my mite for thé dissemina
tion of our glorious philosophy, and 
knowledge of continued life in the grand 
future through Modern Spiritualism, I 
have decided that that result may be 
reached during the residue of my 
earthly pilgrimage by annually, on each 
recurring anniversary ol my nativity, 
October 3, renew my allegiance to The 
Progressive Thinker by remitting 
the amount of a year's subscription, and 
after reading circulate where it will do 
the most good. So please find enclosed 
one dollar for renewal. In the event of 
failure to receive the remittance (unless 
notified of the cause) an obituary will be 
in order.

In closing these disconnected remarks 
I have this to say: For nearly or quite 
forty years I have received the weekly 
visits of one or more Spiritualist publl- 
cations.and am a subscriber for two at 
the present time; and while I have no 
word of disparagement for any of the ' 
various publications with which lam- 
familiar, but a good word for all, I have 
a choice. In the general literary make 
up, in the reading matter from first to 
last pages, in its corps of contributors, 
and the diversified Spiritualistic news 
that greets its thousands of readers ip 
each and every number, toiny taste The 
Progressive Thinker leads them all. ■ 
And were it not that I feel it a bounden 
duty to circulate them, I would file each- 
number from year to year for interest
ing reading in my declining years, for I 
never pick- up a way-back number but 
the reading matter is as interesting as 
when first read. M. T. C. FLOWER.

What is death that we so dread? - ■ 
Where are those we mourn as dead? -‘ 
What then waits us in the end, 
Out beyond this mortal ken? 
Wbatisit— the unknown shore— ••
Where are loved ones gone before? ; 
All around us spirits stay , , • ’
In a land of endless day; ■ ■ ;
Where They gather, one by one, 7 
When the race of life is run.
No one knows from whence man came, 
But our birthright is the same.- < . i 
Thus, In life’s receding tide • ■ - 
We shall pass out side by side; . 
And in a changed condition, be . / 
With our spirit band through eternity. 
Bo to nature praises give, •' ;
For we only ale to live. ■ ■

Jewel H. Vaught." •

Ask the heart to give a reason tor any 
of its beautiful and divine motions, and 
it can only look upwards and be dumb, i 
—Lowell. .

Nothing destroys authority so much 
as the unequal and untimely inter- . 
change of power, pressed too far and re
laxed too much.—Bacon. - - - J

Youth fades; love droops: the leaves 
of friendship fall, a mother’s secrethope. 
outlives them all.—Holmes. .

Never think that God’s delays are i 
God's denials. Hold on: hold fast; hold 
out. Patience is genius.—Buffon. ’
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THINKER.

SPIRLTSKNO DISEASE
Obsession and pbsessing^ 

' Influences.-

j There is no better way of demqu- 
’ ■''stratiug truth than by well-attested 

facts; and the object of these articles’ 
y-is to prove .(hut obsession and obsessing 
''influences are no bugbear, as was 
' recently asserted they were by one of 

1 rour lecturers, but that they do ac
tually exist, that evil spirits.do com- 
'¡juunicate as well as good fines, and 
’'‘.exert a great power, for harm over 
fttoortals/ • * . -................... ....
>ft ftft'lKnowlecIge” and “Wisdom” is 
ft:pqwcr, and, the better people under- 
■ftqtilnd these things, the better pre- 
ft pared they will be to meet them. Ig

norance has filled our lunatic asylums 
ft to overflowing, aud it is high time vve 
• had more knowledge on this very im

- portant subject.
In my profession as a healer, I was 

galled to see a woman who had suf-
g/ •fered for ’years with a complication of 
; diseases, so-called by the M. D.’s. I 
| ' found her to be a very sensitive and
F; undeveloped medium. I will give the 
J' several physical conditions I found 
!, her to be troubled with, and then 
l .. show tlieir relation ta spiritual condi- ■ 
• Ions which were being thrown upon 

,')ar physical organization by a well 
: ■ organized band of evil forces in the 

spirit. She was suffering from a 
j,' canker sore throat and the peculiar 

conditions symptomatic of female 
f trouble. This throat trouble was almost 
i • always accompanied by a choking sen
’ / satioii,. and she would; sometimes 
;.i, breatfc like a person . wdth; asthma.

Sli.e said it seemed as thqugb a' large 
haiid'was clutching at her throat and 

. wisjied to choke her jo death. It 
?:• ■ would cause her to strangle and gasp 
ifor breath, and then it would, go as 
ft suddenly as it came. She would
? often have spells of great pain inker

stomach, and it would extend through 
ft the body near the spine, between the
'“ft shoulder blades.
r ' She said it seemed as though some 
ft forcigu substance was driven through 
ft . her body at this place. She was 
'ft suffering from a very aggravated case 

pf. womb trouble, had been treated by 
many M. D.’s, and had used a great 
many patent medicines, with no real 
-benefit but to mitigate by some of 
them the severity of the disease for a 

; Short time. Another very distressing 
' symptom was, she felt as though 

Something heavy was laid across the 
stomach, which caused her great 

; pain, and then came a terrible heat, 
as if she was being burned up and 

;; could teel the hot flames in her face. 
Ail these symptoms were very dis
tressing, and were wearing her out.

; Many mediums personate spirits, and 
that is the end of it to the medium 
for that individual spirit; but these 
symptoms had been of long and fre- 

.' quent duration. There were more 
distressing symptoms, but I have 
glyen enough to illustrate the point I 
■wish to make. I began giving her 
treatments, and in a few days a female 

‘spirit controlled her organism who 
had passed out with a very severe 
female difficulty, and it proved to be 
the wife of an actor now living in 

; Boston. My patient and this ladj’ 
ftfiad been on very intimate and social 

terms for years, aud the tie of friend.
ft ship was so strong between them that 

fis soon as the spirit was released from 
ft her mortal body she went direct to 
• this friend, and she soon began to be 

afflicted in the same way. After I 
■had thrown off from the sick spirit 

ft the conditions with which she passed 
v to spirit life, by treating the medi- 

lira’s organism while the spirit con
trolled her, the spirit described three 

■ dark spirits who had been instrumen
: tai in holding her to this woman, and 

said that she had tried to get away 
;from her, but these spirits told her to 
stay by this woman and she would 

. feel better after awhile. But they 
held her so close to. this woman that 
she suffered very’ much, and was so 
thankful to at last find relief and get 

ft released ’ from this bondage. One 
ft; treatment for .the femala trouble after 

the spirits were taken away did her more 
ft good than several had done previous 

to this time.
There is one very noticeable fact 

; in all oases of obsession and those 
troubled by evil influences that has 
opine under my notice, and that is, if 
yon see or get away one evil spirit 
from a person, there, are always two 
more in the same gang. These spirits 

ft say three of them make a triangle, 
and they’ can throw upon _a person 

' more power by standing in a triangle 
about them. The same is true of 
gopd spirits. I have noticed» that 

: three mediums sitting in a triangle 
will get more power than in any other 

; position, 
ft At another time while treating her 

the spirit of a fireman controlled her, 
who had passed out in a fire by a 
beam falling upon him, and pinning 
him down. He was burned up in this 
position. This accounted for my 

■ patient’s condition as though a heavy 
body was laid across her, and she was 
burning up. This spirit gave his 
name, and that of the city in which 

. he was doing duty, which on investi
. gation proved to be correct in every 

particular.
At another visit the spirit of a man 

controlled my patient, who said he 
was killed by the cars in a distant 
town at a railroad crossing accident, 
giving his name and residence,- which 

.ft was afterwards found to be correct 
; He said a .piece of board or splinter 

Was driven through his body in the 
same spot’ the patient complained of 

’ feeling that sensation. At another 
•'time sick spirits controlled who had 

■ passed out with different kinds of 
'ft-thiidatftdis'eases.' . The worst "one was a
; inah who had been hanged, and another 
ft. the spirit of a man ¡who was choked to

death by a ruai - from behind, clutch
ing Jim by the thrpjd. ’ and strangling 
him. Although this spirit was' en. 
gaged in iniquity at the time of Jiis 
decease; he was bound to be. re
venged on someone, and bad . foqud 
in this woman a -sensitive whom he 
could make feel the effects of his evil 
power, and had. worked his malice 
upon her by clutching her throat, as 
it is easier ‘for any spirit to throw 
upon a mortal the same, disease with 
which they passed out with. As in 
the first symptom related, so it was in 
all the rest, dark spirits were holding 
these innocent victims to the medium 
in each case, and thus rendering |ier 
life one of misery, pain and sorrow. 
But not only that, they were keeping 
these spirits who had not thrown off 
the conditions of their last illness ’ in 
bondage and suffering while they 
could not pass on and progress to a 
higher and better life ; and they, by 
not seeking to overcome the -evil in 
their natures and aspiring to some
thing higher and holy, were binding 
themselves in slavery to their low, 
degraded, malicious natures, instead 
of progressing bn to à higher devel
opment, where they could be of 
greater use in seeking to bring 
humanity up to a liigher plane of life, 
instead of trying to make them suffer 
from disease and death. ’ I asked 
many of them, why they persecuted 
this woman in the manner they did. 
Their invariable reply was: This 
woinan is a heretic, and possesses very 
strong mediumistic qualities, and we 
can see that the .»higher powers, are 
seeking to develop nnd bring out her 
medial powers, that she might be used 
as an instrument to bring truth and 
wisdom into ,the world. , Wc :are 
fighting to prevent it and keep the 
people in ignorance and darkness, and 
to, create all the inharmony and tur
moil we can, as we can work better in 
that element. There is no way we can 
obstruct and keep back the powers of 
light so effectually as to crush out the 
mediums already developed, and those 
of mediumistic gifts who would make 
grand instruments in the hands of the 
angels of light for the furtherance of 
truth and knowledge. After the sick 
spirits were helped out of their condi
tion, and the powers of the dark 
spirits were broken who were operat
ing upon each special trouble, the cure 
was quiok and certain by only a few 
treatments, as then only the effects of 
the cause had to be removed.

By my mode of treating obsession, 
I treat and heal the spirits obsessing 
as well as tho patient. An evil spirit 
brought to see the evil of his ways, 
will turn and help the persons they 
have been injuring. It is better to 
overcome evil with good, and to gain 
and keep the good will of a spirit as 
well as a mortal. If you remove a 
spirit by force, and do not try to help 
him up higher and out of his low, de
graded condition, ho will immediately 
go to someone tdse, and- there are 
always weak, sensitive ones on whom 
they can wreak their vengeance. This 
lady had a daughter attending school. 
All at once she could not see very- 
well ; was dull, stupid and languid ; 
her ambition to work or study had 
gone, and she seemed to be fast going 
into a decline. The mother spoke to 
me about her daughter, and, without 
seeing her, I had the impression that 
a very- old woman was hanging about 
her in spirit, and that if she was 
taken away, and the power of tho 
forces broken that was holding her 
there, she would be all right in a short 
time. I requested the mother to have 
her daughter come into her room the 
next time I visited her. At this visit 
the daughter came in. In a few min
utes tho mother was controlled by the 
spirit of an old lady, who was in a 
very weak, prostrated condition, but 
did not seem to have any organic dis
ease. I rubbed her and made passes 
over the body. She opened her eyes, 
and said: “I am not sick; nothing 
ails me but old age.” She had not 
realized that she had been in spirit,

spirit to lift the veil of mystery that 
hangs over many of the sick and 
afflicted, and reveal to mortals some 
of the true causes of ackuess and 
disease that the learned M. D. ’s know 
not of and are pointing out the' way 
for the. sick to find relief without tak
ing and absorbing into their systems 
arsenic, strychnine, calomel, mor
phine, chloral, phenacetine, from 
which a.young mam neay here hap re
cently died, and many other danger
ous drugs, which not only destroy the 
body and dwarf tire brain, but they 
bind the spirit even after ipis released 
from its mortal tenement. All poisons 
administered to the sick are’as had-as 
„the disease itself, and often worse. 
Jt is a startling fact, b.ut nevertheless 
true, that our lunatic asylums are 
filled to-day by obsessed people’ who 
became an easy prey to the undevel
oped forces of spirit through the 
drugs administered by these same per
sons, who are seeking by medical laws 
to take away not only the rights and 
freedom of the healers, but from the 
people as well.

One lecturer says obsession is all 
imagination... Away with sueh spirit
ual ignorance. The spirits , have 
demonstrated the untruth of that 
statement in thousands of cases that 
have come under my own personal 
observation and treatment, as well as 
many others all over this broad land, 
who are working in the hands of the 
higher spirits to relieve suffering. 
Now-, was it the preconceived ideas of 
the medium who gave forth that state
ment, or was that thought thrown 
upon the brain of that medium and 
her control by some deceitful, cun
ning, jesuitical spirit who is ever on 
the alert watching an opportunity, to 
throw .upon some'sensitive brain; mis
leading thoughts, and if the medium 
1b not cognizant of the fact that there 
are lying, deceitful spirits as well as 
mortals in the same condition, such a 
spirit could more readily throw upon 
them a thought of the above character.

Undeveloped spirits have been the
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and it took some time to convince 
of the fact. She said some men 
been carrying her around with 
young lady. She thought it 
strange they should be toting

her 
had 
the
was 
her

about in that manner. She tried to 
get away from them, but was so weak 
she could not help herself. She liked 
the young ladj- now, and would like 
to stay with her. She gave her name, 
and described a seaport town, so that 
the young lady recognized the place. 
She said she used to tell things for 
people, and they called her a witch. 
After the spirit left my patient was 
told what had transpired. She said 
she knew, her ; that her mother had 
taken her with her to see this old lady 
when she was a little girl, and that 
her mother had her fortune told at 
the time, and the old lady Jived to be 
one hundred and two years of age. 
The next morning the young lady was 
all right, and has continued in good 
health. ’

I would like to ask the learned 
M. D.’s how many bottles of medicine 
it would have taken to cure these sick 
spirits, and broken the power of the 
evil spirits who were holding them, 
and thus curing the cause of these 
persons’ sickness. I have no personal 
animosity against the M. D.’s. I 
have found many gentlemanly arid 
true iri'en who’ were conscientiously 
working to relieve human suffering 
instead of keeping their patients from 
getting well for the sake of the job 
and the money it would. bring them.

There are medical societies in about 
every State in our union who are seek
ing a monopoly of the.healing art, and 
telling the people they need protection 
from what they style irregulars. I 
hope the day will soon come when 
the people will wake from their Rip 
Van Winkle sleep and realize, who 
they really need protection -, from, 
whether from the M. D.’s or the 
bealéra who are operated upon ' and 
controlled by a spiritual power, seek
ing by the divine light of Infinite

downfall of many a fine, sensitive me
dium. If Spiritualists could only 
realize the power for evil the unde
veloped forces in spirit possess, and 
strive to prevent all discord and in
harmony, and all pull together for the 
greatest good, it would make better 
conditions for our mediuihs, and, 
consequently, better conditions for 
the progressive souls of the higher 
life to give us truth, wisdom and 
knowledge through our mediums.

One word more iu regard to imagi
nation. Out of the thousands of 
cases treated, I never had but three 
cases where the patient realized or 
was willing to admit there was any
thing of the kind about them. A year 
ago I treated a lady who had some 
terrible influences about her, for twfi 
weeks. I did not say a word to her 
about the true cause of her condition-, 
aside from treating her, the spirit 
work was done with my wife in pri
vate. Finally I’began telling lier.of 
these things, gradually leading.,ajpng 
to her own condition, when she asked 
if there were any sueh forces around 
her. I then proceeded to demonstrate 
to her, by the aid of my wife, the true 
cause of her years of suffering, and 
although she was an orthodox church 
member, and scarcely knew anything 
of Spiritualism, she said: “My spirit 
is ripe for the truth. I can very easily 
see and comprehend the truths you 
have revealed to me in regard to my 
own case, and can understand the 
Bible better, nnd can reconcile the 
work you are doing with that of Christ 
and liis apostles, and how he told 
his disciples to go ye into all the world, 
preach the gospel and cast out devils, 
etc.”

When this lady went from my house, 
she said to me in gratitude, with the 
tears coursing down her cheeks: “The 
knowledge I have gained here has 
more than repaid me for the money 
paid you, to say nothing of the benefits 
I have received to my physical body. ” 
To those who believe that death ends 
all, or to those who believe that as 
soon as our spirit leaves the body we 
cease all evil (if disposed to evil in the 
mortal), and enter a land of immortal 
bliss, whether we were fitted for it or 
not, I ask, if evil spirits did not cause 
and greatly aggravate the troubles of 
these two people, what was it?

A A Kimball.
Northampton, Mass.

THE MIND.

O, the limitless wealth of the mind I ,
Who can fathom the depths of-its 

store, -
Where slumbering worlds are'eonfined, 

That shimmer and wake evermore? .
The radiant suns and the stars

Are satellites all to the brain;
And the rhythms of infinite bars 

Float in with seolean refrain.
How quick is the flash of a thought, 

Flying off into ether-crowned space, 
Impatient till all things are caught 

In the grasp of its mighty embrace.
From the infinite down to the mole, 

From the zephyr to thunder’s fierce 
thrall.

Where lightnings flash out from the 
pole, '

■ It is mind that environs them all.
In the realms of Infinitude

The mind builds her temples of gold, 
Ever snfelting the cosmical food, 

That myriads of ages unfold.
How stupendous the range of a thought!

It weighs in its balance the wind; ; 
Thus blazing forever outwrought

From its center and home in the mind.

Vattel declares that In war all vines, 
fruit trees and crops should be spared.

Td thb<Epitob—Please inform 
cis that I have a positive remei 
above named disease. Sy its timely UBb ' 
thousands of hopeloss casés have been pefr ' 
manently cured, I ahull be glad to tend ' 
twobottiesofmyremedytreetoanyrfyouj 
readers who have consumption if ihey wfll 
BendmethelrexpresaandpostaffioeadanM.'' 
SA.SlocunifM.O., 183PearlSt„NewXork,

■ j ■ o •/.-
ExcelienteReading for Honest 
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I am enlibted’ in’il'rath's cause, and 
so I come before j^r leaders to re
late some of the tfôuispirings at two 
recent seanfès> !□ attended -at Mr. 
William Aftiold’S uhbme, 214 Center 
street. ,OfiR; refigq!n’fpr.this is to tell 
of . the present ■.qfrangèmènt, by his 
guides’ directionsp of his cabinet and 
■spajiee rooms. ■’

I have beforc;4(i^te?j that his cabinet 
is but a small roojh; ,^bove a stairway, 
from a much-traveled .street, and that 
there is positively no entrance to this 
room but .by tlib door leading from 
the front pgrlor.ft used as his 
seance room. ■ At the cabinet hangs a 
screen-door, the frame being covered 
by eonimon nètting-ft-not wira—which, 
if pulled loose, it would bn impossible 
to put in plaice^ without removing the 
strips that hold it stretched, A bolt 
is placed on' this ftdoor—-which opens 
into the large roqrn—and screw-eyes 
are fastenèd in the .walls and door, 
through which a long tape is run by 
any one present yvho wishes to secure 
the medium in ftiiis cabinet. At the 
first of these seanees of which I write, 
I fastened this ftoor, tying knots where 
I pleased. .’ .

In the front seauce-robim black cal
ico curtains are hung, extending from 
the cabinct-dppr' aeroSs the room in 
front of the bay-window, and down 
two sides of the Toom, leaving only 
the foldirig-doofs without this drapery. 
These curtains ^.re sb made'and hung 
as to divide at four points; thus they 
are easy to,loop.up' when not needed 
at his seances, and also allow of four 
openings where £hb spirits may ap
pear or walk,foi’tfi to greet the mor
tals. ’ ’

Behind these curtains, but in the 
large room, the* spirit friends build up 
forms, use thq.trumpet, write upon a 
tablet with pencil-roften sketch flow
ers in colors—-and lift and play upon 
the autoharp, which fias been placed 
upon a small stand, minus drawers, 
which is in the bay-window. These 
windows are closed and darkened 
when the ^çaffcb'f begins, and these 
seances ar^,. given Thursday after
noons, Wednesday Friday .and 8un- 
daj' nights.ro Thera is one window in 
the cabinetMiom, Jiiut this is darkened 
bj’ the sam^ blaqlf. cloth used else
where, nndds nil ^he while sealed by 
paper bits pasted in numerous spots. 
Over the carpet of the front room, a 
covering ofjfelaqk spread. And now 
j;ou have at verjirrlear description of 
Mr. Arnold^ bomb seance-rooms.

Above tlfc foluing-doors a small 
box iB,fttac%qd,ft iqto which fa night
lamp ;is. placed, and before which 
hangéft à'-gtoeiii’^lsauB-F^er. • The 
room is ligflï'enough'to see-all pres
ent. Everything, is open for inspec
tion before the large lamps are ex
tinguished. •

I attended the afternoon of Septem
ber 10, and Sufiday, the 13th, I was 
invited to tea, and remained for the 
seance; a friend being with me. With 
the exception of a half-hour passèd in 
their dining-room, ! was in the seance
rooms from 5 until 10:30 p. m,, and 
not for a moment asleep.

I shall speak more especially of the 
spirits who çanie with loving words to 
myself. A length)’ penciled message, 
with- colored -flower, came from my 
mother: “Darling daughter Allie— 
The pathway is becoming more clear 
to you as you go on, and those things 
which seemed ‘ impossibilities to you 
are becoming more realistic. Oh, for 
joj- to this grand truth! What a pity 
there are those-wbo know not of it, 
and shame upon those who scorn it as 
I did. Go ahead, dear child! My 
word is success to j’ou. Yours in 
spirit, Mother,” *

On a tablet’I had with me, ,1 wrote: 
“Is it all right?”'" T——, who was a 
dear mortal ffieiici, and is a spirit 
guide, materialized at the second 
opening, six feet from the cabinet. I 
went up to speàk ‘to him, recognized 
his peculiar. cblprviihd style of beard, 
and the manner of address, He was 
dressed in a black suit and white shirt- 
frpnt-{the medium being wholly 
garbed jn black^jftHe spioke my name’ 
adding: “We have you almost where 
we want you, to be able to 'do tire 
work you must - One more struggle 
for you, -andrall is well.” Other 
words werespokèn, butl gîve only those 

..that came as apÿpB.wçr to my query 
on the tablety and which convey to me 
a world of mettniiig and cheer. No 
one present knëw of the critical point 
that my Ijeart harbored. It was 
grand!

I was seated’ near to the fourth 
opening in the huitaine. .

My‘guidé came to me, by
impression, wjiiie some spirit was'ma
terialized, and oinfonned me of, her 
own wish tojucofne . in the form, bid
ding me wiéfc-.'^or her so she could 
easier ■< ffliuild^tto. ’ft; In my thought I 

■ answered I wpii^ dp so, and requested 
her to come thesseoond one after the 
spirit .present, Birt to .appear at the 
opening near nie—fully fifteen feet 
from thé cabineFby route of curtains— 
and to touchÇ mj^hÈad with her hand.

, At the time-.; appointed, and place, 
my ’ mother >materialized, gently- 
patted my head as I sat still, and in a 
low but distinct voice said: “I seé 
plainer now than'in’ the past' Don’t 
worry. Good by, toy. darling child'.' 

• Immediately . after. her disappear
ance,’ W-— again impressed my 
brain with these words : ‘ ‘Me give 
way to the old mother squaw." Bless 
her dear, unselfish soul!. ’

At the close?'of.'this ..seance, as I 
un/astened the.ste.ing and bolt-r-my 
own knots—the loved guide of the 
medium was telling me the words my

father was giving to her. Could the 
greatest skeptic • have doubted, such 
evidence as eye and ear received? 
No honest soul could, ;

. Sunday evening my friend and I 
were in attendance at the seance,' after 
having - enjoyed three hours visiting 
with Mr. Arnold and wife, their lov
able children and his sweet old mother. 
I aat there thinking, feeling in my 
soul wiiat a very happy family group, 
and glad at heart for the privilege of 
their friendship. , -

’ There were nine persons beside the 
family in attendance at the seance. 
Three of these were strangers to tha 
medium aud to all others; - a ladj’ and 
gentleman came together, no names 
being aunouuced; later, a man alone, 
asking if he might attend; permission 
beiug granted, he spoke no other 
words, but after the seance handed 
Mr. Arnold his business card, aud ex
tended an invitation to call.. When 
two spirits stood at the opening con
versing with the other man, ■ I ■ heard 
him tell the lady he-bad escorted, who 
sat next to me, ‘ ‘Father and mother 
both came," and to this.lady a brother 
came, conversing at some length. She 
told me at the forming of the circle 
that she had never investigated Spir
itualism, and her questions were proof 
of this. Yet on leaving the spirit 
brother to take her seat, she whis
pered to her companion, and I caught 
his earnest spoken words “He did?" 
as evidence for their wonderment and 
confidence in the genuineness of the 
manifestations. .

But I will conclude with a little 
more that came to me. T------ ap
peared at the third opening, and spoke 
my name. I stepped forward to con
verse with him, recognizing appear
ance and conversation. I forgot my
self in my great joy," and held one 
side of the curtain pressed back 
against the comer wall, and while lov
ingly whispering his farewell, I saw 
the form sinking at my side. The 
medium could not have returned to 
the cabinet without first removing my 
hand, which I pressed against the 
wall, thus placing it between the form 
and the bay-window and cabinet. Who 
could doubt such evidence?

As my friend and I sat together, 
there appeared at the second opening 
a form clothed all in white, who, in a 
low voice, said: “How j’ou do, 
Medie?" It was my loved Indian 
guide, W----- . I said, “Come out,
dear, won't j’ou?” and the gentleman 
—who knows her well by control of 
me—also invited her forth. With 
graceful motion she advanced, and, 
stooping to the floor, touched our 
held-out hands and conversed with 
each. Such a glorified sight cannot 
be witnessed, outside of heaven, at 
any other than a genuine materializing 
seance, my readers. She arose and 
displayed her womanly form and white 
drapery bj- movements no mortal can 
equal for grace and radiance, talking 
all the while to us. Receding behind 
the curtain, we entreated her to again 
come forth.- . • ■

She parted the curtains, but hesi
tated to advance, and I stepped for
ward. In such a cute manner of 
speech, she said: “I don’t want to 
come any more. 1 just want co say 
good night to you. I'm going home 
with you. Good by." And at home, 
before I retired, she controlled me, 
and again and again said, “Oh, I was 
so glad to come thus to-night. ” WThy 
ask more proof than this? ■

But you may saj’ that because I am 
a medium, and also claim friendship 
with the Arnolds, I may not be wholly 
truthful in this testimony. I will 
answer, a year ago I first met the 
Arnolds, and it may be that I have 
won their esteem because I am not at 
all envious of another medium's gifts, 
and not trying to brand “fraud” upon 
the brow of all who claim to give 
genuine materializations to those who 
“long for tire elasp of a vanished 
hand, and the voice that is stilled.” 
And, I may say, to myself I take the 
sweet assurance that those who know 
me give of their friendship for no 
other cause than that they put confi
dence -in my word, since I have bought 
no one’s esteem by gifts or bribes. It 
is the ambition of my soul to ‘ 'let my 
light so shine” as to prove to my 
fellow-beings that I love to aid 
hnmauity. Having no wealth, how 
can I do this but by advocating all 
that comes to me, by investigation and 
reflection—or by reason and inspira
tion—as truths they need.

I am quite well known, both in and 
out of Spiritualism, by my contri
butions to many domestic publica
tions, our own spiritual papers, etc| 
I confess that the returns have mostly 
been good will won to myself, but I 
value hearts above dollars.

For ten j’ears I have been known in 
the ranks of Spiritualism by the name 
I sign, though my retired life has not 
put me before notice to any great ex
tent personally. And I have stated 
thia because I desire to raise an ob
jection to the writing under names 
that one cannot be identified by—as I 
regret to And occurring often in our 
own paper. *

Should any person endorse a me
dium, or denounce one as a fraud, 
who is not certain of what he states? 
Arid if positive, why not be brave? ,

When deception, is perpetrated I am 
truly sorry, -but when our angel 
friends find avenues, too much cannot 
be said Of the joys our hearts experi
ence. There i? no earthly entertain
ment con give the earnest soul so 
deep a sense of grandeur and tender
ness, akin to heavenly aspirations, to 
begin, to equal the manifestations, wit

’ nessed at Mr. Arnold's home.
It seems to me instead of efforts to 

obliterate this phase of phenomena^ 
on the plea of so much that is fraud, 
we should encourage our spirit friends 
all the more, thereby hoping to estab
lish a future of an almost constant 
ability for their appearance in our 
midst ■

Mortals have, in past ages, bj' their

Woman, Church and State.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

eel taco.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

In rn»e and Vene—Work of William Richmond,
»nal Friends; from

“Jeannot and CoUn;’ 
“The Good Brnliinln;" 
cleat Faith and Fable.

COMPILED AND BPITZD BT

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

The only treatise over offered tbo reading and 
chinking public tn the Interest of modern Spiritual
ism. that 1b absolutely free from tbo theories oi Btipcr 
stitlon, and which

WUb portraits representing Mrs. Blehmond In 

1881, in 1818, and ta 18&4.

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matrl- 

a rebate.

X New Edition, Profusely Hluslrated,

"I choose that a story should be founded on nrob- 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or oxtravagant; and I desire 
above ail, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tbo discern
ing eye, though 1: escape tbo observation of the 
vulgar.*'—Voltaihu.

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.
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who would desire to make a study of Romunfrm end 
the Bible. The historic foots stated, end tbo keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practices should 
be read hr all. Price. 25c. Sold at this office.
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evolution. ..... ..........................................
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Chapter IIL Oulaa—Her Earthly Life and Tragic 
Death—Her Mission tn Splrit-Llfe.

Chapter IV. Other Control«—Tho Gnldea.
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—Worker« In Buffalo—Thomas Gales Forster—Sara!) 
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Chapter VI. Work in New York City.
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J. Mapes—Hon. J. W. Edmonds—Dr. Gray—Now 
York Editors and Clergy—Other Places in the East 
-Meadville, Pa., 18M-Horf. A. B. Richmond.

Chapter VIII. Washington. D. C.—Reconstruction— 
Senator J. M. Howard—Geölte J. W. Julleti—Gen. 
N. P. Bank«—Nettie Colbern Maynard—Statement 
of Geo. A. Bacon.

Chapter IX. England—Robert Dole Owen—George 
Thompson— Counted oi .bdlbness - Mrs. Straw
bridge—Mr. and Mra. Tebb—Mrs. Nosworthy—J. C. 
Ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross,

Chapter X. Work In England (Continued In Thrco 
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Chapter XI. California Work, 1875-Other Vlslto- 
Lettcr of C. M. Plumb—Letter of Mrs. John A 
Wilson.

Chapter XII, Chloro Work, 1875 to 1896-Flr« 
Society Chartered, 18G9—Complete Account of Wort 
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CttAiTkB Xin. Comp Meeting Work-CMMdaga- 
Lake Pleastat—Onset Bay—Lake Brady—Lookout 
Mountain, etc.

Chapter XIV. LlterntT Work—Hesperia—Volumes 
of Discourse« and Lectures—Psychopathy; Sou) 
Teaching»—Poems—Other Literary Work.

Chapter XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
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HELEN HARLOW’S VOW; 
Or Self-Justice.

By Lola Wabbrookor. Mfl&y have read tbte book, 
many bare re-read it onddahy octets out to read II 
It Should bo read by erib jfion and woman fn tbs 
land. It shows the faultied ffirfpaht in soclrty In 
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A full and complete line of Cooking and 
Heating goods for all kinds of fuel, made b 

the same mechanics and of the same material 
i as “Garlands " “Mlchigans” are the peer 
ANY other Une EXCEPT “Garlands.

THE MICHIGAN STOVE COMPANY. Larged Makara of Stoves and Banges In the World. *

■unjust acts, hindered the “gates ajar” 
movement. Shall we again banish 
the angels by barriers of prejudice, 
suspicion, envy and discord? One 
can scarcely imagine how great .must 
be the effort even when they hold a 
form that any mortal eye may see for 
but a brief time. They must over
come the hindering efl'pet of doubting 
minds, and also the unpleasant odor 
of the aura mortals give off, to say 
nothing of the tobacco and wine 
breaths.

I mvself can scarcely sit near some 
persons4, as a disembodied spirit, I 
think I would not be able to approach 
anyone who smokes. Yet men will 
cast aside a cigar as they ring for ad
mitíale at a seance door, if they do 
not jam an old pipe down into a 
pocket, as is often the case. Oh, 
truly how little do mortals appreciate 
the efforts of the angels I

Allis Lindsay Lynoh.
Station D, Chicago.

V THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

'TTIE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
J formation succinctly and clearly stated fa this 

volume of 654 pages la nmnzlng. Tho title, as hboro 
given, falls td convey on Idea of the fulness and com- 
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latrlarchate, or Mothcr-rulo, 1« the tbemo of the flrat 
chapter, in. which Much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Is brought to Yion In elucidation of thfi subject 
This ;• followed by chapters on Celibacy. Cojipn Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft/ Wives, Polygamy, woman and 
Work. Tho Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future; 
and there 11 not » chapter In the book,that Ie not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It to packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intdnscly Interesting from beginning to 

No one cin posaftly regret buylnglt; ft I, a yal* 
nabla addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mlod.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

THE COMING

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.

This excillaat book U written in tho Interest of hu
manity, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book writton 
Cor the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangtn that beset ns on every side, and more. estf. 
dally to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles of 
an everpresent, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of. warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant -aro all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan»or Philadelphia, In a recent sermon sold: “The 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
so. but she hates them with a deadly Hatred, and 
uses Ml her power to annihilate them, pur enemies 
know how she tTC&tod heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
bow she treats them today where sho has the power. 
Wo no ±orc think of denying these historic facts than 
we dft-of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the church for what they have thought fit to do. 
Every one should read this-work. Paper, 300 pages. 
It will bo sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office. __ ___ ________

QLGAJ^IHQS
FROM THE ROSTRUM. Chapter XVI. Letters from Pcrsoi 

• ______ Ornba EaToueey; from Lady Calti—ifmr<w,lit1r>’n nt Wa>V frnm *1
BY A. B. FRENCH.

Thii work Is one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare ¿enu of thought, prao 
tical aa well a* profound. There- Is suushlno and 
beauty ta every sentence uttered. The work la dedi
cated to tho author's favorite sister, Sank French 
Farr, now passed to Spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, at 
Berlin Helghta.Ohlo, gives an interningMMUh of the 
author*« Dfb»

Chapter XVII. Mrs IWctaond’eExperlenceiWhile 
in the Trance State, Written by Henelf.

Price $2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
this office. '
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Conflicts of Life. ' lion.' Price tl.0tt. For solo at tils office.
The Power and Permanency of ¡deas. m,’The Unknown. ’ ^116 EvOlUllOIl 01 the DCVU.
Probability of a Future Ufla 
Anniversary Address. ■ 
Tho Egotism of Our Age.’ 
What Is Truth? ft ’
Decoration Address.

Dy Hraix Frank, the Indepraaent preacher ot Ne» 
Fork City. The most learned, accurate, eefehtifle and 
philosophical analysts of Ris Satanic Majesty ever 
j.ahihbcd. The book contains 66 pages, san is beau- 
tifally bound, with likeness of author on title pass, 
price 21 cents. . • ’
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THE WORLD'S CREED.
It Is Epitomized in “We 

; Don’tKriow,”

Contrast with WJiat Spiritualists 
' Know. . .

•; Nine-tenths of the world of humanity, 
when questioned as to what they know 
about the matter of a. future life,' 
’ EXCLAIM: '
■ We don’t know Of a personal God.
1 We don’t know of an eternal hell: 
: We don’t know of a heaven, :
. We don't know of a spirit-life.
. We floij't kriipw’ of angels. ’ .'

L Wc don’t know, whether wo live here
after or not.
: We don't know of devils or demons.

We don’t know about Jesus. ■ 
' We don't know what we are on earth 

for.' '/. . '
We don't know about infant damna

tion. ■
j We don’t know about eternal salva
tion. . . ' . • . . ■ , '
\ We don’t know about an election be
ing sure: ■ ■" ’•■ '

■ We don't know, that Jesus is our.Sav-. 
tor. ■ , ' 
. We. don’t know jihout angry Gods.

We don't know about hell herbaftor. 
t'We don’t know about a purgatory. • ■ 
,, We don’t know, that we are sihoeus., 
i We don’t know that we are depraved.

We don't know that we arc at enmity, 
with God. ' ,

■We don’t know that tvo are conceived' 
in sin.

We don't know 
sin. '

We don't know 
are brought pp in 

• We don't know

that we are born in

that we live in sin or 
sin.
where' we came from.

We neithei' know the whence uor the 
whither.

We don't know whether the grave and 
death are eterual sileiice, or whether it 
Is the opened doorway to another and 
an eternal life. ■

\ye don't know. . '
WE DON’T BELIEVE..

And nine-tenths of the world of hu
manity don't believfe'that we fire put on 
earth or in earth-life to live poor, work 
hard, and die and go to the Christian's 
hell at last. ' .

Most of us don't believe that a God 
made ub simply to worship and glorify 
that God or be forever damned.

■ Mostoflhe world don't believe what 
they don’t know, and what we don't 
know would make a much larger book 
than that which wo do know.

Man knows but little here below, .
Nor knows that little long. “
We certainly, most of us, do not know 

enough to get through1 this world and 
avoid cure, trouble and toil.

And-finally, most people doifit believe 
what is taught them from the pulpit, 

-nor do they heed the awful warnings 
hurled at-them by preachers. .

‘Let u minister begin a tirade against 
a theater and his church is emptied and 
the-theater is filled.

There are to-.ciay more beer saloons 
than churches: aud the church is contin
ually condemning them, and the ques
tion is: How is it that the.Christian’s 
Devii doos bo much larger business than 
the Christian’s God?

Simply because the people do not be
lieve. '

WHAT WE KNOW.
As Spiritualists we know that this 

lip! on’earth is: one grade of spirit-life, 
abd tbat man on earth is justas much of 
<1 epirlt now as.be evqr jvlll be.

We know* -a '.natural life ■ beyond this 
one. ’

We know the whence and the whither.
We know that from spirit we came.
Wo know that from this life we go to 

Bpirltrlile—a step higher. '
Wc know of an eternal life beyond 

thieone.
We know that the great spirit is our 

God of lovo.
We know nothing outside of natural 

law. Our God 1b the God of nature.
We know that the Christ principle 

within man will be his saving grace 
over in the land of souj-life, and that we 
must save ourselves. J ' • •

Wo know that if we recognize the God 
In man, we recognize the true and 11 v-' 
ing God.

Wo know that the days of mythology, 
demonology, devilology and personal 
godp are fast becoming things of the. 
past, abd we well know that superstitions 
are fast fading out of the minds of men 
of to-day, and we also know that as a 
man finds himself'at the end of life’s 
short journey upon this earth-plane, so 
will he stand upon the farther shore 
unmasked before the world of spirit, 
unmasked unto himself—his own judge, 
his own executioner, and his damnation 
will be of his own making, and his joys 
of a heaven will be just what he has car
ried with him over into the great be
yond of soul-life. And so mqte It be.

J. W. Dennis.

THE SUBLIMINAL SELF.

Are We Unconscious of the Doings 
of Another Self.

THE FROGRBëSIVBfTHINKER. 3
A SPIRIT PICTURE.

Shadowy Faces of the Past 
’ ' RéVéáfed by'the Sens.!-

ti ve Plates of
; tography.

Pho-. :

Mrs. Concannon called for a handker
chief, which was handed to the extended 
arm of the spirit, who made the hand
kerchief increase in size by manipula
tion, enough tp cover the whole form. 
Then it dematerialized aud was returned 
as a simple, small handkerchief.
....... ‘ John Wetherbee.

The Iliddeu from the limitait 
• . J'<>®- ■ .

A QUESTION ANSWERED
More startling than any happening in 

Spiritualism in recent years is au inci
dent that Ims just occurred. It is the 
actual reproduction of spirit faces from 
a painting where no such faces can be 
seen. It is such a marvelous, mysteri
ous and unforeseen result, and so deeply 
suggestive of an embodiment of laws of 
nature which are yet unknown, that the 
Spiritualists of the world are trying to 
explain it.

The painting of so-called “spook pic
tures” has been common among alleged 
Spiritualist mediums for years past, but 
the present marvelous case has not the 
slightest similarity .to any such artistic 
efforts. The discovery of the spirit 
faces was made on photographing an oil 
painting of the late Judge Haywobd, 
the great Tennessee jurist and histo
rian. . . ' . • • ■ . ; -... ■;

■ The Tennessee Historical Society re
cently gave a company of. N&shVllte an 
order fora copper séál) tó bear the like
ness of the dead historian. The society 
furnished for the - purpose a portrait,of 
Judge Haywood, painted by Mr. Lloyd 
Bronson,' of Knoxville. The manager 
of the engraving department of the 
printing company promptly proceeded 
to photograph it. .

To the naked eye the painting pre
sents simply a strong ijkeness bf a 
strong man;' but 4he camera; about 
which clings so much mystery, to most 
people,. went deeper, and the consterna
tion of the operator was extreme. He 
snapped his shutter, pushed tho slide 
into position, and disappeared into the 
dark room.

OTHER FACES APPEARED.
In the usual manner he placed the 

plate in the acid and watched the pic
ture- develop., lie saw the features of 
the subject appear slowly, and then he 
saw more. Turning tho plate and tilt
ing it, the faces of two babies and then 
the presentation of a beautiful woman 
came to light.

Plunging the plate into the fixing 
bath, he threw the door open and won
dered, in the broad light of day, If he 
were dreaming. No, he could not be. 
There on the negative appeared the pic
ture of Judge Huywopd, bold and strong, 
and his affinities, a beautiful tfoman 
and two lovely children.

In the ordinary run of daily affairs 
Mr. Gamble, the mannggr, is known as 
an eminently practical man, and not 
what is termed a Spiritualist. But this 
marvel stunned him. He remembered 
the doings of spirits as promulgated by 
Spiritualists. | -

The plate had been especially selected 
by himself on account of the importance 
of getting a clear impression for the 
seal. There was nothing that Mr. Gam
ble could conceive that offered the 
slightest ciew to. a solution of the mys
tery.
’ HAYWOOD HAD SEEN VISIONS.

Determined to clear up the matter, if 
possible, and prove to nimself that his 
eyes had not played him false, he care
fully developed the uncanny plate. 
Making a clear, plain print, he showed 
it to a number of his friends. Among 
those to whom he confided his discovery 
wijs Mr. A» Vs Goodpasture, clerk of the 
Supreme Court, a sage in Tennessee 
history, who remembered that Judge 
Haywood’had visions and dreams in his 
day, and that in this relation the mys
teries of life might bo bared to those 
who could but lift the veil. t •

Robert J. Quarles, superintendent of 
the State Armory, and an enthusiastic 
member of the Historical Society, is 
another who has taken up the spirit pic
ture for serious study. The high stand
ing of all those whose namee have been 
mentioned gives' evidence that there is 
no suggestion of chicanery about the 
photograph. .

The portrait has been returned to its- 
accustomed place, and though no sign 
of the spirit faces is visible to the eye, 
the framed photograph which hangs be
low it serves as a mute but effective 
proof of the existence of the spirit 
faces.

Such is the account of this remarka
ble manifestation as given by the New 
York Herald. We have come across 
similar cases. Thus it is that the spirit

To the Editor:—When truth can be 
truly elicited from ■ known facts, where 
otherwise It would remain obscured, it 
1b our duly to assist the revelation. 
Some of our opponents of the material'- 
istic cult are still suffering under the 
burdens of the imaginary “subliminal 
self.”

It is said that the subliminal self (by 
which they erroneously intend an under 
or sub self) comes forth and performs 
those things which are believed to be 
work of spirits.

When we inquire why this other self 
is not detected by tho primary self, we 
are told that it is subjective and the pri
mary is objective. For brevity’s sake I 
have condensed the idea: but this is un
important in view of the point which I 
design making.

Occasionally they refer to Mr. Stead 
and his (doubtful) automatic writing. If 
Mr. Stead is honest, then this argument 
Of the other self is annihilated. Some 
time ago, in his zeal to prove to us the 
existence of this mythical self, he had 
his correspondent from the mystic (?) 
shore say: “I am your subliminal self. ’ 
At least I so read it as quoted from him.

Now, if his subliminal self wrote that 
—then is not the matter settled as to 
this self imposing on the real self? Here 
is proof positive tnat the sub-self does 
know that it is not the other self. 
Hence, when a communication comes to 
us purporting to come' from our spirit 
friends, we may feel assured that our 
other self is not imposing upon us, be
cause we already see it can and does dis
criminate. . ■ .

Of course, we must dither conclude 
that Mr. S. is just; having a little fun 
with ub, or--else give up this matterpf 
the other self being unable to tell us: 
what It is. Conclusion: We are never 
misled by this other self, . B. R. A.

Concordia,- Kans. ,

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Svstems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises.

•the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15o. For sale at 
this office.

world is making itself manifest in 
great variety of ways and conditions.

Nashville, Tenn. G.

a

■Why Is Spiritualism Unpop
ular with the World?

The Reason Why Is Plainly and 
Truthfully Given.

Boston Spiritual Temple.
The Spiritual Temple opened the first 

Sunday in October and I was there to 
seethe manifestations of Mr. and Mrs. 
Concannon, their first appearance in 
this city. The hall was about half full, 
some six hundred being present—a fair 
audience for the first Sunday of the 
season, especially as the day was rainy. 
Mrs. Concannon spent half an hour in 
platform tests, which were good and all 
recognized. I was pleased with the last 
one, when a spirit said he was glad to 
see his wife at the seance, for'she did 
not approve of his attention to Spiritual
ism. The lady addressed made no rec
ognition, even when other relatives’ 
names were given. Then the medium 
left the platform and went to her in the 
back of the hall and gave her many tests 
which were recognized. That seemed 
to close Mrs. Concannon's part of the se
ance, and as the medium came from the 
interview with that lady, Mr. Ayer re
marked that it beat all the sermons 
that had been preached for the last hun
dred years. This remark was vigorously 
applauded, as if it was an “amen” to the 
sentiment of Mr. Ayers.

Then Mr. Concannon followed, giving 
form manifestations. A committee was 
chosen of one lady and two gentlemen, 
who went on the platform, one of whom 
retired to examine the medium and re
ported everything was black in tbe 
dress of the medium, not even a white 
handkerchief, only his necktie and col
lar, and these were exposed. He was 
sewed to the seat by his sleeves, and 
very quickly there appeared, plainly 
visible to all, an extended arm and 
hand, which, under the circumstances, 
could not have been the medium’s.

Some forms appeared in colored rtibes 
and some partial ones also. There 
were not many, but they were very un
mistakable. It was evident to everyone 
that the medium had no hand in it. 
Some of the forms were recognized. 
The object was to satisfy those present 
that they were what they claimed to be, 
spirit manifestations, which in a large 
crowd is the principal object.

They give . private seances during the 
week, in Newton street, where one can 
see and interview their spirit friends.

Mrs. Willis gave the lecture in the 
afternoon.- ■ She is an old speaker. ’ ;

On the evening of the second Sunday 
of October Mr. and Mrs. Concannon 
gave seances at 11 and 8 o’clock. Mr. 
Concannon said he had no objection to 
being tested as before. ‘

Several forms appeared and remained 
visible quite a while. One came clothed 
wholly in. white, coming out several, 
times, and onoe held its bare arm ex
tended as if it wanted something, and-

The philosophy of Spiritualism in its 
purity and grandeur, if rightly under
stood, would be accepted ana hailed with 
delight by all earnest, thinking people.

It is not Spiritualism that the world 
ridicules, but the fraud, folly and ignor
ance by which it is so often surrounded 
and overwhelmed.

All but the most materialistic of 
minds, when they fairly understand tbe 
philosophy, are astonished at its reason
ableness and beauty.

Many in and out of the churches now 
believe, the very, thingsSpiritualism 
tcaohps, but they are,not known as Spir-. 
tualists because they do not know, what 
Spiritualism does teach.

I do not believe that fear of public 
opinion keeps people from embracing 
Spiritualism, so much as a false idea 
they themselves have of it. They do 
not know what it Is, and they will not 
learn because of their false ideas.

Then the phenomena (if rid of trick
ery and deception), how beautiful! With 
what force there, comes to the candid 
and persevering investigator the con
viction that the crudest, simplest phe
nomena—the rap, the'tipping of the 
table, the jingling of the bell, are feqble 
attempts on tEe part of a spirit without 
a body to attract the-attention in any 
possible way of his brother and sister 
spirits who have not lost their bodies.

When the difference In spirit, and 
earth states, and the consequent diffi
culty of communication, is fairly recog
nized, the slightest effort to'show intel
ligence and power from spirit realms be
comes beautiful, not disgusting or frivo
lous.

It is the fraud, the deception, of 
which, alas! wc find so miich, that 
brings phenomena into disrepute,

What is a better way to ri,d a person 
of the orthodox belief in a personal God 
[on a golden throne, judging, condemn
ing or'approving and rewarding, accord
ing .to—not the deeds done in the brief 
time allowed a poor mortal on earth— 
but according to his faith In the vicari
ous atonement of Christ), and in what 
way can these Ideas be more certainly 
overthrown, than through the repeated 
declarations of their true state, by those 
already passed on?

If a dear mother returns, gives an ac
count of spirit-life, as she has experi
enced It, as a continuation of her earth
life: and declares that sho still has re
membrance of, love for, and desire and 
power to aid the dear ones left behind, 
can the earth-mourner continue his 
grief? Can he fall to be so impressed 
that never, never again will he sit calm
ly, unthinkingly responsive to the ortho
dox views of the life hereafter? Then, 
when the fact comes home to him, that 
as he sows on earth shall he reap in his 
after life; that he must progress 
through ।his own efforts; that the evil 
worker will not become a saint on his 
death-bed, the liar will not be more 
worthy of trust than when on ehrth; that 
the ignorant and frivolous will be ignor
ant and frivolous still, can the investi
gator not see the reason for and under
stand the deception and contradiction, 
of the worthless messages coming' at 
times from spirit source. He wsll not 
condemn, but will understand that the 
spirit-realm has Its characters needing 
reformation, as well as the earth.

Spiritualism is so reasonable, bo con
vincing, that If once started on the road 
of Investigation one can never go back 
to his former state of indifference and 
disbelief, and the weaknesses of the 
church will more and more become visi
ble to him.

Remove from Spiritualism the attend
ant fraud by exposing and denying fu-. 
ture support to the dishonest mediums; 
educate the Ignorant ones that the spir
it-world may have fit instruments for 
Its mission of light and cheer; educate 
in the laws of spiritual phenomena thé 
people, that they may understandlngly 
pursue their Investigations, recognizing 
that phenomena and philosophy go hand 
in hand—are both necessary—andibrlght 
future lies before us. •

But Spiritualists have duties to per
form In bringing this happy ,day. It 
will not do to bo convinced ourselves 
and then rest satisfied. Others hunger 
for the truth; we must show them where 
it lies. And right here I wish to men
tion several things, in my opinion, most 
detrimental to the spreading and accept
ance of our philosophy, for which, fool- 
ifh ignorance on the part of Spiritualiste 
is largely the cause.

It would seem that any person truly 
convinced of the grand truths of spirit
return and progressive life iu the spirtt 
spheres, would seek to learn all possible 
on the subject—to grow in knowledge 
and spirituality, and thus exemplify in 
their own lives the truth they accept. 
But 1b this aiways true? Alas, no! Too 
many are content to remain seekers, 
seeming to find nothing else worth atj 
effort; these by posing, as they do, as 
“confirmed Spiritualists,’, act as stum
bling-blocks In the path of many intel
ligent, would-be investigators, who, dis
gusted with the little they see and hear 
of Spiritualism through these represent
atives, seek to know no more of 1L

When old, and supposedly, oxperlnced 
Spiritualists, often ignorant and even 
unworthy in their lives, boast of having 
Gerge Washington, Socratese, Abraham 
Lincoln, and other celebrities, as famil
iar “guides” showing messages frem 
these guides which could be Improved 
upon by a twelve-year-old school-boy, 
and bearing the stamp of fraud iu the 
substance of the'message—when Lincoln 
advises questionable methods to gain 
questlonabla ends, when “St. John, the 
Revelator," tells of certain Howers to oe 
hung over the door to insure a happy 
marriage, and speaks of helping to in
itiate the mortals into the “Seventh de
gree of the Lodge of Honor, in the Sign 
of the Gulden Triangle—of which Jesus 
is Grand Master,” and this mortal “ono 
of the most honored members.” What, 
hearing these things, can a sensible per
son think of Spiritualism but that it is a 
systematic fraud and its advocates de
ceived?
. When a Spiritualist of years’ standing 
telle that such and such a spirit has 
“jumped in four months, from third to 
fifth sphere,” as evidence, giving the 
bright stars on the dress of the material
ized form; and when another old Spirit
ualist and medium tells that his body is 
filled with desire—that a healer has 
treated his head so that that organ is 
freed from tbe disease, but that another 
treatment to free the trunk, and a third 
to free the limbs from the poison are 
necessary, what are the people who 
know something of physiology, blood- 
eirculation,effect of diseases of theblood, 
etc., going to think regarding the value 
of the philosophy taught and advocated 
by these Spiritualists of long standing? 
These are no fancy sketches, my friends

—every Chai-acteumjantifiped [lives and 
boasts, to-day. ~

Mediums do res’Ort to frauds, but peo
ple urge then; xrn Jay'a,cq«pting any and 
everything givenjhrough them, credu
lously believing t«l the Insane twaddle 
so pited given, andjegulating their lives 
often, according to spirit dictation. Me
diums are much tdf blame; but let them 
bo strictly called ig halt by Spiritualists 
and made to show some reason in their 
claims, and they-would soon cease to 
deceive, and refuse to entertain guides 
of questionable eparaot^r; but would 
inform themselves upon the laws 
of spirit communion, andcthe method of 
gaining the help of only: the true and 
developed from the ppirttflide.

Let us all—mediums qnd those who 
have not this heaven-blest power—be 
reasonable and reasoning people, remem
bering that it is not the fact of a spirit 
author, but the power to bless, comfort, 
and instruct humanity, that gives value 
to a message, and that there are hosts 
of spirits on the other side, as well as oh 
this earth, who need education and un- 
foldment, ,

We shall then dravy to ourselves a 
a class of thinking people who now stand 
aloof. We shall fill'our now b.ften half
filled halls to hear the grand inspiration 

,of our earnest speakers, we shall, as 
never before, bring light to darkened 
minds, peace to mourning hearts, and 
to earnest seekers knowledge of the 
truth that life is endlcss-=oarth-life, 
pqly the beginning of a progress toward 
more and niore.per,feet states, of which 

‘ the finite mind eah form no conception.
* - Eva Linn Calmerton.

Milwaukee, Wis,

LAKE HELEN, FLA.
The Southern Cassadaga 

Camp-Ground.

From the Tropics to 
Grand Old .Rockies.

the

Notes of Societies and Work in 
Téxà§.

Home again! and what a change from 
the tropical beauties of the South to the 
grand old Rockies and the cooler cli
mate of the North. *

The Texas camp 1b aching of the past, 
but I know that the.; memory of- the 
many happy, pleasant days spent with 
the friends there will remain as some
thing to inspire all to higher lives and 
broader efforts. ■

I never met a more earnest and pro
gressive people than gathered at Oak 
Cliff, and I am glad to be able to say 
that their investigation turned toward 
the philosophical lines of thought, and 
while interested in thg many pnases of 
Shenomena present^, all sought an un
erstanding of the laws conducive to 

self-unfoldment. I never met bo many 
unfolding mediums a!s were there.

I had the pleasurOipf making the ac
quaintance of co-workqrs J. M. Allen 
and wife, of Springfield, Mo., and Allen 
Franklin Brown, of'fet. Paul, ,Minn.( all 
workers along the Jines of! progression.

My work at the Cfi^no was character
ized by those bread p^d inspiring 
thought principles ’tlje guides arc ever 
able and ready to promulgate, and were 
eagerly listened to Ity the eongregations. 
My test work, alsoj was jgell accepted 
and duly appreciated.

From Dallas, at the earnest solicita
tion of Bro. NewmaH, of "The Dawning 
Light," I accompanied Bro. Manley, a 
fine magnello.physk^in and medium, to 
San Antonio, and fi|}fd. the: platform for 
two Sundays. A strong effort was made 
to induce me td accent a m’dst flattering 
call to remain there the ¿doming year, 
hut the Iqspjripg. ipteilig^pcqe advised 
that for the present,!, rqjurg to my Den
ver charge.. ’ ' "

It was With most pleasant memories of 
the San Antonio friends that I bade 
all adieu and turned my face home
ward. .

I stopped a,t Dallas a few hours and 
found thfjt Bro. Brown had been secured 
hy the society there for the coming 
nrontn. From there I journeyed on to 
Newton, and wnile waiting .for con
nection called on my old friend. Mrs. G. 
W. Rogers. I was sorry to find that 
where a thriving society had existed, 
none was to be found to-dav, and that 
the Bogers family had suffered persecu
tion as have many others for their 
knowledge of Spiritualism. Truly, 
martyrs are in our midst to-day.

The society in Newton fell because of 
unprincipled ipediumB and lack of or
ganised effort; and yet. many BO-called 
Spiritualists cannot see the need of or
ganization in a National Association. 
Will they ever awaken from their Rip 
Van Winkle slpep and go to work? Let 
ub hope they ¿ay sometime and some
where.

I reached home to find all glad to 
grqet me and ready for active work.

Last evening a most delightful wel
come was accorded myself ana insplrere. 
A filled church and well conducted or
chestra combined to produce a discourse 
of power and practical philosophy. '

During my absence the platform has 
been most ably apd acceptably filled by 
Mrs. M. A. Gridley, late of New York, 
and G. W. WaJrond, of Canada.

In closing lit me extend the thanks.of 
“Starlight” and myself to the Texas 
friends for their hospitality $gd our re
gret pt belqg unpble to accept the mahy 
engagements offered ub, but hope at 
some time In the future to meet wltn 
them all. I shall hope to meet my co
workers of the great East at the coming

I had heard frequently of the health
fulness and natural beauty of this loca
tion, and being an invalid and desirous 
of a change and beneficial outing, de
cided to visit the Southern Cassadaga 
camp-ground. I wrote to the corre
sponding secretary, Mrs. Huff, to this 
effect, and was at once assured of a cor
dial welcome and a hearty invitation ex
pended at least to try the medicated at
mosphere of this spiritual Mecca.

Let me say to your readers that re
ports concerning this place have not 
been exaggerated.' Tho air is indeed 
‘‘medicated" both spiritually and physi
cally, and in less than a week's sojourn 
I find myself greatly benefited and filled 
with the belief that this spot is really u 
consecrated one, fitly chosen for the 
grand work already inaugurated.

I am agreeably surprised with the 
Hotel Cassadaga. It is most beautiiully 
situated on a high bluff overlooking the 
lake, surrounded by th* tall Florida 
pines. It is larger and better furnished 
than I had expected, and although yet 
unfinished, a cozy little parlor, easy 
chairs, good beds and an airy piazza 
bring a general atmosphere of home 
feeling and comfort. I am told that C. 
N. Gregory, of Western New York, well 
and favorably known at Lily Dale, N, 
Y., is again to have charge, and will ar
rive very soon to open the house for all 
those who wish to come South early. 
Just at this present time it is exceeding
ly quiet, but very soon the hammer and 
saw will make music among the pines 
and wake the echoes over the beautiful 
lake. Mr. C. E. Parcell, of Tampa, 
Fla., secretary of the institution, is ex
pected in about a week to superintend 
the building of an auditorium and sev
eral cottages. This building is planned 
in shape and style like an immense the
atre, with raised seats and one gallery; 
a large platform and dressing room on 
either side. It will not be completed 
this winter for want of sufficient funds, 
but so far finished that it may be used 
during the Doming camp session.

A large building is to be erected by 
the Bond Lumber Co., for the purpose 
of accommodating those who wish to 
have a room with privilege of light 
housekeeping. This building Is to be 
furnished with several cooking stoves 
and necessary furniture, but sheets, pil
low-cases, towels, blankets, etc., must 
be brought by the occupants. Detailed 
information will be given by the man
agement at a later date concerning this 
building.

A deep rock well Is to be dug, pumped 
by a large windmill,.which must furnish 
the purest water. '

O. L. Concannon, the materializing 
medium, who stands the tests of the 
skeptical, Is to be here during the meet
ing, together with his estimable wife, 
who is engaged by the management as 
platform test medium. They own a neat 
little cottage which they will doubtless 
occupy. All the different phases of me- 
diumistic talent will be represented, and 
best speakers secured.

Mr. George P. Colby, with his guide, 
Seneca, plays an important part in the 
plans of the institution. Mr. Colby is a 
medium of rare ability and is well 
known in both tho.Northern and South
ern States as a fine Inspirational 
speaker. His home adjoins the lands of 
too association, nearly forty acres of 
which were donated by him for the pur
pose of starting this organization.

The corresponding secretary (spiritual 
roustabout she calls herself), Mrs. Emma 
J; Huff, Is indefatigable in her efforts to 
make this institution a success. Her 
duties are multiple and burdens heavy, 
but she bears them with the grace of 
ope fortified and sustained by the angels. 
She has remained uixm the grounds all 
summer doing what she could for the 
advancement of this place, working un- 
<ler many disadvantages, but with never 
failing hope and faith in ultimate suc
cess.

In conclusion, I would say, If the lofty 
motives and earnest enthusiasm which 
seem to Inspire the hearts of the pres
ent management of this camp, continue 
to hold sway, it is bound to be the fore
most in this country and worthy the co
operation of all Spiritualists who are in
terested In the general weal.

Mrs. Dr. J. A. Hall.

SCHOOLS FOR MEDIUMS
Education— Inspiration — As 

piration.

The Critics Carefully Set Right.

convention at rton.
G. C. B* Ewell, M. D. 

Denver, Col.

“Cosmian Hymn Book." A collection 
original and selected hymns, for lib

eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; complle'd'by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
wanp It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest poral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sa e 
at this office.

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex." ..By. Lois Wais 
brookrr. One of the author'smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman.Price 50c. ■ ,

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church .péople«aré cau
tioned not to open this btOT, as Ite cojn- 
loal pictures, based on Ijible texts, tqnd 
to induce uncontrollable.levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker Who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
81; cloth 81.50. For salt) at.this office.

“Hypnotism Up to Date.?!. By Sydney 
Flower. In the form 'of 'dialogue and 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed accodht of. hypnotism 
its theory and practice -up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents: Sold at this 
office. ’ [

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely interesting. Price SJt

“Voltaire’s Romances,” translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of JAe 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined^ with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. ‘ For sal« 
at this office.

“Full oft have letters caused the writ
ers ,

To curse the day they were inditers.”
It is probable that Shakspeare was 

speaking of the careless way in which 
many persons peruse a letter and their 
misinterpretations as consequences. I 
wonder how many who read my recent 
article on “Schools for Mediums," could 
have made it, or any portion .thereof, to 
read as Mr, Nevins did when he says: 
“She says that ‘the spirits which con
trol her have forbidden her to know too 
much, or as much as themselves,’ fear-' 
ing her passivity would be lost.”

What I said was, my guides did not 
want me to take up a regular course of 
study, meaning the memorising of rules, 
etc. Any medium knows that positive
ness of the brain is a hinderance to In- 
splratlon. I have not said that educa
tion is a hinderance; assiduous study 
was meant. How could I have sneered 
at education, when I feel that there is 
no wealth of such value. I affirm that 
mediumship led me to arouse to this 
need of knowledge—that all the aspira-- 
tion I have known, thus, has been a re
sult of Spiritualism, for in my orthodox 
days I had few aspirations, was content 
to read novels, do fancy work, attend to 
my household duties, and chat with 
some congenial friend—the life that 
most Christians lead; that is, a life of 
unthinking. *

Spiritualism awoke my soul. I have de
voted my spare moments for ten years 
to the perusal of books by our greatest 
minds, to the liberal press, and the in
spiration of my guide?. I have not at
tended school, nor taken a course of 
study (only as I mentioned such at
tempts, that proved failures)' where 
memorizing was a necessity. From the 
first of my investigation into Spiritual
ism, its chief qnarm has been th« 
thought of endless progression—which 
means tor the mind, of course.

Think for a moment: As long as one 
sets the mind to studiousness, that mind 
is positive; ’tis when one is not of one’s 
self studious that inspiration reaches the 
brain. One may read a logical lecture, 
etc., gleaning information, yet not nec
essarily be in a positive mind, but at the 
sainé time assisting to education. In 
fact, often the thought I am perusing 
leads to that passivity so necessary to in
spiration, and many of my best glean
ings from guides come to me at such 
times, so that I drop the book or paper 
and take up the pen, writing pages of 
voicings from the unseen guide.

Allie Lindsay Lynch.

Religion of the Future. By S. Well. 
ClotU. $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

A Manual of Physical; Intellect* 
ualand Spiritual Culture. ’

For the Home, the Lyceuttf 
and Societies.

THE LYCEUM GUIDÉ,
PSYCHIC ! 

SCIENCE

^¿HUOSOHTirfTLê^

IMPORTANT WORK.
Studies in the Outlying 

Fields of Psychic 
Science.

A WORK BY HUDSON

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS HOW TO IN
VESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM, DEVELOP 
MEDIUMSHIP, AND FOR THE FORMA
TION OF HOME CIRCLES.
This second edition, with important 

additions, is the second effort in the 
New Departure of The Progressive 
Thinker, It Is a book which marked 
an era in the methods of thought on 
psychic subjects. It was first to take 
this hitherto unexplored realm, and its 
treatment is entirely original. It out
lined a plan of studv and investigation, 
which, new as the subject was, appears 
to be the only one the student can pur
sue, to arrive at satisfactory results.

A great many psychic clubs and read
ing circles have adopted it as a guide, 
and one college has taken it as a text 
book. In its field it stands alone, and is 
the student’s only helpful manual.

Since the' author wrote the “Arcana 
of Nature,” by almost purely auto
matic controls, his inspiration has 
made no higher flight than in “Psychic 
Science.”
Price Reduced About One- 

Half.
In our New Departure, detormiued to 

give Spiritualists—instead of the dear 
est, as hitherto—the cheapest literature 
of any denomination, sector organiza
tion, we have not only enlarged the 
book by twenty pages, but reduced the 
price from $1.25 to 75 cents.

A wealthy Spiritualist purchased cop
ies at full price and presented one to 
every college end academy In the New 
England States. We have reduced the 
price until no one will be prevented 
from possessing it, or deterred, for want 
of means, from sending it forth on mis
sionary duty,

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Im true live «nd Interesting work li a 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull’s 
splendid works. By this arraogement tbe coit is such 
that the reader Is enabled to secure the two books 
comjinsd at tlie same price ne was formerly asked 

Ibom «epararelv. Thl. Volume couuln. «2 pageb 
and 1« handsomelyliound tn olotb, end contain« an ex
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit* 
uallsm. No book of the century has made so many 
convert« to Modern Spiritualism as this. Tbe author'! 
atm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human* 
tty; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
mtnlatry, tbc aplrltual nature ot man, «nd tbc objec 
tloosoffered to Spiritualism, arc all oohsldored In tbe 
light of the Bible, ns ttire, history, reason and common 
sebse, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It fy a most able production, &Qd 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for thdse who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE Si. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

• -IN THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Cuultfc of recent scientific research regarding 
origin, position and pfroepeqU of mankind.

From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Aiithft of "Force «nd Matter," E«««y«.on Nature i 

Silence," “Physiological Pictures” “Btx Lee- 
tore, on Parvin," Eto.

the

and

“Th! great mystery of existence consist! in perpot* 
ual uninterrupted ohtmge. Everything is (mmor 
t«l ui Ipdeitriicflblq—the BtWleBtwortn m well «s 
tbo most enormous of the celestial bodlei,—the sand 
Kraln dr the water drop as well as tbo highest being In 
creation, man and hfs tpoug^U. Only tbe forms tn 
Which bfclMtnUlfeiUltuW «re chMKln»| but Being 

«elf rtm«fh8 etcrn*flr the .fine «nd Imperlsbnhl« 
W hen we d|o we do opt lose oilrselvcB, but only otn 
personal consciousness, we Uto on In natnro, in otn 
race, 1b our children, in our deeds, in our thoughts
'll short. In tbe entire material and physical contribu* 
•Jon which, during onr short personal existence, we 
bare fnrniahed to tho subsistence of mankind and of

■•»•re In genera).’*—Buechner.
• • c.. . ...n pOtrr(l vellum cloth, 11.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY BHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.

SU page». Oue copy, |1 ; six coplea, .1

FROM NIGHT TO MORN;
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, 

82 page«. One copy, IS cent,, ten copies IL

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, 
oe^_I”*e'- One 00 W. bonni1 *“ »loth, Kt P»per. W

Nor Bale at this Office, 40 Loomis Street.

A COLLECTION OF
Original and Selected Hymns 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools, 
and the Home,

COMPILED BY L. K, WASHBURN.

Thli volume meets a public want. It comprise! 
258 choice ¿election! of poetry and nuilt, embody* 
Ing the highest moral eentlment, end. free from all 
sectarianism, Price 60 cefite. Sold at thli office.

THE REAL ISSUE?^’
By MoiES Hull. A compound of tbe two pamptb 

lets. "The IrrcprcsRlblc*Uonfllct,’’and ’Tour Answer 
or Your Life;" with important addition», making a 
bonk of 160 pages all Tor 25 cents. Thli book tontalni 
aiaUBtlc», facts nnd document?, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have. For Mie at 
this office. ‘ - -

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new and beautiful eongs, wrltti 

tntnic and chorus. In book form. By C. F. Loagley. 
Price 11.25. Postage 15 cenu.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC ANC\ 
Golden CtnlnRecltatloo». Memory Genl, 

Chorfl Re»poBses, Funeral Service«, Prosrini» «1 
»e««lon», Parliamentary Rules. Instruction» tt>t OW 
g«uUtn» and conduction Lyceum«, In«tructloiu foi 
rbyilcil Culture, Calisthenics and Marching: JUB 
hers, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; » book B» 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a BplritU«! A 
Liberal Society may be organized «nd conduct«« 
without other assistance. It supplies the w»nU* 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, wlflP 
music free from the dismal tone of the old bymnolbgyr 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings iu 
responses such as no other selection contains, It glVB 
a praoUcal system of graceful calisthenics, every itcM 
of which is made plain by engravings. It gives i* 
struotlons how to make tho badges and banners au* 
instructs In marching. It shows howto establish A 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and ha* 
all tho most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The autbot and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for tbo task by years of devoted labor in tho 
Lyceum. Tbo book 1» the result of prieUcH wofk 
and tested by the interest awakened In the actual 
session of tbe Lyceum.

»•». working Lrceum. tbagptto 
la admirably adapted to tbc needs or the family, mt; 
piylng 7$ pages of new spiritual music and word* 
found »owhero elie, except.In sheet form it 

c?,t- Tbe book h«. been placed «t th« 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, «ent postpaid. - - 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,

40 Loomis St.. Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio. I

THE FSÏbnueR^PH —OR—
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Tbl« tnetrument 1« ■ubBtanttally the «»me.u th«t 
employed by Prof. Hare In bh early investigation!. 
In ita improved form H baa been before tbe public xor 
more than i.even years, and in the handset thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Platt’ 
chette, and all other Instruments which have beeti 
brought out in imitation, both In regard to certiihty 
and correctness of the cominuutcaHons received by 
its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship, 1

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship? ..
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Paychograpb Is an Invaluable asfalstant. ▲ 
pamphlet with full directions for the .

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumlstic gift, have, after a few fittlpri, 
been able to receive delightful massages. Avqltfqc 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that tho 
Intelligence controlling it knew more than tbettt« 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt.D.B. Edward!, Orient. N. Y.. writes: “I tod 
Communications (by the Psycbograph) from muy 
olbpr friend«, even from old «eftleh «ho«« gf*W- 
atones are moss-grown in the old yard. They hlfb

.■atwwiory. and proved to me ttat.Spfc. 
Ituallim Is Indeed true, and tbe communications naya 
given my heart tho greatest comfort In the severest 
loss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made tyl 
name familiar to those Interested In psychic matUn. 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the jrsy* 
cbograph. it li very simple in principle and construe* 
Uon, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to iplK 
Itual power than tbe one now in use. 1 behave it will 
generally supersede the latter when Its supeNfif 
menu become known." •

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00. Addretsi .

HUQSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio, . ;

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by th* 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. th, author of "Principle! ot 
Light and Color." “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
cloth, m cento; Leather, U cento. ....

' ENCYCLOPEDIA ’

.. . OF.,c

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . . .

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of tho Old and Neu> : 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism; ‘

Together with a brief hl«tory of the origin of many of 
thelmportant hooka of the Bible. '

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that 1« In thl« book appeared In an abridged 

form In « «cries of nine full page« of Tub PnoonBas- 
tvi Tbisbzs. There article» were prep»red at th« 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need at 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence tha 
publication of this work.

Tbeauthor, Moses Hulk h*s written many volume! 
on Bplrltuallettatlc and other tbemee and each ono It 
iull of careful atudy on the subject cho«cu. Mr. 
'“Uroi .V11' Korl' “W .

Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
outof the wllderneMof doubt and despair; and that 
whfih Spiritualism shall have wrested thft Bible froffi 
Ite ‘sanctified’ enemies. It will not ‘spike’ it, but MIU 
use it to batter down the walls of Christian euper^tt* 
tlon and ignorance. I send it ont on Ito errand of en* 
Hgntenmcnt with tbo bumble prayer that It will prove 
a dlvlnebcuedictlou to every reader.” ' •
..9?.Biblical Srinm.ALisu 
contains 883pagcs. beautifully printed on good papbr. 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and to 
bandsomelyboundln cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work. ■
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkoran of Motommod.* 

Translated into English from tbo original Arablc,.?rfth 
explanatory notes taken frota the most approved conn 
ntaUtora. With a preliminary discourse by Geo. 
Sale. Price, cloth. il.Oo. For sale at this office ’•

THOMAS PAINE’S ~

Examination of the Prophecies.
A consideration of the paasages In tbe New Testa-, 

ment, quoted from tbe Old, and called Prophecies Con-v 
cernlng Jesus Christ. Price 15 cents.

THE RELATION
Of ‘’ic.'-plritual to tbc Material VnlTcree: and ihe 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 16 cents.

PAINE’S POLITICAlTwORKS.'
Common Sente. The Crl.lB, RUrbt» of Man, etc 

Illustrated edition. Post 8vo., 650 pages. Cloth, el.Ohj 
postage, 20 cant*. _ _ ___

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History,

Embracing the Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Dcveb 
¿mnent of Zoroastrianism and Ibe Derivation of 
Christianity; to which Is added: Whence Our Aryan 
Ancestor!? By G. w.Browp. M. D. Ono of the most 
valuable works ever published. Price tl.50. ___ _

“pulpit, pew and cradle.
By Helen 11. Gardener. One of her brightest, wft- 

tleu and «trpngest lectures agaln«t the Bible. Every 
woman «boulfread It and knew her friend. and en- 
mle«. Price 16 cento.

Saif-Contradictious of the Bible,
One hundred and forty-four propositions, theological, * 

moral, blBWrlcnl «nd «necuUih c; e»ch proved affirm-, 
atlvely ana negatively hy quotation! trom Scripture, , 
without comment. Price 15 ceats._______ __________.

Paine’s Theological Works.
Age of Rereon, Examination of tbe Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Po.t Sro.. 482 page«. Cloth, «1.00 

gospel of natur^T
BvM.L. SbermanandWm.F.Lj-011. A book replet« 

wlthBplrlWMtniUi*. Price 11.00, -- .

"4
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; oi'auuacuiexioK.
: Tu® Pboguessivb Tiunkku will Vo furulshcd until 

further notice, til tho following terms, iuvuiiubly in 
Advance:
toney cur..............................    81.00
Clubs of ten (a Copy to tho ono getting up the 

- club)..........................    7.50

Remit by PusUifflco Moucy Order, Registered Letter. 
Gt* cp-CblcuKo or Kcw Yuik. It couib from IO
tolj cents to get cUeckd caeued ou jocal I’unka.eodon’t 
Had them unless you wkh that amount deduouil from 
tba mnxunt seul. Direct all lotiurs to J. IL Frauds, 

itiLouu'.la btrcch ChLcugo, 111.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ai there are thouzunds who will at Unit venture 

only twcnty*livc centslorTuaPnooiiEasivi;Thinker 
.thlrueu weeks, we would tumult re thus» who recelyo 
a Sample ropy, to aollcK several others to unite with 
them, ami thus Ue able to remit iraui &1 to ew. or oven 
more limn the latter sum A large uumUvr oi little 
»mounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the Held oi our labor and usefulness. The sapie sug- 
f eslluu will a|.|.|y In all ease, ul renewal ot outeorli- 
loiu-wuclt Ui bars io «Idin tho good work. 1 ou will 

exnerleuce no ulUlculty wlintiwcr In luduclug Spiritu
alism to suteerlbo tor Tbu PnoGnucsivt Thikkeb. 
tor not one oi them can nllurd to bo without tho valua
ble luforinollou linpnned therelu each week, and ut 
the prlee of only nbuut two rents per week

A Bountiful Harvest ibr 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bouutllul Pervert than we can 

give you for» neats? Just pause and think for-u mo- 
meut what un intellectual least that email investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pbo- 
gukssivk Tn inker thirteen weeks Is only twenty-live 
cents! For that aiuouut you obtain one hundred and 
four pnges of solid, substantial, wul-elevaUug and 
inlnd-relrehlilng roading matter, equivalent to a medi- 
uuvskedhook! __________ ■___________ -

TAKE NOTICE!
C2T At cxpiratFu of subscription, If not renewed, 

ihe paper Is discontinued Mo bills will bo sent for ex- 
;rn numbers.

BxT If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ue, nud errors in address will bo promptly 
'urrected and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the oddrees of your paper 
¿hauged. always give the address of the place to which 
It Is then sent, or the chauue cannot be made.
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By Mrs. C. E. Steven?, of San Francisco, Cal,

CHAPTER I.

SECONDS THE MOTION

SATURDAY, OCT. 24, 188«.

Interpolations are found in nearly or
quite every extant classical and theolog-
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LAWS GOVERNINO SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS,

Josh Billings once facetiously said: 
"I will believe in universal salvation if 1__  . i“ i a ._  • 1^ _ _ >1 T

ever be held accountable for the work
ing of his own identity. Friends ap-

To Purchase the Hydesville 
Cottage and Grounds,

And. Establish There a Yearly 
. Camp-Meeting.

A" Step Forward.
The Methodists of Minnesota

, Phil osophy.when superficially studied - • 
excites ’ doubt; when thoroughly ex
plored, it dispels it.—Bacon. .

<f^üKÍho¿ eno'// naturila// at 40 Zootuia Street 

1 ij. ». FRANCIS. Editor and 1‘ublishcr.

Jfctehcd at Chicago Postonico ^8 bccond-claas matter.

tained that degree of intelligence, 
goodness and^pul uppn which ono might 
hypothecate- a conslsteucy of intelli
gence and ndnility^bf character, suffi
cient to form kmebuli or nucleus in In-

Thlrteon weeks..............................
adulo COM'..-.-'-....................

' ■ r.Eiuvrxx'cBS.

OCT. SI, USS.

Classics Not Genuine.
The following quotation from the New 

York Journal tells its qwn story. The 
attention of the literary world has now 
been turned in an important direction, 
and truth will be the outcome. Before 
the discovery of the art of printing, the 
world was filled with professional scribes 
whose business it was to transcribe 
books for the wealthy. They were al
most universally monks. In their copy
ing, if they thought an author should 
have made mention of some incident to 
which no attention was paid, they did 
not hesitate to make the addition. These

leal book which antedates the revival 
of letters, say about 1520. It has been 
the province of the critics todistinguish 
those additions from the genuine text; 
but no one has authority to eliminate 
the forgeries, so they go on forever. 
The Journal says:

“The ussert.on is now made that some 
of the ancient classics are forgeries. Al
most everyone of the classics has fallen 
under this suspicion at one time or an
other. A French writer asserts that, 
with a few exceptions, everyone of the 
Greek and Latin classics are forgeries, 
dating from the period of the Renais
sance [1520], The practice of literary 
forgery is almost us old as literature 
itself.

“In the sixth century, B. C., Onoma- 
crltus, who was intrusted by Pisistatus 

■ with preparing an edition of the sacred 
writings of Musucus, was detected in 
the act of forging them. There is also 
little doubt that a passage in Homer re
feiring to the exploits of the Athenians 
at the siege o/ Troy was inserted toglo- 
ilfy the Athenians of later ages.

“There are several passages of Virgil 
that labor under the same suspicion. It 
has been plausibly argued that several 
books of the. Annals of Tacitus were 
forged by Poggio Braccioliai, a Floren
tine scholar, whoso marvelous attain
ments rendered him quite equal to the 
task.

“The duties of tho editor were also 
very liberally construed in tho past. 
Hardly any of the extant writings of 
Aristotle can be attributed to the phi
losopher himself. They are mostly ex- 
f«usions of loose notes of lectures pub- 
ished under bis name in order to give 

them wider acceptance. The acumen 
of Richard Bently has long since con
vinced the world that the celebrated 
Letters of Phaliu-is are nothing butforg- 
erles. The same may bo said of the 
writings of Ingulphus, the Decretals of 
Isidore, certain passages in Hesiod, and 
in many other ancient authors.”

A Great Want Supplied.
A recont news item says: “A' panora

ma of bell has just been painted by a 
number of Italiau and Hungarian artists. 
They have asked King Humbert toi$- 
spect it." ■ . ■ ’’ ' ?

The idea of á panorama bf the infernal 
regions is a grand one, and the painting 
should have been inado long ago. Dante 
and Milton, and Pollok, each gave pen
pictures of the abode of the damned, as 
did many ot tho Grecian and Roman 
poets before them; but a faithful deline
ation on canvas has been neglected to 
the present. It appears by Luko 16:24, 
26, that heaven is in talking' distance 
with hell; so wo suppose that popular 
resort will appear iu tlie background, 
as will that “great gulf fixed so that 
they which would pass from honce to 
you,” that is, from heaven to hell, “can
not." So the escapé of tho murderous 
wretches who have reached tho celes
tial region's by tlie rope route will not 
be seen on that panorama making a 
hasty flight to mingle with the best of 
the race who have reached Pluto's em
pire because of unbelief. Of such are 
our Washington, Franklin,' Jefferson, 
Lincoln, etc. ■

The hell of the church was invented 
within sight of Vesuvius’ fires. It could 
never have been thought of outside of a 
volcanic region. These sulphurous 
flames have been used as objecí lessons 
for the miserable dupes of priostly rule 
for long ages, to bring them under fuller 
subjection. E. G. Squier, American 
Commissioner to Nicaragua, under 
President Pierce, in his Description of 
the Monuments, Scenery, etc., of that 
unhappy republic, mentioning the vol
cano of Masaya, says no ono can view 
this volcano without admiration, “for it 
can be surpassed only by the eternal 
fire. Some confessors have imposed no 
other penance than to qislt this volea- 
no.” Oviedo, who visited the same re
gion in 1529, says:

“I eannot believe a Christian can 
view this spectacle unmindful of hell, 

•and unrepentant of his sins; particularly 
whilst comparing this vein of sulphur 
with the eternal grandeur of everlasting 
fire which awaits those who are ungrate
ful to God."

There ean be no doubt Mt. Vesuvius,' 
near Naples, Italy, and Mt. Etna, near 
Palermo, in Sicily, furnished the basis 
of the material hell of Catholicism, 
which Protestants inherited from the 
parent church, improvement iu de
scription has been the work of centuries. 
It seems the proper thing that an Italian 
artist, within sight of Vesuvius, while 
listening to its roar, shall collect the 
teachings of the church in regard to 
hell, combine them with tho lurid flames 
of the volcano, filling in minor details 
from his active imagination, then paint 
hoi) and the tortures of the damnedjvith 
lifelike reality. Good artists, roll up 
the curtain and let the show begin.

Worse and Worse.
The English press has been collecting 

facts in regard to church attendance in 
the great industrial centers of England 
and Scotland. They report less than 
one-tenth of the people attend church 
on Sunday, and nearly one-half of those 
who are faithful are Catholics.

Reader, pause and think! Nine-tenths 
of the population of all those great cen
ters are doomed to an endless hell! For 
it is certain, those who neglect the or: 
dinances of holy church deserve and 
Will be eternally damned, else the 
preachers are guilty of misrepresenta
tion. _______ , _ . '

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond
Departed for Washington Monday, the 
12th, making a detour on her route to 
visit her native place, Cuba, N. Y,, the 
object of which is best expressed in the 
following:

MARRIED,
at Cuba, N. Y., October 14th, at the 
residence of tho bride’s parents, Mr. 
Cleo. NelsonHammojid and Miss Olive 
Roxa Gullford. The service was per
formed by Mrs. Cora L. V. Riohmond, 
pastor of the Qihurch of the Soul, Chi
cago. '

The bridegroom is a nephew of Mrs. 
Richmond and the service was witnessed 
by a large number of relatives and 
friends, especially young friends of the 
bride and groom. Au archway of ferns 
formed a fitting altar for the service, 
and a group of twelve little children 
bore the evergreen garlands and pre
ceded the bridal party in the march.

Mrs. Richmond proceeded on the loth 
to Washington. '

To. the Editor:—I agree with Bro,. 
G- W. Kates in regard to purchasing 
the old cottage home of the Fox Sisters, 
with as much ground as can be had, and 
fit it up in fine form, repair the cottage, 
build a large one-story auditorium, and 
hold a camp-meeting there once every 
year.

Hydesville, in my opinion, is a sacred 
place, and when the remains of those 
neglected Fox women are put in a vault 
and carefully laid away In the grounds 
that are sacred to the memory of those 
three children, whose early days were

A Judicial Mind Expresses 

Thoughts onMan and

To the Edhtor:—As The Progress
ive TaiNKEKjhas more in it of thrilling 
interest to nig than, auy of the many 
other papers i take,J and as I do not 
want my subáüi'lptioiPto lapse, I inclose 
the necessarycdollaw for its extension 
another year, fl .

While I have tl;o-liighest regard for 
all Spiritualists wormy of the name. I 
am free to confess tltat the part of the 
paper devoted to . that philosophy is 
without interest to we, as Í wjU candidly 
acknowledge that uq evidence whatever 
has ever come to. me, that the animal 
called “man” has any spirit or personpl 
existence after the-electric flame we 
call “life" has been extinguished; and, 
consequently, I have and can have no 
faith or belief in ancient or modern 
Spiritualism (I Use ' the term in its 
broadest sense, as indicating a belief in 
“spirits”‘or. “ghosts")- •

I am also ju§t as free to confess that 
there is absolutely nothing that could he 
so cheering and so desirable as to have 
such trustworthy evidence as would jus
tify and produce un abiding belief in 
Its verity and truthfulness. To those 
who really believe (in its real and true' 
sense) in a future' conscious personal ex
istence of eternal vigor, with perpetual 
immunity from eoj'j’qw, sickness, pain 
and decay, with an environment where 
one can’‘‘be blithqr ¿nd; know some
thing” (as the immortal'Walt Whitman 
puts it), it must certainly be not only 
“full of comfort,” but it must be the 
most cheering : aiid 'preoioiis “belief" 
whicli is possible to the human heart. 
But as an Intelligent and honest man, I 
cannot have faith or belief without evi
dence. '

Thousands of unaolentiflo and credu
lous people “believe" in the Edenic 
myth, the legends Of the Bible, the 
atonement, robes gashed white in the 
blood of Jesús, a personal loving Father 
God, and a special artswer to prayer, as 
veritable facts and truths; when every 
thoughtful and rational man is absolute
ly certain that they are under a delusion 
as dark and rayless as the blackest 
night.

There Is just as ipuch proof that the 
air which causes our terrible cyclones, 
and.fire which ofteii destroys homesand 
lives, or the earthquake and the thun
derbolt, are kind apd loving, and have 
a fatherly regard for mankind, as has 
any other causal force or power In all 
the universe.

INTERCOMMUNION BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND 
. SPHERES.

passed in joy and childish play, they ‘ , .H] *7 pick the men " So I 
never be forgotten. Even now Li-ht eav that I could believe (reason- 

what a pleasure it. will be to them and í--...-, „„a? wnrthi that a small. i *. j -’ • * ! i ja j inn from merit ana worm) tnat a small then-beloved parents to look down and tho human animals have at-reafl the minds nf the thousands that )0.1 tl0.u 0 the human animals, nave at

Baptizing a Volcano.
Minister Squier was In Nicaragua 

in 1850, when the great volcano of Mo- 
motombo, after a long rest, commenced 
the “Dance of the Devils.” He gives 
his readers a graphic picture of the 
event in his “Nicaragua," of the throes 
of the earth, the outbursts of flame, the 
flow of Java, and the terror of thoinhab- 
ilants.' It was then a depiitatio'ri of the 
people called on the Bishop, at Leon, to 
visit the volcano and baptize it to keep 
it in moderation. He says: “1 believe a 
partial assent was obtained, and the 
city was full of rumors touching this 
novel ceremony, which 1 was exceeding
ly curious to witness. But its early re
lapse into quietude dispelled the fears 
of the people, and the proposed rite was 
never performed, much to my disap
pointment, as 1 intended to stand god
father to the volcano.”

Mr. Squier says: “This is an old prac
tice, and the ceremony, it is said, was 
performed, early after the Conquest, on 
all the volcanoes of Nicaragua, with the 
exception of Momotombo, which is yet 
amongst the undanctifiod.” '

Such mummery can only be success
fully practiced on an uneducated people, 
hence the motive in sotting up parochial 
schools in place of free schools where 
science is taught.

. Discussion Between Christians.
: ' Churchmen have very earnest discus

sions with each other on numerous 
mooted questions, just like other folks. 
The following conversation is reported 

. between two of them, and we are assured 
.- it actually transpired but a little while 

dgo. One of the parties asserted with 
great warmth that, he believed the 

. Bible was verbally inspired, and should 
be literally interpreted:

“Doyon believe all passages of scrip
ture should be literally interpreted?”

-‘Yes, sir, I do. The only way to in
terpret Scripture is exactly as it reads.”

“You are a Christian, are you not?”
' “Yes ’

!‘You believe in the Lord Jesus Christ 
• according to the Scriptures?”

. •‘Certainly, but I don’t know what 
J that has to do with the subject under 

discussion. ’
‘.‘You can make your everlasting for- 

■■ tune in five years.”
“How so.-” .

. “Je5us said—reported in John 7:38—
‘He that believeth on me, as the Scrip
ture hath said, out of his belly shall 
flow rivers of living water? The word 
rivers, in the plural, tells us there were 
two or more of them. Now, as you are 
a believer in the literal fulfillment of 
that text you should go to Dakota and 
locate there. - With one of the rivers 
you could irrigate your lands and excel 

1 the world m bounteous harvests. With 
■ the other you could build grist mills to 

grind the wheat and monopolize the
:. flour trade.” .

Bigots Assail Miss Barton.
Miss Clara Barton was sent from 

America to Turkey, under the auspices 
of the White Cross, to distribute relief 
to Armenians who had been impover
ished by the outrages of the Kurds. She 
has lately returned home, having suc
cessfully completed her mission. Con
trary to expectation, she engaged in no 
censures of the Sultan: on the contrary, 
she reports she received every encour
agement possible from thatdistinguished 
functionary, and on leaving Constantino
ple she was decorated with Turkish 
marks of honor. Now a terrihlo hulla
baloo is set up by Christian women, cen
suring Miss Barton, who for many years 
has been at the front in every good 
work, taking her life in her hand to re
lieve the needs of sufferers from famine, 
pestilence and the, scourge of war. But 
it is characteristic of those of narrow 
views who have no toleration for any
thing not of their creed. Minister Ter
rill has been bitterly censured by the 
clergy because ho does not confirm the 
libels of the missionaries.

Strongly Stated.
In his “Suniolatry, Ancient and Mod

ern,” Gerald Massey expresses himself 
very forcibly when he says:

“It is just as easy to prove that a his
toric Christ never existed as it is to 
demonstrate that the mermaid, or the 
moon-calf, the sphinx, or the centaur, 
never lived.”

Mr. Massey illustrates by saying:
“Pliny in his Natural History de

scribes the moon-calf as a monster, en
gendered bv a woman only [without the 
aid of the male]. . . This moon-calf 
had the same origin and birth tn the 
phenomena as any other child of the 
Virgin Mother. The mythical Christ is 
equally the monster, or chimera, that is 
engendered of the woman only. The 
Christian fathers accounted for the 
virgin motherhood of the historical 
Jesus bv asserting that certain females, 
like the vulture,.could conceive without 
the male.”

Vile Teaching.
Ou leaving Madagascar the Anglican 

bishop of Antananarivo informed his 
flock that after all his labors the men 
were greater thieves thanever and the 
women were immoral.—News Item.

This fact would suggest to an honest 
thinker that the teachings which mak^ 
even heathen thieves, and women iml 
moral.should be abandoned in'our higher? 
civilization; for that which makes heath
en vicious will be exaggerated with en
larged capacities.

A Correction.
Wm. Denton, the well-known author, 

geologist and. Spiritual lecturer, died 
on the 26th of August, 1883, at Berriga- 
badi, a small town of New Guinea, one 
of the Polynesian islands, in the North 
Pacific, not in South America, as stated 
in an article copied into these columns 
from the N. Y. Sun two weeksago. The 
Professor visited that distant region, 
attended by his two sons, on a scientific 
expedition, and fell a martyr to the 
cause and. the climate.

more generous than those in Illinois, 
and by a vote of 82 to 17 decided to ad
mit women delegates to their State Con
ference. We are right glad to note 
this evidence of progress on the part of 
the Methodists of the Northwest. If 
they would drop hell, vicarious atone
ment and a triune God from their creed 
they would show further progress.

will gather there in memory of those 
little ones that first Informed us that 
life was immortal, and under certain 
conditions our loved ones could returu 
to earth and inform us that they still 
loved us, and more dearly than aver, be
fore.

Let us ornament these grounds and 
make them useful, and posterity wUl 
bless us and be thankful for the priv
ilege of worshiping on the grounds made 
holy by the angels. .

Let us pul the ball in motion by ask
ing all Spiritualists in the land to do
nate all tjiey can spare, so that we can 
buy tho grounds aqd comineuee in the 
spring to build, and repair the cottage 
and the grounds, and remove the re
mains of those whose memory will be 
more revered by those in the coming 
ages.

It will bo tho pride of every man, wo
man and child that gives a dime or a 
dollar to this cause of sacred memory of 
those we neglected in the day when 
they were eutlcriiig and iu want. Let 
us do honor to them, and rebuke tho 
Catholic priests who took advantage of 
their necessities and betrayed them for 
a short time.

Tfie tricks of Christianity avail them 
not when they undertake to undo that 
which tho angels have accomplished. 
Since the death of Jesus and St Paul, 
the two most wonderful melliums in tho 
days in which they lived, none have 
over created such a great sensation and 
done more to enlighten the world than 
those three lovely children that the an
gels have called home.

Lpt us do honor to ourselves and to 
posterity by creating a fund and apply
ing it in immortalizing these children 
who were the means of instructing us 
that the so-called dead could and did 
return and inform us that life was not 
only immortal, but we must live right, 
and do right, if we ever expect to live 
happy in the world to come.

The truth of immortality, as was dem
onstrated through those little qnes, is 
worth more to humanity than all the 
credal religions that the priesthood 
have ever invented; therefore, let us do 
honor to them, for they still live and 
will bless us all when we meet them in 
the spirit-world. •’

Remember, dear friends, that Spirit
ualism is a religion yet in its infancy, 
and our fondest hope’s will yet be real
ized, for through it the world will be re
deemed and •our new religion will take 
the place of all tho old orthodox creeds 
that exist at the present time.

The God of nature is good enough for 
us. and the religion of Spiritualism will 
surely make us nil happy.

Gold was used by the priesthood for 
the purpose of destroying the good effect 
that had already been accomplished 
through the good results obtained 
throug this family of mediums Silver 
was used in the purchase of a medium, 
the Christians call a god; but future 
events proved that he was only a man, 
as he proclaimed himself on all occa
sions. A beautiful young maiden was 
hurned at the stake by the order of 
priests, because she was controlled and 
used to restore France to its Statehood. 
A medium was condemned to be be
headed, by the Pope of Rome, If he did 
not deny that the world revolved, which 

' he did in order to save his life.
Mediums are now being imprisoned 

, iffflt havipg the power to heal the sick, 
j there is no end of trouble that these 

leaders in theology intend to make in 
order to thwart and destroy, if they can, 
our beautiful religion handed down to us 
by the angels.

Let us carry out the plan that Brother 
Kates has started, and buy the Fox cot
tage and all tho grounds surrounding It, 
and make the place memorable by hold
ing a camp-meeting there from one to 
three months every year.

Please let us hoar through The Pro- 
gbessive Thinker what others think 
of this grand movement of doing justice 
to those that first gave us our new relig
ion. Dr. Wm. Cleveland,

Not because I raise myself above 
something, but because I raise myeelf 
to something, do I approve myself.— 
Jacobi. ,

Sudden resolutions, like, the sudden 
rise of the mercury in the barometer, 
indicate little else than the changeable- 
nessof the weather.—Hara.

There is no thought in any mind, but 
it quickly tends to convert itself into a 
power and organizes a huge instru
mentality of means.—Emerson, •

Whatsoever situation in life yon ever 
wish or propose for yourself, acquire a 
clear and lucid idea of the inconveni
ences attending it.—Shenstone.

faut strength of a gemote and perfect 
spirit man. r w

But when I (consider the various and 
graduated pldmes Whicli the so-called 
human familygiccupi'Cs, descending from 
the highest tad nbblest down so the 
stolid Artic ,<Hvellevp, tho Kadirs and 
Bushmen, theDiggeP Indians, tho most 
of whom have’lbss affection, Intelligence 
and soul, than tliolr< horses or dogs, I 
cannot avoid!'the 'rational conclusion 
that if those,, lower ,strata of mankind 
will bo transformed into personal spirits, 
with possibilities or development and 
growth, -tMn; b.V tttB'iBamo argument, > 
you prove thecporsoiial and spirit life of 
every aniinaLof equal aH'cctlQ.n and in
telligence. For surely no real philoso
pher would hingo"the contingency of 
one’aspirlt life upon the number of legs 
it possessed, or the amount of the sur
face of one’s body which was covered 
with hair. .

And I might add that in soul develop
ment, nobility and goodness of charac
ter, I am unatfle to place the blind and 
superstitious zealot of dogma, ritualism 
and eccloslastlclstn upon any higher 
plane than the Kaffirs, etc., above re
ferred to.

No one can actually believe the Bible 
to be a statement of facts without be
lieving in spirits and communications 
and manifestations from them. It con
tains more of these than any other book 
ever published before or since. So that 
anyone who' says he “believes all the 
Bible,” and then disbelieves in Spirit
ualism, falsifies his faith in the Bible as 
a book of truth. 'Ifi faot, he Is a down
right “infidel,” as he disbelieves the 
larger part of tho Bible; and more and 
worse than that, as he must disbelieve 
in the paternity of Jesus by a material
ized spirit, which strikes a deathblow 
to the entire system of Christianity it
self. For it is only on his fatherhood by 
a “ghost” that his divinity is claimed, 
as^well as his atoning power and his 
power to save, and to become “a propi
tiation for the sins of’ the world. ”

The spirits of the Bible were often 
seen in broad daylight, and on the high
ways, while they wrestled and overcame 
the'strongest meh. They also ate and 
drank, and begot offspring, et id genus 
omne. • ' .

If orthodox people were honest and 
desired to know the truth of tho Bible 
statements, they would study “Bible 
Spiritualism," by Moses Hull. They 
would then see that Modern Spiritual
ism, in all its highest claims simply 
pales Into trifling insignificance in com
parison with thatof the Bible history.

But I need scarcely say that In antag
onism to the cheering faith in the 
eternal progress and felicity promised 
to all the children of men by Modern 
Spiritualism, stand the monstrosities of 
an eternal hell Of exquisite torture for 
the great majority find the Incompre
hensible absurdities of theology on the 
one hand, and the inflexible skepticism 
of science on-the other. ‘

The former, would have us believe 
that the soul is but a vapor, or a silly 
weakling whose eternal pastime will 
consist in “loafing, ’round the throne,”' 
tooting horns, or .playing on a harp, 
while the other tells us that the mind is 
merely the product of the brain; se
creted thereby as the’ liver secretes bile.

Science cont&tó that it is only by» 
careful study,,ot;: cerebral physiology 
that we can understand the mysterious 
relations of mind "and body. It affirms 
that the cerebriini is not only the source 
of thought and -ideas', but also claims to 

, explain those/coordinate movements 
which correspond . to, and accompany 
those ideas. Certain cerebral changes 
elicit mental stated and muscular move
ments which are mutually responsive. 
It claims that nervous matter can be, 
and is so arranged \s not only to con
nect the various organs of the body, 
but at the'samo time to bo the agent or 
cause of sensation; thought and emo
tions. As thoughts result from cerebral 

, and nervous conditions, it is claimed 
that without such causal functions, 
thoughts, ideas and life itself are im
possible!

If it can be clearly shown that the 
mind can exist as a force, independent 
of the brain and. the ..nervous system, 
and that there can be intelligence with
out brain substance, a stopping-stone is 
then laid from which to predicate a con
tinued and future existence of man’s 
mind or soul. .Respectfully submitted

Spirit manifestations, so-called, have 
owed their first interest, apparently, in 
thff'minds of investigators, to idle 
curiosity, a desire to prove therefrom 
the truth of divine revelation, or per
haps more frequently, the immortality 
of the soul by material proof of an 
existence beyond the grave. Beyond 
this but little effort has been made to 
explain the operation of the phenom
ena, or their connection by law with 
other forces of the universe. It is 
our desire, to some extent, to elimi
nate these forces, and to connect them 
as simply as we can with those of the 
higher life which are brought to bear 
upon them.

The great law of life is that of mag
netic attraction. It is the law of the 
universe. It holds all things in space, 
and brings together all particles of 
matter so that they cannot be disin
tegrated till some other force is ap
plied to dissever them, when it attracts 
other particles to render itself suffi
ciently powerful to assume a stronger 
position, and then goes on again in 
search of more strength still to carry 
on its work in its own fashion to 
higher results. The law of attraction 
has been brought to bear in spiritual 
manifestations in such a way as to be 
easily comprehended. When once 
understood, there is no more doubt on 
the subject than in the most ordinary 
case of philosophy applied to well- 
kiiown laws, so common in use as to 
be hardly noticed.

The law of attraction, including the 
force of gravitation and other forces, 
has been demonstrated as in exist
ence. To what extent it has really

farther changes take place, and higher 
ascensions continue to the entire com
pletion of their work.

This, then, is the law of attraction 
leading from one point to another, 
commencing with the lowest with 
which human nature has to deal.

The second sphere has a develop
ment beyond the first, but not much 
higher, as ordinary culture absorbs 
more of the material or earthly nature 
than the spiritual in its slow develop
ment, gross particles of matter having 
to be dealt with, which, in its transi
tion, encounters but little help from 
all around. < ‘There is no home like 
our old home" is not confined to earth 
alone, it would seem, and for some 
time the longing desire to return to 
those left behind renders incapable 
for the most part the soul released 
even from the tortures of earth, as 
they may be called, to flee at once 
from the love left behind to partici
pate in higher joys, and so even the 
best prepared may linger on their up
ward way to finish, some work un. 
done, to repair the wrong which may, 
unintentionally perhaps, have been 
committed, but which is yet capable 
of being repaired if desire is in the 
heart to do so. This being the case, 
there are those at work always near 
the confines of both worlds to assist 
in the higher development which is 
ever being called for in all directions. 
Is it wonderful, then, that spirits of 
all grades are to be met witli in the 
development of this great work for the 
uplifting of the human race on our 
undeveloped planet? Is it surprising 
that confusion worse confounded has 
been the result of the sowing of new 
seeds of truth, and that priest and 
priesthood have denounced it as 
evil, knowing not of its value, 
but seeing that only those who were 
rushing to its embrace were the vic
tims of their own credulity, and must 
so continue till their ignorance be
comes enlightened and light shines in 
on the darkness which surrounds it. 
There is no light like that of the sun, 
says one, nor like that of the moon, 
says another. The magnetic light is

been distributed through the universe 
is by no means realized, as it holds all 
things in space, manipulates the worlds 
in its embrace, and draws from one to 
another the strength necessary to 
carry on the machinery of the earth 
in its diurnal rotation, which other
wise would end in the destruction of 
all.

The spirit world of this earth has its 
place aljove the earth, separated from 
the lower sphere by the earth's mag
netic aura which surrounds it, through 
whicli the spirit passes in its flight to 
the second sphere, the receptive home 
for the disembodied spirits who are 
constantly leaving the earth; the 
spirits who inhabit these bodies, when 
ready to depart, being uplifted from 
the lower sphere to the one next above 
it by a finely attenuated cord, repre
senting the umbilical cord| of earth
life, in reality of magnetic life, of at
traction between the two bodies, which 
separate only when the spirit body 
has reached its perfection as a body, 
and can inhabit the upper sphere. The 
earth body, having lost its stronger 
force, is left, its atoms disintegrating 
gradually, as the spirit force is with
drawn from one part and another, till 
in the end all is lost as a body, but 
becomes assimilated with other ele
ments of earth also disincorporated to 
make again a receptacle for some new 
formation. This is the process of life 
and death, so-called, .between the 
natural and spirit body. When the 
new life is attained, and spirit finds 
itself in the atmosphere of spirit, it 
can at first hardly realize that any
thing important has taken place, but 
soon perceives its transformation to 
be the natural effect of its passage 
through earth life, which, unaccount
able as it may seem, has not power to 
remove at once, the desire being to 
still linger on the confines through 
which it has passed till every particle 
of the material body has ceased to 
materialize and the rational faculties 
ceased operation.

Reaching from the earth life,, the 
spirit in its transition to the second 
sphere crosses the gulf of magnetic 
aura which surrounds the earth, 
through which, imperceptibly, it passes 
into the magnetic life of the second 
sphere. This aura has . a fineness of 
quality superior to that of the earth, 
but not as fine as that of the upper, 
which has more spiritual strength to 
uphold it, and make it helpful to the 
newly-arisen body, which is to con
tinue its work of spiritual elevation. 
This body was the one shown by 
Christ to Eus disciples, and constituted 
its resurrection, The aura of the 
earth had been crossed, but his knowl
edge of the spiritual, as well as the 
spiritual laws governing the change, 
helped him to solve the problem of 
life and death, which he demonstrated 
to those who-believed on him.

-Whether in the body or out of it, 
the spirit is in continued existence, 
this body being its implement so long 
as it is useful to it, then thrown aside 
till other conditions assert their needs,

more powerful than all, but requires 
a delicacy of vision not understood in 
this life, though extraordinary sight 
is sometimes given to individuals, 
which is styled clairvoyant, apd by 
the Scotch second sight, making things 
apparent at a distance under other 
than the usual laws affecting the ma
terial visual organs. This may or not 
be as supposed, but as other laws are 
in question in this 'matter, we can 
hardly call it into comparison here, 
more especially as clairvoyant power 
may exist, without observation of the 
lambent condition of the atmosphere, 
which surrounds its object. There 
may be superior sight in the natural 
of which little cognizance has yet been 
taken. It may eveu be that the spir
itual vision may at times be acted

nary cause, upon peculiarly constituted 
visual organs not understood. Be 
that as it may, all things in the spirit
ual acted upon by magnetism are 
seen through magnetic light, which 
permeates everything, and which 
brings to bear upon everything in the 
spiritual its own peculiar force to 
strengthen, elevate and prepare all 
spiritual beings for their home in the 
spirit spheres, which, without prepa
ration, could not exist there, any 
more than a body could exist in this 
world till preparation had been made 
through the germ for it to do so. 
Preparation having been made, the 
spirit body, with its atmosphere of 
magnetic aura, ascends, as has before 
been described, into the magnetic life 
above it, it being the second sphere 
which is prepared to receive it. The 
atmosphere is changed, though as it 
leaves the earth it still holds some of 
the earth’s electrical atmosphere, and 
at first the new ascendant, as we have 
before said, hardly realizes the change 
that is wrought. The individual ex
ists, and still realizes his existence. 
He has not changed his identity, and 
still recognizes the fact that one proof 
of his immortality is that he would 
not change it if he could, and, there
fore, wherever he is, that he must

very much that we can make them 
feel its possibility. Then come those 
who have been here a long time to re
assure us, and we go away with them, 
and realize more fully, the glories by 
which we are surrounded. Friends 
gather round in still greater.numbers, 
teachers cbme to our assistance, and 
we begin to undèrstand the, to us, 
new law of which we wish to be, pos
sessed. But there are obstacles, and 
such obstacles we can hardly hope to 
overcome. Practical denial on the 
part of the world to admit the inter
communion between the worlds assists 
to disturb the harmony necessary to 
establish the truth. The fact that the 
dead have departed to a far distant 
cquntry, a place called Heaven—worse 
still, to possible Hell, from which 
there is no redemption, or Purgatory, 
an intermediate or resting-place, 
from which they may be delivered by 
the prayers of tire church or the inter
vention of sainte, has long been re
ceived; there is little hope for those 
who are otherwise inclined tp make 
much, progress in their desire to aid 
the procession, both in and out of the 
body, in their efforts to establish the 
truth, till the law of life has been so 
thoroughly understood by investiga
tion it can readily be explained and 
put into action. To avoid prejudice 
on the one hand and credulity on the 
other requires much delicacy of ma
nipulation, especially as the mind, 
unused to scientific thought, is puz
zled often by words that convey but 
indefinite meaning, as With Sweden
borg, in the use of almost idiomatio 
language, the thought is often ob
scured to such a degree as to leave 
the impression on the minds of such 
as have endeavored to understand his 
‘ ‘New Church" doctrine, that a finer 
mind than that of the ordinary is ab
solutely necessary for its comprehen
sion. From this mistake on the part 
of the guides of that seer, matters 
connected with the law of forces used 
in the unveiling of the New Church 
have retarded its progress, and placed 
on the character of so-called modern 
Spiritualism a cloud which as yet will 
take time to remove. •

The doctrine of Swedenborg has 
angle it incumbent upon his followers 
to avoid all open communication with 
the spirits of the departed, on the 
ground that evil or undeveloped spir
its have an advantage over the more 
highly developed, as they are nearer 
the earth, and can more readily by the 
law of their own attraction reach 'to 
the lower animal passions. If this is 
so, one justly asks how Swedenborg 
was protected, and why he did not 
come under the temptations of which 
he warned those he himself was lead
ing. As a prophet, Swedenborg be
lieved he was under divine protection. 
Isolating himself as much as possible 
from the things of the world, roam
ing at large in tho spirit life, be con
sidered himself an exception set apart 
for the work before him, and acting 
under divine guidance for the promul
gation of truth. A law unto himself, 
he had none to help him. Claiming 
little, he saw himself the advance 
guard, as it were, for the protection, 
as well as teacher, of those who were 
to be his followers of this new truth. 
Not a very long time has passed, and 
work of the same character seems fol
lowing after as rapidly as predicted. 
Unruly demonstrations of all descrip
tions have apparently proved his 
words to be true in regard to the 
demonstrations, as they are called, of 
such unruly spirits as have yet been 
able to show their power on earth. 
This being the case, the more neces
sary it would seem that the law which 
controls the whole phenomena should 
be made plain to those who seek the 
light really necessary to guide them in 
the research, otherwise the good to be 
obtained must be lost, the work re
tarded, and the mystery of life and 
death in the lower sphere continued.

The Old Testament prophecies have 
been accepted as illuminations. How 
given has never been made clear. Im
agination as a guide has its conjec-

1 tures as ground of proof. Faith has 
been held a necessity, as a beginning

: must be made somewhere. The com
! ing of Christ was upheld by prophecy 
’ also, but the age of miracles, it would 
1 seem, has exhausted itself, or would 
'• not law continue its operations in the

present as the past? Most certainly, 
! and most certainly it does.
: [To be continued. ]

proach him, and at length he begins 
to realize what has actually hap
pened, and says:. “Where am I? 
What am I? Is this question which 
has never to me as yet been answered 
now to be? Will new birth give us 
advantage over the old, that we may 
understand?” '

Familiar faces still gather, faces 
long since departed, till we realize at 
length our. departure, though not till 
more t>f earth has dropped away, 
when all is understood and the transi
tion thoroughly recognized. But the 
longing remains to return to those 
left behind, vividly conscious of what 
they are; suffering. To console them, 
to have them realize we are not dead 
but still live, we would draw them 
towards us. So strong is the desire, 
we cannot but feel they must know of 
our presence, and calm overtakes 
them, otherwise they turn to their 
own avocations, and try, perhaps, to 
forget our very existence. At this 
we are hurt or grieved, and determine 
to find, as soon as possible, some 
means of reaching them. They would 
gladly assist us, but the effort to 
prove immortality has been so dis
couraging, we no longer dare to hope

The Prefix Christian.
The title “Christian,” as applied to 

Spiritualists or Spiritualism, is a mis
nomer. It is equally a misnomer when 
applied to any other good or true 
teaching.

There is not now, and there never 
has been, a good, rational and true 
idea taught to the world that is essen
tially and exclusively Christian.

Everything taught in connection 
with Christianity that is either good, 
true or rational, is and has been 
taught outside of the “Christian” 
idea, and hence is not “Christian” 
per se.

To settle this question, let anyone 
objecting to the above statement pre
sent to the readers of Tub Progress
ive Thinker. a single true or rational 
thought that is essentially and exclu
sively Christian.

Spiritualists do not accept the doc
trine of the vicarious atonement Of the 
blood of the alleged' Christ to save 
mankind from impending future pun
ishment. ' , .

Remove this belief from the Chris
tian mind, and you remove Christian
ity. The Spiritualist who rejects this 
absurd dogma cannpt be a “Christian 
Spiritualist,’ fbr with it he rejects 
entirely the ChrisfiaiL idea. - There 
can be no “Christian Spiritualist"

’ J. R. Doyle.
Evansville, Ind. 7
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say that longevity equal to that which
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Physician Claims There Are 
Bacilli Which Feed 

bn Life.

prevailed in the days of Methuselah!., .. , :
will be attained, but he is confident! J,*,3, 8“1TOUU,illlS8 to h,ve- ,Sclualor> 
that he has a clew to the secret of the J “ll1’ ^morality, have pro-

l duced conditions which make it possi-

THEY MAY BE SEEN THROUGH A MICRO
SCOPE, AND THEIR HABITS MAY BE 
STUDIED—FEED ON THE BED COR
PUSCLES OP THE BLOOD WHICH CABBY 
LIFE TO THE BODY—NUMBER AND 
APPEARANCE OF THE GERMS—NAMED 
MORTIS BACILLUS.

The germs of cholera, diphtheria, 
consumption—of nearly all the dis
eases, in a word—have , been identi
fied and photographed. Measures 
have been taken to exterminate them 
or to nullify their pernicious activity 
in the human system. Now we have 
the bacillus of death itself, according 
to the New York World.

A Brooklyn physician, after close 
microscopical research, has discovered 
in the corpuscles of human blood the 
germ whose life is death—the death 
of mankind. The physician who has 
made this startling discovery is G. 
Fish Clark, of No. 515 Decatur street,, 
Brooklyn.

Dr. Clark is now studying the 
germ's habits with the view to devis
ing means that will destroy it, or at 
least keep it at bay.
' .Dr. Clark is confident of success, 
He believes that he can kill the death 
germ, or at all events so cheek its. 
ravages that life may be greatly pro
longed. He does not go so far as to

" TUB DEATH GEUM WHEN ENLARGED SEV- 
BBAL THOUSAND DIAMETERS.

breathe millions of these corpuscles 
renew life, throw off the carbonic acid 
gas and imbibe the oxygen.-' ■Then, 
fresh from nature's sun, both these 
minute corpuscles, having entered the 
heart, carry life to the tissues. 1

. “Stop breathing for a moment, and 
that moment the tissues begin to die, 
' “Here, then, is the vulnerable point 

iu life—at ‘the focus of all tissue 
metamorphoses. ’

“This is the point at which we find 
the mortis bacillus.

FINDS THE NEW BACILLI.
‘-‘In July, 1893, while examining 

the blood under a powerful microt 
scope I observed two or three red 
corpuscles unite and form a white 
corpuscle. Over the field of the glass 
with an amceboid movement I saw for 
the first time a bright reddish cell 
move away. It was smaller than a 
single red corpuscle, and with the 
added characteristic of independent 
motion. Tile oxygen and other vital 
ipgredients of the red corpuscles were 
gone, the corpuscles united and formed 
themselves into a white corpuscle. 
(It is n well-known fact among physi
cians that sickness is accompanied by 
a diminution of the red corpuscles aud 
au increase of the white corpuscles.) 
The tissue lost the precious oxygen 
upon which it feeds; the mortis 
bacillus purloined the morsel. .In a 
negative way such a change would 
lessen the carrying powers of the red 
corpuscles in their fuuctiou of reliev
ing the system of the deadly carbonic 
acid gas, •

THEIR APPEARANCE AND FORM.
“The mortis bacilli may occur in 

groups or singly. They are minute 
globules. They change their shape. 
Sometimes tliey appear like minute 
spiders, extending themselves in every 
direction; sometimes they shrink up 
and are almost round; at other times 
they flatten themselves, aud then 
again they look like canary seeds, 
they multiply rapidly under the 
proper circumstances by dividing 
themselves; they are about 1 -5500 
of an inch in diameter, though they 
vary in size. Tliey move by means 
of protruding a part of their body for
ward and drawing the other part to it. 
They are of a fawn to a reddish color. 
They are numerous in proportion to the 
condition of the individual. In a case 
of typhoid fever from which I drew a 
few drops of blood, I discovered that 
the red corpuscles did not exceed the 
white, and that the mortis bacilli were 
everywhere present. In a healthy 
ckild of healthy parents I searched in 
vain to find them.

“In iny observations 1 have veiled as 
far as possible the space around the 
reflector of the microscope, and al
lowed a strong light to strike it. 1 
have usually dropped a drop of water 
over the specimens to be examined.

“Lot me illustrate in conclusion 
why I have named this the mortis 
bacillus..

‘Life is a correspondence of envir
onments.' All life is dependent upon

To the Editor:—Strange things are 
happening, and if test conditions are 
worth anything—and they’ are—this 
violin was taken away by' the spirits,, 
and returned. As set forth by tjj^ 
Times-Herald, any detective who has

remarkable ages which lie believes 
men in remote generations attained.

In the following paper, prepared 
for the Sunday World. Dr. Clark 
makes public for the first time the 
history and result of his researches:

CAUSES OF DEATH.
"Without riJsorting to statistical 

proof, as I have done iu the unpub
lished article from which I have con
densed this, it is deduced that death 
is due primarily to immorality, 
squalor and ignorance; secondarily 
and more directly to disease; thirdly 
to the mortis bacillus.

“In the physical world beyond the 
human vision there are myriads of 
living beings, which, not unlike the 
vulture or the carrion crow, hover not 
only above us and around us, but 
within us, ready to devour the de
generate tissues. These invisible 
germs have u much greater variety of 
form and habit than the countless 
number of living things which come 
within the scope of the human eye. 
When we by any means, through im
morality, ignorance or violation of 
nature’s laws, do anything to deplete 
our tissues, these ever-present, always 
vigilant microbes search their way to 
that degenerate tissue and work 
towards its destruction. This is 
disease. '

“ ‘In general terms the blood may 
be looked upon as the focus or mid
dle point of all tissue—metamor
phosis. ’—Wagner.

“Through the blood we receive 
oxygen, the great life-saver; into the 
blood flow the lymph and chyle, which 
is the emulsified food taken from the 
intestines. Iron and other chemicals 
are found in combination.

ACTION OF THE BLOOD.
' ‘The arteries carry this nutriment, 

and by capillaries and interstitial 
spaces ramify into every tissue and 
bring far from its source the nourish- 
merit the body needs. The veins con
vey back what is not needed, together, 
with the deadly carbonic acid gas, 
which, by way of the heart, is ex
pelled through the lungs. The lungs 
are where this fluid is revivified and a 
new store of oxygen is laid in. In 
case of disease, when the blood is sent 
gushing through the arteries and 
chemical changes occur more rapidly, 
heat is produced by this chemical ac
tion, and we have what is known as 
high temperature. Nature, in her 
effort to mend herself by increased 
speed," so that she may renew her 
oxygen, produces this, fever. In the 
case of a local injury -an excessive 
amount of blood rushes to that spot to 
supply the injured tissue. . Conges
tion and local heat immediately fol
low.

< ‘The red corpuscles are the oxygen
laden globules. Every time we

ble for the ordinary disease germs 
to exist. The existence of the dis
ease' germs produces a condition 
which makes it possible for a bacillus 
mortis to exist. ,

“While it is a feeder upon oxygen 
and the other vital forces of the red 
Corpuscles, another influence must ex
ist, and that is the influence of the 
disease germ. It can be found ‘in

ous in the old man than in the health)’ 
young. Diseased, nature in its effort 
to repair itself is on the threshold met 
with this guardian of the grave. The 
oxygen which will renew life is stolen. 
The vitality is sucked as by a leech, 
as the depleted tissues, like a thirsty 
traveler, stand in need of instant re
lief. The red corpuscles are dimin
ished; they become white corpuscles. 
Oxygen is needed, and the carbonic 
acid gas smothers the victim because 
the carriers of that noxious gas are 
depleted. The patient longs for air; 
the tongue is parched and dry; the 
fever heightens; the microbe’s deadly 
work is done, and a human being suc
cumbs to the mortis bacilli.

“It may be possible in the near 
future the author will record one or 
two successful experiments made by 
him in his efforts to And some means

“Principles of Light aud Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists® should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered

an eye to fame and the ability to un
ravel tangled problems can make his 
everlasting fortune by going out to 
Bavenswood and solring the mystery 
of the lost violin. For two weeks 
Bavenswood worried itself silly over 
the fate of a lost violin, and when, at 
the end of two weeks, something 
occurred which only deepened the mys
tery, Bavenswood called upon Chicago 
for help. The Central: Station sleuths 
Ijave taken a turn at it, but the mys
tery is as inscrutable' as ever.

Miss Olive Whiting, who lives at 
2619 North Winchester avenue, in 
Bavenswood, is a violinist of some 
note. She .is one of the former pupils 
of George Du Moulin, a professor of 
the violin. The professor is the owner 
of. an Amati violin, which has been 
valued at $1,500. This violin Is the 
apple of- the professor’s eye, but,he 
often declared it sounded best when 
played by Miss Whiting. Because of 
this the professor allowed Miss Whit
ing to use the violin, and it was usu
ally kept at her house.

One Sunday night Miss Whiting had 
been playing, and, after returning the 
instrument to its case, placed it care
fully ou the top of the piano. The 
Whiting home is well supplied with 
big brothers, and there was no fear of 
burglars. When Miss Whiting came 
downstairs the next morning the violin 
was gone. Not a soul in the house 
could throw any light on its where
abouts, and there was excitement at 
the Whiting home.

HOUSE IS THOROUGHLY SEARCHED.
After all the boys and the rest of 

the family had solemnly declared they 
knew nothing of the missing violin, 
the house was searched. Singly and 
together the whole household went 
over the building. Every bed was 
looked under. The closets were cleared 

xnit and the bureau drawers investi
gated. At the end of a two days’ 
search, everyone who had participated’ 
iu it was ready to swear that the vio
lin was not in the house.

This exhaustive search was only 
made after it had been pretty defi
nitely established that the instrument 
had not been stolen by burglars. 
Bosie Liepert, the maid who unlocked 
the bouse the morning the violin was 
missed, was sure all the doors and 
windows were as tightly locked as 
they were when the family went to bed 
the night before. Mr. Whiting him
self took a last thorough look around 
the house, and then reluctantly went 
to tell Professor Du Moulin that his 
pet violin had been stolen.

When a violin virtuoso possesses an 
Amati he values it a little higher than 
a wife and children. Consequently 
Professor Du Moulin was in a state of 
mind. He said no amount of money 
would make up for the loss of that 
instrument, and he declared it must 
be found if it took the rest of his life. 
Mr. Whiting then went to see Lieu
tenant Haas at the Central Police 
Station, and a description of the miss
ing instrument was sent around to all 
stations. Detectives searched all the 
pawnshops in the city, and the various 
music houses and repair shops were 
told to look out for the instrument, 
but nothing was heard of it .

W. T. WHITING IS ASTONISHED.

Two weeks passed without a word 
of the violin. In the interim the 
household goods had all been moved, 
aud the entire house had been swept 
and cleaned. One night W. T. Whit
ing, a brother of Miss Whiting, who 
is a clerk in the city hall, wqnt to his 
room to change his clothes before 
going out for the evening. It was 
dusk, but there was light enough in 
the room for Mr. Whiting to see to 
dress. Accidentally he let his watch 
fall to the floor, and the dial was 
smashed. Not caring to paddle around 
with broken glass all over the floor, 
Mr. Whiting struck a match and 
lighted the gas.

He found the watch easily. It had 
not rolled far. It had been prevented 
from going under the bed by a big 
leather violin case, and most of the 
glass lay beside it Mr. Whiting 
knew that violin case well, and the 
sight of it at his very feet made him 
feel uncanny. He had searched un
der that bed himself, apd so had every
one else. Moreover, he felt he could 
swear he would have stubbed his toe 
against it if it had been there five 
minutes before. Mr. Whiting’s hair 
began to sit up while he thought 
about it Across the hall one of his 
sisters was putting a child to bed. He 
rushed to her with a face so white 
that it startled her.

“Come here," was all he could say.
Frightened at her brother’s appear

ance, his sister followed him into the 
bedroom, and saw him lift the violin 
case from the floor. He helds it out 
to her. .

“You open it,” he said. “I don’t 
feel like touching the thing. ” _ .

The sister opened the violin case, 
and there, just as it had been left that 
Sunday evening two yeeks before, lay 
the Amati. Then there was a shout, 
and the rest'of the family swarmed up 
to see the miracle. '

Of course everybody was glad to 
see the precious Amati again, and it 
was tenderly examined for possible

and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid. 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it.

“Human Culture and Cure. . Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methodsand Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very in-, 
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents.

“Thè Watseka Wonder." To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
eonsciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vehnum of Watseka, Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango, county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c,

A new edition of “Three-Sevens,u by 
the Phelon’s, is just issued. The’May 
Arena says: “The gist of such books as 
Dr. Phelon’s “Three Sevens,"and other 
works descriptive of or alluding to the 
various occult societies, which seem to 
have existed for ages, has never, until 
recently, been said so openly and plainly 
that‘he who runs may Tead.’” Cloth 
$1.25, postpaid. For sale at this office.

injury. Therq wasn't sÿçrateh on it, 
but the “E” qtrii^g hRd Jiapped.

When the first joy had passed there 
were questions. The "family sat there 
and talked it ovetfand -the more they 
talked the deepen the tnystery got. 
There was np sigq-pri the case to show 
where it had beenJiidden. It plainly 
had not beejji out bi doors, and there 
was none of the “dust ^upon it that 
would have been tfiBre l^fd the instru
ment lain long in .&e;plty?e.'

Then Miss Olive remembered that 
only the day before, while playing tag 
with one of the clÿldren^she had hid
den under that ^ery bsil, and there 
was no violin case there then. Of this 
she was certain. 1

Now, what tlie Ayihtiugs and Bav
enswood in'geheraTwant to know is 
where the violin was hidden during 
the two weeks of its disappearance. ’

There never was a seanco held un
der better test conditions than the 
above incident, and we will answer the 
Whitings by saying that; the violin has 
probably been under the supervision 
of spirits, and that among them is one 
who is highly mediumistic. Look
out, I say, for the disappearance 
due time of other articles.

An Explainer.
Bavenswood, Illif

The Christian creeds are full of 
speculative ideals upon creation, the 
fall of man, the vicarious atonement, 
and numberless other concepts, ar- 
aiTanged aud compiled" to suit the 
requirements of each creedal sect. 
Among these modem Presbyterianism 
holds .front rank,'not only for the 
character of its especial dogmas and 
miraculous platitudes, but for its gen
eral popularity as well. But Presby
terianism as a scioii of the Catholic 
Church has been somewhat modified 

. since the time of Calvin, by the intro
duction of, iu their’schools aud/col
leges, the form ulti’ of Scientifici dis
covery; and there ;s tb-fyy a growing 
faction in its pulpits, and a thinking 
element in its pews; that endorse the 
general spirit of progression more than 

-the letter of its\preed3. in matters 
relating to its central dogmas. What
ever may be the irfdividal erudition in 
its pulpit, its clergy veVy rarely at
tempt to introduqs; objqct lessons in 
chemical physics-, to (1 demonstrate 
“God's love for man,” “his hatred of 
the sinner,” or his authorship of evil 
and the devil as ‘({jie creator of all,” 
.since .thesc.fundamentai pophispas - de
pend largely upbn 'that 'factor of 
human credulità'tìilled'o“fàith," for 
which there.is no analogy in nature.

But in tho State of Ohio recently, 
one of these pulpit representatives, 
with more courage and forensic zeal 
than is possessed by the rank and file 
of the clerical cloth, astonished and 
mystified his audience with an experi
ment in “chemical combination" to 
illustrate how the “blood of Christ” 
applied to the sinner, washed away 
his sins, and made him “white and 
spotless,” fitted to occupy a seat at 
the right hand of the throne in 
heaven, and qualified ,him to play n 
harp of gold.

Now, whether this clergyman had 
ever been instructed in chemical re
actions, and what that term implies, 
we are not informed; -but some of his 
audience who knotf something iu this 
department of physical science, enter
tained grave doubts os to his qualifl- 
cations, we are told. The chemical 
compounds selected for this wonder
ful proof are known, os bi-chloride of 
mercury and iodide of potassium. A 
weak solution of each compound is 
made by dissolving in bottles contain
ing three or four ounces of water, a 
few grains of these crystals, each 
compound separately. These solu
tions are colorless"when unmixed, and 
look like, water, but when combined 
form a beautiful pink-red color, and 
the compound thus evolved is known 
as the red iodide of mercury.

The clergyman alluded to having 
prepared his solutions, proceeded to 
pictureeto his audience the blackness 
of sin, and how man, in his fallen state, 
was ■ unworthy the notice of his 
heavenly father. -But Christ came 
and gave himself a ransom for all who 
accepted the Presbyterian faith. Stand
ing with a bottle in each hand, he 
said: “Now, brethren and‘sinners at 
the bar of God,’ you will see how 
potently and effectually the blood of 
our blessed Redeemer acts upon tho 
heart of the sinner, purifying it from 
all uncleanliness, washing away all 
sin, and fitting the sinner to sit and 
sup at th4 right hancj qf our heavenly 
father." And with Jifeis affirmation, 
he turned the two solutions together, 
when, as above described, the rbd 
iodide of mercury was formed. A 
smile of deep satisfaction played over 
the faces of the elect, who were “fore
ordained before the> beginning of the 
world,” and something like “Bless 
God” came fyom thq amen ; centers of 
the congregation.

The thinkers present who had been 
instructed in the principles of chemi
cal xaction and reaction, Tho had 
Ibarned that in 'all physical co-rela- 
"lions the element or thing acted upon 
must be as highly tensioned and re
ceptive, hence as spiritual as the ele
ment or thing acting, and having seen 
demonstrated hundreds of times that 
the element or thing acting must be 
reciprocal to the reactions at the ele
ment or thing acted upon—in short,"L 
that there must exist perfect equality 
of spiritual-or magnetic tension be-

fore co-relation and combination could 
be demonstrated, failed to see the ap
plication or analogy of this experi
ment which seemed so comforting and 
restful to those who had the seal of 
the elect. .

And their mental dilemma was in
creased from the fact that the 
‘ ‘learned divine” had omitted to in
form his auditors which of these two 
solutions represented the “blood of 
Christ,” and which, the sinner. 
Whether the blood of Christ was 
turned upon the sinner, or the sinner 
was simply spilled into the blood of 
Christ is'unknown. As the sinner 
(in the bottle) looked to an unbiased 
observer to be as clear and pure as 
the blood of Christ (in the other bot
tle), was it the purity of the blood 
that was changed by this contact with 
sin, or was it the combination of sin 
and purity that took on such a bloody 
appearance? If the latter, we will 
say that the experiment contained a 
feature that many thinkers will recog
nize.

In natural physics, as before sug
gested, chemical action and reaction 
comprise the Oasis of chemical combi
nation, ah d this truth is taught in all 
schools and colleges of civilization, 
the Presbyterian and ecclesiastic in
cluded. But it is a fact to be 
lamented and sharply criticised that in 
religious physics (excuse the term) and 
pulpit formula of thought only action 
is .considered, since matter of what
ever character is regarded as “crude," 
“dead” and “inert,” and can only re
spond as God or his spirit acts upon 
it and quickens it. This idea of mat
ter seems all the more strange and 
untenable to the logical thinker, be
cause if you ask one of these pulpit 
chemists what is it that made and 
makes the matter comprising the ma
terial world we see and sense, they 
will tell you invariably that it is God’s 
spirit. Hence we are left to infer 
that God’s spirit is dead, crude and 
inert when it takes on the form of 
matter, and has to be re-baptised with 
the Holy Ghost before it can enter 
into chemical combination. This is 
a truthful exposition of the chemical 
lore and logic that represent civiliza
tion in the pulpit, and the candid 
thinker, who has speiit years in a 
chemical laboratory, and who is un
fortunate enough to occupy a seat 
where such stuff is dealt out, goes 
away with a feeling that the pulpit 
chemist is woefully ignorant of chem
ical science, or is willing to play the 
role of infidel to “nature's divine 
revelations," and perjure his intelli
gence in the interest of his religious 
dogma. ’

Lf the postulate of ‘ ‘action and re
action comprise the entire order of 
time and space, the Presbyterian and 
ecclesiastic will be obliged to searchin 
nature’s laboratory in vain for factors 
to demonstrate their platitudes by 
chemical physics. If, however, spirit 
action upon crude matter can be dem
onstrated to be the real and deeper 
truth of nature, the basic principles 
of chemical formation and combina
tion will have to be re-written in all 
of the schools and colleges of civiliza
tion, since all of these instruct the 
human in the automatic character of 
action and reaction, of relation and 
eo-relation as the basis of every form 
and type of affinity, ‘molecular or 
spiritual.

Let all of the clergy in the country 
consider well these varying postulates 
of science and speculation before 
attempting to mystify . their auditors 
with illogical and untenable analogies, 
or libel nature by the introduction of 
experiments in chemical science to 
sustain a claim that takes on the col
oring of mental perjury, and which 
had its inception in the feticisms of a 
primitive intellect.

W. M. Lookwood.

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-Worid." By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able aud interesting presentation 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this" excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office.

“The Great Roman Anaconda." By 
Prof..Geo. P. Rudolph. Ph.D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is g-ood reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at th is office.

"Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“The Dead Man’s Message, " an occu 
romance- ov Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritualism 
and her study of occult science have 
prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
•at this office. '

"Thé Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lios 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in* this volume, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race ara 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Prloe 50c.

“Angel Whisperings for the Searcher 
After Truth.” fiy Hattie J. Ray. A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
pleased and benefited by it For sale at 
this office. Price $1

“History of the -Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus' of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not In 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
Thç devilishness and murderous ma
lignity, of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records Q£ inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25o. ’ • ■

An abridged edition of "Antiquity 
Unveiled” gives in condensed form its 
more important statements and refer
ences. It is in stiff board covers, and 
the price is 50 cents. For sale at this 
office.
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DEAFNESS
sad Head Nolsea rsllsred by uateg 
WjWiCommAA Sense Ear prumit 
- Wew solenUfic invention; different 
fromollothardsvlces. The only oafe, 
simple« comfortable and invisible 
EarDrumlntheworld liolpswbero 

edlealsklU falls. Nowireorstrteg 
attachment, Write fur naiuphitt.

WIL6ON (EAR DRUM CO..(211 Tnut Bldg., LoulHlIlt. Kf. C““* I UM BrW»«r, Sami SMf K.T.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished" on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting 81.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopædia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopædia.

In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopædia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopædia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
pædia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great, expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopædia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year's subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

Arnott ableaad interesting presentation of a most 
important subject. Every Spiritualist and every Iu* 
qulrer into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual« 
lam should hove this excellent book. Iu value is rcc* 
ognized aud acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
doth. <1. For sale at this otilce.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDUHAi 
According io Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japanese, made under the aus. 

Bices of the Kir, Shaku Suyen, delegate to the par« 
ament of ikiliglomt. Was lately published in Japan« 

PriceeL For sale at this office.

The To-Morrow of Death,
• ••OR THE--.

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

. TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY fe. R. CROCKED.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
in that peculiar Interesting style lu which French 
writers excel when they would popularise scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualist« as “devotees of a now super- 
atttlon,"et?., otc., In whleb bo.manirau tbe uiual 
animus effthe “scientific class,“ yet bo says agate: 
‘Thore Isa true and respectable Idea te Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “tire fnct of commnnlcntton 
between superhumani and tbe Inhabitants of Earth;’’ 
and be goes on to relate Instances of fact tn evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest dlscrepancv in 
the authors's Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of tho 
whole will -find not only good mental culture, bnt 
much valuable information. Tbo author bolds tbe 
theory of reincarnation. Price •l.&X For sale at 
this office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE

Comment! on Oeneolo, Exodus, Leviticus, Humbert 
and Deuteronomy, by .

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Bev, Phdte Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Oolby, BOm Battels Dietrick, 
Jin, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N. Gestefdd, and
. Prances B. Barr.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. <tf the Order of the Magi,Chicago
DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

A?. «We, and containing SSD pagea, ..Thia rplendld 
book, last laved, contains ntectecnfnll Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other artt- 
clcs from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Htmak Boul, which 
are alono worth the price of the book. This wonder 
tulbpokla.unlguo as an Evangelist of Science aw. 
Truth. Price »L25, postpaid, to any address.. For sal j 
ct this ofBn.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Innlrel Heroine of Oriento. Splrltmicm 

o. a Leader of Armlet. By Moses Hull. Tbit Is nt 
once lire moot trnthTnl history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
erer-wrltten. No nomi iras evermore tbnillngiy In
terluni; no history more trae. Price In doth, 40 
canta; paper coyer, 23 cesti. Fat ulo at thia office.

THE MEDIUMISTIC !
Experiences of John Brown«

Tlie Medium of tbo Bookie», with onlutroduoUQUtf 
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

Thia book should bo In the hands ot every one bit», 
ested io Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety;. Early Mediumship. Cbapte»- 
2, Tbo Heavenly Mansion. . Chapter 8, Removal U 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Bemufe 
able Teste. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chap« 
ter6. Loaves tho Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Spltw 
Land. Chapter 8» Methods Used by fiplrits to ComnUk ' 
nlctte; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9. Mhcai 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience 
Chapter It Remarkable Maulfestatlou of Spirit Fov* 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative. o| 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break Is 
tbo Atlantic Cable Blown to «John Brown* ChaptM 
H. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida.

For sale at tala office. Heavy paper cover, prioo fi| 
CaptJL •

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
* -OF-

JesusChrîst
Since the writing of the New Testament no book Lai 

appeared of as great importance to Christianity at 
the Unknown Life of Jesub Cubist.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the mana« 
script, contains a thrilling account of thq privations 
and perils encountered in his search for it, g literal 
translation of the original manuscript, and lastly a 
critical analysis of what it contains. .

This work contains 185 neatly printed jffjes, andls 
published on the basis of combining cUeopnefiJ and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one duiiQt'. I’aper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents. .
Address this office, 40 Loomis at,t CMeagojIUs

THE FREETHINKERS’ 
PICTORIALJTEXT-BOOK. 

showing the absurdity AND UN«
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE
NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;

AND REVEALING THE 
ABUSESOFA UNION ' 

. OX OHIUICU .ND BTÀTK.

185 FuU-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS QF FACTS,

HISTORY, STATISTICS. AND. THB: 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Off 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por« 
trait of Designer. f

Tàe Illustrations are classified as follows: 14 rep« 
reseiAA Uncle 6am and the Frletts; 2, The Church 
Hotl-Aig the People; 8, Thanksgivlngi 0. ’Sabbath 
L»'vs: 14 Children und tbo Church; ft Woman and 
tL*:UL/urcb;6, The Church end Thomaaralne; 4, Stud
ici tn Natural History; 3, The Bible and Science; 15, 
The Clergy und Their Flocks;!, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; i. The Atonement Scheme; 4, Tbo Lord and 
His Works; 2, Prayer; 10. The Creeds; 2, Christians and 
Mobammedana; a gamplaa of Christianity'^ Work. 
B, Missionaries; LThe Lord s Instruments; 25, Bible; 
DoetrtnoS- and. ihotr ReaulUj 1, The Church, and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2,Church's Idea of Civilization; l.The Uses 
nf ihoCroes;4, Unkind Refieotions on the Church;?« 
Pcrseoatious of the Church; 12, Some Allegories; 
8-Hoaven ; 0; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price42.

“tor Salo at this office._______ ;

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers ot Tng Fioonurvs TmKUB will M. 
member the atory under the above title, by Hud.ou 
Tuttle, which tfas published tn its columns. At the 
tiuie. constant inquiries were midi as to Ita appearing 
in book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in stylo and form like thè 
“Convent of cho Saored Heart,“ with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on (he cover, The ¿¿enea of tho. 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres 
and thu philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation ana 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented Ln thu 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Ss«; Home of the Miser; Tbo Low 
Soclctlci; Hade:; Chrlstmastlde Ip the Spheres of 
Light; Christmastlde apd the Goldén Gate; The Un« 
happy Mtrriiigei Ewter Day In Hnaven, A Vlalcto 
the EurLb; 1 he Change Called Death; Coining to the 
Knowiedgo ot tbo.Light; Tho Society Again V1»IU 
Earth; The Forsaken and liesptsed; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-world; 
Cootentcdness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It is a book the Spiritualist will bo delighted wUIk a 
book iu which the investigator will find answers to 
cver-rocurrlngquestions; a book which will interest 
rhe rbiinth member, nor repel the most prejudiced, 

- = lw.„.rbM» rents; muslin!!; postpaid.

❖❖❖THE^** 

World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
* -OR-

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

New and startling revelations in religious history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New

*>«• unlocking many 
of its saored mysteries, besides comprising the Ilisv 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Cruclfled Gods. This won« 
derfuland exhaustive volume wilt we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference in tbo field 
which the author Ims chosen for ft The amount of 
mental labor neocssary to collate and compHo the 
varied Information contained in It must have been so« 
vero and arduous indeed, und now that it Is in such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allow It to go out of print Bdt the book Is 
by no means a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout its entire course the author—as will tta 
seen by Ills title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite lino of research and argument to the close, 
and bls conclusions go, like flure arrows to tbo mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 890 pages. New edition* 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Price $1.60, Pcstago 1G center For sale al 

this oflloe,

“the spiritual birth, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW. 
..T?'01 Doatb, Heaven and Hell., By 
S?.’.?’.'1?““ Thia pamphlet bealdea giving tlie Splr- 
tnaltatlc Interpretation ot inany thing. In tbo Bible

Interpretations never before given, explains ths 
heavens and hells believed tn by spiritualists. Pride. 
lUccnta For sale at this ofllee.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, ,1.23. - • • Paper, SO cents.
This Is a work of great value, written by ono oftho 

Keenest, most powerful and rtiist truly religious 
particularly a work which 

should be put Into the hand? of those who bare freed 
themselves from the dogma- of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of inatcrluilstic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and fcomb arc not the whole of life.

ncw method Id psychic and 
spiritual research. Thoy show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that win supersede moral 
confuslop; that only verifiable tenets can survive ana 
the childhood period of faith and fancy win be super« 
seded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this office, BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,' 

the wohdrous poiver 
Za which helped or made them perform mlghfgi 
works and utter inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apofr 
ties, and Jesus, or Now Headings of "Tbs Miracles.**- 
by Allen Putnam. Price 75 cents. Fur sale at tug 
office.

ROMANISM AND THE RE« PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER 02» 

hie country should bare at hood for consults« 
tlou. By Rev. Isaac 3. Lansing, M. A. This Is n most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, . 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Romm 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 ps gea, cm I 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information fa t 
every patriot In the land- Price si. For sale at tbli 
office. *

EDUnT BRAMLEY’S VISION.
A'thrilling appeal to all who arc interested in leann 

Ing how the great forces of the Roman CutboUo 
Church are seeking to control all movements per* 
tatntng to Unman, progress that arc In opposition to 
their dogmatic religions teachings, Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. .

“THE WATSEKA?WONDER.”
To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

is intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double consciousness," namely Mary ' 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, tt., and Mary Rep 
nolds. of Venango county. Pa. For late at this office. - 
Price 15 cents. .

THE AGE OF REASON.'
By Thomas Paine* Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edb ’ 
Uon, from new plates and new type; 188 pages, post 
Stq, Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents, .
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THE DEATH GERM ENLARGED PRANKS OF SPIRITS.
THE DEATH GERM.

Physician Claims There Are 
Bacilli Which Feed 

on Life.

THEY MAY BE SEEN THROUGH A MICBO- 
SCOPE, AND THEIR HABITS MAY BE 
STUDIED—FEED ON THE RED COR- 
PUBOLEB OF THE BLOOD WHIOH 0ABRY 
LIFE TO THE BODY—NUMBER AND 
APPEARANCE OF THE GERMS—NAMED 
MORTIS BACILLUS.

'The germs of cholera, diphtheria, 
consumption—of nearly all the dis
eases, in a word—have been identi
fied and photographed. Measures 
have been taken to exterminate them 
or to nullify their pernicious activity 
in the human system. Now we have 
the bacillus of death itself, according 
to the New York World.

A Brooklyn physician, after close 
microscopical research, has discovered 
in the corpuscles of human 'blood the 
germ whose life is death—the death 
of mankind. Thu physician who has 
made this startling discovery is G. 
Fish Clark, of No. 515 Decatur street, 
Brooklyn.

Dr. Clark is now studying the 
germ’s habits with the view to devis
ing means that will destroy it,, or at 
least keep it at Jiay, 

’ ,Dr. Clark is confident of success. 
He believes that he can kill the death 
germ, or at all events so cheek its 
ravages that life may be greatly pro
longed. He does not go so far as to

r

•"A

THE DEATH GEUM WHEN ENLARGED SEV
ERAL THOUSAND DIAMETERS.

breathe millions of these corpuscles 
renew life, throw off the carbonic aeid 
gas and imbibe the oxygen. Then, 
fresh from nature's sun, both these 
minute corpuscles, having entered the 
heart, carry life to the tissues.

. “Stop breathing for a moment, and 
that moment the tissues begin to die. 
' “Here, then, is the -vulnerable point 

in life—at ‘the focus of all tissue 
metamorphoses. ’

“This is the point at which we find 
the mortis bacillus.

FINDS THE NEW BACILLI.
•’In July, 1893, while examining 

the blood under a powerful micro
scope I observed two or three red 
corpuscles unite and form a white 
corpuscle. Over the field of the glass 
with an amoeboid movement I saw for 
the first time a bright reddish cell 
move away. It was smaller than a 
single red corpuscle, and with the 
added characteristic of independent 
motion. The oxygen and other vital 
ingredients of the red corpuscles were 
gone, the corpuscles united and formed 
themselves into a white corpuscle. 
(It is a well-known fact among physi
cians that sickness is accompanied by 
a diminution of the red corpuscles and 
an increase of the white eoipuscles.) 
The tissue lost the precious oxygen 
upon which it feeds; the mortis 
bacillus purloined the morsel. ,In a 
negative way such - a change would 
lessen the carrying powers pf the red 
corpuscles in their function of reliev
ing the system of the deadly carbonic 
acid gas. •

THEIR APPEARANCE AND FORM.
“The mortis bacilli may occur in 

groups or singly. They are minute 
globules. They change their shape. 
Sometimes they appear like minute 
spiders, extending themselves in every 
direction; sometimes they shrink up 
and are almost round; at other times 
they flatten themselves, and then 
again they look like canary seeds, 
they multiply rapidly under the 
proper circumstances by dividing 
themselves; they are about 1-5500 
of an inch in diameter, though they 
vary in size. They move by means 
of protruding a part of their body for
ward and drawing the other part to it. 
They are of a fawn to a reddish color. 
They are numerous in proportion to the 
condition of the individual. In a case 
of typhoid fever from which I drew a 
few drops of blood, I discovered that 
the red corpuscles did not exceed the 
white, and that the mortis bacilli were 
everywhere present. In a healthy 
ckild of healthy parents I searched in 
vain to find them.

“Iu iny observations 1 have veiled as 
far as possible the space around the 
reflector of the microscope, and al
lowed a strong light to strike it. i 
have usually dropped a drop of water 
over the specimens to be examined.

“Let mo illustrate in. conclusion 
why I have named this the mortis 
bacillus..

“ ‘Life is a correspondence of envir
onments.’ All life is dependent upon

They Conceal a Violin 
Two Weeks.

Precious Instrument Leaves

for

the
House Without Warning and 

Mysteriously Returns Alter 
Two Weeks’ Absence.

To THE Ed'.toii:—Strange things are 
happening, and if test conditions are
worth anything— and they are—this 
violin was taken away by the spirits
and returned.

1 UHUJ Uy LUU bpirllSjL 
As set forth by i$r

Times-Herald, any detective who has

say that longevity equal to that which 
prevailed in the days of Methuselah!., .. ;
will be attained, but he is confident! ' ™idnlgs to live. Squalor, 
that he ha, a clew to the secret of thc^lth’ immorality, have pro-

i duced conditions which malic it possi-remarkable ages which he believes 
men in remote generations attained.

In the following paper, prepared 
for the Sunday World, Dr. Clark 
makes public for the first time the 
history and result of his researches:

CAUSES OF DEATH.
“Without risorting to statistical 

proof, as 1 have done in the unpub
lished article from which I have con
densed this, it is deduced that death 
is due primarily to immorality, 
squalor and ignorance; secondarily 
and more directly to disease; thirdly 
to the mortis bacillus.

1 ‘In the physical world beyond the 
human vision there are myriads of 
living beings, which, not unlike the 
vulture or the carrion crow, hover not 
only above us and around us, but 
within us, ready to devour the de
generate tissues. These invisible 
germs have a much greater variety of 
form and habit than the countless 
number of living things which come 
within the scope of the human eye. 
When we by any means, through im
morality, ignorance or violation of 
nature's laws, do anything to deplete 
our tissues, these ever-present, always 
vigilant microbes search their way to 
that degenerate tissue and work 
towards its destruction. This is 
disease. '

‘ ‘ ‘In general terms the blood may 
be looked upon as the focus or mid
dle point of all tissue—metamor
phosis. ’—Wagner.

“Through the blood we receive 
oxygen, the great life-saver; into the 
blood flow the lymph and chyle, which 
is the emulsified food taken from the 
intestines. Iron and other chemicals 
are found in combination.

ACTION OF THE BLOOD.
‘ ‘The arteries carry this nutriment, 

and by capillaries and interstitial 
spaces ramify into every tissue and 
bring far from its source the nourish
ment the body needs. The veins con
vey back what is not needed, together, 
with the deadly carbonic acid gas, 
which, by way of the heart, is ex
pelled through the lungs. The lungs 
are where this fluid is revivified and a 
new store of oxygen is laid in. In 
case of disease, when the blood is sent 
.gushing through the arteries and 
chemical changes occur more rapidly, 
heat is produced by tins chemical ac
tion, and we have what is known as 
high temperature. Nature, in her 
effort to mend herself by increased 
speed, so that she may renew her 
oxygen, produces, this fever. In the 
case of a local injury -an excessive 
amount of blood rushes to thatspotto 
supply the injured tissue. Conges
tion and local heat immediately fol
low. _

“The red corpuscles are the oxygen-

ble for the ordinary disease germs 
to exist. The existence of the dis
ease- germs produces a condition 
which makes it possible for a bacillus 
mortis to exist.

“While it is a feeder upon oxygen 
and the other vital forces of the red 
Corpuscles, another influence must ex
ist, and that is the influence of the 
disease genu. It can be found 'in 
abundance in the blood of all dis
eased individuals. It is more numer
ous in the old man than in the healthy 
young. Diseased, nature in its effort 
to repair itself is on the threshold met 
with this guardian of the grave. The 
oxygen which will renew life is stolen. 
The vitality is sucked as by a leech, 
as the depleted tissues, like a thirsty 
traveler, stand in need of instant re
lief. The red corpuscles are dimin
ished ; they become white corpuscles. 
Oxygen is needed, and the carbonic 
acid gas smothers the victim because 
the carriers of that noxious gas are 
depleted. The patient longs for air; 
the tongue is parched and dry; the 
fever heightens; the microbe’s deadly 
work is done, and a human being suc
cumbs to the mortis bacilli.

“It may be possible in the near 
future the author will record one or 
two successful experiments made by 
him in his efforts to find some means . 
of destroying or keeping at bay this 
death germ. ”

an eye to fame and the ability' to un
ravel tangled problems can make his 
everlasting fortune by going out to 
Ravenswood and solring the mystery 
of the lost violin. For two weeks 
Ravenswood woyried itself silly' over 
the fate of a lost violin, and when, at 
the end of two weeks, something 
occurred which only deepened the mys
tery, Ravenswood called upon Chicago 
for help. The Central Station sleuths 
Ijave taken a turn at it, but the mys
tery is as inscrutable as ever.

Miss Olive Whiting, who lives at 
2649 North Winchester avenue, in 
Ravenswood, is a violinist of some 
note. She is one of the former pupils 
of George Du Moulin, a professor of 
the violin. The professor is the owner 
of. an Amati violin, which has been 
valued at $4,500. This.violin is the 
apple of- the professor’s eye, but.be 
often declared it sounded best when 
played by Miss Whiting. Recause of 
this the professor allowed Miss Whit
ing to use the violin, and it was usu
ally kept at her house.

One Sunday night Miss Whiting had 
been playing, and, after returning the 
instrument to its case, placed it care
fully ou the top of the piano. The 
Whiting home is well supplied with 
big brothers, and there was no fear of 
burglars. When Miss Whiting came 
downstairs the next morning the violin 
was gone. Not a soul in the house 
could throw any light on its where
abouts, and there was excitement at 
the Whiting home.

HOUSE IS THOROUGHLY SEARCHED.
After all the boys and the rest of 

the family had solemnly declared they 
knew nothing of the missing violin, 
the house was searched. Singly aud 
together the whole household went 
over the building. Eveiy bed was 
looked under. The closets were cleared 

/Out and the bureau drawers investi
gated. At the end of a two days' 
search, everyone who had participated’ 
in it was ready to swear that the vio
lin was not in the house.

This exhaustive search was only 
made after it had been pretty defi
nitely established that the instrument 
had not been stolen by burglars. 
Rosie Liepert, the maid who unlocked 
the house the morning the violin was 
missed, was sure all the doors and 
windows were as tightly looked as 
they were when the family went to bed 
the night before. Mr. Whiting him
self took a last thorough look around 
the house, and then reluctantly went 
to tell Professor Du Moulin that his 
pet violin had been stolen.

When a violin virtuoso possesses an 
Amati he values it a little higher than 
a wife and children. Consequent!}’ 
Professor Du Moulin was in a state of

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt M. £>., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists®should delight to 
honor. Tho result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, ana con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid. 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it.

“Human Culture and Cure. .Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methodsand Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very in-, 
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents.

“The Watseka Wonder." To tho stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts ef two cases of “double 
consciousness," namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Hi, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango, county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 45c.

A new edition of “Three Sevens,« by 
the Pheion’s, is just issued. The May 
Arena says: “The gist of such books as 
Dr. Pheion’s “Three Sevens,” and other 
works descriptive of or aliuding to tho 
various occuit societies, which seem to 
have existed for ages, has never, until 
recently, been said so openly find plainly 
that‘he who runs may read.’” Cloth

laden globules. Every time we 81.25, postpaid. For sale at this office.

mind. He said no amount of money 
would make up for the loss of that 
instrument, and he declared it must 
be found if it took the rest of his life. 
Mr. Whiting then went to see Lieu
tenant Haas at the Central Police 
Station, and a description of the miss
ing instrument was sent around to all 
stations. Detectives searched all the 
pawnshops in the city, and the various 
music houses- and repair shops were 
told to look out for the instrument, 
but nothing was heard of it .

W. T. WHITING IS ASTONISHED.
Two weeks passed without a word 

of the violin. In the interim the 
household goods had all been moved, 
and the entire house had been swept 
and cleaned. One night W. T. Whit
ing, a brother of Miss Whiting, who 
is a clerk in the city hall, wept to his 
room to change his clothes before 
going out for the evening. It was 
dusk, but there was light enough in 
the room for Mr. Whiting to see to 
dress. Accidentally he let his watch 
fall to the floor, and the dial was 
smashed. Not caring to paddle around 
with broken glass all over the floor, 
Mr. Whiting struck a match and 
lighted the gas.

He found the watch easily. It had 
not rolled far. It had been prevented 
from going under the bed by a big 
leather violin case, and most of the 
glass lay beside it Mr. Whiting 
knew that violin case well, and the 
sight of it at his veiy feet made him 
feel uncanny. He had searched un
der that bed himself, apd so had every
one else. Moreover, he felt he could 
swear he would have stubbed his toe 
against it if it had been there five 
minutes before. Mr. Whiting’s hair 
began to sit up while he thought 
about it. Across the hall one of his 
sisters was putting a child to bed. He 
rushed to her with a face so white 
that it startled her.

“Come here,” was all he could say.
Frightened at her brother’s appear

ance, his sister followed him into the 
bedroom, and saw him lift thè violin 
case from the floor. He heldi .it out 
to her. .

“You open it,” he said. “I don’t 
feel like touching the thing. ” .

The sister opened the violin Case, 
and there, just as it had been left that 
Sunday evening two yeeks before, lay 
tho Amati. Then there was a shqut, 
and the rest'of the family swarmed up 
to see the miracle. . '

Of course everybody was glad to 
see the precious Amati again, and it 
was tenderly examined for possible

•äs

injury. There wasn't rtçrateh on it, 
but the “E" Btrii^g find Jiapped.

When the first joy had passed there 
were questions. The family sat there 
and talked it oveffand -the more they 
talked the deepefl the mystery got. 
There was no sigq-pri- the case to show 
where it had been_hidden. It plainly 
had not been out tof dootra, and there 
was none of the “dust *upon it that 
would have been there lÿd the instru
ment lain long in qpe-plqpe.'

Then Miss Olive remembered that 
only the day before, while playing tag 
with one o'f the children,'ihe had hid
den under that ytery b^il, and there 
was no violin case there then. Of this 
she was certain. 1

Now, what the tyfiitiugs and Rav
enswood in'general want to know is 
where the violin was hidden during 
the two weeks of its disappearance. ’

There never was a seance held un
der better test conditions than the 
above incident, and we will answer the 
Whitings by saying that the violin has 
probably been under the supervision 
of spirits, and that among them is one 
who is highly inedinmistic. Look
out, I say, for the disappearance 
due time of other articles.

,An Explainer.
Ravenswood, Ill;,'

in

AN OBJECT LESSON.
As It Is Given in the Church

Presbyterianism and Chemical 
Physics.

How the Blood/of Christ Hevea 
Sinners, .

The Christian creeds are full of 
speculative ideals upon creation, the 
fall of man,, the vicarious atonement, 
and. numberless other concepts, ar- 
arranged and compiled' to suit the 
requirements of each creedal sect. 
Among these modem Presbyterianism 
holds front rank, not only for the 
character of its especial dogmas and 
miraculous platitudes, but for its gen
eral popularity as well. But Presby
terianism as a scion of the Catholic 
Church has been somewhat modified 

, since the time of Calvin, by the intro
duction of, in their’schools and col
leges, the fonnultl' of Scientific dis
covery; and there js to-(^iy a growing 
faction in its pulpits, and a thinking 
element in its pews; that endorse the 
general spirit of progression more than 

-the letter of its'¡preed^ in matters 
. relating to its central dogmas. What

ever may be the irfdividai erudition in 
its pulpit, its clergy vety rarely at
tempt to introduce object lessons in 
chemical physics-; to n demonstrate 
“God’s love for noun,” “his hatred of 
the sinuef, ” or his authorship of evil 
and the devil as “tjie creator of all,” 
.since,theseJundamental pophisms de
pend largely upbn that ' factor of 
human credulit}^ Cilled'°‘‘faith,1’ for 
which there.is no analogy in nature.

But in the State of Ohio recently, 
one of these pulpit representatives, 
with more courage and forensic zeal 
than is possessed by the rank and file 
of the clerical cloth, astonished and 
mystified his audience with an experi
ment in “chemical combination” to 
illustrate how the “blood of Christ" 
applied to the sinner, washed away 
his sins, and made him “white and 
spotless,” fitted to occupy a seat at 
the right hand of the throne in 
heaven, and qualified .him to play a 
harp of gold.

Now, whether this clergyman had 
ever been instructed in chemical re
actions, and what that term implies, 
we are not informed; but some of his 
audience who knovf something in this 
department of physical science, enter
tained grave doubts as to his qualifi
cations, we are told. The chemical 
compounds selected for this wonder
ful proof are known, as bi-chloride of 
mercury and iodide of potassium. A 
weak solution of each compound Is 
made by dissolving in bottles contain
ing three or four ounces of water, a 
few grains of these crystab, each 
compound separately. These solu
tions are colorless'%hen unmixed, and 
look like, water, but when combined 
form a beautiful pink-red color, and 
the compound thus evolved is known 
as the red iodide of mercury.

The clergyman alluded to having 
prepared his solutions, proceeded to 
picture.to his audience the blackness 
of sin, and how man,' in his faUen state, 
was ■ unworthy the notice of hb 
heavenly father. -But Christ came 
and gave himself a ransom for all who 
accepted the Presbyterian faith. Stand
ing with a bottle in. each hand, he 
said: ‘.‘Now, brethren and ‘sinners at 
the bar of God,’ you will see how 
potently and effectually the blood of 
our blessed Redeemer acts upon the 
heart of the sinner, purifying it from 
aR uncleanliness, washing away all 
sin, and fitting the sinner to sit and 
sup at thi right hand ftf bur heavenly 
father.” And with affirmation, 
he turned the two solutions together, 
when, as above described, the red 
iodide of mercury was formed. A 
smile of deep satisfaction played over 
the faces of the elect, who were “fore
ordained before ’ the t beginning of the 
world,” and something like “Bless 
God" came fyom the amen centers of 
the congregation. - ' '•

The thinkers present who had been 
instructed in the principles of chemi
cal, action and reaction, Tho had 
learned that in "all physical eo-rela- 
"tions the element or thing acted upon 
must be as highly tensioned and re
ceptive, hence as spiritual as the ele
ment or thing acting, and having seen 
demonstrated hundreds of times that 
the element or thing acting must be 
reciprocal to the reactions at the ele
ment or thing acted upon—in short, 
that there must exist perfect equality 
of spiritual- or magnetic tension be-

fore co-relation and combination could 
be demonstrated, failed to see the ap
plication or analogy of this experi
ment which seemed so comforting and 
restful to those who had the seal of 
the elect.

And their mental dilemma was in
creased from the fact that the 
“learned diviue” had omitted to in
form his auditors which of these two 
solutions represented the “blood of 
Christ,” and which the sinner. 
Whether the blood of Christ was 
turned upon the sinner, or the sinner 
was simply spilled into the blood of 
Christ is' unknown. As the sinner 
(in the bottle) looked to an unbiased 
observer to be as clear and pure as 
the blood of Christ (in the other bot
tle), was it the purity of tile' blood 
that was changed by this contact with 
sin, or was it the combination of sin 
and purity that took on such a bloody 
appearance? If the latter, we will 
say that the experiment contained a 
feature that many thinkers will recog
nize.

In natural physics, as before sug
gested, chemical action and reaction 
comprise the basis of chemical combi
nation, ahd this truth is taught in all 
schools and colleges of civilization, 
the Presbyterian and ecclesiastic in
cluded. But it is a fact to be 
lamented and sharply criticised that in 
religious physics (excuse the term) and 
pulpit formula of thought only action 
is considered, since matter of what
ever character is regarded as “crude," 
“dead” and “inert,” and can only re
spond as God or his spirit acts'upon 
it and quickens it. This idea of mat
ter seems all the more strange and 
untenable to the logical thinker, be
cause if you ask one of these pulpit 
chemists what is it that made and 
makes the matter comprising the ma
terial world we see and sense, they 
will tell you invariably that it is God’s 
spirit. Hence we are left to infer 
that God’s spirit is dead, crude and 
inert when it takes on the form of 
matter, and has to be re-baptised with 
the Holy Ghost before it can enter 
into chemical combination. This is 
a truthful exposition of the chemical 
lore and logic that represent civiliza
tion in the pulpit, and the candid 
thinker, who has spent years in a 
chemical laboratory, and who is un
fortunate enough to occupy a seat 
where such stuff is dealt out, goes 
away with a feeling that the pulpit 
chemist is woefully iguorant of chem
ical science, or is willing to play the 
role of infidel to “nature's divine 
revelations,” and perjure his intelli
gence in the interest of his religious 
dogma. '

If the postulate of “action and re
action comprise the entire order of 
time and space, the Presbyterian and 
ecclesiastic will be obliged to search in 

. nature’s laboratory in vain for factors 
to demonstrate then- platitudes by 
chemical physics. If, however, spirit 
action upon crude matter can be dem
onstrated to be the real and deeper 
truth of nature, the basic principles 
of chemical formation aud combina
tion will have to be re-written in all 
of the schools and colleges of civiliza
tion, since all of these instruct the 
human in the automatic character of 
action and reaction, of relation and 
co-relation as the basis of every form 
and type of affinity, ‘molecular or 
spiritual.

Let all of the clergy in the country 
consider well these varying postulates 
of science and speculation before 
attempting to mystify their auditors 
with illogical and untenable analogies, 
or libel nature by the introduction of 
experiments in chemical science to 
sustain a claim that takes on the col
oring of mental perjury, and which
had its inception in the feticisms of 
primitive intellect.

W. M. Lookwood.

a

“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able aud Interesting presentation 
of a most important subject Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this'excellent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at this office.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof..Geo. P.-Rudolph. Ph.D,, ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize"the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

“The Dead Man’s Message, ” an occu 
romance- ov Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritualism 
and her study of occult science have 
prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
-at this office. '

“The Occult Forces oi Sex.” By Lios 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in* this volume, in which quest
ions ofgreat importance to the race aro 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50c.

“Angel Whisperings for the Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Ray. A 
volume of genuine poems, of such' fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all will tre 
pleased and Benefited by it For sale at 
this office. Price 41if .- ' ’ ' ■

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus’ of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with thè ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
Th^ devilishness and murderous ma
lignity t of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world's 
records Qf. inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25o. ’ ' ■

An abridged edition of "Antiquity 
Unveiled” gives in condensed form its 
more important statements and refer
ences. It is in stiff board covers, and 
tha price is 50 cents. For sale at this 
office. ;
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DEAFNESS 
and Haul Noises relieved by wdag 
WUion’aCcmmAAfienie Ear Drum«.

Now solentiflo Inventioni different 
from all otherderiuea. The only safe, 
aimpla, comfortable and invisible 
Eariirttmlntbeworid Halpawhere 

edleal skill fails. Nowlreorstrlng 
attachment. Write for pamphlet«

WILSON CAR DRUM CO., 
< Ui lruU Bid*., Louliiillr. Kj.

8iC B. Y.

VOLUME IL

Of the* Encyclopaedia of Death,
and Life in the Spirit-World,

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remitting a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting 81.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia, By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopaedia.

Eg* In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopaedia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
paedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
the Encyclopaedia. The bound copies 
are only sent out In connection with a 
year's subscription, and at prices stated 
above. ’

HUMAN CULTURE è CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D„ LL. D.

A moat excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social ticieuoe. 
Religion, etc.

Price, doth, 7B cent,. Par tale at thia office,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
- AND- 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able and Interesting presentation of a most 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist and every In
quirer luto tbe proofs and philosophy of Spiritual
ism should have thfp excellent book. Its value Is rec
ognised and acknowledged nil over the world. Price, 
doth, tl. For sale at this office.

THEGOSPELOFBUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from .Japanese, made under tbe aus.

Elces of tbe Hjv. Shaku Suyeu, delegate to the Par
ament oi ¿eltglons. Was lately published In Japan
Price SL. For sale at this office.

The To-Moffow of Death.
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUI4EB.

. TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY A R. CHOCHEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This ftoe rolnmo might veil bare been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written 
“ *** iQtereitlng style In wbicb French
writers excel when they would popuiarito scientific 
subject« tn adaptation to tbe needs of tbe general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—bo even 
mentions Spiritualist« as ‘•devotees of a now super
stition,” etc., etc., tn which be manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class,“ yet bo says again: 
‘•There Isa true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhuman! and tbe inhabitants of Earth;” 
and be goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
Tbero 11, tea Spiritualist, a manltait discrepancy in 
tbe autbori’s Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
«elect and arrange tho pros and cons, and out of tho 
whole will -find not only good mental culture, bat 
much valuable information. Tbo author holds tbe 
theory of reincarnation. Price 11.60. For sale at 
this office.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PAET L THE PENTATEUCI

Comment« on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy, by .

iQUabefA Cady Stanton, lAUie Devereux 
Blake, Bev, Phsbe Hanaford, Clara Be* 

wick Colby, EOen BatMle Dietrick, 
Jtfra. Louisa Southworth, Ur

mia 2f, Gestefeld, and
. Prances E, Barr,

■‘In every aoul there Is bound up some trntb arf 
eome error, and each gives to the world of tbouabt 
what no other one possesses.”—Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comment« of tbit galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep Interest, and throws 
«troug and new light on the Bible teachings relation 
to woman. All should read It. 6
Price 5Oc. For sale at this Office.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

O. M.of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.
DOUND IN CL07H WITH GOLD

»Me, and containing 320 pages, tin splendid 
book, lust Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subject«, together with other arti
cles from Ttrious newspapers, relating to the rreai 
work. It contains «U the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Human BotL, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. .This wonder 
tul book is unique as an Evangelist of Science anr 
I’m th. Price IL25, postpaid, to anr address.. For sail 
ctthisofBft*

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or. tbe Inspired Heroine of Orlcate. Spiritualism 

aba Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull. Ibis hot 
once truthful butory or Joan of. Are, and 
one of tbe most convincing argument« on Spiritualism 
overwritten. Ho novel tras ever more ihrilltngly in
teresting; no history more true. Price In cloth, 40 
cento: paper cover. 25 cesta. For ule at thU office.

THE MEDIUMISTIC H
Experiences of Jolin Brown, Js

The Medium or tho Rockies, with aulntrOaucUon.lif: iS
PROF, J. S, LOVELAND,

Thia book should be in the bands of every one tot* ■ ■’ 
ested In Spiritualism. . ■................... ... :;r

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Cbaptei 7 ,J 
k, Tho Heavenly Mansion. .Chapter 8, Removal t# 
California; Return of Hla Guide. Chapter 4, Remark ' 
able Teats. Chapter 5, His Work asa Healer, Chap* 
ter C. Loaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commsb ■■
nicute; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Missal ■ 
lancous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience < *
Lbapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow . 
or. Chapter 12, New Experlences-niust ath e oj 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, Tbe First Break la - 
the Atlantic Cable. Shown, to John Brown-.. Chart«! ; 
H. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida- ’

For sale at thU office. Heavy paper cover* prlOO fi| 
CAQiX 

THE UNKNOWN LIFE 
* -OF- 

Jesus Christ
-BY

NICOLAS N0T0VITCH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Since tbe writing of the New Testament no book boa 
appeared of as great Importance to Christianity as 
Urn Unknown Life of Jesus Cubist.

This volume, written by tbo discoverer of tbe mana« 
script, contains a thrilling account of tho privations 
and perils encountered in bis search for it, a litoral 
translation of tbe original manuscript, and lastly a 
critical analysis of what It conlalns.

This work contains 185 neatly printed jtfffes, and is 
published on the basis of combining chenpueso and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one ¿uiUir. i’eper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.
Address this office, $0 Loomis St,, (XMoago, Hl,

THE FREETHINKERS’- 
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. 

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-
NEFIQENT INSTITUTION,;

AND REVEALING THE 
ABUSESOFA UNION ' 

. or OHUBCU ahd STATU.
185 Full-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS QF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS. AND. THE 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OB’ 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Tat Illustrations are classified as follows: 15 rep- 
rewpLi Uncle Sam and the_I*rleBtfli 2, The Church 
Koth'ug tbe People; 8, Thanksgiving} yi, Iflabbatb 
La-viu 14 Children and the Church; ft Woman and 
li.*:Luurcb;6, TbeCliurcliand TbomMFalne;4,Stud- 
let In Natural History; 2, Tho Bible and Science; 15, 
Tbe Clergy and Tbclr Flocks;!, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, Tbe Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
Ills Works; 2. Prayer; id. Tbe Creeds; 2, Christians and 
Mohammedan»; .2. Sample, oi Chrl.tlenltyJ Work, 
5, Missionaries; I,Tbe Lord s Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and. Their Results; 1, The Church, and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4,.Ireland and.the 
Church; 2, Church e Idea of Civilization; 1, Tho Uses 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
Fersecatlous of tbo Church; 12, Some Allegories*, 
B, Heaven t 0; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price52.

for Salo at this office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

Tbe readers of Tnz Progressive Thinker will re. 
member tho story uhdfcr tljO above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published tn Its columns. At the 
time, constant inquiries were msd6 as to its appearing 
In book form. Tills wisn has now been gratified, it 
make, a volume of ?<S pages, to stylo and iqrm like th. 
“Convent of tbo Snored Heart,” with n finely-engraved 
likeness of tb. autlior on tbe cover, Tbe stones of th# 
story alternately shift from earth to tbe eplrlt sphere* 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tho occupation ana 
modes of Uta of spiritual beings, are presented la tho 
pleasing form of narrative.

Tbe following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction; 
Tbe House of tne Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Soclctlct; Haden; Cbrlstmastlde Ip tbe Spheres of 
Light; Christinastlde apd tlio Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
Uie Earth; The.Cbuge Called Dartht Comlngtotho 
Knowledge of tbe Light; Tno Society Again Visit* 
Earth; The Forsakcu and Despised; Discussion; A 
Vhlt to a Distant Globe; Reunion In tbe Splrit-worldj 
CoDtentedness Not Goodness; Address or the Sage.

It is a book tbe Spiritualist will bo delighted wtt!|; a 
book Iu which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will luterest 
rhe rlmrc.li member, nor repel the most prejudiced.

..........  <- reuu; uiusltall; postpaid.

❖ THE

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
• -OR-

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.

New and startling revelations tn rellgtoue bUtory 
which disclose tbo Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
nrlndplee precepts and miracles of tbe Chrtetlan New 

** unlocking mohy. 
of I La aacrcd mysteries, besides comprlalng the lUsi 
toryof Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This Won# 
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference In tbo flclq 
which tbe author Ims chosen for It. The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate end compile the' 
varied Information contained in It must have been se
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that it is in such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allowit to go out of print. But the book is 
by no means a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course tbe author—as will be 
seen by his title-page and chapter-bends—follows a 
definite Uno of research and argument to the close, 
and bls conclusions go, like flure snows to tho mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 890 pages. New edition* 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Price Postage 1G cent*» Por sale at 

this ofiloe,

“The spiritual birth, ’
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea or Death, Heaven and Holl.. By 
ffi?.!?..“?.“” TMe Pamphlet beildee giving the Splr- 
tualletlc Interpretation or hrtny thing. In tho Bible— 

interpretation, never bcrore given, explain, th# 
heaven, and hell, believed In by Spirituality Price 
lueenta. For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL.

Cioth, it.23, - • • Paper, SO cents.
a5or.k value, written by one ortho 

Keenest, most powerful and rfiist truly religions 
minds of the dav. It Is particularly a work which 
should bo put Into the bandr of those wbo have freed 
themselves from tbe dogmac of orthodoxy and frotn 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen tbe com-lotion of tbo free mind that mind 
and senses orc not tbe whole of life.
.J’l‘.c.cVQPt"r8rcvealn new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid Plmpses or a 

t.“?1 will supersede moral 
confuslop, that only verifiable toncts can survive, and 
tbe childhood period of faith and fancy will be super
seded by knowledge and facts. Forsalo at this ofllco.BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS'

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
which helped or made them perform mlghtj 

works and utter inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos» 
ties, and Jesus, or New Headings of “The Miracles.**, 
by Axlxv Putnxm. Price 75 cento. For salo nt tui 
office. :

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet« 
embodied la one volume. In which question« of great 
importance to tbo race arc discussed from tho stand* 
point of an advanced social reformer. Price BO conta. 
For sale at this office. ■

,"5 s

!
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ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER Of 

his country should have at band for consults 
Mon. By Bev. Isaac J.,Lansing, M. A. ThinJa amort 
able work, consisting of n Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contaln&447 pages, cnl .
may be considered a mine of valuable information fol 
every patriot tn tho land- Price 11. For sale at tbit 
office. » • ■ .

^EDITH BRAMLEPS VISION/
A'thrllUng appeal to all wbo arc interested In learn

Ing bow the great forces of tbe Roman Catbollo - 
Church arc seeking to control all movements per-'. *. <'■ 
tatnlng to human progress that arc in opposition to .-• 
their dogmntio religious teachings, Price 15 cents# 
Por sale at this office. ..

“THE WATSEKA?WONDER»”
To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet ■ 

la intensely Interesting. It give« detailed accounts of '
two cases of “double consciousness," namely Mary ' ■' 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, III., and Mary Hen 
noldi, of Venango county, Pa. For tale at this office# ■ 
Priceii cents. .

The age of reason? ' 
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigationcf Tnia- ‘ '.-13 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete cdl- ■ ' 
tion, from newplatei and new type;lS8 pages, poet ' 
8ro, Paper, a cents; cloth, 50 centK .... • . - • K
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iWENERfll SURVÈYI
and tests, to the delight of all, and is 
Sfili continuing to do "so.

.The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
Workers, Doings, Etc.

t Bear in mind, please, that wc cannot 
; • publish weekly reports of meetings, 
j Whenever a change is made in speak- 
fere, or anything of special interest, send 

us a brief item, please.. A-great deal 
;, can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
1 long reports will not be used. Meetings 
1 are of local interest only. We extend a 

■ cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in tlieir appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion
, Communications must always be ae- 
compapied by the full name and address 
of (he writer, or no attention will be 

. paid to them. . •
A. E. Tisdale has open the first two 

Sundays in December. 1896, the last 
/ Sunday in February and the month of 

May, 1897. Societies wishing his serv
ices may address him at 547 Banks 
street, New Loudon, Conn,

Chas. B.” Brockway writes from Boise, 
Idaho; “The Spiritualists have formed 
a society here and arc going to charter 
under the N. S, A, The officers are as 

. follows: Chas, F, Kaufer, president; 
Miss Emma Lindsey, secretary; Mrs. 
George', treasurer. The' following is 
the name the society will go under: 

■ The First Spiritual Church of Idaho.” 
. T. D. Kayner writes from Des Moines, 
Iqw-a: “Mrs. Kayner wishes me to cor
rect a statement made' in The Pro
gressive Thinker a short time ago 

" that a Mrs. Stevens, at one of the east
. ern camps, was a sister ot Father Wil
’ son. She says that the only sister h.p 

ever had was Pauline Stevens, of Cali
fornia, and that she passed away before 
the N. S. A. met in Chicago, and that 

• this Mrs. Stevens is no relative,-"..'
Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner will answer 

calls to lecture in the smaller places 
within fifty miles of Des Moines, Iowa, 

' during the week, giving tests at every 
meeting. Address her at 920 Wainnt 
street, Des Moines, Iowa.

Robert Ward writes from Denver, 
Col., that the Colorado Spiritual Associ
ation opened again on October 11th, 
with Mr, Ricker in the chair. The ex
ercises were participated in by Mrs. Gil

' barlh, R.Ward, L.,T. Rockwell,and oth
ers. Great interest wr.s manifested.
The society held a business meeting, 

“ and the following officers were elected
for the ensuing 16 months: J. M. Brick- 

■ er, .president: Mrs. S. E. Lint, vice-pres
; idont: Robert Ward, secretary; Mrs. L.

•: J. Bicknell, treasurer; trustees, Mrs. 
and Mr. Maynard, and Miss A. Bicknell.

I ‘‘We have no regular speaker at present 
. but wo are in communication with two 
< or three,' and hope to secure one of them 
»'/ soon. We will start our sociables on

Wednesday evening, October 21, and 
: hold them every Wednesday evening, 

with music and dancing. No paper like 
The Progressive Thinker. I would 

’not be without it for anything. Yours
for truth and Spiritualism."

' Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Bailey writes from 
Iowa: “H. Hamilton Lamb, medium for 
trifinpet in light or dark, has just held 

-“’ four circles at our home, awakening
great interest among investsgators. Not 

i only is Prof. Lamb a good trumpet ine-
dium, but in Ills circles we get several 

i other demonstrations,_among them inde
i pendeht' slate-writing and portraits on' 

our handkerchiefs, many of which have 
i been recognized. He is now in Webster.

City, Iowa, but as the new investigatory 
I*- are so much interested, he will return

k

R

I,-

soon. We expect great good will result 
from his efforts here. To anyone wish
ing a good trumpet medium we will 
heartily recommend Prof. Lamb asap 
honestand excellent medium."

F. A. Wiggin is now lecturing very 
acceptably at Indianapolis, Jnd., to the 
First Spiritualist, Society. The News of 
that city says of him: “F. A. Wiggin, 
the present speaker of the First Spirit
ualist church, it now in his thirty-ninth 
year, pnd has been a speaker for the 
Spiritualists for eight years. Prior to 
this time, for throe years he was editor 
and proprietor of a daily paper, pub
lished in Gloucester, Mass. He is known 
among the Spiritualists al! over thé 
United States. His work has been in 
the large cities, where he has always 
had a popular following. Mr. Wiggin 
has-served the society here in this city 
twice before, and, as at the present time, 
has always drawn intelligent audiences 
which filled the audiencc-rooin where 
he has spoken. Mr. Wiggin, in his pub
lie utterances, never has any battle with 
the opinion of those who differ witli 
him, out his plea is j.hat the world may 
become better.”

Owing to the very successful work 
done by Professor Geo. W. Walrond, 
the well known clairvoyant and teacher 
of occult science, from England and 
Canada, during his stay in Denver, Col., 
he has received many pressing demands 
to postpone his departure for the coast, 
and has accordingly decided to remain 
in the Colorado State for the winter. 
Ono local paper states that “he gives 
inimitable personation tests of spirit 
presence which were convincing to many 
skeptics.” His readings are most im
pressive and instructive. Address Geo. 
W. Walrond, Granite building. Denver, 
Col.

Wm. S. Grây writes from Pennville, 
Ind.: “Tho Spiritual Union, ot Eastern 
Indiana, will hold its next quarterly 
meeting, at West Grove, Saturday. No
vember 14, commencing at 2 o’clock, 
p. m. The meeting will hold over Sun
day the 15th. All liberaiists and Spirit
ualists are cordially invited. A good 
time is anticipated.”

Carrie Fuller Weatherford, trance 
lecturer and public test medium, has 
just filled very successful engagements 
at Augusta, Mich., and other/points. 
Gives inspirational songs from subjects 
•given by .the audience. Address 524 
Jackson street, Milwaukee, Wis

Dr. Noyes writes under date of Octo
ber 11, at Omaha, Neb.: “Mrs. Noyes 
and I, assisted by May Goodrich, held a 
small but interestingmeeting at Council 
Bluffs, at 2:30 p. m., and at 8 p; m., at

IF Omaha. The meetings are not large, 
Ife - for the majority of the attendants are 

new converts to our philosophy, but are 
Lf’. earnestly seeking for light and knowl- 
Kg.■; edge, and there is strong talk of organ- 
[L izing societies in Omaha and Council 
IK. ’ Bluffs.- It is encouraging to seo the peo- 

< pie coming from the church circles into 
■ the spiritual ranks. The Progressive 

Thinker is always on sale at our office, 
and we will take subscriptions lor any 

’ length of time. Every subscriber helps 
i "ourcause. Our address while in Omaha, 
I Neb., is at 607 N. 18th street”
I'
£

j;

Wm. Oehlstrom, secretary, writes 
from Cleveland, Ohio: “I am pleased to 
announce to you that we have this day 
organized às thè Free and Progressive 
Thought Society of Cleveland, with the 
following officers: President, Fred Haye; 
vice president, H. L. Martin; secretary, 
Wm> Oehlstrom; treasurer, Geo. Ing-¡¡p- Wnh UeniStroniv trcabuierj • «ou. xug. 

ét ¿¿ami trustees, W»I. Frink, B. H.'Bates, ji?*- *r Tr_f_Li. xr-lvAM Thnwinc Tccorf.* mil-s J. Knight; usher, Thomas Issert: mu- 
&S Bical director, Mrs. J. F. Meyer. Mme. 

Delotlx, who is at present stopping in 
^ Cleveland, has kept our hall crowded byì i- uleveiana, nas Kept uur uwi uvnuw uj 

'• $- delivering some of her powerful lectures

; Mrs. McCaslin writes from Newcastle. 
Ohio: “This beautiful little city of 
twenty-five thousand population has no 
society or regular circles, yet many are 
hungering for some knowledge of thé 
truth of spirit return, while.otners, hav
ing had the fact demonstrated to them
selves, are anxious their neighbors and 
friends should share the kuowledge, but 
have no means of demonstrating it. 
There are several partly developed me
diums here, but none sufficiently so to 
bold public seances. Laite Brady Camp 
has been the means if making a number 
of converts here, increasing year by 
year. A society might soon be estab
lished iff. some. genuine medium with 
pioneer qualities, would locate perma
nently, or if a few lectures or se.ances 
were given with a view to organization. 
One lady hero has a room- with a cabi
net, trumpets, musical instruments and 
everything but a medium for physical 
manifestations. A few seances were 
held in the county jail, the medium be
ing a man charged with counterfeiting. 
He was afterward convicted and his con
verts are now hard to locate, though 
known to each other.”

A. DeKalb writes speaking favorably 
of Mrs. Tlasenclevér's seances at 794 W. 
Van Buren street. Several spirit forms 
materialized.

The Spiritualistic church of thé Stu
dents of Nature have made for their 
hall, 1052 Milwaukee avenue, Chicago, 
a magnificent banner, which will be un
veiled and dedicated on Sunday evening, 
October 25, by Mrs. M. Summers, the 
pastor, and several other good lecturers 
and mediums. Spiritualists from other 
societies in the city generally invited to 
attend.

Dr, T. Wilkins, the wqli-known mag
netic healer, is now located at 67 Thirty- 
third street, near CottageG rove avenue. 
We hear favorable reports of his work,

L. H, Warren writes: “I wish to say 
that I heartily concur with Will C. 
Hodge in regard to bogus mediums, and 
I hope that’all who appreciate our noble 
philosophy will take the same stand for 
truth and honesty. Then will Spiritual
ism be cleansed from the barnacles and 
camp followers that now disgrace the 
fair natùe of Spiritualism."

S. M. McCoy writes from San Fran
cisco, Cai.: "I had the pleasure of con
vincing myself of the genuineness of 
slate-writing through the mediumship 
of Frank Harland. I sat with hint in 
his seance-room at a small table and 
held a pair of slates that I had previ
ously screwed together. While we sat 
phenomena of various kinds occurred. 
I hoard raps on the table, slates and my 
chair. Mr. Harland, who is also clair
voyant and elairaudient, gave me some 
very tine tests. When I unscrewed my 
slates 1 was agreeably surprised to find 
one of them covered with w ting in dif
ferent colors^on the other‘slate was a 
beautiful oil’ painting, wet as if just 
from the painter’s brush.”

Mrs. Ella Woodward, secretary, writes 
from Toledo, Ohio: “On the evening of 
October 8, a large number of Spiritual
ists of Toledo met at the homo of the 
writer, and organized a new spiritual so
ciety to be known us the ‘First Alliance 
of Progressive Thought.’ Wo have for 
our speaker for the month of October, 
Dr. M. F. Hammond. W6 have secured 
G. A. R. hall for the winter, and are in 
very encouraging circumstances finan
cially. For November, in connection 
with the best of speakers, we expect to 
have with us the well-known material
izing medium, ‘Farmer Riley,’ and a 
spiritual feast is expected.”

Dr. and Mrs. G. W, Fowler have re
turned to their home .in Lynn, after 
passing the summer at their cottagé at 
Qupen City Park; V,L The Doctor writes 
us tbejirtiave'obtained marvelous devel
opments in mediumship, and after their 
return from the National Convention, at 
Washington, the Doctor will locate in 
an office in Boston for general practice, 
details of which-may appear in these 
columns in due time. ,

Dr. P. S. George writes from Lincoln, 
Neb.: “The State Spiritualist Associa
tion of Nebraska has completed its la
bors and adjourned to meet again in this 
city, October 8 and 9,1897. The officers 
elected for the ensuing year are as fol
lows: H. E. George, Lincoln, president; 
Mrs. M. R. Stone, Milford, vice-presi
dent; Dr, P. S. George, Lincoln, secre
tary; Mrs. A. V. Herman, Lincoln, 
treasurer; Mr. H. J. Streight,' Platts 
mouth, trustee for three years. . After 
the adjournment Bro. D. W. Hull, of 
Norton, Kan., took the rostrum, and 
gave us a few. lectures on Bible Spirit
ualism. On last Sunday night he lec
tured to a largo and appreciative audi
ence. Mr. Hull is one of the most able 
Bible sclmjars in the West. He holds 
his audiimce spellbound with his elo
quent spirit of speaking in his lectures. 
They show an earnest search for truth 
of holy writ.”

. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman is now perma
nently located at 18!) Park avenue. The 
Robey street cars pass the door. She 
solicits the attention of her former 
patrons and would announce that the 
regular Wednesday evening receptions 
will bo at her resldencë, where an op
portunity is offered to all to receive 
messages from spirit friends, while they 
add to the funds to further our cause in 
behalf of humanity.

B. F. Hayden writes favorably of the 
cause at Indianapolis, Ind. Large au
diences assemble at the First Spiritual 
church and at Masonic hall. He says: 
“In the parlors of Mrs. Mary De Hart, 
every Friday afternoon, quite a number 
of the friends assemble to hear her 
guides give lessons in the way of right 
living, and in our own home, at 185 New
man stieet, every Sunday, at 3 p. m., 
quite a number of the friendsYind inves
tigators assemble to hear our guides ex
plain the philosophy of life. Much in
terest is manifested. We will continue 
these meetings indefinitely, and extend 
an invitation to one and all to attend. 
We are open for engagements anywhere' 
and are desirous of correspondence with 
societies or private parties for-engage
ments to lecture, give tests, magnetic 
treatments, or attend oamp-meetings. 
We answer calls to go any distance, on 
reasonable terms; also open for camp
meeting engagements. Terms reasona
ble and satisfaction guaranteed. Ad
dress me at 185 Newman street, Indian
apolis, Ind.”

Lyman C. Howe is open for engage
ments for any dates after November. 
He is rapidly regaining his usual health, 
we are glad to learn. His permanent 
address is Fredonia, N. Y.

M. C. Sherwood writes from Coloma, 
Mich.: “Our cause is growing here 
nicely and we are gaining new forces 
with qur new members. Dr. H. C. An
drews gave two eloquent inspirational 
lectures on the 11th Inst., followed with 
improvisations, and with Bro. Belfour 
gave a joint improvisation which was 
grand indeed. Dr. Andrews is engaged 
tor.the 25th inst., but will answer calls 
week evenings and Sundays after that 
dateianywhere. He is an earnest and 
/faithful worker in every place. His ad
dress is at Riverside, Mich.” .

• Mr. Youngs writes from Union City, 
Mich.: "Mr. E. W. Sprague delivered 
two lectures here September 5th and or
ganized a society, which was named the 
St Joseph Valley Spiritualist Society of 
Union Cityj with fifty charter-members, 
which has been, increased to sixty. 
They have meetings at private houses 
for the present, but hope to hare a hall 
of our own in the near future. One of “J ' •

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond’s inspira
tional addresses, delivered in 1892, was 
read at the meeting last Sunday, having 
no speaker. There is a growing inter
est in this vicinity.”

L. W. Van Dyke writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “I note ‘an error’in 
The Progressive Thinker of Octo
ber 10th. I agree with you- fully in 
your comments and wish to explain 
more fully my views and the sense in 
which I intended the quotation to be 
taken. In the Dark Ages, when there 
was no learning to spoak of, books were 
few and the edùcation in the hands of 
priests and preachers. The teachings 
they gave were perhaps better than 
none, while the masses were in such a 
dependent state. Personally I believe 
the race would be farther advanced had 
Christianity never been born, and the 
people left to follow the teachings of the 
old philosophers, who at least wore gen
erally unselfish which is more thau can 
be said for the priests. I believe' man 
should be free, stand alone, do his own 
thinking, adopt nothing on authority, 
reason on all things and realize that 
truth stands at tho top of the pyramid.”

B. F. Underwood lectured before the 
Unitarian Club of Hinsdale, HI., last 
week on “Supernormal Phenomena,” 
which elicited an interesting and in
structive discussion. Last Sunday even
ing he delivered his second lecturé at 
Hobart, Ind., before the liberal society 
in that placs. Mr. Unijeriftod attracts 
large audiences and he gives them 
strong intellectual food and plenty of it. 
Address him at 384 Washington Boule
vard, Chicago, Ill. ,

Mrs. Maggie Waite is open for en
gagements as platform test medium for 
the months of February and March. Ad? 
dress lier in care of Banner of Light, 
Boston, Mass.

The officers of the society known as 
the “Students of Nature,” of Chicago, 
send the following report of a seance: 
“Trumpet manifestation in the light; 
no cabinet, no curtain; trumpet sus
pended on tow string from the ceiling,in 
the center of tbe room, and the medium, 
Mrs. Summers, sitting underneath, all 
being so arranged that there was not 
the least possible chance for fraud, hav
ing five lamps lighted and turned up full 
blaze. We the undersigned and many 
investigators, became deeply interested 
in this spiritual manifestation.”

Mrs. G. Partridge, whose psychomet
ric readings have given so much sat
isfaction, has located at 67 Thirty-third 
street, near Cottage Grove avenue/

The Mitchell (S. D.) Daily Republican 
of October 12, says: “Mrs. S. C. Sco- 
vell, the Spiritualist, spoke to a larger 
audience Sunday evening at the court
house than has attended any of her 
meetings since she has been in the city. 
She was given a subject upon which to 
speak by a person in the audience,which 
referred to the ‘Divinity of Christ,’and 
for perhaps twenty minutes she gave 
her version of the subject. It was some
thing of a different nature tfian what 
one has always heard. Her tests, which 
came later, seemed to impress the skep
tical in the audience stronger than on 
previous occasions, and in each instance 
the lady gave correct interpretations 
from the spirit land. Just how Mrs. 
Scovell doos this and by what force or 
power, if it is such, she brings into 
requisition is past understanding. Mrs. 
Scovell will be here several weeks 
longer and will give her lectures on 
Wednesdays and Sundays.”

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull writes: “I am 
filling a pleasant, and judging from my 
impressions, a successful engagement 
with .he Church of the Spirit, of which 
Dr. Willis Edwards is pastor. I«go from 
here to Allegheny,, Pa., y/hpre Mr. 
Hull is at present filling an engagement. 

.1 learn from him that ne will nbt'take 
his departure for Philadelphia until 
after I arrive; that it is the idea we 
shall jointly conduct a week-night meet
ing before he goes away. I intend to 
reach Massachusetts about the first of 
December. My positive engagements 
are as follows: Manchester, N. H., De- 
ceniber20and 27; Woroester, Mass., the 
two last Sundays of February; Haver
hill, Mass,, two last Sundays of March. 
I have calls from New England for the 
remaining Sundays of December and a 
few dates in January. As soon as the 
winter programme is fully arranged, I 
will forward the same to the papers. In 
consequence of tho Watertown, N. Y., 
society being compelled to cancel the en
gagements for the season, Mr. Hull and 
myself have the months of April and 
May open for engagements. We were 
jointly engaged to lecture in Watertown 
those ’ months. Notwithstanding 'the 
political excitement, the stringency of 
the times, and all the talk about the 
‘fakes in Spiritualism,’ the cause moves 
on: meetings are well attended and the 
pleasant office of The Progressive 
Thinker seems as cheery and business
like as ever. A oorrespondent writes 
concerning Mr. Hull’s camp-meeting en
gagements for '97. I am under the im
pression that his Sundays are all en
gaged. He closed an engagement with
in a few days with the management of 
the Mount Pleasant Park Association, 
(Clinton, Iowa), for two Sundays next 
season. As far as my work next season 
is concerned, I desire to make more and 
shorter engagements at the camps than 
formerly. I am solicited from different 
points to make engagements for the in
troduction of lyceum work; that will 
probably be the leading feature of my 
work next season."

E. C. Gray writes favorably of the 
Progressive Spiritual Chureh at Lake
side Hail, southeast corner of Indiana 
avenue and Thirty-first street, under the 
auspices of its pastor, G. V. Cordingley. 
Good work has been done. A free 
school of Dancing and Ethical Culture 
has been opened for each Saturday. 
Harry Miller and Miss Field have taken 
charge. Mr. Gray says: “Mr. Howard, 
the inspirational musician furnishes us 
with music. Mr. Harry Collins, of Bos
ton, Mass., who is a profound student of 
occultism and spiritual truth, has kindly 
offered his services as instructor of a 
Bible class. The congregation of our 
church has increased so greatly that 
there is hardly seating capacity. Last 
month Mr. CoYdihgley exchanged ros
trums with Mr. Perkins, of the North 
Side. Both were well received and ap
preciated. We must credit/ our *pastor 
6Ï beingimost unselfish in every way, for 
his platform is always open to any me
dium and he is always willing to distrib
ute any card in his church. The Mys
tic Seven gave their first entertainment 
and ball, September 27. It was well at-' 
tended. This auxiliary will give a 
dance the last Friday of every month 
hereafter. We are making great prep
arations for our Christmas entertain? 
ment and we are confident of surprising 
our friends with a great treat.”

T. C. Jefferis writes from St Joseph, 
Mo.: "Spiritualists have reason to be 
firoud of the advance our cause is mak- 
ng in this city. Two societies are well 

attended. The Progressive Society-did' 
not have a vacant chair last Sunday 
evening. Frank T. Ripley lectured and 
gave marvelous tests, with full names, 
every one being recognized.' •

A Springfield (Mass.) côrrespondènt 
writes: “Mise Lizzie Harlow, of Hay
denville, Mass., lectured here Sunday, 
September 27. Mrs. H. G. Holcomb, of 
this city, was the speaker October 4 and 
11, Dr. Geo. A. Fuller, of Worcester, 
president of the Massachusetts State 
Association, gave lectures at Graves’ 
Hall. One of his lectures was upon the 
urgent needs of organization. A quar-

terly convention of tjie State Associa
tion of Spiritiffiists is to be held at Odd 
Fellows Hall in this qityvThursday, No
vember 12—ipoi'riingf . afternoon and 
evening. The following speakers are 
engaged: Dr.'YI. ..A'^Tullei’, Carrie F. 
Loring, Mrs. Holcomb, Miss Lizzie 
Harlow and Mi^. J(ili$tte Yeaw.”

Mrs. Virginia Bai'rjeU writes: “See
ing the need,jprery^here I go, fora 
phenomenal medium,0I would like to 
correspond wiyj a slute-writing, mate
rializing, trunjpet, or other physical 
medium, lady op gentteman. Please let 
me hear from any of tqpse at ouce. Ad
dress me at 30 Groteii avenue, Cortland, 
NY” /n • 1 • jr ■ .0,' ■ .

Lucius ColbiHm writfis: “I commenced 
my fall and winter’s .¡work as follows: 
The first two Sundays/ of September I 
spoke at Bartonsville,-Vt., and the last 
two Sundays at Lincoln; October 6, at 
Huntington, where ,the people were 
hungering for spiritual «truth and al
though the weather was rainy a good 
quijience greeted me. October 11, I 
commenced a three months'engagement 
with the Barre society. This society is 
in a growing condition in this, the busy 
hustling Granite City of, America, and 
many are seeking the,truth.” ,

Etta R. Colson writes from Bangor, 
Me.: “It gives me pleasure to announce 
through the columns of your most excel
lent journal the fact that we have had 
during the month of October the pleas
ure of having with us. the practical and 
earnest worker for our cause, Oscar A. 
Edgerly. . This is phis first visit to 
Bangor in four years, although formerly 
a great favorite in this vicinity. In re
turning among us he*but reawakens the 
friendship he honestly earned in times 
past. , Onr peoplp feel that in listening 
to the utterances, of Mr. Edgerly'p 
guides they have/an-exemplification of 
the true .talent of' trance mediumship.

Mr. Edgerly: goes from here to New 
York City where he will speak for the 
Spiritual Temple Society! during No
vember.” .

A new society Is about to be organized 
at Peoria, Ill., by Dr?Isaac Lee, with a 
membership of twenty-six. The Doctor 
denies most emphatically that he has 
gone back on Spiritualism, -but is more 
devoted .to it than ever before. . He has 
an excellent reputation in Chicago, 
where he has lived; and where he has 
many friends. We hope his efforts in 
Peoria will be attended with success.

Mr. and Mrs. Lillie, the well known 
workers in the cause of Spiritualism, 
start’early in Noveniber to spend'the 
winter in California. Societies of that 
State can secure theii' services for lec
ture courses, singing,'etc., by addressing 
them early at San ¿lego. Cal., care of 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. We take pleasure in 
recommending Mr. and Mrs. Lillie to 
the attention of Western Spiritualists.

Mr. Gandhi, of Bojphay, India, occu
pied the platform at Schiller Theatre, 
on Sunday morning.' ,He gave a fine ad
dress on “Occult India,” to a crowded 
house. Mrs. Richmond will return from 
Washington by Sunday, October 25, to 
resumo her ministrations.

Seymour VairjBracklin, inspirational 
speaker and testunedqunjs now located 
at 706 Tremont«streefe-Boston, Mass., 
where he can be consulted daily, from 2 
to 10 p. m. Mr.V/ftn Brapklin is prepared 
to accept engagqmenWrom societies in 
New England for the coming season. He 
had marked sucqpss injNew York.

Theodore F.' ¿rice, ?<6f Philadelphia, 
has engagements! in BdBton and vicinity, 
as follows: October 25, !in Unity Hall, 
Boston, Mass.; November 1, Lowell, 
Mass.: November 8, -Payne Memorial 
Association, Memorial Hall, Boston; 
November 15 and ¿2, (Haverhill-,' Mass.; 
November 19, Stoneham, Mase.; Novem
ber 21, TibwbH'Ps^lih-MPSoolety;'-Novem
ber 30 "and ■bdo'embei^'O; Saltern, Mass.; 
December 13, LiiwM1,"Mass.;.month of 
May. Buffalo; N. Y. Owing to' the dis
continuance of societies with which Mr. 
Price had engagements, he is at liberty 
for January, February; March and April; 
and can be secured accordingly by socie
ties desiring his services as speaker and 
test medium during the time mentioned. 
Address Theodore F. Price, Boylston 
Place, Boston, Mass. ■’

Mrs. Wm. Gates wgites from Ohio, in 
regard, to the work of Lora Holton: 
“She deliverted a lecture here in Collin
wood, upon the subject: ‘What is Spirit
ualism?’ followed by psychometric read
ings, containing reepgnized and convinc
ing tests. Her beautiful spiritual 
songs, with which sh’e accompanies 
herself upon the piano and autoharp, will 
long linger in the memory of her listen
ers. Her parlor musical seances were 
well attended, andZrpated much inter
est.” ' ’ . '" .

J, W. Dennis, a general hustler to es
tablish camp-meetings, has something 
suggestive to say pt those who don’t 
kuow and those who do know,,

Dr. Cleveland brings the Hydesville 
house to- the front again. Give it an 
airing.

S. C. Adams has something of special 
interest and importance to say on our 
fourth page. He is one of the leading 
thinkers of the West.

B. R. A. has something to say of “The 
Subliminal Self”—of which the world 
knows so little.

“A Spirit Picture,” as given by “G" 
is very striking. Verily, they are to 
work “over there,” trying in various 
ways to make an impress upon the 
world.

Eva Linn Calnierton has an important 
lesson to communicate in answer to the 
question, "Why is Spiritualism Unpop
ular with the World?” Her statement 
should be carefully considered. Read 
her article with care,

G. C. B. Ewell, M. D., is home again, 
at Denver. The Doctor is an active 
worker in the cause of truth. On his 
arrival home, he was greeted with a 
full house .

Allie Lindsay Lynch is in favor of es
tablishing a school for mediums. The 
chief charm to her of Spiritualism, has 
been the thought of “endless progres- 
sion”—the final goal never reached, but 
ever aspired'to.
, Lake Helen (Fla.) Camp-meeting will 
undoubtedly boom this year. Mrs, Dr. 
J. A. Hall has a good word to say for it. 
Spiritualists seem to likp camp-meet
ings.

On our fourth page we commence a 
series of scintillations from the type
writer, by Mrs. C. E. Stevens, of San' 
Francisco, Cal. The spirits use it skill
fully in conveying their thoughts. They 
will have something good to say on va
rious spbjqets. Verily, The Progress
ive Thinker leads in all things.

See the death germs on our fifth 
page. Why not have an existence, as 
well as the germ of typhoid fever? But 
we cannot understand the necessity of 
prolonging life when in many places the 
people are crowding each other, and 
the struggle for existence is very hard.

“All life is dependent upon its sur
roundings to live,” and therefrom under 
certain conditions, the death germ origi
nates.

“An Explainer” has something inter
esting to say of a violin that was “spir
ited” away and then returned. The test 
conditions seem to have been excellent. 
Some spirits desiring a little fun, wanted 
music to go with it, hence appropriated 
the violin.

Prof. Lockwood, always interesting, 
whether with voice or "pen, has some
thing to say in reference to “An Object 
Leeson,” Every society in the United 
States should hear him speak, and will 
in the course of time.

It was amusing, that “chemical com
bination” to illustrate how the blood of 
Christ applied to the sinner “washed 
away his sins.” Prof. Lock wood should 
be thanked for his article.

On our seventh page can be found the 
usual answgrs to questions by Hudson 
Tuttle. Noone on the green earth could 
give better satisfaction than he bastion» 
in that department.

Some always have and always will fail 
to receive the truth. R. F. Langford 
has had to contend with heaps of “rub
bish, fraud and puerility” in his investi
gations. He has not yet reached that 
point where he can believe in Spiritual
ism. He undoubtedly will sometime.

Paul Avenel has something to say of 
the “Shadowland of Myth”—a “Vision 
of the Ultimate"—very good indeed. 
, Corwin Phelps assorts in his poem 
that “Good deeds and kind actionsail 
find a reward over there’’—if—he should 
have added—they are done unselfishly.

On our eighth page is an article illus
trating the great mediumistle powers of 
a fourteen-year-old Michigan girl. Be
fore it appeared in The Progressive 
Thinker, jt was published in the New 
York Herald, and read probably by a 
million. Anyone who will glance over 
The Progressive Thinker page by 
page will see that it leads in everything 
pertaining to free thought or Spiritual
ism, and tne onp who doesn’t take it is 
far behind the times.

statement that “the stand taken by the 
officers of the association against charm
sellers, fortune-tellers and those who 
have used Spiritualism as a cloak to rob 
the unprotected public, has brought to 
this association many Spiritualists of 
wealth and prominence.” •

I know I but express the innermost 
prayer of the ever watchful guardian of 
Modern Spiritualism, The Progress
ive Thinker, whed we bid God speed 
to the good work of winnowing the 
chaff and plucking the tares from the 
wheat, now choking the seeds of truth.

W. H. Parsons.
Washington, D. C. .

FROM WASHINGTON.
The National Convention of 

Spiritualists.

REFERENCE TO VARIOUS CONTRIBU 
TORS IN THIS ISSUE OF THE' PRO
GRESSIVE THINKERi
The world is too full of wrong-doing 

as well as error. It seems to be in every 
business, in every cult, in every church, 
in every city—in fact, it is everywhere. 
Even Tiieosophy has its share, and Mad
ame Blavatsky was one of its principal 
actors. Mr. W. H.‘- Burr’s article on 
the first page has some most remarkable 
incidents, all clouded, with pestiferous 
wrong doing. ’

Gen. Parsons, ever on the alert for in
teresting incidents, has something inter
esting to say about "Spirits in Wash

ington.” '
If John McCullough’s ghost will in

vade some of the theaters of Chicago, in
stead of confining his attention exclu
sively to the one In Washington, he will 
be able to spread, over a wider range his 
masterly influence.. ' .

M. T. C. Flowers is now over 82 years 
of age, and yet hispen finds expression 
on our first page. He iff^pidly nearing 
the last mile-stone of a well spent life. 
Read what he says in the last paragraph 
of his article. • ■

Bishop A. Beale scintillates in a poem 
on the “Onward Voyage." He lives in 
Summerland, Cal.

Jewel H. Vaught gives her idea of 
"Death.” "

Marion Hellen Bassette has compas
sion for “The Captive,” in verses that 
read well. She his a tender heart.

“Blessed are They that Lie!” See 
that sentence in W. H. Burr’s article, 
and read the connections therewith— 
‘It is the spirit of Elethentals.”. Alas!

A. A. Kimball hisl-another interest
ing article this Jttrefr- on óur second 
page. He and his £ood wife have mad« 
this subject a deep study. They are do
ing an excellent work',!

Allie Lindsay Lynch has something 
to say of materialisations in the seances 
given by Wm. Arnqld.j We are inclined 
to think him genumé!(! His charges are 
so exceedingly modérate that all should 
visit him, and if they can see how such 
work can lie possibly, carried on without 
the aid of spirits, to speak out—explain! 
right in his presence. ‘

J. A.-H, brings poetical words to bear' 
on “The Mind." He tegrets silver and 
takes to “gold” in next tojUie last verse? 
Evidently he intends .to' vote for Mc
Kinley. ■ ■ ■ - > ■

"I -would; like to ask thé learned 
M. D.’s, how many bottles it would have 
taken to cure these sick spirits?” • Mr. 
Kimball, they would not attempt to an
swer you. They only deal with ‘-‘spirits 
in a jug." ■' i '-' !■ rt

"It is the ambition of my soul to ‘let 
my light so shine’ as-to prove to my fel
low beings that Hove to aid humanity.” 
So says Mrs. Lynch, dnd she is on the 
right track to íke celestial regions.

A Wonderful Young Medium.
To the Editor:—At the close of the 

meetings held in this oity during the 
month of September, by the California 
State Spiritualists' Association, the fol
lowing resolutions were read and adopt
ed by a rising vote of the large audience 
assembled on that occasion. I hope you 
will find space for the same in your val
uable paper, as a just and worthy trib
ute to one of the most promising and 
wonderful of the many young mediums 
who are coming to the front in spiritual 
work at the present time. Mrs. Frei
tag’s work needs no indorsement from 
any individual or society as it speaks" 
for itself, and is done under conditions 
precluding the possibility of fraud.
MRS. MAUDE L. FREITAG INDORSED.

To the President and Board of Direc
tors of the California State Spiritualists’ 
Association:—Having been ».constant at
tendant of the meetings held in Golden 
Gate Hall during the present month un
der the auspjces of your association, I 
desire to submit the following resolu
tions for presentation at the close of 
these services.

Resolved, That we, the people who 
have witnessed the demonstrations of 
spirit presence and power through the 
wonderful mediumship of Mrs. Maude 
L. Freitag during her engagement, with 
the State association, do hereby declare 
our firm conviction and belief that she 
is a good and worthy woman, an honest 
and genuine medium; and that the tests 
given by her are of a most satisfactory 
and convincing nature.

Resolved, That we regret the brief 
stay of Mrs. Freitag in our midst and 
hope that arrangements may be made 
for her early return and the continua
tion of her ministrations.

Resolved, That we tender our sincere 
thanks to the officers of the State Spir
itualists’ Association for having secured 
the services of this gifted medium and 
thereby afforded us the many pleasant 
and profitable opportunities of commun
icating with our spirit friends through 
the channel of pure and unadulterated 
mediumship. - Julia Schlesinger.

Tbe National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation.

To the Editor:—By a singular coin
cidence the identical points suggested in 
my last private note as a subject de
manding the immediate attention and en
ergetic action of organized Spiritualism, 
are to be made the subjects of special 
discussion and consideration by the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association, to con
vene in Washington, D. C., October 20, 
21, 22. Ambng the subjects specially 
announced in the published programme 
in oiir city journals; to be discussed, are: 
- “How can - we protect Spiritùalism, 
Spiritualists, honest mediums and the 
public from the army of fortune-tellers 
and charm-sellers and impostors who 
use Spiritualism as a cloak under which 
they ply a nefarious business?”

“How can ordination best be regu
lated so as to prevent persons not quali
fied by education or development of 
spiritual gifts from receiving indorse
ment of this kind?"

The official notification of the above 
closes with the pertinent and gratifying

Already the capital city looks as if 
the Spiritualists were determined to do 
some hard work this week. At the Eb- 
bitt House every hour we find new arri
vals. Evidently from the purport of the 
conversation among the delegates there 
are many important matters to come up 
ior consideration. The trouble seems to 

>e, however, that as soon as the conven
tion is over each year and the delegates 
leave, their enthusiasm oozes out, and 
the hard work is left to a few for the 
rest of the year.

If every one would do a little—for in
stance, there are enough Spiritualists 
in each State who care enough for the 
success of the N. S. A. to help gather 
statistics, which would be useful to the 
officers thereof. Instead of that many 
are content to lean back in their easy 
chairs, and wait for others to do the 
work. ,

In Chicago, in ’93, tho writer made a 
motion to have honorary trustees in 
each State. The idea was to have them 
do something. In very few instances, 
however, have they carried out a sys
tematic line of work.*

With a little effort the State agents 
might secure a census of all Spiritualists 
in their respective States. They might 
firocure copies of the obnoxious medical 
aws which militate against the right of 

Spiritualists and others to employ what 
pnysioian they desire. Copies might 
also be made of the laws which are con
strued against our mediums. Think 
what a benefit these statistics would be 
to the ones who are endeavoring to help 
the work along.

There should be a legislative commit
tee in each State whose duty it would be 
to keep watch aud notify the Spiritual
ists of the State, of all bills coming up 
in the respective legislatures which had 
any reference to our cause. If a few in 
each State worked faithfully to this end 
much would be accomplished. This 
year my work in behalf of mediums, led 
me to see if the plan us giveu above was 
a practical one. In Pennsylvania, pe
titions were circulated calling for signa
tures both for the amendment to the 
present law in Pennsylvania, under 
which our mediums were arrested, ns 
well as to census blanks. This was only 
an experiment, but tho result showed 
that tne Spiritualists would take hold of 
the work if they were asked to do so.

Beside this work, the writer made an 
effort to secure copies of all the general 
State laws under which mediums were 
liable to arrest. This was a labor which 
required much perseverance and re
search, but with persistence it was ac
complished and is now to be copyrighted 
for publication. It is to be hoped that 
the N. S. A. will act upon the matter in 
such a way that a committee will be ap
pointed to act in each State with a view 
to having these laws amended or re
pealed. Later will give more details of 
this work.

As I write, another suggestion comes 
to me. Would it not be well to have a 
a congress of the lecturers, and workers 
in the cause of Spiritualism? I believe in 
an honest difference of opinion, but feel 
that if the suggestion was carried out in 
the right spirit great good, would be the 
result of such a conference. Such a con
gress might come in connection with the 
N. S. A. convention. In a measure the 
convention is such a congress. L6t 
some one take up this thought and ex
press an opinion upon it. If the repre
sentatives of the world’s religions could 
come together and be benefited, surely 
a congress composed of those who are 
the instruments of the spirit-world 
might accomplish much more.

Thie year will bring many new faces 
to the convention, which ought to pre
sage good results. Evidently the N. S. 
A. has come to stay.

If hard work on the part of the few 
will make it a success, then a success. 
As the writer looks back to tne conven
tion of 1893, and remembers the opposi
tion from all sides, and remembers how 
hard and faithfully a few have worked 
to bring the N. S. A. to its present 
stage, ft does seem as if the progress 
has been remarkable. Those who are 
becoming interested in it at the present 
day, will never be able to appreciate the 
love borne for the N. S. A. by those who 
assisted in the memorable convention in 
Chicago, 1893.

M. E. Cadwallader.

Spiritualist Meeting's in Chicago.
The Church of ti^e Soul, at Schiller 

Theater. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
pastor. Services at 10:45 a. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, New Masonic Temple, 3120 
Forest avenue. Services at 2:30 and 7:30. 
Mrs. Ada Foye lectures and gives tests.

Beacon Light Church 617 North Clark 
street, near Burton Place. Services at 
2:30 and 7:45 p. m., conducted by Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins.

Church of Love, Faskin’s Hall, 3012 
Archer avenue. Experience and test 
meeting at 8 p. m.

German Spiritualist Society. Gartel- 
man’s Hall, 13th street and Ashland av
enue. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Spiritual Endeavor Society meets 
at 1 South Hoy ne avenue, 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Spiritual Gospel Temple,Hygeia Hall, 
Washington boulevard and Paulina St. 
Services at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Home Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and 8. p. m.

The Church of the Spirit, Willis Ed
wards, pastor, meets at 620 North Clark 
street, at 3.and 8p. m. Lyceum at 2 p. m.

People’s Home Association, Bricklay
er’s Hall, 93 South Peoria street. Serv
ices at.7:30 p. m.

South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Hall, 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conference meeting at 
3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m. '

The Spiritualists Church of tbe Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. m., at Monsen’s Hall, 
1052, Milwaukee avenue, corner Lincoln 
street, Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Churqh of Malachi meets at 255 West 
Randolph Street, at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. 
C. C. Henderson, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 794 
West Van Buren street. Services at 
7:45 p. m. Dr. Hasenclever will lecture 
and give spirit messages, assisted by 
other prominent mediums.

Brown’s, Hall, Forty-seventh and State 
streets. Services at 8 p. m. Lecture 
and tests by Dr. Harry Abbott of Cali
fornia. ’

Society of Spiritual Truth, 887 West 
Monroe street. Services at 8 p. m.

The First Society of Spiritual Unity

will meet Sundays at 11 a. m., 3 and 7:30 
p. in., in Washington Hall, 490 Wash
ington boulevard, corner of Ogden ave
nue. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, speaker.

South Side Christian Spiritualist So
ciety, 4308 Cottage Grove avontie. Serv
ices at 3 and 7:30 p. in. -Mrs. Lee Norie 
Claman, pastor. '

The Progressive Spiritual Church, 
Lakeside Hall, southeast corner Indiana 
avenue and Thirty-first street, G. V. 
Cordingley, pastor. Services at 3 and 
7:30 p. ni. Harry W. Miller, soloist. 
Children’s lyceum at 1:30; Bible class 
at 2:30. ' ■

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Joseph Carter passsed over October 5, 

at Cattaraugus Station, N. Y. We 
celebrated the spiritual birth of this 
good man, who had served the uses of 
bodily education for seventy-five years, 
and for thirty-six years he has been a 
consistent believer in Spiritualism. His 
wife remains to walk is the valley of 
loneliness and reach toward the opening 
sky for the smile of love and recogni
tion from him who preceded her to the 
Morning Land. There arealso four chil
dren left, who appreciate the consola
tions of Spiritualism in the house of 
trial. ‘

One by one they pass before us, ' 
While we grope and weep and wait;

Listening for the heavenly chorus, 
Echoing through the unseen gate,

• Lyman C. Howe.
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Gibbon’s History pf Christianity. Ulus....... 2 00
Gibbon’s BirQi and Character Of Mahomet.. 60 
Voltaire's Romances. Illustrated.............. 1 60
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Reade’s (Winwood) Martyrdom of Man.......
tlmckel's Visit to Ceylon. Portrait..............
Dickens’ Sunday Under Three Heads. Ulus. 
Higgins' Hone Babbatlca................... ...........
Higgins’ Apology for Mahomet, the Ulus- q

Buchner’s Force and Matter. Portrait......
Buchner’s Man in the Past, Present and Fu

ture. Illustrated............................. ..
Rochefoucauld's Mora] Maxims....... .............
Comte’s Positive Philosophy. Portrait.........
Goodloe’s Birth of the Republic. Portrait.. 
Saltus’ Anatomy of Negation........................
Saltus' Philosophy of Disenchantment........
Fawcett’s Agnosticism........................ .............
Bulwer’s History of a False Religion............
Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. Portrait... 
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot.....
Father Tom and the Pope; or, a night at the 
z Vatican..........................................................
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Ingersoll’s Prose Poems. Portrait............... 2 60
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-------------- Gods and other Lectures............. 1 00
--------- ——Ghosts and other Lecture«......... 1 00
-------------- Some Mistakes of Moses............... 1 00
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The progressive

His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWABD GIBBON.

. This Is No. 6 of Ihe Llhrnjy of Liberal Cl««lo.. It 
is conceded to be historically correct, and m) exact and 
perfect hi every detail as to be practically beyond tbo 
reach of adverse criticism. Thia work will be found 
intensely interesting. Price,'¿’.c. gold at thia o.Tcc. 

THE GOSPELOF NATURE,
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-
■mi.worktfbrDR.M. L. SHERMAN, a.»l«<-rt i , 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It ba. been w.1.1 Cur 
W, but the price now be. been redocod u> »1. Il 1. a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 4S0 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Slier- 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls wurR Isa 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of tbo 
Soul of Tilings; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent tn Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entities: Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death: Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
NounRliz; Tbe Confounding of Languages Tbo SpirS 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit: Site and Distance: Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit lllogra* 
pity; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: ctcM etc.

Tbe.aullior wys: "Etch Individual pwtak-cs of 
both physical and mental or spiritual aliment for him
self. Esch one must digest their various kinds of food 
for tberifrclvcs, and tliat Is all tlicyv can possibly do 
whether they be priest or Inymnn, teacher or pupil. 
My pliplcal expand» by virtue of U.aifood and nour-. 
Ishmculof which 1 inulrhliuitly partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which 1 Individually e-Hh-riuyl comprehend ordlgest." 
For sale nt this ofllc” ...

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER

An entertaining manual of. hypnotism, useful to 
students of the subject. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very successfully a con« 
denied account of hypnotism, iutlicory anc nfruttlM 
up to date. Price, paper, 25 eta. Sold st this office.
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SHAElOWLAND OF MYTH SONG OF THE VETERAN.

A Vision oLthe Ultimate,

have come to earth for the special pur 
pose of becoming lackeys ana slaves; t<

and it was white like the nebulous clouds

Those who caught these, fell downDESIRES EVIDENCE.

get new material that will 
and again show to the world 
are those in Des Moines who

take hold 
that there 
will labor

gence across continents and oceans 
much cheaper. The moving of a table, 
suitably applied, would be a cheaper 
locomotive than steam. This class of

rest and contemplate the future, which' 
presented many difficult problems for 
my consideration. '

diaphanous vapor.
As the wave rolled over me the white

like men drunken with much wine, and 
rose staggering, leading the broken 
brands upon the ground.

And the stranger said:
“Behold Passion and her votaries."

Presently I fell into a tranquil state; 
a peace stole over my troubled brain, 
and little by little I ceased to think,

I did not sleep, for I saw and heard in

ear like thq far away surging of surf.
Still grew the air and stiller the

A Very Earnest Seeker Who Has 
Failed to Receive.

Everything is potent in these nine
teenth century days of evolution, and 
however whimsical my strange experi
ence may appear, it nevertheless enters

A Glimpse of that. Mystical Be. 
yond.

—the unreal is tfie only real—the be
yond is the rewm:(i of the now—death 
crowns the brow of .life-nipt thy soul un
derstand." ;

Then, as though; no interruption hod

What He Would Value 
Above All Else.

This Department is under tho manage
ment • of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

. Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Borluj Heights, Ohio.

himself ho would be incapable of exo- lunjuuww, puuutuiu-iiKu, ± seumou u. 
cuting tho slightest plan; tho spirits rise and float out upon the shining path, 
would be all-predominant, and he a pup- Nover could lips speak what I saw; 
pet in their hands. Is not this revolt- never could mind conceive the wonders

would become incapable of self-action, ___ o__  ....
his identity iost, tho mere instrument in silence in my soul, 
the hands of superior intelligences. Of - ■* The deep bosom of the atmosphere said, while a di vitro smtle parted his 

throbbed as, phantom-llke, I seemed to P3!, ,, J1', 1 , , ,• - - .... . ‘-The emblem ofuthe stars is revealed

spirits: They have eoine to stand by a 
table and rap out answers to selfish ques
tions, and pander to the egotisms of 
querists. The inhabitants of heaven

breaker’s crest at noon, and. the spray . . . .. „
glitered like diamonds and was caught forth seductive tongues of flame, 
in opalescent clouds toward the heavens, I*“® waving torches swung about. _ 
where it floated until dissolved in tho

path quivered, just as tense telegraphic 
wires quiver when the wind is high, 
and aeolian sounds as .delicate as silver

occurred, I asked: ne
‘•Whither, go
“Behold.” hi $o
As hoApojto Aq jioQkMadoffSWOTd and;

I saw. the oprique sea roHoback ipom-be-.

makes no allowance for weakness, and 
sho cannot furpish the environments : 
man has given these children of his se- ■ 
lection;

Man may be thankful for the intelli
gence which has enabled him to per
form sucli wonders in modifying the 
plastic forms of living (beings to his 
wishes, but he surely has no cause to 
feel gratitude for tbe heritage of the
wild into which ho came. — i v . . j. It rarely happens In the hurry and

. ~ worry ot daily life that the veil is lifted
Jas. R. Armitage:, Q. Why do not and our eyes catch a glimpse of that 

spirits give tho evidence to convict mystical beyond which terrifies while It 
draws us irresistibly on.

Eva Cunningham, Chicago: Q. (1) 
Where eau I obtain a copy of the work 
of Prof. Robert Hare ou Spiritualism?
•j(âl Did ,hp write more than oiie work 

on that subject, and did he write a book 
oii Theosophy? ‘

À;. (I) Tho work referred to, in which 
Prçif. Hare demonstrated spiritual man
ifestations to be of spiritual origin in a 
a'scientific manner, has been for many 
years out of print and is difficult to ob
tain. A digest should bo prepared aud 
republished, as it is of exceeding value 
for Ilie careful methods pursued, and 
the noble stand taken by the author in 
defiance of public opiuion, and at the 
sacrifice of his standing with his scien
tific brethren, marked an era in Spirit
ualism. He was noted among careful 
investigators for the soundness of his 
conclusions and the Originality of his 
research. Ho invented the oxlydrogen 
blow-pipe, which at that timo furnished 
the juxti’cmo degree of heat, and en
abled investigations to be pushed far 
beyond tho bounds that had been the' 
limit before his time. He had made im
portant researches in many directions 
and his papers before scientific associa
tions were listened to with profound at
tention. He thought if would be the 
same with his researches into th? mys
teries of spirit. What, then, was the 
aopth of his disappointqieht when he 
called the attention of the American 
Association to tho claims of his investi
gation and proposed to read a paper on 
the subject betel*-that body,.he, was 
snqorlngly refused, and ho remarks that 
after that refusal . that -learuiod'body 
gave several, hours to thÿ discus
sion of why roosters crow at 12 o'clock 
at nigbt! The dial which hejnvonted, 
for receiving communications, is the 
original of the dial planchette or psy
chograph. In his hands it was used 
with remarkable results, both in ob
taining messages and making them 
tests of independence of the medium 
and spirit identity.

flj- Ho loft many manuscripts, but 
published no other important contribu
tion. He was not a Theosophist, and his 
writings are tho antithesis of Theosoph
ical speculation. He dealt in plain 
facts, and believed with all the earnest
ness of a lifetime of scientific training 
that every stop should be demonstrated. 
Nogeneral ever protected the advance 
of an army with greater attention than 
did Prof. Haro his advance into the un
known. .

L. L. M. : Q. Do you not think we 
ought to feel deep reverence for a God 
who has so benevolently furnished the 
earth for man, making for him the 
horse, ox, , dog, domestic fowls: the 
grains, as wheat and-corn; the fruits, as 
the apple, peach and grape*?

A. If it were as this correspondent 
affirms, that God made man, and gave 
him those gifts, it would be impossible 
for the creature not to feel reverence 
with profound gratitude for his creator. 
But is this affirmation true? On close 
investigation wo find that as creation 
came from the hand of the creator, 
there was not a horse, ox, sheep, dog, 
domestic'fowl, uh apple, peateh; pear, 
grape, a grain ofwheat or corn in exist
ence. All these are the creations of 
man. The tamed horse of the present 
is a descendant of the wild animal. It 
was a wild animal like the quagga that, 
by thousands of years of breeding,^was 
brought to the desire of man.

God made the fierce aurock, and man, 
by patient toil, developed .from it the 
domestic ox. Mon wanted milk and, by 
selection, at last has created the Jersey. 
There is not a Jersey, a short horn, an 
Alderney in nature. These are essen
tially creations of man.

The woolly shjeep, constantly given as 
an example of the wonderful prevision 
of the Creator to furnish man with 
clothing, has no existence in nature. 
Gud made an animal tho ancestor of 
both sheep and goat. Man found that 
thorough skin furnished clothing, and 
selected for finer and longer hair, and 
in ages possessed a fleece-bearing ani
mal. Under modern scientific methods 
tho wool-bearing qualities have been 
greatly increased. Tho merino, Saxon 
and -Cotswold, are direct creations of 
man pursuing selective methods.

God made a wild grass that flaunted 
its awned head on the hills overlooking 
the Mediterranean sea. Man cultivated 
and selected until he created wheat, 
which has siuce been tho “staff of life,” 
and tho fundamental elementof civiliza
tion. t

The ancestor of the dog has never 
been found. God made the wolf and the 
fox; savage man tamed these and, by 
slow degrees, evolved tho companion, 
the assistant in his hunting, tho vigilant 
sentinel aud guard.

Tho apple as it camo from the hand of 
God was the sour crab. The hand of 
man, directed by his intellect, has 
evolved out of this worthless, fruit tho 
golden pfbpin aud countless other varie
ties. God made a shrub on the Persian 
deserts, bearing a hard nut covered 
with a poisonous skin. Man evolved 
out of it the luscious peach. There was 
a plant growing as it came from the 
hand of God, in semi-tropical America.' 
There was a small seed at tho base of 
every busk. The aborigines of this 
country cultivated it until they devel
oped the production—corn. In tropio 
countries tho banana is the all-in-all for 
tho support of life. Its early form, as it 
camo from the' hand of God, is lost, but 
as it grows at present, it is a creation of 
ages of cultivation. It represents the 
work of man in pre-historic ages. It is 
so highly artificial that it is.seedless, 
and entirely dependent on man for re
production.

This list might be extended to every 
living being or plant which has felt tho 
influence of man. If he should perish 
from the earth, if his constant care 
should be withdrawn, a short time only 
would elapse before these creations of 
his would return to tiieir original* form 
or become extinct. The highly artifi
cial grains like wheat and corn cannot 
continue in a wild state, for they are no 
match for the weeds and grass, unless 
man-stands between with, hoe and culti
vator. • -

The finest strain of Durham or Jersey 
would in a few generations become the 
lean and bony “scrub," approaching the 
ancestral type, which “came from tho 
hand of GOd.1’ The pear Would become 
the thorny “choke,” the grape, the fOx- 
grapo that ra?ps the throat, or the 
frost-grape that is all seeds and skin.

Only by constant vigilance and 
care can the desirable Qualities of the 
sheep bo preserved. Allowed to run 
wild'it would become clothed -with 
coarse wool or hair, long-limbed and 
bonv. ...

It is doubtful, however, if the pam
pered wool-bearer could maintain itself 
against adverse conditions long enough 
to effect the changes. Nature trains 
het progeny by merciless starvation, 
thirst and the attacks of enemies. She

criminals anti warn us of danger?
A. To introduce a true and dignified 

rationalism is the prime object of Spir
itualism. To cut humanity loose from 
tho fetters! of , superstition, aud free 
reason from trie’«bains of creeds, is a 
work sufficient to enlist the service of
archangels. Not so, however, has our 
mission been understood. A few vision
ary minds, at the dawn of tho spiritual 
manifestations, viewed-the subject us an 
easy method of gaining ah explanation 
of the phenomena of nature; aud they 
judged of its importance in proportion 
to its accomplishment of their own self
ish aud personal ends. The spirits have 
come and surely we can have an expla
nation of what tho Philosophers have 
failed to explain. They expected with 
easy method to set themselves up as the 
philosophers of the age. Not a secret 
in heaven or earth but should be pub
lished. And this was the mission of

A gull! lies before us all, into which 
the tide of humanity pours as rivers 
pour into the ocean; but a sphinx guards 
the entrance, mute and grim as the cen
turies that lie behind.

If, then, what I shall write can throw

“Are they mon?H I asked.- For their 
garments we^e . flowing and long and 
their hail- floated over ¡weir shoulders 
in waves of gold. tj .

“They are men kpd women, ransomed 
through suffering.;"

“Have they known Christ?” 
“Suffering is Christ.” .

> A feeble inkling ofp. his meaning 
flashed upon my brain; but impetuosity 
swept the fleetlng’^mpredsion away and 
my Questions gusllBd rapidly on. '

“What are thosejstars^hat sparkle on 
their heads?" _ Fof’tbeholu, each wore a 
circlet of shining jhwelslin his brow.

“Those are symbols df their victory 
over self; for therif bens^ hath merged 
into soul.” i? B ■> D -

“Why doos each wear a sparkling 
crescent upon his breast?!1 I saw on ev
ery one a crescent/of brilliant gems.

“They are emblems'of-the imperish
able joys each has won.”' '

More and more tfee hidden meaning of
any light upon a, traditionally obscure 
subject, whether it be the practical 
light of factYor the metaphorical light .. , , . ?----- ——-o -■
of allegory, matters not. . hl? words Terplexed me. -Finally I

Backof every myth lies a seed of asked: Where do they live? .. .
truth from which it grew; back of super- He lifted'his--hand and pointed to 
stition lies the fact of supertruth, and as Ivh®re the ¡<le,alnln< 6ia11;3. disappeared 
surely as tho constant dropping of water ln ’'J16 azure sky. As he did so,1 the blue 
wears its way through the heart of the yault °’)eue,d a?ain and two pearly por- 
stone, so surely "will these hidden forces ‘als ewun<< back, letting out such a re
discover to human minds the pregnant diance as paralyzed my mind; a flood of 
truths they contain. splendor flowed down and engulfed ev-

into the domain of fact, and .as such I 
repeat it for the benefit or interest of 
those who enjoy tho mystical:

It was winter and very cold, the air 
.. , . . was dismal, and the earth sodden with

pose of becoming lackeys and slaves; to rain; nothing could be more desolate 
stand for hours arid submit to a cross- than the aspect of the world, 
questioning as severe as prisoners at the I had thrown myself upon a couch to 
bar. It was thought they would super- ----- ■’ - ■ ■ • ■'
oede the telegraph, and convey intelli-

expectants were disappointed; their 
hopes utterly blasted, and with tho gen
uine character of disappointed .expect
ants they turned round and began a re
viling as low and contemptible as their 
former vanity. “Why,” a^k they, “do 
not the' spirits tell us tne fate of the lost 
ship? Why do they not warn, their 
friend's of accidents? Why not tell us of 
Sir John Franklin, and unveil the hor-

ery thought. A magnificent new world 
was pictured to my.sight; cities, plains, 
hills and streams spread out before me 
in dazzling beauty, all glowing in the 
immortal glory of an immortal sun.

Mute, motionless and deaf I stood, for 
every mortal sense was dashed from me 
as I was brought thus face to face with 
the unspeakable/' = ■

But marvel of inarvels! One tran
scending sense-whidh: eclipsed them all 
—one all-embracing’ faculty ■ supplanted 
the lost links of beifig; I saw, I heard, I 
felt, I knew, with az surpassing intensity 
which comprehended all.the rest.

InaninstanL In-the twinkling of an 
eye, my small life, capacity was magni
fied a thousand fold. I seemed endowed 
with the attributes of a god as that in
effable effulgence streamed down overa vacant way, what transpired about me. , ;• , , .

Suddenly, as one who sleet and wakes me, and a happin^s was born in my 
amid unfamiliar surroundings, I saw jtaapt which wa^ only thp echo of a ce- 
the room fade aud the sky open. A jestial harmony-a Wmony.whose rav- 
sliitring path - was letdown to where I ^°.wn -IP t^e
was, anef every other object vanished. ” ” ’ " - —

There was" nothing anywhere but 
measureless space, ' .

rid talc which is attached to bis adven
tures in tho Northern sea? Why do they 
not guide our feet from dangers and 
keep us in the path of success?" Ah! 
friends, spirits find more profitable em
ployment than any of those. Are such 
tho pursuits you hope to follow?

“Why not warn of danger?" If we 
reason thus, where shall we find our
selves? We must have a spirit engineer 
on every train of cars, a spirit conductor 
and a spirit at every brake. We must 
have every steamship officered by them, 
and one at least to each passenger to 
guard their steps. Then what use Is 
there for human engineer, conductor or 
brakeman, as loug as it can bo done so 
cheaply. They could bo dispensed with, 
and tho passengers all “being cared for, 
can stumble as carelessly as they please, 
for they are in no diuiger, their foot
steps being watched and guarded. Now, 
what use is there for man at all? He

ing to contemplate? Is it not better to 
have accidents now and then, than this 
surrender of personality? The angels 
have not come to perform tricks for tho 
delight of men, nor to use them os pup
pets; rather their desire is to infuse a

rhythm of that radiant .flood.. The ar-: 
cades of heaven poured out their beat

. itude and transfigured my enraptured 
I stood at the foot of the shining path 8?ui-’ bests of the redeemed, , the 
- -• • - • - choirs of the blest Sang somewhere in

that obscure glory, . find as one who 
prays in the full abandonment of faith,of the Milky Way. .

A translucent radiance shimmered 
over It as heat-waves shimmer in the 
hot summer air, and a great light 
streamed down upon it from above.
'Hooked with the vision of one who, 

in bewilderment, reads the mysteries of 
the unseeer.

The unseeable stood out before my 
eyes and the Immaculate wrote upon my 
soul characters that survive the worry 
and strain of temporal care.

As I gazed out—out into that mysteri
ous radiance, stretching to the upper
most horizon of sight, my heart was 
glad and the anxieties of time slipped 
away, leaving iny spirit free. The earth 
was not; men and women faded ipto 
phantasnaagorlcal memories; the day 
grew into a hazy cloud, and all the 
sounds of the city streets smote upon my

my lips involuntarily sang forth the 
oracular prophecy of tho ancient law: 
“Eye hath not seen, ear hath not heard, 
neither hath it entered into the mind of 
mau to conceive the things God bath 
prepared for them that love him.”

How long it lasted I know not; it 
might have been hours or days for 
aught I could toll. All idea of time was 
swallowed up in that supernal emotion. 
I lived ages of experience in that brief 
glimpse of eternity, arid all conscious
ness of transitory conditions was lost In 
the eternality of scope revealed.

Like one gradually awaking from pro
found slumber, memory slowly resumed 
her sway. I sawL two'ethereal arms 
stretched toward (line, <two benignant 
eyes bent upon mU| and'! the majestic 
presence of the strahger^was vividly re
called to mind. Il ’■ • i

In tbe sweetestteof &veet tones he

that met my senses.
On either side of tho path, spread a 

fathomless sea of impenetrable light, a 
light less brilliant than the gleaming 
path, an opaque like the mist at dawn.

Tho breast’of this vast sea shook with
stronger personality and valiant self- the rhythmic beat of melody which.
reliance. ' ■ ' sprang from everywhere.' ‘ ,_____

The spirits do not eome to the earth Above my head hung Xhe blue sky, so l°w; us It weie a .migbtj^.iWail, and the 
as watchmen or police to gnard a few clear and sparkling It dazzled my eyes dark figures of mem and women moved 
paltry dollars that the wretched miser until a filmy veil was drawn over them— shadow-like upon tpe earth. A shud- 
nluy live unprotected, because too penu- J know not how.
rious to pay for a safe. “O, never.” 
speak the angels. “What care wo if 
thieves get tliy gold? Perhaps thou 
hast obtained it us wrongfully! Wo 
care uothing about thy wrangllngs. 
What arc money and chattels to us? If 
taken from thee, art thou less a man? It 
will teach thee to bo careful and the ex
ercise of discrimination. You arc of tho 
world, but wo are spirits in heaven who 
stoop not to share your wrangling.”— 
(Extract from Philosophy of Spirit.)

Then tho white path shone like the 
sea when the uioon rises at midnight 
and trails a silvery sheen over It.

As I looked I saw a wave of golden 
splendor roll down from above and 
break in ripples upon tho bosom of the 
opaque sea, which trembles as a lake 
trembles when a pebble is cast into IL 
Aud more wonderful still, a spray was 
cast into the air like the spray from a

der ran over me, Hke one who feels a 
premonition of impending calamity, and 
I drew nearer to the, stranger, shrinking 
from a vague fear.

Still looking down, I saw lurid lights 
flare out in the dull air like embers of 
flame, red and yellow and blue; and the 
people ran after them as children chase 
butterflies iu summer fields. Some
times a hand would catch one, but im
mediately it flickered and went out.

Tho red lights were most vivid and

(Read before the First Spiritual Soci
ety of the National Soldier's Home,near 
Los Angeles, Cal.)
We live amid roses and blossoms, 

A paradise rich in perfume;
The orchards, the meadows and gardens 

Contribute to make jt a home.
Looking out on the rolling Pacific, ‘ 

Where sky bends to kiss the deep sea, 
And finny tribes sport In the ocean, 

While nirds’ songs resound from each 
tree. .

We are basking in surisfiine and shadow, 
We are fighting great battles again;

We count up the missing and wounded, 
And afe decking the graves of the 

... slain. - - , ■
We are noting the time as it passes, 

Arid reading the news of the day; ■ 
But our number is surely decreasing. 

And many are passing away.
We have passed through our lives with 

a struggle: , '
Our high aspirations have flown;

We started through life for a mansion— 
Brought up in a veteran’s home.

What folly ’tie, comrades, to worry 
About life on this side of the grave;

I.am sure we are only on trial, 
Like a ship when she stems her first 

wave.
We are pushing right on the ocean— 

But, behold!’tls an ocean of thought;
Its jewels are priceless In value, 

’ And none of them have to be bought.
Let lis gather the jewels of goodness, 

And prize them—there's nothing so 
bright;

With them we will bridge the great 
chasm

And wander in realms of pure light.
It is sad to contemplate a future

That has nothing in store for the poor;
We find them pale, sick, brokenhearted, 

With trials too hard to endure;
Yet they're stemming the waves of mis

fortune
As bravely as pvev the rlbh—

We may see them on top, afterwhile, 
When the millionaire lands in the’ 

ditch.
A barque’s just arrived, I must tell you, 

From across the great ocean of tno't;
It rode on the wavelets of reason, 

And treasures to intellect brought.
It tells us, though poor, in ..this country, 

Our experience still has its worth— 
That its treasures can never be pur

chased,
Or inherited ever from birth.

It tells us good deeds and kind actions 
All find a reward over there;

Of good things they have a great plenty, 
With quite an abundance to spare;

They have forests, and prairies, and 
mountains,

They have villages, cities, and farms;
They nave homes with an ocean of flow

ers *
That add to their wonderful charms.

They have groves full of birds of great 
beauty,

Their songs thrill the air with sweet 
notes:

Perfume from an ocean of flowers
Makes sweet every breath where it 

floats.'
There ladies and gentlemen ramble 

And work in the garden of God—
’Tis a pleasure to work in a measure, 

And feel not the millionaire’s rod.
They have lakes, they have rivers and 

oceans,
They have fishes and animals, too:

’Tis a world sure enough, my dear com
rades,

Without the least orthodox hue.
Now the name of this ship I must tell 

/'you,
«q^That brings in this beautiful truth, 
Is spiritual manifestation;

, They toil me it's yet Ih its youth.
Tt has come to enlighten the nation— 

The Christian, the Hindoo and Jew;
Not one shall be lost is Its watchword; 

Its mission, to save the whole crew.
Corwin Phelps.

HfRESY
LED TO THE LIGHT,

A ThrlUing, Ptyohglogloal Story of Evangelt- 
zation and Free Thought. It it to Protul- 

antltm what the 'JSeorett of tho Con, 
cent" to Catholloism,

BY HUDSON TUTTLE,
The dlatlEgutabed author, Hudiou Tuttle, requires 

uo Introduction to the readers of Tan PaoanitatTB 
Thixxkb. but trie following headings of chapter» will 
show them what they may expect from the book: 
_Gos?kNTe;-Au I<b;l - Firdtiam - Buildtug the 
Church—Tho Evangelist—Blood—The Saloon—The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest ot Bouls-Jane 
Grey—The Mother- of Ualp-Evolntloa—Stella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward-Tbe HomcGlrcle-The 
Double Bole—Heresy—Annette-The Bank Robbery— 
Uberty-nAH la Well That Ende WeU-The New 
Church—The New Way; Led u> the Light-. . .. .

Every chapter ts devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
preeehteao many tableaux moving onward to the ell* 
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist Is con
traatad with-the character of the honest minister and 
the thinking agncatic. Tbe steps br which a preacher 
emeries from the church, and the difficulties be meets 
are graphically presented.. The now church and pro* 
grewlve lyceuni evolved out of the old, form an in
teresting study to those seeking new methods.

It Is abcautiful volume of 223 pages, and the price 
la accordance with our new departure, is 80 cents, 
postpaid, or live copies for si.25. For sole at the 
office of Ths PnooaxsbivE Tjiineeb.

Printed oa heavy paper, from new plate«, tn large, 
clear typo, with portrait and Illustration». Oue vol., 
postSro, 218 page»; paper, so cents; cloth, 75 cent».

Thia is undoubtedly ouo ot the best and most useful 
book« ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources ot human Ignorance and misery. Tbe author 
Is supposed to meet in the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, wblch explain« tho true principle» of 
aoclety, and the cause» of both the prosperity and tho 
I?1.?.?? »»dent atatea. A general assembly of tbe 
uatloue 1» at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, tbe source and origin ot religion, ot govern
ment. andef laws discussed, and tbe Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—la Anally proclaimed 
to an expectant world.

WASWHflN LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

—OB —
Curtons Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
—BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
' TO WniOH IB ADDED

Vcluoy*« Anawpr to Dr. Prteitly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and tbe Zodiacal Sign» aud 

CouiteUatloua by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients. ,

r r ‘ i / *

Its

Researches in Oriental History.

One

».

BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D. ■ 
Fol. 13mo, 107 Paget, Cloth, $1.SO,

GENERAL DIVISION.
RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY,

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

Fbenomena, with Exptana-, 
tory Anecdotes, Descrip- . 

tions and Berninis-
cences.

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
£) largely a record of tbe facts and demojaitratlou 
which the autnor baa seca, béard of or presented la 
bU own experiment«. The history of tho Various 
phases of tbe science Is succinctly presented, and ths 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert* 
meawdeicrlbud occurréil In Chicco. Tho pictorial 
Illustrations add much to tbe Interest and value of tbs 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen« 
er al reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. -work is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bountfeg cloth. Price, at
the office of Tun Pbogxbsbivb Thinfeb.

RESEARCHES IK ZOROASTRIANISM.
3, DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. I
4. WHENCE OUB ABY AN ANCESTORS7 |
The whole comprises on earnest but fruitless search, 

tbri'HlttoHoalJeni«.. ... . .
. In thl. vo ume Che Jew. «to clearly shown, not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Mdajlanlc idea is traced to tbe Bac
trian Philosopher, 2850 years B. 0., and its history la 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it la 
fully developed Into Cbristianlty, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
of tbe Cbrlsthn era. ?... .

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen
tral hero are mythical; that tbe whole system la based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear Qnd force; and th^t 
lu rite», ceremonial«, dogma« and »uperatltlon» are 
buteurvlvals of ao-calledpaganism. It shows vast re* 
search among tbe records of tbe past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority? ahd no per
son can read it without list ruction ^nd profit, whether 
ho reaches the same conoldBlonfl with the author (Ml 
otherwise. Foraaie at Lbls-Offic^

To the Editor:—I was much inter
ested in the correspondence between A. 
E. Mahin and Dr. Sweringen, published 
in your issue of September 12. While 
my sympathies are naturally with tho 
Doctor, I must, nevertheless, take ex
ception to*a very strong clause in one of 
his letters, which reads as follows:

“Spiritualism is based upon tho knowl
edge of a future state of existence, de
rived from evidence that has never been 
successfully controverted: evidence that 
is now to bo secured every day through- 

•out the world; evidence that is to be 
had by the mere seeking.”

If thisstalcment wore true there would 
not be an unbeliever among Intelligent 
people, whereas their name is legion. I 
nave for many years been an enthusias
tic lover of the philosophy of Spiritual
ism. It appealed successfully both to 
my reasoniug powers aud my emotional 
nature. During tho entire time I have 
been a persistent searcher for tho 
phenomena thatrivould confirm my phi
losophy; not only in Canada where op
portunities for investigation arc very 
rare, but in New England also have I 
sought untiringly for the "evidence I 
longed to possess, yet hover could find." 
: Among the heaps of rubbish, fraud 
and puerility, I have met with some oc
currences that indicate the existence of 
a force and intelligence unknown to me, 
but nothing that conclusively or hardly 
probably' pointed to a continuation of 
conscious, personal identity beyond the 
grave; nothing to indicate that my 
loved ones who had passed over still 
lived or knew aught of or cared for me; 
not one whisper across the chasm to 
soothe my yearning heart or confirm 
my cherished philosophy. If the good 
doctor would just tell us where this glo
rious “evidence” is so readily obtained, 
instead of so flippantly dismissing the 
doubters, he would confer an enduring 
favor on many who, like myself,-would 
value such direct “evidence” above all 
elge that life contains.

R. F. Langford.
“Vashti, Old and New« A Romance 

of the Wheel.” By-Marvel Kayve. A 
remarkable book, contrasting the mod
ern Vashti with the Vashti of ancient 
Bible times. Interesting and suggest
ive. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, $1. For' 
sale at this office.

“Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing.what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
•be read by every one. Price 82, post

I paid. ■ . -

chimes met uiy ear. 'The thrill that , Still peeringdowfi.into.the‘abyss be- 
ahnnlr mv hrtin<r war AXfluifiitx** T fult ns n. lOW, followed t>h6 J 611OW BpBFKS
harp must feel when the dream-like fin- ,whl,thert,h®y ,r^e_so__d!ri[^ 
gers of t-be breezo arouses tho slumber- about in clouds like insects swarming in 
Ing music in its heart. Fluttering sighs 8,u|1i and the number of those who
arpadaH mv hrpARt &nd mv arms ran aftor them was lotion, myriads W6i6QOUoUCU HJjf UICIWV ttllLl Uljl U>L LL1O O •• ,
stretched out in a vague, wild desire to caught and crushed In wild pursuit, but
- - • .. always a strange thing happened. The

captor clasped the yellow bauble to his 
breast and sat down,,hugging it; and the 
more he cherished the glittering toy, 
the smaller he grow.untll ho could not

drift away on that vanishing wave; it 
drew me as a whirling leaf is drawn in 
tho wake of a rushing train.

Then, as the scene changes in a play. 
I saw a gleaming staircase where the 
shining path had been and radiant forms 
moved upon it—up and down—far as the 
eye could reach. Ono end of the stairs 
rested on the earth, the other was lost 
in the perspective of space; high, high, 
beyond the uttermost horizon of thought.

Amazement held me spellbound until 
a figure stepped from tho moving 
throng, extended his hand toward me 
and said—answering iny unspoken 
thought:

“This is the way of life."
As quick as a startled child is lulled 

into quietude by the gentle reassurance 
of affection, so quickly, my heart re
gained composure, and my mind strug
gled to unravel the strange mystery. 
Words broke the awe upon my lips and 
intones unfamiliar to myself, 1 ques
tioned the stranger.

"Who are those I see?”
“These are they who have compassed 

tho ascent of knowledge”
As he spoke the air vibrated and a 

murmur arose, inaudible, yet plainly 
discernible. My brain seemed to pos
sess a new consciousness which was not 
hearing, but which carried impressions 
vividly to my mind.

The wonder grew, as he continued in 
even, musical tones:

“They have journeyed hitherward in 
search of the All.”

His language was strangely unreal, 
but full of a prophetic significance 
which my spirit seemed to understand.

Eagerly my questions burst forth un
der thp intense curiosity that consumed 
me: •

“But they shine—why do they shine?” 
“It is the soul-light within; it has 

guided their feet to the upward way.”
■‘Whencecome they?"
“From drifting to and fro on the 

streams of Time." .
“They are beautiful—so beautiful*—” 
His voice broke in upon my words: 
“The sculptor Pain hath chiseled 

their features.”
“Their eyes are like the eyes of 

babes," said I, “so limpid and soft, and 
pure as crystal; thoy are like deep wells 
that mirror the love of God. Have 
theyseen God?” .

“They have looked upon Sorrow and 
carry her Image.in their hearts.”

“They move like- the waving grain 
upon tbe hills,” For they seemed not to 
walk like men, but to glide with a grace 
that was indescribable. ■ ' ? ■

"It is grace of mind crystallizeddn mo
tion.” :

be seen for smallness.
And the stranger said:
“Behold the deceitfuiness of riches.”
And still I peered down into the shad

owland of earth, and now my fancy ran 
in the wake of the blue lights. Those 
were of all sizes, all shapes, and all 
tints. They floated hither and yon, up 
and down, to and fro, bobbing erratic
ally, like leaves on -a rapid tide; and 
those who caught them reeled, whirling 
about like people treading the mazes oL 
a dizzy dance; their garments, glittered 
fora moment with the hue of the cap
tured sparks, but faded almost at once, 
and the wearers sank from sight as 
leaves Sink in tho: feddy of a surging 
stream. f •

And the stranger said: .
“Behold the folly of Pleasure.”
Then, as gently as one waking falls 

into slumber again, the wonderful vis
ion passed. As the sun dissolves mists 
at morning when he ascends the east, so 
these weird scenes dissolved before my 
eyes and nothing remained but memory.

, .Paul Avenel. 
3104 Mantua avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Letter from T. D. Kayner.
To the Editor:—Mrs. Kayner and 

myself came to Des Moines, the beauti
ful capital city of this great State, think
ing that we might be able to do some 
good here. Wo find a city of some 70,- 
U00 inhabitants, and many who believe 
more or less in the phenomena of Spirit
ualism, and have their quiet means of 
investigating, but who have not tbe 
strength of their convictions to come out 
and say that they have seen and know 
these things to be true. Mother Grundy 
would not come to their social gather
ings, or let them come to any which sho 
controlled if they had manhood and wo
manhood enough to stand in the face 
of opposition and tell the truth as they 
know it. The society here has allowed 
itself to become almost dormant, and 
there are only one or two that have been 
carrying the burden, and they some
times feel like letting go. We are try
ing to awaken an interest hero so as to

to have a strong working society of 
Spiritualists in this city. Mrs. Kayner 
gives her third lecture in this place to
morrow evening, and if the increase of 
tho other two is shown—each one doub
ling in attendance—we shall feci some
what encouraged. There are soriie who 
wish it to bo possible for us to remain 
hero all winter, but as wo are here en
tirely upon our own resources, it will de
pend a great deal upon the support we 
get within the next ten days. We have 
a call to go to Colfax next' Wednesday, 
for two days. Father Wilson spoke there 
years ago, and they write that 
they are anxious to meet his daughter. 
Her tests here in Des Moines have been 
very clear and marked, and much bet
ter than any they have had on their 
platform here in a long time. But we 
find politics against us wherever we go. 
It seems that when the people got so ex
cited that they will stand all day inj.be 
street and talk politics, that they are 
so material that they cannot hear the 
still, small.voice of the spirit.

Des Moines, Iowa. T. D. Kayner.

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance,of the Principal 
Passages of the Old .and New Testament 
Scriptures which proyg or imply Spirit
ualism; together w^g a brief history of 
the origin of many,of, the Important 
books of tho Bible.”, By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talepted and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ stufijl.'fof the Bible in its 
relations to Spiritrafism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritatile encyclopedla'of 
Information on the ftibjecL Price #1. 
For sale at this offiife?’^1

‘ ‘From Soul to Sdiil.-’J i By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of.podtry will find gems 
of thought in poet-id diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith, to sweeten, 
hours of leisure and terijoymenL Price 
$1.00. For sale at.this office.

'■ "The Woman's Bible! Part I. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is?.very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and. fearless 
adherence to the,right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office. Prieg 59 cents, .

“The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work ot tar more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal For sale at 
this office. Brice, doth, 31.26; paper, 
50 cents.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Bantist Church.” , By Abby A. 
Judson, Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the li^ht and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
Ificenis.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Cams. 
This book is heartily, commended to Stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can; 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

“The Priest, the ‘Woman, arid the 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Esther Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of 
of the Romish confessional, as poved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, 81. For sale at 
this office.

This book will bo found peculiar, curious, sUrtllngl 
•-more eo than any work issued since Uncle Tours 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from tho very lows of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during tbe most moment
ous period in American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abiu&am Lincoln.”

Clcth, IStno, illustrated, pp. »64, 
Paper, 18 cents.

For Salo at this office. .

PERFECT MUIHEHHOUU;
Or Mabel Haymond’s Resolve.
ny LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

.D a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose is not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away tuo time in a state of idle blessed
ness. devoid of earnest thought or care for cither 
.elf-lmprovcmenl or tho good ot humanity. It 1« a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and 
those who sro to bo mothers; ajd secondly, through 
tbe mothers, lo effect tho well-being aud happiness of 
the raco; It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tbo child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally tbe author touches upon various things 
in modern social aud business life, which aw unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon tbe individuals compos
ing society as a whole. Tbe book is trenchant, instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and Is especially commended co “women 
everywhere,’’ to whom It is dedicated. Jt also thor
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of tbe Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to tbo Spiritual pbG* 
psophy are introduced II contains a fine likeness cl 
tbe author. It contains JM5 pages, neatly boun'i <r 
Cotti Price hv m»Hl. «1.

The ’
EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEO 

Al tore« given by the Spirit Bond through the me- 
dtumshlp of Mrs. NagdalonaRUne. This volume con
sists of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered in public through tho mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kilno, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone la excellent 
and their spirit good; aud even though one may find 
some ideas that differ from those be nai held, yet be 
will find much to please, benefit and Jr.itruct. Tbe 
reverence with which Jesus is mentioned will please 
many, although tbo ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 largo pages, and WlU be scut 
postpaid for <1.50. For snip at this office.__________

Mahomet, the lllusfrinusT

IMMORTALITY,
...OR .,.

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES,

AN INVALUABLE WORK I •/
Thta admirable work contain« what.» hundrei 

spirits, good and evil, ssy of their dwelling-place». 
Give us details—details and accurate delineations ol1 
life In tbe Bplrlt-woridl—Is the constant appeal or 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither— 
ob, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond thb 
tomb? Will they know me» Whatl. their .Present’ 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol* 
ume tbe spirits, differing as they m»y, are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man Is better qualliled 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
tbe people. Ho treats of the Mysteries of Life; 
Doubts aud Hopes; Tbe Bridging of tbe Elver; Fore* 
gleam» ot tho Future; Trettmonr of Saint»; Tho 
Growth and Perfootlon of tho Spiritual Body; Il tt 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing tn tbe Spirit* 
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Personal Ex
periences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Rod Man’s Testi* 
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians tn Spirit*' 
Life; Tho.Homa of ApqiUe*. and Divine.; The, 
Friends and Shakers In Splnt-Llfe; Spirit Ijomoi ot 
Bruno and Olbera; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matter? are treated, too numeric 
ous io mention. Price ll.SO, postage, 12 cents. For 
sale at this office. : ’

THE ELIMINATOR
Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal

Secrete. , 4

BY DR, R. B. WESTBROOK. : 
"r " 11-1

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo»« 
Ing the fabulous claims of&uclebt Judaism and dog«:- 
matlo Christianity, containing many slartling condo» 
slons never before published, showing clearly the ‘ 
mythical character of most of tho Old and New TcsU-’. 
ment storlfls, end proTlii thatJesM WMan linponfa*< 
atlcni and not a peMon. A genuine sensation. - 
Price 81.BO.ForSttleat this Office. 
JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, r

-OR-
CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.
Carcfcl comparison of some of the Spiritualismv • 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day- By 
MoskiHull. An Invincible argument proving that * 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all th* rnriji. . 
lion, ol modern medlumiblp. It nl.o Bi ora. that all 
tbe monltertauona throughout the Old and New Teja- 
room wore under the same condltlohe that medium« 
require to-day; and that tho coming of Chrl.t la tho re
turn ot mediumship to tho world. 48 page«. Prtco. 
10 cents. For salo at this office.

<1
Ri'

«

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work Is one of tbo Library of Liberal Classics. 
No author we» better qualified to write an impartial 
aud honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume Is Intensely Interesting. Itahouid bo 
read in conjunction with Gibbon’» work. For sale at 
this office. Price, 25 cents.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. Br M. FaridiT.' 

P. 23. Price io coms.

-<

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World. 

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

‘THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
JL habited but now submerged part of this globe 

known as Atlantis, Is one or much interest. The 
data gathered from ancient find modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep tes Investigations at 
modern scientism and antiquarian researches Ju the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on tbs 
American continent—arc hero arranged in compact, 
literary form, in this very Interesting volume. Tbs 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be* 
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the riatemenu purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern
ing the tact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2Aik

MARGHERITE HUNTER.
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Transcribed by a Co-operativ<f Spirit Band, comblnod 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through In
dependent slate-writing. The illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plato by Spirit artisu. It 
“L^i^^.^^.n^Lveqfreal life, without» 
parallel in the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition of the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism Tho book contains 2u) pages 
with six illustrations in half-tone, and twelvo pages 
<n original Independent writing. It is beautifully 
bound In blue silk cloth, stamped in silver. Priced 
11.25. For salo at tbl» offleo.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: 1’he Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems. Suns 
Planets an«* RsteHltes. The Origin of Meteor* and 
pomct^Tudlfrginle Kingdom; Tbs Origin of Mon; 
Man—HI« Attributes and Power»; The Soul-How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge: How the Boni Re* 
celres Its Highest Impressions; Tho Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether: How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; Tbe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De- 
innemtion; Morally. Spiritualism Proved by tbe 
Bible; Tbe Blblo and Christ; Tho Summary: ‘‘What 
Must Wc Do to Be Saved." For sale nt this office

Price, Cloth, fill -^5. Paper, AOc.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was Ho Juntas? ' 

By Wm. Henry Burr. Prie is canta

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
Not Ad.pted to Modern Civilisation, with tho Tro»' 
Character of Mary Magdaleno, By Geo. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price, 15 cent«. .

Out of the Depths Into the Light. 
..By Samuel Bowk-1 Mr«. Cante E. 8. Twine, me
dium. This little book win ho road with Intonto in
tereat by thouaandi. Price 25 cent».

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

Thl» work contain» oa «Monitor th« very wonder
ful splrttnnl developments at the house of Rev; Dr. ‘ 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar ease» In aU 

™" Toln.n'o 1« tte first from, 
the author directly upon tho subject of “Spiritualism?* 
and tiu stood the test of many year«. Cloth. S1.2L 
Pottage 10 cents. For sale at this office. - .

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Ilev. Samuel 

Watson. Thl» work was wrlttenby a modern Savior, 
a Brand and noble men. Price «1.00. ’

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. ” ‘

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattii: E. Hudl. Thirty-eight of Mrs- Hull'« 

sweetest song», adapted to popular music, for tbo uso 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 ch. 
or «0 per hundred. For tslc at thl» offleo.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomas Paine. Parts I and IL Being on 

answer to Mr. Burke’s attack upon the French 
Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 page». Paper, SO cents; 
cloth. 50 cents,

Ingersoll's Great Address 
On Tbom«»_Palne, at the lata Pains colobretlon tn 
NewTorkClty. Price,Scents; tencoplesforSOccnU. 

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences«, 
through tbe mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelbamer. 
An excellent work. Trice 81.25. . .

Views of Our Heavenly Homa 
By Andrew Jackson Davi». A highly intercstlllg 

work- Price 75 cants. Poitage 5 cents. ■

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just tbe book for those seeking InformnUoB’ con

cerning that most damnable 'Institution known tn 
history—the Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted with tbe 
facts so succinctly stated In this valuable record* It 
shows tho methods used by the Romish Church to ex
terminate those who reject Its beliefs and claim*. 
For fate«» thia office. Price 25 cents.'■

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
Br A. B.Hutton. MD. Price. Hcent». <

~ LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
. ByEdltorrof tho National with.Prcfaop and Note» 
by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views-of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Honumdht, nt He* 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Bsilow. Mary Wollstonecraft, Madatao Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and tbe most prominent of Pita's 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, T5 cenfe - ;
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Cft/YS. E.
WftTKlNS, 
M. D. ...

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

"Who is so successful in treating' Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his. whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
hie great success,

ANOTHER REASON is that hedoea 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he is ¿c- 
knowledge«! by all. to. have the'most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease,

ANOTHER REASON is that he ha? 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly Instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON Is- he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.'' ' :

ANOTHER'REASON is he'makes 
the price of treatment’ right td all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stomp tor His 
Book on j ■ ■ .

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
- Which will more than repay

' you. Should you desire to 
- consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps^ Age, 
: Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. G. &. WftTKlNS.
AYER. MASS.

- . »
|3g“ Mondays of each week at 357 Co

lumbus avenue, Boston, Mass.

THB PROORRSBIVB THINKER, OCT- 24, 189«

AMERICAN SPIRITUAL
HEALTH CIRCLE.

HOW TO GAIN HEALTH 
AND RETAIN ITI

FQR FURTHER.INFORMATION 
SEND 2-GENT STAMP TO . . ..

B. W. BANKS
857 CoJ. Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

■ ■ . asotr

DOING GREAT GOOD.
The Secular Press Spread 

ing Truths of Spiritualism.

A Fonrteen-Year-Old Michigan 
... Girl Astonishes Her Town 

by Her Visions.

BEGAN WITH A BLANCHETTE—KER PAR
ENTS BELIEVED HER SINCERE. AND 
HAVE DESERTED METHODISM FOR 
SPIRITUALISM^—SOME OF HER PER- 
FOKMANOES—HER PARENTS TELL OF 
REMARKABLE PRODUCTIONS BY THEIR 
CHILD WI1H A PENCIL. ; ’

io the Editor:—The following 
from the New York Sunday Herald 
reaches one thousand times more 
readers than it possibly could if pub
lished in all the Spiritualist papers 
of the world, illustrating the great 
good the secular press is doing:

< > 
i >

: DBS. PEEBLES ; 
¿BURROUGHS,;

Mrs. BrüöDohson-Barker,
AS A'SPIMITUM* HEALER 
HAS NO HQUA4P’ . -. . , .

<>
specialists” in all .chronic

DISEASES. ■
—Depend for their remarkable ourcs, not 
upon the old drastic drug system, but upon 
the knowledge of diseases aud their proper 
remedies—upon science and the Auer psy- - 
«Meford«,. . . ............... ■ .

Some of ibeir cures, like Schlatter s, ard 
INSTANTANEOUS; in other cases mouths 
are required. . ................................ .....

Having carefully studied all the therapeu
tic agencies in connection with their loug 
medical experience, they use those best 
adapted to each case wlthunvairyingsucceM.

Hundreds are Joyfully writing the Doctor : 
“I am better,” or “I am cured?. '.‘■‘God bleu 
you? ' ' ■ ’■”'-

? THEY TREAT THE.FPLLOWING! f 
k Dyspepsia, dlarrl&a, .drorqy/opjlepVy/QC; x 
L zema, crybipela», f^lllug '«itiku’esa, rbeuma- - Y 
£ ‘B^j J'crofulq, nervous Bpasm. gravel, gout, T 
c - headache«,- honrt disease, kiudey complaint, v 
£ femMe weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia^ £ 
r parMyiJivblccdlng plies,-bronobltl«.A8thn\a. & 
r bladder affection,1 cancer, catarrh,- pimples v 

upon tbe fiipe, .uterine diseases, weiijwessfcs &
P of men, barrenne««. insanity. (Jrunkcnbcss, 
p constipation? Ia*grippe ’aud al)’ chronic £ 
b diseases. And .further, they furnish 4>
I -FREE TO ALL’- PATIENTS t 

c Hyaenic nnd Physiological literature, en-. T' 
f nbling them when cured, to remain healthy. Y

«>

~ Correct Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing naine, age. sex, 

leading syinploin ana stamp 
for reply. .

REMEMBER TO ADDRESS

DBS. PEEBLES
& BURROUGHS, 

■. P. O. BOX 177, 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. ‘ 

’ M5lf

Rejoice and ffii Glad! HeraldForth 
the Tiding« of flood Health !

DR. A iB. DOBSON’S
Healing powers nrevjbelng repeated over and over 

again -through -the mediumship of MBS. DIL 
DOBSON-BARKER who. ,ifor tbe past year and 
n half has

SUCCESSFULLY» TREATED OVER ONE
THOUSANDiPATJENTS -

of all dkeases thatsfleib .is .heir to, and will give 
you proof of bur .powers, by sending, requirements 
as per hiuoll- advertisement for dloguosh of your 
cuec. Here is one of hermiauy cures: .
_________ 6ULouts, June 21. 1606.

»KAIt MBS. DOBStfS;-! herewith eucloso 
91.15 for liuother month’s .remedies fur my bitter 
Emma. I cau’t tell you bowmuch good these medi
cines do her uud how thankful nni grateful wo arc 
rorbuvlUK applied tor them. - Wheu »he bosau tak
Ing tbla last medicine, she bad considerable distress 
In tho bowels aud stomach, but after n -weck she was 
relieved aud wc are. convinced If «he bad.not the 
medicine she would have bad a acrlous sick spell as 
liver, atomach aud bowel« were In n had condition. 
Now everything seems li good order; »till wo feel as 
If moro medicine will eventually, cure all her ailments. 
We thank you sincerely for prompt reply, and wish 
you all tho success you so welLmorlt. -:

With affectionate tegarda. very truly, 
____  . REBECCA LEVY. 
8881 Laclede are., St. Louis Mo. *

PSYCHIC FACTS.

Bev. Dr. 8. P. Sprecher Will Prove 
the Existence! of a Future 

with Them.

MftKE MONEY
. WRITE TO THE

Golden Laxative Coffee Co
AYER, MA3S. Ml

HOW TO

FORSTER, DR, W. Il,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 

Will Bend a free dlagnoali and term» for treatment to 
all who will send their wno nnd addresa—Ip their 

postage stamp for reply.
The Pacino Coa»t BpIrltuaUat" of Dec. fo, 18J3, 

aays of Dr. Koriter:—
"Blnce hl» coming here he ha» made himself highly 

re»pcctod and beloved for hts benevolent work, hl» 
hnmanltarlau Ideas and practices,-and hit straight
forward course of Integrity aud honor.”

“Dr. W. M. Forster, California’s noted clairvoyant 
physician, is receiving commendation« from far aud 
nearover blarcmarkablcs success as a bealer?-Pbll- 
osophlcal Journal.

Address, ,

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1051) Market Street, • Sait Francisco. Cal.

’ 833FOR BEGINNERS.

410

,.»1.50

.»140

•ILS*

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thought« on bow to reach that altitude 
where spirit f« supreme and all things are «Ulrica to 
It. With portrait. By Moe» Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are n spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate yuur spiritual fucultlea. 
Price, bound In cloth. 40 ceuta; In paper cover, 25 
cents For sale at ibis office.

Cloth.................. . .......... ........................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things-Vol IL
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..................

Postage 10 cents.__ ,
Soul of Things—Vol. HL 

Ul’r-retcd. Stapp. Cloth.......... ..
. : Postage 10 cents.

H. INGRAM LINDSAY
Gives readlog. from lock of hair, on bufitucsa. mcdl- 
uinsblp aud social mailers. Trlsl iea-llm. m cents 
sud siamp. Fun reading. «1 aud two 2 cent slumps. 
AddreisP. O. Box 2S2tl Boston, Mu«., 35J

DR. GARLAND’S 
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS 

Are pul up In rlx-ounce tin boxes and are »uaranload 
mJÏV,““1 si“ctlu." or moncy will be refunded by IM 
î.°,pr?tor!, G«l»ud. Send ss cent, to
alaiups and receive by return mall a box o.f tbla “ 

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
u blood cleanser ns welt as a Throat 

ruoAmiKAnj boxes told and all
Address ull orders tjUll. M H IlUno'iAND’ 33" 6 Illctb Stollon O., Cblca^l

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Embracing Splrltuaitem. pwflml present. Bÿ J, 

• XL Peebles, M. P- An encyclopedia-of IntcreiUu 
and Instructive tacts. Price 92.00. ' ¿ -

DR. T. WILKINS,
67 33D STREET, CHICAGO, 

Treats .VayaeUcally all Chronic lllmises, at 

office, or home of the path nt.

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
Write for Inu.trated Circulera «bowleg Bly lea nnd price« nnd photo ot Spirit Varela 

S d.eïel0.îe? ‘ clelrvoyaut power Ie me. I can 
vnurSi»if ^eltod Pebble Spectacle. »« perfectly to 

your.own hotne •« U youPwereIntny 
tbous.n'lB can testify. Seed «lamp for photo. B. F. Pool», Cllotoe, Jows. *

ORDER OF 
THE MAGI. 

_._A Ne»- B»dg?_|u,„i|d gold 
will, blue end black cuumel, 
will! if,C pyramid«, (jbelllk 
aud «iiu'b ray» lu gold. Every 

, ... Myalle ilionlil bore one of
office , emW""1'' 1>llcc,:!' I'or talc al tbli

I’bVCIII
“i “Practical medium, uuder «plrlc M.'i! ht?, d dcBlguod 10 deielop me.iliimablp. 

M“U>, by Ju use, have rm-ehed long c.iiuluuulc»- 
l oos from splrll friend., aud expreae great Batl.tao- tl°U- 1 rice, 11, cud 'XI conls extra for expreasage. 
boraule at the office of Trie 1 r.ouKKssivgTniKSXB, 

F REE Delhieallou and dlaguoala. Eend Ave 
¡0.7» ' ’¡ICCBI «amps, date, mouth i.ud year of 
ai.i?' B?x flnd bandwritlug; )’ouy|,i receive a correct 
alm . A® u,Jour dlaraao and a brief psychometric 
dellueatlou free. DIL E. A. 11EA I), Box S21, Voukcra, 
New York. •

COvlS,u2‘n,,i.8J1.!OLO,tiy. AS1> 1‘SYCIIONETBV.
You will learn )uur bualuess qiiAllflratijus. ho* to 

avoid acetdeuu, loBse* aud uuhuppy iuairUsv. what 
your medlumlBtlcgifta arc aud in.w to develop them. 
Fee«l. Addreaa llAHIlIUT N. Head, 1'. o. llox 321, 
Yonkers, New York. Ml

. THE TALMUD.
Selections from the contents of that ancient book, 

its commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legenda. 
Also brief sketches of the meu who made and com« 
mented upon IL By H. Polaug. 35fl dd. Prlca. 
cloth, 91.00. ___________________________

Cliildren’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for the organization and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew* Jackion 
Darla, Something Indispensable, price 5o cents.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chas. Chlolquy, ex-prlceL A remarkable 

book. Pages, 832- Price 92.25.

—~ TH E GODS.
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth its weight 1° sold. Price 2U cents.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

DY Wilf. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
D Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise u 
a text-book, ft la a« fascinating as a work of fiction. 
Tbe reader will be amazed to see the curio is facta 
here combined In support of this newly-dlBCorerad 
power uf the hum»nmlnd, which will rerelro a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain u 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now Ob1 
icuredby time. __ . ■
Soul or Things—Vol. L

PROF. GUSTIN,
The Great Magnetic Healer. Thirty years’ experi
ence. Cures where utlier. f.n, by hl« aomlerful 
healing powers; treats all elaase» of dlBease no mat
ter how chronic, with succoss. Catarrh, the disease 
that has baffled the most skillful physicians, cured by 
his celebrated dead «hot qHarrh remedy, tl:at has 
been tested throughout tbe United State« nod Can
ada. Treatment free. All who are afflicted, come 
and see him. Consultation. dlngnoHug free to all 
Office, 46 Carpenter street, near West Madison street. 
Chicago, Ill. 86j s

Seei'ship—Guide to Soul-Light
cu!^r?« "Itb for its atinnmeuL 

h t hA V no gift but a universal possibility common 
to the human family, price si 
„MLlS-TboThlrdBcvctaUonofSoul and Sex. A 
work containing many eecret and loner doctrine« of 
tbe Rosicrucian«. In It and by U both mau and wo
man have not merely tbe road to euormou« power, 
both mental end individual, but the grand energy qi 
effecting wlahcd-for changes In others; also prolong«» 
Ui.“, llie< 1>r,ce »¿M- Address KATE C. RAN
DOLPH, 23 Melrose avenue, Toledo, 0. 365

MR.8.’_E.PiCK.iIt. BUHKN. C1.AIB-
voyant, p.ychtlmclrlst, business medium. Throe 

reasonable questions answered by mall, with stamp. 
25 cents. 3^

AN ASTRAL READING OF YOUR LIFE. WITH 
numeroui suggestion« as to Hoc of business or 

profession suited to yuur nature; also a copy of 
•Sparks from tho Infinite,” an occult work lu prose 

electric and magnetic 
forces in their direct relation to the soul and Its dei- 
L1“?:.of birth and Xi rents t. URIEL 
BUCHANAN, Ill' 'Hunt ( lllnign. 361

Occult ForcbsT
A wonderful book containing valuable matter of 

Intense interest to al) who desire in any way to benefit 
«eA ,n“f<b a marvel of condensed thoughtand brilliant Ideas pointing a new wav to sucres« In al) 
undertakings through tbe masterv ofsubtlle forces.

Develop r?ur talent power, «nd ..tyomulndt wlmt 
wodd olherwl»e be Impossible. Thb knowlrdita not 
only increase» personal Inmienre but fortlfle. one 
against designing and unprincipled pen-oita. Uricc of 
book 80c. or sent free for addressea of friend ; hk«*lv to 
bclnterested in it and 12c. in stamps. fi«<-■ fw. 
OCCULT PUB. CO., 8574 Vincennes Avenue. P. T.,

A WONDERFUL OFFER Î
... BY ... , '

DR, W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,

..
United Slat«, Cunaflu, Australia l!uJ Eurouo tclllnb 
of the in.rvelou. re.ulta, »fter .11 hopi iu otSS 
.pune. bate been givin up. Icing speedily cured 
under hl» treutmeut. Nerrpii. nnd chronic <lltoue>

VLry.i:1'"r'JStcr.'•lc.cull“r t0 Wthuien and women. rçwÎZ cured““ °' bl8 wuulll!‘',ul extrnordlS^F 

rhe doctor ba» never.failed In a correal dlagnokl. of ' 
fi? SÎÎ! ln““r 1 lu?e 11 belllli causes that had baffled the moil renowned pùy.lc'au». but wbb readily u 
SXntpow«»1.‘,‘l6WOil'lc,'iul «“I «l«lr-

Each case receives the attention of hlmeelf »nd 
band also remédie» for Individual case. Send thrêS 
2-cent stamp», lock of h»tr, n ;<-, sex, undone sympSSfr 
and by return mull you will receive n' full nnd accu: 
ratage®erlptlon ot your case and any advice regarding

J<ir°ugh ponccutlon on account of his msrvoloul 
?hereCf‘oretbelngaTMiri,lU“toa ln a rc“ul“r “’•‘»’1.

Sufferers, you that have tailed to find relief tax ssitr^Sdi.11.6 cuu'"icci' °' p»™ &

Wtf D«- w. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, 111.

HELIOCENTRIC ISTKOLOGY?

tbe position of tho piaueta from 182 > to 1916 Thimnîî 

ea for ucglnncis or professors. Ono cau cast nnd a horoscope In half an hour. For sale“y " U

FREDEHIOK WHITE, O. O.M..
SOS lyih Ave., s. - Minneapolis, Minn. 
b»“Æt witl/your^iu>roscopo 
Montjou th!» paper when wilting. 1 eaay «du

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One anfl Two 
alU»ocon«tiHLOf\to,u“c11' lh'°r »»« Wdney dlae»,». 
aiso constipation, a sure cure for that tlrod worn.Au* 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient Quantitv for aS 
month sent for91.00. *iu*niity lor one
..??lp“cl£,ieo,.ourMVttell“d Compound for aor>

•«•>««• H«' been u»ed Md“prilled bv 
tbousanda In »11 part» of tho world. Sent f or W oentf 
or all three sent postpaid for 9I.0Û with Yivrnoi! 
photoaudInstructions how tollve lOQyearg, *

1

ALOGK OF YOUR HAIR.
The Play of the Ms.

_—0-—
Thia wonderful educator fa attracting th« attention 

of thousands of people all over thsworld aa iLa slm- 
pliclcHy gives one

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the Influence of tho planet« and thealgu 
of t Ue Zodiac In human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to use It and accomplish 
wonders. -

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

Thia wonderful Invention make« It easy for all to 
learn this sublime science aud

FIND THE RULING STARS
of every person born for 75 yean put, and allo io de
lineate the HORQ8QOPE;

A few of die first edition left which will 
bfl furnished at $1 each* For «aU at this 
office.

A preliminary discourse to a series 
of lectures to be ¡delivered by Rev. 
Dr. B. P, Sprecher, of the Euclid 
Avenue Presbyterian ■ Church, Cleve
land, Ohio, was preached by Dr, 
Sprecher last night. The lectures will 
be upon psychic facte and their rela
tion to religious truth/ Dr. Sprecher’s 
talk lust night was limited to a state
ment of what he would show in the 
course of his lectures. He accepts 
psychic phenomena as beyond contra
diction, and maintains that their mani
festation denotes power within man to 
think and communicate without the 
use of the body, which means that he 
js destined for a; future state. He 
said last night that in his lectures he 
would cite cases, well known and 
proved, where men in abnormal con
ditions, had exercised unusual mental 
power, proving that such power was 
in them for use under conditions not 
ordinarily existing, in this life.

He would also instance cases, he 
said, where men in., great bodily dan
ger, or just before death, had been 
enabled to either impress upon distant 
friends the absolute knowledge of 
their danger onelse to present to those 
friends mind pictures of the events 
going on at ar distance. This, Dr. 
Sprecher maintained^ showed plainly 
that the medium of the body was not 
essential to the transmission of thought. 
He also expected to demonstrate in 
his lectures that ini.abnormal condi
tions where the brain was actually 
destroyed by disease, thought and 
feeling was.nafr' dependent vtipon the 
brain,,as had-tdwnyaf been supposed. 

¿These psychid-fncte had:beeti learned 
to be positively^ truef and how their 
significance was to, be learned. Dr. 
Sprecher said it was clearly capable 
of demonstration that they proved the 
existence of a future state.

I had the pleasure of hearing the 
gentleman Sunday evening, and in
tend to attend his full course. Dr. 
Sprecher is a second H. W. Beecher 
—perhaps a. more classical scholar 
than was Mr.. Beecher—aud is not 
afraid of the Presbyterian Synod.

. Taos. A. Black.
Cleveland, Ohio. '

If 8I0K or ailing, send a lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading symp 
tom, four cents postage, and I will di 
agnose your case and tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Address
DR. J. C. BATDORF,

wrote “Yes” when hg asked if on 
page three. ‘ ' ■ _

After scanning the paper carefully 
he found in an obscure corner a short 
piece of poetry bn Spiritualism. Mr. 
Gault says that if his mother’s hand 
had traced the words1 with the pencil. 
the writing could , not have resembled 
hers more. , , „. .

She and her father will sit down in 
broad daylight with a board on their 
laps, on which is a sheet of ordinary 
wrapping paper. She takes the pencil 
in an unnatural position and writes. 
Her writing is upside down to her, 
which makes it all the more remark
able. Many limes while she is pencil
ling a message she will be playing 
with the cat at her side, or watching 
the antics of the dog. She says she 
has not the least idea of what her hand 
is tracing. -

While under this apparent control 
her hand and arm become as cold as 
ice, while the rest of her body is in a 
normal condition. Many times she 
talks with those around her, .but her 
father says she d.oes not receive as good 
results as when the room is quiet. 
She sometimes uses her right hand, 
and sometimes her left, and many 
times when there are a great many 
neighbors in the room all anxious for 
messages, she takes a pencil in each 
hand and readily writes off a message 
with each for two persons in the room 
on entirely different-eubjeote.^ • Such, 
at least, is the. story, her father tells..

In many* instances the writing of one 
hand will be the hand of a lady, and 
the other that of a man.

The neighbors claim that they have 
received many messages from friends, 
and in every case the writing was a 
duplicate of the writing of the alleged 
sender.

While I was in the room three per
sons received written messages from 
friends. One of the recipients was a 
stranger, so the child’s father said. 
Miss Gault's powers really seem to be 
supernatural. The frank, honest man
ner of the family draws persons to 
them that under ordinary circum
stances would not pay any attention 
to the experiences related by those 
who have been fortunate enough to be 
included in her sittings.

The people of Galesburg; a little 
Michigan town, are excited over the 
wonderful revelations of Alma Gault, 1 
the fourteen-year-old daughter of 
Julius Gault, a well-to-dq farmer re- 1 
siding , near there. There are four j 
well-attended churches in the village, 1 
and up to a year or two ago there 
were very few families in the place 
that believed at all. in Spiritualism, or , 
who would credit communications ’ 
from’the spirit land, as the believers. 1 
in this strauge phenomena call it. - 
But the manifestation^ of this little 
girl have started the whole community ' 
to thinking, and as a result of her J 
spirit writings dozens of families have 
broken the ties that bound them to . 
the orthodox creeds taught in the 
churches in which they have held 
membership for years, and many more 
are investigating Spiritualism as the 
result of an hour passed at the Gault, 
farm.

I recently paid this little girl a 
visit, and was astonished at the 
messages she apparently received 
from the spirit world.
' Alma, the medium, is an only Child. 
She is a shy, pretty girl, with large 
blue eyes, a high forehead and hand
some features. For many years Mr. 
Gault’s parents, who were devoted 
Methodists, ■ lived- with him at his 
■home, but the mother died a short ’ 
time ago, and the,father ,was laid.nt 
rest soon afterward. ' Julius Gault, 
the son, had always been taught that 
mediums and persons who received 
spiritual communications were in 
league with the devil, but when he re
ceived a message from his mother 
through the mediumship of the idol 
of his heart, it is little wonder that he 
was set to thinking and investigating 
the wonders of Spiritualism.

It is also little wonder that, after he 
had made tests that might convince a 
wiser man, he was forced to believe 
in it in spite of his early .training. 
When I made the object of my visit 
known the father and daughter were 
loath to talk, Mr. Gault stating that 
they were yet investigating his daugh
ter's powers, and did not want people 
to come there and see her, as would 
be tbe case if the fact became gener
ally known that she was receiving 
messages from the departed.

' HOW SHE BEGAN.
To a number of questions Mr. Gault 

replied that a short time ago he bought 
his daughter a planchettc to play, 
with. They had a great deal of sport? 
with it winter evenings, receiving a 
great many messages, but he always 
held that the minds of the people 
around the board controlled the per
son who was operating the board and 
directed the hand to spell out the 
words. One evening after his mother 
died, he and his daughter were seated 
at the table with the planchette, when 
he was surprised to see it spell out his 
mother's name. He asked:

“Is that you, mother?” The reply 
came:

“Yes.” .
Then he asked for some more proof 

that it was his mother. The board 
told Alma to take a pencil and write. 
He secured a lead-pencil and paper, 
and in a moment her hand wrote out 
these words:

“Go to the pantry shelves and you 
will find an article on Spiritualism."

Mr. Gault was surprised at the 
message, and replied aloud in a joking 
way:

“Well, I’ll go to-morrow."
In an instant the girl’s hand 

twitched, and she wrote:
“No; go now.” .
The man was half dazed, but went 

to the pantry and found several pa
pers there, but could find no article 
on Spiritualism. He returned, and, 
giving the daughter the pencil again, 
said: I

“I cannot find it"
In a moment the girl wrote: 
“On the pantry shelf.” j ■.
On the shelf was an old paper that 

.had been used for a cover, aud the 
1 astonished man, securing it, returned 

to the parlor where his daughter was, 
• and, seating himself opposite1, her. 

asked if it was the right one. He re
ceived the reply “Yes, ” and then 

' asked if it was on page one. The re
play came in the negative, and also 
when he asked if it was on page two, 
but the pencil in the hand of the girl

Dept. F., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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SPECIAL READING NOTICES.

Mothers will find ‘‘Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EV^RY ....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

ASTONISHING offer.
Bend three two-cent stamps, lock of haff, uauic 

age. sex« one leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
,________ BAN JOSE. CAL., Box 132 SdOtf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Of Shirleyvllle. Masa., and his band of powerful 
ancient spirits arc effecting the most wonderful 
cures tbat have been recorded and are so acknowl
edged. By bls clear knowledge of your disease«, 
aided by his marvelous spirit forces combined 
with bls magnetic remedies, will convluee tbe moat 

-skeptical of his wonderful power to heal ibe alck. 
Try -him. Scud him sex, age, name, lock of hair, 
and four 2-cent atainpa, and lie will seud a diagnosis 
of your case free. He doesn't want any leading 
symptoms. Address DR. J. S. LOUCKS, Shirley vllle, 
Massachusetts. 364

' InvalIds
XT, HO WILL SEND FOUR’CENTS /N 
VY aUmpa, their dlaeasa, or symptoma, will receive 

pampblat and advice raaxto cure themselves without 
drug». The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card- 
togton, Ohio if

psYCHOMli'iRYi CONSULT WITH 
A Prof. A, B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
Eracucal life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of
*!\or h.ndwflllng, and one dollsr. Will an.wer 

three question« free of charge. Send for clroutara. 
Address, 710 Prairie street. Milwaukee. Wls. »81'

The Truths of Spiritualism Mention tbl« paper. 385tf

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.

Elizabeth street, Chicago. 858LÍ

To
Chicago, Ill.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Wealthy ave., Grand Rapida, Mich. Ml

Bitting, 92. 8Wtf

4 stampa for reply. 2fi5

circle, Thursdays at 2:80. 864
POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Ltiile Doten. They »re reilly valcibla. 

Price «1.00.

F. CORDEN WHITE, 
Trance, Test and Business Medium. Sittings dally 
at 8058 Calumet avenue, corner Thirty-Ant street 
Plato, Wellsboro Flats. 854tf

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, »n Inquiry u to whether Modem Bplrltnillim 

»nd other Greet Reform» come from Hh Botanic 
Majesty ud HI« Subordinate« to the Kingdom ot 
D»rkne«. 60 pages. ByMosssHuix. Price, 15 cents. 
For sale at thia office.

IF YOU ARE SIOK
And wish a correct diagnosis FREE, send to DR. B. A. 
STEELE, 822 McAllister Street, San Francisco. Call.

A> the Sunflower turn» III* 
face toward, the «on, to Splr- 
Itualism turns the face« of hu

manity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICESi

BANGS SISTERS,
Phenomenal Mediums. Independent slate-writing 
dally. Seances Sunday and Wednesday evenings al 8 
o’clock. Life-size portraits of departed friends ex
quisitely executed by the splrlta uuder the most sat
isfactory condition*. Send for circular. No. 8 South

MBS.. 8. F. DeWOLF-INDEPENDENT SLATE 
111 writing. 240 Winchester are., near V»n Boren. 
Madlaon street car; take transfer at Robey. Ladle,'

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adrentlit Attack on 8plritn»IIsm repelled. Bv 

Moans Hull. Price. S cents. For sale *t this offlet

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
By Andrew JMkeoo D*tIb. Something yon should 

read. Price 75 cent». *

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By the lato M. Faraday. The orb 
Sin of religions, and their Influence njjon tbe mental 

evclopment of the human race. Transcribed at the 
request of a band ot ancient DhllosonherB. Price 
lOcents. •

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Lizzie Doten. These poems arc as staple al 

in gar. Price 91.00.. '

“life in two spheres’“
Have yon promised yourself tho rars pleasure cf 

reading this beautiful work by tbe good« old-itmn 
wrfter;HudBonTattle? Price. 50 cents. Contains a 
fine portrait of tbe author. For sale at this office.

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

92 25 
850 

. 75 

.125 
, i n

800 
.500 
. 800 

.5 00

REV. G. V. OORDINGLEY, 
the celebrated trance and teat medium. Seances, 
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday nights. Private 
conanltationa dally for business and diagnosing Psy
chometric circle every Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. 
Residence 2958 Indiana avenue. 835tf

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Paychometrlst and Business Medium. 
Readings personally or by letter 91.00. Three res 
sonatole questions answered by mall for 25 cent«. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
home of cho patient. 67 83rd street, near Cottage 
Grove avenue, Chicago* 260tf

F

J. 0. F. GRUMBINE, SEER, 
Is developing sensitives in Feychomctry, Clairvoy
ance, Inspiration and Psychopathy by a series of 
inspirational teachings through the law of corre
spondence. For booklet, endorsements, terms, send 
an addressed and stamped envelope to J. C. F. 
GRUMBINE. 7820 Hawthorne Street, Station P, Chi
cago, Illinois. Psycbiscopes, including a regular

Í

E. V. Wilson wu one ot the pioneers of Spiritual
ism, and was noted hs a speaker and test medium. Ha 
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrate« 
many of his striking experiences during his labors.

Purchasers will And It Intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who was left 
injtraitened circumstances. ....................  .

The book contain« 400 page«, and 1« sold for 91. Ad
reas MRS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

Roiled Plate Bar Pin.............................................
Solid Gold B«r Flo................................... . ............
Electro-plate Badge................................................
Rolled Plate Badge. Scarf Pin or Lapel Button. 
Solid Gold Badge. Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 
Rolled Plate Maltose Watch Charm.................. .
Solid Gold Maltese .Watçh Charm.......... . ...........
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant............... . ............
Solid Gold Maltese.Pendant......;..........

WHAT A BOSTON PAPER 
Has to Say of Dr. C. E. Watkins’ 

Great Work.

MB. AND MRS. PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND MK 
, dlums. Suuday meeting«. 617 N. Ciark street. 2:30

■nd 7:45 p.m. Private readings daily, 514 N. Wells St. 
Initructions In development nnd healing. Circles 
Monday and Friday evenings. Class, Tuesday at 8 p.m. 

849tf
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■ 'The thousands of sufferers who have 
■ contracted a disease or disorder which 
hasibecome cbrcntc and • are receiving 
little or no panelit-from tho physicians 
unilcr .whosetreatment they are,-will bp 

' pleased to learn that among the leading 
physicians of this city is one who makes 
a specialty of cases of this description 
and absolutely cures ninety per cent of 
all ca-es which conic under his treat
ment, which is radically different from 
t|io ordinary practitioner. ’

:A graduate of several different 
schools, he has attained all of the knowl
edge which thoy can impart, and being 
a person of a highly sensitive organ
ism. possessed of a wonderful psychic or 
goal power, he is enabled to correctly 
diagnose a case which he has never 
Been, and give the necessary medicine 
to cure, it being only necessary for the 
patients to write, eiving their age, sex 
and leading symptoms, when an accurate 
description of the case will be sent the 
patient, with diagnosis. The secret of 
the doctor’s great success lays in his 
eoiil power, or ability to see patients ex
actly as they are. This has been prac
tically demonstrated over and over again 
in this manner. The doctor in broad 
daylight places a small piece of slate 
pencil between two slates held in the 
hand closely together, with the patient’s 
letter upon the top. The questions are 
asked in a few moments, the diagnosis 
is written upon one slate, with a draw
ing of the part affected upon the other. 
Now, strange as this may appear, these 
are fact?, and our readers will do well to 
visit him when in Boston, as hischarges 
are in no ways exorbitant. We refer 

k to Dr. C. E. Watkins, of 357 Columbus 
avenue, who is a famous chronist, or 
curer «of chrome diseases. Connected 
with him is also Dr. B. W. Banks, who 
is known far and wide as ‘‘Banks, the 
Healer,” and in all cases of rheumatism, 
sciatica and nervous disorders, the mag
netic and nervous force which he exerts 
is felt almost at once, so much so that 
many who are bent over, and doubled 
upon crutches, throw them away and 
walk upright, free and easy, and then 
by following the doctor's directions for 
-a few months the cure is completed. The 
attractions of the city this fall are many 
and numerous, the Food Fair especially 
bo, lasting into November, so that many 
unfortunates can combine business with 
pleasure, see tho sights, have a good 

■ time and get some medical advice, which 
if followed, will prove of everlasting 
service to them.—Boston Financial and 
Commercial Nows, October 10, 181)1;.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope1’ will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 

; should be read by all. Sold at this 
■ office. Price 25 cents

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abbj’ A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 

. their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their sonls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of the Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ualtone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson’s literary works. Price, cloth, 
•1; paper, 75 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works ot 
Thomas'Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious andthe- 

' ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
' pages. Price «1. For sale at this office.

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
- frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 

Classics.) No author was better quali- 
fled to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 

< It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at.this office. 
Price, 25 cents.

FOB HALB AT THIS OFFICE,

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

Thus it is 
is spreading 
Spiritualism, 
thinking.

that the secular press 
the grand truths of 
and setting people to 

Divine Wright.

Testimonial.
B. F. Poolb, Clinton; Iowa—Dear 

Sir:—Your Meltei Pebble Spectaples 
are all rightiL They- fit’ me well. Are 
lust what I wanted. I-am fll years old. 
Many thanks.. Respectfully,

. Gteo. W. Goodwin. 
Hancock Point, Maine.

PRINCIPLES 
— OF — 

LIGHT AMD COLOR

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving instructions, 

delineate your phases of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Address Mrs. J. A. Bliss, 
4921 Calumet Aye., Chicago, Ill. 364

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
TMs medium; who Is clairvoyant, rlalraudlent, 

Mycnometrle and prophctlo. can be consulted at No. 
l»80 North Clark street. Engagements van bt tnadc 
by letter. 8«tf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Bend full name, age, «ex, and two stamp« form ft 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

Samuel Weil.
Mr. Samuel Weil has been doing a 

most excellent work at Bradford, Pa. 
A paper published there says: “The 
Free Religious Association, after an 
existence of about a year, gave up its 
lease of life yesterday as an organiza
tion, and at a meeting held at the 
Women’s Club rooms on Chautauqua 
Place, a new society’, to be known as 
the First Spiritual Church of Brad
ford, was formed. An organization 
was effected By the election of the fol
lowing officers: President, Albert 
DeGolier; rice-president, P. B. Page; 
secretary, A. Gaston; treasurer, M. L. 
Pomeroy. Samuel Weil will be re
tained as lecturer or pastor of the 
new church.

* ‘The First Spiritual Church is prac
tically a continuation of the' Fr^e Re
ligious Association, with views on 
Spiritualism a trifle more pronounced. 
The tenets of the church will be 
largely on the line of thought pre
sented in Mr. Weil’s book, ‘The Re
ligion of the Future. ’ The people 
who met yesterday and formed the 
society are believers more or less in 
Spiritualism, and the principal object 
of the church will be the study of 
spiritualistic phenomena and philoso
phy. The church will have no creed, 
but will endeavor to promote freedom 
of religious thought

“Mr. Samuel Weil, who will act as 
pastor of the new church, has at
tracted considerable attention among 
independent thinkers, and his book 
and sermons have been widely read. 
He is a man of scholarly attainments, 
and will give his best efforts to the 
neW church. ” . ■

"Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten; ■- In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from gi-ave to gay, from 
lively to Severe.” It is a book- to bo 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

“Human Culture and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, aqd Social Up
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 15c. 
For sale at this office.

Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and ■ anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For. sale atthis office.

“The Molecular. Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is Tecognized as one of 
the ablest lecturerson the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume ne presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and,think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded-.to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to b^s practically beyond 
the reach of adversé criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For salb at this office.

A truly great work In which the author exhibit« 
Se result« of yean of research, of a mind devoted 

science and truth, highly gifted with keen Intui
tive insight and the psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling him to dlaooverand elucidate facta and prln* 
clples not obaervable to ordinary ken. The book la of 
very great Interest and Importance, bringing to light 
many Important points concerning light and color in 
their mental and physical effects and their practical 
application In tho conservation of health and the 
cure of disease and sickness. Its medical value Is be
yond estimation, and Its teachings should be known 
by all. .

Finely Illustrated with cots nnd colored plates.
PRICE, $5.00, POSTAGE, 36c, 

Bor Sale at The PropreMlve Thinker Office.

CONSULT THE CELEBRATED BUSINESS AND 
.Me<llc«l_.P.«ycbometrIrt, Mxrraerlu Si. Omer 
urlggs, 788 Richmond street, Cincinnati, O. Terms, 

91 and 92. Her wonderfnl psychic power« are testi
fied to by all who have consulted her, In person or b 
letter. 361

MATERIALIZATION.
Mrs. Rasenclever will bold seance« every Wedne«- 

day and Saturday at 8 p. m.. and a ladle«' circle Wed
nesday at 8 p. m. Independent slate-writing dally. 
794 W. Van Buren street. 861

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases,

HOROSCOPE
CHARACTER READINGS.

Disposition, spiritual, mental and business qualifica
tions, business adapted to and phase« of soul unfold- 
ment. if deaired. Get one to train your child by. For 
toU written reMitox, «enfl «2, sex,, d.ie »nd p'.scool 
birth, hour tf possible. Send for circular, giving full 
particulars,

L. W. VAN DYKE,
119 Julian Avenue, Ban JFranctero, Cal.

861
Lyceum« and Bocletle« that wish to get up ele

vating, Interesting and paying entertainments can
not do better than to have a Frlxe Contest. The en
tire plan« with full directions, is in the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing 1« needed more. Any Individual may organize 
one In his own town And reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

MISS. EMMA. BUDEB. GIVES . LESSONS BY 
mail on Occult Science, Philosophy and As

tronomy. One course of ten lessons for 92.50. 663

SOCIAL- UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-opcrsUve System« and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity« By E. D. BabbltL 
LL. D.« M. D. This comprlBs» the last pan of Human 
Cnitnro and Core. Paper ©over, 15c. For ule at 
this office. ______

WAYSIDEI JDTTINGS7~
Gathered from the Highways, By-waya and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E; Hulx. This is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mn. Hulls best poems, 
aermona and eMays. and. contains » splendid portrait 
of the -author, nlso-ft portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth* «1. For sale at this 
office.

God in the !Constitution.
; Bv Bobert G. Ingersoll; Oneof the best papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like- 
neks of nnthor.' Price. 10 cents; twelve copies for SI.00. 

^APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. “ 
Identified as the Christian Jesns, 
"A vronderfnl commnntutl«!. explsdnlag Mt 
life and teachings were UUllud to tonmUM CUrlitt- 
anltr. Price 15 cents. For sale at title o»oe.

Komanism and the. Republic.
By Rev. Isaao J. Land« M. A. -Every patriot 

should read It. Price »L0CU - . • .

Blue bird, engineer of night express 
running between darkness and dawn, will show 11- 

laminated faces In headlight of progress, give names 
and poems of soul mate and Indian guides, ring tbe 
bell by each blighted pino when storms are due, place 
signal lights tn trails of-bns ness or pleasure and slow 
up to each station of health, wealth and matrimony. 
Inolose one dollar, name, age And address. Dr. Ma
rion Helen Bassette, Box 823, Henderson’s Harbor, N.Y.

. 862

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
; T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 
JLs The ‘‘Stellar Key” is ttj pblloiophlc&l intro
duction to the revelations. contained in this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of cooteot«:. 1-Dentban_d the After 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Land 
fl—Winter-Lan'’ end Summer Land; C-Language an! 
Life in Summer-Land; .—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; B—mthnatcs In tbe Summer-Land: «—Vole« 
from Jame« Victor Wllion. Thia enlarged edltioncon- 
talna more then double the amount of matter In Ton 
mer editions, nnd Is enriched by » beautiful frontls 
piece, Illn»tratlng the "formation of the Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cento Postase 5 cents. For uala 
nt this office. . . .. ..
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THE. 60NFLI6T BETWEEN
LIGHT AND DARKNESS.

THE TUG OF WAR.
The Conflict Between Light 

and Darkness.

Orthodoxy and Spiritualism Meet 
in Debate.

f
REV. DR. H. W. BENNETT, PASTOR OF 

WAYNE STREET M. E. CHURCH, FORT 
• WAYNE, IND., LECTURES AGAINST

SPIRITUALISM, AND IS ANSWERED BY 
DR, H. V. SWER1NGEN AND M. H. 
WEFEL, OF THAT CITY.

Tho following is the Fort Wayne Jour
nal's report of a lecture delivered uot 
lon<j ago, in the St. Paul M. E. church, 
against Spiritualism by the Rev. H. W. 
Bennett, D. D., pastor of the Wayne 
street M. E. Church. Dr. H. V. Swer- 
ingen and M. H. Wefel, a prominent 
druggist and ex-president of the Fort 
Wayne Occult Science (now the First 
Spiritual) Society, replied to the rever
ent] gentleman's lecture in Hie columns 
of the same paper. Their replies, for 
some reason or other, elicited no answer 
from the reverend gentleman, he no 
doilbt considering the “silent con
tempt,” “unworthy of notice” plan of 
their treatment the most convenient, if 
not entirely satisfactory to himself, his 
parishioners and the public.

SOME HAPS AT SPIRITS.

NOTABLE- LECTURE BY 
BENNETT, D.

f

F 6’

REV. H.
D.

w.

Denounced asSpiritualism as a System
Unchristian and Immoral—St. Paul 
M. E. Church Filled Last Night.
Spiritualists and the spirits of Spirit

ualism were given a lively shaking up 
last night at the St. Paul M. E. church 
by the Bev. Henry W. Bennett, D. D., 
pastor of the Wayne street M. E. church. 
Dr. Bennett is an entertaining talker 
and a man of most engaging address. 
He has a vigor of thought and an earn
estness of manner in delivery that unite 
to impart great force to what be says. 
Some of the things Dr. Bennett said last 
night had not only force but were 
equipped with stings and other pointed 
concerns that are not peculiarly de
vised to promote the comfort of persons 
who are adherents of the system ho as
sailed with such candor and vigor.

Dr. Bennett declared the “so-called 
spirits” as frauds, asserted that their 
manifestations were clumsy tricks and 
denounced Spiritualism as a system to be 
immoral and corrupting in its tenden
cies.

St. Pau] M. E. church was well filled 
at 8 o'clock, the large and intelligent 
audience being attracted by a wish to 
hear what might be the opinions of so 
learned a minister as Dr. Bennett con
cerning a belief that has so long been a 
subject of inquiry and investigation and 
the object of so much drastic criticism. 
Several members of the “inner guard” 
of the Spiritualistic coterie of this city 
were observed in the audience, most in
terested if not the most comfortable lis
teners.

Briefly but graciously the Rev. J. M. 
Stewart, pastor of St. Paul's church, in
troduced Dr. Bennett, who expressed 
his appreciation of the pastor's kind 
words and then went straight to his sub
ject, speaking’ in part as follows:

OLDER THAN HISTORY.
I would like to have careful attention 

to what 1 may say this evening concern
ing Spiritualism. 1 have met Spiritual
ists in every church in which 1 have 
labored, and in every city where I have 
lived. I have seen Spiritualism at 
work. This lecture is the resnltof Spir
itualism as 1 have seen it manifested. 
Spiritualism is older than history. We 
find glimpses of it in the oldest records 
of mankind, and it has been manifested 
inallages. It has devotees in all relig
ions and all creeds, among rich and poor, 
the learned and the unlearned. It is 
mentioned and described in the Bible. 
The name of the system itself and the 
terms belonging to it are changed, but 
it was identical with the Spiritualism 
we encounter to-day.

In the Old Testament it was called 
necromancy, and its mediums were 
called necromancers, witches and con- 
suiters.

God, in His word, denounces necro
mancers and witches as a snare and a de
lusion. In the New Testament we read 
of the sorcerers bewitching the people, 
and Jesus and Paul, the apostle, de
nounced them. The early Christians 
contended with it. Those who practiced 
it were called exorcists—sorcerers. A 
person believed to be possessed of an 
evil spirit was relieved by the exorcists 
—mediums—who exorcised the evil 
spirit. The name changes, the mani
festation changes, but the system, the 
thing itself remains the same. By what
ever name it may be known, by what
ever manifestations it may be determ
ined, it is always the foe of the Christian 
church and the enemy of Christ. At 
times it appears in its own devilish per
son with all its revolting hideousness un
masked; at other times as an angel of 
holy beneficence and love.

Modern Spiritualism, Dr. Bennett 
said, began a new career in 1847 in the 
home of J. D. Fox, at Hydesville, N. Y. 
He related the familiar case of the Fox 
Sisters, whose alleged communications 
■with the spirit-world caused such a 
furor of excitement until their rappings, 
knockings and other manifestations were 
exposed. •

Anything unusual and inexplicable to 
the ignorant, Dr. Bennett said,' is at 
once clothed with'Supernatural charac
teristics. And thus the tricks of the 
Fox Sisters wenton multiplying Spirit
ualists, in spite of exposure. The 
knocking phenomena, trance speakers 
and writers, cabinets and the like were 
Only some of the forms of deception em

ployed. The’ speaker said he could 
spend a great while enumerating the 
multitude of tricks called Spiritualism. 
These deceptions were exposed one after 
another in the earlier days of Modern 
Spiritualism. When exposure followed, 
the trick was abandoned, Spiritualists 
then, as now, admitted that so-called 
manifestations were frauds, but excused 
their further credulity by saying that 
that was not what they believed in.

Dr. Bennett then related a number of 
instances where mediums had been ex
posed while conducting their so-called 
manifestations—caught red-handed in 
the perpetration of their frauds. Some 
of these Instances had come under his 
personal observation. There existed, 
ne said, a most singular infatuation for 
Spiritualism, and however much it 
might be exposed, its devotees would 
continue to hug their delusions to their 
bosoms. The mystery of slate-writing 
and card-writing Dr. Bennett solved by 
explaining how, by the use of certain 
chemicals, the tricks might be easily 
performed. While such tricks might 
give some persons an idea of the super
natural, the exposure of them ought to 
convince every intelligent man of the 
fraudulency of the claims of Spiritual
ism.

If God lets the spirits of those who 
have died come to earth, said Dr. Ben
nett, why all the paraphernalia and 
trappings, the mystery of darkened 
rooms and the mummery of mediums, 
which are the inseparable accompani
ments of so-called Spiritualistic manifes
tations? These things but advertise 
Spiritualism ns a fraud. If disembodied 
spirits visit the earth, why can they not 
come without the intervention of such 
trumpery and nonsense, to communicate 
with the loved ones who yet remain in 
this life? Spiritualism is branded as a 
fraud by all unprejudiced investigators 
who have been engaged with the sub
ject.

A man with a blacked, swollen eye 
was met upon the streets by a friend.
"Where did you get that eye?” 
quired the friend.

‘■Oh, 1 attended a Spiritualistic 
ance last night.”

"Were there any spirits there?”

in-

se-

"Well, rather. There was an enthus
iastic spirit of investigation on my own 
part, and a spirit of lively resentment 
on the part of the Spiritualistic breth
ren present. 1 got the eye.”

At another seance a spirit was mate
rialized in the form of a handsome young 
woman, clad in scant drapery of white, 
with the exposure of arms, legs and 
breast common to famales from spirit
land. An observant newspaper reporter 
who was present, in closely scrutinizing 
the spirit, saw upon her garment a tag 
with the dealer's price written upon it.

Dr. Bennett related other instances of 
exposure, including that of Prof. Gil
more, at Duluth, Sunday evening, an 
account of which appeared in Monday’s 
daily papers. Dr. Bennett also gave 
some particulars of the exposure which 
had recently been made by liev. C. U. 
Wade, pastor of the M. E. church at 
Bluffton. Ind.

Yet, he said, dreary deceit went on, 
hundreds were deceived and found con
solation in the frauds that were prac
ticed upon their credulity.

Dr. Bennett related an anecdote of a 
friend in Iowa who had buried his two 
little girls. The man had been led to a 
belief in Spiritualism, and claimed to 
have frequent communications with the 
spirits of hisdead little ones. It was in 
such cases. Dr. Bennett said, when the 
heart was soft and tender, that people 
were easily deceived. lie raised the 
question with the father whether it 
might not bo possible for a spirit of ma
lignant propensities to deceive him by 
counterfeiting the spirit of one of his 
little girls who had gone. The man, 
though a Spiritualist, conceded that 
there was no means of identification and 
that a fraud and counterfeit could not be 
detected.

Swedenborg, who claimed to know 
more about spirits and spiritualism than 
any other man who has ever lived, said 
Dr. Bennett, declared that care should 
be taken when spirits began to talk to 
men.

The morals of Spiritualism are cor
rupting and bad in their tendencies, 
continued Dr. Bennett, with profound 
earnestness. Now, understand, that I 
make no charge against the moral char
acter of any Spiritualist. The system 
as a system is bad. That can be deter
mined hy a study of their principles. At 
a eamp-meeting of Spiritualists near 
Akron, Ohio, a woman addressing the 
audience was heard to exclaim: ‘1 have 
the right to become a mother by any 
man that 1 choose; two men if I will; a 
dozen if it pleases me; and it is nobody's 
business but my own.” Was the mon
strous doctripo of free-love ever more 
boldly and fearfully uttered? Yet we 
hear to this the same re[% of the Spir
itualist that such is not what they be
lieve: but no one is kicked out. If in 
the Methodist ¡church there were those 
who proclaimed themselves free-lovers, 
and were not driven out, what a storm 
of indignation would break above the 
church. Spiritualism has this dreadful 
weight of immorality upon its shoul
ders. Many are different in spite of it, 
not because of it.

Dr. Bennett declared Spiritualism to 
be antagonistic to the Christian religion 
and its teachings, and cited a dozen or 
more precepts ofjts doctrines as he had 
gleaned them from spiritualistic publi
cations and speakers. The system he 
declared to be “utterly heartless and of 
the Devil, devilish.” Throughout his 
lecture Dr. Bennett was accorded the 
closestattention by his audience. The 
lecture was in the'nature of a benefit 
for St- Paul’s church, which will realize 
handsomely from the proceeds.

THE REV. BENNETT ANSWERED.

DR. H. V. 6W BRINGEN AND PTESIDENT 
M. H.WEFEL, OF THE OCCULT SCIENCE 
SOCIETY, UPHOLD SPIRITUALISM.
To the Editor of the Fort Wayne Jour

nal:—As was perfectly proper for an 
earnest searcher after the truth to do, L 

listened to the recent lecture of theRev.-J 
Dr. Henry W. Bennett, which he de
livered in the St. Paul MrE. Church, 
upon the subject of Spiritualism and 
against it.

The pastor, the Rev. J. M. Stewart, 
in introducing Dr. Bennett, read a part 
of a communication relating to and an
ticipating the lecture, which appeared 
in your valuable paper a few days before, 
in Which the writer propounded certain 
questions which it was desired Dr. Ben
nett should answer in his lecture.

But for some reason Pastor Stewart 
found it convenient to read everything 
in said communication but the inquiries, 
which constituted its most important 
subject matter. I will therefore repro
duce that part qf said communication 
whioh the Rev. J. M. Stewart neglected 
to read, and which Rev. Dr. Bennett 
neglected to notice in his lecture—ig
noring it altogether. It is as follows:

“As an interested investigator of this 
now popular subject of Spiritualism, I 
hope Dr. Bennett will expound, in his 
lecture, the tenth and eleventh verses of 
the eighteenth chapter of Deuteronomy, 
whieli road in >the Hebrew Bible as fol
lows: ‘There shall not be found among 
you anyone whoconsulteth familiar spir
its or who holdoth converse with the 
dead.’ What 1 want to know is, why 
should such an edict be issued if it were 
impossible to hold converse with the 
dead? If it was possible to communicate 
with the dead in the time of Moses, why 
should it not be possible at the present 
time? If Spiritualism was truo then, it 
certainly is true now."

If the neglect of both those reverend 
gentlemen to notice these questions, with 
the blip of paper containing them in Ilie 
hands of one of them who stopped short 
of reading them, was a mere oversight, 
they are hereby reminded that those 
questions will keep indefinitely in any 
climate or temperature, without salt or 
being hermetically sealed; they are ever 
as fresh as the morning dew, and will 
remain so until they are answered by 
any other than the Spiritualistic hypoth
esis. A proper notice of them in Dr. 
Bennett's lecture would have redeemed 
it, to some extent at least,«from being a 
very ancient, stale, back-number, tame 
effort.

The doctor may well deserve the rep
utation ho has achieved as a “popular 
preacher,” but 1 fear he will not main
tain it as a popular lecturer, especially 
upon the popular subjectof Spiritualism, 
whieli he sought to rob of its popularity 
by dwelling upon its counterfeit mani
festations exclusively.

To say Dr. Bennett’s lecture was com
posed chielly of anecdotes, humorous 
and otherwise, concerning fraudulent 
mediums and fraudulent investigators: 
that he made no reference to Bible Spir
itualism per se, save the single one re
lating to the woman of Endor, whom he 
dubbed a "witch'' without any scrip
tural authority whatever: that he dwelt 
entirely upon the imitations, the adul
terations of genuine manifestations, 
wholly ignoring the possibility even of 
there being at least a grain of wheat in 
a bushel of chaff, or that some pure gold 
might be found mixed with much baser 
material; that he was by no menus an 
export in the occultand psychic sciences 
of the day; that he relied upon hearsay 
and most unreasonable and glaringly 
false and malicious evidences against 
the moral standard of Spiritualism: that 
he hud never been a thorough, sincere, 
honest investigator of the subject him
self, determined to ascertain what per
cent. of truth it really does contain; that 
he failed utterly to oven intimate that 
where there is so much smoke there 
must certainly be a spark of fire at least; 
that ho was either ignorant of the relig
ion, science. philosophy, literature and 
history of Spiritualism,or ho was unfair 
in their presentation: that he wholly ig
nored the Spiritualism of John Wesley, 
the founder of bis ebureh, and the man
ifestations which occurred in his own 
bouse: that he was ignorant of the fact 
that the moral standard of Spiritualism 
was as high as that of any other “ism” 
on God's footstool, and as difficult to at
tain: that he had nothing to say of the 
fraud, humbug and hypocrisy wearing 
the cloak of Christianity: that among 
the several hundred different sects of re
ligion, unlike the crowded omnibus, 
there was not any “room for one more” 
if that one more is Spiritualism: to say- 
all this would be to give an exhaustive 
report of what he did and did not say on 
the subject. •

He seemed to utterly ignore the fact 
that something must be done in the way 
of making a future existence a tangible, 
demonstrable fact in order to keep the 
flocks together, inasmuch as a promi
nent bishop in his church has confessed 
bis lack of knowledge on that subject in 
the most approved style of orthodox ag
nosticism.

The head and tail of Dr. Bennett's lec
ture present a peculiarly striking con
trast. He begins it by asserting that 
“Spiritualism is older than history: that 
he has met Spiritualists in every church 
in which he has labored and in every 
city where he lived; that it has been 
manifested in all ages and has devotees 
in all religions and all creeds, among 
the rich and poor, the learned and un
learned, and that it is mentioned and 
described in the Bible.” So much for 
the head of his lecture, now for its tail: 
“It is all a fraud and a delusion and of 
the devil.” Is further comment neces
sary?

Does Dr Bennett desire to be under
stood as saying that he has “met Spir
itualist® in every church in which he 
has labored” who would subscribe to 
the sentiment he alleged to have been 
uttered by a woman at a camp-meeting 
of Spiritualists at or near Akron, Ohio, 
and which was “alleged” to be as fol
lows:

“I have the right to become a mother 
by any man that I choose: two men if I 
will; a dozen if it pleases me; and it is 
nobody’s business but my own?” If this is 
the construction he intends to put upon 
his opening statement, then the reason 
for the compilation of the well-known 
book entitled "The Crimes of Preach
ers,” which are of a sexual'character 
principally, is made apparent: I would 
like to ask Dr. Bennett whether such 
Spiritualists “he has met in every 
church in which he has labored,” are 
received on “probation," or on "suspi
cion.” or in “full connection.”
. I have witnessed hundreds of genuine 
phenomena, received hundreds of genu

ine tests and messages, anyone of which 
would prove of suon dynamitic force as 
to blow Dr. Bennett’s lecture into, a 
million atoms, figuratively speaking. 
Not an hour before his lecture was de
livered I visited a patient who is a me
dium and was sick in bed at the house 
of John Powers, Esq. While she lay in 
bed suffering pain, and in the brilliantly 
lighted room, I tested her mediumistic 
powers in a most amazing, satisfactory 
manner. While the small end of a tin 
trumpet was applied to my right ear, 
the large end rested upon her bed, on 
her breast, and on the palm of her right 
hand, I heard voices from and conversed 
with invisible intelligences: giving old 
familiar names and concerning matters 
which the medium knew nothing about.

While Spiritualists are rolling the 
genuine manifestations as sweet morsels 
under their tongues, our Christian 
friends are reveling with undisguised 
pleasure and satisfaction in Ilie fraudu
lent ones.

Because there are many questions 
asked of us as Spiritualists which we 
cannot answer satisfactorily to the 
questioner is no evidence that we do not 
get genuine phenomena. It is uneasy 
matter to ask unanswerable questions. 
It would not be difficult ‘to put many of 
them to our orthodox friends relative to 
Christianity. The pulpit should take a 
retrospective glance at itself and com
pare its preaching of thirty and forty 
years ago with that of the present day. 
The masses have taken note of the vast 
difference in the preaching of the two 
periods. They no longer hear any ser
mons on an "eternal brimstone hell,” 
“infant damnation," "predestination,” 
“total depravity,” “the whale swallow
ing Jonah,” ’The snake talking to Eve,” 
“the flood,” “the sun standing still for 
Joshua,” or the “creation of the world 
in six days,” and have concluded that if 
the pulpit did not know what it was 
talking about then, it nniy not now, and 
that they can exercise ,their faith and 
hope just as well outside the church as 
in it, and at inueh loss expense.

As a Spiritualist 1 stand ready to com
pare, on the basis of respectability, our 
seances with some of the church enter
tainments. At Kokomo, some months 
ago, the young people of the Presbyte
rian church of that town blackened 
themselves and gave a negro minstrel 
show for the benefit of their church. 
How elevating that must have been! 
Another church of the same denomina
tion gave an entertainment in the 
church parlors which was equally novel 
and unique in its character. The ladies 
were all seated in a row behind a curtain 
with their feet exposed. The gentle
men were obliged to make their selec
tions for partners Loa fifty-eenl,supper 
from the various pairs of pedal 6'xtremi- 
tios thus presented to them on their tour 
of inspeetiop.

Funny, no doubt, but how out of place 
in a church of God! And yet, what a 
howl of righteous indignation would 
have been raised had someone proposed 
to hold a spiritualistic seance in those 
church parlors—a seance which, if of 
the character of many that I have at
tended, would have been most sacred, 
grand, comforting, joyful, elevating, 
and one which would have commanded 
a much larger revenue for the church 
by reason of giving so much greater sat
isfaction to the soul—to the better part 
of man’s nature. The question now is: 
Which are of the devil—Spiritualistic 
seances or church entertainments?

The sooner the church recognizes the 
fact that if Spiritualism is false its Bible 
is false, the better will it be for all con
cerned; and if the Rev. Dr. Bennett or 
any other preacher in Fort Wayne or 
elsewhere desires to publicly discuss 
this proposition with a Spiritualist, he 
can be accommodated instanter.

The attitude of the evangelical 
churches toward Spiritualism is due to 
the fact that they recognize in the out
come from the spiritualistic hypothesis, 
the implacable enemy of their creeds.. 
They are correct; it is just that, and if 
they are justified in taking their man
made "creeds” as the ultimate criterion 
by whieli to part the trpe from thefalse, 
then it was expected that they would 
antagonize what threatened their exist
ence. '

It is not the mere fact of communion 
between spirits and mortals, however, 
which is inimical to their claims—that 
is entirely neutral—but. it is the subject 
mutter of the communications received.

For example, Jones becomes satisfied 
that he has communicated with John 
Smith, a man affirmed by his (Jones’) 
Presbyterian pastors to be, when in the 
body, a reprobate, an(l now suffering 
the tormentof the damned—said tor
ments being described /in quite explicit 
terms. Smith, while ,"not claiming to 
live in an elysium of bliss, denies that 
he is suffering the aforesaid torments, 
and what is the result?

The creedal claim is now broken for 
Jones,which is fatal topis Presbyterian
ism, or he is liable to fall in with the ex
planation of his minister—that it was 
all delusion, or that, while be did actu- i-
ally communicate with somebody or 
something, it was not! with Smith, but 
with the devil! ’

Hoping that we will all soon arrive at 
the truth, I remain, yours as ever,

H. V, Swerjngen.
P. S.—Rev. Dr, Bennett affects to 

pay no attention to ourLFdplies, but con
tinues to discourse in his pulpit upon 
such subjects as “Courtshin,” “Mar
riage,” “Slippery Sidewalks, “Cranks,” 
“Salt-cellars,” etc., etc'., to the edifica
tion of his hearers.

M. H. WEFEL'S REPLY.
To the Editor of thb Journal:—Once 

more Spiritualism has .been attacked 
most bitterly by one "of our foremost 
ministers of the gospel; the Rev. H. W. 
Bennett, at the St. Paul M. E. church.

Injustice to truth’and the cause of 
Spiritualism, which is truth,-1 feel con
strained to examine Somewhat, for the 
benefit of thé reading p.n‘d thinking pub
lic, the argumente advanced in opposi
tion to this philosophé oh this occasion.

Spiritualism, it is Irue, :is as old as 
mankind,/and I-;fall& agree with the 
doctor that we flnàglîmpses of it in the 
oldest records of mat&ind, hnd that it 
has manifested itself ;in alii ages, and 
also, that it is mentioned and described 
in the Bible. ’ ;

It is true, as stated ^y Dr. Bennett, 
that in all ages (he science of spirit-re
turn has been varioùsly named. 'The

I author of the books! of : Moses calls it ■ . • • -Ù. % - . , .

necromancy, which, like the modern 
name of Spiritualism, practically has 
the same meaning, namely, the possibil
ity of talking to spirits of the dead, or 
the spirits of angels, good or bad. All 
spirit manifestations, whether from dis
embodied angels or gods or demons are 
one and the same thing. One like the 
other has its mediums, they being vari
ously named. The necromancers, con- 
suiters, seers, prophets and witches of 
old, were identical to and occupied the 
same position as do the modern media, 
and in support of this assertion I shall, 
in the course of this article, cite a few 
Bible passages.

We make, therefore, no distinction 
between mediums, prophets and seers, 
since it will be readily seen that a 
prophet or seer was a medium that the 
God, Jehovah, used to convey a mes
sage to his people. This spirit god 
would manifest variously, sometimes by 
the aid of a trumpet, then again in the 
Ark of the Covenant, in the chamber 
called the Holy of Holies, through a pe
culiar contrivance that they called 
Urim, and again he manifested by con
trolling the mediums, called in that day 
and age of the world prophets and seers. 
This god, who we believe was none 
other than a jealous spirit, like the 
spirits of the disembodied, resorted to 
the use of mediums, and peculiar as it 
may teem, be, too, resorted to “para
phernalia, trappings, the mystery of 
dark places," which were the insepar
able accompaniments of the inanifesta- 
qioutw

We read in Exodus xix.: “And when 
the voice of the trumpet sounded long, 
and waxed louder and louder, Moses 
spake, and God answered him by a 
voice." *

In chapter xx. we read: “And Moses
drew near unto 
where Cod was.”

the thick darkness 
In Kings viii. wo

read “the Lord said that he would dwell 
in the thick darkness.”

In chapters xxv. and xxvi. of Exodus 
we read the directions given to Moses 
for the construction of the seunce-room, 
called the “Holy of Holies,” which, like 
all modern contrivances, compares very 
favorably to the cabinet used in materi
alizations. In 1. Sam. xxviii, we read: 
“And when Saul inquired of the Lord, 
the Lord answered him not, neither by 
dreams nor by urim, nor by prophets.” 
Now, 1 ask in all candor, why was it nec
essary for this being, supposed to have 
been the spirit of God of the universe, 
to resort to the use of such parapher
nalia as a trumpet, the urim, the proph
ets, and dreams?

These things but advertise (according 
to Dr. Bennett's arguments) that Chris
tianity and the spirit manifestations of 
the Bible are frauds. If this being was 
God, why did He riot come without the 
invention of such trumpery and non
sense to communicate with his people?

The truth of the matter is, the mani
festations of that day were subject to 
the same laws and conditions as in the 
present ago, whether they were from 
disembodied human spirits or from the 
spirit of the God of Moses and Saul. I 
have mentioned enough, I think, to 
make this point: That all spirit mani
festations in all ages of the world’s his
tory are alike. ’

That there are fraudulent mediums 
practicing their nefarious work on tho 
ignorant and credulous invostigatators, 
has long been recognized by Spiritual
ists themselves, a fact which has been 
very detrimental to tho advancement of 
the philosophy of Spiritualism. That 
fact, however, does not prove that all 
manifestations are frauds, not any
more than that a fraudulent preacher 
proves that the Christian religion is" 
fraudulent.

The honest, intelligent investigator 
can readily distinguish the genuine 
from the spurious, and in consequence 
thereof, a student of occultism, having 
received satisfactory evidence of spirit
manifestation, in spite of the exposure 
of fraudulent work, remainsan adherent 
to the philosophy of Spiritualism.

That Dr. Bennett is not authority, 
nor that he possesses any great amount 
of knowledge of Spiritualism and its 
phenomena, can be readily seen by 
readiug the report in the Journal, of 
his lecture. It bears the stamp of ig
norance, therefore, worthless as to the 
phenomena being fraudulent. If you 
were a stranger here from some foreign 
land, and you had come to investigate 
the teachings of Christianity, would you 
go to Robert G. Ingersoll, a bitter ene
my of that religion, to get your inform
ation? We think not. So it is with Spir
itualism. In order to learn its teachings 
we must go to its fountain head—its phi
losophy, its science, its religion, its his
tory and literature.

The charge of “free-love” against the 
philosophy of Spiritualism is vile and 
false in every particular, and a slander 
upon our wives and daughters, which 
we wish to deny mostemphaticallo. No 
such doctrines are taught on the spirit
ual rostrum in these United States. 
Did anyone visiting the lectures in our 
city here within the past three years 
ever hear such doctrine advocated? We 
think not.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica,Vol. 22, 
page 407, says upon this subject: “Spir
itualism has been accused of fostering 
‘free-love’ and other doctrines subvers
ive to society, but this charge has been 
made without adequate grounds.”

We leave it to tho public to decide 
this question honestly, whether the 
statement of Dr. Bennett was not a mis
representation of facts. The circum
stance mentioned, at Akron, Ohio, 
where a woman addressed an audience 
on “free-lovism,” is now being investi
gated, and we firmly believe it to be un
true. However, should it be proven 
that it is true, opposed as Spiritualists 
are to such doctrine, would it be any 
worse than our Christian brethren prac
ticed in the early period of church his
tory? St. Paul says—I. Cor. v.: “It is 
reported commonly that there is forni
cation among you, and such fornication 
aé is not so much as mentioned among 
the Gentiles, that a man should have 
his father’s wife.”

This cáse is not pmong the Gentiles 
heathens, Spiritualists or any class of 
sinners, but in the church. How did 
the ancient church like this thing? Did 
its members regret that they had such 
characters in its fold? Not a bit of it; 
they are proud of it. Paul says: (‘And 
ye are puffed up and have not rather 
mourned, that he that hath ■ done -this 

deed might bo taken away from you.” 
I. Cor. v.

A.few words on the errors of Spiritu
alists, if thrown out in the right spirit, 
may help them to be better men and 
women. But let us examine a few of 
the Bible saints. For instance, parade 
the following as a few specimens of the 
errors of those through whom God an
ciently manifested himself.

Noah got drunk, cursed his grandson, 
and some think, brought slavery upon a 
whole race, though guilty of no crime. 
Gen. iv.

Abraham and Lot did so many wicked 
things that they would not look well in 
a newspaper. Moses’ first public act 
was to commit murder. Ex. il.

Samuel hewed an old, innocent, help
less and defenceless man to pieces.—I. 
Sam. xv.

David had a plurality of wives and 
concubines; then lived with the wife of 
Uriah. Had Uriah killed in battle pur
posely.—II. Sam. xi., xii.

Solomon’s crimes were so great and 
many that even orthodox ministers feel 
shaky about holding him up as an ex
ample of purity.

Now, I ask the candid and honest 
reader: Can Spiritualists exhibit a 
worse record? Hardly.

The charge of Dr. Bennett, that the 
morals of Spiritualism are corrupting 
and bad in their tendencies, is like the 
other, false and malicious, and we deny 
it.

Spiritualism teaches us that friends 
whom we had supposed to be dead “are 
over near us, though unseen. “Is that 
immoral in its tendency? There is not 
a Spiritualist in the world who does not 
believe that he is surrounded by an ap- 
gel brotherhood: that good, pure and 
noble spirits are watching bis every 
act, ever rejoicing in his good resolu
tions and helping in his efforts to carry 
them into effect, anil displeased and 
grieved with every wicked act. Is that 
immoral in its tendency?

Spiritualism believes in one God aud 
no more—a being of infinite activity,and 
wisdom, and love, filling with His pres
ence all space in the univqrse. Is that 
immoral?

Spiritualism teaches the universal sal
vation of mankind and rejects the dog
ma of an endless hell. Is that immoral?

It teaches the principles of Hie Fath
erhood of God aud the Brotherhood of 
Man. Is that immoral?

Spiritualism teaches that Jesus of 
Nazareth was a grand man an exem
plar Spiritualist, who taught the truths 
of Spiritualism and demonstrated his 
wonderful mediumship by the wonders 
ooeurring in his presence. Is that im
moral?

Spiritualism says that God’s Bible is 
the universe, a book with countless bill
ions of leaves, illuminated with stars, 
beautiful with flowers, foliage, rivers, 
landscapes, and holy with the divine 
perfection which beams from all its 
parts. Is that immoral in its tendency? 
Every flower, and tree, and crystal, and 
unrestricted growth in all nature, boars 
the stamp of this perfection and teaches 
a sacred lesson to man. A leaf from 
any human book—Bible included—bears 
upon it more or loss of imperfection, 
such as Incompleteness of language or 
of idea, but a leaf from a perfect tree 
portrays the thought of God Himself and 
holds forth to man a volume of truth 
which is beyond the powers of all criti
cism to overthrow. Is that immoral in 
its tendency?

In conclusion I wish to state that 
Spiritualism is not immoral, but beauti
ful and good, and I send you hereby an 
invitation to flee to the tower of safety, 
which is truth. To build on falsehood, 
though sustained by 10,000 presses aud 
pulpits, is to take refuge in a mag
azine of powder, which the onmoving 
fires of truth shall sooner or later blow 
to atoms. Selfishness and bigotry will 
often battle away at the fortress of 
truth, and for a time seemingly carry 
the day, but when the smoke clears 
away, there il stands sublime and 
eternal, for it is founded on tho universe. 
Dare you go with me in search of divine 
truth, testing by its light even the dog
mas in which you have been reared? If 
not, then 1 must look for nobler com
panions and leave you to your idols, for 
you occupy the same kind of platform as 
do Iho Brahmans and Mohammedans, 
and other sects, which simply stand like 
blind birdlings with open mouths to re
ceive and swallow all that the old bird 
gives them,with unbounded faith. This 
kind of faith will do for birds, but hu
man beings are supposed to reason and 
to add to their faitn knowledge.

M. H. Wefel, 
President of the Occult Science Society, 

Fort Wayne, Ind.
MY DREAM LIFE.

“Beautiful face of my dreams!” 
O, that my dream might be, 

By some mystic spell, with your laugh
ing eyes, 

Woven into reality.
The soulful glow of your radiant form, 

Like a happy dream of bliss,
Responds in my soul with love-tide 

warm
As your lips, mine own, you kiss.

Ah! is it a dream? Doth the soul not go 
To the Dream-land in our sleep,

And wander thro’ islgs of the blest, in 
love

With the one our souls will keep
In the after life—that God has made 

For the bliss of the heart supreme;
And, at times, while we journey here 

below,
Give a glimpse of our joy—in a 

dream? •
Our dreams have a living sense and 

soul,
For we often feel them stand

By lour side, and hear the words they 
speak

As they come from the Spirit-land.
We see their forms with our spirit eyes: 

Their loving presence near:
And the real life of the life above 

We see as we journey here.
Then áre not our dreams reality?

True sight—as we see with the soul— 
As the spirit vision unfolds to us

The beautie.s no eye hath told? .
And somewhere in nature we yet will
. find ■ ■

. That dreams have a meaning deep: 
Th at, we go away to the Spirit-life

In a journey while we sleep.
. - Laura. A. Sunderlin Nouhse.

BUDDHA’S MISSION.
It Is for the Benefit of the 

Many.

1

A Mission of Love and Eniight* 
enineut.

ç! I

Anagarika H. Dharmapala, the offl« 
cial delegate of Ceylonese Buddhism at 
the Parliament of Religions at Chicago 
in 1893, has, after a three years’ ai> 
sence, returned to the United States. 
He carries with him kind recommenda
tions of the Buddhist high priests of his 
native country and an official passport 
signed by the representative authorities 
of the religious communion to which be 
belongs. This is his mission, expressed , 
in his own words, says The Open Court:

“Once more 1 set my foot on the sacred 
soil of the laud of freedom. Three years • 
ago I stood on the platform of the his
toric Parliament of Religions in Chi
cago, shoulder to shoulder with the dis- - 
tinguished representatives of the great 
religions of the world, and addressed the 
American people therein assembled on 
the life and teachings of tho Great 
Teacher of Compassion, whose blessed 
lips for the first time uttered the life
giving message that not descent and pur- ' 
ity of blood nor the accumulation of 
wealth can make a man noble, but an 
elevating, unselfish life and striving 
after perfection for the- consummation 
of the highest ideal of true manhood.

“1 was glad to become acquainted 
with you and to learn of your broad sym
pathy and good will toward other nations 
and other religions. 1 acquired abet
ter insight into the spirit of your relig
ious institutions and aspirations than 1 
could have obtained in my native coun
try, and I carried the message of your 
good will and sympathy home to my 
people.

“I come now again for the same noble 
purpose and obedient to the same injunc
tion of our blessed teacher, the Buddha 
Tathagato, who commanded his disci
ples in those words’

"‘Go ye now, <), Bhiksluis, for the 
benefit of the many, for thu welfare of 
mankind, out of compassion for the 
world. Preach the doctrine glorious. 
Proclaim to them a life of holiness. 
They will understand the doctrine and. 
accept it.’

“Having renounced all worldly pleas
ures, 1 have entered the Brotherhood of 
the Anagarikas, the order of the home
less, who devote their lives to the good 
of humanity. Crood, color and dogma 
bind me not, and 1 am therefore free to 
live for the truth alone. I am free to 
receive and give information, to receive 
what others cun teach me and to impart 
freely our conception of religious truth. 
1 shall gladly accept invitations of the 
good people who want to hear what the 
Buddha Tathagato taught. Mine is a 
mission of love and enlightenment. 
1’eace and blessings to all.

“H. Dharmaphala, 
“General Secretary Malm-Bodhi Soci

ety, Chicago, 111., P. O. Drawer F.” 
In tile year of Buddha, 2440.

There are coincidences and contrasts 
between the missiofrof Buddhism and of 
Christianity, as taught and as exempli
fied by the respective followers of each
religion.

Christian missionaries have gone 
among the heathen proclaiming their 
mission as one of love and enlighten
ment, peace and good will to men. but 
the trail of Christianity, so-called, in 
the history of the world, has been a dark 
and terrible trail of intolerance, perse
cution. war, carnage, fierce antagonism 
and haired, mingled with bright and 
saving examples of peace and love, em
anating from the heart of humanity.

Buddhist missionaries, also, have pro
claimed their mission as one of love and 
enlightenment, and, in broad contrast 
with Christianity, their trail has ever 
been an exemplification of peace and 
good will, no persecution, war, carnage 
or hatred has ever flowed from the 
spread or dominance of the Buddhist re
ligion. Wherever it has gone in the 
world, it has been a religion of peaee, 
tolerance, kindness, good will to men, 
and the followers of Buddha have exem
plified these virtues.

In view of these facts, true Spiritual
ists can extend cordial and hearty wel
come to the missionaries of Buddha, 
and wish them abundant success in the 
propagation of their faith. The influ
ence of the religion of the peaceful 
Buddha can only be a factor for good 
wherever it extends.

J. C. UNDERHILL.

LOVED ONES GONE BEFORE. •X $
When the fire in the grate burns low, 
Sweet are the memories that come and 

go,
Loved ones come back from the long 

ago,
In robes as pure as the radiant snow; 
Sweetly they converse in accents low, 
And ask: “O, dear one, why sorrow so? 
“In Spirit-land there’s no more pain, 
Save only our friends' sad, sad refrain, 
Of wishing us back in their arms again] 
Ah! if to you we could explain, ' 
Your loss is our eternal gain—
That in the grave we have not lain, ;
“Death would no more a terror be, 
But a pearly gate to sot you free; 
That pearly gate has ope'd for me, 
That 1 a brighter world might see, ; 
And now return to impart to thee 
Nobler thoughts to set you free. . 
“Whatever good in life you do 
Will surely be a help to you .
When with earth-life you are thro’, 
And the Spirit-land you view.” Y. 
Thus they do my mind imbue ■
With theirthoughts both pure and true 
The fire in the grate his gone, '
But no longer shall I be alone: 
Although the spirits now have flown. 
No more will I my fate bemoan, v 
For deep within my heart they’ve soWi; 
Peace and joy before unknown. . . <■ 
I'll strive the harder day by clay I 
Their loving wishes to obey,
Trusting them to lead the way, " ; 
Nor permit my feet to go astray. ‘ J 
III but work as well as pray, .y - 
I’ll gain the joys they now portray. ■'i

. Lilian H.
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REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS
Of the Fourth Arnntial Convention of the Na 

tional Spiritualists’ Association,
WHICH WAS HELD AT WASHINGTON, D. G., OCTOBER 20, 21, 22.

[Gleanings from Washington Dailies.] I to all the world, and every member of I mended to take charge of the collection 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST DAY. *lis convention hopes that some day of funds for that pur|i6se. He espeeiaUy 
The fourth annual convention of the I bero will b® such a body of people here urged the proposition to tbo attention 

National Spiritualists’ Association of I re Presenting our cause.at the headquar- of ti e convention aud the new board of 
he United Slates and Canada assembled ,be1Na„tlonal As 00 a On a’r u?11 i . f , .u kt .

o»,tnl,Pi. "(I t AiiuumiP Tnmula Wash- fulh11 the 110 jfcs UIld expectations of the I ho receipts of money of the National 
hictnn D C where meetings will be kpn-ituahsts of the world over. Association for the past year amountedingtou. D. G., wnei e meetings win oe , ..n is lrue tllul 0UI. mission is not a to $6,5U0: the balance on hand, $1,093.14.

physical ono; but if there were no pbys- i He discouraged tbe use of hypnotic in- 
icul necessities there would be no need fluences in raising money for any pur- 
ior the existence of the National Associ-1 pose.

li“>d three days.
re meetings win uu , 
The hall had been I

tastefully decorated for the reception of ! 
the delegates, iho stage bauked with 
palms, a bust of Thomas Paine having 
a place before the reading desk, by each 
side of which were great bunches of
white Howers and handsome American 
Hags.

The audience consisted chiefly of del
egates from ¿ill parts of the country, 
among whom were the following: Sam
uel Putnam, president of the Free 
Thought Federation and Secular Union 
of Amerii'u; L. V. Moulton, John Eg
gleston, Frank Walker, E. W. Sprague, 
E. E. Poucher, New York: Chas. Scher- 
in. Baltimore: Mrs. Lou. E. Prior, mis- 
oionary-al-large of the National Associ
ation. of Denver, Col.; T. J. Preston, 
Stijnsbury. Mo.: M. A. Warren, Hudson, 
Mass.: E. W. Bond. L. C. Hutcliinsuu, 
Ohio: Col. Jas Ereemau, ill.: John 
Hutchinson, Jackson, Mieh.;'Mrs. Ella 
Royal Williams, Salem, Oregon: Dr. S. 
N. Aspinwall and wife, Minneapolis, 
Minn.: Judge A. C. Dunn, Minn.: Dr. (J. 
(.'. B. Ewell, Denver, Col.; Prof. J. S.

alion. Our mission is the forgetfulness j The president reviewed the work of 
of self in the interest of tho whole, and : the various mass meetings held by the 
if this cannot bo done we have no right Spiritualists of San Francisco und’Den- 
to be given or to have tin organization. ’ ’ - . - •
What right would these delegates have 
to be here if they do not come with their 
hearts overladen with sweet gratitude 

' for the message of immortal life?” 
I COMMITTEE APPOINTED..
| Mrs. Richmond concluded her re
i marks amid applause. President Bar
' roll announced tho appointment of the 
' following committees;

On credentials-Frank Walker, New 
York: J.B.llutcli, Jr.,Maseachusetts; T. 
J. Frestou, Missouri.

On rules - W. 11. Bach, South Dakota; 
James Freeman, Illinois; E. R. Whiting, 
Gonneeticut.

I A recess of forty-live minutes was 
, then taken, so that the committees 
(might bring in tueir reports for the 
uo.ernment of the association; but at

ver, and deprecated the quarrel that 
arose in the latter.

The celebrated case of the William 
Seybert will was touched upon. Mr. 
Seybert was a wealthy Pennsylvanian, 
and, dying, left tHùüjUÜU to the Universi
ty of Pennsylvania, with which to inves
tigate Spiritualism. The board of re
gents of the university made an effort, 
unsatisfactory in result, çtnd then aban
doned all attempt to carry out the pro
visions of the will. Steps are recom
mended to force them to do so.

Reference was made to the coming 
jubilee of Spiritualism in the United

the end of that timo the committees hadLoveland,Thomas (1. Newman.San Frau- 
cisco: Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Whitney, W. 
J. Colville, Mrs. Maggie Waite, Dr. J. .
M. i.Peebles, San Francisco; Mr. aud ' had been made ugainsi the secretary of 
" .................... ' " ’ H i the Association, Francis C. Woodbury,

Slates, the Fiftieth Anniversary of the 
first manifestations developed by the fa
mous Fo.x sisters, in Rochester, N. Y,, 
.known as the "Rochester knockings.” 
The celebration of this aniversary will 
take place March 31, 1098, and it is pro
posed to purchase the Fox house in! not completed their work, and President & th? »^Vt"""

.. .. ».I*- i * nocnester us a memorial and hold theI Parrett announced that serious charges in f.h “ uo,u lnejubilee in that city.
Mrs. (louant, Millwood, W. Va.: J. B.
Hatch. Sr., ami wife, J. B. Hatch, Jr.
and wife, Boston, Mass : John Wheeler 
and wife, Orange, Mass.: Hebron Libby, 
Boslm; E. If. Whiting, Hartford, 
Conn.: Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Storrs, 
Hanford, Uonn.; Henry W. Bale, Meri
den, Mass.: Mrs. Helen Wood, Onset,

of this city, and he proposed to say some
thing about the charges.

| PRESENTATION TO THE SECRETARY.
Jie appointed a committee of three

1 A .1____ . . 4.. i. .. __ 4 1.. .............. _ - .4 i. .

The report of the president was closed 
by some refereuee to his personal work 
in the cause, and thanks to the press 
and. to several religious sectsaud denom
inations for sympathy and fair treat-
mem. After recommending the send-

■ delegates to bring tbe secretary Ori the big of a delegate to the Free Thought
i platform, and then, with mock serious- i V“11' cation, to bo held in Chicago, in

Mass - Miss Mary Hatch South Win- ness, proceeded to announce that Mr. I November, the report was submitted
doni' t'onn.: F. Compton, Toronto, Can- Woodbury had been charged with doing I um>d applause.
ada: Wm Dye. New Bedford, Mass.: E. two men s work in the performance of REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.
B. llntterick, of the Butterick Pattern Ui.G duties in connection with the Asso-1 The of lhe secretary was by
Company, Sterling. Mass.: Mr. and elation. Hecaitse o this charge, winch ■ ful. t|)e I1I0gt interesting part of the after
Mrs. B. li Hill. T. J. .Mayer. Milan C. ; •* eusta.neu by the evidence, lie - noon’s programme. The readin1’’ of It
Edson, Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader. ibe presented an envelope to the WiU coinmajjecd a little before 5 o’clock.

ppgk'lfjr- Tur CONVENTION ' secretary, containing a gift of $!_.), con-1 e|j0,.t was niuje to postpone it until
OPENING THE CONVENTION. unbuleil by about fifty Spiritualists tl)ib 1MOl.uiug> but did llo\ bUeeeed.

The hall was about half filled when throughout the country us an evidence Secretary Woodbury bewail by savin'» 
the exer.'tse ' were opened, about half of of their appreciation of the work of the tllal thc organization’of the Association 
the delegales being ladies, ('resident secretary. , , . was at lust an actual success, with 15J
"' "" . Mr. Woodbury was taken by surprise chartered societies, and many more ap-

in receiving this gift and made reply in ■ plications «tailing to bo considered. He » hl'.iir siltoiip ) hi I 1A I'nlim nru.-.t trivon .... i ■» . . . • . .
Harri-on IL Barr«lt, of Lily Dale, N.
Y..

meeiimr:

ed. and announced tin; follow
’s who were to assist in the 
Vice president. -Mi's. Cora L.

a brief speech to the compliment given

deavor to ge Y reports ready to be sub" 
mitted to thegjouveutjon as soon us pos
siblo, i
DThe first wi io convention was

V. 1 .ichmuiid, Chicago, 111.; secretary, 
Francis IS. Woodbury: treasurer, Theo
dore,!. Muter, of this city: sergeanl-at- 
arnis, Geo. W. Shook: musical director, 
J. II. Altemiis' reading clerk. John Eg- 
leston: assistant secretary, Win. Rich
mond: stenographer, I. (I. Evans: 
door Hee | :er. Ih'iiry Steinberg.

After the singing of a hymn, an "in
vocation to our guide” was announced
and \-. Richmond, vice-
president, was called on to deliver it.

1 -resident lliirrett delivered a short 
address upon the opening of the conven
tion. anil said one of the chief purposes 
of the meeting was that Spiritualists 
might take united action to prevent 
legi-lution host ile to the spread of their 
opinions t hroughoul the States, andin 
view of tlie spirit shown toward them 
by those hostile to their views.

AN ADDRESS OF WELCOME.
The millre-:. of welcome was delivered 

by (leorge A. Bacon of ibis city, his 
winds freipienily calling forth applause.

"The <ii:estion that presses in upon us 
al this time,’' said Mr. Bacon, "more 
than that of any other, is, how to bolter 
equip and put in still more successful 
running < rder the necessary machinery 
by which the greatest amount of spirit
ual illumination isjponym for light 
and truth) may be generated among 
mankind: how best prepare to receive 
and tI'an-init the spiritual messages of 
the latiiers of the republic; tn carry out, 
as far as pr:u-’.:c:ible, the suggestions of 
the spiritual congress; in short, to de
termine u;hi ng ourselves what legisla
tion in belia'f of organization is neccs-
ai \

ble

him.
The Association then adjourned until 

2 o'clock. ■
THE AFTERNOON SESSION.

'The convention reassembled at 2 
o’clock, bui us tho report ot the conimit- 
lee ou credentials was not complete, it 

। wits necessary to take a further recess of 
I half mi hour, when Mr. Walker, of New 
| York, read a report from the committee 
on credentials, and Hio report from the 

1 committee on rules was made, the latter 
I fixing the hours for daily sessions, ns 
[follows: li) a. in. to 1 p. nt.; 2 p. m. to 

(i p. m.; 7:.'l() p. m. to ill p. m.
The president then appointed the fol

lowing committees:
On secretary's report—E. W. Gould, 

Missouri: Mrs. A. M. Glading. District
i of Columbia: -Mrs. C. L. Hatch. Massa

in th,- part of this National Asso- 
i, limt >oall best serve the spirit
in' : ¿ritual forces, now working 

:ii su.li human instrumentalities 
here ami elsewhere found avails-

recommended that a missiouary-at-large 
be appointed to travel over the country 
and do missionary work in tho fields 
which presented the best prospects of 
returns in the spiritual line, in many 
of the cities mass-meetings had been 
held, and he strongly urged that tho
practice of holding such meetings, at 
least once a mouth, be adopted. The 
library of the society was nourishing, 
and was frequently visited at the head
quarters of the National Association, 
GUii Pennsylvania avenue southeast.

The portion of Mr. Woodbury's report 
which dealt with crank mediums and 
real Spirtualists amused the delegates. 
.Mr. Woodbury gave tho fakir mediums 
who profess to recover lost and stolen 
articles through the use of Spiritualism 
a sound condemnation, and said that if 
such were Spiritualists, then he and his

chusetts: L. C. Hutchinson, Ohio; .1. D. associates were not Spiritualists. It had 
....... z . ..... .1. . I u <L1 11 ■ > h > i a. i t I i ! 11 i r 1 m 11 > n I . 1 i. > i ,ì 11 i. dStorrs, Connecticut.

(>n treasurer's report and auditing— 
John '.lullen, District of Columbia; F. 
E. Freeman. IHmoi.s: Mrs. C. P. I’ralt, 

I UassaeliuMiita.
| Un limtncc. ways and means—Dr. O. 
¡G. W. Adams. Iowa: Mrs. Bess e Aspin- 
j wall, Minnesota: Mrs. E. F. Kurth, New 
York: Dr. E. E. Conant, West Virginia;

i Jolin Greyburn. Pennsylvania.
I Un amusements—Jolin Hutchins, 
Michigan: Mrs. .1. .1. Whitney and Mrs. 
Maggie Waite, Colorado: Mrs. Loo F.

, I rior, Canada; C. W. Stengler, Mary- 
i land.
! On delegates' reports—Mrs. M. E. Ciid- 
wallader, Pennsylvania: Mrs. A. M. 

[Jacquess. District of Columbia: Hebron 
Libby, Massachusetts: Dr. F. C. B. Ew
ell. Colorado: Geo. W. Day, Pennsyl-

[ viuiia.
; On resolutions—Chas. R. Schinn, 
Maryland; Moses Hull, Utah; Mrs. E. 
R. Williams, Oregon: Mrs. A. E. Sheets,

.Michigan:!. 1*. Walton, Pennsylvania.
Un president's report—H. W. Rich- 

jardson, New York; E. W. Sprague,■ ri'zaki.T condemned the lukewarm .. ., , ,, ,, ,, ,
th-ll (lol .ill-itrd ho U'.id m'invnfi;'l!'' 'Orlt: •',W' ldu P' A' Whitlock, tfi.it m.L.reat.d. Ue said, many of Rho(lu 1)r Aspinwu)lj Min!

ncsotu; Mrs. F. C. Stiuehart, Iowa.
THE PRESIDENT’S REPORT.

At 2:45 the president began to read 
his annual report, which was very com-

flu’ win, believe in the manifest
ati«».>. oi Spiritualisin.

" l lieen I inly said,” he continued, 
"we arc tee only body representing a 
cons; in.«'nei ihai claim io practically 
know of ili«’ power timi links this world prehensive, bearing strongly on thesnb-
to that of the spirit: the only body that jeet of false mediums and other frauds, 
publicly pri eiaiins tho truth of an open He said the Association should take the
litghwuy betweei. the so-called mortal responsibility of weedingotit this class
ami immortal
man iti.-tr:ini'iita'¡ties, those of our 
relatives, members of our own families, 
we have been made to know and realize 
somewhat of our relationship lo eternal 
realities. What body of men and wo
men with such knowledge, such a light, 
such a truth, have greater reason for 
being recognized by the thinking world? 
What body of men and women, have 
greater cause to make known, to spread 
abroad their knowledge, light and 
truth?

INTEREST IN THE WORK.
“We interpret the sense of this gath

ering to be an expression of the fact 
that you have come to this convention 
because of your interest in the work 
which tnis National Association repre-. 
sents; because of your desire to aid in 
perfecting its plan for practical work; 
that this work shall be more effective, 
far-reaching and uplifting; that it shall 
not only bo worthy of, but receive the 
spiritual and material aid of the great 
body of spirits throughout the entire 
country: that its work shall be more 
fundamental and comprehensive: that it 
shall more clearly show the relation be
tween its phenomena and philosophy; 
between its multitudinous facts, their 
proper classification and scientific de
duction. In short, by your presence 
and your active, practical sympathy .you 
are here to do what you canto aid in 
the further extension of its beneficent 
aim and ends.”
• MRS. RICHMOND’S REPLY.

In response to the address of welcome, 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, vice presi
dent oi tho Association, delivered an 
eloquent reply, which called forth fre
quent outbursts of applause. Mrs. Rich
mond is the pastor of the Church of the 
Soul, of Chicago, where her eloquence 
attracts large audiences to her church. 
She opened her remarks by a flattering 
reference to the beauties of the capital 
city, and said:

‘‘If it were the city of incorruptible 
legislation, it would bo the most beauti
ful place oh earth. The people hope it 
Will be, one day, the fair, white temple 
representing liberty, justice, equality

been a hard thing to understand.he said, 
that people could believe in .Spiritual
ism as a religion.

ALL SORTS OF QUEER REQUESTS.
During the past year he had received 

thousands of requests from people who 
did not really understand the society 
and who thought that he, at headquar
ters, was able to do most of the marvel
ous things clairvoyants profess to bo 
able to do. Ono letter was from a 
correspondent who said that recently, 
while on a journey sho had lost her pet 
pi odlwilog.
„'•Return the dog to me,” she wrote, 

"and 1 will believe in Spiritualism.”
She has not yet been converted. Mr. 

■Woodbury also said that he had been 
visited by lovesick young swains whose 
sweethearts had deserted them, and who 
wished his advice as to the best method 
of bringing back the heart that had 
strayed from its mate. Colored laun
dresses had written asking what had be
come of stolen articles of wearing ap
parel. These statements, he said, illus
trate why the true Spiritualists should 
teach the masses those things which 
all Spiritualists know to be true, and 
which they therefore fearlessly teach.

Early in tho year a statement was is
sued relative to mediums versus fortune
tellers. The real societies have suf
fered much from the comparison with 
second-sightseers, alleged materializa
tion Spiritualists, sellers of love potions, 
and seventh daughters of the seventh 
daughters.

The Association, he said, should not
that through hu- of deceivers. He told several amusing 

’ ' stories in connection \vith this branch ,
of his subject, of perversions of spiritu- only condemn these peopl 
ulistie powers to ends puerile and even | take active steps to rid tin
base. This part of his report was a vig
orous arraignment of fakirs and fortune-
tellers, and seemed to meet the hearty 
indorsement of the convention.

PROPOSED PSYCHIC SCHOOL.
He recommended a bureau of inform

ation where the public could keep in
formed as to the status of mediums. Ho 
doires the use of the simpler manifest
ations in a larger extent, the immediate 
establishment of psychic schools for the 
instruction and development of medi
ums. and the renewal of the old-fash
ioned home-circles. He earnestly re
quested sympathizers to support all true 
mediums.

After a review of his work in visiting 
the hundreds of local societies in the 
United States and Canada, he touched 
upon the subject of ordination of medi
ums and recommended that the conven
tion take action in the matter. He rec
ommends the procuring of legislation 
that will prevent the celebration of mar
riages by ministers of any church, and 
spoke against all forms of union of 
Church and State. While opposing all 
discriminations by railroads in favor of 
the clergy, he proposed to complain to 
the Interstate Commerce Commission if 
equal facilities were not given Spiritual
ists.

He referred to the incoming board of 
trustees the question of the establish
ment of a school of psychic philosophy 
at Cassadaga, N. Y., as also tho organ
ization of the proposed missionary work 
of the association. The president, be 
said, cannot reach all now, and at least 
three missionaries, who would at the 
same time be financial agents for the 
collection of funds, should he appointed.

GAVE WAY TO À READER.
At i o’clock the throat of the presi

dent became too sore to permit htff go
ing on, and Mr.. Frank Walker, of .New 
York, was appointed reader in his place.

On the subject of the erection of a 
National Temple of Spiritualism in 
Washington, a committee was recom-

de, but should 
ie ship of these

barnacles which threaten to sink it. 
This, he said, was one of the problems 
of the present convention—ono that de
manded attention before the convention 
adjourned, no matter if it remained in 
session for weeks as a consequence.

SOME OF ITS FEATURES.
The secretary said the association 

was indebted to the Washington Post 
for its liberal notices of this convention 
and other meetings. The Spiritualists’ 
Association was tbe only patriotic non
sectarian national association in Wash
ington, since all other associations were 
under the partial or complete control of 
the priest, Protestant or Catholic.

Mr. Woodbury gave a brief history of 
the work which the society did in aiding 
the defeat of the proposed Sunday blue 
laws, which were introduced in Congress 
last fall. He said a vigorous campaign 
was made against these, not only on ac
count of the laws themselves, but be
cause they were the preliminary step 
for an effort to convert the Constitution 
of the United States into a declaration 
in favor of orthodox Christianity, which 
no Spiritualist or Freethinker believes 
should have a place where it would be 
inflicted upon people with whose opin
ions it clashes,

The report closed with a recommenda
tion that the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation be incorporated, since the pol
icy of the National Association had not 
been lively nor energetic enough the 
past year.

“And," he said, “since we Spiritual
ists have no fear of eternal fire hereafter 
to inspire us to lively efforts now, we 
need something that will make us wake 
up and take aq active interest in the 
spread of Spiritualism.”

SECOND DAY'S SESSION.
The fourth annual convention of the 

National Spiritualists' Association reas
sembled this morning at 10 O’clock, at 
Masonic Temple. The attendance was 
small, as so many of .the delegates were 
engaged on committee, work in an en-

the reception of tlio-treasuror's report, 
which was u'endet-ejl by Theodore J. 
Mayer, it Snowed receipts for the year 
ending Septg|nber.3f|, llffiii, to be $fi,207; 
disbursements, $5,111; balance on hand, 
$1,093. • ~

Milan C.bEdsono' made a report 
from the executive committee, in which 
he said it had been, charged that the 
National Astnciatjonlwas foi'med for the 
purpose of exer'ciçit® the functions of a 
“pope” in Spiritualism. There was no 
such purpose,,on the nart of the associa
tion, he said? Oji. jjhe other hand, its 
work was purely of ■‘a business nature, 
and was notiîi exer¿ree any kind of cen
sorship on t^| thougpts of members.

Mr. Sprague, special financial agent, 
reported that Mrs.'L. L. D. Jacobs, of 
Michigan, hall left’$500 iu her will for 
tho beuefit Of the association.

Mr. Walker, spe.cial financial agent, 
reported having raised $1141.07 for thé 
association.at Lijv’pale, N. Y.

Secretary Woodbury announced that 
arrangements had been made to have a 
picture taken of the delegates on the 
patent office stope, and he requested all 
delegates should assemble there for that 
purpose, the pictures to be furnished to 
delegates at50cents each.

MISSIONARY REPORT.
Mrs. Cadwallader, as special financial 

and State agent of Pennsylvania, and 
missionary, made her report. She had 
taken charge of »raising a fund for the 
protection of mediums, and bad suc
ceeded in getting, enough funds from 
Spiritualists without drawing on the 
funds of the National Association. In 
relating her experieuee in establishing 
new spiritualistic societies, she said 
some at New Huven, Conn., had com
mented on the Spiritualists as “such 
funny people.” The critic said: “Most 
all the Spiritualists in New Haven sup
port the Universalist church. Why 
don’t they spend the money and have a 
church of their own? Do you think a 
Catholic would give any of his money 
to support a Protestant church?”

Mrs. Cadwallader protested that men 
were telling fortunes, etc., under the 
guise of mediumship. But in dealing 
with frauds the law did notdiscrimipate. 
In one State, anyone practicing Spirit
ualism is subject to a fine of $100, to be 
exposed in the pillory, aud to imprison
ment for one year. In Connecticut me
diums are treated, she said, just as 
thieves are. If they take money they 
are convicted for larceny, in Pennsyl
vania no testimony is permitted in tbe 
case of a medium under trial tending to 
show that the medium has any occult 
power. The only question permitted to 
be heard by the judge in a ease there 
was whether the medium had taken 
money. In California mediums are 
liable if arrested to treated as vagrants.

“Mediums are not fortune-tellers.” 
said Mrs. Cadwallader, "and they should 
not be branded as sueh.”

The speaker advised that a careful di
gest be made of laws of all the States of 
the Union for the punishment of me
diums, so that aw intelligent effort 
might be made looking to the abroga
tion of those obnoxious laws.

G. C. B. Ew#ll, of .(Denver, announced 
that he had secured,, promises of $1,000 
to be left by Spiritualists in their wills. 
He had another valuable gift from Hen
ry J. Newton, of the spirit-world, this 
gift to be sent,,to thoAssoeiation by Mrs. 
Newton. It consisted of volumes of 
magazines which Mn. Ewell said, were 
"extinct.'’ anti,the original books of the 
National Theosophical Society, contain
ing the signaUiresoi the foundersof that 
society. He said ike theosophists had 
tried to steal this book many times, but 
Mrs. Newton had managed to keep hold 
of it. ‘

MRS. RICHMOND’SIREPORT.
Mrs. Richmond, as a special financial 

agent, made a report on her efforts to 
promote Spiritualism, especially in ref
erence to the New York convention. 
She v,-as well pleased with the promi
nence the New York papers had given 
the convention.

"Of course,” she said, "they cartooned 
us, but we didn't mind that. They car
toon everybody nowadays, from the pupo 
down, from the President up.”

This reference to Mrs. Richmond's 
idea of the place of the President in the 
order uf social affairs brought forth 
laughter and applause.

Mrs. Richmond spoke of tbe good re
sults from tho New York convention be
cause of tho attention it attracted to tho 
work. The receipts of the New York 
convention meetings amounted to $717, 
of which $413 was from door receipts 
and $304 from donations. The expenses 
were $708.

President Barrett appointed W. H. 
Baeli reading clerk of the convention to 
act during the balance of the present 
meetings, his own voice having suffered 
from the severe strain upon it during 
the last two days.

SPIRITUALISM IN ENGLAND.
A report on Spiritualism in England 

was then read from J. J. Morse, of Lon
don, England, “If the United States is 
tho pioneer in modern Spiritualism,” 
the repdrt stated, "England is not far 
behind in the advancement of this 
work.” Mr. Morse was glad to say the 
two foremost nations of the world were 
the nations in winch Spiritualism had 
gained the greatest headway. In Great 
Britain, be said, there are 191 societies 
actively working in the cause, (54 of 
whieli are connected with the National 
Federation. In rem, fees, pay of speak
ers, traveling expenses end advertise
ments not less than $1,500 is expended 
each Sunday. Spiritualists in Great 
Britoin, he reports, number 150,000.

THE LYCEUM WORK.
W. H. Bach, the only representative 

of a children's lyceum at the convention, 
reported on the work of children’s lyce
ums of the country-. The formation of 
these lyeeums, he believed to be the 
most important thing connected with 
Spiritualists’ work. Many Spirit
ualists send their children to orthodox 
Sunday schools, he said, and when asked 
why they did So, replied that they had 
no other place for them to go to, and 
they got good instruction there.

“What is this instruction?” said Mr. 
Bach. “They are taught that their 
fathers and mothers are on a straight 
road to perdition; that they are crazy or 
their brains are’hoï like those of normal 
people. The Cdtholic church says, 
‘Give me a child till it is seven years 
old, and I don't oare what you do then.’ 
This is often qboted as being twelve 
years, but my father was educated for 
the Catholic prièsthood, and my family 
were all Catholics until they became 
Spiritualists sevfenteen years ago, and I 
know. We know that the minds of 
the young are Especially susceptible to 
proofs of Spiritualism, and we should 
not let pass the opportunity for teaching 
them in the troths óf Spiritualism while 
they are young, as other churches do.”

A motion to adjourn was made in or
der that the tired delegates might get 
their lunch, but the convention decided 
to stick closely to business until 1 o'clock, 
the hour for adjournment. ’

B. B. Hill made a report of legal per
secutions in Philadelphia, and advocate 
ed enef-getic steps- on the part of Spirit
ualists to give mediums their rights to 
.practice-their profession. .

, . THIRD DAY'S SESSION:.
: With’the conclusion of the fourth an
nual convention of the National Spirit
ualists’ Association at Masonic Temple, 
the djelegatosrcongratulated one auother

O ■ :
ver what they regardec) os'the most 

successful annual gathering they, have 
«ver hud. In attendance the conven
tion hud been larger than formerly, the 
trying ordeal of electing officers had 
been passed over without injured feel
ings and $20,000 had. been subscribed by 
two delegates toward a fund fox- building 
a Spiritualist temple in this city with 
the provision that $100,000 is raised for 
this purpose. •

THE AFTERNOON SESSION.
When the convention assembled at 2. 

o'clock,State delegations were requested 
to name members of the nominating 
committee in order that names of mem- 
bers-for election to offices might be put 
before the convention. This being done, 
the committee assernbled in the banquet 
roam and remained in session a couple of 
hours.

The committee to report on ordina
tion brought in a recommendation that 
State societies should be authorized to 
ordain mediums, though the National 
Association should exercise a supervis
ion over the character of those ordained. 
The recommendation was adopted as a 
part of the by-laws.

A lengthy discussion was entered into 
over the necessity for extending the pe
riod for holding the annual meeting be
yond three days, but the question was 
finally delegated to the board of trus
tees for such action as they may see fit 
to take. It was argued that the busi
ness of the convention was growing so 
that jf could not be transacted in three 
days but others claimed that the manner 
of conducting business could be facil
itated so that the time now allowed for 
that work would be ample.

THE PLACE OF MEETING.
A. delegate suggested that the associ

ation consider the advisability of hold
ing meetings in cities other than Wash
ington. His attention was called to the 
fact that the Association’s constitution 
names this city as the place of meeting, 
aud the consideration of the matter was 
laid over until the next annual meeting.

While the delegates were waiting for 
a report from the committee on nomina
tions they discussed the necessity for 
promoting the establishment of chil
dren’s lyeeums in order to bring their 
children up in the spiritual way they de
sired them to go. The report of the 
committee was rendered shortly before 
(i o’clock, and it was adopted unanimous-, 
ly, and amid much enthusiasm. All the 
old officers were re-elected except the 
treasurer, Theodore J. Mayer, of this 
city, and Milan U. Edson aud B. U. 
Hill, trustees, all of whom wished to re
tire from the offices they had filled, two 
of whom, Messrs. Mayer and Hill, later 
on showed their increased interest in 
the cause of Spiritualism by subscribing 
$10,000 each as part of a fund for the 
erection of a Spiritualists’ temple. The 
officers and trustees elected for the en
suing year are: 1'resident, Harrison D. 
Barrett, Lily Dale, N. Y.; vice-presi
dent, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Chi
cago, 111.; secretary, Francis B. Wood
bury, and treasurer, George S. Clen- 
daniel, Washington; trustees, L. V. 
Moulton. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Geo S. 
Fuller, Worcester. ¡Maes.; Mrs. Abbie 
L. Pettengill, Cleveland, Ohio; Henry 
Steinberg, Washington, and Frederick 
Fickey, Baltimore.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR A TEMPLE.
The desirability of a temple, for Spir

itualists in tliis city had been discussed 
at various times during the convention 
and about an hour before adjournment 
Mr. Theodore J. Mayer, of this city, 
stirred up tho convention to a high 
pitch of enthusiasm by subscribing $lu,- 
OUU toward the temple fund, provided 
$100,0011 should be raised for that pur
pose. Tho words were barely uttered 
before B. H. Hill, a wealthy Philadel
phia, was on his feet to duplicate Mr. 
Mayer’s offer, and various smaller 
amounts were pledged for the building 
fund provided $100,000 is raised, but no 
inovo will be made toward building the 
temple until the entire amount is raised 
as the Spiritualists are opposed to con
tracting a great debt.

Before adjournment, Mrs. M. E. Cad- 
wallader asked permission to make a 
personal explanation. She had had 
charge of raising a fund for the defense 
of mediums, and various rumors had 
gained currency regarding the manner 
of accounting for the money. Mrs. Cad- 
wallader explained the method she had 
adopted for accounting foy contributions, 
and it involved so perfect a system of 
chocks that all appeared well satisfied 
with her business methods, and she was 
loudly applauded.

THE EVENING SESSION.
The evening session was well attend

ed, every seat and standing room being 
taken by the delegates and curious vis
itors. The exercises were literary and 
musical as well as Spiritualistic in na
ture. Miss Bertha Keyser opened the 
programme with a piano solo, and I). J. 
Corbin, of California, spoke o[ the grad
ual extension of Spiritualism. Mr. 
Whitney rendered a violin solo, and 
Mrs. Leo F. Frior, of California, and 
Dr. George Fuller, of Pennsylvania, de
livered addresses on Spiritualism, Mrs. 
Prior indorsing woman’s suffrage during 
her speech. Miss Maggie Gaule gave 
spiritual tests, Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond and W. J. Colville recited a poem 
on “Universal Cooperation,” which was 
proposed by some one in the audience. 
The poets assured the audience that 
their efforts wore impromptu.

The delegates who remain in the city 
to-day will make up parties to visit Mt. 
Vernon and Soldiers' Home, and to-night 
a Spiritualistic concert will be given.

WHAT MR. MAYER SAYS.
In speaking to a Star reporter to-day 

about the effort of Spiritualists to secure 
a handsome temple in this city, Theo
dore J. Mayor, who subscribed $10,000 
for that purpose yesterday, said:

“We are to have a temple. There is 
no doubt about that, because our people 
have made up their minds on that mat
ter, and will work diligently to succeed.

"The Methodists bave established 
their university, the Catholics have a 
great educational institution under way, 
and the Baptists have Columbian Uni
versity. The Spiritualists want a uni
versity or development school for medi
ums, and the temple will be the start in 
that direction. Many partly-developed 
mediums start out to give seances, 
thinking they know all about it. Then, 
too, the public is disgusted with the 
frauds who make a living by practicing 
tricks on credulous people. We want a 
development school where mediums can 
be developed thoroughly, to the great 
advancement of Spiritualistic knowledge 
among the people.”

“Voltaire’s Romances,” translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism 
its theory and practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. Sold at this 
office. -

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost Continent 
of Atlantis. He regards tbe description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
■It is Intensely interesting. Price $2.

*!

Wm, Church sili! Stata, THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WOBKS.

Ä|!

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Bemlnls- 
cences of the Matrl- 

archate. >

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGB.

'T'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE ILL. 
i lonaalloa Hucclnutty and clearly naled la tiga 

voiame ot 5M page. 1. amazing. The lllle. a.'above 
glveu, tall, to convey an idea of the fulueaa and com- 
pietones, with which the aubjecla are treated. The 
Matrlurchute, or Mother-rule. Is the theme of the first 
chapter, Lu which much lore, quaint, queer uud curi
ous, Is brought to view in elucidation of tho subject. 
This U followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, ■Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman ana 
Work, Tho Church of To-day. Fust. Present, Future; 
uud there li not u chapter In tbe book that Is not 
handled in a masterly •mauner, uud that for quantity 
aud quality uf iuforuiutlou. Is not worth tbe full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge weB- 
arrunged, uud intensely lutcrcetlug from bvgtnuiug to 
cud. No oue cau possibly regret buying It; It Is a val
uable addition to tbe library ot auy frac aud trutb-lov- 
lug mind.

Price, $2,00. For sale at tbis 
office. .

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE,
IT IS A MOST .EXCEL 

LENT WORK-
TM. work It by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, .»»Utad bo 

PROF. W. F. LX OK. Heretofore U bubeeu sold for 
92. but the price uow bae hceu reduced to It. It Is a 
book that will interest uud instruct. It conulus 480 
pigea, aud is full of auggratlve thoughts. Dr. Sliur- 
iiiau was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work tea 
redccdou iroui tbc celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Aiilmcl In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good uud Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; lubcr- 
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entities; Justice; luiprcgnatleu of the Virgin; The 
Srtanco or Deutb; Slplillunl Dvalb; Immumlltj; 
Mouralugj TbeLoDrqundlUKor Language; 1 be Splrll 
Abodes; Matter uud Spirit; Size and Distance; Splrltu- 
ul Orgaulsins; Born Again; Tbe Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Hbaveu; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

Tbc author says: " Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual allniant for him
self. Each ono must digest Lhulr various kinds of food 
for ilicmBclyca, and that Is ah they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil. 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour- 
iriuotnlof which 1 individually partake and digusL 
nly soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend or digest." 
Vor sale at this other_________

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the Nation?,! with Preface, and Notes 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of tbc old 
Fabio Homoklcad and Paine Monumental New 
Rochelle, sleo. portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wolletonecraft, Madame,Boland, 
Condorcet, Brliaot, and tbo most prominent of Faina a 
frlendi In Europe and America. Cloth, 75 centa.
The Age of Reason;

Being an Investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
andnew type; 165 pages, post 6vo, Paper, 25 centa; 
doth, 60 cents.
Common Sense»

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to tbo Inhab* 
llantaof America in 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 ceuts. .
The Rights of Man.

Puris I aud II. Being an answer to Mr. Burko’i 
lUai’.k upon the French Revolution. Post gvo., 279 
pages. Paper, So cents; cloth, 50 centa,
Paine’s Coiujilete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Exaininulluu of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus.edition. Post 8vo., 432 pages. Cloth, 11.00
Paine’s Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rlnhts of Mau, etc. 
lllusiruted edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, »1.00; 
postage, 20 cents.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

Tbc only treaUoe ever offered ibo reading and 
tbluklng public In the Intercut of modern Spiritual. 
l»m, that la ubaoimeiy tree from tbo ibeorlea oi super
Billion, aud which
DenwHstrates continuity of life and our envi* 

ronment of splritltual influences,

from the data of modern physical uud physiological 
stdeuev.

To the Spirltualht, an Impregnable foundation of 
Bclentlllc data and verified facta.

To the materUHai and «kcpilc, a revelation of the 
invisible energies operative fu Nature’s formula of 
evolution.

i To thceev.lesiuBtk, a new heaven and a new earth. 
A book to l ead, to study uud ihiuk about. A con
densed volume of scleotlUc information for 25 cents. 
Addreea your orders to

■d New Edition, Profusely Illustrated»

. ”’.bb“»«tb«tB Btnry shnuld be founded on pro»- 
ability, and not always resoluble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing in It trivial or eitruvugant; and 1 dextro 
above all, that uuder the appearance of fablo, ibero 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern
ing eye, though 1: escapo tho observation of tho 
vulgar.”—Voltaikh.

Contents: "The White Bull.” a Satirical Romance^ 
"Zadlg, ur Fate," an Oriental History; "The Sage end 
the Atheist;” "The Prlnci as of Babylon;” "The Man 
of Forty LTowns;” •'The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;" 
"Mlerouiegas," a Satire on Mauktud; f*The World as 
It Guea;" "The Black and the White;" "Memnou, the 
Philosopher;” "Andre Duh Touches at Slam;” "Bab- 

"’.r.11“ Sn!,1L.."f Na.iure;” "A Convereallou 
Wllha LIilueM.-;' '■Plato’s Dream;" “A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure.................... - - .
“.Jeannot and Collii;
-rhe tluod Br.bniln;’ 
cli nt Fallii and I-able

”An Adventure lu luäift;" 
"Travels uf BCAriiientadu:** 

’Tho Two Comforter*;’' "An-
one volume, posi evo, inn pages, with portrait and 82 

Illustration», lùtra vellum doth, 11.oj; postage. 15 eeuta. > . • .

“Voltaire’B satiro was keen und fino-poluied as a 
jplcr.”—MacarAm- of Am. HlHory.
*‘A delightful reproduction, unique nod refreshing.“

•Donum Coiuiuuiiwcn tn-

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin j
of Christianity. j

Reader, In bringing to your notice Antiquity Vx* 
VXH.KD it is with the sincere hope that yon are earn- 
caliy looking for tho truth, regardless of any other . 
consideration. If such is the case, this advertisement 
will deeply Interest you. and after reading this brief 
description you will duuDtless wish to give the work a 
careTui perusal. (

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—and—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
This Is r uiojt valuable book. It comm from an Ex

Priest, whose character Is above reproach, aud who 
know# what be is talking about. Everybody should 
road it. Price, 31.00. It contains the following chap
ters:
_. .. ... chapter I.
Tbe Struggle before (he bunender of Womanly Self

respect in tho CutifesaluhMl.
...... .CHAPTER 11. ._ .
Auricular Coofesilun u Deep Pit of Perdition for tbe

Prleat.
„ . . . . CHAPTER III..

Tbe Confessional Is the Modern bodom.
.. ............................... chapter IV.......................
How the Vow of celibacy of the Priests is made easy 

by Auricular Cuiifesslon.
__________ . chapter v._ _ _ _ 
Tbo highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con 

fesbional— What brvonjes of her after uncondltloa' 
al Burrendcr—llcr irreparable Ruin.

. . . _ . CHAI-TER VI. .. . ._.
Auricular Coofeseiun destroy» all tho Sacred Ties oi 

Marriage aud Ruiuan buvltsv.
„ ..................... CUAPTEU VII. . ..
Should Auricular Coofesslou be tolerated among Civil 

Lzed Nations?
„ ...........................CHAPTER VIII. . _ .
Docs Auricular Contcasion bring Peace to the Soulf 
---------------- . . CHAPTER IX. . .. . 
Tbo Dogma of Auricular CuuiessloQ a Sacrlleglotu 

luipubturc.
„ . . . .. chapter X. . . .
God compels tbc ( hureh of Rome tn confCM the 

AbotuiuatiuuB of Auricular Confession.
________ .. ... CHAI’lEI’.Xl. . . .Auricular Confcs&lon in Australia, America, and 

France.

A _ _______ .. CHAPTER XII................  _ 
Chapter for the (.ouslderatlou of Legislators. Hus
bands aud Fathers—.Surec of th« luatterB on which 
tbc Priest of Runic must Question hh Penitent-

Sent Post-paid, Price. $1.00.

’MAHOjyieTr
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

6.0f ‘'?cLl.hr1T °f Liberal Clwalc,. It 
I, conceded to be blatorlcnlly correct, and so exact and 
perfect In every detail aa to be practically beyond the 
roach ot adverse crlllclaui. This work will be round 
Intensely Interesting. Price. 2:,c. Sold at tills oilice.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
- OR -
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This excellent book Is written In the interest of ha- 
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cially to t-be h«ist I Ie nttiHide and tbe insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, tboiicli pecret, unscnipnloue foe— 
the Catholics. WaishingtoD'» words of warning- 
Lincoln's Aj-prehesislon and tbe pri phccv of General 
Grant are all Inciude.l In the volume. Archbishop 
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a spirit, and therefrom an Important leapon Is learned. 
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LETTER TO THE POPE.
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THE SENSES. CERTAIN QUESTIONS

in

A NEW SOCIETY.an.

but generallywith the other

To review: This sense appears to be

of

MODEL WORKER.

imp::!:-.! of the momentlaiii on

‘Truth isof Can the re-

OCCÜI.TISM.

HYPNOTISM OP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

Of
to

exclusively.. J. E. Small.

is incompleted. Ou the center of 
south wall is a framed 48-ineh 
(piisite water-color painting of 
badge; also a small water-color 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Portico of

One word wrong there; 
mighty and does prevail.” I

(Told.” “All in a J.lfeiime," 
“Summer Days ut utn»et,”

Author or •‘Apples of 
"The Story Hour."

To Bo Content and Happy
l.'se “Garland” Stoves and Ranges.

We use up in the passions the stuff 
that was given us for happiness.—Jou
bert.

not in 
of life, 
again?” 
facts.” 
others’

Moody Says Christians Should 
Emulate Bryan’s Methods.

Illustrative Facta Are Cited 
Evidence.

“Living Is an art, a method of Pinrenelog great 
conceptions; In fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the urts."—Tuomas 6faun King.

Silver Wedding.
On Oct. 12, a large number

The Lights and Shadows of Ex> 
latence.

Tt was generally believed by the 
cicuts that man had five senses only, 
and all knowledge was gained by these 
senses; that animals had the same; also,

host and hostess. Many tokens 
their anniversary were received.

F. Cobden White.
Chicago, Ill.

LIFE, A NOVEL.
It beams wtlh advanced thought, and It fuchatlng. 

Price» 60 cents.

The Band of Harmony at Grand 
Rapids, Mich.,

There Is a Sixth Sejise—In* 
tuitive Knowledge.

experience.” “Heaven is Happiness.” 
“Knowledge the road, and Ignorance 
waylays the traveler. ” The east wall

the 
ex
on r 
by 

the

“Sunday Observance." etc., etc.

It Is Viewed Under the 
X-Rays.

i i io iim ; l, 1 iiMQ.
T ife and labor in the spirit

World! Being a description of Localities. Employ 
menu. Surroundings, and Conditions in the Spheres. 
By members of Ihe Splrlt-Baod of Miss M. T. Shellia- 
mer. medium of the Banner of Licht Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth ,1.00. Postage w ceoa. For sale it 
this office.

CHURCH AND'STATE.
The Bible tn the Public Schools; the “Amer

ican” Parly. By "Jefferson.” Third edition. This 
beautiful pamphlet of 2S pages Is the most thorough 
presentation of the Church and State question that 
SftF appeared, Price 10 rents.

IMMORTALITY.
A p.iCTTi In live enntos “If a man die. shall be UreF1 

Is fully answered. B W, 8. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price GO cents.
'■ THE VOICES.

By Warren Sumner Barlow, i he Voices contain 
poems of remarkable heanty and force. They are 
must excellent. Price 11.00»

A School for Mediums.
- X , , 31

“Kindly prove all things, 
antagonism.” This problem 
“If a man die, shall he Jive 
“Investigate.” “Get the 
“Head the papers and learn

An entertaining manual of hypnotlam, useful to 
studenta of the subject. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author preaentfi very eucceeBfully a con* 
densod account of hypnotism, 1U theory and nraetloe 
upto date. Price, paper, ¿5 cte. Sola at this office.

To Which the^Wriler Wants 
' an Answer.
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RIGH-TLIVING
— BY —

SUSAN H. WIXON,

that man was endowed with reason, and 
animals with instinct—the difference 
between the two they never explained.

That there is another sense, in both 
the existence and action of which will be 
the design of this article, wo affirm. 
There are many other actions that are 
worthy to be classed as senses, for they 
act without the aid of the five, as the 
physiological action of that organism, 
the memory, and many others, but this 
one is sufficient for this time.

This sense 1 call the intuition, or sense 
of knowledge. We know the eye sees 
and the ear hears; we also know the in
tuitive sense knows. The honey-bee. 
when it is grown to maturity in the cell, 
knows how to open it and crawl out; 
knows how to search among the cells and 
find honey to eat; it knows how to se
crete wax and build cells nicer than any 
artist. The mud-wasp knows how to 
build its coll in the mud, lay- its egg in 
it, fill it with spiders, seal it up, and the 
young wasp, when it is grown, knows 
how to get out; The beetle knows how 
to place its egg in the dirt and then roll 
it until a large ball is made to protect 
the egg. The charming serpent knows 
how to magnetize the wary bird or yhe. 
sprightly squirrel, and draw them to'nfs 
open mouth. The bird knows Low to 
bin d as tine a not the first attempt as 
after many trials. The calf, when it 
can stand on its feet, knows as well 
where to gel it:, loud us it ever does af
terwards. it muy become more expert 
by practice, but it knows on the start.

We read of many eases where children 
have told of actual facts that they hud 
no chance of knowing except by. this 
sense. This shows that it may 'start

lies dormant through inactivity.
it is well known that every organ of 

the human system is strengthened by 
action, if not overdone, ami it becomes 
strong in the very line it has been used. 
The blacksmith can strike a harder 
blow, but eiimiot rase a heavier weight 
unless lie Uses the same mu.-eles. The 
surveyor ran see finer marks in Uto dis-

what tribe another Indian belong.- to, 
when he cannot tell the mule's bray 
from tbo ox's bellow. The tea-taster 
would discover the smallest difference 
in theta-teof tea, when lie could not seo 
the difference between vinegar and 
nitric acid. The druggist may know 
the kind and quality of his drugs by the 
smell, yet nil Howers have the same 
scent to him. The money-handler can 
tell a counterfoil silver dollar by the 
feeling, but would not know a chunk of 
putty from a piece of bread. All these 
things show that tbo senses are much 
what they are educated to be. If the 
tight is dormant, the eye cannot see; if 
the ear is deaf, it cannot hear. If the 
intuitive sense is inactive, it will not 
know.

J 'lie reason this sense, is left inactive is 
that the five senses aro brought forward, 
used, and all confidence placed in them, 
and if anything comes into the mind by 
intuition, we call it an impulse, and 
throw it aside. The sight is brought 
into action by moving objects around. 
Tlie ear is educated by the soothing 
sound of the mother's ioiee and ta-te; 
smell and feeling are brought up by 
use: and if tlie other sense shows itself, 
as it sometimes does in children and 
older persons, as by accident, or we 
cartnot tell how, it shows that it does ex
ist in some.

We will next cite some cases: A per
son may be sitting in a room, back to
ward the door; another enters without 
the least noise, and the first will know 
it and rise and salute him. I once read 
of a woman who, on r.-tiring to her bed
room. to go to bed. knew by this -ease 
that there was somebody under her bed. 
She returned to the parlor to her hus
band and he and his friend returned 
with her, doubting the fact. They 
found under the bed a noted thief, 
armed with chloroform to silence the 
family and steal what he wanted. 1 
have known those that could tell what 
another was going to say before they 
said it. 1 saw a teacher that said she 
could frequently loll the children's 
thought- by locking at them. 1 have 
seen a person taken out of the room, 

■ blindfolded, and someone in the room 
would hide something. and the other 
coming in would know where it was, 
and go and get it: also a person in the 
room would think of something for the 
blindfolded one to do, and he would go 
and do it.

Ti.c ¡Mailing of sealed letters, mind
reading, clairvoyance, and the different 
thing- ilone under the head of psychom- 
etry, are all done under the power of 
this sense, it being developed in partic
ular lines. Mrs. Den ton had that sense 
highly developed in one line: sho knew 
the previous surroundings of anything 
she was brought in connection with.

Napoleon iiid the plans of his most 
sm*ce-sfnl battles and campaigns were

(knowledge gained through this sense), 
j.nd after his division had been twice 
i.wcpt from the bridge of J.odi by the 
Austrians, did he not know that if he 
led the next charge himself, the Aus- 
striaus would lice, as they did? Whence 
could this knowledge come, except

A few observations about Joan of Arc 
iind I will submit the ease as to its ex
istence. Joan, in her earliestchildhood. 
had this sense developed, and it seemed 
to grow up with her. Like the Texas 
children, she did not know whore it 
came from, or the cause, but being very 
religious, and consequently stipei-sti t ious, 
she believed it was revelation directly 
from heaven: and she knew what would 
happen, and where everything was she 
warned, and the king from other men, 
when lie "as in plain garb. She was 
strangely wrought upon - had many im
aginings and visions, and as she told 
them to the king, people and soldiers, 
and as they saw how much she knew, 
they all imbibed her enthusiasm and 
were invincible; and as all thc<e things 
were known through the English camp, 
the courage of the soldiers failed and 
they were frightened in the same de
gree that the French soldiers were 
elated.

The oracles of old, or the active per
sons therein, no doubt had this sense 
brought into use by action—and no sense 
or power becomes active in any other 
wav. and every sense becomes expert in 
the' line in which it is much used.

There .are many wonderful things 
done through this sense, and thefe 
would be many more if people had confi- 
dende in their impressions and acted 
upon them. Who cannot recall some 
impression at some previous time, that, 
jf they had followed it, would have been 
much'better; or, where they have fol
lowed it, good was the result?

I might hunt up hundreds of cases 
&nd relate them, but it is not necessary, 
for almost every reader has known of 
them. I will mention one to show how 
thev act: A man ■ and his son, with 
another man, were out hunting. They 
came, to two paths, both leading to their

camp, but by different routes. The 
father took one, and the Others took the 
other. After they had gone a piece, 
the son said to the man: ‘’There is 
something wrong with father. I ought 
to have gone with him.” He soon con
cluded to go across to his patn and look 
him up. He did so, and found his father 
so weak he could not walk alone, and he 
helped him to tho camp. .

If this sense was used and cultivated 
as the other senses are, it would be of 
much benefit to its owner. This, I 
think, in the human, is a mind-sense. 
This and one other aro all the senses 
th$ inind has when tho physical and 
sensual organizations become defunct. 
My reason for this is the same as my 
reasons for the existence of the mind 
after death.

Tho sight, the hearing, the taste, the 
smell, the feeling, tho memory, and all 
their physical kin gradually go down 
and rot with the body, but the intuitive 
and the organizing senses appear to be
come brighter and more active as they 
near dissolution. The organizing sense 
is that which takes all tho knowledge it 
gets from all sources; reasons, compares 
aud forms conclusions, it is the busi
ness pari of the mind. The intuitive 
sense then comes into action. Without 
it the mind would know nothing, but 
with it, it knows all the memory re
membered and places it right where it 
whs as to knowledge when it left the 
body. If this mind is of the vile and 
worthless, it will be attracted to its 
kind, and this sense knows where to 
find it; if it is of the finer and nobler 
class of mind, made up by the union ot 
tlie finer and better matter, it will be at
tracted to that class, and its intuitive 
seyse knows just where it is.
¡^Another proof of this sense is, when a 
medium is inHueneed by a mind the 
mind frequently requests you to think 
what you wisli to ask, and not speak it, 
and when it is thought and not spoken 
it is answered us readily: showing it is 
not by seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling 
or feuling, it understood, but by actual 
knowing.

The mind that is made upof lust, avar
ice, pets and posies, will be attracted 
where such are, and as it has no desire 
to have anything better, it will know 
nothing butter, have no attraction for 
anything butter, and finally die out with 
lust, avarice, ]>etsaind posies. But the 
miud that is made up of the noble and 
good things of this life will have, attrac
tion for the good in tlie next, and the in
tuitive sense will know right where 
they are, and all about them, and ihe 
organizing sense will arrange them so 
that tho mind will make growth, and 
through the sense of knowledge will 
know of the matter of the next, draw 
from it. and the line matter of that 
sphere will unite with the matter of the 
next, and from a union of these will 
grow up another mind, which, at matur
ity, will throw off the first niind, as the 
first mind did the physical body, and 
i nter the second sphere, and inheriting 
from its predecessor tlie two senses— 
knowledge and organizing—with at
traction it will grow up in that sphere 
and will have no more love for the pets 
end posies of this world than the lover 
has lor the snarling poodle he finds in 
his lady love’s lap.

active in all the lower animals until 
ictiM.n comes into use with the five 
senses, and then with the young of that 
class, until wo arrive at man. It is 
soinetimesdiscovcred in children, and is 
often brought into action by mature per
sons, but in most people it remains 
nearly dormant until about the separa
tion of mind and body; then, when the 
live senses and memory aro dead, it be
comes active and remains so through all 
the changes of the mind.

Dh. E. B. Southwick.

friends were inviled to celebrate tlie 
25th anniversary of the marriage of 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Laniburne, of 
13 Hay street, Chicago. After tlie 
guests were assembled in the tastefully 
decorated parlors, the bride and 
groom entered, attended' by a little 
girl, who looked like a fairy in her 
grace and innocence, and a dear little 
boy about four years old took his 
part with all Hie manly dignity of ma
ture years. They were tlie niece and 
nephew of Mrs. Lanibnrne. After 
they were seated Mrs. Ada Foye made 
a short and appropriate address, after 
which Dr. Baldwin and F. Corden 
White made congratulatory remarks, 
followed by congratulations and 
hearty good wisiies from each friend 
there assembled. Tlie company were 
then entertained by music and recita
tions by Miss Florence Laniburne. 
Then (last but not least) was served 
elegant refreslmients, which few know 
so well how to prepare as Mrs. Lam- 
burne. Then general conversation 
and a jolly good time until midnight, 
when the party dispersed to their 
homes, each feeling that they had 
passed a most enjoyable evening and 
wishing many happy years to their

Mystic Theosophy!
Occult Philosophy!

Modern-ancient religion, reawakened to
day:

Ha-ed on no Scripture,
But the laws of wise Nature, 

So cleverly hidden, 
Like jewels in Earth's breast away!

True Spirituality 
Becoming reality— 

Guiding, giving existence a path and a
goal;

To each day new glory:
Fresh truth from the story 

So skillfully woven, 
the Infinite Life of the Soul'

Imperfect Humanity 
(Disguised Divinity],

Seeking, here find an entrance to Wis
dom's domain:

A key from the Orient,
Dauntless hope from the Occident, 

Divine Revelation, 
And nameless peace shalttbou gain!

Josephine M. Nye.

F1T$CURED
{prom & Journal of Medicine,)

Prof.W. H.Peoke,whoniakes aepecWty of Epilepsy» 
bu without doubt treated an d cured more cases than 
anylivingPhyBiciin; bfeBnccessbastonishing. We 
harchenrdofcasesofSOyean^Btandingcuredbyhlm. 
HepubHBheeavalQ&bleworkonthlBdiBcasexvbichhe 
lends with a large bottle of hie absolute cure, free to 
any nflerer who may Bend their P.O. and Erpress ad> 
drm. We advise anyone wishing a cure to address. 
PMAW» E.PfiEKB|F.DM4Ccdar8L, New Todt

PICTURE OF LIFE.
t • ... . . ■ -.

To the Editor:—The world is our 
temple of education, free to all students, 
and carrying grades never yet opened.

Like the waves of the ocean, new edu
cation comes rolling in upon us, and we 
look for the far-off millennium.

There are many who graduate from 
institutions of learning with high-grade 
certificates, but to a life's education in 
the lights and shadows of life s great 
picture will be issued the crowning cer
tificate.

A gainst the laws of nature many are 
working ostensibly for the redemption 
of the world.

If the shadows are called sin, and 
could be removed from the portrait of 
life, tlie picture would be lost. Have 
not the millionaires enjoyed life in the 
deepest shadows, while acting as our 
diui^el signals? If they committed 
suicide by stealing money and railroads, 
their highest anibitiqn was reached, 
could they die with more glory? For 
every one of them, we find thousands 
who would take their places.

We may think that we are working to 
elevate humanity; at the same time di
verse methods are developing the so- 
culled sins of life; therefore tile antici
pated millennium cun never be realized. 
Admitting that through evolution und 
science the world has advanced,through 
the sumo channels have come tlie so- 
called sins.

The person who starts out to reform 
the world meets another who keeps 
step with him in opposition. We have 
heard of necessary evils, und in all so
ciety we find shadow-workers; we pity 
or condemn them while they enjoy the 
only conditions suited to them.

Success is the desired point in every 
line of life, and the success of that 
which we call sin furnishes texts for 
reform preaching; but the life-long 
propagandist leaves the world just 
where he found it. The fate of worlds 
and the luws of nature and science can 
never be changed. The efforts of man 
to change the destiny of his fellows ure 
crowned with humiliating defeat: condi
tions nuiy change our position in life, 
but only to follow our life lines.

If some people believe that Jesus said 
to the thief, "To day thou “halt be with 
me in heaven,” how can they improve 
the condition of the sinner?

Man being governed by the laws of 
evolution, lie cannot change them; he 
can only follow them within his sphere 
of action; and develop tlie resources 
open to his receptive faculties and pow
ers of execution. Writers of equal 
strength occupy the >ights and shadows, 
und natumJCqruishes the materiul with 
which they eSmbat each other, in his 
efforts to remove the shadows, the re
former forgets that he is destroying the 
picture. Many persons who take of 
prominent position in the highlights a 
life's great picture, have a correspond
ing root in the shadows; tho public how
ever. may not always know this fact, 
which is proven every day.

Tlie reformer y oulil have no work liad 
he no partner in tlie shadows to furnish 
materuil to work upon. Murder und 
other crimes have increased in ratio 
with the population, proving that the 
lights and shadows of life’s picture ure 
ever held in balance.

Education is seldom u bar to crime, 
the reverse being largely true. We ed
ucate men and entrust them with the 
highest honors we can bestow upon 
them; corporate bodies with the use of 
money ure able to find the black spot in 
them, and we ure sold. Money paints 
in the blackest shades in life's picture.

In the political field, there ure very 
few who are working in the highlights; 
as a rule an honest man cannot bo 
elected. The “dear people” ure taxed 
to pay for unfavorable legislation and 
the politician turns round and asks: 
“What are you goingto do about it?”

The political boss is established in the 
shadows, as an offset to new reforms in 
the highlights.

Bloody revolutions are generally 
caused by the curse-money which sways 
the passions of men, and drives ethical 
culture from the face of the earth. In
dividual portraits show to the practiced 
eye all the variety of character-shadiiig. 
Many shadow-workers are doing busi
ness through the highlights, and vice 
versa; here we have the ambiguous 
spectacle of contending forces insepar
ably joined in u harmonious union of 
purposes: these conditions are fixed and 
can never be changed.

To use a figure: Tho talking snake 
said: “The knowledge of good and 
evil.” riant a seed in the ground 
(shadows); it germinates and grows a 
stem upon which develops a beautiful 
flower; this shows that each part is de
pendent upon the whole, and is a just 
and true representation of the subject 
under consideration. The reformer 
says: "The seed in the ground is the 
Devil,” and proceeds to dig it up; if it 
has growYi and developed a flower, he 
admires it, while it contains tho seed he 
bus condemned. This is the picture of 
life in a nut-shell.

“O, consistency, thou art indeed a 
jewel.”

“Truth is mighty and will prevail.” 

former challenge this proposition?
The game of life is like the game of 

checkers; one moves the white men, the 
other the black; here brain forces com
bat each other, and if equally matched, 
victory perches alike upon the white 
and the black.

Differently constructed brains render 
diversified opinions: this is a wise pro
vision in nature, and paints the picture 
of life. Our orthodox teachers are 
working under the old charter, while 
the progressives keep to the line of mod
ern development. The former are 
passing into oblivion, while the latter 
are painting the picture of life in the 
highest style of art, proving that knowl
edge discounts the regime of cold faith. 
Mysterious faith holds forth her hand, 
Bui knowledge waves its potent wand.

We must admit that knowledge brings 
relief that faith can never cure.

We write our own eulogies while liv
ing, and Destiny, who never reports in 
advance, meets us at the end of every 
epoch in life, and rewards us for the use 
of our talents in painting the portrait of 
life.

While knowledge is the pabulum of 
life, we need not buy it with experience, 
if objectionable.

This may be considered an unpopular 
treatise, and I admit that a large por
tion of truth is unpopular.

We are in the world, and are working 
in the lights and shadows, but knowl
edge is our only savior.

Thus the pessimist and optimist have 
rights the people are bound to respect. 
We cannot arrogate to ourselves the 
prerogative of declaring for either one

Nothing can bring you peace but 
yourself; nothing can bring you peace 
but the tri urn ph of principles.—Emerson.

There is nothing so likely to produce 
peace as to be well prepared to meet 
the enemy.—Washington.

To THE Editoh:^- I hdye carefullly 
read with interest in your jpxeellent pa
per the communications ón the above 
subject. Y "T

I know of no bettjer educational medi
um than The PmjpitESSira Thinkeh. 
Already affording mpntal fppd.as it does, 
to over one hundred thou^md readers 
each week, we now pave the school and 
the journal, and only need competent 
contributors ot psychic ability.

For the past year the writer has been 
able to see much of tho phenomena of 
life in the ethereal spgee; and view the 
wonders like one in an unknown coun
try alone—no one to lend a helping word 
to interpret the facts and classify them, 
out of three millions of people within an 
hour’s ride of my home. There are 
hundreds of learned ministers who give 
much time to spiritual subjects, and 
they are unequal to the problem.

I realize that it requires a psychic to 
instruct a psychic; hence the necessity 
of a school for instructions from those 
who have had a large oocult training, to 
those that are developed in a lesser de
gree. I will note some of the topics that 
llave required much thought, and auy 
aid would afford me much pleasure:

1. What is the relation existing be
tween the more ethereal body, soul 
(called astral body by some), and the 
earth body?

2. Do the phenomena presented by 
the ethereal body represent the true 
ege of an individuality, or it is stupid 
or more intellectual?

3. t 'an the ethereal body entirely es
cape (rum its denser factor, the earth 
body, and leave the latter functioning 
for years?

4. (.'an tho ego while in the earthly 
physical form converse with its astral 
self?

5. Gan a person in the earth-form 
hold conversation with the astral form 
of another individual?

(I. What degree of communication 
exists between an astral body and a 
spirit (in the sense the latter term is 
accepted)?

7. Wliat change, if auy, immediately 
takes place in the astral body at the 
death of the earth instrument, the body?

H. Wliat purpose in nature do those 
mature yet miniature human and ani
mal forms serve? Thev seem to be a 
quarter of an inch, a half inch to an inch 
high, and with proper proportions.

ff Are^they different from the hu
man entities, those life forms that ap
pear to be three inches, some six inches, 
others twelve inches tall and yet having 
human forms?

Iff. According to psychic measure
ment, is there a gradation of heights, 
from the little human inite!to that of an 
adult spirit in height? ■■

11. Does num by his will create hu
man, animal and vegetable thought life 
forms, and if so,how long do they live?

12. Can an ego assume any forms it 
wills when freed from its'dense earth 
instrument? . ■

I.'* 1. By what process, if any. does the 
animal ogo reach the form of man on 
the earth plane? - ’

CONTENTS: '
Right Living. What Is Morality? What Is Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
wi m?t,or °- ^,le‘ ^’’denco, an Economy of Life.

but Know c of .lustlce? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance aud Intemperance. Is the Use 
of 1 obncco Dangerous? Cultivation ot Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Loss. Industry, tho Staff of Life, 
v alue of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Faischood. What is an OaAi ? or 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud n Crime. The Polson 
of Slander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Scltlshness, the Menace of Society. 
Grstltudo, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Bevcrence 
?• DmP’j\ Seif-Reliance. Self-Control. ScW Respect, 
loollsb Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. Tbo Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Man.
I unctuallty. a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Life. Temnt-atlon, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit. Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living, in Regard to concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Cljarltr. Fidelity, the Giver of 
Strength and Honor, Value of V oaltb. Ararlce. Not 
a Means to Life’s Best End. Good Nature. One of 
Life 8 Best Blossoms. Rchpop and Free Inquiry, 
«■rce «.pecch. A Free Press, ¡tights of Anlujiils. 
Rights of (children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—Tbo Gentle
man. Politeness—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at tbi« r i-'

14. Does the mental evolution keep 
pace with the physical evolution of all 
life forms?

15. Is the ego or mind a substance, 
acting upon and reacted upon'by its en
vironment?

The above are a few out of a thousand 
or more questions that pass through my 
mind at present. 1 realizo that only a 
psychic can catch the full meaning of 
iny questions which could be more con
densed, but in the present form may call 
out a more detailed explanation. Wo 
have the. school and The Pkogkebsive 
Thinkeh: where, O, where arc tho mas
ter minds to instruct us? ALC1NOUS.

D. L. Moody, the famous evangelist, 
who spoke to an immense crowd at Tre
mont Temple, in Boston, held up Candi
date Bryan's campaign methods as a 
model for the Christian worker. His 
subject was announced to be “How to 
reach the 4u,()nu,(IU0 of non-church-go
ers in the Fnited States."

Mr. Moody urged the ministers to do 
like Bryan, and throw away their man
uscripts. He said lie heard the demo
cratic candidate last week. He liked 
his way. He liked his manner, lie 
stirred people and he was down in earn
est. Hefei-ring to what the politician 
had accomplished in the last, sixty days, 
tho evangelist asserted that the same 
tiling could be done iu religion, if the 
church would wake up to it. “lithe 
church of God is quickened,” said Mr. 
Moody, “this country will be blessed 
within thirty days without waiting for 
election.’’

“Howto reach the forty millions of 
non-church-goers in the United States!” 
Great Scott! is it possible that there are 
forty millions of the population of intel
ligent, educated, civilized America w.ho 
do not attend church? What a reflection 
upon the church! How humiliating the 
confession must be on tho part of tho 
church. There must be something 
wrong somewhere. Where is that 
wrong? In the church or in the forty 
millions of people? And yet churches 
keep on multiplying ad infinitum.

Chaplain (now Bishop) McCabe glo
ries in bis assertion that the Method
ists are building a church every day in 
this country, and other denominations 
are doing nearly as well. But it seems 
that orthodoxy is disposed to erow over 
the spread of its old-time, fossilized 
ideas, in spite of its conviction that it is 
losing its hold, as occasionally it ac
knowledges. as Mr. Moody has done.

1 dropped in, last Sunday, to bear the 
the Rev. J. S. Ainslie, a Congregational 
minister, who. I was informed, has late
ly been preaching some very liberal ser
mons, some of which, it was said, 
smacked strongly of Spjffi^ualism.

His sermon, based upon the text: “Be 
ye fishers of men.” was a very good one. 
No objection could be urged against it. 
In the course of it he referred to Mr. 
Moody's speech in Boston, as above no
ticed, and made the assertion that "this 
country is cursed with churches;” that 
“Christianity is ehurch-cunsed'' because 
there was more attention paid to church 
building, church architecture, comfort
able, fashionable church homes, etc., 
than there was to the real essence of 
Christianity,which wasChriet-like lives, 
the fatherhood of God, and the brother
hood of man.

Now, I am inclined to think that Rev. 
Ainslie is right as far as he goes. 
The trouble in great part is that the 
church does not practice what it 
preaches,'and preaches a great deal that 
is not true, outgrown, absurd, untena
ble, unreasonable. If the church would 
only practice the good and the true that 
it preaches, and cease preaching the bad 
and the false with the good and the true, 
it would not be long until the “forty 
million non-church-goers in this coun
try" could be counted within her pale, 
and the present excess of church build
ings could bo utilized with as many more 
to great advantage. Mr. Moody’s re

marks us above given would seem to 
corroborate the book written by Rev. 
Thomas Dixon, Jr., of New York, upon 
"The Failure of Protestantism."

What the church needs more than 
anything else just now, is the proof 
which only Spiritualism affords, of a fu
ture existence, and all things else of 

'minor importance shall be added unto it.
H. V. Sweringen.

THEY PROPOSE TO DO A GBAND WORK 

FOR HUMANITY.

To the Editor:—A new society 
here, the Band of Harmony, with a 
list of over sixty members and in
creasing, lias for its aim to teach, 
demonstrate and love Spiritualism.

There are three Sunday services— 
conference forenoon, public circle 
afternoon, and lecture evening. We 
especially desire the presence of 
strangers, and our headquarters are 
at 43 Melrose Block, Court street, 
west side, with evening lecture only 
on the east side, in Lincoln Hall, 
Pearl sheet, which seats over one 
hundred, and two seance-rooms, seat
ing thirty and forty, all devoted to 
spiritual uses exclusively. To obtain 
best co-operation with spirit workers 
in public effort, we deem it important 
to preserve our meeting place free 
from other magnetisms aud non-spir
itual uses. In controlling it we can 
also make it especially attractive, and 
spiritually educational. To those who 
may be likewise situated, a description 
of our effort in this- direction may be 
of interest. On the front of the 
speaker’s desk is a mirror-motto, 
“Love is Life, Hale is Death.” Back 
of it on the west wall is a 3G-inch 
band sky-blue half-circle, with the 
words, in 12-inch black letters. “Band 
of Harmony;” under this, “Unto the 
light our faces we turn,” the whole 
bordered with sunflowers in full bloom. 
Above, on either side, hangs a por
trait of an Indian guide, and the 
framed motto, “Devotionally Aspire 
for the Good, and the Beautiful, and 
the True. ” (In the north wall is an 
extra life-sized portrait of the pioneer 
public message-bringer and psycho
metric reader, E. V. Wilson; and on 
either side are the framed mottoes,

Sage,” a spirit scene painted when in 
his teens. Also two framed mottoes: 
“Hight habits make magnetic life and 
vital force, which are our capital in 
this as well as in spirit life. ” The 
other, an H motto, reading: “Hope, 
heart-ease, healing, health, honor, 
happiness, higher, henven, harmony.” 

In good will and fraternity with all, 
we Inmiljly, yet earnestly, hope to do 
our part as a society in dispelling the 
spiritual darkness of this city of one 
hundred thousand people.

Wm. B. Mohuison.

Thlabook gives sa admirable course of study la 
Bible», sad supplies a long-felt waul ot pn elblcal 
text-book especially R’lapfi'j to the coinprcbeuMon of 
cblldrcD, aa well m older perBona whom It 1s wImhv 
and appropriately dealtfned to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lebnoufl.

The author ehowu a wUe practically in her method 
of teaching the principles of elhice, she illustrates 
her subject with many brief narrative* and aucc- 
dotes, wblcb render the book more interoilng mid 
niuro easily coinprcbcnded. It Is especially adapted 
for useJn children s lyeeums. In tbu hands of moth- 
ersnnd teachers It may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by It. It is a most excellent 
book and should be widely circulated.

HUDSON TUTTLB.^

PSYCHIC
SCIENCE

IMPORTANT WORK
Studies in the Outlying 

Fields of Psychic 
Science.

A WORK BY HUDSON 
TUTTLE.

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS HOW TO IN
VESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM,. DEVELOP 
MEDIUMSHIP, AND FOK THE FORMA
TION OF HOME CIRCLES.

This second edition, with important 
additions, is the second effort in the 
New Departure of The Progressive 
Thinker. It is a book which marked 
an era in the methods of thought on 
psychic subjects. It was first to take 
this hitherto unexplored realm, and its 
treatment is entirely original. It out
lined a plan of study and investigation, 
which, new us the subject was, appears 
to be the only one the student can pur
sue, to arrive at satisfactory results.

A great many psychic clubs and read
ing circles have adopted it as a guide, 
and one college has taken it as a text 
book. In its field it stands alone, and is 
the student's only helpful manual.

Since the author wrote tlio “Arcana 
of Nature.” by almost purely auto
matic controls, his inspiration has 
made no higher flight than in “Psychic 
Science.”
Price Reduced About One- 

Half.
In our New Departure, determined to 

give Spiritualists—instead of the dear 
est, as hitherto—the cheapest literature 
of any denomination, sect or organiza 
tion, we have not only enlarged the 
book by twenty pages, but reduced the 
price from $1.25 to 75 cents.

A wealthy Spiritualist purchased cop
ies at full price and presented one to 
every college and aeadi-niy in tlio New 
England States. We have reduced the 
price until no one will be prevented 
from possessing it, or deterred, for want 
of means, from sending it forth on mis
sionary duty.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

This highly Instructive and Interesting work !e a 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hull’? 
splendid works. Dy this arrangement (be coni la such 
that the reader 18 enabled to secure the two bouka 
com.i.n?2 at the same price as wus formerly aaked 
i->r them separately. This volume contains 462 pages 
mid Is handsomely bound tn cloth, and eontalua uu ex 
cclleut portrait uf the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
la a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
Ufllbm. No book of the century has junde so niuny 
eon vert a to Modern Spiritual Ism uh this The author’s 
alm. faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
phenomena and philosophy. Inis been accomplished. 
'I he adaptation of Spirit un I Ism to the wants ot buiium 
ity; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; the spiritual natureof man. and the objec 
tlona offered to Splrltualhm. are all considered In the 
light of the Hilde, nature, history, renson and coimnou 
8CO6C, aud expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consists of n critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It Is a most aide production, and 
Is a perfect storchonr.e of facta for tlmse who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find argument», ugalust the 
aasumptlunB of Orthod-ny.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

W1ÆKT
”AS1, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF
i^sulti of recent scientific research regarding the 

origin, position nud prospects cf manklud.
From the German of

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter,“ Eaaavs ou Nature and 

Science.,” “Phyriomglcal Pict urea," "Six Lec
tures on Darwin," Etc.

"The great mystery of existence codfIkU In prrppt- 
:al and uninterrupted change. Everything Is ¡minor- 
ffl and Indestructible—(bo smallest worm as well as 
be most enormouR of the colesrial bodies,—the Band 
rain or the water drop as well ae th<- highest belngln 
rention, man and hh thoughts, only the forms hi 

■ hlcli being manifests Itself are changing: but Being 
'<‘lf remain* eternally the same and Imperishable 

• ¡icn we die we do not lose om-eeltra, bn; only otii 
-rsonal consciousness. We live on jn nni uro. In out 
ec. In our children, in otir di'cds. In our thought*-
short. In the entire nuiteilul and jdiy slenl conlrilm
:i * hlcli. diiiIng our short pei nonul existence, wi
''■ 1 'irjil^heii (<• tb. -ii’nL-tencr of mankind and of 

'• ir rer.' ! tier.
___  . i,’Hnn ch'th. C1

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
war SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 

2S4 pages. One copy, »1; six copies. t’>.

FROM KIGHT TO MORK;

Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; ten copl OR, II,

THE BRIDGE BETWEEK TWO WORLDS.

209 page». One copy, bound In cloth, «1; paper, 75 
CCDlB*

For Sale at this Office. 40 loom is Street.

GOSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 

and the Some,

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume meets a public wane. It comprise? 
258 choice selections of poetry and music» embody
ing the highest moral sentiment., and free frutn all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cents. Sold at this office.

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mores Hull. A eoincoutid of the two pamph

let*. "The Irrepressible Conflict," and ‘Tour Am-w-r 
•>r I our Life;’’ with Important additions, makltu’ a 
bonk of 160 pages ml for 23 cents. This book contains 
stAdstics, facts and docnmontK, on the tendencies uf 
the times, that every one should bare. For sale at 
this office.

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection of new «nd bcantlfnl songs, with 

marie and cborui, Ln book form. By C»F. Longley 
Price 11.25. Postage 15 cent*.

»■it-.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect» 
ual and Spiritual Culture.

For the Home, the Lyceum, 
and Societies.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

THE PSYGHOGRflFH]
-OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Ture »ml Human Upbuilding by th»

aid of new, relined and powerful methods of alture. 
” " D. Babbitt, M. I)., author of “Principles 01 

and Color." “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. Prlcit

THE LYCEUM GUIDE

BY MOSES HULL.

25ceuls; Leather. 35 centi;.

ENCYCLOPEDIA 
. . . OF .

Bv E. 
IJgbt 
»•loth,

"y Helen 11. Gardener. O::c of her bright".- 
tb-i and btrongest lecivrcS agnliiFl the Bible, 
w -man riiould read II nrd know her frlocd* «• 
n.les. Prive 10 cents.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 1 
A~L Souk». Golden ChainBeeltatlona, Memory Gem». 
Choral Responses, Funeral Serflcci, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. luatrucllons for Of" 
eaulzlng and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics aud Marching; Bau« 
ners, Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book bl 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual 01 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants Ox 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dLtnul lune of the old hyinuology. 
It furnlshetia unique selection of choice readings and 
ret>|)onaes such aa no other selection contains. Itgivei 
a practical system of graceful callstheulcs. every step 
of which is made plain by engravings. Il gives in- 
slruclloub how to make the badges aud banners and 
iubtruetti iu iuareblug. It shows bow to establish A 
Baud of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and bM 

\all the must beautiful songs which have been gathered 
UP by tbut movement.

^'be author aud compiler of tbh Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor In the 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical world 
aud mated by the interest awakened iu the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for tbo working Lyceum, tbegutdtt 
is admirably adapted io the uetda ox the family, sup* 
plying 76 page* uf new spiritual music and word! 
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many 
Clines the cost. The book bus been placed at th* 
remarkably low price of su cent's, sent postpaid.
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker, 

40 Loomis St.. Chic-alto.
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

This Instrument is Bubstantlally the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare In bls early luvet>Llgationi< 
In Its Improved form It has been before the public 
inore than seven years, and 1n t he hands of thousand! 
of persons has proved Ils superiority over the Plan} 
choice, and all other lastrunieuts which have been 
brought out in imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness ot the communications received by 
Ils aid. and aa a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?

Do you wish to develop Mediumship?

Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograpb Is an Invaluable assistant.
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Medinmship ■

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware ol 
their medfumlstlc gift, hare, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful inaasages. A volumq 
might be tilled wlih cumiucndulory letters. Man* 
who began with Itas au aniuring toy, found that tha 
intelligence controlling It knew more than them« 
eelvea, and became convert« to Hplrltuallsin.

Capt. b. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I 
comniiiolcaduus (by the Psychograpb; froin many 
uthcr friends, even from "id st-ttlcrs whose grave- 
atones aro moss-grown In the old yard. 'I hey have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved tome that faplr- 
ituallainla Indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greateel comfort in the severest 
loss I have had of sun, daughter, and their m»»lher."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bis 
name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
write«as tulluwb: ”1 am much pleased with ihe Psy- 
diograph. It Is very rimple hi principle and construe- 
i Ion, and 1 am sure mud be far more sensitive to aplt> 
It uni power than tlie one now In use. 1 believe It will 
generally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merit« become known."

Securely packed, and sen t postage pa Id from 

the manufacturer, for $1.00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
.. . OR . . .

A CONCORDANCE
Tothe principal paMagrs of the Oldami Kem 

Teetament Scriptures which ,trove 

or imply Spiritualism;

Together with a brief Ulistory of the origin ot many ot 
the Important books of the Bible.

MuchtbAtlefD ibis bo*k appeared In an nHrldged 
form In a bcrk'B of nine full I’ngcs of The rn -unEss- 
ivk Thinker. Thoc articles wi re prepared at tba 
call of iiundreds of Splrltiulhts who fell the need of 
tome kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetilefor more; hence the 
pn Idicatl' •!) of this .fork.

Theauilior, Moses Hull, hag written mnnv volameB 
on Splrituallbtlstlc and other theme» and each one li 
full of careful study (>n the subject chosen Mr. 
Hull. In his Imr>»<luctl<»n of this wurk says;

“Huidntf that this book will serve to lend the people 
out of the wlldernes;; of doubt and despair; nivl that 
when SpirltuallBtn shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its‘aanetiiled’oDf'inlos. It will not •spike' It. but will 
use It (o batter don n the walla of CbristlMii saperat!« 
t Ion and ignorance. If-Hid It out on Its errand <-f cn- 
Jb’htennieDt with the humble prawr that h wl:l prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

Ins: kNovri.oi’EniA of Bihi.!' \l PriniTiALteu 
contains 3s.'» pages, beautifully printed on good paper 
contains n full page port mil .,f the nutlw and Is 
liKndsotncly bound In cloth. Evi rv Splrliunllst should 
inivc ihlH work.
PRICE_ SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

“ THE KORAN. ’
Commonly called the “A!k.»y:m of Mobtuumed* 

translated into Lngllsti from the original Arabic with 
e xplniintory not “s t n from t! ■ • * n ’• -t appre”<’-*• corn! 
mrntators. With ft prcltmln'irv rtlM'otir*«' 1 a- Goo. 
Sale, price, cloth, bum. F.»r eaie nt this ..r’«

THOMAS PAINE’S “
Examination of the Prophecies.

A consideration of the passage 1?. the New Testa* 
menu quoted from ibe Old. and culled Prophr.-ietCon« 
ccinlng Jesus Ctnlet. Pricy it cents.

THE RELATION
• ?f ' plrltual to the Matcri-.l l‘uiver«e; an.I tho 
Law .d Ciuiirul. New i-dli‘.»i. « niarged nnu revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 1*. cents.

TaINE’S political works?
Common Sense. The Crisis. Kgbt*- - f etc 

J UustttHcd edition. l*->: l Sv«., G.‘o page'. ♦1-00; 
; 'istagc. 20 cents.

A VALUABLE WORK. "
Researches in Oriental History, 

Embracing the (»rlptn of thr Jew*-. tbp Rise and DeveK 
opin ent of Zoroastrian?™ a-d the Derivation of 
Christianity: tn which b i Fd 'd: Whence Our Arran 
Ancestors? By G. W. Brown. M D. One of t-bc mo*t 
valuable work« ever pu'vLhhcd. 1’rice tl.50.

’ pulpit, PEW AND CRAL! It. ’

Silt-Contradictions of the Bible,
One hnndred and forty four propo’dt.onB. theological, 

moral. nif-rt>rical and spo-tilctIve: cacb proved nffinn* 
«lively and negatively i ;. quotations trom Scripture, 
withunt CDiume'it. r,,: •'' * '•'•ntc.

Paine’s Theological Works.
Ape of Reaaon, Examination of the Prophecies, etc, 

Ulus.edition. Poet Bvo., 432 page*. Cloth, ll.UJ

GOSPEL OF NATURE?"
By M L. SliermRn fthd Wtn. F. Lyon. A book replete 

with Spiritual trutha. Price 11.00.
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advance:
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Clubs of ten (a copy to the ouu getting up the .
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Thirteen weeks, 
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BEanTTAXCES.
BernR by Votti.like MoneyOriler, Registered Letter, 

or drait ua Ulucagu or Now Yoit. It ewie Irino 10 
tal5ceaatu set checks cashed oa local liiake. eodoa’t 
aead llieiu uuleae you wlah that amount dedncteil from 
tha am-.uur eeut. Direct all letters to J. R. Frauds, 
No. bJLoouila StteeR Cblcaco, 111.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there are tbousauila who will at Ursi veaturo 

only U emy-Uve cents lor Tun I’nooiinsBivx TrriKxxrr 
Ullrleeu weeks, wo would suggest to Uioso who receive 
a sample < oy>y. io solicit several others to unite with 
them, mid ihus be able lu remit I rum $1 to ¿10, or evou 
more ilum rhe bitter sum A large number of little 
nnioums will imike u large sum total, and thus extend 
Ilie Held of our labor uud usetulaess. The same sug
gestion will upply iu all cases ot renewal ot subscrip
tions—solkli olhi-rs to aid in the good work. You will 
experlcace no diilleulty ivliuteverio Inducing Splrltu- 
aplsls io sulifrgribe tor Tint PuoausssiTk TuikmcB, 
'npdMAiua^rfhem e:m n Hord to be without tlie valua
bleInformation imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you tract u more bountiful harvest thaa we caa 

give yoa for 25 cents? Just pause ami think for a uw- 
lum what an Intellectual feast that small lavesliaeat 
will famish you. The subscription price of Tun I‘no- 
osassivK Thiakki: thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amoum you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, sulisturitlal, soul-elevating and 
laind-iefrerlilug reading matter, equlvaleut to a mcdl- 
utn-slzotl hue it!

" TAKE NOTICE!
fW” At 1‘xpliutl‘ ii of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper !s discontinued No bills will bo sent fur ex
tra numbers.

tjf“ It you do not receive yonr paper promptly, 
write to us. mid emirs in address will be promptly 
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Last Words Before Election.
As this is the last issue of The Pro

GRESSiVE Thinker before the presi
dential election, and as great issues are 
before the caintry to be determined by 
the people, it is very proper we express 
our opinion for the guidance of readers, 
whether they are Spiritualists, Agnos
tics or orthodox Christians. The latter 

. class will hardly know how to discharge 
their duties as freemen intelligently 
without onr advice.

. First. Go to the polls early; vote at 
the lir.-t onpiirliinity, and go about your 
business that others may vole-

Second. Be very sure to vote for the 
right candidate. Don't fail in this, for 
should you east your ballot for the 

. wrong Iran, and he should be elected, 
no person can tell what serious results 
may follow.

'Hurd. 11 in doubt who will host rep
resent you in the discharge of official 
duties, belli r go home without voting, 

. than to cast a ballot for one who does 
not please you; for in that case you will 
have no occasion to ask God to forgive 

. you because you voted for an unworthy 
representative.

Fourth. As it is probable we have 
but few readers who believe in vieari- 
ous suffering, therefore it is unneees- 

, sary to advise them to vote but once 
during election day, or to eschew that 
time-honored advice of the politicians 
to “vole early, vole often, and keep vot
ing until your candidate is elected.''

. Fifth, and lastly: Don't deceive your
. selves with the belief that the country 

will go to the deninition how wows even 
if your favorite candidate is defeated. 
It is said almighty mean men have been 
elected to office since this republic was 
founded, and it is probable others 'will 
bo before the good lime coming has ar
rived; bin as lire country has survived 
sueli calamities it is believed it will for 
several years yet.

Confidentially: Don't trade your vote 
with anyone, nor sell it at any price, 
but plump a ballot for the best fellow, 

. and thank the Good Giver ^iat he has 
.. endowed you with sufficient intelligence 

to know' who ho is.

They Are After “Our Bob.” |
The partisan papers are sorely dis

tressed because Col. Ingersoll has ap
peared on tho political platform. One 
of the leading organs says: ’

“On general principles the Colonel Is 
an offensive object to the great majority 
of tho better sort of, people, because of 
his attitude towards matters of religion.”

The good editor who wrote the above 
would not misrepresent for a dollar, yet 
he goes on to say: ’ ,
."There have been sincere and honest 

skeptics and infidels who were strong 
thinkers, but Ingersoll doos not deserve 
to be ranked among them. He does not 
think.”

That is an awkward position for a 
public speaker to occupy. The Colonel 
holds his auditors almost spellbound 
for hours in succession, pouring out tor
rents of rhetoric, logic and eloquence, 
eliciting applause from professed oppo
nents, and yet “he never thinks!” 
What a remarkable man! How simple 
the people who listen to his well- 
rounded sentences, all aglow with facts 
and - arguments, which even his tradu- 
cers seldom attempt to answer! But the 
editor did not rest with these astound
ing assertions. He tells Has a fact:

"The most pretentious members of 
his party—preachers, church members 
and others celebrated for their piety— 
attend meetings addressed by this 
heathen and join vociferously in the ap
plause that greets his ribaldry.”

That is good. That is well told. It is 
a fact that grieves many of us who do 
not adopt his partisan views; but we 
can't help thinking there is an under
current that moves in an opposite direc
tion from that on the surface. Though 
preachers of Hie orthodox faith, church
men subscribing to the Atlianasiau 

-creed, earnest believers, so far as the 
public are made to know, in an eternity 
of torture in hell for not believing in an 
impossible three-headed God, one of 
whose heads is the son of the father, 
another is the father of the son, and 
both are the Holy Ghost, yet, somehow, 
they rather like the man who ridicules 
such preposterous ideas, and always go 
out to hear bin: when they can get a 
chance. And, note, they always cheer 
most loudly when he clinches his strong
est points.

As we suggested, “Our Bub” may be 
somewhat off his base when discussing 
political issues, but he is always right 
when industriously engaged in his prin
cipal mission, which he bus defined on 
several occasions to bo “kicking hell.”

A Howling Mob.
A telegram of the 18th ult., from 

Portsmouth, Ohio, says a riot occurred 
there that afternoon. The Sunday Ob
servance League attempted to break up 
a ball game. The constables who tried 
to serve the warrants were chased off 
the grounds by a howling mob of spec
tators, and narrowly escaped alive. 
Numerous arrests are threatened to 
avenge the law.

Who were the disturbers of the pub
lic tranquillity, in this case—the quiet 
people who were witnessing a ball game 
or the Sunday Observance League, who 
set the machinery in motion to disperse 
the people? ’ How much did the Sunday 
worshipers gain for their cause by the 
act? . .

Neglected Data.
■Sometimes inquiries are made by 

readers for book and page from which 
quotations are made in these columns. 
Usually it is our habit to furnish these, 
but frequently articles are delayed in 
publication long after they are written, 
and the source from which the extract 
was made is forgotten. We are always 
careful to be correct in our quotations. 
Our “news items” are usually clipped 
from “Notes of the Day,” from a Chi
cago daily, where they appear with no 
indication of the source from whence 
they came.

A Compromise Efi'eeted.
A press dispatch of the ISlh ult., from 

Ottawa, Ont., says tho Manitoba school 
question, which has agitated the coun
try so long, is at last settled. Thfi terms 
of agreement between the Ottawa cabi
net and the Manitoba ministry ore said 
to be as follows: Manitoba is to retain 
her national schools as heretofore.. 
Where Catholic children are iu the ma
jority Catholic teachers will be em
ployed, but all teachers must hove cer
tificates of qualification and the schools 
will be unoer gov^-nmeut inspection. 
It is well the controversy is ended.

Prohibition Doesn’t Prohibit. 
It is said the best advertisement a

book can now receive in France or Eng
land is to announce that tho Pope has 
ordered it placed in the list “Liborium 
Prohibitorum,” otherwise among the 
books the faithful are prohibited from 
reading. A quadrupled sale has imme
diately followed such ehurchly act of
the Holy See in several instances 
cently.

re-

r
Concealing Frauds.

A generation ago a young man •‘got

I;

w.

religion.'’ joined the Baptist church, 
and assumed aii-s of unusual piety. 
After nourishing for a time, with high 
recommendations of moral and Chris
tian worth from his pastor he journeyed 
eastward, and engaged as collector for a 
Boston merchant. He succeeded in 
gaining the unlimited confidence of his 
employer, and was trusted with large 
amounts to deposit in bank after the 
close of a brisk day’s business. Having 
an extra large sum in his hands on one 
of these occasions, he suddenly disap
peared. as did the money entrusted to 
his care. Conversing with the pious 
wife of the worthy parson who had been 
instrumental in Charlie’s conversion 
and salvation, slie told the writer the 
facts above stated, with the additional, 
in an undertone:

“Don't tell of it for the world, for it 
will bring such a terrible disgrace on 
the church.”

And we did not until pastor and,wife 
had gone to their heavenly rest. Should 
any reader recognize the facts herein 
stated, he will be astonished to learn 
that Charlie Ericson was sailing under 
a false name during the entire period of 
his church life, and that his zeal to get 
a pension for services in the late war 
revealed his duplicity, as well as his 
reudem e in a neighboring town.

These facts came to mind on reading 
-Brother Hodge's “Both Sides Consid
ered,” in our issue of two weeks ago: 
and the query arose: Are. Spiritualists 
determined to suppress the truth in re
gard to the wrongs of professed medi
ums, “because it will bring such a ter- 
rible'disgrace on the cause we have so 
greatly at heart?”

The

L<-
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Will They Never Learn?
The Archbishop of Canterbury, Pri

mate of the Church of England, Most 
Rev. Edward White Benson, D. D., 
■while kneeling in prayer during church 
service, on the 11th inst., received a 
“visitation from God,” as the coroner's 
inquest would have put it years ago. and 
he died a few minutes after, while all 
the church, at the instigation of the rec
tor, was praying God to save the distin
guished churchman. “Must those 
things be, and not overcome us like a 
summer cloud?” The good archbishop 
had just returned from a visiting tour 
in the north of Ireland. “He appeared 
in robust health,” say the dispatches, 
“and expressed' great gratification with 
the success of his trip,” but the result 
shows,As Christians would put it had 
the unfortunate victim been a Spiritual
ist or Agnostic, “he had somehow in
curred the displeasure of Almightv 
God.”

Terror itself, when once grown trans
cendental, becomes a kind of courage; 
as frost sullirieutly intense, according to 
the poet Millon, will burn.—Carlyle.

PASSING ON.
Most? Paififul Forms of 

ir DeaSh.

fl SPIRIT USES fl TYPE-WRITER
LAWS GOVERNING SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS.

The Prayer Game Unavailing'.
Moody, the evangelist, at Carnegie 

Hall, New York City, at a lale session 
of the Christian Missionary Alliance, 
asked prayers for the welfare of the 
country. He isrej-orted to have said:

“Never since the war has this coun
try needed the earnest support of all 
Christians to pray for peace as now. 
The trouble springing up between the 
two political parties cannot be seen so 
easily here in the East; but out in the 
West, where I have been twice during 
the past month, it is assuming a very 
alarming aspect.”

We fear the religious agitator has 
cause for alarm, but submission to con
stituted authority and patience while 
time shall heal the country's wounds, 
not prayer, is the remedy. A dear 
Christian brother said he had al
ways observed when he wanted a neigh
bor's turkey for a Thanksgiving or 
Christmas dinner praying did no good, 
but when the old man started out in 
person for it, he was sure to bring it in 
before daylight. If Brother Moody 
would omit his prayers, anil put in some 
good, active work with the conservators 
of public tranquillity, he would do »ore 
to ’ re-establish lost confidence than 
would continuous praying without such 
action until d< omsday. Calamity howl
ing never did nor never will allay the 
excitement produced by political agita
tion.

Damnable Teaching.
“1 killed Annie Kempton, and 1 will 

pay the penalty. 1 suppose it is all 
right. I have taken one life for the 
devil, and will now give my own life for 
Jesus'sake. Lord, 1 am coming.” The 
next moment the drop foil, and Wheeler, 
the Nova Scotia murderer, on the Sth of 
September last, was in heaven, and 
his fifteen years'old victim, who resisted 
his assault, and whose throat was cut, 
was writhing in hell. That is orthodox 
teaching. The poor girl was true to her 
womanhood; her life had been blame
less. but she was not repentant, had no 
time to prepare for her tragic end, so an 
eternity of suffering is before her, and 
eternal happiness has opened on her 
butcher, for he had time and the aid of 
a priest to fit him for glory 1 Is it too 
harsh to damn such teaching?

Borrowed from a Heathen.
Do those pious preachers who are

ever contending that Christianity gave 
to the world its moral code know that 
Ambrose, who wrote the first Christian 
ethics produced in the church, modeled 
his dissertation from the writings of 
Cicero, a heathen philosopher who died 
forty-three years before the alleged 
birth of Jesus? It may be proper in 
passing to add that the title of “Father 
of his Country,” which was applied to 
our Washington, was borrowed from 
Cicero, to whom it was originally applied 
sixty-three years before our era. And 
yet, said Rev. Vrooman, at the time 
Christ came “all tho people of Rome 
were living the life of brutes.”

Students in Rebellion.
The divinity students in'an Aberdeen 

college, Scotland, lately rose in rebellion 
against one of the professors who was 
teaching antiquated theology, and bom
barded him with Bibles and paper pel
lets. The Bev. Ebenezer Ritchie, says 
the report, avows that the students gen
erally look with contempt on anything 
which supports the orthodox view. 
“They simply will not hear any opinions 
expressed except those of the higher 
critics.” These students are the preach
ers of the next generation. Will not 
their action become contagious in other 
colleges?

Now the Ebb Tide.
“Calcutta, India, is a greateducational 

center, one of the greatest in the world. 
It has twenty colleges, with 3,000 stu
dents. and forty high schools, with 2,000 
students. In the city there are alto
gether about 55,000 English speaking 
and non-Christian natives.”—News item.

It is to such a people Christian mis
sionaries are sent. Is it surprising they 
meet with poor success? It seems the 
tide is setting in the opposite direction, 
and now Chicago is made a central mis
sionary station, for the Buddhists. Mar
vels have no end. .

The Premium Enclopaedia.
Several weeks a<ro we withdrew our 

offer to send the Encyclopedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World to new 
Hiroe months’ subscribers. We have 
been at great expense in sending out 
this premium, knowing that thousands 
of Spiritualists would want it without 
any intention whatever of becoming 
permanent subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker, for, as a rule, they 
take no Spiritualist paper. But the in
ducement of getting a 400-page book, 
worth fifty cents, and the paper ulso for 
three months, all for twenty-five cents, 
brought them temporarily to the front. 
The great good that the thousands ot 
copies distributed will do, compensates 
us for the great expense we have been 
to in this direction, in endeavoring to 
illuminate the minds of those who do 
not choose to patronize the Spiritualist 
papers.

We still have a few hundred volumes 
on hand of this "Vol. I” of the Encyclo
pedia of Death, and Life in tho Spirit
World, in paper cover, which we will 
send to all new six months’ subscribers, 
and also to each of onr present sub
scribers who renews for not less than six 
months, and who sends us al the same 
time one new six months' subscriber.

It is fur better for the new subscriber 
to take the paper for six months, for, 
during that time he will begin to see 
tho necessity of continuing it.

Read IV hat He Says of the Pro
gressive Thinker.

Tho writer of the following lives at 
St. Paul, .Minn. He is over 82 years of 
age. Hellas been a prominent worker 
in the cause of truth all bis life. Head
what he says 
Thinker:

“For nearly 
have received

of The Progressive

or quite forty years I 
the weekly visits of

one or more Spiritualist publications 
and am a subscriber for two at the pres
ent lime; arid while I have uo words of 
disparagement for any of the various 
publications with which I am familiar, 
but a good word for all, I have a choice. 
In the general literary make up, in the 
reading matter-from first to last pages, 
in its corps of contributors, and the di
versified Spiritualistic news that greets 
its thousands of readers in each and ev
ery number, to my taste The Progress
ive Thinker leads them all. And 
were it not that I feel it a bounden duty 
to circulate them, I would filo each 
number from year to year for interest
ing reading in my declining years, for 
I never pick up a way-back number but 
the reading matter is as interesting os 
when first read.”

Mr. Flower has taken The Progress
ive Thinker from the start. He does 
not like everything we publish. In fact 
he thinks we err sometimes, but he does 
not on that account discontinue his pa
per, as a few very foolish Spiritualists 
.have done, and will continue to do when
ever they find their opinions antagon
ized by an editor. They set up their 
views as absolutely correct, and on that 
account will say “Stop my paper!” 
whenever they find themselves in the 
least antagonized. They are still as in
tolerant in some respects as the ortho
dox. The Progressive Thinker leads- 
in size: it leads in the amount of varied 
matter published, and it keeps its read
ers in touch with the whole progressive 
world. If you do not take it you are in 
the roar of the procession.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

“Tile Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lios 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50o.

“Talleyrand's Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study oi 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing. 
review of Romish* ideas and practices 
should be. read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price 25 cents

"Mediumship and Its. Development, 
and Howto Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. ■ Especially 
useful to learners who seek to.know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. :

The most painfull forms of death 
are, curiously enough, not those that 
are the most' shocMug or the most 
commonly dreaded, The most dis
tressing accidents ¡¡usually produce 
painless deaths, while some familiar 
and little fgared diseases result in 
intensely agqHizing'jleath. The ma
chinery and the rush and hurry of 
New York life cayse more shocking 
forms of death than the tortures of 
the Inquisition.

The question as. to what are the 
most painful and easiest deaths to die 
must, of course, be deeply interesting 
to every one. Dr, A. P. Smith, of the 
Metropolitan Hotel, a surgeon of wide 
experience in New York, said to a 
Sunday World reporter:

deaths by accident easy.
■ “It is a curious fact that few peo
ple know how a man really dies. They 
have only a more or less blindly 
superstitious fear and horror of it. 
The deaths which are to be most 
dreaded have as a rule little or no 
terror for most people. Now, to de
cide what is actually the most painful 
death any of us can die we must look 
somewhat into the nature of pain or 
agony.

“In the first place, the greatest suf
fering produced is not by the surface or 
superficial nerves of the body, but by 
a disturbance at some important 
nerve centre. Many of the deaths 
which are supposed to be accompanied 
by. the most excruciating agony are 
in reality almost painless, because 
only the other nerves are affected.

“Perhaps the most familiar exam
ple is death from burning. Most 
people imagine that to be burned 
alive or boiled alive is the most in
tense torture conceivable. As a mat
ter of fact I would rather be burned 
to death than die from many of tire 
so-called ‘natural’ causes. This is 
also true of the pain produced by 
most cuts and bruises. Unless such 
cuts go very deep or the bruises are 
very severe, a death caused in this 
way, although very distressing, is not, 
however, nearly as painful as that 
from many familiar diseases.

“Most of tije railroad and trolley 
car accidents injur people in just this 
way. Of course, death from such 
causes is far more distressing to rela
tives. It is grievous to see a body 
mangled or cut and bruised often be
yond recognition. And so people 
naturally drgitd such a death, and im
agine that it is tlie most painful death 
to die. But for the1 victim of such an 
accident the actual pain is not by any 
means as great as most people fancy.

“The pain, as I said, is in a sense 
superficial, and the centre of nervous 
force remains undisturbed, so that 
such a person can .detain conscious
ness and keep measurably cool
headed. It should, besides, be con
sidered that any severe shock, as in 
the case of a bad accident, produces a 
dulling or numbing effect upon the 
entire system. Tins is a most merci
ful provision of nature. A roan who 
falls from a high place is likely to be 
unconscious before he reaches the 
ground. The victims of railroad dis
asters as a rule have their senses 
dulled in this way, and it is much the 
same with a person who is burned 
alive or who meets death in any other 
sudden and violent manner.

LOCKJAW CAUSES MOST PAINFUL
DEATH.

4,

“On the other hand, some diseases 
cause at the end the most intense 
agony. The roost painful death a 
man can die is from tetanus or lock
jaw; in this disease the nerve centres 
are so affected -that the muscles are 
set or knotted together rigidly, so that 
the pain is most acute. The disturb
ance in this case directly affects the 
spinal cord, and this quickly spreads 
to the brain. It is impossible for any 
one who has never seen a death from 
lockjaw to appreciate the terrors of it.

“It is a mistake to believe, how
ever, that the most violent deaths are 
necessarily painful. As a rule, when
ever patients are violent they are de
lirious and unconscious of their pain,

EASIEST FORMS OF DEATH.

“The easiest death to die, of course, 
is in eases where the patient is abso
lutely unconscious. That is to say, 
they pass from sleep or a condition 
which closely resembles it into death. 
The great majority of deaths occur in 
this way. In most diseases as the 
end approaches there is a gradual 
failing of the faculties, bo that the end 
is quite painless.

' ‘Death from suffocation is also very 
painful. In this case the agony is 
not the result of any injury to the 
nerve centres. But the conscious
ness that death is approaching in 
spite of one's labored efforts to get air 
is most distressing. This brings on 
intense nervous agony. Of course, in 
speaking of the pain of dying I refer 
particularly to purely physical suffer
ing.” ’

The Spiritualist; recognizing the 
sublime fact that death is only a 
change from the material to the spir
itual side, and, being perfectly natural, 
he always welcomes' it as a beloved 
messenger. ' '

All we have ever said -of the curative 
virtues of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla sinks into 
insignificance when compared with the 
statements made by those who have been 
benefited by the use of this wonderful 
blood purifier. Many of the cures seem 
indeed almost incredible.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers-of'-poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand: 
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
81.00. For sale-at this office.
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INTEBOOMMUNION BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND 
. SPHERES.

By Mrs. G. E. Stevens, of San Francisco, Oal.
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CHAPTER II.

The law of love from one to an
other is the law of Christian doctrine. 
To forgive the sins of our neighbor, 
the first step towards redemption from 
our owu. The action of this law pro
duces that harmony so necessary in 
the regulation of our lives towards 
that perfect peace the strongest char
acteristic of approach to heaven, 
either in this condition of life or in 
that of the next sphere. Were these 
laws fully understood and faithfully 
carried out, the progress would be so 
great that the first step to heaven on 
earth would be accomplished, and a 
great gain towards that harmony 
necessary to the foundation of a re
liable basis for the intercommunion 
between the two spheres, so much to 
be desired and hopefully looked for
ward to, commenced. But this, as 
yet, is a long way off, and more work is 
to be done before its possibility can 
ever be realized.

Ostensibly, we will say, a number of 
persons sitting for spirit communica
tion are gathered in harmony. So 
long as the mere result desired by 
each is communication directed to self, 
as real a battle is to be fought as if 
all parties were openly in arms fortlie 
gratification of their owu selfhood. 
This may or not be the case, as each 
may be willing to relinquish his claim 
if he does but understand the necess
ity of doing so. But tire attraction of 
the strongest on both sides will 
eventually win the day if it is not. 
The union of all forces in one direc
tion necessary to harmony being pro
duced, the first law is established and 
the first end reached. The forces on 
both sides' being blended together, 
magnetism takes its position, and 
endeavors to discover one or more 
among the number of those gathered 
with receptive or negative force to be 
developed in harmony with present 
conditions. This can be done only by 
ascertaining who has the character 
of brain called plastic, which contains 
a finer degree of magnetism to be used 
by [he motive power of the whole

as it uses itself in that which guides 
the intellect, and makes more appar-
ent ite real existence. The second
grade of magnetism has nothing to do 
with the finest, only as it demonstrates 
the power of the lower to be of the 
highest grade of spiritual in its effort 
to raise the mind through it to the 
highest spiritual. If things moved 
about a room meant nothing but to 
demonstrate the power to move about 
matter, with no object in view but to 
prove its possibility, nothing more 
would be necessary; but the object is 
to connect the two worlds, and show 
how thought can be transmitted with
out evidence of action of the brain 
being in auy way visible. The desire 
to prove the connection between the 
spheres, and when the connection be
tween the two worlds is established, the 
possibility of intercommunication seen, 
the power of the spirit is advanced, 
the fine, subtile magnetism of the two 
drawing towards each other, the chain 
is complete, and the finely attenuated 
thread of ^silvery light is as visible to 
spirit vision as the moving articles in 
tlie room or any other apparently un
natural phenomena is to those com
posing tlie human battery who are re
garding it with awe, distrust and half 
fear of what may come next.

This is but the beginning of mys
tery. The power called electric con
centrated in some individuals is some
times marvelous. Its action on the 
system is hardly understood in its 
simplest form. How it is gathered 
together in order to perform its life 
duty in tlie human body is not even 
thought of. The man who has at all 
watched the workings of magnetism 
hitherto has no conception as yet of 
the power he is manipulating, or en
deavoring to manipulate, in tlie sim
plest way. He is struck with awe, 
perhaps, from time to time with some 
new discovery in its working, but be
lievers are few and the unbelievers in 
anything that cannot be touched, 
tasted or handled too few to give him 
strength to go on till he is in some 
way reinforced from the spirit world 
to proceed with his experiments, 
when, perhaps, a new movement is 
made and explanation asked for.

Electro-magnetism is the union of 
two forces, one called electric, the 
other magnetic. In reality they are

two are blended, the lower lost in tha 
higher, and being blended with it, is 
surrounded by spirit life only, the 
connection between the two being cut 
off, as it were, through lack of the 
electrical fluid,, which is used in full 
force for production of the phenom
ena going on in the seance circle, as 
yet understanding neither cause nor 
effect. All are finally restored to 
their normal condition by exhaustion 
of the forces on both sides, the 
natural medium being gently aroused 
by the spirit force' of the second 
sphere, who applies electrical as well 
as spirit magnetism in equal measure, 
and no harm follows. On the other 
hand, if a sudden restoration takes 
place, and the medium bo suddenly 
aroused to her normal condition by 
inharmonious disturbance or other
wise, there is always danger, as there 
is always danger, even of death, from 
an improper use of electricity applied to 
the body. In the case of a seance 
this is properly provided for, and 
guarded by the spirit power on the 
other side, who are prepared for the 
disturbance usually foreseen, and with 
other precautions all danger is guarded 
against, and the new light is stealing 
upon us as surely as it exists to prove 
a blessing yet to all mankind. The 
first part of this mystery being dis
posed of, as, we trust, through aa 
understanding of the modus operand! 
of the simple explanation of the work
ing of the human battery procured 
through the seance, we hope in another 
chapter to explain away all doubts of 
the absurd theory that evil spirits lie 
at the bottom of all communication, 
and that nothing good can be the re
sult. As it is, evil spirits get the 
blame due to profound ignorance in 
too many of tlie workings of earth life 
to allow any more to creep in to 
darken our hopes. If there was 
less evil in the body to be overcome, • 
there would be still less to contend 
with in every way; but as it is, there 
is nothing for us to do but try the 
ignorance which too often lies at the 
bottom of all evil, which under an
other disguise might be termed but 
good. At all events the evils, or 
seeming evils of our lives, have so 
often been turned into good, that in 
this respect we will hope for the best, 
watching and waiting for final results, 
which will, we hope, modify the 
opinions of tlie world which seem too 
often now against us, and help us from 
the lower to a higher condition.

[To be continued. ]
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the same, the lower force being 
to the upper in such proportion 
unite them, and make them 
tangibly electric than magnetic, 
is, if the*electric power is used

which can be blended with that of the 1

added 
as to 
more 
That 
alone
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it is perceptible to the senses as well 
as any other force which can be made 
perceptible to the mind of man by 
chemical combination. The mag
netic, in which the power of magnet
ism demonstrated as attraction oper
ating on minerals, as with steel and 
iron, although invisible to the human 
eye in the natural, is as finely illumi
nated to clairvoyant sense or percep
tion as is the electric to the human,

medium of the second sphere which is l*ie (Rtf(“1'eilce in coloring being the lam
. - - _ - * __ llrtlx 4- Ilzvlv4 zsT zirrri 4 1. ZX .zztl.jz.. z...*.

being forced downward. When all is 
ready, manifestations begin. If the
force positive is still too positive on

bent light of one and the golden sun-
light hue of the other. This helps 
the higher power of the spirit world

the part of the sitters and has to be ’** acl>on upon that of the lower or * . _ . _ zxilw+lx Im.aih zxz-v z* .»z. « .. .-U. miili t* 4- «.
farther reduced, abnormal or irregular earth-brain, co-operating with it to
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action takes place, and the conditions Percelve 1>OW force is acting upon 
j---- x ---------. -------- • • J the mind of the seance circle, anddo not warrant continuance till spirit
power is applied again in a different 
direction, when possibly the whole 
moves smoothly, and communication 
is the result. In various forms of life 
various kinds of magnetism are ex
hibited; the one being stronger, 
more luminous and more able to show 
itself. In this form it demonstrates 
itself as electrical; if overcharged, can 
produce death of bodily forces. In 
another it controls, subdues, and in 
others has so delicate a fineness as to 
reach that which is extended towards 
it from' the second sphere. In the 
human brain is always more or less 
of this higher quality used in its 
spirit work, the lowest being more 
common, unless use develops it and 
makes the finest prominent. There 
are various grades of magnetism in 
other forms. Spiritual magnetism 
has the very thread of life itself. The 
next lower in fineness has more of the 
animal life, and includes the whole 
brain power as used by the will, the 
intellectual faculties in their opera
tion, and the lowest which permeates 
all things, and makes earth life promi
nent in all its shapes, conducting it

effectually to guide it. If the force 
is too positive, the work is not har
monious ; if negative, there is no 
result. The confusion often per
ceived in a seance circle is not, there
fore, the work of evil or undeveloped 
spirits, as is sometimes supposed, but 
more frequently from ignorance or 
misapplied power of those on one side 
or the other. If both are in harmony, 
and neither acting ignorantly of the 
true action of the law, there is no 
trouble in demonstrating the forces at 
work on both sides.

A battery, as it were, is formed on 
the earth sides, composed of the me- 
diumistic brain or brains, as it may 
be, assisted by the co-operation of 
such among the sitters who have the 
power needed, to assist the spirit 
force in developing the strength to 
carry on the operation to produce the 
result desired.

from the highest to the lowest, or vice 
versa. The lowest form of animal 
life is endowed with it, but the high
est preponderates only with the finest 
organism when it is made visible, 
through its operations. At a seance 
where spirit power is invoked, and 
only spirit is endeavoring to reach to 
spirit spheres for help, the invocation 
is responded to by those in a higher 
condition of spirit life who are anxious 
to connect the two spheres in a spirit
ual manner. If the lower form- is to 
be introduced there are knockings and 
rappings brought about by the elec
trical magnetic force as when bodies 
are raised; weights moved, and other 
phenomena brought about by intellec
tual spirits who demonstrate their 
power in order to show the working of 
the wonderful fluid which has yet to 
exhibit all its advantages in explain
ing to the world what is to come here
after, and how the earth is yet to be 1
moved through spirit life as it never 
has been. In this action is also per
ceived-to a slight degree the finer 
spirit power which permeates . the 
whole. The finer is absorbed to some 
extent in that next lower in fineness

The first law. then, is entire passiv
ity of the minds of the sitters, whose 
brains are to be subjugated to the 
wills of all, both sides combined. 
Utter passivity and harmony of pur
pose make the brain so plastic, the 
will of the strongest or most recep
tive, in reality the medium of the 
second sphere, combines its strength 
with that of the lower, acting as me
dium in the body, either by hand
writing, brain impression, raps or 
table-tipping, etc., responding to the 
alphabet. If musical instruments are 
played upon moving about the room, 
the electric force preponderates, and 
the work goes on guided by the me
dium of the upper - side, the earth 
medium, being entranced or uncon
scious, giving also positive force to 
aid the upper work. A negative con
dition, which is that of sleep, holding 
the subject dormant meantime, and 
utterly unconscious, her brain being a 
in a decidedly negative state, repro
ducing -nothing of what is passingj 
and leading to the question as to 
where is the medium’s own mind, 
while-her forces ore being used by 
spirits to carry on the action going 
on around them. .

The higher power has control of the 
lower, and holds it in abeyance, so 
that its very unconsciousness assists 
the control to uplift it through spirit: 
ual attraction in such a manner the

Grand Temple Order of t lie Magi— 
Jurisdiction of the United

States.
IMPORTANT REPORT—CHANGE OF PLACE 

OF MEETINGS—OPENING '
OF TEMPLE.

Notice is hereby given that the 
above-mentioned temple will open for 
work in first degree on the first Sun
day in November, at 3 p. m., at tho 
downtown temple, 421 West Madison 
street. This temple is near the north
east corner of Jefferson Park, but a 
short distance from the home of Tub 
Progressive Thinker. Being cen- . 
trally located, it will be easy of access 
to our members. Persons desiring 
degrees should avail themselves of tho 
opening day, as classes will be ad
vanced in regular order during No
vember. Members having friends 
who wish to join, should inform thorn 
of this opportunity. Our home is 
also changed to No. 59 Baffin street, 
only two blocks from The Progress
ive Thinker’s office. Mail can be 
addressed thus and reach us direct, 
although the old address will bring 
mail to us with only one day’s delay,

The change in residence and temple 
was necessitated by the great increase 
in recent years of various weeds, such 
as sweet clover and rag-weed, which 
have so invaded all the vacant lots 
west of Garfield Park as to poison the 
air for months each year. This year, 
the hay fever began in July, and upon 
my return from the north, Oct. 15, I 
immediately came down with it, and 
am suffering intensely at the time of 
this writing. I would not speak of 
these personal matters were it not that 
the question of my health concerns 
the order in general. Many persons 
have written me this summer to ask 
about my new books. 1 have not 
published a new work yet. I have 
one in plates nearly ready to publish, 
but the hard times have made monev 
so close that I have not felt justified 
in going on witli the work at present.’

Fraternally yours,
Olney H. Richmond.

59 Laflin St., Chicago.

"The Dead Man's Message,” an occult 
romance ov Florence Marryat. The 
author's wide experience in Spiritualism 
and her study of occult science have 
prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth 81, For sale 
at th is office.

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins. Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at this office# 
Price, 25 cents.

"Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerlesi 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry; and .especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price 8L

Religion of thq Future. By S. Well. 
Cloth. 81.25; paper, 50 cento, -
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REVIEW OF THE YEAR.

To the Editor:—The New

Spiritual Healers — Visions and 
Shrines — Spiritualism and 

‘ Catholicism—Angel Dan
cers —Some Girls

, and Boys. :

Showing Healers in AII.JDI- 
recitons.

The Mingling of Both Truth and 
Error.

I

fl HIGHLY INTERESTING GHflFTER

the marvelous cures by tho bone of

THBF’ROGRBSSIVE THINKER

MEDIUMSHIP, '•Jj

Jesus ChristYork

buy a commodity whose value TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,
you don't know, yog pick out

I

FREE TEMPLE LYCEUM.

VOLUME IL

Of the Encyclopaedia of Death,
and Life in the Spirit-World.

not type, aud is well off iu this world's
and

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PARTI THE PENTATEUCH.

J. T.

HUMAN CULTURE g CURE

croth, 11.23. F«per, 50 cesu.

BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D.» LL.D.

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

Ilie Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKER.

A translation from Japanese, made under the ana.

the genuine takes the 
glaring defects of the 
become so plain that 
ignorance of the past.

field, then the 
base imitation 
we realize our

ever be.
New York.

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

THE OOUNTEHPEI^ — WÇITED SEPUL

CHRES— THE TRUTH THOUSANDS 
WHO BELIEVE HELL-i—PURCHASED

“In every soul there la bound up some truth and 
some error, and each gives to. the world of thought 
wbat do other one possesses."—Cousin.

The Children’s Progressive Ly
ceum at Avery, Ohio.

This admirable v'ork consists of three pamphlet» 
embodied in one volume. In whlob questions of great 
Importance to tho race are discussed from the stand
point of an advanced social reformer. Price W cents. 
For sale at this office.

As They Coifle frojm Doctor 
Adah Sheehan.

A meat excellent and very valuable work, by tbe 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, and author of 
otber Important volume« on Health, Social Science. 
Religion, etc.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie 7)*»»***^ 
lilake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara 2Jo- 

wick Colby, Ellen liatteUo Dietrick, 
Sirs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Darr,

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. e
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER 0* 

a! bls country should have at baud for consult*

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY 8. WEIL.

piece of the R'iv. Shaku Soycu, delegate to tbo Par
liament of religious. Was lately published in Japan* 
Price IL For sale at this office.

RINGINCI WORDS.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW,

Tbo Spiritual Ide. of Death. Heaven and Holl. B. 
Mobks Hull. This pmnpblel besides giving the Bplf* 
Huallstlc Interpretation of many tbluga In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before Riven, explains tho 
heavens and holla believed fu by Spiritualists. Price. 
W cents. For sale at tN* office. wDandruff is due to an enfeebled state 

of tbe skin. Hall's Hair Kenewer 
quickens the nutritive functions of the 
skin, healing and preventing the forma
tion of dandruff

w 
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Sarsaparilla

A most able and Interesting presentation of a most 
Important subject. Kvory Spiritualist and every In* 
qalrer Into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual* 
Ism should have this excellent book. Its valuó to rec* 
ogntoed and acknowledged all overtbo world. Price, 
cloth, 11. For sale at tbto office.

tion. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This la & dq4 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of tbo PurpocOi 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Rontal 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tbe work contains 447 pages, cm 
may be considered a mine of valuable information fa

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright mlude are of deep Interest, aud throw a 
strong and new light on tbe Bible teachings rrl.tlnfc 
to woman. Ail should read 1L
Frice gQo. For sale at this Office.

Since tbe writing of tbe New Testament no book b&0 
appeared of as great Importance to CliristianUy ae 
Wie Unknown Lm op Jesus Ch bist.

This volume, written by tho discoverer ot the manu
script, contains a thrilling account of tho privations 
and perils encountered in bls search for ft, a litoral 
translation of tbe original manuscript, and lastly a 
critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly prluUd ffges, and Is 
published on the basis of combining chenpuesa aud 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one ¿uiiQi". Taper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cento.
Address this office, 40 Loomis St,, CMMgo, III,

Florida, and is the leader of the, i.». w,.v.. .uw » 
“Koreshans”; F. W. Sandford, of goods. He is a faijli-curist,

-BY
NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Tbli Is a work of great value, written by ono of the 
keenest, most powerful nnd most truly religious 
minds of tbo day. It !b particularly a work which 
should bo put Into tbe Lande of those wbo have freed 
themaeivea from the doffmat of orthodoxy and from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, ror It wlU 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mini 
and senios arc not tbe whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. Tboy show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 

Priee, cloth, M UA, offtc. mX

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT BIBLE MARVEL WORKER ■ ■■■towwwi ■■ ■ VI VI Illi I .ND THR W0KDR0VS POWER 
AND “ /a. which helped or made tbem perform mighty

works and uttar Inspired vorda, together with aomg 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, ApOfr 
tie«, and Jesna, or New Readings of “The MlracleV* 
by Allkn Putna*. Price 75 cents. For sale at tall 
office.

very uncomfortable. The converts 
drop their worldly names on entering 
tho community, and assume cogno
mens of Biblical import. Thus there 
are John the Baptist, Daniel, Matthew, 
Luke, Mark and others.* As no 
money is made in any way by the 
members of the sect, they can be 
accredited with sincerity in their in
tentions. But the central figure is 
Mnason, who is the soul of the organ, 
ization, and without whom it would 
languish.

FOLLOWERS ARE>SLAVES.
Dr. Gyrus Teed, the “Chicago 

Christ,"'who owns Estero Island, in 
Lee county, Florida, and who is the 
leader of the “Koreshans,” has al
ready been described. He is the mas
ter as well as the “lord” of his flock, 
and he rules over them with all the 
assurance of an absolute monarch. 
Unlike most of the healers, he has a 
consort, who is the queen of the 
colony, and who is known as “Vic
toria Gratia Koresh.” His mansion 
is named “Beth-Ophrah.” Teed is a 
sort of veiled prophet to his followers, 
who uro not, except in the case of a 
few officials, allowed to enter tho 
sacred palace. The followers are 
practically slaves, inasmuch as they 
have signed over to their leader all 
their worldly goods, and are com- 
pelled.to indulge in a life of unre
mitting toil, regardless of weather, 
natural aptitude or physical ability. 
Teed, to the Koreshans. is the actual 
incarnation of Jesus Christ. His 
followers are “angels,” and are sup
posed to be without sex. There is no 
marrying nor giving in marriage. The 
children brought into the colony are 
taught to believe that Teed is their 
father. Tho worship of Teed as God, 
and the blind obedience to his word,

Times has gathered a vast volume of 
data in regal’d to the healers and 
workers of marvels that have been 
prominent during the past year. It 
sets forth that one dr the most re
markable phases in tile experience of 
very many people this year has been 
the multitudinous recognition of 
spiritual “healers,” religious prophets 
and other variously named but equally 
endowed beings, supposed to possess 
powers superior to'those possessed by 
the rest of mankind. The year 1896 
can be said to date the renaissance of 
the movement. Never has there been 
so great a manifestation of real or 
feigned supernatural power. No 
fewer than twenty-live healers, proph
ets or special sect leaders have gained 
widespread fame, and hosts of the 
smaller fry have existed and thrived 
within tbe limited horizons of local 
districts.

This has also been a year of spirit
ual manifestations, of visions and 
shrines. Thus we have had Tilly-sur- 
Seulles, the visions of Pauline Del
pont, those of Dolores Luiz, the are the two principal laws of the 
Mexican Joan of Arc; the visions of ; colony. Teed says he will die soon, 
Lida Nelson, of Pleasant Valley, Ind.; | but will rise again from‘the dead, 
the marvelous cures by tho bone of although he will hereafter remain in-
St. Anne, and those by the relie ' of 
St. Anthony, which is preserved in the 
Catholic Church of St. Anthony of 
Padua, in this city.. Among the mod
ern healers and prophets we have had 
Schlatter.- the “healer”; Huntsman, 
the •‘Modern Christ ”; Bedward, the 
“Black Prophet"; Rodgers, of bogus 1 
Bible fame; Mlle. Couedon, the 
“Mouthpiece of the Angel Gabriel"; 
Vignes, the Swiss healer; Dr. Dervin, 
who distributed “heaven-sent oint
ment" ; Dolores Luiz, mentioned above, 
the “Vision-Seeing Maiden of Tabas
co"; Dr. John S. Willetts, who was 
the predecessor of Rodgers; Ferdinand 
Stutzki, the head of the Apostolic 
Christians; W. E. Hammond, the 
young Illinois farmer, “who heals by 
the spirit aid"; Dr. Cyrus Teed, who 
lives in state on Estero Island, iu

visible to tbe faithful through time 
and eternity. He claims to be able to 
heal by the laying on of hands, and to 
be able to duplicate any of the Bibli
cal miracles, lie is now preparing 
for his tailing off, and is getting his 
“New Jerusalem” in readiness for the 
event. The Koreshans believe he can 
destroy and create nt will, and invest 
him witli supernatural powers. They 
carry on a manufacturing plant, run 
two newspapers—the Flaming Sword 
and the Pruning Shears—and are 
quite independent of the outside world. 
'Teed conies nearest of ail the mod
erns to Alexander of Abnoticus.

Thousands of pilgrims flocking to 
Vialas, in Switzerland, proclaim the 
wonderful healing powers of M. 
Vignes. Vignes is a peasant, 72 
years old. He is of the stern Hugue-

Maine, who styles himself the “Chief । when asked for advice, he simply re
Apostle of the Holy Ghost and Uz. ' plies: “Have faitli and you will he 
Bible School”; Bill Junies, the Puyal- cured.” His “magic touch” has, how- 
lup Indian healer; Bradley Newell, ever, cured thousands of various ail- 
one of whose ambitions it is to treat' meats, and the crowds still seek him. 
the Prince of Wales, and who is rap-! It is said that a company is being 
idly becoming a millionaire; George organized to provide for the accom- 
Clark, “the great objector of the Ver- wodation of the pilgrims who hail
mont legislature’’; Albert Larrabee, 
Manlev Rawson and others. The list 
could be continued indefinitely, for 
healjng and prophecy seem to be bred 
in the air, and to be contagious. In 
addition, we have had a public prayer 

’test, colonies of religious frce-lovers, 
and a religious sect the members of 
.which sleep in coffins.

SECT OF ANGEL DANCERS.

The “Man Christ,” whose name has 
been successively Mason T. Hunts
man, Huntsman Mnason and “P. B.” 
Mnason, is the accepted head of the 
“Church of the Living God,” which

from Berne, Basle, Zurich and other 
places in Switzerland.

IN THE WEST INDIES.
The career of Alexander Bedward, 

the black prophet of the West Indies, 
is indicative of the power of the 
strong mind to dominate the weak. 
Bedward called himself the “Prophet 
of the Lord Jesus.” He was arrested 
by the government and sentenced to 
two years’ imprisonment for highly 
seditious language, but he escaped on 
a technicality, lie was once an in
mate of an insane asylum, but that

the Parisian bubble of excitement 
concerning -the inspired prophecies 
of the “mouthpiece of the Angel- 
Gabriel. " This young woman adapted 
her prophecies to the needs of the 
moment. She even told Emile Zola 
that he would finally be admitted to 
the French Academy. She convinced 
the journalists of her sincerity and 
flourished for a time, but finally went 
down before a more thorough examina
tion. Dolores Luiz, the Mexican In
dian who lute made some wonderful 
prophecies, is worshiped as a saint by 
the lower classes of southern Mexico. 
She is a descendant of the Aztecs, 
and exhibits all the magnetism, fire 
and concentration of the fanatic. 
Beligious fever and excitement are 
now running high, and the possibility 
of a popular outbreak is much dreaded 
by the upper class Mexican residents. 
Dolores, who is hailed as a Joan of Arc, 
declares she sees the Virgin, who ap
peal’s to her and reveals future events. 
The visions of Paulin Delpont are 
slightly different in tone, although of 
like import. Delpont is a boy 9 years 
old. He is the son of poor French 
peasants, and lives at Laroque, in 
Cevennes. In spite of .his early 
ignorance, the boy has suddenly dis
played an ability to speak French, 
Spanish, German, Japanese, Hindos- 
tanee, Latin and Greek. In his visions 
he generally sees St. Joseph, who re
veals things to him. For instance, 
the church bells of St. Amiens lay- 
buried in the ground for a century or 
more. The spot was unknown, but 
Delpont was able to point it out to 
some peasants, who, after digging, 
found the bells and replaced them in 
the church.

Bradley Newell was once a Vermont 
blacksmith. In two years he has 
accumulated a fortune, set up a fine 
establishment, and is now on a visit 
to England, where he hopes to be in
troduced to the Prince of Wales, and 
all because he suddenly exhibited 
powers as a healer. IV. E. Ham
mond, a young Illinois farmer, also 
heals by the spirit aid. “Apostolic 
Christians” is the name of a queer 
sect in New York. Ferdinand Stutzki 
is the leader of the organization. The 
keynote of the religion is that the 
second advent of Christ will occur 
Sept. 2 next. The Bev. F. W. San
ford is a Maine healer, who styles 
himself the “Chief Apostle of the 
Holy Ghost and Uz Bible School.” 
He has been able to rid his mother of 
sciatica, and claims some other equally 
remarkable cures. He has a number 
of disciples. “Professor” Zacks 
Shavno is a colored healer, who is be
ing prosecuted in New Jersey for 
treating a Mrs. Jane Harris, who died 
while under his care. Even the In
dians have a healer. Bill James, a 
Puyallup residing at Mud Bay, Wash
ington, is reported to have performed 
wonderful miracles in the medical line.

Pennsylvania is overrun with pow
wow men and women, the south has 
its voodoos, witches in general are be
lieved in all over the country, and 
superstition is rife everywhere. On 
the other hand, we have cases where 
the authenticity of visions is devoutly 
believed in by intelligent persons, and 
evidence is produced to prove the 
statements made. Thus, there are 
visions at Tilly-sur-Seulles, in France; 
the Mexican image of Guadaloupc, 
the miraculous cures from faith in 
relics in different churches, and other 
manifestations of a like nature. Alto
gether, the year has been remarkable 
for the many instances of the kind.

There is, as set forth in the above, 
a commingling of truth and error— 
flashes of truth from the highest 
heaven, and error from the lower 
strata of society, and thus it will

Every phase of life is attended by its 
rank counterfeit, ifrhich klfton as not 
passes for the gbiluine '•‘coin. Every 
great man has his babe imitators. 
Every virtue haff its hollow resem
blance. Every truly good work of 
man is counterfeited a thousand and 
a thousand times. We have a Napo
leon of wonderful abilities, and straight
way we have a dozen cheap copies, 
who, resembling him perhaps in some 
outward-trait, immediately lay claim 
to all the virtues of the man.

The land is dotted with whited 
sepulchres where once resided the 
great Spirit of good, but from whence 
now that Spirit is flown.

It is the same in our social, politi
cal, business or religious life as it is 
in other things, the outward manifes
tation is made to do duty for the 
inward spirit of grace, and the pity of 
it is that it passes with the people. 
Misled; blinded by the assumption of 
the pretender, they tremble and 
believe.

We have need of the counterfeit 
detectors, and this js what onr great 
leaders are, be polities, science or 
religion their domain.

They walk among us, ana'the earn
estness that attends their doings, the 
sincerity that rings in their utterances, 
cause us to stop and consider, to 
weigli the evidence, study- every side 
of the question, and lol the sham is 
revealed, and we wonder that we were 
so long deluded.

The counterfeit does duty until

and sisters tho truth we have found.
Editors, speakers aud mediums who 

have wished to be honest with the peo
ple, have warned the public whenever 
possible, but with scant thanks in 
return. They have invariably been 
accused of jealousy, aud sometimes 
even worse than that; for the past 
three years especially the lot of the 
speaker who dared to speak against 
the frauds has been a hard one. En
gagements were cancelled through the 
influence of the class who claimed this 
wonderful mediumship, The people 
believed in them, and their advice was 
taken in the section of workers. They 
did not hesitate to state that the 
speaker was down on mediums, or did 
not believe in Spiritualism. If that 
was not sufficient to drive them out of 
the field, a morsel of scandal, and the 
thing was done.

AN IMPORTANT TRUTH.
And while it is true that ‘ ‘truth is 

mighty and will prevail,” it is also 
true, as history proves, that justice is 
often so tardy that the victim has died 
ere vindication comes. Besides it is 
said that no man lives long enough or 
runs fast enough to overtake a lie. 
Be that as it may, the histoiy of our 
cause shows a steady growth in spite 
of the barnacles that fasten them
selves for a time to the good ship. 
And we are sailing so fast now that 
many have lost their hold and been 
left behind. One counterfeit after 
another delected, one after another 
marked and the people warned, soon 
true mediumship will be appreciated 
and cultivated naturally, even though 
it does not announce itself by tinkling 
cymbals and sounding brass.

Millions of times the ministry of 
angels has come to earth, and as 
many times have the people turned a 
deaf ear and followed a brazen calf. 
Spiritualists, workers everywhere, I 
beseech you, stand at your post. The 
reaction has set in, and even now 
there are inquiries all along the line 
for lecturers, papers and literature 
that embodies spiritual Spiritualism.

Db. Adah Sheehan.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

JF Any sarsaparilla Is sarsapa
rilla. True. So any tea is tea. 
So any flour is fleur. But grades 
differ. You want On tut. It’s 
so witli sarsaparilla. There are 
grades. You want thc.besL If 
you understood sarsaparilla as 
well as you dp tea and flour it 

। would bf easy to determine. 
. But you don’t. ' How should 
i you? When you are going to

an old established house to 
trade with, and trust their ex
perience and reputation. Do so 
when buying sarsaparilla, rf- * 

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has been 
on the market 50 years. Your 
grandfather used Ayer's. It is 
a reputable medicine. There 
are many Sarsaparillas — 
but only one Ayer's. It 
cures.

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

Tbo Medium of tho Roekloa, with an Introduottoot*

PROF. J. 8, LOVELAND.
This book should bo La tho hands of every one InfM 

fcsted in Spiritualism. >
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. CbaptM 

2, The Heavenly Manitou. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of Hit Guide. Chapter 4, Ilcmario 
obis Tens. Chapters, His Work at a Healer. Chao* 
ter 0, Loaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the fiplrfr 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Usad by Spirits to Camm» 

. nteatf. How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, M1k4 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience 
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Foy
er. Chapter 12, New ■Expericnces—inuttrattvo ol 
Prophetic vlatoni. Chapter 18, The First Break to 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptai 
14, Untean Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda.

For «ale at thta office. Heavy paper cover, price Q|

THE UNKNOWN OFT
-OF-

does not prevent him from accumulat- 
has its headquarters at the “Lord s *nS a considerable fortune from his 
Farm,” near Woodcliff, N. J. This ignorant followers. His plan was to 
organization has been in exist- “blcss the waters of Hope River, so 
ence for several, years. At firat the *;bat tbey would become “healing’ in 
members of the sect, who were called. their nature- He blessed tbem every 
“Angel Dancers” by people round day, and thousands of negroes of both 
about, were subjected to ridicule and sexes would bathe in the stream in 
even prosecution’and imprisonment the hope of becoming purified from 
for breaking some of the laws of the tbeir illnesses. The mixing up of the 
State, but now they are in a certain slcb an|i Ple "'eb> ibe healthy and the 
sense respected and are given the unclean> is 6aid to have propagated 
credit of being true to their precepts. mucb disease- Bedvmrd, with a lieu- 
Tlic head of the organization is a teuant named Shakespeare, would go 
healer, and claims a certain power to to tbe "'a'-el's every da}' in regular 
banish any or all the ills of those who procession, bearing crosses and ban

-- - ners. on which were such devices as

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

Tbe readers of The Pbogbebsive Thinker will r> 
member tbe story under tbe above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in Its columns. At tbo 
time, constant inquiries wore made as to hs appeal-lug 
in book form. This wish has now been gratified. Ic 
makes a volume of 249 pages, In style and form like tbo 
•‘Convent uf tbe Sacred Heart,” with a tlueiy-engravej 
likeness uf tbe author on tbe cover. The scenes of the 
story alternately sblfc from earth to the spirit spheres, 
aud the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation ana 
modesuf life of spiritual beings, are presented India 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of tneSugei Home of tbe Miser; The Low 
Sodetiei; Hadee; Cbrlstmasilde iu the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstmastldeand the Golden Gate; TbeUn
happy Marriage; Easier Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
tbe Earth; The Change Called Death; Comlngtotha 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Fourth; The Forsaken aud Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; iteuniou in the Spirit-world; 
Couteuteduess Nut Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It is a book tbe SplriiuuliBi will be delighted with; a 
book in which the Investigator will find answers to 
evi'r-recurrlug questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced, 
'('he price In paper is 60 cents; muslin fl; postpaid«

Nothing wears like the truth, and as 
the years roll on it shines out brighter, 
and clearly points the footsteps of 
man to higher ground. When the 
sun of Spiritualism first appeared 
above the horizon it shone upon a 
creed-cursed people, whose God was a 
God of vengeance, and whose punish
ments were eternal. Men wore the 
spectacles of ism, and believed that 
certain ceramonieh wer^ pleasing in 
the sight of God.. And though this 
spiritual sun has ¿hone! steadily for 
fifty years, rising j higher and higher 
each day, inspiring us with new pur
pose and a sublime courage "to over
come ignorance and evil, we realize 
that the work is blit just, begun. We 
must not lag now, Everywhere there 
is work to do. Ajlvanqqd as we are, 
with our many societies, local and 
national, papers and magazines, good 
books, grand leetureys and great medi
ums for the transmission of spiritual 
knowledge, we still have millions who 
believe in hell (for their neighbors), 
in sacrifices, sacraments, prayers, fast 
days, holy Bibles, devils, baptism, 
communion, confession, Sunday laws, 
aud what not, all to get into a heaven 
where their terrible God dwells.

We have, too, those who call them 
selves Spiritualists, who
EXPECT TO PURCHASE ’MEDIUMSHIP, 

who are 'daily deluded into the pur
chase of charms or the practice of 
foolish ceremonies in the vain hope of 
developing spiritual power. With 
childlike faith they obey the instruc
tions of the counterfeit medium to sit 
at midnight, or with back to the north 
and feet on a sheet of glass or copper, 
as the case may be. Another must 
place a pau of water in the middle of 
the circle. We might go on and on 
pointing out the mistakes these de
luded people are led into by the 
priests and pretenders who abound 
and profit for the time on the 
ignorance of others.

It does indeed seem strange that on 
the grounds that are dedicated to 
truth and spiritual culture, within the 
sound of the inspired utterances of its 
speakers who are continually sound, 
ing the alarm against this class of 
robbers, that anyone would be thought
less enough to purchase a pot of earth, 
with the belief that it could in any 
way assist them to mediumship. Let 
us hope that such a thing will never 
occur again.

Let us renew our efforts to educate 
the seekers after spiritual things, that 
the spirits of our loved ones are ever 
near, and’that the surest way to reach 
them is to grow up and out of our 
ignorance, our selfishness, our weak
ness and habits that are of the earth 
earthy. Knowledge is power.

If we would study the. wonderful 
house in which we live, the influence 
of the mind upon the body, we would 
not only know how to cure disease, 
but how to avoid becoming diseased. 
The remedy is within. This much 
learned, other mystyrjgs begin to un
fold. Our powers -increase day by 
day, and that which we call medium
ship is expressed in , the unfolding, 
expanding selfhood that has risen out 
of its night of superstition and weak
ness. The teacher may be one of the 
brave spirits who stilly wear the gar
ment of flesh and walk with us day by 
day, still unseen, but surely wielding 
a spiritual influence powerful in its 
■effect, or it may be a teacher who 
comes from that other side, and longs 
to teach man how to avoid the pitfalls 
of ignorance. It makes little differ
ence where it comeff from, so that in 
its coming we gain in real knowl
edge.

When we have conceived of a brother
hood that embraces the weak as well 
as the strong, perhaps we will find 
our duty, and, like the blessed ones 
who turn back to earth for the pur
pose of drawing us up to higher 
ground, we can likewise go back a, lit
tle and teach our benighted brothers

A large attendance filled the rooms 
on Sunday, Oct 11. There were many 
guests from Norwalk and Sandusky, 
and Hudson and Emma Hood Tuttle 
evinced their interest in the cause by 
driving nine miles to meet with us. 
After the silver chain responses, led 
by the conductor, Brother Dunakin, 
and calisthenics, the ladies discussed 
the questions with their various 
groups. Tbe question was, “What 
and Where Is God?” aud it was well 
discussed by the adult group, or, as 
we call it, the Bible Class.

Mrs. Tuttle thought that God was 
an immaterial, incomprehensible some
thing that we need uot pray to with 
any idea of having our prayers an
swered, and in proof, gave an inter
esting little episode of her husband’s 
early life.
-It seemed that when her husband 

was a boy, he played horse with the 
only steel-tined pitchfork his father 
owned, and while riding it in the field 
where haying was being done, came 
near the great enemy of womankind 
basking in the bright sunlight,, and as 
he was a true defender of woman, he 
raised high in the air the formidable 
fork, which descended upon his snake
ship, but in the concussion broke one 
tine. Knowing that he would receive 
a severe rebuke from his father if he 
returned the fork in its broken condi
tion, he resolved to try the efficacy of 
prayer, having been taught that 
prayer would always be answered if 
asked in sincerity of heart. So plac
ing the broken tine on iu its place, 
and holding it in his hand, he asked 
God, in all sincerity, to mend the 
fork, for Christ's sake; but when he 
opened his hand, to his great dis
appointment tile tine dropped off. 
And this, said Mrs. Tuttle, was his 
last prayer.

But she thought that to those who 
felt the spirit of prayer upon them, it 
might harmonize and bring them into 
closer communion with their spirit 
friends.

Tlie location of G od she knew not, 
unless he existed in everything by 
which wc arc surrounded.

The different groups responded, 
some with mottoes and others to the 
question direct

Hudson Tuttle gave a short but 
very logical address on the attributes 
of God, which was generally accepted 
by the liberal minds present, He 
said what he did not know about God 
would make a much larger volume 
than what he did know.

The question adopted for tho next 
meeting was: “What course must we 
pursue in order to live right in this 
world?”

The secretary read part of a paper 
he had prepared on, “What and where 
is God?” The definition given by 
him was that God is immaterial, not 
consisting of matter, but, like the 
mind of man, a cogitative substance 
endowed with thought. He had been 
studying the principles of God for 
over forty years, and this was the 
only principle that he could endow 
with the attributes which he thought 
God must possess.

Some of the members had fine pieces, 
which were well recited; and others 
had songs, that were rendered in good 
harmony and exquisite taste, which 
called out - appreciative applause. 
Master Bay Downing read the second 
number, of the ‘Lycium Advocate, 
which was well written,, and equally 
well read. Miss May Meikle recited 
a piece, which was appreciated by all.

The .sessions are well , attended, and 
remarkable interest is manifested.

IL N. Wilcox, 
Secretary Free Temple Lyceum,

, Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound In 
cloth, and printed in the best style of tho 
printers art. It is furnished" on the 
same terms that tho first volume was. 
When remitting a year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sont you for 50 cents. That 
is, bj- remitting $1.50 you will get The 
Progressive Thinker for ono year 
and Vol. II. of tbe Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Eneyclopædia.
tST In ordering one volume of the 

Encyclopaedia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Eneyclopædia of Doath, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo- 
PÆDIA, and is only given awav on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
bo distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with" the bound copies of 
the Eneyclopædia. The bound conies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above. ■
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World’s Sixteen Saviors, 
-OR-

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY GRAVES. .
New and startling revelations In religion» hletorj 

which disclose thu Oriental origin of all tbe doctrines, 
principles preempts uud miracles of tbe Chriettan New 
Testament, nnd furnishing a key for unlocking many 
uf Ite »acred mynterie», besides comprising the Hiat 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. Thia won« 
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank as a bouk of reference in the field 
which the author has chosen for 1L The amount ol 
jucotal labor necessary to collate and compile tbo 
varied Information contained lu It must have been se* 
vere aud arduous Indeed, and now that It I» in such 
convenient shape, tho student of free thought will not 
willingly allow 11 to goout of print. Hut tbe book la 
byuoineuuaa mere cullutlun of view» or statistics; 
throughout its entire course the author—as will be 
seen by his title-page aud chapter-heads—follows a 
definite Hue of research and argument to the close, 
and lite conclusions go, like sure arrows to tbo mark« 
Primed un fine white paper, 380 pages. New edition« 
revised aud corrected, with portrait of author.
l*rlce Postage 10 cent* For Balo al 

this office.

"The Priest, the Woman, and tue 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of 
of the Romish confessional, as poved by 
tho sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at 
this office.

"Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of tbe important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author ha^ here embodied tho results of 
his many years’ study of tho Bible in its 
relatione to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price Ji. 
For sale at this office.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson, tlives an account of her experi
encein passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
npirit, and is wel adapted to place in 
the hands ofChrl istian people. Price 
15 cents.

“Cosmian Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and th cihome; compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
want It comprises 258 choice Selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sa e 
at this office.

“The Fountain’of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex." By Lois Wais 
brookcr. One of the author’smost useful 
books. It should be read by every man 
and woman. Price 50c.

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, based' on Bible «texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
91: cloth 81.50. For sale at this office.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princL 
pies. Spiritualist or Christian can 
•scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price 81. For sale at this office.

have faith in tbe efficacy of prayer. ■■ ----------------- ------- --------  ---
Mnasou. who now bases‘the spelling “Alexander Bedward, the Servant of 
of his name on certain Biblical chap- Jesus- After singing hymns and 
tors, and who says the prefixed initials, taking up a diligent collection, Bed- 
“P. B.” have a mythological signifi. ward would bless the waters and extol 
canoe, has, like Schlatter, an intensely the crowd as it plunged into the 
magnetic personality, and is rapidly stream. After several hours of this 
gaining converts to bis queer sect. would S° away, and the healing 
It is, perhaps, the only religious sect power of the water was supposed to 
which is absolutely without any cere- dePart witli him.
monial observances. Sunday is ob- Another colored prophet is “Dr. 
served among the members no more Anderson Rodgers, who prophesied 
than any other day, the theory being tho ascension of his folio were for 
that every day is a Sabbath in itself. March 5 last, but who left them in a 
The farm tenanted by the sect once position corresponding to between the 
belonged to Herman Storms. The “devil and the deep sea. His dis- 
latter is now a nonentitv in tbe com- ciP>cs made such a disturbance in the 
munity. He is very old, and at first neighborhood of their church that the 
protested against the Angel Dancers, P°h'ce had to interfere They were 
but finally succumbed to force of t®M that if they ascended at a given 
numbers and argument and deeded his time all would, of course, be well, 
land to his daughter Mary, who is but if not they would have to go to 
under the control of Mnason. His an insane asylum. Converts were 
wife and sons are also in accord with made over a l Georgia, and even the 
the doctrines of the healer. One of convicts in the prisons believed in a 
the sons is a graduate of Rutger’s Qu'ci£ deliverance. Unlike the Miller- 
Col leae. aud is a civil engineer by ites, no sumptuous robes were bought, 
profession. The colony now numbers but most of the fanatics sold or gave 
about fifteen men and women, and away most of their possessions. When 
the principal tenets of the faith seem tbe en^ c3-™! those who were not put 
co be “unceasing submission to God” ln. M were s«atterc<i to the four 
and the “continual casting out of the wlnds’ not in “ hteral sense> 118 theY 
devil.” The first part seems to cause expected, but by the strong arm of 
the colony no trouble, but the latter law. The s^t was started some 
part sometimes disarranges the econ- Jol“S’
6mv of the farm: for his satanic Willetts, who left this earthly sphere 
majesty may, in the eyes of the mem- the assistance of the white caps, 
□era of the sect, have entered- the The Tinds/th® ?lor*d peo? ? Were 
food, which must then be instantly ^y mflained by the publication

. destooyed, or the room, from which and ^tnbnbon of a negro Bibte.

Tho To-Morrow of Doath,
---OR THE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.
translated from the french 

BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.

every patriot in the land Prices]. For sale nt ttj 
office. ■

“EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION?
A thrilling appeal to all who arc Interested In learn« 

Ing how the great forces of the Roman Cathollo 
Church are pecking to control all movements per« 
talnlng to human progress that arc In opposition to 
tbelr dogmatic religious teachings, Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

' “THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
_ - To tho atudent of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet
Thia fine volume might well have been entitle* Is Intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 

-------- ------------------------------- . ... two eesee of “double conscKrtMnes2ew namely Mwj” 
Luraney Vennum, of Watseka, TH., and Mary Rey. 
noldJ, of Venango county. Pa* roruieatthls office. « 
price 15 cents.

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writtea 
tn that peculiar interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects in adaptation to tbc needs of the general 
reader. The author Ie not a Spiritualist—be even 
rosnllou Spiritualist« as “devotees of a new super* 
stition," etc, etc.. In which ho manifests tbe usual 
animus of tbe “scientific- class,“ yet he says again: 
••There Isa true nnd respectable Idea In Spiritualism,** 
and regards ns proved “the fact of communication 
between superbumnns and the inhabitants of Earth]3 
and he goes on to reiste instances of fact In evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, n manifest discrepancy In 
tho autborg’i Ideas, but tbe well-read mind wia readily 
eoicct and arrange tho pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. Tbe author bolds tbe 
theory of reincarnation. Price ♦1.50, I For Mie at 
this office.

he must be turned out.
tâtions at times render the farm life

MIND READING AND BEYOND.
By Wrn. A. Hovey. 200 pages, with lUuitTMlow of 

the luNecti treated upon. Price IL25.

SOME GIRLS AND BOYS.
! Mlle, Couedon’s collapse exploded

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Embracing Spirttuliain, put and prônant Br J 

M. Peebles, M. P. An encyclopedia of Wlcrcsttai 
and iMttucUTerscU. .Frico «MO. ™

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, 
Or the editor of the Freethinker’® Mapazln; 
thinks of him. price,« cento; twenty-five coplea fot 
W cento.

These visi-

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomu Paine. Being an Investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edl* 
tlon, from new plates and new type; 186 pages, post 
Svo. Paper, 25 cents; c-:oth, CO cents.
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BIBLE OF BIBLES, 
ByKeneyOrare». IiTlUTcUpxypcniita. EHoeUMi

cal test medium, is now 
gagement with the First 
ciety of Ft. Wayne, for 
October. She is open for 
for November. December

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of the most aocccicfiil 

^'esmerlEti In America. Ancient .and modem mlra- 
cloa explained by mesmerlem. An Invaluable wore 
Price, paper, 50 canta. >

icgxldc Jottings.

withered from the Highway,, By way, 
rute. Uy Marrie E. Hill. Thialia

The oldest alphabet known is believed 
to be the Phoenician. i

maîvelously 
best poems,

VIL 
vin.

SOLAR BIOLOGY.
By Hiram E, Butler. Aeclentlflc method of deline

ating character, diagnosing dliewes, determining 
mental, physical and business qualifications, conjugal 
adaptability, etc., from date of birth. Illustrated 
with seven plate dlngrams aud tables of the moon nnd 
planets, from 1S20 to 19 to luctuclve, Large 8vo„ cotj«. 
fsr- <m' Post«"-' •" -

■ft •- >'
Catholic Church Opposed 

and Kep5 It O^t of Fance 

and; Germany,

Paine’s Political Works. 2 vol.
Paine’s Theological Works 1 vol. 
Pitino's Miscellaneous Works. 1 vol. 
Paine’s Life. By Clio Hickman 

and the editor of The Natur
al. Profusely illustrated. 1 vol.

Paine’s Age of Reason........................
Paine’s Rights of Man........................
Paine's Crisis..........................................

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNJETT.
Thl« excellent work trenta of tbe following subject«:

THE SOUL,
Its Nature, Relations and Expression in Human Em 
bodiments. Given through Mrs. Cora L. V.. Rich
mond, by her Guides. A book that every one who is 
interested In re-incarnation should read. Price il.W.

For Safe at the Office of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Paine’s Life. Proftiscly illustrated..........................
Paine’s Principal Political Works, (1 vol.)... ) 00
Paine’s Political Works, Complete. (2 vol».).. 2 00
Paine’s Religious and Theological Woiks. 1 00
Gibbon’s History of Christianity. IHus....... 2 00™ ’ • bo

1 60

Higgins' Apology for Mahomet, the Ulus- a 
irious.................................... ..................... v60

It is said that the' Japanese language 
contains forty-seven characters. ,

The name alphabet comes from the 
first two letters in the Greek, Alpha and 
Beta. • »

Ji 1,1 ~v_"
English Piïritan^ Regarded It 

with Horppr Because It Was 
Not Ment ioned in the Bible.

Mesller’s Superstition in all Ages. Portrait. 
UJleôlicr'Ô (Hlnubc ttub QJerirnnfi. Portrait 
Volney’s Ruins of Empires. Hlustroted.....
Volney’s New Researches iu Ancient Hittory 
Reade’s (Winwood) Martyrdom of Man.......
Hmckel’s Visit to Ceylon. Portrait...............
Dickeus’ Sunday Under Three Heads. Ulus. 
Higgins’ Borte Sabbatic».................................

— ..... . ..
' nt book of selections from Mrs. Hulls , ¡'«M ino, 

■ nnons aud csssyK, «ad contains a splendid pci trait 
f the author, also a portrait a? Noses Hull. Price, 

ir-nily bound In English cloth, II.
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Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen linos; but 
Jong reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them. .

Mrs. E. J. Bowtell writes from Canton, 
Ohio: “Apropos to the articles which 
have appeared in your journal as to the 
purchase of the Hydesville cottage, that 
certainly would be a very excellent 
thing to do. But let it not be supposed 
that Kate and Margaret Fox are with
out a tenderly cared-for grave. That 
grave is in the family burial plot of Mr. 
Joseph La Fumie, Evergreen Cemetery, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. On the annual Sol
diers’ Memorial Day a little party of 
true friends among the Brooklyn Spirit
ualists decorate the grave, holding their 
memorial service, with hymns and 
thoughts appropriate to the occasion. 
It is a sweet spot—tho soft turf and 
overarching trees, with the trill of bird 
and lullaby of breeze.”

Ida C. Hawkins gives her idea of 
a Christian Spiritualist as one who is 
“not a tbeologist, but is a theo-pathist— 
that is to say, is one in feeling with the 
divine; one who is in sympathy with the 
all-good (thus proving sonehip with the 
divinity, just as did the Chi-ist); one who 
has lofty spiritual aspirations and is de
sirous of living on the heightseven now; 
one who is climbing over rocks and 
stones, briers and brambles, determin
ing to reach the pinnacle even though 
enduring hardship and privation of all 
kinds.” etc. Her ideal is a higli one 
and worthy of all efiort to attain, 
whether it be labeled Christian, or just 
plain Spiritualist. .

Mrs. A. D. Palmiter writes of a very 
■successful test teanco given by A. A. 
Finney, trumpet medium, at tire resi
dence of A. D. j'almitcr, Petoskey, 
Midi. The medium was securely fas
tened, alsoall the members of the cir
cle bad their hands fastened together. 
A guitar floated around the room, and 
voices spoke through trumpets, ete. 
The-seance was very convincing, and 
has caused a great deal of excitement in 
the city.

■ Dr. Adah Sheehan desires engage
ments in Michigan or enroute to Lake 
Cora, Mich., for the first three Sundays 
of June. She wil1 serve the society in 
Kansas City, Mo., in March. April is 
still open. Correspondence solicited 
with societies, also for next season’s 
camps. Address Elsinore Gato and Rus
sell street, Eden Park, Cincinnati, O.

Mr. Arnold, the materializing medi
um, has been holding seances at Hobart 
and Liverpool, Ind.

E. J. Bowtell speaks at Canton, O., 
Sunday mornings, and Massillon, O., 
Sunday evenings of November. At lib
erty for week nights and later dates. 
Address 402 South M arket street, Can
ton, O.

J. C. F. Grumbine will be pleased to 
.meet those interested in the teachings 
and development of psychometry, clair
voyance, inspiration and psychopathy, at 
his home, 782'1 Hawthorn avenue (near 
79th street), Chicago, the weeks of Octo
ber 26 to November 7. After that date 
he will bo in Si. Paul, Minn. Take the 
Wentworth electric car (79th street) or 
the Kock Island suburban to Auburn 
Park.

Dr. Dean Clarke Is engaged to speak 
for a new society of Spiritualists in 
Grand Rapids, Mich., during November.

Mrs. G. W. Kates will give evenings 
of tests only during January. Societies 
West and South are specially invited to 
arrange week-night dales. An admis
sion fee of 15 cents will be charged and 
receipts shared with local society for 
hall rent and entertainment. Address 
G. W. Kales, 322-1 Monument street, 
Philadelphia, Pa.

H. Rice writes: “In regard to there 
being so much said and written at the 
present time against there being any 
contemporary evidence of Christ’s exist
ence external to the biblical account, I 
will say that 1 have stored away some
where a copy of a letlev, Ihe original of 
which is in the Vatican, written by 
Pontius Pilate to the reigning Emperor 
in relation to the scourging of Christ. It 
is written in an easy and iamilar 
style, which shows the wicked Pilate to 
have been a social good lellow and not 
the stern tyranl he is represented to be; 
in it he displays considerable sympathy 
for the persecuted young Nazarene, on 
whom he unwillingly passed a light sen
tence for the times, and that to satisfy a 
rabid populace. Probably Mr. Conway 
and the higher critics have already 
passed on the authenticity of this letter.’’

G. W. Kales and wife have very ac
ceptably filled an engagement in Sara
toga Springs, N. Y., during September 
and October. They are engaged at 
Rochester for November, and Buffalo 
for December. They desire week-night 
engagements during January for tests 
only, to share receipts with local so
cieties. Address them at 3224 Monu
ment street. 1'hiladelphia, Pa.

Mrs. Lora Hoiton, lecturer and musi-

upon reasonable terms. Address her at 
68 Walton avenue, Ft. Wayne, Jnd.

J. B. Jonson, physical and trumpet 
medjum, is about to start on a trip 
through Michigan, Indiana, Northern 
Illinois. Iowa and Nebraska. For full 
■particulars, terms, etc., address with 
stamp J. B. Jonson, 425 Tecumseh 
street, Toledo, Ohio.

J.-E. C. writes favorably of the work 
being done by Prof. S. Andrus Titus, of 
Boston, Mass., but gives no name of 
place where he is lecturing.

Susan Simmons writes: “We should 
never ridicule Bible or church, as it 
wounds some dear old mother, and it 
scatters many away who could have 
have been drawn into the spiritual cir
cle. The New Testament can be easily 
explained by an intuitive mind. With
out a doubt its statements are typical, 
yet plain. They are quite plain to me, 
and 1 don’t pretend to know any more 
than some whole families. I can look 
on this ridiculed Jesus as captain of the 
spiritual band.’’

s'. Joseph R. Lowther writes from Leon- 
• E- Idas, Mich.: “Mr. E. W. Sprague and 
(&’ Mrs. Jennie H. Jackson were with us 
p two days and delivered some very fine 
L lectures,’ and helped us to organize an 
K, kssociation here with twenty-one char-

|er members. The name of our associa- 
Ffc lion is the Leonidas Spiritual Assooia- 
R lion. . The officers elected were Mrs. 
:|L Lotta B. Nichols, president; George G. 
■p; Millard, vice-president; J, R. Lowther,

secretary; Geo. E. Baldwin, treasurer 
trustees, Mrs. Laura N. Baldwin, Mrs- 
Albertine Millard, George A. Nichols. 
We are having some very interesting 
meetings.” _ .

W, Kossuth Gordon, platform test me
dium and speaker, would like engage
ments for November and December, in 
the State of Missouri. Terms, railroad 
and hotel fare. Address him at 1313 
Chouteau avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Elizabeth Schweizer, test medium, 
holds circles at her residence, 2736 
South Park avenue, Thursday evenings.

O. Merritt writes: “Wo are still la
boring for the cause hero at Genoa, Ill., 
aud Irom time to tiipe g.et good assist
ance and encouragement from others. 
It was our good fortune to secure Dr. 
and Mrs. S. N. Aspinwall, of Minneap
olis, Minn., tor a lecture on Thursday, 
October 15th. Our hull was filled to 
overflowing. From 225 to 250 heard the 
lecture, and all agree that they never 
heard the truth mere ably or forcibly 
presented than on this occasion, by the 
guides of Mrs. Aspinwall. Her voice is 
perfect and pleasing, and none have 
given more general satisfaction than 
she. They expect to be with us on their 
return from Washington, D. C.. where 
they go to attend the meeting of tho Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association."

“Correspondent" writes approvingly 
of the good work being done by Frank 
T. Ripiey, at St. Joseph, Mo., and the 
Spiritualists there deeply regret to part 
with him. He has been there two 
months,

Thh pupils of Georgina McIntyre’s 
school of development will give a grand 
reception, musical and literary enter
tainment in Mystic Temple, formerly 
Order of the Magi ¡hall, 1910 Washing
ton boulevard, ou Friday, November 6, 
ut 8 o’clock. Tickets, 2ii cents. ¡She ex
tends a hearty welcome to her friends 
and patrons, and has spared no pains in 
preparing a unique entertninmont. She 
will also hold meeting, open to those in
terested, every Wednesday evening at 8 
o'clock. Admission, 10 cent!;.

Amae Wheeler, materializing medi
um and independent slate-writer, com
municates the following from Broken 
Bow, Neb.: “lam meeting with many 
investigators here iu the West. I find 
lots of liberal-minded people. Many 
new converts for our cause are being 
made. We have many visitors from a 
distance to see our manifestations. We 
are now located at ‘The Burlington’ in 
this lovely western town of 2,Uuu inhab
itants. 1 am open for engagements in 
Nebraska. Address meat Broken Bow, 
Neb.”

Maud Lord Drake is about to make a 
visit east as fur as Denver, Kansas City, 
Glenwood Springs, etc. Although her 
visit is for recreation aud pleasure, she 
expects to do some work in eucli pluce 
she visits. She spoke at Aspen recently 
to a crowded house, aud they clamor for 
her return. Spiritualism is very strongly 
represented in these mountain towns. 
She will bo in Chieugo in November, 
thence back to Colorado. Letters ad
dressed to her at Glenwood Springs, 
Col., will reach her.

Virginie Barrett writes of her visits 
to London, Ont.; Koehester, N. Y., and 
Cortland, N. Y. In each of these places 
she found there was room for and need 
of Spiritual organization. She spoke to 
the young people of the Universalist 
church of Cortland, on “Spirit Life." 
Her address is 499 7th street, Indianap
olis, Ind.

A subscriber writes from Hobart, Ind.: 
“I received the Encyclopa dia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World, and I am 
pleased with the contents of your paper, 
and have given a copy of the same to 
some of my orthodox friends, with good 
results, 1 think, for they have not 
sneered at what they found to read in it. 
The cause hero is making headway, as 
we had Wm. Arnold, of Chicago, with 
us again. It is but a year ago that 1 in
vestigated this grand truth, and must 
say it has brought great comfort and 
peace in its track—not only for myself 
but also for my family. 1 want to thank 
you for your book and hope your puper 
and its writers may live long to do 
good to humanity.”

Willis Edwards writes: “The Church 
of the Spirit, 62U North Clark street, 
has had splendid meetings all this 
month; that indefatigable worker, Mrs. 
Mattie Hull, has been with us the past 
three Sundays. Next Sunday, the last 
in October, concludes her engagement 
withour society. We regret to have her 
leave us. Her inspirational discourses 
have awakened much interest in the 
cause of Spiritualism. Last Sunday, W. 
J. Colville, on his way from San Fran
cisco, stopped to seo us. Ho not only 
gave us a discourse in bis own brilliant 
way, but rendered, under control, the 
song, “Sweet Spirit Hear my prayer." 
We hope to have have him with us the 
month of December. NextSunday, Mrs, 
Hull gives an inspirational dtlcourse, 
and that earnest worker in the cause, 
Mrs. S. F. DeWolf, will give slatewrit
ing.’’

W. H. Bach began an engagement for 
the season at Springfield. Mass., Octo
ber 25. He can be engaged for week
nights at places in the vicinity. Will 
also attend funerals. His address after 
this week and until further notice will 
be General Delivery, Springfield, Mass. 
Mr. Bach will certainly leave a good 
impress in the East wherever he labors.

B. F. Underwood in a lecture before 
the Liberal Society, at Hobart, Ind., on 
Sunday, the 2(ltli, which was listened to 
by a large audience, showed that relig
ions, instead of being the causes of civ
ilization, are themselves affected and 
modified by civilization, and that their 
elevated or undeveloped character is de
termined by intellectual and moral con
ditions: that Christianity should be 
judged the same as a fruit tree, not by 
its primitive state alone; not by itsnioral 
precepts only: not by the character of 
its adherents in America or Abyssinia; 
not by hospitals and schools in Christen
dom, nor by the rum shops and dens of 
vice, but by its entire history; by its 
entire outcome; by its fruit through all 
the centuries; by its power to neutralize 
and overcome the influences of an un
favorable environment; by its ability to 
adapt itself to the changing conditions 
and needs of the world. He showed how 
different the Christianity new preached 
is from that of former times, and how it 
has had to change on penalty of extinc
tion. Mr. Underwood can be addressed 
for engagements at 384 Washington 
Boulevard, Chicago.

S. M. Richardson writes: “I herewith 
enclose one dollar in renewal of my sub
scription to The Progressive Think
er. I eat but two meals a day, and 
think I should discard one of them, if it 
was necessary, rather than do without 
your great paper—not bo great in size, 
but gigantic in intellect. I was glad to 
see you put a stop to those long-winded 
reports from the different camp-meet
ings, and I am of ths opinion that if 
some of the other spiritual papers that I 
wot of would do the same it would be a 
great relief to a majority of their read
ers, especially when they are obliged to 
use such small type in order to get them 
all in.” ■

Willis Edwards writes: “A test se
ance, social and danoe, will be given at 
Astor Hall, 551 North Clark street, near 
Schiller street, Saturday evening No
vember 14, commencing at 7:30 o’clock. 
The following well-known talent have 
kindly given their services: E. Oorden 
White, G. V. Cordlngley, Mrs. E. N 
Warne,W, H. Blair, Mrs. 8. F. DeWolf, 
Mrs. R. Nash, Mrs. Griffis, Mr, Mail-

thb progressive thinker got, si, ma

lard, Dr. Hawley,-Mrs, Sarah Brom' 
well and Dr. Willis Ed wards. Excellent 
musiq, both vocal and instrumental. 
Refreshments served. A good time as
sured to all. Tickets 35 cents.”

Mrs. A. H. Luther, whose efficient 
service in the cause of truth, is known 
to Spiritualists generally, writes from 
Muncie, Ind.: “Pioase allow me space 
in your columns to say to my many 
friends, that I am slowly, and I hope, 
surely improving. My physician, Dr. 
Schaub, declares I shall be reasonably 
well again, but it seems far away. One 
year ago I was struck by the power of 
fate, and if the same power so decrees 
I shall by such aid as I have had and 
am still having, be well again. A busi
ness matter makes it necessary forme 
to hear from Mrs. Olive K. Smith. 
Knowing she reads your paper, I take 
this opportunity of reaching her; or 
should any one who reads this know her 
address and will send it to me I shall be 
very thankful indeed. Hoping The 
Progressive Thinker will continue 
its important mission; I am as ever the 
friend of universal liberty."

A. Norman writes: “Mr. C. E, Wi
nans, thè materializing medium, is at 
home from a very successful trip th rough 
tho west. Mr. Winans will again be 
open for engagements in a few weeks. 
All mail should be addressed to Edin- 
.burg, Indiana, and accompanied by 
stamp for reply.”

Mrs. Edith E. R. Nickless is located 
at 21170 Indiana avenue and will hold 
parlor meetings for answering spiritual 
questions and for.the unfoldmentof spir
itual gifts, Tuesday., and Friday even
ings at 8 o’clock and Wednesday after
noon at 2 o'clock. Admission Ì5 cents.

Mary E. Lowbeck writes from Wash
ington, D. C.: “California may well be 
proud of Mrs. J. J. Whitney, for she is 
one of the best platform, trance and test 
mediums that has ever visited Wash
ington. She gave tests at the National 
Convention ou the evening of the 22d of 
this month, at Masonic Temple. The 
large hall was crowded to the doors, 
while she stood upon the platform giv
ing messages. Every one was anxious 
to catch every word that fell from her 
lipa. Mrs. Whitney is a lady of refine
ment and culture. She and her husband 
always travel together, as they are de
voted to each other." •

The “Chicago Vegetarian" is the name 
of a neatly printed monthly published 
in Chicago in the interests of tho society 
of that name. It contains many “spicy" 
articles as well as receipts of interest to 
the housekeeper, and should be in the 
homes of all interested in humane work 
and the higher spiritual thought. Price, 
25 cents per year. Address, Chicago 
Vegetarian, 46 McVicker’s Building, 
Chicago.

The corresponding secretary writes 
from Mitchell, S. D.: “Mrs. S. C. Sco
voli, lecturer and platform test medium 
has been in our eily since October 1. 
Her lectures have been inspiring and 
her tests correct in almost every in
stance. We are so well satisfied with 
her we have engaged her services for 
another month.”

J. C. F. Grumbine will open the lec
ture season at St. Paul before the Alli
ance, November 8, and continue through 
the month. He will hold two classes for 
development in inspiration; one in St. 
Paul and one in Minneapolis— in SI. 
Paul on Monday and Friday evenings, 
and in Minneapolis on Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings. In Minneapolis the 
class will meet under the ehaperonage 
of Mrs. Jacob Swanson, 1728 Clinton av
enue. Place of meeting in Si. Paul to 
be announced. , •

Mrs. G. W. Kratz is at Elgin, Ill. She 
can be addressed for engagement at 
camp-mootings and societies at 187 
Grove avenue, Elgin, Ill.

Dr. Williams, who claims to be a 
prophet medium, writes from Gravett, 
Ark.: “I want some party to help me 
patent my invention In the old countries 
on shares. The invention was given me 
by spirit influence. I am called ‘the 
prophetic medium.' I won a silver 
medal on the invention, and I think It 
worth 8100,000. It is a steam-engine at
tachment.” .

Della B. Platt writes from Battle 
Creek, Mich.: “We have been favored 
the past week in having with us that 
grand inspirational lecturer, Mrs. Anna 
L. Robinson, of Port Huron, Mich. She 
gave two lectures Thursday and Friday 
evenings, full of beautiful lessons from 
the spirit side of life, which all should 
learn and thereby better fit ourselves 
for that realm to which we are hasten
ing. Many seem to be earnestly seek
ing for more light, as was shown'by the 
largo and appreciative audiences both 
evenings. There is a large field of 
labor for all such noble, self-sacrificing 
workers, and as Spiritualists we should 
see that they have our hearty support.”

Tho smaller the drink, the clearer the 
head and tho cooler the blood, which 
are great benefits in temper and busi
ness.—William Penn.

Distinction is the consequence, never 
the object, of a great mind.—W. All
ston.

Over 200 alphabets are known to the 
philologists, of which only fifty are now 
tn use.

Early Arabic writers attribute the in
vention of letters to Badamanth, the 
Assyrian.

The Turkish alphabet has twenty
eight letters.

Tho Chinese alphabet contains 214 
characters.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, by 
harmonizing their physical bodies and 
their psychical bodies with universal 
nature, and their souls with the higher 
intelligences, to come into closer connec
tion with the purer realms of tbe Spirit
world. It is written in the sweet spirit
ual tone that characterizes all of Miss 
Judson's literary works. Price, cloth, 
81; paper, 75 cents.

“The Great Roman Anaconda." By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph. Ph.D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Horstmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15o. 
For sale at this office.

“Angel Whisperings ior the Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Ray. A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
pleased and benefited by it For sale at 
this office. Price 81

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should reEid this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity ■with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of tho “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities: It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c.

An abridged edition of “Antiquity 
Unveiled” gives in condensed form its 
more important statements and refer
ences. It is in stiff board covers, and 
the price is 50 centa. For sale at this 
office.

. 11 u

Andrew D? White;1 in his valuable 
and authentic' “History of the War
fare of Religion and Science," has 
conclusive shown that the church has 
been the inveterate opponent of science 
during all its past existence.

It seems that not science alone, but 
also, in some degree, the vegetable 
kingdom in nature has been antago
nized by the church authorities.

The New York World says that tile 
three hundredth anniversary of the in
troduction of the potato to European 
civilization is about to be celebrated 
in Leland. There the potato was 
first planted in European soil, and 
there it has thrived so well that many 
people ignorantly suppose it to be a 
native Irish product.

As a matter of fact, the potato is 
one of the greatest blessings which 
America has conferred upon the old, 
effete civilization of Europe. Another 
blessing of this kind for which Europe 
is indebted to this country is the 
tomato.'

These are native American prod
ucts, and each appropriately bears an 
Indian name.

It is a curious fact, however, that 
potatoes have never grown to such 
magnificent proportions and reached 
so high a degree of excellence in their 
native soil as they have in Ireland. 
There the finest potatoes in the world 
are to be found. They grow in rich 
abundance and are easily cultivated.

In many parts of Ireland the people 
live altogether on potatoes. So great 
is the nutriment contained in potatoes 
that they not only support life as no 
other single vegetable is capable of do
ing but a potato diet is known to produce 
men of large stature and great physi
cal powers, such as are characteristic 
of the Irish in many of the rural dis
tricts, where meats as food are practi
cally unknown.

An Irishman has pointed out the 
fact that “anKexclqpive potato diet 
consists of buttermilk, salt, butter 
and potatoes, with a ■ little whiskey on 
the side.” Tfijs, it”will readily be 
seen, is capably of producing a fine 
race of men. ,>i

At first, however, the Irish people 
regarded tiie potato with a good deal 
of suspicion. This ¡may have come 
from the fact that the potato was in
troduced into Ireland by Sir Walter 
Raleigh, who jvas then engaged in 
oppressing the people“ about Cork, so 
that they may not have unnaturally 
imagined the potato a device of Saxon 
ingenuity intended ty) be introduced 
into their midst for their undoing.

It was a long time before Sir Walter 
could get the Irish to eat potatoes. 
He had to eat a lot of them himself 
to convince the people that they were 
harmless.

Another strange proceeding of this 
man was his introduction of tobacco, 
which he brought at about the same 
time from America to Ireland. Sir 
Walter Raleigh lived at Youghal in a 
pretty house, which is still to be seen, 
and the very spot is pointed out where 
he planted the first potatoes. It is in 
the garden of his house at Youghal 
and a few feet away is the place where 
Sir Walter was smoking his first pipe 
of tobacco under a tree when his 
servant threw a pail of water on him, 
thinking him to be on fire.

The Irish took to the potato more1 
readily than they did to tobacco. The 
The former throve amazingly in the 
damp Irish climate, where tobacco 
would never grow.

At the same time the potato was 
having a hard time of it in its slow 
march of conquest on the continent of 
Europe. It had to fight its way inch 
by inch.

First the Pope got his eye on it. 
The Catholic Church opposed the po
tato, and for more than a century and 
a half kept it out of France and Ger
many.

The English puritans at the same 
time regarded the potato with horror 
because it was not mentioned in the 
Bible. The peasantry of France was 
led to believe that the potato was the 
cause of leprosy, and this superstition 
was not overcome njitil Turgot per
suaded Louis XVI. and the queen to 
wear potato blossoms at a court ball. 
That was a great day for the potato, 
which for more than a century and a 
half had struggled against ignorance.

Scotland was one of the last 
European countries to welcome the 
potato, although the Scotch to-day 
are among the greatest potato-eaters 
on earth. The earliest mention of 
the potato in Scotland is in 1701, 
when the Duchessi-qf Buccleuch was 
furnished with a peck bought in 
Edinburgh for two Shillings and six
pence. They werq a great rarity.

The next reference is thirty years 
later, when potatoes were used as a 
supper dish by thé Earl of Eglintoun. 
It was not until 17^6 that potatoes 
came into the market in Scotland. In 
that year one Grahato planted a field 
at Kilsyth and first sent the produce 
to market .

The humble potato proved too 
strong for the church, which was 
compelled to give way before itj as, 
also, it has had tor give way before 
the potent force of science. Truth 
and Nature are . foes to which the 
church has to yield however reluctant

’ X. Ray.

. A French scientist, Prof. Pierre 
Lautrec, has invented an optical in
strument whereby spirits, or ghosts, 
or astral bodies, whatever you are 
pleased to call the “disembodied 
consciousness,” can be plainly seen.

“My experiments with the delicate 
instrument I have constructed,” says 
the savant, “were exceedingly diffi
cult. Failure stared me in the face at 
every turn. Finally, when on the 
verge of despair, I found sucoess.

I have an apparatus which enables 
one to see the astral body (le corps 
fluidique) leave the physical body at 
the moment of death!" So says Prof. 
Lautrec.

A skeptical American went to the 
rooms of the French scientist the 
other day, and describes what took 
place there. 'Though the American 
went to scoff, he returned to praise, 
and he says that Lautrec is the most 
wonderful man in all Europe.

Just us Prof. Lautrec had arranged 
his apparatus for the inspection of the 
curious American, and had succeeded 
in getting the most perfect adjust
ment as to the light and magnifying 
power, he was called to the bedside of 
a dying person. He had been ex
pecting the summons, and he remained 
beside the dying man until the 
proach of death became manifest.

A sudden trembling, shaking 
■whole body, announced that the 
preme moment had come. With 
of my friends who was assisting 
we placed our heads under the dark 
covering of the apparatus, and kept 
our eyes steadfastly fixed on the ob
ject glass. The particles of dust in 
the air were magnified many thousands 
of times, and for a moment their vio
lent action produced a cloud in front 
of the glass. Then a delicate column 
of violet vapor, condensed into a 
flocculent muss, was clearly seen above 
and around the body. The particles 
appeared to pursue one another, as if 
obedient to some kind of central 
attraction.

The cloud condensed more and 
more and took the vaporous form of a 
man, then rapidly became purified 
until it was as colorless as the most 
perfect crystal. At this time' there 
was around us a feeling of a terrible 
stillness—a calm that was almost 
agonizing. An indescribable sensa
tion held us to the instrument, while 
our hearts seemed to cease pulsating. 
We kept our eyes fixed on the glass. 
Particle after particle grouped them
selves together so as to reproduce the 
exact form of the man we knew so 
well.

The form floated at about a 
above the body, to which it was 
tinctly united by a delicate cord, 
face was undoubtedly the face 
man, but much finer and calmer.
eyes were closed, and the astral shape 
seemed to be asleep. By a double 
impulse we, both of us, experienced 
the desire that the form should awake. 
At that very moment the bond which 
joined it to the body broke. A slight 
trembling passed over this beautiful, 
perfectly moulded form; a violent 
flame shone where the heart should be. 
It stood up and gave a sorrowing look 
at the abandoned body, extended the 
right hand with a gesture of adieu, 
then vanished, condensing to a small 
sphere, which disappeared.

The above, from the New York

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Louis Howard Purnell passed to the 

higher life on the morning of October 
19, aged 35 years, at his home, 2967 Wa
bash avenue, Chicago, Ill. He will be 
remembered by a large circle of friends 
as the pianist of the Progressive Spirit
ual church. He was known by many of 
his friends as “the peacemaker,” never 
having an unkind word to say of any
one, no matter what the provacation, 
and was a phenomenal inspirational pi
anist. His soul was attuned to tho music 
of the spheres. He seemed glad to go 
and had no fear of the change called 
death.

Tho funeral services, conducted by 
Geo. V. Cordingly, were held at the 
Russ undertaking parlors, 2449 Cottage 
Grove avenue, on Tuesday, October 20. 
The floral offerings from friends were 
most beautiful and numerous. The re
mains were taken to his brother’s home 
in New Orleans, La., for interment.

Wm. J. Masters.

The death of Mrs. Cora Macomber, 
although expected for many months, 
was a sad surprise to her large circle of 
friends. She was stricken by consump
tion and taken from her beautiful home, 
her. husband and daughter, at the time 
when life held forth most promise. She 
was a gentle, spiritual woman, aqfl was 
widely known for her generous hospi
tality. She died on the morning of Oc
tober 3, and the funeral, on the 5th, was 
largely attended by friends who ex
pressed the most profound sympathy.

Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle, by especial 
request of her deceased friend, sang se
lections of her sweet songs, and gave an 
appropriate recitation. Hudson Tuttle 
gave an address replete with the conso
lation of the spiritual philosophy. He 
cheered the mourning friends by the 
blessed assurance that “there could be 
no place in paradise so enticingly beau
tiful or joyful that it would attract the 
mother and wife away from the dear 
ones around the hearth of home."

“She was present, anfi would he to 
them a guardian angel; her love and af
fection neing heightened by the per
fection of her angel life."

• Assuredly, we think, in no system of 
philosophy or religion can more healing 
balm be found. *

Norman Finney, aged 85 years and 9 
months, passed to the higher life on* 
Friday, October 2. He was for many 
years a Spiritualist, and did not fear the 
change, for he longed to meet the loved 
ones waiting to greet him. Mr. Finney 
was highly respected by the citizens of 
his community, who gathered' in large 
numbers at his late residence to listen 
to the last rites of burial service per
formed by the writer.

Monkton, Vt. LUCIUS COLBURN.

Spiritualist Meetlugs In Chicago.
The Church of the Soul, at Schiller 

Theater. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
pastor. Services at 10:45 a, m. ‘

Tjie First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, New Masonic Temple, 3120 
Forestavenue. Services at 2:30 and 7:30. 
Mra. Ada Foye lectures and gives tests.

Beacon LightChurch 617 North Clark 
street, near Burton Place. Services at 
2:30 and 7:45 p. m., conducted by Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins.

Church of Love, Faskin’s Hall, 3012 
Archer avenue. Experience and test 
meeting at 8 p. m.

German Spiritualist Society, Gartel- 
man’a Hall, 13th street and Ashland av
enue. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

The Spiritual Endeavor Society meets 
at 1 South Hqyne avenue, 7:45 p. m. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Spiritual Gospel Temple,Hygeia Hall, 
Washington boulevard and Baulina St. 
Services at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Home Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and 8. p. m.

The Church of the Spirit, Willis Ed
wards, pastor, meets at 620 North Clark 
street, at 3 and 8p. in. Lyceum at 2p. m.

People's Home Association, Bricklay
er’s Hall, 93 South Peoria street. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m.

South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Hall, 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conference meeting at 
3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m.

The Spiritualists Church of the Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. m., at Monsen’s Hall, 
1052, Milwaukee avenue, corner Lincoln 
^treet. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Church of Malachi meets at 256 West 
Randolph Street, at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. 
C. C. Henderson, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 794 
West Van Buren street. Services at 
7:45 p. m. Dr. Hasenclever will lecture 
and give spirit messages, assisted by 
other prominent mediums.

Brown’s Hall, Forty-seventh and State 
streets. Services at 8 p. m. Lecture 
and tests by Dr. Harry Abbott of Cali
fornia.

Society of Spiritual Truth, 887 West 
Monroe street. Services at 8 p. m.

The First Society of Spiritual Unity 
will meet Sundays at 11 a. m., 3 and 7:30 
p. m., in Washington Hall, 490 Wash
ington boulevard, corner of Ogden ave
nue. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, speaker.

South Side Christian Spiritualist So
ciety, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue. Serv
ices at 3 and 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Lee Norie 
Claman, pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, 
Lakeside Hall, southeast corner Indiana 
avenue and Thirty-first street, G. V. 
Cordingley, pastor. Services at 3 and 
7:30 p. m. Harry W. Miller, soloist. 
Children's lyceum at 1:30; Bible class 
at 2:30.

German Spiritual Society, Hansh 
man’s Hall, 384 W. Division street. 
Services 2:30 p. tn. Mrs. Caroline Drews, 
medium.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Aniiesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable work la 11,25. AU boola 
advertised tn Tnx Proobbsbivk Thinker are

For sale at this office.____

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years iu France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left tbU volume as his hist 
will aud testament to bls parlthloucrs and to tho 
world. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop.

Post Bvo.. 839 pages, with portrait. Cloth, «1.00; 
postage, 14 cents.

"The work of tbe honest poster is tho most curious 
and tho most powerful thing of the kind that tbe last 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire hod re
serves, butJcau Mesllcr bad none. He keeps nothing 
back; aud yet, after all, the wonder Is not that there 
should have been one priest who loft that testimony ut 
bls death, butthat all nrlerts do not.”--James Parlon

“THE DKtAM ÜHILU,”
A FASCfNATIXG ROMANCE Of 

X~L two norldp. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth. 11.06. Book« like ‘The Drcam 
Child” spur humanity on to make more auJ more de
mands of thia nature, and will open up new heights 
find depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Will, 1 believe, take Its place beside Bulwer’s 
“Zanonl” and tlic ’’Seraphlta" of Balzac.—"Daily 
Capital,”Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with auy inflammable deFcrlptlons. en
thralls, the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the last page.- 
Minneupolts "Sitnd»- >ri- ”_____________________

ANGEL WHISPERINGS
For the Searcher After Truth.

BY HATTIE J. BAY.

All who love genuine poetry, of excellent moral 
and spiritual quality, should read this book. This 
work is handsomely bound and is clearly printed on 
good paper. For tale nt this office. Price (1.

MEDIUMÎSTIC EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of tbe Kockles, with introduction by 
J. 6. Loveland. This Is the history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 16“ large 
pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist,
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every Spiritualist. Prlco «1.00; 
postage lOceuts.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.

ZIFE IJf THE STONE AGE. THE
history of Atbarael, Chief Priest of a Band ol Ak 

Aryans. This pamphlet, contalnlag 91 pages, was 
ten through the mediumship of U. Q. Flgley, a&d Is ti> 
tensely interesting. Price 80 For sale at tfdl 
Office.

COM MON" SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad

dressed to tbe Inhabitants of America In ints * ltb 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper, 
15 cents.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing.
A scries of lessons on tbe rclatlonsof the an! ri: to 

Its own organism, and tbe Inter-relation of hu-nnn 
beings with reference to health, disease andboailne. 
By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the urn- 
dlumsblp of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A book t hn ■ 
ever)-healer, physician and Spiritualist should read 
Price «1.50. For sale nt this office.

PAPER EDITIONS.
Paine's Age of Reason.......................................,
Paine’s Common Scuse................................... .
Paine'S Rights of Man............................... .......
Paine's Crisis.......................................................«
Paine’s Religious and Theological Works.

Illustrated..... ....................................-............
Paine’s Life. Profusely illustrated................
Volney’s Ruins of Empires and tho Law of

Nature. lUus^rr.tea.......... ..........................
Rousseau’s Vicar of Savoy, and A Search for

Truth, by Olive Schreiner.........................
Rousseau's Social Contract..............................
Mealier’s Superstition In all Ages. Portrait 
fityellier’ft ©laute mib Ukriuinfi. Portrait 
Dickens’ Sunday Under Three Heads. Ulus. 
Bulwer’s History of a False Religion. Blus. 
Talleyrand’s Letter to thè Pope. Portrait... 
Gibbon’s Birth and Character of Mahomet.. 
Higgins’ Hone Sabbatiche........a.....................
Higgins’ Apology for Mahomet, the Dlus-

irious...............................................................
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot......
Father Tom and tbe Pope; or, A Night at the

Vatican............................................................
Voltaire's Zadig, or Fate: and The White 

Bull, a Satirical Romance...............
--------The Sage and the Atheist; also The 

Princess of Babylon.........
—•—Tbe Man of Forty Crowns; and The 

Huron, or, Pupil of Nature............
------- Micromegas; The World as it Goes;

Plato's Dream t Jeannot and Colin; 
The Two Comforters, etc.................

Voltaire’s Romances, containing the above 4 
books in one vol. Profusely illustrated.$1

Bacon’s Paradoxes. Portrait..........................
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Ingersoll’s Controversy & Christmas Sermon 
----------—Godsandother Lectures------------- 
------------ Ghosts and other Lectures------------  
------- -—Some Mistakes of Moses--------------  
—--------- Interviews on Talmage.....................
----- ;-------What Must we do to be Saved ?......  
................Blasphemy................................. . ......... 

,---------— Crimes Against Criminals...............
- ■■ - —- Vindication of Thomas Paine.......
------ -— Mah, Woman nnd Child. Portrait. 
------- — Is Suicide a 61 n f...... ..........................  
-------- -— Shakespeare, a Lecture. Portrait. 
------ -------Abraham Lincoln, a Lecture. Por

trait.........................
- -—-About the Holy Bible, a Lecture... 
-------------Voltaire, a Lecture. Portrait------ 
-------------Which way? a Lecture--------------- 
-------------Myth and Miracle-----------------------  
-------------Field-Ingersoll Discussion------------  
-------------Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy... 
-------------Bolne Reasons Why--------------------- 
-------------Patriotic Addresses.--------------------  
---------- —The Christian Religion..................
-------------Foundations of Faith...,--------------  
------------- How to Refon» Mankind................  
Keeler’s Short History of the Bible................
Gardener’s Men, Woman And Gods................

CLOTH EDITIONS.
Paine's complete Works.

Finest Rlustrated Edition, Boxed.
4

A4

Biichner’s Force and Matter. Portrait........
Buchner's Mau in tbe Post, Present and Fu

ture. Illustrated....................................
Rochefoucauld’s Moral Maxims......................
Comte’s Positive Philosophy. Portrait........
Goodloe’s Birth of the Republic. Portrait... 
Saltus’ Anatomy of Negation.........................
Saltus’ Philosophy of Disenchantment.........
Fawcett’s Agnosticism........................................
Bulwer’s History of a False Religion...........
Talleyrand’s Leiter to the Pope. Portrait... 
Reasons for Unbelief. By Louis Viardot......
Father Tom and the Pope; or, a night at the

Vatican.............................................................
Ingersoll’s Lectures, vol. I, cloth....................
----------------“ vol. 1, full sheep........  
---------------- “ vol. I, half morocco.... 
(Second volume in preparation, lobe bound 

uniform with volume one,}

Ingersoll’s Prose Poems. Portrait.................
--------------- “ “ Cheaper Edition.. 
--------------- Gods and other Lectures----------  
----------------Ghosts and other Lectures-------  
•----------------Some Mistakes of Moses................
----------------Interviews on Tnlm&ge........... . 
.....................Blasphemy..... .................-------------  
---------------- Fiela-lngersoll Discusrion...........
——----------Ingersoll-Gladstone Controversy
----------------Patriotic Addresses------------------ 
----------------Tho Christian Religion------------  
----------------Shakespeare, a Lecture. Portrait. 
Keeler’s Short History of the Bible................
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The progressive thinker.
MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.

Tho Spiritual Alps

and How IFe Ascend The"*!.

Ora few thoughts on how to reach that n’fttude 
where Hpirlt is supreme and all things are subject to 
it. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just tho book 
io teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual fncitillcs. 
Price, bound in cloth, 4U cents; lu paper cover. 25 
cents
Neiv Thought.

Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 579 large, beauti
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting hi an attractive fonn tbe highest pbr.se of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 11.50.
.Yew Thought.

Volume JI. 881 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents.
Joant the Medium.

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as j Leader of Armies. By Moses Hull. Tills is at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc. and 
one of tbe most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
everwrltten. No novel was ever more thrilllngly In
teresting; nohlatory more true. Price in cloth. 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
ZTie Real Issue.

By Moses Hull. A compound of the two pnmph- 
lets, "The Irrepressible Conflict.” and ”Your Answer 
or Your Life;" with important ad Utkins, making a 
book of 100 pages a.I for 25 cents. This book contains 
omtlstlcs, facts and docinnonu, on the tcndcucks of 
the times, that every one should have.
All About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from 111* S;.untc 
Majesty and Bls subordinates In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. COpages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 tente.
Jesus and the Mediums, 

or Christ and Mediumship.

Careful comparison of some of the Sptrltmi'lsm 
nnd Mediumship of the Bible with thnt of to (i.-iy. By 
MosksHull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to nil the condi
tions of modem mediumship. it also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New 7 esta* 
ment were under the same conditions that mediums 
requirete-day; nnd thnt the coming of Christ is tl e re* 
turn of mediumship to the world. 4S pages. Price, 
’(’cents.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Mon’otr.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven nnd Hell, By 
do6Ef> Hull. This nnmphlct besides giving the Splr* 
Junllstlc Interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explain« tho 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists. Trlco, 
W cents.
The Quarantine Raised.

Or tho Twenty Tears Battlo Against a Worker 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
SpiritualcSongster.

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mre. J1ull*s 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price. 10 cis., 
or 06 per hundred.
The Mcdiumistio Experience 

of John Brown.

The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 
J. S. Loveland. This is tbe history of odc of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large 
pnges. Price, 60 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists.

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents,

John Calvin a Murderer?
Price. 6 cento. *

NEW THOUGHT
Volume I. Nicely bound In cloth, 57V large, bc.mtt- 

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The matter all --Iglnol sad 
presenting In an attractive form tbe highest phusc of 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By Mosxs Hou. Price 
only »1.50. ’ For sale at this office. .

Volume II. sm pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 76 cents. By Moses Hutt. For tale at this 
office. '
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Little Fay had accepted an invitation, 
To dino with her little friend May,

And when dinner was done, 
And they wont out to run, ।

Fay asked in an innocent way: '
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- J. M. Hodson: Q. Prom whence did 
the Baptist Church spring,and when?

A. The" Baptists have borne that 
name for about 201) years. Previously 
they were known as Anabaptists. This 
is denied, but the history .of beliefs 
shows that there was a continuous 
growth or evolution., Tho first con
fession of faith in 1(144 speaks of the 
Baptists who were “commonly, but un
justly, called Anabaptists.” As early as 
1522 the Baptist Church had taken form 
iu Switzerland. Tho distinctive dogma 
of this church from the first was the 
discard iug of infant baptism,, and tho 
necessity of repabtiziug all who had 
been in us received into other churches 
by that form.

Tho leaders were believed, to be spir
itually inspired, as is usual with all 
leaders of religious movements, and 
martyrdom was suffered bravely in giv
ing evidence o.' the belief that immer
sion was the baptism intended and not 
sprinkling or the sign of the cross. 

C. L. B., Express, Oregon: Q. We do 
not want you to give an answer for po
litical etïÉct, or for partisan, purposes, 
but that wu may know the facts:

(1) What are some of the primal 
causes of tho continued depression iu 
business in this land? .

(z) Iteas.m would teach us that over
production should notbring destitution. 
What uro the pi-opermeans of distribu
tion? . ,. ..

(3) What has become of the vast 
amount of Coin that has come from our 
mints in the last twenty years?

A. These questions are closely relat
ed and their answers blend. • Beginning 
with the last question—except the por
tion of coin exported, which is not large 
in comparison, and that which is lost or 
destroyed, it must remain in thia coun
try. When we consider that every town 
of any size in the United States has a 
bank, and some of them two or three, 
and that these all keep a reserve fund of 
coin, and that the city banks hold such 
reserve by the millions, it is easy to ac
count for its dis|>ositiou. if to this be 
added the statement that if everyone of 
the population has but one dollar it will 
absorb seventy millions of dollars, aud 
make the average $5 and it requires 
$350,001),030. And yet a very small vol
ume of business could be transacted 
with all the coin in the counlry. A 
great stress bus been laid on the amount 
of money per capita, and it is said that 
the depression is caused by too small an 
amount in circulation. Really, a very 
small portion of business is transacted 

' , with money, it.has been estimated at 
less than fifteen per coni. The elghty- 
five per cent rests on credit, another 
name for confidence in the honor and 
integrity of others. ’

" To illustrate: A dealer in New York 
'. wishes to purchase wheat. He does not 
' transfer money, but, at a bank, secures 
* a draft on Chicago. He sends this draft 

to an agent in Chicago, who deposits it 
in a bank, and with a simple cheek-book 

g.i- goes out iuto a wheat-growing section 
f and buys of the farmers, giving his 
[ . check on the Chicago bank. These 

. checks may be handed in to the nearest 
bank by the farmers, as deposits, and 

’ may be again drawn on in payment of 
. debts. The local bank has open account 

with tho bank in Chicago, and sells 
drafts thereon, perhaps enough to bul- 
unce those received. The bank in Chi

. cago has open account with the bank in 
New York, and the drafts sold balance 

. those received. If not, the clearing 
house gives the means of balancing 

: debts and credits of all the banks in tho 
city, and the only money really chang
Ing hands is the différence. The agent 

■ - has purchased one hundred thousand 
hushels of wheat, paid for it, and it is 
shipped to the sea-port, and not a dollar 
of money has passed hands. Further, 
tho wheat goes forward; is run from the 
ears into the hull of an ocean steamer, 
consigned to a house in Liverpool, and 
the snipper makes a draft on the con
signee wherewith to pay his indebted
ness to the New York bank.

Almost all commercial business is 
transacted in this manner. The money 
lies idly by, to be used only in settling 
balances.

If the business of the world does not 
rest on money, what is its basis? Sim
ply the confidence man reposes in man. 
There may be a great deal of rascality, 
but it has no proportion in comparison 
with business honor. To be regarded 
as capable and honest is better capital 
than money.

As eighty-five per cent of business 
rests on confidence, with confidence 
there is always plenty of money, but dis
turb this confidence, let it be intimated 
that there are causes ahead which will 
inako it impossible for men, however 
honest, to fulfill their promises, and at 
once this confidence is shaken, and, if 
greatly disturbed,' this entire eighty- 
live per cent bf what has been-acting as 
money is destroyed, and the actual 
money is hoarded by tho panic-stricken, 
and everything comes to a standstill.

From various causes, political and 
otherwise, confidence has been con
stantly disturbed and coin is hoarded by 
the banks as a safeguard and by indi
viduals. The great middle classes prac
tice closer economy, and we have what 
are called hard times.

There is depression in business, which 
means depression in prices. There is 
over-production, and, at the same time, 
under-consumption.

To illustrate: The farmer, who grows 
wheat and sells it for fifty cents a bushel, 
finds that the expenses leave him noth
ing, or smaller margin. When he re
ceived a dollar a-bushel he purchased 
better clothes, more luxuries for the 
house, subscribed for magazines and 
purchased books. Now he has to cut all 
these off. He has difficulty escaping 
business wreck. This means that the 
purchases he would have made will re
main on the shelves of the merchant, 
and this means that the various indus
tries, having “over supplied” the mar- 
kot, will close their doors; and this 
again means that the workmen are 
thrown out of employment.

Tn this circle we at last arrive at the 
cause- of over-production, for these 
workmen, not having wages, cannot 
purchase of the farmer, even at the low
est price. The means of distribution 
fail. Prices reach so low a poini that 
the farmer allows' his wheat to rot in 

’the bin, and the fruits on the trees go 
ungarnered because he cannot gain any
thing by the gathering.

It is thus evident that the low price of 
agricultural food products is not advan
tageous to the manufacturers. On the 
price of these entirely depends the 
ability to purchase of the gréât rural 
class. If by forced economy every one 
of the ten million households retrench 
only twenty-five dollars, it aggregates 
8250,000,000, which otherwise, would 
have passed into the hands of those who ।

supply products not obtained from the 
farm.

And yet wo have not quite reached 
the cause, for there is overproduction in 
most products, which is proven by the 
high price of those of which there is 
scarcity. Malthus taught in his famous 
theory of population that the supply 
was limited and' the domaud unlimited, 
thusholdingexcesslve increase ip check. 
Thu.-was true in tho past, for with the 
unaided hands, there could not bo cloth 
enough produced to keep everyone 
warm, n.ir food enough grown to pre
vent hunger. Machinery has changed 
this completely. It would be impossible 
to estimate the number of slaves it 
would require to da the work of tke 
labor saving machines.' It would be 
millions und tens of millions. Theso 
are more serviceable than slaves, for 
they never grow weary or hungry. If 
the weather is '■ favdrable, there .is 
scarcely a limit to the food products 
tho farms of this country ean produce, 
and as for manufacturers, these are lim- 
itod only by- tho demand, which they 
usually exceed. The whole world could 
bo clothed and fed were the order given 
to the factories and farms of the United 
States. .

If favorable seasons follow each other 
there must be a surplus. This has sold 
in Europe in the past and thus the effect 
averted, but since other countries with 
cheaper labor have come iu competition 
this surplus has fallen in price, aud has 
fixed the price of the great amount at 
home.

plus of wheat. The harvester easily 
does the work of twenty meu with 
sickles and does it bettor. The threshing 
machine will do the work of fifty and 
better. The power loom will weave 
better cloth and more of it than ten 
weavers. Five thousand women with 
their wheels could not keep up with the 
factory spindles, and so to tho end.

Yet it must be romembored that sea
sons are often unfavorable, and tho av
erage of several years will not give a 
surplus of food products, and two suc
cessive disastrous years would place 
tho country on the vergo of famine. 
This has occurred in the past and may 
eoine suddenly iu the future. If the 
countless slaves of machines toiled for 
the men who otherwise would have this 
work to do, they would have ample 
meuns, and there would be equitable 
distribution. They do not, but a few in
dividuals, monopolies or syndicates 
control them and amass fabulous wealth. 
Justice would require that all should 
equally shuro in the bounties of nature.

It is thus seen that however paradox-' 
ical, over-pioduction, by labor-saving 
machinery, may cause destitution. The 
destitute can only obtain the things 
they need by labor, and that being 
already done by machinery, there re
mains nothing for them to do.

Co-operatiou, in which all would ro- 
coive the advantages ol production and 
exchange, would be a just means of dis
tribution, aud do away with tho selfish 
competition which crushes the weak in 
tho struggle for existence.

Aside from all partisan or party con
siderations, it is a fundamental princi
ple that the medium of exchange, what
ever it bo, must allow free interchange 
of products among tho people of the na
tion and also of the world, otherwise an 
embargo is laid on commerce at homo 
and abroad. As the means of such in
terchange, taking it out of the narrow 
lines of barter, is the prime u-e and ne
cessity of money, any medium that fails 
iu this quality is not fitted for the work. 
Gold, from immemorial time, has been 
accepted as the most precious metal, 
and silver has kept it company because 
the demand for it made it hold a certain 
proportionate value. This relation lias 
recently been greatly disturbed by the 
remarkable production of silver. If 
this surplus by any means' be absorbed, 
as it may be by the nations ol tho Ori
ent, the proportion may be restored and 
the question which now perplexes poli
ticians solved regardless of the popular 
vote. . .

“What was it your papa was saying this' 
noon

When you folded your hands, just so, 
And sat up so straight, 
And bowed to your plate?

I couldn't quite hear him, you know.”
Said May: “He was just saying ‘Thank 

you,’ to God,
For giving us food every day.” 

‘•Oh!” said Fay, with surprise, 
And with wide-open eyes,

“My papa for ours has to pay!”
—American Kitchen Magazine.

A New Feature at Mrs. Hughes’ 
Seauces.

To the Editor:—As the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker are ever 
vigilant for the new and wonderful in 
scienco, phenomena and philo ophy, 1 
beg to inform them ■ of a recent novel 
and beautiful development in the medi
umship of the well-known medium, Mrs. 
Celia Hughes.

A small writing tablet is placed upon 
the floor without pencil or crayon and 
during the trumpet seance which fol
lows, beautiful pictures and messages 
are precipitated upon the leaves of the 
tablet. The messages are written iu 
gold, in a beautiful, almost feminine 
hand, while the drawings appear to ba 
crayon or pastel, tastily done in various 
colors. The' drawings, so far, have 
been portraits of the departed, artistic
ally executed. Many have been recog
nized by patrons of the circle, as bear
ing a marked likeness of their friends 
in spirit.

Flowers aud wreaths also appear, 
showing the artist to be a critical ob
server and one who is skilled in his art,

Investigators and those who are desir
ous of witnessing all new developments 
In mediumship should certainly visit 
Mrs. Hughes’ seances. The writer re
ceived a beautiful message and emblem 
executed in gold and colors, at a recent 
seance. It is a most beautiful token, 
highly appreciated aud prized by him.

For the benefit of those who do not 
know Mrs. Hughes' address, and would 
like to attend her seauces, i will say 
that she is located at 2517 Michigan 
avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Thomas Wallace.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D, A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
sclen^tB, general readers and students 
of offiult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid. 
85. It is a wonderful work ana you will 
be delighted with it. '

“Human . Culture and Cure. Part 
•First The Philosophy of Cure. (Hi» 
eluding Methods and Instruments).” By 

,'E. D. Babbitt, M. D-. LL.D. A very in
structive aSid valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75-cents.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

Our philosophy is good because it js 
based on truths. It is ueautiful, because 
it invites mankind away from t|ie su’r-. 
fuce of crude matter, and enables it to 
look within, and behind its sensual at
tributes, and come f^co to face with .the 
moving causes that set tho world jh 
motion. ■ ' .

It teaches us that there is empower be
hind expression that is ereator than ex
pression itself, and bids us love the 
external, only because it hides a life 
within that is radiant with the invisible 
effulgeiico that lights up the elysian 
fields of spirit and spirituality. How 
grand and noble is such a thought, that 
teaches.us and proves to us that there is 
a soul within that thinks, reasons, wills 
and acts. ; - ...

The soul is spirit and spirit is invis
ible: it lives in realms of thought and 

r force, and is the counterpart of the vis
ible, and this is the grandest thought of 
all. It takes us from the visible to the 
invisible, from the sensual to the spirit
ual, and from the spiritual into the 
realms of the spiritual where material 
planets are no longer needed to warm us 
and clothe us, as m this life; for they 
have now become only a credo expres
sion of the greater light and warmth 
that flows from the harmonial ebb and 
flow of the subtile waves of the currents 
of a sublimated existence. The soul 
cannot realize its own potentiality until 
by lintrospeotiou it looks «within; and 
often when it does, by chance or other
wise, it fails or refuses to believe in its 
own power, or the scenery it beholds.

A strange life is opened up to, which 
it must he trained to understand before 
it will accept.

It lias heard of illusions and delusions, 
of shadows aud hallucinations, and 
transforms the symbols, representations 
and actualities in the panorama or 
scenes before it to an abnormal cere
bration, or a lambent flume that has sud
denly emerged from some nook or cor
ner of the brain where they have latent
ly lain in u state of dormancy until now.

It may strive to get away from these, 
and by will force and association may 
retrograde from the spiritual side of 
things, and drift on in accompaniment 
to the tangible expressions of a material 
world to the end. For soul is the sub
tile eloment of man, his ego, and when 
it deals with the soul of things, it must 
be subtile in its dealings. It may read 
of a soul through expression; it may 
read of a power through the shaft in its 
revolutions that moves the vast ma
chinery above and below it; but, to 
study the soul in its purest power, an 
X-ray must be thrown on that will pen
etrate the outer covcringand reveal that 
which is within.

Before this can be done, harmouial re
lations must be established between its 
own motion or life and the soul-world 
around it.

It needs no vocal organs to express 
this condition, because they cannot ex
press; they arc no longer of use now, 
because we have entered into the realm 
of thought, into the realm of mind. 
The attempt to use them is like tin-ow
ing an obscuring mist over the subtile 
condition that now obtains.

Be still: Be quiet! Uo not try to see 
by the light of day, or to hear through 
tho sense of sound; the vibration of Ilie 
voice becomes a “passing bell,” and 
cere-clotli lo the angel's voices and 
''music of Um spheres. ”

Do not look us mortals would upon the 
exposure that is now redundant with 
purple and gold, cerulean and crimson, 
that have now arisen from majestic and 
subtile orbs that light Ilie spheres, for 
such an effort with such organs would 
only dissolve the view and melt away 
the sparkling gems, the rolling orbs, 
tho mountains of alabaster, the crystal 
streams, the emerald foliage, and the 
silvery clouds that make up tho supernal 
world.

The soul is at its best when it can 
shut up itself in voluntary exile from the 
estrangements of the world; in the her
mitage of its sanctum sanctorum, where 
the music of nature alone vibrates upon 
the deepened senses, and fans them into 
motion with its trembling zephyrs and 
impassionntc breezes.

It is hero that it needs no language: 
it is here that language fails to express 
or communicate, and it is here in its 
own solitaire which has become illum
ined by its ethereal light of infinitude, 
that it experiences the deepest degree 
of well-being and delight. '

It is here, in the silent chambers of 
tho soul, that its entity can rest on the 
bosom of the infinite, and widen its de
velopment. elevate its companionship, 
and luxuriate in the psychic realms, 
which become a clear lake, reflecting 
its life and character, and mountain and 
tree and rock, and all life in its deepest 
senso.

It is here with a living brush it 
strikes a pean of gladness that vibrates 
through every motion of its being and 
sends it away into realms of peace.

We have said that it needs no lan
guage, and has none. This is true only 
in the realm of silence that appertains 
to the sensual world. That which be
comes silence here—that which becomes 
mantled in stillness, only moans a trans
ition from cruder agencies to the adop
tion of the more subtile and-refined.

It is only in the deepest silence that 
the soul of God speaks; it is only in the 
deepest experience and the greatest 
stillness the voices of the spheres break 
out in rapturous cheer and song.

Yes, here is a language greater than 
all other language, and here is music 
more beautiful than all other music- 
such as mortal ears have never heard, 
and mortal organs can never vocalize.

It is not the song of the siren that al
lures and destroys, but it is the voice 
and song of life and joy and unfoldment 
that speak without utterance; that sings 
without vocals, and thrills the whole 
being with an electric flash that carries 
to the heart every thought and emotion 
of the soul-world around you.

What is this, my earthly friend and 
brother? What is this feeling that now 

■permeates our being? From whom do 
tFe obtain these emotions, and from 
what source do they come? ■

They come from the soul-world, and it 
is the voice of the deep stillness of the 
realms of immensity, where expression 
does not express.

. It is the zephyrs from the spirit-world 
that is maxing music on the YEolian 
chords of the’human soul.

Who will not say this is religion? and 
who will not say that Spiritualism is a 
religion?

What is religion? Let me try to de
fine it. Religion is entirely subjective, 

. and comprises a sentiment of sanctity 
and piety, which arises from the habit
ual communion with the good and pure', 
whpsd presence We'continually feel, and 
whom we know approach us only to un
fold our nature and develop it into that 
which is higher and better, seeking thus 
to bring us into harmony with the uni
versal laws and principles df the uni
verse; in other words, religion Is love.

God is love, and the principle by 
which the world wapevolifed is love; 
and emotions are loye. Harmony is 
love, and love is supreme good and above 
all; and with its Bister, graces, faith and 
hope, it accomplishes every end. It 
goes out as the energy of the spirit and 
is called prayer, and t^e oxqjpiso of. this 
energy, is the sweetest, calmest and most 
tranquiliziug of all pcNrers aHU activities 
pf our beiug. i j . IJ

Every one has his own ideal, and this 
ideal is not a stationary ’ thing; it rises 
according to his aspiration,' and estab
lishes a connecting lin'tbetwqon himself 
and a reality that obtains in the spirit
world. He who supplicates'Ilhe divine, 
has before him a mental image of the 
character of the beingavith whom he as
pires to become in upfson. And from 
our nature we resolve that being, th’at 
divine, that God, or-“ whatever other 
name we are disposed sto1 call it, into a 
form like unto, ourselves. It must be 
gkih to a human being, with an intelli
gence radiating the different character
istics of human life. This is natural, 
and the ultimatum of man’s capabilities; 
for he cannot think of a vitalized form 
that is more perfect than himself.

When he has learned a few things per
taining to the realities of mundane life, 
when hejhas steeped his intellectual na
ture in the occasional beams of light 
coming from beneath the surface, he re
alizes his littleness and'feols that there 
must be something greater in the invis
ible world somewhere beyond the valo.

By the deepness of his thoughts his 
spirit comos to tbe surfgee, and becomes 
lifted up into the spirit ether, the mid
dle ground between carnate and incar
nate soul life; and here he sees und 
hears without physical eyes and ears, 
and becomes overwhelmed in the sub
limeness of the new world, aud supposes 
every voice is the voice of God; that 
every whisper comes from his messen
gers, and that the brightest being in 
all its host tliut moves in the ocean of 
light before him, is tho supreme archi
tect, tbe great I Am. * '

The vision passes away, and he tells 
his fellow sojourners that he has seen 
God, or his messenger, “and the Lord 
said unto him,” etc. .

Nbl he has not seen God nor heard his 
voice only as it is spoken through the 
acme of his individualized spirit-life at
tained in what was once a human being 
who once lived on earth as you now live. 
Then, “see thou do it not, for 1 am one 
of thy brethren of tho prophets.”

Then what do we worship and to 
whom do we bow? And whence comes 
these emotions that make us love one 
another and shout peans of gladness 
that thrill our mental frames with vi
brations coming from this inner life?

Worship is only another name for 
love, transferred from pity to honor; it 
is only tho chords of light and equi- 
pathy that radiate from the center to 
illumine every other ^egreo of being 
affinod to itsolf.

It is called pity when its affined is 
struggling in the meshes Of abeyance 
and webs of desistenc?; it isvpalled mu
tual love when the radiations, from two 
centers are equal, each lighting up the 
darker places in tho olfhor. tffus promot
ing an upward march in each and qual
ifying a oneness in t])e greater attain
ments of good tltul coyld noi be reached 
by either alone. ' ’J

Those emotions beedme resolved into 
worship when wo meditate tiie currents 
flowing from the lesser|to tbp greater— 
from tho less perfect to the more per
fect—from the aspiring to that which is 
aspired—the great uiiiversil harmony 
whose symphonies find complete re
sponse in every human,soul.,,

1'ity, love and worship ai:a oniy differ
ent phases of that emotion0 that Iliads 
from the lower to tbo "higfieV; it is the 
magndticchain, the sunbeamand search
light, that lifts us up and curries us 
along the rugged paths of progression, 
on and on, to that great center of intel
ligence whose beauties and passion will 
e\er be the incentive aud beacon light 
held up before tho aspiring iouI to 
guide it in its onward march; and Spir
itualism has been and is the only star 
and director that has opened up these 
avenues lo tbe mind of man and put him 
thinking right. J. J. Fly, M. D.

American Secular Union and Free- 
thought Federation.

To the Editor:—Application for re
duced rates on all railroads leading to 
Chicago has been made, and in most all 
cases granted, for delegates attending 
the congress of the American Secular 
Union and Freethougt Federation, No
vember 13, 14 and 15.

Each person desiring the excursion 
fare must purchase a first-class ticket 
(either limited or unlimited) to the con
vention. for which he will pay tho reg
ular fare, and upon request the ticket 
agent will issue a printed certificate of 
purchase.

if through tickets cannot be procured 
at the starting point, parties will pur
chase to the nearest point, where such 
through tickets can be obtained, and 
there purchase through to Chicago, re
questing a certificate from the ticket 
agent where tho purchase is made. 
For the return journey the tickotwill be 
sold by. the agent at Chicago at one- 
third the first-class fare, providing you 
have a certificate signed by the ticket 
agent at the point whore your ticket was 
purchased, aud countersigned by the 
secretary of the convention.

E. C. Reichwald, 
Sec’y A. S. U. and F. F.

“Woman, Church and State." By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. , A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of Information on tho subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price 82, post
paid.

“The Watseka Wonder." To tho stu
dent of psychio phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness.” namely Mary Luraney 
Vennum of Watseka,, Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venaugo county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c.

A new edition of “Tto'ud Sovens,,, by 
tho Phelon’s, is just issued. The May 
Arena says: “The gist of such books as 
Dr. Phelou’s “Three Sevens,'and other 
works descriptive of or alluding to the 
various occult societies^ 'Svhich seem to 
have existed for ages, h«s never, until 
recently, been said so openly and plainly 
that‘he who runs may’read.'’’ Cloth 
$1.25, postpaid. For salorat this office.

“The Woman's Bible, i. Fart I. The 
Pentatench. Comments' bn Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Nufiibtfrk and Deut
eronomy.” Tho contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office. Price 50 cents.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and tho Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.”' By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. ' This comprises 
the last part of Human: Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. . For sale at 
this office. ■ 11

Think of a ruling machine that will 
nakke 125,000 lines in a square inclu 
J ust such ;an Invention is in active oper
ation ¿(¡' Johns Hopkins University at 
Baltimore. It is one of the most re
markable pieces of mechanism in the 
world, and there has never been any
thing invented that can accomplish any
thing like the task which it sets itself 
to do and does easily, The practical, 
every-day name of the invention is "a 
dividingengine.” It is used by the sci
entists to make gratings for spectro
scopes. It doos its work generally on 
speculum metal, and tho dainty point 
with which it makes Infinitesimal marks 
is a diamond'of the very best quality. 
There are three '‘notches’’at which this 
machine can be set. At the first It 
makes 15,000, at the second, 40,000, and 
at the third, 125,000 lines to the inch. ■

The ruling machine is used in the 
physical laboratory in Johns Hopkins 
University. The gratings made by the 
machine were used in making the now 
famous series of photographs of the solar 
spectrum that were inade . In the phys
ical laboratory of Johns Hopkins Uni
versity. The gratings used In this in
stance were six inches in diameter and 
twenty-one and one-half feet radius, 
having 10,000 to'20,000 lines to the inch. 
So absolutely correct in precision were 
these lines that the spectrum, as photo
graphed, was normal and of the same 
scale throughout. The focus remained 
automatically adjusted, so that all that 
was necessary for the person superin-. 
tending the photographic process tp do 
was to move tile instrument to the part 
of the spectrum desired, then absorb the 
overlying spectra, and put in the photo
graphic plates.

Negatives of photographs taken in 
this manner, selected from a wide range, 
have been enlarged, and the result 
proves surprising in several respects, 
all going to show how greatly the mar
velous work of this little machine has 
aided science. Everybody knows tbat 
absolute accuracy Is an essential which 
no scientist ean overlook for a minute.

Therefore« it is that tho ruling ma
chine, the marvelous power of which 
has been so successfully demonstrated, 
has at once stepped into the front rank 
of tho mechanical aids to the wondrous 
minds that are laying bare the secrets 
of the heavens to a wondering world.

In order to obtain absolute accuracy 
in photographing the spectrum from 
gratings such as referred to, the nega
tives from any given order of spectrums 
are measured from oue standard line to 
«notber, on a dividing engine, so that 
the constant of the dividing engine is 
known. To obtain a scale of accuracy 
and clearness, tbo ruling is made on a 
piece of French plate glass, this glass 
being coated with blackened collodio- 
chlorido. Then tho negatives are 
clamped to the scale firmly, after being 
adjusted into position by the standards. 
After this, they are placed in tho en
larging apparatus, and then enlarged 
two and a half to four times. Here is 
where, one of tho most marvelous trib
utes to the now machine is mathemat
ically made. In the negatives so far 
examined, the scale has actually been 
found to have been placed within one 
one-hundred thousandth wave length of 
its true position.

An effort was made not long ago to in
stitute a rigid comparison between tho 
maps of the solar spectrum resulting 
from photographs !r jiii the gr itingf made 
by the ruling mai-ltine, with other maps 
unite spectrum made by ordinary meas
urement and drawing. The task was 
abaiidoued for the simple reason that 
no comparison is possible, so great was 
the measure of accuracy in favor of the 
work whose foundation was made by the 
little machine with the diamond point. 
Summed up, tho result of this machine's 
work has been to practically place the 
solar spectrum itsolf before tho student. 
There is no drawing, distorted, und full 
of errors of wave length and intensity. 
In the first place, it will be seen the 
measurements are accuracy itself. Then 
the photograph is the work ofihesun 
itself. Combine absolute accuracy with 
the action of the sun in this respect, and 
the combination can never be equaled, 
to si>y nothing of exceeding it.

The above machine is most wonder
ful. It illustrates how the material may 
vanish into the spiritual by gradu® at
tenuation. It is on the border land of

A New Meeting in New York.
To the Editor:—On October 4, the 

undersigned opened a new hall here, 
under tho name of New York Spiritual 
Temple. It is a large, light, well-venti
lated and well-heated hall, at Nos. 127 
tuid 129 Columbus avenue, west of Cen
tral Park, and between liutli and 66th 
streets. The West Side elevated lines 
pass the entrance, and the station is at 
With street. A number of surface lines 
including the Broadway cable, pass the 
hall, so that it is by far the most acces
sible hall in the city used for spiritual 
meetings. It is capable of seating four 
or five hundred people, and those who 
have visited it are enthusiastic in their 
praise of itsattractivo qualities.

The meetings were opened with E. W. 
Sprague as speaker and test medium, 
and Mrs. Sprague as test medium at the 
afternoon meetings. Although Brother 
and Sister Sprague have been here but 
throe weeks, they have endeared them
selves to everyone who has met and 
heard them.

The elements have been strongly 
against us, as each Sunday of this month 
has been raw aud rainy, and as our 
meetings arenotas yet generally known, 
the audiences have been small. How
ever, they have-been composed—espe
cially Sunday, October IS—of some of 
the representative Spiritualists, and 
such mediums as G. A. Stryker, Mrs. 
Wakeman, Mrs. Henderson. Nellie 
Barnes, J. A. Rushton and others. At 
the afternoon meeting of that day, both 
Mr. Stryker and Mrs. Wakeman gave 
some remarkably striking tests, and 
Mrs. Sprague and Mr. Rushton did 
equal credit to their mediumship. But 
the lectures and tests by the guides of 
Mr. Sprague, at the morning and even
ing sessions, have been pronounced by 
many as the best they ever heard» Cer
tainly Mr. and Mrs. Sprague are fully 
competent and worthy to supply the 
needs of any Spiritual society, anti I can 
not speak too highly of them and their 
work. .. J -

We expect to continue these meetings 
during the entire season if they receive 
the support which we anticipate, and 
have engaged Oscar A.. Edgprly for 
November, and Abbie E. Sheets, of 
Michigan, for December, and are in cor
respondence z with other well-known 
speakers for the winter and spring sea
son. . I. R. SANFORD. Pres.

Honest instinct comes a volunteer, sure 
never to overshoot,-but just to hit, while 
still too wide , or short of human wit—
Pope. -

HfRESY
bib OR , * i

LED TO THE LIGHT
4 Thrilling, Ptychaioglcal Story of Evangeli, 

zation and FVeo Thought. It le to Proleet- 
antlem what tho "Secrete of Ute Con. 

vent" io to Catholicism.

Ths distinguished author. Hudson Tuttle, requires 
no Introduction lo tbo readers of Tub Puoorussivb 
Tuixkbb, but the following headings of chapters wlU 
ehow them what they may expect from the book, 
..Coxtbstb:—Au Idyl-Firdhatu-Building the 
Church—The EvaugelUt-Blood-The Saloon-Tbe 
.Lost Daughter—Lew—The Harvest of bouls-Jane 
Urey—The Mother of Culn-Evolutlon-btalla-The 
Cell-Death-A Step Forwanl-Tlie Home Clrcle-The 
Double Role—Heresy—Auuette—The Bonk Rohhery- 
Llberty—All Is Ueli Hint Ends Well-Tho New 
Church—The New Way; Led to tho Light

Every chapter Is devoted to one idea, and the whole, 
presents eo many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The acudlsb career or the revivalist la con- 
troatod with the character of the honest minister and 
the thinking ngnrstlc. The stops by which a preacher 
emerges from tho church, and the difficulties he meats 
arc graphically prosented. The new church and pro- 
greaatvo lyceum evolved out of the old, form an in
teresting study to those seeking uew methods.

It Is a beautiful volume of »23 pages, and the price 
m accordance with our new departure, Is BO cents, 
postpaid, or live copies for SI.25. For eale at the 
office of Tub PitouaBssivi: 'InisEBu.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, in large, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. OnevoU 
postovo, 248 pages; paper, W cento; cloth, 75 cento.

This Is undoubtedly ouc of the host und most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
bust luterests of mankind, uud clearly point« out the 
sources of bumauiguorauco und misery. The author 
Is supposed to meqt in the ruins of Pulmyra un appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, aud the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the 
nations is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern? 
nieut, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on justice aud equity—is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world

WAS .LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

— OR —
Curious Revelatious from the Life 

of a Trance Medium,
— BY —

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's
Portrait from Life.

This book will be fonud peculiar, curious, startling! 
—moreso than any work lasued since Uncle Tours 
Cabin. It breathes furguttcu whispers which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, aud which have been 
suatched from tbo very Jaws of oblivion. It deals 
■with high official private life during the most moment- 
one period in Anu'rlcun HUtury, aud la a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abkauam Lincoln."

Cloth, 12ino, ilhmtrated, 264, $1.50} 

Paper, 75 cent».

For Sale at (his office.

¡PERFECT MUIHEHHUUU;
Or Mabel Haymond’s Eesolve.
DV LOIS WAISBKOOKER. THIS IS 

J-J ti novel written with a purpose, und that 
purpose 1b not merely to cntible un unthinking. Idlo 
mind io while nwuy the thne In u Blate of idle blessed- 
iiesB, devoid of eurnent thought or cure fur cither 
Beir-linprovetnciil ur the guud of humanity. It la a 
book designed etpccltilly. primarily, for inuUn-r: and 
tho«! who are to be muller?; ;ud aecundly, Hiruugb 
the mothers, to <-fleet the well'telng aud Uappltie»-B of 
the nice. It brings ttrongly and clearly to view Hie 
re*uii  upon the child cf proper t-urr<.'uudlngs and Influ
ence*  bearing upon tbe mother prevlouu lo maternity. 
Incidentally the auilior tuuuheb upon various things 
Id modern social und biirlucr*  life, wbion mo unjust, 
nnd Hx unequal burden: upon the individuals compos- 
lug bociety hb a whole. The boo!< h trenchant, int-truc- 
11vc and very interesting, even wh-n regaided merely 
bb a novel, and Is cip«'<'inliy r<-mmendvd to “women 
everywhere,” to whom it Ie dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical tplrlt of the CathulK 
Church; advanced Idea*  relating tu the Eplritnul | hll 
vsophy are Introduced It contains a fine likunos ot 
the author. It contain» GS ptiget. neatly bout)'1 *r 
Moth Price bv ”'nn ' - • ■ t;

THE- .........

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

y~L lures given by tbo Spirit Band through the me*  
dlumablp of Mrs. Magdalena K Une. This volume too*  
filets of a merles of lecturoB. message*  aud poem«, 
written aud delivered Iu public through tbe mental or*  
ganlsm of Mr». Magdalena Kline, a trance, clHtrroy*  
an; aud luBpIratloual medium. Their tone Is ercelleuf 
and their spirit g rid; nnd even though one may flud 
home Ideas that dllTcr from those he hat held, yet he 
will find much to plow, benefit nnd ir.i'.ruct. Tbe 
reverence with wbb h Jeeue h mentioned will please 
inirny. although the IJe»u advanced conct-rulng .Jeaus 
nnd Ijirhtlnnlty are nut after the orthodox standard. 
Th*  b-xik coo'.alna 4^ hint*  pa^e*.  and will bo seat 
t o>(pul l fur S1.50. I’urs.i“ r. this ulUce. • 

Mahomet, th? Illustrious.

'THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
J. habited but now submerged pert of this globe 

known as Atlantis, (a ouo of much Interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea Investigations of 
modern «clcutists tiud nullqutrlon researches In the 
mounds and the rains of nuclenl cities found on the 
American continent—arc here arranged In compact, 
literary form. In this very Interesting volume. Tbo 
book possciscB especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of tbo 
genuineness nnd troth of the statements purporting 
to bo given by spirits of ancient Atlnntlnns concern
ing the, factof an Atlantis nnd a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. Fur sale at Ltda 
office. Price 2.00.

WERfOONTEiT
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Tranicrtbcd by a Cooperative Spirit Bwd, cotnblnad 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through In
dependent alate-writing, The lllnstrallon« were gl ven 
In oil palutlngt on porcelain plate by Spirit artists II 
IB not a fiction, but a narrative of real lire, without a 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct expotlllon uf the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism Thu book contain! 260 pages 
with sir Illustrations In half-tone, and twelve pages 
<n original Independent writing. It Is beautifully 
bound in blue silk cloth, stamped In silver. Price 
11.25. For sale al this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and PhUosopbieal 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contexts: Tho-Bcginnlngj; Fundamental Princl*  
flea; Formation of Constellations, Systems. Buna

Inncis nnd Satellites. Tho Origin of Moten**  and 
Comets :T,i" organic Kingdom;. The Origin oLMaa: 
Man—His’Attributes, and Powers; Tho Soul—How 11 
Beet Ires nnd Imparts Knowledge; How tbo Soul Re
ceives Its Highest impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Etlieri How to Cultivate tho Sixth 
Sonsci-Tbo Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; Tho Summery: “Wtat 
Must 'We Do to Bo Saved." For sale at thlao.^ce

Price, Clott’, SI Piiner, J»Oc.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius? 

By Wm. Hoary Bott. Trice 15 cent».

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Belated

Phenomena, with Expiana- 
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Beminis-
cences.

JJY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK ZS 
D largely a record of the facte and demonstration*  
which the author has seen, beard of or presented In 
his uwu cxperliueute. The history of the various 
phases of the science 1b succinctly presented, and th« 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to tho interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of 800 
pales, bound in cloth. Price, $2.00. ylir «1« 
tho office of Tub Pbdgbe&bivk Tinwrw.

1, RESEARCHES Uf JEWISH HISTORY.
M. RESEARCHES IKZOROASTRIAHISXL
S. DERIVATION ON CHRISTIANITY. ;
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANOESTQRS9 I
The whole comprises on earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus.
Iu this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea fa traced to tbe Bao*  
Irian Philosopher, 2330-years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following tbo waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed Imo Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tbe Christian era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero aro mythical; that the whole Bystem ie baaod 
ou fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremunlulB, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of Bo-called pagnnlBm. Itahows vast re*  
search among the records of tbe past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaued from Christian authority; and no per*  
sou cau read It without ItutrucUou uid profit, whether 
lie roaches the same conclusions with the author OA 
otherwise. For sale at this oilice.

IMMORTALITY,
...OR . . .

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL- '
ING PLACES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Thh admirable work contains what a bundrpd 

epliita, guud and evil. Bay of their dwelling-placea. 
Give ub details—details and accurate delineations ol 
lite In the Spirit-world!—is tbe constant appeal ol 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching. Whither— 
uli. whither! Shall 1 knuw my friend*  beyond tho 
tomb? Will they know me? What Ie their present 
cutolltlon, and what their uccupatluns? In this vol*  
ume the spirits, differing as tliey uiay. are allowed to 
Speak for theniselves. No man Is better qualified 
Iban Dr Pueblos to place a work uf this kina before 
the people. He irvuts uf tbe Myaterlea of Life; 
Doubts and Hupcs; The Bridging of the River; Fore*  
glrunto of the Future; Testimony of Salute; Tbo 
Growth und I'erfecilun of the Spiritual Body; Is It 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing in the Spirit
World; Our Little One» In Heaven; Tbe Personal Ex
perience*  of Anron Knight; The Red Man's Testi
mony ; Evil Spirits; Testimony of physicians tn Spirit- 
Lise; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Ilie 
Frlrmiaaud Shakers !n Spirit-Life; Spirit Humes of 
Bruno mid Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Laud. Muny other matters uro created, too numer
ous tu mention. Price Bl.50; postage, 12 cents. For 
Bale nt tills office.

’ THE ELIMINATOR
—OR—

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos*  
lug the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog*  
matte Christianity, containing many Blartllng conclu*'  
alons never before published, showing clearly tbe 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tcsta- 
ineal stories, nnd proving that Jesus waean tmperson*  
atlou and out a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.50. For Sale at this Office. 
JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS?

—OK-
CH1UST AND MEDIUMSHIP.

careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 
and .Mediumship of tbe Blhlc with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hlll. An Inducible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, aubjeci to all th*  cord'- 
llous uf modern mediumship. It ni8o shorn teat iii 
the innulfeiiatlouB throughout th.e(>’/. and New lena*  
inrnt were under tbo sumo conditions that medluma 
require to-day; and that the coining of CbrlBt is the ro*  
turn of mediumship to the world. <3 pages. Price. 
10 cent8. For sale at this office.

OBSESSION.
Bow evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. 

P. 23. Price it) cents.

“the teachingsoejesus“ 
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with tbe True 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown. 
M.l). Price, 15 centa.

Out of the Depths Into.the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mr«. Carrie E. S. Twine me

dium. This little book win bo rend with Inlenac in*  
lercBt by thousands. Price 25 cents.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

Tbli work contains an account of the very wonder**  
fnl spiritual dcvelopmcutBst tbe house of Kev Dr. 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn . and similar cases In till 
parte of the country. This volume 1h the first iron 
the author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism,»' 
and has stood tbe test of many years. Clotb. st 
rOBtuge 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Ite Pbenomenn aud Philosophy. By Rev. Samael 

Wiitson. This work was written by n modern Savior, 
a grand nnd noble man. Price e 1.00.

The Science of Spirit Return.
Dy Charles Dnwbarn. Price 10 cents.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomas Palno. Parte 1 abd 11, Being 

answer to Mr. Burkc’e attack upon the French 
Revolution. Post Bvo., 279 pages. Paper, 30 cents; 
clulh, 50 conte,

Ingersoll’s Great Address
On Thomas Paine, at the late Potno celebration la 
New YorkClty. Price, € cents; ten topics for 50 cent«.

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
mid Kkclcbc*.  Dy a band ot eptrlt Intelligences, 
tbr "ich the medhirnphlp of Mary Theresa Sbclbnincr. 
An excellent work. Trice fl.25.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly l&toTQBtiOg 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cents.

HISTORY oJlHE INQUISITION
Ju?t tbo bonk for those seeking information con« 

cernlng that most damnable Institution known In 
history—the Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted with the 
faot8 so succinctly stated In this valuable record. It 
abows tbo methods used by the Romish Church to ox*  
terminate those who reject Ui beliefs and clahnB. 
For rale at this office. Price 2S cents.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
Dr A. 8. Hudson. M D. Price. 15 cat*.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
ByEditor of tbe NatlonaVfflth Preface and Kotei 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the all 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also,.portrait! of-Thoma« Clio.Rickman« 
Joe Bailow, Mary Wollstonecraft,- Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, BtiasoL and the most.promlncntof Paine’» 
frlemls in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 conte. «•

WHITE MAGIO
Tan CM in’Tbree Serons,'' a book of STI pogo». It ti 
really n very InfereatlnB and soggettive work, FriCg
,1.25. For sale at tbls otUco. '
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FOX SISTERS' MONUMENT.

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

The Truths of Spiritualism

IMPORTANT!
How to Make Money I

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.
Mention this paper, 3S6tf
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Real Life in the Spirit-Laud.
Given Insplralioually by Mrj. Marta M.Ktng. You 

will not become weary while reading tbti excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

Mothers will find ‘*Mra. Winslow's Soothing 
Syrup" the beet to use for children while 
teething, An old and well tried remedy.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Lliv-W Doten. They an really valuable. 

Frlce 11.00.

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as staple aa 

sugar. Price $1.00.

“life in two spheres'-
Have you promised yourself tbe rare pleastne of 

reading this beautiful work by tbe good, old-tlmo 
writer, Hudson Tuttle? Price, 50 cents. Con tain a a 
fine portrait of the autbor. For sale at this office.

F. CORDEN WHITE, 
Trance, Tost and Business Medium. Sittings dally 
at 3058 Calumet avenue, corner Thirty-first street

God in the Constitution.
Br Robert O. Ingerwll. Oneol the best papers Colo

nel Ipccraoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like- 
pess of autbor. Price, W cents; twelvecopiesfor41.00,

APOLLONIUS GF TIANA
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful comtnnnlcaUon, explaining bow hjl 
Mie and teachings were utilised to fonnutco tuniU' 
¡ally. Prlceiscenta. For Mie al Uda office.

Romanism and the Republic.
By Bev. Ime J. Lansing, M. A. BrntJ patriot 

ibould read It. Price 41.0(1. ________ _

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Bend three two-cent stamps, lock of hair, name 

age. sex, ono leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MR8. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
SAN JOSE. CAL- Box 1S2 StStf

The Devil and tbe Adventists.
An Adventist Attack on Splrltnallsm repulsed. By 

Mobbs Hull, Price. 5 cents. For sale at this office.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
By Andrew Jaskson Davis. Something you ebon Id 

read. Price 75 cents.

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who lx clairvoyant, dalraudient, 

psychometric aud prophetic, can be consulted ai No. 
1680 North Clark street. Engagements cun he made 
by letter. awtf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Bend full name, age, sex, und two stamps for erke 

Diagnosis. Many wonderful euros being made by
W. W. Lathrop, M. D., Jackson. Mich.

OCT-3 J, 1896,
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AMERICAN SPIRITUAL
HEALTH CIRCLE.

Mrs. Ur. Bobson-Barker,
AS A HPIIiJHTUAJL HEALER 
HAS «O EfjjJJAL! . . . .

Showing how cases are diagnosed by 
Independent Slate-writing.

6H7VS. E
WftTKlNS
M.D

THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success.

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other doctors.

ANOTHER REASON is he Is ac
- knowledged by all to have the most 
. wonderful psychic powers by which 
, he can locate the cause of disease.
ANOTHER REASON is that he has 

his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
' only the purist medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a line physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

HOW TO GAIN HEALTH 
- AND RETAIN IT! • ’

857 Col. Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
• ■ asett

Rejoice and Betôlad! HeraldFortk 
. . the Tidings <of Good Health I

Bond a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,’’
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.-

DR; G. E. WATKINS,
AYER. MASS.

Mondays of each week at 357 Co
lumbus avenue, Boston, Mass.

man, Perty, Zollner and scores more 
of the most eminent savants of Europe 
and America. Baron von Humboldt 
said several years ago.: ‘The .facts 
are undeniable; it'remains for science 
to explain them. ’ Not only are these 
phenomena scientifically demonstrated 
by the highest scientific authority, 
but the spiritual origin of them is 
equally well established. 0. F. Var
ley, F. It. S.,one of the most eminent 
electricians in the world, said in 1871; 
‘I know of no instance, either in the 
New or Old Worlds, in which any 
clear-headed man who has carefully 
examined the phenomena has failed to 
become a convert to tbe Spiritualist 
hypothesis. The abuse and ridicule 
we have had to encounter come only 
from those who never had tbe courage 
or the decency to make an investiga
tion of it before denouncing that 
about which they are entirely igno
rant.’

“J. H. von Fichte, the’ great Ger
man philosopher, said: “I have come 
to the conclusion that it is absolutely 
impossible to account for these phe
nomena save by assuming tbe action 
of a superhuman influence.’

“M". Camille Flammarion, the 
French astronomer, after expressing 

■ his belief in Spiritualism, says: ‘This 
spiritual hypothesis has beep adopted 
by many of our most esteemed 
savants, among others, by Dr. Hoeflle, 
the learned author of the “History of 
Chemistry aud General Encyclopedia," 
and by the diligent laborer in the field 
of astronomic discovery, M. Herman 
Goldschmidt, the discovery of four
teen planets.’

■'Similar learned testimony can be 
cited by volumes as to the genuine
ness and spiritual origin of the phe
nomena, and also to the importance 
and value of the same. Prof. Butte- 
rof, the Russian physicist of the Uni
versity of St Petersburg, says of these 
facts: ‘The recognition of their real
ity will very soon be the inevitable 
duty of every honorable observer, and 
finally of all humanity. This recogni
tion will destroy many of the present 
prevailing views; life and science will 
have to eoine to terms with it. Our 
old notions about the essential nature 
of matter dissolve in tbe light 
of the actuality of these facts, 
and new ideas present themselves of 
the endless variety of degrees of ex
istence.’ You say, Mr. Editor, that 
you ‘are not aware that Spiritualism 
has made any positive revelations, 

i etc.' Permit me to say, in brief, it 
has revealed a new force to science, 
called by Sergeant Cox the ‘Psychic 

■ Force. ’ I.t has demonstrated that 
solids can pass through solids without 

s permanent disintegration. It has

—Depend-for their remarkable cures, not 
upon the old drastic drug system, but ujlou 
“ * ot dbeates pid their proper
-----------  -upou scleuce and’tbe tluor psy
chic forces. •

Some of Ihclr cures, like Schlatter’s, arc 
INSTANTANEOUS; in other cnees months 
.are required. • . ■

Having carefully studied all tbe therapeu
tic agencies-, in .connection with their long 
medical experience, they use those best 
ndapted to cafili case with unvarylngsucccft*.

Hundreds are joyfully writing tbe Doctor 
“I cm better,” or “I am cured.’’ “God bless.

I you." ;
THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWING!
Dyspepsia, dlarrbtea. dropay, epilepsy, ec
zema, eryslpelui, falling sickness, rheuuia- 
thin, scrofula, nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
headaches, heart disease, klndey complaint, 
female weakness, liver difficulty, neuralgia, 

- paralysis, bleeding pile*,  bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upon tbe face, uterine disease*,  weaknesses 
of men, barrenness, Insanity, drunkenness, 
constipation, la grippe aud all .chronic 
diseases. And further, they "furnish

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS
Hygenlc 'and Physiological literature, en
abling them when cuiou, to remain healthy.A , -----------:

| Correct Diagnosis Free,
J By enclosing name, age, sex, 
X leading symptom and stamp a for reply.

REMEMBER TO ADDRESS

DR8. PEEBLES
& BURROUGHS, 

P. O.'BOX 177, 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

asstt

of the Blind." This fact alone should 
attract attention to and encourage 
favorable anticipation foy the book, 
but it has much more to commend it 
to the judicious reader. Its studies 
of social conditions and personal char
acter are admirable, its concatenation 
of incidents natural and effective, its 
vein of manly earnestness apd tender 
human feeling honest and worthy of 
admiration. Here and there the 
author’s humor descends to caricature, 
and there are marks of haste and 
inexperience in the construction of 
parts of the work; but us a whole it 
is a very good story, well told and of 
exceptional interest. (Lee & Shep
ard. )

A Plea for Our Destitute Me« 
. diunis.

DR. I B. DOBSON’S
Healing powciai are hoinj repeated over and oyer 

again through the-j .mediumship of MRS. DR.
. DOBSON-BAiKEli, Irho. for tbo past year and 

a half has ;

SUCCESSFULLY CREATED OVER ONE
THOUSAND PATIENTS ;

of all disease*  that floah is heir to, and will give 
-yon proof of her power?, by sending requirements 
as por small advertisement for diagnosis of your 
case. Here Is one of her many cure*:  .

6t. Louis, Juno 21, 1800.'
MY. DEAR MRb. DOBSON:—1 herewith enclose 

11.15 lor .another -month'*  remedies for my sist-er 
F.mina.. I can’t tell you bow much good these incdl*.  
cine*  du her and how thankful and grateful we are 
for having applied for them. 'When she began, tak
ing this last medicine, sho bad considerable distress 
In the bowels aud stomach, but after a week she was 
relieved and we are convinced If she had not the 
inei'lolu j sho would have hud a pcrlou^ sick spell as 
liver, stomach and bowel*  were lu a bad condition. 
Now everything seem*  la good order; still we feel as 
It more medicine will eventually cure all her ailment». 
We thank you sincerely for prompt-reply, and wish 
you all the success you so well merit.

With affectionate regards, very truly, 
■ REBECCA LEVY.

8331 Lacledo avo., St. Louis Mo.

Considered in a Sermon by 
Rev. W. B. Pickard.

IN DEFENSE
Of the Revelation of Spirit- 

uali.sm.

A few years ago, while the writer 
was speaking in Oregon, the editor of 
the Oregonian took occasion to criti- 
else some of the views advanced in 
one of my lectures, and affirmed that 
Spiritualism in twenty-five years had 
been barren of results so far as giving 
mankind any new knowledge is con
cerned, saying: “We are not aware 
that it hits made any positive revela
tions, or that it can tell man with cer
tainty anything more about his nature 
and destiny than it could when it be
gan, or than lie may know without it. 
Man has not found out a way to get 
knowledge from the unknowable, nor 
will he.” .

As the writers reply is applicable 
to objections still raised by materi
alistic skeptics, it is here presented to 
the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker:

“Mil Editor:—It is not to be ex
pected that all editors of secular 
papers, whose time and thoughts are 
engrossed almost wholly in secular 

■matters, should be oracles of wisdom 
upon subjects which do not come 
within the purview of their daily 
duties. No doubt you may be amply 
competent to write upon all themes 
that are germane to your avocation, 
but are you really prepared, to speak 
in an ex cathedra manner to twenty 
millions of intelligent and patient in- 

■ restigators of Spiritualism, and say.
‘You know no more about the future 
life than I do?’

“I quite agree with you that ‘man 
has not yet found out a way to get 
knowledge from the unknowable, nor 
will he,’ but when you affirm that 
‘man’s nature and destiny’ are the 
unknowable, you assume a position 
which tbe science and philosophy of 
Spiritualism has as certainly made 

’ untenable as the telescope did the 
ignorant assumptions of Martin Hor- 
key, who refused to look through it to 
see hia error. The physical phenom

- . end 'of Spiritualism, of which there 
are many varieties, such as the move- 

■ ment of ponderable bodies, playing of 
musical instruments without physical 

■ coptact, independent slate-writing, 
the ' materialization, of spirit forms, 
ete., are objective facts which do not 

• ‘defy investigation’ nor belong to 
‘the region of .faith,1 but, contrary*  to 
your assumptidu, do already belong to 

• the realm of ‘scientific demonstrar 
tidn’ its affirmed by Professors .Hare.

■ Mapes. Varley, Wallace, Crookes, Hoff-

proved that invisible things can be 
photographed. It has proved that an 
invisible intelligent force can con
dense invisible matter into tbe form 
of medicinal liquids and solids, and 
into physical semblances of the so- 
called dead. It has proved that invisi
ble intelligence can write communica 
tions between closed slates, in all 
known languages, without human 
contact. This and much more it has 
‘positively revealed’ to our physical 
senses..

“To our intelligent faculties it has 
positively revealed the triune nature 
of man, physical body, spiritual body, 
and inmost spirit or mind, the two 
latter of .which survive the change 
called death. It has proved that dis
embodied spirits can communicate to 
mortals in more than a score of ways, 
winch establish individual identity as 
certainly as absent mortals can to 
one another. It has ‘positively re
vealed’ a natural, progressive life be
yond the grave, where each disem
bodied mortal begins intellectually and 
morally where he or she left off here, 
and works out salvation from igno
rance and sin, and their concomitant 
suffering, by personal effort, aided by 
teachers os here. It has revealed the 
uses of the experiences of this life, 
and solved the problem of human 
destiny.

“These are a few of the many 
‘positive revelations’ of Spiritualism 
which are supported by an array of 
facts and scientific and scholastic 
authority as great as that upon which 
any of our established sciences rest. 
In view of the great light it has 
thrown upon the occult mysteries of 
this life, and concerning the pro
founder mysteries of the future, 
Spiritualism is the greatest discovery 
amj grandest revelation of the nine
teenth century, and the marvel is that 
any intelligent mind should ignore it, 
or cavil at its sublime revealments.

. “Da. Dean Clarke.”

To the Editor:—Noticing G. W. 
Kates’ letter in your excellent pa
per, I cannot refrain from expressing 
my views. Although to erect a costly 
monument to the Fox sisters and pre
serve their humble home is no doubt 
in the minds of many’ a laudable am
bition, it seems to me, however, a 
more pressing need now to relieve the 
actual distress of our worthy medi
ums for the real necessaries of life. 
An appeal was made weeks since in 
two Spiritualist papers for help for 
the Myers sisters, stating their desti
tution and need. A letter before me 
shows -it has bardly met with a 
response. •

Friends, will you not arouse from 
your apathy, and send whatever you 
can of money or clothing to Lucy 
Myers, Waynesville, Ohio. There are 
mauy others among our self-sacrific
ing and long-suffering workers who 
are looking forward to the coming 
winter with dread and almost despair 
of the outlook. There are few that

A Blind Man.
Dr. James R. Cocke, of Boston, is 

famous as one of the most skillful 
and successful operating surgeons in 
this country, despite the fact that he 
is perfectly blind. Not only has tbe 
missing sense been replaced by the 
sharpening of the others to an abnor
mal degree, but he seems to havte de
veloped a psychic sense that confers a 
more accurate and vivid conscious
ness than sight enables. A great deal 
of his personal history and experiences

Rev. Ward Beecher Pickard, the new 
pastor of Epworth Memorial M. E. 
Church, preached at 10:30 a. m, 
Sunday upon the theme, “Discerning 
the Spiritual.” His text was the" 
14th, IBth and 16th verses of the sec
ond chapter of First Corinthians.

Mr. Pickard said, in part: “Tbe 
mind only as it is trained is capable 
of discerning spiritual truths, but it 
¿an be made to perceive such truths. 
That which is unseen is as real as the 
seen. It is a mistake to suppose that 
human nature is essentially material.

‘ ‘Religious thought comes naturally 
to childhood. We are daily aston
ished at the keen perception of the 
minds of the young. We are aston
ished, too, at tbe obtuseness of those 
who have grown older. The reason 
for this change is not to be found in 
depravity, but in lack of training. 
Every function of life develops in pro
portion as it is used. One who culti
vates the spiritual will perceive the 
spiritual in proportion as the training 

,of the eye and the ear develops the 
artist and tile musician. This is not 
in conflict with the fact that some 
natures more readily perceive certain 
truths than' others. As there is a 
genius for music; art and invention, 
so is there a. genips for spiritual at
tainment, but no One is excused from 
doing his best to lift or train his bet
ter nature touts highest possibilities, 
and no one shouldi be discouraged be
cause he does nots discover at once in 
himself the' higlLattainments seen in 
others. Cleveland Press.

The Play of Ilie Planets.
, ----------o---------

This wonderful educator U attracting th^attenUon 
of thousands of people all over tbo world as Its *lm- 
pllclcity gives one . ■

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE 
concerning tbe influence of the planet* and tbe signs 
of the Zodiac In human life.

EVERY CHILD can learn to ue it and accomplish 
wondora. .

The Coming Study in Ocetilt As
tronomy.

This wonderful Invep/lon makes It easy for all to 
learn this sublime science and .

FIND THE’RULING STARS
of every penon boro for 76 years pul, and also to de
lineate tbo HOKOSOOFE.

X few of the first edition left which wiU 
be furnished at $1 each, for idle at this 
office. .

Buy a State right to make and sell 
the Golden Laxative Coffee. It will 
cost you from $1<JU to $200—depends on 
what State you wish to buy. Michigan, 
Ohio and New York are sold. You can 
double your money the first month.

Golden Laxative Coffee Co.

cannot sacrifice some luxury for their 
benefit. • - -

To my mind a more worthy, fitting 
and acceptable memorial to the Fox 
sisters would,Ite the swelling of the 
mediums' fund to the National Spirit- 
uralist Association that none of our 
sensitises might ever again suffer for 
food and shelter, to say nothing of the 
comforts of life.

The erection of one temple for the 
dissemination of spiritual truths seems 
more in keeping with its teachings 
than fifty’ towering marble shafts to 
commemorate its advent. Think of 
the millions of dollars tied up in the 
cemeteries of our land, while thousands 
know not where to obtain bread for 
their children. 1 had supposed Spirit
ualists had outgrown tbe idea of build
ing vaults, erecting tombstones aud 
doing homage to inanimate clay.

Would not more enduring monu
ments to the Fox sisters' memories be 
spiritual schools, temples, mediums’ 
homes and philanthropic work, that 
they might feel that the seed they had 
sown through much suffering had not 
been in vain, but had begun at last to 
bring forth a rich harvest.

A mausoleum on the Hydesville 
grounds! What a travesty- upon our 
religion!

If the Fox home can be transformed 
into something useful I . sincerely 
hope it may be realized, but let us 
first know that none of -our mediums 
are suffering in the midst of plenty.

My attention has been called to the 
organizing of a young people's spirit
ual association. Clarence Tisdale, of 
Arkansas City, Kansas, is one of the 
originators of the project, to which 
all inquiries for information concern
ing it may be addressed.

Aré there not young people enough 
in our ranks that will respond to the 
call for volunteers to make this society 
a reality and a valuable step in the 
advancement of our loved philosophy?

If your religion is worth anything 
to you, you should be worth some
thing to it. D. P. Hughes.

In answer to the many inquiries 
come to me from all parts of the country
relative to the development of medium
ship, we would say-the American Spirit
ual Health Circle is intended to develop 
health and strength particularly.

Naturally, medtumlstie people will be 
assisted In the development of their 
gifts by it. We have, however, a class 
for the special purpose of developing 
modiumistic gifts to which weekly in
structions are given, as received from 
the guides of some of the best known 
and most successful mediums in Boston 
and vicinity. Chas. E. Watkins, M. D., 
tho renowned (independent slate-writer 
and psychic, permits the use of his 
name.

Finding it impossible to answer the 
many inquiries, we have concluded, 
with the consent of the guides to make 
the developing circle general, and will 
send outline, terms, etc., to all inter
ested on receipt of your address on 
stamped envelope.

B. W. Banks, Seo’y.
357 Columbus Ave,, Boston, Mass. [365

Testimonial.
B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa— Dear 

Sir:—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles 
are all right. They fit me well. Are 
iust what I wanted. I am 91 years old. 
Many thanks. Respectfully, .

Geo. W. Goodwin.
Hancock Point, Maine.

“Human Culxure and Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social ■Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu-

FORSTER, DR. W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

Will send a free dlagnoale and terms for treatment to 
all who will send tbelr name and address—In their 
own handwriting—with postage stamp for reply.

“The Pacific Coast fiplrltuollet” of Dec. 80, 1893. 
says of Dr. Forster:—

“Since hla coming hefe he has made himself highly 
respected aud beloved for his henovolent work, bls 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and bls straight
forward course of Integrity and honor."

“Dr. W. M. Forster, California's noted clairvoyant 
physician, is receiving couitucndutlous from far aud 
nearover lilsroinarkables suecess as a healer."—Phil
osophical Journal.

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1050 Market Street. > Ban Francisco, Cal.

833

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW. I
Something new and etartt 

Ung. This knowledge iff 
from a higher source and 
la fully explained In thl 
“Astral Guipe,” which 
.will be aant FREE to ap7 
address upon receipt of L 
two cent a.t&mp for portage.

Astrological student^ 
Phyeicfane, Healers, 
Nur see, Everybody MUST 
have tho “Guide.” ,

L. J. SHAFER, ■

Oh&aiiat, 1
r

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 
JEWELRY.

A* the Sunflower turns its 
face low&rda the sun, so Spir
itualism turns the faces of hu

manity from darkness and superstition toward* the 
Sunlight of Truth and ProgrcBslou.

PRICES:
Rolled Plate Bur Pin..................................................... 28
Solid Gold Bar Fin...................................................  8 50
Eiectrojilate Badge.................................................. 75
Rolled Plate Badge. Scarf Pin or Lapel Button... 1 25 
Solid Gold Badge, Scarf Pin ur Lapel Button....... 1 75
Rolled Plate Maltese Watch Charm.....................  3 00
Solid Gold Malteae Watch Charui........................... 5 00
Rolled Plate Maltese Pendant................................. 8 00
Solid Gohl Maltese Pendant................................. 5 00

ROIC BALE AT THIS OPEICE, 

40 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO

B. V. Wilton wu one of tbe pioneer# of Spiritual- 
lam, and was noted as a speaker and teat medium. He 
did a grand work for the cause, and this book narrates 
many of bls striking experiences durlng^bls labors.

Purchasers will Hud It Intensely Interesting, and 
will render kindly service to bls widow who was left 
In straitened circumstances.

The book contains 400 pages, and la sold for 11. Ad
reas MRS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

PRINCIPLES 
- OF - 

LIGHT AND COLOR

A truly great work in which the author exhibits 
tho results of years of research, of a mind dovoted 
to science and truth, highly gifted with keen intui
tive hisluht aud tbo psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling bl in co discover and elucidate facts and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book It of 
very great Interese and Importance, bringing to light 
many Important points concerning light and color In 
their mental and physical effect*  and their practical 
applic >tlon in tbo conservation of health and tbe 

'euro of disease aud sickness. Its medical valuó 1*  be- 
Eond estimation, and Its teachings should be known 
y all.
Finely Ulnstrated with cuts and colored plates.

PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, SÜC.
Sor Bal« at The Progressive Thinker Office.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases,

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get np ele
vating, Interesting and paying entertainments can
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. The en
tire plan, with full directions, Is in the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing Il needed more. Any Individual rosy organize 
one In bls own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

able work, by the Dean of the College of 
Fine Forces, and author of other
portant volumesion Health, Social 
enco, Religion, otp. Price, cloth, 
For sale at this uffine.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of

itn-
Sei- 
750.

hair, name, age, sex, leading symp 
tom, four cents postage, and I will di 
agnose your case and tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Address

DR. J. C. BATDORF,
Dept. F., Grand Rapids, Mich.

858tf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Qf Shirlcy-vlllc. Mass., aud his baud of powerful 
ancient spirits aro effecting tho moat wonderful 
cures that have been recorded and are so acknowl
edged. By his dear knowledge of your diseases, 
aided by bls marvelous spirit forces combined 
with his tnagncilc remedies, will convince tbe inoat 
skeptical of hi*  wonderful power to heal the sick. 
Try him. Send him sex, age, name, lock of balr, 
and four 2-cent Hlanijis. and he will send a «Hagm»!*  
of your ease free. He doesn't want any leading 
symptoms. Address DR. J. S. LOUCKS, Shirley vllle,

IN PAPER, AT-50 CENTS.
It can now be secured at thia office. This book, by 

tbe author of “Zenla, tbo Vestal,” baa had a wldo 
popularity, and now that It can be bad at ao reason
able a price, 1*  within the reach of all. We will send 
it, postpaid, on receipt of price. Address this office. C 

~ALL ABOUT DEVILS~
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modem Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from His Sataulc 
Majesty and His Subordinates In tbe Kingdom of 
Darkness, io pages. By Mobbs Hull. Price, 15 cents. 
For salo at this office.

Right Living." By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the bands of mothersand 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it

in the acquirement and use of the sub
stituted senses he has wOven into his 
portrayal of the personality of a 
sightless lawyer in an exceedingly in- young anu oia wiu ue ueuuu 
teresting story called “Blind Leaders I Cloth 81 For sale atthis office.

■tore." By Prof.; W. M. Lookwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trurn. In this little volume ne presents 
an suecinet fornuthe substance of his lec
tures on the Molebular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and pretents his views as dem
onstrating a scidntific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25rcents
. "Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
boctrin." By-Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to.be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

"The Philosophy of Spirit,- and the 
Spirit-World." By Hudson Tuttle. A 
mdst able and interesting presentation 
of a most important -subject Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy . of- Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 
91. For sale at this office.. -

Soul of Things; or Psychometrie 
Researches and Discoveries.

A WONDERFUL OFFER"
. . . BY .. . '

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant, 
One of the moat successful healers and diagnostician« 

doctor has letters from all over tbfi 
United States, Cuuada, Australia and Europe, telllnff 
of the marvelous results, aft«# all hope In otbei 
sources have beeo given up, being speedily cured 
under bls Ireatiueut. Nervuiis and chronic disease^ 
of every character, peculiar to both men and wometo. 
are, by the uld of his wonderful and extraordinary 
power, cured. *

Tho doctor has never failed lu a correct diagnosis of 
any ease, many times it being causes that bud baffled 
the most renowned physician», but was readily ex 
plained through bls wonderful clairvoyant aud claih 
audlent powers.

Each ease receives the utteutlou of himself and 
baud, also remedies for ludlvlduul case. Send throa 
2-cent stamps, luck uf hair, age. sox, and one symiUoml 
and by return mall you will receive a full »ml aeon, 
rate deat-rlpUon of your case and uuy advlee regardlnS 
it. Through persecution on uccuuut of his murveloul 
success the doctor graduated lu a regular school, 
therefore being rm M. 1). 1

Sutterers, you that have failed to and relief tni 
once mure and be convinced of Dr. Lay’s powers and 
ability. Address

842tf DH. W. F. LAY, Box 918, Chicago, Ill.

mSLIOCENTBLC ASTROLOGY.' 
A book containing Instructions for makiag a hello, 

centric horoscope, together with a chart which glv« 
the posltlou of the planets from 1825 to 1916. Tbe most 
complete work ou thiefiystem ever published. Adapti 
etl for beginners or professors. Oue can cast and resfl 
a horoscope lu half au hour. For sale by

FREDERICK WHITE. O. O.M..
5OJ Eif'th Ave., B. - MinneapaUa, Minn.

Send the date of your birth and «1 and recefYd 
M°mbiaulli<iburl w 11 y°!lr boroscope ready to reai 
Mention this paper when writing. B44tf

INVALIDS
KT, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
rr «Lamps, thalr disease, or symptoms, willreceive 

pamphlet and advice fbbx to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio tf

PSYCHOMEIRY^ CONSULT WITH 
i Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
Eraotleal life, and your spIrlL-frienda. Send lock of 

sir, or baudwritlng, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circular*.  
Address, 710 Prairie street, Milwaukee. WIb.

MR. AND MRS. PERKINS, SPEAKERS AND ME 
dfumB. Sunday meetings, 617 N. Clark street. 2:30 

and 7:46 p.m. Private reading« dally. 514 N. Weils St. 
Instructions In development aud healing. Circles 
Monday and Friday evenings. Class, Tuesday at 8 p.m.

849tf

ny WM. AND ELIZABETH M. B. 
ID Denton. A marvelous work. Though concile u 
a text-book, R ti as fascinating as & work of fiction. 
Tbe reader will be amazed to see tbe curiosa facts 
here combined In atipport of tbl*  newly-discovered 
power of tbe baman mind, which will resolve a tboa 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain ac 
day; and throw light on all the grand subjects cow oP 
scored by time. _< :
Soul or Things—Vol. t

Cloth.......................... .
,. Postage 10 cents.

Soul of-Things—Vol II.
lllnBlmted. 4M BP. Cloth.................

' Posuge 10 cent*. - •
Soul Of Things—Vol. III» 

LUv*rated. 8C2pp. Cloth..;........ .
• Postage 10 cent*. ' ;

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Wil! send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your pbasesof mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for '¿5 c<-nu. Address Mrs. J. A.'Bibs, 
4921 Calumet Ave., Chicago, 111. 864

MRS. 6. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known PaychomctrlBt and Business Medium. 
Readings personally or by letter 61.00. Three rea 
sonatile question*  answered by moll for *¿5  cents. 
Magnetic treatment given at her residence, or at 
borne of the patient. 07 SSrd street, near Cottago

REV. Q. V. CORDINGLEY, 
tbe celebrated trance and test medium. Seance*,  
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday night*.  Private 
consultations dally for business and diagnosing Pif- 
cbometrlc circle every Tuesday afternoon al 2 o'clopk. 
Residence 2953 Indiana avenue. 855tf

MISS EMMA RUDER GIVES LESSONS BY 
mall on Occult Science, Philosophy and As

tronomy. One course of ten lessons for 12.50. 663

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, SEER, 
Is developing sensitive*  In Pfiychometry, Clairvoy
ance, Inspiration and Psychopathy by a sones of 
inspirational teachings through the law of cone- 
spoudence. For booklot. endorsement*,  terms, send 
an Addressed nnd Manned envelope to J. C. F. 
GRVMB1NE, 7820 Hawthorne Street, Station P. Chi
cago, Illinois. PsyclilscopcB, Including a regular 
silling. 3Wtf

IIF YOU ARE SICK
And wish a correct diagnosis FREE, send to DR. E. A. 
STEELE, 822 Me Allister Street, San Francisco. Call.

Blue bird, engineer of night express 
running between darknes*  and dawn, will show il

luminated faces In headlight of progress, glte names 
and poems of haul mate and Indian guide*,  ring tbo 
bell by each blighted pine when storms are due, place 
signal lights tn trail« of bus'ness or pleasure and Blow 
np to each station of health, wealth and matrimony. 
Inclose ouc dollar, name, age and address. Dr. Ma
rlon H elen Bassette, Box 823, Henderson’* Harbof, N.Y.

862

Mrs. 8. F. DllWOLF—INDEPENDENT slate 
writing. 240 Winchester are., near Van Buren. 

Madison streetcar; take transfer at Robey. Ladle»' 
circle, Thursdays at 2:80. 364

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One mid Two
Sit? ot liver aud kidney dla«M«.
JSrt'±±™r°™r!'‘"»I woru-oul 
feellag. Guararneed to assist your syatein to health

One packigu or our Magnetized Compound tor lorn 
fhio ir°°ir J1“" been u,»d nnd pralaod b? 
thouhuuds 1U all parta of the world. Sent tor «1 cent! “I •” ‘'T?' postpaid for 41.00, with Yarffi 
photo aud Instruction» how to lire Wyenra.

Melted Pebble Spectacles. 
lifmorelMt vision. Write for Illuutrateil Circular!

■bowing style, and prleoa and photo of Spirit Varina 
Who developed this clairvoyant power lu me. lean 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes hi your own home hs if you were In my 
ft J. « ciM^n. SC1H1

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Are pm up in dx-ounce Gn boxes and orc guaranteed 
to give sutlsfsctloB or money will be refunded by tbe 
proprietor, Dr. M. JI. Garland. Send -¿5 cents In*  
stamps and receive by return mull a box ot this

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
as you will find It n blood ckuuanr as well as a Tbroat 
and Lung Hemedy. Over soo.ooo hove« sold and ah 
reconinieud Uieiu. Address all orders t ■ bit. M. u 
GARLAND, 3S2 Sixtieth Place, Station O., Clilcigo 
Illlnola. '

ORDER OF ' 

THE MAGI.
A New Badge in solid gold 

with blue aud black enamel, 
with the pyramids, obelisk 
aud tiuu's rays tu gold. Every 

„ . , Mystic should hme one o|
tlieae beautiful C'lublcma. Price ,2. For inlo at Uxll 
Olliee.

PSYCHE
10 the Invention of a practical medium, under Bplril 
guidance., and is designed to develop iiiediumtihin 
Many, by iu use, have received long c mtnunlca 
tions from spirit friends, and express great oatlifao 
tiou. Price, fil, and 20 cent« extra for «xpressaid. 
l or sale at the office of Tux I’ltOGliEtMVE TjitNKKB 

'P'DIpIp Delineation and diagnosis. Send fiyi 
J- J*UJJ  •3-renl btamps. date, month hu-.I year 01 
birth, sex and baudwritlng; you will receive u correc-' 
(ilagnoiih of your disease aud a brief p^vehomctrlc 
delineation free. DR. E. A. READ, Box 32!, Yonkori 
New York. ’

pONSl’LT ASTROLOGY AND PSYC1IOMETR 
V l ou M ill learn your business qmillileathms. how 
avoid accidente, losses aud unhappy marriage, wh 
your mediitmlHtlc gifts are aud howto develop thtf 
Fee si. Address HARRIET N. READ, P. U.Box 8 
Yonkers, New York. gg'

DR. T. -WILKIN^
67 33D STREET, CHICAGO,

Treats Magnetically all Chronic IJimises, at 
office, or home of the patient.

H. INGRAM LINDSAY
Gives readings from lock of hair, ou business, medl« 
umBhlp and social matters. Trial reading, 10 ceuU 
and stamp. Full reading, |l and two 2-cent stamp! 
Address P.O. Box 2320 Boaton, Maes. 864
--------------------------------------—------ ------------------- —t.

Seership—Guide to Soul-Light
It« art and culture, tfltb rule*  for Its attainment 

fo Chuman (a hbUtP M p0Mlbll,'r COültílM 
¿ULIS. The Tt^lfd Revelation of Soul and Sex. A 

work containing mahy Httt atJd Inner doctrines oj 
tbo Rosicrucian*.  In it ahd by it both mau aud wo
man bare not merely thb road to bhormous power, 
both mentad aud Individual, but the grand energy 6| 
effecting wlihed-for change*  Inotherfi; also prolong!; 
tlon of Ufe. Price 42.50. Addrefts KATE C. RAW 
DOLPH, 23 Melrose arenuo, Toledo, 0.

RS. L. PACKER, 750 W. VAN BUREN. CLAlA 
voyant, psychometrist, buBlues*  medium. Thre< 

reasonable questions answered by mall, with stama 
26 cent*.  gtg* 1

0 9. MARSTON, MYCHOMETRIST-■GENEHA1 
• readings from lock of hair, si. Sample reading!, 
two dime*  aud Btatnp. 47 William street, Boston, Maa*  

_____________________________________ 869 
WIDOWS oh OLI) MAIDS. MATRlMONtAl.L'J 
H inclined, plc; se write to Dr. Jones, Box 1»LGrecnnn. minoh. 353

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By tbe late M. Faraday. Tho ori
gin of religions, and their Influence upon the mental 
development of the human race. Transcribed at the 
request of a band of ancient pbllosoDbcrs. Trice 
10 cent*.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative Systems aud tho Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By H. D. Babbitt, 
LL. D., ìl. D. This comprises tbe last part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper coven 15c. For sale at 
this office.

WAYSIDE JOfflNGS.
Gathered from tbe Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. ByMattik E. Hull. This la a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls beat poema, 
sermdiiB and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of tbe author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, tl. For sale at this 
office.

A wonderful book containing Taluable matter ot 
Intense Interest to tdl who desire in any way to benefit 
their condition In life, a marvel of condensed thought 
and brilliant Idea*  pointings new way to success in all 
undei takings through the mastery of subtile forces.

Develop your latent powers and accomplish what 
would otherwise bft impossible. This knowledge not 
only Increases personal influence but fortifies one 
against designing and unprincipled pfireons. Price of 
book 30c. or sent tree for addresses of friends likely to 
be interested in it and 12c. in stamps. Circn’njs 
OCCULT PUB. CO., 8574 Vluccnue*  Avenue, P. T-, 
Chicago, 111. 410

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Or n few thought» on bow to reach thnt altitude 
where spirit is supreme nnd all things are subject to 
R. With portrait. By Mobbs Hi ll. Just tbe book 
to tench you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties 
Price, bound Io cloth. 40 cents; in paper cover 25 
cents For Bald at this office.

THE TALMUD.
Selections from the content*  of that ancient boot 

IU commentaries, teachings, poetry, and logendi 
Also brief sketches of tbe men who made and com
mented upon IL By H. Polang. 359 pn. prica. 
cloth, 11.00. *

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A mannaL with directions for the organizatio i and 

management of Sunday school*.  Dy Andrew .larkaen 
Davis, Something indispensable. Price co::ts.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chae. Cblniquy, ex-prleat. A remarlxble 

book. Pages, 832. Price 82.25.

TH E GODS;
By Ooi. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

Worth IU weight in gold. Price 20 coati.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
FlEATH AND THE AFTER. LIRE. 

H Tho’‘Stellar Key” is tho ’ihllosophlcal intro
duction to tbe revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume mey be gained front the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tbo After
Life; 2—Scene*  in the Summcr-Lncd; 3—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land: 

t 5—Winter-Land and Summer Land', 6- Language and 
I Life iu Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
.Workers; 8—Ulthnnt-c*  in the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from Jame*  Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of manor In fqn 
mor editions, and 1b enriched by a beautiful frond*  
ilece. Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual

lody.” Cloth 75 cento. Pottage & cento. For uata 
at this office. _ ............— . -. __  _______ «
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Wf+/VT IS TH-E ME/VNlNG OF 
TftE. RESURRECTION IN GftRIST?

A LECTURE BY MRS. CORA L. V.

DISCOURSE. I separated from the early disciples, and
ut .i. '„„a Ufa. Grom the church in Jerusalem, and car-"I am the resurrection and the life; ri(jd bls apostleship lnto Asta, and into 

hosoever ltaly> and ltr is believel3 bY 60lne Int<l 
England or Albion: it becomes evident

he that believeth in me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live, and w
liveth and believeth in me shall never tbe evangelioal christian is wor- 
01e‘ -■ .... ' shiping the resurrection-as taught bythe resurrection of pa*1 than tbat as tau^bt‘‘But as touching

, the dead, have ye not read that which
' was spoken by God, saying: 1 am the 

God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac,
Jesus, and believed in by the early dis
ciples. It would be of little value to 
mention this to an audience of Spirit
ualists or to those who are believers in 
any liberal phase of worship to-day, 
were it not true that evangelical Chris
tendom teaches the physical resurrec
tion of the body how, and that it is in
corporated in the articles of faith of 
every evangelical Christian body, and,

and the God of Jaeob? God is not the
God of the dead, but of the living.”

“He is risen.''
“Beloved, now are we the sons of God, 

what we shall be does not yet appear, 
but when Be shall come we shall be like 
unto him, for we shall see him as He is.”

It was the early Sabbath morning, , ther5f f{ u ¡8 B0 bt it eon^lules 
and there ernne up from Galilee a sound ono of th^ imal bateaof tbe cbl.istIan 
like the robbing of the sea in i s moan-' a‘d w0 h & bt t0 e0D.
ing, the dampness and the odois of fie ; wbelbel, tho,.e i(j any^ing iu tho 
deep sea tea > _ fe i teaching of Christ that warrants the
with the breath of olive groves a ‘d belief in the resurrection of the body, 
heavily laden orange trees. In the early , , , f b re6U1.recliolf a8
pale yellow morn ng shght™ ;alreaJy established kingdom. He 
came to e sej c g y apea-]{S oj ¡t as a 8pi|.jtual kingdom, and
would minister u to the fol m of Cl 1st , I f f lhe dead
bringing their oiler ngs with pinched whQ gbuU b ^„.reeled excepting 
features, from the days that had inter- . three times in the entire four 
vened since the day of the cruellixiun । Matljiew he is recorded as
yet fearless, as women are wont to be m " l .. J......................
great sorrow: they came, 
seek, the shrine of their greatest sorrow. 
When in that trembling morning light 
they beheld the one whom they sought, | 
'not dead, but risen, and when the angel

RICHMOND,

many times they have entered Into 
forms, never enter again Into the same 
forms nor shapes. Essentially it is a 
new life that appears upon the earth to
day. Essentially there is not one petal 
restored, not one rose leaf that is blos
soming again, and even the old roots 
put forth new shoots of life, and if it is a 
resurrection it is not a resurrection 
of anything that was,but it is a rebirth.

If such is the lesson that matter can 
give, what must it have been when the 
quickening spirit of Christ swept into 
the old forms of the Hebrew church, 
into the slumbering and sleeping citadel 
of Judaism, in and over the dry bones 
and barren doctrines of the priests of 
that day who had not the least form nor 
pretense of being prophets; in and 
among those who reveled among the 
tombs and sepulchers of the charnel 
house of human life, of the physical 
tributes and offerings of the living, the 
blood-liowing service; what was it but 
the spirit of that invigorating life that 
declared all dead things to be dead, all
past forms to be no longer living, even 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, if they were 
of God, were among the living and not 
among the dead.

And what was it that so stung the
! ’th’1 first to I ¿“J’’«!? tllut sonle ’llu11 rise in the reBU1'’ sen’uous-l°ving, death-loving Jewish 

>w ,'ivctlon of eternal happiness and the nation to persecute this. man. save that 
! other to utcrnul misery, or words that hetaught a resurrection which they 
in the Bible are .e.iuiviCent to that: sal- could not understand, a spirit-life which 
vation and condemnation.‘But we doubt they did not know, and revealed it invation and condemnation. 'But we doubt

in.the tomb declared that he had risen,
the great Hush of light that must have 
swept over all their hearts with com
mingling fears, • for those were Jewish 
women- fear of whaL it musfbe if Christ 
.bod really risen from tJie deito-must h Q , • • whjeh u diealed
have made such Irempiousness in then U)(J ,.e/ul.reclio^ u,.lo the judgment, of 

eternal happiness or eternal «misery in 
the language of Ghrist, while the pas
sages we quoted, notably that one refer
ring to the God of Abraham, Isaac and 
Jaeob, as being the God of the living 
and not of the dead, would certainly

hearts and in the air as would have 
been palpable oven unto the hardened 
minds and hearts of those who had put 
him to death.

But this great joy filling and thrilling 
their lives as it did, must be borne 
abroad, must be carried unto others: 
and when in quick succession lollowod 
.the visitations of Christ, the appearance 
.to the disciples on their road to Damas
cus, his presence in the upper chamber 
Where he met with them, and beside the 
sea, also, what wonder if the comming
ling faith ol the Jewish doctriues and 
the great, overweening consciousness of 
his presence should cause them to mis
take the manifestations of the spirit lor 
the literal reappearance of the body?

The Jewish church, if it taught any
thing about resurrection, which certain
ly was very little, taught a resurrection 
that was physical. Still there are one

very much whether those eternal or his own life?
everlasting states are stated correctly, 1 To us it would be like annihilation, if 
whether they are not. alter all, merely after all the winged persuasion of his 
the states as'indicated hy those to whom love, after all the quivering pulses of 
the truth or judgment comes. I his spiritual life poured in words that

We thii;k this passage in Matthew is seemed to quiver and hang with heav
enly dew, after the beatitudes of Oli
vet, the prayer which is immortal, after
the wonderful words which gave to his 
disciples a distinctly spiritual promise 
and a message of comfort that could 
bear no other interpretation than that 
of the spirit, if after all this the Hebrew

_ heaven could be material, and the phys- 
refer to a spiritual iflstead of a material, ical Jerusalem be set up on the rpjyr- 
resurrectiou. Beside, it would not be in ruction of the physical form of Jesub of 
keeping with any portion of the teach-; Nazareth.
' ' ' ' ' ' No! Whatever Christians may say,

whatever they may pronounce in read
ing the service or creed, whatever is an-

ings of Jesus as recorded, any portion of 
his moral tenets, or any portion of his 
exemplification of the life of the spirit, 
to suppose, that after teaching that God 
is spirit, “a spirit,’' after teaching the 
worship of God must be in spirit; after
teaching that man's life must not only 
be exemplified in the observances of the 
letter of what is good, but even his 
thoughts must be pure and blameless: 
after teaching all possessions that be
long to the kingdom of God are spiritual 
treasures, and teaching the only way to 
inherit those Bpiritua. treasures is by 
spiritual exaltation, by correct thoughts 
and correct moral natures; to suppose 
that the closing and final enactment, 
that which was essential to the salvation 

. . .i ,) . , - - • , of the kingdom of heaven, is that theets saw at the time that Jesus appealed, , . , , . , . , , . ., , , , ,i, ; i, i . , iJ physical urm of man, which he teachesand was put to death,the Jewish cfiui efij.' •’ . .’ ,.j., “ 1 . ,, ,! ii can neither sin nor bear the responsibi-did not accept the spiritual life at all, it । .. , . . . . , , 11 , L ,u ,'h ,, ilv of sinning, cannot inherit happinesswas the resurrection ol the Hie ol Ilie I, • 6 ... ,• i , , , ,i.„, ,1.« ...: i,, because it possesses no na.uie of happi-senses: they taught that the wicked , , 1 , ,, .> > i a . ■ < ucss. to teach that that as a form mustwon d be destroyed Iron the earth, and I, ' , . , . , ,,the good inherit the earth: that Uiose | i W lh““ 5‘lal
who were dead would remain dead, but enler kingdom of heaven, is the most 
only those who survived that change I P-'eposterous conclusion to arrive a from 
would inherit the kingdom of life or , u l,urel>: llfe “f •“>.? ^ueluston
light in the new Zien, which was to be «»ncerntng winch we have ever heard, 
the city of the Lord upon the earth. ,1116 l;hvsk'a'Pa,’'!d,ae oi .A ahomet: t^e 
When, therefore, Jesus came teaching 11runsfovminff of old men into young, the 
a spiritual kingdom as being dis
tinctly a kingdom of heaven that be I 
longed not to the earth, but to the

or two passages in Job, some passages in 
the l'salins, one or two in Isaiah, the
most spiritual singer of all the prophets, 
that seem clearly to point to something
more spiritual than the physical resur
rection: but whatever the early proph-1

spirit; teaching a king, who was not a 
physical ruler, but a God of love; living 
that love, practicing those gifts which 
were the proofs of his inspiration, and 
pouring out those teachings which are 
to-day the spiritual exaltation of the 
world: it is no wonder that those lowly 
fishermen, taught in the external forms 
of the Hebrew church, could not under- j 
stand the spiritual meaning, aud it is no 
wonder that they, confounding his utter
ance with a physical promise, should 
have supposed, when they again saw 
him after the crucifixion, that it was a 
physical resurrection:«that he had come 
to establish a literal kingdom.

But when he really departed from 
them and did not appear any more in 
bodily form as before, or if he did ap
pear made it plain to them that it wasa 
spiritual and not a material visitation, 
the disciples of Jesus would not have
incorporated into their teachings the 
physical resurrection: the resurrection

thorized or canonized beneath the dome 
of St. Haul's or Westminster Abbey, or 
whatever the Vatican may give forth as 
authenticated word of mouth, there is 
not one true Christian in one thousand 
that can distinctly and truly say, in view 
of the life of Christ: “1 believe in the 
resurrection of tho body.” It is from 
that physical resurrection as from that 
physical death, that all rlgh't-minded 
and spiritual intenlioned people turn to 
the higher and diviner resurrection 
which Christ brought-in his life; to that 
palpable, distinct resurrection that be
longs to all mankind in the perpetual 
renewal of life all around them. If the 
physical body of man is to be resur
rected, then is the lily more to be en
vied than he; then are thei-e pulsihg, 
quivering wings of light that Hutter 
among the trees that are now preparing 
to put forth their new life, more to be 
envied than he; the song bird in its 

, neet, that waits for the new life that is 
to give new songs for the coming year; 
then are the stars, glinting and twink
ling in space, that through all the an-
cient years have climbed up to their 
wondrous heights, ever changing and 
renewing their life from the great altar 
fire- of the sun's splendor to be more en
vied: then is every beast of the field, in- 

tlie resurrection of the physical body. stinct with this nature that renews lier- 
11 was the Hebrew eh’ureh tbat luiight self forever in new forms of existence, 

the physical nature.of heaven, it was more to be envied than man; then is ev- 
the Jews who believed that if there was erything than can blot out its antiquity, 
any resurrection at nil it would be upon its wrinkles, its age in the all-forgetting, 
thè earth, that tbe good would inherit all-absorbing change«of nature, more to 
the physical earth and the bad would; be prized than that immortality which 
be annihilated; it is attempted io en- first clothes itself with the dust and 
graft this upon tbe pure spirituality then can shako the dust from its spirit 
fresh from the altar-tires of the Infinite, ; when it agains returns to the Father’s 
this the remaining fragments of the J u-. house.
daism that I’aul possessed. It is like The scheme of human intellect, that 
saying, oh yes, the spirit must be quick-1 which 1 'aul's reason declared, has fast
ened, there must be the light of spirit-, oned upon mankind the physical curse 
ual love, man’s life must notonly be free of a physical resurrection. A physical 
from sin, but even the thought of sin-1 heaven, a material paradise and a lit- 
ning; he must not only not violate any of । oral salvation cannot be coveted, and 
the ten commandments, but he must not can no longer ne maintained, in the 

spiritual light of Christ’s teaching, any 
more than can tbe photograph of these 
lilies be mistaken for their fragrance

annihilation of women, unless they were 
transmuted into men here, sink into 
nothingness in their materiality com
pared to a spiritual church founded upoh

have a thought that is not in keeping 
with them, and all this must be supple-
mented by the higher commandmentof „ __
perfect lore; he must abrogate the let- and bloom. Come out cf that dim li^ht 
ter of the law in favor of the spirit of of the ancestral Hebrew morning which 
truth, and it is interpreted that he must I had not yet left the women of Galilee,r, , • , n,. ; iruin, ana it is interprereu inai ne must i uuu uui yev ¡eii, me women oi uaiiiee,oflhephjs calbody as taught by Lian- - kingdom o the Father by that! come out from that appalling light 

X mi n ¿t . which is on tL Christ basis; butafter which was more shadow than glory; 
who ij fo •, , all this is done he must have his physical j when it flickered across that death that

body in the kingdom of heaven or there was still upon them they did not attempt 
' ' to know what the spiritual resurrection

mates it but dimly: the early apostles I
saw more to marvel at in the spiritual
nature of Christ’s kingdom than in any 
physical fact which pointed to their own 
physical resurrection. Besides it wr 
clearly perceived by John, as it was 1. 
some of the other disciples, that tho=e
who were born in Christ, or who had ex-

is no resurrection.
What was the life that Jesus brought might mean. 

................. ~ ' The resurrection in Cbrist, when heca5 then, that it should differ in any degree . ____
by from th at they had been told by their, says: “I am the resurrection and the

‘ own material-minded priest? What was I life; he that believeth in me, though he 
this spiritual fire that was to renovate I were dead, yet shall he live: and lie that 
and redeem, as had already made such ! liveth ana believeth shall never die.”perienced rc-birth, were already in tbe 

resurrection: and they, therefore, tuulu ।-•—'7,;? " ---- •—
not mean that there could be physical Christ departed. What was it that 
resurrection after the decease of the । thrilled them through and through and 
physical boilv i raa(le tllem aware on the Mount of

It was left'to Paul, the doctrinarian, ' Transfiguration of the presence of Moses 
to incorporate into his teaching, that he and Elias when Jesus was transfigured 
might in some measure win tbe mate- before them? What was it that gave 
rial minds of tbe Jews, the doctrine of him the power to minister to their spir- 

■ ■ ituai needs, pouring out spiritual bless-

ID tile UilU IcUcclll) a*5 lillU allCUUV LUIIUC oULIJ > mem aim ucuctuvu ducui 
could, disciples as John sons of God before (That resurrection is true 
vsi, al Christ departed? What was it that means nothing. He could s

the physical resurrection. He did this itual needs, pouring out spiritual bless- 
that be might claim those who had died fogs upon them through angelic minis
ter the Hebrew faith; he did this that11 Nation and gifts of the spirit, if all these 
he mfoht claim those who in the church ! finally had to be merged in the sensuous 
of Israel, or the Hebrew church, had i resurrection of tbe physical body? Why, 
passed awavbefore Christappeared, and even these lilies teach a better lesson!, 
who under the Mosaic law would sleep The blossoms that grew beside the sea 
until the judgment day: and he taught of Galilee on that pale Easter morning; 
it also, to claim those who were then even foe lilies that teach forever the 
imbued With the doctrines of the He- resurrection, as held in the hands of the 
brew church, whom he then wished to. angels, or borne aloft in tbe; hands of 

the blessed Madonna, in the.clear visionacjj tne oiesseu maaonua, in tpe.clear vision
Besides, while Paul clearly, stated, in of the artist or poet tell a betterTaleL 

many instances, intellectually the prop- Why, nature never restores old forms! 
bsitions of the teachings of Christ, he There is not one atom in that lily that 
did net perceive the spirit of those; was in the lily of last year's growth no; 
teachings. Ho was too busy advocating! ray of sunshine is woven into the fine 
his ownadvocacv, too intent upon estab-1 meshes of the petals of any flower that 
lisbing doctrines to- make clear the ever ,bad life in any form before; and 
spirit of what was intended. But as he. even the old atoms of the earth, though

Why, nature never restores old forms!

or Christ
__________ s. He could say it when 
speaking to Martha; to the beloved
house of Lazarus, who was dead, he 
could say it without even bis loved 
friends knowing of the truth that was 
enfolded in the spiritual meaning of his 
word. Not Jesus but Christ then spoke: 
not the Man of Nazareth, but the Man of 
Truth, who bore the only message that 
the world then could know of the real 
immortality, who was the impersonation 
of that resurrection, and who, being 
that, could in his words, beyond all per
sonality, had a'right to say it.

But if you have great a truth and you 
only know it, even though it Js a prob
lem in Euclid, you wonlclsay: ,:Come this 
way'and solve the problem; there is no 
other way.” Euclid could say to all the 
clamoring- mathematicians around him: 
“This is the. light, this is the correct 
pathway, these are the accurate lines of 
measurement, these statements are 
true, I will show them to you.”

In. the moral principle when a messiah 
impersonates the truth, when the truth 
lives in him, is expressed in the life,

what else could he say?, Because wfien 
one is called upon, does not one say to a 
child who wants comfort, “I am your 
comfort; come!-unto me and let me 
sopthe your pain; I love you?” Who 
better than the father or the mother 
can say this and yet not with assump
tion? And when one loves another aud 
that other one is in grief or pain, who 
shall declare the sacred privilege, “I 
am your comfort,'I am your strength 
when the world abuses; you; come tome 
when you are reviled for 1 will sustain 
you?” If human Ufemay promise thus 
much, If the mother and the father may 
be a refuge for their children, if friend
ship is the great strong arm on which, 
faithful and well-tried, you may lean, 
why not that surpassing friend, that 
lovely Divine Love, that truth beyond 
contradiction which revealed the one 
way of life? “Though he were dead, 
yet shall he live;” dead to faith, dead to 
trust, dead to all external knowledge of 
truth, and though he were dead to the 
mind and thought of his friend, he is 
your friend; even if he were caught up 
into the spiritual state, yet shall he be 
your life, your consciousness,, your 
strength, your presence, your love, by 
this surpassing truth. “auU him that 
liveth and believeth in me shall never 
die." Who cun die knowing that there 
is no death; who can experience either 
the fear or the death of death that 
knows that life is continuous, eternal 
and absolute? One hot knowing this has 
no truth worth having.

Talk of faith in Christ! The trem
bling Christian that goes veiled in the 
garments of woe blasphemes against the 
name of Christ at every open grave and 
sepulcher. Talk of belief in the resur
rection in Christ! The heart that turns 
away from the open grave without com
fort and assuagement qf grief does not 
know the meaning, jof the name of 
Christ. Talk of belteli and trust in 
faith and lovq! There would not be a 
house of mourning imallfC’hrlstian lands 
to-day: there would |ie. no tombs and 
sepulchers beside which; men and wo
men sit with veiled ayes-, and downcast 
countenances; there wfidld be no houses 
of mourning for they who are living be
yond the shadow ot: the tomb if true 
Faith and Love were here. If there 
were grief it would be fate tho dead and 
not for the living; for-thuse who sit im
mured in want, pov.erijq and pain; for 
those who drug and cuswl their weary 
lives along, opprosqpd] by their fellow
man: for those w.ho slums of the 
crowded cities are mjo'umI beneath the 
heels of vice and crflne;alor those who 
walk the streets . sjhrring for bread, 
clamoring for labpr ’ and can have it 
not: and for those, enthroned in high 
places of power who arb dead to all hu
manity and shame, and hear not the 
voice of the pleading, Loving Christ all 
around them; for these let us weep bit
ter tears: let there be mourning through
out the land; let the voleo of Ramah be 
heard; and let it be for the dead, not for 
the risen in Christ.

Your dead, those whom you mourned 
and put aside, their forms to be the food 
for the worms, and to sink back into 
dust, are they only to be restored to you 
by such alchemy as shall bring that fa
tal dust into form again? Rather let us 
have the vision of Hamlet; rather let us 
have the materialization of the seance
room and the cabinet, if you needs must 
have a resurrected form; for such, un
doubtedly, wus the form that appeared 
unto the disciples, tho Christ spirit tem
pering the appearance to their need, 
taking upon himself enough of the dir t 
to satisfy their Hebrew senses, yet all 
the time winning them gently, by a 
gradual withdrawal, to the eonscious- 
ness1®! that higher life in the kingdom 
beyond. Let us have forms that cun at 
will (by spirit) be wrought out of the 
primal atoms, not forms that are cor
roded and decayed; let us have that 
which shall appeal to the present need, 
to the living hour toklay.

The appearance of the form of Christ 
was for the purpose'of making himself 
visible and tangible to his disciples, ac
cording to their physical needs, and the 
withdrawal and resurrection unto the 
diviner kingdom was to answer their 
spiritual needs. Everything was ful
filled then and there, and in that fulfill
ment was the prophecy of all ways in 
which the dead can [be resurrected.

But what Christ chiefly meant, and 
that which Is always intended in his 
teachings, and tbat.which his life camo 
to declare, and that which Ilin service 
gave to mankind, and that which his 
love bequeathed unto them, and that 
wbieh, on this resurrection morn should 
fill all the hearts and souls of Christians 
with a splendor like the golden glory of 
a lily in bloom, is that it is the quicken
ing of the spirit coming out of the death 
and bondage of the senses, the knowl
edge of the Christ life; if it is not this, 
then it is nothing; then is the Judean 
death true: then is the' naturalist cor
rect whose body perishes and who has 
no soul: then are they correct who be
lieve that all shall go down into the si
lent house of nature.whore out from the 
tomb the bursting bud and flower are all 
the forms of Immortality that can be 
known.

But because love is quenchless, and 
Jesus was love; because; truth is undy
ing, and Jesus taught the truth; because 
truth and love are the. living Christ of 
to-day (veiled in aiq; form whatever) 
with men and womeri whose lives are 
examples of truth; because God there 
was, and'now is. and ever shall be, the 
God of all living 'souls; and because 
there cqn be no dead indhe kingdom of 
God. soloes that refulgent spiritual life 
roll in sqd through the centuries. .

Christendom like- Judea must be 
aroused' from its tqmb-worshiping and 
death-worshiping to' the living altar of 
Christ-^'Even as that temple which 
Jesus $ndemncd, in thfe use vyhich was 
made of it as the charpel-house, so is,tbe 
temple? of that' false, worship which 
makeslihe physical thrine of praise a 
physical altar of dpath, and physical 
resurrection the tokeh of thei -immortal
ity ofChrist. ;

We are resurrected in Clirist such 
time-as the-liglitniiig shaft of truth 
pierces through and ffhrough the dead 
manor woman of eqrth and finds the 
living soul; we. are resurrected in 
Christ such time as death is dethroned, 
and fear no longer possesses us; such 
time as the shadow ot the senses, under 
the light of this all-pervading sun,

passes away, leaving the earth bright, 
and shining, and pure. '

Viewed from the altar of that bap
tism and resurrection, oh, Christendom! 
ye are as dead as was Judea. There is 
as much need of a living Christ to-day, 
save that there are voices in the air, the 
quiveriug^pulses of light glistening and 
shining above the earth, and the spir
itual rebirth and the new resurrection 
of the world: but because there is a 
new life, because this truth has a new 
form, because these fires are again 
kindled that shall free the gold of man's 
spirit from the dross of creed and dog
ma, so is Christ deserted for the tombs 
and sepulchers of two thousand years 
ago. Aye, while a little babe was smil
ing upon its mother's knee, the ¡doctors 
and lawyers aud priests were discussing 
the dead tenets of the Jewish church: 
while the living form of the spirit of 
truth is abroad upon the earth to-day, 
possibly in the lisping language of the 
child, in the golden hair that falls upon 
the brow, or in the words that fall from 
the lips of children, the doctrinarians 
are teaching the sepulchers that Raul 
declared, and forgetting the Mount of 
Transfiguration and the resurrection 
morning.

Ye have the dead in Adam, ye are 
born in Christ. All live in that’trulh; 
il you reject the name of Jeous a thou
sand times, it still is truth that sets you 
free, and if you reject the form of death 
which this salvation has offered we 
shall praise you a thousand times; but 
do not reject that sweet breath that 
comes, through bitter sweet, from the 
salt sea of human life, bearing even this 
day upon the lurid light of the morning 
the quivering pinions of that angel who 
has riffled tne stone away from the 
sepulcher of your loved ones and de
clares that Christ is not dead, but risen!

THE NEW RESURRECTION.
[Impromptu poem: subject suggested by 

a member of the a dienee.]
In the earthly spring you will walk by 

the grave
Of the buried blossoms and leaves of 

last year:
Not one of their beauties could nature 

save,
And everv storm hath left a tear;

The earth is stained, and brown, and 
old;

Your flowers are dead; they wehe slain 
by the cold.

But-trembling and rustling among the 
leaves,

A faint touch of green piercing the 
sod through,

Something within your spirit believes ' 
That life is still there, that it will re

new
The buds and the blossoms that seemed 

to die:
They are not the same; but you and I
Remember when in childhood's glee

We found the first flowers in the wood, 
They were the same; yet they could 

not be;
Yet it was the same life, we under

. stood,
Had renewed itself from out the gloom
And eorne to cheer ub with 

new bloom.
You walk by the tomb- 

some day;
You know that yo 

return,
dead

wonderous

your dead

will never

The dust and the/ishes, and the earthly 
clay

Are all that (there is in the sepul- 

 

chered urn;

These are salt tears, and anguish, and 
bitter pain,

But you never can see their dear forms 
again;

But, is it possible? Out of the gloom
Of shadow, and want, and pain, and 

storm,
Something that comes into your heart's 

dead room;
A new breath that keeps your spirit 

warm.
Ah, is it you deffr? you say to yourself, 

It cannot be! you who wore dead
And have come to me in this wonderful 

way,
Silent, yet palpable, as you tread?

And the bursting heart opens with great 
joy:

You did not want the life just as it 
was,

But a better glory for love's employ, 
And a higher knowledge of the heav

enly law.
That life is re-born and liveth for aye, 
Not in the dust but in the sky.
The great world ueeds a savior to-day

Just as much as when Christ Jesus was 
here;

And the world would kill him and drive 
him away,

And there would be sorrow and 
mourning and fear;

But the ChriqLpf the body and the Christ 
of the sollk

Each reveal a rare new birth all their 
own:

One is the form with its present control, 
The other leads unto the sternal 

throne, ’
And the world needs a new resurrection 

day
Each time that Truth's body is taken 

away. '
So the body of Christ Is buried to-day, 

The Vatican tolleth a dismal sound:
Creeds and dogmas die, wither and 

slumber away.
Like the shriveling leaves on their 

burial ground;
And now where new buds áre trembling 

. forth,
Jt-Sere the first spring flowers leap up 

to the light,
We know that in new guise this glad, 

new earth
Is re-born, resurrected, before men’s 

sight,
And death and the Bupulcher both pass 

away •
In the glad, full light of Resurrection 

Day. ■

_ When the “fighting., Bishop of Nor
wich,” in 1383, stormed the town of 
Gravelines, he .massacred the' entire 
population.' ..

Helvetius declared in his articles of 
war, that soldiers' ought to be made to 
fear their own officers more than they do 
the enemy. '

The Koran forbids true believers to 
destroy the vines, palm trees, fruit trees, 
corn and cattle, even of their worst en
emies. ' .

It

THE UNKNOWN.
Will Always Be More 

than the Known.

The Limitations of Knowledge.

Gen. W. H. Parsons, of Washington, 
a distinguished literary light, sends the 
following, by Rev. Charles G. Ames, of 
Boston. He thinks it worthy of a place 
in The Progressive Thinker, and 
says it is a true Spiritualist sermon.

“We know in part."—I. Cor., 13:9.
The wonder is that we know anything 

at all. We wake into existence, and 
linil ourselves alive. We look out, and 
find a world. We look iu, aud find an
other world; as our own being is fitted 
up and furnished with powers of think
ing, feeling, willing, remembering, rea
soning, loving, hoping, fearing, aspir
ing, and growing into an even richer 
life.

It is all a wonder and a joy ; a joy that 
is throe parts pain. There is so much to 
be known, and we know so little! Knowl
edge itself shows our imperfections and 
incompleteness: and knowledge conies 
so much more readily than wisdom. We 
soon grow aware that we are small crea
tures in a large place. We hardly find 
ourselves before we begiu to feellostand 
homesick, like the Hebrew poet of long 
ago, who sadly sung, “I am a stranger 
in the earth!" And do you know these 
lines of William Watson, the English
man, whom some hate thought worthy 
to wear the laurel after Tennyson: 
“Strange the world around me lies,

Never yet familiar grown;
Still disturbs me with surprise, 

Haunts me like a face half known.
“In this house with starry dome.

Floored with gem-like plains and seas, 
Shall 1 never be at home,

Never wholly be at ease?”
But we do know in part. Ever the 

world comes forth from the invisible 
into the visible. Ever from the Chaos 
comes the Rusmos. Creation goes on be
fore our eyes. Nature is full of orderly 
movements which even we can trace, of 
surprises which even we can appreciate, 
and of tendencies which even we-can 
forecast.

Wexan detect and partly measure the 
tendency toward higher life, of which 
death Is but an incident. We can see 
that a thousand destructions do but lay 
the foundations of now creations. We 
can even delect the chaos in ourselves— 
a sign that we are not yet what we are 
born to become. We can see that what 
is meant for us must surely be ours: that 
we are heirs to an inheritance which 
will be ours in possession when we grow 
to it, as we have already grown to what 
we have ami are.

Our aspirations run far ahead of our 
knowledge. With the eye of the mind, 
you see a picture which your hand can
not paint; you conceive a poem which 
you cannot write; and your spirit thrills 
to a harmony which you cannot execute. 
You say, like Mrs. Browning,
“With stammering lips and insufficient 

speech,
Strive 1 to deliver aright the music of 

my life.”
Qut you cheer yourself with her hus
band's brave word,

“What 1 aspired to be,
And was not, comforts me.”

Our possibilities are only known to us 
in part; but they stir us with unuttera
ble longing and affect qs like a prophecy 
of what we may yet become. Who can 
set a limit to the growth of human fac
ulties? Who can measure the generosity 
of God?

Are there some things never to be 
known? 1 dare not say. The primeval 
ages of the globe seem sunken and lost 
in the oblivion of a million years, Yet 
when Mary Denton held in her hand a 
fossil fragment, there passed before her 
mind the vision of that ancient world, 
with its grotesque forms of life: and 
neither you nor I- can deny any more 
than we can affirm, the reality of that 
visipn. It seems well proven that Swe
denborg, when in Germany, saw clearly 
the beginning, progress and close of a 
great conflagration in Stockholm, hun
dreds of miles away: but here again we 
need neither deny nor affirm. The-pres- 
ence of a marvellous penetrating power, 
hitherto unknown, in the rays of light, 
may be but a weak parable to illustrate 
the undiscovered and unused powers of 
the human mind. Phillips Brooks said 
that though he seemed to lack the musi
cal faculty, he hoped yet to possess and 
enjoy it; for he believed that the germs 
of all belong to each. The least devel
oped and most unenlightened of us may 
yet become like Tennyson’s poet who 
saw through:
“He saw through life and death, thro' 

good and ill;
He saw through his own soul. 

The moral of the everlasting will,
An open scroll before him lay.”
There are dark places in us; eyes that 

have not opened; nerves that never re
spond; wild, uncultivated tracts of des
ert that may yet bud and blossom as the 
rose. Probably we all have silly seasons, 
lapses of memory, unreasonable spells, 
partial insanities and imbecilities. If 
we also have lucid intervals do not these 
representour truer selves? But even if 
we could acquire full-rounded complete
ness or symmetry of being, and uniform 
activity of every faculty, we should still 
be only as well-born infants: we should 
know but in nart.

All the more real and constant is our 
need of Providence. All the more evi
dent must our life be in the keeping of 
one who exercises toward us that wis
dom, power and goodness which we lack, 
vet without which we could not live. 
"He knoweth our frame; He remember- 
eth that we are dust.” He neither ex
acts nor expects too much of such crea
tures as He knows us to be. Little as 
we know, there must be an intelligence 
to which all is’ known. .

Tliere is no comfort or sanity except 
in trusting; no place but in believing. 
We must walk by faith, and not by sigh t. 
For-always the unknown will be more 
than the known: and this must be as 
true of the highest and wisest archangel 
as of the weakest and lowest child ol

earth. Surely the matters of which wo 
know least are not uncared for. The 
stars held their courses for ages before 
there was a true astronomy; human di- 
Sestion went forward for ages before 

lere was a science of physiology; the 
Father of mankind-eared for tnein for 
ages before they called on his name. 
And are there not myriads of creatures, 
even more ignorant than mankind, who 
dwell in earth and air and sea, living 
and dying safely in the hollow of his 
hand?

Jesus has taught us that peace, order 
and gladness can come into bunian life, 
not through the intellect alone, any 
more than through the sense of ignor
ance, weakness, imperfection, limitation 
and sin, but through simple, childlike 
faith in the fatherly God. bo long as 
men crouch and tremble and fear, relig- • 
ion is only a panic in their faculties, a 
confusion of thought, a paralysis of at- 
faction aud a disease of the will.

The man whose prayer is merely a cry 
of helpless alarm cun only put his head 
in a cloud and feel his own foolishness, ' 
without being cheered or supported by 
a restful confidence in the all-embracing 
Goodness. This describes much that 
has passed for religion. It has been 
blind and irrational. At the best, it is 
like the feeling which children have 
when they are alone in the dark, and 
when imagination is filled with vague 
phantoms of bogiesand horrid creatures 
that might clutch and tear.

Can iguoraoj, people be good and . 
happy? Yes; else there can be no good
ness' or happiness; for all men are ignor
ant; and none realize it so deeply as 
those who are most wise. If we ever 
become truly wise, and if we ever find a 
restful state of goodness and happiness, 
it will not be through mere knowing
ness, but because wo enter the kingdom 
as little children.

Ah! we cry, if only we could take time 
to study the problems of existence and 
find their answers! But we need not 
wait for that; the little child trusts to 
the warm arms, and is already in peac# 
and safety. - ■

Now we but know in part and see in 
part. “We now see through a glass 
darkly;” then when returned to those 
gone before, we shall “sec face to face.”

MRS. ADA FOYE.

She Is Appreciated by All Who 
Know Her.

The meeting at 3120 Forest avenue, 
Chicago, has such a pronounced charac
ter that it deserves more than passing 
mention. Mrs. Ada Foye, who has been 
its pastor for nearly two years, stiirul- 
ficiates. and her work is a marvel. I 
have attended scores of her meetings, 
and in her test giving have yet to wit« 
ness the first failure.

They have meetings every Sunday af
ternoon and evening, and it is safeto say 
there is not an instance when she does 
not land one or more new converts. For 
raising recruits, Mrs. Foye is high up 
on the list. She swells the volume of 
the ranks. It is a continuous revival.

The afternoon is a general conference, 
when excellent mediums anil speakers 
are always present. Also Mrs. Foy# 
makes a short talk, closing the confer
ence with her tests. In the evening 
she occupies all the time, the first half 
with lecturing and answering questions, 
and the lost half with tests. Her an
swers to questions are clear and free 
from mystery, and the lectures are en
tertainingly solid and practical. The 
afternoon meetings are large; the even
ing meetings are crowded. Chicago 
will be fortunate if she keeps Mrs. Foye 
permanently, as she has done Mrs. 
Richmond.

Miss Laugle leads at the instrument, 
and she is a musical host.

Chicago, 111. ■ E. \V. Baldwin.

Seeking the Light.
To the Editor:—There are many, 

even among Spiritualists, who do not 
think that unenlightened spirits come 
back to the earth plane to get into the 
light, but here in Topeka we have haq 
the fact emphasized by one of our local 
mediums, which I wish to give, think
ing it important evidence.

At a circle held at the home of Henry 
Lowe, an unenlightened spirit came 
who called herself Sister Surah, and 
who said she was one of those unfortu
nate beings, a nun. The organism she 
tried to control was that of Mrs. C. H. 
Goodwin, who is a splendid trance me
dium, and all of you who know anything - 
of mediumship can realize the terrors in 
store for one who is used by such a 
spirit, and to those who do not 1 will say 
it is like an untaught child strumming 
on a piano. ,

At this seance the spirit came and we 
talked to her until she realized that to ' 
let goof priestcraft was the only way ■ 
to progress, and now comes the test 
part of this. ■ ■

In about two weeks Mrs. Jennie Dar
rell, a materializing medium, came 
here, and at a sitting given at Mr.' 
Lowe's, at which were present Judge 
and Mrs. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Lowe, 
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin and many others,' 
a spirit materialized and called for Mrs. ■ 
Goodwin to come to the cabinet. On 
her doing so the spirit said: "1 am Sis
ter Sarah, whom you helped into the 
light, and I am, O, so happy, and I give’ 
you my blessing.'’ Then she material
ized a lace veil of cobwebby fineness, 
which she threw over her.' Now, all 
present saw this. Mrs. Darrell knew 
nothing of the former sitting. Thus it, ’ 
to us, was conclusive evidence, that we' 
can help those who have passed into the 
other room out of darkness into light. I

ii Lulu D. McCreery. '
Topeka, Kansas. ■

There are hopes the bloom of whose 
beauty would be'spoiled by the tram
mels of description; too lovely, too deli-, 
cate, too sacred for words, they should 
be known only through the sympathy of 
hearts.—Dickens. .. -

Times of general calamity nnd con
fusion have ever been productive of the 
greatest minds. The purest ore is pro-’ 
duced from the hottest furnace, and the' 
brightest thunderbolt is elicited from 
the darkest storm.—Colton.
‘The Sanscrit alphabet had 44 letters.
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REFLECTIONS
On Various Subjects of In 

terest.
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A few years ago I received the follow
ing communication from a spirit which 
brought an aura calm, gentle and good: 
*‘1 cau remember of no time when 1 was 
inherent from what I am now. I never 
lived in a world in a flesh body such as 
you have!” .

1 inferred that this might be true, but 
not iu the sense that we can comprehend 
or satisfactorily understand. The fol
io wiug thoughts came by impression re
garding this communication:

‘ There are many worlds in space 
which are of such an advanced condi
tion that their inhabitants do not die as 
we do on our earth. TJieir bodies are of 
a very refined material, .which grad
ually is absorbed and eliminated by the 
spirit, and thus physical death is not at 
all known or noticed, being brought 
about by slow gradations. These peo
ple know and comprehend all things that 
are knowable, and, furthermore, always 
were souls and spirits, with full mental 
faculties, and descended into matter 
only for the sake of a . change. They 
never were created—they always were. 
They lived in an atmosphere that drew 
to them their spirit-bodies from the ele
ments, and then their physical bodies 
afterward. They never had any use for 
the sexual function, although sexed, be
ing of too high a degree of spirituality. 
In contrast, the people of this earth and 
some others are of a low degree of 
spirituality and caunot attain to the 
high elevation of these Deions who can 
comprehend the primary growth of the 
spirit or soul germ. Souls are electric 
sparks of intelligence floating in the sea 
of Infinity. Souls are intelligence indi
vidualized. A spirit is only a covering, 
an outer reflex, donned or dolled at will 
Btlie soul, which is a winged globe!

istence, as man sees it, is only a phan- 
im. The life of a man on earth is only 

a moment in comparison with his life in 
the Soul-World. Souls know all things, 
in the ultimate, but when hedged in 
with matter, as most of them are, 
whether living in a body or not, they do 
not know all things even in the proxi
mate. No one knows how many times 
this universe bus been formed and died 
and been re-formed again (there is no 
such thing as creation). But notwith
standing, all souls existed forever in its 
entirety. This universe may be vigin- 
tillions of years old for aught anyone 
knows. And, for aught anyone knows, 
every time it completed a cycle and 
started in on a new lease of life, every 
living thing started on another lease 
with it.”

F
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IMMORTALITY.
Concerning thought of a knowledge 

of immortality, there are many people 
who have been supposedly dead, yet who 
afterward recovered and lived years. 
But it seems that not all have, conscious
ness during the suspended animation, 
coma or trance. I have heard that a 
Mr. S. K. Beattie, of this section of 
country, was supposed to be dead, and 
was placed in his coffin, but survived the 
ordeal, regained consciousness and lived 
to be upwards of 70 years old. A lady 
in Paulding County, O., died for sure 
after having been called dead, 1 think, 
seven times before, during the course 
of her life. My father came near being 
drowned by his team running away, 
throwing him from the wagon and get
ting him under the wheels. He says he 
difl npt suffer much, but itseemed as if in 
a moment everything in his life passed 
before him, and he thought of the future 
and the welfare of his family should he 
be drowned.

In 188U or 1890 1 heard Moses Hull tell 
the experiences of his brother Joseph (I 
think), who came near drowning when a 
boy. I will give tho facts as near as I 
can and as correctly: Joseph was about 
17 years old and was in swimming. He 
either took a cramp or got beyond his 
depth and sank. He suffered somewhat 
and suddenly was above the water float
ing off through tbe air, and fastened to 
him was a silver cord, which connected 
with his body, lie rose high above the 
earth and everything in bis life passed 
through bis mind, and he saw it as a 

■ panorama. One thing in particular he 
thought of, was, that when he was 
about 7 years old, he was given a nice 
little hatchet which was a source of 
great pleasure with him, and ho wont 
about hacking everything in liis way. 
Once lie hid it and forgot where, till 
then he remembered of hiding it under 
a log. Finally, he felt himself being 
drawn back to earth, seeing that his 
body had been brought to shore, and 
was being manipulated to resuscitate 
him. The next he realized be was suf
fering great pain and regained physical 
consciousness. This he told his brother 
Moses one day, some time after the oc
currence, and said: “Moses, 1 know we 
live after we die.”

HOLDING CIRCLES.
In my mediumistic experiences 1 find 

that great diversity of opinion prevails 
concerning tbe proper manner of hold
ing circles or seances. 1 have found it 
more harmonious to'have tho sitters ar
range themselves as they think best, 
about the table, instead of sandwiching 
the women among the men. It is very 
often the case that several men and sev
eral women have better results when 
seated collectively than when paired. 
Another aid is for the sitters to hold a 

. copper wire, tbe most magnetic or me- 
diumistic person bolding the ends. It 
is still better to insulate the legs of the 
chairs, table and foot-rests with pieces 
pf glass, amber-colored if possible. It 
is better to have au orange-colored 
light, not too bright. For clairvoyant 
development 1 regard looking in a mir
ror in the dark or twilight as an oxcel
lent means, or gazing steadily at a clear 
glass marble.
. Persons reeking with the fumes of to

- bacco and rum have no business in a cir
cle, as their aura tends to attract a lbw 
and very inferior class of spirits, and if 
allowed freedom will in time vitiate the 
medium’s character and talents, if not 
labored with and educated out of their 
condition while holding control. None 
but very experienced mediums should 
hold communion at all with the spirits 
of bums, topers and others of like ilk.

Investigators of psychic phenomena 
should have some' regular time and 
place of meeting, having the same table, 
chairs, room, and the same parties, to 
render harmonious all the requirements. 
Haphazard sittings at odd times with 
various people tend to create confusion 
among the spiritual forces, and is not at 
all desirable. Psychometry proves that 

■ the pictures of everythingare implanted 
on the walls of the room, thus inhar
mony will vitiate the psychic-ether, ren
dering difficult attempts to get phenom
ena. These thoughts refer to home se
ances. Personally, I sit alone, facing 
the East, at such time, only, as the 
higher forces desire to communicate. I 
know several families, especially my 
father’s and father-in-law’s, where great 
variety of phenomena is received and 
quite frequently, without any circles be
ing held whatever.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS.
• In 18911 made a scrap-book solely of 

newspaper clippings, concerning the 
waywardness of preachers and church
members posing as Christians. The 
book contains paragraphs giving partic
ulars of ministers of the gospel and their 
•‘flocks’’ who were arrested, tried and 

sentence passed upon .for the following 
high crimes and e misdemeanors: Abor
tion, adultery, arson, drunkenness, em
bezzlement, forgery, fornication, incest, 
lying, murder (of various kinds), per
jury, rape, rioting, slander, sodomy, 
theft, and all manner of bigotry, cranki
ness and heresy.’ I found not one item 
speaking of a Spiritualist in such terms. 
Thus the ton commandments are run 
against and jammed out of all shape by 
the very men who ought to more firmly 
and clearly impress them upon the 
minds of their followers. But wh^,t 
could be expected of such people, who 
sling auathema-maranthae at you when 
you fail to agree with them that Moses 
was the meekest man whoever breathed; 
that Soloinomwas the most virtuous man; 
that Job was of all men the most patient; 
that Ezekiel was a prominent baker in 
Israel; that Abraham was the ¿godliest 
old rake in the world; that Lot was so 
righteous it was a wonder he died; that 
it is nothing remarkable that the ortho
dox religion was founded on a dream; 
that Paul wasn’t mistaken when., he 
thought it no sin to be all things to all 
men; or that St. John wasn't crazy when 
he wrote his Revelation. . .

This gives the lie direct to the very- 
pious (r) people who busily circulate the 
Idea that Spiritualism, and mysticism 
fill the penitentiaries and asylums. The 
further they get away from chronic or
thodoxy and stop eating sanctimonious 
dried fruit and drinking the mouldy 
liquid in ecclesiastical milk-bottles; 
stop listening to men who talk to the 
people through the windows of Noah’s 
ark (some would say through their hat), 
and think they hold mortgages on the 
chief corner-lots in heaven, the less in
clined they are to violate the only real 
laws iu existence, the laws of nature. 
There is but very little genuine Christi
anity in the world, and what there is is 
not ten per cent, found in the churches;

A SAD MISTAKE.
It is a sad mistake for Spiritualist and 

liberal lecturers to attempt in their 
iconoclastic zeal to sweep away every, 
landmark of theology to which tbe peo-' 
pie have looked for the past 6,000 years. 
It is worse than folly to antagonize the 
idea that such a mau as Jesus Christ 
ever lived. To do so does harm to many 
people in orthodoxy or not weaned thor
oughly from it, who would be repulsed 
from Spiritualism. The churches and 
church-people would be more friendly 
and sociable toward Spiritualism if 
there were not such wholesale and often 
vituperative abuse against the Bible and 
its leading characters, especially Jesus. 
Tho ground traveled by Moses Hull and 
others who coniine themselves mainly 
to comparing, in the most Indisputable 
manner, the similarity between the so- 
called miracles and wondersof the Bible 
and other ancient history, with the psyr 
chic phenomena of modern times, would, 
if universally carried on, cause the 
preachers to talk Spiritualism or else re
sign their positions. More than this, 
sensitives, psychics or mediumsoughtto 
lead purer lives than some are reported 
to do. It is a grand, a holy office, by 
which God's ministering angels, our 
spirit friends, return to tell us of the 
glories of the life over there.

CHANGED THEIR BASE.
The world has largely increased its 

knowledge of the structure and laws 
pertaining to the universe; especially 
nave the theologians changed base won
derfully, and the world cap thank the 
Unitarians, Universalists and Free
thinkers for this great change, dating 
from . the New England controversy. 
People used to believe that there was an 
Almighty ;God who lived, moved and 
had his being in an impossible heaven, 
where good people had no greater de
light than in looking over its battle
ments and grinning at the agonies of 
their once-loved ones in an impossible 
hell below. This seemed very vague, 
inasmuch as hell was supposed to be 
within the earth and heaven above. 
Jesus said the kingdom of heaven was 
within each human breast, and if 
heaven is there, hell can’t bo far away. 
Most people get more hell in this world 
than they can ever expect to in the next 
one. Environments count, every time. 
The worst hell any person could possibly 
want is the recrimination of a remorse
ful conscience; it is likened to a fire 
that sears the soul. This is why heli 
gradually came to be believed in as a 
fiery lake wherein sinners were plunged, 
taking its name and purpose from the 
valley of Hinnom (Gehenna), near Jeru
salem, where a fire continually burned to 
consume the filth and garbage of the 
city, presumably under the orders of the 
city board of health. Many erroneous 
and horrible doctrines concerning heav
en and hell have been taught and pro
mulgated since the birth of Jesus and 
before. As a sample of the soul-blast
ing, reason-warping, brain-twisting doc
trine of hell, presided over by an Al
mighty Devil, who to all intents and 
purposes seems to be God’s “right 
bower,” secretary of state, or something 
of the sort (indeed, it is impossible to 
tell where Ged leaves off and the Devil 
begins), 1 will give the following ex
tract from one of Rev. Spurgeon’s ser
mons concerning tho lower regions to 
which unbelievers in Christianity ob
tain a free pacs:

“There is a real fire in hell, as truly 
as you have now a real body—a fire ex
actly like that which we have on earth 
in everything except this, that it will 
not consume, though it will torture you. 
You have seen asbestos lying in the’fire 
red hot, but when you take it out it is 
unconsumed. So your body will be pre
pared by God in such a way that it will 
burn forever without being consumed; 
it will lie, not as you consider, in meta
phorical fire, but in actual flame. Did 
our Savior mean fictions when he said 
he would cast body and soul into hell ? 
What should there be a pit for, if there 
»’ere no bodies? Why fire, why chains, 
if there were to be no bodies? Can fire 
touch the soul? Can pits shut in the 
spirit? Can chains fetter souls? No! 
Pits and fire and chains are for bodies, 
and bodies shall be there. Thou wilt 
sleep in the dust a little while. When 
thou diest thy soul will bo tormented 
alone—that will be a hell for it—but at 
the day of judgment thy body will join 
thy soul, and then thou wilt have twin 
hells; body and soul shall be together, 
full of pain, thy soul sweating in its in
most pores, drops of blood, and thy body 
from head to foot suffused with agony; 
conscience, judgment, memory, all tor
tured: but more, thy head tormented 
with racking pains; thine eyes starting 
from their sockets with sights of blood 
and woe: thine ears tormented with 
‘sullen moans and hollow groans and 
shrieks of tortured ghosts,’ thine heart 
beating high with fever,'thy pulse rat
tling at an enormous rate in agony, thy 
limbs cracking like the martyrs' in the 
fire, and yet unburned; thyself put in a 
vessel of hot oil, pained, yet unde
stroyed; all thy veins becoming a road 
for the hot feet of pain to travel on; ev
ery nerve a string on which the Devil 
shall ever play his diabolical tune of 
Heil's Unutterable Lament; thy soul for 
ever and ever aching, and thy body pal
pitating in unison with thy soul”

. INFANT DAMNATION.
Now, I have no doubt that Mr. Spur

geon believed every word that he said. 
He was educated in the cast-iron belief 
that he would be everlastingly damned' 
if he doubted the word of the Bible.. 
But he sees his error now ànfl I think is 
trying to make amends. Another thing 
that orthodox, people used to believe has 
become a dead letter, thanks to common 
sense; I mean thé devilish doctrine of 
infant damnation. No wonder infidelity

and freethought flourished aud heretics 
were many, when people claiming to be 
the followers of him who said: “Suffer 
little children to come unto me, aud for
bid them not, for of such is the kingdom 
of heaven," sang that damnable hymn of 
which I will spoil good ink and paper by 
quoting just one verse: -
“There is a never-dying hell

With never-dying pains, 
Where children shall with demons 

dwell
In darkness, fire and chains.

Have faith the same in endless shame, 
For all the human race,

For hell is crammed with infants 
damued

Without a day of grace.”
PURGATORY-HELL-HEAVEN.

Thank God that Jonathan Edwards 
has gone to his reward. He had to 
spend a long time in purgatory before he 
was fit to even get a glimpse of the 
heaven he talked of so much. This 
brings me to the thought that there are 
three states or conditions in the spirit
world occupied by the former residents 
of this world, viz: Purgatory, heaven 
and hell. I know that most Protestants 
hate the Roman Catholic church so 
much that they refuse to see any good in 
it; but for my part I believe in purga
tory, for the very good reason that most 
people are either not good enough to 
get into heaven, or bad enough to get 
into hell, therefore they go to a middle 
state where they are purged of their 
errors, led to see the way to light, and 
gravitate to a degree of heaven if re
sponsive to the teachings of their heav
enly instructors, or gravitate toward the 
abode of those who care for nothing, and 
rather enjoy the torments undergone by 
their associates, the state of their minds 
producing the objective view of their 
surroundings. The orthodox hell has 
been greatly remodeled, and would not 
seem natural to an orthodox sinner who 
believes iu Spurgeon and Edwards.

SCIENCE ANO BIBLE.
I will for a moment glance at the or

thodox position in regard to science as 
contradictory to the Bible. It is useless 
to try to reconcile the Bible with all ap
plied sciences; Hugh Miller tried to' 
reconcile Genesis with Geology, and 
failing, blew his brains out. All the 
trouble lies in a too much following the 
letter of the Bible, and not the spirit, 
hence so many contradictory doctrines 
and theories. The Bible must be taken 
as a collection of books written bv an
cient heathens, and shows the varying of 
their thoughts and beliefs. There is 
nothing infallible about it, and never 
was so intended by its composers and 
compilers. For instance, the many 
views held by the so-called followers of 
Jesus; nine-tenths of them believe it is 
the act of his dying that saves them, 
when it is the life he led and the good 
doctrines and precepts he taught that 
are given as an example for them to 
follow; so I doubt if Jesus ever heard of 
these nine-tenths who pray to him, and 
then revile him afterward by their daily' 
life.

The church, from being an Infallible 
monitor and Instructor in educational 
matters, and from persecuting and kill
ing scientists and discoverers, has well- 
nigh ceased persecuting them and begun 
calling them saints, ana claims them as 
members of the church, in a few years 
they will steal all the Spiritualist thun
der and claim they always taught and 
believed in the communion of sífilis—are 
beginning to do so already, it is really 
amusing to note the struggles to recon
cile theology with science, and the wry 
faces made by the theologians on find
ing their under-pinning knocked out. 
They are steadily changing their views 
on astronomy, and from arguing that 
tho sun moves around the earth, are 
willing io acknowledgo that there are 
other Inhabitable worlds, and other 
solar systems, besides our own, hence 
must relinquish the idea that Jesus is

U. G. Figley.the true God. 
Ney, Ohio.

The Cause at Sacramento, Cal.
To the Editor:—While this city has 

been constantly stirred with the politi
cal excitement incident to the present 
campaign 1 am glad to bo able to report 
that there has been of late also some 
stir among the Spiritualists, and Sacra
mento is having opportunities to learn 
of something beyond the political strife 
of partisan cliques or the dogmas of re
ligious cant. A few weeks since John 
Slater was here for a short time giving 
lectures and tests. Now wo have with 
us Prof. Fred P. Evans, an accomplished 
gentleman, and one of the most convinc
ing mediums for independent slate
writing it has ever been my fortune to 
meet. His work is done in open day
light upon the top of a plain table, he 
sitting back from tbe table and the sit
ter placing his hands upon the slate. 
At a sitting I had with him he first 
thoroughly wiped the slates with his 
handkerchief and handed them to me to 
examine and hold: then placing a bit of 
pencil between them, bound them to
gether with a rubber band, and placed 
them in front of me with my hand upon 
them. After a few moments they were 
opened and the upper oue was written 
all over. Ho said, “Don't read it now, 
they will write more:” taking the under 
slate and placing it over a piece of pen
cil on tho table, my hand resting upon 
it, when it was also written over in the 
same handwriting, and mv mother's 
name signed to it. He then placed 
another clean slate over a bit of pencil 
on the table, and in an entirely different 
handwriting I received another commu
nication from my uncle, of whom 1 had 
not thought in a long time, so it was not 
“mind-reading.” 1 send you this with
out solicitation or the knowledge of Mr. 
Evans, as a matter of evidence that our 
friends still live and have us in remem
brance, and that they can recross the 
bridge that spans the two worlds, and 
demonstrate their loving presence.

We also have with us Mrs. Addie 
Swain, of San Francisco, who adver
tises as “Astral Seer and Psychic Phy
sician,” and Mrs. Dr. Terry. I must not 
forget our home healing medium who 
has for years been .doing most excellent 
work among the sick here, and herself 
and daughter are finely developed to 
hold seances of great interest would 
they give their time to that work. I re
fer to Mrs Sadie Colby and her daugh
ter Lotta, Mrs. Colby says she cannot 
sit as a test medium while so busily en
gaged giving treatments, and Lotta 
shrinks from the work for fear she 
might make a mistake, or see and tell 
something that would make someone 
feel bad. It Is such mediums, with a 
deep sense of honor, and who would not 
stoop to deception for gain that is most 
needed: and yet some of the very best 
instruments of the Spirit-world are kept 
out of the field through their timidity, 
while others who can add deception to 
their gifts step to the front to defraud 
the credulous seeker.

Sacramento, Cal. D. P. Kayneh.

"Woman, Church and State;” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not done for woman. It is full 
of information on the subject, and should 
be. read by every one. Price -82, post
paid. • . .

An abridged edition of “Antiquity 
Unveiled” gives in condensed form Its 
more important statements and refer
ences. It is in stiff board covers, and 
tbe price is 50 cents. For sale at this 
office.

PEN THOUGHTS.
As They Come from Denver, 

. Calorado.

The Countryjjthe Climate, and 
the Psychic Influence.

In these altittyglhous regions of the 
Rockies there is an inspiration not to be 
had in the lower lying levels of this glo
rious continents Tn spiteof the cyclonic 
mental disturbance over the coming 
election—and m^fliums feel this condi
tion everywhere just now—there is in 
these altitudes an inner consciousness of 
a spiritual influence ever at work, striv
ing to unfold the higher self. v

The psychic—I speak from a personal 
experience—is not so much disturbed 
here as he would be in the larger cities 
on the lower sea level. The air is so 
delightfully pure and ethereal, and the 
climate, and almost perennial sunshine 
so invigorating, that I am reminded of 
my journeys on the mountain slopes of 
thb Amatola and Drackensburg moun
tains of South Africa, and wanderings 
in Spain, Cyprus, Egypt and Palestine. 
Those bygone experiences in the Orient 
have filled me with an inspiring power 
of immeasurable benefit to me and to 
those truth-seekers I am brought into 
daily contact with, and my past resi
dence of four months in the Rockies has 
renewed that power considerably, and 
enhanced the value of the many psychic 
gifts I have developed.

There is qonsiderable interest in Spir
itualism everywhere in the States of 
Colorado, Idaho ¿nd Utah, as evidenced 
in the many invitations I have received 
from persons of influence in the leading 
cities aud towns. This is a good sign of 
the times, and evinces the fact that 
Spiritualism will unquestionably become 
the paramount religion of tbe future. 
The orthodox churches in Denver are 
very poorly attended, yet the Spiritual
ists cannot complain, for all through the 
summer, at the Spiritualist church, and 
this church is directly opposite St. 
Johu’s Cathedral, the attendance has 
been most exceptionally good. Dr. 
Ewell, the pastor, has zealously and gra
tuitously ministered to the wants of the 
Spiritualists by giving lecturesand tests 
every Sunday. The church bigots—and 
they are here as in every city—are ex
ceedingly envious, jealous, and full of 
Christian uncharitableness. Under
handed and Judas Iscariot-like, many of 
them visited the leading mediums and 
clairvoyants of Denver, and reported the 
results of their investigations to the 
press. Even some of the reporters took 
part in this clandestine work. Many 
mediums' names were publicly men
tioned as fakirs: many names of well- 
known, conscientious mediums, of 
course, appearing among those known 
to be fraudulent. Some very reprehen
sible things were!'brought to light; ac
tions, criminal’ffnpfact, but it Is a pity 
the criminal cdSei-’were not brought to 
justice, and the‘ iddubtful ones left se
verely alone. “. h’

So many hofl^sV, innooent mediums 
have often to Undergo the odium and 
mental torture of ^public exposure in or
der that tho doing«1 of a few fakirs may 
be brought toiighK Ills to be hoped 
that the Nationak-lAssoclation will take 
practical steps>Bb //toteettho many faith
ful men and women who are striving and 
struggling to ^eal'h an honest dollar 
through the e^eihflse of the spiritual 
gifts they havd-’flbVeloped. The crimi
nal cases of wholesale extortion should 
bo prosecuted, h’b । •.

I am glad toldhiltf from advices from 
South Africa tfiuti’the cause is growing 
and spreading ftrniSny directions. The 
astronomer of the 'Royce Observatory, 
Capo Town, writes me: “The cause is 
flourishing bore. There are a number 
of circles sitting quietly. Kimberly and 
Johannesburg are better olt in this re
spect. A circle sits in Salsburg (Rhode
sia) on moonlight nights, and that Sir 
Thomas Scanlan, at one time tho Pre
mier of Cape Colony, is the head and 
front of the movement there.”

Erom other equally distant parts 1 
have most gratifying reports of the 
progress that Spiritualism is making, 
and of the increase in the number of in
vestigators among the better classes.

Mrs. Prior, at Toronto, Canada, 1 hear 
from letters received from Ontario, is 
doing a noble and excellent work there. 
At one meeting hundreds could not gain 
admittance, the hall being crowded. 1 
have just received a letter from an old 
worker, and one of tho pupils 1 devel
oped—Coulson Turnbull, of' Chicago. 
He is now on the road to Calcutta, (In
dia), to undergo a thorough training and 
development iu the occult sciences, of 
India. This wonderful land of mysti
cism is the home of psychic phenomena. 
There, under the intoxicating fragrance 
of the lotus and the instruction of the 
true adept, a truer and higher develop
ment must take place.

1 gained more knqwledge and power 
in those Eastern regions in >one twelve
month, than l could possibly have done 
in many ybars elsewhere.

I hope my friend Turnbull will not re
turn to this country with a head chock 
full of those theosophical doctrines 
which have brought so much ridicule on 
the Blavatskyltes. Apropos of theoso
phy I must ask you to reproduce a letter 
I sent to the Denver Republican, and 
published this’morning (28th October). 
So many vapid utterances have ap
peared in the local press, that 1 felt 
tempted to give a short explanation of 
what theosophy, outer-heads, and ma
hatmas really are.

The recipe for making the Mahatma 
cake originated, I tlfink, in the brain of 
that venerable and patriarchal worker, 
John W. Dennis. I remember taking a 
mental note of it last year. My letter 
to the Denver press explains itself:

OUTERHEADS AND MAHATMAS.

MERELY THEOap^gJCAL NAMES' FOB 
SPIRITS And M EDIUMS.

Denver, Oct. W^To the Republican: 
I read in the ReMblican a few days 
since some straftgd-'Istatements relative 
to Theosophy, Wute’rheads, mahatmas, 
adepts, etc. OPtlbWthere is considera
ble uncanniness.^nfffhe papers read and 
addresses given*  fcjfavarious local theo
sophical expon^CS These enthusiasts 
keep from the [hYbliC many truths about 
their society anftuthfl principal workers 
therein. For iottaBie, I cannot but re
fer to the twadfflh’dabout the so-called 
“outorhead,” MriJEatherine A. Ting
ley. Mr. Ostratfdeb is reported to have 
said: “She came''Whknown.” Now. in 
the Eastern Statos sBe was particularly 
well known amOngufier many friends as 
a “clairvoyant spirit medium,” just as 
Madam Blavatsky was before her. And 
“the wonderful stories told of Mrs. 
Tingley” are everyday stories every
where among people who are not "out
erheads.” . .

Mrs. Tingley was a medium and for
tune-teller in the East before she was 
found without-her-head and became an 
“outerhoad’’ in the Theosophical ranks.

What are “mahatmas?” Let me say: 
They are to the Theosophical adept or 
outerhead just what controlling guides 
or familiar spirits are to the medium. 
An adept or outerhead- is a medium, 
iiure and simple—nothing more, nothing 
ess. What’s in a name? Not much, 

except to Theosophists. A mahatma is 
asplritj embodied or -disembodied. A 
spade is a spade, and Theosophists are 
Spiritualists. Some Spiritualistic sece

ders, not liking the plain, unvarnished 
.truths of Spiritualism and the working 
garments of the Spiritualist, make a 
new kinfl of aristocratic cake of the fol
lowing ingredients: “Take abbut two 
parts of Asiatic mysticism, two parts de
based Christianity, one part crude meta
physics, and 95 parts of pure twaddle 
and vapid nonsense and thoroughly mix 
and incorporate. Serve with a crust of 
diluted Orientalism to the lower ‘upper 
ten,’ and say it is Theosophy,” and, -sip, 
this is the cake of Theosophy, as dished 
up of late. A celebrated scientist wrote 
a short time since that “Madam Blavat
sky started this Theosophical idea in 
the spirit of a joke, and finding It easy 
to delude the credulous, continued it as 
a business.” Surely, recent develop
ments point this way. Yours truly, .

. George W. Walrond,

At the request of many Colorado 
friends and earnest Spiritualists, I pur
pose opening a Spiritualistic campaign 
In Denver, and at different points of the 
State. There is work for missionaries 
everywhere. I hope to obtain subscrib
ers for your valuable paper. .

Geo. W. Walrond.

THE OTHER SIDE.
The Armenian Agitation.

The position of The Pbooressive 
Thinker on the Armenian agitation, 
as the seething foam of sectarian 
agitators for the promotion of Eng
land’s schemes of aggression and to 
make dupes of the paying contributors 
of the churches of America to sustain 
the missionary intermeddlers in Asia 
Minor, is admirably sustained and ex
emplified by a member of the British 
Parliament, published in the European 
edition of the New York Herald.

Referring to this publication, the 
London Herald correspondent says:

“An English member of Parlia
ment in the above letter shows how 
purely, artificial this Armenian agita
tion has been. It is now proved by 
the awakening of practical common 
sense, caused by Lord Rosebery’s 
speech, that this seething foam of 
sentimentality is by' no means the 
feeling of the nation, but only of the 
sectarian agitators, which has through
out the United States made so many 
dupes among the newspapers and 
given the appearance abroad that 
Americans were playing second fiddle 
to the noisy band of reckless and im
practicable meddlers.

“The recent visit of the Emperor 
of Russia to France indicates that all 
Europe is now in common accord to 
preserve peace, and not let it be dis
turbed by England or any one power. 
The people of England are at last be
ginning to appreciate the fact that the 
Emperor of Russia, who is to-day the 
arbiter of peace, will not permit it to 
be disturbed*by  the isolated aggression 
of any one power acting without the 
assent, of united Europe and in the 
way the noisy and uproarious band of 
Gladstonian sentimentalists strove so 
persistently’ to bring about.”

The Washington Post, on the same 
theme, utters these caustic reflections:

“Just as the Post has always main
tained, this' British statesman now 
asserts that the whole fabric of the 
agitation is fraudulent and hypocrit
ical, intended for political effect at 
home and for the promotion of Eng
land's schemes of aggression abroad. 
What the Herald’s M. P. has written, 
Lord Rosebery has already said with 
infinitely more precision and effect. 
The conspiracy has been exposed in 
all its mean and sordid ugliness. He 
has taken the stuffing out of the cheap 
rant and mischievous hypocrisy which 
formed the stock in trade of the agi
tators, and left them, together with 
their new leader, Mr. Gladstone, a 
spectaele of humiliation.

“Lord Rosebery has withdrawn 
from the leadership of the Liberal 
party in England-—a somewhat barren 
honor, just at present, to be sure—but 
he signalized his retirement by a 
speech which seems to have aroused 
the whole country’ to the folly of the 
Armenian agitation. It is not so 
much that he has said anything new, 
but that he has put into such compact 
and forceful shape the truths 
which all well-informed persons 
familiar.

‘ ‘Whether Mr. Gladstone will 
sist in his maudlin propaganda, 

with 
were

per
now

that it has been so thoroughly ven
tilated and public sentiment so em
phatically’ elicited, remains to be seen. 
It is difficult to predict, in the case of 
advanced dotage. But the thinking 
men of England have not forgotten 
that Gladstone’s abandonment of 
Hicks Pasha and ‘Chinese’ Gordon in. 
the Soudan led to the waste of a 
million lives, and they will be slow 
to accept his guidance in the direction 
of another tragedy. ”

W. H. Parsons.

Extra Notice.
By a typographical error last wook in 

the Temple report of the Order.of the 
Magi, the new place of meeting was 
given as on Madison street. It should 
have been 421 West Monroe street. The 
new temple is in Mr. B. C. Peterson’s 
house. The present address of Prof. O. 
H. Richmond, G. M. of the Order, is 59 
Laflin street. .

“The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought,, reverent; for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it. and' 
well repaid by its perusal. For silo nt 
this office. Price, cloth, 81.25; paper,. 
SOcents. < ■

•‘The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of .psychic phenomena, this pam-. 
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka’ Ill, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango county, Pa. For 
sale at this office. Price 15c. •

Woman, Church and State.

OOHPILXD AND EDITED BT

HARRISON D. BARRETT.

A full and complete line of Cooking and 
Heating goods lor all kinds of fuel, made b

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

archate.

the same mechanics and of the same material 
ANY*3^11^5'" “iJichllgns’’ are the peer of

With portraits representing Mrs. Richmond is 

1857, in 1870, and in 1884,

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE. --------
_______  J OUTLINE OF CONTENTS: 

INTBSDUOTIOS.

THE MICHIGAN
.NY other line EXCEPT “Garlands.”
I STOVE COMPANY, Lar^t Ma^rs of Stove'» and RanSe, In UwWork • '\SS

"THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
J. formation succinctly and clearly elated In this 

volume of 554 pages Is amaxlug. Tbe title, as above 
given, fallB to convey an Idea of tho fulness uud com- 
Eleteaess with which tbe subjects are treated. The 

latrlarchate, or.Mother-rule, le the theme of the first 
chapter, In wblcfi much lore, quaint, queer aud curi
ous, Is brought to view lu elucidation uf the subject. 
This is followed by chapters on celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman ana 
Work, Tbo Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter in the book that is not 
handled in a masterly manner, aud that for quantity 
sod quality of Information, is nut worth the full price 
of tbe volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buyluglt; It 1s a val
uable addition to tbe library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at tills 
office.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK-
This work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bt 

PROF. W. F. LVON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
•2. but tbe price now lias been reduced to 11. It Is a 
book that will Interest aud Instruct. It coutalus 480 
pages, and la full of suggestive tboughU. Dr. Bber- 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. it treats of the 
Soul of Things; InteUlgeuee In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good aud Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progreeslon; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; panicles arc 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of tbe Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality, 
Mourning; The Confounding uf Language; Tbe Spirit 
Abodes; Matter aud Spirit; BJte and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

Tho author suys; “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kluda of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layuiau, teacher or pupil. 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and hour*  
irhmentof which 1 Individually partake and digest. 
My boul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehent’ or dlgesu" 
For sale at this office________________

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES;
BY A. B. FRENCH«

This work is one that every one should retd. It

BY BURTON AMÉS HUNTINGTON.

lers:
CHAPTER I.

Abominations of Auricular CoufeMlon.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

"Jeannot and Colin;" 
"Tho Good Belimi::;" 
elent Faith and Fable.'

'An Adventure In India:
•Travel, of Scannenlndo

'.’rice #2, Postpaid. For Sale at 
tills office.

'QLeApnHGS-
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegio™ 
Imposture.

CHAPTER X.

Contents: “The While Bull," a Satirical Romance'. 
‘Zadlg, or Fate.” nn Oriental History; "The Sage and 

tbe Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylon;” “The Man 
of Forty Crowns;” “Tbe Huron, or Pupil of Nature;“ 
“Micromegas,” n Satire on Mankind; “The World as 
It Goes;” “The Black and the White;’’ “Metnnon, the 
Philosopher;" "Andre Des Touches at 81am;” “Bab 
52®®» L7?e Study of Nature;” ‘‘A Conversation 
with a Chinese;” '‘Plato's Dream:’’ “A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure......................................-

AnenUtUInlng m»nu»l ot hypnotlim, metal to 
ftudosu ot tho tubject. Iu the form of dlelorue lui 
•tory, the author pmenu Terr luoceutullr ■ con- 
denied Kcouat ot hrpuotlnn. iu theory auf irraetleo 
up to date. Prlco,'paper, Ueta-Bold at Ultronea.

‘The Two Comforters;** “Au*

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
Tbit fa a moil valaftble book. It comci from an Ex 

Priest, wboao character la above reproach, nud wba 
knows what be Is talking about. Everybody should 
read IL Price, 11.00. It contains the followlug chap-

ByHenry Frank, tbe Independent preacher of New 
uh tkk a York City. The most learned, accurate, scleutlSc and

God compel, tbe Cbtircb of nóme to contea« tbe ’|Ìhn£?3l“T>!!‘K!iL™(^1' Majesty over 
. pnolhbca. The book contain! 66 page«, and Is beau« 

tlfuliy bound, with likeness of author on title naira. 
Priced cento. 8

"I choose that a story should be founded on prob- ■ - .
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to .____. . _ . .... _ _ . ......
And nothing In it trivial or extravagant; and 1 desire --------- „ - -ri"-;-.— ’
above all, that under tbe appearances of fable, there ! h.oa’118 throughout with rare gems oftbougbt,prao- 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern* 1 . 1 a* PrP»®uu‘1*.. T,?crL.h aunbblnc and 
Ing eye, though ".t escape tbe observation of the 
vulgar."—Volta i ns.

A JVew Edition, Profusely Illustrated,

One volume, post 8vo, 430 pogos, with portrait and 32 
llluBtrutlons. Extra vellum doth, ei.50; posirg- 
15 conte.

“Voltaire’s fiatlro wns keen and fine-pointed as . 
raptor."—Magatine of Am. Hlntory.

A delightful reproduction, unique and raf.vshlng ’ 
—Boston Coinmonwi'irb.

ANTiQUITrUNVEILEU;
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

Reader, In bringing to your notice Antiquity Tw* 
viilxd It Is with tbe sincere hope that you are earn*  
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such le tbe case, this advertisement 
will deeply Interest you, and after reading this brief 
description yon will doubtless wish to give tbe work a 
careful perusal.

The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self
respect in the ConfeulonaL 

CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the 

Prleat.
CHAPTER 111.

The Confessional is the Modern Sodom.
CHAPTER IV.

How the Vow of Celibacy of tho Priests Is made etsy 
by Auricular Confession.

’ CHAPTER V. '
The hlgbly-edocated and refined Woman In the Con 

feasloDAl—Wbat becomes of her After unconditlon 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Hainan Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil 
toed Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to tbo Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.

CHiPTEtt XL
Auricular ConffiBBlon in Australia, America, and 

France. 1
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hus
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on wblcN 
the Priest of Romo must Question his Penitent- r

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

LUFE WORK 
-OF- 

GORA L V. RICHMOND.

ChaptkbI. Parentage—Place of Birth-Childhood- 
School Experience«—First Mcdiumisllc Wurk, etc.

Chapter 11. Hupedale—Mr. Scott In Massuchubetts—< 
Removal to Wisconsin—Tbe Ballou Family—Adin 
Ballou's Work—Wurk of Spirit Adlu Augustus 
Ballou.

Chapter HI. Oulna-Her Earthly Life and Tragic 
Death—Her Mission in Spirit-Lift*.

Chapter IV. Other Controls-The Guides.
Ciuptem V. Work In Cuba, N. Y.—Buffalo Pastorate 

—Workers lu Buffulo-Tbuinas Gales Forster—Sarali 
Brooks—Horace 11. Day-Removal to New York 
City, 1856—Philadelphia—Boston—Bal t linnfp

O&apteb VI. Work In New York City.
Chapter Vil. New York City (continued). Prof J

J. Mapes—Hon. J. W. Edmonds-Dr. Gray—New 
York Editors and QhTgy—Other Places in the East 
-Meadville, Pa., 1864-ilou. A. B. Richmond,

Chapter VIII. Washington. D. C.—RecoUBiructlon— 
HeuatorJ.M. Howard-George J. W. Julien—Gen 
N. P. Bauks—Nettie Colbcru MaytianT— Suiteiuenc 
of Geo. A. Bacon.

Chapter IX. England-Robert Dale Owen—George 
Thompson—Countess of Caithness — Mrs. Straw*  
bridee—Mr. and MH. T«bb—Mrs. Nosworlby—j. C- 
Ward—Mrs. Slater—Andrew Cross,

Chapter X. Work in England (Continued Id Three 
Subsequent Visits.)

Chapter XI. Cullfornla Work. 1875-Otbcr Visits— 
Letter of C. M. Plumb-Letter of Mrs. Johu A 
Wilson.

Chapter XII. Chlcaro Work. 1876 to 1885—First 
Society Chartered. LSto-C omplete Account of Wurk 
In I.citers aud Statements of Members of the 
Society.

Chapter XIII. Camp Meeting Work—Cassadaga- 
Lake Pleasant—Outet Buy—Luke Brady—Luokout 
Mountuia. etc.

Chapter XIV. Literary Work-Hesncrla—Volume! 
of Discourses and Lectun-s Peyi'bopathy; Soul 
Teachings—Poems -Other Llterurv Work.

Chapter XV. Literary Work (continued)—Lecture 
। a Gyroscope, 1858 ■••The Shadow of a/Qyent Rock 
Ina Weary Land,” jSSI-Poema-Choice Selections 
io Prose and Verst! —Work ot William Richmond.

Chapter XVI. Letters from Personal Friends; from 
Orplm E. Toiisey; from Lady (‘Hilliness, ami others 
- Appreeiailon uf the Work 1 ruin'1 hose Best Qual
ified to Judge-Frederick F. Cook —Wendell C. 
Waruer—Drs. Emmett uud Helen Dinsmore.

Chapter XVII. Mrs Richmond's Experiences While 
iu the Trance State, Written by Herself.

ft

beauty In every sentence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to the author's favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Spirit life. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,Ohio, gives un Intending Sketch of the 
author's life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.

I Sketch of tho Lite of A. B, Fracah.
| William Denton.
' Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and Vari ol 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book ofIformon 
Conflicts ot Life.
The Power and Permanency of ideas. 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Lift. 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

PRICE, $1.00. POSTPAID.

THE COMING 

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.

Thia excellent book Is written in the Interest of bn 
manlcy, of liberty, and patriotism—a book written 
for tbe purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side, and more eape*  
dally to tbe hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
tbe Catholics. Washington's words of warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all included In the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan, of Philadelphia, in a recent ’FermoD said: “Tbe 
ehnreh tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses al! her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretics in the Middle A?es, and 
how she treats them today where she bns the power. 
Wc no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the enurch for what they have thought fit to do." 
Every one Rbonld read this work. Paper, 30» pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
tblsofilce.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
(FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
V7 Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 
apirlt who bas been in spirit life fifty-seven years. Bi’ 
B. E. Litchfield. This wotk of 28? pages contains I 
vast fund of information. 11 gives tbo experiences oi 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson 1b learned. 
Ho visits tbe homes of tho fallen, seeking t-o bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, ns he enters the dark vnluy, li 
very Interesting. Ho nccosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
bj kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work la vividly portrayed. This 
Work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Infornuk 
tlon: Price 11.00. For sale nt this office.

The Evolution of the Devil.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.' 
By Carrie E- S. Tiring, medium. Price SO centa.

~ TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Thia work will be found especially Interesting to oU 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romfth Ideas and rmticesshonla 
be read py OIL Price. S-’c. Sold at this office.

The Religion of Humanity;
A Philosophy of Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A 

beantlful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeness ol 
author. A most rahiftb e publication to circulate 
amungChilsUanpoopic. Price 15 cento. .
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inale between frauds who pose .as me
diums and our own genuine mediums.

Mediums in Iowa are liable to be ar-

WBI SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
3M pages. One copy, <1; itx copies, 13.
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EROM NIGHT TO MORSÏ 
Or, An Appeal lo the Baptist Church. 
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tion being exercised by the courts when 
dealing with the question of medium
ship.
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A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

A WORK BY HUDSON 
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IMPORTANT WORK.

of Nature,” by almost purely auto
matic controls, his Inspiration has 
made no higher flight than In "Psychic 
Science.”

A HUNDRED YEARS FROM NOW.

HEALTH AND POWER.
A handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by the 

aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M D., author of "Principles of 
Light and Color.” “Philosophy of Cure," etc. Price, 
cloth, cents; Leather, S5 cents.

jealous care, for speech is but the dial 
, plate of thought; and every fool reads 

there is no question that a medium can plainly in thy words what is the hour of 
be arrested under the fortune-telling thy thoughts.—Tennyson.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
. . . OF . ..

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and New 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism?

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of 
the Important books of the Bible.

ÂÆ-A.3XT
—IN THE- 

PA81, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

THE RELATION
Of ’’’cSpiritual to the Material Universe; and th* 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revi»e£ 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

"PAINE’S POLITIC A L W0R KS?
Common genFe. The Cris!?, ttluhu of Man, etc 

iHuRtratcd edition. Post 8vo., pages. Cloth, »LOty 
postage. 20 ccnU.

“a valuable work.-
Researches in Oriental History*

Embracing the Origin of the Jews, the Rise andDcreh 
onment of Zoroastrianism and the Derivation oi 
Christianity; to which Is added: Whence Our Aryan 
Ancestor» f By G. W. Brown. M - D. One of the most 
Valuable work» everpubllsbcd. Prlce.11.50.

~PULPIT,~PEW AND CRADLE?
By Helen H. Gardener. One of her brightest, wtb 

tiostJindstrongestlectureS-agalDBl the Bible. Every 
w.nnan should rend It nnd know her friends r.nd.on- 
mle». Prlcft 10 cents.

Salf-Contradictions of the Bible.
One hundredandforty-four propostt.ons, theological, 

'moral, historical nnd speculative; each proved .affirm» 
atlvelyand negatively by quotations trom Scripture, 
without comment. 1’rlcu J5 cents.

Panie’s Theological Works.
Affect Beason. Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Dlu».edlt!on. PostSvo., 432pages. Cloth;»l.u.i .

GOSPEL OF NATUReT
By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon.' A bonk replete 

with Spiritual trullu. Price IKOO.

THB BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS. 
ceau.1”861’ °“eoop7' ’x,nnd 111 C>«U>. »11 paper, 7S

For Sale al Oil» Office. 40 Loomis Street.
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IMPORTANT REPORT.
As Made to the National As 

sociatjon. ! ■

It ßhows the Status of Mediums 
in the Various States.

EGrtOES fROM THf.
N. S. CONVENTION

TO THE OFFICERS AND DELEGATES OF 
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUALISTS’ ASSO
CIATION, greeting: ;
-In accordance with the provisions of 

the Constitution and By-Laws of the N. 
S;A., I hereby submit my annual repoj-t: 
as ’-Special Financial aud State agent 
and Général Missionary of the Associa
tion: : J

At the convention held in October, 
1895, the writer was elected one of tho 
special agents of the Association, and..as 
will be remembered, the assembled dél- 
egates voted to endor.-o the wojk of the 
Medium’s Defense Committee, of Phila
delphia, and assist it financially as lar 
as possible. ■

Upon my return to Philadelphia, after 
the convention, it seemed highly proper 
to myself as well as to the rest of the 

. Defense Committee, to, if possible, carry 
on the local contest without drawing 
upon the treasury of Ilie N. 8. A. With 
this end in view, special appeals were 
made to the Spiritualists of Philadel
phia, as well as to tbe Spiritualists 
throughout the country, for assistance. 
I am glad to be able to report that 
through the well directed efforts of the 
local committee, the legal expenses, as 
well as aid given the mediums, were met 
without drawing for a dollar iront the 
N. S. A. . .

During the year the writer has visited 
New York City, Brooklyn, N. Y.: 
Bridgeport, Norwich, Merideji, Hart
ford and New Haven, Conn.; Provi
dence, IL 1.: Springfield, Bo-ton, 
Lowell, Worcester and Brockton, Mass.: 
and at each place was enabled to in
crease the interest in the cause of the 
N. S. A., and the mediums of Philadel
phia.

Owing to the fact that many of the 
places visited had already taken out 
charters from the N. S. A., not much 
could be accomplished in that direction, 
but in every instance the people were 
interested in hëaring of its work, and 
many expressed the hope that it would 
be generally supported.

The members of the First Association 
of New York City and the Spiritual 
Conference Association received the 
representatives of the N. S. A. and the 
Mediums' Defense Committee cordially, 
and the Spiritual Conference Associa
tion agreed to charter with the N. S. A., 
which it did later.

in Meriden the members of the soci
ety seemed to question the advisability 
of taking out a charter, because of the 
additional expense to them each year. 
A special meeting was called, at which 
the importance of sustaining the N. S. 
A. was shown, in order that we present 
an unbroken front to our opponents to 
meet their attacks upon our mediums. 
The outcome was, that not only did they 
apply for a charter, but a promise was 
secured from one of the members to 
meet all deficiencies in the way of dues 

.to the N. S. A.
’ In Hartford I found no regularly or
ganized society, though a large number 
of people gathered at the home of Mrs. 
Dillingham Storrs, in response lo a call. 
Mrs. Storrs generally opens her home

lem as to how the mediums can be pro
tected, unless we succeed in wiping off 
the following obnoxious laws from our 
statute books, or amend them in such a 
way that they will not be construed 
against honest mediumship.

There is no use in protesting that our 
mediums are not fortune-tellers. The 
courts will not accept our statements. 
We have had'a sad experience of this 
kind in Philadelphia, and know whereof 
we speak. We know that in defining 
the law, the court holds that mediums 
are classed as fortune-tellers anti should 
be punished as such. In other words, 
Spiritualists have no rights which tfae 
laws or those who construe the laws are 
bound to respect. The opinion of some 
of the leading lawyers in the country is 
to the effect that in all cases (until the 
laws are amended) oui' mediums can be 
convicted under thé laws . governing 
fortaue-telling, Hence the importance 
of the .following digest. '

Under this classification, in Alabama, 
a medium is obliged to pay a license fée 
of tweuty-five dollars. < .

In Connecticut mediums are liable to 
be classed as brawlers, idle persons, 
etc., and may be committed to the work
house aud sentenced to hard labor for 
two mpnths.

This sentence seems light in compari
son to the sentence inflicted in one of 
the smallest Slates of the Union. Think 
of it, fellow Spiritualists. Anyone who 
has dealings with spirits, fortune-tell
ing, etc., shall be lined not exceeding 
one hundred dollars, shall stand one 
hour in the pillory and may be impris
oned one year. Does it seem credible 
in the nineteenth century, if one be
lieves in and has communications from

der the head of ‘Power of Municipali
ties for Self Government,” and judging 
by the context, these powers are of a 
very elastic nature in this respect.

I have only touched upon a few points 
of the digest above mentioned. In 
many different cities there are special 
local ordinances to cover the special 
predilections of the city authorities. To 
obtain a digest that "would coverall 
these would be an almost impossible 
task.

However,tho State laws upon thp sub
ject have been examined, and in pvery 
case where one was found which might 
be construed against our mediums, it 
has been copied, and it is to be hoped 
that the N. S. A. will take some definite 
action which will result in discrimina-

He Has Something to Say 
About the National 

Association.
' -------- r£>

A Cheering and Enthusiastic 
' Summitry.

I hope no one will think for a moment 
that I have taken upon, myself the onus 

—lip. of reporting the proceedings of the con
Mediums are not fortune-tellers and vention of the National Association of 

should not be branded as such. Spiritualists. I am only attempting to
give a few thoughts which come upper
most in my mind as I look back over the

As State agent I can report progress. 
There has been some agitation fn the 
direction of organizing a State Associa
tion, and some action has been taken 
towards obtaining the census of the 
Spiritualists of thé State.

If the State agents of the N. S. A. in 
each State would each do his or her 
share in this matter, the N. S. A. would 
soon be iii .the possession of a complete 
census of the Spiritualists of the United 
States. Besides this, if the State agents 
would make an effort to obtain copies of 
the laws in their respective States bear
ing upon the rights of Spiritualists to 
employ their own physicians, as well as 
copies of the laws bearing upon the 
rights of Spiritualists in general as well 
as mediums, the N. S. A. would have 
made many steps forward looking to
wards the successful fulfillment of an
organization among Spiritualists. We 
leave this suggestion for your consider
ation.

In submitting this report for your con
sideration, it is with the earnest desire 
to call the attention of every delegate 
and Spiritualist to the importance of 
some early action towards amending the 
laws as before mentioned. Une of the

those who have crossed to the other life, 
he may, at the option of the Delaware 
courts, be condemned to stand in the 
pillory, exposed to the derision of the ■ principal objects for which the N. S. A.

............................ ' ■’ was organized was the protection of gen
uine mediumship,therefore the mediums

populace? It is high time thul me N. S. 
A. put forth strong efforts to repeal such 
statutes.

in Florida all mediums who might be 
arrested under the fortune-telling law 
would be treated as if arrested (or lar
ceny; that is, if they had taken any pay 
for their services the court would hold 
that it had been money obtained fraudu
lently, aud should be punished as such.

Illinois also classes mediums, or as 
they are termed by the court, fortune
tellers, as they are classed in Florida, 
and punishes them in the same manner.

Do not misunderstand me, or think I 
am not aware of the injustice in so class
ifying our mediums. It is true that ex
cept in the case or Delaware there is no 
special mention of dealing with spirits, 
yet in face of the fact that our mediums 
are arrested as fortune tellers, and are 
not permitted toprove that such is not 
the ease, there is need for concerted ac
tion to al least have the courts diserim-

for parlor meetings every week, and is 
thoroughly in sympathy with the N. 8. 
A., ana will do all in her power to help 
form a new society or reorganize the old 
one. It is possible that those who gath
er with her each week may take out a 
charter, as they have had a severe les
son in the recent Pond will case in that 
city.

In New Haven a similar state of af
fairs existed. Many Spiritualists, but 
no society. In answer to a call many re
sponded. The parlors of the Tontine 
Hotel had been secured, and by special 
request the subject was “The N. 8. A.” 
At the close of the lecture, steps were 
taken towards the organization of a new 
society. The name was chosen and it 
was voted to take a charter from the N. 
8. A. Mr. E. R. Whiting and Mrs. Dr. 
Wright are doing all they can to organ
ize a society there, as at the present 
time the Spiritualists are regular at
tendants at the Universalist church.

In Bridgeport the society holds regu
lar Meetings. At this place, also, I was 
successful in obtaining a charter.

While at the mass-meeting in N. Y. 
City, an invitation was given to make 
an address upon the N. S. A. before the 
Woman’s Progressive Union, of Brook
lyn, *N.  Y., and explain the advantages 
to be derived from associating with the 
N- S. A. Among those present was a 
member of the First Society of New York 
City. The gentleman was a lawyer, 
and questioned me closely concerning 
our association. At the close a vote was 
taken to apply for a charter, which re
sulted favorably.

The society in Springfield, Mass., did 
not feel able to assume any extra finan
cial burden, but promised to bring the 
matter up at the regular business meet
ing.

I feel it a duty to call attention to an 
improner use of the term "legally ap
pointed missionary of the N. S. A." 
While filling an engagement in Lowell, 
the following advertisement came to my 
notice, which explains itself:

THE BLIND CLAIRVOYANT.

" "Prof. H. W. Sinclair,the blind clair
voyant and magnetic healer, of Chicago, 
and L- A. M. of the N. S. A.., of Wash
ington, D C.. after an absence of four 
years, has returned and opened parlors 
at Hotel.Vermont, 39 Chelmsford street. 
Sittings day and evening. In life read
ings ho makes a specialty of giving 
dates, with predictions for coming 
events. He also gives names. He will 
give advice on love, health and mar
riage, and all other business of aconfi- 
deutial nature." -

Everyone should use their influence 
against such use of the N. 8. A.

There is little use trying to protect 
our mediums if something is not done to 
prevent such advertisements. The 
secretary informs me that the person 
mentioned is not entitled to use the 
above endorsement, as no such papers 
■were grunted this year.

While prosecuting my work in the 
different States, 1 made every effort to 
obtain copies of the various State laws 
under which our mediums could be ar
rested. It seems proper to place on 
record all such laws, so that mediums 
who are traveling from State to State 
could be kept informed of the liabilities, 
If they exercised their mediumship. 
This was a difficult task, and in the ful
fillment of it I was obliged to seek as
sistance from different lawyers in'their 
respective States, with a view to obtain 
as complete a digest as possible. This 
compilation lias been copyrighted by the 
writer, for the purpose of issuing it, that 
copies may be obtained by the mediums

Tho=e who are in the habit of think
ing that the angel world will .protect 
the tnediums are invited-.to examine 
carefully the statements made in-this 
report, and give a solution of the prob-

rested under the statutes as vagrants, 
and sentenced to six months' imprison
ment.

in Maine the House of Correction 
awaits the unfortunate medium who is 
accused of being a fortune-teller.

In Massach usetts and Montana a me
dium who takes pay is liable lo be con
victed as a pretender of telling fortunes, 
and suffer the penalty of larceny.

In Mississippi’ a privilege tax can be 
imposed. In other words, if you pay a 
tax you can exercise as a privilege that 
which in other States is punished with 
the penalty of larceny.

In Michigan we find under the stat
utes governing disorderly persons, the 
following classification: "All men who 
leave their wives, all who pretend to 
tell fortunes, shall be deemed disorderly 
persons, and lined fifty dollars, or sent

of the U. 8. are looking to this body to 
take some action which will prevent 
them being arrested and sent to prison 
as if they had broken some law of the 
land. Each delegate should take some 
share of the responsibility and to the ex
tent of his or her ability to assist the offi
cers of the N.8. A.to carry on this work.

lu the future, as in the past, the offi
cers and trustees of the N. S. A., as 
well as the mediums of the country, 
will always find in me a champion of the 
cause of mediumship and Spiritualism 
generally. So long as I am able, I 
pledge you my earnest support as a la
borer iu the vineyard, as well as finan
cially.

So long as mediums are persecuted; 
so long as unjust laws remain upon our 
statute books; so long as the N. 8. A. 
requires the support of earnest, loyal 
workers who have the best interest of 
Spiritualism at heart, you may count 
upon my services.

l.et us all unite in one grand effort 
for the success of Ihe National Associa
tion, forgetting all things else than that 
we each are in charge of a sacred trust 
to carry out.

As each year goes by, and we look 
back upon the time when the N. S. A. 
was organized, and remember the self
sacrifice of those who forgot all things 
else in the endeavor lo make it a 
success, let us remember, also, that 
there is yet much to do before the 
ideal association will be ours, but 
with courage and perseverance, and 
above all with the help of the immortal 
ones, we shall yet see Spiritualism hon
ored all over our laud, and know that 
the principal factor in producing this 
lias been the National Association.

Yours for the cause of Spiritualism, 
Mus. M. E. Cadwallader.

to jail for sixty days." In this State, 
when a well-known medium wasarrested 
the judge is quoted as saying, “He 
would not stultify the Intelligence of the 
court by accepting evidence concerning 
that which was known to be impossible.” 
Therefore the medium had to go to jail 
for two years.

In New Hampshire, under the same 
classification, a medium is liable to be 
imprisoned for six months, and one who 
deals in palmistry can also be impris
oned for the same lime.

The State of New York has alawon 
its statute book which classes as disor
derly persons all who tell fortunes, and 
a medium is liable io be unjustly arrest
ed under this law, and if convicned may 
be held ' in security for good behavior 
for one year. The second off ense ren
ders them liable to be committed ior six 
months, in default of security.

In New Jersey no suit may be main
tained for witchcraft (so-called), but if a
complaint is lodged against a medium 
under the statute for the punishment of 
crimes, he or she upon conviction is lia
ble to be sentenced to .three months’ im
prisonment or lined fifty dollars.

The law of New Jersey denies the pos
sibility of any one possessing occult 
powers, and punishes everyone who 
claims to have such, as pretenders. In 
August, 1895, an attack was made upon 
the mediums of Camden, N. J., anil they 
were arrested under this statute in com
mon with the frauds and so-called for
tune-tellers. Among the number was 
the widow of an honored pioueer in the 
cause of Spiritualism.

In Ohio mediums are liable to a tax of 
three hundred dollars annually, under 
the statute governing astrologers, for
tune-tellers, etc. •

Pennsylvania classes all mediums as 
fortune-tellers and refuses to admit any 
evidence to prove that such is not the 
case. This law was thoroughly tested 
in the ease of Theodore J. Price, who 
was convicted without being allowed to 
bring forward any witness who would 
endeavor to show that Mr. Price was a 
medium and entitled to the protection 
of his rights under the Constitution, 
which guarantees to all religious lib
erty.

in the case of Mr. Price the judge 
said that the only question at issue was 
whether Mr. Price received money for 
that which he termed a sitting. Mr. 
Price was convicted, and but for the ac
tion of the Mediums’ Defense Commit
tee, which appealed the case, he would 
have been sentenced to pay a fine q! any 
sumuplo one hundred dollars, and to 
an imprisonment of two years or less, at 
the discretion of the court. When the 
case came up the second time for trial, 
Mr. Price was unable to be present and 
the case was held over owing to his ill
ness. He is at any time liable to be 
called up for sentence.

As shown in the case of Mr. Price,

The surging sea of human life forever 
onward rolls,

And bears to the eternal shore its daily 
freight of souls,

Though bravely sails our bark to-day, 
pale death sits at the prow,

And few shall know we ever lived ahun- 
dred years from now.

O, mighty human brotherhood! why 
fiercely war and strive,

While God’s great world has ample 
space for everything alive?

Broad fields, uncultured and unclaimed, 
are waiting for the plow

Of progress that shall make them bloom 
a hundred years from now.

Why should we try so earnestly in life's 
short, narrow span,

On golden stairs to climb so high above 
our brother man?

Why blindly atan earthly shrine in slav
ish homage bow?

Our gold will rust, ourselves be dust, a 
hundred years from now!

Why prize so much the world’s applause? 
Why dread so much its blame?

A fleeting echo is its voice of censure or 
of fame;

The praise that thrills the heart, the 
scorn that dyes with shame the brow, 

Will be as long-forgotten dreams a hun
dred years from now.

O, patient hearts, that meekly bear your 
weary load of wrong!

O, earnest hearts, that bravely dare, 
and, striving, grow more strong!

Press on till perfect peace is won; you’ll 
never dream of how

You struggled o’er life’s thorny road a 
hundred years from now.

Grand, lofty souls, who live and toil that 
freedom, right and truth

Alone may rule the universe, for you is 
endless youth;

When ’mid the blest, with God you rest, 
the grateful lands shall bow

Above your clay in rev’rent love a hun
dred years from now.

Earth's empires rise and fall, O, Time.! 
like breakers on thy shore;

They rush upon thy rocks of doom, go 
down and are no more;

The starry wilderness of worlds that 
gem night’s radiant brow

Will light the skies for other eyes a hun
dred years from now.

Our Father, to whose sleepless eyes the 
past and future stand

An open page, like babes we cling to 
tny protecting hand;

Change, sorrow, death are naught to us 
if we may safely bow

Beneath the shadow of Thy throne a 
hundred years from now. —Ex.

State as it is in Pennsylvania. We have the Tetter I. 
reason to suppose,however, that the next < I1B 
legislature will amend this law. To this nr;,un and hktnrv 
end a petition drawn by Hon. A. B.Rich- ®
mond, and signed by a large number of 
Spiritualists throughout the State, will

to arrest for vagrancy and sentence to TumTr,,™» ___
pay one hundred dollars or suffer thirty r < _ „ Dositive, w , y .. . , * vId Luau X Xlui u U TllJSlU, © rRTnPil v rni*  tnftdays Imprisonment. The same is the „hnv.
case tn Texas and Washington. thousands of hopeless cases have been per

In the States not specially mentioned, manently cured. I shall be glad to send 
there is a general statute, which gives twobotUesofmyreinedyfroetotmyof your
»power tOkthe -city authoriti6s*to  llcEmse, . readers who have consumption if they will 
repulaio'and prosecute alLpuch persons. send me their express and post office address.
This apparent discretion is granted un- IJLSlocumIM.O.>183PearlSt.,NewXork.

convention and its work,
The immense reception at the Ebbitt 

House on the night preceding the con
vention, the hand-clasping, the welcome 
that seemed to extend from everybody 
to everybody, could not but impress a 
stranger with the thought that we were 
a crowd of good-natured soldiers taking 
a little recreation and exchanging fra
ternal greetings in the lull of battle. 
Everybody seemed overjoyed to see 
everybody; and everyone seemed over
joyed to hear of the success of every one 
in the battle for truth.

Nor would a stranger be impressed 
with the idea that oprs was a very som
bre religion—in fact, the more of this 
Spiritual religion or life one has, the 
more enthusiastic and happy he feels. 
Talk of enjoying the commou orthodox 
religion, when compared with Spiritual
ism. Bah! One might as well talk of 
the joy derived from a severe attack of 
cholera morbus, or the jumping tooth
ache! One could tell from the looks of 
this crowd of Spiritualists that not one 
of them believed in total depravity or 
an endless bell. They were progress
ionists, every one of them.

The greetings and congratulations of 
the evening prepared them for the work 
of the three following days. Brother 
Francis, I wish you could have been in 
that assembly of earnest, honest, intelli
gent Spiritualists—you would have de
cided that, with Spiritualism in the 
bands of such abodyof men and women, 
backed as it is by the Angel World, it 
has certainly come to stay. That im
pression would have grown stronger 
when you had seen Dr. O. G. W. 
Adams and President Barrett raising 
money to enable the Association to do 
its work the coming year.

The time was when Spiritualism was a 
supremely selfish religion. Many of us 
went Into Spiritualism because we 
wanted to enjoy its blessings. We know 
nor Sired but little whether others en
joyed(.1 or not. The most of our money 
was paid out for persopa,! tests, or to see 
a Spiritual show. /Thege are many 
even now who pay tbeir.pioney to me
diums to be convinced over and over 
again, who would not think of handing 
out a dollar to carry,'thp rich boon of 
our philosophy to others; but that kind 
of Spiritualism is rapidly receding, and, 
in its place a grand, phflopophic Spirit
ualism is coming to the’ Jront; such as 
some of us have worked and prayed for 
for years. , :l

There were two iqpn, Mr. Meyer of 
Washington, D. C., and Mr. B. B. Hill, 
of Philadelphia, who pledged ten thou
sand dollars each, pn condition the 
other eighty thousand dollars could be 
raised, toward building ft,grand Spirit
ualist temple in Washington. One wo
man pledged two thousand and Dr.

correspondence, lasting through the en
tire year, is not equal to a four-years’ 
collegiate course: yet such a school will 
do for a start for' those who lack the 
ineans or ths lime to graduate iu some 
of our colleges, where they would be 
compelled to learn much wliich it would 
take many years and much of the grace 
of God to enable them to forget., Stu
dents who come to this school, while 
they will not go away finished schol
ars, will take, at least, a few prelim
inary steps in the right direction.

One of the best features of the con
vention, outside of the actual work per
formed, is the acquaintances formed. 
Spiritualists at these annua) gatherings, 
where all meet to work, to lay plans for 
future work, have an opportunity to note 
the disposition of each oilier to do some
thing for the cause. They learn that 
there is only one Spiritualism—East, 
West, North and South—the field is the 
world. Each one goes home enthused 
by the fire kindled at these gatherings. 
The result cannot be otherwise than 
more work at home.

It would be» impossible to mention all 
the fine discourses delivered by the va
rious speakers at the night sessions, so 
I will not mention any of them, r “As' 
iron sharpeueth iron, so doth a man’s 
countenance sharpen that of his friend.” 
Each served as tliut and steel to each, 
and a time—a penlecostal time—was en
joyed, which will tell mightily for Spir
itualism. M. H.

thousand more are pledged. The pros
pect Looks good for a Spiritualist temple 
at the National headquarters. It is a 
fact that Spiritualism is beginning to 
convert pocketbooks and to loosen 
purse-strings. The story goes that 
when a certain miser had obtained a 
supply of such religion as the church 
could impart, and was about to be bap
tised, he forgot to take his pocketbook 
out of his pocket: Someone suggested 
to him that he had better let him have 
charge of said pocketbook until the 
baptismal ceremonies were over. 
"Never mind,” said the new convert, "I 
want my pocket converted too.”

The trouble has been with too many 
Spiritualists in the past that their pock
etbooks have not been converted. In 
this respect there is a very desirable 
change. Spiritualism is coming to be 
regarded as a life; and, in many in
stances, it leavens the whole lump of 
man or womanhood that embraces it. 
More money can now be raised to carry 
the beautiful messages of the angels to 
a sorrowing world than formerly.

Missionary work also occupied the at
tention of the Association for some lime, 
and a committee was appointed to form
ulate and recommend some plan by 
which our facts and philosophy can be 
carried to those who sit in darkness.

It seems to me that among our officers 
every man and every woman is the 
right one in the right place. I doubt 
whether more Honest, intelligent work
ers can be found in our ranks than those 
who have served the Association in the 
past; or than those elected to serve il 
the coming year. Every man aud every 
woman seems to be exactly adapted to 
do the work for which they have been 
selected. They are not more honest 
than former officers, for that would be 
out of the Question. -

It was said so often in the convention 
that there was only one Harrison D. 
Barrett in the world, that he must have 
become very tired of hearing it. It' is 
true that there is only one just such 
man as President H. D. Barrett in the 
range of my limited acquaintance; so, 
also, there is only one Cora L. V. Rich-
mond: only one W. J. Colville. Nature 
never had etuff enough to make two 
grand men or women just alike, and I 
am glad of it. It takes such men and 
women as the Barrette, the Colvilles, 
the Richmonds, and the Oadwalladers, 
to furnish the variety_of¿lights needed 
in our spiritual firmamen(L

I am glad to know tiiat one thing has 
been done that I very much wanted to 
see done at the first meeting of the Na
tional Association; that is, a plan has 
been formulated whereby isolated Spir
itualists—Spiritualists who on acco.unt 
of their remoteness from others of “like 
precious faith,” cannot;megt with them, 
can, by paying one dollar it)to the treas
ury of the Association,jbecöme honorary 
members of the Association. To sucn 
it seems good to fee) that they are in 
touch with the great body,of Spiritual
ists, and to have a ceijtifioiRe of honor
ary membership to frame,and hang up 
on the walls of their parlors. It gives 
such many opportunities to get into con
versations on our philosophy they would 
not otherwise have.

There seemed on the part of all a de
sire to put Spiritualism on a higher 
plane. Spiritualism, with many, invthe 
past, has oeen but little more than a 
kind of fourth-rate show—a place where 
people have gone more to see than to 
think. At this convention all-seemed 
to feel the necessity of-a higher educa
tion, and of a higher standard of moral
ity among our mediums and teachers 
than many of them have exhibited in 
the past. The “Training School,” 
which is to be opened in the spring, at 
MhntuabO., was endorsed in a resolution 
as "a step in the right direction.” Of 
course, it is only a step—a forty-five 
days’ school, even though it is followed 
by a Chautauqua, or course of study and

PSYCHIC 
SCIENCE

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND
Souga, Golden Chain RecliatlonB, Memory Genu, 

Choral Reaponiea. Funeral Serdcee, Programs for 
aeaaiouBt Parliamentary Rule«. Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, In»tr«cilou» for 
Physical Culture, Callsthcnica aud Marching; Ban-; 
uera, Standards, the Baud uf Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, n Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without utner aasistauce. It supplies th» want» oi 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old bymuology. 
It furoishea a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such ua no other selection contains. It give*  
a practical system oi graceful calisthenics, every step 

■ of which Is made plain by engraviugs. Il gives in
structions how to make the badges aud banners and 
inatructs In marching.*  It shows how to establish a 
Baud of Mercy as auxiliary lo the Lyceum, and ha*  
an tpe moat beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author aud compiler of this Guide 1s eminently 
Prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in the 
Lyceum. The hook is the result of pricttcal work 
and lested by the interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
la admirably adapted to the needs or the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and word*  
found nowhere else, except io sheet form nt many 
times tbe coat. The book has heeu placed at th© 
remarkably low price of 50 ceuU, aunt postpaid- 
For Sale by The Progressive Thinker,

40 Loomis St.. Chicago. 
Also by Hudson Tuttle,

Berlin Heights. Ohio.

Mrs. Ella Gibson Alagoon in the 
Northwest.

To the Editor:—After an extended 
trip through the Northwest, and active 
labors in picturesque and beautiful Min
nesota, where the "twin cities, tho stars 
of the North,” smile through the bril
liant sunshine of that rarefied atmos
phere, 1 stop for a few hours in your 
city, en route to Buffalo, and between 
train connections will pen vou a few 
lines. 1 found your paper ranking prime 
favorite in the cities of my recent so
journ, as everywhere. There are many 
growing gatherings of our people in 
Miuneapolisand St. Haul, and especially 
was 1 pleased with the well-conducted 
society presided over by Mrs. Druden in 
the beautiful Pythian Hall in the Ma
sonic Temple of Minneapolis. This 
gifted fellow-worker aud organizer is 
beloved by young and old, and has a 
most promising lyceum under headway 
in connection with tbe meetings held 
under her guiding band. The Doctor 
and myself feel justifiably encouraged 
by tbe support of the good people in 
Milwaukee at our now permanently es
tablished meetings at Fraternity hall. 
Success has crowned our efforts beyond 
depressing obstacles, and intelligent, 
fearless, thinking minds are with us in 
our efforts.

A Ladies’ Social Union has been es
tablished in co-operation with our so
ciety, and the first of a series of concert 
festivals was successful beyond our most 
sanguine expectations. A charming 
concert was rendered, and nut least of 
the features of the evening was the dis
tributing of a number of handsome 
prizes to the holders of the lucky tickets, 
by Dr. Magoon. Dancing and festivities 
closed a most unique and pleasing enter
tainment, all clamoring for a repetition 
of the occasion as soon as it could be ar
ranged.

While in your city I have been charm
ingly entertained at the home of our 
good brother, Geo. F. Perkins and wife, 
the leaders of the Beacon Light Spirit
ual church at the North Side Masonic 
Temple. 1 am glad to find this society 
in so promising and growingacondition. 
What with the undaunted perseverance 
of the leaders, and the kindled enthusi
asm of thE people, the outlook is com
mendable among them. A new election 
of ollicers and various socials, among 
them a very pleasant series of surprise 
douatioa parties for their esteemed lead
ers, Geo. F. Perkins and wife, who have 
beeu the recipients of innumerable and 
handsome tokens of the esteem and love 
of the people, bespeak the warm, fra
ternal feeling among their supporters.

I wish our people throughout the 
country realized more completely the 
great influence these social revivals 
create among the people for activity, 
fraternity and friendship. Yours for 
the cause. Ella Gibson Magoon.

Tiny brooklet, now murmuring along 
In tny narrow bed, what is thy song? 
Of complaint to follow in the same old 

track
That thy ancestors wore in a channel 

way back? '
Would you break away through the 

meadow bank,
Where the wild flowers grow, and fern 

leaves dank
In the wildwood shade; wouldst thou go 

and see
Where the bird song breaks in morning 

glee?
Wouldst thou soar on wing to the ether 

blue,
And see where the starlight is peeping 

through:
Where the eagle soars to the mountain

height,
looks o'er the earth of landscape 
bright?
murmuring rivulet, is this thy 
moan,

Of gurgling waters, o’er bed of stone? 
And bands of earth that hold thy way 
In the same old channel from day to 

day.
Doth thou feel thy prison walls and 

hear
The laugh of the children playing near? 
And lon^ to be free from thy chains of 

And see what the city builds of gold?
Thou art hurrying onward and soon 

you'll be
Grown to river, with power more free;
Where ships of sail thou 

along
To the ocean, heaving with 

strong.
Where man will fear thy

roar _
Of waters that’s buried ships before; 
Where loves are lost beneath thy wave, 
And pride has sunk in an ocean grave. 
Thus man is growing from childhood 

years,
Crying for what is ungained by tears;
Beating against restriction and care
Of parentage guiding—for something— 

somewhere.
Beyond his reach, he is striving to gain, 
Sometimes for the moon he has reached 

In vain,
Till, larger in life, finds his prison 

grown,
Where the world pays homage to all his 

own.
Laura A. Sunderlin Nourse.

“Old Testament . Stories Comically 
lUustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to epen this book, as its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive'away 

■ennui. Price, in strong board corers, 
41! cloth 81.50. For sale at this office.

“The Gospel öf Buddha, According to 
Old Records,” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
pies. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price 81. For sale at thia office.

WITH FULL DIRECTIONS HOW TO IN
VESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM, DEVELOP 
MEDIUMSHIP, AND FOR THjE FORMA
TION OF HOME CIRCLES. /
This second edition, with important 

additions, is the second effort in the 
New Departure of The Progressive 
Thinker. It is a book wliich marked 
an era in the methods of thought on 
psychic subjects. It was first to take 
this hitherto unexplored realm, and its 
treatment is entirely original. It out
lined a plan of study and investigation, 
which, new as the subject was, appears 
to be the only one the student cun pur
sue, to arrive at satisfactory results.

A great many psychic clubs and read
ing circles have adopted it as a guide, 
and one college has taken it as a text 
book. In its field it stands alone, and is 
the student’s only helpful manual.

Since the author wrote the “Arcana

Price Reduced About One- 
Half.

In our New Departure, determined to 
give Spiritualists—instead of the deal
est, as hitherto—the cheapest literature 
of any denomination, seel or organiza 
tion, we have not only enlarged the 
book by twenty pages, but reduced the 
price from $1.25 to 75 cents.

A wealth}' Spiritualist purchased cop
ies at full price and presented one to 
every college and academy in the New 
England States. We have reduced the 
price until no one will be prevented 
from possessing it, or deterred, for want 
of means, from sending it forth on mis
sionary duty,

Thls highly Instructive and Interesting work la a 
combination Into one volume of two of Mr. Hun's 
iplendld work«. By Ibis arraugeinoni the cose 1b such 
that tbo reader 1b enabled to secure the two books 
couw.tui at the same price rb was formerly asked 
for them separately. This volume cuutalus 4ti2 pages 
and Is handsomely bound In cloth, aud contains an ex
cellent portrait of the anther.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
is a careful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit*  
uallsm. Nobuok of the century Uub made so many 
converts to Modern Spirltuhlism as this. The author’s 
aim, faithfully to compare the Bible with modern 
ineoomenaaud philosophy, has been accomplished

’he adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of bumun
ity: Its moral tendency: the Bible Doctrine of angel 
ministry; Lho spiritual nature of man, and the objec
tions offered to Spiritualism, are all considered In the 
light of tho Bible, nsturo, history, reason and common 
sense, and expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
constate of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a most able production, and 
Is a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
to defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Dll, LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Faroe and Vatter.’’ Buoys on Nature and 

Science,’’ “Physiological Pictures," "Six Lce- 
tnres on Darwin," Bio.

“The great mystery of existence consist» In perpet
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything 1b immor
tal and Indestructible—tbe smallest worm as well aa 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies.—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being In 
creation, man and bin thoughts. Only the forms In 
which being manifests itself are changing: but Being 
ittielX remains eternally the same and Imperishable 
w hen we die we do not lose ourselves, but only oul 
ncraonal consciousness. We live on In nature, in out 
•ace, tn our children, tn our deeds, tn our thoughts—

> short, In the entire material and physical eontrlbu- 
>n which, during our short personal existence, we 
vc furnished to the subsistence of manldnd and of 
■’»re in general."- Buechner.

_________ ' ' ■ • ’■’'»rnp, vellum cloth. 11.

Tbfs volumo meet« 1 public leant. It comprises 
258 choice »election» of poetry and moMc, embody* 
Inp the highest moral lentlment, and free from all 
sectarianism. Price 50 cent». Bold at this office.

THE REAL ISSUE.
. Py H®“- Aoorapouodor tbe two pamph
let», ‘'The Irrepressible Conflict," «nd "Tour Answer 
or Your Life;" with Important addltlona, muklnK a 
book of 1B0 pages all for IS cents. This book contains 
BtatlBilcs; fact» and docoments, on the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should havo. For sale at 
this office. ' • ---------

Echoes From the World of Song.
A collection oi new and beautiful boom, with 

music and cborus, iu book form. By 0. FdLrrarley 
Price *1.25. Postage is cent*.

This instrument ia substantially the same aa that 
employed by Prof. Hare 1u bls early investigations. 
In its Improved form it baa beeu before tbs public for 
more than seven years, and iu the bauds of thousand* 
of persons has proved Ila superiority over tbe Plan
chette, and all other Instruuieuts which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both iu regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
its aid. aud aa a meaua or developing luedlunibblp-

Bo you wish to investigate Spiritualism/
Do you wish to develop Mediumship/
Do you desire to receive CommuiHcaHonaY

The Psychograph is an Invaluable aaklstant- A 
pamphlet with full direct lune for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Inetrmnent. Many who were not aware of 
their uiealumletlc gift, have, after a few siltings, 
been able U) receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with counneudatory letters- Many 
who began with fl as an amusing tuy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling It kuew more than them» 
selves, aud became converts to Spiritualism.

Uapi, D. B. Edwards, Orient. N. Y.. writes: "I bad 
comintmlcatlous (by the Psycbograpb) from many 
other friends, even from old setilen whose grave*  
atones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, aud proved to me that Spir
itualism Is indeed true, and tho communications hare 
given my heart ibe greatest comfurt In the severest 
loss I have had of sou, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bl« 
name familiar to those, interested In psychic mattera, 
writes as follows: "1 am much pleased with the Pay« 
cnograph. It la very simple In principle and construc
tion. and 1 am lure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now tn use. 1 believe II will 
generally supersede the latter when iu superior 
merits become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio-

Much that 18 In tbis book appeared In an abridged 
form tn a aerice of nine full page» of Tur Puoghbs®. 
ivi Thinker. ThesearUclea were prepared at the 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need of 
some kind of document for ready reference They 
ouly seemed to whet tho appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this ^ork.

Theauthor. Moses Hull, baa written many volumes 
on SplritualifltiBttc and other themes aud each oue fa 
full of careful study on the subject chosen- Mr 
Hull, in his Introduction of this work says:

"Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt aud despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
Its sanctified’ enemies. It will not •spike’ It. but will 
use it to batter down the walls of Cartel tan superset*  
non and Ignorance. I send It out on Ila errand of en- 
ngbtcnmcnt with the bumble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader."

The Encyclopedia of Biblical Sfirttvalibm 
contains 88S pageR. beuuttfully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of tho author nud It 
handsomely bound tn cloth. Every Spiritualist should have ibis work.
PRICE si. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,.

THE KORAN.
Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammad» 

Translated Into English from the original Arable, wltli 
explanatory notes taken from tbe most approved comf 
mentators. Mitb a preliminary discourse hy Geoi 
Sale. Price, cloth. »1.00. For sale at this office

THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of the Prophecies.

A conalderatlOD of the paaeaffeB ti. the New Testa- 
went, quoted from the Old, and called Prophecies Coo
earning Jeeus Christ, price 15 cents.
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thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
e sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
tbein, and tlius be able to remit from to 910, or even 
more than tbe latter sum large number of little 
amounts will make a large eum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. The same sug> 
gestlou will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrlP’ 
tlons—solicit others to aid iu the good work. You will 
experience uo difficulty whatever in inducing Splrltu« 
alibis to subscribe for Tub Progressive Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without tbevalua* * 
blc information imparted therein each week, and at 
tbe price of only about two cents per week

Another Heretic.
Rev. Frank B. Vrooinan, pastor of the 

Kenwood Presbyterian church, on trial 
before the Presbyterian Synod of Illi
nois, late in session at Danville, was re
quested to surrender his credentials as a 
minister. It was claimed his doctrinal 
views on the atonement and the inspira
tion of the Bible were not in harmony 
with Presbyterianism.

It will be remembered that in our is
sue of September 111. we took grave ex
ceptions to some of Rev. Vrooman’s ut
terances made in his pulpit us to the in
fluence of Christianity on civilization. 
In an after discourse of his, reported in 
the Chicago .Chronicle, we noted with 
pleasure the reverend gentleman had 
thoughts of his own not. in harmony 
with his church creed. As we are sure 
our readers will be glad to know what 
the rapidly-multiplying heretics are 
saying in their pulpits, even if they do 
make some unwise statements, we give 
a few brief extracts. His text was 
"Live Issues.”

"It is the part of ignorance or coward
ice to hide behind worm-eateu bulwarks 
to fight galvanized mummies when there 
are real enemies and an adequate de
fense. Why should we tolerate in the 
church that which would not be toler
ated in any other department of life?
* * * Christian councils have been 
known to insist upon an unqualified sub
scription to ‘elect infants’ and the 
‘eternity of hell fire’ before one ean join 
them in the work of saving human life 
and human souls. I will not discuss the 
wickedness of this, but the waste of it! 
It is well to know the ‘live issues' be
fore the Christian world, and the atti
tude and methods of up-to-date men to
ward them. There are those who are 
feebly living the life of the eighteenth 
century, fighting its battles, urging its 
arguments and defending its issues. 
Some live still further back. In those 
days the Christian and anti-Christian 
world met each other like this: Christi
anity said substantially,‘If the Bible is 
not verbally infallible, our faith is vain.’ 
Infidelity took the other at its word and 
proceeded to show,what was no difficult 
task, that the Bible could not be what it 
is and be verbally infallible. Christi
anity set up a wrong claim and made 
more claims for the Bible than the Bible 
did for itself—more than reason or 
scholarship would allow. This age has 
discovered that the Bible is a book of 
religion, not a text-book of science; that 
it was written by men, not archangels. 
Now and then we meet a relic of those 
days, such as a professor I recently 
heard of. who said: ‘If the story of Jo
nah and the whale is not literally true, 
there is nothing in the Christian relig
ion.’ Such a man is a real, enemy of the 
church and Christ, the more dangerous 
because within the walls. Ue places 
valuable interests in a position impos
sible to defend, and those interests suffer 
almost irremedialby front his blundering 
zeal. Ho who really has faith in the 
Bible will never be afraid to scientifi
cally investigate it.

"The one issue presented to the earn
est consideration of every Christian is 
the challenge of scientific agnosticism. 
In a way we are all Agnostics.’ Most of 
our knowledge's based on assumption, 
and even the exact, the mathematical 
sciences, begin by postulating certain 
axioms. Nobody but the theologians 
knows all about God. But Christians 
claim to know God «as finite can know 
infinite, and every man should have a 
reason for the faith that is in him, Ag-~ 
nostics are neither Atheists nor Infidels. 
They number among themselves some 
of the world's purest and best men. 
What is the issue here? It is no longer 
the question, ‘Is there a God?' No liv
ing scientist would deny the existence 
of God. Therefore it is time wasted to 
prove his existence, when in some form 
and by some name all thinking people 
acicnowledge him. The live issue is, 
‘Who is God? What are his attributes?’

"Matthew Arnold believed in the 
power within us, not ourselves, that 
makes for righteousness. Herbert. Spen
cer, first of Agnostics, believes in the 

. great unknown power of the universe, 
and said: ‘The progress of physical 
science shows, not a universe of dead 
matter, but a universe everywhere 
alive.’” _______

What Became of Dr. Nichols?
From twenty-eight to thirty years ago 

Dr. Thomas L. Nichols flourished in 
New York, and published several works, 
one on Marriage, and one entitled Eso- 
toric Anthropology. He professed con
version to Catholicism, and set out for 

. Romo with the intention of entering the 
priesthood. Dr. George Haskell, then 
of Rockford, III., now deceased, informed 
the writer that Dr. Nichols told him of a 
filan he had to revolutionize the Catho-
Ic faith; that he could do nothing out- 

Bide of the church to advance his views: 
that he had been invited to Rome to 
present them to the leading officials of 
that faith, and that he set out on that 
mission. We note that" CoL W. H. 
Burr, of Washington, makes inquiries 
through the New York Truth Seeker 
for the Doctor.' Can any of our readers 
give any information in regard to this 
person, or his wife, Mrs. Mary S. Gove 
Nichols. .' •

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Centfl.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo- 
meat what an intellectual feast that small investment 

' will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pro- 
GRESsivB Thinker thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
ceuUl For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soni-elevatlng and 
mfad-refreshing reading matter, equivalent toamedl- 

■ um-sized book!

TAKE NOTICE!
ty At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued No bills will be sent for ex*  
trn numbers.

NT If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

(7*  Whenever you desire tbe address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the plabtijo which 
It is then sent, or tbe change cannot be made.
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Seasonable Thoughts.
The mariner reefs his sails, and makes 

his masts bare on the approach of a 
storm, that he may successfully ride the 
billows of the foaming deep, which oth
erwise would engulf hjs goodly craft. 
So the trees, as if governed by a supe
rior intelligence, exercise the same pru
dence as autumnal winds and storms ap
proach. Once it was supposed the 
frosts destroyed the vitality of ( the 
leaves, and caused them to fall Frosts 
hasten the process, but the leaves with
er, decay and drop from the branches 
independent of this influence. They 
die because the sap no longer ascends 
from the roots of the tree to give them 
nourishment. This retirement of the 
vital fluid, or blood, of the tree, is a kind
ly provision of Nature to save the tow
ering oak as the tender twig from de
struction. Were the passageways of 
the sap, corresponding with the arteries 
and veins of the animal, to remain in 
place, the expanding action under the 
influence of frost would destroy the tree! 
Those trees, such as the pine, the spruce, 
the.hemlock and cedar, which are ever
green, jjUppljo nutriment to the leaves 
by a ‘ pitchy or resinous substance no 
way influenced by frosts, save to make It 
slower in Its movements.

Man learned by experience to reef his 
sails. Was the tree, too, taught by ob
servation to prepare for the wintry 
blasts? If so, does it not betoken a sort 
of intelligence, that relating to self
preservation, common to all life? 1

Here is an ample field for thought. If 
vegetation is watchful for the future, 
and prepares itself against great calam
ities, who knows but it is endowed 
with the sensation of feeling and suffers 
pain from injuries; for it sets itself at 
work to repair them, just as does the 
wounded animal on like occasions.

The tree has not the power of locomo
tion, like animals. It is rootdfl to the 
spot where the seed germinated, and it 
draws its nutriment from the earth, the 
air, from light and heat as they; it 
grows, reaches maturity, decays and 
diesasmau. It flourishes under favor
able circumstances, and withers in their 
absence. When alone in the open plain 
it protects itself from overthrow by 
heavy winds by taking deeper and 
stronger roots, and in protracted drouth 
it sends out innumerable fibres to drink 
up every drop of moisture it comes in 
contact with, and sends it up to the 
leaves to keep them from withering. 
Verily, the tree, with all its minor parts, 
.Jias wisdom peculiarly its own.

Man a Domineering Tyrant.
It matters little in what direction at

tention is turned, given the opportunity 
the normal condition of man seems to be 
that of a domineering tyrant. When 
slavery was rampaut in the South no 
freedom of expression was tolerated. 
The advocate of anti-slavery sentiments 
was quickly silenced by mob violence. 
All through the Middle Ages, and for 
long years after the Reformation, the 
church did not even tolerate liberty of 
thought, if adverse to the popular 
creed. When lJrotestantism gained 
control of governments it was equally 
oppressive.

A letter from a student In a neighbor
ing college under church control, says 
the old spirit which imprisoned and 
burnt heretics is rife in that institution, 
though the authorities are barred the 
use of the thumb-screw and other ap
pliances ef torture for making converts 
to their faith, so they have substituted 
expulsion as4t penalty for expression of 
liberal ideas. He expresses himself 
strongly when he says: "Under the walls 
of the college are the rayless, measure
less, hopeless dungeons of the damned.”

It requires great bravery on the part 
of a student thus situated who is gov
erned by manly Instincts, to retain his 
position in bis class. He deserves well 
of his friends and the public if he suc
ceeds in doing so.

A few years ago a young gentleman 
was graduating at the high school in a 
near city. He was greatly advanced be
yond his fellows. In his thesis he ven
tured the expression of some opinions 
which conflicted with popular theology. 
Ho was instructed by the school super
intendent to amend nis ideas and lan
guage so as not to conflict with orthodox 
teaching, else he would not be allowed a 
diploma. It is by' such contemptible and 
villainous acts us these the church holds 
its sway. And it is regretable there are 
Spiritualists who condemn the exposure 
of these outrages because, they say, it 
embitters churchmen and makes them 
still more cruel in their treatment of op
position. The true man is strengthened 
in his convictions by persecution. In 
no contingency will he swerve one iota 
from the right because of opposition, 
however violent the oppression.

Tied Back to Barbarism.
A late traveler who crossed 

Straits of Gibraltar Into Africa,
the 
and

wrote from Tangier, says Morocco is 
1,000 years behind the times in all that 
pertains to civilization. He added:

"There is not a mile of railroad with
in the bounds of tbe kingdom; there is 
not a mile of ordinary road, even, which 
is fit to travel over in the season of 
rains. To reach the great city of Fez, 
in the interior, requires six days’ travel 
and an escort of soldiers which costs 
$150. The soldiers are necessary for 
protection from robbers.”

Our traveler ascribes all this lack of 
progress in these fertile regions of 
Northern Africa, as throughout the 
Orient, to a false system of theology, in 
short, to Mohammedan teaching. We 
believe he was correct, and correctly 
traced the ill to its cause. It was a 
similar influence which spread a pall of 
darkness over Europe during tbe Mid
die Ages, a period of a thousand years, 
when there was no advance in civiliza
tion. The nobles gathered their clans 
about them, erected strong castles to 
which all could flee in hours of danger, 
and from which they could throw their 
javelins, shoot their arrows, and hurl 
stones upon their enemies when imper
iled. It was a false system of religion 
in each country. The people were tied 
back to barbarian customs from which 
it seemed impossible to escape. The re
vival of learning at the beginning of the 
16th century, followed By the triumph' 
of heresy in the northern countries of 
Europe,paved the way to the present or
der of things.

In all those countries where what 
the religionists call infidelity! is the 
most prevalent, where ancient thought 
•is least retpected, whether it be in Mo
hammedan or Christian lands, there ihe 
people are most advanced in knowledge, 
and in the arts, and give greatest pro
tection to liberty and life; and in all 
those countries there is a favored class 

‘whose special prerogative it is to retard 
progress, and make the people think, 
and act. and worship as did their savage 

• ancestors. --...... -

Another Bible Translation.
Hebrew scholars not satisfied with 

any translation of the Bible now extant, 
are engaged in a new rendering in 
which they hope to convey to the Eng
lish reader a better conception of the 
divine word. The New York Sun de
votes considerable space to the charac
ter of the new work, and what is hoped 
to be accomplished, as also the names of 
the various scholars to whom the sev
eral books of the Old Testament have 
been assigned for revision. Prof. 
Haupt, of Johns Hopkins University, 
Baltimore, has the editing of all the 
books done by other hands. President 
Harper, of Chicago University, is to 
translate Zecariah, while Prof. Chas. A. 
Briggs, of New York, will render Ruth. 
It is said six years have already been 
expended on the work. One volume 
will go to press this autumn, under the 
auspices of Johns Hopkins University.'

All former translations' into English, 
including the Catbolio rendering and 
thé Jewish, have followed the original 
translation. The King James’ transla
tion, though said to bo falsely so-called, 
as the late revised edition, inade 
very few departures from that of Will
iam Tyndall, claimed to have been first 
published in 1530. Each party connected 
with the rendering seemed reluctant to 
attempt a version of his own, so gener
ation after generation of believers have 
learned to look upon Tyndall's version, 
and all his copyists, as really the in
spired Word of God. '

The article in the Sun says: ‘‘Speak
ing generally, Professor Haupt declares, 
that in countless ways meanings have 
been given to words of which they were 
devoid in the original.” The editor 
says the new translation is of such a 
revolutionary character, though the 
translators are of the orthodox faith, 
the books now about to make their ap
pearance cannot but profoundly affeet 
the ideas, the teachings, and the beliefs 
of all Christendom."

In the interest of our higher civiliza
tion it is deplorable that some learned 
body of good men cannot be fully author
ized to eliminate the vulgarity, the ob
scenity, the nonsensical, the ridiculous 
and the false from the sacred text, and 
Instead of a “thus saith the Lord," or 
Jahve, as the new translators render it, 
substitute "thus said Moses,” or '‘thus 
said Joshua,” etc., instead of ascribing 
all the infernal wickedness of these 
rulers and prophets to the great power 
above the clouds.

The Premium En cyclopaedia.
Several weeks ago we withdrew our 

offer to send the Encyclopaedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World to new 
three months’ subscribers. We have 
been at great expense in sending out 
this premium, knowing that thousands 
of Spiritualists would want it without 
any intention whatever of becoming 
permanent subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker, for, as a rule, they 
take no Spiritualist paper. But the in
ducement of getting a 400-page book, 
worth fifty cents, and the paper also for 
three months, all for twenty-five cents, 
brought them temporarily to the front. 
The great good that the thousands oi 
copies distributed will do, compensates 
us for the great expense we have been 
to in this direction, in endeavoring to 
illuminate the minds of those who do 
not choose to patronize the Spiritualist 
papers. *

We still have a few hundred volumes 
on hand of this -‘Vol. I” of the Encyclo
paedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit
World, in paper cover, which we will 
send to all new six months’ subscribers, 
and also to each of our present sub
scribers who renews for not less than six 
months, and who sends us at the same 
time one new six months’ subscriber.

It is far better for the new subscriber 
to take the paper for six months, for, 
during that time he will begin to see 
the necessity of continuing it.

The Long Agony Is Over.
We desire to congratulate our readers 

that the Presidential contest has ended. 
Now the people can return, to their or
dinary avocations, and read something 
beside political discussions. In a coun
try where every man is a sovereign, col
lisions must arise in these periodical 
contests to elect ruler?. Glad they do 
not come oftener. Indeed, is it not a 
fact that there is not sufficient stability 
in our system of government to test one 
policy of legislation until the opposite 
party comes into power, repeals what its 
predecessors thought essential to the 
prosperity of the country, long before 
practical results determine whether the 
law is good or bad, and substitutes an
other system which-also gives way be
fore another change? The great com
mercial world can adapt itself to the 
working of a bad law with fewer revul
sions, than to good laws with frequent 
changes. And so the people.

Without knowing who is elected as 
we write, we can only assure our patrons 
that the masses are mainly so very con
servative few changes can be wrought in 
four years to seriously affect the grand 
results. The country will go right on 
adding new laurels to her present re
nown.

The Law Viudicated.
The New York Truth Seeker gives an 

account of the arrest and conviction of 
Mrs. Fannie Fagler, in that city, on the 
11th ult., for violating the Sunday law. 
She is a Russian widow, and in disre
gard of the holy day, sold a pair of shoe
strings for five cents. The poor woman 
urged that she was not conscious she 
was violating any law; that necessity 
forced her to the unpleasant duty to 
support her helpless babies; but the 
stern justice knew no mercy, and fined 
the Sabbath-breaker $5. She fainted on 
hearing the sentence, and the policemen 
were compelled to carry the almost in
animate body to her cell.
• Such is the practical working of Sun
day laws. And yet good Christians are 
clamorous for still more vigorous laws 
to insure the observance of their holy 
day.

Well Put.
Rev. J. Dennis Hird, of England, has 

been compelled to resign his "living,” 
and has been requested by his Bishop to 
entirely renounce the clerical profes
sion, because he has lately published a 
booklet which Is not orthodox. The 
Literary Guide well says:

“A cleric expelled from ’the church 
for heresy has great opportunities for 
proclaiming, with voice as of clarion 
blast, that from Bishop’s seats to way
side parsonages, the established church 
is permeated with heresy, and that 
many of its noblest servants writhe as in 
a sense of perjury because they have 
outgrown the swaddling clothes in 
which they were reared.”

It requires a great deal of boldness 
and a great deal of caution to make a 
great fortune; and when you have got 
it, it requires ten times as much wit to 
keep it.—Rothschild, .

PROF! ¡VIRCHOW.
He Gives His Views on Ev- 

fOjution.

■ The approaching celebration of the 
seventy-fifth birthday’ of Prof. Vir
chow, Germany's eminent scientist, 
recalls the e^6itemen|t caused by his 
address at the’jubilee meeting of Ger
man naturalists1 and physicians, held 
at Munich in 1677. Prof. H. Hteckel, 
of Jena, had delivered an address a 
short time before on the present po
sition of the evolution theory; on the 
nature of the evidence for various 
parts of it; the bearing of it upon 
mental science or psychology, upon 
education and upon morals. Vir
chow’s address at Munich was “On 
the Liberty of Science in the Modern 
State.” He referred to the days when 
the association met in secret because 
the members feared the authorities, 
and declared that if they desired to 
retain their present liberty of thought 
they Should exercise a wise modera
tion and advance those things which 
are established, rather than individual 
opinions. He divided scientific doc
trines into tw.o classes, those which 
have been proved and those which are 
not proved, but which may be taught 
wjth a certain amount of probability 
in order to fill up gaps in scientific 
knowledge. Scientific doctrines that 
have been proved, he said, must be 
taught in tbe schools. In this con
nection he said: 1 ‘If the theory of de
scent is as certain as Prof. Hieckel 
thinks it is, then we must demand its 
admission into the school, and this 
demand is a necessary oue, ” This, 
he said, should be done, even though 
in his opinion there was danger of on 
alliance between socialism and the 
doctrine of evolution.

But he asserted that parts of the 
evolution theory are not established 
doctrines in the sense that they should 
be taught dogmatically in schools. 
He specified two important particulars 
as coming under this limitation—the 
spontaneous generation of living mat
ter from inorganic bodies, and the de
scent of man from some non-humnn 
vertebrate animal. These, he said, 
are problems, and while we may think 
them ever so'pWbable and may fully 
expect that’ evidence will shortly be 
forthcoming tjo ektiiblish the truthful
ness of the 'thebry concerning them, 
they are not proved scientific facts, 
and we ought’to say: “Do not take 
this for establiffied truth; be prepared 
to find that it W otherwise; only for 
tbe moment -tve' hre of opinion that it 
may be true.” “\Ve cannot teach,” he 
said, “we caniiot pronounce it to be a 
conquest of scienbe that man descends 
from the apte o? any other animal. ” 
Until the missing Jink is found, the 
professor declared, the descent of man 
from an ape-fike ’ancestor is not a con
quest of science;’ when the missing 
link is found it will be a conquest of 
science. His declaration that such 
evidence as exists is not only in
sufficient to support the hypothesis 
that man has descended from some 
lower form of animal life, but is con
trary to it; that “every positive pro
gress which we have .made in the re
gion of prehistoric anthropology has 
removed us further from the dem
onstration of this relation,” was re
garded as most remarkable.

These utterances of Virchow were 
construed as an attack on the Dar
winian theory of evolution, and pro
duced a sensation among scientists 
and conservative theologians as well. 
The latter accepted it as a justification 
of their opposition to evolution, and 
hailed Virchow as a defender of the 
orthodox faith, while a scientific writer 
characterized his action as a “per
version from a freethinker to the side 
of mental darkness.” Haeckel replied 
in a volume entitled “Freedom in 
Science and Teaching,” in which he 
intimated that Virchow did not know 
as much about evolution and the facts 
in support of it as he supposed he 
did or was supposed to know.

Prof. Virchow's attitude os to the 
propriety of teaching in schools im
proved doctrines of science seems, 
however, to have been justified by the 
position of scientists regarding Dar
winism. Nearly all accept the prin
ciple of evolution, but the majority 
differ from Darwin in respect to some 
of the methods of its operation. Wal
lace, who, with Darwin, was among 
the first to furnish extensive evidence 
of the probability of the origin of 
species by evolution, is positive’in his 
opinion that while the human body 
may have been evolved from some 
animal, man’s mental and moral na
ture must have been a divine creation. 
This view of ¡¿volution has also been 
accepted by some theologians who a 
quarter of a bentury ago vehemently 
opposed such doctrine. Investiga
tions still being made by scientists 
have led too’.sucli modifications of 
opinion as tou indicate that the last 
word in regqpdr.to evolution has not 
yet been said, qand that Virchow’s 
caution still applicable. —Ex.

-------- 1/1 • -c— • --------------
The Best JSpiMtnalist Paper.
J. G. Patton;' of Towanda, Pa., who 

takes four Spiritualist papers, writes: “I 
do think your paper the best Spiritual
ist paper in the United States.” There 
are thousands in this country who‘en
tertain the same opinion. Those who 
do not take it are in the rear of the pro
cession.

“The Priest, the Woman, and' tuo 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of 
of the Romish Confessional, as poved by 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, 81. For sale at 
this office.

"From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten p°int to another, the last seeming

*1 ru\ rn______ mnrû trnnnorrfli a a ir mAlroa ira ndxraiiT-♦1.00. -For sale at this office.

II SPIRIT USES fl TYPE-WRITER
LAWS GOVERNING SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS.

INTERCOMMUNION BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND 
. SPHERES.

By Mrs. 0. EJ Stevens, of San Francisco, Cal.

A ])

CHAPTER HI.

into life upon earth, struggling for a 
foothold, and making the mind against 
it an opponent hard to conquer, only 
because of its tenacity in holding to 
opinions so dearly bought, ready to 
fight against anything opposed to its 
preconceive^ idea, and willing to 
break down no barrier of protection 
against ignorance and superstition 
supposed to be the cause, when really 
but the effect of what as yet they have 
^scarcely heard nor seen. This is why 
spiritism or spiritual philosophy are 
so far at this day in the background 
of life and take so small a part-in it. 
In Christ’s time the miracles emanat
ing from him were said by adversaries 
to be of the devil. And so they' were 
—of the devil of ignorance, and thus 
the truth that he gave, the miracles 
he accomplished, have come almost to 
naught, to say nothing of his prom
ise that what he did his disciples 
should do also, because he had gone 
to his father, who would send them 
his holy spirit to breathe upon them 
the divine afflatus to purify them from 
the sins of the earth, and help them 
to the life of love in the spiritual 
world to which they were all tending. 
But the disciples could not under
stand their master; they were of the 
earth earthy, and his divine nature 
was swallowed up in their thoughts in 
such a way as to represent still mate
rial advantage, rather than spiritual, 
and thus transubstantiation, the suf
ferings of the cross and a material hell 

. of burning fire and brimstone have 
followed Christianity even unto pagan 

. lauds as the doctrine of civilization.
Is it wonderful it has really made 
so little progress that still war and 
rumors of war are amongst us, that 
each man’s hand is so much against 
his brother, that love of self instead 
of the love of the neighbor is still 
triumphant? In reaching, then, to the 
natural of man to commence his up
lifting, to make him a law unto him
self, is but the natural thought in the 
natural body to reach up to the spirit
ual, and through this law by connec
tion with the natural lawand the spir
itual we are endeavoring now to trace 

, our course from the natural birth to 
that of the divine spirituality or re
generation, so little understood, but 
which simply means an opening of the 
mind to the realizing sense of the 
spirit existence, a generation of new 
force through higher development. 
This being understood, it is not dilll- 
cult to perceive the difficulties under 
which the disciples labored iu com
prehending the betrayal by Judas, the 
denial by Peter, as well as the grief 

. of the woman who loved him, and 
sought in such distress the tomb where 

1 her Lord had been laid in search of 
his body, all showing the natural con

: dition of his followers, who, though 
they had been so much with him, had 

i not reached the spiritual to realize the 
; possibility of the resurrection of the 

body, even much less understood how 
. it could have been accomplished. This, 

then, was the condition to which 
, Spiritism had to reach before it 
[ could arouse the mind to the thought 
■ that spirit communion with the sec
. ond sphere was possible.
. The spirit mind of man was not yet 
. open to the fact that the resurrection 
■ of the natural body was not necessary 

to restore the whole being from incor
i ruption, till by light, in a feeble man
i ner, it was broken in upon them, and 
i then their own dignity was assailed by 
i the thought that the humble among 
; men had been chosen ones to pro
. claim the truth.
’ As Christ of yore was born in the 

manger, so was the divine truth to be
! farther advanced by the Rochester 

knockings which iu 1847 found vent 
in an humble crowd thinking naught 

. of the mysteries surrounding them.
This was the second advent, as it were, 
of the knowledge of future existence, 

i Still very humble, but still ready to 
i go on with the slightest encourage

ment. Still persecuted by opponents, 
. but, strange as'it may seem, making 
• new revelations at every turn. To 
■ show how it is done, the whole uni

verse might unveil itself, and yet 
there would be ignorance to • mistake 

i it, and to fight against its course. 
; This is the present condition of things, 

but the mind is not to blame till it 
absolutely refuses to be enlightened, 
which as yet it has not.
. The fear of death would be taken 

; away, says one, and a better life than 
। this is certainly desirable, says an
. other, and the work goes on.

The first Tappings were supple- 
1 mented by others. No human bat

tery was formed. They were sponta
neous.

■ How did that happen?
; Will your philosophy, which has 
. seemed to come later, explain the 
, cause?

We think so.. The harmonious de
velopment of three mediums at once 
was caused by their general surround
ings, which were impregnated with 
the electrjc fluid which a spirit who 
had passed into the other- life some 
time before had discovered on earth. 
He had been an inventor, a man who 
had looked into things, and from some 
cause saw that electrical sparks could 
be easily drawn from a substance 
around him, which appeared like iron, 

. but which was not ■ in reality that 
mineral. It was not very profuse, 
but was in quantities sufficient to fre
quently call -his attention to it. This 
passed from him from time to time, 
but returned again with such tenacity

The law instrumental In bringing 
about connection between the two 
worlds, having thus far been brought 
to results in its simplest form, may 
now bo extended into higher condi
tions. The first shows the necessity 
of harmony, the power of attraction 
and the united strength of the 
known as electrical animal magnetism 
and the highest spirit force or spirit 
magnetism equally applied to obtain 
results. After these come other 
forces to be used iu the prosecution of 
our researches into the mysteries of 
this intercommunion between soul and 
body, and a new messenger to give 
more tangible form to that yet 
about us.

An atmosphere, also, of a different 
density from that of the earth is above 
it, neither seen nor perceived by the 
earthly sense, though iu reality belong
ing to the earth, which has the char
acteristics for storing, as it were, the 
forces to be used in the different con
ditions to which earth's atmosphere is 
subjected, for as nothing is ever lost 
and nothing ever stationary in the 
progress of all the worlds, it is abso
lutely necessary for earth itself that 
protection should be afforded, or the 
destruction of the world, so frequently 
prophesied, might be the result. As 
it is, this storehouse, in reality a part 
of the earth, seems to be no tangible 
product of either sphere, having 
neither shape nor substance, till cer
tain atmospheric conditions, or, rather, 
changes, take place, when of a sudden 
a combination like fine particles of 
earthy matter mingle with electricity, 
or something which bears a resem
blance to that force, are whirling 
about in space as meteors attracted by 
one world or another giving conjec
ture to the earth if they chance to 
reach it, as to the cause of their ex
istence and what is intended as their 
ultimate destination.

If this matter could be seen as it 
commenced its travels, it would proba
bly appear as if the whirling of worlds 
in space, in their constant revolutions 
through friction, had caused the re
sult of destruction of some part of the 
earth’s surface, grinding it, as it were, 
to powder, uniting, it again with 
forces unseen, but supposed to be held 
in the storage of the. world’s atmos
phere, and combining it by attraction 
in its rapid revolutions in space, to 
prove world-building to be the aim in 
the end of what now is simply the 
nucleus around which it is gathering. 
To the spirit eye this work goes on 
beneath it, as the clouds form beneath 
the vision, to produce the storms 
which scatter themselves at length 
upon the earth, and which manifest 
to the human Benges'so often the char
acteristics of the propelling forces of 
the wind, as well os electrical force, 
to some degree understood among the 
more intelligent of the human race as 
indicators of its existence.

The human mind in this has re
ceived new impetus since the discov
ery by Franklin, with his bit of silk 
and key, of its traveling propensities 
and its strengtli as a motive power, as 
well as that of illumination, through 
these simple implements which have 
never been scoffed at, though the poor 
scientists of spiritism have bod to bear 
the brunt of the ridicule of even the 
enlightened, who disdain all manifes
tations produced through the tippings 
or rappings of a common table, not 
being aware that such an article espe
cially in common use was already 
charged with the magnetic fluid from 
sitters, who had often gathered round 
it so as to make it an able assistant 
to all intent in demonstrating the 
power of spirit guidance through the 
human element, nnd no more deroga
tory to the dignity of the spirit out of 
the body is it, so far as we can see, to 
hurl bodies through space, to show its 
power for use in its own way, than for 
the ' philosopher to carry out his 
thought of insulation by the simple 
implements which proved his thought 
correct

Neither was the apple of Newton, 
which demonstrated to his prepared 
mind the law of gravitation, ever held 
up against him to lessen the estima
tion as to the value of his discovery. 
All truth, which has. to be learned 
through the intervention of the human 
faculties, has difficulties to contend 
with which the world can hardly 
appreciate. It has no idea of the 
length of time it has taken for the 
human animal to reach its’ present 
point of development It has had to 
be tried, as it were, in a furnace of 
suffering, progressing slowly from one

more wonderful as it makes its advent 

which, while it annoyed him, inadi 
him more a captive to his first denire 
to understand it than ever.

People laughed at his discovery, as 
they called it, and gave him no inter
est to help him, but the thought 
never left him, though he learned to 
conceal it—or, rather, to say less 
about it. Ho laid it down with his 
earthly burdens, as it was supposed, i 
when he passed away, but took it up • 
in a new form when he discovered 
himself as still alive on the spirit side, 
and new revelations made to him. 
Reverting to his old notions, he took 
up the thread where it ha’d been 
broken, and connected it with the 
perpetual magnetic motion, which he 
not only saw around him, but more 
faintly on the spot where his thoughts 
had been so long concentrated. This 
light seen there was an evidence that 
the polarity was . greater around that 
spot than elsewhere, and at times he 
saw that certain persons near it pos
sessed luminosity which others did 
not. Thinking he had a clue to some 
discovery, he took up the science of 
philosophy in this sphere, and deter
mined to make it profitable to the 
spirits of the second sphere, if noth
ing else. There was as much in
credulity among the inhabitants of 
the second as there had been of the 
first in regard to all new theories on 
the subject, though it was more easy 
to demonstrate it to the latter; and 
very soon the attraction of the discov
ery became sufficiently strong to afford 
opportunity for thorough investiga
tion.

The work was commenced by an ex
amination into the cause of the 
strength of electricity in that particu
lar quaj-ter. The result was to dis
cover a portion of the earth so im
pregnated with electrical qualities as 
to make but little difficulty’ in charg
ing it with upper magnetism to 
prove it possible for sounds to be pro
duced resembling low tones of voices • 
This answered no purpose, as it was 
too feeble to carry them distinctly to 
the ears of the uninitiated. As this 
could at once be perceived, another 
charge was added of positive elec
tricity, which made the sound louder, 
and as in the occupied rooms of the 
Fox family they were particularly 
loud, arrangements were made to try 
the experiment when ihe members 
were in force sufficient to call their 
attention. Being timid and some
what frightened, it was rather difficult 
at first to attract their minds suf
ficiently’ to make them understand 
they were to call the alphabet, as the 
brain of each of them being made 
luminous from the strong magnetism 
thrown upon them by the united force 
on watch in the second sphere showed. 
The brains of the Fox girls were par
ticularly impressible, and through 
them the operator was at length able 
to produce the result needed, and the- 
alphabet called for, communication i. 
established.

The Rochester knockings began to 
be talked of all over the world known 
as civilized, and manifestations were 
the theme of the day, till almost of a 
sudden came the idea of the devil, 
evil spirits, and so forth, apparently 
emanating from the churches, and 
there came a halt. Nor was this cry 
altogether without foundation. The 
law of spiritual life, overrated in some 
ways, was greatly underrated in others 
For the first time magnetism was 
called into the field in a legitimate 
way, and could it possibly be made 
use of, or brought to bear in this new 
discovery, was the first question of 
those who had commenced the in
vestigation, and it was concluded to 
try the experiment of a human bat
ter}-, by gathering a few into circles, 
who could have sufficient confidence, 
or rather, perhaps, interest in the 
discovery, to attach sufficient import
ance to it to think it worthy. Se
riously, then, circles were formed and 
experiments commenced. So long as 
it afforded amusement it continued in 
interest, but as soon as it was turned 
into a plaything, it became so trivial 
in its characteristics the thinking 
mind began to realize that its effects 
were not likely to be elevating. This 
discovery was made at first in the 
second sphere, was communicated 
from one circle to another in that 
sphere, and plans were made for 
operations of a different character. 
Selecting a brain for analysis as to 
possible receptivity, powers of a dif
ferent character were observed to 
exist among them, which qualified 
them for different kinds of develop
ment and different phases of manifes
tations. Such being the case, atten
tion was first called to the fact that 
different grades of magnetism existed 
in the human body, corresponding to 
the three grades in the universe— 
electric, vital magnetism—known as 
animal magnetism, and - spiritual, 
which, corresponding as it does to th« 
magnetism of the higher sphere, oi 
that of the lowest celestial, was per
ceived in less quantities in most in
dividuals, in some none at all, or so 
dimly as to be scarcely iu the least 
perceptible. In some brains the an
imal magnetism was more perceptible, 
which, being of a higher grade than 
the merely electric, rendered the brain 
more receptive or plastic, as it were, , 
on which impression could be mad« . 
more easily with some than with 
others, and thus the iinpressional < 
communication first saw the light 
The brain was impressed and the : 
thought expressed at first mentally, . 
then verbally, both giving signs of ■ 
coming from outside of the medium. ’ ■

Intmtionally expressed thought, it , 
may here be said, comes always from 
the spirit-world. Indeed, common •< 
thought is more or less acted upon by 
it 'The spirit- having power to con- ’ 
ceive or create more readily than the 
ordinary or more common mind, which, 
pot being receptive, requires more 
manipulation to make it plastic , 
enough to take in more than ordinary • ■
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thought moved/by the electric power 
and responding to the will. The 
needs of the body are satisfied through 
this force, corresponding to the an
imal, which often lives for its own 
gratification, without the least idea of 
anything beyond. . "

iSuch being the case, the first in
quirers into the operation of spirit 
forces selected their mediums from 
those coming under their observation' 
with more of rue fluid of so-called 
animal magnetism than the rest. 
These brains were elastic, impressible, 
from being more charged with mag
netic life than others showing but 
little. Charged as they were with the 
electric fluid as well, the magnetizers 
in this sphere, by throwing their own 
magnetic principle upon, and blending 
the two, were enabled, by their will
power placed firmly on both, to direct 
the current of electricity from the 
medium on earth to any point they 
wished.

Table-tipping, the movement of 
bodies in the air, the lifting of heavy 
bodies, as well as sounds, were the 
result of this mode of ’operations. 
The next experiment upon the brain 
was the action of the spirit mind upon 
one in the body, as before explained, 
with the plastic brain also already 
spoken of. Unconscious trance has 
been produced, the subject giving 
forth in speech ideas which he or 
she were unconscious of possessing, 
as well as speaking in unknown 
tongues, at least unknown to the sub
ject, diseases diagnosed, prescriptions 
given for cure, more satisfactory per
haps to those who derived benefit 
from them than to those who were too 
.skeptical to try and were in faith 
wanting. In this case the magnetizer 
in tbe second sphere is a physician on 
earth or aided by one who was. In
dian spirits are thought to have 
great power in this way, and have 
been called upon to assist the op
eratingmedium, his animal magnetism 
bringing more positive forces to bear 
and enabling the clairvoyant medium 
on eartli to perceive the true physical 

’ conditions of the person under ex
amination. This theory may or may 
not be true. Nevertheless the un
educated or natural brain of the 
human being, in the first stages of his 
conscious existence, draws its life or 
subsistence chiefly from nature around 
it, and the natural clairvoyant vision, 
so seldom established with the highly 
intellectual, is in native force with 
the wild man, who calls into use all 
tlie strength of his natural faculties 
rather than the intellectual or spiritual 
sensitive, who looks from nature up 
to nature’s God in a different sense 
from that recognized for them by the 
poet from whom we have just quoted. 
Thus the natural clairvoyance of the 

• ■•Indian, added to that of tbe clair
voyant trance medium, makes a strong 

> battery for observatiomof the interior 
of human beings, as well as seekers 
for information in other natural con
ditions. Magnetic attraction assists 
the clairvoyance in either sphere.

[To be.continued.]

METHODISM RENOUNCED.

Rev. Meyers, of Scbuyler, Neb., 
Rejects the Church's Tenets.

WRITING WITHOUT DIRE6TIVE VOLITION
camate spirits unless it actually is so 
directed? .

“Why is this lower self thus un
truthful and given to deception, when^ 
the upper self is, as to veracity and 
trustworthiness, beyond suspicion?

“If the subconscious self really 
imagines that it is at different times 
all of the personalities it claims to be, 
that its thoughts and feelings, and ite 

conscious SELF - joel tiffany . «Prions of them iwe those of per
WROTE automatically. « Bon^ as unlike in intellect as an Em

erson and an American Indian, how
The phenomenon called “automatic '

AUTOMATIC WRITING.
Considered by B, F. Under

. wood.

WRITING WITHOUT DIRECTIVE VO
LITION—THE INTELLIGENCE — RIBOT 
—DR. E. VON HARTMANN — SUB-

writing’’ has, until recently, been; ig
nored by men of science. People 
generally knew’ nothing about it. ;

■For a long time they who con
descended to notice the phenomenon 
at all associated it with deception and 
fraud. Orthodox theologians and 
ultra-materialists have been- equally 
disinclined to give consideration to 
the subject; deception or the Devil 
has been the most common explana
tion.

Men and women who have found 
their hands writing words and sent
ences without their own volition have 
been afraid to make known their ex
perience, since, for them, the result 
most likely would be suspicion, dis
trust and ridicule. In consequence, 
even now there are many persons 
having experience in automatic writing 
who avoid reference to it, except 
among intimate friends. In the 
churches and outside are automatic 
writers, who know that the phenom
enon is genuine, and would be glad 
to see serious attempts made to ex
plain it.

What are some of the facts?
It is certain that the writing is pro

duced without directive volition or mus.- 
cular exertion, or conscious effort of 
any kind, either in the composition or 
in the movement of the pen. In some 
cases the writing is best when the 
medium’s attention is diverted from 
what is going on by conversation, 
reading a book, or by some other ex
ercise of the normal mental powers. 
The medium may watch the writing as 
the words and sentences are formed 
with the interest aud curiosity of a 
spectator, unable to anticipate what is 
coming and unable to influence the 
thought and style. The handwriting 
may vary greatly, and be entirely un

shall we reconcile this fact with the 
average intelligence and reasoning 
power exhibited in the communica
tions that are given?

“If the subconscious self is half 
asleep, dreaming, or undisciplined in 
thought, or if, from any other cause, 
it is subject to illusions or hallucina
tions, still, remains unanswered the 
questioni How can thoughtful, dis
criminating statements and reasoned 
thought oome from such a mental 
source?”

There are many persons, whose 
character and bona-fides are beyond 
doubt, who are moved to write, as it 
seems to them, by an entirely' ex
traneous intelligence, and it is not 
surprising that so many who are ac
quainted with this phenomenon believe 
that the thought comes from, and that 
the writing is directed by, spirits, for 
the handwriting, the variety and style 
of composition, the views advanced, 
statements sometimes made showing 
knowledge supernormally acquired, or, 
at least, forming no part of the con
scious knowledge of the medium or 
others present, the general agreement 
in the description of spirit-life, and 
the persistence with which the con
trolling intelligence declares that the 
messages are from spirits, combine to 
strengthen the conviction.

Automatic writing is not rare, but,
as said 
power 
Among 
sous of 
ability.

above, those who possess the 
generally conceal the fact, 
those who thus write are per
more than usual intellectual
The late Joel Tiffany, author

PERSONNEL OF THE LUTE
H NNTlONflL CONVENTION

Echoes outlie Meeting.

g, &

The Bev. H. 0. Meyers, of Schuyler, 
Neb., long accounted one of tbe ablest 
minis’ters of the Methodist Episcopal" 
Churcli in Nebraska, has withdrawn 
from the organization and organized 
an independent church. The reasons 
for his move he gives in the following 
letter te his presiding elder:

!‘l can no longer subject my think
ing to the thoughts of a few sectarian 

- bosses who thought their thoughts a 
hundred years ago. My motto is: 
‘Reason is the lamp in the light of 
which every man must walk for him
self.’ The world has outgrown the 
sectarian thinking of centuries past, 
and is now moving in the progressive 

. light of reason’s lamp iu the present 
day.

“The Dantean hell of ages past, 
the pit from which fire and smoke 
ascended, is a hell no longer thinkable 
to men and women of to-day; to 
preach into this hell men who do not 
bow to the creed of the church is as 
unreasonable as the mind that pic
tures it.

“Who made thinkers of a hundred 
years ago infallible? Did God? Is 
the creed of the church an infallible 
rule? If it is, all the world must 
come to this rule, and all other 
churches aside from the Methodist are 
laboring under an illusion. But, says 
the zealous advocate of church creeds, 
Methodism numbers millions. So did 
the Roman government, but the Roman 
empire played its last act and stepped 
off- the stage.

“As standing water stagnates and 
produces living organisms, so churches 
refusing to move forward must die, 
and from their effete bodies will arise 
new and living organisms instinct with 
the breath of a broader and clearer 
life.

1 ‘Men are not all on their way to 
the bottomless pit who refuse to bow 
to the creeds composed by a few 
ciaimers of infallibility. Is Abraham 
Lincoln in the bottomless pit? Where 
are the greatest men this nation ever 

^saw? Was General Grant ever on the 
record of the Methodist Church? 
"Were Clay and Sumner and Webster? 
Think on. these things and think well, 
for the day of opportunity is passing
by.”

Schuyler, Neb.
SCilIBE.

“Religious and Theological Works ol 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a tftimber of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects; Cloth binding, 430 
fages. Price SI. For sale at this office.

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lios 
JVaisbrooker.. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which quest
ions of groat importance to the race are 
discussed from tho standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50c, -

like that of the writer. Tbe ideas 
presented may be at variance with 
those of the writer, who may contra
dict and criticise, only to be answered, 
and perhaps reproved, through the 
hand that mechanically does the 
writing. The writing*  often goes on 
with a rapidity quite beyond the 
writer’s power by conscious effort. 
The intelligence sometimes seems to 
be inferior to that of the writer, but 
often in thought, in the statement of 
facts, and in the use of language, the 
intelligence that directs the pen evinces 
marked superiority over the writer. 
It is not uncommon for the writing to 
contain evidence of knowledge that 
the writer could not have obtained, 
and knowledge not in the possession 
of any persons present during the 
writing.

Bibot, the French physiological 
psychologist, and others of the school, 
think that certain states of conscious
ness, by reason of alienation, may 
come to be regarded by the ego as no 
part of itself, but as a distinct, sep
arate, independent existence.

Then there are two egos in the same 
individual!

Dr. E. Von Hartmann supposes a 
hidden consciousness, somnambulic in 
its nature, that exists throughout the 
normal life of the subject, and (pos
sessed of the power of reading thought, 
that may see the entire pastjmd pres
ent of another’s life, a consciousness 
that at times is clairvoyant, and 
brings the subject into relation with 
Absolute Being, enabling him to know 
whatever is or lias been. This seems 
to be, though an ingenious hypothesis, 
rather fanciful. At the same time 
there is no reason to think that every 
personal consciousness is a closed in
dividuality, insulated from all other 
individualities. Possibly intelligences 
interpenetrate one another; indeed, the 
facts of telepathy and clairvoyance 
would seem to show that such is the 
case.

One of the theories advanced to 
account for automatic writing and 
kindred phenomena is that of a sub
conscious self, that does the thinking 
and writing without coming into the 
ordinary conscious life. Without de
nying dual, or even triple, or, in some 
cases, quadruple and even sextuple, 
consciousness, these pathological phe
nomena do not seem to be properly 
classifiable with the conditions of 
automatic writing.

I will repeat here questions which I 
propounded in a magazine article a 
few years ago:
. 1 ‘If these messages that purport to 

come from extra-mundane minds are 
actually expressions of the subcon
scious or secondary self, why does the 
intelligence represent itself at different 
times as different spirits of varj’ing 
degrees of intelligence and moral 
character?

1 ‘Why does it control the hand and 
wri# messages, and ascribe them to 
hundreds of persons, distinguished or 
undistinguished, who are dead? Why 
does it thus intentionally or un
wittingly deceive the principal self?

"If it possesses sanity, knowledge, 
discrimination and judgment necessary 
to write intelligently, to discuss phil
osophical questions, compose verses, 
give detailed circumstantial state
ments respecting events and scenes, 
should it not be able to distinguish 
between the mundane state of being 
and another, real or imagined, which 
is-supramnndane, between itself and 
other personalities? . .

"If the lower self has the power to 
make these distinctions, why. does its 
writing parport to be directed by dis-

of standard works on law, an inventive 
genius, wrote thousands of pages 
automatically on moral, religious and 
philosophical subjects. I know a 
Unitarian minister whose sermons are 
written by his hand in the same way, 
and a lady whose poetry, published in 
this country, and of Une quality, is all

One feature of-.[lie recent Spiritual
ist Convention, which closed its suc
cessful sessions qt Washington on the 
23d inst., that the personnel of 
some of the more .active participants, 
is apt to go unwritten, and as the 
subject is doubtless one of no little 
interest to the -general reader, 
especially to non-attendants, we here
with submit the salient points touch
ing several of the leaders as they im
pressed one of our on-looking rep
resentatives: ‘

Easily first, by virtue of his po. 
sition, must be mentioned Mr. Barrett, 
the president He is a young man, 
tall, slender, . pale-faced, fair-com- 
plexioned, with dark hair and eyes. 
His sincerity, earnestness and intelli
gence are transparent to every ob
server. . Justly, no one could count 
more friends in the convention than 
he could. As a presiding officer he is 
almost on ideal chairman—the fact of 
his physical weakness (which is hoped 
does not affect his moral vertebra) 
being his only drawback. Heaven 
grant him health, strength and long 
life, for his usefulness in the cause 
that so enlists bis sympathies is a 
foregone conclusion. He has the 
necessary tact, impartiality and ju
dicial spirit to cleverly’ preside over 
the deliberations of public assemblies, 
as he is alert, prompt, knowing, des
patching the mixed business of a con
vention in good form.

For quiet yet effective work, for the 
right word at the right moment, for 
the golden presentation of any con
troverted point, for clearness of 
elucidation touching every conceivable 
subject", no one could possibly sur
pass, if they could successfully equal, 
Mrs. Richmond. She is so admirably 
balanced, self-poised and wise, that it 
is always a satisfaction to hear her, 
and no voice commanded more atten
tion, or was more welcomed by the 
convention, than was hers. But she 
is so well known to Spiritualists tlie 
wide world over that it is wholly 
superfluous to of her here at 
length. Tbe convention acted as 
wisely as unanimously in re-electing

The N. S. A. proceeds on its voyage 
under favorable auspices.

' Independent.

HUMAN HEARTBEATS SEEN-

Successful Experiments with the 
X Ray at Ann Arbor.

TEI í

DEAFNESS
and Head Noises relieved by using 
Wilson’« Common Sense Ear Drum«. 

M — New scientific invention; different 
from all other devices. The only safe, 

tahnple, comfortable and Invisible
Ear Drum in the world- Helpswhere 
medical skill fails. No wireorstrlng 

fattachincnt. Write for pamphlet» 
/ WILSON EAR DRUM CO.,

I «♦ UldB., LouUrllle. Ky.
V&cc» J jua Bratdway, Ikoa Wff V.

written without effort or volition ojpinvaluable.
her part. Camille Flammarion, in the 
early part of his life, wrote in this 
way. He thus describes automatic 
writing: “One rests one’s hand mo
tionless, but docile, on the sheet of 
paper, and then writes. After a little 
while, the hand begins to form letters, 
words and phrases. One does not 
create these sentences, as in a normal 
state, but waits for them to produce 
themselves.”

1 am satisfied that automatic writing 
and kindred phenomena, such as are 
described by Allen Kardec, in his work 
on mediumship, and such as have been 
observed by many, have been import
ant factors in the world’s religious 
history. Men have written, moved, 
as they believed, by the Holy Ghost, 
inspired by supernatural wisdom, and 
the words thus written have been re
garded as revelations from God. Those 
whose hands have written or whose 
lips have uttered words of wisdom, 
without their conscious effort, have 
been iu many cases looked upon as 
seers and prophets and the chosen 
representatives of God to teach re
ligious truth to the world.

The fact that automatic writing has 
been for a long, long time, and in va
rious countries, a matter of human 
experience, and the general ignorance 
of scientific men as to the existence of 
the phenomenon, suggests how much 
there may be uninvestigated within 
the proper domain of scientific in
vestigators. Some years ago Dr. 
Robert Hare and Professor Crookes 
tried to gain for these subjects the 
attention of men of science, but they 
were not ready to treat them with 
even ordinary intellectual hospitality. 
Of late, Professor Oliver J. Lodge, of 
University College, Liverpool; Pro
fessor Charles Bichet, of Paris; Pro
fessor Crnsar Lombroso, of Turin, and 
many other men eminent in science, 
have made the phenomena a subject 
of careful investigation. They agree 
that they have witnessed and verified 
occurrences which science has ignored, 
and of which they see no explanation 
by any of the at present ‘recognized 
forces of science.

B. F. Underwood.

CLIMBING.

Climbing, upward climbing every day, 
Upward, though I sometimes lose the 

way.
Up the unseen stairway do I climb, 
Though the steps seem steeper, straight 

the line.
Leading on and ever, nearer still, 
To the upland freedom of God’s willl 
Loosened are the fetters and the chains 
Binding spirits to the earth-bound 

plains.
Loosened is the weariness—the woe 
Of the conflicts raging down below.
Almost can I catch the glimpses grand 
Of the glory of the upper land. " 
Almostcan I hear the welcome sweet 
From the lips of loved ones I shall meet! 
All the truths I long to learn and know, 
They are waiting for me, till I go.
Climbing through the thoughts that 

weigh me down,
I will leave them, I will wear the crown.
Though I grope through darkness, still 

I’ll climb,
Still I’ll claim my heritage divine.
Climbing, upward climbing, every day— 
Years may pass—I still shall seek the 

way! Ella Dare,
Oak Park, Ill.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. 
By Ignatius Donnelly Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely interesting. ■ Price #2. ”

her vice-president, for her services are

Hon. L. V.^Moulfon, of Michigan.
is not so well knpwq.iu the Fast as he 
is throughout the W.^st, but a stronger 
man mehtally was qpt present ut the 
convention. It¿s sorrowful that his 
health, too, like of Brother Bar
rett’s, is not whpt. ,liis friends could 
wish it. Privatç business matters de
manding his attention, he felt con
strained to yield" up. his trusteeship, 
but the convention would not consent. 
His judgment, legal knowledge, fluent 
speech und comprehensive mind, are 
what the N. S. A. particularly re
quire, and could not well get along 
without. The part he took in the 
convention, mostly of committee work, 
was appreciated for its solid char
acter.

Tire president of the Massachusetts 
State Association, Dr. George A. 
Fuller, by his modest demeanor, his 
conscientious labors id committee 
meetings, by his timely and effective 
speeches before the convention, have 
brought him so prominently and fa
vorably before the delegates that he 
was re-elected on the board of trus
tees. It was a wise choice, and all 
felt pleased-at this result.

The public tests, through Mrs. 
Whitney, Mrs. Waite, Mrs. Prior, 
Miss Gaule and Mr. Alternas re
spectively, were mostly of a very' 
satisfactory character.

The New England delegation were 
pleasantly distinguished for their nu
merical strength, their timely services 
and gracious, good works. They 
proved a rallying center.

Throughout the discussions relating 
to business, to organization, to lyceum 
matters, the raising, of money, pro
tection to mediums, amendments to 
the constitution, etc., there prevailed 
notable unanimity and harmony of 
action. If any slumbering embers 
existed, they’ fortunately were not 
fanned into a flame. This, for a 
Spiritualist convention, denotes wis
dom. Many a bright thought, big 
with meaning, often thrilling in its 
effect and practical for good, was 
uttered by a score of separate voices, 
some familiar, others new to the con
vention.

The Address of Welcome was 
fittingly and happily extended by Mr. 
George A. Bacon; rof Washington, 
D. C., and eloqüentiy responded to 
by Mrs. Richmond: ^These addresses 
seemed to give a cue to the subsequent 
proceedings. I !

The several evening addresses, 
made from the Tegular corps of lec
turers, proved generally acceptable, 
most of them being of a practical 
character. Among, these are to be 
mentioned Hon. IS. P. Putnam, Mrs. 
Clara Fifeld Conant, Moses Hullv Mrs. 
A. M. Glading, MreRAbbie E. Sheets, 
W. J. Colville, Dr. George A. Fuller, 
Mrs. Ida P. Whitlock; and one or two 
others whose names are not recalled.

The furnished music, vocal and in
strumental, proved a pleasing com 
tribution to the convention and was 
duly’ appreciated. •

The conscientious loyalty of the 
delegates to the duties incident to the 
convention prevented most of tbe 
members from visiting the many 
places of public interest at the seat of 
the National Government, an item

POWERFUL LIGHT MAKES MOVEMENTS 
OF THE BONES VISIBLE—MUCH BET
TER RESULTS ARE OBTAINED THAN 

1 BY THE PHOTOGRAPH—ARRANGE
MENTS MAKING SO LARGE AUDIENCES 
CAN SEE THE PICTURES.

Some remarkable experiments have 
been conducted at the physical lab
oratory of Michigan University lately. 
Professor H. S. Carhart had charge of 
the experiments and was assisted by 
Dean V. C. Vaughan, of the medical 
department, and Drs. W. J. Herdman 
and F. G. Novy. By means of skill
fully contrived apparatus these gen
tlemen and a few invited guests were 
ablerj-to see the heart pulsations of a 
liilfig man and watch the play of the 
bones in various parts of the body 
when in motion. It was a marvelous 
sight, and one that inspired the less 
scientific beholders with profound awe. 
When the guests entered the room in 
which the experiments were to be 
tried, there was nothing in sight but 
a lot of familiar electrical apparatus. 
A new induction coil stood on a table. 
Four cells of a storage battery stood 
under the table. A resistance coil 
stood alongside. A few scraps of in
sulated wire, a pair of Crookes tubes 
and a curious looking box completed 
the equipment. It was soon explained 
that this box was the important ele
ment in the experiment. The spec
tator was to glne his eyes to the open
ing at the small end and look hard at 
the black pasteboard in front of him. 
Tho room was then darkened and the 
battery turned on, a new Crookes tube 
of great power being put in the circuit. 
As soon as the box was turned toward 
the tube the inky darkness of the in
terior of the box disappeared and the 
black pasteboard became grayish 
white, like a pane of ground glass.

LICHT OF GREAT POWER.
Professor Carhart then thrust iris 

hand between the tubes, now brilliant 
with the peculiar greenish phosphor
escent light that accompanies the pro
duction of the X rays, and every bone 
became distinctly visible on the paste
board screen, surrounded by a cloudy 
outline showing the limits of the fleshy 
covering. The X ray photograph is 
shadowy, vague and unsatisfactory 
compared to the results obtained in 
this new manner. The thinnest gauze 
more obscures an object to tlie eye in 
sunlight than did the covering of skin 
and muscle obscure the bones in Pro
fessor Carhart’s hand. Then his wrist 
was put in, and his arm to the shoul
der. The wrist was turned, the elbow 
flexed and straightened, and the arm 
twisted back and forth. . It was like 
watching a skeleton in a slight haze 
mysteriously endowed with the power 
of self-motion. The clothing was no 
hindrance to the vision, the rays pass
ing through clothing as readily as the 
naked flesh.

Then Dr. Novy tried a few objects 
in the field, and finally sat before the 
tube and allowed the spectators to 
count his ribs, examine the condition 
of the sternum and clavicle, and sud
denly’ it was discovered that the heart 
was visible, and that its pulsations 
could be watched and counted. The 
heart was misty in outline, not distinct 
like the bones, but there it was, 
moving regularly, and the spectator 
counted its pulsations, while Dr. Herd
man stood with his finger on Dr. 
Novy’s pulse to verify' the count and 
make sure it Was not the flickering of 
the light that misled the eye.

The inside of the screen to the 
curious box was covered with a layer 
of tungstate of calcium, by means of 
which layer tbe X rays were trans
ferred into rays of light that affect 
the eye, thus making the X ray vis

ible. An effort will be made after a 
while to fix a large screen in a door
way, so that all of a large audience in 
a dark room can see the pictures sim
ultaneously, the room supplanting the 
box. In this way the whole skeleton 
of a man may perhaps be shown at 
once and at the same time walking 
about.

■Ann Arbor, Mich.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and-interesU A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
be delighted with it.

“Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it welllulfills 
the'promise of its title. For sale at this 
office. Price, 75 cents.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op- 
eratlye Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity?’ By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. • Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
this office, , - -

greatly to their credit. The securing “Poems ot Progress.” By Lizzie 
quarters at the Ebhitt House, at i Doten. Ifi thfe volume, this peerless 
«rtj «aueea rates, « . dever Mt
of business. . . • | yveiy to severe.” It is a book to "be

All but three, of the old board of treasured and richly enjoyed by all who
„Brara, «.a the« did dot ear.
serve any longer, were re-elected. ' printed and bound. Price iL ’ -

greatly to their credit. The securing

X-

OBUU IN 
POSITION/

VOLUME II.

THE MEDIUMISTIG
Experiences of John Brown, 

Tbe Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by
PROF. J. S. WVIüLíAND.

This book should be In tho hands of every one Inter*  
ested in Eplrituallem.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chaptai 
2, Tbe Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
Caltfuruliii Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark« 
able Tests, chapters, His Work as a Healer. Chap« 
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit Lo the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commi» 
nlcate; How to Conduct u Circle. Chapter 9, Miscal 
Laneoua Articles. Chapter 10, A Strauge Experience, 
Chapter IL Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter -12, Now Exprrlenees—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Vision#. Chapter 18. Tbe First Break io 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chapter 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14,-Ola-podrida. .

For salo At this office. Heavy paper cover, prloo 6| 
QantjL ______________________

THE UNKNOWN LIFE

Jesus Christ
-BY-

N1COLAS N0T0VITCH.

translated from the french.

Of tbe Encyclopaedia of Death,
and Life In tbe Spirit-World.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on the 
same terms that the first volume was. 
When remittiug a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol. 
II. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will get'IHE 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2 you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes I. 
and II. of the Encyclopaedia.

Of*  In ordering one volume of the 
Encyclopa?dia, always state whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. If. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopaedia of Death, 

hound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called the Premium Encyclo
paedia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 20,000 copies are to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with the bound copies of 
tbe Encyclopedia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year’s subscription, and at prices stated 
above.

HUMAN CULTURE £ CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.

A most excellent and very valuable work, by the 
Dean of the College of FThe Force#, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Boclal Science, 
BeMglon. etc. •

Price, doth, ISccnU. For tale at this ofjlce,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
-AND-

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able and interesting presentation of a most 
Important aulijocL. Every Splrituallal and every In« 
qufrer Into tbe proofs and philosophy of Spiritual« 
lam should hare this excellent book. Its value Is reo*  
ognlied and acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
cloth. 11. For sale al this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under tbe ant. 
Flee# of the Riv. bhaku Soyen, delegate to tbe Par*  
lament of TUiHglon#.. Was lately published In Japan

Price 11. For sale at this office.

The To-Morrow of Death,
-•-OR THE---

Future Life According to Science, 

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It I# written 
In that peculiar IntereettoR style to which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects in adaptation to tbe needs of the general 
reader. Tbe author 1# not a Splrituallst-he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super- 
stttlon," etc., etc., tn which he manifests the nuial 
animas of tho ‘’idcntlfic clas«,’’ yet be says again: 
“There iaa true and respectable Idea to Spiritualism,” 
and regard# a# proved “the fact of commnnlcailon 
between iuperbumons and the inhabitants of Earth;" 
and be goes on to relate Instance# of fact in evidence. 
There 1b, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the authors'# idea#, but the well-read mine wLl readily 
select and arrange tbe pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, bnt 
much Tatoablo Information. Tho author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price 11.50. For sale at 
this office.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

♦uT1!?. 0nl7 cver offered tbe reading and 
thinking public In tbe Interest of modern Spiritual- 
Irai, that Is absolutely free from the tbeorfa*  of super
stition, and which - H
Danomtralu continuUy of life and our envi

ronment of opirUitualinfluenoe.,
from tbe data of modero physical and phraloloelcal 
science.

.¡s

Bines the writing of tbe New Testament no book hu ■ 
Appeared of ae great Importance to Christianity a# 
the Uxknown Liyx op Jxsu# Chbibt.

This volume, written by tbe discoverer of the mana« 
parlpt, contains a thrilling account of the privation# 
and peril# encountered to his search for it, a literal 
translation of tbe original manuscript, and lastly a 
critical analysis of what it contain#, '

This work contains 185 neatly print«! TWB, and la 
published on the basis of combining cheapness and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one donut» Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents. ■
AddressUds office, 40 Loomistit., Ck6oago,IU,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES?
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tax Pboobebbivb Thuneeb will re*  
member the story under tbe above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published iu its columns. At the 
time, constant inquiries were made as to its appearing 
to book form. Thia wish has now been gratified, ft | 
make# a volume of 243 pages, lu style aud form like tbe 
“Convent of tbe Sacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
likeness of tbe author on tbe cover. The scenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres. . 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and : 
modes of life of spiritual being#, are presented tn tot 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction! 
Tbe Hodee of the Sag0; Home of the Miser; Tbe Low 
Socletlei: Hadee; Ciirlatinastlde lu tbe Spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmastlde aud tbe Golden Gate; Tbe Un« 
happy Marriage; Faster Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of tbe Light; The Society Again Visit*  
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; DlscuBslon; A - 
Vlult to a Distant Globe; Reunlou lu tbe Spirit-world; 
Contenledness Not Goodness; Address of tlie Sage.

It Isa book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a . 
book iu which tbe Investigator will find answers to . 
ever-recurrlug question#; a book which will interest 
tbe church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper Is 60 ceuia; muslin |1; postpaid*  -

World's Sixteen Saviors,
-OR-

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

New and startling revelations In religions history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of ail the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New • 
Testament, and furnishing a key for uulocking many 
of its sucred mysteries, besides comprising the Hlsi 
lory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won» 
derfulsnd exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference lu tbe field 
which the author has chosen for 1l Tbe amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile tbe 
varied Information contained lu It mufit have Veen so- 
vere and arduous Indeed, aud nffwthut It 1# In such 
convenient chape, the student of free thought will not 
willingly allow il to go out of print. But the book (a 
by no menus a mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—as will be 
seen by his title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite lino of rebearcb and argument to the cloie, 
aud hi# conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark, 
Frinted on line white paper, 880 pages. New edition, 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Price fl.SOo Postage 10 cents*  Bor sale at 

tlUs office*

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment# on Genest#, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
* aud Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Rev. Phebe Hanaford, Clara J3e- 

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrat Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula If. Qeslefeld, and 
Prances E. Barr,

“Tn every soul them I# bound op some truth and 
iome error, and each give# to the 'world of thought 
what no other one poflaesse#.“—Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright niiud# are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read It.
Price 60c. For sale at this Office.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, 
OK DEATH AXD ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaven and Hell. By 
MO8S8 Hull. Tills pamphlet beside# giving the Snlr« 
lualiBUc interpretation of many things tn the Bible— 

Interpretations never before given, explain# tbe 
iieaveusand hells believed in by Spiritualist#. Price. 
10 cents. For sale at thU office.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY S, WEIL.

Croth, 11.25. • • • Paper, 50 cents.
Thia lea work of great value, written by une of the 

Keenest., most powerful and moat truly religious 
inludaofthe day. It I# particularly a work which 
should be put Into the haud.° of those who have freed 
t.ienibelvc# from the dogtmu of orthodoxy and from 
the dogma# of materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and sense# are not the whole of Hfc.

The chapters reveal a new method lo nsvchlc and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpse# of a 
stupendous moral cosmos thnt will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
tlie childhood period of faith and fancy will be ‘■uper*  
seded by knowledge and facts. Fur sale at this office. 
BIBLEMARVETwORKERi

/IND THE WONDROUS POWER 
¿1 which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Tralta and Characteristic# of Propbeta, Apo» 
ties, nnd Jmus, or New Readings of “Tbe Miracles.**  
by Allkk PuTh'AM. Price 75 cento. For sale ut toll 
office.

The Occult Forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of throe pamphlets 
embodied In one volume, in which question# of great 
Importance to tbe race are dl#cu8#ed from the stand
point of «n advanced social reformer. Price 50 cents. 
For sale at this office.ROMANISM AND TRE~R& - PUBLIC. .

A WORK TH A T E VER Y LO VER Of 
xi bl# country should have ri hand forconraluw 

'■ tlon. By Rev. Isaac J. Lanelng. M. A. ThlslsamotVTo tho Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation of 
scientific data and rerinwl fade. ; .----- .-y—------------- -
. To tbe materlaUst nnd .kcptlc, a revelation ottbo îl”c ’""“Î con’!“1Ty' of a Dlwoaslon of tbe Pnrootei, 
Invlalble encrele. operative InKarorc'. 7>r ‘ .VaumpUotn Principle» »nd Method, ol tho Bornai evolution. * IU natures lormu.a or Catholic nimn». The work 417 r,....

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a new earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con
doneed volume of scientific Information for 25 cents. 
Aaoress your orders to
The Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis street*

IT IS INTEneSHNQ.
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT. 

*-• World: Being a deecrlptlon of Localities, Km.Hov 
menu. Surroundings, and Condition, In tbe Snhcrei 
By member, ot tbe Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Sbelha- 
t?or' of tlie Banner of Light Public Free Clr-

Cloth 11 m. Postage >0 cents. For .ale at lull OfflCCL

“CHURCH and state?
The Bible to the Public Schools'; tbe New “Amer

ican" Party. By “Jefferaon." Third edition. Thia 
beautiful pamphlet of page# Is tbe most tboromrh 
presentation of the Cburch and State question that 
Has appeared, Price 10 cents.

1MMORTAUTY.
A poem In five cantoa “If a man die, ahull he Ur.»" 

le fully MUwered. Ill W. e. Barlow, author of 
Volcca, Price GficenU. . “ .

THE VOICES.
By Warren Sumner Bartow. Tbe Volcaaaeontaln 

poems of remarkable beauty and force, gney are 
most excellent, price 11.03» p

I life,aWvel.
It beamiirito Mmced thouckt» aad li fuclnatfar. 

Price, 50 scaw.

1
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Afsumptlon#, Principle# «nd Methods of tho Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contain# 447pages, usf 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information fo|
every patriot In tho Uad Price Si. For asJe ui 'tljt 
office.

EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION. “
A tbrllllpR appeal to nil who arc Interested In learn

ing bow the great forces of the Itotn&n CatboHn 
Charch arc seeking to control all movements per« 
Ulnlng Io homan prop-css that arr in opposition to 
their dogmatic religion# teaching#. Price 15 cents. 
For sole at ibis office.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”'
To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

U Intensely tnlercfetlng. It gives detailed accoantiot 
two case# of'‘double coneclousnesB,**  namely Mary 
Lnrancy Vennnm, of Watseka, IDand Mary Thy« 
noida, of Venango connty, Pa. For tale nt this offleo. 
Price 13 cents.

'the aqeTof reason.
By Thoma# Paine. Being sn .toresUgstion of True 

and Fsbulon# Theology. A new and complete edl 
tlon, from newpUtea and new type; 18B pages, post 
fq Paper. 23 cent#; coth, 50 cents.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS’" ’ 
Or whrt tbe editor of the Freethinker's Magazine 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cuU; twenty-Are "copie# for 
BOceuta. ' ■ ■

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Embracing Splrltuallnn, pati and pmei.L ]ir J 

M. Feeble«, JL D. Ah encycloRtíla nt lotamhi 
api lasUucUn facta. Frica *UM.  *
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Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak? 
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
bv at least 40,600. We.go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac- 
companled by the full name and address 
of the writer, or no attention will be 
paid to them. ■

J, W. Dennis writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “Mrs. Carrie E. Twing has just 
closed a month’s engagement for our 
Buffalo society. Her lectures were so 
homelike, kind and lovable that every
one liked her. She filled the house 
from the platform to the front door at 
every meeting. She is engaged for 
Buffalo again in 1897, and for the next 

■ two months she is engaged in New York 
City. Her seances for the benefit of 
the society that were held during the 
weekday evenings were well attended 
and were oi a good deal of aid in a Iinan- 
cial way, as well as edifying and iu- 
struetive."

. Mrs. Rebecca R. Maxey writes from 
Aurora, 111., that she is ’,>/ years old and 
nearly blind. There were .-pirit inaiii- 
festations iu her father's hom-e seventy 
years ago. Over sixty years ago there 
were loud raps, and her mother bad raps 
on the door of her room when she went 
in there to pray. She said -it was the 
Devil eotne to disturb her inlier prayers 
—just like Luther. Mrs. Maxey had 
raps aud other manifestations three 
months after the Fox girls had them. 
The spirits led her away from the Cal- 
vinistie doctrines.

During November Moses Hull speaks 
in Philadelphia. Ue would be glad of 

■’ ppportunities for weekday evening 
work. He can be addressed at uAp 
Chatham street. Financial trouble has 

■ caused the cancellation of his appoint- 
■ ments for December, April and May.

• Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kenyon are hold
' ing meetings in Cambridgeport, Mass., 

in Temple of Honor Hall, for the sea
son. but will answer calls to lecture and 

' hold test seances in easy access of Bos
ton for Sundays, or weekday evening 
seances; will attend funerals, etc. 'Ihey 

' have engagements at Onset Camp, sea
son of ’97. They would be pleased to en
gage to other eamps for the coming 
year. Address them at Cambridgeport,

; Mass., 146 Green street.
’ Mrs. Steelman-Mitchell writes from 

Grand Rapids: “Our engagement here 
closed on Sunday last. Having changed 
the date with another society, 1 have 
November and 1-ebruary open for en
gagement. Address 169 Van Voast av-

• enue, Newport, Ky.”
Will C. Hodge, inspirational speaker, 

has just closed a second engagement at 
. Waukesha, Wis., and is now open for 

engagement in any locality for the win
ter months and for the camping season 
of 1897. He would be pleased to con e- 
spond with parties al points between 
Chicago and Central New York, and 
will make terms in accordance with the 
tjnrns. Will attend funerals. Address, 
fortermsand dates, 710 Prairie street, 
Milwaukee, Wis.

■ Col. Dexter writes from Boston. Mass.: 
“I have attended many of the spiritual 
meetings in this city which are so pro- 
dueliveof good, and wishing lo learn 

; what is ad vanned by our orthodox brelh- 
ren, 1 attended this morning's service 
at the Tremont Methodist Episcopal 
church, in Tremont street, and judge of 
my surprise, when the choir rose lo sing 
the anthem, to see in the choir loft one 
who is so well and favorably known in 
our ranks us an inspirational speaker, 
test medium and vocalist, Mr. Seymour 
Van Brocklin, late of New York, and 
now of this city. It was a pleasure long 
to bo remembered to hear the beautiful 
voice of this medium ringing out sweet 
and clear in one of the most beautiful 
solos ever written by mortal man. Sure
ly the loved ones in spirit-life are work
ing iu many ways to give lo the world 
the glorious evidence of their presence 
when mediums like Mr. Van Brocklin 
are (jlaced in our churches lopreach the 

. glorious truth by controlling the voices 
in song.”

Mr. Ellis, secretary, writes from Cam- 
bridgeporl, Mass.: “Prof. J. W. Ken
yon and Mrs. Kenyon opened for the 
season meetings in Temple of Honor 
hall. Mr. Kenyon gave two very able 

, addresses. They were of a very high 
order. He seems lo pass inloan exalted 
state of vision where be ean see the 
modus operand! of nature. Mrs. Keti- 
yon followed the address with tests of 
spirit identity.as well asadisplay of high 
psychometric gifts. She will read arli- 

: clc after article placed on the table be-
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fore her, giving a full and accurate de
scription of the person to whom the ar
ticle belongs. often giving his or her 
tame, with name' and facts of spirit 
friends, and then will go to the owner 
of the article and deliver it. .Mrs. Ken
yon is the only medium that has been 
able to thus demonstrate beyond ques
tion this psychometric gift so there is 
no doubt left on the mind.”

Bose L. Bushnell, late of Summerland. 
Cal., writes from Sterling. 111.: "1 ar
rived here from California the 3rd of 
this beautiful October month. My 
health is much improved. The healing 
■waters of these springs are leading me 
back from the brink. 1 passed last 
■week at .Mt. Pleasant Park, with some 
old friends who still linger around the 
vase, like the scent of the rose, after it 
is shattered. ” ~

H. writes from Grand Rapids, Mich.: 
"A good work has been done here for 
the‘cause of Spiritualism by Mrs. J. 
Steelman Mitchell, who lectured before 
the Grand Rapids Spiritual Association 
during October. Every lecture was sup
plemented by interesting tests received 
in a new and convincing manner. Mrs. 
Mitchell grew in favor here, her last 
lecture being the best. Her success 
was due not alone to Intellectual and 
psychic gifts, but also to her grace and 
charm of manner on the platform and 
in social intercourse. She was very 
susceptible to the inspiring effect of mu
sic, and it was our good fortune to have 
excellent singing and piano accompani
ment, the choir being led by Mr Dow 
Austin, of this city, whose voice is pe
culiarly sweet and pleasing. Mrs. 
Mitchell, after a short visit a\ her home 
in Bellevue, Ky., will go to Louisville.”

Esther M. Cahoon writes from Scran
ton, Pa., of an entertaining meeting at 
the parlors of Dr. F. Sanborn. They 
werb highly entertained by Dr. Pritch
ard. ,

Prof. Lockwood speaks at Lima, Ohio, 
the month of November. His first lec
ture there is entitled "The Spirituality 
of the Invisible Elements of Nature, and 
Their .Relation to the Visible.” Lecture 
demonstrated. His second lecture is 
"Spiritualism Considered as the Doc
trine of-Nature, and the Relation of Its

Philosophy to Moral Ethics,’’ accompa
nied with thrilling1 demonstrations of 
the sublime principles of correlation and 
natural reciprocity. No person who 
hears these lectures and is able to think, 
but will feel a thrill of illumination as 
he witnesses those experiments, and he 
will sense a strong pull to place his feet 
in the path of nature and ethical pro
gression. Prof. Lockwood goes from 
Lima to Boston for December; to'Phila- 
delphia for January, 1897; to New Bed
ford, Mass,, for February: to Norwich, 
Ct., for March; to-Buffalo, for April,' 
and to New York City for May. June is 
yet open for an engagement. His Chi
cago address is 98 Ogden avenue.

Truth Seeker writes from Beloit, 
Wis.: “One ■ of our able ministers 
preached an «‘Old Folks’ Sermon last 
Sunday, which was very flowery and el
oquent as well as interesting (though 
thoroughly orthodox) and he touched 
on ihe old patriarchs of the Bible, whose 
a°es ranged from 130 to 900 years, and 
Noah in particular, who successfully 
coped with a universal deluge at the ripe 
age of (>06 years- also Jacob, who 
courted his first wife when he was near
ing the. century mark- Now, 1 would 
like to have Moses Hull or some other- 
able ichular explain this <to me) some
what fishy story. Then the children 
sang that old standby: ‘There is a Hap
py Land.’ Now, I wonder how far, far 
away the average church member 
thinks that happy land is? Some imag
ine hundreds, and others, perhaps, 
thousands of miles. It seems preposter
ous and unreasonable to me, and 1 be
lieve
Our loved ones who have gone before

Aré within the old home still, 
Tho' we cannot sec them as ol yore,

Yet in a little while we will.”
Mrs. Lora Effi'ton, musical test me

dium, can be addressed for engagements 
at .8 Walton avenue, i on Wayne, ind, 
During October she has been ofl’eiating 
successfully for t(ie First Society of 
Sp'ritualists there. The society is large 
and flourishing, with a flue lyeeum. 
Mrs. Holton is open for engagements for 
camp-meelings; will oliiciate.at futierais 
or weddings. _

N. S. Banfield writes from Lowell, 
Mass.: “O. L. Coneannon and Wife ap
peared before the Psychic (Hub, of Low
ell, in a materializing seance, last even
ing, to the entire satisfaction of those 
present. Mr. Cuncannon submitted to 
strict test conditions, and was examined 
by the committee before entering the 
cabinet, whose report was accepted by 
those present. - His sleeves were sewed 
to his pants, his coat collar was sewed 
together, his hands filled with rice, and 
his leet placed in a tray filled with Hour. 
The question, 'If a man die, shall he 
live again?’ seems more firmly settled 
than ever, as the human mind delves 
into the psychic forces of nature.”

E. Sheffield Straight desires to make 
engagements to lecture, including tests, 
in the spiritual field, with societies for 
the fall and winter. Societies or parties 
desiring to make engageineuts will re
ceive prompt attention by addressing 
him at East Providence, ÍR. I., P. O. 
Box 771.

Moses Hull will lecture in Philadel
phia, Pa., during November. His ad
dress will be 520 Chatham street. He 
will illuminate Philadelphia with his 
genial presence, and entertain its people 
with his logic.

Alice K. Simmons writes of her ex
periences in Spiritualism, which were 
similar to R. F. Langford's. She has 
been taking lessons from J. C. F. Grura- 
bine with great -benefit, and feels that 
she now is on solid ground. She finds 
that phenomena are but a small part of 
Spiritualism, and money could not buy 
what she has received.

Madam Parcells suggests that “too 
much space is occupied in Spiritual 
papers for a free airing of a few »tills. 
If such mediums (would-be mediums) 
would drop a dollar into the publisher’s 
hands, and let such stull eo.ue out as ad
vertising matter, it would greatly re
lieve the responsibilities of editors. It 
spoils the reading matter of a page 
when someone whom we know to be a 
pretender is puffed to the skies, while 
the beautiful philosophy is not men
tioned. If such people persist in flaunt
ing and parading before the public, 
let them pay for such notoriety; then 
the paper could be enlarged to accommo
date them.”

Paul M. Harris writes from Houston, 
Texas: “Prof. Arthur, known all over 
the country as 'the boy phenomenon,’ 
has just finished an engagement here at 
Bryan Hall, and I cannot resist the 
temptation to tell his many friends 
through vour paper of his great and 
wonderful success. The gifts of this 
young gentleman are so various, so mar
velous and great, and yetojach one is so 
perfect in its own respective sphere that 
one wonders at them all. His demon- 
stralions in hypnotism were received 
with great appreciation by the audi
ence, and proved conclusively the great 
extent to which th is power is developed 
in the professor. On Sunday night 
there was a large number of Spiritual
ists present, and he took occasion to de
liver an instructive lecture upon the 
subject that is nearest to our hearts, in 
coimeetion with his regular lecture on 
hypnotism. More than one unbeliever 
left the hall that night a convert to the 
cause, or at least an investigator. Only 
one skeptic was found after the deliver
ance of the lecture—the president of 
the street railway company. After Dr. 
Brown, Dr. Arthur’s guide, had spoken 
to him, he, too, succumbed to the truth 
and is now earnestly investigating. 
Everyone *vho  has seen and met Dr. 
Arthur is enraptured with his learning 
and his gentlemanly ways, and 1 believe 

. I am speaking for all when I express 
the hope that he will permanently re
main in our midst.”

A correspondent writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y., that there are petitions out in 
Bradford. Buffalo, Oil City, Titusville, 
Jamestown, Lily Dale Camp and other 
places, asking the Lily Dale board of 
trustees to engage Moses Hull at camp 
in season of 1897.

Mrs. H. Parker writes from Summer
land, Cal.: “I have had la grippe many 
times, beginning with congestion of the 
lungs. It has each time worked its way 
up until in March last it attacked my 
throat with a grip that seemed almost 
irresistible. During the time my hus
band in spirit-life came and said (un
mistakably): ‘Come, go with me.’ I re
plied: ‘I’ve a pleasant home here.’ He 
said: ‘You've a more beautiful home 
over there.’ I then said: ‘See my roses.’ 
He replied: ‘There are flowers untold 
where you will go.’ I then said: ‘I can’t 
leave my duties now.' Which seemed 
satisfactory, for I was enabled to re
cover.”

Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Aspinwall passed 
through the city last week on their re- 
turnlrom the National Convention, at 
Washington, D. Cj They went from 
here to Genoa, Ill., to lecture and give 
seances. Mr. Aspinwall greatly distin
guished himself Jjy bis masterly skill in 
building up a camp-meeting in Minne
sota.

Ella Woodward writes from Toledo, 
Ohip: "I would like k announce through 
your paper that Mr. J. B. Johnson, of 
our oity. is a fins physical medium. Last 
Sunday evening, at the G. A. R. hall, 
he produced some of the bfestmanifesta
tions evet- witnessed in Toledo. - Sitting 
in front of the cabinet, with two others 
holding his hands, and in the gas-light, 
musical instruments were-played, flags 
wore waved far above the cabinet, and

messages from departed friends (one 
from our old worker, M. K. Knight) 
were thrown, or handed out, and at last 
a large, heavy chair was thrown over 
the cabinet, and many other demonstra
tions of spirit-return were received. 
All were greatly pleased with the se
ance—and I think it our duty to encour
age all such mediums in their honest 
and unselfish endeavor to prove to the 
world ‘Thore is no death.’ ” .

M. Theresa Allen writes from Wich
ita, Kansas: “Among the mapy Spiritu
alists of this city is a small society of 
about twenty-five members who are do
ing faithful work for our cause. ‘ Mr. T. 
A. Thompson is president, and Mr. 
Nicholas Rooney, secretary. On my 
way here from Springfield, Mo., I 
stopped off at Monett. Mo., and gave a 
lecture to a fair-sized audience. The 
following night w.e organized a society 
with Capt. S. C. Mills as president. 
Both the Monett society and the Wiclj- 
ita society expect to charter with their 
respective Stale Associations in the near 
future and through tlieir State Associa
tion? have a representation in the Na
tional. Next. Sunday morning at our 
meeting here, the subject of the organ
ization-social, Stale aqd National
will occupy the morning session. Our 
general address Continues to be 233 
Commercial street, Springfield, Mo., as 
that is headquarters of our State work 
in Missouri. Mr. Allen is there and fill
ing an engagement with the South Side 
society.”

Dr. Adah Sheehan will serve the soci
ety in Lima. O., for the month of De
cember, and will be pleased to make 
week night engagements in; L neigh
boring towns'. During Maree the will 
be in Kansas City, and would be pleased 
to hear from societies en route. For 
datesand terms, address Dr. Adah Shee
han, Elsinore Gate and Russell street, 
Cincinnati, O.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets writes from 192 
Dartmouth street. Boston, Mass.: “After 
a profitable season at the N. S. A. con
vention at Washington, 1 journeyed by 
rail and steamer with the ‘New England 
delegation,’ which numbered about 
fifty, at tlieir kind invitation, as far as 
New Bedfoi'd, Mass. I was greeted 
Sunday, the Uith, in that city by an in
telligent audience of spiritual workers, 
headed by H. Shaw, of whom in com
mendation, too much cannot be said for 
his efforts in behalf of our cause there. 
1 am now quietly resting in the genial 
home of those stanch Spiritualists, Dr. 
and Mrs. E. A. Flatt, of 11)2 Dartmouth 
street, Boston, Mass. The former is a 
clairvoyant physician of large practice; 
the latter a lady filling a place of useful
ness occupied by few. Sunday my No
vember labor begins at Bersley Hall, 
shared by California's noted test medi
um, Mrs. J. J. Whitney. Am billed to 
speak in New York City in December; 
Flint, Mich., for January and February, 
and for the Buffalo Temple Society dur
ing March. Our cause is growing; 
light is spreading; truth will prevail. 
For the present mouth letters will reach 
me as above. Permanent address, 
Grand Ledge, Mich.”

"Eagler” writes from Detroit, Mich.: 
“The First National Spiritual Society 
opened its meetings on the last Sunday 
in September in Prismatic Hall, 140 
First street, by our pastor, Mrs. Marion 
E. Carpenter, with a good attendance 
We notice with much pride, that al the 
last annual meeting at Lansing of the 
Stale Association, that the First Nation
al Society stood head and shoulders ‘as 
to membershiii,’ above any other society 
in the State, and we hope to see It con
tinue to grow and enlarge. Three weeks 
ago a children’s lyeeum was organized, 
and which started with a larger enroll
ment than ever before, and not only the 
children are interested, but plenty of 
the older ones, and they find much to 
learn, for now is the time to begin the 
education of children that will be born 
one hundred years hence. Weare very 
sorry to note the very serious illness of 
Mrs. Carpenter, who was taken ill after 
the meeting on October 12. We are not 
alone in saying that wc are pleased that 
she has recovered so far as lo be ab'e to 
sit up while the prayers of her hundreds 
of friends go out each day for her 
speedy recovery and her presence with 
us once more.”

C. A. Pearsall, of Des Moines, Iowa, 
writes: “Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, of 
Chicago, daughter of E. V. Wilson, one 
of the most noted lecturers and tost me
diums of his day, has been with us since 
September 20, lecturing for our society 
every Sunday. Her lectures have been 
followed by platform tests, which proved 
so positive that they could not be gain
said. 1 wish to state that before her 
advent among us our society was virtu
ally broken up, but she has infused new 
life even among church members, and 
they are very anxious to hear and know 
more about our beautiful philosophy. 
She had an urgenlcall from Strawberry 
Point for one month, but we have the 
promise that when she fulfills her en
gagement there she will return to us 
and with renewed efforts try and gel our 
society on a firm foundation so that har
mony will prevail. Mrs. Kayner’s hus- 
cand is with her. He is a man of fine 
appearance and pleasing manners, and 
is always looking out for her welfare. 1 
sincerely hope their labors foi‘ the 
cause will be richly rewarded.”

A. S. Hinckley writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “In the 'General Survey’ in 
your most excellent paper, 1 have not 
seen a note lately from Buffalo, so I 
think it time to inform your numerous 
readers that we are still in the land of 
the living and prosperous. The politi
cal cloud, with its golden border and 
silver lining, may obscure the prospect 
during the week, but on Sunday the sun 
of Spiritualism shines brighter than 
usual here. That ever welcome laborer 
in the field of advanced thought, Mrs. 
Carrie Twing, has just closed a month 
of good work here, speaking to audi
ences when ‘standing room only’ would 
be an appropriate sign. For November 
we are to have that grand exponent of 
our philosophy, Lyman C. Howe, who is 
ever a favorite with us."

Win. Shumacher, secretary, writes ot 
the unveiling of the “Banner” by the 
Students of Nature, 1052 Milwaukee av
enue. The exercises were beautiful 
and were participated in by Bro. -Wass- 
man, Mrs. Summers, Gertie Wallace, 
Geo. Wixtrum and Sister Lindsay. 
Many children gave recitations. The 
hall was decorated with many flowers 
and with National flags.

Owing to hard times, Moses Hull’s en
gagements for December, April and 
May have been canceled, hence he is 
open for engagements for those months. 
He can be addressed at 526 Chatham 
street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull’s address is at 113 
Lacock street, Allegheny, Pa. She is 
to lecturg there during November.

A Physician Presents Some 
Weighty and Instruct

ive Thoughts.

Experience in «‘Mipistering
Spirits in1 (Prison.”

to

A SPIRIT’S THOUGHTS
Concerning the Education of 

Mediums and Spirits.

Automatically Written through 
C. W. Lynn. .

‘^Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price 25 cents

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. •' (Library of Liberal 
Classics.)' No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and houest 
life of Mahomet.than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting. 
It should be read in conjunction-with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at .this, office. 
Price, 25 cents. ’ '

To the EDiTORi-p-j! find in The Pro
gressive Thinker ,gf October 16, Un 
article entitled “Eutanasia.” Although 
the author errs in the use of tho term, 
by applying it to suicide, when the word, 
which is a pure Greek word, means sim
ply “easy death,” yet it revives the 
memory of a few years ago, when the 
medical journals discussed the subject, 
The proposition, which was then argued 
pro and con, wasting A patient is suf
fering.intensely with a disease that is 
positively fatal—apody nes have lost 
.their power aud nothing but death ean 
relieve the intense agony—the patient 
prays to be relieved by a fatal dose in
stead of waiting the slow approach of 
final dissolution, which is as sure to 
come in time as to-morrow’s sunrise.

It was argued that to meet such cases 
a law should be made permittinga coun
cil of doctors, and -the decision of that 
council should determine whether the 
prayer of the patient should be granted 
by effecting an easy death euthanasia.

In the course of more than forty years 
of practice, I have met with a number of 
cases where I whould gladly, have fol
lowed the golden rule, to d j by my pa
tient as I would like to be done by under 
similar conditions, but the laws of the 
land forbade. Is this an exception to 
the practice of the golden rule?

And yet, according to our laws, a 
council of twelve men, called a jury, ean 
decide to put a healthy manto a death 
of agony.

Admitting the justice of the act, the 
source of error in Its execution lies only 
in the error of the council of physicians. 
And the liability to err is almost nil, as 
any old practitioner will be willing to 
admit. A very large majority of cases 
would be of cancer and consumption.

If it would be right for a council of 
physicians to grant the prayer of a' suf
ferer under the above-named conditions, 
would it be right for a sufferer under 
similar conditions to accomplish the 
same purpose? If so, it would be justi
fiable suicide. It would be the judge de
ciding instead of the jury. But the suf
ferers upon whose cases the council 
would be called to decide are usually in 
a condition of feebleness that render 
them unable to accomplish the desired 
result. Hence they should (‘-1 helped, 
unless we refuse to do as wo would be 
done by.

I have been engaged for several years 
in a work that has been termed “minis
tering to spirits in prison,” that is, as
sisting those whombdeath, so-called, has 
“cast into outer da?khdlis,” to the light 
and to a realizing épnçà of the fact that 
they have passed1'thè change called 
death.

They are brought'to’us from almost 
every class of society-Itoostly from the 
illiterate, especially '¿hose who bud 
false ideas of thi? future, or had no 
thought of life bejiónd’. the grave. As 
in all eases the thoilghï, emotioA, or im
pulse that wasdomjhuift at the moment 
when consciousness was lost is the same 
when consciousness returns on the spirit 
side, we have a grdilt variety of condi
tions to meet. The excited must-be 
quieted, tho angrf appeased and the 
stupid nrouted. ' 1 '

The most difficult’to manage arc those 
who have passed out uriderthe influence 
of opium or merphine. Their last feel
ing is that of intense drowsiness: and 
many of those who have passed out 
-or at leust lost consciousness while 
tlieir attendants were trying to keep 
them awake, and so they only plead to 
be let alone.

The orthodox are astonished that they 
are in neither heaven nor hell, aud a 
few are surprised that they are not in 
the latter, and acknowledge that they 
deserved it. Some lament that they 
have passed the change, and other, a 
few, are glad it is over. Those who 
have not been taught the old theological 
errors, or have outgrown them, soon 
comprehend the situation; having no 
fear of hell and the devil, they are not 
looking for them nor the great white 
throne. Of course many are undevel
oped, both morally and intellectually: 
but, to my surprise, nine-tenths of these, 
as well as all of the better, express their 
gratitude by many thanks äs they de
part.

But the most important fact in this 
connection, is that suicides repent the 
act as soon as they become conscious of 
the fact that they have not lost their in
dividuality. And bitter is thé re
pentance in most cases.

When the people can be taught that 
they cannot get away from themselves, 
there will be fewer suicides to bo re
corded.

Until the question can be settled by 
better authority than mere opinion, it 
does not seem right to attempt to justify 
those so inclined by advocating the 
right to self-murder,

Man’s best guide to right conduct in 
this life is a knowledge of natural laws 
and a conformity thereto. The more 
closely these are studied and obeyed the 
happier will be the earth-life and the 
belter prepared for the life to come.

The unavoidable and consequential 
penalty attached to the violation of nat
ural law is the monitor to all who are 
wise enough to heed the lesson. The 
possession of knowledge and wisdom in 
its application is the ladder of progres
sion by which man attains to higher un- 
foldment. It is knowledge to know that 
fire will burn, and it is wisdom to avoid 
it. Wisdom is gained by experience. 
Tell the child that fire will burn; it may 
believe you, but it will not be wise until 
it has experienced ithe pain. The in
stinct of self-preservation is inherent in 
all organic life. b

The suffering from disease consequent 
upon violation of thq laws of health—the 
happiness resulting from obedience to 
Nature’s admonitions—the love of life 
and the fear of deajjh, all indicate Na
ture's design that Jüan should dwell in 
the flesh until theofcmfit is ripe, well 
rounded out and fitted to enter upon-the 
life of eternal progression. And to such 
the transition cométf'at painless as fall
ing into a natural sl©ep?7-a true “eutha
nasia.”

Then what right -[baa, anyone to frus
trate Nature’s designs by deliberately 
ending the earth-life?^ It must be a 
crime, and as such it must have a pen
alty. And that penalty is in part the 
bitter repentance of the suicide when he 
has voluntarily projected himself into a 
condition of life that he is unfitted for, 
like an unwelcome and unbidden guest 
ata banquet, and more, that he has 
taken all his .troubles with him. If the 
people could be taught these facts there 
would be far less suicides recorded. No 
Spiritualist commits the deed unless in
sane. . .

This plea of ownership of life, with a 
right to dispose of it at will, is mere 
sophistry. Did he earn or purchase it?

Evidently it is Nature’s plan that we 
shall dwell in this tenement of clay as 
long as it will serve the purpose of the 
indwelling ego. But in those cases 
where it is proposed to call a council, 
the body has become an instrument of 
torture, and can no longer serve its ten
ant, and the object is to shprten the life 
of agony, purely as an act of mercy. .

■ A. S. Hinkley, M, D.

This is a theme that has been brought 
prominently before the public, time and 
time again, and many have been the 
theories and ideas concerning the mat
ter. Some have propounded one theory, 
others another, yet, it seems to me,-that 
the correct idea of a remedy that will 
be of benefit has not .yet been brought 
out for the the ughts of the people to 
take up and digest.

I write as a spirit, and having pasiel 
out of the material, into the realms of 
immortal life, certainly should have by 
the light of experience some ideas 
worthy of notice upon this important 
and wide-reaching subject. To my idea 
it is well to have mediums or sensitives 
educated; but then the question arises: 
What constitutes education?

If by education is meant the cramming 
and pushing process, that is now in 
vogue in our public schools I would say 
No; emphatically; for that is not true 
education. To my idea, education means 
learning the use of our faculties—learn
ing their power, and how best to culti
vate and develop the same: also learn
ing the uses of the material body and 
how to control and keep in harmony the 
forces: studying virtue and morality and 
building up and developing the forces 
of benevolence, love and true Christian 
charity.

Worldly education, as pertains to 
books, has very little to do with the 
matter; for some of the grandest and 
most ennobling thoughts of the age 
have been produced and spread before 
the world through the instrumentality 
of mediums who could not read or write.

Education of the soul power is all that 
is necessary, and with a knowledge of 
the forces that control we can mingle 
with the purest and highest of spirit in
telligences, and proclaim their won
drous deeds to the world.

But hero is a thought: If the medium 
must be educated, how about the spirit? 
Is it not the fault of the spirit that con
trols, that so much mischief is done? 
Let the spirit be educated, just as the 
medium, and the results will be a grand 
combination of soul and material in co
operation.

Spirits have been looked upon as su
pernatural beings, and as having unlim
ited power. This has been a grievous 
mistake. Their actions and deeds should 
be questioned, and when ‘‘weighed in 
the balance and found wanting,” they 
should be relegated to the bourne from 
whence they came, until fully developed 
and prepared for admission. If their 
deeds were proven what would be the 
result? They would learn to be more 
reliable, and would cultivate better lan
guage, more elevating thoughts, and 
would, in fact, become educated in God’s 
kingdom—the great school of humanity.

Truly, the spirit needs education, as 
much as does the medium, and when 
this result is brought about, people that 
are seeking for comfort and consolation 
will not leave circles disgusted and de
ceived, but will receive ‘‘pearls of truth 
In purity," and will become more and
more convinced 
belief.

As a spirit I

of the grandeur of the

claim that we all have a
work to do—and we of the. shadowy side 
of life, as well as you of the material.

Let us use our forces for a co-opera
tion of energies, and seek to elevate 
the standard of morality, virtue and 
true humane principles, from one to 
another. *

Much good has been accomplished by 
mediums“and spirit forces, yet much re
mains in darkness by reason of igno
rance. Help and sustain your mediums, 
eheer them when depressed and heart- 
weary, and in so doing you are uncon
sciously aiding us of the ‘‘shadowy side'1 
of life.

With love and sympathy for the af
flicted in material life, and with a hope 
that all this discussion will result in ul
timate good, I am one who believes in 
the education of the spirit who commu-
nicates as well as of the spirit of 
medium.

the

Her Brother “Dectiiv.tl,”
To the Editor:—1 received your 

card asking my continued subscription. 
1 do not wish to be unkind or uncivil, 
but I must say I believe the world would 
be far better off if you had no subscrip
tion list, and 1 should not dare induce 
anyone to subscribe for your paper. 
The Progressive Thinker, which 
should be "The Retrogressive Thinker.” 
I believe already in spirit-life, and that 
we are attended by spirits many limes, 
buf most, if not all, of your tests are 
fraudulent. My brother who subscribed 
for me is a Spiritualist, and a good, true 
man, but deceived. Yours,

Mrs. P. H. Crawford.
Solon, Ind.
We were much amused to receive the 

above card. Mrs. Crawford is simply ig
norant of the true status of Spiritualism, 
or she would be on the same plane of 
thought with her brother. She is not 
to be blamed for her present condition. 
Environments, social and religious re
lations, early teachings, and prejudice 
against Spiritualism, have so warped 
her intellectual vision that she cannot see 
the truth as manifested in our philoso
phy. She will advance sometime to a 
higher plane, and will then congratu
late her good brother on his good luck 
to first receive the truth. Atithe present 
time she is on the “retrogressive” grade 
instead of The Progressive Thinker.

"The Woman's Bible. Part I. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.” The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office. Price 50 cento. -

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25c.

“Hypnotism Up to Date.” By Sydney 
Flower. . In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism 
its theory and practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 cents. Sold at this 
office. .

"Mediumship and Ite Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

Spiritualist Meetings in Chicago.
The Church of the Soul, at Schiller 

Theater. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
pastor. Services at 10:45 a. m..

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, New Masonic Temple, 3120 
Forest avenue. Services at 2:30 and 7:30. 
Mrs. Ada Foye lectures aud gives tests.

Beacon LightChurch 617 North Clapk 
street, near Burton Place. Services at 
2:30 and 7:45 p. m., conducted by Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins.

Church of Love, Faskin’s Hall, 3012 
Archer avenue. Experience and test 
meeting at 8 p. m.

German Spiritualist Society, Gartel- 
man’s Hall, I3th street aud Ashland av
enue. Services at 3 and 8 p. tn.

The Spiritual Endeavor Society meets 
at 1 South Hoy ne avenue, 7:45 p. tn. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell, pastor.

Spiritual Gospel Temple, Hygeia Hall, 
Washington boulevard and Paulina St. 
Services at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Home Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and 8. p. m.

The Church of the Spirit, Willis Ed
wards. pastor, meets at 62(1 North Clark 
street, at 3 and 8p. m. Lyceum at 2 p. m.

People’s Home Association, Bricklay
er’s Hall, 93 South Peoria street. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m.

South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Hall, 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conference meeting at 
3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m.

The Spiritualists Church of the Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. m., at Monsen’s Hall, 
105?, Milwaukee avenue, corner Lincoln 
street. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Church of Malachi meets at 255 West 
Randolph Street, at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. 
C. C. Henderson, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 794 
West Van Buren street. Services at 
7:4.‘> p. m. Dr. Hasenclever will lecture 
and give spirit messages, assisted by 
other prominent mediums.

Brown’s Hall, Forty-seventh and State 
streets. Services at 8 p. m. Lecture 
and tests by Dr. Harry Abbott of Cali
fornia.

Society of Spiritual Truth, 887 West 
Monroe street. Services at 8 p. m.

The First Society of Spiritual l.'nity 
will meet Sundays at 11 a. m., 3 and 7:31) 
p. m., in Washington Hall, 490 Wash
ington boulevard, earner of Ogden ave
nue. Mrs. MaryC. Lyman, speaker.

South Side Christian Spiritualist So
ciety, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue. Serv
ices at 3 and 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Loe Norie 
Claman, pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, 
Lakeside Hall, southeast corner Indiana 
avenue and Thirty-first street, G. V. 
Cordingley, pastor. Services at 3 and 
7:30 p. m. Harry W. Miller, soloist. 
Children’s lyeeum at 1:30; Bible class 
at 2:30.

German Spiritual Society, Hunsli 
man's Hall, 384 W. Division street. 
Services 2:30 p. in. Mrs. Caroline Drews, 
medium.

Church of the Star of Truth, meets at 
Flynn’s Hall, corner of North avenue, 
Milwaukee avenue and Robey street, 
every Sunday evening at 7:30 o’clock. 
Max Hoffman, pastor.

Mrs. Caroline Drews, German trance 
medium, holds sbrvices at 2:30 p. in. in 
Hanschmann’s Hall, 384 W. Division 
street.

righ-tliving
— BY —

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of "Apples of Oold,” "All In a Lifetime," 

-'The Story Hour," ■■Summer Days at Onset," 
"Sunday observance," etc., etc.

“Living la an art, a method of expressing great 
conceptions: lu fact. the highest method, the iwolc^t 
of the arta. —Thomas Stabb King.

This book gives an admirable course of study lu 
otblc*.  and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical 
text-book especially adapted to the coinprehcubion of 
children, as well m older persons whom It Is wisely 
aud appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ctblcal icssons.

The author shows a whe practicality In her method 
of teaching the minclples of ethics. She illustrate*  
her subject with muuy brief narrotlves and anec
dotes, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It Is especially adapted 
for use In children's lyceums. lutbehandsof multi 
era and teachers ft may be made very useful. Young 
and old will bo benefited by 11 It Is a most excellent 
book aud should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS:
Right Living. Wbst is Morality? What 1*  Ignor

ance? Knowledge the Great- Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Bight Dolug. Virtue, the 
lllumlUHtor of Llfo. Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
What Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperiuice aud Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Lobb, industry, the Staff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What is an Oafti? or 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Polson 
of Slamlcr. What 1b Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Mora] Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Self Control. SeM-Respcct- 
Foollsh Pride and Slily Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, the Friend of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Difficulties 
of Llfo. Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Win, Courage. « 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver of 
Strength aud Honor, Value of Wealth. Avarice. Not 
a Means to Life's Best End. Good Nature, One oi 
Life**  Beet Blosioms. Iteiuon aud Free In ,utry. 
Free Speech. A Free Pres*.  IKglits of Animals 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral cleanliness, politeness—The Gentle 
man. PolltcDm—Continued — The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this r

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This excellent work treat« of the following subject*:

I. 
n.

IV.

V.
VL

VIL 
vm.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes*  

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance. •
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable work Is 11,25» All boota 
advertised tn Tie Progressive Thxmub ore

For sale at, this office.
• MEDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES 

OF JOHN BROWN,
The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. S. Loveland. Thia 1*  the history of one of tbo 
most wonderfn) medium*  that ever lived. 167 largo 
pages. By Nobes Hull, Price, 50 cent*.  For tale 
at this office.

Why She Became a Spiritualist.
Twelve lecture*.  By Abby A. Judson. This book 

should he read by every Spiritualist. Price tl.00; 
postage 10 cent*.  -

SOLAR BIOLOGY.
By Hiram E. Butler.A scienllilc method of dellne*  

atlng character, diagnosing diseases, determining 
mental, physical and business qualification*,  conjugal 
adaptability, etc., from date of birth. Illustrated 
with seven plate diagram*  and table*  of the moon and 
planets, from 1320 to 19(ki Incluffiv«, Large Bvo., cloth, 
*5.00. Postage, 90 oenta. .

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
T7FE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

JL*  history of Ath&rael, Chief Priest of a Band cf 
Aryan«, This pamphlet, containing 91 n&çcâ, vu wrifa> 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Figley, and Is lib 
tensely interesting. Price 80 OCEtta. For *&le  atUU 
tfficc. ' ■
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MOSES HULL'S BOOKS.
A List of His Noted Works

t?or Sale at the Office of The Pro. 
gressive Thinker.

i'uyside Jottings.
¡H’ht rcd from the Highways, By-ways snfl Hedges 

i Lit«*.  By Mattie E. Hull. This Isa nu^velously 
.ent book of selections from Mr*.  Hulls best poems, 
(‘rniuiia and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 

..f the author, also a portrait ot Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly Louud in English cloth, 11.
The Sjiiritual Alps

and How We Ascend Them.
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

v. here bplrlt Is supreme and all things are subject to 
It. With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you arc a spiritual being, and to 
*buw you bow to educate yuur spiritual facultles. 
Price, bound tn cloth, 40 cental in paper cover, 23 
cents
New Thought.

Volume!. Nicely bound In cloth, 679 large, beauti
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speaker*  and mediums. The mutter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phase of 
tbo Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only <1.50.
New Thought.

Volume II. 8.M page*,  beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, 76 cents.
Joan, the Medium.

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
Bh a Leader of Annies. By Moses Hi ll, This Is at 
once the most truthful history of Juan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Fplrltunllsm 
ever written. No novel was ever more thrllllnply In
teresting; no history inure true. Price In cloth, <0 
cents; paper cover, 23 cents.
The Real Issue.

By Mopes Hvll. A compound of the two pamph
lets. “The Irrepressible c onrtlct," and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;* ’ with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 23 cents. This book contain*  
statistics, facts find documents, on the tendencies of
the Hines, that every one should have.
AU About Devils.

Or, fin Inquiry as to whether Modern 
and other Great Reforms come from 
Majesty and His Subordinates tn the

Splr'tuaHsm 
HI« Satanic 
Kingdom of

DarkncEB. 60 pages. By Moss*  Hull. Price, 15 cent*.
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship.
Careful romrarison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-dny. By 
MosesHvll. An Invincible nr^iitncnt proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to an the condl- 
lions ot modem mediumship. It oIbo bIiowb that all 
the manlfeFtatlou*  throughout tbeOld and New Testa*  
inent were under the same condlt'ons that medium*  
require tc day; and tliRt the coming of Christ Is the re
turn of incdlumtblp to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow.
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Hc»v««u and Hell, By 

Mobk* Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things in the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and bells believed in by Spiritualist«. Price, 
locents.
The Quarantine Raised. -

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Prlec iv cents.
SpiritualsSongster.

By Mattib E. Hvll. Thlrty-elpht of Mrs. HulFi 
sweetest son«, adapted to popuUr music, for the use 
of congregations, circles aud families. Price, 10 ct*.,  
or <6 per hundred.
The Mediumlstic Exp crime«

of John Brown.
The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. 8. Loreland. This Is the history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large 
pages. Price, DO cents.
The Devil and the Adventists.

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents.
TTos John Calvin^a Murderer?

Price. 5 cents.
- NEW THOUGHT. ’

Volume I, Nicely bound In cloth, 579 Urge. bcnuU- • 
fully printed psges. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The matter nil -,^-lglimi »»d 
presenting in so attractive form the highest of • 
the Spiritual Philosophy. By Moses Hulu Price 
only 11.60. Foreale at this office. -

Volume n. 831 .peges,'beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Orlglue.! matter. Six portraits. Cloth 
bound, «5 cent*.  By Moses Hull, ¿je 2&lc nt tun 
office.
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C.JI. Mathews.tyranny.

RELIEF, NOT BELIEF.

?sail—

In the .English army a soldier is 
drummed tochuroh just as he is to drill 
or dress parade. ■ •

H J r • *■“" \ "* f J, ' ’ , \ 1 * r

NOV. 7, 1800.

V-

This Department is under the manage
ment, of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium

Hudson Tuttle.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

John Stevenson: Q. What is the dif
ference between occultism and Spirit
ualism? .

A. The word “occultism” is an am
biguous term, originally kindred to 
magic, or the mysterious and supernat- 
uval. It covered the unknown region 
just outside the senses,'of ghostly shad
ows aud phantoms. Its expositors were 
professional astrologers, fortune-tellers 
and mountebanks,

Occultism Is frequently used for The
osophy, and again for, Spiritualism.

. Many Spiritualists, to avoid being 
known as such, call themselves theos- 
ophists, or occultists, The difference 
between occultism and Spiritualism is 
this: All that occultism has worthy of 
mention it has stolen from Spiritualism. 
Aside from this it carries, if accepted 
in the more definite form of Theosophy, 
amass of doctrines not true, being the 

- vagaries of ignorance, descending from 
, remote ages.

Spiritualism presents, in entirety, the 
one, wholly complete, harmonious aud 

. unified science of spirit, and the ethical 
system founded thereon. As spirit is 

• the moving - force of the universe, this 
- science is the fundamental term of all 

others. In its*modern  sense it holds 
that this spiritual realm Is governed by 
as fixed and unchanging laws as control 
|he physical world, it admits no mys
tery, except the unknown, which it 
holds may be -known with increase of 
knowledge. It has no secrets for prlv- 

- ileged classes or individuals; no order of 
priests who alone may enter the holy-of- 
holies; no ritual, and its gates swing 
wide to every earnest seeker after truth.

E. .1. R, K.: Q. (1) A writer from 
.Cripple Creek says that mediums are 
sent there by their guides to be “min
eralized,” What does that mean?

■ (2) Is the unpleasant influence some 
mediums have in some houses caused by 
haunting spirits or by magnetism left 
by former residents?

A. (1) It has no meaning more than 
the hocus pocus nonsense of the juggler.

(2) It may be from both causes, but 
usually the sensitive are impressed psy- 
chometrically by the objects which sur
round thorn. As Longfellow beautifully 
says:
“All houses wherein men have lived 

and died
Are haunted houses. Through the 

open doors
The homeless phantoms on their errands 

glide
■ With feet that make no sound upon 

the floors.

“We have no title deeds to house or 
lands;

Owners and occupants of earlier dates 
From graves forgotten stretch their 

dusty hands
And hold in mortmain still their old 

■ estates.”
Thus every dwelling retains the influ

ence of every one who has ever entered 
and the sensitive recognizes the partic
ular ones that are in harmony with 
them, or the place may attract a former 
occupant, who will be thus better pre
pared to influence the sensitive, having 
the surroundings in harmony with its 
desires.

Mrs. L. H.: Q. Please explain the 
“modus operandi” of a medium seeing 
and describing spirits around a sitter, 
which will bo acknowledged as being 
recognized —the medium in her normal 
state, yet she does not see the spirits 
herself, but the controlling guide does? 
Would sho lie called a psychic medium?

A. A medium thus seeing a spirit 
may be in “her normal state,” but she is 
not in the normal state common to 
others. She is sensitive by organiza
tion, and a spirit is able to impress its 
thoughts so vividly that sho cannot 
distinguish between such impressions 
and actual objective impressions.

“Psychic medium” is a meaningless 
term. “Psychic” is a word used by 
those engaged in psychical research to 
designate a medium, and employed by 
many mediums because they think it 
more popular. A psychic may not be a 
medium." boins influenced only by im
pressions from those around her in the 
body, but they have the capabilities of 
mediumship, and may at any time re
ceive impressions from spirits.

Milos M. Dawson: Q. 1 have been a 
reader of your replies to questions from 
the first, and Mrs. Dawson and I have 
frequently expressed our praise of what 
we call their “splendid sanity.” We are 
anxious to carry on experiments and 
investigations, to demonstrate the 
principles you lay down, which to us ap
pear sweetly reasonable, and according 
to facts observed by us. We desire 
facts of scientific, evidential value. How 
shall we proceed?

A. If you were to attempt a photo
graphic experiment you would prepare 
the chemicals necessary and arrange 
the camera. You would, in brief, sup
ply tho conditions and means for secur
ing a picture. If you wish to trans
mit a,message to a distant town by tele
graph you avail yourself of the means 
furnished—the connecting wire, and the 
transmitting and receiving instruments. 
Thus it is essential that when we desire 
communion with spirits we supply the 
conditions. “How?” the question is 
asked constantly, and the answer has 
been repeated. Form a circle, and care
fully develop the powers you will soon 
find*'manifested.  In other words, you 
propose to experiment in the most won
derful field of research, and to do so you 
must furnish, so far as your knowledge 
permits, the conditions of such experi
mentation.

What is clalr-Fred G. Reece: Q. (1)

be developed 
it ever inde-

voyance?
(2) May clairvoyance 

without spirit aid, or is 
pendent of spirit aid?

A. (1) Clairvoyance is the perception 
of the spirit, independent of the phys
ical organs of sense. It is seeing with 
the spiritual eyes, as clairaudience is 
hearing with the spiritual organs of 
hearing. In this the spirit while in the 
body approaches, for a brief time, a 
state which is the normal with the freed 
spirit. .

(2) It may be developed without spirit 
aid, or it may be induced by spirit con
trol. We are spirits, while in the body 
with spiritual capabilities, latent, per
haps, but at times unexpectedly break
ing through the restraining walls of 
physical matterwhich environ it. .

Clairvoyance may come spontaneously 
or bo induced by the magnetism of those 
witbin or without the "body. The pro
cess is identical in both cases.

Querist: Q. Can the relations be
tween the spirit and its physical body 
be made clear? -

A. John Quincy Adams, in a quaint 
way, gave a remarkably beautiful and 
instructive illustration of this subject. 
Some time before his death he was 
asked by a friend—meeting him on the 
street—how John Quincy Adams was 
that morning? He replied; “Well, 
John Quincy Adams himself is quite 
well,“sir; quite well, I thank you! But 
the house in which he lives at present 
is becoming quite dilapidated. It is tot- 
teriug upon its foundation; time and the 
seasons have nearly destroyed it. Its 
roof is nearly worn out. Its walls are 
very much shattered, and it trembles 
and shakes with every passing wind and 
storm. The truth is that the old tene
ment is very much out of order, and his 
landlord does not think enough of the 
old structure to put it in repair. It is 
becoming almost untenantable, and I 
think that John Quincy Adams will 
have to move out of it soon; yet he hipi- 
self is quite well, sir, quite well.”

Student: Q. How can I become en
tranced or clairvoyant?

A. A great deal of mystery has un
necessarily been thrown around this 
subject, especially by interested charla
tans who, with the methods of the jug
gler, haye covered up the reality with 
the hocus pocus of words, “passes/! and 
other practices .to distract attention. 
Mesmer set the bad example, and the 
ludicrous operations he recommended 
and that have been invented by his fol
lowers have been the means of covering 
the subject with obloquy and mental 
censure. When it was shown that his 
“passes" and “magnetic” instruments 
were Inconsequential, his conclusions 
were condemned, although not depend
ent thereon. Yet his followers con
tinued in their practice, and gravely sat 
down before tneir subjects, touching 
thumbs, and staring fixedly into their 
eyes, afterwards going through a set 
form of "passes," the direction of which 
was taught to be of utmost consequence. 
All the benefit derived was that of fix
ing the attention, and the most adroit 
performers dropped the ludicrous prac
tice and gained their end by having the 
subjects fix their gaze ou a bright ob
ject, as a coin, or light.

There is no necessity for anyone 
wishing to learn the art, or to enter this 
state, purchasing the “secret” of so- 
styled "professors,” for the means are 
simple and at band. If one wishes to 
enter this state there are certain condi
tions to be observed. Not all can enter 
it; probably not one in five of the more 
cultured can reach any marked success, 
and with the uncultured the proportion 
is lees. There are few of tho first class, 
however, who cannot partially enter it, 
for it is as much a common endowment 
of our organization as the senses, being 
a part of our spiritual being, differing 
only indegree, and is capable of culture. 
The stress laid on so-callod tempera
ment is quite misleading, for although 
those in whom the mental, or nervous, 
predominate are most sensitive, all tem
peraments, even the sluggish-lymphatic, 
furnish noteworthy subjects.

The "discs,” "medals,” "mirrors," of 
“Egyptian" or other make, are, as ad
vertised, deceptive, for the only advan
tage they give is the concentration of 
attention, which is quite as well attained 
by a coin, a bright light or any other 
object to which the eyes and the 
thoughts may be directed. -
WHAT IS TRANCE OR CLAIRVOYANCE?

It is the freeing of the Spiritual per
ception—of those faculties which belong 
to the spiritual boing, to a greater or 
less degree, and this carries with it a 
corresponding suspension tot. tho.physi- 
cal being. The independent activity of 
the spirit, the gaining of those powers 
and faculties it possesses when freed 
from the body h_y death, makes it sensi
tive to the thoughts of those in the 
physical body and beyond.

HOW TO ENTER THIS STATE.
There should be perfect physical re

pose. Sitting in an easy, redlining seat, 
the subject should assume the condition 
Delsarte calls “decompose”—that is, al
low every muscle to relax, and bucome 
free from the least strain or tension. 
Then fix the eyes on some bright object 
until they weary and close them, or 
simply close them and concentrate the 
mind on some distinct purpose. All 
this may be done alone, in the retire
ment of a room free from intrusion, but 
it is better as a rule to have the first at
tempts guided by an operator who will 
note the approach and deepening of the 
trance, and by questions and suggestions 
give the subject opportunity to tell his 
experiences, otherwise the subject, on 
awakening, has no memory or, at nio.-t, 
but a shadowy recollection of what has 
occurred, and feels as though aroused 
from a natural sleep. Over-anxiety to 
enter the state and a fear of conse
quences, often retard or prevent the 
subject from attaining his desire.

As the state may be entered independ
ently, there is no necessity of contact 
between the subject and operator, and 
"passes” are not necessary. In the 
healing process the gentle touch of the 
“healing hand” is beneficial, and blends 
with massage, hut this must be held dis
tinct from the necessities of trance.
SENSATIONS ON ENTERING THE STATE 

OF TRANCE.
As the physical senses become dor

mant there comes a sinking sensation, 
or perhaps the reverse, a soaring, as
cending and expanding feeling, as the 
shaking off of limitations, and as it 
deepens, the spiritual "senses awaken 
and the mental horizon lifts, and then 
comes a sense that the intense desire 
for knowledge brings its attainment. 
There is a concentration of thought, 
and corresponding intensity, and the be
ing becomes like an instrument attuned 
and sensitive to respond to thoughts 
from mortals or spirits. Beyond this, 
with more perfect freedom from the 
physical limitations of the body, the 
spirit sees, hears and learns for itself, 
and under the guidance of epiritual be
ings may go to great distances, drawn 
out of the physicalbody, yet firmly con
nected therewith. " -

It will thus be seen that, guidance, if 
not by spirits, then by someone on this 
side, Is at first of paramount benefit.

The presence of a circle is beneficial 
because the minds of the members are 
active, aud give direction to the mind 
of the subject, keeping him sufficiently 
connected with the oody, so as to allow 
him to speak, and tell what he sees and 
how he feels. :

A single person as operator has a sim
ilar influence, and by leading the sub
ject’s mind in certain directions, assists 
in its concentration.

"Encyclopedia- of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit
ualism; together with a brief history of 
the origin of many of the important 
books of tbe Bible.’’ By Moses Hull 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has here embodied the results of 
his many years’ study of thé Bible in its 
relations to Spiritualism. As its title 
denotes, it is a veritable encyclopedia of 
information on the subject. Price 81. 
For sale at this office.

“Cosmian Hymn Book” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools
and theTiome; compiled by L. K. Wash
barn. This volume meets, a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and. free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50c. For sa a 
at this office.

THE PROGREgSIVBTHINKBR

ELFA, THE PSYCHE.FEN-MSHES FROM OHIO. J
BY C. H. MATHEWS, of ¡

To the Editor:— -
“Commerce has set the mark of selfish

ness,
The signet of its all-enslaving power, 
Upon a shining ore, and called it gold: 
Before whose image bow the vulgar 

great,
The vainly rich, the miserable proud, 
The mob o£ peasants, nobles, priests 

. and >
And with blind feelings reverence the 

’ power
That grinds them to the dust of misery! 
Blit in the temple of their hireling 

' hearts ‘ ■■' .
Gold is a living god, and rules in scorn 
All earthly things but virtue."

. ' Shelley.
NOT TOO SEVERE.

“Take my word for it, men and breth
ren, unless you and I and all those Who 
have any gift or stewardship of talents, 
or means of whatever sort, are willing 
to getup out of our sloth and ease and 
selfish dillettanteism of service, and get 
down among the people who are battling 
amid their poverty and ignorance
young girls for their chastity, young 
men for their better ideal of righteous
ness, old and young alike for one clear 
ray of the immortal courage and the im
mortal hope-rthen, verily, the church, 
in its stately splendor, its apostolic or
ders, its venerable ritual, its decorous 
and dignified conventions, is revealed 
as simmy a monstrous and insolent im
pertinence!"—Bishop Henry C. Potter, 
New York.

I hope that none of the readers of my 
“flashes” will hereafter accuse me of 
being too severe on the churches, when 
one of its own stately bishops can talk 
in that way. Sic transit, gloria mundi!

MEANEST MAN.
A new claimant to the title of “mean

est man” is in evidence, but temporarily 
in hiding. He attended a revival of 
Chicago Free Methodists, exhorted, 
sang, led in prayer, and was so “pernic
iously" devout,, the preacher held a pri
vate session with him after the meeting. 
When the session rose and the preacher 
was alone with his thoughts, he discov
ered the contents of his vest had de
parted with the newly-converted 
brother.—News item.

A HAUNTED PALACE.
Some time ago the Salt Lake Tribune, 

with true prescience, prophesied that 
the ghosts of the murdered emigrants, 
who went down in the “Mountain Mead
ow massacre,” would haunt the Amelia 
Palace as long as anyone connected 
with the Mormon church attempted'to 
live in it. In 1882 the numerous wives 
of John Taylor, who occupied the palace 
(in the deep watches of the night), 
heard the death moans of the slain, the 
frenzied shrieks of women, begging the 
Mormon butchers to spare their nursing 
babes, mingled with the wails of dying 
children. These uncanny sounds were 
what drove the women of Jolin Taylor's 
household from the Amelia Palace. He, 
himself, saw “manifestations” which 
were sufficient to convince him of the 
dreadful mockery of tho religion of 
which he was the head. His midnight 
slumbers were disturbed withrdreams 
more frightful than those which haunt
ed Richard, Duke of Gloucester, after 
his many murders, to pave his way to 
the throne of England, which he 
usurped in 1J8J. The orthodox hell 
must be peopled with a very bad lot of 
emigrants from this earth.

FULLY CONVERTED.
Frank Morris, who murdered a miner 

named Bernard Loker, at Uniontown, 
Pa., in 18'J4, was hanged September 1, 
l.s'Jli. He examined the gallows and 
pronounced it all right. His spiritual 
welfare was attended to by Rev. Mr. 
Gongware, to whom ho made a confes
sion, and was forthwith baptized and re
ceived into the Lutheran church. The 
crime was considered one of the most 
brutal in the criminal annuls of Fayette 
county. His last words were: “Good
bye; 1 go to meet my God!” What a re
ligious farce; and yet every brutal 
murderer can, if he submits to it, join 
the church, be baptized, and sent 
straight to “the throne of God.” Such 
is orthodox Christianity in the nine
teenth century.

Joseph Ofrosz murdered Teresa Bobak 
January 8, 1896. He was a Hungarian, 
27 years old, and was engaged to be mar
ried to the woman, and shot her in the 
head because she jilted him. He was 
hanged in Alleghany county, Pa., Sep 
teinberl. Rev. Father Gasperik said that 
“if ever a rpan would in time go to 
heaven Osrosz would: he had been fully 
converted and was well prepared to 
meet his maker.” A murderer that 
can’t be “saved” by a Catholic priest 
must be an awful bad man, indeed. 
Next!

STRADDLED.
The M. E. General Conference, which 

consumed the whole month of May in 
church business, it is alleged, “strad
dled most effectively on the matter of 
lay representation. It refused- to allow 
the lay men the privilege of sitting in 
the annual conferences, but gave them 
the right to sit separately in the general 
conference. The lay women were not 
treated any better.” But what better 
could they expect from such a body— 
“the House of Lords?”

FOREIGN MISSIONS.
The American Board of Foreign Mis

sions met at Toledo, O., October 0. The 
committee were instructed “to restore 
the work crippled by the retrenchment 
last year.” The responsibility of meet
ing the increased appropriation of $65,
000 was thrown on the churches. The 
meeting is said to have been “one of the 
best and most inspiring ever held.” No 
matter how gloomy the business outlook 
there is no let up on the “mission busi
ness.” There's money in it for some
body. As was said by Richard III: 
“Now. by St. Paul, the work goes 
bravely on!"

NOT TAUGHT TO THINK.
At the recent dinner given to Dr. 

Cuyler, Dr. Hodge is stated to have said 
when talking of religion in different 
sections of the country: “You people at 
Yale made the mistake of teaching 
your young men to think. It was think
ing that took Adam out of the garden. 
At Princeton we let God do the think
ing and we teach the young men to be
lieve." It is not fair to attribute such 
statements to Dr. Hodge. He is him
self a scholar and a thinker, and there
fore is incapable of committing such an 
egregious blunder. O, no, it is not pos
sible that any man in his senses could 
make such remarks, and as Dr. Hodge 
has all his senses in full play, it is an act 
of cruelty to credit nim with such 
frightful nonsense. What are universi
ties for if not to teach young men to 
think, and what is a young man good for 
unless he does think? He wouldn’t even 
make a good oarsman or play baseball 
decently if you took hiB brains away.— 
New York Herald. \

Recent developments of conduct and 
character on the part of students at 
Yale college would indicate that their 
thinking faculties were not of a charac
ter to be proud of. They are not even 
fit for oarsmen or baseball pitchers. 
Bosh! . .

FAITH DID NOT SAVE.
When Geo. Mc^ay, captain of the 

schooner Wlssahickon, left Buffalo, 
says the New York' Press, he vyas firm 
in the belief that:nb’was the object of a 
special providenlV'-tbat had for many 
years kept him (afi’dat. Now he lies at 
the bottom of Lakb'Erie and his schoon
er with him, in company with many 
others. He was so sure that the Lord 
would never allow him to be drowned 
that he kept sailing on. Finally, a gale 
came up and the ship began to leak. 
She pitched and rolled in the gale. The 
brave captain refused to leave, saying 
that “may be she’d come out safe, after 
all.” But she went down for all his 
faith in the help of the Lord. His time 
had come to go, and he went; that was 
all.

THEATRICAL,
The Apple Avenue M. E, Church, 

Pittsburg, Pa., know how to raise 
money. So they ; held “a fair and good 
fellowship social” in the chapel, Octo
ber 2. A little comedy, “The Journey 
of Life," was presented in good style. 
Also an attractive , programme of liter
ary and musical sélections. A few years 
ago the celebrated “Passion Play” was 
prevented by law from being given in 
New York City. That was religious

His Fame Rests on a Tiny Song.
Speaking of the occult powers of mu

sic, a new book has appeared this week 
from the press of a new firm of publish
ers, known as the New Amsterdam 
Book..¡Company. Its title is attractive, 
simply "Nephele,” the name of the he
roine. It is the first story of an author— 
Francis William Bourdillon—whose 
fame rests on a tiny song, which ap
peared twenty-two years ago,jmd which 
has been road and sung and fllmired by 
everyone on account of its simple figure 
and lyric charm, the verses beginning:

“The night has a thousand eyes, .
The day but one.”

“Nephele” is a poetical romance of 
very delicate tissue, treating of the 
mystical powerof music. It is extreme
ly original in conception and treatment, 
and if one can predict a’ future for a 
book I should say that it is'destined to 
be widely read and discussed. In a short 
preface the author says: “One of the 
worst evils of our modern culture and 
the nineteenth century science of which 
wc are so proud is that men are no longr 
able to believe in ghosts or in the super
natural, for it is a simple and unalter
able fact, a law of ptyure as constant as 
any sequence dispqyqred by scientists, 
that as soon as mpn egase to believe in a 
thing it ceases, npt to bo, but to reveal 
itself to them.”

The two chief characters in the book 
are musicians, oiyi up organist, who at 
the organ one day tlpds himself playing 
an unknown aiiyswpet, plaintive, and 
full of human feejiflg, conscious all the 
while of a spirit. presence. “I knew 
there was someonp blose to me, exactly 
where 1 could qol.itpil; but neur enough 
to touch, had it bpcu fungible. Though 
no vision, real or/iutagined, rose before 
my eyes, yet my tyraip seemed to receive 
as vivid an imprepsioij as from eyesight, 
an impression sharp"; startling, amf in
spiring as from (the, sudden" sight of a 
very beautiful fifee.. And as the im
pression grew clearer I became con
scious that it was u girl's presence, a 
girl's spirit, fulfilled with all the graces 
and sympathies that make the ideal of 
perfect maidenhood."

She—or rather the spirit of Nephole— 
always appears with this melody, and a 
few years later they met in the flesh. 
Nephele is the tianeee of Lord St. Denys, 
the friend of Jeraid, who resolves he 
will never attempt to win the love of 
this radiantly beautiful woman, who has 
a strong and exquisite nature as well as 
groat beauty. Yet Jerard and Nephele 
communicate in music, and on one oc
casion, she upon the violin and he at the 
pianoforte, improvise a sonata upon the 
old inolody that came mysteriously to 
Jorard years ago at the organ.

The interest of the story lies in the 
psychological and mystical relation of 
these characters communicating through 
the ideal medium of music, and as a lit
erary experiment it is a great success. 
Not a false note is touched; not a false 
shade introduced. The scenes, though 
passing in the picturesque haunts of Ox
ford and London, are not described, and 
the characters, though well delineated, 
are suggested rather than drawn. Ne
phele seems like some rare white wind 
flower, and her setting is painted in 
cool neutral tints instead of high colors, 
the book possesses only such gentle hues 
as those that tho white pearl gives ^rom 
its polished surface. As a psychological 
study it deserves longer discussion. 
From the musical standpoint it is im
possible. Esther Singleton.

As a friend she was valued as faithful 
and true—

Does she think God designed to save but 
a few?

What think you?
She thought man must eat as well as 

pray—
Does she think moon and stars were 

made in a day?
lean not say.

She had great faith in loaves of bread— 
Does she believe Elijah by ravens was 

fed?
She never said.

She wiped sorrow’s tears away as they 
fell— oi. sv

Does she believe the doctrine of hell?
I can not tellrn

Others’ fair famevkh^' would never as-

Doos she believe in tfife voracious whale?
To answet11 fail.in n •

Sho gave of hetijj^bstance to those in 
need— ,a-

Does she believe i^qparticular creed?
I knew thfj^i&d-

She gave a kind word! to the wayward 
one— -

Does she think Father can be younger 
than Son? .

The good wajidone. 
She sat by the sick in’Vhe hospital cot— 
Does she believe tne story of Lot?

’ I really think not.
She strove to reclaim the woman sin- 

cursed—
But are you sure she had been im

mersed? . '
That is not first. "

She visited homes where contagion held 
sway— . :

Does she think Joshua lengthened the 
day? . ", .

1 should say, Nay. "
She turned none hungry away- from her 

. door-r ,.
Does she believe Old Testament lore?
. ■ I can say no more. .

" ■ Mbs. Ida Babden.

A Review of This Remark' 
. able Character.

About two years ago, or perhaps a 
little more, I had a number of long 
reports sent to me by friends in New 
York and Boston, and elsewhere, all 
clipped out of the big daily papers. 
They contained descriptions of Elfa, 
whom the writers called “The Mount 
Clemens Fairy,” and, like a great 
many others, I made a long journey 
to see the new wonder. I was a very 
sick man and had money enough to 
buy opinions on my case, and I had a 
beautiful assortment of them, but 
none of the doctors ever told me what 
caused my ailment.

I was not much of a believer when 
I went to Mount Clemens to see Elfa, 
but when I l$ft there I had an im
pressive lesson in regal’d to human 
gifts, which has grown deeper into my 
consciousness ever since.

A little over a year ago I lost track 
of Elfa and her teacher and could 
find no trace of them. Being in Kal
amazoo recently I heard that they 
had been there for some time, and 
judging from all I heard, they must 
have done some wonderful work there. 
I met people of rare intelligence and 
the highest social standing, who had 
been to Elfa for examinations, like 
myself, and who, again like myself, 
received all the information about 
their physical condition that medical 
science had failed to give them. 
During these examinations their own 
highest faculties were also aroused, 
and the conviction of a higher power 
contained within themselves was firmly 
imparted, their experiences being in
variably similar to mine.

I learned that these people had gone 
to Battle Creek, and I went there to 
pay- them a visit and give them a 
scolding for hiding themselves from 
the many who need their counsel and 
services. '

I found them, but I failed to find a 
reason to coinplain 
appearance. Elfa’s 
said on that head: 
many rushing before 

about their dis- 
teacher, Rayon, 
“There are too 
the public with-

out being sure of themselves and their 
capabilities. I can get all the people 
I want to believe all they can see and 
hear, but until I am myself absolutely 
certain, not only that there is no error 
in our work, but that we are also sure 
of all possible variations in results, I 
will coniine myself to just those 
branches where ample experience lias 
given satifactory proof that we know 
what we are about. I determined to 
retire for a year for the purpose of 
further development in certain 
brandies of our higher psychic work, 
and to accomplish what I had set out 
to do 1 had to be out of the way of 
curiosity seekers and phenomena 
hunters. I have no reason to regret 
what I have done. I have not been 
cut off from the world, as you see by 
this correspondence, and know of all 
the feeble efforts made by material 
science to accomplish by mechanical 
contrivances what we so easily do 
through our natural gifts and power. 
I refer more particularly to the futile 
attempt to make the X rays do any 
part of the work that Elfa does in 
psychoma, and that the hypnotists 
endeavor to do and be able to deny 
the true healing power which is above 
their comprehension.”

I asked Rayon how lie stood on the 
question of Spiritualism. His reply 
was: “No one can doubt the reality 
of the spirit realm, or the absolute 
trqth of spirit communication, if in
vestigation progresses far enough and 
is properly directed; but the trouble 
is that people with sound and cul
tivated minds have but little oppor
tunity to satisfy themselves as to the 
truth of spirit phenomena. Those 
who make bids for public patronage 
too often disgust intelligent in
vestigators by endeavoring to present 
too much. If they confined them
selves strictly to work they are sure 
of, Spiritualism would spread ten 
times more rapidly among people 
whose material as well os moral sup
port is needed to put the cause on a 
firm footing.”

“I have heard you discussed by 
mediums, and some spoke very highly 
of your work, but others displayed 
some bitterness. Tell me if you are 
willing to acknowledge that you re
ceive communications?”

To this question Rayon replied: 
“The first absolute certainty I ever 
had of my own power came from that 
source, and no one can or dare say 
that I ever shirked a candid answer 
to that question; hut where we incur 
the displeasure of some mediums is 
because we warn those who come to 
us for advice against permitting them
selves to be controlled. I have yet 
to find more satisfactory results than 
we obtain, and neither Elfa nor my
self have ever found it necessary to 
surrender our will or reasoning power 
in order to obtain all that the most 
exacting could desire.

,lI do not care,” Rayon continued, 
“to make any statements at this 
time about who our-spirit friends are, 
or speak of the plane they or we are 
on. We neither control hor are we 
controlled. Our relations are per
fectly equal. We comply with their 
wishes and follow their always sound 
advice, and nothing that we have 
asked for has ever been refused 
tons.” . ‘ -

Rayon remarked that he had often 
been asked to put himself on recoid 
as to his views on Spiritualism, but 
he said: “I had nothing to say, sim
ply because I was solving problems 
that made me averse to making any 
statements which. could be misrep
resented. I am also asked,” he con
tinued, “If I believe in Christian sci
ence,, theosophy, mental healing and 
faith bare, and I say to you now that 

I do believe in all. I. know, more
over, that they are all fragments of 
one grand universal principle, in
cluding Spiritualism, and the sooner 
all these various factions realize that, 
the more rapid will be the general 
progress.

“Where a sublime truth is the one 
goal to which all claim to aspire, per
sonal ambition must; first sink out of 
sight. There is more or less truth in 
all these teachings, and if all the false 
pretense and ornamentation were 
eliminated and the simply primary 
source were earnestly looked for, all 
would soon be on one solid founda
tion. All these various endeavors, 
having for their high aim the general 
betterment of the human race, but 
sought in so many diverging ways, 
make me think of a vessel adrift at 
sea with many people on board, each 
with a good piece of string in his pos
session, each trying to fasten to some
thing individually, but unwilling to 
give his strand toward the making of 
a great cable that would be sure to 
hold.

1 ‘I have seen truths proved in all 
these teachings, grand results achieved, 
and when these are traced down to 
their origin without regard to pre
conceived ideas or fear of loss of 
prestige, we are bound to arrive at 
the. one source to which, sooner or 
later, all must return for a fresh 
start toward true progress. I feel 
that I have said too much or too lit
tle; that for many this conversation 
would seem to lack the essential 
requisite—clear and direct explana
tion—and yet I know that quite a 
number do understand me, because 
there has been a wonderful broadening 
of ideas in the past few years and a 
continually increasing general realiza
tion of the fact that the more we 
study the most simple things in na
ture the more quickly we attain to the 
marvelous.”

•I had ample evidence that Elfa's 
gift has never been overestimated in 
the most enthusiastic reports of her 
achievements, but the work she loves 
best is the very practical one of 
making searching examinations of the 
human brain and general physical 
structure in which she unquestionably 
excels. From a mass of letters from 
advanced students and teachers I con
cluded that Elfa and Rayon were 
better known and better understood 
by people thousands of miles away 
than where personal contact with 
them is possible.

I could learn nothing as to their in
tentions in the near future, but I am 
sure that they will soon shed their 
full share of light on many a dark

J. D. C.subject.

ftERESY,
...OR . . .

LED TO THE LIGHT
A Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangeli

zation and Free Thought, It la to Protest- 
antisin what Vic “Secrets of the Con- 

vent1’ is to Catholicism,

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

Tbe dlitlngulshed author. Hudson Tuttle, requires 
do Introduction to tbo reader« of The Prugrkmivb 
Thinker, but the following beading« of ebtn>ters will 
show them wbat they inay expert from the book:

Contents:—An Idyl — Firdhaui - Building the 
Church—Tbe Evangelist- Blood -Tbo Saloon—The 
Lost DaugbLcr-lsiiw -The Harvcat of Souls-Jane 
Grey—Tbe Mother of Caln Evolution stella-Tbe 
fell—Death-A Step Forward -Tbe Home Circle—Tbe 
Double Hole-Heresy—Annette Tbe Bunk Rubbery— 
Liberty—All Is Well 'I hat Ends Well-The New 
Church—Tbe New Way; Led to the Light

Every chapter Is devoted to one 1d< a. mid the whole 
;<rcseuu«o innny tableaux moving onward to tbe ell« 
■mix. Tbe fiendish career of the revivalist !e ccu- 
•rusted with the character ot the honest minister sod 
be tblnklug ngn< Atle. Tbo steps by which a preacher 

-merges from the church. aud the difficulties lie meets 
ire graphical y pre.seniod. 'I he new church und pro
gressive lyceum evolved ont of tbe old, ferro an in- 
:■ resting atu iy to thone seeking new me1,hods.

it h it beautiful volume of ‘>28 paces, find tbe price 
') accordance with our now d< ■ pa it u re. 18 80 cents, 

."»oitpii.d. or the ropio tor si ;•"> i ¿»r sale at the

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WH10H is ADDED

Volfloy*8  Answer to Dr. PrlcsUy. a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru. and tbe Zodiacal Signs and 

Constellations by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates. In larjte, 
clear typo, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol., 
poslSvo, 248pages: paper, SO cents; cloth, TS cents.

This Is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books over published. It eloquently advocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human ignorance and misery. The ant hor 
Is supposed to moot In the ruins of Paltnvra an apparl 
tlon or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of Ilie 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern
ment, and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature- 
founded on Justice and equity—Is dually proclaimed 
to an expectant wort'

WAS 

flBRPW LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OR-
Ourious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
—BY—

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

Thia book will be found peculiar, carious, startling! 
««-more so than any work Issued since Uncle Tonra 
Cabin. It bre&tbea forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatebed from tbe very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during tbe most momenl- 
ous period In American History, and la a secret page 
from tbe life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abeaham Limcoln.**  *

Cloth, 13mo, Illustrated, pp, 554, $1,50} 
Pan>r, 75 cents.

t?or Sn|p nt this office. • ______________________

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

No. 1, New "White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA "W. FLETCHER, M. D.
In tbli roluma. tbo aathor, tn the thirty-nine 

chanters, 41,eusie. a wide variety of enbjecu per- 
Ulnfagto Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic'stand
point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects are 
wen-handled wttteonclienesi and yet with clearness. 
Itwm prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek« 
In*  Information ooncarnln*  Spiritualism and Ito teach*  
!*»•  ■ . •_ __ _____ _ . __
For Bale at thia Office. Price, $1.50

Ite
HYPNOTISM;

Facta, Theories and Related -
Phenomena, with ExpLana

tory Anecdotes, Descrip
tions and Berninis- ' ■ • 

cences.
DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 

I-J largely a record of the facts and demonstrations 
which the author has seen, heard of or preeeuted la 
his own experiments. The history of thb various 
phases of the scicuco Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the cxperl*  
meats described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of tho 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen« 
era! reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the*  
student. The wonk is a handsome volume of 800 
fagei, bound in cloth. Price, $3.00, Fur >ale at 
be office of Tua Pbogbkbsivx Thinyeb.

Researches in Oriental Histoiy.

One

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fei. ISmo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1,50»

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 

RESEARCHks IN ZOROASTRIANISM»
8. PERIFATION OF CHRISTIANITY, f 
4, WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? |

The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus. .

Io thia volume the Jews ere clearly shown not to 
have been the holy uutl favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic idea Is traced to the Bae- 
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history 11 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed into Christianity, wltuainythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. — ।

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its ecn 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, feuruud force; and that 
Ite rites, ceremonials, dogmas end superstitions aro 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re*,  
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; aud no per« 
sou can read it without I isiructloil end profit, whether . 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author OH - 
otherwise. For sale at this office.

IMMORTALITY,
...OR . . .

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Thia admirable work contatna what a hundred 

aplrlta, good and evil, aay of their dwelllng-placea. 
Give u$ deullB'-doLallB and accurate delineations of 
life In tbe Snlrlt-world!—is tbe cuutiani appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death 1b approaching. Whither— 
oh, whither! Shall I know my frleuth beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? What Is their present 
condition, aud what their occupations? In this vol« 
ume the spirits, differing as they may. are allowed to 
apeak for themselves. No man is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
tbe people. He treats of tbe Mysteries of Life; 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the Klver; Fore*  
gleams of the Future; Tcntlmony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is it 
the Soul or Body that Slim?; Clothing In tbe Spirit*  
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The PersonalÍIX*  
periences of Aaron Knight; The Bed Mau s Testi*  
mony; Evil Spirits; Teatlmouv of Physicians inspirit*  
Life; Tbe Homes of Apostles urn! Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Splrlt-Llfo; Spirit Homes .of 
Bruno aud Others; Many Voices from the Spirit*  
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer*  
Ous to mention. Price «1.50; postage. 12 cents. For 
sale at this office.

THE ELIMINATOR-
Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 

Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos
ing the ftbuluuhcIhIma uf undent Judufsni and aog- 
made Christianity, containing iniiny startling conclu*  
sium never before published, »bowing clearly tbs 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testa
ment stories, and proving that Jesus was an hnporaon*  
allon and not a person. A gen nine sensation.
Price $1.50. For Sale at this Office.
JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS^

—OK - . ■
CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.

Careful comparison of some of tbe Spiritualism 
and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day By 
MosksHull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jc&u8 wan only a medium, subject to oil tm*  
t on« of modern mediumship. It also ehoua mat'4i 
the manifestations throughout th i on, and Nev/ 
meut were under the same conditions that medium« 
tJîn nf mAdHy;,ulidil!“1 u,c c‘,lnh,S of Cbrlst Is tbe re*  
w™ni..‘iieÆn,i^ipal^lrx^.r'd-48 p,ec’-

’ OBSESSION.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS~ 
Not Adapted to Modern CLIIlzatlon. with the Tn>. 

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
Uy Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Csrrle E. S. Twlti ma- 

dlum. 1 his little book will bo read with Intense In
terest by thousands. Price 25 cents. ‘“““o U»

_ philosophy
OF SPIRIT I AL INTERCOURSE.

T<”T wonderful spiritual developments at tbe house of Rev Dr 
nim.1’"'» ,?lr*t,ord- Colln • “nil «Imllar c.re. 'In nli 
fkf18 of l,le roi'itry. Till, volume Is tlic first from the author directly upon the subject of "Spiritualism?’ 
and has stood Hie test of manv s cars. Cloth 81 2i 
Postage 10 cento. For sale nt nils "oifire. '

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Pbllosophv. By Rev Samnpl -rlttJn by u lioicra 8a?lor 

a grand and noble man. Price ti.uu.

The Science of Spirit Return.
By Charles Dawb.irn. Price lOccnts.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Tbomu Paine. Parts I and II. Being an 

answer lo Mr. Burke’s stuck upon the French 
Revolution. Post 8vo., 2T9 pages. Paper. 30 cental 
cloth, 50 cents, ’ ■»

Ingersoll’s Great Address
On Thomas Paine, al tho late Paine celebration In 
New York City. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 ccnta.

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band of spirit Intclllgipce«, 
through tbo mediumship of Mary Theresa Sbelbamer. 
An excellent work. Price (1.21 .

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly ifltaresUM 

work. Price 75 cents. Postage 5 cente. T*

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just tbe book for those, seeking Information con*  

coming that moat damnable Institution known tn 
history—the Boman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted with tbe 
tacts so succinctly stated In this valuable record. It 
shows tbe methods used by the Romish Church to ex
terminate those who reject Its beliefs and claims. 
For r£e at this nfficr«. Prir*»  7^ cth.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
By A. S. Hu'ison. M D. Prien. 15 wots. r

‘ -LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note« 

by PeterEckler, Illustrated with view« of tho old 
Pulno Homestead and - Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
JoeBmlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, uriuot, and tbo most prominent of Pninc'a 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth. «5 cents. -

WHITE WIAQIC ~
Taught lu “Turee Sevens," a book of 771 pares. । It la 
really a very Interesting and suggentn wax. price 
•1J&. For «ale at this office.
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GOLDEN
LftXftTlVr. 

COFFEE . . 
CURES CONSTIPATION !

And Many Liver and Kidney 
Troubles. It is a Most Pleas
ant Drink. ■ .

Among thousands of testimonials we 
receive, the following from W. H. 
Morse, Therapeutist and Consulting 
Chemist, of Garwood, N. J., speaks for 
itself:
. "Lot mo eoinmenl lo your notice tbe GOLDEN 
LAXATIVE CO1-KLE, manufactured at Ayer, Mass, 
by tho company of ilmtimmo.: It la not mily'a grata
ful. iclrcshlng and > iimuluilug hoverago. rellahedby 
all. but. as y ell II I. mildly laxative, bea'111-rrcmotli.g 
end i..orouglnys.lentlile In composition';- In these c.- 
K-nllnls altogether unlike any other beverage for tills 
purpu;«. Ills wej worthy of-being I rough! before 
the public. ; W. II. MOUSE."

A small package will be sent to any 
address for 31» cents, and a larger 
package containing twice as much, for 
50 ccnlH. This package will go as far 
as four pounds pf coffee. All can drink 
this coflce that pure coffee will not agree 
with, aud it does cure constipation. 
State rights for sale to manufacture and 
sell this-coffee. A great monfey-maker!

Dolden Laxative Me Go.,
AYER, MASS,

A Letter that Explains Itself.
Beachmont, Mass., Oct. 24,1896.

Gulden Laxative Coffee, Co., 
, Ayer, Mass.: Please send us at once 1?. 
more large packages of Golden Laxative 
Coffee, for which you will find $5. We 

. desire lo say that we are much pleased 
with it, as it is the beet thing that our 
family ever used for constipation. It 
has cured all of us but myself and son. 

. Our neighbors all want some. What 
will you charge us fora case of JObpuck

.. ages? 1 think you ought to claim more 
more for it man you do. as it is the finest 
thing for the complexion that I have 
ever used. My face was something hor
rid to look at before using the 

. Golden Laxative Coffee: now the skin 
is soft and pink as a ^baby's. I 
went to the Great World s Food Fair 
and saw your booth, and I must say it 
was one of tbe most beautiful there; and 
I see by the Boston Globo that they 
speak in the highest terms of the coffee 
and your exhibit there, for which 1 was’ 
glad, as you deserve al) success for plae- 
ing before the ^public an article of so 
much merit. Yours.

Mrs. C. L. Bath.
44 Bradstreet Ave., Beachmont, Mass.

Remember—this coffee is for sale only 
by the Golden Laxative Coffee Co?, 
Ayer, Mass, bô and 5U cents a package.
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SKEPTICS CONVERTED.

Incidents in Spiritualism in Eiin 
Grove, W. Va.

To the Editor:—I wish to tell the 
readers of your valuable paper of 
some of the curious phenomena that 
have occurred at this place recently, 
which are the subject of general con
versation hereabout, and which, to 
those who understand the subject, 
presented some curious results in the 
actions of those who were tbe ac
cidental witnesses.

Spiritualism has been steadily gain
ing ground here by the quiet work 
which we have been carrying on, and 
recently some of the scoffing skeptics 
have been converted against their will, 
a few cases of which we will mention:

Mrs. ------ , living near here, in
Washington county, Pa., for some 
Aine had been hearing rappings on 
the headboard of her bed at night. 
She had never heard of Spiritualism, 
but was a strict Baptist. The raps 
frightened her, and she would have 
her husband get out of bed and make 
an investigation. Finding nothing, 
she would cover up her head lo hide 
away from the raps, only to hear her 
own name culled out repeatedly. She 
did not understand what it meant, 
and fear of them so shattered her 
nervous system that she assumed 
symptoms of dropsy. Physicians and 
mediums could do nothing for her. 
Hearing that I was a healer, she sent 
for me. 1 responded, explained the 
trouble, and she is now a grand clair
voyant and ekiiraudient medium, 
happy in her ijewly discovered truth.

A colored man, who was employed 
in the coal-shaft here, recently saw 
the form of a man—a ghost—in the 
bank, one morning just before break 
of day. There was no one with him 
in the bank, and be was so frightened 
that he ran to a slack-pile, lay down 
by it, and pulled it all over him, leav
ing nothing but his head out to 
breathe. The miners found him in 
this condition when they entered the 
bank for work, and almost dead.

Two gentlemen here, who were veiy 
intimate, agreed that whichever should 
first die, should return, if possible, 
and make himself known to the other. 
One of tbe gentlemen died some time 
ago, and since then the other has 
been hearing strange things, but re
fused to believe that bis departed 
friend had anything to do with it. 
although this was suggested.

Recently he went to his room to re
tire for the. night, and while sitting 
on his bedside, studying upon the 
mysteries of life, he looked up, and, 
behold, tbe roof parted; he saw the 
stars; a dark, funnel-shaped cloud ap
peared and overehadowed him, and 
many spirits, male and female,’ adults 
and children, gathered about and con
versed with him. This lasted for an 
hour. He was so frightened he did 
not move from his bedside until early 
in the morning, when, with fright
ened, tearful eyes, he reported what 
occurred to a neighbor, and called 
upon a Spiritualist friend for ex
planation and consolation. He is nqw 
an out-and-out Spiritualist.

. J. C. Marple.
Elm Grove, W. Va.

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais 
brook rr. One of the author’smost •usqfhl 
books. It should be.read by every man 
Hid woman.Price 50c. 1

6H7YS. E.
WftTKlNS

IDRS. PEEBLES i 
! A DliRRODDHSi i

Mrs- Dr. Dotson-Barker, 
AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER 
HAS NO EQUAL! .....

M.D
THE FAMOUS SPECIALIST

Who is so successful in treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 

' his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success. .

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
' not try to run down other doctors. .
ANOTHER REASON is he is ac

knowledged by all. to have the most 
wonderful psychic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease. .

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
his patients write him each week, and 
he sends them weekly Instructions, 
thus showing that he watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is he gives 
only the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result. Some cases are cured 
without any medicine.

ANOTHER REASON is he makes 
the price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers pot only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

“CHRONIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you. Should yon desire to 
consult him

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. 6. E. WftTKINS,
AYER. MASS.

CSf Mondays of each week at 357 Co
lumbus avenue, Boston, Mass.

THE ORDINATION PROCESS.

Withdraws from the Jî. 8.

To the Editor:—On page 4 
The Progressive Thinker for

A.

of
Oc-

tober 17, is a short article headed 
“The Ordination Process.” The writer 
of that article says be (or she) “has 
been informed that one society in Cal
ifornia had ordained about two hun
dred persons without any reference 
whatever to their respective qualifica
tions, seeming to entertain the idea 
that the process of ordination acted 
as a divine agent and purifier.” The 
Independent Free Thought Bible 
Spiritualistic Society of San Francisco. 
Cal.. is no doubt the society referred 
to. as it has probably ordained more 
mediums than any other society in 
California.

As president of that society, I de
sire to make a statement in justice to 
the many honest workers all over the 
world who are working under our or
dination papers, as well as to myself.

rip to date one hundred and twelve 
mediums and preachers have been or
dained. In no case has anyone been 
ordained who has not come well 
recommended. It is no doubt true 
that some who have been ordained 
have turned out to be a “little soiled,” 
but as a whole they- will compare fa
vorably with any other body of teach
ers and preachers.

One who had been ordained was 
convicted of perjury and sentenced to 
the penitentiary, and he was promptly 
expelled from the society. Another 
was expelled as an immoral character. 
For seven years we think that this 
record will compare favorably with 
any of the orthodox churches during 
a like period. .

WITHDRAWS FROM THE N. S. A.
To the Editob:—For the informa

tion of mediums and ministers all over 
the country who have been ordained 
under the Independent Free Thought 
Bible Spiritualistic Society ot San 
Francisco, Cal., I desire to state, as 
president, the reasons for the society 
withdrawing as a member of the Na
tional Spiritualists' Association of 
Washington, D. C. As a society we 
fail to see any benefits in being a 
member of the N. S. A., and it is an 
expense each year. Under charter 
they would not allow us to use its 
name on our ordination papers, and as 
our papers are recognized by railway 
companies and lines, we fail to see 
■any benefit in continuing as a mem
ber, so this society has withdrawn 
from said N. S. A.

Da. C. H. Rises, President.*  
San Francisco, Cal.

"Voltaire's Romances,” translated 
from the -French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the" 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church; are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office. " ........................ -

’ “From Night to’Morn, or -An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
npirit,. and is wel adapted to place in 
the hands ofChrlistian people, .Price 
15 cents. ,

«

SPECIALISTS IN ALL CHRONIC, 
f ^ DISEASES, , - /■
-rDepénd for thoir remarkable cures, not 
Upom the old 'drastic drug system, bul Utfun 
tho knowledge of dlbeaEcs auil tbelr proper 
remedies—upon science and tlw finer .pay:, 
(•.nlc forces. . . , . . •.
,„Some of their curcBMlko.Schlattcr’g, aro 
INSTANTANEOUS; iu other cubes mouths 
arc required. . • . •............. ‘

Having carefully studied all the therapeu
tic ageucIcB in connection with their long 

.«¡Porienée, ihey.uao those, lient 
adapted to ouch cuao withunvurylngsuccoba. 
(i Hundreds are joyfully writing the Doctors:
I am better,” or "I am cured." ‘‘God blee» 

you." -

THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWING) 
Dyspepsia, dlnrrliæa, dropsy, epilepsy, ec*  
zemn, erysipelas, falling sickness, rheums-

Rcrofula. nervous spasm, gravel, gout, 
headaches,, heart disease, kindey complaint, 
‘^»^•''eaknew. liver difficulty, neuralgia, 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upou the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses 
of men, barrenness. Insanity, drunkeimess. 
constipation In grippe aud all chronic 
diseases. Aud further, they furnish

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS
Hygenic aud Physiological lltoraturo, en
abling them when cured, to remain healthy

Correct Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stamp 
for reply.

X REMEMBER TQ ADDRESS X
j DRS. PEEBLES ’ | 
I & BURROUGHS,-I 
I P. O. BOX 177, I
'•« INDIANAPOLIS, IND. À

............. “!t' I

AMERICAN SPIRITUAL
HEALTH CIRCLE.

HOW TO GAIN HEALTH
AND RETAIN ITI '

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
SEND 2-GENT STAMP TO . . .

357 Col. Ave., BOSTON, MASS.
• Siutr

Psychic Healing and Hygi
enic Instruction.

The following letter from that veteran 
speaker and worker,is of so much laiue, 
that I present it to the readers of The 
Progressive Tm nker.

C. E. Watkins.
The enterprise of C. E. Watkins, M. 

D., and B. W. Hauks, of Boston, Mass., 
strikes me favorably. They propose a 
new departure, in that they heal the 
sick, and teach those not sick how to 
keep well, as well as those they cure to 
remain cured. It is plain that any dis
ease, however perfectly cured, may be 
reiuduced by the same causes that first 
devetoped it, for no person can be made 
more than well, and if habits cause dis
ease in a healthy constitution, the 
same conditions will cause it to reappear 
after it has been perfectly cured. But 
it is probable that any disease, however 
perfectly cured, will leave a certain 
weakness or predisposition to repeat the 
disease on less provocation than at first. 
But the more thoroughly nature is forti
fied by persistence in the curative and 
fireventive habits, after a cure is per- 
ected. the more like the virgin condi

tion of perfect health it may become: 
aud it seems quite possible that the 
proper and persistent use of psychic 
agencies may restore the a ected organs 
to periect health inherited from nature.

If Drs. Watkins and Banks have this 
secret, and can teach it to others by let
ter, and enforce it by mental sympathy 
and spirit power, they have the key to 
the "healing of the nations.'' Hut the 
great difficulty in all humanitarian ef
forts is that nations do not want to 
be healed. Sinners do not want the 
sweet morsel removed from under the 
tongue. It is so easy to drift, float, and 
enjoy the luxuries of disease!

Perhaps Drs. Watkins and Banks can 
reach this difficulty also, and by some 
occult jugglery inspire in drones and 
debauchees a real desire to be aroused 
and redeemed. In their circular I note 
this: "2\.sall common laws are founded 
oil the divine law, the spiritual law 
should permeate and control, to a 
marked degree, all natural and physical 
laws. 'Thoughts being things.' must 
carry weight in the circle of un een 
force; therefore, in this we find an an
swer to the Great Agnostic’s wish, and 
firmly believe that, under proper in
struction, health is as catching as dis
ease.” I go further, and affirm that 
with or without instruction health Isas 
catching as disease. This wish of the 
"Great jkgnostic'’ has been credited to 
him as evidence of his superior wisdom 
and insight, but it is rather an evidence 
of ignorance, or superficialistn.

Health is and [always has been conta
gious, as are all virtues as well as vices. 
But there may be great advantage in 
knowing how to utilize aud make the 
most of this benediction of nature. To 
know how to hold what we catch, and 
apply it in a way to make it a permanent 
part of our constitutional life, to use as 
needed, is a valuable attainment, and 
this, I infer, is what Drs. Watkins and 
Banks propose to do. But the assump
tion that "Thoughts are things,” may 
be open to question. Nevertheless, if 
they can be trained to do service in cur
ing disease and operating at a distance, 
it will matter little to(the sicklwho profit 
by’ tho influence they wield, whether 
“thoughts arer'things” or only a vibra
tion of mental substance propagated 
through space in the psychic ether as 
light is transmitted through the theo
retic ether of science.

There has been much loose work car
ried on under this head, with small profit 
to any save those who take in the 
shekels; but I believe Drs. Watkins and 
Banks are on the reliable line of science 
spiritualized, or physical law supple
mented by the application of psychic 
knowledge,*  and applied under the dy
namic action of the Universal Soul, 
and special spiritual’ agencies, who ope
rate with a finite and focalized will, to 
help those who seek knowledge and 
health. „ Lyman C. Howe.

Fredonia, N. Y?

Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. .She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For sale atthis office.

“Angel Whisperings lor the Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Ray. A 
volume of genuine poems, of such fine 
moral and spiritual tone that all will be 
pleased and benefited by it For sale at 
this office. PricelBl

Rejoice and Be Glati ! Herald Forth 
the Tidings offfiood Health!)

DR. A. B. mOBSON’S
Healing powers aro being repeated over and over 

again through the mediumship * ''"n 
DOBSON-BARKER, who, for tho 
a half ha*  ' '

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED 
THOUSAND PATIENTS

or MBS. DR. 
post year und

OVER ONE

of all diseases that flesh is heir to, and will give 
you proof of her powers, by sending requirements 
as per small advertisement for diagnosis of your 
case. Here la one of her many cures: .

■ St. Louis, June 21, 1696.
MY DEAR MRS. DOBSON:—1 herewith enclose 

fl.16 for another month's remedies for my slater 
Emma. I can’t tell you how much good these i^edl- 
cluca do her and how thuukful and grateful wo are 
for having applied for them. Kbcu she began tuk- 
Ing thia labt medicine. she bad cousiderublo distress 
In the bowels and atomueh, but after a week she was 
relieved aud wo tiro convinced if she bad not the 
medicine abb would have had a bctIous sick spell a» 
liver, stomach aud bowels were In a bad condttlou. 
Now everything seema 11 good order; still we feel a» 
if more medlciue will eventually cure all her ailments. 
Wo thunk yuu sincerely for prompt reply, nud wish 
you all the success you bo well merit.

Kith affectionate regards, very truly,
REBECCA LEVY.

8331 Laclede ave., St, Loul*  Mo.

THE THREE BIG THINGS
That Made the Greatest Impres

sion at the Late World’s Fair.

There is little left of what was once 
the beautiful White City. Time has ef
faced th» memory of all but a few of its 
wonderful sights.

We cau all remember at least three 
of the most striking features—the pon
derous implement of warfare, the Krupp 
Gun, the wonderful Ferris wheqL and 
last, but not lemt, the big '‘Garland” 
stove—a mammoth cooker large enough 
to supply meals for a tribe of giants. It 
loomed up above all other exhibits. It 
was 25 feet in heisiht. 39 feet in width, 
and weigltfc ten tons.

These three productions have scat
tered. The Krupp Gun is back in Ger
many. the Ferris wheel was recon
structed on the beautiful North Side of 
llhicago. the big "Garland ’stove is still 
a.wouuei-ful attraction. On constant ex
hibition in Detroit in front of the works 
of the largest stove makers in the 
world—the Michigan Stove Company— 
it is seen and Admired. It shows on an 
exaggerated scale the many and dis
tinctive good points of Garland Stoves 
and Ganges, "The World’s Best.”

This line of heaters and cookers is 
well and favorably known everywhere, 
so well known, in fact, that the market 
is full of imitations and counterfeits. 
The genuine “Gurlanda” can be had at 
the same price by simply calling for 
them by name aud insisting upon get
ting them

Tlmnkugivinj- Slauquet.
The festival hall of the Auditorium 

hotel will be the -scene of a ilesbiess 
feast on November Sllth — Thanksgiving 
Day. At that timeand place the Chi
cago Vegetarian Society will hold its 
second annual liolictayibanniiet. •

A lar«e attendance isianticipated, and 
the success of tho Btlatr is already as
sured.

The food question viill be discussed 
from various pointsof-uriew—the physi
ological, tbe hygienSo, -the ethical, the 
economic, the religious. Good speakers 
will be present.

IMPORTANT!
How to Make Morfey!

Buy a State right to make and sell 
the Golden Laxative Coffee. Il will 
cost you from $lou to $20U—depends on 
what State you wish to buy. Michigan, 
Ohio and New York are sold. You can 
double your money the first month.

Golden Laxative Cof: ee Co.
3(55 Ayer, Muss.

DEVELOPMENT.
In answer to the many inquiries that

come to me from all parts of the country 
relative to the development of medium
ship, we would say tho American Spirit
ual Health Circle is intended to develop 
health and strength particularly.

Naturally, mediumistic people will be 
assisted in the development of their 
gifts by it. We have, however, a class 
for tbe special purpose of developing 
mediumistic gifts to whioh weekly in
structions are given, as received from 
the guides of some of the best known 
and most successful mediums in Boston 
aud vicinity. Chas. E. Watkins, M. D., 
the renowned [independent slate-writer 
and psychic, permits the use of his 
name.

Finding it impossible to answer the 
many inquiries, we have concluded, 
with the consent of the guides to make 
the developing circle general, and will 
send outline, terms, etc., to all inter
ested on receipt of your address on 
stamped envelope.

B. W. Banks, Sec'y.
357 Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass. [365

B.
Testimonial.

F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear
Sir:—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles 
are all right. They fit me well. Are 
just what I wanted. I am 91 years old. 
Many thanks. Respectfully, 

Geo. W. Goodwin.
Hancock Point, Maine.

“Human Culture ana’Cure. Marriage, 
Sexual Development; ¡and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Rabbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean'of the College of 
Fine Forces, Und author of other im
portant volumes on Modi th, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc.' Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office. ■

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.”.. By Prof. ’W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is -recognized as one o( 
the ablest lecturers on lhe spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct firm the .substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and eo exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 

■ 25 cents. For sale at this office.
“The Philosophy of Spirit, and the 

Spirit-World.1’ By Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
•proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this excellent book. Cloth, 

I SI. For sale at this office. .

FOR BEGINNERS
The Play of the Planets.

------ p------
Thia wonderful educator Is attracting tbe attention 

of thousands of people all over tho world as Its ¿Im- 
pllclcity gives one .

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
concerning the Influence of'the planets and tbe signs- 
of the Zodiac In human life, , ■_ '

EVERY C4LLD can learn to use It and accomplish 
wonders. ' ’

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

This wonderful Invention makes It ea*y  for all to 
learn thL sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
ot every perlon born tor 75 year, past, and also lo de
lineate tho IIOIIOSCOI-E.

A few of the first edition Jcfl which will 

be furnished at $1 each. For sale at this 

office.

FORSTER, DR. W. M,
_ THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST, 

iyi,1L8»^lu?reedi1B.8tni2<lsai,d lcrm’ for treatment to 
“we and addrc»»-ln tbelr 
Postaae »tamp for reply.

The Faolflc Coast Spiritualist” of Deo. 80, 1893, 
•ay» of Dr. Forster:—

‘Since bls coming here be has made btmsolf blebly 
respected aud beloved for bls beuevoleut work, nts 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, aud his straight
forward course of Integrity and honor.’1

¥*  Forster, L'allfornla’s noted clairvoyant 
physician, Is receiving commendations from far aud 
nearoyer nisremarkablcs success as a healer.”—Phil
osophical Journal.

Address, *

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1050 Murliet Street, . San Franclaeo, Cal. 

___ ____________ 838

ALOGKOmil HAIR

A WONDERFUL OFFER
.. . BY . ..

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,

United Staten, Camilla, Auntrallu aud Europe'’ telling 
ot the marvelous reault., »tier all Uopd n „¿Hi 
Bourccs have been given up, being «peedllv 
undcrhls treatment. Narrow and chronic iiUeusea 
ot o> cry character, peculiar to both men and women 
iro^oured“ld °f 1“*w»^rta1 and extnota®

‘rJa’teW. re”“M‘.ed Pfix«»“ bdVvf, r -idlly „ 
ffi“ t I!iwS'lll'W0,,,1,,rfU1 clulrv°Xaut and '¿Mr

rale/eicrlptlon ot your case and iny adilci

B^suaSKWWSia
842« DR. W. F. LAY, Bor 018, Chicago, Ill.

heliocenWab^
couiplete work „„ Hshed' “ W

FliEDEIUCK WHITE. O. O M.
MH Fifth Ave., a. . Minneapolis, Minn.

BETTER THaN GOLD?-
Elixir of Life Noh. Oue and Two 
glsocoUBttalu'n.' a““'“eureVr r dial Hd“i‘y Jl“e»!ol

thoem.uK7u purls
or nil three Beul postpaid tar «100 win? Photo and lu.tmetlon.hmv toll’Mw years'

«î

í
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SPECIAL HEADING NOTICES.

Mothers will find ‘Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing 
Syrup” tbe best to use for children while 
teething. An old aud well tried remedy.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES. 
EVERY .... 

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE

sunflower
JEWELRY.

Ab the Sunflower turns its 
face towards the sun, ho Splr- 

. Ituallbin lurns (Ue fiice» of hu
manity from darkness and superstition towards the 
Sunlight of Truth and Progression.

PRICES:
Il<»n<‘d Place Bar Pill.............................................
S..1I.I Gold Bar 1'1...................................................
Eiectro-plate Radge...............................................
Belled Plate B ulge. Scarf Plu or Lapel Bulfcou. 
Solid Gold Badge. Scurf Plu or Lapel Button..
Roiled Plat«- Mahe.*e  Watch (.'harm..................
SOiid Gold Maiie»o Wuich Charm.......................
Rul.ed Plan- Xia tem*  Pendant.............................
Solid Gold Maltese Peudaut* ..............................

EUR .11’ TUiti OFFICE,

.»2 25 

. 3 50 

. 75 
.. 1 2f 
. 1 75 
. 3 OJ 
.. 5 (X) 
. 300

5 03

40 LOOM IS STREET, CHICAGO

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK.

Ilie Truths of Spiritualism
E. V. WTleon was one of the pioneers of Spiritual

ism, and was noted ns a speaker aud teat medium, lie 
did a grandwork for tbe cause, and this book narrates 
many uf bis striking experiences during bis labors.

Purchasers will flud It Inientely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to his widow who was left 
In uraitoned circumstances.

The book contains 4(X) pogos, and 1b sold for si. Ad- 
fobs MRS. E. V. WILSON, 91 South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, lud.

PRINCIPLES
— OF -

LIGHT AND COLOR.
BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.

A truly grout work lu which the author exhibits 
tho results of yettrs of research, of a mind devoted 
to science uud truth, highly gifted with keen Intui
tive Insight and the psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling him to disroveraud elucidate facts and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary keu. The book Is of 
very great iuLoi os. uod Importance, bringing to light 
many Important poluis concerning light ana color in 
their »Kntal and physical effects und tbelr practical 
applle tloi lu the conservation of health and the 
cure of disease and Mlckness. its medical value Is be- 
youd estimation, aud its (euuhlngs should be kuown 
by all.

Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.
PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, 36'0.

Jfor Sale at The Proffreaalve Thinker Office.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in AH Its Phases.

BY EMMA BOOD TUTTLE.

Lvceum*  and Societies that wish to get up ele
vating, Interesting and paying entertainments can
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. Tho en
tire plan, with full directions, t*  In tbo book, aud 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindle» enthusiasm 
mure quickly than an Angel! Prize Contest! Noth
ing la needed more. Any Individual may organize 
one In hla own town and reap r financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Addree»

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
Berlin Heighla, Ohio.

HORN OF FLAME.
Margaret B. Peeke’s Occult Story.

IN PAPER, AT 50 CENTS.
It can now be secured at this office. This book, by 

the author of “Zeni», the Vesto!,” ha*  bad a wide 
popularity. And now that It can be had at bo reason 
able a price. Is within the reach of all. We will send 
IL pOHtpuld. on receipt of price. Address this office, l

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Reforms come from His Bataulc 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom of 
Darkucs*.  60pages. ByMosEiHuLL. Price, 15 cento. 
For sale at this office.

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist Attack on Spiritualism repaired, Bv 

Mobkb Hull. Price. 5 cents. For »ale at this office.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
By Andrew Jaskson Datis. Something yon should 

read. Price 75 cents.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Lizzie Doten. They ore really valuable.Price »1.00. vaiuauiB.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

L)Y WM. AND ELIZABETH M. P. 
J-J Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise m 
a text-book, It Is a» fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to tee the curioii faeft 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thon 
»and doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain az 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects oP 
icnrcdby time. >
Soul or Things—VoL L

Cloth................. ......... . ..........................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth......... .

_ Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. TTÍ.

Ill if "rated. 862 pp. Cloth.................
postage 10 conta.

.4U50

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. King. You 

will not become weary while reading this excellent 
book. Price 75 cent». • ___ . .

If sick or ailing, send a lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading symp 
tom, four cents postage, and I will di
agnose your case and tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Address
DR. J. C. BATDORF, 

Hept. F,, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
__ ________ 35811

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Send three two-cent Hamp», lock of hair, uame 

age, sex, une leading symptom, and your disease will 
be diagnosed free by spirit power.

MK8. DR. DOBSON-BARKER,
SAN JOSE, cal , Box 182 S4titf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Of Sblrleyvllle. Mats., and bls baud of powerful 
ancle; t spirits tire effecting ihe most wonderful 
cures tb.il have been recorded and are. so ackimwi- 
2£d% VV l!il6 ' lcnr Plu"k,1i’0 ot your d ienes, 
«Ided by his marvelous spirit force, combined 
«k‘ . ii " «HI eonvlm-e the mo.t
ns.vptii L 1 j Power lo heal (be sk-k.
iiy him. bend him sex, uge. name, lock of hair 
und four 2 ceui ituuips. und he will .»¡nd u dtagno.-is 
of)cur case free. Hr doern't want g»y leadlnii eympu ms. Ad..reus DR. J. 8. LOlCKS, bhlrley j e 
MasearhiiBctta. J .¿4 '

Melted Pebble Spectacles.

Photo. B. KPo^Cltato“ fc’Jk ’Wmp

DR. GARLAND’S ’
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

Proprietor, br. M. fl. G?,’and Berni b.y “f"
-lamp, und receive by rein, J nuii J boa oNbu"“

household remedy
lud Lungiiemedy“ ¡X'.'toid“ T d™!!

in>•>«•. Station
--------- :______________ 822tf

'I

11 «

invalids
7X HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN

Mnmhl.l .ndi.i.i.. __ _ «X®PI®aai. will receive
pampbk t and advice razz to euro themselves without &o‘w’o 'luo“AS ™KY r. 9

psYCHOMEJ Ryf CONSULT WITH 

ifritol: In all mailer, pertaining u>
Cm?’ n? i.II'i “to yuur •Plrllfrleuil.. Send tock of 
balr, or handwriting, and one dollar Will answer 
Add?c?»““io°to n" cb“ri°' S'“<l for drcul'ir^ 
Auartta, ,1m rain,, ,truau Milwaukee. Wls. j,5tr

i'11'!' P,'-»K>NS. SPEAKERS AND ME 
«nil --.e n bUSl“J' ,uevU"KS. 617 N. Clerk Klrwl 2:30 
and .. 5 p. m. r rtime rejdlnge dally, 511 N. Welk St 
HtaiructluUB In development uud healing Circles Monday and Friday evenings, (’lass, Tuesday at Jp jn. 
_ _________________________________ 349tf ’ 
prow TO BECOME a MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
1A home. Mil] send u pamphlet ghlug Instructions 
delineate jour pbiuosuf mediumship, und a spiritual*

All for 25 cent*.  Address Mn J. A Bliss 492! Calumet Ave.. Chicago, III. ”"4

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
Tills medium, who Ih chilrvuyaiit. clalruudlent 

?6^n 1 e**n  consulted at No’
by l«ie?' «v««1- tagagemenl. cun bcm.de 

lguer-______________ 340tf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
nf.'.“*1 "gl'' '«■ au'1 lwn lor inns
Diagnosis. Many wonderful cures being made by 
W. W. Lathrop, M. J)., Juekson. Mleh.

Mcnth-n this paper.

MRS. 6. PARTRIDGE,
k wu H’>'chol“etalBt and Bu.lneai Medium.

Heading, personally or by letter 61.00. Three re.
by mall tar 25 cents.Magnetic treatment given at lier residence, or >it 

homo of the patient. 67 3Jrd street, osar Uottnge 
Grove avenue, Chicago ■ 260tf

F. GORDEN WHITE,
Je,31 nnd Medium. Sittings dally

vi80? < Hli,,nct corner Thirty-first street 
Hut y, \\ ellsburu Flats. 354^

REV. G. V. CORDINGLEY,
Mmiï^

conauluitiona dally fur buslues*  und diagnosing p8y- 
c «nClc, c''yr>’ Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.Residence 2953 Indiana avenue. 35: tf

ItlSS EMMA RI'DHK OIVES LESSONS 11Y 
JU mall on Orouli Science. rhllo«ophy and As
Uonomy. One course ot len lesson, tor 6'2.50. 663
Wcultliy arc., Grand Rsptds, Mich. 337

IF YOU ARE SICK
STPKl'*F  F«EB-»e»4 lo oil. E. A.
81 EhLh. 322 Me Allister blreeL San Franctoco. (’ah 
4 »tamps for reply.

MRS S. F. DeWOLF-INDEPENDENT SLATE 
writing. 240 Winchester ave.. near Van Burro

Madl»tm street car; take transfer at Robey. Ladles' 
circle, Thursdays at 2:M

AN ASTRAL READING OF YOl'R L1FF, WITH 
XX numerous suggestions as to Hue uf bwlness or 
profcwlon suited lo your nature; also a cony Of 
"Sparks from tho infinite." an occult work In prose 
and verse, dealing with the electric and magnetic 

dii-ecl relation to tbe soul end lu des-
Hriru Axis k-’lli-“is b ,rl11 25 Cl'ot‘ URIEL
BUCHANAN. 337 Chestnut str.-eL Chicago. 3fi3

TU-RS. STARR SPIRITUAL MEDIUM-SITTINGS 
1U. dally. Inspirational music developed, aud other 
phases. 6'242 Monroe avenue, Elat E. 366

1 DECEMBER 1, LIFE READINGS 30 CTS 
U Dr. Barney, 362 Logan street, Grand Rapid». Mlrh*  
_ : 63 ’

MKS. CAROLINE DREWS. GERMAN TRANCE 
medium, hold, wrvlci-e al 2:30 p. m.. In ll.mi-h- 

mano s Hall. 3SI W. Division street. Private sittings 
W cents, at residence, 700 X. Campbell atenúe, north 
ot Division street.

UPROPSYfke 
iWI|S9otired*lthVegetablcReme¿taiHare 

cured many thousandcawescalled hopeless.» In 
10 days at least % of all symptoms are removed. 
Book of testimonials of cures and lodava trrat- 
vtentfreebv mail. Drs.Grecn ¿Sona, Atlantic

THE TALMUD.
SelectlanBtromlhe contents ot that ancient book. 

7?.„c2Sc?U.rlis’ Poetry, and legends. 
Also brief sketchc*  of the men who made and com« 
“SEwT"lu By 11 Po“ng’ 359 Prlc*

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
Have you promised yourself the rare pleasute of 

reading thia beautiful work by tbe good, old-time 
writer, Hudson Tuttle? Price. 50 cents. Contains a 
fine portrait of tbe author. For salb at this office.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Including Co-operative Systems and tbe Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt, 
LL,D., M. D. This comprises tbe lari part of Human 
Culture and Cure. Paper corer, 15c. For sale at 
this office. ;

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highways, By-waya and Hedge*  

of Life. By Matt» E. Hull. This la a marvelously 
neat book of »elections from Mrs. Hulls best poeuaa, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moaes Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, «1. For sale at this 
office.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best paper» Colo 

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper corer, with like« 
nessof author. Price, 19 cents; twelve copies for u.oo.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining bow Mi 
Uta and teaching« were uUUiedto tonmOKa CUlra? 
unity. HiMUoeau. Fot alert tbit oion.

ORDER OF 
THE MAGI.

A New Badge lu solid gold 
with blue and black euatnel, 
with (he pyramids, obellil 
uud aim's rays |u gold. Ever» 

.> > Myaltc should have mi« nllhe».- beUul",,i,.,"|,|r,"h. r,.1CcU Kor

1
I

PSYCHE
medium, under »pirli Miidunce. nud Is designed to develop invdlunisblo 

Many by lu u.u, have received " ,uimu® 
lol“'’ PruVl'f ‘ ‘“d el‘)r'L"" K'««l »»lWai>.
uon. 1 rice, fi, «nd 20 cents extra for extireasaffA l’or Bule at ihe office of Jhk Fhoguksbivk ThinkkJ

DR. T. WILKINS,
67 33D STREET, CHICAGO, 

Treats Jfag>ieUeatlv all Chronic Uiseas^s, al 
ofilce, or home of the i>alienl.

H. INGRAM LINDSAY-
•,KK/r;'w lock of italr, OU iHiblucsB, medb 

»li P * d T'1“1 Trial realh.rf, m ceuU
Uil Icatll‘jk. <1 and two 2-e< nt BtmnMa Address 1. O. Boa 23‘2u Boston, ¿last). 364

Seership—Guide to Scul-Ligùt
Ila art and culture, with rides lor Its at a uuient 

Luclilhy la oe gin bin a nub i real poaalbilliy couinios 
ta lhe liuiuan fumlly. 1'rlce al. '«uimua
,vELL1S'. ,TI"’ Thlrti lie' ela'luu of Soul and Sei. A 
wuik coululuiug in.ny beerei aud Inner d .clrluea oi 
tbe Itoblcrudana. In II aud by It both inau aud wo 
munitale net ideici) the load to enoruioca power, 
buih »,culai aud Indlddual, but lhe grand ei.ergy ol 
don1",'?“in “'.ur 1“ olbers; al.o prolunga-
ÌÌS 5: - > 1 lte A<Wre« KATE <'. RAN- 
Dui.j 11, ¿j Me.rose u\enuo, Toledo, O. ygj

UBS. I.. PACKER, 7MW. VAN BUIIEX? CLAIR- 
1 L sojant, pBj’i honietrlbt. business uiodlum. Threa 
reasonable questions uuswered by mall, with stamp, 

ceuta- 354

Widows or old maids, matrimonially 
”rlte 1U U'-

Occult Forces.
«onuining vaiuutik ilu.Uw. of jnlui. v intyjfst (o all who desire in atty tray (o benefit 

ln lik> a “f «'oiideiiMti (houghs•nd biilannt Ideas pointing a new wn> u> Mieet tsin*ail  
undemkings through the mastery of subtil..

Develop v .ur talent power*  and aeconiplnd, what 
would otherwise bo inipoBntble. Tills knowledge not 
only increHseB pentonal influence bur forlitivs one 

d‘‘"taning and unprincipled pejwons. Price of 
book 30 . oi Bent tree tor addresses of f riends likelv to 
be interested tn it and 12c. in Hamps. t h fke 

OCCULT PUB. CO., 35T4 Vlnccni-.es Avenue, p, t 
Chicago, 111.

THE SPIRITUAL'ALPS' 
AND HO W WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 
where snirit tafiupretne and all things are subject U> 
ll. W lib portrait. By Moses Holl. Just ibe book 
ta teach you that you arc a spiritual being, and to 
ahow you how to educate your spiritual faculUn. 
Price, bound In cloth. 40 cents; In pauer cover 25 
cent» For »ale at tbta office. ’

poEiis "from'the inker life
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as staple aS 

sugar. Price (LOU.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.
A manual, with directions for tbe organization and 

management of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Price Mi cents.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rom<
By Rev. Chas. Chlnlquy. ex-priest. A remarkabll 

book. Pages, 832- Price (2.25.

THE GODS.
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. A pamphlet of 40 page» 

Worth Its weight In guld Price 2U cents.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
piEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

J-s The “Stellar Key” is tbd philosophical Intro 
duction to tbe revelations contained In this book 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from tbt 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society in tbt 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Landi 
5— Wlntcr-Lanr’ and Summer Land; 6- Language an< 
Life in Summer-Land; 7— Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate*  in the Summer-Land: 9—Volci 
from James Victor Wilson. Thta enlarged edition con 
tains more than double the amount of ms'.'0'* In faS 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautitui froncif 
piece, illustrating the “formation of the Splrltua 
Body.“ Cloth 75 cents- Postage 5 cents. For jab 
u this office. ______

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The ori> 
gin of religions, and tbelr influence upou the mental 
development of the human race. Transcribed at th« 
request of a band of uncicnt nliilusoDhcrs. Pries 
10 cents.

Romanism and the Republic.
By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A- Every patriot 

should read IL Price »1.00.

HELEN HARLOiV’S VOW; “ 
Or Self-Justice.

Br Lois Walsbrooker. Many have read this boob 
many have re-read IL and many others ont to read IL 
It should be read by every man and worn fin In th» 
land. It shows tbo falsities rampant In sodciy in 
matters of moral and social Import, and tbe wrong» 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness of the author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pogos. Frico I LOO

—JOAN?THE MEDIUM~
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

ns a Leader of Annies. By Mobkb IltTLL. This Is at 
once tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrllilngly in
teresting; no history more truer Price in cloth,'40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For.sole at this office.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was Ho Junius?

Bv Km. Henry Burr. Price 15 cent».

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under Ue Bushel; or Thirteen 

Hundred and Six Questions to the Clergy. By Km. 
llort. Trice *0  cents.
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EVOLUTION AND THE IDEA OF GOD.
■ A SECOND PHILOSOPHICAL ADDRESS BEFORE THE
■: CONFERENCE OF EVOLUTIONISTS AT

. ' GREENAORE, ME.

BY PROF. B. F. UNDERWOOD,

GENESIS OF THE GOD-IDEA.
The idea of God is a product of evohi- 

tion. It had Its genesis In man’s at
tempts to interpret the objective world 
in terms of the subjective; to explain 

■ phenomena by investing objects with 
■ Knowledge and volition ylike his own.
All the qualities ascribed to God, every
where and at all times, are derived from 
man. Anthropology is the key to the
ology. As Schiller says: “Man paints 
himself in his Gods.” What man wor
ships is not’the piece of wood or stone, 
the mountain, the sky, the sun, moon 
and stars, but tho intelligence, such as 
he himself is conscious of possessing, 
imagined to exist in these natural ob
jects. The evolution of the God-idea 
has depended upon and corresponded 

.with tho evolution of the human mind.
Man has sought for causes of natural 
occurrences which have impressed him 
most deeply, aud knowing no higher be
ing then himself, he has, without being 
aware of the fact, projected his own 
mental and moral nature into the ex
ternal world. The God of tho design 
argument of Paley's “Natural Theol
ogy,” is an evolution from the concep
tion of the fotichist in regard to the ob
ject which he invested with his per
sonality, as certainly as the mind that 
can reason us Paley did is an evolution 
from mental conditions represented by 
fetich men ot the remote past.

■ IDEA OF GOD NOT INNATE.
Thus evolution digposes of tho theory 

that tho idea of God is innate, by show
ing that it is an acquired conception 

“which has arisen in experience and un
dergone changes like other conceptions. 

■ In positing personality, to account for 
natural phenomena,, man acted natu
rally, of course, as he did in trying to 
avert calamities by prayer and sacrifice: 
but tho idea of divine personality has no 
claim to acceptance simply because it 
is one of the primitive,fundamental con
ceptions of religious systems. It must 
be tested by its reasonableness alone.

DEANTHROPOMORPHIZATION.

' The evolution of religious thought has 
consisted in a process of deanthropo- 
morphization, to use Dr. John Fisk’s 
very long, but also very appropriate 
word. Deity is no longer thought of by 
enlightened minds as.having body, parts 
or passions. Such words as intelligence 
and design are still used by theologians 
in referring to God, but thinkers see 
that they arc inadequate and inappli
cable. Intelligence implies perception 
and external objects perceived; ideas, 
or impressions bused upon perceptions: 
reflection and reasoning, dwelling upon 
what has come into experience, or may 
be beyonll experience, and comparing 
ideasand reaching conclusions thereby; 
imagination, the power of summoning 
before the mind ideally objects and 
events distant in time and space, etc. 
Intelligence implies organism and en
vironment, genesis and growth, new ex
periences. added knowledge: and since 
these arc characteristics of finite beings, 
products of evolutionary processes,when 
God is invested with them, “the eternal 
power,” as John Fiske says, “the eter
nal power whereof the web of phenom
ena is but the visible garment, becomes 
degraded into a mere strand in the web 
of phenomena, and the cosmos, in ex
change for the loss of its infinite and 
inscrutable God, receives an anomalous 
sovereign of mythologic pedigree.”

A LARGE VIEW OF GOD.

Those who invest the Ultimate Real
ity with volition, feeling, and all their 
own mental characteristics, th us forming 
God in their own image, and making an 
idol, not out of wood or stone, it is true, 
but out of the phenomena of their own 
minds, regard as atheists those who re
ject these anthropomorphisms, much 
the same as the Indian or ihe Negro re
gards as denial of God the denial of bis 
crude conceptions of the supernatural as 
adequate representations of the Infinite 
and Eternal.

A larger a.»d deeper view seems to 
warrant what the eminent physicist, 
Haeckel, said in an address at a meetr 
ing of German naturalists and physi
cians:

“This kernel (of true religionldoes not 
consist in the special form of one's con
fession of faith, but rather in the crit
ical conviction of an unknowable com
mon ultimate ground of things, and in 
•practical ethics springing immediately 
from the purified theory of nature. In 
thlsconfcssion, that with the present or-
ganization of one brain the last ulti
mate ground of all phenomena is un-

the inscrutable, the ultimate frame of 
mind is that of Goethe;

“ 'Who dares to name his name, 
Or belief in him proclaim,

Veiled in mystery as he is, the all-en- 
folder?

Gleams across the mind his light,
Feels the lifted soul his might, 

Dare it then deny his reign, the all-up- 
• holder?’ ”

WHAT GOETHE SAID.

Conceptions of God change; the eternal 
Power persists through all.changes, and 
gradually it is divested, in the minds of 
men, of all those human qualities which 
men, in conceiving God as a man, have 
bestowed upon it.

Tho more ignorant a man is the more 
bethinks ho knows about God. With 
unshackled thought on the subject one 
comes to recognize the wisdom of what 
Goethe said:

“Since tho great Being whom we 
name the Deity manifests himself not 
only in man, but in a rich and powerful 
Nature, and in mighty world events, a 
representation of Him framed from hu
man qualities cannot, of course, be ade
quate, and the thoughtful observer 
will soon come to imperfections and con
tradictions which will drive him to 
doubt—nay, even to despaii—unless he 
be little enough to let himself bo soothed 
by an artful evasion, or great enough to 
rise to a higher point of view.”
WORDS INADEQUATE TO DESCRIBE 

THE INFINITE.

While tho words used to describe an 
organism—a more product of evolution
äre inadequate to describe or define that 
which is notan organism, which has no 
environment, which had no genesis or 
growth, but is the cause and basis of all 
phenomena, and while intelligence, voli
tion, personality, as known to us cannot 
be predicated of Deity, tho student of 
evolution is at liberty to hold, in 
the reverent spirit in which ho onco 
worshiped a personality, that greater 
than any conceivable personal being, 
greater than any known intelligence—is 
the Ultimate Reality, in which all phe
nomena, psychical and physical, have a 
common basis—the foundation of the 
cosmic order we observe, and of that 
marvelous series of evolutionary pro
cesses by which from star dust have 
been produced myriads of worlds with 
their inhabitants, the hraiu and heart 
of man, his conscience, his hopes and 
aspirations, his wonderful achievements, 
his wonderful history, his prospects for 
the future.

PHILOSOPHICAL MATERIALISM.

Philosophical materialism, which 
ascribes sensation and thought to phys
ical causes, and assumes that matter is 
the ultimate cause of phenomena, finds 
as little justification as does anthropo
morphism, in the teachings of modern 
science. There is no proof, but all the 
proof the case admits of is opposed to 
the view that a motion or a collision of 
material atoms is ever transformed into 
feeling or thought. Feeling and thought 
arc subjective phenomena: motions 
and collisions of matter are objective. 
That two or more insentient atoms, by 
moving and changing space relations to 
one another, should give rise to the con
sciousness of “1,” or to a feeling of pleas
ure or pain, is a fancy as wild as any of 
the fancies of the old mythologists.

A PSYCHICAL BASIS.

Indeed the qualities and^tateof mat
ter, so regarded by us, are names for 
different ways in which our conscious
ness is affected. Light (luminousness) 
is a fact of consciousness, and does not 
exist where there is no eye. Professor 
Newcomb proposed to abolish the word 
light from physical science, since light 
is a psychical and [not a physical phe- 
nomcnon. There is no musical quality 

' in the waves of the air, saveas the mind 
through hearing constructs it. There is 
no fragrance in the rose, the word 

, standing only for the sensations pro
duced in us through theiscnso of smell 
by an object, the ultimate nature of 
which is inscrutable. When we say .that 
iron is hard, we mean that if we press 
against it we experience a feeling of 

' resistance, which is distinguished by 
■ the word hardness, a word that describes 
■ our feeling, and the iron. If, as Huxley 
' says: “The force of the mqscles of the 
1 body were increased a hundred fold, our 

marble (or other hard substance) would 
seem to bo as soft as a pellet of bread

' crumbs.” Even the conceptions of vi
' brations among the particles of matter

as the objective factor in the production
knowable, the critical philosophy of oj sounfj ^anj coio,- are but inferences 
nature comes athwart dogmatic re.ig- f,.01n states of consciousness—subjective 
ion. The faith in God, however, of I eXperiences produced in us by some un-
course assumes endlessly different de
grees of the knowledge of nature. The 
farther advances we make in the latter, 
the more we approach that unattainable 
ground, the fewer will be our ideas of 
God.”

Of an absolute beginning of things or 
of their ending, we have no knowledge 
and no proof. Forms and conditions 
change, but substance persists. As that 
clear-headed scientist, Tyndall, put it:

“As regards knowledge, physical sci
ence is polar. In one sense it knows, or 
is destined to know, everything. In'an- 
other sense, itknows nothing. Science 
understands much of this intermediate

known cause.
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phase of things which we call Nature, of 
which it is the product, but science 
knows nothingpf the origin or the des
tiny of Nature.'Who or what made the 
suit, and gave^-his rays their alleged 
power? Who^T what made; and be
stowed upon’ ths-ultimate particles of 
matter their WOndrous power of varied 
Interaction? Science does not know. 
The mystery, though pushed back, rc- 
mains unaltered. To many of us who 
feci that there are more things in heav
en and earth than are dreamt of in the 
i>recent philosophy of science, hut who 
mvc been also taught.-^riaffled effort», 

- how.vaifr ifrtho -aftbmpt'to grapple-trittr
- - i *•  » t u '

Hackel,and others before him and af
ter him, have been so impressed with 
the necessity of a psychical basis for 
psychical phenomena, that they have as
sumed that the atoms possess sensation 
and consciousness, and thus endeavor to 
escape the conclusion that mind is the 
motion and inter-action of insentient 
atoms. When matter is assumed to be 
eternal, and it is invested with sentience 
and consciousness, it must be regarded 
as psychical or spiritual in its nature, 
and mind, according to this view, being 
eternal,and mental phenomena due ti it, 
the materialistic theory that sensation 
and thought are -prdducts' of material 
combinations and motions is necessarily 
abandoned. , ?.? 'vs 1

Our position is, , that thrif. (which un
derlies phenomena—that which ■ is not 
seen, and is known brily abrgyealed in 
consciousness,- is' such thatcglvjn a per
ceiving, thinking 'mint^”:i{?minilests 
itself objectively as matter jin'd "force, 
and subjectively-as feelingtahd' thought. 
Man in his essential ;natufo belongs to 
it, for the substance and basis qf his be
ing is-in the nouinenal 'world of yvhich 
the world-#e see is but the appearance,

the shows of things, the symbolical rep
resentation.

• PURPOSE AND DESIGN?
Does the universe visible to ns afford 

any indications of divine purpose?
Prof. Asa Gray regarded all beneficial 

variations as providentially designed. 
Mr. Darwin asked him whether each 
variation in the rock-pigeon in the 
change to a pouter or fan-tail pigeon 
was thus designed; and added that if 
such variations were not designed, he 
could “seo no reason why he should 
rank the accumulated variations by 
which the beautifully-adapted wood
pecker has bqgn formed, as providenti
ally designed.”

These speculations about design in
volve us in perplexities of thought, 
from which, so far as I can seo, the con
ception of evolution gives no relief, if 
we insist upon interpreting all the phe
nomena of nature as though. behind 
them and the cause of them were an an
thropomorphic being, who reasons, de
cides and acts like man. A man is killed 
by lightning; a city is devastated by a 
tornado. Is this destruction of life and 
property designed? A swallow devours 
a gnat: a hawk kills a chicken; large 
fish eat smaller ones. Is all this de
signed? If the death of any particular 
insect or animal is not designed, was its 
birth designed? If a child’s death at 
tho age of one or two years is not de
signed, was its birth designed? Is the 
transmission of disease designed? Was 
tho birth of all the descendants of the 
woman Jukes designed? Tho history of 
life on this globe is a history of struggle, 
suffering, the destruction of the weak 
and the survival of the fittest. Has 
there boon design in this? With an im
proving environment the survival of the 
fittest has resulted, generally speaking, 
in the survival of the best. There is 
little doubt that tho earth, in time, will 
become a desolate waste; that gradu
ally the higher forms of life will die 
out. and that the survival of the fittest 
will then mean the survival of the low
est, until, perhaps, all living creatures 
disappear before our planet, now so 
fruitful end the scene of man’s great 
triumphs, returns to tho great mauso
leum of worlds. Will there be design in 
all this?

AN INTOLERABLE THOUGHT.
We cannot help feeling with Darwin 

when he says: “Believing as I do that 
mau in the distant future will be Tur 
more perfect than he now is, it is an in
tolerable thought that he and all other 
sentient beings ayd doomed to complete 
annihilation after such long continued 
slow progress. To those who fully ad
mit the immortality of tho human soul, 
the destruction of our world will not ap
pear so dreadful.” Yet Darwm could 
not accept as proven the doctrine of im
mortality, and in the honesty of his 
heart, when lesser minds dogmatized 
about God, ho said: “The mystery of 
the beginning of all things is insoluble 
by its: and 1, for one, must bo content to 
remain an Agnostic.”

There are evolutionists who see in the 
painful evolution of the human race 
through countless ages, and in the intel
lectual and moral conditions and 
achievements which have been attained 
and in the certain ultimate, physical ex
tinction of tho race, us well as of its in
dividual members, a strong argument 
for the spiritual immortality of man; 
and with Darwin these considerations 
had some weight.

SOME GREAT END.
If every birth aud every death and 

every event were not designed, may we 
at least find reasons for the belief that 
the laws under which all creatures ex
ist and all tho operations of nature oc
cur, are tho methods or modes of action 
of Divine Power by which is to be at
tained some great end that will justify 
the enormous and appalling sacrifice 
and eost involved, 
“One far-off divine event '
To which tho whole creation moves.”

Is there, as Huxley intimates, a pos
sible wider teleology than that which 
assumes that the eye was, with the pre
cise structure it exhibits, designed to 
see, a teleology, to quote from Huxley, 
“based upon the fundatnental proposi
tion of evolution. This proposition is 
that the whole world, living and not 
living, is the result of the mutual inter
action, according to definite laws, of the 
forces (powers) possessed by the mole
cules of which the primitive nebulosity 
of the universe was composed. If this 
be trug, it is no less certain that the ex
isting world lay potentially in the cos
mic vapor, and that a sufficient intelli
gence could, from a knowledge of the 
properties of the molecules, have pre
dicted, say, the state of the fauna of 
Britain in 1879, with as much certainty 
as one can say what will happen to the 
vapor of the breath on a cold winter’s 
day.” _

Prof. Huxley never intimated that he 
had any faith in this “wider teleology,” 
but his admission of its possibility has 
given a little comfort and consolation to 
some who, though they have been com
pelled to reject as worthless the old fa
miliar arguments for design in nature, 
would be glad to belieVeconfidently that 
Wisdom controls the universe, and

“That somehow good
Will be the final goal of ill.”

VISIBLE NATURE A VEIL.
Professor William James, in a paper 

in the International Journal of Ethics, 
for October, 1895, after referring to na- 
turewofship in language not less severe 
than that used by John Stuart Mill, in 
his Essay on Nature, says:

“There were times when Leibnitzes 
with their heads buried in monstrous 
wigs could compose Tbeodicies, and 
when stall-fed officials of ah established 
church could prove by the valves In the 
he^’t and the roupd ligameritof the hip
joint the existence of a ‘Moral and In
telligent Contriver, of the World? But 

) those times are past, and we of the nine
teenth century, with our evolutionary 
theories and our mechanical philoso
phies, already know Nature too impar
tially and too well to worship uhreserv- 
.edly any god of whose character she can 
be an adequate expression. Truly all 

' we know of good, ahd beauty proceeds 
from Nature, but none the less so all we 
know of "evil. Visible Nature is all plas
ticity and indifference, a multiverse, as 
one might call it, and not a universe. 
To such a harlot we owe no moral allo
glance; with her as a whole we can_eg-

tablish no sentimental communion; and 
we are free in pur,dealings with her sev
eral parts to obeyw destroy, and to fol
low no law but'tllai of prudence in com
ing to terms wlth'such of her particular 
features as wiU ’ hfelpus to our private 
ends. If there bp a divine spirit of the 
universe, Nature; such as we know her, 
cannot possibly be'¡its ultimate word to 
man. Either thjer? is no spirit revealed 
in Nature, or else it is .inadequately re
vealed there; and (¿s all the higher re
ligions have assumed) what wo call visi
ble Nature or this world must be but a 
veil and surfoCe-qhow whose full mean
ing resides in a supplementary unseen 
or other world.” - ■

Professor JaipCS. on the whole, ac
counts it gain'that “the naturalistic su
perstition, the worship of the God of 
nature as such, h^s begun to loosen its 
hold upon the educated mind. The re
bellion against such u conception of God 
is the initial step) toward getting into 
healthy ultimate relations with the uni
verse.” \

According to the writer, a man’s re
ligious faith is his. faith in nn order in 
which the riddlhs of the observed order 
may be found explained; an unseen uni
verse in which spiritual forces are 
eternal, a dimension of Being that we 
now have no organs for apprehending, 
but tho reality of which is necessary to 
give significance to this life, and faith 
in which is required to meet the inner 
needs of our nature; I think Professor 
James’ criticism of mere Nature-worship 
is none too severe. The dark side of Na
ture cannot be ignored. The rattle
snake, the tarantula, th# tornado or the 
earthquake is as much a part of nature 
as is the gentle dove or the refreshing 
shower. ■

The religious sentifnent and tho moral 
nature of enlightened man can find no 
satisfaction in contetiplating as ultimate 
the order in which whatever is hideous, 
frightful and cruel exists.

THE RELIGIOU^ SENTIMENT.
Tho religious sfttrtuhent is a part of 

man’s nature. As Tyndall said in his 
Belfast address: .

“You who have qeeuped from these 
religions into tho High-and-dry lightof 
intellect, may deridejtfiemlbut in so do
ing you deride accidents of form mere
ly, and fail totouck the immovable basis 
of tho religious sentiment in the nature 
of man. To yield this sentiment reason
able satisfaction is the'problem of prob
lems at the present Iroiir.”

Feeling is deopep ^thun thought, and 
the demands of the heart are more im
perative then those’ nSf the intellect. 
Neither is satisfied with recognizing tho 
external world, vlaibloTo us ns complete 
aud ultimate, bqing, . Philosophy re
quires the postulation of an invisible 
universe, or an order of being of which 
tho world cognizablo'by |us is but a phe
nomenal manifestation—“an infinite and 
eternal Energy, from which all things 
proceed,” of which the visible universe 
is a sign or symbol only. And the in
scrutable reality manifested in the phe
nomenal world, oven though it is left 
undcscribed and undefined, meets,as the 
mind advances, the requirements of 
man’s religious nature.

The mass of mankind will, no doubt, 
continue to find satisfaction in concrete
ness in religion as in everything pise, 
and will continue to contemplate God 
only as a personal being, only as a man 
enlarged end divested of tho grosser 
qualities of human nature, but the 
thinker who ” penetrates beneath the 
surface of things, and- uses language to 
express ideas, and npt to represent the 
absence of ideas, will'bccautious in mak
ing affirmations os to the personality of 
the Universal Power, or in applying to 
the Ultimate Reality and tho Busis of all 
activity terms which but inadequately 
describe our own' sense-bound thoughts 
qnd feelings. We tpay call it the Divine 
Spirit to distinguish it from our concep
tions of matter, and to describe it in the 
terms of the highest and best that we 
can conceive, nut remembering that 
conceivability is not the limit of possi
bility, wo may regard tho Universal Ul
timate Being as unpicturable, unimag
inable, yet greater, infinitely greater 
than any creature subjected to the lim- 
itations^of organic form and material 
environment, to the conditions of birth, 
growth and physical surroundings. In 
his essential nature man, I believe, be
longs to the noumena! or ultimate order 
of being, but the conception of that or
der unconditioned by the organically 
imposed limitations of sense, is impossi
ble. As Emerson says: “Man is a stream 
whose source is. Hidden. Always our 
being is descending into us from we

ORTHODOXY SCORED.
Three Reverends Step Out 

of Creeds and Tell 
Some Truths.

One by One the .Scales Fall from 
Their Eyes and They See 

the Light.

know not whence. I am con-. * ** v ** .. . k — — ■ — 
strained every njbmont to acknowledge 
a higher origin, for events, than the 
will I call mine.”

SONSET.

.Lo! in the west tiiielpved ones blessed 
Rise glorious to ftjtview;

On mossy slopes mi yidlon opes 
Through,aisles bl wajiory blue;

O’er mountains crooned and gulfs pro
found. ' ;

Thè dazzling pageihi¿fently wound.
On sunset sky my^h^H go by:

Silvery white their aiils are furled; 
Blue as the sky thàri merchandise

Gleaned from'h giowihg world; 
Harbored within a.vfeibnary pier 
That spans the dreiiH/atmosphere. 
The mottled sky, fvliefie snow-drifts lie,

In images of molitori7seas
Rise soft to view, tlirottgh arching blue, 

On evening's balmy Breeze:
And faces fair, with flowing hair, 
Drop dewy fragrati^ through the air. 
Higlf overhead' tS? dfey" has wed '

The night, hefipuriained bower 
In rosy sleep atsqgoct deep,.

: Charmed earlli^itS mystic power, 
While over all tbSthsSeems to be ' .

The Chronicle, of this city, says re
garding tho ease of the Rev. F. B. Vroo
man, pastor of t.he Kenwood Presbyte
rian church, who has received unofficial 
notification of the desire of the synod 
for his resignation, on the grounds of 
heresy:

“According to Rev. F. B. Vrooman, 
modern Christianity is a failure,”

The sermon referred to by the Chron
icle, and from which tho above is a quo
tation, was reproduced in the editorial 
columns of The Progressive Thinker 
last week: therefore 1 need only call 
attention of the readers to the fact that 
Rev. Mr. Vrooman is no old fossil of 
that church, but is u young man, dresses 
in the height of fashion, and after leav
ing his church might be mistaken for a 
man of the world. With modern silk 
hat, ligjit overcoat, patent leather shoes, 
cream-colored necktieand creased trous
ers, he little resembles tho pastor of an 
old-established Presbyterian congrega
tion. His advanced thought and fear
less utterances, however, are likely to 
create quite a commotion in church 
circles.

Re-read his sermon and then read the 
following, relative to the same, bv

ANOTHER REVEREND GENTLEMAN.
Rev. T. B. Gregory, pastor of tho 

Church of the Redeemer, reviewed the 
action of the Presbyterian church in the 
case of Rev. F. B. Vrooman thus:

“I have always felt that of all tho 
creeds known to me, the Westminster 
confession is by fur the masterpiece. 
There are creeds that damn men,but the 
Westminster is the only ono that damns 
them coolly, deliberately, and with mal
ice aforethought. The men who wrote 
the Westminster creed needed not to 
take any lessons in the science of dam
nation—they knew it all. For cold
blooded brutality the creed that the 
men of 1643 jpvc us—and that my broth
er Vrooman is unkind enough to reject 
—beats the world.

“I have often wondered how it was 
ever possible for such a document as 
the Westminster confession to be writ
ten. But possibly a couple of dates will 
explain it. It was com]>Oscd in 1643— 
Galileo died in 1(142. Astronomy was 
still in its cradle. Geology lacked a 
century of being born. Chemistry was 
practically unknown. Niebuhr, Momm
sen and Grote, tho great pioneers of the 
science of history, were more than 100 
years in tho future. Sir William Jones, 
tho Columbus of the oriental wisdom 
out of which was to come the great sci
ences of comparative theology and eth
nology, was not to see tho light for sev
eral generations. There was not an in
stitution of science on tho continent of 
Europe—the Academy of Sciences of 
Puris, tho Royal Society of London were 
not to bo for a quarter of u century. 
There was but little intercommunication 
of men or ideas. The ox or horse-cart 
was the fastest means of conveying cith
er thoughts or bodies. Tho greatest di
vines in tho pulpit preached witchcraft, 
and the greatest judges on the bench 
sentenced unoffending old women to 
death for practicing witchcraft. It was 
an age of supernaturalism and supersti
tion, of strong prejudices and startling 
ignorance.

“Such were the conditions out of 
which this terrible old creed was^born. 
It was tho natural effect of the existing 
causes. But times have changed, and 
the living present is not to be judged by 
the dead past. It is wrong to turn down 
a bright man like Mr. Vrooman because 
he cannot subscribe to the opinions of a 
company of theologians who died before 
his great-great-grandfather was born. 
If our Presbyterian friends were truly 
wise they would leave Mr. Vrooman 
alone, to preach according to the light 
that God gives to-day.

“The great authority is not the West
minster confession or any other out and 
dried document, but reason assisted by 
the largest wisdom of to-day. We know 
more than meu knew in the year 1643. 
We have a larger knowledge of the na
ture outside of us and of the human na
ture within us. Our intellects have 
been enlarged, our sentiments have 
been refined, our entire mental and 
moral.nature has been ennobled and 
beautified; and we can no longer see 
things as men once saw them. That 
which seemed perfectly proper to the 
men who met in Westminster Abbey in 
1643 appears to be all wrong to us. We 
are living in a different intellectual 
world—in a different moral world—from 
that in which the framersof theCalvin- 
istic theology<dwelt,and we can no more 
accept their theology than we can go 
back to the tallow candle and the stage 
coach.

“We need an up-to-date religion—a 
religion that shall have more of the 
spirit of the Master and less of hair
splitting dogmatizing about the Master. 
The age needs a church that shall be 
made up of men and women full of the 
Master’s disposition, whose single 
thought shall be how they may make 
themselves and others happier and betr 
ter.”

So much for the Rev. Mr. Gregory; but 
here is one of the Methodist divines who 
has grown too broad for his crib.

A METHODIST HERETIC. ■

has outgrown the sectarian thinking o 
the centuries past, and is now moving in 
the progressive light of reason’s lamp of 
the present day. The Dantean hell of 
the past—the pit from which flames of 
fire and smoke ascend, mingled with the 
breath of brimstone and the cries and 
groans of the suffering spirits—is a hell 
no longer reasonable to nil thinking 
men and women of this age. To preach 
men into hell who do not bow down to 
the creed of the church, a formula once 
possessing a measure of life, but now 
dead and decaying, Is as unreasonable 
as the mind that pictured it.

“My second reason for withdrawing 
is this: Methodism is controlled by a set 
of ecclesiastical bosses, and all under
graduates are their tools. All ordinary 
preachers are instantly crushed to death 
unless they salute the pope. All kinds 
of chicanery and infidelity arc practiced 
by the leaders under the cloak of eccle
siastical and religious duty. The church 
guillotine stands upon the platform at 
every conference, sharpened and ready 
to decapitate every preacher who pros
trates not himself to the gods. Unless 
they become professional beggars they 
are immediately relegated to the rear. 
The man of brains must seek his field 
for himself, while the beggar rides his 
circuit gathering supplies for bosses. 
Millions of dollars annually are collected 
and carried to foreign fields to build up 
personal enterprises at tho expense of 
privation, suffering and beggary in our 
home country.

“Why send millions of money needed 
by the destitute and poor of this country 
to China? It is to keep missionary secre
taries in lucrative positions. To this 
end the popes of tho church will crush 
out of existence all preachers who do 
not indorse the movement. Book con
cerns are run by this gigantic institu
tion, and all preuphers are required to 
purchase their literature from them at 
enormous prices, so that the bishops can 
come and draw large salaries, ride in 
Fultma/i palace curs, stop at costly ho
tels and build line mansions.”

Now here is u man who has for years 
been wearing the yoke of “ecclesiasti
cal bossism.” What he has to say must 
be true cr he would not suy it; as there 
is no need of it but to free his conscience 
of a weight that was pulling him down. 
Bride and desire for popularity have 
long held the mask of deception over 
many a well-rounded nature, but now it 
is becoming the most popular and profit
able ministerialucttoturnand denounce 
the old dogmas and point out the nu
merous errors qf the church.

The intellect of man is pushing away 
the cloud of ignorance and inliumanita- 
rianism, and tho man must keep in the 
push or be counted out as an unknown 
atom in the Universe of mutter,

Like the Rev. Vrooman, Dr. Thomas, 
and the hundreds of minds too broad for 
the straight-jacket of crcedism. Rev. 
Mr. Gregory is just placing himself upon 
tho summit of usefulness by this act. 
His feet are unshackled, his hands have 
broken the iron bands of ecclesiastical 
oppression, his mind is free, his con
science is clear, and he is a whole man. 
The world needs him: the world needs 
his ability, his knowledge, his truth. 
The toiler in the vineyard who is will

ing. true and strong,
Is needed every moment to push the 

work along. Dr. T. Wilkins.

SOME GOOD IN SPIRITUALISM.

A Medinin Told Where Her Son’s 
Body Was.

had

PRE-EXISTENCE.

“It must be so, Plato, thou reasonest 
well, else whence this pleasing hope, 
this fond desire, this longing after im
mortality.”
I have lived another life. When? That

I cannot toll; ;
But I know that I have, ahd counted 

years, । .
For a faint echo, like a bell, ■

Brings softest whisperings to my ears.
Oh, thou misty shroud that veils the 

past! ■.
I am clothed in a shadow now; uiysoul 

Labors in vain to grasp and hold the 
past,

While o'er my being glimpses sweetly 
roll.

AH joys, all language is bleak and cold;
They cannot hold the visions that 

arise;
They cannot paint tho beauties of the' 

old,
Of other lives passed under other' 

skies. ;
My thoughts are searching loftier 

spheres, • :
When in the distant time and space .

I lived and loved—can almost trace the. 
years; - .

I know I am an exile in my present 
place. .

I almost feel the throb of a loving heart, 
The lips that gave me heaven's kiss, 

Tho hand which clasped and did its parf
In framing hours of perfect bhss.

Time veils an unknown form that once I 
wore.

I can't tell when, nor where, nor how;
I only know that 1 have lived before, 

And wore a laurel wreath upon my 
brow.

Oh, planning hearts that droop and

lo watch the days go flitting past, 
Look up, sad souls, sweet blessings lie

In truths which bind and hold the 
past. ■

I feel the Father's love withholds
The glory back, till 1 shall be .

Strong from obedience, so controlled 
By lives, which sets my spirit free. ’

Rose L. Bushnell.
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Death and instil
•Summerland-;C^Ì.;|

¡h Deity.
îsop A. Beals.

Rev. Henry C. Meyers, who _ 
charge of the Methodist church at

OPEN THE WAY.

,Errors Come from Ignorance of 
Natural or Spiritual Law. ■

i »

á

One telling So^fo^s .that?such a one 
was nothing impnjvftd by his travels, “I 
very well believadtA said’ ho,' 
took himself with him. 
taigne.

Oh? weicom<^‘^jnii;of heart and mind! 
As falls yon ii^froffs’ .loosened rind to 
leave a tenderer growth behind; so fall

for -he
—Mon-

the weary yehrsawait a child again,my 
head I lay. upon (he dap of this sweet 

„day.— Whittjer. . . :, v

Schuyler, Neb., the past year, Iras with
drawn from that denomination. His 
létter to the prosiding elder of the dis
trict has just been made public, and thé 
bitter teuor of it, as well as the charges 
he makes against the ‘.‘ecclesiastical 
bosses,” as he calls the church author!-, 
ties, has created a-sensation in' the 
State. Among other things he says: : •

“First, I can no longer subject my 
thinking to the thoughts of a few secta
rian bosses who thought their thoughts 
100 years ago. My motto is.'Reason is 
the lamp in the light of which every 
man must walk for himself.’ The .world

To the Editor:—I am anxious that 
the religious element that cries down 
Spiritualism shall know of what good it 
is to the people, by relating a circum
stance that happened in our own home a 
short time ago.

On the 24th of September our eight
year-old son. Virgil, was missing, and 
for fifteen days we searched for him, 
dragged the river, and blasted, in the 
hope of finding his body if he were 
drowned, but with no result. Frantic 
with grief, J sought comfort from Mrs. 
.1. R. Nagell, a medium, in Everett. 
She told as soon as 1 entered the room 
that I came to find some one—it was a 
child—and that he was drowned. Sho 
described his clothes perfectly, even to 
the missing buttons on his shoes; de
scribed a large bruise over the left eye 
(of which 1 knew nothing); told me he 
was under a log float used by fishermen; 
that he was about five miles down the 
river, but that he was drifting all the 
timq. This 1 could not understand’, I 
recognized the float, but it was made 
fast as far as 1 knew. Also she said: “I 
see sixteen: you will find him on the 
sixteenth day, wedged in the logs.” 
' I went home sad with the thought that 
my child was dead, for I had hoped he 
would come back to mo alive. I told my 
husband about it, and on the morning of 
the sixteenth day ho started out with 
some men and searched for the float, 
but it was gone. The day before, a tug
boat had become entangled in the ropes 
that held it. broke it from its moorings 
and dragged it down the river, carrying 
the child's body with it. This explained 
the mystery of the child's floating under 
the logs. The bruise over the left eyo 
was three inches long and very deep, in
dicating it had been done before drown
ing.
' Our child's body was found by the aid 
of the spirit-world, through this grand, 
truthful medium, and Spiritualism has 
become the greatest blessing I have ever 
known. Mrs. Nagell is a fine medium 
and has brought the light to hundreds 
in this vicinity. I hope I have not made 
this article too long. You say. “try the 
spirits,” and I have done so with the re
sult as given above. I trust all may Te; 
ceive the truth' as correctly as I’have?

Mrs. Mary a. Jacobs.
Lowell, Wash.

During the war between ■ thcjMaeo- 
doniaus -and the Romans both parties 
met peaceably on the Island- of Delos.' 
the reputed birthplace of Apolló, and 
.offered sacrifices together to the deity 
of the island. -

Georgb L, ,of England, > never learned 
the English language. .

. " Paul, of Russia, was insane during the 
greater part offhis life. , ,

. Conrad III., emperor of .Germany,'had
éis fingers on his-rlglithand.-if. . . . -

To the Editor:—Nearly all the et'. 
rors we make in life come fiom ignor
ance of natural or spiritual law,•and 
though they may be distinct from one 
another in some respects, yet we find ■: 
them very much mixed when we come 
to examine and assort our stores ot 
knowledge and try to determine how 
much of truth we do possess. ’ /

There is nothing more deserving the';
attention and the earnest endeavor ot " 
every person, than that of keeping his ' 
mind free from error. Positive knowl
edge is not only a power-it is further--' 
more a safeguard against error. If, 
therefore, wo take care to secure for 
ourselves true knowledge, we shall with 
it secure liberty and happiness.

In the study and pursuit of the phys
ical sciences, in music and art, errors 
and mistakes are a positive bar to prog
ress. In spiritual science, as well, there 
must be the most diligent, searching 
care, to avoid error and fallacious con- • 
elusions. ■

The true, impressible medium is our 
only reliable earthly teacher of spiritual 
science. What an important oflico! To 
mislead here is a serious matter for 
both teacher and learner. Through 
these tried teachers the knowledge of 
the spirit and of the soul, and of the 
spirit-life beyond the bounds of time, is 
given to us from those who have reached 
the higher and celestial spheres-knowl- 
edge of eternal things—of eternal life 
and its'great and manifold duties—of 
which the larger portion of the race is '
in absolute ignorance, i •

There is a great, an earnest work to - 
be done by somebody. The press is tho > 
great disseminator of truth, but it needs 
an auxiliary, a help, in this missionary 
work. Who shall it be? The sound, 
moral, honest,- sensible medium—intel
ligent and not vain. One. who feels the 
responsibility of the office and the sa- • 
credncssof the giftof mediumship.

The common medium is a burden—a 
dead weight—without character or 
knowledge, and in too many cases with
out honesty and virtue, controlled by 
spirits from the second zone, who are 
often deceivers and liars. Such medi
ums are the bane of Spiritualism and a 4 
reproach to its holy evangel. -

We want our teachers to be men and 
women who will command the respect of 
the community in which they live— 
whose instruction and tests must be re- • 
ceived with attention and consideiittion 
by all people. Then spiritual science 
will become attractive and .its import
ance will bo realized.

I beg to correct a mistake I fell into 
through ignorance of certain spirit con
ditions, and which was printed in this 
journal last.Iuly. I stated that the spirit 
who had first annoyed me and had been 
released .had returned to his old work, 
but it was another, who operated so 
nearly like the first that 1 was led to be
lieve he had got back. I have learned 
from Mrs. Brown, occult seer and;me
dium, that once released, these spirits 
are taken to an institution and treated 
for any malady or defect they may be 
suffering from, and nover return to an
noy. My first tormentor now visits me 
quite often and always gives me the old 
salutation. After exchanging congrat
ulations, he leaves. . .

Through the wonderful power of Mrs. 
Brown, 1 am now entirely free from olf- 1 
sessing spirits. I learn that these ob
sessing spirits are from the second zone;
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and that before many years elapse their 
power will be greatly curtailed, if not 
completely taken away, and they will qi 
not bo allowed to visit the earth. In
formation has reached this earth sphere 
that great changes will take place in 
bur planet within a few year«, begin- J 
ning very soon. Chas. Betts. ' 3 
- Burr Oak, Mich. ,‘J|

Charles Martel, or Charles the Ham- 
mor, carried a mace weighing thirty '&■ 
pounds. . * -.«I

f Sauli-theffiijst.king of. Israel, was said 
By the rabbis toMseven feebhigh. -
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PRESIDENT tt. D. BARRETT
/V Masterly Report to the National Convention
ONE THAT

TO THE OfFIOBBS 
the N- 8- A. :

IS WORTHY OF CAREFUL CONSIDERATION AND WHICH IS 
FULL OF EXCELLENT ADVICE AND SUGGESTIONS.

and Members of

In compliance with the requirements 
of the constitution and by-laws of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association, I 
herewith submit my repoyt, as pres- 

• ident of said association, for the year 
ending October 17, 8. E. 49.

It gives me great pleasure .to state 
that the past year has l>een one of 
steady growth for our association in 
its membership an 1 in the esteem and 
confidence of the general public. 
This growth lias been slow but sure, 
which argues much for its per
manency and future usefulness. There 
has been a more general inquiry into 
the work and standing of the N. 8. A. 
than at any other period of its his- 
lory. Speakers mid writers, foremost 
in the work a quarter of a century 
ago, having thoroughly studied the 
plans of our association, are now co
operating with us in a way that makes 
the future seem bright for the ultimate 
triumph of organic effort. The gen
eral public lias given this national 
movement greater consideration than 
ever before. The Spiritualists now 
see that it is but an effort to unite 
onr forces into a methodically work
ing body along business lines, and to 
make it a strong fortress of defense 
for our cause in every possible direc
tion. Our opponents see in it mi op
portunity to ascertain, first-hand, re
liable inforimitioii in regard to the
progress and standing of Spiritualism.
not only iu the United States, but iu sold.

National .body before tlie.'.cjbnS'eptioii 
of 1896 had assembled. .. That, they 
have not done so is due “to-the in. 
fluence of the members -just-referred 
to, whose opposition js solely based 
upon the narrow ground of personal 
prejudice. Ultimately our. Spartans
burg friends will ’be found in line 
with us. . , , -. ’• .. , .

Upon 'jny rqturn.'to . headquarters 
early in November, the work-of edit-’ 
ing and compiling the report of the 
proceedings bf tie last convention 
occupied the attention of your com
mittee. After ;tivo months’ hard labor 
the report of 1895 was out of-press. 
With no wish to boast of the superior 
judgment of your committee, I take 
pride in stating that I consider it one 
of the best works ever issued in behalf 
of Spiritualism. All objectionable 
matter was carefully eliminated, and 
the best thought retained for the ben
efit of the reading public. The work 
is everywhere commended for its 
literary value and the exposition it 
makes of the principles and work of 
the N. 8. A. It is a pity that such a 
book could not be placed in the hands 
of every Spiritualist in tbe United 
States. The cost is so slight that it 
would seem as if every one could pur
chase at least one copy, and no better 
investment of twenty-five cent? could 
ever be mode. It is humiliating to 
your trustees to be obliged to state that 
only a portion of the edition" of one 
thousand copies has thus far been

About two hundred of those

à

every quarter of the globe. It is also 
deemed the one source from which 
there can be obtained such literature 
as will best enlighten the reading 
masses in regard to the exact scope 
and purpose of Spiritualism. All of 
these points clearly show that co
operative effort is the only method by 
which our movement can hope to suc
ceed, and, further, that our National 
Association is filling a long-felt want 
in this direction.

The work of the past year has been 
varied in character, yet lias had refer
ence in the advancement of Spiritual
ism in every section of the nation. 
Secretary Woodbury has done the 
work of three men in order to keep up 
with his vast correspondence and to 
discharge the perfunctory duties of 
his office. Of his work and its results 
I can say but little, as I have been 
absent from headquarters more than 
nine months during the past year. 
The report of our secretary will fully 
enlighten us all in regard to the mat
ter. I was at headquarters only from 
October 17, 1895, to January 10,1896, 
and wish to speak briefly of what was 
accomplished during that period.

The committees on literature and 
printing found their hands full, as a 
great deal had been laid upon them 
by thè convention last year. The 
committee on literature consisted of 
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, T. J. Mayer, 
and your president. The committee 
on printing was composed of the same 
parties. The first duty that occupied 
the attention of the committee was 
the compilation and publication of the 
revised constitution, by-laws and 
board rules in convenient form for 
free distribution among the Spiritual
ists of the United States and Canada. 
An edition of two thousand copies was 
issued, and was exhausted at an early 
date, the demand for them being 
mudi greater than was anticipated. I 
recommend that the incoming board 
be instructed to issue an edition of 
five or ten thousand copies, with such 
amendments as may be adopted at 
this convention in their proper po
sitions.

About October 25 I was called to 
Spartansburg, Pa., to assist in the 
dedication of a Spiritualist temple 
erected by the society in that place. 
A grand three days’ meeting was held 
and large audiences were in attendance 
throughout the entire session. The 
Spartansburg society does not contain 
more than thirty members, yet it has 
built a fine temple, free of all incum
brances, and now has a home of its 
own. Ils members believed in the 
doctrine of co-operation, and took a 
decided stand against paying out large 
sums in rent, when the money thus 
nsefl could be better applied to the 
building of a church or temple. It 
seems to me that the work of the 
friends in Spartansburg is a striking 
object-lesson to the Spiritualists of 
the nation, aud that their example 
could be emulated with much profit. 
Money enough is expended annually 
in exorbitant hall rents to build a 
dozen fine temples. This is due to 
the ‘-penny wise and pound foolish’’ 
policy of many Spiritualists who feel 
that it is better to feed the pockets of 
■syndicates and landlords than to put 
Spiritualism upon a firm footing be
fore the world by the practical results 
of its work in the temples, churches, 
schools aud hospitals erected in its 
name.

While absent from Washington I 
spoke in Waterford and Erie, Fa., to 
large and interested audiences. The 
former was a missionary lecture, while 
the latter city has a good society in 
fair working order. Erie is chartered 
with the N. 8. A.., and so is every so
ciety in the State of Pennsylvania, so 
far as I know, with the solitary ex
ception of the society at Spartansburg. 
The officers and members of that so- 

“¿iety are friendly to the N. S. A., with 
two exceptions, and gave me their 
Word that'they would unlttr With tlie 
' , - r'.O a.JU X-i 1

copies were sold by your president on
his missionary trips through the 
United States. I recommend that 
each delegate present to-day be re
quested to pledge himself or herself 
to take a certain number of copies of 
the report of the present convention, 
such pledges to be accompanied by 
caslror its equivalent. These annual 
reports are very valuable as historical 
documents, and must be issued what
ever the cost may be. For the past 
three years their issuance has entailed 
a pecuniary loss upon the N. 8. A. 
that it can ill afford, therefore it 
should be obviated by the work of 
this body of delegates hero to-day. 
Co-operation in practice as well in 
theory will bring about the desired 
result, hence I urge that we, as dele
gates, subscribe for aud guarantee the 
disposition of an edition of at least 
one thousand volumes of the report of 
this convention.

Eai’ly in November inquiries’were 
received at headquarters from the sec
ular news bureaus of Boston and 
Chicago, asking for information in 
regard to Spiritualism as a distinct 
movement in the United States. Re
quests were also received from clcrgy-

save at Cassadaga, Island Lake, and 
Grand Ledge, Mich., at winch-places 
thè work was done by Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond and Hon. L. ,V; Moulton.

During the Sundays of November I 
occupied the platform of the First 
Association in this city, in company 
with our esteemed co-worker, Edgar 
•W.. Emerson. The N. 8. A, received 
the salary’ paid me during that month.

, The, orders of the last convention 
were that the president should, at the 
earlist possible date, enter the field as 
a missionary. After consultation with I 
the entire board it was decided that 
his itinerary should cover the South
ern, Southwestern and Pacific Coast 
States, and as much intermediary ter
ritory as he was able to visit during 
the year. Correspondehce was at once 
opened with the leading Spiritualists 
in the sections named, and plans laid 
for his work to open about December 
9, at Atlanta, Ga. Ill health, how
ever, kept him at headquarters, aud 
Secretary Woodbury was sent out for 
two weeks in his stead. Good results 
followed, as will be shown by our 
secretary’s report.

It was voted by the convention of 
last year to instruct the trustees to 
secure complete files of all the Spirit
ualist papers ever published in the 
interest of Spiritualism in the United 
States, and to have them properly 
bound and placed iu the archives of 
the N. S. A. This work was begun 
by your president during thé two 
months following the adjournment of 
last year's convention. Complete files 
of tlie Banner of Light for twenty-four 
years, handsomely bound in cloth, now 
rest upon our shelves, and a few vol
umes of the Philosophical Journal, 
and one or two other papers, have 
also been secured. It is important 
that the Banner files from 1857 down 
to 1872 be secured, as well as files 
of the Spiritual Telegraph, Pro
gressive Age, and other papers pub
lished from 1850 to 1860. These 
papers contain the only history of 
Spiritualism that is really authentic, 
and it is of the greatest importance 
that these valuable documents should 
Ire secured. I would not omit any 
Spiritualist paper ever published from 
this list, for they are, one aud all, 
parts of a great movement, destined 
to occupy a very important place in 
Hie history of the world. I therefore 
earnestly recommend tbut this conven-. 
tion give positive instructions to the 
incoming board of trustees to use all 
means in their power to secure these 
papers, oven if it takes cash to obtain 
the volumes needed to complete our 
history. To this end I respectfully 
ask that a special appropriation of
two hundred dollars; for the purchase

men of different denominations for of the files most needed, and proper
reliable data in regard to the literature 
and the general religious tendency of 
Spiritualism. Magazine writers of 
national reputation also asked for 
official statements in regard to the 
hearing and standing of Spiritualism, 
stating that they were especially de
sirous of awarding the Spiritualists of 
the land every possible courtesy. The 
editor of the New York World's 
Almanac for 1895 asked for a sketch 
of the N. S. A. and the present stains 
of Spiritualism. It took no little time 
and effort lo respond to these many 
requests, but the work was done, and 
each of the various parties named re
ceived from tliis office brief statements 
containing the information sought. 
The World’s Almanac published iny 
article iu full, while the New York 
Tribune only gave an abbreviation of 
the same.

The next work of your two com
mittees was to bring the history of 
the N. S. A. down to date, and to 
superintend the publication of the 
same in pamphlet form, together with 
the report of your president for 1895, 
and to issue an edition of three thou
sand copies each. These two pamph
lets were placed on sale for the small 
sum of four cents each. I regret to 
say that very few copies of either 
pamphlet have as yet been disposed 
of. I recommend that the secretary 
be instructed to send copies of each 
of them to every Spiritualist society 
now in existence for free distribution. 
I also recorataend that the board of 
trustees be instructed to bring the 
history of the N. 8. A. down to date 
and publish in full. In this connec
tion it might be well to designate 
some one to act as historian.

The lectures of Mr. J. Frank Baxter 
and Dr. 0. W. Hidden, on “Organ
ization,’- a symposium on “What Is 
Spiritualism?-’ by Harrison D. Barrett, 
Thomas Gales Forster and Hudson 
Tuttle, and Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond's remarkable paper to the 
World's Parliament of Religions, were 
edited by the secretary, and an edition 
of five thousand copies each issued 
for free distribution. The two latter 
were exhausted at an early date and 
there has been a constant oa.ll for the 
same during the year. .

During the months of November 
and December, In connection with the 
work outlined, Correspondence was 
opened with the managements of the 
different camp meetings for the pur
pose of securing special dates upon 
the official programmes, known as 
“N. 8. A. Days.” The responses to 
these appeals were generally favor
able, and ten or twelve camps as
signed us dates on their programmes 
when the.cajgp season, qpgned, 
y I filled aB'-x>£4ihpseodates.?4arseifp

' Jjtt -/"iu 1

everywhere hungry for the truths tlxat 
Spiritualism' aidrib can-’(’give, This 
extended trip h^sh'pwri-me that-Hie 
Spirituuljsts of tug land are not afraid 
of an organization /when based and 
conducted upon bfesiuessqjrinciples, I 
'deem it of interet, tq pote that ! have 
been generally sÿijcessfuj in impress^ 
ing this important fact upon the 
minds of the SjÔïltualists witli whom 
I have come ^‘“pdntarçï. In doing 
away w;th the préjuiijce that existed 
in some.localities-against’the N. 8. A. ■ 
this trip of -mini'has'been of great 
service ’to. oui'^^lionqj, Association, 
It has made friends for it, and in
duced those friends to do something 
practical in its cbehalf.-’!' It' has ad
vertised it and; iqipfe y^a recognized 
national institution- by?-the 'secular 

_press all over the land,"and given the 
essential teachings qf /Spiritualism a 
fair hearing befoi'e tl|è;wôri.d, Jn, ad
dition to all other- ^dwtages gained. 
Over and above everything else, it 
has shown the respect'that is paid to 
union Of effort in'.qVrtÿ: direction. A 
religious body well .equipped with 
members, disciplined:-tq aet in unisnn, 
can always eemmahd the respect of 
the entire world. Spiritualism is now 
in a position tq command such recog
nition through this National Associa
tion, and in fact has already received 
it at the hands of the press of the 
United States and Canada. I recom
mend the continuance of the policy- of 
keeping a National missionary ac
tively at work in behalf of the N. 8. A. 
wherever the N. 8. A. can best be 
served by such labor.

CAMP-MEETINC WORK.
One division of my missionary work 

was the labor done at the various

binding of the same, be made by this 
convention. Tho returns therefrom 
in future years will prove the wisdom 
of this action far more than words of 
mine can tell.

MISSIONARY WORK.
On the 10th of January I began my 

work as a missionary-at-large for the 
National Association, and with the 
exception of two weeks in April have 
been constantly at my' post. I have 
given nearly or quite two hundred 
lectures in that time, besides my nu
merous conference talks, and work 
with visiting delegations, committees, 
etc. I have spoken in Maine, Ver
mont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
New York. Pennsylvania, Ohio, Ken
tucky, Illinois, Tennessee, Arkansas, 
Texas, Colorado, California, Oregon, 
Utah, Wyoming, Nebraska, Iowa, 
Minnesota and District of Columbia. 
To do this work I have had to travel 
33,000 miles, through forty' States, 
and have crossed the continent four- 
times, by -four different railroads. 
Besides my lectures and general 
official duties, I have had more or 
less newspaper work to do. and a 
large correspondence to attend to. No 
less than one hundred articles for the 
secular and Spiritualist papers have 
been written by me, but also more 
than 1,200 letters, the majority of 
them relating to lecture engagements, 
official matters, etc. To go into de
tails of this work would occupy the 
entire time of this convention, and 
leave the more important issues un
touched. When I say that my work 
has been signally successful—that 
large and enthusiastic audiences have 
been the rule' not the exception, 
wherever I have gone, and that I have 
turned into the N. S. A. treasury a 
sum of money over and above all ex
penses of board and travel, my friends 
and enemies can readily see that some
thing has been accomplished of mo
ment to our cause. It has given me 
a deep insiglit into the nefeds of the 
cause in the States I have visited, and 
enabled me to formulate plans by 
which these needs can be met

In concluding my remarks in ref
erence to my missionary work, I wish 
to say that wherever I have gone I 
have been warmly welcomed by all 
Spiritualists, even by those who were 
not interested in the N. S. A., and 
have had the pleasure of seeing them 
enrolled as friends of our National 

: body before my departure from among 
them. All denominations have treated 
me courteously, and the secular press 
has everywhere awarded. me equal 
recognition with the representatives 
of other religious bodies. It- has 
taught me the necessity of haring a 
complete corps of missionaries in the 

- field, ; for I have found the people 
>3 r "T’ < - -

My last camp engagement was at 
Clinton, Iowa, to which place I jour-, 
neyed upon leaving Cassadaga. I was 
a stranger at Clinton, but received 
the welcome usually awarded an old 
aud trusted friend. , I was seconded 
at flijs cqmp by the efficient efforts of 
B, O. G. W. Adams, through whose 
zeal a series of benefits for the 
N. S. A., by the mediums, was ar
ranged. Mrs. Isa , Wilson Kaynor 
gave a fire test. seance, Mrs. Elsie 
Reynolds and Mrs. J. M. Trippe, ma
terializing' seances, from which very 
generous .returns were made. Under
the inspiring appeals of Dr. Adams 
and President Alonzo Thompson, the 
sum of $113.65 was raised at the 
close’of one of my lectures, making a 
total of $184.15 from Clinton. To 
this must be added a sum raised by 
our worthy brother, Edgar W. Em
erson, after my departure. Dr. 
Adams, President -Thompson, Mrs, 
F. C. Stinehart, Will.C. Hodge, T. J. 
Preston, Will C.McGrath and Col. 
J. A. Freeman are entitled to 
especial thanks for services rendered 
the N. 8. A. at this point. -

I had an engagement at North Col
lins, N. Y., for September 4, 5 mid 
6, and was booked for tile same dates 
in San Francisco, Cal., at the State 
Convention there. As my health had 
begun to fail, I telegraphed San Fran
cisco. cancelling my dates there and 
started East. I had gone but a short 
distance when I was stopped by a tel
egram from the secretary of the State 
Association saying I must come to 
San Francisco—that everything per
taining to the success of the State 
Convention depended upon my pres
ence. In this dilemma I called upon

camp-meetings. I began that work j my spirit helpers for counsel, and was 
June 21st, at the Northwestern Camp, at once advised lo start immediately 
in Miunesota, where I labored eight । for California. I obeyed the call, 
days, and with the assistance of Dr. | telegraphed and wrote the North Col
O. G. W. Adams, secured the sum of Urns friends the cause of my disappoint-0. G. W. Adams, secured the sum of
two hundred dollar? for the N. S. A. 
from the good friends at that place. 
In fact, Dr. Adams was the main fac
tor in this work, and is entitled to his 
full meed of praise for the results ob
tained. The N. 8. A. is also under 
obligations to Dr. S. N. Aspinwall, 
the able and efficient president of that 
camp; to Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Leffer, 
Mrs. Bessie Aspinwall, and T. D. 
Kayuor and others, for courtesies ex
tended and valuable assistance ren
dered.

ing them, and went to California. I 
labored there the month of Septem
ber, and gave no less than twenty ad
dresses during that time. The returns 
from those labors are not all in, but I 
cau speak with authority when I say 
that the N. 8. A. has gained several 
charters by my going there, and will 
ultimately receive $200 for my work 
above my expenses. In addition to 
these, a delegation of able workers 
was elected to this convention to tes
tify California’s loyalty to this asso-

I next visited ‘Niantic, Conn.. where ciation.
1 was warmly wfilçqmed, and the sum The returns from the camp-meeting 
of forty-two dollars turned oyer to | work done by your president alone 
the N. 8. A. from this point. As justifies the wisdom of my recom- 
Niantic is a smÎIl £àmp, this sum is a inondation of last year that special 
very generous ÿpér|and is worthy of j N. 8. A. days be secured, if possible, 
especial notice. ». The efforts of Sisters ' upon the official programmes of all 
II. E. Pierce, E.‘Ri Davis, and Brother camp-ineetiugs. The returns from my

PROGRESSIVE. THINKER
IT LEADS IN . . .

EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO SPIRITUALISM 
AND FREE THOUGHT.

INDUCE YOUR NEIGHBOR TO SUBSCRIBE FOR IT.

E. R. Whiting, should not be forgotten 
by this body.

I next went to Onset, Mass., where 
I was again warmly welcomed. Largo 
audiences were present at all of my 
lectures, and generous donations were 
made to the N. 8. A., one hundred 
and fifty dollars being the contribution 
from this camp, besides ten dollars 
for a charter from the N. S. A., 
whereby Onset became a member of 
the National body. I am indebted to 
Mr. J. Q. A. Whittemore, Maj. C. F. 
Howard, Charles Whittemore, W. F. 
Peck, W. H. Bach and many others 
at Onset for courtesies received at 
their bauds during my brief stay 
there.

Queen City' Park was my next camp. 
Here the same warm welcome awaited 
me at tbe hands of the people, and 
tbe same interest in the N. 8. A. was 
manifested. Something like forty-two 
dollai-s was the result of my work 
here. Valuable aid was rendered me 
by Dr. E. A. Smith, Gaston Fowler 
and wife, Dr. 8. N. Gould and others 
during my stay there.

I then went to Lake Pleasant Camp, 
Mass. I had no date upon the pro
gramme, but was courteously assigned 
an engagement to fill an unexpected 
vacancy. This gave me an oppor
tunity to address a good audience 
upon the subject of the N. 8. A., its 
aims and objects. Owing to the se
vere financial strain then resting upon 
Lake Pleasant, I gave this address as 
a labor of lovfy but I feel that in 
settling many of tpp vexed questions 
in regard to the N.l<8. A., it has done 
our National beffliyAhore good than a 
small sum of $op$y possibly could. 
It certainly mailed friends for the 
N. 8. A. I am-r indfebted to Hon. H. 
Dailey, J. B. HWtcffi Jr., Mrs. Water
house, Mrs. Clara Field Conant, and 
many others, fo^f^ors received.

Cassadaga, N.yXiijWas next visited. 
I had no date uJpoiM the official pro
gramme at CadSad.figa, but was as
signed a special ity- by the generous 
and eonsideratejjoanpgement. A large 
audience greeted mb; and the warmth 
of my welcome’'to'ifay home gave me 
new courage witlrwhich to go forward 
with my work. I talked for an hour 
upon the principles of the”N. 8. A., 
and a special_collect;ion bf over forty- 
two dollars, was returned to me. This 
sum. represents but a fraction of what 
was contributed at Cassadaga, as our 
special financial agent; Frank Walker, 
had already received -.’pledges for the 
N.-S. A. for a large amount prior to 
my arrival. I am under special ob
ligations to Frank Walker, Hon. A. 
Gaston, Mrs. A. L. Pettengill, Dr. 
■E. C. and Mrs. ,J. E.- Hyde, George 
H. Brooks and Mrs.- (L E.-:Hammond 
for. favors received at thiirplace; -

personal work aggregate $500 net, 
while Erank Walker and Mrs. M. E. 
Cadwallader are yet to be heard from. 
I recommend that the incoming sec
retary be given positive instructions 
to take immediate steps to secure 
dates at every camp to be held during 
the season of 1897 for special N. 8. A. 
services, and that some one of the 
State agents or general missionaries 
of the N. S. A. be sent as a special 
representative of this association when 
such services are held. It is an utter 
impossibility for the president, or any 
other worker, to visit the fifty-three 
camps on the days when the N. S. A. 
has its hearing. He cannot visit more 
than fifteen camps, should he work 
every day from June 1 to September 1, 
inclusive, from the fact that railroad 
travel takes time, and he must have 
at least three days at each camp. The 
representatives of the N. 8. A. must 
be enthusiasts in their work, and able 
to present the necessities of organiza
tion in a way that will enthuse and 
arouse tbe people to a sense of their 
duty to the N. S. A. pecuniarily. I 
know at least six people who would 
fill this responsible position with credit 
to themselves and honor to pur Na
tional body. An equitable division of 
labor is a portion of the ethics of 
Spiritualism, and to ask or expect any 
one individual to shoulder tjig entire 
burden is utterly absurd and far be
yond the pale of reason.

There is one thing in this connection 
to which I regret that I must call your 
attention. It is the fact that far too 
many of our people cannot feel it 
their duty to do one thing for our 
cause unless they are paid for it. In 
the church, they labored for the love, 
or fear, of their God—in Spiritualism 
they- labored for the love of money, 
and not for the sake of the angel 
world, whose willing instruments they 
ought to be. Therefore it is npcessary 
that the representatives of our N. S. A. 
at these special camp-meeting services 
should be those who feel deeply their 
obligations to the angel world, and to 
the association whose official rep
resentatives they, are for the time be
ing. The laborer is ever worthy' of 
his hire, but he is Under a moral ob
ligation to render a. just equivalent 
for wages paid him.

: MEDIUMS AND MEDIUMSHIP.
I took pains last year to lay especial 

stress upon the persecutions to. which 
many of our worthy mediums had 
been subjected in various sections of 
our country, and urged prompt meas
ures for ■ their relief and protection .• 
These persecutions have been less nu
merous during the past year, and the 
few that have occurred have not been 
so flagrant in their nature as have 
been some'of the instances in days

gone bjv . The ‘most notable of these 
cases are the sjx worthy mediums in 
Philadelphia, anil Dr. P. 8. George 
of Nebraska. Of the former, I can 
only inform the convention that the 
indictments gre Still suspended over 
their heads,7 ¿nd .that the Defense 
Committee in Philadelphia lias done 
all in its power to give our people a 
fair hearing .and a just defense. Of 
the work, .of this committee and its re
sults, I’have reason to beljeve yon 
will hear later-on in this convention 
from Mi'S. M, E, Cadwallader, who 
has been .-ever on the alert to defend 
the mediums from every form of in
justice -- from a prejudiced public. 
These cases simply await the action of 
the District , Attorney,, who is almost 
au autocrat in- his position, so far as 
it relates to a speedy trial or continual 
postponement of the case is con
cerned. .

■ The ease of Dr. P. 8. George, of 
Lincoln, Neb., is of the same nature, 
saye that he wa? a gifjed heajer, and 
presumed to cure, suffering humanity 
against the laws of man, but in full 
accord with the laws of God. For 
daring to do. this he wits imprisoned 
for a uuinber of days, but finally se
cured his release through the inter
vention of friends. The statutes of 
the State of Nebraska expressly forbid 
the practice of healing without having 
a license from the State Medical Board. 
Technically, Dr. George disobeyed the 
law, but he cured his patients in full 
accord with the laws of nature. For 
the high crime- of doing good, this 
man suffered the indignity of being 
incarcerated in a prison cell, and the 
Nebraska Medical Society scored a 
temporary victory. This society can 
kill or cure, as chance may say, ac
cording to law, but no man is allowed 
by this humanitarian! ?) body to cure 
a single human ill, under the penalty 
of a prison cell. Forty-two States in 
the Union now jiave similar laws upon 
their statute-books, and last winter 
the Congress of the nation passed a 
like measure for the citizens of the 
District of Columbia. It does not 
speak very well for the Spiritualists 
of Washington, nor of the United 
States, to have it known that this 
measure was passed without the slight
est protest from the local society here, 
or'from other Spiritualist societies in 
the United States. An ineffectual 
protest was made by the N. S. A., 
through Secretary Woodbury, and 
upon it the opposition of our Spirit
ualists solely rested. Such ex
periences are not uncommon through
out the nation. In far too many cases 
our people pay no attention to the 
work of the State legislatures, permit 
pernicious legislation to be enacted 
without protest, and then kick against 
the law that hurts them after it Ims 
been duly enacted. So long as we 
permit this to be done we ought to 
suffer. Wo have no right to protest 
against a measure that we permitted 
to be enacted without making any 
effort to prevent it. When we have 
vigorously antagonized a measure 
from the start, we have a right to 
continue our opposition through 
legitimate agitation until its repeal is 
secured. I have no sympathy with 
the idea of breaking the laws of our 
nation in anarchistic fashion. 1 favor 
vigorous action looking to the repeal 
of all obnoxious measures, and earn
est, honest effort to prevent the 
further enactment of like laws. But 
I repeat, that the proper time to do 
our hardest fighting, to utter our 
loudest protest, is while these unjust 
measures are pending before our legis
lative bodies. Failing to do this, we 
must submit to injustice and abide by
the consequences of our 
and downright laziness. 
Association in Michigan, 
the fact of organization

supineness 
The State 
because of 
alone, de-

feated a medical bill in that State last 
winter. This is an object-lesson that 
needs no illustration iu words;

All genuine mediums have rights 
that should be protected to the utter
most limit of the ability of every 
Spiritualist. But there are certain 
causes that obtain iu our ranks that 
jeopardize every medium possessed of 
high spiritual gifts. These causes too 
often can be traced to the actions of 
many of the mediums themselves. I 
pause here to say a word in my own 
behalf, in view of what I must say 
upon this subject bectfUse of what I 
have learned during the past year. 
There is no truer, more earnest, loyal 
friend to our mediums in our ranks 
to-day than, I am. My record for 
three years proves my claim to be 
true; but because I am a friend to 
honest mediums, it does not follow 
that I must. shut my eyes to, and de
fend and protect the iniquities prac
ticed in the name of mediumship. 
Nor do I 'propose to do so. I shall 
state the facts as they are and take 
the consequences, let them be what 
they may. In so doing, however, I 
want to be understood that my re
marks do not refer iu any way to gen
uine mediums. I am their friend, and 
shall be to the end. As I have just 
intimated, there is a cause for every 
form of persecution tbqt the world 
has ever known. Malice, bigotry and 
revenge figure largely iu all these 
cases, and the consequences have to 
be fearlessly met by the victims under 
suspicion. These same causes have 
obtained in the past in regard to the 
unjust treatment of our mediums and 
workers. But those days have largely 
gone by, and the exceptional cases 
that appear sporadically but prove the 
truth of that-statement, and go to 
.show that another, cause has crept into 
the public mind, in this especial direc
tion. This cause is this—a wholesale 
desire for justice on the part of the 
law-abiding, citizens, towards a class of 
people at once disorderly and lawless, 
who are preying, like harpies, upon 
our common humanity.

I said a moment, ago that the ac
tions of some -.of the-mediums were 
responsible-for many of the persecu-- 
tions that occgr., ' Thisj^^.facKI

Wherever I have gone, the past uina 
months^ east, west, south and north, 
I have found the slimy trail of the 
charlatan and fraud preceding me. I 
have been met with talcs of wrong
doing that would cause the hot blood 
to mantle the brow with the blush of 
shamq oyer the disgrace that such ac
tions brought upon our beloved cause. 
In some of these eases the parties to 
whom Prefer were possessed of me- 
diumistic gifts, and could and did 
give genuine manifestations to their 
patrons. Havjng won their confidence, 
they boldly perpetrated the most out
rageous fraud, and unbliishingly 
pocketed their ill-gotten gains. Spurn 
mediums equid give gequiue phe- 
nemena, aud yet spent the greater 
portiun of their time in liquor saloons, 
drinking and carousing, Others, still, 
would give occasionally a genuine-se
ance, uud then enter into the vilest 
debaucheries, the nature of which 
cannot be expressed in words. Sonjp 
of these mediums were warned out of 
town under the penalty of death, and 
once in safety would turn around, cry 
out, “persecution on account of our 
mediumship,” and appeal to tbe pub
lic for aid. Some Spiritualists feel 
very grateful to our mediums, and 
when they hear Ihat they are being 
persecuted, their pocketbooks fly open 
and the cash begins lo flow out lo the 
sufferer, whoever and wherever he or 
she may be. Once again iu funds a' 
new field is sought and the same ex
perience again enacted.

Another case is of this nature: A 
medium for clairvoyance and one or 
two of the physical phases, capable of 
giving excellent results, would settle 
in a community for a term of months. 
His outward conduct would be all that 
could be required of any man, and his 
talent unmistakable in many ways. 
Perhaps he miglil even essay a series 
of lectures upon Spiritualism, which 
he would give iu au eloquent and 
scholarly manner. He would do much 
for the children, and fill the iyceuni 
with eager searchers for truth. By 
and by he would have the people dis
armed of all suspicion; he would now 
attempt developing circles for tlio un- 
foldment of mediumship, and request 
them to leave ceriain articles in his 
possession that his magnetism might 
impregnate them, and thereby en
hance their power. Jewelry, silks, 
valuables of different kinds, even 
money, would be confided to his care, 
until several thousand dollars worth 
of property would be in his possession. 
Suddenly he would disappear between 
two days, taking all of these valuables 
willi him, and his victims would be 
left to mourn his duplicity and their 
own over-confidence. 1 have found 
one man who has done this trick, not 
only once, but five different times in 
as many cities, within the past two 
years, lie changed his name at every 
town he visited and reaped a golden 
reward for his rascality in every in
stance. 11 is exposure lias been at
tempted many times, but the moment 
it was undertaken the cry of “per
secution” was raised, and the old 
threadbare plea of ‘‘taking fraud with 
you to the seance-room and receiving 
what you deserved.’- would be sprung. 
Uis victims would naturally be two 
sensitive, and too deeply humiliated 
to say much about their losses, hence 
the affair would be hushed up.

In view of tbe above facts, I have 
been led to wonder, not at the arrests of 
some of our modiums, but at the faet 
that so few of' them have been brought 

.under the law. When some of them can 
haunt gambling dens, liquor saloons, 
questionable resorts, indulge in three 
card monte, and other rascally devices, 
it is a mailer of self congratulation to 
us all that we have not all been classed 
together as thugs, and blacklegs, and 
huddled oil' lo prison. But yie curious 
fact.remains that only our most reliable 
and representative mediums suffer tho 
indignity of arrest. The reason of this 
is that the ones to whom 1 refer, unable 
to drag their brethren down, unite their 
efforts with those of the fakirs, to utter
ly destroy Ihem. Whenever a genuine 
medium is brought to trial the chief 
witnesses against him are apt to bo 
pseudo-mediums, frauds aud mounte
banks, whose testimony is accepted by 
officials who know nothing of Spirituai- 
isiu. as indicating the true standing of 
all Spiritualists. Other points also 
show how our workers stand in the eyes 
of tho public. Open your daily papers 
and read: “A veritable queen among 
women:-’ “Hope, Help, Love, and Luck 
for All:” “Never Fails - Fees, $1, and 
upwards:” “Gypsy Queen just returned; 
Fast, Present and Future revealed for 
ten cents:-’ “Great Card Reader, and 
Soul Sect—Reunites lovers and estab
lishes harmony in Ihe house—Fee, 
twenty-five cents:” “Seventh Son of tho 
Seventh Son for Seven Gencratious— 
Greatest Medium of the Centuries,” etc 
These glaring advertisements, under 
the head of Spiritualism, give the gen
eral publ ic the idea that all of our work 
is of that kind. Many mediums, pos
sessed of genuine spiritual gifts, resort 
to such questionable methods of obtain
ing public patronage, while others sell 
charms, pots of earth, and talismans of 
various kinds, for protection against 
evil spirits, black magic, and other ills, 
and also for the special purpos-e of in
creasing or developing the mediumistic 
powers of the individuals purchasing 
the same.

Ladies and gentlemen of the conven
tion—I have not told you one hundredth 
of what might be said along these lines. 
If I were to go on you would cry enough 
and take me from the platform. What 
I have said goes to show the necessity 
for twokindsof protection—a protection 
for ourgenuinc mediums by ren dering 
them safe from competition with tho 
frauds and fakirs who have enrolled 
themselves under the banner of Spirit
ualism, and a protection for an hone-tly 
investigating public from imposition on 
the part of mediums without con
sciences and from the sordid cravens 
who are forever preying upon the sor
rows of mankind. 1 have not drawn 
upon my imagination in painting this 
picture: I have but brought into view 
from various quarters a few of the dark 
shadows that hang like a pall over our 
Spiritualism. It is no idle story, and, 
knowing the facts as I do, I cannot won
der when honest people say, “There is 
something in Spiritualism, but that 
something costs too much to get at it— 
the associations are too questionable.”.

. Spiritualism is an eternal truth; had 
it not been, it would have been crushed 
long ago. It can and will rise triumph
ant. blit it rests upon us as individuals to 
do it. We must cleanse the Augean 
stables;.if we .do-not do it, the work will 
bedone fornst(y©du’6nemies BaiU with: ■

gentle hand. The innocent willitheh ■ *
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te the chief sufferers, while tho harle
quins, and charlatans, fortune-tellers 
and confidence men will escape Beot free. 
Even now the innocent ere the victims 
of the terrible conditions to which I re

i ter,-as is -instanced -by the peraceution 
of honest mediums in tho name of the 
law, for crimes committed by the very 
»nos whose testimony is sending thorn 
to prison. The time for action has come.

. A spade is a spade, no matter what 
name is applied to it, but the truth 
should be told—told so’that our people 
will awaken to a full sense of the danger 
by which they are threatened. Unless 
Spiritualists themselves discriminate in 
these matters, true mediumship will be 
outlawed, and public seances will be
come a thing of the past. Tho fraud 
element will be the chief cause of this 
condition, but it will be aided by those 
among us who object to truthfulness and 
justice on the part of investigators. Un
less soni ¿thing is done, there will soon 
he a do !cn places where the parapher
nalia of the materializing seance-rcom

STATUS OF LOCAL SOCIETIES.
During the past year I have visited a 

jju^e number of our local societies in 
various States. With the exception of a 
very fow, I found them financially weak, 
if nut weak in numbers. Local jeal
ousies and potty personalities have com
bined to produce this result in many in
stances, but there are other causes to 
which this weakness is also due. Poor 
music, badly-voutilated and dingy halls, 
and carelessness in selecting the plat
form talent, as well as the personnel of 
the officers of the society, must not be 
overlooked in the consideration of tills 
question. . ■

In many cities aud towns flourishing 
Spiritualistic tocieties existed twenty 
years ago, whereas to-day a dozen out
spoken Spiritualists cannot be found. 
In some of these places the Unitarians 
and Univcrsallsts have come in, built 
cozy little churches and chapels, called

is manufactured, instead of tho two now , 
in existence in Now York and Chicago, j 
If we as Spiritualists do not act, we may j 
reasonably expect, in a very short time, , 
not only one large blue book of tests for ■ 
hplf-developed-or counterfeit mediums, 1 
but ono for each city and town on the 
continent.

We have a remedy, and it will cure 
the disease if it is but rightfully used. 
We must make crime of all kinds odious, 
so odious that it will cease to flourish 
save iu the darkest corners of the earth. 
How can we do this? By allowing our 
better judgment to determine our ac
tions in regard to such matters as 1 urn 
describing, and by ceasing to rush to 
the defense of every person who claims 
to be a medium, without having given 
proof of the same. In other words, we 
ought no longer to defend criminality 
because of some fancied mediumistie 
gift on the part of the criminal.

I now hear the words, “the N. S. A. 
wishes to establish censorship over our 
workers.” 1 reply most emphatically, 
“Not so; it only purposes defending 
honest mediums from enemies without 
and foes within our own ranks.” It can 
de this when all of our Spiritualists will 
rally around the Hag of truth, and re
cord in letters of living light the work 
done in each community in the land. 
The N. S. A. must never, and 1 don't be
lieve ever will, be permitted to estab
lish u system of espionage upon onr me
diums. But it should faithfully keep 
the records when placed in ils hands, 
and truthfully stale the deeds, good, bud, 
and indifferent, Ihal are therein filed 
from different sections of our country. 
I recommend this action -the establisli- 
lug of an iuformntio:i bureau at the Na
tional office from which the public can 
be informed of all that it needs to know 
concerning the standing of such people 
as uro considered shady. Place my own 
name ul tho head of the list when you 
find me indulging in fraudulent. prac
tices. or committing that which human 
speech fails to have words to describe. 
Friends, a highwayman, with loaded pis
tol and gleaming knife, is a man of honor 
when compared with those who traffic 
iu tho sacred emotions of the human 
soul, and palm off as genuine phenom
ena, upon our suffering humanity, bogus 
manifestations in place of the real that 
only the spirit-world can give. No sin 
so deudlv, nocrimo so black us tho one 
to which I now refer, existed among 
men. Wc cuti destroy it, if we will only 
try. ‘

At this point something should be 
suid concerning th« over-credulous 
brethren in our ranks. They are per
fectly sincere in all that they do, yet 

- they serve as u stimulus to tho fakirs 
and counterfeiters to increase the nuin- 
berof marvels they try to give the pub
lic. This class will scoff al tbe story of 
Jonah and the whale, yet attend six ma
terializing seances per day with tho 
same medium, in company with sixty or 
one hundred others, because this me
dium has eight or ten spirits on the floor 
ut ono lime, and never fails to material
ize forty or sixty forms at each sitting. 
Verily this class “strains al a gnat and 
swallows a camel." This love of the 
marvelous has become u disease that 

’should be cured by heroic measures if 
necessary. We have wandered away 
from the simpler forms of manifestation 
until we are almost udrifl upon the open 
sea of hazy speculations, over which ; 
hangs tbe enchanting mirage of onr own 
fuheies. Like Ulysses, we must lash 
ourselves lo the mast of Iho ship of 
Truth, lest the sirens upon the- shore. 

- lure our beloved barque upon the jagged 
breakers and destroy us forevermore.

Let me point you the way to remedies 
for these manifold ills. Ro establish the 
home circle, and call around it tho loved 
ones in your own households. You cun 
trust them, and they can trust you. 
From the sacred hearthstone of the 
home will arisen mighty powerthut shall 
heal us of ul! our diseases. Thal power 
is spirituality, which will restore us our 
lost estate. Through the homo circle 
wc can bring in the higher inlluenees, 
and re-establish the phenomena of for
mer limes. It will weed out the sordid 
lust for the marvelous and cause us to 
accept the simpler and truer forms of 
manifeslution that did so much for us in 
the earlier days of our movement. I do 
not advocate the taking of backward 
stops, but 1 do advocate the restoration 
of the clearer manifestations of the spii- 
it among men. We can do this by re
forming the borne circle. As soon as 
this is done, wc can move forward to the 
establishment of schools of psychic sci
ence and philo.ophy. in which all sensi
tives cun be placed, their mediumship 
properly developed, and explained to 
them, so that when they go forth they 
will be equipped with the solid armor of 
truth, able to demonstrate their religion 
with mathematical exactitude, thereby 
proving a blessing lo their race. Now 
our mediums enter the work half
fledged—the prey of the curious and the 
victims of the unscrupulous. Until we 
cun obviate the causes, the results will 
teas 1 have slated. 1 most earnestly 
recommend therefore, the re-establish- 
incnt of the home circle, and the imme
diate founding of psychic schools, not 
institutions with sectarian bias, but 
schools of advanced thought, whose cul
ture will fit our platform workers for 
leaders and toachers in the arena of cv- 
erv-dny life. In this way wo can best 
protect our mediums, and render the 
public a signally beneficial service. Last 
year 1 urged the necessity of protection 
and defense of onr mediums; this year 1 
do the same thing in stronger terms 
than before. Let us protect them with 
our love and good will, with our cordial, 
sympathetic support, from competition 
with the vampires in oar own ranks, and 
from the human harpies in the ranks of 
our opponents, who seek to destroy 
these instruments upon whom the hand 
of inspiration has been laid by the an- 
frete, calling them to bo tbe comforters, 
eaders and teachers of their fellow-men 
in humanity'8 upward march.

One method suggests itself to my 
xnind at this time which I respectfully 
recommend to this convention. As a 
body let us earnestly request our people 
to taKe a deeper interest in our mediums 
and mediiimsr.ip than over before, by 
seeing to it that they receive just com
pensation for their services, and thereby 
be removed from all kinds of temptation 
to add by illegitimate means to their 
limited incomes. If means were at 
hand, it would perhaps be well for the 
N. S. A. to employ at a living salary all 
worthy mediums, whose whole time 
should be- devoted to the N- S. A., and. 
whose earnings shouldibe ,'placbd in >dts 
treasury.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.
~ : 771, . ,ear, and fasten themselves to the public have referred abojjq, Spiritualism is 
heart. The music is nearly always diffi- jeopardized as a iqpvement by these 
cult, and the beauty of the words is often wholesale ordinations!'and by the con- 
lost in the attempt to adapt them to the duct of these who usd their '
unspiritual airs attached to them. Homo o„m»i, «„i.. ;, ti,«

together the liberal element, and es
tablished a creditable society, whose 
leading members, from a financial point 
of view, were once prominent Spiritua1." 
istsofthe place. z Wherever Spiritual’ 
ism begins to recode, the churchman 
can begin to do his work, and.oat of the 
wrecks of tbe Spirituajist societies he 
builds his sectarian church. It is not to 
be supposed that these people lose their 
knowledge of Spiritualism . in uniting 
with these so-called liberal churches. In 
far too many cases they have just cause 
for their actions. They wish a spiritual 
religious home, removed from the biek 
erings and jealousies that have so olten 
prevailed among us as a people. They 
wish also to listen lo instructive, schol
arly discourses, and not to the vaporings 
of a half-developed inspirational speak
er, or to the statements that somebody’s 
John, Mary or Henry had returned to 
say there was no death. Thus my 
friends you can see tho drift—let the in
terest once begin to wane and the inev
itable result will follow. In some in
stances 1 have found societies that have 
engaged notorious swindlers, Sodomites 
and gamblers for a month or more, be
cause of some real or pretended gift of 
mediumship. 'This fact prejudiced the 
entire community, especially the better 
element in the ranks of Spiritualism, 
against the society, and in a short time 
they would drop out entirely.

I do not approve of this course. I be
lieve they should stay in the society, se
cure a'change of management, purify 
the platform of this undesirable element 
and go on their way. No one has any 
right to withdraw his or her support 
from a local, state or national society 
for personal reasons. To do this betrays 
a narrowness of mind and a bigotry of 
spirit not countenanced by the angel 
world, whose servants we are. They 
should remain in the society, nnd re
form it by working within tho body, 
and not by attempting to destroy it.

Some of our societies practice the 
unique method of employing a speaker 
forone or two months,and then charging’ 
an admission fee at each service, com
pel the speaker to pay his own salary, 
hall rent and music from the proceeds. 
This custom has so thoroughly exhausted 
the patience of many of our publie me
diums that they refuse to work for so
clelies at all, preferring to rent a hall 
at their own expense, manage their own 
platform, and reap the full reward of 
their labors. There is justice in their 
claim, too, for the management of the 
society is often unsatisfactory and th^ 
conditions made so unfavorable as to 
render it impossible for a medium to do 
his best work. 1 know ot cases where a 
president of a local society, as he called 
it, would engage a speaker or medium, 
advertise him well, fill a hall full eight 
times a month, pay tho worker lifleon 
or twenty dollars per week, and put into 
his own pocket one hundred and fifty or 
two hundred dollars clear profit to him
self. Naturally the medium would feel 
that the extra cash could have been his 
if ho had only been by himself; and tho 
next engagement ii) that place would be 
an independent one. Had a duly organ
ized society received the benefit of the 
surplus hot one medium cut of a hundred 
would have objected, but the idea ot 
working to fill an individual s purse, as 
aguin-t Ilie purse of the cause, they con
scientiously objected to. J have already 
adverted to the bad location of our 
places of meeting and tho condition of 
the halls themselves as militating fae-

I tors in this problem, and 1 need not en
large upon this branch of tho question 
any further. The facts remain as they 
are, and we must consider the question, 
what can we do to remedy them?

It is an unpalatable truth that wc as 
a people are largely to bitline for the 
condition by which we arc confronted, 
and can thank ourselves for il. Had we 
organized years ago upon business prin
ciples, built halls or churches, or tem
ples, with the money we have squan
dered in exorbitant rents, employed in
spiring cultured music, our local so
cieties would be double in number to
day, ami their membership tenfold 
larger. I can see no immediate pros
pect of a change in this njatter, so long 
as the pernicious practice of changing 
speaker^ every Sunday, or every month, 
is persisted in. The settlement of our 
speakers anil mediums means perma
nency for the local societies by implant
ing the idea of stability in the minds of 
the people,and by concentrating the spir
itual influences in a helpful manner upon

of our good people have tried to change 
tho wording of popular melodies so that 
a spiritual meaning would be thereby 
conveyed, yet the tunes are unchanged, 
and whenever one begins to sing to the 
tune of‘‘What a Friend We Haye in 
Jesus," the supposed now meaning is 
forgotten in the memories roused by the 
song. At some of my meetings during 
the past year such inspiring songs as 
'‘Jesus Paid It All,” “Come, Holy Spirit, 
Heavenly Dove,” etc., -were wailea out 
to invoke to my aid tho inspiring spirits 
who have long since entered the Home 
Beautiful beyond thb Gates of Dawn.

We have talent enough in our ranks, 
and inspiration of so high and pure an 
order us to be able to give to the world 
of song something that will entrance tho 
popular heart, and call the people to us, 
as the Gospel Hymns rallied them twen
ty years ago around tho standard of or
thodoxy. All attempts to put new wine 
into the old bottles, by a few verbal 
changes in the cutch orthodox snngs, 
will work no lusting benefit to our peo
ple. Music, sweet nnd simple, thut 
touches the heart, as well as pleases the 
artistic sense, [is what we need, and I 
reeoinineud that immediate steps lo that 
end be taken by this convention. Our 
year of jubilee is near at hand, and we 
cannot celebrate our fiftieth anniversary 
more wisely and well than we can by 
proclaiming to the world that wo have 
music of our own, which, while not 
wholly raising mortals to the skies, nor 
yet drawing angels down, will yet cause 
the Iwo lo meet in one grand pman of 
joy, one uplifting symphony of tong in.a 
realm where all souls can find rest and 
peace. We have been on the borders of 
that realm for nearly fifty years, wailing 
“Nearer, My God, to Thee.” and shout
ing “The Sweet By-and-Bye" all that 
time. Let us go nearer still, do our own 
work in the sweet now and now. to tho 
end that Spiritualism may bo benefited, 
and our race blesied by our labors.

ORDINATION.

I approach this subject with many 
misgivings, and 1 bespeak your careful 
attention while the subject is under con
sideration. Like the perennial plant of 
the fable, this subject recurs again and 
again to trouble us. It was discussed at 
length at the convention last year, and 
the general public was given to under
stand that the National Association had

duct of those who usd their papers for 
selfish purposes only;!.' The public looks 
to this honorable bon)y of delegates for 
relief from this fearful nuisance, and I 
trust the conventioirin its wisdom will so
act as to settle this question for all com
ing time. i.:l

I hold papers of q^iuation from two 
societies, and a licence from the Gov-' 
ernor of Maine. I iyill gladly surrender 
them all if by so dolfaijj all other papers 
can be cancelled orp,-evoked. I am pre
pared to recoinmepd,( that resolutions 
protesting against any ordinations what
ever be adopted nerc, and that peti
tions be circulated • in every city, town 
and hamlet in the Union, praying our 
legislative bodies to pass laws forbid
ding; priests and ministers of al| denom
inations to perform marriage ceremo
nies, or to receive any special rights by 
virtue of his or her papers of ■■ ordina
tion, and relegato the question of mar
riage to the civil authorities, where it 
properly belongs.

I am actuated solely by the desire to 
advance Spiritualism inmaking this rec
ommendation for 1 fully believe that the 
time has eomo for a forward step by our 
whole body. Wo should be leaders, not 
imitators; therefore; 1 favor the absolute 
separation of church and State,'hence 
recommend the abrogation of tho rite 
of ordination from all religious bodies, 
if this cannot be done, and it cannot ut 
once, some measures must be taken here 
by you to remedy the abuses now ex
tant amongst us. State Associations in 
Michigan and California control the or
dination question to the satisfaction of 
all Spiritualists in those States. But 
what is lo be done where there are no 
State associations, <jr where Stale asso
ciations have no jurisdiction? The 
N. S. A. cannot act at long range, nor 
can it go into tho ordaining business 
without sowing the seeds of discord, 
whose harvest will be the utter ruin of 
our organic movement. To pass resolu-’ 
tions is an easy matter, but we need ac
tion in place of words. We must cut 
this Upas tree out from tho root, and 
the method is a matter for you who are 
he» as delegates to decide. 1 feel that 
the only remedy that will cure tho dis
ease is legislation, and 1 recommend 
that action be taken against any and 
all local societies hereafter indulging in 
wholesale ordinations at whatever price

never engaged in the ordination busi-J 
ness, and it did not intend to do so. Tho \ 
true meaning of the word “ordination” >
was clearly shown, and our platform 
workers were given to understand that 
ecclesiastical ordination was rendered | 
obsolete years ago,-by the divorce of |

per capita, in the courts of tbe several 
States, praying for the annulment or 
revocation of its incorporation as a legal 
.body of the State, because of the indis
criminate ordaining of unworthy and 
incompetent persons to be ministers of 
the religion of Spiritualism.

HALF RATES.
At this point the question of half rates

. .......... for our speakers and mediums naturally
church and Slate, in this Republic at comes into view. West of Chicago, all 
least. of our speakers and mediums who devote

A secular ordination, however, is per- their entire time to religious work, and
mined under the lews of many of the 
Stales, by virtue of which all ministers 
of religion are empowered to perform 
certain acts, not because of the ordina
tion ccremonyalone, but because of the1 
recognition of them by the law of the! 
Slates. The word in this sense means' 
to appoint t > an office, to empower to' 
act in a, certain capacity: hence our^ 
local and Stalo associations, by availing! 
themselves of the laws referred lo above. । 
could select competent persons to fill

who are properly endorsed by the 
N. S. A., have been । granted inter
changeable permits over thirty-nino 
roads. East of Cliicaj'o, and west ol 
Pittsburg, they can secure trip permits
i( they are missionaries, or annuals if 
settled as pastors, qn l^ie various lines 
traversing that section. So tar us 1 
know, no one of our wdrkers has been 
refused in either territory, where he or 
she has complied Jvitji the rules pre
scribed by the several passenger usso-

society and placing it solely in the hands 
of tho State, it gives dignity and stand
ing to the office, and prevents local fa
voritism from foisting unworthy persons 
upon the public as ministers of the tc- 
llgion of Spiritualism.

State Associations can also give more 
attention to legislative bodies, and ac
complish more in working against in
iquitous legislation than can a few scat
tered local societies in each State. They 
can further ascertain the requirements 
of each community and send such mis
sionaries or workers there as will servo 
the cause to the greatest advantage. 
The true basis of our National Associa
tion should be State associations, and I 
recommend that steps to that end be 
taken by the convention, by instructing 
the incoming board of trustees to secure 
the establishment of the same wherever 
and whenever practical. I consider 
them towers of strength to our cause, 
and hope to see one in each State in the 
Union ere the close of this century.

NATIONAL TEMPLE.
The rapidly increasing business of the 

N. S. A., as well as tho extension of in
terest in it as a movement, leads me to 
the conclusion that the time has come 
for it to have a home of its own. The 
present headquarters are centrally ¡lo
cated, and no fault whatever can be 
found with them, save as regards the 
amount of room necessary for carrying 
on the work of tho association. 1 be
lieve it would be wise for this convention 
to consider the question of at once taking 
steps towards erecting a National Spir
itualist Temple in Washington. This 
building should contain office rooms for 
the president, secretary and treasurer of 
the N. S. A., the National Library, a 
commodious auditorium for our National 
conventions, rooms for seances and such 
others as may be needed by the Spirit
ualistic public. 1 recommend that a 
National'Temple and Building Commit
tee be created by this convention, with 
power to solicit and receive funds, and 
carry forward the work of construction. 
Notwithstanding tbe hard times of the 
present hour, a fair start has already 
been made, and only awaits tho approval 
of this body to be rapidly pushed 
forward throughout the nation. Small 
contributions from the many will sooh 
create a fund sufficiçjitly large to erect 
a temple worthy of the name ot Spirit
ualism. 1 have found many people will
ing to contribute to a special fund of this 
kind, whereas they would not give one 
dollar to tho general funds of the N. S. 
A. People like to have a definite ob
ject for which to work, and will con
tributo their dollars for a specific pur
pose freely and gladly. It will add dig
nity to onr movement, and prove to the 
world that we are really doing a practi
cal work as a hotly. It will give the 
idea of permanency to the Association, 
and be the means ot securing a more 
liberal revenue from the Spiritualists of 
the nation. Such a temple could bo 
rented with profit to the local Spiritual
ist association. to thu Children’s Ly
ceum, Young Peoplp s Club, and Ladies 
Aid, thereby creating an income suffi
cient to keep up all repairs, pay janitor's 
services, insurance, taxes, light and

land when they try. The welcome given 
me by the Denver, Sun Diego and Sun 
Francisco lyeeums are pleasant mem
ories to me now. I would that every 
city and town in the land had its ly
ceum, or Spiritualist Sunday-school. If 
tho N. S. A", is properly sustained this 
happy result can bo secured. .

If we. wish our movement to become 
the leading religious and philosophical 
cult of the present age, we must look 
out for the children. Parentsshould be 
urged to send them to our lyceums, or, 
better still, go with them in person. 
They should be shown that no Spiritual
ist is ever placed under the social ban 
by reason of his religion. Our fellow
citizens are now judging us by our lives, 
rather than by the complexion of our 
belief. A desire for society is no excuse 
for the abandonment of Spiritualism. 
Thoso who ridicule Spiritualism and its 
votaries are resorting to tho politician’s 
or lawyer’s ruse when be has no case, 
viz;*  Abuse of his opponent. Abuse is 
never argument, and is tho weapon of 
the coward and th» bigot, not of the in
telligent and progressive citizen. I be
lieve Spiritualism to be so much better 
than any other system of religion now 
in existence that I would advocate ils 
presentation to the children under the 
same rule that I apply to myself, “The 
best is good enough lor me.” If welie- 
lieve in that best, then let us prove it in 
tho world by establishing and support
ing on r Sunday-schools and lyceums. 1 
recommend action upon tins vital ques
tion by this convention.

MISSIONARY WORK.,
1 have already briefly alluded to this 

important feature of our work. Its im
portance demands for it a special para
graph at this point. It is impossible for 
one or two missionaries in so great a 
country us this to do the work for the 
N. S. A. that should bo done. The 
United States should be divided geo
graphically into sections, comprising 
not more than six Stales as the maxi
mum limit, and active missionaries
placed in charge of each division. Such 
a corps of workers in a very short time
wou

>rps of
Id be returning .a revenue to the

tho community

1 recommend, 
gagemenls for 
diums be urged 
also recommend

in which the society

therefore, that long en- 
both speakers and me- 
wherever practical. 1 
that duo attention be

given to the question of securing suit
able places for our meetings, and urge 
that a temple fund be established iu 
each societv.

In connection with thissubjectof local 
societies, let mo call your attention to 
the fact that many of them can be re
vivified and rebuilt by tho visit of an or
ganizer, or missionary of some State or 
National society. My ow-n visits to sev
eral such places during the year put 
new life into their veins and roused 
them to activity along healthful lines. 
Such visits did not always render imme
diate financial returns, but paved the
way for grand results in the future. If 
a National organizer or missionary 
could be employed by the N. S. A.,
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the office of leader or speaker for our le-. ciations. East of Pittsburg, on all lines, 
gaily incorporated societies. ‘ I know of no Spiritualist wh<\bas re-

Tbe officers of the N. H. A., as well as 
the delegates to the last convention,

whose duty it should be to visit for two 
weeks or a month, the weak and strug
gling societies, as well as organize new 
ones in communities where none now 
exist, it would be one of the best things 
that could be done to advance Spiritual
ism. I consider this a matter of vital 
importance, and earnestly recommend 
the appointment and equipment of such 
an officer, under authority from this 
convention.

MUSIC.

At this point permit me to say n few 
words upon the question of music in its 
relation to the growth aud permanency 
of our local societies. I consider it so 
very important that I give it a special 
place in this report.. If tho right kind 
of music could be emploved, it would re
move one-half our trouble. For some 
unaccountable reason our people have 
neglected this important topic, and 
dwelt more in the realm of the wonder
ful than in the realm of fho practical, 
or of the true ideal. Inspirational 
poems of great length, able lectures, 
profound essays upon all sorts of themes, 
have been given the public for nearly 
fifty years, yet less than a dozen at
tempts to furnish us a spiritual hymnol- 
ogy have been made. The Spiritual 
Harp and other books are all well 
enough in their way, but none of them 
¡have the'taelodiee that catch the public

united in urging all local and .Stale asso
ciations to exercise great care in select
ing candidates for this office, by appoint
ing only those whose inspirational, cdu- 
ealional and spiritual development espe
cially fitted them for the important posi
tions they were being called to fill. De
spite the kindly advice and earnest sug
gestions mede by the N. S. A., as well as 
by the leading Spiritualists in our ranks, 
an utter disregard of law, order and de
cency has become apparent in far too 
many instances, and I must call your at
tention to the facts as they exist. The
best elements in our ranks are appeal-

ceived permits for the present year. It 
is rumored that clergymen of all denom
inations are also refused. If such is the 
ease, then as a body wo have no com
plaint to make. It we are discriminated 
against, then il is a question (or the Na
tional Association to settle. I have been 
personally refused by all lines east of 
Chicago, but have no complaint to make 
of the roads west of Pittsburg, because 
their rules forbid the issuance of per
mits to parties outside of their territory. 
East of Pittsburg 1 still have no com
plaint to make,provided clergymen of all 
denominations are treated in like man
ner. If discrimination is made because 
of our being Spiritualists, it becomes a

totheN. S. A. for protection from,.question of moment to this body of dele-1 II g VU V »1. t » • *VI  j>| WWW»'» » » *Z.*»  (

ordained charlatans, prostitutes, trick-
stersand eliminate, and 1 feel that we 
should speak with no uncertain sound 
upon tbe subject. Some societies have 
engaged in the ordination business upon 
the wholesale plan, granting unto all 
candidates papers by which they were 
enabled to solemnize marriage, officiate 
at funerals,and stand before the public 
as recognized representatives of Spirit
ualism. Many of these people find il 
difficult to write their own names, while 
others are totally unacquainted with the 
simplest rules of Webster's spelling
book.

Nor is this nil. Several ordained as 
Spiritualist ministers havp been found to 
be graduates of the penitentiary, or 
wanted in other localities for cause. 
Others have been found guilty of gross 
misconduct in regard to the use of in
toxicating liquors, and others still 
proven to be sodomites, prostitutes, 
keepers of houses of ill-fame, and com
mitters of crimes against nature too vile 
to utter in words. Instead of accepting
the office 
carrying 
as well

as a grave responsibility, 
with it certain duties 
ns privileges, these peo-

gates, Mrs. Rachel Walcott, of Bulti-

pie have evidently considered their 
ordination in the light o( some spiritual 
hocus-pocus, by means of which they 
were the recipients ot divine unction, or 
inoculated with the Holv Ghost. In any 
event, they have used their papers as a 
shield for vice and crime, and caused 
the blush of shame to mantle the cheek 
of every true Spiritualist. There is yet 
another class of ordained whom I must 
not forget. I reler to thoso who get 
their papers for sums varying in amount 
fromTwenty-five cents to as many dol
lars, and then make use of them for the 
purpose of securing half-rates on the 
railroads. Ono society, for example, 
granted». half-dozen or more ordination 
papers in blank, to be filled in by 
friendsof the officers of the society, who 
were intending to go to California for a 
few weeks' visit. These papers were 
duly signed in blank as stated, filled out 
by the parties wishing them; ¡California 
was visited and the railroads mulcted of 
one-half fare each way.

I have now outlined to you the several 
classes of the ordained against whom a 
loud, long protest is being made. But 
there is the legitimate worker to be 
considered. Such ones wish faithfully 
to discharge every duty laid upon them, 
according to the laws of the land and to 
represent Spiritualism, in its noblest as
pects. If this class stood alone, how 
readily all Spiritualists would rally 
around them! As it is, however, the 
general public makes no discrimination 
in their favor, and they are classed with 
the undesirable elements to whom T

more. W. F. Peck, and your president 
have boon refused permits over B. 4: O. 
lines. Mrs. Walcott is a settled speaker, 
having no other occupation or business, 
and her ease is a good one, provided 
this body decides to take legal action. 
Such action can be taken, if other de
nominations are favored, while we are 
denied equal rights with them. 1 now 
have evidence that such is the case. 
In order that we may preserve tho few 
rights we now have, and to avoid injus
tice being done our worthy workers,! 
recommend that the incoming board be 
instructed lo investigate this matter 
thoroughly, and to make a test case of 
Mrs. Walcott's application before the 
Interstate Commerce Commission, or 
the Supreme Court of the United States 
if necessary.

In closing this paragraph, permit me 
to say that the matter of reduced rates 
for clergymen does not meet my approv
al at all. 1 believe in equal rights for 
all, and special privileges to none, hence 
am opposed to special rates for any class 
of people. But so long as orthodox 
Clergymen and Catholic -priests secure 
these privileges, 1 hold’ that our Spirit
ualist speakers and rqfdqjmsare entitled 
to the same consideration, for our work
ers travel four times as much as do 
other clergymen, hettfiej furnish a 
greater revenue to tj&a railroads. It is 
principle, and not personality that is at 
stake in this matter.','| '

STATE ASSgCl^TIONS.

The great value and importance of 
having a strong, healthy State associa
tion in each Slate in thejUnion, becomes 
more and more appgrenj. tis I become 
better acquainted with, the conditions 
affecting the welfare and standing of 
Spiritualism in Amterida. The work 
done in Michigan, wberi class legisla
tion inbehaif of the .medical fraternity 
was defeated by the earnest efforts of 
the State Association of Spiritualists, 
shows what tho real worth and efficacy 
of such an association would be in all 
States. The new State association in 
California has grappled with the knotty 
problem of ordination; and solved it in 
avery practical manner. Other States 
where such associations exist also send 
in good reports, and there is no doubt 
but what similar results could be ob
tained in all States if strong State asso
ciations were once established. It is the 
most practical plan ol settling the ques
tion of ordination, for. the officers ol a 
State society can come into closer rela
tion with local societies, and become 
better acquainted,with the standing and 
merit of all candidates- for ordination 
than can a’Natidnai society. By taking 
the right of ordination from . the ‘local

fuel. '
I urge this proposition upon you, and 

trust that it will meet with your full ap
proval. The dignity and standing of 
our cause warrant us in moving this 
matter, not to build this year, or nexl 
perhaps, but as soon as money enough is 
in sight to warrant such action. Spe
cial agents, responsible to tho building 
committee, could be put into the field as 
solicitors of contributions, from whose 
labors ample revenues could be derived 
within a year or two for tho pm-pose 
named. I trust that this matter will 
receive your considerate attention, and 
hope you will authorize the incoming 
board of trustees to select tho commit
tee mentioned above.

[SCHOOLS.
The school question haseome up in va

rious sections of tho country, notably at 
Cassadaga Camp, N. Y., Chesterfield, 
Ind., and Belvidere, N. J. Writers for 
our several Spiritualist papers are urg
ing action in this direction, and I learn 
from reliable sources that nearly all of 
the friends of this movement are anx
ious to have the N. ri. A. take the lead 
in this matter, It has been rumored, 
upon good authority, that many thou
sands of dollars have been found for the 
establishment of a school of philosophy 
al Cassadaga. No definite action has 
been taken by the management of that 
very progressive camp, aim il has been 
suggested to me that the contributions 
thus pledged could be secured by the 
N. S. A. upon guarantee that it would 
at once move in the direction of sueti a 
school. Itcould be located at Cassadaga, 
if the donors desired, and its endowment 
would bo sufficient to warrant the state
ment that no expense to the N. S. A. 
would thereby be incurred. It should, 
however, be under the supervision of 
the N. ri. A., and directly connected 
with it. These remarks also apply to 
the Chesterfield and Belvidere proposi
tions. I cannot speak with authority in 
regard to the former, but 1 do know that 
a fund of 47,500 will secure tho entire 
Belvidere property, aud pul the school 
there upon its feet once more. Until 
this is done the world outside will have 
a right to say that we Spiritualists are 
ungrateful iu our treatment of our most 
earnest workers, and unjust to our chil
dren by neglecting to give them a thor
ough education compatible with the re
ligion of Spiritualism. Contributions 
for such schools will readily be forth
coming when definite plans are properly 
laid before tho people. 1 recommend 
that action be taken here looking to this 
end through proper instruction to the 
incoming board of trustees.

LYCEUMS,
In all my travels during the pastyear, 

I have not found a dozen children's pro
gressive lyceums, or Sunday-schools. 
Front the most reliable sources, 1 can 
only learn of less than thirty of them in 
the’ United States. This deplorable 
condition of things should be carefully 
considered by your honorable body. I 
can see no reason for this state of things 
to continue any longer. Prompt action 
should be taken by this convention and 
the equipment of a lyceum organizer at 
once authorized, and means provided to 
set him at work. Sinews of war are 
necessary, and something must be done 
for the children. It is a standing dis
grace to Spiritualism to find so many 
children from Spiritualistic familiesin 
the orthodox and Unitarian Sunday
schools. I referred to this question in 
strong terms in my report last year, and 
cannot but feel a deep regret that so 
little has been accomplished in the way 
of reform. Several of our most promi
nent platform workers arc educating 
their children for the ministry in some 
church, upon money earned by their pa
rents upon our platform, and contrib
uted by Spiritualists. This is one of tho 
strongest arguments in favor of schools 
of our own that can be advanced, and 
cannot be contradicted.

The decline of the lyceum is no doubt 
due to the lack of spiritual instruction 
in the text-books used as lyceum guides. 
The books now in vogue are valuable, 
but the inner meaning of Spiritualism 
has evidently failed to touch the minds 
of tho children. If.different text-books 
are needed, let’ us supply them; if dif
ferent methods of work are required, 
lot us resort to them. We have the 
talent, and ought to encourage it. The 
splendid work done by the lyceums in 
Boston, Philadelphia. Baltimore, Cleve
land, Chicago, Denver, San Diego and 

. San Francisco, shows what con be: acr 
'cotaplished by the Spiritualists of tho

N. ri. A. treasury, and would be the 
means of establishing many auxiliary 
societies to this body in their respective 
sections. 'The experience of both 1,'ni- 
versalists and Unitarians proves the 
truth of this statement, and we can af
ford to profit by a good example when
ever wc find one. 1 have done my best 
to reach as many societies as possible, 
but have not visited more than one
sixth of the entire number in the United 
Slates during the past year. If the field 
were divided into districts, every society 
could be visited al least once each year, 
and many new societies established in 
communities where Spiritualism is now 
unknown. In some eases in my experi
ence this past year, I received a larger 
revenue from missionary meetings than 
1 did in towns where there were regular 
societies under whoso auspices my meet
ings were held. I therefore recommend 
Ilie appointment of nt least ten mission
aries who are to devote the'r entire 
lime lo the service of the N. S. A., under 
the supervision of tho president and the 
direction of the board.

FINANCES.
This is the one vital question of tho 

hour, so fur as our association is con
cerned. During the past year donations, 
contributions, collections and sales of 
books, pamphlets, etc., huve furnished 
a very generous revenue considering 
the few people approached in regard to 
the matter. The per capita dues of- 
loeal societies have been generally paid, 
and every one of the seventeen societies 
belonging to the California Slate Asso
ciation has paid ils assessment of ten 
dollars each to the National body. If 
all Stales would do as well as California 
has done during the current year, a rev
enue of fifteen thousand dollars, outside 
of small donations, contributions, etc., 
would be annually turned into our treas
ury. This would insure us an income of 
twenty to thirty thousand dollars per 
year, which would bo sufficient for all 
practical purposes, and would enable 
the N. S. A. to carry its praiseworthy 
objects into effect. Such an income can 
|>e raised, if this convention will but in
struct the incoming board how to act in 
the matter. People have held aloof 
from the N. S. A. because of misconcep
tion of ils aims, and a misunderstanding 
of its methods of work. As soon as they 
understand its objects, I have invariably 
found them ready and willing to respond 
to my appeals. This fact shows the ne
cessity of having a complete corps of 
workers in the field conveying this valu
able information to the people. The 
district missionaries whose, appointment 
I have just urged, could serve ibis Asso
ciation in collecting money, in their re
spective fields of labor, for its treasury. 
Last year 1 recommended the appoint
ment of three special financial agents, 
whose sole duty it should be to call upon 
the .Spiritualists of this country, asking 
for contributions to the N. S.’ A. This 
recommendation was adopted, anil the 
three selected for the positions named 
were Frank Walker, of Hamburg, N. Y.: 
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, of Philadel
phia, and Mrs. A. 11. Colby Luther, of 
Muncie, Indiana. The illness of Mrs. 
Luther rendered it impossible for her
to serve, Jience C. Sprague, of
Jamestown, N. Y., was selected in her 
stead. Those three agents are to report 
to this convention, according to the by
laws of our Association. I do not know 
what either of them has done, bul 1 be
lieve tho results obtained will more 
than justify their appointment, and 
warrant the selection of a larger force 
next year.

All societies directly chartered by the 
N. S. A. and societies belonging to State 
Associations having exclusive jurisdic
tion over their several States, when 
chartered with this body, are required 
by our by-laws to take up oné collection 
each year for the benefit of the N. S. A. 
treasury. *It  is with no little satisfac
tion that Ireport the fact that very few 
of these have failed to comply with this 
requirement. Some societies not con
nected with either State or National 
bodies have also sent in collections, but 
while all such receipts are especially 
gratifying, they do not furnish revenue 
sufficient to meet the running expenses 
of this Association. If each one ef the 
six hundred and fifty local societies in 
the United States aud Canada would 
adopt the California plan, and pay ten 
dollars per annum to the National body, 
it would simply sufficient means to pay 
all the running expenses of the Associa
tion, and leave a surplus at the close of 
eaoh year, while donations, etc., would 
supply an income sufficient to warrant 
the enlargement of the scope of the 
N. S. A. work iu divers ways.

The plan heretofore followed of mak
ing special appeals to the delegates at 
our annual conventions does not meet 
with my approval. Many of them give 
when they cannot afford to do so, and 
thoso who do not give feel their poverty 
all /the more keenly when they fincj 
themselves unable to respond to what 
they realize to be a worthy'cause. Each 
delegate and local society should do all 
in their power .for Spiritualism, and 
give to the N. S. A. such aid as they 
can spare from their own needs. Be
yond this they should not be asked to'go. 
Upto the present time appeals to our 
delegates seem to' bo all that could be 
done to secure such means as aro abso
lutely needed for the maintenance oí 
the N. S. A. But there is another and 
I believe a better method. Appoint 
special financial agents of character and 
standing,;¡and'instruct the'nl ÜF go out 
affiong the people, asking, not for “Pe-

ter’s Pence," nor lor alms, but for con
tributions to the treasury of the angel ,i 
world in payment of the debt of man-;-: 
kind to our arisen helpers who have 
taught us that there is no such tiling jh 
death. Place these agents nnder bonds, ...... 
if desired, and utilize their entire time «4 
in this direction. This plan will enable 
us to reach the wealthier Spiritualists 
in our ranks, and cause them to take an 
interest in the N. S. A. to which hithi 
orto they have paid no attention what
ever. Of course great care should be 
taken in selecting such agents, and 
proper papers placed in their hands to 
prove to the pcdplo their official and. 
representative standing.

The total receipts during tho yeav ' 
ending September 30th may be stated in 
round numbers at five thousand dollars. 
The total expenditures less than foul*  - 
thousand dollai-Sj leaving a net cash 
balance of nearly or quite one thousand, 
one hundred dollars in the hands of 
Treasurer Mayer. It will take about 
seven thousand dollars to pay running 
expenses next year, aud it devolves noon 
this convention to devise ways and 
means to raise this sum. If the N. S. A. 
means to be of service to the cause, it 
must enlarge its sphere of work from 
year to year, and present measures 
lo the people that will benefit all 
alike. In order to accomplish .this, an 
active policy is necessary on the part of 
the management, and an active policy 
means the outlay of cash, if our people 
hud not, in too many cases, loft their 
pocketbooks iu the churches when they 
graduated therefrom, thw skies above 
would be much brighter than they are 
to-day.

The Mediums’ Defense Fund has 
grown slowly during the past year, and 
a fraction over five hundred dollars will 
be reported as tho amount now on hand. ■ 
This is a fairly good showing, but the 
amount should be fifty thousand instead 
of live hundred dollars, when the noble 
purpose for which it is designed is con
sidered. Such would be the figures in 
an orthodox body of similar standing- 
and growth, aud yet we, with, three 
years’ hard labor, can only do one hun
dredth as much as opponenls can do in 
a single day. We do not know the day 
or the hour when or.o of our most relia
ble mediums may be attacked, there
fore we should exercise all possible vig- 
ilanee aud swell this fund as rapidly as 
possible. 1 do not urge the use of hyp
notism as a means of raising our reve
nue, but if our orthodox opponents, in 
two hours’ time, al one small gathering 
in the Slate of Maine, can raise one 
hundred thousand dollars for foreign 
missions, we as Spiritualists, with a rec
ognized constituency o( one and a half 
millions behind us, surely ought to do 
one half us well as they did with only 
one-thousand th pari of our numbers 
present or approachable in that direo 
tion.

In my last annual report (page 22) I 
referred to tho Humphrey and Wheeler 
funds, to be raised by the united contri
butions ol one hundred persons each. A 
person contributing to the Humphrey 
fund paid five dollars annually, and. 
iwenty-livo dollars to the Wheeler fund. 
Neither of these quotas has ever been 
filled. Only four or five people paid the 
twenty-live dollars subscription, and not 
more than forty the Humphrey sub
scription. These are sad facts, but they 
are true nevertheless. It is a pitiable 
confession of weakness to be obliged t» 
say that one hundred persons eunnot be 
found willing lo testify that Spiritualism 
has done him live dollars worth of good 
during the year. Il does seem strange 
to me to find that there are not one hun
dred friends of our late gallant leader, 
Col. Ed. ri. Wheeler, willing to unite in 
a tribute lo his memory in Ilie form of 
u fund, devoted to the cause he loved so 
well, and for whoso sake he yielded up 
his life. I feel that these funds should 
be filled annually, and 1 recommend 
that the incoming board of trustees bo 
instructed to place the facts regarding 
these funds before the .Spiritualists of 
America, and lo appeal to them to prove 
their loyalty lo their leaders by prompt
ly filling these funds to the full. They 
are a pari of the N. ri. A. funds, having 
been permanently established bv a vote 
of the convention last year, and the sec
retary's books await res)a>nscs from a 
generous public. I would further rec
ommend that weekly or semi-monthly 
notices concerning these funds be pub
lished in each of the Spiritualisl papers, 
with appeals for donations thereto prop
erly appended.

.Another means of increasing our rev
enue is by securing special days al each 
one of the fifty odd camp-meetings in 
the 1'nited States, known a- the "N. ri. A. 
Day.” on which occasion special attrac
tions can be placed upon the platform, 
and appeals made to the people present 
for aid for the N. ri. A. 1 have already 
mentioned Ibis matter briefly in this re
port, but its importance warrants a rep
etition of the notice. This plall was 
most successful during the present sea
son at all of the eamps visited by me, 
where the N. ri. A. has special days. It 
will work to our advantage next tear if 
plans arc properly laid now. I recom
mend this matter to your earefiil atten
tion and urge thut speedy applications 
for special N. S. A. services be requested 
of each camp management for next sea
son. As a further means of supplying 
means to the N. ri. A., 1 respectfully 
urge each delegate present to const^ute 
himself or herself a committee ot one to 
raise a fow dollars among home friends, 
and forward the same to our National 
office.

MASS MEETINGS.
On page 1’3 of my last annual repor 

will be found a recommendation to tho 
effect that a series of grand mass-meet
ings be held in the large ci-fies of the 
United .States and Canada in the name 
of the N. S. A. This recommendation 
was adopted by the convention and v$ry 
little done in the matter thereafter. 
Four mass-meetings only were held dur
ing the year, one in New York City: one 
in Denver, Col.: one in San Francisco, 
and one in Oakland, Cal. Those four 
meetings did more for Spiritualism in 
the four cities named than fifty local so
cieties could have done in a whole year. 
The New York City mass-meeting was 
under the personal supervision of our 
vice-president, Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, who was ably assisted by our as
sistant secretary, Wm. Richmond, and 
many local workers in New York and 
vicinity. A special report of this meet
ing wifi be made later on by our vice
president. 1 was not present, but read 
long accounts of the work done al that 
meeting in the Associated Press dis
patches in all of the leading dailies in 
Texas, where I was then ut work. I 
loarned afterwards that reports of this 
great mass convention found their way 
into all the columns of the secular press 
in all sections of the land, with no un

' favorable comments upon the personnel,, 
or work of the meeting. This was a 
great gain for Spiritualism, and proves 
that the inauguration of such meetings 

; was a step in the right direction. 'When 
’ a full report of the same is made to this 

convention, you will have yet further 
. evidence of tho wisdom of this step.

I attended the mass-meetings in Den
ver, San Francisco, and Oakland in per
son, and never did Spiritualism have a 
fairer hearing, or more considerate 

1 treatment in those cities. Tho'Donver 
1 meeting was under the direct manage
I rnent of our State agent in Colorado, Dr.

G. C. B. Ewell, who was ably assisted by 
Mr. Geo. W. and Mrs. Zaida B. Kates, 

' Mrs. Loe F. Prior, John Slater, Mrs. E. 
■ A. 'SVells-Bedoll, Dn.G. W. Aiartln and
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•’■ Narrow Views ol'a Priest.
■ Bishop Worthington, of Omaha, visit

ing in New York, is reported to have 
• said, in reply to the statement that the 

farmers are not in a prosperous condi- 
tioii:

“The trouble with tho farmer, in my 
. judgnibnt, is, we have carried our free 
educational system entirely too far. 
The farmers’ sons—a great many of 
them—who have absolutely no ability to 
rise, get a taste of education and follow 
it up. They will never amount to any- 
thing—that is, many of them—and they 
become dissatisfied to follow in the walk 
of life that God intended they should, 
and drift into the cities. It is the over
education of those who are not qualified 

. to receive it that fills our cities while 
the farms lie idle.”

It is mortifying to listen to such sanse- 
less verbiage from gentlemen of educa

. tion. The church opposed tho education 
. tof women, because it unfitted them for 

fdomestic servitude. Priests oppose edu
cation because it deprives them of the 

. power of thinking for tho masses. Edu
. cation and superstition are incompatible. 
It was felony to educate u slave in ante
bellum times, because it was impossible 

- thereafter to hold him in slavery.
Instead of education prejudicing the 

' -interests of the agriculturist, it is the 
lack of proper education which unfits 

■ youth for manual labor. Change the 
methods of teaching. Let labor and 

-■•• studv join hands. Teach youth the in
gredients of the soil, and how to make 

.it produce bounteous harvests: howto 
,rear.domestic animals, and give them 

■ .machinery—unfeeling muscle—to do the 
heavy labor, then farming will become 
a pleasure. If the drudge is wautod, 
keep him in ignorance, and the nearer 
the brute the more faithfully will he 
servo his master. The poet, Alexander 
Pope, seems to have comprehended the 
subject when he-wrote: .
“A little learning is a dangerous tiring: 
Drink deep or taste not the Pierian 

spring.
These shallow drafts intoxicate the 

brain:
But drinking largely sobers us again. ”

Buddliist Missionaries.
About 250 years before our era, 

a General Council of. Buddhists was 
convened by the Emperor Asojca tho 
Great, at Pataliputra, on the Ganges, 
in India. This was followed by the send
ing to all parts of the then known world 
80,000 missionaries to promulgate the 
great truths taught by Buddha. Among 
the countries visited were China, Japan, 
Ceylon, Persia, Babylonia, Syria, Pales
tine and Egypt. It is estimated by late 
statisticians itliat arc. there full [five 
hundred millions of devout followers of 
Buddha now living, quite one-third of 
the entire population of tho globe.

Tho introduction of Buddliist mission
aries into Chicago marks a new era in 
the history of Western nations. Chris
tian missionaries have been laboring for 
long years to convert these Eastern peo
ple to the worship of Jesus. Va?t sums 
of money have been annually expended 
to little purpose in tho promulgation of 
the Christian faith in India. What 
would have been the result had the same 
amount of zeal, of , energy, of education, 
of wealth and protracted, effort been di
rected towards the Buddhizing of our 
Western civilization? They who have 
taken pains Ri become acquainted with 
the teachings of Buddha, tell us it is the 
purest, most moral and . most humane 
religion in its origin that was ever 
taught? Read The Light-of Asia, by 
Sir Edwin Arnold, ye who would learn 
of this religion, ere it was contaminated 
by contact with more corrupt systems.

There are many who believe Chris
tianity is a revamping of Buddhism, 
which was adapted to the West and en
grafted on Roman Paganism. It is 
shown that Buddha JiVed and taught 
000 years before'the alleged birth of 
Jesus; that at the time of Alexander's 
Conquest, B. C. 325, it had spread^ ail 
over the- East, tend was the prevailing 
religion of all the countries conquered 
by that usurper. The returning victors 
brought this new faith with them. Af
ter iris day every Western-notion was 
more or less influenced by Buddha's 
teaching. ■ - .

This movement Chicagoward may ul
timate in bringing thousands of educat
ed missionaries to America, to promul
gate this ancient religion which grows 
more interesting the more we know of 
its practical workings.

. A Colloquy and a Fact.
Two gentlemen of large stature and 

corresponding minds met on the streets 
of Rockford, ill., u few days ago, Doc
tor B., addressing his still larger friend:

“Mr. A., do you know why wo are to 
be eternally damned?”

“I know a good manj’ reasons the 
preachers give, but may not have in 
mind the one to which you refer. Why 

■ is it?”
"Wc are both physically largo, and 

the world credits us with being similar
ly endowed mentally. Weare too posi
tive magnetically io be psychologized 
by the runnings who call themselves 
‘the Lord’s anointed.’ The consequence, 
we cannot bo made to behove thechild- 
ish teaching of the church in regard to 
a triune God, and tho salvation by be
lief. For the want of that faith hell is 
our doom, with no fault on our part.”

“You think the preachers psycholo
gize their converts, and by so doing 

.mafiSe them believe any silly thing they 
’please. ’

"Most certainly 1 do. It is the unde
veloped boys aud girls in their teiJns, 

. and the nervous, hysterical women who 
most generally fall victims to tho pulpit 
psychology. It is the sharp, penetrating 
black eye, the magnetic touch, the soft, 

■ tender words of the preacher, perchance 
, one of those soul-thrilling kisses for 

which he is famed, that secures the at
- tenfion of the victim and causes the 
victim to fall into his moshes as the fly 
falls iuto soup.”

- “Ha, ha. ha. you are correct. We 
cannot bo enmeshed by the intermedi
ates between God and man, so our desti
ny is irrevocably fixed, as you suggest. 
But we arc not at fault for our dimen

> sious.”
■ “True, but it seems to be one ot the 
inscrutable devices of divine Providence 

“to damn the very best productions of his 
wisdom.”

B. F. Under wood at Greeuacre, 
. Maine. .
Mr. Underwood’s address on “Evolu

tion and the Idea of God,” which is. 
printed on the first page of The Pro
gressive Thinker this week, was 
given before the Congress of Evolution
ists at Greenocre, Me. it was the open
ing address at the last session of tho 
conference this year, and it formed tl;e 
basis of an able and animated discussion 
in which C. Staniland Wake, the ethnol
ogist; Horace W. Dressoy, of Cambridge, 
Mass.; Dr. Lewis G. Junes, of Brooklyn, 
N. Y., and Miss Sarah J. Farmer, of 
Eliot, Me., among others, took part.

On tho occasion of the closing sympo
sium of the conference the interest was 
very' market), and the parlors of tho 
Greennero Inn, the papers reported, 
‘■were crowded to the doors and all 
available standing-room was occupied?’ 
It affords us pleasure to be able to pre
sent the leading address of this meeting 
to the readersof The Progressive 
Thinker. .

Dr. Janes, tho chairman, uttering the 
closing words of congratulation on the 
success of tlie conference said: "It 
must be clearly- evident that if tho 
higher aspects of evolution have been 
properly interpreted to us, and we have 
had the pleasure of listening to some of 
its ablest representatives in America, 
there need be no fear of pessiinistic.or 
materialistic implications in the teach
ings of modern science. Without any 
distinct purpose or effort on my part 
there has been ustrikingand notable con
sensus of testimony to this effect. How
ever deeply the new teaching may touch 
the springs of man's spiritual nature, no 
flower of beauty on God's green acres, 
which has hitherto- been nourished by 
their waters, shall perish under the neiv 
interpretation. The watchword of the 
future on the banners of seieneo and ev
olution, shall bean ull-porvading unity 
and the essential beneficence of life.”

’Spiritualists were among the first in 
thia country to defend und popularize 
evolution in opposition to tlie old theory 
of miraculous creation of worlds and 
species, and in tho light of this great 
conception every subject, ethics and re
ligion, as well as organic life, is studied 
to-day.

. Out of Patience.
Jesus taught his Disciples to enter 

their closets and shut tho door when 
they prayed, so as to be heard by the 
Father. He said tlie hypocrites 
prayed in the synagogues and.in the 
streets to bo seen of men. No teaching 
of the dear Savior has been more grossly 
disregarded by Christians than this. In
deed, -that which Christ rebuked has 
become universal: even praying bees 
uro held, hoping by combined an! im
portunate teasing the Almighty will re
verse some of his inexorable laws.

From the multiplicity of deaths in tho 
act of prayer, during the last year, in
terpreted in the light of church teach
ing,that the sudden deaths are attribut
able to divine interposition, may it not 
be justly inferred that heavenly patience 
is exhausted, and is being followed by 
retribution?

On the evening of October 29, at Lan
sing, Mich., so says a press telegram, 
Rev. Wm. H. Allworth, a Congrega
tional minister, woll ■ known iti that 
State and Canada, while attending a 
midweek prayor-ineeting at Plymouth 
church, and making a fervent talk on 
tho broad catholicity of the church, fell 
to the floor and died instantly. ■

It seems like an insult to the intelli
gence of Providence to discourse about 
"broad liberalism” in church circles, 
for such was evidently the idea tho 
preacher was conveying when the fiatpf 
EtcrnalJustice ended his discourse.

Tiic Premium Encyclopaedia.
Several weeks ago we withdrew our 

Oiler to send the Encyclopaedia of Death, 
and Life in the Spirit-World to now 
three months’ subscribers. Wc have 
beeu at great expense in sending out 
this premium, knowing that thousands 
of Spiritualists would want it without 
any intention whatever of becoming 
permanent subscribers to The Pko- 

.GRessive Thinker. for, as a rule, they 
take no Spiritualist paper. But the in
ducement of getting a 400-page book, 
worth fifty cents, and the paper also for 
three months, all for twenty-five cents, 
brought them temporarily to tho front. 
The great good that the thousands of 
copies distributed will do, compensates 
us for the great expense wo have beeu 
to in this direction, in endeavoring to 
illuminate the minds of those who do 
not choose to patronize the Spiritualist 
papers. _ .

We still have a few hundred volumes 
on hand of this ••Vol. 1” of the Encyclo
pedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit
World, in paper cover, which wo will 
send to all new six months’ subscribers, 
and also to each of oug present sub
scribers who renews for hot less than six 
months, and who sends'us at the same 
time one new six months’ subscriber.

It is far better for the new subscriber 
to take the paper for six months, for, 
during that tinu? he will begin to see 
the necessity of continuing it.

Clerical Clap-Trap.
A political demagogue just on the eve 

of the late election borrowed the clap
trap of the average preacher, and said;

“1 don’t believe the time is long that 
we may remedy the great evils that af
flict the country, for God will not long 
bear with the present course of debauch
ery and degradation of the American 
people.” ~

Whether politicians or preacher who 
engages in calamity howling, and pro
fesses an intimate knowledge of the pur
poses of Heaven, we have no respect. 
As wrongdoing carries with it its own 
punishment, so unwise political action 
will carry with it its own penalty. 
Wherein simpletons lack facts, argu
ments or sense to array them in support 
of their positions, they draw ou supersti
tion to supply the omission. God is al
ways wheeled to the front on such occa
sions with the hope of making him the 
winning card. The God appealed to on 
sucli occasions is the same one whose 
“voice” walked in the garden of Eden 
in the cool of the day, and called to 
Adam “Where art thou?” The misera
ble apple-eater had hid, aud the Creator 
of the mighty universe took that method 
of hunting up the derelict.

President Barrett.
Wc call particular attention to the ad

dress by President Barrett in this week’s 
issue of The Progressive Thinker. 
It covers three pages of the paper, and 
should he read carefully by every Spir
itualist. His views on “Ordination,” 
“Mediumship,” and the “Rochester Ju
bilee,” will command special attention. 
While President Barrett, like every 
true Spiritualist, is an earnest, unflinch
ing friend of true mediumship, ho is at 
the same time the enemy of fraud, de
ception or trickery, under whatever 
guiso it may come. We are sure that 
his position in that respect will meet 
with cordial endorsement.

SPIHIj' liEyURN.

Spiritualism Is Based Upon 
Knowledge Derived from 

liVdenee. ,

fl SPIRIT USES fl TYPE-WRITER
LAWS GOVERNING SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS,

KNOWLEDGE TO BE GAINED BY FAITH
. FUL SEEKING.

To the Editor:—Jn a letter pub
lished in your issue of October 21, from 
Mr. R. F. LangfUi'-U, the writer, although 
interested in upil; iu sympathy with the 
grand philosoi^y.of Spiritualism, takes 
exception to 'the following language 
used in one of’My replies to Rev. Dr. A. 
E. Muhin, wMcli appeared iii the con
troversy printed ' in joui’.columns under 
date of September 12, The statement 
which Bro. Langford considers strong, 
exceptional and'iirisupp'ortablo, is as fol
lows: '

"Spiritualism is based,upon tho knowl
edge of a futiire stute of existence, de
rived from evidence that lias never been 
successfully controverted; evidence that 
is now to be secured every day through
out the .world: evidence that is to be 
had by its mere seeking.” ,

.' Bro. Langford says that “if this state
ment wore true, thhi'ó would not be an 
unbeliever among ¡intelligent people?’ 
Titis, it occurs to me, is a "statement 
equally as, if - not '¡inore, unsupportable 
than tlie one aboyó noted to which he 
takes exception. ' •

How much of the world’s truth to-day 
is accepted by intelligent people? How 
many intolligei.it, people believed that 
the world was- round when this truth 
first dawned upon then,? I have yet to 
learn of a great truth or á great reform 
that was at once accepted and welcome^ 
by even intelligent people. Timo ivas., 
required for a universal acceptance. ‘

But Bro. Langford' is tullting about 
“belief,” While in my statement quoted 
I refer to "knowledge,”

It isysald that npw converts to any 
faith are the most enthusiastic, and that 
after a time of sober thought and evolu
tion, much of their enthusiasm is dis
placed by doubt ps to the correciness of 
their faith. While 1 am a convert to 
Spiritualism, I am one not to its "faith” 
orto its speculative philosophy,»theo
ries, etc., so much as I am to the “truth" 
of its phenomena, which appeal to my 
natural senses for the proof of their re
ality. If 1 do not “know” that there are 
real and genuine Spiritualistic phenom
ena proving beyond a question the fact 
of spirit return,, and therefore a future 
existence, then J do pot “know" any
thing—not even t-bilt I am now writing. 
It may bo that 1 have been peculiarly 
fortunate in witnessing geuuinc phe
nomena and in receiving incontroverti
ble evidence of the return of my spirit 
friends, perhaps more fortunate than 
Bro. Langford has been. But because 
he lias been less fortunate than I bave 
been in securing this evidence Is no 
proof that I have not received it or that 
1 have boon deluded.

A few years, ago, to use tho language 
of Bro. A. E.riMálrin, “no one could 
have had a mqjje thorough contempt for 
tho superstitious folly of Spiritualism 
than 1 had.” ’At that time, at least, my 
sanity and “intelligence" was not qnes- 
tloned by my fiendsund acquaintances. 
Iwas raised in-.the Methodistehureb, 
finally became a materialist und un ug- 
nostic; but since, within a few years 
past, 'I received1 "the evidence of tho 
truth of sniritireturn, 1 have anchored 
in the hitherto-.much abused and ridi
culed Spiritua^su?, “Tho stone which 
the builders rejected has become tho 
head of the coViier.”

Now, Bro. liangCold: wants the “evi
dence.” Tliatnwast jnst what I wanted, 
and 1 got it to/riny , entire and completo 
satisfaction so liir as, proving the possi
bility of spirit'return, but oh! how that 
evidence has whetted my mental, moral 
and spiritual appetite! My very long
ing to know more, to catch more tlian a 
mere glimpse of the Spirit-world, has 
rendered me at times miserable, almost 
wishing that I had not bad the 
“glimpse” if I am to be deprived of a 
full und glorious vision of the world of 
spirits. But we all believe that the veil 
which separates us from our spirit 
friends is getting thinner and thinner 
as tiino passes. So mote it be.

In inclusion, I will say for Bro. 
Langford’s benefit, that 1 have contem
plated writing an article upon "Some of 
tho ‘Evidences’ and Reasons for tho 
‘Knowledge’ that Is Within Me,” but 
have not as yet executed such intention. 
1 hope to be able to do so in tlie not dis
tant future. The trouble will be, how
ever, that my evidences will not he evi
dence to the reader of them.

Each investigator must get tho evi-. 
denco for him or berself, and to get such 
evidence he must seek until he finds it.

H. V. SWERlNGEN.

INTERCOMMUNION BETWEEN THE FIRST «AND SECOND 
: SPHERES. , .

By-Mrs. C. E. Stevens, of San Francisco, Cal

CHAPTER III.—CONTINUED.

The miad-reader lias also clairvoyant 
vision. Through the aid of the me
dium in the second sphere liis mind is 
turned into the channel for divina
tion of tlie truth, as regards the 
searching for articles concealed from 
his own natural sight. Catalepsy 
often being the result of the ex
haustion of the nerve, or, more prop
erly speaking, of tho natural electrical 
force, overstrained, acted upon by the 
mind of the medium, who, uncon
scious of the action of the law in re
gard to its use, lias suffere'd the ten
sion to coutinne too' long, till nature 
asserts itself, relaxes the strain" and 
subdues the whole being, till rest has 
been procured and consciousness re
stored to him. .

In conscious trance, where the me
dium has electrical force sufficient to 
hold the mind under the impression 
of the spiritual-, there is less danger 
from excess of use, the medium hav
ing power to observe the signs of ex
haustion, more or less sure of being 
productive of danger. Still there is

netic power of the higher upon that of 
the lower. ■ . If it is strong enough to 
control the whole organism, the sub
ject is scarcely aware it is being used, 
and is little or not at all fatigued, 
giving out ideas entirely new to him
self and making no hold upon him, so 
that in being aroused no consciousness 
of what has been §aid remains with it, 
and life goes on with the medium just 
as he left it before becoming en
tranced. The conscious trance medium 
has a faiiit idea, but so faint it takes 
effort on.his part to recall it, to make 
it clearly perceptible that any idea 
had been left from it.' "Thus an’effort 
was next made to use the brain, and 
through the brain, by connecting elec
trical life with the hand and arm, so 
to control it as to move tlie hand, as 
in mechanical writing, the use-of the 
planchette and other articles, leaving 
the spirit power to do the work, and 
making it palpable to the minds of all 
around the medium that something 
was at work outside of the medium to 
reveal the mystery, or miracle, if you 
like, of the action of unseen powers, 
the quality of the work thus tran
scribed depending somewhat upon tlie 
power or gift of talent possessed by 
the medium. If in him or her is la-

cause to be watchful, for a strong 
mind, subjugated to any will but that 
of the most spiritual desire for truth, 
overworked or exhausted, is liable to 
come Under the influence of less highly 
developed spirits in a stats of bodily 
weakness, and should be protected by 
the higher guiding or protecting spirit. 
which, in the second sphere, is using 
itself for the development of the one 
oil earth who has desired it. This 
protection is affsisted by a prayerful 
spirit, on the part of the sitter, for 
Hie advancement of truth, prayer 
being used to draw the angelic force, 
which is attracted earthward in pro
portion to the desire expressed by 
word or thought. Conditions being 
established harmoniously in this way, 
there is no danger of excess on the 
part of the medium, strength being in-

tent artistic talent, to “lie conjoined 
witli that of the spirit-world, and the 
medium there, with those around, a 
picture would be found upon the pa
per, either of a flower, old Egyptian 
heads, or those of Brahmins, who 
seemed to have an attraction for that 
sort of work. There is a certain pe
culiarity about all these pictures, so 
that they are recognizable anywhere 
they may be found as spirit pictures. 
The flowers are not often recognizable 
ns any earthly flower known, perhaps, 
to the medium, still are unmistakable 
flowers.

The photographer next called into 
use his camera for this new purpose, 
and on the plate with the sitter like-

Not Made for Thinkers.
/ Keep always in mind, good readers, 

the Bible was not made for thinkers, or 
to encourage thinking. An end is put 
to reason and to argument by a “Thus 
saith the Lord.” What the Lord has 
eaid or done finite man cannot contro

. vert. There is no appeal from such 
high authority. And then the priest 
steps in, claiming superior wisdom 
touching heavenly things, and wherein 

' the infallible word of God is silent, the 
living voice of the preacher supplies 
the omission. All the layman has to do 
is to tremble and obey.

As the politician is always denouncing 
everything his opponent'does-or pro
poses as “unconstitutional,” so the 
preacher has stereotyped and ever on 
his tongue, “It is contrary to the ex
pressed will of Gpd as revealed in the 
holy Scriptures.”''1

Charles VI., of France, was a hope
less imbecile.

. The Assyrian kings all wore very long 
curly beards.

HMriari was the first Roman emperor 
toweai-aibeard.;

Departed Glory.
“Two wealthy Hebrews ot Bagdad 

now own all that remains of the ancient 
town of Babylon.”

What a world of thought bursts upon 
the mind as we read the above news 
item. Tho splendor, the <lory, the 
power of that magnificent city of 2,250 
years ago rise before us. We see it sit
uated on the banks of the Euphrates, 
virtually the mistress of the world, giv
ing laws, manners, customs, to all that 
vast region lying between the Dardan
elles on the west, to the Indus on the 
east, and south to the Indian Ocean and 
embracing Egypt for a time. We watch 
ber expanding, then her fading glory, 
until she sinks into obscurity. For 
many centuries her site is lost, aud she 
remains only a memory to the historian. 
Ah accident repeals 'the ancient loca
tion, the archæologist digs in the sands 
and exposes her buried monuments, and 
the scholar revives again the story of 
her fall. Thus rise, flourish aud fall 
cities aud empires, and time moves on 
for other conquests. Nothing is sta
ble. All is transitory and fleeting as is 
m^n himself. Shall we say, only spirit 
survives?

Prel’ers The Progressive Thinker.
To the Editor:—Enclosed find 25 

cents, for which please extend my sub
scription to The Progressive Think
er. 1 hope to be able to send you a full 
year's subscription before this expires. 
[ am like “Job's Turkey,’’ but yet I can
not live without tiie pajicr. I have tried 
several different “Spiritual” papers, but 
none give me the relief like The Pro
gressive Thinker, and I hope to be 
able to get it and pay for it as long as 1 
can see to read, and that will not be 
long. I am ,80 years old now. I have 
floated to and fro upon every wind and 
tide of doctrine known to the oldest in
habitants, but, like Noah’s dove, I never 
could find rest for the sole of my foot 
until the flood of orthodox creeds was 
dried up; but now I am enjoying my 
freedom after many years of captivity to 
“priestly” dogmas. W. H. Couch.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Unpopular Litigation. .
. Father Lyons, parish priest of Noko- 

mies, Hl., has commenced a slander suit 
against one of his parish ¡oners for $5,000. 
Realleges the defendant in numerous 
conversations charged the plaintiff with 
divulging the secrets of the confessional, 
and said the father was a poor-excuse, 
and people are afraid to go and confess 
for fear he will tell their sins to others. 
Other than a Catholic jury will find for 
the defense, whatever the evidence, 
Confessions to a priest and contributions 
to the church, or penance,-are not favor
ably received by .the lovers of freedom
in America? ' ' ".

NOTED LIBERALS OF THE WORLD WILL 
MEET IN THIS CITY. .

An International Congress of Liberals 
and Freethinkers from all parts of the 
world will attend this Congress. Central 
Music Hall, McVicker’s Theater, and 
Washington Hall, 04 to 70 E. Adams 
street, have been secured for lectures 
and. congress. Geo. W. Foote and 
Charles Watts, from England,. and 
others arrived in New York last Satur
day, jind were tendered a reception in 
Chiokering Hall. Col. Robt. G. Inger
soll will close the congress with a lec
ture in McVicker’s Theater Sundav af
ternoon, at -2 o’clock; subject; “Indi
viduality.” The intention is to have a' 
reuniotfand jollification of all freethink
ers, and every country on earth has been 
invited to be represented. E. C. Reich
wald, secretary, 141 South Water street, 
has charge of the arrangements. : *

. . Samuel P. Putnam,
President A. S. U. and Fl F.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
O1<J Records,” Told by Paul Carus.' 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception ot 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price il. For sale at this office, y

National -Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation.

Four charters have been granted sine# 
the convention, making total member
ship of the N. S. A., 154 societies; about 
twenty societies are making arrange
ments to affiliate with the National body. 
A little co-operation will bring member
ship up to two hundred before anniver
sary, 1897. This we are determined to 
accomplish.

Mass meetings will be held in Balti
more in November, in New Orleans,La., 
and Atlanta, Ga., in December. One 
each month will be held during tho 
year; more if possible.

All persons who contribute one dollar 
or more to the treasury of the N. S. A., 
are entitled to a certificate as a contrib
uting member. Wo ought to have a 
thousand of such members this year.

The last convention voted wisely I be
lieve, not to increase the per capita duos; 
they therefore remain the same. I trust 
all societies will.endeavor to have a rep
resentative at the next convention, 1897: 
try and arrange for this early in the 
season. TheN. S. A. is here to stay. 
Let all its integral parts be lively parts 
this year; let tjiere: be no drones, but all 
work for- one great object—humanity's 
good.

A few copieg> off President Barrett’s 
report and history of the N. S. A., can 
bo secured by .qny.. one, by forwarding 
two two cent stamps to this office.

Do not condeiiiri the N. S. A. until you 
study its work.'iiahd realize what it has 
accomplished. , , J)

Francis B.j.Woodbury, Secy.,

A Self-Movlp^.^ocking Chair.
The unknown anijii the unknowable has 

reached Cohtmpus. Ohio. At the resi
dence of Charlie Hammond, of No. 314 
Lazelle street, thei’b is considerable un
easiness over the mysterious actions of 
a certain rocking chair which seems en
dowed with certain supernatural pow
ers. With no one near, thè chair begins 
to rock to and fro, and this has not only 
been noticed by Mrs.: Hammond, but.by 
her mother, who came here on a visit 
and knew nothing, of any unusual man
ifestations. While reading in the chair 
Sunday, Mr. Hammond states that the 
chair began to rock and he was unable 
to determine the cause. It has been 
suggested that the floor may be un
steady, but this he denied, leaving tho 
trouble v^ry much in doubt.

"Hypnotism Up to Date.’’ By Sydney 
Flower. In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very success
fully a condensed account of hypnotism 
its theory and practice up to date. 
Price, paper, 25 onts. Sold at this 
office. <

nesses appeared, bearing resemblance 
at least to some spirit known to have 
departed, not always recognizable, it 
is true, but rough work is better tlian 
none, if it lie reproduced upon the 
brain of the earth medium, and thus 
transcribed upon the paper placed be
fore it. The writing medium, half 
unconscious of what she is doing, 
gathers up tlie thought, if she can, as 
it passes, and makes it her own, if 
she can digest enough of it and re
members sufficiently well to do so, 
but more likely receives too little as 
her portion to make it of any use till 
she has read and reread it, in the first 
place to understand, and then to 
assimilate it with her own thought, to 
make it of use to her own under
standing.

Transmission of thought, so often 
noticeable in these days of the re
vival of observation of occult forces, 
is brought about in the same way. An 
unusually plastic brain catching a 
thought on its way from one point to 
another, sometimes several, as it may 
do if corresponding electrical con
ditions in the earth are on rapport, as 
it were, when suddenly a new or ap
parently original thought is born all 
once, in different parts of tlie world, 
so that, like suicide for example, it 
will be said to have become epidemic. 
The illustration of some new force, in 
the way of invention, seems to have 
sprung up of a sudden, in different 
localities, if it only helps to the 
establishment of truth.

causing often tlie mixture of the true I. hrom one ptop to another the nian- 
and untrue, is not unfrequently fts-; ¡^stations progressed in strength, 
cribed to the intervention of evil i ^1<J writing on the wall at Belshaz- 
spirits. whereas, though perfectly ¡n-1 »ar s heast was already accepted ns a 
nocent in intention, the medium, in | luh'acle by the Christian community,

conscious trance medium has thus the 
advantage over the unconscious, and 
in more than one way If his mind 
is active, and the electrical cord of 
life which holds it in a conscious con
dition is not detached from the upper 
magnetic cord, what instruction is in
tended to pass to the seeker for com
munication is possibly waylaid, ns it 
were, by him, and if of sufficient in
terest is retained as well as passed on. 
This makes the enquirer in general 
more anxious that the medium should 
be unconscious, as his own secrets are 
preserved, and lie feels more certain 
that the medium’s mind has not 
adulterated the character of the com
munication by mixing its own work 
with it. The adulteration in this way

ignorance of the natural law which 
governs communication, becoming in
terested in the information which is 
passing through the channel of the 
mind of the medium, inadvertently 
intrudes his own mind’s action and 
not unfrequently subverts the truth. 
After a time, mediums who have been 
unconscious become less so. Tn most 
cases, the electric power becoming 
stronger, so that after a time they are 
at least less recognizable as entranced. 
It being more agreeable to the me
dium, less strength is used by his 
powers to prevent it, though, as it is 
more likely to' be agreeable to the 
sitter, some mediums recognize it as 
such and offer no resistance. Resist
ance can be offered in such a manner, 
however, by the medium as effectually 
to prevent enhancement if the me
dium so wills it, unless the body is 
very weak, and enhancement takes 
the form of catalepsy, when all the 
forces are subdued and life.returns to 
the body slowly. The cataleptic en
hancement has apparently an enjoy
ment of its own, it would seem, the 
subject commonly, when awakened, 
regretting his return to life, often ex
pressing himself as having been in the 
most delightful dream possible, from 
which ho found it so disagreeable to 
be awakened lie would have preferred 
to be allowed to die. From this wc 
infer that death itself had so far taken 
place as to have allowed the'spirit to 
have passed into the higher life, but 
the umbilical life cord not having been 
severed, it was compelled 'to return 
till the spiritual had asserted itself as 
strong enough to retain it in the 
spirit sphere.

The illumination of the mind in 
trance speaking is caused, first, by 
the pliability of the medium’s brain, 
acted upon by a spirit of the second 
sphere, whose intelligence is used, 
precipitated, as it were, hy the mag-

egraphy. when modern miracles lutve 
the background of strength afforded 
by science and reason to sustain them?

Soon, then, writing made its appear
ance in very strange places, in books, 
cupboards and drawers, between 
slates, anywhere where a medium 
could be found possessing the quality 
of electricity and magnetism combined 
in sufficient strength, with surround
ings adapted to the purpose, was this 
kind of telegraphy introduced to prove 
a higher kind yet of manifestation pos
sible. Knowing not how it was done, 
but acknowledged by all who gave it 
any attention, it could not be denied 
it was done; the simple law of mental 
telegraphy, understood and applied, 
explains the rest. If a mind in the 
body is made negative, and ' tlie mag
netic mind sufficiently positive, the 
two poles can be united in such a 
manner that the transcription of any 
message made by the spirit medium 
on the brain of the human can be 
transcribed by the electric force em
anating from the medium in the body, 
directed by that from the spirit-world 
toward the pencil, placed for the 
purpose so it can reproduce the re; 
suit.

Transmission of thought, then,“ is 
the action bf one or more brains act
ing together through magnetism, 
each brain receiving at the same time 
what has been propelled by spirit 
force from some point, either in the 
body, or more likely out of the body, 
as thought seems creative only when 
a powerfully magnetic mind has re
ceived other forces • to strengthen it, 
and can bring .to bear sufficient 
strength electrical from itself to prov 
pci the forces together, to. induce har

monious relations, when thought is 
created aud brought to bear upon 
things of this world, so that it is 
born into existence, as it were, to be 
used or not as conditions require, 
Every thought produced produces 
another, and so the work goes on, 
creating and re-creating, till the work 
shows itself in progress and man is 
an inventor, ¿almost a creator, ap
parently from his own forces, pro
ducing an equivalent iu kind of some 
sort, which gives him an idea of his 
own strength perhaps beyond that lie 
really, deserves, as behind him, or 
rather over him, is the mind which 
has sustained him, even if it has not , 
altogether brought to bear from its 
own resources the thought impressed 
upon the human brain, oyer which lie 
has obtained control. This, then, 
again is the law of cause and effect 
in spiritual-forces. The higher spirit 
brain has brought to bear the thought 
conceived in his own mind, or per
haps has received frdm still higher, 
transcribed it upon the brain of the 
human medium, who Ims received it 
as his own, amalgamated it with its 
electrical forces, and sent it out again 
to be used as required, or without 
recognition, to be attracted to other 
forces of the same description, and 
then transmitted again for the active 
purpose of material life. This, too, 
is the origin of what is called civiliza
tion, and brings again into view the 
condition of the Indian, whose mind, 
through the character of. his braiu, is 
evidently not prepared, us a general 
thing, for the purpose of the spirit
world in advancement. Their natural 
clairvoyance is useful to them; they 
supply their own wants; beyond this 
admission among civilized races can 
alone prepare them for much spiritual 
advancement for progress in truth.

Transmission of thought, then, as 
well as mental telegraphy, which lias 
often come under the observer of 
spirit manifestation sufficiently to ad
mit of its possibility, are under the 
same law us other manifestations of 
the same character, all being dem
onstrated by the laws of magnetism 
and electric attraction properly ar
ranged to produce results.

Combining the laws of photography 
with that of magnetic attraction, spirit 
photography is obtained. The prepared 
plate having attracted the sun’s rays 
through the atmosphere, has also 
attracted the illuminated picture of 
the attendant spirit as well as the 
sitter, whicli has the power to make' 
itself visible, through the combined 
magnetism of the medium acting m 
the spirit sphere, as well as such as 
have power to become mediums lot
use there, who stand beside, as great 
strength of spirit magnetism is re
quired for this kind of manifestation, 
which is not often successful enough 
for the person requesting the likeness 
to be satisfied with the result, as other- 
faces often appear which possibly can
not he recognized. This is the result 
of non-understood laws by the person 
operating. The non-understanding of 
these laws, and consequent failure, is 
often ascribed to fraud upon the part 
of the human medium, who, in his 
chagrin at the disappointment lie is 
causing, is ready to believe in his own 
evil spirits, and soon, perhaps, to re
linquish all cifort, or if by nature 
himself dishonest, attract to himself 
such aids as to produce a fraud.

Tlr.it sunlight or artificial light of 
any sort is an injury rather than a 
help to all kinds of manifestation, is 
ascribed to the fact that magnetic 
light, being of a finer and more del
icate character than earth light, is 
almost quenched by it, and so far de
stroys the effect as to make it more 
difficult to obtain strength enough to 
overcome other obstacles to which the 
medium is subjected. Dark circles, 
which have been productive of so 
much criticism by those ignorant on 
the subject of the laws governing 
manifestation, have had to lie aban
doned as much as possible, for the 
reason specified, and a great deal has 
been lost in consequence. Never
theless materialization has occurred in 
at least partially-lighted rooms; and 
cabinets, having been to some degree 
tolerated, have gone far to show the 
possibility of what might be done un
der more favorable circumstances. 
Thus there is still room for hope, as 
many fine minds have recently openly 
declared their belief in a great deal 
more than the community in general 
have been inclined to tolerate. And 
the time, we believe, will come when 
men will be more ashamed of then- 
unbelief than they are now proud of 
ignorauce, whicli is blindfolding them 
to the truth, of which none have a 
right to be ashamed. This, then, must 
close this chapter. In the next we 
will try and formulate the material
ization problem in such a way as to 
demonstrate it, not only as a pos
sibility but a probability that none 
may care to dispute.

[To be continued ]

“The Dead Man's Message,” ah occult 
romance ov Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritualism 
and her study of occult science have 
prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study ot 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, aud his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this 
office. Price 25 cents

"Human Culture and Curo. Part 
First. Tfie Philosophy of Cure. • (In
cluding Methodsand Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL.D. A very in- 
struetive and valuable work. . It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fulfills 
the promise of its title. For salo at this 
office. Price, 75 cents. '

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some -volume, wherewith to "sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment, Frioe 
•1,00. For sale at' this olfioo*.  -. -
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George H. Hepworth.'the future.
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HUMAN CULTURE 8 CURE

The story of the ass in theBible.
Clotb, 11.25. Paper, 50 cents.

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D., LL. D.

of friends. Anna I.. Robinson.
Price, cloth, 75 cents, Por aale at this office,
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tained by the truths of .Spiritualism.
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a coincidence explained in a 
satisfactory manner.

Other coincidences between 
dhism and Christianity had

Prof., Max Mueller on Chris 
tianity and Buddhism.
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MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

Catholic Ritual Borrowed from 
the Buddhist Priesthood.

A moit excellent and very valuable work, by tbe 
Dean of tbe College of Fine Forces, and author of 
other Important volumes on Health, Social Science, 
Religion, etc. '

This admirable work consista of throe pamphlets 
embodied In one volume, lu which questions of great 
Importance to tbe race aro discussed from the stand* 
Íolnt of an advanced social ref ormer. Price 50 cents* 

or sale at this office.

“In every soul there ts bound up some troth and 
some error, and each gives to tbu world of thought 
what uo other one possesses.’’—Coosin. *

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Embracing BpIrlto.lKm, put tml preumt. ..BrX 

M. Feeble«, M. D.. Ao eneydopcOlt of IMOtMlni 
»XlMtrucUreacttWcettMi

They Are Beipg Gradually 
Revealed.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, 
Or wist the editor of the Freethinker’® Magazini 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twcniy-Cve copies foj 
Wccau. - ■

A Sunday Sermon by George H, Hepworth, Editor of the 

u New York Herald.

Comments on Genesis,'Exodus, Leviticus, Number® 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Deverewo 
Blake, Rev, Phebo Hana ford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrich, 1 ■ 
Mrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N, Gestefeld, and 
Frances E. Barr,

THOSÉ THINIOE SHOULD FORGET.

very largely attended, and the writer 
offered tne consolation that can only be 
found in Spiritualism.

G. H. Brooks.

LIFE, A NOVEL.
. BMMMWUkHfMcM tMtlgbt, krt li futftuttat 
trite. W MB««. • ’ .

the elements. If, a diamond, why 
not bread?- The sweetest of all sugars 
can be made from coal tar. ■ 
. . : Lucretius.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
/IVD THE WOXDROUS POWER 

/~1 which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with some 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apo®> 
tics, and Josns, or New Readings of ”Tbo Miracle®.** 
by Allkn Putnaai. Price 75 cents. For oalo nt thJl 
ofllco. .

The Occult Forces of Sex

TbI« !« a work of great value, written by one of tho 
Keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It Is itarllculnrly a work which 
should be put Into the bands ->f those who Itnve freed 
themselves from the dogma- of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic selvncc, for It will 
slrengtltco the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses arc not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual rcsearcli. They show vivid glimpses of a. 
stupendous moral cosmos Hist will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, nnd 
tbe chlldltood period of faith and fancy will be super
seded by knowledge and facts. For sale mtltlsoOlcO.

♦o^THE

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
- —OR —

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

ROMANISM ANO THE REPUBLIC.
>7 WORK THATE’/ERYLOVER OI> 

his country should bare nt band forconBUlt&> 
lion. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Thia is a moil 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of tho Rurposei, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods ot the Raman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contalDO 447pages, £»| 
may be considered s mine of valuable Information fo‘ 
every patriot la the land Price «1. For aale at tbit 
office. "

'EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION^
A thrilling appeal to all who arc interested In learn« 

Ing bow tbe great forces of the Romau Catholic 
Church are seeking to control al) movements pct* 
mining to human progress that sw in opposition to 
their dogmatic religious teachings, Price 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. •

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.””
To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

Is Intensely Interesting. It give® detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double consciousness.*’ namely Mary 
Lurnncy Veunum. of Watseka, Hl., and Mary Rty- 
noids. of Venango county* Pa* Fee tale at this office. 
Pricel5 cents.

THE AGE OF REASON?
By Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation of Trno 

nnd Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type; 186 pages, post 
8vo, Paper, 23 cents; cloth, r.0 cents. ■ .

A most able and IntcrcB'.Ing presentation of a moil 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist and every in
quirer into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual* 
Ism should have thia excellent book. Its value is rcc* 
ognlzed and acknowledged an over tbe world. Price, 
clotli, 41. For sale at this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under tbe an®, 
pices of the Riv; Shaku Soycu, delegate to tbe Par
liament oi x*cUgions. Was lately published In Japan
Price BL For sale at this office.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
- AND- 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

The brlRhl and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of drop Interest, and throw a 
strong end new light on tbe Bible teaching® relating 
to woman. Al! should read It.
Price 50c. For sale at this Office.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

Tbe SnlrllUBl Idea of Death, Heaven aod Hell. By 
Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tbe Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
InterpretaUoM never before given, explains tbo 
heavens nud hells believed In by Spirituallsls. Price. 
10cents. For snlc nt this otllcc.

Tho only treatise ever offered ^hc reading Mid 
thinking public Jn the Interest of modern Spiritual
Ism. that Is absolutely free from tbe theories of super
stition, and which ,
Demonstrates continuity of life and our envi

ronment of epirititualinfluences, 
from tbe data, of modern physical aod physiologic®] 
science. .

To.tbe Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation of 
scientific data and verified facts. ,

To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of the 
lurhibio energies operative In venture’s formula of 
evolution. ,

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a- new:-earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con* 
densed volume of scientific informotion for 25 cento. 
Address your orders to ' . .
Tho Progressive Thinker^ 40 Loomis streety

CHURCH AND STATE.
Tbe Bible In the Public Schools; the New “Amer

ican” Party. By “Jefferson.” Third edition. Tbl® 
beautiful pamphlet ot 23 pages Is tho most thorough 
presentation of tho Church and State question that 
>asappeared, Price 10cents.

Professor Max Mueller lectured at 
the rooms of the Royal Society of 
Literature. Hanover Square, London, 
on “Coincidences." The Lord Chan
cellor took the chair, and there was a 

. large company of ladies and gentle
men, iiiclnding the Rev. Canon Wil- 

_ berforce. .
The Professor said that two Roman 

Catholic missionaries traveling in 
Thibet were startled at the coincidence 
between their own ritual aifd that of 
the Buddhist priesthood. The latter 

• had croziers, mitres, delmatics, copes, 
services with two choirs, five-chained 
censors, blessings given while extend
ing the right hand over the*  people, 
the use of beads, worship of the 
saints, processions, litanies, holy 
water. The missionaries attributed 
these coincidences to the Devil, de
termined to scandalize pious Roman 
Catholics. There the matter rested.

When the ancient language of the 
Brahmins began to be seriously studied 
by such men as Wilkins, Sir William 
Jones, and Colebrooke, the idea tliat 
all languages were derived from He
brew was so'firmly fixed and prevalent 
that it would have required great 
courage to say otherwise. Frederick 
Schlegel was thé first to announce 
that the classic languages of Greece 
and Italy, and Sanskrit, tbe saered 
language of India, were offshoots of 
the stiine stem. It might be laid down 
as a general principle that if a co
incidence could be produced by natural 
causes, no other explanation need be 

• sought. This, however, could not be 
'. the reason why mitres, copes, dal- 

mattes, croziers, and many other 
things, exactly like those in the Ro
man Catholic Church, existed in 
Thibet. The conclusion was forced 
upon those who first studied the sub
ject without passion, that there must 
at one time have been communication 
between Catholic priests and theBudd- 
hists, and it was an historical fact 
that Christian missionaries were active 
in China from the middle of the sev
enth to the end of the eighth century. 
They had monasteries and schools in 
different towns, and were patronized 
by the government. Here, then, was

he began to cry oqe of the vfomen 
would pull no longer,- and Misaka- lle-t 
chired that she was- the true mother. 
The Professor considered this story 
truer, psychologically,’than tlje judg
ment of Solomon. To look upon the 
latter as actually dating.froiir the time 
of Solomon, could hardly commend 
itself to Hebrew scholars of the pres-' 
ent day.

The parable of the Prodigal Son 
was fjpnid in the Buddhist sacred 
books. So was the story of the man 
who walked upon the water so long as 
ho had faith in his divinity, and began 
to sink when his faith failed. Such a 
coincidence could not bejset down to 
accident, and it must be remembered

pointed out again and again, but too 
often in tbe impassioned tone of- the
ological controversy. Coincidences 
between all the sacred books of the 
world existed, and Professor Mueller 
ventured to say that they ought to be 
welcomed, for surely no truth lost 
value because it was held not only by 
lourselves but also by millions of 
Iruma» beings whom we formerly 
called unbelievers.

Some of tho coincidences between 
Buddhism and Christianity belonged- 
to the ancient period of the former. 
They included confessions, fasting, 
celibacy of the priesthood, and even 
rosaries, and, as they were honored in 
India before the beginning of our 
era, it followed that if they had been 
borrowed the borrowers were Chris
tians.

How. it might be asked, had knowl
edge of these things been spread! 
Through the fact that Buddhism in 
its essence was a missionary religion. 
We heard of Buddhist missionaries 
being sent to every part of the known 
world in the third century before 
Christ.

Indian and Buddhist influences bad 
long been suspected in the nncieiit 
Greek fable and some parts of tbe

that the date of the Buddhist parable 
was anterior to that told, by St. Luke.

Then there was the parable of the 
loaves and fishes. In Buddha's case 
he had one loaf, and after he iit.d fed 
his liye hundred,..brethren, as well as 
his host and hostess and the people of 
a monastery, so much bread wqs left 
that it hud to be thrown into a cave.

If such coincidences between the 
Buddhist sacred books and. fhe Bible 

'could be accounted for by referenep to 
the tendency of our common humanity, 
let analogous cases be produced. If 
they were set dpwn as merely ac
cidental. let similar cases be brought 
from the chapter of Accidents. •

Max Muller’s owu opinion was that 
at least they were too numerous and 
complex to be attributed to the latter 
cause. He had tried to lay the case 
before his hearers like a judge sum
ming up for a jury. He would only 
ask them to remember that the Bud
dhist canon in which these,ccincidences 
were found was certainly reduced to 
writing in the first century before the 
Christian era. All, however, that he 
felt strongly was that the ease should 
not rflmuin undecided. The evidence 
was complete.—Journal Ma|yi-Boilhi 
Society, v., 4.

The above, from The Open Court, 
is very interesting and instructive. 
There can be no doubt that the entire 
body of the distinctively Catholic sys
tem of so-called Christum doctrines 
aud ritual observances had its origin 
in two sources, namely, wholesale 
forgery and wholesale appropriation 
of the doctrines and rituals of older 
Paganism and Buddhism.

Forgery injected into the purported 
Christian gospels and epistles a vast 
amount of mutter foreign to truth and 
to the true spirit and teachings of the 
Christ. It placed words that he never 
uttered in the mouth of the Nazarene ; 
and it has been upon these forgeries 
that the distinctive doctrinal system 
of Christianity, so-called, has been 
based and erected.

Doctrines abhorrent to the enlight
ened natural moral sense of mankind, 
concerning God. mau and human des
tiny, were foisted, by dark-minded, 
designing priests, into the simple and 
more truthful accounts of the earlier 
and simple-minded disciples of the 
Christ, who himself has been made, 
by these unscrupulous priestly for-

AT NO DISTANT DAY BllEAD AND MEAT 
AND ALL THE NECESSARIES OF LIFE 
-WILL HE MANUFACTURED FROM THE 
VARIOUS ELEMENTS, AND HUNGER 
AND WANT FOREVER BANISHED FROM 
THE EARTH.

Before an appreciative audience 
that completely filled the large lecture
room of the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, in New York, M. Henri 
Moissan, of the Institute of France 
and of. the Acadeinie des Sciences, 
who is known throughout tho world 
for liis. chemical investigations with 
high temperatures and his -researches 
.¡ntp the nature and applications of the 
carbides, delivered a Ibcturc hist 
■Wednesday night on the:, uses, of the 
electric furnace -and the results ob
tained by it; accompanied by some 
brilliant experiments.’ '

lion's skin was to be found in Pali. 
Probably it was true that the germs 
of some famous stories existed among 
our Aryan ancestors before their sep
aration. bui the form would be that 
of the proverb. Some difficulty had 
been caused by the question whether 
the fables common to Greece and 
India had traveled east or west. The 
Greeks themselves never claimed that 
kind of literature us their invention, 
though they made it their own by 
clothing it in Greek forms. More
over. Hie fable had many traces of 
Eastern origin, and they abounded in 
Sanskrit literature. They were cou- 
stantly appealed to in India, aud were 
incorporated in the sacred canon of 
the Buddhists. Formerly doubtful, 
Professor Max Muller had, after con
scientious study, become more and 
more convinced that India was the 
soil that originally produced the fable 
ns we knew it.

• Again, there were in the Ohl and 
New Testaments stories which had 
been traced to the Buddhist Jataka, 
and, indeed, nobody could look at 
Buddhism without finding something 
which reminded them of Christianity. 
The Professor did not allude to these 
things essential to Christianity; be 
spoke rather of the framework.

Undejthe disguise of St. Josaphat, 
Buddha himself had been raised to 
the rank of a saint in the Roman 
Catholic Church, and the Professor 
saw no reason why Buddha should 
not retain a place among saints, not 
all of whom were more saintly 
than lie. '

The story bf the Judgment of Sol
omon occurred in" the Buddhist canon, 
but in a somewliat different form. We 

• read there of the man who had no 
children by his first wife, but one son 
Uy his second wife. To console the 
first he gave her the custody of the 
Child, After his death each of tbe 
Wives claimed 1 he boy. They , went 
before' Misaka. She dteected them to 
try which could pull the child from 
the other by main force.. As soon as

gers, to give utterance to doctrines 
and sentiments that could only have 
been borrowed from the repertoire of 
gross Paganism. Aud upon these 
forged “holy scriptures" the doctrinal 
superstructure of the purported or
thodox Christian Church—in all of its 
brandies and all of its sects—is 
formed and founded.

The ridiculous and absurd acts and 
sayings imputed to Jesus by these 
wretched priestly and monkish forgers 
are on u par with the vast brood of 
Catholic monkish miracles man
ufactured during the Dark Ages, when 
priestcraft ruled the minds of men 
and fastened upon Ilie world a vile, 
unseemly nightmare of superstitions, 
not even yet outgrown.

The brave thinkers of. the world, 
and those whose moral sense led them 
into revolt against these pernicious 
monk-made scriptures and doctrines, 
have been branded as infidels, her
etics, blasphemers, doomed to dun
geon, ruck and stake here and to end
less torments of hell hereafter. Men 
have utterly rejected the entire gospel 
account, because of these base for
geries, that shocked their moral sense 
and contradicted the plain dictates of 
reason.

The borrowing of t|ie ritual of the 
Buddhist priesthood is a minor matter 
in comparison with the base forgeries 
palmed off as heaven-inspired. If 
they had borrowed, also, the prin
ciples and spirit of Buddha, the world 
would have been saved the wars, 
slaughters, devastations, persecutions 
and countless crimes committed under 
the name of Christianity.

The same spirit of deception and 
fraud that characterized the founders 
of the so-called Catholic Church 
characterizes the papacy, its priest
hood and apologists to-day. It is the 
spirit of Jesuitism—deception, fraud, 
forgery—anything and any crime that 
may further the ends of the church.

The mask of patriotism is worn, 
that the church may strike down lib
erty the more surely ; the mask of love 
to God is worn, that it may the .more 
surely enslave the minds of men and 
bind them with the shackles of priest
craft and churchly superstitions.

X-Ray.

M. Moissan is a man of about forty- 
five years, of medium height and slen
der build. His face is a striking one, 
his hair and beard are jet black, 
streaked with gray, and his smile is 
pleasant. He spoke easily and un
affectedly ^jn a clear, melodious voice. 
FACTORS IN DIAMOND FORMATIONS.

He explained that while the carbon 
compounds have been studied with 
great care by organic chemists during 
the last fifty years, the study of the 
different stages through which carbon 
passes had been comparatively neg
lected. In his endeavors to obtain 
pure carbon, the ordinary amorphous 
-carbon, lampblack, containing from 
10 to 15 per cent of impurities, he 
had found it necessary to use very 
high temperatures, and had succeeded 
in obtaining one form of puré carbon, 
graphite. High temperature aloue, 
however, would not yield the crystal
lized form of carbon, diamond, lie 
set to work to find out thy composition 
of diamonds by reducing some to 
ashes. In all, whether they came 
from the Cape of Good Hope or from 
Brazil, he found iron, save in one very 
pure green hard stone from Brazil. 
By the study of the nature of the 
ground and of the geological forma
tion in which Cape diamonds arc 
found, he found that the earth, be
sides graphite and microscopic dia
monds, always contained granite. 
Granite is the product of great press
ure. and this fact led him to the idea 
that diamonds might also be obtained 
by pressure. As cast iron increases 
in volume in passing from the liquid 
to the solid state, he was led to be
lieve that if an element of carbon were 
inclosed in a globule of cast iron that 
was cooling it would be subjected to 
the requisite pressure.

SIMPLE ELECTRIC FURNACE.
In order to obtain a heat sufficiently 

great, and at the same time be able 
to measure it, he devised the simple 
form of electric furnace with which 
the experiment on Wednesday’ evening 
was- performed. It consists of two 
clay bricks, the lower one about 
eighteen inches square and a foot 
deep, the upper one about six inches 
deep. In the lower one is hollowed 
out an elliptical hole to contain the 
crucible, while two carbon electrodes 
pass from the cavity to the exterior, 
where they are connected with the

“Forgettiiig’.'Those things which are behind, and reaching forth unto 
those things whiqipare before.”—Philippuins, iii., 13. .

It is jnstAis lilueh our duty to forget some things as it is to remember 
others. In forgj^fuhiess alone can the soul find strength to do what the 
present demands a^d tq endure what the future may have in store.

There are many things iu a man’s life which it is a great comfort to 
forget, which, indeed, he must 'forget if he is to “reach forth” witlreither 
comfort or encouragement; and which he ought to forget if he expects to do 
justice to his aspiration for better thoughts and deeds than his past life 
contains. .

If a mau, for example, has at some time or other yielded to. temptation, 
has repented of his weakness and acquired resolution enough to fortify him
self against u recurrence7, he would be .very foolish to keep that period of- his 
life in his mind. The mbre he-thinks of it the more injury he does to his 
self-respect, and;wounded self-respect is always a peril.

If, under a sudden impulse or from, sheer foolhardiness, you ehoose to 
go tlHxmgli 'ii.bbg instead of traveling ‘ oir the hard upland, and. if, after 
having accomplished this foolish feat, you recognize your folly and wash 
your soiled boots in the nearest spring, you • need not constantly recall your 
escapade or wkste your time in looking at the boots,which yesterday were 
muddy. The experience wus possibly useful in its way, but you will never 
go through it,again. Put uside, therefore, the remembrance of it so far us 
you can, thank God you did not sink in the bog, and push forward with a 
light heart, Wheii you repented God forgot your misdeed, and you cap 
afford to do the ..same. There is no revenge iu heaven, and though certain 
marks, indistinct tracings, may be left on the soul in consequence of evil 
doing, they are like the scar on the arm, a very slight disfigurement if the 
wound has properly healed.

I do not say that penitence can entirely erase the consequences of grave 
.misdeeds, for the laws of nature will have their way, and we may as well 
face that sternest fact in our human lives. But when a man sees that the 
course he has pursued has been an injury,- determines to halt, to right about 
face and to inarch the other way, that attitude of mind reduces consequences 
to a minimum. When God does this, not by miracle, but by law, you may 
well forget the things that are behind in your eager desire to “reach forth” 
to the nobler life before you. ■

Some people have the bad habit of keeping everything disagreeable in 
miud, and the worse habit of forgetting what has been pleasant and delight
ful.' If they could do just the contrary their lives would be sweeter and 
more productive of good. There are weeds iu everybody’s garden, and no 
garden was ever planted in which weeds did uot insolently present them
selves. They come without invitation and without a welcome. If you recog
nize them as weeds, if you have sense enough to know that weeds choke 
flowers, and if, with a desire to cultivate and protect the flowers, you pull 
the \leeds up, roots and all, the beauty of the flowers ought to make you 
forget that weeds ever grew there, even though they did grow through neg
ligence on your part. '

Religion, in its highest aspects, gives us a very practical view of this 
matter. St. Paul was wise when he told us to make life happier by for
getting some things, and what a beautiful world this would be if we could 
wholly forget the i injuries we have received and remember only the kind 
things that have been done. How it hardens the heart and takes the sweet
ness out of life tpjdwell on the evil that has befallen us, either through our 
own folly or the selfishness of others! A sort of despair, or at least of in
difference, settled on the soul when we look only ut the under side of our
selves and of oin1, pejjjhbors. We ask ourselves what it is all worth when one 
friend has provedfujse, and that single falsity spoils our lives, just as a drop 
of ink will spoil.(iglass of water. We forget the water which will quench 
our thirst, and remember only the drop of ink, then mingle the two and spoil 
everything. ' "

In my judgment this is a very serious matter, and one that calls for om 
most careful attention. 1 have met men who thought the world was peopled 
with rogues, becituserone debtor failed to meet his obligations or one friend 
betrayed their confidence. They do not generalize from the honesty which 
they have met in abundance, but from the dishonesty which is exceptional. 
It would be justasifpir to say that it thunders always because you have seen 
one flash ot lightning. ■ '

And there are lyomen who have wronged the»iselvcs by becoming quer
ulous because of’oije or two sad experiences, and others who have walked in 
shadow because some dear one walks in the light of an immortal life. What 
is religion for if.it does not make us see things as God sees them? Why 
should we fix our eyes on one dark cloud when all the rest of the heavens is 
in the blaze of sunlight?

If you have had weeds in your garden and have pulled them up, do' not 
let your memory dwell on weeds. If you have not pulled them up, that is a 
very different affair, and the more soberly you think of weeds in a flower
garden the' better. If you have had sickness or death, do not think of graves, 
but of the house not made with hands. God has been good, and you do well 
to remember it. If you have been false to yourself und are now faithful, 
bury “the old man,” aud rejoice in “the new man." With heaven to looc 
forward to, with a kindly Providence and a host of angels to keep yon lest 
you stumble, you should gracefully face the present and cheerfully look to

electrical battery. The upper brick 
serves for a cover. M. Moissan first 
sprinkled the cavity with magnesia, in 
order to prevent the formation of cal
cium carbide. He then placed it in 
the crucible, into which he had put 
some soft iron filings and charcoal, 
covered it with the top brick and 
turned on the current.

In three minutes the indicator 
showed a temperature of 2,500 de
grees Fahrenheit. The clay was boil
ing before the eyes of the audience 
when M. Moissan put his hand on tile 
top brick and kept it there to show 
that the heat did mot come through.

,At the cn.d of ten minutes the pro
cess was complete. M. Moissan lifted 
the top with his hands. though its 
under side was a white, hot mass of 
flame, and after holding it up for a 
while dropped it into some water.

The crucible he took out with tongs 
aud also dropped into cold water. He 
explained that the first time he had 
cooled the mass in that way he had 
taken every possible precaution, ex
pecting au explosion, but that, after 
repeating the process three hundred 
times without an accident, he , felt 
that the audience was safe.

On breaking the crucible he took 
out an ingot the size of a leaden 
bullet, and explained the processes by 
which the iron would have to be 
eliminated in order to get at the crys
tallized carbon that was probably 
within it. The diamond will have no 
commercial value, as the largest he 
has succeeded in making is only one 
millimeter in diameter.

COLORING METHODS DECIDE FORM.

The form of crystals varies accord
ing to the method used in cooling. 
When, water is used the diamond is 
often full of black specks, which 
jewelers call crapauds—“pogs”—and 
which detract from the value of a 
stone. ’M. Moissan was delighted to 
discover these spots, as they proved 
to him that he was following in the 
track of nature. .

When molten lead is used to cool 
the croc,ible the - crystal takes the 

’shape of a small rectangular figure, 
’sometimes with the sharp edges 
rounded, but when mercury is used 
the crystal is a regular octahedron. 
Some of the last, when exposed to the 
air, split, as has happened to some of 
the diamonds found at the Cape. This 
is an additional proof to M. Moissan

that diamond is produced under strong 
pressure.

His conclusion is that at the or
dinary temperature carbon does not 
liquefy, but changes at once from a 
solid into a gas, always taking the 
graphite form, and theft only under 
pressure, does it take the “liquid" 
form, diamond.

The rest of tbe lecture was taken 
up with a hurried review of the other 
products obtained by M. Moissun by 
means of the electric furnace, metallic 
chromium, molybdenum, and tung
sten. These, with many of the oxides 
supposed to be irreducible, which have 
yielded to the furnace, he had on the 
table in glass jars. He spoke partic
ularly of the excellent qualities of 
molybdenum steel. __

■ AGETYLINE CASi QUICKLY»MADE.
lie ran over the properties of the 

long list of carbides discovered by 
him, and produced acetyline gas be
fore the audiencs by putting some 
lithium carbide into a high jar of 
water, which thereupon bubbled up. 
After which he touched the gas off 
with a match, producing a brilliant 
flame. It smoked so much that after

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Born into-‘higher life, October 19, 

189B, at her home in Mecosta, Mich., 
Alima A., dauehter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Hinman, aged 22 years. The 
parents, one brother and a sister are 
left to mourn the loss of their loved one, 
but they know their dear one is still 
their near one, and that thought takes 
from them the sting of death. The 
young lady was a general favorite and 
loved by all. A stranger to me, yet I 
shall not soon forget the sweetness of 
that young face as she lay in quiet still
ness among the flowers brought by ten
der friends. The noble character had 
left its impress in every feature, and 
showed the rich gains the' new life had 
for our loss. The services were held by 
the writer, in Spiritual Temple, in Me
costa, in presence of a large concourse

Passed to spirit-life, at the age of 30 
years and 5 months, from the result of 
injuries received in a runaway in La 
Crosse, Wis., Mr. Lewis Riggs, of Leon, 
Wis. I have officiated at many funerals, 
but none so sad as this. Mr. Riggs’ wife 
was also seriously injured; unable to 
bear her weight on her feet, besides a 
broken wrist. Mr. Lewis was never 
known to use an unkind word, always 
patient, a devoted son, husband aud 
father, and a true friend. While his 
family and relatives are overcome with 
the terrible affliction, yet they are sus-

“Mahomet, the Illustrious.” By God
frey Higgins, Esq. (Library of Liberal 
Classics.) No author was better quali
fied to write an impartial and honest 
life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is intensely interesting.. 
It should be read in conjunction with 
Gibbon’s work. For sale at this office. 
Price, 25 cents. ■

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By. E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D.- This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at । 
thisofficc.

“Mediumship and_ Its development, 
and How to -Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment.” By W. H. Bach. ' Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and I: de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
cloth-, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. :
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during the rest of tlfe evening smoky । Thus the spirit-world has become en- 
fikments kent faliine noon the snee-1riched by the i";th ink) its life of moments Kept inning upon tne spec anolher tlTe and )oftv soul, but we all 
tators. Vj '• .... - ■ - ■

The last experiment was the vol
atilizing of eilieia^ bqp of the latest of 
M. Moissan’s scientific achievements. 
This was done in the electric furnace, 
a glass globe placed' over it catching 
the beautiful violet gas as it escaped.

M. Moissan, having carried out the 
mission which broigh^him to America, 
attendance at tlie l’t'incetoii celebra
tion as the representative of the In
stitute of France,- trill sail for homo 
on Saturday. J? ”

The above account is most astound
ing. The time is not far distant, I 
hope, when the Various necessaries of 
life can be manufactured direct from
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know he is not arai- off. but near to his 
family and friends. The funeral was

“Cosmian Hymn-Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L.K. Wash
barn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music,- embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism.- Frlee,- 50c. For sa d 
at tbit office.^ - ” ‘

“The Priest, the Woman, and • tue 
Confessional.” This book, by the well- 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and resultaef 
of the Romish confessional, as poved bv 
the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. - For sale at 
this office.

“The Woman’s Bible. Parti. The 
Pentateuch. Comments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deut
eronomy.’’ The contrast between the 
thoughts of these brave women and the 
thoughts of the orthodox world during 
all time past, is very striking. Keen 
analysis, ripe scholarship and fearless 
adherence to the right, characterize 
this very interesting effort of some of 
the brightest minds of to-day. For sale 
at this office. Price 50 cents.

“Old Testament Stories Comically 
Illustrated.” Church people are cau
tioned not to open this book, as its com
ical pictures, based on Bible texts, tend 
to induce uncontrollable levity. It is a 
book for the freethinker who wishes to 
rest from busy cares, and drive away 
ennui. Price, in strong board covers, 
Bli eloth 11.50. For sale al this office.

“ Best sarsaparillas." When you 
think of it how conli'adictoty that 
term is. For there can be only one 
best in anything—one best sarsapa
rilla, as there is one highest moun
tain, one longest river, one deepest 
ocean. And that best sarsaparilla is 
--- ?. ... There's the rub I You 
can measure mountain height and 

' ocean depth, but how test sarsapa
rilla? You could if you were diem- 

1 ists. But then do you need to test it ? 
a The, World’s Fair Committee tested 
, it,—ayd thoroughly. *5  They went 

behind thclabel on the bottle/ What 
, did this sarsaparilla test result in? 

Every make of sarsaparilla shut out 
of the Fair except Ayer’S. Ko it 
was that Ayer’s was the only sarsapa- 

i rilla admitted to the World’s Fair. 
The committee found it the best. 
They had no room for anything that 
was not the best. And as the best, 
Ayer's Sarsaparilla received the 
medal and awards due its merits. Re

' member the word “best ” is a bubble 
1 any breath can blow; but there are 

pins to prick such bubbles. Those 
others are blowing more “ best sarsa

’ parilla” bubbles since the World's 
| Fair pricked the old ones. True, but 
I Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has the medal. 
I The pin that scratches the medal 
[ proves it gold. The pin that pricks 

the bubble proves it wind. We point 
to medals, not bubbles, when we say: 
The best sarsaparilla is Ayer's.

THE MEÜIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Drown, 

Tbo Medium of tbo Rocklee, with an iQtroúuctiOBbf
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be in tbo bauds of every ouo iBtep 
eated lu Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chantel 
2. Tbo Heavenly Mauston.' Chapter 8, Removal to 
Californio; Return of ills Guide. Chapter 4,Remark*  
able Testa. Chapter 5, ills Work as u Healer. Chap*  
ter,6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to tbo Spirit' 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commit 
nlcate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlaco! 
ianeous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience, 
vbapter ii, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Row*  
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative oí 
Prophetic Vlstous. Chapter 18. Tbe First Break iu 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to Jolin Brown. Chaplet 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Olu-podrlda.

For sale at thia otfl.ee. Heavy paper covpr, prlCO

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
—Jf—

JesusChrist
-BY

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Since the willing of tbe New Testament no book ha® 
appeared of as great Importance to ChrUttauity a® 
the Unknown Lira op Jesus Cubist.

TbU volume, written by (be discoverer ot tbe manu
script, contains a thrilling account of tbo privations 
and perils encountered in ids search for it, 6 literal 
translation of the original manuscript, and lastly a 
critical aualyslsof what It contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed and Is 
published on the basis of combining cheopiiesj and 
excellence. Price, neatly bound, one aenur. 1'eper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.
4drtress this office, 40LoomisSt.t OMoago, UI, 

LIFEINTWOSPHERES;
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tub Progressive Thinker will re*  
member the story under tbu above title, by Hudson 
Tuttie, which was published lu Its columns. At tho 
time, constant inquiries were made ns to Its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified, la 
makes a volume of 243 pages, In style und form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of cite author on tbu cover. Tbe scenes of tho 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, arc presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative. .

The following arc the chapterditles: Introduction; 
Tbe House of the Sage; Home of the Miser: The Low 
Suuicties; Hades; Chrlsunastide tn the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstmastide aud the Golden Gate; Tbe Un
happy Marriage; Easier Day In lleavtm; A Visit to 
the Eanb; Tbe Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken aud Despised; DlbCUislon; A 
Visit to a Dlstaut Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Contenteduess Not Goodness; Addressof the Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; ft 
book iu which the Investigator will find answers tp 
ever-reciirring questions: a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel tbe most prejudiced, 
'’'he price in paper Is 60 cenls; muslin 11; postpaid.

Vol. II. is now ready for delivery. It 
is neatly and substantially bound in 
cloth, and printed in the best style of the 
printers art. It is furnished on tho 
same terms that tho first volume was. 
When remitting a year's subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker Vol, 
11. will be sent you for 50 cents. That 
is, by remitting $1.50 you will got'1 he 
Progressive Thinker for one year 
and Vol. II. of the Encyclopaedia. By 
remitting $2you will get The Progres
sive Thinker one year and Volumes 1. 
and 11. of the Encyclopaedia.

In ordering one volume of tho 
Encyclopedia, alwaysstato whether it is 
Vol. I. or Vol. II. that you want.

BEAR IN MIND.
Vol. 1. of the Encyclopedia of Death, 

bound in paper cover, nicely printed 
and substantially stitched, is sent out as 
a premium on terms stated elsewhere. 
It is called tho Premium Encvclo- 
p.'edia, and is only given away on the 
terms mentioned. 2u,000 copies arc to 
be distributed on the terms stated, at 
great expense to the Editor. Read the 
conditions carefully. It is not sent out 
in connection with tho bound copies of 
the Encyclopedia. The bound copies 
are only sent out in connection with a 
year's subscription, and at prices stated 
above. -

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

New aod startling revelations la religious history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts ifnd miracles of tho Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking pi any 
of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the HUi 
tory of Sixteen Oriental (,'rucliled Gods. This won
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
takoblgh i-Huk as a book of reference In tbo field 
which the author has chosen for li. The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate nnd compile the 
varied information coutulnrd tu It must have been se
vere and arduous indeed, and now that II la in such 
convenient shape. l!ie student uf free (bought Will DOG 
willingly allowlt to go out of print. But the book Is 
by no mean® a more eolhitlon of views or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—as will be 
seen by his title-page and chapicr licads—follows a 
definite Une of research and argument Xp the cloee« 
and his conclusions go, like sure arrows to tho mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 380 pages. New edition« 
revised and corrected, with portrait of author.
Frloc $1.50. Postage 10 cents*  For sale at

Uiis office.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

otfl.ee


to

Sustaining u Theory, 
Some Giants, .
The Adventures and Work of Noah, 
A Hunting Anecdote, . . ,
Abraham. Ohnst’a Great Ancestor, ' 
A Queer Family, 
Isaac and His “ Sister,” 
One of Twins, 
Jacob ondEean, 
Joseph the Man ci

World: Being ft description o? Localities, Emploi 
ments, Surroundings, and .Conditions In jthe Sphere«

• Researches in Oriental History, 
Embracing the Oriplu of the Jews, the Rtso andBcTel. 
opment of ZoroutrUbtem and the Derivation of 
Christianity; to which u added: Whence Onr Aryan 
Anoeatori? ByG.W.Bromi.M.D. one of the mow 
vhiuaMeworlto«van>ublUhed. Price tl.& •.

“THf.LIGftT OF EGYPT
Oil THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE STAHS.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE STARS
A Primary Course of Lessons in Celestial Dynamics.

CONTENTS. '
Bloodv Joshua,
Tho Campaign of Deborah ana Bans 

Against Jabin and Sisera.
■ General Gideon,

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice, 
Samson the Strong, 
Both and Boaz. _ ,

- Unstable aS Water. God Shall Not Expo?, 
David, God’e Favorite.
Borno Stories from the Book of Kmg3» 
Adventures of the Prophets, 
Jonah tho Truthful Sailor.

■ A handbook of Ceretod Haman .Upbuilding brjho surrounaiags, ana uonaiuona in iw opuiira
»Id ot new, rennea and powcrfnl methods ot nature. .nmbcrBof theSnlrlt-Bandof Mitt M. T. Sbelbi

Uhrthjgflt side stamp, $1.60} Boards, illuminated covers, $1. '
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Finely Illustrated With Eight Full-Page Engravings,

BY AN INITIATE IN ESOTERIC MASONRY.

ism is the topic- of vital interest to-day.
Six of the members have not 'p]le eagerness with which information ismeeting.

missed a single quarterly meeting, and
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by
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sought upon the subject by clergymen, 
scholars, scientists, and laity, shows the

BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE LIGHT OF EGYPT,” “THE LAN
GUAGE OF THE STARS,” ETC.

Medieval knights often took a volunr 
tai-j Da th that they would never spare 
the life of an enemy.

. . . -______ , M. Mm uuiuut wi j.-riiiuiptv« v*
Light and Color.” “PhtloMipliy of Cure,” etc. Price, 
cloth, 25 cento; Leather, 35 cents. _____

GEIJESTI/H, DYNAMICS,
Being a Normal Course of Study in the Astro-Magnetic 

Forces of Nature.

Examination |of the Prophecies
A contldcratlon of tbs pmntt» lu the New Testa 

meet, ouoted from the Old. »nd ceiled rropbcdetCoi 
ccnUng JeiMOhrUt.. Price 15 Mnu.
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audiences in the (¡olden Gate Hall ! . . .« - • . .
throughout the meeting. Mrs. Julia ’ ??“.«. many of them has been of a 
Schlesinger, Win. Emmette Coleman, ;

. others. Dr. Ewell labored zealously to 
' make the meeting a success, and every 
member of tie committee on arrange
ments did likewise. The workers whom 
I havo named vied with one another to 
do for the cause, as did the members of 
the local societies. Dr. Ewell cheerfully 
laid aside all of his own work to attond 
to the work of the conyention, and so 
did Mr. and Airs. Kates,"Mrs. Prior and 
Mrs. Bedell. The result was a graud 
success, and these local workers have no 
reason to bo ashamed of their labors. A 
net sum of fifty-two dollars and a frac

. tion was returned to the N. S. A. treas
ury as the result, of these meetings. The 
amount would have been much larger 
had it not been fq;’ an unfortunate rnis- 
understanding that arose between mem
bers of some of the local societies, and 
had the weather been favorable 
throughout the three days’session. It 
is not my purpose to cast reflections upon 
the members of .any one of the Denver 
societies. The NlS. A. lias friends in 
them all, and in some eases some consci
entious opponents Personal feeling 
ran very high, and in my final decision, 
recognizing, as I believed, the right 
standard, I offended not a few of my 
friends, and wounded many of them to 
the quick. I deeply regretted this and 
tried my best to deal fairly and impar- 
Hally with all parties. I did my best to 
heal local differences and was not even 
partially successful. The good will of 
many of the workers in both factions 
who are really laboring for the good of 
Spiritualism has been retained. Dr. W. 
h’. Bogart, Mrs. A. R. Bicknell, Mr. 

'Bevington, Mr. B. M. Cason, Mr. Riek- 
er and others whose iiunics are not at 
hand, have done much in this direction.

Unfortunately these local differences 
got into the hands of ilia reporters, and 
the columns of the secular press teemed 
with distorted accounts of the unhappy 
state of affairs in Denver. But through 
it all no unkind word was published 
against the N. S. A. nor of myself, nor 
of Spiritualism in general. The local 
workers on both sides were cruelly mis
represented, and much fuel added to 
the flame of personal dislike and un- 
kindnessof speech. Despite all of the 
trouble, the results were favorable in 
the highest degree to Spiritualism. 
Later on Dr. Ewell and Airs. Prior 
united their societies and formed one 
strong, harmonious body, with which 
they both worked zealously during Mrs. 
Prior's stay in Denver. This society 
chartered with the N. S. A., and is to
day in a flourishing condition. Another 
society, in which much feeling existed 
at that lime, surrendered its State char
ter, reformed on broader lines, elimin
ated an undesirable clement from its 
inomborship, and is to-day in a mneh 
better condition than before. Tho chil
dren's lyceum, founded by Mr. and Mrs. 
'Kates, was ably conducted by them dur
ing their stay in Denver, and at, their 
departure passed into the hands of loyal 
friends, who now report that the attend- 
unco is very large, and a good work is 
being done. Mr. and Mrs. Kates under
stands lyceum work well and gave it a 
great impetus in Denver.

The N. S. A. was thoroughly adver
tised throughout tho Rocky Mountain 
States by the Denver mass-meeting, a 
goodly sum of money being realized 
therefrom, and Spiritualism given a 
wide hearing in that city. Therefore J 
feel that this mass meeting was a grand 
success.

The mass-meeting in San Francisco 
■ was a success from the outset. Every 
■ medium, layman and speaker in the city 

united to malto it the leading event in 
the history of California Spiritualism.

< I first wrote our valued friend and co
worker, Mrs. .1. .1.’Whitney, about tho 
matter, and she al once conferred with 

-Mrs. Elizabeth Sloper, u former trustee 
„of this Association. They both set to 

• work with a will. Mrs. Sloper happily 
was a staff reporter on the Sun Francisco 
Morning Call, hence secured excellent 
notices of the three days’ meeting. All 
of the workers in Sun Francisco, and 
many from other sections of Calfornia, 
were present. Large delegations from 
neighboring cities and towns attended 
the convention and helped to swell the

wide advertising and nearly four hun
dred dollars in cash, with the New York 
mass-convention yet to hear from. I 
feel justified, from the foregoihg facts, 
in reCjOrnmending that the incoming 
board of trustees be ordered to hold 
two mass-meetings per month-in various 
cities in tho land, such as Bostou, Buf
falo, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, 
Baltimore, Washington, Cincinnati and 
Detroit, during the six months next en
suing. I also recommend that some oue 
or more of the trustees be directed to be 
present at each of these meetings, for 
the purpose of looking after tho inter
ests of tne N. S. A., as its official repre
sentatives. Such meetings will arouse 
a great interest in Spiritualism, besides 
placing many dollars in its treasury. 
Had this plan been fully carried out this 
past year, greater results would have 
been shown in this report, as the direct 
issue therefrom, and now that the ex
periment lias been successfully tried 
there can be no excuse for hesitancy in
the year to come.

SEYBERT WILL.
Last year! called the attention of the 

convention to the violation on the part 
çf the University of Pennsylvania of 
the provisions of the will of the late 
Henry Seybert. The board of trustees 
was directed to investigate the matter 
and to take such action jus wus deemed 
best. It is clear to the general Spirit
ualistic public that the bequest of Mr. 
Seybert has been wantonly perverted 
from the original intention of the donor. 
I feel that the Spiritualists of the United 
States have a good çaso against the Uni
versity, and the investigations thus far 
made prove this to be a fact. We have 
not been able to secure a copy of the 
will up to date and nothing can be done 
in a legal way until the full details of 
the caso are known, and the grounds for 
defense thoroughly understood. It is 
useless, also, to undertake a ease of this 
kind without plenty of money in our 
treasury with which to make the fight. 
The N. S. A. is not yet heavily enough 
endowed- for it to do this. Therefore I 
can simply report progress in this mat
ter, and recommend that the incoming 
board be instructed to look into the 
matter with a view to taking definite: 
action in the event that the conditions 
seem favorable to a decision in our favor. 
I have met Spiritualists, men and wo
men of means, during the past year who 
have avowed themselves ready and will
ing to contribute to a fund for the pur
pose of testing this will caso. If posi
tive directions are given for action to bo 
taken in this matter, I recommend that 
these people be given an opportunity to 
prove devotion to the cause by means of 
large contributions to a special fund for 
this purpose.

MISSIONARY BOXES.
Directions were given by the last con

vention for the provision by the secre
tary of a large numbertlf contribution 
boxes to be placed in the halls of the va
rious Spiritualist societies, and in tho 
seance-rooms of such mediums as were 
willing to accept them, in which volun
tary contributions could be placed by 
visitors. The secretary attempted to 
carry this order into effect, but found 
that the cost would be greater than tha 
income derived therefrom dould possibly 
bo for the current year, and reported 
tho fact to the board. By a unanimous 
vote the board directed him to take no 
further action in tljo matter, and to ap
peal to this convention to confirm liis 
action. I believe the secretary and tho 
board of trustees acted wisely, yet thera 
is an argument on tne other side of the 
question. This proposition was original
ly submitted by a medium who was 
deeply interested in tho N. S. A., whose 
patrons, she averred, would gladly con
tribute to its treasury, if such boxes 
were provided for the use of the medi
ums. 1 recommend that instructions be 
given the incoming board in regard to 
this matter.

MISSIONARIES AND STATE AGENTS.
The by-laws of this association re

quire that Stalo agents, to tho number 
of three, bo appointed as representa
tives of the N. S. A. in each State, and 
direct the president to appoint a cer
tain number of persons to act as mission- 
aries-at-large in tho name of the Associ
ation. These appointments have been 
made with great care, und the worn

L-

Chas. Dawbarn, J. Clegg Wright, ar.d 
other eminent talent took part in the cx- 
ercises and helped to honor the cause 
of Spiritual ism iu California. The 

• floral contributions were numerous and 
helped to bring in an influx of spiritual 
power never before felt in San Francis
co. Too much praise eaunot bo given 
to Mrs. Sloper and Mrs. Whitney for 
their herculean efforts in behalf of this 

■ convention. The former accomplished 
prodigies in the way of hard work, 
while the latter was invaluable as an ad

, viser and grand assistant in the good 
work.

The result of this meeting, which was 
attended by thousands every day. wus 
the organization of a State Association, 
which was duly incorporated on July 22d 

■ and its machinery set in motion to bring 
the Spiritualists of California into one 
general working body. The press of 
San Francisco was especially considerate 
in its reports of the great convention, 
and gave bpiritiuilism added dignity 
and standing in the eyes of all fair- 
minded people. The outcome of the 
first mass convention was tho regular 
State convention held in San Francisco, 
September-1, 5 and (>. At this meeting 
the State organization was completed 
and an excellent beard of directors 
placed at tne helm. The second conven
tion was also a great success in every 
helpful way, and the two together have 
served to acquaint the people of everA’ 
denomination on the Pacific Coast with 
the fact that the Spiritualists of the 
United States now have a National As
sociation with definite aims and objects, 
striving to do its part in the work of 
benefiting humanity. It has also served 
to reunite local workers iu bonds of fei- 

• lowslnp, and to fill them with new zeal 
. for the cause. It awakened au interest 

in the N. S. A. that still continues, and 
will nni'y our people as they never have 

. been before. These conventions took a 
practical interest in the N. S. A., as is 

■ instanced by three.hundred dollars re
turned to its treasury as the direct or 
indirect influence of these mass mceG 
Ings upon the people. Had these mass
meetings not been held, nor the State 
Association formed, not one-tenth of 
that sum would have come to our treas- 

v ury. 1 must here state that what Mrs.
Sloper and Mrs. Whitney were to the 
first convention, Mrs. Julia Schlesinger 
was to the second, and should receive 
due credit tor the great work she accom- 
plislied.

The Oakland mass-meeting lasted only 
one day. but. good work was done there, 
and the results were excellent in every 

■ direction, nearly thirty dollars being 
turned over to tho N. S. A., and a fine 
local societv chartered with us.

The great success attending the mass
meetings named warrants mo iu con- 
eluding that similar meetings in other 
large cities would have resulted the 
same way. Even if no financial returns 
hud been received, the moral and social 
influence wou'.d have mere than com- 
pensatedthe NFS. A. for holding such 
meetings. .Only a few members of our 

■ board felt any interest in these meetings 
for some reason, unknown to me. yot 
the results of the same are such as 

- Should Cause an awakening in the minds 
of all. The three meetings I attended 
have hefted the N.S. A« three charters,

highly beneficial order. These depart
ments can be made towers of strength 
to the N. S. A. as time goes on, and the 
selection of these officers made with 
such care as will insure ready and will
ing service on the part of those thus 
chosen. Of the State agents, Dr. O. G. 
W. Adams and Dr. G. C. B. Ewell have 
rendered valuable service, and of the 
missionaries, Mrs. May F. Drynan, Mrs. 
Loe F. Prior, and E. W. Sprague have 
been especially active in their labors in 
behalf of this organization. 1 recom
mend that the incoming board be re
quested to take a greater interest in 
this department of our work, with the 
view of securing the greatest possible 
degree of proficiency in the service.

I had occasion last year to refer lo 
this important subject, and find that 1 
must once more call the attention of the 
Spiritualists of societies belonging to 
our chartered State Association about 
two hundred auxiliaries connected with 
the N. S. A. These societies would be 
entitled to at least two hundred and 
twenty-five delegates, if all delegations 
were tilled. Should they all attend our 
convention it would be alan average ex
pense of not less than fifty dollars to 
each delegate, makiug a grand total of 
811,250 for railroad fares, hotel bills, 
etc. In the present weak state of the 
finances of the average Spiritualist soci
ety, very few, if any of them, are able 
to defray thoexpenses of their delegates. 
This fact renders it impossible for the 
more distant societies to represent here 
save by proxy. Proxies are legitimate 
tilings, but can become adangerous fac
tor in an organization of this kind. 
Something must be done to keep this 
Association in direct touch with its aux
iliaries, and all of the people. Under 
the present system, proxies are au abso
lute necessity, otherwise more than 
half of our societies would be unrepre
sented. They will have to bo used until 
ouo of two things is done. We must 
either establish State Associations, and 
have representation from them only, or 
we must labor for an endowment fund 
from which the expensesof all delegates 
can be met. It might be that delegates 
would gladly stand their hotel bills if 
railroad fares were paid. This would 
cut their expenses one-half to this Asso
ciation if defrayed from our funds. It 
would take a funded investment ot at 
least 8100,000 to secure an income suffi
cient to pay these expenses. If wo had 
State Associations, the representation 
would be materially reduced, not more 
than four at most from any oue State, 
and sometimes only one. ■ If this plan 
were adopted there is but little doubt 
that each Slate would then defray 
the expenses of its delegates. But that 
time has not yet arrived, and until it 
does come it is our duty to provide ways 
and means by which all societies may be 
able to secure a just and equitable rep
resentation. It remains for this conven
tion to act in the matter. .. .

Various plans have suggested them
selves to my mind, yet none of them can 
be carried into effect by one man’s ef
forts alone. If the N. S. A. secretary 
were instructed, to correspond with the 
leading Spiritualists in'each community, 
perhaps a. series,of• entertainments 
could be devised, the proceeds of which 
could be devoted to defraying the ex*

penses of the delegates, It may be that 
several special collections could bo taken 
for the same purpose. If requests are 
to be sent out to our local societies in 
this way, each member of the board of 
trustees must be made cognizant of the 
fact, and must sign his or her name to 
all such documents when requested to 
do so by the secretary, otherwise he 
would be charged with packing the con
vention. It is useless for me to take up 
your time by dwelling longer upon this 
question. It is a condition, not a theory, 
oy which we are confronted, hence we 
must act. I urge you to make it possi
ble for all societies to be duly repre
sented in a waj’ that will leave no heart
burnings, and be most advantageous to 
Spiritualism. We now have rates upon 
all lines cast of the .Mississippi River, 
winch benefits us very materially, yet it 
does not solvo the problem. We require 
the attendance of our delegates and 
must make it possible for them to get 
here. If all expenses were guaranteed, 
appeals for funds, according to the eus
tom of former years, would not be out of 
place; indeed, it would then only be a 
just measure, and no one could complain 
of it. As it is now, however, I do not 
feel that our people should be asked to . 
sacrifice thoir time, money aud strength 
without any return for the same save the 
consciousness of having done then' duty 
to the cause. .

TRUSTEES' EXPENSES. .
What I have said of the expenses of : 

our delegates, applies with fourfold 
force to our board of trustees. By pur 
constitution, our board is compelled to 
hold four meetings each year in this 
city. To the more distant members this 
entails an expense of forty-five dollars 
f>or trip, or one hundred and eighty (tol
ars per year. This means a total ex

pense of at least eight hundred dollars 
for the five who live at a distance, be
sides the sacrifice of valuable time, 
physical comforts, aud financial returns 
from home labor. I consider this un
just, and I urge this convention to give 
this question careful consideration. It 
will como up again and again at our an
nual gatherings until it is disposed of 
one way or another. I favor payment 
of actual mileage directly from the N. 
S. A. treasury. This will always secure 
the presence of a full board, and no one 
can then complain of any injustice. If 
the full board is present the work done 
can be shared by all, and no undue Influ
ence can be exacted to secure special 
favors to any one party. An Increase of 
revenue is necessary, if this plan is 
adopted, and ways and means must be 
devised to meet il. I urge action by 
this honorable body, believing that this 
Association will bo benefited by the 
adaption of this measure, whereby the 
services of ablifuieii and women can be 
secured, who arc not able to stand the 
great expense of travel as the matter 
stands to-day.

JUBILEE 1898.—3. E. 50.
.March 31st, 1808, will mark the semi

centennial of Modern Spiritualism. 1 
believe it to be the duty of this Associa
tion to take immediate steps to observe 
that important anniversary in an appro
priate manner. An International Con
gress will be held in London, in -May of 
that year, to which all nations of the 
eartli are requested to send delegates. 
This is well,and ] hope our National As
sociation will be fully represented there. 
But modern Spiritualism had its origin 
in America, and I feel that the first 
jubilee celebration should take place 
in this country, Iu conversation with 
our honored vice-president, Mrs. Rich
mond, last spring, sho suggested the 
thought I have just expressed, and 
stated that she felt impressed that Roch
ester, New York, should be*he  pointât 
which this meeting should be held. It 
was also suggested that this gathering 
should be (national and international in 
character, yet be held under the direct 
auspices of the N. S. A.

Since conversing with our vice-presi
dent, I have talked with other promi
nent Spiritualists in various sections of 
the land, and 1 have found a universal 
sentiment iu favor of this project. Re
cently our esteemed co-worker, George 
W. Kates, has published au article along 
the same line, urging a one day’s cele
bration at Hydesville, in honor of tho 
auspicious event. So favorably does this 
thought appear to all of our people, J 
venture to say that our people in the 
United States and Canada will promptly 
respond to an appeal for funds to defray 
the expenses of such a meeting.

I feel that Rochester. N. Y., should 
bo the place of meeting, and it should 
cover at least ten days’ time. "Tho 
Rochester Knockings” was the name 
that echoed around the world, and while 
Hydesville should not be forgotten, the 
importance of the event renders it nec
essary, to my mind at least, that the 
gathering should take place in Roches
ter. 1 have endeavored to place myself 
in touch with our leading workers in re
gard to this matter, and the consensus 
of opinion is us I havo slated above. Af
ter much careful thought, 1 have out
lined a plan which 1 most respectfully 
submit to the Convention. •

1 feel that an energetic business man, 
a progressive Spiritualist, should at 
once be detailed to open an office in 
Rochester and set to work to secure the 
funds necessary for this great meeting 
to be held. S<’> universal will bo the in
terest that our representative will have 
no difficulty in inducing the business 
men of Rochester to provide an audito
rium for the use of the mammoth Con
vention.

Thousands upon thousands of people 
will be in attendance, and the returns 
financially will more than repay the 
merchants for their outlay. They can 
be induced to do this if the right person 
is placed at the head of the movement. 
This officer should have means enough 
at hand to enable him to engage sueh 
assistants as he would ueed, to pay for 
publication of all necessary literature, 
and such other accounts as*  might be 
presented. He should secure a desira
ble rent, centrally located, and estab- 
Ish himself in’a manner becoming the 
dignity of Spiritualism. He should re
port weekly to the national office, and 
carry on all correspondence connected 
with the Jubilee movement, thereby re
lieving tbe secretary of all labor con
nected with it.

In order to insure success in this 
movement, the work should be com
menced at once. Standing advertise
ments should be placed in all of the 
Spiritualist papers, circular letters sent 
to all societies on both continents, invit
ing them to participate, letters ofexpla- 
naSton sent to all workers, and the im
pression given out that it was to be a 
meeting for the masses of Spiritualists 
throughout the world. An interesting 
feature could be arranged by having all 
of the old Spiritualists, the survivors 
among the converts to Spiritualism in 
the years of ’48. ’49, ’50 and ’51 among 
the many attractions of the hour. This 
would be rendering honor to whom hon
or is due, by giving a just recognition to 
the noble' workers of early days. An 
attractive program should be made out 
with a wide range of topics for discus
sion, and all our leading workers invited 
to take part. Papers upon the live top
ics o( the day should be asked of such of 
our workers as cannot attend tbe meet
ing, and presented in du? form to thé 
people in attendance.

If such a meeting is planned, gigan
tic as the undertaking seems, it will bé 
a success from the start. All rrfllroads 
will unite in giving us rates, and I firmly 
believe that one. faro for. the.roiitid trip 
would be the rule. Such an iindertak- 
tog u this would require a large amount

of money, but if tfykright person was se
lected as a leader,.necessary funds could 
be secured, and t<|C Jubilee’made the 
one great feature ittjthe history of Spir
itualism. The Spiritualists from all 
quarters of the globe will then visit 
America, become,‘.acquainted with us, 
and help to strengthen the bonds of fel
lowship amongst'the nations of the 
earth.

To make this celebration what it 
should be, work uilili be begun now .and 
here. Therefore I'ask the delegates to 
consider this ma.ttel' witli <rreat care, 
and unite in such abiion as will result in 
giving our contindni .the grandest jubi
lee ever held in tl’fe history of the world. 
Wejiave men in obr ranks capable of 
carrying this work on to a successful is
sue, and tlrey will rise to the occasion 
when called'upon to act. I have talked 
with many of our wealthiest Spiritual
ists, and they are all prepared to con
tribute, but do not wish to be burdened 
with the hard work incurred thereby. 
If a live businessman is selected, they 
wilLsustaiiy him in his efforts and the 
work will be done as all would, wish it, 
with credit to our cause. I know of one 
man especially fitted for this work, and 
at the proper time will place his» name 
before the Convention.

WORK IN THE OFFICE,
I have already alluded, to the increase 

of work at headquarters. Secretary 
Woodbury has been greatly overworked 
and each day has found his volume of 
labor larger than it was before. This 
is a sign of the healthy growth of the 
National Association, but there should 
be a corresponding growth in the mate
rial required for the labor that ought to 
be done. .

It is necessary for siich an organiza
tion as this to keep in,touch with the 
people. It requires a large correspond
ence to do this as it should be done. 
Every letter, however trivial, must be 
answered or there is a complaint at once 
against the secretary. The columns of 
the secular and Spiritualist press are 
open to us and they must be supplied 
with valuable material that will inter
est the reading public. Such literature 
as-is on hand for free distribution must 
be sent out, and a multitude of other 
duties, ¡equally onerous, attended to. 
This condition of things will grow more 
burdensome as time passes on, and this 
association must prepare itself for the 
change. There is even now work enough 
at headquarters to keep the secretary, 
a stenographer,and either the president 
or an assistant secretary constantly at 
work. If the president is withdrawn 
from the field, who will keep the asso
ciation before the minds of the people? 
If the secretary is expected to do the 
work alone, who is going to explain 
matters to the dissatisfied publie all 
over the continent? There are two ways 
by which wc cau obviate this difficulty, 
and I re-state thorn now: Either keep 
your president in the home office or elect 
an assistant secretary nt a living salary. 
1 assure you, fellow delegates, that 
something must bi// done in this matter. 
You cannot always expect a man to do 
three thousand dollars’ worth of work 
upon a salary ofrfnine hundred dollars 
a year. The salary should be made at 
least (81,200) twelve ".hundred dollars, 
and an assistant employed whose duty it 
shall be to intend ;tp the literary and sta
tistical departments,,as well as to attend 
to the routine offiqe W|Ork when the sec
retary is ill or absent pn leave. 1 recom
mend favorable legislation on this point, 
and ask you to give positive instructions 
in regard to the rqattqr to the incoming 
board, or settle Hip Wfttter at this point, 
as you deem best.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
The,board pf trustees has attedned to 

its duties as conscientiously as ever, and 
has tried to render efficient service to 
the cause as well as to the N. S. A. The 
meetings of the board have been gener
ally attended by all the members, not 
lees than seven being present at any one

ception, been most considerate and 
courteous in, their manner towards me. 
One interview lasted four hours, ending 
at 2 o’clock in the morning. At its com 
elusion, I asked the very able aud schol
arly editor why he cared for the mate
rial I had furnished him’?

“My readers wish to know something 
about Spiritualism, and want their in
formation firsthand. You are there)*  
resentative of an organized body, and 
we always respect organization. If yon 
did not have your national organization, 
I would not feel called upon to notice 
you any more than. 1 would a traveling 
showman.”

This statement, coming as it did from 
the editor of one of the great dailies ot 
the land, is the strongest argument in 
favor of our national organization that I 
have ever heard.

But 1 must not weary you by entering 
too minutely into the details of my work. 
Excellent and almost flattering reports 
of the same were published in all of our 
Spiritualist papers, and by not less than 
thirty of the secular papers of the coun
try. I ask my friends to consult these 
reports for that information which they 
desire further than I have given herein. 
There is one single fact worthy of notice 
here: Our orthodox brethren, and our 
friends, the^Jews, have shown me every 
consideration throughont my travels. 
The Methodists 'and Jews have even 
opened their synagogues to me, free of 
charges, and permitted me to speak up
on the religion of Spiritualism to the 
largo audiences that filled them to over
flowing. The Unitarians and Univers- 
alists have been the only denominations 
to refuse me the use of their pulpits for 
my missionary lectures on Spiritualism. 
Verily, the more liberal some people 
become, the more intolerant are they of 
their neighbors’ views and rights.

So much travel and such constant 
work in the way of public ¿(leaking af
fected my health not a little in several 
instances. I have been quite ill on 
three different occasions, but rallied my 
forces as soon as possible, with the aid 
of true and tried friends, and went al 
my work again.

During my stay in Denver I attempted 
more than I ought to haye done—ten 
addresses in a single day, and paid the 
penalty in full.. I was confined to my 
bed one full week at the pleasant home 
of Dr. G. C. B. Ewell. 1 was fortunate 
to fall into such good hands. Dr. Ewell 
and his noble wife, as well as other 
members of his household, did every
thing in their power (or me. Dr. W. F. 
Bogart was called in, and took full 
charge of the case. I am under obliga
tions to all of the parties named and to 
Mrs. tote F. Prior as well, for her skill
ful nursing and kindly care. Verily J 
did fall into the hands of my friends. 
The good people of Denver, Mrs. Bedell, 
John Slater, Prof. Singer, Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, and m'any others tried to make 
the days of my captivity pass as pleas
antly as possible. To each and all of 
these kind friends, especially Dr. Ewell, 
Mrs. Prior, and Dr. Bogart, 1 return my 
sincerest thanks for their great kindness 
and unbounded generosity to me. 1 am 
under similar obligations to Dr. O. G. 
W. Adams for services rendered me at 
Clinton and Dubuque. Iowa, and to Dr. 
W. M Forster and Mrs. M. F. Drynan, 
in San Francisco, in which places 1 also 
had need of such medical aid. as they 
were able to give me. On such occasions 
words fail to express the real sentiments 
of the soul of the one who has received 
these many kindnesses at the hands of 
his frionds. Gratitude may be felt, even 
it it is not expressed in words.

REVIEW OF THE FIELD.
In glancing over the field, the true 

Spiritualist cannot tail to be pleased at 
the outlook. Everywhere he finds the 
interest in Spiritualism increasing, and 
a tendency on the part of the public to 
treat the subject with impartiality. The 
call for missionary work has largely in
creased, thereby proving that Spiritual-

the others were kept away solely by ill
ness. Your present, president has 
missed only one quarterly meeting dur
ing the three years he iias served this 
association. Illness then was hisexeuse. 
1 have no criticism to make upon my 
associates on the board, nor upon their 
general work, but I feel that a more act
ive policy for the coming year would be 
wise, in contradistinction to the inertia 
in certain directions during the past 
year.

PRESIDENT’S WORK.
I approach this topic with no little 

anxiety in my own mind as to what 
should be said in reference to it. I have 
tried to do my duty conscientiously, and 
have not met with the results 1 antici
pated at first. I have already spoken 
of my labors in the office during the ten 
weeks following our last convention. If 
it meets with your approval, 1 am satis
fied.

Since January 121b, I have been con
stantly in the field, and my work upon 
the platform must speak for itself. I 
have averaged more than four lectures 
per week since that date, and have at
tended to a vast correspondence, written 
one hundred newspaper articles, and 
have submitted to a large number of in
terviews with reporters for the leading 
dailies of the land.

I have had to employ a stenographer 
on many occasions, and not infrequently 
my letters have numbered one hundred 
per week. I am not overstating the 
number when I say that I have writ- 
te n and dictated twelve hundred of '. 
them during the year. 1 have taken in 
during iny thirty-three thousand miles 
of travel, 8184H.55: my expenses during 
the nine months I was abroad as your 
missionary were 81080.61, leaving a sur
plus of 8705.74 which I have turned over 
to the N. S. A. To this sum must be 
added my own personal donation of fifty 
dollars, which makes the total amount 
raised by me $815.74. This sum is not 
so large as I wish it was, but it repre
sents as much labor as oue individual 
can possibly do in |q’ Miort space of time. 
I have not iufreqjie^tly spoken every 
night in the wee$, tjnd twice on Sun-, 
days for weeks in ggcfcession, but 1 have 
also had to travel ,/hayy thousand miles 
to meet those engagfpnents. I will not 
speak of the physical privations that 
have been. mine during this period; it 
would take too mhch’Of your time, and 
would seem like tf ¿lea of martyrdom 
and a cry for sympifty, were 1 to in
dulge in this description. Suffice it to 
say that this workfWmihe has not been 
wholly among thd "Voses without the 
thorns, nor have f mfteed the pain that 
results from the pieréifig of the flesh by 
these cruel thorns I have fared far bet
ter than many "of iny predecessors did in 
the early days of iSpiritualism, hence I 
ought not to complain!

Wherevpr I have gone 1 have gener
ally been most warmly welcomed, hos
pitably. entertained, and considerately 
treated by all classes of people. The 
secular press in all of the larger cities ■ 
and towns where I havo been have given 
me from half a column to four and a half 
columns in review of my lectures, and of 
thè interviews to ’ Vrhich”! ' Submitted. 
The accounts of iffy ^meetings were tele
graphed by • the Associated Press to all 
quarters, and Spiritualista.thereby given 
a fair showing before the world. It 
gives me pleasure to report that not one 
unkind or discourteous word or refer
ence tomo has been made by any one 
of the secular papers reporting mv lec
tures. . * .

I have had to answer some of the most 
^entitle and-djfficult“:questions pro
pounded to me by ifie oditors ot thè set- 
,eral journals,’yetihey have, without ex-
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necessity of the N. S. A. equipping itself 
so that it will be able to meet all such 
demands.

The call for literature should be sup
plied at cost, or nominal profit and every 
possible exertion made to bring all class
es of Spiritualists into closer relation 
with this body. Last year it was voted 
to open correspondence with the Ameri
can Congress of Liberal Religions with 
a vow to a union with the same,if no sec
tarian bias was thereby encountered. I 
am not acquainted with the result of 
Secretary Woodbury’s letter of inquiry, 
but feel that humanitarian, liberal re
ligious bodies should have a common 
bond of fellowship, hence, 1 have no 
doubt but what a great good would ac
crue from a union with that body.

I feel, also, that this convention 
should send a fraternal delegate to 
tho annual convention of the Na
tional Freethought Association, which 
is to assemble in Chicago, on No
vember 13, next, and whose able presi
dent. Samuel P. Putnam, is with us to
day as a fraternal delegate from that 
body to this convention of ours. There 
cannot be too much freedom of thought 
in religion, and true co-oporation in the 
defense of the right can never be a men
ace to progress. "With malice toward 
none, with charity for all,’’ let us do our 
work, and aid, as far as possible, other 
reformers in their endeavors to be of 
service to the world. In this connec
tion there is another reform movement 

• in which I believe we as Spiritualists 
should take an interest. It is a conven
tion soon to be held In this city, known 
as “tho Mothers’ Convention.” To this 
convention I recommend that we send 
greetings and a fraternal.delegate show
ing the interest we, as Spiritualists feel 
iu such au important movement as this 
is.

All of the Spiritualist papers, The 
Scandinavian Spiritualist, The Medium, 
The Banner of Light, Philosophical 
Journal, Progressive Thinker, Light of 
Truth, and Dawning Light, have one 
and all rendered our National Associa

, tion invaluable aid during the past year 
They have been its firm friends and ar
dent supporters: and have done much to 
rally the Spiritualist of the land to its 
support. Our thanks are certainly due 
to tho able editors of the several jour
nals for their cordial support; and for 
the free use of their columns to present 
the claim of our association to the world. 
Our thanks should1 also be extended to 
the secular press that has done us such 
signal service during the past year.

We have not accomplished ail we had 
hoped for last year, but we have done 
what we could, Anew year is before 
us, fraught with high hopesand joyous 
anticipations. With au active policv 
looking out for the welfare of all, with 
the overcoming of the inertia .that has 
erppt into our ranks in certain direc
tions, the N. S. A. can and will do a 
grander work in tho ensuing next twelve 

■ months than it has ever done before. 
If we all rally to our standard of truth, 
and sustain our officials in their ef
forts,’’Spiritualism will soon rise tri
umphant over every foe, and become, in 
fact, what the nng'ols designed it to ba
the only true religion over possessed by 
man. . •

I thank you, fellow delegates, for your 
kind’attehtion to'day.

. Respectfully submitted. ' 
Harrison D. Barrett, -

Pres’t. N. S. A.
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more apace than can here be taken. The 
doctrine of evolution, which has been 
considered as ùttorly disproving- immor
tality of spirit, extended beyond this 
life into the realm of spirit, becomes its 
main scientific and unanswerable sup
port. •

“B:” Q. I was born with a bud die
position. I want to be somebody, but 
nave so many' mean traits I am ashamed 
to mention them, I think I haiesotne 
good points by which I hope to overbal
ance the bad ones. I suppose I must 
work out uiy own salvation. How I wish 
I conld become a medium to help human
ity. Can I not, and how?
. A. To know and bravely acknowledge 
that you are wrong, is the beginning of 
reformation, and prophesies tho possi
bility that you can attain the excellence 
to which you aspire. In this you are 
correct in your conclusion that you 
must work out your own salvation.

Your desire to help humanity by be
ing a medium 'is praiseworthy, bitt ac
cording to your own confession, you 
have a most difficult task on your hands: 
that of reforming yourself by weeding 
out the wickedness from your own mind 
and cultivating goodness and purity./ 
The reformation of humanity begins in 
♦he self of tlie wpuld-bo reformer, and 
not until he lias prepared himself, mor
ally, intellectually and spiritually, so 
thoroughly that bo can say “lam con
queror of myself; iny spiritual aspira
tions hold in leush my selfish passions, 
appetites and desires,” should he at

' tempt the reformation of mankind.
Mediumship is not of so much conse

quence us reformation oi character, and 
should follow. Before the attempt is 
made to reform humanity, the mind 
should be closely questioned as to the 
actuating motive. The true reformer 
sacrifices himself on the altar of liis re
form. Ho is crucified on tho cross he 
rears.

"E. P.” Q. (1) Will tho use of to
bacco, cither chewed or smoked, either 
assist or retard the development of me
diumship-say, where tho person is 
somewhat clairvoyant or psychometric, 
also gets impressions readily. Not 
whether it is host for them to use it; but 
will it retard thoir development?

(2) Aro you not hasty in so uiileeling- 
ly condemning the bringing into exist
ence of children by people, mentally, 
morally, financially and physically un
able lo properly briug them up?

From an orthodox Christian stand
point I should say you were right, for 
such children would be destined for hell. 
But believing as wo do in the eternal 
progression of all mankind, and thoir 
ultimate development into useful, hap
py spirits, is it not better that they bo 
born and started on tho road of progress
ion, oven though it bo a long ono, than 
not to have existed at all? I don't offer 
this suggestion as an excuso for brutal 
lust or sensuality, but from a philosoph

- ical standpoint.
A. (I) The use of tobacco may assist 

in bringing about that peculiar state 
known as the sensitive or inodiumistie, 
or it may entirely destroy it. Thisde- 
ponds on tho individual organization. 
Like all drugs, however, its effects may 
bo classed as deleterious. Biiblt may 
render tho system apathetic, but the 
highest and best forms of inodiumship 
cannot bo acquired by its use. It is 
rather an obstruction. -

(2) Spiritual beings do not in thoir 
progress over reach a plane whore they 
become alike. They aro all different as 
in earth life, with that difference more 
marked and intensified. Wo may look 
fortlie initial of those differences in tho 
primary diversities manifested in tho 
child. To bo born right means vastly 
moro than adaptation to a harmonious 
and happy life in tho body; it roaches 
forward into the eternities, although the 
weaknesses and deficiencies of the hu
man may be strengthened in tho spirit, 
there will remain tho peculiarity of or- 
ganizution.

Children may not bo in danger of the 
fires of lioll, but they are in danger of 
tho torments of a valueless life on earth; 
valueless to themselves and tho world, 
and valueless for ages. More, they may 
become sources of wretchedness and sin 
for themselves and others; a menace to 
the well-being of society.

It is thus apparent that the starting of 
beings on tho way of immortality is not 
tho only consideration. The fact is that 
those who foist children on tho world 
do so unthinkingly, without reason or 
forethought: that is, in tho strict sense 
of tho word, by sensuality and hist. 
Even if the wondor(ul persistency and 
recuperative powers of nature bring 
health from disease, and spirituality 
from tho most loathsome sensuality, that 
is no excuso for man to burdeu hor with 

. his self-indulging forgetfulness.
Living iu thc'world, we aro for tho 

time being a part of the world. Wo 
•know that the more perfect its jieoplc 
the greater their happiness. We also 
know that the better the start, the more 
glorious the achievements in tho next 
life, and the more rapid the unfoldment. 
Furthermore, whatever Is best for the 
earth life redounds to tho spirit. Hence 
tho statement that-it is next to a crime 
to bring unwanted, badly organized, 
malformed aud morally idiotic children 
into the world; is not “hastily” made, 
and not “unfeeling,” other than truth Is 
always unfeeling and merciless.

The ethics of Spiritualism .demand 
the unswerving control of all the pas
sions and appetites by reason in its 
highest form of conscience, which is 
spiritual reason. Tho wild birds and 
animals of t)ie forest teach a lesson even 
to the estate of our physical life. Tho 
song thrush finds tho needsof its four 
fledglings sufficient for the length of the 
days it cares for them: the deer attends 
its single fawn, but tho brainless fish 
casta its million spawn, aud leaves tho 
result to chance, tho kind offices of the 
waves, and the absence of enemies.

Ambrose Williams: (J. Do spiritual 
teachers favor cremation? '

A. As our opinion, those most tlior- 
ougblv informed, aud who understand 
the best interests ef -mankind, arc in 
favor of cremation. There are those 
who are so prejudiced by their religious 
instruction and education-that they 
would be greatly alarmed if their bodies 
wore not consigned to mother earth, for 
they retain their belief in its final resur
rection. Most, however,- have learned 
that the hotly is rapidly disintegrated, 
and whether in an hour by, fire, or in 
a.score of years by decay, the end is 
the same. - ■ •

The best interests of the living should 
be consulted, and iu densely populated 
districts, the burial of the dead is an 
alarming source of danger. If death is 
caused by contagious diseases; the 
gorms are buried only to multiply and 
bo carried by subterranean water
courses to remote distances. The soil 
of the cemetery becomes infectious. In 
rural localities, the number of graves 
is so small that the danger is lessened, 
and, perhaps, cannot be considered ur
gent. In large towns and cities it is 
otherwise. In a city where two hun
dred deaths occur in a week, taking the 
average weight at one hundred pounds, 
would give twenty thousand pounds, or, 
in a year, over one million pounds, or 
five hundred tons of corruptible matter, 
which under the present method, al
though concealed by a thin veil of 
soil, becomes a constantly -increasing 
source of danger. Tq what extent the 
following- passage, from a recent num
ber of the ^'Journal of the Royal Micro
scopical Society,’' will show by its start
ling revelations. Auexhaustiveexamina- 
tion of the soil of graveyards has been 
made by means of the microscope, and 
it waa found alive with bacteria of vari
ous kinds. The soil contained, “us a 
rule, more bacteria than virgin soil, the 
difference being most marked in the 
deeper layers, although the number of 
bacteria is not as great as ono might ex
pect: The bacteria are not'most nu
merous immediately surrounding the 
ooliin, but nt some distance above, while 
at a short distance below there is a 
marked diminution. Liquefying bacte
ria are abundant in the soil immediately 
surrounding the coflin.”

Thus the cemetery becomes a breed
ing- ground for inti nite swarms of bacte
ria, which are washed by the rains into 
the subterranean water-courses,or when 
the soil is thrown up in excavating new 
graves, are blown by the winds to re
mote distances. The conlemplation,of 
this is appalling, and that the danger to 
health and life is not greater evidences 
the wonderful purifying power of the 
elements.

How much more preferable the quick 
return of the physical body toits elemen
tal sources, by the all-purifying flames'? 
The ushes may be preserved as a souve
nir of the departed in hallowed urns, or 
scattered, as provided by that earnest 
philosopher of Hyde Park, Mass., A. E. 
Giles, over the beds of lovely flowers he 
has cultivated with tender care during 
earthly life. Could one give more to 
the rose, or the lily, than those ele
ments of his own physical form essen
tial to their life aud beauty, and would 
not the spirit rejoice at the splendor 
given to their bloom'?

Alf Fairhurst: Q. When and whence 
is the spirit of man created?

A. "The origin of the spirit has per
plexed the thinkers of all ages. The 
creation of the body cau be observed In 
its progressive stages, but the spirit, be
ing invisible, cannot be thus studied. 
The question has been ever asked— 
Whence came tho immortal part? If 
thé parents have immortal spirits as 
Well ns mortal bodies, and if their cor
poreal frames support tbc corporeal be
ing of tho fœtus, then their spiritual na
tures must in an equal measure support 
tho spirit of the fœtus, and thè growth 
Of Its spirit and body be similar, both 
receiving nourishment from the same 
mother.”—Philosophy of Spirit, page 
18L , , . , . , .“The purpose of tho physical body is 
the evolution of the spirit. Itis-thus 
through matter that individualized bg- 
ing is attained. The immortal spirit is. 
at the highest round of the ladder, 
of pron-ress,'of which the protoplas
mic cell is the lowest. This spirit
ual being, although present in all 
forms of life, does not reach individual
ization sufficiently perfect to bo perma- 
neatly maintained after the death of. the 
body, except in mon. To demonstrate 
ihtiM’ affirmations would «nuire, fiu

It is resting in the corner, In the twi
light sweet and dim;

Mystic fancies float around me—seem to 
play the evening hymn.

And the touch of hands that vanished, 
and the voice that rose in song,

They are surely resurrected, 
tell however long.

Marred and dimmed, it but 
dear old violin, your case

Is a relic, a reminder, when I
your face,

Broken string, it thrills responsive to 
the music of the spheres,

And tho spirit presence lingers—whis
pers: Listen! wo -are here.

But the strains of the immortal cannot 
compassed be iu time,

Neither can we give the soul of poesy in 
rhyme:

But a hint, a tithe of glory, that is sure
ly at command,

Guided by the unseen tutors who com
prise angelic band.

Conld we, like tho strong-winged eagle, 
touch the highest peak,

Choicest pearls to gather as the skillful 
divers seek,

Lead the votaries of fashion; be a king 
' or queen in power; .

It is naught, yes, less than nothing, as 
compared to one glad hour. ' ■

If the spirit,^1, the ego, who inhabits 
the house of clay.

Learns the secret of true living, it must 
surely light the way,

And the music, as it pulses, wafted from 
the further shore, -

Like an angel’s harp aeolian, its sweet 
message 7>’er and o'er,

Treasured violin, your language is all 
subtlety and power, ■ ■

And its music is enthralling in the 
peaceful gloaming hour,-

For tho voice-to mo hath spoken, if none 
other catch the strain,

I will rise to heights of action, garner 
some golden grain.

Like the zephyr of the morning, as it 
gently moves the loaves,

Unseen fingers touch, the strings, and 
the melody it leaves

Soothes the sorrow, the unrest; and tho 
soul asserts its power.

With tho senses lulled tq rest, it is thus 
a spirit bower. .

Harmony the mystic music that will 
bring my own to ma,__

Looking toward the waiting future with 
a faith that can foresee;

Reap fulfillment, if there glides oft a
• ’ -shadow o’er the way, -

Hope arid trust beyond the present for 
the sometime golden day.

Thus I’ll sit amid the silence, at the hour 
of eventide, , ,

'Til I hear the strains supernal wafted 
from the other side, . ....

Master hands can draw forth chords— 
move to revelry or tears,

Thus we dedicate thee, violin, to spirits 
of tbe upper spheres.

Soft as dew upon the flowers, or the sun- 
kissed waters play, . ! .

Mold us like the rarest sculptor,-as he 
shapes his block away—

Block of marble into beauty, lacking- 
only vital part,

But supreme and wise creator gave us 
souls—a loving heart. . .. :

So the ruling,. the.Etorrial is assured us, 
' and'eachday '
Let us. listen to the voices which are 

calling o'er the way,
To convince us of their presence-gloving 

. ifeacoess as of yefre,? -. ■■ j,.' -
Telescopes turn heavoriward—spirits 

pa§s the open door. .
' Loie J. .Winters. :

To Be Healthy ¿iid Strong
Use ‘^Garland” Stoves arid -Ranges.

Exchange of prisoners yvas practiced 
in very-early time? by both tie Greeks 
■»nd the Remaps,;“..! . . j/ < 7.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports oi meetings. 
Whenever a change is made. in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A creatdcal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not bo used. . Meetings 
are of local interest only. Wo extend a 
cordial Invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture,- and 
general inoveinents, which will be rend 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning,, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion

Communications must always be ac
companied by the full name and address 
of the wr.iter, or no attention will bo 
paid to them. '

Dr. Noyes writes: Blair, Neb., is a 
pretty little city of 3,500 souls and thor
oughly Christianized—for there are 
thirteen denominations, including a few 
faithful Spiritualists. Wo wore cordially 
received and entertained by Dr. aud 
Mrs. Palmer,’' staunch Spiritualists. 
Sister Palmer is a fine medium and re
ceives many truths and grand commun
ications from spirit friends. We go 
from here to Arlington, Fremont, and 
Missouri Valley, and then to DesMoines, 
Iowa, reaching that place about Novem
ber 17. '

Miss S. N, Nurie writes from South 
Chicago, Ill.; "About nine months ago 
Mrs. Leo Norie Claman came into our 
midst and worked for the upbuilding of 
tho Spiritual Occult Society of South 
Chicago. Tho lectures given by her 
control are of a high order, clean and 
pure, and are always received with great 
favor. The tests given at the close of 
her lectures are startling in their truth
fulness. Many beautiful messages arc 
written in the air, witli full signature, 
and tho control gives then a full de
scription of the spirit. Mr. and Mrs. 
Claman have now leased for one year a 
small church on the corner of Erlo and 
Ninety-third streets, where these meet
ings are held every Tuesday night. It 
is marvelous, the great work our good 
pastor is doing.” .

The Port Huron, Mich., Daily Times 
says: "The lecture given at Society 
Hall, Sunday night, through Mrs. Anna 
L. Robinson, and addressed to tho young 
people, was full of interest both to old 
and young. She said that the royal road 
to happiness was not in attaining wealth 
only, but by living pure, honorable, up
right lives, and then wealth might be 
an accessory to it. After tho lecture, 
sixteen young people who, having the 
‘courage of their convictions,’ had ex
pressed a desire to publicly join tho so
ciety, wore given the opportunity to do 
so. As the Spir tualists have no creed, 
they simply acknowledge their belief in 
the continuity of life, in tho return of 
spirits« and their power to communicate 
with their friends, and that tho future 
is »state of eternal progression. Then, 
with a few impressive words from Mrs. 
Robinson to try to have them realize tho 
responsibilities they wore taking upon 
themselves, they were given tho right 
hand of fellowship. Wo feel that those 
young people aro to be congratulated 
upon starting out in life with a knowl
edge of the truth that on each in
dividual alone rests the responsibility of 
their success ot' failure in life.

MrsfTL L. Bigelow writes from Sun 
Jose, Cal.:, "The meetings of the Fit-fit 
Spiritual Union of this place are well 
attendfcd, and the ministrations of our 
eloquent speaker for tho present and 
last two months—Mrs. Sarah Seal, of 
San Franclsco-are very beneficial, be
ing much enjoyed by all who listen to 
thorn. The lt-tb ult. she spoke oh the 
subject: ‘Society and Its Relation to 
Progressive Humanity; or What tho 
Four Hundred Does for the Musses.’ 
We have organized a Ladies’ Aid So
ciety', and sho is the president and the 
writer the secretary ”

Mrs. Philbrook, of St. Louis, Mo., 
writes: Dr. I. L. Meyer, of California, 
opened his lecture season here with tho 
Self-Culture Spiritual Society, Sunday 
evening, to a large and enthusiastic 
audience. As an inspirational speaker 
Dr. Meyer stands without a peer, and 
this society has cause to feel elated in 
having secured his services. He is now 
in the field, but old in tho accumulated 
wisdom of the ages which is voiced 
through him.”

Mrs. Lora Holton, musical psycho- 
motric test medium, would like to corre
spond . with some well-doveloped lady 
lecturer or public test medium in regard 
to making engagements for traveling 
this winter with her. She is also open 
for camp engagements for 1897—’98. Ad
dress hor in eave of The Progressive 
Thinker, 40 Loomis street, Chicago.

Mrs. Virginie Barrett would like 
weekly engagements within tho State of 
New York, or the near Slates. Also en
gagements with societies for 181)7, and 
for camp-work. Address for tho coming 
few weeks, 30 Groten avenue, Bath, 
N. Y.; later, 49!) Seventh street, East, 
Indianapolis, Ind.

Dr. J. M. Temple, of San Francisco, 
Cal., is lodated at 3133 South Park ave
nue, where he will be pleased to meet 
his friends. He gives sittings daily 
•from 9 a. m. to 4,p. m. Test circles 
Mondays and Fridays at 8 p. m. Devel
oping circle, Wednesday at 8 p. m. He 
is also open for engagements on liberal 
terms. ■

Dr. C. H. Figuers has started a meet
ing in Cincinnati, Ohio, and is doing 
well. He writes: “After a few months 
of much needed rest I am again in the 
field and am now lecturing and giving 
tests.at the People's Society, corner of 
Central and Fourteenth streets. Last 
Sunday evening, Mrs. McFarland, of 
Allegheny Csty, Pa., aided and pleased 
the audience by her wonderful tests. 
Our attendance' is increasing and tbo 
hall is being taxed to its utmost capac
ity. Mrs. Mary Garrett-Scallen has 
gone to Louisville, Ky., to fill an en
gagement there. She is a well-known 
trumpet medium of this city."

Mrs. Nellie Brigham has returned to 
New York and resumed her lectures at 
Adelphi Hall, Broadway and Fifth 
street.

J. W. Dennis writes from Buffalo that 
he has calls from three new locations— 
two iu New York and one in Ohio—to es
tablish and organize camps for 1897.

Julia Steelman Mitchell writes: “For 
November we fill a return engagement 
with the First Society at Louisville, Ky. 
So far this season our success has been 
all that we could desire. We have Feb
ruary and May as open dates. For tho 
present month letters will reach us ad
dressed to 735 Twelfth street, Louisville, 
Ky. All success to The Progressive 
Thinker.”

Mrs. C.'H. Horine, of this city,writes: 
“One among the many earnest workers 
in the,Spiritualistic field is Mrs. M. E, 
Kratz, of Evansville, Ind. For two years 
she has faithfully served the people of 
Evansville with excellent lectures fol
lowed by descriptions of spirit friends 
and their loving messages, dates of 
.events, psychometric readings, personal 
and from photos, and advice as to- tho 
phase of spiritual development. Mrs. 
Kratz. receives automatic .drawing^ -is

- obi sub

colors, emblematic^ with loving mes
sages on canvas., Sue lias done ponsjd- 
enable Spiritualistic work in other cities 
thun Evansville, and is for the present 
lecturing and holing seances in Chi
cago. Sho is desirous of monthly en
gagements with tlia different societies, 
and also with,committees for camp work 
for next summer, jJ'liose engaging Mrs. 
Kratz will’find hel. a-, most earnest aud 
valuable worker. ' Her home address is 
Evansville, Ind,”
_ R. P. Horton writes from Grand Rap
ids, Mich.; ‘,‘The^Wcst Side Spiritual 
Society, holds Ht^jsprvices in Golden 
Eagle Hall, coruejijn/West Bridge and 
Scribner, streets. lust Sunday Mrs. 
Jolin Ljnflsay.deli^eifed a lecture, after 
which she gave tes|.s which were recog
nized. Mrs Lindsay is now open for en
gagements. Wo liavo with us Mrs. 
Horton, Mrs. Weatherwax, Mrs. Hon- 
derson-and many other mediums who are 
very able in giving, tests. We invite all 
.to come and join us ip listening to the 
wonderful spiritual truths which are 
given put.frecly by’able mediums of the 
city. We started in with, quiio .a largo 
membership,!aiid.ai-p adding more to 
pur list..every Sunday.” '

G. W. Kates and., wife will lie at 10 
Gr'eig street, ।pbphestor, N. Y.', during 
Npvembnr. At Buffalo, N. Y., during 
December, Will accept engagements 
in Ohio for test'faeetings during Jan
uary, iu as many- localities as thoy can 
reach. ■
• Wm, Arnold;; the materializing and 
test medium, has 'removed to 3|7 Web
ster avenue, where he will be glad to 
tee investigators -And his numerous 
friends. 1 ’ ) -■

Tlieodere F. Pripe, of Philadelphia, 
will occupy the platform of the Band'of 
Harmony at Grand Jlaplds, Mich., dur
ing February: of tlje Spiritualists' soci
ety at Rosedale, iKas., during April: 
that ot the First Society of Buffalo, N. 
Yl, during May. Those desiring his. 
services for January, the only month he 
is at liberty this season, address him at 
10 Boylston Place, IJpston, Mass. His 
dates will hold him.in New England till 
the last Sunday in December.

Mrs. Annie Wagnor, of Omaha, is at 
present located at 133 W. Bennett av
enue, Cripple Creek. She will visit 
Denver and other points of interest in 
Colorado. Sbe would like to communi
cate with societies. .

Madam Forestyerna, an exponent of 
primitive Christianity through guides 
of the fourteenth century, platform test, 
psychrometrist, hypnotist and mind 
reader, would like engagements for tho 
last two Sundays in . November: also for 
the months of December and January, 
in Indiana, Ohio or Illinois, Will give 
parlor seances. Terms: Railroad fare 
and board. Address Atlantic, Iowa.

Bisbop A. Beals writes from Summer
land, Cal.: “The cause here Is '.anguish
ing for want of some-test medium. Ono 
of the societies has engaged the grand 
test medium, Mrs.-Freitag, of San Di
ego, Cal. She comes next Sunday and 
will work for this-edetety and the society 
at Santa BarbaraolWe are in tbo lap of 
summer, with roses'atid lilies, vines and 
the scent of mignonObte. and heliotrope 
filling' the air with odors celestial. 
Grapes and figs, riven choice fruits, aro 
abundant aud servri' us at our daily 
meals.” oiun

“Correspondent" Writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “Frank ’TjTlipley, the well- 
known speaker arid fflatlorm test medi
um, opened meetings November 1, in 
I. O. O. F. Hall, Walker's Block, oppo
site the City Hall;"foi‘ the season. Aftbr 
each lecture he JfdVli tests. The audi
ence was large arftT'criinposed of some of 
our best people. Mr. Ripley can be en
gaged for loctuccaMtiamy-part of Mich
igan during thet ipqnth of November. 
Address 2UU Twe^tjAflgst street,'Detroit,

The Herald, of Syracuse, N. Y., 
speaks of • Virginia Barrett's work, at 
Cortland, N. y.: “Mrs. Barrett is a line 
looking lady, of medium height, and has 
large, expressive, spiritual-looking eyes 
that aro seemingly gazing constantly 
into tbo far beyond. She is well edu
cated and besides being a lecturer, 
claims to have beeu blessed with the 
mysterious power of a medium. She 
will deliver a lecture in Good Templara' 
Hall, in the old Squires building in Main 
street, near Portwatson street, to-mor
row.” .

C. B. S. writes from Sonora, Ill., that 
a few met and sat arouud a table, with 
hands thereon, and in a few moments it 
commenced rocking and vibrating, and 
questions were answered. This was in 
the light: "Wo must live true lives, 
and'to benefit the world, and spirits will 
give us phenomenal »evidences and in
structive impressions that we cannot 
doubt.”

In answer to the question, “What is 
Spiritualism?” Bro. J. M. Hodson says: 
“Spiritualism moans the cultivation of 
our spiritual faculties, the study of eter
nal spirit life and the assimilation of our 
life in a heaven of sympathy, love and a 
universal brother and sisterhood.”

The Church of the Star of Truth is 
now bolding meetings in.lhe largo lodge 
hall in the Wicker Park building, cor
ner of Milwaukee avenue and North av
enue, every Sunday evening, at 7:30 
p. m. Thoir first mooting of the season 
was held last Sunday evening, and 
proved to be very interesting and en
lightening. Floral offerings decorated 
the tables, ono beautiful piece being 
sent with the complimonis of tbe Spirit
ualistic Church of the Students of Na
ture. After tho people had listened to 
many truths given from the spirit-world, 
Max Hoffman gave some of his most con
vincing arid .never-failing tests which 
awakened great interest among the peo
ple. It is tbe hope and earnest deelre 
ef this little band of. workers to estab
lish a greater respect for Spiritualise! 
in tho minds of the people of Chicago, 
also to spread the truth, and thus en
lighten and also brighten the future of 
many souls. We. also ask for aid and 
encouragement of all the good workers 
of the cause, and . welcome with joy all 
those who Will cgtriS in our midst and 
help on the goofi: Work. We have a 
beautiful new nalfi which can be easily 
reached from anw'rifirt of the city by 
paying one faro onjrho street cars. Wm. 
A.”Lindsey, and ffr’ritf-King, co-workers; 
Max Hoffman,

Mrs. G. Partridgieqjjsychometrist, has 
been, called to Minneapolis, Minn., to 
minister unto hag; gaughter. Minnie, 
who is lying very-jgjj-|jvith inflammatory 
rheumatism. Algm^ sent to her at 67 
33rd street, ChicggQ)(.will be promptly 
forwarded. Notipje. gf her return will 
appear in this pa^eg.jj,. '

Brother Burnhafai writes from St.-Jo
seph, Mo.: “Mran «Goodrich and son, 
Master Sammie, xriado thoir initial ap-; 
pearance before tho.(Progressive Spirit
ual Church, of St. Joseph, last Sunday, 
aud were greeted with an immense audi
ence in tho evening. Tho lady and 
young gentleman devoted themselves 
entirely to tests, and judging from tho 
interest and enthusiasm displayed, it is

predicted their stay in this city will be 
productive of grout irood, especially so, 
.as they follow Frank T. Ripley, with his 
plain discourses.”

. Mrs. Jennie Hagan Jackson, of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., returned from her en
gagement in Philadelphia, Pa., with 
the society having Mr. Thomas Locke 
for-its president, and after visiting the 
■N, S. A, at Washington, D. C., and say
ing a brief good-bye to Grand Rapids, 
opened her work .in Kansas City, Mo., 
with tho First »{¿j-itual Society, D. 
Alein. president, at Tacoma Hall, on 
Sunday, November 1. Mrs. Jackson will 
be glad to receive calls to all points 
near, and desires the early correspond
ence of society and individuals wishing 
the service of an earnest worker, for the 
cause. She will go to points that desire 
her, at reasonable terms, lecture in par
lors or public hulls, and render all the 
service possible to liberal and progress
ive people. Address her at Kansas City, 
Mo., 1115 Cleveland avenue, or general 
delivery. Mrs. Jackson has her book. 
No. 1, of "Our National Workers,’'.for 
sale with her. She will take subscrip
tions for The Progressive Thinker 
.at oll points where she works. .She also 
is interesteddn the work of the N. S. A. 
and, will do all .she can .to aid in its pro
mulgation and growth. She goas to 

• Texas from Missouri." ..
oT. O. Jefferson writes froth S. Joseph, 

Mo.: "For the lust five years I have been 
speaking Arab and Soudanese language. 
I didn't know what languages they were 
until October 15. I went to Buffalo 
Bill's Wild West Show nnd met Hadj 
Sheriff, an Arab, with the show. I con
versed with him about two hours in a 
language spoken in Soudan. He said I 
was the first man whom he had met in 
America that could talk the language. 
He said I spoke it very correctly. Sun
day, October 17, they showed in Kansus 
City, Mo. I visited the Arabs that day, 
laughing and talking with them for 
hours, although I didn't know a word 
I had said. I inn thoroughly conscious 
and hear my voice when talking. In 
the afternoon I visited Sheik Hudj. Ta- 
hor, who hus charge of the troupe. I 
sang him a song aud asked him if lie roe- 
agnized It.. Ho said It was the marriage 
feast song, one very popular in Ills coun- 

,try. He said I told him his father was 
the chief of his tribe, which is the ease. 
1 told him the name of a young man ho 
played with when a boy, gave him tho 
nume of a chief that he know In his 
country, although Iio didn't know ho was 
dead. I can hear [lie Arab language at 
any time if I listen, and write tho lan
guage, using English letters to spell the 
words. I could giro good tests If I had 
some one to Interpret what 1 say.”

Mrs. Freitag, of San Diego,”Cal., is 
coming forward as a most excellent plat
form test medium. She lias been hold
ing forth at Summerland and Santa 
Barbara.

Prof. J. Jay Watson, the violinist, 
has been entertaining the good people 
of Gloucester, Muss., with his charming 
music.

B. F. Campbell writes from Little 
Rock, Ark.: "For the good of our cause 
I would like to state a fact that occurred 
in our City of Roses. The Methodists 
wore holding a protracted mooting and 
to do all tho good they could they had 
the members linld prayer meeting at 
their homes. My wife was invited to at
tend one of our neighbors' meeting and 
before the prayers started, through the 
aid of iny wife h control, the spirit sister 
of tho lady of the house throw her con
ditions on my wife ui:d was fully recog
nized by all who knew her in eartli-lifp, 
and so much so that ono of the spirit's 
nieces got scared and »'an up stairs, 
thinking that tho medium was going the 
sftme way hor aunt went. The spirit got 
Strong enough and talked to her sisters, 
which was very mueh'appreciatod. Tho 
sisters and friends admitted that it did 
them more good than tho prayermeet
ing. So much good for tho spirit sister 
anddflie good of our cause.”

Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock has her time 
taken till the middle of April, 181)7. She 
would like to arrange with societies 
West for April 18 and 25, the month of 
May, and a part of June. She would 
like to make up a western camp route to 
extend Into July, August beingresorvbd 
for eastern work. Address hor for next 
month at 27 Atlantic avenue, Provi
dence, R. I.

E. W. Sprague is serving the First 
Society of Spiritualists of Rochester, 
Ind., for November, and has an engage
ment in Philadelphia, Pa., for February. 
His services can bo secured to lecture 
and give tests for December and Janua
ry. Address him at Rochester, Ind., 
for November; later at 905 Grove street, 
Meadville, Pa.

John D. Lesher writes from Michigan: 
“I wonder how many of your readers re
mail their Thinkbr to those who are in 
the dark'? I jim aware of nine persons 
whom I have converted to Spiritualism 
since last June, by sending them an oc
casional copy of the Thinker. 1 be
lieve that much good might bo accom
plished in this way, both for tho Think
er and those who read it I will re
mark that six of tho above mentioned 
converts to Spiritualism were formerly 
staunch orthodox Christians.”

The ladies will meet at 587 N. Clark 
street at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. 
G. F. Perktns, on Thursday, 3 p. tn., to 
organize the Ladies' Auxiliary to Bea
con Light Spiritualist Church.

A musical seance will be held on 
Tuesday night, at No. 115 South Paulina 
street, off Madison. It will be a unique 
entertainment. Admission, 15 cents. A 
hearty welcome is extended to friends 
and those musically interested. Two 
psychics will entertain in poems, vocal 
and piano music.

Geo. F^Perkins has moved Into a nic# 
flat at 587 N. Clark street. Eight hun
dred of his campaign songs were sold.

B. F. Underwood has a most excellent 
address on our first page, Ho will re
spond to calls to lecture. Send to him 
for list of subjects at 2653 Evanston av
enue, Station X, Chicago.

Mrs. M. A. Reed, 2970 Indiana avenue, 
will give free talks every Tuesday after
noon, at 2:30 p. m., on spiritual and oc
cult subjects: Thursday” evening meet
ings for psychometric readings and pri
vate readings dally. Mrs. Reed is do
ing a good work, and all should take ad
vantage of her presence among us.

On Tuesday evening, November 17, 
the friends of equal suffrage will meet 
at No. 40 Loomis street. All are invited.

Professor Geo. W. Walrond gave the 
first of a series of lectures to a Denver, 
Col., audienca at the Douglas Hall on 
Sunday last. The subject handled was 
the word "Fate.” The lecturer prefaced 
his remarks by saying that the Bible 
was a book of’ fate from beginning to 
end; and that the shine old laws which 
gave the seers, prophets and apostles 
the power to discern, spirits, to heal, to 
prophesy and foretell events were in op
eration with our mediums to-day. At 
the close of the discourse Mr. Walrond 
gave a large number of tests with names 
in full, all of which were recognized. 
Address him, pro tern, Denver, Col.

Dr. T. N. Berlin, a devoted and ripe 
scholar in the spiritual work. Inter
ment :took place in the Odd Fellows 
Cemetery,

Mr. Penwoll had been a Spiritualist 
for,five years and passed over with con
fidence iu the final triumph of the spirit 
oypr. ignprnnce through the love, wis
dom upd power of the Great Energy of 
the Universe.
. He was a reader and lover of The 
Pkockessive Thinker and worked for 
its advancement.

............ Married.
Married,', by Mis. Anna L. Robinson. 

Port.Huron, Mich., October 18, Miss 
Hannah iJartliob and Mr. James S, 
Ste.wuri, both of Port Elgin, Ont.

Tli|s book 'gives au sdnil?ablo course ot study In 
oLblcfl, ami supplies a long-felt w^ut of un ethical 

i °°k especially adapted to tho comprehension of 
cuHdroD, ub wcll aa older persona whom it 1b wh>ely 
and appropriately designed to intorcat while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons.

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the, principles of ethics. She Illustrates 
her subject with many brief narratives and unoc- 
dote®, which render the book’ more Interesting and 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use in childreu’s lycouths. In tho bands of moth
ers and toachurs it may bo made very useful. Young 
and oldwlllbe benefited by it. It is a most cxcclleut 
book and should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS!
• Right Living. What Is Morality v What Is Iguor- 
once? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Dulng. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy of Life, 
tt hat Know Yu of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Pos
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Is the Use 
of Tobacco Dangerous? .Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel ’of Grea^- Price. Idleness, An
other Name for Lobs. Industry, tho Btaff of Life. 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What IsanOa&iYor 
the Worth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. The Poison 
of Slaudcr. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. SeM-Respcct. 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the Dis
torter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Ouservatlou a 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, tbo Friend of Man. 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Dlfilcuhles 

Temptation, the Domon on the Highway. 
Habit. Second ^Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Hight Living. In Regard to Concealed 
Vice. Beautiful Chorltv. Fidelity, tho Giver of 
Strength and Honor. Value of Wealth. Avarice, Not 
n Means to Llfe’fi Best End. Good Nature, One of 
Life a Beet Blossoms. Reason aud Free Inquiry. 
1' rce Speech, A Free Press. liighla of Animals. 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—The Gentle
man. Polltuneas—Continued — Tbo Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Bold at this Ofllce.

Death of a Medford (Ore.) Pioneer.
In the death o'f S. S. Penwell, which 

occurred at his residence in this city, 
Medford loses ofie of its very earliest 
citizens. Mr. Penwell was born in Indi
ana. He was 67 years of age the 6th of 
August. He was an honest, upright and 
respected citizen, and his demise will be 
mourned by his many friends.

seh^'WBf^efched by-jiafrobfii-mr i.'u-s •.r.v..,-?
filing*#?

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTOR& 
Ü. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIVATION ON CHRISTIANITY, , 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search - 

for a Historical Jesus. >
In this volume tho Jews uro clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
havuboeu. The Messianic Idea Is traced to tho Bac- 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., und its. history la 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It la 
fully developed into Christianity, with u mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, tu Egypt, soon after the commencement; 
of tbo Christian era. - . i

The book demonstrates (bat Christianity and Its con * 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Ie based . 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear nnd force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas und euperstitloDl are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re« • 
search among the records of cho past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per.« 
son cun read it without I istruutleu and profit, whether 
he reaches Hie same conclusions with the author OH 
«'»hprwUc. For aale di this office. ■

Tula Instrument U substantially the same aa that 
employed by Prof. Haro In his early Investigations. 
In Ita Improved form It bos been before the public for 
more than seven years, aud in the bauds of thousands 
of persona has proved its superiority over tho Plan- 
cbette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of tho communications received by 
ILS aid. and as a means or developing modlumsblp.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Paychograph is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the ■

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 
their medlumlBtlc gift, have, after a few sittings, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that tbc 
Intelligence controlling It knew more than them
selves, and became convert« to Spiritualism.

Cape. D. B. Edwards, Cricut, N.Y,, writes: “I had 
communications (by tbc Psycbograph) from many 
other friends, oven from old settlers whose grave
stones arc moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism Is Indeed true, end the communications hr.vo 
given tny heart tbc greatest comfort in the severest 
loss 1 have had of son, daughter, nnd their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made tits 
name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
writes as follows: ”1 ani much pleased with the Pay*  
chograph. It la very simple 1n principle and construc
tion. and I am euro must be far mure sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now in use. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when its superior 
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00, Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin HciRhts, Ohio.

Much that Ib In this book appeared In an abridged 
form in a aeries of nine full pages of Tux Pboguksb- 
itx Toikkeu. These articles were prepared at tbe 
caU of hundreds of SplrltuaUsts who felt tbe need ot 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only-seemed to whet tbo appetite for more; hence the 
publication of this work.

Theauthor, Moses Hull, hue written many volumes 
on SplrltuallBtlBtlc and other themes and each one Is 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr. 
Hull, tn his Introduction of this work says:

“Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; ana that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested tbc Bible from 
its‘«ancttfled’enemies, it will not‘spike’ It, but will 
use it to batter down tho walls of Christian snperstl- 
tionand Ignorance, 1 send it onl on Its errand of on- 
llghtenment with the bumble prayer that it will prove 
aillvlne benediction to every reader.”

Thr Ekoycdopcdu of Biblical SpramrALisH 
contains 835pages, beautifully printed oh good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the nnthor aud Is 
handsomely boundin cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
have this work. •
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
Tbls admirable work contains what a hundred 

spirits, good aud evil, say of their dwelling-places.' 
Give us details—details and accurate delineauons-of 
life In the Spirit-world!—is the coustant appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching, Whither-— 
oh, whither*.  Shall 1 know my friends beyond thB 
tomb? Will they know mcY What is their present 
condition, aud what their occuputiona? Ip this toh 
umc the spirits, differing us they may, aro nllowedtO, 
speak for themselves. No niun is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of tbls kind before 
the people, lie treats of the Mysteries of Llfed 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the Btvcr; Eori»i 
gleams of the Future; Teatlinony of salntq; Tho 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is It] 
the Soul or Body that Sius?; Clothing In tbe SplHt^ 
World; Our LIU!« Ones in Heaven; Tho Personal Ex
periences of Aarou Knight; Thu Red Man’s Tosu-, 
mony; Evil Spirits; Testlmouv of Physicians InSpirito 
Life; Tbe Homes of Apostles and Divines; TnOj 
Erlends and Shakers in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of > 
Bruno aud Others; Many Voices from the Spirit*  
Land. Many other matters are treated, too nutner*'  
ous to mention. Price 81.50; postage, 12 cents. Eof 
sale at this oilice.

THE ELIMINATOR ~
—OR— ■

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo»« 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and nog« 
tuatlc Christianity, containing many startling cooelu« 
lions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of tbe Old aud Now Testa*  
moot stories, nnd proving that Jesus was an imperaoh*  
ntlon aud not a person. A gcuulnc sensation.
Price Si.50. For Sale at this Office.
. JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS,

-OR-
CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP.

Careful comparison of some of tho Spiritualism 
and Mediumship of thp Bible with that of to-day, By 
MosbsHull. An Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all t’»'*  
tlonsof modern mediumship. It also shons dial aft 
the manifestations throughout tl sO'.unnd NeW’ cj^. 
ment wore under tbc same conditions that medium» 
require to-day; and Chat the coming of Christ h cbtyre*  
luru of mediumship to tho world. 48 nages- Price. 
10 cents. For sale at this office. *

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. Faradav. 

P. 23. Price io ccnta. 7

“THE TEACHINGS OF'JESUS- 
Not Adapted to Modern Civilisation, with the True 
Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price, 15 ecnia.

Ont of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Csrric E. S. Twlng, mo« 

ulum. This little book will be read with intense In« 
terest by thousands. Price 25 cents.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wonder
ful spiritual developments at tbo bouse of Rev. Dr, 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar esses In all 
parts of the country. This volume Is tbc first from 
the author directly upon tbc subject of ‘‘Spiritualism?*  
and has stood the test of matfy years. Cloth, fills. 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Ita Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work waB written by a modern Savior, 
agrand and noble man. Price si.(X). ,

Ingersoll’s Great Address
On Thomae Paine, at the late Paine celebration la 
New York City. Price, C cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By n band of spirit Internet nee«, 
lb rough the mediumship of Mary Tbcrcsa Shelbamer. 
An excellent work. Price 61.25. •

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Pavla. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 ccnta. Postage 5 cent«.

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION
Just the book for those seeking Information coo*  

cernlng thú most damnable lusütution known In 
hlstorr—the Roman Catholic Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should become acquainted with the 
facts so succinctly stated In this valuable record. It 
shows the methods used by the Romish Church to ox« 
terminate those who reject Ite beliefs and claims. 
Fórrale At this office. Price V» cents.

1’REE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
. Br A 8. Hnlion. M D. Price. 15 canta

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
. By Editor of tbe National with Preface and Note» 
by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view» of the old 
Paine Homestead «nd Palno Monument, at Netv 
Rochelle, ftlso. portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joo B&tlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and tbc inoBt prominent of l’alne'a 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth. *5  cents.
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GOLDEN
LftXA’TiVE. 

COFFEE . . ' 
CUHES CONSTIPATION!

Anil many Liver and Kidney ; 
Troubles, it is a Most Pleas
ant Drink. .

Among thousands of testimonials, we 
receive, the following from W. H. 
Morse, Therapeutist and Consulting 
Chemist, of Garwood, N. J., speaks for 
itself: ’ .

-Luc inn cmnuieml lu, your notice tho GOJ.DEX 
LA.\ A ri v I. tziJl’ I-El-., manufactured ut Ai er, M«fi, 
by thec.’Uipmiy of tlmaiame.. Hlanot mrtv a gral$- 
.ji'L retrc.bl.lug mid.Himularluz bevvr.ige rmlsht'dby 
ull. buLpc well It Is mildly luxadvcj hca lli-|’ro'notli g 
nud ii oruughiyiiflcnthlc In uoinpiwllljii; lu tlosccl- 
Fi UtlalB uiUigctncr imllko nuy other beverage for this 
lurposo. Ills wcil wtrdiy of belivj: Iruught-before 
the public. W, H. MORSE.”

A small package will bo sent to any 
address lor 35 ceiit*.,  a.ud a large)- 
package containing twice as much, for 
oO cents. Tins package will go as fai
ns four pounds ol coffeo. All ean drink 
this codec that pure coffee will notagree 

’ with, and it doeh cure constipation. 
State rights for salo to manufacture and 
sell tins eo'Ieo. A great money-maker!

Golden Laxative Golfee Co.,
AYER, MASS, .

A Letter that Explains Itself.
■ BEACHMONr, Mass., Oct. 21,1M(>.

Golw.n Laxative Coffee, Co.. 
Ayer. Mass.: Please send us at once 12 
more large packages of Golden Laxative 
Coffee, for which you will find tro. Wo 
desire to say that we arc much pleased 

■ with it, as it is the best thing that our 
family ever used for constipation. It 
has cured all of v.s but mvselt and son. 
Our neighbors all want some. What 

■ will you charge ns fora ease of ICOpaek- 
■ ages/ 1 think you ought to claim more 
more for ittnan you do. as it is the finest 
thing for the complexion that I have 
ever used. My face was something hor
rid to look ut before using the
Golden Laxative Coffee; now the skin 
is soft and pink as a baby's. I 
went to the Great World's Food Fair 

t and saw yoiir booth, and 1 must say it 
was one of the most beautiful there; and 
I cee by the Boston Globo that they 
speak in the highest terms of the coffee, 

„and your exhibit there, for which 1 was 
" glad as you deserve nil success for plae- 

ing before the public an article of so 
much merit. Yours.

Mus, C. L. Bath.
4s Bradstreet A ve., Beachmont, Muss;

Remember- this coffee is for sale only 
by the (,'olden Laxative Colice Co., 
Ayer, Mass. <ro und 5ü cents a package?

A TRILBY.
She Comes Forth in Real 

Life. ’

A Famous Actress Loses Her 
. Voice and Then Pfays Un

tier Hypnotic Influence.

Stockholm, Oct. 10.—One of the 
hasgreatest marvels which hypnotism 

ever accomplished is just now the rcign-

Gft/VS. E
WftTKlNS
M. D

THE FAMOUS SPECUEMT

Who is so successful m treating Chronic 
Diseases, devotes his whole time to 
his practice. This is one reason for 
his great success!

ANOTHER REASON is that he does 
not try to run down other doctors.-

ANOTHER REASON is he is ac
knowledged By all to have the most 
wonderful psyehic powers by which 
he can locate the cause of disease. ,

ANOTHER REASON is that he has 
. his patients write him each week, and 

he sends them weekly instructions, 
thus showing that ho watches each 
case closely.

ANOTHER REASON is lie gives 
only-the purest medicines and in the 
smallest doses that will produce the 
desired result, feoino cases are cured 
without any medicine.- •

ANOTHER- REASON is he makes 
tho price of treatment right to all.

HE IS ENDORSED
by all the Spiritual papers not only as 

a fine physician, but a perfect gentle
man and honest in every respect.

Send a 2-cent Stamp for His 
Book on

"CHROMIC DISEASES,”
Which will more than repay 
you. Should you desire to 
consult him ‘

Send Two 2-cent Stamps, Age, 
Sex, and Leading Symptom.

DR. 6. L WATKINS,
AYER. MASS.

Mondays of each week at 357 Co
lumbus avenue, Boston, Mass.

I DRS. PEEBLES
& BURROUGHS, i

SPECIALISTS IN ALL CHRONIC
DISEASES. ' .

“•Depend for their jfcmarknblc cures, not 
Upon tbp old dnisU^drugsyritcm. btR upuu 
the knowledge pt Weaves au I their proper 
remedies—upfni science and the finer psy*  
chw forces. . . . .

Bouic of their cures, like bchlnttcr are 
INS1AM A>£OUS: iu other ciucs mouth», 
arc required t

Having cnrofuUy studied all the thcra(icu- 
tic aiccucles In connection with their long 
incdteiU expcrtencc, they use thusc best 
ndHpted to each ease withunvnrylugthiccuui,

Hundreds are Joyfully writing the Doctor : 
“I am better,'' or “1 mn cured.“Go;l bless 
you.”

THEY TREAT THE FOLLOWING:
Dyspepsia, dlarrham. drorsv, epilepsy, ec
zema, cryblpclu». falling piekne.ss, rhcunia- 
item, scrofula, nervous spam, gravel, gout, 
headaebes. heart disease, klntloy complaint, 
icmulo weakness, liver dllilculty;1 neuralgia, 
paralysis, bleeding piles, bronchitis, asthma, 
bladder affection, cancer, catarrh, pimples 
upon the face, uterine diseases, weaknesses 
of men. liarrenucss. insanity, drunkenness, 
constipation hi grippe nqd all chronic 
diseases. And further, they furnish

FREE TO ALL PATIENTS ’
Ilygenfe and Physiological literature, en
abling them when cured, to remnta healthy.

Correct Diagnosis Free, 
By enclosing name, age, sex, 

leading symptom and stamp 
lor reply. .

❖
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REMEMBER TO ADDRESS , 

DRS. PEEBLES
& BURROUGHS, 

P. O. BOX 177, .
>•> INDIANAPOLIS, IN».
$ «:«

Mrs. Dr. DGbson-Barker, 
AS A SPIRITUAL HEALER . 

■ HAS NO EQUAL! .... .

Rejoice and Be Otad ! Herald Forth 
the Tidings tíf Good Health!

DB. A, B.. DOBSON’S
HcfiUtu; powers nrc belgjp repeated over and over 

agubi through the imeilluiiibhip * ’*.........
DOBSOS-BARhhR. whu, for the
a half has

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED 
THOUSAND PATIENTS 

or uil dlroase» that Ileih I, heir to,

of MKtì. DK. 
pati year and

OVER ONE

. . .......................... . .... and will give
you proof of her powers, by sending rorpilrementi 
r.s per binull ndvci tteeiuent for diagnosis of your 
case. Here te cue of her many cures:

61. Louis. June 21.1636.
Ml DEAR MRS. DOBSON:—l herewith enclose 

vl.15 lot- auolher mouth's rejnctiljs fur my bister 
Lunna. ) van t ttll yuu how inuub Good these incdi- 
chits do her and huw timukful mil grateful wo are 
for havlug applied for them. IVhen she bcwi c tk- 
hu this la^t mudlclue. »he hml coutlderublu distress 
hi the bowels and slomnmi. but t.fter a week sho was 
relieved ami wo uro convinced if Mie Rad not the 
mrdlclni'she would have bad ii serious rick spell as 
Hier, stomach and bowels were In a bad coudltlum 
Now everything seems te good order: MtH we feel ns 
if more inadlcluc will eventually cure all her ailments. 
Vc (hank you biucerejy for prompt roily, and wish 
you all the success ycu so well merit-‘

With iiffcctlomite regards very truly.
• UEBECUA LEVY,
8331 Laclede nvo.. St. Lou.s Mu. • ■ • -

AMERICAN SPIRITUAL
HEALTH CIRCLE,/

HOW TO GAIN HEALTH 
AND RETAIN ITI

ASTROPATHY
THE ART OF HEALING 

UNDER PLANETARY LAW.

UJi

»
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8»
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■-Ä?

FOR BEGINNERS
The Play of the Planets.

i- - - -----0-----r-
This wonderful educator te attracting theattcntlon 

<'f thousands of people a.l over tbo world uu its dm*  
pliclcity gives one -•

DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE AT ONCE
. coacm-ning the Influence of ths planets and the signs 
of ih<*  Zudluc In Iminni! life. '

AVER! CHILD can learn to use it and accomplish 
wordurs.

The Coming Study in Occult As
tronomy.

Thia wonderful Invention makes it easy for all to 
learn Hite sublime science and

FIND THE RULING STARS
nf .avcry person born for <3 years past, aud also to de
lineate tho HOROSCOPE.

A few of the firrt edition left which ipIU 
b*  furniehed at $1 each. For salo at thta 
office.

FORSTER, DR. W. M,
THE NOTED

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT
OP THE PACIFIC COAST,

IViH send a free diagnosis nnd terms for treatment to 
all who will tend tbolr name nnd address—iu tbolr 
own banihvritiug—with postage stamp for reply.

Tho Pacific Coast Spiritualist” of Dec. a), 1893- 
tnya pf Dr. Korater: —

• SbteQ his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected anil beloved for bls benovulcnt work- hte 
humanitarian. Ideas and practices, aud hh straight
forward course of Integrity nnd honor.”

•Dl. W. M. Toratc-r, California s noted clairvoyant 
physician. Is rocelting coininendatious from far and 
uearover hteraiuarkahtes auccesa a hinder.”—Phil
osophical Jourual.

Address.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
105D btrect, ■ San Francisco, ('al,

883

ALOCK OFfJJI HAIR.

Something now und-fetart- 
ling. This knowledge, is 
from u higher nourco and 
w fully explained in tlie . 
“AbTti.vL (juide,'’ which 
will be sent FREE to any 
address tipou-receipt of ft 
lu o cent fetarnj) for postage. .

Astrological st ud outs.
P h y a I c i a n h, Beale r e, 

u re de, ¿Everybody 411)61 • 
have the ‘•Guide-1’ •

L. SHAKER, 
Ohomi&t,

I^^_X=IXîS.

• fng wonder. Had Du M-aurier lived a 
'■ few days longer lie might have learned

. .of on actual occurrence, which removes 
every vestige of tho improbable from

' “Trilby.” ■
. Mme. Aalberg is to all Seandanavia 

just what Bernhardt and Eleonora Duse 
•’are to tne people of J-'rance, the Conti
nent and the United States. Sho is pre
eminently the national star, but for 
some reason or other the temper of her 
audiences has not been of as responsive 
a nature as her histrionic mirjd craved, 
or her interpretation of the different 
roles she enacted warranted.

The other evening there was a per
formance of “Gluck im Winkel,” Sudcr- 

: man’s great tragedy, at the Theatre 
Royal. The audience was as cold as the 
ice in a Norway fiord, and suddenly, ij 
the midst of one of the strongest pas
sages, A)me. Aalberg became spcech- 

. less. Not a single sound could she utter.
It was aphasia that had seized upon her, 

■: acute and obstinate. '
The performance was summarily 

closed, and the actress went home and 
to bed.

Then there was a hurrying to and fro. 
■ Something must be done, and al once.

So Dr. Wetterstrand was called in. The 
. usual remedies for aphasia, which is 

•purely a nervous disease, were admin- 
.istcrcd, and Mme. Aalberg went to 
sleep. The next morning she was as 
dumb as an oyster. The Doctor was 
sent for post haste. He tried all tho 
remedies for aphasia he could think of. 
Mme- Aalberg’s voice made no sign. 

■ Not oven tho/81ightesl sound could she 
make.

■ Then an inspiration came to Dr. Wet
terstrand. Medical science had proved 
of no avail, and he decided to try hypno- 
Usm. 1

Mme. Aalberg is a woman of great 
firmness and mentality. Therefore, she 

■ was by no means an easy subject for the 
hypnotist. Dr. Wetterstrand, however, 

■ is equally well, if not better, equipped 
mentally, and the trial of minds prompt
ly began! ■

: ■ In a few moments Mme. Aalberg be
gan to show evidence that the hypnotic 

_ glance was effective. Soon afterward 
her mind surrendered to that of the
Doctor. The hypnotism was an----- ... r
pi shed fact. Next came the test of 
power.

accora

“Mme. Aalberg,’’ said the Doctor, 
“your voice has been restored. You 
will proceed to the Theatre Royal and 
enact the role for which you are cast in 
‘Gluck im Winkel.' ”

Without a moment’s hesitation the 
actress arose from the ccuob on which 
she had been reclining, went to her 
dressing room, donned her street cos
tume, called bet- carriage and drove 

’ straight to the theatre.
Mme. Aalberg made her entrance. To 

all anpearantes sho had never been 
more ‘ thoroughly mistress of herself. 
The doctor had commanded her to play 
with the full power of voice and facul
ties. Never was hypnotic, suggestion 
more implicitly obeyed. There was a 
ih-e and enthusiasm in her interpreta
tion ot the stellar role at which even 
those who knew bcr best and appreciated 
■her greatness marveled. The audience, 
ignorant of the truth, applauded in deaf
ening fashion. Again and a^ain the ac
tress was called before the curtain. 
Hypnotism had Scored another triumph.

The above from the New York Daily 
Journal is another illustration of the 
mart clous powers underlying ‘‘hypnotic 
influence.” which undoubtedly consisted 
of spirit control alone. J. S. D.

New York. . . .

Spiritualist Meetings iu Chicago.
.The Church of tho Soul, at Schiller, 

Theater. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
pastor. Services at 10:45 a. m.

Tho First Spiritual Society of the 
SoulhSide, New Masonic Temple, 3120 
Forest avenue. Services al 2:30 and 7:30. 
Mrs. Ada Foyo ’ lectures and gives tests.

Beacon LightChurch <>17 North Clark 
slreot, near Burton Place. Services at 
2:30 and 7:45 p. m., conducted by Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. F. Perkins.

German Spiritualist Society, Gartol- 
inan's Hall, J.'ith street and Ashland av
enue. Services at 3 and 8 p. tn.

The Spiritual Endeavor Society meets 
at 1 South 1-Ioyr.c avenue, 7:15 p. tn. 
Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwel), pastor.

Spiritual Gospel Tcinplo.Hygcia Hall, 
Washington boulevfird and Paulina St. 
Services at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

Home Spiritualist Society, 11 Ada 
street, at 3 and !•'. p. m.

The Church of the Spirit, Willis Ed
wards, pastor, meets at 620 North Clark 
street, ut 3 and 8p. m. Lyeeutn at 2 p. m.

People's Home Association. Bricklay
er’s Hull, tl3 South Peoria street. Serv
ices at 7:30 p. m.

South Side Christian Spiritual Socie
ty, Kenwood Hall, 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove avenue. Conlerencc meeting at 
3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. tn.

The Spiritualists Church of the Stu
dents of Nature meets every Sunday 
evening at 7 p. m., at Monsen's Hall, 
1052, Milwaukee avenue, corner Lincoln 
street. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 794 
West Van Buren street. Services at 
7:45 p. m. Dr. Hasenelever will lecture 
and give spirit messages, assisted by 
other prominent mediums.

Brown’s Hall, Forty-seventh and State 
streets. Services al 8 p. m. Lecture 
and tests by Dr. Harry Abbott of Cali
fornia.

Society of Spiritual Truth, 887 West 
Monroe street. Services at 8 p, m.

The First Society of Spiritual Unity 
will meet Sundays at 1) a. m., 3 and 7:30 
p. tn., in Washington Hal], 490 Wash
ington boulevard, corner of Ogden ave
nue. Mrs. MaryC. Lyman, speaker.

South Side Christian Spiritualist So
ciety, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue. Serv
ices at 3 and 7:30 p. tn. Mrs, Lee Norie 
Claman, pastor.

Tho Progressive Spiritual Church, 
Lakeside Hall, southeast corner Indiana 
avenue and Thirty-first street, G. V. 
Cordingley, pastor. Services at 3 and 
3:30 p. m. Harry W. Miller, soloist. 
Children’s lyceum at 1:30; Bible class

The Watseka Wonder and Other 
Wonders.

Every well-informed Spiritualist, Lib
eralist and Freethinker bus read of the 
Illinois "Watseka Wonder,■’ called 
by some a case of "double conseious- 
ne s”—when Mary, the spirit daughter 
of A. B. Roff (a lawyer by profession), en
tered the body of Miss Vennum (a 
neighbor), residing in and controlling 
this body over ten months—the real 
owner, the meantime, being in tho spir
it-world. The proofs of this psychic 
fact, this marvelous phenomenon, are ir
refutable and ungainsayable. And no 
family in Watseka to-day is more highly 
esteemed than the Rolls.

Under date of October 20, Mr. Roff 
thus writes Dr. Peebles: “I was taken 
with the shingles, which was followed 
by a kidney complaint, and later tho 
rheumatism of shoulders, hips and 
limbs. The remedies of different doc
tors did me little or no good. At length 
1 could not get up stairs nor down, and 
I continued getting worse until Novem
ber, when it became certain that I must 
soon get help, or die. Life with such 
pains was a burden. My neighbor, Mr. 
H. Garner, a justice of the peace, across 
the street, and others said: ‘Well, that’s 
about the lust of friend Roff;’ and my 
family had no hopes of my recovery. I 
then wrote Dr. Peebles for a diagnosis 
of my cine. It was entirely and won
derfully correct, and I at once com
menced taking his medicines, and kept 
on until this October Wth, when I dis
charged tho good doctor, cured—cured! 
I can now walk as well as 1 ever could, 
with no stiff joints. And while my fam
ily and neighbors are happily surprisafl, 
I am so thankful, so very thankful. Dr. 
Peebles has never asked, "nor" oven 
hinted that he wanted any testimonial 
from me; but in dpty to my conscience 
and for the good of humanity I felt that 
1 ought to give it to him, that others 
seeing the published account of this cure 
might apply and bo helped, or cured by 
him as I have been. Asa B. Roff.

"Watseka, 111., Oct. 20, 189t>.

. Now, Doctor. I want you to treat and 
euro my husband, as yqn did wonders in 
my son’s case last winter. His health 
is the best it has ever been. You have 
the thanks of a grateful mother; have 
saved and made a true friend of my boy.

Mrs. Mary G. Miller.
Anacortes, Wash., Sept. 14, 189G.

I've had the best season with my hay 
fever that I’ve ever had, affd I more 
than thank you for it. Your medical 
assistance came in the right time. May 
you long live to thus bless humanity. .

Rev. William Brunton.
Castine, Maine. ®

George H Wilson, of New York, will 
be at tbe Palmer House, December 2, 3, 
4 5. Mr. Wilson is tbe inventor of an 
àrtì6ciaYe»r-driiin that has-gained.him. 
BO little celebriiy. .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
SEND 2-GENT STAMP TO . . .

3. W. BANKS
857 Col. Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

35Gtr

—all had left. It was wonderful.
G. W. ACKERLY.

“ ‘00 Herkimer Place, New York.’ ” ,

The doctor has hundreds of testimon
ials like the above, and while some are 
cured instantaneously almost, by psychic 
force, the majority of the Doctor’s pa
tients require medicines—magnetized 
medicines. Medical and hygienic liter
ature is sent free by the Doctor. This 
literature tells people how to get well 
and how to keep well. Diagnoses are 
free by enclosing name, age, sex, lead
ing symptom and stamp for reply. Ad
dress Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Indian
apolis, Ind. P. O. Box 117.

God bless you, Doctor, and bloss the 
day also that I placed myself in your 
charge. A few months" ago it was 
thought by all who knew me that my 
critical and hopeless condition would 
soon curry me to that world where 
there’s no physical suffering. But what 
a change! Your medicines have done 
more for me than I could ever have ex
pected. You have given me a new lease 
of life, and I wish my name aud testi
monial to go to the world, that others 
may receive the benefits of your treat
ment If any want further particulars 
of my case, I shall bo. glad to answer 
their letters. I feel deeply the debt of- 
gratitude I owe you, doctor, and I say 
again, God and his good angels bless 
you. Mrs. Mary E. Jaque.

11 Abingdon Square, Now York City.

at 2:30.
German Spiritual Society, Hansh 

man's Hall, 384 W. Division street. 
Services 2:30 p. m. Mrs. Caroline Drews, 
medium. .

Mrs. Caroline Drews, German trance 
medium, holds services at 2:30 p. in. in' 
Hansehmann’s Hail, 384 W. Division 
street.

The Church of the Star of Truth meets 
every Sunday evening, at Wicker Park 
Building, in the large lodge hull, on 
North avenue, near corner Milwaukee 
avenue, North avenue and Robey street. 
Services at 7:30 p. m. Easily reached 
from all parts of the city. Max Hoff
man, pastor.

Spiritual meetings at 77 Thirty-first 
street, South Side, every Sunday at 2:30 
and 7:30 p. tn. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Edith E. R. Nicklesk •

Spiritual Church of Love, Faskln’sHall,- 
3012 Archer avenue. Mrs. E. J. Hanson.; 
Children’s lyceum, 2 p. m., followed by. 
developing circle. Spiritual science' at 
J:30p. m. Tests at all meetings.

James G. Clark, who has a national 
reputation as poet, singer and writer, 
says that “Dr. Peebles' catarrhal inhala
tions, gargles and general treatment 
have done wonders for him; his voice is 
now at its best.” Ho cannot speak too 
highlv of this catarrh remedy, and rec
ommends it everywhere. Dr. Peebles 
allows no case of catarrh coming into 
his hands to go from him uncured; and 
this is all-important, because catarrh, as 
every physician knows, tends toward 
and precedes consumption.

The gift of healing possessed by Dr. 
Peebles is truly startling. Ho is now 
treating Prof. J. R. Buchanan psychic
ally.

SPECIAL HEADING NOTICES.

Mothers will find ‘Mia. Winslow’s Soothing 
Sjiup ’ the best to use for children while 
teething. Au old and well -tried rctaudv.

SPIRITUALIST BADGES.
EVERY ....

SPIRITUALIST
SHOULD WEAR THE 

SUNFLOWER 
" JEWELRY.

If sick or ailing, send a lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading svmp 
tom, four cents postage, and 1 will di 
agnose your euse and tell vou what 
will cure your ailments. Address

DR. J. C. BATDORF,
Dept. F„ Grand1 Itapids, Mich.

858tf

A WONDERFUL OFFER 
.. . BY ... i

DR. W. F. LAY, Clairvoyant,

States, Canada. Australia and Europe telllriK 
ut the inarvclon, re.lllu, alter all hopa io other 
hourixs Uave bean glvr u up, being Bpeollly cured 
under his treotmeut. Ecrvoua and chmte. dteeaaca 
of cm t> LbiHacitr, peculiar to both men and women 

w’nderf“' “-1 -’»»•"UW
I he docior has never failed In a correct diagnosis of 

any cose, innuj dines It being cauros thut had baffled 
Uil must, renowned physic aus. but wa# readily ev 
liudl“ui rowen,1 "'0“‘le,,"l Clalivujam uud cialr-

Laub .ease receive» the alteutloa or Uluiacir and 
hand, alto luuicdlea for Individual rime Send three ¿•cent «amps, luck of hair, and-.m^ymmom 
and by return mall you will receive u full und accn- rate d.wrlptluu ot jour eu.e and auy udvll" I “guiding 
IL through jMsocutlou on account of hte mdrveloue iu • Xu>:

fcnnnar», jou tlm have railed l > n„d relief, try 
S?0^i-euvlurederm..

ulltf HR. W. I. LAV, Box His. I'blcago 111----

HELIOCEN Till C ASTROLOGY“
.■. nr1’!'"!' ““‘"biluK lustruelkius tor making a bolio- 
i cuti I, Iiuruai upe, lugellier wlih u i liart whleli gives 
Ilie pobhlon er tlie planet, rroin IS'Jl to lull! The mon? 
eohHnerework on llilnysiein ever published AdanL cd for beginner» or professors. Oui east uud nid 
u horoaeope lu half uu hour. Fer sale y “1

FBKDEIlICk WHITE, O o M.
Ave., *.  .

Semlilie date of your blrih jh>j ¿i - i • book uud l;b„,.( win. rol,,'’!• recclve 
Munllun ibis pain-r wbwi v.rlilug. reody to read, 

aidtr

IMPORTANT !
How to Mike Money!

Buy a State right to make and sell 
the Golden Laxative Coffee. It will 
cost you from $100 to $200—depends on 
what State you wish to buy. Michigan, 
Ohio and New York, a re sold. You can 
double your monqy the first month.
.. Golden Laxative Coffee Co.

305 Ayer, Mass.

DEVEßBPMENT.
In answer to the many inquiries that

come to mejroni all parts of the country 
relative to tho development of medium
ship, we would say the American Spirit
ual Health Circle is intended to develop 
health and strength particularly.

Naturally, mediumistie people will be 
assisted in the development of their 
gifts by it. We have, however, a class 
for the special purpose of developing 
mediumistie gifts to which weekly in
structions are given, as received from 
the guides of some of the best known 
and most successful mediums in Boston 
and vicinity. Chas. E. Watkins, M. D., 
the renowned (independent slate-writer 
and psychic, permits the use of his 
name.

Finding it impossible to answer the 
many inquiries, we have concluded, 
with the consent of the guides to make 
the developing circle general, ami will 
send outline, terms, etc., to all inter
ested on receipt of your address on 
stamped envelope.

B. W. Banks, Sec'y. 
357 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. (365

Testimonial.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear 

Sir:—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles 
are all right. They fit me well. Are 
just what I wanted. I am 91 years old. 
Many thanks. Respectfully,

Geu W. Goodwin.
Hancock Point, Maine.'

“Human Culture and Cure; Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social" Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the’Dean of the Collegeof 
Fine Forces, ançl author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social. Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, >15c., 
Ftft- 8»le at this office. -

Thomas G. Newman, editor. of the 
Philosophical Journal, says: “We have 
seen and inspected letters to Doctor 
Peebles, from which the following ex-' 
tracts are taken:

“ ‘I had suffered great pains a long 
time from a prolonged sickness; but 
■when I was sitting Thursday evening 
for your psyehic treatment, the pains 
all left me at once, and I was instantly 
cured. Although there is some little 
soreness, I’ve had no pain since. ’

Mrs. S. A. Jewett.
“^Pittsburg,Pa., care of J. J. Shipley,; 

B. & O. Railroad. . ;
" ‘My foot was very, very painfti. 4 r ; 

when your letter came I took and bound' 
it:on my foot, and it was perfectly easy, 
right off, and it bas not troubled me any 
since. It is wonderful and I feel very' 
happy over-it. Mrs. R. Irvinis.

“ % Coryden St., Bradford Pa.
“ ‘At my first sitting for your psychic 

treatment, Doctor, my hand by some in-: 
visible impulse was lifted to my head, 
which was very sore and painful, • and'- 
believe me, before the half hour was up 
I could press hard as possible- on-my: 
head, and there was no soreness, no pain

manlly from dnrkiie.^n uud bupcmii 
Suullght of Truth aud Projrcdtluu.

. PRICES!

As I Li n Sunflower turna Ih 
fare towards the sun, so Siili- 
Hunihu) turna the tuces of bu-

LluU loWUl'dB tbe

Rolled Pluto Dur Plu.............................................
Solid Gold Bar Pin..................................................
Eioctro-plate Badge...............................................
Rolled Plate Badge. Scurf Plu or Lapel Button.
Solid Gold Badge, Scurf Pin or Lapel Dutton-.
Rolled Plate Malleus W&teh Charm..................
Solid Gold Maltese Walch Charm.......................
Rolled Plale Maltese Pendant.............................
Solid Gold Maltese Pcndaut................................

v FOH SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

■ 12 i» 
3 5.

3 w
5 00
3 O)
5 UJ

40 loomis street, ghicago

A GRAND

TestSeance, Social b Dance
WILL BE CIVEN AT

Astor Hall, 551 N. Clark Street, 
Near Schiller, 

At 7:3O O’clock, Saturday, Nov. 14

Tbo following well-known talent will appear: F. 
Corden White, tbe noted test -medium: Mrs. E. N. 
Warne, DrrW. Bltdr, Mrs. 8 F. DeWolf, blute-wrliiug 
medium; Mra. !L Naab, scleuttilc palmist; Mrs. Grtf- 
■AUib, Mr. Willard, Dr. Ihiwlev, Mrs. BaratiHromweil, 
•Dr.- ^Vllfte Kdwkhte, nnd onicr talent. Excellent 
mußte, vocal and instrumental, llefroshmema served. 
A’good time assured to all. TICKETS, «5 ^EXTS. 
Cume end bring your fronds.

Dr. XYlllh Edwurdb' residence; 162 Dearborn nve. 
Cousultaiturs daily. Hours. 9 tu H. 2 tu 6. Scauccs• ■ — r ■ - — - . . . — . •
Monday» and Wednesdays hi 8. SGI

E. V. WILSON’S BOOK,

The Truths of Spiritualism
E. V. Wilson was one of ibe pioneers of Spiritual- 

hm, and was noted uaa speaker and test medium. He 
did a grand work for ibe cause, and tl.ls bouk narrates 
many of lila striking cipcrtonccs during his labors.

Purcbnaqrs will Und It Intensely interesting, and 
will render kindly service to 1)te widow who was left 
In straitened circumstances.

The book contains 41X) pages, mid Is sold fort!. Ad
reas MR6. K. V. WILSON, VI South Locust street, 

Valparaiso, Ind.

PRINCIPLES 
— OF — 

LIGHT HMD COLOR
BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.

ASTONISHING OFFER.
Send ibreo two-ceut ttatupa, lock of balr. name 

ago, sex. uue leading symptom, aud your disease will 
bv diagnosed free by spirit power.

MRS. DR. D0BS0N-BARKEK,
SAN JOSE. CAL.. Box 132 luntf

DR. J. S. LOUCKS,
Of Shirleyvllle. Maws, and bte baud of powerful 
uncle, t spirlta nrc cffecliug the most wonderful 
cunu ilist have been recorded uud are su acknowl
edged. By ids dear knowledge uf your dteeucs. 
aided by his marvelous spirit forces combined 
with bls magnetic remedies, will convince the most 
skeptical of ids woudviful power to heal ihc nick. 
Try him. Send him sex. age, name, lock of hair, 
r.nd four 2-cent stamp«, and he will send a dla?no$1s 
of your «-ase free. He doesn't want any leading 
symptoms. AddtcssDR. J. fc>. LOUCKS, HHrleyvIlle 
Massachusetts. ati4

WM. ARNOLD
Has temoved from 214 Center street to 317 Webster 
avenue, near Jlalstcd street,

IN VALIDS
fX HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
rF itampa, their dlaosse, or symptoms, will receive 

pampum aud advtea FBiitocure ttfemaelvna without 
drngi. p.m THOMAS BATTERY cOMPANr. Card- 
iBgton.Oblo * *j

psVCS/Off/E-lKY) CO.VSUL7' WITH 
A Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
practical life, aud yuur spirit-friends. Send lock uf 
pair, or handwriting, and une dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for clrcuHrs. 
Address, ao Prairie street. Milwaukee. Wls. <>str

now TO BECOME A MEIIU'M IN VOL'Ii OWN 
AA homi'. will send a pamphlet giving Inrtrm llons. 
delineate your phiucfiur niedltniiKljip. und n spiritual 
H»ng book. All for 25 cents. Address Mrs. J. A. Bites, 
♦9>l Lnliuuet Ave., Chicago. 111.

MRS, ELLA M. DOLE.
1 tils njrdiutn, who te clairvoyant, clAlraudlcnt, 

psychoini tric. aud | rojihcile. C3i> be consulted at k,». 
ItteU North Clark street, Engagements cun he made 
by letter. ajutf

Chronic Diseases a Specialty.
Fend full name, age, sex. and two stamps forVniK 

ntegtioste. Many wondcrtul cures being made by 
W. W. Lnthiop, M. I)., Jackson. Midi.

Mentici) this paper. :.3 if

MRS. 0. FftRTRI DOE,
lb? wcii-kuntvti end BuMucsi Medium
Readings persou&Hy or by tetter $i.vo. Three res 
eouable questions unswrred by tnall for 2.5 centu 
Magnetic treatment given at her rcMdrnee. or at 
home of tho patient. G, J3rtl »-ireet, near Cottage 
Grove avenue, Chicago' -¿Wif

F. CORDEN WHITE,
Trance, Ttst and Bus|nefl.$ Medium. Elttlugs finite 
at .•Mt»« cnlumet avenue, corner Thirty-tint street
Hath. Wellsboro Fiuta. 354tf

REV. Q. V. CORDINGLEY, 
the celebrntcf! trance and test medium. Seance« 
Monday. Wcdncadny and Saturday nlghtn. Private 
eoiiFUltnlluDi dally for business nri 1 diagnosing Psy
chometric circle every Tuesday afLcrujun at 2 o'clock. 
Residence 2953 Indiana avenue. SL*ii

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two

r.-elIUg. (iu.r.uteedL'^X “r. ¿AT’Kh

„r0"?,1".'?8 p“rts uf "'V Sent tor CO ccu /
or «11 tl,™ .out postpaid tor .1,00. wl "> VarS 
1’Iroioand lastructlous liow lollw touyears

w
Melted Pebble Spectacles.

V1“10,“' Wrlt«<w mostrateci Clrculon 
Ìlio will*,  btj lee und prlcvs and pliutj of .spirit Ynrirm 
« ho developed this cteti vuyant power iu me tin

FtotJ B.F¿ILnl'k ‘SL'“d ‘°'

DR. GARLAND’S
VEGETABLE COUGH DROPS

u.’ill’JV.'ci.t“ V,1 uuncl' bove» and aro gonrntiteeS

claiupB and receive by retimi Ululi a box ot thia ’

household remedy
ns y on will find It u blood ch*an«er  aa welt an a Throat 
rei-oiSit'S- a'K .riir1¿° iVu 

IlHuRo,i|AXD’ 832 blxl11,111 Plate‘ Chicago,
■ ■ ____ 8 ¿2 If

ORDER OF 
THE MAGI.

A Xuw Badge In solid gold 
with liirn*  and tilnck enamel, 
with the pyrnmldi. obdtek 
mid Min's i‘H) s In gold. Evory 

.. . Myelh- should li&ve line tif

PSYCHE
1« i w lucuti., 1, ,1 im.eue.1 medi un,, under spiri!
M i l hi. ' U d.-teL.p nntdluiusblp
Mniij, hj Uh u.«,e. leivr receii c I Iniz commuutea*  
don" rrie..Slirlln |ll'.'1!!'S'.""1 <'xlì"6*’ K'.'»! sullsluc- 
», ■ r - H, uni 2u i'cius extra fur exiirctisace 
lor aule ut lb<‘ottice u! Tur Pro ;;:e.-i\i- T'nlXKKli

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
an succinct form the substance of his lec
tures on the Molecular Hypothesis of 
Nature: and presents his views as dem
onstrating a scientific basis of Spiritual
ism. The book is commended to all who 
love to study and think. For sale at this 
office. Price 25 cents

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrin.” By Edward Gibbons.. This 
is No. G of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and eo exact and perfect in 
every detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“The Philosophy ; of Spirit, and the 
Spirit-World.” ^'Hudson Tuttle. A 
most able and interesting presentation 
of a most important subject. Every 
Spiritualist and every inquirer into the 
proofs and philosophy of Spiritualism 
should have this «xôeilent book. Cloth, 
$1. For sale at tffis office.

Right Living.«By Susan H. Wixon 
Tbe author shows a;wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render theibook more interesting 
and more easily ‘comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the s'hrindsof mothers and 
teachersit may be made very useful. 
Young and old ^11 bo benefited by it 
Cloth $1 For saliLatthis office.

“Angel Whisperings for thé Searcher 
After Truth.” By Hattie J. Ray. A 
volume Of genuine poems, of such fine 
moral and spiritual tone th at .all. will be 
pleased and benefited by it For sale at 
this office. Price $1 ' ■

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the. Principal. 
Passages of the Old and New Testament 
Scriptures which prove or imply Spirit-: 
ualipm: together with a brief history Of- 
the origin of many of the important 
books of the Bible.” By Moses Hull. 
The well-known talented and scholarly 
author has bore embodied the results of 
his many years’ study ol the Bible in its 
•relations-to. Spiritualism.1 As its title 
¡denotes, it is a-yeritableencyclopedia of' 
iitafarmatioa oh .thft : subject. ::’.PriDétl. 
For sale at this office. - • ■ ; ■ ? -

A truly groat work In which tbe author exhibits 
tbe results of years of research, of a mtud devoted 
to science and truth, highly gifted with keen Intui
tive Insight and the psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling him to dtecuvcrand elucidate facta and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book te of 
very great interest and Importance, bringing to light 
many Important points concerning light ana color In 
their mental and physical effects ana their practical 
application tn Lhe conservation of health aud the 
euro of disease and sickness. Its medical value te be- 
Sond estimation, and Its teachings should bo known

y all.
Finely Illustrated with cute and colored plates.

FItICK, JJ5.OO. POSTAGE,
For Sale at Tho Progressive Thinker Office,

MISS EMMA RUDER GIVES LESSONS BY 
malt on Occult Science, Philosophy and As

tronomy. Oue course of ten lessons tor\‘2.50. 
U ealtliy ave.. Graud Rapids. Mich. ;;g;

IF YOU ARE SICK
And wish a correct diagnosis FREE, tend to DR. E. A.
STEELE, McAllister Street, San Francisco, ('all 
4 stamps for reply. 2t5

Mus. S. F. UkWOLF- IXDF.riiXDEXT SLATE 
wrllluit. 2«l Wlnrlie.tcr uve., ntar Van Huren. 

Madia;.. Street cur; take transfer at Robey. Ladles' 
circle. TUurcdaya at 2.31!. '

MItS. STARK. SPIRITUAL MKDtt’M-SlTTIXCS 
daily. ItispIniUuniil music drvelope.l, hui! other 

phases. <»2.2 Monroe itveuue. Flat E. 3tkJ

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

PROF. R. A. STINSON. ASTROLOGER. CLAIR- 
voyaut and psyebometrtet. Send lock »of hair 

date of bj’lh and fH) cents for reading. Address 2Sj 
W. Monroe street, Chicago. bqi

To Advance Humane Education 
'in AH Its Phases,

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

DY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. B. 
JD Denton. A marvelous wort Though conctee aa 
n text-book, h Ie as fascinating as a work o*  Action 
Tbe reader will bo amazed to see the curio » facte 
hero combined In support of thia new’y-dtecovcred 
power of the human mind, which win resolve a tbou 
sand doahta and difficulties, make Geology os plain az 
day, and throw light uu all the grand subjects Tow ob*  
(cured by time.

Lyceum» and Societies that wlab to get up ele
vating, Interesting and paying*  entertainments can
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. Tbo en
tire 'plan, with full directions, is in the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing is needed more. Any individual may organize\ 
one in his own town and reap a financial reward.

- TBY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

BORN OF FLAME.
Margaret B. Peeke’s Occult Story.

’ IN PAPER, AT.50 CENTS.
It can now bo secured at this office. This book, by 

the author of “Zenls, the Vestal,” Tim hod a wide 
popularity, and now that it can be had at so reason- 
ablè a i» tee, is wltbln the reach of all. We will send 
It,'postpaid, on receipt of price. Address this office. L

Soul or Thiugs—Vol. L
Cloth........................................................

Postage 10 ccote.
Soul of Things —Vol II.

Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..................
Postage io ceute.

Soul of Things—Vol. IH» 
UllCratcd. 362 pp. Cloth...............

Poatago 10 ccnu.

41.50

li»

THE TALMUD.
Selcctlonsfrom tbe contents of that ancient boot 

its commentaries, teachings, poetry, aud legends! 
Also brief sketches of the men who mode and com
mented‘upon 1l By H. Polang. 659 pp. Price, 
cloth, 91.00.

’“Sparks From the Infinite” 
is nn occult work In prose and verse, dealing with 
the electric, magnetic, olflllc and psrcblc lawa tu 
their direct relation to tbo fionl and Its destiny.

“Will bo of Interest to all vegetarians, nnd will bo 
an eye-opener to many who nro thoughtless caters of 
flcsh.”^UjHve.r6M Truth. ... . . .

Send sinftip.'nuinC nnd address of three progressive 
frtends. find rcrotvo a copy free. URIEL BUCHAN*  
AN, 337 Ghesin t since, Chicago, 1U. .. .354

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, cu Inquiry cb to whether Modern Spiritualism 

and other Great Hcfonns come from Hit Satanlo 
Majesty and Uts Subordinates In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents. 
For sale nt this offlec. . ,

The Devil and the Adventists.
Jik Aaventllt Attack on Eplrltnallnn repnlaed. By 

Itan HcLL, Price, 0 cents, Forssle st ttili office

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
Have you promised yourself tbo rare pleasure of 

reading this beautiful work by tbo good, old-tlmj 
writer. Hudson Tuttle? Price. 50 cents. Contains a 
fine portrait of the author. For sale at this offlec.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING,
Including Co-opcmttec Systems and the Happiness 
and Ennoblement of Humanity, By E. D. Babbitt. 
LL. D.. M. D. This comprises the last part of Human 
Culture and, . Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For salo at 
this office. ' ’

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from tbo Highways, Br-ways and Hcdgfcg 

of Life. By MxTTiE E. HrLL. This Ibb marvelously 
ncutbookof selections from Mr*.  Unite beat poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait' 
of the author, also n portrait ot Motes Hull. Price, 
neatly-bound in English cloth, IL Forsaleatthte 
office, »

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. Öneof the best papers Colo

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper corer, with like- 
new of author. Price, 10 cent»; tirelrn copies for 61.00,

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as, the Christian Jesus.

A wondcrtal communlcirttoB,: expWnlfi*  bw Mi 
We au4t»a«ilngs were uMltso*«  forntiM CUtM- knur. rno«U««U(.vnrw«rttMt«K» .

DE. T. WILKINS,
67 33D STREET, CHICAGO,

Treats AlutnretIcally all Chroitir lllseases, at 

ofllcc, or home of the patient.

H. INGRAM LINDSAY
Gives readings from Io kef hair, on l.uslucs» med|. llllHhlp and »uclal inauen. Trial really, “u c-nts 
"'*!!>•  1'ilUreadhg.lt and l»o l i mit slump. 
AddressP. 0. Boj 2IA1 Bosloii, Ma«. 3('l

Seership-Guide to Soul-Ligbt.
Itaurtand culture, with rules tor its ni'a rmiotit 

roli'e ¡iumau'^ny“' r,S's7.“Jl 1,1’■ co''""u“
„■.ol.';!.’?:. 1 l'"'J ta'ichnhm ,,f noi:l and Sex. A
ynk ruiiiuhiiug nisiiy rere. t ami inner d. eul’ies Of 
the lieslcrm Ian», la I: amt by it I,.,th man and w 
man bine not merely tlie loul io enoruiuus rower 
bmli mental and Indlihlual. Inn erergv or
effecllngwlihed ror ehangrs In oilier.,, also piolongi- 

n'l i"ii '.¿'ii rl<C KATE c. RAX-
”UJJ 1J. -1 Ml' rose al rune. Toledo, u. gin

Tirus. 1.. PACKER. ;ru W. VAX IU |;i:v7 CLAIK*  
111. liijanl, p.'.vehonn'lrBl, huslue»» medium. Three 
reasonable question» neswered hv mall, with slamn

cents. ' g,;,1'

J. C. F. GH DI BINE. SEER,' 
Is developing f-cnMlIvcs lu rBvcIiomeirv. Clnlrvoy- 
ance. Inspiration find l,',ych:>patiiv |»v H wrles uf 
Inspirational teachings thvuugh the * 
8p<indcnee. For booklet. endurMnncj.ts. I'this, send 
a,1’ J.’i”Ifcascd nnd stumiei i tn elope t> .1 C F 
GM M31NE. 782U Hawthorne Street, station p Chj. 
inh’; ."I1,“'’1?: ’iijclil’feprs. lueludhli a regular 
ahtlQk. 42. ror Itet ot pul.I cat uns of ,-u h tc lUit-c " 
•end nn nd .re*M»d  and h’HHit-Hi r-.v. h,tip. •"ftif

of corre-

Occult Forces.
A woniterful hook containing valuable mailer of 

intense Intrrebt to ail wlio dt-sln-in <>h//ira« {O bc-ncflt
I’ 'hh1 ‘. m *“ Hr‘? vd ”r ‘•“»defised thought 

and brilliant ideas pointhiga new wav to sttceeasin all 
undertaking!- through the mastery ot siibtile Joivcb

Develop v-utr Intent powers and nceompliUi what 
would otherwise be impossible. This knowledge not 
only increase« personal influence but fort Rieu one 
agntn«t designing and unprincipled persons. Prive of 
book 30c. or sent tree for addresses of triemla likelv to 
be interested in it and ]2c. in stamps. citr-Har« free 
OCCI LT PI’LL CO., »’ul Vlnccuncs Avenue P T 
Chicago, 111.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASUEND THEM.

Or« few tbongbtB on bow to reach that altitude- 
where Btdrli Is aupreine and all things ore aubtcct to
ll, w llh portrait. By Mi.sii. IIvli.. dual the book 
to teach yon that you are a splrlfuat balng, and to 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faeultlca. 
Price, bound In cloth. 40 cents; In paper cover 2S 
cents For aalc at ibis ofllce. ‘

POEMS FROM THEINNER~LIFE
By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as Ftaple M 

augnr. Price ftl.Ou.______________

Cliildren’s Progressive. Lyceum.
Amannnl. with directions fotrtlie'organlzatlon and 

management of Sunday school». By Andrew -teckson 
Davte, Something Indtepenaablc. Price 50 cents.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chas. Chlnlquy, cx-prlesk A remarkfiblo- 

book. Pages, 682. Price 61.25. •

THE GODS.
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll- A pamphlet of 40 pages. 

VTortb Its weight in gold Price 20 ccata. ■

Afil EAGbLLEN I WORfc
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

.Ls The “Stellnr Key" Ie ttj nhllosophicnl tntro*.  
duction to tbe revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of this little volnme may he gained from tbe*  
following table of content«*.  1—Death nnd the After*  
Life; 2—Beenes In the Sumtncr*Land;  S—Society tn tile
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Ccntroain the SutumcMjiirt: 
5—Winter-Lan*  nnd Summer Land; 6—Language ana: 
Life In Summer-Land: 7—Material Work for Spiritual. 
Workers; 8—Ultimatos In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice? 
from JnTnes Victor Wilson. Thia enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter in f»‘ 
mcreditions,and is enriched by a beauurett-trona» 
Slccc, fllustrnUng the •• fortns-.lon of the Spiritual 

ody.” Cloth 75 cento. Postage 5 cents. For ¿al‘l 
at this office. ______________________ • - ?

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism, 

ehft Leader of Armies, .By Moses Hull. Thiels at 
onco the most truthful blttory of-Joan of Arc, bud 
one of the most convincing arguments on SpIrHualtem 
overwritten. No novel was ever more ttxrUUnglv In
teresting: no history more true. Price In clutb, 40- 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For salo nt this office, 

'. Romanism and the Republic.
By Her. Ituc J. Luuing, M. A Even mtttot 

, ibucldre« 11 TrJcellZXJ. ::
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